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UUustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials thust;

Am. Ry. Engineering Malnt.

of
Rail Sections. 444t
Rail Speciticatinns. It. 2o0t

AM

Rock-Road. 395

Abyssinia. Railroad Receivership. 23
Accidents. Train
Angers. France. Derailment.
Arbroath (Elliot Junction). Scotland. 11
B. & O.. near Bellaire. Ohio. 400
Barcelona. Spain. Derailment, 063
B & M.. Cofilsion near Canaan, N. H., 310i,
:

IW

322

Ont.,

Caledon,

near

Derailment

Pac.

Can.

303

& Mattoon Interurban. near
Charleston
Charleston. 111.. 256. 2-9t. 535
C R I & P-. Derailment at Morns. Iowa,
303

I

Derailments and Brakes
Elliot

Govt
Heavy

243
England. 481T

Collision.

Contras. France.

In

lision. 107
& North Western, at Shrewsbury.
Eng.. 468. 4Slt
Louisiana Commission. Reports to, 631
Metropolitan Underground (London). 535
Mex. Cent.. Aguascallentes, 366
May. 1907. 32t June.
Monthly Summaries
88t: July, 194t Aug., 312t; Sept., 481t
Oct., 641t. 772t: Nov.. 739t
N Y C & H. B., Derailment at Woodlawn.
'l98f. 2o5t 264. 727. 735t
N. Y. State. Reports to Commission. 273.

London

:

:

Pere Marquette. Salem. Mich.. 91, 114t 124»,
168t, 253t
Poaen, Prussia. Derailment. 186
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific, Publication of Reports. 2t
State I^eglslatlon in 1907. 168
Texas. Reports to R. K Commission, 303
Third Rail. England. 294. 642t
Trainmen's Responsibility. 405t. 772t
Wabash Fined tor Failure to Report to
Outfits,

I.

Accounting
Detachable Voucher Dratt. 284*
:

I.

C. C. Revision, 86t. 352t. 406t. 418.

503

Texas Rules, 467
Adams, B. B., 58

Adams Express
Changes

Co.

:

In Officers. 400,

568

:

:

R.,

:

Annual R"port. a04
Decapod I,..comotlve. B. R. A P., I.'.l*
Elec Uicnmnllve. Bnsh Terminal. 788*
Jamentown Exhibit. 185
Mallet r„mp..und. Erie. 170*. 384*
Pacific r.ocom.tlve. L. S. tc M. S.. 2,%8«
Pacific I,' cniMtlvc. Penna Lines West.
Pralrlo

r,..r..,ii..i|ve.

M.

St.

V

&

S.

2.18*

Sto.

M..

IIB*
flwllrhing

r,'"-r.rTi'>tlve,

Ten Wheel

.\rch

I

Annual Report. 614t*
Reports (See Corporation
Accounting).
See Bridge)

.\rgentine

^,
Tim-

58
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Budget for 1908. 237
New R. R. Project. 790
Railroad Consolidation In. 22
Argentine Trans-Andine. 125*
Arnold Company
Beech Grove Shops of the C. C. C. & St. L..
655«
Stratford Shopj, Grand Trunk. 726*
Around the World. New Record. 105
Asbokan Dam. 274
Association (See Names)
Assoc, of Ry. Supts. of Bridges and Buildings
Annual Convention. 493*
Convention Exhibits. 494
Smoke Jacks. Report on. 500*
Assoc, ot Transportation and Car Accounting
Officers. Meetings. 40. 742
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Annual Report. 409t*
Apprentices. 333
Employees' Merits. 106
Fuel Department. 504
r. C. Report. Harriman Investigation, 60
I
Rebates. 75. 467, 601
Recreation Houses. 243
Transcontinental Cut-Off. 228*
Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic. Annual Report,
675t*
Atlantic City. Permanent Convention Pier, 443t
Atlantic Equipment Co.. Hydraulic Dredge. 623*
Auditing (See Accounting)
Austria. Electriflcation. 237
Austrian State Railroads
Condition of Equipment, 646
Tie Orders. 709
Automatic Stops (See Safety Appliances)
Automobile. Speed Records. 4. 730
;

Fn-lKlit

Forks
Comp. Atlantic for C. M. & St. P., 596*
Consolidation and Inspection, South Manchurlan. 690«
Ixicomotlve.
Penna. R. B., 827»,
Electric
624«. 707t
Pacific Ixicomotlve. N. Y. N. 11. & H., 564»
Repairing Erie Engines. 420
Ten-Wheel Comp.. Buenos Ayres Western,
;

:

Co.)

Jr.,

Bal.

Excess of Traffic over Facilities. 664. 789
American & Manchurlan Line, 274
Amer. Air Cleaning Co.. Vacuum Car Cleaning
System. 600*
Am. Assoc of Local Freight Agents' Associations,
Annual Meeting. 96
American Blower Co.. Atlantic City Exhibit. 632
American Bridge <'o.. Improvements to Empire
Bridge Co. Plant, 2-i3
American Coupling Co.. Tender Hose Coupling,
242*
Amn-lrnn Itydraullc Stone Co.. Fire Test of Concrete Block Building^ 22
American Korean Electric Co., 666
American I.<ir«motlve Co. (See also Locomotive 4
MbcI,

,

.\zel,

458

Loblto Railroad, 534
Nigeria. R. R. Building. 186, 238
Railroad Mileage. 649
West African Railroads. 697
Air Brake (See Brake)
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Adams Express
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ber,

Burden Iron

Locomotive. C.
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Co..
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N.-W..

6«

269«

Ten-Wheel Locomotive, N.
554*
Baltimore A Ohio
Annual Report. 487}*

Y.

N.

H.

&

O..

;

(ViMlaion near Bellaire. Ohio. 400
Equipment Account for each Car

motive.

32

29t,

:

Cessation

Co..

of

Business,

Boston & Worcester. Wilmarth Locomotive,
357*
Improvements, 429. 665
Late Trains, 397, 600
Withdrawal from Per Diem Agreement. 6i3T
Boston & Maine
Annual Report, lilt
Collision Near Canaan. N. H.. 310t, 322

Control by N. Y. N. H. & H.. 21, 30t, 157,
192t. 2()9*, 341t. 407t*. 411t
Floral Prizes. 651*
Proposed Sale ot Stock Held by New Haven,

T35t
„,„.,
Withdrawal from Per Diem Agreement. 673
Boston & Worcester (See Boston & Albany)
Bothwell Locomotive. 158*
Bradley Hammer. Union Pacific Shops, 70*
Brake "(See also Safety Appliances):
Atlas Slack Adjuster, 334*
Damage to Dairy Products Due to Rough
Handling ot Cars, 759
English Derailments. 468. 481t
M. C. B. Tests of Brake Shoes. 142t*
Maximus. 120*
Prussian State R. R-'s, 694
Brass (See Journal)
Brazil

Americanizing Brazilian Railroads, o98

Brennan Monorallway. 66*
Seattle. 360*
Concrete Arch. Vandalla R. R., 778*
Connecticut Avenue. Washington, 294*
Lights on Drawbridge. 494*
Model ot First Large Iron Bridge In Germany. 364*
Protection .\gainst Brine from Refrigerator
Cars 782*
Quebec'. Collapse ot. 260*. 282t
Rail Bascule. Peoria, 111.. 10*
Strength of Fir Stringers. 48
Susquehanna River. Collapse. 730
Symmetrical Masonry Arch. 90
Trestles and Concrete Arches. Jasper-Frencb
Lick Line, Southern Ry.. 261*
Trestle Collapse. Erie A Jersey, 467
Trestles. Ft. Dodge. Des Moines A Southern,
680*
,
„
Viaducts and Bridges, Tidewater and Deepwater Rys.. 203*
Viaduct. Florida East Coast Extension. 230»
Weaver Rail Lock for Drawbridges, 718*
Bridge and Buildings Supply Men's Assoc, 494
British (See England: also names ot Rallroada)
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.
Annual Report, 414t
Buda Fdry. & Mfg. Co.
Paulus Track Drill. 76*
Switch Stand. 398*
Buell Automatic Stop and Cab Signal. 274
Buenos Ayres Western
Ten-Wheel Comp. Locomotive. 269*
Buftalo. Rochester A Pittsburgh
Annual Report, 195t*
Decapod Tyocomotlve. 151*
ICnglne Mouse at Rochester Burned. 241
Rochester Colnirg Car Ferry. 601
BulldlnK Material
Fire Test of Concrete Block Building. 22
Bundv Car Door Hanger. 728*
Burden Iron Co.. Switching Locomotive. 560*

Columbia River. Portland &

:

;

:

:

and Loco-

04(Pt

Inspectors of Freight Service, 273
Police Force. 105
Purchase ot Cars ot Subsidiary Coal Companies. 603
Washington I'nion Station. 627*
V. M. ('. A. Building at Baltimore. 304
Bangor A Aroostook. Annual Report. 615t'
names. M. C. 106
llanrule (Sec Bridge)

Baasetf. E. M..

;

U. S. Government Tests,
Firing Stationary Boilers, 550J
Bolivia:
,„„
Effect ot Railroad Development, 598
Efficiency.

Boston

:

•

:

No Longer on Boston & Albany, 159
Advertising
On Freight Cars, 253t
Africa
Algeria and Tunis. Railroads In. 394
Cars as Missionary Stations. 420
Congo R. R- 705t
Katanga R.

:

;

749

Equipment Account. Individual. 640t

Discussion. Electric Railways, 41
Rail Section. 444t. 608t*
Rail Specifications. It. 250t. 443t
American Society for Testing Materials
Convention. 430. 491
Convention Exhibits. 491
Rail Corrugations 480t
Rail Specifications. It. 13, o6t. 250t
Standards, ollt. 528*
Standard Specifications tor Structural

Annual

m

Wrecking

Bliss.
^,

American Railway Master Mechanics Association
Convention .'lans. 333. 505
Am. Soc. ot Civil Engineers;

Ames.

Protection ot Track Circuits from
Foreign Currents, 567
William, 750*
Block Signal (See Signal. Block)
Boiler (See also Locomotive Boiler)

Bezer, Henry,

Assoc.
,

.\nn .\rbor.

Junction. Scotland. 11
Bollctins: No. 23. 116: No. 24, 588.
ColBail tor Trainmen Concerned

:

Way

.!•

Bearing (See Journal)
Beef (See Meat Industry)
Bees Tie up Yard. 21
Beet Sugar Productlnn. 20
Belgian Stale KallroBda
140t

Burnham.

A Co. E.
Ind.. 59*
Co., 788*

H..

D.

:

A

T.

11,

Station at

Evansvllle.

Bush Terminal
Business

(See

Situation

Traffic)

nl

Finance:

also

:

Diffusion of R. R. Shares, 342t
I'lve Panics, 760t
Gov. Warfield on Southern Situation, 388

Gross Earnings F.ill Off, 639t
Operating Uncler Normal Conditions. 70St
I'rea. Mather on R. R. Problem. 443t. 452
Price ot Material, 105
Waces and Retail Prices of Food In 1906,
822

:

Anerlcan Railway A»':'>clatlon
Boreau nf Explosives. Report. 561
Car Efficiency I'.'illetlns. L')3. 221t,
:

.'..-.:!.
5H4. ''.•J7. 791
Efflclcncj CMiimlttee's

344t,

467.

Car
Kail

Hessi'.n.

Work. 672f

.-..-..'!

'.10). 367. 443t. B77I.
Rail ••ommitf"
Rail Serf lis .;..vt«, n27«. fl7it, 677t
Rail Sp<vin^,it;.,nq. 25nt
;

Tbird

hall.

Stnndnrd Location

for.

569»

788t

Itevlsed Signaling Rules, 141t
Belgium. Purchnsp of Private Railroad, 70»
Bell. Richard. .'iSO
Bflmnnt Tunnel, 67*
Benjamin. Prof C. H., 185
IV'rlin (See Germany)
Beaaemer A Lake Erie
ore Tonnage. July. 21
Steel Tien, 366
Betble«iom Ateel Co.. Rail Speclflcatlona. 31*t
:

(See
pliances)

Signal.

Cab Signal

Block:

Canadian Northern
Annual Report. 549t*
Condition of Equlnmenl. 75
Canndlon Pacific
Additional Steamships. 429
:

:

AoDiial

Report, 376t*

also

Safety

Ap-

:

1— Dkkmbu

JLXr

:

:

i

)

i
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Per

Diem Agrremeot,

b

from

Per

Diem Acrecment,

.N.

U., 673)

Withdrawal

,

279t
Houtb,

0731

Withdrawal
AcruuDt, Urpaira, etc, B. 4 O., O-tOt
B<». Sun NInic U. U.. 32:>*
>
.ih I... ii li,.ii:it> I', iiiuiula l(T
TMI*

241
U..

ilcaxo

Wlthdra««

V.

N.

4 H

U.

,

0*3t
Cattle
Fine* for Violation of Law 334
Transportation. 75
Cattle (iuard, Expanded Metal, 22*

Nr»a:k W .,: -u.rj.r, n,- of
Coogo Railroad, 7U5t
Connectlmt
ElM-trlc Ky Charters. 222>

rmaa;. STOt
o. 727
Cltjr Ry..

I ii\<.

•^

400,

727

N. Y. City By., B06
tor C»r)
I'lscoatloued by I'ubllc Service

1

1*73

707»

7

r«y C«r. 91

1

Ini

.1"

157
Leitalaiure and N. Y

Montreal Type)

Kail Mulur iSee Motor Can
Refrlxerator, llarrlman Lines, 374t
Bepair Account, B. & U., 640t
Bepalrs. M. C. U. lotercbange Kules. 5*
BooOog. Klaterlle. 700
Sleeping, Hygienic Kules In I'enna., 305
Union I'acltic, 530*
StevT ru->.ii^er.
•
:"als I'atent, 234*
Mssenger, Grand Trunk. 135
:

-uck)

Harrlman Lines. Kefrlgerator, 374t
Prussia. High Capacity, 375t
Sun NIng It. K^ Box and Klat. 325*
.N.

Y.

ii.

&

H. R., 48

727

461*

Klectrlc,

Class, 135
I'enlnsula Ky., 750*

Grand Trunk. >blrd
Indian

(See

Assoc,

of

4 Car

Trans.

:

also

Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission Rulings)
Briberv by .San Kranc'sco Consignees, 21
Kiliciency. .Addresses Before Traffic Club
:

Car

Chi. MS':. 524, 557

..f

Cur Kllul.u,
2211,

Car

y.

.mt.

Am. Ry. Assoc. Bulletins. 133,
407. 553. 584. 027. 791

Kfficlency

in

Prosperous Times and Dull,

072t

Car lyoadlng. 458
Car Loading, Cincinnati

Chamber

of

Com-

merci- Circular, 49

Car LnaillnK. Cotton. 503
<ar Shortai;.-. Cattle Cars. Texas, 40
Car Shortage, Grain, N. Y. State.
1900. 305
Car Shortage. Lumber, Due to Obeying Rule,
.

':'

Car Shortage, Middle West and Northwest,
407

Car Shortage, Northwest. 105, 300, 507
Car Shortage. I'lttsburgh and Northwest, 000
Chicago Freight Car Clearing House, 55t
Coal Car DUcrlmlnatlon, St. L. L M. & S.,
509
Coal Car Distribution, Indiana. 467. 601,
607t

Deiuurrage on Private Sidings. 482t
Demurrage. N. Y. Pub. Serv. Comm. Inquiries. 211
Distributing Cars to Shippers. 458
Diversion of Krult Cars, 185
Diversion Penalty. 000, 607t
Freight Agent and Increased Per Diem, 264
Freight Car Delivery Reports. 727
Home Route Slip Bill. N. C. & St. L.. 049»
Individual Car Owners' Assoc. 88t. 100. 305.
631. 048
Intercbange. Changes In Rules, 5*
Interchange of Cars In Kurope. 751
Moderate Sized Cars Wanted. 273
Nat. Assoc, of Car Service Managers, Recommended Rules, 10
N. Y. Public Service Commission Investigation. 105. 467
N. Y. State Shippers' Protective Assoc. 241
Operating Under Normal Conditions. 703t
Pittsburgh Car Serv. Assoc, Report oa De-

tention, 273

64

Iles-Murrayvllle Cut Off. 33
I.
C. C. Kepori. Harrlman Investigation. GO
Standard Oil Co. Fined, 153, 535
.\greeiueul

with Wabash. 503

Illinois:

Annual Report. 510t*
Smoke Jack. 500*
Chicago 4 North-Western
Annual Report. 347t*
Omaha Freight Terminal, 708'
Ten Wheel Locomotive 0*
Chicago. Burlington 4 Quincy
Annual Report. e07t, OlSt*
Controlled Manual Block Signals, 303
Passengers Asked to Criticise, 23
Chicago City Ry., Montreal Type Cars, 400. 727
Chicago Great Western

Alton. 33

M'll".
si

f;,,,i

.

Ry

u

MC

.

261*

In United States. Canada
In iy<)T. 70.H'. 770
I'H.iiK- Extension. 313t*. 319*

aad

Pac. 416*
Deepwater Rya., 203*
:al i.'ut off. Sou. Pac and A. T.

!

Line,

.

Nor.

1

Unloader foVuigh Fills, Weatem Pacific. 72*
ConvenrloDB (See Names of Aasoclatlona
Conveying Machinery (See Hoisting and CooTayingi

Cooley. Prof. M. E., 58
Cooling (See Refrigeration; also Ventilation)
Cost (See Business Situation)
Cotter. William. 742*

Cotton
1907 Crop, 746
Credit (See Finance
Creosote (See Timber
Crops (See also Grain
In 1007. 077
:

Cttenot. M.. Prize for

i

;

Work on Track Defornnttoa

,

792
Comberiaud Valley
Wllmarlh Locomotive, 357*
Cunard Line iSee Ships)
Curve (See also M. of W.)
:

:

Caution Signs, 397

Annual Report, ti74t'
Chicago, Indianapolis 4 Louisville
Annual Keport, 5.S3f*
Chicago Junction Railway
Locomotive Terminal. 744*
Chicago. Milwaukee 4 St. Paul;
.\nnual Report. :il3t"
Bal. Comp. Atlantic Locomotive. 596*
Drv Battery for Block Signal Wires, 19
Pacific Kxtenslon. 72, 76, :ii:!t*. 319*
Vacuum car Cleaning, 600*
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Income Account, 243

Dam. Ashokan. 274
Damages (See Claims'
Decker, M. S., 13*

Demurrage and Harrlman

Kv.. 203*
Delaware. Laikawanna 4 Western
Bersen Hill Tunnel. 67*
Chemical Fire Engine for Coal Mines, 67
Rules for Coal Mine Foremen. 1661
See Car Service)
Delayage

Deepwater

:

„

(

Demurraae (See Car Service)
Denver 4 Klo Crande
Annual Keport. 340t*
.„
Double Tracking. Eagle River Canyon. 715*
:

:

Chicago Railway Co.. 303
Chicago. Kerck island 4 Pacific
Annual Report. 44t»t*, 475
Automatic Block Signals, 27:<
Derailment at Norris. Iowa, 303
;

C.

1.

C.

Iteport.

:

Harrlman Investigation. 60

Merits 590
Itock island Employees' .Magazine, 75
Chicago Union Traction, 303
Chilean Trans Andlne, 125*

(

China
Chinese Eastern Railroad, 238
Journey from I'ckln to Hankow, 242
Railroad Extension from Tongking, 630
Railroad Mileage In French indo-Chlna, 502
Railroad Planned from Hanko^v South. 790
Shantung Kailroad. 238, i!M>
Sun Nlng Kailrond. Box :mii1 I'liit Cars. 325*
Tientsin to Chin-Klang Project. 709
;

Cinder

Use In Gas Producer, 604
Cincinnati. Hamilton 4 Dayton
Annual Report. 517t*
Cincinnati, New Orleans 4 Texas Pacific
Annual Report. 70«t
Circus Trains, lt!0

:

_

21
KIl'L'Iuc:

„
, ^„.
For Stub-End Passenger Cars. 143*

L)raf(

M. C. B. Assoc. Inquiry. 730
Drawl>rldce (See Bridge)

Dredge (See Hydraulic Dredge)
Drill (See Machine Tools)
Dudgeon .lack. Force Pump and Ram. 399*

:

Steamboat Co., 392*
Claims
Claim Department Obstruction,

Denver. .Northwestern 4 Pacific:
HlKhest Railroad Station. 41
Depreciation orf Equipment (See Accoontlnx)
Detroit. ToU'do 4 Ironton
.\niiual Report. G14«*
Change In Route. 663
Dickinson Smoke Jack. 501*
Die Work. 31S
Differentials
See Freight Rates)
Discipline (See also Employee)
Lebigh Valley Dismissals. 063
Overlaps. 575t
Surprise Tests, Harrlman Llnes^ 133
Surprise Tests, Lehigh Valley. 75
Surprise Tests. Penna. R. R.. 727
Dodge 4 Day. Engineers' and Constructors Clulw

:

Dudlco Kail Section. OOSt*
Dundee 4 Arbroath Joint Railway.

Citizens'

Elliot

June-

tloh Collision. 11

:

62. 141t. 150.

Dynamite (Sec Explosives)

197t. SS'2J. 406t
Freight, South Carolina Law, 509

Car DIstrlbutioD, Ohio, 007t
Demurrage Law. New Jersey. 21. 274

<'oal

Sectprocai

233*.

222t,

:

Accounting Officers)
Car Cleaning (See Car, Passenger)
Car Ferry
Across the Rhine. Model of Old, 364*
Grand Haven-Milwaukee. 509
Lldgerwood Klectrlc Winch, 50*
Kochester-CoburK. (jol
far Service (See also Freight Claim Assoc: also
Assoc, of Transportation & Car Accounting
:

4 W,,

L.

:

L'n. Pac. All-steel, 530*
Wagenbals I'atent Steel, 234*
West Shore, Klectrlc. 61»*

Officers

St.

:ts(Pt»

.

'

:

tf70t*

A.

;

Life of, 30Ut
N. y. C. & H. B.. Coach. 235«
N. y. City Ry.. Montreal Type. 505

Car Accountants

I.

.

McxUu.

:

:

City Ky.. Montreal Type, 400.
Cleaning. Vacuum, 60O*

Chic.

Great

Chesapeake 4 Ohio
Annual Report, 440t*
Increase in Weight of Freight Traini, 444t
Chicago
Freight Car Clearing House, SSf
Reorganisation of Street Railway Companies.
185
Chicago 4 Alton

:

Car, Paasenger
Erie,

Railroad Built

250.

Colilalon,

27UT. 535

Chicago 4 Eastern

Car, Freight
AdTertlsemenls on. 253t

Thieves,

^-.

Newark Warehouse, 134, 225*
Charleston 4 Maitoon Interurban,

'I'rackiige

i\heel)

\^

US

ExtenaioD, 73. 78
k i;
715*
n. 230*. 429

I'aciflc

Taxation on Western of .\labama Shares, 033
Central K. R. of New Jersey :
Annual Report, 540t*
Increase In Weight of Freight Trains, 444t

by T.

200*

Con
-•

Annual Report.

U., 2t

>'.iimablp Line*. 392*
:
Individual ManaccmcBt.

3t

Acquisition

4

N. H.

.

Kaliwar. 102t.

Consollilatrd

:

(See far.

u i.iitrr

1

-Hft*

Leglsiatlou.

Concrete)
Central of Georgia;
Annual Report. 253t*

I.')

J.,

Consolidated

Se«-

Sale.

N.

-

:

i

BrUn. 2M*

gtoo

2bOf, j;51. 307. 504, 567,

Car Shortage (See Car Service)

(.'euent

:

ftW

Lines,

Fraudulent, 273
Three Cent Fares, 94
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago 4 St. Ivouls
Beech Grove Locomotive Shops. 655*
Increase In Weight of Freight Trains, 444f
Climax Stock tJiiard Co.. Expanded Metal Cattle
(^uard. 22*
I'levelaiiil,

:

Clyde Steamship

Co.,

."192*

Clock (See Standard Time)
Coal (See also Fuel; also

Smoke)

:

;

:

Freight Rates:

:

Coal Reserves of United States. 38*
Lower Price for English. 729
Shortage on Harrlman Lines. 241. 273
College (See Names)
Color Blindness (See Employee)

Colorado 4 Northwestern
Subject to Federal Law. 697
Colorado 4 Southern
.\nnual Report. 450t*
Explosion. Boulder. Colo.. 185
Strike. 1S5
Colorado Railroad Commission. 21
Colorado River Break, 105
:

Steamship Co.. 392
„ii»_Education (See also names of schools, colleges
and universities also Telegraph)
Apprentices on \. T. 4 S. F.. 333
Eels. Klectrlc. Suppl.v Power. 305
Egjptlan State llallroads
Feed-Water Heater. 152
, ^ „
Electric Rallwavs (See also Electrified Steam) :
Block Signals. 253t
425*
Competition.
Competition with P. 4 B.. 49
ConnectUiit Charters. 222t
Express. N. Y. N. H. 4 H.. 75
Interni'l'an Fares, 586
LeKlshillon. 647
Light Freight Handling. 628
Massachusetts. Certificates of Public Necessltv and Convenience. 556
New "York Central Electric Lines. 67*
Sparsely Settled Communities. 783
Steam and Trollev Competition In Ohio, 2T
Steam and Trolley In Indiana, 558
i:astern

also

;:

;

:

:

:
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1— December
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,

Editorials J/iust; Contributions thustJ
[Jllustrated articles are indicated thus*;

(See also LocomotlTe, Electric)
Best System. "JSat
Catenary Trolley, Rochester Division of Erie,

Electric Traction

4'^2*,

:

4(51*

Grades and Choice of Motive Power, 41
Single I'hasc in Switzerlana, 744
Standard Location for Third Rail, 559*
Standards, .\m. St. & Int. Ry. Eng. Assoc,
51 li. 51'S*

Steam and

Locomotives,
Club Discussion, 415
Electritied
Steam Railroads (See
Tractlonj
Australia. 4U
Elec.

N.

R.

R.

Y.

Electric

also

:

Explosives
Colorado

& Southern, Boulder,

sion, 1S5
Mich. Cent..

„

Colo.,

„

Essex, Ont., Explosion, 185, 535,

577t, 663
Report of Am. Ry. Assoc. Committee, 561
Tramps, Explosion by, 241
Exports
,
„
.
Crops, Forest and .\nimal Products, Exports
and Imports of. In 1907, 677
During Fiscal Year, 191t
Grain, Atlantic and Gulf Ports, 135
Locomotives, 335, 729
Rails. 274, 729
Express (See also names of companies)
Eleclric Express Co., N. Y. N. H. & H., 75
Franks, 40
Rates Reduced. Missouri, 727, 759
Southern I'acitic Business. 253t

Bavaria, 715
Erie. Rochester Division, 405t, 422', 461*

212
Melbourne Suburban Lines, 49, 703t, 709*

Italy.

Newton & Northwestern, 680*

Central (See New York Central &
Hudson Rlverj
N. Y. N. H. & H. (See New York, New Haven
& Hartford)

Southern Pacific, 249t
Sweden, 238
Switzerland, 332

West Shore. GT
Empire Bridge Co.. Improvements. 243
Employee (See also Wage Increases; also Strike;
also
also Trade Unions
also Education
Hours of Labor; also Reduction of Time or
;

;

Koroes also Wage Reductions) :
Arrests for Dishonesty, Mex. Cent., 505
Arrest of N. Y. Cent. Trainmen for Larceny,
;

503
Art of Handling Men, 106
Brakemen Allowed to Sell Newspapers, 663
Cigarettes Worse than Whiskey, 22
Commendation for Heroism, 333, 535
Conciliation, Grand Trunk, 241
Conviction of Enginemen and Conductors for
Accident Responsibility, 467
Courteous and Equal Treatment of Customer*.
305
Dismissal of N. Y. City Ry. Conductors for
Dishonesty, 631
Doing Away with the Call Boy, 76
Employers' Liability Law, 260
EJnginenien and Superheaters, 270
Engine Running by Unquallfled Person, 365
Examination of Telegraphers, 8
Excessive Hours of Labor In England, 106
Firing Stationary Boilers, 550t
First Aid in Mines, 727
Freight Agent and Increased Per Diem, 264
Full Crew, Erie, 759
Full Crew Law, Texas, 133, 599
Full Crew Law, Wisconsin, 333
Heavy Ball for Trainmen Concerned in Collision. 107
Imprisonment Without Trial for Manslaughter, in Mexico, 365
iDtoxication. Suspended for, P. & R.. 273
Japanese Laborers on Grand Trunk Pacific. 75
Merits, A. T. & S. F., 106
Merits. C. R. I. & P.. 599
Motormen. N. Y. City Ry.. 467
Newspaper Library, Son. Pac, 397
Passing of the Pay Car, 91
Pensions, Erie, 759
Pensions in France, 66
Piecework. Lake Shore. 133
Porters as Flagmen, Erie, 509
Profit Sharlnir. U. S. Steel Corp., 632
Recreation Houses, A. T. & 8. F., 243
Rest Requirements In France, 67
Risks of the Trade. 260
Rock Island Employees' Magaisine, 75
Rules for D. L. & W. Coal Mine Foremen,
166t
Station Agent, 343t. 355. 406t
Station Pwters, 674t
Stereoptlcon Test.s of Familiarity with Signal

095
Third HrHk<'man .\lKillshed on New York Central. 49
Trainmen's Resp'mHiblllly for Accidents. 40Bt.
Incllrntl.ms.

Prices

of

Food In 1906,

322

Wage

Scale <>n Kavnrian Railroads. 243
Fuel, power and Time. 692

M.

I'.

A.,

B.

A <)
Law

,

England

S<"<-

als..

nnmps of railroads)

London to Milwaukee, 335
Long English Passenger Runs, 243
Lusitania's Record, 467
New Record Around the World, 105
Federal Jurisdiction (See also Passenger Rate Reduction also Freight Rate Reduction)
Federal and State Authority, 193t, 467, 694
Missouri, 303
I'res. Mather on the Railroad I'roblem, H3'f,

:

:

Earlv Rovnl Railroad .lourneys, 566*
Enterprise IViinsponntl'in Co. Uerelvershlp. 631
Erie Kalirond
Aonnal Report. 482t»
Dividends In STip, 31 If
Elertrlr Cnrs. 461*
Electrinratlon, Rorheater DiTlslon, 40(!t. 422*,
4«I*
Loco. Repairs by Baldwin Locomotive Works.

429
Mallet Compound. 170«, 3«4«
Smoke Jack. 500»
Withdrawal from Central Passenger
727
Enstls. J. E, 41*
Evansvllle k Terre Haute:
.
PasaeDger Station It Evansvllle. Ind
Fwald, F. O., 5«

.

:

:

452
Right to Appeal to Federal Courts, Alabama,
75
State Control of Fast Interstate Trains, 727,

758
Feed-Water

Ag»oc..

S.

:

:

511t
Erie and Southern Dividends, 31 It
Five Panics, 7G9t
Gross Earnings Fall Off. 639t
Growth of Union Pac, 279', 286

.Mexico,

,

on Lumber, 105

535

.\ew York-Chicago, 063
Freight Rate Reduction (See also Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings)
Alabama, 185. 193t, 211, 397. 503, 063, 631,
;

.Arkansas. 365
Coal, in Northwest, 105
Coal. Union Pac, 695
Georgia, 311t
Italian State Railroads, 13
Minnesota, 303, 345t
Nebraska, 211, 303, 365, 791

Nevada. 159
North Carolina, 193t
Oklahoma. 696
Recent State Laws. 396
State Legislation in 1907, 168
Wisconsin, 105. 1S5
Freight Traffic (See also Traflic)
Growth in Five Years. 341t, 373t
Penna. Railroad in May, 49
Relation Between Trafiic and Mileage, 760
Freight Yards (See Yards and Terminals)
Friestedt. L. P., I'urchase of York Rolling Process
Patents, 791
Fuel (See also Coal)
A. T. & S. F. Fuel Department. 504
Best for Blacksmith Shop. 357
Coke on B. & O. Locomotives, 599
Consumption, Gasolene .Motor Cars, 116t
Waste of Fuel, Power and Time. 692
Furnace, Oil, I'ortable, 335«
;

C. C. Report. Harriman Investigation, 60
Liquidation. U40t
Mex. Cent. -Nat. of Mex. Merger. 56t
I.

New Psychology of
New Haven Rights,

Investment, 513t
575t
Corporate Misdoing. 407t
Poor's Manual for 1907, 237
Pres. Hill on Crisis. 631
Pres. Mather on Railroad Problem, 443t, 452
Receiverships and Foreclosures in 1907, 768t

Penalty

in

Railroads, 1. C. C. Annual
Report, 309t, 318
Stock Issues in Wisconsin, 75
Strike Charters and Their Warnings, 222t
Yale Investment Holdings, 4i9t
Fire (See also Explosives)
Canadian I'recautlon Rules. 76
Protection in .Vltoona Yards, 3(14
Firebox (See Locomotive Flrelxix)
Fire Engine, D. L. & W. Coal Mines, 67
Fireman (See Employee)
Flange (See Wheel)
Flather, Mark, Planer Co.. New Shaper, 568'
Florida East Coast
Key West Extension, 23"«. 429
Foreclfwures
Year's Record, 768t
Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, 680*
Statistics of U. S.

;

:

France
Results of Railroad (Operation In 1906, 313t
Freight (See also Car Service)
Car Load Freight Unloading Charges, N. Y.
:

II.

&

II..

Lines,

'M

Explosive and
dling, 75
Free Storage. 90 Day. Wis. Cent., 467
L(WH and Damage to. Hit. t.tO, 382t
National Industrial Trnfflc League, 273
Rates See Freight Rates)
Shipment of Harvesting Machinery. lO,"?
Uniform Bill of Lading. 7.-.. 323, 467. ,'503
Freight Claim Association
Annual Meeting, 9
Freight Hi/iise
Newark Warehouse. Cenl. of N. J.. 134, 22u*
l'"relght Rales (See also Freight Rate Reduction:
I

:

;

also

Interstate

Gage:
Spain.

210

Ganz Motor Car, intercolonial Ry., 356*
Gas (See also Fuel; also Engine);
Locomotive Cinders for Gas Producer, 694
United States Gas Machine, 334*
(;a.solene Car (See Motor Car)
General Electric Co.
Electric Locomotive, Bush Terminal, 788*
:

Top-Mast Motor Signal.
Gen. Ry. Slg. Co.
Automatic Block

(i3*

Signals.

Phlla.

& Wester

621»
Rochester Shops, 748*
Georgia Railroad
Ordered to Maintain Roadway, 599
Georgia Railroad Commission
Change in Members, 241
Enlargement and >lore Power. 270
Orders, 273
:

Germany

;

Berlin Passenger Traffic, 560
Berlin.

Duchv

Underground Elec. Ry., 531, 742
of Oldenburg Railroads. Locomotive,

73*
of oldenliurg R. K.'s. Iloarman
Tie". 352 J*
Electriflcatlon in Bavaria, 715
MUnster Schlucht Elec. Ry., C61«

Duchy

Steel

Railroad Earnings, 124
Railroad Museum. 362»

Light Freight Handling, 628
Inflammable, Rules for Han-

Commerce

Commission

Kullngsi
Arkansas. Flat Cotton Rate, 567
:

British, Inquiry. 632
Coal, I'nion Pacific, 185
Coal. Wisccmsin, 159

Discrimination rm Calllc Union Pac. 631
Discrimination. Windsor and Detroit. 75
Missouri River. 105
Cent, and Penn. R. R., 185
ini'gal. Standard oil. New York ('•ntnil nml
Penna. R. U.. 303
Northwest,
095, 759
Lumber In

f;raln. East from
Illegal, Oil, N. Y.

59*

663

Pacific.

Gr. Nor. and Nor. Pac
Luml)er, 567

:

Heating (See Locomotive Boiler)
M., 694»
Ferry (See also Car Ferry)
Brooklyn Service to be Abandoned, 468
Finance (See also Accounting)
Comparison with Panic of 1873, 640t
Cost of Money, 221t
Diffusion of Railroad Shares, 342t
Effect of Financial Disturbances on Labor,
Felton,

Electric

;

i

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Motor Inspection Car, 606*, 792
Fare (See I'assenger Rates)
Fast Trains and Runs (See also Schedule) :
.\utomobile Speed Records, 4, 730
Bavarian State Railroad Locomotive, 150
Liverpool-Chicago, 429

N.

304

(Si>e Employee)
Employers' l.lnhllltv
Engine Hee also Locomotive also Turbine)
Gas. In Street Railway Service. 492
I-^iglnn.
«9R
fina
Wisconsin
EnglneerinE and Malnt. of Wav Au»c. (See Am.
Rv Eng. and Malnt. of Way Assoc.)
Engineering Societies' Libra rics, 568
{

159
Rebates, South Manchurian R. R., 696
Rebates, Standard Oil Co. BMned, 153, 535
Rebates, Wisconsin, Central, 185
Steamship, Boston and New York, 133
Uniform Classification. 313t. 429
Freight Rates Increased

Canadian

Claims (See Claims)

Waste of
V.

Publication of Changes in Classification, 599
Hail and Water Tariffs, 631
Rebates, A. T. & S. F., 75, 467, 601
Rebates. Chic. St. P. M. & O., 241
Rebates, Gr. Nor., 365
Rebates, Lehigh Vallev and N. Y. C. & St. I*,

:

New York

Retail

185, 310t
Standard Oil Co.
Shipment, 49
-N. Y.
N. H. & H., Through Kates Via Jersey
City, 673t, 704t, 727, 759
'Jcean Rates on Grain, 749
(Organization of Shippers, 310t, 315+

:

Austria. 2'A~

Wages and

Freiglit Rates (Coiidniici/)
-National Industrial League,
N. Y. C. & H. R. Fined,
:

,

Explo-

Slahhverks Verlmnd Steel Prices, 575t
Ticket Tax, 62
Wage Scale on Bavarian Railroads. '243
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.:
•
Temperature Regulator. .')36«
Gflldschmldt Thermit Co.. Uses of Thermit. t34».

274
Gosa. W. F. M., 55t
Government Ownership
American Slate owned Railroad. 122
:

Belgium, 709
Costly Mistake of State Railroads. 140t
Logic of the Situation, 107
Mex. Cent. Nat. of Mex. Merger. 5rtt
Secretary 'I'att on. 191t. 200
Government Rale Regulation (See also Freight
Rules: Interstate Cominene (Commission
Rulings; Federal Jurisdiction):
Rate Law (See Interstate Commerce Law)
Secretiirv Taft on, 191 1, '200
Stale Legislation vs. Federal. 50o*
Grade Separation
Chicago. 535
l/nng Island Railroad, 185
New York State. 185
Vandnlla at Indianapolis. 774*
:

:

:

:
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II

IUr«r»lluy MachlDerjr,
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1

.ir.;
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I

1931
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i>

Colo
697

iverjf Charge,
ui Ohio. lT2t.

730

Cu.,

.

;

7» 135
\ork Kate. 135

\.-_,»

iiuiiii-.

r.v

730
\otk lUte. 133

CI

i;

.

Demurrage on

MM'

Eniluii

'

Law

1IMJ7.

37; Joly,

L'ocooatltational,

t

Ga.s Uoldlocs

Wast'

In

'.33

eiT.

'losing L'ppcr Berth. TBS,

Wls'

773

:

va

,

(lallck-Hendenun k Co.. 333
Ojroacope, Urennan Monorallwaj.

Oti*

Um(....

C;T-:<|I,

liidusirlal

In Transit Muse Be Pabllshed. 23
Published Kales Are Laws, 180
Kates on Butter and Eggs, 033
Kates on Stoves. East St. Louis. 7i
Kates to New Mexico Keduced. 107
Kelatlon Between Wheat and Flour Rates, 51
Keparatlon for Increase lu Grain Rates, 500

nilnal.

.Ma-

hlne. 504*
Heating;
,„„.
Gold Temperature Kegulator. 53C*

Louis-Little Hock Rates, 792
Steamship Kates to .\ugusta. Ga., and huburban Mills. 160
Sv»-Itchlng Charges. 033

SI.

Hepburn Law (See Interstate Commerce Law)
:

Territorial Classlllcatlon

Uesults of Operation In 1907. 607t
History (See also subjects and names of companies)
,„ ..
.Some Karly Koyal Kallroad Journeys, OOb*
Hocking Valley
.\nnual Keport. 379t*
Hoisting and Conveying:
Crane. 10 Ton. Keadvllle Shops, N. 1. N. 11. *

pheld. 24

,

for Presenting Claims. 792
Toll by Coast Line Route to San Francisco, 78
Transcontinental Rates. 701
,„.
,, ^
_,

Time Limit

:

,

Iransfer Charges Must Be Published. 730
Violations Must Be Substantial. Not Tech-

•!.'<•»•

Lldgerwo.M Winch for Car Ferries. oO«
Vale & Towne Triplex Hoist. 71*. 134
Holmes. K. L.. Bundy Car Uoor Hanger, 728*
Holmes' Metallic I'acklng. Test of, 134

I

Through Kallroad and Steamship Rates, 77
Through Kate Divided. (J9S
.,
Through Kate Keduced to Sum of Locals, (7.

:

nical.

033

Weights of Shipments. 77

Wheat
liiiirstate

Kate. Oklahoma
Commerce Law:

to Texas,

^

„
^
,,
77
Reduced,

Interpretations, Sou. I'ac. 003
Mather on the Railroad Problem. 44.}.T

:

Kallroad Uulldlng. 095
Hose Coupling:
American Tender. 242*

I'res.

452

Thor. 160*

Hospital. .Sou. I'ac. at San Francisco, 89*
Hifstllltv (See rub. Kel. of Kallroads)
Hotrhklss. Blue & Co.. Kogers Journal Box. 212*
Hours of Labor (Sec also Keductlon of Time or
Forces)
Conneitlcut. 133
Kngllsh Bonds. 244. 781

Federal Iti Hour Law, 031
(Jrand Trunk, 407

Secretary Taft on. 191t. 200
Sou Pac. Indicted for VloUillon, 397
liiterurban Lines (See Electric Railway)
Intoxicants (See Employee)
lowu Central. 222t. 233*
Iowa Slate College
New Assistant Professor, ,H)i
Iron and Steel (See also Kail)
4>0t,
Defects and Failures of Steel Tires.
495*. 532*. o43t
,,
liivestlgallon of Steel anil Structural Members. Watertowii Arsenal, 501
Pig livm Furnaces in Dull rimes. (92
Protecting Steel Bridges Against Brine, 782*
:

,„^

85t, 94. 397. 429,

_.,

53o

Legislation In 1907, 108

Stale
Texas, Kill
Wisconsin. 75

Vanadium

Steel,

325

Irrigation In Sou. Pac, Territory. 032

Isthmian Canal
Canal

Mnnhaltan. 07*. 791
Huilson Navigation Co.. 302*
Hungarian Stale Kallroads:

I

&.

Commission

(See

also

„.„.„.
Panama

:

Annual Keport. 007
Kalian State Railroads:

F.iurCvi. Bal. Comp. Locomotive. US'
Present Condition. 4J
«-„„.,.
Wages.
13
Kale Reduction and Increased
KeoTganlzatlon. 00

Salaries on. 12

n

Hydraulic Dredge
Atlantic E<iulpment Co.. 623*
Hydraulic Kam, Dudgeon. 399*
:

Steamboat Service. 150
'

I

Louisville B<jard of

'

\;ieclrlflcaIlon of

Steam Kallroads. 212

Idaho

Trade Resolotlons, It

,.
,
_
New Haven Boston k Maine Antl-Merjer Law,

Massachusetts. 503

.

30 f
North Carolina. 85t. 1141, 103t, 304
Virginia. 103*. 211
I'ennsvlvanla. 224
Oklahoma. 405t
Politics and Railroads. 405t
President Johnson on. 304
Pres. Mather on Railroad Problem. 443t, 481
Railroad Regulation Movement, 398
Rate Law (See Interstate Commerce Law) :
State. In 1907. 168
Slate. Recent. 396
State vs. Federal. 505*
Studv In Railroad Baiting. 67St
Sunrfav Law In Massachusetts. 503
Taking Railroad Property Without Due Process of Law. 114t
Lehigh & Hudson River
Annual Report, 740t*
Lehigh Valley;
:

Annual Report. 196t*. 21.

Dismissals oX Employees, 663
Rebates. 159
50»
LIdgerwood Electric Winch for Car Ferries,
^' EflK-ieut liiumliiallon of Passenger Cars. 374t
Locomotive Headlights. Texas, 133
Live Stock (See Cattle)
Loading (See Car Service)
Freight Agents' Assoc.
1 ocal

:

,

305

211.

107

I'atrona,

I'rlvlleges

Uefrlgerator Cars. 374i
Salt Lake city Inlon Station, Yards and ler

Hill Lines (See also separate companies)

Clashes Between Federal and Sute Aatbortty,
193t
^
,
^
Competition and Confiscation Inder AntiTrust Law. 544)
Congress In Session. 701
Connecticut. 157
Electric Hallway. 047
Georgia. 270. 304. 760
Gov Warlield on Southern Situation. 333

Barbara.

I'enaltv for MIsroutlng. 701
Private Sidings. 72S. 701

C. 1'. Invfstlitatlon Keport. tiO
I.
Iteilprocal Hemurruce and. (H

:

;

:

77

SanU

(

alwii

City. 7^1

I'aper. Carload Kates, 505
I'arcels Express for Suburban

:

and Kedudnsc

See alau Goveromcnt Bate Uecniatlon:
I'auenger Rate Reduction alao rraixht
lute Redifctlon also Emplo7t«: also Boar*
of Labor)
Alal«ma. 49. 103), 211, 304, 467. 503. 601,
t»KI. 094. 729
„ .
.
„ _
Arkansas. Transfer of SulU to Federal Coart,

Leflalallon

097

-

.i:!'. SUt. n«J
StuvlMilt Threading

C, 505

Be Made. 033

.

05*

Hall. Waller T., 751)
Muclilnenbau Actlen - Gescllachait.
Hannoveracbe
ElKht Wheel LiMoiuoilve. 73*
Harrlman l.lne« !.><•••• iiUo .'<epurate companies)
Car Servke t'omllilons, G4

New Vork Stale,
V * L. E., 211

I'.iniiectli/iis.

.Minlinutn Carload Kates. 701
Kates. 24
.Moultrie. <ia
No Coast Terminal Kates for

:

C.

<iulf.

I.,

Low Kales from Crowder

Klei-iro Met'lianlcal Slot,

MIssinirl.

Kond

Joint Kales Need Not

tiaaruian Steel Tie. 35UJ*
Uall Slicnal Co.

Harrlnuiim

f..r

I.

135
Fast Service. ISO

Oklul.'TIKl

Higher Kates

H

Hudson

vot

Tick.

A.:.,

;;...-

KallroBd Mlleaije. «51
...^
CSrlOD Double Treud La»t Iron Car Wheel. ojS*

Honduras

June.

'

Tai'^i'

48 2)
761

I

Dlatrlbuilon oi

SM

KiKht tu Appeal to k'sdtral Cotiru. 75
Htatr Control of Fast Inlerslate Traliu. 7ZT,

;

ed.

lUu Law.

Law, 114t

PeDii<
31) J

.

Lav,

tu yederal

'

Sun

Tirx.. 5:

,

-.

t

H..

Ka(,-<

>|on:i

uf L'uocrvta

IthKk HiilhlliiK. •->
aUu aainaa u( rallGreat llrllalD iSvi- KniilaDil
roada
Orrai Imllaii '•ulnnula Ity., raaavoger Cars. 756*
Ureat Norilit-rii
ADUUal ltr|...rt. «07f, OIOI*
NortlL-rii s-MurlllM «"o., 270f, 280
Ureat Wmterii it Ko(land
Audlhic Ulouui Stcnala. 584*
Four t'yl Simple Ten Wheel Locomotive. ;173»,

Urwce

.'.'.t

.:

Ga>

Tnt

Flr«

No:

It

161

3117

rt.

.ii>ini.

<

Cla>h<-a

ii.

Ur.i

(jranu->i'l

:

;

il

135

Cari,

»
.-rr
!•. i>i III
aiv itiieniaic Lomiocre*
CuuimlMloD a(*u L^sUUlUm)
Bctxrra Federal and Hiale AaUuirltJ.

itullosa:

7J««

1...

^.r

L«:

L«(al

1.

1

loir ri.1

Ool

ar Kerry

503

,.

littt

W llilrr W I1.-.U Crop. 7UO
Uraod Truuk
far Krrr>. liraod Harm tu Mllwauktc, ftW
11..,

aUo Eiaploxet;

M

i.

KuuU.

.

:

.

.<'wi

41t»,

,,co

&

(See

Am.

Frt. Agts." .\ssoc8.)

Lip<I

Co

\iach.

of

,
Assoc, of
,

Montreal, Ten-Wheeler foe

Can. Pac, 619*

Locomotive;
„ . ,, Rjnt
Account. Repairs, etc., B. * <'• "J,* i,
American S*ee LocomMlve EI>:^'Wheell
596*
Atlantic. Bal. Comp.. C. M. * St. P.,
(

596*
Atlantic. CM. >V St. P
Bavarian State Rallr..ad s. 150
Buenos Ayres Western, 260*
73*
Railroads.
Comp., Duchy of Oldenburg
s. 128*
Comp.: FourCyl. Bal.. Ital. State R R
Comp, Mallet. Erie. 170*
,. *
q Sta.
sta.
Prairie. M. St. 1 * S.

Com,rBaL'

Comp
Comp

,

Comp.. TwoCyl.

Consolidation. South Manchuria. 600*
Decapod, B. R. 4 P 161*
Depreciation (See Accounting)
«„.^>,.,_
Northerm
Double Eng., with Steam Desiccator.
of France. 522*
Early, P. * H »7*
Barlv, Penna. K R., 719*
Eight Wheel. Bothwcll. l-''"**
„ „ ..s. 7S»
t.»
Eight Wheel. Duchy of Oldenburg R. R.
,

,

Kallroad Building In. 241
Central
Annual Keport. 413t*

Illinois

:

.

iindgeon ITnlversnl. 399*
Jackson, James F., 687*

Tunnel Co., 243
Immlgrallon:
Southern Cnllfornla. 305

Illinois

als.i names of roads)
Kallniad Organization, 033

India (See

Triitlli-

Indiana

PaclOc, 75
'"'"'".ipaneso Lal)orerg on Grand Trunk
Railroad Mileage. 080
Jefcoate Automatic Stop, 160
664*
lAJCOmotlves.
.leffrey Mfg. Co.. Mine

:

Depiirtnient, 3t

:

Steam and Trolley

In.

.,„
558

Indiana Knlln.nd Cnmiiilsslon
Cnal Car Distribution. 407. 601, 007.
631.
Indlvldiml Car Owners" Assoc-. 88t, 100, 365,
:

(I4X

Injunction

""""inrkel Driving Box Brass. 654*
212*
RAjers .lournal Box with Wick Oiling.
Sorenson Journal Box. i-8
Co,. 567
I'. S, Transportation
by
Bought
Line.
Jov

(Sop Legislation)

InterbnrouL'li llnpld Transit Co.:
Ilr.-.klvn extension. 07*. 407.

Manhattan Elevated, 321*

Signals.

S.ili-Tiiild

Interchange (See Car Service)
ln(ercolonlal
(innz Motor
:

for,

K

667

350*

Interlocking (See Signals. Interlocking)
International of Mexico
History. 154*
Interoceanlc of Mexico
History. 154*
:

:

city

Ky,

Fdry.

Kansas Cltv Southern

Co, Rogers Journal Box,

:

Annual' Report, 577t*
Years Earnings. 113t
Keep. C, H.. 4_1*
Kelvin. Lord, m,*
Korea, Street Railway In, Opo

Eight-Wheel. Penna. R.

K.,

719*

Western

F;rCyL'-SlmplJ.'Gre«t

Ry..

STSt.

,190*

Frame (See Locomotive Frame)
Geared. Bothweil. IS-"**
Headlight (See Lighting)
709
Hot Water l.-Homotlves for Street Rys..
Increase in Weight. !»3«
Inspecil.in.

Mallet

South Manchurlan. 690*
Erie. 170*. 384*

Comp

.

707t
S -iSS*
H. A I
.,
J'**
2,IH*
_
Lines \A est,
_
Comp.. Ital. Sta» K.
Bal.
FvJlrle, VoTcyl.
119*
Prairie.' >l' St. P. & S. Ste. M.,
Repair. 576t. 594*
644*
Six Wheel Tank. Midland H.V..
Stevenson Early Locmiotlyes— 4t*
lu 1907.
PacKlc. L. S. &
Pacific. N. Y. N.

Output
Pn.-lflc

M

.

Penna

Suburban Tank. P. & "„'„"',„„,
Switching. Burden Iron Co.. SOU*

i
i

:: :

::

:
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[July

Locomotive (Vonltnucd)
Tank, Eatiy UermaD, 363»
Tank, Midland Kj-., «44«
TenWiieel. Jsuenos Ayies Western,
Ten-Wheel, Can. Pac, 619»
Ten-Wheel, C. i N.-W., 6*
Ten Wheel, (iieat Western Ky., 373t, 390*
lenH heeler, .\. Y. N. H. & U., 5o4»
'lenWheel, I'enna. R. R., 7iy*
Wilmarti, 357*, 382t, 4yOt
Locomotive, Electric
Bush Terminal, 788*
:

2W

Mine, Jeffrey, t>64*
N. Y. N. H. & H., 182'
N. Y. R. R. Club Discussion, 34 If
Penna. R. K.. 327*, 624», 707t
Which is llfst Svsieni V 282j
Locomotive, Freight
Bothwell, 158*
Buenos Ayres Western, Ten-Wheel Comu.,
^
269*
B. K. & P., Decapod, 151»
Burden Iron Co., Switching, 560*
C. & N.-W.. Ten-Wheel, ti*
Erie, Mallet Comp., 170', 384*
Penna. R. R., Eariv, 719*
P. & H., Early, 97*
South -Manchurian, Consolidation, 690*
Locomotive. Passenger
Bavarian State R. K.'s, Four-Cyl. Comp., 150
Buenos Ayres Western, Ten-Wheel Comp..
269*
Can. Pac Ten-Wheel, 619*
C. M. & St. P., Atlantic Bal. Comp., 596*
Duchy of Oldenburg R. R.'s, Eight-Wheel, 73*
Great Western, Ten-Wheel, SiSt, 390*
Ital. State R. R.'s. Four-Cyl. Bal. Comp., 128*
L. S. & M. S., Pacific, 258*
Midland By., Tank, 644*

Maintenance of Way (Continued)
Keeping Track in Line and Surface
ter. 622
Salt Roadbed Western Pacific, 242
:

Test Track, Prussian State R.

&

St. P.

S. Ste. M..

no*

N. Y. N. H. & U., Pacific, 554«
N. V. N. H. & H., Ten-Wheel, 554*
Northern of l-^rance. Double linu. with Steam
Desiccator, 522'
Penna. R. R., Early, 719*
Penna. Lines West, Pacific, 238*
P. & R., Early, 97*
P. & R., Suburban Tank, 104»
South Manchurian, Inspection, 690*

Locomotive Boiler

Comment on Hot Water Testing, 106
Feed-Water Heater, Egyptian State R. R.'s,

British

Inspection. N. Y. Pub. Serv. Comn. Rules, 275,
280t, 295
Manganese BronEe Staybolts, 152
Modern Method of Washing, 421
Wa.shlng Out and Filling with Hot Water.

265
Locomotive Cylinder
Pistons and Valves lor Superheated Steam,
652*
Simple and Comp. Locomotives of Equal
Power 790
Locomotive Flreliox
Brick Arch, 2o5t
Combustion
hamber, 258*
Locomotive Frame
Pacific Locomotive, Penna. Lines West, 240*
Thermit Welding, 134* 274
Locomotive Performance (See also Fast Trains
and Runs)
Increaspd Weight of Freight Trains, 31t. 444t
Relation Between Condition of Motive Vomer
and Its Repair. ."i7(it, .594*
Waste of Fuel, Power and Time, 692
:

i

:

I/OcomotlTe Superheater

(See Superheater)

Locomotive Valve (Sec Valve and Valve Gear)

London & North-Weatern

309t, 317«, .J76t. 591*

(See Am. Ry.
Lnglneering and Maint. of Wav Assoc.)
Maint. of W'ay Master Painters' Assoc, Convention.

:

Malay Railroad

Projects, 688
Mallory Steamship Co.. 392*
Maltble, M. R., 41»
Elevated (See Interborough

&

B.

M—

Y. X.

H.

&

Mechanics'

Assoc.

M

:

Mexico
Imprisonment of R. R. Employees Without
Trial for Manslaughter, 365
Mex. Cent. Nat. of Mex. Merger, 56t
New Railroad Building, 366
Railroads of, 42, 154», 233, 270«, 331
Michigan (Central
Detroit River Tunnel, 420», 6G3
Essex. Onl.. Explosion, 185. 535. 077t. 663
Middletown Car Works:
Box and Flat Cars. Sun N'ing U. R., 325*
Midland Railway
(England). Six- Wheel Tank
Locomotive. 044*
Mileage Built In 1907, 768t. 779
Mileage Ticket (See Passenger Rate Reduction)
Mine (See also Employee)
First Aid to the Injured. 727
Minneapolis & St. Louis. 222t. 233*
Minn.. St. P. & S. S. M.
Annual Report. 378t'
:

—

:

:

:

Bradley llammera. I'nlnn Paclfit- Shops, 70*
Flather Shnprr. 568*
Paulus Trnrk Drill, 76*
I'neiimallr Tube and Pine Cutler. 122»
Portable Vise HI and. 66(1«
Staylmlt Threading and Reducing Machine,
A..

Express lyocnmotlve
R.'a, 150

for

Its II roads
llng, ?.K,

Fined

for

Unsatisfactory

York, Chicago & St. Louis
Ohio Trolley Competition, 2t
Rebates, 159
New York City Ry.
Horse Cars. 160

Montreal Type Cars, 605

New York

Weighing of. 307
Ualnc CpntrnI
Annunl lleport. 412t*
Ualntennno' of Wnv (Sep also
:

Rnlli

Fairbanks. Morse Inspection.

:

Controlling Karth Slides. 724

Curve and Switch Tables. rir)2«. 772t
Holding poK-er of Itallrond Spikes. I43»
Keeping Track Free nf Vegetation, 0.'>l

City

:

Brooklyn Ferry Service to be Abandoned, 468
Pennsylvania R. R. Extension, 44*
Rapid Transit Conditions. 328*
Tunneling Operations, 67*
New York. New Haven & Hartford (See also
Consolidated Ry.)
.\nnuai Report, 407t«, 437
Beginning of Electric Operation, 105
Boston & Maine Control. 21, 30t, 157, 192t,
209*. 3411-. 407t*. 411t
Concrete Interlocking Tower, 647*
Connecticut Legislation, 157
Direct Taxation, 373t
Electric Express Co., 75
Electric Operation. 159
Electric Rv, Interests. l'''.'t, 209*
Electrification. lOot. 177*
Ice Station Fire, 21
New Y'ork, Ontario & Western Acquisition,
:

Obelisk Shipment, 236*
Offer for B, & M. Control, 735t
Pacific Locomotive. 554*
Readvllle Locomotive Shops. 682*
Reduction of Forces. Silt
Rights. n75t
Steamship Line, Freight, New Y^ork and Boston. 791
Stockholders. Number of, 335
Suspended Signals. 646»
Ten-Wheel I/ocomotive. 544*
Through Rates via Jersey City. 673t, 704t,
727. 759
Trolley on Highland Division. 760
Use of New York Central Electric Power, 75
Withdrawal from Per Diem .Agreement, 280t,
375t. 897. 504. 567, 673t
Yale-Princeton Football Traffic, 671t. 692
N. Y,. Ont. & West.
Annunl Report, 5S2t*
AcquisKlon by N, Y. N, H, & H.. 2t
N. Y. Railroad Club:
Enlerlnlnment. 791
Nev>- Y'ork Rapid Transit Commission, 23

I!i)6».

792

Onn?:. IntiTcolonlnl Ry.. .i5fi*
(tnaolene. Fuel Consumption. ItCf
fiasolenp. Union 1'no
199». 242

N. Y. Pub. Serv.

.

Mulrbead Station Indicator. 665*
Mllnalpr Schlncht Elec. Ry.. 661 •
.Museum, Railroad, Berlin. 362*

Naahvlllp. Chattanooga A St. Louis
Annual Report, 480t*
Home Route Slip Bill. 649*
Wpstern A Atlantic. History 122
National Assoc, of Car Service Managers. Annual
Cnnvpullon and T^niform Car Service Rtiles,
:

CommlsBlonera
Annunl Convention. 429. 466. 468

.National Indnatrlal TralDc I>eague,

:

IH.'t,

New

Offlcers. 60
Offlcers. 105
Orders to Report Improvements. Car Shortage
and Embargoes. 601, 008t
York Subwny
(.Sec
Interborough Rapid

Transit)

New
New

1.''.

Nflllonnl Assoc, of Rv.

Comm.

Accident Reports to. 273. 345t. 855*
Boiler Inspection. 275. 2S0t. 295
Capltallinllon Rules. 211
Car Service Investigation. 105. 467
Ksllmnled 1908 Expenses of Commission, 759
Memlicrs. It, 13*. 23, 41*
Milenge. Two-Cent. 211. 567. 065. 671t

133

Iland-

Iron

New

Bavarian
Offlce,

392*

Co.,

Signals. Ail Electric. 2231, 227, 296
Standard Oil Rebates, 49
Terminal Improvement, 67*
Third Brakeman Abolished, 49
Track Work in Change to Right-Hand Running. 296
Twentieth Century Limited, Slower Schedule,

N

Car Space Used by Post

& Cuba Mail Steamship

192t,

468

:

Montana R. II. Conini.. Attitude. 40S
Motor Car (See also Automobile)

Machine Toola

Co.,

Co.,

:

rnsafe Track Alleged. 695
Mohawk Valley Co.. 67*
Monorallway. Brcnnnn. 66*

M

Security

198t*, 255$, 309t
Early Locomotives, 224t'
Eflicient Operation, 502
Electric Lines. 67*
Freight Car Policeman, 48
Freight House at Kingston Burned, 211
Freight Train Statistics, 31t
General Manager "rried for Responsibility for
Woodiawn Wreck, 264, 727, 735t
Grand Central Station Porters, 674t
Illegal Freight Rates, 303
Illegal Rates on Oil, 185
Merchants'
Despatch
Transportation
Co.,
567, 599
New Haven's Use of Electric Power, 75
Passenger Coach, 235*
Passenger Rates. Hudson Division, 759
Resignation of Mr. Wilgus, 65t
Right-Hand Running in Electric Zone, 223t.
227. 296

M.

:

:

Trunk

Stand,

:

McCarroll, William, 41 •
McGill University. Railroad Department, 400
McKinley Interurban Syndicate, Bascule Bridge,

:

8ervlcr-s to Industrials. 664
LoQlsTllle Board of Trade Resolutions, It
Lumtx-r i.See alio Timber; also Tlesi
Increased Cost, 324*
Production, U. 8., 392

Vise

Car Wheel, 558*
New York Central & Hudson River
.Arrests of Trainmen tor Larceny, 503
Curve
Mechanics and Woodiawn
Wreck,

Mazlmus Brake. 120*

Merchants' Despatch Transportation Co., 507, 59!)
Metropolitan Steamship Co. 392*
Yale and Harvard in Service, ."iO.".
Metropolitan
Underground (London)
Collision,
535
Mexican Central
Abolition of Second Class Fares and Third
Class Cars, 159
Annual Report. 518t*
Collision Near Aguascalientes, 300
Dishonest Employees. 505
History and Pacific Coast Extension, 154*
Merger with National of Mexico, 56t
Roadway and Station (,'onstruction, 270*
Mexican Railway, 154*

Grand

(See

Portable

New York & Porto Rico Steamship Co., 392*
New Y'ork Car Wheel Co., Double Tread Cast

:

Am. Ry.

(See

Co.,

209*

H. Anti-Merger Law,

Assoc.)

Machine

666*

Certificates of Public Necessity and Convenience, 556
Retirement of ,T. F. Jackson, 687*
Master Car Builders' Association :
Advertisements on Freight Cars. 253t
Changes in Rules of Interchange, 5*
Convention Plans, 333, 505
Draft Rigging Inquiry, 730
Wheel Sections, 444t

Master

Transcontinental

Britain

New Jersey R. R. Comm., 21
New York & Albany Transportation

Public School Pupils at Half Price, 626
Street Ry. Results for 1907, 755

Massachusetts Railroad Commission

1907

thrnsX.]

New England Investment &

:

.\.

I'.l.

Pacific)

:

Massachusetts

Prairie Locomotive. 119'
Missouri
Transfer of Suits to Federal Courts. 467
Kan. & Tex.
Annual Report. 345t»
Missouri Pacific
Annual Rejiort. 547t*
Branch Line Trains Taken Ott. 759
Failure to Provide Train Service, 159
Speed Limit, l.W
Speed Reduftlon Ordered. 105

h Nnshville:
Annunl Report. 579t»

J

Rapid

Transit)
Manila Railway, 04
Mansfield Guard-Rail Clamp and Tie Plate, 720*
Markel Driving Box Brass, 654»
Masonry (See also Bridge: also Concrete)
Symmetrical Masonry Arches, 90, 231

Miss..

Loui.ivllle

Ht«\c R.

National

N. Y.

Manhattan

:

;

Mall:
Pines;

649

Decemiiek

1

Abolition of Second Class Fares and Third
Class Cars. 159
History, 154*
Merger with Mexican Central, 56t
National Railways of Mexico, 56t

New

Wrecking Outfits, 749
Maintenance of Wa.v Association

:

:

National R. R. of Mexico

:

:

Derailment at Shrewsbury, 408, 481t
Long Island Railroad
Cronslng .Accident, Offlcers Arrested, 159
Kail Lnrk for Drawbridges, 718*
Switching Service, 279t
Looinlnnn Railroad Commission
Arrlclent Reports, 631
Or.lcr to Better Equipment, 159

MalTel.

184»

Track Work in New York Cent. Change to
Right-Hand Running, 223t, 227, 296
Wheel Pressures on Curves, 1981*. 2551.

;

,

R.'s,

Win-

in

:

.

Ullustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials thust; Contriliitions

M.

—

:

Y'ork T'nlversllv. Railroad
7,enlnnd Rnllrnnd. 749

Newton & Northwestern. 680*
310t

Nltro (Jlycerlne (See Explosives)

Course.

100

:

1— DixtHMUi

Jllt
Xol»»

:

1

Viilwn.-*-,

3u*

a!»«t*.

"— i-rn

A

.\„rf...i.
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19U7.

31.

ll<Htiirllaa
>-> 4«»7

:

aaot*

rt,

i-ubllc

Prunlan "•mif

iCuallaacili

K(ll-«-i4i

•

9M

r MIlMS*.
Hcbool

Pupllt at Hall
(>i

IMf.

-'.t,

11)3».

3tH

M.
lu

Maximut

(Lngland),

11).

Bnkt,

.

U...

K

,

...

Ml..!!,;..
1)7

012f«

'.

Co..

NortbvrD

rterurit»«i

Northw**m(t*rn
I.

C.

C

i'actflc

Keport,

C.

,

ent.

.

New

lUt,

:•-.•:•

159.

188t.

:

iteaiou

lo;
settlement

365. 306. 759

:

i

'.merumrat OwtMrshlp,

ir

Claims.

of

141t,

02.

Ilarrlman InreitlfttloD, 60
lis.

150.

355

* Jersey)

Officer

(."•'

:

Ma with)

I(u^

Art

:

100
Coiiiplluivutar>
lliketa Uut of Salary, 235t
A Kvw l*haa4rfl of Itallroad Science, 315;
Fuel SuperrUor. A. T. & S. K., &04
Ilupectura of Krelgbt Service, 273
I'ajrlof fur ('ompirmmiary TIcketa. 2551
Studious Officers, UeslguatloD of Mr. WllEua,
55t
Salaries oa ilunsarlan State Railroads. 12
Traffic CuUDcll, Ilal. State It. K.'s, 00
..

..I

.Mill,

Ohio:
Steam and Trolley Competition. 2t
Ohm. August K. & T. II. Station at Kvansrllle.
:

50«

Ind..

Oil <See Fuel; also Lubrication;
Oil Furnace. I'urtable, 335*

Oklahoma

:

Constitution. 031, 729
Legislation, -iOSt

Oklahoma

Itallroad Commission, 663, 696
Oneida Cunsiruction Co., West Shore Klectrlflca-

07*

tl..n,

Oregon Itallmad & Narlgatlon
History. 27Ut, 280
I.

C

I'.

:

Ilarriman Investigation. CO

Iteport.

Oregon Short Line (See also Ilarriman Lines)
Illstorv. 279t. 2S0
I.

C.

Osborne.

C. Report.
T. M.. 13*

Ilarriman

:

Investigation. 60

Gas Knglne Works. Mansfield Guard-Rall
Clamp and Tic Plate. 729*
Packer (See Meat Industry)
Packing. Test uf Holmes' Metallic. 134

Otto

Paint
Bridge Steel Work, and Handling Paint Supplies. 050
M. of W. Master Painters' Convention. 649
(See also Isthmian Canal Com-

Panama Canal

mission)

VirKUUii, ji.

236*
The.

:

Monthly Excavation Reports, 159. 304, 53o.
667
Work Done In 1907, 097

open

Wabash. 133
West of Chicago. 108
Berlin.

aries.
Illinois

2551
Central Indicted for Violation of Law,

333

Law. 333
Use In Texas, 567
Hales

New Yiirk City. 328*
Transatlantic Travel. 792
Y'ale- Princeton Game, 671t. 092
(See Wages Increased)
Pennsylvania
'IVo-Cent Law Unconatltutlonal. 302
Pennsylvania Railroad
Advertisements on Freight Cars. 253f
Arrests by Railroad Police, 159
Block Signal Costs, 7Su
Discrimination. Coal Companies. 695
Early Locomotives. 719*
Electric L<icomotlve. 327*. 024*. 707t
Fire Protection. Altoona, 304
Freight Car Movement In May. 49
Freight Train Statistics. 31'
Illegal Freight Hates. 303
lllegai Kates on Oil. 1S5
Lidgerwood Winch at Greenville Transfer
Bridge. 50*
-N".
Y'. City Extension. 6i*
N. Y. Improve, 535
New York Terminal Delayed by Municipal Authorities. Improvement. 139t
Number of Stockholders. 631
Passenger Train Frequency Between New York
and Philadelphia. 759
Price of Material. 105
Hall Experience. '.iOt
Hemeasurement. 303
School for Telegraphers. 27;!. 313;, 407
Smoke Jack, 501*
Timber Cultivation, 567
Tunnels I'nder Manhattan. 44*

I'ay

i

S>^e

Washington Union Station. 527*
Wllmarth Locomotives. 357*
Pennsylvania Lines West (See also names of sub
:

Western Union Telegraph Contract, 429
PaclUc Locomotive. 238*
Pennu.. New York & Long Island. Tunnels Under
Manhattan. 44*
Pension (See Employee)
Per Diem (See Car Service)
I'ere Marquette
Annual Report. 480t*
Collision at Salem, Mich., 91, 114t. 124*. 16S{.

253t
I'ermanent

Commerce

also

)

;

Pas-

also

:

Cash Fares Increiised in Number
759
Clergyman. 429
'ompUmentary Tickets, 255t

in

Ohio.

I'eru

Way

Increased, N. Y. C. A H. R.. 21
Interurban Fares. 580
Increase. Mexico. 535
N. Y. C. & H It.. Hudson Division. 759
Non-Transferable Tickets. 791
Pullman Fare. New York, 241
Second Class Party lares not Good on
Sleepers and Parlor Cars. 429
Stop-Over on Account of Sickness. ."iOS, 003
Ticket Scalping. Chicago, 75, 709
Ticket Scalping, Louisiana. 773
Ticket Scalping, L. & N.. 695
Ticket Scalping. Nebraska. 095

Way)

(Sec Maintenance of

:

Highest Railroad Station. 4t
Phlladelpiiia & Reading:
Annual Report. 545f*
Earlv History. 97'
Fielglit Train Statistics. 31t
Suburban Tank Locomotive. 104*
Street Itailwav Competition. 49
I'hlladelphla

•

& Western

:

Automatic Block Signals, 021*
Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Franchise Ordinance. 49
Philippine Islands
Railroad Progress. 04
Phlllpplue Hallways. 297*
Phoenix & Eastern. 2'^x'
Picked Up on the Road. 175
I'ipe (See also Hose Coiiiiiingt
Steam and Exhaust Piping. Eric Mallet Compounds. 384*
Piston (See Locomotive Cylinder)
Pittsburgh Car Service Assoc. Report on Deten:

:

:

273
Pittsburgh A Lake Erie:
tion.

Freight Train Statistics. 31t

Bate Reduction (See also Interstate
Commerce Commission Rulings)
Alabama. 133. 185. 193t, 211. 397, 503, 031.

Fasaenger

:

663. 073t. 695.

i27

Arkansas, 24
B. & O.. Pittsburgh-Philadelphia, 608
B. & M.. Competing with Electric Lines,
C. B.

&

Q.. 51.

Grand Trunk. 760
Illinois.

.'>99

730

Chicago, Westward and Eastward, 7C
Cleveland Three-Cent Fares. 94
Erie. Second-Class. Chicago to New
503. 663. 727
Georgia. 266. 27.'5. 311t, 429, 509, 6I»5
21, 51,

467

Iowa. 51

Iowa Central. 49
Italian State Railroads. 13

York.

Rack
Hack
Rail

Rallro,,,!.

Smoke .Tack. 501*
Pneumatic Tools (See Machine Tools)
Pneumatic Tool Co.. Thor Hose Coupling. 160*
Police

:

Baltimore A Ohio. 105
Penna. Railroad. 159
New York Central Freight Car. 48
Pontchartraln Railroad. Ordered to Better E:qutp'
mcnt, 159
Poor's Manual for 1907, 237
1' .;iuiar
Feeling (See Public. The. Railroads He
lilt ions wllhl
I'ortland A Seattle. 360«
I'owell. Wllllnni. Co.. Pilot Gate Valve. 666*
Pressed Steel Car Company
Price Automatic Stop. 399
Price (See Business Sltunllon)
Industries Compared with
ProfltB of Different
Those Expected of Railroads. 701
Prosperity (See Business Situation^
;

Ai.t.

riOS

Schlucht Elec. 061*

Hall(8e.

Am.

Way)

i:ice

of

an..

Conference. 310t, 307.

i:

:

44:;

:

Perkins. C. E.. 617*

Interstate
Commission Hnllngs; also I'ass
sengtT Hate Hi-ductlon
Baggage AllDwance. Missouri. 241
Baggage Hates Increased. 303
BrUlsh. Inquiry. 032
(

lTu( i;. [ijamin Succeeds Prof. Gou. 195
Realgnatlon of Prof. Goaa, 55t
Tests of Cole Superheater. 354*

English Excursions. 133
Growth In Five Years, 341t, 373t

:

It.
R.'s
Fined for Failure to
Report Number Issued. 407
St. L. I. M. & S. Indicted for Violation of

Mississippi,

Passenger

397

50o

sidlarles)

Effect of Abolition on Atlantic City, 107
A. T. & S. F. In Missouri. 49
Complimentary Tickets Out of Officers' sal-

:

Car*. 273

159. 193t. 211. 273

Wisconsin. 51. 75. 159. 211. 303,
I'assengi-r Traffic (See also Traffic) :

Panics, Five, "OUt

Paaa:

,ii.

1971.

14H

00,

34St.

108
.

to Sault St. Marie.
.'atlon
alto I'ubllc,

fr..'

Ca«

at

«o7t

302

ID 19U7,

Ob«lUk

Kieaia.

503.
r"l>i..ir

2T0t. 280

,

•latlons with

York, 211, 8«7, ««6,

1

North Carolina. 85t.
673t. 759, 791
Ohin. Tsy
'•"•
••
Ok'-'

279t. 280

416«

.

.*

ip<-rlK«t«4

mtCbl

and Two Cent Farw,
East and W«« from

Mlnneauta, 51, 303
Minneapolis * Ht I<ouU, 40
Missouri, 21, 51
Nebraska. 397

8t>Tbolti, 152

-•>iu«

.

,

...

i

Am. Hv

Assoc

Sectlont,

008t».

027', 071t,

0771

Am. Hy. Eng. and M.
444t
A. S C. E.

W. Assoc

of

Section.

Section. 444t. fl09t»

Angle Bars Made of Discard from Incot. 139t
Areas of Contact with Wheel. 752*
Bad l!:i!N l.v 11.1.1 Makers. 29t
Chen.

:

(^oel!.

96
with Wheel, 786*

,n.
.n

atlons A. S C. E.. M. of
Soc. for Testing Mate

(onii

W

.ID.

rials. 1-. •j.-or
SI. and Int.

Ry. Assoc Report, Corrnja480t
Break. 077t, 707»
Discard from Ingot. 607t 0161. 7411
Dudley Sectl.m, 008t«
Elementary Essentials, 56t
Exports. 274. 729
Illogical Adherence to Standard Sections, 58t
Lock. Weaver. 718*
Mansfield Guard-Rall Clamp and Tie Plate.
729*
Mechanical Treatment. Past and Present. 746
Pennsvlvania H. R. Experience. '.lOt
Prussian State Railroad Prices. 0S2
Rolling Large Section Without Distortion.
671'. 6771. 707t
Rolling Halls In Universal Mill. 41
Stahlwerks-Verbond Prices, 575t
Third Hall Accidents In England. 294. 642'
Third. Standard Location for. .'i59»
Ties Made from T.-p of Ingot. 139t, 1981
Wheel and Rail Sections. 414»
Railroads (See also Public. The Railroad's Relations with)
,...

Am.

tlons.

(res.

em

:

Built In U. S.. Canada and Mexico In 190i.
768t. 779
Poor's Manual for 1907. 237
Statistics of U. S., 1. C. C. Annual Report.
309t. 318
Railroad Commissions (See State R. R. Commis
slons)
.„,,
Railroad Supplv Co.. Electric Switch Lock, 665*
Railway Auto Car Co.
Car for Intercolonial. 356«
Rallwav Materials Co.. Portable Oil Furnace. 335*
Hallway Signal Association
, „,
,.
c.
Ci>mn. Iteoort on Interlocking and Block Sig-

Gam

:

479t
Committee Report on Maintenance of Automat ic Block Signals. 527
Convention. <59
nals.

4.'iC'.

(^invention Exhibits. 456
History. 45S«
Lamps. Report on. 480t. 502

Track Circuits.

86t. 1681

Rail Bascule Bridge. 10*

Rate Law (See Interstate Commerce Law)
Reading Company
Annual Report. 645t«
:

Rebates (See Freight Rates)
Receiverships
Abvsslnlan Railroad. 23
Westlnghmise Companies. 512t
Y'ear's Record, 708'
Reduction of Time or For.es (See also Employee;
also Wage Rednctlonsi
Amer. Loco. Co.. Nine-Hour Day. o9»
Blast Furnace." Blown Out. 792
r M A St P.. 031. 803. 727
Dismissals by Western Roads, 681
Erie. 631
Illinois Central. Nine-Hour Day. 699
N. Y. C. A H. R.. 75
N. Y N H. A n.. Silt
Northern Paclllc. 631
Penna. R. R., 7.%. 031
Southern Ry.. 333. 366
:

:

Uefrlir.

ration

:

Mechanical. In Railroad Work. 017
Reinforced Concrete (See Concrete Relnforcedl
Rensselaer Polytechnic Insllnite. 526
Henorts. Annual (See IndlvMiml companies)
Uetrenchment (See Reduction of Time and Forces)
Roadbed (Sec Maintenance of Way)
Assoc. Convention and
Roadmasters- and M. of
Exhibits. 654

W

:

:

:

:
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.

[Illustrated articles are inditated thus*; Editorials thusf; Contributions thust.]

Robbery
Freight, X. Y. N. H. &
Uock Island Co.
Annual Keport, 44ot*

U.,

429

:

&

Sale ot Chic.

Alt.

Rogers Journal Box, 212*

CoDtrol, 222t

Kolling Mill (See RallJ
Rooting (See Car;

Roundhouse

:

Chicago JUQctioD Ry., 744*
Rudd, A. H.. 4t>U*
Rules (See .\ccidents Employee; Signals)
;

Russia

:

Assas.slnation of Railroad Officers, 265
Uudgel {or Railroad ImpruVemeDls. 237
Grain Shipments. 584
Railroad Mileage, 534
Train Robbery, 677

Investigation ol Traffic, 39G

Trans-Siberian,

St.

Louis

:

.\bsorptlon of Bridge Toll. 467
St.

St.

St.

& San Francisco
Annual Report, 44St», 477
Electric Train Stall and Interlocking, 727
Louis Car Co.
Electric Cars for Erie, 461*
Louis

:

N. Y. C. & H. R. Coach, 235*
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
souri I'acltic)

Mis-

(See

Louis Southwestern
Annual Report. 484t*
St. Louis Terminals, 49
Safety Appliance (See also Brake)
fiuell Automatic Stop and Cab Signal. 274
Canada Railroad Commission, 503
England. Board of Trade Committee. 223t
Control
1.
C.
C. Block Signal and Train
Board, 5.S
Jefcoate Automatic Stop, 160
Price .\utomatic Stop. 399
Quinn Automatic Brake and Fender, 701
Safety .\ppllance Law
B. & <J. Sued for Violation, 365
Prosecutions for Violation, 397
Violations. 23
Sague, J. E., 13*
Salary (See Officer; also Wages)
Salton Sea. 105
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake (See also
Harrlman Lines
C. C. Report. Harrlman Investigation, 60
I.
Sauvage Safety Brake Co., Atla.s Slack .\djuster.
334 •
Schedule (See also Fast Trains and Runs)
New York Central Twentieth Century Limited,
St.

:

:

I

:

:

A W. Reduced

X. Y. O.

Speed, 273
Valves for Superheated

Schmidt Plston.s and
Steam, 652*

(See Names)
Seaboard Air Line
Draft Cear for Stub-End Passenger Cars, 143*
Section Foreman (See Employee)
Security Investment Co., Receivership, 51 2t
Semaphore (See Signal)
Shaw Mfg. Co., lOTon Crane. Readvllle Shops.

Schools

:

N.
Sheffield

&

11.

II.,

684*

Co., Motor Inspection Car. 096*
A., & Son, Hundred-Ton Wagon, 567

Car

Shephard,

Sherman

N.

Y.
.1.

.\ct

:

Indictments of In. Pac, O. S. L. and U. P.
Coal Co., 663
Competition and Confiscation Under. 544t
Sherwln-wllllams Paint Co., Annual Convention,
569
Ship (See also Names of Companies
American & Mamhnrian Line. 274
Can. Par. Additional Steamships, 429
F'.nterprise Transportation Co.. Receivership,
631
Freight Line. New York and Boston, 791
I

Havana.

:

,393*

Line Bought by V. S. Trannportatlon Co.,
567
Largest Wheat Cargo on (Jreat Lakes, 730
Lift. I>ortmundEms Canal. 688*
Line from Vancouver to Mexico, 133
Lusltnnla. 16flt. 176«, 467
Maiiretnnla. 567
San Jnrlnto. 394»
Steamship (Jale'a Record, 21
Transatlantic Steamship Development. 166t
Yale, 393*
Shipper (.Hee Car Service; also Freight
Shonta, T. P., 709*
.lov

I

Shf^s
Beech
:

fJrove, C. C. C. ft 81. L.. «5n«
f!en. Rv. SlK. Co.. Rochester. N. Y., 748*
fJrand Trunk, Stratford. Ont.. 72fl*
Readvllle Locomotive. N. Y. N. H. ft H.. fl«2*
I'nlnn Pn.lflc. Blacksmith, nl Omaha. 70*

Shop Prnrilce
rile

tw

Blarksmltb Shop. 357

Work. 318

:

F.arnlnir". 758
p.crlln Subwny.
Ilnl-ki- C.,

Railroad

Slemenn
Signal

c8i...

.

nU.. Itnllwnv Slg

As*or,

531
i

Itv

I'roiecllon

HIg
i.f

Assoc

Track

Ileporl.
Clrciills

274

48nt. 502

from

Foreign

Co..

63*

Electric

Motor Signal,

lien.

:

Abatement, 609t
Consumers. History. 719*
Nuisance. 429
Soft Coal. Traveling Engineers' .\ssoc.. 255
Smoke Jack
Report to Superintendents of Bridges and
Buildings Assoc. 500*
Societa Itaiiano Ernesto Breda, Four-Cyl. Bal.
Comp. Locomotive. 128*
Sorenson Journal Box. 728*
South America
Trans-Andine Railroads, 125*
South Manchurian
Locomotives for. 690*
Southern Pacific (See also Ilarriman Lines
.\ccident Report I'ublication. 2t
.\utoniatic Block Signals, 75
Bay Shore Cut-flPF. 729
Blo"ck Signals. 503
Colorado Uiver Break, 105
Electrification. 240t
ICxpress Carrying Trains. 253t
Historv. 2791-. 286
:

I

&

Stone. E. B.

A. L. Co., Vnloader for

72*
Street Railways

High

Fills,

iSee also Electric Railways)

:

Abandonment

Justified, 792
Three-Cent Fares, 94

(.'levelan'd

Construction. What Constitutes a Beginning,
N. Y. Pub. Serv. Comm.. 727
in St. Rv. Service, 492
Hot-Water I.ocomotives. 709
Massachusetts. 755
Noise Nuisance, 304
Strike
British Threatened, 536. 543t, 608t, 697
Colorado & Southern, 185

Gas -Engines

:

1). & R. (i. Trainmen. 273
Huntingdon & Broad Top, 509
India. 632
Mex. Cent. Firemen, 273
Toledo, Ohio. Railroad Clerks. 397
Two Documents. 256*
Fnited of Havana, 429
Western Cnion Telegraph, 256*, 303, 503
Bascule
Construction Co., Rail
Steel
Strobel
Bridge, 10*
:

531. 742
Chicago Subway. 243
New York (See Interborongh Rapid Transit)
Sugar. Beet. I'ri duct ion. 20
Sun Ning R. R.. Box and Flat Cars. 325*
Superelevation (See Maintenance of Way)
Superheater
Can. Pac. Ten-Wheeler, 619*
Cole. 354*
Early, 520*
Enginemen and, 270
New York R. R. Club Discussion, 415
Pistons and Valves for Superheated Steam,
652*
Use In United States and Canada. 357

Sweden

:

Electrification, 238
Switch
Curve and Switch Tables. 552*, 772t
Electric Lock. 665*
Switch Stand. Buda, 398*
Switzerland
Electrification in. 332
Jiingfrau Railroad, 420
Single Phase Experiments. 744
:

:

:

1

:

Hospital at San Francisco. 89*
C. Report. Harrlman Invest igal inn. 60
I. C.
Interpretations of Interstate (•(piiiiiicrce Law,

Taxation

;

of

Cent,

(ia.'s

Holdings

in

Western

of

Ala-

bama. 633
Direct, 373t

(ierman Ticket Tax. 62

(irade Crossings. New York. 133
Increased in 1906. 310t
New Jersey, 160, 186
rebuanttiJec .National
History, 154*
Telearaph
Telegraph
See also .Vss'ic. of Ry.
Superintendents; also Hours of Labor)
:

(

:

663

Barclay Automatic. 303

Irrigation, 632
Passenger Station.

Tucson. .\rlz.. Ill*
Passenger Traffic. San Francisco Ferries, 49
Rosevlile \"and, 783*
Transccmlinental Cut-OIT, 228*
Southern Railway
Annual Report. 514t*
Conflict with State Authorities, 193t
New Line from Jasper to French Lick. 261*
Reduced Dividend. 311t
Retrenchment. 333, 366
Sale of Cent nil of Georgia, 3t
Speed (Sec Fast Trains and Runs)
Spike (Sec Maintenance of Way!
Standard oil Co.
Fined for Rebating, 153. 535
Illegal Freight Rates, 303
.Mileage Credential Rmlemptlon. 303
New York Central Rebates. 49
Standard Time on Canadian Pacific, 40
Slate Ownership (See (Jovernment Owiiersliip)
See also Names of
State R. R. (Commission
States; also Nat. Assoc, of Ry. Comin.)
Control by, 383
Evolution of, 87*
New In 1907, 168
Partisanship, Slot
Performing Their .Natural Functions. 607+
.station
(See also Yards and Terminals: also
Freight House)
Buffalo. Proposed Inion, 15*
Evansvllle ft Terle Haute al lOviinsvlllc. Iiiil.,
:

:

I

:

:

.59*

Floral Prizes, II.
Harrlman Lines.

M.. 651*
Salt Lake

&

City.

:t:i*.

not

the World. 4t
Mexican Central. 271*
Miilrhead Slalinn Indicator. 665*
Dregon R. It. I'ommlsslon Orders. 211
Parcel Rooms. 415t
Slough Station. England. .566*
40*
Sou. Pac, Tucson. Ariz
Waco. Tex., fnlon. 132*
Washington Inlon. 467
Wnslilngtoii llilcii. 527*
See Employee)
Sllltlon Agent
In

I

Indicator, 665*

See Locomotive Boiler)
Steamer (See Ships)
Steel (See Rail: also Iron and Sleel
Stavbolt

Elec.

Stock

Berlin.

:

Smoke

(See Concrete. Keiut'orced)
See Finance)

SI eel-Concrete

Subway

Signal, Interlocking (See also Ry. Sig. Assoc):
Electric Switch Lock. 665*
Method of Iniform Signaling, Ry. Sig. Assoc.
Comn. Report, 456». 479t
N. Y. Cent. All Electric, 2231, 227, 296
St. Louis & San Francisco, 727
Tower. Concrete, N. Y. N. H. & H., 647*
Siniplon Tunnel
Cnmpletins Double Tunnels, 596
First Year's Operation, 356
Sloan. Samuel, 421'
Smith. A. II., 264, 727. 735t

Slot Ion

CurrentK, 667
siereoptlcon Tests for Trainmen. 695

Ton Mast

N. Y. Cent. All Electric, 223t, 227, 296
Overlaps and Discipline, 575t
Remedy of Effects of Foreign Current, 466
Salen;. .Mich.. Collision, 253t
Southern Pacific. 503
Suspended. N. Y. N. H. & II.. 646«
Track Circuits. 86t, 168t
I'nion Pacific, 503

.

:

Sum

and Cab Signal.
Biiell AiiI'mintIc
Hall El", ir.i Merhanlinl Slot. 95«
Lamps.

:

lllgbest

;

Best Fuel

niam

Block (See also Rv. Sig. Assoc.)
Audible Distant Signals. (Jreat Western. 584*
.\utomatic. I'blla. & Western. 621*
Automatic. Sou. I'ac.. 75
Belgian State K. R.'s, Revised Rules, 141t
Brilliant Plan of Two Irish (Jentlemen, 537*
C. K. I. & I'. Automatic, 273
Compulsorv, Indiana. 186
Controlled .Manual. C. B. & Q., 303
Costs, Penna. R. R., 785
Drv Batterv lor Block Signal Wires, 19
Efficient Operating N. Y'. Cent., 502
Electric Railways, 253t
Electric Train Staff, St. L. & S. F.. 727
I. C. C. Block Signal and Train Control Board,
58
Maintenance of .\utomatic, Ry. Slg. Assoc.
Committee Report. 527
.Manhattan Elevated. Solenoid, 321'
Method of Inifoim Signaling, Ry. Sig. Assoc.
Comn. Report, 456», 479t

Sl^-nnl,

:

I

i

S8|,

School. I'enna. R. R.. 273. 31 3t. 467
Schools, Union Pac. and .\. T. ft S. F.,

.503,

631
Wire Testing. 257
Telephone
Censoring Railroad Messages, 22
:

Tests
Gulick-IIeiMlerson ft Co.,
Texas Central
.Vnnual Report. 706t*
Texas Railroad Commission:
Accident Reports. 303
:

333

:

liallroads ordered to Buy
695. 703t
Ihermll Welding, 134*. 274

rhlrd

Hall

E<nilpment,

599,

(See Rail)

riioinas. J. W.. .Monument. 663
See I'as.scnger Rates)
ricket
I

Tidewater Ry.. 203*
See also Tlmben
Tie
Austrian State R.
I

:

R.'s.

709

I'linsnmptlou in 1906. 757
ro^s-Rollcd Steel. 108J, 791

1

S
I. 3.52t*
Holding Power of Railroad Spikes. 143*
Preservation. 758
366
Top i>f Rail Ingot. 139f.
lliiMrinaii

Steel. B. ft L. E..
Steel. Made from

1 98t
'I'reating Plant. M. K & T.. 365
Tie Plate. Mansfield (Jininl Rail Clamp and. 729*
I'lmher iSee also Tie; also Lumber):
Am. Soc. for Tesling Mat.. Specifications for
Structural Timber. 155
Cultivation, Penna. It. R., .567
ICxports and Imports In 1907. tiso
Origin's l-..rc»i Wealth. 695
Siicngth i.f Fir Bridge Stringers. 48

Waning

Sii|.]ilv

of

Hardwood,

6:i9t

lime See Slanilard Time)
Tlmeliible ISee Sihediile)
Tires I,See Wheel)
Tobacco (See Employee)
Toledo, Peoria ft Western, Method of Hanging
Light on Drawbridge, 494*
Toledo. SI. Louis ft Western
Aci|ill»ltl"li of Chic, ft Alt., 222t, 233*, 676f*
Annu.ll Report. 676t*
Tonnage ttatlng (See Train)
Tool
See .Machine Tool)
I

:

I

:

1— Dscuibu

Jilt

1

'!-•'

V

-i

—

W«i)

i.r..i_
•

:

'

:

75

.r»d.

LUiJulnnl.

U1..U

I

W.,

Curporailoo

UniN'

I3.'i

;

iDdla. Trafflc lirtuirtionit
I>*n<l(7, IITSt

3t

In,

AcquiallloB of

;

Wright

Inrrraard
444t

Why

TralDa,

31

alao Train

\Ic«tlog,

I

Prof.

GiHU,

r>3t

:

Ceni

V.

,

University of MInneauta

iul'

New

:

31 2t

Instructor. 307

Unioader for Illgb

72*

Fills,

\\

\\.

for DrllTrrlns, 313t
Train l"(pe Sre lloaci
Train Kobtirrlv* (Se« also Robber;)
C. K I. k r, 303
Franr.-. Tl'O
II0..11S

:

Wheel

KiiMla, (iTT

Train
37

anil

iN-itpalrbvni'

WbUllInK
Train

Servlci*

Tramp

HUclpllnr. uT.tt

an Klaicmrn.

Two-color

Krip.

Aaaoc.

.'lUU

Ueconimcudatlons,

Kii»«>». j«>7
Xulnanci-, asuJ"

iSec Schedule

1

:

Uanger from, 241, S-I^t
See Kleelrlo Itnllwny
Tramwajri
1

way*

:

Sir.-.e

Knil

Vuuc-zuela

Keduring Smoke Nuisance, 3o5
Treatle (See Rrldgei
Trolleys
.See Klectric Railways)
Trolley Wire (See Klectrlc Traction)

Viaduct

Lines West, 239*

Tunnel

Battery. New York City. (57*. 407. 667
Belmont, 366
Burton, Southern Ky., 262*
It.

Ii..

663

42(l«.

;

1

tion)

Union Pacific (See also Ilarriman Lines)
Accident Report Publication. 2t

(

!

I

,

Steel

709*

I>a8si'nger

Car.

:

.'>3((*

of

..s

Steel

7M*
TIrwi,

47I>».

4'.

Grill;:.

M.

'

.

il,

-

K.

.<-

II

.•>5H*

444t

I.--,

Sections. 444t

lull and Whe^l

Wheel Prexsures on Curves, 1981*. 253:, 30»t.
317*. 576t.

.-.Ul*

Wheeling * Lake Erie:
Annual Report. 348t*
Seven Y'eara' Progreaa, 743*
Whistling Nuisance. 280t*. 315t
Whistling post. Continental, lOO*
Wllgus. W. J., 55t
Willcoi.
R. 13*
Wilmarlh Locomotives. 337*. 3821. 490t
Winch See Hoisting and Conveying)
See Electric Traction: also Signal: also
Wire
Telegraph
Wisconsin Cent.
Annual Report. 516|*
Rebates. 185
Wisconsin Engine Co.
Gas Engine, 696
Wisconsin R. R. Commission:
Resignation of John Barnes. 105
Logging Road Common Carrier. 211, 241
Lumber Road Drdered to Give Pancoger Service. 577*
Report. 709
Wood (See Timber)
Works (See Shops)
:

W
:

,'>80t*

Failure

for

to

Rpjxirt

.Vcddent

to

I. C. C, S99
Passenger Rates. 133

Trackage Agreement with i'hlca)i<i & Alton,
503
Wagenbals Steel Passenger Car, 234*
Y'ale

Wage

Increases

:

:

ttt Freshman Classes. 467
Report. 479*
Yards & Terminals
IIufTalo Union Terminal. 15*
Bush Terminal Co.. "HS*
c. * N.-W.. limaha Freight Terminal. 708*
Chicago Junction Ry.. [..ocomotive Terminal.
744*
Ilarriman Lines. Salt Lake City. 33*. 88t.

Iteglst ration

Treasurer's

Italian State Railroads, 13
Long Island, 273
N. Y. C. & II. R.. 429
A. T. & S. F., 429, 467

:

Can. Pac, 407
Missouri Pacific, 303

Wage Reductions

Allcnvable Pressures

H.-iiarlcks

:

N. Y. Air Brake Co.. 599
N. Y. Cent., 211

116t
I^uls Improvements. 40

St.

Wagon. Hundred-Ton, 567

Ward

k Towne

Triplex Hoist, 71*. 134
Yale University
:

Blacksmith Shop at (Jmaha, 70*
Block Signals. 5(i3
liasolene Motor Cars. 199*. 242
lirowth of, 279t, 286
C. C. Iteport, Ilarriman Investigation, 00
i.
Union Switch & Signal Co.:
.Solenoid Signals. Manhattan Elevated. 321*
United Knglneerlng & Contracting Co.. Pennsylvania Tunnels under Manhattan. 44*
U. S. Kxnress Co.
Ulviilend. 408
Income Account. 211
;

«lth Hall. 7."i:*
:..n with lull.

.

:

Vise (See .Machine Tools)
Vision (See Employee)
Voucher, Detachable Draft, 284*

Fined

,.

I

49. 703t.

Grand Trunk, 695

u
All

1

Melbourne Electrification.
Virginian R'y. 203*

Annual Report.

New York City, Tunnels Under Construction
in. 67*
rennsylvania R. R. under Manhattan, 44*
Rove. France. 626
Turbine (See also Shipt
Curtis. Steam Con.sumptlon. 06S
Kconomy Teat of Westlnghouse rarsons, 419
Turntable Deflection, .189*
Two Cents a Mile Sec Passenger Kate Reduc-

r,

.

Kef.

I

See Bridge)
Victorian R'ys

Wabash

67*, 791

'

CiM-i'

I

Belden. 71.1*

Ml. Blanc, 73

:

Aren.

W

750

in,

:

:

Hudson & Manhattan,

In-

Foundry Cooling. 304

First Klec. Truck Bulit In Germany. 3(ia«
Trailing,
racitlc
Locomotive
I'enna.
for

IK-tnilt lllver,

iiuprovemenls at

774*

:

Railroads
Ventilation

1

&

:

dliin«|Hilis,

:

t'onventlun. 2SC

r>.

\'aiii]alla

Grade Separation and

I

Traveling KnglneerH' Assoclallon

,

Value (See Finance)
Valve
Intercepting. Kxhaust. and Reversing Gear.
Krie .Mallei Comjiounds. :i84*
Pacific lyucomotlve. Penna. Lines West, 240*
Pilot Gate Valve. OOtJ*
Pistons and Valves for Superheated Steam,
652*
Vnlve Gear:
Wnlscbaert, 643t
Vunndliim Steel, 320
:

Train Kul-it
I'ortrrii

ge. 312t
.rge.
51
i.hlne C«
II.
u.r.hl|.. .•)12t
Te«t of Turbine, 410
1

.

1

l)Trrla|i»

Ibr

of

,1a

of

III

Knglneerlng Priir, 180

N.

Dnlrra:

Train

:

IHtUIdo

307

Unlv ••t...
ApiclutUK

University of Iowa

:

Kffii'li-nt mwrailon on
Trainmen iSr* Kniplojrr*)

Co.

UnU
Annual

429

1.

I^atr.

Train Movrnimt

t.

•

Frrl(bt

of

I07J
Ivapalchrra' Ai>a<>clallon,

Train

Truck

Mi*

.

.

guarler.

I

II

:

c

;

Train

4

I.

*

-lory. 122
.«. 70-

T»H>'

Ii

S«« alto Krrlcbt TralBr
alx> l'aaa«0|er
ala<> Uualoru i*l(ua(loa>
TraJBc

Traffic

.

,

..-b-.r I^«.|rr. .-.ao

„.

,

.x».i.l.u.ru •

Camlan.
"N. y. c

Unllnl Htatra <;as Marbinr. 334*
United Mlain lieuloclrai Murrry. Bolirr KIBrleorjr
Te.1.. 2»»t, 32
U. H
Mrlal * Mfg Cu
CootlOMIlai Whiiliilig

fUparailuDi
ve I'frfurmaDC*)

'

;
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'»«« Miiln»»niin^» nf

Tr«'-ti

Tr^Ir-

:

:

Line, 392*

Warehouse (See Freight House)
Washington

Sou. I'ac. Roseville. 7.83*
Sticknev Tract, Chicago. 76
Vandalia R. R Indianapolis. 774*
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley:
Annual Report. 413**
York Cross-Rolled Steel Ties. 1981. 701
Mens' Christian Association (See
'k'oung
ployee)
.

:

Railroad Commission's Rules, 50
Watertown Arsenal, Investigation of Steel
Structural Members. .161
Weaver Rail Lock t<<v Iirawbridpes, 718*

and

Em-

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
on Deep l-oundatlon, 282
American Railways as investments, 167
American Street Railway Investments, 57
The .\rt of Railroading, or the Technique of Modern Transportation, 415

The Bond Buyer's Dictionary, 282

roDinieiclal
Stales. 254

Electric Rallwav Engineering. 113
Electrical EnglncerlnK. 351
Explanation ol Swllili and Signal Circuits. 490

of

the

United

l.avlng-Dut foi' Boiler Makers. 3Sj
LocomollTe Breakdowns and How to Repair Tbem.

Kiillwav Enierprisc In China. 042
Hallway Shop Up to Dale. 741

Recollections if an
ileadiinnrters
Brazil.

Self-Propellml
.National As.sf.clation of Railway
Proceedlnits of Eighteenth
tion.

Deformation of Railroad Tracks and the .Means
of Remedying Them. 643
Development of the Locomotive Engine, 381

Register

(in the

An

Commissioners
Annual Conven-

-6i
of Cutting Metals. 2*'J

Proceedings of the Society f-ir
Knglneerlng Education. 3

llic

I'nimollon of

I

II-

of

Fated
the

Expedition to the
River In

Madeira

3S1
Vehicles.

2.12

for Street Roadway Pavements. 3
Slate Railways: object Lessons from Other Lands.
Speclficatli>ns

452
Strength of Structural Timber. 583
Substitution of the Electric Locomotive for
Steam Locomotive. 5"20
Switches and Turnouts. 382
.\

rcTt Hook on Roofs and Bridges. 676
to Ship from Chicago to the S.inth.

The Way
Railroad Operation In Italy. 490
Railway (^yrporntions as Public Servants. 550

Wrenlmore's Batter Tables. 116

the

lU.l
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Albany

Produce Co. vs. Chicago, BurllDgton &
Qulncy, 4G8
American Fruit Union, Cincinnati, Ohio, vs. Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pac, 186
Arkansas Railroad Commission vs. St. Louis &
North Arkansas, 24
Atchison. Kansas City Council, vs. Missouri Pacific and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 51

California

Growers* Exchange
7C1

Fruit

Southern

et

R.

Paclflo.

&

&

et al.,

al.,

77
al..

vs.

&

Chicago, Milwaukee

Purchasing Co.
761

vs. Great Northern, 730
Shlel & Co. vs. Illinois Central et al., 23
Southern Grocery Co. and Holmes-Hartsfield Co.
vs. Georgia Northern Railway et al., 24
Stowe-Fuller Co. vs. Pennsylvania Co., Pennsylvania Railroad and the B. & O., 23

R. R.

Low Rates from Crowder City (MisKansas & Texas), 761

Springs, Ala., Commercial
Association vs. Louisville
al.,

Union

& North-western

vs. Chic.Tgo

souri,

Union

&

Ohio Railroad Commission vs. Hocking Valley and
Wheeling & Lake Erie, 16
Oklahoma Territory vs. C. R. I. & P. et al.. 135
Omaha Cooperage Co. vs. Nashville, Chattanooga
* ^^- Louis et al., 77
Pacific

697

Schwager & Nettleton

Trouble with

Nobles Bros. Grocery Co. et al. vs Fort Worth
Denver City et al., 52

St.

Pacific,

St.

633

Muskogee Commercial Club and Muskogee Traffic
Bureau vs. Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 78

Harth Bros. Grain Co. vs. Illinois Central et al..i
506
Hennepin Paper Co. v.*. Northern Pacific and the
Oregon Short Line, 761

et al.,

J.

E.

and Industrial

&

Nashville,

Commercial

Walker

vs.

B.

and Industrial

Central of Georgia, 135

&

O.

and United States Ex-

press Co.. 107

& Co. vs. Illinois Central et al., 506
Young & Co. vs. Illinois Central et al., 506

A. Waller

Waller,

Warren Mfg. Co. et al. vs. Southern Ry. et al., 135
W. N. \Milte & Co. vs. Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and Baltimore & Ohio, 77

[Portraits are indicated thus*.]

Adams,

B. B., 58
Allen, F. W., 245
Allison, W. A.. 81 •
.-<..

Davis, R. W., 109»
Dean, ,T. W., 25*
Decker. M. S., 13»
Deuel. W. M.. 793*
Dohertv. William. 538*

Downs.
Bardo.

Barnes

C.
.\I.

2.i«

I...

Basset t. E. M.. 41
Bell. Richard. 5.36

Benjamin. Prof.
BlailUock.

M.

Eustls.

106

<;..

Ewald,

•

H.. 185
Stansfleld, 604*
C.

L.

A.,

E.,
F. G.,

.1.

Malthie. M. R.. 41*
Malthy. F. B.. 244
Mattoon. Winford L..
McCarroll. William, 4

S., 25»
Slade. George Theron, 603
H. J.. 213
Smith. R. D., 507
Snow. W. B.. 431
Stewart. Orlando. 470*

Sims, C.
Silfer,

Moon. D. C, 793
Morrison.

100

.\.,

.1.

276

Stone, Everett. 538

41*
58

Osljornc.

M.. 13*

T.

Hugh McGehee. 81
F. JI.. 537
Thompson. A. W., 213
Taylor.
Titus.

Felton. S. M., 604»

Duncan I.. 699
Rosenbnsch Gilbert, 108
Rudd. A. H.. 460»

Von Schenk, Hermann. 79

Roberts.
Carae. n. B.. 506
Clapp. H. W.. 762

Coapman.

E.

H.,

Hnli.

Walter

P.,

750

Westinghouse. George, 512
Whipiilp. A. L., 634
Whittenberger, H. E., 470
Wilcox. W. R., 13*
80*
Wllgus. William ,1.. 55
Worthlngton. W. A.. 603

703*

Cooley. Prof. M. E.. 58
Copley. Ariel B., 603

Sague.

J.

E.,

IS*

Seaman. Ilenrv

Wllllnm. 742*
rromble. David. 470

<'ofter.

B..

538

Shepnrd. O, M.. 470*
Shonts, T. P.. 709»

Keep, C. H., 41"

.

OBITUARY.
[Portraits are indicated thus*.]
Angt. Ruben. 099, 731

llnndy. Edward A., 667'
llnyden. W. H., 79
Ilopklna, M., 763
Morton, Charles 8., 731
Howell. Corwin V., 607

750*
7

Eakin, Captain

Spencer,

EarlP. Frank II
602
Ely, Hugh B, 570
.

731

Ingenioll,

George

A.,

336

Lockwood,

Col.

•Sanders. C. W.. 570
Scale, .lease Newton. 635
Sloan .Samuel. 36S. 421*
Spellnmn, Israel Mnnson. 18
Spencer. Samuel, 305

Nye, Charles

Staat.
Stout,

II..

St. J.,

79

JoneR, Daniel, 25

Fox, Alexander M., 469
<]lllraii,

Mlrhnel. 667

N..

635

Ferman

J.,

336

Thomson. Dr. WlUlam, 187

Kelvin, Lord, 763, 773*

Lambert, Charles

469

Mardnnougb. Augustus R., 109
Mallbcws. Charles P., 731
Murdnik. Albert C. 469

F.

E.,

731

Rockwell. Charles

H.,

79

et

135

Springs, Ala.,
Association vs.

PERSONAL.

Ames. .\2el. .Ir., 58
470*
Andrews, Warren

160

San Francisco Toll Case Southern Pacific Toils
at San Francisco, 78
Santa Barbara vs. A. T. & S. F. and Southern

et

Missouri

Nashville. Chattanooga

vs.

Clyde Steamship Co.

vs. Adams Express Co., 633
McRae Terminal Railway vs. Southern Railway

Morse Produce Co.

Enterprise Transportation Co. vs. Pennsylvania
Railroad and New England Navigation Co.,

Georgia Edwards
Louis, 51

et al. vs.

Pennsyl-

;

24

vs.

Quinby

vs.

—

and Seaboard Air Line, 77, 761
Merchants' Exchange of St. Louis vs. Missouri
I'aclfic. 792
Missouri and Kansas Shippers' Association vs.
Missouri. Kansas & Texas, 633
W. O. Mitchell vs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

et al.,

M. Fellows Coal & Material Co.
Pacific, 633

107

of Baltimore, Md..
vania Railroad et al., 505

Railroad Commission of Oregon vs. Chicago &
Alton et al., 761
Riverside Mills vs. Southern Ry. et al., 134
E. L. Rogers & Co. vs. Philadelphia & Reading, 77
Rosweil Commercial Club et al. vs. A. T. & S. F.
et al., 107

Paul et

A.

P. et al.,

McLaughlin Bros.

Bureau vs. Missouri, Kansas &
468
Dallas Freight Bureau vs. Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe et al., 23
Desel-Boettcher Co. vs. Kansas City Southern et
al.,

I.

Lanlng-Harrls Coal & Grain Co. vs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 633
J. H. Leonard et al. vs. Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, 633
Loup Creek Colliery Co. Application for Through
Joint Rates, 633

Freight

Texas

A. J. Poor Grain Co. vs. C. B. & Q. et al., 186
Pressley vs. Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe et al., 730

Kansas Farmers. Merchants & Shippers' vs. A. T.
& S. F.and Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe and C.

Cattle Raisers' Association of Texas and the Chicago Live Stock Exchange vs. Chicago, Burlington & Qulncv et al., 730
Coffeyvllle Vitrified Brick & Tile Co. vs. St. bonis
& San Francisco and the Rock Island, 698

Dallas

Paper Mills Co.

Howard

Oil Co. vs. Te.tas & Pacific and St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, 77
Mills Co. v.-*. Missouri Pacific et al., 51

vs.

al.

Hope Cotton

Jt'LT

1
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
Alabama *

Vlrkiburc

IHT.

70.

i2>

Uli.

432,

008,

1«H.

liilmina.

Ill

27 tl

Alabama
Ala>»in>
Alt

,

Soutbrrn.

<irral
llallr..ii.l

I

,

4U1,

142,

308

.Intnl. ,1.. 11.

.

731, T03

An:

24S, 2TS

n.
•A

(3) 432. 4T0,

J.

Graml
.^

Aituru

*.

u:>iuiL>la

'

* Santa

AlcblauD. T"iu-ka
cji

oii7.

.MarrofO, 79
Ulrer, 0O3

Great
188. 337, 507,

Atlanta. lllriuloKbam
Atlantic Cuait Line.

Atlantic, 400. 003
80. 81. 102. (I'l 187,

370.

A Wottrrn, 432

162, 213. (2) 24o. 306.
337. 402. 603
Baltlm.T.' .V <>lii>i Southm-ettprn. 305
k, 40J, 470
Ban.
Niirth»rn, 275
B<'ii
Akr & Wcitern. 538, 603
B<'i'
i: .ilwn)-,
81
B«l'
ak.' r.riP, 432
BvM.'ln.r \
'

I

I

A

.Vtlanllc, 162
Southern. 188
Bora A I.oyallon, lnU
Boaton A Albany, 401, (2)

507,

538,

03.'.. OOH. COO. 700. 732
Boatnn A Main*-. 130. (21 188, 460
Borne ("liy. (;aylc>ril A .\lpena, 80
BrInaoD Uallway. 80

BuSalu A SuwiUL'banna, 213, 245, 337
Kocheater A [Mttsburgb,
538, 571, 732, 794
Butte County Hallroad, 732

52,

Buffalo,

100,

471,

Cache Valley. 368
Cairo Northern, 80
California Itallroad Commiaslon, 635
Canadian Northern, 507. 764
Canadian rnclflc 25. 162, 305, 432,
635. (2
668, 731, 793

537,

570,

1

Cape Girardeau, 187
Central Nen' Kngland, 162
Central of Georgia, 25, 80,

(2)

109,

337,

460,

603, «2)
Central of New Jersey, 80
Central Vermont, 507. .^38, 603. (2)
Charlotte Harbor & Northern, 80

Cheaapeake A Ohio 537
Chester A Snllne Valley. 187
Cheater Terry vllle, A Ste. GenerleTe, 187
Chicago A Alton, 2.'.. 100, 136, (2) 188, 337, 401.
507, (21 H03. 607, 699. 700, 763
Chicago A Calumet Ulver, SO
Chicago A Kastern Illlnolfl, 306, 537, 603, 635
Chicago A llllnolg Midland, 162
Chicago A Illinois Western. 80
Chicago A North-Wpslern. 1S8, 213, 245. 306.
470 12) .1110. r.37. .'.70. 603, 699, 732, 763
Chicago. Burlington A yulncy. 52. 188, 213, 2i6.
402. 4.12. 507. 538. 635. 732
Chicago. Cincinnati A Louisville, 275, 276
Chicago Great Western, 270. 337, 090
Chicago, Indiana A Southern. 162. 732
Chicago, Iinllanapolls A Louisville. 275, 306, 368,
(2) 469
Chicago Junction, 30."., 432, 732
Chicago, I.nke Shore A Kastern, 337, 732
Chicago. Milwaukee A St. Taul, 25, (2) 213, 368.
(2) .-.70, 571. 793
Chicago, I'eorla A St. rx.uls. 732
Chicago, Itock Inlnnd A Gulf. 162. 603
Lslnnd A Taclflc. 52, »1, 188, 21S.
245 :MT,, 337. 401. 402. 431. 432. .507. .538.
571, 003, 035. (21 008, (2) 699, 731. 732,

Chicago. U...k

763

Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis A Omaha, 506
Chicago. Zlegler A (;ulf. 603
Chihuahua A I'arllli-, 109
Cincinnati, Hamilton A Dayton. 570
Cincinnati, New Orleans A Texas raclllc. 162,
l«7. 401. 432, 470, 068
Cincinnati Southern. 699
Clevelanil. Cincinnati. Chicago A St. Louis. 136

Colorado A
Colorado A
Colorado Midland. 276. 337. 432
Colorado Southern. New Orleans

Northwestern, 80. 81
.Southern. 81. 276. 305

&

100. 136. .305. 401, 538. (2)
Corvallla A Kastern, SO, 109. 130. 635
Cumbcrlatwl A I'ennsylvanla, 162

llonaton
Houati.n

A Ilrazoa ValleT.
A Teiaa Central,

Illlnola Central. 25.

«2)

52,

81, 469
25. 52. 401. 431. 409. 690
Delaware, Lackawanna A Western. 52. 570
Denver A lllo Grande, 245, 276, (2) 337, 368,

537. 731

Pes Moines. Iowa Kails A Northern. 732,

(3)

Detroit A Mackinac. 431
Detrult Itivcr Tunnel, 604
Detroit, Toledo A Ironton. 402, 603. 604. 635, 732
Duliith A Iron Uange. 764
Dnluth. South Shore A Atlantic. 245
nurlinm A Charlotte. 600, 731
HIgIn, Jollet A Eastern, 782
Kl Paso A SouthweHtorn. 432. .507. 731. 732
Hrle 162. 213. 305. .100. 401. 402. 432, 507,

A Michigan Uy. A Navigation, 431
Kscanaba A Lake Superior. 102, (2)
Hnnlce. Lafayette A Abbeville. 401
Kvanevllle A Torre Haute, 635

Hrlc

Kttigerald, Oellla tc Broiton. 306'
Florida East Coast, 402, 432

538

.....
571. I2»

.V>7.

I

188, 571
100.

SO,

(2)

26. 52.

ntt-t.ur.;!..

(2)

188, 369, 507

.\;.-.

-

1-,

!

Illlnola Southern, 337
Illlnola Valley Kelt. 431

Indlanapolla A Loulavllle. 470
Indianapolis Southern. 20

A Great Northern,

368,

635,

699,

763
Interoceanlc of Mexico, 80,
Iowa Central, 136

Randolph A Cumberland, 52

A Lake

432

Erie,

Kalamazoo, Lake Shore A Chicago, 162, 305
Kansas City, .Mexico A Orient, 603
Kansas City Southern, 401, 507, 538, 603, 635,
690
Kansas Itallroad Commission, 308
Ke«eenai»' Central, 432
Kingston A Pembroke, 162

Lake Erie A Western, 068
Lake Erie, Alliance A Wheeling, 668
Lake Shore A Michigan Southern, 402, 668, 732,
793
Las Vegas A Tonopah, 109

Lehigh A New England, SO, 432, 500. 50., 604,
763
Lehigh Coal A Navigation, 500
Lehigh Valley. 162, 432, 537, 539, 570, 603, 635,
067. 763
Litchfield A Madison, 162
Louisiana Hallway A Navigation. 003, 699, 732
Louisiana Western. 337

A Atlantic, 603
A Nashville. 109. ISS. (2» 276, 306,
507, 538. 570. 699, 732
Louisville, Henderson A St. Louis, 102. 368

Louisville

Ixiulsvllle

McCloud River, 102
Mt. Jpwett, KInzua A
Maine Central. 109
Malheur Valley. 81

Rllervllle,

50"

Manistee A Northeastern, 764
Manltoulln A North Shore, 81
Massachusetts Railroad Commission. 731
52. 136, 188. 245, 246, 276, 30o,

Mexican Central,

Quebec A Lak« St. John. 763
(juebec. Montreal A Southern, 700

162

337. 402, 635, 668, 699
Mexican International, 81, 162. 245, 668
Mexican Northern, 732
Mexican Southern, 130. 732
Michigan Central. 81, 402. 432
Midland Valley, 003, 604
Mineral Range. 245
Minidoka A Southwestern, 81
Minneapolis & St. Uniia, 130

i32

603
305,
700,

732. (31

Missouri Southern. 305. 431, 432,
Mobile A Ohio, 668, 690

Rarltan River. 305, 731
Rhode Island Railroad Commlaalon. 33.
Rio Grande Junction. 538, 571
Rio Grande, Sierra Madre A Paclflc. 80
Rio Grande Southern, 690
Hlo Grande Western, 81, 337. 308. 432. 538
St.
St.
St.
St.

Johnsbury A Lake t^hamplaln. 188
Joseph A f;rand Island. .'.2. 81. 130. is..
6ft9, 732
Joseph Valley. 431
Louis A San Francisco, 26, 52. H»2.
305, 337, 603, 635

Brownsville A Mexico. 81. liW. 432.
538, 668. 700
Louis. Iron Mountain A Southern. 2... 401,
432. 068. (21
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain A Paclflc. 4<il
St Louis Southwestern of Texas, 431, 5.1. c
St. Louis, Watklns A C.ulf. 432
San Pedro. U-.s Angeles A Salt Lake, 704
Santa Fe Central. ISS. 432
Santa Fe. Raton A Kastern. 731
Seaboard Air Line. 26. 102. 188, 213, 2.6.
432. 507. 538. 732
Shreveport. Houston A Gulf, 80
Sierra Madre A Pacltlc, 80
Sierra Vallev Railway. SI
Silver Lake Railway, SO
Sliver Peak. 763

St.

Ix>uls.

St.

Somerset Railway. SI. 4.32
Sonora Hallway. 431
South A Western. 732
..
Southern. 80. 162. 276. .369. 401, 4.12. ...1. 068.
732. 703, 764. 793
Southern Indiana, .507
Southern Pacific. 52. 213. 24o. 3it0. 4..-. .-.71.
603. 699. 763
Susquehanna. Rloomsburg A Berwick. lO'.

Tampa A Jacksonville, 699
Tampa Northern. 337

Minneapolis. St. Paul A Sauit Ste. Marie, 81,
Minnesota A International, 162
Mississippi Kastern, 80
Missouri A Louisiana. 305
.Missouri, Kansas A Texas of Texas, 337, 507,
Missouri, Oklahoma A Gulf, 470
.Missouri Paclflc. 81, 100, 130, 188. (2) 276,
300, 368, 432, 571, 003, 668, (2)
(2)

„
(2)

„.

_

Tehuantenec National, 26, 305, 300. (>03. ..il
Texas A New Orleans. 52
Texas A Paclflc. 368, 432, 470
Texas Central, 276
TImpson A Northwestern, 432
Toledo A Indiana. 3rtS
Toledo A Ohio Central. 402
Toledo, Angola A We.«tern, 213
Toledo Railway A Terminal. 401
6o.t.
Toledo St. Lonis A Western, 50 1. (2*
099. 700. 708
Tonopah A C.oldfleld. 5.39 570
Tonopah A Tidewater, .305. 401 402
Toronto. Hamilton A Buffalo. 80
Tremont A Gulf, 81, 431
Trinity A Brazos \ alley. 81. 213. .'.!.. «.<..
Union

Paclflc. 52. 136. 337,
571. 003. 635

432.

Vera Cruz A

A

Paclflc. 80. 18.. ISS,

Virginia A Southwestern. 1S7. 188
Virginian Railway. 130, 187. 213

188.

(21

A

NorthKastern.

471.

.-.37.

507

Paclflc,

Vlcksburjt. Sbrcreport

.New Jerscv. Imllana A Illinois, 732
New Jerse'v Railroad Commission, 337, 369

Hailroiiil Commission. 3(1S
Nevada Railroad Commission. 30.'<

Orleans

470,

'

Neliraskn

New

>''>.

2io,

Nashville Terminal Company. 213

National Lines of Mexico. 81, (3)
National Railroad of .Mexico 81

Delaware A Kastern.
Delaware A Hudson.

337.

3(>n. flOR

i

507

Mobile. Jackson A Kansas City, 80, 109,
270. 337, 470, 571

raclflc. 52, 80,

162,

<

Jameston-n, Chautauqua

Brooklyn Itaphl Tranalt, 80

305

.

4ii2.
4til

Isthmian Canal Commission, 136

Rrookbav.'n A IVnrI Ulver. 81

4.''.2

Peoria A
Peoria A
Peoria It
Pere Mar
Philadelphia A
Philadelphia. Iln
Pittsburgh A I

A St.uthwestern. 703
A Northeaatern, 245

Halifax
Hidalgo

International
402,

471,

Northern. 81. 213.

Penniylvi.

Intercolonial, 213, 337, 700

KIrnilniEliBiu

A Idaho

Paris A ".
I'pDOiylV'

;;i2

A Santa Fe, 188
Gulf Line Hallway, 003
Gulf. Colorado

Hocking Valley, 188. 245.

Baltimore A oblo, 100,

UlrmlnKhain

18H. 337. 432. 307, 537, 670,

Jk

667
Atlantic, Qufb*c

;.

.

Panama, 30S. 470, 371
PanAmerli an. TC3

409

mi,

.

.\

o'ju,

fr. SO.

^37

i'aclBc

27.V 403

Gran.l

Alb..

80.

138,

18..

275, 270

New Orleans. Fort Jackson A Grand Isle.
New Orleans Great Northern, 337, 604
New Orleans Terminal, 337
New York Central A Hudson HIver. 25,

162

52, 80.
109. 162, 270, 337, 401. (2) 402, 507, 538,
571, (21 700. 704
604
<!03.
New York Central Lines. 130. 507.
New York. Chicago A St. Louis, 102. 245. 538
New York, New Tlaven A Hartford. 25, 109, 162,
(2) 1S8. .168. (2) 431, 470. 570. 763, (2)
New York Public Service Commissions. 25, oO,
506, 538
Norfolk A Western. 20, 52

Northern .Mabama, 763
,
_
Northern Central. 162. 337
_
„„
Northern Paclllc. 20, (2) 188, 300, 431. B07.,.588,
003. 699. 732
Northwestern Paclflc. 305
;

•

(->

.

!

Wabash. 276. 337. (21 003. 668
Wabash. Chester A Western. 52
Washington A Columbia River. 26. (.)
West Jersey A Seashore. 162
Western Maryland. 81. 109. 470. 50.
Western Pacific. 100. 635. 731
Wheeling A Lake Krie, 52, 4.0
Wisconsin A Northern. 731
Wisconsin Central. 431. 731. 793. ,94
Wisconsin State Railroad Commission
245
WrIghtsTllle

A

Tennllle, 432. (2)

Yaxoo A MIsalaMppI
Zanesvllle

Valley, 25, 26,

A Western, 402

lU'

'

'

>>',
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Aberdeen & Tombigbee, 701
Adirondack & St. Lawrence. 8:i
Akron & Youngstown (Electric 701
ALibiima & Northwestern. (iOj
Alabama Koads (Electric), 4;14
Alabama Western. 402
.Ma.-ika Home (Electric), Xib
Alaska Roads, 53
All)erta & Northwestern, 794
Alherta Wheat, Coal & Oil Co., 137
Alexandria. Zimmerman & Northwestern. 110
Alleghenv Coal Kallroad. tiSU
Alva & .Southern. 434
American Midland. 110
Ameiican Railroad of Porto Rico. G05
.\nuapolls. Washington & Baltimore, 472
A|>alacblan Interurban, 370
Apalachlcola Northern. 307
.\rizona & California, 434
Arkansas .Anthracite. 110
Arkansas. Louisiana & <iulf, 27. 338, 402
Arkansas Vallev, 434
Ashcroft, Bakersvllle & Fort George. 636
Ashland & Western, 7i!r>
Ashland. Odanab & Marengo, 83
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. 27. 53. 246. 307,
403, 434, 309, 572, 636. 701. 733
Atlanta & Carolina Construction Co. (Electric).
110
.\tlania & .St. Andrew's Bay. 215. 733
Atlanta.

Birmingham &

33.S.

Atlanta.
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic,
Atlantic,
Atlantic

472, 669,

Griffin

Atlantic.

137.

163.

189.

733

& Macon, 27

& East Coast Terminal. 370

&

(julf

Transportation Co.. 163

City Kailwa.v

(

Klectric). .572

Coast Line, 794
Northern & Southern, 110
Quebec & Western. 21.'
Shore Line (Electric), 137

Bainbridge

Northeastern, 338

& Abilene. 636
Baltimore & Ohio, 509, 572, 669
Bangor & Aroostook, 540
Barnwell & Searchlight, 434
Ballinger

Bartlesvllle Interurban, 472
Hammond & Eastern. 636
Bauxite & Northern. 28
Beaumont & fJreat Northern. 246. 472. 540
Beaunnmt & Saratoga Transportation. 733
Beaumont. Sour Lake & Western. 110
Belleville & Interurban. 572
Big Fork & International. 733
Big Fork & International Falls. 540
Billiniis & Northern. 636
Bingham Central, 277
Bloomington, Pontiae & Joliet Electric i. 572
Blooinington Southern, 403
Boston & .\lbany, 472
Boston ii Eastern (Electric). 509
Boston & Providence Interurban. 338
Boston Elevated, 765
Brandon. Saskatchewan & Hudson's Bav. 83, 636
Brinson Railway. 83
Bristol & Kingsporl. 572
British Columbia (Electriii. 247. .370. 763
Brooklyn Rapid Transit. 338
Bro<.kTille & Mahoning. 247. 572. 733
Buckh.Tnnon & Norllfern. 53
Buffal'i A; Susfiuehanna, 540
Buffalo. K<.clipster & Pittsburgh, 307, 370
Biillfr.ig-<;oldfleld. 307
Butler & Chlcora (Electric), .509
Butte, .\nnconda & Paclflc, 83

Baton Rouge.

-

(

Cache

307
Cairo A Tennessee River, 434
Cairo Terminal Traction, 53
Calgarv (Alb.
Street Railway. 472
Callenie & Ploche, 247
California Northeastern. 472
California Roads, 137
Canadian Northern, 370. 403. 630, 701. 763
Canadian Northern Ontario. 701
Canadian Northern Quebec, .307
Canadian Pnclflc. 137. 21."). 247. 277. 307.
Valley.

i

338.
370. 472, 540, 572. 605. 636, 701. 733. 765
Paclflc, 53. 213. 403, 540.

Cananea. Yaqul River i
765

Tanyon Cltv & Northeastern, 53
Cape Fear. Southport & Atlantic. 53
earn Northern. 83
Carolina * Tennessee Southern. 472
Carthage Railroad, 53
Catawba Valley, 605
Central Kentucky Traction. 189
Central of Oeorgln, 247, 307. 338
Central cf Oregon. 605. 733
Central Ontario Railway, 605
Centralln Eastern. 605
Charleston A Paris Infernrban, 040

I'aul,

S3, 189, 33U.

370, 605
Chicago Southern, 53, 403
Chicago Subway, Arcade & Traction Co., 53
Chicago, Weatberford & Brazos Vallev. 540
Cincinnati (Ohio). Belt Lines, 111, o72
Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago, 669
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Davton, 434
ClarkRocheport Railroad, 137
Cleveland. Alliance & Mahoning, 247
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
509,

7111

& Memphis, 540
Colorado & Southern, 163, 371

Colorado Roads (Electric), 434
Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific, 111,
247
Columbus, Magnetic Springs & Northern ( Elec
trie). 669
Columbus, Memphis & Pensacola, 111
Continental Tunnel Co., 434
Copper River & Northwestern, 605
Corvailis & Alsea River. 189
Coweta. Franklin & Troup, 339
Crows Nest Southern. 636
Cumberland River & Nashville. 636
('uniberland Valley, 403

Dakota A Great Northern. 636
Dallas Interurban, 509, 605
Danville & Eastern Illinois (Electric), 371
Danville & Scottsville, 247
Danville & Southeastern, 339
Decatur, Sullivan & Mattoon (Electric), 540
Defiance, Hicksville & Fort Wayne (Electric), 53
Defiance, Paulding & Fort Wayne (Electric), 111

Delaware & Hudson, 701, 794
Denver & Gulf, 307, 338
Denver A Rio Grande, 472, 637
Deny n-. Kansas & Gulf, 434
Denver, Laramie & Northwestern, 371
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, 339. 403, 434, 765
Detroit & Adrian Traction, 163
Dillsburg & Wellsville, 403
Dolgeville & Salisbury, 111
Due West Railway, 403
Duluth & Thunder Bay, 669
Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg, 247, 733
Dulutli, Virginia & Rainy Lake, 247

East Carolina, 733
East Erie Commercial Railroad, 50!)
East Moline & Campbell's Island, 137
East St. Louis & Eastern, 215
Eastern Pennsylvania (Electric), 572

Edmonton, Dunvegan & British ('olumbia, 669

Elkins Light & Power Co, (Electrlci, 339
El Paso & Southwestern, 83
Elyrla Southern (Electric). Ill
Enid. Blackwell & Osage Interurban, 137
Enslev Southern, 472
137, 339

London & Tilsonburg (Electric), 637
Esquimau & Nanaimo, 247. 637. 733

& Abbeville, 371
164
Princeton Traction, 215

Eunice, Lafayette

Eureka

Hill, 83,

Evansville
Evansvilie

&

& Terre Haute,

434, 509

Fairmont & Mannington (Electric), 53
Fairmont & Southern, 277, 339, 472
Findlay Marion Railway A Light Co.. 339
Flint River & Gulf, 307
Central, 111
Florida East Coast, 701
Fort Worth A Rio Grande, 189, 339
Franklin vt Tmvainenslng Street Railway, 137

I''Iorlda

• Jalnesviilc.
Texas & Southwestern, 111
Galveston & Houston (Electric), .509
(ialveston, Harrlsburg A San Antonio, 733
<;auley A Birch River, 403
Georgia & Florida, 277
(Jc<irgla Carolina Railway (Electric), 371
Georgia Roads (Electric), 164, 701, 765

4.^4

435
firassy Creek A Elkhorn. 27
Gray's Point Terminal. 307
Great Northern, 83, 277, 307, 371, 403, 434, 003,
637. 733
tJrcat Southwestern, 164
(ireenTllle A Knoxvllle, 164, 277.

Illinois Central. 403, 435, 572, 637. 669,
Illinois Roads (Electric), 669
Illinois Traction, 277, 339, 371, 637. 794

701, 733

Indian Creek Valley, 247
Indian Territory Roads (Electric), 83
Indiana Roads (Electric), 765
Indianapolis A Louisville. 435
Indianapolis A Northwestern Traction. 403
Industrial «£ Lorain. 765
Interborough Rapid Transit (New York Cltyl, 765
Interborough Rapid Transit, 403
Inter-California, 509
intercolonial, 307, 701
Interstate Transfer Railway, 164, 371

Iowa Roads (Electric), 435

Colorado. ).)klahoma & Southeastern, 27
Colorado Roads, 403. 472

Erie,
Erie,

Idaho A Washington Northern, 701
Idaho Northern, 111
Illinois A Northwestern (Electric). Ill

Interurban Construction Co., 247
Iowa & Northwestern, 541

Coal Uivec 434. 765
Coffeyville

A Petersburg, 572
A Southwestern, 541
(;rand Trunk. 137, 277, 371. 541
(;rand Trunk Paclflc, 83, 137, 215, 277, 4113. 434.
472. 669, 701, 7.33
Granite City A East St. Louis, Tertnlnal Ry. Co..

«

Loularllle.

St.

(Jotebo

iilcago A .lollet (Elertrlci. 572
Chicago A Milwaukee (Electrlci. 403. n72
Chicago A Northwestern. 83. 110. 215, 307. 370.
540. 733
Chicago A f)nk Park Elevated (Electric), 215
Chicago A Southern Traction, 636
Chicago. Burllngtfm A (Julncv. 111. 189, 277, 434.
540 572. 605. 636. 733
Chicago. Fox Lake A (leneva. 572
Chicago. Indiana A Southern, 733
Chlcaen. Indlnnapolls A Evansvllle. 27. 540

IndlanapiHls A

&

669, 765

Chicago, Rock Island & El Paso, 370
Chicago, Kock Island & Gulf, 111, 370
Chicago, Kotk Island & Pacific, 53, 189, 213,
509, 605, 765
Chicago. St. I'aul, Minneapolis & Omaha,

(illniore

Charleston. Westfleld, Marshall & Terre Haute Intenirtmn. 110
Charlotte Harbor ft Northern, 110. 434. 733
CherryvBle. Oklahoma A Parlflc, 83
Cherrv Tree A Klxonvllle. 733
Chesapeak.- A Ohio. 27. 83. 370, 434. 76.';. 794
Chesterfield A Lancaster. 110
Chicago A Alton. 53. 247. 434
Chicago A East St. Loi.ls Short Line. 572
Chicago A Illinois Midland. 83

Chlcag.i.

Chicago, Milwaukee

605

<;uelph A Godcrlch, 277
Gulf, Iteaiimont A Great Northern. 473
Gulf. Beaumont A Kansas City, 473
Gulf, Colorado A Santa Fe, 83, 137, 1SD, 403, 473.

794
Cult Line, 307
Plnlnvllle A Northern, 189
Gulf Short Line, 473
(lulhrle, Falrvlew A Western, 701

Gulf.

llawklnsvUle A Florida Southern. 307
Heard County. 27
Hidalgo A Northeastern, 637
Holly A Swink, 435
Houston A Bra7.os Valley. 27. 541
Houston A reias Central, 701

Jasper A Eastern, 435
Jasper-French Lick Extension. 473
Jefferson City, Albuquerque A San Diego Valley,

605

& Southern Traction, 371

Joliet

Joplin
Joplin

& Pittsburgh
A Pittsburgh

(Electric), 277, 339
Street Railway, 277

Kansas A Texas, 541
Kansas City A Springfield

Southern

(Electric),

Kansas City, Mexico A Orient, 83, 164, 733
Kansas City Southern, 137, 660
Kansas Traction Co., 247
Kentucky North & South, 111. 509
Kentucky Roads (Electric), 541
Kettle Valley Lines, 669
Keweenaw Central. 733

Kingston, Smiths Falls

Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake

& Ottawa, 277

A Wheeling,

247, 669
Erie A Youngstown (Electric), 247
Shore & Michigan Southern, 247. 307, 669
Shore Electric, 435
Laramie, Hahns Peak & Pacific, 83
Larimer A Routt County, 307
Las Vegas & Tonopah, 137
Lawton, Wichita i'ails A Northwestern, 541
Lehigh A Lake Erie, 339, 637
Lehigh Valley, 339, 637
Lewiston A Southeastern, 164
Ligonier Valley, 669
Lima & Toledo Traction, 605. 701
Long Island. 53. 137, 164. 733
Lorain & Ashland. 27, 403, 785
Lorain & West Virginia, 371
Lorain, Ashland & Southern, 765
Los Angeles A Redondo (Electric), 765
Louisiana A Pacific, 111
Louisville A Nashville, 189, 541
Erie, Alliance

McAlester Southwestern. 164
Macon. Americus A Albany (Electric), 83
.Madison County Interurban Belt, 111
Malheur Valley. 83
.Manistique Railway, 765
Manitoba A Northwestern, 637
Marietta-Macland, 669
Meadville A Connoaut Lake Traction, 669
Medina. Batavia A Ontario (Electric), 277
Memphis A ("hattanooga, 473
.Memiihis A State Line, 403
Memphis Rnilnmd A Terminal, 403
Metlinvcp \-alley. 111
Mexican Central. 137. 278. 509, 541, 605, 637
Mexi.aii International. Ill
Mexiiaii Milling A Transportation Co.. 247
Mexican Pacific. 247. 371
Mexican Pacific Coast, 705
Mexican Roads, 53, 111. 137, 189. 403, 509. 542

Mexican Roads (Electric). 27
Mexican Southern, 27
Mexl<<i. Santa Fe A Perry Traction. 605
Ml,lii-nn Roads. 83. 247
Mi.Icontinciital Traction, 247
Middle Carolina A Western, 371
Miillanil of Manitoba. 637
Midland Valley, 111. '247. 541
Milwaukee Northern (Electric), 137. 339, 573
Mingo A Monongahela. 435
Minneapolis A Rainy Rlrer, 765
Miiiucni..ills A St. Louis. 27, 215, 307
Minucaiiolls, Kansas City A Gulf, 215
MlmieapoMs. St. Paul A Sault Ste. Marie. 247,
509, 669, 765
Minneapolis, St. Paul. Rochester A Dubuque (Electric), 435
Minnesota A international. 733
Minnesota. Dakota A Pacific. 27. 215. 307
Minnesota I'ransfer Railway, 765
Mississippi A Alnbatna. 403
Mississippi Central, 83
.Mississippi Railway, 371
Ml8slssli)pl Roads (Electric), 189
Mlsslsslpiil Vallev (Electric). 247
Missouri A Norlli .\rkanstt,s. 371, 573. 794

53. 111. 339. 473. 701
541, 701. 733
341. 573. 637

Missouri.
Missouri,

Kansas A Texas.
Oklahoma A Gulf.

Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri

Pacific.

River A Northwestern. 27
Roads, 27

Roads (Electric), 500. 605
Souiliern. 403
Mobile, Jackson A Kansas City, 111
Morganfield A Atlanta. 541
Morgan's Louisiana A Texas, 005, 705
Morgantown A Klng^vood, 53
Mount Vernon A Eastern, 403
Muskogee Railway A Navigation Co., 371
als.

Ill
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t

IXh
l.lnra nf Slrxlr<i
.NalloD*! "f Mril,-.. -.'H. IW7
Nabra>ki>. Kanui * S<iulbprD, Tito
A i'*lir«rDla III
.Nrru.l.. l:. ii.lv «3, sot
Nallunal

ili>o

NmiU
NV»
Nr»

'.

r

c

.\r»;
.S>»1

Nrw

33.

.nn
I.

.rial

.\rw York.

*

New York
•i;i7

iVniral
733

A

l.anilng. Ill
lltida«m Klrrr,

Iil4.

n3'J.

Id.)

St.
St.
St,

Si,
St,
St.
St,
St,
.13

473

Omaha A

Nt'brasku (VntrnI (Klectrlo). 435
Ilealrlrc (Klectrlci. 53
I. Inn. In A

Omaha.
Omaha. Newport A .N.irlhern. 573
Ontario A West Shore (Klectrlci. 702
Ontario lloads (Klectrlci. 53. 637

Opelonsnu. liiilf Jk Northeastern. 3ii7. 473
Open Klver Itnilwiiv A NavlKnilon. J.-<

A Wnshlneton. X3. 0O5. t',37
OrcKon Kallrond A Navigation Company.

S3.

005. r.37

Oregon it. .aria. S3
Oicgon Short I.lne. 83. 404. 637
Line, 164. 605
Oregon Trunk
»«i.t

.,._

•-

t.i..t..^

A Kastern. 138
laciSc A Idaho N.prihei-n. 765
r.iEosa Sri.iiu! A I 'el Norte, 278
i'aragonld A Mcin|ihls. Ill
I arral A Durango. .'>00
1 ecoa A Northern Texas. 435
I'ccoa. Siiragoaa A llalmorhea. 541
PennKVlviinfii. I's. lit. ISO, 247. 404. 435.
ilii'.i.
702. 733
Irnnsvlvnnia LlncH West, 138, 541
I'enns'vlvanla Itoads, 435. 509. 573
rennsrlviinla Iloiidn (Klectrlci. 247. 500
rennsylviiiila Soiitliern. 542

111.

St. Ixjuls. Ill
N.irtliern. 112

I'hlladelphlii.

Iielawnre

404.

.50».

037

A Montgomery

Krancia, 112
Joseph Valler. 435
l^ula A San Francisco,
340. 435, 702

Tol.
Tol.
Tol.

ne

(K|e«tr<c). 138

(i7<>

10

Weaiem.

.\

Tot.

1.

Tm.

734

(M, 248.

308

•er,
n,

Toi.

LouIh

Tulaa

278. 606

574

.1,., Galley. 371
.saiiiilpa InterurtMin. 0U4

A

104.

180.

247.

a Staunt.m, 038

Ix>ula,

765
Southern Pennsylvania. 60'J
South. Tu Hallway. 307
Southern rtah. 638
Southern Wisconsin (Klectrlci. 24s
S.iiMliwcsieni Intenirban of .Mangiiiu. 4(U
S.,iilluv..sl..rn Hallwav. LSO
Spu 11 Mill. urn *: Northern. 670
Inland. 54. 13S
Si...kiiii.- .V
Sii..kane *; Inland Kmpire (Klectrlci. S3
Sp. kanc Falls & Creat Northern. 605
Sprlnglleld

Railway

Helt

(Klectrlc*. 371
S.uith Texas. 248.

Suhway Terminal. 473
Pierre. Rapid City A North-Weatern. 83
PIttHbnrgh A Lake Krle. 371. .noo
Pittsburgh. Illnglinmton A Knxtern. 27S
Pittsburgh Itiillwav A Klglit Company. 278
Pittsburgh Hallways Company (Klectrlci. 605
Pittsburgh, Shawmut A Norihern. 247. 573. 733
Plant City. Arcadia A Culf. 005
Portland A Seattle. .542. 765
Port O'Connor, lllo Crande & Northern.
Port Slmpaon A Hkeena Klyer. 705

340

T»ln City A I^ke Superior

638

Co..

(Electric). 473

I'nlon Central. 308, B7S
Pacific. 112. UKI, 404, 430, 542. a>ni. 0.38.

Inlon

I'nited
I'tica

07O
Uallwava Company of

A Mohawk

St. Loula, 702
Valley (Electiici. 54

Vallejo A .Northern (Klectrlci, 371
Valley lullroad of West Virginia, 216
Valley River. 54. 702
Valley Tranalt Light A Power Co., 216
Vancouver Island A Kaatern. 542
Vancouver. Vh-Ioria A Kastern. 371, 4.16, 606. 638.

734
Van.<uuver. Westminster A Y'ukon, 278
Velasco. Bratoa A .Northern, 28

Vera Cruz Terminal. 542
Victoria Ferry A Railway Co., 038
Virginia Air Line, 371, 436
Virginia-Carolina Railway. 84
Virginian Kallway. 84. 404
Virginian Hallway. 105

Wabash. 371. 705
Waco. Uamlltun A Brownwood. 84. 404, SIO
Wagner. Lake Shore A Armour Traction, 248
Warrensburg A Clinton. 436
Washington A Creat Northern. 600. 6.38
Washington. Baltimore A .Annapolis (Electric).
473. 670
Washington. Berwvn A Laurel (Electric). 474
Washington. Frederick A Gettysburg (Electric).
371,

.-.42

Washington Oregon Traction. 670
Wavnesburg A Washington. 542
Weatherford. Mineral Wells A Northwestern, 734
West Penn Railways (Electric), 574
West Side Belt. ii:is
West Texas & Northern. 000
Westchester A Wilmington (Electric). 670
Western A ,\tlnntlc. 54
Western Illinois Traction. 510
Western Paclflc. S4. 138. 371. 670
Western Railway of Mexico. 112
Wheeling A Lake Erie. 34()
I.oganton. 21 1>
White l)eer
White River Valley. 84
Wli-hltn. Cleveland A Culf. 372
.V:

30S.

(Electric).

5.3
Philadelphia

II,-

Tuacarawas Valley Tranalt A Power
112.

StephensvUle North A
436
Suliihur. Colgate & Souliieasieru. 27S
Sugarland Hallway. LSO

Tcorla A

A Heading.

000

371. 404. 473. 510. 542. 573. 005. 660. 734.
573,

IVnnsvlvHnln Tunnel & Terminal. 2S
IVnsacoNi & N.>rllienstern. ISO
PensacolH. Alaliiiinn A ^ieorgla, 53
Tenaacola. .\lahama A Western. 180
Teoples' llallwnv A Construction Coiiipan\'.
340. 404
1-hlladelphla

83. 404,

005

i

Somerset & Nashville, 215
South & Western. 573. 000
South Carolina Uonds (Klectrlc). 215
Soulh Dakota Central. 104. 248. 733
South Dakota lti>ads. 248
South OeorglaWest Coast Railway. 734
South Shore Traction. 215
Southern. 371. 436. 473. 734
Southern Indiana, 54
Southern Pacillc, 2S, 54. 112. 215. 278. 307. 340,

f. i

raclftc

F'eria

104

I

Shreveport. Alexandria A Southwestern. 112
Shreveport. Houston A Culf. 83
Sierra Ma<lre & I-acldc, 83
Slkeston A Southeastern. 54

Oreicon

J.

A

San Iilego A Arizona, 371
San Francisco. Idaho A .Montana. 247. .3o7
San JiMupiln Valley Western. 24S
San Peilro. Los Angeles A Salt Lake. 164. 248
Santa Fe, Liberal A Knglewood. 734
Saratoga A Kncamiimenl. 307
Saskatoon. Saskatchewan. Peace IClver A Dawson,
573
Savannah. Augusta A Northern. 28
Seaboard Air Line. 307, 605
Shamokin A Kdgewood (Klectrlci. 510
Shasta Southern. 435
Shawnee Central. 54. 340
Shelby County (Klectrlci, 404

i

Cret'k.

AT"

I.ee

Kartleavllle A PaclOc. 435. 542
iMuiH. Krownsvllle A Mexico. 542
Louis. Iron Mountain A Southern. 542. 038
IxiuU. .Mountain i;rove A Southern. 28
St. Ix>uIh, Kocky M..unialn A PaclOc. 573
St, Ix)u1b Southwestern. 3()7. 473, 734
St. Lonla Southwestern of Teiiis, 734
Sacramento Valley A Kastern. 53. 112
San AntoDio A Aransas Pass. 6.1s
San Antonl.i A Meil.o. 51o

l^klahomii City Kallway. 404
Oklahoma. Meili.i A rniltlc. 573
Oklahoma Itnllway. 473
IIIk

510. 006
lompaoy, 112
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436
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Chicago. Indiana A Southern, 670
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Chicago Junction. 600
...
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Pennsylvania, 84, 474, 542, 574, 766
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Pennsylvania, New Jersey & New York, 28
Pennsylvania, New York & Long Island, 28
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We show in another column photographs of some of Governor
Hughes' new Public Service commissioners. The formation of the
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of Civil Engineers, it is understood, will recoma redesign of the section

for future, not present consideration,

for heavy rails, together with rigid requirements as to methods of
manufacture. At the coming conference between the rail makers
A plain characteristic of l>oth the up-state and the New Yorlt City and the committee of the American Railway Association the Issue
commissions is that they have been chosen on purely non-political can be sharply drawn by comparing these three specifications, on»
grounds. The Governor evidently does not regard these commissions representing the extreme requirements acceptable to the rail makers;
as a sailors' snug harbor for worthy politicians, and It is sure the other two representing the lowest requirements acceptable to the

when

the time

it

was necessary

that so long as Mr.
places

filled

for

them

Hughes remains

with the best

to

commence

in office

men he can

lie

will

their duties.

keep the ten

get to accept the

somewhat

We

have no comment bo make as to
the special fitness of the men chosen to perform the monumental
task at hand. We believe that they will be conservative and that
they will earnestly try to drive the team of unruly horses committed to their charge. We venture the prophecy that a great deal

arduous conditions of

of

the

future

state

service.

corporation

depend upon the success of their

regulation

in

this

country

will

emphasize specifically the many bad features of present
and bring out any strongly expressed opinions as to
how better rails could and should be made, it at least had the effect
of forcing a show of hands by the rail makers in the specifications
presented for adoption. These siieciflcations, which arc printed elsewhere in this issue, were obviously a compromise on the part of the
member.'! of the committee representing the railroads. They got all
they could gel, not all they wanted to get, from the i-epresentatives
of the rail makers. For the purpose of getting the committee report
before the meeting the railroad representatives concurred with the
rail makers and sipmed a specification under which, with present
conditions, it is practically impossible to Ret high quality rails
even if the maker adheres rigidly to all the provisions. The time
for such action was opportune in the light of other circtimstancee.
The committee on rails of the American Railway Engineering &
Maintenance of Way .-VsKOciation has agreed on a specification drawn
to give the railroads what they want, regardless of what the steel
makers are willing to furnish. The committee on rails of the
failed

to

Wi> should seize the opportunity that Is presented by legislation In other
states tending to make further railroad construction there unprofitable, to
We should offer the equal protection
attract railroad capital to Kentucky.
of the law, fair treatment and an assurance that those who arc willing to
boneflt Kentucky by making Investments In the state will have the good will
of her people.

Does this quotation from a set of resolutions passed by the
Board of Trade June 17 Indicate that the tide has turned?
Can it be taken to show that the wave of hostility towards corporations in general and railroads in particular has reached the
Louisville

efltorta.

While the discussion on rails at the annual meeting of the
American Society for Testing Materials was ilisappointing in that it
mill practice

railroads.

high-water mark and that henceforth the efforts of the agitators
from the high record made by the one
before him? We hesitate to believe that this Is the case and yet
we feel that the earnest efforts of a few more boards of trade supplemented by the example and precept of a few more governors like
Mr. Hughes who know how to veto, would go far towards correcting
Why cana very socialistic and dangerous state of the public mind.
not influontlal and sober minded citizens in every state assemble
together as the Louisville Board of 'lYade has done and put themwill recede gradually, each

selves on record in some fashion like the following, which we quote:
This board favors legislation. If such be necessary, to prevent fictitious
cnpltMlization while drmandlcg the enforcement of laws to correct corporate
abuses, as well as the punishment of iho.se who fall to obey such laws; but It
believes that what Is now In order and for the Interests of the public, as
well as for the Interests of the railroads. Is co operation between the people
We believe
of the slate and the riiilroads witli a view to the good of both.
that If the railroads honestly accept their responsibilities to the public and
enileavor i.i live up to them, then the public should as honestly strive to make
Public hostility,
the business of the rnilroads successful and profitable.
harsh criticism and drastic legislation can serve no good end.
If this were done, wo believe that a little wholesome competition
between the states to encourage the development of corporations
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would prove a good deal more profitable for all concerned than the
present competition to drive them out of business.
In cirics there is the familiar adage that "politics makes
strange bedfellows."
In railroading there ought to be some like
proverb to express the strange incongruities that events bring about
and especially those events that sometimes attend great railroad
mergers. It is, for example, a scant two j-ears since the New York,

New Haven &

Hartford took in the Ontario & Western. Its uses in
the Connecticut legislature were immediate and effective. The New
York Central was, as an offsetting step, seeking a cross-cut through
northwestern Connecticut to the Boston & Albany line, and was
making its survey. The new line could be built under the Connecticut general railroad law.
But President Mellen flung himself
athwart the path. He appealed in "open-air lobby" to the state
legislature for
act.

what was

practically a repeal of the general railroad
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VOLUNTARY PUBLICATION OF ACCIDENT REPORTS.
Mr. Kruttschnitt's decision to publish the true causes of all
accidents which may occur on the Union or Southern Pacific lines
is warmly to be commended.*
There can be no doubt that the only
motive actuating either the managing officers or the directors above
them is the laudable one given in the announcement to "reduce the

—

minimum." And yet a perusal
announcement suggests some mild speculations concerning

risk of casualties to
of this

the extreme

the probable actual results. A "policy of perfect frankness" toward
the public will have to contend with a chilling atmosphere. Not
that people will refuse to take the railroad's word at its full value;

but "the public" is such an elusive entity to deal with. The average
reporter and the average editor believe in blaming the company instead of the employees for most accidents, and this bent of their

minds

will influence everything that they say or do.

And. for better

Were Connecticut and New England to be cut off from cheap or worse, these managers of the news-machine do mould public
& W.? Was the New Haven to be penalized for this opinion in this matter. In some newspapers, the railroad's state-

coal via the O.

beneficent act by the legislature's assent to the New York Central
crosscut?
The legislature answered with an emphatic "No," and

ments will have to be stereotyped by the road itself, to insure a
fair presentation, if we may judge by those papers' treatment of
granted the repealer.
Two short years have passed a^id lol the accident news in the past.
omens point to return of the philanthropic O. & W. to the New York
The announcement expresses the hope that publishing the causes
Central as. presumptively, a makeweight in the Boston & Maine deal. of accidents will help the company to enforce
better discipline;
There is another odd historical twist in New England railroad hap- which must mean that the superintendents, when acting in private,
penings not so incongruous as it is picturesque. It will be recalled cannot enforce their orders. This is equivalent
to a declaiation
how some fourteen years ago President C. P. Clark, of the New that the employees are decidedly unruly; and as the first article
Haven, agreed with the Connecticut River Railroad Company's di- of the newspapers' creed is friendship to the employee no one need
rectors for an absorption of their snug and profitable property, reach- expect that facts unfavorable to an employee are going to be heralded
ing up into Boston & Maine territory; and how Boston & Maine in- with any excessive gladness. The statement that an engineman is
terests, acting through Boston bankers, bought up, at a great price,
directly responsible for a collision, and therefore should bear, say.
8 majority of the scattered Connecticut River shares, blocked the deal 99 per cent, of the responsibility, and that the superintendent who
and merged the line with the Boston & Maine system. Now, a made or approved a faulty rule or failed to detect the faults of a
decade and a half later comes along with giant strides the New faulty man is chargeable with only 1 per cent., will be received
Haven again and engorges not only the Connecticut River child, but with incredulity. In any event the newspaper critic will advocate
the Boston & Maine parent. Thus, on the railroad stage, is Ameri- the imposition of 99 per cent, of the punishment on the company.
can comedy— and now and then Greek tragedy enacted in vivid That is the attitude of juries also. It takes a strong and determined
colorings and contrasts.
judge to make jurymen accept any other view: and if they accept it
they are likely still to acquit or disagree.
A discussion of the trolley situation in Ohio, as regards comThe newspapers, with rare exceptions, aim to please the greatest
petition with the steam railroads, was printed in the Railroad number of readers, which, in the case of "lalxjr"
the brotherhoods
Gazette. February 6, 1903, and figures of the losses to the steam versus a railroad company means please "labor" every time. The
roads in the vicinity of Cleveland were shown. These have been employees' brotherhoods believe that brothers should go free of punwidely quoted, turning up this spring in Herrick and Boynton's ishment even when they have caused a collision or a derailment
American Electric Railicay Practice. We are now enabled to bring for the reason, perhaps, that they think the penalties under the
this table up to the year 1907, as follows:
criminal laws are too severe.
Lake Shord & -Michigan Solther.n.
But publicity in this matter will do good whether it does or
does not result in immediately strengthening the arm of justice.
Passengers Carried Bettcccn Cleveland and Oberlin, and Intermediate Points.
The attitude of the press could not easily be changed even if Mr.
Average
^ear.
Westbound. Eaatboiind.
Kruttschnitt were to have his accident investigations made and pubTotal.
per month.
ISOr.
104.420
98,588
203.014
16,918
lished by expert outside unbiased critics: but it seems a pity that
1902
4.'),433
46,328
91,761
7,647
1906
58,837
57,294
116,131
9,678
this could not be done.
Our Government has been inexcusably slow
Passengers Carried Seticcen Cleveland and Painesville and Inin this matter.
Government investigation has not always been chartermediate Points.

—

—

97,460
13,106
19,204

189.-)

1902
1906

New

101,832
lj.002
21,982

199,292
28,708
41,180

16,608
2,392
3,432

York, Chicago 4 St. Louis.

Paiiengcrs Carried Between Cleveland and Lorain.
Year.

Total
pasaengerg.

K95
1902
UW)0

42,520
9.795

1

Oberlin

7,422

Revenue.
$25,523
4,379
3,836

Average revenue.
60.0 cents.
"
44.0
"
54.7

34 miles from Cleveland, Painesville 29, and Lorain
26. The statistics of the trolley roads are not kept In such fashion
that exact comparisons can be made of the gains to offset these
losses.
Seven years after the trolley lines began active business,
one of them, covering approximately the territory described in one
is

of the above classifications,

was doing thirty times the short-haul
business of the steam road between the same points. It is worthy
of note that the passenger business on the I/ake Shore & Michigan
Southern, between tho points cited, after languishing to a minimum
Is now Increa.slng again, though the Increase Is slight.
On
tho other hand, the business between Cleveland and I»raln, on the
New York, Chicago & St. Louis, la even smaller than It was five years

in 1902.

ago.
It Is to be regretted that there is no statistical method of
showing the Increases in general business arising from the building
up of suburban traffic by the trolley lines. Nevertheless, It may

be risked with assurance that the total effect of this trolley line
development has been to Increase, rather than decrease, the earnings
of the steam roads.

•'riii' t'nlnn I'aoiflc S.vstom and Soulliorn Pacific Company, courting full
Investigalion. have decided to give freely and fully all Information at comto throw light upon the oatises and responsibilities for railroad accidents. The findings of hiiards of Inquiry will be given to the dally papers, and
the policy of the company will be one of perfect frankness with the ]>ubllc U8
to these inji Iters.
Investigation of accidents by such boards of Inquiry have long been an established pidlcy, having been Inaugurated on the raclllc System over four
years ago. and on flii' Unlcm racillc Lines for more than three years.
Whenever nn accident occurs the cause of wlilch Is not apparent beyond question,
the Division Hoard of lu<iulry. nuidc up of ilie division superintendent, the
master ineibnnlc and the resident engineer. Is convened Immediately
and snbniiis Us findings by wire to the gincrai office with formal reports by
mail, the np,>rt being signed by all menib'rs concurring In the conclusions.
.\ll imployei's lnvolve<l are indei>endenlly (|Ucstioned. their answers being taken
down in writing.
Kxamlnations are made of rolling slock and track where
accidents may iiave possibly been traceable to such causes, and every effort Is
made to deteiniine the cause of the accident clearly and unquestionably. The
report "causes unknown" will not be accepted until every means of locating
the cause has iM'cn exhausted.
Where mimlHM's of the r>lvlsion board do not agree, or where their report
is not siitisfnctory. a second board of inqulr.v, made up of the Oeneral Superintendent, file Superintendent of Motive Tower and the Chief Knglueer In
if
charge of Malntenan
Way and Structures. Is convened by the liener.il
eids to the scene ot the acciileut and
Manager.
'riiis
higher board pi
If the
must likewise snlimll Its finding to the Oeneral Manager.
<!eneral Manager sllll has any dotibl, he Is authorized to employ expert assistance and nflopr any other means necessary to determine the catise of the
aiiident.
The findings of the Hoard of Inqnirv conducted In this manner are
absoiufelv unbiased, and II Is boi>ed that publicity as to the true cause may
help In bringing alHiiii better discipline amongst liie employees and lie a deter.\ railroad company Is Interested
rent effect ngainsi accidents in the fuluri'.
more than anyone else possiblv can he In the reduction of Its casualty account
and in a i-ase of accident should have nothing to conceal and no one to
shield. Its only desire being to locate the cause of fbc trouble or the party res|ionsiliie with a view of reducing Ibi- number of accidents classed as preThe otTlcers hope that this policy, taken In connection with
ventable.
the siinirise tests of signal observations by train and engine men and the
large amount of block signals lately erected, which at the close of the year
should provide this protection on nearly 4.700 miles of track most of this
work being done In the past two years together with earnest and welldirected effort on the part of the olTlcers, will be of material assistance In reducing the risk of casualties lo the extreme minimum.
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even under the exocllont Hyslem establUhed tlon committee appirently marks the decision on the p«fl ot the
by the UritUh government, but nolwItbatandInK the llmltatlonii o( Southern Railway that It is preferable to clve up the adrantAC** of
human ralllblllty a railroad manaxer flnda a Rovernment report a an allied control. In order to aet Itaelf rUbi in the eyc« of the
mui'h more aatlarartory m<-.\n« of anHwerlnic rrltlrliima of newnpapers people of Georgia, who have abown great dlasatUfaitlon with Its
or IncllvldualH than any utatpment which he lan himself make. He alleged control of the local road. One of the most valuable parts
cannot powlbly write or xpenk wUh the tru«- pcrspeftlve or ai any of the |irii|M>rty thus sold I* the Ocean Steamship Company, which
rate not with a pt-iB|>C('llve (but will sutlafy the piibllr.
He can be has lliieH from Savannah to New York and to Boston. As no report
unprejudiced but he can never make people K^nerally believe that of Its o|M-ratlonH U made and as it is carried upon the balance sheet
hn la Railroad* have for years In important acrldenta admitted of the Central uf (ieorgia at an absurdly small flgure, it is not poathe fullest reii|>on8lblllty for the fault by paying Immense sums slble to Judge accurately as to Its value, but it is one of the most
in dama>;eH beyond what a strict construction of the law would successful i-oasiwlre lines, and we are Inclined to think that it could
have pnid the whole cost of one or two new steamers out of its
require of them, and yet publli- critic i.-^m Is not allayed.
The OilnK that would mo.si pleaM' the public woiilil be to let aggregate surpliiN earnings lor the last three years SInie the sale
people see what Is done to cure the ui cident evil. I^evelheaded cltl- was announced it has been suggested that the Central of <f'w>rgis
leus are not hd much Interested to know whether It Is Englneinan will eventually U> sold to the Rock Island Company In order to
Brown or Conductor Jones that Is responsible, as to see what Is done give the St. l..ouls A San Francisco an outlet to the Atlantic aeaThe two loads connect at Birmingham. Ala. Should this
to prevent conductors and enKiuemen from commltllnK the ^ame iKiard.
error In the (ulure.
In this matter the KnglUh system falls 6hort be done, the Rock Island lines in the West would have the same
of satisfying the public. The railroad Journals publish the Govern- sort of an advantage In rate-making that the Southern Paciflc has
ment incpectors' reports with all necessary fulness, but thefc do as a trans-continental line by reason of Its control of steamers from
not say what dl8<'ipline has been administered, nor until perhaps New Orleans to New York. It would then be possible to ship goods
a year or two afterward does the public know anything as to how from northern Atlantic ports to Savannah by the Ocean Steamship
fully the companies carry out the recommendations of the inspectors. Company and carry ihem from Savannah to the territory west of
In speaking of this feature of the subject we are not criticising the Mississippi river entirely over Rock Island lines, thus giving
Mr. Kruttschnilt in particular for he has done as much, probably, a through water and rail line between the Southwest and New Y'ork
as any manager in America, toward carrying out a true policy of and Boston under Rock Island management, which could compete
frankness and in making the practices of the subordinate officers even with the trunk lines if necessary. At the rate the Southwest
such that they will bear publicity. In his plans for block signaling is now developing, such a new through line from the north Atlantic
thousands of miles of line within a single year he has evinced a ports should at once find plenty of traffic in addition to its (lotential
Onanclal and practical boldness never before heard of; and. judging advantages to the Rock Island Company as a rate-maker.
by the testimony of unprejudiced eastern railroad managers who
have visited the I'nlon Pacific lines, the discipline of trainmen on
In India, it appears, there is no traffic department as we under^
those lines Is as marked in its excellence as is the policy of the com- stand the term, the department which holds that title being almost
pany In easier problems. If any eastern railroad officer desires to entirely concerned in moving rather than getting the traffic. The
take a summer-school course In the Great American Railroad Univer- Indian IZailicay G<izelte in an editorial urges the establishment of
sity he cannot afford to neglect the advantages offered by the "field a real traffic department with freight and passenger solicitors, after
observations" available west of the Missouri river. Indeed, we do the fashion of English and American practice. .\t first sight this would
appear to be unnecessary as tor the most part there is no competition
not know but this is what Mr. Bustis means when he advertises so
between different lines in India. Each road has its own sphere of
loudly In the magazines to "Spend Your Vacation in Colorado."
infiuence and tariffs cannot be reduced below a fixed minimum. It
is believed, however, that by the establishment of a separate department concerned only with securing traffic, it would be possible to
SALE OF THE CENTRAL OF GEORGIA.
extend and widen the business of any particular road by branching
out in new directions and creating new industries and a desire to
The Central of Georgia operates 1.890 miles of line, about two- travel where they do not now exist. In regard to the iwssenger trafthirds of which is In Georgia, one-third in Alabama, and 4',i miles, fic, first, second and intermediate class traffic is unprofitable In
over which it reaches the city of Chattanooga, in Tennessee. Its India, while it is the third class traffic, made up of natives, which
most important through lines are from Chattanooga. Tenn.; Atlanta, pays. This makes up nine-tenths of the passenger business, yet
Oa., and Birmingham. Montgomery. .Andalusia and Lockhart, Ala., the time-tables are printed in English and are. therefore, useless to
Time cards and guide books might be
via Macon. Ga.. to Savannah.
Several parts of it parallel lines of most of these travelers.
the Southern Railway. The Central of Georgia has within recent printed in the vernaculars and distributed among the towns and
line, and attractive posters setting forth the sancvillages
along
a
years come to be prosperous. Beginning with the first payment on
tity and virtue of some particular (non-com[)etitive) shrine, posted
the third series in 1905. 5 per cent, has since l>een paid on the first,
.\s a unique example of progressiveness in
in conspicuous places.
second and third preference income bonds. The first payment on
the attra<-tion of travel the case of a certain railroad is cited which
the second Incomes was in 1904, before which the two junior series presented to a native shrine of some sanctity a valuable jewel, in
had never received any return. These securities are the ones in order to increase pilgrimages over its line to that point. Although
which the public is interested. The exact ownership of the $5,000,- It is evident from this instance that English or American traffic
000 stock was not generally known up to last week except that it methods would have to be adapted to Indian conditions, yet the
was In some way held In trust in the interests of the Southern history of the traffic department, particularly in this country, amply
Railway, which, because of Its parallel and competing lines, was proves that such an officer would be likely to succeed on an Indian
of the traffic department has been its
unable to take over control as a matter of public record. However, railroad. The great skill
ability to adapt itself to conditions and originate means for securthe late Samuel Spencer and another Southern Railway director
ing traffic, and this same ability could be applied, we have no doubt,
were directors of the Central of Georgia. It now appears that this
with equal success in India.
stock has been held by the same committee which in 1894 reorganized the old Richmond & West Point Terminal Railway & WarePUBLICATIONS.
house Company, of which the Southern Railway is the successor
company. This committee has maintained its existence in order I'rncifliniif of the docUlu for the Promolinn of Knainefring Education. Vol.
cloth.
FVIItod by Du^ld C. Jackson,
XIV. :!no paites
.">^x8Vj 111-;
to hold this Central of Georgia stock which came to It In the course
Clmrlis \.. Crnndnll ami Win. T. Miiitriuler. roinmlttee. The ICnglneerIng
News l^ll)ll.•<lllng <-,i.. .\e»- York. 1!MI7.
of reorganization of certain roads in Georgia in which the Richmond Terminal Company was interested. It was announced last The volume at hand contains the roll call of the society, a report
week that the Richmond Terminal reorganization committee has of the fourteenth annual meeting, and a collection of some 19 papers
presented at the meeting. These give a pretty wide outlook of the
sold its holdings— almost the entire capital stock of the Central
problems arising in the education of young engineers, and are well
of Georgia
to Oakleigh Thorne, a New York banker, and Marsden
worth reading by those Interested in the subject.
acterlifil by perfection,

—
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Perry, of Providence. R. I., who are for the present to operate
and develop the road as an independent proi)erty. The proceeds
J.

of this sale are to be turned over to the Southern, which, though
it never actually hebi control of the Central of Georgia, is entitled
to the financial benefit of

mond Terminal committee.

any

sale of the stock held by the RichThis sale of the road by the reorganiza-
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KiiKliieerlnB .Nhws Piiblfsbliig Co., 1!IU7.
Price, ."ii> icnls.
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By

New York:

S. Whincry.
I'nni|>blet ; paper
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often called on to frame specifications
for street pavements and It he is not, by reason of wide experience,
familiar with the many peculiar conditions of this class of work.

The municipal engineer

Is

—
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he may find difficulty in adopting a specification from other sources same amount
which will properly safeguard the municipal interests and be fair skelp is now
In such cases a broad general specification is of
value as a guide, and such a specification based on the best current
Mr.
practice in street paving is contained in this pamphlet.
Whinery. recognizing the wide difference of opinion among engineers as to many details of practice and standards, has not laid
to the contractor.

down the conditions covering these points in a dogmatic spirit.
Throughout the pages there are numerous explanatory footnotes
giving the author's reasons for the wording used or outlining alternative methods which might be employed.
The general spirit of the specifications is to lay down the methods
and standards of material to be used leaving the engineer to assume
the responsibility for the results. This requires rigid enforcement
of the provisions of the contract, but in the author's opinion is better than a specification framed to secure only the required results
without regard to the methods or materials employed, or on the
other hand, a specification which attempts to lay down the methods
and place the responsibility of the results on the contractor.
Th.> specifications here given include the introductory general
clauses, foundations of concrete, paving stone and broken stone, bituminous or asphalt pavements both sheet and block, granite, brick
and wood block pavements, and a broad general specification for new
and untried pavements laid under service guarantee only.

CONTRIBUTIONS

of the
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A three-high universal mill for rolling thin
operation at the National Tube Works, McKeesJ. w. scHAUB,

in

M. Am. Soc. C. E.

The

Italian

Railroads.
Home,

Italy,

May

22, 1007.

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
In your generally so well informed paper I am sorry to notice
a paragraph about the present state of Italian railroads, which, I
am glad to say, is absolutely unfounded. The incident about the
King of Italy having to abandon a trip because he could not find
a spare er.gineman is too amusing, and you yourself express doubt
about its truth, I am glad to say it was not true.
The Mayors of Genoa, Milan and Turin met, but they met for
the purpose of spurring the government to build a new, more direct
line between these cities; and the project has been given careful
consideration. The proposal to buy more rolling stock was made in
November, 190.5 rather a long time ago and a very large proportion of the new material has already come into service, and the
rest will be completed and put in use before autumn.
The wages of the personnel have all been increased from 10 to
20 per cent., .ind a very good feeling now has been cemented between our employees, the administration in general, and its able
Director-General, Commendatore Riccardo Bianchi, who is absolutely idolized by his friends, and even respectfully admired by his

—

—

political opponents.

Mill.

Chicago, June 26, 1907.

To THE Editor

1.

of work.

port. Pa.

am glad to say, Italian railroads are now on
and the service has become quite normal and
satisfactory, notwithstanding the enormous increase in the traffic
in comparison with 1905, and the inevitable diffully 22 per cent.
ficulties arising from the welding together of four different railOn

Rolling Rails in a Universal

Vol. XLIII., No.

Gazette:

In your issue of June 7 you published a new section for 100-lb.
rails designed by Capt. R. W. Hunt, which has been adopted by a
large railroad system. Capt. Hunt says that this section is designed 10 overcome the imperfections due to the difficulty in making
the metal fill out the thin flanges, which necessitates rolling the
steel at a much higher temperature than would be necessary if
the flanges were made thicker, as he proposes. This may be true,

but the proposed section will not cure the difficulty.
The trouble with the wide rail flange is in the delivery from
the rolls, the angle made by the face of the flange with the axis
of the rolls being such that true roiling action is impossible; so
that, with the exception of perhaps one or two passes, the metal in
the flange gets very little work other than the churning of the
lower roll on the face of the flange. Moreover, if the detects In
the flange are due to the high finishing temperature, why does
not the head develop still greater defects, since the finishing temperature of the head is much higher than that of the flange?
The weakest part of the American rail has always been in
the flange, in spite of the fact that the sections are unbalanced;
that is, the center of gravity of the section Is nearest the flange.
In a paper read before the Western Society of Engineers, May 29.
1907, the writer called attention to the defect in the standard rail
sections in this regard; but the proposed section is even a greater
offender in this respect.
In any beam subject to bending, the distance of the outer fibers
from the neutral axis should be the same, both above and below
the neutral axis, in order to have no part of the section on one
side subjected to a higher stress than on the other side.
In other
words, the center of gravity of the section should be in the center
of the figure.
This is fundamental. The proposed section departs
so far from this principle that the metal in the head will be subjected to a stress 24 per cent, higher than in the flange, so that,
although the rail has been made deeper, Its efficiency as a beam
has been actually reduced. To be sure, this will relieve the metal
In the flange from some of Its duty, but It will be at the expense
of the metal In the head.
If the metal in the flange Is inferior to the metal in the head,
then there Is only one remedy, and that is to give the metal in
the flange more work. This points to the utilization of a universal
mill of the Orey type, such as Is In operation in DifTerdingen,
Germany, for rolling broad-flange beams. Such a mill Is now being
built by the Bethlehem Steel Company for rolling beams In this
country. The Bethlehem Steel Company considered the rolling of
rails In such a mill, but they felt that the development of the Grey
mill for producing strmtural shapes was a sufficient burden to undertake, for the present at least.
Thus the Idea of rolling rails In a
universal mill Is not new, and has been proposed by Mr. Henry Grey,
the Inventor of the (;rcy mill.
In considering the rolling of rails In a universal mill, the question will arise as to the possible tonnage capacity of such a mill
as compared with the present three-high mill. This can be answered by making the horizontal rolls, and perhaps the vertical
rolls as well, three-high in the proposed universal mill, so that
the metal In the rail. In all of Us parts, would receive exactly the

the whole,

an excellent

I

basis,
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road systems, with more than 120,000 employees, with different regulations and habits, and accustomed even to different signals.
For
several months no complaints have been made against the service,

which

is

settling

down

to a

normal and active pace.
LtnOI LtJIGQI,

Administration Councillor, State Railroads.

The Highest Railroad

Station.

Newark,

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
There are a number of railroad stations

Del.,

June

3,

1907.

Peru that are higher
than the one at Corona, Colo. Vincocaya. on the Arequipa & Puno
R. R., is 14,360 ft. On the Central Railroad of Peru there are several.
in

Chicia

Casapalca
Yauli

Oroya
Cerro de Pasco at tUe end of branch from Oroya Is
Oroya is the lowest point on that road.
The lowest point on the Central system Is on the
dock In Callao It is
The highest Is In the Galera Tunnel
All of these are standard gage railroads,
:

J AS. R.

Sixty-six Miles an

Hour

for

12,215
13,606
13,420
12,178
13,974
8.7

ft.

"
"

"
"
"

15,666 "

MAXWELL.

Twenty-four Hours.

New York to Chicago in 13 hours, 45 minutes, would mean a
speed unheard of for that distance, namely, 66 miles an hour; but
that is the rate which was made with an automobile in England
last week on a three-mile racing track in a 24 hours' continuous
This run of
run, the total distance traveled being 1,581% miles.
a day made by the same man. equals the distance from New 'i'ork
by the New 'i'ork Central, the Rock Island (via Englcwood) and
the Union Pacific to Thummel, Neb,, 126 miles beyond Omaha, and
nearly to Central City; or from Jersey City by the Pennsylvania
and the Burlington to within eight miles of Holilrego. Neb. The
following details are from the Xrir York Times:
o'clock Saturday evening, June 29,
In the 24 hours ended at
S. P. Edge, in his six-cylinder Napier motor car. traveled 1.581 miles
and 1,310 yards over the Brooklands racing track at Weybrldge,
and nothing approaching that speed had ever been maintained for
24 hours by motor car, railroad train or any other locomotive apparatus,
Mr. Edge undertook to cover 1.440 miles In 1,440 minutes,
and beltrred it by 141 miles 1,310 yards. Never once did Edge's
speed fall under 60 miles an hour. Many times the daring rider
had to .«lop on account of punctured tiros to have a wheel replaced
with llglilningUke quickness by expert mechanics. Two cars accompanied liim, driven by relays of drivers. The cars swayed on their
springs like hammocks, now and again bumping over obstacles
with a ji rk that would have sent an unwary rider he.adlong. The
feeding of Edge was entrusted to the mechanician who accompanied
him. lie gave tabloids and coffee nibs. Edge thinks with a racing
car he could make 85 miles an hour for 24 hours.
In the ninth hour the distance traversed was almost 72 miles;
i!

%
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rourtcfntb hour TX mllnt and 4SU ft
"Steel slIU may
*Vb>- lirouklmidii track
1a at \V>ylirl(lc«.
point, and onf or ni'
It la p«ar abap««l. the two Iouk ildcii being each
one mile Ionic. It waa built apeilally for automobile apeedinc and
The form of ipli
li 100 ft. wide.
In the curved' portions the outer half U banked.
Thi' m.-itlway Is of concrete.
the outer edgea being perpendicular
*~~^
It U Imposalble to walk up thr
ft.
from
the lop. Around thf coumr art.^ith teleinwn gang
phonea. A aperlal HtatT. an aiiibu,
are alwajra In attciidaiice. For apectaium ilu-rr are thre« Indosurea,
with a total aeatlng capacity uf 3o.uoo and a holding capacity of
GOO.OOO.
The track U practically an Inverted coliseum, for while
In the Roman amphitheater the iipectatora surrounded the arena,
The entrance to
at Weybrldge thi- arena surrounds the spectators.
tiie Inclosures la by means of three tunnels under the track.
In

B and C. at toy
same «nd of cat."

itbown In KIgK. A,

ih)'

'je
1-0

spliced at

sills

shown herewith U approred.

i

i

Changes

In

the Rulea of Interchange.

The Arbitration Committee of Uie .Master Car Builders' Association this year recommended a number of changes In the Rules of
Interchange which were adopted as a whole by the Association. We
give Wlow the principal revisions referring to the numl>er8 of the
rules In force during the past year.

—

The following paragraph is added: "In case cars are
J.
by the receiving road and returned to the delivering comthe defects objected to must b« designated on a return card
of the following form, placed on the car adjacent to the destination
card:
Hulr

rejected

pany

h

all

RETURN CARD.

P^

QZ

4-

Ry.,

for the folIowiiiR defects:

Rule

12.

—Changed

third line the

Rule

till.

by the addition after the word "car" in the
if the light weight is obliterated."
of prices for wheels and axles revised as

words "or

— Schedule

follows:

New.

—

Bule 21. Omit "For wheels cast after Aug. 31, 1904," on the
drawing accompanying the rule.
Rule -V. Changed to read:
Axles broken or having seamy or
pitted journals, fillets in back shoulder worn out, or collars broken
off or worn to V* In. or less under fair usage."
Rule 2!>. Changed to read: "Torn air hose, defective, missing
or worn-out parts of brakes, not elsewhere provided for, which have

—
—

failed

under

fair usage, except

missing material on cars offered

in

Owners responsible."
Rule 32. Changed to read: "Missing air-brake hose or missing
or broken air-brake fittings, etc. Delivering company responsible."
Rule .?}. Omit the words "or air-brake pipes, but no air-brakes."
Rule 3(1. Omit that part of the rule referring to date.
Rule
Heading covering combination of defects changed to
Interchange

.'it).

—
—
—
—

read: "Combination of defects which denotes unfair usage
ring at the same end of the car."

Rule
l)y

— Changed

.},s'.

damage

to either

block draft timber or

Rule

,')0.

Rule

J.I.

to

read:

"Damage

to coupler,

combined front and back coupler
Its sub.stilute,

— Changed

or end

If

occur-

accompanied
stop, filling

sill."

read:
"Damaged combined front and
•back coupler stop or filling block, accompanied by damage to either
coupler or end sill."

damage

to

— Changed to read:

"Damaged end

accompanied by
either coupler, coupler pocket, combined front and back

coupler stop,

filling block,

draft timber or

its

sill,

substitute, or longl-

.tudlnal sill."

—

Rule
Footnote regarding American continuous draft key
changed to include also the draft rod.
Rule
Changed to read: "The splice may be located either
side of body bolster, but the nearest point of any splice must not
be within 12 in. of same, excepting center sills, which must be
spliced between body bolster and cross-tie timbers and not within
30 in. of either. The splicing of two adjacent sills, except center
sills, at the same end of car or the splicing of any sill between cross56'.-

(].').

ttie

—

timbers, will not be allowed.

Scrap.

freight charges."

—

J{ule .'/J.
The prices charged under this rule have been revised
bring ihem more nearly on a level with current market prices.
Prices have been inserted for the different parts of the 10-ln. airbrake equipment as well as the 8-ln. The following are the principal changes:
to

Charge.
Credit.
$0.02
Castings. rmiKh Iron, per pound
$0.0O*i«
03
Castings, ruiiiib. malleable, per pound
00 ii
Eliminate.
Coupling, (lummy
KItmlnate.
It., complete, new. malleable Iron 5x5 shank
Coupler, .M.
S.".')
M. C. n., complete, new. steel. 5x3 shank
"
Eliminate.
M. C. It., complete, new malleable Iron. 5x7 sbank
!>..">0
M. C. It., complete, new. steel. 5x7 shank
Eliminate.
Iiiidy. nno. new. mallcnbic Iron. 5x.'> shank
«..'>0
1.05
hiiily, one. new. steel, .'.x.'i .shank
1.00
Eliminate.
iHxIv. one, new, malleable iron. 5x7 shank
"
liiidy. one, new, steel, 5x5 shank
7.75
1.15
knuckle, one, new, open, omit charge, credit

C

remain
Knuckle, one,

Other

Door

to

Second-ban d.

One 3B In. cast-iron wheel
$10.50
«5.25
J7.75
9.00
7.00
4.75
One 33-ln. cast Iron wheel
17.25
iOO
One 33 In. steel or steel-tlred wheel
23.00
21.60
1L75
One axle, 100.000 lbs
7.7o
10.00
6.50
One axle. KD.OOO lbs
17.75
14.00
7.75
5.23
One axle, (Jci.diiO lbs
•1.23
0.25
11.50
One axle. .".0.000 lbs. (or under)
Also omit sentence reading:
"All steel or steel-tlred wheels of
the different makes to bs charged at current market prices, less

"
"

new

solid

2.00

InillvlilnnI malleable. wrouRht or steel parts
for end of t)ox or stock car, wooden, each, applied,

.04

no credit for scrap
for end of box or stoi-k car. ventilated (wooden
frame with Iron rods), each, applied, no credit
f(»r scrap
for side of l)ox or slock cnr, wooden, each, applied,
no credit for scrap

1.U5

for slile of Iwx. or stock car. ventilated (wooden
friinie with Iron rods), each, applied, no credit
for scran
(new Item) for side of carriage, automobile or
furniture car, wooden, each, applied, no credit
for scrap
for side of stock car, with Iron rods, each, applied.
no credit for scrap
for roof of coke car, wooden, each, applied, no
credit for scrap
for roof of stock car, wooden, each, applied, no
credit for scrap
Half door, for side of box or stock car. each, applied, no
credit for scrap
.Tourniil bc^irlngs. brass or bronze, lined or unllned, |K>r

pound. applU'il
Journal bearings, lllleil. brass or bronze, shell, per pound.
applied
(The weight chorged for new Journal bearings

3.30
3.65

5.50

5.00
4.40
2.45
.83

2.30

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
for "-In. journals and over, but not S In. long,
sball be 10 lbs.
for scrap bearings, ti lbs.
The
weight charged for new journal bearings for journals S in. long and less than n In. long shall be l.'i
lbs.
for scrap bearings. .S lbs.
For new journal
bearings for journals U in. long or over, but not
10 In., ;;0 lbs.; for scrap bearings, 12 lbs.
For
new journal bearings for 100.000-lb. capacity cars
i.Ti-jXlO In.) the weight shall be 25 lbs.;
tor
scrap bearings. 15 lbs.

Vol. XLIII., No.

Flat car, wooden floor, metal underframe, 8-wheel, 40 tons or over,
but under 50 tons, 34 ft. long end sills, but under 40 ft..
Stock car, S-wheel, wooden body, metal underframe, less than nO tons
capacity, 36 ft. long or over

:

1.

510.00
715.00

:

I>abor per hour
Lumber, as specified, per ft
Steel for springs, rough, per lb
Steel, pressed and sheet, per lb

Trucks.
capacity, with metal transoms and wooden bolster, pr pair $215.00
"
215.00
or under, with wooden bolster, per pair
"
31.5.00
or under, all metal, per pair
"
"
400.00
or under, but over 110,000 lbs..all metal, pr pair
"
"
425,00
or under, but over S0,000 lbs..all metal, pr pair
Prices include brake-beams complete, truck levers, dead-lever guides and

.03 Vi
.05
.03 Vj

.00%
.00 'A

50,000

lbs.

(!0,000

'

60,000
80,000
100,000

"

bottom connection rods.
For trucks with steel or

—
—
—

steel-tired

wheels an additional allowance of

$112 per car shall be made.
Rule 97. Change word "channels" to "structural steel."
All trucks in service of 60,000 lbs, capacity or over, which consist enRule JOo. Increase charge for altering height of one end ot one tirely of metal, with the exception of the spring plank, shall be known hereafter as all-metal trucks.
car from |1 to $1.10 net.
RulP ll.'i. Changed to read: "In the case of wooden cars, the
Rule JiiCi. Changed as follows: Cut out item reading, "coupler
stops, all, at one end of car, replaced, 3 hours." and change the depreciation due to age shall be estimated at 6 per cent, per annum,
upon th.o yearly depreciated value of the bodies and trucks only.
next two items to read as follows:
In the case of all-steel cars and cars with steel underframes, the
Coupler, with stem attachments, coupler springs, one or more follower

—

Slates, American continuous draft key, .\merican continuous
raft rods, one or moic coupler stops, renewing or replacing,
any or all. at same end of car, at same time

Coupler, with pocket attaihments. coupler spring, one or more follower
plates, one or wnrr coupler stops, coupler pocket, coupler pocket
rivets, renewing nr replacing any or all, at some end of car,
at same time
Siding, removed and replaced, per lin. ft
Siding, removed and replaced, where nails are set and holes puttied..
Kach side or intermediate sill spliced, when longitudinal sills have to
be replaced, as above
When necessarj* to remove load to replace iMWiy center plate, bolt or
bolts, one or two draft timbeis or draft timber bolts, at one end
of car
Removing temporary advertisements tacked on car, per car
Removing temporary advertisements, pasted, glued or varnished on
cars, per car

Under the head

Rule

"

4

1.5 ets.

20

cts.

hrs.

3 his.

50

cts.

.$1

.00

of "Repairs of Steel Cars." increase the

per hour for straightening or repairing parts from
cents.

3 hrs.

rate
20 cents to 25

— All

the items for air-brake repairs are increased
slightly and an additional sentence added to the rule as follows:
"No labor to be charged for adjusting brakes,"
Rule 11.}. Prices for car bodies advanced as follows: The settlement prices of new eight-wheel cars shall be as follows, with an
addition of $27.50 for each car equipped with an 8-in. air-brake equipment and $35 for loin, air-brake equipment. The road destroying
a car with air-brakes may elect to return the air-brake apparatus,
including such attachments as are usually furnished by the air-brake
manufacturer, complete and in good condition:
It;.

—

depreciation shall be 5 per cent, per annum for the bodies of allsteel cars: for bodies of cars with steel underframes the depreciation shall be at the late of o'o per cent, per annum, with the exception of flat cars with wooden floors, which shall be 5 per cent, per
annum. The depreciation on the value of trucks of steel cars shall
be 5 per cent, per annum. Allowances for depreciation shall in nocase exceed 60 per cent, of the value new. The amounts $27.50 and
$35 for air-brakes shall not be subject to any depreciation."
Rule 11.'). Paragraph added reading: "In the case of cars^
equipped with racks for carrying coke and other purposes, and alsa
stock cars fitted with feeding and watering attachments, the actual
cost of these equipments shall be added to the standard settlement
price for such cars."
Rule li'.i. Changed to read: "Companies shall promptly furnish to each other, upon requisition, and forward free over their
own road, material for repairs of their cars injured upon foreign
lines, excepting that the company having car in its possession at
the time shall provide from its own stock the following:
"Lumljer. forgings, hardware stock, paint, hairfelt. piping, airbrake material and all M. C. B. standard material.
"Requisitions for such material shall specify that same is for
repairs of cars, giving car number and initial of such car, together
with pattern number or other data to enable correct filling of requi-

—

—

sition."

BODIES.

Ten-Wheel Locomotive

for the Chicago

&

North-Western,

Wood.

Box

40

long or over
36 ft. long or over, but .under 40 ft
"
34 ft. long or over, but under 36 ft. long
"
32 ft. long or over, but under 34 ft, long
under 32 ft. long
ventilated, S-wheel. 40 ft. long or over
ventilated, 8-wheel, 36 ft. long, but under 40 ft
ventilated, Kwheel. 34 ft. long, but under 36 ft
Flat
8-wheel, plain, 40 ft. long jr over
8-wheel, plain, 32 ft. long or over, but under 40 ft
plain, under 32 ft. long
Gondola car, 8-wheel, drop-bnit^mi. 40 tons capacity or over
8-wheel. drop-bottom, 30 tons capacity or over but
under 40 tons
"
8-wheel. drop bottom, 23 tons capacity or over, hut
under 30 tons
"
8-wheel, drop-liottom, 20 tons capacity or under
"
"
hopper-bottom, 50 tons capacity
"
hopper-bottom. 40 tons capacity or over, but
under 50 tuns
8-wheel. hopper-bottom, 30 tons capacity or over, but
under 40 tons
S-wheel. hopper l)ottom, 25 tons capacity or over, but
under 30 Kins
"
8-wheel. hopper- hot om, 20 tons capacity or less
"
plain, .'0 Ions capacity and over
"
"
40 tons capacity, but under 5I> tons.
"
"
"
.'10
Ions capacity, but under 40 tons,
"
"
25 t<jn8 capacity, but under :iO Ions.
"
"
"
under 25 tons
Stork car, S-wheel, .34 ft. long or over
32 ft. long or over, but under 34 ft
"
"
under 32 ft. long
The lengths of ears alH>ve mentioned, refer to the lengths over
the end sills.
In the case of double-deck stock cars, ^25, 00 may Iw added t"
the prices given alMive for st>ick cars.
Whore the rapacity of the car Is tKI.OOO llw, or ..ver, lo per
cent, shiiuld be added to the above priies for the car Iwidles.
When cars iif tiO.OiHi lbs, capacity or over, and so sleu'lied,
have trucks wllh Journals 4 in. or over in diameter when new.
$40 per car shall Im' aibb'd to the flgiire as given above for the
values of car bodies, whi-ii eiiuliipod with metal bolsti'.s.
When cars are e.pilpped with metal enter sills. »40 shall be
added lo the values of Ixidles for cost of such metal sills.
.S-wheel,

ft.

I

.

.

.f440.0ii

385.00
360.00
330.00
263.00
470.00
415.00
3.S5.0O
200. Oit

155.00
110.00
330.00
300.00

200.00
220.00
350.011
3011. 00

womlen

metal nnderframe, S-wheel, 50 Ions capacity,
or over, over end sills
wo>Mlen iMidv. metal underframe, 8-wlieel, leas than 50 ton.<
capacity, '51! ft. or over
Flat r-nr, wooih-n floor, nielal underframe, H-wlie I, 50 Ions rapacity.
4o ft. ovor nnd sills
Flat car. wooden floor, metal underframe, H-wheel, 40 tons capacity,
4o ft o>er end allls
....
Gondola
all metal, s wheel, hopper Imtlom, 50 tong rnpaelly, 33
ft. over .lirl sill
Gondola car. nil metal, J< wheel, drop-bottom, 5<J toM capacity, 10 ft.
over end «lll». ...
Gon<loln ear. all metal,
plain, ilO Ions capacity, 40 fl. over
car.

3S

ft.

1

10

140.0(1

In.,

end sills
Gondola cara, wooden l)ody, metal underframe, 8-wheel, flat hollom,
4o ft. over end sills
liondola inr, wooden b.>dy, metal undrrfrnme, H wheel hopper bottom.
"J ft over end sills, hut under 40 ft..
.

The illustration shows clearly the application, which differs
from any arrangement used on previous locomotives built by thiscompany.
The link is supported in a steel casting bolted to the end of
the cross-tie or yoke located between the front and middle pair of
driving-wheels and extending beyond the driving-wheels. Connecting this cross-tie and the guide yoke and outside of the drivingwheels is a steel plate ',4 in. thick and 10 in. deep. The reverse
shaft hearing is bolted to the top of this plate just back of the center
of the forward driving-wheels, and the backward extending arm
of the reverse shaft is connected to the radius bar by means of a
lifting link.

Another interesting feature in this design is the use of corrugated tirobox side sheets. As will be seen from the boiler card, the
sheets are provided with a series of vertical corrugations
throughout the length of the sheet to within the last three rows of
staybolt.-i at the front and back end, making a waved sheet.
The
staybolts are located at the top of the waves or in that portion
of the sheet which i.s furthest from the Are.
It is a well-known
fact that the expansion nnd contraction that takes place in a firebox shell, due to changes of temperature, causes cracking of the
sheets, and It Is claimed for this arrangement that the corrugations
afford siiflficloni elasticity to overcome those strains which finally
result in the rupture of the sheet.' Moreover, in the ordinary flat
plate the heads of the staybolts project beyond the face of the plate
so that they are more highly healed than the plate and unequal
expansion takes place between the head of the bolt and the plate,
causing leaks around the head of the bolt. With this arrangement
the head of the bolt is somewhat protected from the Are so that
the plate and the head of the bolt are more uniformly healed.
In addition lo these vertical corrugations in the side sheet there
Is a large and bulging corrugation 2 in. deep, turned on a radius
side

Ixidy,
11

have recently delivered an
Chicago & North-Western Railroad, five of which are equipped with
the Walschaert valve gear. These engines are for all-round freight
service, and except for the valve gear are of the same specification
as the class R-1 engines of that road, which have for several yearsbeen their standard engine for this class of service. To the best
of our knowledge, however, these are the first engines on the Chicago
& North-Western to be equipped with the Walschaert valve gear,
which is another proof of the increasing opinion among railroads in

1

250!

330 no
300 00

Htcrl.

Box

of the American Locomotive Company
order of 30 ten-wheel locomotives to the

favor of this type of gear.

.
.

The Schenectady Works

$825.00
740.00
770,00

500.00
823.00
815,00
700.00

700.00
(150.00

JiiT

5.
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Side Elevation. Ten-Wheel Freight Locomotive; Chicago
of

2%

In. In

the back head surrounding the

fire

door. This

is

a rather

one thai ought to relieve the flanging at that
the stress due to poor circulation and varying
temperatures that are apt to result in the cracking which is so dif-

unusual form and
point of

much

is

of

and expensive to remedy.
As for the corrugations In th" side sheets, this Is a survival
of an old practice that has been made successful on this road in
some way. probably through persistence In its use on the ground
of Its theoretical correctness.
A luiniher of years ago the use of
corrugated side sheets was quite common on some roads, but owing
to lack of skill in forming the plates or the lower grade of the
steel, or a combination of the two, it was not found that any advantage was gaine<l and this form of sheet was abandoned. That
It ehould possess the advantages claimed for it there is no doubt,
provided sufflcient care Is taken in the forming so that undue Internal
ficult

stresses are not set up.

North-Western.

the Pacific (4-6-2) passenger locomotives
Point Railroad having 22-ln. by 28-ln. cylinders and with the same toiler pressure of 200 lbs., we find that
there is but 1,100 lbs. difference in tractive power to be exerted
on six driving wheels In each case, and that they carry but 4.000 lbs.
difference in load.
Instead, however, of the 1.100 lbs. extra tractive
power belonging to the engine with the heavier load. It belongs to
In the working of the engines it
the one with the lighter one.
will probably be found that the Pacific passenger locomotive with
the higher calculated tractive power and lower weight Is exerting,
for the greater portion of Its run, a much lower pull than the freight
engine, which therefore really needs the increased weight in Its
But the greatest difference is to be found In
practical working.
capacities.

Referring

for the Atlanta

the boilers.

to

& West

They have diameters

of 72'.j In.

and 66%

In.

respect-

engine has 27S tubes 2', in. in diameter and
20 ft. long, with 3,261 s<i ft. of heating surface. This 10-wheeler
of the North-Western, although the boiler is the smaller, has 334
tubes of 2 In. diameter, 16 ft. long, and with but 2,808.4 sq. ft. of
heating surface. This, as far as heating surface is concerned. Is
what would be expected from the dimensions: but, when this tube
heating surface Is equated to an equivalent firebox heating surface
by the Vaughan formula, we find that that of the Pacific engine
equals 72!1.8 sq. ft. while that of the 10-wheeler Is equal to 703 sq. ft.
Here Is a difference of but 26.8 sq. ft. of what may be called effectOf
ive heating surface, while the actual difference is 453 sq. ft.
course, a large portion of this apparent discrepancy Is due to the
boilers.
But
two
the
tubes
In
of
the
and
size
difference In number
solution of
still It does exist and it Is an Interesting question, the
which would be of great economic value, to decide upon the best
boiler.
locomotive
used
In
a
to
be
tubes
diameter and length of
Certainly it Is not a matter that can be decided off-hand on any
academic considerations or even from any practical data that is
now available. This Is considering the m.itter purely from the standpoint of cost, as represented by that of Installation, maintenance
and operation and disregarding the question of construction which
somellincs regulates the length of tubes, so as to meet a desired
arrangement of wheels and weights.
The boiler Illustrated in connection with this Chicago & Northively.

Longitudinal Section Through Firebox, 10-Wheel Freight
Locomotive; Chicago & North-Western.

&

In view of another locomotive recent y built by the same company at another works of about the same tractive power as this
one. it may be interesting to make some comparisons of the boiler

The

Pacific
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Western locomotive

is one that has been in use upon that road for
several years with very satisfactory results.
The following are some of the principal dimensions of these
engines with the ratios between a portion of them:
21 In.
'jlinder, diameter
"
Piston stroke
26
14 ft. 10 "
Wheel base, driving
"
"
"
10 "
total engine
25
I

.

total engine

57 " 9
134,000 lbs.
176,000 "
315,500 "
150.70 sq. ft.

and tender

Weight on drivers
of engine
of engine and tender
Heating surface, firebox

2,808.4
2,959.19
46.27

tubes
total

Grate area
Journals, main driving
coupled, driving
tender

9

8%
5%

Boiler, diameter

Firebox, length

width

x

in.

"
"

12%

^^•
%
%-ln.

"

thickness crown, side and back sheets
thickness tube sheet
water spaces
Steam pressure
Tubes, number
"

In.

" xl2V4 "
" X 10
66% "
102^5 "
65j4 "
4

200

in.
lbs.

337

diameter

2 in.
"

16

length
Stack, diameter
Stock, above rail
Wheels, diameter, driving
Wheels, diameter, truck
Valves, type
travel
lap
lead
Tank capacitv, water
Tank cipacitv. coal

14

in.

14

ft.

11%
63 "
30
•

Piston

5%

in.

Vie-ln.

7,500 gals.
10 tons
30,900 lbs.

Tractive effort

Weight on drivers
Total weight

Weight on drivers
Tractive effort
Total weight
Tractive effort

Tractive effort x diameter of drivers

Heating surface
Heating surface
Grate area
Firebox heating surface
Total beating surface

Firebox beating surface

Tube heating surface
Weight on drivers
Total beating surface
Total weight
59.48
Total heating surface

Volume of cylinders

10.4 cu.

ft.

Heating surface
284

Volume

of cylinders

Grate area

Volume of cylinders
Tube beating surface equated for firebox beating surface
(Vaughan formula)
703.0
Total equated firebox heating surface

Examination

of

sq. ft.

853.79

"

Telegraphers for Railroad Work.*

I'pon arrival of the applicant at headquarters, he is taken in
charge t)y the chief operator and examined as to his ability as a
telegrapher. Due allowance is made for natural nervousness of the

candidate under examination and every opportunity is afforded him
to show what he can do.
To meet the standard he has to copy three
train orders in succession of different phraseology. They must be
of legible penmanship and corre-t without a scratch or fumble, interlineilion or alteration, at a rate of speed from 23 to 30 words
per minute, averaging five letters per word, and he must correctly
transmit and repeat back the same at .same average speed. Otherwise he Is rejected. Sometimes several applhants in a day are
rejected.
After passing examination In telegraphy, his letters of
recommendation or service cards from previous employers are called
for and a copy of same made.
They must show a clear record for
the previous five years.
His credentials are returned to him. If
he has no credentials, he Is required to wait until his previous employers are communicated with by wire and his record established.
Letters of recommendation are verified by mall or wire to Insure
their being genuine.
The applicant Is required to fill out three application blanks.
one for the superintendent of telegraph and signals, one for the
general superintendent and one for the claim agent. Tliese blanks
have a printed form on reverse aide for the chief operator's report
•A paper read before the Knllwny Telegraph SnperinlondeniK' Aasorintinn
nt Atlantic CXtJ, Jone 19. by II. r. Hope, Hunerlntendenl of Telegraph and
SIgnnlK. t'hlcago, St. Paul, >l!nnenp»ll<i « Oniiihn.

of examination, that
sight,

Vol. XLIII.. No.

is,

1.

proficiency in telegraphy and standing on

hearing and colors.

To

pass a normal physical examination, an applicant must he
able to read with each eye separately printed letters Va in- long,
composed of lines an eighth of an inch wide on a chart at a distance of 24 ft. He must hear the tick of a watch with each ear
separately a distance of 36 in. Where the ratchet acoumeter is
used the examinee must call off the clicks numerically as they are
produced by the examiner, first slowly, then rapidly, first in regular
time singly, then by twos and threes with a pause between each
two groups of clicks at the required distance. He must group in
each class to which they belong five different shades of the following
colors (using the Thomson yarns): red, green, blue, yellow, pink,
brown and white. The Williams lantern is also used in making
an examination on colors. The examinee, at a distance of 20 ft.,
must call off the names of the different colors as they are given
by flash light in rapid succession at the option of the examiner.
The lenses vary in diameter, the largest representing switch lights
at a distance of 150 ft., the next 600 ft. and the smallest 1,300 ft.
It is found that 10 per cent, of the applicants are disqualified
by reason of defective eyesight, 3 per cent, by defective hearing,
and 6 per cent, by defective color perception.
If the applicant's record is found to be acceptable, a book of
rules is given him to study, and afterwards a pamphlet entitled
"Operators' Examination," in which he must answer upwards of
200 questions in writing bearing on the duties of a telegrapher.
These answers are checked over and the writer advised of any that
are wrong, which he must correct.
This is termed his second
examination.
After this is done, he is subjected to a third examination which
is oral, lasting from four to six hours, on rules considered essential
to safety of passengers and trains.
All station helpers and apprentice telegraphers from points along
the system who have not previously been present on a similar occasion are brought to headquarters to listen to this oral examination.
They hear the important rules explained, the questions, the answers,
the comments, the important troubles which telegraphers have had
on the road and throughout the country during the last 15 years,
the cause and remedy, and the general Instructions which have
been issued to guard against these troubles are related to them.
No applicant, however, is assigned to duty as a telegrapher until,
in addition to the foregoing, he has himself passed a satisfactory
written and oral examination. The examination of the other man
is for him simply a preparation.
In this way he goes to work not
as a green hand but as one who has had 15 years of experience.
After passing examination on rules, he is seated at the telegraph
examination table, furnished with train order signal, train order
manifold, carbon sheets and stylus and required to receive orders
in regular form in accordance with the rules on which he has
just passed examination, displaying his train order signal, giving
the proper responses, repeating the orders, etc., and drilled in this
way until he can handle the orders rapidly and correctly and without any prompting. This done, he is ready for duty. If he is to
be an agent, or perform clerical work, or fill high position as
a telegrapher, he is sent to the division superintendent for inspec•tlori that the latter may know him before he goes to work.
Otherwise he is sent direct to the agent at the station at which he is
to serve.

No one under 21 years of age is made an agent, and none are
appointed telegraphers under 18 years of age. If the position Is
one requiring bond, notice is immediately sent to the comptroller.
In case of appointment to an important position as ticket agent
or ticket seller, the approval of the general passenger agent is also
obtained.
Promotion to the position of agent Is made from the
ranks of telegraphers; when possible, brains being equal, preference
Train despatchers are generally
is given to seniority of service.
made by promoting telegraphers in train despatcher's ofBce. Candidates for telegraphers in despatcher's office are selected from the
best material on the division.
When an agent is desired for one of the larger stations the
trafiic department is conferred with.
In addition to the personal record blank, a personal record is
kept of eveiy one connected with the telegraph and signal department from apprentice up, showing date of appointment, cap.xclty,
station, term of service, promotions, suspensions, errors, dismissals,
etc.
A telegrapher leaving the service for any cause Is given a
service letter addressed to himself stating the time and character of
service and specifying the reason for leaving.
It takes from one to three days tor a telegrapher to complete
his examination.
One day Is sufficient for an experienced energetic
man.
has been our experience that a man who has reached the
18. after having passed t',ie required examination, is fully
In proportion to the number of
to handle train orders.
men employed over 21. as against the same number between 18 and
21, the men over 21 are In the majority of those who have caused
trouble In the operation of train movements.
The discipline of telegraphers Is accomplished through the telIt

age of

qualified

Jl
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Each aRi-nt. t-leKraphtr and iipin. iituo telegrapher Is furnished
with a pamphlet <'iiiltled, "The MonKor," containing lUU quesllona
and answers bearing upon mailers p<TlalnlDg to passenger traffic.

•

.o«e

prrwDl. I Oder the cooktitutlon of lb
bylaw ran be adopted unl«:jiS it receives
the
memliers present. Below Is a ropy of th.- u.-w plan, whi.b takea
effect September 1 next, on all claims presented on and after that
:

date.
'

WIllD
niprlla.

and

!

rUlli,
In

<

'IS.

e(tlr«S

t»o

it*

"<

I'roruird, »>li.u

lalm arl.r. tu.Ui lire. !lu...l, k.
,,{
of public rnemy. ad of public aulliorliy. an uf ai
<tar«
if gnmla, dlajioirr on land or water, or marine loaa
jii be
• ubmi(le<l for niiiliorliy to Frplgbt Claim Office of carrUr* <l>ruir<l liable
lai SeiillnK carrier ahall Inrrsllgaie claim to eslablbita ralldliy and ap.
portion liabillly.
Inquiry uliull li.- uddreasetl direct lo agrnl of Intereated carrier wbeoever
practicable, and to hrdicht Claim Officer only after failure lu ubialo information from agent ur wlii-n necessary from nature of Inquiry.
(li\
When agent of another carrlfr falls to answer wlibin tvenly (20|
lays from lUle of ini|ulry. c<qiy of Inquiry, wllb request for irply. aliall tir
sent by exprens. po'.liii mail, or measenger. to FrelKht Clolm officer of dcllu
quent carrier.
When answer Is not receiver! within thirty i30i daya to aucb
request lo Krelgbt ilalm officer regarding a [Mid claim, iwylng carrier may.
provided liability Is not in Its opinion lucatid. charge full amount of claim (u
delinquent carrier, or If there are two or mure delinquent carriers, then to
delinquent carrier nearest paying carrier In direction of desllnallon. and shall
forward all papers relating to the claim to such delinquent carrier, who shall
take the place of settling carrier, and make further investigation and distribution of amount of the claim.
icl Claim shall t>e apportioned according to rules and rulings of the
Freight Claim .Isaoclallon.
shall be securely attached by pay((/) Distribution Statement. Form
,
When one carrier only Is interested, statement
ing carrier to each claim.
and claim papers shall he set to It.
When two or more other carriers are interested, original statement and claim papers shall be sent to most distant
carrier and copy of statement showlni; disposition of claim |>apers to each
When paying carrier Is an lnterme<)late carrier,
other Interested carrier.
claim papers shall be sent to last Interested carrier In direction of destination.
.\ny interested carrier shall have the right to obtain papers from carrier with whom they are tiled.
(CI When an amount charged in accordance with preceding paragraplis is
for any reason unsatisfactory to debited carrier, it may be recharged to paying carrier within one year from date of first charge, and shall not again t>e
When Interested carriers cannot
charged until authorized or arbitrated.
agree on such recharge, amount shall be carried by paying carrier and c«i«
I'rovlded, that an amount not
referred to .Irbllratlon Committee for decision.
so recharged within one year as aforesaid shall not tw subject to recharge except by agreement.
(fl No carrier shall l)e charged with an amount exceeding one hundred
dollars ($100.00) on any one claim, until claim papers have been submitted
to Its Freight Claim Officer, and authority for such charge given.
(01 Claim in which non-member line Is interested does not come under
.

•

The Northern

Paclflc'a

Own

Valuation.

The Northern Paiiflc has filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission statements and figures showing what it would cost to
dupllrati.- the railroad property and the cost of Improvements.
The
showing the estimated cost of reproducing the Northern Pacific
Railroad at present follows:
table

Mile*.
line and apnind Iracki
llrancb llnr, spura and Hidings

Main

2,800.6T
4,834.12

7.094.79
f8,677,50O
106,800.088
71.174.744
4,383,048
20.344,934
13.810,326
27,563,754
3,656,005
1,181,250
8,238,758
7,573,550
759,450
289,250
167,862
1,445,013
2,511,264
3,972,125
1,100,000
1,464,450
1,966,900
636,350
2,886,076
2,209,668

Englne^rlnK. 5.7S.". mllea at ll.r)00
Rlgat of wajr and station grounds

Grading

mmneU

Bridging
TIee
Balls
FastenlngM
Switches
BallasllnR
Track laying
FenclnR rlittit of
Caille sunrds
Slcnal nppnratus
TiHcKraiili

way

lines

Station buildings and llxtures

RoundboiiKcs

Machinery and tools
Docks, wnarves

Water stations
Fuel stations

Warehouses
Miscellaneous structures
Seattle terminal facilities

2,4.'>7,000

Ferry equipment
Legal expenses
Oeneral expenses

617,000
289,250
280,250
35.632,205
12,994,717

Interest

Contingencies

$345,262,867
50,734
41,257

Total

Average cost per mile
Average cost per mile, not Including land
Itight of

Way and

Stalion Orounds.

Large terminals.
Soperlor

Acres.

982.62
6U0.01

Dulutb
Duluth Union Depot

6.94

Paul
Minneapolis

676.97

Spokane

422,31
680.84
461.03
233.76
124.68
67.86

St.

284. Bl

Tacoma
Seattle

Butte
Kverett
Belllngham
South Bend
Aberdeen and Ilauquiam

3J.fi3

69.83
4.637.99

Total

Other right of way and station grounds. 152,1 85.00
Total

Is

$75,000,501
31,880,580

$106,890,088

way and station grounds, per acre.$209..'13
way and station Rrounds, per mlle.$.'i,."i33
The cost of Improvements on the estate of the Northern Pacific
total 7.694.79 miles
has been $302,815,326, and their present value
Average
Average

—

156.822.02

Total value.
$1,552,020
5,155,204
420,625
9,570,177
5,065,082
7,240,203
12,160,000
30,f67.050
2,000,000
374,040
330.300
240,419
608,300

cost, right of
cost, right of

—

$288,695,095.

Annual Meeting

of the Freight

Claim Association.

The Freight Claim .\ssoclatlon. which is composed of S30 railroads, ateam.ship companies and fast freisht linos, held its sixteenth
annual stfslon at Denver, commencing .Juno Unh. 170 different carriers being represented.
The first two days of the session were
taken up in disru.ssing and adoplinp; tlic reports of the Committees
on Constitulion ai;d Hy-Liw.s and Rules, perfectlnR and amending
the constitution and the rules, the object being to simplify and expedite the manner and methods under wliich claims shall be handled,
and determining the proportions In which claims shall !>« divided,
and in perfecting the method of arbinaling claims when proper
divisions are not agreed upon iiy the Interested carriers. That Is
the corner stone of the Association, as without some plan by which
claims in dispute between carriers could be arbitrated and finally
disposed of the Association would be worthless.
The ihird day w.as largely devoted to the discussion of the
principal business of the Association, which was the adoption of
a new plan, which had been considered at a special meeting of the

—

this rule.

(A) Fast Freight Line ogranlzations handling claims shall be considered
as carriers.

The following covers the accounting

features of the plan tenta-

tively adopted at Cincinnati:

SKTTI.KMEXT OF INTKItl.l.SE CIJIIMS BETWEEN CABBIKRS.
The following plan, having been endorsed by a committee of the .\ssoclaAmerican Hallway Accounting Officers. Is recotamendcd to memlwrs of

tlon of

The Freight Claim

.\ssoilallon

:

On or before the Uub of each month, or weekly by special agreement. If
necessary, lo avoid a large accumulation), paying carrier shall render a stateof amounts due from each debtor carrier, with claim papers
ment on Form
and distribution stulement.s. to l-Velght Claim Officers as provided for lu
Freight Claim Association Kules. by express, postal mall or messenger. Draft
may be made on or after the 2.Mh of month for total of statement, or for balances as may he agreed upon by the lnteresle<l carriers, which shall be paid

—

by debtor carrier upon presentation.

While the plan Is by no means perfect. It Is believed by a large
majority of the Association that It will bring about more expeditious methods in the setllcnient of interline claims and to a great
extent wipe out the large suspense accounts, which .ire now being
carried by nearly every railroad In the country.

A rule in relation to what constitutes delivery of cars to connecting line wa.s adopted by the Association, having been agreed
upon l>y a joint committee composed of representatives of the
American Railway Association, Master Car Builders" Association,
and the Freight Claim .\8sociatlon. The rule Is as follows:
"Cars *\\n\\ be considered as having b<H-n delivered lo conneclln!: railroad
placed upon track agreed upon and dtsignnied as the InterchauKe track
for suih drllveries. said <ar8 to be In safe, servU-eable condition and accompanied or {.receded by regular waybill or running slip, the receiving road to t>e
he judge In cases not provided for in the Master Car Builders" rules, nil defects exlsilns at time of delivery lo be designated by receiving road when car
contents to
Is first tendered, the liability for per diem f<M- value of car and

when

n|.on placing car on track for delivery and continue uncar has been Inspe. led and accepted or rejected l>y receiving line."

commence Immediately
til

The committee on arrangements, consisting
Wing. H. A. Johnson. Jones and C A

Tucl<er.

of Messs. Writer,
.r.ihn.-<on
of the
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Colorado railroads, provided an elaborate programme for the entertainment of the members of the Association and their families,
and most royally carried out the plans. A single pass, good for
a month and bearing nine signatures, passed the members and their
families over all the Colorado roads.
The next meeting of the Association will be held at Atlantic
R. C. Richards
The officers elected were:
City in June, 190S.
W. S. Battle. Jr., (N. & W.),
(C. & N.-W.), Chicago. President:
First Vice-President: J. S. Tustin (Mo. Pac), Second Vice-President:
W. P. Taylor R.. F. & P. Secretary.
(
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Rail Bascule

Span

in

Rail
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Bascule Bridge over the

Illinois

1.

River at Peoria.

A

double-leaf bascule bridge of the Rail type, the second of this
type of bridge to be built, was completed recently at Peoria, 111.
The first Rail bridge is on the Pittsburg. Fort Wayne & Chicago line
of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg, across the Miami and
Erie canal at Delphos, Ohio. It is a single-leaf, double-track span,
26 ft. 2io in. between supports, and has been in service several
years.
The Peoria bridge is the draw span for the Illinois river
crossing of the McKinley Interurban Syndicate. It consists of

the Illinois River Bridge at Peoria for the McKinley

BoTTon LAre/?AL SrsrcM.
Details of Rail Lift Bridge at Peoria.

Interurban Syndicate.
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operallnjt marblnery U below the •Ipi k. nothing shownhovo e^ropi the oi>erator'a bouae and the trolley iK)le« and line*.
Uned for thU type of bascule bridge are (um-

minute*.

The

•

I

ft.

losed the length of Kpan U a minlmuni and
center of river plerit.
2.
The length of travel of the bridge Is a minimum, being Just
sufficient, so that the tall |iart containing the counterweight will
clear the river pier when the bridge Is fully
•

:

iijua! to ihi- Ulktaiitc tenter to

lu.

<lra«lnK» of the bascule
featureH jiecullar to tbla type of

Kt'nprul

ipan
lift

are
bridge

open.
3.

The »hop

simple and of a
be turned out by a

»

..r

)..•

iry

Is

:y

facilities.
4.
The wheels or rollers on which the
bridge moves are solid steel castings having
smooth treads. These casiings may be made
of any proportions that will be suitable. There
are no rivets to give out.
There Is nothing
to bind and the motion Is smooth and nol.seless.
5.
The track girders for the Peoria bridge
are double 24'in. l-tteams, with flange plat«s
on top and bottom and track plates riveted to
the top.
6.
Should It be desirable to remove or
repair the wheels it can readily be done, as
he bridge in the closed position does not bear
For the same reason the
l>on the wheels.
ack girders also can easily be removed or
:>'paired without disturbing traffic over the
'

1

iirldge.
7.
Besides the foregoing advantages, tbis
type of bridge Is very economical both as to

(piantities

Rail Bascule Bridge in

Open

Position.

are as follows:
The leaf is so counter weishted that the center of
gravity coincides with the center of the roller shaft around which
the leaf rotates.
Each leaf has a pair of swfng struts connected
to the pier at one end ami to the main girders at the other; also a
pair of operating struts, which in the closed position are just outside of and approximateiy parallel to the top of the girders. On the
bottom face of each operating strut is a rack which gears with a
pinion back of the back pier, shown in the sketch of bridge in half-

and

cost.

The bascule bridge was designed and the
.superstructure built by the Strobel Steel ConThe engineer for
.st ruction Company. Chicago.
the McKinley Syndicate Is Ralph Modjeski.
Chicago. Four additional bridges of the Rail
type, with through instead of deck girders
without pits, are being built by the Strobel
Company at Indiana Harbor, Ind. Two are for the I.,ake Shore A
.Michigan Southern, one for the Baltimore & Ohio and one for the
Pennsylvania Lines. They are single-leaf, double-deck spans, 86 ft.
hetween supports

The

Elliot

Junction Collision.

The British Board of Trade has published Its report on the
disastrous rear collision which occurred in a snowstorm In Scotland, December 29, when 22 passengers and employees were killed;
and the accident appears to have been due principally to the fact
that the engineman was under the influence of liquor. The report
was issued late In April, but It is dated February 2C. It says
nothing about the punishment of the engineman, but from a recent
press despatch it appears that he was sentenced to five months'
imprisonment on a charge of manslaughter. This sentence was subsequently reduced by the court to three months. The place where
this collision occurred was Elliot Junction, on the Dundee & Arbroath Joint Railway, owned jointly by the Caledonian and the North
The negligent driver. George Gourlay. is 60
British companies.
years old and has been in the service 47 years, with a good record.
While the explanation of the collision is thus in a sense quite
simple, the 50-page report of .Major J. W. Pringle gives many circumstances which will be of interest to the .\merican reader. Major
(1) the situaPringle gives his conclusions under seven heads:
tion on the line: (2) the driver and his conduct; (3) a discussion
of the different explanations offered to account for the collision;
(4) precautionary methods which might have been adopted; (5)
minor matters; (G) summary of conclusions, and (7) proposals for

Sketch Showing Lift

open

iiosition.

In

Half Open Position.

These pinions are driven

being one for each

l),v

a

J.'i-h.p.

motor, there

leaf.

In the closed position the bridge rests upon fixed supports on
the piers and the rollers are lifted slightly above the track, and
therefore are relieved of any load. When the leaf starts to open it
first rotates around the point of fixed support until the rollers come
to bearing on the track girders.
Then as the pull on the operating
struts continues, the swiiij; struts, moving in the arc of a circle, draw
the tail downward, ami the entire Jeaf rolls back horizontally along
the track girders as it revolves. The bridge is opened and closed
Including the insertion of the tail
In three quarters of a minute.
and rail Iccks for both leaves, a complete operation requires two

the prevention of such collisions.
The train was running from northeast to southwest, and the
engine was moving backward. The coal, piled high on the tender,
Interfered somewhat with the englneman"s view ahead. The train
had started from Arbroath about 3.14 p.m.. and after running 1V4
miles it struck a standing train at Elliot .hinction, having passed
distant ami home signals which were against It. Owing to the
severe and unusual snow and wind, block working had been suspended and the train was running under a "time interval and caution" rule, the requiretnent being practically that englnemen run
The standing train had been held at
constantly under control.
Elliot Junction because of the derailment of a freight train a short
distance ahead. The station master had just decided to take the
passengers cut of the standing train, but the collision occurred
before this purpose could be carried out.
repeatedly warned
It a|i|)Cirs thaT"Enginetnan Gourlay had been
that blcck working had broken down, both wires and poles having

12
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failed.
The preceding train had been gone from Arbroath 10
minutes.
In discussing the time interval rule Major Pringle says that
safet.v is de:)endent. firstly, on the preservation of a time interval,
and, secondly, caution on the part of engine drivers. He lays no
responsibility on the leading train.
The chief guard of this passenger train was riding in his van
next to the engine, and says that he could see nothing at all out of
his window: tor the last half of the journey from Arbroath the
speed was increased, he estimated, from 20 miles an hour to 25 or 30.
The Government inspector tries to fix the exact time that the

collision occurrerl.

and makes detailed comparisons

of clocks, but, as

most other cases of this kind, his conclusions concerning the accuracy of different clocks and, as deduced therefrom, the speed of the
train, are of little or no value.
The signals approaching Elliot Junction are 3-5 to 40 ft. high
with the sky for a background. The engineman made some claim
that the signals were off. but the distant signal had not been used
since the night before, so it is hardly possible that it was workable
Many of the signals drooped, and three minutes after
at this time.
the collision the home signal drooped 10 deg., but it was clearly a
in

danger signal.

Under the head of explanations. Major Pringle considers first
the suggestion that Gourlay had lost his way; but there are many
landmarks along the line, and this theory is untenable. The coal
on the tender made an obstacle, but with such high semaphore
signals the view is not seriously obstructed. Running with the
tender ahead is objectionable, but Major Pringle does not lay down
an absolute rule condemning the practice; though the management
of the road is warned that it is resorted to more frequently than is
necessary; it should be discouraged. The reason that this engine
was not turned was that the turntable was obstructed by snow, but
the inspector holds that if the station agent or the engineman had
really been determined to have the engine turned, it would have
been reasonably possible, though the trackmen were overworked at
all points and many switches and crossovers, covered deep with
snow, had been neglected. Several other enginemen had run their
engines backward that day with success.
After the collision Gourlay was pinned down in his cab for half
He was then taken out and soon after given by some one
three-quarters of a glass of brandy. Shortly afterward a policeman noticed his apparently intoxicated condition and called three
physicians to examine him.
These doctors concluded that this
brandy which he took after the collision was not sufficient to fully
account for the alcoholism observed. Before leaving Arbroath,
Gourlay's train had been standing at or near the station about three
or four hours, and at one time the cab of the locomotive was filled
with passengers. Gourlay had drank out of a bottle in the cab, apparently brought there by some passenger, and he had been treated to
3 pence worth of whisky at the Victoria bar. which was close to the
platform. A porter and two other men who saw Gourlay in the
cab at one time thought he had been or was going to be sick. Yet
when he ran his engine around the train, just before starting, he
performed the operations with all reasonab'e steadiness and care.
In the face of the conflicting evidence Major Pringle finds it "a diffiThe
cult and invidious task" to decide as to Gourlay's condition.
Inspector says:

an hour.

His previous record and character, as well as his behavior on the downward Journey, prove that he was normally a careful driver.
There must be
flome reason to account for the unusual carelessness shown on the upward
Is
true
took
no
more
than
half
glasses
If It
that he
two
of whiskey,
Journey.
whilst waiting at Arbroath, It Is evident that this amount of alcohol could
not have caused the effects noticed by Morrison, Briggs and Whltton.
There
Is nothing to show that he was out of health, or suffering from any Illness,
which would account for the strangeness In his appearance ami conduct which
they observed.
He was accustomed to work his train from .\rbroatli to Dundee as an express, without stopping at any Intermediate stations.
It is possible that be did not fully understand the special intructlons givrn to hlra on
this occasion.
Confusion of Ideas or deadening of faculties mnv airmint for
hig conduct.
The evidence suggests no cause for such confusion, or lack of
alertness, other than the bemusing effects of either extreme cold or of alcohol.
The cold, admittedly severe, more especially In the unpiotectcd position of tender first, could hardly. In so short a time as two or Ihree minutes.
haTe alone produced such a serious efTect on a robust constitution.
I
have,
therefore, most reluctantly, been forced to accept the alternative, and give It
as my opinion that the lark of Intelligence or of cautlrm and alortm-sa. displayed by driver fjourlay on this occasion were Id part, at nil events. Induced
by drink, the efferts of which may possibly have been accentuated, after he
left Arbroath, by eipngure lo weather.

Considering now po.salblp precautionary measures. Major Pringle
decides that when block working has broken down all semaphores
should be kept at danger, and the signals to enginemen be given
by hand. There is no general rule on the .Toint line, and some of the
Blgnajm^n did this while others did not. At Kllint .lunction the
home In^nals were used to admit trains to the station. This should
not have been done. All of the arms wore In an Imperfect position.
Where a driver, reaching a home signal, la not near enough to see a
flag In the signal box a flagman should be appointed to stand at the
signal.
In a blinding snowstorm fogmen with torpedoes should be
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stationed at the distant signals, but this was not done in this case,
and it appears that the Joint line has always done without fogmen. The explosion of a torpedo at the distant signal would, in all
probability, have prevented this collision by arousing Gourlay. The
claim that the guard of the standing train at Elliot Junction should
have sent out a man with torpedoes is not admitted.
Major
Pringle holds that a train protected by home and distant signals, as
in this case, need not send out a man.
Under his fifth head Major Pringle criticises a general inefficiency
which he found in many things. Telegraph and telephone communication was interrupted, but the station agents, inspectors and
others took little care to keep in touch with each other by extemporized methods.
The derailed freight train blocked one track at
S a.m., but systematic single-track working on the other track was
not established until 2 p.m. Certain superintendents interested were
not advised of this disaster until after 11 p.m. The Joint line is 17
miles long. There are 95 men employed on the track; but this was
the worst storm known in 15 years, and somebody ought to have engaged additional men. if possible. Snow plows were run over the
road backward because turntables were not properly cleared of snow.
The Joint line has no cars or engines of its own, and the separate
roads each send their own men over it. This leads to division of
responsibility and to poor discipline. Wrecking cars and even jacks
are insufficient and not properly located. Evidence of lack of discipline appeared from the presence of passengers in the cab of the
engine at Arbroath; and the proximity of the Victoria bar is "a very
undesirable feature."
Under the sixth head driver Gourlay is found to have received
repeated and very explicit instructions to drive with caution and to
stop at all stations. He passed the distant and home signals at Elliot
Junction without having applied his brake, and ran 400 ft. beyond
the home signal. The proper place for him to come to a full stop
was about 300 ft. farther. It is evident that he was not prepared to
stop at the platform. He broke the rules in leaving his engine while
waiting at Arbroath, and his disregard of discipline, with other circumstances, forces the inspector to "conclude, most unwillingly, that
his conduct was to some extent due to the effects of alcohol." He
had been on duty about nine hours. The inspector then goes on to
summarize other points mentioned above; and next, taking up
his seventh section, considers, first, speed indicators, which are
largely used on Continental railways and which in some countries
are required on all engines. Speed indicators have been improved
so that now they are reliable, but there is no evidence that they
would be useful in the prevention of collisions like this. The driver
himself must determine the speed which particular circumstances
call

for.

A third man in the cab is next considered, but the expense of
this would be a serious obstacle, and there is not much space available in the cab. Unless the complete control of the steam and brake
gear is placed in the hands of the third man, it will be difficult to
hold him primarily responsible for safety: and if we do thus hold
him, then he will be in exactly the same position as a driver is at
present, and the office of driver would practically become a sinecure;
It would
therefore. Major Pringle does not support this suggestion.
be better to adopt automatic stops. These are now in use on the
underground railways in London, and have been found reliable at
speeds as high as 35 miles an hour. Other railroads are trying automatic fog machines and bells and whistles on engines. None of
these arrangements, however, have yet stood the test of time suffiIt has been
ciently long to be at present accepted as fully reliable.
proposed to have larger and stronger poles for the electric wires, so
as to prevent the failure of block working; but Major Pringle thinks
the only practicable remedy would be to have poles set nearer together.
Putting wires under ground is the best remedy, but that would be
very costly, and only in exceptional circumstances would the expense
be justified.
Salaries on

Hungarian State Railroads.

The Hungarian Slate Railroads have recently adopted a new
With each salary is an allowscale of salaries for their offi('i.\ls.
ance for house rent, and this allowance varies with the localities
where the employee is stationed. The officials of lowest class are
to receive $320 to ?480 per year, with allowances of $80 to $160
for rent.
Such of them as are graduates of technical schools have
a minimum salary of $460. There are two classes of engiueers,
with $580 salary and $180 house money for the lower and $760
Moreover,
salary and $200 house money for the higher class.
engineers of the latter class are entitled to an advance of $60 a
year after five years and another $r>0 after 11 years' service. A
"chief engineer" has $1,000 a year and $2.50 house money. Three
grades of superintendents have $1,080. $1,200 and $1,320 a year, with
$210 to $300 house money: "general superintendents" get $1,440,
$l..'.iiii and
$1,680 salary, with $320 to $360 house rent; a general
manager, $2,400 salary and $500 house rent; while the President
has $3,000 salary and $600 house rent. The offices are not quite
the same as those designated by these names in this country.

Jlly
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New York

1H9S and 69 >j
per cent. In 1901. will be 70 per cent, the current year (ending
with June). The pay of omployew abaorba 4'
r
t?,.
earnings this year
(if the Incremae of earnlogi.
Tl per ctnt. went to the employee*; In the f e.
i. p.-r
cent.
The chief changes in wagea were made befort; ine lOalt: began
to work the railroads two year* ago.

wu

Hv
l>orti ut Sm>riia. N. Y, In 1803
u( Ko< li-'i-t-r mid at Culumbia l.,aw
1900 be waji a candidal'- uii ili<- Kepubllaui ticket for
ConcreHman from the Thlrto-ntli dUlrirt. but was defeated by a
Ijiler he wax ui>|i<>liit<-d to the Nvw York Chy Park
amall majority
Commlulon by Mayor I..OW. Wliilu In (his offlrc he did much tu
eatablUh public playKroundM, gyranaaluins and parkii. He waa ap
pointed PoMtmaater of New York City in 1905. Mr. Wlllcoz la Preitl.
dent of the (irund Kiver Irrlgallon * Development Cumpany and of
the Wlllrox C'annI Company.
Tboman Osborne, of Auburn, N. Y wus born In that city lu
He wag educated lu the Auburn public m-huoU and Adams
18S9.
Acftdemy at Quincy, Miiw., and graduated from Harvard I'nivemlty
He then beftan work In his father's farm tool factory, of
In 1884.
which later he became the head. He was a member of the Auburn
Board of Education from ISS3 to 1888. and also from 1893 to 1896.
He was a deleRate to the Oemocratio National Convention in 1896.
and ran for the olBce of Meutenant-Governor
on the Independent Citizen I'nlon Ticket In
1898.
From 1902 to 1905 he was Mayor of
Auburn. Mayor Osborne has always been greatinterested
ly
In prison reform and in the workIn a speech
ings of the Civil Service law.
which he made before the Civil Service Reform
this spring, he showed with earnestness and
breadth of view the dlfflcultles which !<trict enWilliam K. Wtllcoz

wma

tMluritPtl at Ihe L'niverkty

School.

.

American Society

forcement of
ticiais

civil

ai.

.

U.

V. Kenney. Edgar Marburg. George E. Thackray
and W. R. Webster, was appointed to prepare
these speclflcations, which were accepted at the
last meeting and referred to letter ballot for

adoption.
.STA.NUARII SPECIFlrATIO.'tS FOR STEEL BAILS.
II)
(a) The entire process of manufacture
and testing shall be in accordance with the
best current practice, and special care shall be

W

illcox

OtbonM.

E. Sagiic.

is efficient

conform

of-

taken

admin-

tions:

service tenure places on

whose primary concern

time

to solidify.

No bled ingots shall be used.
(d) There shall be sheared from the end
of the blooms formed from the top of the ingots not less than
per cent, and if. from
any cause, the steel does not then appear to
be solid, the shearing shall continue until it

1883.

Jamaica Railroad in the West Indies, and then
went to the Schenectady Locomotive Works of
the American Locomotive Company.
He was
Chief Mechanical Engineer of this company for
M. S. II
six years, and was then made Assistant VicePresident and finally First Vice-President in charge of Engineering
and Manufacture. He resigned this position on March 1 of the cur-

—

does.

limit.s

in

(2) Ralls of the various weights per yard
specified below shall conform to the following
chemical composition.

rent year.

50 to 50 60
S.

Interstate

Decker, of

New

Paltz,

is

Commerce Commission.

now Assistant Secretary of
He was born at Rosendale

After a public school education he began work as a telegrapher.
He later studied law and held several positions in Ulster
County, when he was made Assistant Secretary to the Interstate
Commerce Commission in 1887, and has frequently taken evidence
as a Deputy Commissioner.
in 1858.

The Italians liave made the discovery that one of the results
sundry reductions of railroad rates, accompanied by increases
wages of employees, both prescribed by law, has been an increase in the percentage of working expenses. Thus, gro.ss earnings increased 23'... per cent, from 1895 to 1901. and ^1 per cent,
from 1901 to 1907; but meanwhile wages Increased 12'.1. per cent,
in the first period and 4.t per cent, in the last, when the advances
in pay and reductions ip. rates took place.
The working expenses.
of

instruc

(c)

He began railroad work on the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, and afterwards
went to the Erie. He spent two years on the

the

following

the

Ingots shall be kept in a vertical posilion in the pit heating furnaces until ready to
be rolled or until the metal in the interior has
(b(

James E. Sague, of New Hamburg, was born
in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., in 1862.
He was educated at the public schools and graduated as
a Mechanical Engineer from Stevens Institute

Martin

Speclflcatlona for Steel

At the annual meeting of the so<^^lety in 1906 the report of Committee A on Ktandaid sperlflcailona for cteel r»lls waa referred b«ck
to the committer with inhtructlons to report at the neit annual
meeting proposed standard speclflcations for steel rails which would
Klve promise of correc ting as far as possible the defective quality
of rails obtained under existing specifications.
A sub-committee
consisting of \V. A. Uo.stwick. P E. Carhart. Charles B. Dudley. E

istration.

in

TMtIng Materials

for

Rails.

.

W

In

•

Id

T.

'J

whicb were 66 per ont. of the croM earning*

Public 8«rvlc« CommlMiontr*.

<

to

-P»r cent.eO 70 to 79 80 to 89 00 to 100
Ibe.

ItM.

Ibe.

Ibfl.

.0.35-o!43 0.38-0.40 0.40-0.50 0.43.053

'ailMiii

I'lioxpliorua sliall not exceed
Silicon shall not exceed
.

.

Mnnjjnnese

lbs
0.43-o'..-i.j

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.1(1
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
.0.701.00 0.70 l.(K) 0.75-1.05 O.SO-1.10 O.SO 1.10
0.10
0.20

One drop test shall be made on a piece of rail not less
(3)
than 4 ft. and not more than S ft. long, selected from every fifth
blow of steel. The test shall be taken from the top of the ingot.
The rail shall be placed head upwards on the supports, and the
various sections shall be subjo»-ted to the following Impact tests
under a free falling weight:
u(
— Weliilit
per yard.

in

rail, IUk.

I

M.il-i'

If

any

llian

rail

45 lo and Including
.-.5

••

••

••

Ii5

••

••

••

75
[S5

•

••

•

,

35
05
75
83
100

break when subject to the drop

IleiglK of drop.

IG

ft.

II!

17 "

18
19
test

••

two additional
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taken from the top of the ingot, will be made of other rails
from the same blow of steel, and if either of these latter tests fail,
the rails of the blow which they represent will be rejected, but
if both of these additional test pieces meet the requirements, all the
rails of the blow which they represent will be accepted.
The number of passes and speed of train shall be so regu(4)
lated that on leaving the rolls, at the final pass the temperature of
the rail will not exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance
at the hot-saws, for a 30-ft. rail of 100 lbs. section, of 6'7,e in., and
These allowances
for each 5 lbs. decrease of section.
'/,., in. less
to be decreased at the rate of .01 in. for each second of time elapsed
being sawn. No
finishing
rolls
and
between the rail leaving the
artificial means of cooling the rails shall be used between the finishing pass and the hot-saws.
The drop testing machine shall have a tup of 2,000 lbs.
(5)
weight, the striking face of which shall have a radius of not more
than 5 in., and the test rail shall be placed head upwards on solid
supports 3 ft. apart. The anvil block shall weigh at least 20,000 lbs.,
and the supports shall be part of, or firmly secured to, the anvil.
The report of the drop test shall state the atmospheric temperature
at the time the test was made.
The manufacturer shall furnish the inspector, daily, with
(6)
carbon determinations for each blow, and a complete chemical analysis every 24 hours, representing the average of the other elements
contained in the steel, for each day and night turn. These analyses
shall be made on drillings taken from a small test ingot.
tests,

all

(7)

Unless otherwise specified, the section of

rail shall

be the

American standard, recommended by the American Society of Civil
Engineers, and shall conform, as accurately as possible, to the templet furnished by the railroad company, consistent with paragraph
No.

8,

relative to specified weight. A variation in height of '/c, of
less, or '/,; of an inch greater than the specified height, and
width will be permitted.

an inch
V,,

in. in

The weight of the rails will be maintained as nearly as
after complying with paragraph No. 7, to that specified
variation of one-half of 1 per cent, for an entire
contract.
in
order will be allowed. Rails shall be accepted and paid for according to actual weights.
The standard length of rails shall be 30 ft. Ten per cent,
(9)
of the entire order will be accepted in shorter lengths, varying by
even feet to 24 ft., and all No. 1 rails less than 30 ft. shall be painted
variation of one-fourth of an inch in length
green on the end.
from that specified will be allowed.
(8)
possible,

A

A

Circular holes for splice bars shall be drilled in accordance with the specifications of the purchaser. The holes shall accurately conform to the drawing and dimensions furnished in every
respect, and must be free from burrs.
(10)

—

Straightening. Care must be taken in hot-straightening
(11)
the rails, and if'must result in their being left in such a condition
that they shall not vary throughout their entire length more than
5 in. from a straight line in any direction when delivered to the
rold-straightening presses. Those which vary beyond the amount or
have short kinks shall be classed as second-quality rails and be so

stamped.

The distance between supports
shall not be less than 42 in.
Rails shall be straight in line
straightening being done while cold

of rails

in

the gagging press

—

and surface when finished the
smooth on head, sawed square

—

at ends, variation to be not more than 'A; in., and, prior to shipment,
shall have the burr occasioned by the saw cutting removed, and the
ends made clean. No. 1 rails shall he free from injurious defects
and flaws of all kinds.

The name of the maker, the weight of rail and the month
(12)
and year of manufacture shall be rolled in raised letters on the
side of the web. and the number of blow shall be plainly stamped
on each rail where It will not subsequently be covered by the splice
bars.

The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free
(13)
entry to the works of the manufacturer at all times when the contract is being filled, and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded
him by the manufacturer to satisfy him that the finished material
Ih furnished In accordance with the terms of these specifications.
All tests and Inspections shall be made at the place of manufacture
prior tp shipment.
No. 2 rails will be accepted up to ten (10) per cent, of the
(14)
whole order. Ralls that possess any Injurious defects, or which for
any other cause are not suitable for first quality, or No. 1 rall.s.
shall be considered as No. 2 rails; provided, however, that rails
which contain any physical defects which Impair their sirengtb
shall be rejected. The ends of all No. 2 rallti shall be painted white
In order to distinguish them.
Mr. W'ebstHr

In

presenting the speclflcatlou.s, said:

If the important factors that have a direct bearing on the
quality of the finished rail ari* considered, most of the conflicting
opinions can be harmonii'.ed. The coniniltlces at work on the prob-

lems are doing

this.
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They are endeavoring

to

1.

secure good uniform

methods of manufacture by specifying chemical composition, amount
of discard from top of ingot, finishing temperature in rolling, limit
of camber in rails coming to the gag press for cold straightening,
and drop tests. They are nearer together now on these requirements
than ever before, and it is to be hoped that a specification will soon
at, by interchange of views, which will be acceptable to all.
It must be admitted that the best rails are produced from steel
low in phosphorus, rolled with light reductions and finished at
proper low temperature; but the sections now in use make it almost
impossible to continue the work of rolling on the head to a low
enough temperature to produce the fine grained structure desired.
Therefore, a good starting point for discussion would be in reference to section.

be arrived

In a recent discussion it was claimed that the old committee
of the American Society of Civil Engineers kept in mind the importance of low-finishing temperature, in designing their rails, and
gave sections best suited for that purpose. As a matter of fact,
the effect of the heat treatment of steel was not properly appreciated at the time the committee made its report, in 1S92, and the
sections do not permit of a low enough finishing temperature in
rolling, owing to the wide, thin flanges.
This, to a large extent,
has caused the great trouble with 100-lb. rails rolled to these sections.
Other 100-lb. sections gave trouble, and on March 25, 1901,
wrote to the American Society of Civil Engineers, asking for a
I
new rail committee to investigate and report on standard rail secThe committee was appointed in 1902. It is still struggling
tions.

with the problem. In the arguments against the appointment of
such a committee it was claimed that sufficient evidence had not
been produced to show that the heavier rail sections were not giving
Those present to-day must admit
as good results as the lighter.
that the results of the past five years have given conclusive evidence that a change in section is advisable.

has been the invariable experience in changing from a light
heavy section in any class of rolled steel, that difficulties have
been met and modifications have been made in the methods of
rolling, in order to get as good a structure in the heavier section as was formerly obtained in the lighter section.
In ordinary
sections other than rails, it was a comparatively easy matter to
overcome the trouble and get a good structure; but the thin flange
of the rail and the higher carbons called for in the heavier sections
It

to a

further complicate matters.
If a rail with the same width of head as the present American
Society of Civil Engineers 100-lb. rail is required, the head will
to be made thicker and the radius under the head larger,
in order to prevent the sides of the head from shearing or breaking
off, as at present, and more metal put in .the web and flange in
order to carry the heat and thus allow the head to be finished at
the proper low temperature. This would mean a rail of 120 to 125
lbs. per yd.
I believe we are coming to heavier rails before we get
rid of our present troubles.
In all justice, it must be admitted that a fair percentage of
breakages is caused by the great increase of wheel loads since
1S92, increase in speed of trains, use of large capacity steel cars;
also that we do find poor track, poor rail joints, driving wheels not
These conditions will
properly counterbalanced, fiat wheels, etc.
no doubt be improved, but they must be considered In deciding on
the rail for the future.

have

Open-hearth steel rails of the present weight and section, rolled
under the present conditions of manufacture, cannot be relied on
to overcome all troubles.
Most of the basic open-hearth steel manufactured in this country is much lower in carbon than is required
for rail steel, and it is therefore much easier to control the uniformity of such steel.
The common practice of Bessemer steel
rail mills is to allow 10 points leeway in carbon, and some of the
basic open-hearth mills claim to work within these limits, but even
It is easier to work
as high as IS points leeway has been asked.
within narrow limits of carbon in the acid open-hearth steel process
than In the basic.

What is wanted is a steel as nearly uniform in carbon and other
chemical elements as possible without Inflicting too great hardship
on the manufacturer. We desire full expression of opinion from
the basic open-hearth steel manufacturers as to just what chemical
requirements and limits they would agree to work to In rail steel.
It would be a very simple matter to roll a thousand tons of
extra heavy rails of basic open-hearth steel, and one thousand tons
of the same section of Bessemer steel, with enoiigh metal In the
well and flange to finish them in rolling al the lowest possible tempiTiiture without Injuring the metal In the flange.
In other words,
as nearly as possible the rolling i:ondltions of the old
bulllH'ad rail, which has been rolled with only 4^. in. shrinkage
iillowiince In a 30-ft. rail.
Let the chemical composition, per cent,
of discard, and conditions of manufacture be In accordance with best
modern practice. The expense of preparing rolls and rolling such
uiiproach

lalls would be trilling In comparison with the Information obtained,
and the rails would lie better than any heavy rails ever rolled.
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Recommended Uniform Car

Service Rules.

The followloK UDlfomi car mitvI.c niloH wore ailopteU by the
National Asuoclktlon of Car S«>rvlc« .Muiia>;<>rii In aonual convention
at Cincinnati, Ohio, May 28-30, lyuT, ami wen- recommended (or
adoption by all rallroada The nmt wt of xlmllnr ruled was ro<x>m'
mended by thU aaiioclatlon In 19U2. ThfMi were ruvlited In I'JUI
and haw bvcn further revUod thia year. They are, however, sub•tantlally the Hame an thotu* twice previously recommended.
The
proposed rules follow:
Itl

cAu

LK

I.

Ht'SJacT

txi

luiisa.

Can

held for or by conilgnora or coiulCDMe, (or loadlog. ontaadlnE,
(A)
forwardinc illrrrtloDS. ur for any olhrr (iur|>o«c are tttbject to the (ollowlof
MfTlce
rule*.
car
(H) Car* loadrd wllb llveatuck, and throuKh oonilcomrnt* not bpid fur
orderi are not aubjrct to ibp«e duir*.

ki:lk 2.
TIME AUU>Wl:ii.
(A) On all rummodllle* for loading or iiiilondluK. (uriy rigbt (48) bouni
(two day*) will br allowed.
Ill) On earn rfmoilgnrd, held or atopptrd In transit upon requeat of cud•Isnor or cuoalgQW. ur by rraoon* attributable to tbem. twenty-four bour*, one
day, will be allowed.
(f) When i-iirii are Interchanned with nilnnr rallroad.i or Induntrinl
plants iM-rfurmlnK their uwn swlKhlnK servlie, Ihey handlInK cars for theiu
rivr* ur other parties, an alluwauce of twenty four (IM) hours tune day) will
be made fur awllchlnic In addition to the regnlnr time allowed for loading or
unloading, the lime to be computed from Urst T a. m. following delivery upon
Interchange track* until return thereto.
Ill) Freight In bund will be allowed forty-elgbt (4S) hours (two days)
for removal after permit to receive goods Is Issued to consignee by Collector
of Cusloma
(E) Cam containing freight consigned locally to the ocean or gulf ports,
will be subjected to the forty eight (48) hour car service rule, except that on
shipment* for coastwise movement via steamers and all freight for foreign
export a maximum nf nlnety-slx (t)*i) hours will he allowetl when the terminal
agent Is advised within furtyelght (4XI hours nfler arrival of freight that
*ucb disposition will be made of same, the railroiid reserving the right to iinload the cars at any time It may see proper.

ItULB a
COMI'LTISO TIMK,

—

In computing time, Sundays and legal holidays are excluded.
(A> Time will be computed from the llrst 7 ii. m. after cars are placed

NirTE.

on public delivery tracks fur loading.
(K) Time will be computed from the

first 7 a. m. after notice of arrival
when cars are held for orders, and from Urst 7 a. ni. after placing on public
delivery tracks when cars are held fur unloading.
(C) Un cars lu be delivered on |>rivate tracks time will be computed from
the Qrst 7 a. m. after placing on sneh tracks, or after notice to consignee of
readiness to so place the same.
(I*) The placing of a car upon a private track, or notice to consignee of
readiness to ao place the same, shall be considered notice of delivery.
(E) l>rompt notice shall be given by agents to consignees of the arrival
of all freight subject to these rules.

HULE

4.

CAB SERVICE CHARGES.
(.\)

At the expiration of time allowed a charge of $1.00 per car per day

or fraction thereof will be collected for detention of all cars held for loading
or unloadlnK, or subject to order of consignor, ci>nsl)^iee or their agents.
(It) When both cars and tracks arc owned hy the same private party no
<-liarge will be made while cars are on such ]>rlvate tracks.

nULB

5.

rI.ACI.NO CAK.S.

(A) Cars containing freight to be delivered on public delivery tracks or
private sidings shall he placed Immediately upon arrival, ur as soon thereafter
as the urdlnary routine of yard work will permit.
When delivery cannot be
made on specially desl^aicd tracks, on account of such tracks being fulty
occupied, or for any other reason beyond the contnd of the carriers, delivery
nliall he made at the nearest available point
tit) Cars for unloading shall be considered pla<'ed when such cars are
lit'lil
awaiting orders from consignor or consignee, or for the payment of
Irelghl charges, or surrender of bill of lading.
(C) The delivery of cars consigned or ordered to private tracks shall be
c«>nshlered to have been efTected when such cars have been placed on the tracks
di'Slgnated, or If such tracks be full, when Ihc rallroail tenders cars by giving
written notice of their arrival.
(U) Cats for loading shall be considered placed when such cars are
placed, or helil upon orders of shippers.
(K) If a car is placed for unloading and Is reloaded by the same party
If loading
each transactlun shall be considered ns Independent of the other.
is begun before unloading Is completed, car must be recorded ns released from
unloading, anil placed for loading at the time loading Is begun, and the time
for loading will be computed from first 7 a. m. thereafter.
(K) When empty cars placed foi loading un orders are not used, car
service will he charged from first 7 a. m. after placing or tender, until released, with no lime allowance.

RULE

6.

DECLINING TO BECEIVK CARS FIIOM CONNECTING LINES.
In cases where any railroad Is unable or unwilling to receive freight tendered by another to be placed for delivery, it shall promptly notify the line
tendering of Its Inability to receive. In order that proper notice may be given
to consignee or consignor that delivery cannot be efTected, and that request
may he made for other disposition of the freight. Should such freight not

>S

bv dlapowd ut wltblo lime allowed after Dotlce baa been a*md apoD coo
•Ignee or rnnalgnor In aecordaoc* with tl>« tbove. car Mrrle* will be eharsed.

aVLK

7.

CLAIMa.
'I
I"

>

f'

r

rrllrf

'

)

I'"

or refund

A) In

l;i>r

atate upon
mual be alii

iHirfr*
limliiif cuii.iitluiu

.-f

may

b>-

rolag ood'r thta*
refund or relief

ij

mlM
la

sboald

i«qu«*t«<L

for rrfuod.
led, or raorrllM]

under tbe

(ol-

.

overrbanp- or error IB the aoacasmeot of charge*.
(11) In r*M o( failure oo tbe part of ibe drilverinc railroad to properly
handle freight, when aurb failure la directly rrapooalble for tbe cliargM.
(C) In caae extreme cold Heather, rain or anow iDlerferta with or prareot* the loading or unloading of freight wltbln Ihc time allowed by lb«M
I

raaif of

rule*.
(1>) In the event of unaroldable (allure or breakdown o( the macbloery
nrreaaarlly used In the loading or unloading o( car*, when charge* directly
r.Tiult frum auch failure, or breakduwo. a refund of fifty (50) per cent, may
be made.

iK) In rase fire* or *lrlkea Interfere with or prevent loading or ooloadlug uf freight, a refund or cancellation al fifty 150) per cent, may be made.
iT) In case freight cannot be dhipoaed of by aale (or aufflrlent amount
lu reallie bolb (relght and car aervire charge*.
lU) In caae of bad order, cars held un minor o rlndtulrlal rallroada for
repairs, refund or c-anrellallon of fifty (50) p«T cent, may be made.

Proposed

New Union Passenger

Station at Buffalo.

For more than 20 years the city o( Buffalo and the 13 railroads entering that city have been trying to agree on a plan for
a Union passenger sUtlon and the consolidation of the local freight
terminal facilities. Numerous commissions have been appointed
by the Mayor and the merchants of Buffalo to consult with the railroads and to formulate plans for the consolidation of the freight
and pas.senger terminals. No less than six different sites have been
considered. Three years ago the city commission which was then
serving recommended, with the approval of all of the railroads, a
plan for a Union station at the foot of West Genessee street A
definite offer was made to the city by the railroads that they would
unite in the construction of a Union station on this site provided
the city would undertalie the opening and changing of a number
of streets and canals.
This offer was not accepted and for a time
the agitation rested. There were serious objections to this site from
an operating standpoint, chiefly the lack of room for adequate future
expansion, but as It seemed to have many advantages In location
by reason of its being near the business center and the center of
population the railroads agreed to accept the plan.
Many studies have been made for the location of a Union passenger station on what is known as the Exchange street site extending as far west as Main street and south to Perry street This
ground is at the present time occupied by the freight and passenger
terminals of the New York Central lines and the Erie. The principal objections to this site, however, are:
(1) The necessity of
scattering the present local freight terminals to remote parts of
(2) lack of room for future expansion: (3) Interference
between freight and passenger traffic due to grade crossings, and
the fact that such a station would require an arrangement of stub

the city;

tracks. Other sites have been suggested at Lafayette square. Driving Park and Eagle street, but none of these meets any of the requirements.
After the failure to agree with the city on the terms under
which the Genessee street site could be acquired, the municipal
commission resigned in disgust and it was not until about a year
ago that the present commission, consisting of Henry J. Pierce,
Carl Machener and W. H. Gratwick, was appointed. The railroad
companies appointed a committee consisting of \V. J. Wilgus (New
York Central), Samuel Rea (Pennsylvania Railroad), and J. M.
Graham (Erie). On June 11, 1907, this joint committee submitted
a report recommending the construction of a Union station on the
so-called Fillmore site, and with the report presented a proposed
plan for a Union passenger station at that point and for the consolidation of the local freight terminals at Exchange street on
the ground now occupied by the passenger and freight stations of
the New York Central Lines and the Erie. While these plans are
little more than a preliminary study, they indicate the advantages
to all concerned of the entire rearrangement of the passenger and
freight facilities in Buffalo.
The Fillmore site has long been considered by most of the railroads' as the most advantageous location In the city, and even before the Genessee street site was agreed
upon it.s adoption had been strongly urged. It covers a large tract
of land now occupied by the East Buffalo freight and stock yards
of the Now York Central lying between William street and Bailey
avenue, it is about !>.• miles long and contains 300 acres free
from Intersecting streets. The New York Central is now building
a large new yard near Gardenvllle on the Terminal Railway of
Buffalo, on the completion of which ail of the East Buffalo facilities
The ground thus to be vacated will then
will be transferred there.
be available for the Union passenger station. While a passenger
built
here
would
be
farther from the business center of
station
the city than the present passenger station, it would be much more
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coDvenlent to the larKely (rowing population In the eaat, aoutb and
uorthrrn aecdoni of the city.
Uy widening William itreet and
op<-nlnK a new tmulevard from the luteraertlon ot Broadway and
Klllniore parkway (o and under the paaaenser station to a connertlon with William gtreot. two flnf thorouRbfare* would be opened
between the builueiis aeitloii of t)i<' iiy and the new terminal. Kill

rallroads near the businc
mately 100 ar.r.-^ Ihui..

more parkway InterHectH all 'if th<- ntn-ctii In thf ri'ildenllal ctlon
wetit of Main atreet and would thun sfTurd ruuvi-iitent rommiinli-a'
tlon with the new terminal without the iDH-eKHliy of paiwInK through

Htrc'tK

onii<-i

to the

shipping

'

the congested buslneiia

gtroetn.

.\

further soh'-nn- for makliij the

more a<-cesalble Is the electrlflcatlon of the present Belt
which could be used as a dlHtrlbutlng loop for suburban

iitatlon

Line,
trains ot all of the railroads roakltiK local stops at the Intcrsec
.\ larKc station rould be built at
lions with the principal streets.
the Terrace convenient to the buhlneKs and residential sections,
and at this station passengers rould liiiy through tickets and check
baggage before taking a belt line train to the I'nion station. Similar

be provided at other Important stations.
The street-car system could be easily adjusted to the conditions so that on the average no more time would be consumed
In reaching the station from the residential sections than is now
required to reach the present Isolated stations. With the exten-

facilities could
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In connection with the freight
studies show large storage yards »i-

and an absence of Interruption

of

the
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trains
oullylug yards of the
V.s
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together with direct connections to the main
several railroads.
The accompanying maps and sketches of the proposed passenger
station show the general features of the scheme as proposed. While
they are. of course, tentative, they are the result of a careful study
of all of the conditions, and it is believed that the many details of
freight and passenger connections in and out are entirely possibU:

Proposed Union Station from Broadway and Fillmore Parkway.

sion of the boulevards connecting the north and south park systems
of the city, the new station would be placed among attractive surroundings.
As will be seen from the plan, one of the important advantages to the city would be the dedication of a plot
of ground containing more than 100 acres to the south of the
station for a park which is much needed in this somewhat congested
section.
From the raiIroa<l standpoint the most Important advantage
of the Fillmore site is the elasticity which it possesses for making
future extensions to meet the growing needs of the city without
any radical changes or reconstruction. Ample ground Is available
for adding future facilities which would take lare of business for
many years to come. Another point hardly less important is the
fact that the station could be built without the least interference
to traffic on any of the roads.
I'he ground would be available for

before all of the present yards are Iraiisferreii to
(iardeiiville, and the entlie station and yards could U- coiupleted
without interfering In any way with the present passenger or freight
terminals of any of the roails. When completed and occupied the
present terminals could be abandoned and the reconstruction and
I'onsolidation of the freight stations Ijeguu.
The adoption of this site for a Union passenger station will
permit the centralization of the local freight terminals ot all the

building even

Hamburg

renter of the city

The plan has been submitted to all
of solution without dilBculty.
of the railroads concerned and to the Mayor of Buffalo, and has so
It is to be submitted for apfar met with no serious objections.
proval to the city council of Buffalo before any arrangements are
made for the organization of a terminal railroad company to build
and operate the freight and passenger stations. It is believed that
the plan will be approved by all concerned, and that in the near
future active work will be begun on the project. The plans are
presented here more as an interesting study of difficult conditions
than a.s a definite solution ot the problem.

Dry Battery for Block Signal Wires.*
IG dry cells on the Mo<k wire at each of two
and Waukesha. On account of earth currents at
Waukesha we used one of our other telegraph wires for a return,
arranging Hi'' ke.vs at l)oih stations with front and back <'ontacts.
removing the circuit closers, and arranging tlie circuit to close on the
battery, In
back stop without the battery and on the front with the
including two 50a manner well known to Vou all. This circuit,

In

190r.

we placed

stations. Brookrteld

•\ uaiioi bv U. J. Fry (C, M. * St.
Uic uiillway TeU-graph Superlntcndcnls.

I'.t

rmd

at

tliir

annual meeting ot

;
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20

ohm

Each cell, when put In service,
1.5 volts and .125 ohms internal resistance.
At Brookset the battery on a shelf which had been used for gravity
battery and left in a somewhat unclean condition. At the expiration of 23 months each cell measured 1.31 volts and 2 ohms internal
resistance.
At Waukesha we placed the battery far back on a new
sounders, measured 271 ohms.

measured

we

field

:

and clean shelf in the telegraph table, with a closed door. After 23
months each of these cells measured 1.3S volts and .OS ohms internal

We

resistance.
are inclined to attribute the difference in condition
of these cells to the condition of the shelves on which they were
placed, because the service performed by each has been about the
same.
estimate each system of cells has been used approxi-

We

mately 120 times a day, 3,600 times a month, and, if continued, this
would amount to 43,200 times a year. We also estimate the keys
were closed 3.360 times a day, making dots and dashes necessary
to form letters and figures, which, for one month, would amount to
100,800 times, 1,209,600 times a year, or 2,419,200 times in two years.

From

the way this circuit works now we know it will continue to
years, and, perhaps, longer.
Taking these two systems
together we had, to begin with, 32 cells and 48 volts. At the end of
23 months we had 20.96 and 22.08 volts, respectively, or 43.04 volts,
a loss of, approximately, 5 volts. The 32 cells cost 15.12.
To secure the same voltage with gravity battery would have
required 4S cells at an initial cost of 42 cents per cell, or $20.16, to
which we add the expense for maintenance at ?1 per cell per year,

work two

By
State and jear.
operation.
H

California

Colorado
Idabo
Michigan
Nebraska

1.-)

4

16
'2

Utah
Wisconsin
States with but
Arizona

5
4
1 factory

Area

yield of beets,

harvested.

per acre.
short tons.
11.17
13.41
11.48

acres.

60,141
110,943
19,950
93,984
13,650
24,108
15,560

8.57
9.77
15.88
10.19

1.

the other 125 miles long, with the dry batteries.
A special key
and a two-lever three-point switch have been designed to take the
place of the old standard telegraph key and one-lever two-point
switch, for the purpose of preserving in a block wire all the good
While we eliminate the only objection to the present arfeatures.
rangement, namely, the operator at one station is unable to extend
the circuit between the stations on each side of him without cutting
his entire set out.
This will prevent the signals passing any office
and overcome the danger of operators making mistakes which are
liable now when the circuit is cut through as above referred to.
In addition to using dry battery for our block wires, I shall
submit a proposition to the telegraph company before long for the
use of dry cells on our short branch lines, where there are only two
or three offices, and where but a small amount of business is transacted. We are also using the dry cell exclusively in connection with
our private line telephone systems, and use it in connection with
our synchronizing self-winding clocks; also in our office bell and
buzzer service; in tact, we use the dry cell wherever we can, to the
exclusion of all others.

Beet Sugar Production.

The following statistics of beet sugar production are taken from
a recent report to the Department of Agriculture:
for 1906.

States,

,

Average
Factories

Vol. XLIII., No.

Tons
Pounds.
185,480,000
334,386,000
56,798,000
177,214.000
30,754.000
80,848,000

Average

Estimated
average

Sugar manu

Beets
worked.
short tons.
671,571
1,487,383
229,023
805,309
133,387
382,769
158,600

extraction
of sugar.
per cent.
13.81
11.24
12.40
11.00
11.53
10.56
11.10

of

2,000 lbs.
92,740
167,193
28,399
88,607
15,377
40,424
17,61 n

:53,220,00O

Sugar
in

Length of

Purity

coefficient ca mpalgu,
days.
of beets.

beets.

115
132
95
85
136
123
83

82.7
80.3
86.8
83.2
80.6
81.8
83.0

16.7
14.7
16.9
14.5
13.7
14.3
13.6

:

Illinois

Kansas
Minnesota

Montana

(,6,524.1100

New York
Oliio

Dregon
Washington
Total and a%'erage

.

11.26

.

4,236,112

483

967,224,000

Totals and Averages by Years, for 1901 to 1905.

1905
1904

025.S41.228
242,;
216.^
175,(

1902
1901.

Averages, 1901-1905.

.604
.406
.606

11.74
11.69
11.59
11,52
10.95

479,460,033

730

11.53

making a

total of J68.16 for one year, and $116.16 for two years.
For each additional two years the expense for maintenance
would be $5.12 and $96, respectively, for dry and gravity cells.
At present about two gravity cells per mile are used on block
wires on many of the Western and some of the Eastern roads. Many
of. the block stations are closed during the night, and the arrange-

ment

312

4S1.209.0S7
436.811.685
369,211.733

vrjl

484. 226. 430

1903.

of the dry cells to provide for the extended sections at night

we assume, take double the niimber of dry cells, or four per
mile, to accomplish the same results.
Assuming the life of the dry cells properly installed and maintained to be two years, we will estimate the maintenance only on a
will,

100-mile block wire circuit for a period of 10 years, as follows:
One hundred miles, at 2 cells per mile gravity, would require 200
cells.
To secure the same voltage we should need 133 dry cells, but
on account of the longer sections at night 26C dry cells would be
necessary.
For a term of 10 years each gravity cell would cost $10, while the
dry cell only 80 cents, or comparatively.
Gravity

$2.iMiii,o()

Dry

The

total

('fUimiy.I

1902-3.

1903-4.

Tons.*
234.800
328,103
130.000

is

given as follows:

1904-5.

1903-6.

1906

Tons.*

Tons.*
342,000
383,225
213,000

Tons*

7.

Hiio

Tons.'
329,226
391,062
85,000

Total, U. S.t

803,288

692,903

875,576

938,225

888,000

998.878
260,163
112.679

1,040,228

1,163.258
244,837
107.038

1,250,000
291.000
] 13.000

Texas.

Hawaii
i'oito

.foO.OOO

380.576
145,000

243.000
390.000
255,000

579,022

107,547
21.450
601,134

390,382

1,178,749
300.618
107,329
18.516
700,001

2,777,530

2,731,568

3,000,839

3,243,638

3,217,000

2,839,.-.96

277.473
133.126
28,000

2.841.547
321.706
163.328
28,000

3.284.775
232.101
216.213
18,392

2.861,819
2S3.364
230.000
14,512

3.385.446
295.0n»
249,000
15,000

6.055.725

«,086,140

6,752.540

6,633,333

7,161,446

105.463
6,696

208,1.35

209.722

$43.1,010

6,710

8.034

283.717
11.419

202.139

214.845

217.756

295,1.36

444.377

Cermanv

l.Tii2.4(!l

1.027.6S1

I.39S.164

2.415.136

.XdHtrOi'llungary ....
..........
I'rnnce

I.(i37.(i!'2

1.tii7,!i39
N04.:!(is

SS!).37:i

l,.-.on.S79

83:1.210

(122.422

1.(I,S9.(IS4

ilnxnia

!)3:t.(!26

2.250,000
1.335.000
735.000
1.450.000
280,000
190.000

(•iil>a

other West Indies
.Mexico

Ccntnil
Soiitli

America
America

Total.

2I..''>00

America

.

.

.

Asia
Africa

Oceania
ICnniiie

Total canesngar

..

268..'i06

19,7ti8

19.00(1

654,000

Ileet sugar.

lulled States

Canada

21 2. sip
Tiilal

would not recommend cutting down the number of dry cells to
voltage, but would recommend using twice as many dry
you would use of gravity, and thus secure 50 per cent, more
current to start with, and sufficient to hold up the service near the
end of each two years. I estimate the total expense as follows:

sugar production of the world

Cane sugar.

iiited Sintes
I...iilsiann and

America

11,867

I

the

same

cells as

200 grnvItT cell!!. 10 y»an«
2.0f»<i dry cells, in yearn
.\

»2.(ioo.nn
.TJO.oo

Having of

»1.6N0.<ici

This would make a savInK of

$!'>'*

per year, or

$l.(ls

per mile per

lOiirope

1.236.:i1i

I.2(IC..!)07

Itriirlnni

224.onii

2(Ml.sil

Nelherlaniin

102.411
325.082

123..-.31

i:ili.351

coiintrle.'f

441.110

332.008

OdS.OdO
328,770
207.1sn
415.000

Total i;nri>po

r>..int.237

n..S81.333

4.708.700

0.933,040

3.703.4111

(1.090.178

4.92(1. 4.30

other

n.lnl h«-l siiuar...

annum.

176.466

Total pr.nl(ictl»n.rr.Mllt.141 12.182.327 i1.(;7s.9!l0

we do

need battery cuiiboard space In
of dirl. etc., accomluinyini; gravity battery, niid save the Hrrvlces of the lineman at
iluies
battery
station
four
year,
whhh
each
a
Is now an expense of
about $10 per battery station per year.
We are iibont to eqiili) two blocl< wire clnull.s. niip 2S5 miles niiil
In addition to

...

thi.i

our stations, and are

frtje

nol

from the aiMiinnilntion

440.000
0.700.000

7.228.785

7.144.377

is

14.:ro-..S:;3

i:(..S(12.1

*ln long tons of 2.24ti lln (Sivpl In (lie cn^e '•( I'l-rinian liel sugar pr,'.
-r •rlirl
riC'T,! Ii< mill.- i. « .f :' '.",'''"-' ."''
iliMdnn. which has
(OI't ilnt" niv icalrlv tr-v <• I'hil \ (i-i'v. I>m' I'l
iiallv pvllinnled l«v Mchl.
ihc cB.^p of llrlllsh India olflclal rsllinnlis cf iii-.idii.ili.n h?ivi' liei ;i siilwll
,

I

i

•

tNot Inclddlng the riilHriilne Islands, which arc Included under .\'l-(
tKoonl to 4S4.971 •'••I lens, or 1..3.30 tons giealec than Ih,. pro :n,llii(
In inhle on page 104.

sii,<»ii

—

a

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
A Western, the ('h(iuip<>ake * Ohio and the Atlantic Coast Line
began. July 1, nxllInK tickets with a coupon aiLoched, entitling ibe
buyer to a rebate In case the price cbargMl tor tlie ticket should be
finally decided unlawful.
folk

The Baltimore * Ohio liiui IwKun suit In Fayette county, Pennsylvania, 10 content the rontitltutlonaMty of the law of that state
limiting possengpr fart-s to 2 (-•iit.s u mile.
to

The Engineers' ana Constructors' Club.

The membeni ot the Wc»terii I'.is.scnKer Association have voted
make no more contracU for Kiiei lal trains for picnic parties

—

decision which probably has a Htrlni; to

It.

By the

People's Line of steumcm l«nween New York and Albany
the one-way fare Is now $2 Instead of $1.50. as In former years.
The round-trip fare has been advanced to $3.50.

This society, limited In meml>ershlp to the engineers co:
the orgHnizatlon of Dodge & Day, bos been formed in Phi:
discuss subjei'ih relating to engineering and ion
to give ail memlM-rs the lieni-flt of the experience k
in his particular Urn- of work.
Four meetings have
.1
Ijapers have bei-n presented on Civil Engineering Prclliii.i).ii ic; for
an Intcrurban Trolley, by Charles Reed Marsh; Electric Welding,
by J. H. Gravel; Gas Producers and Internal Combustion Engines,

—

to

>

;

>

i

:

The Governor

New

Jersey has Kilned a bill, passed by the
leglslutiire lu«t winter, reKulatInK deniiirniKe on freight cars.
The
law requires railroads to give conslRnees three days' free time for
unloading.
of

Press despatches one day last week reported malicious tampering with automatic block signals on two roads, the Philadelphia &
Reading and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke. In both cases trains
were re|)eatedly stopped without cause.

Eight Colorado railroads have died quo warranto jiroceedings
Denver against the Railway Commission and
the State Treasurer, demanding that the commission be ousted from
office and the law declared unconstitutional.
In the district court at

In a fire at Southwick, Mass., July 1. at the ice station of the
New York, .New Haven & Hartford, 40 freight cars were burned up,
together with icehouses and machinery, involving a loss, including
that on 75,000 tons of ice, aggregating $200,oo(i.

A press despatch from Little Rock says that certain suits filed
by Prosecuting Attorney Rhoton against the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern for Issuing mileage books to members of the 1905
legislature have been compromised by the railroad company agreeing to pay $12,500.
The new State Railroad Commission of New Jersey already has
before it 17 complaints against the railroads. These are to be investigated as soon as inspectors are appointed.
he members of the
commission are J. W. Congdon, of Paterson (President); B. D.
Dudley, of Orange, and E. Wilson, of Red Bank.
I

by John E. ZImmermann, and on Concrete Piling, by Julian C. Smith.
The proceedings of the club, giving the papers presented and the
dl.scuBsions, will be published regularly.

The Summer Season

In

Sioux City.

—

Sioux City, June 2.">. Four railroads were rendered inoperative
to-day when several thousand honey bees swarmed on the handle of
an important switch in the terminal yards. A train of cars lay
across the yards and obstructed traffic, but none of the two score
of idle trainmen dared approach the switch.
Aid came through a
small boy, who declared that his father could capture bees. He was
hailed as a saviour and despatched for his father. The latter showed
up in half an hour and calmly loaded the bees into a wash boiler,
and the wheels of commerce again revolved. Press Despatch.

Two Ways

of

"Moving"

Freight.

The

freight agents of the Southern Pacific in California and
Oregon have been rousing consignees to unload freight cars more
promptly and figures have been published showing the degree of
success attending their efforts. At Portland. April 1. the number

hand waiting to be unloaded was 674; and on May 1,
on June 11 this number was reduced to 216. At San Frannumber of cars April 1 was 1.860; on May 1, 2.358. and
Eastern Steamship Co., made the trip from New York to Boston in on June 12. 1,640. At Sacramento and Los Angeles the number on
12 hours lU minutes, or at an average speed of 21% knous per hour.. June 12 was a little larger than on the 1st of May.
It is said that the best run ever before made between New York and
The foregoing was issued by a press bureau connected with the
Boston took 15 hours. The tide was against the "Yale" all the way. railroad. Another item on a cognate subject comes in the press
On July 1 the New York Central made advances of about 10 per despatches ot June 20. and gives the interesting information that
consignees in San Francisco who have wanted their cars badly
cent, in season-ticket rates between New York and .Mount Vernon,
have had no difWhite Plains and other stations on the Harlem division. Between enough to pay $50 each for having them expedited,
According to this despatch a
Yonkers and 155th street, on the Putnam division, the single-trip ficulty in getting prompt delivery.
employee of the Southern Pacific, named Manvais. on payrate has been reduced from 25 cents to 15, and the round trip from former
ment of the sum named, telegraphed to Sparks, a division terminus
40 cents to 25.
in Nevada, and by dividing his fees with somebody at that point got
The Attorney-General ot Missouri has requested the railroads ot the desired cars switched out and sent forward. The report says
the state to cancel state passes now in the hands of persons other that Manvais did such an extensive business that he had to hire a
than railroad employees, so that the three-months' test of the two- secretary.
cent law recently begun may be a fair one. Attorney-General
Hadley says that if these passes continue in force no true estimate
A Sane Gubernatorial Candidate.
There is no antiof the workings of the two-cent law can be made.

On Saturday, June

29, the

new

turbine steamship "Yale," of the

of cars on
823. but

cisco the

pass law in Missouri.

The Trunk lines have issued a revised freight classification, to
take effect Augvist 1, in which a large number of items, said to be
two-thirds, have been changed, many of them in such a way as to
In a column article printed in a New
increase the freight rate.
York daily paper, designed to show that the increases are material,
we find, however, hardly any evidence of important Increases, except
that the minimum weight for carloads is, in some cases, Increased.
Reduced Passenger Fares.
Two-cent fares were adopted on all the principal railroads of
July 1, In accordance with the law of that state. The newspapers say that the railroads have decided not only to refrain from
contesting the law until after some months" trial, but that they also
intend soon to reduce interstate rates to a level with the rates prescribed by state laws. In Illinois passengers paying cash on trains,
when they might have bought tickets, may still be charged 3 cents
a mile. The order of the Virginia State Corporation Coinmlssion
to sell tickets at 2 cent.s a mile has not been obeyed by the principal
railroads ot that state. A despatch from Norfulk s:ivs th:it the NorIllinois,

Henry .M. Whitney, outcast by Mr. Roosevelt, is a possible Demonominee for the governorsnip of Massachusetts. A part of
a public speech of his on June 22 is as follows:
"The policy that has controlled the management of the railroads
ot the country, both east and west, has been a policy that has
And
Inured to the benefits of shippers of freight everywhere.
these shippers ot freight who reside furthest from the centers ot
It.
Any
benefit
from
trade have received the greatest proportional
change of policy brought about by government control or governcratic

ment ownership would,
England industries.

in

my

judgment, seriously menace

all

New

"I believe that it is everywhere admitted that the consolidation
ot the railroads has been productive of general benefit to the public,
r happens that there is now under discussion a consolidation of
railroad Interests In New England, the largest and nu.st important
•
•
•
ot any that have ever taken place In New England.
"It we can safely be guided by the light of experience, there is
consolidation
proposed
this
effect
of
no reason for distrusting (he
upon the interests of the people of Massachusetts. I speak in this
matter wholly as a citizen of Massachusetts. I have said that I had
no part or lot In the arrangements for the exchange of stock. Had

—
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been consulted about it I should have advised the parties In interest to go about it in a more open manner.
I think it was a
tactical mistake in not having so proceeded.
I

"But the real question

is, after all, whether this consolidation
not for the benefit of the people. I believed that the consensus on the part of the business men generally throughout the
state would be well-nigh unanimous in its favor."

is

or

is

Censoring Railroad Messages.

The telephone
censoring,

for the

service as well as the telegraph needs constant
double reason that the telephone equipment is

more expensive, and more easily accessible to those to whom "talk
Is cheap."
The telegraph censor will probably find that the best
means of checking telephone use is to have a record kept of stalines
that are often reported busy, and get after the pertions or
sons who use those lines and cut short their talk. F. E. Bentley.
Terminal R. R. Association,

St. Louis.

Railroad Consolidation

in

Argentina.

Negotiations are being made for a consolidation of the Buenos
Ay res & Pacific and the Argentine Great Western, together with the
Argentine Transandine, which is under construction.
If such a
merger is carried out the resultant company will control a line from
Buenos Ayres across Argentina to a connection with Chilean railroads, which will bring it to Valparaiso on the Pacific coast. The
Buenos Ayres & Pacific runs from Buenos Ayres to Villa Mercedes,
about 400 miles, where it connects with the Argentine Great Western.
The latter goes as far as Mandoza, 200 miles west of Villa Mercedes.
The Transandine is building from Mandoza across the Andes, and
most of the work has been finished, the most important still undone
being several miles of tunnels. The Argentine Great Western a
short time ago arranged to operate the Transandine, and the Buenos
Ayres & Pacific and the Argentine Great Western have jointly guaranteed the interest on the Transandine bonds. The plan for the
merger of the companies is as follows:
The Buenos Ayres & Pacific is to take over both the other companies and agree to pay the Argentine Great Western interest
charges, 6 per cent, dividends on the Argentine Great Western preferred stock and additional distributions on a rising scale in proportion to the dividends paid on Buenos Ayres & Pacific common
stock.
The Argentine Great Western common stock will rank with
the Buenos Ayres & Pacific second preferred: it will receive 6 per
cent, dividends and will also share with the Argentine Great Western preferred in receiving additional payments. The Buenos Ayres
A Pacific has £6,950,000 (134,750,000) debenture stock, £1,200,000
5 per cent, cumulative first preferred,
(J6,000,000)
£1,000.000
($5,000,000)
per cent, non-cumulative second preferred, and
5
£6,000,000 ($30,000,000) common stock.
The company also guarantees dividends on .£5.059.718 ($25,298,590) stock of subsidiary
companies. The Argentine Great Western has £3,975,517 ($19,877,debenture stock, £1,312,500
585)
preferred, and
($6,562,500)
£2,937,500 ($14,687,500) common stock.

Cigarettes

Worse Than Whisky.

April last the Pittsburgh Kaihvays Company of Pittsburg,
operating 490 miles of track and 1,800 cars, issued a notice to employees that for the betterment of the service and the safety of
the public, it would thenceforth be the policy of the company to
not retain In its employ men who use intoxicating liquors or cigarettes or are in the habit of gambling.
Concerning this notice GenIn

than
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men using

liquor in moderation. I may also mention that in
17 years' experience as manager of public utility corporations I have
had occasion to promote many of our men from the rank of conductors and motormen to officers, and in no case has a man using
whisky come up to the requirements.

An Expanded Metal

Cattle Guard.

An expanded

metal cattle guard has been designed by F. W.
Stewart, General Manager of the Climax Stock Guard Co., Chicago.
It is made in sections 2 ft. long and 18 in. wide, bent to a trough
shape, each side thus being 9 in. wide and 24 in. long. These sections are set one over each tie, extending 4 in. above and 2% in.
below the top. The ballast between ties is removed to a depth
of about 6 in., making it even more difficult to cross the guard.
When cattle attempt to cross their feet go into these shallow pits,
and the projections from the expanded metal, striking their legs in
a tender part, make it painful to proceed. The guard, however,
does not prevent them from withdrawing their feet. The mesh of
the expanded metal may be made any size desired.
The tie spacing may be an.rthing desired, that in the drawing
being 20 in.; also any number of ties may be covered. Track work
and tie inspecting may be done without removing the guard. Each

A New Expanded Metal

Cattle Guard.

section is fastened in place with from eight to 15 staples.
If a
section should be crushed or mashed out of shape it may be restored and again put in service with little expense or trouble. It
is cheap in first cost and if galvanized or properly painted, will
last a long time.
These guards have had numerous tests with
satisfactory results.
They are light and are shipped in bundles, so
that they occupy little space, and the freight rate on them is low.

Fire Test of a Concrete-Block Building.
Supfrlntendent John Murphy, writing to the Sunday School
Times, says:
A fire test of a concrete-block business building, by actual conBeing an officer of a company that carries over two hundred and fiagration, occurred at Nashville. Tenn., a short time ago. It was
twenty-five million passengers yearly, it becomes my moral and legal the five-story Montgomery building, built of two-piece concrete blocks
as well as my public duty to use all reasonable means to protect by the Granitoid Construction Co., of Nashville; the blocks being
the lives and further the comfort of this large number of passengers. made under the American hydraulic system, .\ccording to the reHaving for some time back notlcod that our accidents were Increas- port, at one time during the Hie the upper walls of the building
ing, upon Investigating the cause I satl.ifled myself that the standard as well as the concrete ornamental cornice and top courses, were
of our men who did not use liquor or tobicco (the latter in the almost at a white heal, appearing to be transiiircut, but notwlthform of cigarettes) was much above that of those who used either. sianding the great volumes of water poured on them while in this
I therefore deemed it my duty to abate the evil .«o far as lay in my
condition, little or no damage resulted, except for a few chips In
power to do so, and tried to uproot It and cast It out through disci- the sills of the windows and the blocks adjacent to such openings.
pline, but found this method Inadequate and ineffectual.
The walls remained intact. This was ati excellent demonstration
I then went
further, and concluded the desired end could lie attained only by
of the fii-p-reslsting qualities of concrete blocks made of the materemoving from the service or refraining from employing all men rials used In the construction of this building, namely, crushed limeaddicted to the objrrflonable hahifa alluded to.
stone, granite screenings an<l I'orll.and cement.
The btillding was
It Is my aim and Intention lo pursue this policy without abatestocked with highly Inflammable material, being occupied as warement, Blme I have liy It proved beyond all doubt that it has raised rooms by a firm of furniture dealers. The building was valued at
the standard of our men. I have been criticized for the stringency $35,000, but the damage was estimated at not over $8,000.
of the order, especially the prohibition of the use of cigarettes; but
The walls of the building are It; In. thick, with a 50 per cent
on the other hand I have the a.<<8urance of our divi.ilon superin- air space, except the top story, which is 12 In. thick, with a 40
tendents (of which we have 12). aided by my own observations, per cent, air space. The headquarters of The American Hydraulic
that persons addicted to the use «t cigarettes, especially young men,
Stone Co., under whose system the blocks were made, are at Denver,
are the most careless In their duties and lesB able to perform them Colo.
eral

— —
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The line had the eflwt ot diverting to DJIbutll the Abyssinian trade which used to pass through the port of Zaila, British
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last year Prance. Groat Britain and Italy negotiated
a Joint treaty with Abyssinia, the main features of which are a
gnarantee of the Integrity of the AtiYssinian empire, the open door,
commercial equality for all countries and the continuation of the
construction, under FYench auspices, of the railroad from Dire Dawa
to Adts Al>eba, Great Britain and Italy naming representatives on
the railroad directorate. King Menellk. in agreeing to the International control of the railroad, made the reservation that it should
Xeur York Tribune.
In no way limit his sovereign rights.

Knocks

In

the

Box."

This, according to the Chicago reporters, is what the Burlington road has invited Its passengers to do. A locked box. with an
opening in the 11(1. is fixed in the observaiion cars on trains 47
and -18 between Chicago and St Paul, and passengers are Invited
to drop Into the box any suggestions they may have to offer concerning the quality of service on the trains. One swallow does not
make a summer, but one complaint box appears to have been sufficient, in this cise, to lead the industrious reporters to herald
this new "enterprise" of the Burlington as having been put in
vogue throughout the company's lines. If. now, this enthusiastic
passenger department would invite growlers to growl into a box,
or something of the sort, at all the small stations and on the
non-luxurious trains, and would publish the results, some interesting reading might be brought out.

Service on Public Commissions.
Legislated out of existence, the New York Rapid Transit Commission will pass into our municipal history as one of the most
remarkable civic bodies ever created with a special end in view.
It has been a fine example of public service.
Many of our best
citizens, on this Commission, have been willing to give unstintingly
of their time and talents in order to help on the progress of New
York. Governor Hughes has had diflBculty in securing the type of
men he desired to appoint to the new commission. The salary of
the position is ample; but the labor that will have to be faced is
sreat. Very much
perhaps too much will be expected of the new
Commission. This is why some whom the Governor sought to induce to serve have declined. They are not afraid of work, but they
do not like to undertake impossible tasks; and th<>y think that the
public Is now in a mood to demand impossibilities. • • • More
than this, a salary of $13,000 does not now look so tempting as it
did when its purchasing power was greater. Then, too, in order to
earn it. a great deal of hard and confining work will have to be
done. This prospect might well deter a man not in robust health,
as it surely would a lover of ease, but even this is not the greatest
difficulty.
Competent men, otherwise willing, dread the criticism and
unfair attack which, they say. more and more befall those who try
to work for the public.
Criticism of men on public commissions of
all sorts is more constant and searching than it used to be.
This
is due. not so much to the development of a carping temper in people,
as to the increased facilities for making and distributing comment,
forming and echoing judgment.
The complaint of one aggrieved
citizen Is now caught up in the press and talke<l about by thousands,
way
once
in a
wholly Impossible. But to have his best work found
fault with, his real achievements minimized, and his failures magnified. Is what any man must look forward to who consents to
serve on a Rapid Transit Commission, a Board of Education, or a
Public Service Commission. But what of it? It should all be
taken as simply a part of the day's work. Evening Posl, New York.

—

—

More Safety Appliance Law

Violations.

Attorney-General Bonaparte has broiie'it suits against 32 railroads to recover penalties for violation of the safety appliance law.
These prosecutions are based on information reported by the safety
appliance inspectors ot the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
roads made defendants are as follows:
.Alabama Great Southern;
Baltimore & Ohio (10 violations); Chicago & Eastern Illinois; Chl-
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Privileges in Transit Must be Published to be Effective.
In an opinion by Commissioner Clements the Commission has
dismissed the complaint of R. R. Shiel A Co. against the Illinois
Central and others, holding that the privilege of stopping in transit
hogs shipped from western points to the East in order that they
may be sorted and reconsigne<l under the through rate from point
of origin cannot be enforced against carriers in favor of any single
place or shipper in the absence of lawfully established tariffs making
such privilege open to the public at large. To whatever extent
long previous existence of lower rates in actual use may justify
a presumption that they are sufficiently high, the mere publication
of such rates, under which there has been no appreciable movement
of traffic, is not conclusive proof that they are reasonably remunerative to the carriers.
All privileges accorded on shipments in transit
which affect the value of the service performed must be published
in the tariffs, and reparation based on breach of contract for a
privilege which was not mentioned in the tariffs must be denied the
shipper because its allowance without publication was in violation
The facts bearing on the question of the reasonableness of
of law.
the rates at issue have not been sufficiently developed to afford a
proper basis for satisfactorily determining that question.

Coal

Rates to Dallas, Tex.; Principle of Rate Comparison.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced decision
Bureau vs. Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe
and others (opinion by Commissioner Harlan). Rates to Dallas,
Tex., from certain mines on the carriers' lines in Indian Territory
and southern Arkansas have lately been increased from $1.25 to $1.50
a ton on slack coal and from $1.85 to $2.10 a ton on mine-run coal.
in the case of Dallas Freight

On complaint

that the present rates on such coal are unreasonable

and request that the lower rates l)e restored, the Commission decides
that following former decisions of the Commission on the reasonableness of coal rates of these carriers in adjacent territory, the
rates from the mines that now take the $2.10 and $1.50 rates to
Dallas should not for the future exceed $1.90 on mine-run and lump
and $1.10 on slack coal. For the mines that now take rates of $1.85
and $1.25 to Dallas there should be some corresponding reduction,
but as to these mines no order is now made.
The Commission further says that while the revenue per tonmile over other routes on other lines and to other destinations is
often suggestive in arriving at a proper estimate of the reasonableness of a rate over a route complained of. It is by no means conclusive.
\'ar>-ing conditions existing on different lines must of necesThe
sity justify differences in rates for hauls ot the same dist.\nre.
real question in any complaint is between the particular points in
question.
In testing such a rate the rates on the same or adjacent
lines in the immediate territory where the same conditions exist
are of much greater significance and afford a much more accurate
basis.

Classification

of

Different

Kinds of Brick; Principle

of

Classi

fication.

In an opinion by Commissioner Lane, the Commission has announced decision in the case of the Stowe-Fuller Co. against the
Pennsylvania Company, Pennsylvania Railroad, and the Biltimore
& Ohio. The complaint in this case was directed solely against present differences in the carriers' rates on fire, building and piving
brick from Empire. Strasburg. and other points in Ohio to New York
City and other eastern destinations, but no attack was made on

the reasonableness of the rates on either kind of brick except as involved In the claim that any difference in the rates for the different
kinds is unlawful. The Commission holds that no such distinction
between these three classes of brick, which are made of the same
material, come out of the same kiln, are nearly alike in color, and
are of the same size and weight, exists as justifies a differenoe
To hold otherwise would be to promote false billing by
in rates.
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the shippers and to require carriers to make an almost impossible
examination of the use to which each shipment of these brick was
put.
The Commission further says that classification must be based
upon a real distinction from a transportation standpoint. Aside
from the difficulty in learning what u.se the brick were to be put to,
the Commission cannot regard a classification as scientific, or a difference in rates as well based, which is altogether founded upon a
Such a differendistinction that has no transportation significance.
tiation, if permitted and extended throughout the various classes of
freight, would lead to an almosc endless multiplication of rates
which could find no excuse save the use which might be made of

the article transported.
Territorial Classification Upheld.
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was made by transcontinental

lines, and that the advanced rates
were put in under that agreement: but it is not necessary to pass
upon that question, because even if it were answered in favor of
complainant the Commission would still be of opinion that this
would afford no ground for either reducing the rate from Southern
mills or awarding reparation. The mere fact that the advance was
the product of an unlawful combination will not justify the setting
aside of such rate if the Commission is of the opinion that such rate
is not unreasonably higher than the previous rate.
Lower rates from New England than from the South on cotton
products were upheld by the Commission in the case of Enterprise
Manufacturing Co. et al. vs. Georgia Railroad et al. decided May 1,
1907.
This decision was quoted in part and commented on in the
Railroad Gazette of June 28, 1907, under the editorial, "The Working
of the Rate Law."

In an opinion by Commissioner Prouty. the Commission decides
CATALOGUES.
the case of Desel-Boettcher Co. vs. Kansas City Southern and others.
For the purpose of naming rates to various points in Texas, staChicago, Burlington cC Quincy. A pamphlet issued by the pastions on the Kansas City Southern are grouped in territories as
senger department takes as its text, "How can you afford not to
follows:
South from Kansas City all stations up to. but not invisit Yellowstone Park?" and makes out a strong case.
It points
cluding Siloam Springs, are in Kansas City territory, while Siloam
out that it is not necessary in touring the Yellowstone to endure
Springs and stations for a certain distance south are embraced in
such hardships as many think of as being inseparable from the
Little Rock territory.
The carriers transferred Siloam Springs from trip: also that
the park is not merely a show place to be rushed
The complainant
Little Rock territory into Kansas City territory.
through, guide book in hand, in a few days, but is also an excelalleged that this change, resulting in an advance of the rates on
lent region for rest, both climate and diversions being salubrious.
green apples in carloads from 49 cents to 58 cents per 100 lbs. from
The pamphlet, which includes a large map of the park, then goea
Siloam Springs to Houston. Tex., was unwarranted. The Commison to describe in detail the hotels, the coaching tours and excursion holds that group rates must of necessity result in a certain
sions, the fishing and the natural phenomena for which the park Is
amount of discrimination, but they should produce as little discrimbest known.
It also gives suggestions as to what to wear and take
ination as possible: and that, upon the facts of this case, the change
and the cost of tours from different cities of the Middle West.
of Siloam Springs from the Little Rock group to the Kansas City
Another of the company's folders describes a two weeks' tour via
group did not result in undue discrimination.
Denver and Colorado Springs through the Yellowstone Park and
return.

TRADE

—

Passenger Rates on the

St.

Louis

&

North Arkansas Upheld.
Flexible Metallic

Hose.— Bulletin

25 of the

New York

Flexible

In an opinion by Commissioner Clements the ease of the Railroad Metallic Hose & Tubing Co., New York, illustrates and describes
Commission of Arkansas vs. the St. Louis & North Arkansas Railroad "Nyflexmet" lead covered flexible metallic hose and tubing. This
The petition of the Railroad Commission prayed for a form of hose is built up of spirally twisted, ribbon-like strips of
is decided.
reduction in the interstate passenger fares of this company between pliable steel or copper, having the edges formed into interlocking
Arkansas points and interstate points. The complaint against the lips, the joints of which are packed with asbestos or rubber. For
railroad company is dismissed and the Commission holds that the special purposes where it is required to resist corrosion, as for exdefendant road being unfinished, without through connections, not ample, gas mains, it is furnished with an outer casing of lead. For
extravagantly managed, under the necessity of making extensions water mains and similar purposes it is made with both an inner
by public authority and in need of equipment and extension, and and outer lead tube. All sizes from % in. to 12 in. internal diameter
not earning suflicient to more than meet its operating expenses, and are furnished and the lightest construction is made to stand a pressure of 500 lbs. per sq. in.
fixed charges not having been shown to be excessive, should not
be required to transport interstate passengers at the same rates per
Coupler Repair Parts. The McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg,
mile as are finished, well-equipped and prosperous roads.
Pa., has prepared a small pamphlet containing illustrations and
information for ordering all repair parts for Janney, Kelso and
Moultrie Gets Better Rates.
Pitt couplers, and also Buhoup three-stem buffer equipment.
The
pamphlet is intended for distribution among car repairmen and purThe Interstate Commerce Commission, in an opinion by Com- chasing agents to aid them in ordering repair parts direct from
missioner Clements, has announced its decision in the case of South- the makers instead of from irresponsible outside comp.inies whose
ern Grocery Company and Holmes-Hartsfield Company vs. Georgia product is often of Inferior quality and not perfectly interchangeNorthern Railway and others. The complaint alleged that the car- able. It will be sent to anyone interested on application.
rier's rates, which are higher from Louisville, Cincinnati, Memphis
and Najjhville to Moultrie, Ga., than from the same points of origin
The Bucyrus Co.. South Milwaukee. Wis., has reprinted the Presito Tiftoii, Valdosta, Quitman, Thomasville and Fitzgerald, Ga., are
dent's message on the Panama Canal, communicated to Congress
unreasonable. The Commission decides that the circumstances and last December, in a handsome book which it is distributing. The
conditions surrounding transportation of freight liy the carriers printing is in brown on cream paper, with paragraph headings in
from such points of origin to Moultrie are not substantially dis- red, and there are fine halftone illustrations, also in brown. The
similar from those from such points of origin to said other nearby cover is flexible brown board with gold embossed lettering, tied
Georgia points, and that the practice of charging such higher rates with brown silk cord. There is also a map of the Isthmus showing
to Moultrie is unjustly discriminatory, unreasonable and unlawful;
the canal route. The Bucyrus Co. has furnished all the steam
and the Commission further decides that the just and reasonable shovels thus far ordered by the Canal Commission.
practice would lie to charge for such tran.sportation to Moultrie the
same rates from such points of origin as are charged therefrom to
MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
Tlfton. Valdosta, Quitman, Thomasville and Fitzgerald. An order
tn accordance with such decision is entered.
It is said that the Pullman Company is figuring on plans for a

—

The South Ver«u« New England Again On Cotton Rates.

steel car plant at

Hammond,

Ind.

The Union Refrigerator Transit Co. has ordered Neponset InsuThe Interstate Commerce Commission In an opinion by Com- lating paper for repairs and new work on refrigerator cars. The
missioner Prouty has announced lis decision In the case of the China paper is made by F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass.
ft Japan Trading Co. and others agilnst the Georgia Railroad and
Clarence Price has been elected a Vice-President of the American
other lines forming through routes lo the Pacific coast. The car- Car & Foundry Company, New York. William M. Hager, Assistant
from New England mills through
is »ll.2.'> for 40 cu. ft. of measured
85 cent.j per 100 lbs. Through rates on
from Southern mills over the same route Is $1.25
complaint l+iat this adjustment is unren.sonable
dlscrlmlnntes against Southern mills In favor of
New England mills, the Commis.iinn holds that the complaint Ih not
sustained. The evidence of complainants strongly tended to show
that an Illegal agreement to advance rates on cotton-plere goods
riers' rates on cotton-piece goods
Pacific coast points lo the Orient

space, equivalent
the same articles
per 100 lbs. On
In Itself and also

lo about

Secretary, has been elected Secretary, succeeding D. A. Blxby.
G. M. Oenter. Jr., has been appointed Assistant Engineer in
charge of estimating and drafting in the reinforced concrete department by the General Flreprooflng Company, Youngstown, Ohio.

H. M. Bevigler. formerly Superintendent of Railways for Ford
Baron £ Davis' operating department, operating the Newman properties III Mnn.»ton. Tex.. Memphi.«, l.itlle Rock. Ulrmlnghnm. Nashville,
Knoxville. has gone to Dodge & Day, Philadelphia and New York.

.
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rxhibit of the Amerlcmn Rlnw*r Co
l»»irolt. Ml.h.. at the
Allantli- City convt-nlloDs contuli.
which at
trmctetl much altentlun.
A blK>i
at speed
KiiJed about
and emIttInK a hlaitt of air at h.
4 ft from the outlet and at an uiikK' u( I.. diK (rum liiu p«rpcudlcuObiierveni were axked
lar, a IlKht sphere atmut i:! In. In diameter.
to explain why the Mpherc remained at that point Instead of flylnK
off into the ocean, but It Is claimed no satisfactory aolulion was
Advanced by the engineers and others who saw It.
.
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U. Prall and L««la C.
New York, and Richard OIney. of Boaton. who were
recently elected Ulrectora. have resigned.
<f

'
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Operating

Offlcera.

Chicago d w4l('<n. — William I„. Uerr, Superintendent at Bloomlngton,
III., has resigned to become General Superintendent of the New
York City Hallway.

About 3.000 tons of steel will Im? necdeil for the new shops of ChUayo. .Vthcaukee rf HI. Paul.—i. H. Foster. Superintendent at
Marion. Iowa, has been appointed Assistant General Superink San Krandsco, at Sprlngneld. Mo.

the St. Louis
Is

B.

10 the

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Daniel Jones, formerly Comptroller of the Philadelphia k Readon June 24 at his home at Oaklane. Pa. Mr. Jones was 61
years old, and had been retired on a pension in January, 1905.
ing, died

W

ai .Minneapolis. succc<Hling H. B. EarliuK. promoted.
Foster. Superintendent of the River, Chippewa V»lley and
Wabash divisions, succeeds J. H. Foster. B. T. Van Vliei, Superintendent of the Hastings and Dakota divisions, succeeds W. B.
Foster, with office at Minneapolis.
G. A. Van Dyle succeeds Mr.
Van Vliet. with ofBce at Minneapolis.

tendent

reported that the Atrhl.son, Tiipeka k Santa Fe has given
Hethlehem Steel Corporation for 40,000 tons of rails
delivered
In 1908.
be
The price. It Is said. Is above |30 a ton.
to
It

an order

Illinois Central.

.Veu

— See

Yazoo k Mississippi Valley.
/fi rcr.— Clinton Lloyd Bardo, who was
Superintendent of Grand Central Station

York Central d Huilsm
recently

appointed

and the Fleet ric division, was born

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Offlcera.

—

Canoilian Parifi'
A. I). MuTier. General Kuel .Xgent. has been appointed Assistant to the Vice-President, with office at Montreal.
Thomas Britt has been appointed Acting General Fuel Agent,
with ofllce at Montreal.

—

ment

—

Chicago. .Vihraukt-e A St. Paul. Waller P. Bliss has been elected a
Director, succeeding Herman S. Leroy.

—

Mount Holly, N.

ly

in 1885

after

Wyoming
that
C. L. nanio.

was made

assistant
supervisor of the Penn-

Engineer of Motive
Tower. Ne.\t year he
was promoted to be
Engineer of Maintenance of Way at Toledo,
Ohio, and in 1896 was
transferred
to A
eS. .SI
gheny. Pa., with the
fiame title. Three years later he was made Engineer of Mnintenance of Way of the Chicago Terminal division, and in 1901
was appointed Superintendent there. The ne.\t spring he went
to the naltimore & Ohio as General Sujierlntendent at New
York, and In 1903 was made General Manager. In 1905 he
went to the Erie, where he remained until he went to the Delaware & Hudson.
1

Jfew York Public Service

Comnii.i!sions.

— The

pointed for the First district, consisting of

1

and in 1904 went to the
master of the New Y'ork

St.

New

Paltz.

Central.

— See

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

of

He was

transferred to the New
York division in 1901,
Y'ork Central as Freight Train-

Southern

went in
.\tchison.
Santa

he

Pacific,

1887

the

to

Topeka

k

Fe as operator.

He was made

success-

ively despatcher. chief
despatcher, yardmaster

New

./7/tnais

division.

Louis. Iron Mountain .1 .SoH/Aern.— John William Dean, who
was recently appointed Superintendent at De Soto. Mo., was
born on January 15. 1S67. in Lafayette County, Mo. .\fttr a
public school education,
he began railroad work
in 1878 as a messenger
boy on the Chicago &
He served as
Alton.
operator, brakeiuan and
agent on the Kansas
&
City, Springfield
.Memphis, now part of
Lines,
Frisco
t h e
and then went to the
Missouri Pacific as opera t o r and despatcher.
operator
After
being
and brakeman on the

York, Kings,

Queens and Richmond counties, are: William R. Wlllco.x, of
York, Chairman: William McCarroll. of Brooklyn: Edward
M. Bassett, of Brooklyn: Milo R. Maltbie. of New York, and
John E. Eustis, of The Bronx. The Commissioners lor the Second district, which Includes all the other counties in the state,
are:
Frank W. Stevens, of Jamestown. Chairman: Charles
Hallam Keep, of Buffalo; Thomas Molt Osborne, of Auburn:
James E. Sague, of New Hamburg, and Martin S. Decker, of

Trainmaster

He was appointed Assistant
division.
Superintendent of this division in 1905, where he remained until
his recent promotion.

Commissioners ap-

New

New

and
months was

division,

after a few

made

the

of

Trainmaster

began railroad work in
the Engineering depart,
ment of the Penn.
sylvania.
In
1888 he

Way at Fort Wayne,
Intl.,
and in 1894 was
made Acting Assistant

Mauch Chunk.

Assistant

pointed

Y.,

immediategraduation

sylvania Lines West at
Cleveland, Ohio.
Two
years later he was appointed Assistant Engineer of Maintenance of

at

Pa. In 1887 he went to
the Lehigh Valley as
later
l)eing
operator.
made train despatcher.
1892 he was apIn

Detatcare A Iliiilson. Clifford Stanley Sims, who succeeded A. I.
Culver as Second Vice-President and General Manager, was born
He was educated
In 1868 at Prairie Ridge Plantation, Ark.

and

Montgomery. Pa., in 1867.
He began railroad work
In 1885 as an operator
Pennsylvania.
the
on
The next year he
worked as operator on

k
Philadelphia
the
Reading, and then went
Tidewater Oil
to the
Company as operator
and supply agent In the
Construction depart-

•Central af Georgia. Charles Steele and George G. Haven havo rfsigncd from the Board of Directors. Oaklelgb Thorne, Marsden
J. Perry and William F. Sheehan have been elected Directors.

at

at

and
.1.

w.

Trainmaster,
then in 1902 was

i>.Hii.

and

made

Trainmaster of the Denver & Rio Grande. After being appointed Superintendent of
Terminals on this road, he went to the Colorado & Southern
From 1904 to 1905 he was Super.
In 190:; as Superintendent.
Intendent of Terminals at Mexico City of the National of Mexico,
and then went to the lUinoi.s Central as Trainmaster of Ter-
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He went to the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern
September, 1905. as Superintendent of Terminals at Little
Rock, Ark., and on February 1, 1906, was appointed Superintendent at Van Buren, Ark., where he remained until his recent

minals.
in

The Virginia d Southwestern, as reported in the Railroad Gazette
June 14. has ordered three simple consolidation locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company for September, 1907, delivery.
(jriirral

<t

Western.

— The

two general divisions.

—

Northern Pacific. B. E. Palmer. Assistant General Superintendent
at Tacoma. Wash., has been appointed General Superintendent
J. G. Cutler.
of Western lines, from Trout Lake, Mont., west.
General Superintendent of the Washington & Columbia River,
has been appointed Superintendent of the Northern Pacific at
Pasco, Wash.

—

Tires

— See Northern

The

Wash.

— E.

B. Crosley has been appointed Coal
office at Philadelphia, succeeding John H.

—

E. T. Willcox, Division Freight Agent
Birmingham. Ala., has been appointed Assistant General
Freight Agent at Memphis, Tenn.

Wayne, chief clerk

General Passenger Agent's office, has been appointed Assistant General Passenger Agent, with office at Portsmouth, Va.
C.

D.

Washington d Columbia River.

— See

Northern

in the

Officers.

— H.

R. Safford, Assistant Chief Engineer of this
company and of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and of the
Indianapolis Southern, has been appointed to the new office of
Chief Engineer of Maintenance of Way of the three companies,
with office at Chicago, and the office of Assistant Chief Engineer
has been abolished.
Central.

Indianapolis Southern.

(simplex

Franklin
I'nlted States
United States
Crosby
Coates

Nathan Bull's-eye

Neic,

York City Railway

is

figuring on

some new

Is figuring

street cars.

on eight passenger

is

market

in the

for 40

is

In the

market for 10

flat

cars of 60,000

The

Mi.'i.'iouri.

cars of 80,000

lbs.

Oklahoma d Gulf

is in

the market for 200 coal

capacity.

The Marquette d Southeastern has ordered 20
Hicks Locomotive & Car Works.

The Chicago d Eastern

Illinois

flat

cars from the

has ordered 2,000 drop bottom

— See Illinois Central.
— See Illinois Central.

The Pere Marquette, it
cars from the American Car

asking prices on 2,000 steel

understood, has ordered 800 freight

& Foundry Company.

The Chicago, Lake Shore d Eastern has ordered 400 steel underframe box cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity from the Western Steel Car
The Tampa d Sulphur Springs Traction Company, Tampa, Fla.,
has ordered six double truck, 42-ft. open cars from the McGulre^

Cummings Manufacturing Company.
The Armour Car Lines, Chicago,

as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of June 28. has ordered 35 tank cars of 80.000 lbs. capacity
from the Bettendorf Axle Co.. for September delivery. These cars
will be 31 ft. long and 9 ft. wide, over all.
The special equipment

The Morris d Co. Tank Car Line, Chicago, a.s reported In the
Railroad Gazette of June 28, has ordered 10 tank cars of 80,000 Iba.
capacity from the Bettendorf Axle Co.. for September delivery. These
cars will be 31 ft. long and 9 ft. wide, over all. The special equip-

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
Pacific, Is in

includes:
Bettendorf

Brake-beams

The Illinois Steel Company, Chicago, has ordered one heavy fourwheel saddle tank switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Minnesota Land d Construction Company, Duluth, Minn..
ordered three locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.

has

The Oalveaton Wharf Co., Galveston, Tex., has ordered eight
wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
with cylinders 19 In. x 26 In.

ment

Bolsters

Stanley, Merrill d Phillips have ordered one consolidation locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Damascus

I)raft rigging

Cardwell
Harrison
Bettendorf
Bettendorf

Dust guards
.Journal boxes

Trucks

The Buffalo d Lake Erie, as reported In the Railroad Gazette
of June 14, has ordered 25 combination baggage and passenger cars,
with seating capacity for 50 people, from the Cincinnati Car Company. These cars will weigh 43 tons, and will measure 56 ft 7 In.
long. 9 ft, 4 In. wide and 13 ft. high, over all.
The bodies will be
of wood and the underframes of steel. The special equipment Includes:

six-

Co.,

The Sierra Madre Land d Lumber Company, as reported In the
Railroad Oazclte of February 15. ha.«t ordored two consolidation locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

Brakes
Couplers
Curtain fixtures
Curtain material
Draft rigglnic
Heating system
.Journal boxes

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Is said

to have ordered two four-wheel saddle tank locomotives and two
six-wheel .qwltching locomotives from the Baldwin l.,ocomotlve Works.

Westlnghouse
Tomllnson
Protected groove

Tantasote

Tomllnson
Hot water
Symington
Holophane globes

I-lght

Springs

The Henry Cowell Lime d Cement

is

is

Includes Bettendorf bolsters.

Yazoo d Mississippi Valley.

The Portland d Seattle, being built by the Northern
the market for five switching locomotives.

The Chicago, Burlington d Quincy
gondola ears of 100,000 lbs. capacity.

& Foundry Company.

Pacific.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Illinois

I'hilllns

.lohns-Manville

Nathan

coal cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity.

at

—

6.000 gals.
11 tons

capacity.

—

Seaboard Air Line.

ft.

Crosby
Latrobe

The Oregon d Eureka

Northern Pacific. S. B. CaUlerhead, General Freight and Passenger
Agent of the Washington & Columbia River, has been appointed
General Agent of the Northern Pacific, with office at Walla Walla,

Louis d San Francisco.

in.

Westlnghouse

wheel

The Northwestern Elevated, Chicago,

lbs.

Traffic Officers.

8t.

2
15

120 14 In.
40i8 "
34 sq. ft.

cars.

Mississippi Valley.

Philadelphia rf Reading.
Freight Agent, with
Jones, retired.

Shelby steel

cars.

Pacific.

—

&

— driving

lbs.

350

The Duluth, Missabe d Northern

.Mississippi Valley.
F. B. Harriman. General Manager of
Illinois Central, has been appointed also General Manager

the
Of the Yazoo

200

2.362.7 sq. ft

CAR BUILDING.

Rincon Antonio, Oaxaca.

Yazoo d

heating surface
tubes, number
"
material
"
outside diameter

Steam gages

N. Galbraith, General Manager, has reW. B. Ryan, Vice-President, has been appointed also
signed.
General Manager. H. W. Morris, Assistant to the General Manager, has been appointed Assistant to the Vice-President and his
former office has been abolished. The offices of both are at
J.

Washington £ Columbia River.

"

"
"
"

length
Firebox, length
Firebox, width
Grate area
Tank capacity for water
Coal capacity
Special Equipment.
Air-brake
Boiler check
Boiler lagging
Injector
Lubricators
Piston rod packing
Valve rod packing
Safety valve
Sanding devices
Sight-feed lubricators

succeeds Mr. Blake.

Xatioyial.

171,000 "
21 In.
26 "
51 '*
Straight top

woiklng steam pressure

with office at Roanoke, Va. George P. Johnson. Superintendent
at Portsmouth, Va., has been appointed General Sviperintendcnt
of the Western General division in charge of all lines west of
Bluefield, including Bluefield terminals, with office at Bluefield.
E. A. Blake, Superintendent at Roanoke, Va., succeeds Mr. JohnJames P. Carey, Assistant Superintendent at Bluefield,
son.

Tehauntevec

Simple consolidation
Io4.3u0 lbs.

Weiglit, total
Diameter of cylinders
Strolse of pistons
Diameter of drivers
Boiler, type

company are now operated

A. C. Needles, heretofore General
Superintendent of the entire road. h.is been appointed General
Superintendent of the Eastern General division, consisting of
all lines east of Bluefield, W. Va., including Bluefield terminals,
in

Dimensions.

Tvpe of locomotive
Weight on dilvcrs
lines of this

1.

of

transfer.

Norfolk

Vol. XLIII., No.

Trucks

:

Triple elliptic

Baldwin

The Arms Palace Horse Car Co., Chicago, as reported In the
Railroad Gazette of June 7, has ordered 10 express horse cars of

:

JlLt

5.
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50.000 Iba. capAclty from the Pullman Co., tor September delivery.
ThcM oui will wriKh 110.000 lb*., and meaaure <0 ft. long. 10 ft.
wide and 8 ft. < In. hlsh. Indde meaauremeota. The apeclal equipment include*:
Ss
llrakr bmm*
lirakr >li«r«

KraHM
Ti.«.

tirmft rlcglBg

Jooraal

'
'

arr llurM*

KiXM

A

Ili-alh

l-Bint
8|irii .'

\Vh-'-

•

M.lnirc Kprinc

Mllllsan

Klandard

•

Mir«l

«°n.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

BmiLKiiEu. l'\. At a recent meeting of the Commissioners of
Lehigh and Northampton counties, the Bethlehem Borough offlcials.
and the LehiRh Valley Transit Company. It was decided to build a
new concrete arch 60 f^ wide and 475 ft. long to cost 1100,000, to
replace the bridge at Broad street.
CiiAMTi. Kan.

—

li

\s

said that the .\tchl8on.

Fe

Is about to build at this place the shops which
consideration for a long time.

Topeka t Santa
It

has bad under

—

Haxtporo. Conn. The terminals, yirds and shop building of the
Central New England, now part of the New York, New Haven ft
Hartford, were recently damaged by fire; loss $73,000.

—

LosDO.N, OsT. The Grand Trunk. It is said, has plans ready, and
has appropriated $30,000 for extensions to its shops here.

—

Newcastix. N. B. Local reports state that the Intercolonial has
appropriated a large sum of money for bridge alterations on its lines.

—

Richmond, Ixu. The Pennsylvania has bought land as a
which it will put up a new freight house at a cost of $20,000.

site

on

—

The New Brunswick Government has under
St. Jons. N. B.
consideration plans for a cantilever bridge to carry two tracks for
electric cars, and a highway for street travel over, the St. John
river at its mouth, to replace the present suspension bridge.
Tampa. Fla.

— The

Tampa Northern

H. L. Parker for a new freight house 33
to be finished by September.

ft.

x 190

ft.,

to cost $22,000.

—

Mkx. The Mexican Central, it is said, will shortly
work on a new passenger station here. The proposed strucalso be used by the Mexican International.

ToRfiEo.x.

ture

CoLOBADo, Oklahoma ft SniTUEAJtTEB.v. An officer writes that
the projected route of thlx proposed line is from Weatherford. Okla..
on the Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific northwest via Lenora to
Woodward, on the .Mchlson. Topeka ft Santa Fe, 90 miles. A branch
Is also projected from the main line at I>e«T«svllle west to Gage,
on the Atchison. Topeka ft Santa Fe, 30 miles. P. A. McCarthy,
Chief Engineer, Lufkln. Tex.

—

Grai^my Cwiek ft E1.KI10RN. Organized to build a line from
Grassy Creek, Ky., south to the mouth of Elkhom creek, 16 miles;
surveys under way. The Incorporators Include:
W. F. Rapp and
O. W. Litner. of Ironton, Ohio, and Leon Isaacson, of New York.

—

Heard Countt. Incorporated to build a line from Roanoke, Ala.,
on the Central of Georgia, northwest to Newnan, Ga.. also on the
Central of Georgia, 40 miles. Most of the right of way has been
secured.
Dr. J. W. Daniel, President, and Dr.
tary. Franklin, Ga.

may

—

—

Lorain ft Ashland. All the right of way for the proposed extension of this road from Wellington, Ohio, south to Loudonville. 39
miles, it is said, has been obtained, and work is to be started shortly.
The company is planning to build about 62 miles this year. (March
15, p 386.)
Me.xicax Solthern.

six

Surveys,

Etc.

—

—

Atchisos, Topeka ft Santa Fe. The Arizona ft California is
reported finished and in operation from Wickenburg. Ariz., west to
Parker on the Colorado river. 113 miles. Track was laid last year
for 80 miles.
Bids were recently opened for building a bridge over
the Colorado river, to be ready for use by July, 190.S. On the section
west of the river grading is under way in California to Bengal,
92 miles, where connection is to be made with the main line of
the SanU Fe.
(March 15. p. 379.)

—

Atlanta. GaiKnN ft Macon. Local reports state that contracts
were recently let. and that work is to be started at once on this line,
projected from Atlanta. Ga.. south to Macon. 9i> miles. Surveys are
also being made from Macon south to Albany. 100 miles. The office
of the company Is at Macon.
(March 15, p. 379.)

—

Bauxite ft .N'obtheb.n. An officer writes that this company has
grading finished and track laid for about one-third of the distance
on the line it is building from Bauxite, Ark., north to Bauxite Junction, on the St. Louis. Iron Mountain ft Southern, 2ii miles.
The
work included a bridge, which has been finished.
Ciie.sape.\ke

penter,

ft

Ohio.

of Important

—

This company has stopped work on

Improvements.

a,

Contractors, Langhorne, Carto cease work on their
is said that no more funds are

Lane and Matthews were directed

double-tracking contracts July 1. It
at present available, and that continuance of work would depend on
selling bonds at unfavorable prices. Two thousand men are affected
by this order.

—

has been granted by the Mex-

months, and 22 miles built each succeeding year until the entire
is finished; and all the work must be completed within six

road

(May

31, p. 759.)

Mexican Roaos (Electric).

Arkansas, Loiisiana ft Glt-F. Preliminary surveys have been
made by this company for its piX)posed line from Pine Bluff, .\rk..
south to .Monroe. I.,a., 1.33 miles, with a branch from Crossett to
Rolfe Junction, nine miles.
Most of the right of way has been
secured. Grading contracts are reported let to J. Harris, of Monroe,
for 3H; miles: and to J. A. Purdue ft Co., of Pine Bluff, Ark., for
20 miles. Additional contracts covering about 42 miles are to be
let shortly.
(April 26. p. 598.)

number

— A concession

Government to James P. Taylor, of Mexico City, to build a
line from Gomacho. on the Mexican Central, in the northern part
of the state of Zacatecas, via Tecolote and Cedros to Bonanza; also
to build a branch from Cedros to Mazapil and Salavema.
According to the terms of the concession, surveys must be started within

Chic.vco. Indianaimi.is ft Evansville. This company, which was
Incorporated in Indiana in 1905, to build a line from Evansville, Ind.,

—A

concession has been granted to
of Torreon, by the state of Coahuila, to build an
electric line from Torreon east to Matamoras, about 6>.j miles.
Surveys are now being made and work, it is expected, will be started
soon.
Dr. J.

Incorporations,

Trent, Secre-

S.

Hoi .sTo.N ft Brazos Vali-EV. Work has been started on an extension of this road, formerly the Velasco. Brazos ft Northern. The
proposed route is from Anchor. Tex., north to a connection with
the Trinity ft Brazos Valley, near Houston.
(April 2, p. 381.)

years.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

W.

ican

has given a contract to

The work
start

-

—

i°o

inilloian

k-

U

'

are:

( ar *'**
Franklin

A Mrr\

•

'

KansaWilliam K>ucUi:k, lT«-*ia. iil. J. U. CmKi. Vu>-Pr>«idenl. C. A.
Uunneen. Secr»-iary. and K Zenker*. Treajurer, Indianapolis, Ind.
(June 14, p. S7S.)

r

Uooltor

Koof"

Tni

north to IndUnapolU and Indian Harbor, near Chicago, 346 mllea.
---" i" -"'•
"
"
with a bran' *• '•" ''
baa exeruti'
tract* ar» rdianai
It

Hrakn

I'uoplen

?7

W. Lim,

—

M1XNE.AP0LIS ft St. Louis. The Minnesota, Dakota ft Pacific,
under construction from Conde, S. Dak., west to Le Beau, on the
Missouri river, 115 miles, on which track was laid last year to
Northville,

(March

24

miles,

is

now

in

operation

to

Cresbard, 42

miles.

15, p. 387.)

Minnesota, Dakota

ft

Pacific.

— See

Minneapolis

ft

St. Louis.

—

Missouri Roads. jV company is being organized by Frank Russell and other St. Louis capitalists to build a line to develop coal
fields in Boone County.

—

Mis.souRi River ft Northwestern. This company, operating 34
miles of road from Rapid City, S. Dak., west to Mystic, recently
incorporated the Wyoming Western, to build from Mystic, S. Dak.,
west to Buffalo, Wyo., 200 miles. The new company has a capital
C. S. Crouch. V. E. Crouch.
of $4,000,000 and offices at Rapid City.
C. E. Fulton, J. S. Gantz and E. L. Hurlburt, all of Rapid City, are
incorporators.

—

Nashville, Suelbvville & Dec.vtur. .\pplication has been made
by this company for a charter to build a line from Nashville, Tenn.,
south to Decatur. Ala., about 115 miles. The incorporators include:

W. G. Hill, H. C. Dyer and H. B. Cowan, of Shelbyville;
of Fayetteville, and W. R. Hall, of Decatur.

W.

Z. Dozler,

—

Jersey Roads (Electric). Announcement is made that a
is being organized, with the backing of John H. Starin,
Smith and W. Langdon. former members of the New Y'ork
Rapid Transit Commission, to build a four-track elevated high-speed
monorail line from Newark, N. J., to Jersey City.

New

company
C.

S.

—

North ft SorTii Texas. An officer writes that contracts are let
Cox & Chessher. of Groveton, Tex., for clearing the right of way,
and to C. M. McConnico, of Lufkln. for other work on the line it
At Cedar
is building from Groveton north to Cedar, about 21 miles.
connection is to be made with the Texas Southeastorn, from which
to

point trackage rights have been obtained to Lufkln. 14 miles.

The
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line will be laid with
(March
Lufkin, Tex.

60-lb. rails.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

McCarthy, Chief Engineer,

P. A.

—

This company is planning to change all
N.^Tio.N.^L OF Mexico.
branch lines, aggregating over 400 miles, from narrow gage to
standard gage. Work is well under way changing the gage between
Gonzalez Junction and Acambaro. 54 miles, and when finished work
The comwill be started between Acambaro and Urapan. 143 miles.
pany is also building on the northern end of its road a new branch
from Jarita to coal fields near the Texas border at Columbia.

—

Okl.\hom.\ & GoLDEX Cjty. Surveys, it is said, have been made
by this company, and contracts may be let this month for building
from Jefferson City. Mo., southwest to Pawhusa. Okla., about 270
miles, with a branch from the main line at Climax Springs in
Camden County, Mo., south to Springfield, 67 miles. W. K. Palmer,
(March 29,
Chief Engineer, Dwight building, Kansas City, Mo.
468.)

—

Open River R.vilw.w & N.wig.vtiox. Surveys reported made and
rights of way secured for a proposed 17-mile line, one end of which
Contracts for the work are to be let about
is at Holdman, Ore.
October 1. C. E. Curry, Portland, Ore., is President.
Pe.nnsylvaxi.\.

—Under the name

Terminal Company, the Pennsylvania,
the Pennsylvania,
Pex.nsvi.v.\xi.\

New York & Long

Tunnel &
& New York and

of the Pennsylvania

New

Jersey

Island have been consolidated.

Termin.\l.

MisSt. I^uis. MoTXTAix Grove &
The comsouri with $300,000 capital and office at Mountain Grove.
pany proposes to build a line from Mountain Grove in Wright
County, on the St. Louis & San Francisco, south to Bryant creek,
J. J. Hedges, J. H. Jan-ett and E. L.
in Ozark County, 30 miles.
Richardson, of Springfield; J. Allhands, of St. Louis, Mo., and P. M.
Johnston, of St. Elmo, 111., are directors.

Augusta & Northern.— This company has given

Sav.vnxah,

notice of an amendment to its charter so as to increase its capital
stock from $8,000,000 to $11,000,000. The company was organized
to build from Savannah, Ga.. northwest to Rossville. about 330 miles,
with a branch to Augusta. 30 miles. Contracts for some of the
work are reported to have been let to J. W. Oliver, of Nashville,

Tenn.

(June

21, p. 917.)

—

Local reports state that this company has
made to establish a new route to avoid the marshes and sinks
between Benieia. Cal., and Suisun. This is to be accomplished by
abandoning the piers at Port Costa and the ferry from that point to
Benieia. New piers are to be built at Rodeo, on Pinole Point, and
a ferry run from that place to South Vallejo. From South Vallejo
the route is over the existing line to Flosden, thence by a new line
northeast through American canyon to Cordelia on the Napa Junction and Suisun line, connecting with the main line at Sacramento.

SouTHERX Paciuc.

plans

Velasco, Brazos

& Northerx.

WvoMixG Westeex.

— See

— See

Eastern

lines in

—

American Railways Co. A syndicate consisting of Bioren & Co.,
Newburger, Henderson & Loeb and E. C. Miller & Co., all of
Philadelphia, is offering at 96 and interest a block of $600,000.
cent,

bonds, being part of an

The bonds are dated April

1,

1907.

—

—

City, Mexico & Oriext. This company is offering for subscription at par $400,000, first mortgage. 4 per cent, bonds of
1951.
A bonus of $400 preferred stock and $400 common stock
is given with each $1,000 bond.
The proceeds of the sales are to
be used to finish grading from Emporia. Kan., to Kansas City.

Kansas

It is expected to have the road in operation from Emporia to
Tex., at the end of the year, and at that time also
65 per cent, of the line in Mexico will be ready for operation.

Kansas City Southern.

— See

Colorado Southern,

— See

Pacific

New

Orleans

&

Pacific.

Meuford & Crater Lake.

& Eastern.

—

Pacific & Eastern. This company has been organized to own and
operate the Medford & Crater Lake, which runs from Medford,
Ore, to Eagle Point, 11 miles, and was sold at receiver's sale
on May 1 1 for $82,500. The new company is to extend it to
Butte Falls and Klamath Falls, S9 miles.
The Rogue River
Valley Railroad, which runs from Medford to Jacksonville, 6
miles, has been bought by the same interests.
The new compan\ has $1,000,000 authorized capital stock, of which $500,000
is outstanding and $1,000,000, 6 per cent, bonds of 1937 authorized, of which $200,000 is outstanding.

Penxsylvaxia,

New

Jersey &

New

York.

— See

Pennsylvania Tunnel

& Terminal.
Pennsylvania,

New York & Long

Islaxd.

— See Pennsylvania Tunnel

& Terminal.

—

Pennsylvania Tunnel & Terminal. This company has been incorporated in New York State with $40,000,000 capital to take over
the Pennsylvania, New York & Long Island, and the Penn-

New

Jersey

Wayxe &

& New

York.

Chicago.

— The

(June

21. p. 918.)

New York

Stock Exchange

listed $1,431,900 additional guaranteed, special

improvement

The stock was sold to
$38,806,400 outstanding.
the Pennsylvania Railroad to partially reimburse that company
for motive power, rolling stock, additional tracks, track elevaThe stock is guaranteed by the
tion and other improvements.
Pennsylvania Railroad; and the Pennsylvania Company, according to its last annual report, holds in its treasury $33,443,400
of it.

making

PuuLic Service Corporatiox.

— An

initial

quarterly dividend of

1

per

on the $12,500,000 outstanding capital stock of this company was paid on- July 1. The company controls nearly all
the street railways of northern New Jersey, and gas and lighting interests in the greater part of the state. It owns and operates 258 miles of road and controls atxjut 200 miles more.

cent,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa F'e.— See Eastern Oklahoma.
Bboxton, Ha/.i.ehirst
Broxton.

&

Savannah.

— See

Ocilla

Fil/.gerald,

Che.sapkakk & Ohio.— This company has sold

to

Blair

&

Co..

&

New

York. $5,000,000 6 per cent., three-year notes; they are to be
secured by the $10,000,000 general improvement and equipment
B per cent, bonds, an issue of which will be authorized later.
The proceeds of the sale of the notes are to go towards paying
off floating debt and other current needs.

Chicago & Aiton.— The Union Pacific and the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railway Company have jointly agreed to guarantee
that the Chicago & Alton will have at least $1,666,000 to spend
on Improvement work now under way, consisting particularly
The Chicago & Alton is to use
of track elevation at Chicago.
Its surplus for this purpose, and If this surplus Is not enough,
the other two companies will lend it money, up to the amount
named, taking Chicago & Alton notes In return.
ri.in(.t<>n & Quixct.— The lease of the Chicago, Burling& Quincy Railroad to the Chicago. Burlington & Quinry Railway Company has been rescinded, and the railroad company
has resumed the operation of the road. The railway company

Chicago, Bi
ton

was organized

Oklahoma.

Fitzgerald, Ocilla & Broxton. This is the successor company to
the Broxton, Hazlehurst & Savannah, which company owns the
Ocilla & Valdosta. The entire line runs from Broxton. Ga., to
Irwinville, 33 miles, with a five-mile branch to Fitzgerald.

Pittsburg, Fort

& Northwestern.
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collateral trust. 5 per
issue of $2,500,000.

terminal.

which was taken
over by the Atchison last year, has been transferred to the
Eastern Oklahoma, which operates most of the Atchison branch

stock,

10-year,

own

— See Eastern Oklahoma.
Oklahoma. — The Denver, Enid & Gulf,

sylvania,

Houston & Brazos Valley.

Missouri River

will later build its

Denver, Eniu & Gulf.

has

authorized

Chicago & Alton.

Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific. An agreement has
been concluded by which this company will temporarily use the
terminal facilities of the Kansas City Southern at Beaumont,
Tex. The C. S., N. O. & P. has already trackage rights over the
Kansas City Southern from De Quincy, La., to Beaumont. It

San Angelo,

— See Pennsylvania.
Southern. — Incorporated in

TrxxEL &

— See

1.

—

15, p. 388.)

its

p.
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in

1901

for legal reasons.

Ro<iUE River Valley.

— See

Pacific

&

Eastern.

—

United 1{ail\vavs of St. Louis. The Mississippi Valley Trust Company and Francis, Brother & Co., of St. Louis, are offering
95.54 and interest for $200,000, two-year, 5'.j per cent, collateral
trust notes due July 1. 1909. hut subject to call after July 1.
190S.
They are secured on $1,500,000 general first mortgage, 4
per cent, bonds and $5OO.000 preferred stock. The proceeds of
the sale will be used for paying up the majority of the $1,500,000, 6 per cent, bonds of the Citizens' Railway, a subsidiary.

Union Pacific.

— See
—

Chicago & Alton.

YosE.MiTE Valley. N. W. Halsey & Co., New York, have solii the
majority of the $3,000,000 first mort.gage, 5 per cent, bonds of
l'.i:!li
of this company, which was recently put in operation
from Merced, Cal.. on the Southern Pacific and the Atchi.son, to
The terminal is conthe Y'osemlte National park, so miles.
nected with the government roads In the park by a new stage
to
operated
all
be
the year round.
road. The railroad Is

—
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Shand, Chief Engineer of

the

Pennsylvania

Railroad,

the following comparative statement of rail failures on the

and Erie:

traffic

and were what

is

commonly

This repreas 'mashing' on account of the loads passing over them.
sents 40. B rails removed from tracks on account of defects for every 1,000,000.000 tons of freight moved one mile. In the year ISiO,"! there were removed
1,747 defective rails, or 90 rails per 1,000,000,000 tons moved one mile. Not
one-tenth of these rails were broken."

known

The

rest of the statement is a deserved advertisement of the
safety of passenger travel on the Pennsylvania, a safety obtained
by vigilance and a high grade of inspection. But Mr. Shand makes

the unusual deduction from his figures that, "The Pennsylvania
Railroad has little cause for complaint on account of defective rails,"
although the failures in proportion to tonnage were nearly twice
as great in 1905 as they were in 1901. Moreover, the overwhelming
evidence of bad rail making developed during the year 1906, and
that year is not referred to in the comparison. Another general
officer of the Pennsylvania made, in April of this year, the following statement of present conditions which would seem to indicate
that If Mr. Shand would bring his statistics up to date they might
be still more enlightening, although less valuable as an advertisement of safety on the Pennsylvania:
"We havi- Ixcn In danger In the past, hut we are In more danger at the
present time. We reiolved one lot of rails this year from a mill they travelled
but a short distance on the cars, and there were eight of those rails broken
We unloaded those rails as carefully
when they arrived at their destination.
as we could on skids, sliding them down »u tney would not strike, and there
Now, that shows that .vou are not making
were seven broken in unloading.
as good a rail as you were some lime ago, and yet you .see tile danger we are
In, and until ytiu make an tipen hearth or some other better kind of rail we
;

In greater danger."

The Perry theory of boiler efficiency as developed under the
auspices of the United States Geological Survey (see paper on Boiler
Efficiencies in another column) promises to be of a value that It
is difficult to estimate.
As .stated In the resume of the scope of
the work,

its
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theory would be more than apt to excite the skepticism of any one
familiar with the data available regarding boiler practice, it is so
startling in its novelty.
But when it is presented from a source

such undoubted honesty, and when this presentation is accompanied by a statement to the effect that the experiments that have
been made have verified the theory to a wonderful 'degree, it must
of

With such promises of a final estabgoes without saying that the future buldepartment will be awaited with
a high degree of interest. The theory is by no means new. since
it was set forth several years ago;
but, while it attracted attention
at the time, it was regarded more as the theory of an individual
than a statement of a general law that must command respect as
such.
Further, it lacked, at the time, the corroborative experimental
data needed to establish its correctness, and it is this experimental
data thai the United States Geological Survey has taken it upon
attract respectful attention.

lishment of the theory,

it

letins that shall be issued by the

itself to

provide.

BAD RAILS BY BAD MAKERS.
The present

attitude of the United States Steel Corporation

is

not unlike that of its principal predecessor in the days when money
getting was his sole object and possible enforcement of law and
penalties for violated contracts constituted his restraint.
His
not infrequent smiliug answer to indignant remonstrance was:

"Why

didn't you get

"Look

at the penalty clause: there's

attitude of the

rail

it

from me

makers,

in

w^hile

writing?"

your
not

Or, in other cases:

liiiuidated

precisely

damages." The
comparable, has

a like result of tonnage, reckless tonnage, ignoring the Increasing

and property due to bad tonnage: relying on the
the power to divert traffic from any one railroad to prevent any one railroad company from Insisting on good
tonnage: relying also on its arrangement with foreign makers for
restraint of competition, sustained by the United States protective
losses

of

restraint

life

due

to

about %7 a ton.
During the early period of rising indignation and protest from
few outspoken railroad officers, the steel company was sIlenL
Later, as if in reply, we had statements of the number of months
This year
3b(>nil f<ir wlii.-h til,. ..iiKi.iiv of the iiiills w:is N.o'uid.

tarifl of

a
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the possibility of some recognition of the charge that the rail
product was bad was foreshadowed in its report as follows:
"Since January 1. 1907, the orders received have been somewhat
less than they were during the months immediately preceding that
date." Soon after this came a childish statement by one of the
heads of the steel corporation that rails break because of increasing wheel loads. Following this first indication of attention there
has been an indirect and non-authoritative spreading abroad of
the statement that rails are now being made according to the
wishes of the consumers, who want and get cheap rails; that it
better rails are demanded the price will be increased to a degree
not yet intimated.
For about five years the steel company has maintained a somewhat uniform price, during slack times and flush times, and has
earned by this one action the approval of thinking people because
of its conservative and tempering effect. It is only in recent years
that greed for tonnage and its profits has led to increasing adulteration of the product, and this is made possible by an undue protective tariff on imported rails, as well as by control of an enormous
traffic which can be diverted from one railroad to another.
We
all recognize that "trusts" are dangerous, and here is the most
conspicuous modern example of a trust imperious, with its power
for injury to the whole people derived from a kindly paternal
law and the lack of united action by the railroads.
It may be well to repeat one at a time in order that the nontechnical man may more fully appreciate them, some of the bad
practices in rail making. Only about three-quarters of a Bessemer
steel ingot, even after it is elongated and compressed to a bloom,
consists of tough homogeneous steel.
In the upper part of the
ingot, which cools last, pipe holes occur and the phosphorus, silicon
and other constituents are "segregated" from the iron the steel
Is not homogeneous and strong.
It is decidedly unfit material for
roils.
That due to this cause alone many rails are treacherous and
liable to cause loss of life was plainly shown in eight of the twelve
photographs of broken rails shown in this paper for May 17
on pages 676, 677 and 678. The rail makers now cut off and discard from 10 to 12 per cent, of the ingot. It has been conclusively
shown by experience that unless an average of something like 25
per cent, is rejected many of the resulting rails are not simply
dangerous, they are sure to break, and the only element of uncertainty is the loss involved in that foreordained failure.
It would seem that with full knowledge by the railroad officer
and the rail maker of this one defect, too small a discard from
the top of the ingot, there would be nothing left to discuss. The
railroad company wants rails that are safe for 15 to 20 years, not
those that are unsafe for 15 to 20 weeks. The rail maker wants
a sale for the greatest possible tonnage, but it is not conceivable
that he hopes for a permanently increased demand due to a heavy
percentage of failure of bad product. No, his answer may be expected to be that he cannot remelt and use this increased discard
from the ingot in Bessemer steel rails; that, although this dls
card might be used in open hearth steel, it would take some years
to get such open hearth plant in operation, and there are other
objections.
Meantime, before taking any step toward improvement,
and while defiantly continuing to produce more than 150,000 tons
a month of rails with a heavy percentage of a kind doomed to break,
he is ready to consider an agreement for an increased price. This
is a hold-up similar to that of a powerful and reckless trade
union, and needs to be treated with similar methods to secure the
same end. Tariff protection for dishonest product is not justifiable
and combined action can baffle threats of traffic diversion.

—

THE NEW HAVEN-BOSTON & MAINE ANTI-MERGER LAW
The passage with outward unanimity of the New Haven-Boston
Maine anti-merger bill by the Massachusetts legislature again reminds one how the wave of corporation restriction, starting at the
West, has surged over conservative New Englaml. Vermont two or
three months .igo pnaried drastic railroad legislation that makes
many of the wild wcHtern statutes seem tame. New Hampshire, at
about the same time, had her wrestle with the railroads, but along
more ethical and common sense lines. And. later. In the last tepid

ft

days of a long legislative 8e8.<«lon, Massachusetts, too, has taken her
throw out of the railroads.
In the Massachusetts episode there
was an antecedent elempnt of comedy. Ho.Mton went Into cnnvnlslons of dread when It was announced that President Mellen might
sell out hla Sound fleet to Mr. Morse.
Boston next reverted to
effusive

gratitude

clined.

And

then.

when
In

Morse

the
yet

a

new

offer

of

revulsion

$20,000,000
of

feeling,

was

de-

Boston

Vol..
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with outer Massachusetts in angry condemnation of
Haven-Boston & Maine merger and Beacon Street
made pact with Berkshire in resisting it. In it all, doubtless, as reported, was a deep vein of politics.
Each party feared
the other party would "get the drop" on it in an anti-merger appeal
to the peopfe at the next state election.
this
is a mere sideBut
light on one of the most remarkable pieces of legislation that ever
emerged from under the gills of the symbolic and sacred codfish.
Reversing the order of nature the ostensible sting of the law
is in its head.
The first section prohibits any railroad corporation
of the state or "any person or corporation acting in its interests,"
from acquiring or attempting to acquire in any way any shares of
a domestic railroad company. No such corporation, or any person
acting in its behalf, before next July shall vote or attempt to vote
on any stock already acquired or "attempt to exercise, directly or
indirectly, any control, direction, supervision or influence whatsoever over the acts or doings of such domestic corporation by virtue
of such holdings of stock therein."
On the domestic corporation,
by the next section, a similar prohibition is laid against like acts
of the persons or corporation that has acquired stock, and at the
annual meeting the election is nullified it less than a majority of
stock is represented. Other sections of a somewhat prolix measure
give large powers to the railroad commissioners to restrict con-

joined

New

the

and require

solidation,

that,

in

consolidation,

there

shall

he no

increase of freight rates or fares, or of the united capital stock

merged companies or decrease of transportation facilities.
The penal clause is not only pungent but applies to partnership,'

of the

persons as well as corporations, which for violation
in the case of the corporation
by
a fine of |10,000 for each offence and persons by a fine of $1,000
tor each offense or not less than six months or more than a year
imprisonment, or such fine and imprisonment both.
Passing by the act as a curio in railroad statute-making and

trustee and
of the act

must be punished

viewing

seriously,

it

aspects.
is

Its

it

root idea

—

—

has one or two interesting constitutional
obviously, the theory that a corporation

is,

absolutely the creation and creature of the state in which all

But how about the same corThe Boston & Maine has charter

individual interests are submerged.
poration's rights in other states?

and statutory powers in

Maine

New Hampshire,

and,

if

w^e

are noi mis-

Can a law of Massachusetts bind the investments of a Boston & Maine stockholder in New Hampshire, Maine,
Connecticut or New York? Where would be the legal line in conflicting legislation on the subject in Massachusetts and New Hamptaken, in

also.

What,

in international law, is called the principle of exthus becomes in the case of such a sweeping and
radical statute important as well as complicated. Again, corporation statutes of the kind usually attack acts and almost exclusively
corporation acts done by officers. But here is a unique statute not
only leveled at individuals chiefly but at motive.
It goes beyond
Perthe materialisms and invades the airy domain of psychology.
haps it is a laical view but one is tempted to inquire also whether
in such cases, as a fundamental proposition, there is not a personal

shire?

territoriality

and basic right belonging to the citizen such as the right of purCertainly the vague and indeterminate
sale and bargain.
theory of the "police power" of a state must be strained far to in-

chase,

some

law
Tried out in the courts and carried to the highest
tribunal of the land the decision would be interesting both in tenor
clude

of the provisions of this singular "psychological"

of Massachusetts.

and text
But the act

not to traverse the tedious and mazy path of litielected to submit, "stand
pat" and await the action of the next Massachusetts legislature.
This creates a situation almost as unique as the anti-merger law
itself.
Neither party to the merger can act. Meanwhile, as the
sequel of transfers previous to the passage of the law, the New
Haven owns through its agents about 120,000 shares of Boston
& Maine stock, or about two-fifths of all the capital outstanding,
and under ordinary conditions sufficient for control. The official
announcement that this stock will not as indeed is forbidden by
the law
be voted, only complicates a condition in which the merger
Can the state of Massachusetts
is hung up between wind and water.
ever by the severest of "psychological" statutes prevent Boston &
Maine management from being amenable to the actual control
even If not Immediately, directly and formally exercised? Mcanlinic large plans of Improvement must pause, the positive benefits
of a merger be postponed and all the delays and risks of an anomIn the case of the swift
alous railroad interregnum be incurred.
and progressive policy of President Mellen this means a good deal.
In the interval the state of Massarhiisetts can exercise its degation.

is

The New Haven corporation has

—

—

—

—
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In brlnslng 10 llRhi the telepathic relation between except In rare Insiancea, to do the work o( the lighter power that
two great corpontluiiK aiiM MolvInK nonie of the problcma of pr"
rallroutl myatlcliini.
Oiw uf iln-in l>y ihi< wuy, may poHxIbly be
Mltiaio division of the I'eaiiitylvanla aa a concrete
exm
wt- And that the average weiKbi of the iraln» waa
A 8ubilp harmony of ihfir attltudi- mi the ilvmurrjKf riiU*.
A little more common aenae, leitii pollll<-H and an appeal to ex- 1.32t>.U tona In 1896; 1,448.63 tona In 1901. and 1,^40.95 tona in 1906.
perlrnce would have ateerod the MaiwachuitettJi lawmakers to a Aa for the lra<tlve power of the typical conaolldailon locomotlvea
different port. They would have descried manifest destiny In the "> ihi-ae ihreo years. It was 23.040 lb«. for the flml year and
mcrjter of two connfrtlng orporaiions owiilnK propertl.H only In 39.tiSS Mih. for the last two; thus showing an Increase of about
tho slightest degree competitive. Tliey would have seen the public '2.26 per cent. In tractive power and but 16.2 per cent. In the
bsneUU to accrue from the doailiiaiii p«llry of a (orporatluii which average weight of the train hauled. This must not be taken to
has been aggressive and expansive an compired with a corporation mean that the extra Increase In engine power U waated, because
which baa not cultivated It-s transportation field. They would have '» the figures given It Is the average train load Ihil Is considered,
"»<l ihld Includes not only all loading up to the capacity rating
let go unheeded the "monopoly" cry In limes when It Is peculiarly
a re-.tralnt on unju.st railroad agKn.s.sloii: and. searching deeper Into of 'he enKlne but light and empty trains, by which the requlretho fact.s. they would have found thai, during the last fifteen years, ments of railroad service will Invariably cut the average down to
the complete monopoly of southern .New Kngland has made a far " P"'"' far l>elo» the maximum. Where the figures are available
better record In reduction of frelKlit rales and fares than the and It Is possible to separate the train welghU In the dlrecUon
Incomplete monopoly of southern .New KiiKlund or the fiercely aa- °t ""afflc from the empty haulage, the relation between the tracsalled Boston & Albany, which Is no nmnopoly at all. Along with tlve effort of .he engine and train weights Is naturally much closer,
such reasonings would have come thouKhts of what consolidation For example, on the Chicago & .\lton, on the double-track line bewould have wrought In the way of Improved Inland subsidiary tween Bloomlngton and Brighton Park, the engines used In 1896
service on the one hand and the more important coastwise service had cylinders 18 in. by 24 in. and a tractive power of 18,176 lbs.;
on the other. The merger proposition might have justified some in 1901, the cylinders were 21 In. diameter by 32 In. stroke, and
mild restrictive conditions coupled with the permit to go ahead, the tractive power was 42,090 lbs.; in 1906 these figures were 22 In.
Instead there has been a statute so radical as to be fantastic and hy 30 in. and 43.305 lbs. Meanwhile the train tonnage northbound
was 1.350. 2.700 and 3,206 tons for the three years, respectively. A
a perilous delay that awaits the dawn of legislative intelligence.
l<>ctlv« faculty

the

1

comparLson of the increases for the three years may be stated as

::;=^^=^^=;^^^;^^^_^
HEAVV FREIGHT TRAINS.

follows:
Tractive power.

American railroads to the Indian
Government, he emphasizes and reiterates again and again the use
and value of statistics as they are compiled in the I'nited States.
In Mr. Priestley's report on

Their chief value is attributed to the fact that they enable a railroad manager to compare the performances of to-day with those
of yesterday or last month or last year and thus put himself in
a position to curb losses and estimate the value of improvements,
To those who are not in immediate charge, the interest in comparative statistics lies in the

fact

that they

make

it

possible to

keep posted as to the progress of events and the changes that have
taken place in the methods of obtaining the same results or in
doing the same thing. Thus attention has been called in these
columns, from time to lime, to the growth and development of the
modern car and locomotive from those in use 25 or 30 years ago.
and the changes have been startling. Most of this present coudition has. however, come upon us so gradually that it is difficult to
realize what it means until v/e resort to our comparative statistics
and note what has actually been accomplished.
For example the gulf between the freight train weights of
10 years ago and now is greater than appears to the casual observer,
To the man on the street there is but little difference in the appearance of the freight train of 189t! and of I'JOt!. If he had counted
the cars on some of our principal lines then and now he would
have found what to him would seem an insignificant increase. For
instmce. he would have found trains averaging al)out 47 cars long
on a number of roads in 1896, and that these had grown to about
52 In 1901. and to 56 in 1906.
To be sure, this represents a growth
of something more than 19 per cent, in train length in 10 years;
but. at the same time, he would have found that on some roads
there had been an actual falling off in the number of cars hauled
per train. In the case of the Middle division of the Pennsylvania,
for example, which probably stands for the heaviest traffic on the
line, there has been a steady decrease in the lumiber of cars hauled
per train during these 10 years. In 1896. Ilie average number of
cars loaded and empty hauled per train over this division was 54.52.
In 1901 it had fallen to 50.04. and in 1906 to 42.83. So that it is
evidently necessary to go behind mere external appearances in order
to obtain a correct idea of what is being don.-.
That the growth of the car capacity has been very great we
all know.
It has risen from an average maximum of al>Out 60,000 lbs.
to 110.000 lbs., and if a comparison of engine sizes were to be
made on the same basis as that of train lengths first outlined we
would find that, taking cylinder capacity as the standard, the 19-ln.
by 24-ln. cylinder of 1896 had grown to 22 In. by 26 in. in 1901 and
to 22 In. by 28 in. in 190G.
And when this increase is coupled to
a rise in steam pressure from about 1G5 lbs. to 200 lbs., the tractive power of the locomotive rises accordingly and wo find that its
Increase has been about two-fold, or from 20.000 to 4(1.000 lbs. This,
of course, means that the actual tonnage hauled has Increased In
some relative proportion, for these heavy locomotives are not built,

J806
lUOG

This illustration shows that,

in

Train weights.

l.oo

l.oo

2.33

l>.3"

this case, at least, the engine

rating has increased in almost exactly the

same

ratio as the trac-

former is undoubtedly
due to the lower resistance per ton of the heavy train as compared
with the light one; though in this instance there was a marked
tive

The greater

power.

increase of

the

increase in the number of cars. In 1896 the train referred to contained thirty 60.000-lb. capacity cars, while in 1906 there were 56

cars of 100,000

capacity.

lbs.

regarding heavy train loads a letter from
& Lake Erie
states that the "heaviest freight engines have 21 in. by 30 in. cylinsteam,
with a traccarry
200
lbs.
of
with
50-in.
drivers,
and
ders.
The average revenue train load for 1906
tive power of 44,100 lbs.
was 1.188 tons. This is probably the heaviest hauled by any railroad in the country. Were the southbound tonnage equal to the
northbound, this train load could easily be run up to 2.000 tons.
The rating for the engines given above is 3.500 tons, but they
have hauled 4,200 tons and have made very good time. The train
load for the past few years has increased about 8 per cent yearly."
In collecting data

the superintendent of motive power of the Pittsburg

On
pull

the

Mohawk

of the standard

31.200 lbs. in 1901,
of eastbound

New York

Central the drawbar
was 20.600 lbs. in 1896:
lbs. in 1906. and the average number
the three years was 46. 56 and 67.

division of the

freight locomotives

and 47.100

cars hauled in

carrying a tonnage of 1.301. 1.834 and 2.421 respectively.
The Philadelphia & Reading tells the same story of a marked
increase.
Here the southbound tonnage from Reading to Phlladelphia was from 1,950 tons in 1896 to 2.910 tons in 1901 and 3.300
tons in 1006. With the increased length of train and the greater
weight of cars and engines, there has also come a slower average
speed over the division in some cases, though this Is not always
The Middle division of the Pennsylvania is a notable extrue.
ception to what appears to be the ordinary rule. For example, the
time of slow trains was 11 hrs. 13 min. in 1S96; 14 hrs. 29 mln.
in 1901, and 11 hrs. 47 min. in 1906; while that of preferred trains

dropped from 9 hrs. S2 mln. in 1901 to 7 hrs. 46 min. in 1906.
showing that the facilities for handling the traffic have more than
kept pace with the Increase of tractive power and engine rating,
since the time of delays has dropped from three to two hours, thus
somewhat lowering the running speed, which is probably due to
the higher proportional rating of the locomotive. This Is. however, an exceptional state of affairs; for. in most cases the time
required to cover a division has Increased; Increased both In the
actual running time and In the delays, showing that not only is
the spied slower because of the probable higher engine rating but
that the traffic facilities for handling trains has not always kept

pace with the Increase of train load as combined with the greater
number of trains, although in some cases the latter is not a factor
An instance of this is found in one
of appreciable importance.
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road where the average delays increased from 2 minutes to 1 hour
and 3 minutes between 1896 and 1906. while but one train a day
was added. Yet the average length of train was increased more
than 45 per cent.
In this case the delays can undoubtedly be
traced to inadequate terminal facilities, as the yard that has to
handle this traffic has been built up by accretions and is not particularly well adapted for rapid work with long trains.
Other
roads that show the same running speed as formerly present the
same record of increase of delay time: while others again .show
both the falling off in running speed and increase of delay time that
has been referred to, in some cases the delays having risen from
25 to 50 per cent, on an already liberal margin.
Now by reverting to the conditions set forth in the early portion of this paper we find that on the Pennsylvania Middle division
there has been an actual falling off in train lengths so that yard
capacity has merely been obliged to keep pace with the increase in
the number of trains which is apparently a far easier proposition
than that of providing for extra and often extraordinary train
In this case the traffic rose from 30 trains per day in 1896,

lengths.

and 50 in 1906; and. as already stated, the
delays dropped from three to two hours. There may be othei; causes
contributing to this excellent showing, but it certainly does appear
to 45

trains in 1901

demonstration of the value of keeping train lengths
such dimensions that they are readily handled in the
yards, a condition that can only be economically attained where
heavy motive power is worked, by the liberal and almost exclusive
use of cars of high capacity.
Of course it is quite impossible to make a comparison of train
lengths between different roads that would be of the slightest
value because of the natural differences in the character of the
traffic, grades, power, cars and terminal facilities; but, by comparing the past and present performances of individual roads, a
general average of the increase of work done per train can be obtained, and this will probably average an increase that can be
estimated at not far from 60 per cent.; though, in individual cases.
it will rise much higher than this.
This latter is especially true
where superintendents have gone tonnage mad and put up engine
ratings to a point where delays and slow time will cut out all
profit; and. in this, experience seems to show that short trains
are better than long ones.
The elements that make for this increase of train load and
render it of the greatest value are, taking the track to be of a
suitable character, first the heavy power, then high capacity cars,
and then suitable yard facilities. In this the high capacity car
plays an important role by facilitating yard movements, and it
appears to be of prime importance that the train should be made
of a length that can be readily handled instead of being increased
to such dimensions as to add to the delays that must always be
vexatious under the best of conditions. Superintendents and managers are coming to a better realization of this and see that long
trains are not always the most profitable. While it would be hazardous to say what will be the ultimate weight and length of train
on any road, it is at least interesting to note the great advance
that has been made along these lines during the past 10 years, the
means by which It has been accomplished and the results that
have been attained.
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Train Accidents

In

May.'

Our record

of train accidents occurring on the railroads of the
United States in May includes seven collisions and 21 derailments,

28 accidents In all. This record is not published in full, as was
formerly done, except in the cases of the few accidents which are
especially prominent— in the present instance two collisions and one
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The record of "ordinary" accidents which term infor our present purpose, only those which result in fatal
injury to a passenger or an employee or which are of special interest to operating officers
will henceforth be given as below, in
the shape of a one-line item for each accident, showing date, locaderailment.
cludes,

—

and number

tion, class

of deaths

and

injuries.

This record is based on accounts published in local daily newspapers, except in the cases of accidents of such magnitude that it
seems proper to send a letter of inquiry to the railroad manager.
The official accident record published quarterly by the Interstate
Commerce Commission is regularly reprinted in the Railroad
Gazette.
Only one accident in May was decidedly prominent as compared
with the rest. That was the derailment at Honda, Cal., on the 11th.
This accident was reported in the Railioad Gazette of May 17, page
691, though the number of casualties proves to have been much
larger than was then reported. Of the 55 injuries to t>assengers.
however. 45 are classed as slight. The cause of the accident could
not be determined. An officer of the road says that a board of inquiry consisting of three general and four division officers, assisted
by others, investigated the circumstances thoroughly, yet found it
impossible to decide as to the cause. The members of the board
felt sure it was not a defective switch.
The train was running at
regular but not unusually high speed.
One other accident caused the death of six persons and a third
one killed tour. The six men killed (at Dayton. Tenn., on the
21st) were miners riding from their work to their homes on coke
cars which, it appears, are regularly used tor this purpose. The
car. in which the victims were riding was at the rear of a short
vrain and it was struck by some runaway cars which had escaped
from a side track where they were being moved by means of a pinch
bar and hand power, with the intention of changing their position
slightly to facilitate unloading.
The point where they escaped control was on a grade of about 35 ft. to the mile, and the cars soon
attained such speed that they overtook the car carrying the miners.
These men saw their danger but their own train was moving so
fast that they dared not jump off.
The third prominent accident was the butting collision at Rosby's
Rock, W. Va. A passenger train collided with a freight while the
There was a dense fog at the
latter was entering a side track.
time, and it is said that although a flagman was sent out by the
freight, the engineman of the passenger train did not see him.
Among the usual newspaper reports of accidents to electric
cars in the month of May we find six cases which were accompanied
by fatal injuries, the total number of deaths in these six cases being
In one rear collision at Elyria,
12 or more, and of injuries 123.
Ohio, seven persons were killed and six injured; and in collisions
at Brooklyn, N. Y.; Akron. Ohio, and Bowling Green, Ohio, the
aggregate number of casualties was 112.
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Experiments now being conducted by the boiler division of the
United States Geological Survey fuel-testing plant at St. Louts, Mo.,
on the nature of boiler efficiencies have suggested that stationary
boilers ought to be made to do ten to twenty times as much work
per unit of heating surface as fhoy do now.
Tlil.s great Increase In rapacity Is to be attained by subdividing
the heating surface and water streams more finely and by allowing
less restriction of the water Inside the boilers and by uslnu high

.

Jiiv
forcetl
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and Induced draft

to put a large inaa« of gmaea

throusb Uie

boiler at a very high speed.
I'p to the present time thero ha%e been only vague Ideas among
engine*-™ as to what fartors liiltii>Tire<l the efflclenry of the steam
boiler portion of the sti-ani »;>'ii-'i .ii.ir ap|>araliiu no as to cause It
to abtiurb more or le«« "f tli. h. a- ii.ii.-raiii! tiy the combustion.
John i'crry, a dlstlngulslwil ni' lumi .il ami >•!)< irlcal engineer of
KnKlanil, went Into the subjo t matbfmatlcully a few years ago
ami Hfl forth general conchislon.s tentatively In his book on the

proceeds.

The lles-Murrayvllle Cut-Off
The

.

"Sieum Engine and Gas and Oil Kiiglnes."
About a year ago the Kovfrnnit>nt testing plant took up the
mathematical invrxtigatlon of th<> theory of the steam boiler and of
For
heat alMjorptlon. anil extended Mr. Perry's theory somewhat.
some weeks past Walter T. Ray. as^slstant engineer, acting under
the supervision of Prof. L. P. Breckenrldge. englneer-lnoharge of
the l>oiler division, has been conduciinK a series of exi)erlments on
small multl tubular boilers so dimensioned as to enable the theory
The boilers are fed with air
to l)e verified, or modified, or refuted.
heated electrically. Mr. Perry's theory states that modifying conconsideration,
every boiler will always
ditions being omitted from
absorb by convection from the gases passing through It, the same
percentage of heat which could possibly be absorbed by any boiler
containing water at a given steam temperature. This efficiency Is,
therefore, iinlependent ol the temperature of the entering gases
and of the amount of gases flowing through the boiler. Of course,
it must be understood that the above statement of the theory Is
slightly subject to modification even theoretically, and more so in
practice.

As a practical example, assume that the water in a boiler
circulates with entire freedom, which is an unwarranted assumption, and that Its temperature Is 300 deg. F.; let the gases enter the
boiler at 1,300 deg. F., then the difference between the two is 1,000
deg. F., and consequently It would be possible for a boiler infinitely
long to reduce the temperature of the gases passing through It
to 300 deg. F.
Let us assume, however, that the gases leave the
boiler at 500 deg. F., which is 200 deg. above steam temperature.
The efficiency of the boiler then is 80 per cent., because it has
reduced the temperature 800 deg. out of a possible reduction of
1,000 deg.
If the same boiler be supplied with gases at 2,300 deg. P., the
gases enter the boiler at 2.000 deg. F., above steam temperature.
Mr. Perry's theory states that this particular boiler will reduce
these gases 80 per cent, as much in temperature as would a boiler
infinitely long; that Is, to 400 deg. above steam temperature, which
Is 20 per cent, of 2,000 deg., or to 700 deg. F.
It will be noticed
that the mass of gases does not enter into consideration at all.
This surprising deduction is .being accurately verified by the
aforementioned division of the sur\'ey, from which it is found,

when keeping other conditions the same and when keeping the
temperature of the gases constant, that the final temperature
of the air remains the same, whatever the amount of air sent
through the boiler per second. So far the upper limit has not been
reached with tubes clean inside and out. although the rate of
evaporation has already been pushed up to many times that obtained
even in locomotive practice.
Perry's theory takes into consideration four fundamental features affecting heat absorption at any point of the heating surface:
First Temperature difference between the gases outside any
portion of the boiler tube and the water inside.
Second The number of molecules per cubic inch in the gases
outside the boiler tube.
Third The specific heat of the gases at constant pressure.
Fourth The velocity of the gases parallel to the heating surinitial

—
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embodied In *• special bulletin to be published In two
or three months, to be followed bjr later bulletin* as tbe work

sults will be
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Louis line, at
UloominKiou,
It Is Joined by
a northerly branch from St. Louis, Roodhouse being the division
point for the .eastern and western divisions of the system.
The
present Bloomington-Hoodliou.se line Is unsulted for heavy-tonnage
freight or hiKh-speed passenger operation, because of its numerous
curves and o.s and 1 |)er cent, grades. Traffic requirements to and
from the western territory necessitated either revising and rebuilding the old line or some other provision to permit maximum tonnage
freight trains to be run from Roodhouse to Chicago.
The Alton's heaviest tonnage is in coal from the fields at and
south of Springfield, and the Chicago-St. Louis line had already
been rebuilt for the most part to a gradient and curvature suitable
for this traffic.
It
is now
double-tracked between Chicago and
Bloomington, 12)>.(> miles, and between Lawndale and lies, 37.6
miles, and the gap of 23 miles from Bloomington to Lawndale is
to be completed in the near future.
By building a cut-off from
lies, which is 2.2 miles south of Springfield, to Murrayvllle, 10 miles
above Roodhouse, a low-grade line about five miles shorter than
the existing line between Roodhouse and Bloomington was obtained
at about what it would have cost to revise and rebuild the old line.
Also the cut-off traverses considerable territory not previously
served by a railroad.
The cut-off is 34.34 miles long. In one respect it is remarkable,
in that it is a tangent for its entire length except for the junction
curves with the two existing lines, these being 1 deg. at lies and 20
mins. at Murrayvllle. The controlling gradient is 0.3 per cent, both
ways. The country traversed is nearly level and the line is located
for its entire length on the divide between Sangamon river on the
north and .Apple creek on the south. There are. therefore, no waterway crossings requiring bridges. There are three crossings with
other railroads.
At two of these the grades are separated. The
third is temporarily a grade crossing protected by interlocking,
the plans for which have been approved by the Illinois Railroad
and Warehouse Commission. Ultimately these grades also will be
Avoidance of the two irrade crossings first mentioned
separated.
increased the cost of the line by more than 10 per cent.
Many
highway crossings also have been avoided, the grade of the line
being quite high throughout its length. The line is gravel ballasted
jiinuliii;

It

ih.

The Kansas City

line leaves the main, or Chlcago-St.
running southwest to Roodhouse. where

throughout and laid with SO-lb. rails. It is to be equipped with
automatic block signals in conformity with the Alton main line
practice.
There are five stations on the cut-off, named Cockrell,
Knapp, Prouty, Yeomans and Clements, after the members of the
Interstate Commerce Commission as it was constituted at the time
Following is a brief comparative sumthe names were assigned.
mary of the new line and present line between Roodhouse and
Bloomington;
via Jaoksdnvllle,
(old

Distance, miles
Total tlse, ascending grades, ft
Toliil tall, descending snides, ft
Total degrees curvature
Maximum degrees of curvature
Controlling grade northbound, ft. per mile.
Controlling grade southbound, ft. per mile.

lliiet.

Via Springfield,

(new

llnf

llii..")

105.4

1.0.->».o

."ilL'.O

!»34.0
9-I0."

:iS7.0

i.

2'Jrt.O

">.0

2.0

.

38.0

.

5"J.8

15.8
37.4

face.

Of the four above factors, only the first has usually been conIt will be readily seen that if we increase the temperature of the gases we decrease the number of molecules beating
against any square inch of tube heating surface, and thus the second factor largely neutralizes the first, especially at high furnace
sidered.

temperatures.

The third factor can be taken as constant equal to
The fourth factor is the new and surprising one.

.24.

Mr. Perry
considers that a high velocity of gases parallel to the heating surface scrubs off more or less of the dense film of gases adhering to
the metal surface, which film of gases has already become cold by
proximity to the metal. The higher the velocity of gases the more
the scrubbing effect, and consequently the greater the amount ot
heat transmitted. This theory necessarily assumes that the ability
of the metal to transmit heat is practically infinite, ami when we
consider that we ordinarily never put through a boiler tube more
than 1/1000 of heat it could possibly carry, it will be realized that
this assumption is warranted.

Mr. Perry's theory and the Survey's verification ot it will result
placing the steam boiler on a fairly secure mathematical basis,
the same as generators and motors are now on.
Thus far the
experiments check out the theory excellently. The theory and rein

New

Station,

Yard and Terminal Facilities
at Salt Lake City.

of the

Harrlman Lines

A view and brief description of the proposed new union station
to be built at Salt Lake City, Utah, by the Oregon Short Line for
the joint use of the Harriman lines centering there were given in
Through the courtesy of J. D. Isaacs.
our issue of January 25.
Consulting Engineer of Bridges, Buildings and Signals for these
lines, we are now enabled to present a more complete description,
with plans and elevations from the architect's drawings.
In planning the station, careful study was given to securing the
most desirable arrangement for the handling and comfort of its
patrons. The location is ideal. It is in the center ot South Temple
street at the axis ot West Third, affording a fine view ot the building from East Temple street through rows ot boxelder trees which
line each side of South Temple street. The building is 677 ft. Ion?;
over all by 70 ft. wide, with a height for the central portion of
100 ft. to the top of roof cresting. The entrances, five in number, leading to a spacious vestibule, are in the center of the main facade
and are protected by a wide marquee supported by ornamental iron
brackets and heavy chains.
The vestibule opens into the general waiting room or grand
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Freight House at Salt Lake City;

wide liy i;!.". fl. loiiK. with :i muiUimJ cimIIiik two stories
high from the spriUK of the arch, the celliuK being 60 ft. above the
main floor. At the left or south of the Keneral waiting room, separated from It only ly a counter and .si-rei'n. are the railroad and
Pullman tirket olHccs and the telegrapli and telephone offices; the
news and parcel i-lands and the Information liureau are at the north
or opposite end of this room.
The two bays or towers flanking the central portion are occupied by the women's waiting room on the right and the men's
smoking room on the left. In connection with the women's waiting
room are a large retiring room. toilei.s. tc, and the remainder of
this twostory wing contains the emergency hospital, station director's and matron's rooms and a branch
postofflce.
In
the
westerly two-story wing are the cigar stand, emigrants' waiting
room. cafe, toilets, etc. Passengers coming from the trains do not
enter the main waiting room, but pass through wide exits at each
end of the two-story wings, going directly to the street or cab stands.
The baggage room occupies the e.xtreme western wing. It has
a basement floor below and a low mezzanine story above the ground
floor for the storage of baggage not immediately called for.
It is
reached by a central corridor leading directly from the general
waiting room. A telpherage system of transferring baggage will
be Installed throughout these three floors, with a large elevator
ball.

53

33

ft.

i

End Elevation;

Salt

Lake City Station.

running from the mezzanine to the basement floor. A passage or
level of the basement floor runs transversely under
the tracks, having hydraulic lifts between each series of tracks,
80 that baggage can be loaded on a truck and taken directly to the
car by way of the subway and lift without cutting any of the trains.
In the extreme eastern wing will be a large cafe and dining room,
express rooms, quarters for the Pullman Company, and rooms for
trainmen, conductors, etc., with all necessary toilets and lavatories.
The second floor is reached by two stairways and elevators, one
at the western end of the general waiting room, the other from a

subway on the
all

street entrance at the opposite end.

On

this floor are the ofllces of

These offices are
roads which will use the station.
arranged on each side of a wide corridor. On the three sides of
the general waiting room is an observation corridor for the use of
the public and patrons, giving a view of the entire floor of the
general waiting room.
At the rear or track side of the Ijuilding is a one-story concourse, 50 ft. wide by 390 ft. long, with steel roof. This concourse
open
on the track side above a height of'G ft., but is arranged
is
Spanning the
to be closed with sash during the winter season.
tracks transversely is an open train shed 40 ft. wide, with open
the several

New

Hide House

at Salt

Harriman Lines.

columns, architecturally designed, and of a height to allow
the free passage of trains.
This shed will protect passengers in
bad weather. Between each series of tracks, and extending each
way from the central train shed 400 ft., will be umbrella sheds
16 ft. wide and 10 ft. 6 in. high. The beating plant and other machinery will be located In a room in the basement.
In selecting a method of treatment the renaissance of the French
school was adopted, and great care has been exercised to carry out
the detail In true proportions as to ornamentation and application
of same, so as not to make the building too ornate or overburdened
with enrichment. Color effect of the materials for both the exterior
and interior has entered largely into the design to produce a harmonious composition. The base or plinth above the ground line
will be faced with finely tooled granite, while the walls above will
be of brick with the outer face of pressed brick of a warm lone of
buff, and the panels between windows of the central portion on the
street elevation of Sienna marble.
All belt courses, the water
table and the entire cornice entablature will be of terra cotta of a
color to match the brick work.
The entrance doors will be bronze, finished a dark copper color,
and the marquees over the main entrance and side exits, as well
lattice

as the ornamental roof cresting, will be of cast iron, plated to match
the color of the doors. The entire roof will be covered with a dark
green slate, laid in design, while all hips and decks of the roof
will be of copper.
At the north end of the two-story wing will be an overhead
This starts at the curb line of West Third street,
Iron bridge.
gaining by easy steps a height sufficient to pass over all trains, and
terminates at West Fourth street. This is to be a public thoroughfare.
In the center of the main facade, above the cornice, will be
a clock with the face large enough to be seen for several blocks.
The interior w<ills of the general waiting room are divided
into panels, with pilasters placed so as to receive the ribs for the
vaulted ceiling above. At the line of the second floor a cornice of
ornate design will run around the entire room. The ceilings and
walls at all openings will be deeply paneled with enriched plaster
moulding. A large ceiling light will fill the center panel of the
ceiling for about two-thirds of the length of the room, terminating
with rounded ends made of art glass. Above the cornice line, at
each end of the room, will be artistically designed clocks set in
positions to be seen easily from any part of the room. The baseand wainscot of the general waiting room and connecting
corridors will be of marble and scagliola. selected for color
and tone, and in harmony with the color scheme throughout the
This color scheme will also
general waiting room and corridor.
be used in all of the second story corridors and the observation
corridor. On the second floor, the observation corridor in front of the
building will have arched openings, and on the opposite side there
All
will be windows filled with art glass, appropriately designed.
of the interior wood finish throughout the building will be in
the
color
scheme.
keeping
with
quarter-sawed oak. finished in
The building is to be fireproof throughout the exterior walls of
brick and the interior columns, floor girders and the floors of reinAll of the trusses supporting the roof will be of
forced concrete.
steel, and the entire concourse and train shed will be of steel, having the roof covered with asbestos roofing. The building is to cost
about $450,000, and will be built from plans made in the office of
J. H. Wallace. Assistant Chief Engineer of the Southern Pacific,
under the direction ot D. J. Patterson, Architect for that company.

—

Besides the new union station,

Lake City; Harriman Lines.

tJie

yards and terminal

facilities
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of the Harriman lines at Salt Lake City, are being rearranged and
extended. This work is now nearly finished. More trackage and
larger terminals were needed because of the great increase in freight
and passenger traffic, due to the rapid growth of Salt Lake City
and the development of the resources of the surrounding country.
and also in part because of the building of the San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake, which uses the yards and terminal facilities
of the Oregon Short Line at Salt Lake City.
As shown on the accompanying plan, the new terminal yards
are composed of two parts, called the north yard and the south
yard. In the north yard are the switching, repair, roundhouse,
coaling and coach cleaning tracks, while the south yard contains
the passenger station tracks, transfer and local freight tracks. All
incoming freight trains are sent directly to the north yard, where
distribution is made as required by car lading. All outbound trains
are made up in this yard. Incoming passenger trains approach the
passenger station from both north and south directly over main line
tracks.

The combined yards when complete will contain in all 46.8
miles of track with room for 4,100 freight cars and 455 passenger
coaches. The extreme length of the two yards is 2.98 miles and
the area covered 134.27 acres, most of which was acquired for this
The average gradient through the yards is about 0.3
purpose.

South

North End

of

End

of

New Yard

New

2.

A basement 26
water boiler and coal
story.

ft. x 50 ft
under the south end holds a hot
bins.
The whole building is of fireproof
construction, the floors are of reinforced concrete and the roof also of
reinforced concrete with surface of tar and gravel roofing. The
first floor, which is on the platform level, contains the cashier's
office, hallway, warm room, refrigerator room and general freight
room. The cashier's office is in the south end of the freight house,
directly on First South street. A vault 5 ft. 11 in. by 6 ft. 4 in.
is connected with the cashier's office.
The warm room, 37 ft. by
40 ft., is arranged for heating and is used for storing such freight
as would be damaged by frost or cold. The refrigerator room, 10 ft.
by 24 ft., is used for general freight and is connected directly with
the freight shed. Rolling steel doors are installed on both sides
of the building.
The second floor is occupied by the local freight
offices, consisting of the agent's private office, 14 ft. by 25 ft.; general clerks' office, 98 ft. by 50 ft., and record room, 32 ft. by 50 ft.,
complete with steel shelving and steel tables for handling the
records.
The freight shed proper is built entirely of steel. Rolling steel
doors, 12 ft. by 10 ft., extend the full length of the shed on both
sides, enabling any part or the whole shed to be thrown open.
The
building is lighted throughout by electricity, the wires being enclosed in iron conduits. In the freight shed arc lights about 40 ft.

Salt

at Salt

Lake City Yard.

Lake City; Harriman Lines.

Sotc vhanfjc of angle

per cent. The passenger tracks are laid with 80-lb. and the freight
tracks with 70-lb. rails, with No. 7 and No. 9 frogs. All tracks connecting the north and south yards at Fifth North street are protected by an interlocking plant. The crossing of the Oregon Short
Line and the main line of the Rio Grande Western on Ninth South
and Fifth West streets Is also protected by an interlocking plant.
All switches except the ones controlled by these interlocking plants
are operated by hand. The entire yards are ballasted with gravel
and drain to the city's drainage system.
The new terminal facilities In the north yard include an 85-ft.,
20-stall brick engine house; a GOOton coal chute with six pockets
and cable hoist;
a new foundry; car
repair
shops;
store
house; coach cleaning plant; Pullman linen house, and a new Ice
house of 3.000 tons capacity equipped with an electric elevator of
the most Improved type. In the south yards a freight house, hide
house. Ice house, transfer platform and heavy freight platform have
been built.
As Indicated by the accompanying plans, the freight house Is
of brick, concrete and steel construction.
It Is 660 ft. long by GO ft.
wide, with a platform 16 ft. wide running the full length of the
building on the west, or track, side. The .fouth 157 feet of the building Is two stories high, the upper story occupied by the local freight
offices.
The remaining 503 feet, the freight shed proper. Is one
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apart are used. The entire freight house, except the freight sher,
is heated by hot water.
The building was completed February 1, Its
total cost being |110,000.
50
ft. wide by 98 ft. long, and is of the same
The hide house is
construction as the freight shed. It is used for handling green
hides, beer kegs, junk, etc.
It is divided in 12 compartments, each
of which can be closed independently of the others. The total cost,
Including a 16-ft. platform on the west side, was |8,000.
North of the hide house and connected with It Is the heavy
transfer platform, 160 ft. long by 54 ft. wide at the south end and
A concrete retaining wall surrounds the
30 ft. at the north end.
entire platform. Throe platform scales are provided, and at the
north end there is a pillar crane of 10 tons capacity. The other
transfer platform Is west of the freight house and Is 18 ft. iivido
by 400 ft. long. A corrugated iron roof covers the entire shed.
The total cost of the two platforms was J7,600.
On North Temple street a solid reinforced concrete conduit was
built by the railroad company aiross the whole width of Its yards
This conduit is
to carry the overflow from City Creek canyon.
000 ft. long, with a sectional area of 3 ft. 9 in. by 10 ft. and a controlling gradient of about 1 per cent., while at its approach to the
tracks the gradient Is 6 per cent.
The North Temple street viaduct, as shown on the plan, spans

Jl

l.v
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Oregon Short Line trx'kK on North Temple street between Third W'ett and Fourth West streeU. It In a subatantlal
iteel structure of through plat*- gtrder i-onstrucUon lupported by
•te«l bents on concrete foundatioim.
The length of the steel work
Is 916 ft.
The east approach U 117 ft. long and the west approach

the H|i«clfled |>art used for the
poses.
St Louis. Kansas City

168 ft. long, making a total length of l.;:ul ft. The minimum clearance over the tracks Is 23 ft. The grudlcnl on the east approai-h
is 6 per cent., on the west apprmich 7 pi-r cent., and on the viaduct
0.9 p«T cent.
The floor Is of wood and iiffordM a clear roadway
24 ft. wide. On the Bouth sldo a •'ft. sidewalk Is provided, which
Is reached by stairways at suitable points.
The approaches to the
viaduct are paved with stone blocks and are supported between
concrete retaining walls ending In hik ni.- abutments.

company's subboKIng In one of the
act was not perforiiicd viitliiL ;hc hue ol h..-> :
company, and hence it was not liable for propt-r'
destroyed by the fire. Southern Railway Co. vs.

all

of the

<

cost of these lmi)n>%. tihu's not Including the new
paaseneor station, will be about ii.iumiimiii. \Vp arc Indebted to
W. H. Bancroft, (general Manager of the Oregon Short Line, for
The plans for the freight and passenger yiird
the Information
were made In the office of William .A.shton, Chief Engineer, under

The

total

his personal supervision: likewise the plans for the freight house,
which were prepared directly under J. I'. Hill. Engineer of BulldInga The construction work was in charge of L. L. Dagron. Asitist-

ant Engineer.

June Railroad Lav

The following abstracts cover principal cases decided in June
by the Federal courts:
Indictment under Elkins act. An indictment under the antirebate act is not open to the objection that it sets out more than one
offense, because it alleges that the defendant offered, granted and
gave a rebate. I'nited States vs. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad Co.. 152 Fed. Rep. 209.
The Federal Employer's LiabiUty Act. Judge Hanford in the
Circuit Court of Washington holds that the portion of the employer's
liability act making interstate railroad companies liable for injuries,
notwithstanding the contributory negligence of the employee, if the
negligence of the railroad company was gross in comparison with
that of the employee, is not unconstitutional as violating the commerce clause of the constitution. This statute revives the dor>trine
of comparative negligence
a doctrine discarded by practically every
court in the United States. Plummer vs. Northern Pacific Railway
Co., 152 Fed. Rep. 206.

—

—

main track or other particular purA Colorado Railroad Co. vs. Wubash

Railroad Co.. 152, Fed. Hep. M9.
Ltabttity for fim
District holds that

— Th*"

Clrpiilt

Court of

A!'"*"«1« of the Ki 'ir»h

•

152 Fed. Rep. 917.

Condemnation

i

.

-

—

way

for «»»" of telrfmph rnmff^n^.
A contrail between a telegraph coiU'
giving the tijegraph ompuny an .-x.
right of way Is oppo.sed to |)Ubllc poll'
vent a condemnation oT the right of way by auutlier icU'^iupli i-uiupany. Georgia Railroad A Banking Co. vs. Atlantic Postal Telegrai)h Cable Co.. 152 Fed. Rep. 991.
.4u(oniaric air-ltrakes. A railroad company cannot be held liable for Injuries, on the ground that It had not equipped Its cars with
air-brakes as commanded by statute, unless this violation of the
statute was the proximate cause of the accident.
Thus, where a
pedestrian was killed on the right of way on stepping in front of a
rapidly moving train without being seen by the engineer it is clear
that the absence of the air-brakes was not responsible for the accident.
Bookman vs. Seaboard Air Line Railway. 152 Fed. Rep. 086.
Labor unions. Judge Cochrane, In the Federal District Court
of Kentucky sustains the validity of the Federal statute punishing
Interstate railroads for discriminating against employees and persons seeking employment who belong to labor unions. He holds
that such legislation is clearly within the interstate commerce
clause of the constitution. United States vs. Adair, 152 Fed. Rep,
of right of

.

:

—

—
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Train Despatchers' Convention.

The twentieth annual meeting of the Train Despatchers" Association was held at Boston, June 18. 19 and 20. The attendance was^
The present membership of the association is 1,018, a net
large.
gain of 64 during the past year. The Treasurer's report showed
the Association in good financial condition. The Train Despatchers'
Bulletin, sent free to members, is to be increased by the addition
of four pages, making 48 in all.
the
Discussing the report of the Train Rules Committee the asso-

—

—

^Vilful injuries.
A railroad company cannot avail itself of
defense of contributory negligence on the part of a traveler run over
and killed at a crossing if the fatal injuries were wilfully and wantonly inflicted. Lacey vs. Louisville & Nashville Railroad Co., 152
Fed. Rep. 134.
Care as to passengers tioarding trains. The rule that a train
having stopped to discharge and take on passengers at a station
must not be started while passengers are engaged in boarding the
train, is available to one not having a ticket but intending to pay

—

his fare on the train.
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co. vs.
Walnwright, 152 Fed. Rep. 624.
Ejection of passengers. A passenger refusing to produce a
ticket or pay his fare may be removed from the train and the
removal is not made wrongful because of a tender of the fare by a

—

third person with the consent of the passenger after the process of
the removal has begun. Missouri. Kansas & Texas Railway Co. vs.
Smith. 152 Fed. Rep. 608.

—

Preferences. An unlawful preference and discrimination Is
held to have been created by fixing the freight rates for common
soap in less than carload lots in a new classification adoi)ted to
govern in official classlflcatlon territory, at 20 per cent, less than
third class, but not less than fourth class, at which that commodity
has previously been rated, where the result of applying this classification to the varying rates, is to leave soap in less than carload
lots In the fourth class to a considerable extent in one of the subdivisions of such classification territory and in a higher class in the
other subdivisions. The Interstate Commerce Commission has the
authority to order offending carriers to desist from the enforcement
of such discriminations.
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railway
Co. vs. Interstate Commerce Coniniision. 27 Sup. Ct. 64S.
Transportation of liquors. The agreement of a local express
agent to hold for a few days a C. O. D. interstate shipment of Intoxicating liquors at the request of the consignee to enable him to pay
the charges does not destroy the interstate commerce character of
the transaction and render the express com|)any liable to |)rosecution for violating a state local option law.
Adams Express Co. vs.
Kentucky, 27 Sup. Ct. 006.
What i.s meant hy "right of way." Called upon to construe the
meaning of the term "right of way" in a decree that one company
should have the use of the "right of way" of another company, the
Circuit Court of Appeals holds that the term when used to describe
the real estate of a railroad company ordinarily signilies the entire
strip of land which a railroad comi)any has found it necessary or
convenient to acquire for railroad purposes and Is not limited to

—

—

ciation expressed belief that the "19" order is safe to be used for
the superior as well as the inferior train in making meeting points
provided the "middle order" be used in connection therewith. The
delivery of this form of orders to the superior train contains aa
element of safety exceeding that of the "31" form inasmuch as the
operator is on the platform for the purpose of delivering the order^
and is in a position to prevent oversight of the signal.
It was recommended that a clearance card be delivered with
all train orders, the card to show the number of each order, the

intention being to give opportunity to conductor and engineman to
check the orders with the card, thus making sure of the fact that
none is overlooked. The card should be made in manifold, a
copy for the conductor and each engineman (also the pilot, if there
be one), the operator to retain the lowest copy.
The convention pronounced in favor of a signal to be placed
on the engine of a train to denote "Schedule Fulfilled." Such a
signal would be displayed on a single train if it were the only one
using a schedule, or on the last of a number of sections if there
were such. The present practice of displaying signals on all sections except the last is directly opposed to the foundation principle
No recof signaling and contains an element of positive danger.
ommendatian was made as to the precise method, some members
favoring a reversal of the present rule by requiring the only train
on the schedule or the last section to display green signals, none
being shown on the preceding sections, while others thought a distinctive signal shown on every train would more readily command

the attention of those concerned.
Close to this subject Is that of better means of Identification
of trains, the present practice being very imperfect, having caused"
a great amount of trouble in the past. Indicators showing the identity of each train, passenger and freight, were recommended.
The rules and usages of some roads make it Imiwrtant that
conductor and engineman know positively when a telegraph office
has been closed for meals or for the night, and it was recommended
that there be some variation from the regular train order or block

signal to indicate this condition.
was recommended that a train register be used on single
It
track at junction and terminal stations for the purpose of obtaining at first hand and in writing from the conductor of each train
the information that the train has arrived, rather than from the
observation of the operator. Whether this information be given
to other trains by the operator or the despatcher, it should origIt was
inate with and be recorded by the conductor of the train.
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of so great importance should be recognized
by the Standard Code.
Rules devised by Mr. A. Beamer, Superintendent
of the Northern Pacific, and used on a section of that road handling
a heavy traffic, were discussed at length and with approval of the
All superiority between
convention. Briefly stated the plan is this:
trains is eliminated, no trains orders are issued and a train leaving
any station is given authority to run to the next station, and to

deemed that a matter
and provided

The "A.

for

B. C."

the next only, regardless of all trains. The operators work the
regular telegraph block system between themselves, and in addition the despatcher directs whether or not the train may proceed
from the station. The only authority in the hands of conductor
and engineman is a block card furnished by the operator under
The plan has been in satisfactory
direction of the despatcher.
operation for several months. Train despatchers are convinced that
the present system of train orders, although developed to a high
standard of efficiency, is inadequate to the needs of the large traffic
The convention voted to continue consideration of the
of to-day.
subject through its Train Rules Committee during the coming year.
The next place of meeting will be Fort Worth, Tex., and the
incoming officers are as follows: President. C. H. Mullinix (Illinois Central I. Fulton. Ky.: Vice-President. C. A. Mitchell (N. Y..
N. H. & H.). Boston, Mass.; Secretary, J. F. Mackie (C, R. I. & P.),
Chicago, 111.

The Coal Reserves
Coal

may be

divided

into

United States.*

of the

main

three

classes

—anthracite,

bi-

tuminous and lignite, but in the trade these main classes are broken
up into several groups, which are represented in the following diagram:
DIAGRAM SHOWING CLASS OF COAL.

1(
(

Anthracite

)

I

Bituminous

-j

i

Lignite

(a) Anthracite coal

is

too well

(ri
I

(i

i

Seml-bitumlnous.
Bituminous.
Suh bituminous.

(c)
(f) I.isnite.

known

to

the atmosphere.
These coals are common in the western fields of
Washington, eastern part of Montana, northern Wyoming, about
Denver in Colorado, and in northwestern New Mexico. U) Lignite
is brown and woody, and occurs in North Dakota, South Dakota,
Texas, southeastern Arkansas. Mississippi and Alabama.
The classes noted above include all of the different kinds of
coal that are known, but certain peculiarities of coals within the
bituminous class have led to distinctions which are of great importance; thus the property of coking, which is limited entirely to the
bituminous class, has given to coals possessing this peculiarity a
value far above those coals having similar composition, but which
do not possess this characteristic. The reason why one coal will
coke and another will not is not under.stood; a practical test is the
only way by which the coking properties of a coal are determined.
Most of the coke is produced in the Appalachian coal field in Pennsylvania. West Virginia. Virginia. Tennessee and Alabama.
The coal output of the principal coal producing states for 1906
as reported by the United States Geological Survey was published
in the Railroad Oazette of June 28. 1907.

The areas

of the coal fields that lie within the various states
even more than the production. The relative size of
given in the accompanying diagram.
It will be a surprise to many to learn that the coal fields of
Montana are more extensive than those of any other state, and
that Texas is a close second. In this connection it must be understood that each of these states includes an enormous territory, equal
to two or three of the smaller eastern states.
It is true, however,
that most of the coal territory of these states is underlain by lowgrade lignite, and hence the fields are not so important as their
The same is true of North Dakota, which
areas would indicate.
includes an extremely large area of coal territory, but the fuel is
wholly lignite and of comparatively little value.
differ greatly,

these areas

is

The extent

(n) .Anthracite.
(b) Semi anthracite.

need description,

(b)
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of

some

of the coal fields

is

largely hypothetical.

This is particularly the case with Washington, where the present
estimate is probably far below the real extent of the fields. It might
be supposed that Washington had been explored thoroughly enough
to determine approximately the extent of its coal fields, but the
peculiar conditious which prevail on the west slope of the Cascade

Coal Areas of the United States.
ISUirk

thnu

anihracitv and btluminoua coal;

Semi-anthracite Is a low grade of anthracite, (c) Seml-bltumlnous
is a high grade of bituminoiiH. such as the George's Creek coal of
Maryland, Porahon'aB coal of Virginia and We.st Virginia, and the
Carboniferous coal of Arkansas,
(d) Bituminous is the common
grade of coal found throughont the eastern coal fields and in lim(r) Sub-bituminous Is applied to coals below
ited areas In the West,
the grade of bituminous, but above that of lignite. They are black
and shining, but are light In weight and slack badly on exposure to
•Abotrnri of an addrmii hjr Marliis R. rampbell. of
Gfntnglcnl Siirvi'jr, to the Natlnnnl Ueographlr Society.

llie

fnlled Stale

shaded, lignite

Impossible to settle the question at the present time.
vegetation, and it
off the mountain
slopes, have cut through this drift that the coal beds are exposed.
and
it Is probable
In this way they arc known at many localities,
that they are present In the Intermediate covered areas, but no
one is willing to say so until more prospecting has been done.
When that occurs It Is probable that the recognized area of the coal
The known coal
fields of Washington will be greatly increased.
fields of Alaska seem to be comparatively small, having approxl-

range make

It

The surface is deeply covered by glacial drift and
is only where the great strcam.s, rushing down

Jilt
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u

ump

the
are*
the bituminous fl«|(l of AUbama.
Here
uKBln exploration may. and probably will. Increase the area materially. »«p«-lall> that of the low Krade llRnllea of the Arctic alopc.
iiiately

The area Klven for the mal flfld.* of Alabama Includes only
the bltuiiiluuuii coal of i-ar'
Ihc northeast part
of the Htutiv
lu addition i'
ihc an-ompanylng
>
map. tbci'f is a wide band
iiTilury roi-ks rroxsInic the Miiuthern part of tbu .stall
TIum rut kn ttr<- known to contain
be<ls of liKnlte. but in the presenrtr of hiKh-Krade bituminous coal
thf liKHlto has never been exploreil. and consequently the number
of beds, their thlcknt's«> and extent, arc not known
It is possible
that when the supply of better fuel Ik exhausted, or has fallen below
the demand, the lignite field may be found to contain an Important
'

.

supply of

fuel.

So far as our present knowledge rocx. the distribution of the
various classes of coal in the western states Is as follows:

—

Anihractle. Only small areas of anthracite coal have been
in the western states and Alaska,
lienerally these are the
direct result of volcanic activity and hence arc of limited geograph-

found
ical

extent

The

largest field of iinthracite coal in the western states is in
In the Crested Butte region. Apparently
the anthracite in this field Is the result of immense intrusions ot
Igneous rock, which have baked the coal and thus driven off its volaThe same coalbeds only a short distance away are
tile matter.
either bituminous or sub-bituminous in character. One other occurrence of anthracite is known in Colorado, in the Yampa coal field, in
In this locality the coal has
the northern part of Houtt county.
been changed to anthracite by dikes and sheets of Igneous rock.
This field Is very limited in extent.

Gunnison county, Colorado,

UTAH

39

developed in the future, but the present prospect

prom la

DK.

I

HtlumtnuuM. Steam and Dometttr Coalmuch more ahumlant than e|th*r of lh» twn
New M<
in
In

the
the

la

not partlcularlr

Thu cUm

of fuel
?•-.-—

la

In

|irii<><llnK elaaaas.
•'

I

II

west corLer

ibu lirnturj. iiud lu acvtrul iiuaU li'.-.ii BOUlb uI
._.r
i^anta Ke.
in Colorado good bltuminoua coal occurs In the fields Just mentioned, at Trinidad and al>out Durango.
It Is also present In the
small field south of Canyon City and In Gunnison county. As sboim
on the map. the latter field occupies the «outheasti-rn point of a
large synclinal luKln which extends as far west as Castle Gate,
Utah.
The loal outcrops on the south limb of this basin in the
Bock Cliffs west of Grand Junction and along the "Great Hogl»ack"

from Guniiison counly northwe.stwanl through Glenwooil Springs and
Meeker. Throughout the whole line of outcrop around this basin
the coals are of the bituminous class, although in places they belong
to the lowest group of the class. Good bituminous coal also abounds
Thus it will be seen that
in the Yampa field. In Houtt county.
Colorado haj< a large supply of this class of coal.
by
also
well
supplied
the
same
basin and by its extenUtah is
sion southward from Castle Gate along the Wasatch Plateau. There
is al.so a small field at Coalville, east of Salt I^ake City, and a field
of unknown extent in Iron county, occupying the Colob plateau.
Wyoming has bituminous coals along the line of the Union
Pacific at or near Hanna, Rawlins, Rock Springs, and Kemmerer.
and also in small areas about the Black Hills. It is possible that
other areas cf bituminous coal exist in this state.
Montana has considerable bituminous coal in the fields along
the Northern Pacific west of Billings, about Great Falls
and in the Crazy mountains, but by far the largest areas in
the state carry coal of an inferior grade.
Washington has several bituminous coal fields along
^_
^U the western foothills. of the Cascade mountains and at least
^_ one local basin at Roslyn. on the eastern side.
Most of the coals of California are of low grade, but
^1
one bed has been developed in Stone canyon, in the southeast corner of Monterey county, that is good bituminous
coal.
So far as known, this is the only coal of this class

I
^
H

_

in the state.

Sub-bituminous Coal.

—This

class of coal

is

abundant

the western fields. Most ot the coal in the south part
of the Durango-Gallup basin is of this class.
It is the only
coal found in the Denver basin and in North and South
Parks of Colorado. The great fields in the northeastern
part of Wyoming, the Bighorn basin, and most ot the
All
fields in Uinta county contain sub-bituminous coal.
of eastern Montana is supposed to be underlain by it, as is
also the big field in the north-central part ot the state
around the Bearpaw mountains. A number of small fields
lying west of Butte. Helena, and the main front range contain coal ot this character, but generally they are of small
extent and probably have little commercial value. In
Washington this class ot coal is abundant, but as a rule it
occurs some distance west ot the Cascade mountains.
Lignite. This class ot fuel is found only in the fields
in

MISSOURI
2> OOO %^ n

,
COLORAroo
II 600 %i) rr

IOWA
ZOOOOiq

I

MICHIGAN
.1.500

"

iim.
,

ALABAMA
Coal Reserves by States.

—

Alabama. Mississippi. Arkansas and Texas on
North and South Dakota at the north. It is
mined commercially only in .North Dakota and Texas.
Up to the present time we have used our fuel without question
as to possibility ot its exhaustion. Of late, however, more farseeing people have been thinking deeply on this subject, especially
since the recent order of the President withdrawing temporarily
from coal entry 64.000,000 acres ot coal land, and his recommendation to Congress that the time has arrived to begin the conservation ot our mineral fuels, and urging upon that body the passage
ot laws upon the subject.
In the older fields ot the east, with the exception ot Indian
of southern

New Mexico

a small field of anthracite occurs near Cerrillos,
on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. The field is small, and the
anthracite is due to the baking effect of an intrusive sheet of
igneous rock.
In

Utah claims a small field of anthracite coal In Iron county, near
the southwestern corner of the state.
It has not been developed
and little is known of its extent or value.
In Washington a very small field of anthracite occurs In the
vicinity ot a large mass of igneous rock on Carbon river, southeast

of Tacoma.

The largest anthracite field outside ot Pennsylvania occurs near
Controller bay. Alaska. In this field the change in the character of
the coal is said to be not directly related to volcanic activity, but
to be due to the intense folding to which the rocks have been subjected.

At present, anthracite is mined in the West only in Gunnison
county, Colorado, and near Cerrillos, New Mexico.

—

Coking Coal. (Jood coking coal is scarce in the Western fields.
principal source of supply is the Raton, or Trinidad, field. In
southern Colorado and northern New Mexico.
Of the coke produced in the western fields, 70 per cent, comes from this region.
Some coke is also produced In Colorado, on the west side ot the
Front range, at Diiranpo and in the vicinity of Glenwood Springs.
Other important centers of coke production are Castle Gate and
Sunnyside, in Utah, and along Carbon river southeast of Tacoma,
Washington. Coke is al.-;o made to a limited extent in Wyoming
near the Black Hills and in southern central Montana. There are
several other coals that will coke with difficulty, which may be

The

the Gull slope and

Territory, practically all ot the coal land has passed to private
ownership. Therefore the President's order and the interest of the
people generally, centers about the coal fields of the Rocky Mountain
region and the Pacific slope. The former contains an area estimated
at 134,800 square miles, and the latter, including Alaska. 10.000
square miles, or a total of 144. SOO square miles out of a total for
the whole country of 400.r>00 square miles.
Ot this area ot 144,800 square miles ot coal fields ot the western
states, it is estimated that .">0 per cent, has passed to private ownership, leaving about 72.000 square miles of coal fields yet belonging
It must be remembered, however, that more
to the government.
than half of this area is included in the lignite fields ot eastern
Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota, and when this is deducted from the figures given above, it leaves an area of only about
.33,000 square miles ot fairly gcod coal, the title to which is still
vested in the United States.
The estimated amount ot coal in the coal fields ot the United
States, not including Alaska, is 2.200.000.000.000 short tons, enough.
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were moulded into a block, to form a cube with a side 1^-^
miles long, or spread out flat to make a layer 6'j ft. thick over
the 400.000 square miles of coal fields of the I'nited States. Is not
In order
this amount, to all intents and purposes, inexhaustible?
to judge about this, it is necessary to know the rate of consumption.
over
was
in
1906
The total production of the United States
414,000.000
The United States leads the world
short tons.
tons.
Great Britain,
in
coal
production by over
100,000,000
and next Germany, being the only countries which produce more
than about 5(1.000,000 Ions a year. If the present rate of coal consumption should be maintained from now on, the coal of the United
On the other hand, the
States would last nearly 4.000 years.
increasing rate of coal consumption in the United States is an alarming factor in considering the future supply. The rate of increase is
enormous, the amount produced in each decade since 1S16 being
equal to the entire previous consumption. The amount of coal consumed in the 10 years from 1S16 to 1S2.5 was about 315.356 short tons.
In the 10 years from 1S96 to 1905 the consumption was over 2,832,599.452 short tons. If the consumption of coal continues to increase
in the future as fast as it has during the last 90 years, the coal
supplies of the United States will be exhausted in about 100 years.
Since there is every prospect of a constantly increasing demand
for coal, it seems probable that the rate of consumption will
increase at nearly the same ratio as in the past, and hence that
the life of the coal fields of the United States will probably be about
200 years.
if It

New Southern

Pacific

Passenger Station at Tucson, Ariz.

The accompanying illustration shows the general style of a new
passenger station which is just about to be opened for use by the
Southern Pacific at Tucson, Ariz., a division point on its main line
from San Francisco to El Paso and New Orleans. This is one of

New Passenger
the

2.

one of the states through which the Sunset Route of the Southern
Pacific runs.
In the entrance vestibule are four Tympanum arches,

which are

with oil paintings by Maynard Dixon of subArizona or taken from its history. The general
waiting room and smoking room will have tile floors. There are
especially designed electroliers for lighting the building which is
equipped throughout with electric fans and steam heating. The
cost of the new station is about $65,000.
The plans were made in
the office of J. H. Wallace, Assistant Chief Engineer of the Southern
Pacific, by D. J. Patterson, Architect for the company.
jects

to

be

typical

of

filled

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.

The semi-annual meeting of this association was held at St.
Paul June 25 and 26. The principal reports were printed in the
Railroad Gazette of June 28, page 923.
The membership of the association now represents 215,000 miles
of road.
The committees on per diem and on car service were consolidated and a new committee on "Conducting Passenger Transportation" was created. This committee proposes to consider the
advisability of restricting baggage to certain trains (in suburban
service), the effect of electrification on passenger business, standard
speeds of trains for different degrees of curvatures, and using halfminutes in reporting trains.
The committee recommendation concerning Per Diem Rule
No. 5 was recommitted. The report on office methods was adopted
substantially as presented. The report of the committee on conducting transportation brought out a long discussion, the views of the
committee being very generally approved.
The rules for handling cars, recommended by the committee on
car service, were adopted, with the exception of Rules 9, 10 and 17,
which were recommitted.
The next meeting will be held at Chicago. December 10. and the

Station at Tucson, Ariz.; Southern Pacific.

adaptations of the old Spanish mission architecture to a
Southern Pacific passenger station. The building is arranged not
only to accommodate the traveling public, but also the division
first

and staff.
Southern Arizona
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summer meeting

next

(C, B. &

York

officers

very hot during most of the year, therefore the building was so planned that the waiting rooms on the
ground floor are protected from the sun's rays by wide arcades on
each side of the main part of the building. The main building is
flanked at each end by a low one-story wing.
Each end of the main
building Itself on the street front shown in the photograph has a
shallow pavilion. Similarly the track side of the station has a gable.
At each end of the main building, which is two stories high, Is a
low one-story wing. The building is 218 ft. by 60 ft., with solid brick
walls, flnlshed outside in cement stucco.
The ornamentation is
of cast cement stone placed In the walls during construction. Level
with the second floor Is a low, deep loggia covered with a wide
sweeping roof of red terra cotta Spanish tile.
The foundation and basement floor containing a beating plant
Is built of concrete.
The second floor and roof timbers are wood.
In the center of the main building on the first floor Is the ticket
ofBce, with the general waiting room and women's room on one
side and the smoking room and waiting room for Mexicans on the
other side. The baggage room Is in the smaller one-story wing at
the end of the main building.
In the wing at the other end is an
emergency hospital and the offices of the commercial agent and
roadmaster. The whole second floor Is to he used by the division

will be held at Atlantic City June 23, 1908.
of the association for the ensuing year Is Fred Clark
Chicago;
Secretary, G. P. Conard, 24 Park Place. New
Q.),

The President
City.

Is

Standard Time on the Canadian

Pacific.

Mr. W.

J. Camp, Electrical Engineer of the Telegraph DepartCanadian Pacific Railway, read a paper on this subject
annual meeting of the railroad telegraph superintendents at
The circuits of this road being very long, time
Atlantic City.
signals are sent by hand. The speaker describes the arrangements
of the repeaters at Montreal, where the time Is taken from McGiU
The company sends time regularly to islands In the
University.

ment

of the

at the

Pacific ocean, also to the Azores, In the .\tlantlc.

and other

distiint

points.
The true longitude of Montreal was fixed several years ago
by a long series of observations by astronomers at Montreal and in
Nova Scotia, Ireland and England. Mr. Camp says that on several
occasions the time given on rallroail lines in the United States has
been as much as three seconds In error. The standard clocks on the

Pacific are niaile the subject of dally records, and the
The time Inreports are examlfled and compared every month.
spector visits every standard clock once, twice or thrice a year.
The watch Inspector,"! of the company examine every watch twice a
year, and all watches are iwlce a month brought to them to be
compared. An employee who has neglected to visit the Inspector
in the first and third weeks of each month Is not eligible for duty
force.
Each employee must
The Interior of the building Is In keeping with the style of the without an order from the superintendent.
exterior.
The walls of the smoking room are paneled up to the keep with him the card showing the rating of his watch. All
height of the doors with wood; above this a low, ornamental cornice watches must be cleaned at least once In 15 months. All Inspectors
runs around the whole room. The frieze between this cornice and have seconds pendulum clocks and are required to ascertain the
the celling Is filled In with a dark leather. In the center of each error thereof at least once a day. At Montreal the Canadian Pacific
panel of which Is a shield, representing in colors the great seal of has SI clocks on five circuits worked by one master clock.

Canadian

JriY

12,
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Five More

New York

wu

Public Service CommiMioner*.

fellow In adminlmrative law at Columbia from 1^9S to 1897. He
ni, 1|>«i alTilr.H from
Secretary of the Keform Club Committee op
1S97 to 1902. durlHK which lime he was
iKinrer
on miinl'liii
AHatm. He was prl/e
i

we publlHhed tbt- ptiuluKraphi of four of tbr momberH
The arcompanylnK
I'ubllr Service ('uiiiiiiIhhIuiiii.
are
of tlve more ('omnil.s!i|oner»; of lli<*i', Mr. Keep Im
|ilini..i.r.iiih8
in'ii.:>'i' of the I'omiiilH.ilon for (he SeroiiU dlHtrlrl. coiiHlHtlnK of
.1
N' w York Htate except New York. KIdkm. (Jiiei-iin and Kii litiiond
iill
The other four are on the Commlsalon
couiitieit.
for the Klmt district
Charles H. Keep, of Bufriilo. w.ih lM)rn In
He KrinluiiliMl from
l/ickport, N. Y.. In ISfil.
Laxl we«k

of the

New York

Harvard

I'nlveralty In 1KS2.

1

In

1900,

and has

Hince 1902.
li:i.

.Mr

inv.btli;,ited

began
manufacturing business.
formed a company of his own and in
190:;. when the American Leather Company was
orRanlzcd. he was made Vice-President and General Manager.
He is now President of ihi.^
this country, where, in 1SG9, he

member
West

M. K,

William McCarrull.

New York

^^. liussett.

Board of Trade, of the Bronx
and of the Bar Association of

county.

Koit Disii ssiox:
factors which determine the
economical grade for electric

(<;)

What are the

(b)

In

maximum

railways?
establishing

direct

lines

heavy

with

grades, under what conditions will it be
found practicable to use electric locomotives and gas-engine generating sUitlons.
rather than traction by steam locomotives?
It is difficult to furiilsh material for discu.ssion of a question having such scope as the first
part of this topic, except in the shape of generalities, which are either obvious or of little
use in the special case which the engineer may
have in mind. The length of line, the charac'er !ind density of truffle, the location and

law. He is now the senior member of the firm
of Bassett, Thompson & Gllpatrick,
He was on
the Brooklyn Board of Education from 1S89 to

for
im-

y

New

Y( rU

New York, was born al Him Ul I'v. Ill in 1871,
the Upper Iowa University in 1S9J. from the
Northwestern University the next year, and from Columbia Universily In 1S97, after having acted as Professor of Economics and
Mathematics at Motint Morris College from 1893 to 1895. and as a
Milo R. Maltbie, of

City Committee, of the Bronx
of the Civic League.

Electric Railways.*

he was admltled to the bar in 1XS(;. He spent
the next six years in legal work connected with
a contracting firm in BulTalo. and then returned
to New Y'ork and began the general practice of

law and the

in

srii,rf:iT

and Columbia
from the latter

the

its

E.

Mr. McManufacturers' National Association.
Carroll is also Chairman of the National Com
mittee for the Promotion of Foreign Commerce
and a Director of the National Manufacturers'
Association, as well as being a member of several other organizations.
Edward M. Bassett. of Brooklyn, was born
in that city In ISfiS.
He was educated at Ham-

19(11 to 19112, when he wns elected to
I'nited States Congress, where he served
two years. Mr. Bassett has worked on the
provement of the llnitcd States bankruptcy
stalo law re.a;niiling eminent domain.

bom

.\.s.soiiatloii.

of the West Side
Bar Association,

anil also President of the Hide anil
Leather Association, the New York Board of
Trade and Transportation and the .Morocco

and on the Flatbush Local School Hoard

of

Side

Miiltli

company

1901,

_

was

to New York and was appointed City
Surveyor.
The next year he began to study
law and graduated from Dwight Law School In
1S77.
In ISSO he began practice and Is now a
member of the firm of Bustls & Foster. He
served as School Trustee of the Twenty-fourth
Ward until 1885 and was then made a School
Inspector, which position he held for five years.
In 1896. he was appointed Commissioner of the
Board of Education. He was Park Commissioner for the Bronx In 1902. and he has been
Vice-President of the Citizens' I'nlon, and a

In the leather

from

uiVL^ilKalc<:

came

In IS's he

He graduated from

al.-.u

When he was 17 years old. he
Limerick. N. Y
enlisted In the 20th New York Cavalry. In which
he served for two years, and then went to
Wesleyan I'nlverslty, where he graduated In
He then
1^74, having taken a scientific course.

where he remained until January. 1907,
when he was a|.p*<lnted Superintendent of Hanks
of New York .slate.
William .McCarroll. of Brooklyn, was born
He was educated
In Belfast, Ireland, In 1851.
at Kussell's Academy, Brookvllle Academy and
at the Hoyal .Academical Institution and then

Law

.

'

and from Harvard

College, Amherst College
School.
After graduating

.

iiUA

ury,

ilton

M

of public Utilities In
.,
railway franchises of t
water contract in New York City.
John E. RuHtls. of the Bronx,

Ijiw School In 1NS5. He practlii'i! law In lliirfalo
From IM"* to 19iil he was Sccri-tary
until I'."':!.
of the Lake farriers' Association, and from
1S9S to 19111 was Secretary of the IliilTalo ChamIn 1903 he was appointed
ber of Commerce.
Assistant Secretary of the I'nited Stales Treas-

came to
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length of grades, all have important bearthe economies, constructing and operating. In any railway
is probable, therefore, that the proposer of the
It
proposltiiin.
question bail in mind a discussion of the factors peculiar to the
method of traction, rather than those effecting the location of railings
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way lines in general. These factors result from the method of
application of the power to the trains and from the interconnected
character of the apparatus which makes up the motive power
system.
On a steam railroad the power plants are the locomotives; an
electric road has its power system jointly in the locomotives (or the
motor cars), in the continuous power conductor along the line, and
In the steam railroad, therefore, the
in the central power-house.
first cost of power equipment is fixed by the number of locomotives,
location,
or the length of line, or other outindependently of the
side considerations; with the electric proposition the first cost of
the power system is affected, not only by the number of locomotives
or motor cars, but also by the magnitude of the other items of power
equipment, and these items depend largely upon the grades, their
For in.stance. we can readily
length and possibly their position.
imagine a line with grades located in such a way that, with a given
train interval, all trains may be ascending simultaneously; in such
a case the line equipment and power-houses must be designed to
supply all trains talcing power simultaneously, even if this maximum power is only needed for a small percentage of the total time.
A location with the grades differently selected, even if the maximum
gradient is not altered, might readily result in a much lower maximum demand at the power-house, and a consequent reduction in
Length and position, as well as rate of
cost of the power system.
grades, therefore, are of much importance in an electric railway
proposition.
The quantitative importance of these factors, of course, depends
upon the character of the business; thus, where the traffic is very
dense, requiring the operation of trains at short intervals, the relative location of grades is not as important as with infrequent train
units, because, as the number of trains is increased, those ascending
and descending the grades at any one time tend to balance, resulting in a relatively stead.v load on the power-house. The length of
grade in an electric proposition has a peculiar importance because
of the fact that electric motors have a rating in which the Ume limit
comes in. Thus, for short maximum grades, the limit of motor
capacity is in the commutation of the current; with long grades
the limit is in the heating of the motors, due to the cumulative
effect of passing current through the motors, the resulting heat
being not entirely dissipated by radiation.
As to maximum practicable gradients. This factor is generally
For trains
a less limiting one in electric traction than in steam.
composed in whole or in part of motor cars, the question of adhesion may generally be dismissed, because the limiting grade, from
the standpoint of safety, is generally less than that dictated by
Even with locomotive trains the problem is
the adhesive limit.
less serious in electric than in steam traction, because of the large
proportion of the electric locomotive weight available for adhesion,
and because of the facility with which trains may be double-headed
with electric locomotives. This arises from the fact that by multiplo
control two or more' locomotives become in effect a single unit, and
are not open to the objections of dual control, as in operating two
or

more steam locomotives on one train.
From the two factors, namely, the higher adhesion

ratio and
the selection of grade locations, it may result that, with an electric
possible
greater
than
that
railway line, the economic grade may be

For certain liinds of electric railways in a
country, for instance the interurban trolley road, this facility
for surmounting short but very heavy grades without reaching the
adhesive limit is of great importance in sei)arating steam and
electric grades at crossings, without excessive cost, either for gradwith steam traction.

flat

ing or for power plant.
The effect of gradient upon operating cost cannot well be discussed for the general case; in some cases the grades may have
little or no effect. If they are short and the traffic is heavy; in other
cases their length and location may have an important effect upon
the quantity of fuel required and the economy of power-house
operation. Of course, the cheaper the fuel the less the Importance
of this fa<tor In determining the line location.
Summing up, therefore, some Important points to be considered
in laying out an electric traction proposition are:
1. The effect of density of traffic In averaging the load requirements at the power-house.
2. The effect of location nf grades, especially In infrequent service, in averaging load requirements at the power-house.
3. The wider latitude In fixing the maximum grades because of
the greater adhesion ratio.
4. Limiting commutatlng effecU on short grades.
5. The motor heating effects on long grades.
6. The less effect of grades on speeds because of the greater
accelerating rate possible.
In order to use gas-engine stations successfully for any electric
traction project It Is necessary, of course, first, that gas engines and
generators be obtainable of the proper characteristics for such work,
and, second, that they will prove advantageous and economical.
The form of the question appears to limit the subject to gas-engine
prime movers for electric lines, rather than consideration of electric
traction versus steam traction.
In laying out tbe project in ques-
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however, it is presumed that it would first be essential to
determine whether electric traction of any kind would be advantageous, and then whether gas engine would be better than steam
or water-power prime movers.
A general discussion of electric versus steam traction, of course,
opens up a vast subject, and to indicate even the treatment would
be beyond the limits of a brief opening discussion. Generally stated,
for heavy grade work it may often be advantageous to adopt electric traction, not only because of economy of operation, but because
of an increase in the capacity of the line consequent ui)on the use
of exceptionally powerful electric locomotives which will enable the
ruling loads to be taken over the grade without doubling; also
because of the convenient application and control of electric locomotives, and because of the factors mentioned in connection with the
tion,

discussion of the previous question.
Having determined that it will be economical or advantageous
to use electric traction, it does not necessarily follow that gas
engines would be the best means for producing power.
Where
water-power is available, and may be developed at moderate cost, on
the line or within reasonable transmission distance of it, it will be
found that such power will be more economical than either gas or
steam. Where water-power is ruled out, and where the railroad is
located within a short distance of coal mines, it may be that a
steam generating station would be more economical than a gasengine station, because of the lower first cost of the steam generating plant.
In order that the gas-engine plant may be used economically, it
is necessary that, as before stated, the machinery be available in
units of proper size, that the details be worked out practically, and
that they compare favorably with steam or water in first and operating costs. Doubtless these questions will be discussed in connection
with the subject of gas engines, and. therefore, it may be stated
here, that, from the point of view of economy of power, the gasengine plant promises well, but from the view of availability there
appear to be at the present time two important limitations: The
first is in the small over-load capacity of the gas engine, which is
disadvantageous for fluctuating railroad loads, and the second is
in the fact that gas engines and producer plants, up to this time,
have been developed in relatively small units. Of course, it is true
that some large gas engines have been built, but they can hardly be
called a commercial article yet for general application to railway
~
>
purposes.

The Railroads
I'dnnerly of

tlie

of Mexico.

ROBINSON, C. E.
Kngineerlng nepartment of the Mexliiin

BY ERDIS

G.

.

I'eiitrnl.

Republic of Mexico is of such surpassing interest that one writing only of the railroads of that country can with difficulty confine his thoughts, and therefore his pen,
strictly to his subject. The temptation to wander is strong and ever
present.
If at times the following remarks may seem to depart

The national history

of the

stated subject, the writer would suggest, in addimaking a study of railroads it is necessary
proper understanding of the subject to know somewhat about
the physical character of the country served, as well as its commercial activity and political stability, since the prosperity of the one

somewhat from the

tion to the above, that in
to a

dependent upon that of the other.
Soon after the conquest in 1520 by that intrepid explorer and
courageous adventurer Cortes, Mexico became the source of much
The Spanish conqueror and
traffic in precious metal exportation.
explorer was most keen after the riches of the earth and but little
concerned with the welfare of the peoiile or the future of the country he was despoiling; wherein, we are led to believe by certain
radical sheets of to-day, he resembled greatly the commercial conThose early prospectors covered the
(liiiKtadore.i of the present age.
entire land; mineral deposits were discovered and worked by slave
mined were sent to Spain in vast
metals
labor, and the precious
For the transportation of these precious cargoes from
quantities.
the interior to the seaport at Vera Cruz, roads and trails were built
with a thoroughness attested by the present use of many of them
still in good condition.
But a nation conceived in greed and selfishness, and nurtured In
tyranny and injustice cannot become the home of a peaceful people
and prosperous enterprise. For 300 years the seeds of discord sown
by the early Spanish colonizer, though lying dormant during cerlilii long periods, finally harvested crops of internal rebellion and
foreign invasion which prevented the country (hiring all that time
from enjoying the real prosperity which comes only with national
peace.
It was not until the present ruler of Mexico, by means of a
is

successful revolution, established himself as president of the republic, that an era of peace was inaugurated which promised to
endure. This happy condition made possible the development of
•Whi'ii It Is iiiMTHsniv I" refer In vnliios or rosls tlii- writer liiis used the
When
iltillnr niid rriil to refer only to ilie iiionev of the Ignited Sillies.
This
values are Riven In ^f^>xU•an units, the words (icso and lentavo are used.
loiirse Is not onl.v the proper one. lint seems to lead to less confusion than to
or ilolUtr, iinUir or
t>e referring fre<iiiently lo •(Inlhii. \tcxivan curirncj/,"
It Is easy to reilollar I'niteil tilnlef rurrenrii," etc., as Is often done.
member that the Mexican peso has a fixed fold value, and Is wortli oO cents.

words
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the railroad Interests, which formn the greatMt Kuaranty of the continuation of iM>ace and proHiHTlly. MltKc It fumlMheai emiiloyment for
(he iieople. farllltateM the oiicrailuii <>r nther ln<luHtrle8 and atrengthfnH the hold of the Kovernnu-iit ii|ion all the diHtrli-tM of the atate.
Accordingly, with peace thuM eNtabllHhed. the natural rlcbea of
the country and the special Incluceaientu offered by a wise government attracted the alert mind and opened the po<.-ket of the farseeing Investor, and the final foreign Invasion of Mexico was begun
by the commercial conqurat and the Inauguration of the railroad era.
B>:.S<II

KCKS.

expected that a country with a great variety of climatic conditions will have a very dlverslfled production. From the
tropical and humid coast lands of Mexico to Its high, cool and dry
plateau may be found nearly all of the possible weather conditions,
and the products vary accordingly. The plains of the temperate
plateau are naturally dry and therefore unproductive. These areas
are largely covered by extensive mes<iuite growth, very valuable as
sources of fuel, us well as many varieties of the not Invaluable
cactus.
In some favored lo<-alltles where nature has provided
springs or running streams beautiful garden spots are found, where
fruits, grains and vegetables are grown in abundance.
The Mexicans, urged by necessity, have developed a high order of skill as
hydraulic engineers, and have in successful operation many irrigating plants led from the reservoirs located In the hills. At the
advantageous physUal iiositions on the plains and in the mountains
are located towns and haciendas which become the centers of much
business. Near Torreon are large areas planted in cotton, the yield
of which is all fabricated in the country.
Further to the north are
found some of the largest cattle ranges in the world. To the northeast, on the line of the Mexican International, are located the only
considerable coal fields of Mexico.
Further to the south, In and
around Mexico City, as well ic other centers of population, are large
tracts planted with maguey, from which is produced the prodigious
amount of intoxicating liquor consumed in the country, this traffic
amounting to nearly one-half of the total ag^i(;ultural tonnage of
the Mexican Railway. From the different districts over the country
come many important crops, nearly a\\ tft Which are consumed at
home. In Monterey there has recently been finished a high-grade
steel plant; in several cities there are smelters for reducing the vast
amounts of ore mined in the country, and in other cities miscellaneous industries are located. All these industries are carefully fostered and guarded by a high protective tariff law, the good effect
of which on the internal development of the nation is platply evident.
In the mount^nous regions there are many large tracts of fine
timber land of almost untold value to the country at large, and to
the railroads in particular, as sources of construction timber and
fuel.
Many miles of roads have been built to exploit these rich
timber lands.
On the lower coast lands are grown the usual tropical and semitropical crops
rubber, tobacco, henequin, cane, coffee, chicle, etc.,
as well as crops found further north.
In naming the resources of Mexico as the basis of its railroad
Industry, the mining business must be given the greatest prominence. The history of Mexico is a story of its mineral development.
With the discovery and 0|)ening of the mines came cities located
near those centers of wealth. As time passed mining methods improved; the cities grew, railroads were necessary, and engineers were
given the task of reaching by rail these cities which had been
Later, as the
located with no thought of future rail connections.
mining business prospered, all other lines of industry increased in
proportion.
It became necessary to communicate with the outside
world and railroads to the seaports were needed.
The important relation of the mineral resources to the railroad
business can be no better shown than by studying the table giving
classification of the railroad traflic (shown elsewhere), from which
it will be noted that the products of mines make up »4 per cent,
of the tonnage of the Mexican Central, li> per cent, of that of the
Mexican International, 40 per cent, of that of the Mexican National
and 2(i per cent, of that of the Mexican Railway. Kxpressed in round
numbers and in the Mexican peso, the gold mines yield annually
22 million, the silver mines 80 million and the copper mines 25
million.
The entire exports of the country amount to something
over 200 million pesos, the Imports to ir>o million pesos and the
corn crop to 75 million pesos.
It Is

to

l>e

—

TOl'OdRAIMIV.

A large part of the area of Mexico is a hinh tableland, with
considerable width at the northern part and narrowing to a point
south of the City of Mexico, where the mountain ranges converge.
Across the northern part, along the I'nited States boundary, the elevation is between 2.UO0 and 4,000 ft., and at the city, 7,500 ft. This
rise In elevation is not made gradually, however, but over a series of
plateaus separated from one another by intervening ranges of hills.
At Torreon, about midway from the northern line to the City of
Mexico, the elevation is almost the same as at El Paso, although the
separating ridges passed over have reached an elevation of 5.000 ft.
on the north and over 8,000 ft. on the south of that centrally located
city.
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and nome buili up on the open cuut line, iampico la of th«
former and Vera Crur. of the latter class, for nature haa not bleaaed
Mexico with numerous and -."','• -,.,( natural harbora, and
In securing those In service tl
:,t and the railroad* have
had to help. At Tumplco an
i.bor is B«cured by means
of jetties at the mouth of one of .M._-.\ii os large rivers, these Jetties
forming as fine an example of such construction as will be found
In any country. They were built for the Mexican Government by the
Mexican Central. E. L.. Corthell being the consulting engineer. The
deep water assured by these Jetties and the excellent wharves recently completed by the government at a cost of nearly 4,000,000 i>eso8.
as well as other wharves, and the connection by rail to Mexico City
and to .Monterey by two lines of the Mexican Central, may well
account for the large tonnage handled at this port. At Vera Crux,
until recently, there was no good harbor protection nor wharf facilities for handling of the cargoes, which were transferred to land by
lighters from the vessels anchored In the open. This city, however,
had been the principal seaport since the time of the Spanish conquest.
The vast quantities of precious metals In transit to Spain
were brought here for shipment, and the Importance of the port was
thus early established, and it still ranks first In importance In value
ot imports and exports. Two lines of railroad now connect It with the
Mexico City, and it also has connection with the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, on the south. The importance of this port gradually
made better harbor protection imperative, and this was secured
by great breakwater construction, which has resulted in a sufficient
depth of water and a well-protected anchorage.
There are a number of harbors along the Pacific coast, notably
at Acapulco, Manzaniilo, Mazatian and Guaymas.
These harbors
are as yet without rail connection with the interior of the country,
although, prompted by prospects of good business and by liberal government subsidies, many lines have been projected and surveys
made. At the present time the Mexican Central is completing its
line from Guadalajara to Manzaniilo (to be described later), at
which point the government has recently made very important and
costly harbor improvements.
niuutlin,

•

The harbors named above, as well as others of less importance,
have long accommodated a valuable coastwise trade, serving
as natural outlets for the products of the low coast lands, but
largely barred from handling the business of the interior until railroads were built crossing the two mountain barriers which, rising
abruptly from the low elevations, divide these strips of coast lands
from the great plateau areas. Almost from the level of the sea
the mountains rise to heights which easily rank them with the
loftiest ranges on this continent and furnish scenery of surpassing
grandeur. In the eastern range, and in direct line from Vera Cruz
to the City ot Mexico, is Mt. Orizaba, rising from almost the sea level
in one grand cone to an elevation ot over 17.000 ft.
Slightly southeast of the City of Mexico and plainly visible from it as beautiful
snow-capped peaks are the two mountains. Popocatepetl and Ixtacclhuatl. the former rising to a height about the same as Orizaba.

Further to the west, in the beautiful slate of Michoacan and surrounded by vast areas of dense forests, is Mt. Patamban (elevation
13.000 ft.), while still farther west is the mountain of Colima. All
these mountiiins are volcanic peaks: Orizaba and Popocatepetl were
reported in eruption at the time of the Spanish conquest, while
Colima is still doing business as a volcano, its frequent eruptions
of ashes and lava being an unique and grand specUicle which furnishes a good bid for tourist travel in the hands of the passenger
agents ot the Mexican Central, whose Pacific extension skirts the
base of this interesting mountain. The mention of these few mountains will serve to indicate the general character of the ranges separating the low from the high lands; lofty volcanic peaks with all the

rugged topography that can accompany such mounUiins.
In order to exploit the mineral and timber riches of these lands,
and to convey to and from the seaports the products and supplies
of the engineer, as well ;is the faith and confidence of the capitalist,
necessary to cross by railroads these forbidding mountain areas and

The slopes and passes among
barrancas of most forbidding
topography, which while they offer the only means of crossing, still
seem to have been designed by nature to test the patience and skill
of the euKineer. as well as the faith and confidence of the capitalist.
These barrancas are too wide and deep to be bridged and too sharply
cut by tributary barrancas to he easily turned, and therefore must be
overcome by heroic means.
To an engineer the nature of this country can be appreciated
best by a study of the character of the lines already built. In a later
paragraph will be given such Information as the writer has been able
to gather concerning the grades, curves, etc.. of the lines that have
been completed over these precipitous divides.
to penetrate into their very hearts..
these mountains are deeply cut b>

(To be continued).
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Progress of the Pennsylvania Tunnels Under Manhattan Island.
In our issue of November 2, 1906. through the courtesy of the
Pennsylvania. New York & Long Island Railroad and The United
Engineering & Contracting Company, contractors tor the work, we
gave a general description of the plant and organization u.-;ed in
driving the Manhattan crosstown tunnels of the Pennsylvania extension into Manhattan and Long Island, being that portion of the line
under 32d and 33d streets, between the east end of the terminal
station at Seventh avenue and the East river, where the contractors
are using the west half of the shafts sunk by S. Pearson & Son. who
have the contract for driving th? sub-aqueous tunnels eastward

under the East

.

river.

The plans for the tunnels under 32d and 33d streets, as originally
made, showed three tracks from the terminal station to the west
building line of Fifth avenue under each street, the third, or center
The grade of the tunnel
track, to be used for storage purposes.
through this length was therefore made such that trains would
remain at rest without setting the brakes.
From the west building line of Fifth avenue eastward the
tunnels were designed for two tracks: those under 32d street for
eastbound express and local use: those under 33d street for westbound service, and the grade was made lio per cent., descending to
the level of the tubes below the bed of the East river. Under Fifth
avenue and somewhat to the eastward these two grades were joined
by a long, easy vertical curve.

The

profile of the tunnels

Fig.

1

showed the base

— Proposed Method

of

of rail

an average

practically throughout its entire length, would lie 40 ft.
below the surface of the rock.
On the west side of Fifth avenue, however, the bores passed
under the bed of an old stream, flowing. In general, in a southeasterly
direction through a trough of rock that was either the reason for
Its presence, or cut out by the action of the stream; and at this
point the roof of the three-track section cut through the rock into

tunnel,

soft material.

this point was reached with the excavation going
ward, the section was advani ed by driving three separate
headings, one at the elevation of the roof In the middle of the
section and the other two the full height of the perpendicular

west-

small
cross-

sides

of the tunnels.

Had the ground been dry, as had been expected, because of the
elimination of surface water by buildings and pavements, It would
not have been difficult to have driven these small headings forward
through the soft ground, and to have constructed the sidewalks and
thrown the ma.sonry of the roof across from wall fo wall by alternate sections
But the conditions of the sewers,, built bark forty
years ago. and possibly also of the Croton water pipes, kept the
ground saturated, and it was found to be of such a nature that it
was being carried Into the tunnel in suspension by the sceiwge.
Therefore, while it was qnlte practicable to build the mnnel
by this method. It could not have been carried out without the

2.

probability of causing considerable settlement of the front walls of
the old residence structures on either side of the street. Such
structures as the larger hotels and business buildings would have
caused no trouble, as the foundations of these buildings rest on the
solid

rock.

After careful review of the situation, it was determined to make
application for permit to do the work by open cut under a temporary
street surface, after the front walls of the buildings not resting on
This perrock, had been carried down thereto, as shown in Fig. 1.
mission was ultimately granted by the Rapid Transit Commission,
as it seemed to be to the best interests of the city and the propertyholders.

At the time the application was before the Rapid Transit Commission, the railroad company having modified its trackage arrangements within and west of the station, found that it was reasonable
tq do away with the storage track east of Sixth avenue, and made
plans by which the section from Fifth avenue to Sixth avenue could
be changed to two-track tunnels, and the vertical curve shifted to
Sixth avenue.
In the previous article standard sections of three-track and twotrack tunnels were shown, and by reference to these it will be seen
that the height of the three-track section was some S ft. greater
than that of the two-track section. The change to the two-track
section lowered the top of the roof 8 ft., and the change in grade
gave 5 f(.. thus lowering the grade of the roof below the bed of the
old stream a total of 13 ft.
At this new grade of roof expIor.Tticn drifts were sent for-

Excavating Pennsylvania Crosstown Tunnels West

of S5 ft. below the surface of the streets, and the accurate preliminary survey of the top of rock indicated that the roof of the

When
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of Fifth

Avenue.

of solid rock was found
ward, with the
over the tunnels, making it unnecessary to resort to open cut. It
is.
therefore, probable that the lower grade will be adopted, and
that there will be no open cut. except for a short distance at the
west end of 32d street, where it is impossible to change the grade,
and where the structures are of such a nature that they can be
reiidily protected and the work done, without great inconvenience,

result that

ample depth

from the surface.

The only other change in the plans for the excavation of the
tunnel consists in sinking shafts at the west end for the purpose of
hastening the completion of the work by driving eastward to meet
It is expected that
the drifts on their way west from Fifth avenue.
the excavation will be entirely completed by November 1.
These tunnels have now been driven for SO per cent of
their length, through solid rock, under the most thickly Inhabited
district of Manhattan, without damage to the buildings on either side
of the street, and with an Inconvenience so slight that the propertyholders and tenants have expressed their high appreciation of the
way In which the work has l)een handled, no serious complaints have
been made.
At present the work of, lining with concrete Is well under way.
and precisely as In the case of the excavation, the plant Is driven
The materials (cement, sand and broken
entirely by electricity.
stone) are received at the dock at the foot of East 35th street, furntsheil the contractor by the railroad company for his sole use.
The sand and gravel are unloaded by means of clam-shell
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— Heading

— Completed
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Double Track Tunnel
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Solid

Rock.

m

Solid

Excavation for Two-Track Tunnel

Rock.
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buckets, two men. one operating the electric hoist and one the traps
of the hopper under which the wagons drive to be loaded, being the
only labor necessary to clear the boats. Both materials are unloaded at the rate of 50 cu. yds. an hour. The material is carted to
the shiifts, where it is dumped into bins constructed in the shafts,
the top being at the ground level, and the bottom about 20 ft. above the grade of the tunnels.

Vol. XLin., No.

2.

Fig. 7 shows the completed arches of the tunnel, which is the
standard section across town.
The forms are made in 32-ft. sections, and follow each other
The arch concrete and the
in close sequence as the work progresses.
upper portion of the central wall is placed by an ingenious belt

The cement is also fed down to this level
through a gravity device similar to the LouisJust beneath
ville type of spiral fire-escape.
the hoppers of the bins are the charging platforms of the mixers. The batches are measured in boxes fed from the hoppers and
dumped into the loading chutes of the "Smith"
mixers, which in turn dump the material into
the concrete cars, in which the mixed concrete
is carried to the point of placement in the walls.
The operation of placing the concrete is
The floors are first brought to
as follows:
the final level of the under side of the ballasted tracks, the idea being to obtain a
smooth graded floor to give perfect drainage.
On this floor of concrete are placed the rails
of a 16-ft. gage track, on which the frames for
VvTien
the side walls and roof arch are run.
these rails are once lined and graded there is
no further bother with engineering instruments in completing the tunnel masonry.
since the forms are substantial and the tunnel
The floor consection uniform throughout.
crete is shown in place for half the tunnel.
in Fig. 3.
The first operation for the side forms is
to smooth up the walls for the waterproofing.
These forms are shown In place in Fig. 4.
When the waterproofing is finished the forms
for the side walls complete are set up to a
point somewhat above the spring of the arch.

These forms are shown

in place in Fig.

Fig. 4

— Placing

Forms

for Concrete Side Walls.

5.

conveyor designed by the contractor and constructed for them by
the Robins Conveying Belt Company. By the system adopted the
labor of placing concrete is reduced to a minimum, although the
investment in plant is large.
Much work has been accomplished in the 13 months of actual
Several records in tunnel work have been made,
tunnel digging.
For several successive months after the plant got working a greater
was
taken
out of the six headings that were being driven
yardage
is shown in Fig. 5.
simultaneously than has ever been taken out
,/.
This
of six headings in any other tunnel.
is partly due, of course, to the unusual size
of the drifts, but a record for linear feet of
progress has been made on this job.
The great width of the headings was a
peculiar advantage, owing to the necessity to
pull the cuts in such a way that no damage
would be done to the structures lining the
Three, and even four,
streets when blasting.
relieving cuts have been used in order to maintain the desired daily progress and still keep
within the limitations imposed l)y city ordinance and good jiulgment.
No material damage has been done by
The absence of damage has lieen
blasting.
due primarily to an expenditure by the contractor that would startle a crosscountry railroad tunnel builder: not only in the actual
excavation below the surface, but in the headhouse plant and top charges made necessary
in order to avoid noise and interference with
the full enjoyment of their proi>erty by the
neighboring house-holders.
So great a work coulil not. of course, be
There
carried out without some annoyance.
has been arrangeil a regular hour for the receipt and consideration of complaints, and
some of these have been more or less amusing.
For example, a young man in a large retail house, who had a contract to maintain
the iniandescent gas-burners, came in and
promised dire punishment unless the blasting
was altogether stopped, on the allegation that
Wall.
Central
Rock
River
Shaft
Showing
Tunnel
near
East
View in
Flg. 5
It was breaking his mantles.
It Is curious to note how universal Is the habit of not noticing
Following the completion of the sidewalks, shown In Fig. 6,
comes the placing of the arch forms. These may be freed from the cracks In the ceilings and walls until some attention Is called to
To avoid Just this complication, examination was made of
concrete by being lowered, .ilnce the sidewalks are carried above the them.
spring line of the airh. The steel forms for the arch are shown In every house In the zone of Inlluence of the work, and complete diamade, with affidavits of the examining engineer atwere
grams
place In Fig. C.

cross-section of the twin
It should be noted here that the
tunnels shows a concrete central wall. However, as the two-track
sections advance toward the East river, where the two tunnels of two
tracks each are broken up into four sub-aqueous tubes passing under
the river, the two tracks under each of the streets gradually separate, so that ultimately they are sufficiently far apart to leave a core
The point where the core of rock is left in place
of rock between.
.
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tachpd. Rhowlns all the rrark* an<l faults exlHtlng before the work
was unilerlaken. In prartlrnlly ovi-ry comiilalnt that la filed a
referenrc lo the dlaRraniH Khowa that the cracks complained of
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above, without ibakins loose one of the r'lnmeled veneer tiles.
.nslt
neorjte 8. Rice. Chief Bnclneer of th. • .rl of RirM
Rallrnait CoriimlmionerH. had lniitalle<l ii
con»lrurti»<l selHrnoRraph to determine
^;iji
This was kept In position for five month:^.
beinR driven from 400 ft. west of the station to 4>'U ft. easL The
effect of the blasting was shown on the records as a moment-try
movement of the needle i><'n)en>llcular to \ln tr.ivel when at rest.
The record was merely a stnilRht line about '/n'n- lonK. p*'rpen(llrulnr to the line of rest The t-cJKmograph hapi>ened to be In position at the time of the Han Francisco earthquake, and the record
made by that phenomenon extended over a period of 13 minutes.
The record consisted of a wavy line, passing both sides of the line
This shock was
of rest, with a maximum versed sign of 'A.-in.
recorded Himultaneously with the record made at the state house
ft.

T—

'

In

Albany.

Another Interesting situation developed with regard to a public
school along the line. Here the woman principal, as well as her
staff of teachers, were alarmed lest the children should become exThe contractor asked that a
cited through the effect of bliisting.
committee of teachers be organized to make a visit to the tunnel
for the purpose of seeing what was going on. and be reassured that
no damage could result. This committee visited the tunnel, and
were so Impressed with the way the work was being conducted that
all timidity disappeared, and no further complaint has been registered.

Fig. b
existed,

was

and

In

—

many

Steel

Forms

for

Tunnel Arcn.

cases the plaster was

down

before a blast

fired.

That no damage has been done to structures In good condition
is clearly shown by the fact that the tunnels have been driven under
the subway station at 33d street, built In the same rock and only 35

Fig.

7

— Completed

The excavation Is now about SO per cent, complete, and about 20
It is expected that the
per cent, of the concrete has been placed.
excavations will be entirely completed by the first of the coming
year, and that the concrete will be practically finished by the end
of the present season. What there Is left to be done will take but a
short time the early part of next season, and the work will be completed on contract time, early in 1908.
We are Indebted to D. L. Hough, President, and Paul G.
Brown. Managing Engineer, of The United Engineering & Contracting Company, for thie Information; to I. P. Gillette for the photographs, and to Capt. G. A. Coffin for the drawing, from which
Fig.

1

was made.

Section of Standard

Twin Tunnels.

.

..
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the thieves that

The terms red and yellow fir are not thoroughly defined. By some
only close-srained, bright yellow sticks are designated yellow fir and
all other sticks called red fir. while others call only close-grained
sticks of A pronounced red color red fir and all other material yellow
Both red and yellow fir are secured from the same speciesfir.
Douglas fir ^and often from the same tree.
An analysis of the strength tests made by the Forest Service
on Douglas fir stringers is shown in the attached table.
These
stringers were graded according to the export grading rules of the
Pacific Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association, and in the table
are grouped by grades. In classifying the stringers according to
color all timbers of a reddish tinge were called red fir and all of a
yellowish tinge were called yellow fir. The rings per inch shown in
the table indicate that yellow fir is of slower growth than red fir.
It also ranges higher in grade.
Of the 94 yellow fir stringers tested
47.8 per cent, were selects. 40.4 per cent, were merchantables and
11. S per cent, seconds.
Of the 1G2 red fir stringers tested 29.8 per
cent, were selects, 43.S per cent, were merchantables and 26.6 per
cent, seconds, but, grade for grade, these tests show that there is
practically no difference in the strength and stiffness of red and
yellow fir in bridge stringer sizes:
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New York

Central Freight-Yard Policemen.

A

recent issue of the Xew York Herald contained an interesting account of the desperate contest which the New York Central
Hudson
River has waged for the past few years with freight-car
&
thieves in New York City, from which we quote as follows:

When

Smith came from the West to become general
for Chief Inspector Humphreys and began to study
R. F. Humphreys, brother of the inspector, and
like him, a veteran policeman, was called to the city and placed in
charge.
He went at it confidently and slowly. He used special
care in picking his men. They had to be men who would be useful
in emergencies, able to take care of themselves on and off moving
H.

A.

manager he sent
the

question.

trains.

They had

half-dozen

men

to be able

and willing

in a lonely aisle of cars,

to stand off the attack of a

with assistance far away.

They had to be able to "hop" a freight, grab their man, throw him
off and jump after him: they had to be alert and capable of long
hours of duty. Above all they had to be honest. What use would
a policeman could be bought to be at the other end
cars to be "ripped," or what
it be if a policeman could be induced to fail in
his identification of the prisoner when on the day of trial?
It took something like three months to get the men, and when
they were selected every one of them came from "up the state."
All were young, all were lusty and all had proved their courage.
Some had been policemen, others had been soldiers and several were
active young college athletes who went into it because of the possible dangers of It.
The twenty-seven of them were brought to the
city a year ago last month and installed at the pier at the foot of
West 49th street.
the "force" be

of his poft

if

when there were valuable

further use would

They were provided with everything any man would want.
Their sleeping quarters were given to them, a gymnasium, shower
baths, lounging and reading rooms and good salaries.
A man that
Joins the force gets first $(',o a month, but he works into a $12.">
salary if he shows the right spirit. If he does not deserve a raise
he gets out; they don't want him. The long district Is divided into
three posts, or precincts one at the milk station at 33d street,
another at .59th street and the third at Spuyten Duyvll. Down
around 33d street the milk thieves were working. This was a large
band, usually working with company employees.
Many a can of
milk would be reported missing in the morning and no one could

—

where

went.
It
Fifty-ninth street was the car thief district. That extended up
above 99lh street, and In this. district there were a half-dozen wellorganized bands, with some hundreds of Independent operators.
There were regular landing places along the Hudson river for the
marine fleet, "fences" for disposing of property of all kinds, .tecret
cuta. private ways and escnpe.i.
The district was divided by the
tell

*nall»ttn of tbe

I'.

S.

HcpartmeDt o* Agriculture, Forr«t Service.

2.

bands impartially, and there was a "gentleman's agreement" among

Red and Yellow Douglas Fir Bridge Stringers.'

of
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made

the rights sacred.

There was one band for the "new yards," as they were called,
which Ijegin at Goth street; there was the 69th street band, the band
in 74th street, the "Bath House band," and so on up every few
blocks.
Spuyten Duyvil was the "yegg" clearing house. Through
that point had to pass all the criminal tramps beating their way to
the city.

This police force had been in existence just one year on May 17,
During that period they made 1,3.51 arrests, and of this number there were a few more than 1.200 convictions. One-half of those
arrested were charged with theft, larcen.v, robbery, burglary and
highway robbery: a third more were for trespass and attempts at the
same: others were for stealing rides and the like. The members of
the force shot at least three men during the year, and two of their
men were shot in return. One man was killed, Peter Michaels, a
member of the 69th street band. There were at least three pitched
battles, in which shots were exchanged, and the personal encounters
were without number. Every man on the force was shot at, and
often heard volleys of stones come whizzing by.
Of all the bands in existence a year ago. May 17, but one survives, the 69th street band, and out of that eight members are nowserving terms of imprisonment. Michaels was shot and the leader
dare not show his face across the tracks. The powerful political
backing the band had a year ago is weakening, and visits to see
"if something can be done to settle it" are not so frequent, nor is
bail forthcoming so quickly as it was.
The men work twelve hours at a stretch and seventeen are on
duty at night. F. D. Hunter is a graduate of Colgate University.
Hunter, who is very quiet, tells about the work:
"The Chief (and
by the Chief he means Wilson A. Humphreys, at Albany) won't
have a man who drinks, who has a spot on his record or who loses
his head.
He wants men, also, who are very good pistol shots.
It is around 10 o'clock and the sergeant tells you it is time he made
his rounds.
He is compelled to do this just as in real police stations.
If he finds a roundsman derelict there must be charges preferred and a policeman goes through the same ordeal. He starts
out and is soon plunging ahead between a row of freight cars on
one side and a moving train on the other. It is not iileasant walking for the visitor. Every one of our men along the track has his
You
post, but he does not patrol it as a regular policeman would.
will usually find him hidden between cars or lying flat on a roof
in a bad locality.
He does not need to walk around, for the reason
that there never has yet been made a car door that did not rattle
or squeak when it was opened. He waits for that rattle, and when
he hears it he runs.
"We've caught them trying to get away with sewing machines
and machinery parts. They'd ruin $1,000 worth of machinery for
1907.

JIO worth of brass."

To the left or river side of the track now spring up low sheds,
bathhouses and heavy houseboats. "This is where Michaels was'
"We got into the place this spring and got a
killed," says Hunter.
carload of stuff. The keeper is now doing time. You've got to keep
watch on all these places. Over there," pointing to a small dump
They come from over in
pier, "is where the boats come in.
We got eight of them and one
.lersey. and they are a bad crowd.
They are pretty well scared now."
of their boats this spring.
"This is where the park begins. That was their best hold.
They could rush a trainload of stuff over in there and get away
with it. We have had some good fights up along here. They
usually work in bands of four or more, so they are ready for a
fight.
Usually a boy acts as their scout, and he comes on the track.
as if he were going over to the river. If the coast Is clear he
whistles or coughs, and the men are over the wall into the car in
*."
•
•
half a minute.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The Prussian State

Rallroa<ls call for liids for 700 locomotives,
The call Is adbe delivered between April 1 and Oct. 31, 1908.
dressed only to those works which have heretofore received orders
from these railroads.
to

At the beginning of the summer traveling season this year the
Prussian Minister of Public Works issued a circular to his railroad subordinates in which he enjoined the strictest attention to
maintaining passenger cars In good condition; to see that at terminal points they are kept cool and provided with cold water.
Conductors and guards must s<>e that the doors clo.se tight and do
not stick, that the door fastenings are In order, that the window
bilnds do not rattle, that windows open and close easily, that the
window curtains are in orili>r. that the lamps burn properly, that
Well
the lavatories are dean and provided with plenty of water.
founded complaints of passengers should be attended to, when
possible, during the trip, without waiting till the terminal station
Is

reached.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
In the FeJiral Court at Ko<'b«iiter. N. Y., July 5. the New York
Central * Hudson River wia HneJ flS.uoo for carrying oil. shlppecl
by thi< Standard Oil Company, at a secret rate.

The Mexican Central U tn put cupulas In the roots of the baggage cant o( all through tralnii. In order to make It ea«ler tor the
coodui'ior to keep watoh ot the movement ot hU train.
Suits have l>een fllr<l In the Federal Court at Ues Moines. Iowa.
lo enjoin the .Minneapolis A St. LoiiIh and (he Iowa Central from
adopting the
rent fares prescribed by the hiwa law.
i'

The

Topeka & Santa I'.- has notified the AttorneyGeneral of .Missouri of Its complhinic with his request to cease
Issuing passes In that state: and It is saiil that the Burlington, the
St. Paul and some oilier roads will comply.
.\tihlson.

The Delaware A Hudson Company Is receiving 450.000 ties from
the South. The company bought but few ties last year because of
the high prices. The ties arrive in New York by the Mallory line
and are transferred to canal boat and barges of the Myers line for
Albany.

Cattlemen of western and northwestern Texas say that since
March the railroads have been unable lo supply more than half
the cattle cars that shippers need, and that consequently thousands
of animals are dying for want of water.
Claims are being presented for damages due to delay in furnishing cars.
last

Since the fire of April. 1906. the ferries of the Southern Pacific
between San Francisco and Oakland have carried 2.000.000 passengers a month, as against an average of 1.300.000 before the Are.
These boats have carried in 40 years about 300.000.000 passengers.
Of this number only three lost their lives while using the ferry.

Following a loss of travel in consequence of increased competition from street railroads, the Philadelphia & Reading has taken
off a number of passenger trains between Philadelphia and Chestnut
Hill; also some from the Glenside division.
At Tioga (about three
miles from the terminal), where trains of several divisions pass, the
number of trains stopping each day is now 40 less than under the

luteri bailee belwt-cii lUf tnnu-ru and western lines at PItUburg
totaleil H.7u4 cam. which was O&u more cars than had ever paux^d
between the lines before In one day.

The New York Central has |iiKue<l on the Pennsylvania division
an order doing away with a third brukeman on all rounds crews
except way freights, pick-up and through trains. Henceforth one
brakeman, one flagman and a condu>-tor with the engineer and fire-

man

will constitute a full crew.
Owing to the great amount of
construction work 2oing on and the extra work trains on the road
the third man has been thus far retained, though with every car in
a train equipped with automatic couplings and air brakes, only two
brakemen are ordinarily deemed necessary.

In the Inited States Circuit Court at Chi<ago the Federal District Attorney has asked for injunctions to restrain five prominent
express companies from granting franks to their employees and
others.
One of the defendants, the I'nited States Express Co.
The rein Its answer contends that it is not a common carrier.
vised Interstate Commerce law. under which the provisions of the
act now apply to express companies, has a long section containing
a list of exceptions lo that clause of the law which forbids free
transportation, but the exception as regards employees applies only
to the transportation of persons, not property.

The Cincinnati Chamber
its

It

of

Commerce has

issued a circular to

members, requesting them to lead cars to their marked capacity.
is pointed out that in view of the increased capacity of cars,

averaging now nearly 60.000

lbs., the loading of cars to the mini30.000 or 40.000 lbs. is a waste of space
which is an injustice to the commercial public, both railroads and
shippers. This should be laid before certain legislatures and railroad commissions, which, though supposed to be fountain heads of
justice, issue laws and rules perpetuating the injustice here men-

mum

limit of 24.000

lbs..

tioned.

Electrification in Australia.

It

i-s

proposed to electrify the suburban lines about Melbourne.
which purpose the government is prepared to spend
The system lo be adopted is now under discussion.

-Australia, for

$15,000,000.

last time-table.

The United States Civil Service Commission. Washington, is
to receive applications August 1 for positions in the Department
of Accounts in the Interstate Commerce Commission. The positions to be filled are those to be established in connection with
the Inspection of railroad companies' accounts under the revised
Interstate Commerce law. Applicants must have railroad experience and must know at least as much as a traveling auditor.
At Catalla. Alaska. July 4. a
tween rival railroad construction

fight

with clubs and pistols bewas accompanied by a

forces

novel feature, a "go-devil." The go-devil is something like a battering ram.
It is erected at the point of Intersection of the two
lines and is kept In motion in such a way as to prevent the enemy
from doing any work within its range. This machine was put
up by the Brunner forces but it was captured by the Guggenheim
forces.

of Philadelphia has signed the ordinance under
the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company receives limited
street railroad franchises throughout the city for 50 years with a
provision that the city is to have half of the income from operation
in exce.ss of
per cent, on the capital paid In. The city is to be
represented in the board of directors by three persons the Mayor
and two selected by the councils. This arrangement was proposed
by the Retail Merchants' Association, but it was opposed by the

The Mayor

which

—

Reform Party.
Governor Comer, of Alabama, in his message to the Legislature
Tuesday complained that the state railroad laws are "held up"
by injunction in the Federal Court the same as in Iowa. He said:
"Discrimination has been proved, and It is a great hardship
for .\labania to be forced to go through court processes on a case
already pioneered and worked out and demonstrated." The Governor advocated biennial sessions of the l-egisliture and the passage
last

of an anti-lobby

bill.

May shows the greatest aggregate movement of
freight cars in the history of the Pennsylvania road. The total
The number of
freight car mileage for the month was 122.770.303.
freight cars moved on the Pennsylvania's ea.stern lines during
May averaged 14fi.47f) a day: average daily movement of each car
These figures do not include cabooses. On May 24 the
27.07 miles.
The record

for

St.

Louis Railroad Terminals.

The Municipal Bridge and Terminals Commission of the city
of St. I.ouis. whiih is a board ot nine public spirited citizens, appointed by the municipal assembly, with Mr. Rolla Wells as chairman, says in its fourth report, recently submitted, that plans are
being made for the improvement of the extensive tracts of land
recently acquired by the Terminal Railroad Association for the enlargement of its freight yards, and will soon be laid before the
reports that the executive
centering in the city have worked with the
commission in a friendly spirit. Indeed, the marked success of
this commission during its two years' life appears to have been due
largely to the reasonable attitude of mind evinced by its members.
Unlike some bodies of municipal representatives, these gentlemen
evidently do not invariably approach the railroads with a demand
In securing
for every possible improvement that can be thought of.
the abolition of the differential rates between St. I.ouis and East
St. Louis on all freight from the east, except from points within
100 miles, the commissioners have secured reductions aggregating
many hundred thousand dollars yearly for the business men of
the city, but in modestly stating this in the report they admit some
of the points made by the railroads and frankly declare that from
points within the 100-mile radius the existing rates are entirely fair
In the matter of passenger fares, also, the commisto all interests.
sion for the present keeps its hands off, believing that there is nothwhich will not probably adjust itself in the
situation
the
ing in

Municipal Assembly.

The commission

officers of the railroads

near future to the satisfaction of the city.
The commission still has mu<h work before it and asks for an
appropriation to continue its investigations. The elalwrate plans
for a new bridge across the river and the arrangements for a large
number of new freight houses are yet to be worked out. The commission l)elleve8 that the different railroads doing business in the
The
city should each deal with the public through its own agents.
publii- is jealous of any appearance of monopoly and the prejudice
be
extirpated.
cannot
Association
against the Terniinal Railroad
To give, on the joint terminals, really s.atisfactory service the agent
of each road must be able to act as though he were working on a
part of his own road; "ind. while there can be no objection to aft
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agent serving two or more roads, he should do business in the
of the individual railroad

name

company.

Washington Railroad Commission's Rules.
The Railroad Commission of the state of Washington has issued
a code of eleven rules governing passenger and freight traffic which
the railroads of the state are directed to print on large cards and
post in their passenger stations.
Rule 1 makes all regular tickets
Rule 2 requires railroads to redeem unused
good for 30 days.
tickets within six months at any general passenger office or at the
station where sold. Rule 3 requires the three principal roads of the
Unused
state to sell at all coupon stations 2.000-mile tickets at $50.
parts of mileage books must be redeemed after one year at 2'j cents
a mile. Before the end of the year, unused parts may be redeemed
allowing 3 cents a mile for the part used. A firm having bought
a ticket for an employee may return it and have the unused portion
credited on the purchase of a new book for another employee.
Rule 5 requires clean and comfortable waiting rooms and toilets.
Rule 6 requires bulletin boards for delayed passenger trains, an 1
rule 7 requires notice to be given at stations and on cars when
a train is likely to meet an obstruction delaying it more than 3u

The New Commissions

New York

in

The Public Service Commission

of

New

State.

1'ork

State.

Second

2.

a schedule of all cars and trains in commission on the first day of
July, giving the exact scheduled starting time of each car or train

on every trip; the exact time of its scheduled arrival at destination,
with the incidental statistics concerning distances, number of runs
for each car and the headway.
The same order calls for each company's estimate of the number of cars it expects to have in use on
September 1 of this year, with the total seating capacity, and. for
purposes of comparison, the number of cars, with total seating
capacity, in commission on September 1, 1906. and September 1,
1905.

Lidgerwood Slip-Drum Electric Winch for Car Ferries.
At the three car ferry transfer bridges of the Pennsylvania at
the Greenville. N. J., terminal yards there have been in use for
nearly three years a number of motor-driven slip-drum hauling-in
winches of novel construction made by the Lidgerwood Mauufacturing Co., New York. These bridges are operated entirely by elec-

minutes.

Rule S requires every station agent to keep a record, open to
inspection, of applications for cars and how they are filled, etc.
Rule 9 requires a similar record in the superintendent's office, and
a monthly abstract of this must be sent to the railroad commission.
Rule 10 requires every passenger train to be fitted with a hose
and valve at the rear end so that in moving the train backward the
rear brakeman can control its speed.
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headquarters at Albany), has announced the retention of
the following employees of the old Railroad Commission, at the
District

I

salaries for the present:
Steam railroad inspector, J. D.
Schultz: inspector of electric railroads. C. R. Barnes; expert on
accidents. E. F. Vanhoesen; locomotive inspector. G. P. Robinson;
superintendent of grade crossings. A. H. Sutermeister; inspector
of grade crossings. J. E. Brazee.
The Commission has been too busy organizing to attend to
All matters relating to railroads have been
specific complaints.
referred to a committee of which Commissioner Sague is chairman.
Commissioner
Decker
and
is to attend to all matters relating to
All roads must file tariffs by November, 1907.
tariffs.
The commission has set hearings for each of the first three days
of next week on applications for new security issues and proposed
extensions and improvements to various railroads.
The commission has created a division of light, heat and power

same

Lidgerwood Slip-Drum Electric Winch.
and the winches are controlled from a <ab or tower by the
same operator who manipulates the raising and lowering mechanism.
The winches were designed to overcome the difficulty and
danger of hauling in by hand power and to iirevent the parting
tricity

Transfer Bridge at Greenville Yard. Showing Lidgerwood Slip-Drum Hauling-ln Winch.
Ha/.zard, former secretary of the giia commission, as the chief clerk at a salary of $4,000 a year.
Mr. Hazard's salary as secretary of the gaa commission was $3,000 a year.
On the suggestion of the commls.tion of the first district a conference t>etween the two public service commissions will be held
to formulate uniform rules of procedure.
The commission for the flrst district (New York City) has
ordered all railroad companies within that district steam and elecsubway, surface and elevated to send to the Commission
tric,
memoranda of their accounts, showing their systems of bookkeeping;
also to furnish a complete record showing the movement of trafflc.

and appointed Henry

C.

—

—

of the

mooring

cars on the

lines in

rough weather or under the shock of running

floats.

Each winch is moved by a 10 h.p. General Electric d.c. motor
geared to develop 5 h.p. at 900 r.p.ni. The motor turns the drum
through a steel worm running In oil. Each end of the worm shaft
bearing. The drum is 14 in. in
Is provided with a roller thrust
carries a manila hawser
It
diameter and has a 14-ln. face.
2 In. In diameter which it hauls in at a speed of 10 ft. a minute.
The winch complete with motor occupies a space 5614 In. long,
44 In. wide and 52'.. In. high.
The slipping drum friction is of the type developed by Spencer

.

1
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Milter for malntalnlnK a <oii-the I.UlKerwood rablcway for

on

u
,

thf

cablcH iiwd

In

deHlKned
an hour at a time withat sea.

1 1

In

(ontlnuoualy undiT full
wear or heailuK diKl lu lualnlalD a conittant tenalon
on the hawiier of any ileHln-d amount. The frU-tlan ran bo adjured by the operator to give any ntraln. The winchea at (Jrcenvllle art- adjusted to exert a pull of 11.000 IbH. before allpplnx and
a conilnuoiiH pull of 9.000 IbH. while Hllpplng. The drum Ih normally
looHe on ItM Hhaft and U IIikmI wlih bronze buHblnRS to take up
wear while HllpplnR
.\t ItH ends the drum l.s provided with steel
frli'llon rlnxM rubbUiK aKaln.it Hofi uteel and soft rut-iron friction
blot ks mounted lu the surrDundlUK canlDK.
The aurfacea of the
rInKM and blocks are brouKht toKether with the required degree
presHure
by
means
of
threaded
of
a
screw and a combination of
to

8ll|)

'

i

;

out cU'structlvr

sprlnKS.
The friction produi-ed is of peculiar quality. The coefHclent is high an<l varies only slightly lietween a state of rest and

movement.

-.1

1.

oar \m lo t» UM^ l»jr ni.
,
only parlUlly rnfurrrt]
,,.
r»»r and ooly one In Ihr rlhi-r In Iliu! tl.i- 1.
D
the nrfro cHnparimrni l> very marb l>-u Ibaii
i
Iranaimrted In the other r«r.
I>rfeDdaD( «•wDK'r« abiul onmliih of the apan Id Its |.n
il
pauengrn. whil* Ihe number of negrom irai.
y
• Ixiul one nrtr<-nlh of Ihe total.
When tbrn.-.I
liimpiirtmenl. auoklOK Ibeie la allowed, but not ..iii,r«i..
.:_ ;Hnr.
Iiappiii" tlini a car |irorldei| by flefendant for Ibe uae ><( white (..i. — uK'-r. Ima
no wnalihnsln and only one toilet and no amoklni: roropartnieni. and ibat
"inoklng l« allowetl in «uch cars If there are no women |ir<iienl.
On the whole, defendani'a .Vnabrllle-Atlanta pawenKer irmlna are amonc
the Imt In the i-ountry. ao far aa e<|ulpment la conrerne<l.
The rmn an
manufarluri'il by the I'ullman <°o., and vmibuled.
The i-^wi of the car atlotnil to negriM-a was abiiui I.s.Hmi. while Ibat of Ihe other paoneuKer car to
train .No. Ii:i wii> about In.nimi.
Tbe rx|>enae of the aoull aoioklnK ojmpartlueni In Ihe latter accounts for nearly all the difference In cat.
:

i

.

i

winches the niuorlng lines are made fast and
Commissioner Lane holds that the broad question of tbe right
While bringing the float in. if It rebounds under the thirteenth and fourteenth amendments of the Constitution
or is bumped by a tug or high wave the drums slip before a break- to segregate white and colored passengers has been upheld by the
ing strain lomes on the hawsers, but continue to exert a pull suf- Supreme Court of the I'nited Slates and the Interstate Commerce
ficient to check the movement of the tlnat.
If for any reason the
Commission in previous decisions. The opinion concludes:
float should break away while loading or unloading cars the winches
While, therefore, tbe reasonableness of suih reKulallons aa to iDteratale
check the movement and are ready immediately to haul In again passenger tralTIc Is established. It by no means follows that carriers may disbefore any damage is done. During the three years they have been criminate between white and colored passengers In the accommodatlona wblcb
If a railroad provides certain facilities and arrommoIn use at (ireenvllle they have been subjected to many severe tests they furnish to each.
datlons for flrst-class passengers of the white race. It Is commanded by the
and have been satisfactory in every way.
In o|M>railnK the

motors started.

the

Two-Cent Passenger Fares

in

Many

States.

Reports from Chicago to the effect that passenger fares are
to be reduced to 2 cents a mile on many roads even where not required by law continue, and the air of authenticity Is maintained;
but no ofllcial announcements are yet given out. An Assistant General Passenger Agent of the Burlington at Omaha is reported as
saying that his road will within 10 days announce rates of 2 cents
a mile between all points on the entire Burlington system, extending into 11 states. Notice.s sent to the Interstate Commerce Commission which of course deal only with interstate rates are said
to indicate that all of the prominent roads expect within the present
month to adopt the 2-cent rate throughout Illinois. Wisconsin,
Minnesota. Iowa and Missouri.
At Richmond. Va.. July 10. Judge Pritchard, in the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals, continued the restraining order against
the enforcement of the uniform 2-cent passenger rate ordered by
the State Corporation Commission.

—

—

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Equal Facilities for Negroes.

The Interstate Commerce Commission on .luly 8 decided the case
of Georgia Edwards v. the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis, which
involves the right of interstate carriers to discriminate between
negroes and whites in facilities furnished.
Immediately after the Rate Law took effect the complainant,
a colored woman, purchased a first class ticket from Chattanooga,
Tenn.. to Dalton, Ga. She entered the car assigned to the use of
white passengers but was removed to the car assigned to colored
people.
She filed a complaint, alleging discrimination in the facilities furnished to her as against those provided for white passengers.
The opinion is rendered by Commissioner Lane, who holds that
where a railroad provides certain accommodations for first class
white passengers it is commanded by the law that like accommodations shall be provided for colored passengers of the same class.
The following statement of facts precedes the conclusion of the
opinion:
Till'
III

11 ::ii'i

triiln
n.

111.,

In iiiii'iilion
iiiul

wbh defendant'H No.

iirrlvoH at

Iinitnn at 7

;:IH

n.

!i:!.

in.

wlilih Ipnvcs ChBttanoof;a
Tlio illslance from I'lial-

This train starifil from Nashvlllp. l.il
lo Dallon Ih 3k miles.
norlhwoHtorly of Cliatlanooun. and befori- It left XaslivUle, all thi' oiirs
They were aRain cleaned lo some extent at
wiTf IlioroiiKhlj- ricani'd InHldc.
Itolh at Nashville and at niattiimxiKa the (leanlnR pioiess
ChnllanooRH.
These two cars
iipplled eiinally to both the passenRer coaches In the train.
tiiiiiMiKn

iiilli'H

f the same (lunllty. havInK seats of the same size, upholsiereil In a like
Hni' of them Is nsed by
inanner and wltli exactly the same iinality of Roods.
and Is provided with towels and washliowls. while the other
A par'Hie latter Is constructed as follows;
Is without such conveniences.
llllon placed In the nilildle of the car divides It Into two compartments, and
entrance from one to the other Is had through a swlnRlng door which, after
NeRro passecKers are required to occupy
lieluK opened, closes automatically.
one of these compartments, while the other la occupied by other passengers
111

Willie passenRiTs

who wish to smoke.
In one end of the other passenger coach there Is a compartment for
smokers which will sent seven iiersons. hut defendant iloes not provide any
It Is also true that while only
separate smoklnn comiiartment for negnien.
one toilet Is provided In the negro compartment, the car which Is entirely

law that like accommodations shall ba provided for i-olored passengera of the
same class.
The principal that must govern Is that carriers must serve
equally well all passengers, whether white or colored, paying the game fare.
P^ntlure to do this Is dlsi-rlmlnation and subjects the passenger to "undue and
iinreasonalile prejudice and disadvantage."
In this case It la manifest that
defendant has unduly and unjustly discriminated In some particulars against
colored passengers, and It will be ordered therefore that where the defendant
carrier provides ii washbowl and towels In coaches devoted to tbe use of while
passengers and also a separating smoking compartment for such passengers,
that similar accommodations shall be provided for colored passengers paying
first-class fare.

Application for Rehearing Denied.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced its decision, rendered by Commissioner Clark, on the motion of the Missouri Pacific and the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy for rehearing
in the case of the City Council of Atchison. Kansas, against those
companies and others. In the original decision the Commission
held that defendants should abstain from withholding the same
or equivalent elevator allowances or free services in connection
with elevation and transfer of grain at Atchison which are at the
same time granted or furnished at Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas
Leavenworth and Argentine, Kan.
The motion for rehearing contained various reasons

City,

for

its

being granted, which are discussed, but held not sufficient for granting a rehearing. In denying the motion the Commission says:
"While the power to grant a rehearing is discretionary, it is not
believed that the petition presents a situation which makes it
necessary or advantageous so to do. The petitioners had an opportunity to fully present their case, but the counsel of the Missouri
Pacific did not submit any testimony and did not show enough
Full
interest in the proceeding lo remain throughout the hearing.
hearing was had and briefs were filed. No allegation has been made
It is not alleged that
that the case was not completely submitted.
the decision of the Commission is erroneous or that since the hearing evidence has been discovered which was not at that time known.
It is not asked that some matter not previously presented or considered should be now brought to the attention of the Commission."
Relation Between

Wheat and

Flour Rates.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Prouty, has announced decision in the case of Howard
Mills Co. vs. the Missouri Pacific and other carriers. The complainant alleged that the defend.ant carriers unduly discriminated against
Kansas millers in favor of California millers by exacting rates for
transportation of flour which were 10 cents greater per 100 lbs.
than the rates for transportation of wheat from Wichita and other
shipping points in Kansas to points in California known as "Pacific
coast terminals," and also by exacting rates for transportation of
flour which were 35 cents per 100 lbs. greater than the rates for
transportation of wheat from these shipping points to Phoenix, Ariz.
The Commission decides that the flour rates between the said
shipping and destination points should not exceed the wheat rates
by more than 7 cents per 100 lbs.
The Commission says that there Is no inflexible requirement
that rates on grain and the products of grain should be under all
circumstances the same, but rather that carriers may, in just regard for their own Interests or to meet special conditions, vary
those rates within narrow limits. When, however, the relation has
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been established, business developed and money expended on the
strength o( it, then the carrier cannot, in the absence of some sufficient reason, change that relation, nor would the Commission
direct such a change.
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Houston

it
Texas Central. J. F. Sugrue, formerly Superintendent
Rock Island & Pacific at Dalhart, Tex., has been
appointed Assistant Superintendent of the Houston & Texas
Central at Ennis, Tex., succeeding D. Black, resigned.

of the Chicago.

—

Commodity Rates

to Amarillo, Tex.,

lUinois Central. Patrick Laden, Assistant to the Assistant Chief
Engineer, has been appointed Superintendent at Mattoon, 111.,
succeeding Otto Schilling, resigned.

Reduced.

In an opinion by Commissioner Prouty, the Commission has
decided the case of Nobles Brothers Grocery Company and others
against the Fort Worth & Denver City and others. It appears in
this case that a certain defined territory in the northern part of
Texas, commonly known as the Burnt district, takes from Kansas
City and other Missouri river points lower rates than are made to
the balance of the state, in recognition of greater proximity to
these Texas points: the class rates from Kansas City to Fort Worth,
representative of the Burnt district, are higher than from Kansas
City to Amarillo (where complainant does business) though Amarand
illo is less than the average distance to the Burnt district;
that the Santa Fe is rebuilding its road to Amarillo. which will
soon be situated on its main line. The Commission decides that
the present class rates from Kansas City to Amarillo are unreasonable and unjust, and that the commodity rates between said points
should not exceed those from Kansas City to Fort Worth; but that
the class rates from St. Louis to Amarillo may properly be higher

than from

—

Mexican Central. A. F. Chreitzberg has been appointed
master at Gomez Palacio, Durango.

yew York

Central

rf

Hiirlson River.

—

—

Southern

Pacific.
A. B. Stickney has been appointed Superintendent
the San Joaquin division, with office at Bakersfield, Cal.,
succeeding W. H. Averell, promoted.

of

Texas

li

Tex.,
ville,

—

Xew

Orleans. D. T. Wacther, yardmaster at Beaumont,
has been appointed Trainmaster, with office at JacksonTex., succeeding A. K. Frye, resigned.
Traffic Officers,

Buffalo. Rochester

d Pittsburg.

has been

appointed
Rochester, N. Y. F.
Rochester.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The Pittsburg Steel Company. Pittsburg. Pa., is to issue ?4.000,000 first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds to pay for building at Monessen
eight 60-ton open hearth furnaces, a blooming mill and three billet

Solomon Ginsburg has been elected President of the New York
Car Wheel Company. Buffalo. N. Y.. succeeding Joseph H. Berry,
deceased. W. G. Smith has been elected Vice-President and J. A.
Venable, Secretary and Treasurer.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,
has sold to Kuhn. Loeb & Co.. New York, $6,000,000 three-year, 6 per
They were issued to retire an
cent, notes, dated August 1. 1907.
same amount

issue of the

of 5 per cent, notes

maturing August

1.

meeting of the stockholders of the Safety Car Heating
& Lighting Company, New York, has been called for July 15 to
act on a proposal to increase the capital stock from $5,000,000 to

A

special

The new stock is to be issued to present holders as a
$10,000,000.
100 per cent, stock dividend. The annual dividend rate has been
18 per cent, for the last two years.

— R.

Freight

W. Davis. General Freight Agent,
Traffic

Manager,

W. Bale succeeds Mr.

with office at
Davis, with office at

—

Colorado Southern, Xew Orleans d- Pacific. George A. Hill. Industrial Agent, has been assigned to other duties and his previous
position has been abolished.

mills.
J. W. Williams has been appointed sales agent in southern
states for the Carbon Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa., with office at 426
Lincoln Trust building, St. Louis. Mr. Williams continues to represent Brown & Co., Inc., Pittsburg.

Randolph & Cumberland
Officers.

<€ Western.
G. W. Merrell, Assistant to the General Superintendent, has been appointed Assistant to the General Manager, with special duties in connection with maintenance of
way and accounts.

yorfolk

Louis to Fort Worth.

St.

— See

under Executive, Financial and Legal

Train-

—

Philadelphia d- Reading. R. L. Russell, freight claim agent, has
been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent in charge of
through and export freight traffic, with office at Philadelphia.
Pa., succeeding E. B. Crosley, who has been appointed Coal
Freight Agent.

—

C. T. Hummer, city passenger agent
to the General Freight and Passenger Agent,
has been appointed to the new office of Assistant General Passenger Agent.

Joseph d Grand Island.

St.

and chief clerk

St.

—

Louis d San Francisco. W. R. Powe, Assistant General Freight
Agent at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed Chairman of the
Southern Freight Classification Committee, with office at Atlanta,
McGovern, deceased. E. T. Willcox,
Ga., succeeding P.
J.
division freight agent at Birmingham, Ala., succeeds Mr. Powe.

—

Pacific.
W. S. Basinger has been appointed Assistant General Passenger Agent at Omaha, succeeding Gerritt Fort, re-

Union

signed.

—

d Western. W. S. Easton has been appointed Genand Passenger Agent, with office at Chester, III.,
succeeding C. E. Kingsbury, who remains .Auditor.

Waba^sh. Chester

eral Freight

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Wheeling d Lake Erie.

—

H. S. Bradley, commercial agent at Pittsburg, has been appointed General Agent at Canton. Ohio, succeeding C. C. Wilson, transferred.

IFor iatet of convention* and regular meetings of railroad conventions and
engineering tocietica, tee advertising page 24.)

Engineering and Rolling Stock

National Association of Railroad Commissioners.

Officers.

—

The annual meeting of this organization is to be held at WashC, October 8, and not in the state of Washington, as had
been announced.
ington, D.

Chicago, Burlington d Quincy. William Baird has been apix)inted
General Car Inspector of the lines west of the Missouri river,
with office at Lincoln, Neb., succeeding E. S. Barstow.

Grand Trunk.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

—

Delaware. Lackawanna A Western. The general
City have been moved to 90 West street

OranA Trunk.

—William

offices in

New York

—

L. A. Downs, roadniaster at Chicago, has been appointed Assistant Chief Engineer of Maintenance of Way. See
this company under Operating Officers.

Illinois Central.

Wainwrlght. General Assistant and Comp-

been elected P'ourth Vice-President, with office at
Montrf-al, succeeding F. H. McGulgan. who went to the Great
Northern last March. Mr. Walnwrlghfs former office has been
troller.

—

Joseph Hobson, Chief Engineer, has been appointed
Consulting Engineer. Howard G. Kelley. Chief Engineer of the
Iowa Central and of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, succeeds Mr.
Hobson. William McNab, Assistant Engineer at Montreal, has
been appointed Principal Assistant Engineer. The offices of all
are at Montreal.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

ha.<i

—

Peoria d Eastern. W. P. Feeley, Assistant Engineer, has resigned
to go into other business.

abolished.

—

Randolph

if Cumberlnnil.
Ira A. McCormack. Assistant to the GenManager of the New York Central & Hud.son River, has
been elected President and Oner!)! Manager of the Randolph &
Cumberl.Tti'l with officp at New York.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

eral

The Canadian

Pacifir,

it

is said,

has decided to build 50 heavy

freight locomotives.

Operating OfRcera.
Chicago.

I!", k

l.ilnnfl

—

,(

Pmiflc.— i^fc Houston & T^xas Central.

rf Huflson.
C. E. McKim has been appointed Superintendent of Car Service, with office at Albany. N. Y.

Delaware

five

The Pennsylvania Lines West, it Is said, have decided
passenger locomotives and 45 freight locomotives.

to order

The Iroquois Iron Company. Chicago, has ordered one saddle
tank locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Jilt

12.
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The Portland d Seattle denle« being In the market for Hvc
witchlns looaoiOtiTM, aa reportPd In the Railroad (iazfllf of July I.

CAR BUILDING.

»t'

"

'

The HiMsuuri. oklahuintt
Oasfltt- of July

from Barney

ft

tf

haa ord.-rwl
Smith.

Uulf. as reported In the Kailroad
coal cars of 80,000 lb*, capacity

i;i)0

J>.

The Kochfslrr. Si/raruiif .( K'aii(frn has ordered, through J. O.
White t Co., from the NMIes Car & .Manufacturing Company, 13
combination passenger and baggage lars and two express cars; each
car has four 75

h.p.

The Buffalo

New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

— About

work.

—

Atcuison, Topeka & Santa Fe. There are to be extensive improvements to the line through Wellington, Kan. Contracts for the
work are to be let in a few days, .\bout IIJO miles of the line b.=>ginning at Cicero, a few miles north of Wellington, is to be rebuilt.
It is thought that the contract for the wo.-k will be let to Bancroft &
Doty, of Topeka. who offered to do it tor $440,000.

& NoRTiiKHX.

— Thls

company, which started grading about four years ago on a line from Bellington, W. Va., north
to New Brownsville, in Monongahela county, about 60 miles, and
suspended work some time ago, has recently started surveys and
will resume work on the line.
About 45 miles is graded. S. T.
Brady, Parkersburg, W. Va., Chief Engineer. (March 15, p. 380.)
Blckiia.n.no.v

—

Cairo Tkrmixai. Tractio.n. The Illinois Traction System, otherwise known as the McKlnley Syndicate, has organized a company
under this name with a capital of $500,000. and office at Cair<J,
III., to build an electric
line from Cairo north about 20 miles to
the northern boundary of Pulaski county.
It is said the company
Intends lo eventually extend the line north to a connection with
the -McKinley lines at St. Louis and East St. Louis, and to build
other extensions to connect with electric lines in the southern part
of Illinois. The incorporators include:
L. E. Fisher. D. H. Sawyer.
W. S. Dewey, H. F. Vogel and D. Hogan.

— See Southern Pacific.
— Incorporated in Texas with

Caxa.nka, Yaqui Riveb & Pacikic.

Caxyon City i Northwestern'.

a

capital of $100,000 to build a line from Canyon City, Tex., northeast
The general offices
to Yarnell. in Carson County, about :!fi miles.
are at Canyon City. The incorporators inchulo C. T. Ward. L. G.
Conner, J. M. Black. W. F. Weller. R. W. O'Keefe. D. M. Stewart, all
of Canyon City.

—

Cape Fear, Soi tiiport & Atlantic. Incorporated in North Carolina, with $1,000,000 capital and office at Soulhport. to build a line
from Southport, N. C, west to the North Carolina state line, 40
miles: also from Southport north to Wilmington, 25 miles. The
incorporators are A. J. Fahnestock. F. S. Pusey and C. F. Anck, of
Philadelphia, Pa.

— See
—

Cartiiaiie Railroad.

Randolph & (Cumberland.

Chicago & Alton. The cut-off from lies. 111., to Murray ville,
on the Kansas City division, 35 miles, is to be opened for traffic
about August 1. See article on page 33.

—

CiiirA(;o, Rock Island & Pacific.
A contract Is reported let
by this company to John J. Fox, of Fort Worth, Tex., for ballasting
work on lines in Texas.

—

1^

j

|gg^
that

«"

viilch

huE

.iii;i.!.

,1

f"vr\ir

—Thlfi company,
".

^,

j.on
'.old

It

The

plans »

to the city Kovtriiiu. :.

.

,

.o build

a double-deck subway system, to consist of
^nd south
lines from the northern boundary of the
.;..
...ago to Its
southern boundary, and three west side lines from the central district lo the western city limits.
S. D. Goodlns, S. M. Ro»e and

John M. Ewen are

Interested.

Dhha.vo:, Hh ksulij; * Pokt Wat.nk ( ELrx-rRir).— Incorporated
In Ohio with $10,000 to build electric lines.
The Incorporators Include W. E. Uolding, H. C. Epiert, M. O. Topllff. E. E. Murphy and
M. I. Brown.

Fairmont k -Mannini.ton iEllitkuj. Contract Is reported let
Company, of Wheeling, W. Va.. by this

to the Blodget Construction

company, which is being promoted by .New York capitalists, to build
an electric line from Fairmont. W. Va.. west to Mannington, 15 miles.

—

LoNi. IsiANi).
Final consent having t>een obtained from the
City Board of Estimate and Apportionment, work on the
change of line of the .Manhattan Beach line will begin at once. This
work, being done under the direction of the Brooklyn Grade Crossing Commission, is part of the Bay Ridge Improvement.
It will
remove, altogether. al>out 80 grade crossings on the Long Island
Railroad between Bay Ridge and East New York, and l)etween
Manhattan Beach Junction and Manhattan Beach. The contract
has been let to Walter H. Gahagan. Construction forces are ready
and filling will begin at once. The Brighton Beach improvement,
under direction of the Grade Crossing Commission, has been fin-

New York

20 miles of railroad has been built by
the GuKgenhelmer Interests (.American Smelting & Refining Company) from Catalla. Alaska, towards the Copper river district. Between 800 and 1,000 men. It is said, are at present building the
line.
At Catalla the company is building a breakwater, and It is
also doing a large amount of bridge work near that place. A branch
is to be built from a point about 18 miles from Catalla into the
.M. K. Rodgers, of Seattle. Wash., is in charge of the
coal fields.
R().\ii.s.

-.

Tii««-ti"'<i

—

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Ai..\.sK.\

-

•

motors.

Susquehanna has ordered.

It Is said, 500 steel
gondolas of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and Is In the market for 1,0UU additional steel gondolas, 20U
box cars and 100 coke cars.
<(

"

1"

conipiui;

HHnoi* Traction Citmpany, It I* said, hu recently ordered
10 cam from the American Car k Foundry Company.
'//if

53

Akadc t

CiiiCAixi Si-iiwAr.

Chicago Soithern. This road Is to run from Chicago Heights,
III., where it connects with the Chicago Terminal Transfer, south
114 miles to the Indiana state line, where it connects with the
Southern Indiana, which runs to Terre Haute Track has been
laid tor U miles from the state line north and for 65 miles from
Chicago Heights south. It is said that work has been started toward
completing the gap. Arrangements for the renreanizatlon of the
company's finances are well under way.

ished, so far as highway crossings are concerned.
Two tracks are
already in operation and the other two will probably be ready by
autumn. It is estimated that it will take about a year for the
Long Island Railroad's tracks to be laid on the new elevated grade.
Work on the Bay Ridge line from the shore of the bay to Blast
New York is being pushed to completion. At several points trains
are already running on the new grade.
(See Brooklyn Rapid Tran-

March

sit,

15, p. 380.)

—

Roau.s.
R. S. Towne. of New York, and associates
are projecting a line from the city of Zacatecas. Mex., northwest
to Durango, 250 miles.
Mr. Towne is interested in the Mexican
Northern and in the large smelter at San Luis Potosi.

Mexecan

—

MisyovRi. Kansas & Texas. This company, it is reported. Is
moving three miles of track between Ada and Konawa. Ind. T.,
from the Canadian river embankment to a new grade along the
rock cliff. The work includes some new bridges at Tyrola. It will
both shorten the line and eliminate danger from floods.

Morgantowx & K x(. WOOD.— Local reports state that this road
has finished the 20-mile extension to Rowlesburg. The line now
extends from Morgantown. W. Va.. southeast to Rowlesburg, 50 miles.
I

(May

17, p. 605.)

—

New Orleans Great

Northerx. Track on the branch from Rio,
northwest via Franklinton to Tylertown. Miss., 41 miles, has
laid, and it is expected that the branch will be put in operation
this month.
La.,

been

—

New York City Railway. This company has begun the work
changing the First avenue horse car line from Fifty-ninth street
north so that it can be operated by the underground trolley system.
Later a similar change is to be made below Fifty-ninth street.

of

—

to

O.MAHA, LixcoLX & BEATRICE (Electric). Work, it is said. Is
be resumed on this line, building from Omaha. Neb., southwest
E. C. Hurd. Gen.\l)out 14 miles is finished.

to Lincoln, 56 miles.

eral

Manager, Lincoln.

—

(Electric). Plans, it is said, are under way
an electric line from Fort Francis. Ont., southwest, about
W. H. Elliott, of Fort Francis, and
150 miles to Duluth, Minn.

OxTARio Roads

to build

other local capitalists are interested.

—

Pexsaoola. Alabama & Georgia. Application has been made in
Florida by a company tinder this name to build a line from PensaThe project Is
cola. Fla.. northeast to Andalusia. La.. 75 miles.
being promoted by residents of Pensacola. and is supposed locally
to be backed by the Central of Georgia.
Randoipii & CrMiiEKLAND.— This company, operating the old
Carthage Railroad from Cameron. N. C. northwest to Hallison, 18
miles, is planning to extend the road southeast to Southport, 216
(Maich 15. p. 390.)
miles.

Sacramento Valley & Ea.stern.— This company,

it

is said,

has

finished 10 miles of road between a point on the Southern Pacific
near Koiinet. Cal.. and the works of the Bully Hill Copper Company
When finished the road will be IS miles long. (March
at De Lamar.
15, p. 391.)

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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—

This company, recently incorporated in
$10,000,000 capital and office at Shawnee, has surrights of way secured for about .50 miles on its
proposed line from Shawnee, Okla.. east to Muskogee, Ind. T., about
90 miles. Contracts for the work, it is said, will shortly be let.
J. M. Aydelotte. President, and F. H. Peckham, Chief Engineer,
Shawnee, Okla. (May 31, p. 760.)

Sh.wvvkk

Ckntral.

Oklahoma with
veys made and

Rock Island & El Paso.

CHicA(io,

Chicago Soithern.

— See El

— See
Paciku. — The

Denver City Tramway Company.

Construction

—

Spokane & Inland Empire (Electric). This company, which
recently opened its line from Spokane. Wash., south as far as
Oakesdale. announces that the road, originally intended to be built
only as far as Moscow, Idaho, is to be extended further south to
Lewiston.

Muhawk

V.U.LEY

(

Electric ).

— Announcement

is

re-

ported made by General Manager C. Loomis Allen that an electric
road is to be built from Rome. N. Y.. to Oneida. The necessary franchises have been obtained, and the work will be started as soon as
financial arrangements can be made.

—

Valley Rivek. Incorporated in West Virginia with $.50,000 capto build a line from Mill Creek. W. Va,, southwest to CloverThe office of the company is at Mill
creek. Va.. about 40 miles.
J. G. Huffman, Jr., and F. C.
Creek. The incorporators include:
Huffman, of Wheeling, W. Va.; N. Heuch and W. A. Donnell, of
Creek.
of
Mill
York, Pa., and L. E. Schull,
ital

— Application

has been made to the state
legislature for permission to extend the terminals of this company
at Chattanooga, Tenn., to the Tennessee river.

Western & Atlantic.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

ATI.ANTA. BiRMlN<iHAM & ATLANTIC. N. W. Harris & Co.. New York
and Boston, are offering at a price to yield 6-> per cent. $1,720,000 5 per cent, equipment trust notes dated July, 1907, and
falling due in 20 equal semi-annual instalments beginning January 1, 1908. The bonds are secured on 1.200 coal cars, 500 box
cars, 300 fiat cars, 30 cabooses and 25 locomotives costing ap-

proximately $2,145,000.

—

Baltimore. Ciie.iapeake & Atlantic. A semi-annual dividend of 2
per cent, on the $1,500,OUO cumulative 5 per cent, preferred stock
has been declared. The annual rate was 2 per cent, in 1905 and

El

has apBoston &
proved an issue of $2.50,000 stock of this company to reimburse
the Boston & Maine for improvements and additions. The new
stock, which win make $6,849,400 outstanding, being the total
authorized issue, will be sold at public auction for not less than

par value.

— See

&

Si

Ea.itehn Illinois.

— Speyer &

Co.,

New

York, have agreed

to underwrite $3,085,000 general consolidated and first mortgage.
5 per cent, bonds of 1937. which are to be Issued to retire
$2..'!7H,80O first morlgagf, 6 per cent, bonds maturing next December and $1,'ill. 000 flr.it mortgage, 7 per cent, bonds of the

Indiana Block Coal Railroad, maturing next July. The general
ronsolidated and first mnrtgage bonds are part of an authorized
Issue of $30,000,000. of whlc^i $lfi,.583,000 Is already outstanding.
Thp preaenl Issue Is part of $6,403,000 reserved to retire prior
Hen Iwnds.

& St. Lolls.— The January 1 Interest on the
000 consolidated mortgage 5 per cent. 30-year bonds was paid
25.
The payment of the preceding semi-annual Interest was similarly delayed.

Chicaoo, Peoria

on June

&

—

Rosa

—

Some of the income bondholders, including Alexander Morton, of London, and certain New York bankers, have
demanded an examination of the books of the company in order
to find out the amount of income properly applicable to interest
payment on these securities. There are three classes of income
bonds, aggregating $32,179,900 outstanding, on which no interest
has been paid for 15 years. See National Railways of Mexico.

Mexican Central.

National Lines of Mexico.

2,000,-

— See National
—

Railways

of Mexico.

National Railways of Mexico. This is the name of the company
in which the National Lines of Mexico and the Mexican Central
are to be merged.
It will have $30,000,000 4 per cent, noncumulative preferred. $125,000,000 5 per cent, non-cumulative
second preferred and $75,000,000 common stock. The common
and second preferred are to share equally in dividends after
the regular dividends on both first and second preferred have
been paid. There are to be issued $231,000,000 4'^ per cent, preferred mortgage bonds and $186,000,000 4 per cent, general mortgage bonds. The principal and interest of the last named securities are to be guaranteed by the government.
The terms on
which these securities are to be exchanged for old securities
are not yet announced.
A syndicate headed by Ladenburg.
Thalmann & Co.. New York, has been formed to bring out the
bonds. The Mexican Central has outstanding $59,454,300 stock
and $142,173,000 bonds and notes, and the National Lines of
Mexico have $93,403,000 stock and $96,029,000 bonds and notes.
The Mexican Central has about 3.350 miles of road and the
National Lines about 3.500. The Tehuantepec National is not
included in the merger.

Baltimore & WAsiiiNiiioN.
Company.

Piiii.aiielphia,

nal

— See

— See

Washington Termi-

Chicago Southern.

—

This company, which built 38 miles of
the cut-off on the main line of the Union Paiiflc from Menoken,
Kan., to Marysville. 70 miles, has made a mortgage securing
It is understood that the
$6,000,000 6 per cent, bonds of 1957.
bonds are to he turned over to the Union Pacific in payment of
the cost of the cut-off.

& Northwestern.

Toi'EKA

Union Pacific.

Boston & Lowell.

HiviEiiANNA.— N. W. Harris & Co., New York and Boston, are offering, at a price to yield 6 per cent., $540,000 5 per
cent, equipment bonds, series "B" dated April 1. 1907, and falling due In 20 semi-annual instalments beginning October 1,
1907.
The bonds are secured on 500 steel gondolas, four passenger cars, two comlilnation passenger and baggage ears and five
consolidation locomotives costing about $640,000.

CiiKAiii)

North-Western

& Soithwestern. It is understood that this company has
taken over the Chicago. Rock Island & El Paso line from Santa
to Tucumcari, 59 miles.

Pa.so

SoiTiiEKx Indiana.

— See Washington Terminal Company.
Lowell. — The Massachusetts Railroad Commission

Baltimore & Ohio.

BiTfAM) &

Denver,

Denver, North-Western & Pacific. The President of this company
is said to have sold his holdings in the Denver City Tramway
Company to Eastern interests, including D. C. Clark and W. L.
Bull, of New York, and Marsden J. Perry, Benjamin A. Jackson
and Samuel M. Colt, of Providence, R. I. The proceeds of the
sale are to be used toward paying for the completion of the
D., N-W., & P.

3 per cent. In 1906.

B08T0N & Maine.

— See

Pacific.

—

Chicago Southern.

Mexican Engineering &
SoiTiiEHN
Company of .Me.tico City has a contract for building the first 32
miles of road of the Cananea. Yaqui River & Pacific west from
Orendain. .Mex. Connection is to be made with the Mexican Central
at Orendain.

Utica &

Paso & Southwestern.

—The

Benton.
SoiTiiER.v Indiana.

2.

July 1 interest on the $4,000,000 two-year,
5 per cent, notes has been paid.
About 75 per cent, of the issue
has been deposited with the Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia under the terms of the plan tor exchanging them for
their par value in first mortgage, 5 per cent.. 30-year, together
with 25 per cent, par value of common stock of the Southern
Indiana, which is owned by the same interests. See construction column.

—

SiKFSTON & SoiTHE.x STERN. An officer writes that contracts
will be let this fall for building this proposed line from Sikeston,
Mo., north via East Prairie to Hickman, about 30 miles. A. J. Matthews, President. Sikeston, and J. E. Warner. Chief Engineer,

Vol. XLIII., No.

— See

Topeka & Northwestern.

United Railways Inve.stment Company.

—

At a meeting to be held
23, the stockholders are to be asked to authorize the issue
$3,000,000 three-year, 6 per cent, notes and the acquisition
of the $1,000,000 ten-year. 5 per cent, notes of the United Railroads of San Francisco,

July
of

United Railroads of San Francisco.

— See

United Railways Invest-

ment Company.

—

The directors have declared an interest payment of 6 per
on the $3,500,000 debenture "A" 6 per cent, bonds and 1
per cent, on the $26,500,000 debenture "B" non-cumulative 6 per
No Interest hail been paid on the debenture "A's"
cent, bonds.
since July, 1904, and no interest had ever been paid on the
debenture "B's." The plan for retiring both classes of deben(Dec. 28, 1906, p. 184.)
tures was agreed on last Deceniber.

\vAiiANii.

cent,

—

Brown Bros. & Co. have
per cent, notes to be dated August
$2,000,000 first mortgage 4 per
cent, bonds of 1945. and are guaranteed principal and Interest
by the Baltimore & Ohio and the Philadelphia. Baltimore &

Wahiiixoton (D. C.) Terminal Company.
iHiiight $1,575,000
1,

19(17.

two-year

5

They are secured on

Washington.

:

:

SiM&zllTX
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.
BRITISH ASD BASTBHX

TUl'

C0.\

riXBSTS

AOVtHtTIHBilBNTB.—We

ediliun of Iht KailroaiS Uaselte U publutitil rur/i
frlday at Qurrn Anite't f/iombcrn. 11. .< .pi.i.r,
tond'Jn, It {-oMfitiriji ttUctfd rrtidmu ;> :."itn
the Hailroad (>'<i.-<'((r, toi/ethcr iril/t ii I'l.n il
Arittah and /"n ii/n inadrr, an<i U msu< .; undrr
thr name liaihcay Oatctte.
.

COXTIilHt TIOSS.

omCBItB. — In

accordance tcith thr law of th»
slate of Xeic York, the folloicing announcrment
is made of the office of publication, at S3 fullun
St., Xetc rork. S.Y., and the names of the officers
and editors of The Hailroad Oatette

teith it dialinctly under-

icitl enlerialn no prupottilon (o
publmh anything In thit joumat fur pay, kxcept
He gire in our
i> lUE Ai.viuiTiKiNu ciiLUMSH.
editorial culumnt oi'U OWN opiniom, and theae
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The report of the demise of the freight car clearing house and
pooling experiment appears to be "greatly exaggerated." The Alton
has decided to withdraw and the St. Paul has not been a supporter
some time, but the other roads do not seem to have yet lost
Nevertheless it was not reasonably to be expected that
even the most limited car pool would succeed at the first attempt,
or the second.
Such an arrangement has all the disadvantages of
a gentleman's agreement on the one hand and of an unwieldly
machine on the other. A Mallett compound locomotive with 40-ft.
The
boiler tubes and eight groups of drivers would be simpler.
mere expense of keeping the necessary records, with or without the
for

courage.

attempt at an actual or modified pool, staggers the railroad officer
who is not farsighted and bold. Freight car records have always
been trouble breeders. No car accounting scheme ever supplanted
another by a strong vote; It has always been carried by arguments
which on slight provocation would reverse themselves. Some roads
are now declaring that any equalization of cars as between different
roads must be given up because under the present Federal law it
becomes illegal. This argument is useful as talk, but, we believe,
as talk only. The Interstate Commerce Commission has taken uniformly sensible views on economii-al use of freight cars and can
be depended on to block any arbitrary or narrow construction of
The silver lining to this car pool cloud is the tact that

the law.

nothing can hinder any road from hunting up its own cars, nor
from taking proper measures against those who misuse them. A
pool might be five years in getting successfully under way, but in
five months with a sufficient force of tracing agents a slnsle road
could make a long stride toward reform, provided it were not itself
too big a sinner.

man who ran the road. We need
to maintain discipline, but with the use of eleccompressed air and oil, as well as steam; with many safety
appliances making speed, weight, shorter space intervals and luxurious comfort possible and necessary; with decreasing rates and increasing costs: with trade union, socialistic and governmental domithe only requirements for the

Mr. Wilgus' resignation from the New York Central has something more than personal interest to those who have watched the
development of railroad officers to meet the peculiar demands of
exacting modern conditions. The day of the grand old man of

memory

for the face

and name and

per-

sonal quality of every division officer and of most foremen is long
past.
Time was when the science of railroading was crude, when

when the loads were
and the speeds were low, and when memory, rules of the
thumb and stern but parental watchfulness of subordinates were
the appliances and uses of power were few,

men now

those

tricity,

with these, the satisfaclory officer at the head of a departmust be an earnest student and must become
a scholar with full knowledge of the sciences involved In his administration, and. of equai importance, of character and with a judgment
of men. Mr. Wilgus is simply one of this modern type and it happens
that his field of usefulness has been that of designing engineer. But
the requirements of this age must develop the same type of scholarly,
devoted men in the operating, traffic and financial departments. The
nation:

ment

of a great railroad

"scholarly" officer need never to have seen the walls of a university,
but he must have an insatiable appetite for facts which pertain to
his work, and keep busy in digesting them. A man cannot operate
successfully a machine which he does not thoroughly understand,

and

it

is

becoming more and more plain that the

ideal officer In

charge of operating, contracting for transportation, or financing a
great modern railroad must be capable of a thorough understanding
of its locomotive and electric power, its signals, track and structures,
their uses and limitations: and this with an ability to train and
judge subordinates. A livery stable or a stage route has In its
management some of the problems of a great railroad with electric
terminals, but these problems vary In size and difficulty.

W. F. M. Goss has resigned as Dean of the Engineering Schools
Purdue University to become Dean of the College of Engineering
His name has long been identified
of the University of Illinois.
with Purdue University, but his fame comes rather from his servHis
ices to railroad science and his help to motive power officers.
going will be a loss to Purdue and a gain to the University of Illinois, but his wide field of Influence among railroad officers will not
be narrowed. He will have equal opportunities in his new position
to continue the work by which he has become so well known in the
Railroad officers, particularly those of the motive power depast.
partment, all over the world are familiar with his work in investigating the problems of the locomotive. It was he who conceived
of

keen, observant eye and a
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the idea of a stationary locomotive testing plant and who. after a
number of years of patient waiting and planning, saw the first
plant wiped out by fire almost before any experiments with it had
been made. He was not discouraged and soon had another and
better experimental plant with a large modern locomotive ready
for testing. The results of his investigations during the last ten

same heat may be weak and dangerous

made great changes in locomotive design. Perhaps more
any other man he may he given the credit for inspiring
the monumental work of ihe Pennsylvania Railroad in building its

is

years have

than

own
work

to

elaborate locomotive testing plant for the St. Louis exposition.
in which is now continued in a permanent and progressive

way

Altoona.

at

The experimental work

Purdue under

at

Prof.

locomotive, however.

Goss has not been confined entirely to the
Largely through his efforts the Master Car Builders' Association
built and installed there its brake-shoe testing machine, its drop
testing machine for couplers and axles and its air-brake test
His boys, his old students, will all feel a sense of personal
rack.
loss when he leaves the post where he was so long their friend and

Dr. C. B.

Dudley, in a recent address, said:
"It a shipment made under specifleatlons has been listed and does not
an the renulrements. all of the material covered by the test should be rejected.
None of the speciticatlons of the Pennsylvania Uallroad provide for a second
or third sampling in corresponding tests.
Our Iheor.v is tliat the material
ought all to be of the grade called for by the speciflcations.
One sample then
If a speclflcaticn is so severe that only two-thirds of wellas good as ."lO.
made material will stand test, the specification should be changed. On the
other hand, if a manufacturer can only make a product, two-thirds of which
will stand test, he should either learn how to improve his product, or go out
of business."

then to meet present needs resolves itself
suflScient discard from the top
of the ingot to give sound homogeneous steel, limiting the shrinkage
to insure low finishing temperature and adequate physical work
during rolling and a drop test made frequently enough and severe
Rail

specifications

into firm insistence on three points;

enough

to detect brittle rails.
These features of the specification
the railroads have a right to determine for themselves, always, of
course, within reasonable limits; but it is a fact that rails furnished

American railroads during the past four years have not been
made to specification — this with possibly a tew exceptions. Orders

counselor.

to

ELEMENTARY ESSENTIALS
The

to put in track.

3.

IN

RAILS-

railroads are not asking for the impossible

as to quality have been refused during these
Quality has deteriorated, sacrificed to increased output
and increased profits. The conditions are changing. Orders are now
solicited, but orders are held back in the hope that the publicity
given to bad manufacturing may result in a decent regard for the
rights of the railroads and the people who use the r.iilroads.

with

when they

de-

rails that are tough and strong and hard enough to stand a
reasonable amount of wear under heavy wheel loads. They want
rails made of sound homogeneous steel free from segregation and
pipes, toughened and hardened by proper physical and heat treat-

mand

rolling and not by simply increasing the hardening
elements, carbon and phosphorus and then passing the metal at too
high a heat through the rolls. High carbon and phosphorus make
hard rails— which break because they are brittle and the method
Because this gets wearing qualities under present
costs nothing.
methods of rolling, these hardening elements have been gradually

specifications

flush times.

ment during

—

It takes more time to roll
increased to beyond the danger point.
rails thoroughly at a low temperature and reduces the output a
little.

The lower the temperature to which steel is worked the finer
If the
the structure and the greater the hardness and toughness.
work stops at a high temperature the steel in cooling assumes a
other
hand,
coarse crystalline structure, and becomes brittle. On the
if the rolling or forging is continued until the steel cools down to
the so-called 'critical temperature." about 1.600 deg. Fahr.. the fine,
strong texture produced by the physical work is retained on further
With rapid and concooling, and a hard, tough steel is produced.
tinuous rolling the finishing temperature is therefore a good indication of the amount and efficiency of the work done on the rails.
Kept low enough it insures that the steel has been thoroughly
worked under the best conditions, and that in cooling it will not
deteriorate.
It is not practical to work too close to the critical
temperature, but it is easily possible to finish rails at much lower
temperatures than at present employed.
The method of checking the finishing temperature almost universally used is to measure the shrinkage in a rail length from the
time it leaves the last pass until it cools completely. It is an acThe committee of the American Society for
curate thermometer.
Testing Materials recommends "a shrinkage allowance at the hot saws
for

a

rail

30-ft.

of

100-lbs.

section,

of 6"/,„

In.,

and

'/,„

In.

less

decrease of section. These allowances to be decreased
at the rate of .01 In. for each second of time elapsed between the
This Is a more
rails leaving the finishing rolls and being sawn."
liberal allowance than was made a few years ago. when we got
good rails, and It noes not unduly limit the mill's tonnage. The
limit to be placed on the shrinkage allowance la a matter to be

for each

."i-Ib.

MEXICAN GOVERNMENT RAILROAD HIGH FINANCE.
The

principal railroads of Mexico are shortly to be consolidated
one great system under control of the national government. Complete plans of the merger have not yet been made public, but cerThe
tain tacts have lately been reported from the city of Mexico.
National Railways of Mexico, the new company, is to include, with
the exception of the Tehuantepec Xational and the Vera Cruz &
Pacific, the various railroads in which the government has a con-

in

trolling interest,

amounting

in all to nearly 7.000 miles of line.

The

which
$30,000,000 is first preferred, $125,000,000 second preferred and $75.000,000 common stock. Bonds are to be limited to a maximum of
$417,000,000, of which $231,000,000 are to be preferred mortgage 4M;
per cent, bonds, and the remaining $186,000,000, 4 per cent, general
(second) mortgage bonds, the latter guaranteed principal and inThis makes a total capitalization
terest by the Mexican government.
(stock and bonds) of $(547,000,000.
The railroad development of Mexico has been different from
that of the United Stales, in that it has been by north and south
rather than by east and west lines. To be sure the first railroad
the most important by the
in Mexico, the old Mexican Railway
way. of the lines still independent of government control was built
to carry an existing traffic between Vera Cruz, the principal seaBut even to
port, on the east coast, and Mexico City, the capital.
this day. owing to the difficulties of crossing the Sierra Madre
range which runs parallel to and not far from the west coast, with
the exception of the Tehuantepec National, which crosses the nari^ow isthmus at the southern extremity of the republic, there Is no
east and west line in operation across the country from coast to
The two most important railroads, the Mexican Central and
coast.

new company

is

to be capitalized at $230,000,000 in stock, of

—

—

speci-

the National of Mexico, connect points on the United States boundary with the capital city. These roads were so built because the
principal mountain ranges of Mexico run north and south, and becatise the promoters of these roads were men from the United States
who looked to the Interchange of traffic between the two countries

While the chemical requirements are Important they need not
Olven the
be defined too closely or Insisted upon too strongly.
proper heat treatment and sufficient work In the rolls the rails
will be hard enough, even though the chemical composition of the
The greatest danger from bad chemical comBteel varies widely.
position Is In making brittle rails due to too much phosphorus and

as the principal source of future profit.
Up to IS.SO, the Mexican government made no effort to encourage
Up to nearly that time the uncertainties of Mexrailroad building.
exican politics made railroad construction especially difficult and
pensive through the exactions of the party which happened to be In
power. The cost of the Mexican Railway, the only road btiilt previous to 1880, was estimated l>y .\. M. Wellington to have boon

agreed on, but
flration.s

carbon.

In

it

should he

To guard against

condiirtod,

much lower than

It

now

is In

any

force.

is

brittle

a sufflcient check.

rails

It Is

the drop

test.

If

properly

not enough, however, to

make

a drop teat from every third heat or every fifth heat of steel.
There are inevitable variations In the action of the Bessemer ronyerter, and these variations may be sudden and extreme. One heat
may make good rails, and Ihe next heat bad rails. Nor should there
If
be any provision for retest of heats which fall under the drop.
the test rail fails

It

Is

reasonable to suppose that other rails In the

doub'cd by such means. In \>i»l. Porfirio Diaz, then 47 ye,\rs old.
was first elected President of the republic. Ever since that time
be has been In power, directly or Indirectly, He brought order out
material welof disorder becatise of his .<!uccess in developing the
In particular he realized the efficacy of railfare of the country.
roads In uniting the political .and upbuilding the commercial InIn 18S0, three years after his election, a
terests of the nation.
law was passed which, while expressly reserving the right of gov-

Jilt

!».
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eromeol reculittlob. provlUed (or Kovrromcnt autMldles and other mile. Tbis is a total of $92.42tt per mll*^ > timing that all o! Uba
(avum to new rallroadi. Moit or tb<? railroads of Mexico were built bonds are to b« issued at once ur held to ;•: ind outstandlDg Issuea.
under thia law. It wa« auperwdi-d In 1899 by a new law wblcb Tbe prenrnt eapltallution ot the Mexl'an Centr«l, Nulonal ot
ampllOH tbe old on<> and aUo mii<l» ponHlble more efllcleni methods Mexico. Mexlraij International and tntt!Tty .-nuU of Mexico together
of

railroad operation.

In

parti

u, .r

mentH and prohibiting onMni. Hon
It a liu provided that all railnm.ln
.

'.y

! tiillrlnic

,,f

u.in.

ul.t

.

poolluK arrange-

.Asary

>iii<I<t

parallel

sui-icvilInK

conces-

alonH should revert to the goviTumei.t ai tbt; end ot 9'J years. This
law therefore marked a strvnRihenlng of tbo railroad policy of
the government.
In 1903 It was rumored that interests allied with tbe Standard
of rapliallets In thi.s r(jiintry, who alr>-ady bad a large

OH group

Intercut In the Mexican Central, wire about to acquire tbe National
and consolidate the two roads. Th<- Kovernraent thereupon bought

control of the National of Mexico, Uius preventing the threatened
merger. It also .secured the Mexican International and tbe Interoceanlc of Mexiro. two small but imixirtiint roads. These three

roads were more or less formally comljirii'd under tbe title National
Lines of Mexiro.
Although the government held virtual control.
It did not undertake tbe actual management, which was left largely
in charge of the other owners.
In other words, this was not government operation or strictly even Rovernment ownership, but
simply government control by stock ownership.
La«t December It was announced that tbe government bad
bought securities of the Mexican Central .sufficient for control, and
was planning to consolidate that road with the National Lines.

The three main arguments

for this consolidation

Is al..

lines.

were summed up

as follows by Minister of Finance Limantour to the Mexican Con-

'

'

;.•.

I

at

...

i.i'

bonds) or

_il

.

Tbe averase

be no heavier than
capital (stxxk and

k and bond capltallxaBut, In Mexico, of the
less than 7,ooii miles of line Included In tbe merger, 1,315 mile* are
narrow gage. and. furthermore, maintenance exio-ndlturea on standard and narrow gago alike have been much lower th.in the avermge on
United States roidx, with tbe resultant fact that the Mexi' :in roads
are reported to be in great need of repairs and improvements. The
figures tor the United States, on the other band, cover, with unimportant exceptions, standard gage railroads, many of them with
large amounts of second, third and In some cases fourth track, and
with exceedingly valuable terminals. More than this, the typical
United States railroad has ot late years. Instead ot holding back on
maintenance expenditures, been appropriating large sums out of
earnings tor betterments and improvements. It is obvious therefore
that even tbe probable minimum capitalization ot the National Railways of Mexico is very high, in comparison with the present value
of tbe roads.
It is to be observed further that the maximum proposed bond issue ot the consolidated company is 80 per cent. larg< r
per mile than the existing bond Issues of the separate companies. A
part of the bonds, however, are no doubt to be reserved tor tietterments and additions to existing lines and acquisition ot other roads
t'i^,^^'' |>er

mile.

llon of all United States railroads

Is

sto*

tCC,58S.

between competing lines; second, to which rnay sooner or later come under control of the government.
prevent absvorptlon of the Mexican Central by one of tbe great rail- The explanation given by the Minister ot the $230,000,000 of stock
road systems of the United States, and, third, t>ecause of the pros- capitalization is that the issue is large In order to give the governpect of realizing economies through consolidation.
ment control ot a majority of the shares, their value l>eing a matter
The first reason is shown by the accompanying remarks of the ot secondary consideration: in other words, that part of the stock
Minister to refer particularly to tbe inequalities of a situation In is issued tor purposes ot control only.
which It is to the interest ot the national government to favor
The National Railways ot Mexico in short is a splendid exone of two competing roads at the expense of the other. A con- ample of the modern highly capitalized holding company. It has
crete instance is the concession granted to the National Lines soon all the elements of that institution as developed during the last
after their acquisition by the government, allowing them and them few years in the United States. A number ot properties, most
only to build new railroads across a stretch of territory about 30 of them already capitalized at an amount far exceeding their
miles wide on tbe south bank of the Rio Grande, thus preventing actual value, are merged in a central company which issues its
the Mexican Central from building a projected cut-off to give it a securities in exchange, in amounts not only large enough to reshorter route for international traffic than its present roundabout peat the overcapitalization ot the constituent units and to cover
route via El Paso.
It does not seem as if this could have been an
the economies of consolidation, but to provide tor all the growth
Important reason from the government's point of view because the which can at best be expected tor many years in the future. The
hardship falls, not on the government's own road, but on its com- operation appears to be on a par with the Chicago & Alton repetitor.
But there is another possible reason for this desire to organization and the formation of the Rock Island Company. The
avoid competition. The Mexican Central is heavily over-capitalized. striking and original thing about it is that it is being carried out
It has about $100,000,000 in mortgage bonds and collateral trust by the government of the country in which the consolidated propnotes falling due within four years. It is by no means certain that erties are situated; this at the very time that the United States
the road, left independent, could have come through this trying government is considering the advisability ot trying to break up
financial period without a receivership.
Hence with the Mexican similar mergers. It is only natural to wonder whether the evil
Central Independent there was the possibility of the government effects ot such "high finance" methods, as recognized in the
system's having to face the ruinous competition of a bankrupt road. United States, will appear when such a consolidation is carried
The second reason is probably the one which was most im- out by a government. What effect, for instance, will the existence
portant in bringing about the acquisition of the Mexican Central. ot $200,000,000 second preferred and common stock, part ot which
The strong federal government of Mexico has for some time looked will be in the hands ot tbe public, have on railroad rates in Mexico?
with alarm at the prospect of having Its principal railroads con- When it is argued by American railroad officers that capitalization
trolled In the United States.
Yet to prevent the reported absorp- has no effect on rates, the existence of competition is always given
tion of the Central by a United States system, the government has as proof ot the assertion.
But in Mexico there will be no competiundertaken the very consolidation which three years earlier it tion to overrule the natural incentive to pay dividends on all outentered upon Its large policy of railroad ownership to prevent, standing stock. This is only one ot the interesting questions tor
and has brought to an end the useful competition in railroad rates the future brought up by the recent railroad policy ot the Mexican
and service which it then attempted to preserve.
government.
The third reason, the economies of consolidated management,
though actually Important, probably was incidental. There is no
PUBLICATIONS.
doubt, however, that there are many economies to be gained, parIssixd In connection with the Strwt
inuritat) atnti l.iiiliniti Ini iMliiniiln
ticularly in centralization of management and more economical rout-tci pnti-K
n'...iI2^ In.: cloth; price,
Knllwnv Jmirnnl I'.'iiT fditL.n
$.->.00.
ing of through traffic.
Thp M.tiraw TubllsliInK C" lU I-IImtij Street. New York.
Not only has the Mexican government In making this consoli- The current volume contains the usual full statistical data about
dation adopted the very principle which It was unwilling to see street railways In the United States, giving a brief statement of the
established under private ownership In Mexico, and at which It history, capitalization, earnings, expenses and traffic statistics of
looked askance as carried out In the United States, namely, con- each company together with a statement ot plant and equipment,
and a date for the information about each comsolidation of parallel and competing lines, but In the formation of tbe a list of officers
pany. The book is lllustrateti this year with 44 maps and covars
merger it has followed still other methods evolved by -American
tbe reports ot more than 1,400 operating and controlled companies
As already mentioned, the stock capitalization
railroad financiers.
In the beKinniiiR of the book,
in the United States and C«iada.
Considering the consolidated
of the new company Is 1230.000.000.
compilations are made as in previous years of companies arranged
system to have 7,000 miles of line in reality it has a little less In groups according to their gross earnings, and it Is interesting to
than that— this is at the rate ot $32,857 stock per mile. The total note that in the 1906 fiscal year there were 63 companies which
bond issue of $417,000,000 similarly works out at $59..571 bondb per earned over $1,000,000 each, as against 53 companies in 1905. The
gress:

First, to avoid friction

NEW

:

:

:

:

.

—
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companies having the largest earnings in 1906, as in 1905, were
the Interborough Rapid Transit Company of New York, which
earned $20,411,09": the New York City Railway Company, which
earned $19,092,385; the Brooklyn' Rapid Transit Company, $18,797,264; the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, $17,676,249, and
the Boston Elevated. $13.634.G12.
There were also two other companies which earned mor" tlwn ?10,000,000 in 1906. the PitUburg
Railways Company and th>^ Chicago Union Traction Company. In
all, there were
15 compniiies which earned more than $5,000,000
In 1906, as against 14 iu 1905.
There were 20 companies which
earned over $4,000,000, as against 16 in 1905, and 29 companies
which earned over $3,000,000. as against 22 in 1905. There were
44 companies which earned between $500,000 and $1,000,000, 184
companies which earned more than $100,000 and less than $500,000,
and 190 companies which earned less than $100,000. The most interesting part of the showing is that decreases were practically nonexistent, while each of the groups showed a very substantial gain
over 1905: thus the gain of the companies in group one, having
five

gross receipts of over $1,000,000, was 16 per cent, in 1906 over
1905; the gain in group two. having gross receipts between $500,000
and $1,000,000, was over 31 per cent.: that of the third group, having
receipts between $100,000 and $500,000, was over 24 per cent., and
the gain of the group having gross receipts between $50,000 and
$100,000 was 29 per cent. This is probably the best argument that
could possibly be given for the stability of American street railway
enterprises.

CONTRIBUTIONS
A

Radical Change In Rail Design.
08 William

St..

New

York. July 10. 1907.

To THE Editor of the R.mlroad Gazette:
seems

time for a radical change
in design of rails.
It must be evident to any engineer that the
design of a section for use on a railroad with heavy rolling stock
and good roadbed calls for a different distribution of material from
that required by a new road with much lighter cars and locomotives
and poorer permanent way.
Railroad engineers have heretofore been limited in their designs by the ability or unwillingness of the rolling mills to produce
other than standard sections. The introduction of
very broad
flanged beams as rolled on the Grey Universal Mill has opened up
new possibilities, and we would suggest that railroad engineers should
design new rail sections, which in their judgment are most suitable
for the different divisions of their roads, and in so designing cut
loose from all preconceived ideas as to what, in their minds, it is
possible for the rolling mills to produce and simply show what
would be ideal for their conditions. There is no necessity to retain
It

to us that the present is the

any of the old characteristios, height (area of head, web and flange),
and widths need not be restricted to measurements approximating
those heretofore in use; all that need be considered is what is most

own

individual purposes. The effort to standardize various weights of rails and induce railroads to use such, regardless of their climatic and other conditions, has brought about unsatisfactory results. The railroad man defers to the rail-maker, instead
of the latter endeavoring to meet the views of the former.
The
rallrnad engineer should design his section and the rolling mill
Bhould roll, as near to his requirements as their outfit will allow.
It should not be that the rail-maker tells the railroad what it will
give and the railroad engineer has to accept. This has been the
condition and the results have been disastrous. The situation needs
a thorough overhauling, and it is up to the railroad engineer to
show what he would like to have without regard to what he has
had to use. If he wants higher rails and wider flanges, this need
not mean heavier rails. If the railroad first determines what is
Ideal, It l.s then up to the rail-maker to see how near he can come
to producing such Ideal.
We are convinced that better service can
be obtained by chanslng the method of rolling rails. We are also
of the opinion that the time Is ripe for changing the whole plan of
railroad permanent way. The wooden tie Is a costly relic of bygone
days, and a relic which costs untold millions to perpetuate. The rail
as now designed has two separate and distinct functions calling for
two diametrically opposing qualities, one to resist the positive bending moments, resulting from the wheel loads, and the other to resist
the abrasion and crushing effect of heavy and repeated wheel pressures.
The first requirement might be satisfied by a permanent
section of structure which would support for Its entire length the
frictlonal resisting section, which must be so carried as to allow
Its being quickly replactd when worn sufficiently to call for removal. By having one section for the load-bearing medium and
another for the frictlonal resisting medium two separate qualities
of stpel can be used, and each can be so graded as to meet the
requirements for which It Is designed.
Railroads are In a rut and no one seems disposed to get out of
It
Why should they continue to demand from the rail-maker what
desirable for their
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he cannot make, or rather, what he has so far failed to satisfactorily supply
namely, a single bar of steel which has at the same
time the maximum wearing qualities and the highest efficiency of
load-bearing characteristics? If they have one bar suited for one
function and another for the other function and each designed both
as to shape and quality to best serve its individual purpose, they
will get better service, cheaper renewals and greater safety.
The
time is ripe for getting out of the rut and for dispensing with both
the wooden tie and the old T-rail, the former necessitating almost
continuous renewals and the latter necessitating the renewal of not
only the part that is worn out by reason of oft-repeated heavy wheel
contact pressure, but also that part which is designed to transmit
such wheel loads to the roadbed.
he.nry gret & so.\.

—

Consulting Engineers.

The Block-Signal and Train-Control Board.
This

the title of the board which has been appointed by the
Interstate Commerce Commission under the acts passed by the last
two sessions of Congress, to investigate and report on the subject
of automatic stops and other questions connected with block signaling.
The members of the board are: Professor Mortimer E.
Cooley. Dean of the Department of Engineering. University of Michigan, chairman; Azel Ames, Jr., Signal Engineer, Electric Zone
of the New York Central; Frank G. Ewald. Consulting Engineer of
the Illinois State Railroad Commission, and B. B. Adams, Associate
Editor of the Railroad Gazette.
The immediate purpose in establishing this board appears to
have been to give suitable publicity to the present "state of the art"
of automatic apparatus for stopping trains, as called for in the
communication which was sent to Congress by the Interstate Commerce Commission on January 3 last, wherein the commission advised Congress that it was credibly informed that such devices had
been sufficiently perfected to justify the government in testing them.
The clause in the appropriation bill which authorizes the commission to expend money in this direction was. however, drawn so as
to cover not only the investigating and testing of automatic stops,
but also investigation in regard to the use of and necessity for block
signals on railroads. The functions of the new board will, therefore, include the examination of any or all of the subjects which
were dealt with in the report on the block system which was made
to Congress by the commission last February (Railroad Oazette. Vol.
That report, it will be remembered,
42, pages 277, 479, 507 and 544).
spoke of the need of further investigation of signaling under the
is

following four heads:
il) Tlic telegraph block system on the larger roads (mainly double
Hack) as regards the personnel and the routine, the use or non-use of distant
and the practice of permissive block signaling.
(2) The telegraph block system on single track lines and minor roads us
regards the personnel, the routine, distant signals and permissive stealing,
nnd also as regards the use ot time rules and despatchers' orders to make up
signals,

tor incompleteness in the block signaling arrangements.
(3) The automatic block system should be Investigated on all roads with
respect to the efficiency of the apparatus and of the methods ot Inspection
and care and the integrity ot the records of signal operations In respect to
their completeness.
(4) The automatic block system on single track lines should be Investigated with respect to the features named In the foregoing paragraph, and
also as regards the use simultaneously with the block signals ot despatcheri'
orders and other measures designed to prevent collisions Irrespective ot the

block signal system.

Prof. Cooley, who is appointed chairman of the board, was
graduated from the United Stales Naval Academy In 1878. but resigned from the service in 1885, since which time he has held the
chair of Mechanical Engineer in the Universty of Michigan. Prof.
Cooley made a valuation of the physical property of the railroads
of Michigan ordered by the legislature in connection with taxation
a few years ago, and has done other similar work for that state.
Last year he was employed by the city of Chicago in connection
with the valuation of the street railroads of that city, and he was
one of the authors of the valuable report on that subject which
was noticed In the Railroad Qascttf of December 28. 1906. page 567.
Captain Ames Is a graduate of the Mas.saohusetts Institute of
Technology and was an officer In the engineering corps of the
He was
United States army during the Spanish-American war.
Supervisor of Track on the Iliid.son division of the New York Central, then Signal Engineer of the Boston & Albany, and subsequently of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern before being pro-

moted to his present place.
Frank G. Ewald has been Consulting Engineer of the Illinois
Railroad and Warehouse Comml.sslon for the past ten years, prior
to which he was employed by the city ot Chicago In charge of tunnel
work for the water system of that city. Before that he was employed In the engineering department of the Atchison. Topeka A
Santa Fe.
n. B. Adams has for 20 years been one of the editors of the
Railroad Gazette. Ho has had long experience In railroad work and
System." He was for two years Socrel.s the author of "The Block
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New

Passenger Station at Evansvillc
Haute.

for the Evansville

&

Terre

Tbe Evansville k Terre Haute Railroad has begun work on a

new

stAtlon at Evansville, Ind., on the site of tbe old one at tbe
corner of Eighth and Main streets. In order to put the waiting
In the most convenient relation to tbe tracks, the station
building will front on Eighth street and be built across the ends

room

Proposed Station

at

Evansville,

of the track*.
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'I'cr of the building, with
r'/ >m and women'a wait,•
.
th..
X, -• .-n.i of the
ing
building, at the corner oi
:>ens off
the walling r(x>m. Tbe sttea of t.
Walt;'
Ing room. 55 ft. M|uare: ticket offliKiiKiKing room.
X
II
1
Vj ft. X l)i ft.: women's room. 19 ft x 19 ft
Itineb room, 30 tL
X 20 ft.
• \» a pasIietw<->>n the main building and the trark ft-ii.
;!i
senger roiiioun-e 2'i ft. wide ainl 166 ft long. The ba^:/ i,;. room
opens dirertly on tbU concourse on the track side, and the mqcourse has an exit porch on Main street. This latter gives direct
communication bf^tween tbe concourse and tbe street so that paasengers do not have to pass through the main building a convenient and effective arrangement, especially when there are large
crowds. The toncourbe entrance porch has a marquise, so that passengers arriving at or leaving tbe station by carriage or motor need
not be exposed to the weather.
Express, mall and baggage are received and delivered by teams
in a special courtyard on the Main street side, separated from
street
the
by a brick wall. The baggage, mall and express, therefore, will be handled with the utmost convenience, out of sight of

th<
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for the

Evansville

&

Terre Haute.

the public and in such a way as not to conflict
in any way with the passenger service.
Besides the rooms on the first floor of the
station already mentioned, there is a room at
the east end, 40 ft. x 47 ft., for the general
The second and third floors,
freiglit agent.
each with an area of 12.000 sq. ft., will be
used for the general offices of the company.
The style of the exterior of the building
is that of a freely interpreted classic on Colonial lines. There are round-headed windows
below and an unbroken frieze formed by the
windows of the third story, this frieze running
around the whole building below the heavily
overhanging roof. The main body of the wall
surface will be red brick with stone trimmings. The frieze of the windows will match
the stone in color and the roof will be of graygreen tile which contrast well with the red
In order to make the
of the wall surface.
buildings most easy of access tbe front and
back of the waiting room open out through
three large doorways toward the street and

toward the concourse respectively. This triple
entrance on Eighth street is marked by monumental stone columns. In adopting the classic
forms, the overhanging roof and the colorings
mentioned, the idea was to produce a building
which would be in sympathy with the archi-

General Plan of Evansville Station.

tectural traditions of the South.
The auxiliary building for baggage, mall
and express will be acro.ss the passenger concourse from the station building, 63 ft. long.
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one-story high, and parallel to the tracks. The five tracks will be
protected by a train shed, and beyond this there will be umbrella
sheds for unusually long trains.
To avoid s>moke and dirt, the
heating plant will be placed under the nearby freight house.
The architects for the station are U. H. Burnham & Co., Chicago.
The principal contract was let to August Ohm, Terre Haute, Ind.
It is expected to have the station ready for service in the fall.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's Report on the Harrlman
Investigation.
of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the investigation into combinations of carriers' generally known as the

The report

"Harriman inquiry" was made public on July 14. After summing up
the expansion of the Harriman system and influence and reviewing
the reorganization of the Chicago & Alton, which is said to be "'rich
in illustrations of various methods of indefensible financing." by a
syndicate in which Mr. Harriman was one of the members, the
Commission sums up as follows:
A.
The effect of the control of the Southern Pacific by the
Union Pacific has been to unify and amalgamate the management
of these two railroad companies and their steamship lines and to
eliminate competition between them in transcontinental business
and in business to and from Oriental ports.
B.
The I'nion Pacific, as has been shown, controls the San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Sail Lake, the stock of which is deposited
in the hands of a trustee.
This line was originally intended as an
independent road, extending from Salt Lake, where It connects with
the L'nion Pacific and with the Denver & Rio Grande, to Los Angeles
and San Pedro. Cal. There is therefore no competition between this
line and the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific.
C.
It appears that the Union Pacific also owns $10,000,000 par
value of the stock of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and about
$30,000,000 more is owned by individuals connected with the Union
Pacific, making $40,000,000, or substantially 17 per cent, of the
entire capital stock of the Santa Fe company. Who owns this stock
outside of the $10,000,000 Mr, Harriman declined to state. Two
directors of the Union Pacific are also directors of the Santa Fe
company, and there is now a division of the Oriental trafliic by the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company between the Union Pacific and
the Santa Fe systems. It appears that there has also been a division of the fruit traffic between certain California territory and
the East, each taking a certain percentage, and that north of San
Francisco the Union Pacific and the Santa Fe have joined and
amalgamated their interests in the Northwestern Pacific Railroail
and that a joint control has been inaugurated similar to that of
the Chicago & Alton.
D. Prior to the acquisition of the Southern Pacific by the
Union Pacific the Denver & Rio Grande system, extending from
Denver, where it connects with various lines to the east, to Salt
Lake and Ogden, was given equal facilities over the Central Pacific,
and thereby practically formed another transcontinental line. Since
the amalgamation of the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific and
the constr\iction of the San Pedro road this line has been denied
equal facilities in the receipt and transportation of freight over
the Central Pacific and the San Pedro lines.
Its business, therefore, has decreased, and its ability to compete with the Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific impaired. On this account the Gould lines
are aiding the construction of another line from Ogden to San
Francisco.
The joint control of the Chicago & Alton by the Union
E.
Pacific and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has undoubtedly eliminated competition between the Alton and the Rock Island between
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City.
F.
These are conspicuous illustrations of the development of
the theory of "community of interest" and "harmony of managewhich
ment,"
Mr. Harriman suggested when he demanded representation upon the Santa Fe board.
If the policy of purchasing and controlling stocks In comO.
peting lines Is permitted to continue, it must mean suppression
of competition.
The Commission concludes by making the following three recom-

—

—

—

—

—

mendations:

— The

friction of a railroad corporation should be confurnishing of tranHi)ortaiion. Railroads should not
be permitted to Invest generally In the slocks, t)onds and securities
of other railroad and of steamship companies, except conneitlng
lines, for the purpose of forming through routes of transportation.
Including branches and feeders.
It is in the Interest of the public
to facilitate the consolidation of connecting lines.
The credit of a railroad company Is founded upon the resources
and prosperity of the country through which It runs. Its surplus
funds and credit should tie used for the betterment of Its lines
and In extensions and brioches to develop the country contiguous
The testimony taken upon this hearing shows that abiut
to It.
50,000 square miles of territory In the state of Oregon, surrounded
by the lines of the Oregon Short Line Railroad Company, the Oregon
First

fined

to

the

3.

Railroad & Navigation Company, and the Southern Pacific Company, is not developed; while the funds of those companies which
could be used for that purpose are being invested in stocks like
the New York Central and other lines having only a remote relation to the territory in which the Union Pacific system is located.
Railroad securities should be safe and conservative investments
for the people.
To this end the risks of the railroad should be
reduced to a minimum. Everyone knows that railroad securities
Uuctuate more or less, according to the prosperity of the times,
and also by reason of the wide speculation in such securities. It,
therefore, adds an element of hazard to a railroad's capital and
credit to have its funds invested in the stocks of other companies,
thereby endangering its solvency and its ability to pay reasonable
dividends upon its own capital stock. It is a serious menace to
the financial condition of the country to have large railroad systems fail to meet their obligations or go into the hands of receivers,
and the object of legislation and administration should be to lessen
',he risks of railroad investments.
Second It is contrary to public policy as well as unlawful,
for railroads to acquire control of parallel and competing lines.
This policy is expressed in the Federal laws and in the Constitutions and laws of nearly every state in the Union.
We have examined the Constitutions and laws of all the states, and find in about
40 of them prohibitions against consolidation of capital stock or
franchises of competing railroads, of the purchase and acquisition
by a railroad of competing lines. Competition between railroads as
well as between other industries is the established policy of the
Nation. And while the acquisition of a small minority of the stock
of a competing line might not decrease the competition, yet the
acquisition of any considerable amount of stock, with representation on the Board of Directors of such railroad, unquestionably has
the effect of diminishing competition and lessening to that extent
So long as it is the policy of the General Governits effectiveness.
ment and of the states to maintain competition between naturally
competing lines, the ownership of any stock by one railroad in a
competing railroad should not be permitted, and such lines of railroad should be prohibited from having any common directors or

—

ofllcers.

—

Third The time has come when some reasonable regulation
should be imposed upon the issuance of securities by railroads engaged in interstate commerce. We are aware that in the construction of new lines of railroad, developing new territory, as it has
been necessary in many instances to sell railroad securities at
large discount, and to sell bonds with stock bonuses, and even in
such cases it has many times been difficult to raise the necessary
capital.
Men will not invest their money and take the risk for
small rates of interest.
But this principle does not apply to old established railroad
systems having good credit. Such railroads should be prevented
from inflating their securities for merely speculative purposes. Railroads should be encouraged to extend their systems and develop
the country.
It
is of the utmost importance also that railroad
securities should be safe and conservative investments for the public, and should yield good and ample return for the money invested.
Reasonable regulation will tend to make them safer and more secure
investments, and thereby benefit not only the railroad companies
but the public.
Socialism and the Railroads.*

—
—
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We stand face to face with a situation In our national life of
great gravity. We are at this moment in full movement of an historical epoch of deep significance to us as individuals, to our nation
and to the human race. The situation which I have in mind Is
created by the attitude of the American people toward aggregations
Great individual fortunes, corporations, trusts so-called,
of capital.
any devices by which a few men can control large amounts of
money, have become objects of suspicion and of active hostility to a
great part of our fellow citizens.
AN

IIISTOHICAI. I-ARAM.EI..

situation has a close historical parallel in the French
Then the sense of injustice became intolerable and
Revolution.
thn plain people cut off the heads of the king and the nobles and
burned their palaces and confiscated their lands. The Texas editor
who wants us to hang the bankers would have sent his thrifty
neighbors to the guillotine if he had lived in France in 1793, Will
the resentment of the mass of the American people go as far as to
destroy great properly values, to Impoverish those who have been
so wicked as to make a little money and to Invest it In the securities
They have begun the process without
of productive enterprises?
knowing what they are doing. Will they go on with it?
This Is the most solemn question that has confronted this
nation since the Civil War. If we stand aside and allow the answer
to the question to be determined by that great class of politicians
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aniwer to thta lOlemn queatlon i.. tie determined by that nelflab
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overtake us.
have tried briefly to state,
I
before this nation.
I.^t us try

In Keneral t<-nns, the situation now
to brInK It a little nearer home.
especially
UH
see
how
L>et
It
affectK the rallruiids.
speak as a
I
railroad man. be<-au8e I have Kot moat of m.v IIvIdk from the railroads, and for years I have iieen a friendly and Mympstbetlc student
Some folks say I have been u partisan of the
and observer.

railroads.

The attitude of the people nf the I'nited States toward the
railroads of the I nited States Is one of the strangest social pheur reading.
Consider for a moment what the railroads have done in the history of this nation.
The building uf the United States wiiii the most colossal real estate
enterprise the world ever saw or ever dreamed of. Nothing like It
can ever happen again; nothing approaching It. It would be impossible to estimate the value of the part played by the railroads in
this real estate operation which we call the building of the nation.
It would be almost Impossible to overstate it.
With pride and with
amazement I think of the enterprise, the courage, the genius of the
men who risked reputation and fortune In pushing railroads over
the uninhabited lands or the thinly peopled areas of our country
in the second and third quarters of the century Just closed. Those
were the heroic days when men had dreams and saw visions.
Those were the glorious days of the youth of the nation. States
ami counties and towns stood and beckoned to the railroad builders, and gave them franchises and rights of way and local bonds.
That is why to-day a four-track railroad runs trains at sixty miles
an hour over a street crossing at grade through a great city. It
is not because the railroad man is depraved or reckless, but because the pioneers said. "Come, help us build the city; help us to
get rich"; and the men and women of this land and of England
and of Holland, who had saved up a little money, ventured their
savings in this colossal speculation, lost their savings very often,
and made it possible to build us the cities to cover our continent

nomena within my observation

with a network of railroads.
RAILRCADS A.ND THE PUBLIC.
It is not strange that under the conditions of our railroad
building unwise things and wicked things were sometimes done.
We are all foolish and wicked, more or less, and the measure of
our folly and of our sin Is largely a question of opportunity and
of the moral atmosphere in which we live.
The building of the
railroads and of the cities and of the villages of this continent,
the building up of the great industries in steel and oil, in packing
and in milling gave abundant opportunities, and the builders did
It was not strange
not have very much time to stop and think.
that indiscretions should have been committed in finance and in
the relations of the railroads to the traders and the manufacturers
of the nation.
It is not strange that certain somewhat crude notions should have l)een established as to the correct relations of

railroads to society.

Twenty years ago last March the Interstate Commerce act
went into effect. At that time most railroad officers took a very
simple view of their obligations toward the public.
It was commonly held that a railroad belonged to its stockholders; that the
stockholders had put their money into the property and were responsible for its debts; that the duty of the hired man. viz., the
president, the vice-president, the general manager, the traffic manager, the division superintendent, and so on down, that the duty
of this hired man was to make money for the stockholders, to
enable them to pay interest on the bonds, to eventually clear oft the
debts resting upon the property, and to gradually Increase the value
of the equities In that property.
In brief, the general view taken
was that a railroad property should be managed just as a mill is
managed, or a dry goods store, or any other large property. It
was held by the thoughtful railroad man of twenty years ago that
the relations of the railroads to the public would be properly established and maintained through the action of enlightened selfishness.
It was believed that in the long run the interests of the
railroads ami of the public were the same; that the railroad's officers would appreciate this fact, and that the public would appreciate this fact, and that just and harmonious relations would work
themselves out exactly as they do iu all other human affairs. My
instincts and my habits of thought tempt me to still believe that
to be the sound view of the relations of the railroad to society; but
in the twenty years that have elapsed since the Interstate Commerce act went into effect there has been a great change In th«
public conception of what we may call the political economy of
railroads, and there has been an important change in the minds of
This change has come
a considerable number of railroad officers.
about very largely through the incessant dls»ussion of railroad matters that has been stimulated by the constant activities of the In-

terstate

Commerce Commission.
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na least, I contemi'late with dread
c
an euUri;eiuFUi of the fuuctluiis of Government, and particularly
the Invasion of the field of railroad control by the ofDct-ns of the
State and Federal Governments.
But I recognize that conirui of
the railroads by the various governments within our country' Is
bound to be tried on a very considerable scale. I stilt believe that
it will fall, except in some broad and simple way; but I am quite
sure that we shall go through a good many years of experiment
with railroad control. This theory of the control of railroads Is
only one manifestation of the wave of socialism which Is sweeping
over the country and which has one of Its principal fountains in
It is the oncoming of that great wave which
the White House.
alarms me for the future of our country, and which has such special menace for those who are responsible for the prosperity of
'

-.:

the railroads.
I
have spoken of the attitude of our people toward the railroads as a strange phenomenon. This Is true when you think of
the part which the railroads have had In building the country, and
when YOU think further of the part that the railroads play In our
dally life.
Outside of agriculture, railroading is the most important industry in the country. It employs more men than any other
industry except agriculture. It pays out about eight hundred and
fifty millions of dollars a year in wages, being 60 per cent, of the
The
total operating expenses.
It pays in dividends $238,000,000.
wages and taxes paid by the railroads amourt to nearly four times
as much as the dividends paid on railroad stock; in fart, the dividend payments amount to only about three and six-tenths per cent,
on the stock; ten years ago the dividends paid amounted to but one
and seven-tenths per cent. A little more than 37 per cent, of all
the railroad stock of the country pays no dividends. Ten years ago
about 70 per cent, of the railroad stock of the country paid no
dividends. These few figures give a notion of what the prosperity
of the railroads means to the working people and to the manufacturers and traders of the country, and they give us a notion also
of the really very small returns which railroad properties make
to their owners.
IMPOBTANCE OF RAIUtOAUS.

shall not trouble you with any recital of the well-known
I
figures of ton-miles and passenger-miles by which we measure the
public service of railroads, but I will call your attention to the
fact that there is not a human being in our nation, there is hardly

a civilized human being in the world, whose life is not every moment affected by the railroads of the United States. The prosperity
and the happiness of every man, woman and child in the civilized
world depends more or less on the prompt, cheap and regular
movement of freight over the railroads of the United States. Here
in the United States, the prompt, cheap and regular movement of
freight is. excepting the crops, the most important element in our
daily happiness and in our continued prosperity. The appreciation
of this fact

is

one important element

against the railroads.
But people do not

in the intense

popular feeling

know how light Is the burden of the transThey do not know that we have the cheapest freight
They do not
the world and the best freight service.
know that the free play of i-ommercial forces uncontrolled by governments has given us a flexibility and an adaptation of rates and
service such as no other country has ever seen. They do not stop
to think that an eight-cent loaf of bread has paid one-third of a
cent for transportation from the wheat fields of Dakota to the
freight station in New York; that is, one twenty-fourth of Us cost
They do not stop to think
to the consumer is transportation tax.
that a mechanic, working one day, earns enough to pay for the transA
Liverpool
of his food for one year.
portation from Chicago to
long time ago Abrani S. Hewitt said that Sir Henry Bessemer was
the great apostle of Democracy, that he had done more than any
other one man to destroy the power in Great Britain of the privileged classes. He meant that Bessemer's discoveries and inventions
had reduced the cost of transportation and so brought down the
cost of living and enableil the poor man to cut himself loose from
the soil of the little parish or county in which he had been reared.
Cheap transportation had opened up to the poor man the markets
of the world from which to draw his food and clothes, and had
given to liim the markets of the world in which to sell his labor.
These are elementary facts that I am reciting, but it is well
for us to get tack now and then to elementary facts. In order that
(Kirtation tax.

rates

in

—
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we may see our way more clearly through the complex conditions
that surround our daily lives.
RAILROADS MUST HAVE MONEY.
If the railroads are going to continue to do their part in the
further development of our country and in the further progress
toward liberty, happiness and prosperity of all the people of the
earth, it is obvious that they must not be hampered or crippled.
This principle applies to their administration and to their financial
That their administration may be the most efficient, the
credit.
freest play must be given to the operation of the great elements of
ambition, energy and enterprise; and that they may be able to
finance their future requirements, their credit must be sustained.
You will remember that Mr. Hill has lately said that the money
requirements of the railroads of the United States to meet the
natural demand of our growing population w^ill be about eleven
hundred million dollars a year for five years. Mr. Loree, a clearheaded man with a gift for analysis, has lately told me that he had
gone through his own estimate, independently of Mr. Hill, and had
arrived at nine hundred million dollars a year as the natural requirements of the railroads.
RAILROADS MISREPRESENTED.

have already told you that the railroads of the United States
are paying now only about two hundred and thirty-eight millions
a year in dividends, and that over 37 per cent, of railroad stock
pays no dividends, and that ten years ago 70 per cent, paid no dividends.
It is obvious that they cannot earn the money to extend
and improve road and equipment to meet the proper requirements
Where are they to get It?
of our people.
shall not stop here to consider the debated and debatable
I
question as to who is the most powerful in destroying the credit of
I

—

the railroads the financier who represents what the President calls
predatory wealth, or the President himself as representing the
wrath of the people. I merely point out that at this moment the
railroads are between the devil and the deep sea; and, further,
that anything which cripples the railroads is a calamity of the
first magnitude for the nation.
It is a national misfortune that the railroads are so generally
and systematically misrepreBented in the public press. Fair discussion, discussion in the spirit of justice and truth, is almost never
seen in the daily newspaper treatment of railroad matters, whether
it be of accidents, of freight rates, of passenger rates, of whatever
may be the subject under discussion. The consequences of this
Indeed. I go so far as to say that the
attitude are most serious.
malicious wrecks that have occurred lately should be charged to
the editorial offices of the daily newspapers. By those newspapers
People of feeble reasoning
the railroads are treated as outlaws.
powers and of emotional temperament are easily led to think that
attack
an
outlaw
any
way that amuses them or
it is proper to
in
gratifies their hatred or envy.
That predatory wealth of which the President Is so fond of
talking has really very little to do with the policy of the railroads
Perhaps the President himself would
of the country in general.
be surprised to know^ how little, although I am inclined to think
that he does know, and that he says more than he really believes,
as a part of his general scheme of keeping the Republicans in power
and keeping the Democrats out of power. It has been suggested
that when Bryan went in swimming the President stole his clothes
and ran off with them. At any rate, the President has maneuvered
Bryan and his followers out of all their really strong positions.

PREDATORT WEALTH AND RAU.ROADS.

But predatory wealth has very

little to do with the policy
and conduct of the railroads. You know and I know that the
great mass of the owners of the railroads are honest and lawabiding citizens. You know and I know that the directors and ad-

ministrative officers of the railroads are just like the rest of us
no better and no worse. In Intelligence and executive capacity
th"y rank high, because they are disciplined in an exacting school,
and they are selected because of their capacity to carry responsibility.
In moral cdaracter they are probably above rather than
below the average.
The assumption that they are scheming to
cheat their neighbors, that they are trying to contrive ways to annoy their patrons, that they are Indifferent and Incompetent in
practical operation of their rallroadfi. would sound childish If it
were not so serious and so far-reaching in Its consequences.
Of course, we know that wrong things are done by railroad officers.
We have heard, for Instance, a great deal about rebates; but
If we reflect, we discover that rebates are not new, simply they
have been made Illegal. We know that they have been used for
years, and even for generations, as a means of building up communities and Industries along lines of railroads. Probably, in the
primitive times many of those railroad managers who granted rebates thought that they were doing a correct and public-spirited
thing.
Unfortunately, correct notions about these matters are almost never presented In the dally press. It Is unfortunate, too,
that there are so few men having exact Information and correct
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judgment on these matters who have time and disposition

3.

to write

speak for the education of the public.
In that respect the
death of Mr. Samuel Spencer was a great loss to the railroads. He
was one of the few railroad officers of high rank and of great experience who had the faculty of analysis, and clear, simple and
attractive presentation, and, who, joined to that faculty, had the
consciousness that it was his duty toward the railroads and toward the public to speak and write on the social science of railroads, as opportunity offered.
I am afraid that what I have been saying sounds a good deal
like the Lamentations of Jeremiah; and I am afraid that, like
Jeremiah, I can suggest no very practicable and easy way of bettering the conditions that I have tried briefly to put before yoiL
Some things do appear to me, however, as being quite practicable
or

and

useful.

BlILD UP CORRECT PUBUC OPINION.
seems to me that it is a duty of the officers of the railroad
companies, and those who are closely related to railroad companies,
and who have means of special Information, to try to build up correct public opinion. This some of us can do by talk with our neighbors; some of us by occasionally writing for publication here and
there; some of us by an occasional public speech; some of us by
direct personal contact with our Senators and Representatives in
Congress and the members of our State Legislatures.
It seems
to me that this is an obvious and neglected duty that all of us can
in
the
aggregate,
profit,
and it is
perform, and,
with a good deal of
It

a duty, not to the railroads alone, but to the nation.
Beyond this, there is a good deal that every railroad man can
do in his daily business life. Much of the public feeling against
railroads has its root in little disagreeable things in the relations
between subordinate officers and employees and the public. Quite
a number of years ago it became my duty to spend three or four
weeks among the railroads in England. As 1 was coming away, I
went to say good-by to the general manager of the Great Northern
Railway, to whom I was under obligations for courtesies. I told
him that I had been running about in yards and stations and railroad warehouses and a lot of places where I had no business to
go, that I had practically lived on the railroads for three weeks,
and that, from the time when I set my foot on the British Islands
until the moment of leaving, I had not had an uncivil word or act
from any British railroad servant. This did not seem a very surprising thing to the general manager, but it was a very rare and
surprising thing to me. In our own country it is the exception to
get civility from the minor officials and employees. Every time
that a man buys a ticket he runs the risk of more or less gross incivility.
It would be hard for us to overestimate the accumulated
influence of the display of bad manners toward the public, so characteristic of the minor officials of the railroads of our country.
I
have not the slightest doubt that this has been an influence of
very great importance in creating the widespread hostility of which
we see so many signs and which is expressing itself now in costly
and disastrous legislation.

CLAIM DEPARTMENT OBSTRUCTION.
wonder how many of you ever thought of the relation beI
tween the claim department and hostile legislation. To the outsider, it seems as if the claim department of a railroad was a
highly efficient organization for obstruction. The desire to ascertain the truth and to help the shipper, or the consignee, or the
person who has suffered damage or injury, to get justice. Is apparently no part of the duty of the claim department. Of course,
I
am aware of the fact that the railroads must protect themselves
against swindling claims; but I do protest that It Is contrary to the
Instincts of the Anglo-Saxon to be considered a swindler until he
proves himself an honest man. Do you wonder, when you think of
these things, that the great, self-respecting, proud American public,
with a keen sense of Its own rights and dignity, should resent that
sort of treatment?
I told you at the outset that I consider myself a railroad man,
and that I speak with the greatest friendliness; In fact, these Mttle
matters of discourtesy, Injustice and arrogance slide off from me
like water off a duck's back, because 1 know that the men who do
these things do not properly represent the gentlemen above them,
and It has been one of my principles of conduct to try to cultivate
a sense of humor and not give undue Importance to little things.
But I have ventured lo remind yoti of these little things by way
of showing you one way In which you can help your railroads and
your country, namely, by Incessantly instilling In the minds of yotir
sulwrdlnates the prime duties of courtesy, patience and fair mlndedness In dealing with the public.

The railroad ticket tax Imposed a year ago by the German
Empire was estimated to produce about 2-1,000,000 marks the flrst
year.
The Secretary of the Treasury recently annotinced that the
prospect Is that only about 12,000,000 marks will be realized by It,
The diversion of travel from the higher to the lower classes has
been greater than was estimated.
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signals are to be placed above It.
The form of the case Is such that, with a suitable bracket {lit
for supporting the lamp, any of the present standard semaphor<'
spectacles may be used. The whole external d>?sign presents a
symmetrical and graceful appearance. The motor is similar to that
used In the other type of the General Electric Company's sii^nals.
except that It Is provided with both series IE) and shunt (ft field
winding, and with a bail ratchet to prevent backward rotation of
the armature. The object of this modification is explained below.
The high speed gear and the motor pinion are protected by a
case attached to the inside of the frame, while the intermediate
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General Electric Top Mast Signal.
its pinion are protected by a gear case made of a single
piece and bolted to the outside of the frame, with which It makes
a weather-proof joint. To the face of the main gear G are attached
driving pins of case-hardened steel, which move the signal from
stop to proceed position by engagement with the pawl
of the
slot-arm.
The slot-arm J is mounted on a squared portion of the
signal shaft by means of a broached hole in its hub, and carries
a magnet A', the armature L of which is attached to one end of a
bell crank lever, which by a pawl at its other end engages with
the driving pins whenever the slot-magnet is energized. The series
coil of the slot-magnet is connected in the motor circuit, and the
shunt or high resistance coil is connected outside of the control
contacts which break the motor circuit. Current is carried to the
slot-magnet without the use of flexible moving wires, segmental collector rings and brushes being employed as in other G. 1=:. signals.
On the signal shaft, directly back of the main gear, is mounted
an eccentric .W. The strap of this eccentric is cast in one piece
with the cylinder of the dash-pot. or buffer. .V. In front and also
connected to the main shaft is a counting device
for registering
the number of signal movements.
When the signal circuit is closed, current will flow through
the shunt coil of the slot-magnet, and in another circuit through
Its series coil, and thence through the motor control sector P and
Its contict fingers Q to the motor.
The slot-magnet beins energized,
the paw!
is held in the path of the driving pins. :ind as the
motor revolves one of these pins is forced against the pawl, thereby
turning the slot arm and the signal shaft to which it is connected,
thus carrying the signal arm toward the proceed position. When
the arm of the signal comes almost to Us extreme "proceed" position, the motor current is broken by means of the controller P.
but this breaking of the current does not arrest the movement of
the signa'. for the inertia of the revolving armature and other

gear and

H

H

Fig.

3

— General

Company's
Mechanism.

Electric

Top-Mast

Semaphore

current opposing its forward movement when it is acting as a generator.
Therefore the motor will make approximately the same
number of revolutions after its current is broken, stopping the
signal arm at the same position under ail conditions; so that a
friction brake is not needed.
When the main sign.U circuit is opened and the slot-magnet
de-energized,

its

heavy armature

falls

away from

the poles, this

movement being also assisted by the pressure of the driving pins
against the pawl. The pawl being thrown back from enga.gement
with the driving pin. the signal is free to assume the position to
which it is normally carried by gravity. .\s the signal arm comes
to its stop position, the rotation of the slot-arm causes its armature
to swing back against the poles of the magnet, so that it Is in position to be held firmly in place when current Is again applied.
While this signal was specially designed for use in two positions only, it can be operated as a three-position signal when an
extra circuit controller Is used, and a back contact provided on the
When used as a three-onsiim <iriKii an.i when Indlline relay.
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eating a train backing into the section of track for which the
signal gives distant indications, the arm will go from proceed to
stop before assuming the caution position. Where such a movement
is not objectionable this signal is applicable.
The design of this signal is such that all parts are readily
accessible, and they are easily removed from the case, when necessary. The motor and oth(>r parts are readily reversible to provide
for moving the siernal either up or down from the horizontal

other where the crop may have failed. Millions of lives have been
saved in British India through this one fact. In China in the great
famines it has often been the case that thousands have perished
because the transportation facilities did not exist to bring to them
the contents of the bursting granaries of other sections. From a
political point of view the railroad and the telegraph render attempted revolution difficult, because they permit prompt transmission of news and prompt despatch of troops to the center of dis-

position.

turbance.
Railroad development has been slower than some anticipated
when the American occupation began. It is still less than six years,
however, since Governor Taft superseded the military authorities
with the full powers of civil government. Six years is but a day In
the life of a nation, and it could not be expected that everything
would be accomplished in so short a time. Much has already been
done, however, to develop the island commercially and more undoubtedly will be done in the near future.
The new breakwater
at Manila, which is now practically completed, will make the city.
with the proi)osed new piers, the best equipped port in the Orient.
A contract has recently been awarded for about $443,000 for two large
steel and concrete wharves, one 600 by 70 ft., the other 6.50 by 110 ft.
The military authorities have already completed a wharf for their
own use, and on September 12 last the transport "Logan' lay alongthe first large transpacific liner to lie beside a pier
side it to unload
in the Philippines.
All harbor dues have been abolished in the
islands, and as tonnage and light dues had already been done away
with, Manila is now a free port, so far as shipping is concerned.
The American warehouse system permits the free transshipment
of goods destined for delivery in other Oriental countries, and should
aid in making the city and bay of Manila a great distributing center.
The harbor has been dredged to the depth of 3ti ft. wherever such a
depth is desirable. Within a year transportation has been put on
a healthy commercial basis b.v doing away with the Government
inter-island steamers, which were absolutely essential for military
and civil purposes when the islands were in a state of confusion,
and letting the mail and transportation contracts to commercial

Progress

in

the Philippines.

The following are quotations from an interview, published in
the Journal of Cotnmene. with Charles A. Conant. one of the
directors of the Manila Railway, a New Jersey corporation, through
which the Speyer syndicate is building new railroads in the PhilipThe Manila Railway has taken over the Manila & Dagupan,
pines.
In regard
the only steam railroad now in operation in the islands.
to the proposed extensions of the Manila Railway. Mr. Conant said:
About 428 miles of new line will be built on the island of
Luzon. The existing line, which was opened some 14 years ago with
English capital, runs for about 120 miles from the outskirts of
Manila to Dagupan, almost due north, and also includes SS miles of
branches. It is now proposed to extend this line some 35 miles
farther north to San Fernando de la Union, and to build a number
of spurs and branches connecting with Manila the principal towns
There will also be a detached line
of the western part of the island.
of considerable length built at Albay Province, the southeast peninsula of Luzon, which will connect with the steamship line and
open up territory which could be reached only by a very circuitous

route if it were all rail from Manila.
The railroad receives no grants of money or property, directly
or indirectly, in connection with this construction. The United
States Congress authorized the Government of the Philippine Islands
to guarantee 4 per cent, interest for 30 years on bonds issued for
the construction of lines in the Philippines. The Philippine Commission advertised for bids under this law. and bids for construction with guaranteed bonds were accepted for certain detached lines
In the island of Luzon, however, the
in some of the other islands.
Manila Railway was so firmly established that it was not easy for
any rival syndicate to cut the ground from under its feet, even with
Government aid. Mr. Speyer, therefore, after offering to build some
aided lines in connection with others which were to be unaided, decided finally to ask simply for franchise rights for the proposed extensions, without asking any financial aid from the Government. He
felt that under such a grant the railroad would have greater freedom
in choosing its routes and conducting its operations, and that with
entire responsibility for its finances it would not be tempted to
enter upon projects which did not commend themselves to its own
engineers.
The Manila Railway originally received a subsidy from the Government. There is a curious story about that. The Spanish Government was so eager to encourage railroad building that they
provided in the charter of the Manila Railway for a regular annual
payment of interest on a part of the cost of construction. Such
payments were suspended by the American Government. An effort
was made to set up the claim that it was not a continuing obligation of the governing i)ower. since the sovereignty had changed
hands. It is doubtful if the courts would have sustained the repudiation of an official contract on this ground alone; but it was contended that the road had allowed its tracks and rolling stock to be
used by the Insurgents, and especially for carrying on trade. In
violation of the orders made against trading with provinces which
were In revolt. The railroad, on the other hand. |)ut in a claim for
heavy damages to its property and loss of revenue by the seizure
and use of Its cars and locomotives for Government i)uriioses. While
the road had large claims against the Government under these heads.
there was a clause in the original contract which might have hampered the road materially If it continued to grow. This was a stipulation that when the gross receipts exceeded a certain amount a
large payment was to be made Into the public treasury. The road
has been so successfully comlucted since the insurrection terminaiod
In 1901 that considerable amounts have accrued under this obligation to the Government.
Thus there was a condition of claims and
counterclaims. The railroad cut the Gordlan knot by renouncing all
claims against the Government In return for a renunciation by the
Government of its claim to a share In the earnings of the road. The
road, however, will pay Into the public treasury a percentage of Its
gross receipts. This percentage will increase at fixed dates.
The extension of the railroad is the one step needed lo put the
Islands on the high road to commercial iirosperlty. We have become 80 accustomed to railroads that wo hardly realize their economic im|)orlnn(P. They not only open up new sources of production, but they afford a safeguard against starvation In times of
uneven crops and protection against political revolution, which are
very Important. A railroad corrects the variability of the crops by
permitting the surplus product of one province to be taken to an-

—

companies.

American capital has been going into the islands. This subject
discussed in the annual report of the Philippine Commission for
1906. Among the cases there cited of the employment of American
capital are the contracts for the harbor works let to Americans, not
only at Manila, but at Iloilo and Cebu; the adoption of a modern
telephone service in Manila, which will be gradually extended
throughout the island of Luzon; electric lighting plants at Iloilo and
Cebu; the traction system in the city of Manila, which has been
substituted for the dirty little horse cars in which no European or
American would ride, a modern electric service; contracts for new
water-works and sewer systems for the city of Manila; one of the
inter-island transportation companies, and large companies for getting out lumber, for printing, for the manufacture of cocoanut
|)roducts, for distributing American machinery, and for many other
purposes.
It is declared by the commission that all this progress
has been made, not by depriving Filipinos of industries that before
were theirs, but by the introduction of new capital and new business sagacity that have enabled Filii)inos in nearly every case to
obtain greater and larger remunerative employment and greater
prosperity than ever before.
is

The Harriman Lines and Reciprocal Demurrage.
The following

a letter addressed to officers and agents of the
by A. L. Mohler. Vic(^President. and General
Manager of the Lines East of Green River:
Agitation in favor of the enactment of state and national laws
embodying that which is misnamed "reciprocal demurrage" is based
to a very large extent upon a misunderstanding of present conditions and the results which would follow such legislation.
It Is
Important that employees of this company, coming in contact with
the shipping public, should be posted upon the underlying principles of the subject In order that they may be able to present to
the advocates of such legislation the unfairness as well as the
consequence thereof. The question of adequacy of car supply naturally divides itself under the following headings:
(A)
Freight locomotives and cars represent about one-fifth of
the total capital Invested in a railroad, and are practically the only
portion of the property which provides revenue; the value of the
remaining four-fifths depending entirely upon the use made of this

Union

is

Pacific signed

one-fifth.

(B) Locomotives and cars ran only be of value to their owners
when moving under load or towards the loading point. Promptness
of despatch In transit and methods adopted by railroads to secure
Increa.scd daily loaded movement of cars.
Cars are at times very valuable to consignees for storage
((;)
purposes on the basis of the present low demurrage rates.
One of the most important questions that has engrossed the
attention of the entire country during the past few months has
been the Inadequacy of freight car supply to meet the extraordinary

.
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which alone contributed These averages for our cars are for owned cars only. Foreign cars,
more to and stimulated more the shortage of cars for the movement which are largely confined to long haul business, we move faster
and average 5u miles per day, or at the rate of about 18,000 miles
of trafflc than anything else.
While thih Is true of the railroads Id general, we can more run per annum.
As an aid to more efficient use of equipment, we on June 1.
cocOdently speak of what has been done by the Harrlman lines as
« whole, with which we are connected, oixraiing about 15.000 miles 1904. established on the Harrlman Lines a car clearing house, whereof main line wi-stward from Omaha. Ncti. Kansas City, Mo., and by all freight cars owned by all our separate lines are pooled and
New Orlean.s, l.a., to Los Angeles and San Francisco, Cal., and Port handled as a common ownership. Under this system cars are exland. Ore., traversing states whose area is half that of the entire peditiously moved Irom parts of the system where there may be a
United States. During the past year on no part of the line has surplus to districts where most needed. Our officers everywhere
there been an Insufflclency of equipment to move traffic. The San are held to strict accountability for failure to properly watch car
By a rational system
Franci.sc-o Are of April 18. 1906, completely destroyed the facilities movement and utilize equipment capacity.
for rfceivlng and storing freight at by far our greatest trafflc center, of tonnage rating, bised on speed requirements as well as tractive
causing an aggnivated blockade, tying up at its maximum over power, locomotives are properly loaded to obtain their full value
€.000 cars, or 9 per cent, of our entire equipment. As It was im- as trafflc movers, whilst loading of cars Is closely watched and
possible to reproduce the destroyed facilities, wc had. under the their tonnage capacity utilized to its fullest possible extent. Shipcircumstances, to be extremely lenient with consignees, and the con- ments are combined to save car equipment where it is an object
gestion continued In greater or less degree for nearly six months. for this purpose on long hauls and where no material delay to
During this time local points along the line of the Union Pacific freight will result. Elaborate statistics are kept of the use made
proper were largely dependent upon receiving empty car equipment of cars and locomotives, and officers making a poor record are held
from California, which had moved west under load, and as sufflcient to strict accountability. Large capacity cars are kept in long haul
emptic-s could not be sent east, this contributed its portion to the business where greatest ton mileage can be handled. Car tracers
are employed to check up car movement, and In various other ways
car shortage in the Middle West.
During the past five years the Harrlman Lines have anticipated, we are seeking the maximum efficiency of our equipment, both for
sake
and
to
render
the
best
possible
service
perhaps, as much or more than any other system, the increasing economy's
development of the territory they serve, and have made vast addi- to the public, as manifestly it is to the interests of any
handle every ton of freight it can.
to
Our equiptions to their rolling stock, the expenditures for which in this period road
have amounted to over $60,000,000. In the five years, 1902 to 1906. ment is always kept In the highest standard of condition, reIncluding equipment under contract, we have purchased 1,194 new pairs Ijeing made as occasions offer, preferably in the lighter
Our locomotives and freight cars were never in better
locomotives and 40.196 new freight cars, most of these being steel seasons.
cars which require less repairs, will be less time out of service. condition generally than they are today. During 1906 we made
and therefore capable of handling a greater traffic than the wooden repairs on 4.344 locomotives and 340.115 freight cars as compared
ones.
Our car orders for this year alone amounted to 14.000 cars, with 329.230 cars in the previous year. For these repairs we expended $17,000,000. All these details, thoroughly suggestive to the
or 20 per cent, of our entire equipment.
All of the engines are of the heaviest hauling capacity used mind of any practical railroader of to-day. have resulted in the exanywhere, bringing our locomotive standard to as high an average cellent showing made by the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific
condition and efficiency as exists on any road in the United States. Lines as compared with "All railroads of United States" on "Miles
Trhilst the cars added were principally of 50 tons carrying capacity run per car per annum" shown in the foregoing tabulated inforwith steel underframing. This new equipment is equal in tonnage mation.
The statement is often made that yard facilities for handling
•carrying capacity to over 70.000 cars of the standard type used only
a few years ago. and is far greater in tonnage capacity than the cars have not been increased in proportion to the increased traffic.
In this time we have This is certainly not true for the lines of the Union Pacific and
entire equipment owned only four years ago.
added over five tons to the average carrying capacity of every car Southern Pacific systems. With each new car ordere<l computations
own.
activity
construction
has been carried are made and estimates prepared for additional tracks and terwe
This great
in car
on during a time of extremely high material and labor prices, extra minals to hold the entire equipment ordered, although, of course,
€08t being added for steel construction to lessen damage from acci- only part of it is in terminals at any one time. For example, in
dent, the cost of our new cars being nearly double that prevailing the four and a half years since June 30, 1902. with an increase of
15 per cent, in numlier of cars owned, an increase of 16 per cent.
10 years ago.
To show how our lines have increased their equipment in ad- In car mileage and an increase of 17 per cent, in train mileage, we
vance of trafflc requirements, below is given a statement going back have increased our mileage of double main train 214 per cent, and
four years to 1902 and looking forward to 1907 when we shall have have added 1.100 miles, or 30 per cent, to the length of yard tracks
received the equipment really ordered In 1906, but which will not and sidings. For each car owned we now have 362 ft. of yards and
sidings as compared with 322 ft. four years ago.
"be delivered until the spring of this year:
tr> in>

.

hoii?'-

.

.

.<,

;

June

Tons of frclcht carried one mile, thousands
Tonnase cnpaclty freight cars owned

30, 1902.

in,3.'5»,0.')"

1,638.410
98,720
Total hauling capacity of locomotives as expressed by total w't on drvrs, tons.
29,576.176
FrelRht train miles
785.584,562
Total freight car miles

Thus estimating an average increase of traffic for 1907 as prevailed in previous years to move 41 per cent, of trafflc, we will have
available C6 per cent, more car capacity and 69 per cent, more locomotive capacity than we had five years ago.
The measure of the tax on railroad facilities is the trafflc moved
during the busiest season. Selecting the heaviest month out of the
past three years, we have the following:
Tons of Freight ilovcd Onr
Octol)er. 190-1

itile.

1.201.000.000

(lotoljcr.

100.-,

1. SOI. "00.000

October.

1!mii'.

l.i79.niPO.Oi>0

Increase
over 1902.
33 per cent.
33
47

Jane

30. 1906.
3.73S.108
2.177.2n3
14.'>.340

31.579,901
913,429.442

.

7

16

••

June

30. 1907.
14.5S7.9r.8

12,721.776
r 166,305
,32,238.032
045.390.661

Increase
over 1902,
41 per cent

66
69
9
20

With the car shortage agitation, the iijost important question
to all railroads has been the detention to cirs by shippers and conWe have endeavored to clearly show that the increased
signees.
traffic has been anticipated by the Harrlman Lines by the purchase
of new equipment, and we might add that long ago antieipatiog
the Increased traffic, experience, which proves to t)e the best teacher,
called forcibly to our attention the fact that during the wave of
prosperity there would, as before stated, naturally follow a further
growth of laxity on part of the commercial world, whose warebouse and storage facilities were overtaxed, to release cars promptly.
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preferring to hold and utilize them for warehouse purposes. Stringent and positive instructions were issued long in advance of the
heavy movement, impressing upon the minds of our agents and
all
concerned that they must force consignees to release cars
promptly. Only one-eighth of a day is aitually required to move
a freight car the average distance it is hauled, the remaining time
being consumed in terminal yards awaiting movement in trains,
on sidings after being unloaded, on yard tracks at disposition of
shipper awaiting loads, and, perhaps, more important of all, delayed at stations under load waiting to be released by consignees
who are holding to unload or holding on re-consigning orders.
In order to increase the efficiency and promote their own earnings, railroads are always endeavoring to reduce delays for which
they are responsible, and if their patrons would lend their aid to
do likewise, vast good would be accomplished. The limitation of
every railroad system in limes of heavy traffic is the terminal situation, and the proper terminal situation depends upon the exertions
of ever>' shipper and consignee to unload cars with the least posSome consignees have ample facilities for the prompt
sible delay.
handling of their maximum business, but the reverse is the rule.
Many consignees order freight in large amounts expecting to sell
it before it arrives, in which effort they are frequently unsuccessful
Much freight is consigned to brokerage or
in whole or in part.
commission houses, the prompt disposition of which depends upon
future market conditions. Some consignees with ample facilities
delay cars badly by negle't and poor business methods.
These conditions have made necessary the present demurrage
The consignees know that the carriers would greatly prefer
rules.
the cars to the demurrage charges but unfortunately their preference is the same and the company must perforce permit them to
exercise their preference resardless of the interest of the carriers.

—
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with a decline in business, would be a burdensome one.
The great majority of shippers located on the Union Pacific
Company's lines are broad-gaged, intelligent and fair-minded men,
and are not in sympathy with any proposed legislation which haafor its effect the restriction of prosperity and the discouragement
of increases in investments in the way of improved facilities and.
terminal enlargements. Every large city must have terminal facilities to provide for the growth of such cities, and when such municipality by malicious and unfair advisers prevents the enlargement
of terminal facilities by a legitimate and equitable franchise, to that.
extent the rapid development of that city is retarded.
The officers and employees of the Union Pacific will, at all times,,
co-operate with patrons and shippers along its lines. The prosperity

years,

of shippers is absolutely essential to the successful operation of its
property; therefore, there can be no question as to the importance
of dividing prosperity between the transportation lines and their
patrons; and this company will at all times be found on the side
of aiding increased prosperity rather than to encourage conditionswhich are certain to result in the withdrawal of marvelous prosperous conditions at the present time existing, and which all enjoy,
and which, to the writer, appears as the poorest time to grumble.

A New Monoraiiway.
A working model of a new monorail
much interest in Great Britain, where it

car which has created
has been exhibited, is

shown in the accompanying illustration. It is the invention of
Louis Brennan, well known as the inventor of the torpedo which,
Equilibrium is maintained by gyroscopic action,
bears his name.
and the car is balanced on a single rail at all times, whether moving or titandins .still and under all conditions
of wind pressure, shifting load or centrifugal
force.
The gyroscopic mechanism consists of
two flywheels mounted on special bearings in
a case from which the air has been exhausted.
The air and journal friction is thus reduced
to a minimum, and only small power is required to keep them in motion. They are rotated in opposite directions at very high speed
by small electric motors taking current from.
a storage battery placed in the car. The use
of two gj'roscopes overcomes the tendency
toward excessive inclination or variations
when runnirg backward or forward.
The
mechanism occupies only a small space and
weighs about 5 per cent, of the total weight
of the car.

A New Monorail
and

to the

detriment of

all

other shippers.

No

Car.
railroad

company

can get any benefit from the prompt loading, unloading and handling
of cars without, at the same time, benefiting shippers and consignees, hence the claim of the carriers that existing rules are nondiscriminating, reasonable, and in the highest sense "reciprocal."
But the proposed reciprocal demurrage bill includes a provision
for penalizing the carrier for failure to furnish cars as called for
within a specified time. Legislation to fine a corporation for omitting to do that which is imperative with the self interest of the

corporation, is as unique as it Is unjust, and could not obtain an
audience except under the extraordinary political, commercial and
Demurrage is collected from
industrial conditions now prevailing.
a shipper on account of his converting to individual use facilities
furnished by the company for the benefit of the shippers as a whole.
Reciprocal demurrage, as planned. Is a penalty to be paid by a
carrier, not for something It receives or unduly rctaln.s. but tor
failure to .siipi)ly that which It does not and cannot possess, and
from the possession of which It Is to a consldarable extent debarred

by the failure of its patrons as a whole to realize and fulfill their
If the
ohlixations to other shippers and to the railroad company.
arc to be so penalized, actual reriprocity would require
shippers to furnish loading at all times for all cars available.
It should be remembered that penalizing a railroad for not furnishing equipment Is equivalent to a rebate to a large shipper who
has a large holding in manufacturing and elevating Interests, thereby dffeatlnK the purpose of the Hepburn bill to prevent rebates.
Why should rnllroads be penalized for not ftirnlshing equipment to
any greater extent than r-on.algnees for not furnishing storage facll
Itles to adequately provide frtr the business and neces.^iry storage?
The consignee feels justified In paying $.'00 or IfiOO per year for
demurrage In preferenoe to enlarging his facilities at a cost of say
$20,000 per year, thereby eliminating the responsibility of Interest, tixr.q and depreciation on the Investment which. In a few
carriers

The model car is mounted on two bogies,
each having a pair of wheels. These bogies
are designed for free radial and vertical movement to permit the car to round sharp curves
and ride easily on rough track. The twowheels of each bogie are coupled, and they
The track
are driven by electric motors geared to one wheel.
laid on blocks, and for crossing gullies a
rail
single
a
consists of
heavy cable. An experimental track of this kind with steep grades
and sharp curves has been built and the model car successfully run
over it with loads as high as 150 lbs.
The War Department of the British Government has begun theconstruction of a large car of this kind. It will be propelled by a
The motors on the wheels will be
gasoline-electric generator set.
provided with change gears for ascending steep grades. This car
will be tested for its availability In military railroad work where
the monorail track construction would be especially valuable.

Foreign Railroad Notes.
In the French Parliament a bill providing
This bill was Introfor old age pensions to railroad employees.
five years ago was submitted to the Presiand
ago.
duced ten years
dent of the Senate. In order to hurry him up a little, on the
8th of June last 400.000 postal cards were addressed to him by as
many railroad men in all parts of France, asking his early attention

There

to the

Is

pending

matter.

committee of the Italian Parliament reported a plan for the
reorganization of the state railroad administration which has one
novel feature. There is to be a "trafilc council" to advise as to
the public needs In the way of transportation, apparently something like the advisory railroad councils In Germany. Jind one of
The committee urged that the
Its members Is to be a journalist.
most important traffic questions are and must be discussed In the
press and decided with Its co-operation. The Minister of Public
Works declared that he would not be willing to select the journalist
councillor, and It was thought the appointment would be left to
.\

the Italian Associated Press.
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Tunneling Operations

The

New York
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liM-oniollve and ruabeu 10 the mvD>' of troubl'
a chemical englnp plays- iipor; ';r— nr t-nal •

City.
or

iill

the tunnel

Ing o|wrii(lonii In N(*w York ('lt>
trinity Ih rt-iiroiluced from
|ui|M>r by H. T. lldaKi*. rca.l Ufn.
thi' American Inntltiite of
Mining EnKlneera. The following U
brier Nummary of recent
progreaa on all of these tunneJM:
PvniiMifliania Tunru-l it Ti-rminal
P«inin> U.mla Rallroii!iL>oul)le-tra<-k approach
einlmnkmcni w<mI of H-'iL:Hn HIM iimU-r
ronetrui'tlon.
Twin (unneiti In rork lUKler H«h;«m Hill to Weihawki'H Hhaft aboiit two^thlnlN •xiavated:
wurk In proKreiw.
Twin tubes under North river to Klevt-nth avenue. .Manhattan shaft,
compleieil anil work of sinking foiimhitlon piles and piitting In concrete lining In progress. Excavation of approach tuniii-ls from Manhattan shaft to station site at Ninth avenue about une-half comExcaviitlon for station between .'^.•venth and Ninth avenues
pleted.
nearly completed: erection of steel work in iiroKress.
Double-track
cross-town tunnels under :i2d and 33d slri><<ts excavated from East
river shafts to a point near Sixth avenue, and work of lining In
progress. Four East river tubes under way and about one-half complete<l.
Long Island City tunnels In soft ground completed to portal
.
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near Borden avenue.
Hud-son it Manhattan. Both tubes completed under North river
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Ix'tween Holidken and Greenwich stn-.t
ready for experl-
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Rest

Requlremanta on French Railroad*.

The Minister of Public Works of Frani-e ban wnt a circular to
the railroad managers setting forth the requirementh ax to tbe time
Thbs must be at ii-.i.-' '2 days a
allotted to employi-'-.s for rest.
miay.
ili-idrable thai thew diys should fall un
year, and it
Employees whose work cannot be Interrupted on Sunday murt !»'
granted at least three full days of rest a month. To these three
days there must be added at least enough supplementary rest either
in whole days or, if Sunday is cut out. In half days, to make up the
balance. The days off may be separate or together according to
the exigencies of the servlie and the convenience of the employee
But even where his duties are most existing, there must be 52
days of rest a year. Where half days are taken, every effort should
be ma<le to have them fall on Sunday: and the same rule holds
regarding full days; for this reason the managers are urged to
reduce Sunday work of all kinds as much as possible.
:-:

1.-;

The New York

Central'a Electric Linea.

Early in 1905 there wis incorporated in New York state tbe
.Mohawk Valley Company, a holding company which controls the
i-lectric and street railway investments of the New York Central ft
Hudson River, lli, $2ii.iH)0,tiOO stock is held, «M per cent, by tnat
company and 40 per cent, by a syndicate, made up largely of Cleveland and New Y'ork men. aLd headed by Horace E. Andrews. PresiThe directors of the
dent of the Cleveland Electric Railway.
Horace' E. Andrews. William K.
.Mohawk Valley Company are:
Vatiilcrbilt. Jr.. Walter N. Kernan and the following vice-presidents
W. C. Brown. E. V. W. Rossiter. John
of the New York Central:
Carstonsen and W. J. Wilgus. The executive organization is: Horace
E. Andrews. President, John Carstensen. Vice-Pre-.ident of the New
York Central in charge of accounting, and W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr..
Vice-Presidents: D wight W. Pardee, Secretary, and Edward L. Rossiter. Treasurer of the New York Central. Secretary and Treasurer,
respectively, and A. L. Linn. Jr.. General Auditor.
It is the plan of the Mohawk Valley Company to eventually have
a continuous electric line parallel to the New Yoik Central main
line all the way from Albany to Buffalo, giving frequent local
passenger and express service. Although this will be a continuous
line between those points, there is no intention to operate through
electric service over it. The fact that it will run through the streets
(if the principal cities is one reason against this, but the deciding reason is that the very purpose of having a parallel electric line is to
leave the tracks of the steam road which itself will in all probability
free for freight and fast through
within a few years be electrified
passenger service. The plan is to have the electric line lake over,
so far as possible, the short distance local passenger travel of the
steam road. The superiority of an electric line in offering frequent
(
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mental operation by Sept. 1. Open cut extension from Greenwich
street under Sixth avenue to 33d street under construction. Tunnel
connection between Hoboken and .Jersey City under construction.
Twin tubes between Cortlandt street and Jersey City under construction.
Foundations completed for terminal station at Cortlandt
and Church streets and erection of steel work in progres.s.
Brooklyn extension from Battery
Inti-rhorouiih Rapid Transit.
looi) nndMT Ea.st river to Joralemon street, Brooklyn, is partially
completed. Both tubes are joined, but work is in progress to reinforce them with pile foundations before concrete lining is put In.
Will not be ready for operation for some months to come.
Belmont Tunnel. From 42d street and Park avenue under 42d
Work still going on in
street and East river to Long Island City.
one tube. Other tube has met and tunnel is nearly completed under

—

—

4 2d street.

—

ypir York Central. Reconstruction of Park avenue tunnel about
Work In jjrogress on excavation of west half of new
completed.
Grand Central Station yard.
Delaware, Lackawanna it Western. Driving a second double
track tunnel parallel to present tunnel under Bergen Hill. Hoboken.
About one-half completed.

—

For flghling fire in its anthracite coal mines, the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western is using a new form of chemical fire engine.
It Is built ou a iruck and can be attached to an electric mine

service and carrying p;issengers directly to the central streets. of
the cities makes this possible. To put it concretely, one car every
half hour furnishes vastly more satisfactory service for local travel
than six cars every three hours. An electric line can offer such frequent service more cheaply than a steam line can run infrequent
local trains.

One of the accompanying maps shows the present holdings of the
Mohawk Valley Company and the large gaps still left in the ultimate
continuous line across New York state. The company i-ontrois the
whole trolley systems of Schenectady. Little Falls. I'tica, Rome and.
with one or two small exceptions. Syracuse and Rochester. The
Schenectady Railway which, besides giving local service In that
is controlled
city, operates fast through service to Albany and Troy,
jointly with the Delaware & Hudson, each company owning one-half
Traction
Inited
the
nlso
owns
Hudson
&
Delaware
The
the stock.
Companv operating the city systems of Albany and Troy and conthose
cities,
into
Railway
trolling the entrance of (he Schenectaiiy
and the Hudson Valley Railway, running north from Allmny and
Troy with nearly 100 miles of line. The Mohawk Valley Company
owns all or a controlling proportion of the stock of Its other trolley
companies.

^

,

^

,

through electric
will be observed by this map that the longest
now owned parallel to the New York Central main line is the
Falls west to
Little
from
line
Railway's
I'tica & Mohawk Valley
The West Shore line between I'tica and Syracuse. 44 miles,
Utlca
It

line

the electrii' system to
has recently been electrified, thus extending
Syracuse. 75 miles,
Syracuse aild making a line from Little Falls to
A
lines under electric operation.
of New York Central auxiliary
West Shore is also shown. This
of this electrllled section of the

map
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was paid for by the Oneida Railway, which before its
purchase was projected to be extended west to Syracuse. The work
was done by the Oneida Construction Company. On June 1.5 this
was officially opened and regular
stretch of electrified
line
Besides this, one track on a
service over it is now in operation.
small section of the West Shore between Mohawk and Frankfort,
five miles, was earlier electrified, giving the Utica & Mohawk Valley,
which is double tracketi all ihe rest of the way between Little Falls
and rtica, a second double track between these points.
The work of electrification of the West Shore for the 44 miles
between Utica and Syracuse for joint interurban service was carried
out under C. Loomis Allen, Vice-President and General Manager
electrification
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A fourth track has also been laid between Oneida and Canasmiles, where there are water stations and freight yards
which might delay the movements of electric trains.
Power for operating the line is bought from the Hudson River
Electric Pov.er Company, which has hydraulic power plants at Spiers
Falls and Mechanicsville. The transmission line for 60.000 volts is
now being extended to Utica, but pending its completion the power
company has installed in Utica a temporary steam plant equipped
with Curtis turbines and delivering three-phase 60.000-voU current
at 40 cycles to the railway.
In the 44 miles between Syracuse and
ends.

tota, 51A

Utica there are four sub-stations approximately 10% miles apart.
Each sub-station contains a 330-k.w., 60.000 :370-volt oil-cooled trans-
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)^ffey Compant/s L/'nes
West Shore Lirres fu be used forjoin^ mfefurbof? sen^/ce

of the Oneida Railway; W. J. Harvie, Electrical Engineer, and M. i.
French, Jr., Engineer of Maintenance of Way. An agreement was
made with the New York Central under which the Oneida Railway,
besides electrifying the line, is to conduct the passenger business
over the West Shore between Utica and Syracuse. The New York
Central on its part agreed to abandon the local passenger trains
on this stretch of track, but will continue to operate freight trains
and through passenger trains by steam locomotives. Before electrifl
cation there were only two local passenger trains each way a day over
(his line, the only other iiassen.ger trains being two night through
trains with sleepers. Yet this is a well populated territory. Besides
other smaller places, the three towns of Oneida, Vernon and CanasHere, then, wrs a local
tota traversed have together 17.000 people.
territory in need of better passenger transportation facilities but
whose possibilities of larger traffic were not sufhcient to justify inElectric traction ofcreased operation of steam passenger trains.
fered the advantages of frequent service at small cost per unit.
Also an electric line between Utica and Syracuse was needed as

Mohawk Valley Company's plan.
There arc to be two kinds of electric passenger service over
these We.st Shore tracks. Fast limited electric cars or trains will
run hourly between the two cities, makin.s; only two other stops.

part of the

Electrified Line of the

1

former and one 300-k.w., 370-volt a.c. and 600-volt d.c. rotary converter, together with the necessary switches and other accessory
apparatus.
The line is built for third-rail operation. The same type of
third rail as in the electric zone of the New York Central in the New
York terminal territory is used. The third rail is placed 32 in.
out from the gage line and the contact surface is 2=»i in. above
the lop of the track rails.
New York Central electric equipment
can Ije run over the line without changing the position of the contact
shoe. The third rail is normally located between the tracks on tangents and on the high side of the track on curves.
In order to operaie over the street railway lines in both Utica
and Syracuse a different type of car was adopted than would have
One of the cars is
been for the West Shore tracks exclusively.
shown herewith. The main dimensions are: Length over end
vestibules,
width
over sills, 8 ft. 4 in.
48 ft.;
panels, 40 ft.; length over
The underframing consists of two intermediate and two center sills
of 6 in. I-beams extending under the vestibules, with malleable iron
caps and supports for the main truss rods; which are li-j in. in
diameter. The interior is finished in laid mahogany; the ceilThe floor is covered with interings are full Empire decorated.
locking elastic tile, while a rubber mat is furnished for each vesil-

West Shore between Utica and Syracuse

for Joint Interurban

Service.

for the side windows, which reThe cars are equipped with 24
place window guards In winter.
reversible and 2 stationary plush seals with high backs and head
Each car Is also fitted with a toilet.
rolls.
The trucks used are Brill No. 27-K2, with a wheelbase of 6 ft. 6 in.
The wheel diameter Is 37 in. and the axle diameter .lU in. and 6 in.

Storm sashes are furnished

This limited run will be made in 88 minutes for the 44 miles, but
28 minutes of this time will be used within city limits of the terminal
cities.
There are also to be hourly local cars or trains which are to
run at the rate of 24 miles an hour and make the complete run in
118 minutes. These cars will make frequent stops, at every highway
If necessary.
Besides these two kinds of electric service there will
be the regular steam service as at present, except for the steam

bule.

passenger trains.
To provide for passing the express trains around the local
trains a third track has been laid between Clark's Mills and
Vernon, S'-a miles, with crossover connections to both outside
tracks.
It will lie used by both east-bound and west-bound trains
and will be protected by block and Interlocking operators at both

to allow

local

\n(

Central's Auxiliary Electric Lines.

Is 4 In. wide and the depth of the flange is 1 in.,
the cars to operate over the city systems In Utica and
Syracuse. Each car Is equipped with four General Electric motors
having Sprague-Oeneral Electric multiple-unit control, Westlnghouse
automatic air brakes with graduated release and Peter Smith hot

The wheel tread

water heaters.
In

the

extension

of

the

Mohawk

Valley

Company's

electric

—
Jut
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Wr«t Kbor* iDlrrartMia Hrrrte

(Vntral^thi- ms-ond le*n>
line khown on lh« larRi-r nmp Houth nf Uiki- Untarlo Iwtwi-fn Kocheater and Nlaitara KalU
Im Inter to )>•' •!•> trifled.
UUier Kap* In the
of the

K.

Perk

Tlio

8cheDe<Udy

Rail

Ueneral Manager, and the Rochester k
Rapid
Kailwar.
running from
Ko. h.-Hi.r to Ccneva, of whlh J. H. Hardeo
ia

KiiHtt-rn

(;«-neral .Manager,

are ea« h oi«-r:ited wpaeight roads are in two
eastern one made up of the
t'tica & .Mohawk Valley, the Syraruae Rapid
Transit, the Home City Street Railway and
the Oneida Railway, under C. I>oomlM Allen,
Vice-President and General .Manager: and
the western group made up of the Ro<-hester Railway, the Rochester t Suburban, the
Rochester A Sodus Bay and the Ro( hester
lilectrlc Railway,
under R. E. Uanfortb,
Vice-President and General Manager. The
l.s

rately.

The other

groupH,

the

different

companies maintain their separate

corporate

merged

organi7,atlons.

in the

They

are

not

.Mohawk Valley Company, but

simply controlled by It.
In acquiring a through

stretch of
Wo.st

Shore

llnp.s

joint

for

West Shore
iiitorurljan

Electrified

service

Three-Track Line.

make up

miles

4fl

more, a total of :!S() mllcai of line under electric operation.
following table Rives the names of the different controlled
panies and their mileages in detail:

The
com-

Tabic of Mileages.
Total
^
Miles of line
Double.
Total.
Si'hi-nectndv Itnllway
10.42
4G.3T
56.79
38.87
69.09
lira & Mc.lmwk Valley... 30.22
r>.4rt
0.61
6.07
Uc.nii- L'llv Sirrpt Ky
inrlda Itnllway
1.69
2.71
4.46
SvrnriiHH Kapld Transit Ky 20.38
22.26
51.64
40.00
ItMrhrMt.T & ICnsl. Kap. Uy 40.00
9.48
38.83
48.31
KocliPHtnr Hallway
1II.43
1..13
8.90
li.xlu'stiT & Suburban ...
.t.'i.U-J
39.0M
ItorheHter & Sodus Bay
3.46
IliichPrtter Klcctrlc Ky
0.11
4.55
4.06
.

Name of company.

Single.

I

I

.

T.ital

.

104. .".n

Mil

•9

ma

II

single
track.

103.16
107.96
6.68
7.24
73.90
40.00
87.14
19.33
42.54
9.21

of track

^

Tofl main
Sidlugs.

3.65
3.49
0.10
4.10
5.00
1.49
0.36
2.23
0.15

tracki

&

8Ulln^v.

106.81
111.45
6.6S
7.34
78.00
45.00
88.63
19.09
44.77
9.36

IC.n.tiS

Type

of

Car for

line such as
that described. It was. of course, most Important of all to secure entrance Into the
ar«e cities. In consequence the entire local
licet railway systems of Utica. Syracuse
u.iid Rochester had to be taken over.
This
gives an added value, however, to the electric service to outlying points, as passengers arriving by the through lines outside the
city can transfer to local cars which will take
them direct to their particular destination

West Shore

within the city.

Arrangements have already been made for through

ticketing over both steam and electric lines.

Passengers can now
over the steam road to
the next large city nearest their point of destination and over one
of the Mohawk Valley's electric roads to the outlying town where
they wish to go. Joint tickets are also now sold in the opposite
direction.
On such tickets, in either direction, baggage can be
checked to or from points on the Mohawk Valley lines, a matter of
great convenience. This auxiliary electric service makes outlying
towns on the electric lines much more accessible both in through
and local service. Thus the parallel electric lines fulfil a valuable
service as feeders and helpers of the steam lines, to the advantage
both of the railroad and of the local territory served. The extension
and successful carrying out of this idea is the moving force behind
the Mohawk Valley Company's plan.
in

New York

Electric

city

Intcrurban

buy a through

Service.

ticket
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New Blacksmith Shop

of the

Union

Pacific at

Omaha.

ments were carefully considered.

The new blacksmith .shop of the fnion l^aiific at Omaha. Neb..
was designed with particular reference to economical operation. The
route of the iron from box cars to storehouse, thence to the shears
and through the blacksmith shop, was determined in advance, and
the machines located to give the most
working up
In
movement.
economical
*he
is

Vol. XLIII.. No.

The exact method of handling
the iron through the blacksmith shop was decided on at that time.
The proportion of output to size of the shop is believed to equal
if not excel any similar shop in existence; also it is thought that
there are less hand forges in this shop than in any other in the
country. Special use is made of the Bradley hammer, of which

designs of this shop, as
the mechanical departI'nion Pacific. \V. R. Mc-

prelimin.Try

customary

ment
Keen,
Power,

of

the

.Jr..

in

Superintendent

of

Motive

tocalled
chairman,
as
acting
committee to map out and
gether
a
discuss the methods of doing work in
The committee consisted of
this shop.
and some of
engineei
mechanical
the
his draftsmen, the blacksmith shop fore-

—

man, assistant superintendent of motive
The
power and superintendent of shops.
.general foreman of the car department, general foreman of the machine shop, boiler
were all
shop foreman and storekeeper
the
work
called
into
consultation
as
of their respective departments was discussed.

Thn.-;

the requirement? of

all

Bradley

ith

depart

The

Bolt

Shop: an Annex

Hammers Working on

3.

to

the

Store Orders;

Shop

of the

Union Pacific

Blacksmith Shop.

Union

Pacific

Blacksmith Shop.

at

Omaha.
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Work on track tools, etc..
is a battery of Ave on ear work.
done with economy. The hand forges are grouped, with steam
hammers working in conjunction with eich group, thus facilitating
By the
tiie work of hand forging and decreasing helping labor.
use of mechanical forging machines, bulldozers and other modern
iron-working tools, material can be turned out much more cheaply
than before.
One source of great economy has been the systematizing of
work so that parts for cars and locomotives are carried through
the blacksmith -shop on store orders, the parts being made in large
numbers and carried in stock, instead ot manufactured by hand,
one at a time, as formerly. All of the furnaces use crude oil for
The large furnaces are equipped with modern water-lube
fuel.
boilers, which not only furnish steam for running the steam hammers and heating the buildings, but supply considerable steam for
there
is

the power plant.
It is the policy to provide the most healthful possible condiTo that end the Sturtevant system for carrytions for employees.
ing oft smoke from the forges and furnaces has been installed in
the blacksmith shop; also a lantern in the top ot the building for
ventilation in the summer, and the suction or exhaust system of
ventilation in the roof for relieving the inside of the shop of any
smoke which may escape from the other system. With this triple
system of ventilation the atmosphere is always clear and agreeable.
to a wonderextent and a great many locomotive parts which for year.s
hammers
the
drop
under
now
made
have been made by hand are
much more cheaply. The method of working up the scrap and of
forging old axles and heavy iron by the regular furnace or hammer
gangs is a great economy.
In connection with the blacksmith shop is the nut, bolt and
stud machinery in an annex to the shop, where all threaded articles
are manufactured. This bolt shop, which is shown in one of the
photographs, is equipped with twit cutters, nut tappers, screw-cutting machines, stud machines, staybolt drills, etc, and delivers the
finished product from the blacksmith shop direct to the storehouse.
Material is conveyed from the iron house to the different
machines on 24-in. gage push cars. From a machine it passes to
a second push car and so on. being handled through the shop without touching the ground. The cars are moved in trains by a storage-

The drop-forging department his been developed

ful
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finished between EUensburg and Easton, but there yet remains several months' work on the heaviest cuts and fills.
The line crosses
the Cascades through a long tunnel under Snoqualmie Pass at the
north end of Lake Kilchelos and goes down the west slope through
the North Bend region. Near the tunnel the work is in its first
stages; in some sections the right-of-way clearing has just been
begun. West of North Bend construction is much further advanced;
miles of grade and considerable bridge work have been finished.
This district will be the first to be ready for track laying. Between
Seattle and Tacoma the grade is half completed but no bridge work
has been done. No work has been done on either the Seattle or

Tacoma

terminals.
In general, the line has been finally located, and throughout
whole stretch from Butte to Seattle actual construction has
Some sections will shortly be ready for the track, but it
begun.
will be at least 18 months before many parts of the heavy solid-rock
the

work

is

finished.

An Unloader
& A.
contractors who

The E.

for High Fills.

Company, of Oakland, Cal., is one of
are building the Western Pacific Railway. It
the
has been necessary for them to make a number of high fills, and to
expedite these a machine has been designed which is shown at
work in the accompanying photographs and in detail in the accomB.

L. Stone

panying drawing.
The machine consists

of a circular track

supported on 8

battery truck.

The foreman of the Omaha blacksmith shop
has an assistant and a clerk.

is

R. A. Mould.

He

Progress on the Western End of the St. Paul's Pacific Extension.

The route ot the western end of the Pacific coast extension ot
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul from Butte. Mont., to Missoula,
parallels in a general way the existing main line ot the Northern
Pacific.
From Missoula the route parallels the Coeur d'Alene branch
of the Northern Pacific to a point near St. Regis. Mont., where it
turns southward and crosses the Bitter Root mountains through a
new and hitherto almost unknown pass. The work in this district
This
is in charge of Winston Brothers Company of Minneapolis.
firm has the contract for a big tunnel west of St. Regis. Very little
active construction has taken place. The work now being done conActive work on the
sists mainly of preparation and organization.
big tunnel will begin shortly.
From the Bitter Root tunnel to Tekoa, Wash., the new line
follows the valley of the St. Joseph river, crossing the south end
ot Lake Coeur d'Alene near Chatcolet and paralleling the operated
line of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation to Tekoa.
This stretch
has a light, water grade, with heavy rock cuts and fills necessary
along the bluffs and cliffs of the river. This division is being built
by H. C. Henry, of Seattle, W'ash., who is general contractor for all
of the line west of the Bitter Roots,
At present it is largely in
the initial stages of organization. The engineers are busy cros.ssectloning, while the contractors are clearing the right-of-way and
getting ready for active construction. At the same time most of
the heavy cuts have been opened and station men are at work on
the light grading. No bridge work has been done. This is probably the least completed section of the new line.
The construction from Tekoa, Wash., to EUensburg is in a
more advanced state. The general route is from Tekoa directly
southwest through Whitman and Adams counties, crossing the Northern Pacific at Lind, Wash. Thence the line goes .southwest to the
village of Othello In the southwestern corner of Adams county; then
follows Crab creek to the Columbia river. From the Columbia river
crossing to EUensburg the general direction is northwest through
the Poisoned Spring district. Several townsltes in this district.
in Adams and Douglass counties, have been platted and will shortly
be on the market. The region is literally covered with contractors
and the work Is well under way; most of it has advanced beyond
the line-changing stage. Considerable progress has been made on
bridges.

From EUensburg, Wash.,
parallels the

Northern

to

Pacific.

the Cascade mountains the lino
great deal of grade has been

A

3.

Unloader for High

Fills.

in.

x

:
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17 In. nidlali. with the addltlotiB) support of rcxU auspended from m
A cable, whlrh I* hrM
;>!nrp by rntlr>r». leads around be-

niaat.

tween the

ralla.
A train of
haulpcl arounil thin clrf nl.ir

with earth la
'.t(le<l
A hich U operated by
a donkey engine loi-alcd on t!i.
wn. While the cara
are beInK pulled around, the lucouiuUve ruKlne awltchea from the
dcllverInK to the recelvlnit track.
.\a the c-ara are unloaded while
In motion, the empty train Ih In place by the time the engine hoj
made the switch. The cars can be dumped Inward or outward at
any point on the machine.
When Bufflclent eiirth has licin dumixMl. tin- unloader U moved
forward 10 ft., a iiroceiw whkh r<'qulres about uii hour or an hour
and a half. ThI.s la Renerully ilon-- at noon or In the early evening.
The base of the unloader Is carrleil about 4 ft. below grade, and the
nil Is brought up to grade at the bark end as the machine Is moved
Four stringers 16 ft. lont; are attached to the machine
forward.
and are dragged forward when It Is moved ahead. Rail sections
10 ft. long are used to Oil In the space b<>hlnd. resting on these
stringers.
The flrst tralnload of dirt, after the machine has been
moved, Is used to All In the open space behind over which the
stretch.
stringers
While fllling, the si'itlcnient Is taken care of by
raising the machine with jacks and blorklng up. This requires one
:

7i

The recent com<>nK«r« and frelsbt botwp<>o the north anl Italjr
pletlon nt thf HImpIon ttinrs'-! iTf*. 'hi* t riarhlnc osx-iiinr "f the
id

Ia>-

a-

m.-

the
Mtlortt.1 ui.d M(. Cvuiis, autl it lit {or lli< i'uriiuM: oi iiruie^'.iuK the
railroad Interests of the country that the .Mt Blanc tunnel U required.
Hy means of this route Paris and IMJon will be In direct
iximmunlcatlon with Milan and Onoa, and the whole commercial.
Industrial ami agricultural territory of the basin of the Uoire and
the Saone will be able to ship direct to the two gre«t commercial
centers of Italy.
ap|>ear8 that this Mt. Blanc proposition U not a new one,
It
but even prece<led the creation of the rallro&d sybiem, for as early
as 1836 M. Vaguer propoHed a route from Courmayeur to C'hamounis
by way of a gallery beneath Mt. Blanc. Eight years later. In ISH.
the Idea was revived by an advocate, M. Martinet, and an engineer,
M. Alby. In 1846 it was dlscusged by the Casuel canton and In 1862
by the canton of Gorret. Again In 1870. 1873 and 1879 the project
was dlsciLssed and abandoned because of the hostility of rival interThe route now proposed starts from Chamounix and shortly
ests.
afterwa'-ds enters a tunnel 13.500 meters (44.280 ft.) long beneath
the crest of the mountain, which runs to Courmayeur. This Is really the only logical route.
In fact, the dominant question Is that of driving the tunnel, for after leaving the tunnel
there is a choice of approaches.
The .Mt. Blanc Railway will be built half
on French and half on Italian territory. It
is expected that Italy, which contributed so
largely to the construction of the St. Gotthard
and the Simplon. will not refuse its assistance
to the Mt. Blanc, especially as this last will
be of su'.h great importance to it.
lloi.

Passenger

The
High

Fill

on

Line

of

Western

Pacific;

Unloader

at

Work.

Locomotive for the
Oldenburg Railroads.

Hannoversche

Duchy

of

.MachinenbauActien-

Gesellschaft of Hanover. Germany, has recently celebrated, with festivities appropriate
to the occasion, the delivery of the 5,000th
On that
locomotive built by these works.
occasion there were present representatives of
and
Hanover
towns
of
of
the
the governments
Linden and other public authorities of numerous administrations of German and foreign
railroads, as well as representatives of neighboring industrial firms.

These works were brought prominently
befdre the American public ten or a dozen
years ago, in that they were largely instrumental in the construction and development
of the compound locomotive as designed by
the late August von Borries, who was at that
time the head of the locomotive department
of the State Railroads of Hanover. They were
founded in 1S35 by Georg E.gestorft, who was
It was not,
succeeded by the present firm.
however, until 1S46 that the first locomotive
was delivered, and it was ten years later before 100 had been built. The 500th was built
in 1870; the 1,000th in 1S73; the 2,000th in
toa^gaWt^SSffJUiWi 1»iWB>lt'
ISSS; the 3,000th in 1S97, and the 4,000th in
1903.
Of the 5,000 locomotives built up to the
Pncific
t
Unloader Used on h
B. & A. L. Stone Co.: Western
present time, about 1,100 were built for roads
outside
of Germany, and of these by far the lai-ger number were sent
cari)enter and two laborers continually.
Five men on top of the
machine. Including the man who runs the donkey engine, attend to to Russia. Deliveries have also been made to Roumania, Japan, Java,
Denmark, Turkey, India, Austria, Portugal, Italy, Bulgaria, Holland,
the dumping of the cars and chaining up. The timbers and iron
of the machine are of such lengths that they can be loaded on an China, Siam, Finland, Argentine. Sweden, Greece and Chili; so that
ordinary flat car. The machine is all bolted together and can be the firm is widely known not only because of its connection with Important works but from the wide territory over which its engines
taken apart by a small gang of men In two days.
This unloader has for the past four months been in use on a are running.
night.
Previous
The locomotive that is the subject of this sketch has been built
and
ne^ir
working
day
Altamont. Cal..
112-ft. fill
for the railroads of the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg.
It is of the
It
to that it wa.s .successfully used on a 12.')-ft. fill, now completed.
has not yet been possible to determine he number of cars that cm 4-4-0 type with a bogie in front, and is of the standard type used
Railroads
Prussia.
two-cylinder
comState
of
It
is
a
digging
not
on
the
has
be handled, as a 70-ton Bucyrus steam shovel in good
In connecbeen able to keep the unloaded busy more than half the time. The pound with cylinders having a ratio of 1 to 2.25.
machine was designed for the special purpose of making high fills by tion with these, the Lindner starting device is used, by which
live steam is allowed to enter the low-pressure cylinder when the
F. F. Lloyd, who is connected with the E. B. & A. L. Stone Company.
reverse lever is at either one of the extreme positions. Stiiby's
smoke consuming device is also used and the second dome on the
boiler is the one from which steam is drawn for the working of
The Mt. Blanc Tunnel.
the apparatus, .\galn, in accordance with the prevailing practice
According to the Hcvue Industrielle the construction of a tunnel upon the Prussian State Railroads, a superheater is used. It is
under Mt. Blanc is needed In order to place the French railroads on of the Ranafier smokebox type and is formed by the sub-division
an equality with those of Germany In the transportation of pas- of the receiver into 46 seamless lion tubes of 1% in. diameter each,
I
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to act as a spark arrester at the same time.
of these tubes is 154 sq. ft. measured upon
the outside, and their capacity is 1.75 times the volume of the highpressure cylinder. Six express locomotives have, thus tar. been
fitted with this type of superheater on the railroads of the Grand
Duchy of Oldenburg, and itwill be placed on 11 more now in course
of construction.
As compared with the engines to which American eyes are
design is distinctively
Its
accustomed thi.? one appears low.
German and the peculiarities of the arrangement of certain of the

and so arranged as

The heating surface

States.

Passenger Locomotive for the Railroads
the truck wheels, but the drivers ace
This is a practice that was
fitted with two shoes for each wheel.
strongly urged in this country at one time, but which has not re
lelved ar extensive application except on a single road. The advantages claimed for the arrangement are that it relieves the boxes
and rods of all strain due to brake pressures; that it secures a
more uniform wear on the wheels and can be made much lighter
than where the pull is all in one direction. In the case of these
German engines a double connection is used, a rod running on each

It

will be noticed. In the reproduction of the photograph, that

ome through the lagging
the staylmlts of the firelwx apparently
and Jacketing. Of course this is not the case but tho.se marking.-i
are thimbles that are placed through the covering at each staybolt.
making it possible not only to inspect each staybolt but to remove
and replace any one of them without disturbing the jacketing In
any way. This is not an uncommon requirement in Hurope but l.<
quite unknown to .American practice. The advantages are apparent
upon first sight and the only disadvantage lies in the additional
first cost, but this would be met In part at least by the first occa

l.S in.

t'ylindpr. ili.-imeter. liigli-piTssiire
Cylinder, diameter, liiw piessiu-e
riston strcike

27 "
23V4 "
"
69
"
40

dinmeter. driving
Wheels, diameter, truck
Wheel base, truck
\\'heels.

Heating

7 f t.

rigid
total
surface, tubes (Are side)
firebox
total

superheater
Tul)es.

8

••

24

••

••

"

24.6

'*

231

1%

diametef (outside)

In.

12 ft 9i6 In.
55 "

length
shell

176 lbs.
47 tons
28 tons 10 cwt.

on drivers
in working order
Center of boiler above rails
Tank capacity (water)
Tractive |)ower

of the

"

8V2
:i

Iii4.0

number

Diameter boiler
Steam presstire
Weight empty

:t

1,188.0 sq. ft.
96.7
"
1.284.7

Grate area

Grand Duchy

51 tons
7

ft.

7 cwt.

4%

In.

4.'40U gals.

12.950

lbs.

Oldenburg.

of

Weight

are put on

side of the wheels, with vertical equalizers' below each brake lever
80 that with the exception of the use of hoilzontal equalizers and
a single pull rod on the engines in Ameri<a, the principle underlying the foundation rigging of this brake is the same as that of
the Beal.H brake that has been used for so many years on the New
York, Ontario & Western Railroad. The double shoe Is also used
on the tender wheels of these engines.

drivers

i.n

=

4.!):t

Tractive power
Total weight

Tractive power
Welglil on drivers

Total weight

Tractive power x diameter drivers

Healing surface
I

lent Ing surface

(irate area

heating surfan

I-'Irebox

Tctai healing surface

Weight on drivers
healing surfaic

Tiilnl

Total welglil

1

slon that should arise necessitating the renewal of a staybolt.
for the safety thus Insured there caxi be no comparison with

As

Total healing surface

Volume of

h.

p.

cyllniler

:i.

Total healing surface
2 X vounie of
I

Volume

h. p.

cyllrdi

r

irate area
1

f lip.

cylinders

heal lug •.urface .vpiiled |o flrrli
-'jW-ii s'l- f
Vaugluins formula)
.sii, race
>• ti jV . „..
eiiuateil llrolnix henlliig surface
ct,
elpialid healing surface to total hcatli g ^urf. 33.43 pel
t

,

the

3.

practice of covering the bolts, and the saving of heat by radiation
These are a
losses also puts the base sheets out of the running.
few of the items that are deserving of attention and consideration
in this design.
Some might well be copied while others do not
appear to be as efficient or simple as similar details that are to be
found in American engines.
The following are some of the principal dimensions of this
engine,' and in these attention is called to the large proportion of
the total weight that is upon the trucks:

parts in detail are such that they would attract immediate attenFor example, the exhaust from the Westinghouse brake pump
tion.
This aris carried up outside the boiler jacketing and the stack.
rangement has been used to but a limited extent in this country.
probably because of the unsightliness of the pipe, though it does
possess the advantage of not fanning the fire when the engine is
In addition to this it is quite probable, though there
standing.
are no figures at hand to support the statement that the interposithis
extra exhaust into the stack must interfere with the
tion of
efficiency of the main exhaust by introducing eddies in the steam
jet that interfere with its proper action.
The Walschaert valve gear is arranged for an outside admission, and with the radius rod lifted direct by the lifting shaft arm
instead of through a hanger as in the usual practice in the United

No brakes
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
i he
IniiTiitaie
omunr'
jmmlsslOD announceii that a final
hearing on the proposed uniform Mil of lading will t>e held October
<

Thrr« thousand Japanese laborer* ar«
Columbia for the Grand Trunk Parlflc.

b«ini;

brought to Brltlih

In Ohio It l8 reported that both the New York Ontral and
the Pennsylvania are making redurtlons In the forces of their men
in their city freight soliciting offlces.

The

Electric Rxpress Co. has bp<'n organised at Boston to do
electrii- city and interurban railroads

the express business on the
controlled by the New York.

New Haven &

Hartford.

Vice-President Fay, of the Southorn Paclflc, expects to have
the whole of that company's line from New Orleans. La., to Houston,
Tez., equipped with automatic block signals within three months.

The Department of Agriculture on July
ment of Justice 41 cases on which to bring
for keeping live stock In cars

beyond

15 sent to the Departsuit against railroads
the legal lengrth of time.

A

>

'

committee of repreaentatlv>Hi of the carriers and shippers has reported to the Commission that practically all of the
IS.

joint

carriers in the offlelal classification territory ant) the original p«Utionera have agreed to the proposed form of bill of lading sabmltted
to the Commission, and have requested the Commission to approre
and prescribe that form.

The Canadian Railroad Commission has ordered that the trunk
lines of that country cease discriminating against Windsor and
other points In western Ontario in favor of Detroit and other points
west of the St. Clair river. The rates from Detroit and Port Hnron
to eastern cities must be the maximum rates from Windsor and
other points in that region. An order with a similar purpose la
Issued in regard to rates from points in Ontario near Niagara which
too high as compared with rates from
it
Is declared have been
Buffalo.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has Issued revised rules for handling
Montana has held a explosive and Inflammable freight. The large yellow label which
meeting and declared that the freight and passenger rates now In
must be put on boxes, barrels, etc., does not read "Dangerout." etc.
force shall be deemed the maximum lawful rates, except as regards
but has been changed to. "Notice to Pennsylvania Railroad emcoal on the Great Northern and lumber on the Northern Paclflc.
ployees.
CAUTION. This package must be carefully handled," etc
The rates on these commodities will be considered by the commission. The words at the end of the old notice, "Fire or other danger or loss
The Supreme Court of Georgia has .sustained the right of the may result if these directions are not followed." have been omitted
State Railroad Commission to prescribe through rates over the lines at the request of a large number of shippers, who were troubled by
of the Central of Georgia and the Wadley Southern the same as some consignees being afraid to accept goods which they deemed so
though both roads belonged to the same company, the commission dangerous.
having found that the Wadley Southern is controlled by the Central
Judge Thomas
Jones, in the United States Circuit Coart at
The new State Railroad Commission

of

G.

of Georgia.
of Wisconsin has signed a bill making an eighthour day for telegraphers, and one to prevent watering stocks.
The new law requires public service corporations to get permission
from the State Railroad Commission before issuing any stock or
bonds and prohibits selling stock for less than par or bonds for
less

Ala., July 13, declared unconstitutional the law recently
passed in Alabama intended to prevent railroads from going to the
United States courts when sued by the state for non-compliance
with its law. According to the law in question, the mere act of
beginning a suit in the Federal Court would work the abrogation of
Judge Jones
the license of the road to do business in Alabama.
holds that such legislation violates the contract made between the
state and the corporation, and therefore is invalid under both the
state and the United States constitutions.

Montgomery,

The Governor

than 75 per cent, of par.

At El Paso, Tex., recently 30 employees in the freight yard of
the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio were discharged for having
struck, and the dismissals are sanctioned by the union to which

The terms of the agreement between the New York Central ft
Hudson River and the New York, New Haven & Hartford, as to the
New Haven's purchase from the New York Central of electric current to be used between Wakefield and Grand Central Station, were
settled some time ago.
A memorandum to that effect was initialed
week the Atchison,
by the presidents of the respective companies some time before the

the men belonged because they took action without first reporting
their grievance to the union headquarters. The cause of the strike
was the dismissal of a yardmaster.
In the United States Court at Chicago last
Topeka & Santa Fe was indicted on a charge of granting rebates
aggregating 112.000 to the United States Sugar & Land Co., of Garden
City, Kan.
The Indictment contains 65 counts, all having to do
with shipments of building material carried by the road when the
sugar company was building its refinery.

Surprise tests of enginemen appear to be growing in favor,
and the fashion of giving the results of the tests to the public also
seems to be spreading. The latest aspirant for public notice Is the
LehiKh Valley, on which road a number of tests were made on April
12 and 27, May 1, 9 and 23, and June 7, 10 and 14, all the tests
showing complete obedience to the rules.

By vacation

of a stay order last

week

in

a preliminary Injunc-

tion issued a year ago 54 ticket scalpers in Chicago are compelled
to quit business or fight their way In court against 17 complaining
railroads, assuming the burden of proof as to the legality of their
business. This Issue is involved in a case before the United States

Supreme Court, but

a decision

is

not expected for a year.

The State Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has ordered that
the grain elevators at Superior owned by the railroads be opened
for the use of the general public at reasonable rates.
The grain
dealers have long wanted this privilege because of an expected
advantage in having grain inspected under the law of Wisconsin
instead of under the law of Minnesota as is necessary at Duluth,
across the river.
A. F. Dilllnger, reporting on the condition of the Canadian
Northern after the tie-up of that road last April, tells the Canadian Railway Commission that the causes of the breakdown were
lack of motive power and cars and of roundhouses and repair shops:
the severity of the winter; want of proper apparatus to keep tracks
clear of snow, and complete absence of systematic organization.
The report recommends that 15 snow plows and 10 flangers be purchased, that five more roundhouses and five more repair shops
be built in the West, and that the company adopt a systematic
organization.

daily newspapers began a series of stories of the progress of the
negotiations and the difficulties and disagreements, with general suggestions that these were responsible for the delay of the New Haven
The price
in using electric power to reach Grand Central Station.
to be paid has not been made public, but the basis for the terms was
the cost of production, together with the proper allowance for Interest and depreciation on the New York Central plants.

Two

Cents a Mile

In

Wisconsin.

The people of Wisconsin appear to have taken a second thought
on the question of passenger fares in that state and to have rescinded what was supposed to be their approval of the decision of
the State Railroad Commission when it held that 2Vj cents a mile
a proper maximum on the principal railroads of the State.
legislature has now passed a law, which has been signed by the
Governor, limiting all fares to 2 cents a mile on every railroad
having yearly gross receipts of 13,500 a mile.

was
The

Rock Island Employees' Magazine.
Publication of a magazine for employees of the Chicago.
be Issued
will
It
Island & Paclflc has been begun.
month, and it is intended that
each
of
part
latter
receive It
payroll
shall
Island
every person on the Rock
regularly, free of cost. The first number contains an announcebeginning
Lines,
Island
Rock
the
of
Winchell.
President
ment by
with a statement substantially as above, and e.xplaining the scope
and objects of the publication. The magazine is to be a 64-page
publication beginning with No. 3, by which time it is expected to
have it fully organized. The current number contains 16 pages
and No. 2 will have 32 pages. It will also have a suitable cover
design, to be chosen from drawings which the employee readers have
been asked to submit. The first Issue contains some good reading.

Rock

the
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glying promise of a publication of real value and excellence when
the lull purpose, as set forth by the president, has been incorporated
into its columns.
The editor and manager is H. E. Relsman, 323
La Salle Street Station. Chicago.

—

Canadian Fire Precaution Rules.

The Dominion Railway Commission has issued new regulations
govern all Canadian roads in protection against fires. There must
be a Are extinguisher at each end of each passenger coach, of a
pattern approved by the board, under penalty of $25. A watchman must be provided for every 2V!> miles of track, or, if furnished
with a track bicycle, for each five miles of track. A barrel of water
must be provided at every trestle and one at every 100 ft. Companies are required to keep the whole width of the right of way
near any trestle free from brush. The use of lignite coal Is pro-
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equipped with the Rich spindle and chuck, and Rich flat high-speed
bit.
The makers claim that the flat bits will drill 10 to 15
times as many holes as other kinds before requiring to be re-sharpened. Also there is double the usable steel. The chuck is designed
to permit only enough of the bit to project to penetrate the work,,
thus increasing the torsional strength.
steel

Progress on the St. Paul Extension.

to

hibited.

A New Paulus Track
a
is

Drill.

The point at which the St. Paul's Pacific extension crosses the
Missouri river has been named Mobridge. Work is under way on
the bridge but slow progress has been made as the temporary bridge
has been washed away three times since the breaking up of the ice
last spring, the last time by an unusually heavy June rise.
The
bridge is being built with caissons of which as yet only one has
been sunk. The stone work on this pier is up to the water line.
The new line west of the river is nearly finished to the point where
crosses into North Dakota at the northeast corner of Butte
it
county. South Dakota. See article on page 72 covering progress
on the western end.

The Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co., Chicago, has produced
new style of Paulus track drill, which is illustrated herewith. It
much like the older style but has a number of improvements.

These are

Reduced Passenger Fares

The substance

briefly as follows:

The frame, which can collapse backwards to allow trains to
pass without disturbing the setting of the drill, is heavier and

Fig.

1

— New

to

the

the West.

fragmentary unofficial statements given
Chicago concerning changes in passenger

of the
in

rates appears to be that between Chicago and the

Style Paulus Track Drill.

stronger than before, being of T section, which secures comparative lightness with greater stability, and makes it possible to do
heavy work without racking the frame. The variable-feed arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is simple. The pawl which operates the
feed-screw ratchet wheel Is actuated by a rocker shaft. This rocker
shaft la kept In motion by the eccentric which revolves with the
spindle.
The arm that rests on the eccentric has a small roller
bearing which relieves friction and wear.
Over the feed-screw
ratchet wheel Is a small semi-circular shield which Is slotted at
the end hid from view and held in position by the thumbscrew at
the side of the base. When In the position shown, the pawl slides
along the top of the shield and drops Into only one notch, but It
the shield Is allowed to slip back, the pawl will drop Into the notches
sooner and thus give a feed of one. two or three notches as desired.
The ballbearing thrust Is placed between the feed screw and the
spindle and Is dust proof.
Another feature Is the simple arrangement to feed the bit up
to the work and return It quickly.
This Is done by a small crank
handle at the rear of the frame. The spindle does not revolve while
being moved to or from the rail. By the adjustable-handle arrangement, while using large bits with heavy feed In hard rail, a greater
leverage can be obtained by the operator.
When smaller bits are
used with lighter feeds It is Vnore desirable to have the handles
shortened up, thus giving greater speed. The glaring has been
changed, as compared with the former de.olgn. so that the work of
the operator Is lightened.
While either twist or flat bits may be used, the drill Is shown

newspapers

in

Fig. 2

—

Detail

View

of Base;

New

Paulus

Rocky Mountain

Drill.

roads,
both
interstate
and
rates
on the principal
intrastate, are to be put on the basis of 2 cents a mile as soon as
the tariffs can be prepared; and that east of Chicago a similar
change is contemplated but will not be made for two or three
months yet. West of Chicago a 2,000-mile Interchangeable book Is
East
to be sold at $40 and the mileage bureau will be abolished.
of Chicago the 1,000-mile book at $25. good only for the purchaser,
with a rebate of $5, will be continued.
states

Doing

Away With

the Call Boy.

announced at Altoona, Pa., that the englnemen. firemen
and trainmen of the Pennsylvania living In that city are to have
It Is

telephones put Into their houses at the expense of the railroad company so that they can. by that means, be called when they are
wanted for duty, thus putting the time-honored peripatetic caller
out of business.

The Stickney Tract,
Railroads centering In Chicago find It Impracticable to utilize
the joint car clearing yaril. established 15 years ago by H. H. Porter
and his friends on what is known as the Stickney tract, at a cost
The yards have
of $6,000,000. with accommodations for 5.000 cars.
been Idle for several years. About six months ago a movegive
tliem
thorough
trial and the
another
ment was started to
formulation of a plan wa.s entrusted to a committee, but It has done

,

Ji

tY
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
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Railroad Ordered to
ship

Make Tnrouyn Route and Rate With Stear
Company May Secure Itself.
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Wheat Rate from Oklahoma

to

temiM>rar4i>

de-

the

nuspended.

Texas Reducsd.

In an opinion by Comml.ssloner I'roniy decision has been announred In tne ca.si- of W. O. Mitchell v. .\trhiaon, Topeka t Santa
Ke and others.
The complainant, a resident of Oklahoma City.
OklL. and a shipper of wheat, allei;e<l that the rates charRed by
defendants for transportation of that lommodlty from Oklahoma
City to Gainesville and Fort Worth. Tex., are exces.slve. The shortline distances are HO miles to Gainesville and 202 miles to Fort
Worth, and the rate in both oases w\ls at the date of the hearing
28'-..
eenis per 1(H) lbs. The Commission held that this rate on
wheal Is unreasonable, and required defendants to establish In lieu
thereof a rale of 20 cents to Gainesville and of 22 cents to Fort

Woith
Estimated and Actual Weights of Shipments.
In an opinion by Commissioner Lane, the case of W. N. White
Co. V. Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and Baltimore & Ohio,
d( :ldcd.
The complaint alleged that defendants' carload rate on
apples from certain points in Illinois to .New York City wa£ unreij-onable in that an arbitrary weight greater than the actual
weight was imposed.
Subsequently the railroads amended their
tarilTs so as to make them apply only to actual weight on such
apples. On this showing the complaint was dismissed.
In this decision the Commisslcn said that it has recognized the right of carriers, in order to facilitate the movement of business, to ftx an
e.-tlmattd weight on certain standard packages on which a rate
is based.
This estimated weight is taken into consideration in
making the rate itself, and of such estimated weights shippers have
the right to complain before the Commission and secure relief. But
the facts in this case did not justify a finding that the estimated
weight complained of was a violation of the Rate Law. therefore
the claim for reparation is denied.

&

is

Rates on Staves Through East

St.

Louis Upheld.

In an opinion by Commissioner Lane the Commission has announced decision in the case of Omaha Cooperage Company v.
.Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Ix)uis and others.
Rates on oak staves
and headings from Hollow Rock. Tenn.. to East St. Louis when
dc-tined to South Omaha were claimed to be unreasonable compared
with the rates from the same points of origin to East St. Louis
when destined for Alexandria. Mo., or Keakuk. Iowa. The South
Omaha rate Is a combination of the 14-cent rate of the N.. C. &
St. L. and Illincis Central plus the "local" rate of 10 cents of the
C. B. & Q.. whereas the Keokuk or .\lexandria rate is a joint rate
of 19 cents. 14 cents to the two first carriers and 5 cents to the
C.. B. & Q.
The complainant made no complaint against the C.
H. & Q. rate.
It appears that some years ago the division gave
the C, B. & Q. its full "local" from East St. Louis to Keokuk or
Alexandria, and the two eastern carriers 2 cents less than their

but the division as now made gives
these two roads the same earnings on cooperage products carried
from Tennessee points to East St. Louis, whether destined to South
Omaha. .Mexandria or Keokuk. The complaint is dismissed.
joint rate to East St.

Louis:

Embargoes Against Individuals Unlawful.
The

Commerce Commission has announced decision,
an opinion by Commissioner Lane. In the case of E. L. Rogers &
V. Philadelphia & Reading.
It appeared that in July. ISOG, defendant Issued a special embargo on complainani's shipments of
hay and straw destined to the Reading's 23d ami Ar<-h streets station in Philadelpliia.
The Commission holds that such embargo
was an unlawful discrimination. Whatever may be said of an embargo against one commodity only in a time of congestion, nothing
can be said for an embargo which refuses transportation facilities
to some establishments while according such facilities to their competitors.
If the exercise of such a power were to be at all tolerated, carriers would be able to Issue sentence of commercial death
Interstate

in

Co,

some of
The Commission

against'

their

patrons,

also holds that

while cDnliniiing to serve others.
it has jurisdiction lo forbid sucb

The CommlHKlon. In an opinion by Cummls.- i.'t Prouty. han
annoum-cd deilHlon In the cajie of the EnierprlK< Tninxporiatlon
Co. V. Pennsylvania Railroad and New England .Naw».'t'"n Company.
The purpose of the proceeding wan to compel th.- Ti-nnsylvania to make a through route and Joint rate with the com
plalnant from Jamestown, Rhode Island, to Pbiladelpbia, Pa., for
transportation of

flsh.

The Commission holds that no satisfactory through route exists from Jamestown to Philadelphia within the meaning of the
langtiage of the Rate Law.
Even if the present arrangement should
be regarded as a satisfactory through route, complainant's right lo
maintain this proceeding would not be affected thereby, since, at
the time the complaint was Hied, through route from Jamestown
by defendants' lines had been abandoned and for a time thereafter
was not in operation.
The Commission ordered the Pennsylvania and the complainant to establish, for the transportation of flsh. from Jame.'^town
to Philadelphia, a through route, and apply thereto a joint rate of
not more than 34 cents per lUO lbs., except that the Pennsylvania
may, if it wishes to do so. apply to the Commission for an order
requiring complainant to indemnify it against any loss it may suffer
In the premises by reason of the flnmcial irresponsibility of complainant.

Connections with Industrial Road Must Be Made: Divided Opinion
of the Commission.
Interstate Commerce Commisson. in an opinion by ComProuty. has announced decision in the case of McRae
v. Southern Railway and Seaboard .\ir Line.
The
complainant, owning a railroad about one mile long, from a point
near the Southern in McRae. Ga.. to a point near the Seaboard .-Mr
Line, alleged that these roads decline to mal;e with it physical
connections at its termini. The Commission holds that as such
connections are practicable, can be made without hazard to the
public, and the complainant's prospective business is sufficient t3
justify the connections, the defendants should give complainant the
physical connections asked for. but they should be made at the
expense of complainant. Definite order is withheld pending action
of the defendant carriers and taking of further testimony.
In
deciding this case, the Commission refers to the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Wisconsin,
Minnesota & Pacific v. Jacobson. holding that an order of the State
Commission of Minnesota directing a physical connection between
two railroads of that state in pursuance of a statute of the stat3
was a valid exercise of authority, and the Commission sees no reason
why Congress may not. &s it has done, exercise the same authority
over a railroad handling interstate traffic which the state can exercise with respect to state traffic.
Dissenting opinions are filed by the Chairman and Commissioners Clark and Harlan.

The

missioner

Terminal Railway

Through Rate Reduced to Sum of Locals; State Legislation No
Bar to Power of the Commission.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Harlan, decides the case of Hope Cotton Oil Co. v. Texas
& Pacific and St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern. The complaint
alleged that defendants' joint through rate of fi" cents per 100 lbs.
on cotton seed, carloads, from points north of Shreveport. La., oa
the Texas & Pacific, via Texarkana to Hope. .\rk.. on the St. L.,
1.
.M. & S., is unreasonable, and that a reasonable rate would be a
through rate equal to the sum of the present local rates in and out
.\fter complaint
of Texarkana, which is 17.5 cents per 100 lbs.
was filed, defendants put in effect between the points of origin
In Louisiana and Hope a joint through rate of 30 cents per lOii lbs.
on cotton seed in carloads with a minimum weight of 30.000 lbs.
per car. The Commission hoUls. tipon the record, that the present
through rate of 30 cents Is unreasonable and that it should not
exceed i'.a cents, the sum of the locals, with a minimum c.nrload
weight of 30,000 lbs. The carriers are ordered to put the reJuccJ
rate in force on or before August 26.
The Commission further says that while a rate fixed by a state
statute or a state commission is naturally and properly entitled to
respectful consideration, it has no greater sanctity, as applied to
Interstate traffic, than a rate established by a railroad; and the
Cotnniissiou will not hesitate, on proper evidence thai a rate so
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established would be unjust either to a carrier or to a shipper, to
refuse to accept it as a basis tor fixing an interstate rate.

Compression Privileges on Cotton.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Lane, has decided the case of Muskogee Commercial Club
and Muskogee Traffic Bureau v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas. In this
case it appeared that defendant's rule for compression of cotton in
transit allows uncompressed cotton, on demand of shippers, to be
taken out of Muskogee. Ind. T., and points north, including the
Tulsa division, for compression at South McAlester, Ind. T., but
dors not allow uncompressed cotton to be taken out of or through
South McAlester for compression at Muskogee. A large part of the
cotton grown in the territory tributary to Muskogee is sold in the
East, and is always compressed before being loaded for the long
haul.
Under the practice of compressing at South McAlester, uncompressed cotton originating at Muskogee and points north is
hauled by defendant to South McAlester. unloaded at that compress, compressed, reloaded and then hauled back over the same
line of railroad, passing again through Muskogee to defendant's
eastern terminus, involving an extra service of 124 miles for which
defendant receives no compensation. The Commission held, upon
these facts, that defendant's rule for compression of cotton results
in undue prejudice against Muskogee, and that defendant should
grant all the privileges to one compression point herein considered
that it grants to the other.
The Commission also held that the fact that a compress com-

pany at South McAlester has another compress at Fort Smith and
threatens, unless the foregoing preference is given to its compress
at South McAlester, to divert its cotton traffic to another railroad,
does not justify discrimination in the rules or practices of defendant, as the competition described is not the character of competition that relieves from the operation of the statute.
The question of compression of cotton in transit, says the Commission, is not one with which a railroad may deal entirely as it
sees fit and without respect to the effect which its practices have
on the transportation of cotton. Either the carrier must publish
a rate on uncompressed cotton and another rate on compressed
cotton and divorce itself entirely from the matter of compression.
or else such compression as is given by the railroad becomes subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.
Where a railroad company declares a policy which allows compression of cotton in transit
at the nearest point it cannot vary that rule so as to give certain
shippers the opportunity to avoid it and thereby receive an advantage
which is not given to shippers generally.

Toll

The

by the Coast Line Route to San Francisco Abolished.
Interstate

Commerce Commission on July

12, in

an opinion

by Commissioner Lane, decided the San Francisco Toll Case, which
involved the right of the Southern Pacific to charge as a part of
its rate to San F'rancisco a state toll of 5 cents a ton.
The Southern
Pacific enters San Francisco by two lines, one from the northeast,
known as the Ogden route, which reaches San Francisco bay at
Oakland; and traffic by this route is ferried across the bay, landed
on the wharves in San Francisco, and hauled thence to its station
and yards. The second route, known as the Coast Line, comes from
the southeast, following generally the line of the ocean shore, Sfnd
enters San Francisco by the all-rail peninsular route, landing its
traffic at the railroad company's station.
The Ogden line is much
the older of the two. and was, until merged with the Southern
Pacific, the Central Pacific.
The Coast Line, by which freight is
transported to and from San Francisco without crossing San Francisco bay or the wharves or water front of San Francisco, has been
open only since June, ISOl.
The title to the land which constitutes the water front of the
city and county of San Francisco is in the state of California, and
the general charge and management of this water front, and of
the docks and wharves erected along the same, arc In the board of
state harbor commissioners, which Is ve.'^ted by law with the right
to collect charges for dockage, wharfage and tolls, and to fix and
regulate the rates of dockage, wharfage, cranage, tolls and rents
for their use.
In accordance with this power, the board has fixed
a schedule of tolls on merchandise passing over these state premi-ses, ranging proportionately downward from 5 cents a ton to 1 cent
on 400 lbs. or less.
Commissioner Lan.e continues: Traffic moves from the east via
the Coast Line to San Francisco, and Is there delivered to the consignee, to whom Is presented an expense bill showing, among other
Items, the articles carried, their weight, the rate of transportation,
freight charges, and. Ifi addition, under the heading "Toll,"
the amount which the consignee would have been required to pay
upon the shipment had the shipment moved by the transbay route
Instead of by the Const Line.
In other words, the rate to Snn Francisco is exactly the same by both routes; but when the traffic moves
total

acroaa the bay from Oakland to San Francisco the Southern Paclflc
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which it in turn pays to the state for the use of its
wharves; whereas if the shipment moves by the Coast Line and
enters San Francisco without crossing the bay, an expense bill of
precisely the same character, and including a charge for toll, is
presented to the consignee. Thus the question arises, Why should
the railroad be allowed to charge a toll on Coast Line shipments
which it is not required itself to pay. and which is not in any way
a charge which the railroad has to meet, and for which it renders
no service?
The theory on which transcontinental rates are made is that
the rail carriers are compelled to meet the competition of the water
carriers doing business out of San Francisco bay. Prior to the time
of transcontinental rail carriage transportation from the Eastern
states to San Francisco was wholly by water or by the Panama or
Nicaragua routes; and when the first transcontinental railroad line
reached tide water it found itself compelled to meet this competition.
On this theory the transcontinental lines have justified, and
properly so, lower rates to San Francisco than to intermediate
points.
The rate to Pacific Coast Terminals is designated by railroad men as a compelled rate one which the carriers themselves
would not make were they not required to do so by water comcollects a toll

—

petition.

When the Ogden line reached San Francisco bay at Oakland it
found that to deliver goods in San Francisco it was compelled to
pay an arbitrary toll fixed by the state for crossing the state lands
abutting the bay upon which the wharves surrounding San Francisco were built.
It therefore inserted in its tariffs a note to the
transportation charges, freight
arriving at San Francisco would be required to meet an additional
toll charge
a charge which the freight brought to San Francisco
by ocean carriers was also compelled to meet. Later, when the
Coast Line was built, the same tariff was made applicable to freight
carried by that route, and thus it results that freight into Sin
Francisco by the coast route bears an arbitrary charge of 5 cents
a ton for crossing a wharf which it never crosses.
The Southern Pacific's contention, however, is that it is entitled
to make this charge on a shipment which does not cross the bay,
because it may properly impose on transcontinental business any
rate, not unreasonable in itself, which it can get in competition
with water carriers, and therefore may include in its rate an amount
equivalent to the state toll, because the water competition which
it has to meet must always be compelled to meet the toll charges of
the state.
This argument is adroit, but does not appeal to us as conclusive.
The tariff would make it appear that this toll charge was actually
imposed on all freight entering San Francisco. This, we perceive,
is not the fact.
Moreover, all eastbound freight leaving San Francisco is not subject to this charge, at least as a toll charge, no
matter by what route it goes. The toll, it is contended, when toll
is paid, is in fact included in the rate itself
is absorbed by the
carrier and not specifically and separately charged as in the case

effect that, in addition to the regular

—

—

westbound business.
If the rate to San Francisco by the Coast Line, including the
additional toll charge, is in and of itself reasonable, there is no
reason why the tariff applicable to the Coast Line cannot be made
to state, as the law requires, the full rate via that route to San
Francisco. But it is to be noted that Sacramento, Stockton and
other cities farther inland than San Francisco are given the benefit
of terminal rates without such additional toll charge, although
the one reason that is assigned for supporting such rates is their
proximity to San Francisco, thro\igh which city alone they have
the advantage of water competition.
The history of this toll provision leads to the conclusion that
it was never intended as a part of the transportation rate: and
certainly if the Coast Line had been first built its tariff would
not have contained any such provision. Why. then, should we now
regard It as properly inserted in a Coast Line tariff? Moreover,
the law does not contemplate that a rate shall be made by including charges which the carrier does not in fact meet; and a tariff
or schedule of transportation rates which makes the rate chargo.l
dependent upon one or more f.iclors which do not enter into the
transportation as it Is actually conducted, does not conform to the
law.
To illustrate: A rate over the New York Central Into New
York city from the West could not properly be stated as $1 per
100 lbs. with a notation elsewhere in the tariff stating that all
goods destined to New York city would bear an additional charge
equivalent to the cost of lighterage from Jersey City to New York,
which all rival carriers entering New York are compelled to p.^y.
It will be ordered, therefore, that the Southern Pacific shall
cease from making any charge for foil at San Francisco when such
toll charge Is not actually paid by the carrier.
of

TRADE CATALOGUES.
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Hicks IjOromoii}>r if Car M'nrks. A book Illustrating the plants,
equipment and products of this company has Just been issued. It
Is a 100-pago volume, OVi x 12. printed on calendered paper, with
The cprnpaoy has two plants at Chicago Heights,
boar<] covers.

;
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Structural Steel. The Interstate Knglncerlng Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, Is distributing advance sheets from Bulletin No. 8, soon to
be issued. The circular. No. lUl, Illustrates some examples ot structural steel work recently done by this company.

The Seaboard Air Line has given the contract for the oil-burning furnaces for its new shops at Jacksonville, Fla., to Tate, Jones
Co., Inc., Pittsburg, Pa.

Atwood Paxson A Company has been formed to deal in iron
steel products and railroad equipment and supplies, with office
120 Liberty street. New York. Mr. Paxson was for some years
with L. J. Buckley & Company, of New York city.

and
at

Ten Eyek, hitherto Treasurer and Chief Engineer

ot the
Federal Railway Signal Co., Troy, N. Y., has Ijeen appointed VicePresident, with office at Albany, N. Y. The officers are now:
J. T.
Cade, President; Lawrence Griffith, Vice-President; P. G. Ten Eyck,
Vice-President; Frederic Pruyn, Treasurer; C. E. Newman, Secretary.

Gilbert Greenbusch. C.E., of London, England, is In New York
for a few weeks with address at 17 Battery Place.
He is an American engineer, graduate of Stevens Institute, with ten years' residence in London, where he is an associate member of the British
Institute of Civil Engineers.
He has just completed his work as
engineer in charge of construction of the lifts in the London underground electric railways and now proposes to introduce American
mechanical and electrical specialties in Europe. He is well equipped
in character, knowledge and acquaintance.

Hermann von Schrenk. well-known to readers of the Railroad
Gazette, has resigned as Pathologist in charge of investigations of
timtier diseases and methods for their prevention in the United
Stales Department of Agriculture, and has associated himself with
Fulks and Alfred L. Kammerer, Consulting Timber Engineers,
Mr. von
office at Tower Grove and Flad avenues, St. Louis.
S<hrenk has been appointed Timber Engineer of the Rock Island,
the St. Louis & San Francisco and the Chii^ago & Eastern Illinois
railroad systems.
His new office will be prepared to carry on investigations and make reports on all problems dealing vs'ith the
It would seem
best methods for handling and using timbers.
that this is a field of great usefulness, since work of this character
is highly important now and must constantly become more so as
the limber reserves of the country become cut off.
E. B.

with

Iron

and

Steel.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 30.000 tons, and
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 7,500 tons of rails from the
Bethlehem Steel Co. for 1908 delivery. They are to be rolled in
the new rail mill now nearly completed at Bethlehem and will be
made from open hearth steel with a maximum of .04 phosphorus.
The Santa Fe specifications require 25 per cent, crop on the ingots
and the Lackavs'anna 20 per cent. It is reported, though it cannot
be contirmed. that the price is $35 a ton, an Increase of 25 per cent,
over the [)ool price.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Charles H. Nye, formerly and for a number of years Superintendent of the Cape Cod division of the Old Colony Railroad, now
part of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, died at his home
Mr. Nye was 85 years old.
at Hyannis, Mass., on July 9.
the Boston & Maine,
died at Littleton, N. H., on July 8. a few hours after being thrown
out of a carriage. Mr. Hayden went to the Boston & Maine at the
end of last year, after having tieen in charge of advertising on the
Central ot New Jersey for five years. He was 35 years old at the
time ot his death.

W. H. Hayden, Advertising Manager

of

79

Charle» H. It
r-ral TralBc ilanager of the Chicago.
Indianapolis * I..
on July 6, a- IndlanapolU, Ind of
heart fal uru. Mi i. -..-.. *nn born In 1
it Terre Haute. Ind..
and began railroad work In 18«i» a» an aib-.'inl yard clerk on the
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bus, Hocking Valley t Toledo, now part «:
v..
years later he was appointed General Suj.Eastern llllnolH. and in 1X93 was made .\> i.stat.t
of that road.
I.Ater in the same year he went to
Akron A Columbus as General Passenger Agent. I
1&97 he was Auditor of the Western Passenger Assuciatlun and
then took the office which be held at the time of bis death.
>
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MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dale* of concendonj and regular meetlnv of railroad eonctnttomt
engiHtcrlHi) tucielitt, tee aJverlitint page 24.)

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

P. G.

;
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International

The

Railroad

si»4

Master Blacksmiths' Association.

annual convention of this association is to be held
at .Montreal, Canada. August 20, 21 and 22.
Headquarters will be
in the Bath Hotel, where accommodation can be had at a rate of
$2.50 a day for each person, including all meals.
The subjects to be presented are: Flue Welding. John Conners,
fifteenth

Chairman;
TooLs and Formers for Bulldozers and Steam Hammers, G. M.
Stewart. Chairman;
Piece Work, Grant Bollinger, Chairman;
Discipline and Classification of Work, S. I'ren, Chairman;
Case Hardening Methods, Time Taken and Samples, Geo. .Masser,

Chairman;
Best Fuel for Use in Smith Shop. Jos. Jordan, Chairman;
Frame .Making and Repairing, Grant Bollinger. Chairman;
Thermit Welding, Geo. Kelly, Chairman.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.

The

thirty-eighth annual convention of this association is to
be held at St. Paul, Minn.. September 10-13. .\rrangements have
been made for hotel accommodation on the -\merican plan at the
Hotel Ryan, at prices ranging from $3 to $4 a day for each person.
The subjects for discussion are as follows:
Painting of Steel Passenger Cars, a composite paper by John D.
Wright (B. & O.), H. M. Butts (N. Y. C. & H. R.). and R. J. Kelly
(Long Island)
Disinfecting Passenger Cars at Terminals. H. E. Smith (L. S.
& M. S.). R. W. Mahon (N. Y. C. & H. R.i. A. J. Bruning IL. & N.):
Cleaning. Coloring and Lacquering of Metal Trimmings. B. E.
Miller (D.. L. & W.), Geo. Warlick (C, R. I. & P.). C. A. Cook (P..
B.

& W.):

Painting Locomotives and Tenders, J. H. Kahler (Erie), W. A.
(D.. L. & W.), E. Daly (C. C. C. & St. L.)
Linseed Oil Substitutes and Drying Oils. W. O. Quest (P. &
L. E.). W. H. Smith (Southern Ry.).
There is also to be an essay on Problems of the Present-day
Paint Shop, by Chas. E. Copp ( B. & M.).
There will also be a numlier of queries as follows:
Have you found any coating that will resist rust? Discussion
opened by Chas. E. Becker (C. C. C. & St. L.).
Denatured Alcohol Is it a satisfactory substitute for grain
alcohol? Discussion opened by W. J. Orr (Erie).
Is it advisable to apply three coats of body color to a car?
Discussion opened by J. Gearhart (Penn.).

Buchanan

—

Cati light colored freight car stencil paints be improved?
Discussion opened by W. Bailey ( B. & M. )
DisIs pressed fiber as durable as a three-ply wood veneer?
N. & W. I.
cussion opened by O. P. Wilkins
What should be the nature of a detergent? Discussion opened
by B. E. Miller (D., L. & W.).
(

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Alabama d

Vicksburij.

— See

New

Orleans & North-Eastern.

— The

officers of this company are as
follows:
President. L. K. Baker, with office at Odanah. Wis.;
Vice-President. J. Stearns, with office at Ludington, Mich.;

Ashland. Odanah

Secretary and
F.

J.

Darke;

McMaboD,

all

if

Marengo.

Treasurer. E. B. Hill; General Freight Agent,
Superintendent. E. .Mercier, and Auditor, D. J.
with offices at Odanah.
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W

are at all satisfied, or that there will be any considerable
intermission in his activities.
See Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo.

old,

—The

officers of this company are as follows:
Superintendent, G. M. Brinson: VlcePresidont
and Traffic Manager. Charles Neville, heretofore General Freight
and Passenger Agent of the Georgia Coast & Piedmont: Au'lilor.
E. K. Bonney, all with offices at Springfield, Ga.

RaUtray.
President and

Public Service Commissions. John S. Kennedy, of Corning. N. Y., has been appointed Secretary of the Commission
Mr. Kennedy had been for several
for the Second district.
years Secretary of the New York State Railroad Commission.
Whitney
is
Secretary
of the Commission for the First
T. H.
district, the office of which is at 320 Broadway, New York City.

—

W.

dent,

Allegheny

Pit:sbur(7.

Tex.

—

Charlotte Harbor
Northern. The officers of this road, which will
Second Vicebe opened for traffic on August 1, are as follows:
President and General Manager L. M. Fouts, with office at
Jacksonville, Fla.; General Freight and Passenger Agent J. I^.
de Treville, with office at Arcadia, Fla.; Superintendent C. H.
McCall and Auditor W. J. Gilligan, both with office at Hui;, Fla.
<(•

—

Calumet River. F. N. Hoffstot, President, and J. W.
dFriend. Vice-President, of the Pittsburg, Allegheny & McKee's
Rocks, have been elected also to these offices on the Chicago &
Calumet River.

Chiiago

—

Corvallis tC- Eastern. G. W. Talbot, Vice-President and General Manager, has resigned to go to the Oregon Electric with the same
title.

—

Coast t(- Piedmont. W. R. Basset has been appointed
Auditor, succeeding W. B. Scott. See Brinson Railway.

Georgia

at

office

—

Walter Stone has been appointed Auditor, with
Quitman, Miss.

Mississippi Eastern.

McKee's Rocks.

it

Itio

A'eic

—

Orleans •( Xorth-eastern. L. A. Jones. Auditor. b;is Ijcm
elected also Vice-President of this road and of the Alabama &
Vicksburg and the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, succpcdiiig
I). D. Curran, who was recently elected President.

York Central

—

Orande, Sierra Madre & Pacific. The authority of the officers
company have been extended over the Sierra Madre &

Pacific.

—

Shreveport. Houston li Oulf. The officers of this company are as
follows:
President, W. T. Carter, with office at Houston, Tex.;
Vice-President and General Manager, G. X. Kelley; Secretary
and Treasurer, C. C. Gribble. and Auditor and Traffic Manager.
L. D. Garrison, all with offices at Manning, Tex.
Sierra

Madre

Silver

Lake Railway.

with

<l

Pacific.

iC

Hudson River.

— William

J.

1

service; it is probable,
rather, that his fuiure
work will be in an advisory capacity. He
leaves indelible marks
on the property of the
of which he
has been a general officer only eight years.
He became Chief Engineer in May, 1899, and
began at on;e to stand-

J.

S.

partment

at

B.

—

Toronto. Hamilton d- BiiffaUi. D. W. Pardee. Secretary of the New
York Central & Hudson River, has been elected also Secretary
of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo.

Vicksburg. Shreveport d Pacific.

i

liridKP!<

of

all

drawings of

menl

.Mhnilir cousl
divisions,

Line.
to

— The
known

be

First division is to be divided into two
as the First division and the Second

The new First division will consist of the lines
tween Richmond. Va., and I'^lorence. S. C. and the Second

bedi-

Florence and Savannah, Ga. The
from Savannah. Ga., to Jacksonville,
present Second
Fla., will hereafter be known as the Third division, while th?
present Third division, consisting of the lines in Florida, will
become the Fourth division. .\. W. Anderson. General Supervision of the lines between
division.,

at

—

—

J. J. Cotter has been appointed Superintendent
Cedartown, Ga., succeeding R. J. Armstrong, resigned.

—

II. Bates, foreman of locomotive and
cliiiago d- Illhiois Wcs:/rn.
car repairs, has been appointed General Superintendent, succeeding D. P. Plumnier.

structures

.skill.

Colorado

<(•

— C.

Xorlhwestcrn.
with office

intendent,
fVilllii

WIlK.l

way: "Make It so that
can wake up anywh'ii' on thi line and look out of he window and know
am on the Central. " His far-seeing ndvoiacy.
as well as construction, of the Beech Creek extension, which
Insures the company's supply of bituminous coni, was much to
his credit.
He will long be best known for having plniincd,
designed and executed the eleilrlflcallon of the New York (Mty
terminal, an engineering wqrk of the first magnitude and made
difficult by the necessity for keeping the terminal open for the
heavy traffic of two great railroads while It Is being eutir.'ly
reconstructed, both under and alxive ground. Of his most startling Innovation In engineering methods, comparatively little
I

& Northeastern.

—

Central of Georgia.

kinds Is a monuof industry and

He fulfilled the
Instrucllon of the then
President." Mr.
Callii

Orleans

Atchison. Tofickii d- .S'fiH.n Fc. -A. third grand division has been
created and H. W. Sharp, Superintendent at Kansas City. Mo.,
has been appointed General Superintendent of it. with office at
La Junta, Colo. I). Farley succeeds Mr. Sharp.

culverts,

and

New

Officers.

signed.

ballast, track signs, sigpo.Htg,

— See

Operating

W. S. Menden. Chief Engineer, has been
appointed General Superintendent, siu'ceeding D. S. Smith, re-

the roads, track
structures.
H s
large blue print volume

nal

\.,

Thompson, General Agent

of the Executive DeAtlanta, Ga., has been appointed Assistant to the
President, with office at Atlanta.

Soulhrrti.

Ilrookiyn Rapid Transit.

ardize

of standard

Pacific.

Treasurer,
succeeding G. L. Eaton, resigned.

intendent of the present First division, has been appointed
General Superintendent of the new Second division, with ofW. H. Newell. Superintendent of Transportafice at Florence.
tion of the present First division, has been appointed General
S\iperintendent of the new First division, with office at Rocky
J. C. Murchison, Superintendent of the Wilming.Mount, N. C.
ton district, succeeds Mr. Newell, with office at Wilmiiiston,
All appointments are effective August 1.
N. C.

company

and

Rio Grande, Sierra Madre &

Ward has been appointed

S.

Rochester, N.

office at

—

— See

— L.

division.

Wilgus, Vice-President, has resigned and his service with this company will end
next.
He
does
on October 1
not expect to enter other railina

.Veic

Chicago & Calumet

of this

—

Mobile. Jaekson cf Kansas City. L. S. Berg, formerly President of
the New Orleans Terminal, has been elected President of the
Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City, succeeding B. M. Robinson,
resigned.

— See

River.

—

Central of Xeic Jersey. F. T. Dickerson has been appointed Assistant Secretary, succeeding Joseph James, Jr.

—

New York

The officers of this company are as follows: PresiT. Whiteman: General Manager, E. M. Decker; Traffic
General Freight Agent, C. P. Bowen, and
Tilford:
Manager. T.
General Passenger Agent, W. S. Bowen. all with offices at Cairo.

Cairo Xoi-thern.

1

has been said. His entirely novel method of tunnel construction is now being carried out under his own supervision for
the Michigan Central's traffic under Detroit river, and the cost
of it, as contracted for, is Just one-half the price bid by Sir
Weetraan Pearson's contracting firm. There is no reason to
expect that thj ambitions of this engineer, less than 42 years

City. Oaylord <(- Alpena.— The oflBce of Traffic Manager has
been abolished.
C. J. Wilson has been appointed General
Freight and Passenger Agent and Assistant Superintendent.
Laing. Purchasing Agent, has been appointed also Auvlitor.
G.
W. L. Martin has been appointed Superintendent. Frank Butler
has been appointed Trainmaster.

Boyne

Brinson

Vol. XLIII., No.

I

at

M. Williams has been appointed SuperBoulder, Colo,

Colorado Soaihern. Xeiv Orleans d- Pacific— G. Kennedy has been
appointed Trainmaster at Eunice, La.

f

—

T. L. Diibbs, Superintendent at N.ishvllle, Tenn..
has been appointed Superintendent of the Birmingham illvislon.
E. McCnbe, Trainmaster at Louisville, Ky.. succeeds Mr.
L,
Dubbs.

Illinois Central.

—

Inleroceanic of Meiico. See National Lines of Mexico under Engineering and Rolling Slock officers.

—

it .Vcir England.
master at Pen Argyl,

l^ehigh

J.

Pa.,

V.

Lyddon has been appointed

succeeding

J.

Ti'aln-

E, Curry, resigned.
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Malheur Vo»ry.— See Oregon Short Lloe.
Uiniiloka

SoulhutM:rrH.

it

Line* of

Aofi'.iKi/

Jtfrj-i...

— Set-

Al«.. In

Ueln

entljr

niery.

Mtihigan CrnlraL—H. R. Dkly ha*
•t

i.u,,..„i,lr In

u

I8)i9. anil n
work
a draftit
the HIrmii.
of thv I^iiInvIIIiHe mo:.
NuHbvllle.
'iIh
rwiil undl he
m
!i.i
Iterame reiildent phkIiii
lion of ihe CooKa
river bridge Jiear Shi-lliy. Ai.i
a to the National
of Mexico as engineer and »up<Tviaor, he kerved as brakenian.
conductor and yardina«ter tinill 189S, when he was made TrainFive years later he wan made Division
master at I^redo.
Superintendent, and In 19U:; Siii>erlntendent of ('onHtriutlon of
In l'.">t he was a|i|>olnted General
the Mexico-Cionzalez line.
.Manager of ihj- Interoi'eanlc of .Mi'xlco. where h>' remained until
his recent appointment as Aissl.siaiit Ceneral .Manager of the
National Lines of Mexico In charK<' of engineering and main-

itllute In

I

i

1

_

tenance.

—

Salwnal

Itatlntoil of MeTico.
See National Lines of Mexico under
Engineering and Rolling Stock offlcers.

.i.-.-olnted

ilarie.-

Kte.

."-viiill

appointed General Ak< "t

Gcnersl Ageat

8. Carter

J.

has beeo

Spokane, Wash.

>'

Mitsouri Pan/lr—J. R. Trimble. General Anent at Pueblo. Colo..
has Ijeen appointed General Agent at Pltijiburg, Pa., succeeding
John Walsh.

—

.Vafionaf /,in»'» of Mrj-ii-o.
The territory to be covered hereafter bjr
the General Eastern Agent, at New York, will include PennHylvanla. New England and the Atlantic «lat••^. i- well as
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and tha' part of OntariD -a--! of
Port Huron. Mi. -i
a north and south line pas^
-•nt. at Chicago, inThe territory of the General
and Ontario except
cludes all the rest of the I'r
Texas, Oklahoma and Indian Terriiury, Ahich will be in charge
of the General Agent at San Antonio, Tex., who, however, will
not have charge of the Texas-Mexican Railway.
.

St.

—

b<-va

Grand RapldH. MUb.

.Wi'iioapo/K. SI. Paul d

man on

*

•

New

'

.

,,.i

appolDlvd (;«n«'ral
\ork. nuc erJ

n

M'^-on Short Mtn"

— Hn.

AoUtant <;<>tii'r
1870
Hr cr

appulntei]

g|

Joseph

(f

Grand

Island.

— H.

C. Mitchell

has been appointed Gen-

Oregon tlhori Line. C. M. Hunt. Superintendent of the Pa-lflo &
eral Agent at Pittsburg, Pa.
Idaho .Northern. ha.s been appointed to the new ofllce of Train
master of the Third. Fourth and Fifth .'Istrlns of the Idaho Kierra Valley Hailicay. W. H. O'Neill has been appointed Assistant
Traffic Manager.
division and the Boise branrh of tho Oregon Short Line, tlic
Minidoka k Southwestern and the .Malheur Valley, with office Somerset Railicay. F. V. Berry has been appointed Assistant Genat Nampa, Idaho.
eral Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at Oakland, Me.
See Oregon Short Line.
Pacifli- rf Idaho \orlherr..
Tremont «f Oulf. Alfred Mead. General Freight and Passenger Agent
Uio (iranite Western. A. B. Apperson. .Assistant Superintendent at
of the Brookhaven & Pearl River, has been appointed General
Helper. I'tah. has been appointed Assistant Superintendent at
F'reight and Passenger Agent and Assistant Superintendent of
Salt Lake City. Itah. succeeding H. J. Roth.
R. R. Sutherland
the Tremont & Gulf.
suii-eeds Mr. Apperson.
Western Maryland. F. M. Howell. General Passenger Agent, has
G. B. Huestis, General Superat. Louis. BroKHsville A Mt'rico.
been appointed General Passenger and Ticket Agent, succeedintendent, has been appointed Superintendent of the First diviing to the duties of James 1). Whittington. General Ticket Agent
sion, consisting of the line from Brownsville to Kingsvillo and
and Ticket .\uditor. who h3is resigned on ac:-ount of ill health,
the Hidaigo branch, and the office of General Suijerintenilent
and whose former position has been abolished.
has been abolished. Oliver Rowe has been appointed Superintendent of the Second and Third divisions, consisting of the
Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
line from Kingsville to Algoa and the joint track from Corpus
Cnlorado
yorthwestern. Leonard Ruble has been appoint.'d
Christ! to Robstown. E. T. Gibson ha.s been appointed TrainMaster Mechanic, with office at Boulder. Colo., succeeding M.
master of the whole road. W. B. I'pp has Ih-ph appointed Car

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

•(•

Accountant, succeeding C.
Kingsville, Tex.

J.

Crane.

The

offices

of all

are at

—

—

W. A. Allison, who was recently appointed
.( Brazos VaUey.
Superintendent ol Telegraph, was born at Hhiile Spring. Va..
in 187.1. and began railas
roail work in 18!tl
a telegraph operator on
the Norfolk & Wesl "rn.

Trinity

He was

ai)pointed train

same

the

appointed to
on tlie

Kansas

and

Texas,

.Mej-itan International.

— See

&

1899

In

went

to the Illinois Cen-

tral

as

despatcher

McComb. Miss.
made chief

—

«(•
Xorth Shore. C. M. Colburne has bpen
Chief Engineer, with office at Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.

.Manitoulin

appointed

National Lines of Mexico.

—

He

position.

later

the same office
Missouri.

Colorado A Southern. H. W. Ridgway, Master Mechanic at Trinidad, Colo., has been appointed .Master Mechanic at Denver.
Colo., succeeding D. Patterson, resigned.

Xaliunal Lines of Merieo. G. P. De Wolf. Superintendent of Terminals of the National Railroad of Mexico at Mexico City, has
been appointed Assistant Chief Engineer of the Mexican International, with office at C. Porfirio Diaz. Coahuila. Mex.. succeeding C. J. Carroll, resigned to go into other business. E. W.
Bowans. Trainmaster of the Interoceanic of Mexico at Pueblo,
succeeds Mr. De Wolf.

despatchor in 1897. and
soon after went to the
Baltimore & Ohio in

was

Fitzgerald.

Purchasing Agents.
Georgia

—

Florida. J. M. Turner. General Manager, has been appointed also Purchasing Agent.

at

He was
train

<l

ilespatcher at that place
19o:{
and In 1905
appointed Trainmaster of the Memphis
division of
the Yazoo

The Southern

&

The Central Vermont

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

in

was

.Mi.ssissippI

Valley,

is

about to buy 50
is

iocomr-iives.

li.?ht

said to be flguriiig on

10 locomotives.

w here

he remained
Allliiun
resigned
In
June of the current year to go to the Trinity & Brazos Valley.

he

until

Coast Line.— A. C. Kenly. Freight Claim Agent, has been
appointed Superintendent of Freight.

Allantii

Itaihcay.—J. G. Ray has been appointed
Freight Agent, succeeding H. W. Waiters, resigned.
ftlonc

General

Brookhaven A Pearl River.— Vf. J. HelmUk has been appointed General Freight and Passenger Agent, with offi<e at Brookhaven,

.

it

is

said,

is

about to buy 50 eight-

wheel locomotives.

The Grand Trunk,

Traffic Officers.

Brtlford

The Grand Trunk Pavifu

it

is

understood,

is

to

buy 100 locomotives

within the next two months.

The Yosemite Valley has ordered one eight-wheel locomotive
from the American Locomotive Company.
Western has ordered one mogul locomotive
The Green Bay
from the American Locomotive Company.
<(•

another com-

The Santa AV, Baton it Des Moines has ordered one ten-wheel
locomothe from the American Locomotive Company.

Chiingo. Hoik Island d Pavific.—H. C. Battles has been appointed
to the new office of General Agent at Peoria, ill.

The Hanyang Steel i( Iron Works has ordered one four-wheel
tank engine from the American Locomotive Company.

Miss.,

pany.

succeeding Alfred Mead, resigned
See Treniont & Gulf.

to

go

to
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Special Equipment.

The Burden Iron Company has ordered one four-wheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

Rodies
Brakes
Heaters

The Carnegie Steel Company has ordered one six-wheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

Motors for
Line,

The Memphis Warehouse Company has ordered one six-wheel
switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

all

.

New Haven

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Montreal.

7*6 Louisville d Xashville has ordered eight consolidation Baldwin and switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.
The Savannah, Augusta d Northern, which is to build a road
has ordered two mogul locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company. W. J. Oliver, Knoxville, Tenn., is understood

in Georgia,
to

have the contract for building the road.

The Dayton

<f

said to

is

will

buy two large

be preparing speciflcations

to 100 cars

Gulf has ordered from 50

Company. Chicago,

The Hanover d York has ordered
& Manufacturing Company.

six cars

The Central of New Jersey has ordered
Cambria Steel Company.

The Pittsburg, Shatcmut d Northern
plans for a number of coke cars.

is

asking

from the Niles Car

1,000 freight cars

is

from

said to be preparing

The Chicago, Burlington d Quincy has ordered 1,000 steel gondola cars from Barney & Smith.
The Intercolonial has ordered

3,000 freight cars, mo-stly

from

Crossen Manufacturing Company and Rhodes, Curry & Company.
Central has ordered 3,000 steel underframc box
capacity from the American Car & Foundry

Illinois

lbs.

Company.

The Storz Brewing Co.. Omaha, Neb., is said to be building
four refrigerator cars at the Plattsmouth, Neb., shops of the Chicago,
is about to buy 75 passenger coaches, four dining
combination mail and baggage cars, six combination passenger and baggage cars and 200 cabooses.

The Southern

cars, six

The Las Vegas d Tonopah, as reported in the Railroad Gazette
June 28, has ordered three standard (JO-ft. coaches and three
standard 60-ft. baggage cars from the Pullman Co., for October
delivery. The special equipment for both includes:

of

Safety

llraling Bystem

Mmphy

I'alnt

System

fjastern. as reported in the Railroad
has ordered 20 flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity
from the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works, for July 25 delivery.
These cars will be 41 ft. long and 9 ft. wide, over all. The special
5,

rqulpment includes:

Havre de Grace, Md.

—

Kansas City, Kan. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, it is
has given a contract to H. G. Douglas, of Topeka, Kan., for
putting up shops to replace those recently destroyed by fire.

said,

—

Kansas City", Mo. The Kansas City Southern, it is reported,
has bought land between Second and Third streets and Broadway
and Wyandotte streets, on which additional tracks are to be laid
and other improvements made to increase terminal facilities.

—

LijiA, Ohio.
The Lima & Toledo Traction Company
put up a new passenger station to cost $50,000.

—

—

Mobile, Ala. Local reports state that the Louisville & Nashwill not use the new union passenger station, but will build
a station for its own use.
ville

Norwalk Line

2

"

•'

3

it

Is

said, is

planning to build

river to carry four tracks.

—

Ga. The Georgia Southern & Florida has plans ready
putting up a brick passenger station 74 ft. x 104 ft. to cost
Platforms, with umbrella sheds, will l)e 460 ft, long.

$30,000.

:t(>ft.
:i<) ft.
:i(lft.
.W f t.
.tn f t.
.'tOf t.

—

Vancouver. B. C. The Canadian Pacific announces that extenBids are wanted
sive additions to Its wharf facilities Is to be made.
The proposed wharf
for dredging and the building of stone walls.
is to be 670 ft. long x 162 ft. wide.

—

West Ciik.ster, Pa. Conlr.act reported let by the Pennsylvania
Corcoran Brothers, for grading and Improving its yards at this
place.
New tracks are to be added and the terminal facilities into

30

also ordered-

Line

"
"
"

Susquehanna

$500,000.

for

rloscrt cars.

12 aOft.
1 SSft.
8 33ft.

Co. as follows:
Hartford Line
HlntTord Spring* Line
S.

"
"
"

ft.

.'tO-ft.

11
4 »ori.

The company has

A

2

.1

10

Line
.New ISrltnln Mnc
Mllldnip Line
Wnlerbiirv Line
SlntTord Sprlngx Line
New York * Sinmroril
Norwich Linn
Mlddlelown Line
Khnde Island Lined

.'SO

—The Pennsylvania,
—

Vai.iio.sta,

in doulile Irnik,
"
"
24
"
"
1(>

l>ert>T

V.

to

Tkaoue, Tex. The Trinity & Brazos Valley machine shops,
roundhouse and terminals to be built at this place will cost about

the following cars:
Sfvi Iliivi-ii I.lnr'
Ilnrlford Line
Bridgeport Line

— Work

has been started rebuilding the Frisco
fire.
The four brick buildings to be put
cost about $60,000, and the machinery $55,000.

SiiEUMAN, Tex.

.shops recently destroyed by

a bridge over the

Miner
Symington

The Connecticut Company, which buys the equipment for the
plectric lines of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, has ordered

N

—

Louis, Mo. The Missouri Supreme Court in a recent dethe validity of the St. Louis $3,500,000 bridge bond
This will make possible the issuance of $1,000,000 of the
Ixinds, so that work on the proposed bridge over the Mississippi
river can be started.
St.

SuNDUBV, Pa.

Tower
boxes

planning

Memphis, Tenn. ^A permit has been given to the Illinois Cenput up a brick freight house, at a cost of about $50,000, to
replace the structure destroyed by fire some time ago.

tSlmplex

Westloghuuse

lirnft rigging

is

tral to

up are

lirakebeoma
llrakes
foiiplera

—

The Baltimore & Ohio has given the conconstruction of the substructure of the new doublebridge over the Susquehanna river at this place to EyreShoemaker, Inc., of Philadelphia, Pa., and it is expected that the
work will be started at once. The contract for the superstructure
was let alx)ut six weeks ago to the American Bridge Company.
This bridge will be double-track throughout, require about 45,000
cu. yds. of masonry in the substructure and between 14,000 and
15,000 tons of steel work in the superstructure.
It will be 7,000 ft.
long and the largest bridge on the Baltimore & Ohio system.
will
take
about
three
years
to
the
It
build
bridge and the cost will
be about $2,000,000. The masonry work will consist of a new abutment at the west end and a pier on the west bank, four new intermediate piers in the west channel, 21 piers on Watson's Island and
one new pier in the east channel.
for

track

Bcttendorf

linlnterg

Mlddlelown Line
Norwich Line

—

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will build
station and additional tracks here to cost about

new passenger

issue.

The Marquette d South

Sr.nth

planning

cision upheld

I'lntsdi

Light

.liiurnni

is

Frankfort, Ixd. The Toledo, St. Louis & Western, it is said,
spend about ?150,000 in the enlargement of its shops here.

Gakden City, Kax.
a

to

& Quincy.

Gazette of July

—

Columbus, Ga. The Columbus Railway Company
up a two-story brick car barn.

tract

d-

The Cold Blast Transportation
prices on 200 stock cars.

Burlington

—

BiR.MiNGiiAM, Ala. The new passenger station, built at a cost
was recently opened for traffic.

$25,000.

The Missouri. Oklahoma
from Barney & Smith.

The

the

—

Troy Elevtrir. D.aylon, Ohio,

The Central of Georgia
for 1,000 freight cars.

cars of 100,000

Ijy

of $1,500,000,

will

inferurban cars.

(he

—

Alfalfa, Tex. Surveys, it is reported, are being made
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio for a new yard here.

to put

CAR BUILDING.

the

.

SterllngMeaker
Standard Motor Truck Co.'s
Schoen rolled steel

Trucks
Wheels

The Intercolonial has ordered 22 locomotives from the Kingston
Locomotive Works and the Locomotive & Machine Company of

Wason

Allls-Chalmers
Consolidated electric
Haven Line, Hartford Line. Stafford Springs
York & Stamford and Rhode Island Lines..
General Electric Co.
Westiugtiouse
other cars and for all snow plows

New
New

Motors, for
Uegisters
Trolleys

3.

snow plows from the Wason Car

creased.
1

1
1

1

Bridgeport Line
Iierhy Lino
Wnlerhnrv Line
Mllldale f.lne

1
.1
L'

1

—

WiNNiPKO, Man. A subcommittee has recommended to the
Hoard of Works that the City Kngineer be instructed to prepare
I)lans for a subway for both the Canadian Northern and Grand
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Trunk PaclDc Hallways at tho Main itrMt crosiilnR, near the Norwood bridice. It In aliio r'H-nmnvn'li'il that In the aKreement wllh
the Crand Trunk I'aiin
made for two ovcrhrail itpel
l>rl<lk:i-ii
oviT thp trui'kmlirlORe anil Femblna itreeta.
and fur a Hubway at C.i:
.-

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

.Mi< iiHiA«( RitAiiH.— UliU ar.- wanted JmIv 20 by J. E
Glnerass.
EuRlneer of Coniitrucllon of the VaiiK Har)>'>,'- l.,and * LuhUkt Company, of Gladntone. Mli-h., for icradlni; and Invini; lra>'ka on 13 miles
of road for a steani railroad from Cook a Mill. Mich., to Vans
Harbor, Delta county.

— (J. A Girison. of N.ilchez. who has a KradexletLMJon of this road from
west to Natchez, biu* been Klven an additional
contract to lay tracks on a 22-mlle section of this extension. (May
.MiMMishiiTi Cknthai-

InK contract for

New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Brookbaven,

Etc.

AiiiKoMiAt'K tt St. LAM'nt.M i:.- This road la In operation
IH- Kalb Junction, N. Y.. south to Mormon, four nilleg.

from

Oi>.\.s.\ii

HHANno.t. S.xsKATCiiEWAN

k Hi

iisiin'.s

Bay.

— See

Great Northern.

—

nRiNBON Railway. This road has l>een opened for business
from Savannah. Ga.. north to SprlnRtleld, 25 miles.

—

BrriE. Anaiiimia it PaciI'IC. FrelRht trains are now running
on this road from .Anaconda, Mont., to Browns, six miles.
CiiERRYVAi.K. Oklahoma & Texas.— This company, which wa-s
incorporated to build about 700 miles of line from Cherryvale, Kan.,
to El Paso. Tex., has had its charter amended to provide for buildCaney, Kan., southeast to Fayetteinf; branch lines as follows:
vllle. .\rk.. 150 miles;
Pawhuska. Okla., southeast to South McAlestor. Ind. T., 200 miles, and Childress. Tex., southeast via Abilene
The ofilces of the company are at Caney
to .\ransns Pass. 600 miles.
and Independence. Kan., and at Perry. Okla. The capital stock
of thp company is $18,000,000.
S. M. Porter, of Caney; A. \V.
Shiltise. F. I). Brewster and J. H. Brewster, of Independence: R. E.
Wade and J. H. Masters, of Perry, incorporators. W. R. Stubbs.
of Kansas City, is also interested in the project.
(.March 15. p. 3S1.)

Caro Northern.
16

—

This road has been opened for business for
miles between Caro, Tex., and Mount Enterprise.

'/i

—

Chesapeake & Ohio. The Guyandotte Valley district has been
extended from Logan. W. Va.. to Ethel, Ave miles.
CnirAfio

Pawnee,

111.,

&

Illinoi.s

Midland.

— This road has been extended

from

east to Taylorville, 16 miles.

—

CiiirAGo & North-We.stlr.n. The extension from Bonesteel, S.
Dak., west towards the Rosebud Indian Reservation, finished to
Herrick last year, has been extended from Herrick west to Gregory,
miles.
The Pierre. Rapid City & North-Western. building from Pierre.
S. Uak., west to Rapid City. 165 miles, is reported finished.
14.9

—

Chipaoo, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The White River Valley.
Railroad from Chamberlain, S. Dak., west to Rapid City, 219 miles.
reported finished.

Is

—

El Pa.so & SoiTinvK.sTKRN. On the Western division a new
branch called the Warren line has been opened for business from
Warren

Lowell, Ariz., via

Eureka

Hill.

— This

to Corta, 4.3 miles.

company has given a contract

to Baxter,

Straw & Stove, of Provo, to build a fivcniile lino from Silver City.
Utah. C. W. Nibley, President, Salt Lake City, and R. B. W^est,
Chief Engineer, Sliver City.

Grand Tru.nk
struction work on

Pacific.

— According to

reports from Montreal con-

this line between Saskatoon. Sask., and Edmonton,
being pu.shed. About 1.700 men are now at work on this
It is expected to have 150 miles graded by the first of next
month so that rails can be laid.
Alb.,

17.

p.

some of the work on the

Miss.,

r.9.",.)

line from Las Vegas, Nev., south vU Eldorado
canyon to Searihllght. 60 miles. It Is said, will be built by George

Nevada Roads.— A

t

MARr.vti".— This road has been oponod for
business from Odanah, Wis., to Ek^hlln. 2K miles.
ANiii.ANn.

83

Mai iiEUB VAixtv.— Si-e OreKon Hhort Line.

P. Spittall, of Searchlight.

—

New York City Roads. Bridge Commissioner Stevenson reto the Public Service Commission that the Williamsburg
bridge will within the present year be fitted for the operation of
elevated railroad electric trains over the structure.
ports

—

Nouitii.K & Southern.
The Pamlico division has been extended
from Washington, N. C, south to New Bern, 35 miles.
The Eastern district of the Raleigh division has been opened
for business from Washington. N. C, west to Farmville. 30 miles.

—

North Yakima & Valley. This road has been opened for business from North Yakima, Wash., west to Naches. 14 miles.
Oregon & Washington.

—

Great Northern. The Brandon, Saskatchewan & Hudson's Bay
on the Minot division has been opened for business from St. John,
N. Dak., north to Brandon, Man., 73Vi! miles.

—

Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe. The Jasper £ Eastern has been
opened tor freight and passenger trafllc from De Ridder, La., to
Cravens.

the line to reach the business center of the city without causing
congestion of traffic on the water front streets. At Tacoma also
there will have to be a tunnel, to avoid steep grides. This tunnel
will be 8.700 ft. long.
At the Tacoma terminus the company has
bought seven blocks of land, two of which will be the site for the
passenger station.

—

Oreoon Roads. A company is being formed in Oregon, with
Steven Carter, of Eugene, as the principal promoter, to build a
line from that place west to the Pacific coast at the mouth of
the Siuslaw river, about 60 miles.
It is proposed to begin work
at once on the first 30 miles.

—

0RE(i0N Short Line. The Malheur Valley has been opened for
business from Ontario. Ore., west to V, le. 15 miles.
On the St. Anthony branch the Yellowstone Park Railroad has
been extended from Marysville, Idaho, north to .Mesa, 14.4 miles,
thence north 6.8 miles.
Pierre, Rapid City

& North-Western.

Kansas

—

Mexico & Orient. Surveys are reported under
way for extending this road from San Angelo, Tex., to San Antonio.
City,

—

Laramie. Haiins Peak & Pacific. This company, which has
a line from Laramie, Wyo., on the Union Pacific, west 30
miles to Centennial, will, according to local reports, shortly begin
grading on a proposed extension from Centennial to Walden, Colo.,
about 70 miles. Financial arrangements have been made to finish
the line to the coal fields In North Park.
built

—

Macon, Amerkts & Albany (Electhic). According to local
reports bids are asked for to build this proposed electric line from
Macon, Ga., southwest to Albany, 150 miles. (April 10, p. 565.)

— See

Chicago & North-

Western.

—

Public Belt Railroad. Additional contracts for building this
around New Orleans. La., to consist of a double-track main
line, with a single-track line along the river front, a total of about
20 miles, are to be let shortly. Work is under way by Thomas Kgan,
of New Orleans, who has a contract for some of the work.
Mayor
Martin Behrman is President, and Hampton Reynolds, Engineer.
line

—

Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific. The Temosachic-Bacerac
branch of the Sierra Madre & Pacific has been opened for business
from Temosachic, Mex., via Rincon to Madre, 32 miles. (March
15.

p.

396.)

Siireveport, Houston
business from Prestridge,

& Gulf. — This road has been opened
Tex.,

to

Manning, nine miles.

for

(.March

15, p. 391.)

Sierra

Madke &

Pacific.

— See

Rio Grande.

Sierra

Madre &

Pacific.

Spokane & Inland Empire (Eleitric).
tended

its line

— This

from Oakesdale, Wash., south

—

—

Indian Territory Roads (Electric). J. C. Cameron, of New
V(iik City, has submitted a plan to residents of Ada, Ind. T.. to
build an electric line, including a branch, south for 13 miles.

Oregon Railroad A Navigation Co.

—

is

section.

— See

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. Plans have been finally completed for building the Oregon & Washington northward to Seattle
and Tacoma. At Seattle there is to be a tunnel a mile long to enible

company has

ex-

to Palouse, 22.7 miles.

Tacoma Eastern. This company has extended
from Tilton, Wash., to Glenavon, three miles.

its

main

line

—

Tampa Northern. This road has been opened for business
from Tampa. Fla., north to Brooksville. 48'-j miles.
Taylor, Somerville & Gulf.— Incorporated in Texas with $100.000 capital and office at Taylor. The company proposes to build
a line from Taylor, Tex., east to Somerville, about 60 miles. The
Incorporators include:
J.
A. Thompson. R. C. Briggs, Howard
Bland. A. A. Wheatley, J. R. Lyon. Charles Parke and J. A. Jones.

—

Tecolote Valley. .-Vn ofllcer writes that this company has finished surveys, and will let bids about September 1 for its proposed
narrow gage line from Las Vegas. N. Mex.. north via Mineral Hill
mining district, passing within five miles of Mora, the county seat
of Mora county, to Black Lakes, thence west to Taos, about 80
miles.
All of this, with the exception of 22 miles, will be In the
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5 per cent, bonds to provide funds for rehabilitation, additions, etc. The amount of these bonds is i:ot limited;
the only restrictions are those as to the purposes for which

they can be issued under the mortgage.
There will also be
$32,800,000 consolidated mortgage 20-year 4 per cent bonds, of
which series A. $15,000,000, will be prior to series B, $17,800,000; also, $5,000,000 20-year 4 per cent, sinking fund income
debentures. $4,500,000 5-year
per cent, collateral notes and
$5,000,000 10 year 5 per cent, collateral notes. Income participation certifi ates cf three classes aggregating $23,250,000 will also
be issued. Immeiliate cash retjuirements are to be supplied by
two syndicates; the first to furnish $12,000,000 for rehabilitation
and the second $4,000,000 to cover the receivers' certificates, car
trust and other notes, and organization expenses.

are at Kas Vegas.

—

Incorporated in Texas with $400,000 capital
a system of interurban lines from Austin. Tex. The incorporators include:
T. Moore, of Elizabeth. N. J.: E. Miller, of
White Plains. N. Y.. and W. \V. McKay, of Hempstead. L. I.
Tk.n.v.s I.NTEittitit.vx.

build

Tex.v.s

project

of Waco. Tex., are interested in a
a line from Waco, west via Hamilton to Brown-

Ro.Mi.'i.— Residents

to builil

wood, about 120 miles.

—

Toledo. St. Lotis & Westek.n. Vice-President George H. Ross
reported as saying that the work of relaying 75-lb. rails between
Toledo and St. Louis, which has been under way for about 2'- years,
About 120.000 yards of ballast at
will be finished this month.
various points on the line is being added and orders have been given
for six steel bridges to be built this year. Contracts have also
been let for extensive ditching and widening of banks.
is

— This

Railway.

ViR«!ixiA-C.\i«>Li.NA

line

Dklawake & Hiusox.
Fort Dodue. Des

—

Waco. Hamilton & Browxwooi).

— Incorporated

Iowa, to Fort Dodge, about 80 miles.
It will be operated by
and by steam for freight. A
part of the road consists of trackage rights over the Newton &
Northwestern line, from Kelly to Lanyon. 37 miles, which has
been electrified. A branch is being built from Kelly to .\mes
and a four-mile branch from Colfax to Doddard is in operation,
being leased to the Newton & Northwestern.
The Newton &
Northwestern runs from Newton. Iowa, to Rockwell City. 102
miles, and has been acquired by the F. D.. D. M. & S.

We.sterx Pacific.

— Track

reported

is

laid

from

Salt

Lake

City. I'tah. west to a point 21 miles beyond the Utah-Nevada
state line. 143 miles.
Track-laying is being pushed from that point
west, and will also be started this month at Winnemucca, Nev., and
at Marysville and Stockton, Cal.

White Rivek Valley.

— See

Chicago. Milwaukee &

Wichita Falls & Nohthwesterx.
from Burkburnett. Tex., north
Yei.i.ow.stoxe

St.

— See

—

000 common stock will be paid August 1. to stockholders of
record July 18. This is the same rate as was paid February 1.
The company is leased to the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
which holds $865,900 of the common stock. In 1906 the company paid 10 per cent.

Minneapolis. St. Pail & Sailt Ste. Marie.—The directors have
authorized an increase of the common sto.k from $14,000,000
to $28,000,000 and of the 7 per cent, non-cumulative preferred
stock from $7,000,000 to $14,000,000.
Only about $4,000,000 of
the new stock will be issued now.

—

Mouile, Jaikson & Kansas City. Control of this company, it is
understood, has passed to L. S. Berg, the new President, and
associates, the Yoakum interests having decided not to use the
option which they held on the property.

Paul.

Newton & Northwestern.

to Kell. Okla.. 14 miles.

Park Railhoad.

—

Lake Shore & Miciiioan Soithekn. See Mahoning Coal Railroad.
Mahoning Coal Rah.roaii. A dividend of 6 per cent, on the $1,500.-

road has been extended

Oregon Short Line.

—

Valley. This road has been extended from Bagby.
the Yosemite National Park at El Portal, 30 miles.

Yo.se.mite
Cal.. east to

— This

electricity for passenger service

Texas with

in

—

It

wiis annuiiiiceil

last

week that

the subscriptions to the $26.0(1(1. oiKi 10-year 5 per cent, convertible
bonds offered to shareholders at par would, it was estimated,
amount to about $10,000,000. The issue was not underwritten.

Balk KAtiLE Valley.

— The

Pennsylvania is to exchange three shares
and $50 in cash for each share of the outstanding 33,463 shares of the Bald Eagle Valley.
The Bald
HIagle Valley runs from Vail Station. Pa., to Lockhavcn. 51
of

iLs

capital stock

miles, with 43 miles of bran<hes.
It Is leased to the Pennsylvania, which owns nearly half of the stock. The annual dividend rate has been 10 per cent., and in May. 1900. an extra
dividend of 9 per cent, in stock was paid.

— Brown

Bros. & Co., New York, are offering
about 5'^ per cent. $900,000 5 per cent, series
D car trust notes, dated April 1. maturing in 20 semi-annual Instalments beginning October 1, 1907, The notes are secured on
300 flat cars. 706 box cars. 40 stock cars and fi cabooses.

Baxoor a
at

Ar<m)st(mik.

a price

to yield

BiKFAU) Terminal

A.sh(m iation.

—

— See

needed for further improvements, extensions or

rolling stock.

— See

Pexxsylvaxia.
Fk.

Dodge, Des Moines & Southern.

—

to be issued as

Sama

— See Fort

Norfolk & Ocean View (Electric). This company, the successor
of the Bay Shore Terminal, which was sold under foreclosure
a year ago, has made a mortgage to the Baltimore Trust Company securing an issue of $l,50o,oO(i 5 per cent, bonds: of this
amount $1,000,000 is to be issued at once to pay for the Bay
Shore Terminal and for improvements, while the remainder is

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Arniisox. Tih-kka &

).

$5,500,000

the

The company proposes to
$120,000 capital and office at Austin.
build a line from Waco. Tex., west through McLennan. Bosqiue.
Hamilton. Comanche. Mills and Brown counties to Brownwo.od, 12(i
miles. J. B. Baker. J. S. McLendon. H. S. Shear and S. Sanger.
of Waco; J. A. Austin. B. S. Smith and O. F, Johnson, of Brownwood, and J. L. Spurlin and J. T. James, of Hamilton, are incorporators.

(

company has been increased from $1,500,000 to
and the preferred stock from $1,000,000 to $1,200,000.
There have been authorized $6,500,000 refunding mortgage bonds,
of which $3,500,000 is reserved to retire an equal amount of
authorized first mortgage 4'.j per cent, bonds of 1931. The company expects to open by September 1 a line from Des Moines,
stock of this

has been extended from

Railway. Press reports state that this company,
successor of the Tidewater and the Deepwater Railways.
which is building a line from Norfolk. Va.. west and north to a
point in West Virginia, has plans made for building a branch from
a point on .the main line in Virginia north to Richmond. The old
roadbed of a line which was projected from Manchester to the
mines at Midlothian, about 13 mile.s, is to be widened and extended
into Powhattan to connect with the Tidewater & Western, which
The Tideis said has been bought by the Virginian Railway.
it
water & Western, formerly the Farmville & Powhattan. is a narrow
gage line operating about 89 miles of road in Virginia. From Manchester entrance is to be made over the James river above Belle
Isle, ai the west end of the city.

— See Chicago Railways Company.
— See Troy & New England.
Motnes & SoiTiiE;tN
Electric — The common

CiiUAdo UxioN Traction.

Taylor's Valley, Va., eight miles, to Konnarock.
Viitci.NiAN

3.

mortgage 25-year

mountain, and will necessitate the piercing of a number of tunnels.
At Las Vegas the compan.v'.s shops will be built, and a line is projected from that point south to the Tecolote mining district. Franlt
The offices of the company
J. Buck. Chief Engineer, Elizabethtown.

to
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Wabash.

CuifAdo Railways Company. A •hearing on the following plan will
be held on July 29 and the discharge of the receivers of the
Chicago I'nion Traction and of its subsidiaries and the turning
over of their property to the Chicago Hallways Company will
then be asked. The new company will make an issue of first

St.

Bald Eagle Valley.

—

Loiis, Brownsville & Mexico. Whitaker & Co., St. Louis, are
offering, at a price to yield 6.10 per cent., a block of the $1,600,000
5 per cent, notes due November 1. 1910. being part of an authorized issue of $3,000,000. The proceeds will be used for additional
equipment, spur tracks and other facilities.

New Enolanh Electric). ^Control of this company, which
runs from Troy, N. Y., to Averill Park, nine miles, has been
acquired by the Delaware & Hudson.

Troy &

(

Uxiox Pacific.

—

It Is understood that about $4,000,000 of the $75,000,000 20-year 4 per cent, convertible bonds were subscribed to. The
Issue was underwritten.

—

This company has arranged to extend for one year, at 5
per cent.. $350,000 of the $835,000 6 per cent. Buffalo Terminal
Association first mortgage bonds, wliicb fell due on June 29.
These bonds are secured on the Hamburg Canal strip, which
the Wabash bought from the city of Buffalo for terminal purThey are guaranteed principal and Interest by the
poses.

Waiiash.

Wabash.

White Pass & YiKox. — A semi annual dividend

of 4 per cent, on the
1 1.375.000 ($6,875,000) stock was paid on July 15. Previous
2'«. per cent. In 1903. 5 per
dividends have been as follows:
cent. In 1904. S'-i per cent, in 1905. 5 per cent. In 1906 and 3
per cenl. last January.

—

:
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We icish it distinctly underAt>\ i:i!risL'iJi:-\TS.
stood that ire icill entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this Journal for pay. exccpt
We give in our
i\ Till: Ai>vERTisi.No CDLDMNs.
edtlonal columns OI'R ow.s' opinions, and these
only, and In our neics columns present only such
matter as tee consider interesting and important
to our readers.
Those vho icish to recommend
their inventions, machinery, supplies, financial
schemes, etc., to our readers, can do so fully in
our advertising columns, but it i* useless to ask

others irUi materially aaaist in making our netea accurate and
complete if they will tend early information of
events ichlch take place under their observation.
Ditcvtsions of subjects pertaining to all departments of railroad business by men practically
ac^uaiitled uith them are especially desired.

us

recommend them

to

money

editorially,

either

for

or in contideration of advertising patron-

age.

—
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With suitable

is to

regulate the working hours of

rail-

relief

arrangements

for

Sundiys and

holi-

reasonable in the great majority of offices,
and an eight-hour law is simply a crude measure for punishing
those railroads which have paid stingy wages or have not employed
enough relief operators. In the future as in the past the railroad
superintendent who desires reliable service must depend, not on
laws but on his own Judgment and vigilance. To keep men from
sleeping on duty, or from wasting their energies when oft duty he
will be obliged, first, to find operators with consciences and, second,
to keep himself constantly informed as to how they habitually spend
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roxd telegraph operators beginning October 1. or five months before
the Federal law on that subject goes into effect. The New York act,
givfu ic another column, is so clumsily drawn that in parts it is
difficult to make sense ot it; but its main features appear to be:
1. Kight
hours a days work, except in extraordinary emergency,
for all telegraph and telephone operators who have to do with the
movement of trains, including despatchers at headquarters and
towermen at interlockings. 2. Ordinary block sig^lmen communicating solely by bell code seem not to be included. 3. The penalty
for violation lies against the railroid company, not the employee.
4. Half of any penalty recovered goes to the informer.
5. A road
or part of a road running less than eight passenger trains each
way each week day is exempt, unless it usually runs 20 freight
trains each way each week day.
The purpose of this law is commendable, but, like that already in force in Maryland, it may easily
do much harm. On the Baltimore & Ohio some of the operators
who had their hours reduced by the benevolent legislature for the
purpose ostensibly of increasing the safety of train?, employed their
freedom to work as operators for the Western Tnion. or in otl]er
outside business, thus increasing instead of diminishing the strain
on their bodies and minds. This condition, and the impossibility of
regulaling by statute the management of operators in times of emergency, make plain the futility of a law of this kind, except as a
lever to raise the operators' wages, which, no doubt, was its chief
purpose.

Michi-

gan

Proposed Southern
San Francisco

state of

Early Years of the Phlla.

j

MISCELLANEOIS:

ILLISTRATED

The

DO
03

CONTRIBITIONS:

ST
S8
t>8

The Svmmetrlcal Masonrr Arch. Analysis
.Vccordlng to the Klastic Theory
Increase In Weight of Locomotlvts
The Hall F:iectrlc Slot

will impair their efficiency by reason of bad
judgment as well as from defective moral character. With roads as
important as parts of the Delaware & Hudson main line exempted
from this law. and with the different exceptions and hour limits
in the Federal law, the situation on New York roads, after the
Fedei'al law goes into effect will be confusing. The most immediate
and practical problem which an eight-hour law presents to the railroad manager is that of securing a supply of telegraphers. Good
operators are scarce enough now. I'nless we are going to use automatic block signals everywhere, or depend wholly on electric liells
and telephones, it will be necessary to establish telegraph schools;
and not only that, to also take the necessary measures to get competent young persons to enter the schools.

their time, for they

"It will be a sad day for the people of North Carolina wlieu lis citizens
are prolilbltcd by acts of the legislature from asserting any right guaranteed
Justice Pritchard.
to them by the Constitution of the I'nited Stales."

The law passed by

North Carolina legislature forbidding
more than 2^4 cents a
mile went into effect July 1. The Southern Railway applied to the
Federal Circuit Court at Asheville for an injunction, on the ground
that this law was confiscatory and therefore repugnant to the ConThis Injunction was granted, the
stitution of the I'nited States.
court at the same time ordering that, pending a decision, the railroad shotiM with each ticket issue a refund coupon representing
In each case the difference between the existing rate and the rate
proposed by the new law. This the railroad proceeded to do, charging for tickets at the old rates. Because they continued to sell
tickets at the old rates the District Passenger Agent and the City
Ticket Agent of the road at Asheville were arrested by the state
authorities, indicted, tried in a state court and sentenced each to
thirty days in the chain gang. Two days later Judge Pritchard. of
the Federal court, issued writs of habeas corpus, under which the
two passenger men were discharged, and the whole matter will be
determined by the United States Courts. This action of the Federal
the last

the larger railroads to charge passengers

—
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judge is suggestive of the protection which the United States courts
can be depended on to give to corporations or Individuals who are
unconstitutionally oppressed by the operation of a state statute. It
is particularly important, in view of the numerous cases in which
the railroads are now facing serious reductions in earnings as a
result of recently enacted state laws. Justice Pritchard in his
opinion said:
••The penalties [$oOO for each violation] prescribed by the state statute
tor charging more than the statutory rate are so enormous that if permitted to
be enforced they would practically bankrupt the railroads in an exceedingly
brief time and before a final hearing could be had In the case, and thus place
the carrier In a position where It would be powerless to assert the right guar
If the criminal proseanteed to it by the constitution of the United States.
cution against the agents, conductors and employees Is permitted to continue,
the managers of the railroads cannot successfully operate their trains, carry

Any
the mails or continue their usefulness in Interstate commerce
system of penalties which Is intended to have the effect and which Is so
injudicial
a
courts
to
framed as tc have the effect of closing the doors of the
quiry as to rates, is. In consequence of that fact, unconstitutional and void.
this.
do
attempts
to
The penalty section of the act In question clearly
It Imposes upon the company as a penalty for an unsuccessful attempt to appeal to the court, no matter how bona fide Us bill is made, such enormous
fines and penalties
as to burden the challenger of the act in the
courts so as to make it. If the penalties were valid, practically impossible for
.

.

.

...

8nch an appeal to be made."

There

nothing new or startling in this stand of the Federal
The instance is only one more example a gratifying one

is

court.

—

of the value of the Federal courts as checks on hasty action of local
officers.
The people of North Carolina are entitled to have the low-

fare question tested, but only in an orderly way. If 2Vi cents is too
rate, the state may. by arbitrarily enforcing it, bankrupt its

low a

servants,

make

the railroads, which

living in that state possible.

The final decision will probably be referred with all possible despatch
In Alabama the low-rate law
to the United States Supreme Court.
had a clause punishing every railroad which should even attempt to
have its rights adjudicated by a Federal court by taking away its
right to do business. This clause was promptly condemned by the
Federal court. North Carolina has l;een equally falucus and has
been halted with equal suddenness.
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system are on the whole more hurtful than those in the old, and
we believe it to be a matter of the greatest regret that at the time
a change is made, to the very severe inconvenience of all concerned a change, moreover, which works permanent injury to the
continuity of records that this change should not embody the very
best thought of the day and generation.
The railroad accounting officers who co-operated with the statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission in preparing these
accounts did their woik well so far as regards the function of account keeping with which they themselves were interested, but it
is rather a ridiculous situation that the executive officers in charge
of the property should be forced to accept a defective system o£
accounting which their own subordinate officers approved without
acting or beiug empowered to act for their respective companies.

—

—

A

president or a general manager or a general superintendent, who
accustomed to use statistics with the skill and with the results
obtained therefrom which have for many years occasioned American railroad statistics to excel those of all other nations in their
is

scope and usefulness, ought surely to have a voice in a proposed
change.
We believe that in spite of some individual hardships, the statistical systems of American railroads have been greatly improved
since the Interstate Commerce Commission took hold of the matter
We believe that these statistical systems needed change,
in 1S94.
and that it is quite possible that the statistical systems of 1907
can be made to improve upon them materially in a number of
particulars, but "we are sure that the systems as now outlined

by the Commission do not so improve upon the existing methods
In the good name of American railroad operation, therefore, why cannot the Commission leave it to be understood that
its new orders, as promulgated, are experimental orders, and during
the next year why can it not give earnest thought to the suggestions
which have been made, and confer, not exclusively with one branch
of statistical users, but with the other branch as well; that is
to say, with the presidents and vice-presidents and general managers
and general superintendents of American railroads? What is the
use of violently overthrowing an existing statistical system to set
up an inferior one in its place?

of record.

THE NEW EXPENSE ACCOUNTS.
In our issue of June 21

we commented on

the

new

classifica-

operating expenses ordered by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to go in effect as compulsory on July 1. We criticised this accounting system, primarily on the ground that while
the proposed system provided well for one primary use of statistion

TRACK CIRCUITS

of

IN

RAILROAD SIGNALING.

into practical use in automatic block
time about the year 1879, having been experimented with for several years previous. These experiments appear to have consisted mainly of installing test sections and observing the results obtained from the use of various relays and track
insulations.
In this manner some information was gained as to
the apparatus best suited to the usual conditions under which
track circuits must work. If. along with these experiments or at
any lime since then, any series of tests were made, unde;^ the

The track

circuit

signaling for the

was put

first

imperfectly for the other, that is to say,
it provided quite
gave a very good check on income and expenditures but did not
afford executive officers the best possible measure with which to
control the operation of their property. Besides this defect the
requirement that a specific charge be made each year for depreciation of equipment and- the likelihood that this compulsory depreciation allowance would be extended to way and structures, while
theoretically correct, in actual practice is sure to do a great deal various climatic and physical conditions to which track circuits
of harm to undeveloped or only partially developed properties which are subjected, to determine the electrical and insulation resistance
have always believed, in accordance with American railroad tradi- of the track rails, the electrical resistance of bond contacts, the
insulation resistance of insulated joints, the resistance of wheel
tion, that it was better to expend money on the property when
you had it and say nothing about it than to advertise to all the contacts etc.. such data seems never to have been given out for the
because
public benefit.
world that you were not spending money on the property
Experience thus far seems to have taught us that a relay, with
you did not have it to spend.
We urged in our brief comment on this subject that the enforce- an electro-magnet having proportions and weight within certain
ment of these regulations be postponed for a year. The Commis- limits, wound to a resistance of about four ohms and operating for
sion has shown no Interest In this proposal, however, although It pick up and release of armature at a minimum of about .065 and
has received letters on the subject from a very considerable num- .OoO amperes respectively. Is the most satisfactory with the usual

tics,
it

ber of railroad executives. The situation as It stands, therefore,
l8 that the railroads must keep a very elaborate set of primary
expense accounts exactly in accordance with the forms set for
them by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It they desire to
keep -other sub-dlvlslons of these accounts besides those indicated

by the Commission they may do so, subject to the Commission's
approval, but they must at all event.s keep a ma.ss of records, which.
we must frankly .say, have not been drawn up with the skill and
thought which should have been given to a subject so Important.

The

first

revised

Issue of the

rlasslflcatlon of operating expense.^

took effect July 1. 1894, and the .second revised Issue became effective
July 1. 1901. We think that the Interstate Commerce Commission
will be the first parly at Interest to admit that these two previous
classifications were Imperfect, since, If the Commission did not
consider them Imperfect, It would presumably not have sought
We are of the opinion that the errors In the ne^'
to change them.

track circuit.

As track circuits equipped with such relays are credited with
giving good service and as a series of tests to determine the characteristics and behavior of track circuits would entail not only
considerable labor and expense but the use of some instruments
which most signal engineers do not have, it is easy to understand
why this subject has not been more thoroughly investigated.
Kvery signal engineer at times has track circuit failures, some
of (hem serious, which he cannot understand and which he cannot
Take, for example, the case reported by an enfind a reason for.
glnemnn the other day where an automatic signal did "queer stunts"
after the train had entered a 3.000-tt. track section at the battery
end.

Had

the signal engineer

known

of the track circuit with Its 80

lb,

that the

rail

maximum

could be as

resistance

much

as

.9

of

an ohm; that the probable Insulation resistance of the rails from
the ground during the weather existing at ihe time was about five
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ohmt, and ihit (he Inaulatlon rr>l»taDc« of the Insulated Joints at
the relay end of the section bad dropped to four ohma carb, be
could bave readily flirured tbi- probable cause of the unruly behavior of the slsnal as leakage of lurrent to the four-obm relay
of the section In quekllon from thv adjacent tr*ck circuit battery.
The track circuit does not iteern lu bave received Its full share
of the Investigation and Iniprovenienl that have lieen under way
In alcnaling during th<- last few yearg, and particularly so since It
Is now considered an essential ruoior In block signaling.
It Is doubtIf many signal engineers In plnnnlng their Installations give
much consideration other than. [>erhap8, to fix a limit on Its
length and to make special provision for protection where a foreign
current Is known to exist.
It is apparent that the track circuit is regarded by many as

ful
It

87

matter* too numerous to die.

One n«ed only go

lo

ll>«

Public Service

Commlaalons Law of New York state to »fv what I* meant, though
this la one of the most extreme examplm
lu some of the stale*
also. If we are not mistaken, where the powers of tbe commiaslons
bave previously been so extensive as tu 1m-- almoat farcical, ihey
have been still further overloaded with run< tlons. With existing
problems of railroad regulation all the while growing more Intricate it would seem as though railroad matters alone would give
a state commiiwion enough to do and more. Bui when to railroads
Is added wareh<visiug, and lo warehousing, tbe expreaa baslneaa,
and to tbe express business, the telephones and to the telepbones.
taxation and to all these in some cases— general purview of corporations, it would seem as though legislators might have paused
in the overloading process. The Inevitable effect of this overburdening of a commission is to make it a Jack of all trades and masler
of none.
Yet in some states the revision of the commission laws
makes one think of courts and legislatures rolled into one and

—

a fixed Institution in signaling, and that the poxitiveness of lu
operation under almost any condition ur circumsiance is beyond
question or nec^l of study. In view of the information and data
vested by law with omniscience.
on the subject available, ought this idea to prevail?
At the Inst meeting of the Railway Signal Association the folA bad feature of this radical evolution of the state commislowing qiie.siions were presented for consideration, but provoked sions has been a kind of compul^ry demagogism. That which is
Utile dist'us.-^ion:
created, by the inexorable law of human nature, must reflect the
spirit and policy of the creator.
It is too much to expect that com"I. It U noticed that nbeo track relays arv shanted. current Is not enWhat current does tbe relay receive missions, most of them made up of politicians, will set themselves
tirely atMvnt with a train Id tbe block.
under !>urb oindltloDB':
against a tide of hostile popular and legislative sentiment, even
Wuuld a relay, able to pick up at .030 ampere and release at 50 to
"J.
transitory.
In the past, some commissions have been too
75 per cent, of tbe pick up, be desirable: also, witb such a relay, could longer though
subservient to the railroads. In most cases now and for some time
blocks be used';
"3. What would the Ideal pick up and release points be for a 4-obm relay V
are likely to find such commissions hostile,
the
railroads
to come,
These questions might well have engaged the attention of the not as an expression of real feeling, but as a matter of personal
members present, and along with ihem the following might have policy in order to hold their places. Sympathy in such cases with
In the past they have been
railroad corporations is not unqualified.
proved profitable:
(a)
Are long track sections as safe, as efiBcient and as eco- content with the "political" commission as being one that could
be "handled," if not otherwise, by the infirmity of its own ignornomical as short ones?
Would it not have been better if, in years gone by, the rail(b)
Is not the pick up current of .0C5 ampere and the release ance.
infusing intelligence
current of .030 ampere, as lately adopted by the Railway Signal road influence had been more freely used for
price of their greater indeAssociation for track relays, too low for safe working under usual in the railroad commissions even at the
of the railroads heretofore, to a conpendence?
This
moral
default
conditions?
now.
Corporation foresight
(c)
Should track circuits be Installed with the expectation of siderable degree spells demagogism
have averted some of the present sad reflections of hindsight.
as safe operation with trains entering from the battery end as from might

But in the radical evolution of railroad commissions we front
wire give a condition, not a theory, and the primary question is the extracHere there is solid
tion from that condition of the final equities.
better results in track circuit operation than two of No. 8?
(e)
Should not the cross-section of the ballast grade and the ground for hopefulness. Reiuembering that it is the personnel of a
kind of ballast used be given more consideration in the installation state railroad commission that counts, it requires no excess of optimism to discover in present radicalism an ultimate residuum of
of track circuits than at present?
Would not two relays, one a four-ohm and the other ap- good. Nothing tries out incompetency like responsibility. It is the
(f)
proximately 16 ohms, the latter placed, in multiple with the track overdoing of a bad system or bad thing that brings its ultimate
The wider and more ramified the functions of a state
battery, at the incoming end of the section, be better than one relay? correction.
Its exIf when track relays are shunted, current is not entirely commission that is inefficient or Invertebrate, the surer is
(g)
absent with a train on the track circuit, is there a point in such posure- and the louder the call for brains and courage, .\gain. as

the relay end?
(d)

Would not two bonds

of No. 6 B.

section where the shunt by the train
ends of the section?

is

W.

G. iron

equally effective at both

All of these are questions affecting the behavior of the track

the functions of the commissions grow more and more technical,
the more conspicuous to both public and legislative vision becomes
the need of the trained mind. .A. force working toward the same

which a committee of the Railway Signal Association, aided end is the advance into debatable ground of the state and interstate questions relating to public service, where the demand for
perhaps by the signal companies, would do well to Investigate.
intelligence and special knowledge on both sides is Imperative.
Finally there are the courts in their double office of nullifying bad
commission rulings and exposers of commission weakness: while,
THE EVOLUTION OF STATE RAILROAD COMMISSIONS.
as regards demagogical drift of the public and its law makers, it
circuit

can hardly survive any really serious railroad calamity that touches
the pocket nerve and the means of livelihood. It will not be surconcerns
largely by railroad questions. The railroad legislation mania most prising it next year's sessions of the state legislatures, as
months have
has been far and wide. It has reached the East the railroads, prove as tame as those of the past six
of it anti-railroad
with hardly less violence than the West and the South; and, in a been fierce.
large number of cases has been attended either with the creation
Deeper searched and tried, that period beginning with the
of new state railroad commissions or the equipping of existing opening of the present year, though one of storm, will probably In
commissions with fresh powers. About 40 states now have rail- the outcome be deemed a clarifying tempest in its development of
road commissions, strong or weak. Sometimes heretofore they have the railroad commissions. They are now bodies in transition and
been strong in powers while weak in practice: in other cases weak it rests partly with them, partly with the public and partly with
by statute but strong by their intelligent leadership of public opin- the railroads to determine whether the transition shall be upwards or

Mid-summer

adjourned, most

of the present year finds all the state legislatures
of

them

after

extended sessions prolonged very

—

—

Taken as a whole, the .result of the last six months of state downwards ami whether the personality of the political officeholder
lawmaking and. even more, of the popular attitude, has been posi- shall or shall not give way to character and training. Without
For better these last, railroad law may be piled on law and powers be amplitive and decided evolution of state railroad commissions.
or for worse, they will. In the immediate future, be more assertive fied or restricted, but all in vain. Tow.ard that higher ideal of state
ion.

commissions better qualified than now.

bodies.

It

looks as though events

lawmaking has been to were trending under the urgency and gravity of the railroad probmake the advisory into the regulating commission and the word lem. Two or three years hence perhaps earlier there will be
"regulating" must here be used in a very strong sense. It has sharper light on the subject after we begin lo see clear water below
extended not only to regulation of rates but to regulation of other the weltering foam of the railroad legislation of the last half year.

The obvious tendency

of the season's

—

—

—

—
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Our record

of train accidents occurring on tlie railroads of the
United States in June includes 16 collisions and 27 derailments,
38 accidents in all.
This record is not published in full, as was
formerly done, except in the cases of the few accidents which are
especially prominent
in the present instance two collisions and

—

—

one derailment. The record of "ordinary" accidents which term
includes, for our present purpose, only those which result in fatal
injury to a passenger or an employee or which are of special interest
to operating officers
is given in the shape of a one-line item for
each accident, showing date, location, class and number of deaths
and injuries.
This record is based on accounts published in local daily newspapers, except in the cases of accidents of such magnitude that it
seems proper to send a letter of inquiry to the railroad manager.
The official accident record published quarterly by the Interstate
Commerce Commission is regularly reprinted in the Railroad

—

Oazette.

serious accident in the present list is the collision
which occurred at Hartford. Conn., ou the 23d, killing eight employees.
The next most serious is the collision near Pittsford, N. Y.
There are only three others in the list which caused the death of
more than two persons each.

The Hartford collision, which happened about 7 p.m.. appears
to have been within or near the yard limits.
The main line of
the Highland division of the New Haven road from Hartford westward consists of two tracks, but it is operated as two separate singletrack lines, one of the tracks being used exclusively by frequent
short-distance passenger trains which formerly were propelled by
electricity.
It appears that one of these passenger trains backed
through a cross-over track on to the other main track in entire
disregard of the fact that a work-train had the right of way on
that track; and it collided with the caboose of the work-train, wrecking the car and killing or injuring nearly all of the 40 men who
were in it. The wreck took fire but the flames were quickly extinguished by the city firemen. Two of the injured men subsequently
making the
The collision

number of fatalities in.
at Pittsford occurred about 11 p.m., and the persons killed were a station agent, one passenger, a brakeman, an
unidentified man, and a boy .who was riding on one of the locomotives. The trains were an eastbound passenger train and a westbound freight; both engines were wrecked and the smoking car
of the passenger train demolished.
The wreck took fire but the
great.

The

freight train

was

wrongfully running on the time of the passenger train.
In the derailments on the Southern Railway the 5th and the
Great Northern the 1.5th. passenger trains were thrown down embankments with much damage. In the Great Northern accident
the whole train of nine cars took fire and was burned up. with the
exception of a mail car. In the derailment on the Southern Pacific
on the 2d, the passenger cars were overturned while running at
full speed at 3 a.m.
The derailment on the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern on the 20th at i a.m. was due to the fall of a rock in a
tunnel which occurred at the precise moment that the mail car of
this train was passing the spot.
The persons recorded as killed and injured in connection with
the derailment at Reddick. III., on the 4th were by-standers who
were killed or Injured by the explosion of a car of gasolene some
little time after the cars had run oft the track.
The heated journal
which caused the derailment set fire to the wreck and as one of the
cars was loaded with gasolene, the explosion wa.s inevitable.
It
broke windows and chimneys In houses throughout the village.
One accident, not prominent by reason of cost or fatality, was
notable for its novelty.
It was a derailment at Suspension Bridge,
N. Y., on the 15th. Three freight cars broke from a Grand Trunk
train of 14 cars In the middle of the steel arch bridge and plunged
Into the Niagara Rapids, 2.50 ft. below.
In leaving the track the
cars did considerable damage to the upper and lower decks of the
bridge.
When they struck the water they were not badly injured,
but the current of the rapids carried them to the whirlpool, where
AbbrpTlatlons uard lo Accident Llat
re.
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Robert J. Bailey, of the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal
Co.. which company owns 600 coal cars, has invited other
private car owners to attend a meeting in Cleveland next Thursday
with a view to presenting a united demand upon the railroads for
greater compensation for the use of private cars in freight service.
Formerly the rate paid for private cars was the same as that paid
by the railroads to each other for the use of cars owned by the
railroads, namely three-fourths of a cent a mile.
Later the interchange rate between railroads was reduced to six-tenths of a cent,
but the rate for private cars was left unchanged. Five years ago
the railroads adopted the per diem system for their own cars, but
continued the mileage rate for private cars, most or all of the
private car owners finding that the per diem basis (20 cents a day
at first and later 25 cents) was less profitable to them than the
mileage rate. But now. with the per diem rate for railroad companies' cars raised to 50 cents, the boot is on the other foot; or at
Fifty cents a day is
least it appears that it is so in some cases.
likely to average a good deal better than 7'i mills a mile, or even
course,
the
private
car owners will now
]
cent a mile, and so. of
go in strong for reform. And bow can the railroads refuse? Quite
likely many of them will not want to refuse; but whatever the
inclination of any road may be, the only reasonable and just stand
The per diem principle
to take is lo approve a change to per diem.
was adopted by the railroads as between themselves, not because It
was more profitable though to lenders It usually was profitable
but because It was rational and because by Its use it is possible to
do away with the opportunity for Injustice and error that Is inherent
If there is any difference between the railin the mileage system.
roads and the private car owners It should be one of rates and not
one of methods. Fifty cents a day may or may not be a fair price
as between railroads the rate is supposed to be unimportant, as both
sides arc or should be lenders and both sides borrowers but any
mileage rate is unfair because It is not based on the actual service

& Coke
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had a narrow escape.

THE f.MTED STATES
,

total

damage from the flames was not

4.

Collisions.

t2.

The most

died,

A brakeman

they were broken into pieces.

I'sasengf^r train.

Freight trnin tincludes empty, engines, work tralna, etc.).

•Wreck wholly or partly destroyed by
tOne or more passengers killed.

Ore.

A

Crltlcitm of the Salt Lake City Union Station.
Pittsburg, Pa., July 15, 1007.

To THE EniToR OF THE RAii.noAi) CJazette:
The Railroad Gazette of July 12 contains an article describing
the new union station to be built by the Harrlman Lines at Salt
Lake City. Presumably the publication of such an article is an
If so. it seems
invitation to your readers to criticise the lay-out.
permissible to remark that it is a conspicuous Illustration of Inef-

—
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flciency p«r unit ot cod. Tbe pawenser «Utloa. wblrh la to coat
44^U.OOO. ««ema Intended to provl'lo for it v^ry large bualneaa. Seven

throucb pauenger traikn wi'!
terminal tracka are yliown
large contemplated paiiSfiiK'-r

and two local or
Thl« ludlrateii a
it U probable tbat

Propoaed Southern Pacific Hospital at San Franciaco.
Th.-

:n-<

'

Is to t>e UbeU Ly ;j.tAMUK>r Udlua In Imth dIrectlonH.
yet all bagKage tnuat be haudb'd at tbe western endii of the platfortni).
'I'hlH meana that bnKKage to and from eastward trains
having the baggage car In fruiii muMt be conveyed almost the entire
length of the various platfurms. apparently at grade, with great
delay. • xpense of handling and iih oiivi-iilenri- to passengerx.
Just how the express and ni:ii; umiiiit Is to In- handled l)etween
the rooms at the ea.slerly end ><t tin' liiilldlng and the trains Is
not I'lear. Apparently It Is to Ih' roiiviyed across the tracks at
grad<> and then along the Island |iUtfornin. like the baggage.
It
looks as if an additional tunnel or .-^iibwiy across the tracks near
east
t^nd
of
the
llfLs
station with
the
at the Island platforms and
a longitudinal subway to the bascmi-nt should be added, even at
the expense of cutting out some of iIk- .lesthetlc features of the
building. If necessary to reduce the lo.st
.\noiher alternative would
be to build a tunnel for baggage. f'X|)re!is and mall opposite the
center of the station with a longitudinal tunnel and lifts at both
ends of the building. We think there would be no doubt of the

tbe Ntatlon

—

fr<

in

San

Tbe

-

..al

i.-e.

i

Ark

sit.-

bounded by
will have :::,

I
s,
ii.,j.„ lia^^er and Lyon klrmU.
Tbe new Uo>i<lUl
b. Itt and will cost $600,000.
building, vhlch will be built largely of reinforced concrete,
will be In the rorm of an "H "
There will be an east and a weat
wing with an administration builtiing In the center connected with
the wings by wide orridors. The main front of the building will
be 220 ft. 8 In. on Fell street. Each wing will be 8e>j ft. x 150 ft,
with the administration building 72 ft. x 10» ft. There will be four
stories.
The frame will bo reinforced cou'-rete with the outside
walls brick and the outside surface Hnlsbed In white stucco. All
partitions will be made of steel studs with metal lath and plaster
and the floors of glazed ceramic tiles of different patterns. The
only woodwork in tbe building will lie the doors and windows.
The different floors will be connected by easy Inclines, thus avoiding
the necessity of stairs, and there will l>e two elevators, one for
general passenger service and the other to be used In connection
with the ambulances and the operating room. A vacuum and cleaning plant Is to be Installed and all food rooms are to be cooled with
.

The

.

:.^?W*

^I'^Vi

il^

'^

j^
Proposed Southern Pacific Hospital at San Francisco.
adoption of one or the other of these alternatives east of the Mississippi

river.

The arrangements for handling passengers between the station
trains are apparently quite as archaic as those for handling
baggage, mail and express. The communication between the waiting room and the trains is apparently by a grade crossing of the
tracks in front of the waiting room and by the island platforms.
This practically restricts the station to handling one. or not more
than two. trains at a time, unless the trains are quite short, not
exceeding 440 ft. long. It is not clear why seven passenger tracks
are neeeded at a station where but one train at a time can be
handled. The Inefflelency of such an arrangement may be seen dally
at the Mount Royal station of the Baltimore & Ohio In Baltimore.
at the I'nlon Station of the Pennsylvania Railroad in Baltimore,
and at tlie Pennsylvania station in Altoona, although at none of
these points. If 1 recollect correctly, are there more than Ave tracks.
A similar layout formerly existed at the Pennsylvania station at
HarrisburK, but several years ago it was found necessary to change
it by in.stallation ot overhead bi idges from the waiting room to
the island platforms, so that trains could be handled on all ot the
tracks simultaneously. The fact Is that such a lay-out Is at least
20 years behind the times.
I
must confess to a feeling of some astonishment that the management of the Harriman Lines, whose reputation for eflficiency is
high, should have adopted such a lay-out, and that the Railroad
Oazelte should publish a description of it without an explanation
of its necessity or a word of warning that it was Intended to instruct
the public as an example of how not to do it.
s.
and

a brine system ot refrigeration. On each floor above the basement
the corridors connecting the wings with the central part ot the
building have been widened so as to form sun rooms with large
glass windows.
On the lower or basement floor is the kitchen, with all necessary store and refrigerator rooms, dining-rooms, bath-rooms, drugroom and chemical laboratory. X-ray, hot and steam rooms, machinery room, and foreign wards with their dining-rooms in connection.
In each wing on the first floor are to be two 12-bed wards

with their service kitchen, bathrooms and rooms for nurses
and internes, while the administration building on this floor has
two large general waiting rooms for men and women, a library,
ofllces for the chief surgeon and staff, with consultation, examination
and dressing rooms. Each wing on the second floor is like the flrst
floor, having two 12-bed wards, with service kitchens in connection,
while the administration building on this floor has two 8-bed and
three 2-beil wards, three single rooms with bath and nurse.s' rooms.
On the third floor there are two 8bed and two 12-bed wards
and 1" private rooms, with private room for visiting doctors, all

equipped with service rooms, baths, nurses' rooms, etc. In the rear
ot the administration building, on this floor, are two large operating rooms connected with the sterilizing and anesthetic room,
nurses' rooms and baths tor doctors and nurses. The floors and
wainscot of the operating, sterilizing and anesthetic room will be
of ivory white ungiazcd vitrified tile, with wide plate glass windows,
giving ample light.
In the rear of and directly opposite the center of this main
building will Ij- a four-story building 52 tt. x 116 ft. 9 in..
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and of the same construction, detail and finish. This to be used combination of the results
obtained for (a), tb) and (f). These
for the accommodation of the entire hospital staff. On the second combinations
are given in Form A.
and third floor of this annex will be four 6-bed wards, isolated by
The value of m^ at each point is simply the common bending
solid brick

walls, to be used for contagious diseases.
ideas and plans for the systematic operation of this large
hospital plant are the work of Dr. F. K. Ainsworth, Chief Surgeon
of the Southern Pacific. All details have been carried out according
to his instructions. E. H. Harriman, President of the Southern
Pacific, enlisted the services of Carrere & Hastings, architects,
of

The

New York

Chief

City, in suggesting

work were prepared

tor the

Engineer, and D.

a design for the exterior. All plans
in the office of J. H. Wallace, Assistant

J.

Patterson,

Architect,

of the

Southern

Pacific.

moment produced by the given loading on a straight beam supported at the ends and having a span equal to that of the arch
axis, plus the common bending moment produced by an equal and

symmetrical loading.
In case of the dead load m, is equal to twice the common moment as found from the ordinary equilibrium polygon. For a uniform load covering the entire span the same is true. In Form A
the values of these moments divided by i.j dx for each point are
given for a unit load at each point. For any other load, multiply
o

The values

by the load.

The

Symmetrical

Masonry

Arch; Analysis
Elastic Theory.

BV M.\L\EKD

A.

According

to

the

HOWE.

has been established experimentally that the deforruations
masonry arch under a given loading correspond to those determined theoretically by means of formulas based upon the theory
of elasticity.
It may be concluded from this that the stresses within
the arch ring vary according to the same theory. Only recently
has the elastic theory been applied to masonry arches. A complete
analysis is seldom made and quite often none is attempted, the
dimensions of the arch ring being simply guessed or copied.
Much the same method was employed by the old builders of
wooden bridges. They, to a certain extent, were excusable, as the
It

of a

of ni

,— are

also given tor unit loads at

ex

inclusive in Form A. The sums of columns 10 and 12 must be
multiplied by i^ s x. before substituting in the expression for 2 H,
as indicated.
When the computations according to Form A are completed the
values of H, for six different loadings are known and at an expense
1-8

and labor. Any other loading such as a road roller
can be considered in a like manner, remembering the significance
of but little time

of the factor ni,.

The next

step

the determination of the moments at the left
Let them be represented by Mj and M, re-

is

and right supports.

Pbrm A.2

1

was not commonly known in their time. But the
designers of masonry arches in the present time have no such excuse as the elastic theory has been thoroughly worked out. It is
true that the formulas and graphical methods have not, as
yet,
been made so short that anyone not familiar with the subject can
in a few moments pass upon the correctness of a given design
submitted for approval.
It requires time to check a design for an ordinary
truss bridge,
and there appears to be no good reason why the same amount of
time should not be willingly spent in checking a design for a masonry arch. It is not necessary to determine the stresses for every
possible loading upon an arch in order to be reasonably sure
that
the design is safe.
Assume that a design has been submitted and that its safety is
questioned. The following method enables one to answer the
question in a comparatively short time.
Divide the span into 20 equal
parts
X, and at the center of each division draw vertical lines
cutting the axis of the arch ring. Beginning at the left, number
the points so found on the axis 1, 2, 3, etc.. up to the crown
and
number the symmetrical points upon the right of the crown 1', 2', 3',
etc.
Scale the co-ordinates of these points and call them x
and y,
the origin being taken at the left support.
At each point scale
along the axis to the right and to the left to a point half way
to
the adjacent points and call the sum of these distances 6 c.
Or, if
the arch axis is a curve of known radii the angle * from the crown
to each point may be computed and then f r'=
x secant <t>. Compute the moment of inertia 1 at each point and let ^ ^(•ir^i
for each point. This will usually have a different
value for each
of 10 points on the left of the crown.
The same values will, of
course, obtain for the corresponding points upon the right
of the
crown.
If H, represents' the horizontal thrust produced by
vertical
loading then
theorj- of stresses
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spectlvely, then for all symmetrical loading such as a uniform load
covering the entire span or the dead load in a majority of cases,
2 H,

M,
in which all of the factors are known quantities depending
upon
the dimensions of the arch ring, the shape of the axis, etc., and
entirely Independent of the loading, with the exception,
of m,. The
sign of summation Indicates the sum of the factors for all
points
of the axis.
In this case 20 In number.
For example

=

Ini,

H,

=

M,

the common moment at each point produced by the
given loading on a beam supported at the ends.
factors
in
the first term of the second member of this equaAll
in

which m,

is

known

computing the quantity l m^ .i. The values
symmetrical points may be combined and the
sum multiplied by the common value of .^ for these two points.
^y ^ = -v. \
Table B gives the values of m^ so combined for a unit load at each
+ y., A,
v„ \,
s-i = -i, + ^. + -i,
.. .i,,
point 1
+
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then the equilibrium polycoo U In Its correct poaltlon reUtlve lo
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left reaction Is

found from the expression

where

Is the length of the span and R, the common reaction for
1
the given loading on a beam supported at the ends.
Knowing
Hi M, and V, for any loading the true equilibrium polygon can be
readily constructed.
The moving loads employed In Forms A and B produce maximoments at the supports, the crown and in the vicinity of
point 6' with a close approximation.
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9.25, when It wa-i really S.lO.
The englDeman Is at his home confined to bU bed by Injuries.
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Form B for load.s 18 Inclusive. In the denominator of the third
term, n Is 20 thu number of the equal lUvlsdons Into which the
span was divided, z
2 x Hx and ha.>, th.' values I, 3. 5, 7
39.
Since J Is th«' same for a pair of syninietrlcal points, the symmetrical pairs of values of z' have been combined In Form B.
Form B Is quUkly filled, and as a result the values of M, and M,
for six dlfr<T'-iit loadings are known.
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values but oppontr in tign for furli pair of symmetrical polnu.
the symmetrical values of iii, may be combined and the ditferenc^
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both trains jumped
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Michigan.

the Pere Marquette Railroad near Salem. Mich.. July 20.
33 passengers, nearly all of them employees of the railroad company, were killed in a butting collision between an eastbound passenger train and a westbound freight, and about 75 others were injured. These people were employees of the company, chiefly at
Ionia, who were taking their annual excursion to Detroit, the special
train being run for their accommodation. The passenger train met
the freight in a cut on a sharp curve about one mile east of Salem.
Two of the passenger cars were completely wrecked. The only explanation of the accident is that the conductor and engineman of
the freight, who had received an order from the despatcher giving
the times of the excursion train at the successive stations, mls-

UrpuUHmhtit trom Thr Amrrlcan ilaootimr lor July.
The I'hilhp, l-ubHmhiHV Co.

CoayrialHid
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Railroading isn't any fun any more. Sordid commercial folk
In Wall street, with never an Idea In their noggins but to invest
money and make It pay dividends, have improved all the romance
out of llle on the rails.
They have reduce<l grades and straightened kinks and eliminated low joints and high centers and wooden culverts and craz.v
bridges until a ride over the division is about as thrilling as walking to church. Air-brakes have so thoroughly crowded out the good
old Armstrong kind that a brakeman has no use for skill or judgment or muscle or even a vocabulary in stopping a train. The
engineer does all thit is necessary with a slight twist of the wrist.
As for making a coupling, a brakeman no longer mines in the
cinders on the back of the tank until he digs up a rusty old link
and a couple of pins and, taking these In one hand and his life
in the other, sprints down the center of an unballasted track and
over unproitcted frogs and guard rails 6 inches ahead of a string of
cars rolling back at the rate of 15 miles an hour. No; in these
days of slavish adherence to M. C. B. standards he just stands
around smoking cigarettes and lets the cars couple themselves. No
more does he fracture the handle of the fireman's coal hammer and
his own peace of mind in vain endeavors to pound a stub switch
open after a grilling summer sun has expanded the rails until they
are stuck as tight as if they were welded. A fellow in a dog house
on a pole away off yonder, by manipulating a few dainty levers,
throws the switches for him.
They have replaced the little old eight-wheel engines, with their
ear-splitting, staccato bark, with compound steel mountains, with
cylinders like hogsheads and nozzles so big that the exhaust is
gentle as a lover's whispered nothings, for no better reason than
a desire to keep down coal consumption. Trains, instead of being
made up of a dozen or so of pill boxes, now consist of a string
of warehouses on wheels so long that when the front end Is arriving at Its destination the hind end is just pulling out at the other
end of the division.
No more do engineer and conductor, watches in hand, make
nice calculations on the time they can steal to make a meeting
point that has a siding long enough to avert the necessity of sawing*
past.
Roads are double-tracked and four-tracked and block-signaled
till all a man has to do is to trundle along from block to block
until his run is ended and repeat the process until he is retired
on a pension.
Ah. no! Railroading isn't what it used to be. But If those
Wall street money grubbers had only left us the pay car all else
could have been fergiven. Do you remember how, in the good old
days, the decrepit jokes about what was to be done when the pay
car came were taken out of the moth l)alls along about the 10th
of the month and dusted off and put through their paces? How,
toward the loth, a feeling of sprightliness gradually stole over every
one from the wipers in the roundhouse to the lucky dogs who had
passenger runs? How this exul)erance swelled in volume as anticipation became more keen, until toward the ISth everybody went
about with a broad grin and nerves all a-tingle the way you feel
when the orchestra is playing the creepy music to accompany the
villain's midnight assault with intent to kill?
How. still later,
everybody drifted down to the depot about four times a day to
ask the station agent if he had heard anything about the pay car.
How, about the 22nd,
until he prrcw as crabbed as a setting hen?
the waiter girls at the Depot Hotel would give you a sauc.v wink
and bring you a great. Juicy, melting, extra special wedge of pie
you didn't order, for dessert, along with the ice cream and nuts
and raisins and fruit and pudding and shortcake you did order?
Those girls knew how to work a fellow for tips about pay day,
didn't they?
At last, one day as you were letting 'em down the hill into
the junction, the operator pulled his train order signal on you.
Well.
Your hea't leaped into your throat because you knew
you just felt it In your bones. You went down the side of the car
did
and
sprinted
for
how
you
it
the
switch
to
without knowing
•By

C.

F. Carter.
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head >m in on the passing track, and then flew to the station on
winged feet, leaving the engineer to hold 'em with the driver brakes
or let 'em run out at the lower end as he chose. And the grumpy
old curmudgeon stopped 'era beautifully, without so much as saying
"boo," when on any other occasion he would have unloosed a torrent of vituperation that would have set the ties on fire, and would
have followed it up by heaving a monkey-wrench at you if you
had been in range.
There behind the counter was the Old Man looking over the
shoulder of the operator, who was spelling out the order without
breaking oftener than every second word:
"Train No. 7, Conductor Flatwheel. Engineer Poundem, will
meet Pay Car special. Conductor Linkenpin, Engineer Moriarty,
at Emerson."
Such an air of nonchalance as Old Man Flatwheel did assume
as he turned away to discuss with the hind man the advisability of
making a switch of that through car of corn next the engine to
get it behind the way cars so we wouldn't be bothered with it at
Lyons in doing our work on those heavy grades, and affected to
forget that he was getting orders until the operator called him
over to sign them. He was so slow about his signature that before
the despatcher's O.K. was received you looked out of the big bay
window and saw the section gang that was working just beyond
the Y throw down their shovels and run down the track like a
herd of stampeded steers.
There, just coming around the curve, was a glittering vision
of brass and varnish half hidden in a nimbus of smoke and dust.
Two short blasts on a whistle greeted the gang, the vision hesitated for a minute, while the section men disappeared in the nimbus
and reappeared as suddenly as if they had been shot out of a gun,
and here came the vision gliding up to the platform with bell ringing and pop valve sputtering sotto voce, like a young lady trying to
suppress a ticklish cough. It was the pay car. At this point you
lost consciousness.

Some time later, while still as one in a dream, you realized
that your numbed senses, beginning at the pilot, had taken in every
Never was there
detail of this romantic visitation of opulence.
such an engine as the one which pulled the pay car. At each joint
in.
wide.
Dome, sand box.
in her jacket was a band of brass 4
steam chests and cylinders were encased in brass, polished until
you could have seen to shave in it. Her front end and her dainty
straight stack were rubbed with plumbago until they shone like
a small boy's heel. All her bright work was smooth and spotless
and glittering, while all the rest of her surface was striped and
curlicued with all the colors the general shops could mix.
Moriarity, the lucky runner of this paragon, in a clean checked

jumper left open at the neck to show a gorgeous red tie in which
a diamond glittered, a hard boiled cady cocked jauntily over his
left ear. was lolling out of the cab window in such a way that all
the world might see that he wore kid gloves while on his engine.
Moriarity was something of a swell and he didn't care who knew
it.
His only rival In sartorial effulgence was Pete Swanson, his
Swede fireman, who was leaning out of his cab window with a
stony glare fixed on vacancy, affecting to watch for signals. Of
course he knew that all the signals which concerned him would
be given with the bell cord; but his zealous attention to duty relieved him of the necessity of recognizing his humbler fellow morNo plebeian overclothes eclipsed Pete's glory. There was
tals.
the square-cut black coat that no one but a railroad man ever wore
you know the kind a vest of fancy red cloth, trousers with
stripes that you could hear ten car-lengths away, square-toed shoes
with soles half an inch think, and a stiff-bosomed shirt with red
and white stripes. On this foundation reposed a black satin puff
tie held together by a locomotive done In gold.
On his head at
a rakish angle was one of those soft hats of the peculiar block
affected exclusively by railroad men a score of years ago.
No, you
didn't need to read the tag to discover that Pete was a railroad man.
Coupled to the engine was a wheeled palace built on graceful
lines In freshly varnished yellow paint which rivaled the brass work
on the engine in brilliance. The plate-glass windows were curtained
with brlght-hued brocade. Not a speck nor a flaw was to be seen.
Even the yellow wheels bore only so much dust as had been gathered on the day's run. Through an open window came fragrant
odors, while In the background a white Jacket surmounted by a
black face vibrated at intervals.
All this time Old Man Flatwheel was heading a little procesalon bound toward the rear platform of the pay car at a gait which
he a.'isumed but once a month. Flatwheel had conscientious scruples
against undue exertion.
He always had the caboose stopped at the
station platform 8o that without dissipating his energies he could
saunter In to gas with the agent until the hind man announced
that the work was all done and thnt we were ready to go. Then
he would get his orders or a clearance and tell the hind man to
give "em the sign and saunter back to the caboose before they got
to rolling.
But to have .seen the animation with which he swung
himself aboard the pay car would have created the Impression that
he was the only working rnllroad man on the division.

—
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At his side stalked Panhandle Dan, the engineer, his face actually wreathed in smiles.
Panhandle Dan had a chronic grouch
from 12.01 a.m. January 1 to 11.59 p.m. December 31, except for
three minutes once a month. On the way to the pay car he always
perked up a bit and was even known to crack a joke with Old
Man Flatwheel. After these two came the hind man talking incessantly with the fireman. Charles always was talking that way.
He had an automatic tongue which never ran down. Half the time
he didn't know he was talking. His was what the doctors would
diagnose as a reflex conversation. Frank, the fireman, was the only
sober one. He. poor fellow, was doing sums in mental arithmetic,
trying to figure out how on earth $58.60 could be made to pay all
necessary bills for a helpless father and mother, a wife and four
kids, besides board bills for a man who was obliged to be away
from home half the time.
Then there was the operator, in shirt sleeves and careworn air,
hoping he could get back to his key before the despatcher lost his
temper; the agent, placidly smiling; and the two coal heavers from
the coal shed with an expression of almost human intelligence struggling up through numberless strata of grime and whiskers. After
30 days of humping over a scoop shovel in a choking smother of
dust they were now about to be recompensed with 30 seconds of
bliss in which they could fondle real money with their own hands.
After that the storekeeper would do the fondling and feel bad
because there wasn't more.
You had presence of mind enough to float into the pay car in
the wake of the others. There were nine in the little party and
you knew by experience that the average time required to pay nine
men was 60 seconds; also that Moriarty would have 'em rolling
before the last man had scooped his allotted coin into his trembling
palm. But in the presence of death or the paymaster one'may live
an eternity in 60 seconds. How glad you were that you had not
been rude and rushed in ahead of amyhody. even the coal heavers!
Now your hungry soul could have the uttermost second in which
to revel in

Great Mackerel! Just look at it! A metal coin rack crammed
with three denominations of yellow boys, flanked
with silver, and on the desk behind it a very large wooden tray
on which were long columns of yellow coins. D'ye ever see anything so pretty in all your life? No wonder your eyes stuck out
And all the time an
until you could have used 'em for hat pegs.
exquisitely musical "tinkle, tinkle, clink-clink" welled up from coin
rack and counter in response to the calls of the assistant paymaster.
Talk about Beethoven's symphonies!
If it were not for that strong wire screen you could have
touched that fascinating tray. For the infinitesimal fraction of a
second a wicked thought flitted through your brain. Then you almost fainted as your roving eye stared down the barrel of a monstrous revolver.
It was only in a rack, but it was within easy
reach of the paymaster's hand and most eloquent for all that. Half
a dozen of its fellows lay in the handiest places, while as many
Winchesters lying on tables and settees, came in strong on the
chorus. Hurriedly your vagrant wits biisied themselves with all
As your subconthe Sunday-schoo! lessons you had ever learned.
sciousness perceived that the head of the road's secret service department stood on the platform with his eyes intent on every man
in the car at once, while Conductor Linkenpin stood on the ground
outside very much alert, with his coat tail bulging suggestively,
your bosom swelled with pride over the watchful care the company
had exercised to bring its honest toilers their hard-earned money.
From the lithograph of Caroline Miskel Hoyt on the wall to
the little hollows in the hard mahogany counter worn out by the
attrition of the $128,000,000 in wages the paymaster had plunked
down on that spot since this flrst pay car ever built had been commissioned, you kept on absorbing details until your name was called.
A still greater rush of blood to your head caused you to gulp violently.
Mechanically you lifted your hand to touch the pen as the
others had done, and turned to go.
"Here! Come back and get your money."
When you came out of your trance you were standing in the
middle of the track, your eyes wandering from some yellow objects
in your hand to a nimbus of smoke and dust which was just tipping
over the hlU to the accompaniment of the diminuendo flutter of

to

the muzzle

Morlarty's exhaust.
But now! Oh, well! After you have washed up on a certain
day In each month you trudge drearily down to the station all
alone, walk In, and lolling on the counter, affect to look indifferent
and say; "Hello. John!" And the agent, after going over a column
of figures three times, repllesi, "Hello. Bill." and gets up and goes
to the safe and fumbles over some papers and hands you
A check! No jokes, no infectious sprightllness, no uncertainty
to put a wire edge on anticipation, no fleeting vision of brass and
varnish and opulence wreathed in a halo of romance to leave a
golden taste in your mouth for a day, nothing but a measly old
rheck handed over a commonplace counter by a man who lives
next door to you.
Why couldn't they have left us the pay car?

—
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produced herewith, the weights being the averages of the output
Fig. 1 shows the
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works for each year.
increases in total weight, weight on drivers and average weight
per axle for eight- wheel locomotives
It will be seen th.it the maximum figures were reached in 1904, since which time there has
been a decided falling off owing to the practical abandonment of
this type of locomotive in favor of Atlantic, Pacific and Prairie
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Increase in Average Axle Loads.

consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives. The average
per
total weight increased from 112.000 lbs. to 200.000 lbs., or 79
weight on drivers Increased from 97,000 lbs.
the
average
cent, and
The driving axle weights rose from
to 179.0011 lbs., or 85 per cent.
Fig.

n

is

for

24.250 lbs. in ISS.'. to 44.750 lbs. In 1907.
Fig. 4 shows the increased maximum axle loads, the highest In
1885 being 24.000 lbs. and the highest in 1907 being 33.500 lbs.
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The

increase is 123 per cent Fig. 5 shows average axle weights
for all types of locomotives, the increase in 22 years being from
21,500 lbs. to 45,500 lbs., or 112 per cent.

New York

Telegraphers' Hours-of-Labor Law.

New York has just signed a law, passed by
the last legislature, to limit the working hours of railroad telegraph
operators. The law is in substance as follows:
It shall be unlawful to require or permit any telegraph or telephone operator who spaces trains by the use of the telegraph or
telephone under the "block system" * * * or whose duties pertain to the movement of trains by the use of the telegraph or telephone * * * to be on duty for more than eight hours in a day
of 24 hours, except in cases of extraordinary emergency caused by
accident, fire, flood or danger to life or property; and for each hour
of labor so performed in any one day in excess of such eight hours,
by any such employee, he shall be paid in addition at least oneeighth of his daily compensation. Penalty not less than $100 or
more, one-half to go to the informer. The provisions of this act
shall not apply to any part of a railroad where not more than eight
regular passenger trains in 24 hours pass each way; provided, moreover, that where 20 freight trains pass each way generally in each
24 hours then the provisions of this act shall apply, notwithstanding
that there may pass a less number of passenger trains than hereinbefore set forth, namely, eight. The act takes effect October 1, 1907.
The Governor of

Three Cent

Fares

in

Cleveland: A Favorable
Johnson's Projects.*

View

of

Mayor

The fight for lower fares in Cleveland dates from 1898, when
ordinances were introduced in the City Council to reduce fares on
certain lines. These ordinances proceeded on the theory that the
right to regulate fares and service had been reserved to the Council.
In the elections which preceded these ordinances the political activity of the railroad companies had been notorious, and the use
of money to influence the elections and to control councilmen was
a matter of common gossip and scandal. The street railway companies met these ordinances with injunction suits. Thus began
the first of a long line of litigation, which has extended over the
intervening eight years, and which has been fought through every
state and federal court.
In the meantime grants were nearing expiration.
Two considerable main line grants expired in 1905. This
has been decided by the United States Supreme Court. Other grants,
covering the very backbone of the system, will expire in from one
to three years.
On two occasions the railroad company nearly succeeded in getting a renewal grant. If it had made an offer even
approaching the one it is now making, nothing could have stopped
the passage of the renewal ordinance. But the City Council, realizing that there was little hope of being able to regulate fares under
the old franchises, sought to secure a reduction and readjustment
by inviting competition.
In 1901, Tom L. Johnson, millionaire, successful street railway
promoter and operator, became Mayor, and thus brought to the
service of the city a type of ability ordinarily to be found only
In private corporations.

He was

elected after

a campaign

in

which

the street railway question was the chief issue. His efforts induced
an outside capitalist to offer to build street railway lines and operate
them on a 3-cent fare. The preliminary legislation was started
and in 1902 grants were made to a competing company at 3-cent
fare over territory not yet pre-empted by the old company. A new
line of litigation and injunctions was begun and, because the railways themselves had hitherto made most of the street railway law,

new company was finally forced out of business.
At once new establishing ordinances were introduced. In which
of the quirks and technicalities were complied with to their
last absurdity.
And so dangerous to the "vested interests" did this
attack become that the co-operation of the Attorney-General of the
state was secured, and suit brought in the Supreme Court of the
state to oust the city government and declare void its charter. The
end to which the Cleveland roads, under the leadership of the late
Senator Hanna, went In this litigation is almost without a parallel.
this
all

The company,

maintain

advantage, succeeded In destroying
not only the charter and city government of Cleveland, but brought
down every city government Ip the state, so that not one charter
wa.^f left whole.
The destruction of the charters throughout the
state made It necessary to hold a special session of the legislature
In order to supply a new municipal code.
On the night of May
4, 1903, this new code, under which all cities of Ohio are governed,
went into effect, and the same night the fight was renewed. New
establishing ordinances were again Introduced.
Under these ordinances the Forest City Railway was awarded
one grant on an outlying street for a Scent fare road. With this
as a base to extend from, there has now been built and equipped,
during Intervals between injunctions, a 15-mlle piece of road, from
to

Its

•Alwtraet of an article b7 Carl H. Nan. In tbe Journal of Aecountanoy.
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one extremity of the city to the center. It will be well to explain
here that, under the laws of Ohio, it is almost impossible to establish a new line, but a comparatively much easier matter to extend
from an established line. In the meantime construction has commenced on isolated stretches on the other side of the city. An
extension over the two main lines of the old company, the franchises for which have expired, has been granted to the Forest City
Railway. When all of these pieces are connected, there will be a
line from one extreme end to another through the very heart of
the city. As the old franchises expire, the new company will bid
for franchises over these streets on the same terms hereinafter explained.
Thirteen miles of the new road have for several weeks
been in actual operation, and experts who have studied the matter
claim that this fragment, by itself, can be operated for 3-cent fares
at a profit.

The new road is being built and equipped for less than $50,000
The capitalization of the old company is $150,000 per
mile.
The construction is of the most modern and heaviest kind,
and the equipment the best to be had. As a matter of fact, the
structural value of the 236 miles of the old company is under $50,000
per mile.

per mile, although capitalized for three times this amount. This
figure was at one time agreed to by the old company.
The capital
invested in the new project is represented by the Forest City Railway, which is the owning company. The city is represented by
the Municipal Traction Company, which is the holding company.
The Forest City Railway is a corporation organized in Ohio,
with a present authorized capital of $2,000,000, all common stock,
6 per cent., cumulative.
Under a trust
It can issue no bonds.
agreement. $1,900,000 of the stock has been turned over to one
of the leading trust companies of the city, the largest in the state.
The other $100,000 of the stock had already been issued for actual
money paid in. By a fiction of purchasing franchises from the
original grantee for $200,000, the stock is fully paid up when sold
at 90.
Of it $750,000 was offered at popular subscription and oversubscribed by nearly an equal amount. The stock may be retired
at 110.
The money from the sale of stock at 90 can only be paid
out by the trust company, on the order of the Municipal Traction
Company for actual construction cost and expenses incident thereto,
and for payment of 6 per cent, interest on instalments paid in to
the first day of October, 1906, after which date dividends accrue.
We have here a corporation without a dollar of debt, in which
every stockholder, no matter at which time he becomes one, is on
exactly the same footing, and one in which every dollar paid
There is no ground floor, no "rake-oft"
in goes into construction.
for promoters.
The franchises are all granted to The Forest City Railway.
They are for 3-cent fare, cash or ticket, and universal transfers.
The right to regulate charges and service is explicitly reserved to
the Council. The grants are revocable at the will of the Council,
limited only by a clause that the property cannot be impaired as
a 6 i>er cent, investment. They contain a municipal ownership
clause, under which the city may. whenever the laws of Ohio shall
permit it, take over the property for its actual cost, less depreciaAll of the property and rights, present or
tion, plus 20 per cent.
to be acquired, of the Forest City Railway are leased to the Municipal Traction Company for 50 years, with a privilege in the lessee
The lease follows the general scheme
to renew for another 50 years.
under which the Elkins-Widener Syndicate controls the underlying
properties in its system of street railways.
•

The Municipal Traction Company can be described as a purely
paper corporation. It is organized under the laws of Ohio with
an authorized capital of $10,000, 10 per cent, paid in. It Is composed of five selected stockholders, each one a director, each owning one-fifth of the capital stock.
Its personnel consists of five
leading business and professional men, the President and General
Manager being A. B. du Pont, one of the lending street railway
experts in this country, and its Vice-President, Frederick C. Howe,
a law partner of James R. Garfield. It will never pay any dividends. The directors and officers get reasonable salaries. By a
carefully drawn contract, each stockholder and director has executed to all of the others an option on his stock, under which It
will only be necessary to Insert the name of the newly elected
director Into the certificate to transfer the stock.

The

stock cer-

have been endorsed in blank and put in safe deposit and
are accessible only to a majority of any surviving members. If a
vacancy should occur, the same will be filled by the survivors. If
the directorates shall all become vacant at the same time, a court
The body Is thus selfof equity would take care of the emergency.
tlflcates

perpetuating.

The Municipal Traction Company owns no property except the
It has or assumes no
lease to it of the Forest City Railway.
llnblUtlPS other than the current ones growing out of the operation of the road and the rental equal to 6 per cent, on the outstanding stock of the Forest City Railway and not to exceed $2,500 per
year organization expense. Under the terms of the lease the lessee
constructs and equips the road out of the proceeds from the lessor
company's stock, and the title to tbe property Is In the lessor. The

Jixr
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operatra and malnulna and keeiM la orlclDal cood r«i>*lr
the prop«'rty of the Ivaaor out <>f '•• ••"•'••inici from op«ratloD. The
leMor company cannot Imu« )>
any mortKaico or make
any charge upon lu line* or i>
mk the written conrent
of the leatee. The lewee, ut
any way put any
charge upon the property, the
h la realeU In the
leaaor.
The lesaee can. out of r
-.
buy the property
of the leaaor at any time. In whuic u; lu ji^u. fur a price 10 per
cent In exceu of part on the stork, and the rental to be paid ceaaea
on fuch portion! so bought. Any (lortion of the property ao paid
for out of eamlngti, or any i-xt-n. ..>iih to It built out of earning*,
will not have to l><» paid for wh-n Mip r\<y exTclxea It* option to
;)iir.-lia>«' under
the munlclpul o\m..
,,
In tbe franchise.
Ail of the books and records of b
are open to the
liispttlon of the flty Council or aii
ml the utmost publlrliy h:is lH>en provided for conccriiiii^ .ill >.>{ their transactions.
The mix of iho holding company |iluii Is the question of trusting the flvo dlrwtors of the .Munliipal Traction Company to administer their trust faithfully and to ilr-ct equally faithful successors.
As already shown, the stock uf the Municipal Traction
Company Is so Kafetcuarded (hat none of It cau pa.s8 Into the estate
of a director in case of d'-ath. nor Into the hamU of a receiver
All vacancies will be
in bankruptcy lu case of financial trouble.
The efficient checks upon the good
filled by the surviving members.
faith and rectitude of the Ave men composing this holding company
for the public are:
1.
Their high character, the public pledges they have given
And the obligations they have assumed.
'
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doe* not reserve the future to the city. Aa the moat Taluable (ranchlaea expire in a comparatively nh-" ""'•• '>» .il'r-^i'i'.n M><>mt
^t
to be to wait until tbr-y do expire, a:
'cCity Hallway. Id the ni<-antlme, a ir
by all construction l.> •li.- new com[iany ml uu auvers*- a- mulea
and litigation by tin.- oil company haa be«n stopped, while a representative of the iiy and one of the company are flzlng the value
of the old company s prop<-rty, with a view to leaaing It to a holding
company controlled ljy the city. The baala for the leaaing value
is to be physical value, plua anesplred traachlae value, plus one.
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ninth.

The

•

Hall Electric Slot,

.

The Hall Signal Company's electro-mechanical slot for semaphore signals combines In a marked degree reliability, almpllcity
and accessibility. To reduce failures to a minimum such an apparatus should be easily understood, and easy to inspect and repair.
A slot placed at or near the arm of a high signal Is not. under tj^e
most favorable circumstances, easy of acceae. A small case, neceasltatlng excessive compactness aggravates this condition. The placing of moving parts, such as levers and dogs, behind any other
part, necessitating the removal
of the latter to make repairs
to the former, is a nuisance,
and wires connected to moving magnets are liable to cause
failure.

This

slot,

shown

in

the accompanying illustration.
Is free, to a remarkable extent,
from the evils mentioned. It
is designed to be mounted near
the base of the sii;nal post,

where

it

will be easily accessi-

the maintainer.
All
movable parts can be plainly
seen and easily inspected or
ble

to

removed without dismembering the entire mechanism. The
case is roomy but not over
large, and the magnet is fixed.
The details and construction
are shown in Fig. 2. in this
drawing A represents the cast-

^^^

iron case B is the lower operating rod and C the upper operating rod carrying the dash
pot Q, attached in the usual
way. D is a powerful ironclad magnet mounted on a
stand which is rigidly fastened
to the case; E is the armature
secured loosely to the lever F
by the threaded pin G. G Is
slightly smaller than the hole
;

in F. through which it passes,
and has a semi-spherical head,
after the manner of a ball and

socket joint.

Fig.

1

— Double

Electro-Mechanical

Slot.

— Doors

Open on Both

Sides.
2.
The utmost publicity. They and their every act are at ail
times open to public scrutiny.
3.
The city's right, under the option reserved in the franchises, to appropriate the property at a small percentage over struc-

tural value.
4.
The right to revoke the franchises at any time and grant
them to another, who will compensate the stockholders of the owning
company for their actual Investment only.
Since this new project was tinaiiced and the holding company
formed, the old company has made a new offer, which for the past
six months It has been strenuously urging on the city by the ex-

penditure of over $1,000 a day in advertising in the newspapers
and by the attempted creation of favorable sentiment through discussions in churches, clubs and other organizations of the city.
ThI.s offer for a renewal franchise for 20 years Is seven tickets
for a quarter and uiiivei'sal transfers, including all of the other
hardens now imposed, such as paving, sprinkling;, licenses, etc. The
present rate Is 11 tickets for 50 cents, in its advertisements the
company claims that this means a saving to Its pvtrons of over
$1,000,000 a year.

The fight for 3-cent fares in Cleveland has now. however,
progressed so tar that there seems to be a growing disposition to
compromise on nothing less, and moreover to insist on i>o franchise
being granted, at any rate of fare, that is not revo.abe and that

Fig. 2

—

Hall Slot for

E
D

Semaphore

adjustment

Signal.

This

is

to allow

make good contact with
despite any small lack of

to

in F.

Lever F

is

H is a phospivoted at O.
phor bronze spring used to restore lever F to its normal position,
but exerts no appreciable pressure otherwise. I is a cast-iron sleeve
riveted to the lower rod B. and carries the latch J pivoted to the
lug K, which is part of the sleeve 1; J carries a roller L to reduce
The lower end of C exfriction when traveling against lever F.
working in slot N cut In B.
tends within B and carries a pin
projects
This is to allow the signal to be pulled to danger, as
beyond the edge of B on both sides. Both rods are notched at P
to allow the projection of latch J to engage with upper rod C.
When the magnet D is energized the signal can be cleared. The
magnet holds F against latch J by pressing against roller L, and
then if B is raised C must also go up for latch J will engai^e with
lower end of C. If. while the signal is in the clear position, magnet
D becomes de-energized, as by the opening of a track relay, the
weight of the spectacle acting against lever F. through C and latch
J will force F away from P: and J. in tripping, will allow C to
pass by, and the signal will assume the stop position.
wiien F is forced away from D it compresses spring H. which
remains compressed until B has been restored by the signalman
when
to its normal position, allowing J again to enter the notch P:
If It Is attempted to
this occurs H restores F to contact with D.
back in
clear the signal when D is de-energized. F will be forced
the same manner as above described.

M

The double

slot,

shown

in

Fig.

1,

M

is

used where two arms of
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a signal are slotted, and is much more compact and convenient
than two single slots. This slot consists essentially of the mechanisms of two single slots mounted side by side in one case, and it
operates exactly as above described. The principal dimensions of
both slots are shown in Fig. 2. The single slot weighs approximately
85 lbs., and the double slot approximately 145 lbs. These slots will
operate on 0.12 watts, and are highly efficient.

The Chemical Composition

of Steel Rails.*

and composition

in

connection

with rails should be

left

entirely to them: but the late Sir John Fowler, past-president, upheld
the claims of his profession, and stated that "in his opinion it
•was not desirable in the interests of railroad proprietors or the
public that engineers should abdicate their functions; but he would

advise them to draw up specifications and to take pains to ascertain
However, he thought it would be
t]>e process of manufacture.
admitted that no rule could be laid down for the manufacture of
rails which would be applicable to all localities."
In spite of the great amount of subsequent study, and of discussions on this subject. I still retain my opinion that a universal
specification or composition for rails which would suit all cases
cannot be satisfactorily arrived at. The varying conditions, such as
ores available, process of manufacture, weight of rail, climatic and
traffic conditions, differ in almost every case and all of them should
be taken into account, in order to obtain the best results.
It will easily be realized how difficult a problem faced the
Engineering Standards Committee when drawing up a general
specification with fixed limits of chemical composition, to be applicable to the various processes of manufacture and other conditions.
All I can do in introducing this subject is briefly to mention the

wear and the crushing at the ends caused by the present day heavy
Very thorough tests on large quantities of these rail*
axle loads.
have been made at various works, but tests, although of great
interest, could not be taken as final until they were confirmed by
have laid this question beforfr
I
actual experience in the road.
many engineers who have witnessed the tests at the works, and whohave now had the rails in the road for some time, and I think it
would be of general interest if some of them would give their
experience as far as it goes.
Carbon. In general it is desired to obtain a rail as hard as Iscompatible with safety, and carbon is the most suitable hardener.
In my practice I do not specify carbon limits, merely stating that it
Although not
shall be as high as the safety or drop-test will allow.
absolutely a criterion, the drop-test is still the best safety-test wehave.
Another point that has of late years attracted considerable
attention is the modern high speed and temperature of rolling.
Efforts have been made by various means to remedy the evil effect*
of this, such as using larger ingots, allowing the whole rail to cool
before the last pass and other methods. 1 have preferred to obtaia
cold rolling of the rail-head only, by applying sprays of water to
this portion of the partially rolled rail at the various passes of the
rolls.
This should at any rate improve the wearing surface, and
has the advantage of neither delaying the manufacture, decreasing
the output, nor appreciably increasing the cost. The rails of which
tests are shown in a table (to be exhibited at the meeting) have
all been treated in this way.
Considerable trouble has been experienced on electrified railways owing to the excessive side wear of the rails on curves. Apart
from the question of better wearing steel for their rails in general^
one of these railways has introduced the novelty of using a considerably harder steel for check-rails.
This has shown surprisingly good results, about which I hope we shall hear more during'
the discussion.

each element according to my experience.
Beginning with phosphorus. I think engineers have suffered
enough from fractures due to a high percentage of this element,

or cHromesteel

especially in cold climates, to make it necessary to limit it as far as
possible, in spite of the good wearing results of high-phosphorus
rails.
It is possible to work to a lower phosphorus limit with the
basic than with the acid processes, especially with the basic openhearth process: but starting with a pure ore, as in the acid
processes, must always be attended by less risk of an accidentally
high-phosphorus than the basic processes of purification.

The annual meeting of the American Association of
Freight Agents' Associations was held at New Orleans June

effect of

Sulphur will probably present more trouble to the manufacturer
than to the user, because if a high percentage is present the rails
will be red-short.
Sulphur is also liable to cause incipient flaws.
which, although not apparent at the rolling, may develop under
continuous wear into serious flaws, and in the interests of both the
manufacturer and the railroad excessive sulphur should be avoided.
.Manganese was stated by the late Sir William Siemens to have
the effect of atoning for many evils in steel by healing it up and
producing a smoothly rolled surface, which, after all. is of great
Importance, as many fractures commence with a small surface
crack or flaw.
At the same time, no more manganese should be
allowed than is absohitely necessary for clean rolling, as I have
found many cases of rail-fractures attributable chiefly to high
manganese.
Silicon.— It has been found in the past that rails containing a
high percentage of silicon, although giving excellent wearing results, have not been satisfactory, owing to their brittleness and
irregularity of percentage. This has been due to the silicon being
left in the steel from the pigiron during the conversion, or added
As a result of this experience, engineers
in the form of pig-iron.
now generally limit the maximum percentage of silicon to 0.1 per
rent, or even less.
I have for many years experimented with silicon
In rails with a view to obtaining soundness and solidity without
brittleness. and I gave some results of my experiments in a paper
read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in Sheffield,
in 1890.

have found that for rail-steel the effect of silicon added Is
I
very different from the effect of silicon left In from the pig Iron,
When silicon Is left in, fh« percentage varies considerably, depending on the heat of the charge, thus causing great irregularity, and
as the iron has not been completely converted Into steel the metal
Is of a brittle character. As a nile silicon, if left in. Is an indication
that the metal has been blown too hot. which Is well known to
lead

to

great

Irregularity

In

the

finished

steel.

But when the

from the pig-Iron has been eliminated as far as possible
and a known quantity of silicon is added. In the form of high-

silicon

percentage slllco-splegel or ferro-slUcon. I obtain regularity In the
percentage of silicon, and moreover, the silicon then toughens the
steel instead of making It brittle, this being largely due to the more
complete removal of gases and oxide from the steel. I thus obtain
a harder, and at the same time, tougher rail, which as far as
mechanical tests Indicate should be able better to withstand both the
•A pnprr roml hftnrf Ihf KDKlnt'prlDg
riTlI KnglncfTn hj Thriller r?ter Snndberg.

f'n ifprpnrp

4.
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In the discussion on a paper which I presented to the institution nearly 40 years ago. manufacturers suggested matters of specification
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of the Instlltitinn

of

Regarding special qualities of steel, such as manganese, nickel
rails. I have not. in the short time now at my disposal, touched upon these, because, owing to their high price they
can generally be employed only for exceptional purposes.
Local Freight Agents' Association.
Local'
18, 19-

Membership20. representatives being present from 60 cities.
this association consists of Local Freight Agents" Associations
located in cities of the United Stales and Canada having 50.000 inhabitants or over with three railroads. 100.000 inhabitants or over
with two railroads or any city with five railroads, and the .American association is formed of such associations situated in 86 of
the largest cities of the United States and Canada. The topicsdiscussed at this association are labeled with the name of the city
which presents them at the meeting. We give below a condensed
statement of the most important business done at New Orleans.
Stray freight was discussed in communications from three different cities, and it was voted the sense of the meeting that stray
freight should be forwarded to the marked destination by the shortest route, billed free, the agent at destination to see that the roadsinterested receive their proper share of the revenue.
and
in

Toledo presented a paper written by C. H. Newton, formerly
Local Freight .\gent but now F"reight Claim .\gent of the Wabash,
on the iiecessily of loading cars to their full capacity: and the
meeting voted to have 10,000 copies of the paper printed. Kansas
City proposed that waybills of freight received should remain permanent Iv in the hands of the receiving agent and the matter will
be taken up with the Accounting Officers' Association. Louisville
proposed and the association agreed that freight houses ought tobe closed from 12 noon to 1 p.m.
On the suggestion of St. Louis it was the unanimous opinion
that one complete file of tariffs should be kept at each station, and
only one: this to be the working file of the office, and to be accessible
to the public.
Peoria. The conference committee was instructed to try to
secure (he adoption of rules under which detachable parts of traction engines, agricultural implcmeni;* and such like freight, when
carried on open cars, should either be boxed or be fastened to thecnr by iron bands or bolts.
On (he suggestion of Memphis a committee of five was appointed
to <lraft a set of uniform blanks for use In local o(flce business.
In view of the great difficulty experienced in getCleveland.
ting competent office help, every railroad should have an officer to
he In Immediate charge of agencies, keeping in close lou<li with
their wants.
The President of (he assocladon for the ensuing year Is W. W.
.Mexander. Lo\ilsvllle & Nashville. Cincinnati. Ohio: Secrciary. O.
W. Dennison. Pennsylvania and Hocking Valley. Toledo. Ohio. The
place and time for the next meeting will be decided by the executive

—

—

committee.
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markel the products of the vast deposits

of coal in the anthracite
regions of Pennsylvania, the promoters of this road built It from
Philadelphia to Port Carbon and Pottsville. passing, of course,
through Norristown and Reading. Thus, although much of the line
was located In fine agricultural districts and passed through manufacturing towns of considerable importance, even at that early day.
the chief object in view was the heart of the anthracite coal regions
of the state.
The first part of the road to be completed extended from Reading to Norristown, and the first train was run over it on July 16,
183S. w-hen 11-ton engine. "Gowan & Marx." burning anthracite
coal, drew a train between the points just named.
This train, according to the company's report for the year 1838, consisted of 80
to
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^urt

prob-

ably meaul tho \i\\»-\ tunnelled with the pumpi gave out and caused
a delay until engine Delaware," the WInan'a "crab- of that name)

came up and pushed

the outfit to PotlMown.
Here the trouble
appears to have been reotlfled. and the «;owan k Man" drew her
train the remainder of the distance to Norristown. •ajt.sl.ifted at a
few points by HecomlclaKh engine 'Neverslnk " The weight of the
"Delaware" Is stated to have been "in tons. Including water and
fuel."
Passenger traffic between Reading and Pottsville was established soon afterward, and also between these (Mints and Harrlsburg
by way of the Schuylkill Valley and the state road of Pennsylvania.
The freight traffic, howev»r, was small, but was not expected to be
otherwise until the entire line would be reaily for operation from
Port Carbon to Philadelphia. This important event took place on
January 13. 1S42, and hauling of anthracite coal by rail then began
In earnest.
The cost of the road Is placed at $5,000,000, with an
additional $521,000 for the extensions to Pottsville, and from the
Philadelphia terminus to the Delaware river. As an indication of
the business done after the final opening, the report for 1S42 shows
that the company at that time owned 12 eight-wheel passenger cars,
2 four-wheel passenger cars, 1.130 four-wheel coal cars, 176 fourwheel freight cars, 3 eight-wheel freight cars and 5 four-wheel baggage cars. It Is most probable that the capacity of these four-wheel
freight and coal cars was little. If any, over three tons.
Contracts
had also been entered at this time for 14 locomotives and 430 fourwheel coal cars.
From this beginning of 96.9 miles of road, the company from
time to time absorbed the following lines: Atlantic City Railroad:
Catasauqua & Fogelsvllle; Cape May, Delaware Bay & Sewells Point:
Chester & Delaware River; Dauphin & Susquehanna: Gettysburg &
Harrisburg; Lebanon Valley: Middletown & Hummelstown; Mine
Hill & Schuylkill Haven: North Pennsylvania: Perkiomen: Philadelphia & Chester Valley; Philadelphia & Frankford: Philadelphia,
Newtown & New York; Port Reading: Philadelphia. Germantown &
Norristown: Reading & Columbia: Rupert & Bloorasburg: St.
Clair. Tamaqua & Hazelton. and Wilmington & Northern.
It also
added a line of sea-going steamships, sailing from its Port Richmond
wharves and carrying anthracite coal to many seaports.
In the few years which intervened between the phenomenal
success of the "Rocket" at Rainhill and the date of the opening of
the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, the steam locomotive had so
thoroughly established the claims of its supporters as the only satisfactory means of drawing railway trains (excepting, of course, the
use of stationary engines on inclines of unusually heavy grades)
that no allusion appears in any of the printed matter consulted in
'
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connection with this article to indicate that any other method had
been considered.
It is probable that the "Gowan & Marx" and the Winans' "crabs"
were the only engines of the early equipment which used anthracite
coal as their fuel, and that on account of the abundance of wood
then available at low prices, together with the limited grate area
of the other engines, the use of anthracite in them was not attempted
Naturally, however, the officers of the company realto any extent.
ized the importance of using in all their locomotives a fuel with
which the interests of the company were so closely allied. The
"Gowan & Marx" already referred to had a firebox 60 in. long, and
the large grate surface in comparison to that of their other engines
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Engine "Novelty", Built

in

1847 at Reading,

Pa.,

from Designs

undoubtedly produced results which impressed both officials and locomotive builders with the necessity of large grate era in engines using
anthracite coal. Even with this engine the desired degree of efllciency
In the use of fuel does not seem to have been obtained; in fact, the
solution of the problem appeared rather remote until 1846, when
Ross Winans placed his engine "Baltimore" on the road. The firebox of this engine had a grate area of 17 sq. ft. It also had a variable
exhaust which proved satisfactory, and the favorable results obtained from this engine doubtless induced the designing and building of the "Novelty" in the following year, with a grate surface of
about 44 sq. ft. In 18.50 Ross Winans delivered the "camel" engine
"Patapsco" to the road, with a firebox of ISM; sq. ft. grate area, and
in 1852 James MUlhoUand brought out his "Pawnee," with a grate
surface of 24V2 sq. ft., following it with the passenger engine
"Hiawatha," which also had a grate surface of 24 Vj sq. ft. These
last three engines were practically the standard engines of the road
during the next ten years, or until about 1SG2, when freight engines
of the "gunboat" type and iiassenger engines with similar boilers
were built. Both of these tyjies were larger than their predecessors,
and both had a greater grate area. During the ensuing fifteen years
but little change was made in the locomotive practice of the company.
Then, in 1S77, the first Wootten boiler was applied to an
engine numbered 4ii.S. This engine was exhibited at the Paris Exposition the following year. The Wootten boiler at once became the

of G.

earlier

W.

years

of

Nicholls,
its

Engineer and Master Mechanic.

existence,

especially

when we consider

that

American builders soon cut away from the somewhat similar designs
of the various English builders, and each man became "a law unto
himself" in his efforts to improve the design and efficiency of the
steam locomotive. The English engines in use were all practically
of the "Planet" type, which will be recognized by those who have
seen the famous "John Bull," now in the National Museum at
Washington, D. C. Among the earlier engines were four Winan's
"crabs," of which the men running them in 1840 say: "They are
pulling like elephants."
As tabulated data of the engines does not appear in the company's reports until 1846, it is possible that some very interesting
machines have passed out of existence and "left no trace behind."
These reports show that in 1845 the company owned equipment consisting of 47 locomotives, 2,45G four-wheel coal cars, 2G5 four-wheel
freight cars and 19 passenger and baggage cars.
The names of the
firms which built the locomotives are: Braithwaite & Co. (England)
M. W. Baldwin; Norris Brothers; East wick & Harrison. Locks. Canal
& Navigation Co.; Lowell Machine Co.; Dotteror & Co.. and Ross
Winans. By the close of 1847 the locomotive equipment had increased to 72, and the annual report for 1857, ten year later, gives a
total of 141.
In the renorl for IS72 wp find the names Boston

Locomotive Works (Hiiickli'v & Dniry); Hayward. Barllctl & Co.;
John Brandt; Taunton Locomotive Works; Davenport. Bridges &
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standard on the line, and with some modifications has not only continued to be so ever since, but has also been extensively adopted on
other roads using anthracite coal in their engines, and in a few instances has been applied to a number of engines on roads where
soft coke coal is used.
As we have already referred to the fact that the Reading Railroad was built and opened but a few years after the "Rocltefs"
achievements in Europe, and the impetus given to locomotive construction in this country by the final successful operation of M. W.
Baldwin's "Old Ironsides" on the Philadelphia, Germantown &
Norristown Railroad, therefore it is but a natural sequence that we
should find a great variety of types of locomotives on the road in the

and End Views. Engine "Novelty",

1847;

Philadelphia

&.

Reading.
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of bulldera for the road.
fntll 1872 all the enKlne* were known by oaniM, but In that
year number* were lulmtltuted. allhuiiKh the annokl report of that
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attracts our attention. This machine was built
& Harrison, of Philadelphia, Pa., and
Its prominent features, in addition to the large
gralf surface already alluded to. are the position of
the wheels, which were placed in such a manner as
to allow the drivers to carry 9 of the 11 tons of its
maximum weight, and its reversing valve-seat,
which was placed upon the regular seat, carried
the slide-valve on its back, and contained ports
which regulated the admission and exhaust for for-

along the tine before

It

'

i

A man who

was at that time, or
'.r-!
connected
with the motive power >le|>artnient of t!
iic some
"thereby
ago
that
years
hauKs a tale."
:ied. the
attempts to use anthrni-lte coal bad been
ire until
this engine of WInanH came and appeared tu make a howling success" of It. Thereupon, my informant stated. It was quietly decided
that this engine must be "downed," If at all possible. After close
scrutiny it was found that the cylinder on one side bad "slightly
8crai>ed" against something on the line, and the engine waa declared unsuited for service and was run into the roundhouse at
Schuylkill Haven as a companion to two Winans' "crabs" which bad
been retired from service. The "man from Baltimore," however, waa
not to be put out of the race in such a manner, and soon appeared
on the scene and cut oft sufficient of the flanges to furnish the necvice.

date gives both names and numbers in the tubulated statements of
the locomotives, which had then reached a total of 377. All subsequent rei)orts use numbers only. That of 1S79, which practically
marks the advent of the more modern types of engines on the
road, places the total number nt 49.^, and contains the name of one
more buiiiler. Smith & Jackson, in addition to those of 1857.
Referring to some of the more prominent types of engines used
at various times on the roiid, the "Gowan & Marx"

required come
fianses at the
ro enable It to
'o go Into ser-

r

clear all objecu

Trailing Wheels and Connections Added to Winan's Locomotives
of 1847.

but ex-

rebuilt by
ilelphla."

plo'i

The "trouble hunters" next "discovered" that the
engine had too much "overhang" at the rear. Again was the objection met, this time by the addition of a pair of small trailing wheels
placed behind the firebox, and attached to it by sjirings extending
from the journal boxes to pads on the sides, w^hile steam cylinders,
one on each side of the engine, were also attached to the sides of the
firebox above the springs. These cylinders were open at their lower
ends and took steam at their upper ends through pipes without
cocks or valves. The ends of their piston rnris !• -ii d in seats on the
essary clearance.

tlrst

by Eastwii'k

-

ward or backward motion as

it was moved backOn first examination of a di-aw"Gowan & Marx" one would suppo.-se it

waril or forward.

ing of the

lie one of the "old-timers," with full-stroke and
preceding description of
the reversing-plate will make it clear that the lower
rod controls this plate, while the upper one is
that which actuates the ordinary slide-valve. The
cylinders were 12'j by IS in., and the four drivingwheels were 42 in. diameter. The forward end was
carried on a four-wheel truck. A peculiar form of
Built by Hinkley &. Drury in 1849.
The "IVIassachusetts.'
nozzle, or exhaust-box, was used; the invention of
ltci;;/if. JO Ions.
llrivcrs, 54 in.
ri/lindrm, l.-.xls
Kastwick & Harri-son. This consisted of a sort of
drum which the exhaust steam entered on the under side and backs of the springs, and all worked fairly well unless the engine
emerged through a large number of small tubes on the top. This left the rail. Then the pistons usually blew out and a goodly proarrangement was supposed to have a more continuous and uniform portion of the steam in the boiler followed, causing trouble and
effect on the fire than the common form of nozzle, and was used on
strong language on the part of the engine crews. After the "Baltia number of engines built by the same firm for other roads.
more" was finally considered up to the company's requirements
Of the E^nglish engines on the road at that time the "Spitfire" through the addition and subtraction mentioned. Ross Winans

to

cut-off valve-rods, but the

i

The "Perry".

Bunt

n

ia;9 by M.

W. Baldwin.
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Vi/liiittcrs,

Wciijlil,

lbs.

Owned

17xl'2

id.

First by the Pennsylvania,
Oriiirs, 44

in.

Then by the Reading.
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it with three more of the same type, completing the
number specified in the order, of which the "Baltimore" was the
The three were named "Ohio," "Chesapeake" and "Maryland,"
first.
but through some inadvertance the "Chesapeake" bore the name of
an engine already in service, and the Winans' engine was then renamed "Delaware." It appears rather strange that although the

quickly followed

"Baltimore" was the first of the type, and the one which first proved
their ability to burn anthracite coal successfully in continuance service, that the "Delaware" should usually be the machine referred to
in this connection both in descriptive matter and in illustrations.
These engines had cylinders IS by 22 in. and 46-in. drivers; also the
drop-hook valve gear with a half-stroke cut-off driven by a cam, all
At
of design followed on the "camel" engines of the same builder.
a later period J. Milholland rebuilt the "Maryland" and added another dome and changed the cab of the "Ohio" to the same position
as those on the "camels." He also placed a cylindrical water heater
This heater contained a number of small tubes,
in the smoke-box.
through which the exhaust passed and heated the feed-water in so
doing. The arrangement heated water well enough, but affected the
exhaust to some extent, yet the use of the device was continued for
several years, until one day the
had stood out of service for many
boiler taken to the shop to be put
When the tube cover was removed,

"Delaware." which
years, was dismantled and the
in order for pumping service,
lo! there was found the same
old

"crab"

the

to the foot-plate,

drum by

Eight-Wheel Tender Brake, 1850-1860; Philadelphia

covered by letters patent
Then the Milholland heaters were

worse

still,

in the name of Ross Winans.
hustled out on short notice.
The success of the Winans' engines referred to, preferably suggested to G. W. Nicholls, the engineer and superintendent of the
company, the designing and construction of the "Novelty," which
was certainly no misnomer. This engine came out on June 21, 1847,
and in the annual report for that year Mr. Nicholls writes in the
following sanguine manner:
"The locomotive 'Novelty' alluded
to in my last report, as then building on a new principle for the purpose of burning anthracite coal has been completed and in operation since June of the present year. Her i)erformance has been very
satisfactory, fully equaling my expectations and showing no injury
from the use of coal as her exclusive fuel after five months' trial
and a duty of 9,357 miles run with coal trains. With such results
and from her great economy in fuel, I feel confident that the main
difSculties in using anthracite coal in locomotives have been overcome, and with further improvements which experience has suggested, now in progress, this road will shortly be able to use as its
exclusive fuel the coal of its own region."
It Is to be regretted that such high hopes failed of their realization, but In the report for 1S48 the "Novelty" ai)|)t'iirs In the tabulated record of engine performances as "In shop undergoing repairs,"
and in the report for the next year, 1849, the entry opposite its name
reads: "Boiler used for stationary engine," and its name does not
appear thereafter; nor can I find any reference to It In any reports
of Mr. Nicholls after that already quoted.
As the "Novelty" has
been so often descrl!)ed In various publications, it will suffice to
mention that It consisted of three units, first, the usual runninggear, frames, etc., of an ordinary elKht-couplo<I locomotive having a
drum, or cylinder, substituted for the boiler; second, a boiler
mounted on a separate frame which rested on two four-wheel trucks,
and third, an ordinary tender.
The flnim was used as a receptacle for the exhaust steam and
feed-water, and was supposed to serve the double purpose of a condenser and he.iter.
It was surmounted at its forward end by a
French ft Baird smokestark, probably more for appearance sake than
for any other reason, as nothing iiassed out of It except the surplus
exhaust steam from the drum.
The boiler was practically of the return flue type and had a grate
surface of over 42 sq. ft. Its steam connection to the cylinders was
by means of a pipe passing above the head of the englneman and
fitted with swiveling metallic Joints.
The check-valve was on the

&

Reading,

as it was very liable to do in those days of comparatively imperfect
construction of roadbeds, an old employee of the Reading once said
that he thought it was a very brave man indeed who would risk
either running it or riding on it.
Its principal dimensions were:
Cylinders, 18 by 20 in.; drivers, 46 in. diameter; weight of engine proper. 43,000 lbs.
As the "Novelty" was a digression from
the path of improvement which the locomotive was following, and may fitly be
designated a freak, we can return to the
way and notice that in 1846
beaten
M. W. Baldwin built 17 eight-wheel connected engines for the company, all of
which had his flexible truck on the first
two pairs of drivers. Except that the
capacity
the
boilers
was somewhat
of
deficient,
the engines were good in all
other respects and continued in service
for
many years. Fifteen of these engines
had 15 in. x 20 in. cylinders
and 46 in. drivers, and two had 17Vi in.
X 18 in. cylinders and 42 in. drivers.

Their

of a heater, and,

4.

and was connected to the lower part of
pipes also fitted with joints similar to those of the
steam connections. On account of the constant danger of these
connections breaking, especially if the engine should leave the track,
end next

average

They were the

Ross Winans' Short Firebox "Camel" "Patapsco", 1850.

arrangement
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and the

first

built

weight was 48,000 lbs.
engines built by M. W.

first

Baldwin with a roof over
by anyone with sandboxes.

the

footplates,

Probably but a short time previous to the building of the first
of these engines, a 4-4-0 passenger engine named "Champlain" had
been placed on the road by the same builder, and had his first independent half-stroke cut-off which he placed on all subsequent engines built at his shops until 1853. Both Baldwin and Norris had
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Section, Engine

1851-1874.

fumlshtHl suine 0-60 freight i-iiKines beside Ihe Richmond
already mentioned.
Simultaneously with the bulhtinK of the four WInans engines
Just descrlbtti, tho Norrig firm built the "Chesapeake," and placed It
In service In April, 1847.
It was the first 4t'>0 engine, or 10-whceler,
and was built under the patent granted to Septimus Norrls. I have
seen a number of engines built in lSt>2'3 with a cast-Iron plate on
the base of the dome-casing bearing the wonl.s, "Septimus Norris
also

The "Pawnee".
'1,1, n.l,

IK,

40

ill.

Built

in

1852 for the Philadelphia
Steam prenauit, Iin

I'uHU iclmls, 30 in.

Patent," and a date somewhere in the late forties,
but if the description generally given of the "Chesapeake" is correct, it must have required considerable Ingenuity to extend the protection of this patent over these later engines, as they had the
Bis.seli truck of that day, while we are informeti that the "Chesapeake" used no center-plates but simply a large pin which passed
through a part of the

Tcn-whecl

prepared

truck
ceive

it:

to

re-

the idea of the

truck being merely to
guide the engine, the
weight being all thrown
the drivers, the
front pair of which was
very close to the cylin-

upon

The "Chesapeake"
had a Bury dome, 46 in.

ders.

drivers, 14'-.. in. x 22 In.
cylinders, and weighed
20 tons, and in addition
to using a sort of com-

parallel-rod

&

Reading.

I-iiihux. 41'xv4 in.

lli".

—

of the

for the other.

The "Massachusetts" was

a 4-4-0 engine built for the

company

"Boston LocoHinckley &
of

in July, 1849, at the

Works"

motive
Drury.

It
had inside cylinders
in. x 18 in., 54 in. drivers, and
weighed 20'-.. tons. It had a peculiar Torm of drop-hook valve-gear
with an independent half-stroke
cut-off, all so arranged that the reversing of the engine and the control of the cut-off were effected from
the same lever. This gear was also
used on one Wilmarth engine which
came under the writer's notice dur-

15

'

ing the later years of

its

existence.

The "Massachusetts" not only had

in

sufficiently

/'. !/'

of the

was

placed

.-;.

same design was

third pairs of drivers
carried on the pins as
close to the face of the
wheels as possible,
while that uniting the
and .second pairs
first

favored by Norhad that one which
coupled the second and
rather

J4'

built at the same time
by M. W. Baldwin for the Reading. All had a peculiar arrangement
Baldwin hook motion, having both rockers carried in one
set of boxes, one rocker being hollow and thus serving as the journal

One

of smokebox.

inside frames, but also composite
outside frames, these latter consisting of two broad plates of iron with
wood centers, all being riveted flrniAnother peculiarity is
ly together.
a sort of extension front into which
the cinders passed from the smokestack through a pipe attached to tho
This same ar
usual "dust hole."
rangement is shown on a drawing

posite
ris,

"Pawnee".

Railroad were sold by that company to the Reading, as it was ft-are.l
they were too heavy for the bridges on the road of the original
owner, although some other reason must have been the true one, as
the selling company retained an exactly similar engine built at the
same time. These engines had 17 in. x 22 in, cylinders, 44 in.
drivers, and weighed Go.yTa lbs. They had Bury (haystack) domes,
deep horse-shoe fireboxes, a small additional dome on the waist of
the boiler, and all the driving wheels between the flrebox and front

my

po.ssession of

an engine

New England

buii

rar
"Camel" as
enable the connecting road by the Amoskeag, N. H., com- Furnace End of
James
Remodeled
by
rod to grasp the main pany.
"short
was
a
"Patapsco"
1863.
in
two
The
Milholland
the
between
pin
parallel rods. This ar- firebox" "camel" built for the Readone or two more
rangement was adhered to by the Norris people for at least ing by Ross WInans in October, 1850. and with
gave such good results
1,")
years after the building of the "Chesapeake." although of similar design which followed It,
other respei-ts, thai it was followed in
the composite form of rod does not appear on their engines with anthracite coal and in
succeeding years by other "camels" of the "long flrelwx" type until
after 18.j1.
engines on the road had reached 42.
these
of
number
tho
In 1850, two 0-S-O engines hnill by Baldwin for the Pennsylvania by 1S59
far out on

a
WInans
Gage on
Steam
"Camel", Probably between 1852
and 1855.

Early

the pins to

in

1851

for

a
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This number was afterward diminished by the scrapping of one or
two and the entire remodeling of others, until It dropped to 31 by
1S64. but in 1868 was increased to 38 by the purchase in that year
The
of the Dauphin & Susquehanna Railroad and its equipment.
"Patapsco" had IS in. x 22 in. cylinders, and weighed 24Vio tons.
The long firebox "camels" had 19 in. x 22 in. cylinders; firing chutes
on the sloping roof of the fireboxes; grate surfaces of about 23Vi
With
sq. ft each., and ranged in weight from 50,200 to 55,000 lbs.
the exception of the fireboxes, of the first three, the general feaIn 1863-4 .James Millholland substituted
tures of all were alike.
link motion for the hooks; two round guide-bars placed one above
bars used by Winans, and crosssquare
the
single
for
the other,
beads with glands on the outer ends where the guide-bars passed
through. These glands are variouly stated to have been packed with
Babbitt metal, rubber, hemp, lead and leather. As I believe my
informants to be reliable, it is just possible that all of these materials may have been used singly at different times or on different
engines. This type of guide and crosshead had been used on other
engines of the company after 1851, and was the standard for many
years.
A few are still in use. 1 believe, or at least were very recently,
on a number of the older engines yet in service.
Probably the first pressure gage ever used on a locomotive in
America was on engine "Minnesota," one of the first three "camels"
referred to. The "Minnesota" had been built for a railroad in the
New England states, and was meant to use anthracite coal, but the
employees of the line were unfamiliar with the use of this fuel,
and as the performances of the engine were therefore unsatisfactory, it was sold to the Reading, coming on the road soon after the
"Patapsco," and also was the smallest "camel" owned by that company, its cylinders measuring I6V2 in. x 22 in.; drivers 42 in., and
its weight being but 221,2 tons..
The steam gage referred to consisted of a diaphragm attached
to a cross brace between the frames directly under the dome and
attached to the boiler on its upper side by a pipe which extended
up through the sheet about 5 or 6 in., in order to prevent the entrance of mud or other sediment. Its under side, which was of
flexible metal, was attached to a compound lever extending horizontally across the frames. This lever was connected by short posts
to the frames, and at its outer end was attached to a vertical rod
which extende<l upwards into the cab and through a guide on the
The upper part of this rod was flattened and
side of the dome.
to 120 lbs., which was an ample
contained a graduated scale from
limit as the maximum pressure carried on the engine was but
100 lbs.
One edge of the guide formed the point from which the
pressure was indicated.
When the long-furnace camels came on the road the furnaceends were of Winans" standard type without any water space, but
of course covered by two large firing doors on their upper half.
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obscurity of the scrap heap before 1871 had ruled the calendar
for very many moons.
Their memory, however, was perpetuated
in the adoption of many of their features in subsequent engines.
While this was noticeable to an extent on some other lines, it was
especially so on the Reading; probably because the success of these
engines in using anthracite coal made them favorites and thus
impressed the other features upon the officials.
In some one of the years not far from the advent of the "camels,"
Lewis Kirk, who had been master mechanic of the company from
1844 to 1848, and during that time had rebuilt many of the small
0-6-0 freight engines on heavier lines, became a partner in the firm
of Davenport. Bridges & Kirk at Cambridgeport, Mass., and as he
was supposed to know the requirements of the Reading, an order
This engine when it came
for a 4-4-0 engine was given that firm.
was named "Cambridge," and had 15 in. x 22 in. cylinders, 54 in.
drivers, and was a close imitation of the Hinckley engines with one
Its weight was 24 tons, and 15 of these were on the
exception.
truck. A standing joke among the employees thereafter was that

Tender Truck, 1860-1874.
they had to put the heaviest engineman and fireman in service
on the footplate to "keep her down"!
The "Pawnee" was built in 1852 by Jas. Milholland at the company's shops in Reading, and shows many earmarks of the "camel,"
among which are the solid end rods and sloping top firebox placed
behind the frames. Its pump, however, was original in having a
heater between it and the point of admission to the boiler. It also
had two combustion chambers, one at the firebox end of the boiler
barrel and the other about midway between the smokebox and the
firebox.
The flues connecting the latter with the smokebox were
smaller in diameter than those leading from it to the back chamber.
The "Pawnee" had three pairs of 4G in. driving wheels and one pair
of 30 in. leading wheels, all set in pedestals rigidly attached to
the engine frame, and all placed between the cylinders and the firebox, an arrangement which for some unaccountable reason seemed
to meet the approval of some locomotive builders and railroad officials of that period, and was followed in two Norris engines and
in the Smith & Perkins e'ngines built for the Pennsylvania soon
after.
M. W. Baldwin also caught the "fever" slightly and built

Engine "Pennsylvania," 1857; Philadelphia

4.

Reading.

and on the lower part with a laige .-ingle door lo afford access lo 12 tor the IVnnsylvania with three p.iirs of drivers and one pair
lie engine frame, but with
the grates and for cleaning the fire.
In their later years. Mill- of leading wheels In rigid pedestals on
holland altered some of theae. If not all, by adding a water space at the drivers spread widely apart, the rear pair being behind the
each side of theae ends, which then left an opening of about 18 in. firebox. Ueturning lo the "Pawnee," the engine of that name was
In width, extending from the top to the bottom, for access to the the second of the class built at Rciding. but as the "pony" wheels
grates.
were new lo the men, I have been Informed that some of them
About 186!) WTDP one thought that he had discovered an In- thought the names Pony and Pawnee were synonymous and
herent and dangerou.'! weakneas in the boilers of these engines, and styled all of the class "Pawnees" as they were built, and the officials,
17 were put out of service within a short time.
The "scare" soon unwittingly perhaps, adopted the same nomenclature. They were
assumed such proportlona that a .'sweeping order was issued to take l)rol)ably the first engines with the Milholland guides and crossall the rest off the road a.s rapidly as possible.
As a result, by heads already described. Calvanized sheet-iron wa.s just becoming
the end of 1870 only four remained, and these vanished Into the popular at the time of their a<lvenl. and at least one had a boiler
I
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Jarkvt of tbla material, uaeU without the adaitton of any paint or
varnlBb. ThcM* Jarkela kood rusli><| away nntl were replared with
the orthodox Kuiwla Iron.
The "I's ii<-4'" enclne* continued to be
the Mtand&rd for frfUhi lervlco for lUiiit \i> years, although a few
of the later ones wen- built with tii
t'fnrhed to the second
pair of driven). All had th<- Uo<m-Ii
llnkit.
In 1857 .Mllhollanil biil!- n 12 «
locomotive, with
.-.I
out truck wh<H>lii. to In
I'liKlne on heavy coal
trahiH t)etwi>«'n FnlN "I
It
UU'hmond wh.irves at
" ami had
rbllailolphln.
It wa>> m:iii
a boiler Horoewhat like that of ihc I'uuiiii'. u i.«b like the WInana "camels,"
even to the canvax curtains Inxtead of Klazetl sash, one water tank
on top of the firebox, and two nion- iilarcil one nn each side of the
.v

•

'

>

;;

L

'

«o3

boau'' were alao built about the nune time, and maar paiweDger
with prartlcally the tame type of boiler*. Quite a number
of the "CiialxmiH" and pataenser enclneH arv yet runnlnic. and I
have wen at least on>' of the 0-8-0 type wl'.t-.ln thre« or four years
In the yard ai Tanuiqtiii.
In the lattt-r p.tr' of 1x77 the first Wootten flrebox was built
and put Into imtv.-.- nn^ In'T was takm "o »h<» Pirln KthlMtlon
of 1)*7». wh<T'of
It,"
the IkjIUt of II
eniclnfti

;

and the

••«."

cili w.i

Mao t^en to
eUKliK'
the Northern Rall\»'ay of France and put Into service, but not until
the cab had Ijeen removed to a ponltlon forward of the firelmx. and
After

the

cIom<

<>!

vxiiitjUlui).

ilie

i.ii<

thUK made the eiiKlne the forerunnfr of the
host of Woolteii cnKlneg of ir>i1:iy wl'h rheir
liiit a
wborl iliHtance Ixli
>kestacks ami calleri by many "<

raliM

•

The advpnl

ked

of this type o;

a decided change in the lo<-omo(lvi; equipment
of the company.
All new engines except a
few 2-S'O hullt at the Baldwin works within
the early years of the last decade, received
Wootten firehoxes and the corresponding arrangement of cabs and other parts, and a
number of old engines were rebuilt on these
lines.
The exceptions mentioned were Intended to use soft coal, an Innovation in the
company's practice which occasioned no little

The
In railroad circles at the time.
sloping tops of the first Wootten fireboxes was
superseded in later engines by perfectly
straight tops. Although consuming anthracite
coal
and especially coal of Inferior grade admirably, the type
has
never met with ardent supporters on railroads outside
perhaps, on account
of
the anthracite coal district, chiefly,
of its necessitating' the separation of the engineman and fireman
during much of the time the engine is running, and thus Increasing the danger of accident through the engineman missing signals
on account of sudden illness or death while at his post.
In 1880 the growing demand for increased speed on passenger
train schedules induced the Reading Company to design and build
engine No. 5ii7 from whirh .great results were ex|)eited. but which.

comment

No. 507, Built by Baldwin Locomotive Works
ill.

uut

1,1

IliiiriM. 7.S
hnilii

iMUhlld

ill.

finlHis.

irci-jlll

'.itx'.ir.

nil iriiriiii

.m: k'I.

ill.

bi

(ii

I

>l|-i( >/

II.
/ill HI

w

boiler at the rear.
No coal was carried and the firing was done
The
at either end of the run, which was not long but strenuous.
cylinders were 2U in. x 26 in., and the drivers 43 in. in diameter,

and grate surface 31'/-! sq. ft. The total weight of the machine
was 50 tons. It is said to have performed very satisfactorily, though
In later years two pairs of the drivers were removed and replaced
by a four-wheel truck. In this shape it was .still reported in service,
bearing the number of 1449. While this engine was practically of
.saddle-tank type, the first saddle-tank engine as
them, came on the road in ISKO.

we now understand

,

Engine No.
It

llii

Imiiiiiiillir iriiikH of

Xnnin

llroH.. /..iii.ili(<|-. /•«.. to
irliU'h iciahcd to

i-nmptniii

14.

inukiuil ibiliiiin;» nl

Hie

cxprrlmcnl

kiiiit

In lSti2. the "Ciinlioal" type of freight engine used for so many
years until .supplanted by the larger engines after the advent of
the Wootten firebox, were first built. While retaining a few of the
features of the "F'awnee," they were larger and better in every
way. The drivers, six In number, were 48 in. In diameter, and the
cylinders 19 in. x 22 In. The weight was al)out fiii.OOO lbs. The
four wheels of the truck were 28 in. in diameter. The pumps were
driven by return cranks from the rear parallel-roil pins, and were
of a double-action type.
The frames were of composite type. Each
consisted of two bars of iron aliout
in. wide set vertically about
The ped3 or 4 In. apart, and united by thimbled distance pieces.
estals were separate and fastened between the bars of the frames.
A number ot 0-S-O engines similar in all other respects to the "Gun-

trith

thitt

I'hiliiiUliilii

Hj(i(/iiM/'«

Oiiiili'iii/"

I'll",

lor aHullir

of I'n-iimo

Uke the 'Novelty," failed
was a 4-2-2 with 18 in. x

to

meet such expectations.

Thi.s

engine

It
24 In. cylinders and 78 In. drivers.
had a Wootten firebox and a steam cylinder was placed under the
equalizing
boiler in front of the firebox and so connected to the
beams as to enable the weight on the drivers to be increased or
diminished as might lie required. It was built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and was No. 5.000 ot their manufacture. After a
Vacuum
brief service on the Reading it was sold to the Kanies
Brake Co.. and was taken, after a few changes to a.lapt It to the

brake to the
lines, to Kngland to show the working of the Eames
It was followed
railroad officers and employees of that country.
results.
Yet only
in 1895 by another 4-2-2, which gave much better
one moic of the typo was built, aud both were followed by many
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and some 2-4-2, from all
heavy trains were obtained.
4-4-2

of which good results in speed on

In recent years the company has had numerous engines built
suburban trains which appear to be well adapted to the service.
of double-ender, tank type, 2-6-4, with 20 in. x 24 in. cylinders. 61% in. drivers, and weigh 201.700 lbs.
The tenders used during the existence of the company have
When eight-wheel types
differed little from those of other roads.
first came into use the first two pairs of wheels were arranged in
a swinging truck and the last two pairs were carried in pedestals
attached rigidly to the frame. Brakes were used only on the first
two pairs of w^heels. as it was feared that if applied to all there
would be a tendency to derailment when drawn. They consisted
of wooden shoes or blocks, .suspended between the wheels from
the frame, and actuated by short arms on a shaft which extended
crosswise between the blocks, and had a long operating lever attached to the end on the right hand side. When brakes were
afterward applied to ail wheels, this lever was removed to an additional transverse shaft which was placed midway between the trucks
and connected by short arms and rods to the shafts on the trucks.
The simple type of truck used on the Winans "camels" was a favorite
in the early days with the company, and was used on the "Pawnee"
class and other engines. After that, a wooden frame somewhat like
that of a passenger car truck was used for many years. Although
some of these were very recently in use, the diamond-bar and,
later, various forms of stamped-steel trucks have taken their place.
for

They are
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the grandest mountain scenery of the state, were it not that this
same fuel which plays so important a part in the existence of the
road, has changed the whole region to a region of desolation, covering it with leaden-hued culm banks and polluted streams. Even
the cities and smaller towns are dingy and forbidding, the whole
uniting to form a veritable black country differing in many ways
from the outside world.
The road has also drawn largely for its employees on a community where "Pennsylvania Dutch, a strange patois formed of
about equal parts of English. Dutch and German, is extensively used
by the farmers and other descendants of the earlier settlers, and
therefore by many of the employees of the railroad. Within four
years I have heard an entire crew of a local freight train on the
'

A number

of the small 0-4-0 saddle-tank shifting engines use a small
four-wheel tender without water space to carry a moderate supply
P.

of coal.

&

R.

No.

High-Speed Passenger, Vauclain Compound,
1895 by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
ZIrii
i:'.x'jr, in.:
loir /m .~^ii, f. 'J-.'s-Ji; in.

385.

of the company has been referred to, and
be added that at one time it ran its own parlor cars, but
later changed them to ordinary day coaches and fell back upon the
Pullman Co. for a supply of "elegance."
When the Philadelphia, Germantown & Norristown Railroad
cajne into possession of the Reading it brought with it a lot of pas-

them

senger coaches which were provided with gratings of about Vio inround iron bars placed about 3 in. apart, vertically, over the windows. This grating was probably meant to prevent injury to passengers from putting their arms or heads out of the windows; nevertheless it gave the whole outfit the appearance of Black Marias
carrying their loads of prisoners to the penitentiary.
Another odd feature obtained by this purchase was the railroad
Here the engines
station at the end of the Chestnut Hill branch.
were turned at the end of each trip, and as the turntable was too
short to hold both engine and tender at the same time, they were
always uncoupled and turned separately.
The passenger stations in Philadelphia previous to the building

unintelligible jargon.
The company also possesses a record of interest in the fact that
a former president, Franklin B. Gowen, was able to cope with,
and end forever, the fearful career of the "Molly Maguires," an
organization which in the early seventies attained such a hold upon
the anthracite region that operators and miners of any reputation
at all conducted the plants at the risk of their lives, and too often
formed the subjects of mysterious disappearances, or brutal assaults
and murders committed with most extraordinary boldness; and when
even people from other places, and having no connection with the

The car equipment

it

Built in

may

,k

Ciiliiiilrrs
.S4"

:

-.-...

Hiijli-prisxiirr.
-

--;•,«,

road conducting all their conversation in this tongue, as I watched
drilling cars for 20 minutes at a town within 25 miles of
Philadelphia. Even the orders given to them verbally by the rather
intelligent young station master were couched in the same, to me.

L„^v,ii.

r.

Lhc Philadelphia

& Rcadmy.

were openly insulted on llie highways and streets.
must not close without reference to the valuable

of

coal companies,

polnta

This article
aid so cheerfully accorded the writer while collecting the data contained therein during past years, by 1.. B. Paxson. former SuperE. J. Rausch, who
intendent of \lotlve Power of the Re.iding;
was with the locomotive department of that company during many
years at the time most of the earlier engines referred to were in

the present terminal were at Broad and Vine Htreels for the
first station in the city after the opening of the road, and removed
later to Thirteenth and Callowhill streets; that of the Philadelphia,
Germantown & Norristown Railroad, which became a part of the
Reading system, at Ninth and Green streets; and the New York
division station at Third and Berks streets! three widely separated

—

The ReadingIt. more than any
peniliar In .many respectB.
other railroad, dominates the mining, hauling and shipping of the
unique fuel to which ii owes Ita origin. It has at present a mileage
of 2,122, and a trackage of 4,(>sfi. the gn-aler part of which is
situateil In a comparatively small portion of the eastern part of
i."*

I'cnnsylvaniu.

Much

of

this

travcrscij

what would

rank among

service;

H. F, Colvin,

who

is

also

very familiar with the early

equipment of that road; the Baldwin Locomotive Works; J. Snowden
volume prepared by E. Reuter. who was a
Hell, and an old
draftsman in the service of the Reading, and from whose excellent
work the drawings of the "Delaware" and "Massachusetts" have been
reproduced.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTEt.

niT.KKary deLailad reports coDcerning the way in which demurrmce
now work.

rules

The Baltimore * Ubio is to <>K(al)llHh » police force througbout
be organUcd like that of the Heoiwylvania llnea west of

The New York State Public Service Commission, second

ItD llnea, to

has appointed Frank

Hlttjiburg.

salary of $4,<»uo
Division of TnrilTs at a salao' of $3,000.

On

the lines of the Southern raclttc, near the (ireat Salt Lake.
I'tah, water from the lake la now roKulnrly used to destroy weeds
In the roadbed.

The

railroads running east from the MliiMOurl river have decided
new and higher freight tarlffH to the grain, estimated
which was In elevators ut Missouri river points
on July 1, when the advance In the tariffs look effect. The owners
«f the grain bad expected that It would bu curried forward at tne
old rates.
to apply the

district,

Harry Chief of the Division of Traffic at a
and Walter E. Griggs of Jamestown Chief of the

The Commission

for the

has appointed Abel E. Blackmar Chief Counsel at the
statutory salary of llo.ooo a year. The same board has appointed
William J. Norton. First Assistant Secretary, and J. O. Hammett
Second Assistant Secretary. .Mr. Norton is a mechanical engineer
and Mr. Hammett has been an Albany newspaper c-orrespondent
first illstrlct

at S.000.000 bUHhels.

It was announced this week in New York that the Southern
Pacific had once more brought the Colonulo river under complete
control, and that the property In the Imperial valley and there-

which was damaged or endangered by the break in the
had been turned over again to the control of the California
Development Company.

at>out«,

river,

The Union Pacific and the Oregon Short i.,lne. having received
the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, announce, for
the period between July ly and Septoiiiber I. a reduction of 25 cents
a ton on coal shipped to points in Washington, Idaho and Nevada,
this action being taken to stimulate the movement of coal at this
season with a view to' preventing a congestion in the winter.
It is announced in Madibon, Wis., that Chairman John Barnes,
The reaof the Stale Railroad Commission, has resigned his office.
son for this, actouling to the press dispatches, is the fact that the
Legislature has passed a law limiting passenger fares to 2 cents a
mile, in disregard of the fact that the Commission has published a
decision that 2'j cents is a fair rate to be charged by the roads of

the stale.

The railroads leading west from Chicago expect to issue complete
of reduced passenger rates this week.
Through rates to
points beyond the Missouri river will, In most or all cases, be made
up on the basis of 2 cents a mile to the Missouri river, with the
addition of the existing rate west of that river. The new rate to
Kan.sas City Is $9.20, as compared with $12.50.
This difference of
$;{.30 is the difference between the old and the new rates to Denver
and other points in the far West. Since the tariffs have l>een
practically finished the State of Wisconsin has ordered a reduction
of local fares in that state to 2 cents a mile, so that for points in the
Northwest the rate clerks will have to do their work all over again.
An officer of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, denying the report
that 2 cents a mile would be the rate from Chicago through to
points in North and South Dakota, says that his company will make
no reductions not forced upon it by the law. Rates to points in
North and South Dakota are figured at 2 cents to the border of
those states and 2'-.. cents beyond. In North Dakota the rate of 2'{.
cents is now prescribed by law and in South Dakota the State
Railroad Commission has power to prescribe that rate.
tariffs

An Advance

nal bearings 25 per cent., copper 22 per cent., freight car wheels
21 per cent., and malleable iron castings 20 per cent.
Brass and
tin have each increased IC per cent., car axles and cross ties 12 per
cent., rail braces 8 per cent., white pine lumber 8 per cent., and airbrake hose 7 per cent.

On Wednesday last the New York, New Haven & Hartford began
the use of electric motors on a few of its passenger trains between
New Rochelle and the Grand Central Station, New York. New
Rochelle Is about four miles from the junction with the New York
Central and 10 miles from New York. Five regular westbound trains
begin their trips at this point and these are the first to be propelled
by electricity. It is expected to use the electric power farther east
within a week or two.
The State Railroad Commission of Missouri has issued a voluminous report on the condition of tracks of the Missouri Pacific in
that state and has ordtyed a reduction In the maximum rates of
speed on certain sections of the road as follows:
Thirty miles an
hour between Jefferson City and Kansas City; 12 miles an hour
on the Colorado line between Kansas City and the Kansas state line;
25 miles an hour between Kansas City and Cole Junction, and 25
miles an hour between Pleasant Hill and Joplln.
Chicago newspapers say that railroads west of that city recently
declined to comply with a request to expedite shipments of agricultural machinery from the International Harvester Company, which had
been delayed on the road and which were urgently needed for use
in gathering the crops In Nebraska, Kansas and other Western states.
The legal advisers of the roads decided that to thus favor particular
shipments would be an Illegal discrimination; and they declared,
furthtrmore. that any such favor, if granted, would be subject to
special odium because It would be a favor done for a "trust."

The Public Service Commission of the second district of the State
of New York announces that about September 1 it will begin the
investigation of car service and (lemurrage charges. It is the intention to give public hearings, ard all shippers, consignees and railroads are asked to present In concise and orderly form any facts
they may have bearing on the grievances of shippers and consignees
and the best ways of curing them. Persons having grievances are
reminded that vague or general statements will be of no assistance
The railroads will be required to furnish all
to the Commission.

Rates and Reasons for
Pacific

It.

announce that on

1
the rates on lumber and shingles from the Pacific coast
will be advanced
to St. Paul 25 per cent.
from 40 cents to 50
cents), to Chicago 20 per cent., and to Missouri river points 10 per
cent., and in the announcement they say:
"The conditions that influenced the reduction in rates on lumber
from the Pacifi<- coast to the East in 1893 on completion of the Great

The Pennsylvania Railroad publishes the following comparison October
of prices paid last year (1906) with those paid the current year,
all of them being increases:
Steel angles 31 per cent., bronze jour-

in

The Great Northern and the Northern

—

(

Northern Railway no longer exist.
"(1)
At that time the cut of white pine in Minnesota and
Wisconsin was at its height and Pacific coast lumber could not have
paid higher freight rates in competition with lumber from these
nearer sources of supply. Since then the forests of Minnesota and
Wisconsin have been rapidly depleted, and the consequent enhance-

ment

in value of the white pine has materially limited its competition with the Pacific coast lumber.
"(2)
In 1893 the preponderance of traffic on the transcontinental roads was westbound, and without the lumber it would have
been necessary to return many cars empty. To-day this condition
is absolutely reversed.
Cars have to be sent west empty for lumber.
"(3)
The cost of operation and maintenance of the railroads
has materially increased, occasioned principally by demands of the
public for belter service (both freight and passenger), higher wages
In three years fir
to employees and the additional cost of supplies.
ties have increased in price SH per cent.; fir car sills, 67 per cent.;
fir car siding. 24 per cent., and fir timber. 81 per cent.
"In view of the foregoing and considering the large reductions
in their gross revenue recently forced upon them by legislative
action in various states, it is obvious that the present abnormally

low rates are no longer warranted."

New

Record Around the World.

In an Interesting letter to the l^ondon Times Lieut.-Colonel
Burnley-Campbell has been describing how to beat the record of
his prototyi>e in Jules Vernes "Round the World in Eighty Days"
by circllni; the globe from Liverpool westward to Dover In not
much move than half that time. Traveling by the Canadian Pacific
and reached Vanroute, he left Liverpool at 7.2ii p.m. on May
couver at 5 am. on May 14 and Yokohama at 5 a.m. on May 26.
Departing thcuce at 7 p.m. next evening he traveled across the
Island by rail to Tsaruga. and sailing from that port, a few hours
Then he caught
later landed at Vladivostok at 2.15 p.m. on May 30.
the trans-Siberian train at 7 p.m. for Moscow, where he arrived at
2.38 p.m. on June 10, and finishing the journey via Warsaw, Berlin,
Cologne and Ostend, landed at Dover at 2.50 p.m. on June 13. The
:!

— —
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time consumed on the journey was thus 40 days, 19% hours. Of
course. In strictness he did not quite complete the circle, but seven
hours more would have sufficed him to do so, since he could have
reached London soon after a p.m., in time to catch the 5.55 from
Euston due at Liverpool at 9.30. On the whole he had very good luck
with his connections, and the only place where there was any serious
waste of time was at Yokohama, where he had to stay 38 hours; but
to have avoided this would not have done him any good, since there
was no earlier train that he could have caught out of Vladivostok.
His most anxious moment must have been in the Japan sea, when
his steamer ran ashore in a fog, but in spite of this delay he had
the sufficient margin of 3% hours at the last-named port, though if
his steamer had remained aground four hours longer than she did.
the result, in the absence of a train on the Siberian railroad,
would have been an increase of four days in his time. The journey
is a striking example of what the Siberian railroad has done in increasing rapidity of communication, for so recently as the beginning of this century, before that line was constructed, the feat would
have been quite impossible.

Atchison Merits.*
Merit marks placed to the credit of various employees in the
month of June:
J. \V. Wright, section foreman, 10. on account of best attention
being given to switch lights.
William Walck, sealer, and Charles Coleman, flagman, 10 each,
for discovering parties stealing merchandise from a car.
A. H. Hill, engineer, and W. D. McCeery, fireman, 15 each, for
discovering fire in car at Argentine and taking it across the main
line, thus saving other cars from burning.
C. A. McKneeley. brakeman. 10, for prompt action in reporting
telephone wire across track and too low to clear a man on a car,
thus possibly preventing a per.sonal injury.
W. O. Russell, agent. Duke, Texas. 15, for diving into water
tank through 14 ft. of water, repairing valve and putting water
tank into service without making it necessary to empty it.
W. M. Riggs, engineer, and C. D. Hill, conductor. 10 each, for
extraordinary efforts put forth to keep engine alive and get freight
In this case engine on local freight had burst a
into terminal.
Hue. but by liberal use of bran and sawdust the engine was taken
with
hut slight reduction in tonnage.
to terminal
T. P. Guilfoyle, conductor, 10. for lifting four tickets on train
No. 8, June 11. in the hands of wrong party. Mr. Guilfoyle is probably the most skilful conductor on the system in detecting scalped
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easy enough to deal out justice to men under your eye. But how
can it be managed over a system of 11,000 miles of railroad, or
in a department store where the distance between the proprietor
and some of his people is so great that one of them may starve
to death without his knowing it until the newspapers begin to
castigate him? Such a case happened in New York a few years
ago, and to-day every employee of that merchant is required to
keep at home a postal-card, addressed to the store, upon which a
report of sickness must be mailed.
How are petty bosses to be controlled? President Vreeland,
of the New York surface-car lines, says that wonders may be
worked through firmness and intelligent sympathy with men by
an executive who knows the kind ol lives they lead, the anxieties
that they carry about, the ambitions they have for themselves and
their families.
But to find petty bosses with this sympathy is a
crucial matter.
For lack of them many a system breaks of its own
*
*
weight. *
In a Boston store where a board of arbitration sits on the
appeal of every discharged employee, two-thirds of those who appeal
are reinstated because it is found that subordinates have been unjust
or worked out a grudge.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company investigates even the
appeal of the man whose application for employment has been
denied.
President Winter look up such an appeal from his desk
the other day to illustrate this point, and found that it was the
application of a Hebrew who charged that he had been excluded
on racial lines. The real cause lay in his physical disability. But
his appeal was not denied until that had been made certain. An
employee with a grievance can sometimes take his case right up
to the president, and even past the president to the board of directors.
But good judgment must be exerted, or subordinates would
be weakened in authority.
One railroad officer says he can't do much with men uniil he
knows them, and can't know much about a man until he has seen
his wife and family.
This spirit seems to be growing among executives, and accounts for the social features that sprout out of welfare work, such as dinners, dances and lectures.
One industrial
president in the Middle West carries a photographer with him when
he goes on a foreign vacation, has stereopticon slides made when
he comes home, and lectures to his employees on "The Homes of
the Pharoahs" or "Europe as I Found It." Probably nobody would
care to pay to get into one of his lectures. But that isn't the point.
President Ralph Peters, of the Long Island Railroad, holds a
reception in his office the first week in the year, and any worker
on the road who can arrange his schedule is welcome to come in
and shake the "Old Man's" hand. James H. Collins in Satwday

Evening Post.

tickets.

H. G. Hadler, operator, Woodward, Kan., 10, for moving Pecos
Valley trains when wires were down. Mr. Hadler started a train
sheet at Woodward and handled trains for the Pecos Valley Lines
until their wires were working.

New Barge
Governor Hughes of

Canal Engineer.

New York

has appointed, subject to confirmation by the Senate. Mortimer G. Barnes, of New York city, a
member of the Board of Advisory Engineers for the Barge Canal,
Mr, Barnes is a graduate
succeeding Elmer L, Corthell. resigned.
of the University of Michigan, and has worked on the construction
of many waterways, including the Birminsbam Canal, the Sault Ste.
Marie Canal, the Illinois & Mississippi Canal and the Panama Canal.
He is at present connected with the work on the new Catskill
reservoir.

The Art

of

Handling Men.

President Winter, of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, says
there are three principles. Before men will work for you they
must understand: first, that you are going to be boss; second.
that you know your job and theirs; third, that you are square.
He is an experienced railroader, a westerner, and now has 14.000
men under him. operating more than 250 miles of street railway.
One of the penalties of a high corporation position, he says, Is
that you lose the close contact with men for ten years he hasn't
been as close as he wanted to be.
Introduce a new head or subhead Into any working force,
from a halt-dozen bindery girls to a railroad division, and that
force Instinctively braces Itself for a trial of strength with the
newcomer. Then follows a shock, and one or the other wins.
There can be no compromise. "When I was In the railroad business," says one corporation executive, "I kept an eye out for trouble
and adjusted It" Being an acute "trouble man" Is a large factor
Many an executive is treating symptoms, never
In management.

—

finding the seat of the disease.

Being square with employees
*Kztract* from a loDg

list,

la tbe

Is

Important and

difficult.

Santa Fe Gmploycpa' Mngailne.

It

Is

British

Comment on Hot Water

Boiler Testing.

boiler practice does not accord in many ways with
British ideas, and we have several times called attention to what
appear to us to be very antiquated views. Any boilermaker who

American

here advocated that hydraulic tests should be made with hot water,
on the ground that it is not so likely to injure the boiler, would
be pretty genetally suspected of turning out poor work, and It he
urged that such a test enabled leakages or fractures to be more
easily discovered, the majority of persons familiar with the subject
would think he was trifling with their intelligence. Yet Iwth these
suggestions were made in a report presented by T. W. Rowe, of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, at a recent convention of the International Railway Master Boilermakers. Cleveland, Ohio. The writer
of the report remarks he has had little experience with cold-water
testing worth relating, and is strongly in favor of hot-water In
preference to cold-water testing, as being the nearest to the working
conditions yet provided; and "as the material with which we construct a Iwiler becomes stronger up to about 600 deg. temperature,
the hot-water test is not so likely to develop an Injury to the boiler,
and leaks or fractures are less likely to pass undiscovered." Leakages from a hot boiler are much more likely to evaporate without
leaving a trace than when the water Is at normal temperature. At
least, this is the view which engineers here universally accept, and
how the writer of the report can arrive at a distinctly opposite conThe Mechanical Engineer.
clusion is beyond our comprehension.

Overwork

In

England-

Responding to an order of the House of Commons, the British
Board of Trade has issued a statement showing all Instances during
the past eight years in which the Inspectors in reporting on railroad
accidents In the United Kingdom have spoken of excessive working
hours. The list would appear Insignificant when compared with a
similar list In regard to train accidents In the United States, there
being only 34 Items In all. When comparing It with cases like Terra
Cotta and others which have appeared In the United States Government Accident Bulletins It becomes of still less apparent consequence.

—
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•a most of the c*Me» refer to m«a who h«d been on duty only 13
or 13 boun. l£lsbtn>D rallrua.!» u^'i.ar lu the lUt, but of the 34
items there are nine whl<h •
,;:•> roa<l.
One other
road baa Ave Itemi. In u li
(be report we find
only two or there caara \tl
.en furblddfo by a
16-bour law such aa baa Ih
thia country by
Congreaa and by a numb<T u:
(Jnly eight of the
itema. however, refer to train a''<'M<Miix. uii or the real belns raaea
of men Injured by other cauaea.
.

•

:

Th« Logic

:i

.

'

m

of the Situation.

"So you are

In favor of governm<-rit ownerablp?"
"Emphatically." answered the tlls.oiiti-nted citizen.
suppose you have etudifcl ih.
i!.j.<i thoroughly?"
"No. 1 can't say 1 have. Uiii
,1:. >
it
is something the
roads wouldn't llke."--H'o»;iinofo;i stur
1

Rates to

New Mexico

Points Reduced.

In an opinion by Commlaaioner Prooty the caae of the Roswell
Commercial Club and others v. ihe Alchliion. Topeka * SanU Fe and
others la decided. The complaint put In i>-ue the reasonableneaa of
rales between varlons jv.hit!* In the w^«f.-rn -fat<-< and Rfwwell
"."
Arteaia. Hagerman .i;
held
that the present
1.1
.10.;
Galveston. Tex., ami
xleo
are unjust and unreajiouaijii' auJ rcUui-Uuuii wvie urUvred. Certain
commodity rates to the same points In New Mexico were held to
l>e excessive.
The commodity rates on grain and grain producu
from points in Kan.sas and Oklahoma were ordered reduced from
47 cents on flour and 4.S cents on wheat to 42 cents on flour and
40 cents on wheat per 100 lbs. The commodity rate on lumber from
points in Texas and l.ouislana was ordered reduced from 45 cents
to 32 cents per Itio lbs.; and that on salt in sacks from Hutchinson.
Kan., was ordered reduced from 35 cents to 30 cents per 100 Ihe.
The commodity rates on apples, alfalfa and alfalfa meal from said
points in New Mexico to Fort Worth, Tex., were held to be unreasonable and were ordered reduced from 50 cents on apples and 34 cents
on alfalfa and alfalfa meal to 45 cents on apples and 30 centa on
.

1

"I

Heavy

107

that that city abould be Uanaferred from group 2 to »roup 1. and
thi Co^.mU^i.,ll u;,!,. M thla contention.
Undue dlccrlmlnatlon
^^'ft "
:ii favor of Kani-a« City, Mo., waa alltKed,
'"" "••?
to (uauln ih»" r. ature of the complaint.

rail-

Bail

Following a slight collision on the Third Avenue Elevated Railroad at 106th street. New Yorlc city, on July 16, the conductor aJid
motorman of the train at fault were arrested and held in $10,000
bail each, pending hearings before the court on charges of assault.
or manslaughter. at>out 20 persons having been injured by broken
glass, two of them seriously.
There was a crowd of boisterous
men on the leading car of the second train and. according to the alfalfa and alfalfa meal per 100 Ibe.
reports, the presence of these men. some of whom cut off the view
of the motorman. was the occasion of the negligence by which this
train was allowed to run Into the one ahead of it.
Parcels Express for Suburban Patrons.

On Monday

of this

week Mr.

Eustis. of the state Public Service

Commission, having made an investigation, laid l>efore the Commission a report on this collision holding that it was due to the riotous
action of the passengers, for which the motorman was not to blame.

In an opinion by Commissioner Prouty the case of J. E. Walker
Baltimore & Ohio and United States Express Co. has been decided.
These two companies operate, for the convenience of suburbanites,
a parcels express from Philadelphia. Pa., to certain points on the
B. & O. This is done by affixing stamps, which are sold at the railA Great Shrinkage at Pittsburg.
road stations. The charges for these stamps are:
For a package
Atlantic City is not the Mecca of Pittsburgers this year. In- under 10 lbs., 5 cents; for a package from 10 to 25 lbs., 10 cents;
for
a
from
person
desiring
to use
package
25
to
50
ll>s.. 15 cents.
stead of there being 30.000 at the resort at this time of the year,
as has always been the case before, the number of Pittsburgers this service puts the proper stamp on the package and delivers the
and
Chestthere at the present time will not reach 1.000. And all because the package to an agent of the express company at the 24lh
Pennsylvania, along with other railroads, has shut off free passes. nut street station of the Baltimore & Ohio in Philadelphia. The
In years past the Pennsylvania people re<iuired from three to four express agent cancels the stamp, bills the package to destination
sections of the special trains that they ran for their Atlantic City and turns it over to employees of the railroad company, who carry
excursions. This year one excursion was arranged, and the usual it in baggage cars. For its services the express company receives
special train was provided.
But it was not needed. Just two per- from the railroad the entire receipts from the sale of these stamps.
sons showed up with tickets. Not only is the man who rode on a The services of the railroad company in handling the packages are
pass remaining at home, but many of those who formerly paid their without compensation.
Previous to 1890 the Baltimore & Ohio carried without charge
fares are doing likewise. This is accounted for by the fact that
its baggage cars parcels from Philadelphia to outlying stations
the man who paid his fare usually accompanied a man who rode on in
a pass. Because he had a pass, this man would be willing to help in the vicinity. Its purpose in so doing was to increase the convenience of suburban life and stimulate suburban travel. As the
pay the traveling expenses of the man who didn't have a pass.
amount of this business increased, much confusion and dissatisPhiladelphia Press.
The
faction resulted; whereupon the present system was adopted.
purpose of the railroad in handling packages without compensaIn general such
tion is similarly to stimulate suburban travel.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
packages are sent either by or for the benefit of patrons of the
railroad.
Packages of eatables are carried in the baggage cars of
Grain Rates from Kansas Producing Points Adjusted.
the company free up to a certain weight and at a small compensation when over that weight, provided the package is for a comanbeen
muter or is carried on the train with a passenger.
ha.-;
decision
In an opinion by Commissioner Prouly
The complaint in this case was brought by a person who denounced in the case of Farmers. .Merchants and Shippers' Club,
of Kansas v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and Gulf. Colorado sired to- send packages from Philadelphia to Hockessin, Del., but
the
against
who
was. previous to .August 28. 1906. refused the privilege on the
& Santa Fe. and in the case of the same complainant
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific and others. These cases involved ground that he was not a regular patron of the road, in spite of
The the fact that this privilege was in most cases open to the public
rates on grain from various points of production in Kansas.
Since August 28. 190G, the day on which the Rate I>aw
district of origin is the same in both instjinces and the destinations generally.
are identical. The two cases were heard together and were disposed went in effect, the privilege has been extended to complainant and
the public, but defendants insist that it is their right, if they wish,
of in one report.
The complaint put in Issue the reasonalilenes.s of defendants' to restrict the privilege to the patrons of the road, for whose benefit
The Commission holds that on the facts previous
Kansas
points
in
it is Intended.
shipping
grain
from
Wichita
other
and
rates on
To select the
to Kansas City. Mo., and Galveston. Tex., for export and to various to August 28. 1906. the complaint was well founded.
destinations in Texas for domestic consumption. The Commission complainant ami apply to him a particular rule not applied to the
unjust
discrimination.
No opinion
clearly
an
was
generally
various
public
to
the
export
and
found that the rates to Galveston for
destinations in Texas for domestic consumption are unreasonable is expressed on the lawfulness of the Baltimore & Ohio's practice
certain
kind
free
only when they
cents per 100 lbs. in transporting packages of a
to
of themselves and ordered reductions of from
appeared that the rates from these shipping belong to commuters or to a passenger on the train; nor Is any
it
to be made,
defendants to restrict the privipoints must be the same to Kansas City. Mo., and to Kan.sas City. opinion given on the right of the
patrons of the road, alKan., and that after the complaint was filed, the legislature of leges of the parcels express service to
Kansas reduced by 1.5 per cent, the rales to the latter point, where- though the defendants a.<iked the opinion of Ihe Commission on that
upon defendants, after accepting said reductions, reduced cor- point. The Commission rules, however, that it Is the duty of the
respondingly the rates to Kansas City. Mo. For these reasons the linited States Express Co. to establish for the benefit of the public
Commission took no action concerning the latter rates. The destina- an adequate service over this same territory at a reasonable compensation. Whether the charge for the stamps affords such I'om2. 3 and 4:
tion points in Texas are divided into groups numbered
not now considered.
at the hearing, representatives of the city of Lancaster contended pensatlon is
v.

.-V
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The Central Inspection Bureau, IT State street. New York, is
inspecting 56 cars for export to South America and also a number
for Porto Rico, which are now being built by J. G. Brill
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Traction Couplers and Draft Rigging. The Edwin C. Washburn
made by the Washburn Steel Castings & Coupler
Minneapolis, Minn., are described and illustrated in a 111-page
Otto Dieckman, Jr., representative at St. Louis of the Atlas
catalogue just issued which is claimed to be the first catalogue deEngine Works, Indianapolis. Ind., has been appointed Manager of
voted entirely to a complete line of couplers for traction service.
the company's direct sales oflJce at St. Louis,
His office will be,
The couplers are divided into three types: (1) The M. C. B., able
as heretofore, in the Chemical building.
to work on curves as sharp as 45 deg.
(2) type K, called a rigid
coupling joint, and (3) type M. a simple link and pin arrangement.
The Rostand Mfg, Co,, Milford, Conn., maker of the McCarthy
One hundred and fifty cars recently built by the St. Louis Car Co. rack for passenger coaches, is now putting on the market a rack
for the Pacific Electric Co., of Los Angeles. Cal., are equipped with for parlor cars, the design of which follows closely the basic printhe first type mentioned. The other types are described and illus- ciples of the McCarthy patents with suitable additional ornamentrated in detail, also traction draft riggings. The second half of tation,
the book shows a number of standard Washburn M. C. B. couplers
D, W, Ross, who recently resigned as Chief Purchasing Oflicer
that are considered as being peculiarly adapted to the requirements
of traction service as used on steam roads: and also a design of of the Isthmian Canal Commission, has been appointed Managing
Director of the Magnus Metal Company, 111 Broadway, New York,
cast-steel bolster or transom.
W, H, Croft has been appointed Manager of the sales department
war.
It
and
W, S, Bostwick General Manager,
prepare
for
peace
of
Rotary
Snoic
Pluu.
In
time
The
is probably on this principle that a pamphlet illustrating and setting
L, W. Jones resigned on July 8 as President and Director of
forth the merits of a rotary snow plow is issued in July by the
Mr.
the Pittsburg Filter Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa,
American Locomotive Company, The value of the pamphlet lies
Jones had been with the company since 190:i. He intends to open
not so much in anything new that it contains as in its reminder
office soon in Pittsburg as a consulting engineer, taking up
an
to those who may have forgotten that this type of plow can be
municipal and industrial filtration plants, water softening and
driven through the deepest drifts at a speed impossible to rival by
sewage disposal plants.
any other means of snow removal. The pamphlet contains a sketchy
account of some of the performances of the rotary and their cost,
The entire issue of $13,000,000 5 per cent, 10-year convertible
a description of the machine and complete instructions about its bonds of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N, Y,, has been
use.
It is interesting to note that the Walschaert valve gear is used. subscribed to.
The first payment of 50 per cent, was made on July
To those who are confronted with the problem of keeping a rail- 20 and the payment for the remainder falls due in six months.
road open through deep snow this pamphlet should prove more than Since many of the subscribers have already paid in full, the company
of cars

traction devices,
Co.,

;

—

interesting.

has,

so far,

$8,000,000,

Car Trucks, Bolsters, Underframes, Etc.—The 1907 catalogue
of the Bettendorf Axle Co., Davenport, Iowa, describes the trucks,
The
bolsters, tank cars, underframes, etc., made by this company.
Bettendorf truck with cast-steel side frame and journal boxes in
one piece is well-known and has been described in the Railroad
Gazette. The different standard and special designs are shown as
well as their application to locomotive tenders and different kinds
of cars.
Different tiapacity body and truck bolsters made from
standard shapes of open-hearth steel are shown, Underframes and
tank cars fill the second half of the book, designs of underframes
and principal parts and a number of designs of tank cars built for
various users being illustrated.

realized from the new issue between $7,000,000
is available for construction and other purposes.

Co,, Cincinnati, Ohio, has increased its
from $200,000 to $400,000, The proceeds will be used
to cover the cost of the company's new plant now being built at
Oakley, Ohio, a suburb of Cincinnati, This plant will be equipped
with new machinery throughout and will be used exclusively for
making large planers from 6 ft, to 12 ft, square. The present plant
Work on the new
will continue to be used for the smaller sizes.
plant is now well under way and will be finished some time in

The Cincinnati Planer

capital stock

September,
Gilbert Rosenbusch, C.E,, of London, England, is in New York
a few weeks with address at 17 Battery Place, He is an American engineer, graduate of Stevens Institute, with ten years' residence in London, where he is an associate member of the British
He has just completed his work as
Institute of Civil Engineers,
engineer in charge of construction of the lifts in the London underfor

—

Wyoming & North-Western Railway. The Chicago & NorthWestern has prepared a folder on its new route to the Yellowstone
National Park through Wyoming the Wyoming & North-Western
Railway. The folder tells of the resources and attractions of this
"big-game" country and is illustrated with colored half-tones. There
are relief maps of the part of Wyoming traversed by the new route
and of Yellowstone Park, The opportunities for fishing, hunting
and camping are set forth at length.

—

ground electric railways and now proposes to introduce American
mechanical and electrical specialties in Europe, He is well equipped
in character, knowledge and acquaintance.

—

Pneumatic Tools. A new 47-page catalogue has been issued by
The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Co,, Dayton, Ohio, The first half is
devoted to hammers, the various styles being illustrated and described, A table gives the sizes and other essential facts about
the different hammers and their work. Sand rammers, drills, hoists,
holders-on, air hose, electrical drills, etc., are included in the latter
half of the book, also "Climax" air compressors, which are accompanied by tables giving essential information about the different
sizes.

— Catalogue

No. 7 of the Emmert Manufacturing Co.,
Waynesboro, Pa., describes fully the company's wood workers' and
and tool makers' universal vises,
machinists'
pattern makers', and
as well as the "Tiger" parallel vise for machinists and iron workers.
The Illustrations show the universal vises set at different angles so
as to hold the work in the most convenient positions. The catalogue gives dimensions, weights and prices of different sizes of each
style of vise, as well as a price list of parts.
Vises.

and

which

Iron

and

Steel.

Bids are in for about 7,000 tons of fabricated steel for freight
sheds on piers 54 and 56, New York,

The New York, New Haven & Hartford
bridge steel for a lift bridge at Providence, R,

is
I,,

In the

market for

which

will require

about 1,500 tons.

There are inquiries for about 7,000 tons of rails for electric
and sales are reported of from 1,000

lines in the Cleveland district,
to 2,000 tons of light sections.

It Is thought that the Pennsylvania will re-let the contract for
about 20.000 tons of fabricated steel, which was originally ordered
from Milliken Bros, It is understood that the American Bridge
Company has made the lowest bid, but the matter may still be
adjusted between the Milliken receivers and the railroad.

The National Transcontinental Railway Commlsson (Canada)
Track Drills. The latest Improvements In track drills manu- ha-s given contracts for rails and fastenings for the Grand Trunk
factured by Cook's Standard Tool Co,, Kalamazoo, Mich,, are shown Pacific aggregating about $1,850,000, The Algoma Steel Works, of
The standard track drill of this Saiilt Ste, Marie, has a contract for 23,000 tons for the Abltlbl secIn a 12-page pamphlet Just Issued,
company Is illustrated in Its various details and applications. The tion, half of which Is to he delivered by Noveml)er 1, 1908, and the
standard grinder and drill, and standard tool grinder are included, othiT half in 1909, The Dominion Iron & Steel Company, of Sydney.
N, S., has an order for 43,00(1 tons, half to be delivered before Novemalso lists of repair parts and prices of twist drill bits.
Deliveries to be made
lier, 1907, and the other half by July, 1908,
at R<lmundston, N. B„ at Quebec, and at I,.evls, Que.

—

MANUFACTURINQ AND BUSINESS.

The United States
The Pullman Company has onlered applied
Bliss axle light equipments, made by the Bliss
Company. Milwaukee, Wis,

Us private cars
Electric Car Lighting
to all

Steel

Products

York (United States Steel Corixiratlon

»

Export Company, of New
has orders for 10,0(10 tons

of 80 to 1001b, rails to be \ised on extensions of the Victorian State
Railways, Australia, The rails are to be rolled at the Homestead

C
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mills of th« Carnrcic St>r«l Compftny. Acrording to the unui of
the conirart dfllvery is 10 bt bemin within 90 dayii
Orders hav*
also been jlven (o (he name company for 12.000 tonn for the lmp«-rlal
(tovvrnmtrnt Hallways of Japan, O.uuo tons for the Cananea, Ynqul

Ui^>r * Paclflc, Mexico, ami for al>oui l.OOO tons of heavy (irder
Municipal Kle< trii Trai-tlon lines of Cbristcburch, New

r.iu^ Tor the
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pointed Master Car Builder at Eajit nuifalo. S.
Jamei Macbeth, decfajied
Traffic Officer*.

Chiraoo

Altirn.— John H. McAdoo baa been appointed General Agent
at Pittsburg. Pa
succeeding T. C. Frew, resigned.
it

—

Colorado tiouthern. Sew Orleans <t Paei/lc.
appointed General Agent at Opelousas, La.

OBITUARY NOTICK*.
Augustus R. Macdonough, formiTly Secretary of the Erie, died
un July I'l at his home in Now Vui ^ .:>. Mr. Macdonough was
He was born ui .Mhl'h> lo a u. Conn., and graduated
8t> yeajs old.
from Yale In 183'.*. He studied law an inMiilced for a short time
In SL Louis and then came to New Yurk.
He was Secretary of the
1

Krie for 25 years, resigning about six years ago.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Financial and

Executive,
Central u{ Uturi/ia.

— James

Legal OfTicers.

office

— Philip

Baber has been appointed Auditor, with
at Chihuahua, Mex.
li

Pacific.

La* Vegas <t Tonopa/i—<;ecrge
Agent at Goldfiold, NeT.
Louistille

F.

Paclflc.

General Paxsenger Agent of the
l^ulsville k .Nashville, has been appointed to the new offlce of
Passenger Traffic Manager of the Missouri Pacific, with offlce at
St. I..ouis, Mo.
L. Stone,

Western Maryland.— Thomas G. Smiley. AsslsUnt General Freight
Agent, has been appointed General Freight Agent, with office at
Baltimore. .Md., .succeeding W. T. Hunter, transferred. W. A.
Cox. General .Agent at Baltimore, Md.. succeeds Mr. Smiley.
Buffalo. Rochester i Pif/s&urj;— Robert Ward Davis, who was recently appointed Freight Traffic Manager, was born at I'nion

Square, .N. Y., In 1857.
After a common school
education he began railroad work in 1872 on
the Syracuse Northern,
now part of the New
York Central & Hudson

—

Central. A. G. Hackstatf, Vice-President, has been elected
a Director, succeeding John C. Welling, det'eased.

Illinois

i/uine Central.

— Arthur

bursements, with

JatksoH

J:

Foss has been appointed Auditor of Dis-

P.

Portland, Me.

office at

Kansas

Citj/.

— Ambrose

Monell,

Thomas Morrison

from

despatcher.

\V.

B.

later

at

Pollock, resigned.

Operating

Officer*.

—

Canadian Xorthern. M. H. Macleod, Chief Engineer, has been appointed General Manager, with office at Winnipeg, Man., succeeding E. A.. James, resigned.

was

months he

was

made

also

chief clerk in the
general
freight
offlce,
holding both positions until 1892. He then went to the Rochester & Pittsburg as General Freight -Agent and held the same
office on its successor, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg, until
his recent promotion.

Davis

—

George F. Nevins, Assistant General Manager,
<t Eastern.
has been appointed General Superintendent, and his former position has been abolished. The office of General Manager, formerly held by G. W. Talbot, who recently resigned to go to another
company, has also been abolished.

Corvalliis

—

Kansas City. W. F. Owen has been appointed GenManager and Assistant to the President.

Mobile, Jackson
eral

He

ticket agent

was

—

Loyalton. H. H. Griffiths, Superiiuendent of the Western
Pacific, has been appointed General Manager of the Boca &
Loyalton, succeeding W. S. Lewis, resigned.

made

Watertown and then

Traveling Auditor. He
appointed train
despatcher in 1882 and
two years later was
made traveling freight
agent. After a few

—

tt

1880.

Ogdensburg as train

T. Smith, General

Line Association, succeeding

until

Rome,

Louis, Brownsville d- Mexico. John D. Finnegan, Treasurer, has
been elected also .\ssistant Secretary, with office at Kingsville,
Tex.

Boca

1876

when he went to the
Watertown t

—

York, \ew Haven it Har.fvrd. John F. Stevens has been appointed Vice-President in charge of operation, with office at NewHaven, Conn., effective August 1.

Agent at New Y'ork, has
been elected Chairman of the Lighterage Committee of the Trunk

St.

station

agent at Union Square

of Directors.
R. D. Scandrett, of Pittsburg, has been elected a Director.

— George

He was

River.

and John McLeod have resigned from the Board

Pennsyhania.

Gary baa been

Knight has been appointed General

A Sashvxlle.—See Missouri

Missouri Pofi/lc. —f'harles

C.

A. Blair has resigned from the Board

of Directors.

Chihuahua

Xew

tucceMllng

,

/•ai.ind.

Jdobile,

T.,

i(-

—

Ureijon Itailroad it Xavigation Company. W. M. Gleason has been
appointed Assistant Superintendent at Starbuck. Wash., succeeding L. F. Pennington, assigned to other duties.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Public Belt Railroad (New Orleans)

is

asking bids on

locomotives.

The Michigan Central

is

said to be contemplating the purchase

of 30 locomotives.

The San Antonio rf Aransas Pass, it is understood. Is about to
order some locomotives.
Urown has been appointed Superintendent, with office at Stockton. Cal., succeedins H. H Griffiths, transThe Great yorthern has ordered two locomotives from the
See Boca & Loyalton,
ferred.
American Locomotive Colnpany.

Western

Pacific.

—George

A.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

—

Baltimore it Ohio. E. Connitf, general foreman at Holloway, Ohio,
has been appointed Master Mechanic at Benwood, W. Va., succeeding F. C. Scott, resigned.
Buffalo, Rochester

d- Pillsbury.
Bridges, has resigned.

— E.

J.

Govern, .\ssistant Engineer of

—

L. A. Downs, who was recently appointed Assistant Chief Engineer of Maintenance of Way. was born In 1872
He graduated from Hurdiu' I'lilversity in
at Greencastle. Ind.
lie then went
1894. and l)egan railroad work on the Vaiidalia.
to ihe Illinois Central, where he has l>een ever since, serving
first as Assistant Engineer and then as roadmiisler on, successively, the Amboy, the Louisville, the lx>iiisiana. ilie Springfield
and the Chicago diTisiona.

Illinois Central.

\rir

—

York Central it Hudion River. W. O. Thompson, Division
Superintendent of Motive Power at Oswego, N. V.. has been ap-

The Xorthern

Pacific has ordered five switchin.e locomotives
Company for the Portland & Seattle.

from

the American Locomotive

The Tunisian Government has been authorized to buy from
abroad 3S narrow-gage locomotives. For Information apply to Bureau
of Manufactures, Washington, D. C, referring to Foreign Trade
Opportunity No. 1220.
The Pennsylvania Lines West, as reported in the Railroad
Gazelle »f July 12, have ordered five class E-2b (Atlantic) locomoThe ^'> freight locomotives
tives from the .•MtoonaJuniata shops.
mentioned have not been ordered.

CAR BUILDING.
The

Iiiiliilh it

Iron Range

The Grand Trunk

is

is

about to order SdO ore cars.

asking prices on 5,000 freight ears.

,

J

Canadian
The
ine lanaaian

/-titi/io
Pacific

The Oklahoma Central is
The Public Belt Railroad (New Orleans)
Maryland
western naryianu
The
me Western

is
is.

is

asking bids on cars.

Glenuon, P.\.— Bids will soon be asked for building a steel and
concrete bridge over the Lehigh river, to replace the old covered
The cost is to be borne by the county of Northampton, the
bridge.
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company and the Lehigh Valley Railroad.
The borough of Glendon is to do the grading on the approaches.

the market for 1,000

said to be in
saiu

freight cars.

The

Tunnel Covipany. Chicago,

Illinois

dump

is

asking prices on 500

C—

cars.

The Chicago, Burlington

i(-

Quints

is

said to have ordered 1,300

additional steel cars.

The Kansas City Southern,
some freight equipment.

of

The Oklahoma Central
cars of 80.000

it is

said, is considering the

is said to

purchase

150 ore cars of 100.000

lbs.

considering the purchase of

is

Contracts are reported let by the Canadian
Vancouver, B.
Pacific for putting up a pier 670 ft. long and 166 ft. wide to cost
about $300,000. A number of similar piers are to be built at the
C. P. terminals here.

—

be in the market for 500 coal

capacity.

lbs.

The Lake Superior d Ishpeming
capacity.

Washington, Pa. J. W. Sheldon, of Fayette county, one of the
promoters of an electric line from Masontown to Waynesburg, is
negotiating with the Greene county and Fayette county commissioners to build a bridge over the Monongahela river at a cost of
about ?150,000. The electric line is to pay one-third of the cost.

—
,,,.,,

N. Y. Bids were recently asked for by G. W.
Chief Engineer of the New York Central, Grand Central
.
^^.
^
,
i,
Station. New York city, for putting up a steel, concrete and brick
Separate contracts are
^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^25 ft. x 430 ft. and 40 ft. high.
to be let for the structural steel to be used in the construction.

West Albany,

„ i„,,,„„^
„
Aransas
oiw Pass is understood
Antonio «
& .yu
The
San .a.7icuH.u
me oun
order some passenger and freight cars.
.

»„
to
about tn
to K^
be ohoiit

The Toledo d Ohio Central has ordered one combination mail
and express car from the Pullman Company.

Kittredge,
i>."^">="6

v^

,

The Western Maryland denies being in the market for 1,000
freight cars, as reported in our advance sheet of July 17.
,
J ^
The Washington. Idaho d Montana, it is understood, has ordered
50 flat cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
,

,

The Southwest Missouri (Electric) has, it is said, ordered three
single and three double truck cars from the Jewett Car Company.

The Duluth d Iron Range is in the market for four passenger
coaches two combination and two combination baggage and mail
'

it is said, has ordered 75 fiat and 75 box
capacity from the Baltimore Steel Car & Foundry

The Tampa Northern,
cars of 6i).000

lbs.

Company.
,
,.
^
J
1 nnn
y,
o.
The Central Railroad of J^ew Jersey has ordered 1.000 hopper
bottom coal cars of 100,000 lbs. -capacity from the Cambria Steel
in.
Company. These cars will measure 30 ft. long and 9 ft. 5%
wide, inside measurements, and 31 ft. 6 in. long, 10 ft. wide and
10 ft. 4 in. high, over all. The bodies and underframes will be of
The special equipment includes:
steel.
Diamond adjustable
ItrakPtM^anis
Am. Brake-Shoe & Kdry
Itrak<^sh'*s
*'^.p^/f„'''|,''"^|;'.
'....".'."....'.
...V.V.V.'.\\\\\\' ..'...'.. Magnus^ metal
Brasses
,

.

'.

'.

.

.'.'.'.

Couplers
Door fastenings
'

.

Truck.

.

.

.

•

"j

,.

'''

i

_^^_^^^_____^_-_^___

New

Surveys,

Incorporations,

Etc.

—

Alexandria, Zijimerman & Northwestern. Incorporated in
Louisiana, with $230,000 capital, to build a line from Alexandria.
^^ northwest to Zimmerman, 35 miles. J. A. Bentley, President:

^

.^^

P.

Lisso, Treasurer.

Zimmerman,

Vice-President;

A.

Secretary, and

Sharpe,

F.

American Midland.— Local reports say that this company has
been incorporated in Oklahoma with a capital of $20,000,000 and
at Guthrie.
The company proposes to build a north and south
line from Langdon. N. Dak., south through the Dakotas. Nebraska.
Kansas, Oklahoma. Indian Territory and Texas to Galveston, 2,100
miles; also a branch from Winnsboro. Tex., east to Shreveport, La.,
and one from Coalgate, Ind. T., east to Poteau. The incorporators inHenry Oppenheimer, C. F. Senkowsky, F, Jerome, H. Meyer
elude;
and L. Linden, of New City; B. F. Hagler. Jr.. V. C. Guss and C. R.
H^^jnghorst. of Guthrie,

office

—

Arkansas ANTiiitAriTE. This company, incorporated in 1904
with a capital of $1,500,000, to build a line from Fort Smith, Ark..
east to Clarksville, in Johnson county, about 65 miles, has been
granted an extension of 18 months to begin the work. The directors include;
R. M. Remmel, C. McKee, G. Helm and others. The
Arkansas Anthracite Coal Company is also interested in the project.
(See Arkansas Anthracite & Western, May 4, 1906, p. 136.)

•'a""'"-*'

Simonton hopper door r'gglng

•••^^^^•^^••^•^i^^^^
Simplex Railway Supply Co.
.Andrews cast-steel side frame. Barber lateral device

VouJnaVly)?^
Springs

:

,

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Toledo Shore Line, it is said, has ordered 400
The Detroit
cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
<£•

coal

4.

Butleb, PA.-The BalUmore & Ohio, it is said is planning to
^^^ ^p ^ ^^^ freigJit house also a passenger station here, and
increase its yard facilities.

prices on 1.000 box cars.
asking
i
^ y

is
is.

to order new equipment within 60 days,

small
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RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

Atlanta & Carolina Construction Company (Electric). Incorporated in Georgia with $5,000,000 capital, to build an electric line
^y^^ Atlanta east to Augusta, 160 miles. Surveys made from Atlanta
^^ ^,^^^,^_.^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ Augusta, leaving about 50 miles to be
surveyed. J. W. English, President. Atlanta; Mathew Mason, VicePresident, and M. T. Edgerton, Secretary.

—

Pittsburg & Lake Erie bridge over the Ohio
The plans call for
river Is to be replaced with a new structure.
a bridge over the river starting 200 ft. east of the old structure
on the Beaver side, with a shore pier on the West Virginia bank of
the river 500 ft. above the old bridge. The channel span is to
be 767 ft. long, and for 531 ft. of this span It will be 90 ft. above
low water. The War Department has been asked to grant the
necessary permission to put up the structtire.

Beaver,

PA.-The

„.
,„, „.
„
it Is
i„ said,
„„i,i will
a,iii .,..t
..n
put up
Central, it
haven. Miss. The Illinois r^„„,..„,
«9r; nnn
...
oo ft.
f.
» 19l>
1QI- ft.,
f.
.„
-.„=t about
ai„^,.( fia.mio.
to cost
x
32
passenger station,
.
nhi,.otr«
.
.
,
.
.
r,
D
a„,i»,
*
n«
«f
Thn
Contract reported let to George P. Swift & Co., of Chicago. The
work to be finUhed within 90 days.

—

Br')<>k

a
"

.
brick
.

,

—

Contractor John Johnson, of Buffalo, is said
N.
Y.
'
,
.
..
.
.
,
,
„,„ „,„„i, „„
to have been the lowest bidder for the stone and concrete work on
.
rt
.^
,,
.,
,
.1,
vT ... V
I,
rni j>
the e minat on of grade cross ngs for the New York Central &
.-.
.
rpu
....
.,..„ sections.
...
r..
n - o. The
III
i„ two
„n,..!„,.a
In
bids were
Hudson
ver. at
R
....
.».
» East Biiffa
..
.
„
,,
.
..
1
.
„,.!
The first for the work at Bal ey avenue and Broadway crossings.
.. ...
.
-„ $149,261;
tiinoci. .««.,„iiti,i„
ronmonolithic ..r...
Stone masonry,
on which the bids were; „.
The second s'-c
Crete. $139,373. and reinforced concrete $135,026.
tlon was for crossings on the line between Ken.xlnglon avenue and
Stone masonry, $129,822; monolillilc
Aroherst street. They were;
concrete. $122,262. ami reinforced concrete, $112.7X5. The cily is
to pay part of the cost, aggregating about $200,000, and the Grade
Crossing rommlsalon has voted to ask the Common Coiinril In

BuFFAiA
"^''""''

•

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

™

nnthorize an Issue of bonds for that amnunl

Atlantic Northern & Southern. Contracts are reported let
Engineering Construction & Securities Company, of Chicago,
m., for building this proposed line from Manning, Iowa, south to
vmisca, about 75 miles. Surveys made and rights of way obtained
from Kimballton south to Atlantic. (May 24, p. 726.)
to the

^,
..
„
.
o
r,
WESTSRN.-See
Colorado
Soulhern,
Lake & ,..
New
Beaumont Sour
& Pacific,
Charleston, Westkield, Marshall & Terre Haute Interurban.
i

<,

,

Orleans

with
In
— Incorporated ,„,.,-,
ine from Charleston. Coles
Illinois,

,

trie
I

,,

,

,

Ino s-Indlana

.

.

state

n
line,

office at Marshall, to build an elec,. ^<.
.
.
.„ .k„
county,
east via Westfield. to the
rr.t
_.i
.
„ i..j„.
35 miles. The Incorporators Include;
^^.
^,
g^^^,^,,^
^^
^^ ^ ^
.

oc

1

1

.

^
^
^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^ p,^^^„ ^^^

^ ^^^^^

^^

,i,„,
a-,
„
„„„„ that
announces
company
Charlotte Hariior & Northern. This
'^,
.
..
„
,,,
,.
„„j iLiver.^
,,
„,,
i„„,.
Ogden„ and
via ,,
Hull,
Fort A„
its
ne from Arcadia. Ma., south
'^
.
m
n
i„
„i
opened
to
be
miles.
and
is
Is completed
Poo lo Uoca Gr.inde. .13
.,
„
,
.
j,
.
_,ii „ .i,„ line
the ii..„
From
Arcadia
to
Liverpool, 17 miles,
for traffic Angus 1.
,i
,
,
.
.
„
.„„
„„„,
/vt»...i.
(March
has been in operation for freight only for some time past.

—

,

.

.

,

1
•

.

,

'

.

.

,

.

.

•

.

.

,

n

*

i

.
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Ciiestekkiei.ii

^^^^

j^

,,|„ng to

„

pol„l

extend

Ciiii aiio

soon

>

lie

let

&
for

& Lancaster —This road

Is said to be In operaand the company
miles west of Ruby. S.
norlhwesi towards Charlotte, N. C, or lo Concord.

.jd
II

Nimrii We.steiin.— It

is

C

leiiorted that contracts will

gnidlng an extension of the line from Hellefourche,

JULT M,
8.

Dak.,
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1907.

north about 100

mllM

to

(he northern border of South

t Pacitic.— Bee Bhreveport, Alexandria *

I.«i'i!tUNA

South-

Dakota.

wi'iitern.

riiicAGO, BiKU.NCTUM A Qt'l^cY — Work. It In Kald, In to be
tarted at once on an extension of the lln« from (juernaey, W)°o.,
northweat to a connection with the Cblcafo A North-Weatern at
Orin Junction, about 40 mlleM.

Maiiimi.x Coi.Mt I.MUii'aaAX Belt.
Incorporated In Ililnols
with 135,000 capital ami nfflce at Highland. The company proposes
to build an fji-crr!
lln.- fn,m Staunton. In .Maroupin county, southeast via New Doiii;:..- -h-iu- rfiiith throuKh Grmntfork to High-

—

Aii<i, R<H-K Ihi.amu k (Jit.i
Track Is reported laid for alxjul
mlleM un the extension thu ompuny U building from IrvluK.
Tex., which Is on the Fort Worth Dallas line of the Rock Island,
north to Carrollton, on the St. IxjiiIh * San FVanclico. 11 miles.

Ciiii

3<..

—

land; and then..
In Madison oouir

Jacobs and Troy to CoUlnsrllle.
P. Wall. J. Gebrlg. J. Wild,

w

<

J.

Rheln and

L.

riioraiori'

.J

McTTowtE Vau-Et.— Incorporated

Chester, Dorset * Granville Railroad
Bu.T Li.M.s. .Survt-ys are to be made for a
to build from Manchester, Vt.. n":
proposed belt line around Cincinnati
JdIiii K. Bleekman represents
N. Y., 25 miles, ari.l the road flnithe Interests which will finance thp proj'ii
If the survey Is satisCi.Nci.N.iATi

tOiiiu)

factory steps will
nati Intersecting,

tie

taken at once to

March

tx-Rln the

work.

(See Cincin-

to extend

the road

,

r

•

i

i

miles.
to

It Is

Granville.

C. L. Leach, President.

29, p. 467.)

—

CoLuHAU) SoiTiiKH.N. N».w ORLi-A.vti k Pacikic. The Beaumout,
Soui Lake A Western extension from Sour Lake, Tex., west to
Houston, 64 miles, Is reported finished, and the old line from Beaumont to Sour I^ke. 22 miles, has been reconstructed to form part of
the through lliu- from New Orlean.s, 1^., wt-.sl to Houston, 36i( mik-s.
Work Is iindtr way on llie section from Baton Roune to Ue Quincy,
The tracks of the Kansas City Southern are to be
137^ miles
used from Ue Quiucy to Beaumont, 47 miles, and the tracks of the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley from Baton Rouge to New Orleans, S9
miles.
It Is expected to have the whole line In operation early in
September. (March 15, p. 382.)

—

CoLi-MBLS, Memi'iiis & Pe.nsacola. This company proposes to
build a line from Aberdeen, Miss., on the Illiuols Central, the Mobile
to Columbus, on
ft Ohio and the St. Louis & San Francisco, south
the Mobile A Ohio and the Southern, about 25 mile.s. H. E. Reynolds,
President; C. Y. Reynolds, Vice-President; B. L. Reynolds, General
Manager, Aberdeen, and C. B. Hopkins, Secretary and Treasurer,

Columbus.

Mexica.n Intebnational.— This road, It U reported. Is to be
extended from Tepehuanes west via the Topla mining district to
Culiacan, 225 miles, where connection is to be made with the Western
Railway nf .Mexico, operating a line from Culiacan west to Altata
on the Pacific coast, 38 miles, recently reported bought by the Mexican government. The latter road Is to be rebuilt and extensive Improvement.'! made at the port of Altata. which Is midway betwcea
the ports of Topolobaropo and Mazatlan.
Surveys reported made for a branch from Durango south to
Guadalajara, 400 miles.
(March 15, p. 396.)

—

Mexican Roads. The state of Chihuahua, Mex.. has granted a
concession to Jose Batello to build a line from Parral to San Jose
Delslto, 60 miles.
A concession has been granted to Pablo Olivas, of Prleto. by the
state of Chihuahua, Mex, to build a line from Allende northeast
to Jiminez, about 75 miles.

—

Midland Vaixey. The branch building from Jenks. Ind. T.,
Glen Pool, 6'.j miles, is nearing completion, and trains will tie
run soon. It is reported that this is to form part of an extension
from Jenks, Ind. T., southwest to Shawnee, about 100 miles.

to

—

Uefia.nce, Pallui.ng & FoBT Wav.nk (Elkctkk).
Reports state
thai this company is to be incorporated in Ohio to build an interurbaa line from Defiance, Ohio, southwest to Fort Wayne, Ind.,
with a branch from the main line a few miles south of Defiance
south to Paulding. It is intended to eventually extend the line
from Defiance northeast via Toledo to Detroit, .Mich. H. F. Schnelker
and W. S. Rogers, of New Haven, Ind., and Fort Wayne are interested.

DoLuEviLLE & Salisirry.

— This

building an ore line
at Salisbury. N. Y.,
southeast to a connection with the Little Falls & Dolgeville at Dolgevllle, N. Y.. about five miles.
W. H. Switzer, President and General
Manager; E. L. Wells, Vice-President, and F. R. Switzer, Secretary
and Treasurer, all of Utica. The directors include E. Fairchild, of
Salisbury; A. M. Mills, of Little Falls, and C. Sullivan, of Dolgeville.

Elvbia SoLTiiEK.N (ELECTRIC J.

Missouri,

is

—

Florida Ce.ntbal. Incorporated in Georgia to build a line from
Thomasville, Ga., south to the Georgia-Florida state line, about 13
L. Phillips, of Thomasville, and associates are incormiles.
J.

—

Gainesville, Te.xas & Soutuwester.n. Incorporated in Texas,
with office at Gainesville, to build a line from Gainesville, Tex.,
southwest to Mineral Wells, about 80 miles. The incorporators include:
E. C. Bell, of Toledo, Ohio; E. M. Wickey, of East Chicago,
Ind.; W. W. Newberry, of Chicago, III.; J. M. Lindsay and John
King, of Gainesville.

—

Idaho Northeb.n. Contract reported let by this company tor
building 35 miles of its proposed line from Kingston, Idaho, which
on the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company's line, northeast
to .Murray, about 22 miles, thence south to Wallace, on the O. R.
& N. and the Northern Pacific, 20 miles. B. F. O'.N'eill. President
of the State Bank of Commerce at Wallace, Is President.
E. P.
Spaulding, of Spokane, Wash., is also interested.
is

—

Ilm.nois & NoHTinvKSTERjj ( Elkctric )
Incorporated in Illinois
with $10,000 capital and oHice at Chicago. The company intends to
build an electric line from Lyons, in Cook county, south to Bloom,
about 15 miles; also a number of branches. The incorporators Include:
A. B. Konsberg. E. J. Cady, C. P. Chamberlain, H. S. Martin
and W. E. Phillips.
.

Kentucky North & South. Surveys are neaiing completion
and plans made to soon start work on this proposed line The route
is from Fullertou, Ky., on the Ohio river opposite Portsmouth south
to Bristol, Tenn., about 200 miles, where connection is to be made
with the Southern Railway. (June 21, p. 917.)

work

is

—

Jackson & Kansa.s City. President L. S. Berg, of
company, is reported as saying that the road is to be extended
its present northern terminus at Middleton, Tenn.. north about
100 miles to a point on the Ohio river.

this

—

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. Contract reported let to
Toney & Lawler, of Chattanooga, Tenn., for grading a five-mile
branch from Tracy City, Tenn., to coal mines at Pryor Ridge.

Nevada & Calhxjbnia.

New

— See

Southern

Pacific.

— Application

has been made by
company to the New Y'ork Public Service Commission for permission to make a new mortgage for $2,000,000. half of which is to
cover tiie cost of double-tracking the 37 miles of road from .\uburn
to Ithaca and installing a third-rail electric service.
(March 15, p.

York, Auburn & Lansing.

this

387.)

Oaxaca & Ejutla.
in

porators.

reports state that

from

—

Incorporated in Ohio with flOO,Cleveland. The company proposes to build
line
from
an electric
Elyria, Ohio, south through Lorain, Medina,
Wayne, Ashland, Richland and Knox counties, about 60 miles. The
incorporators include W. E. Elliot, F. W. Carpenter and F. L. Sargent.
office at

—

Kansas & Texas.— Local

under way on a second track from Parsons, Kan., south to Muskogee,
Ind. T., on the Cherokee division.
This division, which is 117 mile^
long, is to be shortened to about 100 miles.
It is estimated that the
work will take three years to finish, and cost about $2,000,000.
MoBU.E.

company

from the mines of the Salisbury Iron Company

000 capital and

now proposed

Vermont to absorb the Man
Th" M D » r, was organlxed
'to Granville,

In

— This company, operating a line from Oaxaca.

the state of Oaxaca, Mex., south 43 miles to Ejutla, Is reported
to build an extension south to the Pacific coast, about 60

planning
miles.

—

Overton County. This company, operating 19 miles of railroad from Algood, Tenn., northeast to Livingston, is planning to
build an extension northeast to a connection with the Cincinnati.
New Orleans & Texas Pacific at Burnside, Ky., 75 miles.

—

Paraqoulu & Memphis. This company, which proposes to build
an extension from Cardwell, Mo., north to Poplar Bluff. 50 miles,
and one from Cardwell west to Paragould, Ark.. 17 miles, has located
the line for the last named. Extensions are also projected from
Manila, Ark., southwest to Marked Tree, 30 miles; also from Manila
(March 15, p. 389.)
southeast to Osceola, 16 miles.

—

Pennsylvania. This company, It Is said, is planning lo build
a branch from the Indiana branch at TwoUcks, Pa., east lo a connection with the Cherrytree & Dixonville at Clymer, about 15 miles.
Peoples Railway Constiiictuin Co.mpauy.

— Organized

in

Texas

line from Tyler, Tex., northwest to Canton, about 40
miles.
B. B. Cain, President; J. Durst, of Tyler, Vice-President;
T. Butler and S. Bruck, of Tyler, and D. F. Clark, of Canton, are
Interested.
to build a

Peckh & St. Lot is. — It is reported that a company under
name is being formed in Illinois to build a line from Dixon.
northeast to Belvidere, about 50 miles.
are not given.

The names

this
111.,

of the promoters

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
Pekla NoKTUfiB.N.— This company, operating a logging road from
Perla, Ark., northwest to Whittington, IS miles, is said to be building
an extension northwest, also an extension from Perla southeast to a

connection with the Wyandotte

&

Southeastern.

Maximum grades 4 per cent.
heavy, being mostly through rock.
maximum curves 20 per cent There are to be two bridges; one
ever Sacramento river and the other over McCloud river. Some of
the work may be let if bids from contractors prove satisfactory.
D. W. Riordan, President, New York, and F. J. Dearborn, Chief
Engineer. Winthrop, Cal.

and

Arkansas to build a line from
south
Parkin, Ark., on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern,
about 20 miles to Round Pond, on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
are
Tenn.,
Memphis,
E. E. Taenzer. W. D. Darnall and others, of

Francis.— Incorporated

in

incorporators.
St.

Hank of Chicago.
be sold at once.

Louis & Sa.\ Francisco.— This company,

it is said,

has

re-

becently appropriated funds for double-tracking work on its road
tween St. Louis, Mo., and Springfield. Surveys are reported made
to
as
for building a cut-off from Crocker, Mo., east to RoUa, so
shorten the line between these two towns from 36 miles to 30 miles.

Shbevepokt. Alexandria & Southwestern System.— The Lou& Pacific extension from Fulton, La., is in operation south to
Banks, 16 miles from Fulton, and it is said work is under way from
Banks south to Lake Charles, eight miles. Plans are reported being
made to build an extension from the northern end at De Ridder to
Cravens, 10 miles. (June 14, p. S79.)

Southern Pacific— An

its

officer

writes that preliminary surveys

an extension of the Nevada & California from
southern terminus at Keelcr, Cal.. south to Mojave, about 120

made

for

miles.

Tennessee & Georgia Interurban.- Incorporated in Georgia
with $500,000 capital to build an electric line from Rossville, Ga..
southeast via Ringgold to Catoosa Springs, about 25 miles. J. R.
Jones, J. C. Brayn and J. W. Clark, of Catoosa county, and W. H.
Payne, of Chattanooga, Tenn., incorporators.

The Suffolk Syndicate Co.—This company, which has

mort-

proits property for $200,000. is believed to intend using the
ceeds to build an electric railroad from Patehogue. N. Y.. westward
through the villages and towns along the south shore of Long Island.
John W. Wells, of New York city, is President.

gaged

—

Union Pacific. Contracts, it is said, will soon be let for laying
a new second track from Hanna. Wyo.. west to Rawlins, 40 miles, to
The work also includes the elimination of
cost about $1.(100.1100.
curves and the building of a number of cut-offs to shorten the line.
Similar work is also to be carried out from Wamsutta. Wyo., west
to Robinson, 20 miles, and from Rock Springs to Green River. 16
miles, at a cost of about $1,000,000. Surveys are reported made and
work is to be started at once on a cutoff from Robinson. Wyo., west
The line is to be seven miles shorter
to Point of Rocks, 27 miles.
than the existing road.

Western Railway of Mexico.— See Mexican

International.

American

Lihiit

& Thai imn Company.— A quarterly dividend

— See
—

I',..

been
per cent, on the outstanding $6,738,700 common stock has
cent,
declared payable August 1. The annual rate was 5 per
during the fiscal year ended June 30. 1907. In the first halt
1904.
of 1906. 2 per cent, was paid: 1905. 3'i per cent., and in
1 "4
The company owns or controls gas. lighting.
per cent.
MichMinnesota.
Wisconsin.
In
companies
traction
and
power
igan. Texas.

New

Jer.«ey,

New

York, Colorado and Canada.

Chicaoo, BtRi.f»0TON & QriNCY.— See Chicago Terminal Transfer.
Cmioaoo Terminal Tbajisff.b.— The BBltlmore & Ohio Is said to have
offered $30 a share for the preferred stock held by minority
Btorkholders. There Is ouUtandIng $17,000,000 4 per cent, noncumulative preferred stock, of "which the Burlington Is believed
to own over 70 per cent.
$4,000,000
CiiiCAOO Union Traition.— This company has sold about

flrstmortgage B per cent 26-year bonds to the First National

will

(July 19,

—

Earnings and expenses for the month of
and for the year ended June 30, 1907, were as

Kansas City Southern.
June,

1907,
follows:

Month

of June, 1007.

Gi-oss earnings

.'S.S70.428

Operating expenses

."iOS.606

Net earnings
Taxes

Net earnings, taxes deducted

Inc.
"

$:208.44.S

Inc.

25,900

$361,822
15,583

Dec.

$182,548
437

$346,239

Inc.

$182,985

$1,531,993
157,991

Tear Ending June 30, 190T.
Gross earnings
Operating expenses

$9,284,884
5.486.539

Inc.

Net earnings
Taxes

$3,798,345
190,925

Inc.
"

$1,689,984
16,884

$3,607,420

Inc.

$1,673,100

Net earnings, taxes

deducted....

Dec.

—

According to press dispatches, this company
has bought the Detroit & Charlevoix, which runs from South
Arm. Mich., to Frederick, on the Michigan Central. 44 miles,
with an eight-mile branch. The Detroit & Charlevoix is a logging
road and has $520,300 stock outstanding.

Michigan Central.

—

Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light. This company has increased its authorized common stock from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000.
A subsidiary, the Milwaukee Light, Heat & Traction Company, has increased its authorized common stock from $1,000,000
to $30,000,000. The parent company owns 103 miles of road and
controls

all

the gas and electric lighting companies in Milwaukee.

—

& Kansas City-. L. S. Berg and associates have
bought half of the controlling interest heretofore held by Alexander McDonald, W. D. Stratton and E. K. Stallo.
(July 19,

Mobile, Jackson

p.

84.)

New York, Auburn & Lansing. —This company has applied to the
New York Public Service Commission for permission to make a
mortgage for $2,000,000, of which $1,000,000 is to refund outstanding bonds and the rest is for double-tracking and electrifying the company's road from Auburn, N. Y., to Ithaca. 37 miles.

—

It Is understood that finances of this company
are to be reorganized and the road consolidated with a coal and
iron company and several real estate companies. The road runs
from Santa Fe, N. Mex.. south to Torrance. 117 miles, and had a
47-mile branch from Moriarity Junction to Albuquerque under
construction at the beginning of the present year.
It was reported over a year ago that C. W. Tallmadge, of Chicago, had
bought the road. It has outstanding $2,500,000 stock and $2,000,000 fir.stmortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1941.

Santa Fe Central.

— The
1907,

estimated
Is

income account

for

the

year

as follows:
$124,864,440
.82,578.907

Inc.

"

$19,245,320
1 1

.992,257

Net Income
Oilier Income

$42,285,533
3.665.365

In.-.

$7.2.'.3.069

Total Income
Kixpd charges and rentals

$45,9.'i0.898

Inc.

$7,464,283
2,497,937

Available for dividends
nividends, preferred stock. 7 per cent.

$26,527,065
2,769,879

Inc.

$4,966,352

Available for common
Dividends, common stock. C per cent..

$23,757,186
0.892,468

Inc.

$4,966,352
4.946,217

$13,864,723

Inc.

Surplus

BALTI.MORK & Ohio.— See Chicago Terminal Transfer.
applied to. the
BirrrAt/), RoniE.sTEn & Pittsburo.— This company has
New York Public Service Commission for permission to Issue
$1,300,000 additional equipment trust notes.

more

Michigan Central.

Gross earnings
Operating expenses

of

for rehabilitation.

Florida East Coast. This company, which operates 484 miles of
road from Jacksonville, Fla., south, has sold to Harvey Fisk &
Sons, New York, $3,000,000 three-year 6 per cent, notes; they are
secured by bonds of the railroad company and also, it is said,
by the endorsement of H. M. Flagler, President of the company,
who owns the road. It is supposed that the notes were sold to
raise money to pay for the extension from Homestead along the
Florida keys to Key West, about 125 miles, on which work has
been under way for the past two years.

Southern Pacific.
ended June 30,

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

said that probably $6,000,000

4.

p. 84.)

isiana

are being

It is

The proceeds are

Detroit & Charlevoix.

Sackamlsxo Valley & Eastern.— An officer writes that this
company is building a line with its own forces from Pitt, in Shasta
county, Cal., three miles east of Kennett, along the north bank of
Pitt river to the mouth of Squaw creek, thence via Copper City to
Delamar, 16 miles. About five miles has been graded. The work is

St.
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—

19.423.833

Union Pacific. The estimated Income account
June 30, 1907, Is as follows:

"

••

"

211,220

$20,135

for the year

Gross earnings
Operating expenses

$75,781,115

Net earnings
Other Income

ended

4'.'.222,464

Inc.
"

$8,499,573
5,258,691

$3.'!.558.651
11. 028,252

Inc.
"

$3,240,882

Total Income
rixed charges and renlols

$44,586,003
8,652,622

Inc.

Dec.

$6,501,648
230,704

Aviillnhle for dividends
Dividends, preferred slock, 4 per cent.

$3.^.934,281

Inc.

$6,732,437

Available for common stock
Hvldends. common slock. 10 per cent.

$ai.n.-.2.275
19..-.48.790

Inc.

"

$6,732,462
3.008,308

$12,408,486

Inc.

$2,734,064

I

Surplus

3.982.006

Dec.

3.260.761

25
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THE NOTABLE OPERATION OF THE KANSAS CITY
SOUTHERN.
City Southern, in saving for net earnings moie than
lU entire Increase in gross during the fiscal year just ended, has
made a record which is probably unique among the more impoitant
during recent years. It was to be expected that, other things

The Kansas

roids
being equal, the company would this year bs able to decrease its
operating ratio because last year's maintenance expenses Included
in bad
large amounts spent for rehabilitation. The road was left
shape at the end of 1905. But this chance to improve its showing
was more than offset by the higher costs of material and work
which, during the past fiscal year, have greatly increased the operatthereing ratio on most roads. The results under consideration are.
general
fore, to be credited to the management of the road and not to

condlticns.

these results were obtained is worth studying in some
The methods followed are perhaps not un(ommon, but their
success Is uncommon. In June, 190fi, estimates of the amounts to

How

detail.

be spent on maintenance and conducting transportation, based on
experience In 1906. were made. Then, throughout the year, close
whenever
track was kept by watching detailed monthly reports and
any item was larger than the standard that had been set. Inquiries
were made until the waste was stopped or a satisfartory explanation
closely,
found. The probable cost of maintenance could be figured
for
after several weeks of careful inspection had furnished data
estimating how much rolling stock, track material and supplies
would be needed for renewals. The chief element of uncertainty
cent, of
cost of labor, usually amounting to about 30 per
In lOOfi maintenance cost 29 per cent, of
this
gross earnings. The estimates did not call for rediulion of
getting
percentage, but a system was put in force looking toward

was the

maintenance expenses.

same amount of money. The maintenance
way engineers were allowed the usual margin of 10 per cent,

better results from the

of

128

Uoads at

iiNTKIBLTIOXS:
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lijj
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for
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'-^

The Salem Train Order

:

told
over the estimated cost of the work to be done and were then

what they saved could be spent on some improvement they
particularly wanted but which had not been approved. This form
was
of "bonus system." which' has worked out well in the E:ast.
new to the Kansas City Southern engineers, but results were noticeabe as soon as the men got used to it. Conducting transportation
The management saw
cost, in 1906, 38 per cent, of gross earnings.
no reason why this should not be reduced to about 30 per cent:
The big
as a matter of fact it was brought down to 33 per cent.
made by increasing the average train lead and the car
that

saving was
mileage.

The road has no low grade operating

division, gradients

whole line and opposing
reduction
about equally both the north- and southbound traffic. The
been done
of these grades has been figured on, but nothing has
of about 1 per cent, being scattered over the

was Increased
yet because of the financial situation. The train load
b.ickbanl.
not by using heavier locomotives but by getting a larger
The great bulk of the traffic had been northbound, consisting mostly
lumber from Louisiana. Texas and the southern part of Arkansas
shipment to Kansas City. The traffic department has dire.-ted
it has sucespecial energy toward getting a backhaul south, and
partlcu arly
ceeded In getting enough more manufactures and grain,
load, although
the former, to greatly increase the southbound train
car moveyet as large as the northbound. The average

of

for

this Is not

this increased to 34
miles.
miles In October, 1906, but has since fallen off to about 29
years
The responsibility for the small car movement In previous
to make the shippers
rests on the transportation officers, who failed
Infused
was
'ars faster. When the requisite activity

ment was about 20 miles a day a year ago:

handle ihe
quicker movement of freight
Into this department, the resulting
effect on gross
attracted southbound traffic and had a gratifying
which have been
earnings. The monthly statements of earnings
first few
made public throughout the year show that after the
results
months the improvement was steady and rapid. The yearly
t^.ross earnings for
are surprisingly olo.-ie to the original estimates,
increase
months ended June 30, 1907, were $9,290,000, an
Ihe
of

12

$1..=>3iii

(111

.-ir

L'li

per cent.: operating expenses, $5,490,000, a deJ

—
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crease of $160,000. or 3 per cent., leaving net earnings of $3,800,000.

an Increase of $1,690,000. or SO per cent.

THE COLLIS.ON AT SALEM, MICHIGAN
The

terribie

butting collision near Salem.

Mich.,

July 20, in

which 33 persons were killed, reported in the liailroad Gazette of
July 26. was due to a mistake in reading the schedule of the special
train.
This schedule was in the shape of a written train order, a
slightly reduced fac-simile of which will be fou:ul on another page.
The schedule was delivered to the freight at Plymouth. The error
9:25" instead of "Salem
in reading "Salem
9:l(i" was
due evidently to the failure of the person reading to follow the line
of dots connecting the word with the figures. It would appear that
in the first writing of the order, the time at Brighton (8:39) was
omitted, and that it was inserted afterward, and the dots then put

—
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have done in this case we have implied a standard of proficiency
which must be regarded as unattainable. That is to say. no superintendent of a large road can assure himself that he can attain it in
all of his men all of the time.
Our train-despatching system Is, indeed, time-honored, but it is not worthy of confidence.
The nonautomatic block system is suitable for roads of the lightest traffic
and cannot reasonably be objected to because of its cost. It is not
free from chances of error, but it is simplicity itself compared with
the despatching system, and simplicity tends to enhance safety.
If we may judge by the action of a number of other roads during the past ten years, the road on which this collision occurred will
now proceed to install the block system on a considerable part of its
lines.
In our list of notable disasters we can at a glance pick out
40 collisions which have occurred within the past 20 years, killing
an average of 20 persons each, or 801) in all. all due to causes of
the same general nature as those which figured in this case: and
a psychologist, desiring to estimate the intluence of collisions on
railroad directors' minds, could, if he had the inside facts of these
40 cases, make out an instructive exhibit of cause and effect collisions as causes and orders for block signals as effects: with possibly as a side light an estimate of the number of lives sacrificed
to establish each hundred miles of block signals.
The failure of
the Federal Government and of most of the state governments to
establish competent inspectorships or any suitable and authoritative
means of giving to the public correct statements of facts and rational lessons therefrom is an invitation to anybody and everybody
to propose remedies for railroad disasters.
This particular disaster will, no doubt, bring out at least a dozen amateur cures for
everything, from boiler explosions to sleepy brakemen.
Is this country so big, and is our collision problem so scattered,
that American railroad officers will never concentrate their energies
on its effective settlement?

guide the reader.
both conductor and engineman are required by rule to know
the correct reading of an order, it will be seen that the cause of
tliis collision was careless reading by two or more men of an imperfect order. The order is imperfect, not only because the time for
Plymouth is on a level with the word Salem, but also because the
dots making up the lines are insufficient. The dots should be larger
and there should be more of them. Indeed, a strict construction of
the rules for writing orders would require that in a case like this
the order should be torn up and then be resent by the despatcher
to enable the operator to make a new and correct copy.
But, as
everyone knows, it would require unobtainable vigilance by the
superintendent to enforce such a high degree of care. A cautious
conductor would have taken special care with an order of this kind.
Any conductor of experience would see that it was not a satisfac
tory order. A document involving the safety of lives and property
when presented in this shape challenges its reader to extreme
TAKING RAILROAD PROPERTY WITHOUT DUE PROCESS
caution.
A conductor determined to avoid any chance of mistake
OF LAW.
would not be satisfied to read the Salem line alone by itself. He
would read the whole order with sufficient care to grasp the entire
"The Constitution of the I'nited States deiliiics that no individual shall
schedule of the extra train.
In doing this he would by force of
lie dejjrived of his prop-?rty withttut just compensation, or without due process
habit see that "9:25" at Salem indicated abnormally low speed. This of law.
If a law were passed h.T a legislature contrar}' lo the t'onstlwould lead him to re-examine the other items in the schedule.
tutlon. taking from a man his home or interfeiinK with hla lawful enjoyis no one. thus deprived, who would not ask. through ihe
there
ment
of
It,
The order was received by the night operator, a young man 22
l-:very good
courts, the protection of the Constitution for his lawful rights.
years old. about 2:27 a.m. and was delivered by the day operator
man would applaud his action and would uphold his hand. If. however. iegis!aabout S.40 a.m. The day operator says that he remembers the con- tliui is enacted contrary to the Constitution taking from a lallroad company
its property or interfering with Its lawful enjoyment of It and an effort Is
ductor's reading it aloud to him correctly.
If this is so. the conductor's fault evidently must be classed as mechanical reading. made by those charged with the responsibility for Ihe property, to obtain for
it
in the Miurts constitutional protection, there are those who declare that this Is
He read it. but did not give thorough attention either with his eyes a deliance
an arrogant refusal to accept Ihe popuof the popular will
or with his ears. Once the wrong impression is made, it is easy to lar verdict.
Instead of a llrm and determined inslstance cm ( onstilutlunal
make the same error in reading to the eagineman or the fireman or protection, the railroad manager Is confronted with denunciation, with oltstructhe rear brakeman. If we may judge by what has been brought out tlon, with threats of reprisals and with efforts at intimidation." I'rmiilrnt
Fhilrii. of tlic liouttirni Ifailiniii. In Ihe llimrd of Tiailc of Xnnlirillr. Tcii.i.,
in similar cases before.
The freight was to stop at some point be- lulu 17. lfMI7.
tween Plymouth and Salem and unload two carloads of cinders. The
"If this kind of obstruction should prevail and citizens are thus to be
day operator says that he reminded the conductor that he had not denied the rights giuiranleed them by the Constitution of the t'nited .States,
time to do that work and still reach Salem in time to clear the then those provisions of the Constitution Iprovldlng that no person shall be
deprived of property without due process of law| would become a dead
extra.
If this is so it is one more evidence that the conductor was
letter, as there would be no means of enforcing
hem." Jutiticv I'rilrhitfil,
not giving sufficiently careful attention to the order.
July 20, 1007.
in to

—

.As

...

I

The newspapers have made much

of the

allr.s^ed

fact that the

train despalrher had been early informed that the freight had left

Plymouth without

sufficient time to reach Salem, and yet that he
nothinK to prevent the collision. If this Is so. and if some means
existed by which the despatcher could have communicated to one
train or the other, the fact may have some bearing on the alertness
of the despatcher; but It has no value as a les.son. The prevention
of colliHJons Is not to be accomplished by edticating despatchers to
perform lightning calculations and to do unheard of feats in
emergencies. It is a fiuf thing lo have despatchers who can do such
things, and we all pral.se them when we hear of such strokes of
genhiK; but to talk of prescribing in advance that such procedures
shall he carried out, or that any despatcher shall be held accountable
for not seeing every possible opportunity to do something. Is Idle.
The causes of this collision have been given in detail: not bocau.Hp it is proposed !o discuss the faults in the details and the
means of correcting th^m. but simply as an InterestlnK exhibit of
how the lime-honored American tram despatching system breaks
down. Th" only way to cure these faults is to abolish the system
and use In Its place the block system. We must accept as an incurable defect In American railroad operation the continued employment
of men who will occasionally make such mistakes as were made in
this case.
In setting forth what an Ideal freight conductor would
ciid

The

from President Finley's speech
at Nashville a little more than two weeks ago. is peculiarly apt in
describing, prophetically, the latest developments in the dispute
over the new passenger-rate law in North Carolina, of which we
spoke last week. Then the situation was that two agents of the
Southern Railway, arrested and sentenced to the chain gang for
selling tickets at a rate of more than 2V4 cents a mile, the rate
established by the last North Carolina legislature, had been released

first

o;i

of these

quotations,

writs of habeas corpus

i.ssiied

by the I'niled States Circuit

accompanying this action. Justice Pritchard
took occasion to condemn the heavy penalties prescribed by the
state statute and the methods of the state authorities in instituting
Judge.

In his opinion

criminal

prosecutions

agair.sl

the

railroad's

agents.

In

spite

of

his sensible words, the stale authorities, headed by the Governor.

besides arresting Mr. Finley himself, who had come to the scene
to help straighten out the tangle, threatened to call a
session of the legislature to annul the charter of tho old

of action
special

Noith Carolina Railroad, which runs from Ooldsboro to Charlotte,
Is one of the constituent parts of the Southern Railway lines. A compromise plan stiggested by one of the assist.int
attorney generals of the fnlti-d states sent by the Department of
Justice to North Carolina on this special mission, was rejected by
the Governor, who Insisted that no compromise would be entertained
224 miles, and

—
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immMllately adopt (he new

uuiil the railroad* ajcrt^d to

July 27 a compromliif «.>>

rate.

I

I

I

The
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Later In the day. the Governor made public a statement In which
(o the acceptance of this agreement by the railroads as a
for State rights and the people's rights against "the oppression of the railroads [and] the interference of the Federal
courts."
It i* a victory, but there is nothing to be proud of in the
methods by which It was gained. In the same petitions In which
they surrender the protection of the Federal court, the two railroads
declare that the agreement was assented to under duress, because of
threats that if they did not assent, worse things would happen to
them. They point out that by similar methods of "coercion and intimidr.ticn
the state could fix the passenger rate at 1 cent and
compel the railroads to put it in force, although obviously unconstitutional.
The state's present victory was gained by threats of
retaliation in entirely different fields than the one under dispute,
a method which in tbe case of an issue between individuals would be

he referred
victory

'

called blackmail.
It

KIrrlrtc

will

point at

be

observed

that

in

whole controversy the real

this

was whether or not the railroads should put the
in force while its fairness was being judicially de-

issue

reduced rate
termined. At the direction of Justice Pritchard. who had also earlier
Issued the injunction suspending the operation of the law, the
railroads M-ere giving with each ticket sold at the old rates a refund
coupon, representing in each case the difference between the existing rate and the rate proposed by the new law. These coupons were
This is a much fairer
to be valid if the law were finally upheld.
method of procedure than the one which the railroads, under pressure of threats from the state officers and unwilling to suffer the

odium of what would be alleged as law breaking, have finally
agreed, though under protest of duress, to adopt. The ease of the
fare from New York City lo Coney Island clearly brings out this
point.
In August. 1906. a New York judge, in an obiter, announcea
it as his opinion that the fare of 10 cents charged by the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company to Coney Island was illegal and that 5 cents
was all that should be charged. Rioting followrd. and the company
sought determination of this question in the cotirts. Pending de-

cision of the legality of the

lO-cent

fare,

the

company

issued for

each fare paid a rebate coupon good for 5 cents if the 10-cent fare
were overthrown. Five months later, the highest court in New-

York State decided that a

10-cent fare to

Coney Island was

legal.

Both the railI'nder this method of procedure no one suffered.
On the other
road company and its passengers were protected.
hand, if the Brooklyn Rapid Transit had been forced to charge only
cents while the law was being passed upon by the courts, it
would have had no means of recovery for the difference between the
5 cents paid and the 10 cents which should have been paid during
the intervening five months before the law was declared void. To
sue hundreds of thousands of passengers, each for a small sum. is

5

Impracticable;

a railroad corporation

is

a responsible party.

The

North Carolina passenger-rate dispute as now compromised is an
example, first, of the loss which will unjustly fall on the railroads In
that state if the reduced rate is overthrown in the I'nited States

Supreme Court: and. second, of the

sort of inconsistent hostility to
The whole
railroads described by President Finley at Nashville.
incident is important, not so much because of its conflict between
State and Federal authority, as because the railroads have not been

able to obtain the protection which would have been granted, as a
matter of course, to any citizen.
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'lave
but to t«
evidently goDe on the principle that Bood wine nevtla no buiib."
and so In the flrat words of tbeir preface they aay that "tbe con.
-racUon on
aiderations which have led to ll.
the local
the larger gtcam railroads have .
circumstances "; and that "in tii^
y to long
distance lines. It is to l>e Hteailily tiuriit; \u mind ttiat tbe bteam
locomotive has demonstrated ilseif to be the moM efllcient seif-^ontained machine, considering its varying functions, that the engineer has yet devised. To <-ompete with this machine, every appliance entering into the electric traction Installation must compare
from every point of view, as regards efllciency. with this most highly
developed and perfect me.hanlsm. The electrb- locomotive installation duplicates, in many resiiects. the steam locomotive installation."
These quotations are given to show the mental attitude of the
authors, and that they are not among those who have donned their
funeral habiliments or festal dress according to the point of view
lo attend tbe obsequies of the old Iron horse.
While the book Is Issued from the press of an American Arm
:

.

.

—

it

has an

in

pari for

English viewpoint
its conservatism.

throughout, which perhaps accounts
The first chapter deals with the old
This it does thoroughly and

problem of traction and acceleration.

some length, entering carefully into details of tests and results,
giving tables of factors and data required for the solution of its.
formulae; but. on the whole, it considers that the formula evolved by
Aspinall is as reliable as any iiecause "little Interest attaches to
tractive resistance at speeds of less than 10 miles per hour," while,
for speeds greater than that, this formula "leads to very trustworthy
results." This covers tractive resistance at constant speed. Then follows a chapter on a<celeration. This has many diagrams, showing
curves of resistance and speed, and these serve "to bring out very
forcibly the limits of attainable average and 'schedule' speeds and
to show that for a one-mile run between stops an average speed of
45 miles an hour is practically unattainable." With these diagrams
comes consideration of the part that can be playe<i by various types
of equipment in obtaining results, and how the weight of this equipment rises if a high rate of acceleration without undue heating is
to be maintained.
The book then goes on to give an analysis of the tractive force
and the power and energy at the axles, and then takes up the
characteristics of railroad motors.
Here again a word of caution
is sounded in reference lo the fact that high schedule speed involving frequent slops and rapid aiceleraiion can only be obtained "at
very disproportionately increased cost." The discussion throughout
the chapter hinges about the a.c. single-phase motor, and the conclusion that is dispassionately drawn is that the d.c. motor is superior.
The electric power generating plant is taken up in detail
and its working analyzed: and the designer is warned against a
too great refinement, lest he may find to his cost that "thermal
gains are not always commercial gains."
High tension transmission, sub-stations and the distributing
system follow and after them a fully illustrated chapter on locomotives and motor cars, special attention being given to the work on
the New York Central, the Baltimore & Ohio and the Valtellina Line
in Switzerland, as well as the apparatus used in the Berlin-Zossen
trials.
In this chapter there Is another criticism of the single-phase
system, in the statement that "from the standpoint of its technical
merits, the single-phase commutator motor is at present a factor
in the railroad electrification problem only in so far as the possibility of its further improvement at an early date entitles It to
consideration. Although the last three years have witnessed the
advent of several types of single-phase commutator motor, each
of which constitutes a great step in advance of the old Induction
type single-phase motor without commutator, there is still a wide
gap to be bridged before it can. on the basis of its engineering
The single-phase motor
merits, rival the continuous-current motor.
has the non-technical advantage that it is now fully realized that
some radical innovation is essential to the success of railroad elecIt appeals to the speculative instincts of human nature
trification.
to take up a promising novelty rather than undertake radical but
comparatively uninteresting modifications of a well-tried and reliable
system, especially as there is a prevailing belief that this would
only postpone the inevitable, ultimately successful, introduction of
an alternating current railroad motor. It will, however, not be
denied that a treble or quadruple increase in the traditional continuous-current trolley voltage would greatly increase the pracllcabillty of introducing electric traction on main railroads without
discarding continuous-current railroad motors." This certainly is
Cona clean-cut non-partisan statement of the present situation.
at

—
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tinuing this subject it is said:
"The preparation of a rigid quantitative comparison is. in such a case as this, t)eset with difficultes, but
It should be evident from the data set forth, that pending considerable further development, the continuous current motor has as
yet no rival for city and suburban worlt.
"For interurban work, it is believed that the 600-volt continuouscurrent motor can generally hold its own; nevertheless there appears insufficient reason why advantage should not be taken of the
higher economies incident to employing higher voltage at the motor."
The last chapter of the book is devoted to trucks and many of

the more prominent types are illustrated and described in detail.
The authors express a derided preference for the European type o:'
truck as compared with the American, and doubt the desirability of
equalizing between the wheels. In this they state, however, that
the preference for the European model is confined to European
engineers for they have no record of any adoption of the type in
the United States.
There is at the end an exceptionally good index, which, as the
book is to be used for rapid and ready reference, is most essential.
Ifrcnfmorc'* natter Tables.
By C. G. Wrentmore. C. E. New York Engicloth. $3.00.
in.
neering News Publishing Co. 8 in. X 9
197 pages
:

>•<.

This

,

;

;

a book of tables for determining the length of braces, diagonals and rivet spacing when the batter or inclination of the part
to the base is known.
There are 192 tables for batters ranging
by sixteenths from *,, in. to 12 in. to the foot, a page being devoted to each, and each of these tables are given in two sections.
One gives the length of the hypothenuse for any base from /,, in.
up by sixteenths, and the other gives the altitude for the same
base dimensions. All dimensions in the tables are given in decimal
fractions of a foot, and these are readily converted to nearest sixteenths for use on drawings by means of a conversion table on
the inside of the front cover that gives the equivalent decimal fraction of a foot for all measurements from '/j; in. to 12 in., increasing by increments of 30 seconds. The tables will undoubtedly be
a great convenience, especially to those who are working out details
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seem to dispose of the objections raised to the arrangements for
handling passengers.
There are no "island" platforms shown in this plan in the
sense of platforms elevated above the rail between the tracks; but
the entire floor of this building, as shown in the end elevation
published, is level with the top of the rails.
Regarding the handling of baggage: It is both feasible and
intended at this place to handle most of the baggage by setting
baggag3 cars on the spur track shown in the plan opposite the baggage room, which gives a minimum of trucking and handling. It
is true that there will be some little late liaggage which will have
to be trucked, and to avoid crossing tracks which may be oronnied
by trains, the tunnel, with lifts as shown, is provided. It is expected that practically all of the mail and express will be similarly
handled to and from tars set in on the spur provided for that purpose; and it may be noted that at present this is the arrangement
satisfactorily used at this place.
It is true that some little trucking
may be necessary with this as with any arrangement of depot.
Complete tunnels for handling baggage, express and mail have been
discussed but are regarded as unnecessary under the conditions.
The reasons given above are so obvious that this explanation
seems hardly necessary to any one at all familiar with this subject.

JOHN
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Government Accident

No. 23.*

Bulletin

'

of structural iron

and

steel.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued Accident Bulcontaining its report of railroad accidents in the United
States during the three months ending March 31, 1907. The number
of persons killed in train accidents was 421, and of injured 4,920.
Accidents of other kinds bring the total numlier of casualties up to
These reports deal only
20,563 (1.293 killed and 19,270 injured).
Under "paswith (a) passengers and lb) employees on duty.
sengers" are included postal clerks, express messengers, employees
on Pullman cars, newsboys, live-stock tenders, men in charge of
letin No. 23.

freight, etc.
T.\ui.F. Xri.

casualties In Persons.

1.

—

gers.
Kil'd. Injd.

,

Fuel Consumption of Gasolene Motor Cars

Omaha.

.luly

2G.

1.340

38

1,0.50

163
82

16

7u

30

629
386

126

2.474

293

2.446

.

Lake City Union Station.
ihiiai....

III..

.Inly

2!),

1,431

215
140

2.T>)0
l.CT!)

66

4()1

421

4.920

I'JilT.

Referring to editorial in the Railroad Gazette of .lune 7:
The figures as to the relative cost of gasolene and steam ears
must have been based on some old style, impractical gasolene car.
These statistics show the cost of gasolene as |7..i0 per 100 miles
as against oil at $4.90 i)er 100 miles and coal at $2.69 per 100
miles, making it appear that gasolene motors are highly expensive
As far as the Union Pacific
to operate as compared with steam.
is concerned, this figure for gasolene is wrong, as accurate statistics show that Union Pacific motor cars are being operated at a
This figure covers a period
cost of $3.36 per 100 miles for fuel.
of operation of more than two years and shows the cost to be less
than one-half the amount shown in the table printed with the
w. u. :m'kkk.n, .ih.,
article in question.
Snpt. M. 1'. & M.

To thK

,

o-J

Derailments
Misc. train accidents, incl. boikr explo.

To THE Editou of the Railroad Gazette:

Salt

Tot'l persons

ployees-^ — reported —
—
Kil'd. Inj'd. Kll'd. InJ'd.

,

Collisions

Total train accidents

The

Em-

Passen

CONTRIBUTIONS

1(11)7.

of thf. Haii.hoah Gazette:
Referring to the critklsm of he Salt Lake City union station
by "S" In your number of July 26lh: Your correspondent evidently
does not understand the plans, or the operating conditions at Salt
Lake City, which are not at all similar to the way stations he reThat city, in common with many such locations In the
fers to.
West, is a terminal point from which trains, many of them short
east and west.
There are. howlocals, originate in both directions
ever, a few through trains, and It is intended to take care of these
on the la.st traik or two from the building proper. The other trains
originating here will stand with their rear ends at the platform
designated In the drawing as "train shed." for which there Is ample
track length, as is shown In the general yard plan.
It Is true that the umbrella sheds are 440 ft. long, hut this
does not mean that the trains themselves are restricted to this
length, because the climatic conditions include no intense heat. an<l
a very short winter season, during which time only it Is necessary
to protect pas.sengers going to and from trains, which are then
shortest, and an umbrella shed 440 ft. long, which allows acressibllity under cover to the platforms of about seven cars, Is sufDclent
It Tvould seem to be absurd to compel passengers
for this purpose.
to climb stars and go over bridges, or through tunnels, when all
trains are perfectly accessible on the "archaic" level. This would

Coupling or uncoupling
While doing other work abiiut trains
In contact with overhead bridges, etc...
Falling from or getting on cars or engs.
(ilhrr

causes

T.>lal

..

loth' r

4
4:12

426

38

862

184

3.3:!6

than t.ain accidents)..

T,)lal. all c'.asses

2

34
22

62

947

i8

4,oo8

62
947
78 4.."i8
407
26
176 3.220
472 4,356

28
411
210 3,652
494 4.782

814 13.488

872

14.;130

1,109 15.934 1,293 19.270

The number of employees killed in coupling accidents in this
quarter shows a diminution of 25 per cent, as compared with the
quarter last preceding or with that of one year ago. This is a gratifying indication of an improvement in safety appliances, which it
The other principal items in
is to be hoped will be maintained.
the present record show no important changes as compared with
the last preceding quarter, which was marked by large aggregates
The number of passengers now reported
of both killed and injured.
killed in train accidents (126) is, indeed, 30 per cent, smaller; but
the record includes- two collisions (Table 2a. Nos. 30 and 31) killing 41 per.sons and two derailments (Nos. 1 ahd IS) killing 41;
and the total of 126 is more than twice the total of this quarter
in 1906.

in the present bulletin, compared with the
preceding quarter and with the quarter one year ago, appear

The principal Items

EiiiTur:

last

I

—

as follows:
,-

2.
:;.
1.
.p.

So. 23.
126

Passengers killed In train accidents
Passengers killed, all causes

1

Kmployees killed in train nccldenls
Kmplovocs killed In coupling
Total pa.ssengers and employees killed,
Taiii.k No. 2.

—

Bulletin
No. 22.

184
causes

ro//l*ii'fui «iii/

62

84

212
84

1.4.'to

1,126

Itirailments.
.

No.
I

..lilsli.n'i

t.oss.

butting
trains separntlDg

fi30,.M,S

62,9i7
052,199

71)

W"

?ll,833.239

213

2.78(1

$490,363

194^
1,007*

uilsci'llnnroug

-078

•IViial

Persons

,

Killed. Injured.

oO
93

33S
279

rear

02
114

1,293

29."i

nil

>

No. 10

180
234
294

2

3811

I.IIH

11"

'The nvo most serious nrcldenls are eolllsiona :M) and 31, and dernilments
1
and 18. In Table 2(i, and the expliwlon noticed In (he last paragraph of
'ITicse accidents may l>e IdentlHed by reference to the Itnilrfititl
ilip report.
ihnelle records as follows:
Collision No, 3ti, Alia Visln. Kiin .Inn. 2.
Collision No. 31. Fowler. Iml .Inn. 19.
liernllmoni No. 1. Wllllamshrl.lKc. N. Y.. Feb. 10.
Perallmcnl No. 18. Colton. Cat. March 28.
Explosion at Sandford. Ind.. .Ian. 19.
In the cases of the two colllsbins the c.overnmenfs report ronlalns .<ome
interesting details concerning the causes which were not given In the earlier
.
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Following t« the uiual list of Claia A trjiln accident*— all In
which the damuKc Is reporiiul at tlo.ouo or over; notable caBeH In
which paHgengcrs ar>' killed, and iluixe doing damage lesn than
fiu.iiuo and down to II'.UUU, whert-vcr ili>- rlrrumstuirea or the cauae
may tie of partlmlar Interest:
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I'assenger train ran past block slciial
and freight disregarded time limit.
(See note In text below.)
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Freight train hacking into side track;
rear part broke loose and ran back
down grade Into heiiil of passenger
Conductor set hand brakes
train.
l.uC coulil not stop lar.s until too late.
Air brakis had b -en bled because of
the liursiliig of n hose.
li.gular lasiliuund passenger train rau
lJes).atilier seni
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opened by man
train,
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F.
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10.100
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ll.OUO
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11.02.">
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Kxcesslve speedl and failure of standing train to flag.
False clear block signal.
(See note in
text below.)
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Kastbound ran past signal at meeting

19
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11.170
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Westbound passenger

20
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11.300
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wait order. (See note In text below.
Westlionnd extra freight (2 a.m.) negli-cleil to Ill-nil In at entrance to side

jioint at 4 miles

an hour.
train disregarded
I

ll.iioo

I!

12.000

.->.".

track; i-nglin-mall asleep.
Freight followed passenger train from
station (4 a.m.) w-itliin 5-Qiinute time
limit and rau Into passenger train
nnexpeetedly stopped
weather very
;

21'

I!.

1'.

\

F.

I'assenger train unexpectedly stopped
(3 a.m.
run Into at rear by freight.
(See note in text below.)
Kxtra freight entereil main track In
face of fast train, disregarding autonintle Ir.llrntor at switch.
(See note
lu text below.)
I

2^

M.

F.

\

F.

12.400

58

;

..

;

;

;

17

P.

IS

n.

:

Mlsplared switch at station. Target of
switch covered with snow.
A].prouched station (S p.m.). not under
control

10

switch new and In j:oim1
^^ reck
da.vs
Iietore.
2
destroyed
by
tire,
which
mostly
,
started from heater In car or from
lamps.
of
bridge
gave
way
as
Middle pier
undermined by
train passed over
flood believed to have been caused bv
cloudbui-st.
The dam caused by the
w->eck divided the stream In such a
way as to destroy both abutments.
Vnexplalne.l believed some IMirt of engine broke ami fell to the ground
speed. 2.'< miles an hour.
ltrake-lH.am ou rear truck of tender
fell on track and derailetl cars.
englneman failed to
.Misplaced swiieh
keep good lookout, and approached
tSe note

Coiifllriliig train orders. 12:30 a. m.
|..s|Mic h.'r at fault was 3'J years olil.
.'\|>i'i i'liced
In
train and telegraph
H.'ik. Ipiit had served only 1 nlglit as
forgot an order
(Irsp.iirher.
lie

der.
!)..".tt7

42

Track
have thought loadlied intact.
Inspected one hour before and traversed by a train 30 minutes before.
Fnexplalned.
loosened
condition

2.

which had been Issued by the other
despanher about an hour before. Had
not receipted for this outstanding or-

hand

Switch out of order: rod maliciously

main track

the

lh.it

;

t'nexplalned.

b.'cn

bad passed,

had passed was No.
S,.jO()

17.iri.-.

charge of freight

intinillng to enter

Ihlnkiii),'
.No. -i
1

.Switch

sHiiili.

negli-

;

melting point.

.MIsplaciil

;

brakes
alone being deemed unsatisfactory tor
so steep a grade.
I(oadb«<d washed cut at side by flood
englnenian Is said to have
in river
been keeping good liK.koui and to

signals set against hini.

111

)

Itunaway on 3 per

two engines.

65 470 J299.S40

Total

Grand

total.

152 974 JS16,6S9

Colllfion No. 30. killing 32 persons and injuring 75. was caused
oy the mistake of a telegraph operator. Westbound passenger train
No. 29. running from A to B. C and D. etc.. had orders to meet eastbound passenger train No. 30 at C and e.istbound train No. 14 at B.
No. 2!) train arrived at B and entered a side track opposite the
While
station, nn.l eastbomul train No. 14 proceeded on its way.
No. 29 was on the side track, the operator was called upon by the
despatcher to take an order changing the meeting point with No. 30,
making it B Instead of C. According to his own statement, the
operator, on receiving notice of this order to make a change, and
while continuing to give his attention chiefly to the receiving of the
message, went through the motion of striking the signal lever at
his elbow so as to change it from the clear to the stop position,' but
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he did not make sure that the signal actually went

and whatever he did or did not do

to that position;

to the lever, the signal

was not

caused to indicate .stop. Before he had finished taking the message
No. 29 backed out of the side track and proceeded westward along
the main line past the station.
When the train passed his window the operator picked up his
lantern and ran out in the attempt to stop it, though not so promptly
as he otherwise would have done, because he thought that the train
would stop for water a short distance west of the station, as was
often or usually done.
In giving the stop signal he swung his lantern so violently that the flame was soon extinguished.
He then
ran to the pump house near by and picked up the pumpman's lantern and tried to use it, but that also went out. He then ran back
to the office and found that his signal was not in the stop position.
The operator then decamped, first telling the despatcher that he
felt certain that a collision would occur, and that he was afraid
of being mobbed.
Train No. 29 went on, and a short distance west
of the station collided with No. 30.
The operator subsequently came
back, or was brought back, and made a statement to the county
attorney.

According to the rules the despatcher should not issue an order,
example, to a westbound train at B. requiring it to wait
for an eastbound train of the same class, if avoidable.
When
unavoidable, an order may be thus issued if the superior train (the
westbound) has already stopped or is scheduled to stop at that
station, cr has received a previous order to stop there; and provided the weather is clear and the line is sufficiently straight and
level to give an approaching engineman ample time to bring his
train to a stop before reaching the signal; and provided further,
that in case of a passenger train two torpedoes have been placed
on the rail by the operator. As No. 29 was already stopped at B.
as. -for

at

B

the despatcher is held by the superintendent blameless to far as
this rule is concerned, though the operator, knowing the rule, should
either have put down the torpedoes or else have called the c inductor
into the office before finally accepting the order.
The operator had

been

in the service of the company only five days and at this station only two day^ (nights).
He was 18 years of age, though in
to the company for employment (and also to another company at the same time) he gave his age as 23 and averred that he
had had several years' experience, when, in fact, he had worked
as an operator only 18 months. The report says that his size and
general appearance indicated a man much older than 18. The collision occurred about 4.2.5 a.m.. and the operator had been on duty
about 10 hours. He stated that he had been awake all night, and
there is no evidence of anything like intoxication.

applying

Collision No. 31. occurring about 2.14 a.m.. killing nine persons and injuring eight, was between an eastbound passenger train
and a westbound freight, the freight being at the time partly in
a side track, which it was entering. The passenger train ran past
a block signal set against it at F, and the collision occurred a few
rods east of the signal. The passenger train was running at high
speed, although there was a dense fog at the time which made it
impossible to see the signal light more than a few hundred feet;
and the signal which was disregarded was on a post 40 ft. high
and 25 ft. to the left of the track. The engineman chargeable with
this neglect was a man of experience and his record was one of
the best on the road.
He asserted that the block signal indicated
clear and that his speed was low about 25 or 30 miles an hour;
but these statements are both di-sproved by conclusive evidpuce to
the contrary.
The men in charge of the freight train are also held
blameworthy in connection with this collision, as, notwithstanding
the protection afforded to their movement by the block signal at
K. the rule required that freights should in all cases be clear of the
main track five minutes before the time for the arrival of any passenger train.
Collision No. 6. occurring about 2 a.m., was due to the engineman of a freight train misreading a despatcher's order. He was

—

running in the Inferior direction and received an oi-der making his
train superior from A to C.
Subsequently he received another order
modifying this. This second order contained instructions concerning five meeting or waiting points and mentioned two trains besides his own.
It contained four complete sentences.
The engineman, in reading, ran the second and third sentences together and
wrongfully assumed thai two superior trains were to wait for him
at a certain station, when the order In fact named only one of those
trains as being required thus to wall. This second order was not
delivered to the conductor of the train.
It
was on Form 19, not
requiring signatures, and was delivered by the operator to a man
on the engine of the train as It slowly passed his station, but It
was not delivered to the conductor, who was on the rear end of
the train, because neither the conductor nor the rear brakeman
was In position on the step of -the caboose to receive the order as
the station was passed. The engineman. though having received his
ropy of the order, should not have continued on his journey beyond
that station without a hand signal from the conductor to proceed.
This he did not receive, the condurinr and rear brakeman having
ignored the stop signal.
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Collision No. 9 was due to the error of a despatcher in sending an order to the wrong train.
He sent the order to station A
and to station D. giving an extra westbound train right over the
first and second sections of an eastbound regular train from A to D,
but in sending the order to D he addressed it to the conductor and
engineman of the second and third sections of the regular train.
The first section had already left D and the despatcher was aware
of the fact.
He seems to have assumed that the address of the
order as sent to D corresponded with tlie statement in the body
of the order, when in fact it did not correspond. The station operator who received the order at D did not discover the discrepancy,
nor was it noticed by the operator at A.
Collision No. 17, occurring in the middle of the night, took place
on a line worked by manual block signals, communication from
cabin to cabin being by ijell code. The .signalman at A. 45 years
old, and in the service of this company tight months as signalman
(and formerly as brakeman), appears to have given a clear signal
to the second train when he was not corlain of the information he
had received from station B.
He claims to have received "four
bells," meaning "block clear," but the signalman at B claims Ihat
he sent five bells, meaning block not clear. The signalman at A
appears to have been in doubt concerning the bell signal and yet
he did not ask B to repeat it. Both signalmen are reported as of
good habits and good records. A large part of the damage incident
to this accident was caused by a fire which was started by coals
from the firebox of the locomotive.
Collision No. 19 was due to negligence on the part of both the
conductor and the engineman of a passenger train. They had received an order to wait at S until 8.45 a.m., but passed that station
at about 8.38, although the order had been given to them only about
13 minutes before.
The conductor entirely forgot the order and he
was dismissed. The engineman had misread the oider and thought
that he had a right to go to another station farther on. As he was
passing S the fireman looked at his watch and spoke to the engineman; but the engineman. in response to this, simply pulled the
order out of his pocket and handed it to the fireman without looking at it. evidently having no doubt that his reading of the order
had been correct. Before the fireman had time to finish reading
the order the collision occurred.
Both the conductor and engineman were men of long experience. They had been on duty about
three hours.
Collision No. 22 was due to the inefficiency of the flagman of a
passenger train. This flagman. 24 years of age, who had been in
the service about three months, started out to flag the following
After going a short
train, but took neither torpedoes nor fusees.
distance he returned to his train to get his overcoat, and before he
could again go out a sufficient distance for his signal to be of any
use the following train was upon him.
Collision No. 23, between a fast first class train and a switching
freight, was due to the carelessness of a brakeman of the freight
train, who turned the switch from the main track to a siding without heeding the indication of the electric visual signal, which would
have warned him that the fast train was approaching. The line
at this point is equipped with automatic track-circuit blo.-k signals,
and the fast train had already passed the point at which it set the
switch indicator when the switch was turned. This train occupied
only about 1 minute and 36 seconds in running from the signal
at the entrance of the block section to the misplaced switch, and
when it came on, at full speed, the freight had just fouled the main
track.
The brakeman at fault had been in the service of the road
about 14 months. The enginemen bad told him particularly to look
It is possible that he
at the indicator before turning the switch.
looked at the indicator, but allowed considerable time to elapse after
looking before turning the switch, the fast train meantime passing
Another collision in this quarter
the block signal showing clear.
(No. 2 in the table) was due to the neglect of a trainman to make
Indicator
automatic
at a switch.
proper use of an

Collision No. 25 was due lo inefficient management of brakes.
freight train, westbound, riiunin.g slowly along a passing track
while waiting for a passenger train moving in the same direction,
was allowed to run a few feel loo far at the end of the passing
track and so fouled the main line. The passenger train, coming
along just at that moment at full speed, struck the freight, and the
passenger engine was overturned. The freight train consisted of
23 cars, but had air-brakes in use on only four cars. The engineman asserted thai he was Ignorant of the fiict thai the other 19
At a station about four miles back a
cars had been disconnected.
non-air car had been put In Ihe fore part of the train with the view
of saving lime at the next station, where that car was to be left.
One of Ihe brakemen claimed to have Informed Ihe engineman about

The

the change In braking power.
Collision No. 29 was due lo a freight train becoming unconThe men In charge of the
Irollnble on a sleep grade about 2 a.m.
train were experienced, but ajipear to have exercised poor judgment. It is believed, though not proved, that an angle cock had
been shut at the third car from the engine, so that the air-brakes
were not effective on that part of Ihe train behind Ihe third car, and

At'umT
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tor lh\i ralapUiement of tlif <o<-k
'<ir
uml i-nKlix-iiiuii
h«>lil r«ipoD«llilf.
Aalde fniin i:
thr**- men had al
.' :.- takInK a< tluii to
lowed (he train lo attain tuu hiKti
check the speed, and. In addition to lUia. the brakinian at the rear
of the train, who should huve o[M'ned (he condurior's brake valve
when the enKlneman soiindetl the iilarni whlmle, m-Klected to do so.
Collision No. 33 was due lo n tniHplu<-ed swlii-h and ociurred
• bout !* p.m. A northbound paH.Hfiii;>'r irntn ninnInK ut full spe^d,
entered a sldlnft and strurk h kouii,
.hi train whirh wuh
Uoth engines wii.
Mtaiidini; there.
ujil from their firelioxea the wreck Icxik fire, three I'';
mid U freight car«
beInK completely <leMlroyed. The swiu h had b««n left wrong by an
employee of another road, the side track being used In common by
the two roadg as a connecting track.
Derailment .No. I. killing lit penson.s and Injuring 149. is re.

re

ported as "cause unknown." the railroad company stating that Its
irivcHtlgatlon Into the clrcumatances of the accident has not yel been
completed.
The train derailed consinted of Ave passenger cars,
drawn by two cleclric motors. It was running at full speed on a
curve of 3 deg.. the outer rail of which was superelevated 4'i. in.
Two cars were overturned. The track consisted of rails weighing
100 lbs. to the yard, laid on 21 ties to each 33 ft
with tie plates.
The ballast was stone and th» whole track was well built and maintained.
In the cab of the leading motor were four men. the engineman, his helper, an electrical inspector, and the assistant superinIntendent of the division. These men estimate the speed of the
train at the time of the derailment at 45 to 50 miles an hour, which
estimate Is corroborated by the record at the last block signal station, compared with that at the power house, where note of the
time was made when iiower was automatically shut off by the breaking of the third-rail electrical conductor at the moment when the
cars Jumped the track. The report of the railroad company further
says that in making a test run some time after the accident, with
a train made up like that which was wrecked and with all conditions similar, the speed proved to be 48 miles an hour at the point
of the accident.
A careful examination was made of the track and
wreckage immediately after the derailment, but although indentations were found on wheels and rails, it was impossible to determine
whether these marks had anything lo do with the cause of the derailment, or were only effects.
Derailment No. 18 appears to have resulted from gross negligence on the part of a number of different persons. A passenger
train approaching an important station at high speed was derailed
at a misplaced switch.
The train was run not only in disregard
of a rule requiring trains to be run within the yard limits with
speed under lontrol, but also apparently with recklessness as regards the switch which was misplaced and which caused the derailment; for it appears that the air-brakes on the train which, according to all the available evidence, were in good order, had not been
applied before the engine ran off the track. The engineman was
fatally Injured, dying 11 days after the accident, and he made no
Intelligible statement.
The train consisted of an ensine and 14 cars.
Six of these cars were completely broken up. ,t.iuI three others were
.

Prairie Locomotive Built by the
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experience bt-fure.
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hr RWltchtoati who wui immrdlaicly icapODalble had worked In thli yard about aix weeks, but bad had •''veral
years' experience in railroad work.
of
The engineman nr "
the switching engine had worked In this yard only
Dcrnllm'-nt \r. "i <.., urrliig about 4 am. anri rr,
I'h
I

'

of

a

f

I

of the

engineman

anil

•

-it-

'n«
upeed of
l>elii.kml.111 hour.
The switch was
.
tlOD fur the Bide track.
It had be«n used by a freight iralu about
40 minutes before, but the question who was blameworthy for the
misplacement has not been srtiled. The switch had no lamp, being
a new one. The lamp had been received for It. and It was to have
been pu' in position the next day. The engine was equipped with
an electric headlight, by the aid of which the engineman could undoubtedly have seen the position of the switch target In season
to stop the train before reaching the switch: but from the position
in which the dead body of the engineman was found after the derailment It Is concluded that he was not keeping a good lookout.
There Is evidence that he hiul crouched down behind the boiler bead
to light a cigar.
Kxplosiun. One of the most serious train accidents occurring
in the quarter under review was due to an explosion.
It is not
classed either as a collision or a derailment, and therefore does not
appear In Table 2a. In this accident 14 passengers and two other
persons were killed and 33 passengers and six other persons were
Injured.
The victims were on a passenger train approaching a
small ?tation. at low speed, and the deaths and injuries were due
to an explosion of powder in a car of a freight train standing on
a side track.
The explosion, from some cause unknown, occurred
just al the moment that the express car of the passenger train
passed the powder car. The passenger cars were wrecked and the
The
total amount of damage to the cars and locomotive was $11,300.
It was stafreight car in question contained 500 kegs of powder.
tionary at the time and had been so for at least 12 minutes. There
had been heavy continuous rains for several hours previous. The
car containing the powder was comparatively new. After an exhaustive investigation by officers of the road the cause of the
explosion still remained a mystery.
lit
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Prairie

Locomotive for the Minneapolis.
Ste.

St.

Paul

&

Sault

Marie.

The American Locomotive Company has recently built 10 twocompound prairie (2-6-2) locomotives for the Minneapolis.
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.
For a number of years the two-cylinder
cross compound locomotive has been successfully used in both freight
cylinder

and passenger service on this road; but. heretofore, the fast freight
work has been done by moguls. These are the first prairie engines
The reason for this change was
that have bpen put in s^eivue.

American Locomotive Company

badly wrecked. Most of the passengers who were killed were riding
in two ordinary cars, not vestibuled, which were the first two cars
In the train, while the cars behind these were not only heavier but
were, most of them, vestibuled. The train, running al from 50 to
65 miles an hour, ran over the misplaced switch and entered the
side track at such high speed that the engine was overturned at
a point a few feet beyond the point where it left the main track.
This switch was 1,585 ft. within the yard limit. There was a good
view of the switch from the approaching train. The engineman
of the passenger train was an experienced employee of this road,
but the men in charge of the switching engine, who had left the

.•

tU.-ly

ii.j

for the Minneapolis, St. Paul

&

Sault Ste. Marie.

freight and passenger
that as it
work, the prairie, with its wide firebox, offered a better opportunity to get a large grate and the necessary ample steaming
capacity for pa.ssenger service, than the mogul.
In working order the engines have a total weight of 191,500 lbs.,
of which l.'^S.OOO His., or 691... per cent., is carried on the driving
wheels. The engines are compounded on the Schenectady principle,
the high-pressure cylinders being 22'... in. in diameter by 26 in.
In stroke and the low-pressure 35 In. in diameter by the same
This gives a cylinder ratio of 2.42. The high-pressure cylinstroke.
der is equipped with a piston valve and the low-pressure with an

was desired

to use

them

for both

s
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Allen-Richardson slide valve, the valves being actuated by the
Stephenson link motion.
The boiler is o£ the extended wagon top type with sloping
back head and throat sheet, and is made in three courses, the outside diameter of the first and smallest ring being 60 U in. The
tubes, of which there are 2r>6, are 2 in. in diameter and 15 ft. long,
which gives a heat:ng surface of 2,077 sq. ft., the total heating
surface of the boiler being 2.243 sq. ft.
These locomotives, f.ke so many others, show the wide variation
in practice in the location of the injector check.
The photograph
shows that it is set well to the front. As a matter of fact, its

from the inside face of the front tubein. in diameter the edge of the stream
of entering water is only 8% in. from the plate.
This is quite
contrary to the practice on other roads. A comparative determination of effects of different locations on tubes and steaming capacity
would be interesting. The firebox is 90 in. long and 62^4 in. wide,
giving a grate area of 39 sq. ft. The water spaces are large, being
5 in. wide at the mudring and increased to 7 in. at the crownsheet at the sides and to 6 in. at the back end.
There is here a further variation in practice in the use of
flexible stays.
By comparing this boiler with others that have
been made recently by the same company it will be found that one
boiler with a length of 108 in., had a double row of flexible stays
up each side and across the top, with clusters in the upper corners.
The fireboxes in these prairie engines have a grate length of
90 in. and a length at the door of about 103 in. Yet here no flexcenter line

is

is

trucks.
In the

matter of weight equalization a departure has been
the ordinary practice in equalizing the front and main
driving wheels with the front truck and the rear drivers with the
trailing truck, instead of equalizing the two rear drivers and the
trailing truck together as is usual in this type.
The following are some of the principal dimensions and ratios
of these engines:

made from

'ylindi-is. (lininelcr
Cvllndei-. diametc r

li.

•

p

2:;'/. in.
" ••

33
26
4

p

1.

I'iston. stroke

driving
total engine
englni- and tender
Weight In working crd> r, drivers
total engine
engine and tender
Heating surface, tub?s
hiise,

2!)

'*

•

165.9
2,243.3

'.

8

'•

"

5'/S

Kliebox. length
wlillh

x]4

•

%

thIcknrHH crown, side and back sheets
tubesheet
water space

,t

thickness
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and 5 '4

14

ft.

type. h. p.
type, I. p
travel
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1

P
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•»,

cnl-nn'

In.
••

"

14ln.
1.

p.

cylinder

54-ln-

63 In.
33 "

front truck
trailing trui-k

4(5

"

33 "
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Irartlve efforl

2fi,730 lbs.

Weight on drive,
Tractive effort

Weight on drlveia
_
-^Total weight

Total weight
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ml Ive

U
1

Wheels, diameter, driving

1

"

Allen-lilcUai'dson

p

lead
lead at

9%

In.

18 "
6,000 gals.
10 tons

caiiacltv. loal

1

In.

26ti

2 In.
13 ft.
No. 11

bngth

lap, h.
lap, I.

I"-

V§-ln.

number

Kxbaust nozzle
Stack, height above rail
Slack, diameter
Tank capacity, water

Va Ive,

In.

"
x 10
200 lbs.
OUVt In.
62 Vj ••

diameter

Tank

x 12

" x 12 "
" x 12 "

6

tender

Tnlies,

•

;5,S.!j

!H<i in.

p. i.•sure

"

"

3

6'/, "
13S,<i00"lb5.
11)1.3U0
300,100 "
2,077.tisq. ft.

tJrate area
.lournals, main driving
trailing drivi.ig
front truck
trailing trn,-k

Steam

ft.

30 "

firebox
tntiil

11

effort x

diameter of drivers

Healing

nil

rface

Heating surface
I!

rate area

^,

00.4.J'

=

5.

7.3*

Total heating surface

Weight on drivers
Heating surface
Total weight

=

83.5

Heating surface

Volume

of equivalent simple cyliud.Ms

=

Total heating surface
\ ol. of equivalent

8.99 cu.

=

ft.

250.0

simple cylinders

Grate area

2',-..

ible bolts are used at all.
It is quite true that this corre-sponds
with older practice, but the question arises why one firebox should
need four vertical and two horizontal rows of these bolts and another, only 5 in. shorter, should need none at all.
It does not seem
that the difference can be wholly either in the difference in the
length or the degree of forcing to which the fire is subjected. Possibly the matter is worthy a more thorough investigation than it
has yet received. The frames are of cast-steel with double front
rails and a separate slabbed section at the rear for the trailing

Wlipel

Firebox heating surface
•

just 10 in.

As the hole

sheet.
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=

4.34

Vol. of equivalent simple cylinders

Tube heating surface equated to
Vaughan's formiila)

firebox heating surface
.5.16.8 sq. ft.

(

Total equated firebox heating surface
Hatio of equated to actual heating surface
liatio, volume of high to low-pre.ssure cylinder

"

702.7
1

to 3.19

1 to

2.42

The Maximus Brake:
The accompanying drawing shows the construction of an ingenious accessory mechanism applied to the foundation brake gear
of a car to automatically produce a prpssure on the brake shoe inversely proportional to the varying coefficient of friction at different speeds and thus to give a uniform retarding effect throughout the stop. The apparatus is an English invention and has been
developed in connection with both the vacuum brake and the Westinghouse brake. Referring to the drawing. Fig. 1, which shows
the application of the apparatus to one end of a four-wheel truck,
it will be seen that the right-hand brake shoe is suspended by a
rigid hanger in the ordinary manner.
The left-hand shoe, however,
is suspended by a link from a bell crank rigidly attached to a
square shaft which extends across the end of the truck outside
of the end piece.
To this square shaft are also rigidly fastened
two short lever arms which have pins at their ends working in
circular slots in the casting bolted to the end piece and shown
partly in section. This casthig forms a seat for the spiral spring,
the stem of which is also attached to the square shaft. The tension in this spiing can be adjusted by the double nuts on the
outer end of the stem. Below the spring i.s shown a r.U:'het slide
which engages with a toothed pawl which is pivoted and which is
normally disengaged by the pressure of the square shaft against
the vertical leg. Power is transmitted from the brake cylinder
through the pull rod shown at the toj) to the truck lever which
is supported by the fixed hanger shown jni-t to the left of the axle.
This truck lever carries a roller which works in a V-shaped cam
slot in the connecting yoke attached to the left-hand brake shoe
The right hand brake shoe is conand passing under the axle.
nected with the truck lever by a short link passing over the axle.
When the brakes are applied the truck lever is pulled to the left
by the pull rod in the usual way and draws the two brake shoes
up tight against the circumference of the wheel. As soon as the
friction is sufficiently great to cause the left-hand brake shoe, which
is hung from the bell crank, to stick and begin to move down,
the square shaft moves to the right against the spring pressure,
pivoting about the end of the short lever arm extending downwardly. The initial tangential retarding effect at the brake shoe is
thus made a constant quantity depending on the tension on the
spring. At the high speeds when he coefficient of friction is low
the pressure exerted by the truck lever is mad.= correspondingly
high.
At the instant that the brake shoe begins to drag and to
move the square shaft to the right against the spring pressure
the toothed pawl is released and engages with the ratchet slide.
This slide is connected back to the cylinder lever by a rod. and
when it engages with the pawl all further movement of the cylinder
lever and, therefore, any further increase in pressure at the brake
shoo through the truck lever is arrested. In making a stop at high
speeil the brakes are applied with the maximum force which conUnties to be exerted until the tangential pull on the brake shoe
releases the stop pawl and checks any further increase In braking
power. As the speed falls, due to the retarding action of the
brakes, the coefficient of friction incroase.s. This causes the lefthand brake shoe to tend to drag farther and farther downward.
As it moves downward the roller on the truck lever goes up in
the slot of the connecting yoke and in effect opens out the toggle
Joint coniipction between the two brake shoes, thereby relieving
automatically the pressure on the shoes without altering the pull
If the car is moving in the
at the upper end of the truck lever.
opposite direction the movement of the apparatus is in the reverse
The left hand brake shoe moves up indirection to that described
stead of down and the l)ell crank pivots about the end of the upper
short lever arm. The yoke rises instead of falling and the roller
on the truck lever moves downward In the cam slot, accomplishing exactly the same effect. The drawing shows the arrangement
I
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Of Ui« appkr»ius at one end of the truck only. The locking mecbanUm. however, la applied only it the end of the truck nearest the
center of the car. The brak^- kUdi-h on the other pair of whreli
on the truck are auapended rmm n\>.| link* but are conne^iiMl
together with the «ame arrant:- lut'Ut uf toggle tevera. Their action
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of about ):o per cpot. a* asaloft io per cent, fur the ordinary
brake.
It flTetti a eonalant and maalmum retardation from th«
beRlnntnK of the application and la Just aa trffective at blsb cpeeda
aa at low k[ii'< i|m
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and

ontinues constant to the end of the stop.
he retardation of the two brakes U alao
p.otled on the diagram, being the product of
the coefDclent of friction by the per cent, of
brake shoe pressure. The relative areaji of
the diagrams represent the ri?Iative etfettivenii-s uf the two brakes.
The Maximus brake
exeits 6;t.8 per cent, more pressure and effects 62.13 per cent, more retardation.
It
'

1

stops a train in 38.32 per c"nt. less dist.inc-e.
Fig. 4 shows the results of some comparative brake tests made on the North Eastern
Fig.
Maximua Brake Apparatus Applied to Four-Wheel Truck
Railway which check closely the theoretical
under the constantly Increasing coefflrient of friction as the speed diagram shown in Fig. 3. These tests were made on a strip of
straight track between York and Pllmoor during January and FebIs reduced is precisely the same as that already described.
Figure 2 shows the apparatus as applied to a four-wheel truck ruary, 1906. The stops shown for the ordinary brake were made
on the North Eastern Rail-xay of England. The square shaft ex- by slipping one six- wheel coach braked on the four end v. heels
tends across the end of the truck and the bell
crank hangers with the regulating springs are
mounted at ea<-h end of the truck end piece
The
directly In line with the wheel treads.
ratchet and pawl are in the center line of the
car, the connecting rod extending back to the
brake cylinder levers.
The value of this apparatus is chiefly in
1

making stops from high speed. With the ordinary brake apparatu.s the pressure on the
brake shoe is constant, being limited to about
80 or 90 per cent, of the weight on the wheel
In order to prevent skidding at the end of
the stop.
At very high speeds the coefficient
of f rid ion is less than one-third the coefficient
of rriition at low speeds and consequently an
arrangement of brake apparatus employing a
constant braking pressure from the beginning
to the end of the stop has an efficiency when
flrsl applied of not more than 26 per cent.,
at medium speeds 52 per cent, and near the
end of. the stop 80 per cent., or an average of
over nO per cent. With the Maximus
initial braking power is increased to
Fig. 2
Application
160 per cent, or more of the weight of the car
either by changing the foundation brake leverage or by increasing
the size or pressure in the brake cylinders.
This braking power
is effective at the beginning of the application, but it is gradually
and automatically eased off in the manner described to 80 or 90
per cent, of the ioad as the train comes to a slop, giving an average
but

little

—

brake the

of

Maximus Brake

to

400

Spted Mi/es per mn/r.
Fig.

3

— Comparative

Pressure and Retardation of
Ordinary Brakes.

North Eastern Railway Four-Wheel Truck.

only to 62 per cent, mathematically of Its weight. The same coach
was then taken into the shop and fitted with the Maximus brake
apparatus with the same percentage of weight braked. The tests
were then repeated under the same conditions, Iwth tests being
made on days which were clear and dry. The highest initial speed

900
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too
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Distance Sfopped in farces.
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Maximus and
Fig.

4_Diagram

of

Brake Trials on the North Eastern Railway.
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attained was 74 miles an hour with the ordinary brake and 75
miles an hour with the Maximus brake. With the Maximus brake
the car was stopped from 75 m.p.h. in 2.010 ft. The coach, fitted
with the ordinary brake, was stopped at 74 miles an hour in 2.970 ft.
Equating the two steps for equivalent speeds the saving was 34
per cent. At 60 miles an hour the saving was 26.5 per cent. More
recent tests have shown even greater saving in distance in making
stops.

The action of the brake being entirely automatic the engineman does not need to be careful in making emergency or service
Full braking power can be thrown on at either high
applications.
or low speed without danger of skidding the wheels or making uncomfortable stops. The action of the brake is said to be very
smooth and uniform at both high speeds and low speeds. So successful have the trials been in England that the Great Western
has already boiight the rights to apply the apparatus to all of its
passenger stock. It is controlled by the Maximus Brake Syndicate.
Limited. Queen Anne's Chambers. Westminster. I^ondon. The licensees for Great Britain are Taite & Carlton. 63 Victoria street,
London. Harvey E. Brown. Managing Director of the Maximus
Brake Syndicate, with headquarters at the Southern Hotel. SI. Louis,
Mo., is introducing the device in the ITnited States.
Pneumatic Tube and Pipe Cutter.

A pneumatic

tube and pipe cutter designed by S. H. Lewis, asgeneral foreman, is in use at the shops of the Seaboard
Air Line at Portsmouth, Va. It can be easily operated by one man.
With an air pressure of 50 lbs. per sq. in. it can rut three 2-in. locosistant
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In addition to
is practically noiseless.
these advantages the boiler maker does not have to mark each tube
where it is to be cut. as the length is fixed by the adjustment of
the stop. This is of value in cutting now tubes into safe ends, as
the work of handling the tubes is materially lessened.
The cutters are of steel % in. thick and 3 in. in diameter; they
are cheap, and their life is long. One set of cutters in the Seaboard Air Line shops has been in service for four months and
has made 21.000 cuts without grinding on 2-in. tubes, approximately

not revolve, the machine

%

in.

thick.

Previous to building this machine the number of engines that
could be turned out of the shop was dependent on the tube work;
but since its installation the amount of tube work to be done is
not considered in deciding upon the number of engines to be turned
out.
At the present time, with an output of six engines that are
receiving a general overhauling per week, and notwithstanding the
fact that other facilities have been greatly increased, the one tube
cutter in service

is idle

a large part of the time.

An Annerican

State

Owned

Railroad.*

Instances of government ownership and operation of railroads
have been rare in America. The Western & Atlantic Railroad furnishes perhaps the most important example in our history. That
road was begun under a legislative act of 1836, built with public
funds, and operated by the state government during periods of prosperity and depression, of peace, w'ar and political reconstruction
until 1870, when it was finally leased to a private corporation.
In 1826, Wilson Lumpkin, afterwards Governor of Georgia, made

Pneumatic Tube and Pipe Cutter; Seaboard Air Line Shops,
motive lubes per minute, including the handling. If the air pressure Is Increased, the capacity increases also. Furthermore, the
cutter Is very er'onomical in air consumption.
The machine consists of a sleeve A turning in long bearings
and driven by a pulley keyed near its <enter. At the end of ihc
sleeve Is an enlargement containing three cylinders to which pistons
are tilted. These cylinders stand on radial lines and the pistons
have roller cutters attached. There are ports through the sleeve
as shown that lead to the outer end of the cylinders, through wnlch
air Is admitted by means of the three-way cock.
Stops for the lube
and Y supports are provided beyond the end of the machine and
the tube Is firmly clamped In position by pressure on a iiedal.
After the machine is started the lube Is placed in position to
he cut. reslirK on the supports and shoved back against the slop. II
Is clumped by the pedal and the handle of the three-way cock is
turned to admit air to the outer ends of the cylinders. This forces
the pistons In and the cutters against the tube. As the circular
head revolves the cutlers roll around the tube and are forced In
and cut off the piece In a few revolutions.
The piece cut off passes out at the back end through the hollow
tapered npindle. When the lube Is cul, the air valve Is moved
exhaust and the cutters open by centrifugal force to receive
another luhe. As the tube Is clamped by the pedal II can be fixed
and released Instantly without loss of lime, and as the tube does
to

a survey through central Georgia and the Cherokee territory to the
northwestward and reported that a route could there be had for a
railroad.
At this time steam locomotion was hardly contemplated
for railroads in America, and Lumpkin proposed that the motive
power should be furnished by teams of nuilcs.
The idea upon which Lumpkin had acted in his survey was
never abandoned. The revised charter of 1835 of the Georgia Rail"The people of the West have in conroad recites in its preamble:
templation to make a communication between the city of Cincinnati
means of a nillroad, and the best
coast
by
the
South
Atlantic
and
route for such coiumunlcation Is believed to be through the slate of

The building of the (Jcorgiii Railroad Is now in progress
bo an liupoitant link in thi- line of said communication."
the projects was one for the MMr of Georgia to build a largo
part of the desired coniniunlcnilon as a ilistini-tly public enterprise.
The legislature which met in Deccnibcr, 1S36. passed a law which
directed the survey and construction of a railroad from a point near
Rossvllle to some eligible point on the southeastern bank of the
Chattahoochee river, and provided funds not to exceed $:t.'>0.000
A year, unless a future legislature should otherwise enact. The road
was named the Western & Atlantic. A year later an increased provision of funds was made by authorl7.lng the sale of state bonds
Georgia.

and

will

Among

•AtiKlrnrt of nn article In the Vole Ifevtcw by flrlch H. Phillips, of tbg
Cnlverfilly of Wisconsin.
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in amounu not more than 1500,000
1838 an appropriation of I! '
•upplfnKntfd and iup<Th>
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I'nJfr the Art of ls.>\\ Hern 4 Atlaivtlc
wan piiMhrd rapidly forward .i:.
'...i
tuJ uf ISH «p«>(:inratlons
for the flral 60 mllt'ii of the rui
».r.- ready.
In April the conIrait.H for the grading of UO mini Mire lit and In U -tober &0 miles
more By February. 1839. the contiai tora were working about 2,000
nun on the road, and fair promU» wk.* riven for the completion
of the flmt 100 mile* li.v Ihe iiur
>i-ar
In iionie m-rilons.
however, cut* and (Ills Wfre <\
.y. ami Bome cuti) which
ran through rock tormutlun.s »
:i!.v slow and rxpriislve
Hut financial troubleH now um. ,u n il»>d. The contractors
on the road were Informed of the Ftali- of tliiaucee, and authorized
to suspend work or carry It on with the luotipecl of delayed payment as they should see lit. In the dearth of other opportunities
for their labor In the stagnation of buslin'j'.s. most of the contrac
tors were disponed to lomp'etf the work on their sectlans. and even
to i-ecure addltlon.ll contracts on the nortln'rn end of the line, and
proposed to accept payment In the unsalable .scrip of the state. The
contracts for grading the remainder of the route were let at the
end of 1839, with the one Important exception of the section which
w<u to Include a tunnel n quarter of a mile long the only tunnel
on the route. The continued strain on credit, however, cau.sed such
severe decline In the market rates for stale .scrip, that most of the
contractors, by the spring of 1842. suspended work.
.

l

I

.

—

The delay In the progress of the road, it happened, was not a
cause of general regret. The depression of credit, each month more
severe, had forced the stoppage of work on all the roids which
were expected to connect with either end of the Western & Atlantic.
The importance of that road lay in Its becoming a connecting link
It would be of no use to forge the link until
of a general system.
the chain was approaching readiness. Furthermore, neither of the
railroads from the ocean gateways had reached within 60 miles of
the beginning of the Wesiern & Atlantic, and It would be an extravagance to haul rails and rolling slock over the wretched country
roads to the isolated state railroad, which, if built, would begin
on a vaca,nt hillHop and run through ravines and fore^^ts to no
terminus of consequence. The completion of the roadbed, without
the laying of the superstructure, would entail a loss through the
washing of the soil In the cuts and fills. The continued depression
of state credit, meanwhile, made it inexpedient to attempt to buy
rails.
advl-^^ed.

in

In
for profitable traffic became much bri:^hter.
184G lines from Augusta and Savannah had reached the
Western & Atlantic terminus. Iluiing 1S48 the Nashville & Chattanooga Railroad was organized and put under contract. The branch
from tho nioln stem of the Western & Atlantii- al King.ston was
soon afterwards completed to Rome, and, al<lc(l by a steamboat on
the river, attracted trade from the valley of the Coo.-^a in Alabama.
At the same time building of the Etowah lloiirinc mills on the
line of the road stimulated the production of wheat to an unprecedented extent.
With the piercing of Tunnel Mill. October 30, lSi:i. the comple
The last rails were laid in the spring
tion of the road became ea-^y.
of 1S51.
In May of that year the first train ran to Chattanooga.
The road was 138 miles long and graded through nuuh of Its length
for a double track, though equipped with only a single one. of 5-ft.
gage.
It crossed three river valleys and the dividing watersheds.
Its track was a imtchwork of strap rails and flange rails laid on
wooden stringers, and "bridge rails." of the shape of an inverted L".
spiked directly to the cross ties. Its rolling stock consltted of 13
engines, four passenger cars, two baggage cars, four box cars and
The epoch of opeiation and its problems had
six platform cars.
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the Kummer of I Sit; until the end of 1857. when t
JoB<-ph IC. Hrown to the Covi-morship and his appoln;...
..a
\V. Lewis brought a distinitly new regime In Western * Atlantic
affairs.
I'mil the businesslike administration of Brown and (..ewls
begun, the conimonwtalth had continually f<'lt that it had a white
elephant on Its hands. The pt-ople were anxious lest the road and
its money should become the instrument of politb-al tyranny and
corruption, but f«;ared, on the other hand, that a still greater power
would be established for possible evil if the road were sold or leased
The Federal Union In an editorial Janto a private corporation.
uar.v 31, 1854. which in its dread of corporation control has a very
moileri' tone, spoke as follows:

The

K. Cooper.

position

w.i,.

..

wlltiln ihe t*it two jrriir»
Iidh never y<t liail a fair itI.tI
ImpnivenieiilH hnve been niaile in some |iart» nf It, and great addition*
i'i)iil|inioiii
several bramli nmils huve alao lieen built wblrh will add
and now. Just as Ibe proudent
grentljr tii llu- biislni'K.s nf the main irunk
linpes of tbe r. lends of Ihe road arc about to tie realized. It Is proposed lo
Inrn over this great work with all lt> splendid prnspeels to a -ompaoy of
But the pecuniary loss would noi be all that the p<-ople would
speculators.

"The nail

;

:ari:e

to liK

:

:

A large cor|ioratlon, like a mighty < olossus. with
al fbaltanooga. will bestride tbe state,
flncers will be felt in every election and will direct the future
.\o matter what guards and eherks Ibis legislature
leglslalioD of the slate.
may throw aiound such a rorporailon. when they once get control of such Im
mense resources Ibey will elert a leglslalure to sull themselves and will

sutfer by this transaction.

one foot
nhllst

at

Savannah and the other

lis lri>n

We a;e willing to entrust tbe managebreak nil these bands like cohwetis.
ment of the road to tbe people, whether tbe Whigs or Democrats are In power,
for we believe that Ibe large majority of bolb jiartles are bonst men and tbtir
agents are always responsible to the people for thl;- conduct, but a gigantic
rorpoiatlon has neither soul nor conselenee and owes no responsibility to any
Tbe Influence of corporations Is
tribunal whether In heaven or on earth.
It can be seen In every vote that
already felt In every libre of our legislation
is inkeu im this subject, and if ever these corporations get control of the
Stale road, they will govern the state."
;

February. 1S41. that the lower 52
miles of the route alone be prepared for the superstructure, and
work on the northern part of the route be neglected; that as soon
as one of the rtiilroads from Macon or Augusta should reach the
connecting point, the superstructure should be laid on the 52 miles
and the road be put in operation for that distance: that meanwhile, the state should give financial aid to the company roads and
enable them to make the Wesiern & .Atlantic connection. The state
government approved most of these items and an act of December.
1811. dissolved the commission, replacing it with a disbursing agent,
ordered the completion of the road for 52 miles when It should
become fea.'fible. and llie suspension of work on the upper part of
the route. The laying of rails foi the 52 miles was In progress
from 1813 to 1845: and thereafter, under an act of 1842. the road
was gradually extended through Ihe application of the net earnings
from Its operation. Active work was resumed under an act of 1847.
and the road was completed to Chattanooga. May. 1851. Meanwhile,
after 1845. times were growing much better: cotton prices rose again
to satisfactory levels, business In general revived, and state scrip
could b.' sold at par. An act of 1847 ordered the completion of
the road, providing $375,000 in state bonds as the limit for the work.
1845 and

In 1852 Oo»»rBor
'
»»

(Je<

:

The commission

ley.

»23

problem was that of freight rates. Here the crux was
question of whose interests the state road ought primarily to
subserve. Ought rates to be high for the sake of large returns to
the treasury, or low to benefit the citizens who were consumers
of western produce? Ought lo?al tariffs to be on the lowest basis,
so as to increase the prosperity along the route of the road in
tUorgia. or ought the through rates to be at the minimum so a^
to attract business from afar and cheapen the food supply ihrougaout tlie cotton belt? Ought the rates on goods for transfer to the
connecting lines in Georgia to be on a reduced bxsis for the benefit
of the established towns like Macon and Augusta, or ought the
taiiff to lie absolutely uniform and thus promote the growth of a
distributing lenter of food sui)plies for the colton belt at the West
em & Atlantic terminus? The actual policy as to freight rates was
based on a tew substajitial principles: the road ought to yield a

A

vital

in the

reasonable return on the investment; it ought ta promote the welfare of tbe people of the state at large; it ought to subserve the
special interests of .the people along the route when they did not
conflict with those of the stale at large, but in case of such conflict
the

larger

were easier
satisfaction.

These doctrines, of course,
interest ought to prevail.
to formulate than to apply in concrete i-.-uses with general
Indeed freight latss seem to have been altered with

some frequency to allay clamor.
The fact that the road was for a period Incomplete and operated
for strictly local business, caused the rise of local enterprises

which

shortly led to vigorous demands on the ground o.' protection to
vested interests. The growing of wheat and corn along the route
was
yieldetl large returns so long as the road was unfinished, but
thereafter embarrassed by the wesiern competition. There wa^ also
phenomenal growth at the southern end of the road of a town first
The grain
called Tennliius, then Marthasvllle, and finally .\tlanta.
raisers, of couise, objected to any reduction of rates for western
would
which
tariff
any
against
protested
Atlanta
while
cereals,
encourage shippers lo send carloads past her depot unbroken. These
protcs-ts

were

at

times of some avail.

For example,

in

November,

force th.lt all down traffic on the Western
& Atlantic should bear the same charges whether botind for Atlanta
were fixed on a
or points below. .\t the same time rales on corn
divisions
strictly distance basis: the road was laid oft into seven
Ave cents a
of distance, and the rate for corn in sacks fixed at
bushel for one unit of distance, six cents tor two units, seven cents
1S55. a rule

was put

in

.
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road.
for three, and so on to 11 cents for the whole length of the
Four cents a bushel was included in this tariff for terminal charges
distance.
of
and one cent for carriage over each unit
The disproportion of down traffic and up traffic was enormous.

tables are available for the ante helium period, but
the figures from the report of 186S1839 are perhaps a fair illustraIn that year the
tion of this characteristic feature of the road.

No tonnage

through tonnage southward from Chattanooga to Atlanta was 233,S'ame
022.932 lbs., and the through tonnage northward between the
Btaticns was 6,089,500 lbs. The total freight southward was above
350,000.000 lbs., while the total northward was below 30,000,000.
This meant that 11 cars out of every 12 had to go back empty, and
the profit on the downward load was diminished in all such cases
by the cost of hauling back the empty car.
From 1861 to 1SC3, tlion- is to he noted the heavy traffic on
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reopening the seaboard lines; the gross earnings for 1805-1866
were $1,315,756.40. and for 1866 1867 ?1,273,191.35; net, $360,655.69
and $585,729.13: large sums were devoted to rebuilding.
In 1870 there ensued a travesty of administration with wholesale mismanagement, extravagance and plundering, shared in by
numerous politicians. Blodgett. the Superintendent, is said to have
stated, with grim humor, that he took charge of the road to manage
its "public and political policy."
N. P. Hotchkiss, the Auditor,
when asked how he had managed to save up 20 or 30 thousand
dollars in a year or two out of a $2,000 salary, explained that
done "by the exercise of the most rigid economy."
it had been
Blodgett and others were afterwards indicted for various crimes,
but were pardoned by Conley, the last Republican Governor. By
the autumn of 1870, the officials of connecting lines began to protest
against the Western & Atlantic track as too dangerous to trust their
cars on.
Blodgett was robbing the road of
all it was earning and of all he could borrow
in its name, and now demanded an appropriation of $500,000 from the State for repairs.
The condition of things had now becom.e intolerable for the people, and a great cry arose
lor the road to be taken out of politics.
At the meeting of the legislature in October, 1870, a law was passed providing for the

'^Ji

;-

.ino 1

lease of the road, on adequate security, for
20 years, at not less than $25,000 a month.
A company headed liy ex-Governor Joseph E.

5^'

Brown at its head, and including railroad
presidents and politicians, Democrats and
Carpet-Baggers, made a bid of $25,000 a month,
furnished acceptable security and received the
award of the lease. At the end of 1870 the
Western & Atlantic accordingly passed out of
state operation.
When the term of the lease
expired iu 1890. a new lease, which now has
some years yet to run, was made of the state
road to the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis
at $420 000 a year. The existing status of the
road as public property under private operalion continues to be viewed in the state with
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general satisfaction.

The Salem Train Order.

We

print herewith a fac-simile, slightly
reduced, of the train order which figured in
the disastrous collision at Salem. Mich., July

made from a plate for which we are indebted to the Detroit yens. This copy of the
order was made at Plymouth by the night
operator, and the copy for the freight train
(Train No. 71) was delivered by the day operator about S.40 a.m. Further particulars are
given in the editorial on page 114.
20,
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Earnings of German Roads.

At the beginning of the year 1906 there
were 34.124 mile.s of standard gage railroads
in Germany. 21 per cent, more than there
were 10 years ago. The area of the German Kmpire is 208.780 square miles and
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Train Wrecked at Salem, Michigan

snpply the exhatisted country, a pressure increased by delay

The receipts
the year 1905 were

62.125,000.

more than
Th? passenger and baggage traffic

K&t^
Schedule

is

traffic for

$163,773,750, 63 per cent,

in 1895.

contrib-

per cent, to the total receipts.
There are four class rates for passengers.
The first class averaged but 4 per cent, of
the passenger traffic; second class. 21 per
third and fourth class. 75 per
cent., and

uted

government account, the large nominal e.irnings In depreciated currency, and a great deterioration of track and rolling stock. In 1864,
Sherman's army destroyed much of the track and equipment, a destruction which was crudely restored. In part only, by the Confederate government and the slate before the end of the war. The
rood was operated by the I'nitcd States military authorities and
was re-stored to the f ommonwcalth on September 25. 1865, a rough
patchwork of damaged and crooked rails, laid on rotten crosstles
and on rough poles and other niakeshlft.s; eight miles of track
at the upper end were entirely missing, while Ihe rolling stock
was fit for the scrap heap. In 1866-1867 there followed a period
of vigorous rehabilitation; there was an Immense press of trafHc

population

from passenger

28

per passenger per kilometer (0.62
of a cent, 12 per cent, less than
Freight earnings were $376,585,020. an Increase of 57 per
The receipts per ton per kilometer were about
cent, over 1895.
Ninety-two per cent, of the standard gage road is owned
8 cents.
and operated by the governments of either the confederacy or the
separate slates; the balance Is owned by private joint-stock comThe net Income on the capital invested in all the roads
panies.
averaged fi.4 per cent, a year. There were 606,612 employees and
Salaries, wages, etc., including $12,officials in the service in 190.'>.
278.420 devoted to Institutions and other expenses for their benefit,
Increase
an
of 17 per cent, over the
$209,618,500.
amoimted to
expenditure per person in 1895.

cent.

miles)
In

The average earnings
was about sl»-tenths

1895.
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The Trani-Andine Railroad*.

avold-d
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BT LCWIll a. |-BXXMA!(.
The preaent year hts tw<'i> rn.irked by two t^ventii which
Important In the history of Si.utti .\m<Tlcan rallroaJn. The

v*
flrtt

completlor. of the fhil-iin Iraris Anillnn. ufter many y»«arg
of conntructlon In the face of heavy dinicuUlifi. to a point where.
at an elevation of 10,5()U ft.. nnihlnK Inti-rvi-iieH lM>tween It and the

w«H

lh««

Trans Andine Railroad but a mile of granite mountain
through whirh a tunnel la l)elnK driven as fast as poaslble. 1'he
other event was the dlarovery, 3on mllo-i wiith of the Trunsandlne
route, uf a pas-s through the .^ii'!'
kihost point Is ul an
elevation of only J.:.'i)n ft., and so
i>roa<l gage line ean
be run through from the coai<t of
Mlanea and Buenos
i
Aires without biiil.ling a single tuntul.
The west roast of South America, as far as freight, mall and
passenger serviees are concerned. Is as remote from New York and
l^ondon ns Australia, and twice iis remote as South Africa. The
people of Chile. Feru and Ecuador, when voyaging to Europe, sail
down the coast, around Cape Horn ami then north again to Buenos
Aires or .Montevideo, where a direct European connection Is made.
The time rwiuired is from five to eight weeks, and the expense
.\ricentliie

'

i

;

<

Grading for the Chilean Trans-Andine.
almost as much as making a direct first-class trip around the
world following the usual northern hemisphere routes. The much
shorter Panama route is no less expensive and, owing to the slow
and Irregular coasting steamer service, usually takes as much or
more time than the all-water route by the Horn.
Mail to Peru and Ecuador usually comes by Panama, but the
great bulk of the freight to these countries as well as Chile, pays
the high insurance covering the passage by the Horn rather than
meet the expense of the double trans-shipment at Panama and the
delays to freight by thit route on account of the overcrowded condition of the Isthmian railroad.
For the people of Chile, and for
many Peruvians, the completion of the first transcontinental railroad will cut down the expense of the European voyage 30 per
cent., and save In time of transit of both passengers and mail al-

is

most 50 per

i-a

pr'

cent.

Chile will obtain favorable freight rates over the broad-gage line
building by the newly discovered low-grade pass of San Martin,
which Is now breaking all South American records for rapid construction. Trans-shipment of goods to train will be made at Buenos
Aires, La Plata or Uahia Bianca, from where they may be carried
The cost of trans-shipment
to destination without further transfer.
win be more than met by the saving In Insurance, There will be

leii-i

-o
.1...

..

season. A second h;-.
too eotitly to wnrrnr
)l"

t«mpMtuoua Horn, aad

alio, for six
greater danger of exposure In the unthe "north'^rii." atonns of great tIo>•'" i>-.. 1.1 .... firing the winter
:

probably prove

ind Peru across
Tl.s will bo deferred

of the Trana-Andlne
hao formed ;!.: pnucipiil laiid route of travel between
the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of South America ever since the
Spanish conquerors of Peru first crossed by It when descending
Into Chile to found the present cities of Santiago and Valparaiso.
The highway discovered and opened up by thew e-ir!v "makers
of empires" was the same one over which the .\
riot.
San .Martin, poured the troops that struck the deati
.nish
power In South America at Chacabuco. The ixipu
r of
the southeastern part of the continent Is In the vicinity of the Rio
Plate where the three cities of Buenos Aires, Rosario and Montevideo contain between them nearly 2,000,000 Inhabitants. On the
west coast Valparaiso and Santiago are In almost the same latitude as the mouth of the Plate, and a line drawn between these
two centers cuts the Andes almost exactly at Uspaliata Pass.
Long before a railroad over the mountains was considered feasible 700 miles of direct line was built across the Argentine pampa
to the rich and populous wine-growing province of Mendoza, at
the foot of the Andes and on the line of the old approach to I'spalKallroail,

Clearing

Snow on Rack

Section of Argentine Trans-Andlne.

the Chilean side the extension of the government
road up the fertile valley of the Rio Aconcagua to \a>s Andes penetrated for some distance the outer ranges of the mountains
and approached even nearer than the Argentine road to the summit of the divide. The terminals of these two roads were only
about 60 miles apart in an air line and. when the Trans-Andlne
Railroid was proposed, a survey ishowed that ihey could be connected by rail with something like 110 miles of track.
The 70 miles of the .Argentine section of this line from Mendoza to Las Cuevas. where the summit tunnel is now being driven
follows the open valley of the Rio Mendoza for nearly all
It was comof Its length and involves no ditflcult construction.
pleted several years ago and has been In operation ever since, doing
passengers
carrying
mall,
in
a good business in the summer months
and light freight. On the Chilean side, however, where only 40
miles had to be built, the physical obstacles to be overcome in
building a line that would be protected at all exposed points from
the snow-slides that every spring sweep down the steep slopes of
the Andes, have made progress so slow that only this spring have
the rails been laid up to the portal of the summit tunnel.
The last 13 miles of the Chilean section presented to the engiThe snow that causes all the
neers the roost dtfOcult problems.
lata pass.

On

—
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Approach

to Uspallata

Pass on the Chilean Side, Showing Railroad Grade on the Right and Government

trouble in winter is partly the result of natural precipitation and
partly the result of slides from the slopes of the 20,000-ft. mountains that hem in the pa.ss.
This snow is from 10 to 60 ft. deep
by spring time, and when an accumulation of seven months begins
to slide in the thaws of November and December, whole faces of
the mountains often break away. The coach road running up to
the pass is rebuilt each spring at an expense of f60,000 by the
Chilean government. During the summer it is one of the best
mountain highways to be found in any part of the world, but it
is so completely ground down and scoured out by the slides that
its reconstruction involves both regrading and resurveying.
The engineers who built this section of the railroad had to conform to the limiting grades, and also protect the track from the

The

Vol..

boundary

The Argentine Trans-Andine

Wagon Road

5.

on the Left.

between Chile and Argentina cuts the tunnel almost
in the middle, 3,000 ft. below the base of the colossal statue of
Christ, which, as shown in one of the photographs, crowns the

summit

line

of Uspallata Pass.

Work

has been in progress for 18 months

and about half a mile has been driven from each end.

headway was made

Little

because

all the native laborers were
inexperienced in the use of the special machinery employed, but
from the present rate of progress it is expected that the headings
will meet some time in the latter part of 1908.
Up to this time passengers and light mail and baggage have
been carried over the pass by stage three times a week during five
or six'months of the summer, the time from Buenos Aires to Valparaiso being from 40 to 60 hours, depending largely on whether

International Boundary Line Between Chile and Argentina at the

onslaughts of the spring slides and the winter snow to permit
operation all the year round. The heaviest snow-sheds of the
North American transcontinental railroads would be about as useful
here as canvas wind shields in preventing the track from being carried off down the mountain. The method adopted of tunneling deep
into the sides of the mountains at all exposed points was a heroic
.measure, but undoubtedly the only one that would have succeeded
under the circumstances. The last 13 miles leading up to the divide
Is broken by l.S tunnels, all through the solid rock, and some of
them over a quarter of a mile long.
The summit tunnel, which is being driven at an altitude of
10,500 ft., will be a little over two miles long.
It is the longest
tunnpl ever ntt«'mpl<'il Rf sn ijr'^nl a hpjghf.
Tlio inlcriintinnnl

XLIII.. No.

snow was

at

first

Summit

of

Uspallata

Pass.

Though the schedule calls for
the trip over the pass between Los Andes and Mendoza between
daylight and dark of the same day it usually happens that delays
falling on

the summit.

force the passenger to spend a night in one of a group of stone
huts at Las Cuevas, near the summit. With the completion of the
tunnel, trains will be run from coast to coast on a 30-hour schedule
every day of the year. At the present time the boats carrying mail
to and from the west coast leave Valparaiso every two weeks and
take about two weeks in the passage to Montevideo, so that mail
or passengers missing a boat must wait 13 days, or a total of 27
days, before reaching the east coast. The railroad will save from
12 to 26 days in either direction for mail and passengers.
This Uspallata line, however, cannot hope over to do an ex-

Railroad

Approaching

Uspallata

Pass.

—
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aome

ot which,
a* 8 p<>r rent.
part uf South

tensive fralsht bualneaa because of the he«vy gradeai,
where the nu-k iiyatem I* employed, nin aa high
This together with the high prti<- of coal In that
America will make the rarryln;: nf mythlni; Ixit
too exiM-iiHlve to permit
this r<-iiHun the recent •'
gage Uni' throiiKh iht- !

light

pai

lilp lines.
11

.

kaxes
For

for a broad-

southern pass

of Ban .Martin Is moMt lmi>orUtui.
The pass of Han .Martin lies In a region
Ilecauso of the deuntil lately unexplorcil.
icrmlned stand mad)- liy the warliki- Arauco
the
early
Spanish
cnnqui-rorM of
Indians,
Chile were never uble to extend lh«<lr lulluence
lieyond the broad river Blo-Blo, which, at
about the 3Nth |>arallel, cuts transversely
across the country from the Andes to the
coast.
These Indians long ago became peaceful aKrIculturUts. but Chileans «tlll refer to
the nio-Hlo AS the "frontier." and though
the extension of the government railroad to
the south has done much to encourage settlement, the country Is still wlld'and forbidding.
The iinnouncement of the discovery of an
open pass through the Andes at an extreme
altitude of 2.3m ft. was received willi Incre
dullly In all parts of South America.
The
Oroya Uailioad In Peru. whUh penetrates only
the (Irst ran^e of the Peruvian .Vndes, had to
climb to an elevation of is.lioo ft.: the railroad to Quito, the Ecuadoran capital, from

••«7

many advantagmi b« obtalnMi enough monov

p^y for a rmllroad
a company of
backing bad begun
,1
through the paas to
^i-'
Argeui.nc pampa, whers connec""
;.os Aires Southern, which began
>>'^'1^ terminus at Neuquen.
.
Trains ar«
now running over seTeraJ miles ot both extensions and a through

K

survey

F'ronch
th'- ron

-

-

to

-

•

shed

^

.,
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(Juayaquil. Its port, ascends to more than i:J,000 ft.
In Colombia, the capital, Bogota,
while a short day's journey to the Pacific
coast If a railroad could be built to scale the
lowest of the lofty pas.ses that exist in that
region, on account of the difflculty of building
such a road, still has to depend on the tedious
two weeks' trip to the Carribean down the
Magdalena river. From one end of the conChilean Portal of Summit Tunnel under Uspallata Pass.
tinent
to
the other,
from the 22,000-ft.
Chimborazi in the north to the 23,500-ft. Aconcagua in the service will be begun not long after the opening of the Uspallata
south, is a continuous chain of great peaks 20.000 ft. above the line,
sea.
The famous Pass of Uspallata has always been considered
The rainfall at the latitude of San Martin about 40 deg.
the most favorable for travel on account of Its comparatively low Is nearly double that at Uspallata, and the snowfall in the higher
altitude of 13,000 ft.
The pass, however, at Its
mountains is proportionately heavy.
The commission which settled the boundary dispute between highest point hardly touches the snow^ belt, and the snowfall is
Argentina and Chile traversed a part of the San Martin Pass very light, rarely lying for a week at a time. No one of the four
several years ago, and It seems almost incredible that the men lakes that wind their way through this break in the mountains
has ever been known to freeze over.
In a recent trip through San Martin Pass
from the Chilean coast to Argentina and
back again, during the coldest days of midwinter, no temperature lower than 23 deg.
Fahr. was recorded, and no snow was encountered of a greater depth than 14 in. Most of
the way was entirely clear of snow, that met
with having been at the top of the temporary bridle trail 1,000 ft. above the pass

—

proper.

The pass is formed by a chain of lakes,
They run
each from 20 to 40 miles long.
nearly east and west and empty successively
waters
ultimately
their
other
until
each
into
reach the Pacific at Valdivia through the
There are several favorable
Valdivia river.
routes of approach to the pass for a railroad,
but that which is being followed is up the Rio
Valdivia and the Calle-Calle and San Pedro
The government railroad extends to
rivers.
where the new line begins. The
20 miles from Collilelfu to Lake Rinhue, the
first of the four lakes, has just been put in
operation.
Through the pass the line will skirt the
open stretches along the lakes, heavy cutting being necessary only at three or tour
Collilelfu.

Lake Lacar,

at the Eastern End of San Martin Pass,

composing it could have neglected to note the favorable conditions
for a main route of transcontinental travel.
An enormous pile ot
green bottles which was pointed ^out to me In the rear o( the cabin
in which the commission made its headquarters in this region may
furnish an explanation of the carelessness of these men.
A little more than a year ago a trader, William Angemeyer,
a German by birth, an American by citizenship and a Chilean by
residence, traveled through the pass on horseback, and realizing Its

space along at

lea.st

points where the mountains rise sheer from
It is a fortunate circumstance
the water.
that, while each of the lakes lies In a great
crack in the mountains, there is enough open
one side to permit ot comparatively inexpensive

railroad building.
There are no new engineering problems to be solved on this
route and only one piece ot construction that is likely to prove
This Is the 10 miles ot grading between the lakes Pancostly.
guipulli and Perihueico, which have a difference of elevation of
about 1,000 ft. Some heavy rock cutting will be necessary here;
also the construction of at least two, and possibly four, very high
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but short bridges. On the Choshueneo river, which connects these
two lakes, there is a 200-ft. waterfall of sufficient volume to furnish
power to operate the railroad for 150 miles in each direction and to
supply abundant power for local use.
Until the completion of the railroad, traffic through the pass
is to be handled by small steamers, one of which is already in
Navigation will be shortly opened
service on each of the lakes.
between the two upper lakes, Perihueico and Lacar, by a lock on
the connecting river, and the two lower lakes may also be thus
united. The traffic at present is principally cattle and foodstuffs
going from Argentina to Chile.
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grades 44 miles long and gradients as great as 64.4 ft. between
Orvieto and Chiusi, this rise being 6.2 miles long. Consequently,
a two-valved engine, whose high and low-pressure cylinder volumes
were similar to the Italian, and whose admissions were quite fixed
and invariable from the very construction of the machine, as in
certain American examples, could not be employed economically
on the extremely variable profiles of Italian lines. By the employment, however, of greater ratios between cylinder volumes it is
usual to make no difference in the cut-off of the two groups, but at
very high piston speeds the total atmospheric back pressure on
exceptionally large

l.p.

pistons

may

be

somewhat

prejudicial to tree

working.

A Balanced Compound Locomotive
The accompanying drawings

for the Italian State Railroads.

illustrate a locomotive

embodying

several features novel in express locomotive design, such as the
equalized connection of the driving and pilot axles in place of a
four-wheeled truck; the permissible oscillation of every axle-box in
the engine about a longitudinal axis in such way as to relieve frames
and axles of all strain due to diagonal movements of the one in
respect to the other through the deflexion of the springs or in
traversing curves; in the engine proper, the use of two piston valves
distributing steam to four cylinders, each valve being independently
variable in its travel by means of a duplicate reversing gear for
suiting tlie ratios of expansion, high-pressure to low-pressure, to
the widely-varying conditions of gradient and service for which
these engines are intended. This ability to vary the cut-off in a balanced compound having only two valves so differing from any
two-valved engines constructed in America is a point of great importance, for it enables machines to be set. either periodically in

—
—

High Pressure Side

of

means of a second reversing gear (and in the hands
to the average requirements of any section
Once these requirements are ascertained by practice

an adept engineman)

of the line.
the duplicate

reversing gear may be abandoned. Experience in
nearly all the countries of Europe has shown that once the most
economical working of the compound system has been determined
on various sections, and a mean struck between extremes, It is safer
to remove any possibility of interference with this mean at the
hands of englnemem, whose duties might often interfere with a
timely attention to the ratios of expansion from high to low pressure.
The utility of the duplicate reversing gear for operating the
two valves will be appreciated from a knowledge of the fact that
these engines are to work the traffic over all the most Important
trunk lines of Italy from Chiasso, on the Swiss frontier, to Milan,
to Bologna, over the Apennines to Florence, thence to Rome and
to Naples and also on the line from Florence to Pisa {Mediterranean
division). The passage of the Apennlne north of Florence comprises gradients of from 2.5 to 2.27 per cent.
So far, it has been
usual to detach the express engines at either side of the mountain
and to couple at the train-head the most powerful freight engine
available and to run another powerful freight engine, tender forwards and uncoupled from the cars, behind the train.
The old freight engines have just been replaced by some remarkably powerful balanced compound freight locomotives having
two cranked axles, and with these aiding there Is a possibility of
a greatly accelerated mountain pa.ssage. It is true that It Is proposed to electrify this mountain section; but In view of the fact
that the electric service may break down at any time, as recently
occurred for a period of three weeks on the SImplon tunnel railroad, It would be Impossible to do without a powerful reserve of
self-propelled locomotives at Plstoja the foot of the mountain.
Again, on the line from Florence to Rome there are continuous

—

—

Four-Cylinder Compound;

the shops, or by
of

It will be seen from the drawings that the variable cut-off is
made possible by the special arrangement of the cylinders: two
high-pressure on one side and two low-pressure on the other side
of the engine, one valve serving each group, and the opposite ends
of each group of cylinders being in constant communication between
themselves by means of crossed passages, so that the pressure exerted by the opposing forces of the two pi.stons in the same group
is always and constantly equal in respect to the two cranks keyed
at 180 deg. in connection with those two pistons. The balancing
of the engine forces has been found to show a marked superiority
by the equilibrium of steam pressures thus maintained, which is
alike conducive to a regular turning moment in starting heavy
trains, to a, notable stability and smooth motion when speeding,
and to a saving in track maintenance costs through the reduction
of the wheel weights here rendered possible for the balancing of
the revolving masses. The other advantages of two valves in the
place of four are found also in the Vauclain compounds that is,
the passage through two valves of double the weight of steam that
must traverse four valves, tending thus to efficiency in reducing

Italian State Railroads.

and resulting condensations. Their infriction is naturally less than in fourengines having four valves, and this,
especially when superheated steam is employed in these latter, represents more power available for traction or for speed, and in such
case the single-expansion engine becomes inferior in simplicity to
the compound in consuming more steam without including the
amount extra needed to overcome its own greater internal friction.
The Italian engine always works compound. It has no Intercepting valve. For starting purposes there is a momentary admission of boiler steam to the low-pressure cylinders. This is entirely
automatic and can only occur while the throttle is in the first stage
of its opening, and only when the engine Is set in full forward gear,
as customary when starting a train. It just suffices to enable the
high-pressure valve to obtain full admission; when the machine at
once becomes quite capable, as a compound, for starting slowly any
load up to 1.000 tons, or of 3r>0 to 100 tons with rapid acceleration.
The main throttle is of the Zara type, having a self-balancing action as soon as the throttle handle is moved for relieving It, first
of all, of the full j)ressure of the boiler steam on Its single seat.
The lower portion of the valve Is a loose-fitting piston, around the
disc of which the preliminary admission of steam leaks away to
the engine with the object of gradually applying the pressure, automatically, and so starting the wheels without slipping them. The
succeeding phases of adniis.^ion are graduated up to the moment
when the throttle valve attains that full opening which Is u.sual,
from Iho first lifting. In all valves a-s ordinarily designed. The
pilot valve for live steam admiasfon to the low-pressure cylinders
Is connected by pipe to an extended cover on the high-pressure
valve chest In which the extension spindle of the h.p. valve forms
a sort of sllde-valvo whlcJi. when in full travel, opens the way to
the receiver. From this It Is obvious that back pressure from highvariations of temperature
ternal loss by mechanical

cylinder

single-expansion

AuoUBT
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common

here avoided.

lo

lOmA jratMBs of auxllUnr admlsaloa. haa been
The
1

The

receiver referred to la a copper pipe carried around Uie
wallH of the amokebox cloa« to tliu tube-aheet for the purpoae of
reheallUK the ateam before entering the low-preaaure valve. A
"Coale" anti-vacuum valve la fltted on the top of thla pipe and a
r* ll> r prt'AMurc "t'oalc"
valve, regulatt-d tu the proper preaaure, la
n"".| uvvr the receiver aee left-hand aide.
Relief valves are also
.ii>iili'-(l to all the cylinder covers.
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first applied
designed for

All the main driving rodu work on the aame axle, to effuct
which the Inalde cylinders are allKhlly Inclined from horizontal.
There can be no question that Huch arrangement effects a more
perfect balancing than Is practicable by balancing through the Intermediary of side ro<ls (or 2 x 0.5
1. system), and that It involves
nu more strain upon the cranked uxl'- than In "divided engines"
of the Wehlj or ile Clehn order.
Th.- latt; Professor von Borrlee
maintained thai the efforts of the ouLslde engines were absorbed
almost entirely by the aide rods and the driving wheels In connec-

=

with them. None the less, according to popular notion, "divided-engine" axles may be made of about half the strength of the
single-driver axles a fallacy at once apparent when it Is considered that in the moments of the greatest stress, that Is when start
Ing a train, both .<<lngle and double driver axles are equally liable
to the full stress of all four pistons on one axle, and that If the
divided-engine axles are really not designed to resist the torque
of four pistons simultaneously then they are at a great disadvantage
compared with the unlcentric balanced engine. When the rear
wheels of a divided-engine slip, all the power of four pistons minus
that lost in skidding is applied ou the front motor axle, direct or
else through the side rods; and, when the front wheels alone slip,
nearly the whole power is transferred to the irank pins of the
rear motor axle. The same concentration of cylinder power occurs
with unlcentric balanced engines under the same accidental conditions, consequently it Is Impossible to attribute any superior equalif
ization of the work in two-motor axles than in one-motor axles
In the old Webb
those axles be coupled together by side rods.
engines and in the de Glehn engine, "No. 701," there was unquestionably an absolute division of the work at all times because their
motor axles were not connected by side rods; but since rods were
employed for connecting divided-motor engines no claim to any advantage over one-motor axles could be substantiated for the former.
In other respects the double motor locomotive labors under real
disadvantages: by the distance often separating the h.p. and l.p.
cylinders as in the Webb-de Glehn-Cole types and in the constructive
complication ensuing therefrom. In the Italian engine the crank
axle is of the Z type of square section, forged in nickel steel, bored
The mechanical deout hollow in all parts save the oblique arm.
tion

—

—

Front

End

of

Lov

Pressure

Side of

Four-Cylinder

Compound;

Italian State Railroads.

the Valtellina electric railway [electric equipment by Ganz, of Budapest], and the Zara model was afterwards copied in the electro
locomotors now operating in the Simplon tunnel by Brown, Boverl
& Co. This form of equalized pilot truck, having proved successful
for the electrical motors, has now been adopted extensively for
Italian locomotives.
The right-hand photographic view shov«-s one of the reversing
rods, the position of the other l)eing visible in the oross section
showing the cranked axle. The left-hand view is a little more complicated by the addition of the Westinghouse air pump and the
oil-feed pump. The compressed air reservoirs
are concealed by the deep frames, near the
firebox, and the sand boxes have the form
of a saddle below the boiler and are readily
It
accessible from both sides of the engine.
is worth notice that the brake blocks are only
applied at the backs of the .wheels where they
relieve the strain on the axle boxes when
in use.

In addition to the dimensions figuring on
the plans the following may be given: Boiler
pressure. 227 lbs. per sq. in.: grate area. 37.63
sq. ft.; total heating surface. 2.537 sq. ft.;
weight, empty, 135.300 lbs., loaded. 151.250 lbs.:
maximum for adhesion, 95.700 lbs. This latter is the maximum driving-wheel load allowable on Italian express engines until the roads
.\ny additional adhesion
are reconstructed.
would call for a novel type of express locomo-

having eight connected drivers. The presrepresent the power limits for
such light wheel loads, and in this respect
are instructive as showing the maximum of
power obtainable In a minimum weight, and
in a short length adapted for existing turntables throughout the Italian railroad system.
They are designed for express speeds of up
to 75 miles per hour with trains of up to -lOO
metric tons, or with fast accommodation trains
live

ent engines

Perspective View of Cylinder Casting.
are best studied In the drawings given, but It may be remarked
here that all the riding springs in the locomotive are compensated
with levers from the third to the fifth axle while the leading driver
has a single traversing spring.
The pilot truck frame is connected or equalized with the leading
pair of driving wheels so as to form, with these latter, a fourwheeled truck, which is said to be practically equivalent in function
The arrangeto the ordinary four-wheeled pilot for high speeds.
ment is based upon the Krauss-Helmholtz equalized truck which
tails

of 450 tons. With the International trains-deluxe tliey are found to pick up, easily, 30 mingenerate
utes, and more, lost in delays during a run; and their boilers
an abundance of steam in respect to the very economical steam coasumption by the engines, although the Welsh coal employed in thes?

—

—

boilers not reversed on the frames as heretofore only evaporon the best average, 7.5 lbs. of water for each pound of fuel.
The new locomotives were built by the firm. Socletft Italiana
Ernesto Breda, of Milan, and the delivery of the engines was made
with
In the presence of the Director-General of Italian Railroads
exceptional attention and formality. Some of the more important

new

ates,
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of the dimensions of lliese engines and the ratios between
•
as follows:
Cylinder, diameter, h. p
Cylinder, diameter, 1. p
Piston stroke
Steam pressure
Beating surface, firebox
tubes

them are

14.17 In.
22.23 "
25.59 "

227 lbs.
112 sq. ft.
2,425
2,537
37.63"
72.84 In.
48.00 "
37.40 "

total

Grate area
Wheels, diameter, drivers
trailing

front truck

Weight on drivers
Weight, total. In working order

95,700
151,250

Tubes, number
"
diameter
length
Tractive power
Katio, high to low-pressure cylinders

lbs.

"

273
16

2.07 In.
10.76 "
20,612 lbs.
1 to 2.46

ft.

tional
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& Great Northern and

the San Antonio & Aransas Pass. The
St. Louis Southwestern and the International & Great Northern previously used jointly a small one-story frame station on Third and
Mai-y streets, on the north end of the block which the new terminal

now

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass had a separate
own about half a mile away.
station is at the corner of Fourth and Mary streets,

occupies.

station of its

The new

in the business center of the city, and four blocks from the Brazos
river.
It is 14.5 ft. x 70 ft. outside, the long dimension being on

Mary

street, and a covered platform 60 ft. wide extends through to
Third street over the site of the old station.
The building material is red brick faced with buff brick, the
trimmings being gray stone. The tower is 19 ft. square and 70 ft.

Weight on drivers
Tractive power
Total weight

Tractive power

Weight on drivers
Total weight
Tractive power x diameter drivers

Heating surface
Heating surface
Grate area
F.lrebox beating surface

Total heating surface

Weight on drivers

=

37

Total heating surface
Total weight
Total heating surface

Volume

2 b.p. c.vllnders

4.00

<

Total heating surface

Volume

of h.p. cylinders

Grate area

Volume

Union Passenger Station Built by the

of h.p. cylinders

Tube heating surface equated to

firebox heating sur-

face

,5!1o sq. ft.

Tntnl rqii.Tfed firrbox beating surface

New Union

high.
702

Station for Three Roads at Waco, Tex.

The new union station recently built by the St. Louis
Southwestern at Waco, Tex., is shown in the accompanying illustrations.
The other roads which use the station are the Interna-

The

and hip

St.

Louis Southwestern at Waco, Tex.

roofs are covered with black

rolls are

trimmed with

Bangor

slate

buff terra cotta.

and

The

all ridges
interior has

two general waiting rooms, for whites and negroes respectively,
each 41 ft. x 49 ft.; ticket office, 16 ft. x 16 ft.; ticket lobby, 19 ft.
X 25 ft.; women's retiring room (white), 17 ft. x 22 ft.; men's smoking room (white). 17 ft. x 24 ft.; and smoking and retiring rooms
for negro men and women, 12 ft. x 17 ft. each.
The baggage room,
at the north end of the building, is 26 ',i ft. x 41% ft., and adjoining
it is the express room, 21 ft. x 23 ft 10 in.
The two general waiting rooms are connected with plastered arches and colonial columns. The walls in the general waiting
rooms are wainscoted 8 ft. high with Tiffany
white enameled brick.
Above the wainscot
the walls are plastered with Acme cement
tinted gray.
The ceilings over the waiting
'

IE

'in/S^^M

4
^
k
Main Waiting Room (Negroes' Waiting Room Beyond); Waco

Station.

rooms are plastered and have heavy beams
and cornices in 12-ft. squares. The height of
the ceilings in the waiting rooms and ticket
lobby is 25 ft. and in the other rooms 14 ft.
The floors in the waiting rooms, lobby, toilet
and smoking rooms are Venetian mosaic, finished around the walls with a sanitary base
of terrazo marble. The building is heated by
steam and lighted by electricity.
The street, driveways and inter-track
spaces are all paved with
a foundation of concrete.

vitrified brick on
The cost of the
terminal. Including street paving and necessary track cliaiiRo.s. was approximately JfiO.OOO.

The

i)liitis wore prepared in the office of J. S.
Berry, Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings of the St. Louis Southwestern, and all
work was done by company forces. \Vc are
Indebted to F. H. Britton, President of the
St. Lotils
Southwestern of Texas, for the
information.

Chinese authorities have decided that all
railroads built by Chinese shall revert to the
government 25 years after they are opened.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
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The IvKUlature

of
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2-cent Interstate rates In the terri''HiK-tlmes 3 cenu east. This led
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Complying with a recent state law, the Pennsylvania Railroad
has remea.'<urcil Its main line, and the distance between Philadel
phia and Pittsburg will hereafter appear on the time tables two or
three miles less than heretofore.
According to a press despatch from Cleveland, a strike of union
boilermakirs In the shops of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railway at Blkhart, Ind., has been settled by the company's agreeing
to entirely abolish the piecework system.

An order

recently Issued by the Texas State Railroad

Commis-

sion, requiring the Southern Pacific to run double dally passenger
trains between San .Vntonlo and Victoria, has been suspended by

a restraining order from the District Court.

Somebody In Texas has estimated that the more elaborate accounts which must henceforth be kept by the railroads in compliance with an order of the State Railroad Commission, will cost the
companies $:iOO,OoO additional yearly for clerical help.
Western papers say that the railroads between Chicago and
Kansas City have decided to reduce the time of their through express trains from nine hours to eight hours 30 minutes. The time
of these trains was lengthened from eight and one-half hours to nine
hours a few months ago.

The Public Service Commission

of the Second District of

New

York Stale has ruled that railroads may

sell round trip excursion
tickets to the state fair at Syracuse, with a coupon giving admission
to the fair grounds; but a passenger must not be compelled to buy
the admission ticket in order to secure the excursion rate.

The legislature of New York has passed a bill, which has been
signed by the Governor, repealing the clause in the franchise tax
law under which railroad grade crossings in first-class and secondclass cities are exempted from liability to the franchise tax.
This
means that the right of a railroad to cross a street is to be regarded
as property and may be assessed for taxation.

The committee on car eOclency of the Amtriiau R:iiUay Assoof
ciation his Issued a statement showing surp!'.
-*e
revenue freight cars on July 10 on all of the i.
o'" &*
figures show the conditions as to over and uiiu'i ~'j|'i".'
rej)orted to the committee without regard to the number of cars

"

By comparison with February
minimum surpluses ami maximum shor't

owned.

<>

!i"f.

tho date showing
;>ve

been compiled, it Is found that July lu s!.
of 37,459 and decrease in shortages of ^
ment of 123,19S cars for an average of 79 roads.

.-es
.

;

.jve-

An advance of 20 per cent, in freight rates recently announced
by the Metropolitan Steanvthip Co. has rai.sed the level of water
rates between Boston and New York to a parity with the all-rail
rates.
It is said that the tendency in the last few years among
coastwise steamship companies has been to lessen constantly the
margin of difference between competitive rail and water rate^. The
New Haven water lines for several years have been gradually increasing the rates on the Providence and Fall River boats to New
York, until at present there is no practical difference in the cost
of freight between the rail and water lines. It is said that the advances In water rates have been due to the increased cost.

A

lumber manufacturer

in the

Northwest says that his

inability

promptly fill orders for carload shipments, which, a few months
ago, was due to a scarcity of cars, is now due to a scarciO' of cars
of the right kind; that is to say, the railroad, according to this
shipper, has enough cars standing around his station to take all of
to

his lumber, if only they could be used; but the road will' not allow
its own cars to be sent off its own line, and the other cars which
are standing there empty cannot be sent to the points to which the
lumber Is destined. In other words, the railroad has begun to comply with the rule which forbids sending foreign cars in a direction
opposite to that which will take them home a refreshing revival of
conscience.

—

The presidents of a number of important railroads met at the
of President Underwood of the Erie in New York City last
week and discussed the question of abandoning excursions in order
to increase their income, with a view to counteracting in some degree the reduction caused by the recent enactment of 2-cent rate
laws by several states; but no action was taken, each road

Out of 1,196 surprise tests on the Union and Southern Pacific in
a recent month, in only 16 cases did enginemen fail to observe
Eighteen different tests were applied, besides special tests.
signals.
All red flags, crossing, station and block signals were observed.
This is the fourth year of surprise tests on the Southern Pacific
and the third year on the Union Pacific lines. Tests are made in
person by each division superintendent and his subordinates, and
the general superintendents and general managers are required to
make a number of surprise tests every month. Two or more of
each of 18 different kinds of surprises must be made on each division
each month. These tests cover the use of torpedoes, fusees, slow
and red flags, switch lights out and at danger, and all semaphore

being

signals.

office

left to act for itself.

According to a press despatch from Chicago, the Post Office
Department has decided that on the railroads west of that city it
can save $1,000,000 a year by occupying less room in Uie mail cars
work 12 hours, but at other places the ordinary limit is eight hours on the railroads; and the railroads have been notified of the purpose
officers are coma clay. The only exception to this is in cases of "sickness, death, of the department to make this change. Railroad
wrecks or washouts." The penalty for disobedience is fl.OOO fine, or plaining of this, and also of the severe enforcement recently of
fines levied by the
the
says
that
officer
One
delays.
for
penalties
ten times as much as the fine prescribed in New York State.
Government against hi.s road, in one quarter, amounted to $40,000.
A new line of steamers from Vancouver, B. C. to the west The Department now adheres, it is said, to the rule providing that if
coast of Mexico, subsidized by the Canadian and .Mexican govern- mails are late 10 times on any route during a period of 90 days,
ments jointly, is now in operation. The steamship Georgia has made the road shall be assessed 15 per cent, of the pay of that route for
one voyage Irom Vancouver south to Salina Cru/. the western the quarter. Under the speed standards as now established it will
terminus of the Tehuantepec National Railway, slopping at inter- be a marvel if any of the big Western roads escape having their
mediate poits. There was little or no cargo at Vancouver for this important mail trains late more than 10 times in 90 days. As to
first voyage, so that the vessel was loaded at Pugei Sound ports.
car room, it is said that the Post Office Department is preparing In
insist upon one size car westbound and an entirely
The new laws of the State of Texas, requiring a certain number many cases to
car onstbound. One of the Government inspectors is quoted
of brakemen on trains and requiring the use of cliTtrlc heailUghts different
railroad official that this was being done because of the
on locomotives; and regulating the working hours of tr.iinmen and as telling a
that, rather than deadhead cars over their routes, the
telegraphers, went into effect July 12. Mr. Van VIock. of the South- knowledge
in all such cases use the larger rar both ways,
would
railroads
ern Pacific. Is reported as saying that on his roail the headlights
the Government would have to pay for the larger size
alone will cost about $200,000; while the lncrea.sc in wages and whereas
direction.
in only one
the cost of changing terminals, in consequence of the limitation car
of working hours of trainmen, will for the whole state and for all
English Excursions.
the roads run up into the hundreds of thou.sands.

The

state of Connecticut has passed a law, similar to the federal
law, limiting the working hours of railroad telegraph and telephone
operators. At offices which are not open at night the operator may

The W'abash has reconsidered Its decision to establish a passengcr rate of 2 cents a mile in all territory east of Chicago. As the
only road having lines both east and west of Chicago, the Wabash
if a member of both the Western and the Central Passenger Asso-

excursion run from Burton-on-Trent to Blackpool. England,
19, for the employees of Bass, Ratcliff & Gretton. brewers,
filled 17 special trains, all of them starting between 4 and G:45 a.m.
The distance traversed was 121 miles, the journey covering parts

An

on July
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of four different railroads. The whole expense of the excursion was
borne by the employers, including side trips in steamers and admisall the Blackpool shows.
On the excursion of the employees of the Great Western Railway
from Swindon, the first week in .Tuly, over 2.5.000 people left that
town for a week's holiday, the employees taking their wives and
families and the town being nearly deserted. On the fifth of July
22 special trains left Swindon, all before 7 a.m.
Three of these
trains, carrying 4. .500 passengers, went to London; five to Weymouth and the Channel Islands, with 6,000 passengers, three for
Plymouth and the West, with 5,500. and four for Weston-superMare, with close on 5,000 holiday makers. In addition, more than
"i.OOO people visited South Wales, and 2.500 the North of England.
The traveling arransjements were conceived in the most generous
spirit, the company providing free passes for employees and their
families over its own road, and ticket-s at reduced rates for journeys over foreign lines. The only restriction imposed was that each
man must decide on his holiday resort a fortnight beforehand, in
order to simplify the arrangements for transporting the vast numThe special time table issued for this occasion
ber of travelers.
fills 16 pages.
sion to
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thoroughly tamped as an additional precaution against the escape
molten steel. The crucible is placed in position over the pouring
gate and the charge melted and poured in the usual way after the
mould and frame have first been heated red hot. The use of these
standard moulds eliminates much of the preliminary work which
was formerly necessary and allows the welding to be done quickly
and accurately. The moulds are furnished at the uniform price
of $5 a set of three pieces.
They can only be used once.
Where the fracture is located in a part of the frame which
makes it impossible to use these standard moulds a simple process
of making the mould out of green sand has been developed.
Yellow
of

Welding Locomotive Frames with Thermit.

The Goldschmidt Thermit Co.. 110 West street. New York, has
recently developed a new and simple method for welding locomotive frames which employs fire brick moulds instead of the usual
sand mould. These moulds are shown in the accompanying illus-

Frame Mould Assembled.

^^-

wax

is shaped
The mould
in the form of the collar desired.
box is then placed in position and moulding sand, consisting ot
a mixture of fire clay and sand, is tamped around the matrix in
the usual manner except that a small hole is left in the lowest
part of the mould. The patterns for gate and riser are made of
wood and placed in the mould in the usual way. After the mould
box is filled and tamped the gate and riser patterns are withdrawn
and a torch applied through the riser. The intense heat melts the
wax matrix which runs out through the opening at the bottom.
The heat is continued until the metal is red hot and the mould
is thoroughly dry, after which the opening at the bottom is closed
with a sand core. Pouring is then performed in the regular way.
is

used as a pattern or matrix for the casting and

around the fracture

Parts of Firebrick Mould for

They are made

Welding Locomotive Frames.

three parts, two side pie es and a bottom piece, the neces.=ary gate and riser being formed in the moulds,
as well as the collar around the fracture. They are made in four
sizes for frames from 3 in. wide and 4 in. deep to frames 5 in. wide
and 6 in. deep. For intermediate sizes the bricks can be cut to
fit.
In welding frames the fracture is prepared in the usual way
by drilling 1 in. holes along the line of the break and jacking the
trations.

in

Test of Holmes Rod Packing.

A

niotallic packing, made by the
Wilkesbarre. Pa., was recently completed by the Philadelphia & Reading.
.\n eight-wheel switch engine. No, 1,356, built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, was
equipped on February 11, 1906, with Holmes' metallic packing
applied to the left piston rod and right valve stem and the opposite
rod and stem were packed with other packings. The locomotive
was worked 24 hours a day for seven days in the week with a
.steam pressure of 205 lbs., and. during the 16 months ending
.\t the end ot that time the
.lune 8, 1907, made over 75,000 miles.
rod and stem packed with the Holmes' metallic packing was absolutely steam tight and both the rods and the packing were in perThe piston rod had been reduced less than '/,, in.
fect condition.
The packings on the oppo.-site rod and stem during
in diameter.
the same perio<l were renewed 41 times, eight new sets ot packing
being applied during one month. Ilecember, 1906. The rod required
turning with a reduction in diameter of / in.

thorough

of

test

Holmes Metallic Packing

Holmes'
Co.,

.

The

'Yale

A Towne

Triplex Hoist.

It will be observed in the upper photograph on page 71 of the
Unilfiad Oazcttc of .)uly 19. 1907, illustrating an article on "The
New Blacksmith Shop of the Union Pacific nt Omaha," that a Yale
& Towne triplex chain block Is in use holding a locomotive frame
These hoists are made by the Yale &
In front of the frame flre.

Towne Manufacturing
Mould and Crucible Ready

for Pouring.

parts open from '/,„ in. to % in. The contact surfaces ot the righthand and left-hand bricks are 'covered with a thin layer of fire
clay and then bolted together around the fracture.
The contact
face of the lower brick Is coated with clay and squeezed vip against
the side bricks and then the openings around the frame are carefully luted by squeezing In fire clay.
The mould la surroiindeil
with a sheet Iron or wooden box which Is filled with sand and

New Warehouse

at

Co.,

New York

Newark

city.

for the Central of

New

Jersey.

On August 1 the Newark Warehouse Company, a subsidiary
company of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, opened a large
new building nt Mechanic, Lawrence and Ward streets. Newark.
N. J., for handling freight coming to and from the city on the NewJersey Central. Cars will be switched into the ground floor of the
building, where their contents will be unloaded and raised by a
complete elevator sy.nlem of 14 elevators and elghl gravity conveyors

Al ulHT

I,
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thp floors aliove or unloaded directly onto truiku
Tli<' whole
bulldInK i» made of rvinforc-i'd <-ont-rc>tp. It orruplm a city l>lo<'k, I*
Ix Rtorira hiKh and haji 37ii.i)i)0 Kq. ft. of Hoor ipai-e. Six thouHand
tonH i>r alrel were used In Itx rdiihtriirtlou.
Klfly frelKht ram i-an
lie ai'i-oniniodated on the trm ks iiinlilr thi* bulldInK, which has room
for the iiloraKe of 12.200 carloii.lB of frelKhl.

lo

Export* Through Atlantic and Gulf Porta.
Slreel Journal piihllithes the following flRureH of grain
exports through (he Atlantic and (iiilf ports, romplled by the trafllc
department of the Chicago Board of Trade. The flgureo are for
the years ended June 30. 190H and 1907.
UnalM Etporlt Ini 7 Vu \ ran.
i„rii
Whcnt.
,

The Wall

^

rorilnnd and Kalmoulh
.\.-w York

,

,

O.iUU.il'k

IIMlT.
4.)I!i:i.uuh

4UI.UH

U'.t.T.'tl'

IIKMI.
•291.:>\1
IHIT.TliT
7..".04,.'ili4

ItHH-,.

and ClurlMtown

IbratiiD

liKIT.

24.51'8.3Mli
Il,tt>M.im:i

•J1.7<'il.:iii:i
ii,:iils.L'L'i

l.lMl.tiHO

8,3U1.4.'i"

in.-ai.Vll

I!i.'.M7.m;it

I.(Mnt.."i7H

5.(W(1.J7S

1

't.'|-.21..'iil'l

l.'.i:iii.:i44

iuo.cmhi

<Ma.;<.'i!)

Total

7'I.04::.«H

.•.4.MMi.w>.-i

11.74I.4U1

3rt.8ja.Jt;i-.;

i:i.H43..'il')<

.'..il!i3.3i>4

3.81«,1»I(1

14,17'J.OJl

l.WM.Oltl

Total
IVrifntUKi- via Atlantic |MirlB.
IVr<vlitnx<- vln

.

140

•J.;ill7.ti70

ltl.8tll.433

N.::;iU.U18

34.4-.'U.0.-.3
IIK.L'O

Hl.:i:;8.11C

31.74

lillir

6*i-l

l..'>:il,3.-i4

.'>.4UG.-.i3.i

10

10.U<I!>.818

77.0.".

tiK.74

tVi.-J

JJ.!!.-.

:il.Jll

34.8

.•J.33M.4

Although the proportion of wheat exports via Atlantic ports
the proportion of flour exports increased, being 86.83, as
against 81. S4 In the 190ti crop year.
The flour totals in barrels
<le<-lined,

follow:
,
Ki|M>rl!i

IVr

.Seiiboard.

Gulf

r-

,

1007.

1900.

11)07.

8,080.128

S.otl.'i.iins

l,3lil.2C0

8t!.83

81.84

13.17

c-.-ril

Third Class Passenger Cars

in

v

lOOC.
1,780.837
18.1B

probabl.v m<*aii a general rale of 2 cents a mile.

Record Earnings of the United States Steel Corporation.

The

net earnings of the L'nited Stales Steel Corporation for
the second quarter of 1907 (April 1 lo June 30) were J45. 503.705
against $41,750,125 in the previous high record quarter, which was
that ended December 31, 190l!. The net earnings for the six months
ended June 30, were $84,626,197. This compares with the first half
year's net earnings of previous years as follows:
|7tJ.759..")23

Mi

l!Hi:!

?til,.".68.i;;i.-|

t!4.377.3O0

The unfllled orders on hand June 30. 1907. amounted to 7,003,878
tons, somewhat less than a I the ends of the last three quarters. The
falling off In new business in July as compared with July of last
year

is

defendants when moving to Galveston for export. The defendants
are the various railroad companies carrying this grain from points
of origin in Oklahoma to Galveston, the other originating roads
being the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe; Gulf. Colorado k Santa Fe;
St. Louis & San Francisco, and Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
The
other defendants are railroads which receive this traffic at various
junction points and carry it to destination. The Commission found
that defendants' rates on wheat and corn from points in Oklahoma
to Galveston for export are unreasonable and ordered them reduced.

The Basing Point System Upheld.
In an opinion by Commissioner Clements, decision has been announced in the two cases of the Commercial and Industrial Association of Union Springs, Ala., v. Louisville & Nashville et al.. involving the reasonableness of rates from St. Louis. Nashville and
Memphis to Union Springs as compared with the rates from the
same points of origin to Columbus. Ga., and Montgomery. Eufaula
and Opelika. Ala. No basis was found for a conclusion that the
rates to Union Springs are unduly discriminatory, nor for a conclusion that the rates are unduly high in themselves. The Commission held that in a territory where the basing point system has
been in operation since the advent of railroads, rates to a complaining point made by a combination of the through rate to the
nearest trade center and the local rate beyond, need not. under the
construction of the fourth section of the .•Vet by the Supreme Court,
be reduced to the basis of every neighboring point of like distance
when the other points in the group whose rates are desired have
the advantage of water or other competition. The complaint was
dismissed.

Compression of Cotton

estimated at 25 to 30 per cent.

Tonawanda. N. Y., had their curiosity aroused
by the appearance al that port of a steamer flying the
Norwegian flag. It was the "Polleux." loaded with 860,000 ft. of
spruce lumber from St. John, N. B., consigned to a wholesale lumber
dealer.
This is nearly the same as carrying white pine to .Michigan,
and scrve.s as a reminder that "times have changfil
of

recently

"

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Rate on Cotton Waste from Augusta, Ga., to

New

in

Transit.

case of the Commercial and Industrial .Association of Union
Springs. .Ala., v. Central of Georgia has been decided in an opiuion
by Commissioner Clements. This case involved alleged undue discrimination against Union Springs in the privilege of compression
Complainant alleged that defendant refuses
of cotton in transit.
to apply the through rale from points of origin to points of ultimate destination on cotton shipped into Union Springs, there compressed and again shipped out, and that defendant being interested
in compresses al other points favors such other points in hauling
cotton there for compression. The Commission held that the testimony does not support the first alleged discrimination. The facts
developed as a basis for the second alleged discrimination were conceded to be in a measure true, but whether compression of cotton
in transit should be considered an incident of transportation, and
therefore a matter wholly within the discretion and control of a
carrier as lo tlie instruments employed, neither the grower nor the
consumer being directly interested, the Commission declined to decide without a general investigation covering the whole field of
production and markets. Such a question cannot be determined
on an insufficient inquiry at a single point. The complaint was dis-

The

Carrying Coals to Newcastle.

The people

,

In an opinion by Commissioner Prouty decision has been announced In the ca.se of the Tfrritory of Oklahoma v. Chicago. Rock
Island & I'aiiflc et al. The complaint asked reduction of the rates
on wheat and corn from all stations in Oklahoma on the lines of the

Canada.

The Canadian Railway Commission has ordered the Grand
Trunk Kailway to have third-class carriages: put on its trains
throughout the entire system in Canada. The road has the right to
appeal from the order to the Supreme Court.
Third-class would

1 ill

i

Grain Rates from Oklahoma to the Gulf Reduced.

»,6 7 U.'J-J.'i

Calvraliin

.SVw Itrlraoa

U

l,l8U.!tl.'>

rblla<l<-l|ilila

.Mobile

.

•J.<fJ-.'.."ii».',

Italllmuri-

.N>w|mrt .Ncwa. .Varflk. i>rtamth

»35

a uiiii»-tlDK iMif tj( raiiroari iiv aii..i,.r ill aii-H'-'i vlolaUon of
the KtatuteM of a male or of the Sherman antl-truKt act can be
considered by (bit ComnilitMlon only If It r- ^<l;'n Ui unreaaonable
rates.
The lung <-<>ntiniie<i larrlage of any .ishl at cerUln rates. whll«- i-»ublUhlng a presumptiraiea are
reasonable and rcmunfratlve,
not alone
^j.1 to carry
such proiiumptlon must show a settled practice or [>oilcy. Where a
rate Is comparatively the lowest In Its territory on a given article
of freight and by rf-aKon thereof has been made the basis of reductions from lomix-iitivi- points. It will not be further reduced
on the grounit alone that It had at stated periods in the past been
somewhat lower, unless it be shown that It Is unreasonably high
for the service performe<l.
In this case the rale of 41 cents per
100 lbs. on cotton goods by sea and rail from Augusta, Ua., to New
Yorix was held not unreasonable, and the complaint was dismissed.

o(

York, Reduced.

Commissioner Clements has announced the decision of the Commission in the case of Riverside Mills v. Southern Railway el al.
It appeared that defendant.s' rate on cotton waste, a by-product of
cotton goods, in bales, from Augusta. C!a.. to New York. Is 41 cents
per 100 lbs., or the same as the rate on cotton goods l)elween the
same points, though cotton waste has considerably less value anil
involves much less risk and expense In transportation than cotton
goods. The Commission held that cotton waste should be carried at
less rates than cotton goods, and that no higher rat<> than 35 cents
per 100 lbs. should he charged for its transportaiion by sea and
rail from .Augusta to New York.

missed.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
J.

W. Taylor,

Jr., is

associated with

J.

H. Burwell. Fisher build-

York, Upheld.

ing. Chicago, representing Edward H. Smith & Co., the Seeger-Gallasch Refrigerator Co., and the Automatic Ventilator Co.

In an o|)iiiion by Commissioner Clements decision has been announced in the case of the Warren Manufacturing Co. et al. v.
Soiilhern Railway et al. The Commission held that the absorption

The Vredenburg Company, 1332 Monadnock block, Chicago, was
recently organized to take charge of the advertising of engineerThe manager, Claring, contracting and manufacturing companies.

Rate on Cotton Goods from Augusta, Ga., to

New
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enee Vredenbuig, was editor and manager of Engineering M'orhl
from its beginning until its recent sale.

The Atlantic Coast Line has installed in its shops at South
Rocky Mount, N. C, a five-ton, three-motor, 72-ft. span electric
Northern traveling crane made by the Northern Engineering Works,
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Neic York Central Lines.

5.

—

H. M. Griggs, division freight agent of
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Peoria, 111.,
has been appointed Assistant General Coal and Ore Agent of
the New York Central Lines, with QflSce at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Peoria

Eastern.^-See Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

d-

&

St.

Louis.

Detroit, Mich.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Iron and Steel.

Chicago

d-

Alton.

— See

Colorado Southern,

The Lake Superior Corporation has taken a contract
It is

for 21,000

estimated that the mills have on their books orders for
2,000.000 tons of rails, over half of which is for 1908

more than

The American Bridge Coitpany has orders
structural
the Delaware

for

steel

the Portland

&

Seattle

for 15,000 tons of
and for 350 tons for

& Hudson.

The McClintic-Marshall Construction Company has orders from
the St. Louis & San Francisco for 3,000 tons of structural steel for
new shops at Springwell. Mo., and from the Western Pacific for 2.000

—

of the Minneapolis

Minneapolis d

St.

Louis.

— See

—

C. D. Gray has been appointed Assistant Master
Mechanic at Ormsby, Pa.

Pennsylvania.

Purchasing Agents.
Isthmian Canal Commission.
ing Officer, with

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and

Hew
New

to

Orleans

—

C. E.

Dole

is

Acting General Purchas-

at Washington, D. C.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Legal Officers.

another company.

d

North-eastern.

— See

New

Orleans

Terminal.

—

Joseph d Grand Island.

The Chicago d North-Western has ordered
from the Baldwin Works.

— See

Virginian Railway.

—

Virginian Itailaay. F. W. Russell, Secretary of the St. Joseph &
Grand Island, has been elected Secretary of the Virginian Railway, with office at Norfolk, Va., effective August 15.

Wisconsin State Raihrnid Com mission.

— .lohn

The Atchison, Topeka d Santa Fe has ordered 17 consolidation
locomotives from the Baldwin Works.
The Wheeling Terminal Railivay has ordered one locomotive
from the American Locomotive Company.

The Butte, Anaconda d Pacific has ordered four locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company..
The Philadelphia d Reading,

to

Operating

Officers.

—

Boston d Maine. G. H. Folger, Superintendent of the Boston Terminal division, has been appointed to the new office of Assistant
General Superintendent. G. L. R. F'rench, Assistant Superintendent at Springfield. Mass., succeeds Mr. Folger. W. H. Ford.
Superintendent at Lyndonville, Vt., succeeds Mr.
Assi.'^iant
French. George W. Cree succeeds Mr. Ford.

—

E. R. Walter has been appointed Acting Superintendent of the Chihuahua division during the leave of absence of W. T. Provence. S. .1. Ross has been appointed Acting
Superintendent of the Coahuila & Pacific and Siltillo divisions.

Mexican Southern.

— W.

L.

Morkill, General Manager, has resignc.l,
company in Peru.

effective early next fall, to go to a

—

is

said,

is

about

to

build 10

The Florida Phosphate Mine Corporation. Greenbay, Fla., is said
have ordered three locomotives from the Vulcan Iron Works.

The Sacramento Valley d Eastern, which is under construction,
in the market for locomotives.
D. M. Riordan, 42 Broadway, New
York, is President.

is

CAR BUILDING.
The Erie

—

Chicago «( Alton. W. B. Causey. Engineer of Maintenance of Way
at Bloomington, 111., has been appointed Superintendent at that
place, succeeding W. L. Derr, resigned to go to another company.

it

freight locomotives at its Reading, Pa., shops.

Barnes, Chairman, has

resigned.

Merican Central.

10 ten-wheel locomo-

tives

Orleans Terminal. D. D. Curran, President of the New Orleans
& North-eastern, has been elected also President of the New
Orleans Terminal.

SI.

office

—

Eastern. J. W. Newkirk has been elected Treasurer,
with office at Portland, Ore., succeeding G. W. Talbot, resigned

Corvallis d

go

Iowa Central.

—

Missouri Pacific. A. C. Brower has been appointed Division Engineer at Wichita, Kan., succeeding E. C. Welch, transferred to
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.

tons of bridge material.

to

Officers.

—

W. D. Wheeler, Division Engineer at Minneapolis,
Minn., has been appointed Chief Engineer of this company and
& St. Louis, succeeding H. G. Kelley, resigned.

loiva Central.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford and one or two other
eastern roads are in the market for an aggregate of 2,000 tons of
bridge material.

company under Operating

New

Orleans d Pacific. H. M. Hansen, supervisor of bridges and buildings of the Denver, Kansas & Gulf,
has been appointed Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings
of the Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific, with office
at Beaumont, Tex.

tons of rails for a Canadian road.

delivery.

this

Officers.

The

is

reported to be figuring on

Louisville

d Nashrillc

is

new

freight equipment.

building at

its

own shops

3,000

freight cars.

The Louisiana it .Ir/.dii.sf/.v has ordered one mail and baggage
& Smith.

car from Uainey

ican

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 500 box cars from the AmerCar & Foundry Company.
The Korthicestern Elevated, Chicago, has ordered 40 cars from
& Foundry Comi)any,

the American Car

Union Pacific. H. V. Hllliker has been appointed Trainmaster at
North Platte, Neb., succeeding ,J. F. Clabaugh, resigned.

The Illinois Tunnel Company, Chicago, is said to have ordered
500 cars from the Bettendorf Axle Company.

Traffic Officers.

The Ilarriman Lines have ordered 250 50-ton tank cars of 12,500
gallons capacity, from the Cambria Steel Company.

—

Maine. A. S. Crane, Export Fi eight Traffic Manager, has
lipen appointed Assistant Freight Tiaflii' Manager, with office
T. A. Dugan, .\s.oistant General Freight Agent at
at Boston.
Boston, has been appointed General Freight Agent, with office
George H. Eaton succeeds Mr. Diigan. F. S. Davis
at Boston.
has been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent at Troy,

Hiistiin

<t

N. Y.

The Georgia Southern d Florida has ordered one baggage and
and four express cars from Harney & Smith.

m.iil car

The Charlotte Harbor d Northern has ordered one passenger
and baggage car and two coaches from Harney & Smith.
Kan.ias City Is in the market for 400
The Mobile, Jackson
box cars of 40 tons capacity and fiOO flat cars of 40 tons capacity.
<(•

—

N. R. Johnson, General
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago d St. Louis.
Agent at Cincinnati, has been appointed General Agent of this
company and of the Peoria & Eastern at Peoria. III., succeeding to the duties of H. M. Griggs, divl.iion freight agent, transferred.
C. O. Slimson. n.ssistant division freight agent at
La Fayette. Ind., has been appointed General Agent at that
place.
See New York Central Lines.

—

C. E. Dewey, division freight agent at Toronto. Ont..
(irand Trunk.
has been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent, with office
nt Montreal. Que.

The Northern Hailway of Costa Rica has ordered 100 box
100 flat cars from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.
and

and

The Delaware, Lackawanna d Western has ordered one baggage
raiill car, one dining car and four coaches from Barney & Smith.

The Gulf d Ship Island has ordered three coaches, one baggage
one mall and baggage car and one chair car from Barney &
Smith.

car,

The Sacramento Valley d Unstcrn, which

Is

tinder construction,

t

Allil

U

In the
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«1T

market for

cant.

|)

M. Hlunluu. 12 Broadway,

New

York,

r37

Atlajitic RiirmR

Lmr

(Rijrerair^

—This mmpanv,

operating a

Ik i'r<-«l(lent.

The JtfobUf, JaikMon <( Kaiita* C<fy boa ordered thirty 3C f
Hart couvertlble car* of 8u,UiH) II>il capacity from the Rodger Dallaat
Car Company.

The
!'.'>

llioffint Oil

if

tank cars of 80.000

Cerman American

The Wtuhiniiton.
ilazettc of July

raiHicKy from

fuel lumfiany, Beaumont, Tex., haa bought
IbH. «a|>aclty, or 10,500 gallonH, from the

hliihn a

Iiu«

!'•'•.

an reported In the Unilrnud
flat cars of TO.UUU \\i».
for OctolH-r,

.l/'<iifii>ia.

ordi-n-fl

Aincriciku

tlio

a route

U

l.lneit.

Cm

nti>

cars and one piissenger and buggngf >xr from the American Car
Foundry Conii)any.
ft

Eattern Illinois, as reported In the Railroad
Gazelle of July S. boa ordered 3.000 stool underframe National dump
cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the National Dump Car Company,
for January. 1908, delivery. These rar.s will weigh 40,100 lbs. and
will be 3U ft. 6 In. long, 9 ft. 8 In. wide aiid 4 (t. 6 In. high, Inside
measurements, and 10 ft. wide and 8 ft. luVj in. bigb, over all
measurements. The special equipment includes:
Simplex
llmlip bonnu

The Chicago

rf

Slre«ter

llrnk>< Khups
ounlcrs
Kraft rigging

Janney
Miner

«

market for 500 allsteel double dump cars of 12 cubic yards capacity and 5-ft. gage,
100 cars for November 1. 1S07, delivery at New York City, and 100
each month thereafter until all are dilivered. These cars are to
bo 19 ft. long. 9 ft. wide and 1 ft. lO'i in. high, all inside measurements. The special equipment includes:

The Isthmian Canal Commission

is

in the

Open-hearth steel
Westlnghouse
Simplex

Axles
Air brakes

Krako beams
sbues

Tower

l"<>iiip|iT9

Drnh

Old Orchard and Portland. The new line, it
of «.|«-ir(r r'md' from I.«w|gton, Me.,
Hid other towns a

to

the exception

ith

Califok.ma

rc|>orted In the Kailroad Oazvtie
31, recently ordered 11 liUKKiiK'' I'arH, isevcn mall and baseage

liraki'

formed

rnmplolefi a r^ain

II ft.

The Sew Yfik fentral Linet, as

May

la

k Kuundry Company

1907, delivery.

of

Bald

'^r

Streeter
or Chicago

Miner

rigging

McCord

Journal Doxes

Arch-bar

Trucks
Wheels

33-ln.,

600-lb.

and the

—

The Sbelan Consolidated Copper Company
railCompany. It Is »ilfl will Joln''v h'tf'-!

Kiiau.s.

I..aml>-I>avl8

r\

road In Chelan cDiiiiiy up tbi' <'
to the Ked muunialn di!>iriii.
000,000,

and

It is

said has

$1,ij<>'

—

Canaiiian Pacikic. It is said that this company Intends to
double-track its main line from Winnipeg. Man., west to Brandon,
Work on the double-tracking of the main line between
133 miles.
Winnipeg and Fort William, Ont., w.x.<<, it was announced this
spring, to be finished this year.

—

Ci.ark-Rociieport Railroao. Right of way has been secured
for this line, which is to run southwest from Clark. Mo., to RocheJames D. Wade. St. Louis. Mo., is Interested.
port, 24 miles.

—

Bast Moi.i.ne & Cami-bei.l's Isu^nd. Incorporated in Illinois to
build a belt line from East Moline. III., around Moline to Campbell's
Island in the Mississippi river. The Directors are:
Joseph F. Porter and James F. Lai-dner, of Davenport. Iowa; Burton F. Peek.
Cyrus E. Dietz and O. E. Childs, of Moline, III.

—

ExiD, Blackwei.l & Os.\GE Inteblbban. This company has been
incorporated in Oklahoma with $1,000,000 capital stock, to build
from Enid, Okla.. to Pawhuska. 85 miles. Headquarters are at
Enid. The incorporators are George W. Bear. Frank Bradfleld.
John R. Clover. S. I. Hudkins. A. W. McQuilkin. T. C. Cone and
Guy S. .Manatt. all of Enid.

—

Erie.
Preliminary surveys have been made for a low-grade cuton the Delaware division, which, it is said, will eliminate many
curves and will shorten the present line 34 miles.
off

—

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Fka.nki.ix & Towame.nsi.ng Street Railway. This company, it
said, has secured all the right of way for its proposed line from
Slatington, Pa., to Lehighton, nine miles, and work is to be begun
at once.
is

—

Clixto.n, Iowa. The Chicago & North-Western has let a contract for a double-track steel bridge to cross the Mississippi river.
The bridge will cost $2,000,000 and is to be finished by February,
1910.
It will be south of and adjoining the present single-track
structure.

Gkand Tru-nk.

— This

company,

it is said,

plans extensive addi-

tions to its Brockville, Ont., yards.

—

May-Sharp Construction Company is
Trunk Pacific bridge across North

Grand Tru.nk Pacific. It is expected that, before winter, grading will be finished to Edmonton, Alb., 740 miles west of Winnipeg,
and tracks laid to a point 456 miles from Winnipeg.

Fort Wouth, Te.\. The St. Louis Southwestern will build a
new freight house at this place which, together with team tracks
and storage yard, will cost $250,000.

Gulf, Coi.orauo & Sa.nta Fe. Work is under way on the rehabilitation of the old Gulf & Interstate, which runs from Beaumont. Tex., to Galveston and was recently taken over by the G., C.
& S. F.

Ci.ovKK

B.Mi,

Ai.B.

— The

building the piers for the Grand

Saskatchewan

river.

—

—

—

Nkw York, N. Y. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit is to build a
repair shop costing $300,000.
Ottawa, O.m.
station

to

$1,000,000.

— The

Grand Trunk has filed plans for a terminal
cost $250,000 and a hotel north of the station to cost
Another hotel, on Nepean Point, may also be built.

—

The Pittsburg & Lake Erie, it is said, proposes
a bridge over the Ohio river near this place to cost more

Pirr.suuRu, Pa.
to build

than $1,000,000.
The Baltimore & Ohio, it is said, will build large storage warehouses and a cold storage plant at this place.

—

VANrofVER, B. C. The Vancouver, Westminster & Y'ukon will,
according to press reports, soon begin work on the approaches to
the proposed bridge over the Second Narrows. The plans for the
bridge are said to have been approved by the Railroad Commission.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

—

its

Atlanta. Bir.mi.nmiam & Atlanth-. This company has secured
way into Birmingham, together with Innil fi>r vanis in

right of

the city.

Kansas Citv Southebx.

—Work

was begun near Mena. July

1,

on the 120-mile cut-off to secure easier grades from Siloam Springs,
Ark., south along the Arkansas-Indian Territory boundary line to
Cherokee Junction, Ind. T., thence to Fort Smith. .\rk., and through
Sebastian and Scott counties, joining the old main line near Mena.

(March

15. p. 385.)

Las Vegas & To.nopah.

— Preliminary

surveys have been made

It is said
for a line from Goldfleld. Nev.. to Tonopah, Iti miles.
that within two weeks grading will be finished on the extension
from Rhyoiite to Goldfield. 76 miles.

—

Work has been begun on the four-track cut-off
Loxii Island.
between Giendale Junction and Woodside at the entrance to Sunny(March 15, p. 386.)
side yard in Long Island City.

—

Mexican Central. The .\totonilco branch from Ocotlan, on the
Guadalajara division, northeast to Atotoniico, 30 miles, was opened
for traffic on July 1.

Etc.

—

Auiiiha Wiikat. Coai. & Ort Ram way. This lomp^iny proposes
lo build from I'imher Creek Station, Alb., on the Crows Nest Pass
branch ot the Canadian Pacific, to oil wells owned by the Rocky
Mountain Development Company and the Western Oil & Coal Consolidated Company. The company also proposes to build a spur
from Pincher Creek Station lo Plncher Creek on condition that the
town guarantees $40,000 of its bonds.

'

See Corporation News.

—

Mexican Roads. The Guerrero Development Company has niade
surveys for a road from Acapulco, Guerrero, Into the Interior toward Mexico City, and Is asking bids for building the lirst 150
miles. The company owns large tracts of mineral and timlwr lands
in Guerrero.

from
It is said that Rafael Arodena Intends to build a road
Santa Teresa, Coahuila. on the Mexican Central. 65 miles to his
cotton plantation.

Milwaukee Nokther.n
on this

line

(

Electric).

from Milwaukee, Wis.,

to

— Grading

has been finished
Port Washington, and work
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is about to begin on the rest of the line from Port Washington to
Sheboygan. It is expected that the road will be ready for operation
early in September.

Gloss earnings
Operating expenses

—

\V. C.

Morris, President, Portland. Ore.; G.

W.

Quebec & Lake

—

John. The Gosford branch, from Valc<irtier
aux Pius, six miles, was opened Aug. 1.

St.

Station, Que., to Riviere

—

The Western division was to be opened for
south to Colfax, Wash., on August 1. It has been in operation to Rosalia, 30 miles north of Colfax, since March.
Spokane & Inland.

traffic

Xet enniings

— E.

& SusgvEiiANNA.

—

(Electric). Incorporated in Ohio with
an electric line from Toledo, Ohio, southwest to Fort Wayne, Ind.. about 75 miles. The incorporators include:
E. J. Pinney, H. J. Nord, T. C. Willard, L. A. Goldstein and J. E.
Lowry.

—

Western P.\cific. According to press despatches, this road will
be opened for business from Salt Lake City, Utah, to Steptoe, Nev.,
170 miles, early in September.

& Pittsburg

—

Yankton Southern. This company has bought the franchise
and right of way of the Houston, Sabine & Red River, on which
some grading has been done. (See June 21, p. 917, and March 15,
p. 385.)

$513,004

—

stock to the extent of 25 per cent, of their hold-

The Mahoning Investment Company took over the

coal

properties of the railroad.

Central of Georgia.

— See

Wrightsville & Tennille.

Chicago Electric Traction.
foreclosure for

— This

company has been sold under
The company operates 31 miles of

$330,000.

line from Chicago to Harvey, 111.
It has been in the hands
of a receiver since 1900, no interest having ever been paid on
the $650,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1929.
The
road is ultimately to be merged with the Chicago & Southern
Traction, which runs from Harvey to Kankakee, 40 miles.

Dublin & Southwe.stern.

— See
—

Wrightsville & Tennille.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. This company has arranged for trackage rights over the St. Louis, Walking & Gulf from Oakdale,
La., to Alexandria, 38 miles, and over the Texas & Pacific from
Alexandria to New Orleans, 194 miles. The Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe is building an extension from Cravens, La., to Oakdale,
25 miles.

It

intends ultimately to build to

Houston & Brazos

Vai.lkv.

—

It

is

New

Orleans.

said that this road, formerly the

Velasco, Brazos & Northern, which runs from Anchor, Tex., to
\'elasco, 20 miles, and connects with the St. Louis, Brownsville &
Mexico at Angleton, Tex., has been sold to Yoakum interests.

—

Wisconsin Central. This company, it is said, has made surveys for a belt line around the northern part of Manitowoc, Wis.,
ending at Buffalo and Chicago streets, where a warehouse and a
car fero' transfer bridge are to be built. It is understood that
the necessary property was bought some years ago.

"

—

W. Grove and others

Wayne

$4,851,860
5.304,870

Hoc,

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg. A semi-annual dividend of 2%
per cent, on the $10,500,000 common stock has been declared
payable August 15, a reduction of one-half of 1 per cent, as compared with the last semi-annual dividend. The stockholders,
however, will receive as large a return on their holdings as
formerly, because a dividend of 2 per cent, has been declared
on the stock of the Mahoning Investment Company, which stock
was distributed last December to holders of Buffalo, Rochester

the line.

Toledo & Fort

Inc.,

$27,303,831

$900,000 5

ings.

$10,11110,000 capital to build

$82,243,922
54,880,091

52ti,o25

and maturing

of St. Louis, Mo., are
planning a road from Kingsville. Tex., on the St. Louis, BrownsIt is said that San Anville & Mexico, to San Antonio. 150 miles.
tonio has been asked to give a bonus of $100,000 in money, and
land for terminal facilities as a condition preliminary to building

Texas Roads.

$96,746

Flsk & Robinson, New York, have sold
per cent, equipment trust notes, dated August 11
in 20 equal semi-annual instalments.
They are
part of an issue of $1,200,000 and are secured on 20 locomotives,
800 steel coal and coke cars and 200 steel underframe box cars.

BuFF.U-o

—

Texas & Pacific. Track has been laid to Eunice on the line
under construction from Bunkie, La., to Eunice, 35 miles. The
road, which was the Louisiana East & West, is to be operated as
part of the Avoyelles division of the Texas & Pacific.

Inc.,

$2,448,240

Icor Ending June 30, 1907.

Donnell, Chief Engi-

—

$623,271

4,747,83'J

Gross earnings
Operating expenses

neer, Medford, Ore.

Pennsylvania Lines West. It is said that the gravity yard to
be built near Bedford, Ohio, is to have a capacity for 2,300 freight
cars, instead of 1,300 as originally intended.

months

Inc.,
"

$7,196,08.")

Net earnings

—

Crater Lake, in Klamath c-ounty. Ore., 100 miles. It is said that
a length of 11 miles is already in operation and rights of way are
being secured. The work is being done by the company's men.

for the 12

5.

ilonth of June, 1007.

Katioxai. Lines of Mexico. It is said the Mexican Government
will begin at once the construction of a new line about 365 miles
long from Durango, on the Mexican International, southwest to
Mazatlan. on the Pacific coast.
Pacific & Easteks. Surveys are reported made by this company for a line from a point in Siskiyou county, Cal., north to

—

& Ohio. Earnings for June, 1907, and
ended June 30 were as follows:

B.U.TIM0RE

XLIII., No.

Vol..

Intekurban Railway & Termin.u..:— This company, which owns 83
miles of broad gage inlerurban road from Cincinnati, Ohio,
to New Richmond, Lebanon and Bethel, is to issue $1,000,000
preferred stock, part of which will be exchanged for $900,000
of the outstanding $2,500,000 common stock, while the remainder
will be used to pay off old obligations.
Mahoning Investment Company. See Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts-

—

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

burg.

—

& Gkeensburg. See West Penn Railways.
Brownsville & Me.xico. See Houston & Brazos Valley.

Pittsburg, McKeesport

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, have
bought the unsold balance of the $26,000,000 10-year convertible 5 per cent, bonds, of which about $9,000,000 were subscribed
to by stockholders and about $2,000,000 disposed of to other
interests.
It Is said that the bonds were sold to J. P. Morgan
& Co. at about 98. The bankers are offering them for sale at

St.

—

Louis,

—

Southern. Earnings for June, 1907, and for the 12 months ended
June 30 were as follows:
ilonlli of

Gross earnings
Operating expenses and taxes ^

100 V4.

June. 1907.
$4,009,305
3.432,709

Inc..

"

$315,735
207,012

$1,170,590

Inc.,

$108,723

$50,057,994
44,099,282

Inc.,

$3,010.5.-.0

$11,958,712

Dec. $l,909.5,s7

Xet earnings

—

Atlantic Shore Line (Electric). This company opened for traffic
on July 21 Its connecting line between York Beach. Me., and
Kennebunk, 16 miles. This line connects the Southern division,
which was formerly the Portsmouth, Dover & York, with the
Northern division, which was formerly the Atlantic Shore Line
Railway, these companies having been consolidated last year
under the name Atlantic Shore Line Railroad. Almost half
of the connecting link Is built on private right of way.
The
maximum grade Is 4 per cent, and the numerous culverts and
bridges are of concrete or steel.
The opening of this link
makes It possible to travel over electric railways from New
York to Bath. Me., and beyond. The road carries a heavy summer passenger traffic and has three electric locomotives for
hauling freight cars. It connects with the Boston & Maine
at Sprlngvale, Kennebunk, West Kennebunk and Wells.
At
Cape Porpoise, near Kennebunk, It ha.s a pier and freighthouse and has leased other wharfs from the town. It Is planned
to ultimately estal)llsh a steamship line from this port to
Portsmouth and Boston.
ElectTlrlty Is generated by water
power at Kennebunk and Sanford, and by steam plants at Kennebunk and Klttery Point. The company Is controlled by A. H.
Ulckmore & Co., New York. It has $700,000 4 per cent, preferred
stock, $2,000,000 common stock and an authorized issue of
$3,000,000 4 per cent. 20-year refunding bonds.

Year Eniling June
iJross earnings

Operating expenses and taxes
Net enmlnga
ToLEiio, Ann Akbor

30. 1<M)7.

& Detroit (Electric).

— The

"

4,920,143

property of this

company, whi^h has been in the hands of a receiver since August,
1906, is to be sold under foreclosure between September 3 and
17.
It Is partially built between Toledo, Ohio, and Ann Arbor,
Mich.

—

Penn Railways (Electric). This company has bought a coninterest in the Pittsburg, McKeesport & Greensburg,
which runs from Traftord City, Pa., on the Pittsburg Railways, to Youngwood and Hunker, 29 miles, and has outstanding
$1,030,000 stock and $1,350,000 first mortgage, 5 per cent, bonds

\\'k.st

trolling

of 1931.

—

this company and
1 to authorize the
consolidation of the two roads, to increase the capital stock of
the Wrightsville & Tennille fiom $300,000 to $600,000, and to
authorize an Issue of $300,000 bonds. The VVrightsville & Tennille runs from Tennille, Ga., to Hawkinsville. and It owns
the entire $200,000 stock of the Dublin & Southwestern, which
runs from Dublin, Ga., to Eastman, 31 miles. The Wrightsville
& Tennille is controlled by the Central of Georgia.

VVRi(inT.sviLi.E

& Tkn.mlle. The stockholders of
& Southwestern met on August

of the Dublin

i
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spring back to a level surface. The high-carbon bars, especially
those made from crop-ends, will break more readily than the others,
of course, but a broken angle-bar is not a serious matter and with
ordinary watchfulness no harm should result.
Still iiuother suggestion for a profitable use of nearly all of the
proposed 25 per cent, discard from the ingot comes from the chief
engineer of one of the most important railroads of this country. It
Is that the ingot be not cropped but all of it made into the bloom
and rolled to a finished rail section. Then cut from the rail 8 ft.
lengths until strictly homogeneous steel, without piping, is reached.
These 8 ft. lengths can be rolled Into almost any imaginable section
and shape for steel ties by the York cross-rolling process. It is
believed that the amount of work put into the metal tie by this

will
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first to recognize the economy of high-carbon steel in angle bars
and used ihem on the Michigan Central, of which he was Chief
Engineer. He noted the rapid wear of soft bars, due to the motion
of the rails, and the fact that they would take a permanent set
and thus hold down the rail joint. He found that sometimes when
the soft angle-bars were removed from a low joint the rails would

process

15:i

Timber

A suggestion for profitable use by the mills of the larger cropends of ingots from which rails are rolled in accordance with the
proposed modified specifications comes from Robert \V. Hunt, a good
authority on rails. The reason for cutting off only 10 to 12 per
cent, of the top of the ingot, instead of twice as much, is because
this added discard means waste and reduced output.
Perhaps these
crop-ends can lie converted into a profitable by-product. Captain
Hunt's idea is to make angle-bars of them. Most of the angle-bars
used at present are the same composition as ordinary soft wire rods,
being made by the mills from the same ingots and rolled at the saiue
time that the billets for the rods are produced. They are punched
and sheared cold. Angle-bars made from rail ingot crop-ends would
have nearly the tame constituents as the rail steel: and at first
thought high-carbon steel for angle-bars .seems objectionable. But
their use would not be a new departure, for the Canadian Pacific's
angle-bar specifications are substantially those of its rail steel, with
a carbon content of from 0.50 to 0.65. The Canadian Northern is
also usiiig high-carbon bars. The late A. Torrey wa.s perhaps the

cross-rolling

for

Pittsburg

Manganese Bronze Staybolts

Kqulpment
lli.lillng

&
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New Kule

Locomotive

9,

1907.

and especially for the reason that the larger rail sections
have great excess strength, so that there would
be a large coefficient of safety even it defective metal were used.
There is one difficulty about this: No shape of steel tie has yet
It is
been devised to entirely fill the office of the wooden tie.
necessary to secure a resiliency which will somewhat correspond to
that afforded by the material of the wooden tie, the slight lateral
movement of the spike in the wood and the slight canting of the
rail due to the fact that it is not held with absolute rigidity to the
tie.
The steel tie must he made of such a form as to prevent Its
lateral movement in the ballast.
It must also be capable of insulatie,

rolled into steel ties

tion,

for

poses has
rust.

We

apparently the electric track circuit for signaling purccme to stay. The steel tie also needs protection from
have, therefore, clean cut problems for the designing

If he can devise a form of steel tie that will satisfy the
requirements, the cross-rolling process, either applied to old rail or
to piped rail, is apparently cheap and effective.

engineer.

The Pennsylvania is having a hard time
demands of the city authorities in completing

satisfying the manjr

the plans for

its ter-

minal improvements in New York and Brooklyn. Last week, after
long and apparently unnecessary delay, the Board of Estimate finally
granted the franchise for building the Glendale cut-oft, the last
connecting link between the Manhattan crosstown tunnels and the
New York Connecting belt line around Brooklyn, but on the same
day the Municipal .\rt Connuission rejected the plans for the Hell
Gate bridge. The Commission was not satisfied with the attempted
ornamentation of the massive towers flanking the great steel arch,
and the architects will have to try again, which means more delay
Since the time when Mr. Cassatt first anIn starting the work.
nounced the company's plans for an entrance in New York and aa
enlargement of the terminal facilities in Brooklyn and Long Island
City the Pennsylvania has been met on every side with obstructive
The Board of Aldermen held up the required franchises
tactics.
because the railroad refused to pay up the graft demanded. With
the assistance of other powerful Interests which were being obstructed in the same way, the company succeeded in having the
Legislature transfer the right to grant franchises from the .-VlderniPii

111

ihi'

Hoaril

of

Kstiniatc.

Some

of the

required

fran.liises
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were quickly obtained from that body, but the New Yort< Conneiting plan was held up for nearly two years before the railroad gave
in to the exorbitant demand for a payment to the city, aggregating
simply for the right to cross a few streets overhead in
the outlying districts. The Sunnyside yard plans were similarly
obstructed and the company was assessed a large sum for the privilege of closing some projected streets through land which is now' a
$1.21(1,11011.

The Municipal Art Commission, however, cannot be accused of using obstructive tactics in rejecting the bridge plans. It
is a disinterested body appointed for the purpose of rendering just
such a verdict, if deserved, and its objections are aimed only at the
Neverartistic features of the design, not the engineering features.
theless, it must be discouraging to the Pennsylvania to see every
step of its work, which is really more of a public than a private
swamp.

enterprise, thus

hampered and delayed.

THE COSTLY MISTAKE OF STATE RAILROADS
The advocates of governmental railroad ownership and control
have recently been presented with a considerable amount of evidence
damaging to their cause. Witnesses before the Viceregal Commission ou Irish Railways have been forced to admit, in spite of their
preliminary panegyrics, that on the state railroads with which
they have been connected, the average level of rates and fares is
higher, and the facilities given to the public lower, both in regard
This conto freight and passenger traffic, than in Great Britain.
dition of affairs exists notwithstanding the often asseverated contention on the part of the administrations that the railroads in
question are operated, in the first instance, for the benefit of the
community, the earning of profits being relegated to the background,

and regarded as merely

Now

incidental.

a widespread idea with regard to the administration of state-owned railroads, and is especially entertained by people
who are. fortunately for themselves, without practical experience
that

is

as to what the operation of a railroad system by the state really
means. Perhaps one reason for the existence in England of a
body pledged to the nationalization of the railroads is just the
absence of real knowledge in the matter. In many resppcts. bein the natural superiority of state-owned and operated railroads appears to be a matter of faith rather than of experience
or reason, since the more one compares the operation of typical
state and company-owned railroads, the more the disadvantages
In this
respect,
E. A,
governmental interference emerge.
of
Pratt, in his "State Railways," has performed a signal service In
giving in striking form some facts about the price paid by a country
lief

for the theoretical benefit to be obtained by entrusting its railroads
to the

tender care of a government, instead of allowing the healthy

rompeftion Inseparable from private enterprise.
The greater part of this book is taken up with a translation of
some excellent recent articles on the Belgian stale railroad a<lministration. Belgium i.s a country that at first sight would appear particularly suited for the development of a highly successful railroad system. It is small, compact and densely populated, manufactures and
agriculture are alike highly flourishing, the distribution of the population is fairly even, and from the engineering standpoint the flatneps of the country offers no great difficulties to the laying out of
railroads, thus enabling

The upholders

them

to be both

cheaply built and worked.
have consequently

of the state railroad super.stitition

Vol. XLIII.. No.
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of labor.
In the matter ol pensions, and traveling facilities, such as
privilege tickeis, it is niggardly in the extreme. The administration
has even gone to the length of repudiating obligations into which
it
has eatered when taking over the private companies, whose
employees had already been contributing to superannuation and pension funds, and who apparently lost their contributions when the
state acquired tho undertakings by which they had formerly been
employed. Should an employee bring a claim against the administration for personal injuries, it will be resisted as much as possib.e, and in the event of the courts deciding in favor of the employee, a loophole by which the responsibility may be evaded is al-

ways sought.

These conditions are the more striking when

it

is

mind

that the Socialist party is numerically very strong
in the Belgian parliament, and is continually ventilating the griev-

borne

in

ances of the staff.
After this description of the treatment of its men, no one will
be surprised to learn of the cavalier attitude adopted by the administration towards the genera! public.
The passenger fares may be
low. but Ihey have to be considered in the light of the low speed
of the tiains. the intrequency of the service, the inadequate accommodation given at many of the stations, and the general drawbacks
No new train is ever put on except under
to "passenger comfort."
strong pressure, and until the Minister of Railroads has satisfied
himself that it will be run at a profit. This latter condition is,
of course, perfectly reasonable in itself, but it must often be incompatible with the theory that on a state railroad the convenience
of the public is the first consideration, and the question of profit
a secondary matter.
The freight service appears to be even worse than the passenger.
The conveyance of merchandise is slow and uncertain, and the shortage of locomotives and wagons so chronic that it does not excite
special remark, except at times of particularly heavy traffic, when
traders and the country in general are put to worse inconvenience
than usual. On occasion, the administration has even been obliged
to resort to the desperate expedient of refusing to receive any fresh
consignment whatsoever for a period of three days, until the existing congestion had been somewhat reduced. In this particular instance it is clear that the congestion was less due to abnormal and
unexpected traffic than to general di.sorganization and failure to
make provision for the acquisition of sufficient rolling stock. A general complaint is that the red-tape regulations of the service have
produced a cast-iron system under which any concession that would
lead to the encouragement of a particular industry or district is
practically ignored.

Glib writers on the alleged defects of private railroads have
held up the low Belgian freight rates as an admirable example.
Now the truth about Belgian rates is that they are only low in the
case of through joint rates with foreign countries, and for journeys,

such as between England and the Continent, where a certain small
proportion of the total transit is made across the Belgian lines.
Here low rates are compulsory on account of the competition of
other Continental railroads, German, French and Dutch, and of
water transport. Local rates in Belgium itself, that is the rates
vitally affecting the domestic commerce of the country, are high
when judged by any standard. The coal rates for distances of 9V4
to I61/1 miles are. for example. 6.2 to 10.4 cents higher on the
Belgian state railroads than on the Eastern of France. This fable
of the low freight rates charged in Belgium deserves to be universally recognized as only a fable.
It might perhaps be Imagined that the financial results of state
operation are favorable, especially as every effort is made to earn

always pointed to Belgium as a country in which government control was working admirably, and it has been regarded by these
individuals. Including many Englishmen, as a sort of railroad paradise.
Ab a matter of fact, the sy.stem, without exception, is defective as larg" a profit as possible. The actual financial position of the
syftem, like that of practically every other Continental state railin every detail in which a state railroad theoretically excels.
The average standard of pay. both of the uniformed staff and road, it is impossible to know, but it has been proved within recent
of the higher officers. Is very low. not only as compared with English years that the net earnings are appreciably less than had been asAccounts. In the real sense of the word, are non-existent,
In sumed.
standards, bnt In comparison with the rest of the Continent.
spite of this, an excessive amount Is spent on wages and salaries, although their place Is taken by voluminotis statistics, containing

owing
ment,
to

to the great overstafflng that takes place In every departwhich, however, does not prevent tho hours being enough

make

the hair of the Board of Trade stand on end.

railroads employ approximately half as

many men again

The

state

per mile

as the private Belgian companies. This overstaffing haa invariably
been one of the evils of government departments, and an Interesting
sidelight on the matter Is provided by the statement that the redtape regulations of the Belgian service provide for the employment
of the

same number

of

men

at stations of the .same class, regard-

handled by them.
Apart from the question of wages and hours, the Belgian state,
at any rate where Its railroads are concerned. Is a bad employer
less of the respective traffic

pages of perfectly unnecessary details. The railroad accounts are
distributed under five separate and distinct budgets, considerable
sums being charged to general public expenditure. It may be
doubte«l whether anyone, even the Minister of Railroads, knows
exactly how much the railroads cost to work, or their value as a
going concern. One definite fact has been brought out by a report
which has recently been drawn up by M. Hubert. Ileputy of the
Right, at the request of the Hclgi.Tn Chamber. This clearly shows
one very disquieting feature, the constant rise in the ratio of expenditure, which appears to be gradually swallowing up the profits
of the system. In spite of the way In which the roads are starved
by lack of adequate rolling stock and station accommodations and

Alui nr

».
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DOtwIibaUndInc the high ntn rharged. Ttie report tbowi ihAt In
IMS. wbllr liie irafflc r«crl;>f>. itirrraMd by 1S,170.0«0 frani-* (f3.034.OOVi.
ihr riM
rxprn.itnui- acDountml to 15.570, uoo franra
Id
lt3.lM.000(. H. Hubert K»<4 "ii 'u gound a wanilDK with r(>Kard
ihr event o( a xeneral trade depreaaloD. wblrb would reauli in r<-<lured trafflr. ihe coat of operallDK
tbe (ysiem rould not l>e rednml. and the reiult would t>e a hea%'y
AnoritinK to thU report, (he chief riiueo for
loaa from operailon.
to th«

future,

by aaylOK (hut

In

tbe iDcrcAsed expenditure ar<- itif lack of unity In the management
of tbe line* and (he crushlnx out of all spirit of Initiative among
tbe (tair by the uniformity of italarlea. defects which characterize

GAZETTt-.

to lAke •

«4»

kindly attitude toward cUtmanta.

"being

;;.-r"

He

until, at great pains,

protects •(•In**

he prorea him-

self to
i;tat claims on a Urge railroad U a «low
machinery of (he freight claim office will
always be subject (o beating by friction however well It may be
oiled.
A claim requiring three weeks to Investigate often seemit

Th>

(ask at best, and

to the ilaimant

ko simple that

who

surly agent

the

he

Is

surprised

at

(be delay.

The

curtly (ells tbe consignee that (he other road

Is

blame for tbe delay, not seeing tba( he ought to apologlz<' for
tbe other road as carefully as for hia own. would atlll fall to give
slate
satisfaction
enterprise.
if be «'ere polite and explanatory and took only the
moat forma of
Hoaalbly (he worst feature of (he endre administration is tbe necessary time to settle Interline claims. The question wblrb will
Interference of palltin with an iiinlfrtaklng (hat should be con- interest railroad offiiers is how fully can Mr. Biddle and other wellducted on a purely commercial l)i.-i.A very large part of the iliKpD.seii railroad mauagers carry out their purpose to cure ail tbe
time of (he Belgian parllamen( i» iak>-ii up by members' complaints causes of Colonel Prout's complaint?
The interesting paper by (he Prelgh( Claim Agent of tbe New
or suggesdons v.Kh regard to the railroad service, tbe railroad
budget Is dlscufsed for weeks, and eviTV trifling question affecting York Central, which is reprinted in this Issue, does not throw much
the railroads is unnecessarily ven(IUU'<i in parliament. Tbe loss light on the a'-tual work of settling claims. Mr. Calkins tells of
of time involved by this proceeding
obvious, and In spite of tbe some of tbe things (hat cause damage and thus originate claims;
great aitendon given by the parlianuru to railroad matters. It ap- and he reminds us (hat the competent claim agent will be able to
pears to be only on very rare oiia.-^ioii.s that any (angible results make friends of claimants even if they do have to wait a long
are otitalned. Favoritism, largely due to political considerations, is time for their money; but the means of expediting the machinery
rampant in the service, and the employees are practically forbidden he hints at;
ll) Thorough system, devoid of circumlocution: (2)
to Join political or labor unions, although tbe constitution expressly prompt investigation:
(3) uniformly business-like treatment of
gives them the right to do so. unless (he organization is one in claimants;
avoidance of disputes about small claims where no
harmony with the views of the government for the time being, in important primiple is involved. These hints, however, suggest a
which case the men's political activity is winked at.
number of pertinent questions.
The above brief analysis of some of tbe most outstanding deTo take tbe last point first, (here is little doubt that a railroad
fects of tbe Belgian state railroad administration could be carried could make friends whose friendship would be valued in dollars,
to much greater length, without presenting a complete Indictment by paying many small claims, presented by reputable people, withWhat must be appreciated is, not that the adminis- out standing on its full rights just as the great fire insurance
of tbe system.
tration of the Belgian railroads is too expensive, that the facilities companies do. This is the frequent method ot settling for injuries
given to the public are insufflcient. that the status of the employees to passengers. Of course, if such policy were followed in the freight
is worse than those working for private corporations, that political department the fact that
igbts were being waived with the reason
considerations tend to have greater weight than tbe social and in- should be distinctly stated and even advertised. It is to be rememdustrial welfare of tbe country, and that the accounts are so juggled bered that when the owner of damaged or delayed freight receives
with as to be absolutely unreliable, but that all these defects are his full legal claim he still suffers in many cases a further loss for
tbe logical outcome of state interference with an essentially com- which the law will not allow him to recover.
mercial undertaking.
Uniformly business-like treatment of claimants implies a comPer se. no commercial enterprise ha-s ever failed to suffer on petent agent or clerk at every station, and this is only partially
the state assuming control. The use of a government department attainable.
In this connection we recall the highly commendable
for purposes of party politics, tbe cast-iron system evolved from suggestion of one claim agent that every large station should have
red tape and the lack of initiative inseparable from the average a claim clerk who has l)een trained in the general claim departgovernment offlrlal, the political influence that can be exerted by ment; who perhaps should report direct to the general claim agent.
Its employees and by labor leaders agitating for their own benefit, Such a clerk could handle the claims presented at other stations
the disregard of the public caused by assuming that the public within say 50 miles and thus save some time and possibly much
exists for the benefit of the department instead of being its master. friction.
the ease with which accounts can be cooked and responsibility evaded
Steady uninterrupted progress, almost daily progress, toward
for financial or administrative blunders, and the lack of healthy settlement is the desideratum.
It requires time, but time need not
competition, can all be expected (o characterize a system of rail- be wasted in careless reading of letters or delay in answering them.
roads owned and controlled by the state. On tbe Belgian state .\ wideawake claim agent needs not much instruction or exhortarailroads, so long upheld as a model, these conditions have been tion concerning the design or construction of his office machinery:
proved to underlie every branch of the administration. It is conse- but evidently a great many claim agents need to learn how to make
quently a service of some value to make public tbe truth regarding their machinery move continuously. Do you answer all possible
this system of state railroads, which may be regarded as typical.
Do you know that this is easier,
letters on the day of receipt?
takes less of your time, than to allow letters to accumulate?
Much of the delay complained of is due to the duiness or inat(o

i.~

(
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THE SETTLEMENT OF FREIGHT CLAIMS.

Vice-President of the Chicago. Rock Island &
Pacifii-. in a circular to the patrons of his road, warning them that
nothing is gained by employing agents to collect claims against the
road, says (hat he and his fellow officers are making an earnest
effort to improve their treatment of both local and interline claims;
\V.

B.

Biddle.

many subordinate

traflic officers have authority to settle some
presentation, and that the company intends
careful
attention
as
to claims against it as to cases where
to give
He admits that the
the company has claims against other people.
railroad.s have not done justice to the matter of settling claims,
but the managing officers of the Rock Island are now taking a personal interest in the work and hope to establish a reputation for
promptness and fair dealing. Colonel H. G. Prout, Vice-President
of the I'nion Switch & Signal Co.. in an address which was printed
in the Railrantl Cazftte July 19, told the traffic men some plain
truths, which indicate that on some railroads the conditions are
bad. To Colonel Prout the claim department seems to be a highly
He evidently finds little disefficient organization for obstruction.
position by claim agents to learn the truth by judiiial process, or

that

classes of claims on

not carefully read letters received, or intelThey answer questions not asked and
ignore the intent of inquiries. This causes additional letter writing
and more days of delay in settlement. Premiums for excellence in
tention of
ligently

men who do

compose

letters sent.

among the clerks, might produce
Besides accuracy and promptness, clerks may culsaid General Deverrequirement."
"Politeness is a
tivate courtesy.
eaux in an address to trainmen when he was President of the Big
useful In dealing with customers whose
is especially
It
Four.
claims must be rejected. Mr. Calkins speaks of inducing claimants
letter writing, properly advertised

an improvement.

even when they are feeling disExtreme courtesy by the company's representative is the
only means to this end.
to see the railroad's side of a case,

gruntled.

Revised Signaling Rules of the Belgian State Railroads.
Bulletin of the International Railway Congress for July
contains an article on the Convertible Semaphore Signal which is
the standard of the Belgian State Railroads, and tbe description
is prefaced by an extract from the new general signal rules of the
State railroads, which are now in press. The article is by L. Weis-
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senbruch, editor of the Bulletin, who also is Chief Engineer of
Signaling and Safety Appliances of the State railroads.
The standard semaphore is a box girder made up of four angles
and stiffened with horizontal lattice members. The fittings are so
designed as to make all parts interchangeable for use with one or
more arms, and with arms on either side of the post. For the support of the lamp or lamps a wire rope is provided, controlled by a
windlass near the bottom of the post. The foundation is of castiron set in concrete. Provision is made for the use of indicators
to show by a letter or number the track for which a signal arm is
cleared. The use of indicators seems to be regular standard pracThey are to be used for speed up to 25 miles an hour. The
tice.
spectacles for the night color indicators are separate from the arm,
and are controlled by stops on the arms. These stops are so arranged that the light shows "proceed" a little after the movement
of the arm. while it returns to "slop" a little in advance of the arm.
The new signal regulations, which, it would appear, have to
do chiefly with future installations, seem to be in some respects
Signal arms are always on the left of the post and sigtentative.
nals usually at the left of the track. At a station a home signal
arm with a notched end. like our distant signal, indicates a full
speed or main line route, while the ordinary square end (full size)
In all new work bracket
is used lor movements to diverging tracks.
signals called there "candle stick" signals are to be used for
diverging routes, a separate post for each route. For distant signals the arm has a pointed end. like that which has been adopted
on the New York Central and some other American roads for automatic slop signals. Where two or more arms are on one post the
upper arm applies to the high speed route in every case. No dwarf
posts are shown, but short arms are used for low-speed movements
in the normal direction, while for "back up" movements the shape
of the arm is that of two triangles joined at the vertices. The
upward inclination is prescribed for new semaphores, but the old
signals, having downward inclination, have not been changed as
"experience has shown that this difference causes no trouble whatever to the enginemen."
Green has been adopted for the night "all clear" indication and
the process of taking out the white lights, heretofore used, is now
going on. Back lights will, in future, be made visible only when
the arm is in the stop position, and they will be either a small
white light or a violet light. Block signals are to be fitted with
an arrangement for automatically placing a torpedo on the rail
when the arm is horizontal, but it does not appear from the present
description to what extent automatic torpedoes are or will be used.
At stations, as before stated, a notched arm indicates a high-speed
route and a square end arm a lower speed: this difference is indicated at night by showing a double green light for the notched arm
(In the proceed position).
In distant signals at night, the signal when "on" will show a
red light side by side with a green light, or it will show a yellowish
Where the redand-green is used the clearing of
orange light.
the arm will make two green lights visible; while with the orange
With this last
light a single green light is used for "all clear."
arrangement (an orange light and a single green light) there will
be provided a fixed audible warning 227 ft. in the rear; or a repeating light will be thus fixed, to be lit only in time of fog. This

—
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going end of^the section of track for whii^h the interlocking signals
give indications. This seems to be designed chiefiy or wholly as a
limit mark and not an independent starting signal.
As Belgian signal engineers are careful students of English,
German and American practice this new code, of which we have
given the salient features, may be taken as an instructive exhibit of
what unprejudiced observers have found worth copying from the
devices and practices of the different countries. We are unable to
make out just how far the several innovations have been decided
upon for permanent use, but even as tentative propositions they
will be found of interest by American railroad officers.
The free
use of bracket signals is an English idea that most Americans will
not accept, but some of the other changes have features well worthy
of consideration.
The use of both upward and downward inclinations on the same railroad should reassure some nervous Americans.
The distant signal improvements evidently have been taken mostly
from American practice; while in the use of double green lights,

warning signals in the rear of distants, and white fence
Americans may well learn from Europe.

posts,

The order for distributing coal cars in Ohio recently issued
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and reported in our news
columns today, looks like a fine example of Dutch justice: and
readers will be interested to see the full report on the case and
learn how Commissioner Clark makes this kind of justice match
with that kind which is supposed lo underlie the law that a railroad
must furnish all the cars necessary to do the business offered by
shippers along its lines and must treat all shippers alike. Quite
likely, when cars are scarce, Mine A. receiving 25 Pennsylvania
cars to load with coal for the Pennsylvania's locomotives, can get
along without any Hocking Valley cars and suffer less than will
Mine B even when 10 or 15 H. V. cars are delivered to it. Moreover, as the coal road
the Hocking Valley, for example pays for
its use of the private or specially assigned cars there is a semblance of fairness in compelling it to treat such cars for the purpose of distribution, as though they were its own. But the other
view is equally plausible. Suppose Mine A concludes to double its
capacity, and to use the increased capacity, not for Pennsylvania
Company's coal, but for the general market. Should not the railroad company provide cars for this market coal the same as it furnishes them for market coal from any other mine? Does a coal
operator who buys cars in which to ship his coal thereby relinquish
his right to being served by all common carriers on an equality
with every other shipper?

—
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B. Tests of

Brake Shoes.
Mahwali. N.
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July 30. 1907.

To TUE Editor of the K.\iLno.\D G.\zette:
The table and diagrams presented in the report
committee on brake shoe
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Comparative Composition and Durability of Brake Shoes.
light will show orange and green the same as the regular distant
signal.
This arrangement appears to be subject to confirmation
after further experimcnls shall have been made.
The standard rules have a provision for putting up white posts
along the side of the track a Bhort distance apart approaching
a caution signal: this to seasonably attract the attention of the

enginemnn.

As a rule the number of arms on any one post must be limited
to three.
The State propo.ipa to rearrange all junctions so that
trains will not have to slacken speed: this done, the notched arm
and the double green light ran l>e done away with. At InteriockInga. where necessary or desirable, a semaphore Is fixed at the out-

of the writer, give sufficient information to enable
be made between the various shoes tested.

comparisons to

table which I submit herewith is part of my discussion
on the subject, and is intended to supply some information in detail
1
realize that the commitlee's
to supplement the committee's report.
report is In the nature of a preliminary one intended to show what
the brake-shoe testing machine can do in ri^gard to defining the rela.
It is Importlive durability and wearing qualities of brake-shoos.
ant In the study of the question to take into account not only the
surface of Insert and hard metal on the face of the shoe, but also
the volume of each, realizing that the durability of the brake sho*
depends largely on the percentage of hard and tough material ij
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the loMit rather tb»n on the surrounding body metAl. which may
t)« Mft r*it-lron acting aa a holder (or the Inaerta. and (hat i*0 per
cent, of the lUe of the *ho4- muy
neceaaary to wear out the Insert.

t>e

comprUed within the period

some of the tesd were
which Inseru lia<l been worn thiouKh or had (alien
out. and of courac itUL'b rounl^ ar<- not true IndlcallunB of the perrn tliai r>'iiKun iIiIh new table has
formance of the orUlnal mIhx
<l||^lllt ratuiii the uctual condltlonH
tieen prepared, which lukcs liro
on the rac<> of the shue diiiliiK thu tcm. With ihla clearly undercolumn
of
comparative
durability
atoo<l, the
can be (airly conslderecl.
Win you kindly publish this explanation and table for the information of those interested?
K. w. sarocnt,
CMvt h:nKlD«vr. Amrrlrnn Bnikr 8bn« ft Koaodry Cn.
In the caae of the recordH In queatlon,

made on shoeH

In

.
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Draft Rigging for Stub-End Paaaenger Equipment.

The Seaboard .\ir Line is usln^ a composite arrangement of
beams for (lra(t rigging on stub-end pa.ssenger equipment that
working well
The drawbar attachments themselves are of the

•teel

is

.

U3

The writer wishes to espresi his tbanka for the hearty c»
reieived from the various persons. Arms and corporations mentioned In the text. He wishes also to ezpresa bis Indebtedness for personal aid. to Robert Trimble, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines West (Northwest System*:
Oeorge K. Boyd Roadmn"i<»r of the ll1lnol« fVntral; A L. Kuebn,
Superintendent of Ma;
Cincinnati, ChhaKo A St. I
of tb«
Chicago Tie I'reservlnt
f
Ira O
Baker and I'rof. C. H. Ilur.l, ol tlio rnucr«u> of liUiiOi*.
The ties used in these experiments were furnished gratuitously
as follows:
Nor. 1 to 11 and IC to 30 by the Chicago Tie PreserTIng Company; Nos. 12 to 1.1 by the Illinois Central; Nos. 31 to 41
by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago k St. Louis. Table I gives •
description of the several ties used. The ties were taken either
from the slock pile of the railroad companies or from those of the
treating plant. No attempt has been made to trace their history
farther back than the place of growth and date of treatment.
Treated ties were used In a majority of the experiments, since In
the future as the Inferior grades are pressed Into service, the tenoperation

SSCTIO/V ^-Jl

Draft Gear for Stub End Passenger Equipment; Seaboard Air Line.
twin-spring type and are riveted to and below the draft sills. The
draft sills ^re directly below the wooden center sills of the car
and are made of 6-ln. I beams weighing ITVi lbs. per foot. These
beams run back 4 ft. 1 In. beyond the center plate and 1 ft. 9 in.
beyond the center of the Inner body bolster. There are two body
bolsters of the plate type which are set 4 ft. 8 in. apart and equally
spaced on each side of the center plate. The draft sills pass between the plates of the bolsters. In addition to the draft sills there
are two G-in. I beams set between them, as shown at the section on
B B In the drawing, which are also riveted to the bolsters and
which with the draft sills serve as a bearing for the center plate
and so carry the car body. With this arrangement the end of the
oar framing Is relieved of the buffing stresses which are carried

dency

Kind

No.

Blue ash.
Blue ash.

1.

?
3

Water
Water

4.
3.
6.

BY ROY

I.

WKIHlKli, C. E.*

The determination of a proper fastening between the rail and
the tie has become a matter of considerable importance. As long
as the supply of suitable hard wood timber was sufficient, the ordinary spike sallsfactorily fulfilled the requirements; but with Increase in the amount of traffic hanillcci and the heavier weights of
cars and locomotives, and also with the use of soft deciduous and
coniferous woods for ties, the common spike has proved deficient.
Variations in the form of the ordinary spike have been developed,
and new forms of spikes have been devised In an attempt to overcome the loss of efficiency attendant upon the use of inferior tlmhers.
In view of these conditions, and the meager supply of published data on the holding power of spikes in ties, the writer has
carried out a series of experiments to determine the resistance to
withdrawal offered by the same type of spike In different timbers
and by different forms of spikes in the same timber, and also to
determine whether or not the preservative has any influence upon
this resistance.
I*iili.
•Inslnictor In Civil Engineering nt the tlnlverslty of Illinois.
nullet4n No. G ot the Cnlverslty of Illinois Engineering Experiment
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Holding Power of Railroad Spikes.

doubtless
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slight decay.

Ga. oak
Sound.
Sound.
Sound.
Sound.
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Seasoned
Seasoned

seasoned

:

;

;

;

souDd.

sound.
sound.

Showed tendency

t

split

Sound.
Sound.
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Two distinct lines of experiments were undertaken: (1) Determination of the resistance to direct pull of several forms of
spikes; and (2) Investigation of the resistance te lateral thrust.
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I

—RESISTANCE TO DIRECT

PULL.

tances, since the results for the %-in. pull represent the resistances
of the various timbers to the withdrawal of the spike for a distance
which should not be exceeded in practice, and since the maximum
resistance and the results for a pull of M* in. represent the resistances for distances which are therefore not of so much consequence
It is noticeable that with chestnut and loblolly
as the '.i-in. pull.

The experiments were made with a Riehle 100,000-lb. testing
The pulling device for ordinary spikes was a Verona

spike-puller threaded into a piece of steel gripped between the lower
jaws of the machine; the pulling device for the screw spikes was
of the same general pattern and was designed especially for these
tests.
A scale graduated to 1-16 of an inch was so set that the
distance moved through by the lower head of the machine could be
measured directly. A load of 500 lbs. was applied to insure the tie's
having a good bearing before any records were taken. The machine
was geared to move at the rate of '.< in. per minute, which allowed
time for carefully balancing the machine and for taking the readings of the scales.
Five observations were usually taken, viz.. when
the lower head of the machine had moved through i/^. Vi. ' and
% of an inch, and also at the point at which the maximum fiber
resistance was developed.
No observations were made after the
spike had been pulled % in., as it would have lost its usefulness
long before that point had been reached.
Further consideration of this part of the paper will be continued under the following heads:
Holding Power of Ordinary
Spikes; Holding Power of Screw Spikes Without Linings.
HOLDING POWER OF ORDINARY SPIKES.
The ordinary spikes were received from the following companies, the numbers in this list being the designations in the subsequent tallies:
Nos. 1 and 2 from the Pennsylvania Lines West;
Nos. 3 and 4 from the American Iron and Steel Manufacturing Company, Scranton. Pa.; Nos. 5 to 10 from Dillworth. Porter & Co.,
Pittsburg; No. 11 from the W. A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St.
Louis, and Nos. 12 to 14 from the Illinois Steel Company. Chicago.
The nominal dimensions of the four sizes of spikes are shown
In Table II.
The actual lengths varied considerably from the nominal lengths, usually being less. This was particularly true of the
6-in. spike.
The actual cress sections were nearly the same as the

instead of with its maximum resistance as in the table. If
Vi
this is done, the efficiencies of chestnut and loblolly pine for a V4-in.
pull or less are 131 and 85 per cent., respectively.
The fact that the maximum resistance did not occur until the
spike had been piiUed from /« ^'^ "'>' 'O- '® interesting. While the
spike is being driven the fibers of the wood are bent downward and
are pressed outward, and as ihe spike is withdrawn the friction
between the. spike and the wood tends to draw the fibers into their
original position, which causes them to crowd laterally against the
spike and also toward the surface of the tie, until finally the external pull exceeds the internal resistance and the spike slips.
When the fiber structure is open, there is considerable cellular space
in.

for the displaced fibers to occupy, and therefore the maximum resistance is low, and is quickly attained: but when the fiber structure
As the loblolly pine ties should alis compact, the reverse is true.
ways be preserved, the results for this timber are of doubtful value.
For the best results elm ties also should be treated; but as som&
species of elm do not absolutely require treatment, elm is properly
Included. Arranging these timbers in the descending order of their
resistances for a Vi-in. pull, we have elm. chestnut, white oak, beech

and loblolly pine.
timbers in Table
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sistance for the Vi-in. pull is 5.690 lbs. The maximum resistance of
the last two timbers should be averaged with the resistances of the
others for the Vi-in. pull, in which case the average resistance for
all of the timbers for a V4-in. pull or less is 5,400 lbs.
Taulk IV. Avcraac Iloldimi Putcer i Treated Ties.
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detailed for this purpose by the division engineer of the Big
Four. Whole ties were used to insure freedom from splitting in
driving the spikes, and care was exercised to avoid driving the spike
Into knots or crack.s.
The spikes were driven into the tie to a depth
of 5 Inches.
In some instances, as shown in the record, holes were
bored for the ordinary spikes, the hole being 1/16 or '^ In. less In
diameter than the cross sectional dimensions of the spike. The
depth of the boring was not quite as great as the depth of insertion,
so that the pointed end of the spike was forced Into the undisturbed
wood. Figures 1 and 2 show graphically the curves of average
resistances of the different ties, as developed by the tests.
A study of the results to determine: (A) Comparative holding
power In untreated ties; (B) Comparative holding power In treated
ties; (C) Comparative holding power of the same tlmlier. treated
and untreated; (D) Effect of preservatives on holding power; (E)
Relation between cross section of the spike and holding power;
(F) Relation between depth of penetration and holding power; (G)
Effect of the point of the spike on holding power; (H) Effect upon
holding power of re-drlvlng the spike, follows in detail:
A- Comparative Holding Power in Untreated Ties.
Table III. shows the average holding power of different untreated ties.
Tasi.e III.
Avrrnpc llnldino Power In I'nireated Tien.
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Sweet gum
Average

.

3
4
4

Spks. >*-ln.
30 3.510
48 2.870
30 2,010
60 2,050
2,670
3.370
6

,

,

No.

,

"
"
"
"

."i

man

Kind

tie.

Ti'sts.

"

r,

for a

lbs.

"

5
5

II

i

Kesista nee in

"

.•.

Chisel.
Slinrp.
Chisel.
Chisel.

—

"
"

Ti

for the first three

is

B—

"
"
"
"

5

III.

Comparative Holding Poucr in Treated Ties.
Table IV. shows the average holding power obtained with various treated ties. The average results obtained with untreated white
oak are also included so that comparisons can be made. The average for the resistances for all of the treated timbers is shown at the
Excluding the last two timbers, the average refoot of the table.

Smooth.

ins.

:>

The maximum holding power

satisfactory, but that for the last two is
quite low. The last fact indicates that when timber of the softer
varieties or timber having loose fiber structure is used for ties, some
more efficient form of fastening should be devised.

.

fi

maximum resistance occurs at y'j in., which is a reason
comparing their maximum resistance with that of white oak at

pine the
for

nominal, the variation in thickness rarely being over 1-64 of an inch.
As the range in thickness of the spikes was only 1-16 in., some
experiments were made with plain, square and chisel-pointed bars
%. "Ti and "i of an inch thick to determine the relation between
the holding power and the cross .section. The spike.s had differently
shaped points, as shown in Table II. Three spikes were used for
each experiment, and these tnree were always of the same size and
lot number.
The spikes were driven by an experienced track foreTable II. Dctcriptivn of the Ordinary Spikes.
Nomlnnl
Condtn of
Record
.'Section.
surface
lenetb.
Area,
Depth
Type
No
ins.
Ins. sq.
ins. sq.
of point.
inserted, of spilt'!.
2
3

6.

ber.

machine.

1
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This shows the comparative holding power of five kinds of timThe last three columns show the holding power in terms of
that of white oak. It is thought that a pull of li in. gives results
which are of more value in comparing the holding power of the
different kinds of ties than the results for either greater or less dis-

Part
Therefore, the paper naturally divides itself into two parts:
I, Resistance to Direct Pull: Part II. Resistance to Lateral Displacement. All of the experiments were made in the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics. University of Illinois.

PART

>

,

v,-ln.

3.950
5.7.30

5,890
5.330
5.7.50

Lbs.
7.870
6,780
7.230

pulled.

7.7,30

"lo-ln.

0,210
7.730

1.-.

2..-.no

5.200
5.040

n

2.050

0,1

12
12
15

2. 830

2.020
3.230

5.200
3.780
5,320

s.noo
5.670
4.310
5.300

2,950

5,320

7.040

.

no

7. .500

'

i.in.

',',»-ln.

M.th.

Mth.

imum.

100
S2

100
145

86

76

145

117

74
84

15(1

157

113

83
92

100
96

53
07

84

135

88

'/i«-in.

%-ln.
Vi.-ln.
V,„-ln.

%-ln.
Vi.-ln.
14 -In.

Vi.-ln.

•entreated.

The resistances of the several timbers do not differ widely and
the soft timbers give results which compare favorably with those
obtained for the hard woods. This table also shows that the range
for the maximum resistances is much greater than that for either
the %An. or the '|iu. pull. The resistances for Ihe different species
of oak are very nearly the same, the mean for a i^-in. pull being
2.850 lbs., for a 'iln. pull 5.680 lbs. and for the maximum 7.740 lbs.
With nearly all of the timbers the maximum resistance was obtained after the spike was pulled more than '1 in., but there Is no
apparent relation l>etween the auiount of holding power and the
distance through which Ihe spike has been pulled. Comparing the
resistances of treateil timbers with that of untreated white oak. we
see that the initial resistance of the white oak is higher than any
of the other woods except one; while on the other hand, the resistance at Vi In- In while oak is less than in any of the other woods
save one. The maximum resistances of all but Ihe last three timbers are practically the same. Considering the uniformity of the
results obtained with a pull of ', in. in the few limbers which were
available, there appears to be no strong reason for niiuh discrimination between the different treated timbers.

C—Comparatire Holding

I'lurer of the

Same Timber. Treated and

Intreated.

Table V. Is given for the purpose of studying the
ment on the holding power of a timber.

effect of treat-
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the treating Holiitlon on iIkelementx whlih muMl Ije conmUtri-J wbtu lUijuilng btlwe-^-u lli'; different treating solutions.
'

and the Holding

of the Spike

Pouer.

The question to be answered here Is, which size of spike will
develop the highest holding power. To answer this question. Table
VII. showing the relation between the irosa 8e<tion and the holding
power has been compiled. From a study of these results it will be
noticed that no general rating can be made for the various sized
spikes in order of the resistances developed, since the spike which
develops the lowest hiilding power for the Kin. or the >4-ln. pull

t^.f>m*'auff^
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unrenHonalile Imrease In boech. 685 llin.. ami for the maximum resistance 717 lbs. C'onHlderable rellanie \» pluced upon these ronclusionx. tnasmurh an the methods of making the teHts were exactly
the same for the treated and untrcalfd ties, and since the same
in
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Diagrams of Resistance to Withdravi/al of Different Kinds of Spikes

of Preservatives on Holding Power.
kinds of preserving solutions were used in the

— creosote,

zinc-creosote and zinc-tannln.
Table VI. is given to show the effect produced by the treating
solution on the holding power of the tie. It does not show any
marked difference l)etween resistances In ties treated with the difFor example, the maximum resistance
ferent preservative .solutions.
of the red oak is lower when treated with zinc-tannin than when
treated with zinc-creosote, but the reverse is true of the Initial resistance of the red oak and also of the maximum resistance of black
oak. With elm the Initial resistance is higher in creosoted ties than
ties tested

in

seldom develops the highest
TAiii.B
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maximum
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For example,

resistance.
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the preservative in the cells, thus reducing the
space into which the fibers can crowd as the spike is withdrawn;
and (2) the hardening of the fll)ers by the steaming, preparatory
The movement which
to treatment, which renders them less pliable.
took place among the fll)ers near the surface of the tie is interesting.
In the untreated ties there was a crumpling of the fibers close to
the spike, while the fibers in the treated ties were torn out in deep
slivers extending from the spike to the blocks which supported the
tie.

—

/

V

y

number of spikes, 57, was used In botli cases, and also since the
preserved ties were treated by different processes and at different
plants.
The increased resistance due to treatment has two causes: (1)
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2,830

.1.020
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resist-
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lUs.

6,200
7.310
6.S80
6,920
8,.100

6,920
7.690
8..S0<I

6..180

7.040
7.550

spike developed the highest resistance for
white oak,
J
the %-in. pull, but the ,»,-ln. spike developed the highest resistance for the ',i-ln. pull, and also the highe.-;t maximum resistance.
developed
In black oak the highest resistance for the '^-in. pull was
by the /j-ln. spike, but that for the "-j-in. pull was developed by the
%-in.
spike.
{;Mn. size and the maximum resistance by the
Averaging all of the resistances for the '/<t-ln. pull, the "^i-ln- PuH
and the maximum resistance collectively, we see that the average
the

{-in.

—

—— —

—
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holding power of the ,»,-in. spike is 4,990 lbs. for the J3-inspike 5.420 lbs. and for the }s,-in. spike 5,290 lbs. Because of the
large number of spikes tested, seventy-two /j-in., thirty-six }|-in.,
and one hundred and two \N-in., and the irregularity of the results,
it was decided that no conclusions could be drawn from this table
as to the relative holding power of the different sizes of spikes.
However, the thickness of the spikes varied by only ,'j-in. or about
10 per cent., and their areas by only 0.075 of a sq. in. or about 20
per cent.
Relation Beticeen the Cross-Section of the Spike and Its

T.iBLE VII.

Holding Power.

,

Kli.doftle.

No. of

[291
y

Tles.

White oak...

-^

2

1

3

Black oak....

^
I

{

5
6

I

5

(

Water oak...

Hedoak
Beech
Beech

Sweet gum..

6
15

•

15
6
18
13
18
15

(

[

Seasoned

]
L
I

Treated

<

Treated

]
I

J
i

l
I

}

J

7

21

9

36

1

1

i

1

1

1

<

1
1

3
3
3
3
3

1

1

3

I

(1

6
12

)

1

of spike,

J
1
>

1

(

of tie.

v

i

I

Size

Spikes.

4
2
4

I

Condition

Treated

(

I

(

I

1

Seasoned

^

%

'/i,

'Vm

%
%

Vi.
»Vsa

I

<
I

Treated

Vi.
"Aj

I

I

/

%

i

1

Treated

"Aa

Vi.

J
^

inch.
•/..

(

I

%

Vie
'Vm

%
Vn
%

,

Resistance to wlthdiawal. lbs.

,

—

Max.
%-ln.

U-'"-

reslst-

pull.

pull.

ance.

3,110
3,750
3,650
2,910
2.650
2,550
2,960
2.970
2,650
2.300
3,260
1.880
2,550
2,290
2,480
3,330
2,850
2,190
3,490

6,280
5,380
6,030
3,340
6.130
0.710
5,560
5,310
5,360
4.760
5,990
3,900
5,400
5,070
5,490
6,990
6,090
3,770
4,450

8.760
7.620
7,620
6,530
7,130
7,240
6,670
6,010
6,730
7.650
6.780
9.410
7,660
7.900
9,410
8,250
9,040
4,610
5,460

To test still further the relationship between the size of the
spike and the holding power, a series of experiments was made
with plain square rods with the results shown in Table VIII. Each
result is the mean of 15 tests in a single kind of timber.
Tabix VIII. Erperiments tcith Plain Square Pods in Becrh Timher.

—

—

Increase for each increment
^
f
-^
Resistance
Area.
,
Lbs.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Sq. In.
H-ln.
Successive Increments in the size of the rod

Av. max.

Size of rod.

%-ln.

Area,

results,

sq. In.

lbs.

,

=

..
0.250
6,280
0.141
53
6.970
0.391
44
0.171
0.562
9,070
35
0.203
0.765
9,380
Successive Increments In the size of the rod
0.250
6,280
Vn-ln. square
••
0.316
0.066
25
6,450
•Arln.
•
0.075
23
0.391
6,970
»A«-ln.

square

%\d.

....

690

••

4 -In.

2,600

••

'

%-ln.

=

310

11
37
3

Vi«ln.

170
520

3
8

be seen from these results that there is an irregular
Increase in the holding power as the size of the rod is increased.
Notice that with increments of %-in., the successive increments in
the resistance are at first large, but with the last rod this increment
suddenly falls to practically nothing. This drop in the increment
Is principally due to the tendency of the large rod to split the tie.
The results with .r',-in. increments do not differ materially from
those in the first part of the table. The deduction is that holdins
power will be increased as the size of the rod is increased, but that
IL Is not expedient to use rods (or spikes) larger than Ti in. unless
holes are bored for them.
F Relation between the Depth of Penetration and Holding Power.
A series of experiments was made to determine the relation between the depth of penetration and the holding power. The results
are given In Table IX.
It will

—

Table IX.

Holding Power

a White bak Tie Kith Varying Depths of

in

Penetration.

—

r-

Depth of
peoetrntlon.

—

-Resistance,

— Test No.

-

,-

lbs.

.

,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

150

Tin

140
500

160
510

l%ln

150
480
1.440

2.|n

2,2.';0

2Miln

3,430
3,710
4,760

1,000
2,2o0
3.840
3,800
5.980
7.190
7.510
9.070

1,760
2,050
3,050
4,200
4,210
6,310
7.720
8.540

170
490
950

"A-ln

3-ln

3>A-ln
4 In

S.9.-.0

4H
.')

——

>>

In
In

7,510
8,380

1,320
2,000
2,940-

4,220
4.500
5,850
7.340
7.790

2.760
3.570
4,810
.1,860

6,080
7,000

Average.
150

500
1,290
2,4.i0

3,360
4.210
5.060
6,270
7,520
8.340

The spikes had a taper point approximately 1 in. long. Fig. 3
shows that the holding power varies directly with the penetration,
not counting the taper point. It is impracticable to use a spike
longer than 5t,4 In- 'n a 6-in. tie, since a longer spike would cither
pass entirely through the tie or sliver It on the under side. In
either case the fiber adjacent to the spike would quickly decay owing
In a thicker tie, however, a longer spike
to the access of water.
could be used advantageaously. The main precaution Is to keep the
apike from damagltig the under surface of the tie, otherwise the
longer the spike the greater the holding power.

—

a Kffeci of the Point of the Spike on the Holding Power.
There were three distinct types of points on the spikes: bluntpoint, chisel point and bevcl-point, as shown in Fig. 4.
The average reaiilts oliiainod with splkos having these types of
points are shown In Tali> .K. The average and relative resistances
limbers are shown at the foot of the
Thesp averages show that both the blunt-pointed and the
table.
bevel-pointed spike are higher In holding power than the chl.sclpointed spike. Since the average resistances of the blunt and the
of each type of spike for

,ill
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bevel-pointed spikes are practically the same, and since the bluntpointed spike develops the highest resistance for the V&-in. and the
I't-in. pull the greatest number of times, the blunt-pointed spike is
first in point of efficiency, although the bevel-pointed spike is a
The chisel-pointed spike is
close competitor under all conditions.
last.

The two upper figures of Fig. 5 are the two halves of a red-oak
showing the position of the fibers adjacent to the spike; and
the lower figure is a portion of the other end of the same tie split
after the spikes had been pulled out. The photograph was taken
immediately after the tie had been split. The figures are too small
to show details clearly, but an examination of the tie showed that
the blunt-pointed spike disturbed more fitjer than either the chisel
or the bevel-pointed spikes, the last two disturbing about the same
amount. The examination also showed that the blunt-pointed spike
tore rather than cut the fibers, and deposited them in unequal
bundles along its faces, while the chisel-pointed spike cut the fibers
and deposited them quite uniformly both across and in front of
each face. The bevel-pointed spike forced a majority of the fibers
The relatively high holdto the front face and toward the corners.
ing power of both the blunt and the bevel-pointed spikes Is due to
this unequal concentration of the fibers.
tie

Table X.

Form

of the Point, of the Spike on the Holding Power.
Maximum
Resistance In lbs. for
,
^V4inpulK ^V4-ln. pulK /-reslstance.-^
RelRelKind of tie.
of
of
Relatlve.
Lbs.
atlve.
Lbs.
splkeg. point.
Lbs.
atlve.
lOO
100
6,540
Water oak
100
5,250
33 Chisel.
2,780
Water o.Tk
98
6.330
97
15 Bevel.
110
5.440
3.050
121
8.280
119
Klack oak
3,020
106
6,890
9 Blunt.
•
100
6,930
100
18 Chisel.
100
5,690
2,850
•
6,800
98
91
5.560
98
12 Bevel.
2,680
82
5,760
76
Red oak
18 Blunt.
2.220
77
4.400
100
7,630
100
2,880
100
5.350
21 Chisel.
7,370
97
Bevel.
3.100
107
5,580
104
21
7,040
135
8.760
123
White oak
10 Blunt.
4.080
117
"
100
7,090
100
3,490
100
5.190
12 Chisel.
••
8.010
113
5,610
108
6
Bevel.
86
2,990
100
5,240
100
7,710
100
21 Chisel.
2,150
Elm
116
109
7.050
92
21
Bevel.
2,500
5,740
9.250
109
Blunt.
85
4.670
84
2,180
Beech
100
5.380
100
8.470
2.370
100
6 Chisel.
111
7,900
93
118
6.190
6 Bevel.
3.040
114
4.950
162
5,690
127
3
Blunt.
2,850
Chestnut
100
4.470
100
Chisel.
2.490
100
3,060
3
135
5.310
119
Bevel.
3,320
133
4,130
6
3.650
118
4.020
97
3
Blunt.
2.860
84
Loblolly pine
••
•
100
100
100
3,390
4,120
<i
Chisel.
3,420
5.010
148
5,520
134
Bevel.
2,800
82
9
3.340
112
6,960
105
2,870
101
1 Blunt.
100
100
4,810
100
6.610
J. Chisel.
2,840
Ave for all timbers
103
5.490
114
103
2,930
6,800
(Bevel.
Effeet of the

No.

—

Type

,

•

H—

Effect on Holding Power of Re-driving the Spike.
In practice, when the spike is pulled out of the tie a moderate
distance, it is driven back, provided the hole is not greatly enlarged.
If the hole is much enlarged the spike is driven at another point.
This constant re-spiking rapidly ruins the tie. A series of tests
was made to determine the effect upon the holding power of redriving the spike. The average maximum holding power of the
re-driven spikes is shown in Table XI. along with the original

Table XI.
Kind

of

Itelative

Holding Power of Xeicly driven and Pe-driven Spikes.
Per cent.
^Av. max. resistance, Ibs.^
No.

tie.

of spikes.

Original.

8.640
8,020
8.030
7.910
4.920
5.040

6
6

Ash
Water oak
Red oak

Elm
6
6

Poplar

Sweet gum

After re-drlvlng. of orlglna..
75
6,490
72
5,760
5,230
65
61
4,840
3,980
81
82
4,150

maximum

holding power of the same spike. It will be seen that
the holding power of the re-driven spike is much less than that of
the newly-driven spike. The resistance is affected so much In some
woods as to make the practice of re-driving the spike a questionable
procedure if the holding power alone is considered; but as the practice of re-driving the spike helps to lengthen the life of the tie, the
practice cannot be justly condemned so long as the holding power is
not excessively reduced.

HOLDINO rOWER OF SCHEW SI-IKES WITHOUT MNINC.S.
A series of tests was made to determine the holding power of
screw spikes. The tests were conducted in the same manner as
those with the ordinary spikes. The screw spikes were received
from the following companies: No. 1 from the Illinois Central;
No. 2 from the American Iron and Steel Manufacturing Company,
Scranton; No. 3 from the South Side Elevated, Chicago; No. 4
from the Oliver Steel & Iron Company, Pittsburg, and No. B from
the Pennsylvania Lines West.
A description of the different spikes is given In Table XII.
Table XII. nrscriptlon of Sereio Spikes.
Spiko
No.

Diameter

Pitch,

of Insertion,

"',« In.

'i,-\n.

6 In.
5<4 In.

"A«-ln.

H-ln.

In.

"A«-ln.
"Ai-ln.

H-'"H-ln.
U-ln.
V.«ln.

4t*ln.
4}4 In.

5

2.
3.
4.
5.

Depth

Projection
of thread.

In.

Length.

1.

BH

Bin.

of core.

"/m

In.

"Arln.

M,-ln.

4%

H-ln.
W-ln.

Bin.
4V4 In.

In.

Dlam. of
boi-od

"
"

in

hole.
In.

In.
"'/,,-ln.
',.

'"mln.
"

'>.-ln.

The shank or threaded portion of the spike was usually '^ in.
in diameter, and approxiniiilc'ly 1 in. of the upper portion of the
core tapered from the diameter of the core to that of the shank.
The hole bored for the spike was not reamed, and the result was a
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This Tlcht rontart u
the wooU an. the sptk''
'jaw
gained in |irartlr<< by the hi-ml •f thi' -:
••»(!
of the rail
The »plke wan ilr :. n !>>
wn»
innnlxr
cuttlDK iti own path. The
ur
.
not Ruaii'teDt to make •• long a wrle* o( teata aa wtth the ordinary
aplkes.
A Htiidy of the resulta with thiH iipike has b<>«n made to deternilUf:
(A) Relation botwi'tn the depth of pom-tratlon and the
holding power; (B» Rt'lation U-tw<-<»n the holding power of the
crew and of the ordinary itpll..- ninl d'l Influence of certain
detalld of the 8<-r<-w nplkt- upon It'^ IicMImk power.
The average resulla of the tu.st.-i with wrew spikes are shown In
Figs. 1 and 2.
A Kelalion beltreen Depth of Penelraiion and the Holding Power.
A series of tests was made to determine the relation between
depth of penetratiini and holding power of the srrew spikes. The
•ipertment.H lonslsted of pulling spikes ilrlven to depths of 1. 2, 3,
tight

b«'twe<'n

lit

I

i

—

0»/offj
^""

a/*

v

'

and

between the depth of penetration
stance for the acrew spikes Is based

i^xt-tlng

tli-

I

uiHin
1 il

'« Spite amd

!

of lh< Or4litary

RelsllTe reslstaocn

Klod
Klii.l

..f II

Witf'r oak ....
Wai^r uak ....
Ill*,
llla>

k uak
k uak ....

Kill
Keil

onk
oak

Hecih
Her. h
KIni

Elm
Chotilnnt
pine.

\
l....,.ul.}

.Max.

ttlD.

mlal.

pull.

8.7WJ
12.IU0
7,230
14.110
7.780
13.500
7.870
12.630
7.730

100
170
100
104
100
100
100
178
100
102
100
248
100
215
100
137
100
120
100
167
100
197

Screw.
Ordinary.
ttcrrw.
8cri-w.

Wblte oak ....
Aih
Anb

IV

of •(like.

OrdUury.

Ordinary.

WLlii- oak

Poplar
Poplar

fhrre/ra/ion , /nc/>as.

M7

account of the relation

pine

Ordinary.
8c.ew.

Ordinary
Screw.
Ordinary.
Screw.
Ordinary.
Screw.
Ordinary.
Screw.
Ordinary.
Screw.
Ordinary.
Screw.
Ordinary.
Screw.

12.76<i

8.840
l<i.23ii
7..'i'>'i
..

v;;ii

:,..:'j>i

3.880
2.S,V)
3.«9IP

6.210
4.070
6.340

2 020

3.r.00

...4.'10

7.710
4.120
9,050

•J

3.230
5,750

13.690
5.67"
7.490
5.200
8.700
4.300
8.280
5.300
10.620

1

Vi in.
pull.

Max.
resUt.

100
221
100
181
100
117
100

100
ITV
100
203
100
170
100
188
100
165
100
238
lOO
183
100
132
100

l."55

167

lOO
162
100
258

100
156
100
247

100
100
100
177
100
194
100

200
IWJ
200

From Table XIV. It will be seen that the holding power of the
screw spike is always greater than that of the ordinary spike, and
that the relation between the two varies in the several timbers.
For a pull of 'i in. in the hard woods the holding power of the
screw spike is from 167 to 221 per cent, of that of the ordinary
spike, and in the soft woods the range is from 117 to 258 per cent;

1
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Fig.

and

4

Diagram of Resistance to Withdrawal of Ordinary
Spikes for Various Depths of Penetration.

3

5 in. Into

a beech

tie.

-J,

;/

Test No.
'

••

1

2
3

Average

5,170

0.360

13,590

17,230

-JL

were joined by a short curve near their intersection. Only the
upper portion of the diagram is of Interest, since penetrations of
less than four inches should never be used, at least on heavy trafBc
The diagram
railroads, the only roads likely to use screw spikes.
shows that the resistance varies directly with the depth of penetration.

B

Relative Holding Power of Screw Spikes and Ordinary SpiA'es.
Table XIV. has been prepared to determine the relation between the holding power of the screw spike and that of the ordinary
spike.
As previously stated, the ordinary spikes were driven into
the tie to a uniform depth of 5 In., while the screw spikes, being of
On
different lengths, necessarily were Inserted to unequal depths.

]>

y

/

i

..'.

LJ
Fig.

The

lines

/

/

Retultt Obtained from Experiments on Depth of Penetration.
Resistance In pounds for penetration of
>
,
5 In.
lln.
2 In.
3 In.
4 In.
4..'i6n
O.filO
13.100
17.360
2.770
10.000
14.330
I'.oOO
2.760
6.000
16,840
2.700
8.490
13.330
4,040
2,770

IJ!

y

three spikes being used for each depth.

results in Fig. 6 can be quite closely represented by two
intersecting straight lines. The probabilities are that the actual
resistances would be more nearly represented if the two straight

3

/

The numerical results are shown in Table XIII., and their averages
are shown graphically In Fig. G together with some additional matter which Is shown for the sake of comparison.
Table XIII.

A

/

.*ooo

\

— Diagram

Resistance to Withdrawal of Screw
Spikes and Ordinary Spikes for Various Depths
of Penetration.

6

of

or the average gain in the hard woods is 76 per cent., and in the
It is Interesting to note that the resistsoft woods 9S per cent.
ances In the several timbers for the ^.In. pull wigi the screw spike
are In eight out of eleven Instances nearly the same as, or greater
than, the resistances for the ',-ln. pull with the ordinary spike.
This signifies that the screw spike is about twice as efficient aa the
ordinary spike for a pull of '/4 in. or less. The curves In Figs. 1
and 2 show praphically the relative efficiency of the two forms of

spikes with

C

— Effect

some information

to be referred to later.

of Details of the

Screw Spike on

Its

HoUling Power.

In countries where the screw spike Is extensively used it has
been perfected in detail until it nearly fulfills the requirements of
In North America the screw spike will probably be the
practice.
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successor to the ordinary spike, and it may again be necessary to
adjust the details to suit local conditions. Therefore, a few observations on the relation of some of the details of this spike to its
holding power come within the scope of this paper. The details
to be discussed are the diameter of the core, the projection and
pitch of the thread and the length of the thread.
The soft steel from which the screw spike is made has an ultimate, strength of about 66,000 lbs. per sq. in., so that the tensile
strength of a spike |} in. in diameter is approximately 24,000
lbs.
The ultimate compressive resistance across the grain of wellseasoned white oak is about 4,000 lbs. per sq. in., and experiments
demonstrate that the thread of the spike in compacting the wood

Vol. XLIII., No.

6.

(1) The length of the thread on the 5-in. spike is 17% in. and
the width is
in.; therefore, the bearing is 2.22 sq. in.
If the
spike is made 6 in. long two convolutions of the thread will be
added, the bearing area will become 2.71 sq. in., and the holding
power will be increased from 12,630 lbs. to 15.180 lbs. This leaves
a difference of only 8.900 lbs. between the ultimate strength of the
wood and that of the spike.
(2) If the length of the spike and the diameter of the core are
not changed, and if the projection of the thread is increased ,'j
in., the total resistance would amount to 15,510 lbs., leaving an ultimate strength of the spike only 8,500 lbs. greater than that of the

%

wood.
the length of the threaded portion of the spike remains
if the projection of the thread is increased
j', in.
at the expense of the core, the maximum resistance would amount
to 15,510 lbs., while the ultimate strength of the spike would be
reduced to 20,200 lbs.
The diameter of the shank of the spike would have to be increased with some of the changes in the detail of the lower portion, and when the resistance to lateral displacement is taken into
account, we see that this change also would be beneficial. The conclusion is that the screw spike in its present form is about twice
as efficient as the ordinary spike; and that this efficiency could
be increased by some slight change in the detail of the screw spike.
The following table shows the relative holding power of the
ordinary spike, the screw spike, and the screw spike with helical
lining in several timbers:
(3)

If

unchanged and

5pi/ie

S/o/Af.

—Forms

Fig-

of

5pifie
Spike Points,

fibers increases the resistance about 40 per cent.*
Therefore, taking 5.600 lbs, as the ultimate compressive strength of compacted
white oak, and taking 17"-, in. and ^^ in. respectively as the length
and projection of the thread on the 5-in. spike, and making no
allowance for frictional resistance between the core of the spike
and the wood, the theoretical resistance would be
.';,«no

I

17%

X

=

12,430 lbs.
The average actual resistance obtained in white oak ties as shown
in Table XIV. is 12.630 il)s.. which agrees closely with
the theoretical resistance.
The tensile strength of the screw spike is about
12,000 lbs. greater than the maximum resistance of white oak, which
in.

^),-ln.

difference is greater than necessary and indicates an uneconomical
use of metal in the spike. Since the ties tested are representative of

T.VBi.K

XV.

Strcir

—

Ihc Relative UoUlinq Pninr nf the Ortlinnry Spike, tho
unit the iVieic Spike with HelirnI JAnint) in Several Timbers.

.S/ioirs

.S';)i*(,

Resistance

Kind of

White

of spllte.

tie.

Ordinary.
Screw.
Lining.*
Ordinary.
Screw.
Lining.*
Ordinary.
Screw.
Lining.*
Ordinary.
Screw.
Lining.*
Ordinary.
Srrew.
Lining.*
Ordinary.
Screw.
Lining.*
Ordinary.
Screw.
Lining.*
Ordinary.
Screw.
Lining.*

oals ....
•
....

'

Water oak

...

.

•
"
I!lncl<

oait

....
'

Ash
••

"

Beech
roplar

Chestnut

Sweet gum
•

••

...
...
...

•Strew spike with

PART

II.

in lbs. fop

Max?

%-ln.

14 -In.

pull.
S.-ilO

piili.

5.9.50

7..S70

6.250
6.440
2.870
4.880
3.190
2.910
4,760
5.690
3.570

11.000
10,880

12.G.W
11,060
0.780
12.190

5,70(1

6,640
2.600
6.450
9.720
2.830
3.850
3.910
2.850
3.690
6,390
3,230
5.430
5.030

helical

.5.730

9.180
6.780
5.890
10.420
10.420
5.200
10,470
9,37(1

3.490
13.140
10.860
5.290
6.210
8.860
4.070
6.340
7.950
4,120
7.710
7,260

resist.

11. .5811
7.2.30

Relative resistance.
Vt-ln.

100
200
183
IQO
100
118
100
177
177
100
200
180
100
221
198
100
117
162
lOO

14.110

]r>4

195
100
162
186
100

7,7.30

12.1.50
.5.(570

7.400
10.320
5.200
.8.700

9.150
5„300
8.280
8,690

In.

pull.

100
178
183
100
170
111
inn

12. .500

12.700
10,470
8,S40
1H.230

'4

pull.

248
373
100
137
138
100
fto
224
100
167
136

1,55

195
10»
162
176

Mai.
resist.

100
188
l.=;2

100
179
171

100
203
173
100
165
135
100
238
138
100
132
182
100
167
179
100
1.5«

164

lining.

—RESISTANCE

TO LATERAL niSPLACKMEXT.

The

Fig. 5

—

Effect of Spikes In Displacing the Fibres of the Tie.

American

pra< tl(p. there Is no
ultimate strength of the two
equal than at present, and by

apparent reason for not having the

materials in contact more nearly
some slight change in the detail of
the spike this rouW readily be accomplished.
Three ways in which
the ultimate strength of the materials may be made more nearly
equal are:
(1) increase In length of threaded portion: (2) Increase In projection of thread, the length and the diameter
of the
core remnlning the same; (3) lijcrease In projection of thread
at
the expense of the core, the length remaining the same.
The pitch
Is assumed to be '.j In. In all cases, since II has
Iwen found In practice that this pitch gives better results than
cither a greater or

smaller pitch.*
•Iliillplln

No.

.'lO,

r. 8. Itepnrtfnnit of Agrlrultiirp.

railroad spike is subjected not only to a direct pull by the
undulation of the rail, but also to a horizontal thrust due to the
On roads having a large amount of
lateral movement of the rail.
curvature the lateral resistance is of more importance than that of
direct pull.
To determine the amount of the resistance to lateral
displacement which is developed by various forms of spikes the
writer made a series of tests in which the lateral thrust was produced by the blows of a heai'y hammer. The hammer consisted of
a cast-iron weight suspended by a wooden rod from the joists of the
Fastened to the joists were metal strips upon which
floor above.
the knife edges of the rocking arm rested. These strips were 6 ft.
long, and were notched along the entire upper edge to permit the
placing of the rocking arm in different positions. The length of the
suspending rod was 9 ft. The weight of the hammer was 100 lbs.
and the distance through which it was allowed to fall was I'.j ft., so
that the amount of the impact for each blow was 150 ft.-lbs. The
hammer delivered its blow on the end of a tool-steel bar which projected beyond the end of the tie. the other end of the bar being
shaped to fit under the head of the spike.
The spikes used In this series of tests were " in. and •'< in.
ordinary spikes and screw spikes. Each spike was subjected to five
blows and the displacement produced l)y each blow was carefully
measured. Usually four or five sjiikcs of each kind were tested, but
when there was much lack of uniformity In the results a larger
number were tested. All of the spikes were lient to a curve, the
central point of which was about I'.j in. below the surface of the
tie,
The ordinary spikes were pulled from the tie a short distance,
but the thread of the screw spikes gripped the wood so as to prevent
the spike from being pulled out even a perceptible amount.

LATERAL RESISTANCE OE ORDINARV SPIKES.

The average movement of ordinary spikes for each of the several blows Is shown In Table XVI.
The average total movement of
the % in. spikes In the first seven timbers was 0.65 In., and that of
th-'
In. spikes was 0.75 in.
In the last four timbers the average
,°,
total movement of the
In. spikes was 0.74 In., and that of the
•'•,

—
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RC!<I8TAM'E OF SCRrw NriKE.I.
The method of determining the lateral resilstance of screw
pikes was the same as that used for ordinary spikes. The screw
pikes used were all practically alike except that they were of various lengths, in making the tests the spikes were used IndiscrimiI..iTi:*AI.

were not all ofy the same lenKth some tests
determine the effect of lmpa< i upon spikes which were
The spikes used for the
driven Into the tie to different depths
latter tests were all of the same make, anci were cut to lengths of
3. 3<». 4. 4I.: and 3 in., and were all driven into a single kind of
timber. The results of these tests are shown in Table XVU. While
the results for the 4- and 4 '-..in. spikes are the same, the averages
nately, but since they
to

column of the table show that the amount of the
movement decreases as the depth of penetration Imreases.

In the last

lateral

Also,

the difference iietween the deflections of the 4. 4'-.. and 5-in. spikes
Is practically negligible, but for shorter lengths the difference In
the deflections becomes greater. Table XVIII. gives the lateral
movement of the screw spikes for each blow. The number of spikes
used in each kind of timber was usually three; but In case there
was considerable variation in the results, more spikes were tested.

II

- ..s

Kind of

tie.

oak
oak
oak
oak
nin.'k oak
Illni-k oak
Red oak
Red <mk

,. sq. In.
%-8q. in.
•/,«-sq. In.
H-aq. In.
•.

Vu-sq.
%-sq.

In.

Vir»<l-

In.

%

In.

sq. In.

Aab
*nh

Virsq. In.
H-sq. In.

Flm
Kim

•

Beech
Beerb

•

Poplar
Poplar
Chentnui

• ,.-8q. In.

u-sq. In.
*fe-sq.ln.

irsq. In.

H-aq.

In.

%-sq. In.
Vn-aq. In.
S-sq. In.
Virsq. In.

Cbentniii

Sweet glim
Sweet Kum

4t,-Bq. In.
"..-sq. In.
%-8q. In.

pine
Loblolly pine
I.oblollT

(I.2t

0.17
0.19
0.17
0.21
0.17
0.21
0.14
0.23
0.18
0.22
0.21
0.25
0.14
0.27
0.16
0.32
0.22
0.28
0.16
0.22
0.18

O.ll
0.14

O.IT

0.18
0.13
0.18
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.18
O.in

n.lT
0.13
0.17
0.12
0.14

0.11

0.11
0.1.-|

o.ll

0.14
0.12
0.13
0.17

0.14
o.lt}

0.11
0.14
0.18
0.26

O.lil

0.19

0.15
0.09
0.25
0.20
o.l7

0.21

0.18
0.14
0.12

ti.l3

O.ls
0.13

0.12
0.09
0.11
0.10

0.09
O.OS

0.130-ln.

0.11

0.152-ln.

O.08

"11

O.Ofi

n.os

0.09
0.13
O.OS
0.10
0.10
0.11

0.122ln.
0.142ln.
o 124ln.
l> HK-ln.
122 In.

nil
0.14
0.12
Cltl
0.13
«i.U
11.13

0.10
0.14
o.ll)

0.17
0.18
0.15
0.12
0.11
ii.l3

O.llSln.

0.1.->tj In.

O.UIi-ln.

O.lSSIn.
0.140 In.

o.ll

0.13
0.10
0.12

O.ieS-ln.

O.llOln.
O 164ln.
0.128ln.

0.11
0.23
0.14

(1.248 In.

0.186 In.
0.192 In.
0.14210.

(i.l5

012
0.04
O.09

0.148-ln.

0.128ln.

given to facilitate comparison of the relative
The data was collateral resistance of ordinary and screw spikes.
lected from Tables XVI. and XVIIl.
The average total deflection
•of the screw spike in the first seven timbers is 0.50 in., which is
0.15 in. less than that of the ''Scln. ordinary spike and 0.25 in. less
Tabli: XVII. litlaliun llrlirrni llir Drpth of Pinrlnilinn and the Retittance

Table XIX.

is

lUMptactment.
DeSecl Ion In Inches Xo. of blows.

to Lateral

m>plbof

.

Insertion.

0.O7
0.07
U.IO

<l

13

OI3

0(m

A>b

O.ilB

O.I 3

0.<(«(

Klin

1.1

aia

O.dU
O.OH

—

>

At. for

Ave blows.

13

Kind of

ATernce

•mln.

gum

Loblolly

(2)

0.23

0.43

0.62

0.73

0.90

10.24
.24

0..")5

0.70

0.78

0.20

0..39

0.49

0.60

\

.21

(

.23

.40
.33

.57

.63
.62

0.71
.77
.72

0.21

0.37

0.54

0.62

0.73

0.24
.20

0.,1o

(1.50

0.65
.68

0.74

.34

(

....
(

{

4<i,.|n.

I

Average
f

Average

than that of the ,*,
timber the average

.->-

.SO
.74

.22

.36

.53
.54

.62

.73
.79

0.22

0.33

0.52

0.63

0.73

0.22

0.38

0.49

0.61

0.71

.34

.48

0.20

0.34

O.ot

in.

ordinary spike.

0.530

0.494

0.494

.

.

(1.192
(1.148

%

In.

0.118
(1.122

0.122
0.146
0.1

40

0.110
0.128
0.186
(1.128

movement

r

screw spike
o.078-ln.
0.082-ln.
O.os6-ln.

O.lOSIn.
0.108-ln.
0.140-ln.
<I.102-In.
0.1.3a In.

0.132-ln.

0.148ln.
0.154 In.

^nient of screw
•

.rin.

186
165
137
144
99
165
126
186
129
96

%

in.

149
143
115
135
100
108

83

is

very low.
OK BESfLTS.

ordinary spikes when driven into treated timbers.
The direct pull required to withdraw ordinary spikes
varies from 2.000 to 3.500 lbs. for untreated timbers, and from

2.500 to 3,500 lbs. for treated timbers.
The direct pull required to withdraw ordinary spikes
(3)
timbers and from
V4-in. varies from 3.000 to 5.400 lbs. for untreated

3,800 to 5,900 lbs. for treated timbers.
Timbers having loose fiber structures have lower resist(4)
ances to direct pull than timbers having compact fiber structures.
The amount of withdrawal which must occur for ordinary
(5)
woods
spikes to develop the maximum resistance is less for soft

than for hard woods.
Spikes driven into treated timber offer a greater resist(6)
differance to direct pull than spikes in untreated timbers, and the
is
ence between this resistance for treated and untreated timl^ers
greater for soft woods than for hard woods.
the
pull
for
The difference in the resistance to direct
(7)
in. and -"s. in.) is very small.
different sized spikes In use (,', in..
I',

.60

0.62

.

pine

0.136
0.152
0.142
0.148
0.156
0.138
0.168
0.164
0.246

Sl".\IM.\KV

lbs. for

0.40

0.132 Id.
MH-ln.
154 In.

The maximum resistance to direct pull varies from 6,000
(1)
to 14.000 lbs. for screw spikes, from 3.000 to 8,000 lbs. for ordinary
spikes when driven into untreated timbers, and from 4.000 to 9,000

.67

0.22

.

spikes broken

.43

0.80

0.14

OlOSlD.
OlSIMO.

of interest which is properly beyond the UmiU of this
article is that of the 90 screw spikes used in making these tests
only two were broken. One was broken under a tension of 14,000
under the
lbs., the break being caused by an incipient crack just
head of the spike. The other spike broke under the fourth blow
in the
graphite
of the hammer, this break being due to uncombined
metal. As the spikes were obtained from different sources, and were
of different manufacture, it is thought that the test was sufliciently
severe to show that the screw spike, as manufactured at present,
As the
will successfully withstand the shocks of passing trains.
spikes were used several time during the tests, the percentage of

.24

0.77
.69
.63

o.oo
U.IO

An item

.84
.98

.5.t

.

Poplar

Sweet

0.87

.49

.

Chi'stniit

.69
.76

0.62

.

.

.

4.

.39
.34

...

.

0.78

0.46

.

Ileeili

.,15

....

4 In

Average

^-ordinary splkes-

tie.

White oak
Klack oak
Water oak
Red oak
Ash
Elm

3.

.19

ai3

Hilalhc Lateral Displacement of Ordinary and Sereir Spikft.
Average movement
ordinar.v spikes In terms
of per cent. of moveAverage
Movement of

Taui.e XIX.

0.64

0.582

0.10
O.ID

A.07
o.in
O.IO
0.14
0.12

,;.

o l4ola.

almost negligible.

.41

....

on

i>»i,

I0>» la.
0.10«k-la.

outside to resist lateral movement. This practice has been found
The figures in the last two columns
to give very beneflclal results.
show that the lateral resistance of two ordinary spikes is considerably more than that of one screw spike, and therefore if two spikes
are considered as resisting the impact instead of one, the resulu
Not only is this true, hut
will be In favor of the ordinary spikes.
the first cost for spikes would l>e reduced, since the screw spike
costs about 4 cents at the present time, whereas the ordinary spike
costs much less. The maintenance cost of either form of spike is

Viiin.

Average

o 12

1

o

The last two columns In Table XIX. show that the ordinary
spike was usually displaced more than the screw spike by each
blow. This should Ik- exp«?cted slme the common spike was smaller
In cross section than the screw spike, and also since the latter had
While the use of the screw spike is
better bond with the wood.
recommended to the American railroads, it is thought that the pracThese
tice of Bavarian railroads could be followed to advantage.
roads have adopted the use of the screw spike on the gage side of
the rail to resist overturning, but use two square spikes on the

2.

[

O.IO

plu.

0.46

!i.

IJ

O.IO
16
I.i.LiI.jIIj

O.OS
o.oa

<ii)7

II

I:.

I.
i

O.IO
0.00
OlfO

(KM

I.I

0.24
.22

(

3 In

K«c» »lo«

Rill

,

Sixe of spike.

White
White
Water
Water

'-r

Wairr

Table \\\.— Lateral iluvtmtnl

of Ordinary Spikm for Bach Bloic.
Movement f«»r each of the
Average
several l>lo»-»
,
movement.
1-ln.
:t-ln.
-J-ln.
4.|n.
5-tn.

UK

While
illai'k

the

displacement than

t'l&iicut In resisting lateral

iplke.

were made

II
alrral Votr.r.t
Ifoirxrat of !>
TABLt XVIII —/.alrral
Morriumlfor e.
Kind of II

(

1

beii'

and that the acrew aplke baa a higher efflclencr than th«
•— ^-er.
•
ordinary ipike in all but thre* ktr-'-

S In.

prac-

(ice.

>49

of timber,

.t-arance,

'

although

;
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pike

—

.

0.478

In the last four kinds of

total deflection of the screw spike was 0.70 In.,
which Is practically the same as that of the •'•s-in. ordinary spike,
The
l)ut which is 0.24 in. less than that of .'jin. common spike.
results in the last two columns of Table XIX. show that the screw
but
two
kinds
spike
all
,'j-in.
ordinary
in
spike is superior to the

The resistance of ordinary spikes to direct pull varies
(8)
tapering point.
directly as the depth of penetration, neglecting the
Blunt-pointed and bevel-iwinted spikes have a slightly
(9)
greater resistance to direct pull than chisel-pointed spikes.
For withdrawals less than i^ in,, ordinary spikes which
(101
direct
are driven Into bored holes have a little greater resistance to
driven in the ordinary way.
spikes
pull than
(in The resistance to direct pull for re-driven spikes is from

.
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resistance of newly driven spikes.
of screw spikes to resist withdrawal is
nearly twice as great as that of common spikes.
The resistance of %-in. spikes to lateral displacement is
(13)
slightly greater than that of ,"<-in. spikes.
Hi) The resistance to lateral displacement increases with the
depth of penetration, but the increase is negligible for depths of

60

80
(12)

to

per

cent,

The

efficiency

of

the

penetration greater than 4 in.
Screw spikes are more efficient than ordinary spikes in
(15)
resisting lateral displacement.

Loss and

Damage

to Freight.*

My

experience as an adjuster of freight claims has thoroughly
large percentage of the claims made against carIt is
real merit and deserve expeditious adjustment.
also my experience that the average claimant is quite as ready to
consider the carrier's side of any cases which appear in doubt as
we are to view theirs and, notwithstanding that the claim agent
generally meets shippers anil consignees at a time when they are
not feeling particularly friendly toward the road, if he is desirous
of establishing a reputation for fair and courteous dealing it is
possible for him to make many friends, improve the standard of
his profession and make known to claimants the true policy of his

shown that a very
riers

have

company.

The most frequent criticism of claim departments is for their
tardiness in making claim settlements, and these complaints are
not only made by claimants, but by representatives of the traffic
department who are interested in making the service as satisfactory
to the shipper as possible.
Wisely and progressively managed, the freight claim department may become an important factor in securing and retaining
traffic, but to accomplish this it must possess a thorough system.
devoid of circumlocution, for promptly investigating all claims and
complaints, and in particular for treating with claimants in a uniformly businesslike manner. While carefully guarding the carriers'
rights and interests it should be liberal in its consideration of claimants, avoiding a narrow policy or insistence on technicalities where
important principles are not involved.
Many claim officers are to-day so equipped that they can and
do promptly settle all claims in which their road alone is interTheir efforts, however, are not appreciated by their comested.
pany or its patron.s. for the sole reason that claims in which other
carriers are involved are delayed indefinitely because of an ill-advised and unfair practice of giving preference to the claims originating with them, inefficiency of the claim agent or an indifferent
claim policy.
It
is true the average interline claim cannot be adjusted as
expeditiously as those in which but one road or system is interested, but that months should be consumed in the investigation of
claims involving several carriers should only be necessary in exceptional cases.
Both the Freight Claim Association and committees composed of progressive claim officers, are giving consideration to interline claim settlements, and several plans have been
suggested from which it is expected substantial improvements will
result; yet those roads which are indifferent to the need of a thoroughly effective and business-like claim policy will, to a greater or
legs extent, impede the operation of any improvements in this direction until they are fully awakened to a sense of their obligations
to other lines.
During the past 10 years the claims which carriers have been
called upon to entertain for loss and damage to freight have increa.sed far beyond the growth of traffic, making serious inroads
upon the revenues and doubling the forces employed in claim offices and elsewhere.
This condition can be traced to many causes.
principal among which are:
Acceptance of package freight without adequate marks to insure Its safe carriage and delivery; acceptance of many classes of freight when not sufficiently protected to
prevent Injury from the ordinary handlings it must receive; acceptance of valuable dry goods, plated ware, liquors, boots and shoes,
etc.. In frail boxes fastened with a few wire nails, which invite
stealing by dishonest truckmen and freight handlers; shipment of
perishable freight when not in prime condition, or when weather
conditions make .safe and prompt deliveries doubtful.

These are a few of the cau.ies for claims which shippers make
possible through reasons of economy, or lack of regard for the safety
of their goods and the Interests of their consignees.
Frail and second hand boxes of uncertain strength and without
erasure of old marks are u.ied for the shipment of goods of nil
values; fragile articles are shipped with hardly sufflclfut protection to Insure safety in carting to the carrier, and for the loss or
Injury resulting from these practices we are held accountable.
If
objection Is made before receipt, we are Informed that other lines
are ready to take the goods, and If we question claims which arise
•An
Central

bjr Robert T,. ralklns. Kr'lght Plnlm Agent of the New York
lludaon Hirer Rnllrond, before the New York Traffic Club.
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from improper conditioning of goods attention is directed to our
obligations as common carriers.
In opening packages which have been delivered in apparently
perfect condition the consignee discovers part of his order missing,
or some fragile article broken. Does the claimant say probably this
Is due to a mistake or accident of shippers or to theft or carelessness of their truckmen? Generally he does not. He finds it much
easier to place the responsibility on the carrier, who being unable to certify to quantity or condition of contents of packages finds
the claim difficult to defend. What will correct these conditionsis the earnest cooperation of shippers and receivers of freight
with the transportation lines in careful marking of freight shipped
in small quantities and the securing of merchandise packages sothat their contents cannot be readily removed, or, at least, without
leaving some evidence or indication of the loss.
As to losses and damages to freight for which transportation
lines are wholly responsible, the causes are without number, but for
the purpose of consideration here, we will divide them into twogeneral classes, avoidable and unavoidable; avoidable when caused
by carelessness or negligence of employees, and unavoidable when
ordinary and reasonable care is exercised.
As is true in respect to many other great business enterprises,
where large forces are employed, the negligent acts of indifferent
or incompetent employees result in both direct and indirect losses,
direct when the company is called on to pay the claims, and indirect when traffic is diverted to other routes because of unsatisfactory service.
Whether the average railroad employee is less regardful of his.
company's interests than those of large industri.il concerns, or
whether the growing demand for labor has influenced employees
to feel less concern in the affairs of those whom they serve, arequestions I will not undertake to decide, but losses clearly chargeable to avoidable causes have, during the past few years, increased
alarmingly. Perhaps this can be largely attributed to the enormousincrease in traffic which often taxes cars, terminal and station facilities to their utmost, requiring constant pressure on those directly
concerned, as well as hurried discharge of duties: but the conclusions reached after investigating causes for loss too often remind
me of the old story of the car inspector, who, being asked why
he was tapping the car wheels with his hammer, replied, "D
if I know, but thems the orders."
Enough has been said to illustrate my principal point, the development of closer relationship and cooperation between the different interests involved which will aid in removing many causes
for avoiding losses and damages to freight.
In regard to overcharges the following,

which

is

quoted from

the Amei-ican Hailnay Journal, published in the year 1839. may b&
of interest as indicating the possible origin of that class of claima
in this country:
hope in granting charters hereafter the legislature will look closely
I
Into the question of what provisions are noressar.v to guard the citizen from
From rhllndelphla to New York the fare Is $3 per head. FifImposition.
teen passengers on an average make a ton. therefore the charge Is equal t»
According to report, the cost of transporting coal*
$70 a ton for 100 miles.
-Now deduct the cost of transon the road for 100 miles Is 53 cents a ton.
porting a ton of coals from the cost of transporting a ton of passengers, and 11
I'ossibly some allowance should
will be seen that the railroad clearly gains.
be made for the dllTerence between the eost of passenger cars and burden
I hope that in any new charters which may
^ars. but It cannot be much.
be granted the legislature will correct this error, as It is vcr.v material!
to travelers.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The locomotive works of .1. A. Maffei in Munich have built for
the Bavarian State Railroads a locomotive capable of hauling a train
weighing 165 tons at a speed of S.'! miles an hour. This engine
was tested July 1 and 2, and maintained for a prolonged time a
speed of 96 miles an hour, which is declared to be the greatest speed
ever made in Europe by a steam locomotive. It is a four-cylinder
couipound v\itli (J-ft. drivers. Schmidt superheater and Westinghouse
high-speed brakes.
Freight trains on the Prussian State Railroads have heretofore
been limited to a prescribed number of "car axles." for the various
grades, curves, etc. The Minister in charge has now ordered that
three of the directories keep accurate records of the weights of
cars and loads behind tenders during the month of July as data
for prescribing tonnage instead of axles as the basis of the limits
of trains.

The Italian State Railroads have declined to take over the ste.imbont service on the lakes of north Italy. This service Is something
like that on Lake Oeorge, N. Y.. only much more Important, as the
country on these lakes Is thickly peopled and very productive. On
the other hand, they are to maintain steamer lines between Naples
an<l Palermo, which Is the quickest route to the larger part of
Sicily, and another steamer line from CIvlta Vecchla, the port of
Rome.

AUOt'RT
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Decapod Locomotive

for the Buffalo, Rochetter

The American Locomotlvi*
rapoil

t:;-IO-U)

KochcXtT *

lororootlve* at

I'ltlaliurB

Th.

A

Pitttburg.

ba* retcnlly butli nix iW
Hrooka work* for the HiifTalo.

C'oiiiiinny
iIh-

iimn.-,

liav.>

b<<-n

built

piitiher

for

•ervlr* between (Marlon JiniMUiii. I'.i .m.l Krffiiiiiii. I" mllfH. with
nirullliix Kraile uii nurlha Kraiii' of 58 ft. to the mile. whi. h k Hi
boiiDt! irafflr
In addlllon tu ibf whi-d arranKenieiit whirh. tho.iKh
not novel. Is by no means ronimon. the enKlneit are InlereBtlim for
They are the hi-avleitl
their Krtat weight and high iradlve power.
Himple englneii ever built by ilio rumpany and have a total wolght
»r which 243.1)00 lbs. Is on the
In working order of ::«8,000 lliti
driving wheels. The maximum tm.ti^.- power Is 55.350 IbH. fp
to the prenent tlnx' tralnH on lliU i;r.i'l>' ulilch haM numerouH curves
up lo 8 deg., arc moved l>y two i''>ti:..iliiliit!on Icomotlves having
.

Mr. Wll»«ti, Superlnten.lter * PHtuburg with
glne«, both wlih and «

of 38.000

lbs.

each.

The rated

train load

for the

with one engine at tho rear pushing. The rating
power (one engine) from Piinxsutawney. Krnest
With the track
foot of the grade is 3.500 tons.
improvements completed, that are now in hand, it is expected that
tons to the
be
able
to
haul
4,000
these consolidation locomotives will
foot of Clarion Hill grade from either Fuuxsuiawney, Ernest or
I)u Hols, and Ihe decapod engines have been buill to handle a train
of 4.000 tons up the grade with a consolidation in the lead.
With cylinders of the size used in these engines high steaming
capacity is essential, and in this case the example of the Northern
Pacific has been followed and the length of the tubes cut down to
About a
15 ft. I) In. by ihc introduction of a combustion chamber.
year ago some engines of the Mikado type were designed for the
of

'

15

•; \l..iii.- l;,».,

•

years on ihe
.,t

ih.

li.i(I;il..

pan

of
11- h«»
.t

-

him that •'
known ailx
holtesi

an

••

-.K

iiiii

lncr.-an.-,l

Ik' i.^x

the Hani"- llimIs

ih>-

..,.

l<is.-

met by an InnfaM-

Iti

uibasllul:.

i::..

<if

.\l

nhoner tube*

h

On

„

;

...-

In these engines the combustion chamber is i ft. long, and Is
stayed to the shell by radial and 'llnr stay* In the upper secttoD
also atand by radial slays on the
tached to the lioitom and il
to add
There Is lu'.. In
m of the
gtirrneFS
'

'

Decapod Locomotive; Buffalo, Rochester
a tractive power
two Is 3.350 tons,
of the same class
or Dubois to the

i>i

WBH also warranted by an experience of

&

Pittsburg.

to insure a free circulation, and
this is tapered down to 410 in. at the foundation ring, which is
only 19 in. below the shell. At the back, the top of the foundation
ring is but 3'-.. in. below the same point, so that the supply of
water coming back into the water legs to take the place of that
evaporated has very little drop in order to reach the lowest point.
The boiler is ot" the wagon-top type 80 in. in diameter, and contains 3.535.5 sq. ft. of healing surface, with 404 tubes 15 ft. 6'/,. in.
The introduction of the combustion chamber, of course, relong.
duces the amount of tube heating surface, but experience on the
Northern Pacific has proven that the increase of firebox heating
surface more than offsets this loss, and that engines with a combustion chamber and less actual or even equated heating surface,
steam fully as well as those without the combustion chamber and

combustion chamber and the shell

/?>;?--

Boiler of

Decapod Locomotive

combuslldn chambers 3 ft. long and lubes
Ifi ft. 9
in. shorter than the tubes In
in. long, which were 1 ft.
similar engines without the combustion chamber. This caused a
reduction In tube heating surface from 3,339 sq. ft. to 2,737 ft., and
only inireasfed the total firebox heating surface, including the arch
Equating the tube heating surtubes, from 1H3 sq. ft. to 242 sq. ft.
face to firebox healing surface of these Norlhern Pacific engines
by Ihe Vaughan formula, gives 9ti5 sq. ft. of total equaled heating
surface for the engine without the combustion chamber and 91 sq. ft.
for the engine with it.
At the time the Northern Pacifii- engines were built some considered it donhlful practice to make such a reduction In tube heating surface, but the results seem lo have justified It, for the work
on the Northern Pacific has been quite satisfaclory. The adoption
of the combustion chamber on these U., K, & P. decapod engines

Northern

Pacific

with

!)

1

Buffalo, Rochester

&

Pittsburg.

Assuming the Vaughai\ formula to be corthe larger firebox; by causing a better rate of combustion, demore heal to the tubes proportionately than the ordinary firebox can do. and so raises their efficiency per foot of length.
The back head has a slope of 22 in. and the fire door Is formed
welded
by the outward fianging of the two sheets and the use of a
The large diameter of the shell and
plate ring to connect them.
heavy
very
use
ot
the
the high steam pressure (210 lbs.) require
In the staying
sheets, which are '^/,„ In.. ''/,, in. and =7.,. in. thi< k.
more heating

surface.

rect,

livers

is somewhat difot the firebox ihe distribution of the flexible stays
ferent from that used in other engines recently illuslrated in the
row of fiexsingle
Is
a
arrangement
usual
The
Kiiilroad (latfttc.
sheets, with another
ible stays up the front and back of the side
across the top and clusters in the upper corners. In this case, with
three rows at
a firebox of pearly the same dimensions, there are

.

.
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the front, and two at the back and top, with a clustering in the
corners. This difference may be due to a variety ot causes, but it
serves to show that there is, as yet, no standard of practice in this
detail,

The cylinders are 24 in. in diameter, with a piston stroke of
28 in. The slide valves are outside admission, operated by the
Walschaert gear. The link is supported by a casting of special
shape secured to the back of the guide yoke and the reverse shaft
is carried in bearings bolted to the top of a cast steel cross-tie
located between the second and third pair of driving wheels by
which a direct connection of the reverse shaft arm with the radius
This arrangement of the Walschaert gear
bar is made possible.
emphasizes again the facility which it affords for the cross bracing
In this case there are five points between the cylinof the frames.

ders and the firebox where braces are put in.
The equalization is in two groups; the front group includes
the truck and the first two pairs of drivers, and the rear group
It is arranged with flat yokes over
includes the three last pairs.
the driving boxes and semi-elliptic springs under the upper rail
of
equalizing levers.
of the frame taking the place
Another interesting feature of these engines is the unusually
large capacity of the tender. The tank is ot the water bottom type
and has a capacity of 9,000 gallons, which is probably the largest
water capacity ever provided in a locomotive tender.
In comparing the dimensions and ratios of these engines that
follow, with those of other or similar types, it must be borne in
mind that the introduction of the combustion chamber introduces
a wide variation in all those ratios where either tube, firebox or
total heating surface is considered, as compared with engines having no combustion chamber. In order to make such comparisons,
the equated heating surfaces should be used.
The principal dimensions and ratios of these engines are:
24
28
19 ft.
28 ' 4
65 " 3H

Cvlindor (lianu'ter
I'iston stroke
Wheel base, driving
total engine
••
total engine and tender

in.

"

New Feed-Water

.'.

total

3,535.5
.•.".

V.

"

•

"

"
"

"

trailing driving

OH

track
tender

'•

Holler, dianieier,

in.'

X 12 •'
"
st 10

SMi "
first

ring

Klreboi, length
thickness,' cM-own,' Vide
thickness' tube sheet

and back sheets. '.'.".'..'.'.'.'.'

Steam

pr^8s*ure^'!*!*i^.

Tubes. number

OVi

lead '!!!!.".'.!!!!!....!!'.'.'...

.

.

.

.

".

.

.

'.
'.

".

'.

.Vi»-ln.

52

Wheels, diameter, driving
•

"

tender'

In.

.
'.

'.

In.

"

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

'.3S
55,350 lbs.

Tractive |io»er

Weight on drivers

=

0.90

~

*'^

^

^^^

Total weight

Weight on drivers
"Tractive power

Tota weight
l

Tractive power
Tractive power x diameter drivers
•-

815.0

Heating surface
Heating surface

—

of

the results obtained in

No. of

Heaters,
^'"'

trips.
.S

""''''

•

**

Coal.
2,887.3 ll>s.
3.722.4 "

^^____^___^^^_____

—

7.79 per

ct.

_

^^_"^5!

(,17

Total beating surface
of 2 cyllndera •= 14.62 en.

ft.

Total h eating surface

^^^^
of 2 rjrilnden

Oratearea'

——

,j.,jp jff.^.,,^ Ocn, rale published
in March. 1901. a note regardan attempt being made by the Northern Railway of France to
''" away with the grave Iroublc.-; due to the breakage of copper
alayholts in high-iiressure locomotive boilers.
Since this lime the experiments have been continued, ami although they have not been extended to any large number of boilers
'hey have sufficed to justify the step, taken in May, 1904. of using
manganese bronze staybolts for all locomotive boilers with a pres-

iiiK

Total beating surface

-^

eight runs with heaters

in the following table:
Point
Tempera
of
Speed
lure of
of cut off
per hour, feedwater.
trainuiel).
of stroke.
2.M.08 Ions 48.11 miles 2."i2 deg. V. 2S.6 per el.
...
'•
2.-.4.10 "
"
40.02
25.1
Weitrlit

Manganese Bronze Staybolts.*

Weight on drivers

Volume

under ordinary working condicompared with the ordinary methods
more than 17 per cent.

of fuel,

cent.; but

^^d eight without the heaters are given

63.6

Total heating surface

Volume

;;

^j operation, using injectors, the saving is

Grate area
Firebox heating surface

203
280

The distance from Cairo to Alexandria is about 129 miles, and
'® covered by express trains making four stops in 3 hrs. 5 min.;
the longest run without a stop being 74.4 miles. The coal consumption on the run from Cairo to Alexandria is alxjut 12 per cent.
more than in the opposite direction, during the summer months,
because of the continual northwest winds that prevail and to which
the line is especially exposed. This increase is quite marked in the
detailed record of coal consumption for the several trips of the test
*"'! oWains both with and without the use of the heaters.
The consumption of coal per net ton of weight hauled was
^^-^^ 'bs. when the heaters were used and 13.30 lbs. when they were
cut out, showing that the heaters effected a saving of 21.4 per cent.,
*"" that it was necessary
to burn 27.3 per cent, more coal when
they were not in use. The price of coal in Alexandria is about
^g p^^. ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ pj installing the heaters was about
$1,250 per engine, representing an annual charge of about $187.50
'O"" interest and depreciation, while the annual saving effected In
720 trips would be about 300 tons, or a net gain of about $1,300,
which would be more than sufficient to pay for the equipment in a
year.
In an engine of this character exhibited at Milan especial
provision was made in the arrangement of the smokolKix heater,
so that it could be used as a superheater for the steam, in case it
should be desired either to cut out the heaters or use an injector
instead of the pump.

."^^

travel
.

'"
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third lienter

fourth heater

1%'^^^

..... ..... .... ....... ........ ...210 lbs!
.404

c'aimcl'ty,'tuel'"'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.\'.'r

Valves,

about 16 per

second licater

I'sed

CTg™*"!'^ ...... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .No. 11
length
15 ft- O'/in in

Tank

Heater for Locomotives.

80 "
19^".

i^!"'

II

"
"

The estimated saving
tions. is

The averages

||

xis'ln.
" x 13 "

^•.•........V.:::::i6v4
10

N... c.

,...

^^'••^'''

?o"™,X'"main driving

XLlli..

f. H. Trevethiok, General Manager of the Egyptian State Railroads, has adopted a new method of heating the feed-water for locomotives working between Cairo and Alexandria, which is described
in a recent issue of the Reriie IndtislricUc.
The water is heated
by the exhaust steam in combination with the waste heat of the
smokebox gases.
The feed water is forced into the boiler by a horizontal motor
pump placed on the left-hand side of the firebox, and using steam
at full boiler pressure.
The water passes from the pump through
the first heater which is formed ot a cylinder set vertically between
the frames below the feed pump. It is 36 in. high and contains
90 steel tubes 7,,., in. in diameter, about which the exhaust steam
is made to circulate.
The steam condensed by the cold feed water
is collected in the bottom of the cylinder and is removed by a pipe
and cock. The feed water is taken from this first heater and sent
on through a pipe 2'o in. in diameter to second and third heaters
which are set horizontally outside the cylinders in such a way as
to receive a part of the exhaust steam on its way to the stack.
The
condensing surface, which is the same in the three, is formed ot
42 tubes \
in. in diameter and 5 ft. (i in. long, s^t in a cylindrical
box.
The second heater, which is on the right-hand side, is divided
by a partition in such a way that the water traverses it twice in
going through; in the third heater there is no su?h partition. The
water passes from the third heater into a fourth heater, formed
of an annular chamber placed in the smokebox and containing 265
water tubes of 1 in. inside diameter and IS in. long, arranged in
three concentric rings, which finally deliver to the boiler on its
center line directly back of the smokebox.
The successive temperatures attained by the water in the course
of its circulation through the four heaters are as follows:
(iS deg. F.
Initial tem|><>riitiire on leaving tender
82
Temperature on leaving first lieater

"

?Star engine in working order: ::::^
432,000 "
total engine and tender
Heating surface, ^tidw^. ......................... 3,2|0.0sq.n.

v<,i.

^^^^.^

^^

^^^^

,j,^^

^^.

,^g

^^^,

^^

j^^

^^^

^^ ^^p ,pg,g ^,^, ^.^^

1.')
locomotives, of the compound 10-wheeled
designed under the direction of Mr. du Housquet. and

ried out with a series of
t-^'P*"

"

^''

\oliim^..f .rylindera

(4-fi-O)

built In the shojia ot the Northern Railway for the Ceiiilure Rail^^.^^ ^^ Paris.
Mr. Koechlin. who carried out the designs ot these

Tnlie healing suifare. ennnted to drehox healing surface

=
^

tVaugbnn'a formula)
830.5 »q. ft
Total equated llrebox heating surface
"
1,086.0
Kntlo of equated Brebox to total actual heating surface..! :8.0J

.

•Translated from n pn|ier
Northern lt.v. of Krnnre

.Service,
ilr

Fer. July, 1007.

.

M. Kmlrlgue, Thief Knglneer of Central
printed In the ffrcMC Ocnrrah lies Chcmliis

h.v
;

Avoun
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eDKtnr*. deacHbrd lh«m Id th* i.Vi uc Orncrale of May. 1»04
• Ill only recall at preaent thai iIk- boiler preaiture waa 221

per

ttq

The
* Alton

\Vt?

IbM.

In.

hoon aa th««e englDfH »otn Into M-rvlip there were a larne
numlMT of failure* of the copiier Mtaybolta, an<l It waa decided lo
keep a i.pe<lal record of thli 'roiil.l.v Aa built, the bollera were
ihjIIh In th<" three upper row«
equipped with roanitaneK
.iiid on account of the large
anil In the lornem of i:

-

when the enitlncs flrnl went
of failures of tli.1.
.1. .1 to .xjulp two of the loi-omointo aervlce. Mr. du Bouwiu.
tlvea with mansanese bronze ht,t>lMilt^ throughout.
The 15 engines were deliver.-. ilurlug the latter half of 1902
and a careful record kept of all staylHilt failures. The resulta are

number

;

1

given In the accompanying table, whlrh has been drawn up lo show
for each engine and for the whole series the numt)er of staybolts
replaced durUiK each half yearly period after going Into service.
It will be seen from this table that on engines CU and *i5 which
were e<)ulpi>ed throughout with mauKanese bronze staybolts. not a
single ktaybolt waa replaced during three years service, and that
at the end of 4'^ years there had been replaced only 58 staybolts
On the other 13 engines
of which the heads had worn down.
during the same period of 4'... years the number of broken slaybolts replaced was 3.978 of copper and three of manganese bronze,
while 37t> bronze staybolts were replaced on account of worn head.s.
Thai Is to say. It was necessary to replace nearly 10 times as many
copper as bronze staybolts.
This Is extremely interesting from the point of view of the
cost, and of the Inconveniences of all sorts which attend the replacing of staybolts. but it is still more .striking if one considers
the breakage of the staybolts which is the most important consid-

the SCMBEB op KIBEBOX St.WS nKPI.lCED

TABI.B SBOWI.no

No. balf-yrarly period
Ace loco. Ht end eacb uerlod
Siari. replaced
Knetne No. 51

-52

••

5:<

•54

••55

...

»7

...
...
...
...
...
...

14

••
•

41

.-,S

26

.-,!•

ok!'.

••62

i

'.!".'.;. !!

63
64

tfil-.

iM'

*:x.^

..

'

flrt-box

iiiaii^'3in4>sH

tuus.~,
H.
C.
54
...
7«
...
04
...
58 ...
20 ...
...
17

The President of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana. In a
statement given to the newspapers, says that the 18-ceni rate was
a class and not a commodity rate, and thai the chairman of the
Chicago and St. Ixiuls Traffic Association, the asKoclatlon issuing
the 18-cent class rale, under oath testified that it was never apContinuing, he says:
plied and was never intended lo apply to oil.
"Thousands of tons of freight have been shipped from these points
during the past lo years under the same circumstances aa the
Standard sbipmenU, and if the Standard is guilty In Ibis case, so
is practically every other shipper in this great manufacturing territory.

"The Standard Oil Company .shipped about one-third of all the
that went from Whiting to East St. Louis over the E^astern
the other two-thirds going over the Alton and the Burlington. On the trial of the case the defendant offered to show
by witnesses who were on the stand that not only during the period
of time covered by the indictment, but continuously from 1895, the
Eastern Illinois had a lawful published and filed rate between
Whiting and East St. Louis on oil of 6 cents per 100 lbs., and that

oil

Illinois,

EACH OP 15

4.

5.

0.

f-2Vj yrs^

^.« yrs-^

C.

B.

26

...

21

...
...

13

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

20

...

44

'.'.'.

.is

46
16
9

...
...
...

380

...

lii

14

.-.3

...

I.s

...

51
21

51

...
...
...

33

...

57

...
...
...

983

...

6-20

...

510

...

(C.)

,

r-2 years->
C.
U.
...
49
...
41
30 ...
...
45
...
5
23 ...
26 ...
...
15
23
...

70
08
«2
20
16
31
28

38

1

3.

'.'.'.

had orlgloally 708

were nf

^12

.

.

-

IS IlALr-YEABLY I'ERIODS OS

164

35

Totals

'

iT.'i

18

"

-

B.
...
...

C.

59

••

=

a rate

^ismos.-,

-'.

138
160

56

••

'

1.

.-G mos.-^

••57

••

Kurh

that of accepting from the Cblcaso
Dm. on oil In <-artoad lou from
when the published tariff rate
company claimed that the railit into the belief thai 6 cents waa the legal rate,
and that tariffs showing it had been flle<l with the Interstate Com1^,1.
merce ('omtiil.-ihlijn, but the court held required
freight larlfl.s (o l>e iK>!-tei| in the frelK'
iiubllc inspec. r or not the
tion, it was the oil rompany's duly to
rate given lo It was lawful.
uflfenie in

Whiting. Ind ''
was 18 cents pc:
road bad mliiied
.

.\h

•
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copper, 176 (B.)

'.'.'.

mangani>se bronze.

.1

f.

f.

22

K.
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.

:

11

13
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31
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4
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27
10

28
11

13

7
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227
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.

13
24
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37
,

21
14
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staybolts
replaced 00

7.

B.
...
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.

.

.
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,-JMiyrs-,
C.

C

...
...
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...
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21
J
7

7

15
103
24
38
61

20
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40

240

...

350

2
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39

of 884 slays, except on

eacli

I!.

...
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Ill

PBOM JONB. 1902, TO D»c. 81, 1906.
Toul .No. of

.

.

?DglDe.
B.

34
9

171

3

38
26

.

396

20

134

239

Knglnes 60 and 65, where

205
all

tli<>

iir..|i.

bronze.

1903. ami broken In September. 1906.
Maneunese bnoizc sUiylmlt applied May 3, 1903. anil broken in llctober. 1906.
i>f tliese. line inanpinese bronze slayhiilt was applied Nov. 14. 1002. anil lirnken in Seplember. 1900.
Tliese 3.978 iiiiiper stavbolts wore replaced Ix'iause of breakage.
Tbe 3ii; nf wbicb tbo heads weic
iif ibese. 37i: were replaced because ibe beads were worn, and 3 because "f breakage.
tx'low the firebrick arch.
.MaiiKUiiHsi- bioiiz,. slaylwlt applioil .Ian.

17.

.

eralion from the point of view of safety. During the period of 4V4
years only three bronze staybolts broke as against 3,978 of copper.
This result would have been even more strikingly in favor of
the bronze bolts if the broken copper staybolts had not been replaced by bronze.
It will be seen that the number of breakages
of the copper bolts, which was 983 in the first six months, feii
off rapidly.
If the same rate of breakage had been maintained it
would have been nec<?ssary in the 4i.j years to replace practically
all of the copper staybolts in the 13 engines.
These figures show clearly that manganeze bronze is superior
to copper for staybolts for locomotive boilers with high pressure.
If the initial cost is higher it is largely offset by the savings effected
during the first few months in service.

Standard

1

460
457
423
338

Oil

Company Fined $29,240,000.

In the i'liited States District Court in Chicago. August 3, Judge
K. M. Landis imposed on the Standard Oil Company of Indiana,
as the penalty for accepting unpublished rates on 1.462 shipments
of oil from Whiting, Ind., to East St. Louis, fines aggregating
The Judge at the
$29,240,000, or a $20,000 fine for each offen.se.
same time recommended that a special grand jury be convened to
Chicago
& Alton Railroad,
consider the question of the guilt of the
which was the other party to these offenses, and tliis is being done.

The trial of these cases was begun in Chicago. March 4. and
was finished April 13. Arguments for a new trial were heard but
were denied, and Jtidge Landis then called John II. Rockefeller and
other ofBcials to testify as to the relations of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana to the Standard Oil Company of .New Jersey. It
was found that the Indiana corporation was owned by the other.
II appears that the total of the assets of the Indiana company
is far less than the amount of tbe Ones.

the Standard Oil
Illinois

.

,

,

orn wore

all

In

the zone

at such rate over the Eastern
2.000 cars of oil each year during said period.

Company shipped

more than

the Government through its attorneys strenuously
the court sustained such objection. The defendant
still does contend, that this proof would have conclusively shown that the Standard Oil Company had no possible
motive in shipping over the Alton, and thereby violating the law,

To

this

offer

objected, and

contended, and

when it might just as readily and conveniently have shipped all
of its oil over the Eastern Illinois, and not have violated any law.
"I'nder such circumstames. and in view of the fact that petroleum had been openly carried over the three roads from Whiting
to East St. Louis for from 10 to 14 years for 6 cents, it is a severe
draft on human credulity for the prosecution to assert that 18 cents
was the only possible lawful rate. The uncontradicted evidence
also showed the Standard Oil Company was advised by the rate
clerk of the Chicago & Alton that this 6-cent rate w^is filed with tbe
Interstate Commerce Commission.
"The court, however, instructed the jury that the shipper must
know not only what the rate was. but also that such rate was
actually filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission. That is
absoto say, the view of the court was that a shipper must know
lutely what was the legal rate, at the risk of suffering enormous
railpenalties, in the event either that he was misinformed by the
road company, or in the event that he did not exercise as much
exerhave
should
he
court,
the
of
diligence as, in the judsment
cised in ascertaining what the rate really was.
"Knowing that the rate on the Eastern Illinois was but 6 cents,
having no reason for shipping over the Alton in preference to tbe
Eastern Illinois, and able to ship ail of its oil over the latter road,
we insist that the facts, many of which the court did not permit
us to show, not alone demonstrate innocence, but inherently forbid
the Idea of guilt."
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The Railroads

in order to reach two important citieK. Jalapa and Puebla.
which were not on the line of the Mexican Ilailway, this looation
being entirely consistent with the principles so ably advocated by
Mr. Wellington in his "Economic Theory of Railroad Location."
The Mexican Railway was projected to handle the through business
and neglected local possibilities; the other road was lengthened

II.

THE PRINCIPAL RAILROADS.

60 as to include certain intermediate cities at the cost of longer
haul on its through traffic. It is interesting to note that it has
been found advisable to alter both locations. The Mexican Railway has built a branch line to reach the city of Puebla, while the
Interoceanic has built a cut-off which reduces the length of through
haul by which that same city is left at one side.
The Interoceanic Railway was built with narrow gage, the

Vera Cruz had early become the main Atlanlic seaport of
Mexico; even before the advent of the railroad a considerable business was handled at that port. The town was connected wi.h the
City of Mexico by an excellent road which became established as a
regular traffic route. Therefore it was to be expected that the first
line of railroad to be built in the country should be one to handle
The Mexican Railway between
this well established business.
Mexico City and Vera Cruz was finished in 1873, its construction
having been interrupted and prolonged for more than 30 years by
the unsettled political condition of the country and the hardships
imposed on the new company by a short-sighted government policy.
This road was built by English capital and followed English standards of location and construction. It has been described by A. M.
located

the

rival

U4^

JJ rV^
—-^-^^-Wi^

;J

the Interoceanic of
Mexico, as "one of the most massive and costly in the world." The
cost was made abnormally high by the political disturbances in
the country during the period of construction and the harsh exactions of the government; as, for instance, the requirement that
the construction of the road should be carried on from both ends
later

6.

ireased

of Mexico.*

BY ERUIS (!. ROBINSON, C.K.
Kormerly of the Kneineei'ing l)e|iartment of Ilic .Mexican Cpnlinl.

Wellington, who
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Mexican Central's Line from Guadalajara

Profile of the

.1

ii-y. rtm. ires/t

J

Manzanillo

to

(1).

grade kept down to 2 per cent, (uncompensated) and curvature
to 289 ft. radius (20 deg.).
The 2 per cent, grade extends unbroken
for nearly 75 miles.
The estimated cost of this road was $40,000
a mile, about one-half of that of the earlier road. The gross earnings are about the same for both roads, not far from $3,000,000 a

simultaneously, which entailed extremely heavy transportation expenses on construction materials. Mr. Wellington has estimated
that the cost of construction was doubled by such hindrances. Therefore, dividing the actual cost by two, he estimated that the 223
miles of comparatively light work cost about $40,000 a mile, while
the fiO miles of heavy work cost about $18.5.000 a mile, thus making
an average for the whole road of $70,670 a mile. Notwithstanding
this heavy cost of construction, the grades and curves are more
severe than those of any other line in Mexico. On the mountain
section there are uncompensated grades of 4 per cent., with curves
of 32.5 ft. radius (about 18 deg. ). often with no tangpiit between
'

year.

Extending to the south from Vera Cruz is one of the newer
the Vera Cruz & Pacific, built to exploit the rich tropical
lands and to connect with the Tehuantepec National Railway, which
crosses the isthmus of that name. The Tehuantepec road is interesting
in that its construction was undertaken directly by the Mexican
roads,
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Intere.st

charges targe.

The volumo

Vera Cruz later tempted other Engundertake construction of a second line from
Mexico City. The preliminary survey of this line was

caplfnilst.s

that port to
In charge of

of business at

to

Mr. Wellington.
Ills description of the work In a
paper presented to the American Hoclety of Civil Engineers Is of
unusual Interest. The new line, the Interoceanic, parallels the older
road In that It connects the same terminal cities, but otherwise
departs widely from It. Although built (o handle the business between Vera Cruz and Mexico City, its length was materially in•Tlif

tlrsi

nrtlrlr

was

its.

Mexican Central's Line from Guadalajara

reverse curves. Although the volume of business Is large, operating expenses are high. The high cost of construction also makes

lish

9

piibltlhrd In the lliiilroatl Oatrtle at July 12, Jtior.

Lit,

to

MawimiMn OrmOt

Manzanillo (2).

tJovernmeiit and marked the entrance of the government into the
railroad field.
The road follows the route of the line proposed by
Caplaln Ends for a ship railroad and crosses a summit of only
850 ft. elevation.
The second company to enter Mexico was the Mexican Central.
The organization of this road In 1880 was followed vigorously by
surveys and construction, an<I In 1884 the line was completed from
This was the first road
El Paso to the City of Mexico, 1.225 miles.
lo be built iiniler a law passed In 1880 to encourage railroad building.
It
received a government subsidy of $15,000 a mile, free Importallon of construction material and exemption from all taxation
for BO years.
The general locsitlon of this roud has met with considerable

.

Ai'oi'rr

9,
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crltlrlmn.

Tin- lliif followt (hi- ••iiiirr U-nRth uf th(< hlxb plati-au In
the wr»l)Tii pari of Mt-xiro. .iml ili>r<-ror<' Id throtiKh roiiic for
International liitHlnrixt I* iinn>-' •t,i,;iiiu Innc.
Il wa« projm-icil by
men wh.> hail hm-n biitlillnB In Ihi'
-•ii-rn part of ih«- I'nitcd Stalfn
roada like the AtthlaoD, Topeka * Santa Ke whoite proaperlty woa
depemlent on the future devrloi>mont of the tributary country.
The Mexiran Central was UxMti'.l on the name theory. That to depend laricely on lui-al buHliii--^ waa the correri view la lnd^<'ate<l
by the fan that the Internal iiuil frelKht and panitenger buslneaa
of the road la only 3U per cent of Ita total trafflc. and that much
The
of the local traffic cornea from the northern part of the road.
icrowth of thia company has been conittant. The branch to Tamplco.
the aecond moat Important port (n Mexico, wan flnlHhed In 1890.
UurluK 1908 a line to the Pacific coaat at Manzanlllo will be put
The Tamplco branch makes thi> 8harp deacent from
In operation.
the plateau over a country almllur to that crossed by the Mexico
CIty-Vera Cruz lines; while the Pacific i-xtenslon crosaea the great
Sierra Madre range. Though penelratlim a more dllDcult country
than is encountered by any other Mexican road, thla extension la to
have the easiest gradea and lightest curvature of any line to either
coaat, a result which will be obtained only after most careful loca-
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and costly work.
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topographic map and profile of this new extension are shown.
The following table shows the rates of grade and costs of construction of certain mountain divisions of various Mexican railroads.
-/M(r» «/
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Vera Cruz, main
Vera Cruz, main
Vera Cruz, raain

= Standard gage.
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encourage the construction of many competing
way was made ei-«y for the formation of
government's merger.
(To be continued.)
ficient

magnitude

to

Standard Specifications for Structural Timber.
of the .American Society for Testing Materials
annual meeting of the society last month presented the following proposed specifications for grading structural timber:

Committee Q

at the

-STAND.Min PEKKCTS.

defects are as follows:
to the diameter of knots or holes
should "oe considered a-s referring to the mean or average diameter.
1.
Sound Knot.— A sound knot is one which is solid across Its
face and which is as hard as the wood surrounding it; it may be
either red or black, and is so fixed by growth or position that it

The definitions of standard
Measurements which refer

retain its place in the piece.

2.
Loose Knot.— A loose knot is one not firmly held in place
by growth or position.
3.
Pith Knot.— A pith knot is a sound knot with a pith hole
not more than 'i in. In diameter in the center.
Knvased Knot. An encased knot is one which is surrounded
4.
wholly or In part by bark or pitch. Where the encasement is less
than Vfe In. in width on both sides, not exceeding one-half the circumference of the knot. It shall be considered a sound knot.
Kotten Knot. A rotten knot is one not as hard as the wood
5.

—

slon

lima

ay, built by the Huntington
the International boundary at
the rich mining city of Uurxngo. ThU was built tianilard gage and croaseii a <oiin(ry which ron'ilr*"! only light grades,
it croBseH the M<'Xi< iin (
ujany years it was
virtually a f.'...i..r <,f tj,
agree,,f a traflli
ment served as a Kliuri ...
.mens of that road.
.Mineral proiluctM form a UrKi^r i>--i. ..uiage uf this company's trafflc
than of any other of the larger ro^H of Mexico, being aumethlng
like 75 per cent.
Is It not possible that the promoters of these roads have bullded
better than they knew, in view of recent developments In the railroad situation In Mexico? The profMised absorption of all these railroads except the .Mexican Railway In the government merger by
which competition will be done away with, makes il appear fortunate that the different lines were laid out on different principles
some to promote local business, some to handle through
trafflc. and some to care largely for mineral trafflc.
The business
coming to the railroads in Mexli'o has not generally been of sufIntirefts.

will

U^-

Tiixpan Colliiiii
Coltma-Manxanlilo

itom
A

:

A

I.

ii.tem part of the TDited Sidles

>

parallel lines so that the

the stupendous passage f.ver the Sierras of ilie .><ao
the clever piece of construction work on the .Mexlcr.n Hallway.
In my opinion
the new line from TiixpHn to Collma jllie .Mexican Central's radfle eslensloni
la Incomparalily more Imposing than any of these anil intlniiely more difficult."'

•r.\ni»:

•

<

Mexican Central's Pacific Coast Extension.

Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society

has said in regard to this extension:
"I have seen mmie of the mnst apparently hopeless problems
rape Colony: the

shorter than
glvim it an
Thi- M.

line.
line.
line.

tlO

IN.-i.lllll

.Narrow gage.

The Mexican National Railway, now the National Railway of
Mexico, was projected to form a short line from Mexico City. It
was promoted by men iirterested in the Denver & Rio Grande and
other narrow gage roads in this country, and was intended to form
part of a large system of afUliated narrow gage lines. The Mexican
National operated for many years at a great disadvantage in
handling its through business. A few years ago it was changed
This change made, the fact that It Is much
to standard gage.

—

it is

In.
6.

Pin Knot.— A

pin knot

diameter.
I'-j

7.

standard Knot

in.

In diameter.

8.

/.ari;c

—A

Knot.— A

is

a sound knot not over

standard knot

is

a sound knot

large knot is a sound knot,

ife

in. In

not over

more than 1V4

in.

in diameter.
9.

In

Round

form.

A

/i»i«f.—

round knot

is

one which

is

oval or circular
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10.
^piAf Knot.— A spike knoi is one sawn in a lengthwise
direction: the mean or average width shall be considered in measuring these knots.
Pitch pockets are openings between the
11.
Pitch Pockets.
grain ot the wood containing more or less pitch or bark. These
shall be classified as small, standard and large pitch pockets.
(a)
Small Pitch Pocket.— A small pitch pocket is one not over

—

%

in.

wide.

Standard Pitch Porket.—A standard pitch pocket

(6)

%

is

one

wide, or 3 in. in length.
(c)
Large Pitch Pocket.— A large pitch pocket is one over
in. wide, or over 3 in. in length.
Pitch Streak. A pitch streak is a well-defined accumula12.
When not sufficient to detion of pitch at one point in the piece.
streak, or where the fiber between grains, that
well-defined
velop a
is, the coarse-grained fiber, usually termed "Spring wood," is not

not over

—

saturated with pitch,
13.

Wane.

it

— Wane
—

shall not be considered a defect.
is bark, or the lack of wood from

on edges of timbers.
14.
Shakes. Shakes are

splits

or

checks

in

any cause,

timbers which

usually cause a separation of the wood between annual rings.
Rot. Dote and Red Heart. Any form of decay which may
15.
be evident either as a dark red discoloration not found in the sound
wood, or the presence ot white or red rotten spots, shall be considered as a defect.
Ring Shake. An opening between the annual rings.
16.
17.
Through Shake. A shake which extends between two faces

—

—

—

of a timber.

STANDARD NAMES FOB STBUCTUEAL TIMBERS.
The following trade names are recommended:
Southern Yelloio Pine.— Under this heading two classes ot
1.
timber are used, (o) longleaf pine, (6) shortleaf pine.
It is understood that these two terms are descriptive of quality,
rather than of botanical species. Thus, shortleaf pine would cover
such species as are now known as North Carolina pine, loblolly
pine and shortleaf pine. "Longleaf pine" is descriptive of quality,
and if Cuban, shortleaf or loblolly pine is grown under such conditions that it produces a large percentage of hard summer wood,
so as to be equivalent to the wood produced by the true longleaf.
it would be covered by the term "longleaf pine."
Douglas Fir. The term "Douglas fir" to cover the timber
2.
known likewise a.s yellow fir. red fir. western fir, Washington fir,
Oregon or Puget Sound fir or pine, norwest and west coast fir.
3.
J^'ortcay Pine, to cover what is known also as "red pine."
4.
Hemlock, to cover southern or eastern hemlock: that is,
hemlock from all states east of and including Minnesota.
Western Hemlock, to cover hemlock from the Pacific coast.
5.

—

6.

Spruce, to cover eastern spruce: that

is,

the spruce timber

coming from points east of Minnesota.
Western Spruce, to cover the spruce timber from the
7.

F'aciflc

6.

—

Caps and

in.

%
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Vol..

the sides anywhere in the length of the piece; loose knots, or knots
greater than 1|^ in. in diameter, will not be permitted at points
within \ in. of the edges of the piece.
2.
Longleaf Yellotr Pine. Shortleaf Pine, Douglas Fir and
Western Hemlock. Shall be square edged, except it may have 1 in.
wane on one corner. Knots must not exceed in their largest diameter one-quarter the width ot the face of the stick in which they
occur.
Ring shakes extending not over on^eighth of the length of
the piece are admissible.
Sills.

—

Longleaf Yelloic Pine and Douglus Fir. Shall show 85 per
heart on each of the four sides, measured across the sides
anywhere in the length of the piece; to be free from knots over
2 ',2 in. in diameter; knots must not be in groups.
2.
Longleaf and Shortleaf Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir and Western Hemlock. Shall be square edged, except it may have 1 in. wane
on one corner, or \'-^ in. wane on two corners. Knots must not
exceed in their largest diameter one-quarter the width of the face
of the stick in which they occur.
Ring shakes extending not over
one-eighth the length of the piece are admissible.
1.

cent,

—

Posts.

—

Fir.
Shall show not less
than 75 per cent, heart, measured across the face anywhere on
the length of the piece; to be free from knots over 2',i in. in diameter, and must not be in groups.
2.
Longleaf and Shortleaf Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir and Western Hemlock. Shall be square edged, except it may have 1 in. wane
on one corner, or }-2 in. wane on two corners. Knots must not exceed, in their largest diameter, one-quarter the width of the face
of the stick in which they occur.
Ring shakes shall not extend
over one-eighth of the length of the piece.

Longleaf Yelloic Pine and Douglas

1.

—

Longitudinal Struts or Qirts.

—

Longleaf Yellow Pine and Douglas Fir. Shall show one
face all heart; the other face and two sides shall show not less
than 85 per cent, heart, measured across the face or side anywhere
in the piece; to be free from knots I'j in. in diameter and over.
2.
Longleaf and Shortleaf Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir and Western Hemlock. ^Shail be square eilged and sound; to be free from
knots 111! in. in diameter and over.
Longitudinal X-Brtnes, Scuih Braces and Sioay Braces.
1.
Longleaf Yelloic Pine and Douglas Fir. Shall show not less
than 80 per cent, heart on two faces and four square edges; to be
free from knots over IV2 in. in diameter.
2.
Longleaf and Shortleaf Yrlloir Pine, Douglas Fir and Western Hemlork. Shall be s-quare edged and sound; to be free from
knots 2\'2 in. in diameter and over.
SCKCIFICATIDNS FDll (AH SII.I.S AM) CAR FRAMING FOR FREIOIIT CARS.
The following specifications are submitted as a preliminary report, it being the intention of the committee to give these further
consideration during the coming year:
1.

—

—

—

coast.
8.

known

cover the timber which has hitherto been
pine,
from Maine, Michigan, Wisconsin and

White Pine,

as
Minnesota.

while

Idaho White Pine, the variety of white pine from western
Montana, northern Idaho and eastern Washington.
Western Pine, to cover the timber sold as white pine com10.
ing from Arizona, California. New Mexico, Colorado, Oregon and
Washington. This is the timber sometimes known as "Western
yellow pine," or "Ponderosa pine," or "California white pine," or
"Western white pine."
Western Larch, to cover the species of larch or tamarack
11.
from the Rocky Mountain and Pacific coast regions.
Tamarack, to cover the limber known as "Tamarack," or
12.
"Eastern Tamarack." from states east of and including Minnesota.
Redwood, to Include the California wood usually known by
13.
that name.
STANDARD SPEflFICATIONS FOR IIRMHIE AND TRESTLE TIMBERS.
(To be applied to solid members and not to composite members.)
9.

General Requirements.
Except as noted all timber shall be cut from sound trees and
sawed standard .size: clo.se grained and solid; free from defects
such as Injurious ring shakes and crooked grain: unsound knots:
knots in groups; decay: large pitch pockets, or other defects that
will materially impair Its strength.
Standard Size of Hawed Timber. Rough timbers when sawed
to standard size, Bhall mean that they shall not be over 'A In. scant
For Instance, a 12-ln. x 12-ln. shall
from actual size .specified.
measure not less than 11*i In x 11% In.
Standard Drrnsing of Saurd Timbers. Standard dressing means
that not more than V4 In. shall be allowed for dressing each surface.
For Instance, a 12-ln. x 12ln. shall after drcsslnK four sides, not
measure less than ll<(t in. x ll'-'j In.

—

—

Stringers.

sawed standard size, square edged,
from unsound or loose knots, knot
holes and ring shakes.
Standard Size of Saiced Timbers. Rough timbers when sawed
to standard size, shall mean that they shall not be over
in. scant
For instance, a 12-in x 12-in. shall
from actual size specified.
measure not less than 11% in. x 11% in.
All timber shall be sound,
unless otherwise specified, free

—

M

Standard

Dressing

surface.
sides, not

—

Sawed

of

means that not more than

Timbers. Standard dressing
be allowed for dressing each
x 12-in. shall after dressing four

in. shall

',4

For instance, a 12-in.
measure less than llMs

in.

x llVj

in.

Sills.

—

Longleaf Pine or Douglas Fir. Shall be square edged and
less than 85 per cent, heart on wide faces, measured anythe length of the piece; sound, tight knots less than 2 in.
in diameter and standard pitch pockets permitted when not clustered; grain must be close and slraiglU.
longleaf Pine, Shortleaf Pinr. \onray Pine. Western Pine,
2.
Douglas Fir.Wcstern JlemUxk. Same specifications as for (1), except
that sound, light knots less than 2'-.. in. in diameter. If well scattered, will be permitted in longleaf pine and Douglas fir; wane
not to exceed 10 per cent, ot the width ot adj:nent faces will be
permitted on opposite corners not to exceed one-half the length
1.

show not
where in

—

of the piece.

Fnd
1.

Iii'nri

Sills.

F.nd

Plates,

Posts, Braces anil

Carlines.

—

White or Red Oaks. Shall show not less than 85 per cent.
on each face, measured anywhere in the length of the piece;

wellscaltered, standard knots permitted.
Longleaf Pine or Douglas Fir. Shall show not less than 85
2.
per cent, heart on each f*'p. measured anywhere In the length of
the piece; must be close, straight-grained and free from all defects,
except well-scattered, sound, tight knots, not over 1 In. in diameter.

—

—

Longleaf Yellmr Pinr and Douglas Fir. Shall show not less
than 80 per cent, of heart on each of the four 8lcle.^, measured across
1.

General Rules.

to

Side Plates.
1.

Longleaf Pine, Douglas Fir.

— Shall

show not

less than

85

—
AiuUitr
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9,

per rent, heart on wide fares,

knoU and

•cmtternl. maiularil
2.

l."iioli-ai

I'ine,

lock. Hhorllral /*inr

iMjui/hin

- Same

lered. larK<- knota will

lit-

Im-

tini).!

lUi

Hiitihlurd

fu
(»i

perniiiioit

mAMI.M.

i'Iom>, iitralictit'Cralne<l.

»<>H

pltrh

well-

(lorkfta permitted.

Wittrrn fine, Wealmi Hemx.i-pt Ihni a few well mat
in ImiKlcur pliie and 1)oukI»« llr.

.

I

III

.

II

.

'

geatlnic future

IMM.H.
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well niKh iMirrpu of patrunaRe.
In the caae of a considerable numbrr the lawn's •*.!. paralltl to the ati-am lines. Others app<>ared
10 Involve
,r» pure and almple^— charters held merely
for an ul'i
..i
with no Intention to build. In one par'•-"- "le"
ticular retsi
„,»-, uifto a »ut'-'- "^
conitolldatlon

when conjoined with
prlvUegi-h
What bad

p<i->cr

and

I

mm:

..

moterN iM.tleud of Im-Iih.
Railway * Lighting 'I'
y
to rejM-ai it by sernrlng charter iiKlil». buildiiii; ihp uew liu..vys
on Itondii iilaccd at a high broker's commlsalon with the Investing
public and bonusing the Htock among the projectors.
The promotem combined and went to work cleverly, drawing
the "farm interest" in'o their net.
In a Connecticut legi«lat'ire fhls
••
farm interest is very |M)ti-nilal and. when united, d'>ii
>
lower house, which al the la.-t Rcs-kion contained 91 '.
rs
who were farmers by vocation In a house contalninK .
altogether besides other meml)ers not farmers thenuiel»ei> but representing farm towns. This farm Intereft is to some extent consolidated in the granges of the state and much more effectively by
the so-called "Farmers' Association" made up of members of the
silting legislature and holding a caucus at the opening of each legislative week to pass upon pending measures bearing on rural interests.
Almost none of these farm members had seen previous legislative seivice and their ignoran<e of railroad and street railway
questions was dense. On this sofi timber, the more workable because green, the spe.-ious reasonings of the promoters were struck
hard and cut deep. The benefits of the cities and larger towns
from the trolleys as compared with the rural regions were contrasted.
If the cities had parallel lines why couldn't the country
have them too? The New Haven Railroad Company having nowacquired the trolley roads, future extension must be left mainly to
private enterprise; and such private enterprise would never try
in times like these with solid investments paying 5 per cent.
to link the farms with the cities unless "baited" by free gifts of
These reasonings addressed to
street railway stocks as a bonus.
class selfishness prevailed in the lower house and. in most cases,
They were in brief: "Give us the trolleys and
in the Senate also.
And the state of Connecticut,
let the financing take care of itself."
a quasi conservative and certainly a moneyed commonwealth, has
been thus placed in the humiliating and discreditable position of
approving dishonest street railway finance.
'

(leneral /'><;i" "'"'«*"'*
All llmtier shall l>c cut from yoiiint ilmlM-r
alie, cloHe Kralne<|, free from rliiK nli.ikeH. decay

and sawed Mtandard
and unsound knot«,

or knots and other defeWs that will materially impair

and

Its

strength

iliiraljlllty.

Haved Timber. -KniiKh timbers when sawwl
standard kIz)>. :<hall mean that they shall not be over i-^ in. scant
from actual hIzo Mp<>cifled. For InKiann-, u 12-in. x 12-ln. shall
measure not less ihan II^« in. x 11** In
Slaixlaril linsMiiij uf Nnirtvf Tim ^l•r.s. — Standard dressing means
Slaiiilard Size nf

to

that not more than <,« In. shall be allowed for dressing each surface.
For Instance, a 12'ln. x 12-Id. shall after dressing four sides, not
measure less thin M'-j in. x l\'<2 In.

Posts

— Longleaf

Ytthnr

I'ine.

Will admit 1 In. wane on corners ajs nn-asured on fa-es of timber.
Must be free from knots 3 in. in diameter or over, and knots
must not l>e In groups.

Beams and Girders

— Longleaf

Yellow

I'ine.

Will admit I In. wane on one corner a.-i measured on faces of
timber. Sound knot.s less than 3 in. in diameter will be permitted
on the vertical faces at poinLs not less than one-quarter the depth
from the edge of the piece: sound, tight knots not exceeding \V> In.
in diameter at other points, provided they are not in clusters.
Joists
lAJiigleaf Vetluw Pine, Shortlraf Yellow Pine.
All joists over 2 in. In thickness to comply with the requirements for beams and girders.
Joists 2 in, in thickness will admit sound knots, none of which
In 2 X 4"s should be larger than 2 in. in diameter on one or both
sides of the piece, and on wider stock which do not occupy more
than one-third of the cross-section at any point throughout its
length if located ai the edge of the piece: or more ban one-half of
the cross-section if located away from the edge: pith knots, or
smaller or more defective knol^ which do not weaken the piecs
more than the knot aforesaid: will admit of seasoning checks, firm
red heart, heart shakes that do not go through, wane three-quarters
deep on edge, one-quarter the width and one-third the length of tha
piece, pitch, sap stains, pitch pockets, splits in ends not exceeding
in length the width of the piece, a limited number of small worm
holes well scattered, and such other defects as do not prevent its
use as substantial structural material.

—

I

Railroad Legislation
IIV

In

Connecticut.

CI..UtENrK IIK.MING.

In a railroad sense the seven months' session of the Connecticut
legislature just ended, the longest in the history of the state, has
been, if not important, at least most incongruous and fantastic. The
session opened last January under peculiar and exceptional condi-

The anti-corporation wave sweeping over the country had
Connecticut also, though with one of its minor surges.
There was sharp criticism of railroad Influence over-exercised in
the lobby, albeit it had been modified in the legislature of 1905
in which the persuasive tongue of President Mellen in his so-called
"open air" lobby had been more effc'tive Ihan the usual agencies.
.Meanwhile the Mellen ijolicy of aljsorbing street railway lines had
practically lombined interests formerly at war, which new condition the legislature now faced for the first time.
Hut the climax
of that policy in the state by which, under the lease of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company's property some $18,000,000 of
watered stock had become a dividend paying security, had, just before the meeting of the legislature, been sharply assailed in the
press and apparently provoked public resentment.
It had been carried through under the lax legislation of former years and the added
laxity of a llabliy and "political" railroad commission: and on the
face of the disclosures, it seemed pretty certain that the legislature
would seek the back track and pass severe statutes to secure honest
tions.

—

—

—

—

—

The trolley projects exiept one or two which were a direct
menace to the New Haven railroad did not go through without stout
resistance by Governor Woodruff who redeemed his pre-election

—

pledge that his administration would be businesslike and not for
party or persons. He sent in veto after veto of trolley charter bills,
some 20 in number altogether. In almost all of these he urged
But in all but
in vain the undue opportunity for stock watering.
two or three cases the bills were passed over his veto and so often
that the certainty of an overruling vote became a theme of legislative laughter and jest.
The temper of the Connecticut lawmakers
was further indexed by the defeat of a bill for more careful and
responsible engineering estimates of the value of new street railways as a basis for the amount of bonded debt. So far as it bears
on street railways the substantial outcome of the session is the
authorization of a new crop of watered trolley projects and pocket
charters: and. in a larger civic sense, a most discouraging exhibit
of blended ignorance, selfishness and fiscal laxity in the legislature

struck

New England .state.
Steam railroad legislation of the session while not voluminous
was stormy and the anti-corporation feeling much more in evidence
than usual. The railroad interest secured control of the railroad
and judiciary comniitiees but in the latter case not without a contest which left behind bad blood, led to recrimination in the Senate
and. incidentally, the passing of the lie between two Senators as
to the nature and purpose of a joint interview with President Mellen.
Sharp criticism of the New Haven company and personal attack
upon Its regular legislative counsel led to his withdrawal and the
substitution of a new railroad attorney. Once again a bill was
drawn modifying the four days car detention statute of the state:
and. :igain. for the third successive legislative session it was withdrawn owing to resistance of the farm element and certainty of
defeat in the lower house. Soon after the session opened the bill
providing for issue of the New Haven company's convertible debentures was introduced with a pendant relating to mergers which,

railway capitalization.
This natural forecast fell far short of fulfillment and. indeed,
was reversed, rnexpededly at the opening of the legislature trolley

seemingly, added nothing to the corporation's existing charter
powers. After a brief reverse in the lower house the me.isure went
ihrough and, in the sequel, it appeared that the annex cleared definitely the way. under Connecticut law. for the absorption of the
Boston & Maine. I'nder new laws records of mergei-s by a railroad
coinpuny nuisl be filed with the Sei-retary of State: towns and cities
can appeal for proper facilities in street railway service: hours
of labor of railroad telegraphers and train despatchers are regulated and reduced: towns and cities can appeal to the railroad commission for orders to stop trains and street railway employees are

street

The state is small, its |>opuIous cenIn like a Hood.
ters laced with trolleys and practically all of its really profitable
street railway territory long ago o.^cupled; yet. if it had been
virgin ."iireet railwa> soil, the onset of trolley enterprises could
hardly have been greater. They were some 24 In numl)er besides

schemes came

those of minor importance. Most of them were of the "cros.'? country" type and not a few of them called for layout through regions

of a
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subjected to the same penalty as those of a railroad in case of injury to pasi!engers. Except at minor points the appeal of the Governor for larger powers of the railroad commission was disregarded,
the legislature possibly thinking that a body that has not exercised powers already possessed would not use larger ones if granted.
Bitter criticism of the work of state commissioners and other state
officers in the lobby led to the suppression during the session of
their usual pernicious activity.
In the way of indirect legislation that may include railroads
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6.

is, to provide within locomotives of the usual types means tor
taking over ruling grades trains which they would otherwise be
unable to haul, or for which helper service would be needed.
The photograph and sketches herewith show the application
The change from one
of the idea to an eight-wheel locomotive.
system to the other is effected by a cylinder controlled from the
cab and worked either by steam or air. The working of the mechanism is such that by means of suitable clutches the gearing for
driving the trucks is thrown into and out of service simultaneously
The mewith the changes between drivers.
chanical details of the scheme are very ingeniously worked out.
The locomotive shown in the illustration

that

was rebuilt at the Hicks Locomotive & Car
The auxiliary
Works, Chicago Heights, 111.
drivers are 32 in., the large ones iJO in., and

Bothwell Principle Applied to 8-Wheel Locomotive
should be noted the outcome of an acute telephone contest which
still leaves with the state courts the question of the public necesThe result hints
sity and convenience in authorizing rival lines.
somewhat strongly at the theory of "natural monopoly" in public
utilities though it is doubtful whether many members of the legislature recognized the fact. Ju.st at the clo.se of the session the
Governor's insistent demand for a temporary commission to investigate the subject of public utilities legislation came to a hea 1
forced by his threat to summon an extra session if the legislature

A brief and loose law. naming the commissioners
failed to act.
and thus taking their appointment out of the Governor's hands,
was passed in the lower house by a party
The commission of five is a weak one,
vote.

and stalled with

.50,

the engine truck only is utilized to give the
extra adhesion. This engine was equipped to
demonstrate the feasibility of the idea. In a
lest made at the works, the engine running
with
25
drivers
stalled
on
the
large
empty cars on the grade on which the test
With
was made, after taking 23 cars over.
the Bothwell mechanism it took 47 cars over
showing a hauling capacity of about double

the ordinary.
to be limited to types of locomotives
pairs of drivers, on account of the
nejessary lengthening of the wheel-base. However, it is the inventor's idea that with such a mogul or 10-wheeler he would be
able to take over the road trains for which much more powerful
lovomotives are now used and which may require helper service
He would thus have the lower
in addition on the critical grades.
first cost and operating economies and advantages of the lighter
locomotive, which it is considered would more than warrant the

The scheme would appear
having not more than three

—

deeply infused with politics, four of the five
state officers present or past and, presumptively, representing corporation interest.^ by whii h
they were named. It is a body whose opportunity is likely to be larger than its courage
or its works.

The Bothwell Locomotive.
novel and interesting s. heme tor increasing locomotive tractive power and securing the additional adhesion to utilize this
power, has been devised by George A, BothBriefly, Mr.
well, of Owen Sound. Ontario.
Bothwell's scheme consists in providing a second set of driving wheels of much smaller
Sketch of Gear Mechanism; Bothwell Locomotive.
diameter than the regular drivers, to give the
requisite greater tractive effort, and a system
of
also
cost and maintenance, as well as the complication, of the additional
truck,
and
of gearing for utilizing the adhesion of the engine
The
desired.
tnetender. if desired When the small drivers are on the rail the large mechanism for increasing Us hauling capacity when
with headquarters at
ones are lifted clear of it and vice versa. The purpose of the scheme Bothwell Locomotive Co. has been formed
Ont.
Sound,
Owen
la a locomotive of maximum hauling capacity with minimum weight;

A

.
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At a "family talk" of thi' TravelInK aiiil DUlrlrt i'atutenK'-r and
KrelKht ARrntH of the WlaroiiKln Central, whicli was held In Milwaukee last wei-k. 52 traRi)' nicii •mployed by the company In
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l»ng Island Railroad, and James A. M<'Ciea. General

At Jamaica, N.
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Superiiii<-nd

were arrested oti a criminal harge In lonniH-liua with a high
way crosjiing accident and held In $1"'
Mi.action of the Grand Jury. The arre^I
a
coroner who declared these oincers cri:.
.iiig
to safeguard a crossing where two per=uua iii au amomoblic were
killed about two weeks ago.
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The principal railroads of Nevaila have secured temporary Injunctions nKalnxt the new railroad coninilssion of that state, forbidding It to disturb freight rales. A ht-arUm on the question of
making the injunction permanent will be given on September 10.
f'entral of New Jersey has begun suit at Easton. Pa., to
the validity of the Pennsylvania law, passed this year, to go
into effect OcIoIht 1. reducing all pa.ssenger fares to 2 cents a mile.
The Central avers that the proposed reduction would reduce Its
receipts JIOO.OUO a year.

The

test

In Cole County, Missouri, the Missouri Facilic Railway has
been Indicted by the Grand Jury for falling to run at least one train
each day over the Bagnell branch; and also, on 14 counts, for violating the law forbldiling the employment of telegraph operators
more than eight hours a day.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford now uses
on

main

electric

motors

which begin or end their trips at
Rochelle, about 15 each way. All are suburban
trains, most of them running to New York in the morning and
from New York in the afternoon.
all

line passen.ner trains

Portchester and

New

Complaint has been made

to

the

Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission that the fare over the Michigan Central from Michigan
City, Ind., to New Buffalo, Mich., lu miles, which is 30 cents, is
extortionate, to the extent of 50 per cent., 2 cenis a mile being the
Intrastate rale both in Indiana and in .Michigan.

According to a press despatch from Omaha, an order has been
issued by the I'nion Pacific thai l)etween all stations where there
Is another railroad competing for passenger IrafTic, the rates on the
I'nion Pacifi<- shall be as low as those of the competitor; which
will result in fares less than 2 cents a mile in many cases.

On the Mexican Central and the Mexican National Kailroads
second class fares and third class cars have been al)olished. Henceforth there will be two classes, firsi and third, and the third class
passengers will be carried in the cars hitherto used for second
class.
For third class passengers only SS lbs. of l)aggage will be
carried free.

The Adams Express Co. no longer does
& Albany, and it has closed its offices at

business on the Boston
those stations bet^veen

Boston and Worcester, where it has hitherto done local business,
except those places which are reached also by the New York. New
Haven & Hartford. The American Express now has exclusive rights
on the B. & A.

The Isthmian Canal Commission announces that the excavation
on the canal during July was as follows: Culebra division. 770,570
cu. yds.; Gatun, 74,765 cu. yds.; dredging in canal prism. 212,710

.At Palestine. Tex., one night last week, according to a press
despatch. George Brush, a citizen of the slate of Kentucky, peaceably traveling in Texas, was arrested and fined llu for taking a
drink of whiskey while on a train of the International t Great
Northern Railroad. .According to the statement Mr. Brush bad the
whiskey in a flask, which he carried in his pocki-i. and be was only
"sampling" it. In the eyes of the law. however a law lately passetl
drinking is drinking, and the drinker had to surrender to the

—

—

sheriff.

The slate of .Arkansas, like Alabama, has a law designed to prevent railroads from transferrins law suits from the state to the
federal courts, the penalty being the forfeiture of the property of
the company to the stale.
The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
offended in this respect recently, and the Secretary of State started
to apply the law; but, on application lo the I'niled Stales Circuit
the road secured an injunction against
Court at St. Paul. August
the Secretary of State, hearing on the injunction to be held at Little
."j.

Rock, October

2.

The recent order of the state railroad commissioners of Missouri limiting the speed of trains on certain parts of the Mis.«oiiri
Pacific appears to have been due in considerable degree to political
considerations, and parts of the order have been rescinded or suspended. Press despatches give coniradiitory Information, so that
It appears that there is dissenthe real facts are not made clear.
sion in the board, and two of the members have announced that
the sections of railroad couJemned are sate. The order limiting
speed was made after the hearing of a complaint which was presented by an attorney for a trackmen's union.
The Wisconsin railroad commission has ordered sweeping reductions in freight rates on coal from Superior and Ashland to
Eau Claire and intervening points over the Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha.
The reduction is about 4ii lents a ton. The
commi-ssion has also decided that at common points all railroads
must switch each other's cars to their respective sidetracks for
reasonable switching charges. They cannot i-harge distance tariff
rates.
It is also decided that a railroad acquiring a spur must so
operate it as to serve the public reasonably and impartially; and
again, that a certain minimum of passenger service must be maintained on a railroad regardless of the question of whether it is
profitable.

The Southern Railway and other roads in Virginia have had
compromise with the (Governor of that slate concerning passenger
1,058.776 cu. yds., against 780.957 cu. yds. in June.
fares in about the same way that they yielded to the Governor
This is the largest month's work yet done. The rainfall for the of North Carolina. In Virginia the Corporation Commission last
month Is reported at 9.5 in., against 14 In. in ,Fun(».
*April issued an order reducing fares lo 2 cents and Ihe railroads
cu. yds.;

to

total,

The arrests made on the Pennsylvania Railroail lines last montii
by the company's police numbered 638. Of these arrests, 237 were
for illegal train riding.
Of this number 31 paiil the fare, while
107 were sent to jail and 66 were fined. The report shows that
147 arrests were made for trespassing. 63 for larceny and burglary
and 13 for breaking into cars; and for stoning Iralns 13.

secured an injunction suspending the operation of the law; but
on Saturday last the Governor told the railroads in substance that
Virginia intended to fight for low fares on aliout the same plan
that North Carolina has followeil, and that an extra session of
the legislature would be called if necessary to larry out what the
Governor believes lo be the wishes of the people, .\fier a long
confereni-e the railroails agreed to re.luce their fares on October
to 2 cents a mile, il being a-ssiimed that Ihe I'nited States Court
would readily suspend its injunction forbidding such reduction.
The railroads agreed to keep the low rate in force until the pemlIng cases are settled by the Supreme Court of the I'nited States,
and both parlies agree to secure such decision as speedily as posThe Sealioar<l Air I.ine adopted the 2'i-cenl rale for passible.
sengers in both Virginia and North Carolina on July 1. In Virginia, alihough the Jamestown Exposilion is now stimulating travel,
the receipts for passengers since the reduction have been less than
In North Carolina Ihe local
in the corresponding period last year.
passenger navel in July has been about 2 per cent, more than the
last month while the passenger receipts have decreased 22 per cent.
1

The Grand Trunk Railway has appealed lo the Supreme Court
against the recent order of the Canadian Railway Commission to
run third-class cars on one passenger train each way dally, with
Il appears that the Commission's order
tickets at 2 cents a mile.
requires only what was required by a provision In the company's
charter which, though never lawfully abrogated, has remained a
dead

letter.

the Federal Court at Chicago. August 3, iudiclinent.s were
returned against the New York. Cliicago & SI. Louis and the l.ehigli
Valley railroads for granting illegal reb.ites on shipments of freight
made in cars of the Overland Refrigerator Express Co. It is
charged that commissions paid to the refrigerator company were
In

—

—

—
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A Phase

.

of

"Rapid" Transit

in

New York

City.

is now
Unless the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, whirh
the Bartow
the owner of the old horse car line running from
to
horses
new
some
station to City Island, on the Sound, gets
was
draw its cars before to-morrow, its line will be tied up. This
Cruelty to
the order issued by the Society for the Prevention of
are
Animals to-day. Of the 24 horses used on the line, one-half
from sore
suffering
are
others
while
age,
about played out from old
day
shoulders. The horses have been worked on the line every
and dale
It is bad enough to drive them over hill
for nine jears.
in
but
them,
behind
cars
rattletrap
their
at breakneck speed, with
entire
addition the horses suffer terribly from mosquito bites, as the
pests.
country fiom Bartow to City Island is notorious for these
The company declares that it has been expecting for some time past
making this
to install electric cars but has been prevented from
improvement because the tity of New York is slow in widening and
improving the street. Xew York Times.

Vol..

XLIII.. No.

G.

was forced oft when the car sank in the water. The engineman
was drowned, making 41 victims in all. The river at this place is
The remainder of the train remained on
50 ft. below the track.
The
the roadbed. Angers is at the junction of several railroads.
of the road on which the accident occurred is not given in
the press despatches.

name

Summer

in

the Suburbs.

W. Hardy Kshbaugh. living in Montclair avenue. Montclair.
drives in his automobile to the Lackawanna station every mornYesterday he had just reached the station, when the 8 o'clock
ing.
express pulled out. Mr. Eshbaugh had an important engagement
at his office, and he told his chauffeur to -lieat the train" to BloomThe machine was thrown wide open,
field, nearly two miles away.

Blocking the Wheels of Civilization.

and only a streak of dust could be seen along Bloomfield avenue.
Pas.slng through Glen Ridge at a pace that surprised the natives,
the automobile drew up at the Bloomfield station four minutes
ahead of the train. When the chauffeur returned to Montclair Recorder Yost fined him |5 for excessive driving. New York Tribune.
The old story about the Georgia ox team that beat a mixed

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas refuses to haul the Parker carfrom Kansas City to Sedalia in the first week in October.

train in a 10-mile run will

now

be retired.

nival train

The Missouri Pacific also refused to accept the train at Cole Camp
and haul it to Sedalia. The railroads claim that they have entered
rate
into an agreement not to haul circus trains and will make no
the
to haul them as circus trains, and can only accept them at
proclassified rates per 100 lbs., which would make the charges
special
Operating officials contend that they must take
hibitive.
precautions with such trains and that they interfere with the movement of regular freight and cause congestion at the smaller ter-

The "Thor" Hose Coupling.
The "Thor" hose
panying

illustration.

oupling for shop use
It

is

made

A

from the locomotive, and as

it

did so a bell was rung

Railroad Course at

New York

in the cab.

road

University.

of Commerce, Accounts and
on September 26 a special one-year course in railand accounts. The classes will be held on Monday and

will begin

traffic

accom-

to

engage by

immediately

available but a
iin. piece, say. it can be used
and delay thus avoided. There
are no rights and lefts, every
"Thor" Hose Coupling.
coupling joining to any other.
There are only two iiatterns, one being to screw on to iron pipe, and
other
The
"Thor"
coupling is made by the Indethe
being for hose.

pendent Pneumatic Tool

Co..

Chicago.

"

The New York University School
Finance

in the

a third of a turn and proiluce
a tight coupling. The couplings are made for ?« in., 'i in.,
•)4
in. and 1 in. hose or pipe
with the same sized head, so
that large and small hose or
pipe can be coupled together
without using reducers. Another advantage of this feature
is that should a %-in. hose, for
instance, burst and nothing be

Another One.
locomotive cab signal made by H. J. .lefcoate, of Crewe, Eng
land, was recently exhibited on the Wirral Railway, and the exhibi
tion is described in a Consular Report as follows:
"A locomotive running 60 miles an hour, with its cali enveloped
the
in tarpaulin, so that the engineer was entirely shut off from
outer world, was confronted by the distant signal set against it.
home
at
the
dead
stopped
slacken
and
to
began
at
once
The engine
signal until the semaphore arm dropped, when it moved ahead again.
The stale of the signals was communicated to the engineer by an
indicator in the cab, which announced them by bell, semaphore, and
Two long bars parallel to the rails, one beginning where
light.
the other ended, were placed at both the distant and home signals.
and as the engine passed over them, according as the semaphore
was 'on' or 'off.' one or other of these bars rose on its pivots and
pushed up one or other of two little plunger wheels which projected

shown

which are made

Press Despatch.

minals.

is

of tough bronze to stand hard
usage, and it will not rust. It
has three hook-shaped lugs,

The following subjects will be included: Railroad accounts, corporation securities and reports, railroad transportaUnder the
tion in the United States, and railroad traffic problems.
advice of railroad men of experience every effort has l>een made to
make the course thoroughly practical.

Thursday evenings.

Individual Car Owners' Association.

This Is the name of an organization formed at Cleveland August
by .'>0 representatives of corporations, firms and individuals (other
than railroad companies) owning freight cars, the meeting having
been called by leading Pittsburg car owners. It Is said that the
men pre.uent at the organizing meeting represented 125,000 lars. All

New

Jersey Tax Law.

The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals has sustained the
constitutionality of the DuffieUi act of 190.^, under which secondclass railroad and canal property is assessed at local tax rates instead of 1 per cent, as formerly. Under the Duffield act the entire
revenue from this class of propert.^ goes to the municipality and
none of it to the state, which now derives its revenues from a part
The main stem
of the tax levied against "main stem" property.
consists of the right of way not exceeding 100 ft. in width, and second-class property is the real estate used for railroad purposes but
not included in ihe main stem.
The test case was instituted by the Bergen & Dundee Railroad.
Its second-class property in Passaic was taxed at $2.92 per $100. This
rate varies in the different municipalities of the state, but in practically every instance is a substantial increase over the 1 per cent,
rale formerly paid by the railroads.

1

W. L. Andrews, of
in slates east of the Mississippi river.
Baltimore, was chosen Chairman, and R. .1. Bailey, of Pittsburg,
('.
MeSecretary. Other men prominent In the organization are:
Ilvalne and C. 0. Johnson, Pittsburg: T. J. Ui<hman and Mux
Kpstoln, Chicago; C. 0. Chamberlain, Cleveland.

lH>long

Forty Passengers Killed

in

In a derailment near Angers, France,

France.

on Sunday

Inst,

the en-

first passenger car of a passenger train
the side of a stone bridge crossing the Loire river, the
parapet giving way, and all of the occupants of this part of the
The
train, except Ihe conductor and the fireman, wpre drowned.
passenger car, a third class, carried 40 passengers, and not one of
them was able to get out of the car, although a part of the root

gine,
fell

baggage car and the

off

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
an opinion by Commissioner ('Icincnts the Commission has
announced its decision in the case of Qiiimby and others against the
Clyde Steamship Company and others. It appeared that class rales
from North Atlantic jiorls were llie same to a group of suburban
In

mills as to Augusta, da., for 10 or 12 years before the absorption
South Carolina & Georgia Railroad by the Southern Railway; that subsequent to such absoridion the long-existing rates
to these suburban points were incrcasi'd hy the concerted action of
Ihe defendant carriers, though the mill group is still recognlzdl on
shipments in the opposite direction, ami that this grouping system
is still effective to the extent of classing together some of these
suburban i>olnt8 which are as far aiiart as Augusta is from the
It also appeared that water lines by way of the
nearest of them.
Savannah river secure most of the freight of the heavy and bulky
cla.sses for these mills, and that a restoration of the Augusta rates
to these suburban points would divert much of this traffic to the

of the

Auoi'ST
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In an opinion r*n<)*r(>d by
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46 mllen vuaI

Aufuita group.

Commlmtlonrr Clark, the Commlwlon

matlor of the ilUtrlbutlon of coal
"iKht l>) ih>- Kailnmil Coninilxxlon of Ohio
and til.- WhiiliiiK * l^ke Krie. Defend
>
aui.-.
nil iiially
Certain
In iriinitporiatlon of coal.
oth«T
their own cant to the coal companies with
which
1..
.-^cndlnK their cars have contracts for fuel supCertain other coal operatorM have so-called "private" cars,
ply.
devote<l exclusively to their use.
DurinR a part of the year defendants are unable to furnish all of the i.irs desired by coal operators
along Iheir lines, and al such times ih'- avulluble cars not specially
consigned or restricted as to use are (livi.|e<l atnong the several coal
'n

1

tu tlif

..

.1

,

I

'

companie.s ari-ording to the capacities of their several mines. But
In such distribution the foreign railroad fuel cars and the leased
or private cars are excluded from consideration and are given to
the coal companies to which they are ronsigned or assigned in
addition to the full share of cars allotte«l to such mines In the
Complaint alleges unjust discriminadistribution.
p:
ther coal operators along the lines of defendants, in
'i
-Tlbutlon of cars and such failure to count the foreign
railroad fuel cars and the private cars gives the coal operators to
whom such cars are consigned an<l assigned unwarranted advantages over other operators in the mining and marketing of coal.
I'pon the foregoing facts the Commission held that a carrier
should give to the owner or lessee of private cars the use of such
cars: and should also give to a coal company the foreign railroad
fuel cars con.signed to it: but that such private and foreign railroad fuel cars should, in the dislributiou of cars, be counted solely
against the company to which delivered: and such company should
not be given, in aildition to such delivery, a share of the system
cars
H. V. or \V. & L. E. ) except when the number of private and
foreign railroad fuel cars so delivered to it is less than its distributive share of the available cars, including system cars, foreign
railroad fur! cars, and so-called private cars, in which event it
shouI<l be given only so many of the system cars as are necessary, when added to the number of private and foreign railroad
fuel cars assigned to it, to make up its distributive share of the
total available cars, including system cars, foreign railroad fuel
cars, and so-called private cars.
Defendants were ordered to distribute coal cars after Sept. 15 next on the basis here laid down.
'

(

TRADE CATALOGUES.
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crane of

two of 2"

Mich.

O. N. Sweringen. chief clerk to the Gencrml Superintendent of
n-1.1...1
Motive Power of
appointed Manager
Sales
in the
of
Maitter-Carr Suppl)

>

Co.. 174 170 K.

On July

>

_.

.

1.

1.

Court ol ihe Cnite^l St.<
trict of New Jersey, a decision wan remlered iu favor of
Metal Company, of I'hiladelphia. Pa., and Itirmingnam, Ala..
to Infringement made upon their patent covering plaiitlc bi"'
31, lUui, iu the Circuit

i

:

The Central InKi>ection Bureau, New York City, hag r.
..
inspectors at the works of the Cincinnati Car Co.. Cincinnati, Uhio:
the Southern Car Co., High Point, N. C: the Jewett Car Co.,
Xewark, Ohio: the Niles Car t .Manufacturing Co., Niles, Ohio, and
at the J. U. Brill Company's plants.
.

E. H. Keating, M. Inst. C. E., M. Can. Soc. C. E.. M.
and W. H. Breithaupt, C. E., M. Can. Soc. C. E., M.

C. E.,

Am.
Am.

.

.

Soc.
Soc.

have formed a partnership, with ofllces at Toronto. Ont.. as
Consulting Engineers, taking up railroad and municipal work,
power development, bridges, foundations, buildings, etc.. In Canada
and other countries.
C. E.,

The mid-summer meeting of local managers and representatives
from the Chicago house of The Sherwin-Williams Co. was held at
the South Shore Country Club. Chicago, August 2. There were
about 50 persons present, including Alex. Sdaier, District General
-Manager of the company: Geo. A. Martin. Manager of the Cleveland
district: J. P. Coleman. Manager of the Minneajiolis distri.t. and
R. \V. Sample. .Manager of the Chicago district. There were talks
by these managers and remarks from others among the representjitives, following a dinner, after which the time was given up to
social eiijoyment.

In July the railroad department of the Westiugbouse Electric
Pittsburg. Pa., booked orders for about $2,i><iO,(»(iu

Company. East

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit ordered 4iiii
worth of equipment.
motors. 2011 of which, of 200-h.p. each, are for 100 elevated railroad
The
cars, while the rest, of GO h.p. each, are for l'"i surface cars.
In connection with the elevated
cars were ordered last March.
also
furnish
Westinghouse
company
will
the
car equipment, the
multiple unit control. The Schoepf interests, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
ordered a complete equipment of electrical apparatus for 24 substations, consisting of rotary transformers and switchboard appliances as well as four Westinghouse turbo-generators, aggregating
26.000 h.p.

—

Storage Batteries. The Gould Storage Battery Co., New York,
Is introducing a new design storage battery for small installations
of closed circuit duty such as fire alarm and railroad telegraph systems, private telephone exchanges, etc.. which is described in a recent catalogue. It is known as the "Tandem" couple type cell and it
differs from other types in that the plates are placed end to end Instead of side by side. Two plates only are used to each cell. The
positive plate of one cell is lead burned to the negative plate of the
next cell and no bolted connections are used. This method of grouping does away with separators and distributes the discharge and
hence the wear and tear uniformly over all parts of both sides of
the plates In each cell. The removal of plates for cleaning, inspection or renewal Is also facilitated.

siilphation.

lloi.st.'i.

— Bulletin

No.

5tj

of the Sullivan .Machinery Co.,

shows a number of views of typical installations of the
large and powerful types of mining hoists developed in response
to the demands of the Lake Superior iron and copper mines and
now generally used in the West. There is also a brief description
and a list of the advantages of the Sullivan machines.
Cliicago,

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

and

Steel.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company

is

The Southern has ordered
the Phoenix Bridge Co.
The Northern
for bridges

ItJ.OOO

Wilbur

J.

Watson,

C. B., hitherto

in

Imild-

mill.

charge of the bridge de-

market

Pacific has ordered nearly

lo.OOn

tons of steel

from the .American Bridge Co.

The Terminal Railroad

-Association

2,500 tons of bridge material

from a

St.

of St. Louis has ordere<l
Louis firm.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has ordered
lift

1,400 tons
bridge at Providence from the Phoenix

Iron Works.
Atlanta, Birmingham & .\tlantic has ordered steel for a
of bridges on its new line near Birmingham, from the
American Bridge Co.

The
number

The Pennsylvania has ordered 750 tons of steel for bridges
across streets in connection with the New York terminal, and 62.1
tons for the Duquesne Way elevated viaduct in Pittsburg.
It is reported from Chicago that an Illinois, electric railroail
has ordered 23.000 tons of rails for this year's delivery, and that
other tiaclion companies are iu the market for from 5,000 to 10,0t»u

tons.

The Detroit & .\drian Traction Co., a new company which is
projecting a f.l-mile interurban line in Michigan, is reported to be
In the market for about 6,500 tons of 71-lb. rails. Address care of
Security Trust Co., Detroit.
10.000 tons ot
the Pennsylvania Steel Co. for UiOS delivery.
This
40,000 tons that this company has liought for next year's
delivery, the other 30,000 tons having been ordered from the Bethlehem Steel Co.
rails

is

the

tons of bridge material from

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered

The Falls Hollow St;tybolt Co.. Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio,
ing a new mill of three times the capacity of the present

in

for 4.000 tons of rails.

of steel for a Scherzer

—

Storage Batteries. Catalogue S-2 of the Westinghouse Machine
Co.. East Pittsburg, Pa., illustrates and describes the Westinghouse
Type "S" storage battery for stationary service. This battery is
of the pure lead sulphuric acid type with the active material formed
from the lead itself after the Plants process. The advantages claimed
for it are long life, high efficiency and freedom from injurious

Miiiiiifl

Iron

makes

from

1
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal

Tex.is

Birmingham A

Pacific.

Orleans <( Texan Paci/ic.—T. C. Powell. Vice-President of the Southern, has been elected also Vice-President ot
the C. N. O. & T. P.. and of the Alabama Great Southern, with
office at Cincinnati. Ohio, in charge of the operating d^'paitment and purchasing department. W. J. Murphy. Vice-President, will be the resident executive officer at Cincinnati.

t'scanaha d Lake Suptrior.— Edward Wicking has been appointed
Auditor, with office at Wells, Mich., succeeding C. W. Kates,
See this company under Operating Officers.
transferred.

—

yeur Urhans. Ft. Jackson it- Qraud Isle. F. T. Howard has been
elected President, succeeding H. C. Warmoth. resigned.

— See

Central

New England,

Slifer has

Atlantic.

— H.

J.

Meade has been appointed General
re-

signed.

Cumberland

—

Pennsylvania.- J. T. Robertson
General Passenger and Freight .Agent.
it-

been appointed

lias

—

d- Madison.
F. M. Campbell has been appointed General
Freight Agent, with office at Edwardsville. 111.

Litchfield

.Y<-if

\eu- York. Xctf Haven A Hartford.

G.

and Passenger Agent, succeeding W. M. Tarpley,

Freight

Central Xeir England.— The authority of the following officials of
the New York. New Haven & Hartford has been extended over
H, M. Kochersperger. VicePre.sithe Central New England:
dent; H. A. Fabian. .Assistant to the President, and Thomas F.
Paradise. Assistant to the Treasurer.
Cinvinnati.

XLIII.. No.

Traffic Officers.
liollimorc <( OAio.— Edward M. Davis, division freight agent at Baltimore. Md„ has been appointed General Eastern Freight Agent,
with office at New York, succeeding F. M. Johnson, resigned.

Officers.

Alabama Great Southern.— See Cincinnati, New Orleans &

Vol..

—

.Mexican International.
Fritz Niggli, General .Agent at Torreon, has
resigned to go into other business.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Coast Line. L. L. Sparrow has been appointed Engineer
of Roadway of the First division, with office at Rocky Mount,
N. C.

—

.{Ilanlii

—

Chicago. Indiana d- Southern. L. Slaltcry has been appointed Signal Engineer, with office at Gibson, Ind., succeeding Byron

Lay ton.
Kalamazoo. Lake Shore d Chicago.
pointed Master Mechanic, with

— W.
office

Christie has been apSouth Haven, Mich.

K.
at

—

been ap-

Kingston d Pembroke. G. G. Hare has been appointed Chief Engineer, succeeding T. W. Nash.

Slate Railroad Commission. John H. Roemer. of Milwaukee, has been appointed Chairman, .succeeding John Barnes,

yetc York. Chicago d- St. Louis. W. J. Bergen, Chief Supervisor
of Track, has been appointed Assistant to the Chief Engineer,
with office at Cleveland. Ohio. C. B. Hoyt succeeds to the
duties of Mr. Bergen with the title Superintendent of Track
Maintenance and Construction, reporting to the General
Manager.

Susquehanna. Bloomsburg
pointed Auditor, with

BericicJ..— H. R.

i(

office

at

Watsontown. Pa.

—

\V\seonsin

resigned.

Operating

Officers.

—

Atlantic Coast Line. W. B. Darrow, Superintendent of the Southern at Jacksonville. Fla., has been appointed Superintendent
of Transportation of the First division of the .Vtlantic Coast
Line, with office at Rocky Mount, N. C. F. T. Bowles has been

appointed Superintendent of Terminals, with office at South
Rocky Mount, N. C. R. C. Westcott has been appointed Trainmaster of the Richmond district, with office at Richmond. Va..
succeeding E. C. Lucas, resigned.

—

—

-Vcic

Pacific.

Pennsylvania.

and of the Philadelphia. Baltimore & Washington, the Northern
Central and the West Jersey & Seashore, has been appointed
Consulting Signal Engineer of the three companies. A. H.
Rudd. Assistant Signal Engineer, succeeds Mr. Fowle. C. C.
Anthony, inspector of signals, succeeds Mr. Rudd.

J.

Vancouver.

—

«(W. S. Cook has been appointed SuperIllinois .Midland.
inteLdent. with office at Pawnee, 111., succeeding M. A. Zook.

Chicago

—

Chicago. Ilock Island >( Gulf. D. Van Hecke has been appointed
Assistant Trainmaster of that part of the Mexican division from
Dalhart. Tex., east. G. W. Keene has l>een appointed Assistant
Trainmaster in charge of the line from Dalhart west.

Philadelphia, Baltimore

—

SI.

—

Henderson d St. Louis. W. R. Hensley has been appointed Car Accountant, with office at I>oulsvllle. Ky., succeeding RIdgely Case, assigned to other duties.

McCloud Hirer.
with

office

—

—

.Vric

York Ccnlrnl

<(

ha.^

Hudson Hirer.— F. K. Willlam.'<on, .Vs.'iistant
the Harlem division, has been apiiointed to

Supf rinlendent of
the new office of Superintendent of Freight Terminals at Albany.
N. Y.

—

(tklahiima Central. F. C. Hand. Chief Engineer, has been appointed
also General Superintendent.

—

A. Baumgardner has been appointed Superintendent
at Jacksonville. Fla.. succeeding W. B. Darrow. resigned to go
to the Atlantic Coast Line.
See Atlantic Coast Line.

Southern.

—

Purchasing Agents.

Special Officers.
Louis d San Francisco. Dr. Herman Von Schrenk has been appointed Supervisor of Timber Preservation, with office at St.
Louis, Mo.

—

The yorthcrn

for

Pacific Is said to be in the

market for

The Galveston. Houston d Hcndcrstm
two switching locomotives.

is

five

said to be in the

The Sandy Kun Lumber Comiuiny, Norfolk.

switch

Va..

is

market

said to be

the market for one locomotive.

The Great \orthcrn has ordered

[\\\i

rotary

snow plows from

the American Locomotive Compan.\.

ceased.

Minnesota <( International. The office of the General Manager
been moved from St. Paul, Minn., to Bralnerd. Minn.

& Wash-

engines.

in

C. Wilder has l)een appointed Superintendent.
McCloud, Cal., succeeding M. H. Hurkhalier. de-

Baltimore

The Las Vegas d Tonopah has ordered four locomotives.

J.

at

Pennsylvania.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

—

Interoceanic of Mexico. E. W. Thompson has been appointed Trainmaster at Puebla, succeeding E. W. Bowans, resigned to go to
the National of Mexico.

Louisville.

— See

Philadelphia,

\V. M. I'ortlock luus been appointed General
Storekeeper, with office at Portsmouth, Va.. succeeding R. E.
Dickinson, resigned to go to another company.

Seaboard Air Line.

Esi-anaha A Lake Superior.
appointed Superintendent, with office at Wells, Mich., succeeding Wesley E. Wells, resigned to become Manager of the John
O'Brien Lumber Co., Somers, Mont,

—

— See

ington.

Charles W. Kates, Auditor, has been

Lehigh Vallej/- G. B. Minshull has been appointed Inspector of
Transportation, succeeding W. D. Vincent, transferred.

d Washington.

West Jersey d Seashore.

—

A. J. Stone. Assistant General Manager, has been appointed
General Superintendent, with office at Jersey City, N. J., succeeding R. H. Bowron, resigned, and the office of Assistant General Manager has been abolished.

Eric.

—See Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington.
— George D. Fowle. Signal Engineer of this company

Northern Central.

T. Arundel. Superintendent at Winnipeg. Man.,
has been appointed Superintendent at Vancouver. B. C. A. L.
Clements has been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at

Canadian

—

York. Xew Haven d Hartford. W. L. Larry, Master Mechanic
Taunton. Mass.. has resigned to become an inspector for the
Massachusetts State Railroad Commissioners.

at

the

Jones d Lauyhlin have ordered one
American Locomotive Company

I

wheel

tatik

locomotive from

.S'lciY^
Co., Chicago, it is said. ;ne having one loconu)live Imilt
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
if-

The Tombighce Valley, it |g said, has ordered two locoiuotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Nevada. California d Oregon. It Is said, has ordered one
motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Lake Superior, it is said,
if
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Eseanaha
motive

built

is

having one

loco-

loco-

J.

rife Detroit d Toledo Shore Line, It Is said, has ordereil four
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

At ui

I.T 9,

mi.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

Xorlhtc'tlern bu ordered two moKul lo«o
motive* from the American Ix>romoilve Company.
TPie

Wuhila

t'allt

it

The I'hthan Uovcrnmrnl la uild to have bousbt 25 heavy
_.,
...»American l..ocomutlve
,rtCompany.
motive*
from the
1

The Chicago i

und

13

uld,

It Is

li

bra ma
iirik- .ii.~.
"'«!"••

havInK 20 additional

wheel

Unk

SIrel

llatlurav.

Japan.

Ihim

York, thret- moKul locomoilv.-s

ordered throuKh Mitsui

k

Co.,

from the American I>Komo-

Company.

tlvo

,

,

J

„,

The San I'alro. Lo» AngeUs .( KaH Lake recently ordered 23
simple consolidation locomotives from the American Locomotive Company for November and Oecember, i;mi7. delivery. These locomotlves will weigh 208.000 lbs., with 187,000 Iba. on drivers; cylinders.
In.

,

,

,

^^^=^===^=^;

X 30 In.

CAR BUILDING.
The Las Vrnax A Tonnpah has
The San

Peilrn,

'.

'.'.

'.

'.'.'.'.

'.

u

.'

'.

.

.'

; ;

;

'.

t'ana.iu^

smUmi

m.iimi.i.. .-..iinr.

.

v;

i...i..

;,•''<

lUii oxia-

Ji""'"

Chl<r»«u
ln«»rcolonl.i •tan.Ur.l

,*

^,
The

uthmtnn innal Committion. aa reported

Qazette

of

AiiRust

haa

2.

received

on

bids

ond 115 dump cars of

12 cu. ydn. rapacity

bids on the larger cars were

The San Anionio Madruga rinnlaliun. Culm, has ordered
through the Czarnlkow. MacDougall Company. New York, one mog»il
locomotive from the American l^xoniollve Company.

22

*»lmi.i»-i
'.
.'

i^,,'",,}'/

Jounmi

Companu. Cortland. N. Y., haa ordered one
locomotive from the .\nierlcan IxM-omotlve Company.

The Kiananu

NfW

!,„",

will be of

simplrz

.'

...'..

lir««..-.
u^.r f,.,i.tiir,K.

The American Hteel »f Wire Comitanp i» Mild to have ordered
one locomotive from the Baldwin Uxomotlve Work*.
4

..

l*r«k«-

loromotlvca built by the Daldwin Ix>comotlve Workii.

The Wicktcire

and underfrwnea

ji«,i.i..r.

loco-

I

.Vorf/lll'firrni,

In. high, over all.
Bodies
special equipment Includeii

5

ft

The

wood.

163

In

500

4 cu. yds.

the Itailroad
cars of

dump

The

capacity.

American Car k Foundry
t'ompany, $5:;4.000; Kllbourne t Jacobs Manufacturing Co., of Co'"ml'us. Ohio, »215.iioo for 100 cars; Arthur Koppel, Pittsburg, Pa..
$665,000; William J. Oliver .Manufacturing Co. Knoxvllle. Tenn..
$562,000; Russell Wheel ft Foundry Co.. Detroit, .Mich.. $097,500;
standard Steel Car Company, $C22.5U0; Western Wheel ft Scraper
j,„
Aurora. III., $645,000. On the .smaller cars the bids were as
follows:
Continental Car ft Equipment Co. .New York $19 500- Kll,^j,rne ft Jacobs Manufacturing Co., $25,875; Kilgore Peteller Co..
Minneapolis, .Minn., $28,635; Arthur Koppel. $34,500; William J.
Oliver Manufacturing Co., $24,725; Western Wheel ft Scraper Co.
a.s

follows:

$25,415.

orilfred 10 tank cars.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Los Angeles A Salt Lake has ordered 110 tank

cars.
„,

.

.,,

.

The \o,thi,eslen, hlrralnl.. CUumro, will buy
the near future.
,

In

The \'orlhwcstern Pacific recently
underframe flat cars.
Charles Clarke

narrow gage

side

Co.,

if

dump

..,,••
additional

,

:.0

prices

a.sked

on 200

cars

steel-

Galveston, Tex., are in the market for

cars.

The Cold Blast Transportation Company, Chicago, has ordered
200 stock cars from Haskell & Barker.
the

The Texas Central is said to have ordered three sleepers from
American Car ft Foundry Company.

ARMorrstnt.K, K.AX.— The Chicago. Rock l.sland ft Pacific has
,,pg„„ ^.^^^ „„ ^^^ps that will cost $585,000, including a 27-stall

roundhouse
men.

The plant

to cost $58,000.

employment

will give

to 1,500

Clinton. Iow.k.— The Chicago & North-Western is reported to
have let the contract for its new double-track steel bridge two miles
long across the Mississippi.

—

Dauphin, M.xn. The Canadian Northern
house and make other improvements.
Fort

W]i.i.i.\m, O.nt.

— The

Canadian

build a

is to

Pacific

is

new round-

said to be plan-

ning a coal handling plant here to cost $1,250,000.
K.\mloop.s.

— The

Canadian Pacific

The Erie denies being in the market for freight equipment, as
reported In the Railroad Gazette of .August 2.

station, freight

The San Antonio rf Aransas Pass, as reported In the Railroad
(lazrlte of July 26. is asking prices on 500 box cars.

Macox. Ga. The Central of Georgia has let the contracts for
shops to cost $1,400,000 to the McKenzie DeLeon Construction Co..

The Connecticut Electric Company has ordered seven doubletruck derrick cars from the McGuire, Cummings Manufacturing

Company.

The Chicago, Burlington d Quincy, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of July 26. recently ordered 1,000 steel gondola cars of
100,000 lbs. capacity from the Bettendorf Axle Company.
„..,..
„
11
1
,•!„_ .„
.,
u
.
2;) all steel box cars similar to
The I nuni Pa-iflc
has ordered, othe experimental car built at its Omaha .shops. The company is
building 22 gasolene cars and will shorily start building more.
1

1

B. C.

house and

oil

getting bids on a

is

house.

—

—

Port Ahtiii-r, O.nt. The Grand Trunk Pacific is said to have
bought a block of land as a site for a passenger station and freight
houses

—

San Antonio. Tkx. The International & Great Northern is reported to have let the contract for its new passenger station to the
Stewart Construction Company
of St. Louis, Mo.
i
.

.

—

Saskatoon, Sa.sk. The Canadian
and freight shed.

Pacific is getting bids

on a

station

estal trucks

The Jnterborough Rapid Transit has ordered two steel underframe snow sweepers mounted on McGuire. Cummings heavy pedfrom the McGuire, Cummings Manufacturing Company,

Sprixckiei.o. Mo.— Bids were opened in St. Louis, on July 27.
for a freight depot to be built here for the Missouri Pacific. Plans
are being prepared for a passenger station to cost $65,000.

The yew York A Long Island Traction. Long Island City. N. Y.,
has ordered three steel underframe snow sweepers, mounted on McCummings heavy pedestal trucks, from the McGuire, Cum-

making steel, ore and freight cars.
niated at $200,000.

Giiire.

niings Manufacturing

Sipkrior,

Company.

The

The Delaware. Lackaioanna
Western is reported to be in the
market for freight equipment. The company has not ordered one
chair car, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of .-August 2. and the
order for one baggage and mail car, also rcportcil on that date, is
.C-

c,Ye&i

Wis.— The Great Northern is to
The cost
Northern

is

build shops here for
of the plant is esti-

reported to have let the contract for
Schmidt Brothers ft Hill,

"("w shops for building ore cars to

-

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

an old order.

The Louisville A XashvilU; as reported in the Railroad Gazette
August 2. will build at Its own shops the following equipment during
Six hundred 36-ft. box cars of 65,000 lbs. capacity;
the present year:

of

36-ft. drop bottom gondolas of 80,000 lbs. capacity; 350 40-fl.
cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity; 250 30.ft. double hopper ore cars
of 100,000 lbs. capacity, and 100 40-ft. refrigerator .ars of 50.000 lbs.
During the first half of next year It will build: Four
capacity.
hundred 36-ft. box cars of 65,000 lbs. capacity; 350 36-tt. drop bottorn gondolas of SO.OOO lbs. capacity; 100 40.ft. flat .ars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity; 50 30-ft. double hopper ore cars of 100.00(1 lbs. capacity,
and 100 40-ft. refrigerator cars of 50.000 lbs. capacity.

^ew

700

flat

„,,.,,
has ordered
The Intrri'Ohinial u„

i.in 1
..
,.
400
box cars of. ,.,.„,,.,
60,000 lbs. capacity
from the Crossen Manufacturing Company. These cars will weigh
34,800 lbs. and will measure 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and S ft.
high. Inside measurements, and 36 ft. 9% in. long. 9 ft.
in. wide
.

I

I

1

%

Incorporatloni, Surveys,

Etc.

Ati-anta, Birmixuham ft Atlaxtu-.— The Third division has
been extended from La Grange, Ga., west to Roanoke, Ala., 25 miles.
.

,

.
.„
^
.
^
^u
a* GvlkTkansportatio.v Co -Chartered '" Texas to
Orange Chambers, Harris. GalvesHon. Brazoria, Matagorda,
Vk-toriaCahoun Refugio, San Patricio, Neuces and Cam.

.>

.

..j^y'-^i!;"''

^"">

in

J^'"''^""-

eron counties. Alfred A. Glazier. Boston; J.P.I nder^yood Chicago,
M. Teagle and J. M. Conley, of Beaumont,
J'. ^- M««"a"«'-».
^."'^

^

^*''' '"•^•""porators.

—

Colorado ft Southern. A new branch from Marshall. Colo.,
three miles, has been opened for business.
Springs,
Eldorado "i*-""""'"
»

to

•

—

Dkiroit & Aurian Traction. This company has been organized
with $2,000,000 capital to build an electric road on a private rightofway from Detroit to Adrian, 61 miles.

.
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freight

is

carried In small trains at a rate approxi-

of the branch lines.
Thus, as Mr. McHenry points out, it should be possible when electric
traction is extended to operate various diverging lines each from
central electric-producing stations serving a definite surrounding territory.

There
of

is

a further reason, not far in the future, for the exoperation.
The consolidation of the New

electric
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On July 24 the New York, New Haven & Hartford began running a few suburban trains out of New York with electric locomoThis was the beginning of operation of the first system of
tives.
single-phase alternating current electric traction for heavy steam
railroad service in America. It Is an experiment in the sense that
It Is new and untried in actual service of this kind, but it has been
carried out on such a tremendous scale that it must succeed, because
the railroad and the builders of the apparatus simply will not let
it fall.
There is published elsewhere in this issue of the Railroad
Oazette an article by the Vice-President of the road in charge of
engineering, who has had the supervision of the plans and work of
electrification, which is illustrated with many photographs, and
describes important features of the system. This article is of particular interest because it is the first authoritative statement of its
kind, we believe, of the position of the New Haven on the iiuichdiscussed subject of electric traction for heavy railroad service.
The New Haven started its electrification plans with two narrow
limitations. On the one side, whatever system was adoi)te<l must
permit operating trains over the New York Central tracks from
Woodlawn to Grand Central Station, and the Central had already
begun to install COO-volt direct current, third-rail. This limited
the consideration of systems to low-tension direct current identical
with the .New York Central apparatus and single-phase alternating
current. Multi-phase alternating current and high-tension direct
current systems, now well beyond the experimental stage in Europe,
were out of the question. On the other side, the railroad company
had to consider that whatever system of electric traction was to be
adopted would sooner or later be extended over most, if not all, of
There are a numthe New Haven's present steam railroad system.
ber of good reasons for this expectation. The mileage of the road
comparatively
small territory; nearly
Is grouped closely together in a
half of its earnings come from passenger business and a largar proIts

168
168

ItuHroad Leglslnlloii of the Year
Picked Tp on the lioad
Cultivating IMbllc uplnlon

THE ELECTRIFICATION OF THE NEW HAVEN.

portion of

;

Notes

Trade Catalogues

MISCELLANEOUS:
:

CK.NKKAL .NEWS SKCTIO.N
Interstate

CONTKIBUTIONS:

16. 1907.

York, New Haven & Hartford and the Boston & Maine, now delayed,
but in all probability delayed only by the restraining action of the
Massachusetts legislature, will have particularly important results
The
in its effect on terminal and suburban facilities at Boston.
thickly clustering lines owned either by the New Haven or the
Boston & .Maine leading into that city make this a i)eculiarly desirable field for electrification.
President Mellen, indeed, has already

promised to electrify along with the rearrangement and reconstrucis com-

tion of the present Boston terminals, once the consolidation
pleted.

Mr.

McHenry

discusses the relative advantages and disadvan-

tages of the two systems of electrical distribution in a fair-minded
spirit, and shows how, all things considered, a single-phase alter-

nating current system more nearly meets all the requirements of the
present and further development of electric traction on the New
Haven. It permits joint operation over the New York Central tracks
out of New York, has a high efficiency of distribution over wide
areas from power house to contact conductor and a high efficiency
The cost of installing and maintainof consumption in the motors.
ing the apparatus and structures is little different from that required for a direct current installation, and the capacity of the
locomotives and feeder lines is ample for the work to be done.
Another interesting point which is brought out is the standardization of power supply. The decision to use 25-cycle current instead
of the more economical 15-cycle current was based entirely on commercial grounds. The standard frequency in nearly all street railway
and electric lighting plants is 2.') cycles, and in the event of break-

downs or other emergencies it was essential to be able to draw on
outside sources for current. Furthermore, there was the advantage
of future centralization of power supply for all the varied uses of
such a railroad system as the New Haven. Now or later
one central p»wer house in each district can supply power
not only for the electric service on the present lines of steam
railroad and the street railways and interurban lines, of which the
New Haven already controls some 1,500 miles as well, but for station

power plants for other uses and, provided the railroad company permanently retains the various lighting and power companies of which it became possessed as part of
Its Connecticut Railway & Lighting and other trolley purchases, the
furnishing of power for these plants for local consumption in various
towns and cities. Such centralization of the power supply of a given
lighting, station heating, small

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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promise of a reward for proficiency. In the enforcement of train
rules the granting of a "trophy" would be looked upon probably
as a measure too mild to be useful, but the principle is important.
Every railroad superintendent who has paid premiums or prizes
has apparently continued to have a favorable opinion of the pracWhy is such a simple
tice; and yet it does not make headway.
RULES AT THE END OF THE TONGUE.
means of arousing men's interest in their work so persistently
In the Lackawanna coal mines each foreman henceforth must neglected? Outside of the roadway department, where prizes, rehave the rules for safety at his tongue's end. Passing an exam- wards and "honorable mention" have been used acceptably on a
ination when taking a job will no longer be sufficient; there will number of roads for many years, the employment of any kind of
The rules which these men have to bonus is so rare that one has to search his memory to find any
be a lest every six months.
memorize are not exactly parallel to railroad rules, and the cate- instances at all. Where it does not seem to cost anything, comchising alone, even if it were more frequent than half yearly, would mendation of excellent service is favored
but why not make the
not in the railroad service insure safety; but this announcement matter a little more tangible? The recording of "merits" by the
superrailroad
suggestive
to
should
manager*
be
Santa
commendable,
but it is really
mine
Atchison,
Topeka
&
Fe
is
highly
coal
of the
intendents, nevertheless. The railroads of tliis country have made only a beginning a sample. Surely this is not the only way to
great progress since 1SS6, when they examined their men on rules show good will to employees. If tedious discussions with oververy little, but most of thfm have great progress yet to make, it bearing labor leaders about wages have come to take up so much
they are going to put their train service on a satisfactory basis. of our railroad superintendents' time and energy that they have
What conductor or engineman has even the more important rules no time to cultivate and increase their good will for their employees,
It may be said that such
of the standard code at his tongue's end?
it is lime that a few presidents stepped in and corrected the wrong
minute knowledge is not always necessary for safety. Granted; but tendency. The American railroad superintendent, in the manageit would greatly assist the examiner in gaining a knowledge of the
ment of his men, has to deal with some of the hardest problems
employee's competency and reliability, and the teaching process known, and yet he everywhere neglects one of the simplest means
Compulsory half of mitigating hard problems the granting of special compensation
would aid him in weeding out inefficient men.
yearly study of rules would have a beneficial general effect, regard- for voluntary improvement or unusual effort by individual employees.
less of any improvement that could be specified in regard to any To give a prize for having rules on the tongue's end would be a
particular rule.
very simple thing. It might not produce real improvement in the
We advocate increased attention to rules— which already receive service for some months or years. An improvement, when effected,
that
improvement
in
because
proportionately too much attention
might not be demonstrable, mathematically. Yet such a prize might
feature could be expected to lead up to improvement in the other be a useful stepping stone to something more detailed and definite,
and more important one of increased attention to practice. Take, and could be made to lead to marked betterment of service. It
for example, the rule that conductor and engineman shall co-operate will be highly discreditable to the railroads if coal mines are made
in checking train-registers, interpreting orders, and at other im- safer than passenger traius!
portant junctures; after this rule has been revolved times enough
in the minds of examiner and examinee they will begin to see more
TRANSATLANTIC STEAMSHIP DEVELOPMENT.
clearly the connection between the collision record and careless
acts which could have been prevented by the correction or loose
We
show this week, on another page, a very striking pholoconductors
and
enEven
best
common.
the
habits which are very
,i;raph of the new Cunarder, Lusitania, taken on her trial trip on
ginemen, with rare exceptions, obey many of the rules loosely. We
the Clyde last month. To all persons who are interested in transare not here asserting that the best men do dangerous things; the
atlantic navigation, the Lusitania is, and is likely for some time to
more competent they are, the more latitude can they take, in many
remain, a peculiarly interesting vessel. She enjoys the transitory
situations, without danger; but they do omit precautions. Granting
distinction of being the fastest and much the largest transatlantic
for the moment that such a course by a high-grade man usually is
steamship ever built. She is also the first transatlantic steamship
not an impairment of safety, the fact remains that the only safe
engines driving four propellers (also
course for the superintendent, is to require exact compliance by all to be fitted with four sets of
two sets to go astern with), and these engines are turbines, developgrades of trainmen. Only by being rigid with the good men can
ing 6S,000 h.p., 26,000 more than that of any other vessel in the
he enforce reasonable obedience among those who are not so good.
The requirement that conductors and enginemen shall Jointly merchant service.
Besides these physical details, the most interesting thing about
perform the most important acts incident to the movement of
the Lusitania is the fact that she is a theoretic ship. The builders
their train will be of less consequence as the block system comes
more generally into use (unless the conductor rides in the cabi; have had only moderate opportunity to study the workings of large
turbine marine engines, and the work demanded of the Lusitania
for the safety of the train, as regards its right of way, will dethree turbine
pend more exclusively on the keeping of a good lookout at the for- is so much heavier than that of any of the other
ward end; but the joint-responsibility rule will not become a dead steamers now in transatlantic service that the builders have been
obliged to place entire reliance upon the calculations intended to
letter, for the block system has to be virtually suspended now and
largely new.
The first turbine steamer to
trains shall know meet a set of conditions
necessary
charge

district in one compact central station will result in great economies as soon as the scheme can be completely carried out economies
which should make up for a considerable part of the greater expense
of heavy electric traction when first installed.

—

;

—

—

—

then,

making

it

how to
out rules. The
perfectly

that men in
of
get them over the road promptly and safely with-

cross the Atlantic

the

they will come to depend as constantly and exclusively on the spaceInterval as they now depend (for the control of passenger trains)
on the automatic air-brake; though It Is certain that such compute
dependence will be recognized eventually as the only safe and sati.sfactory plan.
Not the least attractive feature of this coal mine order is the

associates.

—

—

—

KrnllzliiK "int rulOR arc
for Coal ilinr Forrmm.
reartlly fnrKotti^n iinlfr)!i ronfltnntly (H.tinissrcl, thn Drlnwnrp. l.ii<-knwnnnn &
Wcfft«»rn hflfl t^i't'\f\of\ to hnUI rompf'tlflv*' rxnmlnntlnnf* pvi-ry six nionth!^ rnn.>^tntp nilnlnic l.iwa mid
cernlng the clcinlla nf It* roni iiiln<> nnuinlloii''.
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An rxumlnlnK hnnrd. (•onslRtlnK of the (Jrnprnl
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In .1
Mnnnr
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for the pnrpoBP.'
Imll «
?nP9ti
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"PpItp mnrkR of rPlntlvp merll.
To thp district showing
ally f
f"r nil men pxamlnpcl. will ho nwnrdpd a hnndsomp trophy
the hikT
<1
nnfll thp next rompptltlvp examination.
If any tils
wblrh
V threp llmeR In snrcpsslon. It Is thpn to own II.
tri'-t '
MInp
„ -,- ..ut foreropu are examined by boards appointed by the Stale
forem. ;.
before iclvliig tertlflcntea whirh permit them to hold Ihelr position, but these
eTanilnntIt/n« eondiirted tvr the company are Intended to tie supplementary to
those prescribed by the State.

'School nf ffnfelD

•

mm

1

was the Victorian,

of the

Allan

1901 for the service between Liverpool and Montreal.

block system is not yet- in use on all Important
lines
not to mention the less important and In many cases where
ApparIt Is used some of Its features are neglected or ignored.
ently, American railroa<i officers and employees are to go through
a long pro<":«s of slow acquisition of knowledge by experience before

line,

built

In

She has been

followed by a sister ship, the Virginian, and by the Carmanla of
Cunard line, built In 1905. The Lusitania will, therefore, be

the fourth turbine steamship in tran.'-atlantic service, although a
considerable fleet of these vessels is now doing coastwise work In
Great Britain and there are four upon our American coast— the
Creole, of the Morgan line, between New York and New Orleans, and
the Yale. Harvard and Governor Cobb,

The

gross

owned by Mr. Morse and

tonnage of the Lusitania

largest steamer afloat, the Adriatic, of the

proximately

7,500

tons smaller.

Is

32,500.

his

and the next

White Star

line,

Is

ap-

The

increases In gross tonnage,
during the last 20 years have

accompanied by changes in type,
been so great ami so significant that the topic Is worthy of special
notice. The Cunard line began its operations In 1840 as the pioneer
among companies furnlsliing a regular .steam service across the
Atlantic, but dtiring the next IS years only one ocean steamship
was hnllt with a gross tonnage exceeding 10.000, and that was the
famous Great Ka.stern (1858). which was 680 ft. long and of 18,918
tons, propelled by both paddle and screw, but with a maximum
speed, seldom attained in actual service, of 14 knots, and with
horse-power and design of engines totally Inadequate to the task at

AtuLHT
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aa everybody knuwn, *im a

more •(cnomlcal »[ ...... ti,u!i
.am«-r« with reclprocmtlng engines.
althouKh the space saved Rivea them a material advantage and ihcy
In 18M!t, the luman A iDternational Company built the City of are almost wholly free from vibration, a feature much appreciated
New York and City of Parlii. of approximately 1U,500 ton* each, by paKhoiigers. But a turbine engine of the pre*ent type (Parsons
and theae vciuielH remained the larKeHi iilloat until the Cunard line tuiblneit lire used on the Lusitania) cannot be driven astern: hence
built the Campania and hucanln, lu IS'j:,.
The latter were of 12.95U auxlllur.N turblnea have to be used for manoeuvering. This has
Kroaa tons, auil remained the lurKest 011 the oeeaii until 1S9T. when been a defwl in existing ships; we have seen the Virginian require
the North Lierman LInyd built the Kolner Wllhelm der UroHite. of an hour to turn around In Lough Koyle, when space was limited
The manoeuvering problem, however,
14,349 Kroiw tons. The Itrat vei>Hel of over lli.UUO Kroiui tonn was the and the tide was running.
hmnd.

As a riMuU. the Great

monumeoUl

tCaHtiTii.

-

failure.

question of the power of the auxiliary
be presumed that the Lusitania has profited by

Oceanic, built for the White Star line In 1899 and having a groiu
tonnaKe of 17,274. The flmt veujtel to exceed Ih.OOU lona was the

should resolve

C4-lllc, of the While Slur line, built In 19U1, and having a groui
tonuase of 20,9U4. Since that time, upproximately 16 veaaela wi'u
a groHH tonnage in excess of 18,000 have been built and a number

the experience of earlier builders.

turbines, and

Itself into a

It

Is to

NEW

of others are building.

Along with theHe Increases
type have also been developed.

dimensions certain changes

in
It

may

be said in general that the

from the earliest beginnings
of steam navigation up to about l.s'.iG. were composed of vessels
which were built for speed, the slower vessels on the line as a
characteristic being older ships which wore frequently record holdera In their day. An Instance of this may be found In the Cunanl
fleet at the time the Campania and Lucania were built, the next
beet vessels being the Etruria and I'mbria, each of which at one
time held the transatlantic record, while the older Auranla, Gallia
and Bothnia were once famous as fast ships. Similarly, the best
and most popular steameis of the North German Lloyd line in the
north Atlantic service were small but fast vessels, each one of
which had achieved a reputation for speed at the zenith of its
career
Of course, the defect in a fleet of this kind from an economical standpoint was that each one of the older vessels burned
beat transatlantic lines of steamer.s.

altogether too

much

coal in proportion to the results gained.

Be-

ginning about 1896, therefore, a number of lines began building vessels of large carrying capacity and equipped with excellent passenger accommodations but capable of only a moderate speed. The
Barbarossa, of the North German Lloyd line, with a gross tonnage
of lu,yi5 and a speed of about 15 knots, was one of the first of these
vessels, and they became so profltable that they became the characteristic carriers of the

last

decade.

The

four

1'uI>II>IiimI

1007.

».'i.i:0:

by (In- Moody CorporntlOD. 35 Nassao
by mall, f3.40.

Mr. Snyder, In his voluminous and In many ways comprehensive
work, has the very laudable Idea that the private Investor in American railroad .securities ought to have some other standard of roraparison and basis of judgment than that furnished by ex parte statements from bankers and brokers desirous of selling certain stocks
and bonds. In the introduction to his book he very properly points
out the folly of buying from tips supplied by persons who are not
disinterested in the course of the market, and he emphasizes the
Importance of forming independent conclusions of values, based
upon the relation of capitalization and charges to earnings, after
the management of a road and its general history and prospects
are taken into account. Mr. Snyder shows the important difference between nominal and actual capitalization and gives a fairly
good rule of thumb for determining true capital. To do this, he
takes stocks and bonds outstanding, adds to them rentals, capitalized on a 4 per cent, basis, and subtracts from the result the value,
as well as it can be obtained, of securities held as assets. He also
calls attention to the importance of a careful consideration of a
road's equities in the earnings of other properties and very properly
cites the New York Central as an example of a road whose securities sell for a much higher price than Is indicated by the actual
excess of earnings over expenses, for the reason that it controls a

group of highly prosperous subsidiary companies earning far more
Ked Star steamers, than they are dispersing in dividends, so that these dividends can
be raised when the parent company needs a greater income, as was

between 19u0 and 1902, had gross tonnages of about 12,000
and a speed of about 15 knots. The Holland-America fleet and the
Atlantic Transport fleet were about the same size and the same
speed.
These boats were great earners, and their owners were
built

PUBLICATIONS.

In

quite content to allow the palm for speed to other lines willing to
pay the very high price necessitated. As an example of the econ-

done this year.
The author
earnings, that
property, but

calls attention also to the investigation of concealed

is,

earnings which have been "plowed back" into the
his comment, given as a note

we cannot agree with

on page 66, to the effect that costs of material, etc., have so increased in the last year or so that there are, except in rare Instances, no concealed earnings in the maintenance accounts of 1906
built as a fast steamer by the French line in 1886,
and 1907. This is obviously incorrect. It would be possible to cite
gross tonnage of 7,010, burns slightly more coal per day than the
an extremely large group of roads which have spent from 25 per
Baltic, built as an economical ship of moderate speed, with a gross
cent, to 100 per cent, more than their strict requirements in maintonnage of 2.5.870. while the old Fiirst Bismarck (Hamburg-Amer- tenance of way and maintenance of equipment during the past year.
ican, built 1S90; S,4uO tonsj burned 300 tons a day, as aKainst 140 We are also disposed to criticise the tabular statements of costs of
tons burned by the President Lincoln (1907; 17,540 tons).
maintenance of way per mile and of maintenance of equipment per
The author makes It clear
It Is a striking fact, therefore, that In the 15 years of astonishmile, as given for each road discussed.
ing size development since the building of the (Jampania and the In his intioduclion that it is miles of single track and not route
Lucania, no British steamer has been built to exceed them in speed mileage whl(h determines the cost of maintenance on the mile
conduct, he uses
in the transatlantic service.
The two great German companies, the basis, and yet. in contradiction to his own rule of
route mile throughout his work. The fallacy of estimating
North Gorman Lloyd and tlio Haml)urK-Anierlcan I'ackot. have the
equipment maintenance on a mileage basis is too well known to
found it profitable to maintain express steamers, perhaps in part
need comment. .-Vverages are queer cattle at best, and the only kind
for their advertising advantage, the North German Lloyd having
of an average that is of any use in a hasty comparison of equipfour of these fast vessels now in operation and the Hamburg- ment maintenance is an average based upon the numl>ers of each
American line, one. The Lusitania and her sister ship, the Maure- kind of equipment in use or upon the miles of service obtained from
tania, reprosenl what is virtually a protest by the British govern- each engine and car.
The author, so far as we have observed, does
ment at having the ocean speed record held by Germans. To enable not even point out the most common pitfall of all to which the insubjected, that is to
these new steamers to be built an arrangement was made by which vestigator of equipment and maintenance is
very large number of roads charge renewals in
the government virtually furnished funds to the steamship com- say. the fact that a
the repair account without saying anything about it, while an
pany at a cost of about 2'i. per cent, to the company.
equally large number carefully separate the two.
On her recent trial trip the Lusitania made a speed of approxiThe general plan of the work is to take each of the principal
mately 25',L> knots, and It is confidently expected that she will railroads in the country and most of the smaller lines as well and
It may be give a rough outline of the principal facts in their respective develsucceed in crossing the ocean In less than live days.
noted briefly that the first ship to cross In loss than six days was opments, followed by a discussion of present ownership, of capithe City of Paris, tlion of the Inman & International line, in 1889. talization, of equities owned, character of traftic. stability of earnThe first ship to cross In less than seven days was the Alaska, of ings, maintenance improvements from earnings, dividend record,
tremendous
the Guion line, in 18S2; the first to cross under eight days was the balance sheet, and investment value, so called. A
material has been gathered together in this way and,
City of Hnissels, oC tlie Inman line, in 18G9; and the first ship to amount of
even though the critical reviewer may find instances of loose work,
cross under nine day.-i was the Scotia, of the Cunard lino, in 18G2.
such as have been cited, and methods of analysis which seem to
The gross tonnage of the Scotia (paddle wheel) was 3,871: the him superficial. It Is nevertheless true that the book is prolific in
gross tonnage of the Lusitania, as mentioned, is 32,500, and she suggestions and is capable of material usefulness to the investor,
has to burn about 1,000 tons of coal per day to make her contract provided he takes the author's own advice and forms independent
speed. It has apparently not been proved that turbine steamers are conclusions, based upon the facts presented.

omy

of this type of construction

it

may

be noted that

La Bretagne,
and having a
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Collision at Salem, Mich.
Itristi.l.

Va.-Tenn., Aug.

7.

1907.

To THE Editor of the

R.\ilr().\d Gazette:
have read with interest your editorial in the August 2 issue
of the Railroad Gazette in regard to the collision at Salem, Mich.
L*t me suggest that a ruled train order blank, similar to that used
by a great many railroad companies, would probably have prevented
this accident. If the train order had been put upon a blank of this
kind and had been properly taken by the receiving operator the
leaving time of the special would have been shown on a level with
the word Salem, and in that event it is not likely that the engineer
.t.
h. m'ci'e.
and conductor would have misread the order.
Supprinteiulent. Virginia & Southwestern.
I

Difficulties

With Track

Circuits.

Jamaica. N. Y.. Aug. 5, 1907.
To the Editor of the Raii,ko.\d Gazettf,:
I was much interested in your timely editorial entitled "Track
There
Circuits in Railroad Signaling," in your issue of July 26th.
is one phenomenon, however, on which you did not touch; the efcondensers
fects of metallic structures, such as bridges, acting as
In one especially noteworthy
to retard the pick-up of a track relay.
case of this that once came to my notice the retardation was so

great that a fast passenger train would pass through two blocks
before the first home signal would clear. I know of no remedy for
this except cutting the circuits.
I have long been in favor of two track relays to a track circuit
under certain conditions, but the battery should be placed in the
middle of the section, with a relay at each end, the relays to be
of equal resistance. No combination of two relays, however, will
guard against dangers from foreign current. With one relay, one
unbonded joint is liable to cause a clear failure; with two relays.
it requires only two unbonded joints, or two broken rails a train
length apart, to produce the same condition.
Likewise should we consider putting three or more relays in
the circuit, the additional relay would only protect against one addiProbably where a. c. track circuits cantional break in the circuit.
not be used a great measure of protection could be secured by using
stick relays, each relay to be restored by the one in advance.
W. H. ARKENBUBGH.

Railroad Legislation of the Year.

As most conveniently summarizing

the

numerous and important

statutes affecting railroads that have been adopted by state legislatures in the United States within the past 12 months we have
made the following brief abstract of these laws, arranged by subjects.
Important changes in railroad rates or practices which have
been made in obedience to orders of state railroad commissions are
also included, these in most <ases having the force of direct legisThe compromises in North Carolina, Virginia and
lative action.
Alabama by which the principal railroads have complied with reduced-rate laws under protest are fresh in the mind of the reader.
The new railroad law of the state of New York, in some respects
more important than that of any other slate, was printed in full
The other states which
in the Ilailroad Gazette of May ."{l. 1907.
have passed general, comprehensive and radical railroad laws within

May

1.

—
—
—
—
—

PAS.SEMiElt FAKE.S.

—

.July

4.

Kansas.

—
—

— No

legislation

concerning ordinary fares.

—

—

—

rates.

—
— Two

cents a mile on the principal roads; ou other
roads and on certain divisions of large roads higher rates are al2ij
lowed, namely,
cents, 3 cents, Z^-2 cents.
The railroads secured
an injunction against the enforcement of this law, but have agreed,
under protest, to put the low rates in effect.
West Virginia. Two cents a mile on roads over 50 miles long;
on other roads 3 cents; went into effect May 21.
Wisconsin. Two cents a mile on roads having over $3,500 receipts per mile per year.
This goes into effect August 15.
The constitution of the new state of Oklahoma, not yet in effect,
names a passenger rate of 2 cents a mile. Imt the railroad commission will have power to order increases if the low rate is found
to be unjust.
Yirginia.

—

—

RESTRKTIOX of FRF.E TBANSPDliTATlOX.
Alabama. Indiana, Iowa. Kansas, Michigan. Minnesota, Nebraska.
Nevada, New York. Oregon. South Dakota, Texas and Vermont have
In
passed prohibitory laws similar to that passed by Congress.
Nsbraska monthly reports must be made to the state, and in Michexcepted
from
the
prohibition
igan yearly.
In Nevada the classes
include teachers and students. The Texas law is more radical than
any of the others. New Hampshire passed a law forbidding state
officers to ride on passes and providing for an appropriation to
pay their fares. In Oregon the persons excepted include judges
and state officers; and a certain law passed to facilitate the appropriation of land by railroads, had a proviso that any road that
desired to secure the benefit of the law must agree with the state
to carry free the Governor, the members of the legislature and all
the principal state officers.

FREIGHT

Alabama. Roads 100 miles long or over 2'/a cents a mile. For
shorter loads the State Railroad Commission may prescribe rates.
The commission la al.so to see to the introduction of interchangeable mileage tickets. The railroads secured an injunction againsi
the enforcement of this law. but, following the compromise in North
Carolina, the Southern Railway and at least one other have agreed
to put the 2',-i-cent rate In effect pending litigation to scltlc the
validity of the law.
Arkansas. Two cents a mile; went Into effect April 9.
(leoryia.
The commission ordered the larger roads to reduce
rates to 2 cents; other roads to 2'i cents and still smaller roads
This order was to go Into effect September 2 next.
to 2Vi cents.
One prominent road advises that no decision has yet been reached
as to whether the law shall be complied with or be challenged in
the courts.
Two cents a iiillc. all roads; went Into effect .Tiiiy 1.
Illinois.
I'asisengers paying fare In the cars may be charged 3 cents a mile.
Indiana. Two cents a mile.
Two cents a mile on roads earning more than $4,000
loira.
per mile per annum; 2Vj cents a mile on roads earning $3,000 per
mile per annum; 3 cents a mile on smaller roads. Went Into effect

—

—

shorter competing line.
Minnesota. Two cents a mile; went into effect May 1.
Missouri. Two cents a mile on all roads over 45 miles long;
4 cents a mile on shorter roads; went into effect June 19.
Montana. New railroad commission required to "adopt" rates.
Mileage tickets (3,000 miles) sold by large roads at 2'.. cents.
Nebraska. Two cents a mile; went into effect March G.
Nexc York. New commission has power to prescribe rates.
North Carolina. Two and one-quarter <ents a mile on roads
over 60 miles long; higher rates on smaller roads. The principal
railroads secured an injunction against the enforcement of these
rates, but they have this month agreed, under protest, to put the low
rates in effect pending litigation to test the validity of the law.
Pennsylva)iia. Two cents a mile; to go into effect October 1
next. The Pennsylvania Railroad has this year reduced to 2',-.. cents
a mile all local passenger rates higher than that, making substantial
reductions throughout its lines; and has introduced 1,000-mile tickets
at 2 cents a mile, good for bearer.
South Dakota. Railroad commission ordered to make valuation of railroads and then proceed to establish fares not over 2%
cents a mile.
Terniovt. New railroad commission has power to prescribe

— Rates

RATF..<.

were made the legal maximum. Reiliutions were prescribed on over 100 commodities with a proviso
for changes by the commission.
The railroads have secured an injunction against the enforcement of this law. but the compromise
which has been made concerning passenger rates probably will
Include tome arrangement concerning freight rates.
Georgia. Reductions ordered by commission some months
since; order suspended by the courts; suits now pending.
lona. The commission has this year ordered a reduction In
rates on live stock, and a reduction of 20 per cent, in all joint
through freight rates.
Kansas. All grain rates reduced 15 per cent. This superseded
Coal rates
certain changes made by the commission last year.
reduced by the commission (1906).
Michigan. New commission (not yet in office) will have power
A law passed this year prescribing the
to change freight rates.
.Mahuina.

—

7.

Michigan. Two cents a mile on roads having passenger-train
receipts of |1,200 per mile per year; 3 cents a mile on smaller
roads; higher rates allowed on journeys
of 10 miles or less.
The rate on the main line of the Michigan Central has been 2 cents
a mile for over four years past. The new law goes into effect September 27 next. The Detroit & Mackinac in one place will have
to carry passengers 197 miles for $3.34, this being the rate by the

the past year are Michigan, Oregon and Vermont.

—

XLIII.. No.

dred mile tickets at 2 cents a mile required on all roads, and interchangeable 2,000-mile tickets at the same rate met); went into

CONTRIBUTIOMS
The

Vol..

in effect

—

—

—

—

in securing rights of way has a proviso
limiting certain carload freight rates.
.WiHHC.«o/n.—-Many commodities were reduced 10 per cent.; but
Injunctions have been seciired restraining the enforcement of the
law.
Missouri. Rates prescribed on apples, bricks, stone and certain
other commodities. Commodity rates made in 1905 further reduced.

procedure to be followed

—
—

Nebraska. Commission must make classification and fix rates.
Five-hun- Legislature ordered a reduction of 15 per cent, on many commodities.

.

.

AluraT

16,

1»U*

— l^i;lalature

Vnfi'fo

than

fT-

Kallr
•

.
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The
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waa made Ihe »tau- liioailUaUuu.
York.
New commlsnlon naa po»t»r to preacrib* rates.
Sorik CaruUna. Reduriloii iif 15 and 2i per cent, made In joint
through ralcii: luapended by Injunction.
Oregon. C'nmnilaflon D>ll^l nee that a uniform claaslflratlon U
adopted
Texai. No rfceut leglalation; but the commlHslon. which has
prfM-rlbed ratea for aeveral yeark han. within the past 12 monlhH.
made heavy reduitlons on the rules for many (-ommo;lltlo!<. For
example. Puller's cartb, formerly liarRed 34 i-entu for 25U mlleii.

claiutlULitiiuu

•

—

Sew

—

—

—

i

thai distance for 9 cents. The commUslon
about .1 year bko ordered the adoption of the Wettlern claiwillcatlon
Un carpeta and ruK-s rates huve been reduced 4U per
In Texas.
cent.
On rcrtnlii Iron articles In-avy reductions were or<l«'red In
rates to Calvcxton and certain other centers, but this was not a
general re;lu«ilon. Low rales were established on refined oils and
heavy reductions were made In rates on green hides. The commission has ruled that freight wrongly described by shippers for the
purpose of securing lower rales may be subjected to 10 per cent.
Increase on the proper rate as a penally.

muiit

now

be

i-arrle<l

iiK.Mi

iti(.\iit:.

—
—
—

Aluttama. Reciprocal. Free lime. 48 hours: but on many coinmoililies 72 hours.
Colorado. Reciprocal. Free time, 48 hours.
Indiana.
Reciprocal. Penalty, |5 a day.
A'an»a».— Reciprocal. Penally, Jo a day; free time on cars holding 30 tons. 48 hours; on larger cars. 72 hours.
Michigan. New commission has power to prescribe rale.s.
Minnesota. Reciprocal. Free lime. 48 hours, except coal, lumber, etc., which are allowed 72 hours.
Missouri.
Reciprocal.
Free lime for cars holding 30 tons, 48
hours; larger cars, 72 hours.
.Veif York.
New commission has power.
Oregon. Reciprocal; comraission may suspend.
Teias. Reciprocal.
Soulli Dakota.
Reciprocal.
Vermont. Reciprocal; severe conditions; free lime four days.
Wash n gton Reciprocal

—
—
—
—

—

—

i

—

—

—

TARIKF.S.

New
go into

tariffs

must be posted

in

advance of the day they are to

effect as follows:

Aliiliama
<'uliirado

Indiana
.MIchlgaD

10 days.
30 ••

New York
tdegnn

10
10

Vermoiii

••

dii.vs.

in
30

•
"

tame number.

The

(Gov-

Waahlnfton and Wisconsin were

eslablishvd lu i^Uu.
In Arkansas an>l lows the powers of the exUtlns commissions
have this year been materially enlarged.

WiiUKIM. IIIH'RH.
Laws limiting the working hours of men having to do with the
operation of trains, and of telegraph operaiom. have been passed
In 12 slates.
We give a Irlef tiatement for each tiale. omitting
the qualifying cl.iuses, for which the reader will have to refer to the
fuller reiwrts heretofore published.
fonnccficuf.— Telegraphers, eight hours; small olBces. 12 hours.
Indiana
Trainmen, 10 hciirs. .Kantat. Trainmen and telegMaryland. (1906(. Telegraphers, eight hours.
raphers. It; hours.
Minnesota. Trainmen. 10 hours.
.Missouri.
Telegraphers, eight hours; email offices, 12 hours.
Montana. Trainmen and telegraphers. 10 hours.
.Ycir Vorlt.— Trainmen, 10 hours (March 4, 1908); telegraphers,
eight hours (October 1. 1907); small roads excepted.
\orth Carolina.— Trainmen. 10 hours: telegraphers, 12 hours.

—
—
—
—

—

—

Penalties for violation, fine and imprisonment.
Texas. Trainmen, 14
South Dakota.— Trainmen. 10 hours.
\V>st Yirhours; telegraphers, 8 hours; small oflSces excepted
Telegraphers, eight hours.
ijinia.
(1900).

—

—

TRAIN CHEWS.

The minimum number

of

men

mei:t of trains has been

prescribed
Kansas, Texas and South Dakota.

to be assigned
fcy

law

in

to

the manage-

Arkansas, Indiana.

EXPRESS COMl'ANIE.s AMI I"RIV.\TE CARS.
Express companies are brought under the regulative power of
the stale railroad commissions in Colorado, Iowa. Kansas, Michigan.

Montana. Nebraska. Nevada, New Hampshire. New York, Oregon
and Vermont. Private cars are brought under the regulative power
of the commission in Colorado, Michigan. Montana. Nebraska. New
York. Oregon and Vermont. The Colorado law specifies pipe lines
and the Kansas and New York laws specify sleeping cars.
ACCIIIKNTS.

Railroad accidents are mentioned in recent laws as follows;
Colorado. Commission to investigate.
Indiana. Serious cases to be reported in five days; commission

—
—

—

Minnesota. Serious cases to be reported by telegraph. Commission to investigate if found necessary.
Montana. Commission to investigate important accidents.
.Vei:orfa.
Accidents to be reported at once. Commission may

—

••

SECRKT BATKS IMiOIllUITEU.
Provisions like those of the Federal law have been enacted in
Alabama, Colorado, Michigan, Nevada, New York, Oregon and Veinionl.
In Montana the new commission must prevent discrimination and extortion.
Nebraska has prescribed heavy fines.
IlISTItllll TI<).\

of the

..<

.

to investigate.

30

of fh^ old catDintaalan of three membcrii a

one *
ernor de^..
n<»»

l)K

(ACS.

Fair distribution of freight cars is required under heavy penalin Alabama. Indiana, Kansas, Michigan and Nevada.
In New
York the new commission has large powers in this matter. In
Indiana and New York track connections must be built to privat?
sidings wherever Ihe commission may require.
ties

investigate.

—
—

Vermont. Serious cases to be reported by telegraph.
Washington. Commission to investigate if any person killed.
Monthly reports required same as those made to Interstate Commerce Commission.

—

EMl'LOYER'S

I.IAUII.ITY.

of employers for accidents to employees, due to negligence of fellow employees, or accidents due In
negligence, have been passed in
contributory
victim's
part to the

Laws extending

liability

Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and South Dakota.

JOINT l'AS.SK.N(;Kr. .STATIONS.
Railroads are required to provide suitable joint passenger stations at Intersections in Alabama (where practicable), Michigan,
Missouri and Oregon.
.NEW lEAlT.ItOAU COM .M ISSIONS.
New railroad commissions have been established as follows:
.Uahama. Three members, four-year terms, elected by popular

foregoing list embraces those subjects which have been
most generally discussed and in which interest is felt throughout
In addition to ihese, there are numerous other matthe country.
ters of local importance which have been made the subject of legisWe note some
lation in one stale or another within the past year.

vole.

of these.

—
Colorado. — New

commission of three members. The railroads
commissioners from exenising their
functions.
Law was to have gone Into effect June 10.
Michigan. In place of present single commissioner there is to
J)e a new commission of Ihrte members; one a railroad lawyer and
«ne familiar with transportation and trafllc. For the third member
no restriction Is mentioned.
Montana. New commission of three members, six-year terms.
\cl)rnska.
A new commission: appointees must be 30 years old.
Ketada. New commission of three members, three-year terms.
New Jersey. New commi.ssion of three members.
Old commission has been abolished. The stale is
A'eu' York.
<llvlded into two districts, and for each district there is a Public
Service Commlsslnn of five members having control not only over
railroads, including street railroads, but also electricity and gas.
The first district comprises New York City and the second all the
have begun a

suit to enjoin the

—

—
—
—
—
—

rest of the state.

Oregon.

— New

commission of three members. These are to be
and one from each of the two congressional

elected, one at large
ilistrlcts.

Pennsylvania.

January

1,

1908.

— New

commission, three members;

to lake office

JIISCEI.I.ANEOIS.

Tlio

Cabooses.— In Montana only eight-wheel cabooses may be run.
Conflscation of Cou/.- Kansas, Montana and North Carolina
have passed laws regulating the conliscatlon of coal by railroads.
In Kansas and Montana the owner nuitl be paid double the value of
the coal, in North Carolina he must pay 125 per cent, of its value.
Nebraska has passed a law reducing the rates
t,'x;jr(',fs Rates.
for transportation of merchandise by express companies 25 per cent.
The express companies have taken action in the courts to restrain

—

the enforcement of this law.

Fcna.i.—lov!a. and Montana have passed laws requiring railroads to be fenced on both sides.
Missouri has adopted a law similar to that long In effect
friiijg,
in many states requiring frogs and switches to be suitably blocked
so thai workmen shall not catch their feet In them.
General Poiccrs. Arkansas has passed a number of laws affect
Ing the powers of railroad corporations, including one requiring
In California
that a general office shall be maintained in that state.
a new law defines the rights of railroad corporations In regard to

—

—

buying land,

etc.

Ileaillights.— In Texas all train engines must have electric
headlights.
In Vermont a railroad company is now subject
Intoxication.

—

.
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to $3,000 fine for employing on trains men known to be dangerous
of their drinking habits, and any person working in the
train service and being intoxicated is liable to imprisonment for

on account

one year.
Lobbyists.— yiehraska. has a law requiring legislative agents to
be registered and to report their expenses.
Venantile Business. The new constitution of Oklahoma, not
yet in effect, has a clause, like that in the Federal statute, forbidding railroads to transport their own products or manufactures

—

except for their own use.
Penalties for Appealing.— Three states. Alabama, Arkansas and
Missouri, have enacted laws designed to punish any railroad company which by appeal, or by any process, transfers to a Federal
court any suit begun in a state court to enforce the laws of the
state against the railroad.
Taxation.— In Nebraska a new law affecting local taxes increases the burden on the railroads of the state 1500,000 yearly.
In Utah
In New Mexico there is a new law taxing sleeping cars.
taxation is regulated by a new law. chapter 9.
allow
all telerequired
are
to
railroads
Telephones. In Montana

—
—

to put up instruments in stations.
Train Rules. An Indiana law requires the State Railroad Commission to see that the rules of the operating department of railroads shall be adequate .ind satisfactory. There is a provision for
holding a convention of railroad men annually to consider this

phone companies

subject.

—

We have made no mention of laws regudevices— air-brakes, automatic couplers, grab irons,
Several states have passed laws of this kind, but as all are
etc.
sutetantlaliy similar to the Federal law on this subject, and as
Safety Appliances.
safety

lating

the practice of nearly or quite all of the railroads in every state
now conforms to the Federal law, at least as well as it would conform to a state law, these new state statutes may be treated merely
as confirmatory supplements to the Ff deral law. It is to be noted,
however, that there are now three states in which the use of the
block system is compulsory, on the order of the State Railroad
In
Commission, namely, Indiana. Massachusetts and Minnesota.
Massachusetts this law has been in effect about a year but we have
as yet heard of no mandatory order being issued. The state of
Washington has provided for a safety appliance inspector at a salary
He must look after railroad safety generally. He
of $2,000 a year.
may order dangerous cars out of service. The appointee must have
had seven years' experience in railroad operation and must give
a bond of $5,000 for the faithful performance of his duties.
In Nebraska night telegraph operators and towermen must be
In Minnesota the state commission must
at least 21 years of age.
inspect and approve new railroads before they are put in use. The
commission may require interlocking signals not only at crossings
of one road with another, but also at junctions and drawbridges.
In Illinois the law regulating the establishment of crossings has

been revised.
Mallet

Compound Locomotive

Erie Railroad.

for the

The Mallet compound locomotive, introduced to American railroads three years ago in the monster that was built for the Baltimore & Ohio by the American Locomotive Company, has been so efficient from the start, both in economy of operation and maintenance, that its construction was followed closely in the engines
of the same general type for the Great Northern illustrated in the
Railroad Gazette of October 12. 1906; and then came the placing
of an order for three of the original general type but of greater
capacity for the Erie, to be used in pusher service on the 1.3 per

grade between Susquehanna and Gulf Summit, where, with
a consolidation locomotive ahead, they will be capable of handling
Although these Krie engines are much heavier and more
2,660 tons.
powerful than the Haltimore & Ohio engine, the essential features
of the two deslgn.«! such as flexible joints to high and low-pressure
cylinders, receiver and exhaust pipes, articulated connection between frames, boiler, hearings, power reversing gear, etc., are practically the same, none of these features having failed to give perfect
satisfaction during the two years this engine has been in continuous
cent,

—

service.

The accompanying tabular comparison

show the principle

will

differences In the two designs:
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provided with a 4-ft. combustion chamber whli
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decreases the total amount of heating surface;
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Longitudinal Section Through

Boiler

of

Erie

Mallet

Compound.

argument showing the advaitage of this type for obtaining a
maximum adhesion for tractive power with a minimum rail pressure
a:i

per wheel.

Of course in an engine of this size the point vital lo its successful operation is the boiler.
In this case the largest locomotive
bailer ever built is used,
it is of the radial stayed type with lonical
connection, the inside diameter of the first or smallest course being
82 in., while the Inside diameter of the largest course is 96 In.
The heaviest ring of the shell is r, ,,. in. thick. This is also the
thickest plate that has been used, and is needed for carrying the
pressure of 215 lbs., which is also well up to the upper limit of
what has been used in locomotive practice. The water alone In
the boiler weighs 42.700 lbs., and the tubes, of which there are 404.
The
2'i in. outside diameter and 21 ft. long, weigh 23.70u lbs.
The firebox
total weight of the boiler with water is 139.900 lbs.
is of the Wooten type, ]20'(i in. long and 114% in. wide, and has
a grate area of 100 sq. ft. The water space at the mud ring is 5 In.
all sides.
Aside from these dimensions the boiler has little at>out
which,
It of striking novelty, beyond the use of a cast steel dome:
while not entirely new, is still sufficiently uncommon to attract
it
the
center
length
was
placed
where
is,
at
of
the
attention.
It
of the boiler, in order to avoid the possible disadvantages that
might arise, due to the working of the engine in both directions,
It will be
It is on the conical course.
if it were near one end.
noticed that the conical course is lighter than the front, and is
1% in. thick: still with the dome base and the stiffening ring for
the opening there is an Impressive mass of metal 3% in. thick at
the top. This Is not far from the width of many foundation rings,
and serves to account for the great weights noted above.
The cutting down of the actual amount of heating surface as
compared with the smaller engine of the Baltimore & Ohio is another tribute to the demonstrated efficiency of the combustion
chamber. By equating the heating surface of the two engines. It
will be found that the Baltimore & Ohio engine had a total equated
firebox heating surface of 1,369 sq. ft., while the Erie has 1,42S,7
sq. ft., showing that, on the basis of the Vaughan formula, an
allowance has, in reality, been made for the Increased size and
capacity of the engine. Attention is again called to the location
of the injector check, which, on this boiler, is set only 8 in. back

on

Half Cross Sections Through
be discussed
334,500

This

lbs.,

ha.s

Firebox.

The weight of the Baltimore & Ohio engine was
which was carried by three pairs of driving wheels.

later.

been

increased

to

410,000

neces-sltated
the introduction of
each unit, thus increasing the total

lbs.

in

this

case;

which

one more pair of wheels
number to 16, by which mean.',

in

the
well

load per wheel has been reduced to about 25,600 lbs., which is
below the limit set by a number of other road engines in service.
The fact that this has been done Is regarded by the builders as

-JWi-

Front Frame for

Low

-.4<'

Pressure Cylinder; Erie Mallet Compound.

-i

U-

4<'-

:7'/d"

Cast Steel

Rear Frame for High Pressure Cylinders.
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haust steam from the left high-pressure cylinder also passes.
The emergency exhaust
valve is located in the side or the left cylinder
casting and has a 4i;;-in. jointed pipe connection with an opening in the back of the exhaust pipe in the smokebox. A three-way cock
within easy reach of the engineer operates the
emergency exhaust valve.
Steam from the high-pressure cylinder
passes into a 9-in. receiver pipe extending
lurward from the center of the cylinder saddle
"5 which it is connected by means of a ball
0t,
loint.
In order to facilitate putting in place
^f
r removing, this pipe is made up of three
sections and is connected at the front end by
means of a slip joint to cover variations in
length due to curving to a Y pipe through
which steam reaches each of the low-pressure
steam chests. The receiver pipe is laid out
The flexible connections
for 16-deg. curves.
are the same as those used in the Baltimore
& Ohio design, which have proved so satisfactory no trouble from leaky joints having
been experienced throughout the entire two
yjars this engine has been in service. Steam
from the low-pressure c.vlinders. which are located considerably
ahead of the front end of the boiler, exhausts back through
a flexible pipe connection to the exhaust pipe in the smokebox.
The high-pressure cylinders are equipped with piston
valves, and the low-pressure cylinders with
Richardson slide
valves.
The valve gear is, of course, of the Walschaert type. By
an ingenious arrangement of the reversing gear the weights of
the valve motion of the front and rear engines counterbalance each

•

'

—

Boiler for Erie

Mallet

Compound.

of the front lube sheel and is nearer than in an.v other boiler yet
shown in the Itailroad Gazette. In the construction of the firebox
and combustion chamber, sheets 'a in. thick are used for the latter,
and the ordinary thickness, =,s> in., for the crown and side sheets.
The crown sheet drops S'-; in. in its slope from front to back.
The throttle valve is of a peculiar and somewhat novel construction. The great height of the top of the boiler above the rail
(14 ft. IY2 in.) necessitates the use of a very low dome, and thi.s
in turn makes it advisable to take steam from
the top of the same. The throttle valve has
therefore been designed with this end in view;
and, while it is balanced in the usual manner,
steam is taken from the highest and dryest
To accomplish this
part of the dome only.
the throttle casing A is surmounted by a
frown piece B that curves in and beneath the
overhang of the hood C that is fastened to
the top of the valve and moves with it. The
valve is hollow and is closed at the bottom by
a. piston 8"/,, in. in diameter.
This piston is
furnished with water packing grooves and
moves in a cylinder bored in the casing.
Steam is admitted at all times to the top and
interior of the valve through the space between the crown B and the hood C, a space
which is never less than Vi in. This arrangement serves not only to take the steam from
near the top of the dome but also acts as a
separator.
This la.<t feature is due to the
fact that it is a tendency of steam under
pressure and flowing rapidly over a concave
surface, to deposit its contained water under
the influence of centrifugal action on that
surface
The water so deposited follows along
past the upper lip D of the opening to the
valve interior and thence down through the
central space around the stem to the water
in the boiler.
Steam is led from the throttle
pipe through a short dry pipe to a point directly in line with the high-pressure cylinders,

from whence it pa.sses through the top of the
and is divided In a tee-pipe and passes
iron steam pipes on

shell

down through wrought

either side of the boiler to each of the hlghpre.ssurc valve chamber.s.
The design of the
high-pressure cylinders which is shown In the
accompanying illustration is .similar to that
used on the Baltimore & Ohio engine, the
cylinders being cast In pair." with saddles, and
the .separation between the two cylinders
being SI,., in. to the right of the center line of
the saddle, to make room for the receiver pipe.
The engines are compounded on the Mellin or
Richmond system, the Intercepting valve being
located In the upper part of the left cylinder
casting.
Exhaust steam from the right hlghpre.s.sure cylinder
passes through a cored
passage to the back of the cylinder casting,
from whence It passes through an outside
L'-shaped pipe connecting to a passage In the
left cylinder casting leading up Into the Intercptine valve chiimber Into which the ex-

Front View of Erie

Mallet

Compound Rounding

a

Curve.
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forward motion froDi the top of ilie link and the rroni enitlni'M
from ihp bottom of thp link. T)i<' operation of the enRlnc Is r>-ndered easier than thai of an ordinary road eDRlne by th<> appll<',iHon of pneumatic rpverslni; r>llii.|er» to the ordinary near with
po>:
.itic locking
mtI poRlllon.
Thv frames of
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ar'
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II!
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Hteel,

5 In.

wide.

and rear frames

is

Th»>

shown

tilu«lratlon of the uldi' clov.itaiii.
of the wt-JKhl of the boiler which la carried oil the
Xorwanl engines lii n.ippori- 1 '< •
'If-adjuating alidlng bearing
In

madNM make

Inequallileii in the

till'

The part

''

aa thr

:.jvu .i Liull
i.-i.,;.ii.turua thruUKh .urw-j,. TIj'
-;» bolted
to
upper ends with ^
Js with flap
the liollfr and ii ball Joint conne.^tlon at t;.
castings hingi'd to the bottom of a cross tie acrose the lower rails
xmiind 'he oiii<»r ends of tYi-\^ hinged castings
of the frume
:.••
Irattom of
are r
tie.
These
the 11'
sprlni;'(lual to the
total
oiiiprca^iui. ul Hit- t>piuiK)>Tiic inllUl total cumpresslon is
30,000 lbs., which can be incresited by screwing down the spring
caps by means of nuts on the ends of the r-lmlts. This boiler support is also provided with a spring centering device of the same
design as that used on the Baltimore t Ohio engine.
.\nother sliding bupport Is formed between the exhaust pipe
elbow and the guide yoke ca.-filng. As mentioned above this support
also forms a connection between the boiler and the frames.
The four pairs of front driving wheels are equalized together
on each side and cross equalized in front of the forward drivers,
making this system equivalent to a single supporting point. The
rear engine on the other hand is equalized ihroiighoul on each side
only without cross equalization. This forms a complete three point
..iispended engine, or the best obtainable condition for flexibility
lid ease on the track.
The following are fome of the principal dimensions of the
engine:
2."> In.
CTllnder dlamnfr. II. )•
"

Joint conii>' lion at the

!

'

<

I

I'yllndcr dlanivter. L.

:«•

I'

Piston stroke

Wbfcl

14

rigid
total

base,

39 • 2 •

70 " .i^
410.000 Ibe.

engine and tender
Weight
Heating surface, tubes
t.>lal

liiiile area
Jiiurniils. main

t4-J.-J

•

5.313.7
100.0

••

10

In.

trailing

St

tender

5H

Steam pressure

x 13

" x 13
" 1 10

-13

In.

"

'•

lbs.

Wootten

KIreliox. tvpe

10 ft «-.•
9 *• 6 ",

length

width
thickness, tube sheet
tlilckness side, back and

In.
••

^-In.

%

crown sheets

water space
Tubes, number
diameter
length

In.

">

In.

404
2 i-i In.
21ft. Olu.

gage
Smokestack, diameter
Smok»-itai'k. above rails

15

0.12.'>-ln.
IK In.
'<% in.

ft.

type

Piston

I.. P. type
travel

Richardson Imlanced

II.

1'.

lap, H.
lap, L.

5

r

P

exhaust clearance
lead H. and L. P

'*

ft.

4.'.l71..'i sij.

fliPlHix

Valves.

"

-*•
ft. 3 lu.

^

In.

1 «.

••

I

••

v^-ln.

Vir In.
51

Wheels, diameter, drivers
Wheels, diameter tender
Tractive efTort
Katio, high to low pressure cylinders

Weight on drivers

1

-4-

Tractive clTort
Tractive effort x diameter of

In.

33 "

!>4„si»0 lbs.

—— =

driver."!

„

tu 2.43

4.;t2

900.87

Heating surface
Heating surface
.-,3.14

Grate area
Firebox heating surface
Total heating surface
Weight on drivers

=

17.84

Heating surface

Volume 2 H.

P. cylinders

=

Heating surface
r

-

Throttle Valve;

Erie Mallet

Volume 2

Compound.

located between the third and fourth driving-wheels. This bearing
consists briefly of a built-up saddle casting which extends down
and bears on a cast steel cross-tie directly below it, throuRh a
wrought iron case hardened sliding plate. -V brass wearing plate
is Introduced between the boiler bearing casting and the wrought
iron plate. The sliding plate Is radially planed on the bottom so
that it adjusts Itself to the allnemcnt of the engine and the load
on the sliding plate is at all times perfectly distributed and there
Movement in a vertical
is no cutting of the wearing surfaces.
direction Is prevented by a safety connection between the boiler
bearing casting and the iross-tie. which prevents the frames from
dropping away from the boiler in case of any derailment. There
Is also a similar safety connection provided at the front end of the
boiler between the guide yoke casting and the exhaust pipe elbow.
Another sliding support is located between the second and third
This support Is so adjusted that it does
pair of driving wheels.
not take any of the load except under unusual conditions when

h. p.

_cylinders

15..S0cu.

=

ft.

33.5

Grate area

Volume 2
Tube

h. p.

cylinders

li.nlInK surface, equated to llr.'lmx heating surface
t

l.nS5..i sq. ft.

Vaughan formula)

Total equated llreboxhoatlng suiiiK.'

1

i-^T

•In per cent.

Picked

Up

on the Road.

man. though
I am not what is ordinarily known as a traveling
do move about .somewhat, and I am not disposed to draw final
conclusions from the experience of one man; still I cannot help
wondering whether my experience Is exceptional or whether I am a
During the past eight or nine months I have
railroad hoodoo.
moved across a considerable territory in the south, east and north,
on many different roads, and 1 have not yet reached my destination
The
on time. This is a broail statement, but it is rigidly true.
I
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have been from 15 minutes to six hours late, and in
not a single instance was it due to accident or track obstru.'tion.
but to carelessness and inefficiemy in getting started or the inability
Yet when
of the locomotive to haul the train on schedule time.
the subject he invariably laims that
I speak to a railroad man on
that is
that
me
tells
experience
a late train is the exception. My
not the truth, and I would like very much to see a showdown of
1 remember once, a number of years ago,
the despatcher's sheets.
superintendent of one of the roads
I had such a controversy with a
York,
and he claimed that his trains were
New
of
running out
always on time. So I kept a record of about 27.') trains on that
road during the next nine months, and found only one that fell
within the five-minute limit, and that was two minutes late. When
called the superintendents attention to the subject I received
I
trains

i

no

reply.

As a matter of fact there is no reasonable excuse that can be
offered for a train regularly off schedule. Oh, yes; I know all about
bad coal, head winds, slippery rail, loading baggage, an;, the other
causes that are given as excuses ad nauseam, but they are not
These causes of delay will occur and should be provided
excuses.
for in the schedule. It looks very nice to make up a schedule on a
50-mile pace for an express or a 30 for a local, but what is a paper
The
schedule good for If the locomotive cannot do the work?
general manager and superintendent work it out that a certain
type of engine ought to haul a given train between terminals in a
The superintendent of motive power is coerced into
definite time.
So the schedule goes
saying "yes, under favorable conditions."
into force on the assumption that the conditions will always be
favorable on our line, and the train may make one or two trips on
Then an extra car is added, or there is a little more slate
time.
than usual in the coal, or a theatrical company with a lot of baggage sees fit to go that way. and then the capacity of the hauling
power is exceeded and "train late" is the result. "Train late"
then becomes the rule, but the beautiful fast schedule remains on
paper, a mockery to the trustful traveler who innocently confides
in its untruthfulness.
It seems that the definition of the time-table should be changed
from "a statement of the time at which trains are expected to
arrive and depart from the several stations," to "a statement of
the time at which some people hope they will."
Now, what is the result of this state of affairs? In the first
place there is a feeling of unmitigated disgust aroused in the mind
of the traveler. He feels that he has been imposed upon; that the
railroad company has been derelict in the execution of its part
of the contract; and there comes a determination to get even at
There is not one man in a thousand who
the first opportunity.

The Lutitania,

of the
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prefer, by far, to travel on a very slow schedule and
be sure of reaching destination on time than to take these fancy
time every inch of the way. This is not thfr
expression of an individual opinion, but is the consensus of statements made ti me by hundreds of men with whom I have talked on
the subject. At present it is well-nigh impossible to schedule a trip
with any certainty that the itinerary can be followed because of
So, if I have any
that bete noir of all travelers, the late train.
advice to give to managers on the subject, it is, "Do not bite off
more than you can chew; don't make a paper schedule that your
wheels can only follow on rare occasions, if you wish to secure th&
favor of your patrons."
The effect of a late train on the employees is demoralizing, to

would not

fast trains that lose

say the

least.

Ask any yardmaster what

it

means

to

him

to

have a

train late. His movements are all disturbed and the orderly execuHis crews will try to
tion of his work made an impossibility.
steal a few more seconds on the main line or be late in breaking up
the train, and so more time is lost and a bad matter becomes
worse, and when this is scattered throughout the line, the despatchers become overworked, crews and agents become confused by the
multiplicity of orders, and the climax is reached by somebody forThen there are damages galore, that ought to put a
getting.

But instead
of the general manager.
he puts the blame on the poor devil who forgot, instead of

damper on the complacency
of that

realizing that the fast schedule that the engine could not make
was the primary cause of the trouble, and that "Thou art the man"
should be sent home to him.
I know of the troubles with labor and the difficulty of securing
And
reliablie men, and so does every superintendent in the land.
knowing this, the blame comes home so much the more, in that there
is put upon this unreliable material a task that it is impossible for
If state legislatures and railroad commissioners and
it to perform.
general executive reformers would pay less attention to rates and
rebates and see to it that the 1-ailroads do not make time-table
bargains that they cannot execute, and when an accident occurs
to a belated train, besides hauling up the forgetful one, would go
deeper and see what may have been the record of that train in the
past as to punctuality, and what is the common practice of the
road, they would get closer to the true cause of the difficulty than
they usually do. Then, if they must art or legislate, let it be along
the lines of cutting down impossible .schedules and seeing to it that
those made are lived up to. and thus earn the commendation of all
concerned the traveler and the employee with the possible exception of the manager who is so smugly complacent over the 50-mile
schedule for a 40-mile gait, and whose complacency may well bft
ruptured for the general good of the public.

—

—

Cunard Line, on Her Trial Trip.

(See Editorial Page).
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Three u( Uieae lluea. iMtK>'-8»llUK -i-i milr*. Mcle equipped
overhead contact, and the ri'iiialnlnK Mne&. axKregatlng 'i^'jit
All lines were oporuted with SOU
mllea. for third rail op<>ration.
volt contlnuuiiH current, buppll-il from main Btatlons and substawas
primitive
rail
in furm and without protective
tlont.
The third
deviceii of any sort.
So many arcldcntH followed the use of this
method of supplyUiK ciirrfnt to the roolors that the railroad was
compt'lled to abandon all third r&II o[>eratlon in Connecticut, and
revert to steam service, by a decree of the Superior Court dated
June 13. 1906. and It now ba> no third rail in service except a
The
Junction overlap with the New Yorlc Central ul Woodlawn.
unsatisfni-tory oxpcrlfnco with this typo of construction Influenced
the company's decision in favor of the swingle phase system for the
New Yorlc terminal elcctrlflcatton, which was finally adopted after
a careful Investigation of the relative merits and disadvantages of
the two methods of construction.
>lad the study of the question been limited to the equipment
of the terminal section In New York, considerations of uniformity
and expediency would doubtless have inliuenced the decision in
favor of continuous current motors, taking current from a third
rail.
The New Haven, however, recognized the importance of its
decision In Its effect on future extensions of electric service to other
parts of its system, and the final decision was based upon a study
of the subject as a whole rather than upon the solution of the terThe selection of a system of transmission
minal problem only.
which combines efficiency, flexibility, simplicity and lowest flrst
cost, was important.
The New Haven system comprises a network
of lines and its transmission problems must be worked out for areas
rather than for lluear distances, thus reversing ordinary conditions.
As the area served increases as the square of the radius of transmission from the generating center, the commercial and practical
value of high potential transmission is much increased.
While both methods under consideration included high tension
transmission by alternating current, it was believed that the combination method requiring transforming devices and continuous
current motors was less well adapted to the conditions than single
phase for many reasons. The electric efficiency of the combinatii/a
system between power house bus bars and engine shoes is 75 per
cent. only, as compared with 95 per cent, for the single phase
system. The flexibility of the combination system Is impaired by
the limited radius of the secondary low tension distribution, requiring substations at frequent intervals, and still further by the limitations Imposed by the use of a third rail. The position and height
of this rail must be rigidly maintained, and the practical margin
of permissible variation is small.
Its continuity is broken at
switches and crossings by frequent transferrence of the conductor
rail to the opposite side of the track or to an overhead position.
In contrast, the single phase system requires no substations or secondary circuits; the continuity of the overhead conductor Is complete, and its position and height may vary within vertical and
horizontal limits of 8 ft. and 4 ft., respectively, without losing contact with the collecting shoes on the pantagraph frames.
It Is yet too early to furnish definite and positive comparisons
of cost of the two methods under consideration, but the calculations and experience of the company's engineers indicate that the
total cost of a single phase installation will be much less than
that of the continuous current system, and that the higher electrical
efficiency, lower fixed charges, maintenance and operating expenses
of the single phase system all tend to reduce the relative cost of
current delivered to the engine shoes In about the same proportion.
The determination of the most economical and desirable frequency and voltage of the transmission system involved the consideration of many factors. The choice of frequency was limited
to 15 cycles or 25 cycles.
The lower frequency afforded a material
reduction in weight, size and cost of motors, a reduction In conductor losses and Induction disturbances, together with an Increase
In the power factor of the motors, but Its adoption would have
materially impaired the commercial value of the system as a whole.
In restricting or preventing Its extension for many other uses incidental to railroad operation. The standard frequency in general u^e
Is 25 cycles, and as the New Haven already owned a number ot'
power hou.ses generating current at this frequency for trolley operation, and. in addition, had equipped many of its shops with 25-cycle
motors, the adoption of 15 cycles would have required the abandonment of a large amount of standard apparatus, or the interposition
of costly and inefficient means of translation.
It was also consid•a 1895.
for

ered desirable to provide tor operation In parallel with the 25-cycle
generators already adopted by the New York Central. The practical effect of a change from 25 to 15-cycle apparatus was thus substantially equivalent to a "break In gage," and It was decided that
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tb« pracUcAl commercial value of the higher frequency outweighed
the theoretical merits of the lower one.
Various alternatives were coDMldered before fixing the generating and transmlHslon e. m. /. of the syitem. It was at first proposed
to Increase the economical radius of transmlMlon to the uimocl
by generating curn-nt at the hlgheat Initial voltage for which generatorii could be safely designed (about 22,000 voltx) and to provide aubstatlonH at suitable intervala, equipped with static transformers, for supplying current at 3.000-6.000 volts to secondary contact circuits.
As the two motors In each electrli- locomotive truck
aro permanently connected In series, current must be supplied at
560 voll.s through the transformer which forms part of the locomotive's equipment.
It l>ecame evident, however, that a great gain
In simplicity would result if the Intermediate substations and line
transformers could be cut out altogether by reducing the initial
e. m. f. to 11,000 volts and raising the ratio of the locomotive transformer to correspond. This was done with a resulting reduction In
capital and operating cost, coupled with an increase of electrical
efficiency.
Incidentally, the difficulties In designing satisfactory collecting devices were greatly diminished.
Before giving a detail description of the apparatus used in
the electrified district It may be Interesting to give a few comments
on the commercial aspects of electric traction, as the natural prejudice of the stockholder in favor of the continued maintenance of
dividends must be respected, and the technical expert too frequently
neglects this in his scientific ardor.
Numerous analyses and comparisons of the comparative costs
of electric and steam operation have been published from time to
time, which tend to prove that a considerable saving in fuel, engine
repairs and other operating expenses may be expected. Under favorable conditions this saving may be large enough to pay interest
and other fixed charges on the additional construction Investment
and still leave a satisfactory margin to be applied to dividends.
Under general conditions, however, it is altogether improbable that
the direct saving resulting from the simple substitution of electric
for steam power will be sufficient to justify the additional invest-

ment and

financial risk.

In changing the method of motive power on existing railroads,
the conditions are by no means so simple as in the construction of
new lines, since a great amount of capital already invested must
be sacrificed, and the problems of adaptation to existing conditions
are peculiarly severe. The transition stage In bridging over the
gap between steam and electric operation is both expensive and difficult, as the change affects train lighting and heating, telegraph
and telephone service, signaling and track maintenance, for v^hich
both temporary and permanent provision must be made. The simultaneous maintenance of facilities and working forces for both
steam and electric service within the same limits will rarely be
profitable, for the reason that a large proportion of expenses incident to both kinds of service Is retained, without realizing the full

economy
the

of either.

To secure the fullest economy it is necessary to at least extend
new service over the whole length of the existing engine disand

both passenger and freight trains.
of electric traction to heavy railroad service
governed by other and more important considerations than its mere relative cost as a motive power under similar
conditions, as illustrated in the development of the ordinary trolley
service.
In this development the commercial value of higher speeds
trict,

to include

The application

will probably be

and of increased car capacity is so large that the relative cost of
animal tractive power becomes almost negligible by
comparison. Analogous results may be hoped for in the corresponding development of electric traction in heavy railroad service, as
the new conditions will afford opportunities for at least two radical
modifications of existing conditions, quite apart from minor
economies.
In steam service the weight and speed of trains are limited by
the horse-power capacity of the locomotive, which generates its own
power, and there are but few locomotives which can generate sufficient steam to utilize their full cylinder tractive power at speeds
In excess of 12 miles an hour.
Consequently, any increase of speed
beyond certain limits can only be attained by sacrificing train tonnage in a corresponding degree. The division of the train-mile cost
by the lesser number of tons Increases the ton-mile cost proporelectric versus

tionately.

The high cost of fast freight service is principally due to this
a diminishing divisor, while It would seem that electric
traction should permit high speeds without sacrificing commercial
tonnage, as, with a relatively unlimited source of power at command, the maximum drawbar pull permitted by the motor design,
may be maintained at all speeds.
Hardly less Important Is the opportunity afforded for the economical operation of trains of minimum capacity. The train capacity cannot be reduced, without loss, below the polut where the
earnings equal the traln-mlle cost, and if this cost cannot be reduced proportionately with reduced capacity, the Inferior limit of
capacity may be uneconomlcally large. In steam service the Irreeffect of
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ducible elements entering into tiie train-mile cost are so large that
it is rarely profitable to operate trains earning less than 40 to 50
cents per mile. In contrast, electric service permits an extreme
reduction of the train length to single car units, costing to operate
but 10 to 15 cents per car-mile. Hence, the frequency of service
may be increased and rates reduced, which in turn will react on
the volume of traffic, with the final result of increasing both gross

and net earnings.

It

may, therefore, be claimed for

electric trac-

the limits of profitable operation of highspeed heavy trains, and also of light trains of low capacity.
Other but relatively minor advantages are possible in the effect
on earnings, due to the elimination of smoke, gases, dust, cinders
and heat, the better ventilation of cars, the extension of electric
train lighting and heating; and of the effect on expenses due to
the concentration of power production in large and economical
power houses, a reduction of engine repairs, an increase of effective
engine and train mileage, a more or less complete elimination of
engine houses, turntables, fuel stations, water tanks, cinder pits
and other operating facilities, the consolidation of power requirements for traction, pumping, operating shops, elevators and general uses, and the use of current for lighting switch lamps, stations
and other buildings.
Finally, the availability and value of real estate and structures
at large terminals will be greatly augmented by the possibilities
tion that

it

will extend

\
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be isolated, and also the several parallel tracks separated from one
another in case of accident to any one track. The anchor bridges
also carry lightning arresters, shunt transformers for operating the
circuit-breakers, together with foot walks, hand railings, lighting
circuits and the wires and conduit for the auxiliary control circuits.
The main conductors over the running tracks are paralleled
throughout their entire length from Stamford to Woodlawn by two
feeder wires. These feeders constitute auxiliaries to the main track
conductors and are connected with the latter at each anchor bridge
through circuit-breakers. The auxiliary feeders provide means for
feeding around any one section in case it is cut out of service on
account of some accident in that particular section.
In laying out the bridges for the section from Wootllawn to
Stamford, it was found that the sharpest curvature was 3 deg. As
this curvature will permit of stringing trolley wire in straight lines
between points of support 150 ft. apart without deviating from the
center of the track more than 8V2 i'l- on each side, it was decided
to place a'll bridges a fixed distance of 300 ft. apart, and on curves
to provide guide poles from which pull-over wires are attached and
secured to the catenary spans. By this means a minimum amount
of overhead wiring was obtained, and the deviation from the center
of the track was maintained within safe limits.
The standard four-track intermediate bridge consists of two
supporting side posts and a horizontal truss. Each supporting post

X'

/,

'9'

•^

Overliead Catenary Construction over Four Tracks;

using two or more superimposed track levels, as in the new
terminals in New York tor the New York Central and the Penn-

of

sylvania.

A general change from steam to electricity will render unproductive a very large amount of invested capital, and create the
necessity for the expenditure of additional amounts still greater,
but there Is no reason to doubt that the transition already in progress will be rapidly extended and applied at all points where congested terminals, high frequency of train service and low cost of
power create favorable conditions.
OVEKIIKAI) LINE CONHTBUCTIOiN.
The overhead line <-onstructlon Is of the catenary type and
ronsl.'fts of two steel cables of high strength, supported at Intervals
by steel bridge structures. A copper conductor or trolley wire Is
suspended below the two supporting cables by means of hangers
placed at frequent Intervals.
Wherever the cables pass over the
steel supporting bridges they rest on porcelain Insulators, and at
Intervals heavy bridges are provided against which the cables are
anchored by means of specially constructed strain insulators.
The steel supporting bridges re of varying lengths so as to
accommodate four, five, six or as many as 12 tracks, as the local
conditions reqnire, without placing posts between tracks. These
bridges are of a uniform design and consist of angle Iron and lattice bar construction.
The anchor bridges are provided with automatic circuit-breakers by means of which the different sections may
11

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford.

is approximately 38 ft. long by 1 ft. Hi in. square.
Each is composed of four 4-in. x 4-ln. x '/,a-in. angles, secured together by
Each post rests on a concrete founda2V4-in. X %-ln. lacing bars.
tion.
The cross truss Is bolted to the vertical posts, allowing a
distance of 23 ft. 4 in. from tlie lower side of the truss to the top
of the rails.
The truss is 4 ft. K in. deep from back to back of the
upper and lower chord angles, which are placed 1 ft. 10 in. from
In.
back to back. The upper chord angles are 3'.i in. x 6 In. x
and the lower are 4 in. x 'i'/> in. x Vi,i In.
The extension.s of the side posts above the trusses are utilized
for supporting the feeder wires which are carried on angle Iron
cross arms bolted to the |)osts. The lower cross arm carries the
auxiliary feeder. The upper cross arm is located 5 ft. atwve the
lower one and carries two wires of thrc(>-phase circuit. The third
wire of the three-phase circuit Is rarrled on a light vertical channel Iron support which Is not shown In the Illustration.
Anchor bridges of heavy construction are placed every two
miles, and against these bridges (be catenary cables arc anchored.
The auxiliary apparatus and signals are mounted on the bridge,
the semaphore blades being located hclow the truss so as to afford
an unobstructed view to the engim'ci-. 'l"he four track anchor bridge
consists of two A shaped posts having a spread at the base of 15 ft.
and a width at right angles to the track of about 2 ft. The main
members of the posts consist of 6-in. x 4-ln. x %-ln. angles. These
posts are also extended above the truss for carrying the feeder
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A laddrr la proviUeU on on>.- 'f
platfurni •( the ead of the truiu.
Thjs pUitform Is provided with
a band rail and carries upon It
box containing an 11,000-volt.
low-Mjulvalent llsbtoUiK arrratiT
\ iKirtal Is provided In the end
ii
of the truM by means of which
may step to the platiruss.
From this platform supported upon the lower
leading to the signal
form access Is provliled to the s:
lanterns and a st^-ond short ladder •xu-udiug up to another platform supported upon (he upper chord of the truss. This platform
is surrounded by a bund rait which Is also attached to the Iron supporting frames of the circuit-breakers In such a manner that the
attendant can in no way come in contact with the live parts of
the circuit. At each end o( the truss a 5-k.w.. 11,000-Tolt, shunt
transformer U provided, one of these being connected directly into
a bus-bar which runs around the outside of the circuit-breakers and
which is supported on porcelain insulators and bus-bar brackets
-
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for

and a

thp

hanser to come loose.
vide an Insulator
ms of two bronze

• are bolted.
Two
luipreKuaiod tiar<i-»uud are fastened to these
to these wooden strips are fastened renewable pieces
- -^arable
u:
t..
".r.; in such a manner that the ends '^' •'
plfM-es overlap one another.
By this means the
.i -l
on
the locomotive passf<i fmm nrn -/'tion to the
i
opening the circuit, tlj
At A number
A-erhead bridges reduce
<• points special constructhe clearance abo\
tion is used.
This cuuoiructiuu cuubidUs uf a long corrugated porcelain tube mounted on an Iron pipe carried by means of pl{>e Qttings from the lower side of the bridge. The messenger cables
where they pass under the bridge are heavily Insulated, and the
hangers which support the trolley wire from the messenger cables
are placed midway between the porcelain Insulators so that the
maximum amount of flexibility is obtained. The trolley wire hangers are of impregnated wood so that the trolley wire is completely
insulated from the catenary cables. A waterproof shield Is attached
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Four-Track Anchor Bridge with Circuit Breakers and Section Breaks.
secured to the upper chords of the truss. The other transformer is
connected directly to one of the "power" feeders. As the "power"
feeder is connected to the third phase of the generating system,
this provides means for operating the switches in case of accident
to the trolley section.
The four-track anchor bridge is secured to
concrete foundations by long anchor bolts and nuts.
Each of the two catenary cables which support the copper trolley conductor consists of an extra high strength steel cable, Vi. 'n.
in diameter, i-onslsting of heavy strands.
This steel has an ultimate strength of about 200,000 lbs. per square Inch, and each strand
is heavily galvanized.
The completed cable has an ultimate strength
These cables are strung between the bridges, with a
of 33,800 lbs.
sag at mean temperature of 6 ft. in a standard span of 300 ft.
The trolley wire, which is No. 0000 grooved copper, is supported
every 10 ft. from the catenary cables by triangular trolley hangers
of varying lengths. These hangers are so adjusted in length that
the trolley wire is maintained in a horizontal position, 6 in. below
the catenary cables at the middle point of the span. They consist
of a pair of small drop forged steel Jaws, which engage with the
grooves of the trolley wire and are clamped by means of a malleal)le iron Y which is screwed down upon the threaded portions of
the jaws-:. The sides of the triangle are then screwed into the Y
and are bolted to the messenger cable above. As all of the threads

to the bridge

above the insulating structure to prevent accumula-

and water on the insulators.
At a number of points where there are numerous

tions of dirt

side-tracks,

necessary to provide extra long bridge supports. An illustration shows one of these long bridges, which is designed to cover
The catenary cable insulators are attached to the lower
12 tracks.
member of the truss. Both rails of all tracks are bonded with No.
0000 compressed terminal tlexible bonds placed round the fish plates.
Wherever one track (ilverges from another a section insulator
Insulators are inserted in the cateis inserted in the trolley wire.
nary cables supporting the diverging wire between parallel tracks.
is
connected to the main wire by a
wire
trolley
The diverging
frog of standard design, and in order to prevent the contact shoes
on the locomotive from catching, deflector wires are placed in the
angles between the two trolley wires. These deflectors are carrieil
by yokes screwed to the trolley wires and to yokes at the ends fastened to the catenary hangers. These deflectors are raised at each
end so that the collector shoe cannot catch over them.
ELECTKIC LOCOirOTIVES.
The specifications under which the locomotives were built require that they shall be able to handle a 200-ton train on the most
severe schedule in the present time-table, corresponding to the local
express which stops about every 2.2 miles and operates on a schedule
it is

TrtE
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speed
speed of over 26 miles an hour. This requires a maximum
haul this
of about 45 miles per hour. The locomotive is also to
train
at 60
250-ton
a
hour
and
per
weight of train at 65 to 70 miles
miles per hour in the long runs. Three 100-ton. or even heavier,
trains may also be handled on the long runs at reduced speeds.
Heavy trains may be operated at high speeds by coupling two or
more of the locomotives together and operating them on the multiple-unit system.
The design of the locomotives was largely
dictated by certain requirements: (a) Gearless
motors having a flexible drive and with all
the weight carried on springs were desired
and finally adopted as the most desirable form.
and (b) operation on 600 volts direct-current
necessitated the use of four motors in order
that they might be operated in the usual

is
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carried by semi-elliptic springs.
spiral springs to

bars are small

7.

Under the ends
assist

in

of the equalizer
restoring equilibrium.

The distance between truck centers is 14 ft. 6 in.
The motors are of the gearless type. The hollow shaft of the
armature is made in two halves. These two halves are alike and
each

is

provided with an end disk from which project seven hollow

series-parallel relation.

The bogie truck type was adopted after
careful consideration as the one best adapted
Its riding
to meet the conditions imposed.
qualities are the best and it offers the least
resistance in taking the curves in the line.
The locomotives are 36 ft. 4 in. over bumpers

and weigh approximately 90

The mechanical

tons.

parts of the locomotive

were built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
from designs developed with the co-operation
of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company and the New Haven engineers.
The longitudinal members of the frame
consist of deep plate girders reinforced at the
top by channels and at the bottom by heavy
angles and plates. To these frames are riveted
plate cross members, one over each truck,
forming the transoms. These transoms are
further braced by gusset plates riveted to the
bottom flanges of both sets of channels, which
transmit the tractive power from the centerpin to the side frames. The side girders are
Deck of Anchor Bridge, Showing Circuit Breakers and Other Auxiliary Apparatus.
placed outside the wheels as low down as the
wheels and drawhead will permit and are braced and squared by pins. Each half is forced by hydraulic pressure into the ends of
The
substantial steel flooring plates which are riveted to the top flanges. the hollow armature spider and is securely keyed in place.
The drawbar effort is transmitted to the side frame through deep armature and quills are mounted on the locomotive axle. The split
box girders joining the frames at the ends of the locomotive. The cab housings at each end of the armature carry the armature bearings
and are rigidly clamped to the outer field frame of the motor. On
Is built up on a framework of Z-bars which are riveted to the side
girders. This forms a light but strong construction, able not only to each end of the locomotive axle is mounted a 62-in. driving wheel
transmit large drawbar pulls but to resist heavy shocks in bumping. in the hub of which are formed seven circular pockets which conThe running gear consists of two trucks, each mounted on four tain helical springs for assisting in carrying the weight of the
The trucks have side frames of cast steel motor and for transmitting the torque from the armature. Into
62-in. driving wheels.
each of these pockets there projects one of
the hollow pins on the end of the armature

Each pin is surrounded by a spring
placed between the outer circumference of the
pin and the inner circumference of the pocket.
This spring is arranged so as to tend to hold
the pin concentric with the pocket, and it
resists yieldingly to any gravitational or torsional force for a total movement of
In.
The spring is of unusual form; its turns are
progressively eccentric.
Thus an end view
of the spring would show an inner radius and
an outer radius differing from each other by
•'s in. greater than the thickness of the stock
from which the spring is built.
Between
the outer circumference of the spring and the
inner circumference of the pocket is fitted a
sheet iron tube, and a similar tube is placed
between the spring and the pin. These tubes
and the spring form a unit which may be
taken intact from the pocket when the outer
end rap Is removed.
On account of their
mechanical form and their position in the
pockets these springs cannot be stretched beyond Ihelr elastic limit, and, since each
pocket is provided with adequate lubrication
It
Is expected that they will withstand
the
most severe wear and last indefinitely. They
are capable of sustaining the whole weight
of the motor, but they will normally be used
Method of Erecting Bridge Columns with Locomotive Crane
solely for transmitting the torque to the
contains
Each i>in
a hollow space In which Is placed an
drivers.
lo which are bolted and riveted pressed steel bolsters which carry
the center plates. A strong construction Is secured without excessive additional spring which serves for receiving the end thrust of the
weight by the use of bolsters 30 In. wide at the center plate and motor against the drivers.
The method of carrying the weight of the motor from the truck
extended to nearly double that width at the ends where they are
bolted to the side frames.
Center bearings Itt In, In diameter trans- and of resisting the backward torque of the field structure Is by
mit the tractive effort to the fr.ime. They are well lubricated to providing a steel frame entirely distinct from the truck and pivoted
permit free motion on curves. The weight on the Journal boxes from the Journal boxes of each locomotive axle. From this frame
shaft.
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1,1 to the brush.
The two armatures on each truck with their corresponding compensatlnK field colls are joined permnn»'nt!y In «er!<»s and are operated at all times as a unit. For
two-motor
units of eaih locomotive are cot:mij and In
parallel at full siM-od. while for
k the two
units are joineti lu piir<iUel at ail times.
Although during direct-current operation the
:

.

familiar serles-parellel

method of control

Is

employed, several unusual features have been
Introduced so that the Io-t? during acceleration are equally u
the case
if there were con,
ing of the
four motors by
^ ordinarily
with four-motor e<iuipuitrul. The motors being of the compensated type will run sparklessly with the fields weakened to any desired
extent, and this condition is taken advantage
of during the acceleration period before pass•-

i

ing from the series to the parallel position.
Thus there is eliminated a large portion of the

which would take place in the resistance
the motors were changed directly from the
normal series position without resistance to
the parallel position with the full resistance
in circuit.
Much of the lower part of the
normal speed range in the parallel position is
covered by the motors connected In series with
loss
if

shunted

The

field coils.

acceleration is extremely smooth,
which is to be attributed partly to the facts
just stated and partly to the fact that in passing from the series to the parallel connection
the circuit to neither motor is opened nor is
Erecting a Long Trolley Bridge Truss in the Yards
either motor short-circuited.
In the initial
series position at starting, one motor unit is
In the motor. The armature and field windings are of the usual form
connected to the ground side and the other to the trolley side, with
employed in Westinghouse single-phase series motors. The armature the resistance in series between them. In the final series position the
winding is closed In itself and is indirectly connected to the com- resistance is out of circuit and two units are in series across the line.
mutator through preventive leads which reduce the short circuit If now there be connected in parallel with each motor unit a resistcurrent produced when the brushes pass from one commutator seg- ance of a value such that one-half of the line voltage will cause to
ment to the next. The field winding is of the compensated type flow through it a current equal in value to that passing through each
with the compensating field evils wound in slots in the projecting motor, the two motor units will in effect be connected in parallel
pole pieces. These compensating coils are always in series with across the line, each unit having in series with it a resistance which
the armature circuit and serve to neutralize the reactance of the absorbs one-half of the line voltage. Under this condition no curarmature.
rent will flow directly through the middle-voltage connection beThere are several brushes per holder and both the brushes tween the two motor units, and this connection may be broken withand holders resemble closely those used for direct-current worls. out changing the performance of the motors, after which the resistThe brushes are
In. thick and are pressed against the commuance in series with each motor may be decreased until the two
tator by a coiled spring. The total locomotive mileage is not yet units are directly in parallel across the line.

%

Special Trolley Bridge over Yard Tracks.
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During alternating-current operation each motor unit is fed at
variable voltage from the secondary of a step-down transformer,
The
there being two separate transformers on each locomotive.
same master controUere are used for alternating-current as for
direct-current.

Each switch used in the motor circuits is of the Westinghouse
"unit" type, operated by air under 80 lbs. pressure and controlled
by an electromagnet which receives current from a 20-volt storage
There are, therefore, on the locomotive three systems of
battery.
wiring: the 11.000-volt primary circuits to the step-down transform-
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mechanism and holds it in place. This can be released by means
of an electro-pneumatically operated lever when compressed air is
on hand, or it can be released manually if desired. The framework of the pantagraph mechanism is built up of steel tubing and
the collector bow is a broad strip of soft copper. The collector
mechanism

is

mounted on moulded insulators

bolted to the roof of

the locomotive.

For use over the

New York

Central tracks there have been provided both a second and lower overhead direct-current pantagraph
trolley and third-rail contact shoes.
The direct-current trolley is

the lower-voltage motor circuits (corresponding to the secondary circuits from the
transformers and the equivalent 600-volt di-

ers;

rect-current circuits), and the battery electromagnet circuits. The high-potential circuit?
pass directly from the trolleys through the

manually-operated

oil

switch to one terminai

of the primary of each of the step-down transformers, the other terminals of which are
grounded to the locomotive frame. The lead
from the trolleys to the oil switch is protected
by a grounded covering, and only the 20-volt
Tlif
battery runs to the master controller.

motor

circuits pass either

from direct-current

shoe or the taps on the se
of the transformers to the iii;
and through the motors to

trollej-, third-rail

ondaries
switches
ground.

•

The unit switches are arranged

in groups
and the sw^itches of each
have their magnetic blow-out coils
placed mechanically in the same line so that
they assist one another in producing the blow-

for

convenience,

group

out

flux.

The locomotive may be controlled from
either end by means of a master controller
which is of the usual type except that its
handle is somewhat dift'erent from those
heretofore used. The handle resembles somewhat the throttle lever of a steam locomotive.
No gears are used, the handle being connected
directly to the drum shaft.
The reverse
New Haven Electric Locomotive with A. C. Trolleys Raised.
lever
is
mounted immediately below the
operating lever of the controller.
The circuits which run to one of the same general type as that used of the high-potential collectors
master controller are in multiple with those to the other controller. and it is mounted over the center of the locomotive. There are two
A continuation of these circuits through flexible leads from one mechanically separate but electrically interconnected contact shoes
locomotive to another allows any number of locomotives to be oper- on each side of each truck, making a total of eight shoes per locoated simultaneously from one master controller. When the master motive. These shoes are designed for use with either an over-runcontroller is in the off position, connections are so established that ning or an under-running rail, and the mechanical pressure in each
all circuit-breaker trips which may be open may be closed by presscase is supplied by springs. On account of the fact that no thirding a small push button on top of the controller. Current is sup- rail will be used over the high potential portion of the route, and
plied to the control circuits by two sets of 10-cell storage bat- the projecting shoes in their normal position would be liable to
teries, each of which has a capacity of 40 ampere-hours and weighs
strike any small obstruction along the side-paths, a device is used
1.50 lbs.
In connection with the switch groups, cut-out switches are for lifting the contact shoes out of the way when the locomotive
provided so that either pair of motors may be cut out by simply is using alternating-current. This device will be operated electrorendering certain switches inoperative. It is thus possible to cut pneumatically and will be automatic so that when the alternatingout the motors without manipulating the main circuit.
current circuit is completed the shoes will be lifted from the rails.
There are two pantagraph bow trolleys for collecting the curAll of the controlling mechanism of the locomotive is placed
rent from the 11,000-volt overhead conductor system. The upward in the cab. In addition to the various switch groups and the two
pressure against the wire is supplied by springs. Compressed air main transformers referred to above, the cab contains two air comis admitted to a cylinder when it is desired to lower the collector.
pressors driven by compensated motors of the same general type
When the rolle tor is in lln Inwp.-^t position a catch engages the as the main driving motors. The <lrciiils to these motors are con-

Cos Cob Power House and Coal Dock:

New

York,

New Haven

4.

Hartford.
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trolled automatically by th« prtMuura of tha air In the

main

reaer-

'
'ive.
lor«tp<l underneath
The four main
traction motori, the biKhpoti'iidal
,ind the main circuit rheo«tai4 are cooled l.y n!r ' i';
presHure by means
of two motor-driven n-u
'traw air through
openlnga In the cab. 1)i'
vopathn. On<- ix^tb
pajtaea flnt through the i: .•
ihc rheontat. The
other path goea directly to tli<' motora. It entori the armature near
the ihaft, passea around and between the armature lamlnatlona. flows
outward through the ventllatliiK ducta In the fleld cores and reaches
the outer air through perforaiert caps on the frame of the n.otor.
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A 8elf-8ui>portlng steel stack 13 fL 6 in. In diameter exteodlng
a height of 100 ft. from the engine room floor, is carried by the
columns which support the fan room floor, leaving the space
below, on the boiler room floor, entirely clear.
The turbine room Is CO ft. wMe by 112 ft. long, and the swltchiKiard occupies a space next the turbine room which is 25 ft. wide
by 110 ft. long. The boiler room i« 160 ft lonsr and 110 ft wide.
The Initial generating >,
i-ts

to

steel

of three multiple expansiin
les
direct-connected to slngle-pli
ion
has been made for the Installatiuu u( a fourth uuii of L-urrespuudlng
size.
The turbines are rated at 4..S00 brake horse-power each and
the generators at 3.000 k.w. each, at 80 per cent, power factor.
'

Concrete Water Reservoir at Cos Cob Power House.
Since a considerable volume of air i.s required fur each motor and
it is undesirable to cause the air to assume a high velocity. It wa.s
necessary to provide a large flexible conduit between the air passages on the cab and those on the motors proper. The flexible conduit is made of heavy canvas tubing which is reinforced with wire
and given an accordion pleating. By the use of the air blast the
temperature of the motors under load has been so decreased that
the continuous rating is almost equal to the one-hour rating.
cos COB POWEK HOUSE.

The

single phase electriflcation comprises that portion
of the Now York division of the New York. New Haven & Hartford
from Stamford, Conn., to the junition with the New Y'ork Central
From Woodlawn tn the Oranrt C. tiat Woodlawn, N. Y., 21 miles.
Iral Station the New Haven trains are operated over the tracks of the Harlem division
of the New York Central by the New Haven
electric locomotives, using direct current from
the New York Central's third rail electric
initial

equipment.

The power bouse

at

Cos Cob

As the requirements necessitated the generation of three-phase
current for delivery to the New York Central system as well as
single-phase current for the operation of the electric locomotives
over the New Haven railroad, the generators are wound for threephase current but are arranged for the delivery of both three-phase
and single-phase current. The turbines are operated at 1,500 revolutions per minute by steam at 200 lbs. pressure and 100 deg. superheat.
The continuous overload capacity of the units is 50 per cent..
and momentary overloads of 100 per cent, can be taken care of when
operating condensing.
The generators are entirely enclosed by a casing into which air
is drawn through suitable ducts from a fresh air chamber under
the switchboard gallery, and from which the air is discharged
through other ducts into the basement. This renders the operation
of the generators practically noiseless.
The excitation of the generator fields is provided for by two
125-k.w. direct-current generators, direct-connected to Westinghouse
engines; and one motor-driven exciter.
To prevent rapid deterioration of the brass condenser tubes by
galvanic action a motor generator set has been installed and provided with suitable controlling apparatus for maintaining in each
condenser a counter electro-motive force slightly in excess of the
electromotive fore? due to galvanic action and th" strav •nrrent-s.

fur-

nishes single-phase current for the operation
of electric trams over the New Haven road
and is also designed to deliver three-phase
current to the Port Morris power house of the
New York Central to compensate for the
energy required to operate the New Haven
trains over the lines of the New York
Central.
The power house is adjacent to the main
line of the railroad and on the bank of tlie
Mianus river about one mile from Long Island
sound. Coal can be delivered either by water
or rail, and an unlimited amount of .salt

water for condensing

purpo.ses

i.s

available.

By the erection of a dam in the river about
a mile up-stream from the power house an
abundant supply of pure boiler feed-water is
obtained.

The general style of architecture of the
is Spanish Mi.ssion; the
walls are built of plain-faced concrete blocks.
The site selected was on solid rock, ami
this required blasting the excavation for
basement and the condenser intake
the
and discharge flumes. The building walls,
below the water-table, and the mai'hinery
foundations are monolithic concrete. The
interior columns in the boiler room are
of
structural
steel,
but
all
other
colInterior of Turbine Room at Cos Cob Power House.
umns required in the building are of concrete blocks.
The steel roof trusses over the turbine room are
The initial installation of Iwilers consists of twelve 525-h.p.
supported on concrete block pilasters formed In the build- Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers set in batteries of two boilers
ing walls, while over the boiler room they are carried by each, and arranged with eight boilers on one side and four boilers
the pllastered building wall.s and by the interior steel col- on the other side of the boiler room separated by a 21-ft. firing
umns, which also support the boilers, the mechanical draft equii)- floor. Provision Is made for four additional boiler.s to take care of
ment and the stack. The front of the switchboard gallery, at the the fourth turbogenerator unit when installed. These boilers are
south end of the turbine room, is carried on concrete block columns equipped with Roney mechanical stokers aud Babcock & Wilcox
power house building
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superheaters and deliver steam at 200

lbs.

gage pressure and 125 deg.

superheat

Under ordinary conditions the boiler feed water Is delivered
from the pump house at Mianus through a 10-in. main to a concrete reservoir of 600.000 gallons capacity just outside the power
house. From this reservoir the water flows by gravity to two 13,000
gallon feed water tanks in the boiler room basement. These tanks
The water is
also receive the discharge from the hot well pumps.
then drawn from these tanks by the feed pumps and delivered
through the feed water heaters and the economizers into the boilers.

An auxiliary source of feed water supply is provided for by a
connection to the mains of the Greenwich Water Company.
Four 14-ft. fans, direct-connected to horizontal high-speed engines, deliver the flue gases from the economizers to the stack, which
only
of sufficient height to carry the gases away from the building.
is
All coal received by water is unloaded from barges by a steel
derrick operating a clam shell bucket and delivering to a hopper
of 15 tons capacity at a height of 55 ft. above the dock.
From this
hopper the coal is fed by gravity into a coal crusher and from the
crusher it drops into steel cars where it is weighed. The cars are
then drawn b.v cable up an inclined railroad into the boiler room
through an opening near the roof. Two cars can be operated on
this track, passing each other through an automatic turnout at the
center.
The cars discharge the coal into a hopper, from which it is
delivered into two flight conveyors, extending the length of the
Openings in the bottom of the flight conveyors disboiler room.
charge the coal into spouts leading to the stoker hoppers of the
boilers.
The capacity of the flight conveyors is in excess of the
amount of coal required to operate the boilers, and the surplus coal
is discharged at the further end of the boiler room into a concrete
storage bin below the boiler room floor. Coal received by rail is
dumped from the car directly into a chute leading to this storage
bin.
When the boilers are to be supplied from this source the coal
is discharged from the bin by gravity into a coal crusher, thence
into a bucket conveyor located in a tunnel underneath the bin, by
which it is delivered to the flight conveyors above the boilers, and
thence through the chutes to the stoker hoppers. The cable railway and the conveyors are operated by three-phase induction motors,
taking current from the station service line.
The ashes are disposed of by gravity from the dumping grates
of the stokers Into chutes leading to narrow-gage cars in the basement, by which they are at present carried to the low ground in the
neighborhood of the power house and used for filling.
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company were the
contractors for the electric locomotives, catenary track equipment
and turbogenerator units. Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company
were the contractors for the Cos Cob power house and equipment.
The task of determining and analyzing operating conditions and
requirements was assigned to Calvert Townley. Consulting Engineer,
and William S. Murray, Electrical Engineer, of the New Haven company, to whom credit is due tor the design, supervision and execution of the details.
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for meeting conditions which are forced by the lax
enforcements of such laws.

justification

The railroads must take the public more closely into their confidence.
There must be a bending backward of every official and
every employee to satisfy as nearly as possible an exacting patronage, and to argue on sound premises in working for the rights
conferred by constitution or charter. As public opinion has been
outraged by the methods of high finance, care must be taken that
the reasons for new capital should be given not only to the stockholders but to the public. If reorganizations are necessary, such
necessity and expected results must he explained in detail.
If this
is an invasion of private rights, or tending to thwart the best results, it must, nevertheless, be done, or else there will be the same
public distrust in the necessity and suspicion of private benefit at
the expense of the public welfare. The fact must be brought home
to the public mind that if the railroads are to be under government
control, they have the right to expect the government to protect
their interests as scrupulously as it looks after the interests of the
public.

Test Track of the Prussian State Railways.
Last December the Prussian State Railways put into operation
near Oranienburg, 20 miles from Berlin, a special curved test
track, a plan of which is shown in the accompanying drawing.
It was built to carry out an exhaustive series of tests to determine:
(1) The influence of different kinds of ballast and of different designs of ties on the vertical and horizontal alinement of track
on curves; (2) efficiency of various forms of rail joints on curved
and straight track, and (3) wear of rails on curved and straight
track.

The track is oval, with two semi-circular curves of 656 ft. radius,
joined by tangents 820 ft. long, giving a total circumference of about
On the curves the superelevation is
5,762 ft., or nearly 1.1 miles.
- To

Oran/enbtyf^

OWce

Curved Test Track

of

tlie

Prussian State Railways.

widened u.uiiS in. The elevation is tapered
off 1:300. 1:500, 1:1000 and 1:1500 at the four points of tangency to
determine the effect of the different tapers on the running of the
4.92 in.

and the gage

is

cars.

Power

Cultivating Public Opinion.*

The drastic and lo some extent revolutionary amendments to
the Interstate Commerce law made last year, whatever their beneficial effect, must be much changed to meet even the quasi-approval
of the general shipping public, which they were designed mostly
to benefit.
Shippers are beginning to point out the hardships of the
law, and the decisions of the Commission threaten to paralyze their
business and to bring greater destruction than under the worst of
the old conditions.
The Merchants' Association of Illinois, a repre.Bpntativp body, ha.-! submitted a list of grievances against the new
law.
There has recently been held In New York a meeting of representatives of shippers of eastern states to formulate a protest against
the practical working of the rate law.
Prosecutions with convictions have been secured under the
Klklns law with beneficial results, yet that law has been in effect
-•veral years, and the government with its great resources could
a.s easily have .secured Its evidence long ago as now for such convictions.
An Inirea.se of power was desired, and if to gain this and
the government allowed conditions which are now known to have
prevailed, the responsibility should rest In the public mind where It
belongs.
In the cases of recent convictions for payment of rebates, I
believe the public reached the conclusion that all lines were equally
guilty, and that they disobeyed the law by choice for their own
special aggrandizement.
Their attention was not directed lo the
fact that In most cases the railroads simply met conditions which
they did not create and which they were powerless to control. This
is not Intended as a Justification, .hut to call attention to the fact
which the public had no way of hearing, that the lines which were
iierhapa really at fault were not those which were so severely punii?hed.
There Is no Justification for breaking the law, but there Is
A. Swope, KnstcFD Frplglit Agent, L/OUlsvllle

&

is

furnished by a single phase alternating current of

The conductor is overhead, connection with the car
being by means of a sliding contact.
Two motor cars of 58 tons each are provided. Each car has
two 6-wheel trucks and is equipped with 4 motors. The motors

6,000

volts.

develop 45 h.p. in ordinary steady running, with a maximum
hourly capacity of 110 h.p.. and they can develop for a short time
125 h.p. It is proposed to increase the capacity for steady running
to 00 h.p., then by coupling on some freight cars it will be possible
to run a train weighing 190 tons at a speed of 31 miles an hour
for any length of time.
The train is run without a crew, the current being switched on
and off from a small building provided with switchboards, meters,
etc.
With the ex(e|)tion of Sundays and holidays the train is to run
20 hours daily, the number of laps being automatically registered.
At a speed of 31 miles the train would make 570 circuits of the
track daily. With a train weighing U'o tons and running for 300
working days, upward of 32,000,000 tons will pass over every part
of the track annually.
In these experiments the fundamental i)rinciple to be observed
Is that different constructions are to be compared only under identical conditions.
Thus, if rail joints are to be tested, then ties
and ballast must be 'he same; if ties are to he compared, rail
joints and ballast must be the same; if different materials for ballast are under examination, rail joints and ties are to be the same.

The locomotive works of J. A. Maffei in Munich have built for
the Uavarlan State Railroads a locomotive capable of hauling a train
weighing 165 tons at a speed of 93 miles an hour. This engine
was tested July 1 and 2. and maintained for a prolonged time a
speed of 96 miles an hour, whicn is declared to be the greatest
speed ever made In Europe by a steam locomotive. It Is a fourcylinder compound with 6-ft. drivers, Schmidt superheaters, and
Westinghouse high-speed brakes.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The gsneral storebouM

the tCrle at Suaquehaiiua,
(••iitroyed by Ore on the moriiliiK of August 14.
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WlHconsIn has ordered a
nitea on live stock from all

H

13 per cent, on the D., L. A W.. 13 per cent, on the
Erie. 12 per cent, on the Lt^hlgh Valley, 1» per cent, on the N. Y.
and 16 per cent, on the S. Y.. O. t W. On all the road« of the state
^f
there are 8.733 croasingii at grade.
Kstlmating the a

on the D. k

NOTEt.
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changing each one at 150.000 each, the coft of aboilcrossings In the state would be In the neighborhood

'<

'

dollars.

The Nebraska State Railroad Commlsaion baa Oled with the
Mrs KuKoell SaKe liaM Klven tin itiini of $r>(i.i>iMi for a liulldInK Interstate Commeri e ConimiKsion a complaint of exorbitant rate*
'ur the railroad YuunK Men's C'hrlhliuii Association at IvOUK Island on coal over the I'lilon I'a. iflc from the mines of Wyoming to points
The cuniplaint recommends and asks that a reducCity. N. Y. Thf iHllrcad company will give the ground for the in Nebraska.
tion of 11.50 a ton be ordered from the mines to Omaha, a reduction
building.

The railroads and the Minnesota state railroad commission have
agreed that Duluth. St. Paul and Minneapolis shall be the only "terminal" points In the state at which, under the law, cars must be supplied within -is hours after being ordered.
The State Railroad Commissioners uf South Dakota, at their
regular meeting, on August 29, will consider the question of reducing passenger fares in the state to ::>- cents a mile. In accordance with the recent act of the legislature.

On August

9 the Grand Jury In the Federal Court at Jamestown,
reported indictments against the Standard Oil Company, the
Central & Hudson River Railroad and the Pennsylvania Railroad for making Illegal lates on oil from Glean, N. Y., to
points In Vermont.

N.

Y.,

New York

In the I'nlted States Court at -Minneapolis. Aug. 10. the WisconThis was
sin Central Railway was .Ined 117.000 for paying rebates.
Burton
In the suit in which the company was convicted last April.

Johnson and G. T. Huey, freight
$2,000 and 11.000 respectively.

officers

of the

road,

demand

mines.

Judge Lacombe, in the United States Circuit Court at New York
Aug. 10 denied the motion of the Delaware, Lackawanna A Western
Railroad for a preliminary Injunction restraining the Interstate
Commerce Commission from carrying out Its order directing the
railroad to transfer tank cars containing petroleum to the dock of
The road
Preston & Davis, independent dealers in Brooklyn.
claimed that the danger of fire on the Brooklyn dock prevented It
from doing this business for Preston & Davis, but the Judge holds
that the danger can be overcome by sufficient watchfulness and care,
and leaves all questions to be decided at the final hearing.
Prof.

were lined

A strike of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen members
employed by the Colorado & Southern, which had disturbed freight
traffic for a week, was settled August 13 by the granting of one
cent an hour Increase to yardmen and switchmen.
It was agreed to
arbitrate the

of 2'o per cent. F'urther west, reductions of from 50 to 65 per cenL
are asked.
In the past the L'nion Pacific has charged a blanket
rate to all Nebraska points from Wyoming, points only 300 miles
distant being made to pay the same as those 8U0 miles from the

for another I'ent.

Against the protest of Initial lines in California, Eastern roads
have decided to make a charge of ?5 a car on sbipmeuLs of citrus
and deciduous fruits, after two diversions in transit. Heretofore
there has been no restriction, and at times cars have been diverted
five or si.x times before the fruit was finally disposed of.

Benjamin Succeeds

Prof. Goss at

Purdue.

Henry Benjamin has been appointed Dean of the
Engineerir.g of Purdue University, to succeed Dean W.

Prof. Charles

Schools of
F. M. Goss, who resigned to accept a similar appointment at the University of Illinois.
Professor Benjamin has been professor of mechanical engineering at Case School of Applied Science. Cleveland,
Ohio, since 1SS9. prior to which time he was for three years engaged
in engineering practice and for six years as instructor and professor
of mechanical engineering in the University of Maine, of which
institution he is a graduate. He is well known as a teacher, investiProf. Benjamin is a member of the
gator, author and engineer.
-American Society of Mechanical Engineers and has contributed a
number of papers on power transmissio.i and flywheels to that
society.

In Alabama the Southern Railway and the St. Louis & San
Francisco have agreed with the officers of the state to put in effect
the laws passed this year reducing passenger fares to 2'.j cents a
mile, and reducing freight rates on 110 commodities.
The agreement provides for the early reference of these laws to the courts of
last

resort to settle their constitutionality.

Industrial League claims now to have a membership ot 20.000 firms, although only one month old. This is a combination of shippers which, it is declared, will contest the recent
ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission that railroads have
the right to publish notice in their through tariffs that the Initial
road reserves the right to route the freight beyond its own lines.

The National

The railroad commissioners of Indiana, who are seeing to the
enforcement of the law recently passed in that state requiring a
certain minimum number of men in the crew of each train, find
that some of the railroads propose to class the porter of a passenger
train as a member of the crew and thus avoid the expense of employing a higher grade man to comply with the law. The Brakemen's Brotherhood is vigorously opposing this interpretation of the

Explosions.

At Essex. Ont.. .\ug. 10. half a carload of nitroglycerine exploded and did damage estimated at $200,000. Two men were killed,
three were fatally hurt and 50 were .slightly injured. The explosion
wrecked every building iu the town and was felt for 20 miles
The car containing the explosive was side-tracked near
around.
the Michigan Central station. When a train was being made up a

brakeman discovered that the explosive was leaking in the car. He
was trying to -stop the leak when the explosion came. The new
stone station, the freight sheds. Green's elevator and Fagin &
Ritchie's mill were wrecked.
At Boulder, Colo., on the same day a fire in the Colorado &
Southern station destroyed the building and a lot of freight and
spread to a powder house containing 1.000 lbs. of dynamite. This
exploded, injuring about 100 persons. Two of the injured will die.
The property loss is estimated at $250,000.

Exhibit of the American Locomotive

Company

at

Jamestown.

statute.

Judge Grosscup. in the United States Circuit Court at Chicago.
Aug. 12, Issued the final order turning over to the Chicago Railways
Company all the street railways on the north and west sides of the
city, which heretofore have been operated under the name of the
Chicago I'nion Traction Company. An application has been made
for an appeal from the order in behalf of the holders of the first
mortgage bonds of the North Chicago Street Railway. The hearing
of the appeal

The Long

Is

set for next

Monday.

Island Railroad has prepared statistics to show that
In the matter of protecting grade crossings that company has done
better than any other prominent road In the state of New York.
On all the steam railroads in the state there are 6.793 unprotected
crossings, 1,940 protected crossings, 714 overhead and 930 undergrade crossings. The percentages ot crossings protected by gates,
flagmen or bells are as follows:
Long Island road. 52 per cent.:
n.. L. & W.. 43: New Y'ork Central. 41: Erie. 36: Delaware & Hudson, 30; N. v., O. & W.. 30.
On the Long Island 22 per cent, of all
crossings/ are either above or below grade as against 10 per cent.

The American Locomotive Company has an

exhibit at the James-

town Exposition, which includes two locomotives for Southern railBoth of these are conroads built at the Richmond. Va.. works.
solidation locomotives, one for the Chesapeake & Ohio, with a total
weight of 208.600 lbs., and the other for the Southern Railway,
weighing 2O2.Sii0 lbs. l!i)th locomotives have Walschaert valve gear.
There is also on exhibition a four-wheel-counecteil saddle-tank locomotive weighing 36.00ii lbs., for use by contiactors. on logging roads,
in Industrial plants, and anywhere on sharp curves and light
rails.
The .\tlantlc Equipment Company is exhibiting the latest
The hoisting machinery of
design of the Atlantic steam shovel.
this shovel is mounted directly on the boom, so that no guide sheaves
are necessary, and the power can be applied with the least possible
The hoisting is done by direct wire rope with one sheave inloss.
stead of by chain with from five to seven sheaves. In the construction of the dipper the bail and sheave have been discarded and the
double hoisting rope attached directly to the back of the dipper in
such a way that the lines of force meet In line with the strain apThis shovel Is being exhibited with a patent
plied to the teeth.
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dump

Oliver Manufacturing Company.

The car

car made by the
elevated on a trestle representing a bank, so that the shovel has a
lift of over 16 feet

Compulsory Block Signals

in

Is

Indiana.

The SUte Railroad Commission of Indiana has ordered all
railroads whose earnings are in excess of $",.500 a mile, to proceed to equip their lines with block signals and to have them completed by July, 1909. The Commission asks for an immediate reply.
The Commission's expert will confer with the general managers as to
the kind of systems that must be put in.
Erie Canal Contract.

The contract for enlarging the Erie Canal from Oneida Lake,
N. Y., westerly to Mosquite Point bridge on the Seneca river, has
been awarded to the Stewart. Kerbaugh & Chanley Company, of
New York City, whose bid was $3,395,766. This was on the second
The first time bids were called for none were recall for bids.
ceived.
The accepted bid was in excess of the engineers' estimate
but under these circumstances was accepted by the state of New
York.

Twenty Passengers

Killed in

Uermany.

According to a press despatch of August 6, a passenger train,
drawn by two engines, was derailed near Posen, Prussia, on the
evening of that day and 20 or more persons were killed; while a
large number were Injured.
University of Iowa Engineering Prize.

An annual prize of $100 has been established in the College of
Applied Science of the State University of Iowa for the best thesis
submitted for the first degree in engineering. The prize is to be
known as the "Thomas J. Cox Prize in Engineering," in memory of
the father of the donor, who is Arthur J. Cox, of Iowa City, a
graduate of the engineering department.
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hauled and by which they would be delivered for the early morning
market; but on account of reconstruction and improvement work
along the line of the carrier it was unable to furnish the expedited
service agreed upon and which it had furnished for several years.
The shipper contended that if the expedited service was not provided the higher rate should not obtain, and the Commission held
that where an unusually high rate is charged because and in consideration of a special and expedited service it is the duty of the
carrier to provide such service or to cease and desist from chargius
the higher rate. "This principle is recognized in contracts between
the Federal Government and the railroads for fast mail service and
by the railroads in connection with their excess-fare limited passenger tiains. In both instances carrier.s forfeit a part of the compensation if they fail to make the time agreed upon."
The defendant's rate on strawberries in carloads, under refrigeration, from
Chattanooga and Oakdale, Tenn., to Ciuoiunati, Ohio, was found
unreasonable and reduction was ordered.
Reparation was also
awarded to injured shippers because of suih unreasonable rate on
strawberries during the season of 19ii7. The rate of 27 cents per
crate of 24 qts. was ordered to be reduced to 22 cents per crate.

Published

Rates

Are

Laws.

The Commission, in an opinion rendered by Commissioner Harhas announced the decision of the Commission in the case of
the A. J. Poor Grain Co. v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy et al. In
this case the Commission decided that a rate on wheat of 75 cents
per 100 lbs. from Nebraska common points to California terminals
via. the C, B. & Q. through Denver and thence via the Union Palan,

and Southern Pacific to destination, is unreasonable and exIt is manifestly so, as compared with the through rate of
55 cents on corn over that route, and a through rate of 55 cents
on both corn and wheat from Nebraska points via the Union Pacific
cific

cessive.

Any rate on wheat
Pacific to those destinations.
over the route in question from these points of origin to California
terminals in excess of 65 cents per ini.i is held to be unreasonable.
Complainant was awarded reparation on his shipments on that
basLs, but was not given an order of reparation on his shipment to
Reno, Nev.
The published rate governing transportation between two given
Railroad Taxes in New Jersey.
points, so long as it remains uncanceled, is as fixed and unalterable
either by the shipper or by the carrier as if that particular rale
The Supreme Court of New Jersey has sustained the constitu- had been established by a special Act of Congress. When regularly
tionality of the Perkins act of 1906, providing for the taxing of
published, it is no longer the rate imposed by the carrier, but the
so-called main stem railroad property, including franchise and tangirate imposed by law. Regardless of the rate quoted or inserted in a
ble personal property.
Under the present act main stem property bill of lading, the published rate must be paid by the shipper and
is taxed for state purposes at the average rate of the state tax, or
actually collected by the carrier. Failure on the part of the shipper
[this yearj $1.80 per $100 valuation.
Prior to its passage, this class to pay
or of the carrier to collect the full freight charges, based
of railroad property was taxed at an arbitrary rate of 50 cents per
on the lawfully published rate for the particular movement between
$100 of valuation. In 1905 the main stem tax amounted to $950,991. two given points, constitutes a breach of the law and will subject
In 1906, under the Perkins act it was $3,503,529.
Under the de- either one or the other, and sometimes both, to its penalties. Not
cision rendered a few days earlier on the "second class" property
even a court may interfere with a published rate or authorize a
tax, combined with the present decision, the taxes on railroad propdeparture from it when it has voluntarily been established by the
erty In the state will be increased between $4,000,000 alid $5,000,000
carrier.
If a carrier, contrary to shipper's instructions, forwards
a year.
cars by a more expensive instead of a cheaper route, or, without any
Instructions, sends the cars by a more expensive route, such action
British to Build Railroad In Africa.
is prima facie without justification and constitutes a fair basis for
reparation; but if the shipper gives definite instructions to move the
Speaking in the British House of Commons, Winston Churchill,
cars by the more expensive route, the carrier is relieved of the obliUnder Secretary of the Colonial Office, announced last week that the
Shippers along the Una
gation to forward by the cheaper route.
government had decided to build 400 miles of railroad in northern
of an interstate carrier are entitled to have their products moved
Nigeria, from Baro by way of Bida, Zungeru and Zaria to Kano, with
iu either direction at reasonable rates, and the Commission cannot
the object of developing the colony, and especially the cotton growagree that a carrier may establish prohibitive rates on any coming Indu.stry. The work of construction will be entrusted to Lieut.modity on the ground that it is not desirable traffic for that carrier.
Col. Sir Edouard P. C. Girouard and will take four years.
and Southern

TRADE CATALOGUES.

Japanese Railroad Visitors.
Seven engineers sent out by the Japanese government have
recently arrived at San Krancl.sco to study American railroads, with
particular regard to methods of construction. This Is because the
Japanese government Is to undertake the building of several thousand miles of new steam railroads. The party Includes three railroad engineers, two railroad managers, one harbor engineer and one
steamship engineer.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Higher Rales for Fast Service.

Commissioner Clark has announced the decision of the CoraAmerican Fruit Union, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific. It appeared In this case
that In conference between officials of the carrier and representatives of certain of its patrons, it was agreed that higher rates would
ho charged and paid for the transportation of strawberries In consideration of special expedited trains oo which tbe^ would be
ml.vslon In the case of the
V.

Rock Island Emploi/ces' Magazine. — The second number of this
of the employees of the Rock Island system is

monthly periodical

much

larger than the initial number, and has an appropriate cover
design. There are articles on "Growth of the Rock Island Lines."
by Geo. H. Crosby, Treasurer; "Get the Business," by E. F. Strain.
IJivision Freight Agent; "Chicago Terminal District Telephone System," by J. (J. Jennings, Superlnlcmieiil of Telegraph. There is
also a plan of the organization of the Rock Island linos; a description of some new consolidation locomotives recently received; a
roll of honor "for doing more than duty"; plans and a description
of a moderate priced cottage, it being the intention to show one of
these a month; miscellnneoiis Items of interest, and notes from
Important points on the system.

—

Dominion Allanlic Rnihvaj/. "Nova Scotia, the Land of SumRest," and "V'acation Days in Nova Scotia" were recently issued
by the passenger department.
The first Is the 1907 edition of a
It Is charmingly written and has excellent
former pulillcatlon.

mer

photographs.
trip

from

It

describes the seacoast passed by the steamers on the
to Yarmouth, N. S., then the west coast of

New York
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Nova ScotU and acroM the Uland

standpolot

r.trnmollve Cranet. Onh
Cleveland. O
lonveyors.

f.i

who

IK-Iog

title.

iip«nd

Indicated
Korni*

In

the

time In the

Etc—The .M. Myler Manunow latalogne of locomotive

H»-krtt,
i

cur dumpers. This coraulonury or fvolvlni? cranes;
.ind build I"
ttr iluuJi>lUK machines: clumo!.' a buckets, IncludInK special stylos
(or ore; oranK«-p««l buckets, rullroad coalInK and ash-handling stations, coal and ore unloadera, sla^ handling machinery and bridge
ouveyors. The catalogue Illustrates and describes this product.
:iii(l

I

<

of the Boston *
from 1839 to 1869, died on August 6 at Marblethe age of 91.

Munson Spellman, who was President

Israol

Maine

•

;.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

The iM^nd booklet

to Halifax.

similar country from ttir
rather a RUlde to t)i(i..<'
ragloD than for casual lourlsiK.

describes

for i» years

heMil, Mass.. at

Dr. Wllllatii Thomiton, the dlstli.K
aii.l iiir)rieer in the

Cape Girardeau.

—

Chester

VUkshunj.

il

— See

New

Legal Officers.

Orleans & North-«astern.

Chester, Perryvlile

— See

k

Ste. Genevieve.

Chester, Perryvlile

Ste. Oeneiieve.

—

There he was born on
September a, 1SC5, and
at the age of 19 began
railroad service as a
mail clerk on the CinNew Orleans k
Texas Pacific. He next

cinnati.

became chief rate clerk
and chief clerk to the
Traffic Manager and, on
June 1, 1893. was ap-

Isham Randolph. Consulting Engineer, and until recently Chief
Engineer, of the Sanitary District of Chicago, and builder of the
Chicago drainage canal, has opened an office as Consulting Engineer
in the American Trust & Savings Bank Building, Chicago.

pointed Assistant General Freight Ageat.
In
1S95 he went to ihe

The Terry Railway Equipment Co., Monadnock Block, Chicago.
has been organized by George N. Terry, formerly with the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting Co., and recently with the Ryan Car Co.,
Chicago, to deal in secondhand cars and locomotives and in railroad
supplies. George N. Terry is Manager and E. B. Terry, Secretary.

Southern Railway as
chief clerk to the General Freight Agent in
charge of the rate and

The American Locomotive Company has recently received an
order for 101 4-wheel motor trucks for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company. They will follow closely M. C. B. standards, and embody as
far as possible the practices of locomotive construction, thereby insuring strength combined with easy ridins qualities, the two essential characteristics of the motor truck of the present day.

tariff

Lembcke &

Co., 78

Wall

street.

New

l.e

laid.

He goes to
in direct charge of the St. Louis-Louisvilie lines.
the Queen & Crescent as Vice-President in charge of the operat-

York, are the American agents

ing,

New
Iron and Steel.

Orders are pending for about 2.").000 tons of steel for railroad,
bridge and track elevation work. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul recently gave an additional order for 1.700 tons for a viaduct
to the McClintic-Marshall Construction Co.

The Northern

supplementary order for 5,000
tons of rails for early shipment. The Idaho & Northern has ordered
6,000 tons for 1908 delivery, and Chicago reports state that 10.000
tons for delivery next year have been ordered by a new road. Miscellaneous small orders from 1,000 to 3,000 tons have been given
aggregating 10,000 tons for this year's shipment.

/

purchasing and

Great Northern.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is reported to have ordered
15,000 tons of rails from the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., and 8,000
tons from the Maryland Sleel Co., both for immediate delivery.

Pacific has given a

He

was appointed General
Freight Agent of the Southern Railway and of the Northern
Alabama in 1S9S and. in 1S99. Assistant Freight Traffic Manager of those railroads.
In 1902 he became Freight Traffic
Manager and, in 1905, Fifth Vice-President of the Southern
Railway in charge of traffic in the West and of the operating
department of the St. Louis-Louisville lines. With the rearrangement of the executive officers of the Southern after the
death of Mr. Spencer he became Vice-President at St. Louis

C.

for this process.

department.

Tlio

The Italian government has made a contract with the owners
of the patent of the Rueping process for treating timber to have the
tie.s used
in future on the government railroad system of Italy,
which includes almost all of the railroad mileage of the country,
treated by that process. During the first year that the contract is
will

Ste. Genevieve.

Thomas Carr Powell,
.Veic Orleans it Texas Pacific.
Vice-President of the Southern Railway, in charge of the SL
Louis-Louisville lines, who was recently elected Vice-President
of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific and of the Alabama Great Southern,
returns to his native
city and first railroad
in taking up his beadquarters at Cincinnati.

Cinci'inafi,

F. D. Laughlin, formerly Vice-President of the Atlantic Brass
Richmond, Va., has been appointed eastern sales manager of the
Pittsburg Pneumatic Co., Canton, Ohio, with office at 90 West street,
New York City, succeeding Glenn B. Harris.

ties

k

— Ralph

H. Schultz has been
appointed Auditor and Assistant General Freight and Passenger
Agent, with office at Cape Girardeau, Mo.

d

Co.,

Rueping treated

'TBlclan.

, who

Financial and

— See

Saline Valley.

rf

Chester. Perryiille

The receivers of Mllliken Brothers. Inc., are continuing in full
operation the structural and ornamental deiiartments of the company. The main ofBce is at 11 Broadway, New York, and the works
are at Milliken, Staten Island, New York.

operation about 1,500,000

'"

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive,

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

in

'

i

In different cities.

The July number of tUe Chicago Pneumatic Tool
maRazlne has for leading articles. "Rock Drills in Quarry and
.Tunnel Work" and "Locomotives for France Built In the United
States on the Metric System." There are also pictures of the two
new Cunard Line steajnshlps "Lusitania" and "Mauretania," on
which Duntley electric drills were used. Other matter includes notes
of interest and reprints of articles from other journals.

'

<' raildied rer.-riily ai th.- aK.> of 74, wan
road men's <'y<-- haMiiK pri-parfl the IJr.-.' re^uUi.oL.^ VjT ihU work
monoRraphit
IVnnsyhiiiii.i
Itailroail
He
wrote
Important
the
on
on the subject, ami ili-.l.sed the "Thomson stick." for use In testing
Dr. Thomson was a brother
for color blindness by means of yarns.
of the late Frank Thomson. President of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Alabama

Co.'b

"

'

ophthalmojiit!!.-'

Hfinforcfd t'oiicrt/c— Part IV. of "Tru-sst'd Concrete Illustrated,"
helng published serially by the Trussed Comrete Steel Co., Detroit,
Mich., shows the Kiihn system of reinforced concrete construction
as applied to hotels, residences and apartment houses. The illustrations include the Marlborough-Ulenlielm and Traymore hotels at
Atlantic City, N. J.; the Murphy hotel and apartments, Richmond,
Va.; Perry apartments, Seattle, Wash., and several large residences

Ideal Power.

187

— F.

traffic

departments.

H. McGuigan, First Vice-President, has resigned.

—

Orleans <t North-eastern. Lavz A. Jones. Vice-President, is also
Comptroller of the New Orleans & North-eastern, the Alabama
& Vicksburg, and the Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific. H. H.
LeRoy, Assistant Auditor, has been appointed A.ssistant Comptroller.

St.

Joseph

iC-

signed.

—

Grand Island. Frederick C. Uhlnian, Auditor, has
See Virginian Railway.

Vicksburg, Shreveport

— Frederick

i(-

Pacific.

— See

Vhlman,

New

Orleans

&

Auditor of the
Grand Island, has been appointed Auditor, with

Virpinian.

C.

re-

North-eastern.
St.

Joseph k
Nor-

office at

folk, Va.

—

Virginia rf Southwestern. H. W. Oliver, assistant to the engineer
of construction of the Louisville & Nashville, has been appointed
Secretary and Treasurer of the Virginia & Southwestern and the
Virginia Iron, Coal k Coke Co.
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Operating

Alabama d Ticksburg.

— See

New

Railway of

Offlcert.

—

Birmingham Southern.— F.
Louisville & Nashville

Kestler. Assistant Superintendent of the
at

Birmingham,

Ala.,

has been appointed

General Superintendent.

Boston

rf

Maine.

— See

St.

His

rf

7.

recently bought the Pecos Valley
Amarillo, Tex.

office is at

—

Oreat yorthern. D. J. Black, General Agent of the Freight Department at Minneapolis, has been ai)pointed General Agent at
Spokane, Wash., succeeding A. H. Campbell, who went to the

Spokane International. T. J. McGaughey, Commercial Agent at
Cleveland, succeeds Mr. Black.

—

d Santa Fe. W. L. Alexander has been appointed
General Claim Agent, with headquarters at Galveston, Tex.,
succeeding T. J. Lee, resigned on account of ill health.

Oulf. Colorado

—

Missouri Pacific. Henry C. Townsend. General Passenger and
Ticket Agent, has resigned on account of ill health.
C. E. Wager, Commercial Agent at Atchison, Kan., has
been appointed General Agent at Pueblo, Colo., succeeding J. B.
Trimble, now General Agent at Pittsburg, Pa.

New

Orleans d North-eastern.

under Operating

Johnsbury & Lake Champlain.

Norih-Western.—C. T. Dike, Resident Engineer at Pierre,
who has had charge of the construction of the new
Pierre-Rapid City line, has been appointed Superintendent of
a new division, which consists of this new line, with head-

Chicago

New Mexico which

& Northeastern.

Orleans & North-eastern.

Coast Line. G. B. McClellan, Superintendent at Rocky
Mount. N. C, has been appointed Superintendent at FayettevlUe. N. C. F. M. Dear, Superintendent at Savannah, has been
appointed Superintendent of Transportation o£ the new Second
division. J. C. Murchison. Superintendent at Wilmington, N. C,
has been appointed Superintendent at Charleston, S. C. G. D.
Pugh. Superintendent at Charleston, S. C. has been appointed
Superintendent at Savannah, Ga. R. A. McCranie has been appointed Superintendent at Waycross. Ga. S. B. Hennett has
T. E.
been appointed Superintendent at Montgomery, Ala.
Hansen. Acting Superintendent at Waycross, Ga., has been
appointed Superintendent at Newlierry, Fla.

Atlantic
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— See

New

Orleans

& North-eastern

Officers.

d

Vicksburg^ Shreveport

under Operating

Pacific.

— See

New

Orleans & North-eastern

Officers.

S. Dak.,

quarters at Pierre.

—

W. B. Allen, Superintendent of
Louisville.
rf
Telegraph and Chief Train Despatcher, has been appointed
Trainmaster at Peru, Ind., succeeding G. S. Cooke, resigned.
E. C. Murphy succeeds Mr. Allen, with office at Peru.

Chicago. Cincinnati

Houston d Texas Central.—W. E. Langley has been appointed Trainmaster, with

office

—

—James

Morrison, Trainmaster at Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of
the Birmingham Mineral division, the Alabama Mineral division
and the South and North Alabama Railroad, with headquarters
See Birat Birmingham. Ala., succeeding F. Kestler, resigned.

Louisville

d

mingham

yashville.

—

A.

Southern.

Alabama & Vicksburg and Vicksburg. Shreveport
succeeding D. E. Curran, now President of these comWalter E. Harvey. Assistant Superintendent of the Alapanies.
bama & Vicksburg and Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, succeeds Mr. Ford as Superintendent of the Alabama & Vicksburg.
H. B. Hearn. Assistant General Freight Agent of the three
roads at Shreveport, La., succeeds Mr. Ford as Superintendent
A. J. Chapman, Comof the Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific.
mercial Agent at Dallas, succeeds Mr. Hearn as Assistant General Freight Agent, with headquarters at Shreveport.
Pacific,

York. New Haven d Harlford.—The office of Joseph H. Dunn.
Assistant Superintendent of the Berkshire and Naugatuck divisions, has been moved from New Haven, Conn., to Waterbury.

.Veic

—

F.

Newton, resigned.

Hocking Valley. M. A. Kinney, roundhouse foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio at Newark, Ohio, has been appointed Master Mechanic of the Hocking Valley, with headquarters at Columbus,
Ohio, succeeding E.

Me.i-iian Central.

— B.

McCarty has been appointed Trainmaster

of the sixth, seventh and eighth districts of the Salt Lake division, with headquarters at Mira. Nev., succeeding F. C.
Smith, resigned.

Johmhury d Lake Champlain. — F. C. Mayo has been appointed
As.sistant Superintendent, succeeding George W. Cree, now As& Maine at Lyndonsistant Superintendent of the Boston
vllle,

Vt.

—

Seaboard Air Line. S. B. Zarlman, Trainmaster at Jacksonville,
Fla.. has been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at JackE. R.

sonville.

F. Elliott has been appointed Assistant

Master

at Aguascalientes.

—

Mis.wuri Pacific. M. M. Meyers, formerly on the Denver & Rio
Grande, has been appointed Master .Mechanic, with office at De
Soto, Mo., succeeding A. S. Grant.

—

Santa Fe Central. G. A. Baker has been appointed Superintendent
of Motive Power, with office at Estania, N. Mex., succeeding
T. J. Tonge.
Special Officers.

—

Chicago. Rock Island d Pacific. Dr. Hermann von Schrenk has
been appointed Supervisor of Timber Preservation, with headquarters at Tower Grove and Flad avenues, St. Louis, Mo. The
Supervisor of Timber Preservation will have direct charge of
the inspection of the preservative treatment given ties and
timber, and will act in an advisory capacity in any and all
matters pertaining to Increasing their durability.

—

81.

Powell, resigned.

J.

—

Louisville d Nashville. E. L. Trowbridge has been appointed assistant to the engineer of construction at Louisville. Ky., succeeding H. W. Oliver, resigned. See Virginia & Southwestern
under Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

\nrthern Pacific. T. E. Coyle. Assistant Trainmaster at Tacoma,
Wash., has been appointed Trainmaster, with office at Tacoma,
succeeding F. E. WiUard, i)romoted.

— John

of

Chicago. Burlington d Quincy. E. D. Andrews has been appointed
Master Mechanic of the Sterling division. Lines West of the
Missouri river, with headquarters at Sterling, Colo., succeeding

North-eastern.

Oregon Short Line.

Engineer

Car Builder, with headquarters

Sew Orleans d .Yortft-eas?ern.— Edward Ford, Superintendent of the
Alabama & Vicksburg and the Vicksburg. Shreveport & Pacific,
has been appointed General Manager of the New Orleans &
&

Officers.

Maintenance of Way at
Kansas City, Mo., has been transferred to Bloomington, 111., suc-^
ceeding W. C. Causey, now Superintendent at Bloomington.
C. G. Delo,

—

at Houston, Tex.

J. D. Brennan, Trainmaster at Carbondale, 111., has
been transferred to Champaign. 111. George W. Berry succeeds
Mr. Brennan, with office at Carbondale, 111.

Illinois Central.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Chicago d Alton.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Norlhwestern

Pacifli

has been flsuring on buying new loco-

motives.

Edii^rd Haynes. 18 Broadway, New York, is in the market for
small locomotives for canal and plantation work.

The Teniisknminp <( Northern Ontario has ordered six six wheel
switching locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive Co., Kingston,
Out., for February, 1908, delivery.
The Atchison. Topcka d Santa Fe Is said to have ordered a
number of 16-wheel Mallet compound locomotives to be used on the
mountain grades of the

I..a

Junta division.

Teague succeeds Mr. Zartnian.

VUkHhurg, Shreveport d Paiiftc.—See
Virginia d S'liilhwentcrn.— Joseph

New

Orleans & North-eastern.

W. Bailey has been appointed Car

Aocoiitilant. with offlc" at Bristol,

Va.Tcnn.

The Intercolonial

reported In our Issue of July l»,
has ordered 10 passenger locomotivi's from the Locomotive & Machine Co., of Montreal, and 22 con^nlidation and three switching
locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive Co., Kingston, Ont.
tiaiUraxi, as

Trafflc Ofneera.

AInhnma d

CAR BUILDING.

Virkshurg— Sec Ne.w Orleans & North-eastern under

Operating

Officers,

d Santa Fc.—V. L. Meyer, Trafflc Manager of the
Southern Kansas Railway of Texas and the Pecos Valley &
i^i^aii. «,i.,
and Passen> u»ov i.
appointed General
w^uvrim Freight
UTTCII *»|;|M*innri|
II,
has
IHUf been
Norlheaslern.
f»*Orineit»iei
ger Agent of the Southern Kansas of Texas and of the Eastern

Alihiton. Tnpeka

The Canatlian
& Smith

Pacific recently ordered

Kduard Haynes.
j.i.,v"v..,
<<..i......

18
.t.

,')00

New
York,
Broadway,
L. ............
...
,

..

small cars for canal and plantation work

box cars from Harney

Is In

the market for

Arotrr

16.
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The Toledo, fof forte 4 Fmiiluy {Eleelrle) bB« ordered four
can from the Nlli-« Car Ik ManufafturlDi; Co.

Id-

terurban motor

The

York City Kailuay ban orilerfcl 100 double-truck ulreet
cam o( the "pay-as-youenter" iy|)<' Irum the J. (>. Brill Co.
.\>ir

Tkr VirgiHian

reported (o hnve onlercd 10 iteel
from the Atlas Car .Manu(acturloK

It

of CO ton* raparlty

dump
Co.,

CoavAixis k Alsca Rivca.

cars

Fori

burc.

Co.

Itrtruil

ram from

,t

ibf American Car

The San Pedro, Lot Anuetea J Salt Lake, as reported In the
Railroad (lazelle of August 9, has ordered 100 tank cars of 100,000
lbs. capai'ily from the Pressed Steel Car Co.
The Krif Is reported to have re-entered an order for 3,000 box
cars placed last February with the American Car A Foundry Co.,
as reported In our Issue of Feb. 15, and which was canceled in June.
Mihrankec rf .S7. Paul Is turning out 24 steel
cars a day at Its Wi-.si .Milwaukee shops, these cars
being a part of an order for 3,000 cars placed last spring, as reported
In our Issue of March 16.
Th,

Womi

k Rio

Chi ago.

undcrframe

GaA.Mit:.— See St. Louis

k Santa

Vt..

— Plans reported

Ihix

* San
made

Francisco.
for extenplve

Improvements at Port Bolivar, Tex., which Is to be an Important
"
lumber exporting point. A pier 300 ft. wide and
^ Is
to be construrted and barges are to be used to tra:
.ger
:

The Gulf *

trains across the bay to Galveston.

Toledo Hhorr Line denies having ordered 400
k Foundry Co., as reported in the
HaUroad Oazetle July 26.

The

coal

C
>

Gi-iJ-. CoKiiiAiio

* Foundry

—

lDcorporii>»l In Or*iron with a capof $150,000 to build a line from
via Alsca.
to Blarbly In the Lake
'40 miles.
Stephen Carvrr, B. \V. Johnson, V. K
f.tr, E. R
Bryson and F. L. .Miller, of Corvallls, arc Ulrc^lora.
ital

theme »outh

I'ltla-

The U'ljcondn bltfl Vnmititnu ban ordered 15 steel underfrBme
gondola cars of lOO.OOU Ibw. liipuclty from the Western Steel Car

ift-)

'

on,

In^

which runs from Bolivar to Beaumont, connecting at this puiiu with
the line north to Center, Is building a conne<-ting line from Center
to TImpson, which will give a connection with the Texas k Gulf.
Plans are ready for extending the T. k G. north from Longvlew to
a connection with the SanU Fe's Kansas City line at a point In the
Indian Territory. When these conne<'tlng links are finished the
Santa Fe will have a shorter route from Kansas City to Galveston.
GiLF. Pi.AixvtLi.K & NoRTiiKRN— This Company, chartered to
build 60 miles of line from Plainville, Kan., north to the Nebraska
state line, and which has an office at Plainville, is reported recently
to have given a contract to the W. C. Ross Company, of Chicago, to
build the line. It is said that sub-contracU for grading will shortly
be let. (March 15. p. 384.)

—

I»uisviLi.E & Nashville. The work carrie<l out by this com1 of this year is as follows:
Revision of line,
Knoxvllle division. Corbin. Ky., to Saxton, Ky., 1.60 miles; revision
of line. Henderson division, Greenbrier. Tenn., to Guthrie, Ky., 1.80
miles; Meadow Spur, Knoxvllle division, 1.30 miles: Cbenoa branch
extension. 1.82 miles; Skelton Creek extension. 6.25 miles, mine
spurs, 3.33 miles.
Extensions under way:
Savoy, Ky., to coal
mines, 19 miles; Mount Pleasant. Tenn., to Mayfield, Tenn., 17 miles;
completion of work of revision of line, Greenbrier, Tenn., to Guthrie,

pany since January

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

Ai sTiN. Tk.\. l.oral reporl.s slate Uiat the .Mi.s.sourl. Kansas &
Texas has plans made for extensive terminal Improvements in a
of cities In Texas, including Fort Worth and Dallas, where
about JCiio.OOO is to be spent enlarging the present terminals. Twothirds of this will be used for repair shops and a roundhouse, and
for laying yard tracks at Fort Worth.

number

—

Chicaco, III. Preliminary work on the Chicago & NorthWestern's new passenger station has been begun. One-half of the
property for the site has been bought, and the rest will be bought
Actual construction work will be begun early next year.
this year.
The buildings are being removed between Canal and Clinton streets
of
Madison street, where the station will be built.
and north
Glode. Ari/..— The Southern Pacific has plans ready for putting
station, for which a site has been bought.
station is to be used by the Gila Valley, Globe & Northern.
cost of the improvement will be about $100,000.

up a new passenger

The
The

—

TRi.MriAii. Coio.
Final arrangements have been made by the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe to make improvements here at a cost
The work Includes a new freight house, a roundhouse
of $60,000.
and a coal chute. A new side track will also be laid.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New
ATt.A.NTA.

Surveys,

Incorporations,

RiKMiM.iiAM &

ATI. ANTIC.

— This

i.s

to build

Kentucky

division, Corbin, Ky.,

—

Mfxican Roads. The concession granted to W. C. Palmer to
build railroads in the state of Zacatecas. Mex., has been modified
to include a line from a point between Gutierrez and Canitas, on
the Mexican Central, west to Sombrerete, 60 miles. Surveys must
be started within two months and the work finished for 30 miles
within 18 months. Permisson has also been granted to build a line
from Sombrerete, or a point on the above line, south to Chalchlhuites. 35 miles, on which surveys must be started within six
months, and the line finished within four years. The other stipulations of the concession as originally granted remain in force.
(March

15, p. 396.)

—

RoAos (Ei.KiTKK ). .A companv is being organized
with a capital of $90,000 in Mississippi to build an electric line
from Scranton northeast via Orange Grove and St Elmo, Miss.,
and Grand Bay, .\la., to Mobile, about 40 miles. The proposed line
will parallel the Louisville & Nashville for most of the way.
M. J.
McDermott, S. Lowenstein. of the Bank of Mobile; J. D. Willoughby
-Mississii'Pi

and R.

Etc.

company

Ky., 2.1.70 miles; revision of line,
to Livingston, Ky., 31.70 miles.

C. Harris, of Scranton, are interested.

—

Pe-N-vsylvaxia. .An additional section of the Kensington branch
of this road in northeast Philadelphia, which now extends from

from Bone's Gap. Ala., to Adamsville, penetrating a coal district. This Frankford Junction to Front and Narrow
streets, 2.9 miles, is to be
line Is a companion to the line from Bessemer to the new coal
elevated, contract for the work having recently been let to the
town of Mulga. ami the proposed line from Birmingham to Gate James McGraw
Co. The work includes raising three tracks over
The Birmingham six streets.
City, where a rolling mill district is entered.
It is expected to have it finished next spring, when addidistrict branches of the A., B. & A. will cover about 25 miles, and
tional contracts will be let.
The track elevation, which will cost
into
centers.
an
entrance
many
important
industrial
will give
when completed about $2,500,000, was begun in 1900 and continued
Ck.ntral
Kkxtitky Thacthi.v. This company has issued to a point south of Venango street and then discontinued for about
$300,000 bonds and executed a mortgage for $250,000 to secure four years pending negotiations with the city. The city is to pay
funds to finish the construction of its lines from I^exington. Ky., $900,000 towards the cost of the work.
This company, it is said, will spend $1,500,000 in the construction
east to Winchester, 20 miles, and south to NIcholasville, 15 miles.
of a new yard at Willianisport. Pa. The new yards will be adjacent
CiiicAcio. Biri.in(;to.n & Qi'ixcv.
According to reports, this comto the large yards of the Philadelphia & Reading and the New York
pany has filed plans for Its proposed extension in Wyoming. The
Central, and also the new yards of the Susquehanna & New York.
route Is from Guernsey northwest along the North Platte river to
Pe.nsacola, Aiabama & Western. Bids are wanted by the InDouglas, thence west to the Shoshone Indian Reservation, about
terstate Contract Co., 224 Brent building. Peusacola, Fla., for grad200 miles. Surveys reported under way.
ing, masonry and bridges on 105 miles of railroad as mentioned on
CiiicAco, Mii.wA) KKK & St. Paijl.
President Barling is quoted
advertising page 22. .At a meeting of the promoters of this comas saying that work on the Pacific extension will be pushed to company and the Pensacola & Northeastern the bids recently submitted
pletion as fast as men and machinery can accomplish the task.
by contractors to grade 20 miles of roadbed of each of these proSeveral thousand additional men are to be put on work to have
posed roads were rejected. The work for which bids are now asked
the line finished to Butte next May.
He does not say when work includes grading all of the Pensacola
& Northeastern from PensaThe company is soon to begin
will begin on the Seattle division.
cola. Fla.. to Andalusia, Ala., 85 miles, and also for 20 miles on the
work on the 8.000-ft. Bitter Root tunnel and on the 10,000-ft. tunnel
Atmore division of the Pensacola, Alabama & Western. (June 28,
in Snoqualmie Pass.

—

—

—

—

—

Chicago, Rock I.slam) & Pacific. The Carrolton-Irving c it-off.
is expected, will be finished and ready for operation In a few
It
weeks. The new line will be 11 miles long and will connect Irving,
Tex., which Is on the Fort Worth-Dallas line of the Rock Island,
(July 26, p. 111.)
with CarroltoD, on the St. Louis & San Francisco.

p.

949.)

Pen.saccii A

&

Northeastern-.

— See

Pensacola,

Alabama

ft

Western
St.

—

Locis & San Francisco. Announcement is made that the
ft Rio Grande Is to be extended from Brady, Tex., south-

Fort Worth

..
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Grand Trunk. — The
that a west branch

igo

east to San Antonio, about 150 miles; and
also to be built from Brady to San Angelo, about 60 miles.

dividend on the third preference stock has been
cent, was paid from the 1906 earnings.

is

Surveys

passed.

Three per

Houston Belt & Termin.vl.— The Houston Belt & Terminal

reported made.

SoiTHWE.STKK.N R.\u,\v.\Y.— Application is to be made in Texas
with
for a charter by a company being organized by Uriah Lott,
The promoters propose to build a line from
office at San Antonio.
to
north
Mexico,
Brownsville
&
Kingsville, Tex., on the St. Louis.
San Antonio, about 150 miles.

—

This company, which now operates 15
Si-G.\Ri..'^ND Raii.w.w.
miles of road from Areola, Tex.. to.Sugarland, will, it Is said, build
an extension north to Hempstead, about 45 miles. The road is ultimately to be extended north to Fort Worth or Dallas, 200 miles.

Texas Roads.— The Stone & Webster Syndicate, of Boston, Mass.,
according to local reports, has under consideration the question
to
of building an interurban electric line from Austin, Tex., south
Lockhart, about 30 miles. Surveys have been made and most of the
rights of way secured. Power is to be supplied from the works at
the Colorado river of the Consolidated Construction Co., of New
York.

—

T^Mo.N Paciftc. Work has been resumed on the Athol Hill cutsouth of Cheyenne, Wyo. Starting on the main line of the Union
between Denver and Cheyenne, near Carr, Colo., the cutmain line
off is to run northeast to Borie, W^yo., connecting with the
through Wyoming, 9Vo miles west of Cheyenne. A branch leaves
Corlett,
south
of
miles
Borie
three
and
Carr
between
line
the main
connecting with the Wyoming division iV2 miles west of Cheyenne.
The total length of the new lines under construction is 17 miles,
and the saving in distance between Denver and Borie and points
west by the cutoff is over 13 miles. Maximum grade on the present
line between Carr and Cheyenne is 1.8 per cent, in both directions.
This grade by the new line is cut down to 1.2 per cent, north or
westbound, with no adverse grades south or east. The troublesome
curves of the present line are also avoided. It is expected to have
There will be
the cut-off completed and in operation this year.
220.000 cu. yds. of roadbed excavation, about 30,000 yds. of which is

ofif

Pacific

and 900.000 cu. yds. of embankment. The largest fill is
2,700 ft. long and 45 ft. high. Bridging on the new line consists of
concrete arches, cast iron pipe culverts and pile trestles of 5, 8 and
10 spans. The longest arch is 135 ft. There will be three new stations on the line.
WiscoN'siN Central. The suit between the Wisconsin Central
and the Milwaukee Southern over the right of way in the Menominee valley has been withdrawn by the Milwaukee Southern, and the
Wisconsin Central can now build into Milwaukee. The Milwaukee
Southern had a franchise from the city council for entrance into
Milwaukee, but it was unable to raise sufBcient capital to carry out
Condemnation proceedings started and won by the
the project.
Milwaukee Southern have been dismissed.
Wolfe. Megaxtic & Lotbixiebe.

— This company, which

was char-

tered to build a line from Lime Ridge, Wolfe county, Quebec, north
about 100 miles, has surveys made from Lime Ridge to Lyster, 60
miles. An officer informs us that nothing has been done towards
constructing the line. W. H. Lamby, Inverness, Que., Secretary.

(March

filed

—

Interboroigh Rapid Transit. Both tubes of the so-called Belmont
tunnel from East 42d street to Long Island City have been
It was announced during the course of the investigajoined.
tion of the New York city transit lines now under way by the
Public Service Commission of the First district that the Interborough Rapid Transit Company owns this tunnel.

—

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. Gross earnings for the year
ended June 30, 1907, were $12,238,472 against $11,120,982 in
Operating expenses increased more than gross earnings,
1906.
leaving net earnings $2,508,311 in 1907 and $2,766,069 in 1906.
Surplus, after interest, taxes and rentals, wa.s $713,980 against
$971,537 in 1906.

—

New York Central & Hudson

River. The operating ratio in the
quarter ended June 30, 1907, was 76 per cent., which compares
with 83 per cent, in the preceding quarter. Gross earnings
for the quarter and six months ended June 30. 1907, were as
follows:
I'or the Quarter.

Earnings
Expenses

Inc.

$5,944,483
2,531,561

Dec.

Gross Income
Fiist charges and taxes

$8,496,044
5,768,170

Inc.

.\Tallable for dividend
Quarterly dividend, IVi per cent...

$2,727,874
2,679,480

Inc.

-

$348,255
814,507

Dec.

$460,252

$48,.394

Profit

'

Inc.

•

Earnings
Expenses

$46,930,896
37,4U0,514

Alabama

Atlanta, Birminoiiam &
pany, which represents the Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic In
the Birmingham district, has increased its capital stock from
$2,000,000 to $3,000,000 and is to Issue $4,000,000 bonds.

—

Central of Oeoboia. Since the sale of this road in June to Oaklelgh Thorne and Marsden J. Perry there has been considerable
agitation by holders of the first, second and third preference Income bonds who fear that Interest payments on these bonds
A bill
will be sacrificed to the further building up of the road.
has even been introduced Into the legislature of Georgia, now
In session, providing that the income bond holders shall have

same voting

rights as stockholders. It Is said that the
Income bondholder.s may be given the chance to exchange their
securities for fixed Interest bonds.

the

—A

plan is said to have been discussed by the directors for
paying Ihf dividend on Erie preferred slocks In scrip. At present prices Erie second preferred returns nearly 12 per cent to
the investor.

Krie.

—

A Florida. The capital stock of this company, a consolidation of a number of small roads In Georgia and Florida, controlled by John Skelton Williams, has been Increased from

'Jr.oBoiA

$1,000,000 to $8,750,000, of which
and $5,250,000 common itock.

$3,500,000

Is

preferred stock

$583,671
235,416

Inc.

$4,051,671
6,624,601

$9,530,382
4,911.076

Dec.

$2,572,930
1,665.842

Gross Income

$14,441,458
11.494,091

Dee.

$2,947,367
5.358.960

Dec.
Inc.

$1,345,600
1.629.015

$2,411,593

Inc.

$2,974,615

First charges and taxes

Available tor dividend
Semi annual dividend, 3 per cent.

..

Deficit

"

Inc.

Inc.

$907,088
438,512

—

New York

Centrai, Lines. Gross earnings for the month of July,
1907, were as follows:
New XoTk Centrai & Hudson River.
$8,769,318
Inc.
$1,040,090
"
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
3,804,876
220,445
Lalie Erie & Western
3nM.4S5
Dec.
34.754
.

New

Yorlc,

Michigan

.

& Southern

Chicago, Indiana

Chicago

&

St.

235.225
809,256

Louis

Central

Cleve., Cin.. Chic.

&

St.

2,386.844
2.312.464

New

York, Ontario & Western.

Inc.
"
"

69,147
.S.'}4

234.676
84,136

Dec.
Dec.

1,433.695

286,276

Inc.
Inc.

267.872
189.009
9,900
4,216
117.923
36,352

$20,755,231

Inc.

$1,872,538

Louis

Total

— See Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.
Atlantic. — The Alabama Terminal Com-

$314,337
8U8,008

Net earnings
Other Income

Rutland

Company.

3,8C9,4a2

For Six Months.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Ter.mi.nal

?3. 555.155

$25,142,126
19,197,643

Net earnings
Other Income

Peoria & Eastern
Cincinnati Northern
Pittsburg & Lake EJrIe

15, p. 396.)

Rail-

a mortgage securing 15.000,000 first mortgage 5
per cent, bonds. The mortgage covers property in Houston to
be used for passenger and freight terminals. This company
is controlled by the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, Trinity & Brazos
Valley (Colorado & Southern-Rock Island Company). St. Louis,
Brownsville & Mexico, and Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western
(Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific).

way has

solid rock,

—

7.

"

— Gross

earnings for the year ended
June 30, 1907, were $8,202,361 against $7,265,058 In 1906, an Increase of $937,303. Operating expenses increased $411,059, leaving net earnings of $2,558,015, an increase of $526,244. The
surplus after charges was $1,654,782, larger by $467,281 than
in

1906.

—

Pacific.
For the month of July the estimated freight
earnings were $4,816,901. an increase of 19 per cent, over the
same month In 1906; passenger earnings. $1,885,006, an Increase
of 36Vi per cent., and gross earnings, $6,955,407, an Increase
of $1,266,481, or 22 per cent.

NoKTiiKU.N

Marquette.— Subscriptions to the $.">.000,flOfl five-year 6 per
cent, notes, Issiied as part of the reorganization plan, have been
received from over 90 per cent, of the preferred stockholders.

I'KKK

Southern

—

Pacific. The gross earnings of the Southern Pacific
Company for the year ended June 30, 1907, were $124,942,527
against $105,632,550 In 1906. There were 9.350 miles operated
last year, against 9,192 In 1906.
Net earnings over expenses
and taxes were $41,825,598 against $3.5,047,361 In 1906. Thus
the Increases for the year were as follows:
Gross earnings,
$19,300,000;
expenses and taxes, $12,500,000; net earnings.
$6,800,000.
Gross earnings for June, 1907 (9,432 miles operated), were $11,082,899, an increase of $1,852,252. The Increase
In expenses and taxes was almost as large, leaving net earnings
over taxe8 of $2,641,391 against $2,530,469 In 1906.

:
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SECRETARY TAFT ON RAILROAD REGULATION
print in another column a liberal extract from that part of
Secretary Taft's Columbus speech which concerns railroads.
Mr.
Taft has a much clearer idea of the possibilities and desirabilities
of corporation regulation by the government than a certain other redoubtable maker of speeches has, and bis comments are worth reading.
Mr. Taft believes, with the editor of the Railroad Gazette,
that the chief benefit of the rate law is likely to be its influence In

discouraging attempts to renew old abuses. He does not mention
the secondary advantage, that the presence of a strong law and au
Intelligent commission will some day tend to lessen legislative action
against railroads, on the same principle that mob rule decreases

power

increases.

He

believes,

further,

that far too much pother was made about the court review provisions of the rate law. since the courts would In any case have had
It in
their jurisdiction to determine whether the administrative
tribunal had followed correctly the limitations upon Its course of
action imposed by the act of Congress creating it, and also whether
order, taken as an authorized expression of the legislative power,
deprived the railroad company of its right, under the Fourteenth
Its

Amendinenf, to derive a fair i)rofit from the use of its property.
Mr. Taft recommends an amendment which will enable the Interstate Commerce Commission to prescribe a uniform freight classifi-
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Uxports of domestic pro(]ucts from this country during the
year ended June 30, 1907, were valued at $952,000,000; $62,000,000 more than in the previous year. The value of the cotton e.\ported was $481.iio0.000. an increase of $81,000,000. while that of
» -eadstuffs
and provisions was $391,000,000, a decrease of $18,000,000.
In the last classification are found the most striking figures
of the report. The value of the exports of canned beef dropped from
$6. 400.000 in 190C, to $1,600,000 in 1907, a reduction of 75 per cent.,
meaning a loss in wages paid to worUins; people of perhaps $2,000,000.
In Secretary Tafl's eulogy of the President, a few days ago,
he omitted mention of this instance of "his amazing quality for
doing things on their (the people's) behalf." The President made
the lurid charge that packing processes were disgusting and the
product poisonous. The investigation and analyses failed to substantiate this, and independent investigators (see Hoff & Schwabach)
expressed their opinion that American packing houses were the
best in the world. Congress passed a law on the subject, however,
and the President, having nearly annihilated one export industry,
turned his attention to another subject with untiring vorsalility.
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and one which will make it impossible for a railroad company engaged in interstate commerce to issue stocks and bonds

cation,

without the approval of the commission. He also favors legislation
which will make it impossible for a railroad to own shares in a
competing line, or for a single officer or director to serve on two
competing lines. He is opposed to government ownership, for reasons which he clearly sets forth, and he believes that the supervision which he outlines as proper will work against it. and will
not materially reduce individualism in railroad operation. He believes in legally sanctioned rate agreements; thinks the importance
of fixing rates is much overestimated, and deprecates the assumption that a physical valuation can be a chief means for a great re-

form in rates. Finally, he believes in additional legislation to promote public safety, and may perhaps approve of the abolition of the
fellow-servant rule, though he does not say so, in his guarded discussion of

it.

both interesting and important that we should have Mr.
Taft's creed thus set forth. He is likely to be our next chief executive, and, whether he is or not, he represents the sober thought of
the present administration, as opposed to its wild words. The general impression obtained from a careful reading of his speech is
that he believes in a simple, matter-of-fact application of government police power to check abuses. We do not concur in all that
It

is

We think that he has much exaggerated the
tho Secretary says.
existing over-capitalization of certain railroads. In one paragraph
he says in effect that if securities had not been used for fraudulent
purposes, and if the proceeds from the sale of them had been applied direct to the properties we should have had much less car
shortage and other difficulties occasioned by physical defects in the
We believe the impression
railroad systems than we have had.
conveyed by this statement is not quite correct. The manipulation
of the Alton securities has frequently been cited as an example of
the state cf affairs to which the Secretary alludes, yet we know that
the Alton securities were issued to cover Improvements made to

the property out of earnings during a series of past years, and if
these improvements had been charged direct to capital at the time
they were made, the Secretary's requirements would apparently
have been fulfilled while the situation would have been tiuchanged,

as regards the physical condition of the property.
But the speech as a whole Is an uncommonly sound document.
The comment on valuation of railroads to the effect that it is not
necessarily objectionable if thought relevant to any issue, but that
Is thoroughly sane, and
it cannot be used alone to reform rates.
directly in line with

what has often been said

in the

Railroad Oa-

—
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and the statement that tariff wars do not help either the
public or the railroads by the violent fluctuations in rates which
they occasion, and that rate agreements should be allowed, subject
zette;

approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, is good
We note, however, that the Secretary has apparently some
fear that consolidation of railroad properties will go far beyond
anything we have now seen, and he urges that a railroad should
to the

doctrine.

not be allowed to hold the stock of a competitor. We
pared to subscribe to this, principally for the
it is extremely hard to define the word "competilor."
cause a train of argument not unlike that used by the

are not prereason that

and also

be-

Secretary in

referring to rate agreements can be applied equally well to the
general competition between railroads. It is easy to overdo govern-

ment by commission, and we think most thoughtful perso.-.s will
agee that this country has been greatly over-governed in the last
two years.

THE NEW HAVEN-BOSTON & MAINE SYSTEM.
The

action of the Massachusetts Legislature against the merger
New York, New Haven & Hartford and the Boston & Matne
suspensive
and in no sense final. As the case stands, with the
is
New Haven holding, through its agents, about two-fifths o£ the
outstanding shares of the Boston & Maine, with many other of the
Boston & Maine stockholding interests friendly to the merger, and
President Tuttle and a number of the Boston & Maine direclors
also favoring the plan, the New Haven control is practically assured
and waits only for details until the next meeting of the Massachusetts law-making body. The legislature may harass and delay
but it cannot in the end check the union of the two systems. For
purposes of analysis and description, the merger may therefore be
treated as a completed fact and sanctioning, as a condition and not
a hypothesis, the map of the combined systems, shown on another
page, including the cipilric system of the New Haven in three
states, never heretofore published, and a second map taken from
the larger one, showing in larger scale these electric lines alone.
The double combination of electric and steam roads has no
parallel or even analogy in the railroad systems of the world. Other
systems have greater mileage, larger equipment, and penetrate
more unique or more picturesque regions. New England has no
counterparts of the snow-dad mountain ranges of the Canadian
Pacific, nor, on the other hand, the features of the railroad lines
«f tropical Africa or sub-tropical Mexico.
But nowhere will be
found a region where industrial energy, dense population, great
factory product, extensive coast line and sea traffic, and freight and
passenger business in about equal proportions, and 1)olh large, absolutely, are controlled under equal conditions of territorial monopoly.
Then, again, there is the great electric annex of the steam system.
of the
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and reduce it to a through line a kind of long bridge between
Boston and Albany. In Rhode Island the grouping of the acquired
trolley system is evidently defensive rather than aggressive, protecting the populous Providence and Fall River region and Blackstone Valley against longdistance electric rivalry.
The great parallel electric mileage which the New Haven has
acquired in the narrow valleys like the Naugatuck, upper Housatonic and Blackstone, suggests another feature of the Mellen policy

—

likely to be realized ere long
reduction of local trains, the use of
the valley steam roads chiefly for express service, and the transfer
of purely local business to the trolleys.
Joined with this are com-

prehensive plans for expansion of trolley, express and freight servand combinations of steam-trolley excursion service.
The high potential for such purposes of a vast trolley system
that represents some 1,300 miles of single trackage, market value
of $100,000,000 or more, and gross earnings of some 118,000,000 a
year, most of it in a densely populated region and touching seaside
resorts at many points, goes with the statement.
Coming next to the import of the new merger Itself, its magnitude in figures cannot be expounded accurately owing to recent
changes in capitalization of the New Haven and unreported earnice already begun,

ings of

its

now somewhat complex marine

properties.

But, as a

rough statement, the steam mileage of the combination may be
given as 5,700 miles, to which some 3.700 more would have to be
added in terms of mileage for single track. Gross earnings of the
system, counting in the New York, Ontario & Western, the Central
New England, the Sound lines, the electric roads which, by the
way, show a constant increase and the newly acquired coastwise
properties, will hardly fall during the first year of joint operation
below $150,000,000 a year, putting the system in absolute earning
power in the front line of the great railroad systems of the country,
and with exceptional earning power per mile of steam road operated.
After the proposed issue of some $30,000,000 of new stock of
the New Haven, the total steam road capitalization may be roughly
estimated at about $150,000,000, calling tor dividend requirement at
the 8 per, cent. I'ate of $12,000,000 a year.
Since the last official
annual statement charges of the New Haven system as a whole,
ahead of dividends, have so shifted, and the charges themselves are
so intricate, that no satisfactory estimate of debt including in that
term capitalized leases can be made.
Out of the whole steam
mileage in New England, when the merger is completed, the New
Haven will control about three-quarters, iind of really profitable local
traffic practically the whole, nearly all of the outside roads, except
the Bangor & Aroostook, being of the through traffic or "bridge"
type, like the Boston & Albany and the Canadian extensions into
Maine.

—

—

—

—

The
intricate.

possibilities

They are

the merger are many and some of them
numerous that they can here be stated only

of

so

This alone, representing a field into which President Mellen has in condensed shape. They include:
pushed as a venturesome pioneer, gives the new combinations an
The unifying, acceleration and enlargement of service
(1)
abiding meaning in the science of transportation. A very few years through central New England from New York city to Canada and
more, especially If they Include a recession of prosperity, will not coastal points in Maine.
only try out in New England on a great scale the policy of joint
Closer connection for through business with the Canadian
(2)
operation of formerly competing steam and street railroads, but roads, which, incidentally, may deepen the New England cry for
very likely also solve, i)ositively or negatively, the problem of Canadian reciprocity and father ultimately an acute political issue
exchanged traffic with steam power, much more generally than roads in New England politics.
superseded by electricity.
On shorter lines and more restricted
Terminal Improvements on a large scale at Boston, includ(3)
areas the leaf is being made elsewhere. But in southern New Eng- ing subways to stations.
land Its size and variations dwarf all others.
Development of the coastwise business in connection with
(4)
This electric ownership of the New York, New Haven & llartTord through rail lines to the southward, this possibly including ownercalls for special attention.
Its location and wide sweep in Connectiship of southern coal mines as feeders of fuel to the amount of
cut will first be noticed.
That slate contains 18 cities. Of these. between 5,000,000 and (l.OOd.dOO tons a year which the new system
New Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, Waterbury, New Britain, New will consume.
London, Norwich, Norwalk and South Norwalk. Stamford. Meriden,
The application to the Boston & ?.1ainc system (a) of the
(.1)
Wlllimantic, Ansonia, Derliy. Middlelown, Putnam and Rockville
steady and persistent |)olicy of fiscal and physical consoliilalion
17 in all
besides townships like Winchester, (ircenwlch and Tor- which has already advanced so far in the New Haven system proper,
rlneton, that are more populous than some of the cities are covered and (b) a co-operative street railway policy applied to Boston &
exclusively by the New Haven's street railway lines.
Its reach
Maine territory.
along the populous western coast of the slate and even more po|)u
(li)
Possible transatlantic service.
lous (cntriil region, with almost every cross-country line i)arallcllng
(7)
Ln.1t and largest, great outlays on the too dormant Boston
the steam road, as well as focussing at the cities, suggests those & Maine group of roads, to improve roadbed, bridges and equipment,
pos.sibilltles of "bunching" iiirs and retralnment which President and Increase train load after the Northern Pacific precedent.
Mellen has repeatedly forecast.
Between these greater plans many sub-i)rol)lenia lie. Some ot
Turning next to Massa- husett.s, the striking feature is the elec- them are within the process of merger, some of them afterdate It.
tric paralleling of the Boston & Albany by the New Haven's electric There are the legislative conditions to attend the consent of Massalines.
They already span llic gap between Springfield and Worcester chusetts to a merger general and legal, as well as biised on stock
with a number of laterals; stretch nearly halfway between Spring- control. There is the attitude of that stale, as well as others, to
field and Pidsfielil, with power to build between the latter <lty and
There Is the
the system after the merger has been consummated.
Albany: and complete parallelism of the Boston A Albany goes on question of the exercise or non-exercise of the New York Central
apace, tending more and more to cut off Its local passenger trafflc option
now extended for six months on the Ontario & Western,

—

—

—

—
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new trackage

rigbta acquired

•9J

and. along with
by the New Haven on the Boston * Albany, and the policy of the
newly merged cor|>uratlon toward llir Uomun * Alluiny Itself. How

precluded from changing the tolls of the company without Its a^wnt. It wan further contended that the rates pre*crit>e<l were con-

monopoly
and excbnnge

Alabama, it was alleged that the rates prescribed were conand that a separate act, providing that if any railroad
company should contest these rate laws In the federal courts, or attempt to move from the state courts to the federal courts, any suit
relating to rates. Its license to do business in the state should be

It.

far will the greater

the outcome

New Haven

of the

avail

Itst-lf

of

Us

territorial

with the through trunk lines
high-class freight for low class on lonK hauls? What will l>e lu
Will It
policy on the question of car ilelentlon onil per diem?
change Its prolix and localln-d name for a tirl.fcr and more descripUs
shift
Railroad?"
mid
will
It
Kiigland
New
tive one like "The
to

"trade"

business

administrative center from New Haven to UoKton. and cease to be
a Connecticut corporation?
The iKJid and highly condenwd statement of the policies and
plans ahead of the merger thus Oils considerable Hpace. Collectively,
ihey vest the new railroad combination with absorbing Interest and
a value that reaches far beyond the bounds of New England.

CLASHES BETWEEN FEDERAL AND STATE AUTHORITY.
Whatever
and

legislation

iiiuy

be

thouKht of the merits or demerits of the
which has

of the action of the southern governors

threatened to bring about clashes between federal and slate authorities In three southern states, there l.s reason for congratulation iu
the fact that the ultimate result will be to send to the Supreme Coiin
of the United Stales a ferles of ca.scs. the decision of which ought
to settle, once for all, the question whether a state can close the
doors of the United States courts in the face of any citizen, or obstruct In any way the orders of those courts Issued for the preservation of rights guaranteed by the constitution.

It is to

be hoped that

the decision of these cases will also make clearer the dividing line
l>etween federal and state authority over railroads doing both interstate and intra-stale business, and that they will afford some guide
for future legislators as to how far they can go In the direction of

arbitrary reductions of railroad charges without their acts becoming
confiscatory.

The

railroads

have applied

to

the

federal courts

in

several

states for protection against reductions in charges alleged to be confiscatory, but. thus far, the proceedings have followed the usual
course, except in the three southern states of North Carolina. Vir-

ginia and Alabama.
In North Carolina the legislature prescribed a maximum passenger rate of two and one-quarter cents a mile for all roads over
sixty miles long, without any attempt to differentiate between roads
on account of relative density of traffic, and similarly arbitrary reductions of about fifteen per cent, were prescribed on joint freight
rates on routes wholly within the state.
In Alabama, the legislature prescribed a maximum passenger
rate of two and one-half cents a mile, without taking into account
differences in density of traffic, and prescribed reduced maximum
rates on llo commodities.
In Virginia, freight rates were not affected, and the Corpora-

Commission, by which the reduced passenger rates were prewent about the matter more intelligently, prescribing a twocent maximum for the principal lines, but prescribing two and onehalf, three and three and one-half cents on certain minor roads and
branch lines.
Although this legislation was resisted by all the principal lines
the brunt of the fight in each state was borne by the Southern
Railway Company. In North Carolina, the legislation was attacked
on the ground that it was confiscatory, in that the rates prescribed
would not yield fair compensation for the service performed. It
was also contended that the penalties proposed to be imposed for
failure to put the prescribed rates and charges in effect were excessive and would operate to deny to the railroads the equal protecIt was further contended
tion of the laws and due process of law.
tion

scribed,

that the arbitrary exception of roads not over sixty miles long was
a denial of the equal protection of the laws.
In VirRinla, the action of the Corporation Commission was alIt was contended
leged to be unconstitutional on three grounds.
that the provision of the state constitution creaiing the Corporation

Commission was

in violation of the constitution of the

In that, by proposing to give to the Corporation

United States

Commission

legis-

executive and judicial authority over transportation and
transmission companies, it sought lo deny to those companies due
It was conprocess of law and the equal protection of the laws.
tended that the order of the commission, so far as it applied to the
Southern Railway Company, was unconstitutional on the ground
that it was an Impairment of the obligation of the contract entered

lative,

into by the state of Virginia in granting the charter of the Southern
Railway ConApany. there being in effect at that time, and forming a
part of th 3 charter, a legislative provision whereby the state was

Oscatory.
In

flscator)'

revoked, was unconstitutional.
At the instance of the Southern Railway Company and other
companies, sweeping Injunctions against the enforcement of the acts
of the North Carolina and Alabama legislatures were granted by

United States Circuit Judges Fritcbard and Jones, and Judge
Pritchard also enjoined the enforcement of the order of the Virginia Corporation Commis.sion.
In both Virginia and North Carolina, the orders of Judge Pritchard, at the request of the railroads,
giving
required the
to each purchaser of transportation evidence of
his payment in excess of the prescribed rates and the deposit in the
registry of the court of sums sufficient to repay these amounts if
the rates should be finally sustained.

The orderly procedure in all of these cases would have been to
allow them to take the usual course to the Supreme Court of the
United States, and this would have been done but for a violent outbreak of slates' rights sentiment in North Carolina, led by Governor

The railroads and
(ilenn and some of the radical newspapers.
Judge Pritchard were denounced for their alleged defiance of the
laws and authority of the state of North Carolina, and the governor
sent a circular letter to each of the superior court judges of the
asking them to instruct the grand juries to indict the agents
and employees or the higher officers of the railroads for "openly
acting in defiance of law." The Southern Railway Company was
singled out by the governor as the object of attack.
Its agents
were arrested two of them being sentenced to thirty days' imprisonment and President Finley, who was at Asheviiie. was taken
into custody on a police court warrant. Justice Pritchard promptly
ordered the release of all prisoners, as soon as they could be brought
before him on writs of habeas corpus. In the meantime, all efforts
made by the railroad officials, supplemented by a special representative of the department of justice, to reach an agreemnt whereby the
rights of the railroads could be protected, pending proceedings in
the courts, were rejected.
The governor would agree to nothing
state,

—

—

that did not involve putting the reduced passenger rates into effect,
to call an extra session of the legislature to enact

and he threatened

including new railroad tax laws, that would still further
harass the railroads, and to continue the policy of indicting and
arresting the agents and employes of the Southern Railway.
The contest had been carried to a point where it ceased to be a
question of rates, and was a question of whether the United States
would enforce the process of its courts against the opposition of a
state government. Judge Pritchard showed no sign of yielding, but
the Southern Railway Company was unwilling to be the cause of a
conflict of authority between the state and the United States, and.
laws,

with the consent of Judge Pritchard. yielded the protection of his
interlocutory injunction so far as to put the passenger rates into
effect, the other still standing as to the freight rates and the pending litigation being left so as to carry the constitutional questions

Supreme Court of the United States. The other resisting roads followed the lead of the Southern in putting In the
at issue to the

passenger rates.

Governor

Glenn

having

achieved

rights fever broke out in Virginia.

his

"•victory,"

the

states'

The publication of the order of

the Corporation Commission had been enjoined by Judge Pritchard,
but Governor Swanson threatened to call an extra session of the
legislature to enact a law prescribing the rates ordered by the comThis would have meant a repetition of the same fight
mission.
that had been made in North Carolina, and. having yielded in that

do but yield In Virginia.
had been taken In Alabama
bad been the appropriation of J50.000 for the expense of the contest
in the United States courts, but an accidental occurrence gave Governor Coiner his opportunity to get into the lime light. Judge
Jones had held the act attempting to prevent the railroads from insliluting suits under the rate laws in the federal courts, or removing
sucli suits to those courts, to be unconstitutional, and bad enjoined
the secretary of state from cancelling the license of a railroad for
disregarding this act. Another act had been passed, however, applying to corporations generally, and providing for the cancellation
of the license of any corporation of any other state which should
attempt to remove any suit to a federal court. A subordinate atstate, there

Up

was nothing

to

to this lime, the only action that

'

.

'
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torney of the Southern Railway Company, without the knowledge
of the general oflBcers, and as a routine matter of business, filed a
petition to remove to the federal courts a suit for damages for
personal injury, had no relation to the rate laws, and which was
The secretary of state at
filed several months before their passage.
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on the
and August 2.

at Salem, Mich.,

of July 26
order.

The

8.

was raportecJ in the Railroad Gazette
was due to misreading of a despatcher's

20lh,
It

Johnson City, Tenn.. on the 14th, occurred at
and was due to the carelessness of a hostler in charge
of a locomotive in the yard, who occupied the main track on the
once cancelled the license of the Southern Railway Company to do time of eastbound patsenger train No. 42. He had accepted incorintra-state business In Alabama, acting under the law forbidding rect information from a telegraph operator when he should have
corporations generally from removing suits to the federal courts. had a written despatcher's order. He was running toward the pasThis law, though clearly unconstitutional, if Judge Jones was right senger train. He saw the pass^enger engine in season to reverse
in holding the act applying specifically to railroads to be so. was and jump off.
The engine and first three cars of the passenger
not directly passed upon in his decision. The Southern Railway train were knocked off the track and overturned, but the switching
Company, notwithstanding the cancellation of its license, continued engine was not derailed and it immediately ran back to Carnegie,
where it was stopped, without damage, by the opening of a switch.
to do business in the state, pending an effort to arrange a settlement
passengers
This governor was even more uncompro- Six passengers were killed in the collision and eight
with Governor Comer.
and three trainmen were injured, two of the passengers fatally. All
mising than Governcr Glenn had been. He insisted upon the railpassengers
killed
were
the
second
class
car.
of the
riding in
roads putting in the reduced freight rates as well as the passenger
In the rear collision on the Chicago Great Western at Bethel,
rates, and to force the railroads to his terms, he threatened whole- Kan., on the 16th, one passenger in the sleeping car of the leading
For the sake train was killed. Only two other persons were injured, both of
sale arrests and a special session of the legislature.
of the object lesson that would have been given, it is unfortunate these being also on the leading train. This train was No. 22 of the
that the ofiicials of the Southern Railway did not stand firm and Burlington road, its presence on the Chicago Great Western track
force the governor to compel them to stop their intra-state business, being due to a blockade on the Burlington line. The train which
thus giving the people along their lines a practical demonstration of ran into it was C. G. W. passenger train No. 4.
The passengers killed in the rear collision on the Chicago &
the wrongheadedness of the policies of their governor and their
North-Western near Belle Plaine. Iowa, on the 22d. were two drovers,
However, pursuing that policy of conciliation that has
legislators.
riding in the caboose of a freight train. This train was run into
marked the administration of President Finley, and preferring to at the rear by an express passenger train which had run past
suffer injustice rather tnan antagonize its patrons, the company distant and home automatic signals set against it.
One drover and
yielded, and applied to Judge Jones for such a modification of his the engineman and fireman of the passenger train were injured.
order as would permit it to put the rates into effect pending the deThe butting collision just north of Greenville, Pa., on the 23d,
termination of their reasonableness and justice. Judge Jones, with was between a northbound special passenger train and a southbound
much reluctance, consented to this modification, but, in so doing. empty engine, both of them running as second sections of regular
took occasion to leave no room for doubt as to his opinion that the passenger trains. The empty engine was overturned and its concourse of Governor Comer tended to anarchy and declared that he ductor was killed. The empty engine had absolute right of way
would be unfaithful to the high trust confided in him if he did not and a clear block under the telegraph block system, to Greenville.
It had just left its train, consisting of seven cars of excursionists,
utter "words of warning against the extraordinary course which
has been pursued to drive a suitor from the courts."

The net

results of these proceedings will be that the railroads

will be subjected to loss of revenue pending the final determination
of the pending litigation, and the question as to whether the rates
prescribed in each instance are confiscatory or not will be settled.
It is to be hoped that a still more important result will be a clear

power

to the

and unmistakable decision as

of a state

government,

directly or indirectly, to place limitations on the right of any individual or corporation to seek in the courts the protection of every

words of President Finley,
a violation of law, then all our

legal

in the

"If

is

and constitutional right, for,
an appeal to a court of justice
courts should come to an end."

Train Accidents

in

July.i

Our record of train accidents occurring on the railroads of the
United States in July includes 20 collisions and 14 derailments and
one other accident, 41 accidents in all. This record is not publishe;!
In full as was formerly done, except in the cases of the few accidents which are especially prominent— in the present instance eight
The record of "ordinary" accidents
collisions and one derailment.
which term includes, for our present purpose, only those which
result In fatal injury to a passenger or an employee or which are
is given in the shape of a
of special Interest to operating officers
one-line item for each accident, showing date, location, class and
number of deaths and injuries. This record is based on accounts
published in local daily newspapers, except in the cases of accidents
of such magnitude that It seems proper to send a letter of inquiry
The official accident record published
to the railroad manager.
quarterly by the InterKtate Commerce Commission is regularly re
printed In the Railroad Gazette.

—
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coilision at

7.30 p.m.,

at Osgood, a non-block telegraph station, for delivery to the Lake
Shore road. The switch of the siding into which the train was
backed is a considerable distance south of the telegraph office.
Being delayed in switching the excursion cars, this train was delaying the northbound train and the despatcher attempted to meet
the two trains at this place (Osgood), placing the restricting order
with the Osgood operator. But without waiting to receive the signatures of the conductor and engineman he completed the order to
the inferior northbound train. Momentarily forgetting the importance of treating directly with the conductor and engineman at this
non-block station, he accepted the erroneous assurance of the operBut
ator that he could hold the train for the delivery of the order.
the southbound engine was within its rights, being in a clear block,
and, there being no semaphore facilities at Osgood to govern movements of trains, it got away. When too late, the operator found
that the cars had been left at the south end of the siding, and that
the engine, instead of coming to the station as is customary, had

departed.

The butting collision of passenger trains at Stony Creek, Va.,
on the 27th, about 9 p.m., was caused by the mistake of the engineman of the southbound train, who mistook a freight, standing on
the side track, for the northbound passenger which he was to meet.
The collisions at Campello and Middleboro, Mass., on the 28th
and 29th are notable from the fact that in both collisions the foremost train, a freight, was the same. Two different empty trains
(passenger crews) ran into it.
In the boiler explosion at Milan, Tenn., on the 30th, the length
of the casualty list is explained by the fact that the explosion occurred just as the train a northbound fast fruit train was passing
another freight train standing on a side track. Two of the killed
were trespassers.

—

—
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Pittsburgh.

The

Buffalo. Rochester A Pittsburgh Is the first of the coal mining railroads to separate Itself from its coal properties since the

Federal law whiih requires suih segregation by .\ugust. 1908, went
Into effect.
Previous to the passage of the law the Baltimore &
Ohio had sold control of the Consolidation Coal Company, the most
Important shipper of bituminous coal on its lines. The Buffalo,
Rochester k Pittsburgh controlled the Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal
ft Iron Company, which has large lOil and iron mining interests.
Last fall the .Mahoning Investment Company was incorporated in
'... -:
>o
the Stat" of Main", and to It u
V ><: U\-- dial & Iro;i
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So long
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always the
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pass to did
,uu.L'.-t-. K^M i\m.ik who huii tUu railioad
stock.
In the at^e of this rojd, which is closeiy controlled by the
Iselin family, this Is not likely to happen, but the possibility Is Interesting. particularly tn case a similar arrangement should be
adopted by some of the other coal roads. The action of the Buffalo, Rochester 4 Pittsburgh, however, cannot be taken as a precedent
for the anthrailte carriers, which are the railroads most vitally
affejttd by this provision of the rate law.
The road is organized
not under a special charter specifically permitting it to operate
coal mines, but under the general ralload law of Pennsylvania.
Most of the anthracite roads, on the other hand, have charters antedating the Pennsylvania railroad law, empowering them to operate
coal mines. At least one of them, the Larkiwanna, baa announced
that Its rights to mine coal cannot be impaired by the Interstate
Commerce Law, and it is probable that all the other companies
which possess charters specifically granting the rights to mine coal
will take the same ground.
The financial record of the Buffalo, Rochester A Pittsburgh
during the year brings out clearly the present diflScuIty of securing capital for railroad use. On .\ugust 1, 1906, the company Isiiued
three-year construction and improvement notes to the amount of
Six months later more
f 1,500.000, bearing 4'... per cent, interest.
f.inds were needed and on March IT, ISO", a new issue of $1,000,000
oi.e-year notes was made; these bore 6 per cent, interest, a lapid
jump in interest rate. On May 1 a new consolidated mortgase was
T^ated, covering ?So,000,000 50-year bonds, of which $3,000,000 are
to be turned over to the company for immediate use, $18,Hj.0v»0
to be r( tained for retiring underlying obiigations and $13.>>^.'>,000
to be issued after July 1, 1908, at a rate not exceeding $1,500,000
The $3,000,000 immea year, for the future needs of the company.
diately available will, no doubt, be- sold as soon as they can be at
a reasonable price in order to provide funds for the $1,000,000 notes
payable next March and the additional $1,500,000 payable in two
years.
These note issues ar'.- carried in the balance sheet as current liabilities. As a result current liabilities stand at $4,603,052.
against current assets of $4,573,286. of which only $3,419,513 is cash.
'i'tic.
Ehowing therefore is better tllan it appears, but it Is obvijus
that the road could well have a larger supply of working capital.
In increase in tax payments the company came off wor^e than
ilid the Lehigh Valley with its tax increase of 25 per cent.
The B..
K. & P.'s taxes for the year, with no change in the amount of mileage owned and leased, were 35 per cent, larger than in 1906. The
increase in the tax burden of the company during recent years may
be even better shown by the fact that in the last three years,
with an increase of only 43 miles of road owned and lease I. a gain
of
per cent., taxes have increased from $115,200 to $212,858. a
rise of 85 per cent.
The road is a small low-grade bituminous coal carrier which
brings coal from the Pennsylvania fields east and northeast of Pittsburgh, north to Buffalo and Rochester and by a car-ferry owned Jointly
with the Grand Trunk, to be opened in October, to Cobourg, Ont.
It also competes with the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley division of
the Pennsylvania for traffic between Pittsburgh, which the B.. R.
& P. reaches by trackage over the Baltimore & Ohio, and the two
New York State citie.-:. Coal furnishes nearly two-thirds of the tonnage moved, and coal, coke, iron ore and iron over three-quarters.
The revenue train load last year was 543 tons and the revenue locomotive load 435 tons. The locomotive department has lately been
strengthened by the addition of six decapod engines for pushing
service over the maximum northbound gradient. These were described in the liailroad Gazelle of .August 9, 1907.
Gros.s and net earnings for 190" both stand at record figures.
Gross earnings were $8.666..'>S0 and net earnings $3,524.23", the
former an increase of $837,129. and the latter of $253,839. over
There was $103,965 spent on extraordinary expenses and im1906.
provements against $93,2p3 in the previous year.
The freight tonnage Increased 14 per cert, and the freight
earnings 10 per cent. The number of passenger.s carried increased
over the
II per cent., but owing to a reduction of passenger fnr.
whole road on November 1, 1900. to meet similar actlor. by the Pennsylvania, earnings from passengers show a small decrease.
No detailed figures under the different groups of operating expenses are given. Maintenance of way works ont :it $1.7.^5 per mile
owned and leased against $1,545 in 1906. figures which are probably much too high, as they take no account of the 127 miles of
trarkage. Without facts as to the arrangements for maintenance
I
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In return for this giving up of
the railroad's Investment, the stockholders of the Buffalo, Rochester
& Pittsburgh received all ut a small fraction of the stock of the
Mahonin.^ ln\-^stment Company. Meantime the railroad's profit luid
loss account /^vas debited with a little more than $1,000,000 of extra
dividend pa^'ments. on this account.
Under/ihis arrrf^igement the railroad's common stockholders receive the 4ame income returns that they formerly did on their holdings, but part on their railroad sto?k and part on their Mahoning
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of the lines used under such contracts it is impossible to show the
The figuie^
unit maintenance of way expense with any accuracy.
given bring out little more than the increased amount spent on
Operating expenses as a whole
this account over the previous year.
increased 12 per cent, over 1906.
The following table summarizes the principal operating results
of the last

two years:

.Mileage

1!HP7.
*•'-

owned

JlUeaee worked
lasaeneer earnings

•''*»'.'

$I.U:i.444

Freight .amines

T.:!si;.:t4.".

Gross earnings

^-12

^^^

«.tirir,..»sn

Malm, way iiiici structures
Maint. of Ki;ii!iment
t'lindueiinK transportation
Operating expenses
.Net

1!MI(1.

*l.l.'i4.U,s!>
(j.f.ipji.U-'

earnlnis.s

Nft incom

TT.'i.'.iL'M

(•,.s::.i.is

1.L'7SP.!tsii

i.ip;p'.i.30.>s

J.ss:;.:;.")!

i:.tji)6.0iw

.">.14-'.:{4.'!

4.ri5n.ii3

:f..'>L'4.'j:!K

3.270.339

1.4;}.">.2:?'J

1.417.3!>1

Lehigh Valley.
report of the Lehigh Valley for the year ended
19U7, the fisst to be received of the large number of railreports covering that same period, is likely to be typical of
It shows the largest gross earnings in the
of the others.

The annual
June
road

many

;J0.

company's history, a large increase in operating expenses, particularly in conducting transportation, and a tremendous increase in
tax payments in other words, more busine.ss and smaller profits.
The Lehigh Valley is a combination anthracite coal road and
New York-Buffalo trunk line. As shown by
the map. it has a large mileage of branches
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XLIII.,

le

and for ample working
balances couaiantiy

0.1

X.I. 8.

charged to capital account or to income,
was imperative to have large cash
hand. The attempt to secure a larger divi-

capital, it

dend was defeated.

The

results of the year just passed bear out thes? contentions.
Gross earnings have increased |a. 278. 57.5. or Id per cent,, but operating expenses have also increased lu per cent., or $1,962,042.
Among the operating expenses, the non-productive expense of conducting tran.sportation increased $1.208. 72S. or 11 per cent., "due to
an increased volume of traffic, increased rates of wages paid employees and greater cost of a!l materials and supplies." Taxes increased 25 per cent, over the previous year. At the same time, the
item cf cash on hand as of June '.W has decreased from $11,676,966
in 19(16 to $6,612,849 in 19117.
Furthermore, the net results of the
coal department were seriously affected by several unfortunate
events, such as a cave-in at one of the mines resulting in a gas
explosion that set it on fire and made it necessary to flood the whole
operation; the destruction of a breaker by tornado; the loss of
seven months' time at another breaker due to necessary repairs long
postponed during the recent series of prosperous years for the
anthracite industry, and the destruction of the coal-handling plant
and storage yard at South Chicago with 40.11O11 tons of coal, by fire.
Car shoitage also made it necessary to close down collieries at a
time when coal could have been sold at the greatest profit. All
these facts, added to the present strain and doubtful condition of
the money market, commend the stand taken by the directors in
paying a smaller dividend than could be justified by the earningSv

tapping the anthracite coal fields about Pottsville, Shenandoah. Hazleton. Tomhicken and

Mauch Chunk, most

of

which have their

prin-

with the main line at Penn
In the region about Cayuga
and Seneca lakes and south of them as far as
the Pennsylvania state line the road has a
numtier of branch lines serving this farming
cipal connection

Haven Junction.

and

manufacturing

territory.

The through

and equipped
with automatic block signals all the way between Jersey City and Buffalo. There are
over 100 miles of double track besides this.
Included in the main line are 56 miles of ihree
tracks and 20 miles of four tracks. Bethlehem
and South Bethlehem, Pa., the junction point
with the Philadelphia & Reading, which gives
the Lehigh Valley a Philadelphia connection, is the operating headquarters raiher than some point like Sayre, half way between the two
terminals or Jersey City or Birftalo. because by far the heaviest
business of the road is on the eastern end of the road between
the coal workings and Atlantic tidewater.
Unlike all the other
trunk lines which have their terminals on the New Jersey shore
of the Hudson river, the Lehigh Valley has scarcely any suburban
traffic to New York.
Ten years ago the Lehigh Valley was run down and in danger
of bankruptcy.
As recently as January. 1903, less than five years
ago. the company's credit was so poor that its stock of coal on
hand was pledged as collateral for loans. Within the last year or
two there have been numerous predictions that the Lehigh Valley
would shortly come to be a second Lackawanna, paying dividends
of 10 to 20 per cent, on its common stock. At the last annual meeting of the road in January, a stro.-.g effort was made by a large
minority interest to secure larger dividend payments on the common <>tock. The first dividend on the stock was 1 per cent., paid
In 1904.
At the beginning of 190.5. 4 per cent, was established as
the ri.'gtilar rate; it has remained so since that time, but the last
two semi-annual dividends have each included an extra 1 per cent.,
which raises the rate last paid to 6 per cent. The preferred
stock amounts to only $10B.300 par value.
It receives 10 per cent,
annually.
In 1904. when dividends on this Issue were begun, a suit
wa.s brought to secure payment of back dividends from 1S9.'! to
19114 Inclusive, on the ground that dividends during that period
were (umulatlve. The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania sustained
thi.s
contention, and back dividends with interest amounting to
JI'i.iioo more than the par value of the preferred stock were paltl
from net Income during the last fiscal year. After this unusual deduction, the net Income for the year 1907 was 1.5 per cent, on the
common -tock. against 1.".',^ per cent. In 1906, In spite of this
showing. Prtsid<>nt Thomas liLst Januaiy. answering the malcontent.s. referred to the uncertainty as to the future cost of operalion, the effect nf recent lilw.^ and the heavy demands for .Mhorter
hours and Incri.i.s'-d wages, as well as the shortage of freight cars,
and declared that a conservative i*ilicy In dividend payments was
to the best Interest of the sloi kholders.
He further pointed out that
the two branches of the company's business represented reValley
spectively
by the l>ehigh
Railroad
and the r,,elilgh
Valley Coal Company, together had gross earnings of |65.000,000 annually, and that for current Improvements, whether they
line of the road is double tracked

Lehigh Valley.
by no means to be assumed, however, that the year has been
on the whole an unsatisfactory one for ilie Lehigh Valley. The gross
and net earnings were each the largest in the company's history.
In spite of the increase in cost of condiu'ting transportation and
maintenance expenditures even slightly more liberal than in 1906,
the operating ratio shows a slight decrease.
It was, of couise.
natural to expect a gain in coal freight earnings in comparison
with a year when anthracite mining was suspe.ided for two months,
lOarnin.us from coal increased $1,862,as in .April and May of 1906.
The loss that the suspension of mining brought
3:i4. or 14 per cent.
on the railroad may be Judged from the fact that in .\pril. 1906,
gross earnings decreased 45 per cent., anil net earnings 70 per
cent., while in April. 1907. gross earnings Increased 69 per cent,
and net earnings 288 per cent, over the low figures of the same
month In the previous year. The decrease in production of anthracite fell moie heavily on the Lehigh Valley than on any other of
the large railroads.
The Lcliigli Valley's normal proportion of
the anlhradte Irafllc Is about ll> per cent,: It suffered 27 per cent, of
shiitments during 1906.
anthracite
in
the I0.1S
Merchandise freight earnings, which Increased 12 per cent. In
Passenger earnings, fol1906, gained 8 per rent, more last year.
lowing an Increase of 13 per cent. In 1906. were 10 per cent, larger
Maintenance of way <ost $2,215 a mile, against $2,207
last year.
Maintenance of equipment was charged $3,266 per loco
In 1906.
motive in 1907. against $:!.u2ti In 19i>6; $714 per passenger car,
against $685 In 1906, and $62 per fiil«ht car. <Bgalnst $61 in 1906.
Tlioro w^re bought
This Bccounl. as a whole, increased 13 per cent
from this account 16 new locomotives.
It is
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were bought «nd charRed lo
other ac'coiinu
ml Sih) vteel uDderframp box
Kuriy Iimo:.
Klve
cars of M»,iii"i iIjh «iipai-li>
•<l to capiul account
buD(lr>-<l niotf catH of the -an
^
dlulnc car and 2o expreas
cam were churKrd to addlllooB aixi Improvemenla. Klve hundred
teel Kondola <-ani of NO.OOO \h». lapadly; liC ittrri underframe pro
duc« cant of Uo.doo Iba. capacity. JTi Hiefl underframe automobile
carh of SO.uiMt iim. capacity, ami l<> Ht<H-l u:;ileirr.)nie box carH of
Su.DOo IbM. raimclty were churK<'<l in expenxen and equipment renewal riMwive. Two thouxand .-Iim-I iindiTframe box car* of Sii.oou
Ibd lapaclty and 2.00(1 itleel coal earn of lOii.oiio lbs. capacity wer."
bouicht under a now equipment tru.si.
Included In the company's
equipment are many Hmall wooden box and coal cars with capacltleH
While perfe<-tly serviceable for use under
of from 20 to 30 tuns

Large quaniUlcit of fqulprndii

.

Why,

hle^s yo>ir

I

I

1

ordinary conditions of railroad operation 10 or 15 years aso. they
aro crnslnntly damaged and fre<iuently cause wrecks when placeii
belwe>'U modern lu-:ivv .<teel can..
In order to retire such cars,
a spcriai appropriation of $1.250. niiii out of the net earnings of
the yrar Uat been made under which hs many cars as this appioprialion will provide for are to Le condemned.
In addition to all
the equipment already bought, contracts have been placed for o.uiio
moderu i)ox and coal cars to be delivered shortly. The tonnage of
these new cars will exceed the total tonnage of the equipment
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•o as to travel on any other road
policy !(i 111.
him a uho!.
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good

it's
1

tear.h

to
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run

Wbru

they are luaktUK uul Ibe tlme-Utbie. they
draw the (trlng up pretty doae to the vertical and ask: "I>o you
think she can make |t?" "Well, she may If everything goex our
way. indudlng the wind."
°lf she can make It once, that's enough,"
and so the string remains on the steep slant.
Here Is where (iulf falls to appre:-late the humor of the situation.
He would know at a glnnre. If he had the sixe of the engine.
Weight of train, number of passengem and tonnage of express and
baggage, that that particular schedule is one grand Joke and bluff.
Instead of that, he, too. accepts the time-table on faith and then
~
gels mad because his faith is mlspiaeed
If be were a phllo- .;
and had any sporting blood be would drop in ihe smoker ao'i
a little pool on the run. as on a transatlantic liner; and. kii".\ ._
the general probabilities, would guess high, rake In the pool, and
be happy. Having done this once or twice, he would slop his howling about late trains and would be writing to you In glorlfii-ation
of the magnificent service he always gets.
He simply doesn't know
how to take advantage of the situation.
i>.
u. vfukt tchedules.
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The Settlement of Freight Claims.
condemned.
A number of considerable Improvements have been made during
New York. Au$. 20, llni7
The Lohigh & Lake Erie Railroad, a new terminal line
the year.
shown on the map around the city of BiifTalo to the south, which was To THE Editor oe the R.ulroau GA/.KrtK:
Your interesting editorial, August 9, on this subject. Is deservconsolidated during the year with the Lehigh Valley Rail Way Company, the company which owns the lines in New York state, has ing of thoughtful consideration by all who are directly interested In
to be

,

laid and will l:e ready for operation as a double track
line by the end of next mouth.
In connection with this new line.
$250,000 Is to be spent for additional yard and terminal facilities.
A new double track steel girder bridwe l..soO ft. long has been
built over the Susquehanna river during the year, a work which
Included reduction of curves and change of line for C'-.. miles. The
total cost of this improvement was ISlo.sis.
The work was described in the Jlailnmil Gazellt' of February S, 1907.
The third
and fourth tracks have Ijeen extended for short distances at various points between Mauch Chunk and Easton. As soon as some of
this work now under way is finished, the company will have a
continuous four-track line for 12.7 miles in the neighborhood of
South Bethlehem and Easton. Three new transfer bridges and a
freight yard of 1,000 cars capacity are to be built at the Jersey
City terminal at a cost of 1350.000. Work costing $140,000 is already under way at that point in extension of bridges and tracks.
The Lehigh & Lake Erie Railroad has already been mentioned
as a subsidiary company through which the Lehigh Valley is extending its terminal facilities at Buffalo. This subsidiary company
originally issued a first mortgage to secure $3,000,000 4 per cent.
50-year bonds. On March 1. 1907. a new mortgage was made, similar to the old one but with the rate of interest 4':.. per cent.
These
first mortgage bonds on a modern terminal railroad, and presumably
bearing the guarantee of the Lehigh Valley, appear to have been
unsalable at the 4 per cent. rate, an event exceedingly typical of
the financial aevelopments of the year.
The following are the principal statistics of operation:

one track

1007.

Mileage worked
I'HHsi'iiger earnlnKK
Coal freight earnings ....
.Mdae. freight eurnlDgs.
Ciro88 earnings
Malnt. way and xtructures
Malnt. of equipment
Conducting tranHiiortatlun
Operiiting pxpenseH
Net earninKH
Net Income
.

.

.

1000.

1.44:!

1.4:;0

-<4..'tii:i.4.-pJ

?3.n71.:il)'.'

l.'..l lii..sli!)

13.'.;4S..'iti.")

14,!i»t!.073

13.9;t4.i:;7

30.O(i)S.4.'?'_'

32.780. S.-)7

:<.100.N.'i4

3,l.'>3.24.'i

0.180.042
12.1oo,08l

10.891. 0.".4

5,48o.704

i:i.0.">4.17»

20,152.211
12.637.040

«.i:t«.204

5.770.07:1

22.114.2.VJ

CONTRIBUTIONS
Why We

Have La)« Trains.

/
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To THE EOITOR OK THE RaM.KOAO ^AZKTTE:
have read with amusement mingled with pity the recent lucuI
bration of Gulf In his Picked Cp on the lioad about the subject
of late trains. To me It seems that (Julf utterly fails lo grasp
the real sense and humor of Ihe situation. Of {•oiirse there are
a few hard-headed old Miinkers like your contril)ulor who want to
know what they can. 'do before they do it and never bet except
on a "dead sure th<ng.
They have no sporling blood in their
veins, and are ultefly devoid of that faith that would move mountains or make a /ree of a mustard grain.
Most people are of a
'

different brand, ri'hry take as gospel truth what the time-table says,
just as they tajke wliat ibe yellow journals have lo say about the
motives of raiTroad managers. They like the sensalion of planning a railroftd journey and getting there in no time. And the
managers co/inl on this faith. Besides, what difference does it
make, any ^ay? Trains on our lines always wait for a late connection ana a man has no business wanting to make connections

the investigation and adjustment of these numerous and often
Several
differences between shippers and carriers.
features of the article, however, invite comment, and since my recent paper on the subject is referred to, you will perhaps allow me
space for a few remarks.
If there are any freight claim agents who would intentionally
delay or endeavor to evade the payment of a just claim, be the
amount large or small, they are as great an injury to the carrier
they serve as is the "surly agent who curtly tells the consignee that
the other road is to blame for the delay." for neither practice represents the true policy of the management of the average transportation company. Every act of discouiteous or unfair treatment of shippers or consignees by carriers' employees tends to engender resentment against the entire management, as do the injudicious or arbitrary decisions of claim investigators refiect upon the claim agent.
In part. Colonel Front's remarks upon the incivility of certain railroad employees are undoubtedly justifiable, and too much cannot be
said on this subject, for in the saying others than railroad employees may profit thereby. Only those who represent corporations
employing large forces can fully appreciate the unreasonable and

troublesome

selfish

demands made upon them by many who only have regard

for

their personal interests, and are unwilling to apply the "square
deal" principle in their business dealings.
Front's protest against "being considered 3
.\s to Colonel
swindler until, at great pains, he proves himself an honest man."
there doubtless are many claim offices which are over-zealous for the
carriers' interests, in consequence of which unnecessary investigations are pursued and unreasonable demands or inquiries made upon
claimants. If all claimants conducted their affairs upon the methods
employed by the Colonel's firm, the claim oflice would perhaps enjoy
a better reputation for expeditious settlements instead of being at
all times congested with claims possessing every character and con-

dition

demanding consideration.

Delays in the settlement of freight claims most frequently occur through efforts to determine their merits, and in ascertaining
how and where the irregularity occurred, and since this can only be
accomplished through the medium of correspondence with agents located at more or less distant points, under the best of circumstances,
much more time must necessarily be consumed than the average
claimant, with limited understanding of transiwrtalion methods, is
Then, too, a large perceniage of the freight
willing to accord.
claims made against carriers are not accompanied by documents
or data to enable the claim office to locate the particular shipment
in question or verify the account, consequently additional papers
or information must be requested. Claimants not infrequently send
in their bill without such necessary documents as the bill of
lading or freight receipt, and when these are requested they often
either oliject lo furnishing ihem in support of their claim or say
they have leen returned lo shipper or destroyed: in fact, few claims
except those made by large concerns are reasonably substantiated

Thus it will be seen that the subject of prompt
first received.
settlements has another phase which has not been developed in your
article or my paper.
In the general criticism of freight claim methods and tardiness
in claim settlements, the above conditions, being unknown to the
critic, are not usually considered, nor Is the fact that the majority
of claims are promptly adjusted to the entire satisfaction of claimIt is the few claims, particularly those on account of interants.
line traffic, which are so often subject to unreasonable delay, and

when
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of claimants, and
the duty of every freight claim office to
give serious thought, and employ every possible measure to minimize the time necessary for theic adjustment.
Referring to the lour features of my paper which you classify:
By "thorough system, devoid of circumlocution," is implied
(1)
the practice cf deciding, in the most dir.?ct manner possible, the
question of liability, and without further considerations effect settlement of the claim, taking up for investigation questions of cause,
It likewise implies the
location of fault and remedies thereafter.
careful examination o:" all claim papers by investigators; also
prompt, intelligent and courteous replies to letters, qualities which
can only be secured by constant supervision and insistence upon

which create annoyance and criticism on the part
to this class cf claims

it

is

by those

in charge.
Prompt investigations may be conducted by one claim
but good results ther.^froni can easily be defeated by dilatory
tactics or actual neglect by others, and especially is this fault experienced in connection with the adjustment of claims in which
distant roads are involved, the only effective remedy being for the
claim representatives of every carrier to give the same consideration
and prompt treatment to foreign claims that they apply to those in
which they are alone involved.
Claimants have the right to expect from claim offices uni(3)
formly business-like communications, although they should perhaps
make some allowance for the difference between the dictation of a
claim investigator and the composition of officials of the company.
However, according to my experience, there never is any excuse for
curt, random or evasive letters, and the investigators who appreciate this are the kind always in demand for more responsible

(2)

office,

positions.

Your comment upon this seems to be based upon the as(4)
sumption that all small claims are valid, and should be paid without the carrier "standing on its rights," i. e., investigating to determine liatility. If this were attempted, even with claims from
people of known repute, would there not be great danger of violation of commerce laws, and would not claimants of less repute demand similar treatment of their claims? Even If insurance companies have practiced the payment of certain claims in advance of
confirmation, is it a good business principle, or one which can be
safely adopted by corporations whose every act is closely scrutinized by the public?
Your suggestion that an experienced claim clerk be located at
every large freight station is a most excellent one, and should receive the consideration of all freight claim and other officials, for
here is a plan which has had but limited trial, and, if generally
adopted, has excellent possibilities in the direction of accurate

Fig.

1

— Diagram

of

in-

proper papers for the claim office, intelligent explanation? to claimants, and all with a promptness that is otherwise

difficult

to obtain.

claim methods are steadily improving, and With the
assistance of our friend, the claimant, the claim office may yet he re.garded with favor and even with acclaim.
F'relght

R. L. rAI.KIN.S.
Fri-illht

rinlm Agrnt.
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Cross-Rolled Steel Ties.

New

To

Yolk. Aug, 17,

Ii"i7.

hie Raii.koaii_Gazf.tte:
interest your editorial tn your Issue of Aust.
9, In whi(h you give a suggestion from the chief engineer of n leading railroad: that the proposed discard of 25 per cent, from top
of Ingot, in tbe recently proposed rail spcclflcatlons. could be profitably utilized by rolling Into steel ties and other sections by the
York transverse rolling.
endorse what you say in reference to
TtiE Kditor ok
I

rewd with

much

I

8.

the improvement of the physical qualities by cross rolling, also the
possibility of being able to roll any form of steel tie that will meet
the ne^-essary requirements in modern railroad practice. I have
submitted my steel ties of various designs, with fastenings, to the
chief engineers of the leading railroads of the United States and
England, and invariably they have said they seemed to cover every
requirement. Because they are strong, cheap, elastic and have perfect fastenings, and because the system of rolling permits any modification desired by the railroad engineers to suit any special condition they received their thorough endorsement.
The ties presented
to the engineers refened to were my designs, rolled from old scrap
rails, but I can roll, from new steel, any design desired, either beam
or trough sections, with flanges 24 in. wide, it called for.
I respectfully disagree with your statement that no steel tie has
been de\ised that will give the resiliency of a wooden tie. I olaim
to roll a tie that will give the necessary resiliency, under light or
heavy axle loads. I refer you to the editorial in your issue of
Nov. 24, 1905. The question of lateral movement in the ballast is
entirely overcome, in the opinion of railroad engineers, by my corrugating the lower flange of the tie.
I can best answer the question of ties rusting by quoting from
the experience of engineers, who have had the supervision of railroads on which metal ties were used. In your issue of August 30,
1901, under the caption of "Steel Railroad Ties in Europe" by Foster
Crowell. C.E., I find the following quotations from the report of
Mr. J. W. Post, Chief Engineer of the Netherlands State Railroads.
referring to iron ties of beam sections that had been in gravel and
sand ballast for 35 years.
The original weight of the tie was
125 lbs. They decreased in weight from rust and wear one-quarter
Mr. H. L. Porter, Chief
of a pound per year, or 8% lbs. in 35 years.
Engineer of the Bessemer & Erie Railroad, states that the breaking
of a steel tie of the trough type after six years service does not
indicate that rusting under ordinary conditions should cause any
anxiety.
The question of insulation can be successfully met by the adoption of the Y'ork steel tie.
J.\s. e. vobk,
President York Rolling I'rocess Co.

Curve IVIechanics and the Woodiawn Wreck.
L.

To

udon. July 27, 1007.

Editok of the R.\n.KOAD Gazette;
The Woodiawn wreck on the New York Central

iiiE

last

February

can only be explained as being due to a violation of the fundamental
(1) in the design of the New York Central
principles of mechanics;
electric locomotives and (2) in the application of the brakes when

Forces Acting to Derail Electric Locomotives

formation and

Vol. XLIII.. No.

When Rounding

a Curve with Brakes Applied.

Wlien rirnnlng arouiiii a curve at high Speed
with braliw; applied, large buckling forces are set up throughout
the train, acting obliquely to each other at every coupling, but the
direct cause of the derailment was the forces set up in the first

round lug

a

iiirvi'.

—

Centrifugal force played only a small part so small as
to be ignored when comparri") with the powerful. leverase
exerted by the first e;:glnc tending to force the rails apart and to
shear the spikes, due to the short, rigid' \wheelhase and the long,
projecting rear and fore parts which were actually made all the
In
more dangerous liy the use of spring-cente.'cd pony trucks.
rounding the curve these pony trucks are always tending to derail
(«ch other and to break lie locomotive in two. A similar accident
can happen at any time if the same mistake Is made on the part
engine.

almost

I

of the driver.

Referring to the diagram, P'ig. 1 represents an exaggerated
curve with two locomotives shown thcroon. When rounding tho
curve the driver applied the brakes on the train, with the result
that an enormous buckling force was set up at the coupling between
the first and second locomotive acting In the direction I. O. This

AibrsT
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oblique force tended to revolve the Brat locomotive about the centrr
of momenta, K.
The rigid wheflhaiu- became rrmmped and IiIdiIIdk
bard aRalnat the Inaide aod uiit.i.lr lailn, Kreatly Incri-oted the
retantlni; force on the flrat IocoiiioHm' and almultaneoualy Increased
the effect of tbe momentum nf ilw followInK lo<
rara
•rtinK in an ol>llqu<> line. Wh< ii tlilK force. I C
•Dtly
•. the
It
rnii>i'.t th.- r.^i" tra;:
ICT>:t"
trmk of the 11:
"^
to be dpral.L'd lo Uie outside
iii(Ti-a»ed the bIndInK oa the
;..• vc-loclty with which the rear
r ,drivini; wheel of the limt iocoiiiutivi- waa thrown aRalnst the outer
rail
At thia Instant th« splkoM holdlnR the rails were sheared
r "
by ihon them by the riKid wheelba."e.
thi'ir result was. of course,
10 pretty well established that
almoht
tin- ilrlv.T p;iit.a;;y itiiAaid bi.s Ijral.i.s when he felt the train riding
roughly lehind hini and again applifd power. The effect of this
was tu straighten out tbe two locomotives and pull tbe second or
derailed one to the Inside, leaving Its front pony truck on the track.
No forces other tha.T these could have produced the effects, which
are a raalirr of record.

Ins tbe power at the moment tbe train buckled. Whether he knew
or did not know, what the effect of thia would be, la Immaterial.
In the foreKolog no conitlderation ba^ been Klven to the slight
effect of centrifugal forr^
it •.hniM !.#• r»rn»ml 'red that If wr con-

'

'

,

•

-•

.

i>

'

I

I

!

The direction of the forces acting are shown on the diagram,
the magnitude of the forces being as.sumed for purposes of demonrtiatlon.
It is necessary first to determine tbe mechanical lever
I
r K. constituted by the first engine. This is found by projecting
the tangent, C. E., Indeflnitely and as F (the reir driving wheel of
the llrs; locomotive) is being pressed uKuinst the outer rail, that
point becomes the fulcrum. Therefore, draw F. I. to and at right
anglex with the projected line, C. E. Then F. I. will represent one
arm of tne lever. The other arm Is determined by drawing F. K.
pnrailel with the tangent, extending It to the t-econd driving axle, the
Inner wheel of which is bearing hard against the inside rail. The
line F. K. represents the second arm. This enables us to resolve the
forces exerted outwardly at both the inside and outside rails.
AS!;ui.ie that 20.000 lbs. (it may be 60.000 or 100.000 lbs.) is exerted
through C. E. at I. The ratio of the two arms, K. F. and F. I. is as
16:10. therefore the Inward thrust at the second inside driving wheel,
represented by K. V.. is 1C:10: :20.000=12..500 lbs. To find the resultan; outward thrust at F.. which becomes the center of moments,
draw F. O. equal to and parallel with K. V.. then draw F. M. parallel
with C E. I., lay off on this line at any convenient scale 20.000 lbs.
and corar'cie the parallelogram F. M. Q. O. The diagonal F. Q.
(2!1.0o<J lbs ) represents the magnitude ard direction of the force
exerted at F. on the outside rail. To find the square thrust of the
rear wheel at F., draw Q. S. parallel with the tangent C. D. Completing the triangle, F. S. (24,000 lbs.) represents the square out
ward thrust against the rail at F.

To n.ake the explanation still clearer, suppose the rigid wheelbase had been much shorter. The lever arm, F. K.. would be shorter
and more powerful. If, for example, the wheelbase was only 6 ft.,
no

tr.ick ront.tiuction yet

proposed would

l:e

strong enough to resist

the enormous shearing forces exerted.
The action of the second locomotive under the forces exerted
was entirely different from that of the first locomotive. The tendency of the second locomotive was to be forced bodily outward without turning about its center of gravity so long as the retarding
force of the first locomotive remf'ned equal to the momentum of
the following cars. The destruction of the train would have been
even more complete had not the driver acted as he did in apply-

thi

,

r

than

«

reitullaiii

oi

re

ti

even at blub sj..
.,f
the rail on tli< 'I'
_:
._jje
of tbe locomotive acting aa a wedge, however, acta as a direct shearing force on th>' spikes.

The

lesson

lo

be

'

'

"

'

'

-he

danger of building a
r.d
long overlap from the
-.-r
of applyini; the brakes wl..n rouml.uw :i turM-.
The ij..t thai two
loioinf lives were placed at tbe head of tbe train wa<. primarily
:

responsible for the derailment, because their long overlapping partA
gave the buckling forces a mu?h more powerful leverage than
would have been the case with a coupling between the loco:uotive and a pasi-enger car of the ordinary dimensions and couftructlon.
In rounding the curve the mc-haulcal levers are constituted
in every engine with the greatest effei-t at that point which becomes
tbe center of moments on the inside rail when the engine Is pull-

—

ing and the outside rail when the env;tn~ is letar^^ing.
Before concluding allow me to correct Mr. G. R. Hend?r8on.

who

on "Moment of Inertia and Curvatuie" In your issue of
says. In referring to the effect of a locomotive or car entering
the curve: "Our attention was called to this by Mr. T. H. Biigg. but.
as far as known, the writer is the first to work out the ic:iial calcuIn bis article

June

7.

lation of the amount of this forie."
It stems scarce y fair that
opinions which I subraitled to him. more or less in confidence,
should have been published without my consent. If I did not present
figures In his way I did in my own way. and these fi;ures. together
with diagrams illustrating my ideas, were compiled and copyrighted
as far back as May. Furthermore, my views are not correctly implied by Mr. Henderson.
I disagree with him that tbe rear driving
wheel becomes the center of rotation, and ilso with his statement
that the same forces are exerted in the opposite direction when an
engine is leaving the curve and entering a tangent. The locomotive,
when lunnlng around a curve, tends at all times to leave the curve
at the tan.^ent.
The instant the curve ceases to affect its diverting
force (entrifugal force ceases and the locomotive continues on tbe
tangent. If Mr. Henderson means by angular acceleration that the
locomotive, once diverted to a curve, will in the slightest dagreo
follow that curve of its own accord, he is mistaken.
T.

H. BRIGG. C.E.

Union Pacific Gasolene Motor Cars.

The Union Pacific Railroad is operating at the present t'.me
four regular motor car services. A motor service has been in operation between Kearney and Callaway, Neb., a distance of 6.5 miles,
since October, 1905. This car makes a round trip of 130 miles daily
except Sunday. On the Leavenworth. Kan., branch a regular motor
car service has beeii maintained since February, 1906. This car
hauls a trailer for baggage, mail and express, and makes on-; round
The
trip daily between Lawrence and Leavenworth. 34 miles.
services oa the Beatrice branch, 40 miles, between Beatrice and Lin-

Union Pacific Gasolene Motor Car No. 10 Hauling Ten

Empty Freignt

Cars.
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and on the Loup Ciiy bianrh. 39 miles, between Loup City
St. Paul, Neb., have been in operation since September, 1906.
There have been scarcely any interruptions in the services on
these branches; in fact, the motor cars have performed so successfully that the I'nion Pacific is now arranging to increase considerably tH? use of these motor cars on branch lines. Twenty-two cars
coin. Neb.,

and

are now being built ;it the Omaha shops. They are a 1-steel cars.
the latest design, having the round windows and side-door
entrance, and equipped with the Union Pacific 200-h,p. engine
Motor car No. 10. the first of this new order, has recently been
tested out by Mr. McKeen. Superintendent of Motive Power of the
of

Motor Car No, 10 Pushing

Union

Pacific

and designer of the

a

Secretary Taft's Columbus Speech.

opening his own campaign as a presidential candidate at
Columbus. Ohio, August 19. Secretary of War William H. Taft reviewed the present situation and spoke with great clearness about
some of the new problems involved in corporation regulation. We
quote the following paragraphs, believing that they add a much
needed tone of conservatism to the discussions which are rife;
The opponents of the measure (the rate law) continue to denounce it, but now, instead of pointing out its disastrous effect, they
say it is a failure and that in the year since its passage it has not
helped a single shipper. They insist that the only effective and an
all-sufficient law to regulate railroads is the Elkins act, passed in
1903, and that this is shown by the fact that all the prosecutions in
which convicticns have been had against railroad companies and
favored shippers in the last two years have been under the Elkins
act and not under the rate bill. Let us look into the facts in regard
to this allegation.
The chief prosecutions which have been instituted have been criminal indiilments against the sugar trust and
the Standard Oil Company and certain railroads and their a.gents
and officers for taking and giving secret money rebates. They could
not have been brought under the rate bill, because the acts prose<'Ute<I were committed before the passage of the rate bill.
It Is true that these prosecutions were instituted under the
Elkins act. but It is also true that had the RIkins bill never been
passed the same acts could and doubtless would have been prosecuted as giving and receiving unjust discriminations against the persons committing them under the amendment to the interstate commerce act of 1«89, which the Elkins law supplanted. The Elkins
law was really an amendment to the interstate commerce act, enlarging and making more effective the procedure for prosecuting
violations of the prohibitions of that law and describing them In
more romprehensive form. It gave greater latitude In respect of
the district where the offence would be prosecuted and It made
In

the company ne<'es!'!irlly re.iponalble in a fine for the net of its
agents, without other proof of direct complicity than the agency.
Under the 18S9 amendment, however, the Individuals convicted
could have been ?enl to the penitentiary, whereas under the Elkins
act the punishment t,y Imprisonment was taken away, while the
The chief effect the Elkins law had on these
fine wa.^ increased
particular proseciitlonH which have been given so much prominence
easier
was to make It
to convict the corporation and to increase Its
fine but to save the guilty Individual perpetrators from Imprisonment.

8.

In the rate bill Congress am''ntlecl the Elkins bill and restored
imprisonment as part of the punishment for secret rebates. Had
the rebating and dishonest practices of the railroad companies and
the trusts, been as clearly known to Congress and the public, when
the Elkins bill was considered as they were when the rate bill was
passed the Elkins bill would not have passed so smoothly.
SCOPE OF Kl.KINS H1I.L A.S rOMl'AUKn WITH R.\TE UlLL.
I
do not wish to decry the merits of the Elkins bill because,
aside from its elimination of imprisonment as punishment, it Is a
most useful measure, but its scope is so narrow in respect of the
regulation of railroads that it cannot be compared in importance of

Loaded 40-Ton Coal Car Up

who

personally supervises
their breaking-in as they are turned out of the shop.
In one of the
photographs this car is shown hauling 10 empty freight cars on a
0.5 per cent, grade, on July 29.
The motor car demonstrated its
efficiency by switching these cars back and forth.
The car is not
recommended for this sort of service, but this test showed the
ability of the gasolene engine to start heavy loads.
The driving
wheels of the motor cars slip very readily, and it was only by the
constant use of sand that the car with this load could be got in
motion. The other photograph shows the car pushing a 40-ton coal
car up a coal chute incline of 7.6 per cent.
cars,
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a

7.6

Per Cent. Incline.

operation and effect to the rate bill. The increase by the rate bill
in the powers of the c;^mniission in supervision, investigation, rate
fixing and effective order making to prevent discrimination is great.
Elaborate machinery for making it difficult to violate the law without discovery and for discovering violations when they exist and
for affording affirmative and mandatory relief in requiring railroads to furnish equal facilities to all is found in the provisions of
the new rate bill. Criminal prosecutions will continue to be under
the Elkins law, but as amended by the new rate bill.
This is because the Elkins law. as amended, contains the part of the interstate
commerce legislation which prescribes the punishment for violations
of the law and so, in ordinary practice, comes into operation after
the violations have been discovered under the other provisions of
the rate bill.
The rate law has not been in operation a year, and the beneficial
results from its operations, though clear, are not ready to be presented in statistical array.
Moreover, the chief benefit of the act
is likely to be its influence in discouraging attempts to renew the
old abuses and such l:enefits do not api>ear in statistics.
The immediate effect of the act has certainly been to compel railroads to
regard the commission now as the important tribunal whose views
they must follow.
They are manifesting every outward disposition strictly to comply with the law and to avoid prosecution or
complaint. Tho time has gone by in which the action of the commission can be ignored or laughed at. The commission itself has
taken up its duties with renewed energy, has proceeded, without
awaiting the inter\ention of the railroads or the filing of complaints, to construe the act by administrative rulings in order to
assist the railroads in complying with the law. With the large powers for correcting evils which the <-ommission now has we may reasonably expect a maiked improvement in the conduct of the railroads of the country.

COfHT RICVIKW.
Mr. Hryan contends that the law was greatly weakened In auIhorizing. or recognizing:, judicial intervention to restrain the orders of the commission. This criticism has not the slightest foundation.
There can be no judicial appeal in the nature of a complete
review on the merits from the commission to the Supreme Court
or to the Circuit Court of the United States, for the commission
is not a court of first
instnnct\ but only a mere administrative
tribunal.
The only jiower a federal court could validly exercise
would be to decide first, whether ti,'(^ administrative tribunal had
followed correctly the limitations upon~ its course of action imposed
by the act of Congress creating it; and. .(secondly, whether its crder
taken as an authorized expression of the legislative power deprived the railroad company of Its right, under the Fourteenth
Amendment, to derive a fair profit from the use of its property.
Whether the federal courts were expressly given this power In the
law or not. they would have had It under their general Jurisdiction.
If their power had not been recognized and a puiH'Ose of Congress
had been expressed to preVent an appeal to the courts, the law would
have been Invaliil. The extent of the judicial remccly could not be
either diminished or enlarged by Congressional actions with due regard to the validity of the act. Congress was wise, \ therefore, in
not attempting to define what the court should or should not do,
and in merely recognizing the right of the companies l\) appeal to

—
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the frilrral rouru lo teal the vmlldlty of the •ction of the comnilsNo vtrtory waa gained by either the coniervative or the
radical parly In thiH resard
au»:mimk\th to iii>. K.\r»: iiil.i. m:kiiku.
The rate law do«i not no fur ii;>iikIi. The practice under It haH
alieady diacloard the neceai>lt> fir ii«-w amendmenta, and will duiibtle.HK Muueal tncre.
Such la the iriif uielbod— the empirical and tonThe
iBilve method— of aecurlnx proitr remedies for a new evil.
laialflcatlon of mercbandlae fir tranaiiortatlon la a moat Importaiii matter In rate flxInK. fnr l>y a iranHfer from one claaa to another the rate la changed nnil nia> work Injuallce. With the jKiwcr
of rate flxlnx. It woiilil aoem. xhoiiM nn the |>ower In the commlaslon
to claaalfy and t) prescribe rules for uniform claaalflcation by all

Ion.

lallroada.

Kecent rrvelullnuH have rmphaj<lz<<<l the pernicious effect of the
overcapitalization of railroada which ald.s unscrupulous
Hiock mnntpulator.-i In dlaposlnx of railroad securities at unreaEonably high prices to innocent buyers". This evil would not of Itself
JuMify federal revlrulnt or control, liecnuse such stock and bonds
are usually ifsufd uniter stale charltrs. The practice, however, has
a tendency to divert the money paid by the public for the stock
and bonds which ouKht to be expends >l in improving the roadbe:l.
track and equirment o." railroads Into the pockets of the dishonest
manlpulalois and thus to pile such an iiiiprofltable debt upon a
rallioad a^ to make Lankriiplcy and a rf •ivprship probable in the
first
This result Iti an interstate railroad
busiiiFss KtrhiKcnoy.
ncresi-arily interferes with and burdens interstate commerce and
Justifies the exercNe of the regulative |:owcr of Congress to stop
the practice. A railroad company engaged in interstate commerce
should not be permlttfd. therefore, to Issue stock or bonds and put
them on tale In the market except after a certificate by the Interstate Commerce Commission that the seiurities are issued with the
approval of the commission for a legitimate railroad purpose. The
railroads that are honestly conducted would accept the certificate
of the commission as a valuable one In the markets of the world,
and only railroad Ktock manipulators who look to the fioating of
watered securities as their best source of profit would have reason
so-cslled

to complain.
.\ much
used means of eliminating competition among Interstate lines serving the same territory is the acquisition by one company of the stock in another and the election of directors to repreThis process is facilitated by the uncontrolled
sent that stock.
power lo Issue securities beyond the needs of the company for its
legitimate business and would be curbed by the restriction proposed. The evil ought further to be directly restrained by making
it unlawful for an interstate railroad to acquire stock in a competing line.
This is a simpler remedy of meeting the evil than by
recnirse to the antitrust law under the Northern Securities case.
In addition to this, competing lines should be prohibited from having common directors or officers.
These suggestions of additional legislation in respect to the
supervision and crntrol of Interstate railroads have been made by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and I heartily concur in
them. They are plainly within the federal jurisdiction under the
Interstate commerce clause.
I
do not think that in order to accomplish a good which the federal government with its greater re-

sourcfs and wider geographical reach can bring about more quickly
and efficiently the constitutional limits upon federal action should
be blurred out or an undoubted federal power should be expanded
by doubtful construction into a field which really belongs to the
state.
But the richt of Congress to take any action, not confiscatory, in the most rigid cantrol of interstate commerce cannot be
denied.
The measures taken and proposed are radical perhaps, viewed
from the standpoint of the laissez faire doctrinaire whose ideas
have been allowed to prevail In respect of railroad management
down to the present: but no one can read the report of the commission on the history of the union of the Southern Pailfic and
I'nlon Pa?lfli- systems with the Illinois Central system without
trembling at the enormous power that one man. by the uncontrolled
use of the stock and bond issuing power of interstate railroads
under state charters, has acquired in respect of a vital power of
the country's business and without looking for some means of remedying such a dangerous tendency which, if not stopped, will lead
to the absorption of all the railroads of the country Into one hand.
II.VTK nil.I. Nor SXl.VI.ISTK-.
The contention on behalf of the railroads, already noticed, that
such supervision as the late bill and these suggested amendments

afford

Is

.'^oiialisllc

aijd lends to

government ownershii)

is

utterly

without basis. Kffiylrnl regulation is the very antidote and preventive of soclaHj*rfi and government ownership. The rallroails until
now have berfi iicrniitled to wield without any real control the
enormously iniporlant frani'hise of furnishing transportation to the
entire counLify. They have constructed 230,000 miles of road.
In
certain respicis they have done a marvellous work and have afforded
transporlatjron at a cheaper rate per ton. per mile and per passenger than in any conrtry in the world. They have, however, many
of them, s/hamelessly vio'ated the trust obligation they have been
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ve
been expr-ird lu mrrl in full HUcb an mlrourtliuary ilcw«iid. the
obllKatlonH some of them have ajisumed in the form of Ktocks and
bonds leave n.i doubt that had the money they represented been
put Into the roails In good faith the shortage of cars and equipment and Inadequacy of roadbeil and track would not be go great.
They d scharge a public function. They have l>een weighed In the
balance and found wanting.
The remedy for the evils mu=t b«
radical to be effecllve.
If it Is not so. then we may certainly expect that the movement toward governmenl ownership will become
a formhiable one thai cannot be stayed.
OPPOSED TO CeiVERNMrM liWXKHSIIir.
of

tti-

I

.

am

1

.

opposed

to

government ownership

l;ecause existing government railroads are not managed
with either the efficiency or economy of privately managed roads
and the rates charged are not as low and therefore not as beneficial
lo the public.
Second, because it would Involve an expenditure of certainly
twelve billions of dollars to acquire the Interstate railroads and the
First.

creation of an enormous national debt.
Third, because it would place in the bands of a reckless ejiecutive a power of control over business and politics thai the Imagination can hardly conceive and would expose our popular institutions
to

danger.

The supervision proposed need not materially reduce the legitimate operation of individualism in railroad enterprise. It will In.
deed limit the opportunity to accumulate enormous fortunes through
overcapitalization or secret rebates, but the legitimate profit which
comes from close attention to operation, to efficiency of service and
economy in details and from broad conceptions of new methods
reducing cost without impairing the service will not be disturbed
Theie is no attempt to take away the property of
in the slightest.
the railroad companies: there is no furnishing of public money to
the enterprise and no public officers are required to administer the
There is no more attempt in this law to make transportaproperty
tion a government business than there is in the national banking
act to making banking a government business.
of

KANCTIO.N OK R.KTE .VGKEKMKNTS.
The movement of competing railroad companies to consolidate
arose originally from fear that the anti-trust act forbade them to
make agreements as to uniform tariffs. If they were now permitted
to make such agreements subject to the approval of the Interstate
Commerce Commission such a tendency would lose much of its
force.
It is impossible to prevent competing railroads from seeking
to make their tariffs uniform in order to prevent an unending and
disastrous tariff war. and though such agreements are against the
law it is perfectly apparent that tacit arrangements for uniformity
exist.
These arrangements do not prevent the operation of competition

quire

from time

to time, as one company finds that
loss by a reduction of rate

new business without

it

may

ac-

and insists

it.
but they do prevent a tariff war which helps neither the
public r.or the railroad by violent fluctuations in rates. .\s the
public now asserts the right to fix maximum rates and thus to eliminate one phase of competition, it is logical to permit an agreement
on rates, if approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
tribunal appointed to fix rates. The President and the commission

on

both recommend a provision permitting such agreements. In this
way there would be restored that respect for law which many railroad men in the last decade ^eem to have lost. Moreover, every company under such a system would be a policeman to see to it that
every other company obeyed the agreement and the law and strictest
obedience would be secured.
piivsicAL v.\i.r.\rio\.
Mr. Bryan is most insistent in discussing rate regulation that
the present physical value of all roads In the country should be
ascertained for the purpose of fixing rates by allowing to the railroad companies only a fair profit on such valuation. Whenever
the Interstate Commerce Commission deems it important as an aiJ
in fixing rates to determine what it would cost now to rebuild any
railroad it has complete power to do so: but it would doubt'ess
be found In respect to most of them that in spite of overcapita'izatton and lack of economy in construction, land for terminals and
enorright of way and the cost of construction have increased sn
mously that the total of their securities upon which they p:>y dividends and interest is not much if any in excess of present phyMore than this, physical valuation, as the President
sical value.

pointed out in his Indianapolis speech, and as the Suprems- Court
had in effect said before him. is only one of a number of dita to
be considered in reaching whJt is a fair profit upon the Investment;
and In determining a particular rate, the proper relation bntween
that rate and the total net profit of operation is so complicated with
an Infinite variety of other circumstances that it is most ditficult
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former. The importin rate fixing to use the latter to affect the
themselves,
ance of fixing rates, complained of as too great in and of
for the overwhelming evidence is that on
is much exaggerated;
with those
the whole, rates in this country, especially as compared
owned and operated
of all European railroads, many of which are
disbv the government, are low. The chief evil consists in unjust
not
crimination in rates between individuals and localities. I do
merely
I
issue,
but
any
to
object to valuation, If thought relevant
great
deprecate the assumption that it is to be the chief means of a

reform in

rates.

SAFETY REGUt.ATIONS.
The frightful loss of life and limb among the railroad emand i5.5,O0O
plovees of this country, reaching more than 4,000 killed
of Congress
injured in one year, has properly attracted the attention
connection
and the legislatures. It makes apparent that service in
and may
with trains of a railroad is an extra hazardous business
to secure
rules
exceptional
well call for government supervision and
employees.
to
danger
reduc2
the
and
passengers
the safetv of the
of safety
Congress," years ago, passed stringent laws for the adoption
interstate raildevices to" protect both employee and passenger on
hours
the
limited
recently
has
it
purpose
roads. With the same
such railroads may
of continuous service for which employees on
be engaged.

'
.

interFinally, it has regulated the rules tor the liability of an
This
its service.
state railroad company to an employee injured in
unfortunate lack of uniTormity has
is an important measure, for an
cases,
such
in
liability
of
rules
existPd heretofore in respect to the
new
dependent on the court in which the case has been tried. The
It has
statute makes everything uniform as to interstate railroads.
negligence
comparative
the
Introduced into federal law what is called
on
theory by which it an employee is injured proof of negligence
unless the
his pan does not forfeit his claim for damages entirely
negligence
was
accident was due solely to his negligence. If there
by the company, the jury is authorized to apportion the negligence
and award compensation for the proper part of the damage to the
employep. and the question of negligence is always tor the jury.

ABOLITION OF FELLOW SERVANT RULE.
The most important provision of this law, however, is that
abolishing what is known as the fellow servant rule, by which an

employee injured cannot recover from his employer for injury susiutained through the negligence of a co-employee. This rule was
corporated into the law by Chief Justice Shaw, of Massachusetts,
courts
the
by
in
on the ground of public policy. It was acquiesced
been the wisof England and of this country. Whatever may have
dom of the rule originally, a change of conditions justifies its abroPublic policy can be changed by statute, so that this exgation.
emption from liability is not secured by the Constitution to the
railroad companies. The abolition of the exemption certainly furnishes a strong motive to the railroad companies for the exercise
of
of greater care in the selection, supervision and control of a'l
their employees, which tends not only to the safety of their employees but also to the safety of their passengers.
With these changes all claim by employees against railroad
companies except in a few extreme cases will doubtless be sett'ed
by the railroad companies without litigation, just as they now settle
without suit subsUntially all claims for injuries to passengers. The
validity of this law is under consideration by the Supreme Court.
The only serious doubt in regard to its constitutionality grows out
interof some carelessness of language In limiting its application to
state railroads, and therefore even it the present law should fall.
there will be no difficulty in re-enacting it In proper form.
of the
Hartford.

South Boston Coaling Station

New

York,

New Haven &

A construction view and description of the large coaling station
being built for the New York, New Haven & Hartford at .Northern
avenue and B sireit. South Boston, Mass., was given in our Issue of
March 1.^. The station has been finished and a view of it is shown
Main storage
herewith. It Is 1,074 ft. long, divided as follows;
pocket, 379 ft.; wharf. 4S0 ft. long, carrying trestle 20 ft. wid«" and
30 ft. high containing shipping bins, and between main pocket and
wharf a steel bridge of 175 ft. span and 40 ft. of trestle. An end
The
less cable railway extends from end to end of the structure.
two Mead-Morrison. Boston type unloading towers, which traverse
view.
vcFsel
in
the
the entire length of the wharf, arc unloadirg a
They di»fharee Into the lars of the cable railway, and these empty
Into the shl Piling bins or carry the conl to the main storage pocket,
as deslrcil. Tlie phlpping hins occupy 2r.O ft. of the central part of
the trestle nnd have capacity for 500 tons They discharge dlipctly
Into trains o gondola cars. The main storage pocket has capacity
The capacity of the unloading towers Is liiO tons
for 13,000 tonper hour each, .nul of the cable railway .100 tons per hour.
There Is a pDW. r house containing 250 h.p. of hollers, a cable
road engine, pump, pd- and In the main itocket the necessary power
equipment for driving the elevators and conveyors It contains. The
plant was designed and built by Roberta & Schaefer Co.. Consulting
Engineers and Contractors, Chicago.
,
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The Tidcwjter and the Oeepwater Railway*.
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taken car*- of in the plumb and batter potts Ijeoeatb the caps In
Miuare tlml" r tr.xtic* and In the pileti Id pile lre*tle*
The amount
"f '
l» fixed at l-j In
per detn^ee of curvature up to
'

A.Nu mtiiMica.

of thl« Herle*, attention

^ d<

wan

lalled

to

the

he«vy viaduct work that la required all alonie the line, expetlally
on the I)4r«>pwa(er arctlon. Vladucta are uaed. not on acrouDt of the
larite atreaniii that have to b<» rroaaed. but because they are cheaper
than the exretalvely hiRh fllli that would otherwUe have to be built,

ii-h It In couHtant.
I
;in«l bracing of trentlea Is cved for by erecting the
bents of biugie.leok treaties In 14ft. towers measured between centers of posLs. with a 14-ft «pan Vwtwi'en tho »K>nl8.
The towers are
braced with dIaKonal
-bt of 18 ft., beyond
whirh horizontal bra.
*a In the picture.
1

Ik uKed. a dlaKOnal
bratujK in put 111 bct*e«:u the towers, as shown
on the reproductions of the photographs.
There are no limber treaties south of the
first 40 miles at the north end of the Deepwater section. Heyond this, steel only is used
Th.' general t>pe of the steel viaducts and
Ipriil^e.s ha.s also been reduced to a standard to
;i.-sl.-it
not only In the duplication of parts for
lifferent structures, but also for the sake of
iiiaintainlng uniformity in the work.
The regular system Is to ere<-t the bents
in towers and connect them by plate girders
whose span is twice the width of the towers.
I'sually the tower width is :w ft. and the span
l.etween 60 ft., though, in some of the larger
structures, the dimensions are raised to 40 ft.
and 80 ft. respectively.
^''

'

•

A

example of this viaduct construcin the details of the one over
creek at milepost 453.
is
It
iormed of two 30-ft. towers at each end, connected l)y 60-ft. spans, and four 4o-ft. center
towers with 80-ft. spans, to which must be
added two 45-ft. spans carried by a single
Lent, making a total length of 910 ft. between
abutments.
The height of the base of the
rail is 179.17 ft.
This viaduct is on a tangent
and grade of 0.4 per cent., and is shown in outline in the engraving.
A general outline of
the towers is also given in the engraving of
Three-Story Wooden Trestle; Deepwater Railway
the highest one.
The posts have a uniform
batter of 1 in 5% regardless of the height,
though the latter are sometimes used, as in the case of the one at These posts are formed of four 4-in. angles and three plates,
Micajah's Gap. illustrated in the first article on page 345 of the For the lower ends of the columns the thickness of the web
Uailroad Gazette of March 15.
plate is
in., while it is but
in. at the top.
In the same manner
As in the case of the smaller openings of drains and culverts, the thickness of the metal of the angles decreases toward the top
the general type of the viaduct structure has been standardized so from "'x in. to 'v in
Fir the diagonal bracing the same weight of
thai the work of designing Individual pieces
has been greatly simplified. Ordinarily the
viaduct is formed of 30-ft. towers with 60-ft
spans, with the less of the former carried on
concrete piers. The same care has also been
taken in the stamlardization of the wooden
trestles that arc used at the northern end of
the Deepwater section, and which were put
in before it was decided to use steel at all such
points.
In the review of the line, that has
already been published, the places where his^h
trestles are used were mentioned, and two of
these on the section of the line already in
operation are shown in the accompanying ilBoth of these are upon curves.
lustrations.
one a three- and the other a five-story structure; the latter was located about IV'i miles
north of Harper, and was 112 ft. high, but
typical

iion is given
lilack

Lick

%

has recently been filled in.
The standardization of these trestles consists in the establishment of designs for the
bracing ar.d the heights of the bents. The
standard in itself applies only to bents of ?,J.
ft. or less, and the characteristics are the sam.One uniform
for all above IS ft. in height.
bailer of one in five Is used for all bents, anil,
where they are less than IS ft. In height, single
bracing may be used as in the Illustration ot
the

17-ft.

bent.

Where

the height

is

greater

than IS ft. Intermediate horizontal braces anused as shown in the illustration of the 21 ft.

The greater heights difTer only in the
Five-Story Wooden Trestle; Deepwater Railway.
length of the posts and sills, both increasing
with the height. Where the bents rest upon a rock foundation they angle Is used for each bent, and measures 5 in. x 3t,A in. x
in.
are carried on subsills; in all other places they are supported on
All structures of this class that are erected are proportioned
The dimensions of posts anil sills are 12 in. x 12 in., to carry, in addition to the weight of the structure, which is estipiles or piers.
the bracing is of ;! in. x 10 in., and the caps of 12 in. x 14 in. x 14 ft. mated at 450 lbs. per lineal foot of each track, a live load on each
long for all bents. The superelevation of the outer rail on all curves track, consisting of two (Cooper Class E 50) engines, coupled and
up to 2 deg., is taken care of by dapping the ties. Above 2 deg. It Is followed by a uniform train load of 5,000 lbs. per lineal foot, as
bent.

%
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Then, in proportioning the members of
the structure, the minimum strains from this live load are increased
vibrations,
etc., by the amount given by
effect
of
impact,
for the
the formula:
300
\

shown on the diagram.

=

I

S

f 30oJ

which

in

I

S
I>

=
=
=

effect of Impact.
live load strain.

maximum

loaded length of single track in feet, producing live load stiain.

Liberal allowances are also made for the wind pressures. These
are taken at 30 lbs. per sq. ft. on the exposed surface of the entire

-140-

l4Cf-

1

140—--^

-I40-

1

140

1

\

I

Omtrat Arrangt/nrnf

ct^

Bracng in

Tofrtrs for

Singk Dedi

Trestles.

Longitudinal Bracing, Single Track Trestle.
structure, as seen in elevation, in addition to a train of 10 ft.
average height, beginning 2 ft. 6 In. above the base of the rail
and moving over the bridge; and also at 50 lbs. per sq. ft. on the
exposed surface of the entire loaded structure, as seen in elevation.
In the determination of the requisite anchorage for the loaded
structure, the trains are assumed to weigh 8,000 lbs. per lineal foot.
As many of the viaducts and bridges along the line are located
on curves, provision for the additional effect of centrifugal force
was also Incorporated in the specifications. This is based on the
effect of as many trains as there are tracks, and is calculated by

Details of

Black Lick Creek Viaduct.

3100

Viaduct over Black Lick Creek; Deepwater Railway.
a simple formula and added to the live load strains.
C
In

«" .02

W

D

for curvature

up

This formula

is:

to J degrees,

which
centrifugal force In pounds,
weight of train In pounds,
degree of curvature.

Where the curvature

sharper than
5 deg., the coefBclent .02 Is reduced by
0.001 for each degree above five.
Variation in temperature to the extent of 150 deg. Fahrenheit is also pro-

times the least radius of gyration.

The

specifications

under which the bridges and viaducts are

Is

Zj(l)(t)cl)(txt)

—

vided for.
Finally,

To this is added the proviso that no compression member shall
have a length exceeding 100 times its least radius of gyration,
except lateral struts, which may have a length not exceeding 120

.-*4-,«l:+.,^'.4>...^4

J)(t)(f)(|)/(t)Ct)(t)(t)(t)

(t)(f)(f)(t)

m
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parUs of these standard
structures have been so proportioned that
Standard Diagram of Train Loads; Deepwater and Tidewater Railways.
the sura of the maximum live and dead
loads, together with \.\\f Impact, shall not cause the tensile stress to
built also Include not only the physical but the chemical properties
exceed 17.000 lbs. per f^q. In.; while. In compression members, the of the metal to be used. These requirements are as follows:
permissible stress of 17,000 lbs. per sq. In. la reduced In proportion
Itrldgc stcol. Kivot. steel.
0.04
0.04
Maximum phofi. basic, per cent
to tbe ratio of the length to the least radius of gyration of the sec0.08
0.04
phns. acid, per cent
tion by the formula:
0.04
sulphur, per cent
O.Oj
all

p

-

:.

KiHlied ultimate strength
.Minimum elongation In 2

17.000

in
In

llis.,

00.000
22 per cent.

per sq. in

r>0,000

J-,-

1

4

permissible working strain per
length of

member

least radius of

in

In this there

10,000 r"

sq.

in.

to the
In

compression,

inches between centers of connections,

^rntlon

in

Inchci

Is

no specification as

to

carbon, that being left

manufacturer.

These are the main features of the specifications under which
the bridge work lias been done, and apply to all of the work on
the line as well as that of the Black Lick viaduct with which they
are especially associated here.
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Id the plate slrdera there are two len(thi used In the itandard
•tructurea of SO ft. and 80 (t. reapecUTCIr. The 60ft. girder baa
a depth of 72^ In. at the enda and la built up with a '/» In. web.
At the top. two extra rover platea are uaed. 29 ft and 40 ft long
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and at the bottom. In addition to two of tbU same
U one of 48 ft The 80-ft. (Irdera have a depth of
90^ In., have a Vu In. web and cover plates of the same arrangement as the 60-ft. Kirder*. ei<r«pt that thfv are 36 fL, 52 ft. and
reaperilvely,
length, there

64

ft.

:

1

iduct towers are of a
which the broken
,,. ,a. to
to. In diameter.
Creal .1
.-ti exercised In the construction of a..l '4 lUvav plera to see to It that the
foundatlOD Ih of a prop«'r character to carry
the load. Rn<! the speclflcatlons for the Portland
IS uBe<l are very rigid.
^'>
.'<ald of the viaducts applies
•)
with
all other bridge construo.
rii'h

II

'

8ton<3

\..

^

.

•

.

.

'

:
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Bridge 68; Deepwater Railway.

1^^
Ir'

ttie
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Pedestals of Bridge 70; Deepwater Railway.

and

matter has been taken up In
this detail In order to show that the thoroughness that characterized the surveys and other
work, as set forth In the Orst article, has
been carried In the details of the execution.
This again means the execution of work with
the courage of one's convictions, for a great
portion of this fine viaduct work is hidden
away among the mountains of West Virginia
on the Deepwater section of the line. What
the character of this country is, is shown In
part by the reproductions of the photographs.
The concrete work and the. construction of
the pedestals was done on the steep slopes of
the mountain hollows of which those for the
bridge at Herndon, known as No. 70, may be
taken as typical examples. Naturally, too, in
such a rough country, where the grade is so
strictly limited, it frequently happens that
the viaduct must be on a curve of greater or
less radius.
This occurs with some frequency
north of the passage of Micajah's gap, as
shown by the pictures of bridges Nos. 65 and
•iij.
It will be noticed, too. that in all of these heavy viaducts, provision has been made at the tops of the towers for double tracking,
though only the single track has yet been laid. This is done In
the expectation that as soon as the road is opened, the coal traffic
will develop so rapidly that it will only be a matter of a short time
before the second track will be required; hence provision has been
made, regardless of present cost, to meet that requirement when
it comes.
It is needless to show the profile and outline of more than one
of these viaducts, as they are all of the same character, differing
only according to the profile of the valleys which they cross and in
height and number of spans.
The construction is carried on from the north. The road Is
opened for traffic to Mullens, and beyond this the grading has been
completed on to Matoaka. and the viaducts are following rapidly.
tlon,

'^

pB^^
^mf^^
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is erected, the rails are laid on to the next opening
and construction begun immediately, sometimes with an Interval
of not more than from 24 to 48 hours.
After the passage of Clark's gap the road enters a more open
country, though this can only be said of it in comparison with that
lying to the north, and finally it reaches a branch of the Norfolk &
Western north of Matoaka. It follows this road as far as Rock, at
which point there is a high viaduct, and in the meantime crosses it.
The character of the foundations for the crossings at Wideraouth
creek and Matoaka are well shown by the en-

As soon as one
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2 ft. above extreme high water and is provided throughout its
whole height with a steel fender made of an 8 in. x S in. x % in.
angle anchored to the concrete by v'4-in. bolts 14 in. long. The whole
pier is formed of what is known as the standard class B concrete of
the road set in a batter of % to 12 on all sides except on the broad
sides of the upper part where it Is Vi to 12. This class B concrete is
1-3-6 Portland cement mixture and is used for retaining walls and
bench walls of arches, abutments and other similar places. The
specifications for this class of concrete also permit the use of irreg-

gravings.

The same features are characteristic of the
There
bridge as well as the viaduct work.
are some notable examples of bridge work
remarkable
most
the
which
of
along the line,
is that of the New river bridge at Glen Alen.
Reference has already been made to the spectacular features of the location of this bridge
in the previous article, where, abandoning the
first location that followed the bend of the
East river, crossed the New river at right
angles to the flow of that stream, about 45 ft.
above the water, it strikes through a bluff on
the south shore and runs in an air line diag
onally across the river at a height of 122 ft.
above the low water line to a bluff on the
other side that marks a bend in the stream.
The character of this leap is but faintly
shown by the photograph of the location in
which the camera was located near the site
of one abutment, and the location on the opposite shore is marked by the black line
which shows the path trodden by the engineers
in running through a cornfield and up the
slope to the bluff that road is to round and
follow.

The outline of the bridge is shown in the
engraving, and will there be seen to consist
of two approach spans at the east end of .57
ft 8 in. and 60 ft. respectively, carried by a
single bent, followed by eleven 60-ft. tower

Bridge 66; Deepwater Railway.

Bridge Piers at Matoaka.
spans',

then

five

river spans of 136

ft.

W.

Va.;

Deepwater Railway.

each.

12.i ft. over the Norfolk & Western
Railway, ending in two spans of 60 ft. and

a span of

hi ft. S in. respectively. The 60-ft. spans are
of the plate girder type and identical with
the standard viaduct construction and are
carried by 30-ft. towers as already described.
The river spans are trussed and designed
csppcially for this work, and are carried on
(oncrrle piers.
Owing to the diagonal location of the bridge above the stream these
piers stand at an angle of 5aVj deg. to the
center line of the tracks, and No. 1, or that
nearest the west bank of the river, is Illustrated as typical of the whole.
It rises to
a height of nearly 62 ft. above the extreme
high water, and la carried down to rock beneath the ^•d. As the total rise of water in
the river at this point amounts to 25V{! ft.,
with a very swift current, ther« must be an
ample provision for starkwater protection.
From the high-water level to the rock Is about
33Vj ft., so that the latter is but 8 ft. below

extreme low water and
the stream.

6

ft.

The starkwater

bplow the bed of
protection rises

Piers for

8.

Widemouth Creek

Crossing. Bridge 78;

Deepwater Railway,

kvavn

ti.
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iIiIh

work cloavace

ID all i-oplnuK, nn'!

1«

ft.

linos arc provldeil

lirl'ls"* f<«ii!"

not mor<« than

ttl>ari

thoiicli

th<'

'1

iintirokt'ii III.'

il.

mutuisuliu' louuiiaiuMi iii-a-^iiilng 1» ft. S't In. X 49 ft. 10% in.
ami u|i|iroxlmalely G ft. thick, into which the
r<-ii(l<T
an^le of the gtarkwater protection
I

III-

II 'ill

proJiM In

t.

^lal

ifBln

upuii

it

In.

The outer

fac«« of these piers are given
1
In. thick, made of one part
to two partK sand, which is
deposited simultaneously with the backini;.
:i

mortar

i'ortland

co;it

cement

The general form and proportions of the
piers are given ou the engravings.
In this It
will be noticed that a reinforcement Is usmI
between the pedestal and the upper portion.

Abutments

of

New

River Bridge; Tidewater Railway.

Ilm^tttf^-

Elevation of DecIt Girder Bridge over

New

River; Tidewater Railway

ular shaped rubble stones of sizes not exceeding IVi c». ft. to be laid
in each course of concrete, provided they are so arranged that spaces
of at least 12 In. are left between adjacent stones, which spaces
must be thoroughly filled with concrete. An exception to this is
made in the case of concrete that is ileposiled under water, where
the use of rubble stones is not permitted.
While the class II concrete is used for the main body of the

Matoal<a,

W.

Va.,

Showmcj N

lV

v.

nd Deepwater Railways.

one that is much richer and known as the class C is used for
the coping. This is a Portland cement (1-1-2) mixture and is used
for copings, pedestals and bridge seats.
In laying this the top
surface is floated and rubbed smooth and hard and true to grade and
line, and is tied together by wire netting.
In case it is to be called
upon to sustain an extra heavy concentrated load it is reinforced
by I beams or rails so embedded .as to distribute the stresses. In
pier,

Piers of

New

River Bridge; Tidewater Railway.

This reinforcement consists of

Site of Bndcje over

New

River; Tidewater Railway.

1

in.

straight

long and 20 in number,
lioinforcement is also used between the coping
aiul the pier, in addition to the netting used
near the top of the coping itself.
The al:iitinent of the bridge, of which the
drawings of the one at the west end are reproduced are built of the same materials and
in essentially the same niani'.er as the piers.
The slope of the natural surface of the rock
at these points renders stepping necessary, and
this is done in order to secure a horizontal
The reinforcing is
footing for the concrete.
:ilso sonunvliat different, and it will be seen
that the lower courses are anchored to the
rock and that each succeeding course is anchored to the one below it. The anchors to the
rock are of steel 1 in. square, and extend
l.s
in. into the same and are leaded and rise
The horizontal rein.l\ in. into the concrete.
forcing is placed in each course up to the
highe.'^l step in the rock and runs in two directions at right angles to each other, the longitudinal rods being placed near the lop and
bottom of each course on 4-ft. centers with
those at right angles to them between with a
siiuare steel rods

2(1 ft.
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are
vertical distance between the several rows of 12 in. Weep holes
provide
also carried from the back to the front on an incline to
shown.
drainage, as
The roadbed Immediately back of the abutment is made 16 ft.

wide with a gradual increase to 18 ft.
While the New river bridge is, perhaps, the most interesting
on the line owing to the boldness of its location, there are a number of others that are possessed of interesting engineering features.
One of these is that over Falling river and the Norfolk & Western Railway at Brookneal. about 174 miles from Sewall's Point.
This is a tangent structure with an approach over a 5 deg. curve
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concrete is used for the pedestals, with a wire netting reinforcement
to 1, and the sizes
near the top and bottom. The batter used is
of the pedestals vary with the height to which they are carried In
water.
order to raise the foot of the tower above high
The abutments for this bridge may be taken as example of the
standard type of this structure used all along the line. In it the
class B concrete is used for all of the wall and upper portion, with
It rests on a foundathe exception of the seat, which is class C.
tion of a somewhat poorer mixture. This is 1-4-7% Portland cement
concrete and is used for foundations only. As in the case of the
class B, the use of rubble stones not more than IV4 cu. ft. in volume

M
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Masonry Details

of

&

Bridge over Falling River and Norfolk

Western; Tidewater Railway.

from the east. It has a total length between back walls of 1.G50 ft.
8 in. and consists of two 45-ft. spans at the eastern end followed
by fourteen 60-ft. spans, then one of 90 ft.; one of 50 ft. and two
of 45 ft., or 20 spans in all. These are supported by the usual 30-£t.

mre /Vexing

towers of the standard type already described, with the exception
The
of the short spans at the ends, where single bents are used.
usual plate girder is used for all spans, and the grade has a rise

from west to east. The structure comes more
probably perhaps under the classification of a viaduct in that it
crosses, for the greater portion of its length, over the flats at the
These
east of P'alling river, though one small stream is crossed.
flats are, however, subject to overflow, so that the pedestals are

of 0.16 per cent,

Tf- \

carried well up above the ground and high water mark. The tops
of these pedestals are set about 61 ft. below the base of the rail, and
the latter is about SO ft. above extreme low water in Falling river.
Borings were made along the center of the structure, and the rock
was found to average from 8 ft. to 13 ft. below the surface, though
at the edge of the river borings were run down 21 ft. without finding
In places where the depth of the rock was excessive the ped
rock.
estal."

were

set

on

piles.

Where

this

was done they were driven

^
o oo

(t)

bridge, they are given a starkwater protection and the pile plan Is
that shown.
As in the case of the New river bridge piers, the class B (1-3C>

e-

v:.-:

-v^-r

00

o©-

.J'

Pile

PJan

7\

n

r^

000©-

Masonry

in

nests of 16 on 2-ft. 6ln. centers, and their tops extended up into the
pedestals for 12 In., as shown, and the first layer of reinforcement
was 6 in. above that. This rule applies to the ordinary pedestals
away from the river, but In the case of the bent at the water's edge,
where the pede.stals stand at an angle with the center line of the

4) 4)

!

i._.-

/
|,..-/«>'0L...^
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\1

P/an.

P'°'^-

Details of Bridge Over Falling River and Norfolk

4.

Western; Tidewater Railway.
permitted, i)rovidcd a spacing of 12 in. well filled with concrete
Such
allowed, and none used in that deposited under water.
foundations are usually reinforced with 1-in. square steel rods set
near the bottom on 12-in. centers.
These abutments are provided with drains formed by 4-In. tiles
set in the body of the concrete and chopping sharply down from
is
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Elevatlon of Drawbridge over South Branch of Elliabeth River; Tidewater Railway.
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the back to the front
On the front face thera li a batter of 1 In
to the foot, and the back of the wall \» tteppeA as shown.
The back flIIInK at all almttiK-nis Ih of riiiiterH or other porous
material, and the l>ark fare of carh wall Ix wati-rproofcd. Tblit conalsts of flre-plr No 28 Uu- roofing felt, mopped tocether with stralsht

run coal tar pitch.
At the front, the slopes are well rip-rapped, and this is also
done at any pedeiilala where it is considered that there Is any liability to wanhins.
Finally, on rearhlnR tldonater, the road crosses two navigable
streaniH as It swInRs around the outttklrtM of Norfolk In Itx approach
Thwe are the southern and oajiti-rn branches of
Id Sewall'n Point.
the Klizabeth river. Here at the c-dKC of the Great Ulsmal swamp
the soil is a soft alluvial deposit where dredRlnR can best be done
by pumping, and where the bearltiK rapacity Is below that which
would be re<iulr<'d for currylnK the fxiindationK and piers of a heavy
railroad bridge. These are. therefore, carried on piles cut off well
below the bottom line of the river, and on them a cribwork Is built
and above It the concrete piers for span and drawbridge supports.
They do not differ in the general features of construction from
•'
.I...,-. ii ,.,|
<•
- '•I
exi-cpt In the dethose of t>-.- V
•

tails

(>r

I
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The superstructure
shown

In outline.

struction,

It

Is

of the bridge over the southern branch l!
a dotifiV trnrk. rhm-i?h rivctpil rlr'ier con-

and has the sam-

work along the

line.

The

.tr

.-<

-

:>t

^ of
for a rise at the center of 11.
the operating cabin. The draw- openiug ib ilO fL 10 ibe clear on
each side. The elevation of the rail Is but I6I4 ft. above mean low
wat«r, a condition resulting from the low character of the ground on
each Hide of the river over which the approach Is made.

The New Haven-Boston

&

Maine System.

Of the two maps published heiewith. the flrst shows the steam
railroad mileage owned by the New York. New Haven A Hartford,
not Including the .New York, Ontario A Western, which it controls
but which it Is likely sooner or later to relinquish, and the mileage
of the Boston & Maine and its controlled roads in Maine, the Maine
Central, the Somerset Railway and the Washington County Railway. The electric lines owned by or associated with the New York.
New Haven & Hartford are shown on this map by light lines. The
trackage rights obtained not long :iko by the N'W H.iven over the

"^3/ae^ Island

The New York, New Haven & Hartford and the Boston & Maine.
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Boston & Albany and the northern end of the Harlem division of
the New York Central as well as the running rights which the
Boston & Maine has long exercised on its Connecticut River Line
over two short stretches of the Central Vermont, are also indicated.
The steamboat lines of the New England Navigation Company are
shown but not the Merchants & Miners lines which the New Haven
controls, from Boston, Fall River and Providence to Philadelphia,
Baltimore. Norfolk, Newport News and Savannah. In a word, the
map represents the New En.erland system of the combined New Haven
and Boston & Maine companies and gives an accurate idea of the
property involved in the pending consolidation.
The other map. which is official and published for the fir.st time.

Vol..

XLIII.. No.

8.

of the street railways in the cities of Providence, Worcester,
Springfield. Hartford, Waterbury, Bridgeport and New Haven, as
well as numbers of smaller cities, besides all of the interurban mile-

all

age shown. The total mileage represented is about 1.300 miles.
Further comment on the consolidated New Haven-Boston &
Maine system will be found in the editorial columns.

Foreign Railroad Notes.
In Barcelona and in northwest Spain, the chief industrial regions of the country, a movement has begun in favor of reducing
the Spanish broad gage to the standard. This would have been

Blocit Island

The

Electric Railway Interests of the

reproduction separately and on a larger scale of the New
Haven's electric railways shown on the first map hut there olisciired
at many points hy the Ihickly clu.sli'rlMg stnani railroad \\\w».
.\ll
the eleilrii
lines except Ihose In MH.ssachusells arp conlvcilled
through th<' Consolidated Kiiilway Company. The New EnnliiiKl Investment & Security Company holds all the MnHHachiiHrlt.M lines.
It win be no- iced that the cleclrlfied Bleam line from New York
to Stamford Is not included among the electric lines; on the other
hand, the Stamford-New Canaan line and the road from Providence
to Warren and Bristol, both usunlly shown on maps of the steam
lines of the road, aie includerl.
The extent of the New llnven's
eleclrlr railway lnter''."l.>i may l>e jiiilged from the fact thiit with
one or two unimportant exceptions the electric system represents
I.s

a

New

York,

New Haven

&.

Hartford.

done long ago, doubtless, but that the interchange of freight l>etween Spain and the rest of Europe is effected mostly by SPa. near
which are all the productive parts of Spain.

The Wurtemberg Stale Railroads are about to reconstruct the
Stuttgart terminal, with a great deal of heavy earthwork, masonry,
When the matter came up in the Parllamenl. a socialist member moved that the contractors be required to employ only citizens
The Minislpr of Kailroad.^i and the (ieneral
of the Cerman Empire.
Manager both declared this to lie iint only inadvisable but impossible, if the work is to be completeil within a reasonable time.
The
latter said "Voii all know that gieat earthworks can't be made withFor tunnel work there arc no more skillful workmen."
out Italians.
etc.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
that all goods shipped In a single package shall be for a single
consignee.

The SMboard Air Line haa decided to comply with the Virginia
law reducing paMenger fares to two centa a mile.
The Railroad Commission of Nebraska has ordered reductions
frelgbl rate* on corn and wheat, but will. In September, hear
railroad companlcn which have objections to offer.

In

At Montgomery. Ala.. August 14. the Federal Court, acting on
the application of thf> I^ulsvlllo * N.iHhvllle, enjoined all state
officers from enforcing the 2''j-cent passengcrfare law against the
L * N.

The Chicago, Burlington ft Quincy ha.s been found guilty, at
Chllllcotbe. Mo., of violating the eight-hour law as applied to telegraphers, and flned I20U. An appeal was taken. This Is the first
conviction under the law passed at the last Missouri legislature.
lyoral newspapers report that block signal operators on the New
York Central, In central New York, now receiving from $52 to |65
a month, have received notice of a reduction of wages on October 1,
when, under the new state law, their working time will be reduced
to eight hours a day.

The Pittsburg k

I..ake Brie, according to a local paper, has
telegraph operators on an eight-hour basis.
While the
not required by the Federal law to make this change
4 next, the oflBcers thought it best to provide the road
with a full force of competent telegraphers.

placed

Its

company is
until March

The New York SUte Public Service Commission, First district,
has Issued rules to prevent overcapitalization of corporations and
designed to prevent not only stock watering transactions but merging of railroad companies except where such amalgamations would
be In the public Interest. Another rule adopted relates to the procedure companies must follow In seeking to Increase their capital.
Three applications have already been made to this commission for
permission to Increase Imnded Indebtedness. The Brooklyn Union
Hailroad Company wants to borrow 120.000,000, the Nassau Electric
Railroad $5,000,000 and the Queens Electric Light t Power Company
$1,000,000.

The Public Service Commission of the Second district of the
state of New York has Issued a circular of questions concerning
demurrage on freight cars, and all roads are required to send answers by September 9. The Commission will go very thoroughly
Into the whole matter.
For example:
"(iire nam* 8 aod tllleH of all officers or ageDtfi who are authorized to
control and illri-ct the dlHtrlbutlon of cars.
Are conslgnerH permitted to wlect and load cars for shipment, from those delivered lo tbem with freight.
Irrespective of strict appUcallun of rules for car dlstrlbatlooV Slate the practice In the past.
"Submit a statement showlnf; the aggregates for each operating dlvlsloo.
separately, of the following Items of demurrage account during the year ending
aver.liine 30. 1907: Number of stations reporting: number of cars re|>orted
collections
total unnge detention
earnings
percentage releast-d In limit
."
.oUected
agents' relief
refunds
:

:

:

;

In the month of July the Bessemer & Lake Erie carried 781,000
tons of ere. or 74.000 tons more than in any one previous month.
During the season, lo the Hrst of this month, the total weight of
ore carried by the road was 2.978.780 tons, which is 16.5 per cent.
more than the total for the same period last year.

:

:

.

:

;

.

Trade Catalogues Wanted.

The Technology Department of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburg announces that it is endeavoring to make an extensive coltrade catalogues and will be glad to receive catalogues
from any of the advertisers in the Railroad Gazette. These catalogues
will be given a prominent place on the shelves, carefully catalogued
under both firm name and subject, and made accessible to the public.
They should be addressed care of H. W. Craver, Technology Department. Carnegie Library of Pittsburg.
lection of

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second dishas called upon all railroads and street railroads to send in
by September a statement showing all mileage books or mileage
tickets of any desL-riptlon on sale, with prices, and all rules or regulations governing the sale, use and redemption of such tickets.
trict,

In a fire at Kingston. N. Y.. on Sunday evening last, the freight
house of the New York Central, 800 ft. long, together with 40 freight
cars, both house and cars being filled with merchandise, was completely destroyed.
Some of the tars contained black powder and
others many barrels of oil, so that fie fire was uncontrollable almost
from the start. Loss about $.100,000.

Complaint is being made In Wisconsin that since the two cent
fare law went Into effect the railroads have abolished certain low
commutation rates from cities to manufacturing establishments a
few miles out of the city; an advance in rales which imposes a
hardship on workmen engaged in these factories and living in the
city.
The low commutation rates were originally established to
encourage the building of the factories.

The Railroad Commission of' Wisconsin on an application of
Land Company, holds that the road of the Wisconsin
Central from Goodrich to Athens, formerly a logging road, must
be put in first class shape and opened to the public for the transportation of freight. The Wisconsin Central claimed that the line
In question was only a logging road and that the company, therefore, was not bound to operate It as a common carrier.
the Rib River

The State Railroad Commission

of

Oregon has issued an order

requiring the maintenance of bulletins at all passenger stations
showing the probable arrival of traln.=. including, apparently, those
on time as well as trains which are delayed; another requiring
applications for cars to be recorded at each station, in a book open

with a view to enforcing Impartiality. A third order
and otherwise satisfactory waiting rooms al all
stations.
This last order is the result of a formal finding that on
roads of the state the service in this respect is
principal
all of the
to shippers,

requires

clean

unsatisfactory.

The Novelly Souvenir Company, of Marinette, asked the Wisconsin Slate Railroad Commission lo order the American Express
Company to accept packages addressed to the American District
Telegraph Company at Its different offices. The packages contain a
number of different parcels lo be delivered by the messenger boys
The express company answered that it
of the telegraph company.
was engaged in local delivery as well as train delivery l)uslness,
and that it could not be compelled to carry the packages on its
train routes and turn thorn over to a rival delivery company at
the terminal. The Ciimmi.-J.sion dismissed the petition, holding that
it is entirely within the province of a common carrier to require

United States Express Company Statement.
of the United States Express Comto have the dividend rate made larger than
paid on the $10,000,000 capital stock. The income account for the six months ended June 30, 1907. which has
just been sent to the stockholders, shows, however, that the company is earning less than the present dividend rate. The company
has not been issuing regular reports. Gross earnings increased 7 per
cent, over the corresponding period of 1906, but net decreased 63 per
cent.; the net income was $137,097, or 1% per cent, on the capital
stock, an annual rate of only 2*4 per cent., while during the same
period last year the net income was at the rate of 7'.j per cent,
yearly on the capital stock. The balance sheet as of July 1, 1907,
shows total assets of $13,700,000. over half of which consist of investments in other companies. Current liabilities were $569,000
larger than current assets. The profit and loss surplus was $639,000.

The minority stockholders

pany have been trying

the 4 per cent,

now

The South and the

Railroads,

to drive the Southern
It
might be well enough for
Railway out of the transportation business within the limits of
that state, so that the people may realize what a grand and glorious
thing it is to have no railroads to grind them to the earth. It
seems to be the determination of Alabama to test the thing and
make a serpentless Eden by turning the state into a railroadless

Alabama

.Viabama.
The law of Alabama requires a foreign corporation to
abdicate its rights under the constitution before it can be licensed
to operate a railroad in that state.
If the railroad mileage of Alabama were double what It is. the
transportation facilities of that state would not be equal to those
enjoyed by the people of Indiana. No state is more abundantly endowed by nature than .\labama. Soil and climate are all that could
be desired.
Her mountains and hills are full of iron, coal and stone.
Birmingham is one of the marvels of .\merican energy and the
product of railroads. The noitheru part of the state should abound
in manufacturing cities, aggregating millions of inhabitants, busy
All that is lacking is tor the corporations
In the hives of industry.
and the people to practice Justice in their mutual intercourse and
be friends.
And friends they would be if it were as odious for politicians
to practice demagogy in Alabama as It now is for corporations to
operate railroads in that state. No other section is so sorely in need

—
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of more and better roads as the South.
It is a blind, fatuous
for the South to discourage the railroad business, but that is what
the South is doing, and at a time when that region was never so
prosperous and its destiny never so promising. The Washington
Post.
folly
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Lines
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for
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Italy to be
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8.

Electrified.

various electrification projects

which the Italian government has obtained sanction:
Length, miles.

Rogers Journal Box with Wick Oiling Device.

1.

I'ontedeclmo to Busalla

J.

Savona

;-t.

liardonecchia to

4.

Milan to Monza and Lecco

.">.

The Rogers journal box with wick oiling device is shown in
the accompanying illustrations. The construction is best shown by
the longitudinal section. Fig. 1. The lower part of the box is in

G.
7.
5.
0.

two

parts, the forward one of which is the oil tray of Fig. 2.
Within
the latter is a wick holder, which fits over four pins in the tray
and contains a central longitudinal opening in which the wicking
is placed and held by six transviTs.' iiins in tlie boles shown.
The

10.
11.
rj.

Usmate

to

to

«;

San Giuseppe

la

Modane

4
.'il

Bergamo

16

Calolzio to Ponte San Pletio
Gallaiate to Arona
Gallarate to Laveno

Domodossola

31
'M
11

to Iselle

ristoia to Porretta

:!.".

Naples to Torre Annunziata and Salerno
Toire Annnnziata to Casielmmmai'c
Total

direct-current.

33
4
'JO.-.

:

or these, the Italian Wsstinghouse
with three-phase current, while Nos.

-A:

11

The

first

project,

Company
4.

which

5,

6

is

and

is to

equipping No. I
probably be

9 will

give additional facili-

Genoa, is intended to take full advantage of the regenerative
possibilities of the three-phase system.
There are to be three short
ties to

Fig.

1

— Rogers Journal

Box; Lateral Section.

springs over the oiltray pins keep the wicking pressed against
the journal. The oil tray, or cellar, with the contained wick holder
and wicking may be removed readily for examination and necessary
attention.
The wicking is the ordinary cotton variety, such as used
in lamps, woven in widths to suit, several layers being used for
a box.
The journal box has front and rear dust guards. The front
guard is made of sheet metal and formed to fit into the lid opening.
It is secured to the lid.
This guard is not only for the exclusion
of dust and other foreign matter, but to prevent oil being thrown
out around the lid by the rotating journal. The rear guard is made
in two sections, which slip into openings cast in the sides of the
box. The inner edges are rabbeted to overlap each other, ana on
the outer edge of each is a flat spring which presses against the
vertical strip inserted in suitable slots to close the opening and
retain the guard.
The claims made for the device are, a substantial saving in oil.
elimination of the use of waste, prevention of hot boxes and reduced
wear on journals and brasses. It has been tested in service for
some time on equipment of different kinds, including freight cars

up-trains at intervals of 10 minutes, for each one coming down at
intervals of 30 rainuies, the latter weighing five times that of the
former. Two engines, one pushing and the other pulling, will be
used on the up grade. A power station of 7.500-k.w, capacity, generating (current at 13,000 volts and a frequency of 1.5 cycles, is being
erected at Genoa. Current will be transformed in static sub-stations
to the lino pressure of- 3,000 volts.

oil

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Boiler Compound. The H. W. Johns-Manville Co., New York.
distributors of the "Magic" boiler compound made by John Callahan
Co., Chicago, are sending out a small folder with the title "How
to Clean a Boiler," in which are set forth the things which the

&

"Magic" compound will do and will not do in a boiler. The compound is put in the boiler with the feed water and it is claimed that
it will
remove scale and prevent its formation without causing
foaming or attacking the boiler plates or steam packing.

—

Road Treatment. The Barrett Manufacturing Co., New York,
describes in a handsomely illustrated pamphlet a system of macadam road treatment with a coal tar compound for the prevention
of dust.
The compound is known as "tarvia." and it is poured and
swept over the surface of the road while hot. It forms an efficient
binder for the stones and preserves the surface, making it smooth
and dustless. One treatment is said to last for at least a year.
fitrucliiral .S/reZ.— The Bethlehem Steel Co.. South Bethlehem.
Pa., has had prepared for the use of architects, structural engineers
and others a small handbook of tables of properties of the special
structural shapes which will be rolled in the new universal mill at
South Bethlehem. These shapes include wide fiange I-beams, special girder beams and H-columns.

—

nelt Conveyors. A 4-page pamphlet, issued by the Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York, illustrates and describes a package conveyor system in a new large department store. The installation Includes three 30-in. conveyors varying in length from 71 to 190 ft.,
and one 36-in. belt 75 ft. long. They are driven by electric motors.
Drills.

New

Y'orl;.

-A

20-page booklet, is.s\iiMl by the IngersoU-Rand
describes the Temple InuersoU electric-air rock

Co..
drill.

The air compressor Is portable, bein.^ mounted on a small steel
truck and geared to a direct or alternating current electric motor.
.\rmored cables connect the motor to the feed wires.
Roofing Slates.— A pamphlet entitled "The True Cost of Things,"
issued by the Genuine Bangor Slate Co., Easton, Pa., argues In
favor of the compan.vs product on the grounds of Its durability,
looks, fire protection and other features, as compared with metal,
wooden and other roofings.

—

Fig.

2

—

Oil

Cellar

and Wickholder.

on the Kork Island, suburban passenger cars on the lllinoi.s Ci'tilral
and switrhing engines of the St. Louis National Stock Yanls. with
good results, the superintendent of terminals of the last named company stating, for example, that on two switch engines on which
the boxes have been in service for over a year, there were no hot
Journals, no perceptible wear on brasses, no driving-box cellars to
pack, and no trouble of any kind. Two more engines are being
equlppetl.
The Kansas City Railway Foundry Co., Kansas City.
Mo., Is the maker, and Hotchklss. Blue & Co., Chicago, are sole
agents.

VariabJe Speed Motors. A pamphlet Issued by the Electro
Ilynamlc Co.. Bayonne, N. J., consists of half-tone illustrations of
inter-coll vnrinlili' speed motors as applied to different machine tools.
These motors are made in sizes from 'i h.p. to 150 h.p.

Coal Handling and Storage Machinery.— Cat&logue No. 70 of
the Dodge Coal Storage Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., describes more than
100 different types of coal handling and storage machinery which
have been built by this I'ompany.

—

Pneumatic Tools. Catalogue No. 8. of the Independent PneuCo., which supersedes all former Issues, Illustrates and
describes «U types and sizes of Thor pneumatic tools, Including
matic Tool

Acorn
bammeni,

i3.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

grinding machines, hone coupling!,
rivet forgea, flue rollcm and other tool*.
Numeruu* llluilratlons
reproduced (rom photographs ahow lh« various kindii of work to
drilla,

•n<)

Executive, Financial and Legal OfHcere.

tools are adapted.

Anyula i( \\flrrn.—J. M. Kuttuer has been appointed
Auditor and Traffic .Munagfr »ith office at Toledo, Ohio.

Tolfdu.

A$be»l<f Kw/lng—A folder distributed by (be H. W. JohnsManvllle Co., New Yurk. doacrltieii some of lis BHt>estoa products.
Inrludlng "J-M" usbektas rooflne, "Asbestosid)-" for wall siding and

Operating Officer*.

Halhmore d Ohio— A. W. Thompson. Superintendent

Kf>fitone hair Insulator.

of the Wheel
Ing division, has been appolnte<l Chief Engineer of Mainten.ince
Way, with office at Baltimore, Md.. succeeding J. B. Dickson,
resigned to become Assistant to the General Manager of the
Erie
O. RIckert, Division Engineer of the Monongah dlvUlon.
succeeds Mr. Thompson, with office at Wheeling. W. Va. W. C.
Barrett, Division Engineer of the Wheeling division, succeeds
.Mr. RIckert, with office at Grafton, W. Va.
F. J. Bachelder.
Division Engineer of the Shenandoah division, succeeds Mr
Barrett, with office at Wheeling. J. B. .Myers, Assistant Englnee.- of the Cumberland division, succeeds Mr. Bachelder.
Mr.

of

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
C. M. Mlleham has been appointed
Ooud Stork Car Company. Chicago.

Ma.ster

Car Uullder of

tht>

The Stone A Webttler Engineering Corporation, Constructing
now occupies Its own building at 147 Milk

(engineers, Boston, MasH..
street,

Boston.

Thompson was born at Erie, Pa., in 1875. He was educated at
Allegheny College, Meadvllle. Pa., and began railroad work In
1898 as a rodman on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie.
From August.
1899. to September, 1900. he was a transitman on the Pittsburg
division of the Baltimore & Ohio; he was then made Assistant
Engineer. He was appointed Division Engineer of the Cumberland division in the fall of 1901, and in November. 1902, was
promoted to be Division Enginter of the Pittsburg division In
charge of maintenance and construction. The next month he
was made Superintendent of the Cumberland division, and In
February. 1904, was transferred to the Wheeling division, where
he remained until his present promotion.
Thomas Jamison, yardmaster at Conneilsviile, Pa., has been
appointed to the new office of Trainmaster of the Somerset &
Cambria branch of the Conneilsviile division.

Carl R. Green, Consulting Mechanical Engineer, Dayton, Ohio,
has do^iitned a line of pneumatic hammers for the Columbus Pneumatic Tool Co Columbus, Ohio. These hammers have l>een on the
market for several months.
.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Hhiladelphia, Pa., has removed Its San Francisco sales oflflces from the temporary location,
at 11 Hawthorne street, to the Crocker building, where they will
be permanently located.

The Power Specially Co., Ill Broadway, New York, has secured
the exclusive selling rights of Duval moiallic packing in this country. Canada and Mexico.
It will carry a complete stock of this
packing

in

standard

sizes.

The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Co., Dayton, Ohio, has established
an agency with Root, Neal & Company, 178-180 Main street, Buf-

—

falo, N. Y.. who will carry in stock a complete line of "Dayton"
and "Green" pneumatic hammers, repair parts and accessories.

Buffalo rf Susgiichaniia. F. W. Allen has been appointed Superintendent at Galeton, Pa., succeeding S. P. Henderson, resigned.

John Reid. who for several years has b.^ea connected with the
Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Co., New York,
has resigned to become Assistant to the Vice-President In charge
of sales of the Bliss Electric Car Lighting Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,
with office at New Y'ork.

Chicago,

The Wallace-Coates Engineering

Co.,

The Central Inspection Bureau. New York, recently inspected
a large number of flat ears for the Parral & Durango Railway, at
the Middletown Car Works; also a number of box, flat and stock
cars at the Terre Haute plant of the American Car & Foundry Co.;
a large number of interurban cars for the American Railways Company at the Jewett Car Works, and a number of interurban cars
for the Eastern Pennsylvania Railway at the works of the Cincinnati Car Co.
Siifer has opened
neer at 49 Exchange place, New
J.

steam railroad work and

an office as Consulting Civil EngiYork City. .Mr. Siifer will special-

prepared to make physical appralsemcnlB, examinations, surveys, analyses of transportation costs
and maintenance of way economics and supervise construction.
His long and varied experience makes him well qualified for this
work. He Is a graduate of the Polytechnic College of Pennsylvania,
and for 20 years was engaged in location, construction and maintenance with the Mexican National Construction Co., the Pennsylvania
and the ( hicago & North-Western. From 1898 to 1905 he was Superintendent and (Jeneral Superintendent on the Chicago & North-Western and the Chlrago, Rock Island & Pacific. Since 1900 he has been
conslriiction manager on steam railroad properties for J. G. While
Ho is a memlier of the American Society of Civil
tc Co., New York.
Engineers, the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of
ize

in

Way

is

Association and the Western Society ot

Engineers.

The Panama Railroad,
rails

for

it

is said, is In

is

asking

liids for

about

the market for 3,000 tons

immediate delivery.

The Erie has

bids in for bridge material to be used on the structure over the Hnckensack river and approaches.

in

York Central .( Hudson Uiier.—M. E. Welch has been appointed
Trainmaster at Batavia, N. Y.

—

Idaho \orthern. W. M. Hauser, chief clerk to the VicePresident and General Manager of the Wheeling & Lake Erie,
has been appointed -Assistant General Manager of the Pacific &
Idaho Northern, with office at Weiser, Idaho.

Pacific

i(-

—

Southern Pacific. T. R. Jones, Superintendent at Sacramento. Cal.,
has resigned.
D. Burkhalter, Superintendent at BakersSeld.
Cal., is Acting Superintendent, succeeding to the duties of Mr.
Jones.
Traffic Officers.

—

Chicago & Xorth-Western. Samuel F. Miller, .Assistant General
Freight and Passenger Agent, has been appointed General
Freight and Passenger .Agent of the Nebraska and Wyoming
divisions, with office at Omaha, Neb.
Intercolonial.

—

J. J. Wallace. General Freight Agent of this road
and ot the Prince Edward Island Railway, has retired.

Prince Edward Island.

The sale of 1,000 tons of rails is reported for a plantation
Cuba and the same quantity for a line in Newfoundland.

line

— See

Intercolonial.

Brazos Vo//t'.v.— Harry Bronson. chief clerk to the General
Passenger Agent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been
appointed General Passenger .Agent of the Trinity & Brazos

Trinity

rf

Valley, pffective Seplpniber

1.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
rf

Ohiii.

— See

Chicago. Burlington

The New York. Now Haven & Hartford
200 tons of bridge steel.
Bessemer

-Yfu-

Hallimorc

Iron and Steel,

of

—

J. B. Dickson, Chief Engineer of Maintenance ot Way of the
Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed Assistant to the General
.Manager of the Erie.

f^iic.

Chicago and

Portland,
Ore., has been retained by the Portland & Seattle to design and
supervise the construction of two large reinforced concrete structures to be built oa the line of that road. One is a long viaduct in
Vancouver, B. C, and the other Is a 16U-ft. arch over the Klickitat
river.
This will be the longest concrete bridge in the far west.

Hiram

Rock Island if Poci/Sc— The authority of H. E. Allen, .Assistant Superintendent of the Oklahoma division, has been extended over the Fort Worth division.

this

Officers.

company under Operating

Officers.

—

Quincy. J. Dietrich, Assistant Superintendent
ot Motive Power of the Lines West of the Missouri river, has
been appointed Master Mechanic of the l>incoin division of the
Lines West, with office at Lincoln, Neb., succeeding J. J. Buttery, assigned to other duties.

Chicago. Milwaukee

it-

—

.f St. Paul.
M. J. La Court, foreman of the car
department at La Crosse. Wis., has l)een appointed General

Traveling Inspector of ,Cars.

—

\ashvillc Terminal Compani/. E. G. Holladay, Engineer, has resigned to go into other business. H. R. Maniiy, Assistant Engineer, succeeds Mr. Holladay.
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Seaboard Air Line.— R. P. C. Sanderson. Superintendent of Motive
Power, has resigned. See Virginian Railway.
Yirginian Railway.— R. P. C. Sanderson, Superintendent of Motive
Power of tlie Seaboard Air Line, has been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power of the Virginian Railway, with office
at Norfolk,

CAR BUILDING.
The Ann Arbor has asked prices on 100 freight cars.
The Pere Marquette has made an appropriation for 3,000
The Italian Government

is

baggage cars.
Wells-Fargo d Co. are said

The Northwestern
loco-

to be in

for 200

the market for 10 refrig-

Pacific

The Atchison, Topeka
market

said to be in the

has ordered 10 passenger cars from

the St. Louis Car Co.

motives.
is

market

said to be in the

erator express cars.

The Augusta Soulheijt has been figuring on buying two

The Mobile. Jackaon A Kansas City

freight

cars.

Va.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

8.

d-

Santa Fe

is

figuring on 10 combination

automobile and horse cars.

Kansas City is said to be figuring on
The Mobile. Jackson
buying some passenger equipment.
Montana has ordered one combination
The Washington, Idaho
passenger and baggage car from the Pullman Co.
iC-

for 20 locomotives.

Plantation. Cuba, has ordered one

The Guantanamo

mogul

loco-

it-

motive from the American Locomotive Company.
has ordered eight freight
The Tonopah d GoldfieUl. it
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
is said,

The City of Chicago is about to ask for an appropriation for 40
or 50 standard gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity.

The yeu-burgh <t South Shore has ordered two six-wheel switching locomotives trom the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chilian Government, it is said, has ordered
and 175 other cars from the St. Louis Car Company.

The Hokkaido Railroad, Japan, has ordered 26 consolidation
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Middletoxcn Car Works is said to be asking
specialties for 500 hopper cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity.

prices

The Sabina Coal Company, Mexico, has ordered one four-wheel
tank locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

The Ontario Portland Cement Co.. Blue Lake, Ont.,
have ordered 12 flat cars, two of which are motor cars.

is

The Isthmian Canal Commission
30 on 12 four-wheel saddle tank

3-ft.

receiving bids until August
gage switching locomotives.
is

Works has ordered one additional
four-wheel tank locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The Hang Yang Iron

<t

Steel

The Belgian Government is in the market for 300 locomotives
and 200 tenders. Address Minister of Railways, Posts and Tele-

asking

tt

graphs, Brussels.

said to

The Virginia d Southwestern is said to have ordered 500 freight
cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from the Western Steel Car & Foundry

Company.

Iowa

Illinois.

on

The United States Steel Corporation, it is said, is about to order
50 all-steel box cars similar to the Union Pacific design.

Minnesota has ordered two consolidation
locomotives and one switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The

motor cars

42

The Harriman Lines, as reported

May

17,

in

having again revised plans for 30

the Railroad Gazette of
steel postal cars, are

now

prices.

The Santa Fe, Raton d Des Moines has ordered 30 self-clearing
bottom wood gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the
National Dump Car Co.

flat

The Atchison. Topeka <f Santa Fe has ordered 25 six- wheel
switching locomotives and 10 additional simple consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Russian Government has appropriated $47,000,000 to be
spent for cars and locomotives during the next four years. Address
Minister of Ways and Communications, St. Petersburg.
The Chilian Government Railroads have ordered 20

consolida-

tion locomotives from the American Locomotive Company instead
ot 25 locomotives, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of August 9.

The Antioquia Railroad, a Colombian government railroad operated by a commission with headquarters at Medellin, Colombia, S. A..
has ordered three consolidation locomotives from the American Loco-

The Russian Government has appropriated $47,000,000 to be
spent for cars and locomotives during the next four years. Address
Minister of Ways and Communications, St. Petersburg.
The Isthmian Canal Commission, as reported in the Railroad
9, has ordered 115 dump cars from the Continental
Car & Equipment Co., and 500 dump cars from the American Car &
Foundry Co.
Gazette of August

The Buffalo d Susquehanna is reported to have ordered 200 steel
cars, 200 steel underframe box cars. 500 gondolas of 100.000
capacity, and 100 cars for general service, all from the Pressed
Steel Car Co.

hopper
lbs.

motive Company.
it-

The Temiskaming

Xorthern Ontario, as reported in the Railhas ordered from the Canadian Locnraot've Company six .simple lOwheel locomotives for February, litOS,
<(

road Gazette of August

16,

The specifications for these locomotives are the same as
those published in the Railroad Gazette of March 29 for the locomotives ordered from the Ixjcomotive & Machine Company of
Montreal.

delivery.

The ^Vichita Falls

cf Northwestern, as reported in the Railioml
has ordered two simple mogul locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company for December delivery.

Gazette of August

9.

flrnrrnl IHmrnnlont.

Type of locomotive

Mnitiil

Weight, total
Weight on drivers
Dlnmeler of drlvem

llis.

In.

11

ft.

2

1)11

grate area

IleallDg iiirface. total
r«|.i.liy

,

capaiily

.

.

.

.

;

two

60-ft.

are 70

ft.

long.

The Canadian Pacific, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
July 26 and August 2, has ordered 1.000 box cars of 60.000 lbs.
capacity: 500 from the American Car & Foundry Co.. and 500 from
Barney & Smith. The.se cars will measure 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 In.
wide and
!•

ft.

The

vi

8

high, inside measurements, and 36 ft. 8 in. long, and
wide, over all. Bodies and underframes will be wood.

ft.

In.

special

equipment includes:
Simplex
Simplex
dlnmond 8.
Westlnghouse
One malleable Iron one steel

Itolsters

Urake-benms

Steel back

Ftrake-shoes

Drakes
Center bearings
Couplers

;

Tower
"Positive'

Door fastenings
Doors

SecurityMiner tandem

Draft rigging
Dust guards
.Tournal boxes
Paint
Koofs
Side bearings
Springs

narrlsoii
•.:•••

Chlciigo

Susomlhl roller
I'nnndlan rnolflc standard
Unrber roller Simplex

Trucks
Wheels.

"''''

.H'"^
Mineral brown
WInslow Improveil

.'

t^""'"

.

<<""

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

In.

"

8414 "
23 sq. ft.
l.nao
"
4.000 gals.
8 tons

Sprclal Bquipmcnt.

Afr brakes
Injectors
Safety valrea
HIghl-feed liibrlealora
Hteam gagni

cars as follows:

240
Cbarcoal Iron
2 In.

width

("oal

97.0011
.\

of liihc!)
miilerlnl of liihis
illRDieler of lubes
length of iiibm'

FIreboi. length

Tank

li)-..

L'l in
18 In.
Straleht lo|>
IHO II>k.

wnrklng atedm premure
niiinlH-'.

"

114,000
."itl

<yllnrl?ra
Boiler, type

"

is building at Altoona 35 all-steel passenger
Seventeen 70-ft. postal cars, ten 70-ft. dining cars.
baggage cars and six passenger coaches, five of which

The Pennsylvania

Tonopah. as reported in the Railroad Gazette
The Las Vegas
of August 9, has ordered one 10 wheel passenger (4-6-0) locomotive
(2-8-0) locomotives similar to the San Pedro,
consolidation
and three
L.08 Angeles & Salt Lake standard from the American Locomotive
Company.

Weatlnghoiise
Nntiinn
t'nnie

.Nathan
I'rnsby

LtTiiiminoF., Ai.n.— John Gunn & Sons, Winnipeg, have been
given the contract at $200,000 for the abutments and concrete superstructure for the Canadian Pacific bridge here. The steel work will

cost approximately $900,000.

—

liONDON, O.NT. The barns and five cars of the Southwestern
Traction Co. have been destroyed by fire; loss $150,000.

Macon, Oa.— The Central ot Georgia has

let

the contract for

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

Ator«T U. IMT.

only to Lh» McKeule De Leon ConttructlOD Co SaTannah. and not for the entire (hopa, aa reported in our
iMue of Auf. 9. These bulldlnxa are part of the rompany'x new
ahop acheme which will ultimately roMt $l.4<xi.uoo. Work bai< tx-icun
on the car shop, which will be a brirk bulldlnc 195 ft wide anJ
300 ft. long. The power bouae will t>e of brtck with steel (ramlng
104 ft. by 92 ft.

houM

car ihopt and power
.

Mr

I'.iiox.

Pa.

—A

Juniata river, which

contrait for work on the bridge over the
CIS ft. long and 16 ft. wide, has been

la to be

Andrew Buchanan, of Chambeniburg, at 117.000. Work has
l>een under way for some time by I.. A. Green, of Huntingdon, who
has the contract for the piers and abutments. The Pennsylvania
let

to

Railroad will pay $25,000 as lu share of the work.

Ont.— The

plans for the new central
Grand Trunk, described In the

station at Ottawa,
llailroatl (Jazette
of May 31. 19uT. have l>een approved by the Federal cabinet. They Include an office btillillng 10 stories high, to be equipped with all labor
saving conveniences. Work will l»e begun at once. The cost of the

OrTAW.t,

to be built by the

The
estimated at $1,500,000 or possibly $2,000,000.
Grand Trunk Is also prepared to build a hotel near the station, to
been
submitted
the
government
for
Plans have
to
cost $1,000.1X10.
a hotel building lu Major Hill Park.
structure

Is

—

PllOENixviiit, Pa. The Montgomery k Chester Electric Railway
Is to build a $14,000 bridge at Ironsides.

Company

—

.-Vrrangements have been made between
Pbi.nce AuiKRT. Sask.
Canadian Northern and the Provincial Government of Saskatchewan whereby the former will build a bridge over the Saskatchewan river here.

the

— The

Louis & San Francisco, it is said, has
begun work on shops here which are to he finished by March. 1908.
There are to he six buildings, to include a machinery and erecting
shop, 173 ft. X 566 ft.; forge shop, 102 ft. x 245 ft.; boiler and tank
shop, 117 ft. X 344 ft; coach shop, 207 ft. x 303 ft.; paint shop.
182 ft. X 183 ft., and a powerhouse, 117 ft. x 160 ft.
SPRiXGriELO. Mo.

St.

—

Two Harbors, Mi.n.n. The Duluth & Iron Range, it is said, has
begun work on a new steel ore dock here. The pile foundation is
to be filled with rock, on which is to be laid concrete to a height
of 5 ft. above water line.

—

Vancoiver, B. C. The authorities have presented a petition to
the Premier for the erection of a combined highway and railroad
bridge to connect the North Vancouver district with the city and
Estimated cost $700,000 to $1,000,000.
districts south.

—

West Albany, N. Y. Contracts for the new shops for the New
York Central are reported let to R. Richard & Son, of Utica, for the
general work, and to F. Schoemaker & Co.. of New York, for the
steel frame work.
It is proposed to have the work finished within
four months.

CA.iiA.teA.

Wi.N.MPEG, Man.

— The

plans for the

new

station at this place,

Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk

being changed. The Canadian Northern will begin the
work as soon as plans are accepted. Besides a union station, the
plans Include bridges over both the Red and Assiniboine rivers, each
to carry two tracks.
Kelly Bros. & Mitchell have been given a contract by the Canadian Northern for building an erecting shop 600 ft. x 160 ft. with
annexes, to cost $200,000.

"^

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
Atlanta &

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

—

Andhew.s Bay. This company now has 3i! mile.-:
of read In operation from Dothan, Ala., south to Domer, Fla. The
projected route Is from Atlanta, Oa.. via Opelika and Dothan, .\la..
to Panama City, Fla.. 290 miles.
Work on the southern end. from
Dothan to the gulf. 85 miles, it is said, is being pushed vigorously.
The road has been built to Compass Bond, within 2i> miles of Panama
City, the southern terminus. This road is being built by the Enterprise Lumber Company, of Columbus. Ga.
(March 15, p. 379.)
St.

—

Atlvntic, QiKBEc & Wkstern. The first two sections of this
road will shortly be opened for tratflc. The road is now completed
from New Carlisle. Que., north to Port Daniel, 23 miles, .\ctive
operations are under way from Port Daniel north to Gaspe Basin.
80 miles. At L'.^nse an Gascon 100 men and teams are at w^ork.
Operations are shortly to be started at Grand River, Cape Cove and
Gaspe Basin. Bids will soon be asked for ties, rails and the construction of bridges. Contracts will be let this fall and the whole
line Is to be under constniction by spring.
At Port Daniel the company will begin at once tunneling through Hell's Cape, 400 ft.
(June 28. p. 948.)
Canaiiian PAcifii-.
for grading 73 miles
tract

is

said to

— Contract

is

reported

let

to J. G.

from Moose Jaw. Sask., northwest.

amount

to

about $300,000.

McArthur
The con-

-

.

-

;rk
:.ot

of
uuvkard

Salmon

—

CiiiiAco k Oak Park Ei.evated (Elutkic). This company proposes to build a line to Elgin, III. At present It has a double track
elevated line from Fifth avenue and Lake street, Chicago, to 52d
and l-ake streets, with a branch down .Market street to Madison
street, with a connection to the Chicago * Harlem, a total of 22
miles of track.

—

Ciiic.vco, Ro«-K Ihi.a.xii k Pac-iki<-.
Preliminary work is reported
under way for double-tracking this road from Topeka. Kan., west to
McFarland, 32 miles.

—

I>>iis k Eastern.
Incorporated in Illinois, with ofEast St. Louis. The company Is to build a line from a
point near Belleville, St. Clair county, to the county line. The Incorporators and first board of directors Include L. C. Hayncs, T. W.
Gregory, G. C. Pierce, F. H. Thomas and F. H. Kniger.

EA^iT St.
at

fice

—

EvANSviLLK & Princeton Tr.\(tion. An extension will be built
from Princeton, Ind.. north to Patoka, about five miles, and after
this extension is completed a survey will be made for an extension
from Patoka to Vincennes, 30 miles. It is the intention of the company to eventually have a through line from Evansville to Indianapolis.

Grand Trunk Pacific— This company seems to be preparing
rush the construction of the western end of the line. In addition to building the branch from Kitamat Arm. B. C. north to
Hazelton, 180 miles, the contract for which has been let to Foley
Bros. & Larson, the main line work on the section from Prince
Rupert, B. C, east up the Skeena river as far as Kitselas canyon,
100 miles, will be undertaken this fall.
This includes a large
amount of rock work and it is expected will take two years to
build.
Arrangements also have been made to siait work this fall
on 200 miles of the section west from Edmonton, Alb., to a point
60 miles east of the summit of the Rockies.
to

—

Minneapolis & St. Louis. The Minnesota. Dakota & Pacific,
under construction from Conde. S. Dak., west to Le Beau, on the
Missouri river, 115 miles, which was put in operation as far as
Cresbard, 42 miles, last July, has recently been opened for freight
service an additional 42 miles to Hoven. This leaves alxjut 31 miles
to finish the line to Le Beau.
(July 5, p. 27.)

MiNXEAroMs, Kansas City & GtxF

—

(Electric). Under this
reported incorporated in Oklahoma with a
an electric line from Minneapolis,
Minn., south to Galveston, Tex. The names of the incorporators
are not given.

name a company

is

of $50,000,000 to build

Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific.

Pacific, are

New

Pacific.

'
CifirAGo A NortiiWesttjis.— Surveyors w"-,since early spring are ^ald to have found a .
exceed lU per cent, through the mountaln^
the Salmon river, Idaho
The route, a-s i^urwi.a. ii.uu
the Pacific coast.
It runs northwest down the I>'mbl and
rivers 10 I^wiston, thence to Puget Sound or Portland.

capital

to be used Jointly by the

2K

Yaqii Rina A PAcinc— S«« Southern

New York

—See Minneapolis

&

St. Louis.

—

StTJWAYS. The Public Service Commission of the
First district has taken action toward beginning work shortly on
the proposed improvements in the subway of the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, which includes the laying of three additional
tracks under Broadway between 96th and 102d streets. This work
was approved by the Rapid Transit Commissioners before they went
out of office, and now requires the approval of the Board of Estimate
and Apportionment of New York city before it can be carried out.
RussELi.vii.LE & Ozark Mointain Tra(tion, Lioiit & Power
Incorporated in Arkansas with $200,000 capital by residents of Pine Bluff, Russellville, Ozark and .\tkins. It is proposed to
build an electric line betvs-een Russellville and nearby towns. The
incorporators include .-Vdam J. Robinson, President: J. C. Wilson,
Assistant President: J. Gould. Secretary; W. N. I.Angford. Treasurer;
T. D. Brooks. A. S. Hayes, A. B. Plaston, E. Stoneker. M. M. Bruce
and J C. Wilson.

Company.

—

—

So.MEnsET & Nashville. Incorporated in Kentucky with $10,000
a line from Somerset to a point on the Cumberland river
near Bumside. seven miles. The Commercial Club of Somerset, and
local capitalists are interested.
to build

—

SmTH

Carolina Roads (Electru'). Application will shortly be
in Georgia to build an electric line from Greeneast to Spartanburg, about 31 miles. A. A. Gates. C. C. Good,
H. H. Prince and O. K. Maulden are incorporators.

made by a company
ville,

SovTiiERN Pacific.

—Grading work

on the Cananea, Vaqui River

Pacific has progressed as far as the right of way of the Kansas
Mexico & Orient In the state of Sinaloa, which is to be crossed
at a point east of the port of Topolobampo. Construction forces
are working south towards this point. .A. large force of men are
now at work on the Yaqui Valley, in Sonora. and on the Alamos

k

City,

branch.

Grading work out of Orendain on the Guadalajara branch

»

tHE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

2l6

progressing rapidly, and a large force of men are at work. The
Mexican Contracting Company, of Mexico City, is building this
branch.

Vol. XLIII., No.

—

SoiTii Shore Tractio.n. This company recently obtained a franchise from the town board and highway comnussioners of Hempstead. L. I., and now has an uninterrupted chain of franchises from
Patchogue, L. I., to the New York city line. Among those interested in the company are:
Arthur P. Heinze, J. T. Wood, \V. P.
Youngs, F. D. Kilburne and P. T. Brady.

Karnlngs

Toronto and Cobalt.

tMay

17, p. 695.)

—

West

Virginia. Under this name a company has been organized to build a line from Piedmont, W. Va.,
southwest into Pocahontas county, about 100 miles. The Tyrone
Paper Company and a number of Tyrone and Huntingdon (Pa.)
V.ii.LEV Raii.iioai) of

— Incorporated

<i.

Net earnings
Other income

Gross Income
and

Kii-st cliarges

ta.\es

Avaiinlilc for dividend

Dividends*

rates of 5

in

Ohio with

$100,000 capital to build an electric line from Canton southwest via
Dover, New Philadelphia. New Conierstown. Coshocton and Newark
The office of the company is at New
to Columbus, about 1.50 miles.
Philadelphia, and the incorporators include C. J. Kneisely, M. Siebold, W. W. Snyder, T. F. Hynes, W. J. Wise, E. S. Rhoades, F. G.

Knonzli and F. O. Richards.

—

White Deer & Logaxtox. Passenger service was recently
started on this narrow-gage road from White Deer, in Union county,
Pa., west to Loganton, 24 miles.

& Ohio.

— See

—

Ii.m.noi.s Wksterx.
This company has increased its capstock from $500,000 to $1,000,000. The road runs from Chi
cago 17 miles toward Joliet, 111., and the remaining 34 miles
Into Joliet are under construction.

— See Chicago Terminal Transfer.
—An offer of $25 a share has been

Chicaoo, Bum.ixoTox & Qrixcv.

made

for the preferred stock held by minority stockholders.
understood that 70 per cent, of the $17,000,000 preferred
stock is held by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. and that
the present offer is made by Baltimore & Ohio interests.
It is
believed that the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Baltimore & Ohio have reached an agreement for the joint control
of the Chicago Terminal: the Haltimote & Ohio some time ago
assumed the $15,000,000 flr."! mortgage bonds of the terminal
is

Inc.

$137,808

97,607
229,40(1

—

uary

23.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. Gross earnings
months ended June 30, 1907, were as follows:
learnings
lOxpenses

the six

for

$21.5,s9,5.i8

Inc.

16.:n3.272

Dec.

$982,442
97,842

Net earnings
income

$5,276,266
1,950.000

Inc.
"

$1,080,284

Gross income

Inc.

First cliarges and taxes

$7,226,266
4.206.667

$1,380,284
776,668

Available for dividend
Dividend (6 per cent.)

$3,019,599
2,967.990

Inc.

$51,609

D"c.

Otlier

Surplus

— See

•

•'

3tK),000

$603,616
989.3.30

$385,714

Interborough-Metropolitan.

for the six

months ended June

$13,833,982
11,331,423

Inc.

$1,214,839
997.506

Net earnings
Other Income

$2,502,o39
250,637

Inc.

"

$217,333
50.206

Gross income
First charges and taxes

$2,753,196
2,115,519

Inc.

$267,5:59

$637,677
562.140

Inc.

$112,474
187,380

$73,537

Doc.

Available for dividend
Dividend (3 per cent.)

Surplus

"

"

••

155.065

$74,906

—

.MARytETTE. A Special meeting of the stockholders has been
called for October 28 to act on the reorganization plan proposed
last June. The plan includes the termination of the present receivership, the exchange of the present preferred stock for new preferred stock, the subscription by present preferred stockholders
to an issue of $.5,000,000 notes (90 per cent, of which have
been subscribed to) and the abrogation of the Cincinnati, Hamil(June 28, p. 949.)
ton & Dayton's lease of the Pere Marquette.

—

Service Corporation. A new company is to be formed under
the name Public Service Street Railway Company, as a consolidation of the North Jersey Street Railway, the Jersey City.
Hoboken & Paterson Street Railway and the United Street Railway Co. of Central Jersey. The new company is to have
The capital stocks of the three com$38,000,000 capital stock.
panies to be merged an' held almost entirely by the Public

Piiii.ir

Service Corporation.

company.

—

Emu. This company has applied
Commission for the Second

New York

Public Sejviie
district for permission to issue
$fi.216..145 5 per cent, car trust notes.
Of these notes. $t5(;.34.">
run for five years and are secured on 60 passenger coaches:
the remainder run for Id years and are secured on 3,000 box
cars, .1,000 steel hopper coal cars and 38 freight locomotives.

(M.EVK.LAxn, Ci.NC'iN.NATT,

the quarter and six

to the

—

CHICAGO & St. I»t;is. Oross earnings for
months ended June 30, 1907, were as follows:
fur (Juilrhi.

KarnInK*'

Kippnufs

uriil

Iiir.

$II2!>.2IS

Itir.

|4:iT.

44. ."mM

(;r»Ktt Inrullir

ATallnl>lp for

»('..77C.I1)8
.%.022.lliri
$1,-.-iL>..-.m:!

•

—

Pacific.
In making applicalioii to the New York Stork
lOxchange for the listing of adilitional preferred stock, the com
pany announces that the common and preferred stockholders
subscribed to all but $(;4,688 of the $35,677,388 offered to them
The new issue is a capitalization of expendlttires
last June.
made by the company in retiring $38,500,000 securities as fol-

Sol rHEHX

$22,747,000 Southern Pacific Company two-flve-year, 4'...
lows:
per cent, bonds: $6,961,000 Southern Pacific Railroad Company
6 per cent, bonds, and $8,822,000 Central Pacific Railway Company 3 per cent, notes to the United States Government.

4!c.>.U(l-J

WiXNiPEo Ei.KCTRir.— This company

Net f«riiiiiK«
othpr Incom.'
first rlinrgeji

$91,598

"

iNTEKBOKOtoii-METRopoi.iTAN. It is reported that the quarterly dividend of 114 per cent., payable in October, on the preferred stock
of this company, which controls all of the traction lines in New
York city, will be passed. The highest price of the stock
for 1907 was 75, reached early in January; this week, influenced by the investigation of the company by the Public Service
Commission of the First district, it sold down to 20. Metropolitan Street Railway stock, on which the New York City Railway in 1902 guaranteed 7 per cent, dividends for 999 years, is
also to have its dividend passed, according to the same report.
On W^ednesday it sold at 39 from a high record of 107 on Jan-

Peiik

ital

It

f 189,2or>

Inc.
"

—

Earnings
Expenses

—

Chk-aoo Terminal Trax.sfer.

Inc.

S;.-)41.331

of labor.

—

Chicago Terminal Transfer.

Chicago &

?2.776,851
2.235,520

common.
Florioa East Coast. Work on the extension along the Florida Keys
to Key West has been temporarily stopped because of the scarcity

Michigan Central. Gross earnings
30, 1907, were as follows:

BiKMi.MiiiAM Raii.wav, Light & PowER. Thls Company has made
a mortgage to the Old Colony Trust Company, of Boston, for
$25,000,000.
The company operates 127 miles of electric ro.id
in and near Birmingham, Ala.
Over a year ago it was reported
that it would be consolidated with the street railways of Little
Rock, Ark.; Memphis, Tenn.; Nashville, Tenn.; Houston, Tex..
and Knoxville, Tenn. Extensions, including a new power house
in Birmingham, are proposed.

866,ti7:;

$210,580
21,373

Inc.

per cent, on preferred and 4 per cent, on

Metropolitan Street Railway.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Bai.ti.m(>i!E

"

Dec.

?(:49.791

the .innnal

$l,07T,li52

Inc.
•

.53.788'

1.191.122

Deficit
•.\t

716, 709

$:;, 723,063

—

capitalists are interested.

Vai lev Transit Light & Power Co.

?li;, 4^9,772

i;xpensi'S

—

Te.misk.vmixg & NoKTiiFJix Ont.\uio. The preliminary surveys
for the proposed branch from Cobalt. Ont., to Sudbury have been
made by the government engineers. The route is from the main
line between Gillies and Cassidy west to Sudbury, 90 miles.
From
the junction point the road is to run west along the north shore
of Portage bay, crossing the Montreal river at Park Rapids, thence
southwest into the Temagami reserve district via Eagle lake, the
west shore of Whitefish lake, and thence the north end of Ohaiika
lake and along its west shore for 10 miles into the Sturgeon valley
and down the valley to Sudbury. The proposed line will not only
save 60 to 70 miles tor ore shipments to the Copper Cliff smelters,
but also will furnish another direct means of transportation between

8.

For Six Months.

is

ll.Tlti.1lll

t.n.M
c1lvl>li>iii1

l,i:ti,;i."il»

fonit.MOL'

iiiTiiiPocis*

.'.n.i.riiii

.tiirphi.

«C,|.-J4i

'

I.'ili

:i.71VJ

Ilir.

»44CI.!I4N

Inc.

$3ni,n'Jj
114,70:1

•

••

|„r.

4li.41'ii

$276.81

Is to offer at par to holders of
the $4,500,000 capital stoik, of record on August 31. $1.50i),iiOO
iiildltlonal stock at the rule of one share of new stock for every
three shares already held. The company operates 32 miles of
road, consisting of nil the street railways In Winnipeg, Man.,
and St. Boniface. It also does all the gas and electric business
In both places.

ANNUAL REPORTS.
LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD COMPANY
Aucuit M.

i.l^l|,hi

To IA« mtekkoUtri of the LrHiijl>
Tfe* Board o( L>lr»r(or< brrrniih
lb* huatif i of your Compaoj and
I

The

<i

•

I

Mril aoDual report of
for Ibe flical jrar

<i>

ii

owDvd and

I>cbl(b Valley Uall
Jeraejr City, N. J., tu

c>|>rrat«l br lb«

tbe main line of wblcli nleoda from
N Y, U a> follow*:
or roDtrullnl by owDertblp of eniirp rapllal atock
roDlrollnl by owucnblp of majority of capital atock
CoBtrollrtl by lea»e«
r»a<l <;oiD|>aDy,

Huffalu.

mrnnl

l.SO&.IS
137.;tO
,

Total mllea;;r operated (owned aod ronlrollcdl
Trarkase rigbta over railroads Awned by otber compaolea

27.S8
l,300.~o
49.47

Total mllease

1.440.22

—of

wblcb 570.14 mile*, or 40.21 per ceot.. bare second track. 56.18 miles
bare tbird track and 21)47 mllei bave fourtb track. Tbere are also 1.067.29
milea of yard tracks and aldlnsa on tbe system.
Tbe decrease of 4.74 miles uf Drat track Is due principally to the removal
of rarlous colliery brsncbes and to tbe cbange of a portion of tbe old main
line at Allentown to tbIrd and fourtb tracks.
Tbe decreaae sbovrn In miles of yard tracks and sidings Is occasioned
by withdrawing therefrom tbe fourth track mileage which. In view of addiTbe more Important
tional construction. Is now shown as a separate Item.
lu'-reasea are refrrre<l t.i i-lsewhcre In thr r>.|~iri.

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES.
Tbe following statement shows tbe gross earnings, expenses

.ind

net

earnings from the operation of the entire system for tbe fiscal year, not in.
eluding other Income.
For comparatlre purposes, similar Bgures are also given for tbe fiscal
year of 1906.

CROSS E.VB.MNCS.

raou
Coal

freight
Other freight
I'assenger

Express
Mall
Ulacellaneous
Total

earnings..

Decrease
Increase
1907
10<X!
115,110.899.38 »1.(,24S.565,42 $1,862,33.3.90
14,996.672.62
1.3.934,127.10
1.062.545.32
392.060.07
4.363.452.12
3.971.392.05
373.953.30
367.706.36
6.246.04
46.81
217.792.69
217.745.88
$44,058.42
1.005.661.40
1.000.319.82
$36,068,431.51 $32,789,856.63 $3,278,574.88

01-lUUTING KXI'EX.SES.

ruK
of wiiy and
structures
Malnt. of equipment.

Total

1900

Increas

$3,196,854.34
6.180.641.83
12.100.681.44
630.075.28

$3,153,245.22
5.4S5.794.06
10,891,953.73
021.217.71

$43,609.12
700.847.77
1,208.727.71
8.857.57

expenses.. $22,114,252.89 $20,152,210.72 $1,952,042.17

Net earnings from operations

$ 13.954,178.62 $12.6.37. 645.01 $1,316.532.71

Percentage of operating exp. to gross
earnings

The gross earnings

01.40

61.31

Company

amounted to $36,068.431.51. an Increase as compared with tbe previous fiscal year of $3,278,574.88.
or 10 per cent.
The total operatioK expenses amounted to $22,114,252.80,
an Increase of $1,962,042.17, or 9.47 per cent. The ratio of expenses to
earnings was 61.31 per cent., a decrease as compared with tbe previous year
of .15 per cent.
of the

from both cual and merchandise freight aggregated
of $2,024,879.48, or 10.76 per cent., as compared

,iie

I

iraflic amounted to 28,153,080 tons, being an Increaae
10.11 per cent.
of tons carried one mile was 4,770.000.030. an Increase of
427.222,565, or 0.84 per cent.
Tbe average distance carried was 160.43 miles, a decrease of .42 mile, •r
piiiir.

fr<.ii;iii

The number

.25 |K"r cent.

The average revenue

ton was 106.04 rents, as sgalnst 106.31 cents
.6:1 cent, or .59 per cent.
amounted to 2,481,803 tona,
an Increase of 270.926 tons, or 12.25 per cent.
The total freight train mileage was 9,062.057 miles, an Increase of 440.
174 miles, or 5.11 per cent., while the volume of tonnage increased, as shown
above. 10.11 per cent.
lieveoue received per freight train mile was $3.32 as compared with $3.15,
being an increase of 17 cents, or 5.40 per cent.
The average train load of revenue freight waa 526.38 tons, an Increase
Including Company's freight, tbe sversxe
of 22.68 tons, or 4.50 per cent.
train load was 546.28 tons, as against 523.34 last year, an Increase of 22.94
ti n>. or 4.3N per ci-ni.
The average number of tons of revenue freight In each loaded car was
Including Company's
21.83 tons, an Increase of 1.37 tons, or 6.70 per cent.
freight, the average carload on tbe system was 22.66 tons, an Increase of
1.40 tons, or 6.59 per cent.
last year, being

Company

|>er

an increase of

s freight, not included In tbe above,

P.VSSEN'GEn TRAFFIC.
The revenue from this class of trufSc amounted to $4,303,452.12, an Increase of $392,060.07. or 9.87 per cent., as compared with the previous year.
Total number of passengers carried was 5.181.533. an Increase of 191.544.
or 3.84 per cent.
Tbe number of passengers carried one mile Increased 23.102.200. or
10.16 per cent.
The average revenue paid by each passenger was 84.21 c-ents, an in
crease of 4.02 cents, or 5.80 per cent.
The average revenue per passenger per mile was 1.742 cents, a decrease
of .005 cent, or .29 per cent.
The average distance traveled by each passenger was 48.34 miles, an
increase of 2. 78 miles, or 6.10 per cent.
Passenger train mileage was 4,084,605, an increase of 175,385, or 4.49
per cent.

1907

Malnt.

Conducting expenses.
Ueneral expenses

-

I

with Ibe

of 2.585.729 tona, or

mii.i:a>;k
o( rallroaUa

ANNUAL REPORT.

TtlAKKIC.

$30,In7..-.7.

The

rBded JaD« 3u. lOO*.

Tb« mileage

— FIFTY-THIRD

Gt.llgRAI. IRIIi.IIT

lOOT.

for the year

ICARNINGS.

COAL FREIOHT.
Tbe transportation

of coal. Including coke, yielded a revenue of $15,110,-'
800.3K. an Increase of $1,862,333.96, or 14.00 per cent., as compared with
the previous year.

The percentage of coal earnings to gross earnings was 41.89 per cent.,
an lncreaf<e of 1.49 per cent.
The coal and coke tonnage transported, not Including supply coal,
amounted to 14,374,216 tons, an increase of 1,621,163 tons, or 12.71 per
cent., over the year previous.
Tbe number of tons moved one mile amounted to 2,022,206,603, an Increase of 209,028,261. or 11.53 per cent.
Tbe average haul decreased from 142.18 miles to 140.68 miles, a decrease
of 1.50 miles, or 1.00 per cent.
The coal tonnase was 51.06 per cent, of the total tonnage hauled during
the year, as against 49.88 per cent, for the previous year, being an increase
of 1.18 per cent.

HEBCHANDISE FREIOHT.
The earnings derived from the transportation of merchandise freight
amounted to $14,996,672.62, an increase of $1,062,545.52, or 7.03 per cent.,
as compared with the previous year.
The percentage of earnings derived from tbe transportation of merchan.
dise freight to gross earnings was 41.58 per cent., a decrease of .92 per cent.
The tonnage moved, exclusive of Company material, was 13.779,764 tons,
an Increase of 964,500 tons, or 7.53 per cent.
Tbe number of tons carried one mile amounted to 2.747.803,327, an Increase of 218.194,304 Ions, or 8.63 per cent.
The avera::e haul Increased from 197.40 to 199.42 miles, an Increase of
2.02 miles, or 1.02 per cent.
Company's material amounting to 431,139 tons was transported during
the year, being an Increase of 23,923 tons, or 5.87 per cent.

Tbe earnings from passengeis per passenger train mile were 106.82
an increase of 0.23 cents, or 0.10 per cent. ; the average numtier of
passengers per train was 61.32, an increase of 3.10, or 5.43 per cent., and
the average number of passengers per car was 17.88, a decrease of .03. or .17
per cent.

cents,

EXPRESS.
The earnings from

this source

amounted

to

$373,953.30. an Increase of

$6,240.94.

MAIL.
The revenue derived from the transportation of United States mails
amounted to $217,792.69, an increase of $46.81.
MISCELLANEOi;S.
Miscellaneous earnings amounted to $1,000,061.40. a decrease of $44,658.42. The details of these earnings appear in Tabic No. 8.

EXPENSES.
MAINTE.N'ANCE OF WAT.
Expenditures amouuting to the sum of $3,190,854.34 were made for the
maintenance of way and structures, being an Increase of $43,009.12, or 1.3.H
per cent., as compared with the previous 12 months.
During the year 11 steel bridges, replacing lighter metiil structures, an
Ei^hi
17 steel bridges, replacing wooden bridges and trestles, were erected.
metal bridges and four wooden bridges and trestles were filled in.
97.55 miles of single track were fully ballasted .ind 29.70 miles partially
ballasted with stone, for which purpose 307.037 cu. yds. of crushed stone
In addition. 30 miles were
and 40,379 en. yds. of screenings were used.
fully ballasted with gravel, and 41 miles raised and ballasted with cindcis.
230,752 ft., or 44.00 miles, of Company's sidings, and 30.830 ft., or 5..S4
miles, of private sidings were constructed.
1

19.743 tons of new 90.1b. rail, together with necessary frogs, switches,
were placed In the track.
373,980 tie plates were used.
.009,272 cross tics, 1.606.213 ft. B. M. switch ties, 377.127 ft. B. M.
bridge ties and lumber amounting to 3,006,278 ft. B. M.. were used during
etc.,

the year.

Drain tile to the extent of 10,800 ft., or 2.05 miles, was used.
1.26 miles of portable snow fences were erected at various iMiinls.
A new 62. lever electrically operated Interlocking plant was put la op
eration at Wyandotte street. South Bethlehem, replacing manual plants iii
North Penn Junction and Brodhead avenue. At Van Etten, a 25. lever eleclevers
trically operated plant was installed, replacing a manual plant of

U

Interlocking plants were Installed at Cortland with 31 levers. Silver frook
10 levers. Laurel Junction, 18 levers, Malone's Siding 2 levers, and additions made nt Sayrc of 4 levers, Plttston Junction 5 levers. Pine Junction
5 levers, and Coxton 6 levers.
Increased commissary and laundry accommodations for tbe dining car
department were provided at South Easton.
At Scott street, Buffalo. addlHonal team tracks and driveways were put
Two local delivery sidings were constructed
In and the canal br'dge removed.
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at Constable Hook.
The local freight facilities at Allentown were Increased
by the construction of two sidings and a driveway.
Track scales of 100 tons capacity each were installed at South Plalnfield,

Delano and North Fair Haven.
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The total production of anthracite coal from the lands owned and conThe Lehigh Valley Coal Company and other companies in which
and the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company are Interested, through ownership of stock, was 8,867.2.54.18 tons for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1907, as
trolled by

it

new telegraph and telephone pole line were constructed,
and 81 miles reset. Telegraph wires were extended from
Brook Junction to New Boston Junction, a distance of U.2 miles.
Copper metallic telephone circuits were extended from Roun to Lumber
and at
Yard, a distance of 6.73 miles from Coxton to Uansom, 3 5 miles
Iron metallic telephone circuits were
the Tlfft Farm Terminal, 2.3 miles.
erecled between ICockport and I'enn Haven Junction, a distance of U.l miles.
Grounded telephone circuits were installed between Treichler and Koik
dale, a distance of 6.2 miles, and between Swartwood and I'ark Station, a

against 7,667,665.14 tons for the preceding year, an Increase of 1,109,589.04
tons, or 15.04 per cent.
During the year The Lehigh Valley Coal Company and affiliated companies produced and purchased 87.11 per cent, of the anthracite coal transported by the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.
From the operations of the Snow Shoe property there were mined
187,390.03 tons of bituminous coal, as compared with 210,728.17 tons for

distance u( 3.8 miles.
115.6 miles of new copper. 1 mile of new iron and 37.43 miles of secondhand iron wire were used in extending telephone, telegrapu and signal wires.
lUo.5 miles of copper wire were used in replacing worn out wires in the

many

-'.25 miles of
17.44 miles rebuilt

Sliver

;

same

:

servite.

MAIXTEXAXCE OF EQUIPMENT.
The sum of $6,186,641.83 was expended during the year for the maintenance of e<iulpment, being an increase of J7UO.S47.77, or 12.78 per cent.,
as compared with the preceding year. This Increase Is due to the necessarily
greater expi-use of maintaining the larger number of locomotives and cars
now comprising the Company's equipment, to the additional cost of labor and
material ami to the increased charges to this account for equipment condemned and taken out of the service.
l"orty freight, 10 switching and 5 passenger locomotives were purchased,
Two 8 wheel locomotive
40 of which were charged to Capital Account.
cranes and 15 S,00(J gallon capacity tenders were also purchased.
Ten locomotives, unlit for further service and too light to warrant rebuilding, were sold and Operating Expenses charged with their value.
The total number of locomotives at the end of the year was 857, having
a tractive power of 22,777,208 lbs., an Increase of 45 locomotives and 1,828,yoU tractive power pounds.
The average tractive power per locomotive at the close of the year
was 20,578 lbs., an increase of 780 lbs., or 3.02 per cent.
Nine locomotives were rebuilt. 63 new fireboxes, two new tender frames
and two new cisterns were applied. Three 4,500gal. capacity tenders were

constructed.
Tliere were purchased and placed in service during the year under
Equipment Trust, Series I, two thousand 80,000-lbs. capacity steel underframe box and two thousand 1(10.000 lbs. capacity steel coal cars. Five hun
dred SO.OOO-lbs. capacity steel underframe Ijox cars were purchased and
Five hundred 80,000-lbs. capacity steel undercharged to Capital Account.
frame box, one dining and 20 express cars were purchased and charged to
Five hundred SO,000-lbs. capacity steel gonAdditions and Improvements.
dola, one hundred and two 60.000-lbs. capacity steel underframe produce,
iwenty-avc 60,000-lbs. capacity steel underframe automobile and ten 80,OOOIbs. capacity steel underframe box ears were purchased and charged lo
Expense and Equipment Iteuewal Ucserve.
Thirteen 4-wheel steel underframe caboose cars and one set of 285,000Ibs. capacity gun and armor trucks were built.
One combination [lassenger and baggage car, one express car, 998 freight
equipment cars and 26 road service cars were condemned and destroyed
during the year and the value thereof charged to Operating Expenses.
The total number of freight equipment cars In service at the end of
the year was 41. Si", having a capacity of 1,357,740 tons, an Increase ut
4,649 cars and 221,784 tuns.
One caf6 car was converted into a dining car, one chair car into a
passenger coach and three coaches assigned to road service.
304 passenger cqulpmint cars wore painted and varnished and 15
equipped with wide vestibules and standard steel platforms.
Air brakes were applied to 397 freight equipuienl cars at a cost of

the previous twelve months.
The net results for the

fiscal year have been seriously affected by
adverse circumstances.
At the beginning of the year a cave-in
occurred at Warrior Run, resulting In an explosion of gas that fired the
In October Exeter
mine, making it necessary to flood the entire operation.
Centralia Breaker was idle for
Breaker was demolished by a tornado.
a period of seven months due to the breakage of machinery and the need
t)f extensive
repairs that could no longer be deferred without endangering
Not only was the tonnage from these operations lost to
the entire plant.
the Company at a time when most needed ami productive of the greatest
profit, but the expense of reopening the Warrior Run mine and repairing
the damaged breakers was so heavy, combined with other conditions, as
The anthracite
to reduce the earnings to a minimum for several months.
coal handling plant and storage yard at South Chicago, with a stock of
coal exceeding forty thousand tons, was entirely destroyed by fire in November and. although partially covered by insurance, the loss of these
Further, the
facilities
was an additional burden upon the Company.
shortage of cars was so severe during the winter and early spring as to
require many of your collieries, spread over the extended region in which
the Company's operations are conducted, to close down frequently during
that period with less than a day's output, and this, with the Inability of
connecting roads to promptly move to destination such tonnage as had
been sold, resulted not only in an excessive cost of operation, but prevented
the sale of coal during a time when it could have been marketed at the

greatest profit.

The Warrior Run Colliery and also Exeter and Centralia Breakers,
which were rebuilt and enlarged to permit of handling a greater tonnage,
The new Sayre Colliery at Mt. Carmel, referred
are now in full operation.
The work
to in the last annual report, is also in successful operation.
of rebuilding the coal handling plant and yard at South Chicago, with an
increased capacity, on a basis permitting of more economical operation
than the old plant, was begun Immediately after the fire and the same
be in operation before the winter.
of an additional coal storage building and dock, with

will

The construction

a capacity of 75,000 tons, together with necessary machinery for handling
anthracite coal, at Milwaukee, has been authorized and the work Is under
way.
New retail coal yards and trestles have been established at SOth

Chicago, and Syracuse, and a new trestle is in process of construcThe coal handling plant and storage yard at West Superior,
street, Chicago, and Walden avenue, Buffalo, are
being enlarged. The total cost of this work to June 30th was S^167.85a.20.
In addition to the foregoing. Improvements and betterments amounting
to $708,169. 09 were made to the various collieries during the year, of
which amount $250,000 has been charged to the special appropriation made
by the Board from the income of the previous fiscal year.
With the rebuilding of the operations mentioned, together with the
improvements under way, and the property in a better physical condition
than formerly, the future is encouraging.
The Advance Royalty Account has been decreased by $25,918.69.
The sinking funds of the several mortgages have been fully maintained.
street,

tion at Geneva.

and the yards at 31st

FINANCIAL.

$21,940.
CO.NDL'CTI.NO TRANSPORrATlOJI.
The total expense of conducting transportation was ?12,100.681.44, being an Increase of $1,208,727.71, or 11.10 per cent., as compared with the
Freight train mileage Increased 5.11 per cent., and ton
previous fiscal year.
I'assenger train mileage increased 4.11 per
miles Increased 9.84 per cent.
rent., and passenger miles increased 10.16 per cent.
'1 he
rutlo of conducting transportation to gross earnings was 33.55
per rent., as against 33.22 per cent, last year, an Increase of .33 per cent.
The Increase In this class of expenses Is due to an Increased volume
of traffic. Increased rates of wages paid employees and the greater cost of
all materials and supplies.
UENERAI. EXPENSES.

The total expenditures under this bead amounted to $630,075.28, on Increase uf $8,857.57.
TAXES.
The taxes paid amounted

to $880,908.95, or 2.46 per cent, of the
pany's gross earnings, an Increase of $178,869.00, or 25.30 per cent.

Com

THE LEIIKJH VALLEY COAL CO.MPANY.
The nnanclal condition of The Lehigh Valley Coal Company la ludl
catfd by Us Oeneral Balance Sheet published herewith. ISee tables on page
Th'- following statement shows the funded debt of the Company and
220.1
the yearly Interest charges ihere.m

;

Yearly Interest

,.

Oiite

Nnmr.

I'rlnilpal.

The<<.ehlgh Vnilrv Coal Co

"sue "of^isll?

of maturity,

v

Whenduc. Amoun:.

;

..'°.*'..

'^$10,114,000 Jan.

^''XT'l'Sl-;'^'!''''.'":

Snow Shoe mortgage
Delano Land Cn.
First mortgage bonds...
.

Kate,
perct.

.

1.

1933.

0,

gold. Jan. -Jul.

4, gold.

1.400,000 Jan. 1.1933.
3."iU.5(H> Juo. 1, lUlO.

0.

1932.

0.

"

$505,700
CC.OOO
17,07".

:

1,084,000 Jan.

Total. Jun. .W. 19O7.$12,n.'57..')O0

1.

gold

There were issued during the year, under authority of your Board. $5.539,000 General Consolidated Mortgage Bonds, bearing interest at the rate
of four per cent, per annum, of whlih $5:{!I.OOO were sold for various
sinking fund purposes and to provide for the acquirement of additional
capital stock of certain subsidiary companies the majority of whose capital
The remaining $5,000,000 bonds, together
stock Is owned by your Company.
with $2.000.(MI0 previously Issued, are In the treasury, making $7,000,000
of these bonds available for future needs.
The Montrose Railroad Company, successor to the property and franihlses of the Montrose Railway Company, as referred to In the last annual
mortgage securing an Issue of
report, created during the year a first
The same have been issued to
$1011.000 four per cent, fifty-year bonds.
your Company and are now in Its treasury in exchange tor a like amount
of bonds. Issued by the old company, which wore cancelled.
An equipment trust known as Series I. atnountlng to $4,000,000, was
created under date of August 1. 1906, covering two thousand coal cars of
100.000 pounds capacity each and two thousand box cars of 80.000 pounds
The certificates Issued under the trust agreement hear
capacity each.
Interest at the rate of four per cent. i>or nunuin and arc payable In ten
annual Instalments of $400,000 each, the last Instalment being due September 1, 1916. All of the certificates are in your treasury.
The $300,000 Cnnaslota Northern Railroad Company First Mortgage
six per cent. Bonds were paid off at maturity, July 1, 1906, and the mortgage satisfied of record.
The mortgage of The Lehigh & Lake Erie Railroad Company, which
provided for the Issue of $3,000,000 four per cent. First Mortgage Bonds
to cover the cost of constructing that road, togothor with the bonds Issued
thereunder, was canrolled and a now inortgngo, dated March 1. 19K7. securing a similar amount of bonds, maturing In fifty years and bearing Interest
annum, was executed,
i)or
nt the rate of four and one half por cent
$2,000,000 of these bonds were received and sold by .vour Company, the
made to date
of
the
advances
settlement
partial
In
proceeds being applied
for

$6.1.1,875

construction,

close

of

the

leaving

year.

a

balance

This amount

of

and

$353,574.96 not reimbursed at the
the further nilvancog necessary to

.
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rom|>«i>> ai..l dz- In tiie tremury. with the exception of |50.0(Hi Ilazleton
Water Company Ikmda held In reaerre by that company for future use.
The cinatructlon account of the Hay Shore Connecting Itallroad Company haa been cloaed and capital atock of the company received by the
I'entral Railroad Company of New Jersey and your Company In settlement
of advancea made, aa referred to In the previous annual report.
There were nold for sinking fund purposes (44.000 bonds of the
Mutual Terminal Company of UulTnlo
Ilvf
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tonnage of the equipment to
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of the terminal
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will
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handle the lake and Interchange
tbhi Improvement, and In or<l>
u authorized for additional yard
Irafllc. an expenditure ot f'J~.

U
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I'aymenta amounting to Sl.OO'J.iiiiO were made on account of matured
of Equipment Trusts Series Ft. l". D, E. K. G and II and the
Car
Maritime Mortgage of the I.ehigh Valley Transportation Company.
Truat 5lerlea B and the Maritime Mi>rtgage. Iwth of which matured during
the year, were paid o(f and satisfied »f reconl
The title to the equipment
pledged under the former, consisting of one thousand GO.OOO-pounds capacity
<:oal. Bfty stock and six combination cars, was vested In the I-ehlgh Valley
Railroad Company, and the title to the floating equipment pledged under
the latter mortgage, being the two lake steamers, "WIlkesBarre" and
"Mauch Chunk." and thirty-two barges, was vested In the Lehigh Valley
Transportation Company, the entire capital stock of which Is owned by
your Company.
At the close of the year the total outstanding equipment
trust obligations of the Company In the hands of the public were t2. 024. 000.
Equipment Trust CerilUcates Series II and I. amounting to a total of $4.540.000, are In your treasury and may be sold as occasion arises.
A suit was brought In the year 1904 by the holders of the preferred
capital stock of the Company to secure the payment of dividends from
the year 1803 to 10<I4 Inclusive, which such holders claimed were cumulative.
The Supreme Court of Tennsylvanla sustained their contention
«od the diTldends with Interest, amounting to the sum of $116,673.96, were
principal

paid.

Tour Board, on December 19. 1906, declared a semi-annual dividend of
Ave per cent, on the preferred capital stock and a semi-annual dividend of
two per cent., with an extra dividend of one per cent., on the common
-capital stock of the Company payable January 12. 1907.
Similar dividends
were declared on June 19. 1907, payable July 13, 1907.
The Increase of $5,055,552.55 In Capital Amount represents the purchase of new etjuipment during the year, as previously mentioned.
Current .\sset8 are $8.413.907.."i4 In excess of Current Liabilities.
The Talue of material and supplies on hand at the close of the fiscal
to $2,099,145.22, an Increase of $283,218.32, which Is due to
the greatir tfist as wfll as the additional quantity required for the Increased
-equipment and business of the Company.
The Increase In Securities Owned Is explained by the additional securltlei Issued to your Company for advances made to various subsidiary companies, and by the purchase of outstanding stock of companies the majority
of whose rapltnl stock Is owned by the l.ehlch Vnllev Kallroml Company.
Bills Receivable .\ccount has been Increased by $1S2,500 notes of the
Buffalo, Thousand Islands & Portland Railroad Company, a road projected
liy the Sew York Central Jc Hudson River Railroad Company and this Company to give additional connection with the Niagara Frontier, for sums
advanced from time to time for surveys and right-of-way of that line, a
portion of which has heretofore been carried In the account .\dvances to
Other Companies.
The iimount of capital stock Issued remains unchanged.
The Company's cash on hand shows a decrease as compared with the
preTlous year, which Is due principally to the large purchases of equipment
that were paid for out of current cash.
The accounts of the Company for the fiscal year, In accordance with
the usual prartire, have been examined by certified public accountants and
the result of such examination Is set forth In the accounts' certificate
published herenltb.
The General Balance Sheet and various statements appended show the
financial condition of the Company at the end of the fiscal year.

year amoiinted

GENERAL REMARKS.
The general Improvement of your property has continued throughout
the year and It has been fully maintained.
Included In the Company's equipment are many small wooden coal ami
box cars, randng fn in iwi>nty lo thirty tons lapncltv. thnt are etocn•Ive to maintain by reason of their age as well as productive of but little
While these cars have been fully
revenue owing to tli'-ir llmllcd capacity.
maintained and would, under previous conditions, be serviceable for addiare
at various times between the
tional use. yet placed as they necessarily
modern heavy steel cars of this Company or foreign ro.ads. they are being
wreck and disaster. Considcause
of
constantly damaged and are a frequent
ering this and the fact that the Compony's equipment has been more than
value the total ammint of
exceeds
In
and
maintained upon a tonnage basis

and terminal facllllles at TIIT:
The new double track 1,m>'i

work

.

Is

now under way.

bridge over the Saaqaehanna
River, Including the reduction of grades and change of allnement from
Wysox to west of Towanda, haa been completed and placed In service at a
total coat of IS10.8IS.
The credit balance remaining In the special reserve
fund charged with the coat ui this and other similar work haa been credited
ii

»

i

i;irder

to General Reserve Fund.
The construction of third

and fourth tracks from F>st Peon Junction to
a point west of Freemanaburg. a distance of 6.5 milea. Is completed and a
further extension of these tracks to east of Redlngton. a distance of 42
This work, when commiles, has been authorized and Is ncnv In progress.
pleted, win give a continuous four track line from Gap Junction to east of
RedlngtOD, a distance of 12.7 miles, and will greatly facilitate the movement
of traffic. The expenditure to date for this Improvement amounts to $300,019.

The extension of the fourth track from Mauch Chunk to Glen Onoko.
mentioned In the last annual report, was completed during the year to Coalport Bridge, a distance of 1.25 miles.
The third and fourth tracks at Bridge 28 were extended to New Market,
a distance of 1.2 miles.
To relieve Coxton Yard and to eliminate main track shifting, the third
and fourth tracks were extended from Falling Spring to Weldon. a disuoce
of 1.73 miles, at a cost of $21,842.
Double track was extended from Morris Ridge to Mt. Carmel. a distance
of

1.5

Carmel

miles,

making a continuous double track

line

from Bazleton to Mt.

Y'ard.

Ithaca Branch between Ithaca and
The change In allnement on
Willow Creek, a distance of five miles, has been completed, reducing the
maximum curvature on that section of the line from 6 degrees to 1 degree
and 30 minutes.
The car repair yard at Packerton has been remodeled and enlarged to
accommodate 250 additional cars.
In order to overcome the present delay to traffic at the Jersey City
Terminal and provide for Increased business, the sum of $350,000 waa
authorized for the construction of three new transfer bridges and a freight
yard of one thousand cars capacity at the National Docks, Communlpaw.
This work Is now In progress and when completed will relieve the congestion
at Jersey City and reduce the cost of operation. The plan under which the
Improvement Is being made will permit of economical enlargements from tlmn
Further relief at that point will also be
to time as necessity may require.
afforded when two of the present float bridges are replaced with new bridges,
mmie neressarv by the use of heavier equipment of larger c«p.-)clty. and Oak
Island Yard has been enlarged by the construction of thirteen additional
The aggregate cost of this work, which Is now well under way. Is
tracks.
the

$140,000.

New double track gravity ash pits of concrete construction, with depressed track for cinder cars, were constructed at Coxton. the expense being
Hazle$24,049. A combination coal and ash-handllng plant was Installed at
ton at a cost of $16,496.
To Increase the safety of train movements over the single track between
Laurel Junction and Sliver Brook Junction, a distance of 6.2 miles, a staff
signal system was Installed at a cost of $9,854.
Automatic signals were installed throughout Ithaca Yard and between
Jersey City and I'ark Vli-w.
New stone and brick passenger stations were constructed at Catasauqua
and Towanda. and a new frame station at Mt. Carmel, the latter replacing
one destroyed by fire. A new freight house was constructed at Canastota.
and a new brick freight house and transfer shed are In course of construction
at Sayre.
A transfer station was established at Depew Junction, for handling
passenger business via Suspension Bridge, at a cost of $12,546.
The locomotive coaling trestle at East Buffalo, which was partially
destroyed by fire In January, 1906. was rebuilt during the year at an expense
of $27,325.
Extensive renewals were made to Pier 3, New York, and Wharf No. 2 nt
Perth Ambov. aggregating a cost of $37,114.
A water tank of 100.000 gallons capacity, together with the necessary
piping and pumps, was installed at CoTLton, and a 34,000-gallon capacity
Two ten Inch sinndnlpes were Installed nt M;t.ii:iuk nt NlnKiirn Docks.
chester and one ten-Inch standpipe at National Stores.
During the year 71 new Industries were located on your Company's Hue.
plants.
track connections being made with 28 of these
Company,
65.17 per cent, of the total operating expenses of the Railroad
distributed among 23,003
being
labor,
to
direct
paid
was
or $14,412,015.11,
employees.
., v.^
The principal purchases of real estate have been at Bayonne. Lehlghton.
extenWllkesbarre and Buffalo, where additional land was required for the

sion or enlargement of present facilities.

The Board takes pleasure In hereby tendering
and emnloyecs of th" Company for the efficient and
them during the year.
Bv order of the Board of Directors,

Its

thanks to the

ofllcera

loyal services rendered by

E. B.

TnoMAS.

Pretldcnt.

—
.

..

COMrABATIVE INCOME ACCODST FOB THE lEABS ENDED JUNE
Lehigh Talley Railroad Company.
Earnings

Coal

:

:

..

.
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Gross

.

:

:

I'assenger earning
Express earnings.
.Mail earnings.
.Miscel. earnings.
.

.

'^

"°"

FI5.110,S99.38 ?13.248,565.42 $1,80.^,333.96
1.0W,o45.u2
14 996,672.62 13,934,127.10
3,971,392.05
4 363.452.12
^y^'H^Kol
367,706.36
373,953.30
^'-*^-^i
46.81
^^, .^„..„
792.69
$44,6oS.4L
1,050,319.82
1.005,661.40

frt. earnings.
frt. earnings

Other

.

Increase

1906

1907

AND 1906.

30, 1907

.

Operating expenses
.Maint. of way and

$43,609.12
700,847.77
1,208,727.71
8,857.57

$3,153,245.22
5,485,794.06
10,891.953.73
621.217.71

$3,196,854.34
.186,641.83
1,100,681.44

630,075.28

Net r^.r1.inrs"."."."rr $13,9"4flV8.62
Other Income

$1.3i6:53-2

$12.6li'7^6® 5.91

24:570.34

$12,098.00
11,760.34

18,113.46
254,493.33

20,616.53
284.545.71

2.503.07
30,052.38

594,824.70

402,124.69

76,994..10

.

.

from

Net earnings

miscel. operations

192,700.01

$808,85T77_$136j86.22^
$945.137.99
Tl other Income
$14,899,316.61 $13,446,497.68 $1,452,818.93
Total Income
Deductions from Income:
^"tt'TrSpeny.'.T."".Interest on funded
debt
Interest on equlpm't
trust obligations.
Rentals, leased lines

and guaranties.
Taxes

.

deductions.

Miscel.

lo other companies
Material and supplies on hand

Advances

13,857,051.82
:

$155,878,199.22

^^^ 333 ^j

3,215.022.22

331,311.00

119,170.00

163,147.49

$43,977.49

2.200,473.00
885,908.95
53.888.20

2,295,723.00
707,039.90
43,754. .36

95,250.00
178,.869.05

^

10.133.84

$8,874,363.28

$7.994.91 4.16

$879 .449.12

$6,024,953.33

$5,451,583.52

$573,369.81

111,250.45

318,489.19

Total net Income

$6,136,203.78

$5,770,072.71

from Income

and properties
Special reserve for equipment to be con-

demned
Equipment and general reserve funds...
4.550,849.54

Mortgages on real estate
Interest and rentals Accrued, Not Due:
Interest on funded debt
Interest on equipment trusts
Accrued rentals, leased lines

and

:

loss

Total liabilities

•?155,878,199.22

—

Note. The dividends declared prior to the close of the fiscal year, and
payable July 13, 1907, amounting to $1,215,359. are not Included as a liability In the above statement.

Condensed Balance Sheet, June 30, 1907.
The Lehigh Valley Coal Company.

$11,380,915.31

Dr.

."i

ct.it.

and extra dividend of
January 12, 1907

1

Property and plant
Treasury stock
.\dvances for Coal Mining Rights
Current assets
Cash on deposit and In hands of Treasurer.

10.030.00
116.673.96

per

Cash

2,016,740.00
1,250,000.00

Bills

receivable

LIABILITIES.
Cr.

Ccrliflcates of Indebtedness

Sl.965,000.00
12,957,500.00
10,537,000.00

Current Liabilities
.\udlted vouchors
Wages due and unpaid
Sundrv accounts payable
Royalties on coal mined and due lessors.
Hohd Interest due and payable
Taxes due and payable

$3,010,056.42
431,120.95
314,843.62
45,651.26
6,600,00
4.331.00

Capllal stock
Funded debt

$25,459,500.00
:

1907.
30,

12,085,702.97
fl,787,864.32

1907.

;

$18,6.39.291.9.-.

road

3,812.603.2*

Deferred nnd Suspended Liabilities
Royalties received from lessees, not accrued..
Interest on funded debt, accrued
Taxes accrued
Deferred real estate payments
Miscellaneous
:

Volley Railroad Company.

35.726,422.18

Equlpi

$153,967.17
316.937.50
51,040.18
50.000.00
2,360.30

-00 30- 15

Reserve Accounts
Sinking funds and other reserves

_„, _, , ,„
Mil'Silio
1.78<, 864.82

:

Oenir.il consolidated mortgage bonds of the
cnnip.nny held In Its treasury
Fqiilimiiiit trust cerllflcatis of the company
held In Its treasury

Oen-

$33,427,847.42

assets

47.838.65

Condensed Balance Sheet, June

i.f

1,418,335.60

30, 1907.

$2.';o,ooo.oo

$2,085,702.97

Railroad

16,398.48

:

Cr.
$1,974.4.")2.52

Dr.

Leliiijh

$493,162.03
410.347.37
2.665,688.36
450.775.13
254.271.28
4.394,802.30
8.669,046.47

Total

1,

.

:

Profit and Loss Account for the Yeab Ended June
The Lehigh Valley Coal Company.

Balance carried forward, July

.

Due by Individuals and companies

1907.

Balance surplus, July 1, 1906
Appropriated for Improvements
Mlarellnnpous adjustments
Net Income for year ended June 30, 1907
Table No. 2
Balance surplus. June 30, 1907

.

transit

In

Deferred and Suspended Assets
I'remluras on unexpired Insurance and other deferred assets
Trustees of Sinking Funds
Cash and bonds in the hands of the Trustee

$17,408,527.22
1,

350,000.00
5.408.542.02

Stock of coal on band
Materials and supplies

Balance surplus, June 30. 1907
Balance carried forward, July

17.565,524.70

;

Amount

transferred to special reserve for
equipment to he condemned
Miscellaneous adjustments
Net Income for the year ended June 30,
1907, Table No. 2

2,350,137.63
127,562.88
1.077,954.56
11,540.31
257,273.77
23.550.04

Unclaimed wages
Taxes accrued
Lebigh Valley relief fund

Cr.

per

$1,331.00
60,340.50
337,500.00
1,195,893.59

since paid
to individuals and companies
Traffic balances due to other companies.

Profit

Pbofit and Loss Account fob the Yeab Ended June 30, 1907
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.

12. 1907, respectively
Cumulative div. paid on preferred stock..
Dividend of 2 per cent, on common stock
paid July 14. 1906, and dividend of 2

196,880.55-

Due

Deferred and Suspended Liabilities
Taxes accrued, not due
Sundry accounts

$366,131.07

Balance surplus, .Tuly-1, 1906
Discount on general consolidated mortgage
bonds sold
per cent, nn preferred
Dividends of
stock paid July 14, 1906, and January

$40,441,100.00
82,639,000.00
6,504,000.00

Funded debt

:

$498,362.72

Net Income
Lehigh Val. Coal Co.
Net Income

cent, paid

$6,612,849.07
25,839.53
688,171.84
1,033,864.20
2,493,518.74
426,420.88
306,250.85
170,991.49
2,099,145.22

transit
I'lie by station agents
Due by individuals and companies
Traflic balances due by other companies.
Bills receivable

Current Liabilities
Dividends unpaid
Interest on bonds due and unclaimed...
Rentals of leased lines due
June pay roll, since paid
Audited vouchers. Including June bills

$1,570,227.19

$2,068,589.91

deductions

Total

in bands of treasurer
otflcers and agents

bands of

Gquipujent trust obligations
Reserves
Keserve tor depreciation of Coxe mines

:

iiividinds (in stocks
Interest on bonds.
Interest on real estate mortgages.
MIscpl. interest.
.

in
in

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock:
806,096 shares common stock, par $50..
2,126 shares preferred stock, par ^>50....

$1.962^2.17_^

Total op. eip.... $22.1 14.252.89 $20,152,210.72

il

Profit

Sr-rlcs
In-

railroad nnd water lines
In I.ehlgh Valley system

In-

of

$20,166,659.11
10,674.682.71
G,003,0,')0.00

cluded
Bonds of other companies
Cerllflcnles of Indebtedness. I.«blgh Valley
Coal Company
Ailvanced Insurance premiums

4,372.926.00
3.305.907.87

10,537,000.00

Interest
Rate,
Due.
per cent.
,

Date of maturity,
r,

S'.'iiii

.'riri.

Series

II.

Serbs

I.

(ino tn

June

1.

I'lon

300.000 to Mnr. 1. 1910
82.000 to Feb. 1,1909
80.000 to May 1,1909
100,000 to Aug. 1, 1010

Series D. crtfs..
Series v.. crtfs.
Scries F, crtfs.
Series O. crtfs.

Total.
Id the Trensnry

annually.

Principal.

:

Storks of railroad and water lines
cluded In L.iilgh Valley system
Stocks of allied rnnl companies
Slocks of other cmpanies

Bonds

$33,427,847.42

Lehigh Vallry ItiUhnnil fnmimny.

Equlpmoni Trust.
Outstanding

Mortgages reidvable

Owned

loss
liabilities

100.000.00
2,149,523,02

Lake KrIe

railroad
Securities

,

Statement of Equipment Trust Oblioations.

consolidated mortgage bonds of the
In bands of trustee of Warrior

ft

and

Total

c'liniifiny

Run "toik purchase bonds
Real estate
Construct Inn rnnlrnrt, Lehigh

8.

:

Cash
Cash

Total assets

:

ructures
Maint. of equlpm't.
Conducting transp.
lieneral expenses..
SI

.

Current Assets
Cash on deposit and

Deferred and Suspended Assets
Sundry accounts

$3,278,574.88
gross earnings $36.068.431.51 j32.789.856.63

Tl
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Id

4WjKold

4 U gold
4M.
gold
4

W

IHKOld

.!

.

Dcf

Mar.-SepL
Feb.-Ang.

May-NoT.
"
Feb. -Aug.

$2,024,000

.

.140.000
crtfs..
4.000.000
crifs.
.

Tl. June 30, 1907.18,(504,000

90.000 to Feb.
400.000 to Sept.

1.
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1913
1918
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we

called attention to the first of the

THE PRESENT COST OF MONEY-

American

Railway Association, showing surpluses and shortages of revenue
Statistical bulfreight cars on July 10 on all the principal roads.
letin No. 2 has now appeared, continuing the previous study in the
effort to show the causes which affect the efficiency of a freight car
.Mr.

In

9.

bulletins issued by the committee on car efficiency of the

of

230
to the

Hale, chairman of the committee, has done a remarkable piece
in collecting the figures thus presented.
His report covers

work

163 roads, and gives for each one, e.xcept in rare cases where the
information was partially not available, a complete history of its
car balance and performance for the six months ended Dec. 31,
1906. Four measures are used to determine car efficiency: per cent.
of cars in shop, average miles per car per day. per cent, of loaded
mileage and average loading of cars. Thus, the average per cent.
of cars in shop for all roads reporting is o.4.S. Mr. Hale points out
that It Is customary on many roads to make reductions from time
to time in shop expenses, and though this may not occur often
when there is a local shortage, it is frequent practice when there
is a general shortage.
His statistical findings show very clearly the
actual cost of this, since a decrease of but one-half of 1 per cent, in
the number of cars in shop would be equivalent to an increase of
9,490 cars In service, with an approximate value of $9,500,000. One
of the roads listed showed a percentage of cars in shop as high as
30.69. The average number of c^rs on line per freight engine owned
Is given as S2. but ir.dividuai averages run as high as 231, excluding
one company not fairly comparable. The average daily earnings
of all cars on the line is |2..")I. and the average per car owned is
In one instance the individual average of all cars on the
J2.b9.
line was $11.42, and it Is reported as low as 88 cents In ordinary
service, but it does not fall below |1.07 on any railroad of importance.
Earnings of from four to six dollars a day occur frequently in the
compilation. The common assumption, therefore, that freight cars
on a busy line earn five dollars a day is a conservative one. The
average mileage per car per day is 24.2, Including, as in the previous figures, 11 Canadian and Mexican lines, and 71 per cent, of the
mileage Is loaded. The average ton mileage per car mile is 13.6,
and the average ton mileage per loaded car mile, 19.4 per car per
day, the average ton mileage Is 329. The average daily car journey
Is lowest in the southern states (18.3 miles), not in the New England states (18.5 miles) as might have been expected. The Union
Pacific reports a dally car journey of 48.8 miles in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska and the Dakotas. while one of the largest lines
in the South can only get 14.6 miles.

In accounting for the present depreciation In the quoted values
of railroad and industrial shares and securities it is often mentioned
it is apparent that a general cause is the world-wide demand
money, aggravated in the United States by a hostile governmental
and legislative attitude. It is interesting and perhaps worth while
to look a little farther and see if this unprecedented demand for
capital among all the great nations is comparatively permanent

and
for

or passing.

In the period of from two to five years ago the transportation
and other industries in this country were at high tide, as they still
are. They needed and easily got. at reasonable Interest rates, all the
money needed for rapidly increased facilities, and this money came
from England, Germany. Holland, and for the first time in large
amounts from France, as well as from our own people. In that
period the industrial situation on the Continent was none too good.
In spots it was bad. German manufacturing was only beginning to
show signs of improvement under the artificial stimulus of cash
subsidies and a rebate of freight rates on exported products. The
government contribution to the German maker of exported locomotives is about ten per cent., not far from $1,500 per locomotive.
Generally speaking, the capital requirements in Germany and the
other European manufacturing nations was less than normal, because business was not very good.
In England business was distinctly bad.
"Armies of the unemployed" were organizing and
marching to an extent that was mildly threatening. Old schemes,
many of them fantastic, for making work for working people without enough to live on, were revived, discussed and sometimes tried.
Money earning small return in Europe flowed in billions to investment in American railroads and, less generally, in Industrials.
Looking back for thirty-five years there is further and quite
uniform evidence for an inference. During onr periods of most
acute depression following the years 1S73 and 1S93. as well as during

our other severe but less keenly felt reaction, the conditions In
Europe were quite different, and sometimes were reversed. For a
generation our seasons of hl.ghest prosperity have not been coincident with foreign prosperity. For the first time in recent history
we meet long continuing prosperity in the four great manufacturing
They are In apposition. More and more capital expendinations.
tures In all these countries have at the same time become highly
profitable, both as a means of earning more and in order to produce
When it pays to borrow capital money for great undercheaper.
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takings at from six to seven per cent., and wlien Fortune, perforce,
smiles alike in three languages, the resulting effect on the interest
rate

is

inevitable.

And
notes
least.

the awakening: the certain effect on the prices of shares.
first-class bonds?
The price of bonds is affected the
The holdings of restricted institutions, trustees and estates

and

are the last to be changed, but the market is narrowed and almost
choked. The device of two- and three-year notes of great corporations, to tide over ihe times of too widespread prosperity, has beeu
useful,

until

the coming

of

the

7

per cent,

rate;

then

the

con-

U.

Clover Leaf will be paying on the par value of its Alton-collateral
bonds during the first five years of iheir existence. It is obvious
that in the present state of the market collateral trust bonds of a
road like the Toledo. St. Louis & Western, which until five months
ago had never declared a dividend and which occupies by no means
a commanding position among the railroads of the country, secure!
by stock of the Chicago & Alton, a lailroad at a moment peculiarly
under the ban of alleged over-capitalization, could not be sold on
In fact they almost
a basis to yield anything like o.l per cent.
certainly could not 'ue sold on twice as favorable an income basis;

term notes and equipment trusts of the strongest railroads
6.2 per cent.
Yet since
the Clover Leaf has five years before iis rate of payment on the total
amount of these bonds rises from 3.1 per cent, to 4 per cent., it is
hardly fair to figure the investment at the extremely low prices
now prevailing, which would probably give an income return on these
bonds of 7 per cent, or more. Taking 0.2 per cent., twice th? rate
paid on the par value of the bonds, as a fair rate for the five years,
for short

servative ofiBcer halts.

now, the prices of dividend paying stocks
have been too slow to yield to the pressure, t'p to about a year
ago, strong stocks may be said to have sold at a price to yield from
Speaking generally, good stocks are now quoted
4 to 4 '.J per cent.
on a 6V-J to 7 per cent, basis. With a prevailing interest rate increased from 4 to o':.. per cent.; from 4Vj to 6, and from 5 to 7 per
cent., varying with the time and the security, there comes quite late
a depreciation in the prices of good stocks of from 17 to Ti per cent.

As we look back
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at

it

in the country are selling at better than

we may

consider the actual cash price paid for the Rock Island's
Alion holdings as $5.(113.500, half the par value of the collateral
securities at present prices;
trust 4 per cent, and 2 per cent, bonds. The Rock Island's original
investment in Chicago & Alton stock is said to have been about
it is simply to point out to officers of railroad and manufacturing
companies that this present depreciation in security prices, this $10,000,000; on this basis the loss was about $4,400,000. If there
increased interest rate, means to them not only added difficulty in is to be a decided change for the better in stock market conditions,
getting new capital, but also an increased operating cost, or, rather, and continued prosperity, the rising value of the collateral trust
more deduction from net earnings. They buy materials and hire bonds would lower the amount of this loss.
As for the physical aspects ot the merger, there is one obvious
labor and money. The cost of material has increased less than is
By building seven miles of line from
For example, the cost of locomotives per unit advantage to both roads.
ordinarily counted.
of horse-power developed is less now than it was ten years ago. Panama, 111., on the Toledo. St. Louis & Western 50 miles northThe cost of labor has increased quite 20 per cent., rated in cost east of St. Louis, west to Litchfield, the eastern terminus of a
per hour, but its efficiency has decreased largely by a percentage Chicago & Alton branch line, the consolidated system will have a
which no one is competent to estimate. The added cost of money short through line from Kansas City east to Toledo and Detroit,
giving a long haul on traffic between Kansas City and the East.
comes last, and it is evidently as much as 25 per cent.
Aside fiom this, there are ro strikingly obvious physical advantages
from the merger. A map on another pa.gc shows the relation of
THE SALE OF THE CHICAGO &. ALTON.
tlif two roads and also the Iowa Central and the Minneapolis &
Even while Wall Street is in the depths, there ((jnies news ot a St. Louis, two roads controlled by the same interests as those at
new railroad merger. The Toledo, St. Louis & Western, a smali the head of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western. With the building of
road with one single line connecting Detroit and Toledo on the the short connection already mentioned, it will be possible to haul
east with St. Louis on the west, adds to its 4.50 miles of line and grain from points as far west as the Missouri river in northern
$4,200,000 of gross earnings the 970 miles and $11,600,000 gross South Dakota, east as far as Lake Erie over the system's own rails;
earnings of the Chicago & Alton, a far stronger and better equipped Inii, as can be seen from the map. this would be a rather roundabout
It would also be possible with the same limitation to form
property.
This has been brought about through its acquisition of route
$20,800,000 of the total of about $40,000,000 capital stock of the a through route from Chicago to Minneapolis and St. Paul and to
Chicago & Alton. This controlling block of Alton stock was sold South Dakota over the Chicago & Alton to Peoria, the Iowa Cenby the Rock Island Company and interests identified with it. The tral to Albert Lea, Minn., and the Minneapolis & St. Louis to St.
Rock Island made its investment in Chicago & Alton in 1903 after Paul and South Dakota. It is possible that the four roads will be
the Union Pacific has acquired over $10,000,000 Chicago & Alton pre- more closely united in a single system with centralized manageThey all serve rich traffic territory, but highly competitive.
ferred stock. The Rock Island's object was to prevent the road from ment.
falling under entire control of the Union Pacific.
In this the Rock On all through business they must meet severe competition by better
Island interests were successful, for they secured more than situated carriers; yet such a system is not without its possibilities.
enough stock to give them actual control of the property. Despile
this fact, an agreement was made with the Union Pacific by which
"STRIKE CHARTERS AND THEIR WARNINGS.
the Alton was to be held under a system of alleinating control. Ih"
Union Pacific managing the property one year and the Rock Island
A phase of prospective street railway overcapitalization which
the next. This agreement, however, was abrogated last .June. The made its appearance not long ago in Connecticut serves at once as a
Rock Island Company controls the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, which text and a warning to conservative capital in these hustling days
parallels the Alton between Chicago and St. Louis, and Ihe St. Louis. when that kind of capital
along with more blameworthy sorts is
Kansas City & Colorado, which parallels the Alton between St. so commonly the object of public and legislative attack. We have
Louis and Kansas City. The Rock Island's control of the Alton heretofore had occasion to point out the symptoms and seriousness
therefore drew unfavorable criticism from the Interstate Com
of the dropsy disease in street railway finance in both Rhode Island
merce Commission. The Rock Island Interests realized that they and Connecticut and how in the latter state there had come too late
would not be allowed by the United States Government to keep pos- a public awakening and reaction, caused immediately by what was,
session of the Chicago & Alton, and therefore were glad to sell the in effect, the guaranteeing of a 4 per cent, annual dividend on

The object of this reference is not
ment or speculative value of corporate

at all to

consider the invest-

—

—

property to the Toledo. St. Lotils & Western at a loss said to be
about $4,500,000 on the original investment.
The Chicago A Alton slock purchased by the Toledo, St. Louis
& Western Is to be paid for by thai company by Issuing Its colFour per cent.
lateral tniHt bonds secured by the Alton stock.
bonds are to be Issued against the preferred stock at par and 2 per
cent, bonds against the common stock at 35.
The rate on these
latter bonds Is to be raised to 4 per cent, at the end of five years.
Figuring the preferred stock at par and the common stock at
35, the par value of these collateral securities which the Toledo,
St. Lnuls tt Western Is to Issue will be $11,227,000. of which $B,380.
000, Issued against the preferred stock, will be paying 4 per cent,
and $4,847,000, Issued against the common stock, will be paying 2
per cent. This makes an averuge rate of .t.l per cent, which the

—

.wnif $1S,000.000 of watered stock nf the Connecticut Railway and
Lighting Company by the New York. New Haven & Hartford

This aroused public sentiment naturally gave the street railway
promoters a pause; but it was only a temporary pause, evolving
Into a new and rather original form of subtlety.
At the opening of the last Connecticut legislature, and during the first few weeks allowed for the introduction of new measures,
It was noticed that there were bills relating to street railway char-

remarkable In number for a period ot tight money and public
suspicion about trolley enterprise, and in a state where, as it seemed
to the expert eye, profitable trolley territory had been exhausted.
At first these projects did not attract attention. They seemed indeters

pendent of each other, isolated, and with no coherent and ulterior
But presently it was observed that they seemed to focus
puipose.

AuulKT
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along the shore and In rough parallellam to the
New Haven company'* iteam line of abuul 50 miles between Now
Havt'ii and New l^ndun. and reachlUK up toward MIddletown, beIdea «omo other proponed iiaralU-U In othi'r parUi of the vtate. About
They Inthe aame lime two ot)ii-r HrhemeH rame to the nurfaie
volved chartere like that of the Connecticut Railway * Lighting
absorption
and
Company, whirh gave large |>ow<>r of purcha«e.
merger and unlimited privilege In the Issue of stock. The "promoting" lurheme In lu full magnitude wbh finally brought to light,
namely, the btinrhlng of the street rullway proJp( t« In one or two
power companies, next either a "sell out" of the whole watered
la a (leflnlle reflon

the menaced steam corporation or the building of the
and the enlargement of the club to pound the steam company Into flnal surrender. Later In the session the scheme was subto

outfit

parallels

stantially defeated.

This Connecticut case

Is

oited hero only as

one of numberless

Instances elsewhere of the workings of "high finance" Id
the

The

to legislation.

lion.s

new

devices have been

many:

rela-

Its

First there is

charter, seemingly harmless in shape and formal in out-

hidden away

some obscure clause, containNext there is the "charter
amendment," sometimes prolix and masking the same evil. Again,
most subtle and dangerous of all. is the "merger" trick worked
The
through the minor charter of a small railway enterprise.
ward character

but,

in

ing the desired and dangerous powers.

small

charter

— so

small as to the

project

that

It

quite

escapes

notice— Is asked for and obtained readily. Next comes along, a year
or two later, the true parent, the larger corporation, which, having
acknowledged ownership of the small enterprise, asks for merger
with acquisition also of its charter powers. Nobody in the legislature remembers what the small charter granted, and the merger
bill that may invest the great corporation with Immense and un-

dreamed of powers, goes through with a snap on some day of
high legislative pressure of business. Added to such examples are
the multiplied cases of "hawk" charters obtained simply to be sold
and, too often, charters with such a reach that they apply legally
to enterprises far different than those indicated by any cursory

reading of the text.
The average legislator, though he may be absolutely honest, la
apt to be too ignorant or inexpert to detect such charter stratagems.
Railroad committees of slate lawmaking bodies are too often "set
up" to let just such projects throuRh; and state railroad commissions are apt to deem prevention as beyond their own jurisdiction and refer

them

to the

law-making responsibility. The public
when It happens that

protected from them in most cases only
some strong corporate interest is opposed.
Is

case, for instance,

it

is

In the Connecticut
doubtful whether the seeming "strike" on

a large scale would have been exposed except for the antagonized
Interest of the New Haven company.
But the public find the strata-

gems

out

at last, usually too late to be

too late to excite public wrath.

measure how
into the

public

poration

feeling

certainly

is

a

mind by
o(

rectified by law, but not
would be interesting if we could
and driven

repetition,

country,

the

component

legislation,

now

that

enters into the anti-corinvolves the railroads.
It

in that feeling not to be ignored.

lesson to the corporations
ter

It

far that discovery, repeated year after year

is

And

Its

that legislation, and particularly, char-

when sought hereafter should

be

sought

along

straightforward and not devious lines.
To corporation interests that are unscrupulous, such an appeal,
of course, is made in vain.
But there are other corporation Interests broad-minded and far-sighted enough, we trust, to see that
trick legislation harvests in the end as its share of a general
penally greater loss than can be made good by transitory gain. In
other words, as to such matters as stock watering, honest finance
and the public are as one In partnership and should be equally agHad honest finance, expressed In the corgressive in rrsistancp.
poration form, realized that fact sooner, and with its keener and
quicker intelilKence set ILseif against the evil, we might now be
hearing less of public prejudice and legislative inequity.

The Railway Employment Safety Appliances Committee.
"The Railway Employment Safety Appliances Committee" of
the British Board of Trade is the name of a board of three gentlemen H. A. Yorke, Richard Bell and Robert Tumbull which has
during the past 12 months been considering the question whether
or not the hand brakes on freight cars can be arranged so that the
hrakeman ran apply iheni or let them off from either side of the
This
car; and the conimittfe gives It up as an impracticable task.
committee was appointed by the Board of Trade a year ago last

—

—
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and although It was lnsiructe4 to examine, so far as it saw
flt. any kind of appliance designed to diminish danger to railroad
employee!), it has thus far considered only this one subject.
The
reader will recall that seven years ago the English l*arllament.
after two years' investlKatlon, passed a law dealing with a numt)er
April,

of

questions concerning safely appliances, chiefly questions connecteil with freight yard work, and that the Board of Trade two
years later Issued rules on the subject. The rules, however, did
not cover the brake question and the appointment of this committee
appears to have been In pursuance of the policy, begun In connection with the legislation of 1900, to do everything possible to meet
the demands, some of them rather unpractical, of the labor unions.
Mr. Bell, the second member of this committee. Is head of the
Amalgamated Association of Railway Servants; Mr. Tumbull Is
Chief Passenger Manager of the London A North-Western Railroad,
and Colonel Yorke. Chairman of the Committee, Is the well known
Chie^ Inspector of the Board of Trade.
The "Either-Side Brake" question has been agitated because
when a shunter. In the hurry of his work, finds that a car which
he wishes to move nas the brake held on by the lever on the
opposite side of the car, he is liable to risk his life by crossing to
the other side of the car or train under dangerous conditions. The
brakes of the English freight car ("waggon") are controlled by a
long horizontal lever on the side of the car, and the men are most
of the time on the ground.
The weight of this lever, when the
handle end is not fastened up, Is alone sufficient to apply the brakes
with considerable force. To apply it more forcibly the brslieman
can press it down, while running along on the ground at the side
of the car, or he may jump up and stand on the lever, utilizing the
whole weight of his body. Still further, he may use a stick, somewhat larger than the "pick-handle" used by American brakemen,
and by utilizing the sill of the car as a fulcrum he can secure the
advantage of double leverage.
It Is easy enough to arrange the two levers on the opposite sides
of the car so that either one can be used to apply the brakes, but
the diflicuUy is to interconnect these two levers so that when releasing one of them the other one shall also he unfastened.
The committee met 14 times during the year. Thirty or 40
brakes or models of brakes were examined and criticised or rejected,
and then after a tew weeks the same and other devices would be
taken up again; but finally, after giving every opportunity to Inventors and railroad companies, the committee decided that cone
of the appliances had sufiScient merit to warrant its general adopMoreover, if a simultaneous movement of the two levers could
tion.
be satisfactorily accomplished, there would always be danger that
with men on opposite sides of a wagon, one of them, unknown to
the other, would move the lever so as to cause bodily danger to
the other man.
There are in the United Kingdom 1. -100,000 vehicles to which
the ordinary hand brake Is applicable; of these 33.000 are already
fitted with brakes which can be applied and released from either
side; 172,000 have brakes which can be applied on both sides but
Included in the total mentioned are 650.000 private
not released.
cars.
The committee finds that where there are two levers they
are often fixed so that both extend in the same direction from the
middle of the car, whereas they ought to extend in opposite directions, so that the arrangement would be "cross-cornered."
In looking over the records of men killed and injured because
of the lack of a lever on one side of a wagon, it was found that
more men were killed when applying brakes than when releasing;
the committee recommended that the Board of Trade require after a certain date, that all new wagons have cross-cornered
brake levers: that within seven years wagons having a lever on
one side shall have a lever on the other side, and those having
none shall have two; that within 10 years those having the levers
single-ended be changed to cross-cornered: and that no either-side
brake be put on hereafter unless it has been approved by the Board
of Trade, on the advice of this committee.
so. finally,

The New York Central on Sunday last restored its New Y'ork
Cily electrified terminal lines to "Tight-hand running." at the same
time putting i;! miles of its elaborate new all-electric signaling in
service. This was a great undertaking and it appears to have been
carried out with a good degree of success. A brief account of It is
given on another page. Trains were delayed on Monday forenoon
and Monday evening, many of them for over an hour each, but
Tuesday morning showed an improvement and Tuesday evening
was almost normal.
These delays were due to instructions to lose a little time, to
extreme caution on the part of enginemen. to one switch failure,
and to a few mistakes of signalmen. The task of the men on Monday morning was made harder by a heavy extra passenger movement. There were further delays on Wednesday, due apparently to
failures In automatic signal working; but as a whole the work appears to have been highly creditable. Comparing the delays with
the magnitude of the work the results appear to have been far more
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Mkdafactory than on the oocaelon of former radical changea at the
terminal.
In changing the interlocking at 5Gth street,
where the four tracks in Park avenue diverge to the station layHere a new interlocking
outs, an exceptional record was made.
plant had to be Installed. An 88-lever all-electric machine replaced
an S4 all-electric machine. The entire change was made from the
old to the new machine and the new put in operation for traffic
To make this change, 38 men
(at 4 a.m.) in just seven minutes.
were assigned. The last previous change made at this point was
in April, 1906, at which time a low pressure pneumatic machine
was replaced by the 84-lever all-electric machine. The change at
that time consumed 25 minutes.
A description of the way in which the change was made is pub-

New York

lished on page 227.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The "Brother Jonathan" and the "Robert Fulton."
BinghamtoD, N.

V..

Aug- 10.

I'.IOT.

To THE Editor of the R.vu,ro.\d Gazette:
At the end of the year 1833 Stephenson & Co. built two engines
named "Brother Jonathan" and "Robert Fulton" for the Mohawk &
Hudson Railroad, which was chartered in 1826 and opened September 12, 1831. This railroad is now a part of the New York Central
system. The builder's numbers of these locomotives were 60 and 61.
I do not know who designed these engines, but probably one
of the two Stephensons, who founded their locomotive works at
Newcastie-upon-Tyne in 1821. the business being still carried on
under the name of Robert Stephenson & Co., but they have lately
moved their shops to Darlington.
Herewith I send you a copy of the working drawing of the
above named engines, which, although it is very imperfect, is the

Working Drawings

of

Vol. XLIII., Mo.

9.

motive with a leading truck, designed by John B. Jervis, Chief Engineer of the Mohawk & Hudson Railroad, and placed in service at
the beginning of 1832. was an inside connected engine with the
driving wheels behind the firebox, and its history will be found in
the Railroad Gazette, Vols. III. and IV.
In the early days of the locomotive, many curious designs were
brought out which quickly fell into disuse, although some of Ihem
were revived from time to time, and a few of them quite recently.
A study of locomotive history reveals the fact that nearly every

modern improvement in the locomotive, including the four-crank
balanced engine, can be traced back to the early thirties, when
George Stephenson was in the height of his power, and his "Rocket"
was doing regular every day work. An illustration of the fact that
history repeats itself may be made by taking the designs of locomotives having intermediate gear between the cylinders and driving
wheels to balance the reciprocating parts without the use of four
cranks. This was done as far back as 1833, but strong patent claims
for these designs have been granted to more than one modern inventor, and I have reason to believe that the time is not far distant
when we shall have a revival of this class of locomotive.
In the engines illustrated herewith there was no attempt to
balance the reciprocating parts, since both inner and outer side
Had the inside arms been
levers rocked in the same direction.
oppositely disposed to the outside arms, we should have had an example of the side lever locomotive which was introduced about the
same time as these Stephenson engines, and drawings of which I
Herbert t. walker.
may send you at some future time.
Railroad Legislation In Pennsylvania.

The laws passed this year in Pennsylvania to establish a Railroad Commission and to reduce passenger fares have already been
noticed in the Railroad Gazetie. Besides these the Legislature also
passed a number of less important acts, a summary of which is given

Stephenson's Engines Numbers 60 and 61 for the

Mohawk

A.

iHudcon Railroad, 1833-34.

only one in Messrs. Stephensons possession, as they recently informed me.
The cylinders were inside the smokebox. Under the barrel of
the boiler there were a pair of vibrating shafts, each having an
Inner and an outer arm. The inside arms received motion from
the pistons and usual rods, and transmitted It by the outside arms
and connecting rods to the driving wheels. This was probably done
to retain the advantage of Inside cylinders with the driving wheel
position afterwards adopted by Baldwin.
It also got rid of the long
connecting rod, which was an objectionable feature of the early

h.'rewith. together with some of the details of the Railroad Commission Law.

Baldwin engines.

manufacturing.

The cylinders were 10 In. diameter by 15 in. stroke; driving
wheels, 48 in. diameter. The eccentric blades ran back from the
driving axle and were connected by rocking arms and drop hooks
to the rever.slng levers, and from thence forward to the rocking
shafts behind the pmokebox. The valve chests must have been at
the top of the cylinders.
In reference to the Baldwin engines it may be noted that the
idea of placing the driving wheels behind the Hrehox did nnt orlginate with him as is generally supposed, for his first engine of this
design was not completed until February 18. 1834. but the first loco-

to haul

An Act

prohibiting the placing of lights at places where they
interfere with the view of railroad signals.
One requiring railroads to report Aug. 31. and every third year
thereafter, the exact number of statute miles of line operated; penalty for violation $5,000.
One forbidding a demurrage charge of more than $1 per car per
(lay; free time 48 hours.
One prohibiting commnn larriern from engaging in mining or

may

in

Mining or maniifaeturing companies are permitted
their own product for a distance of 50 miles.
Korbidding railroad officers and employees to have any interest
any coal or mining or manufacturing property along the line of

the railroad after .Ian. 1. liKi.S: penalty |250. to fl.OOO fine or three
months to one year's imprisonment.
Prohibiting railroad companies from acquiring control of competing parallel street passenger railway lines.
Requiring railroad companies whose lines pass through forest
land cuntalnlng oil or gas wells to remove all inflammable material
from the right of way at least once annually, also to provide suf-

Mmt
lkH«it

10,
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A number of laws wer« paaaed preacrlblng penaltlea for rlolaiion of provtalona of the conatltutlon; and all of the laws abore
mvDtloned have aarere penalty clauses
A law was passed permlttinK street railways to carry expresa
and light freight, and granting to them power to acquire a contemplated route by condemnation proceedings where 51 per cent, of the
property owners consent.
The Railroad Commission law provides that one of the thre<
members shall be learned In the law. One of the three Is to be ap
pointed for five years and ulllraalely five years will be the term
The Go%(.'rnor la to designate the Chairman.
of all the memb«Tii.
The Commission la to have a Secretary, an Attorney and a Marshal.
The Attorney la lo condui-t the examination of witnesses at hearings,
when requested to do so by the Commission, and Is to assist the
Attorney General of the gt%to In all actions brought by blm incidental to the recommendations and rulings of the Commission. The
Commission may appoint other officers Including an Inspector, who
must be a civil engineer skilled In railroad affairs and another Inspector expert in electrical affairs. The office of the Commission
will be in Harrlsburg.
Its proceedings shall be public upon the request of either party interested. The act appears to be Intended
to give the Commission authority over all common carriers, though
we do not And a clear statement to this effect; but section six, defining the term "common carrier" includes persons and corporations
transporting freight or passengers by water as well as by railroad
or electric railway; It also Includes pipe lines "engaged in the transportation of oil" and sleeping car companies "engaged in transporting passengers" and express companies "engaged in transporting
property upon any railroad, electric railway, street railway or by
water"; also telegraph and telephone companies.
The Commission after full bearing may declare rates unjust
and recommend what will be the just rate to be thereafter observed

3*5

Socretarr of InUraal AJtalra. Nothinc in thia act abAll hnp^r u«
authority of th« Secretary of Internal Aflalra in the •sarclae of
supervision of railroads and canals.
Section 23
Salary of Commlaaloners. fS.OOO each: Secretary.
<4.0oO; attorney, $4,000, and marshal. $2,500.
Section 24. The total annual expense* of the Commission shall
not exceed $100,000.
This Act goes Into effect Janiwry 1, 1908.

Newark Warehouse

of the Central Railroad of

The Newark Warehouse Company,

a subsidiary

New

Jersey.

company

of the

Central Railroad ol New Jersey, on August 1 formally opened for
service its building at Mechanic. Lawrence and Ward streets.
Newark. N. J. The accompanying photographs and drawings show
the size and general arrangement of this modern freight handling
depot. Freight cars are switched into the building on the second
fioor level, from which their contents are unloaded either to be
lowered to the floor below and loaded directly on trucks, for which
there are driveways on this floor, or to the platforms and then by
a complete elevator system lifted to the floors above, there to be
stored awaiting consignee's orders.
The building is 357 ft. by au average depth of 145 ft.; it is
102 ft. high and has a ground area of 52,000 sq. ft and a floor area

(Section 8.)
as the maximum.
Section 9. If a shipper or consignee renders any service in connection with transportation, the allowance therefor shall not be
more than is just and reasonable.

Section 10. The Commission or its agent may enter and remain
during business hours in cars, offices and depots, and may examintbooks, etc. It may order the production of testimony or of papers.
and in case of disobedience may call on the Court of Common Plea.s
to enforce such an order.
Where the Court finds that neglect or
refusal of a witness is occasioned by the advice or consent of a car-

against the witness may be collected from the carrier.
request of the Secretary of Internal Affairs or the LegislaGovernor, the Commission may have a hearing on any
proposed change of law relating to common carriers.
Section 12. The Commission may require every common carrier to file with it a i^opy of its annual report which is sent to thf

rier, the fine

On

ture, or the

Interstate

Commerce Commission.
13.
The Commission

Section

deemed advisable.
their occurrence.

is lo investigate accidents when
Accidents must be reported immediately after

Section 14. The Commission is to regulate the establishment
of crossings of one railroad with another, including electric railways, and shall recommend what safety appliances are necessary
both at new crossings and at existing grade crossings.
Section 15. If a common carrier violates the law or neglects
Its duty or usurps authority not granted by law. the Commission
is to notify the carrier; and, if the offence is continued, certify the

matter to the Attorney General.
Common carriers must within 30 days notify the Commission
whether or not they intend to comply with an order.
Section 17. In case of excessive rates or insufficient or unsafe
fixtures or works, or insufficient trains or cars or faulty modes of
operating, the Commission shall notify the carrier what to do, and
if after full hearing the carrier refuses or neglects, or fails to satisfy
the Commission that nothing should be done, the Commission must
certify to the Secretary of Internal Affairs and the Attorney General
the facts for their action according to law.
In case of a proposed increase in stock or bonds, the Commission may employ experts to Investigate the necessity for the proposed Increase, and report to the Secretary of Internal Affairs.
Section 18. No examination, request or advice of the Commission
nor any investigation or report made by It shall impair in any
manner or degree the legal rights, duties or obligations of any common carrier or Its legal liabilities for the consequences of its acu
or of the negligence or mismanagement of any of its agents or
employees.
Section 19. Common carriers must furnish the Commission any
necessary information concerning rates, contracts, etc.
The Commissioners shall not make this information public unless the public
interest requires publicity, nor If publicity would injure the common
carriers of the state.
Section 21. An annual report is to be made to the Governor
by the second Monday of January, and a duplicate filed with the

Newark

Warehouse,

Showing

Wagon

Entrance.

of 370,000 sq. ft.
It occupies the whole of a rectangular city block
just between the point at which the Central Railroad of New Jersey
tracks Into Newark cross over the main line of the Pennsylvania
and the Broad street terminal station in Newark. The warehouse
has six floors and a basement. The first floor Is the team floor; the
second, the track floor; the third, fourth, fifth and sixth, the storage
floors.
The total storage capacity is about 1,200 carloads of freight.
The whole building is made of reinforced concrete and flreproof.

The construction is steel frame and concrete wall, with a foundation
of steel beam grillage and concrete. The floors are of metal plate
and reinforced concrete, designed to support 300 lbs. per sq. ft.
throughout and 500 lbs. per sq. ft. in certain areas. The partitions
are steel frames and hollow flreproof tile. Windows and sky-lights
have metal frames and wire glass and close automatically. All
partition openings ar^? protected by automatically closing flreproof
doors.
There are nine platform elevators, two 8 ft. x 12 ft. and seven
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Typical Plan of Upper Floors;

Newark Warehouse.
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capacity, alao Qve barrel eli-vator*
7 (I. X 10 fL. all o( ti.UVU
with cmpaclty of eight flour barr«U p«r minute each, and eight spiral
rhutea, pneumatic chutes for carrying Invoices, etc. The building
la lighted by electricity throughout, and has complete telephone connections. The Ore protection for merchandise on storage consists
of automatic Springer equipment with two 750-gal. electrlc-drlven
Iba.

tire

pumps.

convenient to the wholesale business district
is approached by well paved streetii, and
floor are large enough to furnish access
to platform space of 25,800 sq. ft., on which goods can be handled

The

location

Ik

The building
the teamways on the flrst

of

Newark.

Reversal of Track

227

Running on the New York Central.

On Sunday iai>t. AuguM S.'i. the trains of the Harlem divjeion
of (he New York Central between New York and Croton Falls. 48
miles. Ix'Kan running on the right-hand track, reversing the left-hand
prai'tlce that ha.s Immii In vogue for the past 12 or 15 years: and at
the tame time th<- section of 13 miles nearest New York, all four
track, calle<l the Electric division, was the scene of a sweeping
change in signaling, the new all-electric block and interlocking signals being put in service, and green adopted for the night allThese signals have been In course of construction
clear Indication.
for the past year and a description of them
was published
June 29. 1906.

The

in

the

RaUroad Gazette of

may

be briefly described as follows:
The southern terminus consists of
the old (Grand Central) and the new (I>exington avenue
yards side by side. These
converge at 50th street, where the four-track
The outside tracks
line and tunnel begin.
are numbered 1 and 4. The tunnel extends north
from 56th street to 98th
two miles. The flrst station is
street,
One-half mile farther is the
125th street.
Harlem river draw (135th street). At
149th street is Mott Haven Junction. 5>4
miles from the terminal, where the Hudson
The Electric
division diverges to the left.
division extends to Wakefleld. "V* miles
from this junction and 12'... miles from
the terminals. Just south of Wakefield
New York, New Haven & Hartthe
Following Is
ford diverges to the right.
an account of the work done on the Elecline

)

Between Wakefield and Croton
Falls a similar change was made, insignals
volving chiefly automatic block
which had to be changed but not renewed.
division
the
night
Electric
the
Here as on
tric division.

fixed signal indications

View

of

Newark Warehouse from Central Railroad

for team delivery;

this floor

is

of

New

Jersey Tracks.

were changed from

white to green for proceed and green to yellow for caution. On part of the territory a

to be used

On the track floor
only for this purpose.
there is standing room for 43 cars alongside
freight platforms.
This warehouse is worthy of note because It represents the latest and most improved designs and methods for such a building, and also because it is an example of a
railroad entering indirectly in the warehouse
business. The warehouse company suggests
that merchants can abandon local storage or
relieve crowded storage space by sending
their goods to the warehouse, where storage
charges will be less than the cost would be
to the merchant himself, with the great additional advantage that goods can be received
or shipped without any cartage expense.
The warehouse company is prepared to act
as the representative of merchants and
handle goods as directed. The manufacturer
may at certain seasons, when it is necessary
to hold goods to accommodate trade conditions, store them with the warehouse company, who will Insure them and act as
shipper, distributing the goods as ordered
and furnishing the manufacturer with negotiable warehouse receipts that may be realized on at once If desired.
The broker or
commission merchant, who sells and buys,
can get along with only an ofllce or deskroom by having the warehouse company
take care of his goods, fill the orders that
he issues and forward his consignments, all
for less expense than can be secured elseTrack Floor of Warehouse. Showing Tracks and Platforms.
where. He can also in this way buy large
quantities of goods and hold them for change in market and have the number of new style "D" I'niou electric motors were put in service.
CHANGES UN Kt.ECTRIC DlVlS10!f,
warehouse company care for them and issue negotiable warehouse
receipts. The connection of the railroad with such a project lies in
Tracks 2 and 3 between 56th street and Wakefield were put out
the fact that If the warehouse company furnishes satisfactory service of service at 7 p.m. Saturday and were restored to service under
right-hand traflic at 4 a.m. Sunday: also tracks 2 and 3 between
to these different classes of business men, the business of these men
will, as long as they are iising these warehouse facilities, naturally
Wakefield and Mount Vernon.
Waketravel over the Central Railroad of New Jersey.
.\t 4 a.m. Sunday tracks 1 and 4 between 56th street and
For the information, photographs and drawings published herewith, we are Indebted
field were put out of service and at 8.30 a.m. were restored to servto Joseph O. Osgood. Chief Engineer of the Central Railroad of New
ice under right-hand running between Wakefield and Mott Haven
Between Mott Haven Junction and 56th street these
Jersey, and Engineer of the Newark Warehouse Company.
Junction.
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tracks were put in service under right-hand running at 7.30 p.m.

59th street (tunnel)
49th street tower (terminal)

Sunday.
All of the new automatic signals were set up (minus the
blades) and worked for a number of days before they were put in
service; so that at the final moment the principal part of the work
on these was to attach the blades to the new signals and take the
blades and lamps off from the old ones. Between 98th street and
Mount Vernon the old signals were controlled manual. The work at
interlockings was of course more complicated.
The total mileage affected by this reversal was approximately
13.37 miles of four track and one-half mile of double track.
On
this territory there was a drawbridge equipped with mitre end lift
rails.
The position of these lift rails was reversed to accommodate the new conditions. The drawbridge was interlocked with an
interlocking plant which was kept in service on two tracks during
the transition period and a new all-electric machine was put in use
in place of it.
In other words, while work was progressing on
tracks 2 and 3 the mechanical machine controlled the draw and
protected movements over the two tracks then in service (1 and 4)
and the new electric machine was Installed on 2 and 3 so that
when the traffic was reversed and these tracks put in service protection was afforded by the new machine. At the same time all of
the lock and block apparatus, including torpedo machines, gongs,
mechanical and e!ectrical indicators in the Park avenue tunnel,
were rearranged in all their details to accommodate right-hand
movement on tracks 2 and 3 prior to the reversal of traffic, and the
same thing was done to tracks 1 and 4 while they were out of
service.

At 56th street trains are diverted to the two separate terminal
Here an all-electric machine has been in service for several months.
This was abandoned and a new machine substituted,
adding a number of new switches and signals. Also the electropneumatic interlocking at Mott Haven Junction was entirely rebuilt
under traffic, as well as a second electro-pneumatic at the junction
on the west side of Mott Haven yard, where it connects with the
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9.

Low-Prsssure Pnsumatlc.

Tower No.

1

9
10
25

(terminal)

—

44

Electro- pneumatic.

Mott Haven Junction (MO)
Mott Haven Junction (MJ)

35
23

— 58

All-Electric.

Tower C (new terminal)
56th

2

88
—
90

street

Grand

254

total

The signals placed in service supplied 344 high indications
(homes and distants) and 201 dwarfs.
In order that this work should be efficiently handled a separate
system of despatching for work trains was established. Work trains
were assigned to the tracks which were put out of service, and
these were used for the handling of material and men from one
point to another. North of Mott Haven Junction electric work
trains were used and south of Mott Haven Junction steam engines,
being found advisable to do so on account of the added convenience of cutting off the current from the rails on which work was

it

in progress.

All of the forces employed on this work were handled through
this despatching system under the direct charge of H. S. Balllet
as installation director, who worked by telegraph from his office
at No. 5 Vanderbilt avenue, west of the Grand Central Station. All
the men assigned to the work reported to that office and were not

permitted to move from one locality to another without first receiving its authority.
In this way the work was concentrated very

stations.

effectively.

Hudson

The details of the work were handled through the Electric Zone
Signal Department under the charge of Azel Ames, Jr., Signal Engineer; the General Railway Signal Company. W. G. Hovey, Construction Manager; C. E. Lindsay, Engineer Maintenance of Way on
the Electric division, and H. S. Balliet, Engineer of Maintenance of
Way of the Grand Central Station and Signal Engineer of the Elec-

division.

The change in the tunnel not only affected the lock and block
apparatus but also five mechanical machines and two low-pressure
pneumatics as well. The revolving signals which have been in use
in this tunnel for a number of years had to be connected to the
towers for right-hand running and their indications were changed
from white to green for proceed and from green to yellow for
caution.

At the same time that these changes were being made, the two
low-pressure pneumatic interlocking machines in the old terminal
and one all-electric in the Lexington avenue terminal were rearranged for right-hand routes. The mechanical interlocking plants
at 106th street and at Mount Vernon were also changed under traffic.
Altogether the change brought about the abandonment of five
mechanical, one low-pressure pneumatic and four electro-pneumatic
Interlocking plants, while seven electric interlockings were put in
service.
To accomplish this work 575 men were employed in the
various signal, track and bridge departmentj, and the entire reversal was accomplished by 4 p.m. on Sunday, and all tracks were
restored to service at 7.30 p.m.
At the time that this reversal was taking place it was also
necessary to change from white to green for proceed and from green
to yellow for caution on the night signal indications throughout
all of the territory named, and also the old and new terminals;
also between High Bridge and Spuyten Duyvil cut on the Hudson
division.

The following

is

a

list

of the plants affected:

MEfIIAXlr.\I.
IL'iIih

street
street

.'

14
jg
18

....'.'.'.

New Haven

—70
g
8
A
16

Woodiawn
I/"W premure pDeumatlc, 14<ith street also abandoned.
Also all-electrlc at .'iflth street and I'ark avenue
total

40

H

,

84

—87
107

PI.ASTa rt;T IN SERVICE.

street

3r>

Melrose
Ttntanlcal

53

Garden

34

Woodiawn
Wakefield engine bonae
WakeHeld. north end of yard
Harlem River draw

67
29
RS
31

—284
cnANOED wnii.E TBArric was beino moved: iMrnn8iBi.E to
TAKE OPT OP SERVICE.
Mechanreal.

72d street (tannell
"
S9th street
ti«th street
1

•

net h street Icroaso^er)

Mount Vernon

46.

Cut-Off for the Southern Pacific and the

8

8
6

S2
10

—

With the taking over last April of the Phoenix & Eastern, a
Santa Fe branch line running from Phoenix. Ariz., east 100 miles to
Wlnkleman on the Gila river, by the Southern Pacific, and the elecof Epes Randolph, President of various Southern Pacific
lines in .\rlzona, as its President, a definite step was taken in the
development of what will In all probability ultimately become a new
tion

—

abandoned

NBW ALL-EtnCTBIC

to

Santa Fe.

20

Street

Grand

and between Mott Haven and Woodiawn from 25

A New Transcontinental

connection

Melrfme
Rotanlral Garden

l.'iflth

—

8

KI.KCTBO FSEf.«ATI<- rI.AXTS ABAXDO.XED.
l.".Oth

—

13 to 26;

'

Hnrlom River draw
l.'l.'th

At the Harlem river draw the interlockings have been so designed that under the new arrangement considerable time is saved
in opening and closing the draw.
The new interlocking (all-electric) is so arranged that the draw and lever controlling the engine
part of the draw as well as each individual lift-rail are holt locked,
with a facing point lock. Derails of the Hayes type are fixed on
each track at each end of the draw.
The signals for the normal direction are standard semaphores.
For reverse movements, standard electric dwarfs are used, of two
types; one the standard shape of arm. of small size, and the other
a disk. The disk is used on but one track, and this is on account
of scant clearances.
On the north fixed span there are automatic home and distant
block signals. These were put in for the purpose of better spacing
the trains. The full block over-lap is used with all of the signals
north of the tunnel. Through the tunnel, the controlled manual
system continues in service, the levers being controlled by track
circuits throughout the block, and with 800 ft. over-lai)s.
Under the present arrangement that is, as long as steam engines are used in the tunnel there will be no change in block sections, but after automatic signaling is introduced in the tunnel
there will be one more inbound and two more outbound blocks on
each track. Between 98th street and Mott Haven Junction the aggregate number of blocks on the four tracks has been increased from

n.AXTS AB.iXDOXED.

(Harti'ni)

Wfllton avenue
Temporary Interlncklng with
at Wakefield

tric division.

62

transcontinental cut-off for both the Southern Pacific and the
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.
Plans by both companies for the development of a new and
better transcontinental line through .Vrizona have been In the making for at least two or three years. The accompanying map shows
the present location of the through lines of the two roads and
Indicates, as nearly as it is jjossible lo do at present, the extent
of the new cut-off line. The recently completed Belen-Teaico cut-off
of the Santa Fe is included in the map as well as its eastern connection from Texico northward toward Kansas City, and the
proposed connection southeast to Brownwood, Tex., and thence to
Oalveston.
The heavy lines on the map west of Belen mark the known
or the probable location of the new transcontinental cut-off of the
two roads. The Phoenix & Eastern, as shown, runs from Phoenix,

AI.-I

1.1

3i>

190*.
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Bouthi-a«t to Florence, where It met-tM the Ulla rlvrr and then
(ollowii up the river eaittward tu WInkleman. the prcHent lermlnux.

Arlr

.

C'arlcw. about 34 miles up the Ulla river beyond Winkk-mau,
the Ulla Valley. (;iobe * Northern line of the Southern HacHlo <r08«c«
the river. To the north it runs to Globe: to the noutb. it follow*
up the river a* far an Solomon (formerly Solomonvllle), and then
tiirnr louth to ronnect with the Suuthern i'acllli' mulu lini' at Howie.
The route between WInkleman and San Carlos wan for years
As nearly
<liMputed by the Southern I'aclllc and the Santa Ke.
•• can be ancertalned. the Santa Ke surveyed the first route northeast up the (ilia canyon from Winkieman. This wan an Invasion
Pactnc territory, as such a line not only cut
Of Southern
across the Rila Valley, Olobe & Northern, but If extended less than
100 miles fuilher would reach the Clifton nilnInK district, now
served only by the Arizona A New Mexico, which is the line owned
by
the Arizona Copper Company ronnectinK the Clifton mine.s
with the Southern Pacific main line at Lordsburg, N. Mex.
The Southern Pacific at once hurried a surveying party to the
Gila canyon and located almost exactly the same line that the Santa
Fe had adopted from Kelvin, l.'i'... miles west of WInkleman, ea.st to
San Carlos. The Southern Pucillc map of this route was tiled a
few hours before the Santa Fc map. The rights under these surveys were then carried into the local courts, where there were
decisions and counter-decisions almost without number. Meanwhile
the Santa Fe built and put In operation its line from Florence east
After Santa Ve trains were already running over
to Winkieman.
the track on regular schedules a decision was handed down by
one of the local courts awarding IT'l- miles of the right-of-way from
a point two miles west of Kelvin east to Dudleyville. which is two
miles east of WInkleman, to the Southern Pacific, but forbidding
either company to use this track for commercial purposes until the
case was finally decided. On appeal, the Supreme Court of Arizona

At San

22'J

under way. The Arizona * (.'allfornia is now nnihhed to the C<>:<v
radn river, and its ultimate destination has been announo>d as
Bengal, Cal., on the present Santa Fe main line, 89 miles west of
the Colorado river.
Henghl Is to be the western end of the new
tranitconiinental cut-off

On the east, the Santa Fe plans have not been made pnh'Ar
The map shows how the Gila Canyon line could be reached o\er
fXlKtlng Santa Fe lines and a short stretch of the present South>?rn
I'aclMc main line. This Is a roundabout route but is marked out li>-re
In the absence of any ofncial or semi-offlcial information as to where
a more direct connection with the new cutolT line Is likely to eventually be built. A connection from Socorro. N. Mex to the headwaters
of the San Francisco river, thence down that river to \ts Junction
with the Gila near Clifton looks feasible on paper, but this route
we are Informed is more or less impracticable from an engineering standpoint and therefore Is not ever likely to be built. Some
-such through connection, however, would seem to be a necessary
part of the eventual plans of the Santa Fe if it is to share most
efUclently In the new lut-off line through Arizona.
The connection on the east as shown on the map is as follows:
A short connection will probably be built from the Belen cut-off to
the present El Pa.%o line, which will l>e followed as far south as
Kincon, N. Mex., from which a Santa Fe branch now runs to Oeming
on the Southern Pacific. From here the route is over the Southern Pacific to Ix>rdsburg, near the New Mexico-.Xrizona boundary,
Kd mile.o.
From Lord-sburg the route would be the same for both
.

Santa Fe and Southern Pacific.
Leaving the main line at Lordsburg, It would be either over
the Arizona & New Mexico road nearly as far as Clifton, thence
down the Gila river to Solomon, or by a new line built direct from
Lordsburg to Solomon. From Solomon the route is over the Gila
Valley. Globe & Northern (part of whose line is to be changed as

A Proposed Transcontinental Cut-Off Through Southern Arizona.
returned the track to the Santa Fe, peiidiiiK a further appeal to
the United States Supreme Court, on condition that the Santa Fe
give a bond to indemnify the Southern Pacific in case the Santa
Fe lost the final appeal. In order to strengthen its demands for
the contested right-of-way the Southern Pacific in the fall of 1904
put a considerable force of men at work grading the proposed route
east of Uudleyvllle.
In November of that year there were about
.',1111
men employed, Before work was stopped, early in 190."). grading
was nearly finished from Winkieman through the lower Gila Box
canyon, that is, for about 10 miles up the river. Meanwhile the
Santa Fe awaited the final decision of the case.
The Southern Pacific's grade through the Box canyon Is on
the north side of the Gila river. The contest between the two companies was not for a route where there was only one possible location, for from an engineering point of view there is little difference in the difficulties of construction on the two sides of the river
through the canyon; but it was for ownership of an important
feeder line over a route where it would not pay to build two competing lines. The decision of the United States Supreme Court
was In favor of the Santa Fe, but by the sale of the Phoenix A
Eastern to the Southern Pacific interests, ownership of the proposed route through the Gila canyon finally falls, as it should natur
ally from its territorial location and connections, to the Southern
Pacific.
is probable that this line was turned over by the Santa Fe
Southern Pacific in course of arrangements for a new through
line through Southern .\rizonH for both railroads.
For the past
three years construction work has been under way on a Santa Fe
branch line, the Arizona & California, from Wickenburg, on the
Ash Fork-PhoenIx line, westward to the Colorado river. This is at
present an undeveloped territory, though mining development is
It

to the

sliowu)

to San Carlos, where it would meet the extension of the
Phoenix & Eastern line through the Gila canyon at its eastern terminus. Over the Phoenix & Eastern the route would run to Phoenix, over the Santa Fe to Wickenburg, and the Arizona & California to Bengal.
At Florence the Southern Pacific could swing southward again
and connect with its present main line west of Tucson by building a
short branch line surveyed some time ago from Florence to a point
on the Maricopa & Phoenix & Salt River Valley line of the Southern
Pacific near Maricopa.
The more probable route, however, for
Southern Pacific through iraflic is over the Santa Fe route already
described via Phoenix. Wickenburg and the Arizona & California to
Bengal. Bengal is on that section of the present Santa Fe main line
between Needles on the Arizona-California boundary and Mojave, Cal.,
which is owned by the Southern Pacific but leased to the Santa Fe.
At Mojave the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe main lines join and
run over a joint piece of track to Bakersfield. By a rearrangement
of the lease, the Southern Pacific could have running rights for
traffic from the new cut-off over the Santa Fe line from Bengal to
Mojave and at Mojave connect with its present line.
Adoption of these plans will result In changing the present
transcontinental routes of both roads for many hundred miles. On
the Santa Fe. from Kio Puerco. N. Mex., to Bengal, Cal., is 621 miles.
Adding the approximate length of the connection from the new
Belen cut-oft to the present main line at Rio Puerco, the distance
from Belen to Bengal by existing lines is about 640 miles. Of the
projected route west of Belen already described there are three sections not yet built, so that it is impossible to get an exact estimate
of the distance, but from Belen to Bengal the through route outlined
on
which is undoubtedly, as already explained,
the
map.
consi('.erably longer than any which is likely to be eventually
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adopted, would probably be about

SOO

miles,

made up

as

follows:

Miles.

& S.

Helen. N. Mex. to Rlncon

A., T.

Hlncon to Iipming

.-V., T. & S. K.
So. Pacific.
A. & N. M.

Demlng

to I.ordsburg
Lordsburg. N. Mex.. to nr. Clifton, Ariz.
Point near Diflon to Solomon
.'Solomon to San Carlos
San Carlos to Winkleman

Winkleman

to

4

&

X.

Cal.

Located.

Total

the

road

new through line of the Santa Fe east of Belen is counted
amount of new through line eventually to be used by that
more than double this figure. From Newton, Kan., to Rio

the

If
in,

Is

ft.

to

the

mile (1.4 per
eastbound.

(2.5 per cent.)

there

is

a

rise of 2,104

fC.

the top of the Piute summit, and from Goffs west, a fall of 1,876 ft.
Bengal. The Piute summit has an elevation of
2. 580 ft. against a
maximum elevation of 1.053 ft. over the Old
Woman Mountain summit which the .\rizona & California is to cross
between the Colorado river and Bengal.
As the new line is not yet built it is impossible to say how
much saving it will show in gradients and curvature over the existing lines, but as it follows water courses for much of its distance
and has been laid out with the idea of improving on the existing
roads. It is fair to assume that it will be a much more efficient line
to operate than the present through line of either road.
in the 46 miles to

I'istlmated.
P. & K.
A., T. & S. F.
.\rlz.

to Goffs, 31 miles,

9.

to

Estimated.
G. V., G.

Phoonix

Pho.'nix I.. WIckcnlmrK
Wickenbure to Colorado river
i'olorado river to Bengal. Cal

From Needles west

F.
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bound ascents with ruling grades of 75
cent.) westbound, and 137 ft. to the mile

Puerco by the present through line via the Hutchinson cut-off is
737 miles. By the line from Newton southeast to Texico and Belen,
the southern part of which is shown on the map by a heavy line,
it is 716 miles: adding 19 miles as before for the distance from
Belen to Rio Puerco, the total is 735 miles, the saving by the new
line being in grades rather than in distance.
For the Southern Pacific the distance is less. From Lordsburg
The new short
to Casa Grande over the present line is 230 miles.
From Lordscut-off would probably appro.vimate the same length.
burg. N. .Me.x.. to .Mojave. Cal.. by the present line is 765 miles.
The new cut-off between these points would probably be just about
700 miles long, made up as follows:

Progress on the Florida East Coast's Key West Extension.

Rapid progress is being made on the Key West extension of the
Florida East Coast Railroad, and unless some unforeseen difficulties

cut-off line

arise or a violent tropical storm destroys some of the water work
trains will be running over the "ocean route" within two years.
The first locomotive crossed from the mainland, south of Homestead,
over the drawbridge at Jew Fish creek to Key Largo, six months
ago, and construction trains are now running over half the distance from Miami to Key West. Most of the water construction,
however, lies west of the Matacombe keys, so work over the balance
of the line may prove relatively slower.
All told there will be a
little more than 5% miles of concrete arches, which will require
206.100 cu. yds. of sand, 286,800 barrels of cement. 176,900 cu. yds.
of stone and 4.810 tons of steel.
One of the accompanying photosriiphs shows a section of the Long key viaduct under construction.

being buill to get belter
grades and curvature. There are steep grades
lines
of both roads to be
on the existing
avoided. On the Southern Pacific in the neighborhood of Benson, Ariz., there is a ruling
grade both east and westbound of 74 ft. to
the mile, or 1.4 per cent. On this 1G4 miles
between Lordsburg and Tucson there are total
ascents of 2.148 ft. westbound and 4,003 ft.
eastbound. These would be avoided by even
Lordsburg-Casa Grande cut-off.
the short
Further west there are heavy grades which
would be avoided by using the longer cut-off
Between Palm
all the way to Mojave. Cal.
Springs. Cal., and Colton, 49 miles, the limitgradients
are
103
ft.
to
the
mile, or 1.9
ing
per cent, westbound, and 104 ft. eastbound.
with total ascents of 1.898 ft. west- and 1.612 ft.
eastbound. Bftween Colton and Ix)s Angeles,
57 miles, the maximum grade exceeds 1 per
cent, bolh ways, being 66 ft. to the mile, or
1.2 per cent, westbound, and 64 ft. to the mile
eastbound, with total ascents of 395 ft. westand 1.066 ft. (a.<it bound. Thus such a new cut-off line would avoid
three grades of over 1 per cent, both east- and westbound with total
ascents of 4.441 ft. west- and 6,681 ft. eastbound.
On the Santa Fe between Wlnslow, Ariz., and Needles. Cal..
292 mil?.", there are 5.307 ft. of westbound and 9.678 ft. of east-

Nearly .''0 of the 184 concrete arrhts required at this point to connect with Conch key have been finished. They rise 31 ft. above
the tide and have a span of from .in ft. to 60 ft. There will be
several drawbridges in this section.
The distance from Homestead, the old terminus of the Florida

Miles.
I.ord.sliiirg.

\.

Mex.. to Bengal. Cal

.\s

Bengal to .Mojare

above.

A., T.

&

r>^(^

S. F.

But saving
for either road.

163

709

Total
in distance is

not the object of the

new

It is

Hydraulic

Embankment Thrown Up

Dredge Throwing Up Embankment

in

Shallow

by Dredging.

Water

Arci'HT
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Eaat Coaal. to Key West l« 136 roile*. Or ibts illnUDce about 66
mllca or the extension la built on aolld Rrouud on the keyn. or
the remalnlnic 60 mll<-« nearly ilx miles will lie concrete archefc over
deep water. The lonceet stretch Ik rrom IxiUK key to Conch key,
Moser key channel
lU.SiM) rt.
KniKht's key channel Is T.Soo ri
The openlnip) bi-twi-i-n
7,800 rt., and Bahla Honda channel 4.»uU fi.
,

23 >

ertia U comritnt from one section to the next.
Thia moroeot or
Inertia Is usually that at the center or St.
A».iiime (hat a i-ertaln arrh rlnK has been decided upon and
that ItH dimensions nre known. Including the span and rise or the

arch

sxli-.
Divide the span Into 20 equal paru and measure or
compute the lensths or the axis harlnR these equal dirtHlonw as

Long Key Viaduct under Construction; 184 Concrete Arches.
the keys will be closed by embanknit-nls where the water is shaKow.
These are thrown up by dredging anil then rip rapped. Great dlfAcuity has been experienced in reaching several or the small islands
west or Big Pine key. The water between them is a series of rocky
lagoons through which a channel had to be blasted to allow dredges
and boats to get near the land.
A base of material supplies has been established at Knight's
key, where a dock (JOO ft. long by 17.') ft. wide has been built with
19 ft. of water alongside.
Sand. rock, cement and steel are stored
there in enormous quantities.
On Big Pine key a large tank has
been built for storing water that was formerly carried on tank
barges from Miami to the different camps. This reservoir holds
over 1.000,000 gallons, being 90 ft. long, 40 ft. wide and 15 ft. deep.
The destriKtive tidal wave of last October which tMiKnIfed

End

of

Symmetrical

Masonry

Arches

Moments

—

—

1 ni.

-i

V

—

:

v A>

i'\

Grade on Grassy Key: Florida East Coast's Key West Extension.

key and other islands and drowned scores of workmen
damage to the railroad construction work.

Elliott's
little

horizontal projections.
These lengths are desigcated <**,, ('•<,. Aa^.
Biiect each of the 20 equal divisions of the span and through
these points draw verticals until they intersect the axis of the
arch. Beginning at the left number these points 1. 2. 3
10,
and from the right 1' 2' 3'.... 10'. Determine the co-ordinates x
and y of each point referred to the left end of the span. Also com1'
pute the moment of inertia of the arch section at each point 1
inclusive.
Then for vertical loa<ling. neglecting the axial stress,
the horizontal thrust is given by the formula

etc.

Coefficients

for

Reactions

illcl

and

at the Supports.

BY MALVERI) .\. IIDWK.
The elastic theory In designing masonry arches is coming into
use with the introduction of concrete reinforced with steel. A thorough analysis of the stresses, however, is rarely made. This is
probably due to a lack of familiarity with the methods or a lack
of time, and, furthermore, because 'practical considerations do not
make it feasible to design the arch ring to correspond to the maximum stresses at each section.
The application of the formulae l>a.sed upon the elastic theory
The reIs very much more flexible than is generally supposed.
sulLs obtained from a thorough analysis of a given arch ring can
a
great
number
other
rings
having
quite
be used in designing
of
The formulae In their Integration form can
different dimensions.
rarely be employed owing to the shape of the arch axis and the
Summation formulae have
variation In the moments of inertia.
been devised, while approximate, which are quite accurate for all
practical purposes.
The summation formulae assume that the arch
ring is divided into a number of finite lengths <Is. sometimes <>qual
but more often of unequal lengths, for which the moment of in-

Where H

the horizontal thrust

j
Jk

=

c's

y

=

ordinate of points

i:

=
^

-i-

sum

moment
of

of inertia of section
1.

2.

3.

etc.

factors for points

1

—

1'

inclusive

for the given loading on a beam
supported at the ends plus the moment of an equal
and symmetrical loading.
.\11 quantities in
the above expression with the exception of
ni, are independent of the loading and consequently are constant
the
for the given arch ring.
Let y
fy' and .i = A' A,„ where f
the value of A at point 10, then.
rise of the arch axis and S,,,

n\

the

common moment

in,

H,

=

=

=

.i

'[y

y'

y

1

=:

in whicli y' and 1' have fixed values relative to the rise of the arch
axis which has been taken as unity and the value of s at point 10
which has also been taken as unity, respectively. As long a.'j the
actual values of .i vary in the same manner as the values of ,1 the
va'ue of H, will remain unchanged. Consequently an infinite number of arch rings can be designed fulfilling this condition without
changing the value of H,. If the actual values of y vary as the
values of y' then the value of H varies inversely as the actual rise
of the arch axis. The two statements made above assume that the
'
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values of m remain the same under
For a single vertical load

=
=

where P
and a

m,

—

Px

=:

i:^

P

the magnitude of the load
the abscissae of the point of application of the load.

— —^

Let X

z

=

and a

4

=

M,

— a)

(X

2

vy'

'h

"

(

^

length and is
ner as y' and

and when P

=

=

-^ (z

I

~

M,'

'I

2

independent of the span
constant as long as y and A change in the same manis

A'.

K', m',, m':, M',

and

6-9

M'..

2 y' A'

inclusive, give the values of H',

The

two are

last

all

^

which are neces-

sary as far as the arch analysis is concerned. The others are given
as in some cases they were used for checks. Col. 8 should equal
Col. 5 minus Col. 6 and Col. 9 should equal Col. 5 minus Col. 7. The
last figure may not check as each column was computed independently and reduced by slide rule for the table.
The reactions V, and V, at the left and right supports are easily

unity

single vertical load then, since

A'

I A'

The expression within the brackets

In table A, columns
7.

9.

Therefore for a unit load

conditions.

all
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4"

found
2 Hi

PI

=

IfTf
40/

40 f

- y'

H,

H'

=

40/

=

(M/

=
=

r

+

\o

cos *

^-

the horizontal thrust due to the axial thrust
the horizontal thrust neglecting the axial stre.'JS
-^ 20 ;= length of one division of the span

^
= area of arch ring at points
= rise of the arch axis
= value of A at point 10
I

F
f
,1,,,

U'

=

1,

2,

3,

etc.,

respectively

coefficient given in table A.

The thrust H acts in- a direction opposed to H, and consequently
The effect of the axial stress
H,.
the true horizontal thrust is H,
may be considered independently as it is equivalent to a fall in temperature producing a horizontal thrust equal to H^. The moment at
each support is
v A
= M,
M, ^ H.
11,/
r A'

—

=

For

u ~
•

H,
<:

t°

E
1

-

M,')

+

is constant for any span.
The first term of the second member
also constant as both terms of the fraction have been divided
by the same quantity giving quotients which are constant. Therefore the reactions remain constant for all spans as long as the
actual values of y and a vary the same as y' and a'.
Knowing the values of H, M, and V, for unit loads the equilibrium polygon for each load may be constructed and then the points
selected which must be loaded to produce the maximum moment at
any giv^n point of the arch rib. This was done for the values given
in table .\ and the points determined which should be loaded to
produce maximum moments at the support, the crown and point 6'.
Then the corresponding values of H',
M'. and V, were computed.
,,
These quantities are given in table A, columns 16 19 inclusive.
These loadings are not absolutely correct in some cases but
The effect of the axial stress has been
are not much in error.
neglected but can be included as shown above. Columns 16 19 are
moving
used
for
uniform
loads only. The coefficients assume
to be
a unit load at the points designated in column 15.
For the dead or fixed loading the coefficients in columns 5, 8,
9. 11 and 12 are to be used and each coefficient multiplied by the
If a slide rule is employed
fixed load corresponding to its number.
it means setting the rule but 10 times and obtaining 50 products
composed of five sets of values which when added give everything
necessary for the construction of the true equilibrium polygon.
Of course the above method of coefficients cannot be employed
Its principal use is in
in the examination of a given arch ring.
designing new rings or modifying rings which do not fulfill certain
conditions.
Tahir A.
is

;

D'

~

1*"

f \„
thrust due
for

D
to

—

temperature changes

I

temperature

a

of the material composy'

The moments at the supports produced by vertical loading can
be found from the formula
H,

-i

Substituting the values of H,, y and A used above
I
„, 2 y' A'

The value

I

S

m,

of

m,

=

A'

Im,'

m,'
!' (z

-'(

—

and

/

=

1.000

-

.0U80

.401

.3->-2

2.8i;ti

.134

.OSr>G

l.Ki.'t

\.0-2-2

.4<IS

..".820

.1108
.1401
.1000
.2821

i;.2liO

1.08.1

:i,t!4y

;i.20.-.

."i.'JO'.l

4,«28

4.467
3,804
7.O8I
7.093

.7008

.8700
7.02(i fi.172
.0348 .3il0.'. 8.770 7.712
.07«8 .j71S KI.338 0.O81
.9072 l.OOOO 11.40.-. 10.018
.">0.200

-

1.000
2.474
3.444
3.000
3.870

.218
.014
1.150
1.770

-

3.3(i3

2.43ti

-

-

8..".S:t

-

8.783

-

8.«l."i

2.411
1.071
0.4(i(>

7.078

(;..'S*i3

44.174 t;3.220

24.s::il

V

V

7.

iM,'

2,040

1^

=

H, ^-^

•!}M/

:t.030

3.420
3.342
3.133

21.330 + 21.830

.\C,

)

is

-^

0.000

ni,'

.28-JO

2.0118

('

mibstitutiDg

0.000

K'

.4301'

.80114

=

H'

A'

U.0!)96 0.0579

The other factors have the significance given above.
The moment at each support is
Vy'A'
= M,
M, = H, /

- y

II).

?J

1"

= number of degrees change in
= Young's modulus of elasticity
ing the arch ring
= length of span of arch axis:

M,

—

6.

'"••"^

= the horizontal
= toefflcient of expansion

^=4../"'

R,

R,

temperature

cl^air^es in

"'"''
»re

R,

M

H,

D'

A

— M,

is

for unit load.

H'

is

H.

H,

JI,

ni^' is

the axial thrust

where H,

=

the left reaction for the loading if on a simple beam
supported at the ends. The expression may be written, tor unit load.

where R,

independent of the span and rise and also of any
dimension of the arch ring, as long as the actual values of y and
the actual values of ^ vary as y' and a' respectively, the value of
H, varies directly as the span and inversely as the rise of the arch
axis.
The factor H' H- 40 is a constant and can be computed independently. It is more convenient to simply compute H'.
In table A are given the values of y', a' and H' obtained from
the actual values for an arch ring having a span of 100 ft. and a
rise of 8Vs ft.
The values of H, found from the coefficients in table
A do not include the effect of the axial thrust. For very flat arche.s
The horizontal thrust produced by
this should not be neglected.
Since

V,

(P)

40

1.000 0.000
.OOS
.002
.ir24
.976
.040
.931
.016
.084
.870 .13(1
.Nil
.180
.263
.348

H,'

28.347 —21.330

I'l-own

Crown.

12. 1147

7,233

21.830 —12.347

2.743

=

0.2408.

-

72.033

f

37.004

—

8.003

—

8.003

S.OOO

43.486

+

0.203

+

0.203

2.U0O

100.380 + 0.300
30.200 —10.044
D'

M,'

M,'

+ 0.300 10.000
+ 10.344
8.438

Avavn
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of

the Chicago

A

Alton

to

the Toledo,

St.

&

Louit

Western.

waa announced that the Toledo. St Loula k
Western had acquired control of more than a majority of the capital
stock of the ChlraRo A Alton. The conlrollInK Interests In the Toledo. St. I.,ouls A WentiTn also r
Iowa Central and the
Mluncapolls * St IxiuIn
The
map. therefore. showH
lhm<> four niilruHdH mul their i'
other.
The Colorado
o
which
runa
Wyo., south through
from
A Southern,
Denver, Colo., to Fort Worth. Houatuu und Ualveslon. Tex., In which
the same men are largely Interested, Is not Included In the map. The
Toledo. St. l.,oula A Western has 4.'>I miles of line and gross earnIngs of f4.2oii.oo(i; the Chicago A .-Vlton has 970 mites of line and

On AuKuat

23

it

:i

1

.

The Toledo,

St.

Louis

&

Western; Chicago

&

of

Mexico.*

ERDIS 0. BOBIXSOX, C.K.
Formerly of the Knglneering Department of tlie Me.\loan Central.

BtrVVEEN GOVERN.\IEXT AND R.VILROAUS.
Railroad development In Mexico as influenced by the laws of
that country may be considered as having passed through several
dititinct periods.
During the first there were no special inducements
offered by the government to aid railroad construction and to attract capital.
Nevertheless there were several roads planned and
companies organized. There was ample confidence in the country
and its industrial advancement.
But. commercially. Mexico was
new. business growth slow, distances great, and railroad construction diflicult and costly; and with one exception these plans were
not carried out. The only road built during this period was the
Mexican Railway, from Vera Cruz to Mexico City, which was built
to handle a well established business and therefore did not have to
depend on future development.
In 1880 the government, realizing the necessity of railroad development to advance the prosperity of the whole country and being
itself firmly established and at peace, enacted a law which provided
for liberal subsidies, tariff and customs exemptions and governmental regulation of rates, life of concessions, charges for government business, etc. Thus early was inaugurated a policy which has
since been followed consistently, whereby on the one hand railroad
construction has been made easy for the companies, while on the
other the rights and interests of the state have been carefully
guarded.
This law remained In force till 1900 and consequently
most of the railroads have been built under It.
REI-.VTIOX.S

first

nrtlde waa publlslied
9,

new

.'

in the Rallroml Uasette of July 12, IfiO"
1907.

&

St. Louis.

charged for government business and provides for free mail service;
this last provision being very different from the custom of some
countries of paying higher rates than other shippers. One of the
most interesting features is that which provides that the railroad
property, except rolling stock and similar appliances, shall pass
to the possession of the
of each concession, which
in

III.

•The

1899, a

•

IIY

the second. In the Issue of Aug,
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railroad law wai paki>e<l. TbU iniludM
>ll tbe good qualities of Ibe earlier law, with certain amen. In, ..mlucsested by later experience, both at home and abroad
It
building waa encouraged, as In the previous law by huIikI.i
'
exemptlcriK from taxes and du''
the operatiua of the roadN v.
pools, divide Khlpmeutit ami .1,
liullding of unnerciuiary parall'-l !iiii i ai. 1 by iu:
Ing and all forms of rcbaleH. At the name tliii'
(ttate were well cared for In the law \,y pro\;.
actions of pools should be subject to approval of the govc
which also has the power to regulate and adjust freigh'
senger rates at Intervals of three yearx. and to approv'
they become operative. Further, the law lays down t:
13,

Alton; Iowa Central, and Minneapolis

gross earnings of $11,600,000. The Minneapolis & St. Louis has 800
miles of line and gross earnings of $3,700,000. and the Iowa Central.
558 miles of line and gross earnings of $3,000,000.

The Railroads

On May

government
is

at the expiration of the life
limited to 99 years.

The modern tendency toward consolidation appeared In Mexico
due course of time, among the railroad companies. The Mexican

Central, originally 1,224 miles long, had been increased from time
to time by construction of branch lines and finally by purchase
of smaller roads, to about 3,000 miles of line in 1903.
.\t this time
rumors were in the air to the effect that certain interests, allied
with the Standard Oil Company, were acquiring control of the

system and that there were to be further combinations. Certain
facts, as for instance the fact that H. Clay Pierce was Chairman
Now it happened that
of the Board, tended to confirm this rumor.
the company was making surveys and plans for construction of a
short line to the Tnited States with terminus at San .\ntonio. Tex.
This line would not only tap the valuable coal lands of northeastern
Mexico, but also would remove the handicap under which the road
had carried on its through business of the long haul by way of
El Paso, which It could avoid only by making traffic arrangements
with the Mexican International. About this time the government
stepped into the breach. By acquiring stock in the open market,
it obtained control of the National of Mexico, the Mexican International and the Interoceanic, which were combined in one system,
though still retaining in a way their separate organizations. The
combined mileage of these roads very nearly equalled that of the
Mexican Central. It then appeared that the Mexican Central would
not be given a concession for a line to the United States as had been
planned, crossing the Rio Grande between the lines of the National
and International roads, as this privilege had been granted to these
This put a stop to the Central's aspiralatter roads exclusively.
tions for a short iine connection, and. In the light of subsequent
events, made more desirable the merger now untjer way of all thes9
roads under goveroment control.
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It is not to be supposed that the government entered the
road business merely to make money on its investment. Its object
rather was to secure the prosperity of the country and guarantee
It
its future against the arbitrary control of railroad corporations.
was not content to stop with what had l)een done. The difficulty
encountered by the I'uiled States in its attempts to regulate the
great railroad niergeis did not pass unnoticed, nor did the fact that
these efforts of the I'nited States, though at times seeming to prevail, still in the end apparently put little hindrance in the way
rail-
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most careful and extended study of the whole matter, inaugurated
a monetary reform. It was the object of this measure to place the
Mexican currency on a stable gold basis with the value of the peso
fixed at 50 cents.
Vp to the present time the attempt has succeeded,
as the value of the peso has fluctuated little from that fixed figure.
This stability of exchange warrants runfideuce in values, encourages the investment of capital, and by making money transactions
more dependable greatly increases the ouvenience of doing business.
i

iTo be continued.)

The Mexican government felt that it
of railroad consolidations.
was necessary to act before the railroads had become so powerful
A New Pressed Steel Passenger Car.
as to be invincible.
Hardly had the country become accustomed to the new order
A
patent
has
recently been issued to William G. Wagenhals.
to
the
later
rumors
as
purchase
of
following
the
when,
of things
Mexican Central by certain interests in the United States, it was St. Louis, Mo., covering a design of steel passenger car built largely
announced in December, 1906. that the Mexican government had of pressed steel shapes. One of the accompanying photographs has
acquired a controlling interest in the securities of that road. By been "doctored" to show the general appearance of a car built in this
that act it became virtually supreme in the
railroad field of the country, since it was the
controlling influence in the three principal
lines reaching the United States border, all the
lines reaching the port of Tampico. the luter<Z^a
oeeanic line from Mexico City to Vera Cruz, the
road under construction to the Pacific port of
Manzanillo, the railroad crossing the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec and the road connecting this
with the Vera Cruz lines. Thus has Mexico become innoculated with the germ of modern life
that produces an irresistible desire for consolidating like industries, and is fighting the trust
tendency with the trust style of warfare. There
Is this difference, however, that the motives of
the government are unselfish, since its desire
Method of Forming /?/Vefs
is to protect the interests of the nation, which
on I- Beam Posts.
means of the people of the country, and also
to advance the value of the railroad properties.
This action of Mexico merits the careful
attention of the rest of the world, and will call
for the exercise of rare tact and wisdom on
the part of the government's representatives.
Probably the fact that Mexico is in reality a
paternal or autocratic government will render
more simple the working out of the problem.
Following the first merger, the National Lines
of Mexico, under governmental control, the railroads combined were still, in the details of their
management, operated as separate companies,
while their larger policies were influenced by
the government control. Probably some policy
of this kind will be followed now, with the
government in control but advised by practical
railroad managers.

A question that has entered vitally into the
operation of the railroads of Mexico, and on
which the government has shown a friendly
attitude toward the roads, has been the fluctuating value of the silver peso as compared
with the standard gold coins of other nations.
It will be seen that this fluctuation works to
the advantage or disadvantage of the railroads
according as to whether they are spending
money at home or abroad. The income of a
road doing buslne.=is in Mexico is receive.j in
the peso of that country. Certain items of operating expenses such as wages and taxes, are
paid In the same -oin.
If these were all that
entered Into the problem the matter of money
fluctuation would affect th-- prosperity of the
railroad company in only an lndiio,-:t way. But
the railroads have other payments to make.
They are financed on a gold Imnd ba.^i? the interest payments of which must be met In gold,
Half Cross Section Through WagPlan and Side Elevation of Vestiand many supplies must be purchased in
enhals's Pressed Steel Car.
bule Hood Framing.
foreign countries where gold payments are
lequtred.
It will be seen Ihnt for every 1,000,000 pesos of net
way. The drawings show the principal details of construction on
earnings tiiere will be :i shrinkage of 110.000 for every decline whl( h (he patent was allowed. Steel plates about
in. thick, of a
of one cent in the price of silver.
In the early ''.tOs there were delength equal to the height of the side of the car and of sufflcient
clines In the peso of nearly 10 cents In a single year.
This decline width to give the window opeuiiig desired, are placed In a special
with a road earning F..ono,000 pesos would mean a shrinkage of press and the oval openings tor the windows are punched in them.
$500,000 In the fund to be applied to Iwnd payments or foreign The plates are then placed in another flauging press and the edges
purchases.
of the openings are bent down to form a continuous flange.
All
There Is, of course, another side to this question. In borrowing the rivet holes In the flanges and along the vertical edges of the
money abroad to be expende<l on works in Mexico, it Is evident that plate are punched at oiu" time. These plates are then made up in
money borrowed while silver Is at a low price will buy a greater pair.s, one forming the out.slde wall and the other the inside wall
number of silver pesos and consequently cover more work, since of the car. The oval niitige on the Inside plate is made smaller
wages and dome.stlr supplies do not fluctuate with the value c>f silver. (ban the flange oti the outside plate so that the two flanges overlap
Expressed in figures the Mexican peso ileclined steadily in value and can be riveted together.
from 83 cents In 1891 to 37 cents in 1902, and then rose again t«
1'he framing of the car is made up of two side sill plates bea value of 50 cents in 1905. In this year the government, after a tween which the vertical I-beam posts are riveted. These I-beam
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are rolled pri-frrably from wft N< rwiiy Irmi "iiUahle for
Ids and are made wlib a
By means of a ipeolal ma
Ing ribs leavlnit sqiiarp In.-

rlvi»t-

i'

rivets spaced at
plates.
Th.
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InlervaU i-arrnipundlnK lu tha puuchlnK ol the lid*

'"

'
-'atea are
lowered lu
sprung
.iv made
out to clear
to overlap eacli utliti and wlmi aj-jt-mLil-jd ih- lJku-i ai- bent back
over the rivets and the rivets beaded up, securing both plates at one
'

'

'

time.

After the sides are constructed, the root beams are riveted In
These roof beams are of the same construction as the sida
k
beams, except that they are curved to form an oval
le
roof, and are somewhat lighter in welsht and sizng
beams as they are not required to carry any istraln.
the roof and spacing the .sides. The rivets on th<.'!.e
formed in the same way as In the side beams. The
1;
ios,
plates are riveted to these roof beams, In the same wa^ _. ,
the plate.-i running entirely across the roof, and being in wiUih about

place.

*

'

i

r..-

i

I

Method

of

Assembling Side Plates and Riveting

Steel

Passenger Car for the

Wagenhals's Proposed Modification

to Posts.

New York

of Steel

The outside
equal to the distance of four or live side sections.
Before rivetplates are flrsi riveted on and then the ceiling plates.
plates
and
transom
place,
letter
board
the
ing the roof plates In
The roof
plates are riveted In place at the top of the side plaKs.
plates overlap the upper edge of the letter board plate, and the edges
are secured by a finish molding running longitudinally and screwed
The celling plates are riveted In place last of all, and the
in place.
joint between the celling plates and this Inside plate Is concealed
by a metal molding.
For the window frames, a framework of aluminum or brass to
lit the opening formed as a window opening in the side plates is
This frame will cover the rivet heads in the window section,
used.
and In it is mounted the stationary window and a movable window,
which can be lowered to open by drawing in the lower end of the
window sa.=h and dropping it into the pocket between the seats.

Central, Built by the St. Louis Car

Company.

Passenger Car with Pressed Steel Side Plates and Curved Roof.
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An Obelisk

The sash for the windows are aluminum castings. The shade roller
is mounted ahove the window on the inside of the car, in a metallic
which case has extensions that reach to the bottom of the
windows, and cover the rivet heads of the plate joints inside the
They also have grooves on the inner sides to guide the curtain
car.
to the hottom of the window and to retain it in position.
The construction of the ends of the car, the side walls of the
vestibules, the door frames and the doors is the same as the concase,

struction for the sides of the car, but for the hoods over the vestibules a novel construction is provided. The last carline at each end
of the car runs straight across from one side to the other, and to
the middle of this carline is boiled a semi-circular casting of brass,
steel or malleable iron, with lugs cast thereon extending out radially.

Vol. XUII., No.

for Sault Ste

9.

Marie.

There was recently shipped from a quarry at Stony Creek, Conn.,
by The Noreross Brothers Company, general contractors, an obelislj
which is to be erected in Locks Park, Sault Ste. Marie. The shaft
is of hammered Stony Creek red granite, 5 ft. 5 in. square at the
foot, tapering to 1 ft. square near the top and then finished to a
point.
It is 45 ft. long and is believed to be the longest shaft ever
transported by rail in this country. The stone weighs about 60
tons.
It was loaded on Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago car 931,701
and the bases on Pennsylvania Company car 92, .540, the former of
these cars being one generally used to transport heavy ordnance.
As this ear, which is 36 ft. long, was the longest car available, the

Obelisk for Sault Ste. Marie

in

the Quarry.

"'^lETHjl
!'.

vpi^^k*'

'

^

'"V^Si

Blft3i5e-"^fciPT''iW!"«^-^-"_::-„.-.

^.*^«ii

—
"'

li

IhT-t

.-

.:•- ;:-,.l:'v-^>f»;.''

-„

Whole Shipment, Including

Obelisk,

Bases and

*

H

Machine.

Obelisk Loaded on Car.

Holes are cored In these wings or lugs and hood carlines bent to
the shape of the roof required are bolted or riveted to the lugs of
the casting and radiate therefrom to the edge beam of the roof to
which they are geoured by angle plates. The hood carlines are constructed In the same way aw the Hide po.sts and main root carlines
with the rivets formed Integra'ly on the top of the beams.
Instead of punching oval openings In the side plates for window
openings, rectangular window Hpaces can be formed, and the flanges
riveted together as In the case of the oval openings, but In such
construction the corners of the flanges would have to be cut or
severed, and the openings can then be covered by an ornamental
moldlDg forming part of the window frame. The oval conatructlon,
however, obviates the necessity of severing the flanges.

shaft was rested on a bed mounted on swivels to allow for the sway
around curves. In loading the stone. It was Jacked up to the level
of the car; greased limbers similar to launching timbers for a
ship put under It. and It was then smoothly and easily slid on the
car without the use of any derrick. The accompanying photographs
show the obelisk in the quarry before being loaded on the car: the
obelisk boxed for shipment and loaded on the car and the ll-.re>
cars which made up the shipment
one containing the niaclilne
which was used to carry It at Sault Ste. Marie; the second the
obelisk; and the third, the bases on which it Is to rest.
The shipment was made from Stony Creek, which is on the Shore Line division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, west to Harlem
river, and thence via the Star Union Line to Its destination at Sault
;

4
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Tbo ihlptneni

Stony Cre«k on July li and arrived
good order on Ausust 7.

Traffic «aralDS*
Frvlgbt
MUrrlliD'-" •-

l«fi

Marie Id
The obelUk U twins erected by tbe iten)l<entennlal commluion
appointed two vean aso to celebrate tbe openlns of tbe flmt canal at
Sault Ste Marie

al Sault Ste.

.\i-t

faucDt-

:

Tulal
ramlDCi.

i>s

recripta

Utlivr

i""t..-:i^

Tulal arallablr rvvmue.

Manual

Peer'a

length of rullroudii completed on Dec. 31, IWOti. Is
given aa 222.63S mllei), as compared with 217.341 mllex on Dor. 31.
1905; an Ini-rease for the year of 5.294 miles, while the ImreaBe
of 19U5 over 19U4 wan 4,947 miles.
Thesr tlKures, It will be observed,
are for tbe calendar year, the balance of the statistics deal wlib Ibe
June :V) yp.ir
In the 12 montbii ended June 3U, 1906, the south»'
.p of states, embracing Missouri. Arkansas, Texas, KanNew .Mexico, Indian Territory and Oklahoma, built
i:
'age, as In IWA. I9U4 and 1905, (he total lor tbis group
being 1.4,ii miles uf new construction, as compared with 1,140 miles
In 1905, 1,71<> miles In 1904. and 1.S92 miles In 19u3.
Tbe northwestern group 8tan<ls next, with 1.099 miles; then (he Paciflc group,
with »U'. lexas ba.H a long Ifud among the individual states, with
ihe surprising record of 607 miles, as compared with 337 in 1905.
i.,oulsiana. with 323 miles. Is second, and South Dakota, 309 miles,
third.
The new mileage in Ttxa.-> Is little short of the sum of new
construction in the 11 states making up the middle and central
northern group. New Hampshire. Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Delaware and Iowa built no new mileage.
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per mile,

amount.

cents.

71«,173,«76
745,446.641

i;2.108,484.473
23.!l06.4::(l,668

4s4,'jl;;i,076

218,476

4SS,.'lJ4,2<iy

81.1,774.118

25,S42,462,U1".(

519,820,434
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1902
1903
1904
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220.688
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Ave. No.
Ave. No.
Average
passengers Paasengerdistance
miles
per
per pass. traveled j/r

!I.S.34

2.IJ16

No.
3,331

99.61
KI1.85
KKi.TT
1O6.40

2,102
2,163
2.269
2,379

3,418
3.313
3.489
3.734

*

63.46
65.115

63.73

pass'ger,
miles.

traln-mlle.
miles.

4S.S7

311.08
L'9.9S

48..V.

30.74

49.46
51.16
52.89
Average No. of tons

Average receipts

Freight moveraeui. miles.

54.-..ii;;6.4.y.t

1.19:;. 136.310 136.624. 166.1 PI'
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Freight traffic.
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tables show stalistics of passenger and freight traffic
series of years.
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operation,

(*x|i.

L'lO.JUO -S.440

2.012
2.052
2.038
2.028

Year.

mall

and

IN'.lli.

396.513,412
428.713,109
455,06 :;,675

Length of

TT..

K<-VMiu«- cars
UagKilS'',

,

MIlea
lialU
V

Steel.

\t*ur.

1J3
l.i-T'..'FH
•

4T4

.1

1

mileage and rolling stock equip-

of ira> k

Iruik iltUagt amil llolUng Stock E<iiiipmcnl

M<ili»(i<'« u/

—

,

....:-

The following statistics
ment are also Important:

,

T'-l
t::i

.

»t
.

Total paymrntSurplua

^

-

,

,

luirf

Hi-nlalu

-Passenger earnings
Average receipts
I*er
Per
passenger
pass'g'r
Per

19,706,908,785
20,895,375,853

65o.i:tu.l'36

-•"1

oibiT Intrmt

'

KKk.

cm;

T»»«TI
Intcrrat on bonds

total

I.PDKtb of

;««.::•.

IHym— '-

for 1907.

Tbe advance sheeta of the slatUllcal tables from the 19U7 edition
of Poor'< Manual, roverlns the year ended June 30, 1906, are at hand
tbii year some two monlbs earlier than usual.

Tbe

;..»

(i>»o.4Mi.<i!>l

f;ross

amount,

?1, 197.212.45:2

1.337,706.616
1,370.298.438
1.469.518,157

3.027.47-1

l.ii,'p9.925,043

.:i.793,(i!P

Miles per

Per trelght-

Per ton
per mile,

Per ton

train mile,

Per mile

cents.

cents.

cents.

of Bit.

26L'.67

$0,063
6.536
6.487
6.840

27'.;.S7

7.521

0.764
0.781
11.793

0.784
0.7II6

100.43
102.93
107.63
102.38
lo3.o8

freighttrain mile.

308.19
314.28
318.42
334.90

6.041
6.350
6,026
6.681

Av'ge haul,
per
ton. mllet..
131. 3>
131. 7:>
1.'{."...'.8

i:iu.43
134-.">5

1.51

Gross and net earnings. interest and dividends, have been as follows:
Ijirnints.
.^per mile of ICR
Net.
tiross.

Total
tJroKs.

Net.

.«l,720,8:4,90O
l!HI3.

.

.

liKlB.

1.977.638,713
2.112,197,770
2,346,640,1*86

The following
1905

*.">60,01>6.277
."<92.508.3l:;

1.908.857. S-.'6

.

IIMM.
UMI3.

681.993.996

639,240.027

720..^)97.918

685,464.4.88

766.392,147
890,480,081

790.187,712

on bonds.
$263,237,451
278,101,828
275,800,200
270,315,290
309,538,574
Int.

table gives principal statistics for the 1906

years:

fiscal

ivailable revenu<>
«635,269,.".92

Mileage of railroads

Second track, sidings,

etc..

Total track
Steel rails In track
Iron rails in track

1906.

1905.

Miles.

Miles.

218,433.46
88.569.48

214.044.24
85,867.45

:

$8,696
9.301
9.248
9.643

233.;i40.923

lO.tiSl

190.674.413
211.640.1'27

28!t.l09.18
10.802.31

and

cost, total

of railroad.

1901.
1902.
1903.
1904.

195 887
199 685
206.886
•Ml 074

190.3.

1906.

722,02,1,.'i02

iS20.72o.o9i>

242. 2.36, 471

182.833.229
$1,-

686,919,232
»17,455,28G,628

Total

$10,219,573,845

Asselfl.

Post of rallrpiads and equip..
Other Investments

Sundry assets

•.

.

.

$12,719,736,342

488,308,638
941,399,320

$12,143,997,331
2.933.276.877
367.434.847
772,844,570

$17,455,286,628

$16,219,373,843

3.305,7.82,328

.

Current accounts
Total assets

Miles.

.Miles.

220,633.33

215,506.92

488,554,209
608,324.539
27,711,651

467.270,447
539,434.683
20,715,494

1,124. .390,399

1,033.420.624
745.440.641
23.906.420,668
1,435,321,748
187,375,621,537

Miles uf railroad operated..
Kivonue train mileage
:

Passenger
Freight
.

freight

moved

mllenge

3.03
.1.31

3.27

Bonded

debt.

'
,

,

Total.

Prmlle

Total.

debt.

Total stock,
mort. bouds. equlutueut

— obligations,

ftc.'--^

Total.

Prmlle

,

Prmlle

3 978.796,249 :io.321 6,035,469,741 .in.sll
6 078.29tl..396 30.439 6.465.290.8:«> :I2.377
6.333.207.335 30.719 6.722.210.317 32.494
6 477.045.374 .30.686 6.9ns.79!>.403 32.731
214044 6 741 936.823 31.497 7.423.261.901 :t4.690
.942
218.'433 7.11)6,408.976 32.333 7,831.107

12.326.491.526 62.926
12.S.33.927..302 64.371
13.323.61>3.:100 63.380
1

.4.081.7.36.366 66. i

l.>

6.8.0:tS
14.563.199.931
"
13.393.348.957 71.3s,s

ci|iilipiiient.

Foreign Railroad Notes.
$0.741,9.36.823
7.s21.243.10t;
20I.97.S.773

$16,70S,367.:t96

Total llahllltles
Kxcess of assets

Freight

f 93

3.6.i

•Uepresenting approximately cost of road and

8,487, i:t9.981
210.33,8,466

Current accounts
Slnklns onil .piher funds. ...

Tons

—

4.09

$2,830
2,887
2,989
3,129
3.580

Capita

Miles
Year.

8.1.896

$7,100,408,976

di ht

Total
Passengers carried
Passenger mileage

earning.

Dividends
paid on
total share
capital.

table shows mileage, capital stock, bonded
and per mile.

Liabilities.

Capital stock
Bonded debt

Mixed

on total
bonded debt.

2,025,858

Total revenue cars

Unfunded

paid—

Int.

to

The concluding

and

No.
65.439

12.295
1,079,667

Ilaggage, mall, etc

Freight

203,673.ti.:j

$178,2(P0.73-J

299.911.69

307.002.94
297.378.15
9,624.15

Locomotives
Cars
Passenger

Dividends.

Kxpenses

813,774,118
25,842,462,029
1,610,099,829
216,653,795,696

The Russian Minister of Railways has. according to press
despatches, submitted to (he Council of Ministers a scheme for improvements in the state railroads, which it is proposed to carry out
during 1908-1912. The total estimated expenditure is $458,000,000,
divided among five annual budgets. The principal items are: Double
tracking, $46,000,000; bridges and embankments, $30,000,000: sta$30.00O.0OO;
tions, $59,500,000; work-shops, $52,000,000; new rails,
cars and engines. $151,000,000.

The Austrian authorities are having a survey made of the
streams available for water power in the mountainous parts of the
country, with a view to their utilization for railroad motive power.
The Railroad Minister declares that electricity should be used for
large parts of the Arlberg Railroad, on the new Alpine railroads,
and

In all the long tunnels.

The Finance Minister
1908, says that the

of Argentina, in his budget for the year
will henceforth leave the construe-

government
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lion of new railroads to private parties, ami he proposes the annulment of several laws looking to the construction of railroads by
the state. This recommendation, if carried out, will make a difference of $50,000,000 in the future national expenditures. The state
owns about 1.700 miles of railroad, but there has been much waste
of money in the construction of these lines and only one of them
returns any interest on its cost. Tlie Central Northern Railway.
a state owned railroad extending toward Bolivia, will be completed
to the frontier of that country by the end of this year, and the
Argentine government, under a contract with Bolivia, will extend
the railroad to Potosi.

The Chinese Eastern Railroad runs from the junction with the
Vladivostok main line at Harbin southwesterly to Port Arthur.

Locomotive

for the

Pennsylvania Lines West.

recently built a Paciflc
locomotive for the Pennsylvania Lines West which is the
heaviest passenger engine that has been built up to the present time
for any road.
The cylinders have a diameter of 24 in. and a piston
stroke of 26 in. and can develop a tractive power of 31,000 lbs.
This is about 22 per cent, more than that developed by the E-3d
Atlantic engines of the same road. The introduction of the type
was due to the demands of the traffic department for the movement of trains of greater weight, and because these demands could
not be met without raising the w^eight on drivers on Atlantic engines above that which was considered safe. The Pacific type was
therefore a necessity, it the weights on the driving wheels were
(4-6-2)

!3H^^^fci^i^^^^^^If*pfi^2f
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The American Locomotive Company has
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The Heaviest Passenger Locomotive;

Boiler of Pacific

Locomotive:

^...:;^-^™^-'|

Pennsylvania Lines West.

Pennsylvania Lines West.

with connections to Pekin. It seems that since the war a gap of
eight miles has been left between the northern section, controlled
by the Russians, and the southern, which the Japanese ma.uage.
The through passenger from Europe to China must make this part
of the journey on a Chinese cart or a Russian vehicle, either much
le.ss comfortable than a
sleeping car. The passage is not made
after dark, for fear of brigands.
It fakes from 80 to 96 hours to
go from Harbin to Pekin, with several changes of cars.

The Shantung Railroad (German) has made its report for the
year 1906. It was opened for through business on June 1, 1904.
The gross earnings of the 271 miles of railroad were $4,002 per mile
In 1906, which is 13'.. per cent, more than in 1905.
The working
expenses increased hut a trifle, and were but 36 per cent, of gross
earnings; so that the net earnings per mile were $2,561 in 1906,
against $1,836 In 1905. A dividend of 4V4 per cent, was paid. The
traffic Increased, but was by no means large, 846,840 passengers and
420,814 tons of freight having been (arrled, 228,663 tons of which
w<>re coal.

A plan has been worked out for the operation by electricity of
the 9tat»> railroads of Sweden.
Power is to l)e generated at five
water falls, the Knr.se, the Trollhatta, the Molala, the Hainniarby
and the Elfkarleby. Based on the requlremonU for 1905, the installation of the central power stations and the transmission lines woulil
cost $16,400,000.
The yearly n|>eratlng expenses. Including administration, are estimated at $I,578.iiOO. as against $1,700,000 at projtcnt,
a saving of $122,000.
Slngle-pha^e current is to be used.
The
scheme will affect the operation of 1,240 miles of road and is the
most extensive that has yet been proposed in Sweden.
The British Government
Nigeria. Northern Africa.

is

lo

liiiild

4imi

miles of railroad

Section of Boiler at Firebox,

Avuin

10,

1M7.
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below 60,000 lb*, per axle. As it 1> tbls maximum it
closely approarhed for, on the main drivers, It Is 59,000 lbs., which
to be kept

It

close to the u|i|>er llmKs.

ComitarlDK ihlii locomotive with the Atlantic E-3d type, which
used for heavy highspeed service. It has cylinders 22 In. In diam26 In. stroke, or an excess of 35 per cent, in cylinder
Cylinder capacity, however, avails but little unless there
Is a correspondlns steamiuK capacity to supply It.
In this case
the total heating surfan- lb 4,4::' nq. f(. for the Pailflc as compared
with 'ifiio sq. ft. for tho Atlantic. ThI.s marked Increase Is obtained
by lengthening the tubes from 15 ft. to 2\ ft.: increasing their number from 315 to 343, and for this extra length a diameter of 2Vt
in. was used Instead of 'I In.
This required a larger shell, which
has accordingly been made 79% In. In diameter instead of 65 In.
on the smaller engines. The boiler presents no striking features
of couHtructlon a.slde from Its size and the fact that it Is a departure
from the standard Belpaire firebox that has been In use on the
Pennsylvania for all classes of equipment. The steam pressure is
210 lbs. This combination of large diameters and high pressure
Involves somewhat heavier sheets than are ordinarily used, and
the thickness has accordingly been increased to
in. for the whole
shell, or V,. In. more than the sheets ordinarily used on boilers
The roof sheet and the back tubesheet are
of smaller diameter.
each Vi, In. thick, and the front tubesheet is s In. The staybolt
spacing is 354 In. and bolts 1 in. in diameter are used. The flexible
stay.s are carried down on the front and back rows to within four
Is

eter and
capacity.

%

Trailing Truck; Pacific Locomotive for the Pennsylvania

Lines West.

and six bolts from the foundation ring respectively, and then across
the top row with a cluster in the upper corners. Sling stays are
not used for the crown, but in their place are bolts whose length
and tension is adjusted by a turn buckle.
For this great amount of heating surface a large grate is essenand the one used has an area of 61. S sq. ft. Us length is 9 ft.
with a width of G ft. 8U in. between the plates. This is undoubtedly ample for the heating surface, but the question of firing
so large a grate with the engine hauling a heavy passenger train
at high speed will probably prove a tax on physical endurance, for
at a rate of combustion of only 100 lbs. of fuel per square foot of
grate per hour, it will involve the handling of more than three tons
tial,

4 in.,

of coal in that time.
Owing to the large

diameter of the shell and the height of
above the rail, the dome must be low. It
is 32 in. inside diameter and the opening is strengthened by a
stitfening plate % in. thick to which Is added a 1-ln. dome base.
In the shell the circumferential seams are double riveted, and the
horizontal seams are of the usual sextuple riveted type with inAt the front the forward course is extended
side and outside welts.
to form the rear end of the smokebox. and reaches out 29 in. beyond
the front tubesheet. This is not common practice, as it is usually
unnecessary to use as heavy a sheet for the smokebox as for the
shell; but the length an<l weight of this holler has rendered such a
its

center (9

ft.

7 in.)

construction advisable.
The tubes are placed in vertical rows and are spaced on

3'/.^ iu.
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It is only a few years ago that the advisability of using
tubes of greater length than 16 ft. was under discussion at the
New York Railroad Club, and the most progressive speaker on the
floor stated that while he did not think that any difficulty would
be experienced, so far as keeping tubes tight was concerned up
to 20 ft. in length, he did not know that he could recommend such
tubes because of the decrease of efficiency per foot of length as
In accordance with Vaughan's formula
the length was increased.
this efficiency decreases inversely as the square root of the length,

centers.

—

Iz'si'dt/tiiOB Skji-

_75.'.

X

/a?:

-i,

Frame

of Pacific

53--

Ifi

l.OUO

17
0.9G9

18
0.943

19
0.917

20
0.895

21
0.8i3

From which it appears that the difference" in efficiency per foot
of length is not great as between tubes of 16 ft. and 21 ft., and
Thus a 21-ft. tube has a total
is more than made up by the length.
efficiency of 14.5 per cent, more than a 16-ft. tube of the same diameter, while in this case the increased diameter adds to the total
efficiency per tube which will thus probably be raised to frorS|2.5
to 28 per cent, in excess of the smaller and shorter one, a percentage of no small moment where the demand for steam will be
as great as in this engine.
The feeding of the boiler is in accordance with the standard

double bar type is used with an upper rail 5 in. deep and 6 In. wide
between the pedestals and 5% in. deep above the opening. The
pedestal binders are correspondingly heavy and are not only fitted
to take the direct outward thrust, but are held by three bolts upon
each side as well. The cylinders are held by nine l',i!-in. bolts. At
the rear, the frame is formed of two plates. The inner one is set
The outer plate
in line with the main frames and is 2'_. in. thick.
The trailing truck
is separated from it 18 in. and is VA in. thick.
wheel is between the two with the journal box outside of both, and

'--

—«

-^3-

'-

with the weights so equalized upon it that the load carried by the
back end of the frame is only 12,340 lbs.
The truck is of the radial type -with a radius bar of 75 in.
virtual length, and formed of a heavy box and yoke casting to which
the cross piece and the diagonal radius bar are rivetted.
The frames are crossbraced by a heavy casting at the front
at the point of guide yoke attachment, and at three intermediate
points between that and the front end of the firebox.
The principal weights and dimensions of the engine are as
follows:

of the Pennsylvania Lines West, and is accomplished
through the long internal pipe reaching from the back head to a
point within 34 in. of the front tubesheet; a 2i^-in. iron pipe 17 ft.
9 in. long being used for the purpose.
The total length of the boiler from the bottom of the back
head to the edge of the flanging of the front tubesheet is 31 ft.
10 in., to which 2 ft. 3',{; in. must be added for the front course

tvlinders
Piston valve
Diameter,
Boiler
:

4 ft. 614 in. to reach the end of the smokebox, making
a total length of 38 ft. 10 in.
The cylinders are cast in the usual shape with half saddle attached. The valve chests are above and slightly outside the cylinder
centers and are bored out to 19 in. to take the bushing for the
The port opening in the cylinder has a chord
16-ln. piston valve.
length of 21 in. The steam passages are worked out on easy curves
The
so that the movement may be as unobstructed as possible.
valves are driven by the Walschaert gear and are inside admission.
They are built up about a wrought iron tube of 10 in. outside diam-

and then

24 in. diameter 2G
16 in. diameter 7
;

;

first

ring

pressure, per sq. in
firebox
tubes number
••
••

practice

343
2

—length

tubes

In.

"
"

203.0
4,427
61.8

firebox
total

"

%

21i;t.
4,222.0 sq. ft.

"
Grate area
Driving wheels, diameter
Main Journals
Other journals
Front truck wheels, diameter
Front truck journals
Wheel base, total engine
"
"
total engine and tender
driving
Weight on front truck

"

stroke.

79%

lllin. xSOVi "

—
— diameter

Healing surface,

•'

in.

in. stroke.
in.
210 lbs.

"

80

In.

x 14 in.
"
" x 14
10
36 "
6% in. x 12 "
33 ft. 2 14 "
67 "
54 "
13 " \0 "
46,175 lbs.
59.000
57,675 "
56,875 "
49,475 "
269,200 "
140.000 '•
31,000 "
7,000 gals.
22.000 lbs.
5^4-ln. x 10 in.
75 ft. lO-y,, in.
10 "
3V4 "
lOM.

front drivers

" main drivers
" back drivers
" trailers
total locomotive

tender
Tractive power
Tender, water capacity
Tender, coal capacity
Tender Journals
Total length of engine and tender
ICxtreme width of engine

In.

Weight on drivers
Tractive power
Total weight

Tractive power
Tractive power x diameter drivers

Heating surface
Heating surface
Orate area
Firebox heating surface
Total heating surface

Weight on drivers
.

=

30.

^

80.

Heating surface
Total weight
.

Heating surface

Volume

of

both cylinders

=

6.87 cu.

Heating surface

=

r

Volume

ft.

644.

of 2 cylinders

Orntc area

Valve; Pacific Locomotive for Pennsylvania Lines West.
Iron of the form shown, riveted
to the tube, and are fitted with cast-Iron spring rings.
forged In one piece from the
are
of
wrought
'iron
Th" frames
front end to a point Just back of the rear driver pede.stal, where
there Is a seat for bolting the plate forming the rear section. The

pter.

The heads are of malleable

9.

Locomotive; Pennsylvania Lines West.

so that, taking the efficiency of the 16-ft. tube per foot of length
as one. that of those of greater length would be as given in the
following table:
I.^-Kth of tulK- In ft
Kfflclenoy per ft. of length

Vol. XLIII., No.

Volume

of 2 cylinders

Tube henling surface equaled to firebox beating
surface ( Vaughnn formula)
Total equated firebox heating surface

RoHo

900.6
1,

sq. ft.

10J.fi

of Intnl healing surface to equated Ore-

box heating surface

i.O
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

charged with the additional expense of conducting the less-than-carload and passenger business, which is unlawful, inequitable and
socially and economically parasitic."

The eiiKlDpbouse of the Huftalo. HochestiT t PIttsburKh. al
i., was deatroyed by Are on AuKUHt 24. and 14 locoThe Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul has appealed to the Circuit
uiotlvtfs were badly damaged.
The flre started from the ex- Court of Dane county from the Wisconsin Railroad Commission's
ploalon of a crude-oil apparftus used In firing up engines.
order directing th-s company to place its terminal facilities al the
A press de.xpatt'h from Atlanta dated August 21. says that the disposal of a competing road. The state Institute for the blind, a
mile and a half south of Janesvllle on the Milwaukee road, wanted
Governor of Cfmrgla has suspended
office Railroad CommisRot'hoHter, N.

from

sioner Joseph M. Hrown and appolnti'd in his place A. G. McLcndon.
The order cites the law authorizing the tioveruor to take such action
but gives no reason for the suspension.

the St. Paul to switch to the sidetracks at the institution cars from
th.^ North- Western road; and the Commission, despite vigorous protest by the company, held that one road must switch the cars of
another at a reasonable switching charge.

In the United States District Court at Minneapolis. ,\ugust 23.
the Chicago. St. Paul. Mlnneaiiolls & Omaha was fined $20,000 and
Its former General Freight Agent. H. M. Pearce. $2,000 for granting rebates to the Spencer Grain Company. The jury in this case
returned a verdict of guilty on April 11.

The Grave Danger from Tramps.

A

press despatch from Oinaha says that on account of the
scarcity of help, the Inlon Pacific has had to greatly curtail work
In Its coal mines and is buying coal in Illinois for which it pays $1
a ion. The estimated co.st of this coal after carrying it to Utah is
$8 a ton. The Southern Pacific has ordered coal from Australia.
Japanese miners in Wyoming are drawing as high as $170 a month.

The railroads of Missouri have notified the Attorney General
of that state that henceforth they will carry 150 lbs. of baggage free
for each flrst-class passenger.
It appears that under the new law
recently passed, the railroads were allowed to charge for the
transportation of all baggage over 100 lbs. for each passenger, but
the Attorney General has Induced the roads to restore the old
arrangement.

The Board of Conciliation appointed to adjust the controversy
between the Grand Trunk Railway and its locomotive engineers,
reports that a settlement has been reached and an agreement signed
for three years from Aug. 1. 1907, giving a substantial increase of
wages. This is the second important dispute between the Grand
Tnink and its employees which has been settled under the Canadian
industrial disputes act
The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy has issued a circular announcing that all lands and buildings owned by the company and
occupied by others must be paid for at a reasonable rental. It appears that the Burlington, like some other roads, has granted the
use of its property at many places to shippers and others at nominal
rentals.
Henceforth applications for leases must be referred to an
executive officer of the company.

Complaint has been made to the New York State Public Service
Commission at Albany of the Pullman parlor car fare between Buffalo and New York, which Is $2, having been advanced from $1.50.
The complainant says that between Chicago and Minneapolis, about
the same distance, the charge is only $1. He also calls attention
the fact that in Wisconsin the Legislature has passed a law
requiring upper berths in sleeping cars to be kept closed when not
ai'tually occupied.
to

The New York Stale Shippers' Protective Association, consisting of al:out 100 shippers in the central part of the state, has
asked the Public Service Commission to require the railroads to
give them adequate service and proper treatment.
They want
suitable cars to carry perishable prodiict.s in the winter; want a
full supply of cars at all times; want all agents to give throuRh
want damage claims settled promptly, and want the railroad
be as fair to them as to Itself in fixing demurrage charges.

rates;
to

The Wisconsin
made by Nicholas

State Railroad Commission, deciding a complaint
Streveler, holds that the Marathon County Railroad, k'lown as a "logging road." is a common carrier.
In some
cases passengers were carried free, as were many less-than-carload
lots of lumber.
The company published no tariff. The road Is owned
by the Connor Lumber Co., of Marshfield, and W. D. Connor, Lieutenant-Governor and chairman of the Republican State Central ComThe ('ommisslon held that the rates on
mittee, is its cliief owner.
lumber were extortionate ami ordered them reduced from $5 and $7
and, dually, "The carload business is
iv car to $3.50 and $1..jO a car;

The startling explosion of nitroglycerine by a tramp ejected
from a freight train at Ridgway, Pa., will alarm every traveler and
hand.
There is grave neglect in this matter by the
state.
The tramp is always a trespasser. He is most of the time
Every ride he steals Is theft. There is not a county
a criminal.
in the state along the main line of any leading railroad where the
country roads are safe to women. Yet the state does nothing to suppress this chronic piracy.
It shifts on railroad corporations the
public duty of keeping the peace. There is no more justice In this
than for a city to make a householder police his front door and
back yard. Train hands go in peril of life. Every state should
meet this by a state police and make every mile of track secure.
Men at their honest work ought not to have to put up a fight for
life, as train hands daily do.
The mere increase ot property value
due to safety would pay for such a state police. Philadelphia Press.
On the Baltimore & Ohio last year there were 2.617 arrests for
"ride stealing." most of which were followed by no punishment. The
900 vagrants arrested for trespassing on the Pennsylvania Railroad
every train

last year constituted but a small proportion of the total number conIn a single recent month 300 tramps
stantly traveling over the road.
were arrested by Pennsylvania Railroad police. A representative of
What is going to be done about it? The railroads
that road says:
are willing to do their part in the way of furnishing police if they
can have some assurance that offenders will be properly punished
Strict vagrancy laws strictly enforced will
after they are arrested.
provide a remedy. Small localities can ill afford to bear the ex-

pense of keeping in prison a tramp that happens to drop off a passing
railroad train.
It is largely this matter of expense that prevents
vagrants from being punished. Ii" the state would undertake the
punishment of vagrants, town and county officers would much more
readily co-operate with railroads in putting an end to the really
serious state of affairs.

Railroad Building

in

the Lewiston, Idaho, District.

.\n i-ra of competition (ov the immense grain traffic of the
Pacific Northwest has begun in the Lewiston. Idaho, country, the
result of which may make Lewiston one of the most important
inland railroad centers west of the Rockies. The Union Pacific. It
is said, has the route for a line through the Rocky mountains from
From LewisRutte, Mont., via Lewiston to the Pacific coast located.
ton east to Kooskia the line has been surveyed for a year and Is
the
line up the
ready for construction. It has been decided to run
Selway fork, through the Nez Perces pass and thence to Butte.

The Oregon. Washington & Idaho, building from Lewiston to
Kiparia, Wash., is to be finished in a few months; the officials say
the line is to be opened January 1. This line, being built jointly by
the Northern Pacific and the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.. will
connect with the letter's road at Rlparla, giving a direct, all-rail
route from Lewiston to Portland. Work is under way on a line for
the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. along the upper Snake river,
and work on the Lewiston end is to begin this fall. The line is projected from Huntington to Lewiston, connecting at that place with
the new Riparia line and thus on to Portland. The probable intention ot the company is to route Iwth freight and passenger traffic
over the new line, thus avoiding the heavy grades and sharp curves
over the Blue mountains, beside getting a water grade to the coast.
The Chicago & Norlh-Weslern is reported to be planning to reach

—
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Puget Sound via the Lewiston country waterways by building an
extension via St. Anthony, Idaho. Though permanent surveys have
not been made. It Is understood that the line will pass down the
Salmon, Snake and Columbia rivers to the sound.
Another railroad, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has for several years planned to take advantage of the easy water grade via
The road now
the Lewiston district to reach coast terminals.
reaches Billings, Mont, and the proposed extension will probably
be down the Middle Fork and Clearwater rivers to Lewiston.
The proposed electric lines to be built include the Lewiston &
Southeastern, which will open up the country from Lewiston southWork is to be begun within 90 days and will
east to Grangeville.
be rushed to completion.
The Spokane & Inland Empire is building an electric line from
Spokane south to Lewiston, 115 miles, with a parallel line on the
west leaving the first line at Spring Valley Junction, Wash., to a
connection with the same line at Moscow, fio miles. The east line
has been finished to Moscow. 50 miles south of Spring Valley Junction, and the west line to Colfax, 36 miles south of the junction.
Early next year the remaining link is to be built. The line will
carry large quantities of grain through Lewiston that now pass
through Spokane, and through a traffic arrangement furnish an entrance for the Canadian Pacific into Lewiston.
A third Interurban line is to enter Lewiston from the southwest, being projected from Walla Walla, Wash., by way of Pomeroy.
Construction may begin next year.
The project of the government to open the Columbia river to
navigation by building a canal around Celilo rapids, the only portion
of the entire distance between Lewiston and the coast that is not
navigable, for which large sums of money have been appropriated,
is likely to come within the next decade.
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soothing strains with the voices of hundreds of Chinamen all talking at once. When a Mandarin travels on the train this performis gone through at each stop made during the night as well
as the day. Baggage is placed in a closed car and guarded by an
armed Chinese watchman. As people are allowed to board the car
at each station, and haul out any package they may want, it is
just as well to give the watchman a quarter and indicate one's
own baggage. The government warns all travelers that it takes no

ance

risk.

The sleeping cars on the train de luxe are similar to those in
use in Europe, and are divided into two and four berth compartments. Chinese boys make up the berths, and an Italian conductor
has charge of the train. Chinamen fill the diner all day long, eat
and drink everything in sight, then smoke their long pipes filled
with some soul destroying weed while the American passengers eat
their meals. Frantic demands that the Chinamen should be made
to smoke in the baggage car fall unheeded on the ears of the conductor of the diner. He is a guileless heathen Chinee. The strong
odor of garlic and decayed seaweed mingled with the smoke of the
quaint Chinese tobacco makes a subtle perfume, and puts one next
to the people at once, as a Boston man described it.
New York
Times.

The "American" Tender Hose Coupling.
The "American" tender hose coupling shown herewith is a gravbased on the wedge principle, a single straight movein coupling and uncoupling, without the

ity coupling,

ment only being required

Union Pacific Gasolene Motor Test.

As an endurance

test,

on August

22, I'nion

Pacific

motor car

No. 12 was run from Omaha to Denver in 16 hrs. 34 min., running
as the second section of No. 1, the Overland Limited, Omaha to
Julesburg. The running time of the regular Denver fast train is
17 hrs. 15 min. The distance run was 570 miles, making the speed
of the motor about 34% miles an hour, a very satisfactory long
distance test. The motor cars now in service at Denver have been
making 172 miles a day, and have been on time constantly. The
company is building 18 additional cars.

A

Railroad Journey from Peking to

The Peking-Hankow Railroad from Peking

Hankow.
to

The "American" Tender Hose Coupling.

Hankow, opened

at the beginning of this year. Is 800 miles long and passes through
continuous plains of rice fields, stretching as far as the eye can
reach on either side of the railroad. Generally the water is pumped
up by hand from the river to the highest level and then led down

bamboo pipes to the various terraces on which the rice is growing.
About half way on the journey the train crosses the Yellow
river on a bridge a mile and a quarter long. The train proceeds
at a very slow speed, as the oscillation is considerable and the Chinese engineers do not like accidents, for the road is owned and
operated by the government, and beads would be likely to fly off
The oscillation when
if anything happened through carelessness.
the flrs: passenger train went over was so great that some of its
In

occupants became uneasy. Herbert Brewster, a New Yorker who
made the initial trip, said that he went out on the platform of the
rear car and found the chief engineer of the road standing by with
a life belt In his hand, but no accident occurred. This was fortunate, as there were no more life belts on the train.
There is a dally express train from Hankow to Peking, and
Passengers
vice versa, which makes the Journey in three days.
have to eat their meals and sleep each night In Chinese inns, with
primitive accommodations. In addition to the express service there
Is a train de luxe composed of sleeping and dining cars, which performs the Journey In 36 hours, for which there Is a supplementary
charge of J13 gold beyond the %20 ordinary fare. It leaves Hankow
at 11 p.m. on Saturdays, arrives in Poking at 11 a.m. Mondays, and
returns at 11 p.m. Wednesdays, arriving at Hankow at 11 a.m. on
Friday. Already this train ha." paid so well that a bi-weekly service
will be run next season.
There are no arrangements for checking baggage in Clilnji, and
the scene at Hankow on the open platform, dimly lighted with
Chinese lanterns. Just before the departure of the Peking train on
Saturday night, puts an ordinary bridge crush in the shade. The
Chinese have taken kindly to I'allroad travel and crowd every traiu.
their enthusiasm being due in large measure to the number of free
passes Issued. As It Is a governnifnt rond, all officials of hlsh and
low degree are entltlf-d to passes. Only foreigners and poor- Chinese
coolies appear to pay their fares.
At stations three or four Chinese
bands, composed chiefly of horns, cymbals and drums, mingle ear-

any tool. It is claimed that it is perfectly tight at all times,
automatically adjusts itself to changes in temperature, and vibrations tend to tighten it; that it does not leak under the most severe
conditions.
It is guaranteed to carry water or oil between engine
and tender without waste. It is durable and there is little or no
wear, except on the gaskets. The couplings are made to fit 2Vj-in.,
3-ln. and 3y2-in. hose.
They are in use on a number of roads. The
aid of

American Coupling

Co., St. Louis, Mo., is the

Roadbed

of Salt for the

maker.

Western

Pacific.

At a point about 120 miles west of Salt Lake City on the new
Western Pacific is a great area of salt beds eight miles
wide and 40 miles long. Immediately west of Salt Lake City, the
line of the

line of the road skirts the southern end of the CJreat Salt lake, cross-

ing it at one point for a distance of six miles. At milepost 80 it
enters the (Jreat American Desert and tor the next stretch of nearly
40 miles crosses a vast sea of alkali, gleaming in dazzling whiteness
in all directions.
Near the western end of the desert lie the salt
beds where the previous whiteness of the landscape changes to a
glaring sparkle of the salt cry.stals. So closely are these crystals
p.icked together that they form a .strong roadbed for the railroad.
In Imildlng the line tills hard level surface required no ballasting
and no blasting: track-laying was a .simple and rapid operation.
In placing telegraph poles, however, it was necessary to blast out
the salt, whose rock-Uke hardness made it Impossible to dig down
the required eight feet. This distance of eight feet for tlie telegraph poles is the deepest bore which has so far been made in the
deposit, so that Its true depili is not yet known.
With no greater
depth than this the commercial value of this salt deposit, wliich Is
said to be 95 per cent, pure. Is very larse. Thefe is a theory tliat this
deposit drains underground to the Great Salt lake.
This Is borne
out by the fact that salt beds are 27 ft. higher than the lake, with
the slope toward the lake.
More than this, the salt deposit contains
moisture, for ties and telegraph poles Imbedded in It become moist
to a point four or five Inches above the surface.
This also argues

AuoosT
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an underground stremm 8lnc« th« air

moUture

for

iIiIh.

too dry to furniiih enough
Placer claima are already atak'-d out on the salt
la

beda.

New

Scale of

Wage* on Bavarian
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tube holler*, equipped with mechanical stokers, damper regulators
and feed water regulators, and fed by two compound duplex pumps.
each of which can supply all boilers. The power house U part o(
the same building; It Is 80 (L x 60 (t.. and contains two 3"0 k w.
generators, driven by horizontal tandem comp<. ::
gines, and one 100 k.w. generator of the samvertical cro.oa compound condensing engine.
,.
Th< r^
pressors whose total capacity is 3,600 cu. ft per Uiltiult. aud oilier
minor engines. The power house Is spanned by a 20ton electric
crane. The machine shop building U 60 (t. x 240 (t Planers, Blotters, boring mills, heavy lathes and other machines (or heavy work
will be In the main aisle, which Is 30 (t. wide and Is served by a
15-ton crane running the length o( the shop, while machine tools
for lighter work will o«'cupy the 15 ft. wings on either side, served
by traveling Jib cranes of special design. The forge shop. 60 ft. x
240 ft., win be used in part (or making bolts, nuts and rivets, and
the rest (or bending, (orging, tempering and making loop rods and
light eye-bars.
The templet shop will be 50 (t. x 224 (t. The main
bridge shop Is 215 ft x 528 ft In this building will be the tools
for making main members of bridges and buildings of the heaviest
type.
There will be a system of 10-ton and 20ton cranes overhead
for general service, while all small machines will be served by
special jib cranes. An extension 55 ft. x 80 ft at the west end of
the main shop will give space for detail material. The receiving
yard and the shipping yard are each served by two electric traveling
cranes on separate runways 600 (t. long. The combined storage
area o( these two yards is about 225,000 sq. (t., all of which Is
covered by skids to protect the material from rust by contact with
the ground.
1

Baden also new tualea

of waKoii have iH-en Introduced. Those
mi-n who are paid (or a*>5 days In the year are divided In (our
Kroups, according to the locality where they work, and In the year
when they b^gln work are to rt-celve 3 marks, 2.90, 2.80 and 2.70
murks a day. with an vxtra allawanrt> of 10 per cent, (or those em-

In

Iti.
Three marks Is 71.4 cents. Heretofore there
were Ave classes. Ix-glnnliig to work at 2.20, 2.30, 2 40, 2.50, 2.60 and
marks, respe -lively. Those who are paid only for the days
they work receive 10 pfennig a day more. An addition of 10 pfen-

ployed In .Mannh
2.70

nigs a diiy is made after the Orsi, the second, the (ourth, the sixth,
the ninth and the tweKth year. Thus the man who begins to work
at 3 murks a day after 12 years' service will receive 3.60 marks
()>5.7 cents) a day.
This is Interesting to ur, chiefly as an example
of gradation of wages according to the varying living expenses in
different parts of a amall country.

The Atchison's Recreation Houses.

My work

is to ai^siime in

every

man on our

road such qualities

o( honor and cultivation that no one of them ventures to fall below
par.
work on the theory that a man has a strong tendency to
I

become what he

Is

assumf-d to

be.

Accordingly.

I

assume that every

The Empire Bridge Company Is a subsidiary of the American
a gentleman, a man of honor, a man of reading and educaAnd have had the gratifying experience of seeing thousands Bridge Company, New York.
of men palpably bettered.
The Santa Fe has established a system o( reading rooms, cirLong Runs on English Passenger Trains.
culating libraries and club bouses from end to end o( the road, ana

man

Is

tion.

I

I receive dally reports from each of the 25 reading rooms, each of
the seven club houses, and from the circulating libraries.
We
charge a nominal fee for the privileges of the clubs. One of the
finest features of the system is the fact that it is established (or
the whole (amilies of the employees. That is a great factor in promoting domestic happiness. There are few divorces among our employees.
We have the women as well as the men enjoying the benefits of the billiard table and the bowling alleys.
We have the women
reading In the reading rooms. We have the men and their wives
at their own firesides reading the good books from the circulating
libraries.
The system, while not as yet absolutely self-supporting,
can be made so very soon without any hardship to the men. S. E.
Busser, Superintendent of Department.

—

Disastrous Collision in France.
In a collision
at Contras,
Injured.

between a passenger train and a freight train
August 24, 12 persons were killed and 31

The number o( regular passenger trains now running on British
week day which make trips o( 100 miles or more
without stopping is 156. This is shown by a list which has Just
been made up from the July time-tables. The total is slightly leas
than last year. Moreover, some o( the trains have been made a
trifle slower than formerly.
Between London and Sheffield there
are now only two such trains as compared with five a year or
two since. Of the 156 trains in this year's list 49 are on the London
& North-Western, 32 on the Great Western. 25 on the Great Northern,
14 on the Midland, 10 on the .North Eastern, seven on the Great
Eastern, five on the Great Central, four on the London & South
Western and 10 on the Caledonian. The last named is the only
one of these roads outside of England. As regards speeds, the Great
Western still stands at the head, six o( the seven runs scheduled
at 57 miles an hour or faster being on that road. The best speed
of all is that made by the Great Western between London and
Bristol by way of Bath, l]8->s miles in two hours, 59.2 miles an hour.
railroads every

France,

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.
Ennpire Bridge Company's Improvements.
for

The Improvements to the Elmira, N. Y., plant of the Empire
Bridge Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., have been under way since early
in 1907, and it Is expected that the enlarged plant will be in full
operation before the end of the year.
The completed plant will
cover about 15 acres. It Is served by the Erie, the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western and the Pennsyhania. Heretofore there has been
but one building, 90 ft. x 100 ft.; the Improvements consist of an
extension to the original building, which will be the main bridge
shop, making it 215 (t. x 528 ft.; a boiler and power house, a
machine shop, a templet shop and a forge shop. All buildings are
of steel construction, column bearing, with brick curtain walls, concrete foundations, and slate or slag roots.
The present plant employs about 250 men and has an annual
output of about 15,000 tons of steel bridge and building work. The
enlarged establishment will require more than twice as many and
the output will be quadrupled. Electric power, 220 volts, direct current, will be used throughout for individual motor drive and lighting.
About two miles of standard gage railroad Is being laid In
yards and side tracks; cars are handled by a 40ton switching locomotive owned by the company. About two miles of narrow gage
traek Is being laid throughout the plant for conveying material.
Two 100-ton track scales, one at the receiving end of the shop and
the other at the finishing end, will record the weight of all carloads
The
of raw material received and of finished product shipped out.
water supply comes from wells, an<l a water purifying system *has
been installed. Fire protection is afforded by a complete and Independent system of pipiiiK with a high capacity pump kept uuder
steam and ready for immediate use at all times. An emergency
hospital will be maintained on the premises.
The boiler house Is 42 ft. x 90 ft. There are (our 250 h.p. water

The income account of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
the half year ended June 30, 1907, is as follows:
rmfils for

Ilio hnlf year
plant and machinery
Includlnp repairs and renewals of build:InKs and plant
$97,834
For developing and perfecting new tools
10.800

$.*.07„128

Net profit
Koscrve for bond Interest
Sinking fund reserve

$.'{98,894

l)i'l>n'clatlim of buildings,

10S.6.14

$57,500
2.''>,000

82.,'iOO

.\vallable for dividends
Qiiarlerly dividends, Nos. 17

$:<16.3»4

and 18

1 •J."i,.'i7fi

Surplus for half year
Surplus t>rouglit from 1906

$190,818
878.410

Surplus carried forward

$1,060,228

Chicago Subway.

Samuel McRoberts. the new President of the Illinois Tunnel
Company, announces that by November 1 the subway will probably
be carrying dally to and from railroad frelghthouses of the city
10,000 carloads of freight of two or three tons each. The tunnel
railroads 18 east and west and 12 north and south connect with

—

—

the frelghthouses of the 23 railroads centering in the city. Mr. McRoberts has lately made freight contracts with all of these roads.
The tunnel lines already have connections with a number of Important stores and the expected new business will, no doubt, be
from these stores to the frelghthouses and vice versa, as well as
from one freighthouse to another. The tunnel motors already make
1,000 trips a day with United States mails between the post ofBce
and railroad stations, and In the last three months has carried 2.516,-
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430 pouches, of which 99.97 per cent, were delivered on time. The
tunnel company has, on Its 2-ft. gage tracks, 1,200 cars and 80 electric
motors; and 50 more motors will soon be received.

Hours

of

Labor on English Railroads.

The British Board of Trade has issued another report showing
for a single month (April, 1907) the number of railroad employees
in the United Kingdom who were on duty more than 12 hours at
a time or who. after being on duty more thaji 12 hours, were allowed
The total number
to resume work with less than nine hours' rest.
of

trainmen and signalmen on the roads reporting

is 109,257.

These

month of April, 2.639.851 days; and 46,201
persons were, on one or more occasions, on duty more than 12 hours
The total number of instances of overwork was 87,431,
at a time.
or only about 3.3 per cent, of the total days' work. Most of the

men worked, during

the

roads send supplementary statements showing that after deducting
the hours in which the men do no work, although they are nominally on duty, a more favorable showing is made. The railroad companies have been notified that hereafter the Board of Trade will ask
for a statement of this kind for one month in every quarter.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
The San Luis Valley of Colorado.— The Denver & Rio Grande
has issued a folder describing the live stock and agricultural resources of the great San Luis valley in the southern central part
of the state of Colorado, which embraces an area of over 3,000,000
acres of arable lands, as great an area as the state of Connecticut.
The most profitable industry is hog raising, which has been given a
great boom by the discovery of the value of the field pea as a feeding crop. The great advantage of this plant is that it is rich in
nitrogen, which is valuable both as food for stock and as an enrichment of the soil. Grain fields worn out by continual recropping
in wheat are being rejuvenated by planting them with field peas,
whose roots store nitrogen from the air. Pea-fed mutton and pork
The San Luis valsells for more than the same grain-fed products.
Furthermore, the greatest yield
ley is also famous for its grain.
of potatoes on a measured acre of ground ever recorded, 794 bushel.s,
was raised in the valley in 1902, in competition for a prize offered
by the American Farmer. The soil is well suited for sugar beets,
but as yet no sugar factories have been established. The valley extends north and south 100 miles and east and west at the widest part
»0 miles, and is surrounded on every side except the south by high
mountain ranges. Its elevation is from 7.500 to 8,000 ft. above the
level of the sea, yet it is the most level stretch of land of its size
The mountain ranges cut off severe storms,
in the state of Colorado.
so that the climate is exceptionally good.

—

Virginia Bot Springs. The passenger department of the Chesapeake & Ohio has issued an exceedingly attractive small booklet of
convenient size (5 in. by 3V-: in.) describing the attractions and
advantages of Virginia Hot Springs as an all the year round plea.sure
and health resort. The booklet is an iinusual example of taste in
advertising. Both front and back covers are decorated in colors.
the front cover bearing simply the words Virginia Hot Springs and
the back cover Dr. Johnson's familiar quotation, "There is nothing
by which so much happiness is produced as by a good tavern or
inn." The full page illustrations are Z\-^ in. by 2 in. and there are
many smaller photographs, yet these are so successful and well
chosen that the book Is more intelligently illustrated than many
a larger volume. There are views of the "Homestead," the Virginia
Hot Springs hotel, and of Its surrounding buildings and attractions.
The various baths and springs and their effects on various physical
troubles are described. There are also a number of photographs of
Interesting scenery on the Chesapeake & Ohio.

—

Metnl Spcrialtiea. The William Powell Company, Cincinnati.
Ohio, ha.1 Issued a complete catalogue of its brass and iron specialThe catalogue gives all the necessary
ties for engines and boilers.
dimensions of each artlclp and explains in detail Its merits. The
company's products Include: Valves, lubricators, oil cups. Injectors,
gages, whistles and similar fittings. The catalogue lncl\ides a series
of tables and rules which are useful to engineers and shop managers.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
J. I. BoggH has resigned from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Co.,
Roanoke, Va., to become Contracting Engineer of the Southwestern
Bridge Co., Joplln, Mo. Mr. Boggs' headquarters will be at Dallas,

Tex.

The American Railways Company, Philadelphia, Pa., ha« secured property in Dayton, Ohio, on which to build new car barns
and repair shops for the Peoples Railway, a subsidiary. Dodge A
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Day, Philadelphia, have been commissioned to draw up plans tor
the buildings.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is to extend its Clarion
Junction shops this fall and also put some new machinery in the
Dubois and Rochester shops.
The Central of Georgia has ordered from the Savannah Blow
Pipe Co., Savannah, Ga., a blow pipe and heating and ventilating
The Savannah
system for the new shops being built at Macon.
Blow Pipe Co. also has a contract for equipping the new shop being
built for the Atlantic Coast Line at Waycross.
A. P. Eckert, heretofore with the Safety Insulated Wire &
Cable Company, is now General Sales Manager of the Duplex
Metals Company, 208 Fifth avenue, New York City.
The Duplex
Metals Company makes the Monnot "copper-clad" wire, samples of
which were recently exhibited and described at a meeting of the
Railway Signal Association.
E. H. Symington, Manager of Western Sales of the T. H. Symington Co., Baltimore, Md., who was thrown from his horse and seriously injured a few months ago, suffering from a fractured skull,
is steadily improving and leaves this week on an extended trip
around the world, including Japan, China, India and other Oriental
countries.
Mr. Symington hopes to be able to get back to work at
his office in Chicago by the first of the year.

The London County Council

recently received bids for two 7.500
three-phase steam turbo-generating sets to be installed in the

h.p.,

new Greenwich power plant for the electric lines under construction in and near London.
The lowest bid, £37,872 ($189,360) was
made by the British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
The Parsons Steam Turbine Co. bid £40,502 ($202,510). while the
highest figure was £49,090 ($245,450). The whole plant will cost
over £1,000,000

($5,000,000).

& Sons Brass Foundry Co., St. Louis, Mo., makers
Velox bronze and other bearing metals, is building a new plant
on Forrest Park boulevard between Vandeventer and Sarah streets,
on a plot 75 ft. x 180 ft. The building will be a one-story structure,
with a two-story front, the second floor to be used for offices. The
roof will be of the saw-tooth pattern, with 18,000 sq. ft. of skylight.
It
will be supi)orted on iron beams, leaving the ground floor clear
The new plant will cost in all about $25,000, and is exof pillars.
pected to be in operation by October 1.
The

A. Gilbert

of

The United States Consul General at Marseilles, France, has
a report on the conditions under which American manufacturers can hope to sell their products to French railroads.
He says
there is much red tape in the purchasing departments of French railroads and advises that manufacturers study the French market in
person. He suggests that non-competing firms should form combined
sales agencies and he has sent a list, which is now on file at the
Bureau of Manufactures at Washington, of people and firms in France
who might be willing to handle railroad equipment.

made

Compressed Air is no longer published by the Kobbe Company.
New York, but by the Compressed Air Magazine Company, Bowling
Green building. New York. W. L. Saunders. M. Am. Soc. C. E., remains editor, and Frank Richards has succeeded W. R. Hulbert,
M.E., Assoc. .\m. Soc. M. E., as managing editor.
Mr. Richards, who
IS author of the book, "Compressed Air." was for ten years one of
the editors of the American Machinist : before that he was for some
time Superintendent of Shops of the Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Company. Lucius I. Wightman Is Manager of the new publishing company.

The resignation

of

Mansfield Merriman as

Professor of Civil

Engineering in Lehigh University takes effect on September 1. Hereafter his time will be largely devoted to practice as a consulting
engineer, his office being at 45 Broadway, New York. The vacancy
caused by his resignation has been filled by the appointment of
Frank P. McKlbben, as Professor of Civil Engineering, and of Winter
L. Wilson as Professor of Railroad Engineering, the former having
been for several years an assistant professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and the latter an assistant professor at
Lehigh University.

who has been Principal Assistant Engineer on the
Canal, has resigned to become Chief Engineer of Dodge &
Day, Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Mnltby is a graduate of the T'niverslty
of Illinois, class of 1882, and In 1907 received an honorary degree
from the same institution. He li.ns had long experience in railroad
construction work, municipal cngluorring and Irrigation work, and
been at various times on the Wisconsin Central, the Missouri Pacific.
He has had
the Chicago Great Western and the Illinois Central.
charge, for the United States Govcrnnient. of all the dredging in
river,
and
he
designed
and built the lock and
the lower Mississippi
movable dam on the Osage river In Missouri for the Government.
He has been on the Panama canal for the last two and a half years,
having had charge of railroad construction, docks and wharves,
F. B. Maltby,

Panama

Auctar
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Prcservaliveii for Wood
fornia Ry. ), Chairman.

and Metal,

Parker (Southern

J. K.

C^tli

dam.
iron

The

N.irlhprii

i

<

biiH

iiirttl

Tbn Panama HBllrood
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delivery.

The Norfolk

tt

Western

is

reported to hnve

made reservations

—

Witrontin Htate Railroad Commission. Professor B. H. Meyer has
been elected Chairman, succeeding John Barnex. resigned. J.
M. Roemer succeeds Mr. Barnes as a Member of the Commission.

Operating Ofncer«.

for rails for 1908 delivery.

Orders for rails for 1908 delivery are said lo aKKreftate
for several years past at thla season.

less

Than

The Atchison. Topeka A Santa Fe
!5.0<H)

Is reported to have ordered
tons of S5-lb. rails for delivery as soon as possible from tlie
of the Colorado Fuel t Iron Co., at Pueblo, Col.

—

Haltimore A Ohio. C. F. Tompkins, gi-ncral yardmaster at Chicago
Junction, has been appointed Inspeitor of Yards, succeeding J.
H. Ro.-ienslock, re.signed to go to another railroad company.
.f
Simquehanna.—F. W. Allen, who was recently appointed
Superintendent of the Buffalo division, began railroad work In
April. 1897, as a rodman on the Erie.
On July 1 he was transferred to the maintenance of way department on the Buffalo
ilivlslon.
In October. 1901, he was appointed clerk in the general manager's office at .New York in the maintenance of way
and construction department. In 1902 he was appointed Division Engineer of the Wyoming and Jefferson divisions, and the
next year was made Division Engineer of the Allegheny division.
This position he resigned on August 1. 19<i4. to become
roadmaster of the Cascade division of the Great Northern. In
190.=) he was appointed As.'?istant Superintendent of the Mlnot
division of that road, where he remained until going to the

Huffnio

MInnequa works

The new open hearth rail mill of the Bethlehem Steel Company,
South Uelh!ehem, Pu., was lo l)e in operation by the end of llils
month. The structural steel plant. It Is expec-lfd. will he ready
toward the end of the year.
Steel Company has ordered a 42-in. blooming
from the Macintosh-Hemphill Company to be Installed at the
.Additional ground has been bought, and U is
plan).

The Pittsburg
mill

Legal Otncere.

—

Ororgia State Kailroad CommUiion. Oayton McLendon has been
appointed a member of the Commission to serve the remainder
of (he term of Joseph M. Brown.

new Monessen

said that ether mills will be built.

According to press despatches, the Braddock and Homestead
plants of the Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa., have put on
extra crews of men to ru.sh orders for rails and structural material
for Japan, aggregating about $2,000,000.

& Susquehanna

Buffalo
Hidalffo

rf

Xortheastern.

to take his present position.

—See Mexican

International.

company.

.Mejivan International —F. A. Lattlg. Superintendent of the Hidalgo
& Northeastern, has been appointed Superinterdent of the .Northern division of the Mexican International, with office at .Monclova. Coahuila. succeeding R. J. Schmaihausen, resigned to
l)ecome General Manager of the Bolivian Central.

to be

St.

The Isthmian Canal Commission has ordered from the Marylanil
Company :!.000 tons of 75-lb. rails, with accessories, to be used
Panama In connection with the canal construction work. Tlie

Steel
In

It is said, agrees to furnish the rails lor $95.2.iii. shipment
made in September; as compared with the bid of the United
States Steel Corporation of |9T,350 for November shipment.

Louis

li

—

San Francisro. J. E. Hutchison. Superintendent at Fort
has been appointed General Superintendent of the

Scott, Kan.,

First district, with office at Springfield. .Mo., succeeding
Young, resigned to go to the Southern Pacific.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
In speaking of the death of Israel Munson Spellman in the
Railroad Oazrtte of August 16th, it was said that he was President
& .Maine for 30 years, from 1839 to 1869. This was a
mistake. .Mr. Spellman was President of that company for only
two years', from 1863 to 1863.

Southern

Duluth. Souih Shore iC Atlantic— S. R. Lewis, chief clerk iu the
General Freight department, has been appointed Assistant General Freight .\gent ot this road and of the Mineral Range, effect-

September

ive

tFor ilalm of conienlions and rcyular meclinya of railroad conrcntiona and
engineering incielics, tee adierlising page IM.)

At the seventeenth annual convention

of this association to be
the Republican House, Milwaukee. Wis., October 15-17,
committee reports will be presented on the following subjects:

held

1.

—

MeTican Central Charles F. Berna, commercial agent at El Paso,
Tex., has been appointed to the new office of General .A.gent at
that place, and his former office has been abolished.
Mineral Range.

Association of Railway Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings.

H.

Traffic Officers.

of the Boston

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEiVIENTS.

J.

— Oscar

Giffen has been appointed Car .\ccountant
of the Pacific system, with office at San Francisco, Cal., succeeding R. A. Barker, resigned.
Pacific.

— See

Duluth, South Shore

&

.Atlantic.

—

York. Chii-ago <( St. Louis. James Webster. General Freight
Agent, has been appointed to the new office of Traffic Manager,

-Veir

effective

at

September

1.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

Concrete Bridges, Arches and Subways, W. H. Flnley (C. &
N.-W. ). Chairman.
Concrete Building Construction, A. O. Cunningham (Wabash),

Chicago <f Xorth-W'vstcni.— The headquarters of F. W. Peterson,
Master Mechanic at Fond du I..ac. Wis., have been moved to
Green Bay. effective September 1.

Chairman.
Expansion and ContracUon of Concrete Walls, A. S. Markley
(C. & E. I.), Chairman.
Action of Sea Water on Concrete. Grosvenor .\ldrich (N. Y.,
N. H & H.), Chairman.
Use of Wooden and Asbestos Smoke Jacks for Engine Houses,
Ix)ng Island). Chairman.
J. H. Cummin
Lock for Rolling and Sliding Doors on Freight Houses, C. A.
I.lchty (C. & N.W.), Chairman.
Towers and Guides for Lights on Drawbridges, John N. Penw»ll (L. E. & W.). Chairman.
Protecting Ste-I Bridges Against Action of Salt Brine from Refrigerator Cars, R. P. Mills (N. Y. C. & H. R.), Chairman.
Pile and Frame Trestle Bridges. W. E. Smith (C, M. & St. P.),
Chairman.
Water Supply. C. E. Thomas (Illinois Central), Chairman.
Fire Protection, Wni. C. Carmichael (C, R. I. & P.), Chairman.
Fences, Road Crossings and Cattle Guards, W. M. Noon (D. S.
S. & A.), Chairman.

Chicago,

Rock Island d

Pacific.

— See

Denver & Rio Grande.

—

Denver
Rio Grande. F. E. Fox. Master Mechanic of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific at Goodland, Kan., has been appointed
Master Mechanic of the First division of the Denver & Rio
Grande, with office at Burnham. Denver. Colo., effective September 1.
^(^

(

Hocking

—

Valley.
Mendell A. Kinney, who was recently appointed
Master Mechanic, with office at Columbus. Ohio, was born in
1871 at Conneaut, Ohio. After a high school education he began
railroad work in 1889 as an apprentice in the New York, Chicago
& St. Louis shops at that place. He was made air-brake Inspector in ].n9:! and later went to the Chicago shops as pit
foreman and machine foreman. He was made general foreman
at Fort Wayne. Ind.. in 1903 and the next year went to the
Baltimore & Ohio as general roundhouse foreman at Newark,
Ohio.
Last April he went to the Hocking Valley as general foreman of the South shops at Columbus, Ohio, where he remained

until bis recent promotion.
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Mexican Central.— 3. M. Fulton, Master Mechanic at Chihuahua,
has been appointed Master Mechanic of the Aguascalientes diviR. A. Johnson sucsion, succeeding W. O. Morton, resigned.
ceeds Mr. Fulton.
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The Western Maryland

A

including 500 coal cars.

9.

said to be in the market for 1,000 cars,
similar report last month was denied.

is

The Crossete Lumber Company has ordered two coaches, four
:;nd three flat cars from the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works.

box cars

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Ragley Lumber Company has ordered one locomotive from
& Car Works.

the Hicks Locomotive

The Parkersburg Mill Company, Parkersburg, W. Va.,
stood to be in the market for one 36-ft. gage locomotive

is

under-

to

weigh

The Cold Blast Transportation Company, Chicago, has been receiving quotations on some tank cars, but nothing definite has been
decided.
Eyre-Shoemaker, Incorporated, contractors, Philadelphia, Pa.,
has ordered eight second-hand furniture cars from the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works.

The Antrim Iron

10 or 12 tons.

The Northwestern Pacific, as reported in the Railroad Oazette
of August 16, Is about to order two eight-wheel locomotives and
four 10-wheel locomotives.

The Lehigh Valley, it is said, has ordered 10 locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company, and 15 locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The ChicagoSeic York Electric Air Line, Chicago, is in the
market for one locomotive for construction work, and is figuring on
buying an additional locomotive.

The Kexc South M'ales Government Railways, as reported in the
Railroad Gazette of May 24, have ordered 15 ten-wheel passenger
locomotives, 10 tank locomotives and 30 consolidation locomotives
from Beyer, Peacock & Co., Gorton Foundry, Manchester, England.
Bids on this equipment were asked from builders in Great Britain,
America, Europe and Australia.
The Atchison, Topeka d Santa Fe, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of August 23, has ordered from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works 10 consolidation locomotives, weighing about 180,000 lbs.
on drivers; two Pacific locomotives, with about 150,000 lbs. on
drivers, and 23 switch engines, with about 144,000 lbs. on drivers.
The consolidation engines will be equipped with Baldwin superheaters. All engines are duplicates of previous orders.

from 15

to 20

Co., Mancelona, Mich., is in the market tor
standard gage second-hand flat cars of from 80,000 lbs.

to 100,000 lbs. capacity.

The Erie did not at any time cancel the order for 3,000 box
cars placed last February, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
-August 16. Delivery of these cars is expected to begin in October.
The Northwestern Elevated, Chicago, as reported in the .RailAugust 2. has ordered 40 semi-convertible cars from
the American Car & Foundry Co. The body of each car, with fixtures, will weigh 23.700 lbs., and the cars will measure 44 ft. 1% in.
The
long, 7 ft. 9 in. wide and 8 ft. 7 in. high, inside measurements.
special equipment includes:

roa<l Gazette of

Love Brake-Shoe Co.
Westinshouse
Northwestern Elevated :>iaiidard
Curtain Supply Co.

Biake-shoes
Brakes
I'.rasses

Curtain lixturcs
Curtain material
Journal Ix'xes

I'antasote
.Northwestern l-;icvated standard
Northwestei-n i;ievated standard

I'aint

Standard Steel Works

Wheels

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

BuRLiNGTOX, Iowa. The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, it is
back of a project to build a bridge over the Mississippi river
by the railroad and by electric car lines, and also as a
highway. Application is to be made to Congress.

said, is

to be used

The Kewburgh d- South Shore, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of August 23, has ordered two simple six-wheel switching
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, for March, 1908,
General Diinctmions.

SwilehiDg

Type

137.000

Weight, total
Ul'-imeter of drivers

lbs.
in.

—

Greenville, P.\. Additions and improvements, it is said, are
made by the Bessemer & Lake Erie to its shops here at a cost

.>'J

20

x :;« In.
Straight top
170 lbs.

ryllnders
lioiler, type

working steam

pre.'i»iire

In.

to be

of about 1350,000.

290

Tabes, number

—

National Tube Co.
to ft. 11 In.
108 in.
"
..33
25 sq. f t.
About 1.803
"
4,500 gals.
tons

maker
length
Firebox, lengih
Firebox, width
Grnif area
Heating surface, total
Tank rapacity
Coal capacity
>>tiecial

Homestead, Pa. Preliminary plans are reported made by the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie for putting up a new passenger station here
about $25,000.

to cost

—

NisBET, Pa. The Pennsylvania has bids in for building a sevenspan steel tru.ss bridg'e to be 1,128 ft. long and 30 ft. above the water
over the Susquehanna river Xo replace the present structure. The
piers are to be built to carry two tracks, but the steel superstructure
for the present will be single track.
The contract is to be let as
soon as permission to build the structure from the Water Commissioner of Pennsylvania has been granted. An order for 2,000 tons
of bridge material was recently let by the Pennsylvania to the American Bridge Company.

Eguipment.
Westinghouse
Gollmar

Air brakes
Bell-ringer

t liinax

Couplers

beliefs

Injector

Twentieth Century Metallic

and valve-rod packings
Sanding devices
I'ision

.I.eni-h

Uetrolt

Sight. feed lubricators
heel
driving

w

Tlrefl.

Latrobe

CAR BUILDING.
The Southern

Pacific

is

understood

on 50

to be a.sking prices

cabooses.

The Lehigh

rf

.Vpic

England

is

market

said to be in the

tor 700

freight cars.

The

fi'ew

Orleans

Great

Sorthrrn

is

in

the

market

for

700

freight cars.

The Maine Central has ordered two

po.stal

cars from the Pull-

man Company.
The Pacific Coast
senger equipment.

Company

Is

said to be in the

The American Steel d \Vire Company, Chicago,
the market for 300 freight cars.
The Chicago d

Illinois

the Hicks Locomotive

Midland has ordered

market
in

for pas-

reported In

from

six flat cars

& Car Works.

The Dayton d Troy Union has ordered eight side-dump cars from

A Car Works.
A Maine haa ordered 1,008 steel underframc box
Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.

the Hicks Locomotive

The
from the

—

Flushing. N. Y. The New York & Queens County announces
it has plans ready for putting up oar barns and repair shops
on land recently bought, fronting Jackson avenue. The cost of the
proposed improvements will be about $250,000.
that

delivery.

Jioston

cars

Wells Fargo d Co. have not yet decided to buy 10 refrigerator
cars, as reported In the Hnilroad Gazette of August 23.

The North Georgia Marble Co.. Ellljay, Oa., Is said to be
market for three or four side-dump cars for hauling ore.

in the

Philadelphia, Pa.— Bids are wanted. September 11, by the Philadelphia Department of Public Works for the construction of bridges
over the Pennsylvania Railroad at Belmont and Girard avenues and
31st street and Columbia avenue, and for two bridges along the
The bridge at Belmont avenue
line of the Torresdale boulevard.
will cost about $85,000, of which the railroad will pay $20,000.
The
is $52,500, the expense to be
bridge
estimate for the 31 st street
divided equally between the railroad, the Rapid Transit Company
and the city. The Boulevard bridge over Little Tacony creek will
cost about $100,000, while the co.st of the other bridge to span the
Reading tracks Is estimated at $45.0i>0. Bids are also asked for a
number of main and branch sewers, the estimated cost of which
will be $220,000.

—

PiTTSBURO, Pa. Announcement is made that the Wabash will
soon ask for a franchise to build a brid.ee over West Carson street,
in the west end, for the West Side Belt Line.

—

The Norfolk & Western, It Is said, has
P(iRT.s.MorTii. Ohio.
bought 75 acres of ground for exten.slons to its shops at this place.
In the enlarged shops 4,000 men will be employed.

—

The borough officers of Mt. Carbon are considPorr.svii.i.E, Pa.
ering the question of building a bridge from Cape Horn west over
tracks,
the old canal, the river and the Philadelphia
the electric car
t Reading track.s and abandoning the road near the Pennsylvania
Railroad yards at Mt. Carbon. It is said that the Pennsylvania
Railroad will pay for the Improvements in return for the land
granted.

AvQVn
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RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

will be low grmde,
F.

tloD.

N«w

Survoyt,

Kl— Work

Etc.

Lake

undir way putting In
on this road, between Pueblo. Colo., ami Atchison, Kan.

ToptKA k Santa

ATciiiao.x.
85-lb. rmlla

Incorporation!,

Bbai'mo.iit

a Gbeat Nobtukh.x.

— Thla

In

road.

In operation

from

Trinity, Tex., on the Intprnatlonal A Great Northern southeaRt to
Unalaaka, 20 miles, la being extended southeast to Beaumont. !)5
mile* from Trinity.
The extension U expected to be flnlshed to
I.lvlnK<iton. 15 mllt-s, next November, when rontrarts for a aOmlle
Kerllon are to be let.
It Is said that the line when built Is to be
turned over to the International k Great Northern.
Hritihii Coi.l°\ibi\ (Ki.i.t rHic I.—This rumpany has plans under
for bulldlnfc a branch from New Westminster. B. C, southeast
to I'loverdalv, 30 miles.
R. H. Spt'illiig. General Manager, Vanfouver, B. C.

way

ItHiNiKViiiK
('Ai.iE^tTE

k

&

Maiio.\i.N(1.— See Pittsburg,

Pioc'iic.

— Sec

San Pedro.

Ix)8

Shawniut k Northern.
Angeles & Salt Lake.

—

Canadian Pacific. General Superintendent Robert Marpole. of
the Paclllc division. Is reported as saying that surveys for the extension cf the Esqulmalt k Nnnaimo from Nanalmo, B. C, west
to Albernl, 50 miles, are sufflclently advanced to permit construction work to be begun.

—

Cb.MRAL or GfXjRGiA. The work of insta'.llng pai^sing tracks at
of the stations between Atlanta and Macon Is about finished.
Over 3U miles of new side tracks have been laid and counting the
double track of eight miles from Atlanta to Hapevllle the road has
38 miles of double track.
It is understood that as soon as the new
shops at Macon are finished, work will be begun on double-tracking
the entire line between Macon and .\tlanta. All of the recent work
has been done by the company's men Instead of by contractor.s.
all

CiiK.Mio

ft

Ai.Tox.— See Toledo,

St.

Louis

—

Clevelvnd, Au.ia.nce & Mahoxino (Electric).
line
p.

from Ravenna, Ohio, east

to

Newton

— Contracts,

Falls, 18 miles.

it

is

proposed
(Mar. 15,

382.)

Colorado Soitiikk.n,
San Francisco.

Nkw

Oki.kans & Pacikii;.

— See

St.

Louis &

—

DcLirxH, Rainv Lake & Wi.nnipeg. The bridge over Rainy lake
is to be flnlshed and through service begun September 1, on the
extension of the Uuhith, Virginia & Rainy Lake to the Canadian
boundary at Rainier, where connection is to be made with the Canadian Northern. The road now extends from Virginia, Minn., north
113 miles.
It Is said that the company now proposes to build the
line from Virginia south to Duluth, about 65 miles.
(March 15,
383.)

Dlluth, Virgi.ma

ft

Rainy Lake.— See Duluth, Rainy Lake &

Winnipeg.

— See Canadian Pacific.
Valley. — Announcement
made

EsQLiMALT & Nanaimo.

Indian Creek
Is
that regular
passenger trains have begun running on this road, recently finished from Indian Crfek. Pa., northeast five miles to Normalville.
It is also -said that an extension is to he built from Normalville northeast to Ligonler, 23 miles.
The road was built chiefly
for the business of the McFarland Lumber Company, which has
options on coal land north of Normalville and the proposed extension is to be built to develop this property.

—

iNTKiruRBAN CoNSTRiiTioN Co.MPANV. A franchise has been
granted to this company to build a line from Denver, Colo., north to
Greeley. 50 miles. The route of the proposed road is parallel to
the Union Pacific for most of the way. Work must be started within
six months, and be finislied within two years.
E. N. Reaser, Presi
dent, Denver.

Kansas Thai m<>\ C'n.MrA.SY.- Surveys are beiiiK made and rinhls
way secured for this proposed electric line to be built from Coffey
vllle, Kan., lortheast via Lawrence and Topeka to Kan.sas City, Mo..
200 miles. Contracts are to be let for the work in November,
U
of

Erie, Allia.xce

ft

WiiEn-i.tc.

— See

Lake Shore

ft

Michigan

Southern.

—

Lake Erie ft You.hghtow.oi (Elcctbic). This company, Incorto build an electric line from Conneaut. Ohio, south to
Youngstown, about 60 mlhw. has all the rights of way secured and
will shortly begin the work.
Plans have been made for the entrance
of the line Into Youngstown, where connection Is to be made with
the Youngstown ft Southern, which has bren built to Columbiana,
and Is to be extended to East Liverpool, on the Ohio river, 100 miles
from Conneaut. (April 12, p. 531.)
IKirated

—

Lake Siiokk ft Michigan Sui-tiier.n. Surveys, It Is said, are
under way for an extension of the l>akc Erie, Alliance ft Wheeling
from Its southern terminus ai IMney Fork, in Jefferson county. Ohio,
southeaii: to Martin's Ferry. 21 miles.

—

Mexica.n Milling ft Tbansi-urtatio.n Company. This company
been authorized to build railroads in the municipalities of

has

Guanajuato and La Paz. connecting with the Mexican Central near
Santa Rosa, and a number of branches, a total of about 50 miles.
The line must be located within three months, six miles built witnin
months and a similar amount finished each year, the entire work
not to take over five year.s.
An agreement has been entered into by
the Department of Communications and Public Works and George
W. Bryant to build the line.
l.'i

—

Me.xicas Pacific. A concession was recently granted to this
to build a branch in the state of Guerrero from Acapulco
northwest via Pie de la Cuesta to a point on the Coyuca river, about
30 miles. According to the terms of the concession, location surveys
must be begun within six months, three miles of the road must be
built the first year, and the entire line finished within four years.
The office of the company will be at AcapuU-o.

company

Miciiigax Roads. A new logging road, it is reported, will be
by the Sawyer-Goodman Company in Mastodon township. Iron
county, about 15 miles long. The proposed line is to penetrate a
large tract of timber owned by the Sawyer-Goodman Company.
built

—

MiDCONTiNEXT.^L Tractiox. This company, recently organized
by eastern capitalists to build an electric line from Tulsa, Ind. T..
via Red Fork and Sapulpa. to the Glen Pool oil fields, about 21
miles, has completed financial arrangements and will shortly begin
work. F. L. Smart, Kansas City, Mo.. President: J. R. Burnham.
Chief Engineer, Tulsa.

—

—

Danville ft Scottsville. This company was incorporated about
two years ago In Kentucky. It Is now said to have about ?2,000,000
subscribed and to have begun actual construction at Scottsville.
The proposed route is from Danville, Ky., southwest via Moreland,
Hustonville and Liberty to Scottsville, 100 miles. At a recent meeting of the directors, J. S. Allen, of New York, was elected President.
and E. P. Combast, of New York, Vice-President. M. J. Farris, President of the Citizens Bank, is Treasurer, and A. E. Hundley, Secretary, both of Danville.
(March 15, p. 382.)

p.

mostly be«vr. with 50 miles medium construe-

B. Shirley, President, Coffeyvllle.

—

& Western.

Chicago, St. Paul. Mi.nnkai'oi.is & 0.maha. This company is
buying right of way at Eau Claire, Wis., preparatory to building
another section of double track.
said, are shortly to be let for building a section of this
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Midland Valley. The branch from Jenks, Ind. T.. to Glen Pool.
6<o miles, has been opened for passenger service.
(July 26, p. lll.l

—

its
it

Minneapolis, St. Pall & Sault Ste. Marie. An amendment to
filed by this company in 'Wisconsin, permitting
branch from Brooton, Minn., northwest, 180 miles, to

charter has been
to build a

Superior.

—

Mississippi Valley (Ei.ectbic). Contract is reported let by
company to the Federal Construction Company of New York,
from Fort Madison, Iowa, south,
via Keokuk, and thence east via Hamilton. 111., to Carthage, 111.. 45
01116!=.
Rifihts of way have been secured and capital, it is said,
necessary to build the line has been obtained.
this

to build its proposed electric line

—

Ocean Shoue (Electric). The San Joaquin Valley 'Western, incorporated to build an extension of this road from Santa Cruz. Cal..
east via Holester. is said to have located the line and secured the
right of way for about 100 miles. Work will shortly be begun.
The line when finished, including branches, is to be 220 mi!es Ions
and to cost about $6,000,000. (March 15, p. 388.)
Pennsylvania.

—This

company,

it

is said,

burg, Brownsville & Monongahela Railroad,
Brownsville, Pa., to Rice's Landing, 15 miles.

—

has opened its Pittsnew branch from

a

Pennsylvania Roads (Electric). The Mercer Construction Co.
has been granted a charter in West Virginia with $25,000 capital to
build an electric line from Mercer, Pa., northwest to Greenville, 15
miles.
It is also proposed to build an extension from Greenville
southwest to Sharpsviiie, 11 miles, where connection is to be made
with the Sharon & Sharpsviiie, The proposed extension is to form
part of a line to connect Erie with Pittsburg. The incorporators
include J. M. Campbell. L. W. Orr and T. P. Filer, of Mercer; W.
Hilderbraud. of Pittsburg, and S. D. Downs, of Greenville.
Prrr.sm lie. Siiavv.mi t & NoiiriiKiix. The Brookvllle & Mahoning,
building from Hydes. Pa., southwest towards Pitlsburg, to Freeport,
101 miles, for which contracts were let to the Miller Construciion
Company, of l.ockhaven, has filed with the Stite Uepartmeiu of
Pennsylvania a report of an increase of $500,000 in (»pltal stock.
The company was authorized some time ago to Increase its capi(.March 15. p. 390.)
ta'i/.;itlou from $1,350,000 to $10,000,000.
St. U)iis & San Francisco.— The Colorado Southern, NewOrleans & Pacific has been formally leased to this company. The
division from Houston east, it is said, Is to be opened for traffic

—
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September 15 to De Qulncy, and possibly as far east as Opelousas.
The remainder of the line east to New Orleans is to be ready for
(July 26, p. 111.)
operation about January 1.
This oompany, which was
S.\N FinNCisco. Idaho & Mo.nt.vna.
incorporated to build a line from Butte, Mont., southwest to San

—

Francisco, according to a reported statement of E. R. Place. General
Manager, has bought all the necessary right of way, with the exception of 12 miles near Winnemucca, Nev., for the branch from
Caldwell, Idaho, to Winnemucca, Nev., 196 miles. As yet we have
not heard of any contracts being let except for 16 miles from CaldDonald Grant. President, Faribault, Minn.; I. H.
well to Homedale.
(March 15, p. 391.)
Richardson, Chief Engineer, Caldwell, Idaho.
Sa.\

JoAQi-ix Valley Western.

1904 and nothing previously; on the third incomes 5 per cent,
has been paid for the last two years and nothing previously.

Chicago & Alton.

—

Dak., northeast to Marshall. Minn., about 130 miles, rea meeting at Mitchell and appointed a committee to
project,
h. L. Ness. D. B. Miller, 0. E. Cas.sem, of

Larkin, C. B. Kenned, of Madison; L. P.
Ivanhoe; G. West, B. Olson. F. Sherwin.
of Brookings; C. L. Johnson. L. A. Larson, G. P. Skortum, of Hendricks; I. J. Todd, of Salem; W. S. Dotym, of Epiphany; C. W.
Shirley, of Clarno, and A. Swanson, of Winnifred, are on the committee.
The proposed line is intended eventually to be extended
from Mitchell, southwest to the Missouri river at Wheeler, giving
the south central part of South Dakota a more direct connection
St.

Toledo, St. Louls & Western.— This road having acquired control of the Chicago & Alton, a connection is to be built from Panama,
Alton
111., west to Litchfield, the eastern terminus of a Chicago &
By construction of this seven-mile link the
branch, seven miles.
two roads will together have a through route from Detroit and
Toledo on the east to Kansas City on the west.

Waoner, Lake Shore & Ar.mour Traction.— An

officer

writes

that this company, which expects to let contracts In July for building its proposed electric line from Wagner. S. Oak., north via Lake
Shore, Armour and Hillsllde to Mitchell, 65 miles, has been unable
to carry out its plans by reason of its failure to secure satisfactory
In

the

city

of

.Mitchell.

been under way
Armour and Platte, and
(May 31, p. 760.)

Work has
at

rapidly finished.

Wisconsin Midland.— A franchise has been granted this comwhich has a capital of $30,000. to build a line from the
Chicago ft Norlh-Western at Chester, Wis., northwest, five miles,
The line Is eventually to be extended south from
to Waupun.
Waupun to a point beyond Beaver Dam. Thomas Mercein, of Milprincipal promoter.
the
waukee, Is
pany,

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Beaumont, Soi

ii

Lake

ft

Wk.stkkn.— See

St.

Louis

ft

San Francisco.

— The

directors have passed the dividend on
the $4,000,000 third preference Income bonds. The usual dividend of r. per cent, wa.s decl.tred on the first Income bonds, but
For the last four
only :'..729 per cent, on the second incomes.
years 5 per cent, has been paid on the first Income bonds; the
rate was 3 per cent. In 1902, r. per cent. In 1901, 3'/i per leni.

Central of Oeorcia.

and 2 per cent, in 1899 and 1898. On the second Incomes
5 per cent, has been paid for the last two years, 2 per cent. In
In 1910

— See

St.

Louis & San

—

In rKunoRoiciii-METKopoLiTAN.

— See Metropolitan
—

Street Railway.

Street Railway. Movements have been started to
form a protective committee of the stockholders of this company because it is feared that the 7 per cent, guaranteed dividend on the $52,000,000 stock may be reduced or passed entirely.
The property is leased to the New York City Railway,
the rental being the dividend referred to, the payment oj which
is guaranteed by the Metropolitan Securities Company, which
owns all the stock of the New York City Railway. The Metropolitan Securities Company is controlled by the InterijoroughMetropolitan Company. It is understood that the Metropolitan
Street Railway has not been earning enough to cover the dividend and that the Metropolitan Securities Company has been
making up the deficit. The last named company, however, has
no apparent source of income other than what it gets from the
stock of the New York City Railway. The Interborough-Metropolitan, it is said, has decided not to pay unearned dividends
on the Metropolitan Street Railway stock if the Metropolitan
Securities Company is not able to do so.

MKrHoi'OLiTAN

(

Stei'He.nsville North & South Texa.s.— This company was
organized to build a line from Stephensville, in Erath county, Tex.,
It has been finished to Alexander,
south to Hamilton, 35 miles.
about 13 miles, and this section is said to be now opren for traffic.
entire line to Hamilton finished
have
the
The company expects to
about the middle of October. Read & Montgomery, Stephensville,
(Mar. 15, p. 388.)
contractors; McK. Johnstone, Chief Engineer.

now being

Pacific.

The first distribution of profits by the trustees
Great Northern's iron ore property, leased to the United
States Steel Corporation last tall, has been declared. It is $1
a share, i)ayable September 16. The interest in the property
was 'divided into 1,500,000 shares, with no fixed par value,
which were distributed, share for share, to holders of Great
Northern stock. It was announced last fall that a -distribuIn making
tion of profits would be made at least once a year.
this first distribution, however, the trustees did not say whether
the present rate would be maintained or changed.

Paul.

some time on the power plants

& Western.

company

of the

grant the company a 40-year franchise for this purpose.

theee are

—This

—

Gkeat Nohtiikr.v.

Electmc) .— This company, formerly the
Madison Street Railway Company, has petitioned the Wisconsin
State Railroad Commission for a certificate of authority to build an
interurban line from Madison southeast via MacFarland to JanesThe Madison council about a year ago refused to
ville, 40 miles.
SovTUERN- Wiscoxsi.v

Paul.

New Orleans &

J.

F. Schulz. of

with Minneapolis and

franchises

Toledo, St. Louis
St.

The Directors have decided to pay the regular semiannual
dividend of 2 per cent, on the $47,892,400 first preferred and
the annual dividend of 4 per cent, on the $16,000,000 second preferred stock in warrants which will run for 10 years and bear 4
per cent, interest.

Ehie.

—

for

Milwaukee &

Colorado Southern,

Ocean Shore.

South Dakota Centiul. This company, building an extension
from Rutland. S. Dak., north 75 miles to Watertown, has been finished to Nunda, six miles: the work has been delayed on account
A large grading outfit has recently been put
of lack of laborers.
at work and the grading will b? finished to Watertown by December.
Work is now under way near Arlington, where the Chicago & Northwestern tracks will be crossed. (May 10, p. 663.)
South Dakota Roads. The promoters of the iiioposed line from

Wadden,

— See

is about to begin
the electrification of its line from Wilson avenue, Chicago, to
Evanston. 111., according to an ordinance of the city of Chicago.
The Northwestern Elevated is to operate its cars over this line.
The cost, estimated at $1,000,000, as well as the revenue from
the service, will be divided between the two companies. It is
expected that operation will begin in three months.

CiiKACio,

380.)

Mitchell. S.
cently held
exploit the
Mitchell; J.
Johnson, R.

9.

Francisco.

— See

San Pedro, Lo.s AMiELE.s & Salt Lakk.— Freight and passenger
service on the Caliente & Pioche, it is reported, has been established
(March 15,
for 15 miles north of Caliente about half way to Pioche.
p.

Vol. XLIII., No.

—See Chicago, Milwaukee & Paul.
— See Toledo, Louis & Western.
Francisco. — The Colorado Southern, New Orleans

Northwestern Elevated.

St.

Rock Island Company.
St.

Louis & San

&

St.

property has been leased to the St. Louis ft San
is under construction from Baton Rouge,

Pacific's

The road
De Quincy, 138

Francisco.

miles; from De Quincy to Beaumont. Tex.,
47 miles, the tracks of the Kansas City Southern are to be used
and the Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western, which ran from Beaumont to Sour Lake, 22 miles, and was acquired some time ago
by the St. Louis & San Francisco, has been rebuilt and extended
La., to

to

Houston.

c;onnection

is

ultimately to be

made between Baton

Rouge and Now Orleans.

—

A semi-annual dividend of IV^ per cent, has been declared on the $60,000,000 non-cumulative 5 per cent, preferred
The annual rate has been 5 per
stock, payable October 17.
It was 3 per cent,
cent, since 1901, when it was 4 per cent.
in 1900, 2 per cent. In 1899. and 1 per cent. In 1898 and 1897.
announced that,
the
Directors
dividend,
the
After reducing
though feeling that the unusual results of last year were not
liable to be repeated, they believed it bcht to limit the distribution of profits until the permauoiit effects of high prices. Increasing taxes and legislative redurtiou oi earnings could be

Southern.

fairly

measured.

Tot Kno. St. Louis & Westeein.— This couipiiiiy is to buy control of
the Cbicngo & Alton from the RocU Island (^ompany and InterIn return for $6. 380, 000 preferred and
ests associated with it.
$14,420,0011 common stock of the Chicago & Alton out of $19,544,000 preferred and $19,542,800 common outstanding, the Toledo,
St. Louis ft Western Is to Issue collateral trust bonds to be turned
over to the Rock Island Company. For the preferred stock
liought. 4 per cent, collateral trust lionds are to be Issued at par
oiiils are to he
and for the common slock collateral trust
Issued at 35. which are to bear interest at 2 per ce:il. for five
years and then 4 per cent. For further comment on this pur1

chase, see eilltoriai

published

In

Ibis

column and

Issue.

also a short aiticle with

map
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The Southern Pacific has directed its electrical engineer, Allen
H. Babcock, and Frank J. Sprague, who has been retained as consulting engineer, to study the possibilities of increasing the capacity
of the Sacramento division of the old Central Pacific by electrifying
between Rocklln. Cal.. and Sparks, .Nev., 134 miles over the Sierra
Nevada mountains. These gentlemen constitute a sub-committee
within a committee of five, consisting of themselves and three engineers of the Harrlman lines, not yet named. This committee
will consider the relative advantages of a number of proposed plans
for relieving the present congestion of traffic over this important connecting link between the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific
coast lines, and will make final recommendations to Mr. Kruttschnitt. Director of Maintenance and Operation of the Harriman
lines.

This electrification is i)erhaps the most difficult and important
which has so far been seriously considered. The New
York Central and the New Haven electrifications are sinii)le problems
compare^l to It. The NVw York Central was lompelled by law
to abandon steam locomotives in the Park avenue tunnel, and it
planned Its electric equii)ment, not so much with the idea of immediate economy In operation, as with the belief in great expansion of
business in the fulur-" in a thickly populated territory which could
be handled more profitably and with greater comfort to passengers
Installation

by electric trains than with steam trains. The New Haven went
even farther and designed its installation with the idea of immediate economy of operation and the ultimate extension of electricity
over the greater part of Its network of lines In Connecticut.
The economy of electric operation Is still open to some discus-

The

possibility of Increasing the carrying cai)acity of a given

piece of track by substituting electricity for steam as motive power
is perhaps more easily proved, yet heretofore this has been a consideration of secondary Imiiortance. In the Southern Pacific's prob-

important consideration; reasonable economy must,
of course, be attained, but It would be worth while to increase the
cost of operation slightly if It was found i)ossible to Increase the
capacity of the line one-half or more. Any of the plans proposed
will cost enormous stims to carry out, and the committee will have
to decide which method will best meet present and future needs for

lem

it

is

the

first

the least ultimate cost.
The Sacramento division crosses the Sierra Nevada mountains
It is the most direct route to San Franat an elevation of 7. lis ft.

•
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ELECTRIFICATION ON THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC.
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190".

and all the through traffic of the Cnion Pacific which is not
diverted north over the Oregon Short Line to Portland or south over
the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake to Los Angeles must be carried up the steep slopes on one side and down the equally steep
slopes on the other side. The traffic is heavy, but quite irregular
and blockades are frequent in the yards at both ends of the division.
The road is single track with few sidings, and because of the difficisco,

it is practically impossible to double-track it throughThe road is
out or to greatly increase the length of the sidings.
full of sharp curves, and between Rocklin and Sparks there are more
than :!1 miles of tunnels and snow sheds. Rocklin, at the foot of the
enstbound grate, has an elevation of 250 ft. and from that point to

cult location

the summit. S3 miles, there
of SI I.J ft. per mile, with a

bound the maximum
summit, H miles, is

is

a total rise of 6.7CS

ft.,

an average

per mile. Westgrade begins at Truckee, and the rise to the
1,198 ft., an average of 85V.i ft., with a maxi-

maximum

of IIG

ft.

In the winter the snow often accumulates
of 105 ft. per mile.
depth of from 15 to 20 ft. in the exposed places.
Various methods have been proposed and carefully looked into
for relieving in part the congestion of this very much overworked
An entirely new single-track line has been located some disline.
tance away which has slightly more favorable grades, and if built
would be equivalent to providing a second track on the present locaTunneling the Sierras at a lower elevation and thus reducing
tion.

mum
to a

the length, as well as the steepness of the grades on each side, has
also been proposed.
Mr. Babcock has been studying the possibilities of a change In
motive power from steam to electricity for nearly three years and
has collected much of the necessary data on which a report can be
will
It is by no means assured, however, that the comiwny
decide to adopt electricity instead of the difficult construction work
the
under
tunnel
long
of
a
for a new line or the daring scheme
mountains, for the difficulties of installing and maintaining the

based.

may be found to be too great. The
advantage of electricity as a motive power wotiKl be that
new line could be
It could be installed in much less time than a
beiriunlng of
built, and the results would be noticeable from the
operation of the first section. In case a tunnel was built it would be
power.
motive
as
a
necessary In any event to use electricity
Some of the difficulties to be overcome If electric operation of the
Installation and mainteentire division is finally decided upon are:
nance of transmission lines to withstand heavy snows and violent
storms without interruption. Prnvi^inn for wide variations in load
necessary electrical equipment
I)rlncipal

:

:
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specifications are printed below in parallel columns with
those adopted by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association and those passed to letter ballot by the American Society for Testing Materials at its recent annual meeting. A
discussion of the report made to the American Society of Civil Engineers by the special committee has been made an order of business

mended

with heavy but very intermittent traffic. Danger from fire in snow
sheds during the summer and from short circuits due to melting
snow in the spring. E.xtreme cost of substantial and permanent
overhead line construction and danger to trainmen in tunnels and
Interference by snow
snow sheds if this method should be employed.
in the open

Vol.

third rail construction is used.

The two engineers who will report on this problem have not for the annual meeting to be held in January next, and a committee
as yet decided on any of the details of the apparatus which might of the American Railway Association is also engaged in the study of
be employed. They are approaching the subject with open minds, the problem of rail sections and rail specifications. The time seems
and it is possible that after a thorough consideration of the problem opportune, therefore, to call attention to some of the differences in
they may report to the committee that the scheme is not practical, the above specifications.
It is believed that a specification embodying the best features of
In any event, their report, when made, will be an Interesting study
of the possibilities of electric operation along lines

the three specifications here cited with adequate provision for tests

which are begin-

would insure a safe

ning to attract serious attention.

RAIL

SECTIONS AND SPECIFICMIONS

amebicax

society

of

is

civil

engineers.

AMERICAN

"Recommended

Specifications fob Bessemer
Steel Rails.*
"Process of Manufacture. The entire process
of manafacture and testing sball be in accordance
with the best slate of the art, and the following
instructions shall be faithfully executed
"Ingots shall be kept in a vertical position In
the pit heating furnaces until ready to be rolled,
or until the metal In the interior has had time to
:

"No

bled ingots shall be used.

"There shall be sheared from the end of the
blooms formed from the top of the Ingots not less
than twent.T-flve per cent., and If, from any cause,
the steel does not then appear to be solid, the
shearing shall continue until It does.
If, by the
use of any Improvements In the process of making
ingots, the defect
the al>ove

vented,

known

as piping shall be preshearing requirements may be

modified.

The

:

heating furnaces until ready to be
roiled, or until the metal in the interior has time
the

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS.
PROPOSED STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.
(a) The entire process of manufacture and

MAIN-

entire process of manufacture
and testing shall be in accordance with the best
current practice, and special care shall be taken
to conform to the following instructions
(b) Ingots shall be kept in a vertical position
In

solidify.

neers.)

AND
RAILWAY
ENGINEERING
TENANCE OP WAY ASSOCIATION.

(a)

be

(For conThe three specifications referred to are as follows:
venience of comparison the sequence of the paragraphs has been
slightly modified to adapt them to the specifications recommended
by the special committee of the American Society of Civil Engi-

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.
(1)

may

in the past.

SI'ECIFICATIONS for BESSEMER STEEL RAILS.

—

It

no matter how exacting the specifications may be made in the letter,
the standard of excellence that they are designed to secure cannot
be insured without more rigid inspection than has been customary

being given to the advisability of
increasing the percentage of metal in the webs and flanges, as
compared with the existing sections recommended by your society."
This proposed change would probably prove a decided step in the
right direction, in that it would not only increase the strength and
stiffness of the rail, but would allow of a much lower finishing temperature in rolling than is possible with the present thin flanges.
For convenience of comparison and discussion these recomparticular attention

good wearing properties.

the fact that the specifications under which such rails have been
furnished were not sufficiently rigid, and that the mills have been
disinclined to accept orders under specifications designed to insure
a better and more uniform material. It is certain, however, that

The Progress Report of the Special Committee on Rail Sections
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, embodying the "Recommended Specifications for Bessemer Steel Rails" is given in full herewith. As stated by the committee "in the designing of heavier
sections,

of

rail

safely asserted that the unsatisfactory experience within recent years
with rails under modern service conditions have been due mainly to

pit

to solidify.
(c) No bled Ingots shall he used.
(d) There shall be sheared from the end of the
blooms formed from the top of the ingots not less
than twenty-five (25) per cent., and it, from any
cause, the steel does not then appear to be solid,
the shearing shall continue until it does. If, by
the use of any improvements in the process of

1.

testing shall be iu accordance with the best current practice, and special care shall be taken to
conform to the following instructions
In(b)
:

gots shall be kept In a vertical position In the pit
beating furnaces until ready to be rolled or until
the metal In the Interior has time to solidify,
(c) No bled ingots shall be used,
(d) There shall
be sheared from the end of the Blooms formed
from the top of the ingots not less than x %,t
and If, from any cause, the steel does not thea
appear to be solid, the shearing shall continue until

It

does.

tThe percentage of minimum discard In any case
to be subject to agreement and It should be recognized that the higher this percentage the greater
will be the cost.

Ingots, the defect known as piping shall
prevented, the above shearing requirements
be modified.
(2) Ralls of the v.arious weights per yard specified below shall conform to the following limits
In chemical composition

making
be

may

:

"The number

of passes and speed of train shall
be 90 regulated that on leaving the rolls at the
final pass, the temperature of the rail will not
exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance
at the hot saws, for a 33 ft. rail of 1001b. section, of e 7-16 In., and 1-18 In. less for each 51b,
decrease of section.
These allowances to be de-

creased at the rate of 1-90 In. for each second of
time elapserl between the rail leaving the finishing rolls and lieing sawn.
No artiflclal means
of cooling the steel shall be used after the rails
leave the rolls, nor shall they be held before
Mwing for the purpose of reducing their tempcratnre."

"Chemical
weights per

Compotltlon.
.vnrd

In

chemical

composition

70-70lb.

80891b.

Percent-

I'ercentage.

0..">0 O.fiO

n..'i3 <>.<i.T

90-lOnib.
Tercenlage.
0.."i.-i

o.r..'.

Phosphorus shall not
exo-ed
Silicon shall not exceed
Sulphur shall not ex-

ceed

Manganese

0.08B
0.20

0.085
0.20

0.085
0.20

0.07B

0.075

0.075

4. The numlier
of passes and speed of train
shall be so regulated that on leaving the rolls
at the final pass the temperature of the rail will
not exceed that which requires a surlnkage allowance at the hot saws, for a 30foot rail of
100-pound section of 6 11-10 Inches, and 1-16

Inch less for each 5-pound decrease of section.
These allowances to be decreased at the rale of
0.01 Inch for each second of time elapsed between
the rail leaving the finishing rolls and being sawed.

No artificial means of cooling the rails shall be
used between the finishing pass and the hot saws.

ture.

of the various
below shall conform

age.

rartKin

not exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance at the hot saws for a 33-ft. rail of 100-lb.
7-16 In., and l-16ln. less for each
section of
5-lb. decrease of section, these allowances to be
decreased at the rate of l-OO-ln. for each second
of time elapsed between the rail leaving the finishing rolls and being sawn.
No artificial means
of cooling the steel shall be used after the rails
leave the rolls, nor shall they be held before sawing for the pumose of reducing their tempera-

— Ralls

sperlfled

to the tri\ltjm\ng limits

(5) The number of passes and speed of train
shall be so regulated tnat on leaving the rolls at
the final pass, the temperature of the rail will

Percentage
90-100
80-80

70-70

•Carbon
Phosphorus shall not

lbs.
0.i;o

0.,''iO

lbs.

lbs.

0.530.(!3

0..">.) O.O.'i

Rails iif llie various weights per yard specibelow shall conform to the fallowing limits
chemical composition

2.

fied

In

:

ex-

ceed

0.085

0.O,S5

0.085

Silicon shall not exceed
0.20
0.20
0.20
Sulphur shall not exceed 0,075
0.075
0.075
Manganese
0.75-1.00 0.801. 05 0.80-1.05

•Carbon may be reduced to suit

local

•Progress report of the Special Committee on Rail Sections; A. 8. C. K.
"Ornllrmrti ; Your cnmmltleo respectfully report that they have given
the r»port. which they submitted under dale of .Inn. 17. lOOif. and which
T-ns r'-terrcd back tu them, cnrefiil CMPildcnilh.n. and would now report Hint
they are In consultation with comnilllerii representing other societies and
organlsiHllnns. ns well gg other Inlere.ited iinrlles, on llie milijert of modllied
rail sections, with the purpose of preparing and submitting to your spclely n

conditions.

50-50
•iO.flO

0.75-1.00 0.80 1.05 0.80.1.05

Ihs.,
lbs.,

per .. ..^
per cent

0.35(145 0.10 0.20 0.701. 00
0.3SI).-t.'<

0.10 0.20 0.70-1.00

70-79 lbs per cent.. .0.40
50 0.10 0.20 0.7.')-1.05
80 80 ihs..' per cent.'." .0.430.53 0.10 0.20 O.SO-lilO
90-100 lbs., per cent... 0.45 0.55 0.10 0.20 0.80-1.10

new

series of siich sections.
In this designing of heavier sections, particular
Is being given to the advlsnhllltv of Increa^tlng the percentage of
melnl In the webs and flanges as compared with the existing sections recommeniled bv vour .><ocleiv.
This Ihev hope In nccompllsli In due lime, and In
the nii'iinllnie respeitfully submit to the society for its consideration the folIcpwlng speclll allons for the mnnnfnctnre of Itessenier and open henrlli rails:

attention

:

SCITKMBUI
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ISUT

6.

A. 8. C.

M

E.

—

"Itrnp Tfl.
On* drop tnt •ball Im m»it on *
plerc of rail, DOC !«• Ih«o 4 fl. tod oui morr
tbao A ft. loDC. wlertMl from ca<'b blow of ttrrl.
Tb« (rat pirr* aball b« lakra from Ibc top uf tb«
iDCul.
Tbr ralla (ball b» plan^ brad upwanl oa
tbo attppoTta, aod th« rarloua a<>ctlooa aball be
aubjwiad lo tbr fullowlnit Impact leata ondar a

fra« falllnc «el(bt

70 (o 70
«o to TO

»0

1b.
111

ralla
ralla

to lOO-lb. ralla

IS
20
23

i'Sf

due drup

'.?

teal »hall

W
madv uu a

ft. and out more than 8 ft
from each blow of itrel. Th« test
taken from tbe top of the Ingot.
The rails aball be placed brad upward on the
supports, and tbe various sertlona shall be subjected to tbe fullowlne Impact teata uodar a free
falllnc weight

lonx, selected
piece aball be

to 70 lb. rails
KO to 80-lb ralla
to 100 lb. rails

ft.
ft.

ft.

"If any rail brraka. wban aabjectn) to tb* drop
tMt, two additional trata may b« made of olber
ralla frum the unir Mow of aiei-l, also taken from
tbe top of ibe Ineola, and If eltber of tbeae latter
ralla fall, all tbe ralla of tbe blow wblcb tber
raprearnt will be rejected, but If botb of tbeae additional teat plecea meet tbe requlrementa, all tbe
ralla irf tbe blow wblcb tbey repreaent will b«
accepted.
"Tbe drop-leatlDK machine anall baTe a tup of
2.000 lb. weight, tbe atrlkluK face of which aball
bare a radius of not more than 5 In., and the tost
rail aball be placed bead upward on solid supports .1 ft. apart. The anvil block shall welKh at
leaat I'O.OOO lb., and the supports shall be part of,
or flrmly secured to, the anvil. The report of tbe
drop teat aball state the atmospheric temperature
at tbe time tbe teat was made."

piece ut

Dot leas than 4

rail

S

A.

U*

7ii

18

90

20
22

One drop

3.

not

rail

feet

• Ix

te«t

than

leas

long,

any rail breaks when subjected to tbe drop
two additional tests may l>e made of other
ralla from tbe aame blow of steel, also taken
from tbe top of tbe Ingota, and If either of tbeae
latter rails fall, all the rails of the blow which
they represent will be rejected, but If tioth of
tbeae additional teat plecea meet the requirements,
all tbe rails of the blow which tbey repreaent
will be accepted.
(4) Tbe drop-testing machine aball have a tup
of 2,000 lbs. weight, the striking face of wblcb
hall baTc a radius of not more than 5 In., and
the test rail shall be placed head upward on
olid supports 3 ft. apart. The anvil block shall
weigh at least 20,000 lbs., and tbe aupports shall
The
be part of, or firmly secured to. tbe anvil.
report of the drop teat ball atate the atmoswas
temperature
at
the
time
tbe
test
pheric

made.

?

n

:

:

steel.
Tbe tent «hi
the Ingot.
The rail
on tbe support*, an-1
•ubjected to the follow lu^
free falling weight

.'

^>
-o

'

imparl

UtlA under a

:

W-i->

•

.

'

'»r

Height of
drop. fe«t.

p<>'

ft.

If

if

••

s^le,

ft.
ft.

teat,

T

-

4.'i

More
More
More
More
If

test,

than
than
than
than

..
..
.

.

.

.

55
nr>

i.

75
85

tt,,

any rail breaktwo additional

tbe Ingot,

will

same blow of

55
05
75
85
100

t"
t"

be
steel,

15
IS
17
18
10

ed to tbe drop

lakiu from tbe top of
of other rails from the
If either of the<e latter

ii-i.:b.

made
and

all the rails of the blow wblcb tbey
represent will be rejected, but if botb of tbeae
additional test plecea meet the requlrementa. all
tbe ralla of the blow wBlcb they represent will
be accepted.
5. The drop testing machine shall have a top
of 2.000 pounds weight, the striking face of which
shall have a radius of not more than fire Inches,
and the test rail shall be placed bead upwards
The anvil
on solid supports three feet apart.
block shall weigh at least 20.000 pounds, and tbe
supports shall be part of, or firmly secured to,
tbe anvil. Tbe report of tbe drop test shall atate
the atmospheric temperature at the time the test

teita falls,

was made.
"Srrlion.
Tbe section of rail shall conform, as
accurately as possible, to the templet furnished
by the railroad company, cnnslstent with the paragraph relative to apecifled weight.
A variation
In height of 1-64 In. less, or .1-32 In. erealer than
the spprinpd height, and 1-16 In. In width will be
permitted.
The section of rail shall conform to
the finishing dimensions.

Unless otherwise specified, tbe section of
be tbe American Standard, recommended
by the American Socl*ty of Civil Engineers, and
shall conform, as accurately as possible, to the
templet furnished by tbe railroad company, consistent with paragraph No. 8, relative to speciA variation In height of one slityfied weight.
thirty-second
fourth (1-64) Inch less, or one
(1-32) Inch greater than the specified height, and
one-sixteenth (1-16) Inch in width, will be per(7)

rail shall

mitted.

The

section

of rail

shall

conform

7. Unless
otherwise specified, the section of
be tbe American standard, recommended
by the American Society of ClvH Engineers, and
shall conform, as accurately as possible, to thf
templet furnished by the railroad company, consistent with Paragraph No. s. relative to specified
weight.
A variation In height of 1-64 of an Inch
less, or 1-32 of an Inch greater than tbe specified
height, and 1-16 In. In width will be permitted.

rail shall

per-

fectly to the flulsbing dimension.

"Weight.— Tbe weight of the rails will be maintained as nearly as possible, after complying with
tbe preredinc paragraph, to that speclflod In contract.
A variation of one-half of 1 per cent, for
an entire order will be allowed.
Ralls will be
accepted and paid for according to actual weights.

—

"Length. The standard length of rails shall be
Ten per cent, of the entire order will be
ft.
accepted In shorter lengths varying by even feet
to 27 ft., and all No. 1 rails less than 3.t ft.
long shall be painted green on the ends. A variation of >i In. In length from that specified will
be allowed.

83

—

"[trilling.
Circular holes for splice bars shall
be drilled In accordance with the specifications of
the purchoser.
The holes shall conform accurately to the drawing and dimensions furnished. In every respect, and must be free from

bum.

—

"fttrnightrning.
("arc must Up tiiken In
hot
straightening tbe rails, and It must result In tbeir
being left In such condition that they shall not
vary throughout their entire length more than
In. from a straight line In any direction, when delivered to the cold atruighteuing presses.
Those
which vary beyond tlint amount, or have short
kinks. Hhnll lie classed as secondqunllty rails and
be HO stampecl.
"Ralls shall be straight In line and aurface when
flnlshcil
the straightening being done while cold
smooth on head, sawed square at ends, variation
to be not more than y'ri In., and, prior to shipment shall have the burr occasioned by the saw
No. 1
cutting rcniovetl, and the enda made clean.
rails shall lie free from Injurious defects and flaws
of all kln<ls.
,")

—

—

"No. 2 mils shall lie accepted up to r> per cent,
They shall not have flaws In
of the whole order.
their beails of more than 'i In., or In the flange
of more than
I"- li> depth, and, In the Judgment
of the Inspector, these shall not be so numerous or
of such a character as to rcnilor tlicni unflt for
The ends of
recognized second quality rail uses.
No. 2 rails shall lie painted while, and sbnil have
two prick-punch marks on the side of the Web
near the heat number brand, and placed so as not
Ralls from heals
to lie covered by the splice bars.
which failed under the drop test shall not be ac-

H

cepted as No. 2

rails.

(8) The weight of the rails will be maintained as nearly as possible, after complying with
paragraph No. 7, to that specified In contract. A
variation of one-half (^) of one per cent, for
Rails shall be
an entire order will be allowed.
accepted
and paid for according to actual
weights.

8. Tbe weight of the rails will be maintained
as nearly as possible, after complying with ParaA
graph No. 7. to that specified In contract.
variation of one-half of 1 oer cent, for an entire
Ralls shall be accepted and
order will be allowed.
paid for according to actual weights.

(0) The standard length of rails shall be 33
Ten per cent, of the entire order will be accepted In shorter lengths, varying by even feet
to 27 ft., and all No. 1 rails less than 33 ft.
A variation
shall be painted green on the end.
of one-fourth of an Inch In length from that specified will be allowed.

length of rails shall be 30
9. The standard
Ten per cent, of the entire order will be
accepted In shorter lengths, varying by even feet
to 24 ft., and all No. 1 rails less than 30 ft.
A variation
shall be painted green on tbe end.
.if one fourth of an Inch in length from that specified will be allowed.

ft.

holes for splice bars shall be
In accordance with the specifications of
purchaser.
The holes shall accurately conform to the drawings and dimensions furnished In
every respect, and must be free from burrs.
(10) Circular

drilled

the

Ralls shall be straight In line and surface
(11)
finished
the straightening being done while
smooth on head, sawed square at ends, varicold
ation to be not more than
m In., and, prior to
shipment shall have tbe burr occasioned by tbe
saw cutting removed and tbe ends made clean.
No. 1 rails shall lie free from injurlo\is defects and

when

—

—

'

flaws of all kinds.
Care must be taken In hot-stralghtenlng
(12)
Ibe rails, and It must result In their being left In
such a condition that they shall not vary throughout their entire length of 33 ft. more than 3 In.
from a straight line In any direction, when delivered lo the cold straightening presses. Those which
vary beyond that amount, or have short kinks,
shall be classed as second quality rails and be so

ft.

shall
be
bars
10. Circular holes for splice
In accordance with the specifications of
Tbe holes shall accurately contbe purchaser.
form to the drawing and dimensions furnished In
every respect, and must be free from burrs.
drilled

Care must be taken In hot-stralghtenlng tbe
and It must result In their being left In such
condition that they shall not vary throughout
their entire length more than 5 In. from a straight
line In any direction when delivered to the coldThose which vary beyond
straightening presses.
that amount, or have short kinks, shall be classed
and be so stamped. The
rails
quality
as second
distance between supports of rails In the gagging
42 In. Ralls shall be
less
than
not
shall
be
press
the
straight In line and surface when finished
11.

rails,

a

—

—

stnin|ied.

straightening being done while cold smooth on
head, sawed square at ends, variations to he not
more than ', m In., and. prior to shipment, shall
have the burr occasioned by tbe saw cutting removed, and the ends made clean. No. 1 rails shall
be free from Injurious defects and flaws of all

in

kinds.

The distance between supports of rails
the gagging press shall not be less than 42 In,

No. 2 rails will be accepted up to five (5)
(15)
Ralls that possess
per cent, of the whole order.
any Injurious defects, or which for any other
cause arc not suitable for first quality, or No. 1
rails, shall be considered as No. 2 rails: provided,
however, that rails which contain any physical defects which Impair their strength shall be rejected.
The ends of all No. 2 rails shall he painted white
Ralls rejected under
In order to distinguish them.
the drrrp test will not be accepted as No. 2 rails.

No. 2 rails will be accepted up to 10 per
14,
Ralls which possess tmj
cent, of the whole order.
Injurious defects, or which for any other dauBe
are not suitable for first quality, or No. 1 rails,
shall be considered as No. 2 rails: provided, bow.
ever, that rails which contain any physical defects
which Impair their strength shall be rejected. The
ends of all No. 2 rails shall be painted white In

order to distinguish them.

:
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of the

rail,

s. c.

M

i;.

—

The name of the maker, the weight
and the month and year of manufiic-

-Bramliug.

sli.Tll l>e rolled in raised letters on the side of
and the number of the blow shall be
the web
plainly stamped on each rail where It will not
8Ubse<|uenily be covered by the splice bars.

ture.

:

— The

representing the
Inspector
purchaser shall have free entry to the works of the
manufacturer at all times when the contract is
l>eing Nilcd. and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded him by the manufacturer to satisfy
bim that the finished material Is furnished in accordance with the terms of these speclficatlous.
All tests and Inspection shall be made at the place
of manufacture prior to shipment.
"Inxprctiun.

.if

Vol. XLIII., No. 10.

\V.

A. S. T.

and the number of blow shall be plainly stamped
on each rail where it will not subsequently be coT-

ered by the splice bars.

ered by the splice bars.

114.)

have free entry

turer at

limes

all

to the

when

The manufacturer shall fuinish the inspector
wl^h carbon determinations for e.nch blow,

furnish the Inspector,

(61

with cailnm determinations for each blow
cliemlcal analysis every -4 hours,
representing the average of the other elements
contained in the steel, for each day and night turn.
These analysts shall be made on diillings taken
On the request of the infrom small test Ingots.
spector, the manufacturer shall furnish drillings
for check analyses.

dally

and a <-omplete

and a complete chemical analysis every 24 hours,

shall

—

"for Biitic Opcn-lliiiilh ffdiN. The speclhcafor rails made by the Basic Open-Hearth
process shall be the same as for Bessemer rails, excepting that a full chemical determination shall be
furnished for each heat and two drop-tests from
each.
Their chemical composition sliall be
tlons

90

70 to 79
lOiosphorus'
Silicon'

Sulphur*

Manganese

n..-)3
..

"For Basic Open-IIearth
for

process

rails

sliall

ceiitlng that

n.0."(

().'

0.0.->

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.06
0.06
0.06
to 1.00 0.80 to 1.0.5 0.80 to l.O.j
.

lbs.

.

.

The more important points of difference between the above
now be briefly considered:
Process of Manufacture. The American Society of Civil En-

specifications will

—

gineers and Maintenance of Way specifications provide for a discard
of 25 per cent, from the end of the blooms formed from the top of
the ingots, and it is added that "if. by the use of any improvements
in the process of malting ingots, the defect linown as piping shall

be prevented, the above shearing requirements may be modified,"
whereas the American Society for Testing .Materials specifications
leave the percentage of minimum discard blank with the provision

minimum

discard in any case is to be subshould be recognized that the higher this
percentage the greater will be the cost."
It is frequently claimed by the manufacturers that a minimum
discard of 25 per cent, is excessive, and that many of the failures of
rails In service which are ascribed to piping are really due to other
causes.
Nevertheless, it can hardly be denied that piped steel is
responsible for many cases of rail failure which might have been

that "the percentage of

and

it

avoided by a more liberal discard. This important problem of
piping would seem to be one deserving of the most careful investigation through the co-operation of all parties in interest with a
view of determining by what means and to what extent it may be
controlled.
If, for example. It should appear that by the use of
steel of certain chemical composition, cast at a lower temperature
than Is now customary, the piping can be reduced the specific percentage of minimum discard may then be modified accordingly.
There can be no question that the safety of the rail should be the
first consideration, irrespective of Incidental increased cost, and that
until the amount of piping can. be more definitely controlled It is
preferable that the discard be somewhat excessive rather than too
low.

The claim that with large discard the accumulation of bloom
ends cannot be advantageously utilized should not be regarded as
valid 80 long as such heavy discards are really necessary to Insure
solid metal.
Moreover, the bloom ends may frequently be used, at
least In part, for rolling light rails, as has been done In the past at
certain mills. Such materials under proper restrictions might also
be utilized for heavy mils of second grade to be put In sidings.
each of these specifications the Import^ince of securing a
low finishing temperature In rolling is recognlzctl, and
it Is aimed to secure the same by specifying the maximum allowable
amount of shrinkage for rails of different weights. This provision
la undoubtedly In the right direction, but the conditions are complicated by the fact that the present rail sections do not lend themselves readily to low finishing temperatures by reason of Insufficient
In

sufflctenlly

lbs.

..

Silicon

Sulphur*
.Manganese*

The

Inspector

representing

the

purchaser

have free entry to the works of the manu-

all times when the contract Is being
filled and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded him by the manufacturer to satisfy him
that the flnlslied material is furnished in accordance with the terms of tliese specifications.
Ail
tests and Inspections shall be made at the place
of manufacture prior to shipment.
6.
The manufacturer shall furnish the inspecdaily, with carbon determinations for each
blow, and a complete chemical analysis every 24
hours, representing the average of the other elements contained in the steel, for each day and
night turn.
These analyses shall be made on drillings taken from a small test ingot.

tor,

specifica-

90

70 to 70
0.63 to0.7.'5 0.68 to 0.78
0.03
0.03
07.'> toO.20 .07."i to 0.20
0.06
0.06
o.!U)
0.00

rarlKin

Phosphorus*

13.

shall

facturer at

to

be:

100

Ihs.
0.7.) to O.80

0.03
.07."> to 0.20
0.06
0.90

*Shall not exceed.

*Sb«ll not exceed.

ject to agreement,

Kiiils.— The

rolled in raised letters on the side of the web,

made by the basic open-hearth
same as for Bessemer rails. e.\-

their chemical composition shall

to 11)0

to 0.03 O..18 to 0.68 0.G5 to

0.0.->

lie

be the

lbs.

lb

Carbon

representing the average of the oilier elements
contained in the steel, for each day and night
These analyses shall be made on drillings
turn.
taken from small test ingots.

tions

rail

The Inspector representing the purchaser

works of the manufacthe contract is being filled
and shall have all reasonable faiilitles afforded
him by the manufacturer to satisfy him tliat the
finished material Is furnished in acocudance with
.Ml tests and
the terms of these specifications.
inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment.
shall

The name of the maker, the weight of
and the montli and year of manufacture shall

12.

1

dally,

"The manufacturer

M.

13)
The name of tlie maker, the weight of rail
and the month and year of manufacture shall be
rolled in raised letters on the side of the web, and
the number of blow shall be plainly stamped on
each rail where It will not subsequently be cov-

metal in the web and flange, as compared with the head. With the
proposed increased thiciiness of metal in web and flange the requirements in this particular can be much more satisfactorily naet.
In this connection attention may be called also to the trouble
caused by too heayy reductions in the early passes in the blooming
mill, tending to tear the metal.
Such defects, although they may
apparently disappear during subsequent rolling to the extent of
escaping surface inspection, may become sources of weakness in
service and direct causes of failure.
The tendency on the part of the mills to use an insufficient

number

of passes

have a detrimental

in rolling in

the rail mill

is

also calculated to

on the product, and it is believed that mill
might be modified to good advantage.
The percentage of second quality rails to be accepted, which is
fixed at 5 per cent, by the American Society of Civil Engineers and
.Maintenance of Way specifications and at 10 percent, by the Amerieffect

practice in this respect

can Society for Testing Materials specifications, also influences the
The
quality of the
i-oduct indirectly to an important degree.
lower this percentage the greater becomes the incentive to the manufacturer to exercise care at every stage of manufacture to avoid
the accumulation of rejected rails, which under a larger percentage
would Ije accepted as second quality.
In each of these specifications the importance of allowing sufficient time for the ingots to properly solidify is provided for in a
general way, but in practice it is diflicult to insure strict compliance
with this iirovision.
Referring to the above features collectively, it is believed that
an earnest effort on the part of the mills to secure improved conditions of manufacture In the directions indicated, together with the
adoption of a heavier and better balanced rail section, would obviate
the present dlfllculties to a large extent.
Chemical Compositinii. The American Society of Civil Engineers and Maintenance of Way s|ieclfications iirescribe that the phosphorus shall not exceed O.OS.'i. with a range in carbon of 0.55 to 0.65
for the heaviest sections, whereas the American Society for Testing
Materials specifications fix the phosphorus limit at 0.10 and the
carbon limits at 0.45 to 0.55. The maintenance of way specifications provide, however, that the carbon limits "may be reduced to
j

—

suit local conditions."
It Is generally admitted that a higher percentage of phosphorus
tends to increase brittleness, especially with higher carbon content.
The supply of low phosphorus ores Is. however, said to be
insufficient to permit of the genewil adoption of the 0.085 percentage
of phosphorus.
If the validity of this claim be admitted there is
apparently no good reason for not rolling such rails to the extent

SEriTMHUI
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to which low phoapborui ortn are available for use In ulluiiUuu.i
It U likely that the condiIn whirh quality la of flrst lni|>ortaDce.

thU r««pe<-t will alao be Improved by the use of
open hearth steel.
While l( Is conceded that Kood rails have been made
with a phosphorus content not exreedInK <i lo. tlils limit
tion* In

ralla

made

of

to be too hlfcb for rails u( the prpitent wclKht

iiiul

In the past
Is

believed

xectlon under

thi;

for the present

conditions of manufacture usuully prevalent und
heavy »er\-lce conditions. If the section be suitably increased with

the added metal distributed between the web and flange It Is posthat with proper care at every stage of manufacture a percentage of phosphorus not exceeding 0.10 for Bessemer steel rails

In coucluxion It may be said thai lo the use or '*
process the desirability of a change of section, ub
else of due precaution at every stage of manufacttir
'

.i,

<<^r-

rhe

Important question of finishing temi>erature, Is just <i« greiii us In
the cajte of the Bessemer process, although pOMlbly experience will
show that an increasol weight of section will be
for
open hearth rails. Thi- Hailroad Oaselle will weUn:
of
this subject in Its columns, not only from the comnu'
= to
whom the subject has been entrusted, but also from railroad olBcera
who may differ from any of the conclusions expressed above.
.

.

sible

will

Im-

founil admissible.

Drop re»ta.—The American Society of Civil Engineers and
Maintenance of Way siieclflcatlons call for one drop test from each
blow of steel with Ti ft. height of fall on 90 to 100 lb. rails, whereas
the American Society for Testing Materials specifleatlons require
one drop test from every fifth blow and a 19-ft. fall on a s5 to
100 lb. mil.
It is important to note that each specification requires
the test piece to be taken from that portion of the rail representing

the top of the ingot.
The provision In the American Society of Civil Engineers and
Maintenance of Way specifications, by which one test Is required

from every heat of steel and higher drop testa are called for than
In the American Society for Testing .Materials specifleatlons, seem
reasonable and preferable, especially since the present average
quality of rails has proven unsatisfactory, and it is therefore deBirable that the requirements should be raised rather than lowered.

Length uf Hail.

— The

American Society

ft.
ft., as against 33
adopted in the other two specifications. The only justification for
adherence to a 30-ft. length is believed to be the shortage in cars of

suitable length for hauling, the longer rails, but since this difficulty

rapidly disappearing it may doubtless be assumed that the 33-ft.
length w^ill soon be adopted as a general standard.
Straightening. All of the specifications recognize the importance of having the rails as straight as possible when they come
from the cooling beis and two of the specifications limit the distance apart between the supports of the rails in the gagging press
This is one of the most important clauses
to not less than i'2 in.
Is

—

may be done to the rail
can be made either in section

in

gagging, and any improvement that
of
rail or In rolling to avoid this severe treatment would be an important
The omission of any reference to the distance between supgain.
ports of rails in the gagging press in the American Society of Civil
Engineers specifications is believed to be undesirable. On the other

hand the restriction of the camber to 3 in. in these, as well as the
maintenance of way specifications, is doubtless preferable to the
5-ln. limit prescribed by the American Society for Testing Materials
specifications, and it is believed that the lower limit does not impose undue hardshij) on the mills.
.Yo. 2 Uailn.
The bearing of the allowable percentage of second
quality rails to be accepted on the question of manufacture has
already been referred to above under "process of manufacture."
Aside from this It Is believed, however, that the provisions govern-

—

ing the classification of No. 2 rails in all of these specifications are
too lenient, and that rails embodying certain of the defects stated

should be rejected absolutely as unfit for use.
Basir Open Hearth Steel Hail.i. The American Society for
Testing Materials specifications contain no reference to basic open
hearth rails. The American Society of Civil Engineers specifications prescribe a limit of 0.05 for phosphorus and a carbon range
of n.«5 to 0.75 for 90-100-lb. rails, as against a limit of 0.03 tor phosphorus and 0.75 to 0.85 for carbon in the Maintenance of Way specifications, the aim of the latter being doubtless to secure a rail of
equal wearing properties and decreased brittleness. The latter
specifications are believed to be preferable, and It is to be hoped
that the small range of ten points in carbon can be met by the
manufacturers of basic open hearth steel, since it Js a well-established fact that the carbon content cannot be controlled in this
process as readily as in the case of the high carbon steels manufactured by either the acid open hearth or Bessemer processes.
It will be noted that the maintenance of way specifications contain the same provisions for drop tests for basic open hearth steel as
for Bessemer steel, whereas the American Society of Civil Engineers
specifications call for two drop tests from each heat of open hearth
Both of these
steel and a full chetiiicai determination for the satue.
provisions are believed to be desirable to insure uniformity of
product in the case of open hearth steel.

—

block Hyntt^niR did not tiare an many o^l.Ulntiii un rtiadtt m'ti* rtf (he lilm-k has
not been InHtalleil.
How ran the uncertain human factor lie eliminated tium
train niovemeDlH';
How, fitr Instance, after the moHt perfect Hy*tem that
liuiuan f;enlUH ran dcrlKe has lieen put in for<-e. can you make ^ure that the
iMTiilor will make hU doth larg" enough lieiween the staihjn iiame and lue
«che<Iiile figures?"
>

The Implication

that collisions are as frequent under the block
system as on roads not thus worked, must be based on data from
trolley roads which use various electrical arrangements that are
not block signals in the true sense of the term.
Where has our
contemporary found any statistics really comparable, to justify the
statement made? The best way to "eliminate the uncertain human
factor" is to adopt the electrical and mechanical safeguards of the

true block system.

With

that, the question

how

to

make sure

of

au operator's dots no longer troubles.

for Testing Materials

specifleatlons require a standard length of 30

In the specifleaticns. as serious injury

The Kleetrir Trailum Weekly, quoting what we said concerning
the recent disastrous collision at Salem, Michigan, and particularly
that "th» only way to cure the faults in the despatching systein Is
to abolish the system and use In Its place the block system," sjys:
"ThiH would l><> m'nit enrouraictne If. iinr<>riiinal<>ly. ru«l* •<|ulp|>fil wiili

The action of the .Master Car Builders' Association, in providing
virtual penalty for putting paper and cloth advertisements on
freight cars, is now taking effect. The Pennsylvania Railroad has
given instructions to agents to see that shippers do not violate the
rule and, in any event, to see that cars do not so forward with
advertisements posted on them. Other roads have taken similar
action.
If any one misses the mental stimulus of these varied advertisements, he still can gaze, any day, at any station, on fome
big, yellow refrigerator car, bearing on its side in vivid and artistic
(?J lettering the advertisement of the firm owning the car.
a

The increase in the express business which has been so widespread in the territory east of the Missouri river during the past
few years, leading to the establishment, both for through and way
business, of separate trains for the carriage of parcels, appears to
be confined to no particular section of the country. The Southern
Pacific has decided to run one train each way daily throughout Its
principal lines for the accommodation of the express company's
business, namely, from San Francisco to Ogden. Utah: to Portland,
Some of these trains will incidentally
Ore., and to El Paso, Tex.
carry a limited number of local passengers, but their main business
The through passenwill be to carry the express company's traffic.
ger trains will of course by this relief be enabled to shorten their
stops and thus more surely maintain their schedule time. The
aggregate length of these three routes is 2.844 miles.
Central of Georgia.

The 1907 year of ihe Central of Georgia is especially interesting
for two primary reasons: flrst, because the $5,000,000 capital stock
of the company which has been held by the reorganization committee of the Richmond Terminal Company since 189ti was sold
during the year to Oakleigh Thorne and Marsden J. Perry, and.
second, because of the company's inability on the face of pubiit^hed
earnings to pay the full dividend on the second series of income
bonds or any dividend at all on the third series, and the contest
instituted by a committee representing income bond holders, who
maintained that the equiiv of the earnings of the Ocean Steamship
Company of Savannah should be used to provide for the return on
the income bonds of the railroad companjIt will be recalled that in 1835 the company succeeded to the
foreclosed property of the Central Railroad & Banking Company of
The capital stock of the company has remained unchanged
at $5,000,000, which is at the rate of only aliout $3,348 a miie, and
ownership of this stock has never been advertised, except that President Spencer, of the Southern Railway Company, stated in his testimony in 1899 that the Southern was entit'ed to the financial benefit
of any sale of the stock, though it did not a.ssume to control the
railroad.
The operation of the property may, therefore, be described
as having been on a semi-independent basis, friendly to the Southern
Georgia.

Railway.
Last June, Adrian H. Jollne, Chairman of the Richmond Terminal reorganization committee, announced that the committee had
sold to Mr. Thorne and Mr. Perry all the stock of the Central of
Georgia, the net proceeds of which were to be paid to the Southern
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Railway, while the new owners declared their purpose to operate
and develop the system independently for the benefit of the shareholders, and announced that they would hold at least 60 per cent.
of the stock for at least two years.
On August 14 a meeting took place in New York of the owners
of the property and of representatives of the larger bond holders
to formulate a plan for the retirement of the income bonds, the face
value of which is $15,000,000, about one-fifth of which is held in
Savannah. Ga., and perhaps one-third in New York. It is understood that the plan proposed was that the 5 per cent, income bonds
should be exchanged for an equal amount of 4 per cent, bonds with
interest as a part of the fixed charges, but there was a disagreement, as has been mentioned above, as to the payment of the interest on these bonds through the medium of a dividend which
the Central of Georgia presumably could receive if it chose to do
so from its subsidiary company, the Ocean Steamship Company of
Savannah, which operates a fleet of 10 excellent steamships (including a new one not quite completed) be-

Vol. XLIII., No. 10.

past.
The company has 40 more locomotives in
service than it had a year ago, and spent an average of $2,460 tor
the maintenance of each of the 292 in use, including renewals, doubtless, but not the undistributed charge for superintendence, etc.
The
maintenance charge for cars in passenger service was on the basis
of $914 per car, which is, of course, a very high average, and freight
cars were charged at $102, which means that the amount spent for
renewals under this head was greater than the amount spent for
ordinary maintenance. Way and structures were charged at $824 per
mile of main track operated, and at the rate of $727 per mile of
single track, estimating, roughly, that two miles of spur tracks
and sidings are equivalent in maintenance cost to one mile of main
track.
This is a good figure for the southern states, although much
remains to be done, as indicated by the fact that the company had
531 miles of 56-lb. rail in service on June 30.
The following table of increased unit costs tells an important
story, although it must be borne in mind that the congested condi-

for several years

tween New York and Savannah and Boston
and Savannah.
Details

of

the

capitalization

of

the

Ocean Steamshtp Company are not to be
found in the railroad company's report, but

company guarantees $1,579,000
rail
bonds for the water company and owns its
entire capital stock of $2,000,000. of which

the

$1,995,000 is pledged as security for the collateral trust bonds, and also owns the entire capital stock of the New England &
Savannah Steamship Company, practically
the entire issue of which is pledged as
mortgage
the
consolidated
security
for
bonds. These two companies may to all intents and purposes be considered as a single
going concern, operated with the same ships
and financed with the same capital. No dividends are paid on the marine stock, but the
value of the 10 sea-going vessels could not
be appraised at less than $3,000,000, and
their earnings should certainly be large in
view of the fact that they are continuously
fed with traffic by a railroad company and
perform an active and doubtless a profitable
service, the six newer vessels being particularly well designed to carry a maximum
amount of freight on a minimum coal consumption. The attitude taken by the railroad company is that the equity in the earning of the marine properties belongs not to
the income bonds but to the stock of the com-

pany. It is not our province to pass judgment upon this contention,
but merely to indicate the interesting and unusual facts, which furnish an exceedingly clear illustration of the principle of a subsidiary
concern with concealed earnings, since it must be assumed that a
considerable portion of the cost of the marine fleet has been paid for
out of its own earnings, as was done in years past with such marked
success and profit by the White Star Line of transatlantic steamships.
Gross earnings of the railroad company in 1907 were $12,082,777.
as compared with $11,396,123 in 1906; an increase of $686,655, but
operating expenses and taxes increased $1,371,004 in the saa.e
period and charges increased $155,514, with the net result that the
balance available for interest on the income bonds was $448,126, as
against $1,250,671 in 1906. Out of this sum. $12,937 was credited
direct to profit and loss; 5 per cent. Interest was reserved for the
$4,000,000 first prefprence Income bonds; 3.729 per cent, was reserved for the second incomes, and $32.95 was carried forward. In
1905 and 1906 all three classes of income bonds received their full
5 per cent.; In 1904 the second preference received their first payment, 2 per cent.
The Increase In operating costs was caused by Increased costs
of labor and materials. In addition to a condition b6th of local and
of general congestion.
Presumably on account of this congestion,
the average train load of revenue freight decreased from 218 to
212 tons, although the average car loading increased from 13.52 to
14.60 tons.
According to Mr. Hale's figures, the Georgia Central,
for the first six month.t of the current fiscal year, made a good
showing In percentage of cars In service, but a rather poor one
in ton-miles per car per day, as compared with the other railroads
in its territory.
The ton-mile earnings for the year also fell oft
from 1.655 to 1.569, and the passenger-nille earnings from 2.455 to
2.419, and there Is the unmistakable Inference that, as the result
of recent legislation in the southern states, these unit earnings are
likely to show even a further decrease In the 1908 year.
There Is
also a strong Indication that taxes have been materially Increased
and are likely to figure still more largely next year, but they are
lumped with general expenses, so the figures rannot be given.
In spite of this disadvantageous feature, the expenditures on
maintenance account were consistently liberal, as they have been

Central of Georgia.

working unfav-

tions of traffic referred to above affected economical
orably.
cost I'lr Mile Uun ; Cents.

Wages
Wages

and firemen.
roundhousemen

of engineers

of

.093

1906.
6.326
1.209
4.452
8.214
.472
.186
.073

25.526

20.932

1907.
7.042
1.471
6.206

Repairs

9.996
.490
.228

l-'uel

Water supply
on. tallow and waste
Other supplies
Total, per locomotlve-mlle

returns show an increase of 33.41 per cent. In manufactures and miscellaneous freight carried; of 24.83 per cent, in
forest products; of 19.86 per cent, in product of mines, and of 20.19
Bitper cent, in products of agriculture; an excellent showing.

The

traflfic

coal and manufactured articles have shown particularly
noteworthy gains in the last few years; the total freight tonnage
has doubled since 1900, and the bituminous coal tonnage has Increased in seven years from 251,508 tons to 854,303 tons.
The total impression gained from a careful reading of the report is that the company is in excellent shape as regards Its traffic,
and is making up deficiencies in physical condition from earnings
as well as from new capital expenditures, as fast as can be done,
but that, in common with every railroad in the south, it Is genuinely
suffering from high costs forced upon it from the Inside and from
low rates decreed by legislative bodies, at the very time that It Is
of the most urgent important'e. from the standpoint of railroad and
commonwealth alike, that rates should be Increased, to strengthen
the company's, credit and make much needed Improvement work

uminous

possible.

The following are the

principal statistics of the year's operation:

Average mileage opcrnled

.

.

Urosf* earnings
Mnlnt. wa.v and alrncliires
Mnlnt. of equipment
Cnndiirtlng trannporliitlnn.
(Jeneral expenses and taxes

Operating expenses and taxes.
Net earnings
Olher Income
Total Income
Interest

and rentals

Halance

inoT.
1.809
2.0S2,7-7
OS:
$12.
""

1900.
1..S7S
$11..'tntt.l2.'»

70.010

I.S4.>."0.1

2.249..tl8

1.712.132
3,892,830

'
l..'!

4.S87.17e
,Sft0,-12

784,4rt7

n.li06.2in

311,0.39

8,285,213
3,160.910
274,621

2.778.000

S.4.1.1.r.31

2..t40..-»74

2.1.14.860

448,120

1.250,071

2.47«.n«l

Su^cMBca
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PUBLICATIONS.

I mf. >l sialrt.
For Ilayfra and B«ll»r«.
l>ubllalirU
Cloib; l.-Jl'-l pnvra: TilO In.
:, 'i LaUypilr Strrrt. N>w Vork.
I'rirr. tlU.

frrl.i! Hr-il'trr

of ihr

rxi.r

lU-glnter la dealfcned to be a complete and
reliable Index of tho archltoc-lural. mechanical, onglneerlng, contranintr, eleotrlcal, railroad. Iron. «leel, mining, mill, quarrying, ex(lendrlik..

.

Tho proHont volume coDtatna over
and uddrosHea of manufiuturtTH and over 15.000 buslions with full Hats of the manufiu-turera and of the
D>'
dealerii lu wcrythlng employed In tho manufacture of material,
machinery and apparatus used in these industries. Tho publication
is well Indexed by the class of goods manufactured with sub-classlflcations by states.
Thus, for example, a list of makers of gas
engines, sub-divided into 29 states, is given.
Eight manufacturers
are named for .so highly speclalizud a product as a screw pitch gage.
The book Is well planned and has apparently been carried out in a
thorough manner. It Is an extremely useful publication.

If

:

The Brick Arch.

i.indred Industrie!).

p<':

':::>

a railroad cannot give away anything
whatever. Why. It Is time that I>rejild>-nt Kooaevelt began paying fare
"
for bla wife and children on the ".Mavfiower
illroad presiBut what If Profesaor Adams h!
different aodents' aalary vouchers be apportioi.
a. o. p.
counta Into which he baa claaalflcd r.:

kalary lb Juhi the plate.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Curve Mechanics and the Woodlawn Wreck.
Wnlilinm.

.Mass..

Aug. 29. 1807.

To THE niUTiiR OF Tlir R.MI.RO.M) G.\zktte:
The communication on "Curve Mechanics and the Woodlawn
Wreck." in your Issue of August 23. suggests the following notes:
the leading locomotive exerts a retarding force on the rest
of the train, the direction of that force will be tangential and not
in the direction I. G.
(See figure on page 198.)
The reactions of the rails, through friction, are additional forces
acting on the lever I F K. which have been ignored.
Under the worst conditions, with no brakes on any other vehicle
of the train and with the driving wheels of the leading locomotive
at the point of sliding, on a 3'... deg. curve, this retarding force will
fall far inside the rear driver, its transverse component will be less
than 1,000 lbs.; and. according to the transverse location of the
resultant rail reaction, this 1,000 lbs. would be distributed among
several or all of the wheels.
With brakes applied to all of the vehicles, the force acting
between the locomotives is so small that It is uncertain whether it
Is one of tension or compression, depending on the percentage of
braking power of the loaded vehicle and the coefficients of friction
Involved.
It such a force as that described by your correspondent had
existed. It would have derailed the rear driver instead of the trailing wheel on such a curve as that at Woodlawn.
The difference between the forces required to guide the center
of gravity of a body In a given path and those required to change
the rotative velocity of the body about Its center of gravity, has
been lost sight of. The former is the centrifugal force, and the
latter is the subject of Mr. Henderson's investigation.
All of the mechanical points in dispute in connection with the
Woodlawn wreck have been of an elementary nature, and there is
evident a need of much more attention to the subject of matheIf

matical mechanics.

o.

e.

Complimentary Tickets.

Cuyahoga

Falla. Ohio. Aug. 16. 1007.

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Perniii me to have apace in your valued paper to direct thought
to this subject.
It was referred to recently In a technical paper In
the words In quotation marks, which prompt my comments in the
words thereafter following:
"It is of Interest to note that in the recent convention of the
Master Boiler Makers' Association, the remarks of the speakers Indicated a general abandonment of the brick arch in locomotive practice, chiefly because of the unreliability of arch tubes as generally
applied, together with some vague impression that its use was detrimental to the back firebox sheets, and possibly the side sheets. To
one unacquainted with the process by which devices rise and fall
and railroads, in general, those conditions might appear .somewhat
absurd. But to those familiar with the Idiosyncrasies developed on
railroads, the conclusions are not surprising. The factor of fuel
economy is given so little regard in this country that a very little
trouble with any device tending to such an end is suflBcient to con-

demn

it."

be admitted as true that the "factor of fuel economy
little regard" on railroads, that they take very little
trouble.' But the boilermakers. having had daily opportunities for
close observation, were able to speak at their convention from their
own experience, and that experience, which would be legal evidence
Without
in a court of justice, should not be lightly discredited.
commenting on their reasons, I would suggest thought on two other
reasons why the brick arch should be abandoned:
First.
Carbon dioxide is one of the products of combustion.
It is the resultant of the perfect union (combustion) of carbon and
oxygen. It is not combustible. It is 50 per cent, heavier than air.
In its own heat It has energy aided by the draught to rise and
pass out of the firebox to the smoke stack, but if it has not sufficient heat to energize it, or if there be not sufficient draught to
draw it out of the furnace, or If its exit from the furnace be hindered
by a brick arch, it spreads over the firebox as a diluent, and the
temperature of the furnace Is reduced by its failure to fully move
out with the draught.
Second. The gases which rise from the flrebed gain nothing
by contact with a brick arch. Their tendency is to lose heat in
It

is

may

given so

—

—

touching a

solid.

john uvimostone.

Reducing Black Smoke on Soft Coal Burning Engines.

The committee of the Traveling Engineers' Association, reporting on this subject, sent out to members a circular letter with
questions, some of which were:
How do you prepare your coal before putting on tender?
How do you prepare your fire when starting train?
What grades of coal do you use?
Have you noticed any difference in the smoke with the different
grades of coal.

New

Vork. Aug. 28. 1007.

To THE Editor of the R.mi.road Gazette:
In the Wall Street Journal I find the following:
It Is illfflcult lo porsunilo Komc ppopio that thore Is a law against passes.
Many still Iwlleve that they are entllled tn free Iransportatlon. and some
of these men arc so Imporlnnt that railroad preslilenia find It Impolitic to
One prominent railroad man Iprosumably a president)
refuse their requests.
to $600 a month out of his own pocket to buy railroad tickets
over his own road, lo give to such applicants for passes as be feels unable

pays from $500
to turn

away.

I assume that, of course, this $6,000 to
is as it should be.
(We
yearly expense is covered by the president's salary.
ordinary officers, receiving from |3.000 to $6,000 yearly, are almost
unanimous In the opinion that salaries of $35,000 to $60,000 can
"cover" a contingent exi>ense of $7,000 without damage to the social
If my assumption is correct, this president's policy puts
fabric.)
the free-ride item on the same basis as "legal expenses" and other
which for years It has been deemed necesexpendlturo.s
railroad
sary to charge to some account where they will not be too conspicuous.
In giving free passes and making no account of the mileage
traveled on them, an Injustice Is done to the "conducting transportaUnless the prohibition of gratuitous railroad
tion" department.
service Is going to be made to cover everything from .5-cent cigars
to complimentary tickets allowing a non-passenger to walk up and
down the train platform, the railroad company should have some
place in which to charge complimentary rides; and the president's

This

$7,200

Answers to the first question showed that only a few roads
prepare their coal. Those that do get good results, the general
method being to break the large pieces into lumps from 4 to 6 in.
in diameter.
One method which appears practical and inexpensive
s', in. x
3 in.
is to provide coal sheds with breakers made by placing
iron bars set on edge about 5 in. apart. On these breakers the coal
diameter
than
in.
In
pieces
less
5
broken
into
Is dumped and must be
before it will fall through. The value of such practice should not
be overlooked by railroad companies.
In answer to the next question, almost without exception the
same plan Is advocated for preparing the fire. It is built up
gradually until a good level bed of coals is secured of sufficient
thickness to hold without tearing under heavy exhaust, and thereafter the use of the single scoop system in replenishing the Are.
When stops are made the fire should be in such prime condition
that it will not be necessary to put on much green coal when starting train, and the engineer should use every effort to assist the
fireman in holding his fire by pulling out carefully, and when the
stop is to be a short one the fireman should endeavor to have his
fire In such condition that no green coal need be added until the
train has left the station. The blower should be used to pull just
enough air through the fire to combine with gases, and grates and
ash-pan should be kept clean and in good condition. The condition
of grates has much to do with the suppression of black smoke.
The replies to the third question show that probably the great-
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stumbling block in the way of eliminating black smoke is the
grade of coal used by the roads and the use of a great many different grades on a single system. The poorest grades of coal seem to
be received by most of the roads, and as many as 17 or 18 different
grades on a single road. Since this is the case, the problem of
reducing black smoke is even more troublesome than it should be.
A fireman who gets one grade of coal trip after trip so that he can
get accustomed to using it to the best advantage, even if it is of the
poorest quality, can get better results than the fireman of equal
ability who gels a good grade of coal on one trip and a poor grade

Vol. XLIII.. No. 10.

Two

'est

on the

next.

SUMMONS

Only one report indicated satisfactory coal conditions. In this
instance 50 per cent, of bituminous and 50 per cent, of anthracite
coal was used, and little trouble was experienced from smoke, as it
could be regulated by increasing the percentage of anthracite at
limes when excessive smoke was objectionable.
The last question is supplementary to the one preceding and
the replies further prove the disadvantage of having several grades
of c-oal to contend with. Fine coal is found to produce more smoke
than lump, as it ignites more rapidly and the smoke and gases
formed have less chance of being burned off. This is also true of
the lighter grades as compared with the heavier. Also, it is more
difficult to prevent smoke with coking coal than with no coking, and
still more difficult with slack coal.
On roads where several grades are in use there is no benefit
derived from the use of the best grades except in that they produce
steam more satisfactorily, and the better the grade of coal the more
carbon it contains and the more smoke it will discharge. This is
only true, of course, because the fireman does not get the good coal
frequently enough to become accustomed to firing it properly. If
the better grades were used exclusively and the firemen became acquainted with the right method of handling it, much less smoke
would result and lighter firing would te possible.
In summarizing the report, the committee advocated the serious
consideration of two things:
First, a campaign to bring about the standardizing of grades of
coal furnished for locomotives. That, both in the line of economy
and convenience, better grades of coal would be desirable is unquestionable, but if managements cannot be brought to realize the
economy of good coal or if it is impossible to obtain it at all times.
efforts should be made to insure the furnishing of one particular
grade at all times in place of from halt a dozen to twenty different
No mechanic on earth could turn out satisfactory work
varieties.
If tne style and pattern of his tools were changed daily, and it is
just as impossible for the fireman to do himself justice or work for
the best interests of his employers if a continuiil change is being
made in the kind of fuel he must use.
Second, a realization of the fact that the present tendency
toward still heavier power must necessitate a change in the old
methods of handling a locomotive. Mechanical devices to assist the
fireman in the duties that now overtax his strength must sooner or
later be put in use. bath in the interest of economy to the company
and in fairness to the engineer. What devices will best accomplish
the uesired results is still a question, for the reason that the managements of railroads are backward in taking up anything that
looks like an additional expense in maintaining power, while the
mechanical departments dread the trouble and nuisance of oxpcriTnenting with new devices. The enginemen themselves are probably
as much to blame as any one for blocking changes that are bound
New conditions to-day are making
to come at no distant date.
necessary new devices, and the really progressive railroad man will
meet the conditions and do all that he can to discover which are the
best means of making it possible for the fireman to fire his engine
as it should Iw fired to prevent black smoke, to hold his steam and
to waste as little coal as possible.
ihe report la signed by Jno. I ynch, chairman: W. H. Bradley,
C, l>. Brown, Martin Whelan and W, J, Toy,

Disastrous Collision

Near Charleston,

III.

In a butting collision between a passenger car, with a trailer,
expre.ss car. on the Charleston & Mattoon Interurban Electric
Railroad, near Charleston, 111., on Friday last, 14 passengers were
killed and tin were Injured, The collision occurred on a sharp curve,
and the passengers had neither warning nor chance to escape.
So high was the speed with which the cars approached each other
that the crowded motor car and trailer were both conipletely
wrecked, A niL^understanding of lelejihone orders Is said to have
caused the disaster. The line on. which the collision occurred Is but
twelve miles long. Telephones are placed every few miles, by which
orders are transmitted to conductors and motormen passing over
the road. Who is to blame for the confusion of orders Is not staled.
This Is said to be the third disastrous wreck on this line In the last
two years, all caused by cars meeting on curves. As a result of the
last one. ,Iohn A. Backus, who was in charge of the despatching
svBtfm. ifiiuiiiltled Bulcldc.

and an

Strike Documents.

During the present strike of commercial telegraphers, the wires
have been kept open through the good services of loyal employees,
junior officers of the company and volunteer telegraphers of experience.
The men handling the keys at the central office in New York
are well known to the strikers, who watch their movements closely.
One of these men has handed us a copy of the following "Summons,"
which he believes was sent to every one at work last week.

FROM THE REAL FRIENDS OF THE NON-STRIKERS:
READ IT CAREFULLY— PONDER IT WELL,
Do you

you have been charged

realize that

highest form of criiue-known to

mankind

Human

the Court of

in

you art pronounced guilty do you know what the penalty

If
It

beciuse the history of the world, in

is

Nature with the

—Treason — a crime against humanity?
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days ^nd among

all

?

all

races of people,
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Ye who

are
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woman and

YOUR MOTHER.
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Ye, indeed,
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because we do not want
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OUT A TRIAL
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we hand you
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brother,

kn own
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side

this
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fathe
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suffer

shall

man,

every

sister,

of
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hell.
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WITH-
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on or before
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child,

to
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TO ANSWER THE CHARGE MADE AGAINST YOU.
OU.

If

you appear we shalllisten

with care and sympathetic consideration to your defense.
If

shall be adjudged guilty

you do not appear, you

What

know

;

that every form of

part with

to give

you

light
;

and strength.
that

you have

frightful

an imperfect civilization, has

of

THE COMPANY'S BLACKLIST,

that the horrors of

pared with

God

work on your feelings

few of you, but we are charitable, as to the majority, and honestly

a

with corporation ingenuity and inhumanity, has had
Still

to

within the scope of the imagination of a

Perhaps money, the curse

with a box of candy or a cigar.

believe

lie

has been told you, but we can not believe that you have been bought

soulless corporation

its

Pray

for Traitors.

that seductive influences have been at

been coaxed or bulldozed

played

default.

your answer?

is

God Almighty made Hell

We

by

the

as

Company's

Blacklist

pictured to you.

no doubt,

its effect.

may

be,

it is

as

day

to night

when com-

THE BLACKLIST OF MANKIND— LIVING DAMNATION I!

Why

not

come and be one
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for
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ALL WILL BE FORGIVEN

us?

your future welfare, we arc
Yours,

COMMERCIAL TELEGRAPHERS' UNION OF AMERICA.
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pnrly accHscd owes all|i|;lanoe.
Have we ever authorized j/oii to net
assert that we owe allenlanee to you?
Who gave .vou Ihe
as sponsors, lo dictate what we shall, or shall not do'.'
of
your
fellowinen';
afl'alis
authority to direct Ihe
The eonstltulloti of this land guarniilees to all life. lll>erl.v and Ihe pursuit of happiness. an<l wi' are eoiiliolled and revrulaled only by the laws tnade
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to mind Ihrlr own business
You say "liod AlmlKbty made Hell for lialtors."
This Is eorreel, and wlille you are warnlni; others to be careful of yourselves,
for If I'ver a crude eompnslllon bore the Imprint of his satanle majesty's press.
llii'

"

Voiir elrrular does.

"Treason": Just why you attempt lo apply this word lo those who are
faithful to their trusts, while yoiir small cllipie are the ones who have actually undertaken a rebellion. Is a m.valery. except Ihal perhaps In your "lost
cause," It Is a lasl desperate al tempt to Intimidate those who are endeavorhiK to be loyal lo their employers.
Then there Is that other wmd which yon use, "Iieserter." The dellnltlon
of ivhleb Is "one who leaves bis poslllon. his party, or his friends, parllruInrly a soldier or seaman, who ipilts service without poriulsRlon and In vloM-
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which are
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When

to be sure
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Is outside.
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escape may be either an escape tj a Kroiini. ur •) ;i;i-.!her
wire.
An escape to a ground is located in the same manner as a
ground. An escape to a cross is located the same as a cross. If
only slight, it may only be felt with a voltmeter and resemble closely
poor insulation.
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Wire Testing.
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In the successful operation of a telegraph
most systems do, a voiume of business almost
of the fariliiies under favoralile conditions. It
portance that all the wires available be kept
of the time as possible.

To

<io

In locating

T &

S

I-

system, carrying, as
equal to the capacity
is of the utmo.^t imin use as nearly all

some one must be made responsible for all delays
and removing trouble, which can best be done by the

this,

division of the territory Into wire testing districts.

The proper lo[-ation of the wire testing offices is very important,
as there are usually many things to be taken into consideration.
Almost invariably there exists on every wire testing district a necessity for repeaters or quadruplex apparatus, and in order to have
these located under the direct supervision of the wire chiefs, the
office is located where the repeaters and multiplex apparatus ara
required.
In order to secure the best results, the hours of duty should
not be such as to overtax the physical ability of the wire chief.
24 hours may best be divided into three tricks of eight hours
The
each, corresponding with those worked by train despatchers.
p.m., can be taken care of by the manager
first trick. 8 a.m. to
wire
chief
and
manager;
the
office,
with
the
dual
title
of
of the
second trick, 4 p.m. to midnight, and the third trick from midnight
to S a.m.
The wire chief and his assistants, to be successful, must, in
addition to having had experience in wire testing, be fully posted
In the handling of multiplex apparatus.
One thing very essential to the succe.ssful wire chief is patience.
Few operators at way offices understand thoroughly their switchboards and circuits even when regular, consequently when asked
to make a patch, they lack confidence in their own ability, and
should the wire chief lose patiem e, the result will probably be a
wrong connection, and the loss of much valuable time. Each wire
testing office should be supplied with, in addition to a spring jack
switchboard and spare sets at the board for testing purposes, a
mllammeter and voltmeter of suitable scale ranges.
In the location and clearing of trouble, the methods in use are
much the same everywhere; however. I will enumerate separately
those which are usually followed, and from which satisfactory results
are obtained.

The

-1

KllR

A

liHOr.Nl).

The margin or pull of the relay magnet will give you a good
Idea as to whelher the wire is grounded near you; then proceed by
having offices open the wire until the ground is located between
two

offices.

KOH AN opK.N rinniT.

a comparatively long one, and paralleled by
other working circuits, place your voltmeter in the circuit for a
moment. If near you, the needle will remain almost stationary:
if very unsteady, the open place is probably .«onie distance from
you. Or, place the open wire on a ballery of preferably more
than lUlt cells, then cut In a test set and let the relay spring down
If the break is comparatively
low, opening and closing your key.
close, a very short dot will follow the opening and closing of the
key; if further away, the dot will become perceptibly plainer. Increasing with the distance from the test office to the open. A large
number of relays in the circuit, however, will detract from the sensitiveness of this latter test. This will save time in tracing for the
Have different offices ground the wire until located in an
location.
If the wire is broken between offices,
office, or between two offices.
one end will usually touch the ground and remain grounded, while
the other will remain open. This, if known, will give you a good
Idea as to the location outside of an office. However, the usual
office tests should be made.
If

the circuit

is

lllMiS.

When two
open

tests
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In testing for trouble in an office, first have the wire cut out
at the bottom of the board, removing the instrument plugs.
This
will clear the wire if trouble is not in the board.
If this does not
clear It, have the wires removed from the top of the board and the
ends twisted together. This will clear if in an office. The same
test at the other of the two offices between which the trouble was
located will definitely locate it outside of an office.
To clear a switchboard of a burned lightning arrester, remove
the grounded wire temporarily until the plate can be removed and
filed or scraped, and insulated with mica.
If an office has hinge
or gate cutouts instead of a switchboard, the wire should first be
cut out, then if the trouble does not disappear, the removal of the
ground wire from the cutout will have the same effect as taking
the wires out of the top of the switchboard. A plug cutout or onewire board should be handled in the same manner as a switchboard.
Wire chiefs oiten complain of failure of operators to fallow
instructions, especially when requested to remove wires from the
top of switchboards and cutouts. This is sometimes due to the fact
that linemen have used pliers to tighten nuts, and the operator
not having a pair, is unable to take the wiies out, and rather than
tell the wire chief he cannot do so. makes a bluff by waiting a sufficient length of time and probably saying, "Now," leading the wire
chief to believe the wires have been removed.
In order that a lineman may not be given a wrong location, for
example, the day chief locates trouble on his district, which, the
lineman being at some distant point, and train service such as to
make it impossib.e to reach the trouble before dark, instead of notifying him at once, transfers the trouble to the second trick ^hief;
h-? re-icsts and transfers to the third trick chief, who re-;ests and
notifies the lineman.
In this way. no time is lost in clearing the
trouble, and the lineman is not disturbed in case the wire comes
c.ear in the meantime.
an interruption is reported to a lineman
by the first or second trick chief, and he fails to clear the trouble
before dark, he reports this to the wire chief on duty. The wire
should then be re-tested and the lineman advised if sti.l in. or of

U

any new developments.
All wires should be tested by the third trick chief before dayLinemen understand if no trouble is reported to them none

light.

them free to carry out any projected work on hand.
train wire is of first importance, and must be made good,
The through quadruif need be at the expense of everything else.
plex wires are of next importance. .-Vfter locating and patching
trouble out of a circuit, the patched circuit should not be again
disturbed until it is known that the trouble has been removed. However, the section where trouble exists must be watched closely and
tested frequently without waiting for the lineman to call for a test.
In testing, the through circuit should be left intact, and the section
exists, leaving

The

where the trouble existed tested by using a local circuit.
When cleared and circuits are regular again, if a quad wire,
the offices having the quad sets should be notified at once in order
that a new balance may be taken, if necessary. The taking out of
50 or 75 miles of iron wire from a copper circuit often working
on a very narrow margin may so affect the balance as ti maks the

wire almost unworkable.
In order that there may be no delay in clearing wire trouble,
is necessary for the wire chief to at all times know the exact
Early each morning, say 7
location of the division line repairer.
a.m.. each line repairer should file a work report giving movements
for the day, .'^latiug explicitly just where he will be. and on what
trains he will move, if away from headquarters, advising the wire
it

chief immediately of any change in his plans.
In case of unusual conditions prevailing, wire chiefs should be
authorized to direct the movement of construction or repair gHngs.
as communication with the superintendent's office may be entirely
In case of a sleet storm, or
cut off by wire trouble at any time.
any unusual interruption affecting all wires, so as to cut off comwire chief should immeoffice,
each
general
munication with the
diately advise his superintendent fully of the conditions on his own
district, and continue to do so at intervals until communication is
again restored, using Western I'nion or Postal wires, if working.
If all commercial wires are down the telephone toll lines should be

used

if
I

available.

have noticed a tendency on the part of some wire chiefs

to
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discourage operators calling for a balance, which often results in
operators working for some time on a wire almost unworkable, which
could be remedied by a balance, and its capacity often doubled.
The third trick chief should, in addition to testing all wires
early in the morning, carefully inspect his repeaters and quadruplex
apparatus, especially the points of his pole changers and transmitters, and balance his quadruplex sets, for the reason that during
the early hours of the morning possibly only one or two corners
have been in service, and the wires are too busy to be taken out of
service for this purpose after the arrival of the first trick chief.
While the use of files for cleaning points is very necessary at times,
it should be borne in mind that a clean smooth point is by far more
desirable than a clean rough one, or one with sharp edges or corners.
Once a week all wires should be measured for insulation and
Quad batteries
current strength of different circuits measured.
should also be measured, compensating resistances of quadruplex
superintendent
of
mailed
the
to
sets adjusted, and a full report
telegraph. For insulation tests a battery of approximately 100 cells
should be used, all wires to be removed from this battery while

Pacific

Pacific

Vc.L.

Locomotive for the Lake Shore

&

XLIII., No.

10.

Michigan Southern.

In 1901 the first prairie locomotive on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern was put in service. Since that time it has been the
favorite type for heavy passenger work.
Recently an order was
given to the American Locomotive Company for 25 Pacific
engines, one of which is illustrated here. The engine is interesting
as marking the introduction of a new type on the Lake Shore and
also because .some of the new engines have the combustion chamber
in the firebox, a feature that is being tested in a number of places.
Also, these engines are the heaviest passenger engines the builders
have ever made, excepting those of the same type built for the Pennsylvania.
As compared with the heavy prairie engines already alluded
to, these new locomotives have about the same weight on the driving
wheels and carry the same boiler pressure, but, with cylinders V2 inlarger in diameter, they have a greater tractive power. As three
of the order are to be fitted with combustion chambers and as there
will be but little difference in the equated firebox heating surface,

Locomotive with Combustion Chamber; Lake Shore

&

Michigan Southern.

--''^--'-~-'-~-~~.'.'s::::j-----^l

Firebox of Boiler for Pacific Locomotive; Lake Shore
being used for this purpose. The wires should be removed for the
reason that otherwise the current strength will vary, being governed by the demands upon the battery, due to the opening and
closing of the other wires.
In making Insu'atlon tests we use a battery of 100 cells If available, or a current of !io volts potential. Inserting a voltmeter in the
different circuits, having the distant terminal open the wire, noting
and rfcordlng Its deflections. If the needle shows an escape, Intermfdiate offices are called In until the point of escape is located as
nearly as possible. The lineman Is then advised and Instructed to
report when covered. Upon rt'celvlng his report the wire Is again
tested and the lineman advlFed of the result.
The current readings are taken by Inserting a milammeter In
the different circuits while conditions are as nearly normal as possible.
In this way we secure a report showing the actual amount
of current being furnished for the operation of each wire.

&

Michigan Southern.

an excellent opportunity for checking the action
and without the combustion chamber.
The following table gives the ratios and some of the principal
dimensions of the Pacific engines with and without the combustion
chamber and the prairie engines that have been used up to the
this order will afford

of the boiler with
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Total beatloc surfac*

Wolgbt on drlrera
40.0

Total beating surface
Total weight
6;;.

7
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Tutal beating (urfac*

Volume

ui

-Ixll u( (he boiler by

t)i>'

',

of two cylinders, cu. ft....

11.70

12.01

•

IJ.Ol

Total healing surface
310.0

276.0

Volume two cylinders
Orate area
4 4i;

good

I'Ti

:ii<;

.lu

"

:

1V« In. rod
serve to fun;..,

ToMi wclgbl

dUntdrr

Stayed tu

and sides

effort

effort i

^59
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There are two rows of flexible Ktayboltg at the ends and top
with clusters in the upper corners. The use of the bolts ai i)i»
top and ends and in clusters at the comers is standard p:
but as to whether there shall be one, two or three rows h.
be a matter of personal Judgment with no agreement oi lu.i.vldual opinions. The bolls are put In where experh-iu-e has Bbown
that most stays break, and these places, of course, arn those where
the distance between tlie Inner and outer sheets varies most. It
would appear that the better combustion resulting from the use
of the rhamber would raise the temperature at the front end of
the firebox and thus expand the sheets more than In a similar
boiler without the combustion chamber, so that more flexible bolt«
should be used.
The application of the combustion chamber to these engines,
as well as to two of a duplicate order of 20 for the same road, and
to the six decapods recently built for the Buffalo, Rochester t Pittsburg, shows the increasing popularity of this feature as a means
of reducing boiler trouble.
Another interesting feature of the design is the arrangement
This is similar to that on the Pacific
of the Walschaert valve gear.

Volume two cylinders
Firebox beating surface

Tube beating surface
Tube heating surface eqtiated to firebox
Inic surface ( Vau^han furmula)
Total equated drclwx beating surface

Ratio equated to actual beating surface

beat-

1.061.0

SSS.3

734.1

1,091.0

1.002.3

1—3.68

1— 3.S4

230.0

239.0

1-3.41

TractlTe effort x diameter drivers

Equated beating surface
Total weight
260.

Equated beating surface
It will be noticed from this table that in the Pacific engine
without the combustion chamber 340 sq. ft. of heating surface has
been provided for each cu. ft. of cylinder volume. This is a trifle
more than was allowed in the prairie engine and considerably more
than in the Pacific having a combustion chamber. But if we compare them on tho basis of equated heating surface, the figures become: 98.72 sq. ft. for the prairie, 86.52 sq. ft. for the Pacific without the combustion chamber, and 79.48 sq. ft. for the one with the
combustion chamber. This means that experience with the combustion chamber has shown that the boiler is slightly more efficient
with It than without it, as indicated by the Vaughan formula, a
variation that might well be due to an increased efficiency of combustion due to the larger volume of the firebox, as has been pointed
out previously.
The difference in boiler ratios between the prairie and Pacific
engines without the combustion chamber is insignificant, as in designing the latter, especial attention was given to provide the same
satisfactory proportions that had obtained in the older engine. The
boilers with the combustion chamber are radial stayed with conical
connection, the outside diameter of the first or smallest course being
72 in. Those without the combustion chamber have 379 tubes, 2 in.
in diameter and 20 ft. long.
The boiler with the combustion cham-

ber, shown in the accompanying illustration, is exactly lilie those
of the other engines of the order, excepting the introduction of the
combustion chamber and a reduction in tho number and length of
the tubes. The tube sheet has been moved ahead so that the tubes
are 18 ft. long, or only 2 ft. shorter than in the engines without
the combustion chamber, although the combustion chamber is 4 ft.
The number of tubes has been reduced to 332. These changes
long.
reduce the tube heating surface 848 sq. ft., or 21.4 per cent., while
the firebox heating surface Is increased 62 sq. ft., or 33.4 per cent.
Results from the use of the combustion chamber on the Northern
Pacific have shown that the Increase in firebox heating surface fully
offsets the decrease in tube beating surface and the evaporative
The relative steamefficiency of the boiler is in no way decreased.
ing qualities of the two boilers here described are best shown by a
comparison of the figures for equated boating surface in the above
These figures are obtained from H. H. Vaughan's formula
tables.
which equates the total flrolx)x healing surface to the tube heating
surface divided by the square root of the length of the tubes In
feel.
By such a comparison, it will be seen that allhoush the total
actual healing surface has been reduced 786 sq. fl., or IS. 7 per cent.,
the total equaled healing surface has been reduced only 89 sq. ft.,
or 8.1 per cent., which would Indicate that the engine with combustion chamber will steam fully as well as those not so equipped.
As will be noticed in the Illustration, the combustiop chamber

Half

Sections

Firebox and Combustion Chamber;
Pacific Locomotive.

at

Boiler of

Lake Shore

loeomolive built for the Pennsylvania by the same company. The
link is just back of the center of the forward driving-wheels and
is supported on a steel casting outside of them extending between
the guide yoke and the frame cross-tie located between the first
and second pairs of driving wheels. The reverse shaft is supported
on the back end of this same casting and the reverse shaft arm
is directly connected to the radius bar by a slip joint.
The following are some of the dimensions common to botli
classes of engines, those with and those without the combustion
chambers, in addition to the list given in the table above:
423,700 lbs.
Weight of enslne and tender (working order
lO'j

Journals, driving
engine truck
trailing truck
tender
Steara pressure
Firebox, length

Tank
Tank

,
"

,'J"!°-

S,000 gals
'*

i'^

•,•,•,•"!!•

I'A",
(

S.">

exhaust

"

•J'-i

r»",

—

per cent, cutoff
clearance

Rxhaust no^^zle. diameter
Wheel base, rigid
•

\F- .jjv.'!-

•

capacity, water
capacity, coal
capac...
lap
lead

xl_
;

Vnlve travel
"

x 12 In.

•

?
«

thickness crown, side and back sheets
ililckness tube sheet

,

'

S
" x 14
X 10
5Vj
i-*"" .*

width
"

In.

i'''j

total

engine

engine and tender

I

;

;•.

•

*

l"'
•

o V6 In.

andjvl',"',
j% m.

in ft.
^; V^*
SO
6
67 ft. 10%

.

•

n.

Id.
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The Risks

of the Trade.*

If a farmer sends two of his hired workmen to the woods to
chop timber and one of them carelessly lets slip his hold ou the
ax, sinking the blade into his fellow workman's leg, it would strike
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working shoulder to shoulder with them, loading cars, unloading
cars, or working upon cars, that the same motive of vigilance, care
and attention will have the same salutary and preventive effect, if
their rights against the employer are thus limited. This statute
has been viciously a:ssailed by text writers and more than once denounced by courts of foreign jurisdiction.

average intelligence of mankind as unjust to hold the
An interesting case involving this statute was not long ago
farmer liable or accountable in damages to the injured man. It
decided by the United States Supreme Court. A postal clerk employed
is not easy to distinguish such a case in principle from the case of
by
the Government, while working on a mail train running between
a man engaged in driving rivets in a boiler shop, who carelessly
lets slip his hold on the handle of the hammer and strikes out his Cleveland and Pittsburg was injured by the derailment of his train
fellow workman's eye; or from the case of a switchman working which ran into an open switch, carelessly left open by a railroad
for a railroad company, who in a moment of careles.sness leaves the switchman. He brought suit against the railroad company in Ohio
switch open and derails an on-coming engine, injuring the engineer. for heavy damages, and it came within the scope of my employment
Yet many of the states have enacted statutes making the employer to defend the case for the railroad company. As the accident hapof labor on railroads or in factories or in mines, absolutely liable pened in the state of Pennsylvania, the railroad company pleaded
to an employee injured by the personal carelessness or negligence that the law of Pennsylvania governed his rights; that he was employed by a third person, that is, the United States Government, to
of his own fellow workmen.
In June of last year the Congress of the United States passed work upon a car of the railroad company; that under the statute
of 18G8, to which I have already alluded, his rights were such only
a. law applicable to railroads engaged in interstate commerce, more
drastic in its provisions than any legislation heretofore enacted by as they would have been if he had been employed by the railroad
any of the states providing upon this particular subject, in effect, company, and that such being the case, he was a fellow servant of
that the fact than an employee was injured or killed solely by the the switchman who left the switch open, and for the negligence of
negligence of his own fellow workmen should constitute no defense that switchman the railroad company was not liable under the laws
to the railroad company. This was followed up by the President of of Pennsylvania. The plaintiff in reply admitted all this, but
the United States in his last annual message to Congress, in which averred that the statute of 1868 was contrary to the Constitution of
the United States, in several respects; that it was an attempt of the
we fiud, among other things, the following forcible expression:
'Among the excellent laws which the Congress passed at the state to regulate interstate commerce; that it deprived the plaintiff
of equal protection of the law; and that it deprived him of property
last session was an employer's liability law.
It was a marked step
In advance to get the recognition of employers' liability on the without due process of the law. The case was tried through all the
Com- courts of Ohio, and through the Supreme Court of that state
statute books, but the law did not go far enough.
pensation for accidents or deaths due in any line of industry to the every court holding that this statute was not unconstitutional, but
actual conditions under which that indiislry i.s carried on should v/as valid, and denied a recovery against the company. The plainbe paid by that portion of the community for the benefit of which tiff then proceeded, doubtlessly aided in his litigation by the postal
the industry is carried on that is, by those who profit by the in- clerks' union, to the Supreme Court of the United States, where the
case was argued in Washington last November. In December the
<lustry.
It is therefore clear to my mind that the law
case was decided, the court holding that the statute was in accordshould place this entire "risk of a trade' upon the employer."
Before this Federal statute, so heartily approved by the Presl- ance with the Constitution of tne United States, and in accordance
was six months old, and within ."50 days from the with the amendments thereof, and was in no wise violative of any
.deni
delivery of the President's messa^je. the law was declared by two of the provisions of the Constitution, and that the plaintiff could
Circuit courts of the United
States
to
be unconstitutional. not recover.
Turning now to the state of Ohio, we find the fellow servant
The high commendation the law had received at the hands
of the President did not in any degree tend to cure its obvious law still existing, but much diluted by judicial refinement and legisand glaring illegalities, nor affect to any appreciable extent the lative amendment. There the question of liability turns upon the
rank of the negligent servant. If an employee having any authority
opinion of the bench and bar upon the subject.
whatever to direct another servant, inadvertently injures him, the
In the state of Pennsylvania no employee injured by the personal
negligence of another employee can claim any right to compensation company is liable; or if one servant who has control over another
for his injury, from their common employer; no matter what the carelessly injures a servant over whom he has no control, but which
rank of the negligent employee may be, whether superior or in- servant has no control over anybody else, the railroad company is
ferior of the injured servant, except only, such employees as liable. The result is, to take a familiar illustration:
If a train be
A movhig through Ohio toward the Pennsylvania line and a conductor
are injured by the negligence of heads of departments.
number of other states adhere to this principle with more through some act of inadvertence or carelessness, no matter what,
or less consistency.
The theory which has governed leg- injures one of his brakemen, the company is absolutely liable in
islation and actuated the courts of Pennsylvania on -this particu- damages to the injured employee; but if before the accident haplar branch of the law of negligence is this: that it is better for the pens the train has moved, even ten feet, across the line into Pennworking man. to enforce such laws as will have a tendency to pre- sylvania, and the employee is injured in the same way, there is no
vent accidents and casualties and the consequent maiming and liability whatever upon the part of the company.
death of employees, than to afford to an injured employee compenAll over the United States the same contrariety of judicial desation after he has been hurt; that an ounce of prevention is worth cisions, and the same conflict of statutory laws prevails. Of course
It goes almost without saying that if injury or sudden death overa pound of cure.
Proceeding on this general theory, it Is consistently held in takes a wornman by reason of some negligence on the part of his
Pennsylvania that when an employee knows that if he is in- employer to repair broken machinery, or cars or appliances, or to
jured by the negligent act of a fellow servant he must look alone make the place of work reasonably safe for that purpose, the emto that fellow servant for redress, when he knows that If his own
ployer is absolutely liable, and justly so; or if the employee falls to
negligent act Injures a fellow servant, the injured man must look observe the precautions and safeguards prescribed by Congress or
alone to him for redress; thereby a powerful and effective incentive by the state legislatures, such as the using of automatic couplers,
to vigilance, forethought, attention and care on his own part Is ever
or automatic air brakes, certain required hand holds upon its cars,
present, constraining hini to the utmost precaution for his own
guards or fenders over exposed cog wheels meshing into each other,
safety anrl Imperatively moving lilm, by vigilance, to detect repeated or railings or shields about revolving wheels or cranks, or saws. In
acts of forgetfulness en the i>arl of his fellow servants likely to all these instances, injury or death arising from their absence
Injure him or others, and to promptly report them. It Is the theory creates liability. Yet all this is subject to one very material condiand the practice of the Pennsylvania law that this tends In the first tion. If the employee knows that a machine Is defective, or broken,
Instance to preserve the lives and limbs of the working men. So or out of order, or that the safeguard has been omitted, and confar Indeed has the legislature and the courts of Pennsylvania car- tinues to work with it, or about It, without obtaining promise to
ried this principle, that since ISfiS there has stood upon the statute
repair the defect, and Is Injured by it. he is conclusively held to
books of Pennsylvania a law which provides; "That If any man assume the risk of that danger and cannot recover.
who Is employed by a third person to work about the railroads,
Ileferring again to the suggestions of the President ot the
depots, cars or premises of a railroad company, shall be Injured by United States contained In his last message, we find the following
a railroad employee, that his rights to recover again.9t the company recommendation: "If the entire "trade risk' Is placed on the
are only such as they would be if he were CBiBloyed by the com- employer, he will promptly and properly add It to the legitimate
pany," and of course the effect of that statute Is to make the many costs of production, and assess It proportionately upon the consumthousands of men who are emptoyed In mills, furnaces, yards and ers of his commodities." Thus the employer of labor in the United
elsewhere about the tracks and cars of railroad companies, fellow States would he an Insurer of the safely and the lives of his emservants of trainmen, and for their negligence Injuring any of these ployees. The employer would make compensation for injury or
there can be no recovery. The argument Is that Inasmuih as these death, whether the accident resulled solely front the negligence of
men arc subjected to precisely the same risks as railroad men, the unfortunate person, or from the negligence of another workman,
or from the master's negligence. This proposition is not so start•From n {laprr r»ml bj-forp thp llnllwiij Club of PIttsbnrK, by Jnmrii
ling as at first blush it appears.
If the President had gone further
WlUion
the
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and kuueited m Dxri] stale o( Indemnity, reaaonable In aniuuni.
and graduated an-ordlng to the eitt-nt of the Injury, or In c%m- o(
death, determlnabie by the deredrni'n earnlnic capacity, no that the

employer thua made au Iniurer might know the exact extent o( hU
liability, no I'
In all Inntunceit InHure agalnat It and tax
tillhe puyit to Ihe^ trade, he would then. In
amount
the adoption In thin country of that policy
«R>'< t, have r'
anil practice, »hl. h lia:< fur many ytnirH been adopted and enforced
'

'

'

'

'

'

i

of the cuimtrleii of contlneutui Kuto|>e. In Helglum, Norway
and Sweden, Switzerland, France and (jerniany, ami of late In Great
Britain, leglHlatlon In coniitantly tending to a universal liability of
employers for Injnry or death to the employee, In nny of the InIn

many

duHtrlul art.".
>r the manner of the accident, or whether
«once of the Injured parly, or his fellow
resulted ti'
•ervaut. or li
In all of thoKe countrlesi, however, the
amount to bv paid iu each speclflc In.slnuce, whether of Injury or
death, lit ,{raduated and determined by a ftxeJ and unalterable scale,
b«>lnK In general a certain percentage of the previous eariilt.g
rapacity of the unfortunate employee, varying according to the
extent of the disability, whether temporary or permanent; or In
cafe of death, by the previous earning ai:aclty of the deceased, and
the amount of compenfi:iUon exacted by law of the employer is so
reasonable and moderate that, as a matter of general experience,
the aggregate amount paid by the employers of labor, under the
continental system, is absolutely less than the amount paid by the
employers of labor In America, who pay upon the theory that only
those who are deserving of compensation shall be paid.
In Norway and Sweden the government Insures all workmen
against accident or death. The premium is paid by the employer,
but the expense of administering the insurance department is defrayed by the state. The amounts paid arc based upon a percentage
of the last yearly wages earned by the injured or deceased person.
These benefits are paid so long as the disability, either partial or
total, continues.
The percentage varies in proportion to the severity
In case of death the widow gets CO per cent, of the
of the Injury.
last annual wages for life, and each child under fifteen gets 15 per
cent, until it reaches that age.
The employer is not permitted to
deduct the premium he pays from the employees wages, but he
has, doubtless, long since anticipated the advice of President Roosevelt, added it to the cost of his product, and taxed it to the trade.
In Switzerland, while the government has not gone into the
Insurance business, it compels an employer of labor to take out
acclilent insurance for his workmen, and the premium may not be
deducted from their wages.
In Germany the government requires that all those manufacturers engaged in a certain line of production shall stand the entire
risk of the injuries or death to employees engaged in any of the
plants where those lines of manufacture is carried on. This risk
must lie insured against, and the insii,rer graduate.^ the premium in
proportion to the relative risks in the different plants. Thus all
workmen are insured. For all total permanent disability two-thirds
of the last annual earnings are paid for life, and proportionately
In case
less for partial temporary or partial permanent disability.
of death CO per cent, of the annual wages go to the widow for life.
and 20 per cent, to the children during minority.
In France there is a fixed scale of price to be paid, but insurance against those risks is optional with the employer. The Government enjoins: First, the payment of all medical and funeral
expenses. Second, commencln.:; with the fifth day after the accident
for temporary incapacity, one-half wages during the time of his
disability.
Third, for a total permanent disability, two-thirds of the
annual wages for life, and proportionately less for partial, permanent or temporary disability. In case of death two-thirds of the
annual wages go to the widow, and 15 per cent, to minor children
during minority. Against the risks the employer in France protects himself, either by ordinary indemnifying insurance, or by
mutual protecttx-e insurance associations organized among the employers, or by insurance in the Government National Accident Insurance Bank. The premiums may not be deducted from the wages.
but are undotibtedly added to the price of the article, and most
It

i

Condensed

Profile of the

raws

.^ii

from Araerlcan tourliti, who. In turn, b«c«me smucglera with more or leu Kurre«ii.
In Great Britain, tdnce IkH', payment U coropuliory, on railroad*, factories, minei. quarrl'v or '•n(rin««rlng work«
In <•««» of
collected

death, not more than i!
Srt
paid to the widow or
^n
amount be paid exceedi:
y
le»s if the family Ir> not ileptuUcul.
lu ca><c u( p< rui^iitiil u.- paiilal
diruiblllty, from 50 |>er cent, of the annual earnings down, but in no
case to exceed one pound per week.
For obvious and souml reasons the application of such a system
to the Industrial conditions of the United States would tx* attended
by extreme difflculty. If Indeed Its adoption be at .i
ir
desirable,
in the first place, the Federal governmet
iy
without authority to enact or enforce laws of that
.\s
we have seen, the employer's liability act of the last Coiisi.-.--. even
though limited In Its operation to railroad companies engaged In
Interstate commerce, met with disaster in the first Unltel States
Court which tested the authority of Congress to enact it.
The individual states alone may legislate the subject within
'

'

.

their

own

territorial

limits.

We

have

already

noted

the

vast difference, the utter contrariety of existing laws upon this
subject in the various states of this I'nion; the diverse theories and
principles which obtain In different localities. What reasonable
ground for expectation have we that all the states would ever agree
to fasten a general liability upon all employers of labor?
A system
which to Ecrme of them may appear beneficent, to others is most
repugnant. If by a wild flight of fancy we can imagine that all the
states would agree to such a law, who so rash as to venture to suggest the adoption by all of a uniform, limited, reasonable and moderate scale of payments and indemnities in case of injury or death,
such as the nations of Europe administer with humane result.?, for
their people? What state legislature so deaf to the unthinking
clamor of the multitude, so blind to its own political fortune, as to
stand against extortionate demands for high and ruinous rates of

compensation?

The Southern's New Line from Jasper,

Ind., to

French Lick.

Louis-Louisville lines of the Southern Railway have a
short branch running south from Huntingburg. Ind.. to the Boonville coal field, with spurs to three different points on the Ohio
There is also a seven-mile spur
river, one of which is Evansville.
north from Huntingburg to Jasper. Practically all of the coal now
produced by this field is taken north by the Southern for delivery

The

St.

County

Map

of

Jasper-French Lick Line.

I

Orange Coonfij

Jasper-French Lick Line.
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by its main line either at Louisville or St. Louis. To reach the
Chicago market it must either go north over the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville (Monon) from New Albany, Ind. (opposite
Louisville), or over the Evansville & Terre Haute and Chicago &
Eastern Illinois from Princeton, Ind., the junction point with the
Southern. It has thus been unable to compete in the Chicago market
with coal fields having a direct outlet and as a result has been
largely shut out from the most desirable and profitable market
of the Central West. The establishment of a
direct line of transportation to Chicago would
mean not only the development of this particular field, with the resulting augmented
"•:tonnage to be hauled, but also it would doubtless mean stimulated output and increased
tonnage from all southern Indiana coal districts served by the Southern not now directly
connected with the Chicago market.
The spur north from Huntingburg to
Jasper has been mentioned. The Monon has
a branch line 18 miles long running from
Orleans, on its main line between Chicago and
southwesterly to French Lick
Louisville,
Springs, a watering place of some prominence
and distant from Jasper only 19 miles by air
line.
A connecting line between these two
points would therefore supply the necessary

Vol. XLIII,, No.

material, rated 80 per cent. rock. The rock, however, proved to be
stratified throughout with soapstone, and the ground being surcharged with water, slide after slide has occurred until the total
amount of material which will finally be removed will be at least
four times the original estimate. This cut proved to be the critical
point in the work, as tracklaying had, of course, to be done from
the Jasper end of the line, and although most of the grading had
been finished, the condition of the big cut prevented getting mate-
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As indicated by the accompanying map, from
Jasper it takes the general direction of the
Patoka river, which it crosses four times, to
Dillon creek, which it follows closely to
French Lick. The maximum gradient is 0.8
per cent., compensated, and the maximum
curve
deg. there is only one of these, however, also one of 5 deg., and a few of 4';. and
4 degs.
The curves are mostly 3 deg. and
under. As the profile shows, the highest point
t>

.,^.

^mmgugltmtf^

fe^rr-^,.

But the inlink in the desired direct route.
tervening country is quite rugged, making the
construction difficult and costly. The traffic
possibilities, however, appeared to justify the
expenditure and work was begun on such a
line by the Southern in the fall of 1905.

10.

^^S^^

^^x^'^TBB

higher than Jasper. There is a tunnel at this
point 2.200 ft. long, and the maximum
Method of Timber Framing Heading In Burton Tunnel.
gradient of 0.8 per cent, occurs only at the
approaches to this tunnel. The controlling gradient elsewhere rials through to lay track beyond. A photograph of this cut is
is only 0.4 per cent., and this will be the rating gradient of the
reproduced herewith. However, it fails to give an adequate idea
line, the intention being to double the trains over the heavier sumof the character and extent of the real conditions.
mit grades and through the tunnel. For this purpose, passing tracks
The tunnel is, of course, the most important single feature of
are provided at suitable points on each side of the tunnel.
the line. It is called Burton tunnel and, as already mentioned.
The line was to have been ready for traffic by April 1 last, but is 2,200 ft. long. The four miles of line from French Lick to the
unusually heavy and continued rains caused repeated slides In the tunnel were built prior to beginning work on same to enable malarger cuts and fills that delayed the work six months at least.
chinery, supplies, etc., to be carried to it. The material pierced by
The most prominent example of the difficulties which have attended
the work, due to the extremely wet weather, is at "big cut." 8.5
miles from Jasper. The original estimate was for 50,000 yds.

Big Cut,

Where

the

Most Serious Sliding Occurred.

Ballasted

Deck Trestle.

SErrcMBCB
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the Ride walla.
Weep bole* of 3-ln. vUrlfled tiling are provided
•>
'
every 20 ft. on each »lde. The side walls ^"
•'
—to
lining are relnfon-ed with \-ln. Johnaon
as
shown, the vertical ban extending bori/
m
concrete 2 ft. 6 In.
The quantity of maii-r:al ji.t hn.al tcHji of
*'

'

lining

Ih

4.132

>\i.

yds.

The approach
curve.

Jasper-French Lick Line of the Southern; Looking

East

to the south end of the tunnel Is on a 4>-j deg.
Also at this point there Is a small creek which comes doi

from
Rear View

Station 40.
Is shale, principally.
The method used in driving the
tunnel was that of taking out side and top drifts around a central
core, which was afterward removed with a shovel.
Sections of the
tunnel are reproduced In the drawings. It is a single-track bore,
the size of the opening through the natural material being 20 ft.
wide by 26 ft. 3 in. high, and the clearance dimensions being 16 ft.

the tunnel

Abutment; Potaka River Crossing.

of

Some
the hillside from the west and crosses the right-of-way.
thought was given to the best method to take care of this creek,
and lluming it over the track was considered. But the objections
to the presence of the overhead structure, and the cost of maintaining same, caused the idea to be given up in favor of conducting
the water beneath the track and into a ditch along the east side of
the tunnel approach cut. There are seven
creek or river crossings on the line, four of
which is Dubois, about 8''i miles from Jasper.
profile shows of these are 135-ft. riveted
The
truss spans, and one 150-ft.
three creek crossings are GO-ft. through girder
-pans. The substructures for these crossings
le reinforced concrete on pile foundations,
11(1
the superstructures are standard Southdesigns for Cooper's E-50 loading. There
II
(" also a number of 20-ft. and 12-f t.
reinforced
ricrete arches. These latter include a design
combined roadway and waterway, the drawigs of which are included in the illustrations.
Ill the particular design shown, a waterway
li» ft. wide and 4 ft. high at the center of the
invert is provided immediately below the
roadway, the 13-in. reinforced floor of the
The roadway entrances
latter forming the roof to the waterway.
to the arch are protected on the waterway side by parapets 30 In.
high and 26 in. thick. All of the concrete used on the work is a
1:3:5 mixture, and the reinforcing is Johnson corrugated bars. All
trestles on the line have ballasted decks, the design being shown
herewith.
At French Lick a yard of 350 cars capacity, with the necessary

The

through
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1

ComDination Roadway and Waterway Arch.

and

The excavation of the material was
followed by timber lining, as shown by the illustration.
Inside the timber lining a reinforced concrete lining is now
being placed, which includes a concrete bottom of unusual section.
This bottom has parapets, 12 in. high, 6 in. wide at the top and
10 In. at the bottom, on each side of the rock ballast, and all
•drainage is cared for by the gutters between these parapets and
21
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ft.

6 In. respectively.
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terminal facilities, is being built, for joint use with the Monon.
Also a new joint passenger station will be built. During the season
there is a considerable passenger traffic to French Lick, hitherto
reached only by way of the Monon branch already referred to and
therefore most inconvenient of access from the west and southwest.
This new line of the Southern makes this resort directly accessible

from those regions.
There is at present only one town on the line between termini,
which is Dubois, about 8% miles from Jasper. The profile shows
two other stations: Union Valley at mile post 15, and Weaver,
between mile posts 17 and 18. There are only small settlements
at these points as yet.
The line is to be rock-ballasted and when
thoroughly settled will be laid with 80 or 8.5-lb. rails. The first
rails are 60-lb. relaying.
Treated ties are being used throughout,
the timb?rs being red and black oak. beech, elm and gum, preserved
with zinc chloride. All bridge timbers are creosoted.
The seven-mile line from Huntingbiirg to Jasper is being revised and rebuilt to correspond with the new line. The grade is
being raised above the high-water level of December, 1906, the
highest recorded since 1840. The grades are being reduced to 0.5
per cent, controlling, and the alinement changed at one point to
reduce a 5 deg. curve to S'l- deg. A 135-ft. crossing of the Patoka
river, built 25 years ago and therefore suited only for very light
loads, is being replaced by one of the riveted through-truss E-50
designs used on the new line. Also a new frame station of neat
design has been built at Jasper.
The average cost of the new line was about $40,000 a mile.
The contract for the entire work from Jasper to French Lick
was let to McArthur Brothers, Chicago, the working being done
under the supervision of Edward Gray. Engineer Maintenance of
Way of the St. Louis-Louisville lines. The concrete work was done
by Bates & Rogers and G. H. Scribner, both of Chicago, one-half to
each, except the tunnel lining, which is being done by the CullenFriestedt Company, Chicago. All of the concrete and bridge work
was designed in Mr. Gray's office, and the steel work for the bridges
was furnished by the Louisville Bridge & Iron Company.

The Strenuous
The recent doubling

Life of the

Freight Agent.

be paid for interchange
freight cars, increasing the need of moving all foreign cars with the
le-ist possible delay, has led Mr
E. E. Belts, Car Service Agent of
the Chicago & North-Western, to re-issue the per diem rules; and in
connection with switching service and reclaims he says:
Switching service is the movdnent of a car to be loaded or unloaded, or the movement of a car between railroads, at a charge for
the service rendered within designated switching limits, the road
performing the service not particinating in the freight rate.
It will be ob.sorved. therefore, that this campany pays 50 cents
to the car owners for each day a per diem car is on our rails,
whether in switching or road service. It is incumbent on this office
to keep an absolutely correct record of all cars on our line in order
that we may pay car owners what is due them, and no viore. To do
this We must have correct and legible interchange reports from
agents at junction points. If one figure of a car number, or the
initial, is w^rong. it means sending out a correction to the agent to
get It right, and this makes much additional work on our part and
on the part of the agent. Bear in mind, please, that we have 40.000
individual car records daily, and if only 1 per cent, are wrongly reof

the rate

to

ported It means 400 correction sheets and 400 replies. It takes much
longer to correct than to report right in the first place. Then, again,
we are like'.y to pay out money unnecessarily when cars are incorrectly reported, and it doesn't require many 50 cents to amount to
considerable money, so let me urge on agents to see that their interchange reports are correct.
Where per tliem cars are switched for connections, we pay the
per diem to car owner and are entitled to reclaim from the line for
whom switching is done an agreed number of days in Chicago five,
but usually In country three to four days. As day of receipt Is not
counted. It really gives us aomf additional time, depending on the
hour of the day the car Is received. If we handle the car in loss
than agreed time, we are ahead; If we take more than the agreed
number of days, we lose, therefore promptness in plai-ing. releasing
and returning cars is profitable. To get thf l)est results requires
continual watchfulness. Agents should keep a pad constantly before
them of all cars received for switching, showing date, and fill in the
date of return. Keep this on the regu'ar reclaim form, then you
will know all the time how many cars you have in your possession.
Bear In mind this fact: We are entitled to n reclaim on every per
diem ciir we switch (system excepted), no matter what dlspo.iltion
Is made of it after unloade<l.
If you are getting cars from connections faster than they can be plaped account disability of consignee,
your remedy Is collection of demurrage. We cannot hold the bag
our switching revenue must be net revenue. The reclaim must
equalize the per rtlcm. at least, to effect this result.
A car day ends at midnight. There Is a difference of 50 rents
to our company between a delivery of a car effected at 11.59 p.m.

—
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12.01 a.m.
All cars made empty each day, or cars loaded for
connecting lines, must be ewitched out in preference and delivered
before midnight, and where no night switch engine is worked, you
must see that the day engine does this work at the latest hour possible, so as to get all available cars.
If no engines are employed,
have the way-freight engine to do it. If cars are set on transfer
track after 6 p.m. and no receipt can be obtained, arrange with connecting line agent for a bill box, and cars are delivered when set
on this track and billing deposited in designated place. Do not take
empties unless order has been placed with you by the industry, and
when you do take them, see that they are placed at once, and collect demurrage after expiration of free time.
If you do not place
the cars promptly, either loaded or empty, you are holding the bag
instead of the other fellow. All we want is what is right, but cars
are made to transport freight, not to stand idle, either to be loaded
or unloaded, and the more promptly we handle the shipper's loads
and unloads, the more cars there will be for those wanting them.
If shippers could be made to realize this and act accordingly, it
would increase the car supply in this country 15 per cent.

and

General Manager Smith to Be Tried for Manslaughter.
Justice Giegerich. of the Supreme Court of New York, has
decided that Alfred H. Smith, general manager of the New York
Central & Hudson River, must stand trial on his indictment for
manslaughter in connection with the derailment of an electric train
near Williamsbridge on February 16. Mr. Smith, through his attorneys. DeLancey Nicoll ana John D. Lindsay, entered a demurrer,
which was disallowed by Justice Giegerich, who says in his
opinion:
On the day named the defendant was vice-president and general manager of the corporation, and as such officer he had charge
and control over the maintenance of tracks, roadbeds, the curves
and the operation of all trains over the line, and of the engineers
running the engines.
And it was then and there the duty of the said Alfred H. Smith,
as such officer and general manager, thus in charge of and control
over the operation of the said trains and the employment and Instruction of the said locomotive engineers, to ascertain and know
at what speed it was safe for the said trains to pass along the said
line of railroad and around the said curve, and to use and exercise
and cau.se to be used and exercised all proper, reasonable and
effective measures and all means within his power to prevent said
train from passing along the line of railroad and around the curve
at a speed faster than was safe for the train to pass, and to place
the train under the government and control of a locomotive engineer
properly trained and experienced and competent to run the train
with safety along the line of railroad and around the said curve;
but defendant, knowing the facts and his duty, as aforesaid, wholly
omitted to ascertain at what speed it was safe for the train to pass
around the curve, and placed the train under the control of a locomotive engineer not properly trained and not experienced and not
competent to run the train with safety around said curve. It is
further alleged that by reason of the culpable negligence of th»
defendant the train was run at a dangerous speed, and left the rails
and was wrecked, thereby causing the death of one Clara L. Hudson, a passenger.
am asked to take judicial notiie of the obligations imposed
I
upon the defendnt as general niana.acr of the great railroad system of which he was in charge, and of the fact that by reason of
their magnitude, the defendant could not have been charged with
the personal performance of the duties the indictment alleges were
imposed upon him. It is said that the court should not entertain
the idea that it is ever one's personal duty to do that which is
impossible for him to do personally.
It is enough on this point to
say that no such case is presented. It was not only possible for the
defendant personally to caute proper measures to be taken for ascertaining what was a safe rate of speed around the curve in question and for providing proper regulation j against running trains
in excess of such speed, and for procuring trained and competent
engineers, but it is manifest that in any properly conducted system
of railroad administration such per.-onal duty must have rested
upon some one. Duties of supervision and management are just as
much personal as are the manual duties of the least skilled employee of the road. If this particular duty, which the indictment
avers was the defendant's. In fart belonged to some other officer of
co-ordinate rank, or had been entrusted by the defendant to some
carefiilly chosen and competent subordinate, so as to relieve him
from further personal rosponsibility, these are facts that can be
shown at the trial; but for the pre-fent purposes the allegations of
the Indictment must be taken as verities, and those allegations are
that It was a part of the defendant's employment to perform the
acts of supervision and management specified, which he in part
failed to perform and In other respects Improperly performed.
That the death described In the Indictment was a direct and immediate consequence of such acts and omissions is also sufficiently
alleged.
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Washing Out and

Filling Boiler* with

Hot Water.

The ensentlal ffuture of an efonomli-al gyitcni for boatlDg water
to be uaed In waHiilnK anri flIIInK IwIUtk. fmbo<lleii the prinrlpiv of
utIIUInK till- heat luntalntMl In thi> walt-r diiu hitrK<'<l for ralHln^ th<trinix-ratiirf uf tin' wiitrr to
ziititin

uf c-xhaiiHt

Im-

tiiwd for

Klcam from varloiiH

wuxhlnK

iin<l

fllllnK-

I'tlll-

means of
when locomotive boiler.)

Huiincii provides a

lUiilalalnlDK the temperature of the WHter

ure not being blown off
A system operated accordinK to this principle requires a battery of heaters located at some convenient |>olnt
In or near the roundhoust>, where the beat contained In the water
and steam blown off niny b«> utilised In hentinK the water used for
wnshInK and fllllnK. The heaters are connected by suitable permanent mains and adjustable connections with the loi-omotive boiler
blow-off cocl(s in order that all

water and steam blown

off

will

-K.;

With a locomotive having 72 sq, ft. of grate trea, 1,600 ll>s. of
coal were required to Are up when the boiler wan filled with hot
water, the greater amount of coal U8*d, as comparf<l •« ili.- i;r,i(e
of 54 Hq. ft., I>eln({ due to the difference In »l7.e of grates
Wh'-ii the
bollerit were filled with cold water there was very little different e
In the amount of coal Ufed on the two grates.
At a certain locomotive terminal where 95 boilers are washe<l
per month the cost of laljor and fuel for eaih boiler washed Ik a>
follows:
Si-ri'ii
1,.'>INI

lalKir. uii<> nimi. n( IH n-iiia inr hour
fl.:;u
.-oal fcir liiillilliii: tin-, nl fj |ht iou
I.30
iiml for piiuipInK abuut U.imhi kiiIi. water to cool

liiiur>'

IIm.

'joo IIm.

iH.ller

-JO

$tJHI

Ttiiiil

lie

delivered to the heater. The heat so utilized is supplemented by
deliverInK waste steam from the exhaust of stationary engines and
air compresgors.
The economical fi'ature of this system is that
heat which would utherwUe lie wasted Is utilized to gooil advantaKe
and the water for washinK and fllllnc is heated at an extremely low
cost.
Where it Is necessary to obtain live steam from a boiler to
operate the beaters, the economical feature of the system is destroyed.
To wash a maximum number of Iwliers two pli)e lines are neressary between the heaters and the blow-off conne<-tions at the boiler.
One pipe Is for blowing to the cLstern and the other Is for deliverinR
hoi water to the l)olIer duriuR the process of cooling after the steam
ha.s bL'eu blown off.
Such an ai;raiigement establishes a pressure in
the boiler and disiharges the water more rapidly than it would
escape by gravity alone. beca\ise of the frictional resistance of the
pipes.
It Is considered undesirable to blow water and steam from
the Itoiler at the same time and allow si'ale and mud to stand on
For this reason
the hot metal without being covered by water.
water should not be let out of the boiler until the temperature of
the metal is the same as the temperature of the water that will be
used for washing.
Heating systems may \te so arranged that the heat of the steam
released when the twiler is blown off may be used to heat the water
for both Ailing and washing, or the toiler may be washed out with
the water originally drawn from the boiler and the filling water
alone heated by the steam blown off. Where the shop power house
is equipped with condensing engines, the hot water from the condensers may be led to a pool or cistern and delivered to the roundhouse for washing boilers. Another method of providing hot water
for washing Is to deliver all water blown out of the boilers to a
receptacle where it is allowed to settle, the same water being used
many times. Arrangements are necessarily made to dispose of the
scale and sludge that settle in the bottom of the receptacle.
A suggested method is to pipe the roundhouse with water and
steam connectors at each pit and provide a portable injector to be
carried from one engine to another.
When cold water is used for washing and filling boilers about
seven or eight hours are usually consumed to blow off, wash out,
fill up and raise steam to liio lbs. pressure.
To perform the worli in
less time Is apt to cause detrimental results to the boiler.
Where
hot water is used for washing out and filling, a boiler can be blown
off from l.')0 lbs. pressure in 20 minutes.
It may be washed almost
Immediately with hot water and by filling with water at a temperature of 212 (leg. F., a pressure of 100 lbs. may l)c raised in 30
minutes from the time the fire is started. The aitual time consumed at the point from which these figures are quoted is usually
about three hours for blowing off. washing out. filling up and raising
steam. Boilers have been washed out at this point in less than two
hours and there are other Instances on record of equally short time.
It is lielieved. however, that two hours will hardly represent general
or regular practiie.
While opinions vary as to the time actually saved by washing
and filling liollers with hot water, it is generally considered that an
engine will be ready for service in at least one-half of the time
usually required when washing and filling with colil water.
The actual ca.sh saving to l>e obtained by utlli/.ing the heat In
the water blown off depends upon a number of variable factors and
can hardly be determined with any degree of accuracy; inasmuch
as the same figures would not apply to all cases. Several authorities consider that a saving of .")0 per cent. Is effected; another advises 33 per cent.; a representative of one road says, side-sheets 75
per cent., flues and stay-bolts 50 per cent.; another believes that an
average of $1 per boiler is saved.
The actual economy obtained depends, among other things, upon
the size of the boiler, the amount of heat In the steam blown off. the
initial temperature of the water to l)e used for washing, the size of
grate, as well as the heating value and the price of the fuel used.
The results of some experiments showed that locomotives with a
grate surface of 5-t sq. ft. could be fired up with about 1,200 lbs. of
coal when the boiler was filled with hot water, and a good fire was
To fire the same engine when the boiler was
left on the grate.
filled with cold water required frnni 2.200 to 2, -100 lbs. of coal.

With a system of hot water washing investigated by those in
charge of this terminal three hours per Ixiiier washed was onsldered a conservative estimate. The corresponding cost per Ixdli-r
washed with the hot water system would be:
1

Tlirt*!*
'.Mill

houPH'

IIm. i-ual

lulHir. one iiiiin, at IN vt*. |H'r bour
for biilldiiiK Hre, at t~ |mt tou
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Ti.lal

According to these figures, the saving in labor and fuel for each
boiler washing would l>e $1.52.
Washing 95 boilers per month
would represent a saving of $144.40 per month, or $1,732.80 per year
t^stimating the cost of installing the necessary equipment for a hoi
water system to be $9,000, the figures quoted would represent an
interest of 19 per cent, on the original investment.
A further economy represented by the hot water system Is In
the shorter terminal detention. The earning capacity of a locomotive is realized when it is on tlie road and not when it is in the

roundhouse undergoing

repairs.

show that an engine may be ready for service
in four hours' less time when washed with hot water than when
cold water is depended upon.
Assuming the average engine mileage

The

figures quoted

be 10 m.p.h., the time saved would represent 40 engine miles,
at. say, 960 tons per train, the four hours' additional service of
each engine would represent 38,400 ton miles. The 95 engines
washed per month would then enable the road to obtain :5,t;48.tioo
more ton miles per month from engines cared for at the terminal
under consideration. In busy seasons this additional ton mileage
would represent considerable economy.
The number of boilers which should be washed per day to
justify installing a hot water washing system would depend on the
peculiar local governing conditions and the interest that would be
represented by the investment. On the other hand the elaborateness of the plant might well vary with the amount of work to be
done. For instance, if but very little boiler washing is done at a
roundhouse, the use of a portable injector would seem practical, for
it
is more than likely that there is a boiler in the roundhouse for
operating the washout pump, even if there are but five or six stalls
in the house.
The results obtained by the hot water system of washing and
filling boilers indicate that not only is much time saved in turning
engines at terminals, but repairs to boiler in engine house and back
shop are reduced by this method of caring for boilers. In bad
water districts, the use of treated water in connection with the
hot water system of washing and filling, results very successfully in
lengthening the life of tubes and fire-boxes.
A representative from a Western road advises that before the
installation of a hot water system in 1903. tubes were removed from
freight engines every 10,000 miles and from passenger engines after
15.000 miles' service.
Since this system has been in operation the
mileage of the tubes has been doubled. A representative of a road
that has had a hot water system in operation 15 months advises
that engine failures due to leaking tubes and side-sheets have decreased 50 per cent, and that repairs for boiler work have decreased
Another representative says that before three hot
22 per cent.
water plants were put in operation on a ilivision. the heavy power
The
in freight service made 30.000 miles between fine settings.
same power is now making 50,000 to 60.000 miles, using the same
feed water as formerly. From a committee report to the convention of t)ic Traveling Engineers' Association.
to

and

According to a press despatch from St, Petersburg (he director
of the Transcaucasian Railway, Colonel Nelgebauer, has issued an
order containing the announcement that In six months of the current year 30 officers of the Transcaucasian line have perished by
violent dfalh.
Ten among them were of the highest rank. It has
become customary to ascribe these appalling murders to revoluUonRry organizations, but it is believed that a majority have been caused
by a desire to see situations vacant. Therefore the Director has
ordered that a'l vacancies which have resulted from officials having
suffered violent death shall be filled by persons transferred from
the railroads In European Russia, and none by promotion of local
candidates.
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Reduced Passenger Rates

in

Georgia.

The order of the Georgia Railroad Commission reducing passenger rates, in effect Sept. 2, must be obeyed by every road in the
state, or the officers of the road disregarding it will be indicted and
prosecuted by Gov. Hoke Smith. This, according to the newsiiapers.
He has notified all judges and prosecuting
is the Governor's threat.
officers in the state to watch for violations of the law and to prosecute.
I'p to this week the roads have been unable to get a Federal
injunction. The Atlantic Coast Line, the Central of Georgia and
the Atlanta & West Point went before United States .Judge Shelby
at Huntsville. Ala., and asked for an injunction, but the Judge refused to grant it. The Judge, however, ordered the Georgia commission to appear on Sept. 16 in Atlanta before some United States
Circuit Judge to show cause why an injunction should not be
granted. In refusing the restraining order Judge Shelby commented
sharply on the action of the railroads in waiting until two days, one
of them on Sunday, before an order was to take effect to ask an
injunction, although the order reducing rates was made three months
ago.

Judge Shelby holds that there is no presumption to begin with.
that the commission has not acted in good faith, and that the order
reducing rates is confiscatory. "I cannot hold," says Judge Shelby.
"that the affidavit to the bill filed by the railroads outweighs the
prima facie presumption that the action of the Georgia Railroad
Commission is valid."

Collapse of the Quebec Bridge.
half of the Quebec bridge, which was being erected
over the St. Lawrence river, collapsed on the afternoon of August 2y.
Of the 92 men who were working on the
about half-past five.
bridge at the time, 84 were killed or drowned and only eight were
The entire structure fell and
rescued, all of whom were injured.
nothing was left standing except the approach span, which was
supports
the
shore side of the anchorage.
separate
on
on
carried
The south cantilever span had been erected and permanent riveting

The south

was nearly completed. Three panels of the suspended span over
the middle of the river were in place and partially riveted up, and
the erection of the fourth panel was in progress when the bridge
fell.

of the failure has not been determined as
Hoare, Chief Engineer of the Quebec Bridge &
the owners of the bridge, is reported to have said
that the failure apparently took place near the main post, and thai
The accompanying photographs of the
the collapse was vertical.
wreckage, which are reproduced through the courtesy of La Pressc.
of Montreal, seem to substantiate the theory of vertical failure. The
wreckage of the main posts is scattered on both sides of the pier
and the other parts are almost directly underneath their former
position in the structure.
The anchorage supports are bent down
toward the main pier, but the anchor eye-bars are intact in the
foundations, indicating thai the failure was not due to overloading
and consequent overturning of the cantilever span. Nearly 15.0UU
tons of steel fell, and the principal members, which were the largest
ever fabricated, are twisted, bent and broken so as to be hardly
recognizable. The masonry of the main and anchorage piers seems
to be but little damaged.
At the time the bridge fell there was a wind blowing about
28 miles an hour and a train of cars loaded with steel was being
pushed out to the traveler at the end of the span. The engineer
of the locomotive waa carried down with the wreckage, but was
rescued alive from the water by a boat which had just passed
under the bridge. There were two travelers being used for the
erection, which were both near the outer end of the span.
The
main traveler was about at the end of the cantilever span and the
second traveler, running on the top chord of the truss span, was
out over the third panel.
While the weight of the two travelers
and of the material piled near the end of the bridge was considerable. It was not more than the weight of the two remaining panels
of the center span yet to be erected, and of the floor system of the
entire half span which had not been put In place.
It is not probable, therefore, the failure was due to excessive dead loads which
had not been allowed for In figuring the erection stresses. If the
failure was due to defective design, the error must be attributed
to wrong assumptions or calculations of stress and not to Insufflctent

While the exact cause

we go

to press. E. A.

Railway

Co..

loading.

While the failure came suddenly and without warning to the
the bridge, who had no opportunity to escape, If Is iinfor
Innately true that the engineers In charge of the work had a warn
Ing that everything was not right, but the danger was not appre
elated until It was loo late. Early in the week one of the workmen
on the bridge discovered and reported to the resident engineer,
A. H. BIrks. that one of the lower chord members In the third
panel out from the main post was slightly buckled. N. R. McLure,
Inspector on the bridge tor Theodore Cooper, who Is consulting

men on
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Anchor

Pier.

Showing Anchor Arm Supports

Still

Fast to the Masonry.

General View of the Fallen Bridge from the South Bank of the River.
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engineer for the Quebec Bridge & Railway Co., was notifieii. and on
Wednesday he left the bridge site and came to New York, arriving
Thursday morning with his report, a copy of which had been forwarded to the office ot the Phoenix Bridge Co., Philadelphia, the
contractor for the steel work. Mr. Cooper received the report Thursday morning and immediately telegraphed the Phoenix Bridge Co.
"Add no more load to bridge until full investigation
as follows:

View

of the

Wreckage from the

River,

Vol..

XLIII., No.

10.

It was
railroads on the north and south shores of the river.
a subsidy of $1,000,000 by the Dominion Government,
$250,000 by the Province of Quebec, and $300,000 by the City ot
Quebec. The bridge was intended to be used by the Grand Trunk
and the Intercolonial for an entrance into Quebec. Competitive
plans were asked for in 1897, and in 1898 the Dominion Railway
Committee approved the plan for a cantilever bridge with a channel

granted

Showing Approach Span Left Standing.

Bids were opened in
made. See report of McLure." This telegram was delayed and span ot 1,S00 ft., the longest in the world.
was not forwarded from New York until 12.15 p. m. It was received 1899, and the contract for the piers and abutments was let to
by the Phoenix Bridge Co. early in the afternoon and was put on M. P. Davis in 1900. The corner stone was laid on October 2 of
the desk of Mr. Deans, Chief Engineer, who was not at his office. that year. The Phoenix Bridge Co.. Philadeljihia, Pa., was awarded
The substructure was
Mr. Deans returned about
p. m.. and before he could telegraph the contract lor the steel stiperstructure.
completed in November. 1902, and during the seasons of 1902 and
ordering the men off the bridge it collapsed.
The Canadian Government has appointed Henry Holgate, Mon- 1903 the 210 ft. deck truss approach spans at each end of the
The Quebec Bridge
treal; J. G. Kerry, Montreal, and Professor Galbraith, of Toronto bridge were erected by the Phoenix Bridge Co.
University, to investigate the collapse and to determine, if possible, Co. was reorganized under the present name in 1903, and under an
the cause. The loss is estimated at between $1,000,000 and $1,500,000, arrangement with the Dominion Government, which required the
end two or three years" delay in completing the bridge. Work on use of the bridge for a connecting link in the proposed Grand
the north half had only progressed to the point ot erecting the Trunk Pacific, the government guaranteed the bonds of the new
Work on the erection of the
false work to support the shore arm of the north cantilever span. company to the amount of $0,678,200.
Much of the material for the north hnif nf the bridge is on the south half of the main structure was not liegun until July, 1905.
is

.')

Near View

of

Wreckage

Inside of

Main

Pier.

Kroiinrt. and work will probably toe resumed next year.
The river At the end of the working season, December 1, six panels of the
channel wa.s not seriously oliatnicted by the wreckage and is open anchor arm of the cantilever had been erected on falsework. During
for navigation.
the season of 190fi the entire ciintllever was erected and the falsework removed under the amhor arm. Kreclion had jirogressed to
The QtiPbec Bridge H Railway Co. was chartered as the Quebec the fourth panel of the suspended truss during the present season.
Bridge Co. In 1887 to build a highway and railroad bridge over the
The total length of the bridge between abutments is 3,220 ft..
St. {.^wrenee river about seven miles above Quebec, to ronnect the and it consists of two deck tniss approach spans 210 ft. long, two

ScrmiBui
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•nrhor ann* each SOO fi. Iodk. two cantilever arniH each bG::^j (t.
Ions, and on« lusponded iniaa iipan KTS (1. long, the longeat Himple
iruM tpan built. The illatam-e from i-enter to lenler of main plent
The truwes are pin <onne<te<l and are ii|>ared 67 tt.
la I.HW It.
apart center to center. They vary In depth from 'M ft ul the portaU
The main [mala rUe 40<» ft. atiove
to 315 ft. over the main plent.
the river and there Is 15u ft. clear headway under the central apan
The bridge was to have carried two railroad and two
at hiRh tide.
ireet car tracki), two roailwayii and two footwalkx. all on the same
The total weight of steel required was 3S.5IMJ tons. Th<>
level.
main piers are conirete fncofl with granite, and each contains 35,immi
They are 3ii ft. by 13(i fi. at the top.
<u. yds. of masonry.
All of the detail plans for the siiiMTstructure were made Ijy the
I'hoenix Bridge Co. and approved by E. A. Hoare, Chief Kiiglneer of
the Quebec Bridge ft Hallway Co., and by Theodore Cooi)er. Consulting Engineer for the Dominion Government and the Quebe<Bridge and Railway Co.
The offliers of the Phoenix Bridge Co. are: David Reeves, Hresl-

Deans, Chief Engineer: P. L. Sriapka, Designing
.Mllllken, Sui)erlntendenl of Erection, and A. H.
BIrks, Ri'sldeiit Engineer.
The officers of the Quelie<- Bridge t Railway Co. are: S. N.
Parent. President: lUrlc Barthe. Secretary: E. A. Hoare, Chief
Engineer, iind Theodore Cooper, Consulting Engineer.

denl;

John S

Engineer;

A.

H.

Compound Ten-Wheel Locomotives

for the

Buenos Ayres Western

Railway.

The Baldwin locomotive Works has recently built five compound
lOwheel locomotives for the Buenos .Ayres Western Railway. They
were built throughout to drawinKs furnished by the railroad and
have many special features.
As shown

In the

photograph, these engines are outside connected

All the driving springs are underhyng. and
the driving wheel loads are equalized. The leading truck U of the
fwlng-link type, designed to swing 1^ In. on eaih side of the center
line.
The truck wheels are steel tired, with cast r.
and
The boiler Is steel, with the exception of n
'-el U
crown of the firebox, which arc copper. The Rf
steel.
The Oelpalre system of staying Is use<l, and ih«; »lu>tKjl- i'-bronze, with the exception of those In the throat and crown,
•

.

are Yorkshire Iron. The throat sheet completely encircles the Imn 1.
An oval fire door
to which It Is united by a double row of rivets.
opening Is used, and it is formed with a wrought Iron ring m.->
chined on both sliles, to which the Inside and outside sh«-«i- .uThe boiler barrel Is built up of three rings The in
riveted.
ferentlal seams are double riveted, while the longituilinal .-..iniare butt Jointed, with double covering strips and six rows of rivets.
As Is usual In British locomotive practice, the smokebox is separate
from the boiler shell, to which It Is united by a ring riveted to the
barrel.
The sides of the smokebox are fitted and liolted at the bottom, to the engine frames.
Among the boiler fittings may be mentioned two safety valves
of the RanislioHom" type, which are mounted over the firebox;
No gagecock.s
also two water gages which are placed in the cab.
are applied. The grate, which slopes toward the front, is made up
two Injectors,
boiler
Is
fed
by
wrought
iron.
The
bars
of
of plain
one on each side, and also by one pump, which Is driven from the
left hand crosshead.
The engine is provided with steam brake equipment on the
driving wlieels, in addition to the vacuum brake for the tender and
The sandboxes are placed on the runningboards. and steam
train.
sanding «iuipmenl is applied. The couplings are of the screw type,
with draw hooks and spring buffers.
The tender is carried on two four-wheeled trucks of the swine
link type, having steel-tired wheels with cast steel spoke centers.
The frame is built of steel plates and angles. The tank has a water

Con^pound Passenger and Freight Locotnoti ve
with slightly Inclined cylinders. They are cross compounds, with
the high-pressure cylinder on the left side and the low-pressure on
the right side. The intercepting valve is placed on the left side
above the high-pressure cylinder. It is of the piston valve type, as
patented by Von Borries. and Is worked in connection with the
reversing gear. The receiver pipe between the high and low-pressure
cylinders is copper, and is located In the smokebox. The slide valves
are of bronze, and are balanced; they travel horizontally over vertical seats, the steam chests being placed between the engine frames.
With this arrangement, a simple form of Stephenson link motion Is
reudlly employed. The eccentrics are placed on the second driving
axle, while the links are suspended by double hangers immediately
back of the first driving axle. The link blocks are connected to the
valve stems by short transmission bars which pass over the leading
A suitable cross-tie. bolted to the frames, supports
<lriving axle.
the valve-rod guides. Thus all parts of the motion are practically
in the same plane, and the tendency for the gear to twist and spring
The reversing mechanism Is of the
to a minimum.
is reduced
screw type.
The guides are of steel of the two-bar type, while the crossheads
are of cast steel, with cast iron shoes lined with anti-friction metal.
The piston rods are extended through the front cylinder heads; the
All the drivpistons are of cast steel, with cast Iron packing rings.
ing wheels have cast steel centers, with tires held In place by shrinkage, retaining rings and set screws. The leading driving wheels
have blank tires.
The frames are of the plate form, 1% In. thick, and planed on
both sides. The "horn blocks," or pedestals, are of cast steel, with

2O0

wedge adjustments.

Buenos Ayres Western Railway.

for the

bottom and is of 4,200 gallons capacity. These locomotives will be
used in both freight and passenger service.
The following are some of the principal dimensions of the
engines:
.">

(;„ge
Cyllmi'.-rs. (llnmelcr.

li.

Cvllixlers. (Ilniiicter.
I'lston stroke

1.

Itiillor

ft.

p

,

•>•:'•

llltiln.

thickness of sheets

;

Fuel

""1

>

-"" "'"

Steam pressure
Firebox, material
length

topiier
*•".>'"';•

i<^

width

'•N

front

5

thlrkncss nil sheets
material of tnbe sheet
water space
material

'"

-Steel

•

"'

"^

•

'"J"

nnintier

;V"i1.

diameter

MV.iL*'
lart.nis

lenKth

Heating surface,

,"

*>*•'»

depth back

•

'

^'<:'*'

(llameter

Tillies,

;;

-}•

material

depth,

In.

Ci

.;>;>

-'Mi

p

firebox

tubes

««•!•;

total

l.«2I

,

:;

Orate area
Wheels, diameter, driving

ra
S2

truck
lender
Journals, driving
"
iruoks
tender .'.
Wheel base, driving
total engines
"
euRlne and tender
WelKht on drivers
on truck

'

"^

!i!-

i„
""

'lO
•»!

;.•••,

<%

•

'."•

"

'^ ''*

»

,••

..

2

."

,'o ?,

•«

'

XI u
i.i-

-S
.<» „

.

<

..

•yt

.

«

'?5S,?n'

42,300

^
'"'•
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Weight, total engine
engine and tender
Tank cnpa. Itv. water

Tank
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tHfi

2^d

capaillv. con

'
gals.

24:;,OU0

4.M0

-i'M cu. ft.

I

Tractive power
Katio of high to low pressure cylinder

18,370
1

Weight on drivers

=

5.69

=

8,0

to

lbs.
li.o'J

Tractive power
Total weight

Tractive power

Tractive power x diameter drivers

=

767.77

Heating surface

Heating surface

=

6.-..

08

Grate area
Firebox heating surface

=

8.11 per

=

90.2!)

ct.

Total heating surface
Total weight

Heating surface

Volume

h.

p.

cylinder x 2

=

Heating surface

S.aS cu.

ft.

=

11)0.73

=

2.03

penalties.

Section 11 repeals sections 3 and 4 of the law of August 23.
1905, which gave the Commission power to regulate the transportation of freight, the present law taking the place of that.
Section 12 prescribes a penalty of $.5,000 for violation of this
Prosecutions for the recovery of penalties are to be brought
act.
in the name of the state of Georgia by direction of the Governor,
and suits are to be given precedence in the Court over other business. The court shall not be adjourned until the suit is legally

2 X Vol. h. p. cylinder

Grate area
2 X Vol, h,

p.

cylinder

Tube heating surface equated
Vaughan formula)

to firebox heating surface
418.71 sq. ft.
,''>40.71
Total equated firebox heating surface
Hatlo e(|nnted beating surface to total beating surface. .1 to 3.00
(

Enginemen and Superheaters,
The engineman ha.s his little part to play to accomplish the siicressfnl operation of the superheater and obtain from it the highest
possible efflriency.
While the engine is worl<ing, conditions pormitling. the circulating tubes should be kept full of steam at boiler pressure, and to do this the engine should be worl<ed with a full throttle
and the cut-off regulated accordingly. While the effect of the superheater's work is to dry the steam on its way to the steam che,sts.
Is just as essential and desirable that a reasonably low water level
be carried in the boiler with the superheater as it is in the case
of an engine using saturated steam. The engineer must see to it
that the superheater damper is working properly at all times. The
damper might stick in the closed position, in which case the superheater is useless and the total heating surface of the engine materially reduced, or the damper might stick in the open position, in which
case there will be a deterioration of the superheater tubes, resulting
it

continued or is disposed of.
Section 13 makes it a misdemeanor to violate or aid or abet
in violating this law. and any officer or agent found guilty shall
be punished according to Section 1039 of the Penal Code of 1905;
and besides this he shall he subject to indictment in any county
where a subordinate employee by his approval violates either the
law or the directions of the Commission.
Section 14 fixes the domicile of the Commission at the capitol
in Atlanta. Fulton County, and no court outside of that county
shall have jurisdiction in any suit brought against the Commission.
Section 15. The contingent expenses of the Commission shall not
exceed $3,000 a year. The salary of the Chairman of the Commission
(Salaries of other members not mentioned in this law.)
is $4,000.
The salary of the Secretary is $2,000. The printing fund is $2,000
a year. A stenographer may be employed at not over $1,200 a year.
Section 16. The Governor is authorized to appoint an attorney
The
to the Commission for a term of four years at $2,500 a year.
attorney may be removed by the Governor at any time.

Engines
in their finally breaking and causing an engine failure.
have been known to run for a month or more without a damper,
and this, as well as other evidences, leads to the opinion that burning cinders in the smoke-tubes are partly responsible for the overheating and blistering of the return bends and the firebox ends of
the circulating tubes; but be this as it may, it is essential that the
engineer watch the damper and report it when it fails to work.
From a commitlee report to the Traveling Enjiineem' Association.

New

Railroad

Law

in

Georgia.

Legislature, now In session, has passed the CandlerOverstreet bill, enlarging the Slate Railroad Commission from three
to five memt)ers. and making radical amendments to the general
railroad law of the s.tate. The name.'* of the members of the ComThe Oovernor
ml.ssion as reorganized are given in another column.
makes appointments to fill out the l)oard, but with the next election the members will be elected as heretofore, and the term of
each will be six years. The Commission will henceforth have supervision over telegraphs, telephones, street railroads, heat, light and
power companies, docks, wharves and cotton compress corporations.

The Georgia

qualification for commissioner Is to be .10 years of age, a tiualland to Ije free from any Interest In the businesses which
the lH)iird Is to control; "and a candidate Is eligible without reference to his experience In law or In railroad business." We summarize the other principal features of the law.
Section 4. The Commission may employ two or more rate
experts at a cost of not over JI.OOO yearly In the iiggregale.
Section 5. The power to determine what are just and reasonable rates and eharges Is vested exclusively In the sahl Commission.
It may
Section 6 des<Tll)es the powers of the Commission.
investigate of Its own motion, and may require common carriers
and other public service coriToratlons to establish and maintain
It
may require publication of
rea.sonable service and facilities.
time fables In local newspapers; may pres(Til)e uniform accounting,
the same to be. as far as practicable. In conformity with the regula-

The

fied elector,

Commerce ('ommlsslon.
The Board is authorized to ascertain the

The Railroads

7.

cost

of

of Mexico.*

KRDIS G. ROniXaoN. C.K..
Knglneerlng Dcpiirtmcnt of tlic Mexican Central.
ItY

iif

111!'

IV.

LOCATION AND CON'STIttlCTlOX.

A

large part of the railroads of Mexico have been planned and
organized by railroad men from the United States, and American
standards of location and construction have been generally followed.
The work has usually been in charge of engineers who gained their
experience on the railroads of the United Slates, especially on those
roads located through similar toiiographical conditions. Field pai-ties for location work, as usually made up, include the engineer
in charge, transitinaii. levcliiian and toitographer. these four commonly being Americans, w.ille the other members of the parly are
usually Mexicans, the labor being performed by the common peon.
While a party thus constituted could not be expected to do an
amount of work equal to that done by a well trained American
party, yet there will often be ileveloped from such workmen a chainman or rodmnn who will not suffer from a comparison with one
The daily wage |)ai(l thos(> workers varies
of any other nationality.
from TtO rentavos to one peso, while one of exceptional ability would
The company, while It provides tents
get better pay by the month.
for peon laborers, makes no jirovision for feeding them, and In this
regard they must look after themselves.
The peon Is originally a laborer on the haciendas of the country, and Is held there by force If he happens to be in debt to the
But
proprietors a condition that Is often easy to bring about.
when once freed from this debt under which he is held, he becomes
a rover without home lies and feels as much at home in camps as
elsewhere, so long ns he has his family with hlin, a source of supply
of strong drink within convenient distance, and no restraint upon
his Inclination to sing at all hours as much as It pleases him. The
engineer or contractor who attempts to curb this liirllnation toward

—

tions of the Interstati-

Section

VoL.XLlII„Ko.lO.

construction and the present value of corporation properties in
Georgia; to require the construction of side tracks, and compel
service on private sidings; to lompel the operation of sufficient
passenger service; to oraer the making and operation of physical
connections between railroads at junctions; to prescribe penalties
regarding the prompt movement of freight and rules for the transfer
of cars through yards; to order the erection of stations and to
regulate schedules of trains at junction points.
Section 8. Each corporation must furnish to the Commission
a list of its stocks and bonds, and no corporation shall issue obligations for more than one year without the approval of the Commission, and then only so far as necessary for actual and reasonable
expenditures. The decision of the Commission is to be final as to
the validity of securities issued. Notes issued for one year or less
shall not be refunded by long time obligations without the consent
of the Commission.
Section 9. Penalties. A corporation violating this law shall be
liable for all loss, damage or injury caused thereby; and if the
violation of law is found by a jury to be wilful, the offender must
pay a reasonable counsel's fee.
Section 10 prescribes the procedure for the enforcement of
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In tbe eDKlneerlni; o[>eratloni> > uurn.* u-d
with railroad building, the meirK- system Is
readily adapted and has some points of suThe length of chain now generally
periority.
uHed on location and eonstrui tion U one 'iti
meters long, divided Into 100 links of HO centimeters each.
Tbe curve formulas and
tables found in the various handbooks or Held
books, based upon the use of a chain of lOu
units, are readily used In laying out metric
curves, for since 20 Is one-flflh of IW. the
curve data containing the radius as a factor
will be found by dividing by five the correWork.
Riprap
Mountain Construction. Snowing
sponding tabular values based upon the
"wine, women and song" will find his camp unpopular and laborers chord of 100 units. There are certain tables published for use
dlfflculi to obtain.
The women members of the Mexicans' camp with the chord of 20 units, but as they are usually somewhat
are not altogether an undesirable population, sln-e they look after condensed It Is probably shorter to make the simple division
the board of the peons and do the washing and cleaning for the noted above than to use the shorter table and perform the
necessary interpolations. For curve deflections, since the "degree
American members of tbe party.
{engineers in charge of parties receive from 250 to 350 pesos, of curve" is the angle subtended by one chord of 20 units, the deand the Instrument men from 150 to 250 pesos
a month. These receive their expenses while
out and are well cared for by the railroad in
the matter of cooks, supplies and camn equipment.
An engineer contemplating entering railroad work in Mexico should If possible prepare himself as well as may be. along two
lines.
First, he should learn as much Spanish as possible.
It is evident that an engineer
can render much more valuable service for
his company if he can use the language of
the country in instructing and <lirecting his
workmen, in conducting the necessary business conneiied with the survey, in makiiireports and carrying on the corresponden
as needed. In this connection it is pleasing t
note the tendency in our schools to include
Spanish in the engineering courses, frequently
at the expense of time formerly devoted to
the study of other languages.
Second, he
should become familiar with the metric system of weights and measures. Years ago the
Mexican Covernment adopted the metric system and required Its use in industries and
Standard Station Construction; Mexican Central.
trades, and now tbe French standards have
come Into pretty general use. In the stores the measuring stick flection for one meter is one-fortieth part of the degree of curve
shows the meter on one side and the vara on the other. The car- and so equals in minutes 1.5 times the degree of curve. The adI)enler"s rule likewise gives inches and centimeters.
The tape lines vantages of the metric system are most apparent perhaps in conmanufactured for use in that country similarly have both the structiou work. On ordinary work cross sections are taken at each
Kngllsb and French measures.
In some of the districts the station, or 20 meters apart, and volumes are obtained by averaging
people still think In phencgas. almudes. varas. even if they are end areas. Therefore the i-iibic cojitents of one station is found by
adding the two end areas and multiplying
by 10.
The Mexican Government requires the
railroad companies oi>erating within its territory to submit for its approval plans and
studies for the preliminary location or recon-

naisance plans and profiles of the final location, as well as plans and estimates of the
permanent structures. The maps prepared in
this way for the government are required to
show contour lines for a distance of one
kilometer each side from the line of the survey, the contours being spaced for differences
of level of two or five meters, according to
the nature of tbe topography. Much valuable
data are thus accumulated In the government
tiles since the various railroad surveys have
Many lines
rotty well covered the country.
e surveyed only to be abandoned, while
iiers are surveyed to secure information to
used at a later time when some quick
lOve may lie needed in the great game played

Mountain Construction, Showing Riprap Work.

by the railroad managers.
In location and construction the standards are as high as those used in this country.
Thus, the Mexican Central, In its Instructions

I
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to engineers, while stating that the maximum grade is to be established as the preliminary survey may indicate, specifies that the
maximum curve shall be of 6 deg. (20 meter chord, radius 627 ft.),
and this degree was not exceeded in the location of that company's
that
It is provided
difficult Pacific line now under cous-truction.
curves are to be compensated at the rate of .05 meter per degree
of curve for curves of 0.7 degree and more, and at the rate of .06
meter for curves of less radius. Values of distance, rise and fall.
unbroken tangents, etc., are given in conformity with the standards
of other well located lines, while much stress is given to reducing
Main line changes
the curvature to the smallest possible amount.
of location are based upon the cost of train operation as found
from an examination of the records of the company and the amounts
to be saved by the proposed change capitalized at 5 per cent, in

the usual way.
When the final location

is accepted and the work ordered the
the location party are checked by the
engineer in charge of construction, and drainage areas are determined (if this has not already been done by the location party)
for proportioning the bridges and arriving at the openings required.
Fortunate is the engineer who finishes this work before the arrival
of the contractors, since he will be kept sufficiently busy thereafter.
The work is let by contract in the usual way, and the contractor sublets the least desirable parts of the work to others, often
furnishing them such parts of their equipment as they do not reMany of these sub-contracts are
quire, or are pleased to be rid of.
Mexican firms or individuals whose equipment is
let to small
very meagre. In fact, many miles of emlianknient have been i)ut in
by Mexicans working only with shovel and basket, the earth being
shoveled into a basket and carried to the embankment on the head
or shoulders of the workmen.
Good scraper work on banks up to two meters is done with the

and

transit

level

work

of
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labor and keeps a check force account. The matter of clearing of
right-of-way is a case of this kind. In many parts of the country
the land is completely covered with low brush, and in this case the
price listed above may stand
Where the line crosses heavy or scattered timber land the payment may be by force account.
Other
works, as wet excavation, dry retaining walls, etc., may be paid for
in this

way.

In bidding for the work the contractor must consider the low
to be paid for labor (from 50 centavos to one peso per day),
the scarcity of water, provisions and feed, and other items.
Probably the greatest difl^culty of the contractor arises from employing
the cheap peon labor.
The peons are a class unknown in this country.
Poorly paid, poorly fed for generations, they lack the personal
ambition which produces the best results in any work. They are
continually moving from place to place, so that the engineer or contractor is always breaking in new men, whose breaking in is no
small matter. Of late years there has been a good demand for labor,
so that the supply in many parts of the country is hardly adequate
for the needs.
This has naturally led to an increase in wages.
This increase in wages has only increased the scarcity, since a Mexican laborer whose wages have been increased will be satisfied to
work fewer days. Since all he wants is to exist, he considers it bad
financial management to accumulate a surplus.
He has no fears of
the "rainy day."
In some regards the peon is not dissimilar to the
imported labor now much employed in this country, but he is not
held in restraint by any contract of employment firm, as often

wages

i

Sa^^B
'
standard Arch Culvert, Rubble Masonry,

Peon Members

small Mexican mules and native drivers, one such team being able
to move from 45 to 50 cubic meters on a bank up to one meter
high, and 25 to 35 cubic meters on banks up to two meters.
These
teams do not work to advantage on higher banks and in such cases
the earth must be carried in carta or wheel scrapers from the cuts
which arc usually adjacent to the banks. In solid rock work of
ordinary extent the drilling Is done by hand by Mexican drillers.
It is usually not difficult to .secure skilled drillers, due to the training many men have had in the mines of the country. This work is
paid for on the basis of amount of work done, and is often in charge
of some disappointed though still hopeful American mine prospector.
On larger works machine drills, conveyors, etc., are used as may
Ije Justified by the size of the contract.
('h-uisiflcaliona of material are inclined to be liberal but the
work Is required to be well done. The following prices may be tukcii
as Indicating those generally prevailing on heavy work:
PpMim,
meter.
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTE*.

la

Auatrallan ronJ. Itnituried L>> the Souiliern Paclflc for locomotlveii,
belnx carried aa far eaat aa Sparka, Nov.

On

The Public Service

the Chihuahua division of the Moxtcau Central train service

The St«board Air Line has put

In effect In the state of

Georgia

the puHaenKcr rate of 2Vj cents a mile, ordered by the State Rail-

road Commission.

The Oeneral Sui>erlntendent of the New York. Ontario t Western
has Issued an order limiting the 8|>eed of all passenger trains to 50
miles an hour an<l, on descending grades and on certain curves, to
40 nillea an hour.
The Kansas

state railroad commissioners have notified the Pullsleeping cars attached to
that empty "deud head
crowded trains are an offense to them. They want such cars open
rates."
of
passengers
usual
Pullman
for the use
"at the

man Company

At Bridgeport,

"

Pa.. 30

englnemen, conductors, firemen and brake-

men

of the Philadelphia t Reading have been suspended for violation of the company's rule relative to the use of intoxicating drinks.
According to the newspaper reports, these suspensions are indefinite.

On the Baltimore & Ohio a number of "Inspectors of
service" have been appointed, seven of them on the whole
These men, formerly local agents and freight conductors,
endeavor to secure the more careful loading and handling of
with a view to reducing the bills for damages.

Cor;.

Freight
system.
are to
freight

Texas, from being the most radical railroad regulator in the
country, has lately become by comparison a very "slow" state; but
the Railroad Commission has now aroused itself, and It is announced that within a month the Board will issue an order reducing
passenger fares throughout the state 2'^ cents a mile.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has established at Bedford, Pa., a
school of telegraphy, with a view to increasing and improving the
supply of operators to fill the several thousand positions of this
kind on the company's lines east of Pittsburg. Bedford is 50 miles
southwest from Huntingdon, which is on the middle division of the
main turn.
The Lx>ng Island Railroad has made a slight increase in the pay
of station agents and other station employees at a considerble number of stations, about 250 men being affected. The agents had presented to the superintendent a tentative schedule, but each individual case was dealt with on its merits, and there was no uniformity In the increases granted.
The Pittsburgh Car Service Association reports an average detention for the first seven months of this year as only 1.61 days,
against 2.09 days in 1906. In this period the association reported
1,713.006 cars, of which 93 per cent, were released within free time.
Of the average detention .47 was consumed by railroads and 1.14
by consignees. For the month of July 267,271 cars were reported,
compared with 321.147 for July, 1906.
Hon. E. E. Clark, Interstate Commerce Commissioner, has been
chosen as arbitrator of the dispute between the Colorado railroads
and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen concerning the wages of
yardmen, which recently caused a short strike on the Denver & Rio
Grande. The railroad granted an Increase of pay of 1 cent an
hour, and the question for arbitration is whether the company shall
grant an additional cent or any part thereof.
Chicago reports say that prominent shippers are beginning to
comi>lain loudly of the Inability of the railroads to furnish them
with freight cars of moderate size. In the constant movement
toward a complete stock of large freight cars of uniform size the
railroads have destroyed the old and smaller cars so rapidly that
shippers of those kinds of freight which consignees want in 10-ton
or li>-ton lots are being seriously Inconvenienced.

Alpheus S. Frank, a young lawyer of New York City, has been
sent to Sing Sing Prison for three years for subornation of perjury.
Frank was the promoter of a fraudulent suit against the New York
City Railway by a woman who claimed to have been injured while
alighting from a street car. but who was found to be suing under a

name, and to have conspired with her husband, the conductor,
defraud the company, no Injury having been obtained.

false

The State Corporation Commission of Virginia has ordered the
adoption on October 1 of the revised passenger fares recently ordered
by the Commission, on all of the roods of the state to which the
reduction apiilles. except the Southern and the six other roads which
secured injunctions iu the L'nited States Circuit Court. Under this

iies

.Nuwark and
consequence of the
e8i>eclally those riding on the running
in Jersey City,

baa been lnterru|i(e<l by a strike of flrenien.

to

order the rale will be 2 cents a mile on the Richmond Fro.iiTicksburg 4 Potomac, the Washington, Southern, the .N'ew York. Philatt Norfolk, the Virginia Southwestern and the Seaboard Air

delphia
Line.

.<

that, in

1

.

.

i

.

.

>»
r».

buardr, the use u( uiwn
cars will be discontinued. The company has ordereil 200 convertible cars^-closed cars, which can be arranged for hot wi-ather use
so as to lie as comfortable as 0|ien cars. The new cars arc to have
fenders hung much lower than those now used by the cotiiiiany.
with a view to making it imiiossible for a person to be rolled under.

"The National Industrial Traffic League." which is the name of
organization of representatives of large ship|>ers recently
formed, proposes to meet in Washington. October lo. and Its officers
the

will call upon the members of the Interstate Commerce CommisThe League favors the addition to the Interstate Commerce
Commission of a railroad man and a member familiar with commercial affairs. It also recommends the amendment of the anti-

sion.

trust law so as to permit railroads to make traffice agreements with
each other. The 48 persons who attended the first meeting of the
league are said to represent 16.450 firms and corporations.

The new Railroad Commission

of Georgia is as prompt In getwork as the Public Service Commission in New York, and
has already issued a number of orders to the railroads. One of
these requires a complete and detailed statement of all free transportation issued during the month of September. Another, which
applies also to street railroads, and telephone, telegraph, eleitric
light and electric light companies and cotton compresses, requires
by November 1 a full statement of the property of every such corporation; and a third notifies the railroads that they will be held
to a high standard in the maintenance of accommodations for
passengers on trains and at stations.

ting to

The Chicago, Peoria &

St. Louis, a line lying wholly within
and dependent solely on local traffic for the
passenger trains, is said to have been running its
three daily passenger trains between Peoria and Springfield since
July 1 at less than cost, the passenger traffic being, under the reduced rate ordered by the legislature, insufficient to cover the expense of running the trains. An officer of the road has expressed the
intention of taking off some or all of the passenger trains and carrying the passengers on freights. Just to keep the General Manager
from dwelling too long on this matter, the firemen of the road have
presented a request for an increase in pay of 12 to 15 per cent.

the state of

support of

Illinois

Its

New York

State Accident Reports.

Rules to govern the reporting of accidents by railroad and street
railway companies have been promulgated by the New York State
Public Service Commission. Second district. Immediate notice by
telegraph must be sent to the Commission of all accidents resulting in loss of life to passengers or employees; accidents occurring at grade crossings, resulting in death or serious injury to
any person; derailments of passenger trains or locomotives or
cars in passenger trains; collisions involving freight or passenger
trains whether resulting in loss of life or not; explosions of locomotive boilers and accidents to locomotive boilers resulting in death
or serious injury to any person.
The Commission requires prompt report by mail of every accident, whether covered in a preliminary notice by telegraph or
upon a form prescribed by the Commission, to lie sent
not.
immediately after the circumstances attending the accident shall
have been ascertained. This form calls for details similar to those
required in the reports made to the Federal government.

Block Signals on the Rock Island.
Pacific is now equipped with automatic block signals from Chicago to Ctica, III., 95 miles, and signals
are under construction on a length of 10 miles additional. The
company has now decided to extend these signals as far as Iowa
City on the Iowa division and to Muscatine on the Missouri division.
Automatic signals are also to be put up on the line from Topeka.
Kan., to Herington. When this work is finished the Rock Island
will have automatic signals on 270 miles of double track and SO
miles of single track. On those parts of the road not equipped with
automatic signals, the stations are being equipped with semaphores
block system.
for the more convenient working of the telegraph

The Chicago, Rock Island &
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This system is already in use ou 500 miles of RolU Island lines
and is being rapidly extended.

The

Buell

Automatic Stop and Cab Signal.

At Cameron Run. Va., on the Southern Railway, August 30, a
was made of the Buell automatic signal. This apiiaratus, by
means of track-circuit control, protects a train in a given block
section by automatically stopping any following train. Apparatus
is provided on the locomotives for setting the air-brakes and also
The test
for giving both a visual and an audible signal in the cab.
It was witnesEed l)y memis reported as having been successful.
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conies in with a broken frame, by the thermit method the frame;
can be repaired and go into service the next day, and oftentimes;
will serve the purpose until the engine comes in for general repairs..
I should
advise that when engines come in for general repairs th&
frames be closely examined, and if defects are found bring the frame
to the blacksmith shop and have it put in perfect order.

test

bers of the Block Signal and Train Control Board of the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
Thermit Welding.

New
The Legislature

Jersey Demurrage Law.

New

Jer.sey at its last session amended the
railroad law of 1903 so as to forbid the collection of demurrage on
freight cars until after three full days. The law has a proviso that
if a car,
on account of switching or otherwise, is olt from the
team track more than one working hour in a day, that day cannot be
counted against the consignee. The law gives the railroad a lien
on freight for demurrage charges assessed according to the law,
but provides that if the consignee gives a bond of $50 (or double the
demurrage charge) he may take his freight, notwithstanding the

of

At the recent meeting of the Master Blacksmiths' Association
an individual paper and a report were presented on the subject of lien.
thermit welding and the method was strongly commenil.Hl in both.
It was stated that the first thermit weld on the South'jrn Pacific
A Quiet Place.
was made on the frame of an engine in April, 1905. The cylinders
had a diameter of 22 in. and a piston stroke of 30 in., and the weight
Glenfield tunnel, on the Leicester & Swannington, a part of the
was 184,000 lbs. The frame was broken at the root of the pedestal Midland
Railway system of England, is described as the oldest tunwhere the main driving axle is located. The frame is in service
nel in the world.
It is about a mile long.
Only four passenger
to-day and shows no sign of defect.
trains pass through the tunnel each week day. and from Saturday
To prepare the surfaces of the broken section, the ends of the
night until Monday morning it is closed by a padlocked door at
frame should be corrugated by drilling holes through the frame and
either end.
the ends kept practically clean. A jack-screw was placed between
the jaws of the frame referred to for the purpose of opening the
Steel Rail Exports.
fracture Vi» in. After the weld had been completed the frame was
too short, consequently it should have been spread one eighth of
an inch. In every case the broken section should be enforced with
a band of thermit extending about 3 in. each side of the fracture
and being about % in. thick.
The method of making the mould for the molten thermit is
explained in the pamphlet of the Goldschmidt Thermit Co., New York.
The shape of the mould must be chan.ged to meet conditions. Three
or four different shapes will meet all the conditions required for repairing frames. The mould is usually made in halves and bolted
together on the frame. Care should be taken that the mould is
a perfect fit around the portion to be welded. To produce the
contour desired in the inside of the mould is to make a pattern
of wood similar to the shape the reinforced portion of the frame
is desired after being completed.
The mould being bolted to the
frame, the ends of the frame should be brought to a red heat by
passing a pipe gasolene burner through the pouring hole. Tlie crucible of thermit is now placed over the pouring hole and ignited.
In a few seconds the work is completed.
As soon as the molten thermit begins to congeal release the
jack-screw slowly so that the spring of the frame will compress
the heated thermit and equalize the shrinkage that must take place
by the metal cooling.
Many frames have been repaired by this
method with a small percentage of failure.
It also appears from the report that on one road thermit is

used

in

the construction of new engines.

The statement

is

that a

class of engine is now being built that has the forward pedestal
and front end combined. This part is made of steel and is welded
to a wrought iron frame with thermit, doing away with the front
end splice and thus making a continuous frame.
In addition to frame welding the method is also in use for welding connecting rods, of which there are seven in service.
It is
stated also that after the reinforcing collar was machined off and
the rod finished to standard size, it was impossible to see by the
use of a glass where the weld was made.
These rods are In service and one of the engines has since
passed through the shop, and after careful inspection the rod was
found in perfect condition. The method of doing this class of worK
Is as follows:
The broken part is drilled 2 in. from the broken
line.
The mould is- made over the break, using a piece of material
which is soft steel taking the place of the broken piece. To hold
the new piece In line a clamp Is used and as soon as the thermit has
entered the mould we use this clamp to draw the new piece together from Vj to % In., when the thermit Is In liquid form, thus
making a perfect weld, doing away with all tendencies due to air
cavlllos.
After the welds are machined they are taken to the smith
shop and heated to a red heat and looked over carefully. This is
a simple method and often puts an engine back in service In a very

The exports of steel rails for the first seven months of 1907
show very little increase over the similar pei-iod of 1900, as far as
value is concerned. This year exports have amounted to ?5, 387,947.
as compared with $.^,34.t,5i)9 in 190(;.
The quantity shipped abroad
has been about 20,000 tons less in this year, 180,720 tons being
sent abroad in the seven months as against 203,352 in 1906. The
aggregate value was brought up by the increased price which American manufacturers got for their products. During this year foreign
consumers have paid an average price of $29.81 per ton for steel
rails, as against $26.28 last year.
The exports appear in detail as follows:
lOxiioili'il

to—
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There is practically no market at all for American steel rails
Kurope; but 52 tons have been sent there in seven months.
railroad development of British North America is much retarded at present, there being a decline of over $1,000,000 in its
demand in the time under consideration. South America likewise
in

The

showed a falling off.
The Far Eastern markets, outside of Japan, have been much
more profitable. The territories grouped under "other Asia and
Oceania," purchased $1,286,913 more than in the first seven months
of 1906.

The Ashokan Dam.
The

Ho:ird of Water Supply recently received bids for the building of the Ashokan dam, which is part of the new reservoir work
under way in the (^ltskill moimlaius to supply water to New York
city.
The lowest bid came from the John IMcrce Company and was
This
$10,315,350, over $2,000,000 less than the engineer's estimates.
It is understood that the John Pierce Combid was not accepted.
Inexperience
in
company's
because
of
the
thai
pany told the Board
reservoir work it had underestimated the cost, although it stood
ready to carry out the contract at the price offered. The contract

was awarded to the MacArtbur Brothers Company and Winston &
Company, who jointly bid $12,669,775.

New

Oriental Steamship Line.

short time.

above welds have been made by heating the work
through the riser opening to a red heat. Since this method has
been used there have been no failures.
In spite of this endorsement of the process by both contributions to the subject the author of the Individual paper, Mr. Ilren.
closes with the remark that he does not wish It to be understood
that this method Is as good as the blacksmith method, forge, steamhammer and anvil. However, Id emergency cases when an engine
All of the

The American & Manchurlan Line has been organized in conwith the I'nited States Steel Products Export Company,

nection

which handles the export trade of the I'nited States Steel Corpor.itlon.
The vessels will ply between .New York and Dalny. Japan,
China and Straits Settlements ports. The line will first be used
to carry steel work to be used on the South Manchurlan Railroad.
The first ship, the "Kahinga." left New York last Saturday,
carrying 12,000 tons of

steel,

including 1,500 tons of bridge mate-

SUTCMBUI
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Idk the result of conferences between the comnilltee of the American
Hallway Aaitoclatlon and the Steel Corporation.

The Nallonal Transcontinental (Canada) haa ordered about
tons of rails for the Grand Trunk Pacillc, the orders lieing
divided between the Dominion Iron A Steel Co., of Sydney, N. S..
and the Algoma 8le«-l WorkH, Sault Ste. .Marie. The roiiira«-t price
of the AlKoma company's ralU. f. o. b. Fort William, was altout %3i
a ton, and that of the I>ominlon Steel Co., for delivery at Quebec,
about 50 cents a ton less.
3K,it<N>

Rule* for Boiler Incpection.

MEETING8 AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The

w

Service CommiHiiiun, SiMoiid district, has fonnululed rules for the Inspection of locomotive lioilers.
Detailed inHtnirtions are given as to the lime and method of ins|>ectlon of all parts. Including steam giiges, safety valves and stayIwlts.
Kai'h boiler must be washed out at least once a month and
a thorough Inspection made once every three months; and It must
be tested by hydrostatic pressure not less than once a year. All
lns|H-<tiuns must be made by competent boilermakers and sworn
re|)orts flled with the commission within 10 days after each in.\'
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At the meeting of this club to be held at HiUTalo, N. Y., Sept.
a paper on "Some of the Requirements of Moilern Alr-Urakes,"
by J. F. Kelly, of the Westinghouse Alr-Brake Company, will be
presented.

Pels

&

Co.,

New

shops, Altoona, Pa.

The

T.

B.
Co..

.\rnold

Supply

Co.,

St.

Ix)uls,

Mo.,

and Theodore

made agents of the Maryland
of the "spike-strut" rail fastener, Balti-

Chicago, have been
Co.,

makers

A. Bruce has been appointed American representative of the
Great Central Railway of England, succeeding F. Patman. who has
The Now
left for England to take a higher office In the company.
York office has been moved from 1 Broadway to 355 Broadway.

the
l-a..

of this association, which Is to be
held at the (Jreat Northern Hotel, Chicago, next Tuesday, beginning
10 a.m.. the subject for discussion will be the Committee ileiwrt
on Standard Speclflcalions for Electric Interlocking. The committee
desires the views of members preparatory to making a final report
at the annual meeting, which is to be held at Milwaukee October
»

and

10.

Iron

a large T-bar and angle shear for installation at the Juniata

Railway Supply
more, Md.

At the September meeting

$1,248,941'

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

Thomas &

&

has been doing on the extension of the Jasper

by B.

H

of the Detroit Graphite

Manufacturing

Co., Detroit,

has been changed to the Detroit Graphite Co. F. W. Davis,
has been elected Vice-President, and T. R. Wyles, Second VicePresident.
Extensive additions and improvements were recently
made to the building and machinery departments, largely increasing
the facilities.
.Mich.,

Jr..

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Locomotive
Appliance Co., Chicago, held August 15, the following directors
were elected for the ensuing year: Frank W. Furry, J. B. All free,
Willis C. Squire. J. J. McCarthy. E. H. Allfree and Ira C. Hubbell.
all of Chicago; Clarence II. Howard, C. A. Thompson and Ira B.
Keglcr, of St. Louis, Mo.; F. B. Olney, Ludlngton, Mich., and H. S.
Gray, Benton Harbor, Mich,

Institute.

Thwaite.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Eastern, a

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe line, has resigned to take a similar position with the Ball-Gardner Construction Company, Dallas, Tex.

and Steel

At the autumn meeting of this institute to lie held in Vienna.
Austria, September 23 and 24, the papers to Ije submitted will prol)ably include the following:
Steel and .Meteoric Iron, by Professor
F. Berwerth; Quantity of Blast Furnace Gas for a Given .Make of
Pig Iron, by Professor Josef von Ehrenwerth; Application of the
Laws of Physical Chemistry to the Metallurgy of Iron, by Baron
H. von Jiiptner; Case Hardening of Mild Steel, by C. O. Bannister
and J. W. Lambert; New Blue-Black Palut as a Protective Covering for Iron, by F. J. U. Carulla; Hardening of Steel, by L. Demozay;
Structuic of Hardened Steel, by Percy Ixmgmulr; Case Hardening,
by G. Shaw Scott. M. Sc; Ageing of Mild Steel, by C. E. Stronieyer;
Economical Distribution of Electric Power from Blast Furnaces.

Barney Barkley, Superintendent of Construction in charge of
work which the Grigsby Construction Company, De Ridder,
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Railway Signal Association.

1907. nearly 54 per cent, on Its capital stock.

lU per cent, dividends.

,

Central Railway Club.

Wells-Fargo Earnings.
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Alabama

iC

Vicksbury.

— See

New

Orleans

&

^

North-eastern.

—

it
Great Xorthcrn. G. \V. Peunell, Vice-President, has
been elected also Treasurer, succeeding, as Treasurer, J. H.
Pearcy, who remains Secretary.

ISeaumoiil

Chicago. Cinvinnati

i(LoHiAcint'.^The office of G. .-V. S. Graves. Assistant Treasurer and Purchasing .•\gent, has been moved from
Cincinnati, Ohio, to Chicago, where the other general offices

now

are.

—

Chicago, Indianapolis «0 Louisville. N. Staat. tariff and rate clerk
in the freight department, has been appointed .Assistant General
Freight Agent.

—

Gem gill

Slate Itailroad Commission. S. G. McLendon has been
elected Chairman.
Under the law passed by the last legislature,
the number of members of the Commission has been Increased

from three

to

five.

The new members are Judge George \V.
La Grange.
W. Caye, chief clerk to the General Man-

Hillyer, of Atlanta, and Fuller E. Calloway, of

Iron

The North
market fur secondhand

Cicorgia

and

light

Grand Trunk

Steel.

Marble Company.

lOllljay.

(Ja..

is

in

the

portable track or rails.

—

Jackson d- Kansas City. The office of .\ssistaut to the PresiW. F. Owen, has been abolished. Mr. Owen remains General Manager. H. C. Snyder has been elected Assistant Secretary and Assistant Treasurer at New York, succeeding
dent, held by

R. H. Sherwood, resigned.
-Vfio

The rail mills of the Pittsburg dlstrlol have received notice
from the Baltimore & Ohio that It will need about 75.000 tons of
rails for 1908 delivery, and that the speclflcatlons will be handed
In later.
The railroad is said to be holding back its orders awalt-

— G.

.Uubile,

Hids were asked September 5 for about 5,000 tons of structural
steel, castings, rails, etc., for the remaining material necessary to
complete the Blackwolls Island bridge approaches In the Uoroiigh
of Queens. New York city.

The McCllntlr-Marshall Construction Co. has contracts for 13,000
tons of structural steel for new piers In New York; also an order
for 1,700 tons for a viaduct for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and several smaller orders.

Pacific.

ager, has been appointed Assistant to the Vice-President and
General Manager, with office at Winnipeg. Man.

—

E. Ford, General Manager of this
Orleans
yorth-eastern.
road and of the Alabama & Vicksburg and of the Vlcksburg.
Shreveport & Piiclflc, has been appointed Assistant to the President of the three roads. D. D. Curran, President, Is now also
General Manager.
if-

Oklahoma

Central.

— D.

I.

office at Purcell, Ind.

Green has been appointed Auditor, with
succeeding W. P. Wlssmann, resigned.

T.,

G. W. Parker has been appointed Assistant Auditor, wjtU office
at Purcell.
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—

C. P. Cooper, General Superiiiteiulent of the St. LouisLouisville lines, has been appointed Manager of these lines and
his former position has been abolished.

Southern.

Vicksburg, Shrevtporl

Pacific.— See

d-

Operating

Alabama

Ann

New

Orleans & North-eastern.

Officers.

Vkksburg.—See New Orleans & North-eastern.

<i

—

Arbor. The headquarters of W. F. Bradley, Superintendent,
have been moved from Owosso. Mich., to Toledo, Ohio.

Colorado

if

Southern.

— See
—

Denver & Rio Grande.

Hio Grande. A. F. Brewer, Superintendent of Car Service
of the Colorado & Southern, has been appointed Superintendent
of Transportation of the Denver & Rio Grande, with Office at
Denver, Colo., succeeding W. A. Whitney, resigned.

Denver

if

>f San Antonio.— George S. Waid, Assistant
Superintendent at E! Paso, Tex., has been appointed Acting
Supi rintendent at that place, succeeding to the duties of S. C.
Marks, who has been given indefinite leave of absence because

with

office

at

Walnut Springs,

health.

ill

—

yashville. James Allyn Morrison, who was recently appointed Assistant Superintendent at Birmingham. Ala., was born
After a public school education, he
in 1868 at Sonora, Ky.
began railroad work, in 1886. as a telegraph operator ou the
After serving in different despatchers'
Ix)uisville & Nashville.
offices as operator and. later, extra despatcher, he was made
He was transferred to
chief despatcher at Birmingham in 1892.
the same position on the Montgomery division in 1897 and was
in 1902, where he
division
Decatur
appointed Trainmaster of the
remained until his recent promotion.

Louisville

<.i

and

I..egal

Smitham,

Tex., succeeding N. L.

M'abash.—K. F. Needham, Master Mechanic at Springfield, 111., has
been appointed Superintendent of the Locomotive and Car Department, with office at Springfield, 111., succeeding J. B. Barnes,
retired.
Mr. Needham began railroad work in 1880 as an apprentice in the Fort Wayne shops of the Wabash. He was
made foreman of these shops in 1894 and was transferred to
the same position at Springfield, 111., in 1899.
In December,
1901, he was appointed Assistant Master Mechanic at Decatur,
lil., and a few months later was transferred to the same position at Ashley, Ind.
In the fall of 1902 he was made Master
Mechanic at Fort Wayne, and in the spring of 1906 was appointed Master Mechanic of the Decatur and Springfield divisions, where he remained until his present promotion.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The South Dakota Central

is

in the

market

for four

second-band

locomotives.

The Isthmian Canal Commission, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of August 23, opened bids on August 30 on 12 four-wheel
saddle tank 3-ft. gage locomotives. The lowest bid, according to
press despatches, was that of the Davenport Locomotive Works,
whose price was $36,996, or ?37,956, ready for operation at Colon.
2'hc Tonopah if Goldfield, as reported in the Railroad Gazeite of
August 23, has ordered eight simple freight locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Ucniiiul Uimvu^iun^.

Type

Simple

Weiglit,

total

.")."i

'.;:;

In.

x :i8 "
ISO ll».

;t44

2 in.
"
(!
121 "
41% "
Iloniugeneous steel

14

width
niateriai

grate area

Heating surface,

in.

pri-ssuic

numlxT of tubes
•*
diameter of tubes
lenglh of tubes
Firebox, lengtli

Officers.

Orleans if Northeastern.— E. A. Kelly, Car Accountant of this
road and of the Alabama & Vicksburg, and of the Vicksburg,
Shreveport & Pacific, has been appointed to the new office of
Superintendent of Transportation, and his former office has
been abolished.

"

Itiu.odo

working steiim

Boiler,

ficiL-lit

is:i,siiii llis.

Weiglit on drivers
liiameter of drivers
Cylinders

ilobile. Jackson if Kansas City.— The office of General SuperintendMr. Jones remains
ent, held by H. S. Jones, has been abolished.
Chief Engineer. See this company under Executive, Financial

.Veic

10.

resigned.

Galveston. Harrisburg

of

Vol. XLIII.. No.

ft.

34.!)7 sq. ft.

2,702.0
7,000 gais.
13 tons

total

Tank capacity
Coal capacity
Special Eguiiimcnt.

.Veic

York Cenlral if Hudson River.— S. J. Kearns, chief despatcher
of the Western division, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of that division, with

office at

Syracuse, N. Y.

Trinity

if

lirazus Vn/Zci/.— Patrick

if

St reefer

Tower
Hancock

Injector

—

fnited States
United States
Crosby

ri.ston rod packings

yavigation. The headquarters of the Assistant
Superintendent of the Washington division have been moved
from Starbuck, Wash., to Spokane. R. O. Cowling has been
appointed Trainmaster at Starbuck.

Oregon Railroad

Westinghouse
Magnesia

Air brakes
Boiler lagging
Brake-shoes
Couplers

Valve

roci

packings

Safety Valve
Sanding devices

Leach

Nathan

Sight feed lubricators

Steam gages
Tires
Tires

Owens has been appointed Train

— driving

— truck

bull's-eye
Aslicroft

Midvale
Midvale

wheels
wheels

master at Teague, Tex.
Vicksburg, Shreveport

if

Paci/ic— See

New

The Grand Trunk

Chicago. Cincinnati .f Louisvillc.-'i'. C. Beyland, Assistant General
Freight Agent, has resigned to go into other business.

— C.

Chicago Great Western.
Minn., has resigned

to

D.

Thompson, General Agent

at Duluth,

go into other business.

if

Rio Ora»r/c.— W. H. Paul has been appointed General Agent

at Goldfield, Nev.
if Alabama.— \^. C. Prince has been appointed Acting
Manager, with office at Balnbridge, Ga., succeeding to the
duties of J. H. McWIlliams, resigned.

Georgia, Florida
Traffic

Missouri Pacific.— R. T. 0. Matthews, traveling passenger agent at
Louisville, Ky., has been appointed General Agent of the passenger department at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Seaboard Air Line.— 3. G. Cantrell, Assistant General Freight Agent
at Birmingham, has been appointed to the new office of General
Western Freight Agent, with offlio at St. Louis. Mo. K. T.
Steele succeeds Mr. Canlrcll.

it

(J

in the

market for 25

11 i

m .—W
1/

first-class

passenger

The Chicago Refrigerator Car Company, Chicago,
market for 100 refrigerator cars.
The Twin City Rapid Transit, Minneapolis, Minn.,
its

own

is

in

will

the

build

shops.

The Denver it Rio Grande has ordered 1,000 steel ore cars of
100,000 lbs. capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Co.
The South Dakota Central is in the market for about 50 box
cars and five hopper bottom gondola cars, all second-hand.
The Mi.isi.isippi Ventral is in the market for two passenger
coaches, two combination, baggage, mail and express cars and one

compartment

car.

The Union

Pacific is building a numl)er of 31-ft. steel trailer
cars at its Omaha shops, similar in shape to the gasolene motor
cars, except that they are four-wheel cars fitted up for baggage,
mail and express.
The Union Pacific, as reported in the Railroad Oasctle of August
9, Is building 22 gasolene steel motor cars at its Omaha shops.
These cars will weigh 60,000 lbs. and measure 56 ft. 11'... In. long,
The special
9 ft. 8'A in. wide and 12 ft. 17,
in. high, over all.
c(|ulpmcnt Includes:
,,

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Chiragii. llurliniil'in

is

cars.

about 100 additional electric cars at

Colorado Midland.— ii. L. Drew, City Passenger Agent at Denver,
Colo., has been appointed General Agent at Colorado Springs,
Colo., succeeding C. S. Browne, transferred.

Denver

CAR BUILDING.

Orleans & North-eastern.

Traffic Officers.

.

V.

Officers.

Ackfrniiili. suiH'rlntendenl

of

shops at Havelock, Neb., has been ap|)oinled Assislant Supcrlntendint of .Motive Power of thv Lines West of the Missouri river,
with office at Lincoln, Neb., succeeding J. Dietrich, transferred.

Mexican Central— J. M. Fulton, Mast-r Mechanic at Agunsrallentes.
has resigned to become general foreman of the Kl Paso & Southwestern shops at Tucumcari, N. Mex.
Texas Central— A. 3. Grant has been appointed Master Mechanic.

Holsters
IirakelM'ains
Itiake shoes
Couplers
Cm-lain (Ixtnrea
Curtain mnlerial
>ust guards
Paint
Seals
Springs
1

Trurks

,

Conionweailli Sleel Co.
Wa.vcott and Mamasona
Congdon type

Climax
Ilnrtshorn tin rollers
I'antnsote
ITnlon F'aclflo standard
SherwIn-Wllllams

I'nlon

t'nlon rnclflc
I'nlon Paolllc
built-up

I'aelflc

The Harriman Lines are asking prices on 5,000 steel underfrarae
box cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity, 250 steel underframe box cars

Skitkmiusi
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6,

or 80,000 lb«. caparlly, 5uo He**! unilcrrrame Rondola cmr* o( luu.UOU
lb*, caparlty. and 2jO ateel underfranK* flat carH of 80,uw lbs.
capacity.

for the construction of the line
via Yellow Head i'ajta In the Ho
miles.
The propuHed line will

from Kr»m!oopi

B.

c

^orthcnct

:

;

The Virginia d SouthirrMteni, aH n-port»'<l In the llailroad
Ooselte of AuKUst 23, huit orden-d .'lUU drop bottom Koiidola rars
of 80,000 Ibi) rapacity from tho WtnH-rn Sletl Cur * Foundry Compauy. Th«w turs will weiKh .li.ooo Mm. and will measuro 34 ft.
<'* In. long and a ft. 5 In. wide, Innlde nii-usiir).-mi-uLii. and 3li ft.
3 la. lonf.

and

will be 01

wood.

8

3\

ft.

The

In. hiKb. over all.
Uodlt-ii
special equipment includes:

llolnlrrs

and underframeu

Si'iillln

branw
Brakrubimi
Itrakr

I

I'lamk- itriinir

'ouplrrn

Km) MIdit

l>nifl rintlns

IDii

:

JiHirnal Ixixm

Mujur
Karlow

.SymliiKlnii

Kraz«r raint

l"Blnt
.SprlDKii

of

('••.

\>'viithiKiioiiiM.>

AJm

llraiuH-*

i

<>.

Railway SInrI Siirlus Co.

The Bufjalit it Susquehanna, as reported In the Kailruad Gazette
August 33. has ordered 200 steel underframo box cars of 8i).000 lbs.

dump

hopper cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity, 500
caimcity and 100 general service cars
of 100.000 Ibrt. rapacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company, the
box cars and the general servli'c cars to be built by the Western
Sleel Car k. Foundry Company.
All are for October delivery, except that the general service cars are to be delivered after the rompietlon of the hopper cars.
The box cars will be 3!* ft. \'\ in. long
and S ft. C in. wide, Inside mea.«urements. and 40 ft. long anil "J ft.
1% In. wide, over all. Uodies will be of wood and the underframes
caparlty,

gondola

renter

I'uo

of

car.s

luo.ooo

lbs.

The center dump ho|)per cars will be 30 ft. Vi In. long
6 In. wide. Inside measurements, and 31 ft. 6 in. long and
1'^ In. wide, over all.
I'nderframes will be of steel. The
gondola cars will be 41 ft. !• in. long and 9 ft. 4% In. wide, inside
measurements, and 43 ft. 3 in. long, 'J ft. \l% in. wide and T ft.
Bodies and underframes will be of steel.
514 in. high, over all
The general service cars will be 41 ft. 9 in. long and 9 ft. 6% in.
wide, inside measurements, and 42 ft. 9 in. long, 10 ft. 2 in. wide
and 8 ft. 9 in. high, over all. Cnderframes will be of pressed steel.
The special equipment for all cars includes:
lli>ls(>-rt>
l're»«Hl sircl fm- guudnia and general service
of steel.

and
10

9

rli-h,

ft.

Spiral

Ci.KVKi.A.Mi. Ci.Mi.N.NAii, CiiiiAfio A St. IxiiK.— This company,
which ha.s work under way slralghienlng its lines, raising the grade
and eliminating numerous curves from Indianapolis, Ind.. west to
(Jreencastie, 4o miles, expects to have the work finished by November.
The work Includes two triple arch cement bridges, which have been
built over Big and Little White Lli k creeks at a cost of $160,000.
The line will be practically level. It is double-track and laid with
90-11).

rails.

SoiTiiKitN.
Incorporated in Pennsylvania, with
$25,000 capital, to build a line from Belington, W. Va., on the Baltimore & Ohio, the Coal & Coke and the Western Maryland, north to
Pittsburg. Pa., 125 miles.
Ralph Ov-rholl. of Pittsburg, and B. F.
Overholt, of Scotldale, Pa., are the principal promoters.

—

GKoRciiA & Floiiiiia. This company, which proposes to build a
of connecting links between existing lines to complete a
through line from Augusta, Ga.. to Madison, Fla.. has given a contract to Schofield & Sons, of Philaiielphia. for part of the work.
May 17, p. 695.)

number

(

—

GiiAxi) TatXK.
This company is to start work on the Kingston,
Smith's Falls & Ottawa cutoff projected from Rideau, six miles
east of Kingston. Ont.. north via Smith's Falls to a point a few
miles west of Ottawa, on the Canada Atlantic, as soon as the railway department of the government has approved its route map.

GHAN» Tkixk Pacific— It is said that this company has bought
& Yukon's charter to build from Vancouver north to a connection with the Grand Trunk Pacific.
the Vancouver, Westminster

GiiFAT Northkhn.
Double tracking of the mountain district Is to
be begun as soon as the surveys are made, according to a reported
statement of Chief Engineer A. H. Hogeland. The work will be on
the west slope of the Rockies from Summit northwest to Whitefish.
68 miles.
Much of the line will be rebuilt to eliminate curves and
to reduce the grade.
This company is reported building under the name of the Crows
Nest Southern, from Fernie, B. C, north to Michel, 20 miles, in the
Crows Nest coal country.

Miner
Ciould

.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

Ai.TooNA, Pa. The wheel foundry shop of the Pennsylvania,
which has been in use for the past 30 years, is to be torn down
and the site Is to be used for a large boiler shop. Contracts for the
new shop are to be let this fall.

—

Decati II, Ii.t,. The Wabash, it is said, has recently given an
order to put up a new roundhouse and machine shops here.

Gree.nville

GiEi.Pii
I1.LIX01.S

tract to

about $300,000 will be spent for machinery.

—

WA.-iiii.NtiTiiN, D. C.
Uids for furnishing material for a singletrack steel railroad bridge over the Chagres river at Gamboa. Canal
Zone, were recently opened at the office of the Isthmian Canal Commission. They were;
Penn Bridge Company, Beaver Falls, Pa.,
$59,000; Tnlted States Steel Products & Export Co.. New York.
$62,090; Receivers for Milliken Bros.. New York. $73,300; R. G.
Hoffman & Co.. Hallimore. Md.. $"7.S27; Cowing Knglneering Co..
C'eveland, Ohio, $.S2.08fi. and Interstate Kngineoring Co.. Hcdfonl.
The Penn Bridge Company in addilion to being the
Pa., $S5,S47.
lowest bidder guarantees the earlteet delivery.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

Bl\(illAM Ckmiiai .^liuDrporalcil in Ihili wllb $5i«),000 capital
to build a line about 50 miles from Salt Lake City. I'tah, south to
Bingham and the tributary smelting and mining districts. The
officers are:
A. C. Ellis, Jr., President; T. W. Sloan, Vice-President; John Weir. .Jr., Second Vice-President; W. T. Gunter, SecreR. G. Schulder is a Director,
tary, and W. F. Adams, Treasurer.
and V. A. lleinze is also interested.
.

Caxaihan I'aiih

-Arrangements,

it

is

said,

are being

made

&

Kxoxvii.i.E.

— Contracts,

it

is

said,

are to be

let

about September 15 for extending this line to River Falls, S. C,
27 miles.
The line is now in operation from Greenville, S. C, north
to Travelers Rest, 10 miles.
The northern terminus is to be at
Henderson, N. C, 56 miles from Greenville. (May 24, p. 727.)

—

The Philadelphia & Reading has given a conAugustus Wildman, of Harrisburg. to pur up a bricli iiower
house on concrete foundations 5l> ft. x oij ft., a fan house 20 ft. x
24 ft. and a viaduct. The new plant will supply electric lighting
for the *ntire yard and power and heat for the new shops.
The
cost of the new plant, exclusive of machinery, is about $25,000, and
RrTiiKKKiiiti). Pa.

—

Faiilmoxt &

—

.Ilartman for general service cars.

Uould
Journal boxes
Springs.
.Suitable for arrb-b:;r trucks. (<ir general service curs
Aroh-bur (or all except box cars
Trucks
.Arch tyi>e for box cars
Truck frames
lUnlb., for general service cars
Wheels
.

to Code-

CiiK Alio, UiKi.i.MiTu.x k. Qi i.MY— Surveys, it Is said, are being
made by this company for a connecting line from Francis. Mo.,
northwest via Clark to .Ma<on. on the Hannllml * St. Joseph line.

Climax

I'enierpliites & Hide b<>arings.
Iiraft rigging
liusi guards

will

so niiles, has been opened for passenger trafHr.

ft.

ltr»s.ses
4'inipl<'rs

work

The Guelph A Ooderlcb branch from Guelph. OnL, west

H;o mile*.

UbIIiikIkt
Sliiipin

a Kuiindry

Arnvrlran Unikr-8hu<-

Ilrakm

exlHtlng line. The
much rock work.

&

— See Canadian Pacific.
— The McKinley Interurban

GoDEiiicu.

TnACTiox.

has made arrangements to enter

St.

Electric

Railway

Louis as contemplated in

its

original plans. At Venice the company is to have an independent
terminal in connei'tion with its new bridge over the Mississippi
river from Venice to the foot of Salisbury street. St. Louis. The
company has ground for yards, terminals and stations at Salisbury
street in St. Louis, and adjacent to the stock yards at Venice.
The
land, on both sides ot the river, is situated at the approaches of the
proiwsed bridge. The Venice City Council has granted the company right of way over a mile of city streets, also over a mile of
private property for the bridge approach. Work is to begin on the
bridge piers as soon as possible.
(May 10, p. 663.)

—

& PiTT.-^iiiiMiit (Ei.KCTUu ). This company, incorporated
spring in Missouri with $5,000,000 capital, is expected soon to
take over the properties ot the Pittsburgh Railway & Light Company of Pittsburgh. Kan., operating 32 miles of electric roads, and
the Joplin & Pittsburgh Street Railway Company, the latter having
under construction a line to Joplin. Mo., about 48 miles. The new
owners propose to builil 26 miles of railroad to connect the Pittsburgh lines with the Joplin lines. (June 28, p. 949.)
Jori.ix

last

Joi'i.ix

&

PiTT.siiiRnii

— See Joplin & Pittsburgh.
— See Grand Trunk.
Ei.ErTisK' — Work has been begun

Stueet Railway.

Kixr.sTox, Smith's Fai.i.s

& Ottawa.

)
Med'xa, Bat.vvia & OxTAHio (
on this proposed electric line. There are 10 be two divisions, one
from Olcott, N. Y., northeast eight miles to Somerset, along the
lake shore, through Niagara county, and the other from Olcolt
11... 1..... has
southeast to Medina and thence tn Hnvi:! ;". <-\>i\,.<
.

been projected for several years.
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—

Mexican Central. An officer writes that on the Tampico Short
Line only about 191 miles remains to be built, 50 miles of which is
under contract (from the Panuco river south), and that no bids
are being asked for the remainder of the work. The line as located
from the City of Mexico to Tampico will be 304 miles long; of this
142 miles, from Tampico to the foot of the plateau, will have a .5
per cent, grade, and on 54 miles the maximum will be 2.5 per cent.,
with S deg. curves. The report that the line is eventually to be extended to the United State* border at Mataraoras, where a bridge
is to be built over the Rio Grande river to Brownsville, Tex., has no
official

iMay

confirmation.

3, p.

& Del Nohte.

a line from Juanita.

—

in

—

river to Clearfield, where connection is made for Pittsburg
with the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg. The grades are very light.

hanna

(Mar<h

l.w.nt Co.mpany.

— See

&

Joplin

&

Coppell

of

Co.,

— See Denver & Interurban.
— This company, a subsidiary

Colorado & Soijtiierx.

Denver & Ixterirbax.

—

about 28 miles long, which are to be
Erie.

— Results

of operation for the year

Miles operated
tJross earnings

SfLPntTR, Colgate & SorTHEASTERX.^Surveys are being made
by this company, organized to build a line from Sulphur, Ind. T..
east through Hickory, Pontotoc and Colgate, thence southeast to
The Commercial Club of Hickory guarParis, Tex., about 150 miles.
antees a terminal at that place and residents of Sulphur will pay
part of the cost of the survey.

(Jross income
Fised charges

—

Vaxcoiver, WE.ST.M1NSTER & YfKON.

WvoMixo Roads

— See

Grand Trunk

Pacific.

—

ELE(Titic).
A franchise has been granted to
W. J. Baker, President of the Northern Colorado Power Company,
to build an electric line from Cheyenne, Wyo.. northwest five miles
to Fort Russell.
Work to be begun by December.
(

38,l(i7.03!l

Net income
.\dditions

and improvements

r.nlance

avallalWe for dividends..

]livi<lrnils
4 per cent., 1st

.

.

02.27:)

$10, 222, ski

Inc.

$1.5.'>5,712

<i|H'rnt1ng

:H),imM,:i(IT

>'X|i<'iisra

NVt cnrnlne!!
• Idler
Income

$lll,ir>0,8r>n
TOIxtrill

<;rfm!< Ininme
Inlere!<l. peiilnl nn«I

Isxes

Set Iniimie
.SlnkliiK riinil

iinrnientx

llnlnnre nvnilntile rnr illvlilenclK. .'.
Klvlilendx i<r 7 |HT I'ent. im riinini<in
nn<l li |MT rent, on preferred.
Adcllliiins nnil l>elterment« rlinrijeil to
.

.

lorome

lu,3rj,l.">2

"

$5.903.C."iS
1,042.II2!»

Uee.

284.1144

$4.2U1,(;21)

Inc.

$l,17I,!)oy

Ini.

$1.171.0.-.!)

a»-.uMiiA.

.

.

Inc.

f206,n:>r>

"

1 .li i

with

82.274

H.2:(:»,237

Ih-c.

|378.2im
81,477

Inc.

$4.'lll.77(l

|2..'>lil).1)m

Inc.

Inc.

1.073,3:12

Ih-c.

"

"
Her.

I(l7,r..lii

t.'47,270
138.(iHri

4»3.24»
»H4.n.'!l

rollowing committre has been appointed

$887.01.-i

90-lb. rails.

— See

St.

Joseph, South Bend & Southern.

—

Ohio Electric Railways Company. The capital stock of this company has l)een increased from $100,000 to $25,000,000, half of
which is preferred. The dividend rate on the preferred stock
is

to be 2 per cent, in 1908, 3 per cent,

in

1!»09,

4

per cent, in

and 5 per cent, thereafter. The company is to be a merger
the Cincinnati Norththe Schoepf properties, including:
ern Traction, the Lima & Toledo Traction, the Indiana.
Columbus & Eastern Traction, the Columbus, Buckeye Lake &
Newark Traction, the Columbus. Newark & Zanesville Rle<'tric,
the Dayton. Springfield & ITrbana Electric, the Urbana, Bellefontaine & Northern, the Columbus. London & Springfield and
It is said that
the Columbus. Grove City and Southwestern.
the new stock has lieen siibscrilM'd to by Cincinnati and New
York Interests and that the merger will be completed within

—

two months.

.).o-Ji(

Ji2,r,27,»Hl
28.7>Ci

»i:!2.r.t.-|

— The

$1.911. Il.-i4

Inc.

preferred$l,0iri.t!90
(>4u.000

$1.70.-..033

MiciiKiAN Central.

30,

Inc.
"

0(>S,0;i7

—

offering

ended June

|IO.NI!t.2l8

40.1.249

8nrpliiii

Central of

for the year

$l.UI7.'.):il

Los AxnEi.Es Pacific tEi.ErTuu). It is understood that a mortgage
for $20,000 has been made to the Southern Trust Company. Los
Angeles, to secure an issue of that amount of bonds, of which
$12,000,000 will be used to retire outstanding bonds and tne remainder for improvements. The company owns 107 miles of
road from l^s Angeles to the Pacific ocean, with branches.
The improvements include extensions, new rolling stock and
power stations, and rock ballasting and relaying the whole line

par |l.500.000 6 per cent,
notes payable In two, three or five years and convertible Into either common or preferred stock at par.

*11,12."..2.".r>

2,2!t4.2i>2

Inc.
liet.

2..'5o.-),G9G

collateral

—

18
$3.9I2.Uij

2d preferred.

Surplus

to its stockholders for sub.icrlplion at

t'lirnlnK!!

•

"

:
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BosTox t Maine. Results of oix'ralion
1907, were as follows:

were

47.~>,022

1910.

is

Inc.

$15.747. 7S8

income

of

& Tkactihn CoMrAxv. — This company

30, 1907,

?.">.'!.ni4,S27

Xet earnings
Oilier

4 per cent.,

To.Noi'Aii & TiriEWATEi!.
This !oad was opened for business September 1 to Death Valley Junction. Cal.. 121 miles north of Ludlow.
Also a branch from Death Valley Jumtion to Lila C, seven miles.
The main line is being extended as rapidly as possible to Gold
Center, Beatty and Rhyolite, Nevada.

ended June
2.10!)

Operating expenses and taxes

—

Tir)EW.\TER ELE<TRir. This company, reported to have secured
valuable franchises in Gadsden. Birmingham and Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
has Increased its capital from 1100.000 to |150,000. The city of
Bessemer ordered work on the line to be commenced September 2.
or the franchise was to be forfeited. A time limit to commence
work in Birmingham also exists.

electrified.

as follows:

a depth of 25 ft. of water is to be had.
On the S5-mile Alexandria branch of Morgan's Louisiana & Texas,
The work has
7.5-lb. rails are being laid to replace the present CO-lb.
been finished from Lafayette, Ala., north to Washington, 28 miles.

<ir..»!i

of the Colorado

first mortgage to the Guaranty Trust
Company, New York, securing an issue of $1,250,000 6 i>er cent,
bonds of 19.'57. The road is under construition from Denver,
Colo., to Louisville Junction, 16 miles, and will include two
Colorado & Southern lines from that point to Boulder, each

Pitts-

SouTHERX PAciFir. Thls company has recently laid track from
West Port Arthur in to the city of Port Arthur to the site of its
docks and prospective terminal. The company owns 160 acres of
land along Taylors bayou, giving over a mile of water front, where

LiniiT

10.

income

—

burgh.

American

No.

& Southern, has made a

Raiiwav &

PiTT.'inriMiH

1 1.,

CuicAco, Rock Lsland & Pacific. A quarterly dividend of 1% per
cent, on the $74,854,100 capital stock has been declared payable
October 1; this makes 5'4 per cent, paid so far this year. The
rate in 1906 was 6 per cent., in 1905, 6V4 per cent., and in 1904,
8% per cent.

p. 390.)

1.5.

Altschul,

C.

Irtaitland,

631.)

Pirr.sBiRc, BiXGiiAMToN & Ea.stern. Announcement is made
that the permanent location of this proposed line, under construction from Binghamton. N. Y., to Clearfield. Pa., 225 miles, has been
made. From Binghamton the route is west through Owego, Sayre,
Pa., thence southwest via Athens, Towanda, Canton, WilUamsport,
Jersey Shore, Lock Haven and Renovo, following closely the Susque-

XU

Lazard Freres; R. Walter Levy, of
and Ernest Groesbeck, of Groesbeck
& Co., all of New York; William Scott, of Scott & Stringtellow.
Richmond, Va., and J. F. Minis, of Savannah, Ga. The bondholders contend that the company has earned the full 5 per
cent, dividends on all three classes of these bonds, although
the income actount tor the year ended June 30, 1907, shows
only $33 surplus after paying 5 per cent, on the first incomes
and 3.729 per cent, on the second incomes, nothing being paid
on the third incomes. It is claimed that the earnings of the
Ucean Steamship Co., a subsidiary of the Central of Georgia,
should be used to help pay interest on the income bonds; also
that about $203,000 should be charged to capital account instead
of to income, and that $150,000 is being held to satisfy lumbermen's claims for overcharges in a case pending. This latter
sum has been charged against earnings of the past year,
although the case has been in the courts for the last three years.
bonds:

Incorporated in Colorado to build
Archuleta county, north to Pagosa Springs,
thence northeast via Mineral county to Del Norte, 70 miles. Both
The incorporators
of these places are on the Denver & Rio Grande.
Former State Treasurer Whitney Newton, H. N. Hawkins
include:
and V. Richardson.
Pa(;i>sa Sfkinci.s

Vol.

to protect the interests of the holders of the preference

St.

—

Joseph, Soith Benp & Sot tiiekn. The regular semi-annual
dividends of 2'1. per cent, on the $250,000 preferred and 1 per
on the $500,000 common stock have been declared, and
also an extra dividend of half of 1 per cent, on the common
The same extra dividend was declared In 1905. but not
stock.
The road runs from Sotith Bend. Ind.. to St. Joseph,
In 1906.
Mich., 39 miles, and Is operated by the Michigan Central.
cent,

ToLEiMi Railway
Master, the

—

According to the report of the Special
recent foreclosure sale of this property brought
principal and Interest on the l)onds. together
with the expenses of the foreclosure iiroceedlngs, amounted to

$2,000,000.
$3,865,021.
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We reprint this week, by permission from the Quarterly Journal
of Economics, a remarkable paper by Professor Mitchell, of the
School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance, of New York University.
The author has given a scholarly and thorough history of the Union
Pacific and the growth of its financial operations, and has covered
In
his subject far more fully than it has ever been covered before.
rapid corporate expansion the story of the last ten
years of Union Pacific development has been partially obscured by
the multitude of other interesting events which have forced themselves upon the observer's attention.
It is highly important therefore, that the salient facts of this development should be placed
upon record, and we congratulate Professor Mitchell upon the manthis period of

ner in which he has performed the task.

bad practices would have been almost or quite as easy with the
Morse telegraph. It is not the telephone that has developed the
weakness of the despatching system. The only safe system is the
block system.*

W. A. Garrett, President of the Seaboard Air Line, acting as
arbitrator in the matter of freight car service on the Long Island
Railroad has decided that after November 1 the "switching reclaim"
by which that short terminal railroad is now partly recompensed for
the excessive cost and delay incident to moving freight on its Brooklyn lines shall be abolished; and that in place of it freight rates

The butting collision of electric cars near Charleston. Illinois.
August 30, resulting in the death of 14 persons, is charged by a
coroner's jury to the negligence of both motormen. As a number of
passengers testified that there appeared to have been time for a
material reduction of the speed of the passenger car, the motorman
of that car may perhaps be justly blamable, for it is said that he,
as well as the other motorman, jumped off without so much as

—

turning off the power; but the other car an express car, not a
passenger car was running on the time of the passenger ear, and
the real fault lies at the door of the man who was responsible for
this Irregular use of the track. A motorman may, indeed, be blameworthy for wasting a few seconds in an emergency, when he ought
to apply brakes instantly; but as the ability to sate seconds when
one Is facing danger is not an art that can be taught by the superintendent or prescribed by a court, it is puerile to talk of punishThe reports indicate
ing l)y law a man who lacks such ability.
that the superintendent or despatcher told the man in charge of
the express car to keep out of the way of the passenger car, but
failed to add that the passenger car was, on that day, on account of
a fair, making round trips every 30 minutes instead of one in 45
minutes, a-s was customary. These instructions were given over the
telephone line and were not written down. This collision will doubtless confirm in their objection to the telephone those railroad officers
who hold that it is not a safe means of transmitting train orders;
but it seems quite clear that the fault was not with the mode of
communication, but with the failure to have orders written out,
repeated and approved after repetition. Intrusting an order to one
man (the motorman alone), instead of to two, appears also to be
a fault of the system practiced on that road. In short, the same

company J2.35 a car more than
This amount equals 50 cents a day for 4.7 days,
the records show to be the average time occupied by each
car moving in switching service on the Long Island tracks
Greater New York district. This is an eminently wise deIt is based on the only rational plan of adjusting the car

shall be readjusted so as to give that
it

—

.

The Growth

ILLUSTRATKK:
A Detachable

Central's Reversal of the Direction of
•
Traffic
25"
Two-Cent Law Unconstitutional.... 302

I'enn.

now

which
loaded
in the
cision.

receives.

service rate to the transportation rate. Car service rates must be
as nearly uniform as possible in order to keep the clerical machinery
A sufficient number of
of the car-record offices in working order.

exceptions to a uniform rule would cause the whole scheme to break
down. And to be uniform the rate must necessarily be arbitrary.
To base the car service rate either on the cost of the service or on
what the traflJc would bear, would result in almost as many rates as
there are transactions; that is to say, scores or hundreds of different
rates on the same car within the same year. The car service rate
being arbitrary, the only way to make adjustments where it is
burdensome is to increase the price for the work done by the cars.
The only practicable and rational relief from the arbitrariness
of the interchange car-service rate is for each of the roads participating in a joint service to furnish its fair share of the cars to
be used in that service. Such an adjustment is not perfect, but it is
the best that has yet been thought of. If a road cannot or does not
furnish its share of the cars it is face to face with the problem of
increasing its charge to shippers, if necessary, to compensate for
the extra cost of doing business with hired cars. Mr. Garrett's declsion is dated August 22. and is published in the September Issue
III.,
•On the application of the two companies Judge Craig, at Mattoon,Cornappointed W. I'. Avey receiver for the Central Illinois Traction
Sept.
It was on the Central Illlnola
nany and the Mattoon CItv Railway Company.
the
controlled
by
are
companies
two
line that the collision occurred, but the
same men and work together. E. A. I'otter. of Mattoon a°<|,£J''gafP' '»Circuit
P/^f':
dent of each line, and Judge Peter S. Grosscup, of the United States
Court, is the principal stockholder In the two companies.
,-..
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28o
of the Railicay

York

Equipment Register.

Railroad and the General

Island

City.

The chairman

this

of

He was chosen

by the Long

Association of Newassociation is Vice-President

Managers'

Besler of the Central of New Jersey, and the secretary is W. F.
Mr. Garrett's decision is short and logical. He first shows
Allen.
that the Long Island Railroad participates in the through rate, and
therefore should not be allowed a reclaim on freight ears. Reclaims
have been allowed there for five years; but, according to the rule,
they are intended only for cars which are switched by roads not
participating in the joint freight rate. He then quotes from a stateof Chairman Hale that the reclaim, an arbitrary arrangement,
Mr. Hale believes
is often unsatisfactory and always unscientific.

ment

switching reclaims can be wiped

that "the day will come when all
out and the transportation rates revised to cover real terminal expenses." The New York. New Haven & Hartford delivers freight at
Long Island City and the Long Island Railroad there accepts it and
adds its own local rate. Why cannot other roads adopt this plan?
But, whether they do or do not. the only way to settle this question
and settle it right, is to do whatever is possible to carry out Mr.
Hale's prediction; and that

is

the gist of Mr. Garrett's verdict.

The notice, which was given by the New York, New Haven &
Hartford last June that it would withdraw from the Per Diem
Rules Agreement October 1. was still in force at last accounts; and
all efforts at a compromise on the rate to be charged for interchanged cars having been thus far fruitless, the western connections of the New Haven have given it notice that after the withdrawal becomes effective, freight for its lines will be received, transported and delivered as heretofore, unless declined by the New
Haven company; but that on cars thus delivered to the New Haven
road "you will be charged ,=uch sum per day as is reasonable for the
use of each car for the period the same shall remain on your lines;
and payment thereof will be insisted on accordingly." The committee appointed on behalf of the American Railway Association to
negotiate with the New Haven consisted of Messrs. Atterbury, of
the Pennsylvania; Smith, of the New York Central, and Hale of the
This committee suggested that the questions
Baltimore & Ohio.
at issue be arbitrated, but the New Haven declined and made the
alternative proposition that it should be allowed two days' reclaim.
beginning October 1 and continuing until the road has received 8.500
new cars which it has ordered; after the receipt of these cars the
other roads to accept a sufficient
year.

May

1.

number

of

New Haven

cars to equal-

continue for one
The New Haven has ordered 17.000 cars to be delivered by
next. The committee declined this proposition and proposed

ize the per

diem payments,

this

arrangement

to

would probably require at least twice as many engines
meet the requirement. As it is, the commission simply requires that the boilers shall be washed out and the
in
the
time named, and that the thorough inside
staybolts inspected
of the shell,

as are

now

it

in use to

and outside inspection shall be made at least once in three years.
a matter of fact it will probably appear to most of the mechanical
officers of the roads affected, that the regulations for the care and
inspection of boilers that have just been issued, have been taken from
their own regulations on the subject. There is not a single requirement that can work a hardship in any way and, with the exception

As

of the

method

of keeping the records, there will be

—

Issued an

public service commission of the state of
official

New York

has

Interpretation of the law relating to the inspection

of locomotive boilers that went Into effect on July

1.

It

Is

well

that this should be done, for the wording of the law is such that an

overzealons and Ill-informed person In authority might easily Interpret it In such a way that Its execution would he n burden to the
railroads, as well as an impossibility.
The law says In substance
that these boilers shall be thoroughly Inspected once every three
months. If a thorough Inspection were to he understood to be the removal of tubes and an inspection of the Inside as well as the outside

any,

the universal acceptance of the hole, in spite of the fact that some
consider it useless. In the same way the methods of testing

staybolts are set forth, and as these are the methods followed in the
majority of cases, it will probably lead to uniform practice in this
respect also. With the exception of these minor matters, which
are already embodied in the practice of some roads, there is nothing
in the regulations that need do more than attract a passing notice.
It looks very much as though somebody was pushed to it for a law
to regulate the railroads, and so one was passed that might have
been construed in such a way as to be a hardship, if a wise commission had not taken it in hand and simply set up good current
practice, stamped it with the seal of official approval and sent word
to the railroads that they were doing well, and that if they continued in the same way there would be no occasion for complaint.

THE NOISE NUISANCE.
With the return of the season of wide-open bedroom windows
come renewed complaints of all kinds of noise nuisances, and the
newspapers of the past two months have contained the usual editorials and local items on the suljject.
The railroads come in for
at least their regular share of the growling, and in some cases an
increased share, this because engines are larger and louder and
more numerous and also, apparently, because engine runners are
It would seem
flagrantly careless in the use of whistle? and bells.
that in the great expansion of business many superintendents have
promoted firemen more rapidly than they have trained them and
instances are not wanting where the discipline of the runners of a
given division appears to be poorer than

it

was

five

or ten years

ago.

Complaints of noise reach railroad managers in an irregular
stream and usually receive only intermittent attention; so that. like
some other reforms which are regarded by everybody as of sec-

And
this reform makes only halting progress.
every sui)erintendent is ashamed of his noisy engineers, whenever their slipshod conduct comes under his own personal notice,

ondary importance,
yet

and

The

it

still

ize

been adopted, we understand, not only by all of the immediate connections of the New Haven but by a number of other roads as well.
This notice seems eminently fair.
These roads cannot take the
responsibility of obstructing the enormous movement of traffic from
the West to New England over the New Haven road by requiring
the goods to be transferred at New York to New Haven cars, though
under the circumstances they would have the technical right to do
this.
In offering to let cars go through for "a reasonable sum per
day" they are giving the New Haven full opportunity to show, if it
can, that fifty cents a day is exorbitant. Hut if the burden should
lie on the Nfew Haven (as we suppose It would) to prove any rate
named by the car owners unreasonably high, the New Haven would
have another aspect of the case to consider; for unless all signs fail
cars will be worth at least a dollar a day within the next month or
two and perhaps much more than that.

little,

change in the present workings. It looks as though these regulations had been compiled from the best of those current on all of
the roads. In a few instances men will find that the time of inspection has been shortened. For example, it is required that
"safety valves should be tested at least once every month, and no
boiler must be used over three months under any circumstances
unless the safety valves have been thoroughly tested." It often
happens, at present, that safety valves are not inspected and tested
between shoppings, but the engineman is required to report those
that do not work properly, and this means a constant supervision
Another regulation is that gage cocks and glasses
of the matter.
This is often
shall be cleansed whenever the boiler is washed.
neglected, and dependence is placed on the fact that they are working and nothing further is done. It is merely an additional precaution and will require but little time to meet. In this interpretation the commission has set the stamp of its approval on the use
of the tell-tale hole in staybolts and made it a requirement that
cannot be omitted unless the railroad company can show very good
evidence that its methods of testing are so thorough as to obviate
the necessity for such a precaution. This will probably result in

instead that the connecting roads agree to begin at once to equal-

equipment on a monthly basis, leaving all questions concerning
the per diem rate to arbitration. The New Haven road declined this.
insisting that, until its new cars could be put in service, it was entitled to some compensation.
The committee then suggested to tfie
other roads the form of notice referred to above; and this form has
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if

he happens

to be out

sleeper at night, with

on the road

members

of his

in his private car, or in

own

a

family, or their friends,

leads to bi'ave re.solves to cure the nuisance. Why. thereshould not there by an improvement? Surely the feelings or
wishes of women and invalids re-lding near a freight yard, and
doomed to stay there 21 hours a day, and especially If they be too
poor to escape by moving to some other locality, ou.ght to have as
much consideration as those of people who are trottbled only occaMoreover, anything that is done in this line must be
sionally.
managed as for an all-theyear-round campaign. Sensitive ears sufhis

shame

fore,

fer

In

winter as well as

In

summer.

To make englnemen

careful

SKrTKMiujt

It

la

b«lli,
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lyiiT

necnutary to "aurprlse-cbeck" their manaxement of whistles,
air pumpti and other nolae produrei^ twelve months In the

A

year.

cln-ular

Unued

In

the sprlUK

not worth the coat of printing
aonal attention to the matter.

It,

Is

unless

not
It

la

enouch— li,

In

fact,

followed up by per-

That the noise made by locomotives Is aa bad now as ever It
has be«n before, seems a pretty safe assumption
Beside) ibe weakness of discipline Just mentioned, the Increase In the size of enKlues and of air pumps, and In the number of trains run. helps tu
swell the total volume of noise.
(Air pumps are often allowed to
make a great deal of unnecessary noise in train sheds.) The abolition of crossing whistles where grade crossings have been done
away with appears to be the only important exception to this statement. But whether the nuisance Is larger or smaller It demands
atmtement to the fullest possible extent.
The noise made by locomotives is often great enough to be a
nuisance even after everything |>088ible has been done to lessen It,
and this Is the real reason why some railroad officers neglect their
duty regarding it. but It is not a good reason. Following this line
of argument, we should not subdue bells and pop valves around
sleeping cars at night.
In point of fact the respect shown for the
rights of sleeping passengers Is the best example we have of rational and restrained use of locomotives and their whistles and
most cases, is
enforce as good a degree of care at other times and places as he

and

bells;

to

all

that a superintendent needs to do. in

does In this particular.
The problem, therefore, is simple and we have no editorial
exhortation to offer. The manager who has many engines, or even
a single sleeping car, and who keeps in close touch with his road
knows whether or not his passengers and his (the railroad's) neighbors are accorded as considerate treatment as he would like to have
accorded to his own family. But we do wish to set forth a few
flagrant instances.
Some superintendents evidently do not know
how great a nuisance some of their enginemen are, or else don't
recent
care.
In a
hundred mile trip on a fast train of one of the
best trunk lines, the writer rode in a coach next to the engine; and,
with the other passengers, was forced to listen to four long earpiercing shrieks of the whistle at every crossing; and there were
somewhere from 20 to 50 crossings. The whistle blasts were not
only twice as loud and four times as long as was necessary, but
were also of all sorts of lengths. The engine driver was one of
those unsensltive, unmusical men who seem to have no delicate
Idea of time and who therefore make
and other combinations for
with as cheerful persistency as though they were eliciting applause at every repetition.
Another exi)erience that compelled a poor opinion of the railroad superintendent was that at a summer resort near the mainAlthough a mile
line of an important railroad in Massachusetts.
from the track, outrageous whistling of the freight locomotives

was noticeable day and night, particularly
and late at night. The needlessly large size

in the

early

morning

of the whistles on the

engines and the carele-?sness of the enginemen, were equally annoying. The excess, both In volume and length of sounds, may be
approximately Indicated by the accompanying diagrams. In both

terlatlc.
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would pat a flourlab on at the end somewhat as

by the dotted line In the larger drawing. <minight the wbUlle of a passenger train not t
the whUtle« on the frelghtJi was sounded conituuo'i...
12 or 15 seconds.

Isdl^a'.'i

—

—

.

>i

a.-^ui

The remedy for such slovenly work, as we have said, Is obvious.
The main question is as to bow earnestly the division suiierlntendent desires to apply It. As every energetic superintendeat
iiiakcM an improvement in this matter when complaint is made br
his wife's sister, or by some cousin of the president of the road. It
would seem to be the jiart of wisdom for ordinary citizens or boards
of aldermen who desire to secure action, to enlist the co-operation

—

of such relatives; or else to try to Imitate their

method which is
nothing more than direct appeal, persistently repeated as many
times as may be necessary. It is quite certain that a city council
cannot make much headway by passing ordinances, unless it is prepared to forbid all whistling; for where any at all Is to be permitted
it
is necessary that the enginemen exercise their Judgment, and
defective Judgment can rarely be corrected by ordinance. There is,
however, one way in which city authorities can do some good, and
that is by publicly recognizing the sufficiency of bells and the nonnecessity of whistles, where the circumstances warrant taking such
a stand. The laws of some of the states notably Massachusetts
and New York require as a signal at highway crossings the sounding of either the whistle or the bell, but do not require both. The
persistent use of the whistle, everywhere, to-day, after experience
has demonstrated in so many situations the sufficiency of the bell
alone, is due largely to the feeling among railroad officers that they
must do more than the law requires of them. Innumerable lawsuits have resulted in awards of damages to persons injured at
crossings who failed to heed a reasonably loud warning, and the
railroad officer in such cases has naturally determined to clear his
own skirts for the future by having all warnings made unreason-

—

—

ably loud.

He

to himself,

unless

persists in this until the noise

some

becomes intolerable

state or municipal authority

publicly ap-

proves of an abatement of his zeal.

The most obvious lack in the remedial meaBures usually adopted by superintendents is their neglect to clinch their instructions.
To actually effect the reasonable limitation of the use of whistles it
which will
is necessary not only to issue to enginemen an order

—

be obeyed for a short time by nearly all and thereafter by only a
few but to tell them how to carry it out and then watch and see
how well they obey. Proper lengths of blasts can be put in force
only by a regular teaching process. On the Fitchburg road a dozen

—

years ago an electric buzzer
were taught by example not
ing signal could and should
same time they were shown
what it said, and that four

—

was used by the instructor and men
by circular that the highway cross-

—

be

made

in

2'^

seconds:

and at the

that "two-long-and-two-short."
blasts of

irregular lengths

meant

— with

oc-

—

casional two-second intervals between blasts did not come within
a mile of complying with the rule. Unfortunately, that Fitchburg

superintendent went "higher up" and his graduates seem to have
died and to have left no successors. That buzzer, with the right
kind of a man back of it, is needed to-day in five hundred train-

all

masters'

offices.

Two

Most locomotive
other simple things might be done.
whistles will give an adequate signal for a crossing, or for almost
any purpose, if opened only half way. It would be easy to arrange the whistle-pull so that ordinarily it would give only a soft
while yet leaving the engineman free, by a more energetic
Or. a single rod or lever
pull the valve wide open.
could be made to sound a soft and mild whistle and then, by a
further stroke, to sound an additional whistle, doubling the volume
of sound.
The second point is to give premiums. One of the most satisfactory details of American railroad operation is the payment of
prizes in the roadway department, with the emulation and excellence thereby secured; why should not this advantage be secured
A good record in noiselessness Is hard to
in other departments?
define, in giving instructions or advice to an engineman; but with
blast,

movement, to

A

Y B

X

diagrams the horizontal measurement represents time and the vertBoth diagrams are
ical measurement represents volume of sound.
designed to show two long blasts followed by two short ones, the
usual whistle signal for a highway crossing. The smaller one represents the signal as given on an ordinary whistle in about two
seconds' time (A B 2 seconds); the larger shows how it was
usually made on these engines (A B 9 seconds), by runners who
had no thought of the comfort of residents along the line, sick or
well, old or young, asleep or awake.
Eight or nine seconds was a
common length of the crossing signal. Often they would take more
time than that. Most of them, like the runner before mentioned,

—

—

took
rule.

little

care to graduate the length of the blast according to the
to Indulge his fancy or to

One runner, apparently wishing

distinguish himself by something that would seem prettily charac-

a proper incentive he will very readily define It to himself. Premiums are peculiarly adapted to secure excellonoe in matters which
cannot be suitably described in written orders. Where good service
depends, not on an improvement of knowledge or skill, but on a
more lively motive, a premium is often the best or only means
available. As may be noted by observing the movements of engines
in

any busy train shed after 10 o'clock at night, the maintenance
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number of other things
premium covers these
nothing else will. By first giving

CONTRIBUTIOMS

of a tolerable degree of quiet depends on a
besides the right use of whistles; and a

other features of the problem as
a premium or good pay to others to report careless or noiseloving enginemen, premiums to enginemen for clean records could
be made to work an improvement in a very short time. Of course,

—

—

Many
are not considering train sheds, or cities, particularly.
long-suffering country people deserve to have their rights recognized.
we
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By E. L. Corthell. New York
AUoirable Prctturo on Deep Foundations.
Cloth. 98 pages and tables. Price, $1.^5.
1907 John Wlloy & Sons.

:

:

This book is a reprint of a paper read before the Institute of Civil
Engineers, London, in 1906, which was prepared after the author
had made a study of foundation pressures in connection with harbor
improvement work at Rozario, Argentine Republic, in 1902-1903. The
allowable pressures on the footings of a proposed quay wall resting
on the tertiary sand in the bed of the Parana river were under consideration by the advisory board of engineers of which the writer
was chairman, and wide riifferences of opinion arising, an investigaThe data,
tion of recent practice in this detail of design was begun.
obtained through circular letters to prominent engineers all over
the world and from articles in the technical press, were compiled
in the form of brief descriptions of important works and in a long
table giving the essential details of practice. This work was done
under the direction of Mr. Corthell, by C. R. 'Wychoff. Jr., of Columbia University. The appendix contains brief descriptions of 51 engineering structures involving deep foundation work. In the table,
the data for 178 structures has been collected. The pressures per
sq. ft. safely employed in different soils as shown by the tables are
Fine sand, from 2.25 tons to 5.80 tons, average 4.50 tons;
as follows:
coarse sand and gravel, from 2.40 tons to 7.75 tons, average 5.1
tons; sand and clay, from 2.5 tons to 8.5 tons, average 4.9 tons;
alluvium and silt, from 1.5 tons to 6.2 tons, average 2.9 tons; hard
clay, from 2.0 tons to 8.0 tons, average 5.08 tons; hard pan, from
The average pressures given
3.0 tons to 12.0 tons, average 8.7 tons.
above are low and safe pressures lie somewhere between the average
pressures and the maximum pressure in each case.
The Bond
pages:

Dui/er'f Dictionary.
5 x 7Vi In.; cloth.

Nassau

street.

New

Edited by

S.

Price, ?2.00.

A. Nelson
1907 edition.
174
S. A. Nelson & Co., Inc., IIG
:

York.

Is a compilation of facts and opinions about bonds of various
It is
sorts which Mr. Nelson has been seven years in collecting.
largely made up of extracts from papers like the Wall Street Journal and the Railroad Gazette, and from articles by various men who
are authorities on financial matters. There is little original work
in it except in the editing and combination of these various materials.
The book is divided into seven parts, as follows: Govern-

This

ment Bonds; Municipal Bonds; Railroad Bonds; Real Estate Mortgage Bonds; Industrial and Public Service Bonds; Underwriting
and Distributing Bonds. The most important of these is the section on Railroad Bonds.
These are described under a great number
of different heads which are generally in no special way related,
but each a brief summary of information on one point. The book
is well worth reading for any one who does not understand the principles of bond Issues and bond investments, and it is a convenient
collection and summary of information for all who are interested
in bonds.
BelfProprlIrd Vrhiilrn.
IIt .Inmcs E. Ilomana.
rir.th, CI4 [inges.
Co.

New York

:

Tlieo.
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The automobile

is a complex machine and to the layman difficult
The multiplicity of details and the
to understand in its workings.
dIfBculty of clearly explaining in language as nontechnical as possible the construction and operation of many of them make the
writing of a layman's text book no easy task. The author of this
book has succeeded well, however. With the aid of more than 500
illustrations and diagrams, the essential details of steam, electric
and gasolene automobiles are described in simple language, easily
understood. Some of the best known makes of machines are described as a whole, together with the method of operating ihom.
One of the moFt Interesting chapters is on the history of self-propelled vehicles from the lime of Cugnot's steam wagon In 1770 down
to the practical application of the high-speed gasolene motor about
1885 by Gottlieb Daimler. The book will be found particularly useful to owners of automobiles and prospective purchasers.
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A Theory Concerning

the Cause of the Quebec Bridge Failure.
Chicago, Sept.

7,

1907.

To THE Editor of the Raxleoad Gazette:
The accounts which have been published

of the failure of the
Quebec bridge generally refer to the slightly buckled condition of
one of the lower chord members of the anchor span in the third
panel out from the main post, the impression given being that this
condition was the initial cause of the failure. There is no evidence to support this, other than that the member ultimately failed.
To be sure this member shows evidence of being crippled by an

extraordinary load, and there is no doubt that all of the members
in the anchor arm were subjected to the same conditions at the instant of failure, but it so happened that this member had an initial
distortion, so that at the instant of failure it absorbed the bulk of
the great dynamic energj' of the falling cantilever arm. The fact
that the structure, as a whole, dropped vertically, points to other
causes for failure than the collapse of a single member in one truss.
In all cantilever bridges with curved chords, during the process
of erecting the bridge an anomalous condition arises with regard
to the web members when the traveler stands out on the end of
the cantilever arm. Similar conditions may arise in a finished
structure, but in the Quebec bridge, at the time of the failure, this
condition was intensified by the presence of two travelers on the
end of the cantilever arm, and at the same time a large part of the
In other words, the condition
fixed load in the floor was omitted.
of the loading which produces large pier moments with comparatively small shearing forces, in a cantilever arm with curved chords,
develops a very critical condition in the web members near the
tower unless these members are qualified to resist either tension or
compression.
In the Quebec bridge, beginning at the tower, the first diagonal
web member on each side of the tower is a stiff member. The remaining diagonal members to the end of the cantilever arm are
purely tension members. What point is the criterion of these members for the condition existing at the time of the failure? To be
sure, the designer of this bridge made a stress diagram for the
conditions covering the erection of this structure, but were those
conditions faithfully carried out? Did he provide for one traveler
or two travelers on the bridge at the same time? Did he assume
the distribution of the fixed loads correctly? Were the shipping
weights of the finished members the same as the calculated weights,
within reasonable limits? All these things and many more militate
against him, and unless he fully appreciates the gravity of the case
he will go astray. Now, what can happen if all this is not provided
for? If the stress diagram shows a member near the tower just at
the point of turning from tension to compression, or neutral, this
member is in a very critical condition when the chords have an
extreme curvature. Any departure from the loading assumed, especially at the criterion, works for or against him as the load is
increased or diminished at that point. Any slight deviation may
mean failure in case the member under consideration is not capable
of resisting either tension or compression.
Now. what can happen in case the load on a web member is such
that it cannot resist? If the member is an eye-bar and the load is
compression, the member will shirk its duty and allow the bottomchord joint to rise. This will occur simultaneously in both trusses,
bringing a bending action on the chord sections, and thereby delaying momentarily the fall until they finally yield and allow the arm
to drop.
At the same time the tower posts will be pushed in at
the bottom and pulled out at the top, dragging the anchor arm with
them, so that the top chord eye-bars will be strung out on top of
everything else, just as shown in the views published. To be sure,
the anchor arm collapsed, but at the same time it was dragged
forward, as is clearly shown by the fact that the portal now lies
midway between the anchorage and the main pier where the top
chord eye-bars begin.
All this argument can be answered by the designer of the bridge,
who has all the data at hand, and the writer suggests that he publish a stress diagram giving the stresses in the cantilever arms to
correspond as nearly as possible to the conditions existing at the
.?. w. scuaub,
time of the failure of the bridge.
.M.
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On

the Art of Cutting MetaU. by Frederick W. Taylor, M.E.,
which was the Presidential address presented at the last
annual meeting of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
has been reprinted and bound In cloth by the society, price $3. This
or any other publication of the society may be had by addressing
Sr.D..

the Secretary. 29 West 39th street, New York. It Is not necessary
to send orders through members.
None of the publications of The
American Society of Mechanical Engineers are copyrighted.

To THE EniTOR OF THE Raii.boad Gazette:
Electrification is a very actual question for many railroads, and
electrical engineers in general are enthusiastic in stating what
electricity can do.
But they have of late been talking almost too

much about the advantages which
supposed to possess as compared
view of the many widely different
tion. It is dtnicult for the average

one particular electric system Is
with all other systems. And In
statements made In this connecrailroad man to form an ooinlOD

SrKTCMBUI
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coDcerning the advliiabllUy of unlng electricity aji motive power on
hli road. The rollowing la written on an attempt to oaalat Id understanding the dlfference«, real and ImuKlnary, between the three rival
electric railroad aystems.

With few exceptions electrical enKliiet-rM are dlatlnctly given
to pr.iUIng their |»et ayatem aa being by far the beat for every purIKMP, and all other ayatema they consider Impnirtlcable, or at least
uneconomical and othcrwUe defective. Now, the fact of the matter
It
la, that each ayatem has distinct advantages and dlaadvant4ige8.
Indeed, 11 la very easy to preall dependa on the viewpoint chosen.
pare hy|>othetlcal caaea In order to show that under certain condlBut
tlona one particular ayatem la fur superior to everything else.
It la a distinct mlatake to Judge from such a demonstration that the
It Is, on
particular ayatem Is the beat for all railroad purpose.s.
the contrary, an absolute requirement that each electrlOcallon problem be studied on Its own merits, and that system ahould be adopted
which best meets the special conditions under consideration. There
Is no such thing as a universal electric system, but an analysis of
the entire electric railroad problem will give some Idea as to the
greater or lesser fitness of the various systems for certain different
classes of service.
Let us therefore first look at the foundation of
the matter.
It Is probably admitted to-day that it la possible to build electric
locomotives to handle any traffic now handled by steam locomotives.
But where does the use of electricity as motive power begin to be
profitable? This seems to be quite distinctly a question of adequate
return on first cost of Installation.

On steam railroads the motive power equipment is concentrated in the locomotives. On an electric railroad it comprises three
distinct parts the electric power house, the conductors along the
Take any railroad now operated by steam
line and the locomotives.
locomotives and the first cost of an electric equipment suitable for
handling the same traffic will be in the great majority of cases in
excess of the first cost of the present steam equipment.
Nevertheless, the use of electricity as motive power is justified
In all cases where either one or all of the following conditions are
fulfilled.
First, where governmental action, or the willingness of
passengers to pay more for electric traction, make electrification imperative or advisable; second, where the increase in traffic capacity,
due to electric locomotives, makes up for the increased fixed charges
on the larger Investment; third, where the savings effected by electric
operation are in excess of the increased fixed charges.
The first condition is exceptional and needs here no special consideration. The second condition is fulfilled on all those roads where
the traffic density is nearing the limit of what can economically be
handled with steam locomotives. In these cases the greater acceleration and the higher running speeds feasible with electric locomotives
will make it possible to handle from 30 to 50 per cent, more traffic
without adding new tracks, and the additional investment for electric equipment is generally only a fraction of what new tracks would
cost.
The third condition is found principally on roads with comparatively heavy grades, or with other features limiting the useful
output of the steam locomotives. The greater power of the electric
locomotives will make it possible to run trains over grades at the
same speeds as on the level, without the use of pushers, and the
savings thus effected, together with the savings due to smaller
maintenance costs of electric locomotives will frequently much more
than counterbalance the new fixed charges due to additional invest-

—

ment.
In many cases, for instance, where grade reductions are contemplated to Increase the traffic capacity of any given line, two or
more conditions are found together, and in such cases the use of the
more powerful electric locomotives will not alone decrease operating
expenses materially, but will also save the entire new investment
for reducing the grades. The electric equipment will thus pay for
Itself over and over again.
The general problem of trunk line electrification is therefore
quite distinctly the problem of finding the most powerful locomotive. Through Increase in tractive power of locomotives it is possible
to increase the traffic capacity of the road, or decrease the operating
expenses, or both.
Now, let us see how the various electric traction systems meet
this condition.
There are three distinct systems: First, the wellknown continuous current system. Introduced into practice by the
Grand Master of Electric Traction, Frank J. Sprague, on the historical Richmond road over twenty years ago, and since then successfully used on many thousands of miles of road and more
recently for the important electrification work of the New Yorlt Cen-

New York City terminal; second, the single-phase alternating
current system, brought out about five years ago by B. G. Lamme,
installed during the last few years on a number of interesting interurban railroads and exemplifleil for the heavier work by the equipment which the New York, New Haven & Hartford has just put In
service on a first section of its line between New York City and
Stamford, Conn.; third, the three-phase alternating current system,
thus far not well enough known in America, but successfully used
in Europe for the past fifteen years, among other places for the welltral's

^3

known highapecd teata between Berlin and Zosaen, and (or all r«cent
heavy electrifications, the Slmplon Tunnel, the Olovl line, near
Genoa, and others, the first American installation of this Byatem
being the equipment of the Caacade Dlvialon of the Great Northern
now In course of construction. Each of theae three rival syatemB
comprlaea the three parts of the motive power equipment mentioned
abovp^namely, the electric power houae, the conductors along the
In a comparison of the syatems It Is
line and the locomotives.
feasible to take up one of the parts after the other.
With the distances to be covered In
First the power house.
trunk line work and the amounts of power Involved, it Is Indispensable that the power house be arranged to produce electricity at
high pressures. In the continuous current system it is possible to
employ several power houses along the line, each producing continuous currents at pressures up to, say 2,000 volts or somewhat
more. But In general this does not prove advantageous, and the
usual practice in all three systems Is to have a central power house
generating three-phase alternating currents at reasonably high
pressures, up to, say 50,000 or CO.OOO volts, according to the dlsUnce
to be covered, which high pressure three-phase currents are then
transformed for use on the locomotives into low-pressure currents,
continuous or single-phase or three-phase, as the case may be. The
size of the power house depends, above all, on the amount of energy
required at the axles of the locomotives throughout the day; that Is,
on the weight, number and distribution of trains, on the speed at
which they are moved, and on the grades they have to overcome,
but furthermore also on the efficiency with which the electric energry
is transmitted to the locomotives, and by them transformed into
mechanical energy for the purpose of turning the wheels. As regards energy required at the axles, the three systems are pretty
nearly on a par, though special conditions, such, for instance, as the
use of energy made free on trains descending a grade, may sometimes favor one system over the other. On the question of efficiency
of transmission much has been said and written, but not much
actual data is thus far at hand. On comparatively short lines, up
to, say 20 mites long, the single-phase and the three-phase alternating
current systems can feed the locomotives direct from one central
power house without the use of sub-stations. In such cases they are
almost unquestionably more efficient than the continuous current
system, which must of necessity use either sub-stations or else
several smaller power houses to cover the same ground. But a very
careful investigation into this matter leads me to believe that under
ordinary conditions the total efficiency of the three systems is not
much different, though the losses occur in each one at different
Generally speaking the three systems may therefore be aspoints.
sumed to call under similar conditions for power houses of approximately the same size and approximately the same first cost.
Coming

to

conductors along the

line,

we

find greater differences

between the three systems. By conductors we shall understand all
that is required to conduct the energy from the power house to the
locomotives. To collect, say 2.000 h.p., with 2,000 volts continuous
current pressure, means the handling of about 700 amperes. With
5,000 volts single-phase alternating current or 3.000 volts three-phase
alternating current it means the handling of about 300 amperes.
pressure of 2.000 volts is pretty close to the upper limit for con-

A

tinuous current operation, while 5.000 volts is not by any means the
The collection of anything
limit for alternating current operation.
above, say 300 amperes from an overhead line at railroad speeds,
It is therefore easy to see that for heavy work
creates difficulties.
the continuous current system will probably be forced to use a third
while the single-phase and three-phase alternating current
rail,
systems can use overhead wires or third rail as may best suit the
conditions. For a given current density the pressure of the singlephase system has to be 1.73 times the pressure of the three-phase
system. On long roads, or wherever the pressure generated in the
power house differs from the pressure used in the locomotives, substations are necessary. The two alternating current systems use
stationary transformer sub-stations to change from high pressure
The continuous current systo low pressure alternating currents.
tem has to use rotary converter or motor generator sub-stations to
convert the high-pressure alternating currents into low-pressure continuous currents. Converter sub-stations are unquestionably more
expensive than stationary transformer substations. The costs of
first-class third rail and overhead wire installations are taken by the
best authorities as being pretty nearly equal, perhaps with a slight
advantage in favor of third rail. We find, therefore, that on short
roads, where sub-stations are unnecessary, the first cost of the conductors along the line may be taken as being almost the same for
the three systems. On longer roads, where sub-stations are required,
the cost of the conducting system between power house and locomotive becomes more expensive for the continuous current as compared
with the two alternating current systems, and, on account of the
higher pressure required, probably also more expensive for the
single-phase as compared with the three-phase system.
Coming to the locomotives, we find very material differences
between the various systems. Take as examples of each kind, the
New York Central continuous current locomotive, the New Y'ork,
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New Haven &
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Hartford single-phase alternating current locomotive

and the Italian Simplon three-phase alternating current locomotive.
Designed and built at pretty nearly the same time and for very
similar service, they may well be directly compared with one another.
They are similar in that all three weigh about 95 tons and have
their axles direct driven by the electric motors without any intermediary gearing. But there the similarity ends. The New York
Central locomotive has four continuous current motors of 550 h.p.
each, or a total of 2:200 h.p. The New York. New Haven & Hartford locomotive has four single-phase alternating current motors of
250 h.p. each, or a total of 1.000 h.p. The Simplon locomotive has
two three-phase alternating current motors of 1,500 h.p. each, or a
The above ratings of the motors are based on the
total of 3.000 h.p.
standard one hour test, accepted by electrical engineers as giving probably the fairest basis of comparison; in other words, the motors are
capable of exerting the output mentioned a1)ove for one hour continuously without heating any of their parts more than 75 deg. C,
which is considered a reasonable temperature for railroad motors.
For short periods all of the three locomotives will be able to exert

very much larger powers, the maximum output of the continuous
current motors being probably about 4,000 h.p., that of the singlephase alternating current motors about 2,000 h.p. and that of the
three-phase alternating current motors about S.OOO h.p. The continuous current and the single-phase alternating current motors are
of the so-called "Series" type, their speed varying in inverse proportion to the load, being a maximum with light loads and dropping off
as the load increases. The three-phase alternating current motors
are of the so-called "Synchronous" type, and will run at any desired
speed, it being immaterial whether the load increases or decreases.
This may be an advantage or a disadvantage according to conditions.
Structurally there is this to be said about the three types of motors.
For light traffic they are probably equally reliable. For handling very
heavy trains, the single-phase alternating current motor is open to objections, because its inherent characteristics make it impossible for
the single-phase alternating current motor to exert while standing
still a long and steady pull without serious injury to its winding.
The single-phase alternating current locomotive is therefore exposed
to danger if called upon to hold a heavy train on a grade or to start
a train from rest in cold weather, etc. The three-phase alternating
current motor is unquestionably the most robust of the three, and
the entire absence of any commutators in the three-phase motor will
undoubtedly be highly appreciated by all who know what it costs to
maintain commutators in railroad service. But. aside from the
above-mentioned limitations of the single-phase motors, it may be
said that either type of electric locomotive is to-day probably at least
as reliable and accident-proof as a steam locomotive. At any rate
the companies manufacturing electric locomotives are strong enough
The
to back up any guarantees they may care to give to that effect.
efficiencies of the three types of motors will probably be pretty nearly
the same In general service. The continuous current motors will
likely show a somewhat better efficiency where trains make frequent
On the other
stops, as is the case in suburban passenger service.
hand, the three-phase alternating current motors will unquestionably
be the most efficient tor heavy grade work, because they automatically recuperate the energy made free by the trains going down
grade. When the weight of locomotives is compared with the
Based on the one hour rating the
output, we find the following:
continuous current locomotive produces 23.2 h.p. for each ton of
locomotive weight, the single-i)hase alternating current locomotive
10.5 h.p. and the three-phase alternating current locomotive 31.5 h.p.
The weight efficiency of the three types is therefore very materially

Inasmuch as the cost is closely proportional to the
weight, the same amount of locomotive power will cost most in the
Blngle-phase alternating current locomotive, less in the continuous
current locomotive, and least In the three-phase alternating current
locomotive, more or leas in the above proportion of weights per
horse power.
Having thus Investigated the characteristics of the three parts
comprised In any electric system, we are now In a position to judge
with greater accuracy what are the chances of the three rival systems
I
repeat. It Is danfor adoption in heavy electric traction work.
gerous to generalize and each case must of necessity be treated individually and In great rietall. Yet It Is quite permissible to draw
the few general conclusions which follow;
dltferent and.

As regards power house there Is a slight advantage with the
continuous current system for very short lines, and with the singlephase and the three-phase alternating current systems for medium
and long lines.
As regards conductors the three systems are fairly equal for the
short lines, and there Is an advantage with the single-phase and the
three-phase alternating current: .systems for medium and long lines.
As regards locomotives the three systems are equal for light
For heavy trains
trains and long runs over a fairly level profile.
the advantages are with the continuous current and the three-phase
For frequent stops the advantages are
alternating curent system.
with the continuous current system.
For grade work the advantages are with the three-phase system.

Vot,.
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The comparisons are admittedly crude. But they seem to confirm pretty plainly the general opinion that the particular field of
the continuous current system is short distance work, both heavy
The field of the single-phase
and light, freight and passenger.
alternating current system is long distance work of the lighter kind,
such as interurban passenger service. The long distance heavy
work, or the real trunk line work, is quite plainly the field of the
three-phase alternating current system, both from the cost standpoint and because the three-phase system has the most powerful
locomotive.
It is, of course, up to the engineer to decide whether any given
road may justly be classified in one of these three categories, or
whether it belongs to two or more or them at the same time. In the
latter event the advantages presented by one system for part of the
service may be more than counterbalanced by the advantages presented by some other system for the rest of the service. A careful
and detailed investigation, considering all of the points involved, will
usually bring out very plainly the system which presents the greatest
advantages all around.
In any case it is well to remember that the differences between
the three systems are, after all, not fundamental, but rather differences in details, just as an electric power house can be built to
generate electricity by the use of a reciprocating engine, a steam
turbine or a gas engine, and. aside from the differences in unit costs,
the results will be pretty nearly the same in either case. It might
be well, therefore, to close these lines with a word of admonition to
electrical engineers in general, not to fight too much among themselves on the question of which system is the best, but rather to concentrate their forces on the supplying of general data on the electrification problem as such, so that we may all see the day brought
nearer when electricity will be used as motive power on every road
where it should be thus employed.
C. L. UE MURALT,
Of .Miiialt & Co.. Kngineeis. lU I,il)eity St., New York.

A Detachable Voucher

Draft.

BY FRAKK H. CKU.MP,
.Vssislant to Ihe .\mlitoi-; S.iu Pedro,

Los Angeles & Salt Luke Hnilroad.

The present voucher draft used

in settlement of accounts is
objectionable for several reasons. It contains one or more awkward
folds.
When a large account is stated in detail one or more sheets
are added, which makes a cumbersome document to pass through
the banks and gives information about quantities and prices which
The voucher draft,
it is sometimes not desirable to make public.
a drawing of which is shown herewith, has been designed in order
to overcome these objections.
The upper two divisions of this drawing show the 'Jtatement of account and the detachable draft. The
lower part of the drawing shows the bottom of the duplicate sheet
which goes to the auditor. The rest of this duplicate sheet, which
is concealed by the statement of account and the draft, is similar
to the statement of account and is blank in the space covered by
the draft. The triplicate sheet is the same as the duplicate sheet.
It will be noted that the original is perforated between the draft
and the voucher statement, which are to be torn apart by the payor
before mailing them both to the payee. On receipt of these documents the payee checks the voucher statement with his records and
The draft is then deposited for colretains it for future reference.
lection.
Under this method the banks handle a standard form of
draft without any papers attached, and the statement of account,
containing one or more sheets, remains with the payee. This idea
of making a draft detachable is entirely new.
Many railroad companies have refused to adopt the ordinary
form of voucher draft because it is likely to give disinterested perAs a substitute the ordinary voucher
.sons unnecessary information.
requiring the receipt of the payee Is most commonly used. This is
sometimes paid by a bank check or where the information shown
on the voucher is unimpcM-tant. made a sight draft by the use of a
rubber stamp, reading as follows;

When
l>eeoines

properly
a

siglit

tills

vouelier

payalile

ilirmigli

receiptee!

draft,

Hank.
In the first case, where payment Is made by check, the bank
handles Ihe check only, but the payee has to endorse the check and
The latter the payee frequently fails to
also receipt the voucher.
do, until a special request is made by tlic payor, and in many cases
Ihe original voucher is lost and duplicates arc prepared and receipted.
In some cases the payee cannot be located and the bank
check remains as Ihe only receipt In Ihe hands cf the payor. When
vouchers are made sight drafts by a rubber stamp. It is necessary
for the banks to open and examine them very carefully, and for that

reason this form of voticher draft is objectionable. The new form
of voucher draft can be freely used in payment of all accounts withAssignments, releases,
out disclosing Information as to price details.
contracts, deeds, agreements, etc., can be signed in the usual way

and reference to them shown on the voucher statement.
As it Is Impracticable to show full detailed Information on every

.
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voucher, It U tbe usual pra(-tio(> wh>>r
voice covera a number uf Iti.mi^. to
ihe lnvol<-o <1iit* or numU-r «" » ni:

THE EAST AMO WCaT RAILKOAO

CO.

To

Dif.

way. Tliu JraJl n'l.'^n
voucher which contalnH

:

The

count.

money

Is

draft stateb
received "In full settlement of tbe
.

account stated on voucher of at>ovp number,"
.y
thus connet-ting the ln«trii!.
meiit In made, with the
ment It covers. This Is tit

'•

of the

new form.

At flnst this may seem to be a good deal
of a departure from the present practice, but

.

VOUCMCII

Ma

—

rmtABumttti (mATT

THE EAST AND WEST RAILROAD

a moment's thought will convince under tbe
present system when there are too many accounts to be listed on a single shef't. two or
more voucher sheets are used, the total being

f

CO.

i-arrled forward.
In such cases the receipt or
draft portion on the additional voucher sheets
is canceled or cut off.
The receipt or draft
which is used reads "In full settlement of the
account stated above," when, as a matter of
fact,
the account is onl,y partiallj/ stated
aboic. the rest of the account being stated on
a separate sheet or sheets. In the detachable
voucher form the principle of identification
by a number has been applied to all accounts.
The account is stated on one document and
the draft in payment of the account on another document, each referring to the other.
The bank endorsements fully protect the payor
on all drafts paid through the banks, and
proper endorsement is secured on all drafts
paid in cash.

CMICA<iO,ILi..

PAY TO TMf oMDin or_

M >UtL MTTlfnCMT CT TMC

ACCOVOT ITATIO On VDUCHCK OT AUOtW NUMSIR.
4

Aaovc oATr

TO RICHARD ROE, TREASURER
^AYAtLK TMItouAH

OlSTWiaUTION

AeC«UHT

In using the detachable voucher draft the
department preparing the voucher fills in on
a typewriter the voucher number, payee and
account on the upper part, and the voucher
number, payee and, in figures and in writing,
The stenogthe amount on the lower part
rapher, without removing the voucher from
the machine, inserts the distribution of the

ExTrN»io»e AND raoTiHcs CNrcKco

OCMEKAL nAMAbCA

SPACES

BCLOWr

AWE FOR pePARTMEWT

RftTIMG

STAMPS

e.>cpenditure in the space provided on the dupli-

cate

plain

in

view of

ail

who handle

the

The voucher is then press-copied,
which sets the ink and prevents alteration
of the number, payee and amount on the
statement of account and also on the draft.
voucher.

When

A Detachable Voucher Draft.
Ui lyi/iu/

DISTRIBUTION

/ui

III

uiiiJ

loictr

part

of

duplicate

OF OEMRTHENT VOUCHERS PAYABLE
DISTRIBUTION -

HO.

designed, a triplicate copy may at the
for the department pre-

same time be made

fur

ACCOUNT AND AMOUNT

AMOUNT

Auditor's Record of Distribution of Voucher Payments.

AUOITORb VOUCHER REGISTER

OEPT.

MX

DATE

WClSTPWD

NO.

FAVOR OF

FOR

DISPOSITION
3«KT

UAICStHI

DATE AND
BT ORAFT

IZ
i

i

Auditor's Register of Vouchers Paid by Detachable Voucher Draft.

HOW SETTLEO
Mtm
I16«T»4
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paring the voucher, the duplicate being forwarded to the auditor.
The original voucher is folded over the duplicate, to which are
attached all supporting papers, making a compact document which
may be cjuickly handled by officials whose signatures of approval
appear on the duplicate as the auditor's authority for payment of
the account. When vouchers pass through two or more departments, the department dating stamp, which is usually shown on
the back of vouchers, is on this form shown on the face in depart-

ment

order.
When the voucher reaches the auditor it is verified and registered and the signatures of the clerks who perform these duties
shown in space provided. The draft is then signed by the auditor
and the original voucher and draft are detached and forwarded to
the treasurer.
When the treasurer is ready to pay the account the draft is
numbered, dated and the name of the bank on which it is drawn
inserted.
The draft is then countersigned by the treasurer, cashier,
teller or other authorized official.
The draft portion should then
be detached from the statement of account and both mailed to the
payee. When the draft is returned through the bank paid, a bank
check should be given to cover the drafts presented each day. This
method of paying vouchers materially reduces and simplifies the
work of the disbursing oflSce.
The forms used for the records kept by the auditor in using
detachable voucher drafts are shown herewith. The auditor's register of vouchers payable should be kept by departments, as shown
on this form. The sheets should be printed on one side only, bound
on the right-hand margin and notched on the left-hand margin for

department number.

A

separate sheet should be used for each department's vouchers,

and all vouchers entered in numerical department number order,
which should also be the auditor's number. Each department should
keep each month's account separate and begin each month's vouchers with number "I." Each department should be assigned a department number to be used in connection with the voucher number.
For example, if the store department has department number 1, all
vouchers issued by that department should be numbered ] 1, 1 2,

—

—

etc.

The auditor's record of the distribution of department vouchers
is also shown.
This is made up by each department which
issues vouchers. This method puts each department in close touch
payable

with its own expenses and saves the auditor the labor of making
a voucher distribution.
The distribution furnished by each department should be verified by the auditor with the distribution shown on each voucher,
and balanced with the total vouchers issued by each department, as
shown on the register of vouchers payable. As vouchers are paid,
the date on which each is paid should be stamped in the column provided and at the close of the month a detailed statement made of
vouchers still unpaid, which should agree with the balance "vouchers
payable" on the general ledger.

The Traveling Engineers' Association Convention.
The Traveling Engineers' Association held its fifteenth annual
convention at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, September 3 to 6, inclusive. President W. J. Hurley (N. Y. C.) in the chair.
The association was welcomed by E. J. Brundage, Corporation Counsel of
Chicago, representing the Mayor. W. A. Gardner, Vice-President of
the Chicago & North-Western, delivered an address. The association
now has a total membership of 632. The following committee reports
and individual papers were presented for discussion:
1.
To locate fault of engine not steaming without moving draft
appliances.

Eliminating the smoke nuisance on soft coal burning engines.
Advantage of the hot water system of washing out and filling

2.
3.

'

boilers.

Lubrication of cylinders and valves of locomotives using
urated and superheated steam.
4.

sat-

6.

Waste of energy

6.

Advantages of mechanical stokers as compared with tiand

In railroad operation.

firing.

What is required of the air-brake to properly control the
trains of to-day and what has been done by railroads and manufacturers to meet these requirements?
7.

Superheated steam and how

8.

to get

good results with

It

In

service.

Therp were morning and afternoon sessions on two of the tour
days of ihe meeting, so that plenty of time was allowed for the
discussion <if each subject. Extracts from two of the more Important
reports were printed last week and others will be given In a future
number.
M.

The officers for the ensuing year are: A. M. BIckel (L. S. &
S.). Pre.ildent; J. A. Tally (D., L. & W.), First Vice-President;

C.

K.

Richardson

(3t.

L.

&

S.

F.).

Second Vice-President;

F.

C.

Thayer (Southern), Third Vice-President; W. O. Thompson (N.
C). Secretary: C. B. Conger (I. C. S.), Treasurer.

Y.
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Union Pacific and

Its

Financial Operations.

THOMAS WARNER MITCHELL.

permission from the Qunrtcrh/ Journal of Erotiomics.

At midnight of January 31, 1898, the Union Pacific Railroad
system emerged from one of the most drastic reorganizations hitherto known in railroad finance.
Its growth and activities since that
date have also been the most remarkable, perhaps, in corporate history.
An account of these will be attempted in the following pages.
Since the organization of the present Union Pacific Railroad
Company in July, 1897, there have been three fairly well-defined
periods in the system's development. During the first period, which
extended from the date of organization to, say, December 31, 1900,
the company confined its activities in the way of expansion mainly
to bringing back under its control those auxiliary systems and
branch lines which had been parts of the old Union Pacific, but
w'hich during the receivership period of 1893 to 1897, inclusive, had
been torn out and reorganized separately. The second period began
early in 1901 with the Union Pacific's attempt to gain control of
Northern Pacific, and thereby a one-half interest in the Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy. Growing out of this attempt, and belonging
to this period, were the formation of the Northern Securities Company, the subsequent decision by the United States Supreme Court
that this company was a combination in restraint of trade and
illegal, and the redistribution to its stockholders of the Great Northern and Northern Pacific stock which it held. The gradual sale
by the Oregon Short Line of its portion of these shares, and its
subsequent large purchases of Alton, Atchison. Baltimore & Ohio,
Illinois Central, New York Central, North-Western, and Chicago.
Milwaukee & St. Paul stocks are the important events of the third
period.
ties of

Running througli all three periods are the extensive activithe Union Pacific in the betterment and equipment of the

lines of its system.
I.

OBGANIZ.VTION ANU RECOXSTIU

A

C'TIO.N.

1897-1900.

Union Pacific system as it existed in
1893, ju3t before the receivership, and of its subsequent dismemberment, will assist to an understanding of the events of the first period.
The old Union Pacific Railway Company was organized in 3880
brief description of the

as a consolidation of the still older Union Pacific Railroad Company, whose main line extended from Council Bluffs, Iowa, to Ogden,
Utah, a distance of 1.043 miles; ot the Kansas Pacific Railway
Company, whose main line, lying about 100 miles to the southward,
connected Kansas City with Denver, Coio.. a distance of 643 miles;
of the Denver Pacific Railway & Telegraph Company, whose 104
miles, extending almost north and south, connected the Kansas
Pacific at Denver with the Union Pacific at Cheyenne, Wyo.
and
of a small branch line.
These lines, aggregating 1.821.86 miles, were
owned in fee simple by the Union Pacific Railway Company.
;

Through the ownership
capital stock of the

of $15,116,703 out of $26,244,853 of the

Oregon Short Line & Utah Northern, and through

the ownership by this company in turn of $14,508,200 out of $24,000,000 of the capital stock of the Oregon Railway & Navigation Company, the Union Pacific exercised control of the 1.425 miles of the
one and 1,059 miles of the other, and gained an outlet to Portland,
Ore., and the Pacific ocean.
Also through the ownership of $13,251,882 out of the $32,634,482 of the capital stock of the Union Pacific.
Denver & Gulf Railway, the Union Pacific exercised actual control
of that company's 1,463 miles of railroad, extending the Denver
Pacific from Denver southeasterly to Fort Worth, Texas.
In addition to these extensions the Union Pacific owned a
majority interest in, and in many cases all of the stock of. about
25 branch lines and systems of various lengths. The largest of
these were the Omaha & Republican Valley Railway, 482 miles;
the Denver, Leadville & Gunnison Railway, 325 miles; the St. Joseph
& Grand Island Railroad, 251 miles; the Central Branch Union
Pacific, which with its leased lines aggregated 388 miles; and the
Union Pacific, Lincoln & Colorado Railway, 225 miles.
Altogether the Union Pacific Railway Company controlled or
owned 7,681.72 miles of railroad. In the case of the branch lines
it owned not only most of their capital stocks, but in many cases
a large part or even all of tjieir bonded debt. By 1893. however,
all these shares and bonds had been pledged as security for one
or the other of the Union Pacific's numerous mortgage bond or
note issues.
Unable to meet Its obligations during the depression which then
set in, the company's properties were placed In the hands of receivers In 1893.
In the subsequent negotiations between Its creditors groat dilflcuUy was experienced in arriving at a satisfactory
adjustment of the United States government's second lien against
the main lines.
This dlfiiculty delayed reorganization for several
years, and In the meantime the creditors of the branch sy.stems,
for their own protection, had proceeded with independent reorganizations of their properties. The great subsidiaries namely, the
Oregon Short Line & Utah Northern, the Oregon Railway & Navigation Company, and the Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf were each
reorganized separately, together taking 4,307 miles of railroad out

—
—
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of the l<'nlon PaclOc lyitem.
Moat of the branch lines were also
either reorganlie<l lailep<*ndently or given separate recelvem pemlIns reorganliatlon. So tba( when on January 31, 18!«8, ihu new
t'nion Paclflr Hallroad Company look posgcsalon of the properties
which bad been bought In (or It at (orecloKure sale, It (ound Itself
In poatesslon only of the main lines which Its predecessor had

owned

In fee

simple and one or two small branches

— In

all

(June

Thus the

L'nlon i'acilk- hud lost 5,832.43 miles of railroad, or
by far the larger part of Its system. It had also lost Us connection
with the Pacific ocean. Finally. It was devoid of the branch lines
which are the necessary source of trafflc of every prosperous rail-

road system. Thus arose the first great problem which confronted
the new management; namoiy, to bring back Into Its system on a
satisfactory basis all the Important branches and feeders which
had been cut off during this receivership, and to restore the comiwny's connection with the Pacific. This task was not completed
until the latter part of 1900.
In fact, one of the former subsidiaries,
the St. Joseph A Urand Island, was recaptured only within the
last year.

The Union

Pacific Railroad

Company began

Its

business in Feb-

ruary. 1S98. with an authorized capital stock of $136,000,000, conalstlng of 175.000.000 of non-cumulative preferred and Itil.OOO.OOO of
common stock. It also had an authorized bonded indebtedness of
$100,000,000, consisting of 4 per cent. GO-year first mortgage bonds.
Its first balance sheet, as of June 30, 1898, was as follows:
Aanetti.

Cuat of rallrnada, equipment and appurtenances.
StiKrks and tMnda owned
Trust fuiida

.

.

.(i:i:21,

264.210

2.2o'J.i)n'J

lltn.40()

Casl>

6,071.840

Other current as.«et«
MalerlaU and supplies

1,626,20.)
0U1.48.~>

$232,276,102
Ltabilillet.

Common

JGl.Oon.ooo

stock
I*referred stock
Funded debt
Interest accrued or unpaid

".j.OOO.OoO

90.01 l.uOO
1 ,8O0,27.''>

Vouchers and pay roll^
Reserve for Improvements and equipment

1.5So.367
1,082.774
1,796,686

^Surplus avallHblc for dividends

$232,276,102

with which
the company commenced operations, constitute by far the greater
portion of the first item among the assets. The valuation t namely,
$221,264,210) has no special significance, merely representing approximately the par value of the new shares and bonds which were
issued In exchange for the old and for other reorganization purposes.
The cash cost of these lines and equipment to the Reorganization Committee has been estimated at about $81,500,000; namely.
$40,255,605 paid to the United States government to extinguisn its
second lien. $13,645,250 paid for the securities in the sinking fund
•of this second lien, and $27,637,435 bid at the foreclosure sale under
the old first mortgage. But these requirements were met by the
issuance of mortgage bonds and preferred stock which were not accepted at par. Most of the old high-interest bonds received (in
lieu of cash) 100 per cent, of their par value in new 4 per cent,
bonds and a bonus of 50 per cent, in new preferred stock. The
bankers received corresponding amounts of bonds and preferred
stock for the cash which they were called upon to furnish to take
up the government lien and for other purposes. Finally, the old
shareholders, or their successors, who responded to a cash assessment of $15 a share, were given about $9,000,000 of new preferred

The

1.849 miles of railroad, nearly all

dividend of 11-.. per cent, on Its preferred
th.
ratified a proposal to Increase its commou
to offer the new shares In exchange for
---•
Short Line stock. This offer was accepted _..
holders, who paid In cash $3 with each share exchanged.
Ihus did
the Union Pacific take over the stock purrhn«<-d on Itf l>eh«lf by
the

up

1.84».:» miles of nillroad.

3D. 1S98)

main

line,

stock for this cash, and the $61,000,000 of new common stock for
their old shares. "Cost of railroads and equipment" was charged
10 the extent of the par value of all these securities except the
$9,000,000 of preferred stock issued as a result of the cash assessment, and even this was thus charged in so far as a part of the
cash was paid out for reorganization expenses as distinguished
from being held as working capital. This situation will show the
meaning, or rather the lack of meaning, of the cost of properties
as staled In a railroad balance sheet.
The Union Pacific's first great step toward regaining its lost
mileage was its acquisition early In 1899 of nearly all of the stock
of the newly reorganized Oregon Short Line Railroad Company,
whose lines connected with its own near Ogden. and extended northwesterly to a junction with those of the Oregon Railroad & NavigaAll the sectirltles which had been owned by the
tion Company.
old Union Pacific had been pledged by it as security for one or other
of its numerous collateral trust bond or note Issues. The trustees
of these mortgages and indentures had sold portions of this collateral from time to time during the receivership. Kuhn. Loeb &
Co., representing the Reorganization Committee, being the principal
purchaser. In this way. as early as December. 1897, the committee
had obtained possession of $8,460,000 out of the $24,778,600 of capital
stock of the reorganized Oregon Short Line Railroad company. This
stock was not turned over at once to the new company, but held
for its benefit by the syndicate.
In January, 1899, by which time It was seen that the company
was going to be strong In earning power (It had already paid one
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Committee and

Bh.ir ^^o^Jors

'

•

:

t'

lar value. Since
remni!
Line stock has beci.
tical purpuaci the Union Pacific and the Urcguu Short Line Companies are one.
•

t.

-r.
In October of the same year the Union Pacific shar. '
called upon to authorize another stock Increase, nam'
preferred and $7,718,600 common. The purpose of tin
lows:
The old Oregon Short Line A Utah Northern had h'-ld, subject to a collateral trust mortgage, $13,827,200 of the $24,000,000 of
capital stock of the old Oregon Railway & Navigation Company.
In the iatter's reorganization this old stock was replaced by an
equal amount of common stock of the new Oregon Railroad 4 Navigation Company, the trustees of the Short Line collateral trust bonds
receiving their share. The collateral trust bonds were replaced in
'

'

-

'

new Oregon Short Line Railroad Company by an equal amount
"Income B and Collateral Trust" bonds. The latter had as secur-

the
of

the same Navigation Company shares, together with 24,542
additional shares which were obtained in direct exchange for some
of the "Income B" bonds.
Thus the Union Pacific, which, as before
stated, eventually acquired control of the Short Line, came Into
virtual possession of these Navigation Company shares.
ity

The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company was governed at
Northern Pacific, Great
Northern and Union Pacific* which, as holders of that company's
preferred stock, elected two-thirds of the board of directors. By this
means it was planned that the Navigation Company should be kept
independent of any one system and be made to subserve the interests of all three.
Why the arrangement failed to be continued is
not understood. But in October, 1899, the Union Pacific ottered its
$25,000,000 of new preferred stock in exchange for the Navigation
Company's preferred stock ($11,000,000 par value), and for the outstanding "Income B" bonds of the Oregon Short Line. These offers
were accepted. In fact, it was reported that the Northern Pacific
had already sold its holdings of the Navigation Company's stock
to the Union Pacific.
The purchase of the "Income B" bonds of
course gave the Union Pacific a firmer grip upon the $16,281,400
of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company's common stock
which served as their collateral. The $7,718,600 of new Union Pacific
common shares were offered in exchange for an equal quantity
(namely, the remainder) of the Navigation Company's common
stock.
Practically all of the Iatter's shares of both classes was
thus acquired. This restored the Union Pacific's outlet to the Pacific
northwest. Henceforth, except for certain legal purposes, the Union
Pacific and its two great auxiliaries, the Oregon Short Line and
the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, may be considered and
this time by a voting trust representing the

are virtually one.
In the meantime the Union Pacific had not been idle in the
of regaining its former branch systems.
As before stated,
Union Pacific Railway Company's holdings in the
shares and bonds of its subsidiaries had been hypothecated under
one or more of its collateral trust issues. Much of this collateral,
both bonds and shares, was bought in at low prices from time to
time by the Harriman syndicate. When the properties of these
companies were offered at foreclosure sale, the syndicate bought
them in, again at low prices, and turned them over to the Union
Pacific.
In (he latter part of 1898 the company acquired in this
way the properties of the Omaha & Republican Valley, the Union
Pacific, Lincoln & Colorado, the Kearney & Black Hills, and the
Junction City & Fort Kearney. It also purchased, in accordance
with the terms of an agreement with the reorganization coni;iilttee
of the Union Pacific. Denver & Gulf, the so-called Julesburg branch
of that system.
That company itself remained independent. In a
similar manner the Union Pacific purchased, in January, 1900. the
lines of the Carbon Cut-off Railway and the Echo & Park City Railway. In the latter part of the same year the lines of the Solomon
Railroad and the Salina & South-western Railway were acquired.
This, with the exception of the recent acquisition of the St. Joseph
& Grand Island, completed the Union Pacific's task ot regaining the
branches of the old system which had been lost to it.
These acquisitions, together with trackage rights over 74.94
miles of other railroad, brought the total mileage operated as of
June 30. 1900, by the Union Pacific Railroad Company proper up
All of these acquisitions were owned in fee simple
to 3.033.22 miles.
by the company, and were without any lien encumbrances, having
been paid for out of the cash funds in the company's treasury.

work

all

of the old

•The Grcnt NortUorn and Northern Paclflc had purchased a large quantity
It was stated that the Cnloa
of the Navigation Company's stock In Kurope.
Whether It did or not the
I'aclllc was to acquire an Interest In this purchase.
The linanclnl manuals all represent the
writer has boi'n unable to ascertain.
Union Paclflc as being represented In the voting trust, however.
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This statement may seem remarkable. The new company %vas fortunate from the beginning in several ways. In the first place it
had a strong earning power. Its surplus income at the end of the
In 1899, after the payment of
first five months was $1,796,685.
dividends on the preferred stock, which were commenced in September, 1898. the surplus for the year was $2,883,367, and in 1900.
after paying dividends on both preferred and common stock, it was
The surplus earnings of the two auxiliary systems, which
$834,183.
by this time were integral parts of the I'nion Pacific, brought this
up to $7,536,737. The Reorganization Committee had started the
company with a good cash working capital. In November, 1899,
the old I'nion Pacific Railway Company, which had been kept alive
pending the realization on some of its assets and the liquidation
of its unsecured liabilities, declared a cash dividend upon those
claims. The new I'nion Pacific, as the holder of some of those
obligations which it had bought in at nominal prices, received
The $3 per share received from the holders
$5,249,090 in this way.
of 265,053 shares of Oregon Short Line stock at the time of the
above
should not be forgotten.
exchange described
The Union Pacific's expansion had been financed thus far either
by the issuance of stock or out of its cash funds obtained from
earnings and other income. The mileage in its system had grown
from 1.849.29 miles in 1898 to 5.628.42 miles on June .30. 1901. At
the same time the system's management had entered upon a policy
During
of extensive improvements to the railroad and equipment.
the fiscal year 1900-01. according to the report. $8,516,971 was expended for betterment of the lines of the three large companies
Of the former
in the system and $3,571,759 for new equipment.
amount, $4,498,094 represented the cost of making changes in the
lines, while the remainder was spent in rectifying grades, widening
embankments, laying better ballast, enlarging tunnels, building second and side track, and the like. Of the $12,000,000 used in these
two ways in one year, $1,500,000 was appropriated from the surplus
earnings of the year. Yet, after deducting this and paying 4 per
cent., or approximately $8,000,000 in dividends on the two classes
of stock, the formal surplus was still $3,678,175: $2,061,012 represented the appropriation of a "Reserve for Improvement," leaving
$8,521,718 to be added to the "Cost of Railways and Equipment."
In a similar manner, during the preceding year. $8,977,405 had been
expended for betterments and equipment, $2,000,000 of which was
charged directly against surplus income, but still leaving the latter
at the figure, $7,536,737, given above.
During all this time, as intimated, the I'nion Pacific had been
paying dividends on both its preferred and common stock. Payment of dividends on the preferred stock was commenced in September, 1898, six months after the new company had begun operaThe financial operations, with the distribution of $1.50 per share.
tions up to June 30, 1898, were as follows:
Gross i-amlngs, fnloD Paclflc main line
Miscellaneous Income
Total

000,442
?8,277,021

Operating cxpunses and taxes
Arallahle Income
Fixed charges

was

4, ,534, 418

$3,742,603
1,945,918

Surplus exclusive nf branches

To

,$7,670,579

,?1, 790,08.5

added $446,659 as the net results of
the operations of the branch lines. Of the total free Income of
this surplus

to be

$2,243,344, the preferred dividend took $1,025,000. leaving $1,118,344.
or more than 50 per cent., for other purposes. The percentage is

respectable enough, but the absolute amount left in the surplus
account representeii a rather small margin, when we consider that
It was the undivided profits of a large railroad system whose financial success was not yet assured.
At the directors' meeting at which the second semi-annual dividend on the preferred stock was declared, a resolution was passed
which, in substance, was as follows:

Whereas the company has been In {>ossesslon of all of lis main lines
barely a year, and of Its branch lines n less lime, and Is therefore without a
basis of experience for determining any fair average of results for unequal
years, nnfl It Is not deemed advisable to add to the bonded debt, but to continue A littoral application of surplus Income to permanent Improvements and
additions and to such naes as will secure economy of operation and Increased
earning power, and thereby establlah stable and permanent values for Its sc
curltles and a reasonably safe minimum basis of regular dividends to Its stock,
be

Is

quirements to pay the 3 per cent, per annum to the common shareholders. Accordingly, on July 31, 1900. the semi-annual dividend
on this stock was increased to 2 per cent. Yet. in spite of this and
in spite of deductions for improvements and equipment, the formal
surplus for the year ended June 30, 1901, was $3,678,175. It will
readily be appreciated that by this time the Union Pacific was in
good financial condition, and possessed of a strong credit wherewith
to carry on its activities of the second period of its history.
II.

the northern securities combination.
We may now begin an account of the Union Pacific's activities
during this second period. In it the company commenced reaching
out and acquiring control of railroad mileage which had not been a
part of the former Union Pacific system. The two great events
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were the purchase of a substantially controlling interest in the stock
of the Southern Pacific Company and the fight with the Hill-Morgan
interests for control of Northern Pacific.
It is true that Mr. Harriman and his associates had about completed their now famous Chicago & Alton deal; but, although this promoted friendly relations
between the Alton and the Union Pacific, there was no formal connection between the two until a much more recent date.
In January, 1901, Kuhn, Loeb & Co.. acting on behalf of the
Union Pacific, purchased $75,000,000 par value of the Southern Pacific
Company's stock. The total outstanding share capital of this company was $197,832,148. This purchase did not. therefore, give absolute control of that company; it represented a substantial control,
however. A year later another $15,000,000 of the stock was acquired. The major portion of the original purchase was obtained
by the Harriman Syndicate from Speyer & Co., of New Y'ork city.
The
It consisted of the so-called Speyer and Huntington interests.
former was estimated by current financial writers at about $20,000,It was accumulated a year earlier from the estates
000 par value.
of Charles Croker and Leland Stanford, two of C. P. Huntington's
The original Huntington interest consisted of
former associates.
600,000 out of the 2,000,000 shares of the Southern Pacific Company.
Of these 400,000 shares were left to the widow of C. P. Huntington,
and 200.000 to his nephew. H. E. Huntington. Of the total Huntington interest, that portion held by Speyer & Co. at the time of this
purchase was variously estimated at from 300.000 to 430.000 shares.
These two blocks of stock would not account, therefore, for the
entire 750,000 shares included in the purchase.
Opinion was expressed at the time to the efliect that a considerable portion of this stock must have been acquired in the open
market. Certain it is that Southern Pacific stock was very active
On
just a few days previous to the announcement of the purchase.
January 29, 1901, 187,760 shares changed hands at prices ranging
from $45,50 to $47 per share. During the next two days the total
sales amounted to 326,000 shares at prices ranging from $46.62',a to
In two days more shares changed hands than
$48.25 per share.
were traded in during a week before this time, and the company's
stock had been one of the most active of the entire list during a
period of at least two months previous to the consummation of this
purchase. This does not mean that Kuhn. Loeb & Co. bought all
of these extra shares.
But to obtain at a fair price what was finally
taken probably required a great leal of stock uiarket manipulation
on the part of their generals, involving the sale and repurchase of
a large additional number of shares.*
An important question is. How was this purchase financed?
Within a few days after the purchases had been consummated ^they
were announced on February 1, 1901), the Union Pacific advertised
a new bond issue of $100,000,000. These bonds bore 4 per cent,
interest, matured at the end of 10 years, and were convertible, dollar
for dollar, into common stock of the company at any time before
May 1. 1906, To provide for this conversion, the authorized common stock was also increased $100,000,000. but. of course, the new
stock was not issued except as the new bonds were presented for
conversion. The security of these bonds consisted of a first Men
upon about 859 miles of the branch lines which had been acquired
as described above, and the following railroad stocks and bonds;
.Soiiihcrn raclllc Co. capital stock

Oregon Shore Line, capital stock
Oregon It. It. & Navigation Co. common slock
Oregon U.Il. & Xnvlgatlou Co. |)referrcd stock....
Union raclllc ConI Co.. 1st mortgage bonds
I.envenworlh. Kansas 4 Western Ily., capital stock,

?7.i.00n.000

27,334.700
7,fi33.r>00

9.876,200
4.706.000
1,000,000

It

Ilesolved,

ly
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we

distribute
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per share on the preferred stock.

The preamble contains a great deal of financial wisdom, especialBut it
for a company which had yet to work out its salvation.
dlfliciilt to see any logical connection between It and the con-

were trying to justify themselves in
per cent. Instead of 2 per cent.
In October, 1899, the semiannual dividcnfl on the preferred
stock was Increased to Its maximum (namely. 2 per cent.), and in
February, 1900, the company commenced paying \\-j per cent, semiannually on the common shares. By this time the surplus earnings
were so large that before deducting the appropriations therefrom
for betterments and equipment they were more than double the reclusion, unless the directors

paying

onlii I'.j

The Short Line and Navigation Companies' stocks had been
acquired by the Union P.icific in exchange for its own shares, as
described above, and were, therefore, "free assets." All this collateral was pledged at a valuation of $87,080,400. the Southern Pacific stock having been placed at 50 per cent, of par, a little more
than Its market value at the time. The railroad lines were valued
Altogether, security of an estimated value of $107,at $20,485,400.
The pro565.800 was pledged under this $100,000,000 bond issue.
•The llnanclal paragraphs of that time stale that the large transactions
In this stock Indicated a "lllieral appllcnilon of Wall Street laundry methods."
Whether this manlpulallim was connectecl. with
"wash." or bogus nales.
Co.'s purchase of the stock or was Independent cannot, of course.
Kuhn. Ixieb
It can only be Inferred.
be known.
i

c
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cc«di of thr bond mI«s were (o bv "ute<i for lawful corporate purpo«««."

notewortby that little more iban 33Hi per rent, of the value
of the above tecurlty roniliited of thp Southern Paolflc stock purbated. There ar<> (wo partial fXpluiiatlnnH of (his.
In the flrit
thiT -to. k was noi payliiK iUvi(l.-iiil«. no that the bondi would
p!.. •
It li

I

hind them

raw

I'nlon I*a«lfli- Hhould tire
Kurih<T. ii did not reprt-scnt al>M)lutf ron!('n
rii Paclflc Company, so that tbe bondhold<>r8 could
not (orre dividend payments even If they seized the rollatiral.
Additional security w<Mild be needed therefore, to render tbe bonds
ond place only J40.000.000
markeuble on fa\
he Southern Paclflc purof theae bonds w.

....

-

In

thi-

.

•

•

:

the other *
for other "lawful corpurposes." The eutuc liuud isiuc waa eventually subscribed
the .shareholders, the subscription being underwritten by Kuhn.
Locb * Co.
The Importance of this deal will readily be appreclate<l. It gave
the I'nlon Paclflc subelantlal control over 9,500 miles of railroad,
cha.Me.

1

l«>rat>"
!i.v

stretching

from

New

Orleans

to

San Francisco, from San Fran-

cisco to Ogden, Ctah. and Rridlronlug the states of Texas and California.
On 7.545 miles of this total the gross earnings in 1900 were
$64,400,000.
On only one railroad system (namely, that of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company) did the gross earnings then exceed
this figure.
The feeling current In financial circles of that day
was that the control would result ip less friction between the Union
The I'nlon Pacific managePacific and Southern Paclflc sy.stems.
ment, however, were careful to give out that their purpose was
in the interchange of traffic beto insure "harmonious relations
tween their system and the Central Paclflc. which, joining with the
'

by (he use of funds obtained in this way
capital rxpendlturea from funds obtain>":

During
the

(h*-

I'nicn

y<>-ar«

and IW4
system a total
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Pacific

in the liitter part of 1904,
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MUD offcrrd tu tbe uid Bbari-buldtfns (or pro rata BUt>scription at par. A part of the procee<ls wag used to reimburse
the Union Pacific treasury. The Oregon Short Line took $l!i.0<.K).00o
of the new stock.
Under the policy Inaugtirated by the Harrim;in m'iii.ii;. rn.-nt
hio
the Southern Paclflc system's net earnings Increased '.
Owing to the liberal mainlenante ;.
to $37,500,000.
r,
the operating ratio (i.e.. the ratio of operating exi
.,.uss
earnings) has hot decreased, but, on the contrary, has increased
somewhat. The operating ratio is taken as an indication of tbe
economy of management, but the high ratio of the past should be
followed by a lower ratio in the future if the betterment expenditures realize their purpose. The following table will show to best
advantage the growth of the system's traffic and earnings:
$40,0<H«.o>i*i

-

.

.

southern Pacific Syntrm.
Ufoalty of |ias.4enger

trairio.
IX-nslty of freigtit traffic

Gross earnings per mile
Operating PXpensHs. per mile.
Operailng ratio, per cent
Net earnings per mile
Fixed charges

pi'i-

mile

.

liliil.

liMIl'.

Iiisi.<i47

rJ4.1 1"

UM14.

UMi.-,.

Ho.iHm', Ul.ciil
.".'.i1.4.'.ii

$!».:iTl
6.30.".

$'.>,ti:tl

HAM

»'J,7s4
0.4<Hj

67.1

6.">.."i

Ti.'.i^i

5.024

62.C
$3,179
2.390

<i4.«

67.3

$3,188

$3,066
2.264

2.322

llMi.;.
l.-,j.ij;{:!

i;'ki.74:; iiTM.."il3

.,i;:i.4sT

jn.oli;

»s..-.o:i
.

l!>(i.-l.

1-"4.!i'.m1

.'.lil.s.'t.s .-.tiC.iH.i'i

Jlo.TsS
ti.n-27

tB.3

$3,172 $3,378 $3.0.'i6
2.26H
2.20»
2.444
meant, in technical lan-

By "density of passenger traffic" is
former near Ogden. connected It with San Francisco, but whose
guage, the average number of passengers carried one mile per mile
was owned by the Southern Pacific Company. The Union
of road operated. Thus the figure for 1901 indicates that for each
Paclflc and Central Pacific had been conceived and built as one conmile of road operated the company did the work equivalent to carrytinuous line from the Missouri river to the Golden Gate, and should
ing 108,047 passengers one mile. A similar definition applies to the
logically have been owned by one company.
Under the separate
term "density of freight traffic.
The enormous growth of the Southcompanies, however, their relationships had at times been anything
ern Pacific traffic Is indicated by the increase in these averages year
but harmonious. The Southern Pacific purchase did away with this
by year. The gross earnings and operating expenses per mile have
friction.
It also conferred another important benefit upon the Union
also increased, the one correspondingly, the other more than corPacific; namely, steamship connfction with the Orient through the
respondingly. The management's liberal maintenance policy is inPacific Mail Steamship Company, control of which had recently been
dicated in the high operating ratios of 1902. 1903 and 1904. Since
acquired by the Southern Pacific Company.
the last date this ratio has rapidly fallen off. possibly showing that
Of Southern Pacific finances we have little to do in this story. the liberal maintenance and betterment policies have begun to have
We may, therefore, seize this opportunity for disposing of them. their desired effect of Increasing the economy of operation. The
The Union Pacific inaugurated, or, rather, continued, a very ex: result has been a rapid growth in the average net earnings per mile
tensive betterment policy for its southern auxiliary, causing it to since 1903. The declaration in October. 1906. of dividends on the
use all of Its surplus Income for a number of years thereafter for Southern Pacific Company's common stock will be discussed lu its
improvements and the purchase of equipment. In an analysis of proper connection in the story of Union Pacific finances which will
that system's accounts made by White & Kemble in 1902 It was now be resumed.
estimated that in addition to past expenditures another $40,000,000
The other great event of the year 1901 was the contest bewould be needed to completely modernize the property. During the tween the Harrlman Syndicate, representing Union Pacific interfour years from 1902 to 1905, inclusive, the Southern Pacific Com- ests on the one side and the HUl-Morgan interests on the other,
pany expended from its earnings, in improving and better equipping over the control of the Northern Pacific Railway. It is evident that
its p-operties. the enormous sum of $33,409,611, an average cf $8,352.the Great Northern and Northern Pacific wished to secure a per403 a year. For the fiscal year ended June 30. 1906, after provid- manent connection of the terminus of their lines at St. Paul with
ing for dividends on its stock, the company's stated surplus was Chicago. Early in 1901 there arose persistent rumors that these
$11,118,838.
Of this it acknowledges the expenditure of $6,381,775 two companies were negotiating for a lease of the line of the Chifor betterment and equipment purposes.
There was a further cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. These rumors were officially denied.
$2,354,218 appropriated for betterments, which was charged directly Yet one individual, said to be high in Great Northern councils, gave
to the operating expenses of the year, bringing the total appropriaout that they were founded in fact, and that the only point to be
tion and expenditure for betterments and equipment up to $8,735,993. settled was the amount of the dividend to be guaranteed on St.
During these six years not only has the Southern Pacific Com- Paul stock. Nevertheless, the deal was never consummated. At the
pany appropriated Its stated surplus income for these betterment same time Dame Rumor had it that the Union Pacific was trying
purposes, but it has apparently Improved its existing equipment to obtain control of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. This, if
at the expense of its operating account.
This is indicated by the acquired, would give the Union Pacific direct access to Chicago. It
following facts. The average stated cost per mile run of maintain- would also drain a large volume of westbound traffic through the
ing locomotives during this period has l)een 9.17 cents: that of the Union Pacific outlet.
Union Pacific was 9.82 cents. But the similar expenditures on a
Tliere seems to have been a substantial foundation in truth
number of other systems somewhat similarly situated range be- for these rumors. As explained afterwards by President James J.
tween 6 and 7 cents per mile run. This may be interpreted in part Hill, of the Great Northern, the success of the Union Pacific in this
as meaning that both the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific are attempt would have shut the Great Northern and Northern Pacific
pursuing the very liberal practice of sending old locomotives to out of most of the territories of Nebraska. Kansas, Missouri, South
the scrap heap, replacing them with more modern and expensive Dakota, Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin. To prevent this, the two comlocomotives, and charging the entire cost of the latter to operating panies entered into negotiations with the directors of the Burlingexpenses. Again, the average stated cost per mile run of maintain- ton, making proposals for the purchase of their entire property.
ing passenger cars on the Southern Pacific line has been 1.028 cents, These were successful, practically the entire $109,324,000 of the stock
which is well alwve the average of 9.1 mills on other systems. of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company being purThe
Finally, the cost of maintaining freight cars has averaged 6.99 mills chased by the two companies at $200 per hundred-dollar share.
per mile run as compared with a maximum of 6 mills on about 12 Union Paclflc asked to be admitted as a participant in this purother systems. We may infer, then, that the Southern Pacific Com- chase, but the Morgan-Hill Interests refused to accede to tbe i-epany has been improving the character of Its equipment, charging quest. because to do so would have defeated the purpose of their
the difference in cost between the old and the new directly to "oper- move.
ating expenses" instead of to "cost of railroads and equipment."
Mr. Harrlman decided to fight. Under the terms of the purWhat an opportunity some financier of the future will have for chase, the Northern Paclflc was to have a half Interest In the control
bonds
expenditures,
issuing
to
represent
them, of the Burlington. If the Union Pacific could gain control of Northcapitalizing these
and from the proceeds of the sale thereof declaring a 30 per cent, ern Pacific, all would yet be well with its own interests. Accorddividend:
ingly, his bankers purchased over $60,000,000 of Northern Pacific
Not only has the Southern Pacific Company bettered its system stock in Europe and tUe United States. Mr. Hill and his friends
stock

"
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found that they held about $26,000,000 of the common stock of that
company. Mr. Morgan succeeded in obtaining in London and New
about $16,000,000 more. The bidding of the rival factions,
together with that of the speculators who found themselves "short"
Yorli

of the fctock, forced the price up to $1,000 a share, and precipitated
the stock market panic of May 9. 1901. The result was that, after
the contending parties had taken account of their holdings, the
Morgan-Hill interests owned $42,000,000 out of the $80,000,000 of
Northern Pacific common stock and probably $34,000,000 of the preferred stock, while the Harriman Syndicate held $37,000,000 of the
one and $41,000,000 of the other.
The Union Pacific people claimed absolute control of the Northern Pacific Railway Company and through it a one-half interest
in the control of the Burlington. In his stock purchases, however,
Mr. Harriman overlooked one vital fact. According to the charter
of the Northern Pacific Railway Company its common stockholders
had the right to call in all the preferred stock for redemption in
cash at par. This move was decided upon by Mr. Hill and his
friends. To finance this redemption, the Northern Pacific offered its
common shareholders for pro rata subscription at par $75,000,000
of 4 per cent, debentures, which were convertible, dollar for dollar,
The Harriman Syndicate received its share of
into common stock.
these debentures, about $34,700,000, and of course would convert
ihem into common stock. This would necessitate a similai conversion of their debentures by the Morgan-Hill faction if they were
In the end, however, the Union Pacific
to retain their control.
party would hold only about $61,700,000 out of the new $155,000,000
of stock of the Northern Pacific.

Control of Northern Pacific was lost to Mr. Harriman and his
associates, but he would still hold enough stock to make him dangerous. Consequently, a compromise was effected. This involved
in the first place the formation of the Northern Securities Company to acquire as much as possible of the share capital of the Great

Northern and Northern

Pacific.

Mr. Harriman agreeing to exchange

his holdings in the latter for stock of the new company; secondly,
thp formation of a new Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway Company to take a 99-year lease of the existing Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Railroad Company's lines. The Union Pacific interests

were to share with the two northern companies in the management
new corporation, thereby being assured good treatment. At
the same time the new company guaranteed the payment of 7 per
cent, dividends on the old Burlington's stock, most of which had
been pledged as security for the Great Northern and Northern PaOne object of
cific C, B. & Q. collateral joint 4 per cent, bonds.
the formation of the Northern Securities Company was probably
to enable the Morgan-Hill faction to resell a part of their stock
without losing control of the Northern Pacific; for after the exchange the Union Pacific would hold only $82,491,000 out of over
$394,000,000 of Northern Securities stock, or about 23 per cent. This
would leave a wide margin for sale by the other faction.
of this

Wo have finally to inquire how the Union Pacific financed these
extensive stock purchases and subscriptions. The prices paid for
Northern Pacific preferred and common shares are not known, but
Mr. Mahl, controller of the Union Pacific system, testified at the
recent investigation that
the
Northern Securities stock cost
Presumably, this was the sum paid for the original
$79,459,691.36.
781,080 .shares of Northern Pacific stock which were exchanged.
This is assumed to be true. Sixty millions of this were provided
out of the proceeds of the sale of ihe convertible bond issue mentioned above in connection with the Southern Pacific purchase.
The remaining funds were evidently borrowed from the banks, as
is evidenced by the fact that the Union Pacific system's net floating
debt on .June 30, 1901, was $30,249,459 larger than it was a year
before, and that for several years thereafter the company had outstanding large amounts ($28,750,000 in 1902) of "Loans and Bills
Payable."
Later the Union Pacific received $41,085,000 in cash for that
amount of Northern Pacific preferred shares which it held. Out
of this It paid about $34,700,000 for its subscription to that company's convertible debentures, leaving about $6,300,000 of cash in
the treasury.
But, of course, this was not available for the financial
purposes wlih which we are dealing. This is Important, however,
in that It left the net cost of the $82,491,000 of Northern Securities
stock which the company eventually received at about $73,160,000.
freeing the remaining $6,300,000 of the original investment (or other
iirporate purposes.
The title to the Northern Pacific shares, and later to the Northern Securities shares received In exchange, was vested In the Oregon
Short Line Railroad Company. That company Issued to the Union
Pacific Railroad Company In payment therefor Its purchase money
certificates of Inriebtfdness amounting to $61,000,000.
This transaction was merely between these twd companies, and had nothing to
do with the work of financing the purchase of the stock. It was
probably a method of technically avoiding the laws against the combination of parallel railroad lines.
During the year 190102 the Union Pacific advanced $4,393,887
to future subsidiaries to aid them In constructing their lines.
In
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June and July, 1902, it purchased an additional $15,000,000 par value
of the Southern Pacific Company's stock, bringing its total holdings up to $90,000,000. These shares cost about $7,500,000. During
1903 and 1904, as we have seen, it advanced an aggregate of
$20,460,927 to that
policy.

The Union

company

to aid it in

Pacific also

advanced

carrying out its betterment
to the Pacific Mail Steam-

Company during the two years the sum of $5,055,311. This
was ;o aid that company in the construction of two large steamers
ship

for the trade with the Orient.
These activities in 1903 were financed partly out of cash funds
already in the treasury, partly out of current earnings, but mainly
by the issuance of $36,000,000 of Oregon Short Line 4 per cent.

(collateral trust) bonds.
That company pledged
of the $82,491,000 par value of Northern Securities stock, which
it received under the terms of the compromise with the MorganKill interests, as security for an equal amount of these "Participating Fours." The latter it was caused to give to the Union "Pacific
Railroad Company at 10 per ceiit. discount to take up the $61,000,000
of purchase money certificates mentioned above and for other debts
which it owed to the parent organization. Thirty-one millions of
these bonds were at once offered to ihe Union Pacific shareholders
for pro rata subscription at 90 and interest, and another five millions were sold later.
The proceeds were used partly for the purposes mentioned above and partly to pay off $14,500,000 of the loans
contracted at the time of the Northern Pacific purchase. Thus was
this purchase eventually financed in part by means of the Oregon
Short Line "Participating Fours." The remainder of these bonds
was never sold to the public.

and participating
all

In 1904 the Union Pacific embarked upon a new enterprise.
This was the purchase of a one-half interest in the San Pedro. Los
Angeles & Salt Lake Railway Company. This company was originated by Senator Clark, of Montana, to build a line of railroad
from San Pedro on the California coast, near Los Angeles, through
that city northeasterly through southern Nevada and western central Utah to Salt Lake City.
Its construction and acquisition would

give the Union Pacific a direct line to the fruit-growing section of
southern California. In 1904 the Oregon Short Line purchased from
Senator Clark a one-half interest in this line, paying therefor and
for its share of advances to it for construction purposes up to June
During the next year additional
30, 1904. the sum of $14,960,000.
payments of $5,440,000 were made. At the same time the Oregon
Short Line sold to its newly acquired subsidiary about 340 miles
of its own line which stood on its books at a valuation of $7,043,994.
The acquisition by the San Pedro of these lines, which extend from
Salt Lake City southerly to Calientes, Nevada, relieved it from the
necessity of building so much railroad. A portion of the funds required for these and the other advances of the year was obtained by
the sale of $10,000,000 of Union Pacific collateral trust notes.
On March 14, 1904, the United States Supreme Court handed
down a decision, affirming that of the lower court, to the effect that
the Northern Securities Company was a combination in restraint
of trade and illegal.
It enjoined that company from collecting dividends on the Great Northern and Northern Pacific stock, and entailed the redistribution of this stock to its shareholders.
This resulted in other financial measures on the part of the Union Pacific
and Oregon Short Line.
But another matter must be discussed
before that tale is related.
It will be recalled that in 1901 the Union Pacific shareholders
subscribed to a huge bond issue aggregating one hundred millions
of dollars.
The purpose of this issue, as before stated, was to finance
the Southern Pacific purchase and to finance in part the acquisition
of Northern Pacific stock.
These bonds bore 4 per cent, interest,
and were convertible at any time before May 1, 1906, Into common
stock at par. This common stock was paying at that time only 4
per cent, dividends, so that for the time being the conversion clause
was not very attractive. Only $12,743,000 of the bonds were converted up to June 30, 1904. But during this time the Union Pacific's
net earnings increased very rapidly, so that, despite large appropriations therefrom every year for betterments and equipment and
despite the Increases in dividends, large sums were left to be carried to the formal surplus account.
It became evident that Union
Pacific common stock was a good investment and was going to improve, especially since it possessed the entire equity in the net Income after 4 per cent, had been distributed to the preferred shareholders.
During the fiscal year ended June 30. 1905. there was
converted a total of $56,071,000 of these bonds, and after the Increase
of the common stock dividend to a 5 per cent, basis In October. 1905,
and to a 6 per cent, basis In April. 1906. another $32,687,000 of these
bonds was exchanged. In August, 1906, only $500,000 of the original hundred millions were outstanding, and these were called for
redemption.
According to the terms of the trust agreement securing these
bonds, as they were converted, a proportionate amount of their
underlying collateral could be released. In this way during the
years 1901 to 1904. Inclusive, the Union Pacific came Into free possession of a considerable amount of Oregon Railroad & Navigation
Company and other stock which had originally been pledged under

SenxMBn
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AKalD as itated above, In 1904 the Southern Pacific Company
-i create an l«»ue of $100,000,000 of 7 per cent, noncumu»,
10 millions of whUh was offered lo Its old
.<l stock
„
The Oregon Short Line, as the holder of
jt p»r
*
ju.jiM, „f Us old stot-k. took »ls."Oii.
of these new preferred
|a
Out of the pro.etd» of thU st.w k sale also, the lulon
share*
$20,4tiO.»60 which had
wenthe
tn-asurles
r.
paid
system's
Pactflc
previously been loaned to the Southern I'aclllc Company. As a net
result, the Union Pacific system, after paying Its subscription, gained
12,460.960 In cash and 118,000,000 par value In securities.
Con^lderable Importance must Ije attached to the above-described
The possession of this Southern Pacific preferred stock
activities.
as a free asset, and the freeing of the Navigation Company's common and preferred slock, gave the fnlon Pacific system securities
which It could use as collateral for further loans, or could substitute
for and thereby release securities which might be more valuable
'

!

'

for certain purposes.

The slgniacance

w

shall

of this will be seen presently,

^^^^ ^^^. ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^j „,„gj recent stage in the exp^usion
system or in the expansion of Us InteresU— the InvcstmenU
^^^^ within the last year or two in sundry other railroads not
These InvestmenU are
(.,„gg|y connected with the system lUelf.
^.^

^^ ^^^

Northern Securities stubs.
Paclflc
shares,
$32,394,215.70;
These securities would come in time into the hands of
$824.910.t
the trustees of the Oregon Short Line "Participating Fours."
And thereby hangs a tale. Pending this distribution the Northern Securities Company could not collect the dividends declared
upon the Great Northern and Northern Pacific stock. That being
Since this was
true, it could not pay dividends on its own shares.
true, again, there was no income accruing to the Oregon Short Line
upon the collateral, consisting, it will be remembered, of Northern
Securities stock, uilderlying its "Participating Fours." Hence that
company had to pay the 4 per cent, interest drawn by those bonds
with funds derived from other sources. Those uncollectible dividends, however, were accumulating in the Northern Pacific and
Great Northern treasuries and. after the completion of the above
stock distribution, its share of them would be received by the Oregon
Short Line. Now an important privilege accruing to the holders
of the "Participating Fours" was that of sharing each year in the
income received upon their collateral to the extent that this income
exceeded during that year the 4 per cent, interest drawn by their
bonds. There was grave danger that, when these back dividends
were finally received, the holders of the bonds would insist upon
being given the entire amount, notwithstanding the fact that in
reality a part of them was to be set over against the Interest already
paid on those bonds during the legal deadlock. To avoid this, it
was decided to call in these "Participating Fours" for redemption
at 102',i, as was permitted under the terms of the trust indenture
securing those bonds.
ern

To retire these bonds and for "other corporate purposes," the
Oregon Short Line created an issue of "Four Per Cent. Refunding
Twenty-five Year Gold Bonds" amounting to $100,000,000. A portion
of this new Issue, amounting to $42,250,000. was sold at 96 and
Interest, or given to the holders of the "Participating Fours" for
the principal and accrued interest of their bonds at a correspondiii,?
The remaining $57,750,000 was retained in the treasury of
rate.
the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
According to the advertisement, the security of this new issue
was to have consisted of whatever the company received in exchange
for Us Northern Securities holdings and of any other shares or
bonds at not exceeding 80 per cent, of their appraised value. For
months all holders of these bonds imagined that their security conslsted of Northern Pacific and Great Northern stock and Northern
Securities stubs, as described in a foregoing paragraph. When the
mortgago finally appeared.^ the Investors were much surprised to
find that the actual collateral consisted of the following:
$.-..000,000

18,000.000
90.000.000
10,000,000
20,000.000

•A return of 1 per cent, of the Northern Securities stock surrendered
because of other of the company's assets not realized upon.
tMr llnrrlman asked that he be returned the orlBlnnI 781.080 shares of
Northern fncllk- stock which he had turno.l over lo the Northern Securltl.-s
X''a"n7:^\!o's..'^yrr;!s'!;rsl.tyr«'gV^^^

them renialned In the Orepon Short Line Kail road
This would have given the Oregon Short Line the .-ontrol of the NorthCo.
Hut bis position was not sustained by the
era Pacific Railway C<)mpany.
courts.
time Union I'aclflc has a peculiar faculty for Issuing and »^"'°«J»ngs
and not exhibiting the mortgage Instrument until weeks or even months
t2er?for,-. that the title to

see.

^

"

Northern Securities stubs
southern Pacific Company preferred stock
Southern Pacific Company common stock
Orpgon K. U. & Navigation Co. preferred stock
Orcgon R. R. A Navigation Co. common stock

now

i.nvestme.nts in otiieb raiuioads.

Let us return now to the main thread of our story. The method
decided upon by the Northern Securities Company of distributing
to its shareholders the Northern Paclflc and Great Northern stock
In Its treasury was to give 130.17 par value of Great Northern and
$39.27 of Northern Paclflc* slock and $1 in Northern Securities
"Slubs for each hundred dollar share of Us own slock surrendered,
If carried out, this would give the Oregon Short Line In exchange
for Its 824,910 shares of Northern Securities stock the following
amounts of securities: Great Northern shares, $24,887,534.70; North-

afterward.
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or Great Northern «to<-k wax )n'-1«'1'-!
Th<- mKnlllranre of the l"nlon Ha<
t
IJy ti.
acrlbed abov.- will now bv seen.
n
Line's new refiinillnK mortgage wa* gh'
.oa.t.u-d
1.
IS»05, enough of the former company's lx.a.l« hau
Into stock to release not only the underlying shares of th^ Navlgatlon Company, but those of the Southern Pa. Iflc Company as well.
These securities w«-r<- substituted under the new morlguK.-. tuereby
freeing the Northern Paclflc and Great Northern stock for other
purposes of the system. What was done with these securities we

No Northern Pacinc

connected with the financial operations arising out of the
Northern Securities combination.
Lnlon
[^ might be maintained that the funds with which the
on their
pa^-jfl^. Railroad Company and its auxiliary have carried
by
obtained
those
^^^^ operations of the past few months were
j^gg^^s of the bond Issue of 1901, but which the subsequent conygrsion of those bonds freed for the general uses of the company.
^Ue fact that they were embodied for a lime in Great Noithern
^^^ Northern Pacific stock was merely an incident; an incident,
jjowever, which had important results.
j^^ Oregon Short Line made the following disposition of its
Of the $82,491,871 of these
original Northern Securities slock.t

^.j^^^jy

shares originally acquired, $10,000,000 was sold for $16,880,019 cash.
$72,491,871 was exchanged for $21,652,089 par value of Great Northstock. $28,182,882 of Northern Pacific stock, and $724,919 of
Northern Securities stubs. These shares might have been held as
an investment. The 7 per cent, dividend paid by each of the two
The
railroad companies would yield about $3,488,448 annually.
market prices of these two stocks became very high, however.^ The
average market price of Northern Pacific stock during 1905 was
about $199 a share; for January and February, 1906. during which
a
time over one million shares changed hands, it was about^ $216
The
share; tor the first six months of 1906 it was about $205.
average price of the Great Northern stock during 1905 was about
and
j290 a share; during the first half of 1906 it was about $306.
these
the quotations were as high as $348 per share at one time. At
were
prices the Union Pacific holdings in these two stocks together
value,
yielding in dividends less 3 per cent, of their market
at
obtained
could
be
which
stocks
railroad
There were other good
Manifestly, it
prices which would yield a much larger income.
other
would be merely a plain business proposition, if there were no
and
reason, to sell the Great Northern and Northern Pacific shares
reinvest the proceeds in other securities. This was done.
Other motives no doubt entered. The Great Northern and Northand
Pacific lines paralleled those of the Union Pacific system,

ern

ern

might entail other legal complications. Then
railroad
there were the old dreams of a continuous transcontinental
line from the Atlantic coast to the Pacific.
$28,182,882
According to Mr. Mahl's testimony, of the original
$24,030,082 par
of Northern Pacific stock acquired in the exchange.
share;
value was sold for $50,166,357.95. an average of $208.76 per
(Febj4.152.8OO had been unsold at the date of the Investigation
was
value
par
$21,652,089
ruary. 1907). Of Great Northern stock,
obtained in the exchange for Northern Securities stock, and $3,744,400
at
acquired subsequently through a subscription to new- stock
to retain their shares

was

an
Of this, $16,360,089 par value was sold for $49,801,576.47.
at the
average of $304.41 per share; $9,036,400 remained unsold
received on acdate of the investigation. The Union Pacific also
of that
count of its holdings In Great Northern stock 90,364 shares
from
$70 to $85
quoted
at
were
which
company's ore certificates,
par.

per share.

From these sales, it will be seen, the Union Pacific realized in
retained securities
cash about $116,848,000. At the same time it
in round
which at the same prices, were of the aggregate value
of about $43,000,000
-^'^^"^^'"f,^'" .^..f^Jl'^^, '' PreTm':
the original Northern Securities sock cost » 'i''^„;^»'^^l-'', ;^/'p"^^^^^^^^
shaies of Northtrn faanc
ably, this was the cost of the i81,0!>0
purchased in the first inpreferred and common stock which were
redemption of the presubsequent
As shown above, in the
stance
investment came back to the
ferred shares about $6,300,000 of this
!„ casii.
„^„„„„ bhort
o^-., ,-.„g
This would reduce the final cost of
cash
L,ine in
Oregon
,-., irqroo
the
this tne
A.dd to tnis
Ada
Northern Securities Stock to about $,3.159.. 00.
,„ -., ,qq gf cash subsequently paid on the subscription tor mat
total itivestment in
amount of new Great Northern stock, and the
To represent this the I nion
securities was about $76,904,100.
'^'*
„
°V^
.^
cash, »»
as shown at the
......itipc
realised In ^.ooi.,
nas reaiiiscu
Pacific holds in securities or has

numbers
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of the Union
t«'^"J,'^„'^",°;-,o^s recent Investigation,
t William
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beginning of the paragraph, about $159,848,000. This represents a
hand and on paper of about 182,943.900, or 113 per cent.
Some wonderment has been expressed concerning the source of
the funds with which the I'nion Pacific made its vast stock purchases of the past few months. It has been stated that this company is the most potent factor in the investment market. The above
account will show the source of at least the major portion of these
funds.
But what has been done with them?
It was reported that in September. 1904, Kuhn, Loeb & Co. had
purchased several hundred thousand shares (variously estimated at
from 300.000 to 480,000) of the capital stock of the Atchison. Topeka
& Santa F# Railway Company for the purpose of obtaining for the
"fnion Pacific interests" a minority holding sufficient to maintain
"harmonious relations" between the two systems. Later President

Ariiiiircd
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Ripley, of the Atchison, stated that Messrs. John D. Rockefeller and
James Stillman had acquired $25,000,000 of his company's stock.
These shares must have been held privately, however, since the
fnion Pacific's report as of June 30. 1905, which contains a detailed
table of all securities owned by the company, shows that no Atchison
stock was included in its holdings.
During that fiscal year, however, the Union Pacific acquired
$10,343,100 out of the $19,544,000 of preferred stock of the Chicago
.\lton Railway Company.
In December. 1903. Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
issued a circular asking for the deposit, with certain designated
trustees, of the Chicago & Alton preferred stock for the purpose
of selling it for cash or for the notes of any one or more dividendpaying railroad companies. If notes were taken, they were to bear
not less than 5 per cent, interest per annum, mature in not more
than five years, and be secured by this preferred stock itself. Large
deposits under this agreement were reported. On October 1, 1904.
Kuhn. Loeb & Co. announced the sale of this stock at $84 per share.
The purchaser was not mentioned, but presumably it was the Union
Pacific, since E. H. Harriman and two of his associates In Alton
finances constituted the administrative committee under the agreement.
In that case the Chicago & Alton shares cost the Union
Pacific about $8,688,204.
During the same year the Rock Island
had also acquired $18,790,000 of Alton stock, and the two companies
entered into an agreement for joint alternating control of this
property.*

&

The Union

Pacific's table of stocks and bonds owned (contained
report as of June 30, 1906) does not show extensive investto that time in the share capital of independent railroad
corporations. The company is shown to own still $15,436,400 par
value of Great Northern stock and $13,352,800 of Northern Pacific.
The Alton shares represented the only additional purchases up to
that time, "yet there had been extensive sales of the former two
stocks, enough to decrease the book value of the company's "Stocks
and Bonds Owned" to the extent of $62,493,520. This is an enormous
sum to lie idle, but it was not all idle. To represent the proceeds.
the company had increased its cash on hand $13,913,318. bringing
the total up to $21,258,883, its advances to other companies for construction purposes by $16,841,646. and held "Demand Loan.s" to the
extent of $34,710,000, besides other smaller items. The last item is
remarkable. As we have seen, during two former years the Union
Pacific had lent the Southern Pacific Company over $20,000,000; but
these were not carried as demand loans. The reader will wonder
who the borrowers of this enormous amount of funds were. Were
they other companies, officers of the I'nion Pacific, or were these
funds put out on call loans in Wall street? Me will be left wondering, for the company's report throws no light upon the subject.
After June 30, 1906, the Union Pacific made up for the time it
had lost in the work of reinvesting its funds. According to the testimony of Mr. Mahl. the company purchased, between that date and
the Interstate Commerce Commission's investigation, a mass of securities of an aggregate cost of $131,970,018.46.
Summarized these
consist of the following:
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Topeka & S. Fe preferred stock. $10,000,000
Baltimore & Ohio
Common
32,334,200

Atch.,

:

I'leferred stock

C, M. & St. Paul Uy. common
Chicago & Northwestern common
New York Central
Northern Pacific Ry.f
Total
Total, both companies

7,206,400
3,690,000
2,572,000
14,283,745
124,580

$70,212,925
100,023,475

Company.
Cost.

Cost, per
share.

5,303,673.94
19,634,324.93
124,580.00

$103.00
120.00
92.50
170.04
204.21
137.44
100.00

$87,199,039.11
131,970,018.46

$124.19
130.70

$10,393,000.00
38,801,040.00
6,665,920.00
6,274,.500.24

to per cent, sutwcrlptlon to ?2,491,00ii.

In computing the average cost, a par value of $100 a share is
assumed in every case. Of the total. $45,466,960 was the cost of
Baltimore & Ohio stock. Of this, it was stated by Mr. Harriman in
the investigation. $36,393,432 was unpaid as yet, leaving $94,576,586

reinvestment of the proceeds of the sales of Great
To this is to be added, posstock.
& Alton shares in 1904.
We have accounted in this way for $103.2(54.790 out of the $116,848,000
estimated above as constituting those proceeds. The Union Pacific's
advances to other companies will account for the remainder.
At present rates of dividend, the annual income on all of these
shares aggregates $4,693,703, which is nearly 4.55 per cent, on their
cost.
This is to be compared with the barely 3 per cent, which the
Great Northern and Northern Pacific stocks yielded on their market
value at the time of their sale. This annual income itself exceeds
the total income received in dividends on those two stocks by
There is yet to be counted the income on the unsold
$1,205,255.
Great Northern and Northern Pacific stock which would bring this
excess up to $2,128,500. As before stated, the Union Pacific's sales
and reinvestments were a good stroke of business.
Concerning the purchase of the Illinois Central's stock Mr. Harriman stated on the stand that control of this system was not one of
the Union Pacific's motives, since control had not been acquired.
This illustrates Mr. Harriman's acuteuess in taking advantage of
a technicality. Technically, the Union Pacific does not have control
of the Illinois Central, since it owns only $18,623,100 out of the total
amount issued of that company's stock namely. $95,042,600; control of the Railroad Securities Company gives it voting power over
possibly another ten millions owned by that company. But these
holdings certainly give the Union Pacific a strong influence in the
direction of the Illinois Central's affairs, and constitute a large
nucleus alxiut which to build up actual control of that company.
Further. Mr. Harriman's own words, as recorded in the minutes
of the Union Pacific's board of directors, show that he did contemplate control of the Illinois Central when he advised the purchase of its stock. Summarized. Mr. Harriman's argument for the
purchase w-as as follows:
(1) The Union Pacific served a large
grain-producing country, but had no line to the Gulf or to Chicago
and the southeast; (2) the value of a system having low grades and
extending from the territory north of the Missouri river to the Gulf
will be enhanced by the Panama Canal: the importance of such
a connection to the Union Pacific is very great; (3) the strategic
value of the Illinois Central is little understood and appreciated, and
to represent the

Northern and Northern Pacific

sibly,

the $8,688,204 paid for the Chicago

—

its stock is bound to become much more valuable.
In the last argument Mr. Harriman might be interpreted as
advising the purchase of the Illinois Central's stock for investment
or speculative purposes. But there is certainly running through the
entire argument the idea that the control of the Illinois Central
would greatly benefit the Union Pacific on account of the latter's
grain traffic. One proposition in which far-seeing railroad managers
are coming to believe thoroughly is that eventually the foreignbound grain from the Mississippi basin, and especially from the
states west of that river, will move by way of the Gulf instead of
the Atlantic ports
Because of this idea certain systems, notably
the Rock Island and the Missouri Pacific, have been throwing lines
into the Gulf ports.
When this time comes, the Illinois Central will
probably be the most strategically located railroad system for
handling this grain traffic. The importance of that system to the
Union Pacific in such an event can easily be seen. In the meantime its possession would give the latter an important connection
with Chicago.
It was these ideas just as much as that of finding a good Investment for the Union Pacific'.s funds which impelled Mr. Harriman
to advise his company to pay $175 a share for Illinois Central stock
and to buy Railroad Securities stock on the same basis. The fact
that a large portion of both of the.se stocks was purchased from
Mr. Harriman himself, and that he had acquired them at a much
lower cost In years long, previous, might he made the basis of criticism by his enemies. Fair consideration, however, will deprive It

of

any

signlflcance.

The above described stock purchases, we have Intimated, might
be considered to be the reinvestment of funds liberated, or rather
borrowing capacity created, by the conversion Into common stock
of the Union Pacific's bond Issue of 1901.
The conversion of those
bonds also made another financial measure possible. It reduced
the fixed charges to the extent of $4,000,000 a year, through the
conversion of an Interest Into a dividend claim.
This, together

—
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r<?plac-e<l by a murh larccr claim upon
paymt-nt of diviclenila. yet these dUidendH were
upon i-ummon atot-k
Any new preferred stock which might be sold
wotiM [iri-«»nt n r'nlni for dlvliiends which would be superior to
till
Such preferred block uuKht to sell well,
in of Ihusc lK>nd» a much larger portion
b€)f
l)e left for dividend pur|)oso«.
11 wai. tills cuii»ideratlon which actuated the I'nlon Pacific In
iu aulhoriiatlon. In April. 19Ud. of an Increase to the exu>nt of
$100,000,000 In Its preferred stock. The issuance of such sto k at
this time, had the capital requirements of the company necessitated
the creation of some new security, would have been In a?cordanc>
with a conservative and wise flnancial policy, for it would have

In thr

bond ronvertlon wsa

ramlnKi

for the

economized the credit of the corap.iny. It would have left inilmpaired (he company's ability to Issue bonds at a later date, should
ita neetl for capital funds again become pressing.
However, althoagh authorized for some unnamed "lawful corporate purposes,"
none of this preferred stock has been issued.
During all this time the I'nlon Pacific had not been Idle in Its
traffic department and in its work of building up Its system Internally.
The growth of traffic earnings, income from investments
arid other sources, net Income available for dividend payments, dividends, surplus income, and the appropriations therefrom for betterments and equipment are represented in the following table:
I
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27,891
13.388

28..3S3

It.loS
T^.-ISS

12.ti65

1.3,598

14,r.03

l.-.,277

17,8.iO

8.420

8.197

8..333

8,333

l.riOO

2.IKMI

2.000

3..'50O

22.780
10,087
4,479

10..1.8li
31,7t!.->

7.744

3,678

+220—5,173 +110
4,526 —229: 6,127

2.n<H>

... T 2,403

5,247

•Net Inrreane to Income, +

;

4..""i81

net decrease,

19,.->32

4,200

+385

+125

8,603

8,158

—

tNi-t deflplt.

The enormous

increase between 1900 and 1906 of $28,134,000 in
gross earnings ie se?n at a glance. This Is nearly 42 per cent. Not
lesp striking, the net earnings have in<reased $13,068,000, or 69 per
cent.
This
This shows economy in the operating department.
economy has not been scoured by under-maintaining the property
or equipment, however, for the I'nlon Pacific, like the Southern
Pacific, makes maintenance expenditures which are well above the
average of those on other systems.
Probably the most remarkable line in the table is that representing the income from investments, loans, et .. showing an increase
In this income from $2,744,000 to $10.330.ooo.
The amount for 1906
was more than sufficient to pay half of the dividends of that year.
and exceeded the entire amount of the dividends distributed Iu 1905.
The Increase In this income has been most marked within the last
year included in the table, and is due in part to the commencement of dividends on Southern Pacific common stock, in part probably to the interest on the $34,710,000 of "Demand Loans" spoken
of above. Owing to these increases in income and to a reduction in
fixed charges in recent years, due to the conversion of the 4 per cent.
bonds of 190.5. the net income available for the payment of dividends
has increased at an even greater rate, namely. $19,177,000, or 152

per cent.

The dividend payments have grown rapidly since 1904. This
is due to two causes: namely, an increase in the rate to common
stockholders and the aforesaid conversion of bonds into that stock.
In September. 1905, the common stock was placed on a 5 pel- cent,
basis.
In April. 1906, it was advanced to 6 per cent.
Finally, tor
October, 1906, it was placed at 10 per cent., the semi-unnual dividend of 5 per cent, being payable 3 per cent, from earnings and 2
per I'ent. from the income from investments.
The manner In which this last dividend was announced has
brought upon Mr. llarriman and his associates probably more deserved criticism than any other act. The boards of directors of
the Southern Pacific- Company and of the I'nlon Pacific Railroad
Company met in the .same room at practically the same time. The
former transacted its business flist. The enormous growth in that
company's net earnings. Its directors thought. Justified them in commencing the payment of dividends to the common stockholders, and
accordingly that stock was placed on a 5 per cent, basis. The I'nlon
Pacific board then transacted Its business, declaring the customary
2 per cent, semiannual dividend on Its preferred stock and the common slock dividend. a.s described above. So far all is well. But
a report concerning these actions was not given out until two days
afterwards. When this re|)ort sho\ild finally be given forth, both
the I'nlon Pacific and Southern Pacific stocks would rise many
points, as they did rise afterwards, on the market.
Here was an

uf llic tMu <iiiii>aultr>.
Ur. Harniuiiii eXpUiUed the %i,,a\ !>y B<i>iiiK
that two of the I'nlon PaclOc'it directors were not pnwent at the
•'•
first meeting, and he thought it advisable to Inform ih«-tft
'
at tlon before making a public announcement.
This may l>e
and those who were in possession of the onfl fen'is' Vtr<

.

may

not have used (heir knowledge to gain
selves.
Vet it does not seem that the In.
other two directors advance Information v.
.
rant the giving of such an opportunity for aiuaaslug Ul-Kuil<-u gaiur.
But. after paying dividends amounting to 10 or 20 millions
of dollars, the company has had vast sums left for betterments and
other purposes. For Instance, in 1905, $4,479,000 was spent upon

or appropriated for betterments and equipment, and charged against
the surplus account, yet $8,605,000 remained of the year's earnings
to Increase the formal surplus.
In 1906. after paying $19,532,000
in dividends and after charging another $4,200,000 against the surplus account for similar purposes. It again had $8,158,000 to carry
to its surplus account.
This surplus, too, it must be remembered,
is not kept in the form of idle cash, but is also expended upon
betterments, in the purchase of additional new equipment, or by way
of advances to other companies notably the San Pedro. I»s Angeles
and Salt Lake) to aid them in the construction of their properties.
Its use differs from the previously mentioned appropriations only
in that the c-ost of these things is added to the "cost of railroads
and equipment" account or carried as "advances for construction."
i.e.. Is treated as a capital expenditure instead of being technically
classed as an expense, and deducted from "surplus income."
I

The financial strength, and. yes, we may even say the financial
conservatism, of the L'nion Pacific Railroad Company are brought
out in the above description. A brief restatement of certain facts
will throw the policy of the L'nion Pacific management more strongly
into relief.
Mr. Harriman has enforced for this company the highest
standard of maintenance tor roadway and equipment of any railroad system west of the Mississippi river. The expenditure for
maintenance of freight equipment until 1904 was. perhaps, somewhat below the standard set by other systems, being about 4'-.. mills
per mile run (for freight cars) as compared with 5 to 6 mills on
other lines; but the L'nion Pacific's expenditure on this branch of
the equipment rose to 6.13 mills in 1905 and 6.87 mills In 1906
figures which are as much above the standard as the earlier amounts
were below it. The expenditure for the maintenance of the passenger equipment during the last five years has averaged 1.25 cents
per mile run of those cars, or more than 25 per cent, more than is
expended by other western companies. To maintain the locomotive equipment, the company has allowed an average of about 9.82
cents per mile run. or 50 per cent, more than comparative statistics
would indicate as necessary to keep this branch of the equipment
The alkaline character of the water
in good operating condition.
used in the boilers over a considerable portion of the system will
account for a part of the excessive allowance for locomotive maintenance, but not for all of it. These expenditures mean that, as
the company's equipment wears out. it is replaced with more capacious and better equipment, the entire cost of which is chai-ged
as an expense: they mean, also, that the old equipment is sent to
the scrap heap earlier in its life than is similar equipment on other
systems.
In a similar manner the Union Pacific has allowed an average,
during the last five years, of $1,256 per mile per annum to maintain
its roadway, while other western companies have been expending
only $800 and $900 per mile on their lines. These expenditures result in giving the I'liion Pacific an excellent roadbed and track over
which to roll its traffic and an adequate equipment with which to
handle it economically.*
All of these liberal maintenance allowances the Union Pacific
charges as a part of the expense of operation. They are taken into
account before net earnings are ascertained. Yet. in spite of their
great magnitude, the company has the large net earnings indicated
earnings which are large enough to
in the table exhibited above
pay fixed charges of nearly $10,600,000 and the huge dividends of
over $19,500,000 distributed in 1906. and still leave a surplus reserve of nearly $2,000,000 tor other purposes. But to these earnings
the company adds a vast sum— It was more than $10,300,000 in 1906,

—

iu 1907— received as income from
In fact, the
the stocks of other railroad systems.
Union Pacific could completely abandon the operation of its railroad
Atchison,
Alton,
the
the
tribute
from
the
receive,
as
still
lines and
Baltimoie & Ohio, the North-Western, the St. Paul, the Illinois Central, and the other great railroad systems whose stocks it owns,
enough income to pay its fixed charges and the customary 4 per

and

will

approximate $14,000,000

investments

in

cent, dividends

on

its

preferred stock.

•For (1 striking coniparlsnn lieiween tlic flnanclMl strengths and management pollcU'3 of the Cnlon Pacific and lis gieat rival, the Great Northern, see
the ir«i/( Strict Journal for June 2C. 1907.
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Live Rail Accidents

in

U is clear that the North Eastern does not desire to conceal its
It has found it just the
satisfaction with electric traction working.
help that was required in meeting the electric trolley car competiabout Newcastle
district
in
the
trafBc
away
its
which
sucked
tion
At the last half-yearly meeting it was shown
in its pre-electric days.
shown
a slight inthat though the cost of electrical working had
crease caused by the running of a larger number of trains and car
miles, the receipts have made a more than corresponding increase,
with the result that the takings tor these sections have now got

direct-current

system,

with

multiple

to circulate illustrated wall sheets and pocket pamphlets
describing the most effective methods of handling a man under
shock, and this is an instructive warning. The Government Department (Home Office) dealing with such matters is about to order the
use of such wall sheets in all factories where electricity is used at
above 130 volts continuous and 65 volts alternating.

roads,

England.

back to practically what they were when the tramways
running. The length of route of running lines
is 29.5 miles electrical operated on a 600-volt.

Vol. XLIII., No. 11.

l);-gan

The Connecticut Avenue Concrete Bridge

at

Washington, 0. C.

The concrete arch bridge carrying Connecticut avenue over
Rock creek gorge in the outskirts of Washington, D. C, is now
nearly (ompleted. It consists of fivr main arches, full centered

unit

control.
It will be

remembered that three to three
and a halt years ago, when the converted lines
were opened, there was some disquiet occasioned by the number of accidents that occurred through trespassers and some employees coming into contact with the third

lJHl'*'|IW"liL^

The same experience was also recorded
in the case of the Lancashire & Yorkshire
Liverpool-Southport section. As time has
worn on it has been shown that these disasters were largely due to unacquaintance
with the conditions attending live rail tracThe railroad authorities took special
tion.
precautions for preventing trespassers from
finding their way on to the track and for the
guarding of the third rail at exposed places.
Additional bridges were erected in the neighborhood of certain of the crossings, and tbes?
various measures together with a better
knowledge of the danger on the part of the
public and railroad employees, have led to a
very gratifying falling off in the fatalities.
English electrical experts are quiet again
just now, but the danger of the live rail between tracks was one of their strong arguments in favor of the single-phase alternating
current system. The statistics that have been
ofBcially compiled of the live rail fatalities
The Connecticut Avenue Bridge; View from the South End.
during 1906 will not help them in that argument, whatever may be the relative merits of
the two systems on other grounds. The only shock fatality apart and of 150-ft. span, and one small flanking arch of 82-ft. span at
from those of trespassers was to a railroad employee. The only each end. With the abutments it has a total length of 1,341 ft.,
other deaths were those of three trespassers. Of these four, one oc- and the loadway is 125 ft. above the level of Rock creek. It carcurred on the Lancashire & Yorkshire, one on the Metropolitan Dis- ries a 35-ft. roadway and two S-It. sidewalks and is 52 ft. wida
There were 21 persons injured, over the faces of the arch rings. Tiie roadway is carried over the
trict and two on the North Eastern.
and of these 10 were railroad employees and eight were trespassers. haunches of the main arches by seven spandrel arches of 1 1-ft. span
These four deaths and 21 injury cases in 1906 on eight electric supported on piers 3 ft. thick, the middle arch being blanked by
systems may be compared with eight deaths and 20 injuries in 1904. a face wall carried up from the piers. The main arch piers ar&
when only three of the railroads were electrified, and it is at once 20 ft. thick and rest on rock foundations; the abutment piers next
The arch rings are monoto the flanking arches are 31 ft. thick.
clear that the better guarding of the rail, the publishing of placarl
rail.

r

—

—

* t\m •*'

^y'^-^<^Mi>^-^f

''*"'%«<?.

The Connecticut Avenue Bridge over Rock Creek, Washington,
warnings, better fencing, and a closer knowledge of potential danger
on the part of employees and the public, have been In a great

measure

cfTcctual.

in England in all departments of electrical application Is showing how necessary It is that the worker In the vicinity
of live apparatus or conductors dhoulrt be fully warned concerning
the possible dangers attending his employment. An examinnlion of
recent returns shows that carelesBness, recklessness and foolhardlneas are responsible for far too many fatalities. It has been the
custom In power stations of all kinds, and latterly on electric rail-

Experience

D.

C.

concrete without reinforcement and are 5 ft. thick at the
crown. All the quoins, ring stone.s, moulilings, etc., are molded concrete faced with mortar and hush hammered to give the same finish
In all, nearly (lo.ooo yds.
as the granite balustrades and roping.
of concrete have been used In the superstructure and 50.000 yds.
of earth filling.
The District Construction Co.. of Washington, D. C, was the
contractor for the superstructure. The bridge cost nearly $1,000,000,
and was designed and built under the direction of W. J. Douglas,
Engineer of Bridges for the District of Columbia.
lithic

SnTeitan

IS,
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Lecomollve Boiler Inspection*

In

New York

side of
cleaned.

State.

th..

The L«s1ila(ure of New York taat «prlnic amended the require
men(« for locomotive boiler Inipeotlon to read Rubttantlally as

""^

follow*:

platen,

Imtpecltom of l.otnmoiire BoUrrw.-- It nhall be the doty of rrrrr rtllr.mil
rorpor»tl..n o|KT»i.-d by ttrtxa i>nw*T, within thli •i»ir nod of (be <Jlr.-oi.....
n.nxT.. or •utKTlnt^n.lmt of luirb r.llrond lo c«u.- thor...irh liiip<riiofi«

dl<at.'d. mujit

<<-'

V

Ihrrewlth ronnerted. are able to f..rm n

opinion of Ihe ulrenKth. form.
employed without hatard of
or arrnnuemint of any
part.
.Ml h.iien. ..hall cmply with th.. foiiowlnit requlr.m.ni«
The hollers
maal he ma.le ..f b-hxI and aultahle material*: Ihe opening* for the pnauRe
of water and atenm re«p..cllvely, an.l all plpe» and tubes expo«4-d to heat Hhall
I» of proper dlmen,l.,„.
the .afety valr..,, fuMble plnea, low water Rlaa.
Indicator. t»e<- ro.k. and ateam fage-, .hall he of »noh .-onatrucMon. condition
and arranKeroent that they may be safely employed wlthoni (lerll to life; and
each ln«|ie<-ior ihall aalliify hlmnelf hy thoronifh examination that said refjulremenia have b<'en fully eomplled with.
No boiler, nor any eonneetlon therewlth •hall he approved whl.h la nn.afe In Its form, or dangerous from defect...
workmanship or other rause
The Inspector If he approve of the boiler and
appiirtenan.'.-a throughout, shall make a rerlldi-nte which shall contain the
number of each holler Insperted. the date of Its Inspection, the condition of
the holler In.peete,!. and such details a, may be prescribed bv the railroad
rommlssloners.
Fvery eertincate shall be verified by oath and shall be filed
in Ihe orrice of Ihe railroad commissioners, within ten days after each inspec
lion, and also a copy thereof with the rhlef operating officer or emplo.vec of
such railroad having charge of Ihe operation of such locomotive boiler; a
.i.py shall al-o be plare.1 In a conspicuous place In the cab connected with the
locomotive boiler lnspecte.1, and there kept framed under glass.
The milroad commissioners shall have power to formulate rules and regulations for
Ihe InspecILm and testing of twllers.
If It shall l>e ascertained hy such Inst>ectlon and test or otherwise, that any locomotive holler Is unsafe for use.
the aame shall not again Iw used until It shall b» repaired, and made safe.
Every corporation, director, manager or superintendent operating such railroad and rlolatlng any of the provisions of this section shall he liable to a
penalty of Jino for each offense, and the further penalty of $100 for each
day they shall neglect to comply with said provision, and the making or filing
of a falae certlflcale shall t>e a misdemeanor, and every Inspector who wllfull.v
certifies falsely touching any steam holler, or anpurlenance. or any matter
eontalned In any rertlfleate. signed and sworn to hy him. shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. Any person, upon aiipllcatlon to the secretary of the hoard
of railroad .-or imlssloners. and on the payment of a reasonable fee shall be
furnished with a copv of any such certificate.
Carr nf Htcnm LncOmoliiiH ; /itriim anil Water Corlc» : Pcnn7ij/.— It shall
be the duly of every corporation operatinc a steam railroad within this state,
and of Its directors, managers or superintendents, to cause the holler of even*
locomotive us.'d on such rallron.I to he washed out as often as once every 30
days, and to eipilp each boiler with, and maintain thereon at all times, a
water glass, showing the height of water In the holler, h.avlng two valves or
"hut off rocks, one at each end of such glass, which valvi>s or shut-off cocks
life,

from

In

material,

(he 8tre88
,j. n.^

«<^<"—

:

:

enforce the provisions of this act.

The law went Into effect September 1. and on .\ugiist 20 the
Public Service Commission, Second district, which assumed all of
the duties of the State Railroad Commission mentioned In the Act.
Issued complete Instructions and rPKnlations for Inspecting, testing
and wa.shlng locomotive boilers together with forms for making
reports.
The regulations are as follows:
OENEK,\r. rONSTRtTTIDN AM) SATE WORKTNO PRKS.SfRE.
The chief mechanical officer of each railroad company will be
held responsible for the genera! design, construction and Inspection
The safe working presof the locomotive boilers under his control.
sure for each locomotive boiler shall he fixed by the chief mechanical officer of the company or by a competent mechanical engineer
under his supervision. The safe working pressure must be determined in accordance with calculations of the various parts after full
considerauon ^as^^- given to the general design, workman..hlp
and condition of the boiler.
INSPEC-IION OF INTERIOR OF BOII.ER.
(a) Time of Insprrtinn.—The interior of every boiler shall be
thoroughly Inspected before the boiler is put Into service, and also
whenever a sufficient number of flues are removed to allow examination.

—

All flues shall be removed at least
(b) Flues to be Removed.
once every three years and a thorough examination made of the
entire Interior ot the boiler. After the flues are taken out, the In-

....

a

.

INSPKCriox OF EXTEKIOK or d".i-'-».
Bo ill- it
Th- <»^vo. o-^ io„„i
k .1 i,
"-emoved at least once every
^''""
.^
'""^^ y^^n. and also whenever the Inspector considers It desirable
"'' necessary In order to thoroughly Inspect
the boiler.

^
'

:

washed out. also to keep all steam valves, corks and Joints, studs, bolts and
searoa In such repair that they will not at any time emit steam In front of
the engineer, so as to obscure his vision.
No locomotive shall hereafter he
driven In this state unless the same Is equipped and cared for In conformity
with Ihe provisions of this section
hut nothing here contained shall he
construed to excuse the observance of any other requirement Imposed by this
chapter upon railroad corporations, their directors, officers, managers and
superintendents.
Rvery corporation, person, or persona operating a steam
railroad and violating any of the provisions of this serllon. shall he liable to a
penalty of tlOO for <>ach offense, and the further penalty of ?10 for each .lav
that such violation shall continue.
The board r,f railroad eommlssloners shall

j

—

to he

;

murt

Any boUer developing crackH In the shell Shall
v' out of service at once and thoroughly
"^ laken
repaired before It la
'""^POrled to be In satlKfai'tory condition.
(e) lAip Joint Heams.
Kvery boiler having lap Joint longltudinal seams without reinforcing plates shall be examined with
special
care to detect grooving or cracks at the edges of the seams

wrkmanahlp

shall he so constructed that tln'V ran be easily opened and closed by h.nnd
also to cause such valves or shut-olT cm-ks and all gage cocks or try cocks
attached to the boiler to he removed and cleaned whenever the boiler Is

boiler

.

r.'llnt.l.-

*ullnblrne<iii of bollera.

lmp.-rferll..n«

Method of Intptction.—Tbe entire Inte.-^lorot the
exumlned for craclCH, plttins and sroovlng. T:
all laiw, ueaniii and polnu where irat^^ks an.i

"kely lo develop, or which an exterior ciamiiiaiiun ii.
be given an ospeclally minute examination
K musl
be seen that bra. eH and slayH are Uut. that pins are properly
secured
'" P'"^'"- ""* """ '"^^ '« '" condition to support Ita »»iwi~iuuii
proporUon ul
of

""
'""';'"""^ "', "" "."?".!'° "7""
lr,^n.'.''h
T^'""",
Htm
uhlrh "i
ahall
be ii««l on alil rallromlii.
IncpM-llnnn •linll b» made, at
Iran rvrrr ihrn- niontlia nndrr Ihr illrrrtlon of nald coriMirallon by poraon* able
lo perform ihr .^rTlcva r«iulr«l of In.p-ctor- of boiler., and who from their
knowlnlce of the ron.trartinn and .i«r of i>i,iier« and th.- appurionan.<>a
workmanahlp and

*•*
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muBt have the seal* removed and b« thoroustly

boll-r

.

^5

,

^

TK.STIN.i

(a)

—

Time

BOILEILS.

Every boiler before being put Into servOf Testing.
least once every 12 months thereafter shall be subjected
to hydrostatic pressure 25 per cent, above the working steam
nresand at

Ice,

gure

d.,™„ _i
««'"«'«'<"

,k\
^'''

.

^"""^
'*<^8

"^^P

^^

v
«>/

n.
^
r,
Dome
Cop.-Preceding

the hydrostatic test the

^^^

throttle pipe must be removed and the Interior 8urconnections of the boiler examined as thoroughly as the

conditions permit.

—

(c) Foreman to 'Witness Tests.
When boilers are being tested
by hydrostatic pressure the foreman of the shop having under his
charge the repairs of boilers, or an authorized competent boilermaker, shall personally attend and assist the inspector in his examination.
(d) Repairs and Steam Test. When all necessary repairs
have,
.
.
been completed, the boiler shall be fired up and the steam pressure
raised to not less than the allowed working pressure.
STAY BOLT TESTING.
(a) Time of Testing Rigid Bolts.— AU stey bolts should be tested
at least once every month, and no boiler must be used over
three
months under any circumstances unless thorough stay bolt inspection has been made.
Stay bolts shall also be tested immediately
after every hydrostatic test.
(b) Method of Testing Rigid Bolts.— The Inspector must tap
each bolt from the firebox side and judge from the sound
Or the
vibration of the sheet which ot them are broken.
If stay bolt tests
are made when the boiler is filled with water there must
be not
less than 50 lbs. pressure on the boiler.
This will produce sufficient
strain upon the stay bolts to cause the separation of the parts
of
the broken ones. Should the boiler not be under pressure the
test
may be made after draining all the water from the boiler, in which
case the vibration of the sheet will indicate any unsoundness.
The

—

latter test is preferable.
(c) Method of Testing Flexible Stay Bolts.— AU
bolts having caps over the outer ends shall have the

flexible

sUv

caps removed

at least once every year, and also whenever the inspector
considers
the removal desirable in order to thoroughly inspect the stay
bolts.
The firebox sheets should be examined carefully at least once
a
month to detect any bulging or indications of broken stay bolts.
(d) Broken Slai/ «o/fs.— No boiler must be allowed to
remain
in service when there are two adjacent stay
bolts broken in any
part of the firebox or combustion chamber, nor when three

or more

are broken in a circle 4 ft. in diameter.
(e) Tell Tale Holes.— AU stay bolts shorter than
8 in. applied
after September 1. 1907. except flexible bolts, shall have
tell tale
holes V,, in. diameter by 1»,4 in. deep or more in the
outer end.
These holes must be kept open at all times, and must not in
any
case be plugged. All stay bolts shorter than 8 in., except
flexible
bolts, shall be drilled when the locomotive is in the
shop for heavy
repairs or at other suitable opportunity, and this work
must be
completed prior to January 1, 1909.*

STEAM
fa)

GA.iES.

Location of Gage.— Every boiler shall

have at least one
correctly indicate the working pressure.
to locate the gage so that it will be kept reasonably cool, particularly In case ot gages located on the
back head
steam gage which
Care must be taken

will

of hollers.
.0

JeVeJl':l:TZ7nr.^:T^^^^^^^

t,,p
,

toiler shell direct,

,

and

shall be

maintained steam tight between

siphon and gage,

Time

of Testing.— Steam gages should be tested at least
once every month, and no boiler must be used over three months
under any circumstances unless a thorough test has been made of
(c)

the steam gage.

,*-^PPllcailons from ...nuianles .leslrlng to omit the use of tell tal»
holes
...
nsHere.l when It .un be sh.>wn to the sallsfn.-tlon of the commission
"J"
that nniisual care Is used In stay Iwit testing, both as to the freqaency
of
^
teats and the selection of Inspectors.
'
I'
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S.VFt-lY VALVES.
(a) \iimber and Capacity.
Every boiler shall be equiiipeil with
two safety valves, the capacity of which shall be sufficient
to prevent, under any conditions of service, an accumulation of
pressure of more than 5 per cent, above the allowed steam pressure.
Safety valves shall be set by the gage
tb) Setting of Yalves.
employed upon the boiler, to pop at pressures not exceeding 5 lbs.
above the allowed steam pressure, the gage in all cases to be tested
before the safety valves are set or any change made in the setting.
When setting safety valves the water level in the boiler must not
be above the highest gage cock.
(c) Time of Testing.
Safety valves should be tested under
steam at least once in every month, and no boiler must be used over
three months under any circumstances unless the safety valves have

—

at least

—

—

been thoroughly tested.
W ATEK GLASS A.M) GAUE COCKS.

—

Every boiler shall be equipped with
.(a) Xumber and Location.
least one water glass and three gage cocks.
The lowest gage
cock and the lowest reading of the water glass shall not be less than
3 in. above the highest part of the crown sheet.
(b) Water Glass Valves. All water glasses shall be supplied
with two valves or shut-off cocks, one at the upper and one at the
lower connection to the boiler, and also a drain cock, so constructed
and located that they can be easily opened and closed by hand.
(c) Time of Cleaning.
All gage cocks and water glass cocks
shall be removed and cleaned of scale and sediment whenever the
boiler is washed.
PLUGS IN FIKE TIUES.
(a) Plugs Prohibited.
No boiler shall remain in service which
has one or more fire tubes plugged at both ends of the tube unless
the plugs are securely tied together by means of a rod not less than
s in. diameter.
WASUl.NU UOILERS.
(a) Time of Washing. All boilers shall be thoroughly washed
not less frequently than once in 30 days.
(b) Plugs to be Removed.
When boilers are washed all washout, arch and water bar plugs must be removed.
(c) Water Tubes.
Special attention must be given the arch and
water bar tubes to see that they are free from scale and sediment.
(d) Offiie liecord.
An accurate record of all locomotive boiler
washouts shall be kept in the office of the railroad company. The
following information must be entered on the day that the boiler
at

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

is

washed:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Number

of locomotive;

Date of washout;
Statement that boiler was washed;
Signature of the boiler washer or the boiler inspector;
Statement that gage cocks and water glass cocks were
moved and cleaned;
(6) Signature of the boiler inspector or the employee who

re-

re-

moved and cleaned the cocks.
STEAM LEAKS.
(a) Leaks Under Lagging.
If a serious leak develops under the
lagging an examination must be made and the leak located. If the

—

found to be due to a crack in the shell or to any other defect
which may reduce safety, the boiler must be taken out of service
at once and thoroughly repaired before it is reported to be in satisleak

Is

factory condition.
(b) Leaks in Front of Engineer. All steam valves, cocks and
joints, studs, bolts and seams shall be kept in such repair that they
will not at any time emit steam in front of the engineer, so as to
obscure his vision.
FILING OF KErOKTS.
(a) Specification Card.
A specification card containing the results of the calculations made In determining the working pressure
and other necessary data shall be filed in the office of the Public
Service Commission, Second district, for each locomotive boiler. A
copy shall also be filed In the office of the chief mechanical officer
having (barge of the locomotive. Every specification card shall be
verified by the oath of the engineer making the calculations, and
shall be approved by the chief mechanical officer.
These specification cards shall be filed as promptly as thorough examination and
accurate calculation will permit. Where aciurate drawings of boilers
are available, the data for specification card may be taken from
the drawings, and nuih .specification cards must t>e completed and
forwarded prior to March 1. 1908. Where accurate drawings are not
available, the required data must be obtained at the first opportunity when general repairs are made, or when Hues are removed.
Speclflc4itlon cards mu.*! be forwarded within one month after examlnnllnn has been made, and all examinations must be completed
and specification cards filed prior to January 1, 1909, flues being
removed If neresaary, to enable the examination to be made Iwfore

—

—

this date.
(b) Cirliflcair

months and within

—

Not less than once In three
of Ivsprrlion.
10 days after each inspection, a certificate of In-

spection shall be filed with the Public Service rommlsslon. Second
district, for each locomotive boiler used by a railroad company, and
a copy shall be filed In the office of the chief officer having charge
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A copy shall also be placed under glass in a conspicuous place in the cab of the locomotive before the boiler inspected is put into service. Each certificate shall give the number
and the condition of the boiler inspected, the date of the inspection
and other required details, and each certificate shall be verified by
the oath of the inspector.
(c) Reporting Washouts.
The inspector shall examine the record of boiler washouts on file in the company's office not less frequently that once every three months, and if he is satisfied of its
accuracy he shall enter the dates of every washout made during
the preceding three months on the certificate of inspection. In case
the record is not satisfactory the inspector shall make notation
thereof on the certificate.
COPIES OF REGULATIONS.
The chief mechanical officer of each railroad company shall keep
each inspector of locomotive boilers under his supervision supplied
with a copy of these regulations. Copies can be obtained upon application to the Secretary of the Public Service Commission, Second
district, Albany, N. Y.
of the locomotive.

—

Track Work Involved

in

the

New York

Central's Reversal of the

Direction of Traffic.
In the h'aihdad Gazette for August '.W. page 227, was given
of the signal w'ork made necessary by the change
from left-hand running to right-hand running, on August 25. of
trains on the Harlem Division within the Electric Zone. In addition
to this, the track work involved was considerable and interesting,
because only a part of the construction coul(i be entirely completed
beforehand, and all connecting up and putting in service was concluded in about twelve hours.
The entrances to the tail-end yards were previously revised so
as to make a trailing switch entrance from the new direction of
traffic.
This caused a substantial rebuilding of the yards with the
installation of new switches, the building of roadways, and in two

some account

cases the previous moving of the freight houses to locations where
they could be used both before and after the change. It involved
also much work in taking care of the industries affected and the
making of new leases and negotiations for private sidings. The
crossovers in main tracks w-ere reversed, and in some cases the
The new crossovers were installed beforelocations were revised.
hand and spiked ready for service where it was possible to do this.
Wherever the old crossovers prevented this anticipation of a change
as much work as possible was done beforehand. The rails were cut
and material was at hand for a quick completion of the work. The
inner guard rails were pointed for the new direction of traffic.
Bridge ticklers were erected to warn trainmen on top of cars that
they were approaching an overhead obstruction. There were fortytwo bridges for which tell-tales were required.
In the main tracks rigid crossing frogs were replaced by movable point frogs and the electric circuit was designed to prevent the
switches being thrown under a train. This did away with the unprotected portion of the rigid crossing formerly in use and substituted a continuous rail for traffic which should outlast the old
ararngement and make an easier riding track.
At the Harlem river draw bridge the lift rails have mitered
ends fitting those which they meet on the draw. These mitered ends
must have their chisel edges pointed away from the direction of
traffic, and, due to the reversal, this whole construction needed to be
taken out and changed so as to make the points trailing. This
meant removing 1.150 ft. of rail in the four tracks, substituting new
As the track is on a
insulators and insulated tie-rods and clips.
steel structure, this was precise work.
The new track had to be
drilled for the negative return current from operation, and this single
Item, drilling and bonding cost $475 during the l.'i hours in which
the change was made.
The point of departure of the New Haven track from the Harlem
track was shifted to a place one-quarter mile south from the old
junction.
From the Grand Central Station to this point the doubleequipped New Haven electric motors are fed with direct current
from thfe under contact third rail. Here they change to the overhead contact with alternating current. This iioint, therefore, becomes a new third rail terminal. The new construction involved a
change of colors In about ].2(Mi lights In switch lamps and repainting the switch targets to conform to the new color Indications. The
change in color Indications involved an additional complication
both in construction and in practice in drilling the men. Green
Instead of white now means i)roceed and yellow means caution.
The changes necessitated the quick use of many barrels of paint and
many thou.iand carefully "bosen words used In lectures to the men.
There was also a change in nomenclature in which the men had to be
The numbers by which the main tracks were known were
drilled.
reversed In order, the westerly main track became No. 1 and the
other tracks numbered consecutively eastward, so that the easterly
track became No. 4. At the same date a new time table went Into
effect, so that nearly every one on the line was kept busy In learning
new things.

Scrmmt:*
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With him was a signal company repreHenlHllve, a signal malntalner and a trackman, each with the ncrcssary forces to complete such work as was i>-'^lgIi)'d to him. The
time for unspiklng the new switches and spiklnri up the old switcbea
was arranged for In advance, each territory having a prugnunme
for each |>ortlon of the work Issued as a bulletin over the signatureM
However, the
of the four olAcials In general charge of the work.
actual placing In service of these tracks was only done on orders
from the director In order to guard against any trouble.
The determining point In the change seemed to be the Harlem

the electro-pneuinaUc controlled
Junction
wore kept In o|M>ratlon. but were rebuilt and nio<lDiirInK thlB iierlo<l the truckrhaiiKe.
|>erlod
of
the
ernlMvl ilurluK
men threw the gwltrhe* by hand. llaKKe.l truUm and «el up routes
throuKh thl« bu»y Junction under the dire. Hon of the lowermen. The
trackmen were alao used aH wutrhmen and liiK|M-c(orH of the condition of trnckii at every Bjiot where chunReit were made.
The adaptation of northl>ound tracks to nouthb^nd runnInK
Involved a revision of the nuixTclevatlon of trark on many curves.
The Krade* and reversal of approaches and deparlureit at Btatlons

meant the whole change.

In pojwible speeil and In operullnK limitacalrulallona were made and the helKhtH of the
readJuHted.
were
rail
outer
The pneumatic lnterlo<klnt! plants have been heretofore arranged
for a switch throw of 4 In. The new lnterlo<klng plants are arninged for a throw of 5 In. The track work Involved In this
change was considerable. All switch rods In these plants were Insu-

were
river drawbridge.
At 7 p.m.. August 24. tracks Nos. 2 and
|iut out of operation, the current on the third rail killed and the
work of tiiklng out the old lift rails and installing, bonding and
(•onnecting up the new was begun. This was completed together
with the signal work about 4 o'clock In the morning, at which
time tracks Nos. 2 and :! went Into service for right-hand o|>eration,
tracks Nos. 1 and 4 put out of service, and the work of equipping
these latter tracks for right-hand running began. This was com-

Ai

Mott

Haven

iiianiml nlKnalH

made material changes
tions to s|>eed.

New

and were redrllled for the wider brow. This was work of
and accuracy, and to secure It all available draftsmen and
Inslrumenlmen were detailed to measure and Inspect the progress
lated

I

.'!

pre<-lslon

pleted about noon Sunday.

of the work.

At daylight Sunday morning the work of changing notices to
the public and signs affecting movement of trains was begtin, and
was completed by the time the out-of-town movement for the day
began.

The changing of the position of signs and the making of new
signs on the track and at stations was also a considerable undertaking. Almost everything of this character had to be moved to new
Slow order signs, resume speed signs, yard limit signs, all
I>laces.
public
.Notices
to
the
in
and many others were changed.
the stations were changed so as to guide all except absent-minded
persons to the proper dei)arlure place of trains, and new notices,
conspicuously placed, were put up to assist in this. This included
the signs adjacent to the tracks In the waiting-rooms and on the
stations.
There was a change In the lighting of the signs in Park
avenue tunnel and also a making, painting and placing of signs on
towers,
designating those towers as described in the train
the new
Involved, too. in this same department of the work was
orders.
the moving of the benches on the platforms. These are required
princl|ially near those tracks used by outgoing passengers, and a
change In the direction of traffic meant a change in the bench location at all places where the platforms are separated Into two
groups.
At 125th street station it was necessary to extend the platform south, so that the baggage cars could stop near the baggage
elevator and still allow landing platform room for passengers.
At C'lareraont Park the new southerly entrance to the freight
yard went through the passenger i)latform. An overhead bridge has
been designed from the overhead station to the platform to allow
To allow for the change it
for this, but has not yet been received.
was necessary to shift the canopy back, make temporary stairs and
platform for passengers to walk across this entering track.
At the Harlem river drawbridge the new location of the tower
and the new signal interlocking made necessary new rules for communication between the bridge foreman and the towerman controlIng the opening of the draw.
The changes in third rail were such as were needed to allow
for track changes, and an adaptation of third rail to the new direction of operation.
The two-bolt angle plates connecting the third
rails were bolted tightly on the receiving end of the thinl rail, but
loosely on its leaving end. The idea of this was to allow more
room for expansion, as the bolts are covered by the sheathing and
cannot be readily loosened and tightened in changing temperature.
The location of the third rail appeared all right, except when forced
upward by the shoe of a i>assing train, at which time a slight lip
or jog was caused between the ends of the adjacent rails. To tighten
these bolls meant taking off the sheathing at all joints throughout
the Electric Division. All end inclines were carefully gaged in the
new direction of traffic and test trains were run against traffic to see
If any further trouble developed.
To make the change there were employed: General Railway
Signal Company men who were responsible for the completion of
their contract to erect the new signals; inspectors from the signal
engineer who were responsible for the i)roper inspection and correct
working of the new installation; maintainers from the engineer of
signals who were responsible for the maintenance and care of the
new system.
To co-or<llnate the difTerent departments involved In the change.
It was decided to have one boss, a director representing the four departments. Mr. H. S. Ualliel, Engineer of Signals, was so apiiointed.
All Instructions affecting ilie work were issued through him, so
that there would be no chance of confusion or lack of understanding.
During the work jirogress reports were tele|)honed or telegraphed to
Mr. Balliet from each point, and any one wishing to gel information about his own work or somebody else's work could find out the
condition from Mr. Halliet. To assist in this communication, lists
of all public teIei)hones adjacent and nvallable for use, were given
to

each foreman.

The territory was divided into sections, each one being under
the jurisdiction of a signal Inspector, who was responsible for the
proper carrying out of changes affecting the operating of the signal.
As the operation of the signal guided the operation of trains that

Philippine Railroad Building with

Filipino

Builders.

When

the concession for building, equipping and operating the
of railroads in the Philippine islands. Panay, Negros
and Cebu, was let by the Government in January. 1906, to a syndiincluding Wm.
Salomon & Co., Cornelius Vanderbilt,
cate,
international Banking Corporation. J. G. White & Company and
others, under the name of the Philippine Railway Company, the first
problem which had to be met was the selection of the chief construction and operating officials. The second problem was that of

new system

Map

of the

Philippine Railways

in

Visayan Islands.

part still in process of solution, was the
(levelopment of standards of construction and equipment best
adapted to the conditions. These three primary considerations havi^
been staled in wliat is estimated to be the order of their Importance.
After a careful investigation of the records of several well
known railroad construction engineers, whose services were available, the contracting company chose as Chief Engineer for construction Edward J. Beard. Principal Assistant Engineer of the Chicago.
Rock Island & Pacific R.v. In organizing the operating staff of the
Philippine Railway Company, William B. Poland, formerly on the
Haltimore & Ohio Southwestern, was made Vice-President and chief
labor,

and the

operating

third,

in

officer.

Not until these

officers

had gone

to the Islands

and completed

close personal studies of the labor conditions in the archipelago
generally, and In the Visayan group In particular, was It felt safe
This
to map out the labor policy, the second important problem.
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involved primarily the question whether Filipinos should be employed or whether the Government should be asked to let down the
bars temporarily and admit Chinese coolies for the work, under
deportation bond. There w^as a strong feeling current among busi
ness men experienced in the affairs of the islands that because of
the many previous expensive trials of native labor on road making
and like work that the Filipinos were not up to this greater job

and that Chinese labor would have to be depended on to complete
Because of this general trend of opinion it might have
the project.
been possible to get governmental permission to import Chinamen
but no attempt in that direction was ever made. The counsel of
Mr. Beard, coupled with the previous successful experience of the
contractors, J. G. White & Co., in using natives on the Manila
Street Railway and power plant and upon various harbor work.-;.
caused the decision to be made in favor of Filipino labor, at lb<'
beginning of operations in the summer of 1906. Doubts as to the
wisdom of this decision were quite freely expressed by many of
those interested in the enterprise, but the decision proved right.
Before describing how the details of policy were formulated
and how the whole programme has worked out in practice, it is well
to outline the successive steps in the organization of the Philippine
Railway Co. up to the point of breaking ground. This is the largest
railroad project and probably the largest engineering development of

any kind ever advanced by Americans over seas without any cooperation or help from foreigners, in addition to being far larger
than any single industrial development of any kind previously carUnder its franchise, there is conceded
ried out in the Philippines.
to the Philippine Railway Company by the Philippine Commission
through special act of Congress, the privilege of building and operating perpetually between 300 and 400 miles of road, almost equally
divided t)etween the Visayan islands of Panay, Negros and Cebu,
and the 4 per cent, interest on the 30-year gold bonds of the company is guaranteed by the Government. The route and terminals

Construction Foremen's Quarters at Lopus

Lopus.

Other products of the higher
best native hard and soft woods.
country throughout the Visayan group are coffee, cocoa, hemp, copra
and other valuable vegetable fibers. Easily as these products are
grown, they are produced only in small quantities mostly for local
consumption, there being no means of getting them out of the country in bulk. As far as at present discovered, the most valuable
mineral resource is coal, a fine grade of high carbon lignite, plentiful on Cebu, which the locomotives on the construction of the railroads are burning, they having been designed for the purpose,
These facts of population and resources account for the readiness
of the syndicate to offer to build these roads, after determining
how the routes lay across tracts of rolling plains and low-lying
hills, presenting no great problems of construction other than were
likely to be induced by the uncertainty of the
labor factor.

The first active step after the selection of
the Chief Engineer was the organization of
the pioneer corps of locating engineers. This
in New York by Mr. Beard through
his personal knowledge of railroad men and
with the aid of the employment records of
Successful experiJ. G. White & Company.
ence in railroad locating in the tropics was
the first consideration in selecting men, and
three of the five chiefs of party chosen were
so qualified, two of them. H. F. Howe and

was done

C.

H. Farnham, having been with the CantonRailroad in China, where they were

Hankow

respectively Principal .\ssistant Engineer and
Division Engineer, and the third, J. M. Robinson, coming from the Guayaquil-Quito Rail-

road in Ecuador, where he was Division EngiThe other chiefs of party chosen were
R. F. Ricker, from the Virginia & Carolina
Terminal Yards at Cebu and Construction Tracks.
Coast, and F. I). Nash from the C, B. & Q..
tentatively planned by the Government are shown on the accom- both well known to the Chief Engineer. The engineering corps was
panying map. Only after the most exhaustive study of the re- recruited up to a complement of .50 men. and they all reported at
sources and topography of these islands, through the United States Kansas City and made the trip to the coast in special cars over
the Northern Pacific.
On April 2ti, IftOti. they sailed from Seattle
(Jovernraent records and through reconnaissance surveys by special
representatives,* did the associated bankers decide to bid for the on the "Minnesota." This was the first big step toward the fulfillwork and organize a syndicate to carry it out. These studies indi- ment of the plan of the United States Government to relieve the
greatest economic need of the Philippine Islands.
cated potential wealth in the Vlsayas awaiting for development only
The five locating parties, two for Panay and one each for Negros
the completion of adequate and economical transportation, and these
resources quite overshadowed difficullie.'4 of construction. Another and Cebu, were made up on the voyage out, and the Cebu party was
source of information that should be mentioned was the statistical first in the field, beginning work on .June 14, undaunted by the
records of the Spanish priests in the Philippines, about the most prospect of the tropical rainy season before them. After arriving
valuable documentary heritage of the United
Stales from Spain.
Throughout these Visayan islands the soil
The population varies from
is vt'ry fertile.
13<» per square mile on Negros to more than
."{OO on Cebu. which is the most thl('kly populated Island of the whole Philippine archipelago. The great staple product is sugar, although In the lowlands considerable rice is
cultivated.
In the year l!i05 Negros, which
is the be.st sugar producer, exported not more
than 80,000 tons of sugar, but In the face of
a tran.nportatlon cost of from $20 to $30 per
ton in the dry season and an entire lack of
transportation in the wet season because of
impassable roads. This sugar goes largely to
China, the Chinese merchants buying It up In
the native markets.
This Island contains In
the uplands also vast untouched forests of the
neer.

*ntt Brtlrles by
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months the rapid rate of conatrucUon
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the advam-'
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i.-.rth of Cebu, thni.f
-m., l. I'lu.u.
northern termlniiii of the i'>Un 1^M<•^. and
ii.'ilf
south of C«-bu to Sangai.
..tli.r
Tli-20-nille Hectlon U on Panay itland from
ibe metropolis of the southern Pblli;
and the southern terminus of the Panay H;im
road, to Poiotan in the interior north.
Coni!tru<tion has been pushed on Celm In
advance of the other Islands because tb:

.lit

.

Mil-

:

,

I>i)pulatlon

tlon

makes the demand

most acute there.

A

for tranconstructioii

.

.

was organized anu the
stability and efficiency of this force wax so
rapidly established that within three months
a monthly average rate of 90,000 cu. yds. of
earth and about 35.000 cu. yds. of rock was moved, at a cost of
only 12>.jc. per cubic yard.
Nothing but hand tools and wheelbarrows and baskets are used, as abundant lal>or and the heavy
of at>out 4,00U natives

Grading

a

trom

hni

Borrow

Pits.

other parties lost no lime in get
ting to work and It became a race among the Ave to see which could
make the best showing. Little will ever be known of the fortitude
displayed by these little bands of surveyors working in an utterly
strange country, toiling through miles of tropical undergrowth and
not Infrequently cut off entirely from their base of supplies. At
times bad trails made packing with animals quite impossible and
cargadores or native carriers were the only reliance of the field
parties for supplies and transportation. Men accustomed to endure
this kind of hardship are generally the last to talk about it, but
occasional despatches briefly informing the New York office of the
progress of the work, by their very terseness told the tale. So and
so pulled out for a bit of a rest; supplies sent
in ahead and cached to prevent running short
again; and once In a long while the bare statement of a resignation, doubtless of some
weaker brother unable to endure the strain.
The actual test was bound to develop here and
there weaknesses that even the searching
In their respective terrltorleh the

shipping expense which would have to be reckoned both ways,
render the use of heavy raflroad construction equipment impracticable In the Philippines In the present state of development.
The great majority of the natives engaged were quite unaccustomed to the use of the white man's pick and shovel and wheelbarrow and rock drills, coming as they did from plantations where
their own primitive tools were still largely in vogue.
It Is a native
trait to use the hands and feet for working earth and some patience
was required to overcome the tendency to drop the new tools and

examination at appointment failed to detect.
As a whole the locating engineers were
admirably well qualified for the work, and
all the parties succ-eeded In demonstrating
markedly better routes than were supposed to
exist.
For example, on Panay between Passi
and I)ao, a distance of about 20 miles, it wa.<i
supposed from reconnaissance that a 2 per
cent, line would be necessary.
After a com
paratively long silence when the Chief Ungi
neer had begun to wonder just what they
were up to, the party assigned to that section emerged with the news that they had
located a

1 per cent, line requiring actually
work than had been expected for the 2
per cent, grade. This Is one instance of the
character of the work done.
The First Locomotive Shops of the Philippine Railways.
Rapid progress was made considering this
careful location, so that by November, 1906, less than five months
resort to nature's implements whenever the foreman's back was
from the time of landing, nearly all of the main surveys were com- turned. There was also a disposition to try to carry the wheelbarpleted and ground was broken on Cebu.
rows
Governor-Genera! Smith
after loading on the back. These little idiosyncracles were
turned the first shovel of soil on the fourth of that month. Con- gradually eliminated, so that in a very few^ weeks the men were able
struction on Panay Island was begun soon after, but small survey- to use their implements effectively, throwing up embankments four
ing parties continued in the field on all three islands some months feet high all through a nine hour-shift without serious fatigue.
longer, making tentative locations for possible extensions and
The experiences encountered on Panay island, where about 2.000
hranche.i of the main system.
natives have been at work were practically a repetition of tho.se
To date there has been completed nearly 60 miles of grading on Cebu. though the island is not so densely populated and some
composing three sections. Track is laid and ballasted on one sec- fears were at first entertained as to whether the labor supply would
tion, which will probably be placed In operation this month.
Track be adequate. Negros is also less densely populated than Cebu, but
laying Is almost completed on a second section.
During the sum- there now appears good reason to suppose that a sufficient force
can be mustered without difficulty among the
natives there, though it was at one time
thought that labor might have to be imported
1) some extent from the other islands.
Alto
sether the use of Filipino labor is proving
an unqualified success, and the experience thus
lar is summed up in the opinion of the Chief
ICugineer, recently stated, that his meu were
doing work not only better than could ever
lie achieved by white laborers in the tropics
imt comparing favorably with the average rate
of workmen on railroad work In temperate

less

climates.

m

^^H^
Grading for

a

"Wye"

at

Cebu.

Naturally the secret of this achievement
largely in the administration which has
attempted to develop the best qualities in the
native character as well as to attract and
hold the better element among the laboring
populace. First there Is the question of wages.
Common labor is paid 50 centavos, or about
lies
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25 cents gold per day of 10 hours, witU subsistence, while the capltaces receive one peso,
or 50 cents. A scientifically proportioned diet
of the most nourishing food is provided, costing the company about 25 centavos per day
per man. This total cost of 75 centavos per
(lay for common labor is high for the Philippines and was fixed only after much study
of the experiences of the Government and
others with Filipino labor. There were two
The first was to fix a
vital considerations.
figure that would be considered fair by the
Government and the Filipinos, thus enablin,.j
without disagreement
it
to be maintained
throughout the period of construction. The
second point was to determine the lowest
figure that would attract the best working elfment among the natives in sufficient numbers
to keep the large supervising organization
fully occupied at all times.
Wages for common labor were fouud to
vary widely in the archipelago, according to the supply and to the inclinations of
employers.
At the Marivales quarries in
Fill No. 109, Island of Cebu; Philippine Railways.
Luzon the rate was 90 centavos and subsistence. On the Toledo road construction in Cebu
ing force does not vary from day to day, as has nearly always been
work.
hours
for
nine
only 30 centavos with subsistence was paid
constantly
These were the extremes. In the former case the work was more the case heretofore, but the same men are to be found
is
on the^ railroads, while in the hitter on the work day in and day out. month by month, so that there
that in prospect
arduous than
^
_^
touch
personal
that
Philippines
in
time
the
the
first
growing
up
tor
old
and
by
boys
.t"war"m'uch lei' so and" wa^ performed largely
men who would not do for railroad construction. From this it will between the foremen and their men, which is so essential for efficient
be seen that the fixing of the wage scale was a delicate question, construction.
In connection with wages, the problem of the method of payseriously involving the success of the enterprise. Then came the
maintainquestion of subsistence. Verified instances of men trying to live ment was met by an interesting solution. The expense of
ing a properly bonded staff of paymasters to
pay men at short regular intervals would be
heavy and besides there would be some physical difficulty connected with transporting by
pack animals or cargadores, and handling
large quantities of money, weighing something like 150 lbs. tor every thousand dollars
Therefore the
in the necessary small cash.
men are paid daily in time checks which are
negotiable with certain leading merchants by
.sjjecial arrangement and with Ah Gong, the
commissary. The plan works to the complete
satisfaction of all but the disreputable characters who were accustomed to hover about
the camps and mulct the laborers of their
wages often as soon as they were paid. This
\iiidesirable condition has been almost entirely
eliminated.
The benefits to the Philippine Islands of
this use of native labor solely, as compared
with the probable restilts it imported Chinese
labor had been used, are many. Chinese labor
would have assured the same first class railroad system at a total cost of possibly 5 per
cent, less, but the economic gain to the country would probably have ended there.
CerA Side Hill Cut and Fill; Philippine Railways.

with loo little nourishment in the effort to
save money when paid entirely in cash with
de
organization
of
considerations
other
It-rmined the Chief Engineer to provide suli
sislence.
The chief surgeon of the Philippine
Railway Company, after due experiment, settled upon the proportions three-fifths rice, onefifth beef, one-tenth fish, one-tenth vegetables
and the remainder condiments, as the most
nourl.^hlng (•ompoglllon for the daily diet of
the native doing hard physical labor, and this
standard was adopted. It may be noted that
this ration, served In ample quantities, by a
Chlncup contract I'ommissary, is much better
calculated lo forestall fatigue than anything
to which the average of the men had hitherto

been arruiilomed.
The fortunate outcome of this liberal
policy measured by general results has been
seen.
A specific comparl.son of unit costs on
the railroad up lo dale and on road making
previously carried out In the VIsijyan islands,

shows that the railroad company is getting
from 00 to 60 per rent, more work for Its
l)een returned l)efore by naiinprecednnted stability of na-

money than has
tive labor.
il

An

vn labor forces has been attained.

The work-

Grading

at

Mile 24, Island of Panay.
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small Initial order of i't
J t carH in all. has
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have
l>«r
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Cii'

•

be«ii In

of

flat

a
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'

The

(leslgn of
.-pf cars is not
• of the prlnfully decided "i
U.fore the Teohnlcai
quetftions now
l>al
'lard.
l^arking a baslH of actual experience
•

t

the exact conditions obtaining in the
where the cars will be operated.
studies are l>ein(; made of the pansencr roll•

iider

country

iiiK «tocl<.

new and

old.

on scvn

the tropli«. notably
rnmenl Military Railways. Ihiad« in

,il-

a-

m

ivninsular Railway and Le Cheiuiu <ie Fer
lu Congo.
The design of the Philippine railroad passenger cars will be evolved from these
studies modified by the Judgment of the Ixiard
;i.s to the prol>able effect of conditions of opermlion in the Philippines which have no parallel
Isewhere.
In the matter of materials a serious problem was to secure an adequate supply of timber suitable for ties, piles, etc. An order was
•

Clearing a

Nipa Thicket;

Philippine Railways.

most of the money paid out as wages
would have found its way to the Celestial
Kingdom, while now it will be put In circulatalnly

tion in the Islands to Increase the money sup
Furthermore, an industrial army
ply ihere.
of 20,000 men will have been trained In the
principles of modern Industry, and these men

naturally be absorbed except those who
needed in operation, to very good advantage in the new Industrial activity made
possible by the railroads which they will have
will

will be

built.
It has now been shown how two of the
three most vital considerations in the building of this railroad system have been met
and substantially solved. To facilitate the
working out of the standardl2iatlon of equipment and rolling stock, there has been organized a so-called Technical Board, consisting of
certain officers of J. G. White & Co. as the
contractors, the Philippine Railway Company,
two consulting engineers and the engineering
executives in the field. This Technical Board
co-operates with the Philippine Commission,
for all decisions and purchases are subject to
the approval of the latter body.
Nearly all the orders for the rolling stock,
rails and materials thus far placed have been
described from time to time in the Railroad
Gazette. Some motive power in the shape of
an early order of 50-ton mogul locomotives
has been in use on construction for several

Finishing a Cut and

Fill to

Standard Width

of 15 Feet.

plaied for 150,000 ties of Jarrah. an Australian
hard wood. It was feared that this supply
would not be received rapidly enough to keep
pace with the shipments of rails, and that the
con.structlon might l>e delayed.
known to the Chief Engineer,

.\s was wellsome of the

Philippine hard woods are eminently well
adapted for the above purposes, but heretofore
lliere has appeared to be no way to get the
limber out. A special representative was sent
down into the Island of Mindanao, remote
from the scene of the railroads, to take up
ihe question with the friendly Moro chiefs.
Negotiations were successfully completed and
hundreds of Moro tribesmen are at work in
their own forests with their native knives and
the saws supplied them, hewing trees and getInditing railroad ties out in finished shape.
cations are that this plan will naturally aid
in solving the problem of timber supply.

A railroad fs being planned to run from
on the eastern coast of Hawaii, northIt will serve a number
westerly 45 miles.
of sugar plantations in Hllo and Hamakua
districts; at present the sugar is carried to
the nearest point on the coast and loaded on
llilo,

Outlying Buildings of a Construction Camp.
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coastwise steamers instead of being shipped overland to a main port.
The road will cost about $1,800,000. It is expected that it will
eventually be built all the way around the island, going near the
lower levels of Mauna Loa, which is an active volcano in the center
of the island.

Pennsylvania Two-Cent

Law

Unconstitutional.

Common

Pleas Court, at Philadelphia last Tuesday, declared unconstitutional the two-cent fare law
passed by the last Pennsylvania legislature. The case upon which
the decision was made will be taken to the State Supreme Court at
once, in the hope of getting a decision before October 1, when the
law was to have gone into effect.
The Pennsylvania was the first to attack the law, bringing a
suit in the Philadelphia courts to restrain the county of Philadelphia
from collecting the fine for violating the provisions of the act, and
Other railroads
it is on this suit that the decision is now given.
have brought similar proceedings in various counties of the state.
but no decisions have been rendered, as it is generally understood
that the Pennsylvania's suit will be made the test case in the higher
.ludges Willson

and Audenried,

in

court.

The decision of the court takes up 110 typewritten pages. After
reviewing its limitations in the present case and declaring the "Pennsylvania Railroad Company is not vested with any immunity from
the exercise of the power of the legislature to regulate rates," the
court takes up the contention of the company that the two-cent rate
is unreasonable, sustains the contention and grants the injunction
asked for.
Continuing, the court says:
There remains now to be disposed of the question whether the
act is to be denied enforcement on the ground that by reason of
the generality of its language it extends to interstate commerce, and
The question
thus infringes on the province of the federal law.
must be answered in the negative. A legislative intent to exceed
constitutional rights and to violate fundamental law is never to be
presumed if the language of the statute can be satisfied by a conThe act with which we are concerned is to
trary construction.
be regarded as intended to apply only to that part of the passenger
business of the railroads over which the legislative power of regulation extends, and since that business is not so confused with interstate passenger traffic as to be insusceptible of separate regulation we
hold that the act is not invalid for the reason last suggested.
Upon the whole case we are of opinion, and therefore find, that,
although with respect to its title and other matters of form no valid
objection to the law exists, its operation, so far as it relates to the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, is objectionable on constitutional
grounds for the following reasons:
As a regulation by the legislature of the rates of fares for passengers on the lines constructed by the plaintiff under the act of
April 13, 1846, between Harrisburg and Pittsburg and Pittsburg and
Erie, the act violates an existing contract between the plaintiff and
the Commonwealth, and so contravenes Article I, Section 10, of
the Constitution of the United States.
As a regulation of the plaintiff's intrastate passenger business
in its entirety, the act under existing circumstances is unreasonable
and conflscAtory, and by depriving the plaintiff of its property without due process of law, violates Amendment 14 of the Constitution
•
*
•
of the United States.
Viewed as an alteration or revocation of the plaintiff's franchise,
•
*
•
such rates as, within the maxima fixed by
to establish
the second proviso of Section 21, of the act of April 13, 1846. its
president and directors may deem reasonable, the act under consideration violates Article XVI, Section 10. of the constitution of
F'ennsylvania • • • by establishing so low a maximum rate of
fare as to render that branch of the plaintiff's business unremunerative, but providing no compensation for the loss thereby occasioned.
We accordingly adjudge that the act of April 5. 1907, cannot be
enforced so far as concerns the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and
that the county of Philadelphia should be restrained from demanding fines and attempting by action to collect them, if the maximum
which that act attempts to establish be disregarded by the plaintiff.
Under the head of "plaintiffs' requests for findings of fact," the
court affirms that:
The method used In ascertaining the expenses of handling the
complainant's intrastate passenger business is the correct one.
That the percentage realized under existing rates of fare, upon
the cost of the property. Is not unfair or unreasonable, and that the
percentage under the n«>w law wo\ild not be fair or properly compensatory.
That cost of conducting railroad business for sovoral years has
been greatly and constantly Increasing.
That a reduction In intrastate rates will most probably compel
a corresponding reduction In Interstate rates.
That the average rate per mile for carrying Intrastate passengars does not now exceed two cents a mile.
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That reduction of rates would not be

11.

likely to lead to increase

of business.

That a uniform rate of two cents could not, in all probability, be
obtained from all passengers, and is neither advantageous to the
public nor just to the company.
That there is no evidence that the legislature investigated the
matter before enacting the law.
In the defendant's requests for finding the court refuses the
following:
In determining whether the maximum rate, as specified in the
improper, all the traffic and receipts of the plaintiff within the
state, and subjected to the control of the legislature, must be taken
The passenger traffic cannot be segregated and
into consideration.
considered without reference to receipts from the express and freight
traffic and all other sources of corporate earnings.
The opinion of the court goes exhaustively into the niany and
It is shown that,
intricate questions of law involved in the case.
with the exception of the Philadelphia & Trenton Railroad and the
Allegheny Valley Railroad, the leased lines of the Pennsylvania
Railroad were vested with the same rights as to rates of toll and
transportation charges as those conferred on the plaintiff company.
While the Pennsylvania is operated under a charter granted under
the old state constitution, nevertheless the company accepted the
constitution of 1.S73, so that, as above stated, the company is not
vested with any immunity from the exercise of the power of the
legislature to regulate rates by virtue of grants thereof by the
commonwealth to any of the corporations whose railroads it has
act, is

leased or acquired.
The court states a large number of legal principles involved in
the case, and cites decision affecting unreasonableness, confiscation,
contract abrogation and the like, and declares that public service
corporations in Pennsylvania are entitled to look for a rate of return, if their property will earn it, of not less than the legal rate
of interest.
As to immunity

from rate regulation on the line between Harrisburg and Pittsburg and any branch line to Erie constructed
under the authority of the act of 1846, the court says that
"The act of incorporation by which this immunity was conferred, being accepted by the plaintiff when it constructed its road
on the faith thereof, constituted a contract between it and the commonwealth, whose obligation the latter could not impair. Neither
the act of May 3, 1855, nor the constitutional amendment of 1857,
•
nor the constitution of 1873 could have any such effect. * *
When the legislature alters or revokes a corporate franchise under
Article 16. Section 10, of the constitution of 187:3, it is necessarily
implied that such franchise was, in its opinion, injurious to the
When the legislature, without procitizens of the commonwealth.
viding for compensation, endeavors by geueral law to annul the
charter right of a railroad company to establish its rates in accordance with a certain schedule and attempts an unreasonable regulation of its rates, this is a violation of the constitutional provision
that no injustice shall be done to its corporators.
The court also considers the failure of the legislature properly
to investigate passenger earnings and their proportion to freight
business. This is discussed for the reason that the court was called
upon to determine whether or not a two-cent maximum rate was
a reasonable regulation so far as concerns the Pennsylvania Railroad.
After analyzing the figures submitted during the trial of the suit,
(he court reaches the opinion that upon an actual investment of
$32,548,802 of its own money, the Penns\ Ivania's probable earnings
for 1907 for the passenger business within the state would yield a
return of 5.1 per cent, on the basis of the rates charged at present.

This would be less than legal interest.
"It is improbable that the doing away with commutation tickets
and the exaction of a two cents per mile fare from those who have
been using such tickets would serve to increase the net profits of
the plaintiff, since, in all likelihood, such a change would so reduc»
the number of suburban riders and the amount of the higher rate
business that such passengers Incidentally bring to the company as
to practically offset the increase of receipts due to the increase In
fare."

The court does not agree with the

county's contention that the

freight business will not be affected by an Increase in commutation
rates, or that the passenger business is so combined with freight
business as to he indistinguishable in the joint result. On the contrary, the opinion declares that experienced railroad men say that
the business is readily distinguishable and further that "the legislature Itself. In the very act now under discussion has, for the purposes of regulation, attempted to segregate the passenger traffic of

the railways and to deal with

it

as

if It

existed as a thing apart from

all else."

"If pushed to Its logical restilt," says the opinion, "the argument
advanced would justify a law requiring that the railroad companies
of the slate should carry all Intrastate passengers without charge
and look to their freight business for reimbursement of expenses and
for a return on their Investmerl
Is

the reductio ad absurdum."

in

the business, which, of course.
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so doing
to

The MUaourl Padflr has made IncreaHi-u avpraKlng
wacra of 2,000 rlerlral employees.

10 per cent.

In the

The Texaa

Commibslon haii ordered the rallroadH
promptly to the rommlsMlon liy telegraph.

Stule Kallrnad

to report train arcldontii

the
In the Federal Court at Jamestown. N. Y.. September
Urand Jury returned indictments for illegal freight rateH agaluHt
the Standard Oil Co. and the New York Central and the Pennsylvania
•!,

rallroadx.

The Mexican government has just released two Americans, railroad conductors, who have lieen In prison more than a year on the
charge of murder, but who now are released unconditionally with no
charges against them.
Mexican railroads are complaining that the Southern
devoting its freight cars to the needs of sugar cane traffic
and other heavy business in Louisiana and Texas to the neglect of
shipments destined for Mexico.

At Milwaukee it Is reported that the principal railroads of
Wisconsin are lonslderlng the complete atmlltion of commutation
rndcr the law of that state, which now forbids dinrrlmlDatlon with minute particularity, every town to or from which desired commutaiion tickets are not sold is expecie<l to complain of
tickets,

the

discrimination

Commercial travelers of Chicago and west of there complain that
the rallioads in the West and Southwest have increased their extra
baggage rates from 12^.. per cent, of the passenger fare to 18 per
cent.
an increase which evidently was made to offset the reductions which the state legislatures ordered in passenger fares.

The Southern Pacific has ordered the discontinuance of the sale
liquors on the trains of the company within the territory of
Arizona, a law having been passed in that territory requiring the
payment of a tax of $300 a year for each train in each county: and
the Southern Pacific runs six trains a day through five counties.
of

Near Murdock. Neb., on the morning of September 6. the passengers in the chair car of an express train of the Rock Island road
were robbed by three masked men with pistols who. until a moment
before the robbery, had been riding peacefully in the car as ^asaengers. The conductor endeavored to repulse the robbers, but their
four "guns" were more than a match for his one.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has reported to the Department of
Internal Affairs of the state of Pennsylvania that the line of its road
from Philadelphia to Pittsburg is 348.9 miles long, or about five
miles less than the distance hitherto shown in the company's timetables.
The reporters are now figuring out how much the company has cheated the public annually in consequence of the use of
erroneous figure in computing passenger fares.

Between Milwaukee and Cedarburg, Wis., recently a length of
25,000 ft. of copper trolley wire was stolen from the line of the
Milwaukee & Northern Electric Railway, all in a single night. The
wire, weighing 500 lbs. per 1.000 ft., was all in place over the tracks.
and the thieves must have had a "giraffe" wagon to enable them to

commit the

theft so quickly.

The

loss to the railroad

company

the

railroads

in

favor of other

all fares to 2 cents a mile.
This increase of traffic has
particularly noticeable on Sundays, and numerous bits of circumstantial evidence are cited to support the statement made.

lieen

Controlled Manual on the Burlington.

The Chicago. Burlington A Quincy

According to the newspapers the use of Barclay's automatic
printing telegraph on the lines of the Western I'nion Telegraph
Company has been much extended since the strike. This apparatus
which, at the receiving station, prints telegrams on the regular
blank, like any other typewriter, is in use on lines between NewYork and Boston, New York and Philadelphia, New York and Pittsburg, New York and Boston and New York and St. Louis.
It was
described in the Hailroad Gazette of June 9. 1905.

The Secretary of State of Missouri has been enjoined by Judge
Pollock, of the I'nitPd States Court, at St. Joseph from annulling
Rock Island & Pacific Railway's charter for its refusal
Chicago.
the
to stop its through trains at Luthrop. a Junction with the Atchison.
Topeka & Santa P'e, for which the Rock Island was fined in Ihe
state courts ami appealed to the Federal court, thus ignoring the
doing business in Missouri from
Federal courts. The hearing will be held

statute prohibiting corporations

appealing from stale to
next Monday.

Is

preparing to Install on

its

the manual block system arranged
for the use of the single-track control apparatus which is made by
the General Railway Signal Company, of the type which has t)een
in use for the last few years on several hundred miles of the singletrack lines of the Illinois Central. The officers of the Burlington
expect to rapidly extend the use of controlled manual signals over
about 2,000 miles of their single-track lines.
line

from Aurora

to

Savannah.

III.,

Cautiousness Extraordinary.

The Standard Oil Company shies when a railroad company tenders money to its officers!
When the western lines made interstate
fares 2 cents a mile the mileage credential was no longer necessary,
and notice was given that such credentials would be redeemed by
the Western Passenger .Association at their face value. The Standard Oil Company returned 187 which had been in use by its representatives.
In due time the .\ssociation sent the company a check
The legal department
for $1,776.50, but the check was returned.
wrote to the General Passenger agents of the various lines asking
announcing the redemption, and if sucli
circular had been regularly filed with the commission, and if the
In the meantime, the mileage bureau
action had official cognizance.
Exchange.
is holding the check.
for copies of the circular

Disastrous

Derailment at

Norris,

Iowa.

Twelve persons were killed and about the same number injured
at Norris, Iowa, on September 6. when a northl)Ound passenger train
of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific was derailed at or near the
The derailment occurred Just
station while running at full speed.

moment that the engine of the passenger train passed the
engine of a freight which was standing on the side track, and the
engine and first three cars of the passenger train were thrown with
great violence against the freight engine. All of the passengers
killed or injured were in the smoking car. which appears to have
been the third from the engine.
at the

is

about $3,000, and at last accounts there was no clew to the thieves.

.\. H. Stickney, of the Chicago Great Western Railroad,
affidavit HIeil in the Federal court at St. Paul last Monday, says
that if the commodity and the 2-cent passenger rales, now in controversy in Minnesota become effective his road .will be financially

Preiiident

an

It will suffer a reduction of 22 per cent, on fine grains, 28
per cent, on corn, more than 42 per cent, on hard coal and nearly
26 per cent, on soft coal. The company accepted the freight tariff
promulgated by the State Railroad Commission in 1906, though by

ruined.

by

duction of

—

in

practiced

towns at which commutation privileges are granted. It is also reported in Milwaukee that the sale of local single-trip tickets has
increased on many of the roads to a marked degree since the re-

is

In the l.'nited States Court at Lincoln, Neb., September 10. the
Burlington, the Northwestern and the Union Pacific obtained a temporary Injunction to prevent the Nebraska State Railroad Commission from reducing freight rates on grain.

this

sustained a loss In revenue of 22 per cent. It was hoped
this loss In Increased traffic, but this hope was not

fully realized.

Ofllcerg of

Pacific

it

make up

Six Passengers Killed at Caledon, Ont.
In the derailment of a special passenger train, heavily loaded,
on the Canadian Pacific near Caledon, Ont., about 40 miles west of
Toronto April 3. six passengers were killed and a large numbei were
injured.
The train was traveling on a steep descending grade
around a sharp curve and appears to have been thrown off the track
by excessive speed. The engineman is 23 years old and he had
made but two trips before this in charge of a passenger train. The
speed at which the train was traveling as it approached the curve
was so high that an experienced track foreman, who was at work on

the track, warned his gang of men to leap over the fence to safeguard their lives, the foreman feeling sure that the speed, which was
about 35 miles an hour, was too high for the curve.

Chicago Railways Company Not

In

Possession,

in the United
States Circuit Court directing the receivers of the Union Traction
Company, which operates the street car system on the north and
west sides of Chicago, to turn these properties over to a new corporation called the Chicago Railways Company for 20 years, has
been reversed l)y the United States Court of Appeals. The decision
of the higher court remaads the case to the United States Circuit
Court and leaves the situation where it was before the formation

The order recently entered by Judge Gross.iip

of the Chicago Railways Company.
The Court of .\ppeals said that Judge Grosscnp had no power
to give possession to the Chicago Railways Company without the
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consent of the bondholders and stockholders of the underlying companies, and that the only manner in which the railways company
could obtain possession of the traction properties was through negotiations with the stockholders and the bondholders.
The action of the Couit of Appeals hinged entirely on the question of Jurisdiction.
The power of Judge Grosscup to issue the order
in favor of the Chicago Railways Company was the only thing assailed.
The opinion, by Judge Brewer, of the United States Supreme
Court, praised the wisdom of the order, but declared that legally it
was wrong.

The Noise Nuisance on

Street Cars.

Blowing of whistles by conductors of South Side street railway
cars as signals for stopping and starting must stop. The ear-splitting communication between the conductor and motorman was dispensed with yesterday by order of the President. In days past the
conductor took delight in blowing his whistle as close as possible
to the passenger's ear, the more inoffensive the passenger the louder
the signal. President Mitten says that "the car whistle is a relic of
barbarism and of the cable epoch now consigned to students of
geolog}-.
In the future conductors will rely on the bell cord, which
does not interfere with the comfort of passengers." The conductor's
blasts have been mistaken for the notifications of the policemen at
crossings, and now even the use of the whistle to warn teamsters
out of the track is forbidden. Chicago Record-Herald.

The American Locomotive Company.
In the last fiscal year the American Locomotive Company did the
It
largest amount of business since its organization six years ago.
built new shop buildings and power plants and installed machinery
and equipment at its different works, particularly at Schenectady,
Dunkirk, Richmond and Montreal; these improvements cost $1,692.S59, and were paid for out of the extraordinary additions and betterment fund of $2,000,000 created last year. An equal amount has been
set aside to carry on similar work next year. During the past year,
$5,000,000 5 per cent, notes, maturing in five equal annual instalments from October 1. 1907, to October 1, 1911, were issued to
provide working capital. Last spring the structural steel department at Montreal was sold to the Structural Steel Company, Ltd..
and the Locomotive & Machine Company of Montreal will hereafter
In
build only locomotives, steam shovels and rotary snow plows.
the following statement of earnings, income from investments, etc.,
is included in gross earnings.
Chnngps.
1907.
$49..51.=i,486
Cross earnings
Inc:
$6,967,610
"
Expenses
42,744.381
0,659,011
Net earnings
Fixed chrgs., bllis payable,

$6,771,10.'5

Ino.
"

.?.'?n8..';99

Inc.

$177,513

Inc.

937,500

$3,358,207
2.000.000

Dec.

759,987

.<;i,35S.2()7

Inc,

$241. .'.78

&c

412.898

Available for dividends
IHv. on preferred. 7 per cent.
Div. on common, .5 per cent...

$6,338,207
1,2.">0,000

Surplus after dividends
Kxtrn. addtns and betrmt fund

.

.

.

.

Surplus

Progress on

11.

their securities at fair prices, cannot but be fraught with disaster
both to the states and to the railroads. It is not believed that such
a policy will commend itself to the dispassionate judgment of the
communities served by your lines, or that in the effort to correct
abuses that may exist unjust treatment will be accorded to corporations that are honestly endeavoring to fulfil the purposes for which
they were chartered.
It is only 11 years since your railroad passed through a receivership and foreclosure and a drastic reorganization, and it certainly
cannot be seriously claimed that the small dividends since paid to

the shareholders have yielded even a just return upon its capital.
The owners of your property are entitled to the same good faith
which is properly exacted from them, and no temporary prejudices
or misunderstandings can excuse or justify action which would
deprive a railroad shareholder of the rights and remedies which are
guaranteed to all classes of the community.

Fire Protection in Altoona Yards.

The Pennsylvania Railroad

is to

put

fire

extinguishing apparatus

of the 26 locomotives used in the freight yards at Altoona,
This action
Pa., and most of these engines are already equipped.
is a result of the determination on the part of the company to provide, without reference to the city fire department, for a complete
fire-fighting system in its yards.
The Altoona yard is divided into

on

all

each with an alarm whistle.
In the Pittsburg yards the fire organization, which is also to
be adopted at Altoona, is as follows:
The conductor of the crew is
the "foreman," and is the man to direct the work of a crew when
called to answer a fire alarm.
The flagman is designated as the
"hoseman," it being his duty to see that the hose is removed from
the reel and coupled to the water attachment as promptly as possible.
The two brakemen of the crew are designated as "nozzlemen."
Weekly tests are made to promote efficiency.
five fire districts,

Foundry Cooling.

A

letter from the Bellevue Pipe & Foundry Co. to the American
Blower Co.. Detroit. Mich., says that in order to keep the foundry
cool enough to work in during the hot summer days the steam colls
of the hot-blast heating system were filled with cold water and the
fan run as for heating. The experiment was a success and as a

The American
result not a day was lost in the moulding room.
Blower Co. has given special attention to the matter of proper heating and ventilation of foundries by a system which makes it possible to cool and ventilate with equal satisfaction in the summer
time, and thus save much lost time as well as maintain the efficiency
of the plant while in operation.

131,086

Railroad Y. M. C. A. at Baltimore.

1.7.50.000

Panama
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Canal.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company has awarded a contract for the erection of a new Y. M. C. A. building at Riverside,
Baltimore, to J. J. Walsh & Sons, of that city. The building will
It will
cost about $33,000 and it is to be ready for use March 1.
be of brick, 36 ft. x 100 ft., two stories high, with attic and basereception
hall,
room
game
and
ment. On the first floor will be a
reading room, and on the second the assembly room, one class room,
four bedrooms. Indies' retiring room, buffet, kitchen and two toilet

The excavation of the Panama canal is now one-tenth comrooms. The attic will be taken up by one large dormitory. New
pleted.
The work done in August, despite the heavy rainfall of
association buildings have been built at Brunswick, Cumberland,
11.89 In., amounted to 215,62.0 cu. yds. more than was done in July,
South Chicago, Newark, Holloway and several other places, and It

and surpassed

all previous records.
The total amount of material to be excavated was estimated in
June. 1904, to be 111.280,000 cu. yds. Since then and up to August
31, an aggregate of 10.863,684 yds. had been excavated.
There are
now sixty-three steam shovels at work and 34 will soon be received.
The present force in constant employment on the isthmus consists
of 30,500 men. Reports from the isthmus show that the health
records are better than In most of the larger cities of the United

States.

is

contemplated

to still build others.

The Dramatis Personae.

A prominent railroad man, in close touch with the southern
roads, gives the following partial explanation of recent occurrences:
The zone of the Southern states in which the antagonism between the state and the railroads has become most acute has been
These three states are
in North Carolina, Georgia and Alabama.

represented, respectively, by Gov. Robert B. Glenn, Gov. Hoke Smith
and Gov. Comer. Gov. Glenn was formerly a Southern Railway attorney. Gov. Smith made his money chiefly by prosecution of damage
From the advance sheets of the Norfolk & Western annual report suits against railroads, and Gov. Comer is a farmer. Gov. Glenn
wo take the following comment by President .lohnson on the legis- is opposed in North Carolina by a United States Circuit Judge, Peter
lative situation:
Gov. Comer is opposed in Alabama by United States
C. Pritchard.
The rapidly progressing development of the coal areas tributary Judge Thomas G. Jones. Gov. Smith Is "layln' low and sayln'
to your lines makes it Increasingly evident that the demands upon nutbln'."
your management for transportation cannot be properly met without
Gov. Smith say.s that hv- has a scheme that will outschenie the
the complete double tracking of the line from Concord to Columbus. Governors of North Carolina and Alabama in their bids for the
This work, while important to the interest of the stockholders. Is Democratic nomination for the Presidency, though he has given
equally important to the welfare of tho commonwealths traversed no intimation as yet as to the details of his plan. Hoke Smith's
by your lines and to the property of tlieir citizens who are striv- father was born In Vermont, and he has no war record: Gov. Glenn's
ing to develop the natural wealth of their states and to broaden the father was killed in the Confederate Army; Judge Thomas G. Jones
market for their mineral and other prod icts.
was wounded .several times in defence of Alabama as a Confederate
It therefore goes without saying that, any policy which hampers
soldier; the father of Judge Pritchard was killed on account of his
the development of railroads, or by depleting their revenues lowers Union predilections, together with other East Tennesseans in the
their credit and thus repels investors -who would otherwise purchase beginning of the civil war; Gov. Comer look no part In the war.

President Johnson on Restrictive Legislation.

—

awrmtwa
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and

General Manager E. A. Handy, of the I.Ake Shore * Michigan
Southern and Its controlled llnefi. baa Issued to employees of the
operatInK department a circular In which he sayH.
The following outlines In a general way the relations which the
management desires to see e«tabll8hed between Its employees and
They are presented for your Individual guidance and
the public.
observance.
The public Judges a railroad corporation very largely by the
treatment It Is accorded by the agent representing the company. In
whatever capacity he may be employed.
A reputation for fair dealing, with courteous and absolutely
equal treatment of all customertt, Is as essential to the success of the
railroad as It Is to the success of any other business.
The Interest of the farmer, the manufacturer, the mine owner,
the merchant and the railroad U mutual, and efficient transportation
facilities are necessary to the success of all.
The good will and friendship of the communities served by our
companies Is the most valuable asset they can have; and the strong-

recommendation for promotion an employee in any department
is the fact that by uniform courtesy and kindly
accommodation of patrons he has secured for himself and for the
road the good will and friendship of the community In which he is
est

Al'i'ii'

hu

Snrthrrn.

'iDi

— K,

A.

Legal Ofllcera.

Kaulhaber,

St. Louis,

Mo.

ua.-

1-—

appointed Receiver.

Vhnago Jumtion.

—

H. E. Poronto,
also Secretary.
R. B.
has been elected Treasurer.

elected

Purchasing

Agent,

Thomson, At^Utant

has been
Treajiurer.

Colorado Southern, yew Orlearu <f Paciflc.—J. H. Elliott. General
Superintendent of the Third district of the St. Louis A San
Francisco, has been elected Vice-President and General Manager
of ihe Colorado Southern, New Orleans k Pacific, with office at
Beaumont, Tex.

—

E. W. Cartlidge, Assistant to the Vice-President
Boston. Mass., has been appointed .Assistant to the VicePresident at Mexico City. Mex.

ilej-icau Central.

at

—

Charles S. Keith, Vice-President and General
Manager, has been elected President. John A. Sargent, Traffic Manager and General Superintendent, succeeds Mr. Keith.

iIi»sourij£ Louisiana.

Rinlan

can possibly have

office

St.

—

River. G. C. Chittick has been appointed .\udltor, with
at South .\mboy, N. J.

Joseph

Grand Island.

earnestly ask our employees to be governed by the above, in

spirit as well as in letter.

— W.

N. Purvis has been elected SecreJoseph. Mo., succeeding F. W. Russell.
W. M. Mooney has been appointed Acting Auditor, with office at
St. Joseph, succeeding to the duties of F. C. Ublman, who went
to the Virginian Railway.
if

tary, with office at

located.

St.

—

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

Tehuantepec X at tonal. H. W. Morris, Assistant to the Vice-President, has been assigned to other duties and his former position

Quebec & Western will soon be in the market for
ties to be used on its line now building from Port Daniel, Que.,
80
miles.
Gaspe
Basin,
to
V. 1. Smart, Signal Engineer of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,

The

teitiiiL

rilt

"Courteoua* and Absolutely Equal Treatment."

We

a

work

which

<i!

lake ailviutLaKe u( evrry
—Xe%e York TimtM.

Smith, who deOea ai.
rlfht that be ban uii

305
whl n rx-rnrrol on N'ovrn;

Ins shortly after Mr. Sp'-nror"- 'In^th

has been abolished.

Atlantic,

has been appointed Assistant Professor of Transportation at McGiil
University. Montreal, Can.

Tonopah

office

—

B. W. Fernald has been appointed Auditor,
at Los Angeles, Cal.

Tidewater.

<f

with

Operating

OfTicere.

— James

K. W. Blackwell has resigned as Managing Director of the Montreal Steel Works. Montreal. Can., but remains President.
W. F.
.\ngus. Secretary, has been appointed General Manager.

Donahue, Trainmaster of
the Springfield division, has been appointed Trainmaster of the
Indiana division, with headquarters at Seymour. Ind., succeeding E. G. Owens, resigned to go into other business.

A. L. Whipple, who has been Eastern Representative of the Curtain Supply Co., Chicago, since the formation of that company, has

Canadian Pacific. ^A. Stevens, chief train despatcher at Vancouver,
B. C, has been appointed Superintendent at Winnipeg. Man.,

been appointed Eastern Manager, with headquarters at the
office.

Park Row building.

New York

succeeding

Lewis O. Cameron, of Atlanta, Ga., Manager of Sales in the
Southern district of the Pressed Steel Car Company, New York, was
married on September 4 at Calvary Episcopal Church, New York,
to Miss Louise Wann. of that city.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wann, of New York, and niece of F. A. Wann,
General Traffic Manager of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.
Iron and Steel.

J.

T. .\rundel, transferred.

—

Rock Island

The headquarters of J. C. Nolan,
if Pacific.
Superintendent of the Louisiana division, have been moved from
Ruston, La., to El Dorado, Ark.

Chicago,

time.

Ohio Southurstcni.

li

—

New York

city.

The contracting office o£ the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company,
Roanoke. Va.. heretofore at Little Rock, Ark., has been transferred
to New Orleans, La.
The office will be in charge of F. E. Golian,
C. E., of the Atlanta office, who has been with the company for
some

Baltimore

—

Colorado d Southern. H. E. Renick, Trainmaster at Denver. Colo.,
has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of the Fort Collins,
Clear Creek and Pueblo districts, with office at Denver.
Erie.

—The

Superintendent of Transportation,

offices of C. C. Riley.

and G. W. Kirtley. Assistant Superintendent of Transportation,
have been moved from Jersey City, N. J., to New York.
Fitzgerald, Ocilla

master, with
Georgia. Florida

if

Broxton.—yi. W. Gant has been appointed Trainat Fitzgerald, Ga.

office
if

Alabama.

—W.

R. Parsons has been appointed

Trainmaster

The Kanawha & Michigan has ordered 3,000 tons of rails.
The Toledo & Ohio Central has ordered 4,000 tons of rails.
The Hocking Valley has given an order for 5,000 tons of rails.
The Erie will shortly give a contract for 1,100 tons of bridge
steel.

The American
of $1

a ton on

Its

Steel

& Wire Company has announced an advance

wire products.

The New York Central
tons of steel to be used on

is
its

receiving bids for an additional 2,000
New York terminal.

Quebec & Western will soon be in the market for
on 80 miles of line now under construction.
The McCllntic-Marshall Construction Company has received an
order for 3,000 tons of structural steel for the new open hearth
works of the Pittsburgh Steel Company.

The

rails,

Atlantic,

to be used

Showing well-bred consideration

:

affable

Missouri Pacific.

— See
—

St.

Louis

& San

Francisco.

.Missouri Southern.
J. T. Fredricks has been appointed General Manager, with office at Leeper. Mo., succeeding P. R. Walsh, resigned. H. A. Radtke has been appointed Superintendent, with
office at Leeper, Mo., succeeding C. M. Phelps.

—

Xorthwestcrn Pacific. W. S. Palmer, General Superintendent of the
Northern district of the Pacific system of the Southern Pacific,
has been appointed General Manager of the Northwestern Pacific,
succeeding James Agler, resigned.

—

J.

A. Smith has been

appointed General Manager, suc-

ceeding W. D. Blerd.

A memorial of Samuel Spencer, late President of the Southern,
has been published. It consists of a minute adopted by the Voting
Trustees and the Board of Directors of the company In joint meet:

—

Kalamazoo, Lake Shore if Chicago. James Grant. Secretary, has
been appointed General Superintendent, with office at South
Haven, Mich., succeeding Blaine Gavett, resigned to go to another company.

Panama.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

*L'ourteou8

at Bainbridge, Ga., succeeding to the duties of D.
L. Turner, Jr., Acting Trainmaster.

Dictionary).

—W.

Paris d Great Northern.
Superintendent, with
Dickson.
St.

Louis

if

H. Upton has been appointed General
at Paris, Tex., succeeding R. W.

office

San Francisco.— J

.

A. Frates,

Trainmaster at Springfield,
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Mo., has been appointed General Superintendent of llie Tliiid
with office at Chaffee, Mo., succeeding J. H. Elliott.
MisJ. G. Lorton, Superintendent of the Valley division of the
souri Pacific, has been appointed Superintendent of the NorthE.
J.
succeeding
Francisco,
San
Louis
&
of
the
St.
ern division
district,

Hutchison, promoted. See Colorado Southern. New Orleans &
Pacific, under Executive. Financial and Legal Officers.

Houihern Pacific— \\. R. Scott. Superintendent of the Western division, has been appointed General Superintendent of the Northern district of the Pacific system, with office at San P'raucisco.
Cal.. succeeding W. S. Palmer, resigned to go to the Northwestern Pacific. J. H. Young, foimerly General Superintendent
of the First district of the St. Louis & San P'rancisco. succeeds
Mr. Scott, with office at Oaiiland Pier, Cal. See Northwestern
Pacific.

Tehuantepec Xatinnal.—W. N. Cartwright, Superintendent of Transappointed

been

has

portation,

with

Superintendent,

office

at

(2-8-0) locomotives from the American
January. 1908, delivery.

tion

Weight on

o6

drivers

typi'

Itoiler,

-00

worklnc steam pressure

i(-

of tubes
material of tubes
rllamoter of tubes
length of tubes
l"iiel)ox.
length

I'harcoai Iron
2 In.
"
174 "
11)2
'

H-M

width

44..1 sq. ft.
2..">30.o

grate aiea

Heating surface, total
rank capacity

(i.OOII

Westinghouse
"Little (Jianf
Keasbey & Mattlson

-..iiiil.

(;reco

Kelso and Pitt
Star

IS

ilc!Hllis;lils

Nathan

liijc.ior
roll

I'isiiiii

(Irand Uapids & Indiana

packings

Ciand Kapids & Indiana
Kunkle

alvc Krd iiacklngs
valve

I.each

devii'es

Hallway Steel-Spring Co.
Ashton

S]irings

Steam gages

& Indiana
Schoen

livery.

Consolidation
1S.-..000 lbs.

KiT.OOO

Iiiameter of drivers
Cvlindeis
liipiler. tvpe

number

c

f

12

length of tubes
Firebox, length

Eustcni IUinois.—\. I. Smart, Signal Engineer, has reChicago
signed.
L. C. Hartley, Assistant Engineer of the Pittsburg. Cincinnati & St. Louis at Logansport. Ind.. succeeds Mr. Smart.

American I.ocomotive

Co.'s

Coal capacity
Siicciiil

t:quipment.

Westinghouse

Cambria

<(
ynrth-Western.—iohn Charlton, foreman of shops at
Antigo. Wis., has been appointed Master Mechanic of Chicago
terminals, succeeding I... M. Carlton, resigned.

Chicago

Master Mechanic at Gallon. Ohio, has been
appointed Master Mechanic at Port Jervis. N. Y.. succeeding G.
A. Moriarty. resigned to go to another company. E. S. Fitzsimmons, general foreman boiler maker, succeeds Mr. James.
.lames.

Master Mechanic of the Valley diMcGehee, Ark., has been appointed to the
new office of Master Mechanic of the White River and Memphi.s
J. T. Johns succeeds Mr.
divisions, with office at Carter, Ark.
Calvert.
W. A. Bedell has been appointed Master Mechanic at
Van Buren, Ark., succeeding B. Donahue, resigned. The White
River and Memphis divisions were formerly under the authority
of the Master Mechanic at Van Buren.

Pari/ic— W.

L. Calvert.

Hell ringer
ISoller

lagging

llr:ike-l)eams
liiaki'

shoes.

..

'..uiilers

— C.

C.

Stroufc has been appointed Assistant, to

the Chief Engineer, with office at Portland, Ore.

Pennsylraiiia Lines West.

— Sop

Chicago & Eastern

—

Dressel

Headlights

Lake

Erie,

it in

Is

said,

.^Jax metal

.lerome

liston-rod packings

Jerome

Valve-riKl packings
Safety valve
Sanding device
Sight-feed lubricators
Springs
SI earn gages
Tires— driving wheel
llres
truck wheel
Tin s
tender wheel

Ashcroft

Leach
Detroit
Railway Steel-Sprlng Co.
Ashcroft
Latrobe

Latrobe
Urlffln

CAR BUILDING.
The Tehuantepec Xaliinml is said to be in the market for cars.
The Utah Light d Hailwai/ Company, Salt Lake City, is .said to
have ordered 50

cars.

The Eldorado d lVfs.t())i has ordered one coach from the Hicks
Locomotive & Car Works.
The Beaumont
Oreat \orthern lias ordered one coach from
the Micks Locomotive & Car Works.
In

The Stephcnrille, North
South Texas. Stephenvllle, Tex., has
ordered 20 box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car
& Foundry Co., one flrsl-cla.'-s coach from the Hicks Locomotive &
Ciir Works, and one combination caboose from the Handlan-Buck
.Manufacturing Co.

has ordered 21 locomotives.

The Chicago d Illinois Midland has ordered six flat cars, three
of 80.000 lbs. capacity and three of 60.000 lbs. capacity, from the
Hicks I.iOcomotlve & Car Works. These cars will be 41 ft. and 36 ft.
long. 8 ft. 11 In. and 8 ft. !» In. wide, over all.
The special equipment

said to be In the

market

for loco-

motives.

The Jamaica Qovernmenl HaHtoay

Qhlo

Injector
.lournal bearings

ha.s

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Tehuantepec National

Coffin prwoss
"Little Giant"

The American Steel d Wire Compan)/. Chicago, as reported
the liailroad Gazette of August 30, has ordered Ih cars.

Pacific.
L. Crassweller, Assistant Purchasing Agent,
been appointed Purchasing Agent at Tacoma. Wash.

if

;

<(•

Illinois.

Purchasing Agents.

The Bettemer

steel

Keasbey & Mattlson
Standard Steel Car Co.
.American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Co.. steel back
Major

vision, with office at

Oregon Hhort Line.

standard
45 sq. ft.

"
2.64B
6.000 gals.
12 tons

total

Tank capacity

(

ft.

60"

width
material
grate area

2
10 "
108 "

In.

tiib.'s

•

Heating surface,

lbs.

370
Shelby

of tiib?s

makei- of tubes

diameter

In.
••

200

working steam pressure

•

••

.'>2

21 In. x 28
Straight top

.\.\les

.(•

Is said

to

have ordered two

if-

includes:
Ilrake iH-nms
Ilrakea

locomotives.

The Atchison, Topeka d Hanta Fe denies having ordered a number of 16-wheel Mallet compounds, as reported In the Railroail (fazrttc
This type of locomotive will not be used by the road
of Augu.it 16.
for some time to come.

The Grand

(irand Kaplrts

Stiam-heat eiiuipment
lender wheel

Tii-i's

The Butte. Anaconda d Pacific, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of August 2, has ordered four simple consolidation (2-8-0)
locomotives from the American Locomotive Co., for November de-

.\ir-brakes

signed.

Northern

.Nathan

Sight-feed Inbflcatoi-s

of locomotive
Weight, total
Weight on drivers

Officers.

Ballimore d OTiic— Lucius T. Gibbs has been appointed Electrical
Engineer, succeeding W. D. Young, resigned.
T. H. Russum, supervisor car department, has been appointed to the new office of Superintendent of the Passenger
Car Department and his former office has been abolished. J. J.
Tatum. general foreman car department at Mt. Clare.
Baltimore, Md., has been appointed to the new office of Superintendent of the Freight Car Department. The offices of both
are at Baltimore. Md. J. F. Bowden, general foreman locomotive department at Trinidad, D. C, has been appointed Master
Mechanic at Parkersburg, W. Va.. succeeding .1. P. Dorsey, re-

.Wij?»ouri

lbs.

Special Equijnncn t.

.\irhrakes
Hell linger
r.oilei' lagging
nniki' iicams

Tvpe

Engineering and Rolling Stock

—Charles

gals.

24.000

Coal capacity

ariicriil Dimriisii,ii«.

souri Pacific.

Krie.

lbs.

314

number

Sanding

yashville.—W. A. Russell, Assistant General Passenger
Agent, has been appointed General Passenger Agent, succeeding
C. L. Stone, who is now Passenger Traffic Manager of the Mis-

Louisville

In.

Ul In. x 28 In.
Belpaire wide lirebox

vllnders

•

\

C. Carter.

tor

"

l.Vi.UOO

di-lvera

linnu'tiM- of

1

.*<afcty

Traffic Officers.

Co.,

Consolidation
178.U0O lbs.

Tvix' oi; locomotive
\Veisht. total

resigned.

Chicago. Itiriianapolis d Louisville.— The office of Traffic Manager,
held by the late Charles H. Rockwell, has been abolished. B. E.
Taylor has been appointed General Freight Agent, succeeding O.

Locomotive

(tfiivral DimenHioiin.

I

Rincon Antonio. J. H. Sayers has been appointed Terminal
Superintendent ai Coatzacoalcos. V. C, succeeding J. J. Lewis,

Vol. XLIII., No. 11.

Bapifls d Indiana has ordered four .simple consollda-

"oiiplers
I>raft rlKRlng

(

Taint

Simplex
Westinghouse

Tower
Harrison twin spring and Miner tnndom
Hicks standard

The Atchison, Topeka <(• Santa Fe, as reported In the Railroad
August 23. has ordered 10 wooden 70-ft. steel undertrame
coroblnalion antoniobllc and horse cars from the American Car &

llazetic of

ScrrruBtJi

Company

Kounclry
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special equipment Includes:
ft.

U
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high. Inside measureIluckrye
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Coogdon

llr«k>- KliMm

iteel

iMck

Andrews

cant 8ieel side frame
Uavla cast meel

GuKAT

—

Nkw Wk.st.minstkr, B. C. The Great Northern has submitted
plans for a proposed station to be built at this place.
bids recently opened for the construction
the Blackwell's Island bridge were:
$758,600: Buckley Realty Construction

for

Maryland Steel Company,
Company. $797,804; Williams Engineering & Contracting Company,
$.su'J,345. and
the Richard Henningham Company. $914,170. No
award has yet been made.
P<>RrA<iK i.A Pkairik,

Max.

— For some time negotiations have been

In progress between the Grand Trunk Pacific and residents of this
place to build a joint traffic and railroad bridge over the river here.

—

PoBT Damki.. Qi k. Bids will soon be asked for by the Atlantic,
Quebec & Western for bridges to be built on its line between this
place and Ga.spe Basin.

—

Sackamknto, Cai.. The Northern Electric Company
large highway bridge over the Sacramento river.

Incorporations,

Surveys,

—

i.-;

traflRr

from

—

ATfUiso.N, Toi'KKA & Saxta Fk. Contract is reported let by this
to Ransom & Cook for grading its new yards at Chanute.
Kan. Work is also to be started by Harvey Stuyvers on a new
roundhouse and shop buildings.

RcH iiKSTKR & PiTT.sitrmMi.— This company, it is said,
is getting estimates for double-tracking its main line from Butler,
Pa., northeast to Punxhutuwney, 62 miles.
Bi>K\i.i>.

Goldfield.

Canaiiian Noktiikkx QiKiiKc. Construction work on the Montfort branch has been finished and the line is now open for freight
traffic between St. Jerome and St. Sauveur.

—

Canadian Pai 11 ic. Contracts are reported let by this company
McDonell & Czowski, of Vancouver. H. C, for Improving the main
The work Involves cutting two tunline grades aroun<l Field, I!. C.
nels aggregating about a mile and a half, one on each side of the
Kicking Horse river, and putting up two bridges. The cost of the
work. It Is said, will be about $1,500,00(1, and It will take about a
year and a halt to finish it. (May 24, p. 727.)
to

—

Caciik Vali.ky. This road, which runs from Sedgwick, Ark., to
Light, in Green county, has been sold to a syndicate of which J. D.
Goldman of St. Louis is President, A. Bertig of Parago\ild, VicePresident; H. A. Culver. Second Vice-President; S. C. Dowell,
Treasurer, and G. W. L. Brown, General Manager, all of Walnut
Kldge.
The new owners propose to extend the north end of the
line

from Light east

easl

to

to

Paragould, 2S miles, and the south end nortiimiles, or southwest to Newport, 40 miles.

Walnut Ridge, 10
15, p. 380.)

for business

new

line called the

from Berthold. N. Dak.,

Gii.F LiXK. I'nder this name the Flint River & Gulf, operating
Ga., southwest to Bridgeboro. 77 miles, has l)een
taken over by this new company. The lease of the Hawkinsville k
Florida Southern, which owns the first 44 miles from Hawkinsville
south, is also taken over. An extension is projected from Bridgeboro southwest to Bainbridge, 60 miles.

Hawkixsvii.i.k

&

Fi.oBUiA SorTiiEKX.

— The Intercolonial

— See

Gulf Line.

reported double-tracking Its
Point du Chene branch from Moncton, N. B.. to Painsec Junction,
eight miles. The cost of the improvements will be about $300,000.
IxTKHroi.osiAi,.

is

—

Soi thern. A contract for grading is
Connors, of Appleton, Wis., at $45,000. The
amount of material to be removed is estimated at 280,000 yds. and
the work is to be finished by December.

Lakk SndUK & Mu'uujAN

reported

to M. C.

let

—

Lakimkr & RoiTT CoixTY. New Hampshire and Massachusetts
have organized this company, with a capital of $1,000,000,
from a point on the proposed exien.sion of the Larimer. Hahns Peak & Pacific, at the Colorado-Wyoming state line
south into North Park, terminating near the mouth of Grizzly creek.
capitalists

to build a line

Colo.

MiNNKAi'oi.is

&

St.

Ldiis.

— The

Missouri river division, built

under the name of the .Minnesota, Dakota & Pacific, has been opened
(.\ug.
for business from Conde, S. Dak., west to Lebeau. 115 miles.
23, p. 215.)

MixxK.soTA.

miles.

company

&

Louis Southwestern.

the Minot division a

Dakota & Pacific— See Minneapolis &

St. Louis.

—

Etc.

now open for
APAi.ArHicoi.A NoiiTiiKitx. This road
Fla.. to Apalachicola. 80 miles.

— See Tonopah
—

—On

Line.

St.

MoiKiAXTowx & KiX(i\v<K>ii. This road has been extended and is
now in operation from Kingwood, W. Va.. south to Rowlesburg, 18

River Junction,

Bii.i.KiMMi-Goi.DKiKi.n.

NoiiTiiKiiN.

— See

from Hawkinsville,

will build a

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

GiLF.— See Gulf

ft

—

Dunsmulr.

— The

10, p. 663.)

Crosby line, has been opened
northwest to Lignite, 55 miles.

1)1 .Ns.MriH. Cai..— The shops of the Southern Pacific at this place
are to be enlarged, by an addition 100 ft. long, and six stalls are
The company als-o proposes to put
to be added to the roundhouse.
up shops about 1.000 ft. long at Chestnut, one mile south of

approach

(May

GiiAV's Poi.NT TKitMi.NAi..

BiK»Ai.o. N. Y.— The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, it is
said, Is building a reservoir to have a capacity of 2."i.000.000 gallons.
to supply water for the company's engines, also for its East Biitfalo
shops. The reservoir Is to cover an area of 15 acres.

Yoick. N. Y.

—

Fi.iXT RiVKU

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

(March

8.

Gi i.K. This company has Increased Its capltAl stock
from $2,000.0011 to $10,o00,00(». The company was chartered tbU
spring to build from Denver, Colo., southeast to Snyder, Okla., 50<i

National Malleable Cantliigs Cu.
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Security
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extemtlon

has been extended northwest to Van Ostrand. 17.4 miles.
This lompany has started procee<llngs In the Superior Court to
condemn 97 parcels of land in Chicago near the site of its proposed

miles.

Climax

('iiii|il<T>

lirnfl

.

Hailroad Uazette of August
box rar:* of lOU.Ouu lbs. rapacity at Its

Pariftc. as reported In the

Omaha

The

— The

Dak., to Dallait, 3.6 miles, has U-en flninhed and trains are now run
from lioncHleel through 10 Dallas.
On the Ashland division the line from Antigo, Wis., to Bryant,
.-,,,,,.,..
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12, p. 53.)

Ohio Rivkr & Northkhn.— Work, it is said, has begun on this
Wellsline, projected from Midland. Pa., down the Ohio valley to
made
ville. thence noith to Lisbon. Ohio, where connection is to be
sebeen
way
has
right
of
with the Lake Erie & Western. All the
cured. The project is backed by P. F. Smith and W. P. DeArmitt,
capisteel and coal men of Pittsburg, and other eastern and Ohio
talists.

J.

L. Francis, of Chicago, is also interested.

Oi'Ki.orsAs, Gri.F

& Nohtheastkrx.— See Texas &

Pacific.

\An\s Six TiiwKSTKRX.— The Gray's Point (Missouri) Terminal Railway has given a mortgage to secure funds for construcand tertion and improvements of the line, new yard facilities
extension of
minals. Plans are also under consideration for an
St.

the road.

San

FRAN(i.-ic... 1i>aii<)

& Montana.—Grading,

it

is said,

has been

Oregon Short Line,
started on this lino from Caldwell. Idaho, on the
main line.
southwest to WInnenuuca. Nev., on the Southern Pacific
196 miles.

(Aug.

30, p. 248.)

tor bu^slSAHATOdA & Encamp-mext.— This road has been opened
(May 24.
miles.
ness from WaUotl. Wyo., south to Saratoga. 24
p.

728.)

sixth division,
Skaloaiui Aiu Line.— On the Sarasota branch, the
Fla., and Terre
under construction between Terra Ceia Junction,
business.
for
Ceia, 5.4 miles, has been finished and is open

Line RailSorTiiEUN Pa<ific.—On the Coast division, the Coast
to Davenfor business from Santa Cruz, Cai..

way has been opened
port, 11.4 miles.

reported made by this
Soi TiiKRN Railway.- Announcement is
legislation in
company that, owing to recent adverse railroad rate
conditions, the double
general
some of the southern states, and to

Ooltewah Junction,
tracking of the road between Chattanooga and
suspended. Conand north to Greensboro, N. C. has been

Tenn

1
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.^o8
tracts had been reported made for double-tracking
aggregating several millions of dollars.

work

in

Tennessee

STKi-iiExvii.i.K. Nourn & South Texas.— This road has been
opened for business from Stephenville, Tex., south to Alexandria, 13
miles.
lAug. 30, p. 248.)

—

Ten-xessee Raii.w.w. This road^has been extended from Montgomery, Tenn., south to Smoky, six miles.

—

Texas & Pacific. The Opclousas, Gulf & Northeastern is now
in operation from Melville, La., southwest via Opelousas to Branch,
Track is being laid south from Branch to Crowley, 15
41 miles.
miles, and this section is to be opened for business September l.'j.
This extension is ultimately to be built to a point on the Gulf of
Mexico. An extension is also to be built from the northern terminus
to a point on the Mississippi river.

—

ToxopAii & GoLDFiJEi.D. This company recently finished the Bullfrog-Goldfield line from Goldfield, Nev., south to Bullfrog and to
Rhyolite, 81 miles. An extension is projected from Gold Center,
near Bullfrog, south to Greenwater, Cal., about 50 miles. (May 31,
p. 760.)

—

U.MON- Ce.ntiiai.. Incorporated in Texas with a capital of
$225,000 and office in Dallas, to build a line from Dallas. Tex., southeast through Kaufman, Henderson, Anderson. Cherokee, Nacogdoches,
San Augustine and Sabine counties to the Sabine river, on the Louisiana state line, 225 miles. The incorporators include: W. J. Hogue.
W. R. Stout, W. S. Maple, M. C. Gillette, of Dallas; W. H. Marsh, o(
Tyler; T. B. Poindexter, J. J. Stubbs, of Wortham; J. B. Gordon,
Fairfield; H. H. Hyde, Houston, and James A. Lucas, Edgewood.

Wichita Falls & Noktuwestekx.— This company, which was

in-

corporated last year to build a line from Wichita Falls, Tex., northwest to the Red river, thence through Oklahoma to Mangam, Okla.,
90 mites, is now in operation from Wichita Falls north to Kell, Okla..
It Is reported that the directors recently decided to
27 "i; miles.
Issue bonds to secure funds to finish the 32 miles of line between
the Red river and Frederick, Okla.

YouxGSTowx & Ohio Rivek.— This company has given a mortgage
which $1,500,000 will be used to cover the cost of
construction. The line is building from Salem. Ohio, to East Liverpool via Lisbon, and will operate into Youngstown over the Youngstown & Southern. The company has leased the Pittsburg, Lisbon &
Western from Salem to Washingtonville, seven miles. The Youngsto secure funds, of

is being built by the Cleveland Construction Com(March
be in operation by December of this year.

town & Ohio River
pany.

It is to

15, p. 394.)

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Apalachicola NonTiiERX.— E. a. Faulhaber, of St. Louis, Mo., has
been appointed Receiver of this road, which runs from River
Junction, Fla.. where it connects with the Atlantic Coast Line.
the Seaboard Air Line and the Louisville & Nashville, to Apalachicola, Fla., 80 miles.

Arkansas Valley.— See Atchison, TopcUa & Santa

Fe.

Atciilsox. Toi-eka & Santa Fe.— At the annual meeting on October
24, the stockholders will be asked to ratify the lease to this
company of the Fresno County Railway and to ratify the purchase of the Arkansas Valley, the Holly & Swink and the Eastern Oklahoma. These companies have been controlled through

stock ownership.

Brookly.n Rapid Transit.— See Coney Island & Brooklyn (Electric).

Canada Atlantic— The stockholders will vote on September 24 on
the amalgamation of this company with the Grand Trunk, which
Iwught it two years ago. The road runs from Depot Harbor,
Ont., to the Vermont slate line. 400 miles,
68 miles of branches.

and

leases or controls

Canadian Nohtiiern.— The Dominion Securities Corporation, Toronto, and William A. Read & Co.. New York, are placing an
issue of $1,500,000, seriCH O, equipment trust 4',j per cent, note.^
Issued by the Imperial Rolling Slock Company, a subsidiary
The notes mature In 10 equal ,iii
of the Canadian Northern.
nuai Instalments beginning June 1, 1908. and are secured on
7.50 box cars, 170 dump inrs, 140 flat cars. 25 cabooses, four
snow plows, 21 lenwhrel loromotives and 29 passenger train
cars.

-A

iiuarlerly dividend of 2 per cent.
CiiicAno, Briti iMiioN & QriM v
on the $110,839,100 capital stock has been declared, raising tli.
annual dividend rale from 7 per cent, to 8 per cent. An exirM
dividend of 6 per cent on the slock was also declared; both are
payable October 1. The new rate will pay the Great Norllieni
and the Northern Pacific, who own nearly all the stock of the
C, B. A Q., for their expenses in paying the Interest on tlio
joint 20-year. 4 per cent, collateral bonds which they Issued in
190t In exchange for that stock; the extra dividend Just df
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clared repays the two companies for the difference during the
last six years between the interest they paid and the amounts
they received in dividends. The bonds were exchanged on the
basis of $200 in bonds for $100 in stock.

—

Chicago Great We.stern. President Stickney, on his recent return
from England, said that plans were nearly completed for new
financing which would take care of the needs of the company
for the next 10 years.

Coney

& Buooklyx

IhLAXi)

company, which

(Electric).

— The

stockholders of this

a subsidiary of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit,
dividends for the next two years in
pay for improvements. The quarterly dividend was
is

to forego the

liave agreed

order to
passed last spring.

(May

10, p. 664.)

— See Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Fort Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville. — See Lake Erie
Grand Trunk. — See Canada Atlantic.
Great Northern. —At the annual meeting on October
Eastern Oklahoma.

& Western.

10, the stockholders are to act on a proposition to buy all the properties of
The St.
the following companies which make up the system:
Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba, the Eastern of Minnesota, the
Willmar & Sioux Falls, the Park Rapids & Leech Lake, the Minnesota & Great Northern, the Duluth, Watertown & Pacific, the
Dakota & Great Northern, the Montana Central, the Duluth,
Superior & Western Terminal, the Montana & Great Northern,
the Billings & Northern, the Spokane Falls & Northern, the
Columbia & Red Mountain, the Washington & Great Northern,
the Seattle & Montana, the Minneapolis Union Railway and the
Duluth & Superior Bridge.

Holly & Swink.

— See

Atchison, Topeka

& Santa

Fe.

—

iNTERBORouGii-METRoroLiTAX. The quarterly dividend of 1V4 percent,
on the $45,380,300 cumulative preferred stock due October 1
has been passed. No action has yet been taken on the 7 per
cent, dividend on the Metropolitan Street Railway stock guaranteed by the New York City Railway, but the usual quarterly
dividend of 2% per cent, has been declared on the stock of the
Interborough Rapid Transit. (Aug. 30, p. 248.)
iNTKRnoRouGii RAPID TRANSIT.

Lake Erie & Western.

— See

Interborough-Metropolitan.

—At

the annual meeting on October 2, the
stockholders will vote on the propo.sed merger with this company of the Fort Wayne, Cincinnati 4i Louisville, which runs
from Fort Wayne, Ind., to Couners\ ille. with a branch from
Newcastle to Rushmore, 129 miles in all.

— See Interborough-Metropolitan.
— Arrangements liave been made for extending

Metropolitan Street Railway.

National of Mexico.

the $8,500,000 outstanding 5 per cent, four-year notes maturing
October 1, 1907, being part of an authorized issue of $10,000,000,
This extension
unril April 1, 1909, at the same rate of interest.
is at the option of the holders of the notes; they may have
the notes redeemed on Ihe original date of maturity, at par, but
those who are willing to have them extended W'ill receive new
notes and $35 additional in cash for each $1,000 note.

New York Central
1907,

Lines.

— Gross earnings for

the

month

of August,

?!).:;(14,420

Inc.

Chnnges.
?640,U11
312,520

were as follows:
mO".

New York
I.iiko

<'entral

&

IIiKlsoii

Klvcr

& Michigan Southern

Shore

4,135,926

l.nkc Krle & Western
CliicnKn. Indiana & Southern
New York, Chlcaeo & St. I,ouls
.Mlcliiunn Central
I'levi'liuid

Cln..

Chicago

&

St.

&

Pec.

24.s,.'iir)

Inc.
"

.s,s4,T57
.

I'ooriM & RasliTii
Ciiuiiiniill Northern
I'lltsliiirs;!!

4S.S,r>66

2.474,201
I.oiils.

I.akP Eric

2.471. .iSC.
2.-i;i,i:!il
!1."..:!4

l..-il!t.4!Ki

2iiy,5es

KiiiliiiKl

•

$22,135,473

"
"

20..'S7O

77.s;!T
75.1,ss
2!>S.7f>0

Uec.

lOC.lOU
27,047

Inc.

201.1)!i:i

Inc.

$1,712,057

'

"

1!),705
0,I)5U

—

Toledo, Ann Abbob & Detroit (Electric). The property of this
comjiany, which has been in the hands of a receiver since
August, 1906, Is to be sold under foreclosure on September IG.
The upset price is $80,000. The road is partly built between
Toledo, Ohio, and Ann Arbor, Mich.

—

IfMON Pacific. The syndicate headed by Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New
York, which underwrote the $7.^,000,000 convertible 4 per cent.
20-year bonds last spring, expires on September 16. The last
instalment was paid on September 10, and It is understood that
was about $30,000,000. was at once used to
tlii.s amount, which
take up the notes issued to the Pennsylvania for Baltimore &
Ohio stock. It Is said that lh(> syndicate disposed of only about
2Vi

per cent, of the bonds.

Western Pacific — II
trol of the

for traffic

is .said Hint this company has acquired conYosemltc Valley Kailroad, which was recently opened
from Merced. Cal., to Yellowstone Park, 85 miles.

Y0.SEMITE Valley.— See Western Pacific.

.
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION

aspect of the same fact is the length of four-track railroad in the
country, which now aggregates 1,280 miles.
The number of cars
owned by the railroads, passenger, freight and service, has now
almost reached two millions. The next report which will be for
a date already three months past will show a figure farther from
the two million mark than the present one. The number of persons
employed by the railroads has also reached a round figure—a milwhich will be surprising to the reader who has
lion and a half
not watched the prodigious growth of the transportation industry.
This is an increase of 50 per cent, over the record of so recent a
year as 1901.

—

—

—

The results of the tests made to determine the pressure of locomotive wheels against the rails when rounding curves reported by
George L. Fowler elsewhere in this issue are a very important contribution to the knowledge on this subject whiih up to this time
has been vague and unsatisfactory. Wellington and Forney wrote
from a theoretical and somewhat crude experimental standpoint on
the action of wheels and trucks on curves and the Williams Bridge
wreck on the New York Central more uecently brought out a great
mass of more or less conflicting theoretical calculations based on
widely different assumptions. While Mr. Fowler's experiments unfortunately were not carried out fully enough to warrant formulating a law expressing the relation between speed, curvatur'e, wheel
loads, wheel base and the side pressure against the rail, the incomplete data obtained give grounds for casting doubt on the theoietical
Some of the complex
calculatlon.s which give results much lower.
stresses involved must have heretofore been overlooked or misapThe best proof of this is that in the
plied in making assumptions.
case of the Williams Bridge wreck all of the facts tend to show that
the rails were spreatl by the action of the locomotive while all the
calculations so far published give stresses which are below the ultimate strength of the fastenings. It is to be hoped that further tests

:
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year ending with June, 1906, which have just been
reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission, is the average
of gross earnings, which, for the first time, exceeds ten thousand
dollars a mile. This figure differs but slightly from that given by
Poor. The fact that the growth of business on existing railroads
is much more rapid than the extension of railroad lines is also indicated by the statement of the density of freight traffic, which
In the present report is 982.401 ton-miles per mile of line, an increase
Another
of no less than 14 per cent, over the year preceding.
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along this line will be carried out in the near future in order to
must be safely provided for.

establish definitely the pressures which

The apparatus has been perfected sufficiently to give reliable results
under any normal conditions of speed, curvature and wheel loads,
and nothing now remains but for some railroad to provide the necessary track and locomotives to be tested.

A member of the motive-power department of a large road
writes to ask for information as to the average natural life of
passenger cars, especially on large systems having branch lines on
which such cars can be run after they become unsuited for main lino
service.
We do not know that any statistics on this subject have
ever been compiled. Car men, when asked this question, generally
answer, "about 25 years."

But they do not mean by

this that as

result of deterioration the car at the end of that time

is

a

suitable

Passenger cars are maintained at all
only for the scrap heap.
times in condition to transport passengers safely; therefore from
the standpoint of their physical condition their lives are without
a limit. Freight cars not infrequently reach a state of such general
dilapidation as to be condemned, but not so with passenger equipment. When passenger cars are condemned, it is because they have
become so antiquated in style and arrangement as to be unfit for
further use. This is the basis for the 25-year estimate. During that
period, and even a shorter one nowadays, a car will have passed
through all the stages of service from the splendors of the "crack"
limited, down through local and branch line service, to end up possibly in a work train or some such humble service before going
finally to the scrap heap.

The rate of depreciation allowed In the rules of interchange for
passenger cars might be taken by the uninformed as a basis from
which to compute the average life of passenger equipment. That Is
not the case, however. When the passenger rules were first adopted
they contained no provision for valuation of destroyed
In 1890
The committee appointed to revise these rules in 1900 incars.
cluded in their proposed revision a clause for settlement for destroyed cars. In which allowance for depreciation was made at the
rate of 4 per cent, a year up to 60 per cent, of the original value
This was rejected by the association, however, and
of the car.
The present
the code remained without such a clause until 1906.
revised rules were then adopted, and for the first time terms for
The depreciation
settlement (or destroyed cars were laid down.
allowance Is at the rate of 3 per cent, a year up to 50 per cent, of
This figure is altogether arbitrary.'
the original value of the car.

—

—
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however, and was agreed on in response to the demand that the
rules contain such a clause. It is thought by many to be too high,
this doubtless being the case when one's own car is destroyed;
when it comes to paying somebody else's claim the allowance probably seems much too small.

tion

One of those entries not conspicuous in itself, but whose variaupward casts its deep shadow ahead, appears in the item

"taxes" on the railroads of the country as returned for the years
1905 and 1906 in Poor's Manual soon to be published. For the year

1905 the taxes were $54,553,620; for 1906 they were $68,169,833, an
During the same years
railroad mileage of the country increased only about 2% per cent.,
and total railroad assets which, in a rough way, may be regarded as
the "gross" object of taxation, increased somewhat less than 8 per
cent.
Taxation, in ratio, thus went up ten times as fast aud f.ir as
mileage and three times as fast as total railroad valuation. But this
is not all and is a meager and deceptive test, for the taxes for 1906
were, in fact, based on assessments and on tax methods in force
during the previous years and before "corporation baiting" got its
full sweep and swing.
The data of railroad taxation are, practically, two years behind, and not until next year, at the very
earliest, shall we be able to measure the reach of the new taxation
impacts due to state legislation during the year past. A good many
legislatures have been giving the subject attention adversely to the
railroads, and in two or three states, like New Jersey, the changes
have been severe, almost revolutionary. The outcome is not yet
But we venture to predict that when the final accounting is had in
the courts and elsewhere of the railroads as creditors of the public
the increment of taxation will cut no small figure. If it results in
Increase of $13,616,213, or about 25 per cent.

harmonizing the medley and
states

there

cedent

loss.

w^elter of tax expedients in the various

may

be a final gain even if coupled with some anteMeanwhile, as a theoretical study, at least, economists
well stand aghast at the complexities of applying existing mazy

may

and hybrid railroad tax methods

to state or federal plans of "re-
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We have called
humorous; but probably we are wrong. The fear of getting
pro-railroad men on commissions seems to be a serious matter; and
these two branches of knowledge shall be ignored?
this

than Georgia. Is it impossible to get fair-minded
are not devoid of legal and railroad knowledge? Even
the carefully prepared New York state law, fathered by Governor
Hughes, seems to assume that the Public Service Commissions are
liable to pursue the same headlong, ignorant course pursued by
the legislatures, for it provides for a regular salaried lawyer as
adviser to each of the two commissions. Governor Hughes himself,
in other states

men who

a thoroughly

public spirited man.

seems

to

be possessed by this

same notion that only through partisan commissions can the

rail-

roads be curbed; for in selecting 10 commissioners, he seems to have
found only two who were familiar with railroad affairs. It would be
hard to find another state where there lias been even this slight
recognition of "the other side."
In the present state of mind of
the governors and legislators of many of our states the only way
for a commission to satisfy what seems to be public sentiment is to
proceed with feverish speed to "jump on" the railroads at every
vulnerable point. As long as this is so the least that the conservative legislator or the conservative adviser of a governor can do is to
see that a lawyer, presumably level headed and not carried away
by the ill-considered behavior of the legislatures, is appointed to
stand by and restrain zealous commissioners, so that their course

somewhere within the bounds of reason. But what a commentary on the meaning of "Commission!" The normal function
which is a committee is to investigate and reof a commission
port upon the whole of a subject that is to say, to fairly set forth
Partisanship is excluded, almost, by the word
all aspects of it;
shall be

—

—

—

tendency continues the statutory legal advisers
man possessing accurate and
intimate knowledge of a subject must inevitably prevail finally over
Georgia has
a man, or a dozen men, swayed only by impulse.
provided for a legal adviser to the Commission, the same as New
York.
itself.

If the present

will be the real commissioners; for a

valuation."

Organizations of shippers to bargain for freight rates are proposed by a correspondent in another column.
Shippers do thus
organize to some extent now; and the National Industrial Traffic
League, lately formed, proposes to cover the wide field more systematically than

has been heretofore covered. The only new suggestion offered by our correspondent, therefore, is that Boards of
Trade be clothed with some official authority. This suggestion is
offered with evident diffidence, as well it may be; for a trade or.i^anization which is to have real authority to speak for individual
shippers should have only very limited powers. Perhaps the power
to advertise itself as a public body, to gather facts and to record
and certify to votes or letter ballots would be about all that it would
be safe to begin with. The desideratum is to establish a body which
could promptly and truly represent all of the shippers and receivers
within a given territoo' perhaps a county or half a state while
still retaining the close relations between individuals and the central organization that is to be seen in the Merchants' Association
of New York and like organizations in other cities.
The statutes
forbidding preference for one shipper over another are now every
where construed very strictly, so that a railroad traffic manager who
wishes to consult "the public" before making a change in a rate
it

—

—

mu.st

l;e

careful to find out Just

who

the representative of the public

what "public" a given representative has the
right to speak for.
Hence the need of a shippers' organization
recognized by the state.
If a voluntary and unincorporated merIs;

or.

rather, just

chants' association should freeze out a single merchant, a railroad
managfT dealing with the a^iBoclatlon would have to be on his
guard against being jailed for discrimination.
Is If practicable
to establish an efficient and Impartial shippers' committee which
all

classes of shippers would support?
In the point

ship of

.Hfate

made by our correspondent concerning

railroad commissions there

Is

the partisan-

a slight suggestion of

humor. These bodies have indeed become so intensely partisan,
and fhfir partisanship so pleases the public, that the old Idea of
an unpTPJudlced rommlsslon seema In danger of dropping out of
sight
In the nrw law passed this year In Oenrgla, the radical
memtifrs of the Legislature have uone so far as to intimate that
the loss a candidate knows about railroading and about law, the
better will be his chance of appointment!
What other Interpretation ran be put upon that clause of the statute which names the
qiiallflratlon of candidates and In so doing expressly stipulates that

There are indications that the problem of securing better rails
approaching solution, and that this favorable result
is primarily
due to publicity of the bad condition, which has
enabled the American Railway Association to act for all the railis

rapidly

A

roads in a united investigation.

significant incident is that the

Bethlehem bteel Company offers to furnish rails for a moderate
advance on the $28.00 price, with .04 phosphorus and a 20 per cent,
If for an increased cost of less than
discard from the ingot.
25 per cent, the railroads can have rails which are reasonably
safe and with a life more than double, a considerable improvement
in

the situation

is

manife-st.

It

will

be recalled that following

breakage and a large number of
representative photographs showing the kinds of breakage, the
Association,
on the initiative of Mr. Wilgus,
Railway
American
discussed the subject at its Chicago meeting, to which representatives of the manufacturers were invited, and this discussion was
There are now in
followed by the appointment of a committee.
session meetings of a sub-committee of the American Railway
Association's committee, consisting of Mr. Richards, of the Pennsylvania: Mr. Isaacs, of the Southern Pacific; Mr. Monffort, of
In conference
the Louisville & Nashville, and Mr. P. H. Dudley.
with them are four representatives of the manufacturers: Mr.
Maryland
Steel
Company;
the
Mr.
Bostwick,
of the
of
Wood,
Carnegie Company; Mr. Carhart. of the Illinois Steel Company, and
This subcomMr. Abbott, of the Lackawanna Steel Company.
mittee will report early next week, and there is possible, indeed
there is some hope for, an agreement on specifications acceptable
The altitude of the manufacturers has entirely
to the manufacturers.
changed, apparently. If words count for anything. Both Mr. Schwab
have
made
public statements to the effect that their
Gary
and .ludge
rail ordcr.T have stopped, irwnitinp an agroemcnt on specifications
acceptable to the railroads. .Judge Gary adds a statement of that
kind of truth which is self evident, but which has more than a
commoniilace value In view of the development of facts about defecthe

publication

tive steel rails

of

statistics

of

and the firm attitude

of the railroads.

.ludge

Gary

says:
"Tlie limp has

mid

Rniip pB»t for tlio civnl rnrpornllonN to lEnorp I lie i)iil>llo
'Tlii' pnl.li.
I.
.liuiiii.il' pnllo.v. If tliat plirnDi' was
ttiP piibllr InliTCdl.
111liPiidn (if our grpiit liidiiaI

Ml

nlciiie

ns n matter ot policy

The only feature of the di.stressing collision In New Hampshire,
reported this week, that Is nt all novel. Is the statement of the cause.
Riven by the officers of the road to the newspapers, which Is clear

SErrcMim
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2u, I»OT

aad fraak, and evidently as

The

oRli-en

between

even

whom

u«

tell

aa ran be aaked for at tbis lime.
the lenKth of Hvrvlce o( the two men
full

the retponiilblllly fur

tht- rrror In the telegraphic
ord<T ilellvered to the freight contluctur.
ThU U a detail which
U atwayH of Interest to the public. The rvooKnItlon of this fact by
railroad ofllccrii nowadays Is perhaps to bi' credited to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which aaks this question In connection
with the reports of accidents which arc rc(|uired by the Federal
The New Hampshire collision Is due to an error of the same
law
clasH ait that wliirh (iKured In the disaster at Salem. Mich., only
Uespatchers' and operator!*' errors of all kindb.
eight wcck.s before
when they nre aRKrogated for 22a,O0u miles of road, as they are
In (he records now furni.shed to American newspaper readers, are
so numerous that no detail is unfamiliar. That the victims of this
collision were In a light cur, placed in the train between heavier

ones,

lleM

also commonplace.

in

There seems

to be

no end

to the life

of old passenger cars, although their use between heavy ones has

been vigorously denounced the:>e many years. This collision, like
Salem, might be made the text for un instrucilve study of the best
way to Necure safety under the Ami-rican despatching system. But
why should such a study be made? Has not every railroad superintendi-nt an<l trainmaster long since l:econie convinced that the system
has In It more loop holes for danger than any division officer on
earth can watch and safeguard? As in repairing a thin dam made
of bad material, new leaks will develop in one part while attention
Is being centered at another.
least, this is the incontrovertible
verdict that the public is obliged to render on the basis of known

M

whatever railroad officers may believe or may be trying to
The Boston & Maine is spending large sums of money
on automatic block signals.
It recognizes the absolute necessity
for the adoption of the space interval principle in running trains.
In place of the tlme-interval-and-train-despatcher method.
As on
most other roads, the process of introducing the better method is
results,

accomplish.

Kven the

state

New

York,

commissioiier.s of Massachusetts,
recognize the need of the block system,
Possibly this slowness is flnancially justifiable.
are slow.
But
meanwhile people are being killed by the car-load.
slow.

Indiana and

MORE

railroad

who

DIFFICULTIES

IN

GEORGIA.

The Georgia Railroad Commission finds that the gross rate
reductions received through the instrumentality of the commission
by 69 Georgia cities and towns, based on the business of 1906,
to $1,896,199.
But Commissioner Joseph M. Brown points
out that, in the meantime, the price of commodities affected has
actually increased.
"It is clearly proven," he says, "that the re-

amounted

duction in freight rates, although the unjust discrimination caused
by them required that they should be made, signally failed to
reach the masses of the people. And let me add that the increase
in prices has often been made at the expense of even the retail

3"

decreed In 1786 that merchants must
accept at par the unredeemable, depreciated paper currency In
payment for their goods. There were no Ifs, huts or ands about tbis
decree, yet somehow It failed of its purpose, becmuse the unregenerate merchants closed their shops!
We leave it to the reader to
apply the parallel. If there Is one, In this example of rate regulation

n

for example,

Island,

exttfiuo.

THE

ERIE

AND THE SOUTHERN DIVIDENDS.

At a time when the cost of capital Is bo great that it is prmotically out of reach, except In small quantities, it is not surprising
that the Erie Railroad, perhaps the most prominent example in the
country of a flnancially top-heavy system, should be chary of Its
dividend payments. And when to this high cost of money is added

new investment at the same
time that it reduces the earning power of present investment, it is
natural that the Southern Railway should adopt the conservative
course of cutting Its preferred dividend from five to three per cent,
to release funds much needed for Improvement work.
In the 1907
fiscal year, the Southern earned $56,657,991. as against $53,641,436
In the same months of the year previous, but net decreased nearly
two millions in that same period, and it may be safely hazarded
that the company did not earn more than the requirements on the
three per cent, basis. But it is also true that expenditures for maintenance of way, structures and equipment have been on so liberal a
I'asis, during the past two years, that money is being plowed back
into the property, and operating expenses are somewhat higher than
strict necessities of upkeep would require.
In the 1906 year the
company charged maintenance of way and structures at approximately $1,034 per route mile, locomotives at $2,632 per locomotive,
passenger cars at $955 per car, and freight cars at $72. It is obvious
that these figures represent, as they have represented for some years
past, a wholesome and commendable effort to do as much work on
the property as possible out of earnings, and the Southern, like all
the roads In its territory except, perhaps, the Louisville & Nashville, has urgent need of this sort of rehabilitation.
Last fall, the
new financing of the road and the continuous betterment expenditure out of earnings began to bear fruit, and the road was apparently earning its full preferred dividend and some two and one-half
per cent, on the common besides.
But all this year the expense
account has been mounting fast, especially In labor costs, both by
the hour unit and by the efficiency unit, while there is scarcely
a state which the lines pass through that has not sought to reduce
the company's income and at the same time to increase its taxes
and to regard all failure of service as wilful, as President Finley
has pointed out, and to penalize such failures heavily. As we see
it, when a railroad is making every effort and spending all available
funds even funds which might properly be credited to the dividend
local legislative hostility, discouraging

—
— in

account

an attempt

excessive

taxes,

to perfect its physical condition;

damage awards and

performance tend directly

dealers."

Mr.

Rhode

Brown

continues:

"It

is,

therefore,

certainly

pertinent

'Shall the transportation facilities necessary for the commerce and intercourse of the people of Georgia be made subservient
to the demands for other and greater dividends for the manufacturers of Georgia and of other states from which Georgia jobbers
buy? Ou<;ht not the railroads to be protected in the power to
furnish to the people prompt and safe service for person and property, and should not future reductions in their revenues be made
on such items as will reach the masses of the people?' There are
thousands of citizens of Georgia who own railroad stocks and bonds.
to ask,

Shall their sources of support be destroyed for the purpose of
giving other dividends to the manufacturers and jobbers? Remember, again, there are tens of thousands of people in Georgia who

are menibeis of the families of railroad employees. Shall they be
reduced to beggary by bankrupting the railroad companies in order
to give the manufacturers and jobbers another dividend?
In the
mean time it is certainly pertinent to ask directly the question
which Is clearly Inferred from the facts I have adduced, viz.:

'Wherein has it benefited the people to reduce the freight rates?'"
Of course Mr. Brown is not arguing a case for the railroads.
His point of view is not that railroad rates have been made too
low. but that the wicked manufacturers, all over the state, are
charging too much.
Why not appoint another full-powered committee to supervise all wholesale and retail prices? The step is
not a very long one, and the citizens of Georgia cmild then buy
shoes at a dollar a pair, or whatever price the coniiiiission in its
wisdom might fix. There is abumlant historical anilmrity for this.

The southern

legislatures

to

wrecked

may

penalties
trains,

excessive

unsatisfactory

for

and cost human

lives.

eventually learn that promiscuous

on the credit and earning power of their carriers, combined
with enforced additions to the expense accounts, do not lead to
in the meantime there
better railroad conditions in the South
must be wrecks, and dividends must be passed.
The case of the Erie is quite different from that of the Southern.
When the 1907 earnings were given out, it was shown that there
had been a substantial increase, not only in gross, but in net, in
According to
spite of the prevailing costs of labor and materials.
the face of these returns, which cannot be analyzed until the detailed statement of transportation and maintenance costs is published, dividends on the preferred stock were earned twice over,
and they were declared at the usual rate, but made payable in
1917. four per cent, warrants for the amount being given to stockattaclts

;

holders.

The Erie has a highly competitive
tory;

and

it is

terribly

position in trunk line terri-

burdened by the sins of

coura.sje of its president in

its fathers,

putting the road on

and the

its feet,

skill

finan-

and physically, has been one of the noteworthy achievements
But money for improvement work it must have,
both to continue the grade revision, now well in hand, and to provide additional heavy equipment, and the ordinary channels through
which money is procured are, to all intents, closed to the Erie at
present.
With a good surplus, the management may well have
cially

of the last decade.

to pass the dividends, not only in justice to the stockThe
but because of the effect on the company's credit.
warrants represent what may be called an enforced loan of $2,-

hesitated
holders,

:

i
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500.000 at four per cent., while

it

is

quite certain that the market

neighborhood of double
that rate; more rather than less. The problem of the Erie may be
stated as that of keeping its property in condition and continuing
to do business until the other trunk lines grow up to its capitalizaThere is no longer any question that it is urgently needed
tion.
as a carrier, and it should normally show good increases, year by
year, until the debt looks less formidable in proportion to the
But meantime it is unavoidable that new
traffic than at present.
capital should be put into the property, and the year 1907 has been
a crucial one in securing this capital, bringing out, as it has, two
rate for this

sum would have been

in the
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The engineman of
this train collided with a northbound train.
the northbound train was killed and three trainmen were injured.
The operator was not the regular attendant at that station.
coroner's jury found the operator responsible, but recommended
that no legal action be taken against him because of the failure
of the despatcher to comply with the rule which requires meeting
orders [if practicable] to be sent so that the superior train shall
receive them at some station before it reaches the appointed meetand

A

Whether or not the words which we have shown in
ing place.
brackets were in the rule, or, if in it, were given weight by the
jurymen, does not appear. The jury deliberated 12 hours.
The derailment at Chester, Mass., on the 4th, was due to the
runaway of a heavy eastbound freight train on a 1'^ per cent, grade,
interesting expedients, the expensive, discounted-paper type of loan,
20 cars being wrecked.
about
The train after running about 10
It is
last spring, and the economical dividend warrants, this fall.
miles at a high speed collided with an empty engine which was
rather curious to note that the cash value of these warrants at the backing down the grade,
but the empty engine, though damaged,
present time bears just about the same relation to their par value did not leave the track. The derailment of the freight appears to
cent.
full
five
per
bears
the
dividend
to
that the reduced Southern
have been immediately due to damage sustained by its engine
when it bumped the empty engine. The failure to control the speed
of the freight train was due to neglect of the train crew to test
Train Accidents In August.
the air after taking on four car's at the front end of train at the
of the grade.
Investigation indicated that an angle cock beOur record of train accidents occurring on the railroads of the lop
tween the fourth and fifth cars was not opened, so that when occaUnited Slates in August includes 18 collisions and 2.5 derailments
required
an
emergency
sion
application it could not be made upon
and three boiler explosions. 46 accidents in all. This record is not
the whole train. In ordinary service on this grade freight trains
published in full except in the cases of the few accidents which are
controlled
by
hand
are
brakes, the air being used in emergencies.
especially prominent— in the present instance four collisions and
The derailment at Melrose Junction on the 7th was due to the
eight del ailments. The record of "ordinary" accidents which term
runaway on a steep grade of a freight train made up of 50 cars
includes, for our present purpose, only those which result in fatal
loaded with coal. It occurred about 3 a.m. The train had been
injury to a passenger or an employee or which are of special inproperly for about nine miles down the grade but then became
run
is given at the end in the shape of a
terest to operating officers
uncontrollable, and after running about three miles at high speed
one-line item for each accident, showing date, location, class and
was thrown off the track at a derailing switch, the engine and 42
number of deaths and injuries. This record is based on accounts
The failure
cars falling down a bank. One trainman was injured.
published in local daily newspapers, except in the cases of accidents
control the speed appears to have been due to mismanagement
to
inquiry
of such magnitude that it seems proper to send a letter ol"
of the air-brakes by the engineman.
to the railroad manager.
These two runaways, though not resulting in any fatalities, are
month.
The accident most fatal to passengers in August appears to have among the most costly wrecks of the
The collision at Auburn, N. C, on the 6ih, was investigated by
been that at Kelly, Pa., on the 6th, where five passengers and one
given
in the words of the cona coroner's jury: and the cause, as
trainman (the engineer) were killed and 18 passengers were inductor, was "I simply forgot my orders, that's all": and a similar
Southbound train No. 6 was derailed by running into a
jured.
neglect
seems
to have been the cause of the butting collision at
consetrack
in
southbound
freight car which had fallen upon the
Dalton. Ga., on the 8th.
quence of a break-in-two in a northbound freight. The passenger
The derailment at Tulsa, Ind. T.. on the 30th, due to a train
train was running about 40 miles an hour. The engine was wrecked
running on to a burning bridge, is reported as the fourth serious
and three passenger cars were overturned.
place within a few days, all believed to
The derailment at Red Rock, Okla., on the 1st, is reported as train accident near that
have been due to the malicious acts of train wreckers.
unexplained. Both of the passenger coaches, together with the bag-

—

—

gage car and the locomotive, tell into the ditch.
The derailment on the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, at Thompson, Xeb., on the 22d, was due to the opening of a derailing switch
in front of a passenger train when it was too late for the train
The tender, mail car and baggage car were overto be stopped.
turned and the engineman was killed. The train was running at
about 25 miles an hour. The point of derailment was the approach
to the crossing of the Burlington road, and the signalman who
decamped immediately after the derailment is supposed to have
become confused and to have assumed that the train approaching
was on the Burlington track. There was, In fact, no Burlington
train in sight
The accident at Kingsley, Miss., on the 22d, was the derailment
of a freight train which fell against the cars of a work train standing on a side track, causing the death of seven laborers of the work

—

—

at Sapulpa. Ind. T., on the 24th, is reported as due to the failure of the train despatcher to issue the
proper order to the eastbound train. Of the killed four were trainmen and the fifth was reported as unidentified.
The collision at Foul Rift. N. J., on the 15th, was due to the
neglect of an operator to deliver an order to the southbound train.
This operator (at Belvidere .lunctton, two miles north of Foul Rift)
was ordered to hold a southbound freight, but he did not do so,

The butting

re.

ke
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Of the 22 serious electric car accidents reported In the newsIn the month of August, seven are reported as having each
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Significant Testimony.

The pro|)u«al to I'HtubllHh one iiniruriu rIaHHillcatlun of commoditleii for all frflKbt tarlffH In thi> I'nltcil Stali-ti. whirh baa been
ln-fotp the country for lo or 20 years, haH lieeii favored by tbe
CumnicTci' ConinilHslon and by varloub wtate railroad
voninibxlonx and bait bei-u <'Oii>>taiitly aiipuscil hy railroad men; by
all nillroad nirn. wi- lit-llcve, wbo arc fully converiiaut wttb tbe subject, except tbosu who have deemed It tbelr duty to try to comply
with the wl8he8 of tbe advocates of the cbauRe In xpite of the difficulties of th»' task.
At last, however, we have a strong voice on
the conservative side from a state railroad conirnlsKioner, Mr. MayMr. .Mayfleld has bad long experience and his epifield of TexBii.
tome of this matter Is a forcible one. It is in a letter to O. P.
Uothlin, member of the Ohio Railroad Coinniis.sion. He says:
"In my Judgment, uniform classification is little short of an
Illusion;
absolutely Impracticable ami altogether unwUe.
It
la
Cla.sslflcatlon is but a process of rate making, and uniform classlflcallon, to be of substantial value, must be followed by uniform
rate making, which at once demonstrates the utter absurdity of the
Intt-rittat*.-

whole scheme.
"Such a thing as uniform classification cannot be maintained
For exwllbin the limits of even a state, much less the Union.
ample, take the conditions that prevail in the state of Texas, where
rates on state commerce are prescribed absolutely by agents of the
government, and uniformity in all respects is looked after with
especial care.
"The railroad commission of Texas has prescribed a classification of Its own, and the fact remains that not exceeding 15 per
cent, of the commerce of this state is governed by this classification, and I dare say the same general conditions prevail in the
territory of Official. Southern and Western classifications.
"Within this state we have upwards of i" separate commodity
tariffs, and most of these separate tariffs eml)race innumerable commodities, and the whole of them means nothing more nor less than
a classification different from that prescribed in the Standard Classification.

"There are many factors to be considered in rate making, and
an Important one is the character and density of a commodity for
which a rate is prescribed. These conditions shift and differ as you
shift and change from one section of the country to another, and
rates must be prescribed taking into consideration those shifting
conditions; and, therefore, I repeat that the scheme in my opinion
is visionary and al)solutely Impracticable."

The school which the Pennsylvania Railroad has established
for the training of telegraph operators and station agents at BedThe manager
ford, Pa., was opened on Monday last, September 16.
is Mr. J. F. Cessna.
It is estimated that the Pennsylvania will need
700 additional operators to comply with tbe federal eight-hour law
which goes into effect next .March. Students are to be taught not
only the work of the telegraph office, including the rules for handling despatchers' orders, but also the general duties of station
It is
agent. Including practice in keeping station agents' accounts.
expected that tbe course will require from six to eight months,
and "Immediately uiion Its completion graduates will be provided
with salaried positions." A nominal charge ot f2 a month is
made for tuition. The company advertises tor students between
the ages of 17 and 25 possessing good health and a fair knowledge
of English, mathematics and geography; "men of ability, energy,
decision and action." As the Hailroad Uazetlf is constantly setting
forth in all dejiartments of railroading the highest ideals that it
knows of, it will be ungracious to question the judgment of that
officer of the Pennsylvania who seeks men like General Sherman or
Bismarck or Gladstone to fill the position of telegraph operator;
but unless be pays a good deal higher wages than prevail on most
railroads be will i)robably have to put up with men possessing perhaps one, two or three of the four virtues which he names. Men
of 25 who possess any of them in a marked degree will be found
to be now getting from $75 to $100 a month, and they don't have
Candidates 17 years old may posto work alone out In the woods.
sess the first two or three, at least potentially; but to possess all may
be a disadvantage. It may be better It the young men do not develop the third and fourth until after they have been trained
awhile. Possibly this nciglil)orly crilioism applies only to the
press agent, however. The main idea of the school is highly commendable. It is unl)usinc.-islike to depend for recruits on self-taught
operators, acquiring their knowledge in the offices ot all kinds of
station agents; and this notwithstanding tbe fact that innumerable
high railroad officers began their careers in that way; and it is worse

When one

sayt that history repeats Itself he usually refers to
less alike, which have occurred a few hundreds or
thousands of years ajmrt; but History, like all the rest of u.s. now
lives a fast life; hence we read of "experiments" with hoops for
deliverInK orders lo moving trains (on tbe Pennsylvania Railroads

events,

more or
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particularly lntere»le«i. The Pennsylvania bais iniruduced a mudillcation: a holder for holding up two hoops, one for each of the two
engines of a double-header. Each of the 57 block offices on tbe
Middle Division is supplied with three holders and 50 hoops. As the
Pennsylvania bas an enterprising signal department, the reader may
be Inclined to surprise at this evidence of progress in a method of
train management which baa to do with old-faabioned practicepractice which does not have much use for signals. An explanation,
or partial explanation, may be found In the fact that the Middle
Division Is the one least advanced in signaling. There being no
heavy and frequent passenger service on tbe division, tbe company's
investments in automatic signals and short block sections have been
allotted to other divisions.
On tbe New York Division and other
well-signaled sections the strictly modern method of conveying running instructions to enginemen wholly by fixed signals is in vogue to
some extent; and tbe use of tissue-paper orders, to be handled by
greasy hands and read by dim lights, is correspondingly lessened.
The hoop is a highly useful device (though it has done little for tbe
pockets of American exploiters of railroad appliances) but we may
hope some time to get beyond it.
:

...

•

.

;

The French papers are criticising the poor results that were
obtained by the state in the operation of its railroads for the year
1906 in comparison with those obtained by the private companies.
According to the report that has been issued, the net gain for tbe
five great companies was as follows:
The Xord, 8,500,000 fr.; Est,
8,000,000 fr.; Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, 8.500,000 fr.; Orleans,
1.600,000 fr., and the Ouest, 1,700,000 fr., while the state system falls
behind with a net loss of 300,000 fr. It is estimated that had the
state system increased in the same proportion as the other roads It
would have shown a net gain of 846,000 fr., whereas in reality it fell
From which it is argued that the
1,346.000 fr. below this figure.
state management is not equal to that ot the private companies.
Chicago, Milwaukee
Ofiicial

mention

is

Pacific coast extension,

scribed in
just issued

any

detail.

at

&

St. Paul.

made in an annual report of the
now the undertaking is not demap published with the report
the new line, the only direct mention

last

but even

The

makes no note

of

official

as follows by President Earling:
"Companies organized under the laws of South Daltotn. Montana. Idaho
and Washington have undcrlalciMi and are now engaged In the construction of
a line of railroad from the .Missouri river lo Seattle. Taconia and other Puget
Sound points.
It has Iouk been apparent that an outlet lo the racltic Coast
would be of great benefit to the property of your company, and accordingly
your company has advanced, and Is now from lime to time advancing, sums of
Kach of the
money to aid those companies In the construction of this line.
companies Is progressing satisfactorily with Its work, and it Is ex|M'cied that
In the opinion of
the entire line will l)e completed during the year 100!).
the directors, largo and Important benelUs will result to your company and
also to the western companies through the Interchange of the constantly Increasing traffli- lii'twcfu the (!real Lakes and the I'acitic Coast."

of

which

is

However, as was the case a year ago. there are indirect referTwo
ences to the new project much more definite and striking.
years ago there was no item ot "advances to other railroad comthis
item
apyear
Last
panies" on the St. Paul's balance sheet.
peared with about $9,500,000 so advanced. On June 30. 1907. it had
increased to $;)2.339.271. which may be roughly taken as the cost
of the new extension up to the present time. There has at the same
time been a large increase in the stock ot material and fuel on hand,
as shown on the balance sheet. The value ot this was $2,700,000 in
1905, $4,900,000 in 1906 and almost $6,000,000 on June 30, Ut07, the
increases probably representing stocks accumulated for use on the
new line. The map shown herewith, including the Pacific extension,
The line should
is one recently issued by the passenger department.
be in operation as far as Butte. Mont., some time in the first half
of 190S.
.\n article describing progress on the western end of the
extension is ijublished on another page of this issue; a similar
article appeared in the Kailroad Gazette of July 19, 1907. The country through which the western part of the extension is to pass was
described in the issue of September 21, 1906.
Roswell Miller, chairman of the board, has been quoted as
follows in regard to the Paciflc extension:
"The line will be 130 miles shorter from Chicago to Seattle than tbe
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Pacific, and about 80 miles shorter than the Great Northern.
the inmintains the grades will be from 1% per cent, to 1% per cent, comThe Northern Tacific grades are in all cases 2% per cent., anil
man.v of them are not compensated, and therefore average as high as '2% per
Aside from the mountain grades, the St. I'aul will have a much lower
cent.
grade than the Northern I'aciUc, and the mountain grades are so bunched that
they will not Impede traffic. The eitension is compelled by physical condl
tlons to run along the Northern Taciflc for a considerable distance, and tn
This, however, does not apply to much territory
cross It several times.
which produces a large business and therefore the competition will not be
severe.
The estimated cost of the extension will be $40,000 a mile (or the
This
main line, which includes equipment, and .$30,000 a mile for branches.
contemplates a strictly flrstclass road in all respects."

it is a local road with most of its mileage on the prairies, where
With completion
the cost of track maintenance is ^t a minimum.
of the Pacific extension and the establishment of this as the St.
Paul's one dominating through route, the cost of roadway maintenance per mile operated will tend to increase. At present the amount
spent appears to be about the minimum with which the property
(an be kept in proper condition.
Maintenance ot equipment stands at $8,600,000, against $5,600,000
This large
in ];>0G, an increase of $3,000,000, or over nO per cent.
increase appears to have been mainly due to the charging of $3,346.610 to operating expenses for replacement of equipment, against
$694,646 in 1906 and $682,389 in 1905 similarly charged. The increase

While the fact of the Pacific extension is at last officially recognized in an annual report, the means by which the built of the new
capital necessary for its construction is being raised in itself the
most important single event in the history of the St. Paul for the
past year is not even hinted at, except as the balance sheet shows
a liability of $24,690,000, representing subscriptions to capital stock.
The only new stock issue which is directly mentioned is that of
This amount of new stock
$25,000,000 common stock made last fall.
had been authorized by the shareholders on October 4, 1902.
following a threatened break with the Union Pacific over the division
Since that time it had remained in
of through rates to the coast.
the treasury unissued, su,ggestive always of the possibility of an
extension of the St. Paul to the coast. Twenty-five million dollars,
however, is only a small part of the money which will be necessary
before the St. Paul has its own through line from Chicago to Puget
Sound. Consequently, late in December, there was offered to stock-

in the total expenditures last year on this account is perhaps most
strikingly shown in the item "maintenance of equipment per revenue train-mile," which increased from 19.27 cents to 27.99 cents.
The increase is also shown when the account is analyzed into its
separate units. The cost per locomotive was $2,548, against $1,454
in 1906; $775 per passenger car, against $663 in 1906, and $102 per
freight car, against $46 in 1906. The marked increase in the locomotive and freight car items suggests that these classes of equipment have been maintained at a minimum or below during recent

Northern

pensaod.

—

—

holders at par a total of about $100,000,000 new stock, $60.oiiii.i)im
preferred and $33,000,000 common.
This stock was to be paid
for in instalments over three years, the last payment to be made
on March 1, 1909. None of this new stock, therefore, has as yet
actually been issued.
Gross earnings for the year were larger than ever before, over
$65,000,000. This is an increase of $5,000,000 over 1906. Operating
expenses, however, increased even more, leaving net earnings of
$22,095,012, against $22,933,539 in 1906.
This is good proof of the
constantly increasing cost of operation due to more traffic tliaii
means for handling it, higher wages, and higher cost of ;ill kinds
of supplies; facts which affected railroad operation all over the
country in the late fiscal year.
Freight earnings and revenue freight ton miles each increased
about 10 per cent. The principal increases in tonnage were as follows:
Flour and other mill products, 168,125 tons; wheat, 71,869

and vegetables, 53,114 tons; bituminous coal, 158,110
iron and other ores, 565,054 tons; stone, sand, etc., 130,704
lumber, lath and shingles, 100,989 tons; petroleum and other
oils, 72,252 tons; castings and machinery, 92,154 tons; commodities
not specified, 463,159 tons.
The only decreases in tonnage were
In barley; oats; corn; sash, doors, blinds and other forest products;
lime, cement and plaster.
Although there was an Increase of 6
per cent. In the tonnage of agricultural products as a whole, these
comprised a slightly smaller percentage of the total than in the
tons;
tons;
tons;

fruit

previous year. The St. Paul's traffic, in fact. Is so diversified that
the company's dependence Is not on any one particular product.
With the development of the central West the road has become more
than a granger line and carries large quantities , of manufactures,
coal, lumber and general merchandise. The Pacific extension should
open up large new traffic areas which will not only fiirnlRh largo
quantities of raw products to be shipped cnstbonnd, Imt will demand
In return the manufactures of other products of the Kast and
central West; In both directions the St. Paul will get a long through
hatil.

',

Less was spent on maintenance of way than
year. Less rails

and

In

the preceding

were laid, and less was spent on ordinary
Per mile of road, maintenance of way co.^t

ties

roadway maintenance.

1827, against $856 In 1906.
The St. Paul has long been noticeable
among the railroads of the country becau.'se It spends so little per
mile on keeping up its lino. The particular reason for this Is that It

has so large a proportion of branch-line mileage.

Token as a whole.

as well as the tremendous traffic handled during the year.
Paul builds more of its locomotives and cars than any other
Improvements to its Milwaukee shops, costing $652,000,
have been made during the year, and at present these shops can
turn out 10 locomotives a month and 28 freight cars a day.
Conducting transportation shows an increase of $3,083,088, or
l.'i
per cent. There were large increases under various heads. The

years,

The

St.

railroad.

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St. Paul.

which increased $232,000 In
Fuel and other supplies for
locomotives increased $283,000 In 1906 and $877,000 in 1907. Train
service and supplies increased $1.">6,000 in 1906 and $364,725 in
1907.
Switchmen, flagmen and watchmen, after rising by $183,000
Station service and
a year previous, increased $269,000 last year.
Use of
supplies increased $260,000 In 1906 and $324,000 in 1907.
cars and locomotives increased, $125,000 in 1906 and $152,000 In
1907.
This last item shows an increase of nearly 300 per cent. In
iresents the pressing into service of fortwo years and probably
eign cars to relieve the extreme car shortages.
The St. Paul's new line from Chamberlain, S. Dak., on the
Missouri river, to Rapid City, 219 miles, is finished and nearly
ready for operation. The Chicago & North-Western, starting from
the Missouri river at Pierre, S. Dak., lias also been pushing a line
to the principal city of the Black Hills district, and the two roads
reached their destination at about the same time this summer, thii.s
adding another to the many points at which the St. Paul and NorthWestern are keen competitors.
Considerable second-track work has been done during the year,
as well as reduction of grades at various points on the line. Large
improvements of this sort are still necessary to put the existing
lines which will be used as the eastern end of the through line to
Aside from such
I'ngel Sound in shape for heavy through traffic.
general Improvements, it is not probable that the St. Paul, with the
tremendous project of the Pacific extension on its hands, will
undertake any large amount of new building in other directions.
item,
190C,

engine and

roundhouse men,

was larger by $561,000

i

last year.
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• atrouK aliuulut; (ruu. Utv ljii>l, lur iliu loiuiiiiii Iiut^n cannot t>ear
tb« wbole burden alone. It is entirely probable that the extension
will do thiH. In iplle o( the (act that It U beluK built at the blgbetil
coat ol lal.or and mali-nala ever known.
Yet It the earlier transcooUnrntalit were built at a m^t ifarly as low tn some cases as
one-half what the tit. Caul
y ran tlirouKb long litretches
of country whirb for yc.i;
of trafflc.
Today enter->(
prise and deve'opnifnl In
are at a niaxlnium. The
new rouniry wbli-h the St. I'dul oiivub up should l>e rich in traffic
from tbu start. Such business will be in addition to the developed
and proQtable through traffic to and from Puget Sound.
The prlnrlpul rusulLh of the last two years' operation arc
sumniod up In the following table:
>
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13,l»ti8.644

5,072,463

CONTRIBUTIONS
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Md

be a
lack of barmoniouA piirpotc. The ne«d o( the
day 1» a railroad commlasion of
men. Farmers,
politicians and country lawyers iho
the rear.
i
want tij say a word aliio for
Th-- Journal of
Commerce in proposing that the Irfixing
rates,
'>ns on
bis
shall make "complvtu Ui
which be bases bU decUiona is qui;c ..,
.. jji Idea
that can never be put in practice. To even approximate a full understanding between the railroad and th'' p'lbll'- as to the r*-a«on8 for
lity, it
a 10 per cent. Increase in the rat<would be necessary to hold a six d:i
'y pro:ice belonged discu.'siun would it be pos^ii
tween the freight agent's estimate of ibv cunUiUuUa aiid the eciimate supported by the other side.
The only feasible way to make freight rates. In most cases, is
by bargaining. The railroads must be allowed at least In the beginning to proceed on the theory of what the traffic will bear. The
soundness of this theory is not shaken by the fact that It has often
been abused by shortsighted traffic managers. It Is proper for the
public to see that the trafflc manager does not punish trafflc by
of
an
but
restraint
will
nor
bear;
cuarging it what it
overzealous freight agent Is far different from culling his head oft.
making
only
theory
of
rate
Anyone who tries to reverse the true
stultifies himself.
"Complete disclosure" of conditions is a good
goal at which to aim, and shippers may rightfully be on their guard
constantly against unnecessary concealment by the railroads; but
the theorist must deal with conditions as he finds them. Even state
operated railroads are obliged to ride rough shod over his theories.
eaortaaou.
to
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Safety at Crossings Without Whistling.
Shippers' Organizations to Bargain for Rates.
riilludelpbia. I'a

New

York, Sipl.

3,

l'J07.

To TUE KuiTuu Of fiu; Kailbuau Gazette:
The Journal of Commerce, quoting a statement made by Mr.
Plant, of the Southern Railway, in the suit against that company
by the state of North Carolina, to the effect that "there should be a
mutual understanding between the railroads and the public and au
equitable arrangemeul as to rate.s,
says:
"This is a new position
for railroad men to take, but it is eminently judicious in purpose.
Heretofore railroad managers have claimed the right to fix rates
for themselves and with sole regard for the interests of the railroads, adjusting them in such a way as to secure the largest return
that tbo conditions of traffic will admit of. Stale railroad commissions, on the other hand, have been apt to be arbitrary and lo as"

sume

that rates should be made as low as the traffic will bear without being discontinued by bankruptcy of the roads. If the business
is to go on successfully regulation and operation must be brought
into amicable relations.
Those responsible for the management of
railroads must arrange their schedules of rates, but this should be
done with the fullest publicity and a complete disclosure of the
conditions supposed lo justify them."
The editor of the Journal of i'onmierce is right in declaring that
the public ought to be represented; yet he ignores the fact, even
while referring to it, that the public is represented already by the
slate railroad commissions.
What is the reason for this? The
editor, like the rest of us, evidently is painfully aware that most
of the iitate commissions are of doubtful value to the public.
And
the trouble is not because ihe commissions are not devoted to the
public.
They certainly aim with zeal to stand up for the public as
against the railroads although ostensibly they are independent
bodies, of judicial temper, devoted to justice whether justice be for
or against the rallroad.s. No; the weakness of the commissions is
due to their ignorance and their mistaken political zeal.
Mr. Plant's suggestion should not fall to the ground however,
notwithstanding this blind and one-sided attitude of the present
representatives of the public. The public which deals with the
railroads that is to say, the shippers might well appoint representatives of its own. Probably the most satisfactory arrangement
for carrying on negotiations between railroads and shippers that
has ever been tried was that established through the traffic bureaus,
such as were quite popular in St. l.,uuis and certain other cities
some IG years ago, and which still continue to give efficient service
It is only repealing an elementary truth to say
in some places.
that the "authority" who deals with the railroads on behalf of
shippers, should, tlrsl, know accurately and in detail ihe needs and
desires of the people whom he represents, and, secondly, should be
enthusiastically devoted to the interests of these people. The average state railroad commissioner is enthusiastically devoted to those
voters or the representatives of those voters who, he believes, will
rule at the next election.
It might be well even to go so far as
to have boards of trade incorporated, and perhaps given some semThat
would be better than to continue our
blance of authority.
present farcical arrangements. Even in such a situation as that
of the present year in Kansas where the railroads and the state
coDtmissioners reached a compromise on freight rates, there still

—

—

—

—

.

Sept.

16,

1907.

To THE Editor or lut K.mlko.mi Gazette:
I
have just read with interest your editorial of last week on
the Noise Nuisance. Many sensitive railroad men as well as thousands of sensitive passengers will endorse your denunciation of the
loud whistle and the careless engineman. You might well have gone
more fully into particulars. One of the most useless functions of
the locomotive whistle is the regular enforcement of the rule regarding whistling for highway crossings, where such crossings are

guarded by a flagman and in many cases by both flagman and gates.
This unnecessary practice is observable in many places; and it
appears to be kept up in spite of the fact not in ignorance of it
that at hundreds of crossings in this country and Europe a saner
practice prevails. On the New York, New Haven & Hartford many
years ago an order was issued that where crossings were provided
with attendants, the whistle need not be sounded. The attendants
probably in most cases had in their cabins electric bells warning
them of the approach of trains. On the Boston & Albany as much as
30 years ago. whistling was abandoned at crossings which were
watched, as well as at many others also. At that time many of the
gatemen's cabins had no electrical connection. An officer of the
legal department of thai road said in substance that the disuse of
the whistle at these crossings had not increased the company's
burden of expense either by adverse rulings of the judges in law
suits, or by added severity in the awarding of damages by juries.
The notion that every time a railroad relaxes its precautions at
highway crossings even a hair's breadth, it incurs new dangers in
the courts, is imaginary.
There are many highway grade crossings in England, a common
American impression to the contrary notwithstanding; and the
whistle nuisance has been done away with in that country long since,
if, indeed, it ever existed to the barbarous extent which obtains in

—

this country.

Why should not our ideas of whistling be reversed? Why not
begin with the presumption that in ordinary circumstances whistles
are not needed; that they should be used only by order or permission of municipal authorities? Why do cities and towns allow unrestrained use i)t locomotive steam whistles for calling in flagmen,
for giving switching signals in large yards, and for other things
of secondary importance, when hand bells or small mouth whistles
or hand motions would answer just exactly as well? It is to be confessed that town officials are negligent in matters of this kind,
perhaps as generally as are railroad superintendents, but in the
universal apathy of railroad officers, it might be a good thing to stir
up the municipal authorities.
o. F. m.
A Few Phases

of Railroad Science.

To TUE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
There never was a time in the history of railroading when so
many people were coming forward to explain why this difficulty
and how that trouble could be eliminated if only the other
fellow would do so and so. Some of these are instructive, soma
amusing, and some are neither.
existed,

Why we

are getting this flood of explanation

is

of course quite
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plain.
It is simply because tlie troubles exist, and so far all the
explanations offered have not reduced one trouble, nor have the suggested remedies, with one or two exceptions, been worth the time
it took to write them.
The exception par excellence is, of course,
that of .lames J. Hill, and when his words are carefully considered
and stripped to the bone they amount to simply this. The railroads of America that are in trouble must get busy and spend
money, spend lots of it and spend it right. The people who put in
their time offering other remedies are like the wild turkey in the
trap, they go doddering around looking for a hole where there is
none but will not get down and use the only opening that exists.
That this remedy should be unpopular goes without sayiug. but
the fact must be recognized sooner or later that the art of making
bricks witiiout straw went out about the time the children of
Israel followed Moses out of Egypt.
Corporations as well as individuals wheil they find themselves in trouble can look back and
see where they have been doing something wrong, and the sin of
the railroads has been the heart breaking race for the prize of a
larger "net increase over the same period last year." The object in
itself is all right, but the mistake has been in the foolish idea that
too great a proportion of this increase was theirs to salt away and
keep. It was not, and now they must go back and dig it up again,
or if it is gone beyond reach mortgage their future that they
may have a future. And the one that does this first will win
out first.

The science

of railroading like some others is not an exact
science.
It is still lop-sided and has many anomalies.
For instance,
while the countrv' as a whole has been advancing by leaps and
bounds, business increasing in all directions, and the "net increase
over same period last year" has steadily grown, what do we find

the detail of the railroad service? While the car service man
little essays on the car situation, cars are standour of service waiting repairs. The real car man. the man
who actually keeps them in condition to be moved, is told to go
ahead and rush them out, but do not exceed your expenditure for
the same period last year. While loaded cars and empties are waiting to be shunted the yardmaster is howled at by the trainmaster
to get a move on and do the work, but do not exceed your expenditure for the same period last year. While the trainmaster is
explaining that he cannot move trains without engines, the motive
power man is screamed at to get out the locomotives and keep them
in good repair, but do not exceed your expediture for the same period
last year.
The roadmaster is explaining that he cannot get men
to work at the old rates, he is told to go ahead and do the work,
but do not exceed your expenditure for the same period last year.
The superintendent is explaining that the volume of business has
outgrown his facilities, that he can no longer handle a traffic that
has increased 100 per cent, while his trackage, etc., has increased
10 per cent., or not at all, but he gets the same song, with variations, and the farce goes merrily on.
in
is

fending in nice

i!:g

Never mind that some of the cars are getting older every year,
and there are many more of them. Don't take into account that the
locomotives are each year more expensive to keep in running order,
and the man we pay $2 to to-day is not doing the work a |1.7.5
man did before. Don't acknowledge that your rails are one year
older, that your roadbed requires more labor as your ballast wears
thin, shut your eyes to the fact that anywhere off your road the
section men can get better pay than you offer.
Don't see all, or
any of these things, let them all stand still while we make up our
"nei increa.se over same period last year."
But don't stand still
too long, for things that move have a way of running over things
that stand atill, anil there Is a pretty general break in the line and
a scramble for money.
Will the supply be equal to the demand?
Our 'liagno.sps of the evils that atTliit us are often wrong, and
it
follows that the remedies applied are useless. At a meeting of
a railroad club some weeks ago the head of the passenger and ticket
department read a paper that was very good indeed, and he covered so much ground that by the time he got through you had the
feeling that he mu.st surely be the Alpha and Omega of all railroading. While the members were throwing Ixjuquels at him one
gentleman during his rongratulatory speech told a little story on
the side. In this story there was a fat passenger who complained
of the dust In the car, the heating appliances, and finally he cursed
the whole outfit on account of being jolted by the engine driver's
rough handling of the train. The gentleman who told the story
had l)ecn In the car with the grumbler, but whether he told the
yarn to simply amuse the members of the club, or whether he Intendeil II a« a gentle hint to the passenger man that he was not
the whole thing
<annot say. t do not even know how It struck
thp company generally, hut It sounded good to me. Here was a
passenger who might bo taken as a fair sample of !•') per cent, of
I

the passengers who traveled oi) this road.
lie knew nothing
the head of the passenger department, he was not Interpptfd in the man who sold htm his tickets, nor did he care a red
rem for the conductor, but he had a grievance ag.ninst the motive
power department thrnuBh the engineer who had jolted him, and
ngBinHt the car df-parlmcnt for his other Ills, and If he contlnucil

all

nboiit

to

patronize the road or
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left it for

a rival they and they alone would

he responsible.
for thought surely.
It was not a new thought
to me but brushed up some old ones.
Now how many passengers
who might travel by a rival line is the passenger department solely
responsible for securing and keeping for their own road? I have
traveled on railroad trains for 20 years, meeting all sorts and conditions of passengers, and I am prepared to say they are very few.

Here was food

That the passenger department does secure a small number goes
without saying, but as for keeping them they have less than nothing to do with it. A passenger man may induce a man, or number
by his road once, but it the cars are dirty, the
road rough, and the train badly handled he <an't get him again,
and these are items he has nothing to do with. While it none of
these exist, if the cars are right, the road smooth and the train well
handled these will attract the passenger in the first place, becoming
known to him through that best advertising medium in the rforld,
a satisfied patron, and they will keep him though he never heard
And the thought
of the passenger department or its representatives.
in my mind is was this what the gentleman meant when he told
his little story? This may appear somewhat insipid, but it leads
us to one more phase of the science of railroading, and how it
works out in detail at the present day.
of men, to travel

of the railroads where they enter a large city, and
the roundhouse and shops where the locomotives are
and the men to nin them are trained, with all that both
cared
these employ, and there we will find a man in charge who bears
the title of, we will say, master mechanic. Now who is he and
what training was necessary for his position? Here is his history:
After receiving a good common school education he enters a railroad shop and by constant hard work, honesty, sobriety and much
more than average ability, he has risen step by step during 20,
25 or maybe 30 years to the position he now holds. And to fill that

Take any

let

us

visit

for,

position he requires all the knowledge and experience he has gained
during a term of years that would have turned him out a lawyer,
a doctor or two or three more of the learned professions. And what
Well, we have no space for a detailed account
is his work like?
of that, but we might say he is simply chained to the wheels of

the locomotives under his charge, and they never stop rolling, SunHis
day, Monday, night and day they go on and he must follow.
day is an emergency, and his night is a.'; restful as that ot a doctor
experiwith a good practise. All his hard earned knowledge and
ence fails him at times ami he is thrown back on that mother wit
that was his only capital to start with, but there is one thing he
must not do, and that is to fail, not for a day. not for an hour; there
is

too

much depending on him

for that.

Well, a short life and a busy one for him, and so long as he is
A short distance away from
well paid he has no kick, but is he?
him in the same city we find a young man in charge ot the same
is
and
what was the training necesWho
he.
office.
company's ticket
sary to enable him to fill his position? We find he breaks even with
But he
the master mechanic at the time they both leave school.
goes into a comfortable office from 9 to a each day and learns to
In a
fill
in forms and require a good knowledge of time cards.
year's time he is as fit as ever he will be to fill the position he
years,
will
give
him
five
now holds, but he is too young, so we

during which time he has lived soft and had time and opportunity to
enjoy life. And now we find him in bis snug little job where he
must sell tickets, answer questions, and send in his reports. When
he can he extends the passenger business of his road, but we have
seen that he hasn't really much to do with that.
Now which one of the.sc men is most considered by the railroad
employing them, and which one receives the greater money consideration from their respective positions? The ticket agentl
have used the master mechanic as an Illustration for the
reason that his salary comes the nearest to being equal to that of
the ticket agent, but the same thing or more may be said of the
roadmaster, the trainmaster, the inr foreman, the general shop foreman, the roundhouse foreman and many others, but these hard-workIng unfortunates are so far behind the passenger department man
In all that makes life worth living, and especially in the matter of
pickings, that the loniparison would be odious, but,
.sjilary and
odious or not, let us look at one more. The roundhouse or locomoHe has charge of the care and despatching of the
tive foreman.
locomotives that do the work of the railroad, of the mechanics who
repair them, the cleaners who wipe them and the firemen and engineers who run them. To do this he should be a mechanic for he
must decide as to whether an engine is fit to continue running withHe should know more than
out more than light over night repnirs.
the men under him of the business in hand as he must direct lhe.se
Whiit engineer shall take this
men, and decide what each shall do
run and what fireranii la best fitted for that engine, etc. Then It
Is he who must despatch these engines each day for yard service,
extra and regular freight trains and passenger trains. So that he is
really responsible If the fast exprcs.s does not leave on lime, if the
frolghts are delayed In sinning and if the yard crews have to wait
on their engine.
I

.
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about 80 per cent, of what the llreman rerelven for hl» work. Vet
be U "over" ih
men, hi' Ih ex|»'< tt'il.tu keep hem up to the mark.
lo "Jolly them aloUK" to nialnlulii discipline und obtain renultJi isenerally.
With such object leiUH>iii> aa the foreKolug before ihem.
young men of common Hi-niie and the ability that would carry them
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the science
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are not entering
.md smull bliiim- tu them.
The condltluu i^ nui u uutunil one, mid for that reason must
paiUi away, but It will co»l the rallroad» uf America much money
In paaalng.
It U largely In their own hands to nay how much, by
applying the old principle that a stitch In time aavea nine.
I,«t U!i Ju8t glance at this again.
Suppose we go out looking
for matt rial to be worked Into
Hem. one maMter mechanic; Item,
one ticket agent. We find two youug men of :i3 years of age; smart,
bright young fellows both, with about the same amount of natural
ability, and the .s;ime education.
We take th<-iu In hand aud we
turn ou: our |>ai<::enger man fully equipped for his duties In three
years, and I'll years later we begin lo look for our master mechanic
to chip his shell and give us an idea of what he can do.
Now If it
takes 'M years to make a master mechanic, or a man thoroughly
competent to keep In serviceable condition so important a part, of
a railroad equipment as the locomotive, there should be some encouragement offered for men to enter that branch so that the supply
may not run out.
poalllonit of

t.ic,
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that branch of
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Pressure of Locomotive Wheels Against the Rails.
KV

—

As I said before. I only use the position of master mechanic
as an illustration; the same thing applies to the man who has charge
of the balance of the rolling stock, and to the man who Is responsible
for the condition of the permanent way.
Never in the history of railroading ou this continent have there
been so many aicidents due to the failure of equipment as at present.
There has been volumes written on the few important accidents that were attributable to a failure of that complex piece of
machinery, the brain of man, but what do they amount to. t-ompared
am
to the number due to failure of locomotives, cars and track?
i
not speaking now only of the accidents where human life is lost,
and that appear in our little table of statistics, but to the hundreds
that do not appear there, but are nevertheless eating the heart out
of the railroads, and could be so largely prevented by the expenditure
of money in inspection, repairs and maintenance.
And this brings
us back to Mr. Hill's text:
Get busy and spend money, and spend
it right, and don't forget the human element.
The railroad that
is the last to Increase the pay of its employees is the one that will
be left behind in the race; eventually it must pay the price, but it
will find itself paying it lo the culls, while the other fellow has
the good men.
That "net increase over the same period last year"
may suffer a little for a short time, but it will grow stronger and
better with a much more healthy growth in the future.
In North .America 30 years ago there were two great railroads
growing, and fighting each other step by step whenever they came
within strikin.e distance, and between rounds they swatted all the
smaller roads that even cheeped in the shell. And this in a vast
country whose progress was even then retarded for want of further
railroad extension.
Year by year since thai time they have carried
on the war while Ih? country has advanced so rapidly that while
one of them was spending hundreds of thousands of dollars lo prevent a new road rutting into what they considered ihelr own particular territory, their own line was blocked with a congestion of
the very traffic they wanted to prevent the new road getting a portion of, and after it was through they were so busy trying to keep
up with the natural increas-e in their own business they had no
time to find out whether the other fellow got any business or not.
Now it railroading was an exai't science here was an object lesson
that might sink into the mind, but did it? Oh no!
As soon as
they get through throwing money away in that little fiic they see
another and rush lo smother it with good, real money. In all the
history of this :w years war I cannot find that the money spent
and the effort i)ut forth has ever resulted in one dollar's worth of
benefit to the side spending it, nor that it has been effectual in
doing more than very slightly checking the country's advance, and
thai is after all what they were trying to do, though in all justice
to them we must acknowledge they did not know It, nor do they yet.
I
have never forgotten that incident in the life of David Livingstone, the explorer, where the dogs are turned loose to pursue the
lion, but instead of trying lo do the work for which they liad been
raised and ffd they "went lo fighting among themselves" and how
The same feelings are finding exas a child I dhl hate those dogs!
pression to-day among the grown-ups, in the appoiiiimeiits by the
various governments of railroad commissions, and the future will
show us whether or not this is the panacea we have Ijceu looking
Personally I feel thai it is not, but it is nevertheless the best
for.
that can be clone until su<h lime as the old generation shall have
passed away, and newer and more enlightened counsels shall pre-
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There has been some discussion In the Railroad iJazelte ilming
the past year
."ee especially the issues of March 15 and .Marregarding the stresseK that the wheels of cars and locomotive
on the track on curves of various radii. In the Issue of Ma.
the results of calculations for New York Central electric and .\
locomotives were given. On a 3 deg. 5 min. curve it wa.s es.:
that the lateral thnist against the rail exerted by the leading tin k
wheel of the electric locomotive was tt.410 lbs. at 40 miles an hour
and by the leading driver 4.740 llw. For the Atlantic locomotive
at the same speed the lateral thrust of the leading truck wheel
was estimated at 7,830 lbs. and the leading driver at 6.260 lbs., the
speeds being the same. The weights on the wheels were 26,000 lbs.
on the truck wheels, and 34.250 lbs. on the drivers of the electric
locomotive; and 21,250 lbs. and 52.500 lbs. on the truck and driver
wheels of the Atlantic engine respectively.
I
have recently been Investigating the lateral stresses imposed
by car wheels on curves and am led to believe that the calculated
(

h^

Outline of

,*0-

*

H4a Consolidation Locomotive;

Pennsylvania

Lines

West.
In this investigation an H4a
stresses mentioned above are too low.
locomotive of the Pennsylvania Lines West was used to accelerate
the car used in making the tests, and incidentally I obtained a
number of digrams of the lateral wheel stresses of this engine, one
The speed at which this was taken
of which is shown herewith.
was 30.61 miles per hour and the place was on the outer rail of a
curve of 4 deg. 25 min., with a superelevation of the outer rail of
3% in., corresponding to a speed of 36.66 miles an hour. The engine
was of the consolidation type, with the following distribution of
weight and a wheel arrangement spaced in accordance with the

dimensions given ou the accompanying engraving.
174.W0

lbs.

18.200
30.400

"
"

"

3U.S0(i
40,10(1

"

30.800

"
"
"

Total weight of engine
Weight on truck wbeel
" first driving wheel
" second "
"
•

"

The

third
fourtli

"
"

lateral thrust as

Tnicls wheel
IMist driving
Smond "
"
Third

Fourth

"

weighed by the track instrument was for the
13.430

lbs.

wheel

11.4.'iO

"
"
"

13.000
12.215
11,170

"
"
"
"

1 have no comment to make on this other than to say that, as
the purpose of the investigation was not to ascertain track stresses
for locomotives, no examination was made of the engine to determine
the amount of play in the bearings, flange play or any of the other
element.s that would affect the results.
Attention is called lo the fact that the thrust was greatest on
the front truck wheel and that there was a decided falling oft at the
first driver.
The second driver followed with a pressure nearly
equal to that of the truck wheel, and the last two driving: wheel
pressures were decreasing quantities.
When the engine was running backward the rear driver exerted
a heavier pressure than did the truck wheel when running forward
at the same speed.
The work on cars has led lo the conclusion that only a long
series of carefully conducted experiments will make it possible to
evolve the law governing these pressures, as a momentary change
in the adjustment of the moving parts with relation to each other
And. further, these diagrams that
will have a measurcable effect.
were made by a very sensitive and carefully calibrated apparatus,
indicate that the calculations based upon the usual hypotheses give
results that are too low for average working conditions, though a

n
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peculiar and momentary position of the moving vehicle or engine
cut them down below that called for by the calculations as the
pressures evidently vary from instant to instant between wide limits.
In explanation of the sudden rise in pressure shown on the
diagram after the passage of the first driver it should he said that

may
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laneous obligations. $973,647,924; income bonds, $301,523,400, and
equipment trust obligations, $224,719,099.
Of the total capital stock outstanding 33.46 per cent, paid no
dividends. The amount of dividends declared during the year was
$272,795,974, being equivalent to 6.03 per cent, on dividend-paying
For the year ending June 30. 1905. the amount of dividends
stock.
declared was $237,964,482. The total amount of funded debt (omitting equipment trust obligations) that paid no interest was $287.954,851, or 3.82 per cent. Of the total amount of stock outstanding
$2,257,175,799 werfe reported as owned by railroad corporations, and
of railroad bonds $641,305,030 were so reported.
The number of tons of freight carried one mile per mile of line
was 082.401, indicating an increase in the density of freight traffic

of 121.005 ton-miles per mile of line.

The average revenue per passenger per mile for the year carried
out to three decimals was 2.002 cents. For the preceding year the
average was 1.962 cents. The ratio of operating expenses to earnings for the year 1906 was 60.08 per cent.; for 1905, 66.78 per cent.
Gross earnings $2,325,765,167. were $243,282,761 greater than for
the year 1905. Operating expenses ($1,536,877,271) were $146,275,119
more than in 1905. The gross earnings in detail were: Passenger
revenue. $510,032,583— increase, $37,337,851; mail. $47,371,453— increase, $1,945,328; express, $51,010,930— increase. $5,861,775; other
earnings from passenger service. $11.314.237 ^increase, $274,095;
freight revenue, $1,640,386.655— increase. $189,613,817; other earnings from freight service, $5,645,222 increase, $564,956; other earnings from operation, including unclassified items, $60,004,087 in-

—

Diagram

of Lateral

Thrust

H4a Uocomotive on

of

414° Curve at

30.61 Miles Per Hour.
the initial pressure on the apparatus was accidentally raised just
at that instant by a slight movement of the pressure pump which
was being used to regulate a small leak in the hydraulic recording
apparatus.

Railroad

Statistics

United

the

of

States

Year

for

Ended

June 30, 1906.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an advance
abstract of its annual report for the year which ended 15 months
ago, from which the principal items are shown in the table below.
The preliminary report for the year under review was given in the
Railroad Gazette November 30, 1906.
Kailroad Statistics for Years Ending June 30.
1906.

completo
Increase. 12 months...

Miles

1905.

224.363
6.262

218.101
4,197

1903.

1904.

213.904
.'5,927

190L'.

207,977
5,505

202.472
5.2:i4

:t.ti71
1,475
796
1.323
1.185
41.228
48.357
46.743
43,871
36,9'Jl
39,752
38,140
42.262
40,713
1.546,132
1,692,194
1,653,782
1,837,914 1,731,409
Cars owned, total
1,958,912 1,842,871 1,798.561 1,753,389 1,640,220
Employees
1,521,355 1,382,196 1,296,121 1,312,537 1,189.310
594
639
637
611
Per 100 miles of road..
689
Total stock and fnnded
debt In millions
$14,570.4 $13,805.3 $13,213.1 $12,600.0 $12,134.2
Stock t debt pr mile road 67,936.0 65,926.0 64.265.0 63,186.0 62.30 1.
1,726.4
1,900.1
Gross earnings, millions..
2.325.8
2.082.5
1,975.1
8,625.0
9,258.0
Average per mile
10.460.0
9,598.0
9,306.0
649.0
694.9
I'a.<sengers carrled.mllllons
800.0
738.8
715.4
Carried 1 mile, millions. 25.175.5 23,800.1 21,923.2 20,915.8 19.6;iip.ii
1.2U0..!
1,304.4
Tons freight card. millions
1,427.7
1,309.9
1,631.4
Carried 1 mile, millions. 215,877.6 186,463.1 174,522.1 173,221.3 157.2S'.I.4
7.(i
7.6
At. rate per tonmlle.mllls
7.3
7.7
7.8
2.0
2.0
Av. pas.i. fare pr mile, cts
2.0
2.0
2.0

In

hands of receivers.

locomotives.

.

No

.-.1.672

Cars, owned, passenger
Cars owned, freight

.

.

Examining the totals for the year 1906 more in detail the following items will be found of interest:
An increase in mileage exceeding 100 miles appears for 26 states
and territories (17 a year ago). The operated mileage for which
returns were made was 222,340.30 miles, including 7,865.97 miles of
line used under trackage rights.
The aggregate length of tracks
of all kinds was 317,083.19 miles, classified thus:
First main track,
222. 340. .lO miles, as just mentioned; second track, 17,936.25 miles;
track,
third
1,766.07 miles; fourth track, 1,279.66 miles, and yard
track and sidings, 73.760.91 miles.

The number of corporations reporting was 2,313. During the
year companies owning 4,054.46 miles of line were reorganized,
merged or consolidated. The corresponding figure for the year 1905
was 3.802.02 miles for the year ending June 30, 1906, the mileage
of roads operated by receivers was 3.971.43 miles, or an increase of
3,175.61 miles as compared with 1905. The number of roads in the
bands of receivers was

34.

The locomotives, excepting
12,249; freight, 29,848.

1,090.

and .twitching,

The cars were thus assigned:
service, 1.837,914,

and company's

were

classified as:

Passenger.

8,485.

Passenger service, 42,262; freight
service. 78.736.

The average uumlx'r of locomotives per 1,000 miles of line was
and the average number of cars per 1,000 miles of line wn.s
The number of pas.qenger-mlles per passenger locomotive was
8,810.
232,

2,055,309.

showing an

previous year.
7,232,563.

increafte of 6.751 miles as

The number

showing an

compared with the
was

of ton-miles per freight locomotive

increa.se of S'i'l.SGS miles.

Of the capital outstanding. $14,570,421,478, there existed as
stock 16,803,760,093, of which $5,403,001,962 wag common and $1,400,758,131 preferred; the remaining part, $7,766,661,385, represented
fnnded debt, consisting of mortgage bonds, $6,266,770,962; miscel-

—

—

crease, $7,684,939.

The operating expenses assigned

to

the

four general

classes

Maintenance of way, $311,720,820; maintenance of equipment.
$328,554,658; conducting transportation, $836,202,707; general expenses, $59,752,230; undistributed, $646,856.
Operating expenses
averaged $6,912 per mile of line; increase $503 per mile.
The income from operation (net earnings) was $788,887,896;
increase $97,007,642. The net earnings per mile of line for 1906
averaged $3,548; for 1905, $3,189, and for 1904. $2,998. The amount
of "other" income was $256,639,591, including income from lease
of road, $119,604,619; dividends on stocks owned. $66,861,656; interest on bonds owned, $20,537,011, and miscellaneous income.
$49,636,305. The total income of the railroads ($1.045,527,487)— that
is, the net earnings and income from lease, investments and miscellaneous sources is the amount from which fixed and other
charges against income are taken to ascertain the sum available
for dividends.
Such deductions aggregated $660,341,159. thus leaving $385,186,328 as the net income for the year ending June 30, 1906,
available for dividends or surplus.
The amount of dividends declared was $272,851,567, leaving as
the surplus from the operations of the year $112,334,761. The figures
for income and expenditures are compiled from the annual reports
of leased roads as well as of operating roads, and thus necessarily
include duplications in certain items.
The total number of casualties to persons was 108,324, 10,618
killed and 97,706 injured.
These figures include the casualties to
persons trespassing, of whom 5,3S1 were killed and 5,927 were injured.
The total number of casualties to persons other than employees from being struck by trains, locomotives or cars was 5,127
killed and 4,905 injured.
With regard to trainmen that is, enginemen.- firemen, conductors and other trainmen
it appears that one
trainman was killed for every 124 employed and one was injured
With respect to the number of miles
for every eight employed.
traveled, the figures for 1906 show that 70,126.686 passenger-miles
were accomplished for each passenger killed, and 2,338,859 passengermiles for each passenger injured. For 1905 the figures were 44.320,576 passenger-miles for each passenger killed, and 2,276,002 passenger-miles for each passenger injured. Other details of casualties
have been reported in the quarterly bulletins, which have been published in the Railroad Gazette.
were:

—

—

—

Die Work.
In a paper before the convention of the Master Blacksmiths'
Association, O. H. Steward stated that the use of dies for forming
pieces that would formerly have been made by hand had grown to
great proportions. Citing the practice of the Altoona shops of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, he said that they now have complete sets
of dies and formers for steel car work and are using them on the
bulldozer for making all parts of steel passenger, baggage, mail and
dining cars from the deck moulding at the top to the trucks, excluding the welding of the rod.s and .similar parts. The cost at first
was high, owing to the dies being charged to the first lot of cars;
but now the work can be done for one-tenth what it Vould cost to
do It by hand, and better results are obtained. In all there are 1,054
dies In use at this place for the different pieces that are formed.
As for the material from which the dies should be made. It has
been found that, usually, cns-t-iron Is the best. But where they are
to be used under the drop hammer or where a sharp corner is to
be formed It will be found to be necessary to use cast-steel for the
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Men

for hot wurk, CKpeclally for prcaalng, It la
material, 8o ail to have them of sufllcient

w«ll to !!<>« plvniy of
•trenKth. aa there la a loss of both time and money when a die breaks
at a weak point.
It Is al«o x*)od practice to core out dies thut arc to be used for
large work, as this serves not only to reduce the weight, but forms
chambers
that will materially aitslMt In keopInK the back part
air
coot iMMides giving un opportunity to circulate water through the
casting If It Is required, as unsatisfactory results have sometimes
been obtained when the die has expanded under the Influence of the

of T-jkuiL, to be tlelcrmiiieU Idler.
TIiIb wiil prutiably t>e the Qri>l
stretch of tranirontinenial trunk line In the country to be operated

beat
Progress on the Western End of the

St. Paul's Pacific

Extension.

Nearly all of the preliminary work oonnecleil with the driving
of the new 8.00O-ft. tunnel through the main range of the Bitter
Root mountain!) on the Pacific coast extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has been completed. The location through this
district has been Anally settled and a few hundred feet of the tunThis, together with the preliminary
nel have already been driven.
work noted above, constitutes the progress made on this section
Thus, briefly stated, this does
of the line during the past summer.
not look like much, but In reality it amounts to considerable. The
work preliminary to active operations In the tunnel involved the

The

Village of St. Maries, Idaho.

by electricity. The power will be obtained from the St. Joseph river
between Ferrel and North Fork. The flowage rights have already
been secured; during tha summer the surveys for the location of
the dams were completed. Plans are now being drawn and active
work will commence in the immediate future.
It is proposed to build 11 dams across the river, varying in
height from 20 to ",') ft. The total development will be 180,000 h.p..

Unfinished Grade on the St. Joseph River.
perfection of a large organization and the installation of considerable heavy machinery at a point several miles distant from any
present railroad connection. With this now accomplished the contractors, Winston Brothers Company, expect that progress on the
tunnel will be rapid.
Along the St. Joseph river from Ferrel, Idaho, to Lake Chatcolet
the line is about one-tenth completed.
During the summer all of
the right-of-way has been cleared and all the heavy cuts have been
opened; also considerable light grading in the vicinity of St. Joe
and St. Marios has been flnished. The heavy cut through the village
of St. Maries is Just being opened by steam shovel.
The speclHcation.s for the main line call tor a 0.3 per cent,
maximum grade and ;! deg. maximum curves, but along the river
between St. Joe and St. Maries considerable temporary line, with
some 10 deg. curve. Is being built. This line is a detour around
a hill which will eventually be pierced by a tunnel. This tunnel
will be through solid rock ail the way and the temporary track
around it is being built with the intention of having trains in operalion by the spring of 1909, some time before the tunnel could be
linished.

Cross Sectioning on

Cliff

Along

St.

Joseph's River.

making it one of the biggest hydro-electric propositions in the West.
a branch from This amount of power will be considerably in excess of the require-

Two locating parties are now engaged in locating
St. Maries up the St. Maries valley, through Santa, Idaho, and
thence over the divide into the Palouse wheat country. This will
l>e the first branch to be built on the western extension and will
tap some of the richest timber land In Idaho.

ments of the railroad and to dispose of the residue high tension
transmi.ssion lines are to be built to Spokane and also to the Coeur
d'Alene mining district in the vicinity of Wallace, Idaho.
The main line of the new road goes through Tekoa, Wash., 35
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Lp to the present no official announcement
any arrangements for running trains into Spol;ane has been
made. The prevailing opinion in the vicinity is that the St. Paul
elecwill use the tracks of the Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad
tric; between Tekoa and Spokane; it is inconceivable that no arrangement will be made for entering the metropolis of eastern Wash-

miles south of Spokane.
of

(

ington.

Progress during the summer between Tekoa and EUensburg.
Wash., has been made more rapid than in Idaho. Considerable of
the grade has been finished, probably 35 per cent. Between EUensburg and the Cascade lunnei tne work is in a much more advanced
Miles of line, including the trestles, have been finished. Constage.
siderable progress has been made on the steel bridges. Easton, near
the eastern end of the tunnel, will be made a division point.
The situation at the Cascade tunnel is about like that at the
Bitter Root tunnel. The preliminary work of organization and installation of machinery was completed during the summer and the
bore has been well started. It is probable that a temporary line
will be built over the divide so that trains may be operated previous
to the completion of the tunnel.
Between the tunnel and Seattle the line is nearly finished and
Work on the
it is possible that the track will be laid this winter.
grade between Seattle and Tacoma has been actively pushed all
summer and will soon b? finished. But little terminal work has
been done either in Seattle or Tacoma. Roughly speaking, the line
between Puget Sound and the Columbia river is .50 per cent, nearer
completion this fall than is that ponion between the Columbia river
and Butte. It has been announced that the line from Seattle to
eastern Washington, using the temporary switch-back over the Cascade divide, will be in operation in time for the next year's eastern

Washington wheat

Vol,

XLI II.,

No.

12.

time when he is capable of observing them is negligence as a matter of law and will prevent a recovery of damages for his injuries
resulting therefrom. The rule was applied in a case where an engineer approaching a switch which was not protected by signals, took
his chances of passing it in safety at a high rate of speed in violation of his rules and was injured.
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Co. V. Dewees, 153 Fed. Rep. 56.
Assumption of risk by brakeman. A brakeman riding on cars
and looking toward the rear of the train was injured by striking
the eaves of a building which projected slightly over the track.
The eaves had been in this position for over 15 years, during which
time no accident had occurred. There was ample room on the top
of the car for the brakeman to perform all his duties without incurring any danger from the eaves and the brakeman was fully
informed as to the position and location of the eaves. The court
held that the danger was an open and visible one and was assumed
by the brakeman and he could not recover damages for his injuries.
Southern Railway Co. v. Carr, 153 Fed. Rep. 106.
Abandonment of right of way. A railroad company wrongfully
holding a right of way for a spur track to certain factories which
belonged to another company is not entitled to retain possession on
the theory that the route was abandoned because the rightful owner
constructed a track over another route which it was compelled to
do because of its inability to obtain possession of its own right
of way and the new route was temporarily adopted without any
intention of abandoning the other route. Atlanta, etc.. Railroad Co.
v. Southern Railway Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 122.
Filing of rates on inland transportation of goods to or from

—

—

—

countries.
The rates of transportation from places in the
United States to ports of trans-shipment and from ports of entry
places in the United States of goods carried on through bills
of lading are required to be filed and published under the amended
interstate commerce act.
This requires filing where the goods are
carried under an aggregate through rate which is the sum of the
ocean rate and the domestic rate, or if carried under a joint through
rate by virtue of a common control management or arrangement
of the inland and ocean carriers.
Armour Packing Co. v. United
States, 153 Fed. Rep. 1.
Obligation of purchasing railroad to assume contracts of predecessor.
The Circuit Court of Appeals of the Sixth Circuit holds that
the Ohio statute allowing railroad companies to purchase non-competing lines and providing that the purchasing road shall be subject to all the "duties, obligations and restrictions" of the predecessor
company does not require the purchasing company to fulfill a contract to carry a shipper's product at a rate agreed upon with the
former company. This is not an "obligation" within the meaning
of the statute, the purchaser never having agreed to assume the
liability.
Rice v. Norfolk & Western Railway Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 497.
Speed of trains. It is a general rule of general acceptance
among the courts that in the absence of a regulating statute or
ordinance a railroad company may run its trains at such a rate
of speed as it deems convenient for the conduct of its business
without being guilty of negligence per se in case a derailment occurs
and injures one on its train by permission but not as a passenger.
Chicago & Northern Railway Co. v. O'Brien. 153 Fed. Rep. 511.
Con.'-truction of indictments under Elkins law.
Judge Hazel announces as a rule for the construction of indictments under the
Elkins law that any doubts as to the correct construction of the
statute should be resolved in favor of the evident intention of Congress that equality among shippers should be maintained and unjust discrimination and favoritism of all kinds condemned, leaving
the question whether the existing conditions justified the difference
He also
in rates charged to be determined as one fact on the trial.
holds that the act is not restricted to departures from an established
tariff rate, but is violated if any other advantage is given to a
shipper whereby a discrimination is practiced. United States v.
Vacuum Oil Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 598.

foreign
to

crop.

July Railroad Law.

The following abstracts cover the principal cases decided in the
federal courts during July:
Joint liability between connecting carriers. The mere fact that
the destination of a shipment received by a railroad company for
transportation is beyond its own line or that it was received from
another railroad company to be transported to a point on its own
line does not create any joint responsibility between the two railroad companies where the shipment over each line is under a separate contract which limits its liability for loss or injuries to such
as may occur on its own line.
McGuire v. Great Northern Railway
Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 434.
Duty to proride safe place for icork. Though it is the general
rule that a master is to provide a safe place for an employee to
work, there are many qualifications of the rule. Thus it is held
that the jacking up of the end of a railroad car for the purpose of
repairing the trucks is an exception. Work of this character is
a part of the duty of the servants making the repairs and there
can be no recovery against the railroad company for an Injury resulting to a fellow servant from their negligence in doing the work
if the appliances were sufficient.
Molt v. Illinois Central Railroad
Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 354.
Adver.ve pos.ses-^ion of land f/rant lands. The Supreme Court
decides that a railroad company which has complied with all the
terms of a congressional land grant as fixed by Congress and by
the act of the state legislature after the acceptance of the grant
has such title to lands within the place limits of the grant that title
by adverse possession may be acquired by an occupant though a final
certificate and patent have not been issued.
Iowa Railroad Land
Co. v. Hlumer. 27 Sup. Ct. 709.
Itmnedy for unreasonahle interstate rate. The rule that an action at law to recover excessive interstate freight charges cannot
be maintained until the commission has acted on the question will
not prevent a federal court which has suspended a proceeding of
this character, pending action by the commission, from granting
relief as a court of equity, on a petition filed after the conimis
sion has acted, stating in substance the (ommission's findings and
report, and this more especially where the carrier through its attorneys has stipulated In open court that a decree of restitution
might be made In case the finding was in favor of plaintiff. Southern Railway Co. v. Tift, 27 Sup. Ct. 709.
Jtea.tonabteness of rates.
The mere fact that an Interstate rate
has been duly published and filed by a carrier with the Interstate
Commerce Commlnsion is insiifflcient to raise the presumption in
law that the rate Is rea.sonable. In testing the reasonablene.ss of
an increa.sed freight rate the expen<lllure.M of the carrier for permanent improvements should not be charged to the current or operating expenses of a single year. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v.
Interstate Commerce Commission, 2( Sup. Ct. 700.
Duly of employers to observe rules. Where the rules for guidance of an engineer or other employee in given circumstances are
plain and unnrobiRuous and have been assented to b.v the employee,
his failure to ot«terve such rules or his disobedience of thcni at a

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hrasion of interstate rnmmcrcc lair hy use of different routes.
The words "between any i)olnts" in Section 6 of the Interstate
commerce law making It unlawful for any common carrier or party

—
to

any joint

to charge a shipper a greater or less rate for
"between any points' as to which a joint rate is

tariff

transportation

is specified In the schedule filed with the com
mission in force at the time Is not limited to points on the established route but forbids the transporting of property between different terminals in different states at a greater or less rate than
United States v.
the established rate though over different routes.
Penn.sylvania Railroad Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 625.
to
The
carrier
rales.
provision
of the interfile
local
Duly of
state commerce law reqiiirluK several common carriers operating
a through line engaged in Interstate commerce to file schedules of
rates constituting the basis of a through interstate rate. Intends that
each carrier though operating a line wholly within a state must
comply with the provision. If it Is a portion of a through route

named thereon then

—

engaged

in

Interstate

commerce

thro\igh

a

common arrangement
New York Central

with other connecting carriers. United States v.
& Hudson River Railroad Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 630.

—
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Solenoid Signals on the Manhattan Elevated.

The iDterborouKh Kapid Tranait Cu. ha« reci-ntly put In aervire
on the aharpest curvt^ of the devatcil jlni** 21 semaphore blork
siKnala, operated by solenoldx energizod by current taken from the
third rail. The current for the track circuit la alao obtained from
the third rail.
EiRht of these slKnalB have been InKtnlled at the
reverse curve* on the threj'track Ninth avenm- line at llitth alrect.
four on the Third Htreet curve of the Sixth avenue line, four on th«'
Murray utreet curve of the same line and five near Coentles Slip

32«

ko to stop by gravity. An oil daxh pot Is provided to
cushion the xhock of the moving arm
When the train pas«ei> out
of the bliii'k the track relay pickK up cauhlnR the solenoid relay
In turn to pic k up.
CO<J
current
voltit
then flows tbrouRh the
A
of
solenoid relay armature and the circuit breaker which Is closed.
ThlH gives a powerful circuit in the signal solenoid to move the signal
down, but as soon as the arm reaches the proceed position the cirHignal

arm

(o

line, a total of 21.
Twenty more will shortly
be put Id service at other curves on the Second and Third avenue
lines.
Nine signals of this type, but controlled with an alternating

on the Second avenue

SmJkr,^>^/fkdqy

T^r
Fig.

1

— Diagram

of

Connections for Solenoid Signal.

current track circuit, have been in use for more than 1^ years on
ihe West Farms elevated extension ol the subway. The signals at
Murray street and Third street on the Sixth avenue line replace
mechanical signals operated by track instruments which have been
Four of the signals at 110th
in use at these points for many years.
street are for the middle express track, which is used by southbound express trains in the morning and by northbound expresses
at night.
The apparatus and circuits for a typical block section are shown
1.
in
Fig.
(iiagramatically
Only one of the track rails is
insulated for the block section, which varies in length
for the different curves on
which the signals are used.
At the outgoing end of the
block the third rail is connected through a fuse to a resistance plate having two taps
at the upper end. one of which
is connected to the insulated
track rail and the other to the
track
opposite or common

rail,

which

is

Fig. 2

— View

of

MechaniEm

of

Solenoid Signal.

cult breaker opens, cutting in the high resistance and allowing only
a small current, enough to hold the signal in the clear position, to

flow through the solenoid.
Fig. 2 shows the signal mechanism enclosed in the iron case
The solenoid plunger is connected to a
at the foot of the mast.
pivoted lever to which the dash pot is fastened at its outer end.
The signal pull rod is fastened about midway between the solenoid

plunger and the dash

pot.

Resistance tubes are mounted on one

side of the case and the circuit breaker attached to the signal rod
can be seen just above the dash pot. In the upper part of the case
are the two relays and the snap switches. The entire mechanism is
simple, strong and compact and cannot easily get out of order.
Good results have been obtained from the special track relays em-

grounded for

the return power circuit. The
resistance is adjusted to give
a difference of potential between the two track rails of
10 volts. At the entering end
of the block the two track
rails are connected together
through a two-point track
relay, which is wound to pick
up at three volts. The normal
of potential of 10
volts is sufficient to care for
the widest variations in voltage of the third rail current
passing through the resist-

difference

ance plate.
At the signal, a tap from
the third rail connects to a
bus bar on which are three
snap switches, one in the solenoid relay ilrcull. one in the
solenoid circuit, and one in
Ihe signal lamp circuit. When
no train is In the block the
track relay Is energized and
High Semnphore Solenoid its two contacts are closed.
Fig. 3
Current Irom Ihe third rail
Signal for Manhattan Elevated.
passes through switch 1, resistance, track relay arnialiirc, solenoid relay coll and thence to
flows through switch 2,
Current
also
common rail or ground.
armature of solenoid relay and resistance of a, 000 ohms to solenoid
coll and thence to ground, holding the signal in the proceed position.
When a train enters the blocli the track relay opens, releasing
the spring-actuated quick-break solenoid relay, whose armature carries 600 volts.
This breaks the solenoid circuit and permits the

—

Fig. 4

Centrally Pivoted Semaphore Signal for Express Track at

110th Street.
ployed, which are made with carbon points on the springs bearing
on german silver i)edestals. The quick-break solenoid relays, carPittsburg
rying 600 volts, have also proved entirely satisfactory.
insulated joints of the latest pattern are used in the track and
are said to be standing up well under the heavy traffic which
passes over them. On the northbound local track at llOth street.
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56 trains pass in one hour from $:40 to 9:40 a.m., and in 24 hours
771 trains use the northbound local track at this point.
Fig. 4 shows the special signal arm used for the middle express
track at 110th street. Owing to the narrow clearance of only 40 in.
between trains on the middle track and outside tracks, a standard
semaphore arm could not te used unless elevated above the tops
of the cars.
The centrally pivcted arm shown was therefore designed.
It is 36 in, long and 6 in. wide, and when in the clear
position the upper corner is about C in. below the window sill of
a car. The arm is made of sheet metal in two pieces, hinged with
a spring so as to prevent damage in case a projection on a car
should strike either end. It is painted red with white bands on the
front side and white with black bands on the back side. The signal
mechanism is in a case supported on the elevated structure below
the deck. Four signals of this type are in use.
All the signal apparatus was furnished by the Union Switch &
Signal Co.. Swissvale. Pa., but the signals were installed by the
regular force of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co. under the
direction of J. M. Waldrou. Signal Engineer.

Wages and

Retail Prices of Food in 1906.

The annual

inveftigaticn of the Bureau of Labor into wages
and the retail prices cf food, the report on which has just been
placed in the hands of the printer, shows that in the principal manufacturing and mechanical industries of the country average wages
per hour in 190C were 4.5 per cent, higher than in 1905, the regular
hours of labor per week were 0.5 per cent, lower, and the number of
employees in the establishments investigated was 7 per cent, greater.
The average full-time weekly earnings per employee in 1906 were
3.9 per cent, greater than in 1905.
During 190G wages were increased generally in nearly all Industries, 40 of the 41 industries covered by the investigation showing
some increase. The greatest increase was in the manufacture of
cotton goods, where the average wages per hour in 190G were 11.2
per cent, higher than in 1905. In the manufacture of electrical
apparatus and supplies the increase was 10.1 per cent. In street
and sewer work done by contract the increase was 8.7 per cent.; in
iron and steel, Bessemer converting, 8.5 per cent., and in the manufacture of cigars, 8.4 per cent. In the manufacture of bar iron the
Increase in wages per hour was 6.9 per cent, and in the building
trades, 6.1 per cent.
Briefly stated, two industries showed an increase in hourly wages of more than 10 per cent.. 7 industries an
Increase of 5 per cent., but less than 10 per cent., and 31 industries
an increase of less than 5 per cent. In one industry paper and
wood pulp there was a decrease of 1.1 per cent. In the Industries
as a whole, weighted according to importance, the increase in hourly
wages was 4.5 per cent.
The fact should be borne in mind that these figures apply only
to wageworkers in manufacturing and niechanical industries and
do not show conditions, so far as salaried employees are concerned.
The retail prices of food, weighted according to consumption
in representative workingmen's families, were 2.9 per cent, higher
in 1906 than in 1905.
As the advance in wages per hour from 1905
to 1906 was greater than the advance in the retail prices of food,
the purchasing power of an hour's wages, as measured by food, was
greater In 1906 than in the preceding year. In 1906 the purchasing
power of an hour's wages as expended for food was 1.4 per cent,
greater than In 1905, and the purchasing power of a full week's
wages was 1 per cent, greater in 1906 than in 1905, or, in other
words, an hour's wages In 1906 in the manufacturing and mechanical industries of the United States would purchase 1.4 per cent.
more food than an hour's wages in 1905, and a full week's wages in
19116 would purchase 1 per cent, more food than a full week's wages
'"

i^x^j.

The price of food was higher in every month of 190C than In the
corresponding month of 1905. The increase over the corresponding
month cf the preceding year, which in February, 1906, was only 0.4
Iicr cent., grew steadily greater throughout the year, the price in
December. 1906, being 5.1 per cent, above that of the preceding
December. The price In December, 1906. was 4.8 per cent, higher
than the average for the year 1900, which year showed a higlior
average than any other year during the seventeen years, IS'Hi to
1906, covered by the Investigation of the Bureau of Labor.
The inrreiiae in prices in 1906 over 1905 applied. In unequal
degree, to 25 of the 30 articles Included in the investigation. The
which showed the greatest advance in prices are lard, 9.8
per cent,; evaporated apples, 9.1 per cent.; fresh pork, 8.8 per cent.;
dry or pickled pork. 8,7 per cent.; bacon, 8.4 i>er cent.; ham, 7,3 per
unt.. while the advance In fresh fl.^h and mutton exceeded 5
per
cent.
The only articles which showeil any material decrease nre
flour and sugar.
articles

'

The

articles

which showed the' most marked advance in prices
over December, 1905, are butter. 16 per cent.;

In December, 1906,
lard, 13.9 per rent.;

fresh pork, 12.2 per cent.; dry or pickled pork,
11.9 per rent,
bacon, n.l per cent., and ham. 9,8 per cent. The only
irticlPB which showed any marked decline in price In December,
;

5.8

No.

12.

per cent.,

per cent.

flour, '4.8

As compared with the average

for the ten-year period, 1S90 to
1S99, the average wages per hour in 1906 were 24.2 per cent, higher,
the number of employees in the establishments investigated was
42.9 per cent, greater, and the average hours of labor per week were
4.C per cent, lower.
The average earnings per employee per full

week

in 190G

per full

The

were

18.5 per cent,

higher than the average earnings

week during the

ten years, 1890 to 1899.
retail price of the principal articles of food,
to family consumption of the various articles,

weighted

ac-

cording
was 15.7 per
cent, higher in 190C than the average price for the ten years, 1890
Compared with the average for the same ten-year period,
to 1899.
the purchasing power of an hour's wages in 1906, as measured by
food, was 7.3 per cent, greater, and of a full week's wages, 2.4 per
cent, greater, the increase in the purchasing power of the full
week's wages being less than the increase in the purchasing power
of hourly wages because of the reduction in the hours of labor.
The table following shows the per cent, of increase or decrease
in wages per hour, hours of labor per week, the purchasing power
of wages, etc., in 190G in the manufacturing and mechanical industries, as compared with each year preceding, back to and including
^^^^- ^^^ ^^ compared with the average for the ten years, 1890 to
1^99:
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(

t
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+
+
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+
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+

1.0
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Twenty-five Passengers Killed at West Canaan, N. H.
In a butting collision on the Boston & Maine, near Canaan, N. H.,
about 4.26 o'clock on the morning of September 15. 25 passengers
were killed and as many more w. re injured. Canaan is between
White River Junction and Concord, and is 18 miles east of White
River Junction. The collision occurred in a dense fog where the
enginemen approaching each other could see nothing until they were
very near together. Both were running fast, the freight on a down
grade of about 50 ft. to the mile. The passenger train was No. 30,
southbound; and the northbound train (freight) was No. 267. An
order had been delivered to the freight intended to give it the right
of the road over passenger train No. 34. but. by a mistake in transmitting or copying, the order as delivered read "No. 30," and this
caused the collision. Most of the victims were in a passenger car
of comparatively light construction which was immediately behind
a heavy baggage car and was completely telescoped by it.
An officer of the road issued a statement of the cause which
says:
"Train 267 arrived at Canaan at 4:10, on time. Train 30.
consisting of engine, baggage car, coach, smoker and one sleeping
car. left White River Junction at 3.55 a.m.. 45 minutes late.
Train
34 left White River Junction at 5 am one hour and 36 minutes late,
At East .\adover, 27 miles south of Canaan, an order was sent 267
(and the same oriler to trains 30 and 34 at Whit? River Junction),
giving the former (267) 40 minutes on the time of train 30 and
30 minutes on the time of train 34, these orders being repeated back
and completed in the usual manner,
"At Canaan orders were sent 2117 annulling the former order
and giving it one hour and ten minutes on the time of 34. The
same order was given to No. 34 at White River Junction; both were
repented back to the despatcher, and. according to the record.*, exnctly as sent, although, for some as yet unexplained reason, the
order which was delivered to the engineer and condurtor of No.
267 at Canaan gave them one hour and ten mlniites over train 30,
which had not then arrived at Canaan. This order should have
read 'No, 34," and. according to the despatcher's records, it was so
.lent and repeated by the Canaan operator.
This discrepancy can be
cleared only by a thorough Investigation, which will be made at
.

once."

This seems to indicate that the conduitor of the freight, having
been Informed (erroneously) that No, 30 was 70 minutes late, and
having calculated llinl this would permit him to go to the next
stfltlon. went on In dl.>>regard of the right of passenger train No.

:
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34: for No. 34. accordlDK 10 the oHUtal Guide U due at Canaan at
Klven In the statementK
4.;iO, only 10 rolnutea after the tlmp (4.10
aa the time that the frelKht arrived thi-ri'; but anotbrr statement
aaya that the frrlgbt i-ondiictor held an order received at Weat Han
OTcr that No. 34 wax 40 mInuteH tate.
The irror lies liciween J. A. Crowley. nlRhl de«patrher at Concord, who bos been In the service seven years, and John (ircflrv.
BlKiit operator at Canaan, who baa teen 23 years' aervlce.
1

The Uniform

Bill

of Lading.

tu have the
bill of lading which was
Chicago adopted formally >>y thi> Interstate Commerce
Commission Is not going to have plain sailing, after all. In the
order Issued by the Commission on the eighth of July, calling upon
all railroads to appear in Washington. Ui-tober 15, to present their
obJectloHii. If they had any. It was stated that the petitioners and
all the railroads in Offlcial Classiflcatlon territory had approved the
form; but objections are now likely to be presented by the Freight
Claim .Association and by a conference of bankers and freight receivers, which was recently held In New York city.
The Freight
Claim .Association embraces in Its membership, of course, many claim

new uniform

The proposal

agreed

to at

agents of rouds not in Official Classification territory. The president
of the Association. Mr. R.
Richards, has issued a circular calling
the attention of the members to that clause in the proposed bill,
which makes the carrier liable for fire loss for 4S hours after freight
has arrived at destination, and he suggests that, in view of the hearing to be held at Washington, October 15. each road should carefully consider whether it approves this clause.
Quoting the flreloss clause (printed In italics below), Mr.
Richards says:
"This would, if adopted, presumably make the carrier liable as
an Insurer for such damage until 48 hours had elapsed after notice
had been given of the arrival of the property and in case of loss or
damage occurring after that time 'The burden to prove freedom from
such negligence shall be on the carrier or party in possession.'
"In the following states of the L'nion the liability of the carrier
now ceases as soon as the property (if in less than carload lots) is
unloaded into the freight bouse and ready for delivery; if in carload
lots
when the car has been placed on delivery track; no notice
being required:
"Georgia, Illinois. Indiana. Iowa. Massachusetts, Missouri. North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee.
"No argument is necessary to demonstrate that this rule, which
has been announced by the highest courts of the states above mentioned. Is much more favorable to the carrier than the one intended
to be prescribed in the proposed uniform bill of lading.
"In the states named below, the liability of the carrier as an
insurer now ceases as soon as the property has been unloaded and
is ready for delivery (if in less than carload lots), or placed for
unloading if in carloads and consignee has had a reasonable time
(which may be less than 48 hours) to unload. No notice being re-

C

—

qulrecl:

"Arkansas. Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana. New HampVermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
"This rule, which the Supreme Courts of the states last mentioned have held to be the law, is also distinctly more favorable to
the carrier than the one proposed in the bill of lading under disshire,

cussion.

"In the following states the liability of the carrier now ceases
after the property has been unloaded and is ready for delivery (it
in less than carload lots), and if In carload lots after car has been
placed for delivery and notice has been given or sent to the owner
of the arrival and a reasonable time to take possession (which may
be less than 48 hours, depending upon the circumstances of the
case)
".\labama. California. Minnesota, Mississippi, Oklahoma,
Ohio, Michigan. New York. Texas.
"The rule adopted in these states is unquestionably as favorable
as the one proposed for adoption in the bill and I believe will, upon
careful consideration, be found to be more to the interest of the
carriers.
In the other states the question seems not to have been
determined.
"I understand that in none of the states is the burden of proof
now on the carrier to show itself free from negligence where claim
!s made for loss or damage to property held by it as a warehouseman; on the contrary, the burden is now on the owner to show that
the property was damagi'd by the negligence of the carrier. If the
clause referred to in the proposed bill of lading is agreed to by the
carrier and printed in the hill, the burden of proof would be changed
and the carrier would in all probability, in view of the well known
tendencies of juries, be made liable as an insurer until the property was actually delivered to the consignee, even though the loss
or damage was brought about by violence of mobs or strikers and
without any negligence on (he p;iit of the carrier who was compelled to hold the goods in its freight house because the consignee
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neglected or refuaed, for his own rnnvenlence
"There would seem to be r.
the country xhould voluntarll>
burden of whi h 'he '.^-x ha-

to

lf

ranove the same.

'

;

r."-

•'

asHui:

large '
but can

-

-

'

'

.-irucUon oJ
negligence,
of dollars.

Is

;

"I am udvleed that there is nn provi!-ion in the law empowering
the Interstate Commerce Commission to change the law of the land
or the rules of evidence or to require interstate carriers to use a bill
•"
•
•
of lading containing such provisions.

So much for Mr. Richards' objection. The New York complainers are from two elassjes; first, heavy receivers of cotton, hay, grain
and fruit and provi.-iions. and, second, members of the New York
State and the American Bankers' .\sisoclatlon8. These merchants
are constantly paying for thousands of dollars' worth of merchandise
on drafts supported by bills of lading, and both merchants and
bankers desire to have all bills of lading more thoroughly protected
against fraud. Their main trouble is with forged and altered bills
of lading.
This danger, so far as it can l>e dealt with by the railroads, is an obscure one, for It can be completely met only by employing a most experienced. Intelligent and upright business man
at every little shipping station in the couutry.
Courts have in many
cases held that a bill of lading given for freight not actually delivered did not bind the railroad. The bankers want to have all bills
serially numbered or otherwise safeguarded so that the banks can
treat them as incontestable.
In England, they say, this difficulty
has been provided for by statute.
The conditions of the proposed uniform bill, as printed by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, are given below.
The foot notes
indicate additions which will be proposed by the .\merican Bankers'
Association.

—Obiginal.

U.Mi-x)RM Bill of Lading

Railroad Company.
Received subject to olassiflcatioa and tariffs in effect on the date of Issue
1907, from
of this Original Hill of Lading at
tile property descrllwd below. In apparent good order, except as
noted 'contents and condition of contents of packages unknown), marked, consigned and destined as indicated below, nhlch said company agrees to carry to
lis usual place of delivery at said destination. If on its road: otherwise to deliver to another carrier on the route to said destination. It is mutually agreed,
as to each carrier of all or any of said property over .ill or any portion of the
said route to destination and as to each party at any time interested in all or
any of said property, that every service to be performed hereunder shall be
subject to all the conditions, whether printed or written, herein contained
(see conditions on hack hereof) and which arc agreed to by the shipper and
accepted for hitnself and his assigns as Just and reasonable.
In issuing this
bill of lading this company with respect to the portion of the route lieyond Its
own line acts only as agent and agrees to transport only over Its own line.
Nothing herein contained, however, shall be construed as exempting the
Initial carrier from the liability. If any. imposed upon it by law for loss, damnge. lie injury not occurring on its own line or Its portion of the through
route or occurring after said property has been delivered to the next carrier.
•If the word "order' Is written In connection with the name of the party
(o whose order the property is consigned, the surrender of the original bill of
l.iding. properly endorsed, shall be required before delivery of the property."
Inspection will not be permitted on order bills of lading unless permission Is
endorsed on the original bill of lading or given in writing by' the shipper.
If the word "order" does not so appear, the bill of lading Is "not negotiable," and said property may be delivered without requiring such surren.

,

.

der.

—

NoTF. The foregoing will appear on the front, or flrst. page of the
of lading.
The bill of lading Is to be signed bv the shipper and |by ihel agent of
the carrier issuing same, and space should be provided for such signabill

turis.

The detail arrangement respecting such other matters as customarily
appear on the face of the bill of lading will be later prescribed.
CO.VDITIONS.
carrier or party In possession of any of the property
herein described shall be liable for any loss thereof, or damage thereto, except as hereinafter provided.
No carrier or party In possession of any of the property herein described
shall be liable for any loss thereof or damage thereto or delay caused by the
act of God, the public enemy, quarantine, the authority of law, or the act or
default of the shipper or owner, or for differences in the weights of grain,

Section

1.

The

seed, or other commodllies caused by natural shrinkage, or discrepancies

elevator weights.

For

loss,

damage, or

ticlau

caused

bii fire

m

occurring after 48

ftour* lexclusirc of legal holidays) after notice of Ihc arriral of the propcrtg

at dcxtination or at port of export (if intcndcj for export) has been duly
Exsent or gircn. the carrier's liabilitj/ shall be that of tearehouseman only.
cept in case of negligence of the carrier or party in possession (and the
burden to prove freedom from such negligence shall be on the carrier or party
in possession) (he carrier or party in possession shall not be liable for loss,
damage, or delay occurring while the property Is stopped and held In transit upon request of the shipper, owner or party entitled to make such request';

•The committee of the American Bankers' .\ssoclatlon proposes a slight
In this i)aragrniih and also proposes six new clauses to be Inserted as
indicated bv the six following footnotes
When" the bill has been surrendered It shall be Immediately rancelid.
This pnivlsicin shall apjily even though the hill Is marked not negotiable.
= liv the bolder thereof whether for value or for collection.
' Who, in the case of an order bill, shall be the holder thereof.
change

:

'

i
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or resulting from a defect In the property or from riots or strikes. When In accordanre with general custom, on account of the nature of the property, or
when at the re<]uest of the shipper the property is transported In open cars,
the carrier or party In possession (except in case of loss or damage by fire. In
which case the liability shall bv the same .is though the property had been
carried in closed cars) shall be liable only for negligence, and the burden to
prove freedom from such negligence shall l>e on the carrier or party in possession.

Skc. 2.
Xo carrier shall bo liable for loss, damage, or injury not occuiring on its own road or its portion of the through route, nor after said property has been delivered to the next carrier, except as such liability may be
imposed by law. and any carrier shall be entitled to recover from the common carrier, railroad or transportation company on whose line the loss, damage or Injury shall have been sustained the amount of such loss, damage, or
Injury as It may be required to pay to the owner of such property or to the
bolder of this bill of lading, provided that it has given notice to such carrier,
railroad or transportation company at least 15 days before the payment of
such claim. Init no obligation res|>ecting such recovery is hereby assumed by

or Imposed upon the shipper, owner, or consignee.

;

rail.

The amount of less or damage for which any carrier is liable shall be
of the property (being the bona fide invoice price, if any, to the consignee, including the freight charges, if prepaid)
at the place and time of shipment under this bill of lading, unless a lower
value has been agreed upon i>r is determined by the classification or tariff
upon which the rate is Iwsed. In either of which events such lower value shall
lie the maximum amount to govern such computation, whether or not such
loss or damage occurs from negligence.
Claims for loss, damage, or delay must be made In writing to the carrier
at the point of delivery or at the iioint of origin within CO days after delivery
of the property, or. in case of failure to make delivery, then within 60 days
after a reasonable time for delivery has elapsed. Unless claims are so made
the i-arrier shall not be liable.
Any carrier or party liable on account of loss of or damage to any of
said properly shall have the full lienefit of any insurance that may have been
effected upon or on account of said property.'
Sec. 4.
All properly shall be subject to necessary cooperage and baliug
at owner's risk.
Each carrier over whose route cotton is to be transported
hereunder shall have the privilege, at its own cost, of compressing the same
for greater convenience In handling or forwarding, and shall not be held responsible for deviation or unavoidable delays in procuring such compression.
Grain in bulk consigned to a point where there is a railroad, public or licensed elevator may (unless oihe.wlse expressly noted herein, and then if it Is
not promptly unloaded) be there delivered and placed with other grain of
same kind and grade without respect to ownership, and if so delivered shall
be subject to a Hen for elevator charges in addition to all other charges hereunder.
Sec. 5.
Property not removed by the party entitled to receive it within
48 hours (exclusive of legal holidays) after notice of its arrival has been
duly sent or given, may be kept In car, depot, or place of delivery of the carrier, or warehouse, subject to a reasonable charge for storage and to carrier's
responsibility as warehouseman only
or may be, at the option of the carrier,
removed to and stored in a public or licensed warehouse at the cost of the
owner and there held at the owners risk and without liability on the part of
the carrier, and .subject to a lien for all freight and other lawful charges, in
eluding a reasonable charge for storage.
The carrier may make a reasinalile charge for the detention of any vessri
or car or for the use of tracks after the car has been held 4S hours (exclusive of legal holidays) for loading or unloading, and may add such charge
to all other charges hereunder, and hold
such property subject to a lien
therefor.
Nothing In this section shall be construed as setting aside any
local law or rule aifectlng car service or storage.
Properly destined to or taken from a station at which there is no reg,i.
larly appointed agent shall l>e entirely at risk of owner when unloaded fro.ii
cars or iinlll loaded Into cars, and when received from or dellvere<l on prlvaie
or other sidings shall be at owner's risk until the cars are altaclied to ami
after thiy are detached from trains.'
Skc. 0.
Xo carrier will carry or Ih- liable In any way for any dnciimenis
computed on the basis of the value

made without an endorsement thereof hereon, signed by the agent -.f
the carrier issuing this bill of lading, shall be without effect, and this bill of
lading shall be enforceable according to its original tenor.

shall be

Increased Cost of Lumber.

The following diagrams from the report on increased lumber
prices, issued by the United States Department of Agriculture, show
how great the increases have been in the last 20 years, and especially
Lumber prices, prior to 1S93. show little
in the last five years.
change, and the tonnage handled by the railroads was of relatively
importance; but in 1S93 the railroads, having an excess of
eastbound empty cars on account of the steady increase in westbound merchandise shipments and conJANUt9r
I90* f90S l9oe /9Cf 908
created by the
struction material,
37 OC
growth of the Pacific Coast country,
lowered the freight rate to a 40 per
cent, basis in an effort to encourage
the lumber industry and to get a back

slight

haul.

From 1893 until 1900. although
the tonnage increased, the lumbermen
secured only a moderate advance in
prices, but in recent years conditions
have changed materially. The prices
of lumber have almost doubled and the
principal difficulty the lumberman has
had has been to get his product hauled
to eastern markets.
The demand for
ears has exceeded the supply and the
railroads have been compelled to send
empty cars across the continent for
this purpose.
In the face of these con
ditions, it is claimed by the railroads
that the continuance of a rate which
does not bear its proper share of the
transportation cost is indefensible and
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indicates that other trafllc is being saddled with a burden not co-ordinate with the factors which should determine proper rates. The
dlagrnnis, as shown, tend to indicate that the old rates inaugurated
to fit the conditions of 1S94 are not co-ordinate with the conditions
which exist to-day. A 10 per cent, increase from the Pacific Coast
to St. Paul and Minneapolis has been proposed and is appar-^ntly
justified by existing conditions.

have
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Hr.r. H.
The shipper, owner, or consignee shall pay the freight and nil
other lawful charges accruing on said property before delivery.
If upon In
sfwellon It Is ascertained thai the articles shipped are not those described In
this bill of lading the freight charges must l)e paid upon the an Ides aclunlly
shipped.
Sec. n.
Kxcept In case of diversion from rail to water route, which Is
provided for In Section .! berr.'f. If all or any pari of said properly Is carried
by water over any part of snid mule, such water carriage shall he perform' i|
subject to the liabilities, llmltallons. and exemptions provided by slalule, ami
to the conditions contained In Ihls bill' of lading not Inconsistent with such

V'

1

//X*

/n >fM /fa/

¥0 shi/ <lfo

do mi

principal or agent, shipping explosive ..idangenius goods, wllhoul previous full written disclosure to the carrier ..f
their nature, shall lie liable for all loss or damage caused thereby, and sue li
go>Mls may be warehoused at owner's risk and expense or destroyed wlthoin
7.

rno

'

r-^

and

Sec.

12.

statutes or this section, and subject also to the condition that no carrier or
party In possession shall be liable for any loss or damage resulting from Ibe
perils of the lakes, sea. or other waters, or from explosion, bursting of boilers,^
breakage of shafts, or any latent defect in hull, machinery, or appurtenances
or from collision, stranding, or other accidents of navigation, or from proi' nAnd any vessel carrying any or all of the propert.v
gatlon of the voyage.
herein described shall have the liberty to call at inlermodiate ports, to lnw
and be lowed, and assist vessels in distress and to deviate for the purpose of
saving life or property.
The term "water carriage" in this section shall not be construed as luclnding lighterage across rivers or In lake or other harbors, and the liabilicy
for such lighterage shall be governed by the other sections of this instrumeatWlii n property is carried under a rate whiih includes marine insurance
the liability of the water carrier shall cover all risks insured against and
shall at least equal the liability hereunder for rail carriage in closed cars.
.\ny alteration, addition or erasure" in this bill of lading whic!>
Sec. 10.

Sec. 3.
No carrier is Iwnind to transport said property by an.v particular
train or vessel, or in time for any particular market or otherwise than with

reasonable despatch, unless by speciflc agreement endorsed hereon.
Every
carrier shall have the right in case of physical necessity to forward said
propert.v by any railroad or route Itetween the point of shipment and tlie point
of destination
but if such diversion shall be from a rail to a water route the
liability of the carrier shall be the same as though the entire carriage were by
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American Car*

auil

for

b.)x and flat cara whirh ure a i-uniblnnllon of ('nll<Ml Stales a.nil
ISerman alamlard conMiruitlon. The Sun .N'Ihk Rnllrnail In a hhort
road b«-ln|t built In Central China by nutlvt- i-apltal and in comi' of

(he detail* of

It* e<]iii|imcnt

It

Vanadium

Chinete Railroads.

The MIddletown Car Work*. .MldrtlFtown. P*., baa recently built
uhlpped to the Sun Ning Rallroail In China a number uf 2<^ton

rellwtH (ho Influcnre of the Cit-rmun

emtineehf In fbarxe of (he Shantung Kailruad. The Kage of the
road Is 4 (t. 8'-.> In. and In most ath«-r reitpe<-t!i the standards employed in the CnKeil S(ate« have been followed but the c-ouplInK
allAchmenls of them- cars are of German design and were imported

3^5

ha.*

Steel.

For several years the question of the day for modern metallurgy
Iiwn tha' of invextlenflni; ih<» «*ver«l «l!ov« of uteel that have
•

.,

ii.

•

It

mmy

of

modern

be

'In increasi;
luK liiu rei>uiaiKu lu hbiMk, or ra;i>inii iliu liaiil uf i.'laj>tlcily, or In
Increasing the ductility of the steel* so that these various modlflca(ions necessitate a very careful study of the alloy. The last to be
used, and one which, for many years, has attracted a great deal
of attention among metallurgists. Is vanadium.
Before pointing out thf
properties of vanadium steel on:
l>ermit of a short digression radium Itself. At (he beginning o{ iliu last
(•eiilury vanadium was discovered and christened "Erithrone" by a professor of mineralogy In Mexico, Del Rio, who first gave the
"

..

new metal the name of "pamhrome " An
analysis of a spe<imen of this mineral sent
tu France by Humboldt, led Collet I)es<otlls
to admit the presence of chromium, but not
that there was a new metal, and Del Rio
himself retracted his first opinion and attributed the brown appearance of Zimapan to
Thus, scarcely
a basic chromate of lead.
had it become known before it was disowned
by its discoverer and was relegated to Zimapan without arousing any controversy whatever. Thirty years after, in November, 1830.
"M.
wrote
to
Dulong that:
Berzelius
Sofstrom, Dire<-tor of Mines at Fahlun. in
examining a sample of iron that was remarkable for its extreme softness, had detected
•."
•
This
the presence of a substance •
new substance, which was somewhat more
iron,
the
the
puddled
abundant in
pig than in
and consequently more abundant in the slag,

20-Ton Box Car; Sun Ning Railroad.
from Germany by the builders. The center line of draft is 3 ft.
5% In. aliove the rails and a form of screw coupling is employed
with the usual side buffers. The car bodies and truclts are built
M. C. B. standards throughout.
The box cars have wooden underframes and bodies with corrugated iron roofs. They are 2!» ft. 6% in. long, 8 ft. 's in. wide
and « ft. 4 in. high, inside measurements, and 32 ft. long over end
to

20-Ton Flat Car; Sun Ning Railroad.
The trucks are of the diamond arch bar type with double
I-beam bolsters and channel swing plank. Cast-iron wheels 33 in.
in diameter, M. C. B. axles with 3^4-in. x 7-in. journals and M. C. B.
boxes are used. The cars are fitted with Westinghouse air-brakes
with 8-in. cylinders. The flat cars are 32 ft. long and 8 ft. 9 in.
over the floor, and are Identical in other respects with the box cars.
sills.

was called "vanadium." a word taken from
Vanadia, a surname of Freya, one of the
principal goddesses of Scandinavian mytholVanadium was thus rediscovered, but
ogy.
the investigation of its properties has only
been consummated recently.
In 1841 vanadium was found in a large number of iron and
copper mines, and French science claims the honor of having recognized it as one of the most widely diffused of the metals of the
crust of the earth. The masses of bauxites of the south of France
contain it in notable quantities, from which it is obtained for use
But the actual amount contained
in ceramics just as the clays are.
is very small, being from 0.09 to 0.06 per cent, at Rovest and in

Built

by the Middletown Car Works.

Calabria.
The researches of Dienlafait, of MM. Osmond and Witz
show that the basic slag of the oolithic mineral of Mazenay conIn short, it appears that
tains more than I per cent, of vanadium.
the rocks in whiih vanadium occurs are those formed by the deposits
of ancient seas that have dried.
The content of vanadium rarely reaches 0.4 per cent, in those

^
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minerals

The principal minerals are
in which it is encountered.
vanadinite. which is a chlorovanadinate of lead; chilecite, a double
vanadinate of lead and copper; dechinite, acroxene and enoynchite.
which contains a large proportion of zinc. The presence of arsenic
These minerals are very numerous and,
produces cuprodecloizite.
not to weary the reader, it may simply be added that one of the
richest
in vanadium is the vanidiferous mica, rosminerals that is
coelite.
To recapitulate, the principal minerals from which van-

tends to delay the separation of the carburets, which facilitates the
operation of tempering, which can be done by merely raising it to
a temperature of 1,600 deg. Fahr., and then immersing it in water
without allowing for any reheating. Vanadium so hardens the molecular elements of the steel, such as the ferrite, that it is possible to
bend a square bar cold without developing any fracture. Finally,
one of the characteristics of vanadium steel is the very small proportion of contained carbon, which is usually from 0.10 to 0.15 per

adium is obtained are: Vanadinite. which is found in Spain and
which contains about 40 per cent, of lead, from 12 to 13 per ceut.
of vanadic oxide and silicon, some iron and silver; the vanadiferous
ores of Colorado and the vanadiferous deposits of South America.
The metal vanadium is obtained by concentrating the oxide
which is reduced in the presence of the oxide of iron in an electric
furnace as in the production of aluminum. The two processes produce a ferro-vanadium, which frequently contains 80 per cent, of

cent.

vanadium.

Vanadium was first used in the preparation of a black ink that
was compounded by Berzelius. and then in coloring where it replaced
the old process using the sulphate of copper. Extracted from the
Creusot slag, it cost about $27 a pound and sold for $90. It was also
used in ceramics and even in therapeutics.
The use of vanadium in metallurgy dates from 1896, when M.
Choubley, Manager of the Firminy works, made a number of tests
on ordinary steel tempered at 1,650 deg. Fahr. and annealed at about
480 deg. Fahr. to which a powder composed of the oxide of vanadium
and aluminum was added. Although these tests were fruitless at
first,
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These results are very interesting and show what they are for
themselves; an almost pure steel containing 1.10 per cent, of carbon
had a limit of elasticity of about 3n..500 lbs. per sq. in. of section
and an ultimate breaking strength of 60,900 lbs. By referring to
the table it will be seen that an addition of 0.14 per cent, of vanadium
without making any appreciable change in the ductility of this
ultisteel raised its limit of elasticity by about 13,200 lbs. and its
mate strength by about 79,000 llxs. Again the addition of 0.30 per
cent, of vanadium raised the ultimate strength to 77.1.i0 lbs. per
According to Mr. Arnold
sq. in., and 0.60 per cent, to 92.42.5 lbs.
there is nothing to be gained by adding more than 0.60 per cent, of
vanadium, for steel containing 0.77 per cent, gives almost identically
the same results as that with 0..")8 per cent.
The tempering makes it possible to obtain remarkable mechanIn. in diameter
ical results with tools of vanadium steel, for the

%

of the following coraposition:
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Vana-llum
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admirably and

capacity to resist shock, these steels are especially adapted for use
in piston rods, cranks, coupling rods, small shafts and the like.
The third class of vanadium steels comprise those containing
vanadium and chromium, and the best proportions are those included
within the following limits:
0.20 per cent.
"
1.00
"
0.20

("arbon

Chromium
Vanadium

shows that vanadium

0.40 per cent
1.00
0.20

Chromium increases the resistance to shock and the tensile
strength, hut it has a tendency to produce a very hard metal and
one that is difficult to work hot, while welding can only be successfully done electrically, because of the tendency of chromium to
oxydize and change Into slag. The addition of chromium makes the
metal difficult to cut and to work cold, and the Carnegie Steel Co.
has found no better method of cutting sheets and plates made of
chrome steel than to use a smooth disc revolving at high speed.
This disc is 6 ft. in diameter and is mounted in the same way as
a circular saw and can cut plates up to 6 in. In thickness. A jet
of steam Is made to Impinge continuously against the metal on the
line of the cut.
The addition of from 0.15 to 0.25 per cent, of vanadium will counterbalance the tendency of the chromium and facilitate the cutting of steel sheets.
These steels are especially adapted for making crank shafts, propeller shafts, locomotive and car axles, vertical shafts, etc.
The following results show very clearly the influence of vansteel;
.

These figures show a great Increase In ultimate strength and

An

40.750
37.050

ordinarily used for pieces

and an elongation varying from 30 to 35 per cent. After tempering
the tensile strength and the limit of elasticity rises to 99.000 lbs.
and 88.000 lbs. respectively, while the elongation is reduced to from
8 to 10 per cent.
The nickel has a peculiar action in this respect
that, up to a content of 8 per cent., it makes the steel hard, and
that from 8 to 15 per cent, it makes it brittle so that it can be
broken with a hammer; and that from 15 to 25 per cent, its ducVantility increases rapidly beyond which it remains stationary.
adium makes nickel steel more homogeneous and diminishes the
tendency to brittleness which the nickel causes, though it is true
that it is rarely used where the nickel content is more than 8 per
cent.
Owing to the fact that the nickel gives the metal a high

SI.M'I.
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steels the tensile strength obtained ranges from 35,000 to 39,000 lbs.
per sq. in. with a limit of elasticity of from 22,500 to 31,500 lbs.,

adium upon chrome

After having been treated to almut 3,fi.=;o deg. Fnhr., which brought
water and then,
It up to a cherry red. It was plunged Into cold
without being reheated. It gave the following resiilt-s:
•

62.460
45.2.35

steel

The second class of vanadium steels are those containing vanadium and nickel. I'sually the proportions are from 0.20 to 0.40 per
With these
cent, of vanadium and from 2 to 6 per cent, of nickel.

""'

rillmnte ulr.nKlb
Or nn liicri'n!<e i.r more Ibon 147 per rent.
Limit of elaxllrlljr
Or an lncreiii«> of more than 181 per cent.

23.000
33.550

resists tensile stresses

34_ per cent.
'•• '

Klongntlon
rontracllon of m.-n

I{e<1nellnn

it

2.S.10n
42..j70

is elastic.

temperature.
.More methodical investigations were undertaken by Mr. .\rnold,
a Professor in the Mechanical Institute of Sheffield in 1900. Vanadium was introduced as ferro-vanaditim containing a small quantity
of aluminum with the following results:

1§ II iill

crucible

With 0.50 per cent, of vanadium added
With 1 per cent, of vanadium add.'il

subjected to vibration, for

This shows an increase of 44.8 and 31.5 per cent, for the limit
M. Chowbley de
of elasticity and ultimate strength respectively.
cided to use a ferro-vanadium to add to the steel bath. This steel
hardened in a remarkable manner under the influence of a rise of

Cbemical analyses.

In lbs. per sq. In.
ritimate strength. Limit of elasticity
27.200
25.400

,

in phosphorus
Carbonized by casting in a graphite

Soft steel, low

Same as above, annealed
This 1 per cent: vanadium

70,625 lbs.
74.304 "
11.3 per cent.
47

il>s.

the tensile strength of almost pure iron, that is iron obtained electrolytically, Is increased, for example, from 24.000 lbs. to 27,000 lbs.
per sq. in. of section by the addition of a few tenths of vanadium,
effect
i.s certainly very remarkable and the obtaining of so great an
with so small a cause can be classed among the marvels of modern
The following are ?ome interesting results that have been
science.
obtained by the addition of vanadium:

unannealed

the following results were finally obtained;
Vanadium slwl.
uniinary steel.
Limit of elasticity
Ultimate strength

Vanadium steels may be divided into three classes: (1) Steels
vanadium only; (2) steels containing vanadium and
nickel; (3) steels containing vanadium and chromium.
The first usually contains from 0.10 to 0.15 per cent, of carbon
and from 0.15 to 0.25 per cent, of vanadium. Vanadium has almost
as much of an effect as the carbon upon the steel, and the fact that
containing
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The rondution rrarhed from all of theiu* InvMtlcmtlODS wblch
bavr been carried on In recent yearn. Ik thai vanadium ran be uaed
to replace nickel. tunRHten and moly|j<li-nuin In the steel alloyii.
«riuf

hi'lutlfflh-

Electric

LocemotlvM

of th«

Pennsylvania Railroad.

dntermlnlnK the type best adapted to pulling lU
iralnH throuitb the .New York tiinnelH, the Pennaylvania Kallruail h&H In proKreitH u serltw of exp<TlincnlH upon elerThroUKh the experiments, which ure being contrlc lo<-omotlveii
ducted un ItM West Jersey * Seashore division and the Long Island
Railroad, the company IntendH to determine some of the general

With a view

heavy

to

paiu<enK*'i

characteristics of the electric locomotive and to secure operating
data based on actual service.
Of the two direct-current locomotives now undergoing tests.

one U equipped with four 350 h.p. gecred motors, and the other
with four gearlesM mutors In order that the relative merits of thr
two types may !«.• determined
The locomiitlve with RearlesN motors has one of Its trucks
••(|ulpiHtl with two 320 h.p. motors supported by springs from the
main JourniilH and wholly Independent of the truck frame, while
the other truck has two 300 h.p. motors rigidly fastened to the
truck frame. This arrangement will demonstrate the advantages
of the two methods of motor suspension under the same conditions
of service.

In exterior appearance the two locomotives are almost Identical.
They resemble somewhat a short truck passenger car with few winilows and large wheels. The trucks are of the four-wheel type,
having frames placed outside the wheels, with pedestal l>oxes and
adjustable wedges similar to those used in locomotive practice. On

account of their short wheel base the trucks have a tendency to
tilt In operation, and thereby shift a portion of the effective load

Side View of Electric Locomotive;

Pennsylvania Railroad.

By nn ingenious automatic
to the other.
switching mechanism the power delivered by the motor on the
heavily loaded axle is increased and the power delivered by the
motor on the lightly loaded a.xles diminished in proportion to the
difference in axle loads.
By this expedient the pulling power of
the loiomotive is increased.
The outer-end casting of each truck carries the coupler, draft
spring and buffer arrangement, so that strains caused by pushing.
pulling and buffing are taken directly by the truck frames and do
not come upon the underframe of the cab. except as they are transmitted between bolsters through the center sill, in order to allow
.sufficient lateral play when the locomotive is coupled to a long passenger car with considerable overhang, the coupler head has a free
movement of 15 in. on either side of the center line of the truck.
To facilitate coupling and uncoupling on curves, the coupler can
be swung sideways and its uncoupling pin raised by means of levers
at the end of the cab. which can be operated from the platform.
Driving wheels are .">G in. in diameter, with removable tires
secured by retaining rings. They are carried by axles 8 in. in diameter at the center, provided with 6-in. x 11-in. journals.
The spring rigging is of the locomotive type, with semi-elliptical springs over the journal boxes, and equalizers between the
springs. To prevent teetering, the equalizer beam is not provided
with a fixed fulcrum, but instead supports two nests of helical
.springs, which in turn help to support the truck frame.
The collector shoes are attached to the four end journal boxes.
Mnd are made of two castings forming a spring hinge, with one
wing lying in a horizontal plane, and sliding on top of the third
rail.
The current passes from the third rail through the collector
shoes an<l the heavy cables connected thereto to the fuse-boxes
fixed near the shoes.
The cab is entirely of metal, its underframe composed of a
center sill, built of two 10-in. channels, side sills of 7-in. x S'o-ln.
Within the cab the apparatus
angles, plate bolsters and end sills.
is distributed along the sides, leaving a passageway through the
side
of the cab consists of three
equipment
on
one
The
middle.
main reservoirs, a sand-lwx with electro-pneumatic valves underneath, a switch group, two line switches, a ease of diverters, and
two sets of storage batteries. That on the other side consists of
a compressor, a compressed air cooler, a fan and motor, a reservoir for control apparatus, a sand-box. two line switches, a whistle
reservoir, a motor cut out, a switch group, and a case of diverters.
from one pair of wheels

End View

of

Electric

Locomotive;

Pennsylvania

Railroad.
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The loiomotive control mechanism Is in duplicate, and placed
in diagonally opposite corners of the cab, so that the motorman tan
operate a locomotive, or group of locomotives, from either end of
the cab, in either direction. By means of a special grouping of
switches
a brealv,

possible to obtain a constant flow of current without
when changing from series to series parallel, and from
series parallel to full-multiple.
The preliminary tests made with
the locomotive proved that by means of this system of grouping
switches, the acceleration of the locomotive could be made practically
unifoi-m.
Both ends of the cab are provided with sockets, so that
it

armature of the magnet

is

released,

which closes the

air

passage from the reservoir and prevents the egress of air from the
cylinder. A spring under the piston pushes it up, and thus opens
the main circuit. Thj line switches are actuated in a similar manner, and also open when an e.\cess of current flows through them
by the air valve, admitting air behind the piston, which closes the
switch through which the main current flows. By breaking the
control circuit the armature of the magnet is released, which closes
the air passage from the reservoir and prevents the egress of air
from the cylinder. A spring under the piston pushes it up and thus
opens the main circuit. The line switches are actuated in a simil.ir
manner, and also open when an excess of current flows thrmish

On (he maximum week

Journals,
:j."i

Weight:
Weight:

I.oc<;motive
I.orom<illve

•
•

fs

liC

Id
!l
.•

"
••

•
••

•
14 "

i:i

(extreme)

.No.
N.).

loiil
iDiii;

(Kenre<l motors)
(f-iarlesH motors

...

I.i

December

1906, 605,246 passengers
in the city's population,

day.

shows the population of the city in its five boroughs from
1800 to 190.5, as obtained from the United States and state censuses.
Based upon the average rate of growth per decade, from 1870 to
1900, the curves have been extended to 1930.
Fig. 2 indicates the paid passenger traffic in New York City
and ts several boroughs from 1901 to 190(i, inclusive, with the
Fig.

1

curves extended to 1916.
Fig 3 shows the detailed variation in the traflSc on the surface,
elevated and subway lines for the same years as before.
The
general laws governing the variations in the population and traffic
of Greater New York can best be observed by studying Figs. 1
and 2. Considering all the boroughs grouped into one great population center, it appears that during the four years ending June 30,
1905, the total number of paid passengers traveling on all street
lailways surface, elevated and subway roads increased practically
in a straight line, that is, the increment in each succeeding year
was about the same. During 1906. however, there was a sudden
marked increase in the traffic. While the average increment for
the four preceding years was only about 63,000,00(1 per year, during
19i»i; it amounted to nearly 110,000.000.
No census of the population
of the Greater City was made in 1906,
It is therefore impossible
to determine whether this large additional number of riders is due
to a corresponding increase in the population, or to an increase in
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As an indication of the future growth
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The cab can be lighted by three lamps, which are in series with
the lamps with the headlights: but normally these lamps are to be
concealed. Five more lamps, which are in series, are distributed
over the ceiling, to assist in lighting the cab when repairs are uiulei
way, but are not used when the locomotive is in service.
The storage batteries are in two sets so that they can be charged
alternately by being placed in series with the motor of the air compressor, one set being charged while the other set is in service, the
alternation being made each day.
Locomotives are equipped with hand, straight air, automatic
and high-speed brakes. The principal dimensions, which are the
same for both locomotives, are:

Axles
diamctor. s
Length, inside CDiiplors
Iicngth over platforms
Wheel base of trucks
Total wheel base of locomotives
Width, cab
Width, body
Height, rail to top platform

li.

7.

them.

.NiimlK'i' of |)airs of ilriving wlici'Is
Dlameli'i' nt cjiiving wln'i/ls

busiest stations in order of their importance are:
ISridfc.

14tli street.

is

when two or more locomotives are coupled together connections
can be made by means of these sockets, and the group of locomotives can be simultaneously operated and controlled by the motorman of one locomotive.
Hung from the ceiling in the center of the cab are two plug
switches and another ammeter shunt.
The conductors from the
third rail shoes are connected to one switch, and the trolley cable is
connected to the other.
The switches in the switch group are operated by air pressure.
The air valve is actuated by a control magnet on a 14-volt circuit.
When current (lows through the magnet armature opens the air
valve, admitting air behind the piston, which closes the switch
through which the main current flows. By breaking the control
circuit the
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Rapid Transit Conditions
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New

York.
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The

report of the Board of Rapid Transit Railroad Comniis
sioners for the city of New York for the year 1906, prestinialily
the last report which this body will make, since It has now l)ecii
.superseded in its functions by the Public Service Commission of
the First District, contains much interesting data about passenger
traffic in New York City and pi-esenis graphic estimates of what
traffic In future years may be expected to be.
We show the dia
grams illustrating traffic movement, which the commission ha.s
prepared.
The total number of passengers carried In the subway durins
19nR wa-s 149.778,370, as Indicated by ticket .sales.
The smallest
number of passengers carried any one month was 8..'>.').').7!i:'i In
August, 190«. and the largest number was l.'>.H09..')l(i in December.
These months of minimum and maximum traffic showed increases
of 11 and 14 per cent., respectively, over .July, which was the month
of minimum traffic In I!hi,5, and December, the month of maximum
traffic.
The average number of passengers carried per month In
I90« was 12,4H6,78fi. The heaviest traffic was nl the Brooklyn bridge
station.
Over 19% million people boarded trains at this station
during the year, and if it be assumed that an equal number left he
trains there, over .'?9 million people, exclusive of those transferring
from one train to another, passed through the slallnn. Twice as
many passengers used the Brooklyn bridge station as any other
single station on the road.
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the number ot riders per capita, but an Increase in the i»opulalion
b' the most iMobable cause, as will appear later.
The growth of the
travel In the boroughs separately has not always been parallel with
that in the whole city, as was notably the case during the last three
years.
During 1902 and 1903. the inrrenaes were practically uniform In each borough; the amount of increase In each borough
being greater In the order of the size of populatioti of the boroughs
that Is, the Increase was smallest in Ui<'hmond and largest in

Manhattan.
During 1904 and 1905, with the trav.M

in

the whole citv

still

1
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IncreaalDg ml a uDtrorm rate, ttipro was • Ioh In the r«t<> of
Inrreaae In the travel In Manbatlan, and a i-orreapondlnR Rain In
lb« other ItorouichM. but mainly In Knwklyn. Thin may Im- acluunled for by a temporary movement of aome of Manbattanit
The only reaaon that ran be
impulallon to the other borcitiKhti.
Birrlbed for thiM nilKratlon wan the Inlerferenre with travel In
Manhattan ilue to the biilUIInK, of the Miihway.
In 1906, when the notable Inrreaae In the number of iwUI panHenicerK In the whole rlly oi'rurre<l, there waa a Keneral Inrreaae In
This wax a Krf.iicr rate
Ihf rui.' of Inn--: In all ih<> liorougtiH
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of the growing |)opulatlon.
In the borough of Queens the conditions are somewhat similar
Richmond, except that the population is larger and has
increased al>out twice as fast.
In 1906 the population was 208.596.
The completion of the

the five fiscal

/

y/

demands

mond. The number of rides per inhabitant Is smaller In this borough than in any other. In 1901 there were 73 per capita per

/
102OOOOOO0

.

now under construction will probably cause a phenomenal
in the population.
Based on a normal ratio of growth,
however, it is estimated that it will be about 300,OUO for 1916. In
studying the Iratflc, the Long Island Railroad has not been Iniluded
There were 22.115.729 paid passengers riding on the surlace lines during 1906. an increase of nearly lOO per cent, during

/
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growth

/

1.1
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tunnels

/
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about 29 |ier cent. Thla borouxb now baa on an arerage about
two InhabllaniM to the acre. It la estimated that ita popiil:t
may Ite about 10<i.uo<i In 1916, or a little lean than three to tli<
Approximately 60 per (-ent. of all thf paxfwnRprK in R|i!.
about 26,01111 p.T day, are now
by ferry. Tln' ln< T<'iut<-« In
will probably In- gr«-at'r than
-A
that the aame rates are malulalurii. lu li«lt> there ahuuld b« approximately 26.0<X),0UO paid pawtengera carried In Richmond. About
15.iMio.uuO of these will have to be provided with transportation
to and from .Manhattan.
Bach Inhabitant of the borough now rider
210 times per year; In 191'; he would ride about 260 times. There
are now 13o miles of single track operated In Rl< hmond.
Tht
transportation problem here can be taken care of for many years
to come by the natural expansion of the present systems to develop
new territory and an increase in the car mileage to meet the added
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than had prevailed during any of the preceding years which have
been considered. Manhattan recovered more than was lost during
the years 1904 and 19U5.
All the other boroughs made material

/oc^ooopoo

gains.
In the upper portions of Manhattan, a territory which was not
conveniently accessible before the subway was opened, a great
many apartment buildings have been erected. There has been a
large movement into this district, the subway stations located here
alone have handle<l nearly 8.500,000 passengers during the fiscal
year of 19011. Assuming that most of these people have come into
the city from the outlying suburbs in New Jersey, l.oiig Island and
Westchester, a total of nearly 17.000.000 additional passenger fares
are accounted for on the subway alone.
It would appear, therefore, as already stated above, that the

pronounced growth in 190f>, in the total number of paid passengers
traveling in the whole city, can only be accounted for l)y a corresponding increase in the city's population. This is probably due
to the operation of the city's first subway, a great many suburban
people having been induced to come into the city in view of the
increased facilities afforded.
It Is now proposed to take up each
l)oroiigh, more or less in detail, and finally to make some speculations with regard to the transportation requirements within the
next decade.
In the borough of Richmond 15.571.889 paid passengers were
carried during the fiscal year of 1906; 8.957.414 of these were carried on the surface lines, the remaining fi.r.l 4.475 on the steam
loads; the daily average was nearly 4;i.ooo.
During the last five
fiscal years the number of passengers carried increased at a fairly
uniform rate.
The total increase for the five-year period was

l3a»
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Fig. 3.
If the traffic increases as rapidly during the
has during the past five years, in 1916 the travel
To
in Queens borough will equal over 88.000,000 paid passengers.
carry this traffic within the borough, as was the case in Richmond,
it will only be necessary to increase the car mileage a.s occasion
demands, and to add to the trackage in undeveloped territory. This
does not dispose of the passengers whose objective point Is Manhattan: these must be provided with facilities for crossing the
East river.

year;

In

190(;.

next decade as

The

106.
it

statistics are not directly available

from which the number
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It has been
of people bound to Mauhattan can be determined.
estimated, however, that about 60 per cent, of the riding passengers both in Richmond and in Brooklyn cross to and from ManUsing this same ratio, then about 53.000,OliU
hattan each day.
people, exclusive of Long Island Railroad passengers, will have
to be transported across the East river from Queens in 191H, either
by ferries, bridges or tunnels.
The Blackwell's Island bridge and six tunnels are now being
Two of the tunnels
constructed between Manhattan and Queens.
enter Manhattan at Forty-second street and are known as the
Belmont tunnels; the other four are the Pennsylvania tunnels
through Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets. The bridge provides for two elevated and two trolley tracks; in all there will be
The Penn.sylvania tunnels will probfive tracks in each direction.
If these tracks
ably be used mostly by Long Island commuters.
are omitted from consideration three tracks in each direction will
this
borough.
These
facilities
for
the
use
of
be available
still
should be in operation within four years. Their combined maxicapacity should be over 133,000,000 per year, with a maxihourly capacity of over 73,000 in one direction. If all passengers are to be provided with seats, then the above figures would
become approximately (50.000,000 and 33,000,00(1. respectively. The
residents of Queens will therefore have ample facilities for reaching Manhattan for many years to come.
During the fiscal year of 1906 389,.555.025 paid passengers were
carried on the street railways in the Brooklyn borough, a daily
average of over 1,067,000. This represented 278 rides per inhabi-

mum
mum

tant for the year.
The elevated lines carried 125,221,831 and the surface lines
264.333,194. or about 32 and 68 per cent., respectively, ot the total
number. Over 60 per cent., or approximately 234,000,000, of all of
the above passengers were carried to and from Manhattan over the
There has been a slight increase each sucbridges and ferries.
lessive year in the rate of increase of the total passengers carried.
Considered separately, the riders have increased faster on the ele-

vated than on the surface lines.
The number of .surface riders in 1906 was about 27 per cent,
During the same period the amount of
greater than in 1901.
single track operated has increased less than 2 per cent., and the
car mileage only about 11 per cent. This has resulted in a greatly
For the same five fiscal years
increased crowding on all lines.
Each inhabitant
the population has grown less than 18 per cent.
has taken 189 rides on the surface cars during 1906, as compared
with 174 rides during 1901.
If the same rates of increase which have prevailed during the
past five years are maintained for a decade, in 1911 the number
of paid passengers carried on the surface roads in Brooklyn will

amount

to

about 336.000,000; in 1916. to about 426,000,000.

These figures do not represent the maximum rates at which
passengers will have to be carried during the rush hours. During
these hours it is estimated that transportation will have to be provided on the surface lines at the rate of over 100,000 per hour in
one direction in 1911, and 140,000 per hour in 1916.
The travel on the elevated railroads in Brooklyn has very nearly
To
doubled, while the surface roads were gaining 27 per cent.
carry this enormous increase of traffic only 9.346 miles of single
track have been added, or only 11 per cent, more than was operated
in 1901.
The car mileage during the same period has not increased
60 per cent.
It appears, therefore, that the increase in facilities
on the elevated railroads has not kept pace with the growth in the
The whole transportation system, both surface and elevated
traffic.
It is obvious that in order to
roads. Is greatly overburdeneil.
provide relief for Brooklyn's population the subway systems must
be extended into and through the borough as quickly as possible.
When this is done the surface lines will be greatly relieved; they
can then be depended tipon to fulfil their proper functions, that is,
furnish the necessary short-haul service. Long-distance passengers
will be provided for on the elevated and subway lines. The capacity
of the present surface and elevated lines is about 280,000,000, If
moderate crowding is permitted during the rush hours.
From careful estimates it is believed that not far from 560,(lOO.OOO paid passengers will have to be provided with transportation in Brooklyn on all lines during 1911, and 80(1,000.(100 during
Deducting the rapacity of the present facilities, subways
1916.
should be built by 1911 to accommodate 280,000.000 people, and

by 1916. 520,000.000 people.

To furnish this service with only moderate crowding, one fourtrack railroad operating ten-car trains should be completed across
the East river and into Brooklyn within the next five years; and
one more within five years afterwards, or two altogether during
the next decade.
If. however, all pa.isengers are to be provided with seats during
the rush hours new .subways must be provided for 370.000.oon pas
sengers by 1911, and 610,000,000 by 1916, or two four-track railroads must be constructed to Brooklyn within the next five years,
and four within the next decade.
The population of the Bronx borough at the end of the fiscal
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It has grown over 38 per cent, during the
During the same period the number of paid
carried
on
the
surface lines, or. It may be said, the
passengers
travel within the borough, has increased at a uniform rate of more
The corresponding increase in the passenger
than 36 per cent.
car mileage has been less than 27 per cent., consequently tne
service now provided is not as good as it was five years ago.
The
trackage is sufficient, and adequate surface car transportation in
this borough can be furnished for some years by increasing the car
mileage or number of cars in use.
The elevated and subway traffic in the borough represents the
The number of paid passengers using the
travel to Manhattan.
elevated road increased at a uniform rate up to 1904.
The next
year there was a very slight increase, due wholly to the opening
of the West Farms branch of the subway, which had been in operation for seven months.
In 1906 the use of the subway caused a
falling off in the number ot elevated passengers.
Apparently the
subway has had no effect upon the travel on the surface lines in
The Bronx. Probably about 42,000,000 paid passengers will be
carried on the surface lines in 1911, and 57.000,000 in 1916.

year 1906 was 288,417.
last five fiscal years.

Manhattan's population was 2,167.585 for the 1906 fiscal year.
This represented an increase of about 15 per cent, in five years.
Phe traffic on all the lines in the borough has increased nearly 39
per cent, during the same time, but the growth has not been unilorm throughout the whole period.
The percentage of increase
for each succeeding year was less than that for the preceding
year up to 1905. For 1906. as already stated, there was a marked
increase in the travel on all lines.
While in each year the total
travel has increased over that of the preceding year, the same
thing cannot be said ot the surface, elevated and subway lines
when considered separately. During 1902 and 1903 there was a
steady increase in the number of paid passengers carried on both
the surface and elevated roads.
In 1904 there was a falling oft on
the surface lines and a corresponding increase on the elevated lines.
This was probably due almost entirely to the interference with the
surface cars caused by the construction of the subway.
But the
surface and elevated lines showed a loss in 1905, which combined
was equivalent to the travel on the subway during that year. Most
of the subway passengers, however, were drawn from the elevated
lines.
There were nearly 21,000,000 less passengers using the elevated than in 1904 a loss of 10 per cent., instead of what should
have been a gain of nearly 20 per cent., due to the subway travel.
During 1906 the surface roads gained a little over the previous
year, but the elevated roads continued to lose passengers.
In the fiscal year of 1906 the surface cars in Manhattan carried
391,354,877 paid passengers.
This was a total increase of about
7 per cent, in five years.
It has. already been shown that the population of the borough increased 15 per cent, during the same
period.
Each inhabitant rode 194 times during 1901, as compared
with 181 times in 1906.
It is therefore apparent that the public
are not riding on the surface cars as often as formerly. There are
several reasons for this.
The subway traverses a section of the
city which had not formerly been provided with rapid transit
facilities; therefore, those who had been compelled before to use
the surface cars immediately changed to the subway.
Again, a
great many have moved their homes from lower Manhattan into
upper Manhattan and The Bronx, and in consequence have become
patrons of the elevated and subway roads. The number of passengers carried in 1906 does not represent the maximum number
carried per year during the last five years.
In 1903 there were
396.570,435 surface car passengers, amounting to nearly 200 rides
per capita.
This was the summit year of the surface car travel.
The changes in the trackage and car mileage have not corresponded
with the variations in the traffic. The former has increased about
14 per cent., but the latter only about one-half of 1 per cent.
The
density of traffic, or number ot paid passengers per car mile, has
increased over 6 per cent.
At present, if there were greater facilities for the long-distance
travel, the traffic on the surface lines would be materially less.
The surface lines should be wholly available for the short hauls.
If the traffic growth on these lines for the five years just past is
maintained for a decade the paid passengers would then be about
4l9.ii(i().(MiO
in 1911, and 448,000,000 in 1916.
This number can
probably be taken care of on the present surface lines without
excessive overcrowding, provided the street conditions are so regulated as to reduce to a minimum the obstruction to car movement,
and the size of all the cars In service is increased to the dimensions of the largest cars now being used.
It would be of great
benefit if the movement of vehicles on the car tracks were prohibited, or at least restricted, particularly during the rush hours.
Careful Investigations made by the Merchants' Association during
1903 will confirm these statements.
If has already been pointed out that a large numlier of former
patrons of the elevated changol to the subway as soon as it was
opened.
The elevated and subway roads in Manhattan are considered together, since they both provide for the long-distance
travel.
The combined traffic on the two systems during the fiscal
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yMtr endlOK Juue 30, 1906, was 3&S.33I,924 paid iwMeDKeni, 'I'Zl.&38.369 rIdliiB on the «levatr<l roacla. ami thr rfmalnlng 127.793,555
uiIdk the aubway. In five years the nunib«r o( loDK-dlatance rldera
haa IncreaatHi over 108 per cent. The number of auch riders per
Inhabitant haa been 91 (or 19ul, and \6^ lor 1906. The enormous
gain Indlcutrd above waa acioinpanlml by a rorreaimndlnK loss on
It Is unlikely thai surh an Im-reaae In the elethe aurfuce linen.
vate<l and aubway trafflc will be maintained for more than a few
yearn at th<- moat: It merely representa a change from one ayatem

The more nearly correi t condltluna will be shown In
to another.
.Moreover, alnce .Manhattan and
the Increase In traffic on all lines.
The Hronx are Interconnected by both the elevated and subway
lines. It will be desirable to consider these two boroughs together
In arriving «t any conclualon relative to the traffli- on these two
ayalems.
The population

of

Manhattan and The Bronx has been

33

whom

transportation must Iw provided in ucw
Aubwaya yet to be constructed.
Under mo<lerate crowding two additional subways must InIf aeala
completed within Ave years and (our within ten years.
are to be provided three additional four track subways will havo
to be put In operation within the next Ave years, and three more
within a decade, in order that the Inhabitants of Manhattan and
The Bronx may de transported to and from their dally business In
comfort and decency.
r<-H|MTtlvely.
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The Railroads
BY KKblS
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esti-

(or the flmal year 1906.
It will probably be
mateil at
about 2,74ii.iHMi In 1911. and 3.170.000 in 1916.
The total paid
iralllc for the last Ave flscal years has increased about 41 per cent..
to 818.273.413 per year, or an average of about 2.242,000 per day.
The numlMT of rides per capita la now about 333. The above
Surface lineK,
total paid passengers are <listributed a.s follows:
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As the railroads of Mexico have been located and built by
.\merlcan engineers and contractors, so have they been managed
by men who have been thoroughly schooled in the services of the
large companies of the I'nited States.
In Mexico, however, they
have found problems and conditions not encountered In their previous experience, at least not In equal degree; and this was to have
been expected when is considered the different national, natural
and racial conditions. In the following table is given an analysis
of the operating expenses of the roads of the two countries by
means of which a comparison may be made. The figures for the
.Mexican roads are obtained by averaging data taken from the reIHirts of the Mexican International, the National of Mexico, the Mexican Central Ry.. and the Mexican Railway.
The figures in the second column are taken from reports of roails operating in the western part of the I'nited Slates through regions where prevail conditions most closely resembling those of .Mexico. The third column
gives figures (taken from Mr. Wellington's well known book written
many years ago) to represent the railroads of the entire United
States.
T.VBI.K II.

— Opcro/Oiy Erpenfcn o(
IVi-cenlngcs due In

and American

.l/rj-i'cuii

(lllTereiit

lloudn.

aecouDts.
U. S.
roadsd'.S.). ».\..M.\V.)
Paclflc

IOf»»toC

11.0
0.6

7.B
0.4

0..S

n..S

O.S

Itopairs

7.4

S.O

9.:i

Total locomotive expenses
Car expenses
Supplies
Repairs
MMeai;e

So.S

20.4

18.0

1.0

l.e
7.5
2.0

10.0

Total car expenses
Wages account
Locomotive

10.0
8.0

11.1

12.5

10.0
8.0
2.5

*».4

20.5
3.0

10.5
2.0
10.0
3.0

l.ociiuiotivc expi-nsi's

Kin-l

:

Wnter
1)11 and

/

ioototot

Mexico,
2C.3

.\ccniiiit.

/Oeecooct

wiiste

:

ttaeoMO

,S.6

0.4

;

5.4
1.8

Cars.

Switching
4oefe»a»

4sf»ocet

Total wages account
Track expenses Kails

15.2
1.2

:

.\djustlng
Ties

Total track expenses
icooeoee

'yf»*rrK » m»MTM^ opetimTn
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Fig.
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1.3

Miscellaneous and general

0..">

2.0

8.5
1.6

0.3
5.0

0.5
5.0

12.5

17.5

15.0

28.5

30.3

38.0

100.0

100.0

UiO.O

Referring to this table (Table II. I it will be seen that the loconiotlve account for the Mexican roads shows 75 per cent, heavier
than for the Pacific roads and double that for the roads of the entire
country. The figures for oil, waste, repairs, etc.. are almost identical for the three columns, the difference being in the water and
fuel accounts.

about 52 per cent, of the total tiaffic, and the
elevated and subway lines together the remaining 48 per cent.
II appears therefore, that at present in Manhattan and The Bronx
the traffic is about equally divided between the surface roads in
one case and the elevated and subway in the other, while in Brooklyn and Queens only about one-third of all passengers were carried on the elevated lines.
At the 41 per cent, rate of increase for five-year periods the
total traffic In Manhattan and The Bronx will be about 1,153,000,000 in lail and 1,626,000.000 in 1916. daily averages of 3,131,000
and 4,454,800. Transportation must be i)rovided for the rush hour
conditions, or maximum number carried in one hour in one direction.
The capacity of the existing elevated and subway roads,
based on such conditions, if all passengers are to have seats, is not
far from 200.000,000 per year; If moderate crowding is to be permitted, about 300.000,000. The estimated iiuniliei- of surface car
for Manhattan, as 4111,000,000 in
riders has already been slated
1911, and 448,000.000 in 1916; for The Bronx as 42,000.000 in 1911.
and 57,000.000 in 1916. Deducting these figures and the estimated
capacity of the existing elevated and subway lines from the total
estimated traffic to be taken care of in 19U and 11U6, we have
either, when seats are furnished. 492,000,000 and 921.000,000. or,
with moderate crowding, 392,000,000 and 821,000,000 passengers.
.surface lines carry

—

The high cost of locomotive fuel Is due to the scarcity of coal
lands in Mexico, .\side from the fields adjacent to the line of the
.Mexican International in northeastern Mexico the roads must rely
on coal imported from Kngland and the Tniled Stales, the cost of
which is necessarily high, due to foreign costs and long haul. During
the early .vears of the operation of the Mexican Central its coa!
was hauled from Kl Paso, a distance of 1.220 miles from its southern
terminus. This not only added very materially to the cost of coal
Many locomotives
but affected the hauling capacity of the road.
are equipped for burning wood, tbough this source of fuel is rapidly
diminishing so that branch lines are built and extended to tap new
timber areas. The .Mexican Central following the exploitation of
the oil fields located on its San l.uis division, is operating some
of its locomotives with this fuel and will add to their number as
future developments may seem to justify. For the year ended June
30. 1905, this road expended for fuel amounts distributed as follows:
K.u
nil

•

During

3,851, 04;t pesos.

It

wi.od

••

this time the use of oil

•The

llrsi iirllcle

was

was

in the

765,86s

••

098

••

experimental stage, but

puhlishi-d In the Kai/io.ii/ Uaiette of July VJ. 1907:
f .Viis. :'.o
Ihc
the ihli.l in the Issi

the second. In file Issue of .Vug. 0;
fourth In the Issue of Sept. 0.

:
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the figures give an idea of the proportion of coal and

wood used

by that road.

The table gives the part of the operating expenses due to locomotive fuel. To consider the matter in a different light we find that
on the Mexican roads the receipts for each dollar spent for locomotive fuel is $6.35 while for the roads in the United States the receipts
are $12 for each dollar.
Likewise the high water account indicated a scarcity of water
along the lines of the Mexican roads. In truth this matter of water
supply is one of the vexatious problems. Long stretches of roads
cross arid areas where rain falls at intervals possibly of several
years, and though ever Increasing efforts are being made to provide
wells, reservoirs and pipe lines, still there are sections of roads
where water stations cannot be provided, and it becomes necessary
to haul water in tank cars, not only for locomotive use. but also
Since
to supply the stations and section-houses along the lines.
every car thus hauled means one car less of revenue freight, the
operating capacity of the road is at once affected as with long liaal
on coal cars. It is true that this condition is not uncommon on some
of the roads in the southwestern states, but it is believed does not
prevail so generally, as one will be led to think from noting the proportion of water service cars in use in the different oases.
These conditions, which cause such high locomotive fuel and
water expenses, bring the total locomotive account on the Mexican
roads to the high figure already noted. It will be noticed that costs
of locomotive oil and repairs show almost no difference, as would
be expected.
Passing to the second part of the table, car expenses, it will
be of interest to observe the difference in car mileage, the ratio of
these accounts being 1:."), and this comparison imhules only the
standard gage lines of the Mexican roads.
The third division offers an interesting comparison but is difficult to analyze, sime the figures depend upon so many contributIt will be noticed that on the American roads this
ing influences.
item totals 25 per cent, above that for the Mexican roads, and that
the car wages are 33 per cent, higher, while locomotive wages are
but 20 per cent, above the Mexican charges. It would seem that
the lower wage rate prevailing in Mexico would account for this difference, all the more since there is a larger proportion of natives
employed in the car

service.

These facts are stated more

in detail

in the following tabulation:
T.VHI.E

III.

Class of wnges.

Wages
Wages
Wages

Analiisis of Maiie Arroiint.
IVr cent.
,
Tol'l operaf g
Wage
,— expenses.— ,
account.

\

,

8.0

^:^-^

12.0

Sfl.O
12.:

20..-.

100.0

100.0

1.8

i

l.->.2

,

Mexico. U. S.
.-.2..5
48.8

Mexico. U. S.
8.0
10.0

of locomotives
of car service
of switching

However, the amount in the wage account does not vary uniformly with the wage rate, sin^-e the efllciency of the labor must
be considered, nor with the tonnage hauled. These points and others
may be gathered from the few miscellaneous figures tabulated in
Table I\'.. as well as the futility of attempting to discover a general
rule involving these figures.
In the subdivision giving track expenses there will be noticed
a considerable difference in the cost of adjusting track, due again
to the lower wage rate in Mexico where all the section men and
foremen and many of the roadmasters are Mexicans, and to the
lighter tonnage of traflic over the Mexican roads.
TABI.f IV. ~.l/l«.r;/«n<OM« />«(«.
.Mex.
Mex.
Nat. of
:

rrnln

l.iail.

.

tons

IVr lenl. Mexicans

Mex.

Mex.

Inter.

Central.

ntl

10.';

!).'!

240

210
202

.!4.t

27.'?

237
282
407

Ity.

Average haul, freight-miles

n.l..-?

77.8

(i:i7

8R.S

believed that the differences shown in the table (Table II.)
arc typical although equal differences may be noted between roads
in dirferent parts of the I'nited States.
should be added that
It
'hf figures for general and nii.scpllaneous expenses include item.s
which if strictly ilassiOed would come under some of the special
headings and that it has been the intention to note differenc-s
liefween certain well defined accounts.
The reports as made by railroads usually give a summary of
operating expenses classed under four headings, namely. Mainlenamc
of Way. Maintenance of Kquipment. rondiullng Transportation and
(ien'ral Expenses.
In Ih" following list this classincation has been
followed, and It will he noted that there Is no very vast difference
Indicated In the table.
Uoads
la

It

,

Mexican.

Mninlenanci
Mnlnlenancf
•

'..niliirting

1.V8
rtf

—

n

f. S.
10.8

enTilpiuent

Bnsporinllon

It
would he expected that the various conditions note<l wouM
lend to Inorease opernltnK expenpcs of the Mexican roads. It has
been shown that the locomotive expense is greatly In exce.ss of the
same aciount on roads In this iniintiy. and would more than coiinterbalan'-e the evident saving in wages and maintenance expenses.
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There are other factors which would tend to cause heavy operating
expense:
The topography of much of the country is such as to
lead to heavy construction expense and consequently to a high interest account, and this notwithstanding the liberal subsidy payments provided by the Mexican Government amounting at times to
10 per cent, of the total national expenditures: and also in past
years the effect of the fluctuating currency on the earning capacity
It would seem then that these factors tending to inof the roads.
crease the operating expenses of the roads would result in higher
freight or passenger rates if the operating ratio is to be maintained
at a figure approximating that prevailing in this country.
The
degree of approximation is shown in the following list:
Mex.
IJati..

operating expen.ses to earnings

liv.

lil.t'

Nat.

Mex.

of Mex.
04.0

Inter.

Mex.
U.S.
Central, roads.
07.4
66.8

38.7

This leads naturally to a brief discussion of the matter of rates
charged on the Mexican roads as compared to rates charged on
roads in this or other countries, and the following figures are taken
from such reports as are accessible:
.

.

.

.

,

cents.
.M'(. Inter
Natl of .Mexico..
.Mexican Ity
.Mexican Central

l.OO
1.48
2.18
1.11

—

Kccelpts
-^
Pass'g'r,
Freight.
per
per
Ion-mile. pass.-mle

Ueceipts
Freight,
I"ass"g'r.
per
per
ton-mile, pass.-mie

cents.
l.a6

cents.

cents.
1.85

tlnite<l

1.8.5

France

LSI

1.60

Germany

12

Austria

1.3

Slates ...

0.77

....

From this tabulation it will appear that the freight rates in
Mexico are very high as compared to the passenger rates of that
country, being more per ton per mile than passenger per mile; that
freight rates are somewhat higher than freight rates in this country, though comparing not unfavorably with western roads, and
those rates prevailing in European countries: and that the passenger
rates are much lower on the Mexican roads.
The low passenger
rate is mainly due to the large proportion of third class passengers
for which service the rates are not more than one-half those charged
for first class passage, although the charge probably covers all that
the service is worth. On the Mexican International, whose report
covers this matter, the third class coaches carry 65 per cent, of the
total number of passengers: while on the Mexican Railway the percentage is 76. and on the Mexican Central 73.
It must not be forgotten in this connection that the rates charged
by the Mexican roads are subject to the approval of the Government
and are fixed only after an agreement between the Government and
the railroad companies.
When considering the railroads of Mexico many are inclined
to think of them as being dependent upon their business lelations
with the United States. This is true to the extent that we are always dependent upon our neighbors either as individuals or as nations, and is equally true as to the United States.
It is a fact, however, that those Mexican roads built to develop the resources of
that country are the most prosperous pi-operties. as the following
figures may seem to indicate.
The table gives the classification of
freight traffic on four of the Mexican roads.
(Mrtsslfication.

Forest products
Agricultural products

International

freight

Mex.

Xat. of

Mex.

Ky.

Central.

Mex.

Inter.

.">.2

41..'>

Animal products
Mineral products
Manufacturing, mdse.

Mex.

I.ft

26.3
etc.

1

l.o

16.

6.1

21.0
3.8

22.4
2.0

2.1

,i4.0

46.3
12.4

7.-...-.

2.".t

tV3

27.1

V.\.s

11.0

.*i.3

As a side remark it may be added that an examination of
the figures forming the foundation of this table discloses sonic interesting facts.
It will be noticed that the Mexican Railway (Vera
Cniz line) handles the greatest proportion of agricultural tonnage.
This will be explained by the fact that the largest maguey fields
of the republic lie adjacent to this road, and that the pulque, that
gieal national tipple produced from this plant, makes up 42 per cent,
of the total agricultural tonnage.
It follows from this that
there
would result a shrinkage of 17 per cent, in the total freight business of the road if the country were to enforce a prohibition lawa contingency however, let us hasten to add. which is in no immediate danger of coming to pass,
.\nother very noticeable figure in
the table is that giving proportion of mineral tonnage on the Mex-

Seventy-six per cent, of the mineral tonnage of
ican International.
that road Is made up of product of coal mines, coal amounting
to 57 per cent, of the total tonnage of the road.

A commission appointed by the Swiss Government to determine
amount of power which would have to be generated to operate
of the railroads in Switzerland by electricity has reported that
the maximum daily consumption at the wheels would be 1.200.000
h.p. hours.
This would be equivalent to 3.000.000 h.p. hours generated at the turbines, or a continuous mean output of 125,000 h.p..
with 40 per rent, efflclency of transmission. The ratio of mean to
to 5 so that an Installation of
mnxiiniim load is estimated at
•125.000 h.p. would be required.
The State Railroads and the St.
Cottliiiril. operatiug 1.6!tli inl'es. would consume !K) per cent, of the
the

all

I

total

energy generated.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

Hectlons to aKMall and harass capital, and to make harder the future
our beautiful South In Its efforts to realize the deiitlny that belongs to ItH people, and IlK exhaudtlvHX natural wealth. And when
I
my this. I do not wish to be underitlood aa referring. In any aense,
to the giali- exiTutlves who have fearlessly taken care that the laws
of their rcspti live states are ob<-yed.
Hy all means, let us see that
the laws are enforced, and that the guilty are punished, l)e they
rich or poor, high or low.
Hut let us not be unmindful of the
dangers that come from mere cnisades that appeal to public clamor
and take no thought of the morrow.
1
take no stock In the idea that great organizations of capital
are manned by bands of criminals. 1 believe that with but few
exceptions their executive omceih are loyal citizens who are anxious
lo correct mistakes in methods and lo do what is right and oliey
the laws.
of

A pr«-ii» ilPttpnl. h from Knoxvlllc. Tfiin.. my* thai Iho SouUktii
Hallway Ih to lay off l.ooo miri from ItH 8lio|m, 4«iii of thpup \te\nf; nt
Mhopii In that city.

fllnds county. .MIiuilgBlppl. the Illinois (Vntral ha8 I)<-(mi InimtiHeti lo p:>rHon8 not entitled

In

hy thP (irand Jury for IxsiiInK
to them. In %'loliitlon of a law of 18K4.

dlclpil

Ark.. ScptcmlMr !•. ii fine of $10,000 was Imposetl
Iron .Moiinliilii & Soiitht-rn for illcKully issoliiK freo
trnnsimrtatlun to mi-ml>crs of ilio legl.shiture two yciir.s ago.

At

on the

I.lttU' lloi k.

St. I.oiiIh.

The Attorney-General of \yi8ron!>ln lioUl.s t^at chapter 4o2 of
the lawH of 1907. the "Kull-Crew law." requires that there shall lit'
two brakemen on every passenger train of more than three cars.
The Slate Railroad Commls'.'ilon of Oregon has Is.siied an order
requiring the Southern I'acltlc lo run an extra train In place of No.
RoselHirg to l'(irllan<l. IMS miles, whenever No. 12 Is two
II'. from
hours or more behind lime. A similar order has been Issued In relation to certain trains between Portland and Pendleton, 231 miles.
The Waverly N. J.) Transfer of the Pennsylvania Railroad
near Newark) sorts package freight into 250 cars daily which are
(

I

.\ll this is fast
despatche<l to 121 different points west and south.
freight.
.Vs each train from New York or the Kast is switcheii into
Waverly a small army of 210 loaders transfer its contents piece by
piece to the 200 cars drawn up along the platform. A force of 19M
clerks is kept busy ali the time on this work and that of the full car
lots which also go through Waverly.

Charles Alfred Johnson, a fireman on th? Bradford division of
the Erie Railroad, has received from General Manager J. C. Stuart
a complimentary letter, accompanied by a handsome gold watch
and chain, sent in reiognition of Mr. Johnson's courage and coolness
in the management of a runaway freight train one night last March.
The train. whW-h was a long one. became uncontrollable on a st?ep
descending grade and the engineman. finding that the air-brakes did
not hold. jumpe<l off.
He advi.sed the fireman to follow, but Johnson concluded to stick to the train. He r.nersed the e.ngine and
then went back and assisted the brakemen in setting hand-brakes for
2'j mies.
The train was wrecked at a derailing switch and Johnson
was buried under the wreckage for four hours, but came out only
.slightly

Entertainment Committee, 1908, M. C. B. and M. M. Conventions.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Railway Supply
.Manufacturers' Association at .\tiantic City in June last, the GenChairmen for the several committees for the 1908 M. C. B. and
M. M. conventions were appointed. Chas. P. Storrs. of the Storrs
Mica Co., Owego, N. Y., was named as General Chairman of the
F^ntertainment Committee. As it is necessary for this committee to
do much of its work prior to the meeting in June next, Mr. Storrs
has already selected his staff, which will consist of the following:
Herbert Self. Crandall Packing Co.; E. H. Walker. Standard Coupler
Co.: J. Will Johnson. Pyle-National Electric Headlight Co.; S. W.
Midgiey. National Car Coupler Co.; Bertram Berry. Hey wood Bros.
& Wakefield Co.; Cornell S. Hawley, Consolidated Car Heating Co.;
F. O. Brazier, Murphy Varnish Co.; A. G. Langstron, Jenkins Bros.;
Ross F. Hayes. Curtain Supply Co.; C. M. Garrett, Farlow Draft
Gear Co.; J. L. Connors, Ralston Steel Car Co.; Geo. H. Forsyth.
Forsyth Brothers Co.; W. J. Walsh. Galena-Signal Oil Co.; H. E.
Oesterreich, Wendell & MacDuffie: John M. Stayman, Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.; Philip J. Mitchell, Philip S. Justice & Co.;
eral

Leonard J. Hibbard, Ameriian Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.; J. S.
Seabury. Massachusetts Mohair Plush Co.; E. V. Stebbins. General
Storage Battery Co.; T. C. DeRosset, The T. H. Symington Co.;
Edw. D. Welles. Chas. H. Besley & Co.; J. C. Younglove. H. W.
Johns-Manville Co.; Richard S. Chisolm, Itailrontl (Jazftlr. and
Clayton W. Old. .\merican Blower Co.

injured.

Education of Apprentices on the Santa Fe.

Governor Warfield on the Southern Situation,
Governor Warfleid, of Maryland,

in a recent address at the
exposition, took a conservative po.^iiion with regard to
He said, in part;
legis'ative activities in the South.
Raltimore has contributed of her capital and her enterprising
mfn to this great development of the South, and has invested over
$200,000,000 In southern railroaiis. southern cotton mills, southern
street raliways, southern coal mines, timber lands, and factories.
Her financiers and capitalists have had faith in the integrity and
credit of the South.
The qupslion confronting us to-day is, shall
that confidence be destroyed?
Has it bPen shaken by the recent
attitude of some of the people of the South t )\vard corporations and
corporate Interests?
If the South is sure of herself, and will need in the future no
for her
nutsiile capital
if she has resources of her own sufficient
further development then the course these people are pursuing
may prove ail right, though it seems to me that your lo;'ai capita!
needs exactly the same protection that outside capital requires, and
that without this it will not seek investment in the development
But if she does need outside financial
of your matchless resources.
aid. then they are doing their best to kill the goose that has been
laying the golden eggs.
Don't forget that the bonds and mortgage securities of the
South to-day represent actual money. There is very little fictitious

Jamestown

—

—

can say from personal knowledge and experience in
valuation.
I
connection with these Investments, and on the testimony of our most
conservative financiers, that the water has been squeezed out and

We have now the

sul)stance.

And these bonds and securities are held by your people and
by our people, by your institutions and by our institutions, and by
capitalifts wlio have supplied to the South the means by which it
has wrought its new prosperity. So it follows that you cannot touch
the securities without at once affecting your own people and your
own best interests, and the favor and st?adfastness of those who
have helped you tlirougli all the years.
belong to the political party which Is domiIt happens liiat
nant throughout the South, and that I believe firmly In Its tenets,
but I do not believe in the antagonism which has arisen in some
i

The

Topeka & Santa Ke has established a system of
instruction and training for apprentices along the lines of the
system which has been so successful on the New York Central Lines.
K. W. Thomas, hitherto Engineer of Tests, has been placed in charge,
with the title of Supervisor of Apprentices. There will be established at each shop on the system a regular course of instruction
with an apprentice foreman or instructor in charge, who will devote
his entire time to the apprentices.
Careful and regular instruction
in all of the practical work essential to a proper mechanical training will be given the bo.vs. Also they are to receive instruction
in shoj) arithmetic and the rudiments of mechanics and mechanical
drawing. The company will provide the lesson papers, reference
.\tchison,

books, drawing instruments, boai'ds, sketch books, etc.. free of
charge.
The school sessions will be held three times a week, for
the first two hours of the day. wages being paid the same as while
at work.
The system is now being estal)lished at the Topeka shops,
the largest on the Santa Fe. and will be extended to the others as
fast as practicable.
Care will be exercised in the selection of the apprentices. They
must be physically and morally acceptable. They will be taken on
six months' probation.
If at the end of that period they appear
possessed of the necessary qualifications they will be permitted to
proceed.
If they appear to be suited better for some other branch
If unsuited to railroad work
of the service they will be transferred.
of any character, they will be dropped.

New

Testing Laboratory.

Gulick-Henderson & Co.. Inspecting Engineers. Pittsburgh. Pa.,
have established at iS\l Third avenue. Pittsburgh, a laboratory for
chemical and physical tests of metals, coal, coke, clay, etc., using
methods similar to those of the United States fuel testing plant.
In a circular recently issued, the firm emphasizes its policy of personally supervising tlie manufacture of the product to be inspected

and also supervising the work of their own inspector while the
manufacture is going on. J. W. Henderson began work in the iron
and steel business in 1887 in the laboratory of the North Chicago
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Rolling Mill Company. He was for some time Superintendent of
the Cleveland Car Wheel Co., McKees Rocks, Pa., and then became
Manager of the Butler Car Wheel Company's plant at Butler, Pa.,
where he remained until going into business for himself. Henry
Gulick. Jr.. has for the last six years been in charge of the inspection of railroad equipment near Pittsburgh for Rol)ert W. Hunt &
Co.. Chioaeo.

Fines Railroads for Not Watering Stock.

The foregoing headline, taken from a daily paper, does not refer
taken by the New York State Public Service Commission
connection with the Wall street operations of the New YorkChicago All-Electric Air Line; neither has it any connection with
the fattening of stock (or bonds) alleged to
have been perpetrated by Mr. Harriman; it
is the action of Judge Hazel in the United
States Circuit Court in the cases brought by
he Government against the Lake Shore &
.Michigan Southern and the New York. Chiago & St. Louis for violating the law providing that cattle shall be fed and watered
The rail.ind given a rest every 28 hours.
roads pleaded guilty and were fined $2,000
and $800 respectively. On the next day Judge Hazel imposed fines
of $800 on the Grand Trunk, $200 on the Erie, and $200 on the
to action
in
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The Atlas Slack Adjuster.
The .\tlas slack adjuster, shown in the accompanying engravings,
designed to be positive in action, simply made of few parts, easily
maintained and of low first cost. It works on an entirely different
principle from mopt of the slack adjusters now in >ise, one adjuster
being attached to the car body near each end and connected by a
This
take-up rod with the free end of the truck dead lever.
take-up rod passes through a single holding clutch composed of a
perforated case-hardened steel dog, fulcrumed on the head of a
bolt and automatically forcing the take up rod through this clutch
as the brake shoes wear down, so as to take up slack and shorten up
the connection to the dead lever. This take-up operation is accomplished by a second friction clutch sliding on the take-up rod, and
is

I

c

Wabash

for violation of the

same

law.

The United States Gas

IVIachine.

An efficient individual gas plant for factory and shop use is
It is designed to use without waste or residuum
either crude distillate or gasolene of 58 to 65 deg. specific gravity,
yielding a high degree of heat under any pressure desired. The
gasolene is stored in a tank of 100 to 500 gals, capacity buried in
the ground, and is pumped to the small tank shown in the illustration.
The pump is automatic, permitting only 2 qts. of gasolene
Exhaust steam is used in vaporizinside the building at one time.
shown herewith.

The Atlas Slack Adjuster,
normally held in one position by a strong spring. This take-up
clutch has a lost motion connection through a reach rod to the live
lever or top rod. When the live lever moves beyond a predetermined
maximum distance at any brake application it exceeds the limits of
lost motion in the reach rod connection and pulls the take-up clutch
along the take-up rod, compressing the spring. When brakes are
released, the spring expands and the take-up clutch, gripping the
take-up rod, is carried back to its original position, forcing the
take-up rod through the holding clutch to a new position of ad-

Application

of

Atlas

United States Gas Machine.
ing the fluid and a perfect bunsen flame is delivered by the burners without the use of air mixers on them. The machines are
made in .sizes capable of supplying 250 to 2.000 ft. of gas an hour,
['bey have been approved by the National Board of Insurance Underwriters.

The plant may be

Installed In any building, or on a car for
and delivers gas at any pre.ssure desired through a
-ingle line of pipe or ho.se.
Three machines of the type shown are
in use at the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works, Chicago Heights, 111.,
•vith satisfactory results.
Three locomotive tires ran be expanded
ind removed In four minutes withput disturbing wheels or trucks,
welding and forging are al.so done more quickly and cheaper than
thods previously used. The machines are made by the tJnIted
liorinblllly.

•'

•

'las .Ma(hlni' Co.. Mu.ukegon, Mich., successor to the
\

t

.1

wo

Manufacturing
years.

Co..

Garland-

and have been perfected within the past

Slack Adjuster to Pennsylvania
Stock Car.

Railroad

The holding clutch holds the rod and the connected
jtistment.
dead lever In this new position, which is the correct one to preserve the standard brake-shoe clearance and piston travel, until
the shoes wear down more, when the adjuster again comes Into
action to take up the slack.
The principal advantages claimed for the device over other
types of ratchet adjusters attached to the piston rod or brake
up ."lack on the truck where the slack
It lakes
cylinder are:
appears without disturbing any ntlur part of the brake rigging.
It maintains running piston and hand brake travel at the adjustment made when the ear is standing still. Exactly the right amount
of slncK is taken up. w^hether large or small, whereas ratchet
adjusters do not take up until an excess of travel equai to more
than out- tooth Is reached. The truck brake-levers "float." and there
is no tendency to twist the truck out of square when brakes are
applied,

due

to

the

eccentric

pull

of

the

top

rod,

amounting

to

—

SUTKMIUJI
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more wlUi a lever arm of 2U In. from (be center pin.
pull of the tup rod U t«k<>n back to the rar body with tbe
Atlan alack adjuitlcr.
New brake tihoos may de applied without
adjusting pUton lia%el. the proper adjUHtmeDt txMnK automatically
attained with the (Iriit brake applirullon.
It mnlntalnji an efflclenl
hand brake at all (Imeit. and almi miilntaInK more uniform braklnR
prensure tbrouKhuut a train of cars equipped with It, l>ecauiie the
pUton travel and cylinder presiiureM are more nearly equalized.
Tbe device la the Invention of W. H. Sauvage and la sold by
the Sauvage Safety Brake Co., aole lIcenaeeB, 20 Broad street. New
York.
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Exports of Locomotivet.

4,000 lbs. or

Tbe

Tbe

foreign demand for American-made locomotives continues
to Increase.
During the seven months of •);• urrt-nt year up to
July 31 the exportu of ihem w<Te valued a' >
>mpared with
|3.li24.4»l for a similar perloil of IdOti, ai.
n 1903.
Tbe
following table shows the distribution of
:..
Kiporta to
IWii
I'.hhJ.
:

Brii. ll»odara«.

Wnt

.

.

anti l(<Tmuila

•

Other Asia

easily

'.tSU.'K!

3I4,U)>.'i

J3H.580
IS4.061
O.Kni

.

I2.c,tis
_

iTju;.".

iM.

.

,!

7«,,

,;.

^-J

J.' :.'m7

.^'.n.na.l

84,000

\2M

anil CK-vanla

Toliil

«.'.>•,

••::-,

.-.,

l-blll|>|ilnpit

oil

I.'>4.'J1I

733.58-.:

220,705

iDdIn

i>ihiT .Soulb Amerii.i
niliin
Krllbh .\u»trala«la

shown

(a.(x*o

I.IM.IIMJ

:'"i7'i.

Ilru7.ll

herewith. It was produced In res|>on.se tu a deoiand for a small
furnace which was really portable. It can be wheeled about
by one man and quickly attached t» the shop compressed
air line at any point. Also it can be run out of doors to any part
of tbe steel car repair yard, where compressed air Is available, and
made ready at once for rivet work. It takes up little floor space,

.

iilw

.trK'-'itlna

Portable Oil Furnace.

style of portable oil furnace for heating rivets Is

and

.\in.

M'll'
uiii.r

A new

.

».'.oi.oj.-.

Hrlilth Norib America
I'i'iii

•

A New

,

:

i;uro|M?

201.354

104,500

$4,813,418

$3,024,491

The average price paid was slightly over 19.000. The shipments
to British North America show the largest gain.
The equipment
exports to this section of North America have been particularly
heavy In the last few years due to the railroad development there.
But the greater part of the movement Is over for a time at least
This is shown by the steel rail exports, which have fallen off considerably.
Naturally, locomotives would be the last to show this
decline, for the rolling stock would be the last cared for and the
requirements of the Canadian West are no*t yet quite satisfied in
this respect.
The Far East, especially Japan, has been making increased demands on American manufacturers. The railroad development of Central and South America has been steady throughout
ll'n» Street Journal.
this period.

—

174 Hours from London to Milwaukee.
to a Milwaukee paper some passengers arrived in
that city at 11 a.m.. August 23d, in exactly one week from London;
or, allowing for the difference of six hours in time, in 174 hours.
The party left London on Friday, August 16th at 11 a.m., going by
way of Southampton and across the Channel to Cherbourg, whence
they sailed at 6 p.m. on the "Deutschland" for New Y'ork. The
time to New Y'ork harbor was a days, 18 hours. Landed at Hoboken
on the 22d at 3.04 p.m.; carriage to Jersey City; left Jersey City
by Pennsylvania Railroad, 4.14 p.m.; arrived Chicago 8.55 a.m. on
the 23d (Union Station of the Pennsylvania and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul); left Chicago by the C, M. & St. P. 9 a.m.;
arrived Milwaukee 11 a.m.

According

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

A New

Portable Oil Furnace.

and can be put

In such places as the top of a locomotive tender,
thus bringing it right to the work. It is mounted on three wheels,
one of which is swiveled, making it easy to handle. Two handle.^
are provided for use where it is to be rolled some distance; ordinarily one man can move it about, much like a wheelbarrow. The
weight Is so distributed that in the trucking position none is carried
by the operator, the load being balanced on the axle.
The furnace is designed so that the lining may be renewed
easily.
Standard shapes of brick are used and the furnace dimensions are such that any standard fire brick will fit into place without chipping; therefore no special tiles have to be carried in stock.
Deflector plates are placed across the front of the furnace to
protect the operator from the heat.
Also the door is placed at a
convenient height above the floor. The burner is designed to econoand
oil;
in
both
air
also
that
the
combustion
will be practically
mize
noiseless, thus doing away with an annoying feature of high-pressure burners. With the tank full of oil, which is one day's supply,
It is made by The Railway
the furnace weighs about 400 lbs.

Materials Co., Chicago.

New Haven

Stockholders.

According to a recent statement, the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad, on May 1 last, had 14,220 stockholders. Of this
number 14,000 stockholders own less than 400 shares each, while 84
have 1,000 shares aTid over. The largest Individual holder Is the
New England Navigation Co., with 55,558 shares. The directors of
the company own approximately 15,589 shares, the largest holder
being J. P. Morgan, with 5,077 shares,

Electric Motors. The Sprague Electric Company, New Y'ork.
has published three bulletins devoted to electric motors for driving
machinery. Bulletin No. 229 goes into the advantages of motor
drive for printing shops and illustrates and describes motors and
auxiliary equipment suitable for this work,
it gives a list of plants
of this kind equipped with the company's motors.
Bulletin No. 230
describes the electric equipment of the plant of the W. Wesel Manufacturing Company at Brooklyn, N. Y. It has two d.c. Sprague generators and 192 round-type motors.
The numerous illustrations
show the application of the motors to different tools. Bulletin No.
231 describes Sprague motor equipment for linotype machines.
Bulletin No. 108 takes up the Sprague dynamometer for testing
gasolene engines.

—

Injectors.
The Ilaydeu & Derby Manufacturing Company, New
York, has published a catalogue devoted to Metropolitan injectors,

H-D attachments, H-D noiseless water heaters, strainers and drip
funnels and Hancock swing check valves.
The catalogue is unfull.
It gives all the dimensions and capacities as well as
prices of the different sizes and types of injectors and directions
for connecting and operating them, including suggested remedies
for difflculties.
Similar Information is given for the other speciallies described.
The catalogue is fully Illustrated with half-tones

usually

and

line drawings.

—

Electric Heating Devices. Catalogue No. 4523 of the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y'., describes some interesting
heating and cooking devices for marine use. These include stateroom heaters, water heaters, cooking and laundering utensils, soldering irons, etc. The two forms of heating units used are Illustrated

and described.

—

Data for Reinforced Concrete Design. Tbe Trussed Concrete
Steel Co., Detroit, Mich., has prepared a limited edition of a handbook of tables and information for use in designing reinforced conThe preface states that the data given represents
crete structures.
a large amount of careful and exhaustive work by the engineers
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it.
and is based on extensive experienL-e in tlie design to Anstialia. He lias been commissioned by Thomas Tail. Cliief
and construction of work of this character. The book, which is Commissioner of the Victorian Government Railways, to investigate
4^4 in. X 7-1 in., contains lu6 pages and an index and is carefully and report on the ixjssible electrification of Melbourne's suburban
lines, where the traffic is greatly congested.
illustrated.
U bears the title, "Kahn System Standards."

compiling

Valves.

— Catalogue No.

Company, Pittsburgh.

9 of the

Golden-Anderson Valve Specialty
and illustrates Anderson cush-

ioned non-return valves of different types and sizes; Anderson reducing valves; '"cleau seat" \a!ves. blow-offs and check and hand
stop valves; also Golden tilting steam traps and Anderson counter-

balanced valves and

—

—A

circular being distributed by the
Wheel-Truing Brake Shoe Co., Detroit. Mich., is in the shape of a
disk of cardboard, on which is concisely set forth the advantages
Whcel-Truiit(i Brake Shoes.

(J0,000

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
Steel

Company,

The American Car & Foundry Company, New York, shipped
during August, the largest number ever shipped by the
company in any one month.
10.347 cars

Pa.,

has de-

clared the regular monthly dividend of 1'- per cent, on its ?1,375,000
capital stock and an extra dividend of 3 per cent.

The Schoen Steel Wheel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is said to
be preparing plans for an open hearth steel plant and finishing and
blooming mill, to cost about $1,.500,000, at

McKees Rocks, Pa

T. Clark, Assistant Mechanical Superintendent of the General Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y., has resigned to become
Superintendent at Beloit, Wis., of Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago.

W.

Theodore H. Bailey. Assistant General Manager of the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has gone to the St. Louis
Car Company, St. Louis, Mo., to take charge of the automobile
department of that company.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Westinghouse
Air-Brake Company. Pittsburgh, Pa., on October 1, action is to bc>
taken on the proposed increase of the capital stock from ?U, 000, 000
to

is

said to have recent orders for

.500

tons of steel bridge

Contracts will shortly be given for steel for bridges to be built
at Philadelphia, as described under Railroad Structures.

The New York Central, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and
the Erie, it is understood, are in the market for a large amount of
steel for bridges, for which contracts will be let shortly.
It is authoritatively stated that the Baltimore & Ohio has not
given an order for rails, but has a 60-(lay option from the United
States Steel Corporation, under which the road can give its orders

this fall.

1007.

St.

The Railway Equipment Corporation. Philadelphia,

Company

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered
material from the American Bridge Co.

Foundry No.
Louis, Mo., has moved
offi<es on the sixteenth floor of the Pierce building.

The Commonwealth

Steel

tons of rai's for delivery in 1908.

Recent quotations for pig iron, billets and iron and steel products as compared with those of the corresponding date of last year
are as follows:

of the wheel-truing shoe'.

new

Steel.

About 23,000 tons of steel will be required for two proposed
bridges to be put up at St. Louis, Mo.

The Carnegie

—The

Car Heating. The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New
York, has published a pamphlet describing its temperature regulator.
The workings and advantages of this device are fully described and illustrated by line drawings.

into its

and

other specialties.

September number of Giaphilf. published by the
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J. contains the first
instalment of an article on power transmission by manila fibre rope.
The article takes up the advantages of this form of transmission as
compared with belt drive and other methods.
Graphite.

Iron

Pa., describes

»14,000,000.

We are informed that the Railway Steel-Spring Co., New York,
has decided to build In the neighborhood of Chicago one of the largest
and best equipped spring works In the country. The company has
not yet decided on the exact location.
H. N. Pendleton, Superintendent of the Republic Iron Works,
Pittsburgh. Pa., of the National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, has been
appointed Superintendent of the National Rolling Mills of the same
company at McKeesport. Pa., succeeding J. B. Ayres, resigned.

The fire at the work.s of the Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga
on September 1.'?. which destroyed the greater part of
the building of the rolling mill, did not do any great damage to the
principal machinery. The company expected to be able to fill all
orders as usual within a few day.s.
Falls. Ohio,

DIrkens Sternfels, for the i)ast three years In charge of the
Department of the Arthur Koppel Company, Pittsburgh.
ha'? resigned to assume charge of the Publicity Department
He has
of the Standard Roller Bearing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
been .succeeded In the Arthur Koppel Company by John T. Cawley.
C.

Publicity
Pa.,

ConlracUi are rejiorled IK for the electrical equipment of the
Frultvale. Cal., power house to be built by the Southern Pacific as
follows:
Boilers, Parker Boiler Co.. of Philadelphia: condensers and
steam auxiliaries. H. R. Worthington; turbines and generators.
Westinghouse Machine Co.. and for motors and other car equipment.
General Electric Co.

Charles H. Merz. of lx)iidi>ii, a highly distinguished elcctrlcii!
engineer who has had <;hargt' of Ihc most Important railroad electrlflcallons In (Jrent Britain, i.s In New York, at the Holland House,
for i.i„,nt 10 days to September :'" wixn iir. will innllDue his journey

1900.

$'J1.2'i

$18.7.-.

Bessemer. Pittsliury
Hcssemer billiMs, liltsburg
Forging billets, fittsburg
Open hearth biilels, I'biladelpbia

-2.tMi

.•il.iiD

19.60
28.00
34.00
30.50

Wire

:'.(J.UO

:{4.00

:;x.oo

28.00
l.«0

L".

i

incinnati

rods, IMttslniig
Kails. Kast

:;!l..">ii

:!:i.iHP

Iron bars, I'ittsbuig

1.7(1

Steel bars, I'ittsburg
Tank plates. I'ittsbuig
r.eams, Pittsburg

Mil)
1.70

Pittsburg
Sheets, Pittsburg

1.70

.Angles,

1.7<i

i;.50

1.50
1.60
1.70
1.70
2.40

OBITUARY NOTICES.
George A. Ingersoll, formerly Secretary and Treasurer of the
Cleveland & Pittsburgh, died last week, after an operation, at the
age of 80 years.

Ferman J. Stout, General Manager of the Lake Shore Electric,
died at Toledo, Ohio, on S^tember 14, after a short illness. Mr.
Stout was born in 1S.5S at Deerfield, Mich., and began railroad work
in 1873 as a brakenian on the Lake Shore & .Michigan Southern.
After serving successively as freight conductor, passenger conductor,
car distributor and Trainmaster, he was, in 1891. made general
yardmaster at Toledo, Ohio.
In 1893 he was appointed Superintendent of Transiwrtatiou of the Lake Erie & Western and of the
Toledo Belt. He was made General Superintendent of these roads
in 1895, and in 1900 left steam railroad work to become General
Manager of the Toledo, Fremont & Norwalk Electric, being later
appointed to the position he held at the time of his death.
M. Dewitt Woodford, formerly President of the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton, died a few days ago at Kalamazoo, Mich. Mr.
Woodford was born in 1838 at Fredonia. N. Y.. and began railroad
work in 1853 as a telegraph operator on the Erie. After a few years
he went to the Michigan Central, where he served for five years
as chief train despatcher and then was made also Superintendent
of Telegraph.
In 1872 he went to the Great Western of Canada,
now part of the Grand Trunk, as Assistant General Superintendent.
Three years later he returned to this country as .Assistant Treasurer
of the Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore, now part of the Pere Marquette.
The next year he was made Supfrinten<lent of the I'nlted
States division of the Canada Southern, and in 1880 was appointed

General Superintendent of the Fort Wayne & Jackson, now part
of the Lake Shore. The next year he was also General .Manager
of the Toledo. .-Vun .\rbor & (irand Trunk, now part of the Ann
Arbor, and in 18S2 resigned from both iiositions to go to the Wheeling & Lake Erie as General Sui)erinteudent. He was made VicePresident and General Manager of this road in 1883, and was Receiver of the properly from 1884 to l,SSi'>; he was then given hii
former title, and In 1889 was made President and General Manager.
During part of his early years of service on the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, he was also General Superintendent of the Cleveland &
.Marietta, and later Vice-President and General Manager of that
road and General Manager of the Toledo Belt.
In 1899 he was
made Vice-President and (Jeneral Manager of the Cincinnati, llamillon & Dayton, of which he wa.s elected President in 1890.
From
1893 to 1899 he was also President of the Cleveland. Lorain & WheeliiiL'
rinni tin. Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton in 1904,
II,' re^iene.i

SunKMKcn
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MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Wall* ot ruairMlluiM amd rryalar

•

ul lullMMfii ruiirrilKulla

go

Engineer*' Club of Philadelphia.

to

h*-lil S>-|>i<-iuImt ::0, a paper U
thU club lo
be prmenteil with the title "A H»'<«-iit Visit to the Quebec Urlilge,"
ljt>

with liintcrn slides, by

IIIUDtratitl

Sllaii

(>.

Traffic Officer*.

I'hicaffu

SufiiKchiinna.— &>:>-• .New Orleans Great Northern.

"lr<'liDl<'iill.v I'rnllKtl M<-n biuI llie Kli-clric Uullwu) l'ruf>-i>aluD," by '•.f.
.\<irrU. Cornell I'DlTrrnll)'.
".\4llunal KIrr I'rutaH-tlon .\iimirliilliin." by Kaliili tiwprlluiid, lliMtun.
"I:iriurnc-v of l>nil|{ii nt Siriu-Iurrii on Kronomy of Oi>crulluD," by II. .1.
raoiploii anil Wllllaui Mci'lt-llHn. New York.

"I'arkaiii- Kx|>rt-«» lliii>lni<!i." by I". !' Craflii, C'llnlon, Iowa.
"Kn-lght lnt>T<'haiim- wllb Steam Kallruuilii," by II. II. I'ulk, \>e* Moln.'i.
Iowa.
•A l>«|iiirlui<-nl lit I'ubllcliy." by J. Ilnrvcy WUItf. ItuHtnn, .Maaii.
"AdvrrtlKini;," by .\. W. Warnook. Mliinenixilis
"froblrmH of a Small K»ad," by II. S. Coojht. (inivesion.
"I'a* of Trv^llall In (.lllm." by i\ liordun ItffI, KlnnTNlon. .N. Y.
"fubllc rollcli-s of the I"a»I and Fiiciiri'," by C. I>»>mls AIU'U, I'lk-a.
'Intcrurbdn Fan-s." by Thei dore Slfbblns. .Now York.
Th-rc will aUo Ih- a dl8cns*lfn on tin- 'llfdiuvd Kuro Ai;l(ulloii." nnil on
"Ix-ltr'-clallon from Ibc Kluiiniinl and MannKprlal StandpolntK."

papprs and reports at the meet-

lie held the same week of the American Street and luterurban Railway Accountaals' Association, which meets in the Chalfonte Hotel; at the American Street and Inlerurban Railway Engineering Association, which meets on the steel pier, and at the American Street and Interurban Railway Claim Agents' .\ssocialion in
the St. Charles Hotel.

ings to

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and
Intercolonial
of

Sew

— Hon.

George

H.

Legal Officers.

Graham has

Ik-hu

H. Sayle

J.

hai>

been appointed General

General Agent at Dulutb, Minn., succeeding C. D. Tbompaou,
resigned to go Into other business.

Great .VorfAern.— Edward A. Nlel. Traffic Manager of
& Sustiuehanna. has Ijeen appointed also Traffic
New Orleans Great .Northern. G. B. Auburtln
has been appointed .\ssiEtanl General Freight and Passenger
Agent, with office at New Orleans, \jt.

.Vcir <}rleans

the

appointed .Minister

Railways and Canals.

—

Jersey Hailruad Commission. The members of this commisJoseph W. Congdon, President, Edmond Wilson and
Borden I). Whiting. James Maybury, Jr., is Acting Secretary.

Buffalo

Manager

II

will also be Interesting

—

Wetter n.

Colorado J/W/on(/.— -Morell I-aw, General Agent at Kansas City, Mo.,
has resigned to go to another company.

At the meetlDg of the American Strct't ami Interurbaii Kuilway
Awoclatlon to l>e held on the steel pier at Atlantic City, N. J..
October 14-18, paperb will be presented as follows:

There

Great

.Agent at Milwaukee, Wis., sucreedlng W. H. I»rd, resigned to
go into other biu>lneKs. C. J. l.x>ngbotham ban been appointed

Comfort.

Street Railway Aeaociatlon.

II.

another romimny.

lixii

Itufjalo A

At a nie«(iiiK of
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Arthur Kobinson «ui««e«l> Mr. Helm
an rnilnraa-sler of the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth dUtrlil*.
to

of the

Northern Central.

— See

Pennsylvania.

—

Pennsylrania. Geofge D. Dixon. Freight Traffic Manager, has been
appointed to the new office of General Traffic Manager. George
D. Ogden, Assistant General Freight Agent, has been appointed
General Freight .\gent. G. H. Cobb, division freight agent of
the Northern Central at Baltimore, Md., succeeds Mr. Ogden.

The

offices of all

are at Philadelphia, Pa.

Tampa Northern.~J. H. McWilliams, formerly Traffic .Manager of
the Georgia, Florida & .Alabama, has been appointed General
Freight and Passenger .\gent of the Tampa Northern, with
office at

Tampa,

Fla.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officer*.
Atchison. Topcka d .^antn /'..— T. E. Layd.-ii. .\ssistant Engineer of
Tests, with office at San Bernardino, Cal., has been appointed
Engineer of Tests, with office at Topeka, Kan., succeeding F. W.
Thomas, transferred.

—

liallimore <(• Ohio. S. A. Jordan. Division Engineer of the Cleveland
division, with office at Cleveland. Ohio, has been appointed Division Engineer of the Philadelphia division, succeeding A. A.
Miller, resigned to go to another company.
E. V. Smith. Assistant Division Engineer at Cleveland, succeeds Mr. Jordan.
J.
B. Myers, Division Engineer of the Shenandoah division,
has Ijeen appointed Division Engineer of the Cumberland division, with office at Cumberland, Md., succeeding J. R. Leighty.
resigned to go to another company.
P. H. Petri, Assistant
Division Engineer at Newark, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Myers.

sion are:

—

Itadroad Commission. Joseph
dence, is Railroad Commissioner.
David
Is Deputy Railroad Commissioner.

IthoOi- Island

P.
J.

Burlingame, ProviWhite. Pawtucket.

Operating Officers.

—

Chicago, Hock Island a- Fanfii. W. M. Whitenton, Superintendent
at Trenton, Mo., has been appointed General Superintendent of
the Choctaw district, with office at Little Rock, Ark., succeeding H. M. Hallock, resigned.

Great Northern.

—

S. A. Walker, Assistant Superintendent of the
division, has been appointed Superintendent of that
office at Havre, Mont., succeeding J. McN'aught,
resigned.
F. E. Gerrish succeeds Mr. Walker, with office at
Havre. K. S. Elliott, Assistant Superintendent ot the Kalispell
division, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of the
Spokane division, with office at Spokane, Wash., succeeding
W. Willerton, resigned. W. R. Smith, Assistant Superintendent
of the Spokane Kails & Northern, succeeds Mr. Elliott, with
office at Whiteflsh, Mont.
J. M. Doyle succeeds Mr. Smith, with

Montana

division,

office

Central of Georgia.— R. L. Doolittle has been appointed Assistant
Master Mechanic at Macon, Ga.
i(-

—

Chicago, Lake Shore if Kaslern. M. S. Monroe, general foreman of
locomotive repairs, has been appointed to the new office ot Master
Mechanic, with headquarters at Joliet. 111., and his former position has been abolished.

Denver

ill

—

Jackson if Kansas City.^B. H. Gray. Master Mechanic ot the
New Oreans Terminal, has been appointed Superintendent ot
Motive Power ot the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City, with office
at Mobile, Ala.

New

(trieans

Terminal.^See Mobile, Jackson t Kansas

Oregon Short Line.

health.

—

New York

Central «£ Hudson Hirer. I. H. McEwen has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of the Mohawk division.

—

il
San Francisco. J. H. Jackson, Trainmaster at Newburg, Mo., has been appointed Trainmaster at Springfield, Mo.,
succeeding J. A. Frates, promoted. F. G. Faulkner, chief train
despatcher, succeeds Mr. Jackson.
Robert Sidell has been appointed Trainmaster at Sherman,
Tex.

—

Rio Grande Western.

R. D. Gibbons. Master Mechanic at Monterey, has
been appointed Master Mechanic at .\guescalientes, succeeding
J. M. Fulton, resigned to go to the El Paso & Southwestern.
J. A. Lewis succeeds Mr. Gibbons.

Mexican Central.

—

Missouri. Kansas it Texas of Texas. George Stoner, Trainmaster
at Denlson, Tex., has been appointed Acting Superintendent at
Greenville, Tex., during R. J. Sullivan's leave of absence on

account of

— See

—

.Uo6t/e,

—

Wnhash.

Hio Grande.

Southern. Thomas Yeager has been appointed Master Mechanic, with office at Sparta, 111., succeeding M. W. Fitzgerald,
assigned to other duties.

Illinois

at Spokane,

Louis

it-

with

Lfiuisiana Western. C. F. Davis has been appointed Trainmaster of
Terminals at Lake Charles, La.

Nf.

—

Chicago
Alton. W. E. Emery, roadmaster of the Chicago & Northwestern at West Chicago, III., has been appointed Engineer of
Maintenance of Way ot the Western division ot the Chicago &
Alton, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding C. G.
Delo, promoted.

A. F. Helm. Traiiwiiaster at Decatur, Hi., has been appointed Trainmaster of the Ninth and Thirteenth districts,
with office at Decatur, succeeding C, F, Handsbey, resigned to

Pere Marquette.

—

reappointed

J.

— See

Union

City.

Pacific.

F. Deimling, formerly Chief Engineer, has been
succeeding E. K. Woodward, resigned.

to that office,

—

Rio Grande Western. A. H. Gairns, Master Mechanic of the Denver
& Rio Grande at Denver, Colo., has been appointed Master Mechanic ot the Rio Grande Western at Salt Lake City, Utah,
succeeding E. G. Haskins, transferred.

—

H. J. Harris has been appointed Division Engineer
Utah division and the Wyoming district ot this road and
of the Oregon Short Lii\e. with office at Salt Lake City, Utah,

Union

Pacific.

of the

succeeding R. B. Robinson, resigned.
VVa?»(iA7i.— H. C.

Ettinger has been appointed Master Mechanic of the

)
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Decatur and Springfield divisions, with
succeeding E. F. Needham. promoted.

office at Spriugtield, III.
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to the Canadian Bridge Co. for the steel superstructure of a
bridge to be built over the Kaministiquia river for the Grand Trunk

and

Pacific.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
for

The Harriman Lines have ordered 125 locomotives from the
American Locomotive Company.

The Morristown li Erie has ordered one consolidation locomotive
from the American Locomotive Company.
The Chekiang Railroad, China, has ordered four mogul locomoUves from the American Locomotive Company.
The Hanyang Iron Company, China, has ordered an additional
four-wheel locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

The Xorthuestern Pacific, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
August 30, has ordered four 10-wheel and two eight-wheel locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

Mobile. Ala.— The Mobile & Ohio has decided
wharves and improvement of dock facilities.

—

Spkingfieli). III.

to be figuring

The Baltimore

if

Ohio,

it

is

said,

will

The
lbs.

St.

soon be in the market

Louis Southwestern has ordered 15 tank cars of 80,000

& Foundry

capacity from the American Car

new union

Co.

The Grand Trunk, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of September 6, has ordered 25 coaches from the Pullman Company.
The Emlenton Refining Company, Emlenton, Pa., is said to have
ordered 20 steel tank cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Carnegie Steel Company, it is said, has ordered nine gondola cars and five flat cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

C.

— The

station October

Company has

leased the

Baltimore & Ohio expects to occupy
1.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

on

15,000 cars.

for 5,000 steel cars.

— The Illinois Traction

ground now occupied by the Springfield Consolidated Railway Company's car barns. Large barns and a passenger station are to be
built on the site.
Wa.shington, D.

The New York Central Lines are understood

spend $200,000

Philadelphia, Pa. Bids are in for four bridges, one over the
Pennsylvania tracks at Belmont and Girard avenues to cost $85,000,
of which the city is to pay $65,000 and thfe railroad $20,000; another
at Thirty-first street and Columbia avenue over the Pennsylvania
tracks to cost $54,000, of which the railroad is to pay $36,600; and
two along the Torresdale boulevard; one over the Newton branch
of the Philadelphia & Reading, and the other over Tacony creek.

the

CAR BUILDING.

to

New Incorporations, Surveys,
Alaska Home (Electric). — Organized with

Etc.

a capital of $200,000
to build an electric line from Valdez, Alaska, north into the copper
country, about 180 miles. Work, it is said, is now under way, and
Henry D.
is expected to finish the first 34 miles this year.
it

Reynolds, of Valdez and of Seattle, Wash.,

Arkansas, Louisiana & Gulf.

is

interested.

—This

company, projected from
Pine Bluff, Ark., south to Monroe. La., 133 miles, for which grading
contracts were let this spring, will begin track-laying about the first
(July 5, p. 27.)
of next month, it is said.

—

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic. According to a statement
an official of this road, the Alabama division has been extended
from Roanoke, Ala., west to Wadley, 13 miles, and this section is
now open for traffic.
of

Antonio d Aransas Pass, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of July 26, has ordered 10 coaches from the Pullman Com-

The

(Son

pany.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit is
Tbey will be like those ordered last
which were published

the market for 200 cars.
spring, the specifications for

in

in the Railroad Gazette of

March

29.

Company, it is said, has ordered 500 steel tank
cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity. The order is divided among the Standard Steel Car Company, the Pressed Steel Car Company and the
American Car & Foundry Company.

The Standard

Oil

The Boston <f Maine, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
August 30, has ordered 1,000 box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity from
the Pressed Steel Car Company for December, 1907, delivery. These
cars will weigh 39,000 lbs. and will measure 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in.
wide and 8 ft. V4 in. high, inside measurements. Bodies will be of
wood and underframes of metal. The special equipment Includes:
Pressed stcol

Kol9t<T«

I-beam. 15-lb. section

Brake-beams
Steel back.

Brake-shoes

Am. Brake-Shoe & Foundry

Co.

Westlnghouse
Gould (steel
Security
Doors
friction
on 250
Westlnghouse
500
cars;
rigging.
.Miner
on
Draft
cars
Gould friction on 250 cars
I<'leilble
Dust guards
.Symington on 500 cars Kranklln on 500 cars
Journal boxes.
B- & M. standard
Paint
Murphy
Roofs
Coll, M. C. K. standard
Springs
Pox pedestal
Trucks
Brakes
Couplers

:

.

:

.

—

BAi.NBKUKiE Northeastern. This company, incorporated
in
Georgia with a capital ot $200,000 is said to have started work on
a line from Bainbridge, in Decatur county, northeast to Pelham, in
Mitchell county, 35 miles. The company also proposes eventually
to build through the counties ot Thomas and Grady in Georgia, and
Incorporators inthrough Florida to a point on the Gulf coast.
clude:

E. Swindell, E.

Buffalo, N.

Y.— Local

will enlarge the waiting

construct subways for

reports say that the New York Central
at the Exchange street station, and

room

passenger travel, to replace the overhead

bridges.

CALr.WELL, iDAHo.—The San Francisco, Idaho & Montana will
ask bids this month for a 750ft. bridge over the Snake river. F. H.
Richardson, Chief Engineer. Caldwell.

Defiance, Ohio.

— Negotiations

are pending l)etween the Indiana,

Columbus t Eastern Traction Company and the Defiance County
Comml.Hsioners to put up a new concrete bridge 80 ft. wide consisting of four spans to replace the steel bridge over the Auglaize river,
which the traction company claims is not strong enough to carry
Its cars.

Essf.FY, Ai.A.— The Atlanta, Birmingham A Atlantic, It Is said,
has bought a large plot of ground near this place as a site for yards.

Fort William, Ont.— The Canadian Pacific, It Is said. Intends
erecting a great dork, six new freight sheds, a large cleaning elevator and other necessary accommodations to build up a great
shipping trade on the lakes.
Contracts are reported let to Wylle & Balfour for masonry work.

Willis, R. O. Allen, L. H.

Tonge and

B. B.

Ala.

Boston & Providence Intekukban.— The Massachusetts Railroad
Commission recommends that a certificate of public exigencies to
The applications for cerbuild railroads be issued to this company.
tificates of the New York & Boston, the Boston, Lowell & Lawrence
and the Boston & Eastern have been denied.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.— Vice-President T. S. Williams announces that plans are about finished for the Flatbush avenue extension to the Manhattan bridge. This work, including third and
fourth tracking of other lines, is to cost $8,600,000. Permission to
.\bout $600,000 is to
build the extension will be asked for at once,
be spent to reenforce the elevated structure, and $400,000 to finish
the Brighton Beach line.
of this company for the year
1907, gives the total length of all lines as 10,239

Canadian Pacific— The report
ending June

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

J.

Lane, all of Bainbridge, Ga. G. W. Saxon, of Tallahassee, Fla.;
M. P. Flinn, of Chattanooga, Tenn., and L. E. Gellersstedt, of Troy,

30,

An agreement has
miles, including 823 miles under construction.
been made with the Northern Colonization Railway Company to
build an extension of this road from Nomininque. Que., west to Rnpldc
de L'Original, in Wright district, 34 miles, and to take a lease ot
it; also with the St. Mary's & Western Ontario to lease that company's line on its completion from St. Marys, Ont.. to a connection
near the village of Embro. with the proposed extension of the TllsonThe work
burg. Lake Erie & Pacific Railway, about 15.25 miles.
authorized in 1904 to build a line from Sudbury, Ont, soulh to
Bolton. 226 miles, to provide a route between Toronto and the main
The company has
line Is to be opened for freight traffic this year.
authorized a hramli from Moose Jaw, Sask.. on the main line, northwest 50 mile.s, and it Is probable that this branch will be extended
an additional 100 miles; another branch is to be built from Reglna.
Sask.. on the main line to a point near Saskatoon, 165 miles.
Considerable progress has been made with the work west of
Lake Superior, where 747 miles are under construction; two-thirds
of the grading has been finished and 270 miles of track laid; rails
and faatenlng.s for the balance are on hand. It Is expected that
about 200 miloH of the double-track work between Winnipeg, Man.,
and Fort Williams, Ont.. will be ready for use this year, and the
During this year in ea.stern Canada
entire work finished in 1908.
the Ouelph & Ooderlch branch In Ontario, 80 miles, was finished
and iB now In operation. About 20 miles of gradlnf; on the Wf^lker-

Sei-TKMBn

20.
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A Uucknow Kallway. which

mile* Ioor, has been
nnlihed
It U expected thai
mllra of tho aecond track that U
belDK laid will lie ready for operation b<-tw<H-ii Ste. Anno* and Smllhn
KalU. and the rfiit of thi- I)i8 nill<-ii U (o \i>- HnUhed In VJW.
too
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Ik

M

CrtjUKi.

June

3U,

(iKiiRiilA.

Ill

19U7,

added

to

— TIiIh

company iliirInK the year endlnR
Uh road new hidi- and iipur trarku agisro-

mllei: and (he lenKth of Hide and tipiir trarkH U reduced 3.5 mlleH hy renieusurement or liy uliandunnienl. The company alHo durlnic (he year made ImprovementH ii> IIh yards at Albany,
AlheUM and Suviinnah, Cu and similar work ix now under way
at Induntry. Maron and ('olumliiix; alho on ni-w puHoinK traiks on
the Atlanta division. InriudlUK a new yard at Criffln. S(eel bridges
were put In, InriudinK one over the TallapooHa river ronsisting of
five deck truwi spans each 15u ft. long; one over the Coosa river
with three spans each M9U, ft. and one iiio ft. long, of through steel
irussefl.
.\ bridge was built over the Ciihalm river 168
f(.
long:
and one 55 f(. long over White Sulphur Springs creek Is yet to be
erected. The company laid new TO-lb. rails on it. 64 miles and 80-lb.
rails on 95.25 miles.

Katlng

:^I.OS

,

—

The report of this company
K».>. & St. Pah..
ending June 30, litO", shows ihat the second track on
the 1.4k Crosse division from Watertown Junciion. Wis., north to
Foliage, about 45 miles, has been flnLshed.
Similar work is under
way on the River division from River Junction, Minn., north to
Richmond. 10 milet-: and from I^ake City, Minn., south to Wabasha,
12>-.> miles.
Work is also under way at various points revising the
grades and Improving the alinement. President A. J. Barling announces that the companies, which were organized under the laws
of South Dakota. Montana, Idaho and Washington, are now building
the line from the Missouri river in South Dakota west to Seattle
and Tacoma. Money has been advanced by the C. M. & St. P. to
aid these companies, and work Is progressing satisfactorily. It is
expected to have the entire line to the Paciflc coast finished during
CiiuAiii), .Mil AVAt

for the >enr
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a point In the MutheaiiterQ comer
The Incorporators Include: W.
M. Mattli, C. Zllly, B. K. Bramble and C. B. Cos.

from Danville

line

of George-

to

town townabip, Vermilion county.
H. Carnahan.
all of

C

Champaign

A i'm-<iiiRii lKi.».<-iuii ).— An ofllcer writes that the general contract for building an extension of tbU road has been let to
Jol-Li.N

A. L. Register

ft

Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.

The road

is

In operation

from Columbus, Kan., north via Scaromon, WIer, Chlropee and Pittsburg to Frontenac. 32 miles. One extension is being built from
Frontenac north to Curranville. five miles: one from Pittsburg
southeast to Joplln. Mo.. 25 miles, and another, from Sc&mmon west
to .Mineral, 5V-j miles.
About Ave miles of the extensions have been
finished.
.Maximum grades 1.4 per cent, and maximum curves 4 deg.
There will be four steel bridges for which contracts are let. Joseph
J. Hein, President, Kansas City, Mo
\V. W. Calhoon, Vice-President, Carthage. Mo.: J. .^ Prescott, Secretary and Treasurer: R. E.
Engineer.
Chief
Kansas
Richardson,
City, and D. L. Robinson, Assistant Secretary and Treasurer, Buffalo, N. Y.
:

LEiinai

ft

Lake

Leuiuii Valley.

Erie. — See Lehigh Valley.
— The report of this company

for the year ending June 30, 1907, shows that this company operates 1,440.22 miles
of railroad, of which 579.14 miles Is second track, 56.18 miles three
track, and 20.47 miles four-track.
There Is also 1.067.29 miles of
yard tracks and sidings. There was a decrease of 4.74 miles of first
track due to the removal of colliery branches, and a change of the
old main line at .Allentown to third and fourth tracks.
During

the year 44.65 miles of company's sidings were added, and 5.84 miles
of private sidings. About 20.000 tons of new 90-lb. rails were laid.
Eleven steel bridges to replace lighter metal structures, and 17 replacing wooden structures and trestles were also added. An additional cold storage building and dock, with machinery at Milwaukee.

was authorized and this work is now under way. The Lehigh
Lake Erie, a 10-mile double-track terminal line in Buffalo, N. V.,
The new doubleis expected to be put in operation this month.
track 1,800-ft. steel bridge over the Susquehanna river and the reduction of grades and change of alinement from Wysox, Pa., to west
Work is now under way on
of Towanda has been put in service.
three new transfer bridges and a freight yard to have a capacity of
Communipaw
Docks
at
to relieve the con1.000 cars at the National
gestion at the Jersey City terminal. The cost of this improvement
Wis.,

ft

1909.

Coweta,

Fkankli.n

& Tboup.

— Incorporated

in

Georgia

with

1300,000 capital to build about 50 miles of railroad from a point
either on the Central of Georgia or the Atlanta & West Point, In
Cowet county, west via Franklin to a point on the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, in Heard county. The incorporators include: T.
C. I.,ane. J. W. Daniel, R. M. Littord, R. O. Grain, F. S. Loftin. J. W.
Ray and D. B. Whitaker. of Franklin: J. E. Dunson. of La Grange:
W. C. Wright and W. H. Brannon, of Newnan.

Danville & Sol-tiieasters.

— See

Illinois Traction.

—

Denver & Gulf. This company, incorporated in Oklahoma last
spring to build a line from Denver, Colo., southeast to Snyder, Okla.,
500 miles, has let contracts, It is said, for building 100 miles from
Texhoma, Okla., north towards Denver. (May 10. p. 663.)
Denver, Northwestern & PAciFic.^This road is now in operafrom Denver, Colo., west to Kremmling, 126 miles. According
a reported statement of President D. H. Moffat, work is to be
pushed to completion. Contracts have been let for extending the
line west to Steamboat Springs, and work is under way on a tunnel
through the mountain. The extension is to run west to Salt Lake
tion
to

(March

City.

15, p. 383.)

—

Elkins Lk.iit & PowKi! CoMi'ANY Ei.ECTiiR'
lncor|)orated in
West Virginia to build a north and south electric lino in that state
through Taylor. Barbour and Randolph counties, touching the cities
of Grafton and Elkins. The cost of the proposed line is said to be
al)out $1,000,000.
The incorporators include: 1,'nited States Senator
S. B. Elkins, R. O. Kerns and H. O. Davis.
The office of the company
.

(

is

)

to be at Elkins.

—A

is

21, p. 917.)

—

Fairmont ft Southern. This company, recently incorporated in
Pennsylvania to build a line from Bellington. W. Va., north to Pittsburgh, Pa., 125 miles, is said to have secured all the necessary right
of way as well as
Steel Corporation

money
Is

carry out the project. The I'nited States
said to be back of the project.
(Sept. 6, p. 277.)
to

—

Finiii.ay-Mauio.n Railway & Lkjiit Co.mpany.
At a recent special
meeting of this company, the proposition to sell the right-of-way,
franchisf-s and other pioperty of the company was rejected.
All the

engineering work and other preliminaries have been finished and
financia! arrangements made to build a 47-mile electric line over a
private right-of-way. with easy grades and curves.
Construction

work

is to

hepin in the spring.

G.

W.

.Meeker. Secretary.

Columbus,

Ohio.

FoRr Wonrii & Rio

&

$1(1.00(1.

Giianiie.

—

— See

St.

Traction. This company,
Southeastern, incorporated in

Ii.i.i.Nois

ville

and

—

Milwaukee Northern (Electric). This company was incorporated in Wisconsin to build an electric line from Milwaukee north
via Cedarburg, Grafton and Port Washington to Sheboygan, with a
line from Cedarburg northwest via Westbend to Fond du Lac, a
An issue of bonds
About 15 miles built.
total of 100 miles.
was recently authorized to pay for the line from Cedarburg to
Fond du Lac, also to make other extensions, and for double-tracking
work. (Aug. 1, p. 137.)

—

This company during the year endM1.S.S0URI. Kansas & Te-\a.s.
ing June 30, 1907, according to its annual report, improved its lines
by replacing old rails with new 85-lb. rails on 179 miles of road. The
work of reducing grades is being pushed from .Atoka, Ind. T.. south
to the Red river: and clearing and masonry v*-ork has been finished
on this section. The construction of permanent track has been
begun and it is expected to have rails laid this year. From Atoka
northeast to Mc.Mester work is under way reducing the grades at
Springtown and at Limestone Gap, also north of that place at
Crowder. Surveys for grade reduction will soon be finished as far
north as Parsons. Kan.

—

New York Central ft Hiuson River. The New Y'ork State
has ordered the elimPublic Service Commission (Second district
ination of the Main street crossing at Tuckahoe. on the Harlem
division.
The cost of this proposed work will be about $130,200:
also the crossings at Mount Vernon avenue. Oak street and Fleetwood avenue of the same division in Mount Vernon to cost about
1

contract

reiwrted let to the Patterson Co.. of Pittsl)iirg. Pa., for grading three miles of the Genesee River Railroad.
The work involves the excavation of about 1,000,000 cu. yds. (June
Erie.

will be $350,000.

office

at

Danville.

it

Louis
is

& San

Francisco.

said, controls the

—

Norfolk & Western. The report of this company for the year
30. li»07. shows that work was started on an extension
of the Tug Fork branch, 2.13 miles up the right fork of Sand Lick,
A
In West Virginia: also an extension above Pageton. 4.03 miles.
short spur track from this branch has been built to the United
States Coal & Coke Company's Works. The Dry Fork branch, formerly the laeser & Southern, has been extended 1.32 miles. The
Superior branch has lieen built from Davy up Davy creek to the
works of the Superior Pocahontas Coal Company. 0.75 miles. An
extension of the Honaker branch to Blacks Ford, on Clinch river, is
being built 1.12 miles. An agreement has been made with the Lynchburg (Virginia) Belt Line & Connecting Railway Company for trackage rights, 'i'he line is expected to be finished this year and will
ending June

be 22.12 miles long with branches 2.07 miles.

The Big Stony Railway has made improvements

Dan-

with a capital of
The company proposes to build a
lllinoi.s,

$357,000.

bridges, including the one over

An

extension

is

to

many

of

New river and to its roadbed.
being built from Interior. Va.. to the line between

its
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Giles county, Va.. anil Monroe county, \V. Va., 6.24 miles, where lonnection is to be made with the Interior & West Virginia Railroad.

This latter company is building a line from the proposed oonnei-tion
with the Big Stony through Monroe county. \V. Va., to the Craig
county, Va., line. 17.
miles, where connection is to be made with
the Virginia & Potts Creek Railroad. The V. & P. C. is building a
line from the proposed connection with the Interior & West Virginia through Craig county to Potts creek in Alleghany county,
11.15 miles, on which work is under way as tar as Paint Bank, 4.2
.">.">

miles.

The Pocahontas & Weslern has track laid for 3.12 miles and
began operation in May on 2.00 miles to the Boissevain Works of
the Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries. Grading is under way on
3.81 miles from the present end of the track to the Thorn works of
The Guayandotte & Tug River has secured
the same company.
nearly all the right of way for its main line, to be 62.27 miles long.
between Clarks Gap, W. \'a.. and Wharmliffe. It has also located
the Barker Creek branch, 10.7 miles long, from the mouth of Pinnacle creek up Guyandotte river, and secured most of the right of
way. An extension of this branch has been located to a point on
Guyandotte .iver above the mouth of Slab Fork, 3.03 miles. Branches
have also been located as follows: Pinnacle Creek branch, 7.3.5
miles, and Still Run branch. 3. .56 miles.
During the year (;7..')0 miles of main track were relaid with
85-lb. rails and 10.19 miles of the W'inslon-Saleni district were laid
with re-sawed 85-lb. rails. The work authorized and under construction includes second-track between Forest Va.. and Montvale.
which has been put in operation with the exception of a small section to be finished this year; tunnel work and roadbed for second
track west of Vivian, W. Va., 2.7 miles, for which right of way
is being secured; similar work east of Welch, W. Va., 1.5 miles, on
which grading is under way; second track, including two tunnels
from Davy. W. Va.. to Claren, three miles: tunnel work and roadbed for second track from Claren to Wilmore. seven miles, on which
tunnel work is to be finished next year: second track from Wilmore to laeger, 4.1 miles, of which 3.34 is now in operation, the rest
to be finished this year; second track work west of laeger siding.
2.3 miles; between Devon and the present east end of second track
at Lick Fork. 8.3 miles; between East Ironton. Ohio, and Hanging
Rock, 5.6 miles, and between Valley crossing and Joyce avenue.
Columbus, eight miles, of which 4.69 miles is in operation.

Kansas

—

Pkopi.ks
Rmt.w.w Co-n.-^tkittion Comp.vxy. This company,
which was recently organized in Texas to build a line from Dallas.
Tex., southeast via Canton and Tyler to Leesville, La., about 225
miles, has surveys made from Canton to Tyler, 38 miles, and expects
to let contracts for some of the work about the first of next month.

(July

26, p. 111.)

—

Pout O'Conxok. Rk> Gl!A^I>^: & Nortiikkn. More than 100 miles
of grade on this line has been finished and track-laying will soon
begin.
The first division to be finished will be from Port O'Connor.
The main line is to run from
Tex., north to Yoakum, 90 miles.
Port O'Connor, on the Gulf, north to San Antonio, 190 miles. Branch
lines are to be built from Gonzales north to Smithville, .50 miles;
from Yoakum north to La Grange, 61 miles, and from Seguin northwest to New Braunfels. 15 miles. At Port O'Connor, the Gulf terminus of the line, il is planned to lay out a city and to develop it
W. S. Hipps & Co., Houston,
into an important deepwater port.
are the contractors. L. A.
(See Texas Railway, March

Gueringer,

Chief

Engineer,

Victoria.

15, p. 393.)

—

Surveys, It
ScoTTSvii.i.F. & Caf-F-Doma ( Er.KCTitio)
are being made by this company for an electric line from
Rochester. N. Y., southwest over a private right of way via Scottsvllle, Caledonia and I-e Roy to Pavilion, from which place branches
are to he run to Warsaw. Rockglen, Perry and Glen Iris, a totiil of
about 100 miles. E. Strathy, Chief Engineer, Rochester.
RfHiiKSTF.ii.

.

Is said,

Ris.sKi.i.vii.i.F.

made and

& Ozark Mointai.n Tractio.n. — Surveys reported
of way secured for building this proposed electric

rights
line from Russellville, Ark., north to Dover, lO'i. miles.
son. President. Pine Bluff. Ark.

A.

J.

Robin-

—

Work. It is said. Is soon to be
St. I.,ori9 A San Franosco.
started on the proposed extension of the Fort Worth & Rio Grande
from Brady, Tex., southeast to San Antonio. 150 miles. (Aug. 16,
p.

189.)

—

SiiAWNFE Ckntrai.. Thls company was Incorporated last spring
with $10 000.00(1 to build a line from Muskogee. Ind. T., via Shawnee
an 80-mlle branch from Shawnee to Tulsa. AccorilIng to a reported statement of President J. M. AydeloKe. of Shawnee,
building
the line, over surveys alreaily made, are to be
contracts for
Dr. W. S. Woods, of the National Hank of Commerce.
let at once.
to Childress, with

City, Mo., is the chief

promoter of the project.

No. 12.

(July

12,

p. 54.)

—

Soi TiiKR.x Pacific. Contracts are said to have been given by
company for a power house to be bnilt at Fruitvale, Cal., aggregating between $.^00,000 and $90o.ooo. This seems to mean that the
company has decided to electrify its bay lines. This central
station will serve the Oakland, Berkeley. Alameda and F"ruitvale
lines.
The cost of carrying out these plans is in the neighborhood
of $2,000,000.
The Alameda lines will be the first to be electrified.
this

—

Taxana Valley. An officer writes that this company, which
operates a road 26 miles long, is building an extension of about 20
When this work is finished the road will run from Chena,
miles.
Alaska, to Chatanika, 41 miles, with a branch to Fairbanks, five
miles. Ten miles of track has been laid on the extension. The
maximum grade is 2.4 per cent, and the maximum curve 20 deg.
Taylor. Somerville & Glt,f.

— Surveys

made and

way

rights of

reported secured by this company for building its proposed line
Taylor, Tex., east to Somerville. 60 miles.
(July 19, p. 83.)

f

^

—

Toledo Juxctio.n. Incorporated in Ohio with $100,000 capital
about eight miles long from near Waterville to Acorn.
A new station is to lie established on the Wabash and the Toledo,
St. Louis & Western.
C. B. Wagner, H. C. A. Ehlert. E. C. Snyder,
M. I. Brown and C. F. Ferron, all or Toledo, are incorporators.
to build a line

—

WiiEELi.N(i & Lake Erik.
The annual report of this company for
the year ending June 30, 1907, shows that on the Toledo-Pittsburg
division, 4.32 miles of 90-lb. rails were laid from the west end of
the Norwalk, Ohio, yard to Huron Junction and at various points
Ijetween New Cumberland and Leesville. On the Cleveland division
17 miles were also laid with 90-11). rails between Twinsburg and
Middle Branch. On the River division 70-lb. rails were laid on 4.1
miles to replace 56-lb. rails. There were 19 industrial tracks added
aggregating about 4.5 miles, eight passing tracks aggregating four
miles, and over 23 miles of new yard tracks laid at various points
of the line.
In addition there were over five miles of loading and
team tracks put in at various points.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Ai

—

CiiicAiio.
An initial quarterly dividend of threeper cent, on the lonunon stock has been declared,
payable October 7.

1!oi!a,

—

Ohio Roads {Ei.Kcniic ). The Ohio State Board of Public Works
recommends that the abandoned tow path of the Hocking canal from
Lancaster southeast to Nelsonville, 33 miles, be leased to the Logan
& Athens Construction Company. This company agrees to begin
work in six months on a railroad over this route.

XLI II..

Vol.

&

Ei.(;].\

fourths of

1

—

BiRLixoTON & Qi ixt V. The stockholders at the annual
meeting on November 6 are to be asked to approve the purchase
the company's leased lines in Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado
and Wyoming.

CiiiiAoo.
of

C'riK AiMi.

Mir.wAi KEE & St. Pai

l.

— This

company

is

reported to have

lx)ught the Washington, Idaho & Montana, which runs from
Palouse, Wash., to Harvard, Idaho. 2o miles, and is being extended thro\igh Bovill to Collins, where it will connei-t with the
St. Paul's Pacific extension.

—

It is said that this company intends to retire its $5,000,000
one-year notes issued last spring with its cash surplus on hand,
part of which was made available by paying its dividends in
scrip.
(Aug. 30, p. 248: May 24. p. 728.)

EiiiE.

—

iNTEiHioRoriiii-METRopoLiTAN.
It is said that this company has offered to sell to New York city the Belmont tunnel under the

East river, which is being built by a s\ibsidiary company,
for a price said to be $S.O0O,Oii0.
If the city buys the tunnel
the Interborough-Metropolitan offers to opei-ate it
The north
tube of the tunnel Is ready for experimental operation and the
south tube is nearly finished.

—

.Minneapolis. St. Pail & S.vii.t Stk. Marie. The stockholders have
authorized the issue of $14,000,000 addilional common and
$7,000,000 additional preferred stock.
Of this amount. $4,300,500
will be offered to shareholders for subscription at par during
the coming year.

New

Orleax.s

Railway &

Lii;mt.

—

.-V

<ilvi(lend of five-eighths of 1 per

non-cumulative preferred
stock has been declared, payable October 15.
Hitherto, beginning with 1906. the full dividends have l)een paid, quarterly.
The company controls all (he street railways In New Orleans,
52 miles, as well as all the lighting interests.
cent, on the $10,000,000 five per cent,

Toledo, Peoria

June

30,

&

—

The annual report for the year ended
shows gross earnings of $1,300,216, an increase

Wf..>iterx.

1907,

of $6,822; net earnings. $242,148, an Increase of $35,578, Net
income, after Interest charges and rentals, was $1,672, which
compares with a defli'il of $21,642 In the previous year.

—

Trixitv & Brazos Valley. The directors have voted
cnpllnl stock from $300,000 Vo $500,000.

Wasiiinotox,
I'aiil.

Idaho & Montana.

— See

('liicago.

to Increase the

Milwaukee &

St.

:

:
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New York, New Haven & Hartford, has
matter of the pending merger of his corporation with the Boston & .Maine he will "stand pat" and not press the
merger until Massachusetts sentiment upon the subject undergoes a
change. His statement throws into the foreground of the Massachusetts field where state politics and the merger are now in high
President Mellen. of the
in the

ebullition, a situation that is at

once suggestive and amusing rather

than practical and concrete. The New Haven Company now holds
hard and fast through its trustees some 120,000 shares or about twoNot many single
flfths of the outstanding Boston & Maine stock.
blocks of the stock of size and importance remain outside the 120.000 shares and of the holders of the shares not in that big "bunch"
a large majority undoubtedly want the merger and yearn for the
addition of one per cent, in dividends in the proposed share for
share exchange. The New Haven has not formal and legal control
of the Boston & Maine. But "standing pat" it has mora! and, in a
very large sense, practical control present and prospective: it has

drawn an impassable dead-line against any outside and rival control of the Boston & Maine; it is saving some 1180.000 a year in
dividend payments on the remainder shares; and, in times of general fiscal stress, it is postponing the cares of Boston & Maine
operation and direct responsibility for improvements. So placed
on his battlements of vision it is hardly strange that President
Mellen is willing to put forth his gentle placebos as he watches the
surging railroad politics of the Bay State sure to subside at about
the date of the next meeting of the state legislature into passionless
levels of

common
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sense.

usual claims as to the advantages of a multiplicity of units, and
ihe flexibility of operation that would be thus obtained. Yet with
these two opposite positions there came from each an acknowledgment that the other possessed advantages that would force its
lonsideration and adoption in certain places to which the rival

power was not well adopted. In all this discussion it must be
remembered that there is much of surmise. Locomotive statistics
at best are elusive and unsatisfactory, and when it comes to electric
operation there has not yet been enough of it to afford facts for
The cost of operation and maintenance of
valuable comparisons.
the electric locomotive are for the most part based on the estimates
of car operation costs, and that this is a sound basis is by no means
This will be evident from statistics of various locomotive
sure.
For example, to
costs on roads using different types of engines.
take extreme cases, no one would think of basing the probable
costs of the heavy Pennsylvania consolidations on the statistics of

the New York elevated roads when they were operated by steam,
and it seems equally unreasonable to base the probable performance
of heavy locomotives on what is now done in the subway. It is
coming to be generally felt that the electric locomotive has a field
of usefulness which will be constantly widening, but that this field
is not yet large enough to include the whole realm of railroad
operation. We hope and believe that this fair-minded discussion at
the New York Railroad Club marks the end of hysterical claims
and counter claims as to the advantages and disadvantages of the
tion to details,

make
There was a discussion at the September meeting of (he Now
York Railroad Club about the comparative merits of the electric
and steam locomotive that. In Its general tone, indicated a coming
It
together of the Interests represented by the two rival powers.

was recognized by both sides that the ill-advised claims of illinformed advocates should be given scant consideration. One electrical engineer came forward with the broad admissions that it
would cost much to electrify any road and that for existing traffic it
was doubtful if that cost would be warranted by the savings that
would be effected. There are, however, other Important advantages,
of greater train frequency, absence of smoke, more
rapid acceleration, high speeds possible on adverse grades and the
would tend to attract traffic. On the other hand
which
like; all of

The course to be pursued is to pay close attenwatch the results of every development and then
such advantages as may be developed by experience.

electric locomotive.

use of

THE GROWTH OF TRAFFIC.
The preliminary statistical report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission for the year ending with June, 1906, shows one fact of
great significance, which deserves more attention than it has reThe increase in freight traffic during that year was altoceived.
gether unprecedented, and equal to the aggregate Increase for the
three years next preceding.
For five years this traffic has been:
Millions of ton-miles

,

figures were given in which it was shown that the cost of operating
and maintaining electric locomotives was far in excess of that required for the steam machine, and this was supplemented by the

>

Over

possibilities

Years.

1002
1903
1904
1905
1900

The

Total.

157.289
173.221
174.522
186,463
215,878

previous year.
10.212
15.932
1.301
11.941
29.415

Per cent.
of increase.
7.0
10.1
0.9
7.4
1.">.9

increase of traffic which had been 29,174 millions of ton-
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miles for the three years from 1902 to 1905, was thus 29,415 millions
in the one year from 1905 to 1906.
This alone is sufBcient to account for the traffic blockade of the last year. We had had great

and sudden increases theretofoie. but none like this. The largest
increase in any one year had been 18,939 millions of ton-miles,
from 1897 to 1898. From 1893-94. the year of lightest traffic for a
number of years, to 1S9S. the increase was 38 per cent.: from 1902
to 1905, 42 per cent.; from 1898 to 1902, 18i.j per cent.
It certainly
seemed unreasonable that in a single year after 1905, when traffic

was already much

larger than ever before, there should be a further
increase of 16 per cent.

Of course this is a rate of growth which cannot be maintaineil.
It would mean that traffic, and approximately production, should
more than double every five years; and in a country where the
growth of population is not more thau 2 per cent, a year this is, of
course, impossible.

Actually, however, the growth of traffic in this country is one of
the marvels of the world's industrial history.
The 80,335 millions of ton-miles in 1894 has become 21o.S7.s
millions in 1906. an increase of 144 per cent, in 12 years, which is
an average of nearly 10 per cent, yearly. This has been possible
only by the development of mineral resources, in which the production per man employed is great in weight, distant from market?.
giving many ton-miles per ton produced. The number of ton-miles
per inhabitant in 1906 must have been approximately 2,540. There
is nothing comparable to this in any other country.
While there has been some growth in traffic in every year but
one since 1894, the fluctuations have been great. Aside from a
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successfully; or, again, a big speculative holder of intrinsically
speculative railroad stocks decides to subdivide and "unload." That
means, usually, the substitution of a lot of small speculators for
one big one, an enlarged area of speculation, the raising and

—

—

shearing of a new flock of Wall street lambs, and a positive evil.
But. taking the railroads as a body, diffusion of shares is a wholesome sign. It is of special import in such a period as the present
one of collision of railroads with the constituted authorities; and,
as one branch of railroad science, hereafter it is to be hoped that
the statistics of share distribution will be fuller, more accurate and

and brought down closer to date than heretofore.
There is difficulty in securing such returns. In some large railroad companies tne changes are few and slow, in others very rapid.
Many shifts of actual ownership take place without transfer on the
books of the company, or with transfer considerably delayed. A
trustee may hold, for a time at least, an undivided block of shares
A broker may do the same for a
for a number of beneficiaries.
detailed

number of customers. A single stock owner may hold
shares in 20 roads, and his individuality is thus multiplied by 20
the flaw of the official returns of the number of depositors in our
savings banks thus repeating itself. Some of the blanks of state
railroad commissions exact returns of the number of stockholders
considerable

in the independent railroad corporations.
But they generally omit
the enumeration for shareholders of component, subsidiary and
leased properties, who often far exceed those of the parent company. Yet, even with these limitations, it ought not to be hard to
obtain significant returns.
Some errors will remain, but they will

trifling decrease

be in the nature of constants not affecting very seriously the absolute variations of ownership, upward or downward, from year to

18,939,

year,

1901

from 1896 to 1897, we have gains (in millions) of
followed by 9.590, 17.932. 5,478, in the years from 1898 to
To make accurate provision for a growth so fluctuating is

not possible.

Facilities increased at the rate of 10 per cent, a year

would have been superfluous in 1901 and 1904 and inadequate in 189s
and 1906. The programs for tremendous increases in facilities
made by a very large number of companies two years or less ago.
they could have been executed in the shortest possible time, as
in many cases, would most probably have exceeded
the requirements of traffic. Inability to secure all the capital needed
has postponed many of these enterprises, and if the money could
have been secured it is hardly probable that the men and materials
could have been had. It is true that a large part of the improvements were needed for the prompt and economical conduct of the
traffic as it was.
But we may be pretty sure that provision for au
annual growth of 16 per cent., like that of 1906. would be excessive.
Passenger traffic has never grown in this country like freight
traffic.
It was lighter in 1895 than in 1891; and not quite 14 per
cent, greater in 1899 than in 1891. But since 1899 the growth, if not
so great as that in freight traffic, has been much greater than that
in population.
The 25.176 millions of passenger miles in 1906 were
more than twice as great as the travel in 1897; and in these years
if

was intended

the growth of trolley travel has probably been greater in proportion.
The steam railroad travel in 1906 was at the rate, approximately, 296 miles per inhabitant, which is not equaled in any other

country for which we have

statistics.

Since 1901 this travel has

been:
,— Millions of pnss'g'r-miles-N

Tenr.

Total.

Over

Per cent.

previous yenr.

of Increase.
13.4
C.2
4.8
8.6

1S02
1903
1904

in.GOO
20,910
21,923

190r.

2.1,800

1.007
1,877

1900

2.'i,17<;

1,.'i70

The Krowth

2,3,'!G

],22(!

.-..8

constant and rapid, but not equal to that In
freight. Since 1895 the gain has been IOC',4 per cent, in passengers
and 153 per cent, in freight: since 190]. 45 per cent. In passengers
and 47 per cent, in freight. In the census year the travel was 211
mllen per inhabilant; in 1906. as we have said, about 296 nillos
is

which

The

last

will tell their

own

story.

statement of the number
goes back three years to
February, 1905, at the request of the United

and most trustworthy

or railroad stockholders in

official

the country

the year 1904. In
States Senate, the Interstate Commerce Commission gave the
numerical returns of railroad shareholders as of June 30,
1904. The total was 327,851. Even for that somewhat remote

time the comparisons and contrasts are interesting. There were
55 companies which returned each an enumeration of 1.000 stockholders or more, headed by the Pennsylvania with 44,175 and the
.\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe with 17,823, many of the 55 companies
being leased lines.
The contrasts between the distributive holdings of conservative properties and the centralized holdings of
One
speculative properties are vividly indexed in those returns.
finds Boston & Albany with 8,417 stockholders, Boston & Maine
with 7,402, Illinois Central with 9,123. New Haven with 10,842.
Old Colony with 5,371, and Baltimore & Ohio the original ultraconservative road of the country, and one of the oldest with 7,132.
Contrast with these. Southern Pacific, which had but 2.424 share-

—

holders;

Louisville

& Dayton with

1.672; Cincinnati, Hamilton
Kansas & Texas with 1.509; Missouri
Louis & San Francisco with 1.521; Erie with

& Nashville with

1.558; Missouri,

Pacific with 1,861;
4.309.

—

St.

and Wabash with

1,974.

It is

impressive to note that several

of these large systems are surpassed in diffused stock by, for ex-

ample, the leased Morris & Essex with 2,450 shareholders, and the
Some allowances in special cases
old Boston & Lowell with 2,16S.
must, of course, be made. The large distribution of the Atchison
(17,823) dates back to original <onscrvatism and diffused investment at Boston; Union Pacific, with stockholders numbering 14,256
in 1904, had in much earlier years its long period as a moderately
conservative investment; and allowances have to be made for the
effect on stock in certain cases of reorganization and receivership
But these and similar
as well as of special Wall street conditions.
facts do not seriously impair the fact, conspicuous in 1904 though
probably somewhat less conspicuous to-day. of diffused holdings in
conservative roads and centralized holdings In the roads which are
speculative.

During the three years since 1904 there has been, as an

A somewhat cheering .eympiom of the past year of stress In
American railroad securities has been the repeated reference to the
Increased

number

of separate holdings of shares In railroad corpora-

Not infrequently nowadays railroad presidents in interviews
for publication or in their annual reports "point with pride" to
their waxing number of shareholders.
Sometimes the fact is il
lusory or even negative In Its meanings.
A big holder of shares
In a conservative railroad
say an insurance or trust company—
decides to split up its Mock for dlRposnl in the market and dop.s «n
tions.

—

ab-

The holders of New
a vast Increase in distribution.
Haven stock have increased by several thousand. During the first
quarter of the present year the holders of New York Central Insolute

THE DIFFUSION OF RAILROAD SHARES

fact,

creased about 2.200 and of Pennsylvania by over 5.000. When the
November, 1906. dividend was paid, the Pennsylvania had 40,409
.shareholders. The May, 1907, dividend went to 45,496 holders of
record.
Between May and August 1, there was a further increase
of 2,000, bringing the

number

of stockholders to 47.500, the highest

point In the company's history and also probably the largest numl>er
of shareholders ever possessed by any American railroad. Of these,

men and 22,400. or over 47 per cent,, were women. The
following table, from the Wnll SIrrrI Ji>in)inl. shows the rate and

25.100 were

ScrrcMBCB

amount
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further.

becomes a popular interest also. Shareholders are not all voters,
and the "widow and orphan" plea has of late been overworked.
But the great and growing slue of the stock-owning railroad interest
suggests the larger question why there cannot be in the future a
closer and more sympathetic relation between the railroads and the
people.
Cannot the railroads, without any threat even of state
ownership, be set before the people as a kind of heritage, a part
of their own wealth and heirship, subject only to the conditions of
honest financing on the one hand and efficient public service on
the other?
Is such a view of the future too idealistic after the
present fret and fume of the "railroad question" has ended and
passion subsided Into sense? Perhaps so; but at least the ideal is

one

to be tolled for.
It will not be reached or even approached so
long as demagogism foams at one extreme and the selfish craft of
the railroad speculator burrows at the other. Radicalism and self-

great public problem and

have solved such a
solution must work out through the slow
and experience. Among those processes the constant extension of railroad ownership must be welcomed as one of
the most promising. A wide public ownership of its securities gives
the American railroad system more basic strength.
It accents the
contrast in the long run if not at once between individual and
quasi-popular ownership.
It emphasizes the adjective in the trite
phrase "public service" as strongly as it does Integrity and judgnever

will.

yet

Its

real

proces.ses of time

—

—

ment blended with

tact in railroad administration.

It

reserves final

control to the stockholder as a safeguard against abuse, and
for the

publicity that

betterment.
to be cited
Its

is

makes

the most resonant keyword of corporate

That such expansion of railroad stock-ownings begins

now by

railro:iil

authority itself adds

ofllclal

tribute to

value.

THE STATION AGENT.
One of the newspaper cartoonists has depicted a station agent,
endowed with three pairs of arms, sitting in the middle of his office,
the picture of distraction and anxiety, trying to do a half dozen
things at once; answering the telephone, filling switch lamps, holding the train-order signal, reporting a train on tli<> telpgraph wire.

that often presses upon the
within the five minutes prequick wittcd, energetic and

often performs a variety of
functions In a way that would do credit to an expert prestidigitator.
Yet even the most phenomenally active clerk often has to neglect
some of his customers from lack of time; while the "average" sutlon
agent, almost necessarily deficient In (raining, nearly every day
leaves some of his patrons dissatisfied. The demands on his time
are so numerous and various that only the most agile mind and

trained hands could meet them; and, admittedly, the country
mind is agile In only a few directions. From the causes
here suggested the service at small stations Is everywhere Imperfect, and
our cartoonist has only reminded us of what has
been a common sight for half a century. Can anything be done
about It?
best

agent's

We have taken up a subject on which It seems impossible to
say anything new, because, we are glad to see, a few railroad officers are doing something new.
No enterprising superintendent
would be at a

how

to

service,

if

make

a forward move In the Improvement
only he dared to spend twice as much
It as he now does; but possibly it will be helpful to look
again at some of the elements other than money. That Is an Important one; and nobody can expect to work any great improvement
in station service without increasing its cost; but, given the money,
how should it be expended? A simple increase in salary Is a very
crude measure, for the most that can be expected from it Is to get
better men, who will all the more quickly resign and find jobs
paying higher salaries.
of his station

loss

money on

In view of the irresistible tendency
try people to migrate to a city, it

bonds and senior securities, and limiting
the subject to shareholders alone, one finds in the half million or
more of them in this country a distributed interest so large that It
Excluding railroad

ishness never

343

and attendloK to paaMngera desiring to buy
ilcketH or to have queHtlom* answered; and. In addition he Is using
his toes; cheek ing buggage with one foot and marking a dry goods
box with the other. Thin last Is the only express-agent function
dealt with In the picture. This Is by no means all fiction.
With
only pardonable exaggeration, the picture man gives quite a fair
l»aK,

notion of the multiplicity of duties
single attendant at a small station,
ledlng the departure of a train. If
ambitious, a man In such a situation

To some extent, doubtleas, thexe iiicreaix'fl In (he number of
aharebolders of standard railroads during the recent era of low
prices, were transitory, but they show a strong trend toward a wider
distribution of railroad ownership amouK small investors.
Other
causes workiuK in the siimo direction have been active and forceful.
Kallroad inve.stment and rclnveslnient during the two earlier years
of the three were exten.slve, even If affected somewhat by competitive
Investment In street railways and industrials.
Surplus capital
during that period w-as fairly abundant. DiirinR the three years,
roads for many years speculative have become dividend payers and
with enough promise of dividend continuance to attract steady Investment.
.Moreover, there have been large issues of new stock
and sales of rights and the convertible bond has been another distributive factor which will not grow less as the periods of convertibility mature. The result is an increase in the number of railroad stockholders of large but undetermined magnitude and not,
apparently, much affected by popular and governmental attack on
the roads; which, in fact, has probably been a good deal offset by
the attraction to Investors of low prices and high dividend returns
of good railroad shares.
As a rough guess, the 327,851 railroad
stockholders of 1904 in this mid-year of 1907 probably have risen
Banking houses and trust companies that hold
to about 500,000.
stocks for foreign holders, and the savings banks that, as trustees,
hold an Immense mass of railroad securities for the poor, enlarge
what may be called the "popular" distribution of railroad holdings

much

dellverinK a mall

among

would seem

all intelligent

coun-

do everything possible to improve the agents now at country stations than
to try to improve the service there by filling agencies with higher
priced men who have had better training elsewhere; for "elsewhere"
usually means a city or a large town. Every added year that an
agent stays at a small station there is an added prospect that
domestic ties will help to keep him there; and an added reason for
educating him.
The education of a station agent is a complicated process, but
we may perhaps divide it into three stages: the elementary things
that he learns by doing them, as assistant agent, under the supervision of his boss; the "advanced" instruction in the same line,
which he receives from the traveling auditor or other outside man.
or by reading suitable books and adjusting his acts to his increased
knowledge; and education in politeness and tact, which is likely
to be a comparatively slow growth, for it comes from dealing with
men, and the country agent does not have a large or an inspiring
variety of

men

far better to

to deal with.

Certain recent measures to improve station agents will be recalled by the reader.
One road has put on an increased force of
district freight agents and arranged to have them travel more; visit
each station oftener. It seems likely that this will afford propor-

much benefit to the moderately large points and too
to the one-man station; but the principle is good.
One or
two roads have had frequent profitable meetings of 50 or 100 agents,
the meetings being addressed by ofldcers of the Freight TraflBc
and Passenger Traffic departments. One road did a good thing by
more liberally supplying small stations with helpers, thus encouraging the agents to make themselves better. But what has called
our attention to this matter at this time is a brief notice In a
Missouri paper telling of what has been done by Mr. W. M. Whltenton. Superintendent of the Missouri division of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Trenton. Mo., who has had a meeting of station
agents to "talk shop." Like others before him, Mr. Whitenton seems
to be giving undue attention to stations other than the smallest,
but we will trust that he may get down to the lower level later.
The public, espeoially the traveling public, wants good service at
tionately too
little

the smallest stations.

Mr, Whitenton has had several similar meetings before. He
says that it will be his policy to foster this frequent exchange of
ideas.
He holds, rightly, that the agent is a molder of public sentiment toward railroads. "It is he who meets the seeker of informa-
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and schedules with either polite accommodation
or surly indifference. It is from his treatment that the patron takes
on a mood of satisfaction or hot resentment. The patron goes back
home and, the next day, is called as a juror in a damage case; and
Mr. Whitenton intends to have all
his feelings govern his action."
small claims against the railroad promptly settled, and is looking
after the practice of his agents in this respect. This is a feature
of Rock Island policy concerning which Railroad Gazette readers
tion about routes

Southern

Pacific.

his card, a copy of

Incidental,

Vol. XLIII., No. 13.

Our opinion of Mr. Abbott's
which reads:

"keeping out

.

portant personage, by treating the public with the same politeness
is practiced by the storekeeper or the banker.

Abboxt
CALlF'ORrJIA

that

Station Agent Southern Pacific Co.

Two things are noticeable in this movement. First, it is th?
superintendent who is managing it, and, second, he is taking for
his model, not the experienced ticket seller or freight clerk at some
large station, but the local storekeeper or banker. Local agents on
American railroads have been instructed too exclusively by traffic
men and traveling auditors. We have not the slightest word lO
say against these men, for their work is invaluable; but the superintendent ought to be able to better their instruction in some directions.
He is or should be more thoroughly acquainted with local
conditions; and, probably, in most cases the division superintendent
He ought to
is a man who has had a larger all-round experience.
be by far the biggest man whom the station agent regularly sees.

Agent Wells Fargo Express Co
W. U. Telegraph Co.
"
Sunset Telephone Co.

In taking the local retail merchant as a type to be imitated
This merthis superintendent recognizes an essential principle.
chant may not dress so well, or keep books so well as the station
agent, and he may know far less; but he has a more powerful incentive to please his customers; and that is where railroad agents

As one of the Chicago & North-Western agents has said, the
grocer puts on his smile with his clothes the first thing in the
morning; and he keeps it on all day. Another reason for emulating
the storekeeper is that he is nearby. An agent who tries to take
lessons from a better agent may see him only once in three months.
The storekeeper who is also postmaster is a useful man to study.
He might not be worth ten dollars a month on a railroad; but he
"aims to please." Probably he has been selected as postmaster
lack.

largely for that reason.

The superintendent who sets out to raise the quality of his
agents must recognize his obstacles. The bank clerk or store clerk
learns to be a successful banker or merchant because he has for
teacher the proprietor, constantly "on the job." The railroad superintendent, coming around only once a month, must try in some way
to make up for the infrequency of his visits. One reason why conductors manifest a more uniform degree of efficiency than agents
Is because conductors are thrown together where they can more
effectively learn from each other.
Again, it is to be borne in mind that learning from each other
not an ideal educational process for agents, or for conductors,
either; though it should be diligently carried out wrere nothing
better is available.
Essays by agents, telling other agents how they
do certain things, have accomplished a great deal of good; but in
view of the fact that the third course in the station agent's education
training in affability and alert anticipation of customers'
is

—

—

is the one which is now engaging attention, and of the fact
that these qualities are not likely to be described in instructive
detail and with enthusiasm by a modest person who exercises them,

wishes

The
it will be much more effectual to educate in some other way.
superintendent, as teacher, should .show to his agents vivid wordpictures of actual men who have achieved excellence in the dl|)lomatic art. If the superintendent is not himself a good lecturer let
him hire a man who Is. Follow the teaching theory to the further
extent of requiring the pupils to show In writing how well they
have grasped what has been told them.
The young country station agent Is susceptible, probably

in

large majority of Instances, of a tolerably satisfactory polish;

a

the

Is whether a strong railroad, employing brilliant men for
general officers can afford to continue to let such agents educate
themselves, and as a result reap two-cent fare laws, passed by dis-

que.'itlon

gruntled

legislators

whom nobody

has

ever tried

rationally

to

placate.

agent to deal with is the one who does his
usually so cold-mannered or weary as to be classed
by passengers as "cross." It is Inexcusable to appoint such a man.
The best way to test a candidate In this respect is to see how well
his sense of humor Is developed. We have no form of test exam-

The most
work well but

difficult

is

loatlon to offer, but by

way

of llliiBlratIng the point

an agent who evidently has

this

— Mr.

sense

E.

T.

we

will

mention

Abbott, of the

to proposals (or other positions
ain't "Isnt."

I

"T.

XHF?AI_1_,

Weyerhaeuser Land Co.
Klamath Lake R R. General Mgr.
"
•

Postmaster
Landlord Thrall Hotel

S^t^^S:
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would make a good lecturer for

station agents' meetings.

Car Efficiency for Three Months.

The Car

Efficiency Committee of the .\meriean Railway Association has issued a statement for the three months to April 1, 1907.
showing freight car performance, and car balances, and giving some
comparisons with the records for the last six months o£ 1906 (which
were noticed in the Railroad Oazelte of August 30). The average
ton miles per car per day tor the three months were:
Group 1,
164; group 2, 364; group 3, 363; group 4, 226; group 5, 341; group 6,
(The
307; group 7, 531; group 8, 308; group 9. 252; group 10, 350.
groups correspond to those of the Interstate Commerce Commission.)
quote the principal explanatory paragraphs of the report:

We

"This bulletin is the first general compilation covering a period
subsequent to the increase in the per diem rate which was made
effective on certain roads December 1. 1906. and is therefore of interest for purposes of comparison tending to show the effect of the
increase on the ear movement. Although the weather conditions
during the period covered by this report were not favorable to a
high car mileage, the general average shows a decrease of but seventenths miles per day as compared with the last six months of 1906.
The heaviest decrease.s in mileage occurred on the roads which were
not parties to the car hire agreement, while the car hire roads,
with but few exceptions, about held their own. The decrease on all
car hire roads averaged but .64 per cent., while the non-car hire
roads show an average decrease equal to 5.53 per cent.
"These results would seem to indicate that the increase in the
per diem rate to 50 cents, which was made effective July 1, 1907,
on all roads in the Association should bring about a general imin the movement of cars.
"The generally accepted unit of car performance

provement

is the 'average
miles per car per day,' but in considering this item, the 'per cent,
'average
loading'
should
of loaded mileage' and the
not be lost sight
of.
An increase in the average miles per car will not benefit a road
individually if the increase is made by ec>.'i>ty mileage, although
such an increase tends toward an improvemeut in the general efficiency when the movement is made for the purpose of delivering
empties to a connection. Neither is there auytliing gained by an
increased per cent, of loaded mileage if the loading of the individual
car is decreased proportionately, unless the light loading is in lieu
of empty mileage and is made with a view to stimulating movement
toward connecting lines and thus facilitating the general interchange of cars. For these reasons, it is equally unsatisfactory to
consider the per cent, of loaded mileage aside from the other units.
"For the purpose of combining these various factors and securing a unit which will take them all Into consideration, we show an
'average ton-miles per car per day.' This, we believe, provides a
very good unit of performance for inillvidual roads, although it is
not claimed that It will be useful in comparing one road with another, there being many things entering Into this figure which vary
according to the operating conditions on the several roads, such as
length of haul, capacity of equipment used, class of freight handled,
etc.

"By comparing the 'average ton-miles per car per day' for the
period of this report, with the figures for the last six months of
1906, it Is noted that there was a decrease of only three ton-miles
per car per day, or .91 per cent., which is a very .satisfactory showing for three winter months. An improvement will also be noted
In the 'per cent, of cars In shop' which decreased from 5.48 to 5.02,
Indicating the efforts which were being made by the railroads to
Increase the efficiency of their cars.
"There Is little change In the figures under 'per cent, of cars
on line.' Only about 54 per cent, of the business handled by the
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mllroailji of the country la done with 'home' carm. which condrm*
the oft r«p<>ate(l auertlon that there already exixts a virtual freight
car pool. oumprlilDK prai tically all llw fn-lishl lam In the rouBlry.
albeit Huch 'ikjoI' Ih wlrhoiit rpi;tilntlnn ntdir than that provlJeU
l>y

the pt

lime

li)
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(Hem

time

Im-
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will
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liable,

ox'

that this coudlllOD

i

from
and

nid a conaepossible under a le'Ji
.

<iuent economy In otwratlouK thuii
llexible Hyati*m of Interi-hange. can

would

bi-

hardly be lontroverted. To be
entirely fN]ultablo, however, *uch a cyiit.'m should be rrgulaied by
rulea whlrh would vareguurd the rlKhts of car owners and Insure
to them t'le use of their proportlLU of the (•(|iilpni<'nt, or ade(|aa.e
I'ompensiiilun for any Iohh they niny sustain by reason of au uii«'t|ual Ir.ti r.haiiHP of earn.
This principle has been twice alllimed
by the .-VMierl.an Hallway Agfoclation."
The New York, New Haven k Hartford, which threatens to wlthdrmw from the per diem agreement becauso of the cost of borrowed
cars, owns 19.970 cars; has an average of l."i.712 of these cars on
Its own lues, and has an av.'rage of llo.Om fon'lKn cars on Its line.s.
In other words, It owns about four spvenths as many cars as are
needed to do Its business.
It Is to roielve within the next six
month.s 17.000 new cars. An Interesting freight car Hem not shown
In this report, but received from another source (a dally newspaper)
Is that In the month of June the Baltimore & Ohio, moving cars
about 117 million miles, made them average 30.5 miles a day. In
•May. with a still larger movement, the average was 31.7 miles.
These averages show about 10 per cent. Increase over the Baltimore
ik Ohio figures shown in the above-mentlont d report.
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enough prominence to have their cmusea explained In the bulletin.
of 23 prominent casea were expanded to Include ten times
It
would still contain only about one-ninth of all the
collision"? and would almoft f-er'nlnly lncl<i<!e evf-ry <•««« which could

of
If

ai

tbU lilt
many.

to be
ions In

be In-'

is

rem 'I
whli

li

>;'hlng to

'
'

Albany uli buil-r aititleutii rebuUiiiK in feriu^i.^ .iijaiy lu auy person
would ai'O seem to e In large measure superlluous. To be scalded
by escaping steam from a broken gage gla^s U a serious injury; but
n report of the nrrident by mall the next day would seem to be
I

sufficient for all practical purposes.

Officers of the Pennsylvania Railroad who have been trying to
officers and other authorities to do their duty In
relation to the tramp nuisance, have succeeded In etlrrlng up a considerable public Interest, If we may Judge by editorial expressions
which are quoted from prominent papers In Philadelphia. Pittsburgh,

arouse municipal

Ro.hPster. Cincinnati. Chicago and other illJes. Thesp newspaper utterances evince a uniformly sensible attitude. The editors
see clear y that the railroids deserve better treatment from the
cities and towns.
Also, they condemn the unfair practice, common
among local officials everywhere, of sending tramps to the next town.
Gifts of money for railroad fare and freedom from merited punishment are fully granted to almost any kind of a vagrant on condiThis usually aggravates the difficulty which
tion that he leave town.
the railroads have to deal with, and does nothing to improve the
llulTalo,

situation.

Missouri, Kansas

&

Texas.

More Railroad Agitation.
usually a more interestThe annual
ing document for general reading than that of most railroads, for
it is the custom for the officers to discuss the most important facts
bearing on the prosperity of the company in some detail Instead
of giving merely the bare record of the financial and operating
This custom has not been affected by the imresults of the year.
portant changes in the executive heads of the road during the past
two years. Henry C. Rouse, Chairman of the Board, died on .\pril
30, 1901). and was succeeded by Adrian H. Joline, previously Counsel
In November of the same year F. N.
to the company at New Y'ork.
Finney, President of the road, resigned, and Mr. Joline succeeded
also to his office, becoming Chairman of the Board and President.
In the annual report of the company for the year ended June 30,
1907, Mr. Joline, with the view^point of the trained lawyer, discusses
the present prob'ems which are confronting railroad managers the

report of this

Minnesota Is the last state to bid for notoriety In the regulation
of railroads, and North Carolina, .\labama and Georgia will have
In Minneto find some new thing with which to attract attention.
sota, la-t week. Governor Johnson felt called upon to express his
condemnation of Judge Lochren of the Federal court for lecturing
the legiFlature. It appears that the Judge, in granting a temporary
injunction against the enforcement of the freight rate reductions
ordered by the legislature, gave pretty free expression to his opinion
declaring that
of the Intelligence and judgment of the legislators,
"such legislation is vicious, and a disgrace to the civilization of
the age."
What effect the Governor's utterances may have had on
the public mind we do not know; but on Monday of this week.
Judge Bunn. In a state court, the Ramsey County District Court
(St. Paul), issued a writ of mandamus against the Northern Pacific
to compel that road to put into effect the freight rate law which
.ludge Lochren had ordered suspended. Judge Bunn's writ Is made
returnable October o. The latest move in .\labama is the sending
of a circular by the Montgomery freight bureau asking shippers to
give preference to railroads which have not re^i'sted the enforcement
of the stale laws reducing rates though .Alabama has a law forbidding boycotts. In Texas the Attorney General on Saturday last
entered suits against ten different railroads for failure to provide
sufficient equipment and neglect in keeping track in order; for
alleged failure to operate passenger trains on schedule time; for
alleged refu'-'al to receive a loaded car from a connecting line; for
alleged failure to maintain a train starter at Fort Worth; for
alleged refusal to furnish the commission with a statement of legal

—

expenses; for alleged refusal to turn over a loaded car to a connecting line, and for alleged failure to provide passenger depot
accommodations at Denlson. In South Dakota the State Railroad
Commission, at a meeting held September 20, voted to order all

passenger rates In that state reduced October 15 to

2 V^ cents a mile.

The Public Service Commission of the Second District of the
State of New York has Issued a code of regulations for the reporting
of railroad accidents, which, like the rules tor the inspection of
steam boilers heretofore noticed, are in the ni:iin highly commendable. In making its rules and its classiflfation of accidents as nearly
as practicable like that already in use by the Interstate Commerce
Comnii-sion. the New York Commission has been considerate of
the railroad superintendent who has to report accidents to a number
of diffirent authorities and whose work is much simplified if he
is able to use the same report for all of the dIfTeient persons or
boards to which he must send the information. But in the list of
accidents whicli must be reported by telegiaph the New York Board
has called for much more than wi)l ever be used. To reciuire telegraphic reports of all collisions involving freight trains will be to
burden the telegraph wires to no purpose, for the great majority
of the collisions do not demand the attention of a State Board or,
at any rate, they are so numerous that a State Board cannot afford
In the last quarte-ly bulletin
to give attention to them in detail.
issued by the Int^r^tate Commerce Commission the total number of
collislon<! was 2 078; but more than half of these were classed as
miscellaneous, meaning, in most cases, slight accident in yards;
and of the 817 rear and butting collisions only 23 were considered

—

company

is

country over.
In the first place, he frankly admits that notwithstanding the
large amounts of new equipment which have been bought during
the last five years by the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, the company
has found it impossible to keep up its equipment with the increase
He then discusses the railroad legislation of the first
of its traffic.
half of 1907 in the various stales and territories through which the
road runs. Three new laws in Missouri one reducing freight rates,
one passenger rates and one abolishing bridge arbitraries are likely,
if fina'ly put in effect, to reduce gross earnings of the road by
In Kansas freight rate reductions will cost the road about
J23"0.000.
$100,000 a year, and a general reduction in passenger rates to 2
In the Territory of Oklahoma freight
cents a mile is probable.
rates have been reduced and the constitution of the new State of
Oklahoma just adopted fixes 2 cents a mile as the maximum passenger rate. Texas has passed a number of laws increasing the
expense of railroad operation and giving the railroad commission
larger powers over rates, and has also changed the tax laws in
such a way that the company's taxes wi'l probably be increased by
$200,000 a year. These laws directly affect the company. There is
also an interesting example of the indirect effect of railroad legisArkansas has passed a 2-cent-a-mile law. and although the
lation.
Missouri. Kansas & Texas has not a mile of road in that state, the

—
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establishment of the 2cent rate in Arkansas compels it to reduce
through rates from the north to Texas in order to meet the rates
of its competitors which operate through Missouri and Arkansas
As Mr. Joline we'l says in summing up the railroad legisto Texas.
lation of the year, the rate reductions not only deplete the company's revenues from traffic moving wholly within each state, but
also those from interstate traffic, the rates on which usually have
to be reduced to correspond with the intrastate rate.
The following Is an interesting summary by iVIr. Joline of the
general railroad situation as it affects both the road of which he
is the head and other rai'roads:
•The I'ciiiililiiin of tlie crops iilons: your system, nlthoiigh Imckward, Is satAn Increased acreage has been planted
Isfnctoiy. mill pionilsi s a large yield.
In cotton, which Is expected to o'Tsct any decrcnse In prodncilun. which migbt
otherwise have resiiltetl from unfavorable weatlier conditions during the seaHarvesting, and consequently the movement of
son of planting and growth.
The outlook for the coal business Is letter
the crops. Is later than usual.
The failure of the wheat crop In
than It has lieen for several years past.
crop in Oklahoma, are factors rather to
that
damage
to
Texas, and the great

-

IMS.
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company's adrantage than otherwise, as comparatively little wheat is pruduced along your road, and Texas mills must now draw their supplies from
where your company is able to compete for llie tonnage on most favor
The movement of live stock promises to be fully up to our abilliy
able terms.
Commercial activity continues unabated throughout tlir
to take care of It.
communities served by your railroad In fact, the industrial development of tlif
territory tributary to your line is advancing with such vigor that only greai
While the year under review has been one of
disaster may check its growth.
joui-

districts

Vol. XLHI., No. 13.

material decrease in tonnage was grain, which, however, had nearly
doubled in 1906 over 1905. Even in the case of this commodity the
reduction in tonnage is less than one-half of 1 per cent.; though
grain furnished only 9 per cent, of the total tonnage as against 11
per cent, in 1906.

:

remaikalile prosperity, still, all things considered, It is confidently expeclc<l
that the earnings will be as satisfactory during the current fiscal year.
"Yd, in spite of the increasing gross earnings and the bright outlook tor
continued prosperity, the situation of the railroads In the United States Is not
We find ourselves without facilities adequate to
especially a happy one.
handle all the tralTlc offered for shipment, and In an endeavor to meet the renuirements, tracks and terminals become congested, motive power and equii>
ment run down, roadway is impaired, men are overworked and other evils
ensue tending to make transportation more difficult and vastly more costly
The remedy for
for the railroads, as well as unsatisfactory to the public.
these evils lies in enlarging facilities and increasing equipment, but strange to
say, the public, so vitally Interested in the question of transportation, has
assumed an attitude of hostility towards railroad corporations which has man
ifested it.self in so many forms of oppressive and restrictive legislation as
almost entirely to destroy the credit of railroads so far as obtaining new
At the same time it Is impossible tor
capital for Improvements is concerned.
ihe average railroad company to make extensive betterments from its current
earnings, in view of the tremendous increase in the cost of labor, material and
supplies.
The policy of increasing the burdens on railroads and at the same
Operatime dlminisbiog their earning power is neither just nor reasonable.
ting expenses are necessarily inflated to such an extent as to leave little or
no balance after the payment of fixed charges and constantly increasing taxes.
The legislatures of the several states demand impossibilities and require a reduction of rates, already the lowest in any country, without recognizing the
fact that they arc depriving the railroads of their Income which in most cases
would be expended in payment for betterments absolutely necessary for the
They call for expensafe, economical and expeditious movement of traffic.

Passenger earnings showed a gain of $1,120,000, or 22 per cent.,
due principally to two causes; the rapid growth of the country
through which the road runs, and the popularity of the "Katy's"
passenger service. Passenger earnings in 190."), the year of the St.
Louis Exposition, were $4,900,000. They rose last year to $6,200,000.
In February, 1906, a fast mail train was put in service between
Parsons, Kan., and Denison, Tex., in connection with the St. Louis
& San Francisco. Largely as a result of this service, during the last
fiscal year the mail earnings have increased $148,000, or 39 per cent.
Operating expenses were larger by $2,250,000, or 15 per cent.,
yet in spite of all the unfavorable conditions mentioned, the ratio
of operating expenses and taxes to gi-oss earnings was 68 per cent.,
as against 73 per cent, in 1906 and 75 per cent, in 1905. Operating
expenses include over $500,000 spent on betterments to the lines
in Texas where the Slate does not allow improvements to be capi-

ditures while refusing to let the railroads earn the money to meet tliem.
The people of this country are not hostile to railroads It Is the greed and
ambition of politicians which are responsible for the unjust requirements im
posed.
It Is gratifying to observe that in Texas the press has. in the malu.
exhibited a due sense of the right, recognizing the necessity of railroad di
velopment in that great state and contributing to the defeat of the two-ceni
;

rate

bill

introduced in the Texas legislature.

"The law-makers have been aided in their assaults by the
The generous Increase In pay and the shortening of the hours

labor unimis.
of labor have-

A spirit of unrest, dlsconlenl.
not been productive of Increased efficiency.
and almost Insubordination has permeated the ranks in nearly all the branchis
of the railroad service all over the country, and offers a problem for which
we can suggest no satisfactory solution, principally because of the scarcity of
labor, and especially of the experienced labor required for the safe and effiilent oiieratlon of railroads.
It Is a source of gratification lo know that
these troubles are less .serious with your company than with others. Our men
are, in the main, loyal and faithful, and If they were left to themselves, without Interference from ambitious and self .seeking outsiders, would readily admit that they receive fair treatment and are accorded their just rights.
"Kallroad managers have good reason to view the future without opt I
mism.
'They feel misgivings as to their ability to maintain the present
standard of efficiency or to i)roduce net returns as large as those of former
years.
Statistics show that while so far in l!ltl7 there has been a substau
tlal Increase In the gross earnings of railroads as a whole, the net earnings
have not gained proportionately.
"The general conditions seriously affect your company, but it Is bellevi d
that Ihe exceptional development of the country tributary to your railroad
will be reflected In future substantial Imreases in gross earnings: and that on
completion of Improvements now under way and such others as your company
will doubtless hnd the means of undertaking, such economies In operation may
be effected as will offset and perhaps overcome the adverse influences now .so
prevalent.
There are hopeful signs of a growing realization In the mind of
Ihe public and of public officials of the true attitude of the railroads, evidenced by a more conservative tone In the recent utterances of the press and
of representatives of Ihe government who have hitherto proclaimed radical
-pinions on this subject
their modified views being the result, doubtless, of
the extraordinary depredation in the value of securities and the consequent
uneasiness respecting the future prosperity of our country resulting from Ihe
Indiscriminate agitation against railroads and the attacks on corporations in
general
We believe that Ihe Anierhan people are loo Intelligent and loo
thrifty to allow iheniselves lo be mislead by demagogues Inio a cmilnuancc
of a policy which cannot fall (o ilo Incaliulable Injury lo the giucral business
of the nnllon.
;

"

When

the actual resiiltK of the year for the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas are considered. 11 is seen that H was exceptionally fortunate
as comparefl with most other railroad companies. Gross earnings
Increased over $.').000.0oo. or '^^ per cent., while net earnings Increased over $2,700,000, or 4S per cent. This in a year when operating expenses were eating up most or all of the gains In gross earnings made by many other roads. It Is apparent, however, from
the monthly statements that the same tendencies which have been
increasing r)perating expenses on other roads In particular the high
cost of labor and material
began lo show themselves on Ihe Mis
sourl, Kansas & Texas before the end of the year.
The road earned
4 per cent, on Its common stock after fixed charges and preferred
stock dividends In Ihe first six monfhs of the fiscal year and only
5 per cent. In the whole 12 months.
Freight earnings Increased $3,400,000, or 23 per cent., as a result of the largely Increased movement of cotton, live stock, coal,
ore, lumber and merchandise.
The only commodity which showed

—
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Mlssouri, Kansas

&

Texas.

The proportion

of conducting transportation to gross earnhas.
ings for years the weakest point in the operation of the road
lieen slightly reduced.
It was 40 per cent. In 1905. 39 per cent. In
1906, and 38 per cent, last year.
The cost of conducting transportation was 20 per cent, larger than in 190ii.

talizeil.

—

—

Mainlenance of way cost less in total and per mile operated.
The road leases
cost per mile was $1,129 against $1.2:!1 in 190(;.
entrances to Kansas City. San .\ntotilo and (ialveston and several stretches of track on its branch lines, including a new coniiecllon fi-om Austin, Tex., to San Marcos, 30 miles, owned by the
luternallonal & Oreat Northern which it began to use .Inly 1. 1906.
Therefore the unit mainlenance of way figures are probably too low.
for the M,, K. & T.'s share of the mainlcnanic of some of the lensed

The
Its

lines

Is

likely

to

i)e

included

in

the rental.

The

total

payments

year were $478. ."^OO. I'nit figures for mainlenance
of equipment caniiol be worked out as detailed figures for the operating accounts are not given in the report.
One of Ihe great weaknesses of the road has been its heavy
grades In the aouthein part of Indian Territory, which have greatly
hindered efflclent operation. Work is now under way on the reducfor rentals for the
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both north' and >outhbouii<l maximum Rradlenu to 0.4 of
i-iit
uiiip<-iiNiii.-,i '...•i«,,.i, Atoka. Ind. T., and the Red rlter.
iiK ami
on.rete work ha» be<-n An•

to Ki't i(n- iH'iefcjiary labor, ih«- lack

I"'"

«reatr»i tinniultlvii tbroushoiil the
underiakiDic. all the cnidlnK will be nnUhe*) ibU fall. Certain aertlon« of th*- n^-w Mn- »r«> already nearly ready for operation and

«•'

tralDh can be run over thin iiart of the
North of Atuka, l>etween that point
cuttlnK iluwn uf the two largest Houlhbouuu Jiiil .. iiuritiUiuuU grade haa been Ix-gun. Thia part of the
road also, na lmprove<I. It In hoped to put In servii-e liefore the end
of the year. SurveyM for grade rtduitloii.- us far north as Harson.-s.
Kan. are undT way and nearly flnltiheil
When all these gra>l>rcductlona are flnlfehed there is to be a n A of 1 per tent, grade from
the Re<l rivi-r north to Muskogee. Ind, T and a 0.3 of 1 per cent,
grade fri)ni .Mu.'kogee north to FdrsoiiK. Kaii. It is expei'ted that
on the new grades an engine will \tv able to haul double the freight
tonnage which It i-an pull at present over this part of the road.
The principal results of operation are given below for thr lust
three yeais— a nne record of progress:
II
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North-Western.

The most noticeable fact in the record of the Chicago & NorthWestern this year is that there was no appropriation from income
for construction, improvements and permanent additions, as tber>For the last seven years such annual
has been for years past.
applications of income to the betterment of the property have averaged over $4,000,000 a year, and in HiiiG there was $0,000,000 thus
set a.side.
The failure to make any such appropriation last year is
a striking change in policy, for the company has long been notable
for the large improvements to its property made out of surplus
income year by year. The change may have been due to the difficulty of raising railroad funds in the present market and the consequent desirability of having as large an amount of surplus funds
on hand as possible, or it may be connected with the new system of

Chicago

&

depreciation accounting prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission for use in the fiscal year now under way.
Not having any such ambitious plan on hand openly, at least
as its neighbor and competitor, the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
Paul, the North-Western has not. during the year, expanded its capital
to any such extent a-s the St. Paul.
In fact, more new
stock was i.ssued in the 190« than in the 1907 fiscal year. In February, 1907, an issue of $24,400,000 common stock was made, bringing
up the total capital outstanding to $124,000,350. of which $22,400,000
Is preferred and $101,950,000 common.
At the annual mooting on
October 18. 19im;. however, additional common stock sufficient to
bring the aggregate capital of the company to $2on.(MM(,(i(iii was authori/cd. so that the North-Western has nearly $7."i.O00.Oi)0 common

—
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atork available for ftituri* ia«ue. There la no likelihood at the present time, when the cont of labor and materlaU U at a maximum
and when new Htock could be lold only at a minimum flgure. that a
lurther extenalon of one of the company's western lines to the
Paciflc roast will be undertaken: Inthere la this large
amount of .sttM-k in the treasury thf a through line to
the coaat l-y a rallrnnil which ali>
two-thirds of this
ilistaiice, but v,U
an avi-r^w;. haul of only 144 milea on
all its freight tra:'
live one.
The year's gr
were thoroughly «atiafactory
They
Increased $5,40o.ihm», or s per cent, over l»oe.
But operating expenses were $5,UiM),u(KI larger, leaving a nominal eain of onl> about
$41111. ouO In net earnings.
Passenger eariii
;-'<l more proportionately than freight earnings: 12
the former
agaln>t 7 per cent, for the latter. The larwas in earnings from first-class passengers: the smalU-si ni earnings from i-ommutalion passengers. There was a slight reduction of the passengermile rate during the year, due probably to the reduction of fare to
2'-j cents a mile early this year In Wisionsin. but in spite of this
(he average passenger train earnings per mile Increased by t; per
rent.
The earnings per ton-mile were exactly
mills, a slight increase over the previous year, and there was an increase of :: per
cent, in the earnings per freight-train mile. Car loading was more
efficient by C per cent., but the trainload increased only 0.4 per cent.
The North-Western analy/es its maintenance expenditures In
considerable detail, perhaps because they have long been so low that
frankness is essential. It is one of the few roads which gives separate figures for renewals and repairs of equipment.
From these
we learn that nothing was spent on replacement of passenger cars
during either of the last two years, and nothing on new locomotiv&<
purchased for replacements in IHiiT, while lieiween $2.i"io,fMiO and
$3."OU,00o was spent on renewal of freight cars In each year. The
following table gives in some detail the unit maintename charges for
\vi\y and equipment during the last two years;
-

i

>

,.

i

•

'.<

I

nil

Uainlcnunic Krpt iidilurc.
1907.

Mainten.'iuce of roadway and track pfr mile*.
Maintenance of way and structuresi. per mile.*
fieniTal repairs nf looomollvps, per loromollvH.
Keprs and renwls locomotives, per locomotiv**.
.

$86«i

ItHMl

*67.v

1,18.'-.

92H

1.684
1.684

I..55H

2.340

Of passenger

cars, per passenger car
lieneral repairs, freight and work cars, per car.
iteprs and renwls, freight and work cars, pr car
Of freight oars, |)er car.t

•Not including trackage.
tXot Including w«irk cars.
The.se equipment figures are low, lower than would seem iMssible
for a road like the North-Western. if it were not that It has been

North-Western.
spending so little for years. The appropriation of $2,200,000 for
freight and work car renewals is all that saves that item from
being entirely too small in this day of high costs, to keep the freight
equipment intact. Last year, for the first time in the history of
the loail. there was over $1,000 per mile spent on maintenance of
way. This includes all charges under that account, that is. repaint
and renewals of interlocking plants, block signals, bridges and culverts, buililiugs and fixtures, docks and wharves, fences, road crossings, signs and cattle guards and sundr.r miscellaneous charges,
besides the direct charges for roadway and track which, as shown
in the table, amounted even last year to only $S(it> per mile.
As
in iho case of the St. Paul, which spends even less per mile on maintenance of way. the large proportion of branch-lino mileage and the
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long stretches of road in prairie regions where for most of the
year the traffic is light, goes far to explain this fact; yet in comparison with other high grade properties, the amount spent by the
North-Western in maintaining its permanent property is astonishingly low.

Three new lines have been opened for trafiRc during the fiscal
year: the extension from Casper, Wyo.. west to Lander, 148 miles,
bringing the westernmost terminus to within 200 miles of Pocatello,
Idaho, on the Oregon Short Line; a relief and connecting line 123
miles long, north and west of Manitowoc. Wis., and a parallel
double-track line 50 miles long from Milwaukee south to a connection with a similar line previously built extending nortn from Chicago, this last piece of construction giving the North-Western four
main tracks between Chicago and Milwaukee. The extension from
Pierre. S. Dak., on the Missouri river, west to Rapid City, 164 miles,
has been opened for traffic since the close of the fiscal year. It is
not, however, yet connected with the eastern lines because the
bridge across the Missouri river at Pierre is not yet finished. This
bridge is being built by the Pierre & Fort Pierre Bridge Railway
Company. Its sub-structure of seven masonry piers is finished.
The steel superstructure consists of four fixed spans each 350 ft.
long and a draw span 445 ft. long. It is expected that the bridge
will be opened for freight traffic by the end of next week.
One or
two other shoit extensions, which will be found listed in the Railroad Construction column, have also been undertaken.
Plans for the new passenger terminal in Chicago are indicated
in the report. The new terminal is to have 16 tracks elevated above
the plane of the street, with two elevated four-track approaches, one
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The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, which operates
1,700 miles of the North-Western system, had gross earnings of
$14,000,000, net earnings of $5,000,000, net income of $2,800,000
and surplus for the year, after paying 7 per cent, on bcth its common and preferred stock, of $756,000. The Chicago & North-Western
received $1,029,000 in dividends from its subsidiary.
The principal results of the last two years' operation of the
summed up in the following

Chicago & North-Western Railway are
table:

1907.
I'assengei- earnings

Freight earnings
(;ros.s earnings

7.429
$14.441.41.'i

49.083.24(i

4."i..sii-J.S.)S

68.878.9.'S1

.Maint. nay and structures.
Maim, of equipment
Conducting t.ansportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Net Income
Dividends
liettermcnts and additions ....
'.

Year's surplus

Wheeling

&

lOrtO.

7. .5.51

$16,111,789

Xlileagp operated

8,004.941
8,713,026

481 578
« 8i;4.898

(i:!.

9.1)32.13.5

44.789,023
24,089.906

22.786.687
39.789.099
23.692.479

15,74<)..">66

14.MHI..'p.".3

2.5,990,596

7,910.178

6J^3oi4

7.830,388

6.000,000
2.316.639

Lake

Erie.

It was in June, 1905, that B. A. Worthington, now First VicePresident and General Manager of the Wheeling & Lake Erie and
the Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal, came to these properties. The

Wheeling & Lake Erie, therefore, has now been two full fiscal years
under the new management. The operating results obtained have
been strikingly successful. The road's great handicap has been, and
still is even more at present, lack of funds.
The problem is not one of getting traffic but
of taking care economically of business that
can be obtained.
year ago important improvement pro-

A

were under way. A new issue of $35,000,000 fifty-year, 4 per cent, bonds bad been
created and $12,000,000 of this issue used to
secure $8,000,000 three-year, 5 per cent, notes
which were sold in August. 1905. at 95. Part
of the $7,600,000 cash thus obtained was used
in paying off floating debts, the rest In putThe
ting under way various improvements.
most important of these were a cut-off from
Bolivar. Ohio, northwest to Orrville. 22 miles,
which was to reduce the distance between
these points by 6.6 miles, maximum curvature
from 9 to 3 deg. and maximum grade from
1 per cent, to 0.4 per cent.; and also a branch,
35 miles long, from the main line to Lorain,
on Lake Erie. According to the annual report of a year ago. it was expected that both
these new lines would be finished by the end
01 1906.
A good deal was done on each of
them but some time ago work was abruptly
Wheeling & Lake Erie.
stopped
because
of lack of funds.
Not only
The WabaahPittshurgh Terminal, the U'l «/ .Sn/r Jli II. anil the tiro isolntrd lines of the Pitis
hurph. Lisbon i Wentern, ichich company is carried in the Whctliny if Lake Erie's balance sheet at
was it still impossible to sell bonds, but the
»4 18.719. ore shoicn.
strongest railroads in the country had to give
from the west and one from the north. The western approach will considerably better terms than those secured less than a year preleave the elevated tracks of the Gale.-.a division (the division west vious by the Wheeling & Lake Erie to place any of their short-term
toward Omaha) near Ashland avenue and run eastwardly 1.12 miles notes.
to Jefferson street.
The northern approach will leave the elevated
The balance sheet shows how much the Wheeling & Lake Erie
tracks of the Wisconsin division (comprising the lines runninj; is now in need of money. Cash on hand stood at $2,500,000 on
northwest a;.d north from Chicago) near Carpenter street and run June 30. 1906, against $659,000 a year later. Current liabilities on
0.90 miles southerly to Jefferson street, from which the combined June 30, 1907, exceeded current assets by over $1,500,000.
Although
tracks of the two approaches will run 0.3 miles to the terminal at there is probably not a railroad in the country which could not at
Lake street. There was charged to construction in capital account once profitably use new funds in improving its property, the Wheeldurfng the year $196,640 on account of the new terminal, and the ing & Lake Erie is a conspicuous example of the handicap of lack
balance sheet, shows a further item of $4,900,000, "Real estate in of ready capital. The main line between Pittsburgh Junction and
suspense and advances on account of the new Chicago passenger Huron Junction can scarcely carry any more traffic than it does,
terminal."
During the busy months of the past
until it is double-tracked.
Various miscellaDeous improvements were made during the year the traffic density on this stretch of sin.gle-track was at the
year, including new freight terminal buildings at Omaha and an annual rate of over 7,000,000 ton-miles per mile of road.
The profitoverhead highway bridge 1.757 ft. long across the new Proviso able economy of double-tracking this section has been conclusively
freight yard at Melrose Park, just out of Chicago on the Galena proved by the records of the operating department, yet there seems
After the close of navigation this year a new iron ore to be no immediate probability that this work, the Important grade
division.
dock 1.404 ft. long and 50 ft. wide is to be built at Ashland. Wis, reduction in the neighborhood of Massillon already referred to, or
There was an Increase of $342,000. or over fiOO per cent.. In the Item the comp'etlon of the Lorain branch where much prolitable traffic
With roads like the Penn"repairs and renewals of docks and wharves" under operating awaits the road, can soon be carried out.
expenses, due largely to extension of the company's coal dock at sylvania and the New York Central postponing improvements beAshland. Wis., and other similar Improvements there.
cause they cannot get funds, (he Wheeling & Lake Erie has no
Two purchases made during the year sugBe.''t the trend of the chance at present of making satisfactory borrowings.
times In elimlnatine subsidiary companies dealing with the smaller
In spite of handicaps to economical operation, the operating reand somptlme.i Independent parts of railroad operation.
At Mil- sults for the year were exceedingly satisfactory. In the year prewaukee the railroad bought two grain elevators with a total capacity vious, even with the loss of traffic due to the coal strike, gross earnwhich adjoin the North Western terminal In that ings increased 15 per cent, and net earnings 63 per cent.: Inst year
of 1,800.000 bu
city.
The bridge company which has owned the railroad bridge gross earnings again increased 15 per cent, and net earnings 28
across the Mlsplsslppi river at Clinton, Iowa, heretofore operated per cent. Of the increase of $1,528,600 In the gross earnings of
under lease, was also purchased.
1907 over those of 1905, 32 per cent., or less than one-third, was spent
jects

.
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tar operutlnR expenccii uotwIthaUnclInK lDrr«ased cost* for '.ubor
and luaierlai*. while 68 per cent. wa« tavcd for net earnlnRn. Am
» retiull. net rarnInK* per mile of rouil were $4,522 In 1907 asiilnHt
2.164 In 1905, a Kaiil of 109 per rent., whi e the uperat.nK ratio wa
ri'duced from 79 per cent. In 1905 to 71 per cent. In 1906. uriU 67
|MT n'ui. loMl yiar.
Such fuvuruhlc results were brousht about largely by that nioHt
Important operallriK economy. Increase In train and car loadl.iK.
The average train carried 422 tons of revenue freight In 1905. 538
tuns In 1906 ami 605 tons last year, a rvMLirkubly high figure for
a road with cunsidorable branrh-llnt- mlli-iiKe. Including company
freight, the average iralnload lust year was 633 t.iiis.
The aveiagc
loaded tarload hay Incrcafcd fium 26 toii.s In 1905 to 31 tan^! last
veur.
At the »ame time rai-nl:.KS per freight tiain mile have increased 78 cents In the past two years, while the cost of runulng
n train one mile Is larger by only 2(' ccits. The ton mileage Increased 17 per cent. In 1907 over lij06. although only 4 per cent.
more frcljrht-train miles were run. Compared with 1905, toas hauled
one mile liicreajicd 49 per cent, last year, with an increase of only
4 per c III. Ill train mileage.
The irnvs-pnger results show the effect of the two-cent passenger
law In (Jhto. While the volume of passenger trafllc In 1907 wa»
about the same as In 1905, there was a decrease of 146.366, or 7
per cent., in the passenger train earnings in the two years. The
average rfceipts per passenger-mile were $1.84 In 1905, $1.81 in 190B.
iind $1.66 in 1907.
Detailed iigiires for the four principal operallng expense accounts ate given this year for the first time. There was somewhat
less spent on maintenance of way than In the previous year.
Maintenance ol equliimenl on the other hand waa larger by 19 per cent..
<lue, according to .Mr. W'orlhlngton, "lo the large increase In volume
of traffic handled and increased equipment to be taken care oi: with
little increase in facilities for l<eepiiig it in repair."
From the
tables given in this year's report it is possible to work out the
amounts spent by the Wheeling & i-ake Erie for maintenance psr
unit of track and of equipment during the last four years. These
figures are given in the following table:
i

(

nil

ilainlenancc h'Tpinitiliiiia 1!I04 to

Matnti-nance of way per mile

1907.

lOOti.

$1,048

$1,703

1905.
$l,0o7

10(14.
$l,."iOj

2.0117

l,5!).->

1,602

435

735

2.o:)J
7l'l

35

31

612
26

in

its

money

trafllc

the

It

has plenty of businHU and
'

hus outgrown U»

a

mnke Improvements

to

whli i,
..s
of op«ratlon.
table sums up the growth of the property during

in gi'

.

.;cy

l.t

Mill age

1!K>7.
44::

»'>.ikf<l

I'lnl

oamlii

rri'Iclil

i3o:^.

4I1>
tl.OI3.Ufv:t

!..V>H.II<IU

Denver

A

Rio Grande.

The Denver & Rio (irande this year presents a strong showing.
Both Colorado and Utah enjoyed general prosperity.
I>abor was
leacefully employed at good wages and the mining industries from
which the road gets 80 per cent, of Its tonnage and 50 per cent, of
Its revenue, were prosperous.
At the same time there was a large
movement of general traffic; manufactures, miscellaneous and general
merchandise furnishing together 11 per cent, of the tonnage and
33 per cent, of the revenue, against 9 per cent, of the tonnage and
30 per cent, of the revenue in 1906. Instead of cutting down appropriations for bettfrmmts and new equipment, as several other roads
did last year, the Denver & Ris Grande increased its aporopriations
for these purposes by $375,000, with a total of $1,525,000 devoted
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table centers in the equipment maintenance.
It is evident that, taking the last four years as a whole, the equipment has been undermaintained, particularly the freight cars. The
Inventory of freight equipment seems to prove this point as, instead of the expected Increase in number of freight cars which so
busy a year as 1907 would be likely to demand, there are 147 less
freight cars listed. There is, however, a discrepancy between this
table and a statement in the first part of the report that during
the year 2.009 new gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity were ailde:l
to the equipment.
These are not shown in the inventory. They
appear to be cars leased from the Wabash, for which $195,000 is included in the income account as rental. It is not likely that this
Item of rental includes the ordinary maintenance of these cars, therefore they have been added to the total freight car equipment as
of June .'!0, 1907 shown in the inventory to Ret the total figure used
in working out the figure for maintenance per freight car in 1907.
If these 2,009 cars had not been inchided
and perhaps as they were
new cars and may have come to the Wheeling & Lake Erie late in
the fiscal year, it would have been equally fair not to Include tliem
repairs and renewals per freight car for 1907 would have amounted
to $41 instead of $35 as shown In the table.
This does not affect
the general conclusion, however, that the road has been and is
.spending less for maintenance than is necessary to keep its equipment In proiTcr condition.
A statement of classified tonnage is also given for the first time
This shows that products of mines make up
in this year's report.
70 per cer.t. and manufactures and merchandise 23 per cent, of the
road's total tonnage. There was a particularly large Increase last
year in the tonnage of bituminous coal and bar and sheet metal
The total revenue tonnage was 9,608.590 tons, against
carried.
S,571,240 tons in 1906. An unusual figure Included In the report
is the ijercentage of "unbalanced" traffic, that is business moving
in one direction for which no equivalent traffic was moved in the
opposite direction, a class of traffic which tends lo reduce train loading and economy of operation. This was 32 per cent, of the total
traffic in ll'o.'i, 38 per cent, in 1900 and 41 per cent, last year.
With
this increasing difficulty to contend with, the showing of the operating (lei)urliiient appears even more satisfactory. The average net
tonnage per locomotive-mile was 571 tons against 633 tons per trainmile. {Jross tonnage per train-mi'e a figure not often given
was
1,298 tons and gross tonnage per locomotive-mile 1.169 tons.
The showing of the Wheeling & Lake Erie is particularly interesting because its operations are not so large as to obscure a comprehensive view of the happenings of the year. With something
like microscopic clearness, it represents in many ways the situation
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such purposes. The use of most of the net inccme in this way is
by President Jeffery for two reasons; first, because securities cannot be sold except at great sacrifice, and. second, because
the authorized bond issues are not far from used up. The total of
unissued bonds available for additions and improvements is about
$3.100.000— $2,100,000 Denver & Rio Grande first-mortgage 4 per
cents, and $1,000,000 Rio Grande Western first consolidated mortgage
4 per cents.
Comparison is made between the condition of the property last
year and in 1896. 11 years earlier. The reason for selecting 1896
for compaiison is because that year marked the resumption of dividends on the preferred shares (at the rate of 2 per cent, instead of
nt the present rale of 5 per cent, a year) after the trying period
to

justified

from 1893 to 1895. During the 11 years, improvements and additions have been made from income at a cost of over $12,000,000.
an average of more than $1,000,000 a year. During this period
gross earnings increased 114 per cent, and net earnings 96 per cent.
With an increase of only 33 per cent, in fixed charges. 200 miles of
narrow gage line were changed to standard gage and 375 miles of
line added to the mileage of the road. The mileage of second track
increased 121 per cent., the number of locomotives 40 per cent, and
their tractive power 110 per cent.; the number of freight ears 72
per cent., and their tonna.ge capacity 115 per cent. This is a record
of steady advancement if not of extraordinary progress.
The gross earnings last year were $21,400,000. an increase of
Operating expenses increased
$1,700,000 or 9 per cent, over 1006.
$1,150,000, leaving net earnings of $8,150,000. an increase of $575,000
The gross earnin.sis per mile were $8,564. nearly
or 8 per cent.
$4,000 a mile more than for the year ended .June 30, 1896, and net
earnings per mile were $3.2b3, or about $1,350 a mile more than
11 years earlier. Of the increase in gross earnings. $1,280,000 came

from freight; $345,000 from passenger, and $99,000 from express,
mail and miscellaneous earnings.
The maintenance charges were about the same as in the pre-
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ceding year except that a great deal more was spent on repairs

Maintenance of way and structures
per mile cost 1940. against $975 in 1906 and $826 in 1905; repairs
locomotive, against $2,277 in 1906
renewals
were
per
and
$2,275
and $1,970 in 1905; $500 per passenger car. against $607 in 1906 and
$466 in 19o5; and $76 per freight car, against $67 in 1906 and $44
in 1905.
In judging the maintenance of way figure it must be rememliered that 795 out of the 2.50(i miles operated are narrowgage the maintenance of equipment figures also include as large
or a larger proportion than this of narrow gage equipment. Therefore, figured on standard gage line and equipment, the unit charges
would probably be somewhat higher.
Conducting transportation rose from $6,600,000 to $7,400,000, an
Every item but three under this account
increase of 12 per cent.
shows an increase.
The largest of the three decreases is in
"injuries to persons." due to the large increase in this item in the
previous year because of the disastrous collision at Adobe, Colo., on
.March 16, 1906; the other two decreases are small, one in advertising, the other in "other expenses." The principal increases were in
engineers and firemen, fuel for locomotives, roundhouse men, freight
train service, passenger train service, station service, and switchPer diem payments rose from
men, flagmen and watchmen.
$204,000 in 1906 to $308 001) last year, an increase of 51 per cent.

and renewals per freight

tinuous line of rails from Salt Lake City, Utah, to Oalvland, Cal.^
by September 1, 1908, or very soon thereafter.
The results of the last two years' operation are summarizedl
below:

car.

J

.Mileage woilii'il
ra.fsenger earnings

.Malnl. wa.v

Norfolk

&

labor.

Two new extensions In the Bingham districi, Utah, to the newly
developed mines and .smellers in that region were finished during
the year and are now In operation. Already it has been necessary
to improve them because the tonnage of low-grade ores to be moved
from the mines to the smelters has rapidly Increased. Tho two
branches are together 28 miles long, and about $245,000 Rio Orandc
Western 4 per cent, consolirlated mortgage bonds were Issued during
le year on their account.
In regard to the Western Pacific. President Jeffery says that
work has l>een delayed by the general scarcity of labor, a difflculty
a<(Pntualed in its ca.se hy the demand for men iti San Kranclsco
followlMK the cnrthnnaUc and fire of April. 1906. On ,Iune 30 there
were 177 miles of track laid and grading was being done faster
than It had been during the preceding 10 months or a year. There
has been slow progress at certain Important tunnel.^ which must be
finis))ed before the through line can ''*" opened.
As these threaten
to delay the whole work, especial al lent Ion Is now being given to
hurrying this branch of the work and the contractors have been
pres.ied a< strongly as possible to make more satisfactory progress.
It

is

hoped and believed that the Western Pacific

will

have a cnn-

007.
2,."i(i(i

$4,954,15!)

Freight earnings
Gniss earnings

15,223,t0,">

and structures.

.Maint. o£ eniiipment
ConfUictlng transportation.

:

Apparently the Denver & Rio Craiide Is one of the roads on wliiili
the recent car shortages have fallen most heavily. "Clearing wrecks"
rose from $39,001) in 190(i to $69,1)00 last year, an increase of 77
per cent., which suggests the increasing laxity of railroad operating
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OperatiDK expe;ises
Net earnings
Net Income
For betterments, etc

21,409,042
2,349,841
2,940,743
7,418,(i9n

13,252,112
8,150,929
4,17(i,797
1.64.">,O0((

Year's surplus

244,944

Norfolk

&

I'Mli.

2,477
$4,609,428
13,943,5o«
19,086,115
2,415,353
2,566,411
6,G21,98R
12,104,172
7,381,943
3.712,474
],270,00f»
156,S3!<

Western.

During the past year the dividend rate on Norfolk & Westeriii
stock was again increased, so that now 5 per cent, annually
being paid instead of 4 per cent, as in the year before and 3 per
cent, in 1905.
The road's statement, however, shows a distinct
lecognition of the present strained condition of the market for
railroad funds and of the general uncertainty as to the future of
the financial and industrial situation.
Extension projects whicb

common
i.s

Western.
wiM'c spoken of in ilic ici)urt of a year ago as "importaul iniprovenients yet to be undertaken" are not mentioned at all this year.
Smaller appropriations are made out of (he surplus income of the
year for betterments and equipment than in the year jirovious. The
company is evidently holding cash and postponing improvements.
As a result of this policy, the cash on band stands at $4,400,000.
against $4,1.10,000 on June 30 of the year before and $6,300,00*
In 1905.
The cash item for 1907. however, will be almost doubled
on receipt of $4,076.1)00 in deferred instalments of i)ayments on
the new convertible bonds which were issued during the year.
Last fall the stockholders authorized $34,000.01)0 convertible
|ier cent, bonds.
Of this amount $14,576,000 was offered to stockholders at par last Decenilier.
.\ol all was taken by them, but asihe issue was underwritten, the com|)auy obtained cash for the
whole amount, less the underwrllei''s commission.
Stockholders'
paynients for the bonds were to be made, 40 per cent, on .Tanuary
;;i. anil 60 per cent, on May 31.
From the item shown on the balance
:iicei. of $4.(176,000 deferred Instalments on these bonds. It apiiears
iliat |)ar( of the underwriting agreement must have been the postli.Mienienl of part of the underwriters' payments until some date
lai( r than .Mine 30.
The $lo.ono.onii which was earlier paid in bad
^'Pparently already bren used by that dale.
Is refleilcd in an
It
:nrii'ase of $1 8.0011, UDU In the assets of the comi)iiny over .liine
::». 19(16.
The Norfolk & Western, llUe all the other railioads which
.^icnred new funds at the end of I9ii6 on terms wbiib then seemed
!
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bate madr Ita arranRvmenta at (be time,
(or It could bardly have obtained money (hrfr months or »ix
months later, and the rt-i-ord shows that the whole amount of these
funds was urKenlly ueoded to care for tin- needs o( the pro|H-riy
which were exiMtndlnK with or faster than the earnlnRs.
<:roHs earulUKS In 19MT were fSl.L'i.io.ouu, uKalnst t-X.&t^u.uou
In 19uti, an Incrrasv of 9 per cent.
Operating expenses, however.
llbrrmt,

was rorluoatc

Ml

(o

Increased 15 [ler cent the actual lncrea«e IicIuk uluiost as much as
(he Increase In gross eurnluKs.
In conM)-<|ui.-nce. net earnings were
Kain of only |22T,OUO or :: per cent, over the previous
There was an Increase of I!> |>er cent. In flxed charges,
year.
which Included tuxex heavier by 35 per cent, than In rjoU. and, as
a result, net Income was only $7.0i>0,00<i. iiKalnst nearly $7,500,000
In ISoti. Common Hto<'k illvUlendH were larKcr by over |tiuo,uiiu than
In 190t>, but the betterment appropriation was only $250.i>*iu, as
against li.iaU.imii In the year Ix-fore, the ci|ulproent appropriation,
however, Ix-lnc $;•!<«. t!51', as uKaliisi |7tHi,
In ISOC.
These appropriations together were smaller by |l,7<.i:!.348 than In 19i)6.
In
this way In spite ot an Increase of nearly $5U0.UUU In the amount
charged aKainst Income for discount on bonds, final surplus for the
year was kept at about the same ngure as In I9U6. If the management could have foreseen the present state of the railroad flnanclal
market and the tremendous Increases which were to come In the
cost of railroad o|)eratlnn. It is probable that they would not have
Increased the rale of distribution on the common stock as they did,
although, thus far at least, the Norfolk & Western Is clearly able
to pay that amount, bavin;; earned 7 per cent, on the common stock
laat year after appropriations for betterments and other miscellaneous charges, and 9 per cent. If these deductions are Included in
the surplus after iireferred dividends.
There was an Increase of Hi per cent, in passenger earnings,
due to an Increase in number of passengers carried and slisht increases in the passenger haul anil passenger-mile rate.
Freight
earnings Increased 8 per cent, owing to the same three causes in
similar proportions. For the first time in a number of years there
was a decrease in the trainioad. which fell from 579 to 569 tons.
There was a small decrease in coal shipments and in shipments
of pig and bloom iron, while coke tonnage showed a small increase
and ore tonnage an increase of 11 per cent. The largest other
tonnage increases during the year were in grain; stone, sand, etc.;
lumber; cement, brick and lime, and merchandise.
The principal cause for the large increase in operating expenses
was the much greater cost of conducting transportation, which
increased from $8.4OU.0o0 to $9,800,000. a gain of 17 per cent. Some
of the comparative figures for the two years under the operation
branch of this account were as follows: Station service (freight).
yardmen, $438,001). against
$627,000, against $493,000 in 190tJ;
$347,000 in 190t.; passenger trainmen. $2O3,0oo. against $177,000;
load enginemen and firemen (freight), $1,691,000, against $1,413,000;
other supplies for locomotives, $101,000. against $74,000; elevator
and longshore labor. $175,000, against $133. noo; loss and damage,
$366,000. against $208,000; clearing wrecks, $121,000. against $99,000.
Here are clearly shown the large cost of supplies, the greater cost
and smaller efficiency of labor, and the general decreased efficiency
of operation which is likely to come with great increases in business.
The maintenance accounts both show increases. Maintenance
of way per mile rose from $1,856 in 1906 to $2,077 last year.
Besides this there was $2,194,000 spent for construction betterments out
of the Betterment Fund which has been set aside out of the surplus
earnings of this and previous years.
Maintenance of equipment
as a whole included $813,000 for replacements and $160,000 credited
to the equipment fund, about the same total amount as was charged
In the previous year.
Not including replacements, repairs cost
$1,921 per locomotive, against $2,203 in 1906; $690 per passenger
car, against $677 in 1906. and $55 per freight car, against $51 in
Considering that these include repairs only, the amounts
1906.
S|)ent are liberal.
A year ago contracts had been let for building two single-track
branches which together were to furnish a new low-grade line south
of the city of Lynchburg, Va., shown on the map.
The company's right to apply the power ot eminent domain in Imilding this
cut-off under the guise of two new branches, was questioned in the
courts. The Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia decided that the
railroad did not have the power to condemn land for these two
branches whose doniinanl purpose Wiis to relieve traffic congestion.
as construction
of auxiliary
sections of
road
for
the
purpose of relieving traffic congestion was not within the branching
powers of the company. This decision necessitated the organization
of the Lynchl)urg Belt Line & Connecting Railway Company to which
the Norfolk & Western is to sell this cut-off line in consideration of
its estimated cost
the sum of $2.748,785
which is payable February
1, 1913. with interest at 5 per cent, from February 1, 19o8.
.\ trackage agreement is to l)e made with the Lynchburg company for use
The cul-ofl'. which is to be finished about the end of
of its tracks.
this calendar year, will be about 22 miles long.
President Johnson sums up the present railroad situation as it
affects his property as follows:

.
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Judgment of the cmumunllleK nerved by your llneit, or that In the cITort
ahUHes that may exlnt, unjust treatment will t>e accorded to corponitlons that an* honeHtly endeavoring to fiillll the pur|>oties for which they
were chartered.
It Is only 11 yearn slnt-e your railroad passed through a
receivership and foreclosure and a drastic re^jrcanlzatton, and it certainly
cannot l>e seriously claimed that the small dividends since paid to the sbarcliolders have yielded even a Just return on Us capllal.
The owners of your
properly are entitled to the same good faith which Is properly exacted from
hem, and no temporary prejudices or misunderstandings* can excuse or Justify
:ite

to correct

Mellon which would deprive n railroad shareholder of the rights and remedies
It was wllh thU
which are Kuaranteed to all classes of the community.
conviction and In the performance of a duty Imiiosed ujMjn your l>nard of
constrained
for
the
shareholders,
that
felt
Itself
to lake the legal
irustees
it
proceedings recently Initiated in Virginia for the protection of your Interests
your
passenger
traffic;
reduction
of
rates
on
in connection wllh the proposed
and it Is a matter of congratulation thai with the concurrence of the represen-

an arrangement was reached whereby a speedy determination can be had of Ihe Imixirtant iiueslloDS at Issue
without. It Is hoped, undue damage to your properly."
tatives of the Comnionweallli of Virginia,

The
up

principal results of the last two years' operation are

in the

summed

following table:

worked
russenger earnings
Freight earnings
Gross earnings
.Maint. wav and structures.
.Mileage

1906.

1007.
I.STH
$4,103.1 i;i

1,8.1:!
.«3,59!*.o.'iS

L'U,10ii.!i4ii

l'4,lll.Siil

31.1«4.:j»l

-'8.487.7111;

;t.803,54.'>

;;.43!»,707
4,749,83-.;

5,239,80'.'

.Maint. of "eiiuipment

Conducting transportation

:

441,67S

537,674

Traffic

Operation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
-Net income
For betterments and eiiuipment
Surplus for the year

NEW

0,:i56,22!<

7,1)13,695

19,514,536
11.649,846
7,000,319

17,064.624

1,246,65:;

U.!»50,iio»
5.sy.9"J6

11,423.14-J
7,45;J.37j

H7I.55'.;

PUBLICATIONS.

Translated from the Ueriuan by
Kosenberg.
John Wiley «
New York
W. \V. lialdane Gee aiul I'arl Ktnzbrunner.
in.
333 illustrations cloth. $J.00.
Sons, 347 pages
G In. x
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The book had its origin in a series of lectures delivered by the
author, who is chief electrical engineer for the Messrs. Korting
Bros, at Hanover, to the workmen and the staff associated with him,
so that it is intended for readers of the same class who are interested in the subject but who have not had the advantages of a.
technical training.

In accordance with this general plan the lan-

guage used is exceedingly simple and readily understood, and the
book is. to a great extent, free from mathematical formulae. In
fact, they are only used after the theory of the subject in hand
has been thoroughly explained. For this reason several matters
have been dealt with very completely which, to the mathematically
educated man could have been explained in a few lines. The book
happy in its elucidation ot the general principles
is exceedingly
with which it opens. It states the facts of the generation of the
electric current by a simple galvanic cell, and follows it up consecutively until, it the text is followed carefully, the reader will
have a clear idea of the magnetic field, of such instruments as the
galvanometer, the solenoid, the ammeter, voltmeter, and of conNot
.luctors and their insulation, by the end of the first chapter.
such an idea, to be sure, as would enable a man to design any of
these instruments but such that he would understand the principles
Indeed this is what the book teaches. With
of their action.
dynamos and other elecirital machines, the reader is taught the
principles and mechanics ot their constriiclion. but no attempt is
made to give information to enable a designer to calculate the wiring
The scheme for the wiring of elecof a transformer for example.
trical machinery is exceedingly difficult to picture to the mind's
eye, and here, as In other works of the kind, recourse is had to
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diagrammatic representations of the windings and circuits, which
are quite different in appearance from the actual machine, so that
in this there is no attempt to make a workman, since this is not
an instruction book of that sort, but the descriptions are such that
an intelligent reader should be able to recognize general types at
sight.
Il'ustrations are given throughout of types of machines made
by different builders, but they are not described in detail as the
author very sensibly says, in the preface, that such descriptions
are readily accessible to interestsd parties in the business cata-

logues of the firms which are engaged in their exploitation.
As an example of the character of the work the method of
handling the subject of alternating currents can be cited. The
author shows how the alternating current is that produced by the
earliest machines and cites a number of very simple experiments
to illustrate its action and how in this it resemb'es the direct
current, and yet how it differs therefrom, notably in the case of
the illumination of the incandescent lamp. Then comes the pff ct
in producing induction currents, followed by the details of the
operation of these machines and that through more than a hundred
pages of text with only four or five references to mathematical
computations and then only alter the principles of action had been
It must not be thought from this that the book
fully explained.
The text
is a popu ar discourse that utters much and says little.
is clear, concise, consecutive in its arrangement, and requires close
But,
and concentrated attention for its proper comprehension.
given this the careful reader will le repaid at the end by receiving
a clear idea of ordinary electrical phenomena and the machinery
by which those phenomena are produced and controlled.
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There is, however, such a thing as flogging a willing horse to
death, and it may be that the establishment of renewal and depreciation funds for such items as ties and rails is going a little too
That such funds have existed in certain directions in times
far.
past is true, but that they are absolutely necessary in the sense
that they are so for the replacement of equipment is entirely dependent on the amount of money currently put into the track and
included in operating expenses.
Consideration of the essential nature and properties of the
articles on which accumulations are to be made seems necessary.
A car is an entity complete in itself. A rail for any railroad puris not an entity.
The track is the entity corresponding to the
It is known from experience that a car undergoes a slow process of decline despite all the work that can be put on it until it
reaches extinction and death, and at that last moment its value to
the railroad vanishes, though up to that moment its value was practica'ly as much as at the moment of its birth.
Now against this
catastrophe provision must be made by depreciation. But does this
unavoidable process of gradual decay attach to the existence of a
track? In the very nature of the case it would seem the answer
must be in the negative for a gradually decaying track would put
all the trains in the ditch and bring the whole machine to a stand-

pose
car.

Therefore it would appear that the railroads have been under
the positive necessity of maintaining if not improving their tracks
currently, and that being the case it seems necessary to establish
a raison d'etre for renewal and depreciation funds for ties and rails.
M. B. WILD,
statistician. Baltimore & Ohio.

still.

Steel Ties in

To THE Editor of the R.\n.R0Aj) Gazette:
In the current volume of the Organ

Depreciation.
B.-iltlmore, Md., Sept.

18, 190T.

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
There are one or two points in connection with the establishment of depreciation rules for railroad property under the guidAdams in charge of Statistics and Accounts
for the Interstate Commerce Commission which seem eminently

ance of Mr. Henry C.

worthy of the widest discussion and consideration that can be given
them.

So far as rules have bsen formulated, amounts appropriated

Fig.

1

— Haarmann

Steel

•

replace property of the same kind.
The language of Mr. Adams'
circular is "an accumulation of engines A, B, C, D and E may be
expended to replace engine F and need not be kept as a reserve

A conuntil engine A or B or C or D or E goes out of service."
sideration of this language makes it evident that numerical replacpment is not to be a governing principle in railroad depreciation
and that provided accumulated moneys are expended in replacing
property of the same kind as that on which the moneys were accumulated It matters not what the product of the expenditure shall be.
From this It would appear that railioad manageia can argue tnat
if they have, for Instance, accumulated J800.000 and against that
.'^um desire to retire one thousand 60,000-lb. cars from service they
an spend the $800,000 in the purchase of six hundred 100.0001b.
lara and still maintain the earning capacity of the equipment; for
:;0 tons
multiplied by 1,000 equals 30.000 tons carrying capacity
ind .50 tons multiplied l»y COO equals 30.000 inns carrying cap:icity.
This is a'l right for the Interests of the railroad and the very
large shipper, but It evidently neglects the growing needs of the
country ns n whole except on the theory that interests are to bo
more and more consolidated and the number of Independent Biuall
.'ililpperf.
Inclutling the vast farming community, is to decrease.
It is que.'itionable, however, in view of present movements In every
direction whether this Is a sound view to take of future developments, and If It he not then provTslon should be made for numerical replacement of equipment and no larger number of cars retired
from service than nccumulatrd funds wl'l purchase at current
prices.
This nepd not prevent the purchase of cars of larger capacity
provided the price per car admits of It.

2,

1907.

die Fortschritte des
Eisenbahnwesens, p. 190, there appeared an article on "The Behavior of Stfel Crossties," giving a brief report, taken from the
Railroad Gazette. March 1, 1907, of the derailment of a train on
Feb. 22 at Mineral Point on the Pennsylvania Railroad on an experimental section of track laid with steel ties. The report concludes with the statement that the committee appointed to investigate the accident was unable to determine with certainty the cause
of the derailment, but suspected that at the point at which the
derailment began some object had become wedged between the
flange of one of the wheels and the rail, thus producing a violent
lateral blow. As it was very cold at the time and the steel ties and

Tie With

for depreciation are not to be spent in rep'acing the identical |)ropify for which the amounts were appropriated but may be used to

•

Germany.
Osnabruck, Aug.

CONTRIKUTIONS

13.

Hook Plate

Rail

fiir

Fastening.

fastenings were rigid, this lateral blow caused a shearing of the
The combolts holding down the outer side of the outside rail.
mittee, being of the opinion that if the ties had been of wood the
resulting damage would have been less severe, it was decided to
remove the 3,000 steel ties laid in that part of the track, replacing
them with wooden ties.
While it is, of course, impossible for me, without having made
a personal examination of the track, to offer a definite opinion as
to the cause of derailment, still, having had a long ar.d extensive
experience in connection with metal tie superstructure, I venture to
submit some information on the sultject which may possibly be ot
interest to many of you* readers.
When we began to lAe metal superstructure in Europe, we sufIt is not as easy as it appears to
fered many di=appointments.

determine the proper shapes for metal ties and their fastenings. A
supeistructure equipped with them should have a greater capacity
and a longer life than Is obtained liy the use of wooden ties. It
was necessary to dctermire gradually by means of practical expert
ments and from the results of operation, those conditions which a
metal tie must satisfy. As such are to be considered:
Sufficient area in contact with the ballast in order that
1.
the pressure on the ballast may not be excessive.
Sufficient carrying capacity and length, so that the pressure
2.

may

be equally dl.stributed.
Protection of the upper surface against friction and stresses
for to guard against deformation and rupture.
•I.
Lirge surfaces of contact at points of attachment, to prevent rapid wear.
5.
Relieving points of attachment from secondary strains, e. g..
of bolls from side pressure or shearing strains, in order that they
3.

Sctn-EMHcn
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from year to year In spite of the fact thai
during tbeir development defects that h^i.i
be overcome were c-onstantly
maii
themselves. According to official .v;
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and 1907 have not
v>-t been published, but the consumption has
again increased. The so<alled "hook plate"
statistics for 1906

has betn adopted for many y^ars by the PrusState Railroad aa the standard attachment for metal tie superstructure. Th>»refore.
when I state that from 1882 to the end of
1905 58,000,000 of these hook plates have been
used In connection with 15.000 miles of track.

.slan

is evident that we in Germany are beyond
the experimental stage, though, to be sure,
there is no end of learning, and one must
always be ready to adopt improvementK. In
view of these facts, it will be doubly intereating for your readers to study our newest
construction of metal tie superstructure shown
by the accompanying drawings of the superstructure we are at present furnishing the
Oldenburg State Railroad.s and which is to
ue usrd on a section of 25 miles.
The ties
11
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— Details
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Standard Track; Oldenburg State Railroads.

of

may

safely fulflll the purpose for which they were designed.
In 1893 the exhibit of our Track Museum in the transportation
building at the Columbian Exposition at Chicago met with marked
Even then the increasing diffiapproval by American engineers.
culty of obtaining wooden ties, due to the rapid decimation of the
forests in the I'nited States, was already bringing into prominence
the question of finding a suitable substitute for the wooden tie.

7;*

The

U. S. Forestry department, through Mr. Fernow, had already
undertaken a careful study of all the experiments with metal ties
made in different countries up to that time.
The samples of many different designs of metal ties exhibited
by our Track Museum were taken from tracks where they had
been submitted to actual service, and were viewed with considerable
interest by American railroad engineers.
From the experiments
that have been made in recent years by different American railroads, I think I am warranted in the conclusion that in the course

that had been

f>ai/ C/ip.

of the last 14 years the introduction of some substitute for wooden
ties has, in some sections, become a pressing necessity.
I can readily understand that your designers should undertake
the solution of this difficult and economically important problem
with a certain self-reliance. As already indicated, we in Europe
have, in the course of many years, experienced many failures, the
reports of which have undoubtedly reached you.
Therefore the
endeavor to do better is a great incentive to the American engineer.

C0D3

cannot believe that you will escape disappointments and
failures any more than did we when, on the first introduction of
metal ties, lacking all experience and without precedents for guidance, we were compelled to go ahead with boldness and self-reliance.
Now, however, after years of experimenting and improving, we are
Still.
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happily pa-st the apprentice stage. Whoever in Germany desires to
use metal ties has now at his disposal samples of construction that
have stood the test of practice. This is convincingly evidenced by
the fact that the use of metal ties on German railroads increases

'
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Standard Track; Oldenburg State Railroads.
ft. 10 in. long, lO^s in. wide, are spaced
30 in. center to center, and weigh about 19.') lbs.
The new feature of these ties are two ribs
or strips "a" on the upper surface, between
which the bearing plates are firmly held.
The Wiirtemberg State Railroads have also
equipped a section of road with these so-called
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American Track.

"rib ties," as have also the Prussian State
Railroads on the Elberfeld-Breslau division.
These two ribs offer so great an advantage
that the Prussian Railroad administration has
adopted them for tise on its ties, retaining,
however, the width of 9% in. for intermediate
ties, while for supporting the joints it is proposed to introduce ties 19 in. wide. The Prussian rib ties are, however, spaced closer, about
22 ',8 in., a spacing that corresponds more near.\s a consequence
ly to American practice.
of the large number of ties in the Prussian
spacing, and also to the somewhat greater
weight of rails, 91 '-j lbs. per yd., the total
weight of the Prussian superstructure per yard
of track is 453 to 463 lbs., while that of the
rails
of
Oldenburg superstructure, with
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yd., is 411 lbs.
The attachment of the rail to the
the same. Between the foot of the rail and
placed the so-called hook plate or hook stiul-platp
mentioned above. These hook plates protect the upper surface of
the tie against strains and friction, render a special securing ot
the outside of the rail by means of screw bolts unnecessary, and
relieve the clamplate screws on the inside of the rail of all lateral
stress.
I should imagine that a similar construction would be of
value for American conditions, with the possible change of substituting plates of uniform thickness, thus furnishing a horizontal
-supporting surface to suit the vertical position of the rail customary
in America.
This change is shown in Fig. 2. With this construc-
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lbs.

tie

is

ihe

tie

per

practically
is
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average temperature.
The basis tor these observations
was supplied by the superheating loops arranged in three
making up a portion of the left-hand vertical row. The lower

higher

(Fig. 3)
flues

in those Hues were, respectively, 80 in.. 92 in. and 105 in.,
while the upper loops were, respectively, 71 in., 84 in. and 96 in.
review of the plotted points at once discloses the fact that a
higher degree of superheating is obtained from the lower loop of
a given length than is possible from an upper loop of the same or
even greater length. Comparing results as obtained, it appears

loops

A

10

shearing of screw bolts cannot easily occur, even from side
lash occasioned by oscilylation of the engine.
DR. l.N"G. X.C. A. II.\ABM.\NX.
(Jeheimer Kommerzienrat.
tion,

^

8

The Work

13.

k^

of the Cole Superheater.

y6

Prof. W. F. M. Goss presented a paper before the Indianapolis
meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, giving,

fl.2

go

Cole superheater as applied to
the locomotive in the testing laboratory of Purdue University.
For the purpose of observing performance, thermometers reading to 750 deg. F. were inserted in each of the two branch pipes
extending between the superheater and cylinders, in the discharge
side of all loops, six in number, the length of which varied from
the normal, and in the upper loop of the right-hand upper flue.
which loop is of normal length. All thermometers were in wells
thoroughly jacketed by a current of steam flowing from the stream,
the temperature of which was sought.
The results show that the degree of superheat in the steam
delivered to cylinders is largely affected by the rate of evaporation.
Thus in Fig. 1 the average degree of superheat as shown by readings taken from the two branch pipes is plotted against the rate
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that the lower loop in a given flue, while but a few inches longer
than the upper loop, gives from 25 to 30 per cent, more superheating effect. This probably is to be accepted as a measure ot the
advantages which come to that element of the superheating surface which is first to receive the flow of the current of moving
gases, though it is not impossible that the lower loop may claim
some advantages from its position in the flue.
It lias been observed that the average temperature of the steam
in the two branch pipes is always less than the calculated temperature, assuming all superheating loops to give the same performance
as those whicli are under oliservation. A reason for this must be
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of evaporation.
It shows that as the evaporation per square foot
of heating surface per hour is increased from 7 lbs. to 15 lbs., the
<legree of superheat rises from 122 deg. to 188 deg. F., due doubtless to the fact that the superheating surface, as compared with
the direct heating surface, absorbs a greater portion of the total
heat 0.8 the rate of evaporation increases.
For all tests represented
upon this diagram each pound of steam delivered received from
the direct heating surface approximately 1,160 B.t.u. and from the
superheating surface from 70 to 104 U.t.u. depending upon the rate
of power at which the boiler was worked.
Another expression ot the fact to which attention has already
been called la well set forth by Fig. 2 which shows the per cent.' of
the total heat taken up by the water and steam which is absorbed
by the superheater, plotted in terms of smoke-box temperature.
It
will be seen that as the temperature of the smoke-box changes
from 600 deg. F. to 800 deg. F., the heat absorbed by the superheater rises from 5.6 per cent, to 8.5 per cent, of the total taken
n[i by the water and steam.
The degree of superheating obtained from loops of different
lengths is shown graphically by Fig. 3.
It
will be seen that the
amount of superheating obtained increases rapidly as the loop is
Inireased In length. This results .from the fact that each incrc
ment in the length of the loop carries the superheating element
nearer the firebox and serves to lncrea.sp the average temperature
to which the whole loop Is exposed.
The effect therefore is twofold; first, that resulting from an lncrea.se of superheating surface,
ind second, that resulting from an exposure of that surface to a
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the difference in the volume or quality of the furnace
giises transmitted by the several flues.
ir.

CYLINDER PKHI'OKMANCK.

While a full analysis of the cylinder performance of the locomotive must be reserved for another time, it is proper here to note
that when served with saturated steam (locomotive "Schenectady
No. 2"), Its performance under normal condition of running was
represented by a range of from 24 to 27 lbs. of steam per Indicated
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At the pre.sent time this road has on order 175 locomotives for
delivery during the present year, all of which are to lie equipped
with the "Vaughan-Horsey" type of superheater, which will make
a total of 372 engines to which this principle has been applied.
On the railroads in the I'nited States the progress has been far
less rapid, and a reasonably complete list of the engines equipped
at the end of ]!)06 is as follows:
VaughanKallroiKl.

N. Y. C.

4

C. a & Q
Rock Island

II.

M.. St. Paul
r.

Cole.
R..

A

S. S.

& N.-W

Schmidt.

Horsey.

1

1

M

Total.
1

2

Molitare

..::iul.c

'Di*.
.'<<'liiDldi

the coal la rery bad the difflcultlea ar« uneodlns.
lo fart. In one shop there ha* been so much annoyance caused by
Inferior coal that a record Is kept of all work done with It. and It la
reported
having been executed with bad coal as a protection to
the workman. An example of an analy*!* of coal that la unaolted
for blackamlth work U given aa follows:

the

bux Hiiporbeater
ID a 4-6 U ilmiiit' frelRht cnKlne In \Wl
In 1»03 E. A. Wllltamg.
then mi't-hanlral superintendent of the samv road, applied a
"Schmidt" urooko-tube superheater to two 4'6-u compound freight
encines, and the results obtained from thetie iusiallalions were exreedlnKly satUfurtory, the first cnKln*- sbowluK u savint; of 25 per
cent, over corri'.sixmilhi); simple •iikIiu-s iiiiil IS per cent, over correspondlnK compuund engliie.H of the same class, while the latter
enslnea showed a savlUK of from 15 per cent, to 20 per cent over
•Imllar cumpoiiml engines using saturated steam.
In iy04 the New York Central applied a "Cole-Field" smokelube superheater to a 4-4-2 passenger engine, and In the latter part
of the same year the Canadian Pacific bought 41 engines. 21 of
which were equipped with this type of superheater, and 20 with the
Since that date all engines,
"Schmidt" smoke-tube suiicrheater.
other than tho.se In switching service, built for the Canadian Pacific
have been equipped with smoke-tube superheaters of various types.
and on December 31. 1!)U6, there were in service on this road 197
engines equipped with superheaters of the following types:
l'u;.ilU.
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With such a

coal as that frames cannot be welded, and whereTer
there Is an attempt to use It there will be constant complaint that
Iron cannot be welded with It. much less steel. It contains too large
a percentage of sulphur and ash and not enough fixed carbon to
make a coal fit for blacksmith use.
In contrast with this, coal should be bought on specifications,
and these should be based upon the following requirements:

Sulphur

l.OOpeterot.
••
70.00
"
1.20

Klxed carlMin. not letw than
Mdlsture. not more than
.Vi'h. not mnn- than

7.00

Finally, the best coal that can be bought will be found to be
the cheapest In the end.
In the discussion It was asserted that the best coal for blacksmith work is the Blasbur coal. It Is a Pennsylvania coal, and Its
fire can be made to last for five hours with very little cleaning.
It
makes a good coke, heats clean and causes very little waste to the
iron.
Another coal that was highly recommended was the Piedmont
from West Virginia. This coal produces very little ash, and there

no

keeping a clean fire.
the other hand, the Tennessee coal was criticised as being
decidedly poor. The fire must be cleaned for almost every alternate
heat, and there is always a delay in conseqtience. The coke Is too
soft and too light for heavy work and is not worth much.
For
bad coal it Is necessary to have a hard coke and break it up fine.
One speaker recommended gas fumes as best adapted for a tool
dresser's furnace.
is

difficulty In

On

Seth Wllmarth's Locomotives.
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In reading the early history of the steam locomotive and of
1
1
2
locomotive construction one discovers the names of numerous builders who for a time turned out creditable machines and then closed
Totals
12
2
1
15
With the exception of one engine, viz., the first to which a super- their plants. In some instances these firms soon engaged In other
lines of business, but often the closing was final, and after these
heater was applied on the Canadian Pacific Railway, all the engines
enumerated above have been equipped with superheaters of the type years It Is even more difficult to obtain much reliable data conknown as the smoke-tube, this particular engine being equipped cerning either the personnel of the firms than of the locomotives
which they built.
with a superheater of the smoke-box type. The Baldwin Locomotive
The "Union Works." of Seth Wilmarth, once existing in Boston.
Works has also built a few locomotives equipped with the Baldwin
smoke-box superheater. One of these is exhibited at the Jamestown Mass.. is one of these plants of long ago. of which many of the
younger
railroad men have probably never heard, and which has
Exposition and was described in the Railroad Oazctte. June 7, 1907.
become but a shadowy memory to the "old-timers" yet living,
although in its day some of the engines bearing its bad.geplates
were very familiar objects on a number of the leading railroads, and
The Best Fuel for the Blacksmith Shop.
several were of decidedly original types, although these features
At the recent convention of the Master Blacksmiths' Associa- were attributable to the selection of Mr. Wilmarth as a builder by
tion a paper was presented on the best fuel for the blacksmith shop, their designers, rather than to his own Inventive genius.
The plant was located on Foundry street, in South Boston, and
by J. G. Jordan, of the Texas & New Orleans, who is located at
Houston. Tex. Experience of a good many years leads the author might be called an off-shoot of the Hinkley & Drnry f afterward
to recommend oil for heating and for furnace work, provided the Hlnkley. Williams & Co.) works in which Mr. Wilmarth had prefurnace is so made that the oil will not come in contact with the viously been engaged, and it Is not surprising, therefore, to find
Iron while it is being heated. This fuel has been used upon the the engines of the Union Works very similar in many respects to
Texas & New Orleans for making all driving axles, and only one those of the Hlnkley shops.
As nearly as can be determined from the records of dates of
has ever broken, and that was due to over-heating: this with axles,
some of which finish 11 in. in diameter. The advantages of oil are construction which have been preserved, the first Wilmarth locomothat It heats more rapidly than coal, so that the output is increased tives came out In 1849 and the last about 1.S53. Machine tools were
by Its use. besides which It appears that Iron will not break, when also made in the same works, but no existing data seems available
being bent, so easily when It has been heated with oil as It will to determine whether this feature was continued after locomotive
when coal Is used. In this connection it should be noted that oil buildin.g ceased.
The first authentic record of Wilmarth locomotives appears to
can only he used In furnaces or In furnace-like boxes where the blaze
With proper arrangements of this kind, however. It Is be the construction of three for passenger service on the Boston &
Is confined.
Worcester
Railroad In 1849. These engines were known as "Shanglocomotive
frames and straighten almost any
possible to weld
iron on a car or engine without removing it. and thus avoid the hais." though why. I cannot clearly discover from the various reasons which have been assigned, and had cylinders of 14 in. diameter
expense of such a removal.
As for cost. If oil can be bought for not more than 4 cents a and 18 In. stroke: driving wheels. 6G in. in diameter: boiler. 46 In.
gallon and coal costs from $4.50 to $5 per ton, oil will be the diameter: weight, about 50.000 lbs. The tender was carried on a
cheaper fuel to use, as the output in work will be sufficient to cover four-wheel truck similar to those used by Norris at that time. The
tracing from which the accompanying Illustration Is taken was made
the difference in price.
As for cost. If oil can be bought for not more than 4 rents a about eight years ago from a photograph of one of these engines,
blacksmith fire. For this purpose good coal is the best, and bad the "Fury." In possession of an official of the Boston & Albany, who
The troubles with low-grade coal are also kindly loaned it for the purpose. From this cut It will be seen
coal Is no fuel at all.
Increased by the receipt of successive shipments from different that the engine Is of the Inside-connected type, and had doublesteam chests, one of each pair containing the cut-off valves which
•Kxtract from a papfr b.v II. II. Vaunhnn. Assistant to thf Vlce-I"r(>slil,-ni.
were worked by hooks, most probably of the type illustrated In the
Canadian Paclflp, prcsi-ntrtl at tlii> Indianapolis meeting of tlic .Xmerlciin S'>
liailroad Gazette of August 17, 1906, Fig. 6, page 142. although the
May.
1907.
Engineers.
clety of Mechanical
HootoD & Maine
I.. S. A M. S

—
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owner of the photograph is inclined to think a variable cut-off
was used of the type shown in Fig. 5, page 147, in the same issue.
As the variable cut-off does not appear to have been used on any
road much before 1852 or 1S53. it is possible that if the "Fury"
had it, it was put on at a later period of the engine's service. It is
a matter of regret that the photograph referred to does not show this
feature clearly, but as the valve-gear with half-stroke cut-off and
drop hooks was used by Hinkley at that time, it is almost certain
that this form w.os used on the "Fury" at first.
Four freight engines and two more for passenger service were
also built by Wilmarth for the same road. These passenger engines
were somewhat larger than the "Fury" and were built on lines of

Vol.. XT>III..

No.

13.

in 1851, and was small and of light construction in every way,
even for that early period. It had 9 x 14 in. cylinders. 54-in. drivers,
Its weight was
30-in, leading wheels and 30-in. trailing wheels.
26,000 lbs., with about 12.000 lbs. of this on the drivers. It is fitted
with Stephenson link motion, and although the present officials of
the road seem to think it was built thus. I cannot but think that
"D" or "V" hooks were used originally and the links substituted
The short tender, with n fiiMi-cnllnn water cistern, is
in later years.

greater originality, but the freight engines are said to have followed
the design of the Hinkley machines very closely.

UNION WORKS

BOSTON
Seth Wilmarth Badge-Plate.

One engine at least was built for the Eastern Railway with two
pairs of driving wheels between the firebox and cylinders, a fourwheel truck at the front end and another under the foot-plate; or, as
we would now say, a 4-4-4 engine. Another of this class was built
Sufficient authentic data has not been
for the Old Colony Railroad.
available to enable the writer to state positively whether the last
eight engines referred to were inside or outside connected, but indi-

cations point strongly to inside connections.
A number of passenger engines with outside cylinders and 78-in.
drivers were afterward built at these works for the Hudson River
Railroad. It is very probable that these engines were of the same
general design as two furnished the Pennsylvania about the same
time and hereinafter described.
The "Pioneer" was built for the Cumberland Valley Railroad
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placed on an extension of the engine frame behind the cab, and
the roof of the latter is also carried back over it, and is provided
with canvas curtains at the sides. The sandbox, as shown, was on
the engine previous to the St. Louis Exposition, but does not appear
in a half-tone from a photograph taken at that place.
The steamchest covers are on the sides of the chests, and the pump is
under the foot-plate and is driven by an eccentric on the main
axle.
The dome is small and is covered by the cab. During the
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Pennsylvania Engine "Atalanta."
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The "Atalanta" as Rebuilt
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War

the caralry of the Confederate armr. under command of
General Stuart, rnM'-'l nrift biirned Chambersbiiri; on July 30. 1864.
:i<l
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centennial celebration at that pliirv. but
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the company. No further mention of them
will be mude la connection with this article, except to state that the
l.iiit
one paiuied Into the hands of a Junk dealer In 1886, and was
>l'iubtle8S cut up.
Three Wllmarihs. named "Antelope." "Atalanta" and "Eacle,"
were built for the Pennsylranla In 1&52-3. All had 16 x 22 In.
cylinders; the "Antelope" and "Atalanta" bad 7$-ln. drivlug wheels, and
tbo total weight ranK>-<i from 55.800
tu iil.300 lbs., and that on the drivers

Master Mechanic

of

from 35.'J00 to 37.900 lbs. The
"Kagle" only had 6C-in. drivers, otherwise the engines were uniform in de.slgn.
L'oniilderable trouble appears
to have been experienced with the
fust two before their servic*' became
.itisfaciory. and this In connection
with two serious accidents to one of
tbem caused by running into obstructions on the line at night, gave them
an unsavory reputation with the men.
Eventually the 78-in. wheels were removed and others of 66-in. diameter

were substituted. The safety-valves
were all at a later day placed on the
dome, and a plain column with the Whistle Stand and Whistle,
whistle on its top replaced the comsuij'iiiuicd <n later yeart lot
blned safety-valve and whistle-column ',rlij,nT'XfJm«
w/ou'n o"'**' -u
shown in the line drawing of "Ata- uianin" at orujinaliy buitt.

Later Wilmarth Engines.

Ctaambersburg, where It remained until shortly before the opening
of the St Louis Exposition, when It was sent there, and after the
close of that show was taken with another ancient locomotive to
form part of a museum contemplated by, or under the auspices of.
the Baltimore &. Ohio, if I have been correctly informed. This
museum, however, is either yet in the "proposed" state, or has been
abandoned, and the "Pioneer" is lying in a roundhouse at Martinsburg, W. Va., awaiting developments.
In 1852 two Wilmarth engines of the "compensated" type were
built for the Cumberland Valley from designs by Alba Smith, the

lanta" and also in that of the "Fury." The peculiar connection
to the sand-valves was also replaced by a straight rod.
In 1865
"Atalanta," which by that time was known as No. 40, was partly
rebuilt at .\ltoona shops, as shown in the line drawing. The firebox was arran.?cd to burn bituminous coal. Sellers injectors replaced
the pumps, shiftins links took the place of the hooks, the outside
frames were taken off and other minor changes made as will be
evident from an inspection of the two drawings. In this rebuilt
form the engine continued in passenger service until 1870. when it
was rut up. It.s rebuilt appearance as shown is decidedly neat.

Cumberland Valley Engine "Pioneer.'
nf three

"ShanyhaU" buiU by Seth Wiln

r/i

in

1S7].

tFcip/i<. -JG.-ilOd /fw.

;

ctiliiKlvin.

.

54

in.

:

tank capacity, 600 gaU.
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The "Antelope" and "Eagle" were transferred in 1865 to the
Philadelphia & Erie divison, where they rendered several years'
service before going the way of the "Atalanta."
Since boyhood 1 have heard' rather vague sUilements from some
of the older men on different divisions of the road, which when put
together imply that a fourth Wilmarth was built for the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, but was lost overboard in its passage
from Boston to Philadelphia by vessel and was never recovered
In one instance this story named a Smith & Perkins engine as the
derelict, but if correct at all the conditions of those days would
rather indicate the Wilmarth engine as the "missing link." The
most authentic data at my command is a distinct remembrance that
an extra tender used on the Pittsburgh division between 1853 and
1S60 was often referred to in my presence during boyhood as having
belonged to an engine which was lost at sea.
In this connection mention might be made of another engine
owned by the Cumberland Valley, which was named "Jenny Lind,"
and was an almost exact counterpart of the "Pioneer," but bore a
badge plate, naming the C. V. R. R. Co. as builder and the date
From various "earmarks" I believed this engine to have
of 1S7S.
also been a Wilmarth, rebuilt at the time named on the plate, but
the company's oflBcials are positive that this is not the case. The
"Jenny Lind" differed only from the "Pioneer" in having a longer
rear extension of the frame, with a sort of observation room or car
for the use of officials built on it and a four-wheel truck underneath.
Ttiis engine was only cut up within the last two years.
The confirmation of much of the foregoing data is due to the
courtesy of M. N. Forney, J. Snowden Bell, Esq., W. H. Taft and
various officials and employees of the Pennsylvania and Cumberland Valley railroads.

The Portland

&

Seattle Railway.

BT H. COLE

ESTEl'.

Probably the most spectacular piece of railroad construction in
the United States to-day is the new line of the Portland & Seattle
from Spokane, Wash., to Portland. Ore., by way of Pasco and the
north bank of the Columbia river. The Portland & Seattle is, as is
well known, a corporation owned jointly by the Northern Pacific and

Map

of the

Portland

&

13.

tion was made during the summer and fall of that year. The locating engineers and their parties who actually did the work of laying out this line deserve the highest praise for the unflinching
courage and silent heroism they manifested in the daily performance of their duties. The Portland & Seattle is built for miles and
miles along cliffs on the north bank of the Columbia river, ranging
from lOu to 700 ft. in height. Not only are there sheer cliffs, but
the erosion has worn them into shapes of inconceivable ruggedness,,
the famous banks of the Rhine being tame in comparison. Pillars,
pinnacles, sharp rocks and deep, narrow, perpendicular walled
gorges abound. Only those who have had the experience and know
what such work is can appreciate the difficulties encountered in
Passengers will ride over
locating a line through such a district.
the finished track and admire the precipitous scenery, but as the
writer stood on the nearly finished grade, which had been literally
torn from the cliff by tons of blasting powder, and beheld the
ragged face of the mountain, he could not help but think of and
admire the splendid courage of the men who, suspended day after
day on slender ropes, the sky above, the vicious, swirling river
below, had slowly and painfully created a line of railroad over
these places. The thought came that it was not dollars, after all,
that produced the Portland & Seattle, but engineering skill and
courage.
The ultimate purpose is to build a line from Spokane to Portland, a distance of 375 miles, with a branch 75 miles long to
Lewiston. Idaho. The work now practically complete is that portion of the main line from Portland to Pasco, 230 miles, and the
branch to Lewiston.
The Spokane end is not so far advanced.
Track laying is in progress between Portland and Pasco at this
writing, and all the difficult, subaqueous work on the big bridges
near Vancouver has been completed. Fifty miles between Portland
and Pasco is being double tracked.
The road from east to west is level or down hill all the way.
The maximum grade is 0.2 per cent, compensated for curvature;
the maximum curves are 3 deg., spiraled according to the best
modern practice. When these facts are considered, some of the
difficulties encountered in locating along the tortuous bluffs of the
Columbia can be appreciated. From Spokane to Cow creek, in
Adams county, Washington, on the main line, and from Lewiston
to Washtucna on the Lewiston line, there are no special features.

Seattle from

Great Northern railroads. Its name is scarcely accurate, however,
as the line does not go within 180 miles of Seattle.
The road is being built ostensibly to get a direct low-grade
freight route between eastern Washington and the coast and thus
avoid the haul over the Cascade mo\intalns.
At present, on the
western side, trains must be lifted from sea level to an elevation
of 2,800 ft. In a distanir of 7.'> miles,
As a matter of fact, however.
the Portland & Seattle would not have been built for years had it
not been for the invasion of the state of Washington by the
Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul and the Union Pacific. As soon as
It was certain that these lines were building to Puget Sound, the
Hill lines set (o work on the Portland t Seattle In order to retain
for themselves the only remaining water grade from the "Inland
Empire" to tidewater. Construction work on the "North Bank"
line, as the portion from Pasco to Portland Is called, was actually
begun simply in order to keep the other roads out; thus a proji ct
which, like all other Washington railroad schemes dates back nhout
twenty years, became a reality.
Preliminary surveys were commenced early In 1905. The loca-

VoL.XLIII., No.

Portland, Ore., to Pasco,

Wash.

The road through these sections

is simply an ordinary first-class
through a broken country. There are six points of special
interest on the work, located as follows:
Near Cow creek and
Washtucna, in Adams and Franklin counties; Pasco and Kennewick; Cliffs and Grand Dalles, in Klickitat county; Cape Horn in
Skamania county, and the line from Image. In Clarke county,
Washington, to Portland.
These will be taken up In the order
named.
At the junction of Cow creek and the Palouse river. In Adams
county, the Portland & Seattle encounters the most expensive
stretch of railroad construction, except that In Devils' canyon, ever
known In Washington. The valley is crooked and entered fre<iuently by steep, narrow unlches; the road Is built across a succession of "hog backs" and gulches.
Eighty-foot cuts are followed
by 90-ft, fills In alternation; short tunnels are frequent: high steel
trestles are necessary In many places.
At one point, near the
ranch of Jamea Kennedy, one of the largest of the "hog backs"
was pierced by several long, narrow tunnels, which were loaded
with many hundred pounds of powder, and then the whole hill was

line
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oo« «bot. The blaat wu a dwidad meeni and rlrldly
(ienionstrmt)-<l tbe oconomy of removing larga maaaaa of rock by this
method.
Approaching Wasbtucna the line croaaea a flat part of tbe
coulee (many peculiar valleys In the region baring no direct outlet
are called coulees) on a Oil u|iproxlnia(oly 6.000 fL long and averIUto the line i-rosnes tbe Palouse
aging 50 to (iO (t. In belgbl.
branch of (he Oregon Kallrund * .S'uvlgatlon.
A concrete arrh
has been built to |>ennlt tbe latter (o pasii under the flil. The line

blown

off at
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win have a roundhouse, coallDg station, switch yard and other
usual facilities. About 23 miles below Cliffs is Grand Dalles, opposite Dalles. Ore.
The elevation of Dalles Is 103, of Pasco. 389, and
tbe distance between them Is 130 miles, the average grade -being
'1

2 ft.

per mile.

Helow lirand Dalles the

difficult

solid

rock construction com-

ueuces.

Nearly all the grade from this point to wlthiu 30 miles
Vancouver had (o be blasted out of solid rock cIlSs varying in
height from 100 to 700 ft. There are 17 tunnels on the line from
Pasco to Vancouver. The most notable of these is tbe Cape Horn

of

tunnel, 24 miles east of Vancouver.
It Is half a mile long, single
track, and l)ored through solid rock.
From Cape Horn (Cruzatt
.station

on the

P.

t

S.

)

•asler and this portion

to
la

Vam-ouver the construction

Is

somewhat

double tracked.

Approaching Vam-ouver the

leaves the bluffs and curves
down across the llata, crossing the east portion of the military
reservation on a double-track fill averaging 16 ft. In height. The
west end of the reservation, as well as the business portion of the
town of Vancouver, is traversed by a double-track pile trestle. The
fact that heavy concrete abutment walls are built at all road and
street crossings under this trestle indicates that It Is the intention
to fill It as soon as the work can be conveniently done.
At Vancouver there Is to be a switch yard and Junction with the Van-

Hydraulic Excavation of
passes tbe town of

a

Deep Cut near

Wasbtucna on the

St.

line

John's.

side of Quality bill, several

the village, and proceeding southweslwanl
practically parallels the O. R. & N., the grade
being In general about 8 ft. above the older line. Passing Kahlotus.
In Franklin county, the line cuts off one corner of Lake Kahlotus
on a huge fill, and proceeds, with easier construction, down to
Pasco.
was first proposed to cross the lake on a trestle,
It
but the more permanent and satisfactory rock fill was finally

bundred

down the

feet

above

coulee,

adopted.

At Pasco occurs the first crossing of the Columbia river. The
Northern Pacific has recently rebuilt its bridge at this point, and
From
the new structure will be used jointly by the two roads.
Kennewlck. on the west side of the river, the North Bank liiif-

Cape Horn on the Columbia River Before Work on the Portland
& Seattle Was Begun.
i-ouver braiiili of the N'orthern Pacific.

Erecting First Span of Columbia River Bridge.
proper commences. The construction is fairly easy along the upper
Columbia.
Fences similar to the snow fences on eastern lines
have been erected at dangerous points to keep off drifts of the fine
sand abounding in the vicinity. For 20 miles west of Pasco, to
Tomar, the line is double tracked. It is single track the rest of
the way to Cape Horn, because a double track along the cliffs of the
north bank would entail an expense at present altogether out of
proportion to its usefulness.
Cliffs, half way down the river, will be a division point and

Thi.s

bramh,

.JO

miles long,

oxteuding from Kalama. on the main line, to Vancouver, will become
a part of the main line of the Northern Pacific as soon as the big
bridges and heavy work on the Portland & Seattle between Van<ouver and Portland are completed. Northern Pacific trains will be
run to Vancotiver and thence to Portland on the P. & S., using the
magnificent new bridge over the Columbia. The historic old car
lerry between Kalama and Goble will be abandoned and tbe line
between Goble and Portland will be used almost exclusively by the
Astoria & Columbia River Railroad. The Northern Pacific is now
engaged in revising and straightening the Vancouver branch. When
this relocation Is finished the line will be first-class in every
respect, this work being virtually a part of the construction of the
Portland & Seattle.
Probably the most interesting section of the Portland & Seattle
from an engineering standpoint is tbe eight miles between Vancouver and Portland. This short stretch includes three lar.so steel
bridges, three double-track draw spans, a steel trestle 1,96S ft. long,
and one of the largest earth cuts on the road. The road is doubletracked from Vancouver to Portland.
The difficult work on the great Columbia river bridge is completed

at

this

writing.

The

piers

are practically finished.

The
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bridge, omitting inches, is 2.806 It. long, divided into ten spans as
follows from east to west (i. e., from Vancouver toward Portland):
First span, 189 ft.; draw span, 467 ft.: third span. 375 ft.; fourth
span, 269 Vj ft.; fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth spans, each 269 ft.;
ninth span, 268 ft.; tenth span, 162 ft. The bridge is double track,
its inside dimensions being: width. 2/ ft. 6 in.; height, 22 ft. 6 in.
A swinging draw is used, which when open, leaves two channels
each 200 ft. wide. The piers are set on pile foundations. Those
near the center of the stream are 115 ft. high, and at this writing
project about 20 ft. above water. The piers are built with concrete
The steel work is being furnished by
cores and granite facings.
the American Bridge Company. The bridge will be the largest and
finest in this section of the country.
Following the Columbia river bridge is a steel trestle consisting of 24 82-ft. spans, 1,968 ft. in all, over the swampy end of the

VoL.XLIII., No.

13.

ing genius and is by all means the most expensive and best built
The general contractors are Siems & Shields,
line in the west.
The engineering officers of the Portland & Seattle
St. Paul, Minn.
Railway are: N. D. Miller, Chief Engineer; J. E. Turner, Assistant
Chief Engineer; B. L. Crosby, Bridge Engineer.

Railroad

Museum

of the

German Government.

The German Government has recently established a railroad
museum in Berlin of which Germany may justly be proud. It was
formally opened by the Emperor some months ago, but only one section was ready that time. All sections of the building are now
open to the public. It is housed in the abandoned terminal of the
Berlin-Hamburg line, which is situated in the northwestern section
The exterior of the building has been left unchanged.
of Berlin.

island opposite \'ancouver. The trestle is followed by another steel truss bridge 1.465 ft.
long over Oregon slough, divided into eight
spans as follows from east to west (omitting
First span, 161 ft.; second, third.
inches):
fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh spans, each
A swinging
162 ft., and draw span, 332 ft.

draw

is used here also, leaving two 150-ft.
when open.
The line enters northeast Portland, crosses
some of the low land on a high fill, and

clear channels

traverses the suburb of St. Johns through a
cut approximately 1% miles long and 90 ft.
deep at the west end. The cut is in earth.
sand and loose gravel, and will require the
excavation of 1,000,000 cu. yds. to complete it.
It is being worked from both ends; from the
east end by steam shovel in standard American fashion, while the west end is being
sluiced down into the river by hydraulic methods. The water is pumped to the head works
through a 10-in. riveted sheet-iron pipe, the
stream is played on the earth and the mixture of water and earth is carried back to
It
the river in a sheet-iron lined flume.
is said that 1,600 cu. yds. per day is excavated in this way.
The slopes of the cut are being trimmed by a donkey engine
and scraper. The engine is placed on one side of the cut with a
cable leading across to the other, to the end of which an ordinary
drag scraper is attached. The scraper is started properly and is
then dragged down the slope by the engine. It is hauled back by a

Government Railroad Museum

In

Berlin.

but inside many changes were made, chiefly in the cellar, where
a large power plant was installed to generate steam for heating,
electricity for lighting and operating motors, and compressed air to
work several models for demonstrating purposes. The exhibition
space covers 52,000 sq. ft. and comprises a long main hall with
arched glass root, and a number of smaller rooms in both wings.
A few exhibits were so large, howe r, that
they had to be placed outside in the aajoining
courtyard.
The museum comprises three large secA. railroads; B, marine engineering;
lions:
By
C, architectural and construction work.
tar the largest space is occupied by the railroad department, which is divided into eight
The exhibits represent chiefly modgroups.
ern apparatus, the historical part being limExplanatory notes are often given, supited.
plemented by many photographs, drawings and
other literature. Many of the models of apparatus can be operated to illustrate their
working.
In the first group are rails of all kinds,
switches, crossings, sleepers, both old and new.
Samples of ballast and material for the maintenance of a road, also the tools used are
shown. Of particular interest are sections of
wornout rails and sleepers which show the
tremendous stresses to which they are subjected on busy lines. The influence of shocks
exerted by the rolling stock on the roadbed.
I'tc, is illustrated by samples prepared in a
.-\
special testing plant.
diagram of the sizes
of rails used since 1842 shows clearly the con-

increase
in
height,
length and
\ complete exhibit of crossing gates
on country roads with the necessary bells,
lamps and gnlo-keeper's houses is also included.
In the next group are models of structures
designed
for various railroad purposes, such
Interior of Main Hall; German iidiliu.i^ Mu&ci ij^j
iUi stations,
carsheds, water towers, coaling
turntables
tunnels,
and the like. The chief exhibit
team, which at the same time drags another scraper down the oppo- plants, bridges,
site slope.
is a fine relief model of the ,\llona depot which is a good example
The Willamette river is spanned, by a 1,700 ft. truss bridge with of a modern German terminal. The first large Iron bridge Is repswinging draw span similar In general to the Columbia river bridge. resented by a model of the Vistula bridge near Dlrschau, completed
Drawings and photographs of old and modern bridges
In 1867.
After crossing the river the line ends at what Is called the Portland
outside yard, a switch yard built on a plot of ground 160 acres
and tunnels give a good idea of this branch of engineering. A
in extent.
model of the ventilating plant of the Kaiser Wllhelm tunnel InThe whole road Is a splendid monument to American engineer- cluded in this section can be operated by a small fan.
-iileruble

\.ight.

ir,i'd
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and block algnaJa for ttagle and double tracks
are placed ready for operation. Old and new
type* sbow the concldermble development of
these devices.
The fourth department Is the largest and
the general public the most Interesting. It
By far the
iitalns irvomoHvf- und <vir».
is. the
'

'

The

h
a ffW of the

These

^Ize,
'^

•

includ»^

German

rallrii..

.-

.

^-i.

the Cologne-Mlnden
line of 1858.
Modem locomotives for »;oods
and passenger service, mountain lines, industrial
purposes, etc., are shown by models.
Most of these fine models were made by apprentices of the Prussian State Railway shops,
while others are presents from manufacturing
firms.
A full size exhibit represents the cati
of a modem express engine and steps hav
been provided to allow visitors to climb u
on the platform. Another full Eize exhibit is
the smokebox of a freight locomotive fitted
.ind

the

"Borussia."

of

'

1

with a Schmidt superheater which is so extensively employed In Germany, and a third
is an old boiler of a locomotive built In 1887
which is cut open longitudinally and illustrates not only the location of the various
c.
Tools.
pipes, valves, grate, etc.. but also shows the
Models of Crossing u
effect of fire and water on the sheets.
Two
The next section is devoted to signaling and safety devices. No brake testing rack each consisting of 20 brakes of the Carpenter
less than 500 devices designed to insure the safety of the traveland Westinghouse types respectively, are connected with the coming public are exhibited. An electrically operated interlocking plant pressed air plant and can be used to demonstrate the action of
and two tnecbanical plants are erected and can be operated in con- brakes on a 20-car train. Numerous accessories supplement the
nection with a complete track layout, switches and signals outside locomotive section.
the building. This is similar to the railroad exhibit of the German
A large variety of cars are shown, comprising first, second, third
Government at the St. Louis exposition in 1904. In addition an and fourth class passenger vehicles, also workmen's, baggage, mail,
electro-pneumatic interlocking plant and a number of block system funeral, hospital, dining and sleeping cars. The models are mostly
insta.llatlons, in full size as well as in miniature, are to be seen
one-fifth size and are made with a removable cover to allow Ininside.
Many of them can be operated. They are equipped with
telegraphic and telephonic apparatus connected with other parts of
the system in order to show the mutual relation of each to the
whole. Electric alarms, all apparatus used by the station master.
,

,

:

A German Tank Locomotive

Exhibit of Signaling Devices.

First Electric

Truck

of

1881.

Built in Gc-niany.
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spection of the interior. The most curious object is an open third
It
class carriage of the old Breslau-Freiburg line built in 1843.
contains wooden benches, but has no windows or roof. Full size
new
cars
shown.
freight
and
are
The
sleeping compartments of old
cars supplementing this group are chiefly composed of cars for
special purposes, for carrying long iron plates and bars, guns, long
trees, glass, liquids, chemicals, cement, cattle, living fish, and the

,„..'

""'^

Over 4U0 exhibits show accessories, such as axles, couplers, doors,
windows, heating, lighting and ventilating devices, dynamos, etc.
A collection of broken axles, worn wheels, bent rods, brake-shoes,
tubes and boiler plates is very instructive.
The next section is devoted to the application of electricity as
Many gifts have been rea motive power.
ceived from the two leading electrical firms.
and this section is complete in every way
It shows the development of electric appar
German>
atus from the earliest beginnings.
lilie.

No. 13.

down.

The next department gives a chance to study railroad management from a business point of view. It contains sample printed
matter such as rules for station masters, engineers, gatekeepers,
switchmen, etc., exhibits of devices used in making up trains,
communications, tools and uniforms of officials.
The method of weighing and checking
baggage is illustrated by a full size elevator
and scale. There is also a fully equipped
ticket office >vith printing and stamping ma-

M Jl^l^j'^ '^"^^^S
.---^^

Model of Old Car Ferry Across the Rhine.

XLI 1 1.,

trains are therefore pulled up by a steel cable running over
a pulley and attached to a train on the adjoining track going

^
^"^^

Vol.

chine. A collection of railroad tickets from
the earliest times is mounted in albums which
Samples
are locked and carefully guarded.
of goods chiefly carried on the freight trains

are exhibited in a glass case.

The last group is devoted to the finance
and welfare work. Diagrams and literature
illustrate the income and expenses of German
railroads during the past 50 years and the
enormous development of recent times. What
Germany does for its railroad employees
would be an object lesson to Americans. On
German roads when an employee enters the
service he is insured for his whole life against
sickness and injury.
In the museum is a
large gilded obelisk which consists of three
blocks representing in volume of gold the re-

spective amounts of money .spent for the relief of the sick, the injured, and on pensioned
employees during the years 1895 to 1904. The
total sum amounts to 131.451.321 marks, or
Relief models show exteriors of
$26,300,000.
workmen's dwellings, officers' homes, hospitals
^^^^^^ij^ and homes for aged employees. The interior
equipment of these buildings is shown by pictures and exhibits of medical instruments,
beds,
disinfecting apparatus, coffee-boilers,
clothing and the like.
In the museum building the main hall and the west wing are
given up to the railroad department, while in the east wing is an
exhibit of marine engineering and civil engineering work. It Is
not so large but is nevertheless interesting and instructive. A large
and modern library and reading room is .ittached to thf
usenm

was the

first country to >ise electricity for railroad purposes and a large picture on the wall
shows the first electric train of 187H run durThe exhibit ining the Berlin exposition.
cludes full size controllers, rail-joints, overhead wires, insulators, track switches, underground conduits, motors, etc. The chief attraction is a model one-tenth size of the highspeed car which exceeded 200 kilometers per
hour during the 1903 trials on the BerlinZossen road. Al.oo the first practical singlephase motor ever built is shown.
The next department covers railroad shops
and mechanical appliances. The Prussian
(fovernment does not l)ulld its own rolling
stock, but owns several large shops where cars
are repaired and rebuilt, samples of which
work are exhibited. On a large table is
mounted a relief model of the modern Opladen
car shops belonging to the Ell)erfeld district,
and a portion of the locomotive repair shops
at the .same place.
The government devotes
miirh attention to the care of apprentices in
these shops, and many samples of their work
are placed on exhibition, also models of typi
lal InstltuleB for training such apprentices
The equipment of the shops Is repre
sentert by exhibits of machine tools, such as

Model of First Large Iron Railroad Bridge in Germany Built
over the Weichsel River.

lathes for wheel-tires, steam hammers, hydraulic wheel prefls. Jacks for lifting cars
and engines, traveling cranes, a Dowson gas plant, an attachment
for quickly exchanging wornout wheels, etc.
In- the main hall a
large tilting coal wagon unloader Is shown by model, a device
for changing trucks from the sfAndnrd to the wider Russian gage,
and vice versa, etc. Models of old and new railroad ferries are shown,
and also a model representing the only stretch of track in

Germany which

Is

too

steep for

ordinary

adhesion

trains.

The

in

1857 at Dirschau

wliirh in addition to the current journals and Iwoks chiefly concfrnlng railroading contains many drawings and photographs and
other valuable and rare documents. The museum is a worthy addiThe railroad man finds
tion to Germany's educational Institutions.
here many suggestions and Ideas, while the public obtains an Insight
which
there was always
transportation
about
into many features of
11 mystery.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
A
Htate,

court In rang couuly, Mlnbuurl, huh huld ibul tht law of that
(orhldUInK (he employmont of tclcKrapb operators over eight

hours a day.

Ih

uiK-unBtitutlonal.

Cornellua Hiirhaas, a street <;ar coiiduitor of Itrooklyn, .\. V..
who has Just l)i>f>n retired on a pension uf %'M a month, has lieen
a conductor on street car lines in that city for 46 years. He is 7l>
years old.

The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt l.al<e has contracted for ten
million barrels of crude fuel oil to be delivered within the next Ave
years.
The price increases from 30 cents a barrel In 1908 to 45 cents
a barrel In 1911.

The

I'nlted States Circuit Court of Appeals of the Eighth Cirhas affirmed the Judgment of the District Court, given at Minneapolis la.st .May. flning the Great Northern Railroad $15,000 for
granting illegal rebates.

cuit

Judge VanDevanter. in the Federal Court, has restrained the
state railroad conunissiouers of Ariiansaa from enforcing a reduce;!
rate on cotton, which they had ordered to go Into effect September
16.
The case wl'l be heard October 15.

The Texas Railroad Commi.ssion is going to order reciprocal
demurrage. The legislature at its last regular session passed a law
authorizing the commission to ariopt rules and regulations to govern
this matter and a public hearing will be given October 8.
Press despatches from Chicago last Monday say that the priu
railroads doing business in Kansas have decided to comply
with the order of the railroad commission of that state requiring
the reduction of all i)absengei' fares to 2 cents a mile on the 411; of
cipal

October.
It is estimated that the numljer of colonists arriving in soutliern
California this month will amount to a total of 10.000, about 5.000
having arrived in the first week of the month. It Is believed that
the number of new settlers in the slate this year, up to the end of

December,

will

amount

hiiM' run i<> the Tullinaii Company, in which the blankets are covered with sheets their whole length, this order would »eem to be
rather behind the times. The health commissioner aUo orders that
In parlor cars the porters must not brush the clothing of passengers,
except at the end of the car. Nothing is said about the application
of a rule of this kind to sleeping cars.
Probably the commissioner
recognizes this as a problem too tough to be tackled oCfhaod.

The Yale and Harvard, the new turbine steamers of the Metropolitan Steamship Company, running l*etween New York and Boston,
made their first regular trips on the night of September 18, one
steamer leaving Boston and the other New York at 5 p.m., and each
reaching their destination the next morning at about 7:30. The
distance is 292 miles. The vessels were well loaded with pas-sengers,
one of them having 400.
The Superintendent ol .Motive Power of the Long Island Railroad has been arreted for misdemeanor in allowing a locomotive
to be run In the Long Island City yard by an Italian 'aborer. the
engine having run over and killed an engine-inspector while It was
In charge of the Italian.
Under the Penal Code of New York It Is
a misdemeanor to allow an engine to be run by a person who cannot
read and write the English language.

A statement is going the rounds of the newspapers that in a
single year the railroads of the country have been fined over $800,000
for unsatisfactory liaiulling of the malls; and the New York Central is said to have had nearly $37,ouo deducted from Its compensa
(ion in the three months ending .March 31 last.
Not all of the fines
are for s'ow movement of trains: a considerable portion is for carelessness or neglect in the handling or delivery of bags.
A press despatch from Omaha. September 24, says that the four
principal railroads of Nebraska have succeeded in keeping their
suits against the state in the Federal Court.
They brought injunction suits against the enforcement of a 15 per cent, reduction in
certain freight rates which was ordered by the legislature, and the
.•Attorney-General of the state sought to have the questions adjudicated in the Supreme Court of the state.
In this he has been defeated.

to 30,000.

A reporter at Bloomingtou, 111., is the latest expounder of the
conservative sensation. He has issued the story about a freight
car being lost "unbeknownst." This time it occurred on the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois. Conductor Boughter started to set out four cars
dered that the long and-short-haul rule (as laid down In the Interat Woodland Junction one night recently and found that only three
state Commerce law) shall be observed In all cases in Texas.
The train had broken in two some
of them were in the train.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has a tie treating plant at Green distance back and one car was found off the track; but It was put
which
for
vllle, Tex.,
most of the time tor a year or more has not on again and the train was coupled up and moved on without any
been In operation because the machinery was being changed. Ties serious damage being observed. A following train, however, found
will now be treated by the Kueplng or <:reosote proc'pss instead of the missing car standing nearly upright just clear of the track.
by the zinc chloride process, which was found unsatisfactory.
It Is reported from the City of Mexico that the judges of the
At a hearing before the New Yorli State Public Service Com- district courts in Mexico have been officially advised to cease their
mission at Buffalo last week, the Secretary of the Corn Exchange unjust practice of detaining and Imprisoning railroad employees
gave statistics showing that shippers last autumn had to wait from on charges of manslaughter when men are killed by trains. There
six to 66 days for freight cars. The longest delay was in the case have been many cases where, in consequence of the unavoidable
of an order for 2t; cars asked for from the New York Central to be death of a tramp walking on the track, the enginenian and perdelivered to the City Elevator.
haps other men on the train have been arrested and imprisoned
A hundred or more companies and individuals owning refrig- for months awaiting trial on a serious charge, the officers of the
\v;is necessarily
erator and tank cars are proposing to form an association. The law evidently assuming that someone on the train
owners of these classes of cars are not Inclined to join the Indi- blameworthy. It appears that President Diaz has ordered this practice stopped and that the present notice has been made necessary
vidual Car Owners' Association which was recently started at PittsIs
burgh, believing that the Pittsburgh men, mostly coal car owners, because the President's order has not been uniformly obeyed. It
gratifying to see that Mexican practice In this respect Is in the way
will have to sell their cars to the railroads.
of improvement.
Before long Mexico will be more civilized than
In Huron county, Ohio, the Baltimore & Ohio Hallroad has New York city in this respect.
been sued for $100 damages for running a train last June from
Chicago Junction to Cleveland, 110 miles, in which there was a
A Tip for the New Haven Road.
coupler without an uncoupling chain, thus making it necessary for
The State Railroad Commission

of

Te.\a.-i

has ordered

tliat

be-

tween competing points the passenger fare by all railroads must be
as low as that by the shortest line. The commission has also or-

the brakeman to go between the cars. This suit is prosecuted at
the instance of the Ohio State Railroad Commission.

Philadelphia that the Pennsylvania and the
Reading railroads will, on October 1, reduce to 2 cents a mile all
passenger fares now higher than that figure. The expected decision
from the higher court in the suit which was appealed by the Pennsylvania Railroad will not be issued before October. The Baltimore & Ohio will also adopt the 2-cent rate In Pennsylvania.
It

Is

announced

In

The state health commissioner of Pennsylvania has ordered that
sheets in sleeping (^ars must be long enough to turn over at the
upper end 24 in. As the only sleeping cars in Pennsylvania are

According to a story going the rounds of the press, experiments
have been conducted by the head of the government college at Caracas. Venezuela, to determine how much electric force electric eels
are capable of yielding. Copper wire collars were put around the
necks of 100 of these creatures and connections were made between
Twenty
all the collars and a motor, the eels being in a zinc bath.
horse-power current was generated, and with this the scientist ran
a mill and lighted up his house and grounds. The power from one
It was found
eel sufliiced to produce a 45-candle incandescent light.
that a motor car can be run for 24 hours with 100 eels in a tank
3 ft. long find I'/j ft. square, and weighing complete lees than

—
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President Finley on Postponement of Improvements.
it is estimated that the largest ocean steamers
run with 200,000 eels, producing 40,000 h.p., and contained in a tank not larger than 10 by 10 by 15. This plant, of
he following is from a statement by President Finley, of tht
course, will have to be duplicated so that when the energy in one Southern Railway:
"It has been represented that work has been
the
that
deck
so
hold
to
the
from
the
hoisted
can
is exhausted it
be
.stopped and forces reduced as a measure of retaliation against adsunlight may infuse new energy into it while the power is furnishe
verse state legislation. In no case has this been true. Current railby the relay plant.
road income is insufficient to provide funds necessary for extensive
or improvements and betterments. These can only be provided for, now
It is plain that this story did not originate in New York,
To be complete it should include as in the past, by obtaining new capital. Present financial condiat any rate not in Wall street.
a plan for a corporation, with suitable blocks of preferred and com- tions and the present attitude of investors toward railroad securities
mon stock, with a prospectus setting forth the number of hatcheries. are such that it is impossible, for the moment, to sell securities
receiving stations, barrels, trainers, electricians, switch boards, ac- on a basis that any business concern, managed in accordance with
cumulators, etc., that would be required by a concern established sound business principles, would be justified in accepting. It has,
to supply eels to all the transatlantic and coastwise steamships.
therefore, been necessary to postpone many important projects for
On the New Haven road one night recently a thousand suburban improvements. Only those will be pushed to completion at this
passengers were detained from their dinner tables for an hour or time on which work has progressed so far that the public and the
two by the 11,000-voIt current going astray and leaving trains stand- railroad can receive the benefit of their completion at an early date.
ing dead. We are quite sure that no eel, properly trained, would Other projects have not been abandoned, but will be carried out
ever be guilty of such dereliction.
just as soon as conditions are such that the necessary capital can
be secured. Forces have been reduced and expenses curtailed, in
the same ratio, in those states in which there has been no adverse
Belmont Tunnel Test Trip.

200

lbs.

On

this basis

afloat can be

I

1

legislative action as in others."

through the north tube of the Belmont
tunnels under the East river, New York, was made on September 24.
The guests included, among others, members of the Pub-

The formal

"first trip"

some of
First
district,
the
of
Commission
Service
companies opthe
officers
of
the higher city officials, and
The car made
erating the subway_ elevated and surface lines.
Forty-second
and
avenue
Third
round trip between
the
street. Manhattan, and Van Alst avenue and Fourth street. Long
Island City. At the luncheon afterward, August Belmont, Chairman
of the Board of the Interborough Rapid Transit, said, in part:
"We acquired this franchise in February, 1902, under advice of
Strong & Cadwalader that the franchise was perfectly valid, but,
notwithstanding, there were certain technicalities to be reviewed.
Up to this time the history of corporations in this state was that any
company that had undertaken seriously to perfect its franchises and
construct the road before the expiration of the franchises was enWe had 18 months to do this
titled to an extension of the time.
work, but we believed that if we went forward earnestly and sincerely we would have no difficulty in obtaining an extension.
"You know the reason why we did not get it. Public clamor
against extension in franchises in perpetuity had arisen in the meanThis was a great injustice to the company, as we were the
time.
only one that had actual work under way, and we were trying sincerely to get the work done by the first of .January, 1907, and had
no obstacles been thrown in the way the work would have been
completed during the term of the franchise. I have not a word of

Judge Shull on the Two-Cent Law.

lic

regret nor have any of my associates.
"As to the legality of the franchises, the courts have not yet
condemned them. As for us, we have still to learn that we have
done anything illegal. The city has nothing to say concerning the
franchises only as to that part in Manhattan and a small part in
Long Island City. The portion under the East river is in control
of the state of New York, from which we obtained legal permits.

From the bulkhead line in Long Island City to Fourth street we
have obtained a grant In perpetuity from the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company.
"The company Is prepared to operate whenever it can be done
under any reasonable and fair arrangements. It is impossible for
anybody to make that tunnel pay for three or four years. The business is rot there to pay interest on the cost of the tunnel and the
equipments. It Is not as valuable to us as It is to the city of New
York.
"The Interborough company is the only company, in my experience, that can claim the distinction of doing any serious service for
the Improvfment of traffic conditions In Greater New York, In spite
say that the treatment of this comof the abuse It ha.^ received.
I
pany ha» not been such as to inspire further effort on the part of
private enterprise, and until private enterprise Is encouraged and
ronfldenre restored we won't have any Improvement."

In the case of the Susquehanna River & Western Railroad, 13
miles long. Judge Shull, of the Perry County Court, Pennsylvania,
has declared the two-cent fare law of that state in derogation of
He
both the United States and the Pennsylvania constitutions.
quotes figures of the company's earnings to show that the enforcement of the rate would be confiscatory. He says that the act is a
"caprice of a Legislature many of whose members, without rhyme
or reason, facts or figures, information or reputation, were pledged
We might say of reform
to perform the act in the name of 'reform.'
as was said by Madame Roland of liberty in the days of the French
How many crimes are comRevolution:
'Oh. Liberty, Liberty!
mitted in thy name!' " To compel this company to comply with the
law would rob the bondholders of their securities, deprive the community of the facilities for transportation of freight and confiscate
the property and franchises of the stockholders.

Forty Passengers Killed

in

Mexico.

In a collision between a passenger train aud a freight on the
Mexican Central, near Aguascalientts. on September 19, 40 or more
passengers were killed and 34 injured.

In

the South.

A southern railroad had stationed, at a highway crossing, an
old negro watchman, whose duties consisted in warning travelers
when a train approached. One night a wagon belonging to a farmer
was struck, resulting in a bad accident. The company was. of course,
sued for damages, and at the trial the old darky replied to the
questions put to him in a clear, direct fashion. Among these questions was one as to whether he was sure that he had swung his
lantern across the road when he perceived the train approach. The
negro replied:
"I shorely did,

The

sahl"

for the company and the counsel
look early occasion to compliment the aged negro on his excellent
latter
replied:
testimony. To which the
was shorely skeered when dat
"Thankee, Marse .lobn. but
lawyer man begin to ask me aboul de lantern. I was afeared for a
minute dat he was goin' to ask me If it was lit or not, De oil done
give out some time befo' de accident!" Exchange.
trial resulted in a verdict

1

President Diaz's Review of Mexican Railroads.
Steel Tie*

on the Besaemer

&

Lake

Erie.

The Bessemer A Lake Erie has completed plans

for using steel
will be used for

.More than 70,000
ties on If.s lines next year.
renewals and repairs, where wnoden ties are now in u.se. By the
next
than
On
miles
end of
year more
of track will be laid with steel
ties.
Railroads controlled by the United States Steel Corporiitlon
are now using over l.'iOO.OOO worth of steel ties, or enough to lay
Roads not Identified with the corporation iw160 miles of track.
using about 120, OdO steel tle.-i on 40 miles of track. During the pn-s
ent year the company has sold about li.oOO tons of ties. A plan has
been completed wheretiy the Won (•an I'e Insulated, making them

available for electric roads.

In his recent me.tsnge to the National Congreas of Mexico, President Diaz gave n review of the progress of railroad construction
in that country as follows:

"The unpropltloiis condition of the foreign markets is the reason
arrangements for the merger of the National Railroad of
Mexico and the Mexican Central Railway have not been consum-

that

tnated.
A decree was Issued on July ti, last, laying down the lines
along which the Mexican company that will take over the two properties In question Is to be Incorporated; but In view of the circumstances It does not seem wise to go on as yet with the Incorporation
or with the financial operations to which It must give rise.
"Last January the formBl Inauguration of freight traffic over
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lb» TrhuanteptM- National acroM the Uthmus of Tehuaiitepcr took
place.
Durlnic ihn flrvt flvn monUiR of operation 123,000 innii of
Kooda were ti^nxporiivl ni rokK thi* IxthnitiH. kIvIdk a moiilhly aviTBKf
of 24.600 ton»
Thi- lompaiiy Iioh rcoi-lvil .loo new frelKtit car*.
which, with thiwc built and rc|Milr<-<l at Iin Kliup.i, kIv<> an (>(iulpuieni
of 1,062 frrlKhi i-arH.
Thf eumlnipi of this railroad have Inrrnaiied
by reaaon of the nfw frelKht imfDr. the pru|ior(lon of lni'reaw> In
earnlngii In the last half y<'ar from January to June laat, as co.apar<-<l with the Hamc iMTlod of tho pr«-vlouR year. >)olnK -65 per lent.
"The new rullroads built In Mexlr-o durInK the laft six monthK
a«gre|{ated 171 miles, the larKest conlrlbutlonH of new truck beluK
those of the lines between Jarlta and Coluinblii. on a branch of the
.N'atlonal:
the extension of the PanAmerlcan: the line between
Ocotlan and Ototonlico, which Is a branch of the Mexican Central;
the Cananea, Yaqui River * Pa.lflc; and the line from Navajoa to
Guadalajara. In addition to the new track, subject to federal Jurisdiction, there were new lines subject to state Jurisdiction constructed, aggregating 128 miles, making a total of 2!>9 miles of new
track constructed during this period. The total length of the railroads of .Mexico Is 13.882 miles."
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The American Hrldge Company, Pittsburgh,

.'.;•

turned

out
000 ton* of fabricated aieel during August, which is said to be
ton« mnro than any atninunil Rtml plant has ever flnlsbed In
P».,

L.'iou

one month.

The Union Switch k
office of ll8

treal.

V.

:

Canadian bra

K

Splci-r,

,

.

baa opened the

k building,

We^

11

In

Mon-

Canada

for

a few nionthh to get ihlH lirauth ktarlvd.

The PItUburgh Steel Co Pittsburgh, Pa.. bat> let contracu to
Company and the McCllntlc-Marshall ConstrucUon
Company. PItUburgh. for buildings at Its open hearth steel plant
at .Monessen. Pa.
The work will require 3,500 tons of structuraj
.

the RIterConley

shapes.

According to a Chicago despatch, the Pullman Company is now
employing 8.000 men. Early this year lu working force was 10,500
men, but the company has caught up with its orders enough to allow
of this reduction in employees.

No

further reduction, however.

Is

contemplated.

The Cuba Railroad recently bought a .No. 4 "K" Gates crushing
plant built by the Allis Chalmers Company, .Milwaukee. Wis., for
use at Camaguey, Cuba. This machine will be mounted on masonry

Rail Conference.

The following announcement was made last Tuesday: "About
30 representativfs of the leading railroads and steel manufacturing
companies are in attendance at the conferences. The steel rail question Is being thoroughly discussed, and various types of rails which
may help to solve the problem are being examined and considered.
There is every indication that new types of rails will be agreed
upon which will be satisfactory to railroads and manufacturers
alike."

foundation and fitted with smooth head and concaves;
used to crush limestone to 2'/y in. size.

It

Is

to be

The ScuilinGallagher Iron & Steel Co., St. Louis. Mo., has
moved Its St. Louis sales department from 412 Lincoln Trust building to 1401 Syndicate Trust building, and its New 'i'ork sales office
from the Trinity building to 1 Wail street. A Denver. Colo., sales
office has been opened in the Majestic building.

The Pennsylvania recently equipped a large number of 100,000-ib.
capacity cars with Schoen solid steel wheels, replacing cast-iron
wheels. The marked capacity of these cars has been Increased to
110,000 lbs., with an allowance of 15 per cent, overload because the
car bodies and truck frames are amply strong to carry the Increased

University Appointments.

Howard C. Ford, C.E.. has been appointed Assistant Professor
of Irrigation Engineering and Surveying at the Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa. Mr. ForJ is a graduate of the University of Colorado
and has been Instructor in Civil Engineering there for three years.
Harry J. Kesner, a graduate of the Civil Engineering department of
the University of Colorado, has been appointed Instructor in Bridge
Engineering in the University of Minnesota. Clement C. Williams
and Arthur P. Poorman have been appointed Instructors in Civil
Engineering In the University of Colorado. .Mr. Williams is a graduate of the University of Illinois and has been for nearly two years
on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. Mr. Poorman is a recent
graduate of the University of Illinois, and has since been in the
Weber Concrete Construction Co.

load.

The Chicago & .North-Western's plant
at Escanaba. .Mich.,

for treating railroad ties

an expense of $25,000. In
addition to the Welihouse process, now in use, the Rutger creosote
process is to be employed hereafter. With ihe Welihouse process
is

to be enlarged at

(chloride of zinc) only soft timbers can be treated to advantage,
but with the creosote process hard woods can be treated with profit.

The Chilean Government is asking bids on railroad construction
on the state railroads; also for an electric light plant, etc. The
estimate is about $(i00.000. .\ddress Minister of Industry, Communications and Pub'lc Works, Santiago, Chile. .\ concession has been
granted Senor Pedro A. Rosseldt, of Santiago, for railroad construction estimated at about 14,000,000.
He may be addressed care of
the Minister of Industry.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

— The

Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Co.'s monthly for September is, "The Little Giant Drill Compared
with a Stationary Engine and a I.,ocomotive." Asserting that the
demand for high-speed portable pneumatic tools is temporary and
that good practice will again come back to tools with maximum
speed equal to the maximum cutting power of twist drills, comparison of the work done by different classes of such drills is made
with a stationary engine and with a locomotive, and a good case
made out for the drills. Other articles are, "Sun's Rays Converted
Into Power"; "Packing Foreign Shipments"; "Compressed Air In
Railway Shop.s." being extracis from the discussion of a paper before the Central Railway Club; "Pneumatic Tools on Egyptian State
Railways." and the program of ihe nineteenth annual convention
of the American Holier Manufacturers' .Association to be held In
I(l>al I'outr.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct.

8, 9

Icailing article of the

and

10.

—The

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, Ohio, sends
a celluloid disc which shows, on one side, the feed per revolution
per minute with high speed and the carbon drills for wrought Iron,
machinery steel, and soft tool steel; and. on the other side, the
decimal equivalents of fractions. The disc is indestructible, It can
be carried In the vest pocket and is a very convenient thing to have.
Drills.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

During the traveling engineers' convention in Chicago, special
opportunity was given the members to examine in a body the newroundhouse and other up-to-date locomotive terminal facilities that
have lately been finished by the Chicago & Western Indiana, one of
the belt roads. The roundhouse is equipped with the .Miller system
for washing out and refilling boilers; it was Installed by Julian L.
Yale & Co.. Chicago. A special train took the convention members
10

the terminal.

The Cleveland Twist Drill Co.. Cleveland. Ohio, has bought the
business and p'ant of the Three Rivers Tool Co., Three Rivers,
Mich. The machinery will be immediately installed at the purchasing company's works at Cleveland. J. O. .Matthews, former
manager of the Three Rivers plant, will have charge of the making
The blades of the.'ie tools are high-speed
of the "Peerless" reamers.
Both solid and expansteel brazed Into a body of low carbon steel.
sion types win be made.
The new power stations of the North Shore Electric at Waukeegan and Blue Island, near Chicago, are furnished with alternating
current electric cranes made by the Northern Engineering Works.
The.se are 30-ton and 25-ton capacity cranes respectDetroit, Mich.
The larger crane is equipped with an
ively. 58 ft. and ;«) ft, span.
auxiliary high-speed alternating current hoist. The Black Hills
Traction recently installed an eight-ton, 32-ft. span, Northern traveling crane at Spearfish, S. Dak.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until October
for automatic fire-alarm telegraph systems, marine electric flstrires. flre hose, hose nozzles, fire harness and attachments, firemen's
helmets, batteries, dynamite and blasting material, fusible plugs,
wire, hoisting engines, shop machines, steel, iron. zinc, copper, brass.
rivets, bolts, chain, wrought-lron pipe, cast washers, gaskets. pack14

Edward Lalerman has been appointed represent alive
city of the O. M. Edwards Co., Syracuse. N. Y.

in

New

York

Huntley, for .some years Secretary of the Gould Coupler
elected Vice-President and General
Manager. He has been succeeded as Secretary by George G. Mllne.
F.

P.

Company. New York, has been

rubber and wire sleeves for dredges, canvas, cotton waste, kerosene, oils, wrenches, ratchet drills, anvils, swage blocks, blacksmith's
ing.

mandrel, tire-measuriDg
bridge timber, etc.

wheels,

dump wagons,

lamps,

crucibles,

piles,

The Isthmian Canal Commission has ordered three steel barges
tons capacity each from the Maryland Steel Company at
The bid of the United
$59,495, delivery to be made in 120 days.
States Steel Corporation was for $85,575. delivery to be made in
Newport News Ship225 days. Other bids for the barges were:
building & Drydock Company, $69,000, and Lewis Nixon. $76,950.
constructed
steel barges tor
heavily
The lowest bidder for six
rough work at Panama is the Maryland Steel Company at $125,700.
of 400

deliverj- in 200 days, while the steel corporation quoted $135,300,
delivery in 230 days. Bids for 12 more steel barges are to be called
for soon.

The Signal Appliance Association has arranged for a theatre
party on the evening of the 8th and for carriage rides and other
entertainments for the ladies on both Tuesday and Wednesday.
on Wednesday evening there is to be a banquet at which the folG. R. Peck. General Counlowing .aentlemen are expected to speak:
W. A. Gardner, Vicesel of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul;
President of the Chicago & North-Western; Azel Ames. Jr., Signal
Engineer of the New York Central & Hudson River; John I. Beggs,
General Manager of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, and E. Morse, President of the Simplex Electric Company.
The chairman of the exhibit committee is R. A. Patterson, 12 Dey
street. New York, and of the local committee of arrangements, W. J.
Gillingham, Jr., 1423 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Iron and Steel.

The Atchison. Topeka
bridge steel.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

& Santa Fe has ordered

8.000

2.500 tons

of bridge steel.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered

2,250 tons
the Pennsylvania Steel Co. at $28 a ton.

The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St.

of

Bessemer

rails

The Carnegie Steel Company has ordered 1,000 tons of fabricated steel from the American Bridge Company for a new power
its

Youngstown

of the

Board

Legal Officers.

members

of this

commission

Birmingham, Ala., and J. G. Harris, Montgomery, Ala.
Kennedy, Anniston, Ala., is Secretary.

S.

P.

—

G. \V. L. Brown has been appointed Assistant to the
Vice-President and General Manager, with office at Sedgwick,
Ark.

—

<£Louisville.
L. W. Parker, of Chicago, has
been elected a Director, succeeding Gilbert B. Shaw, of Chicago.

Chicago, Indianapolis

—

Chicago. Milivaukee d- St. Paul. L. J. Pettit, President of the Wisconsin National Bank, Milwaukee, Wis., has been elected a Director, succeeding Joseph Milbank, resigned,

plant.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Samuel Sloan, Chairman

— The

Charles Henderson, President, Troy, Ala.; W. D. Nesbitt,

are:

Cache Valley.

Paul will soon give an order for

2,500 tons of bridge steel for use on its Pacific extension.

house at

Executive, Financial and

tons ol

Alabama Railroad Commission.

The New York Central & Hudson River has ordered

from

VoL.XLIlI., Ko. 11
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of the

Delaware, Lacka-

Denver

Bio Grande.

cC-

— See Missouri
—
—

Pacific.

wanna & Western, and formerly President of that company, died on International <i Great Northern. See Missouri Pacific.
September 22 at his home a; Garrison-on-Hudson. Mr. Sloan was Kansas Railroad Commission. The members of this commission are
nearly 90 years old.
as follows:
G. W. Kanavel, Chairman; C. A. Ryker and Frank
E. C. Shiner is Secretary and Rate Clerk.
J. Ryan.
Henry Clarkson Wicker, formerly President of the Fort Worth
& Rio Grande, died on September 20 at his home at Glen Cove, L. I. Louisville, Henderson
St. Loins.
Otto Marx and William Bullitt

—

iC-

Mr. Wicker was born at North Ferrisburgh, Vt.. in 1840. After
graduating from Wiliiston Academy, he began railroad work in
1861 as a clerk in the general freight office of the Chicago & Alton.
He was for two years an agent of the Chicago & Milwaukee, now
part of the Chicago & North-Western, and in 1866 was made GenTwo years later he was
eral Freight Agent of the Chicago & Alton.
appointed General Freight Agent of the North Missouri, now part
of the Wabash, and in 1873 was made joint General Eastern Agent
of the Chicago & North-Western. the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
and the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. In 1875 he was appointed
General Freight Agent of the Chicago & North-Western. being later
made Freight Traffic Manager and then Traffic Manager. After bring
out of railroad service for a year, he was, in 1900. elected President
and General Superintendent of the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, from

summer

of 1901, to

become a

which position he resigned, in the
of the governing board of the Southwe-stern Rate Asso-

member

have been elected Directors, representing minority stockholders.

—

Missouri Pacific. A. C. Bird, Vice-President in charge of traffic of
this road and of the Denver & Rio Grande, the Rio Grande
Western and the Texas & Pacific, has resigned, effective October
1.
Mr. Bird has been on leave of absence because of continued
ill health for the last two years.
J. M. Johnson, Assistant to
Mr. Bird, has been appointed Assistant to Vice-President C. S.
Clarke of the Missouri Pacific, to Vice-President L. S. Thome
of the Texas & Pacific, to Vice-President C. H. Schlacks of the
Denver & Rio Grande and the Rio Grande Western, and to ViceI^resident Leroy Trice of the International & Great Northern.

—

Xchraska Railroad Commission. The members of this commission
are;
H. J. Winnett, Chairman, J. A. Williams and H. T. Clarke.
Clark Perkins

is

Secretary.

—

Railroad Commission. The members of this (commission
are;
H. F. Bartine, Chairman, Henry Thurtell and J. F. Shaugh-

.\'evada

ciation.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS,

nessy.

(Kor datm of conventions and regular meetinga of railroad conr ml inn n
enginrering snciiliiH,

etc.. nee

udvertiainp page

1:4

E.

H. Walker

is

Secretary.

—

iiiiW

i

Association of Railway Financial Officers.

Oregon Railroad Commission. The members of this commission are:
Thomas K. Campbel', Cottage (Jrove, Chairman; Oswald West.
Astoria, and Clyde B. Aitchison, Portlantl. (Jeorge O. Goodall
is Secretary.

— See Missouri Pacific.
— See Missouri Pacific.

Rio Grande Western.

At a meeting held in Niagara Falls last week an association was
organized, with this name, by the treasurers and financial officers
The President is F. H. Hamilton.
of a number of prominent roads.
Secretary and Treasurer of the St. Louis & San Francisco. St. Lnuis.

Railway Signal Association.

The annual meeting of this association will be held at Milwaukee. October 8. 9 and 10. The first session will be called at
The headquarters of the association
10 o'clock Tuesday, the sth.
will be at the Hotel Pflster.

At

this

meeting committee report*

will be

submitted ns follows:

Stnnflnrd spnrlflrBtlnns for dpctrlr InlPrlnt'klnK.
Stnndnril »i><>rinrBtloni) for mechanical Intcrlocklnii.
AiiK.mnllr block -lunal »y»t.Ttiii.
Coiits

nnd

csllninli's

for ln«lntlntlnn.

Committee on slKnaling:
StBtiilnid sipcrinintlons for niitomatlc block HliinnlliiK.
ForflKii riirrpnt on nntomnllr block •ilKnnllnK.
SlitnnI Inrnpi-.
MnlnK-nnncp of niili'mntir block BiKnnIn,
rirnilts for InlprlnrkPil nlgnnlB.
Bnbbpr covered wire.

Mfllnlennnre mnniiBl controlled BignaN.
Storage battery.
OfflcB record*,
rireultB for maniiBl block signal BjrBlems.
Signal deflDltlona.

Teras

<(•

Pacific.

Operating

Officer*.

—

York, New Haven ,l Ilartfunl
W. G. Bierd, who recently
resigned as General Manager of the Panama Railroad, has been
appointed General Superintendent of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, succeeding O, M. Shepard. a.sslgned to other duties.

\(iv

—

Toledo it Indiana.
H. C. Warren, General Superintendent of the
Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside (electric), has lieen appointed
General Manager of the Toledo & Indiana, succeeding E. Darrow, resigned to go Into other business.
Traffic Officers.

Chicago, Indianapolis

'I'ho .statement published In onr
September 13 that B. E. Taylor, General Manager, had
been appointed General Freight .\gent succeeding 0. C. Carter
was a mistake. Mr. Carter remains General Freight .\gent and
all correspondence concerning the general freight deparlment
should be addressed to him. the office of Traffic .Manager, held
by the late Charles H. Rockwell, having been abolished.
if

Loui.irillr.

ls.Mue of

at

—

J. M. Davis, division freight agent
rf St. Paul.
Milwaukee, Wis., has been appointed to the re-established

r/iMfiyo. Milwatiker

t

SuTTMBxa

oOm

o(

October

ST.
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AMlMADt General

Frelsbt Axent

1

—

Neaile, Oneral
Pa., ban been appointed AaxIbUtnt (;pn)<rat

Puitburgh

Lake

Jt

Er\e.

J. B.

Agenl at PItUburRti.

October

1.

Engineering and Rolling Stock OfHcara.
Crntral.—R. K. Kiilmer, MasttT
haa resigned to go to another road.

Illinoit

.Veir

liiinic

.M.'.

Partueah,

at

Ky

.

—

Jertey Katlroad Vommitaion. Alfred P. Boiler has been appointed Civil Engineer, and Boiler A Hodge. New York, ConsuliIng Englneeni lo the rommlRslon.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Cincinnati. Hamilton

if

Oayton

salil

Is

be thinking of

to

buying locomotives.

The yevD York Ventral Lines are figuring on their usual
order for locomotives.
The Japanese Oovernment has decided
during the Ave years beginning with 1908.

lo

fall

buy 900 locomotives

The Chicago, Cincinnati it Louisville has ordered five consnilda
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

th<-ne.

gage cars includes:
liody bolsters
1 ruck bolsters

Boiler, type
Boiler, working

steam pressure

200

Tubes, number
material
diameter
length
KlrelMjx. length

.

•"^sats

..^

,,

flrst-class and second-class, and
C. P. R. standard for colonist cars

Pullman wide

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

Ueavek. P\. Arrangements have been made for a joint meeting
of the oflicials of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie and the government
engineers to consider the plans for the proposed bridge 10 be built
over the Ohio river here. It is expected that work on the structure
will be started this tall.
(July 26. p. 110).

Tower
Westlnghoiise friction
I*yle National

Monitor
Hewitt
Franklin

Injector

Journal hearings
Journal boxes
IMston and valve rod packings
Safety valve

Chico, Cal.— The Northern Electric is reported in the market
for a three-span steel bridge, to be built over the Sacramento river
between this place and I-Iamilton City.

Jerome
Crosby
Leach

Sanding devices
Sight-feed lubricators

El

.\nthan

Springs
Steam gages
Tires, driving wheel
Tirea, truck wheel
Tirea, tender wheel

Railway Steel-Spring Co.

land

.\shcrof

Pa.so.

near

Tracks are

Standard Steel Works
Standard Steel Works
Standard Steel Works

shops.
said,

Co.,

Kansas

City.

Mo.,

is

in

the

The Southern Indiana has ordered 500 gondola cars from thp

& Barker Car

Co.

The Southern Is said
American Car & Foundry

to

have ordered 500 freight

car.s

l.NuiA.NA.
General Manager B. McKeen. of the Vanda'ia. is
quoted as saying that extensive improvements are to be made at
once on the lines of this company, including six new bridges, several new stations.
Many old stations are also to be remodeled.

Jackronvilij:. Fla.— The St. Johns River Terminal Company,
which was formed by the Southern and the Georgia. Southern &
it is said, will at once let the contracts for which
bids
were opened in July for the two new freight houses here. One of
the buildings will be two stories high 30 ft. x 210 ft. and the other
one story high 50 ft. x 210 ft.
Florida,

from the
it is

Co.

York Central Lines

Long Beach. Cal.—The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake,
said, is in the market for a Scherzer bridge to be built over the

San Gabriel
will

figure on sppciflcafions for

few days.

The Japanese Oovernment has decided

will cost $300,000.

has ordered 300 Montreal

type street cars.

The United 7Anc A Chemical
market for 15 tank cars.

Pacific has bought ISO acres of
a site for enlarged terminal facilities.
have a capacity of 8.000 cars.

as

—

Pacific is figuring on liuilding 2,000 box cars at

it Is

place

—

CAR BUILDING.

The Chicago City Railuay,

Tex.— The Southern

this

to be laid to

Gree.nviixe, Pa. Plans are being made by the Bessemer & Lake
Erie for a large car shop to be built here. Improvements now

under way

and

I'aige

Wheeler for

sq. ft.

National hollow
Diamond steel back

Brake-aboes
Couplers
Draft gear
Headlights

New

canvas covered
Susemlhi

••

Speiial Equifimriit.

Brake-beams

The

R. standard

Elliptic

.

Otis steel

32^^

Coal capacity

rolling stock in a

I'.

Plntscb gas with Incandescent mantels
Stndard Coupler Co

\estlbules

2.1G9
8.000 gallons
10 tons

Tank capacity

Haskell

Steam
McCord
c.

Four wheel

riaifiirms

39%

material

own

Harrison

heels

lbs.

In.

Forsyth
Pantasote

class "G'" spring

120 V4 "

Grate area
Heating surface, total

its

tandem with M.C.B.

14ft.2"

width

The Canadian

Tower
'

.Miner

.

265
2

one

Lighting system

Shelby seamless steel

sUndard

diamond

,^.'""<-'<,*'

"

K.

Double

Center bearings
Couplers
Curtain fixtures
Curtain material
Draft rigging
Dusi guards
Heating system
.Journal boxes
Koofs
Side beai inga
Springs

CunsolldatluD
176.500 lbs.
157,000 "
57 In.
20 In. x 28 In.
Extended wngon top

I».

Simplex' trussed
8. flanged
Westlnghouse. high speed
of malleable Iron and one of steel

Steel backed,

Btoiit's

(Iineral IJimenitiunii.

Diameter of drivers

Double. C.

Brake beams
Brakeshoea

The Trinity A Brazos Valley has ordered three simple consolidalocomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Cy llnders

ar.- fur

The Canadian Pacific has ordered from the Pullman Company
without smoking rooms; eight second-class
and four baggage cars. The flrst-class cars
will measure C,'. ft. long and 9 fL IOL. in. wide over frames, with
varnished mahogany outside flnish and mahogany Interior.
The
setond-rlass cars will have the same measurements and flnish. The
colonist cars will measure G7 ft. long and 9 ft. 10'-.. In. wlde^
over frames, and will have varnished Douglas flr outside flnish and
birch, mahogany stained Interior.
The baggage cars will measure
60 ft long and 9 ft. 10 '/j in. wide, over frames, and will have the
same specifications as the baggage cars reported In the Railroad
Gazette of August 24, 1900. except that they are to be heated by
direct steam, lighted by PIntsch gas, and that steel backed Oiamond
S brake-shoes are to be used. Bodies and underframes of all cars
will be of wood.
The special equipment for all cars except the bag-

direction, Vienna.

Total weight
Weight on drivers

,

2.'.0

.',0

flriit-class cars,
cars, five colonist <ars

bids on 43 locomotives,
to cost about $800,000. for the Northern lines.
Address, Nordbahn-

of locuDiullvc-

own

eight

The Austrian State Railroads are asking

Type

a ntimItJt

The Italian Oovei nmrnt Railroads are said to have decided to
ask bids In various countries on about $5,000,000 worth of passenger
and freight cars. This Is understood to Include all the equipment
now being figured on. although heretofore the government has reserved a large part of its requiremenu for lu own shops.

tlon locomotives

tion

at

ire Corporation, Newark. N. J
Is said to have
;iddllonal street cars from the Cincinnati Car Co. Of
.November delivery and the rest for delivery during
the Hpring of IU08

ordi red
I).

ran

ber of special design ore cars. Intends to build the
shops about January, 1908.

The Public Sen

KrdKbt Agent.

Morrla. chief clerk lo the General Freight Agi-n;
of the St. Ix>uls-I.«ulsvll|p lines, ban been appointed to the nnw
otBce of Asalstanl General Freight AK>'nt of these lines. effe<°tlv)'

Noi«l»«Tn.— C.

369

The tVHire pass d Yukon, which recently aeked prieea on

Mllwaakee. efferilvr

at

to buy 19,000 freight ears
1,000 passenger cars during the five years beginning with 1908.

river.

New

York. N. Y.— The New Y'ork Central has given a contract
to the McClintic Marshall Construction Co. for an additional building at its .\ew York terminals. The work will require about 2.500
tons of steel.
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—

Olp Okch.abd, Me. The Boston & Maine, it is said, lia.'^ bought
about 30 acres of grovinrt as a ?ite for new tracks and a station.

—

PiTTSBiRG, Pa. It is reported that negotiations are pending between the West Side Belt and Mayor George W. Guthrie regarding
an ordnance to provide for the elevation of bridge.s along this road
in the

west end.

—

Plans lor the proposed Cleveland, CincinLouis new freight house have been made, and
bids for the work are to be asked for October 5th.

Chicago &

—

Cuesape.vkf. & Ouio. George W. Stevens, President of this company, is quoted as saying that work has been resumed on improvements A-hich were recently .suspended, including the completion of
2S miles of double-track work that had been temporarily abandoned.

—

Chicago & Nortii-Western. The repoit for the year ended June
shows that 56,497 tons of rails were laid, most of which
During
rails, on 476.61 miles of track.
the year, 38 steel bridges, aggregating 2.361 ft. long, were added
to replace wooden structures, and other wooden structures were replaced with masonry arches. The plans for the passenger terminal
in Chicago call tor 16 elevated tracks on a tract (three blocks)
bounded by Lake street on the north, Madison street on the south,
Canal street on the east and Clinton street on the west, with two
four-track elevated approaches; one from the west 1.12 miles long
and one from the north. .9 mile. The combined tracks of the two
approaches will extend from Jefferson street to the tracks of the
terminal .3 mile. The work of elevating the South Branch tracks
parallel to Sixteenth street from a point 550 ft. east of Western
avenue to the west line of South Canal street in the city of Chicago,
2.36 miles, has been continued during the year.
Three tracks have
:;i).

Spbixgfield, Ohio.

nati,

St.

—

ToMB.\LL, Tf.x. Grading is reported under way for the new
division freight terminals of the Trinity & BraMs Valley at this
The work includes a roundhouse, shops and other improveplace.
ments to cost about $100,000.

—

The Bridge Committee are about to submit
Va>-cou\t;r, B. C.
a by-law appropriating $1,000,000 for bridges as follows: Granville
street, $500,000; Westminster avenue, $150,000; Cambie street. $235.000; Coal Harbor, $55,000, and for contingencies, $60,000.

1907,

were used to replace lighter

been elevated

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

—

Ap.\LACHiAX IxTEBiBBAX. This Company was chartered in 1905.
It proposes to build an electric line from the eastern end of Tennessee to the seaboard at Southport, N. C. Townships in Henderson
and other counties have already voted favorably on the bond issue.
W. A. Smith, president, Hendersonville, N. C. (See Construction
Record, Mar. 16, 1896, p. 88.)

—

Atlantic & East Coa.st Teumin.\l. An officer writes that this
company, which is building a terminal yard at Jacksonville, Fla.,
has all the grading done and track laid. The line is i'-j miles
long and includes a steel bridge, for which contract has been let
J. W. Richardson. Chief
to the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.
Engineer, Jacksonville, Fla.

British Columbia (Electric).— Work, it is said, has been startcompany on an east line to Chilliwack, B. C, 62 miles.
The work is to cost about $2,500,000. and is expected to be finished
in about two years.
ed by this

Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg.— Contract has been given

to

F. Shumaker, of Bellefonte, to lay a second track on nine miles
The work
of this road from Brockwayville. Pa., north to Carmen.
It includes straightening the road and a
is to be started at once.
the line
will
shorten
improvements
These
tunnel 1,200 ft. long.
about one mile. When this work is finished second track is to be
(Mar. 15. p. 380.)
laid from Punxsutawney to Ashland Junction.

—

Vice-President D. D. Mann, of this com
quoted as saying that a line may be built from Vancouver.
B. C. into northern British Columbia, to a connection with the proposed main line west from Edmonton. The project depends on the
grant by the provincial government of a s\ibstantial subsidy.

Casadiax Northern.

pany,

is

—

This company, according to its annua) reCa.\ai>ia.n Pa( ific.
port for the year ended June 30, 1907, has 823 miles of road under
construction, mention of which was made last week, divided as
follows:

Vol. XLIIl., No. 13.

to a

maximum

height of 15.8

ft.

on 1.35 miles.

The

construction of 3,265 lineal feet of retaining walls, five subways,
and foundations for three subways has been finished; and 2.53
miles of sidings, yard tracks and industry tracks have been elevated. The work of elevating the main tracks on the Milwaukee
line from the end of the present elevation at Balmoral avenue, to
the northern limiu of the city of Chicago at Howard avenue, 2.74
miles, under hay during the year, is all finished except the permanent subways. The plans called for the elevation to a maximum
height of 14 ft. of the two existing main tracks; the construction
and elevation of one additional main track and the construction of
1.12 miles of freight yard tracks; also the construction of 4,693
lineal feet of retaining walls and 18 subways.
During the year,
sidings, yard tracks and spurs have been added to serve industries
aggregating 72.13 miles. At Sheboygan, Wis., a cut-off 4.12 miles
has been finished; at Eland Junction, Wis., the grades of the Ashland division main tracks have been raised, the bridges and culverts permanently replaced and freight yards enlarged and improved.
Important grade revisions have also been finished on this division
between Sheboygan, Wis., and Bartel, and between Milwaukee and
Port Washington. During the year new lines have been opened for
traffic as follows:
Wyoming & North Western, from Casper, W'yo.,
west to Lander, 147.89 miles; Manitowoc. Green Bay & North Western, between Manitowoc, Wis., and Eland Junction, and from Pulaski
to Gillett, a total of 123.20 miles; Milwaukee & State Line Railway, a two-track line from the Milwaukee line near Lake Bluff, III.,
to an intersection with the same line near St. Francis, Wis., 50.24
miles: the Pierre, Rapid City & North- Western from a point .2 miles
north of Fort Pierre, S. Dak., west to Rapid City, 165.48 miles,
was opened for traffic in August; the Pierre & Fort Pierre Bridge
Railway to connect the P., R. C. & N.-W. line with the Chicago &
North-Western at Pierre, 1.79 miles, including a bridge consisting
of seven masonry arches, to have four fixed spans each 350 ft. long,
and a draw span 445 ft. long, is expected to be opened for traffic
this year.
The extension from Bonesteel. S. Dak., northwest to
Gregory, 25.96 miles, has been opened for traffic, and the further
extension of this line from Gregory to Dallas. 4.84 miles, is expected
to be finished this year.
An extension has l>een built from Elton,
Wis., east 6.6 miles, which is being further extended to Langlade.
3.36 miles.
An extension has been finished from near Marathon City,
Wis., to Rib Falls, 4.75 miles.

O.NTAKIO DIVISIO.N.

Tornntn-Hudburu /.inc.— Muskoka, Ont., to Parry Sound. 23.3
miles; Parry Sound. Ont.. to Byng Inlet, 40 miles; Byng Inlet. Ont..
to Romford, 59 miles.
Ovelph rf Oorfprit 7i.—Milverton. Ont., to Goderich, 45.5 miles;
LIstowel branch, 16.5 miles.
Walkrrtnn A /yucfcnoic.— Walkerton, Ont.. to Proton, 37.5 miles.

Chicago, Rock Isi.axh &

Ei.

Paso.

—

Alb., 360 miles.

Renton Branch.— Kaiser, Sask.. east to Reston,

Wolxi'ti'i/

24.2 miles.

—

Man

.

Moosejaw, Sask.. northwest 50 miles.
Mooiirjatr Brnnrft.
Hourig Branch ExtenHnns. Stoughton-Weyburn, Sask,. 37 miles;
BroomhIII to Jackson, 6.9 miles.
Manitoba rf Xorlh H'csfrrn.— Yorktown extension. Sheho, Sask..
northwest 37 miles; Hredenbury branch, Bredenbury, Saak., south

—

:.Buder east six miles;

one mile.
falgary

i(

E'Imonton.

western lilVISION.
Lacombe, Alb., extension 50

—

miles.

PACIFlr DIVISION.

Columbia if WPstprn— Midway, B. C. west 2.2 miles
Kootenay Central. Golden, H. C, south 15 miles.

—

Chicago. Rock Island &

Chicago, Rock IsrAMi & Gi

if.

— See

Chicago,

Rock Island &

Pacific.

—

Chicago, Rock Isi.a.mi & Pac im
J. W. Robins. General Superis quoted as saying thai gradins; has been finished on the
Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf from .-VmarlUo. Tex., west to the
Texas-New Mexico boundaiy. 69.87 miles, and on the Chicago. Rock
Island & El Paso from that point to Tucumcarl. N. Mex.. 41.12
miles.
According to the rrovisions of the charter track must be
laid this year. The company is planning to begin this work shortly.
.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Stonewall Branch .—Kamarnci. Man., north to Teulon, 11.9 miles.
Strassburg, Sask., west to Battle River.
Pheasant Hilln flrniirh

— See

Pacific.

intendent,

—

Chicago, St. Pai;l, Minneapolis & O.maha. The report ot this
for the year ended June 30. 1907. shows that the comduring the year added 8.474 tons of rails on 67.41 miles of
track, most of which were to replace lighter rails.
The extension
from lliirtington. Neb., to Crofton, 15.8 miles, has been opened for
traffic, and ii is expected that the extension from New Castle, Neb.,
In Wynol. 18 miles, will be opened for traffic this year.
During
the year second track between Merrilan, Wis., and .\ugusta. 21.70
miles, was put in operation, also third and fourth tracks, between
East St. Paul and a new freight yard near the Harvester works,
3.2 miles, and second track between Duluth passenger station and

company
piuiy

«
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Sbttsmi

St LouU river bridge, 1.86 ioIIod
Work In under way on Mfcond
track brlween Altoona. Wlx., and AuKuata. 18. 98 mllex
ThlK U ex
p«cted to b« put In opera! Ion thU year
The net Im-reaite In the itUltj
and pairing trackii during the year wun \'M6 mi'm
Work un the
Minnesota A Iowa division. cbanglnK ih« llnti at Mlnneopa, Minn.,

between Ottawa and Ht. Peter and between Mlnneopa and Lake
Crystal, baa been nnUhp<l: also on a change uf allnement and grade
south of Cuml>erland, Wis., for 2.25 mlleii.

t

Cui^ouAiMj

Sui'tui:hn.

— L.ocal

reports state that the Trinity

ft

Urazos Valley Is considering the question of removing Its tracks
from a point near Klr>en, In Freestone county, Tex. on Its DallasHouston line, and building a conneitlng line to the Fort Worth line
at Mexla.
The proposed change will hhorten the distance several
miles over the existing line which Jolii.s the main line at League.
Oa.nvii.le

EASTUiN lu.iMDis

ft

(

EuxTBic

.

)

— See

Illinois Traction.

—

Denvek. Laramie ft Ni>Rriiwe.sTKK.N. This company, which was
organized to build a line from Denver, Colo., to the northern boundary of Wyoming, 5U0 miles, Is said to have secured all the right
of way.
In Denver ground has been bought aggregating about 160
acres as a site for terminals.

Elmcc. LAKAYhTTi;

(April

5,

p.

499.1

—

In Louisiana
with $1,000,000 caplul and
company proposes to build a line from Eunice. La., southeast via Lafayette and
Abbeville to a point on the Gulf. The directors Include:
J. J.
Lewis. President: J. N. Green. Vice-President: C. I). CafTery. Secretary and Treasurer; G. Fusilier. J. J. Siagg, P. L. I)e Clouet, C. D.

Trahan and

F. A.

AiiuKviLLK.
Incorporated
office at Lafayette.
The

ft

Godchaux.
.^Local reports say that
Hodges, of Hartwell. Ga., Presiproposed line from Athens. Ga..

Ei.kc tkic

(

)

L.
a contract is to
dent of this company, to survey Its
northeast to Anderson, S. C, 60 miles.

—

Gka.nu Tri xk. Application is to be made by this company for
permission to build a branch from St. Lambert, Que., to Brosseau
and west to the easterly entrance of the Victoria Jubilee bridge.
Plans and a profile of the route have been flled.
station, thence north

Gkkat NoHTiiKK.N.
Grand F'orks, B. C,
toria
p.

ft

to
Ije

MihKijtiit. Railway ft Namoaido i.'o. - ncorporated in Uklaboma. with $I.50U.0UU lapital. and oOlors at Shawnee and Muskogee.
to build a line from Muskogee. Ind T. Huuib to a point on the
Fort Smith ft Western. In the Choctaw Nation. 55 miles. The Incorporators Include:
I.
L. Reeves and S. M. Rutherford, of Muskogee; C. R Dean and C. H Glllman. of Shawnee
1

— Contract

reported let to J. H. Stewart, of
40 miles on the Vancouver. VicEastern, between Keremeos. B. C. and Hedley.
(March 15,
is

for grading

384.)

—

Elkc-trk. This company. It Is said, will extend Ita
Cal., north via Redblutf and Redding to Kennett.
91) miles.
The company Is now building an extension from Chlco
west to Hamilton City la Glenn County. 18 miles.
.S'oKTiiKR.x

line

from Chlco.

—

PiTTSBiRoii ft Lake Erie. Twenty-five tracks, each about half a
mile long, are being laid In this company's yards at Altquippa, Pa.

—

Soinu I.mi.k.vatik.xal Railway ft Power Comi-a.sy. This
in Maine la-st spring with a capof $200,000 to build an electric line from Seattle. Wash., north
via Everett to Belllngham. about 100 miles, has acquired through
a lease the Everett Street Railway and electric light and water
properties recently bought by the Stone ft Webster Interests of
Boston, Mass. It is understood this line is to form part of a through
electric line between Seattle and Vancouver, B. C.
E. W. Purdy
Is President; C. D. Wyman, Vice-President; Albert K. Todd, Secretary.
(See Washington Roads, June 28, p. 949.)
Pr(i»rr

company, which was Incorporated
ital

—

Fort Chadiioikxe. According to reports from
President Spencer of this proposed line has given
Hunter to do grading. The proposed route Is
irora Robert Lee, in Coke county, east to Winter, about 30 miles.

Lkk

RoiiEKr

San

Railway
be given by W.

Geoiii;ia-Cahoi.ina

37

and on 3u miles between Heber and Searcy. It I* expected
have trains In operation to Heber by January 1. The road l« to
extended southeast to Helena. Ark
(June 21. p. 917.)

I.<«iille,

ft

.-Vngelo, Tex.,

a contract

to J. T.

—

Ro.swEi.i. ft Eastern.
Residents of Roswell. N. Mex., have granted to this company a bonus of $220,000 and a right-of-way through
The company proposes to build a line from Roswell.
the town.
Edward Kennedy, of
N. Mex.. east to Lubbock. Tex.. 120 miles.
Houston, is promoting the project. A company under this name
was incorporated some time ago to build from Torrance. N. Mex..
south to the Texas state line.
(Mar. 15, p. 391.)

Die(;o

Sa.n

& Arizona.

— This

It

is

said,

has begun

miles.

Traction.

Illi.nois

— The

stock

capital

of the

Springfleld

Belt

John

Railway has been increased from $5,000 to $500,000. The company
is to build a belt line from the McKinley road east of Springfleld.

over this

to connect with the line south of the city limits, to avoid sending express cars through the city of Springfleld. The Danville &
Eastern Illinois has also iiureased its capital from $5,000 to $500,000.
This company is to build a line from Danville, 111., southeast to
Terre Haute, Ind., 50 miles.

SoLTiiLKN. For suspension of
of Piesideiii Finley on page 3G6.

111.,

—

INTEHSTATK TiiAN.-sKi.u RAILWAY. Tlils Company, organized in
Wisconsin to build a line 10 miles long from Superior, Wis., north
to Duluth. Minn., has been granted a certiflcate of public convenience and necessity in Wisconsin.
(Aug. 9. p. 164.)

—This

company has been authorunderstood that the proceeds
wl'l be chiefly used in the construction and equipment of new lines.
Contracts have already been let to the Fisher Const ruction Co. to
do some work. (March 15, p. 385.1
JoLiET

company.

its line from San Diego. Cal.. east to Yuma. Ariz.. 200
The company was organized in December. 1906. and bought
the franchises and properly of the San Diego-Eastern, projected

building

SouTiii-jH.N

ft

TuAtTioiN.

ized to Issue $1,500,000 bonds.

I»RAIN

ft

We.st ViHdi.viA.

It

— See

is

Wabash.

—

Mexican PAt-iKic. Reports from Mexico City state that this company, which operates 59 miles of railroad in Mexico, proposes to
a branch

(March

route.

D.

Spreckels

the

is

principal

promoter.

15. p. 391.)

—

Southern Pacific.

—See

work on

Mexican

Pacific.

Spbinofielu Belt Railway (Electric).
Tri.\itv

this road see statement

— See Illinois Traction.

& Brazo.s Valley.— See Colorado & Southern.

—

Vallejo & NiiKTiiEKN (Electric). This company has all the
right-of-way secured for a two-track electric line to be built from
Vallejo. Cal.. northeast to Sacramento, about 40 miles. Work is to
(March 15. p. 393.)
be started at once.
Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern.

— See

Great Northern.

—

Air Line. This company, which was incorporated last
year in Virginia with $25,000 capital, has increased its capital to
$500,000.
The company is building a line from Lindsay. Va.. on
the Chesapeake & Ohio south to Upper Bremo on the James River
division, about 30 miles.
Reports say that grading is finished from
Lindsay to Palmyra, about 10 miles, and that track laying Is to
begin at once. T. 0. Troy, President. Amherst. Va.; J. M. RobertViitiJiNiA

from Acapulco, Mex., northwest along the Paciflc
This is said to be a Harriman project, and is eventually
to connect with the line which the Southern Pacific is building from
Guaymus, southeast down the coast. The .Mexican Government has
granted a liberal concession to the Mexican Paciflc,
(Aug. 30. p.

son. Secretary. Charlottesville. Va.

247.)

Wamiington, Frederick ft Gettysbcrc, (Electric). This company has issued bonds to build and equip about 25 miles of line
now under construction from Frederick. Md., north via Thurmont,
Grading has been finished on six miles and it is
to Emmitsburg.
expected to have the line between. Frederick and Thurmont finished
D. C. Kemp. President, Frederick. Md.
in November.

h'.illd

i-oast.

15.

p.

393.)

—

—

Middle Carolina ft Wkstern. Work, it is said, has been started
by this company on its proposed line from Greenwood, S. C. on the
Seaboard Air Line and the Southern Railway, southeast to SaUida.
29 miles.
B. W. Crouch, of Augusta. Ga.. is said to be interested in
the project.

—

Mississin-i Kailww. Local reports state that a charter has
been granted to this company in Mississippi with $100,000 capital
to build a line from Bay St. Louis, Miss., on the Gulf of Mexico,
north to Grand Junction. Tenn. J. E. Thornton, of Pass Christian;
J. L. Ross, of Mendenhall. and G. C. Sprague. of Brandon, are said
to be Interested.

Missouri & Nokjh
over

(March

Wauash. — The extension, building under the name of the Lorain
ft West Virginia, from Wellington. Ohio, north to Lorain, about 35
(May 24, p. 728.)
miles, is reported to be now in operation.

1,400

men now

—

This company, il is said, has
work on its extension between Leslie,
Track bas been laid on 23 miles from

.Ahka.n.sa.s.

at

Ark,, and Searcy, 97 mll^g,

Western Pacific— This company has a total of 234 miles of
In California
track laid out of 929 miles of main line as follows:
27 miles west from Stockton to a point 52 miles of open; 26 miles
from Stockton, north to the Mokelumne river; 27 miles from Marysvllle northwest to OroviUe. and in Utah and Nevada for 154 miles
from Salt Lake west lo within about eight miles of Shafta, Nev.,
which will be the junction point with the Nevada Northern running
south to Ely. Nev.
There remain three gaps to close, one of 52 miles from Oakland through Niles Canyon; a second of 62 miles from the Mokel-
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Sacramento to Marysville, and a third
from OrovlUe across the Sierra Nevada to a point Just
been
started on the 1,600-fL tunnel In San
east of Shafta. Work has
Francisco, the shaft leading from Islais Creek district nortli Into

umne

river north through

of 695 miles

the southern section of the city, with but eight miles of track to
be laid to reach Shafta from the east. It is probable that Salt Lake
and Shafta will be connected, a distance of 162 miles, by October 1.

—

Wisconsin Central. This company expects to finish track laying on the extension building from Ladysmith, Wis., northwest to
Superior, 105 miles, by November first. A steel bridge is being
built over the Chippewa river just north of Ladysmith that will
probably be finished this month. Work trains can then be run as
far north as Douglas county. On the whole line there are to be
45 trestles and five steel bridges.
Wichita, Clevelanp & Gulf.

— Incorporated

in

Oklahoma with

$50,000,000 capital stock and office at Cleveland, Okla. The company
proposes to build a line 634 miles long from Wichita, Kan., south
through the counties of Sedgwick, Butler, Cowley and ChauUuqua,
in Kansas; the counties of Osage and Pawnee, in Oklahoma, and
through the Cherokee. Creek and Choctaw nations, and the states
The incorporators
of Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana to the gulf.
David Ratner, J. F. Hethering, J. C. Byers, R. L. Lunsinclude:

ford

and A. Cecanko.

in Pennsylvania
with $200,000 capital to build a line from Ohiopyle, Pa., on the Baltimore & Ohio, at the Youghiogheny river west to a point in Wharton
E. W.
township, Fayette county. The incorporators include;
Mudge, President, Pittsburgh; C. B. Ferree, R. G. Campbell, G. C.
Landers, H. N. Trimble and C. M. Thorp.

YouGHiooHENY & CHEAT RivER.— Incorporated
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year that the Union Pacific had an interest In Illinois Censtock, the Interstate Commerce Commission Investigation
February showed that the Union Pacific had bought, before

last
tral

in

the 1906 stockholders' meeting, nearly 30 per cent, of the Illinois
Central capital stock. The annual report for the year ended
June 30, 1907, shows an extraordinary Increase in net receipts
during the last four months. During the first four months they
increased $670,000; in the next four months, after the change of
presidents, they decreased $570,000. and in the last four months
they increased $1,250,000. of which over $600,000 was in the single month of June, and then, although neither mileage nor
operating conditions had changed, the month of July, 1907,
showed a decrease of $35,000 in net revenue. A resolution of
inquiry Introduced by Mr. Fish was referred for answer to
President Harahan, who was in charge, through an assistant,
of the accounting methods which Mr. Fish questioned. Mr. Fish
now asks for proxies because of the evident intention of electing
Mr. Harriman and others of his selection to the Board of Directors to fill the four places on the Board.
Mr. Harahan has sent out a circular letter answering these
statements. He says that the charges that Illinois Central accounts have been manipulated are absolutely untrue, and that
the reports of the accounting and traffic officers, called for in
the resolution referred to. show this. There has been no change
in the relations of the Illinois Central with the Union Pacific
and the Southern Pacific. Mr. Harahan then speaks of the reasons why Mr. Fish was dropped from the presidency. He gives
specific instances of loans made by Mr. Fish from Illinois Central surplus, of which the Directors disapproved; their other
reasons are given in the letter from the Directors to Mr. Fish,
which was w-ritten last November and a copy of which Is enclosed in Mr. Harahan's circular letter.

Intekborouqh-Metropolitan.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

— See

New York

City Railway.

—

Albany & Su.s(<leiianna.— See Delaware & Hudson.
Boston & Maine. This company has sold to Bond & Goodwin, BosThe proceeds are to
ton, $4,000,000 one-year 6 per cent, notes.
be used to refund short term notes. Most of the new notes have

—

been disposed of

New

and the rest are being offered at lOOVi.

See

York, New Haven & Hartford.
See Fitchburg Railroad.

—

Chicago & Alton. Judge K. M. Landis has announced that the
promise of immunity from prosecution on account of rebates
given the Standard Oil Company of Indiana will be kept. It is
believed that this decision removes the most important obstacle
to the ultimate consummation of the acquisition of the Chicago
& Alton by the Toledo, St. Louis & Western.

Delaware & Hudson.— The United SUtes Circuit Court has handed
down a decision in favor of the stockholders of the Albany & Susquehanna in their suit against the Delaware & Hudson for 12'.^
per cent, annual dividends, as rental, instead of the 9 per cent,
which the Delaware & Hudson has been paying on the A. & S.
stock since 1902. The point of the suit was that the D. & H.
bonds
in refunding Issues of 7 per cent, and 6 per cent. A. & S.
with 3',1' per cent convertible D. & H. bonds had effected a
stockholders
saving in interest charges of which the A. & S.
should get the benefit under the terms of the lease; the latter
therefore brought suit for increased dividends, with the above
result.

(Nov.

2,

1906,

p.

124.)

FiTCHBURO Railroad.— At the annual meeting on September 25, the
January 30, 1907,
vote
their
of
annulled
stockholders
authorizing $SOO,000 bonds for double-tracking between Troy,
N. Y., and Johnsonvllle. and for the elimination of grade crossings, and. Instead, authorized an Issue of $2,900,000 bonds, part
of which' are to be used to refund $2,000,000 bonds maturing
May 1, 1908, and the rest for the double-tracking and for
They also authorized the purchase of
f)ther improvements.
the Conway Street Hallway, a small electric line In Con
way, Franklin County, Mass., and authorized the Issue of
The bill
preferred stock and bonds to pay for this property.
allowing this purchase was passed last spring by the Massachusetts legislature.

—

Illinois Central. In a letter asking for proxies for the annual meeting on October 16, Stuyvesant Fish says that for some time there
have been persistent efforts to put the control of the company
In the hands of I'nion Pacific and Southern Pacific Interests.
The policy of the Illinois Central, operating as It does north and
south lines, has been to deal with each of Its east and west con
nectlons to the best advantage without making exclusive trnffic
It delivers more tonnage to connecting lines than
receives from them, and Its control would therefore bo particularly valuable to the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific
Although the Harrlman Interests denied at the annual meeting

alliances.
It

loNE & Eastern. John Raggio, Stockton, Cal.. has been appointed
Receiver of this road, which runs from lone, Cal.. to Martell. 12
miles. The interest on the $340,000 bonds is in default.

— See New York City Railway.
— Adrian H. Joline, President of the

Metropolitan Street Railway.

New York
souri,

firm

City Railway.

Kansas & Texas, and Douglas Robinson,
Charles
of
Douglas Robinson,
S.

Mis-

of the real estate

Brown

&

Co.,

this
of
property on
Pennsylvania
Steel
Company
and the Degnon Contracting Company, creditors for about
A few months ago the assets of the company
$50,000.
were given as about $29,000,000 and the liabilities as about $3.?.-

have
the

been

appointed

petition

of

Receivers

the

It is alleged that the floating debt amounts to $2,000,000 and that the company cannot pay it. An immediate result
of the receivership will be the passing of the guaranteed 7 per
cent, dividends on Metropolitan Street Railway stock, and It is
believed that since the property is now in the hands of the
federal courts, the investigation of the Interborough-Metropolitan's relations with its subsidiaries, which has been carried on
by the Public Service Commission for the First district, will
have to stop, so far as the New York City Railway Is concerned.

000,000.

—

New

York. NE^v Haven & Hartford. A special meeting of the stockholders has been called for October 30 to authorize an Issue of
$35,469,500 additional capital stock.
This is to be issued to
stockholders and convertible debenture holders at $125 a share
to the extent of 25 per cent, of their present holdings; for this
purpose. $150 in debentures is equivalent to $100 in stock. There
are outstanding $30,000,000 convertible debentures and $121,
878,000 stock. Part of the latter is, however, held in the treasury, having been issued by the company to itself In exchange
for Its own holdings In Consolidated Railway stock.
See editorial columns for President Mellen's attitude concerning the relations of this company with the Boston & Maine.

Pan-American.

— The

Mexican government

is

said

to

have bought

the majority of the capital stock of this company. There Is $10,000,000 authorized, of which $1,084,600 was outstanding In April,
1906. About 200 miles of road are In operation from San GeronImo, where It connects with the Tehuantepec National, to a
point 60 miles from the Guatemala border.

Southern Pacitic.— Gross earnings

for July, 1907, were $11,451,270.
an Increase of $2,237,535; net earnings, after taxes. $3,452,687.
an Increase of $47,568. These returns were compiled after the
manner of those of the Union Pacific, which see.

Toledo. St. Louis & Western

Union Paiific.

— Gross

—See Chicago &

Alton.

earnings for July, 1907. were $7,233,994, an
Increase of $1,026,165; net earnings, after taxes, $3,041,983, a
decrease of $79,398. These earnings were complied In accordance with the Interstate Commerce Commission's new accounting rules, and the figures for the same month In 1906 have been
revised to conform with them for comparison.
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to be a slow but steady drift toward the New Haven President's
suggestion of taxation dli-ectly levied by the state on railroad debt
at or about par value and on capital stock at nearly market value
usually in practice a little below that value on the theory that
any large anioiinl of the slork. if put on sale, would depress the
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The huge figures for ihe freight aud passenger movement in the
United States, and its enormous growth within a short period, during which the increase in mileage ha.s hfeu comparatively small,
tends to create the impression that there is generally great density
of traffic, which impression is strengthened by the obvious fact that
many important lines have had at time.s more traffic than they could
handle, laking the railroad system as a whole, however, the traffic
must still be called thin. The movement on the 222.340 miles reported for 1906, if evenly distributed in time and over the railroads,
was equivalent to a daily movement in each direction of 181 passengers and 1,330 tons of freight, say one train a day each way
with three full carloads of passengers and another with 33 full carloads of freight. Seeing as we do on the more important lines train
after train pass much larger than these (though rarely fully loaded
in both directions) it Is hard to believe this; but by as much as
the traffic vastly exceeds this on certain lines, by so much it falls
below it on others; and rates which leaving a narrow margin of
profit where the traffic is dense, yet yield an abundant return, are not
But the
likely to pay the working expenses where it is light.
average density of traffic is still much greater than formerly. There
is nearly twice as much passenger traffic per mile of railroad as in
From 1870
1897, and quite twice as much freight traffic as in 1895.
to 1.885 the very large Increase in mileage frequently reduced the
average traffic per mile. Main lines had few interruptions in their
growth; but thousands of miles of new lines on the frontier and
of branches in undeveloped country often more than counterbalanced
Now, it is iiractically impossible to add 10 per cent, to the
this.
mileage in a single year, as was often the case formerly, and it is
many years since the addition has been as much as 3 per cent.

39«

Recent Stall Railroad I>.'glBlatlon
Kirelgn Rnlin'ad Note*
rilgrima' Railroad to Mecca
Siberian Traffic Scandals

4,

1907.

price.
This sweeping dictum of direct taxation by the state
based, in the case of interstate systems, on mileage within the slate,
has the manifest advantage of simplicity and of reaching every

market

holder of stocks and bonds. Its disadvantage is the minor one of
taxing a varying market value of the slock and, for example, letting
a railroad now and then carry over a new issue of bonds or of stock
If
just beyond the assessment period and thus escape for a year.
the plan, which a number of states adopt, of redistributing tax receipts among the towns, cities or counties through which the railroad runs is also adopted, the equities of the tax adjustment seem
In this big, waxing and complicated question of
pretty complete.
When
railroad taxation one broad movement may also be noted:
the railroad lines were short, local and isolated the theory ol local
taxation was naturally dominant. .\s the lines have consolidated
into longer lines and these into systems state taxation has come to
the front, the state sometimes collecting for itself, sometimes acting
merely as a tax collector for the municipalities and lately, in the
case of New Jersey "splitting" the question by taxing "main stems"
tor

stale

revenue while other railroad property pays

local

taxes.

But the whole system of American railroad taxation is shot through
with inequities. Why, for instance, should the resident of Connecon outside railroad bonds but go free on outside railroad stocks without regard to the outside and local taxation which
either may bear? Ere long, also, the street railways are going to
load the general problem with new enigmas. Just now the street
railways may be regarded as fittest subjects of municipal rather
than state taxation. Generally speaking their higher valuations are
localized to centers of dense population, and the municipality which
has yielded franchise rights in its streets has the primary claim to
revenue from taxes. But the situation is sure to he modified as the
local systems merge, extend into long distance, cross country and
interstate systems, are taken up by the steam companies and ultimately—as in the case already of the New Haven— consolidated
with them. Slate equities as against local equities in such a hybrid
status of the blended lines will give us some fresh tax problems sure
ticut be taxed

to be

puzzling and often polemical.

The tenwbeel locomotive

for the Great

Western Railway,

illus-

trated elsewhere in this issue, has a number of features that should
at least attract the interested attention of .-Vmerican railroad men.
Some of them suggest a possible simplification of our own practice,

while others go to the opposite extreme and suggest complications
that no superintendent of motive power in the United States would
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care to advocate.
Chief among these is the use o£ four simple
cylinders instead of two.
If these four cylinders were of exceptional size and the engine of great weight the reason for their
existence would be readily understood. But why four cylinders of

diameter instead of two of the equivalent diameter of
The one advantage that they possess is that the reciprocating parts are in perfect balance and are light; but it would
hardly seem that this advantage could outweigh the disadvantages
of the duplication of every working part, the trouble from the inaccessibility of the machinery between the frames, the crank axle
and all the accompaniments. A glance at the illustrations will show
that inspection of the inside working parts is quite out of the
question except from a pit, and it must be remembered that this
includes the whole of the valve motion except the end of the
rocker and the stem of the outside valves.
The valve motion is designed along lines that are worthy of
examination. There are no eccentrics or return cranks, and this
may mean a possible simplification. Whether the cross connection
from one set of cylinders to the other can be made more cheaply
and cost less for maintenance than the usual construction with
the Walsehaert gear, remains to be seen. Certainly nothing can
be much more simple than the return crank, and we hear of very
little trouble caused by it: but that is no reason why we should
not look into this Great Western scheme.
The care with which the details are worked out will undoubtedly insure the success of the engine mechanically, and under the
conditions of English practice, possibly economically also: though
if it were' to be subjected to the ordinary treatment of locomotives
on American roads it would probably not have either of these
results to its credit. It stands, however, as a strong exemplification
of the position of the English chief of motive power, as compared
with his American brother, in that he can design and build such
a machine as this without a question, because he is the responsible
party and is the dictator as to what shall be built and used; a
course of action that would be quite impossible in the United States.
141.4-in.

20J%-in.?

Electric lighting offers the illuminating engineer the best opportunities for the exercise of his art, of course, the incandescent
lamp being the best adapted of any for getting just the results
desired.
J3ut since this is the most expensive form of car lighting,
general practice will continue the use of other kinds for some time
Therefore, since present conditions of illumination with
to come.
these lights are susceptible of considerable improvement, efforts
might profitably be directed to the application of methods to get
better results from them and thereby not only save money by
actually diminishing the amount of light now considered necessary
for adequate illumination, but at the same time enhance materially
the comfort of the passengers. However, it was stated at the September meeting of the Western Railway Club that by the use of
proper methods in reflecting and diffusing the light the effective

illumination of cars could be secured at a reduction of about oneThis
third in the amount of electric power now generally used.
being correct, it means apparatus of less capacity, and therefore

and lower cost of operation and
maintenance. Since the expense is the one barrier to the general
use of electricity for car lighting, a means tor lessening this obstacle
appears to be at hand. But aside from the important desideratum
of cost, it seems not improbable that the time is approaching when
the scientific illumination of passenger cars will be considered fully
as important as their comfortable heating, and almost as necessary
as a proper system of ventilation.
of less cost, to furnish the power,

THE HARRIMAN REFRIGERATOR CARSBeginning October first, the refrigerator traffic on the Harriman
including the extremely heavy transcontinental fruit traffic,
is being carried entirely
in the companies' own cars. .5,000 of
which have already been delivered to the Southern Pacific, with
1,600 more to come, the total cost of the equipment being approximately eleven millions.
This is the most interesting immediate
outcome of the action of Congress in making private car lines
lines,

common

THE EFFICIENT ILLUMINATION OF PASSENGER CARS.
Illuminating engineering is one of the newest of the profesIt is so new. in fact, that the significance of the term is not
generally understood as yet. It has been defined as "the efficient
use of artificial light"; that is. obtaining the best illuminating
effects with the least waste of light.
Comparatively few persons
understand and appreciate the importance of this, and that the
proper placing, reflecting and shading of artificial lights is an art
requiring the expert knowledge of a specialist. As a result, most
of the artificial lighting of to-day is a succession of examples of
"how not to do it."
sions.

This lack of understanding and appreciation of the correct
principles of artificial lighting is as manifest in passenger train
lighting as elsewhere.

F'or while the problem of efficient lighting
of cars contains limitations not found in other places, the fact
remains that the methods generally in vogue were evolved with
little or no thought of the visual comfort of the passenger.
For
example, it is a fundamental rule that brilliant radiants should be
kept out of the field of vision, or else that their intrinsic brilliancy
be greatly reduced, as exposed lights, of any but low intensities,

strain the eyes; yet ignorance of this rule is responsible for one
of the commonest faults of unscientific artificial lighting. A line
of brilliant unshaded lights along the ceiling of a car, as is the
general custom, tries severely the eyes of all passengers having to
fare them.
So one who has spent any lime on a passenger train
after dark needs to be told this.
Since it is Impracticable to place
these lamps outside the field of vision, they should be so shaded as
to reduce their intensity to a comfortable degree. The popular
belief that the more light there Is the better one can see is fallacious.

There

is

a

limit

to

the

amount

of light the

retina of the

eye can endure with comfort, and more than this produces strain,
making it harder to see well tUaii with less light.

The

of correct Illumination

properly directing or
cllfTusin^ the light.
For general lighting of cars, where hiding the
lights Is impracticable, as with gas lamps for instance, opal or,
preferably, holophane globes should he used to keep down the
.serret

lli's

In

As a matter of fact, the general practice fnr
illumination of cars is very wasteful of light. Much l)etter results
could he obtained at n less cost by actually reducing the quantity
of the light and delivering It where It is needed by the use of suitable reflectors.
Intrinsic brilliancy.
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The Armours formerly supplied the Harriman
was brought out in testimony that the Armour interests
owned some 14.000 refri,s;erator cars, and rented them on a mileage
lines.

basis

carriers.

It

of

three-quarter cents per mile.

further agreement,

in

the case of the

Armour Car Line Company should

and
Southern

,!joing

comin,s;,

Pacific,

with a
that the

furnish 5,000 cars, or such

num-

ber as might be necessary to secure to the fruit shipping interests

number

of California a
of combined ventilator and refrigerator cars for the transportation of fresh fruit and vegetables
Ironi California to the eastern states, in return for which the
Armour Car I^ine was given the exclusive privilege of furnishing the
sufficient

it complied with these conditions.
Because of the disparity between the volume of deciduous fruit
shipments during the summer months and that of the citrus fruits
during the winter months, the Southern Pacific Company had believed it would be unwise to provide cars of its own, since these
cars would prssumably lie idle for a good part of the year.
In
the Armour organization, the seasons in different parts of the
country were utilized to strike a balance, and cars not needed in
the California trade could be sent temporarily to Michigan. Texas,
Georgia or elsewhere, as the need might be.
But the Harriman
lines have now bou.Kht a third more cars than the entire number
formerly furnished them by the Aruumrs, at a cost more than double
that which was testified to in 190') as prohibitive, and it will be a
traffic question of great interest to note how the experiment works
out. and whether work for the car.s can be found, all the year
around, in Harriman territory.
If not. refrigeration charges must

refrigerator equipment, so long as

must be sent out In
(ompetition with the Armour cars, and .subject to difficulty in dealing with any kind of exclusive contracts to which one-season fruit
roads, like the Pere Marquelte, may have been able to bind themselves under the new law.

either provide for the dull season, cr the cars

But

it

may

very seriotis.
of

be assimieil

According

refrigerator cars in

to

thai

the

these
lito.'i

the cotinlry

difficulties will noi prove
testimony, the total number
that lime was about fifty

at

thousand, and the demand had grown to exceed the supply.
In
view of the trenieudotis growth of the California fruit industry, It
may be hazarded that the present supply of cars will not exceed
ilie present demand, an<l that mutually satisfactory adjustments can
re made.
Shipments of California oranges, lemons and grapefruit
for the season now closing aggregate nearly SO.iioo carloads.
Deciduous fruit shipments have also made a high record for the
season.
Moreover development of an nll-the-year-round orange crop

Ot-tUMJI

tu
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mc«t the conaiant dPinand for

this

fruit has b«eD carried out

•o Bucceaafully that now there Is hardly a day In the year In which
orange shipnaents are not made.
On account of the increased
acr«M(e comInK Into tiearlng. It is estimated that the citrus fruit
hlpairuts from California during the M<>aiion beginning Nov. 1 will
reach 35.IMW cars.
Preooollng before fruit Is loaded Into cars Is
being resorted to on a greater scale thun •ver before, with the
result that u considerable quantity of fruit and melons that ore now
spoiled In tranHli will reach the eastern market in good condition.
The Southern Paclflc U erecting three Ice manufacturing planla for
Its new refrigerator car service, to avoid the posslbllty of an Ice
shortage such as has happened In past years, causing loss to the
fruit lihlppers.

The refrigerator car business on the Harrlman lines will be
cmrrled on by the Pacific Fruit Express Company, a company controlled by (he Union Paclflc, and specially organized to take over
traffic formerly handled by the private refrigerator lines.
Some
doubt hail existed on the right of the Union PaclQc to own stock
in a refrigerator line, liut all uncertainty on this point was cleared
up at the last session of the Utah legislature. At that session a
new railroad law was passed codifying the railroad laws of the state
and Including In the privileges accorded to the railroads organized
under the laws of that state the right to own express and refrigera-

the

tor lines.
.Mr. Harriman has been quoted to the effect that the lines In
his system would hereafter be able to give an enlarged and better

and that earnings would undoubtedly be increased from
that source. "Whatever they (the .\rmours) made, we will make,"
he said, but he left unsettled the question whether this was to apply
to profits made wholly on his own lines or not.
service

HIGH CAFA:ITY

CA^^^S in

GERMANY.

of public works has asked for proposals

for the construction of coke cars of 15 metric tons capacity that
shall

7,500

dump and be self-clearing, and has offered prizes of 10,000,
and 5.000 marks for the best designs. Commenting on the
situation, the Journal ties Transports says, that as far as

German

car capacity is concerned, the fact that Germany is so far behind
France is probably due to the lightness of the construction of its
roadway and bridges. The .American high-capacity car, with bogie
trucks, has been the subject of quite contradictory opinions in Ger-

many. It was at first rejected in 1891, when the tonnage limits
were established, but a trial was afterward made in 1899 under the
Essen management, with cars of 30 and 40 metric ton capacities,
built after the designs of Talbot and the Pressed Steel Car Co.
They passed through a period of disfavor but were taken up again.
In 1904, by the Royal Bavarian Railways.
These trials were no
more successful than those which preceded them, and they have
Anally yielded to the hostility manifested. The objections that are
raised to this type of car are that it is too heavy to be moved readily
hy men, and cannot be handled by existing facilities, such as turntables, transfer tables and the like; with the result that the cars
are seldom used except for the transportation of heavy freight, such
as

rails.

Upon a further examination of the problem, the German engineers have found that the ratio of tare weight to local can be made
almost as low for a four-wheeled car as for one equipped with bogle
trucks.
For example, the 20-ton standard car with side doors and
traps at the end weighs about 8.5 tons, while the 40-ton car with
bogie trucks will not weigh less than 17 tons. It is quite true that
a train of 600 tons can be formed of these high-capacity cars on a
length 18 metres (59 ft.) less than that required with the fourwheeled cars, but this advantage is considered small when compared
with the Inconveniences attending the use of such long and heavy
cars.

The technical convention of the German Railroad Union has
limited the static load per wheel under a full load to 7.000 kilograms (15,400 lbs.), and the total weight to an average of 3.100 kilograms per metre (2,080 pounds per foot) of length over buffers.
Still, on some lines where the superstructure and bridges are of
weight per wheel Is raised to eight metric
Instructions regarding the maintenance of the

sufficient strength, the

and the latest
superstructure on the main lines make this load of eight tons the
minimum. It would seem. then, that the construction of the 20-toncapacity cars that run for the most part on the main lines, could
be modified In such a way that a load of from 7.375 to 7.60 tons
could be carried per wheel, by giving the sides a height of 1.8 metres
tons,

with 21 tons of coal or 20

Ions of coke.

Indeiiendent of this Increase of capacity there Is a demand la
(lernian Industrial circles for self-dumping cars. Up to the present
the cars of this character, that have been built In Germany, have

been vehicles Intended for the transportation of special bulk loada
such as ore. coal, broken stone, limestone and similar products, and
usually make the return trip empty. In certain places, where selfdumping cars can be used to advantage, they are coming into
service; e8r>eclally for carrying supplies to the large manufacturtog
establishments of the Rhenish provinces and Westphalia.
Their use Is naturally subordinate to the construction of saltable sidings and chutes. Hopper bottom cars have been In use for a
number of years In the valley of the Saare and on the Lahn, because
the structures there are suited to them; but they cannot be utilized
where this Is not the case. In fact the majority of the Interests
affected prefer the side discharge.

The position taken Is that the rapidity and saving. In comparieon with hand labor, of the self-dumping feature. Is offset by the
fact that such cars can only be used with freight that will not be
Injured by such a method of handling, and that, even then, they
can only be used in connection with special discharging facilities.
A limitation Is thus imposed upon the utilization of these cars
which Is a serious obstacle to an Increase of their numbers. It may
also be added that they cost about 50 per cent, more than the com-

mon
Is

type of car, and that the ratio of the tare to loaded weights

also unfavorable to them.

These observations will show the difficulties that beset the
minister of public works in his search for a type of car that shall
combine the advantages that seem to be so contradictory: that is to
say, an automatic discharge with a first cost and maintenance
charges that shall be low enough to permit it to be used in ordinary
traffic.

Railroad

The Prussian minister

375

(6.9 fe«t), so that they could be loaded

officers

and other interested parties must look for the

some curiosity. For. if a satisfactory
found, it is very certain that, in order to use the selfcar to the best advantage, it will be necessary to overhaul

results of this contest with

solution

dumping

is

the station facilities at many points, so as to assure a rapid
handling of the rolling stock during periods of congested traffic.
The initiative that has thus far been taken by some of the
great industries as well as by the Prussian railroad management,
has had its imitators. The State Railroad of Hungary, for example,
has just given a trial order for the construction of 10 open cars of
30 metric tons capacity, to have movable sides, and for 50 more
fitted with the Talbot system of side discharge.

given out about any agreement between the New
Hartford and its western connections in regard
it is to be assumed that the withdrawal of that
road from the per diem agreement has gone into effect; and that
for western csjrs now coming east with freight for New Haven
lines that company will have to pay a "reasonable" price per day.
What this will be remains to be seen. To the notices, heretofore
referred to. which the New Haven received from its connections
it
replied that it was ready to enter into a "reasonable arrangement"; but this was accompanied by three questions, viz.:
"t>o ,vou consider It ronsonal<le to cliarKP this onmpnny for the use of
cars iliii'Ing tlie four days after delivery, when this company has no n.se of

Nothing

York.

is

New Haven £

to car service, so

such cars because of the operation of the law giving consignees four days free
of charge i>et\ve«'n delivery and final iinloaillngV
"The cars lo l>e delivered by you lo this company will vary greatly In
How are we to ascertain what would lie a reavalue, capacity and condition.
sonable cliarge per day for any particular car?

"How would you propose to classify cars and what would you consider
reasonable to charge for the dlfTerent classes of cars to be deltverfd':"

It

II is said that most of the roads replied that they considered the
diem rules a sufficient answer to all the questions. In other
words an arbitrary rate is the only practicable rate. As the arbitrary rate now in force everywhere else (fifty cents a day) is at
present far below the real value of cars and therefore more favorable to the borrower than to the lender the position of the connection would spcni to be strong and that of the New Haven weak.
The question quoted above might make an interesting assortment of
Ijer

bones for lawyers to pick, l.ut it is hard to see how they can be
worth anything for any other purpose. Possibly the New Haven
intends to contest in the courts every car service bill presented to
it by its connections; but as the city of New Haven is supposed to
be still stanchly orthodox, in spite of the supremacy of the Modernists in Yale University (and the wickedness at Hartford which
gives us a four-days-free law) we may hope that the officers of the
road will instead follow the advice given in the first Gospel, fifth
chapter, 25th verse to agree with thine adversary quickly, while

—

—
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thou art in the way with him. Happily, the penal clauses of the
Interstate Commerce law probably cannot be made to apply to
interchange car service rates, so that the rest of this scripture,
about being cast into prison, need not be quoted here.

Canadian

stantly increasing in value, after subtracting all expenses of the
land grant and a dividend of 1 per cent, on the common stock paid
to stockholders in April of this year.
It still holds in reserve
12, .3(1(1. 000 acres, besides 2,500,000 acres which it is to receive through
subsidiary.
a
Of the 12,300,000 acres of land unsold, 8,900,000 acres are agricultural land in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The British Columbia lands amount to nearly 3,500,000 acres.
Some of these, it is
known, and many more it is probable, contain valuable mineral deWithin a few days the head of the mineral department of
posits.
the company has been quoted as saying that the Canadian Pacific is
spending $1,500,000 on its coal deposits at Fernie. B. C, and that
within a year or two the company will occupy an important position
in the coal trade of the province.
Much of these British Columbia
tracts contain lumber, so that western lands, although not at the
moment as readily salable as the agricultural lands further east, may
in the end prove much more valuable.
The average price received for the 990.840 acres sold during the
last fiscal year was also just under $6, but this included a large
area for which contracts had been made in earlier years at from
The average price realized from lands actually
$4 to %o an acre.
sold within the year was over JS an acre. At this average value
and as the price of the lands is rapidly increasing, the company Is
the value
likely to receive a much higher average for its holdings
of the unsold lands is about $120,000,000, which, added to the ?65,000.000 gross already received, would make a total ultimate value of the

Pacific.

The Canadian

Pacific is a great property. There is no railroad
as a railroad and no railroad corporation like it as a corporaowns a line of railroad from the Atlantic ocean to the Pacific, with thousands of miles of branch and connecting lines in between. Besides lake and coast steamships, it owns a line of steamers
from Quebec to Liverpool and another from Vancouver to Yokohama;
it owns the Dominion Express Company, which operates the express
business over its- lines and carries more than half the total express
traffic of Canada; it also owns the telegraph lines which serve its
It
territory and receives their profits from commercial business.
owns its own parlor and sleeping cars. It owns a controlling interthe Duluth, South Shore & Atest in two L'nited States railroads
lantic, which operates nearly 600 miles of line, and the Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, which operates over 2.000 miles. Finally,
It owns directly or indirectly 14,800,000 acres of unoccupied land.
No other railroad in the world has such a property as this.
Financially, the company belongs more to London than to Montreal or New York. Its 4 per cent, consolidated debenture stock and

like

it
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Canadian Pacific System; Western Lines.
4

per cent, preference stock

are held almost exclusively abroad,

where they are highly regarded. This is proved by the fact that the
company received more than par for about $6,000,000 of these two
classes of stock sold during the last year, when safe 4 per cent, stocks
of railroads In the United States were selling considerably below par.
Even the company's common stock, which is regularly traded In on
the New York Stock Exchange, was held at a level 20 or 30 points
above the price at which similar United States railroad stocks were
selling, by the large holdings and demand for it in England and on
the continent.

The Canadian Pacific probably has more concealed equities than
any other railroad company in the world. The balance sheet by
no means records the total value of its holdings in securities and
land.s.
The Dominion Kxpress Company, all of whose stock Is owned,
was until 1905 carried at $113,000. This figure was then pushed up
to $2,000,000 which is s.iid to reprtsent about a sixth of Its real
value. Common stork of the Canada North Wc.et Land Company is
carried at par.
It has sold on the basis of $100 shares at $1,100 a
share.
These are cases where the undervaluation of the company's
assets can be plainly seen.
In the long list of acquired securities
given In the report there are undotilitedly other tH.^tances of similar
If not as great undervaluation.
The most Important concealed asset,
however. Is the Item of land holdings mentioned In the balance sheet
only by a footnote. The cpmpany has already received $58,000,000
In ra.'ih or in deferred payments secured by liiiul wliirli is ron-

company's land grants ot $185,000,000. This great asset came along
with cash subsidies of $30,000,000 and 713 miles of railroad which
cost $35,000,000 to build, from the Dominion or provincial governments. To-day this seems like lavish generosity, but the Canadian
Northwest has now an assured and prosperous future. The first
trans-continental train was run on the Canadian Pacific on June 28,
1886.
At that time most of its lands were of no immediate value
whatever to the railroad or to the country. More by far than to
any other one cause Canada owes the wonderf\il development of her
western territory to the Canadian Pacific Railway. The inducements
offered, of small immediate but great potential value, were necessary to bring about the construction of such a railroad, as was
proved by the failure of earlier similar projects to be carried out
without such inducements.
For years the absolute master of the railroad facilities of the
western part of Canada, the Canadian Pacific is now facing not
far in the future serious cnnipetition.
In the first place, the Canadian Northern threw out a network of rapidly built lines in the
wheat growing regions of Manitoba, the longest of which is now in
operation as far as Edmonton, Sask.; next came the defeat of the
Conservative party, the ally of the Canadian Pacific, in the Canadian
elections, and the Grand Trunk Pacific project, backed by the Liberals under the leadership of Sir Wilfred I.aurler and the Grand Trunk
Railway, which then held an almost complete monopoly of most of
the province of Ontario. This meant more serious competition, for a
through line from coast to coast with numerous branches and feed-

OtTMO
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«ra In tho wMtern couolry waa to be undertaken. Thl« competition
waa particularly aerlous because tiacked by Bovernment credit. The
Canadian I>arlflc replied by beglnnlns coohtructlon of various linns
In Ontario parallellnR the Grand Trunk mlleaKe and reaching Ita
traffic centers: and, not leiu Important, by the Improvement of Its
estatlng llnnt and a rapid o<'('upatlOD uf t)Trltory In thi- Kreat Northweat by new line*. Then tlitre came still a third competitor. J. J.
Hill of the Great Northern, who promises to build a through low-

years hare been on a large scale. Summing up the progreaa of the
road for Ave years In a letter read l>efore the Canadian parliament
last spring. Sir Thomas Shaughnesay, President of the company,
showed that during the five-year period |2R OOOCiAO had been spent
on
:-ting lines,

from Winnipeg to Vancouver with numerous Important

Hocky mountains, which have been turning the Canadian PaclOc
from a high grade to a low grade road. There have been particularly
large sums spent In Improvements and purchase's in Winnipeg, the
western headquarters of the system. During 'h* Istt three years
about 13.000.000 has gone into terminals, a Cai.
hotel and
the acquisition Jointly with the t'uiuiillan N
r<^ts of the
Winnipeg Klectrlc llailway. The iirluclpal !
.un has been
from Winnipeg east to Kort William, which involvuo one change of
line about 30 miles long.
About 2oO miles of this double track la
to be ready for use before the end of the year and the whole distance, 427 miles, by the end of 1908, if present expectations are realThis Is a most Important improvement, for this stretch of
ized.
track as can be seen from the map Is In reality the throat of the
whole system. The network of branch and feeder lines In the agricultural regions between Winnipeg and the Rockies, as well as
the through line from the coast, pour their streams of traffic together
From here there is only one outlet to the eastward.
at Winnipeg.
Much of the grain is carried only as far as Fort William, whence the

icrade line

•

•

,

>'

branches.

This last challenge the Canadian Paclflc has already answered.
A throuKh frelRht and passenger service hoit been begun from Minneapolis and St. I'uiil ovor the MlnncupoIU, St. Paul and Sault Ste.
Marie and the Canadian I'acltlc's main line as far as Medicine Mat,
thence through the southern part of Uritihh Columbia to a connection with the new Spokane International Hallway, recently completed from Spokane north 141 miles— a rond on 51 per cent, of
who<>e stock the Canadian Pacific ha.s a lu-year option and with
which It has a close trafllc arrangement. This brings It to Spokane,
one of the most important Hill trnfllc centers. But the new route
does not stop there. Ily a trafllc arrangement between the Harrlman
Interests, who are willing enough to help along competition with the
Hill lines, the Oregon Railroad & Navigation brings the "SooSpokane route" down the Columbia river to Portland. From St. Paul
to Portland this new route is slightly shorter than either the Great
Northern or the Northern Pacific, though this will not be so when the
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Canadian Pacific System; Eastern Lines.
Portland & Seattle, the "north bank" road of the Hill lines, Is in
operation between Spokane and Portland; to Spokane It is a little
shorter than the Northern Pacific and a little longer than the Great
Northern. It was in ,Iuly that this route was opened to through passenger traffic, a special limited train being put on between the Twin
Cities and Spokane, with a close connection at Spokane for Portland.
This route can be traced on the map published herewith, on which
the Oregon Railroad & Navigation line from Spokane to Portland
is Included. How effective it will be as a competitor of the Northc.n
Pacific and of the Great Northern with its low-grade efficient line
baa yet to be proved.
Against these three sources of severe competition there is the
encouraging fact that the development of western Canada is going
on so fast that there will probably be business enough for all the
railroads which are ready to take It. The Canadian Pacific, moreover, should be in a position, by reason of its numerous improvements and the development of its plant, to handle this more
efficiently than its newer competitors. The new lines of the Canadian
Northern, at any rate, are of the lightest and most temporary character possible for a large standard gage railroad. The Grand Trunk
Pacific is likely to be belter built, but hardly up to the Canadian
The Hill road is really most to be feared in the
Pacific's standard.
matter of efficiency, as Mr. Hill is not likely to abandon his lifelong
and successful habit of building railroads with low grades whose
cost of operation Is at a minimum.
The Canadian Pacific's betterments and additions during recent

company's lake steamers carry it south to be reshipped to the railroad at Owen Sound on Georgian Bay, thence eastward over Canadian Pacific lines to eastern markets and tidewater.
The five years' record of improvements, summed up by President
Shaughnessy, brought the record down to June 30, 1906. Last year
$700,000 was spent on ocean, lake and river steamships, $4,500,000 on
construction of new lines, $11,000,000 on additions and improvements
and $13,.")0O,000 on rolling stock, shops and machinery. This is a
reconi of tremendous progress.
The past year's earnings show that the Canadian Pacific's experience was like that of most other railroads. Gross earnings largely
increased, but the cost of operation rose at an even faster rate. Gross
earnings were $72,200,000, against $61,700,000 in 1906, an increase
of $10,500,000, or 17 per cent, while operating expenses increased
This leaves net earnings of $25,300,000,
$8,200,000, or 21 per cent.
against $23,000,000 in 1906, a gain of 10 per cent. One special reason
why operating expenses rose so fast was the severity of last winter,

an operating handicap which fell with particular hardship on the
Canadian road. For weelcs at a time railroad operation was most
and for short periods impossible.
The income in net for 1907 was $18,400,000, against $16,000,000
Dividend payments reduced this to
in 1906, and $8,900,000 in 1905.
$9,300,000, which was the final profit and loss surplus of the year, as
no special appropriation for additions and improvements was made.
In the previous year there was an appropriation of $5,000,000 for

difficult

these purposes, but only about $700,000 of

it

was

used, leaving a bal-

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
ance of $4,300,000 still available. For this reason no new appropriation was made. A good deal of money was received during the year
from sources other than those shown in the Income account. The
Against
total receipts from land sales for the year were 18,300,000.
this

must be

set off $1,500,000, the final

payment

to the

Dominion

government, on account of land grant bonds, thus leaving the land
holdings free and clear to the company. There was $15,800,000 received from sale of new common stock and something over $6,000,000
from sales of preference and of consolidated debenture stock.
The increases in earnings were large. Freight earnings were
nearly $46,000,000. against $39,500,000 in the previous year. PasThese
senger earnings increased from $16,000,000 to $19,500,000.
returns indicate the general and unprecedented prosperity of the
Dominion, as they follow a year in which the increases over the previous year had been very large. In passenger earnings the great
strength of the Canadian Pacific is the large amount of through business, much of it from one seaboard to the other, which goes over its
line. Besides the traffic which would naturally come to it from Canadians. Englishmen traveling on this continent as a rule choose the
Canadian Pacific for at least one way across, partly because of patriotic feeling and partly because the Canadian Pacific, as a railroad,
Travelers from the United States also take
is so well known abroad.
the trip in great numbers because of the magnificent scenery through
the Canadian Rockies, which is unequaled by any transcontinental
road in the I'nited States. This large amount of through passenger
business does not seem to be reflected in the passenger-mile rate.
which is 1.S3 cents per passenger per mile, but this figure is much
affected by the low rates and large numbers of immigrant passengers.
The bulk of the freight traffic is in two classes of business grain
and lumber. Flour, live stock, fire wood and manufactured articles
are listed separately, and all other freight traffic besides these six
classes is bulked together in one group, which amounted last year
The growth of the grain traffic through the treto 4,SOO,0(iO tons.
mendous e.vpansion of the road's mileage in the grain-growing districts of Manitoba and Saskatchewan is shown by a large increase in
grain tonnage during the last two years. In 1905 there were
59,700.000 bushels of grain carried; in 1906, 82,200,000 bushels, and
It is evident from
last year. 93,200,000 bushels hauled by the road.
the fact that all other articles besides the six classes already mentioned amount altogether to less than 4.800,000 tons, that the coal
traffic of the road is not large.
The development of the coal measures in British Columbia should result in greatly increasing this
article of traffic.
Another kind of heavy traffic which is likely to
increase in the future is iron ore. Large deposits of iron ore have
recently been opened commercially north of Lake Superior, and the
Canadian Pacific will receive the havil on these ores from the mines
to the manufacturing centers in the East.
Maintenance of way expenditures were $1,115 a mile last year,
which appears to be a liberal figure, first, because the proportion of
branch-line prairie mileage is large, and, second, because on the lines
in the East, south of the St. Lawrence, traffic is light.
The cost
per mile was about $1,050 in 1906 and $1,000 in 1905. Maintenance
The increase in the
of equipment figures are not given in detail.
This account
cost of conducting transportation was very large.
stood at $23,800,000, against $18,800,000 in 1906, a rise of $5,000,000.
or 26 per cenL Detailed figures are not given under this account,
but it is clear that not only the severity of the winter but the
greater cost of labor and supplies has had its effect in raising the
Largely on this account the
total of ordinary running expenses.
operating ratio for the year increased from 63 per cent, in 1906 to
65 per cent, last year.
Aside from these handicaps, the road was more efficiently operated than in the previous year. An increase of 193,000,000, or 22
per cent., in passengers carried one mile was taken care of with an
increase of only 12 per cent, in passenger-train mileage. In the same
way there was an increase of 629.000,000 ton-miles, or 10 per cent.,
against which there was an Increase of only 6 per cent, in freighttrain mileage.
Empty freight car mileage decreased 10,700,000 carmllea, or 11 per cent., and the revenue trainload rose from 279 tons
Id 1906 to 295 tons last year.
The freight-train earnings per trainmile increased 11 per cent., and the freight-train earnings per mile
of road from $4,440 per mile to a little more than $5,000 a mile, a
gain of 13 per cent. The passenger-train earnings per mile increased
even more than this 17 iier cent.
Most of the President's comments In the report are as usual
taken up with description of new construction.
A branch from
Moose .law. on the main line in Saskatchewan, northwesterly 50
miles, h.is already been niithorlzed.
This Is shown on the map as
a completed rond. It will shortly be continued 100 miles further.
A branch is also projected from Reglna, Sask., to Saskatoon, 165
miles.
The cost of these branches is to be met by an Issue of 4 per
cent, consolidated debenture stock.
The Keglna-Snskatoon line, as
shown by the map, is projected further to reach Prince Albert.
I'p to about a year ago the Canadian Pacific leased the Qu' Appelle.
Long Lak" A Saskatchewan Railway, which runs from Reginn, via
Saskatoon, to I'rince Albert. This was taken over by the Canadian
Nnrthfrn which hplil it rliitiiiL' the l:isf winter. In the .xprlnc com-

—
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was made that the road had not been operated with any regularity by the Canadian Northern, that at times it had been entirely
abandoned, and, therefore, that the Canadian Northern should not
be allowed to continue to hold the road. This matter does not appear to have been definitely settled at this time, but if the road
should be returned to the Canadian Pacific the branch from Regina
to Saskatoon and thence to Prince Albert will probably not be built.
In carrying on construction work the scarcity of labor has made
progress slow. Of the 747 miles west of Lake Superior under way
at the time of the previous annual report, two-thirds of the grading
has been finished, 270 miles of track laid and the rails and fastenings
for the rest of the mileage are on hand.
In eastern Canada the line
from Guelph, Ont.. to Goderich, on Lake Huron, is about to be put in
operation. On the Walkerton & Lucknow. which is to run from
Proton, Ont., to Walkerton, 38 miles, 20 miles of grading was done.
On the cut-off which runs on the east side of Georgian Bay, to give
the Canadian Pacific its own route between Toronto and the main
line, the whole 226 miles is to be ready for freight traffic by the end
This is the line which runs from Kleinburg, Ont.. north
of the year.
to Sudbury. It was supposed that $30,000 a mile would cover the cost
of its construction, but owing to the difficult character of the country
and the greater cost of labor and material, the cost has exceeded the
original estimates, and additional funds to an amount not exceeding
$10,000 more a mile, are to be authorized. The probable completion
of 200 miles of second track between Winnipeg and Fort William has
already been mentioned. Second track is also being laid between
Ste. Anne's, Que., and Smiths Falls, Ont, 108 miles, of which 50
miles are to be finished before the end of the year and the rest in

plaint

1908.

The progress of the Canadian Pacific during the next ten years,
the effect on it of the competition just beginning, and the development of Canada which is likely to come about through the great
amount of new railroad construction there under way, are likely to
There is a further field for interesting
be i)eculiarly interesting.
speculation in the probable value of the company's total assets, as it
will work out in its effect on the returns to stockholders.
The obligations owed to the Dominion government on account of land grant
bonds are now fully paid up and all receipts from land sales are a
free asset of the company, and, therefore, of the stockholders.
Sooner or later there must come a distribution of these assets to the
holders of the company's common stock. It is this unknown future
equity which largely accounts for the high price at which Canadian
Pacific stock is held.
The principal results of the last two years" operations are
summed up in the following table:
.Mileage

1007.
9.41G

worked

Freight earnings
Passenger earnings
Miscellaneous earnings*..
Gross earnings
Malnt. nay and structures.
Malnt. of equipment
Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses.t
earnings
Net
Net Income

$4.-i.8S5.9tJb

19.5:;s,S7S

6.070.744
72,217,olS
10,110,957
9,083,249
23,765,138
46.914,219
25,303,309
18.376.034

190G.

8.777
S39,512,97a
16,041.610
5,408,161
61.669,758
9,105,250
7,369,566
18,789,696
38,696.446
22,973.313
16,012,216

•Including earnings from sleeping cars, express elevators,
telegraph and miccellaneous
also proUt from ocean steamships.
Mall earnings not included.
t Including parlor, sleeping car and commercial telegraph
expense?
nlsn expensts of lake and river steamers.
;

:

Minneapolis, St. Paul

&

Sault Ste. Marie.

The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie is a grain carrier,
the bulk of whose mileage is in the North Dakota and Minnesota
prairies.
Its through lines are from .Minneapolis to Sault Ste.
Marie, from -Minneapolis to a Winnipeg connection and from Minneapolis to a Canadian Pacific through connection at the boundary
line between North Dakota and Saskatchewan.
Within the last two
years it has lieen expanding rapidly by l)uilding new mileage in the
wheat country of North Dakota. The road is shown on the map of
the Canadian Pacific published in another column.
The line from
Thief River Falls, Minn., west to Kenmare, N. Dak., 296 miles, was
finished more than a year ago.
It runs through a rich agricultural
country where new towns sprang up even before the opening of the
railroad, and business and agricultural development have been rapid.
Other recent extensions have been in the neighborhood of the Missouri river in North Dakota, particularly the line from Drake to
Pla/.a, on which about $1,400,000 was spent during the last fiscal

year.

The

effect of this

new mileage

is

shown

in various

ways

in the

results of the last year's operations. There was a falling off both in
passenger and freight density. There were 52,000 passengers carried
one mile per mile of road, against 65,000 In 1906; and 519,000 tons of
revenue freight, against 537.000 in 1906. .\t the same time there was
II
heavy falling off in the amount of company freight carried. The

non-revenue freight ton miles fell from 191.000,000 in 1906 to 169.In 1907, and the average trainload. including revenue and
non revenue freicht, shows a decrease.
On the other hand the
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rerenue tnilnloaa lncrra«eil from 329 (out to 334 totu. The mmia
lloe revrbuc tralnload vtut 38& tonii agalDiit 382 tona Id l'J06. and ihe
branch line, 2»2 ton* atsalniti 173 toim In 1906. The reduction In
the amount of coni|tan> frclKbt rarrlf<l Ix, of cuume, due to the
" ''•••mlon carlarjf amouniM of conmructlon mai>>rial for th
In the prevlouii

ried

denMMv
of

A

year.

mmIii. iloii

iiaual result of lUv i>|><-iuiik

Is th«.

<jI

in

freight

I
i

amount

•

ui...

ii;e.

1

Th'..

largely

than
moi

irnhiKii of the year Imreaneil 11 per cent, over 19u6.
,...'jou.i>uo,
aKalnm lU.tiuo.uuo. The increane came
treigbt earnintt*. which were larger by over fl.UUO.uOO
tho provlonx y^-ar
Th<> Inrr^Hi*.- In irro«« <>arnln«H wa»i
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present time marks the expansion of the road's capital to kevp
pac« with Its earnlnKs and prospects.
The most Important exten^'lon now projected Is a line from
Brooien. .Minn., northeast al.out Joi* mllch to Uulutb. which, will give
(he "Soo" line a direct connfcilon with the Ouluth. South Shore A
Atlantic, also controlled by the Canadian Pacifir. and will make It
(KtsHlble for It to carry traffic from Noith liukota direct to the head
of the lakes. Work on this contract Is already under way.
The last three years results are given below:

in

In

•

\

-^

pel..

per

:

r Mil

u;i^ Itic muf>l bcvurc uuiiui Uic iviiuiuliiuiuc of
IItIuk operating oRlcerg and which fell on ihe "Soo" line with particular and remarkable severity. The Increase In operating expenses
also wan due (o the Kreater co^t of labor ar.d of almost every class
of material and Bupplles. The gro.ss earnint;.-, at the same time were
somewhat r-ducfU by the general car stiunai;c. .\.s a result of all
these factors the oiieratlng ratio rose from r>ii per cent, to 58 per
cent., and net earnings decrea.sed from $."..siio.itoo In 1906 to Jo.aOO,000 last year, a decrease ol 5 per cent. Fixed charges were $300.otjij
more than in the earlier year, leaving net income of )2,600,000,
smaller by nearly JTOO.uoo than In the 1906 year this while gross
earnings per mile of road increased even with the handicap of the
new extension from 15.729 In 1906 to $5,775 lust year.

last u:utci, uIiilU

—

operating expenses came In both cla.sses of
In conducting transportation.
Maintenance
of way was larger by nearly $500,000, maintenance of equipment by
nearly $40i>,0oo and conducting transportation by $SOO.OOO.
Even
with this increase, maintenance of way per mile stands at only
It is, however, much larger than in 1906,
$655, a very low figure.
when only $476 per mile was spent on way and structures. Even
with its large amount of prairie mileage, the larger of these figures
is much too low to maintain the physical condition of the permanent way. Repairs and renewals cost $2,370 per locomotive, against
$2,307 In 19u6; $878 per passenger car, against $957 in 1906, and
$42 per freight car, against $39 in 1906. Especially with renewals
Included, this amount per freight car is not nearly liberal enough
to properly maintain the freight car equipment.

The Increase

Hocking Valley.

The plan for the consolidation of the Ho< king Valley and the
Kanawha & .Michigan was announced last fall, but the completion
of the merger has been held up ever since because of the suit
brought by the .\ttorney-General of Ohio, attacking the ownership
by the Hocking Valley of the stock of the Toledo & Ohio Central.

M

I

in

maintenance as well

a.s

There were considerable additions lo the equipment during
the principal of which were 75 locomotives and 1,000
cars.
The total expenditures on new equipment were about
Maintenance of way betterments, costing a little over
$3,000,000.
were
charged to the betterment fund, to which only $800,$1,000,000,
ooO was appropriated out of income against $1.0,50.000 in 1906.
More than half the expenditure was on grade reductions on the Minnesota division which carries the road's through traffic to a connection with the Canadian Pacific at Sault Ste. Marie.
The following are the costs of some of the individual conducting
transportation accounts compared with the previous year:
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greatly increased cost of carrying on its transportation opeiattons is sharply shown in these contrasted figures.
There were
decreases in the cost of advertising and in the amount spent for
outside agencies: also in damage to property, including live stock.
Under general expenses, salaries of general officers increased from
$52,000 to $67,000.
The balance sheet shows an increase from $40,000 to $1,948,000
In equipment trust notes outstanding. The current liabilities stood
at $2,200,000 on June 30, 1907. against $1,580,000 the year previous.
At the same time there was little Increase of current assets. Cash
on hand at Minneapolis. 'St. Paul, New York and London amounted
to $2,680,000, against $3,180,000 the year before.
Funds for new equipment and better terminal facilities at Minneapolis. St. Paul and other principal points to the extent of about
$2,700,000 have been advanced from time to time from surplus
earnings.
The company s business has grown so fast that large
expenditures have been required to keep up with it.
In order to
replace these advances and to provide funds for other improvements
which are greatly needed the stockholders, on September 17, authorized a ilouliling of the company's common and preferred stock,
the total of which now stands at $42,000,000.
Of the new stock
$4,200,000 is now being offered to stockholders
at par.
Thus the
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Hocking Valley.
which is a parallel line. It the consolidation is brought about, the
$15,000,000 4 per cent, preferred stock of the Hocking Valley is to
be refunded in new 4 per cent, bonds and new stock is to be exchanged for Kanawha & Michigan stock. The annual report of the
Hocking Valley for the year ended June 30, 1907, shows 11 per cent,
earned on the $11,000,000 common stock after the $600,000 preferred
dividend.
Dividends amounting to 3',>j per cent, were paid ou common, as compared with 3 per cent, in the previous year. The com-
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pany's share, through stock ownership, in the surplus earned by the
Toledo & Ohio Ceniral and the Kanawha & Michigan would, if these
surpluses were distributed as dividends, bring the amount available
lor Hocking Valley common up to about 23 per cent.
Aside from the increase in operating expenses because of the high
tost of labor and material, the Hocking Valley has had to meet two
•expenses not common to ail companies. These were the flood in
the Hocking district last March, and the renewal of a large number
of freight cars retired from service because they were so old or so
small that it was not worth while to fit them with air-brakes, which
change had to be made before September 1, 1907. on all freight cars
interchanged with other lines. The cost of flood repairs was about
$83,000 and most of this was charged to operating expenses for the
year.
The cost of the renewals of freight cars were not entirely
paid out of the equipment reserve fund: it seems that the annual
appropriations to cover depreciation of rolling stock have heretofore been too small. This depreciation fund amounted to $595,000
on June 30. 19(iK. and $658,000 was added during the year. Of this
amount. $852,000 was used to cover 40 per cent, of the cost of new
coal and box cars and the entire cost of three locomotives bought
for renewal, and for rebuilding and betterment of freight and work
cars; while the rest is reserved to pay the semi-annual instalments
for three years on the equipment trust notes issued for these cars.
The company now has 14,779 freight and work cars, as compared
with 14,083 at the end of the previous year. The new equipment
ordered consists of 2,000 steel underframe coal cars, of which 1.100
were for renewals and the rest additions, and 850 box cars, of which
5# were for renewals. All the box cars and 1,170 coal cars had been
delivered on June 30. The cost of this additional equipment, a^
well as that of eight new passenger train cars, was $393,000, which
includes cash payments and reserve for instalments payable on
equipment trust notes. This amount was appropriated from income. On June 30, 190G. there was in the treasury $194,000. the
remainder of the proceeds from the sale of 4io per cent, consolidated mortgage bonds, which have been used from year to year
since the creation of the bonds at the formation of the company
in 1899.
This amount could, under the mortgage, be applied to
additions to property and the retirement of existing equipment
obligations; all of this was used during the year and $18,000 additional appropriated from the year's income.
New repair shops and
yards at Logan. Ohio, to cost $300,000 were authorized; work was
begun and $12,000 has so far been spent on them.
Gross earnings increased from $0,440,000 to $6,907,000; the in
creases in coal earnings and passenger earnings were less in proportion than the increase in freight. Tons of freight carried increased from 8,600,000 tons in 1906 to nearly 8,900,000 in 1907, and

Chicago
the greater part of this increase was in freight received froin coi.
nectlng roads and other carriers. The average haul increased from
116 miles to 122 miles.
During the previous year, most of the increase in trafflc had come from the building tip of local freight
business owing to the growth of Industrials In the territory served
by the road. It seems from the above figures that this business has
/alien off somewhat, partli iilarly slme the tonnage of manufactures
oritdnnting on the road was only 643.000 in 1907 as compared with
663,000 In 1906. The average train load on the entire line Increased
from 608 tona to 625 tons, the flgtires for the main line being 655
tons, an Inrreane of 24 tons, while that for the River division was
only 250 tons, which <otnpares with the high record Inst year of
271 tons. The highest figure for the entire line. 678 tons, wa^i
505
reached In 1902. The revenue per ton mile decreased from
cents to 0.496.
Malnfennncp of way charges show a large lncrea.se. having
been $1,9S4 per route mile In 1906 and $2,325 In 1907; part of this
Increase is due to the unusual repairs made after the flood already
mentioned. Repairs and renewals of locomotives cost $2,151 In 1907,
Passenger car maintenance In^2.169 Id 1906 and $2,579 In 1905.
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creased from |510 per car to $523 per car, and the maintenance of
freight and work cars increased from $63 per car to $71.
The principal results of operation are as follows:
190T.

Mileage worked
lassenger earnings
dial earnings
Freight earnings
Griiss earnings
.Maint.

way and

.i-t"

structures

Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses and taxes
Net earnings
Net income"
Surplus for tlie year

$796,SL'8

;;.!nxj.:i-lii

2,b02.770

:;.4i)4.-J77
ti.!l07.04.S

2,238,83:i

&

G.439,809

sDO.tii;.""

688,4(;i

].4!)1,995
4.70!).80!l

1,325,449
1.831,139
4,181,744

:;.i'.»7,23!)

2,238,03.")

1.827.480

1,772,934

al3,47!)

753,3(i9

.i.0o-2.-:>->

.

Chicago

S,si)T.'J1i>

Alton.

railroad during the past year has been the subject of more
The
general comment and interest than the Chicago & Alton.
matters of record as they
tacts of its reorganization in 1899
vere when given the prominence of a public investigation at a
time when railroad financial management was of particular interest, stamped it in the public mind as the crowning example of the
methods of high finance. Without attempting to discuss the justice
or injustice of all the details of the rcorsanization. it may be well

No

—

—

&

Alton.

taken in the large, it amounted simply to the
a large par value of securities of low return for a
small par value of securities of high return, the natural effect of
this substitution being sooner or later reflected In the market
price.
It is noticeable, in view of the bitter criticism of the reor.L'anization which has often charged that the property was wrecked,
that In the past year, aft<?r paying the full dividends on the preferred stock, there remained a surplus equal to over 5 per cent.
the total amount of common stock outsfanding.
II
The striking thing about the Alton's Income record for the
year is that there was nearly three times as large a proportionate
irnrcase In net earnings as in gross earnings, and, furthermore,
that there was scarcely any Increase nt all in the cost of conducting transportation. Gross earnings were $12,800,000. a gain of
Operating expenses increased only a
$1 LOD.ooo. or HI'... per cent.
little more than $200,000, or 3 per cent., leaving net earnings larger
by over $l,iioo,O00, or 27 per cent., than in the preceding year.
This unusual record was not brought about by skimping the maintenance accounts, for as much was spent on maintenance of way
per mile operated as In the year before, and more on repairs and
li.
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•renewaU p«r locomotive, pasaenger car and freight
unit malnteoance expendlturea were aa followa:
UalDlroaDro of

wajr, p«r nil*

Ue|«ln aud norwaU p«r locoaolWr

Tbtaa

car.

IWX).

IBUT.
1,4<U
'J.aitU

1,4>L'
'J.4(M

TUI

'I'l

I'rr paaaragrr car
I'rr frrl(hi car

M

4.J

Freight earning* Increaaed 13 per cent., revenue freight tonnage 23 per cent., and revenue freight ton mileage 18 per cent.
Aa there was no change In the operated mileage up to the end of
the flacal year, the freight density also was Increased 18 per cent.
In «plte of the fact that the tonmtlc rute decreased & per cent.,
there was a small Increase In the eurninKs per train-mile. Freight
earnlDKs l>er mile of road Increased from |7,730 to {8,637, or 12
per cent.
The gain In passenger earnings was 7 per cent., with an
Increase of !) per cent. In passengers carried one mile. The average
number of passengers per train-mile rose from 49 In 1906 to &5,
thus Increasing this Important pusscngrr economy by 14 per cent
The earnings per train-mile In consequence Increased 12 per cent.
In spite of a slight decrease in the passenger-mile return.

The inircaee

,

of

15

cent.

i)er

In

the

number

of ton-miles of

revenue and company freight was handled with an increase of only
At the same time the aver10 per cent. In freight train mileage.
age trninloHcl increased from 381 tons to 409 tons of revenue
freight, and from 418 tons to 439 tons of all freight, while the
average loaded car carried 21 tons, against 19 tons In 1906. The
loaded rar miles eastbound Increased 15 per cent., against a slight
decrease in the loaded car mileage west. The empty car mileage
eastbound at the same time decreased 39 per cent., while the empty
car mileage west Increased 25 per cent. It will be interesting to
observe what effect the ownership of the Chicago & Alton by one
of Its eastern connections will have on these figures of loaded and
-empty car mileage.
The form of annual report Is similar to that adopted by the
companies controlled by the Rock Island Company, and is, in consequence, fuller than previous Chicago & Alton reports. The current report for Instance contains 35 pages against 2G pages in the
report of 190C. The income account is fuller and more clear, and
the balance she( t and the consequent changes In the capital accounts
of the company are set down in much greater detail. Operating
expenses are given in detail for the first time. Each bond issue
of the funded debt is carefully described.
The most important improvement was the completion of the
air line from lies, just south of Springfield, III., southwest to
Murrayville, 34 miles, which is just being put in operation. This
line is tangent and has no grades steeper than 16 ft. in a mile
Ten per cent, of the cost of the whole line
in either direction.
has been used in avoiding grade crossings with other railroads, of
which there is only one. The line is equipped with modern water
stations and 3,400-ft. passing sidings, every six or seven miles.
The stations are all built on a uniform plan; the rails are 80-lb.,
and the line is being thoroughly ballasted with gravel.
This
cut-off shortens the route from Chicago to Kansas City by five
miles and gives the Chicago & Alton, by different routes part of the
way. two tracks from Chicago to Murrayville, 222 miles. Through
trains from the Kansas City line to the East can now reach the
main line at Springfield instead of having to go north as far as
Bloomlngton.
The following table shows the advantages of the
new route over the old between Roodhouse and Bloomlngton. On
the basis of these figures and last year's traffic the cut-off will
save 55,000 train miles on eastbound freight traffic alone.
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Total
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which has a through line
from St. Louis to Toledo, has bought control of the Chicago &
Alton from the Rock Island Company, making payment In collateral trust bonds secured by Chicago & Alton slock.
It is not
improbable that these two roads together with the Iowa Central
and the Minneapolis & St. Louis will be brought into a more or
less compact system, whose extent can be judged from the map
published in the Railroad Oazette of August 30, 1D07.
The purchase of the .Mton by the "Clover Leaf" seems to be more to the
St.

I-ouis

Western",

—
—

advantage of the purchaser than of the larger road. It eastbound
traffic from Kansas City over the Chicago & Alton is to be, so far
as possible, turned over to the "Clover Leaf" in the St. Louis territory, the Alton will lose the benefit of the haul north either to
Bloomlngton, where it connects with the Lake Erie & Western and
the 'Big Four;' Dwight, where it crosses the east and west line
of the Chicago. Indiana & Southern; Joliet, the Michigan Central
connection; Chappelle, where it meets the Lake Shore and the
Chicago Terminal Transfer; or Chicago, with its many eastbound

3«i

lines.
Through any one of tbe8« junctions the Chicago * Alton
gets a longer haul than through a junction with the "Clover Leaf
at St. Loulit
The Alton lines between St. Louis and Chicago,

however, go far toward being 'elf supporting,
a strong hold on Chlcago-St. I.
and agricultural traffic In
The results of operation a-

coal
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as the Alton has
is Important
en the two cities.
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1878 a bold and apparently well designed enterprise in railroad survey and construction in South America was begun and
quickly ended in disastrous failure. It was brilliant and dramatic
in conception, but in the execution the drama became a succession
of tragedies.
The money loss was enormous, as money was counted
in that generation; hundreds of lives were sacrificed, while hardships
and jungle fevers damaged to an extent not measurable the health
of the bold engineers who survived.
Nearly one-fourth of those
who sailed in the ships sent from Philadelphia to the Amazon and
Madeira were drowned or killed by malignant fevers.
Bolivia has more than half a million square miles; is rich in
It
gold, silver, iron, coal, rubber and lands for grain and grazing.
has no sea coast, and on the west the Andes mountains form a
barrier, not insurmountable by railroads, but a costly obstacle which
when surmounted still leaves a long route by the Pacific ocean and
Cape Horn to reach Atlantic ports. From the .-Vtlantic ocean the
Amazon is navigable, as is also its tributary, the Madeira, to within
The
about 150 miles of the northwestern boundary of Bolivia.
building of about 240 miles of railroad from this point, rounding
the rapids of the Madeira and the lower part of the Mamon^ river
would make accessible the navigable waters of the Mamor^ and its
tributaries in Northern Bolivia.
It would open an empire to trade.
This magnificent possibility attracted the imagination of a pioneer genius, Col. Geo. E. Church, and, with a faith that never faltered and an ardor that a succession of rebuffs and failures during
eight years never cooled, he lived to see his enterprise begin with
every prospect of success and end miserably. He was a thorough
engineer, and a diplomat with such a winning way that the Brazilian
Emperor, the Bolivian parliament and British financiers were alike
amenable. .-Vnd after the British organization had tried and failed,
In

he turned unabashed to bis own country and found powerful men
ready to help. Franklin B. Gowen, of the Reading Railroad, and
Thomas A. Scott, of the Pennsylvania, were alike zealous, although hostile to each other. A son of Col. Scott organized the firm
of Mackie. Scott & Co. and contracted to furnish the river navigaCol.

P. & T. Collins, rich and successful railroad builders, contracted to build and equip the Madeira & Mamore Railroad.
In January, 1S7S, the first ship, the "Mercedita." overloaded and
wretchedly equipped, succeeded in carrying 54 engineers, with laborers, a locomotive and railroad material from Philadelphia, up
the Amazon and Madeira, to the railroad's starting point. The second ship, the "Metropolis," was wrecked oft Currituck beach and
90 of the adventurers were drowned.
In general, the undertaking
failed because of bad financiering; in detail, the story of the summer of 1878 is a record of heroism. The survey was made, a
short piece of road was built, and then it was all over. Of the
engineers, not many survive. .-Vmong them are George W. Creighton
and C. A. Preston, superintendents on the Pennsylvania Railroad;
Joseph S. Ward, of the Reading; Charles W. Buchholz, Consulting
Engineer of the Erie, and 0. F. Nichols, Consulting Engineer of
New York city bridge department. The maps in the book are extion.

cellent.

Dcvehtitmt nl of thf Lnfoiuotive Kiutinc.
Rv Aliens Sinclair.
Publlsheil by .\hgus Sinclair f'ubllsblng Ca
In. X S'', In.

(^fiS

pages:

Trice, ?S.O0.

The personality

of the author, his geniality and his harshness, is
apparent in the 33 chapters of this entertaining book. Although
he Is accurate, so far as can he determined by a hasty reading, in
the essential facts and in the more than 400 engravings and drawings which richly illustrate the text, nevertheless the inferences,
the sweeping judgments on the great men who have had to do with

locomotive development, are frequently not those with which the
reader can agree. To disagree with Angus, however, is not at all
disagreeable either to him or to his friends. An example of this
is the following comment on the life work of the great mechanical
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engineer of the London & North Western Railway:
"I never heard
of any lavish praise being expended on the Webb compounds outthe designer's immediate friends." And yet most people
recognize that Mr. Webb was a great and bold, but too self-confident
experimenter; ahead of his time, and one to whom the profession
owes much, although he cost his company a great deal of money.
The scope of the book was evidently intended by the author to
be strictly that indicated by its title. He shows in 2-58 consecutively numbered drawings the successive undertakings made by
many men to improve the effectiveness of the steam locomotive. In
the second chapter. "Early Attempts at Locomotive Construction,"
14 drawings are shown. In the third chapter. "Development of
Locomotives in Great Britain." there are 13 drawings. In the remaining chapters there are 231 consecutively numbered drawings
of designs by American engineers.
It would seem, therefore, that
the work done in Great Britain has not attracted the author's attention unduly; being Scotch, he has become a very enthusiastic
American. Nevertheless, taken as a whole, and without regard to
nationality, we have in this book easily the best picture that has
ever been given of the progress in designing and also the mistakes
and the way they were discovered, the results of trial in service.
This has naturally led the author to give many charming paragraphs and chapters to early railroad history. For example, whole
chapters are devoted not only to the development of the locomotive,
but to the development of the lines of the Baltimore & Ohio, the
Erie, work done on the Pennsylvania Railroad and on the Reading,
as well as the New England and the western roads; also on the
Lackawanna and the Lehigh Valley roads and all these chapters
are interesting and have a value
The portraits and personal sketches of the great locomotive
builders and of the many locomotive superintendents and master
mechanics who have been concerned in improving the machine
form not the least attractive feature. These sketches are lovingly
done. The author is a man of warm heart as well as of strong
prejudices. These personal sketches are not grouped by themselves;
they are distributed throughout the book w^herever, apparently, the
author has happened to think of them, and it is evidently due to
this association of ideas that he reserved for insertion in the last
chapter, entitled. "The Locomotive of To-day," an excellent portrait and sketch of Samuel M. Vauclain, Superintendent of the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The concluding tribute is somewhat glowing but it is so nearly correct that it is worth reproducing:
"As General Superintendent over these immense works, Mr.
Vauclain has the power of a monarch and it is wielded with a spirit
of giving a square deal to the humblest and highest under his charge.
Under his broad, kindly management harmony prevails and contentment takes the place of the antagonisms so common in great industrial establishments."
side
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matics involved in the design of the double step switch crossing
seems to be an original undertaking and it is well done.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Freight Claim Obstruction.
Pittsburg, I'a.. Sept. 30, lUOV.
R.\ilro,vd Gazette:
in Colonel Front's address dealing
the claim department, printed in your istue

To THE Editor of tue
I

have been much interested

with obstructions in

and in your editorial on the settlement of freight claims,
printed Aug. 9.
I think
the accompanying record of transactions
with a railroad which I will call the A. B. & C. should be placed
before your readers. Nothing in this record has been altered for
publication except the name of the railroad and the names of places
of July 19,

and persons.
Bill sent to the A. B. & C, March 14. 1902. for J17.51, covering
overcharges on eight shipments from Athens to Sparta, via X. Y.

Company and A. B. & C. Railroad. Acknowledgment was made by
the General Freight Agent of the A. B. & C. that this claim was
valid and a proper claim.
Three other claims for overcharge on
the same class of goods shipped several months previous were paid
promptly. Much correspondence regarding this bill was had during
the succeeding year, and we were advised in May, 1903, that all the
papers in the case had been lost and duplicate papers were reThis request came from the Freight Claim Agent of the
quested.
X. Y. Company. Duplicates were promptly forwarded as requested
on May 11, 1903. Continued to keep after this matter from time
to time and finally on May 11, 1907, I wrote a personal letter to
R. B. Ely, president of the A. B. & C.
We very promptly got a
letter from the Third Vice-President, H. T. Evans, making apologies, and assuring us that it was their desire to pay claims promptly and that the matter would be attended to energetically and
pushed to a final adjustment. \Ve received several calls from a very
affable gentleman, representing the A. B. & C.
Finally this gentleman advised us that all these papers had again been lost, and
asked for a triplicate set, w'hich we furnished in June, 1907. And,
in spite of many letters since that date we have received nothing
further from them.
This certainly looks like a deliberate attempt to avoid pajinent
by worrying claimants, and as if one of the railroads at least had
H professional loser.
manufactureb.

Seth

WiJmarth and His Locomotives.
Hoston, .Mass.. Oct.

1.

1007.

To THE EniToK OK THE Railroao Gazette:
Lai/infj-Out for Boiler
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In.

The book

by 13

In.

:

Mnkan.
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New York: The

Illustrations.

Boiler Maker.

101 pagts

;

C'lotb.

something more than its title indicates, for not only
does it contain rules and directions for the actual laying out of
sheets and the spacing of rivets, but also rules for the calculation
of the stresses of the plates and the methods of strengthening them.
In a work of this character especial emphasis is put upon the method
of doing the work so that an intelligent workman might follow the
instructions blindly without any idea of why he was doing it, and
get fairly good results. This neglects all discussion of the principles Involved, which are matters for consideration when the theoretical aspects of the case only are considered.
In one or two instances these fundamental principles are discussed, as In the case
of the determination of the shape of a sheet by triangulation, and
the statement is distinctly made elsewhere that for the attainment
of the highest degree of skill the whole subject should be mastered
from a theoretical standpoint.
The book then Is essentially devoted to the solution of specific
problems, such as the laying out of elbows, tubular, locomotive and
Scotch boilers; the repairing of locomotive and other types of boilers;
the laying out of steel stacks and miscfllaneous probleuis.
The
chapter on repairs Is especially rich in suggestlvcness and while
It does not pretend to cover the whole range of what may be needed
on the locomotive boiler It does cover a wide range of work for the
firebox, such as the renewal of sheets, patching, replacing stays and
the like. Then, throughout, the other chapters there are Interspersed
methods of calculating stresses and of proportioning the metal to
sustain them, that will be of value not only to the man charged with
the mechanical work of laying out but to the designer upon whom
is

rests the responsibility for the safety of the structure.

Bn-HrhrD

nnri

TumnuU.

Knglnerrlni:.
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;
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|ip.

I!y flownrd C. Ives. AMlstont rrofessor of Rnllrond
Worcestur rnl.rtechtilc Institute.
Pamphlet. 6 In. x S'ii

:,<>

cents.

In the three chapters which compose this pamphlet. Professor Ives
has succeeded In making clear to his students the method of deriving formulae for different kinds of lends. lx)th where the main track
Is straight and where It ii curved.
In the last chapter the mathe-

In reading the article by Mr. Caruthers in your issue of Sept.
27, "Seth Wilmarth Locomotives," it occurs to me that I may supply
some features of Mr. Wilmarth's career that Mr. Caruthers was not
able to find.
At the time these engines were built I was a clerk
in the office of the South Boston Iron Company, whose plant was
adjoining to that of Mr. Wilmarth, and I w-as well acquainted with
Mr. Wilmarth.
His business originally was a general machine
shop, until he took up the building of locomotives, and up to this
time his business was successful and prosperous; but after a few
years he made a contract with the Krie Railroad which brought him
to bankruptcy, and his plant and business were sold out.
do
I
not remember about his career after his bankruptcy, but have an
impression that he was appointed to some superintendence at the
Hoston Navy Yard.
I
understand Mr. Wilmarth made a contract
with the Erie Railroad for some 25 or 30 locomotives, which was a
very large undertaking at that time, especially for a man of Mr.
Wilmarth's limited means, and who was (as was generally the
case with industrial manufacturers at that time) obliged to buy
his supplies on credit.
When he had fairly launched in the manufacture of these locomotives he found that the Erie Railroad could
not pay cash, and he was obliged to take notes in payment, and
when these notes became due he was obliged to renew them. This
situation destroyed Mr. Wilmarth's credit, and he was obliged to
realize on his notes as best he could.
I
understand that for a
while he sold these notes to Daniel Drew, who was a banker as
well as trustee of the Erie Railroad, at a discount, but this management was short-lived, and he was forced into bankruptcy. Another of the original locomotive builders within a stone's throw
of the Wilmarth plant was John Souther, who associated with
O. N. Pickering, organized the "Globe Works."
I understand that
Mr. Souther (who Is now living in Hoston, 90 years old) designed
and made the patterns for the first locomotive which was used on
the Old Colony Railroad, and which was named the "Souther.
The
Globe Works built many engines, covering several years of successful business, up to the lime of the Civil War, when they turned
their attention more particularly to work for the United States
"
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Control by 8tat« Commitalons.*

All

I

BT AIXXANUO C. lIUMfllUlTM.
nr<» cnthrnv! here to-nlcht by reason of
that there should exist a

iinilrp'fnn'l.

(hi-

w

belt.

iihlltiv

for the maiiuKeinent

-to whom, Id a dogree not
i'
aa yri iluall> drteruiiuetl, i» euiruBtini the limltlDg control of these
corporations.
It cannot be denied by any on** w)io l.s rompetent In the premiaefl and at the same time Is fair niincli-d enough to give expression
his
honest opinion, that there hiu< hecu In this country, during
tc
the hist few years, u tendency on the part of the public, a tendency
cultlvuied by iht- yellow press and tem|)orarlly ailopted as a votewinner by the pollilclatis, to treat all public service corporations
^as enemies of the public and, hence, as unworthy of consideration.
Unquestionably, In not a few cases this tendency has led to Injustice
belnK done to coriraratlons which have been ably and honestly
admlnlhiered In the Interest of the public as well as thai of the
of

We
u«

In

it.

am

not here to speak against reform, that is, true reform.
There has been need of reform in connection with the matters tonight under discussion and let us not forget that there has always
been such need and there always will be. And let us hope there
always will be those ready to flght for reform. Also let us not
forget as freedom-loving Americans that no lasting great reform
can come from injustice, no matter to whom or what applied.
Therefore, In welcoming this pressure for reform, we need be all
the more insistent that Justice should be meted to all.
In spite
of the mistakes made through the ill-directed zeal of many of the
amateur reformers, we may still find comfort in the reflection that
their work and the ready response made by the masses to their appeals indicate that the people at large hunger for better things.
Abroad we are credited, or rather debited, with being materialists.
But our professional politicians have long since learned that, as
a nation, we are idealists and can be influenced, sometimes improperly, by appeals to our moral sense.
The working man has been incited by the yellow journals to believe that capital, as represented in corporations, is necessarily
inimical to their interests. I fear that labor is likely to learn,
during the next six months or a year at the most, that capital cant.ot be injured without the ill effects being transmitted to labor.
It remains for labor to learn— and possibly for capital to learn
that the two interests must be bound together, no matter what each
interest may do to weaken the bond.
Unquestionably much good has been done by the reformers now
so active; unquestionably also much harm unnecessary harm has
been done in the securing of this good.
Apparently the cue has been taken from the head of the government in Washington. With his striking personality, his tremendous
force, his restless and almost resistless energy, his enormous capacity for work, his ability to impress his auditors with the belief
that his intentions are honest, his supreme self-confidence, his
probably honest belief that many of the industrial corporations
of the country were conducting their business outside of the law
and, with it all and through it all. his unparalleled ability as a
rolltlclan. President Roosevelt has been able to make a record
against the power of capital which is not matched, as far as I know.
The odds at first seemed to be overIn the history of the world.
whelmingly against him but he has persevered against the odds and
has, for the time, won out. The public loves a fighter, especially
one who fights against odds. Roosevelt by his audacity lias won
the applause and votes of the people and apparently still retains
I

;

—

—

their confidence.

'From an address on the "Control of Oas Companies by State CommisMadison Square Garden, New York. Oct. 1. by Alexander C.
Humphreys, President of the Stevens Institute of Technology.
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values which has i;
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It will be demonstrated that the
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Call the money center what you i*iii. It will
never be found that trade can proceed along normal lines while those
who are in control at the world's money centers are In doubt as to
the future protection to be afforded to capital.
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Investigations have been held under stat'> and federal authority
which have not l>een honest Investigations even as to intent but
have been more nearly of the character of star chamber inquisitions; and this in spite of the ready boast of patriotic Americans
that this Is a country of liberty and fair play.
Public service corporations have been between two fires. On
one side the reformers, some of them of the professional type, making reform their vocation, and others amateurs, zealous, generally
honest, usually only partially informed on the subject tbey attempt
to direct in, and bumptious in proportion to their ignorance; on
the other side, the greedy professional politicians ready either
to "strike" the companies or to serve temporarily as allies to the
reformers in the hoi>e of rehabilitating their damaged reputations,
as for the moment seemed to point more directly to their final
material advantage.
It would be laughable, if it were not so disquieting, to observe
the zealous, honest. Impressionable, hasty, and, hence ignorant
reformer so often pulling the chestnuts out of the fire for the
mercenary politicians the men who are in politics for what there

3*<Ji

Thua the President has dons an Immenne amount of good and
In the doing he bus done an immense amount of barm.
It mu^i Ihthe taiik of history to strike the balance and show whether It
rests upon the side of harm or (rood.

It

in

now having forced upon us— and we are likely to have
more strongly forced upon our attention that sentiment
material things, while possibly intangible and hard to exactly
are

—

still

appraise,

very real as to

All of this should need
no argument when we reflect upon the fact that only a very small
percentage of the business of the world is done upon nnyfhinc e!s«
than credit. And what in the last analysis is cn-i
in our fellowmen?
It is only the belief in the {in]>
resources of this country generally held by the ',i.
is

its

influence.

.

and abroad which has so far prevented a ruinous couimcrcial pauic
born of fear as to the effect of the reckless "reform" legislation in
which so many states have competed for first place, and the radical
innovations which the National Executive has instituted for the
control of corporations. And while a panic has thus, for the time at
least, been averted, properties have been tremendously depreciated
and innocent investors have been injured.

The situation was in part well covered in an address recently delivered at a western college: "The greedy politicians call for expenditures while refusing to let the railroad earn the money to pay
for them."
have stated that some of the investigations which have been
I
held have been conducted unfairly, not in the hope of bringing out
the whole truth but in the hope of proving the corporation under
In a paper read last spring before the
fire to be in the wrong.
New England Association of Gas Engineers, in which I endeavored
to point out the necessity for the adoption and malnteuauce on the
part of the gas men of America of a uniform system of accounts
and records, I gave some cases which have come under my personal
observation.
I also drew attention to a case reported to me by a
friend. A few days before the conversation with me, he had a talk
with a prominent judge and they had discussed the results to be expected from an investigation of the character to which I am now referring and which had been carried by appeal into the courts. The
judge asked my friend his opinion as to the outcome; my friend
i^eing well informed as to the character of the evidence on both
sides expressed the opinion that the outcome must, of necessity, be
The judge then expressed
i'avorable to the corporation under fire.
the opinion that the courts, in spite of the evidence, would not dare
companies
because public opinion icould
to decide in favor of the
thus be outraged. And this was the opinion expressed by a judge
If this was the case a year or more
generally held in respect.
ago, let us hope, for the sake of our country's good, that it is not
so to-day.

There are some indications that the tide has commenced to
turn and, if these indications are verified, we may well expect to
find the politicians changing their tune and preparing to desert
reform and return to other practices which, in the past, have put
the public service corporations on the defensive and, in some
cases, have appeared to force these companies into courses which
Thus
the politicians now find it to their advantage to condemn.
the corporations having been delivered from the fire by the offered
refuge of the frying pan, are again threatened with the fire an
uncomfortable position at the best.
Let us hope that the opinion expressed In a recent editorial in
one of our New York evening papers has a real foundation in

—

fact, viz.:

"Signs multiply that the fury of destructive legislation has
almost run its course."
At least it appears to be t.'ue that it does not to-day require
as much courage for a public servant, judge or member of a commission, to follow his conscience as opposed to public sentiment
and clamor as it would have been, say. a year ago.
In the address just referred to, the speaker a man of wide
experience in the subject treated traced the history of the development of government in the United States, and showed how the
democratic idea had been steadily abandoned in the search for
efficiency and also showed the dangers to be apprehended from this

—

—
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seeking after increased efficiency of control.

Let

me

quote a single

paragraph

"As a result perhaps three-fourths of the relations which the
people hold to corporations, municipal and business, are now in
the hands of the commissions and bureaus. In the majority of cases,
the work is done by incompetent or inexperienced men, and is,
There is continual interference with the
therefore, tadly done.
freedom of internal trade and commerce of which we have always
boasted ourselves; while the executive, instead of being weakened,
has been strengthened by exercise of the power of appointment and
removal.
But the most illuminating feature of these intervening
bodies is that they have been fashioned for the avowed purpose of
avoiding or averting the popular control; a tendency which has
commanded general acceptance. Their history illustrates the trend
towards a central power, verging upon the absolute, retiring socalled d'.mocratic government further into the background and promoting the growth of that bureaucracy continually held up to reproach when dealing with the systems of other countries."
The dangers pointed out by this speaker are very real, and, as a
self-governing people, we may well regard with apprehension the
pnesent tendencies.
But to-night we are called upon to consider the conditions as
they exist and we must recognize that, apparently, the gas companies of the state of New York for some time at least must be
prepared to accept a certain measure of control at the hands of one
or two state commissions. Our experience with legislative control
had not been encouraging and so many of us were led to believe
that the men in control should te limited in number and selected

14.

prejudice to our companies' rights, it remains for us to do our utmost to assist them in the fair performance of their duties. We
must be frank and fair in the presentation of our data, and we must
be all the more careful when we come before them in any specific
Having exhausted every possible means to prevent our cases
case.
before to the commission in accordance with the facts as we under-

stand them,
believe

is

if

we

justice,

fail

then

to obtain what, after full consideration,
it

finally

remains for

us, as trustees for

we
our

bondholders and stockholders, to appeal to the courts for protection and to carry the appeal, as high as it can be lodged.
In other
words, we must resolve to be absolutely fair ourselves, and, having
so resolved and having lived up to the resolve, we must not flinch
from the test if we have to fight to the limit for our rights.

Details of Mallet Articulated

Compound Locomotive.

A

general description of the articulated Mallet compound locomotive that has recently been built for the Erie Railroad by the
American Locomotive Company was published in the Railroad
Gazette of August 16. Allusion was there made to a number of
special features which will now be taken up and illustrated in detail.
In an engine of this character one of the difficulties that will appeal
to the designer will be that of conveying the steam from the
throttle to the exhaust of the low-pressure cylinders without leaks
or joints that are liable to leak and yet compensate for the varying
Here there are three
relative positions of boiler and cylinders.
movable parts changing their relative positions not only in angu-

Steam Piping Mallet Articulated Compound Locomotive;
for the work in hand. Unquestionably, it is better to be subject to
the control of a limited number of honest and capable men, who
can. from time to time, add to their knowledge of our business and
so be better prepared to render a fair judgment on problems more
or less intricate, problems which it has taken some of us a lifetime
to solve.
But it finally resolves itself into the question of personnel.
I think we have reason to believe that the public service corporations of the state of New York can congratulate themselves not
only that the old commission has been legislated out of office but
also on the personnel of the new commissions.
We cannot expect
these men at once to know everything about our business, but we
can expect that they shall inform themselves as rapidly as possible,
and we can expect and demand that they shall render a fair decision in every case taaed upon their understanding of the evidence.
To Fourth-of-Jiily Americans it should he unnecessary to make
such a point, but unfortunately It Is too often the enthusiastic
spread-eagle type of American who needs this kind of reminder the
most. Enthusiasm Is a grand thing and a people without enthusiasm
Is started on the road to decay; but enthusiasm uncontrolled by
common sense and a dominating spirit of Justice is an ever present
danger.
I'nnuestlonably the evidence has not controlled In many of the
cases which have been carried before the governmental commissions
during the la.^t year or two; and. to be more speclflc. unquestionably
the evidence did not control In the rases taken before the old
Commission of Gas and Electricity of the state of New York.
But the question of correct judgment cannot rest entirely with
the commissions.
Having satl.'tfled ourHclves how far we ran go In
acknowledging the Jurisdiction of the commission without legal
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but in linear distances, and the steam must flow through
the three sides of the varying triangle that they may be considered
to represent, starting from one as its source and returning to the
same for the exhaust.
Up to the point where the steam is discharged from the high
pressure cylinders there is no essential change from conditions obtaining on ordinary locomotives. The special throttle is placed In
the dome with a dry-pipe leading forward. This dry-pipe, however,
instead of extending on to the front tube-sheet, stops short at 62% In.
in front of the dome and turns up through the shell to a tee upon
the outside, from which the sleam pipes are led down on either side
to the tops of the steam chests of the high-pressure cylinders. This
is all shown very clearly by the engravings on pages 171 and 172
of the issue of Aug. 16, where there. is also a general description of
It is, however, as the steam leaves the highthe steam connections.
pressure cylinders that the real interest in the steam p:)ssages
begins.
It will be remembered that, In the general description of the
locomotive, it was shown that the two high-pressure cylinders were
not joined on the center line of the boiler but that the half saddle
of the one on the left-hand side extended 8'>. in. over to the right
in order that it might contain the intercepting valve and have the
By referring to
outlet to the receiver In the axis of the engine.
the engravings of the high-pressure cylinders on page 172, it will
be seen that the exhaust passage of the one at the right leads back
to an 8-ln. opening In the rear of the half saddle, and that there
Is a similar opening In the left-hand cylinder casting to the large
exhaust passage lending up to the intercepting valve rhnmhcr nuj In.
larity

In

diameter near the top of the saddle.

These two openings ars

OcTOBsa
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coDDeclcil at the rear of the laddlea by a cait-lron return b«nd. with
a clear circular opening 8 In. In dtameter and apaced 23
In. from
center to center. It Is held to each half saddle by four lln. bolt*,
and the Joints are made tight by the ordinary ground cast-iron rings
with ball Jolnta In the main casting turned on 6 In. radit and with
Bat faces on the return bend. As there Is no motion here the whole

^

passage

la

rigid.

The steam from buih

fidi-a Im iIiiih diM'hnrKoil Into the exhaust
paaaage of the left-hand cylinder uiid th<'ii rises to the Intercepting
valve. This Is of the Mellln type. (lr»t inii-d und d'-veloped In the
two-cylinder compounds built by the Ktchmond Locomotive Works,
but differs from that valve in some of the details of its mechanism
and In its location on the engine. In the Richmond two-cylinder
compound locomotive, the high-pressure exhaust was delivered direct
Into the smolcelKix receiver pipe paBslDK in an arch from one side
of the cylinder to the other, and the intercepting valve was placed
That is to say, the Intercepting valve was
In the low-pressure side.
placed between the receiver and the low-pres-sure steam chest. In
operation live steam was automatically admitted at a reduced pressure to the low-pressi^re cylinder until the high-pressure exhaust
bad banked up sutncient pressure in the receiver to open the intercepting valve; when that event occurred, and the flow of direct
•team to the low-pressure cylinder was cut off, the receiver steam
admitted and the engine thrown into compound action.
In the Mallet compound the order of events is the same but
Instead of placing the interthe arrangement of parts is different
cepting valve at the low-pressure end of the receiver pipe It Is

is moved to the right and the live steam flows freely into
the chamber C. As the pressure rises In this chaml>er. It acts upon
the whole of the end of the sleeve K. and as this end area combined with that of the shoulder I is greater than that of the shoulder
H, it follows that before the pressure In C has risen to the full

surfaces,

Intercepting
placed, as already stated, in the saddle of one of the high-pressure
cylinders and receives the exhaust direct from both of those cylinders.
This exhaust steam enters the space A beneath the main valve B,
which is held normally closed by the reduced pressure live steam
admitted back of it into the space C. Attached to the stem of the
main valve and moving with it is the wing piston D. This latter
part serves to guide the stem of main valve, and. through the holes
In Its face and the opening about its rim, permits the high-pressure
exhaust to pass on to the passage E, whence it has direct access
to the emergency exhaust valve.
In the original Richmond compound the emergency exhaust was
In this
in a line and concentric with the axis of the main valve.
modiflcation for the Mallet compound It is a separate mechanism.
By referring to the horizontal section of the left-hand cylinder on
page 172, it will be seen that there is an opening on the outside
face of the saddle that connects directly with the intercepting valve
chamber. The flange (1 ) of the emergency exhaust casing is bolted
to the side of the saddle so that its opening is put in communication with the chamber (2), which is closed by the wing valve (3)
held normally against Its seat by the spring acting on its stem and
located outside the casing. Also attached to the stem of this valve
Is the piston (4) that is fitted with spring rings and moves in the
short cylinder bored In the casing to receive It. When it is desired
to work the engine in single expansion for ail four of the cylinders,
a cock is opened in the cab and live steam admitted through the
opening (5) to the space back of the piston, moving the latter
ahead, and opening the valve (3) through which the exhaust is
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allowed to pass forward through the small pipe shown In the engraving of the steam pipe*, to the main exhaust, the deuiis of
which will be considered later.
When this emergency exhaust valve Is open there la no tendency
to raise the pressure beneath the main valve B of the Intercepting
valve, and the whole locomotive works in single expansion.
If, on
the other hand, steam Is not admitted to hold the emergency exhaust valve open, tin- Kpring closes it and holds It there, which it
is arranged to do Ix'caiiBe the valve Ih partially balanced by the
pressure against th«- fai-e of the piston, and the unbalanced force
tending 10 open it Is only that represented by a ring % in. wide
and 5>-.. In. outside diameter, the difference between the exposed
areas of the valve and the piston.
With the emergency valve closed and the intercepting valve In
Its normally closed poslllon trhich is that existing at starting, the
sequence of events at thai, time is a.s foliows:
When the throttle is
opened, live steam l.s admitted to the passage F outside the valve
case and passes down through the port G and, fllllng the grooved
opening In the reducing valve K, presses with equal intensity against
the shoulders H and I. As the area of the shoulder H is the larger
of the two. because of its larger outside diameter, the valve K.
which is merely a sleeve fitted with packing rings for its bearing

Valve.

pressure exerted on H, there will be enough of an effort
exerted on J to push the sleeve toward the left and thus close the
opening made by the passage of the shoulder H past the port L.
The ratios of these areas are so adjusted that, when the pressure
in the chamber C has risen to the point at which it is desired that
the initial pressure in the low-pressure cylinders should stand, the
sleeve will close the port L.
Steam admitted to the chamber C has free access to the receiver and the low-pressure steam chests; so that as soon as the
throttle is opened steam is admitted to all four of the cylinders
boiler

and the normal tractive

effort is exerted.

exhaust of the high-pressure cylinders passes
fills the passage E and the chamber (2) of
the emergency exhaust valve, and when the pressure in these cavities has risen to a point slightly above that existing in the chamber
C, the main intercepting valve B is opened by being moved to the
left and the high-pressure exhaust is thus given a clear passage

Then the

into the space

first

A and

and the steam chests of the low-pressure cylinders.
is moved to the left it strikes the end of
the sleeve K and. carrying it with it, closes the port L and thus
prevents the admission of any more live steam to the chamber C
and the receiver, and the engine enters upon its compound working.
But if. at any time, the additional tractive power that can be obtained in single expansion action is desired, the opening of the
emergency exhaust valve from the cab will bring that condition
to the receiver

As the main valve B

about.

At the rear the stem

of the

main valve

is

fitted

with a piston
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M that moves
any approach

in a cylinder forming a dashpot and thus preventing
The surface where the stem is in conto slamming.
tact with the inside of the sleeve is fitted with packing rings sprung
into place so that leakage of steam is prevented.
When the steam leaves the chamber C of the intercepting valve,
it passes out through a passage cored in the saddle to the receiver
pipe. As will be seen by referring to the assembled engraving
of the steam pipes the passage from the intercepting valve drops
down and curves to the front for the receiver pipe connection. Up
to this point there has been no necessity for any flexibility in the
joints as all parts have been attached to and move in unison with
the boiler. With the connection of the receiver pipe this is changed,
for not only must there be a possibility of an angular displacement
due to the relative positions of the two trucks, but there must be
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and the joint between the two parts is made tight with the usual
ground ball joint.
The steam passes through the low-pressure cylinders, doing Its
work in the usual way and issues from the top through exhaust
openings set near the center line of the engine and spaced 7% in.
apart from center to center on the two saddles. An exhaust pipe
elbow is bolted on to cover both openings and to turn the exhaust
back towards the sniokebox. This elbow is fitted not only with
a universal ball joint by which the exhaust pipe is enabled to swing
and keep in line with the corresponding elbow on the smokebox,
but also contains a stuffing box and slip joint by which the variations in distance between the centers of the two elbows are taken
care of. At the rear the exhaust pipe terminates in another universal ball joint set in the smokebox elbow, so that the exhaust

27i

Receiver Pipe.

an extension due

The

to the

motion that must exist between the frames.
shows how these requirements are

detail of the receiver pipe

met.

There is an extension A on the front of the high-pressure saddle
is bored out to receive two glands turned to a spherical inside
and which can be adjusted against the ball-bearing on the pipe
by the studs B. so that lost motion occasioned by wear can be taken
up and leakage of steam prevented. This is the only flexible joint
in the receiver pipe, and is the only one that is necessary because
the center line of the pins coupling the two frames nearly coincides with the center of the ball joint, so that the whole of the front
truck, with its cylinders, swings around this point and the angular

that
fit

is nearly the same.
The receiver pipe is made in three sections merely for convenience in erecting, and at the front end it passes through an ordinary stuffing box in a tee, in which it has a fore and aft motion
by which the variations in length can be made. The joints between
Wie sections are made tight by the insertion of cast rings of V secThe
tion turned to fit the recesses shown in the ends of the pipe.
tee at the front is a simple Iron casting with branches to mate
with the admission openings in the back of the low-pressure saddles.

displacement

pipe can adjust itself to any and all variations in the relative positions and alinement of the low-pressure cylinders and the smokebox.
The hole above the smokebox elbow is le'o in. ahead of the
center of the stack, so that the interior exhaust pipe is given an
offset of that amount in order to bring it in line.
In addition to
this it has the added peculiarity of an attachment for the emergency
exhaust. This exhaust pipe is led forward from the outlet of the
emergency exhaust valve to a point just ahead of the front tubesheet.
Here it turns in to the axis of the boiler and thence through
another elbow enters the smokebox and connects with the auxiliary
exhaust pipe back of the main one. The main casting is made with
a flange and short connecting pipe leading to an annular space like
a steam jacket about the exhaust passage from the low-pressure
cylinders.
The exit from this annular space is through a contracted annular nozzle about the main one. With this arrangement
there is no interference with the integrity of the low-pressure exhaust at any time, either when starting or when running the engine
As the emergency exhaust pipe is connected
in single expansion.
rigidly to the boiler or parts moving with it at each end there are
no flexible joints required in it.
Closely allied to the required flexibility of the steam piping

u
Valve Arrangement for Power

Reversing Gear.

—
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ar« Um coonertlona between the (nunnt and the twller. Tbe boiler
la neccMarlly aupported by both from and rear frameit. but It If
rlcldljr atlacbrd to tb« rear oDe only, sHdlng lupportH b^inK i>roTided for the from. The conne<-tlon between the two framen i« by
meana of pivot pins and li of lUih a character that the whole
tractive effort of tbe forward cylinders Is transmuted to the rear
fram* throMch this connection and thence back to the drawbar conned

•

l«-r.

the connection lietween the two
V shown by the assembled engraving of the steam
fra::
pip*'*, kthtvlt u that of thp Haltlmore k Ohio engine but Is the same
as that of (he Erie. At the rear end of the forward frame heavy
crosstle castings are attached to both the top and bottom rails.
and these In turn carry the male sections of a pivotal connection.

arrangement

jT)

*#—J

—

y

of

3»7

of the front end of the boiler.
The second is Intended to serve
merely as a guide and centering device to bring the boiler back
•ntral with the front frame when It runs out of a curve.
It Is
lirovliled with bearing surfaces but It Is expected that the lifting
springs with which It Is provided will relieve theae surfaces of
•

all load.

The general arrangement of this centering device Is ahown in
the engraving of the assembled [>arts. The casting A la attached
to the boiler and has the spring case D bolted to Its lower face.
The lower face of this spring case Is planed smooth and is fitted
with a wearing surface provided with oil grooves, so as to move
easily to and fro acrom the top face of the hea\-y frame cross-tie
Ke that is bolted tu the frames G G. The spring case contains two
nests of helical springs provided with thimbles in whose sockets

Tri

Emergency Exhaust Valve.

<

IK*.'

\

Exhaust Passage Connection: High Pressure

Dry Pipe Tee.

Cylinder.
the female being bolted across the front face of the saddle of highpressure cylinder and attached to the frames. Two heavy pins complete the connection.
The boiler is fastened to the rear frame at the high-pressure
saddle and at three points beneath the firebox, the one at the extreme back end taking the form of the usual buckle plate. This
holds the boiler in line with the rear frames at all timos and causes
a large range of lateral displacement over the front truck; a displacement that Increases toward the front end of tbe machine and
at the cylinders is at the extreme, as illustrated by the half-tone
engraving of the front on page 174. The boiler is therefore carried on two sliding supports by the front frame. Of these one is

placed about midway between the high-pressure cylinders and the
front tube-sheet which is Intended to carry the whole of the load

the stems E E have a bearing. These stems are pivoted In the
brackets D which are bolted to the cross-tie F. At the center the
two springs have a bearing on the spring case B. It is evident
that when the boiler swings to one side or the other of the center
lines of the frame and carries the spring case with it. the spring
at one end or the other is compressed and tends to push the case,
and with it the boiler, back to the central position.
In order to relieve the bearing surfaces between the spring case
and the frame cross-tie F of that part of the weight of the boiler
that would nntui-aily come upon it and. at the same time, render
the centering action of the springs more effective, an upward thrust
Near the lower edge of this
is exerted against the main c;tsting A.
casting there are two hemispherical sockets in which the ends of

the relief stems

I

I

are

fitted.

The lower ends

of these relief stems
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rest in sockets attached to the swinging seats J. These seats are
pivoted to a cross-tie H that rests upon the lower rails of the
frame. They are held up against the lower ends of the relief
stems I by U bolts
K. and these are, in turn, supported by springs
which rest upon the cross-tie. These springs are put in position
under a tension sufficient to sustain that portion of the weight of
the boiler of which it is desired that the surfaces between B and
F should be relieved. They also serve to compensate for any angularity that the relief stems may assume due to the lateral motion
of the boiler.
By this arrangement the boiler is free to move to and fro across
the supporting surfaces without exerting an undue frictional thrust
upon the frames and without being raised above its normal position by the auxiliary supports.
There is a support back of the
centering device upon which the weight of the forward part of the
boiler rests and to which attention has been called.
This consists
simply of castings fastened to the boiler shell and frames and fitted
with suitable wearing surfaces that are properly lubricated and with
stops so adjusted that the desired fore and aft movement due to
the play between the two frames is allowed.

K

Owing to the fact that there are two sets of valve motions to
be moved by the reverse lever an air-operated reversing gear is
In the cab there is the usual reverse lever attached to the
used.
reach rod in the ordinary way and fitted with the regular latch
engaging in the teeth of the quadrant. In addition to this the reverse lever is also coupled to the piston rod of the air gear. Back
of the main reverse lever and pivoted upon it there is what looks
like an auxiliary lever. This is used for the handling of the motion
when air is worked. The engraving of the two levers show the
relative proportions and their connection with each other.
The
main lever is pivoted to the reverse lever stand at B; is connected
to the piston of the air cylinder at C and to the reach rod at D.
It
is fitted with the usual latch engaging in notches cut in the quadrant and is also provided with a special latch for locking and limiting the motion of the auxiliary lever.
The auxiliary lever is pivoted on the main one at A, and when

Exhaust Nozzle.

same time the cross passage 10 is turned to allow oil to pass from
12 to 13. For reversing, the air is admitted to the front passage 8
through the port 4 and the by-pass of the oil cylinder is opened by 10.

By giving the auxiliary lever a slight
angular position the passage of oil from one
end of the cylinder can be checked to any
extent and the moving of the gear be made
slowly or rapidly as may be desired. When
the gear is to be moved the auxiliary lever
must be kept in motion as long as it is desired that the gear shall move, and when
the desired notch in the quadrant has been
reached, the lever is brought to its normal
position

to the main lever, thestops at once, the ports are covered

relatively

movement

and the pistons locked.
These are the principal items of interest
connected with the locomotive in that they
are the details that are es.?ential to permit
the proper relative position of the frames on

Exhaust Pipe.
a change of cut-off is to be made the latch handle of the auxiliary
lever is pressed in and this lifts the main latch by means of the
lifting bar E.
The lifting of the main latch also frees the auxiliary latch finger K and gives It a freedom of movement between
the two lugs 1, 1. The movement of the auxiliary lever lo or from
the main lever by the distance permitted by the lugs 1, 1, swings
the lower end G so that Its center is out of line with that of the
lower end of the reverse lever at B. As both levers turn about
this point the offset thus obtained is practically constant and is
utilized to operate the valves of the air and oil cylinders, as will be
described later.
There are two cylinders set tandem for the reversing gear. Air
is used as a motive power and It is worked in a double-acting
cylinder of 8-ln. bore. The other, or oil cylinder, i.s 5-in. diameter.
Both pistons are packed with leather cup packing, that for the oil
being held hy the followers only, while that on the air piston is
held out by a .spring ring. Packing boxes for the rod are placed
between the cylinders and for the trunk piston rod at the air end,
where there Is a short connecting rod leading to the reverse lever.
In operation, whenever the auxiliary reverse lever Is In Its normal
position, the valves of both oil and air cylinders are blanked. This
locks the gear for, with the oil cylinder filled, no motion can take
place when the bypass Is closed. The connections show the operation of the valve.
The valve.f are simple tapered plug valves:
that for the air has a foiirway opening In addition to an exhaust
cavity and that for oil has crossed passages so that the two ends
of the cylinder arc put In rommunlcatlon whenever the auxiliary
reverse lever Is pushed forward or back.
For example, when the
auxiliary lever U pushed forward the lower end of the arm O Is
drawn hack turning the air rock so that the port 1 Is opened to
the pas.°age fi; 3 Is open to the air inlet !) and the exhaust cavity
B opens the passage 8 to the exhaust 7.
Air Is thus admitted to
the rear of its cylinder and the motion Is moved forward. At the

curves. The great size of the machine made
necessary to give close attention to every item of its construction
order that suitable proportions might be obtained, and as such
each part of the engine Is deserving of close study.

it

in

Frame Section;
Compound Locomotive.

Centering Device for Front

Mallet

Articulated

•

.
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Deflection.*

was dwired to know
and to that end It
The writer was
for determlnlUK deflection and
wtutlon. The problem wa.H to

turntable

InvpitlKatlns a certain

In

t

1907

«.

TurntabU

whether

'

1

had an undue amount of

waji netpiwary

to

know

It

detli-rtlon

the anur.tl. al d>-ni'<tlon

unable lo find any ready nn'ihoil
worked out the following Kraphlriil
nnd the deflection of the table ut the guide rail when loaded with
a locomotive weighing the same as the rated capacity of the table
(In thli caae 1!>0 tons) and set to balance the table as Hhown In
The principal dimensions of the table are also shown In
Klg. I.
For convenience In solvliii; the problem only half of
this flgtire.
one end of the table was considered, hence we have lo And the de-

Fig.

— Locomotive

1

in

3«9

Momentii were next treated, the table being cut at the center
and under each wheel, load* between section cut and end of table
only l>eing considered. This laid down to a convenient scale gave
curve No. 2.
In the solution of the problem It is neceuary to know the

M

value of -y- (see mathematical solution below), bence curve No. 3

shows graphically the
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Integrating.

hence

•A. A. Kellogg, In

_

(See
Mathematically this is shown by the following.
result.
Church's Mechanics, p. 310.)
The turntable is considered as a cantilever with several concentrated loads and varying I's.
Since, from the moment diagram

deflection in inches.
constants of integration.
C &
Curve No. 1 shows the moments of inertia figured at the points
indicated and laid down to a convenient scale. The I's were figured
by the well known foiniiilu' for built-up sections (method shown in
I

fl_

Fig. 3.

(I'v

integrating this value, and fifth, again integrating
a value from which the deflection may be obtained.
In the following:
bending moment in inch pounds.
M
:= moment of inertia in biquadratic Inches.
I
modulus of elasticity in pounds per square inch,
E
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integrating we have lbs. -f(Inches)' for the units of curve No. 4. while further integration
gives lbs. -- inches. By taking the value of E at 29,000,000 lbs.,
and dividing the value obtained from the curve at any point by
the desired
29,000,000 we get the deflection at that point in inches

\

- -T f -1 —

may

By

(inches)'.

-i-

3-r --;

of curve No. 2 by

curve from which values

be taken directly.
The next step calls for an integration of values already obtained.
Curve No. 4 is a graphical result of such Integration and
'b obtained from curve No. 3 by takin«; the
number of squares under the curve to the
right of any point and multiplying It by
In the
(he value of one square in Inches.
example given one square had a horizontal
or abscissae value of 24, while the vertical
or ordinate value wus 100, hence each
square value was 2.400. On curve No. 4
each square was given an ordinate value
of four squares of No. 3 or 9.60it, the
al)scis.sae value remaining 24 as before.
Curve No. 3 is a graphical integration of
No. 4. and is derived in the same manner as
was No. 4. except that eight square spaces
of No. 4 were used for one vertical space

Place on Turn Table.

flection of a cantilever beam with several concentrated loads and
a varying moment of Inertia, the loads being half the weights on
drivers and truck. This is shown at the top of Fig. 2. For a rigid
analysis both ends of the beam should be considered, due to the
different moments obtained from the tender loading, but this is
but a repetition of the work shown.
Briefly, the process consists in obtaining first, the moments of
inertia at the various sections where changes occur. In this case
at the beginning and end of each top and bottom plate; second, the
moments taken about the center and under each wheel; third, obtaining the value of the moments divided by the moment of in-

M

result of dividing the

and gives an-

I
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=
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dx
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=
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i,
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dx
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constant of integration.
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dy. integrating

= constant

ut the right of the

of integrations.

curve this reverses the

.
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The

deflection at the center is zero.

This method of finding the deflection checked up in the case
The deflection by calculation was approximately 19-32 in.,
while the actual deflection, taken by an engineer's level, was % in.,
when the table was loaded as shown.
Acknowledgment is due to a paper on "Car Bolster Stresses"
by Prof. W. K. Hatt, of Purdue University. (Railroad Oazette, Dec.

cited.

23. 1898.)

APPENDIX.

Method
I

web

of
I

=

1-3

of angles

of Obtaining I of Section.
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necting the two valve spindles by a cross-lever having equal arms
fulcrumed on the frames.
Neither eccentrics nor return cranks
are employed for operating the gear, motion being derived from the
reciprocating movement of the inside crossheads, each of which
carries a connection to its own combining lever and also a connection through a rod extending back and operating the link for the
valve motion of the opposite side of the locomotive.
The two inside cylinders are cast in one piece with the smokebox saddle, but their center is considerably in advance of the saddle, this being a natural consequence of the location of the cylin-

bh' (Church's Mechanics, p. 94).

=2

(1^ -f

F

where,

d"),

^ moment of inertia about gravity axis, from handbook.
:= area of angle from handbook.
d = distance from center line to center line of gravity of angle.
4- F'
where,
of top plate ^
= moment of inertia of plate small, this may be neglected
F' = area of plate.
= distance from center line to center line of gravity of plate.
of section:
Rivet holes to be deducted from
where,
Through angles and web = F"
F" = area of rivet hole.
d ^= distance from center line of section to center line of rivet hole.
Through top plate = F"' d'" where,
(area
rivet hole).
F"' =
d" = distance from center line of section to center line of hole.
of
[(I of web -f
of angles +
Total
of entire section =
I

J"

I,'

I

d'-,

(

I^'

if

)

d'

I

d',

2

I

2

I

top plate)

Four

—

(F

Cylinder

I

I

d= of rivet holes.)]

Simple

Express Locomotives;
Railway.

Great

Western

Through the courtesy of Mr. G. Jackson Churchward, Chief
Mechanical Engineer of the Great Western Railway of England,
illustrate and describe herewith the latest type of locomotive
built at Swindon Works for hauling express passenger trafllc on
The wheel arrangement is 4-6-0, and there are four
that line.

we

single-expansion cylinders placed two inside and two outside the
frames, each pair of cylinders operating a separate pair of coupled
wheels.
The inside cylinders are placed forward of the bogie center,
and the outside ones to the rear. The inside cylinders drive the
crank axle of the leading coupled wheels, while the outside cylinThe two
ders are connected to the Intermediate coupled wheels.
cranks on each side of the engine, i. e., one inside and the other
outside of the frames, are 180 deg. apart and at right angles (90
deg.) to the cranks on the opposite side. This arrangement greatly
improves the turning moment, and as the two pistons on each side
of the engine are always moving in opposite directions, a simpliIn these
fied form of valve mechanism is rendered practicable.
engines the valve gear is of the Walschaerts type in duplicate, one
set actuating a pair of piston valves 8 in. in diameter and of
extra length, allowing the passages to the cylinders to be prac.
Inside admission and outside exhaust are adopted,
tically straight.
and the exhaust passage is an extension of the valve chest. The
inside piston valve in both cases is actuated directly by the Walschaerts gear, and motion is conveyed to the outside valve by con-

Four Cylinder Sing

L

Half Cross Section and

End Elevation.

ders over the leading bogie axle. The boiler is of the Great Western
standard type, viz.: coned throughout the length of the barrel and
fitted with Belpaire type of firebox and extended smokebox.
No dome being provided, steam is collected by a pipe having
branched ends, each of which has an upturned mouth near the
front of the crown sheet on each side, the throttle valve being In
the smokebox.
The crank pin end of the connecting rod for the outside cylin-

comotlve; Great Western Railway of England.
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The end of the cranl< pin has a
is of the solid bush type.
thread cut on it and the cap is screwed on and secured by a
it.
The
side rods are secured in the
through
threaded taper pin
ders
fine

same manner.
These locomotives rank among the most powerful express passenger engines in Great Britain. With ample cylinder and boiler
power, an adhesion weight of nearly 60 tons and a high working
pressure, they possess all the necessary features toward success in
the particular work for which they have been designed.
They have leading dimensions as follows:
14

(four! diameter
stroke
Hogle wheels, dlnineter
I'uupled wheels, diameter
Bogle wheelbjise
Coupled wheelbase
Total whrelhase
front end)
Holler, diameter
diameter illreliox end)
height of lenter from rail
('jllnders
i'isloii

3

'i
-t>

8 Mi

tj

..14
-4

Hl%

4

i

'>

S

•'
length of barrel
Heating surface, total
tirale area

:.142.!)1 iMl. ft.

'StJU

Working pressure
Weight in working order

171,.">iS4

.Vdhesion weight

'-I'-Il!.'

Tra<-live

--•"' ll)s.

14.

other lesser iiits; Mississippi, yellow pine, oali, red-gum and cottonwood; .Minnesota, white pine, almost to the exclusion of other
woods, but with some spruce and tamaracic. Yellow pine furnishes
almost the entire production of Texas, although some oak is manulactured, while California divides her cut between redwood, yellow
pine. Douglas fir. oak. sugar pine, white flr and a number of other
woods of less importance, and easily leads all other states in this

ot

relative diversity of production.

Yellow pine is now produced by 38 states and territories, and
the most widely produced lumber of all.
Oak comes next and
is manufactured in 37 states and territories; ash in 35: elm in 32,
and white pine in 30. specifically enumerated, but the manufacture
of ash and elm is of comparatively little importance, the total for
both woods being 421,140 thousand feet.
Hemlock, maple, spruce,
poplar, basswood, cotton wood, beech and hickory are also cut almost
all over the country, while redwood, the production of which is
almost equal to the combined production of elm, ash and beech, is
Sugar pine is cut in only two states, Calicut only in California.
fornia and Oregon; tamarack in three, Michigan, Minnesota and
is

Wisconsin; white

fir

in eight,

and Douglas

fir

in ten.

"

-3.77,1

carries 6 tons of coal

weighs 40 tons when

XUII.. No.

'.'

power

The tender

i

2

fl.

Vol..

The Consolidated Steamship

The routes of the various companies controlled by Charles W.
Morse and his ascociates, and united as the Consolidated Steamship Lines, are shown on the accompanying map. It will be seen
that they cover all the important Atlantic ports and the three most
important Gulf ports, besides reaching the two largest ports of

full.

Production of Lumber

in

Lines,

and 3,500 gallons of water,

the

United States,

of the Census, in connection with the Forest Service
of the United States Department of Agriculture, has issued a bulletin showing the production of lumber, lath and shingles by states
and species in 1906, 1905 and 1904. The figures cover returns from
21,077 mills in 1906, 11,666 mills in 1905 and 18,277 mills in 1904.
The total lumber production (excluding lath and shingles) for the
United States, in thousands of feet, board measure, was 37,490,067

The Bureau

in 1906, 30.502,961 in 19o5

and 34,127,165

The

in 1904.

state

showing

kinds of lumber in 1906 and in 1905
was Washington, with 4,305,053 thousand feet in 1906 and 3.917,166
In 1904. Wisconsin was the state of largest production.
in 1905.
with 2,623,157 thousands: Washington was second, and Louisiana
third.
In 1906 there were 15 states whose production exceeded one
These states, arranged in
billion feet of lumber, board measure.
order of production with the figures given in thousands of feet
board measure, are as follows:
the heaviest production of

all

Texas

Washington

4.3n,-|.".->:t

],oulsiana

:;,7IUi,3!»."»

l*enns.vlvania

Wisconsin
Michigan

:i,331 ,3(i,">
J,0!I4,J7!I

Oregon

Mississippi

1,K4(I,-J,-.(I

Arkansas

l,83n.:jr>8

.Minnesota

1.7!t4,14t

California
North Carolina

Maine
Virginia

.\laTmma

The production of yellow pine, of course,
other kinds of lumber and the total figure for
the unit being 1,000 ft. B. M. as heretofore.
White
comes Douglas fir, with 4,969,843.
pine is next with 4,582,102; then hemlock,
3.508,031; oak, 2.816,077; spruce, 1,645,940,
These .»lx kinds of wood were the only ones
the production of which amounted to one
Of the lesser
billion feet B. M. or more.
woods, maple was the most important, followed in order by cypress, poplar, redwood,
red-gum. chestnut, basswood, cedar, birch,
Cottonwood and ten other specifically enuI>nuisiana leads in the
merated varieties.
production of yellow pine. The great Douglas flr states are Washington and Oregon,
and, between them, they produced all but
about 200,000 of the production. Minnesota
and Wisconsin have a very large lead in the
Pennsylvania,
production of white pine,
Wls<'onsin and Michigan are the chief hemlock slates, while the production of oak is
spread with some evenness over 11 states,
and Is found on a lesser scale In 26 others.
Kentucky being the chief producer, with
West Virginia next and Tennessee third.
About a third of the entire production of
spruce comes from Maine, with Washington
In New
a poor second and New York third.
figure given Is for the year 1905, as the totals

greatly exceeded all
1906 was 13,049,769,

Next

in

importancf

The Consolidated Steamship
York, however, the
for 1906 are not yet

available.

these summaries In another way. It Is seen that
a great producer of Douglas flr, spruce, cedar and
l>ouisiann Is the most Imixirlant single producer of
yellow pine.
yellow pine and also much the largest producer of cypress. Wisconsin contributes white pine, hemlock, basswood, birch and a number

Looking
Washington

at

is

Lines,

_<

Mexlio. Yucatan, Cuba, Santo Domingo, Porto Rico, and the Bahamas,
The principal coastwise lines not Included in the consolidation are
the Old Dominion Line from New York to Norfolk, Va., the majority of whose stock is understood to be controlled jointly by the
Southern Railway, Seaboard Air Line, Atlantic Coast Line, Norfolk
& Western and Chesapeake & Ohio; the Ocean Steamship Company
of Savannah (Savannah Line) from Boston and New York to Savannah, Ga., owned by the Central Railroad of Georgia; the Morgan

— —

OrTOHOi

4.
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Line from New York lo New Orleanit ami (iaiviiiton. o«ue<l by ihe
Southern Harin. the MercbanU * Mlncrn' Trannportatlon Company,
underaiood to be held, with the Bomon A rhllad<-lphla Steamihip
Company. whoM> properly It o|M>rale«. ai a watrh dog. to prevent
undue <-ompetltlon by the MorKe Interema with the New Haven
road, and the Maine Steamship Co., formerly an Independent line
from New York to Portland, Me., but now prexumably controlled
by the New Haven road aUo
The .Mt-rihantH' * MItii-rs" aervlcea are
between BoKton. .N'orfolk. Newport .N'ewH and ilultluiure; Providence,
Norfolk. Newport NewM and iialtlniure; Norfolk. .Newport News and
Baltimore; Savannah and Baltimore: Savannah and Philadelphia;
:

TVt

UoMr

belong, there exists the enormous independent fleet of the United
Fruit Company, and subsidiary carrying lines; the Red D Line, the
Munson Line, and several other concerns. It must not for a moment
be assumed, therefore, that the Consolidated lines have a monopoly
of coastwise traffic, although they operate something like half of
the coastwise tonnage which is under the American flag.
The routes covered by the companies owned and operated by the

>la

Kr> WV«|. Kl«.

and

Co

— /•rop/r'j

Y.iTli anil Mot>llr.

l.imritti lludioD

AU

.

Tla Bruuarlrk. Uo.

Ulvr

lM>lwreo

New York

AltMinjr.

fiTixev'n Mteamiwut «•«.
Y«trk aoii TroT.

imm:

Srm

lilii'lam- llrlwrro

I|iim<i> .N«vii:atiiin

Ctlittn't

Ume—tn

York lUiUiun

St

•

/'"•'

<

nn

J.i. iL...n\ni.-

/Al/«<ir(p/iia /Mriitua

The Yale: Metropolitan
Boston and Philadelphia; Philadelphia. Fall River and Providence,
and Savannah and Norfolk, and the company operates a fleet of
24 vessels.
The Old Dominion fleet consists of Ave seagoing vessels,
with an aggregate tonnage of 19,700, and nine river steamers. The
Savannah Line has ten vessels, with an aggregate gross tonnage
of 42,235; the Morgan Line has 19 seagoing vessels with an aggregate of 45,377 tons, approximately, and the Maine Steamship Company has three ships, aggregating somewhat at)ove 8,000 tons, in
addition to two sound steamers running on the newly affiliated
Neptune Line.
In addition to these well-established concerns, the Brunswick
Steamship Company has recently established an independent service
between New York and Brunswick, Ga., with four 3,000-ton ships,
and another ship is building. In the off-shore service, to which the
Cuba and Porto Rico lines of the Consolidated Steamship Company
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Conaolidated Steamship Lines are as follows:
MAMj'St Kriuuallii- i\j.— Trxas IUitttum--Urtwtrra NVw Vurk sod UaUntoo.

—
;

.

.New

Hrtmrra .Vrw York. CharlMloo.

lu-iarrn

Kla.

UItit brlmtra

ijuilxin

Xew

York. Wilmlnftoo, N.

<;.,

^ KoaloD. <'barl<vt»D, 8. <'. BniDiwIrk. (it., and
rrrlfbl only.
Itviwreo .N>w York and I'blladrlpbla fr*l(bt only.
;

Line.

Iletween I'liiladelphla. .Norfolk. Porlsmoutti and .Newport News, Va.

Went

InilUx

Puerto
St.

—

Between New
Samanu. Sanchez.

Itiriniun
I'lata.

i:.»sTKiiN

Y'ork.

Turks

.Marcoris.

Island.

Monte

Criaty.

Santo liomlngo City and

—

Johns

ICifir [liiition
Between Jacksonville and Sanford. stopping at
l*alalka. I>e Land. Astor. I-^Ierprlse. and Intermediate landings.

Stkvm.suu'

— Purtlnnd
—

';ii,

DirUinn

— Between

Boston and Portland.

Krnncliri Dtritinn.
Between Boston and .\ugiista. .Me., via Bath. Blchmonil. (iardiner and llHllowell.
liiiinion- Between Boston and Bangor via Kockland. Camden,
Belfast. Bucksport and Wlnterport.
forllanil, Itorkland rf ilachittn Oiiiaitin
Between Portland and Rockland
via BiMithbay Harbor and other Intermediate landine^s.
llonlhlKiy liii-iniun
Between Bath and Boothl>ay. Pemaquld and rarloua
points on Sheepscot Bay.
Mount liiH.rt ttiul lllue Hill Division Between Rockland and Bar Barbor
landing at various points on Penobscot Bay.
Intirnatiiinal Diiixion
Between Boston and St. John. N. B.. via Portland. Lubec and East|>ort.
Also between Boston and St. John direct.

Hanyur

—

—

—

—

—

STEAMsmr Co. Direct Alt-Water Route Via Ix)ng Island
the Atlantic Ocean t)etween New Y'ork and Boston
formerly freight only
passenger turbines addtnl.

Metiii>i"oi.ita.\

Sound and

;

Xkw York

Mail Stkamship
tween New York and Havana

.1/cj-ico

a.m> Ccb.\

Dirinion

Tamplco.
TiiK

— Between

New

Nkw York asu Porto

Co.
;

(Ward

I.lnel.

—Cub»i

Itirlslon

— Be-

and New York and Clenfuegos.
and Vera C^uz and New Y'ork and

Y'ork

;

—

—

Rico Ste-vmship Co. Xeir York Division Between New Y'ork and San Juan. P. R.. Iwtween New Y'ork and Majaguez and between New Y'ork and Ponce.
\iir Orleans Division
Between .New Orleans and San Juan. P. B.
I'orta Kim Island Divisiim.
Between San Juan and Areclbo, Aguadllla,

— —

•Vaid Line.

.
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Maj-aguez. Guanica, Ponce. Jobos (Agulrre), Arroyo, llumaoao, I'oit
Mulas iVic^es Islands), and FJardo.

The following

table gives in statute miles the length of the

various routes:
ilihai/c of

ConsoMttted Steamship Lines.

Statute

Mai.lobi Lines
Texas Division
Mobile Division
Georgia Division

miles.

I

International Division..

:

3ol
1,223

2,22.">
l.!)-jn

914

Mfn-ROroi-iTAN Line

:

New York and Boston
Wakd Li.nes
New Y'ork — Havana ...1,196
New York Clenfuegos.. 1,640
New York Vera Cruz. 1,978
New York Tampico. 2,009

322

:

HCDSON UivEB Lines

:

143
149

People's Line
Citizen's Line

Ci-rDE Lines
New York Division
Boston Division
Philadelphia Division
West India Division
St. Johns River Div

—
—
—

.

.

:

.

.

.

.1,420
1,068

..

PORTO Rico Lines

New York

EliSTEBN Steamship Lines
110
Portland Division
Kennebec Division .... 150
234
Bangor Division
Portiand-Rockland Div. 167
25
Boothbay Division ....
Mt. Desert and Blue
185
Bin Division
:

:

To San Juan, P.R... .1,380
To Mavaguez direct. 1,382
.1,440
To Ponce direct

475
1.900

175

:

Juanl,420
— San
ports
.

New
Bet

.

Orleans
various

.

oa

Porto Rico Island
Port Muias
FJardo.

Humacao

——

.

Port Mulas

.

.

286
18
18

To tai mileage

5,044
4,701

•Viegues Islands.

The

vessels

summed up

owned by the Consolidated Steamship Lines are

in the following table:

Steamships and Steamboats Owned by the Consolidated Strain
No. of
vessels.

New Y'ork & Cuba Mall Steamship Co., (Ward Line)
Clyde Steamship Company
New York & Porto Rico Steamship Company
Mallory Steamship Company
Kastern Steamship Company
Metropolitan Steamship Co
I'eople's Line (Hudson Navigation Company)
Citizen's Line (Citizens Steamboat Company)

24
25
12
12
19

Total

•Gross tonnages

in this table as supplied

lip

Lines.

Gross
tonnage.*
76.634
0."..14.->

32.61S
45,014
23..542

6
4
4

18,103

106

262,045

by the company

;

7,9,-. 1

3.938

not checked.

largest of these ships are the "Saratoga" and "Havana,"
of the Ward Line; 6,400 tons gross, twin screw, built in 1907 and
1906, respectively. The "Brazos," building for
the Mallory Line, is to be above 6,000 tons;
the "San Jacinto" is 6,096 tons, and the "Denver" 4,539. In the entire fleet controlled there
are six vessels with a gross tonnage of 5,000
or larger. These represent a very great increase in size and speed from the characteristic

The

coastwise vessel built before the Spanish war.
The opening up of Cuban and Porto Rican
trade since 1898 has been noteworthy, and the
existing fleets engaged in traflic with these
islands bear witness to it. An elaborate siudy
of American coastwise development was printed in the Railroad Gazette, Aug. 15, 1902, in
which it was shown that in 1892 there was
only one steamer of 4,000 tons in regular coastwise service between United States ports, while
the typical ship of the period had a gross tonnage rather under than over 3,000. The 000ton ship still prevails on the coast, but the
Morgan Line now has three 6,000-ton ships,
two 4,800-ton ships and eight 4,600ton ships,
and the present tendency is to build boats of
about 6,000 tons for the best services.
Next to the Morgan Line, the most important line on the coast is the Ward (if we
except the group of lines forming the United
Fruit tonnage), and this Is the principal Consolidated holding.
The Clyde, Mallory and Metropolitan lines have been prominent on
the coast for a great many years, and Clyde's "John S. McKini,"
built In 1844, was one of the pioneers of steam coastwise service
As Is well known, the new 23-knot trlple-sci-ew turIn this country.
bine steamers "Yale" and "Harvard" have recently been added to the
Metropolitan fleet. They are the fastest merchant vessels under the
American flag, and maintain a 15-hour all-water service between New
York and Boston. It Is unfortunate that the new owners of these
properties should have found It necessary first to load up the original
lines with new capital and then Issue a sufllclent amount of collateral trust bonds and Consolidated Steamship slock to exchange
As a result of the first part of this
for the values thus created.
process, the vessels are capitalized at the enormous total figure
of $326.48 per ton, and this figure Is obtained by taking the sum
The holding company capital would
of the underlying capitals only.
work out at a much higher figure, which scarcely needs to be discussed. By comparison. It may be noted that the fleet of the Royal
Mall Steam Packet Co. (179,668 tons) is capitalized at the rate of
$54.29 per ton, approximately, and the Union Castle Mall Steamship Co. (260,634 tons) at $49.77.
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African Railroads

in

Algeria and Tunis.

The question of routes for communication in .\lgeria was one
of the most difficult to meet during the period of the French conquest.
In 1830 it was reported that there was not a single road, for
it is well known that the routes of travel used by the Arabs were
hardly wide enough for a single horseman. The first roads were,
therefore, built by military authority, while the first railroad program for Algeria was not drawn up until 1857, and then it was
by a decree issued in accordance with a proposition from Marshal
Vaillant.
Three years afterwards the work was begun and in 1862
the line from Algiers to Blida was opened for traffic. This was
followed by the construction of the other lines that now form the
system of the Mediterranean colonies of France.
The topography and character of the soil control the location
of the railroads.
Algerian commerce is one that is dependent, for
the most part, on agriculture, to which should be added an extract
industry that is still in the early stages of its development. So
that the productive zone of the Tell has developed in a strip of
variable width, lying along the coast from east to west. Although
the sea affords an excellent highway along this strip and the coasting traffic has developed the cities of the literal and kept them in
communication with each other, it is, nevertheless, important that
they should be placed in communication with the valleys and plains
lying back of them in this region. Hence the project of a railroad
nearly parallel to the coast from the Tunisian frontier to that of
Morocco, a project which has been enlarged since 1881 by the extension of the line to Tunis alx)ut 985 miles from Goulette-Tunis
Some of the valleys, which unfortunately do not run
to Tlemcen.
into each other, have indicated in advance the general line of the
road, and have served, in a way, to partially facilitate building it.
Such valleys are those of the Medjerda, Seybouse. the West Sahel
and Chelit, so that the road cannot be strictly parallel to the coast.
It was also turned aside by the massive mountains of Kroumlrie,
Babor and Djurdjura. In short, the road is not parallel to the coast
for the same reasons that the lines from Marseilles to Toulon and
from Port-Vendres to Barcelona are not.
In the second place, each of these plains or valleys along the
maritime region must be approached through its port, which, at the

.•?,

The San Jacinto;

'

IVIallory Line.

business and its own commercial
output to attend to, from which it follows that lines have been built
Rt right angles to the coast from (Juelma to Bone by the valley
of the Seybouse, 34 miles; from Constantlne to PhillppevlUe, 54
miles; from Beni-Mansour to Bougie by the West Sahel. 55 mllee;
from Tiaret and Rellzane to Mostaganem by the valley of Demena,

same

time, has his

own supply

125 miles, and from I'erregaux to Arzeu from Aln-Temouchent to
Oran, 43 miles. We may add the local line from Oran to Arzeu,
27 miles, and the roads from Tizi to Ouzou, 33 miles; from Bllda
to Berrouaghla, 51 miles, and fiom Bone to St. Charles, 62 miles.
These roads serve the richest region in the whole colony. They
obtain traffic from ccrlals, fruits, grain, wino and some mineral
products, such as the phosphates of Tebessa. There Is also a large
passenger traffic.
But though the elevated high lands are in a way less richly
endowed with natural resources It Is nevertheless worth while to
give that territory the advantages of convenient means of transportation for the sake of the alfalfa territory on the south side of
Satda and the palm groves of Biskra. The high plateaus on the
extreme southern side of Algeria, especially those of the southwest,
have, throughout all times, been Inhabited by a population that was

—
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tbe iMul submlMlve of

my

In the colony.

There bat be«D,

ibere-

fore. a polltli-al and mratvKlo Intervst In kIvIdk to the corps of occupation a mean* o( rapid communication with tbi* lesa paclllc unil
more nunpicloua lunrtlon of llii* country, ileuce. twyond the hiKh
laud* It haa been profitable to unite llic ri-glou o( the Tell with
the oaala of tbo Algerian Sahara, FIkuIk, K1 Uolea, Uhardala,
Ouargla and TouKgourt, where the date plants are marvelcunly developed, and where thu traditional carpt-t luduHtry Btlll occbplea
Mveral thounand artlnuuM. Uy the llncH which It has been propoaed to build It Is Ouully expi-cicd to i-nrlch the Mediterranean
porta with the commerce of the curavuna from the desert and from
the Soudan, and It Is believed that by attracting trafHc from the
Trans-Sahara by way of Flgulg. Morocco can be held under French
Influence.
It Is for these reasons that these lines penetrating into
the Interior have been undertaken. Into the department of Constantlne three Hues have been built, one towards Tedessa. 79 miles,
on the Tunisian frontier and the center of the llourishlug phosphate Industry, whose products, thanks to the railroad. And au outlet at Bone.
A second towards Ain-Uelda. 58 miles, and a third
towards Biskra, 123 miles, bringinK an important passenger traffic
Into this city, which is a source of revenue for it. and is also a
valuable means for exploiting the palm industries of the Rlr. The
Biskra line Is now to be extended to Ouargla. On the west, however, principal line of penetration is that which pushes in from
Aezeu-I'erregaux to Saida and Ain-Sefra. This was Jinished In 1887
and serves for exploitation of the alfalfa products of the high lands
of South Crania, while its strategic and political importance seem
now to have exceeded Its commerce sinc« the Oases of Touat and
Tidlkelt were occupied in 1900. and especially since the recent operations against Figuig and the difflculties that have arisen in Morocco.
In addition to this, the line has been still further extended
towards the south since 1900. In 1901 it ran as far as Duveyrier;
1902
to Beni-Ounlf. at the gates of Figuig, 397 miles from the
in
Mediterranean, creating a true center of population and of commerce. On the 16th of last October the Minister of the Interior,
M. E. Etienne, opened the last extension to Bechar. An old project was to run the line to Igli, but French political Interest is
evidently pushing on the rails on to Kenadsa and probably beyond.
A prolongation of the Grand Central Road from Tunis to Tlemcen on towards Morocco is also being built, and a law of the 29th
of December, 19U3, authorized the building of a trunk line from
Tlemcen to Lalla-Marnia on the Morocco frontier, whence it can
be extended at any lime still further west towards Fez, Mequinez
and the Atlantic. It will thus serve as an efBcient means tor the
pacific entrance into Morocco.

Finally, the two lines which were recognized in 1900 to be of
great public advantage, namely, that from Ain-Mokra to Jemmapes,
miles;
40
and that from Ain-Beida to Henchela, 30 miles, have been
finished.
The Influence of the Algerian system is quite manifest,
and for a long time there has been a general demand for a real connection between Ain-Beida and Tebessii and between Biskra and
Ouargla: between Setif and Bougie, Tenes and Orleansville, as well
as double track for the Grand Central over the Boura-Aumale-Atfrevllle, which has a length of about 150 miles from east to west.
The main system of railroads in the Mediterranean colonies takes
no account of this lack. For a comparatively small sum the existing roads, which are about 1,900 miles long, could be extended so
as to make connections with each other, such as the Paris, Lyons
& Mediterranean, the Eastern Algerian, Western Algerian, the line
from Bone to Guelma and the Stale Railroad. The multiplicity of
the companies Increases the general expenses and prevents the
undertaking of large projects, and frequently leads to a false spirit
For example. Philippevillo has for a
of jealousy between them.
long time complained that by means of reduced rates the Eastern
Algerian has drawn off the traffic which naturally belongs to it to
Algiers or Bougie, and it is only recently that the company has
begun to make through rates and run connecting trains. As all
the roads do not have the same gage, it follows that there must
be frequent transferring of passengers and transshipment of frelghc,
which are unceasing causes of delay and expense. This is due to
the fact that the llrst .Mgerian lines were built at a time when the
narrow gage system was not contemplated at all. and when they
wished to give the colony a system based on the large metropolitan
roads of the more thickly Inhabited countries. The Grand Central Railway was built with a gage of 4 ft. 8'.j in. and should be
Recently the spurs which
finished throughout with the same gage.
make direct connection with it have been built to that gage.
all of these branch
one
Biskra,
exception
of
the
from
With the
The others that penetrate into the
lines have the standard gage.
interior, which were built after the Grand Central, have profited
by the experiences with the narrow gage, and have, for the most
part, been built with a narrower gage, that is, from 3 ft. 3% in.
to 3 ft. 5 in., by which greater economy in rapidity of construction
has been obtained.
Finally, all the railroads, which are given a certain annual sub.sidy by the state, under the form of guaranteed interest, have a
natural tendency, although It la not in accord with public wilfare,
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aubventlona In conitnictlon rather than by an Improvement of their service. Consequently they have failed to agree
A mini
to any lowering of rates and Improving of rolling slock.
mum amount of ini-ome Is quite suffirlent for them and they expend It to-day In attempting to exploit new entierprlaes rather than
to Increase their current revenue.
A portion of these shortcomingH will be very slow In disappearing.
The law of DetemUr 19. 1900, gave Algeria a separate civil
service and budKet, and it reserved for the general government the
right to purihaw- the exlHlIng lines, to modify their constitution
and to extend them. The recent trip Into Algeria of M. Gouthler,
Minister of i'ubllc Works of the former cabinet, seems to have bad
On
for Its object a study, on the spot, of these serious questions.
the 30th of May. 19U«. a plenary assembly of the financial delegations decided upon the proposition of the government to purchase
the East Algerian Railway and have it exploited by the colony.
The Tunisian railroad system, although connected with that of
Algeria and forming a part of It. has fewer defects. As in Algeria,
the main line In Tunis has a number of important branches. The
large military port of Bizerte has been connected with Tunis. 73
miles, and from Tunis itself lines have been built out towards Zaghouan. 53 miles: Hammaraet-Sousse-Kalrouan, 129 miles, and MokAll of these lines have been built by
nlne, 30 miles from Sousse.
the same company, namely that of Bone-Guelma. The branch line
from Bizerte. which runs along the coast and connects directly with
the Grand Central, is the only one which has a gage of 4 ft. 8Vj in.;
the others have a gage of 1 ft. 3% in., or one meter.
Further south, Sfax, which, in 1897, was opened as a deepwater port, has been connected with Gafsa and Metlaoui, 151 miles,
by the Gafsa Phosphate Company which, in a few months, and without any assistance from the state, has built the whole line; this
road will also be of meter gage, and is one of the finest industrial
enterprises in the whole regency. Finally, as authorized by the
law of April 30, 1902, the Tunis government has borrowed $8,000,000
for the extension of its railroad lines, and is now either building
or has in contemplation lines between Bizerte and Nefzas, TunisPont-du-Fahs and Kef, the same point, and Kalaa-es-Senam, in order
to reach the rich region of Moktai. Kairouan and Sbiba. and. by
a prolongation of the Sousse-Kaironan and the Sousse-Sfax lines,
to connect the southern line between Sfax and Gafsa with the
Tunisian system. A trunk line, which will be of strategic Importance, will also connect the road leading to Nefzas and Bizerte with
to obtain thes«

It is interesting to
the trunk line of the Medjerda and Algeria.
note that the greater portion of these new Algerian or Tunisian
lines owe their existence to the discovery of rich mineral deposits.
There is also a striking proof of the development of the extract
industry in the Barbary states, which were, up to this time, exIn Tunis there was the prospect of the mines
clusively agricultural.
south of the Sfax-Gafsa lines that were considered before the high
plains and plateaux at the center had developed their value to any
extent.
The Kalaa-es-Senam line was built because they wished to
exploit a new phosphate deposit which had been discovered in the
Moktan region. The Nefzas line is intended for the transportation

This economical transformation
of the minerals along that road.
of the colonies has its counterpart in the development of the ports;
Bougie, and especially Bone, which the fortunes of Algeria and Oran
have eclipsed, are now taking on a new lease of life, and the Nefzas
mineral resources have given to Bizerte the essential conditions of
a prosperous port and an attractive point for a heavy tonnage. The
future of Bizerte as a coal depot depends upon this road. Monitcur
Industrivl.

Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the Abt Rack-Road.
the early part of August was celebrated the twenty fifth
anniversary of the Abt rack-road system of traction. Twenty-five
years ago the Harz mountains were suffering from the lack of railroad facilities to transport to market their store of timtjer. building stone, lime and ore. The examination of the various economic
problems connected with building a railroad into the heart of the
mountains was intrusted to Albert Schneider, manager of the HalIn

beistadl-Blankenburg Railroad. After careful examination he recbuilding a standard gage, thus providing for free interchange of cars at all junctions. He insisted on the superior advantages of the standard as compared with the narrow gage, subsequent results bearing out the correctness of his position, and
proving that in following his recommendation no mistake was made.
The serious problem that confronted Mr. Schneider was to
For
build a standard gage road without too great a length of line.
its solution Mr. Schneider turned to Roman .-\bt. who had been associated for many years with Riggeiibach. the inventor of the ladder
rack.
To meet the requirements of the Harz railroad. .-Vbt designed
the rack-road that bears his name, and a locomotive for combined
adhesion and rack traction, a system of construction that has since
found application in all parts of the globe.
On Aug. 1. at a reception to Mr. Abt at the home of Privy Counsellor Schneider in Harzburg, the latter presented to Mr. Abt. now

ommended

—
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President of the Gotthard Railroad, a cup. a l>eautiful sample of
the goldsmith's art. the cover of which bore an image of St. Christopher, thus typifying that Roman Abt had, by his invention, carExcursions
ried him and his project across difficulties to success.
over the road were followed by a banquet at Blankenburg at which
the
in

that the city authorities had
Abt.

mayor announced

honor of

Roman

named

a street

Recent State Railroad Legislation.*

many resemblances to the period of the
Railroad legislation by the states, however, has
been far more widespread. Not only the states in the central and
far West but those in the supposedly more conservative Atlantic
seaboard region have taken a large part in passing railroad laws.
In their number and in the wide range of subjects with which they
deal, if not in their severity, the laws affecting railroads passed at
the recent sessions of the state legislatures are entirely unprecedented. It has been calculated that the number of such laws passed
within the last year is about three hundred. Ten state legislatures
alone at their recent sessions passed 177 different laws affecting
The

past year bears

Granger agitation.

railroads.

The legislation deals with almost every department and innumerable details of railroad operation and management: from reduction of passenger fares to dusting of passengers cars: from establishing railroad commissions more powerful than any ever before
created to requiring railroads to run only eight-wheel cabooses.
Twenty states have passed laws reducing passenger fares, this
last not including Ohio, which reduced passenger fares to two cents
a mile in the spring of 1906. Arkansas. Georgia, Illinois. Indiana,
Iowa. Michigan. Minnesota, Missouri. Nebraska, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Virginia. West Virginia and Wisconsin have fixed passenger rates at two cents a mile, though certain of these have slight
exceptions to this requirement, such as providing that small railThe governor of Kansas has recently
roads may charge more.
Intimated that he will call a special session of the legislature unless
North
the Railroad Commission acts to secure a two-cent fare.
Carolina has established 2V4 cents a mile as the legal rate on roads
2i^
roads
over
cents a mile on
60 miles long or over: Alabama,
In South Dakota the Railroad Commission has
100 miles long.
been ordered to make a valuation of the road, and then proceed
It is to be observed
to establish rates at not over 2i/._. cents a mile.
that such reductions have been made, not on the basis of density
of population or of travel, but indiscriminately; in the West and
South, as well as in the thickly populated states of the eastern
seaboard.

Freight rates have been reduced by the legislatures of Alabama. Michigan. Minnesota. Missouri. Nebraska. Nevada, North
Carolina and. through the Railroad Commission, in Georgia, Iowa,
Kansas and Texas. Iowa has also made an appropriation for an
investigation of freight rates, under which if an interstate rate is
lower than an Iowa rate, the latter will be considered prima facie
unreasonable this in face of the generally higher expense of handling local than through traffic.
Next in Importance to these rate reductions are the so-called
"reciprocal demurrage
laws, which provide that a railroad wnicn
does not furnish cars when demanded by a shipper must pay a
Such laws
penalty for each day that the cars are not available.
have been passed in Alabama. Colorado. Indiana. Kans;is. Minnesota. Missouri, Oregon. South Dakota. Texas. Vermont and Wash-

—

"

ington.

Another set of laws which, though often entirely justitied.
bear heavily on the operating expenses of railroads, are those limiting or regulating the working hours of employees. Such have been
Connecticut. Indiana. Kansas. Maryland. Minnesota.
passed In
Missouri. .Montana. Nebraska. New York. North Carolina. South
Dakota. Texas and West Virginia. In many cases they will involve
rearrangement of the operating divisions, sometimes with consequent changes and abandonment of facilities already in existence.
Laws of the .lame general i\atin. though usually dictated by the
labor unions rather than by ne<-esslly. are those fixing the minimum
number of men to be employed in a train crew, which has been
prescribed by law In Arkansas. Indiana, Kansas, Texas and South
Dakota.
A set of enactmenla also tending to raise the cost of
railroad operation, are those extending the railroad's liability as
an employer for accidents to employees, due to negligence of fellow
employees or In part to (onlrlbutory negligence by <he injuri'd
party.
The employer's liability has been broadened In lown. K.tii
sas, Michigan. Nebra.^ka. Oklahoma. Pennsylvania. South Dakola
and Wisconsin. There are also two states. Indiana and Minnesota,
in addition to Massachusetts, which has had such a law for about
a year, In which the use of the block system Is now compulsory on
the order of the Railroad CommlHslon.
Many new railroad commissions have been established, most
of which are "strong." that

is.

have the power

to

f:rrnliig TrnHntrliil,

make
by

rales.

lliigb

Ala-

Uaukln.

.\..
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have a commission of three members, elected by popular
new commission of three members was to have
taken office on June 10, but the commissioners have been enjoined
In Michigan, there are to be
from exercising their functions.
Montana. Nebraska. Nevada.
three commissioners, instead of one.
New Jersey and Pennsylvania have established railroad commissions. The New Jersey and Pennsylvania commissions do not have
In Arkansas and Iowa the powers of the
the rate-making power.
existing commissions have been greatly enlarged. New York leads
The New
all the states in the strength of its new commissions.
^ork commissions, in fact, mark a distinct step in advance in the

bama

is to

Colorado's

vote.

regulation of railroad corporations.
These general groups cover the most important of the new
Besides, there are a great number of other
railroad measures.
Fair distribution of
miscellaneous provisions affecting railroads.
freight cars under heavy penalties: the building of private sidings:
stations
at the intersection
the establishment of joint passenger
of two or more lines: the recording and investigation of railroad
accidents: payment for confiscation of coal for railroad use; the
registration of railroad lobbyists; the use of safety appliances;
the placing of telephone pay stations in railroad stations; the improvement of train rules: the blocking of frogs and switches, and
the use of electric headlights, are all required by one or more of
Still others prohibit a railroad from transporting
the new laws.
its own products or manufactures except for its own use; require
railroads to be fenced on both sides: fix the minimum age of night
telegraph operators and towermen: bring express companies and
ITivate car lines under the power of the railroad commission; increase (in six states) the taxation of railroads, and require the
carrying of passengers on freight trains. In Kansas any railroad

employee failing to do this last is liable to imprisonment
Vermont has made any train employee found
well as fine.
intoxicated liable to imprisonment for one year, besides subjecting
a railroad company to $3,000 fine for employing trainmen known
These are merely instances of the misto have drinking habits.
Some of them are obviously
cellaneous laws on railroad subjects.
in the direction of a better standard of railroad operations; some
of them are meddlesome and unjust.
In spite of the fact that many of the most important of the

officer or
a.s

new laws are and

for some time will be under determination by
possible in the large to reckon the causes and
There is no
great anti-railroad legislative sweep.
doubt that there was much justification for it. By discriminating
contracts, by selfishly influencing legislation, by petty but obnoxious
regulations, and by arbitrary exercise of power, the railroads as a
class
there were, of course, striking and satisfactory exceptions
laid up for themselves a store of pent-up hostility whose flood-gates
have of late been thrown open. This hostility was increased by
ignorance of railroad problems.
As with all too long delayed reforms, the pendulum swings too
far.
There is no doubt that many of the railroad laws recently
passed are most unjust. They will hurt the railroads and eventually
and in consequence the communities which adopted them. They
have already resulted in abandonment of many railroad improvements. It will take time to get rid of the dross in the new legislation
the politics, the demagogery and the injustiie: but there
sliould remain from the refining process, the gold
higher standards
of railroad operation, a franker relation between railroads and the
public, and the elimination of the railroads from politics.
Added to
this will be the contingent advantages of the wisdom brought by
the widespread investigation of rate problems under court direction
and the knowledge gained from experiment and experience in
railroad regulation.
This is the bright side of the anti-railroad legislation of the
past year. Most of it. whether justified or not. is severe in its effect
on the net eatings of railroads: much of it. unjust: yet as its
result there should come a period of fairer dealing and better
understanding between the railroads, their patrons and the State.

the courts, it
results of this

is

—

—
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Foreign Railroad Notes.

The Pilgrims' Railroad
of track laid.

There are

to

Mecca has now more than 500

1.000 miles

more

:nlles

to build to reach Mecca.

An official investigation of londuct of traffic on the part of
ibe Siberian Railroad east of Lake Buikal. made for the Minister
of Railroads, has brought to light an astonishing (on<lition of things.
Knormous quantities of freight have been delivered to persons to

whom

it was not consigned, and in many cases the actual consignees
have recovered for the loss of the freight which It was pretended
had not arrived. This has been going on since 1904. and the total

loss is said to amount to the Incredible sum of $r>.O00.nO0.
The discovery, after all. was made by aicidenl. A policeman Jlshed out of
the Angurz river a bundle of documents, which turned out to be
a report of a previous Inspector, which some interested party had
stolen, and, as he supposed, made away with.
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DwiKht C .Morgan who. with 20 engineers to assist hliu, has
been cngageii for a year and a half In making a valuation of raitroadn in Minnt-sota, announces that the results will probably be
known within a year.

A member

of the State Railroad Commission of Washington
Paul, Minnesota, to arrange for a conference of the commissioners of the (States through which run the railroads between
St. Paul and the Pacific coast, with a view to considering uniform
action on freight rates.
la In

St.

At San Francisco, September 27, the Grand Jury in the Federal
court returned indictments against the Southern Pacific Company
and the Pacific .Mail Steamship Company for violation of the Interstate Commerce law in making discriminatory rates on freight from
Asia to Chicago and New York.
Press despatches from Toledo, September 28, report a strike
of railroad clerks in that city which is said to have been participated in by about 400 men. The roads named are the Wheeling &
Lake Erie, the Toledo. St. Louis & Western, the Ohio Central, the
Hocking Valley, the Michigan Central and the Pere Marquette.

The railroads of Nebraska failed In their effort to secure from
the Federal court an Injunction restraining the officers of the state
from enforcing the reductions in rales recently ordered, but the
counsel of one of the companies says that the roads will continue
their efforts to secure a judicial decision on the validity of the laws.
The New Yorlc. Central has taken off 10 trains from the Yonkers
branch of the Patnam division and has reduced the number of
cars in many of the trains which are still running. These trains
are run to accommodate the local traffic between Yonkers and New
York city, and it is said that this traffic over this line has fallen off.

The Missouri Pacific, answering a suit of the Attorney-General
of Missouri, declares that ownership by the company in coal mining
companies and an elevator company are necessary to the proper
conduct of the business of the road; that is to say, necessary for
a regular supply of fuel and tor the proper accommodation of grain
Bbippers.
The state railroad commissioners of Massachusetts have called
upon the Boston & Albany to report, for the three weeks ending
October 19, all passenger train delays of over 10 minutes, except
those on runs of less than 25 miles. Business men of Boston and
other cities have made many complaints of exasperating delays and
long continued annoyances.

The Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain, which originates a considerable quantity of coal for New England, has notified shippers
that it will hereafter charge them 12.50 each on cars going to points
on the New York, New Haven & Hartford. This, evidently, is a
precautionary measure, to guard against loss by reason of difficulty
In collecting car service from the New Haven road, which has withdrawn from the per-diem.
The

System, operating interurban electric roads
have abolished the use of oil lamps for
have adopted Instead electric lights,
which are fed through storage batteries, thus insuring the continuity
of the lights even if the power current should be cut off. This
company has also adopted the use of red flags instead of green for
the daylight tail signal.
Illinois Ti-action

In Central Illinois, is said to
tail signals on cars, and to

Governor Comer, of Alabama, has written

letters

to

all

the

members

of the legislature of that state advising them that he is
going to call a session about November 2. The Governor's principal obje<'t appears to be to secure compliance by the Louisville &
Nashville and the Central of Georgia with the rate-laws recently
enacted in Alabama, all of the other companies in the state having

put the reduced rates in force.

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railroad hereafter will
carry no baggage on passenger trains except travelers' proper belongings in the true sense of the term. Boxes of provisions, bags
of potatoes, cans of oil and the like will be carried only by freight.
The new order is to prevent the demoralization of the passenger
service which has attended the transportation of hunters each fall

...ai-

been Impossible

ili..-ir
bulky and awkward b«<SM(e
maintain schedule time.

.'..til

to

It

has

Un the liaiveiiton, Harrisburg Jk San Antonio caution signs have
been net up 500 ft. from every curve of i deg. or more for the purpose of warning engineers against running through the curve at
excessive speed. These signals are set 7 ft from the rail on the
engineer's side, on posts. The blades are fish tailed and are painted
yellow, while the gupiiortiug posts are painted white on the front,
and the sides and back brown. First class trains are to reduce the
speed to not more than 30 miles an hour, and all other trains to
18 miles an hour.

On Septeml)er 25 the Attorney-General of the United States,
acting on information gathered by the Inspectors of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, ordered the prosecution of 37 railroads for
287 violations of the safety appliance law. Besides a number of
prominent railroads which have been prosecuted before, there are
several small lines in the list, as, for example, the Chesapeake
Beach, the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line, the Louisiana Western, the
Nevada-California-Oregon, the St. Clair Tunnel Co., and the Wllllarasport & North Branch.
line,

The steamer "Harvard," of the New York and Boston through
reached New York on Monday afternoon last nine hours behind

having been delayed that much In starting from Boston
harbor on account of a high wind. According to one statement the
wind was blowing 85 miles an hour. Some of the passengers demanded to be taken back to Boston, but the captain said that that
could not be done. The steamer arrived in New York at about the
time that she should have begun her eastward journey, and the eastward passengers had to wait about three hours before they could
time,

start.

The circulating "newspaper library" of the Southern Pacific,
established some years ago for the benefit of the track-repair men
and their families in the desert regions of Arizona and other parts
of the Southwest, now has 200 distributing centers, to which 4,000
newspapers, magazines and books are supplied every week. The
packages of papers are thrown off at the section houses, a distinctive
whistle signal being given by the engine of the train which brings
them.

The

most cases
suppose.

distribution of the papers to the several families Is In
managed by a woman, the section master's wife, we

During the present month the Railway Mail Service Department is to weigh all mails on ail routes. Congress having made
a special appropriation of $300,000 for this purpose, with a view
to securing a more accurate basis of compensation than by the
weighing at different times in dilterent parts of the country, as has
been the custom. It is also said that the Postmaster-General, supported by the President and the Attorney-General, has decided to
count Sundays in the number of days used as a divisor in ascertaining the average weight per day; that is to say, the total quantity carried on a given route during a week of seven days is to be
divided by seven to get the daily average, instead of being divided
by six, as heretofore.

The new law of the state of New York, limiting the working
hours of telegraph operators, went into effect on October 1 (the
same date on which a similar law went into effect in several other
states).
A New York City reporter finds that several of the roads
are unprepared to comply with the law. and the reason appears
Someto be that competent telegraph operators are very scarce.
one on the New York Central estimates that that company will have
despatch
from
men.
A
press
to increase its force by about 1,000
Poughkeepsie says that the New York Central has rescinded Its
order making a reduction of $2.50 or more a month in the wages
It
of operators whose hours have been reduced from 12 to eight.
is said that 400 operators, presumably those who recently struck
and left the service of the Western I'nion and Postal Telegraph
companies, have left New York city to take situations In other
Forty
places, and that 300 of these are now working for railroads.
of the strikers are now employed by wireless companies.
Cost of the Grand
.\t

Trunk

Pacific in Eastern

the time the Grand Trunk

Pacific

Canada.

Railway project was

be-

fore Parliament four years ago. it was estimated that the eastern
division from Moncton. N. B.. west to Winnipeg. Man.. 1.800 miles,
would cost in the neighborhood of $100,t)00,000. But with the Increased
cost of labor and of material of all kinds it Is probable that the
outlay will be fully 25 per cent, more than was expected. Labor
which was then available at $1.50 and $1.75 per day is now $2.25
and $2.50. Ties that were to be had in abundance a year or two
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ago at 30 cents each, are now bringing 60 and 75 cents, wliile in
some instances the contractors have been unable to obtain sufficient
supplies at any price. Ralls are dearer, food is more expensive,
ever>-thing. in fact, that enters into the execution of this enterprise,
is increasing in price.
considerable part of the eastern division across Northern
Ontario is through a region so remote as yet from existing railroads that construction would be very costly. To put parties in
the field throughout the whole 1,800 miles from Moncton to Win-

A

nipeg would involve much greater outlays than the transcontinental
commissioners feel justified in incurring.

The Railroad Regulation Movement.*
As a result of legislation already enacted, railroads are now
subject to vastly more regulation and are conducted with far more
publicity and are held to a far stricter accountability than any other
form of capital or enterprise. There is no serious wrong which a
railroad can do that is not susceptible of substantial correction, and
generally such correction can be accomplished by public officers
without expense to the individual. Therefore it would seem that all
that is required is for the ptiblic authorities to enforce the numerous
laws already in effect. Strange to say, however, the principal talk
is

about further railroad regulation.
Railroad regulation is the political

field

most easily cultivated

Vol.. Xt.III.,

No.
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realize how a similar condition may exist with respect to the public
as a whole with reference to the railroads.

Railroad companies, generally speaking, are earning less than
a fair return on the value of their property. The Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe in the year ended June 30. 1907. the most prosperous in
The
its history, earned only 6^^ per cent, on its total capitalization.
par value of its capital is not believed by its officers after a careful
study of the problem to represent any more than the present value
What other business in its most prosperous year
of its property.
would earn as small a percentage?
Railroad agitation will never cease as long as the politicians
believe it is profitable. It will cease to be profitable when the public fully understands the present conditions and their consequences.
We have heard in the past a great deal about undigested securities.
We are now suffering from undigested railroad laws. Before passing
more laws the Federal Government and the states ought to take
time to understand and enforce the laws they have. If they do not,
the ingenuity of politicians can forever suggest new laws to pass.
In a word, I say to each of you as good citizens and in the public
interest fully as much as in the railroad interest, do your best to
discourage the professional maker of anti-railroad laws, and do your
best to encourage the administrator of the laws already made to
study the facts thoroughly and then enforce the laws accordingly.
What the public needs is a fair investigation of the facts and intelligent enforcement of the laws already passed.

A New Form of Sw/itch Stand.
fruitful in results to the politician. It is human nature to
be distrustful and critical with respect to great wealth, and this disA
new
and
low form of switch stand has been added to
high
trustful and critical sentiment has generally settled especially on
the 50 or more styles which the Buda P'oundry & Manufacturing
the railroad, for in most communities the railroad is the most tangiThis form is built to meei the demand for a
Co., Chicago, makes.
ble and obvious form of accumulated wealth.
But the political advantage of attacking the railroads is a commodity which is consumed in the using. The politician who scores
by securing railroad regulation feels that to continue his success he
must score again by securing still further railroad regulation. His
rivals feel that they must find other ways to score in the same game
so as to restore their prestige. Competition is said to be the life of
trade, but competition among the politicians is proving almost the
death of the railroad trade.
Striking illustration of the political competition in railroad regulation is shown by the unwillingness of Governors and legislators to
leave the state commissions the administration of the subjects
Apparently there is
within the jurisdiction of the commissions.
fear lest the commissioners get political credit which others are
where
the commissions
find
in
states
anxious to appropriate. Thus we
have ample power to reduce rates and have the machinery for making
thorough investigation to ascertain whether rate reductions are
proper that the legislators, with the approval of the Governors, rush
in to make reductions on their own account and without investigation.
Governor Hughes' veto of the 2-cent rate bill in New York
was a striking exception an exception which proves the rule.
Passenger travel is a luxury to a much greater extent than is
the transportation of freight. It is absolutely necessary for people
to have fuel, and food and clothing, btit it is rarely absolutely necesTherefore, from the public standpoint,
sary for people to travel.
pas.senger rate reduction is even more unimportant than are freight
rale reductions. Passenger business is far less profitable to the railTherefore, from the railroad
roads than is the freight business.
standpoint, passenger rate reduction is mtich more unjust than
Yet passenger rate reduction is the form
freight rate reduction.
of rate legislation which has proved most popular with legislatures.
The only explanation is that a reduction in passenger rates is more
obvious to the voter and therefore has more political advantage.
For several years ihe railroads have been struggling to meet a
demand for transportation which has increased far more rapidl.\
than It ha.s been possible to increase facilities. The most earnest
and persistent efforts have been made to meet the demand; the difProbably no class of persons in tlie
ficulties have been enormous.
country has been under such a severe and prolonged physical and
New Buda Switch Stana.
mentral strain as railroad officers and employees. My experience is
that railroad officers have striven more faithfully than any other stand combining lightness and strength. The frame, the lever and
cln.ss In the country to comply with both the spirit and the letter of
the housing over the latter are malleable iron. The housing prothe laws regulating them.
tects the lever against snow and ice, and also makes a convenient
Yet the railroads have had no credit for their efforts, or for place for the switch lock. The mast and crank are wrought steel.
what they have accomplished. The public has been talked into a The llhistrallon shows the style having the crank of the turnedup
rpmarkably hysterical frame of mind. It Is generally accepted that toe form, with which it is impossible to remove the switch rod
thf psychology of the crowd is a diffprent thing from the psychology when the stand is locked. The rod can be taken off only when the
of the Individual.
If then we look at the public as a separate enlil.\,
stand Is in an intermediate position. Other designs of cranks are
we have the condition of a very nervous person who Is beset by a provided, as shown in the small cut. The turnedup or turned-down
multitude of physicians, each of whom is suggesting some different toe has the switch rod shown with the stands. Where the stand
form of disease which the person has and some different sort of has a horizontal rigid crank, or adjustable crank, as in the other
cure. We know the unfortunate results which always follow In the designs, the connecting rod has a jaw at each end.
By extending
case of a nervous individual when he comes under the Influence of the crank below the base the use of a straight rod is permitted,
even one physician who Is an alarmist. We are beginning now to which Is considered an advantage. The stands may be had either
two-way or three-way. The frame has no bolts, avoiding the possl•Abntrurl <>t »n ailrtr<i>K hv Wnlk^r Ti IIIdm, General Counsel of the
blllly of its being tanipe:ert with.
.\t<hl»on. Topeka * .>»niiln IV. l.r.f..r<' the Trnfflr Cliih of New York.

and most

—
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Price's

Automatic Stop.

of the liquid

from the small bottom pump.

An automatic mop

ilt-vlwil

l)>

Prof.

II

\V.

Hrlfe, of

Toronto

um< on HIX mlleh of the Intercolonial
Railway near .Moncton. N. H.. and two locomotives are equipped
are
no visual signals on this aocilon
There
the
apparutuD.
with
of the road and the arranKemcnt Is essentially an apparatus for
applylUK the alr-iirake. In case an engine overrun.s the point where
When the «iop signal operules. It blows u whistle
It should stop.
The trial eiiulpment Is on single track
In the cab of the locomotive.
and Is controlled auiomatiially, through track circuits, the same as
Visual automatic block signals.
iH

In expcrlnientul

The New Dudgeon Universal Jack and Hydraulic Pump.
Ilrat hydraulic Jack was patenteil by KIchard Dudgeon In
Improved forms were brought out by hini In \S~.l and 18S4,
and all of these types are still made. Kecently a Jack has been designed which embodies a number of new features intended to meet
the demand for a compact light-weight Jai k. easily operated and conIt has a
trolled and combining great power with high speed.
double pump, which enables the ram to be run out under a light

The

1851.

load with twice the speed of
I'nder a
the single piinipheavy load a quarter turn of
the valve handle throws out
the large pump and gives the

1

action of a single pump Jack.
The special feature of thl.s
Jack, however. Is the a-ssembllng of all the valves In one
valve chamber and the reduction of their number from the
usual arrangement of three-

To

pres-

turned horizontally to the right, causing the
cam to force all three valves off of their seats, which allows the
The re<luction In
liquid to flow back Into the reservoir at the top.
pressure can be grailuated to any required degree and can be instantly arrested by returning the valve handle to the vertical position.
The puraii Illustrated weighs only 31 lbs. and Is designed for
working pressures up to 1,.'>0U lbs. per square Inch.
The only differences In the construction of the Jacks is the
addition of a push tube Inside the ram surrounding the piston rod
and resting on a stiff spiral spring on top of the cylinder. The top
end of this tube bears against the valve handle cam and the lower end
bears against the top valve spindle. A pin Is also provided on the
piston rod head which bears against the top end of the push tube
when the pump handle Is forced clear down. This allows the Jack
to he lowered in the luiual way by the pump handle without turning the valve handle. The valve chamber, being on one side of the
cylinder. Is always submerged, and the Jack can be used in a horizontal position with a full runout equally as well as In a vertical
position.
The valves are easily removed by taking out the ram and
unscrewing the bonnet under the pressure valve. If for any reason
one or more of the valves should stick or obstructions lodge on the
seats, they can be forced off by the valve handle and the pump
operated by a few quick strokes. The liquid churning through
the valves would then remove any obstruction or dirt on the seat.
Two special types of jacks made with this construction are also
shown in the illustrations. One Is a 500-ton ram and force-pump
combined which was made for lowering to Its seat a 500-ft. truss
bridge which was floated into position. The other Is a new type
for straightening shafts or for use where a downward movement of
the ram is required. The ])ump is mounted In the barrel between
the ram and the reservoir and the ram is returned by a rack and
pinion arrangement at the lower end of the casing. The reservoir
sure the handle

L'nl»«T»lty.
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release the

is

lV-

Dudgeon Universal

Dudgeon Universal Force Pump.

Beam

Jack.

500-Ton

Hydraulic

Ram and Dudgeon

Universal

Force

Pump

Combined.

pressure valves and two suction valves to one pre.s.sure valve and flange is provided with bolt holes for attaching the jack to the bottwo suction valves, of which only one is used at a time.
tom of the beam, as shown. A large number of other special types
The accompanying sectional view of a portable hydraulic force- of jacks are made on this principle. Richard Dudgeon, 24 Columbia
pump shows all of the essential features which are embodied In the street. New York City, is the maker.
new types of jack.s. The arrangement of valves aiul pumps i.s very
Freight Car Situation in the Northwest.
similar, but In the jack the iiunip and valves are built inside of
the movable ram, which is raised by discharging the.fiuiil through
the bottom of the rani into the cylinder. In the jacks the valves
The following notes on the railroad situation in the Northwest
are controlled by the valve handle on the head by means of a are published in the newspapers as the conclusions of Interstate
spring-mounted push tube on which the valve cam bears.
Commerce Commissioner V. K. Lane:
As will be seen from the Illustration the three valves are
The railroads have added to their equipment as many cars
(1)
mounted In tandem, one over the other, in a single valve case on and engines as cotild be e.xpected of them during the past year,
one side of the pump cylinder. The two top valves are suction and with few exceptions their equipment facilities are adequate,
valves and are free to move on or oft their seats, while the single or would be if eastern roads would make reasonable prompt returns.
pressure valve at the bottom is normally closed by a spring. When
In this respect the railroads of the Northwest have done
(2)
the valve handle is turned to the left to a horizontal position all better than those of most other sections. Great Northern has in
three valves are free to seat. This is the position for using both the past 18 months increased Its equipment facilities, for illustrapumps. On the up stroke of the pump the liquid is drawn from tion, more than any other railroad with 6,000 miles of road, with
the reservoir in the head past the two upper valves and Into the the exception of Pennsylvania.
upper and lower cylinders through the small ports at the bottom
The acute car congestion last winter was due to causes
(3)
of these cylinders.
On the down stroke the upper valve is seated, other than equipment supply to a much greater extent than is genercutting off the supply reservoir and the liquid displaced by the two ally supposed.
pump plungers Hows past the two lower valves into the discharge
Last winter was the worst climatically w'ithin the memory
(4)
passage.
When only one pump is wanted the valve handle is of living operating officials. No precaution against such conditions
turned vertically downward and the cam on the inner end of the is adequate.
valve handle shaft forces the upper valve off of Its seat. The
Traffic congestion has already begun and is now acute in
(5)
liquid in the upper cylinder churns back and forth past the upper Montana and on the coast.
valve, but the middle valve is still operative and prevents the return
Congestion throughout the Northwest may be as severe as
(6)
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for short periods, but the general situation will be better
for the following reasons:
Presumably a normal winter, or at least a less severe
(a)

a year ago

winter than

last.

(b)
More equipment and power and other facilities, including
spurs, double track in spots, sidings, etc.
(c)
The benefit of extraordinary efforts a year ago to meet
an extraordinary situation, shippers as well as carriers having
learned new tricks.
(d)
Less traffic, the grain crop being smaller and many large
industries curtailing output, to say nothing of the postponement of

new

early rush
of grain traffic than last fall, though somewhat later in starting,
the crop season being late. This will support the volume of general
traffic to the country until the first of the year, the purchasing
power of farmers being fully equal to that of a year ago.
A sharp decline in tonnage is expected early in the new
(8)
year.
There is danger of another fuel famine, but not as dis(9)
tressing as that of last winter.
Lumber traffic on the coast is congested because it has
(10)
outgrown the facilities of the Hill and Harriman lines and the
mills cannot create an ingoing traffic in proportion to their output.
Completion of the St. Paul's Pacific extension will afford
(11)
only slight and temporary relief to the growing traffic of the Western country. All transcontinental lines will have to be doubletracked before very long.
As an offset to the more favorable operating prospects
(12)
than those of last year there are reciprocal demurrage and other
restrictive provisions imposed on the railroads which will tend to
aggravate a car congestion.
The situation has been complicated by the unrest and
(13)
inefficiency of labor and the exorbitant and sometimes unreasonable
demands it makes on the railroads.
The territory which raised the most wheat last year i^ prairie
country where snow storms and blizzards are most embarrassing to
the railroads. The most prolific sections this season are in the
valleys and on timbered areas where a rough winter does the least
(7)

High prices

for

grain

will

cause a

larger

harm.

Adams Express Company

Officers.

company's standard equipment, comprising about 500 doubletruck cars, will be adapted to this feature. This will require only
lengthening the platforms and rearranging the doors. The entrance
portion of the rear platform will accommodate 20 passengers, and
it is hoped that this will be ample to avoid delay, even at busy
corners. Overcrowding of cars is to be prevented by the conductor,
who from his post on the rear platform will notify intending passengers to take the next car, when his is fully loaded.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Catalogue No. 120 of The Adams
Chicago, presents recognized tiandards for signal
lamps and lanterns made by this company. The large number of
special styles also made, which meet the demand for patterns other
than standard, are omitted from the catalogue. Beginning with an
illustrated description of the "Adlake" non-sweating balanced-draft,
the book covers the various kinds of lamps for steam and electric
railroad use, telegraph train-order signals, lanterns, miscellaneous
lamps, lamp parts and switch and signal box locks. All colored
signals, lenses, etc., are printed in their appropriate colors. There
is an appendix containing the signal rules of the Standard Code.
The book is 6 x 9, bound in cloth, and has 200 pages.

& Westlake

Paint.

Lamps

atid Lanterns.

Co.,

— The

National Paint Works, owned by Elliot

& Chees-

nian. Williamsport, Pa., has published the seventh edition of "The
Review of Technical Paints for Metal." by F. P. Cheesman. The
pamphlet takes up various paint troubles and tells how to avoid

them. It describes different kinds of paint and their advantages
and disadvantages, and then discusses coating for reinforced concrete and cement and the methods of painting bridges, elevated railroad structures, power plants, steel cars. etc. Different paints made
by the National Paint Works are then described in detail and instances given of the structures on which they have been used.

—

Ore Handling Cranes. The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has just issued a pamphlet on locomotive
grab-bucket cranes for handling ore, coal, etc. The standard bucket
supplied has a rated capacity of 24 cu. ft. of ore. The pamphlet
is illustrated with scale drawings of the crane mounted on two
bogie trucks and on a four-wheel rigid truck, and with half-tones
of the crane in operation under various conditions showing its
flexibility.

George F. Baker, President of the First National Bank of New
York, has been elected a member of the board of managers of the
Adams Express Company, succeeding Caleb S. Spencer, of Boston.
The Board of Trustees, provided for in a recent vote by the shareholders, has been organized as follows:
L. C. Weir, B. W. Rowe.
Charles Steele, Dumont Clarke and G. F. Baker. William M. Barrett has been appointed Vice-President in charge of the Pennsylvania.
New England and New York departments. Edward A. Taft has
been appointed General Manager of the New England department.
Henry E. Huff General Manager of the Pennsylvania department,
G. D. Curtis General Manager of the Western department, and Joseph
Zimmerman General Manager of the New York department, including the bureau of trafflc and the bureau of tariffs.

—

Metallic Packing. The H. W. Johns-Manville Company. New
is distributing a pamphlet describing Morris metallic packwhich the company has exclusive selling rights. It is made
by the Morris Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Th&
pamphlet shows different varieties of it as applied to valve stems,
reciprocating rods and very large rods; also for high-pressure

York,

ing, for

marine

Chicago, Burlington d- Qiiincy. The passenger department of
company is distributing picture postal cards showing beautiful

views along the Mississippi

river.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
E.

of McGIII University.

service.

—

this

Disastrous Collision Near Bellaire, Ohio.
In a butting collision between a passenger train and a freight
on the Baltimore & Ohio at Shicks, Ohio, near Bellaire Junction,
on September 28, seven pa.ssengers and two trainmen were killed
and 15 persons were injured. The cause of the accident is given in
the newspapers as the misplacement of a switch by an operator in
a signal tower.

The Railroad Department

14.

of the

Signal

enterprises.

Vol. XLIII., No.

W. Buechling has been appointed

Manager of Sales of the
Pittsburgh, Pa.

to the new office of Assistant
Pittsburgh Automatic Vise & Tool Co.,

The Consolidated Mining & Steel Company will, it is said, spend
about $700,000 putting up a large iron and steel plant near Guernsey,
Wyo.

F. O. Olsen, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

is

interested.

Cars began running September 28 on the electric street railway system of St. Petersburg, installed by the Russian subsidiary
company of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

to

The department
broaden its work

of railroads of McOill University, Montreal, Is
this year.
V. I. Smart, who has been Signal

Engineer and Assistant Kngineer of Maintenance of Way of the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, is to have cliiirge of the department of
railroad engineering, including the theory and practice of location
and construction, maintenance and operation. Signaling, a new
course of instruction. Is also to be established under Mr. Smart.
The railroad department Is to have a laboratory of its own In it.s
new building. Clarence Morgan, formerly Treasurer of the Rutland
Railroad. Is the head of the department.

Is

having

built,

W. Lawler, formerly Superintendent of the foundry departMadison Car Works, has been appointed Superintendent
and foundry department of the St. Charles plant of the
American Car & Foundry Company, New York.
J.

ment

of the
of the Iron

The United States Steel Corporation has bought, probably
through the American Steel & Wire Co., the National Steel & Wire
New Haven, Conn., which was recently sold for |650,000 In
bankruptcy proceedings. The National Steel & Wire Co. has two
large plants and Is capitalized at $.'),000.000.
Co.. of

"Pay-as-You-Enter" Street Cars for Chicago.

The Chicago City Railway Company

Lee Holllday has been appointed Signal Engineer and Agent
Union Switch & Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa., and will have
charge of the Southwestern district, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo., succeeding F. G. Ashton, resigned.
of the

and

ex-

pects to receive during October and November, 300 cars which will
be arranged for testing the "pay-as-you-enter" feature, which originated, and is In general use. In Montreal.
Should the results with
these 300 cars Justify the adoption of the scheme, the remainder

The McKenzle, Holland & Westinghouse Power Signal Company,
Limited, has been Incorporated in England by Westinghouse Interand owners of certain British signal patents. Half the stock
is held by the Westinghouse Brake Company, Limited, of London.

ests
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The new compAny will build a plmnt aUJolnlns the WestlnghouM
Brake Company's thopa ai King's Croaa, London.

Ham, formerly with

the Hazard ManufacturlnK Co., WllkeM'
baa been appolnteil representative of the Waterbury Company. New York, for the InirodiK-tlon uf \la higher gradex of Inulated »'lr«ti and i-ablen. Mr. Ham'H uRIce will be at the Waterbury Company'ii branch offlce. 108 La Salle street, Chicago, 111.
J. E.

barre,

Pa

,

The Belts Machine Co.. Wilmington, Del., makers of h>avy
machine tools, are still busy with orderfnl work, although theie Is
a falling oft In railroad IngulrieK. The following are among ree)>nl
shipments: One H4ln. tire mill, with universal chuck table, to the
RU-bmond Works of the American lxK:omotive Co.; one S-ft. borini;
and turning mill to the (in-at Nurtbern, at Devil's Lake, Minn.:
one 8'ft. boring and turning mill to the lieorgla Railroad at Atlanta,
Oa.; one J2 In. car whcfl borer, motor driven, to the Mississippi
Central at Hattlesburg, Mlsi;. one loin, slotter. motor-driven, to
the Davenport Locomotive Works. Davenport, Iowa; four 15-ln. Blotters to the Keadvllle, Mass., shops of the New York, New Haven
A Hartford: one ti-ft. boring and turning mill to the Chicago. Milwaukee A St. Paul at Dubuque. Iowa; one motor-driven No. 3 horizontal boring machine to the Hrooklyn Heights Hallroad. Brooklyn,
N. Y.: one 8ft. boring mill, one No. 2 horizontal boring machine
and one 84in. planer, all motor-driven, to (he Southern Railway
at Knoxville. Tenn.. and six motor-driven 66-ln. tire mills to the
S. hfw>n Steel Wheel Co., .McKee's Rocks, Pa.
;

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
I

for dalti of conicnUont and regular meetinga 0/ railroad conveniiom and
engineering tocictiei, etc., $ec advertiting page 24.)

American Society
At the meeting

of Civil

2,

two papers were pre-

one on Reinforced Concrete Towers by D. W. Krellwitz,
and one by C. W. Smith on Reinforced Concrete Pipes for Carrying
Water Under Pressure. Both of these papers were printed in the

Chairman

of

;

Colorado Southern, Stic Orleani

k

be built.

to

Houston d Brazot Valley.
Auditor, with

—

C. H. Brightwell has been appointed
at Velasco, Tex., succeeding P. F. Combs,

office

resigned.

Central

.Veic yorfc

if

Hudson River.— See Boston k Albany.

—

J. J. McEwen, Jr., has been appointed
Auditor, succeeding T. C. McCampbell, resigned. J. O. Sims, Jr.,
has been appointed Treasurer, succeeding W. W. Reld, resigned.

Orange d Surthwcslern.

.S/.

Louis, Rocky Mountain it Pad/ic.
pointed Assistant Secretary.

—

Tonopah

iC Tidewater.
The general
Oakland. Cal., 10 Los Angeles.

Boston

&

—

—

Chicago d Alton. Edwin Hawley has been elected Vice-President;
T. H. Hubbard, Vice-President of the Toledo. St. Louis & Western, has been elected Chairman of the Board of the Chicago &
Alton. T. P. Shonts, President of the T., St. L. & W.. has been

have been moved from

New

Orleans

k Texas

—

Albany. See Boston & Albany under Executive, Financial
Legal Officers.
iC-

—

it Pacific.
R. C. St John, Trainmaster of the
Pine Bluff district of the Arkansas division of the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern, has been appointed Trainmaster of
the Memphis district of the Arkansas division of the Chicago,

Rock Island &

Pacific.

—

Cincinnati, Xew Orleans it Texas Pacific. W. S. Andrews, Assistant
to the General Manager, has 'oeen appointed General Superintendent of Transportation of this road and of the Alabama Great
Southern, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

T. J. English, Superintendent at Y'oungstown, Ohio, has been
appointed Assistant to the General Manager. F. J. Moser, Superintendent at Huntington, Ind., succeeds Mr. English. E. C.
Allen, Assistant Superintendent at Gallon, Ohio, succeeds Mr.
Moser.
J. H. Klein, Trainmaster at Huntington, Ind., has been appointed Trainmaster of the Chicago division, succeeding H. D.
McClelland, transferred. D. I. Jones, chief despatcher, succeeds
Mr. Klein.

Erie.

Grand Trunk.

—

D. Crombie has been appointed Assistant to the General Transportation Manager, with office at Montreal. Que., succeeding A. A. Tisdale. resigned to go to another company. M.
S. Blaiklock, Superintendent of the Eastern division, has been
appointed Engineer of Maintenance of Way, with office at Montreal.
H. E. Whittenberger. Superintendent of the Kansas City

Southern
office

at Pittsburgh,
at Montreal.

Kansas City Southern.
York Central

A'eu-

—

Officers.

ap-

Pacific.

trial

B9»ton if Albany. .\. H. Smith, Vice-President and General Manager of the New York Central & Hud.son River, has been elected
also Vice-President and General Manager of the Boston & Albany. Edgar Van Etten, Vice-President of the New Y'ork Central
t Hudson River and of the Boston & Albany, heretofore in
charge of the Boston & Albany, remains at Boston as Vice-President but no longer has charge of the operating department. He
will perform such duties as may be assigned to him by the President and Senior Vice-President of the New York Ceniral & Hudson River. J. H. Ilustis. General Superintendent of the Western
district of the New Y'ork Central & Hudson River, has been
appointed Assistant General Manager, with headquarters at Boston.
See Boston & Albany under Engineering and Rolling Stock

offices

Operating Officera.
See Cincinnati,

Alabama Great Southern.

Mechanical Engineers.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

W. Newman has been

—

Oct. 30.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

— A.

Toledo Railicay A Terminal. Leslie Reddish, assistant chief clerk
to the General Manager, has been appointed Car Accountant,
succeeding Albert Beck, resigned to go into other business.

Chicago, Rock Island

At a meeting of this society to be held in the Engineering
Societies Building. New Y'ork, October 8, the subject will be "IndusEducation." College technical courses and student apprenticeship courses will be discussed at length. A paper by Prof. John
Price Johnson on the "College Technical Courses and Apprenticeship Courses" offered by manufacturing establishments will be read.
An address will also be delivered by Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, President of the Carnegie Foundation, and one by Prof. Dugald C. Jackson, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and President
of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education.

Eunice, Ijifayelte

if Abbetitlc.
George A. Clark, formerly Vlce-Piesident and General Manager of the Colorado Southern, New
Orleans k Pacific, has been elected Vice-President and General
Manager of the Eunice, Lafayette k Abbeville, which Is about

American Railway Association.

of

— See

—

Eunice, Lafayette

August proceedings.

American Society

Padtlc.

li
Hudton.—W. H. Williams, Assistant to the President,
has been elected Third Vice-President.

sented,

Announcement is made that the fall meeting of this association
will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New Y'ork city, on Wednesday,
October 30, 1907. It was originally intended to hold the fall meeting at Norfolk, Va., on Oct. 23, but on account of the important
nature of the business to be considered and the fact that a larger
attendance can be secured at New York than at Norfolk, the President of the association, with the unanimous approval of the Executlre Committee, at the request of a large number of members, has
decided to call the meeting as above noted at New Y'ork city on

<(

Abbeville.

Delaware

Engineers.

of this society, October
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the Executive Committee of the C. * A
J. S. Mackie, Secretary of the Colorado k Southern, has t>een
ele<ted Secretary and Assistant Treasurer of the C. k A., and
K. H. Davis, Treasurer of the Minneapolis k St. Loula, has been
elected Treasurer of the C. k A.
elected

Assistant

if

General

— See

Kan.,

succeeds Mr.

Blaiklock.

with

Grand Trunk.

Hudson /firer.— The

office

of

J.

P. Bradfleld.

Manager, has been transferred

from

New

Y'ork to Buffalo.
L. H. Van Allen, Superintendent of the Buffalo division, has been appointed General Superintendent of the
Western district, succeeding J. H. Hustis. promoted.
S. R.
Payne. Superintendent at Rochester. N. Y.. succeeds Mr. Van
Allen.
T. W. Evans. A&sistant Superintendent at Jersey Shore,

succeeds Mr. Payne. See Boston & Albany under Executive,
Financial and Legal Officers.
Pa.,

SI.

Louis.

&

Iron

Mountain

if

Southern.

— See

Chicago, Rock Island

Pacific.

Southern.— W. M. Deuel, Superintendent at Rock Hill, S. C, has
been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at Atlanta, Ga. E.
M. Newell, Superintendent of the Mooresville division, succeeds
Mr. Deuel, and the Mooresville division is merged with the
Winston-Salem division. F. P. Pelter, Superintendent of the
Chattanooga division, has been appointed Superintendent of
the Nashville division, and the Chattanooga division is merged
with the Atlanta and Knoxville divisions.
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Traffic Officers.

Chicago. Burlington •( IJuuui/.^A. C. Maxwell, chief clerk tc the
General Freight Agent of the Lines West of Missouri River,
has be?r ^ppciPted General Ag<snt at Keokuk, Iowa, succeeding
J H. Jarnett, who takes Mr. Maxwell's former position.

Grand Trunk.

— See

Grand Trunk

The Harriman Lines, as reported in the Hailroad Gazette of
September 20, have ordered 30 mogul locomotives, 10 Atlantic locomotives, 43 consolidation locomotives, 24 ten-wheel locomotives and
18 six-wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.

CAR BUILDING.

Pacific.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. John W. Loud, Freight Traffic Manager of
the Grand Trunk, has been appointed also Freight Traffic Manager of the Grand Trunk Pacific.

—

Uexican Central. The office of Passenger Traffic Manager formerly
held by W. D. Murdock, who resigned because of ill health,
has been abolished and the duties of that office will hereafter
be performed by the General Passenger Agent.

The National

of Mexico,
all-steel postal cars.

The Mexican Central,

Arbor.

—

Engineering and Rolling Stock
See Detroit. Toledo & Ironton.

Officers.

—

Baltimore rf Ohio. L. E. Haislip, Assistant Division Engineer of
the Pittsburgh division, has been appointed Assistant Engineer
of the Wheeling division, succeeding J. J. Smiley, resigned.
T. H. Brown succeeds Mr. Haislip.

—

O. Stewart, Superintendent of Motive Power
cf Aroostook.
and Equipment, has retired after 60 years of railroad service.
H. Montgomery, Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power and
Equipment, succeeds Mr. Stewart, with office at Milo Junction,
Me., and his former position has been abolished.

Bangor

—

Boston if Albany. R. D. Smith, Mechanical Expert of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power of the Boston & Albany, with office
at Albany, N. Y., in charge of Boston & Albany matters and
8uch other duties as may be assigned to him.

—

Chicago. Rock Island d Pacific. E. E. Chrysler, general foreman at
Chickasha, Ind. T., has been appointed Master Mechanic at that

—

—

E. I. Dodd. Mechanical Engineer of the Pullman Company,
has been appointed Assistant Mechanical Superintendent of the
Erie, with office at Meadville. Pa.

Erie.

—

Florida Kant Coast. O. M. Carter, formerly Captain in the engineer corps ot the United States Army, has been appointed
Consulting Engineer of the Florida East Coast in connection
with the extension across the Florida keys.

— See this
Valley. —W. L.

Grand Trunk.

company under Operating

Officers.

Mattoon, Division Engineer of the Zanesville & Western and of the Corning division of the Toledo &
Ohio Central, has been appointed Principal Assistant Engineer
of the Hocking Valley and the Zanesville & Western, with office
at Columbus, Ohio, succeeding Parker S. Cott, resigned to go
D. C.
to the Sunday Creek Coal Company at Athens, Ohio.
Holtzbery, Division Engineer of the Eastern division of the
Toledo & Ohio Central, succeeds Mr. Mattoon, with office at
Columbus, Ohio. P. R. Black succeeds Mr. Holtzbery, with
office at Bucyrus, Ohio.

Hocking

Lake Shore d Michigan Southern.

—

— See

Boston & Albany.

Hanllne has been appointed Master Mecbanlc at Atlanta, Ga., succeeding A. J. Poole, promoted.

Seaboard Air Line.

J.

J.

— See Hocking Valley.
Western. — See Hocking Valley.

The Philadelphia Rapid

d

Purchasing Agents.
Uichigan Central.

— See

New York

Central

& Hudson River.

—

JVcw York Central d Hudson lliver. S. B. Wight, Purchasing Agent
of the Michigan Central, has been appointed Purchasing Agent
of the New York Central & Hudson River, succeeding Dextor
Falrrhlld.

The Mexican Sugar Kefining Company, El Potrero, Vera Cruz,
Is

said

to

have ordered three locomotives from the H. K. Porter

Transit,

it

will order 200

is said,

Mon-

few weeks.

The Southern denies having ordered 500 freight cars from the
American Car & Foundry Company, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of September 27.

The Las Vegas d- Tononah has ordered four cabooses from the
Pullman Co., for February, 1908, delivery. These cabooses are in
accordance with the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake standard.
The Neio Orleans Great Northern has ordered from the Western
Car & Foundry Co. 200 steel underframe composite gondola
cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, 200 steel underframe flat cars of 80,000
lbs. capacity, 300 all-wood box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity and 65
Steel

all-wood stock cars of 60,000

lbs.

capacity.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

Bra.ndon, Man. The Canadian Pacific and the city officials have
agreed to jointly build a bridge at First street. The question is yet
to be decided whether it will be a steel or reinforced concrete
structure.

—

Cheyenne, Wyo. Local reports say that the Union Pacific will
new roundhouse to cost $40,000 and a coal chute to cost

put up a
$.50,000.

—

Greencastle, Pa. The Cumberland Valley,
up a passenger station here.
MoBRiDGE.

S.

Dak.

it is

— The Chicago, Milwaukee &

St.

said, will

put

Paul has about

The force is to be transfinished the pier work on the bridge here.
ferred to Chamberlain, where a steel bridge is to be built.

—

Naco, Me.x. Colonel Epes Randolph, of the Southern Pacific, Is
quoted as saying that the shops of the Cananea. Yaqui River &
Pacific at this place will be finished and equipped as originally
planned, and that the report that these improvements are to be
abandoned is without foundation.

—

to

New Orleans, La. The Texas & Pacific,
spend a large amount of money improving
new passenger station here.

it is

Its

said, is

planning

terminals and put-

ting up a

—

New York, N. Y. The Interborough Rapid Transit Company,
it is said, has filed plans for enlarging the car inspection station
and storage house at Seventh avenue and 148th street. A brick
addition 60.3 ft. x 96 ft. with a sicol frame and steel roller doors
is

to be

added.

North Battleeord. Sask. — A contract is reported let to Newman & Co.. of Regina, at $100,000 for the superstructure ot the bridge
to be built

a

over the Saskatchewan river here.

Sax Anoelo, Tex.

—The Orient Construction

bridge 150

long over Jackson creek.

steel

ft.

Company

ts to

build

—

Toledo, Ohio. The new two-story steel and brick in-bound
freight house, 50 ft. x 600 ft,, being built for the I^ake Shore & Michigan Southern, was to be opened for business October 1st, and the
out-bound freight house Is expected to be finished about the first of
next year.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New
Ai.aiia.ma

Company.

all-

The Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific has ordered one compound
steam motor car from the American Locomotive Company.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Fo-Kien Itniliray, China, has ordered two six-wheel tank
locomotives from the American Ixjcomotlve Company.

thinking of buying some

The Texas Railroad Commission has notified the railroads of
must increase their rolling stock.

resigned.

The Texas Hailroad Commission has notified the railroads of
that state that they must get additional locomotives.

contemplating buying some

that state that they

Toledo d Ohio Central.
Zanesville

said, is

is said, is

treal type street cars within a

place.

Detroit, Toledo d Ironton. W. G. Wallace, Superintendent of Motive
Power of this road and of the Ann Arbor, has resigned.

it

it is

passenger coaches.

steel

—

Tonopah d Tidewater. George I. Hughes has been appointed General
Eastern Agent at New York. F. M. Jenifer has been appointed
General Agent at Goldfield, Nev.

Ann
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Incorporations,

Western.- Sec

Surveys, Etc.

Illinois Central.

LnnsiANA & Ciii.E.- An officer wriles that contracts
to the Southern Development Co. and work Is under
proposed line from Monroe. La., northeast to Bastrop,
thence north via Rolfe Junction, Ark., to Hamburg. 57 miles, with
ft
branch from Rolfe Junction west to Crossett, five miles. The
work Is easy; no cuts will exceed 20 ft. lu depth and no fills will
bo more than 25 ft. high.
The mnximunt grade Is '-i per sent, compensated for curvature, and maximum curvature Is 3 deg. The work
AiiKANSA.s,

have

lippn

way on

let

thl.i

OCTOMSB

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

1907

4,

iBcludea a ste«l bridse and an aggreKate o( about one mile of pile
bent treaties at vartoiia points, ranxlnx In lengtb from ::8 ft. to
•00 ft. About 20 Dilleii of Krudc work Is flnlshed and several of the
Wlllpile ireiitira are in plate.
1'rai-lc laying to begin October 1.
A. Otis, ('resident: J. M. Parker, Ueneral Manaser, and E. T.
Bond. I'bler Engineer, Monroe, I.A.

Um

—

ArciiiNox. TorrKA k Sa.vt.\ Ft. Final aurveys are reported
for building a line to Burro mountain, N. Mex.
The line Is
from near Silver City and will branch Into two divisions
at Ibf MangUM divide near Uak Crove Hill, one branch going to
Tyrone and the other followUiK the divide via the Comanche, Klon-

made

to be built

dike and Copper Culf camps tu Ix-opold.
bi.nuMiM;T<iN SoiriiKK.x.

— See

Illinois Central.

—

Canaiiian Nortiiekn. President William Mackenzie Is quoted
AS saying that this company will build a line this year from Saskatoon, Sask., southwest 30 miles; also that the final plans for the
Joint terminals to be built at Winnipeg by this company and the
Grand Trunk Pacific at an estimated cost of $3,000,000 have been
approved.

Cananea, Ya<jvi

t

Riv»;b

Pacikio.

— See Southern

Pacific.

—

CiiirAoo A Mii.wAi'KKK (Bi.KiTKUl. Announcement is made
that this road will be opened for through traffic to Milwaukee by
the Diddle of November.

—

CiiK Alio SoiTiiKKv. Trark layinR is reported finished on this
road, which Is to run from Chiiago Heighi.s. 111., where connfotion
made with the Chicago Terminal Transfer, south 114 miles
to the Indiana state line, at which point connection is to be made
with the Southern Indiana, which runs to Terre Haute. (July 12.
is to be

p. 53.)

—A

company has

recently been formed in
miles long through James Park.
work is finished the tunnel is to be leased
to the Denver. Northwestern & Pacific. The incorporators include
T. F. Walsh and C. B. Kountze, of the Colorado National Bank; D.
Sullivan, of the Denver National Bank; D. H. Moffat, W. G. Evans,

CoLuiiAuo

RoAos.

Denver

to build a tunnel
It is said that when the

J.

W. Springer and

about

five

others.

CIMI1KRI.AND Vaij.kv.

—A

two-mlle connecting line being built

Jointly by this company and the Philadelphia & Reading at Shlppensburg. Pa., is nearing completion. Grading has been flnlshed. This
line will be used for exchange of freight.
The belt freight line of this company around Greencastlc, Pa.,
will shortly be put in service.

Denver, Northwestern

£

DiLi.sBmc & Weli.svii.le.

Pacific.

— See

— Incorporated

line, which Is to be a double-track railroad from
Woodstock. Tenn.. to Elaiit Junction, atwut 15.84 mile^. to relieve
the congestion of traffic In Memphis by sending freight trains around
that city
The line to Birmingham, Ala., will be ready for use Nov. 1.
Trackage rights will be used over the Mobile ft Ohio from a point
near Jackson, Tenn., to Corinth. Mlsn., 55 miles: and over the Northern Alabama from Halt-yvllle, .\la to Jasiwr. 40 miles; over the
Kansas City, Memphis k Ulrmingham. 41 miles from Jasper, to
Birmingham. The connecting links built were from a point south
of Jackson, east to a connection with the Mobile * Ohio, three miles,
and from Corinth, Miss., southeast to Haleyvllie, Ala.. 80.23 miles.
The line In Mississippi Is being built under the name of the Mississippi k Alabama, 42.41 miles, and that In Alabama under the
name of the Alabama Western, 37.82 miles.
The Bloomlngton Southern has built a line from the connection
of the Indianapolis Southern near Bloomlngton, Ind., to stone quarries, 2.13 miles.
This was put in operation in June.
I'nder the name of the Memphis Railroad k Terminal Company,
a company was organized In Tennessee to build a union passenger
station In the city of Memphis. The estimated cost of this work
is about $3,000,000, and Is to be divided between the ten lines enter-

Memphis k Sute

.

ing Memphis.

—

General Manager C.
iNiiiANAPoLi.s & NiiiiTiiWESTERN Traitio.n.
Reynolds Is reporteil to have said that this line is to be extended
from Crawfordsvlile, Ind., west to Danville, 111., 45 miles, to a connection with the McKlnley syndicate lines.
C.

—

Interboroucii Rapid Transit. The New York City Board of
Estimate and Apportionment has appropriated $850,000 to lay addiThe
tional subway tracks north from 96th street and Broadway.
plans call for one new track on the east side from 96th street to
102d street, and two on the west side from 96th street to 101st
street.

in

—

I»RA!N & Ashland. This company, which last year built a line
from Lorain, Ohio, south to Wellington, 22 miles, has rights of way
an extension from Wellington south to Ixjudonville. on the Pennsylvania Lines West. 39 miles. Recent reports say that the line is
to be extended south to the Ohio river probably at Gallipolis. 90
miles south of Wellington, and from this point a line Is eventually
to be built either by this company or by the Virginian Railway
southeast to the northern terminus of that line at Deepwater, W.
There would then be a through line from the
Va., about 75 miles.
lakes to the Atlantic seacoast at Norfolk, Va.

Memphis & State

Die West Railway. An officer writes that this company, which
building a line from Donalds, S. C, on the Southern, south to
West, 4',/. miles, has grading finished and the ties laid.
(June

7. p.

819.0

—

Gauley & Birch

Riveh.
Incorporated in West Virginia with
9300.000 capital to build a line from the mouth of Muddlety Creek
In Nicholas county, north via Hookersville to a point near the mouth
of Big Birch river in Braxton county, 25 miles.
The names of the
Incorporators are not given. The office of the company is to be at

Summervllle.

—

Great Nortiier.v. President L. W. Hill, of this company, is
quoted as saying that a good deal of old extension work is nearing
completion, the most Important being the cut-off between Great
Falls. Mont., and a connection with the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Billings. Grading on this line is to be finished this year

and

It Is

expected to be In operation early next year.

—

Grand Trink Pacikk'. The Grand Trunk Pacific Construction
Company, which has the lontract for building 150 miles of this line
east of Abllibl river, Que., has sublet some of the work to the J.
H. Reynolds Construction Company. Work is to be started on this
section early in the spring.
Treat & Johnson, of Winnipeg, who have the contract for building 51 miles of line for this company between Winnipeg, Man., and
Portage La Prairie, will sublet some of the work. (June 28, p. 949.)

Gdu, Colorado & Santa
by this
miles.

company

Illinois

ended June

for a line

Central.
30.

1907.

— The

—

Fe.
Surveys are reported being made
from TImpson, Tex., east to Center, 18

report of this

company

for

the year

shows that work has been continued on the

Line.

— See

(July

5, p. 27.)

Illinois Central.

Memphis Railroad & Terminal.

Pennsylvania with a

Due

to obviate the necessity

for

— See

Illinois Central.

—

Mexican Roads. Arrangements are reported made for building
a line from Balsas, Guerrero, on the Mexican Central, west to the
Port of Zihuatanejos on the Pacific coast, about 125 miles. Henry
I. Willey. a mining engineer of Mexico City, is promoting the project.
It

is

said that the Rothschild interests have bought a large tract
and are back of this

of land adjacent to the port of Zihuatanejos
project.

—

is

The improvements are being made

for the express trains to cross the local tracks.

Colorado Roads.

capital of 175,000 to build a line from a connection with the nillsburg & Mechanicsburg branch of the Cuml>erland Valley at Dillsburg. Pa., southeast to Wellsville, ~\-. miles, it has not been decided whether the line shall be operated by steam or electricity.
The directors are: A. C. Hetrick. President, Wellsville; R. J. Belt.
J. Milligan, W. D. Brougher, I. J. Seiple, J. N. Logan, E. W. Shapley.
D. W. Beltzel ami S. i;. Bushey.

403

Mississippi

& Alabama.

— See

Illinois Central.

—

Missouri Soitiiekn. This company has under consideration the
question of building a branch from Boyd. -Mo., or Tip Top southwest
to Van Buren. 10 miles, and eventually further south and west of
that place.

MotNT Vkrnon & Eastern. — Incorporated

in

New York

with

$1,000,000 capital to build a line from Mount Vernon, N. Y.. northeast to Lewisboro. near the Connecticut state line, about 35 miles.
The directors include: Oaklelgh Thome, C. Bruce, H. K. Woods
and others inteiested in the New York, Westchester & Boston.

—

New York Suiiways. Bids were recently opened by Bridge Commissioner Stevenson for supplying and installing the electrical equipment of the tracks to extend from the .Manhattan terminal over
F. E. Gore, of Gore k
the Williamsburg bridge. The bids were:
Hoey. $343,000: Daniel Moian and the Snare & Trieste Company,
The work is to be finished by January 1.
joint $396,000.
New

York,

Westchester & Boston.— Sec

Mount Vernou k

Eastern.

—

New OiiLEANS Great Northern. This company, it Is said, is
now operating the extension of its main line north of Angle. La., to
Columbia Junction, Miss., 20 miles.
Northern of Maine. This company has been incorporated with
a capital of $500,000 to build a line from the terminus of the Bangor
k Aroostook at Fort Kent west to a point opposite the mouth of
the St. Francis river: also to build from Fort Kent northeast through
Frenchville. .Madawaska and Grand Isle to Van Buren. 45 miles,
(March 15,
connecting at that point with the Bangor & .-Vroostook.

—

p.

388.)

NiiiMiiwKsTKRN Pacific.

— See

Southern

Pacific.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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Oklahoma
homa to build

Crrv Railway

(Electric).

— Incorporated

in

Okla-

electric line from Guthrie. Okla., south to Norman
and Yukon; also a line from Spencer or Choctaw City west na
Oklahoma City to Yukon, a total of about 150 miles. Directors include:
A. H. Classen, H. M. Brauer, E. H. Cooke and J. M.
Owen, all of Oklahoma City. The company already has a line in
operation from Oklahoma City to Britton, which is being extended
to Guthrie.

Oreco.v Railroad

& Navigatiox.

— See

Oregon Short Line.

—

Oregon Short Line. Work is reported under way on a line
from Huntington, Ore., at the junction of the Oregon Railroad &
Navigation Co.'s line, north along the Oregon-Idaho state line following the Snake river to Lewiston, Idaho, on the Washington
state line.
At this point connection is to be made with the Oregon,
Washington & Idaho, which is building a line west to Texas Ferry,
Wash., opposite Riparia, on the O. R. R. & N. Such a line would
give the Union Pacific an almost level grade all the way. with two
or three exceptions, from Granger, Wyo.. to Portland. Ore. The
present line of the O. R. R. & N. from Huntington west to the

Columbia river grades.

will give this company a double-track line from Omaha west to
Watson's ranch, three miles west of Kearney and 196 miles from
(June 7, p. 819.)
See Oregon Short Line.

Omaha.

Virginian Rau-way.

Along the Susquehanna

river,

from Benton Station.

Pa.,

Peoples'

Railway & Coxstructio.v Company.— It

is

in building

—

Richmond & Tottenville (Electric). A company is being
formed under this name in New York to build an electric line to
connect Richmond. S. I., with Rossville, Kreischersville and Tottenville, about 10 miles.
The proposed line is to be laid with 90-lb.
rails and will cost about $400,000.
T. B. McGovern. 25 Broad street,
and

C. G. Kolff, 50

Broadway,

New

Y'ork. are said to be interested!

—

Rio Grande. Sieiira Madre & Pacific. President H. R. Nickerson. of this company, is quoted as saying that extension work on
this road will be started as soon as the rainy season is over. The
plans rail for a line from .Nueva Casas Grandes. Chihuahua, southwest via Santa Elena and Ocampo. to a point on the Pacific coast
either at Guaymus or at Topolohampo. 300 mile.=!.
(July 19, p. 82.)

Shelby Cointv Elk< trk).— This company, it is said, is building an electric line from Shelbina, Mo., to Salt river, five miles, to
which point grading has been finished and track laying is soon
to begin.
The line is eventually to be extended north via Shelbyvllle to Bethel. 18 miles.
J. D. Dale, of Shelbyville. and other residents of that place are interested in the project.
(

Southern Pacific— Contracts are reported recently let for building a section of the Northwestern Paciftf projected from Wlllits,
Cal
north to Eureka. 290 miles. The lino, which is being built
Jointly by the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe and the Southern Paciftr,
.

l8 flnisbed
392.)

from Eureka south

to Pepper, 50 miles.

(March 15

p

It is said that the Cananea. YaquI River & Pacific Is making
survsys for a branch from Cananea, Sonora. northwest to Nogales.
division, about 80 miles.

on the Sonora

—

Sot tiiwk.stern iNTEHiRnAN OF MAN(iiM.
Incorporated In Oklawith $1,000,000 capital to build lines from Mangum via Francis
to Mollis. 37 miles: from Mangum to Granite and Coldcll. 40 miles,

homa

with a branch from (Jranite to Hobart. 15 miles, and from Mangum
to Altiis. 27 miles.
The Incorporators Include: W. T. Funderburk.
E. E. PInkerton. D. J. Doyle. H. M. Ferguson. T. P. Clay and R. C.
Echols, all of .Mangum.
I'l^io.N

and which

Is

—

Double-track work now under
expected will be finished about the

Pacific.
It

way on
first

this road,
of the year.

an extension from Omro southwest

to Berlin, 12 miles.

—

wood, about 120 miles.

(July 19,

p. 84.)

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Boston & Maine.

—

At the annual meeting on October 9 the stockholders are to be asked to approve an issue of $6,000,000 bonds
to take up floating debt.
It is understood that part of the new
issue will be used to refund the $4,000,000 6 per cent, one-year
notes recently sold.

Chicago & Alton.

— See Toledo,

St.

Louis & Western.

—

Gross earnings for the year ended June 30. 1907, were $53,Erie.
914,827, an increase of $3,912,193; net earnings. $15,747,788, an
Increase of $1,617,991. The largest proportionate increase in
earnings was from coal traffic. The increase in the cost of

maintenance of equipment was rather less, proportionately, than
Taxes
in maintenance of way and conducting transportation.
increased about 40 per cent, mostly on property in New Jersey.
district,
The New Y'ork Public Service Commission, Second
has been holding hearings on the application of the Erie to Issue
dividend warrants. The issue is being opposed on the ground
that it would amount to the railroad's borrowing money from
(Aug. 30, p. 248.)
the stockholders without their consent.

Metropolitan Street Railway.
inson, Receivers of the
pointed also Receivers

reported that

—

—

Waco, Hamh-ton & Brownwood. Surveys are being made by
this company for its proposed line from Waco, Tex., west to Brown-

Megargle & Co., of New Y'ork, will build part of the proposed line
from Tyler, Tex., northwest to Canton, about 40 miles, the work to
be finished within 18 months. (Sept. 20, p. 340.)

Philadelphia & Reading. An officer writes that a temporary
freight yard is being put in at 19th and Indiana streets. Philadelphia, preliminary to the main work of track elevation.
See Cumberland Valley.

Lorain & Ashland.

This company, operating 40
miles of electric lines in Wisconsin from Oshkosh north to Neenah
and from Oshkosh west to Omro, which was recently placed in the
hands of a receiver, is to be reorganized, and improvements to cost
about $300,000 will be carried out. Of this, $200,000 is to be used

to

Safe Harbor, more than 13 miles, the Columbia & Port Deposit
tracks have been elevated at a cost of $1,250,000. This work
was done to escape floods when the dam across the river at McCall's
Ferry is finished, which will raise the level of the water 60 ft. At
the site of the dam the new tracks are 25 ft. above the old roadbed, but the maximum grade northbound is only three-tenth.s of
1 per cent., with a temporary run down grade of one-half of 1 per
cent, at Benton.

— See

Winnebago Traction Company.

—

Pe.nnsylvania. The work which this company has been carrying out on the Pittsburgh division for the new main line between
Southwest Junction, Pa., a mile east of Greensburg. east to Beatty.
about seven miles, has been finished. The new line, which is known
as the Donohue cut-oft, has four tracks in place of the two tracks
on the old line. From George to Beatty. about five miles, the line
is almost straight.
On this section a 1,200-ft. tunnel was eliminated,
six 4-deg. curves being replaced by two 1-deg. curves, grades reduced and several grade crossings are now carried overhead.
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—Adrian

New
of

H. Joline and Douglas RobY'ork City Railway, have been apthe Metropolitan Street Railway.

Minority stockholders of the last named company have formed
a protective committee.

—

MiNNE.\P0Lis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. The directors have
decided to immediately offer $1,400,000 preferred stock and
One
$2,800,000 common stock at par to present stockholders.
share of new preferred stock and two shares of new common
stock are to be issued for every 15 shares of either class of old
stock already held.
(Sept. 20, p. 340.)

— Speyer

& Company. New Y'ork. are offering,
the unsold balance of the $10,per cent, notes maturing April 1, 1909.
About $7,000,000 of the notes have already been sold. These
notes took the place of the notes originally maturing on October
1. 1907. which were extended for a year and a half.
(September

National of

Me.xico.

at a price to yield 7^4 per cent.,

000.000.

13,

Pi-year, 5

page 308.)

—

New York

City Railway. H. H. Vreeland. President of this eompany, has been appointed General Manager for the ReceSfers.

—

New

York, New Haven & Hartford. The annual report for the
year ended June 30, 1907, shows gross earnings of $55,601,936
against $52,984,322 in 1906. Operating expenses were $37,850,081, as compared with $35,222,586 for the previous year, and
net earnings were $17,751,854 against $17,761,735.
Net earnings of the company's street railroads this year were $3,615,899;
from steamship lines $635,127. and income from other sources
$2,077,874, making the total income for this year $24,080,755.
Deductions from income this year were $15,187,714, as compared
with $9,752,115 last year, and net income this year applicable
to dividends $8,893,041, as compared with $10,185,377 last year.

Toledo Railway & Terminal.— A verdict

for $1,865,021 against this
been given to the Commonwealth Trust Company,
Mo. This sum is the difference between the principal and interest due on the bonds held by the trust company
and the $2,000,000 realized from the foreclosure sale.

company
St.

ha."!

Louis.

—

Toledo, St. Lon.s & Western. The directors have ratified the arrangement by which the company gets control of the Chicano It
Alton.

Canadian Pacific.

—

The stockholders have authorized the issue of
$8,000,000 additional 4 per cent, debenture stock, of which $101,519.411 Is now outstanding.
The new stock Is to pay for new
steamships and several recent extensions and additions. The
stockholders are later to be asked to authorize the Issue Of the
remaining capital stock, about $28,000,000 common and fSMOO,000 preferred.

:
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.
A\n MABTKKX C0STI\EST8

rjl* BRITISH

ADVBRTISBUESTS.—We

icUh it dlslinclly understood that ue icill entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this )uurnal for pay, except
I.N
TUB ADTCBTIsi.s'O COI.UUNH. We give in our

edition of Ihf Railroad Qaselle is publithed each
Friday at
Antitf$ Chamber§. Wettmintler,
London. II contains selected reading paoes from
th» l.ailroad (lasette. together icith additional
British and torrign matter, and is issued under
the name liallmti/ Qatette.

Qum

editorial columns oi'H
only, and in our neics

own

opinions, and these
columns present only such
matter as ice consider interenting and important
to our readers.
Those icho tcish to recommend
their inventions, machinery, supplies, financial
schemes, etc., to our readers, can do so fully in
our advertising columns, but it is useJess to ask
us to recommend them editorially, either for
money or in consideration of advertising patrtnage.

OOMTUIUl T I OSS. —Subscribers and

others icUl materiatli/ assist in making our news accurate and
eomplrte if they trill send early information of
events vhich take place under their obsen-ation.
Discussions of subjects pertaining to all departments of railroad business by men practioally
mettiai»te4 tHIh them are etpecially ttetired.

OFFICERS.— In acoordance uHth the law of th»
slate of Kew York, l*« follo%nng announremmst
(v3
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Aeir York, N.Y., and the names 0/ the
and editors of The Railroad Qatette
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Rochester division of the Erie,
which is described in detail elsewhere in this issue, is in some
respects more interesting than some of the larger electrification
schemes which have received so much attention recently because the
road is typical of 75 per cent, of the railroad mileage in the United
States.
It is single track road running through an agricultural
country with a large city at one end and a few small towns along
Its route.
The steam passenger service before electrification consisted of three trains each way a day between Mt. Morris and Avon,
and six trains each way been Avon and Rochester. There were
only four stops for trains between Avon and Rochester, 19 miles, and
five between Avon and Mt. Morris, 16 miles. The electric trains have
28 stops, 22 being flag stations.
There are now eight trains each
way a day between Mt. Morris and Rochester, and three additional
trains each way between Mt. Morris and Avon, connecting with
through steam trains to and fi-om Rochester.
The all-important
question "Does it pay?" is best answered by the following statement
of passenger revenue between Rochester and Mt. Morris for the two
months of July and August in 1906 before electrification and in 1907
electrification of part of the

after electric operation

was begun on June

27:
Increase.

Month.

1007.
?;14.175.72

July

15,31700

August
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two centuries and three-quarters as colony and state and In
from trolley overcapitalization, overruled some
20 vetoes of her Governor aimed at precisely that evil? The new
and the old state have each latified policies exactly the reverse of
what would be inferred from civic experience, railroad history and
Verily when oi'.r times are written up by
antecedent conditions.

after

late years a sufferer

men of a new era they
down and make shriek

the

upside

will find .^;ome things that turn logic

theories of

human motive and

conduct.

"Alarm and resentment" are felt among trainmen in Canada beIt is said, the Government is too active in prosecuting conductors and enginemen on criminal charges in connection with collisions; and deputations of trainmen from a half dozen prominent
The plea
cities have been to the Attorney-General with a protest.
cause,

is that the men who have been brought before the
courts are not criminals but have only committed errors of judgment. The action of the Government is said to be producing a gen-

of the Protestants

"feeling of nervousness." The Attorney-General is quoted aa
saying that the statutes will or should be changed so that some of
the weight of the law will fall on men "higher up." Everyone
must sympathize with these nervous trainmen, for it is true that In
eral

most cases "error of judgment" Is a correct description of offenses
to.
But these errors produce such terrible reThis is a crude way
sults that society has defined them as crimes.
of curing the evils aimed at but it is the best that the legislatures
have yet discovered. To get an idea of the attitude of people genei-ally on this subject, let any trainman imagine his own wife or
mother killed in a collision in Europe or Mexico caused by the
"error of judgment" of some trainman. As long as the right or trial
by jury remains, however, we cannot believe that any trainman will
be puni.ehed very severely in America for errors of judgment; for
it Is always easy to show that other pei-sons, either fellow employees

of the kind referred
In these red-lettered times curious are some of the anomalies
that arise In the relations of the railroads to civics and politics.
In Massachusetts one of the two great parties has Just split in twain
ostensibly, at least, over the riuestion of the

& Maine system, and has furnished
schism on

ward

in

siich

an Issue in the nation's annals.

Dean Berkeley's star
of Oklahoma and her new

the trail of

fledgeling state

merger of the Boston

the first instance of a great party

Or traveling west-

of ompli'e one finds the
constitution.

Oklahoma

if the historical precedent
western states were worth anything, slio should be
craving railroads and trollcyi- at any price and leaving corporation
baiting to a future when there would be more corporations to be
baited.
But under the force of the pervasive epidemic she puts
two cent passenger fares Into her organic law, provides an elective
Is

in

that

condition of newness, when,

of the other

f.ir

commission and gives it power to regulate public service charges.
Yet she veers also toward virtue by adopting a constitution that
Hei-e again, by contrast with another
prohibits stock watering.
commonwealth we find a paradox. Oklahoma, youngest of the states,
sets her cherubic face sternly against corporate hydraulics.
But
how many weeks have passed since the legislature of Connecticut,

or

men "higher

up," contributed to the mistake.

Juries are disin-

punish one man when others equally guilty cannot be
reached. Unfortunately, too, a good many errors amount to gross
negligence, for which the dullest man has no excuse, howsoever
strong may be the charge against the superintendent or the fellow
employee. But. while the trainman usually can make but a poor
show of being oppressed, society on the other hand may well ask
whether such a situation as that In Canada does not evidence a
deplorable lnefl3ciency in the law. Errors of judgment are not cured
or prevented by criminal laws. Gross negligence is not usually punProducing a state of nervousished, even if a clear case is proved.
clined

to
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ness does little if any good, and it may do much harm, for trainmen
need to be calm. The only rational way to make conductors, enginemen and others adequately careful is to apply the slow, detailed
methods of good discipline and instruction which educate men to
carefulness. Abundant experience has shown the futility of everything else. Canada will do well to turn attention to the officers, as
distinguished from employees, if it can thereby make progress in
the discipline and training of men: but it is not likely to find a criminal statute

an

effective

means

to this end.

a particularly important subject at this time, when the Interstate

Commerce Commission has under

consideration the final rules to be
adopted for maintenance of equipment accounts. Mr. Mahl speaks
out of an experience unusual in length and opportunities for studying
accounting problems at first hand. His argument is based on the
uniform practice of the Southern Pacific Company since 1S90. As

against any theoretical system of depreciation he puts himself on
record as follows from his 17 years' experience in direct manage-

ment

of equipment maintenance and renewals:
•There has been a fah-Iy approximate average annual charge for equip-

ment vacated per locomotive or per car in service. This charge fires a unic
by which an estimate may lie formed ol the extent to which a railroad company is malting good the depreciation of its equipment. There will be as
much difference among the railroads in this charge for depreciation as there
Is now in the average cost per annum for maintenance of wa.v and structures
per mile of road, or for the average cost of repairs per locomotive or per
car per annum
In fact, in any cost of operation, and rightly so, because
the conditions are not alike on any two properties.
"Appreciating all the difficulties and cost which the keeping of the equipment accoaints as contemplated by the commission will impose upon the railroads without any practical compensation therefor, it is to be hoped that the
commission will amend its rules by omitting altogether the provision for
"Depreciation." and amend the provisions for "Renewal" to represent the
current cost of replacing all equipment vacated.
This change will furnish
the commission with reliable data about the depreciation which has been
carried into the operating expenses of the railroads and enable it to order
adjustments suitable to each case If any should be necessary."

—

Mr. Mahl believes that all practical purposes which the Commission has in separating the equipment account into three divisions,
"repairs," "renewals" and "depreciation," can be accomplished by em-

ploying the two divisions "repairs" and "renewals" as has been done
by the Southern Pacific Company for many years. By this system
the current cost of replacing the particular type of locomotive or
car vacated, less the scrap value, is charged to operating expenses,
and this same amount, together with the cash received as the scrap
value, credited to a replacement fund, which is used to pay for new
equipment of whatever capacity and design bought. In this way
the integrity of the capital account "equipment" is maintained,
while the actual depreciation during the year is made good from
the year's income. The cost of new equipment beyond the amount
to the credit of the replacement fund is, of course, charged to capital
account. This method is based upon the value rather than the number of the equipment which as the dollar is the general unit of
railroad accounting is the more accurate method. Mr. Mahl believes
that under this system equipment is adequately maintained over a
series of years with the greatest simplicity in accounting methods,
The Commission's purpose in planning its new rules is admittedly
to find out whether each railroad is under-, over- or exactly maintaining its equipment, facts which obviously cannot be determined
from the Information which has been furnished by many railroad

companies

In the past.

Yet,

if all

railroads

made

as careful returns
as do the Southern

subject of equipment maintenance
and the Union Pacific, would it not be possible for the
Commission to arrive at this same Information as accurately as by

on

this

Pacific

requiring the additional division of "depreciation" In the equipment
account, particularly as the percentage of the original cost of equipment which should be set aside as depreciation Is as yet entirely

undetermined?

work done, for most agents are overworked and they
sometimes leave claims correspondence unattended to for days.
From this time forward the settlement of freight claims is also
likely to be bettered materially, so far as interline claims are concerned, by the time-limit rule lately adopted by the Freight Claim
Association. This went into effect September 1. It provides that:
"Settling carrier shall Investigate claim to establish validity

may

be addressed direct to agent of interested carrier whenever
practicable, and to the freight claim officer only after failure to obtain intoi'mation from agent, or when necessary from nature of inquiry.
"When agent of another carrier fails to answer within 20 days from date
of inquiry, copy of inquiry, with request for reply, shall be sent by express,
postal mall, or messenger, to freight claim officer of delinquent cai-rler. When answer is not received within 30 days to such request or to a direct inquiry to
freight claim officer regarding a paid claim, paying carrier may, provided
liability is not in its opinion located, charge full amount of claim to delinquent
carrier, or if there are two or more delinquent carriers, then to delinquent
carrier nearest paying carrier in direction of destination, and shall forward
all papers relating to the claim to such delinquent carrier, w^ho shall take the
place of settling carrier, and make further investigation and distribution of
amount of the claim."

We

understand that the majority of the member roads bave accepted
It will be observed that the maximum time a claimant
must now wait to get his money is 50 days, or, adding the time used
up in "lost motion," say two months. This is much better than the
indefinite delays, months long, to which he has been compelled to
submit heretofore.
This should be a welcome improvement to
claimants, and help greatly in promoting the friendly feeling for
which the conscientious claim agent strives.
In discussing, on August 9, this matter of using all legitimate
this rule.

means

to secure and retain the friendliness of patrons, it was
suggested that small claims which appeared to be valid, or that
were presented by reputable people, be paid at once, without subjecting them to the delay incident to an investigation.
In commenting on this point in a later issue, Mr. Calkins. Freight Claim
Agent of the New York Central, suggested the possibility of a
violation of the interstate commerce laws in following such a
practice. That, it seems to us, can easily be avoided.
In fact some
roads already follow such a policy. They get around the diflSculty
mentioned by inserting a proviso that should the amount, upon investigation, prove incorrect, adjustment will be made by payment
of the difference by the party benefiting in the first instance. We
understand that, as a rule, claimants willingly repay the excess
where investigation shows they have received too much, thus
manifesting their appreciation of the practice. It would be legal,
we should think, to insert in bills of lading a clause reserving
the right to disregard exact equity in settling small claims. There
would be no violation of substantial equity or at least none worse
than occurs unavoidably in hundreds of freight transactions every
day and the law should approve what equity approves.
Aside from the effect which a policy of promptness has in
making friends for the road, it has another important advantage in
lightening the burden on the claim office machinery by reducing
the number of claims awaiting settlement.
For example, one
Chicago road of about 9,000 miles usually has in its claim offices
in course of settlement about 10,000 claims, and every day 700 to
750 new ones are filed. To lighten this load would tend to lubricate

—

—

the whole clerical machinery of the freight department.
The number of small claims is greater now, proportionately,
than ever before. For this several causes are responsible. One is
the new severity of the interstate commerce law.
Under the old

conditions the enjoyment of rebates and other special privileges
caused the favored shipper to overlook small losses and damages
in many instances; or, more properly, not to regard them as losses.
But the abolition of these pleasant conditions. In conjunction with
the present agitation and general feeling against railroads has

changed this attitude, and shippers and consignees now find causes
for filing claims which formerly they failed to notice at all.
As a
further result of these conditions, bureaus and agents making a
business of soliciting doubtful claims for collection have become
much more active. They even take up claims long outlawed by

A

further factor

is

the latter-day prac-

concerns having trafilc ofl^cers, who give
to the matter of freight claims.
All
this, of course, necessitates largely Increased forces in the claim
offices and elsewhere, and greater expense to the roads.
The longer a claim Is delayed In settlement the more Inertia It
seems to accumulate and the greater its effect in clogging the office
machinery; so that whatever may be the reasons why claims are
numerous the only sure way for the claim agent to keep them out
of his dreams at night is to take care that they do not remain on
tice

of large

special

The suggestion recently made In these columns that the freight
agent at every large .station should be competent to handle damage
claims as skilfully as the general claim agent himself (or. what
is Just as good, should have a clerk experienced In that
work)
ia being carried out on one large western road, and we are Informed
that the good results of the change are already manifest. In some
cases there Is a marked Improvement In celerity as well as In the

and appor-

tion liability.

the statute of limitations.

FREIGHT CLAIMS;

15.

quality of the

"Inquiry

Equipment depreciation and renewal is the subject of a careful
study of practical equipment accounting by William Mahl, head of
the accounting departments of the Union Pacific System and the
Southern Pacific Company, which is printed on another page. It is
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handif over ulgbt; out of hand, out of mind. In thub mrlvlat; lu
promote bin own peace of mind, be Is uklng the best meaob of
promottnc the Intereai of bis employer.

PENALTY

IN

CORPORATE MISDOING

The unprecedented condition of the affairs of corporations
which baa come to pass during the last twelvemonth, attended by
a shrinkage of Home $3.uimj,ooo.0OU In gross market values of securities, expfclally of railroads In this country alone, baa naturally
given rise to many theories of causation. Some point to the worldwide character of the symptoms. But In that larger analysis they
only deepen a problem which Is perplexing the best statists of
Europe. Limiting the case to an overland one finds three theories
foremost. One Is the excess of business over capital. Another Is
the Interference of federal and state authority with forma of active
capital, notably that form invested In railroads; and a third Is the
abuse In the employment of capital. The more rational view of the
situation undoubtedly Includes all the lust three causes annexing
the fourth, or world cause, as an outside Influence, though one not
to be Ignored in limes when great trading nations are closely tied
In fiscal bonds.
But with the latter cause, when it comes to remedial theories, we have not much to do, at least not through the
agency of federal or state lawmaking save as affected by the customs tariff and questions of reciprocity.
In the search for remedies the question of penalty for corporate
misdoing Is becoming one of growing promineni'e and of not decreasing difflculty. The difficulty rests on a double base:
First,
there is the complexity of the statutes themselves and the mazy
procedure of courts which ill-deflne responsibility and befog the
application of the penalties. But the worst obstacle Is what one
may call the unjust incidence of the penalty. A railroad corporation violates a federal law relating to discrimination in rates and
Upon whom does the penalty fall? Upon the
Is fined heavily.
managers? Not at all. save as it may operate as a moral and
deferring force. Does It fall upon the corporation? Only as an
Intermediary organism. In its final and practical incidence the
penalty descends upon a body of stockholders scattered, unorganized, unresponsible for the penalized act and innocent as unborn
babes. In the domain of nebulous and impossible statistics it would
be Interesting If we had returns that would show how much of the
recent shrinkage of $3,000,000,000 in securities had fallen upon the
directly and indirectly guilty, how much upon the guiltless and
guileless.
We do not know; but that the Innocents carry all but a
small fraction of the loss is a statement that stands with its own

saying.

For some of the railroads technically at fault there must also
be offered a minor plea in abatement. Let us illustrate by a
familiar and general fact that involves a principle. In this country
there are a considerable number of believers in the extreme doctrine of free trade. They hold all protective tariffs in the nature
of a governmental crime invading the natural rights of the individual.
But. bitterly as they may hate protection, they do not advocate any sudden dash into free trade. They have seen the federal
government in partnership with a system which, unjust as they
believe It to be. has fostered industries which have a right not to
be ruined by a catastrophic and abrupt change of tariff policy; and,
It may be added, the government would be seriously and justly
blamed were it to adopt any such radical change. But in its attitude, action and policy toward railroad corporations has not the
federal executive and legislative branches adopted just such a sudden and calamitous shift? By their lethargy, their lax enforcement of existing law. their executive and statutory lapses did they
not stimulate the very misdoing which they now. in a sudden
revergence of virtue, seek to undo; and were railroad corporations
and managers, finding the federal authority thus in a kind of tacit
partnership with an evil, so much to blame as if the same authority
had been consistently assertive? To state legislation and its enforcement the same illustration applies. Not until many moons
after the fact did even law-abiding Massachusetts invoke its own
laws on the subject of street railway consolidation; other states
are still sleeping on their statutes; while many other commonwealths have just wakened too suddenly, revived dormant laws and
passed others too severe, which, in the main, fling upon the far away
and innocent stockholder the burden of any corporate misdoing.
All this is now in the past tense, except as it may modify pen-

The real question. In the case of corporate
the flxinp; of penalty hereafter to fit both the

alty for earlier guilt.

violation of law.

is

crime and the criminal.

The strong tendency

of opinion to-day is

407

obviously In favor of the personal Instead of the corporate penalty;
the reaching down of punlghmeni through the person to the corporation, but so as to apply the corrective wllboul punishing the stockbolder; and, in the case of distributive responBlblllty for offence,

maxim that he who commits crime
through others is a criminal himself. Yet even here one finds another of those resistants which technical law to the confusion of
laymen seems perpetually opposing to practical Justice. How long
is it since the federal government itself and Its executive head, bo
hot foot now after corporate evils, urged successfully In a rebate
the rigid application of the legal

—

—

—

and, of course, any consequential penagainst the railroad corporation and not against lt£
manager who happened in the meantime to have become a cabinet
officer?
That matter of individual responsibility must be clarified
in the courts before the theory of personal penalty can be established and applied.
But in that direction It now seems as though
public opinion, later to be crystallized In law, were slowly outworking.
It will almost certainly be the alternative remedy If the
penalty, laid on the corporation, proves inadequate as a check.
In fact. If we are not mistaken,
It will, of course, be urged
rase that the prosecution

alty

— must

lie

—

—

has been urged by President Roosevelt himself that the suffering
of the stockholder when his corporation is punished is a natural
and inevitable incident like the hardship of a blameless family
when the father is convicted of crime. But In public aspects the
cases vary widely. In the one case the penalty visits the real
offender, in the other not only non-offenders in the corporation
It is the
penalized, but of other corporations that are innocent.
difference between a limited and specific application of law to an
penalizing
benefit
and
the
with
immediate
civic
individual crime
of a vast group of law-abiding citizens with immediate financial
and public injury. The immediate injury may, of course, in the
end be beneficent as a cure of corporation ills. But the policy is
a painful one shot through with the ills of the blameless investor
and reaching such a dimension of fiscal calamity that the remedy,
even if effective in the end, begins to seem worse than the disease.
It rests with our lawmakers and onr juriscults of the higher type
to discover the way in which corporate misdoing may be penalized
without a fine of $3,000,000,000 on the nation and without the visitation of the sins of the guilty few upon the heads of the guiltless

—

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford.

The New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad property has,
during the last three or four years, become
perhaps the most interesting of the railroad systems of the land.
Its earlier traditions of arch conservatism have been supplanted
by a policy of bold advance. It occupies a peculiar situation terIt is positive, not to
ritorially and in its industrial environment.
say assertive, in its relations with the other great roads. It has
branched out greatly in iis marine business and stands as a pioneer
and leader in taking and operating street railway lines on a great
scale.
Its swift pace, fiscal and physical, however varies one obSo fast is it making
stacle in any analysis of its annual report.
history that annual returns three months old so antedate later facts
One hardly catches
of importance as to have a savor of the antique.
sight of President Mellen's observation car before it has disappeared
But by joining his annual report with the events
In the distance.
of the months next following the fiscal year one can get an impressive view of a picturesque railroad landscape whether seen in
in its swift evolution

detail or entirety.

The very first entry of the report, "earnings from passenger
department $26,758,929." has its pith of meaning. Early in the
year 1906 Mr. Mellen announced a progressive reduction of passenger rates to two cents a mile on his system. The new rate was
to begin on some of its branches in western Connecticut, work eastward and finally take in the whole system, the through New YorkBoston rate reduction coming last and beginning with November of
1906.
The regular fiscal year ending with June 30, 1907. covers
seven months during which this reduction has applied to the New
Haven's full mileage (2.006). and for five months, averaged, has
applied to the major part of it. The official forecast, based merely
on the passenger business of the fiscal year 190.5-6. showed a loss,
as now recalled, of some $700,000. Instead of such a loss passenger
earnings have risen $1..506.805, or from $25.2,52.124 to $26,758,929—
and this with an additional track mileage of less than four miles
and upon a system where the use of mileage Ixjoks at the two cent
Even allowing for normal inrate had been exceptionally large.
crease of regular passenger business and somewhat for development
of excursion traffic, the results of the reduced rate as applied to a
system with dense passenger travel Is extremely vivid and striking.
It
seems singular that President Mellen has not emphasized this
matter in his report until one remembers that there are some re-
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versed interests as regards the two cent rate in his

own

board of

directors.

Taking up

first the operating results of the steam system alone
be noticed the persistency with which passenger receipts
from freight, a feature which demarcates the New Haven
among the larger railroad systems of the country. The passenger
department brought in $26,758,929 as stated; the freight department
$28,386,704.
The difference between the two was $1,627,775. In the
previous year the difference was $1,994,994. The natural volume
of the New Haven's huge passenger business between New York
and Boston and reaching laterally the living centers of population in southern New England thus begins again to expand and
tend toward overreaching new traffic on freight lines of the system
like the Highland division and the increased through freight business.
In a remote way it goes to justify the phrase of an oldfashioned New Haven director years ago who e.xtoUed the pas.=;enger
business as "freight which handled itself" as contrasted with the
freight which had to be handled. The net earnings from operation
of the steam road, $17,7.51,854, tally very strikingly with the $17,761,735 of the year before. Here the New Haven feels the now
trite railroad story of increased cost in operation, of labor and
materials and, in its case, as a debtor road in car demurrage, there
Actual operating exis to be added the higher per diem charge.
penses increased from $35,222,586 to $37,850,081. While gross earnings increased about 5 per cent., operating e.xpense ran up to an
increment of about 7 per cent., though the rise in operating ratio
from 66.477 per cent, to 68.073 per cent, is not so impressive in
those figures. For reasons to be stated later this ratio of operating experse is a matter to be watched closely. This year the net
earnings from operation only of street railways ($3,615,899), obviously considerably offset in the interest account, and earnings
of the steamship lines together with minor income carry total in-

there

is to

jostle those

come to $24,080,755, which fixed charges reduce to $8,893,041 net.
Crediting the company with dividends on stock owned by subsidiary
companies the surplus over dividends is $1,988,053 compared with
$3,718, 2S5 the year previous.
Looking closer into the dividend payments It will be seen that
the fiscal year's last quarterly dividend of 2 per cent, was paid
on $121,878,100 of capital stock, of which $24,797,700 is held in the
treasury of subordinate companies of which the New Haven owns
all the stock.
It seems to be practically the same as regular treasury stock. But if all this stock is issued, the net income of the
main company from all sources of $8,893,041 lacks $957,207 of meeting the then dividend requirement. This minor text brings to the
foreground the whole subject of the maintenance of future dividends
which in some quarters, spite of Mr. Mellen's repeated denials, has
been questioned and which, in connection with the coming issue
of new stock to the potential amount of about 354,600 shares, has
served to depress the market value of the outstanding shares. Such
an issue, if made in full and in the hands of the public, would add
nominally $2,836,800 more to the dividend requirement
But just here come a long series of very important offsets. The
company, by its figures in the report, holds 109,948 shares of Boston
Maine
&
stock for which its own shares to an equal number were
issued in exchange. The number of Boston & Maine holdings since
the end of the last fiscal year has probably been somewhat increased.
But taking them as they stand in the report the treasury stock
looks very much like a block to be used chiefly in the final liquidation of the Boston & Maine merger, at least as a matter of present
or past intention. But whether that particular group of shar.is is
used in the merger or not, that merger by exchange niean.s an addition of $1 per share instead of .$8 to the dividend requirement, and
would add to it but about $190,000 instead of $1,520,000, reducing
the dividend requirement by the difference, or $1,330,000,
This
would leave a balance over dividends of about $373,000 on outstanding capital of $121,878,100 and reduce to say $2,500,000 the increased
requlremf-nt when all the forthcoming stock is Issued, which will
not be until ,July 1, 1909.
In time alone the company since the close
of the last fiscal year will thus have had two years In which to fill
that fiscal gap.
But there are yet other factors more concrete than mere time.
It Is true that the fixed charges ot the company, especially those
represented by leases and Interest, have very greatly Increased.
Those two Items for the last fiscal year show an Increase of
$4,396,203. which at I Vi per cent, capitalizes Into a principal of
about $98,000,000. At the special stockholders mepling May 31st
of the present year, only a month before the close of the fiscal period,
President Mellen stated that the amount of money spent by the
company durlnut his admlnisratlon of about 3V-j years amounted to
about $157,000,000.
Probably about $10,(100.000 have been added
since.
Of this about $100,000,000 have gone Into securities of other
companies; about $40,000.0(io Into new equipment, real estate, additional tracks and the electric plant on the lower New York division;
and the remainder of about $27,000,000 has been spent In positive
physical Improvements, advances to leased lines, the Insurance fund
and other forms of caplLalizatlon. As to the Investments in securities of otber companies President Mellen stated officially some months
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$97,750,000 were paying the interest on their cost in
other words one financial hand was washing the other. As illustrations may be taken the Ontario & Western investment of $13,105,185, costing about $45 a share and returning $1.50 per share;
the original investment of some $10,000,000 in the New Haveu city
street railway system returning $400,000 a year, more than covering $350,000 a year of interest on the debenture purchase bonds;
and many purchases ot the shares of dividend paying subsidiary
roads. Of the remainder investment of say $67,000,000, some of it
denotes forthcoming profit and some does not; but much the larger
fraction falls into the former category, notably the new trackage
above New York, betterment of roadbed, removal of "funnels" like
that at New Haven, and the new bridges, all carrying out the Mellen
Northern Pacific policy of increased train-load and soon to be availTo the same
able after tying up much capital for several years.
class of agencies for future business belongs the purchase of new
rolling stock, now coming in rapidly and which includes some 17,000
cars and 137 locomotives, all of the up-to-date standard ^additions
which have a direct bearing hereafter on a solution of the acute
car demurrage controversy.
An impressive example of the tied up capital of the company
soon to be released and give returns appears in the Central New
England account which is published in the report. In the year
1905, before the New Haven secured control of the line its gross
earnings were $979,439. In 1906 under New Haven control the earnings had risen to $1,679,449, and the last report now shows their
increase of $2,153,366.
To the operating expenses of the Central
New England ($2,584,413) are charged the high cost of the repair
of the Poughkeepsie bridge resulting in a balance deficit over all
The early completion of work on the bridge costing
of $380,499.
must shift this deficit into a handsome surplus
in all $1,500,000
on a property out of whose total securities of $11,630,500 bought
the New Haven owns $9,280,623. Indeed the
at a very low price
coming prosperity of the line is such that the New Haveu faces
a somewhat irksome problem in settling with the minority holders
before the regular policy ot consolidation can be applied to the
property.
To meet, then, an increased dividend requirement rising progressively up to the mid-year of 1909 to about $2,500,000, the New
Haven should have (1) increased net revenue due to higher train
load and diminished ratio of operating expense, and (2) largely
increased income from investments non-productive heretofore and
immediately to become productive. Besides fresh operating efficiencies such sources of added income as the Central New England, the
coast line traffic, increase ot business of the electrics. New York
terminal electrification and new trackage may be cited as well as
the closer welding of the whole system into an operating unity.
The adverse factors of the future in the situation are three. One
is prospective expenditure for improvements of the Boston & Maine
when taken in. A second is the minor one of the Morse steamship
rivalry; and a third, of much more importance, is recession of
"prosperity" which would quickly affect the industrial conditions
ot New England.
This last is the only real cloud athwart the New
Haven's horizon otherwise all but clear. If the business for which
the New Haven has been for years preparing does not come the
general "recession" will find the New Haven, along with the other
railroads of the country, with a good deal of "hay out," to use the
rural term. But it will be in a better position to face the emergency
than most of the great railroad systems. And the company has
never been in a position calling for very serious enforcement of
economies, a fact which suggests larger latitude for that purpose,
albeit the economies might have to be brought out through .some
labor troubles.
The situation summarized shows the New Haven in the position
of the farmer whose fields are just ripening for the harvest after his
That the necescapital has been put into the planting and culture.
sity will arise of reducing diviiiends, allowing for every possible
adversity, seems a contingency ver.v far removed indeed.
Three other topics of the report are of prime interest and import (!) the electrics, (2) the Boston & Maine merger, and (3) the
Taking up these subjects in the order of
policy of centralization.
their immediate momcni. the report drops the old head of the Consolidated Railway Company, the holding corporation now technically
non-cxislont, and there is substituted a statement of "earnings and
operating expenses of street railway lines" respectively $10,638,057
and $7,022, l.')8, with a balance over operation of $3,615,899. These
returns are very Incomplete. They do not include full figures for
tho year on the Connecticut and Uhode Island systems; and they
exclude entirely the returns on some 550 miles of electric trackage
In Massachusetts, including the Worcester, Springfield and Berkshire systems; nor do the fixed charges above operation appear In
tho report to show net loss or gain.
The facts are that the New
Haven Company now owns or controls street railway lines In ConRhnile
Island
and New York state with a
necticut. Massachusetts,
trackage of almost exactly 1.500 single-track miles; with capilallzatlon In market values certainly not less than $100,000,000; gross
earnings yearly of about $16,000,000; and probably a deficit of some

since that
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magnitude aa Indicated by the worda:
from tbeir operation waa eetluated to

"A

the returns
result for a abort term Immediately following the acquisition" of the Connecticut Railway *
LlKhtlnit Company's plant and the Rhode Ixland trolley system.
Th«- tfchnlcal nt-tlon of non-ownership still •xcliides thr Massachuaelts lines from the returns.
Hut It Is to be hoped that, as soon
as possllilo, for the Information not merely of shareholders but of
the world, this jcreat venture of a steam railroad corporation Into
street railways may be kept as a separate entity and Its results,
physical, flnanclal and operative, be set forth fully.
It Is unique
In the annals of transportation and of world wide Interest and value
especially now that It Is reaching out Into the express and freight
business and has vast potential InterblendlnKs of steam and electric

service.

The same

clarified

deflcll

In

and st-paratlve treatment should

New

York,

—

New Haven &

characterize the annual returns of the navigation properties of the

ness of

company now much expanded and covering new coast line business.
In ills oflicial references to the Boston & Maine merger Mr.
Mellen repeats In substance his recent public utterances. The situation may be tersely stated:
Out of some 300,000 Boston & Maine
shares of capital stock outstanding the New Haven Company now

interest.

—

holds through trustees probably not less than 120.000 enough for
moral. If not practical, control, and sufficient also to check alisolutely any future control of the Boston & Maine by rival railroad
interests.
In the difference of dividends of the two companies the
New Haven is paying $120,000 a year which may be called the
price and a low one of its present position of vantage; and it
is saving $180,000 a year by postponement of the merger and exchange of the remainder of 180.000 shares of the Boston & Maine.
Hence a "stand pat" attitude of the New Haven company awaiting
the subsidence of the political tempest in Massachusetts and the
dominance of reason over the frothy rhetoric of platforms and the

—

—

stump.

The New Haven's broad and deep

policy of centralization of
properties and separate corporations goes on apace stretching In all
directions of its many and diversified interests. During the flscal

year seven lines, steam and electric, were merged in the parent
corporation, including the Providence Terminal and the Boston &
New York Air Line, and there have been other Important mergers
since. Including the first steps in the consolidation of the maze
of holding companies of the Rhode Island trolley roads.
The ultimate, still on the horizon, is absolute unity and centrality. It
has the disadvantage of disguising the losses and gains of some
of the branch interests of the great and complex system, but, provided it leaves clear the workings and outcomes of the electric and
navigation properties, the policy spells simplicity, new economies
and is sane railroading.
Other features of the report are suggestive and some of them
new. The schedule of physical improvements and their stages, some
43 in number, fill alone two pages and a half and index the coming
economies by operating efficiency. They include the Harlem six-
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track construction, ihe >ostly Improvements at New Haven, Providence and Waterbury. the Highland division new tracking, with
its tunnel between Terryvllle and Hrlstol. the elimination during
the last year of 27 grade crossings, the Readvllle repair shop completed, the New York division electrification and other improvements too many to be rehearsed. Incidentally may be mentioned
the failure to sell more than 14.000.000 of the preferred 4 per cent,
stock of the New ICngland Investment 4k Security Company except
at unadvlsable prices: the acquisition of the coast s'
iperties; and
though not referred to in the report thIon
of the New York Central on the Ontario t Western .i'
irlce
not likely, for obvious reasons, to be taken up. The iiei>cr:ptlon
of the street railway lines owned and leased in Connecticut and
Rhode Island alone shows a single-track mileage of 951 miles and
The Massachusetts lines would add half as much again
2,637 cars.
to those figures.
For the first time appears a full statement of the
insurance fund, amounting to 11,077,846. an Increase for the year
of $81,366. There are other new features of the report of a railroad coriKiration whose gross earnings, with the Boston ft Maine
system absorbed, will reach $150,000,000 a year or go beyond It;
but which, far above any question of mere magnitude, in the unique-

—

Hartford.

its

policy

and problems

is

an economic object of absorbing

Annexed are the principal results of the year's operation and
the change in the summaries of the general balance sheet:
.Mileage worked
I'assenger earnings
Krelglit earnings
(iross earnings

(

inOT.
2.000
S20.7.-)8.!i2n

28.386,704
55.601.936

Mjilnt. way and structures
Malnt. of equipment
iperatlng expenses

.Net
.Net

.>.47n,089

earnings

'2.056

3.638,784

5.668..-.24

37.8.i0.081

35.222.386
17.761.735

17.751.854

income
Kalance sheet toUl

1006.

$25,252,124
27.247.118
52.984.322
5.614.978

8..>*9.'{.041

10.1S3.:<77

374.770,119

239.486.335

Atchison. Topeka

&

Santa Fe.

The Atchison. Topelia & Santa Fe again comes forward with a
year's record of tremendous progress.
That the record of the road
since its reorganization in 1896 is nothing short of marvelous is
no news, but it is a tact which is constantly receiving added proof.
The development has been well rounded, harmonious and general.
Not only earnings, gross and net, and surplus for dividends have
Increased— this last from about $50,000 in 1897 to over $21,000,000
in 1907
but the mileage and influence of the company have been

—

constantly spreading over new sections of the southern half of the
great territory west of the Mississippi river and. along with this,
the standards of excellence in permanent way have been rising.
To-day the Atchison instead of bein.2; a lightly built and illmaintained collection of roads from Chicago to a point nearly 500
miles short of San Francisco, with branches mainly in the bankrupt state of Kansas and in Texas, little more prosperous, is a splendid through route from Chicago to Lns Angeles and San Francisco,
all the way over its own rails, with thousands of miles of branches
and feeders in Kansas now most prosperous. Texas a fastgrow'n,;; empire in itself, the new state of Oklahoma, New Mexico.
Arizona and California. Instead of l>eing several hundred miles
interests
extend to the north of San Francisco,
.=-outli
its

—

—
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it has
during the last year, together with the Southern
Pacific, organized the Northwestern Pacific Railway to carry on
railroad development in the coast country of northern California.
That its policy of expansion is still under way, may be judged from
the fact that on June 30, 190", the company had under construction and nearly ready for operation. 488 miles of new railroad.
It is not to be supposed that the growth in earnings has been
only as fast as the growth in mileage. Gross earnings in the year
ended June 30, 1897. with 6,444 miles operated, were $30,600,000, or
$4,752 per mile of road. Last year the operated mileage had increased to over 9,200 and gross earnings to $93,700,000, or $10,103
per mile of road. This is the first time that gross earnings per
mile of road have been $10,000 or over. This 11-year comparison
shows not only the great gains in earnings which have come from
new lines and new territory, but also the very much greater earning power of the old lines.
The earnings' increases during the last year were large. Passenger earnings rose to $21,200,000, which lacks little of the total
freight earnings of the 1897 year, and is an increase of $2,500,000,
or 13 per cent, over the previous year. Freight earnings rose from
Mail,
$56,500,000 to $65,500,000, a gain of $9,000,000, or 16 per cent.
express and miscellaneous earnings together increased about $1,400,-

set aside for

where

Atchison, Topeka
Altogether this makes a total increase in gross earnings of
$12,900,000, or 16 per cent.
Operating expenses were $8,900,000 larger than in 1906, of which
Increase $5,500,000 was In conducting transportation and $2,300,000
in maintenance of way and structures.
This left net earnings of
$34,800,000, as against $30,800,000 the year before, an increase of
$4,000,000, or 13 per cent.
Fixed charges and taxes took about $1,000,000 of this Increase.
The net Income, therefore, was about $3,000,000 larger than In 1906.
The dividend rate was 4 per cent, in 1906; the first semi-annual
payment In 1907 wa.s 2Vi! per cent., and the second, 3 per cent., so
that the common .itock is now on a 6 per cent, basis. Owing to
these Increases in the dividend rate and an Increase of $1,000,000
In the amount of common stork outstanding, the year's dividend
payments were larger by about $1,500,000 than In the year before.
A new policy was used or rather a more complete application of
an old one In dealing with the surplus after dividends. This was
about $7,950,000 In 1906 and $9,800,000 last year. In 1906. In addition to a small appropriation to the fuel reserve fund, $4,500,000
was set aside for Improvements written off. leaving a surplus of
$3,200,000 to be carried to profit and loss as the year's final surplus.
Last year, besides a similar small appropriation to the fuel fund,
19,600,000, or almost the whole of the surplus after dividends was

000.
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improvements, leaving only a nominal

final

15.

surplus

for the year to be carried to the profit and loss account. This is in
sharp contrast with the action of the Chicago & North-Western, for
instance, which this year abandoned its years-old policy of making
a direct appropriation for betterments out of current income. The

Santa Fe made what amounted to a further income appropriation
by writing off from the book value of "railroads, franchises and
other property," $200,000 in cash, the net profits of land sales from
the Santa Fe-Pacific land grant, a transaction which does not appear at all in the income account. The total expenditures chargeable to capital account, were $24,200,000, but the deductions out of
income reduced this capital charge for the year to about $14,000,000.
The Santa Fe analyzes its maintenance expenditures in some
detail.
Maintenance of way as a whole, increased faster than the
increase in mileage operated, so that the maintenance expenditure
per mile of road was considerably larger last year than in the year
before. As recently as 1902 only $782 a mile was so spent.
This
had risen to $1,479 in 1906. while last year $1,648 was spent per
mile of line.
The maintenance of way cost was largely increased
by extensive relocation and reconstruction to reduce grades and
curvature. Where, in carrying out this process, parts of the road
as originally built were abandoned the cost of construction of the

&

Santa Fe Syster
or property abandoned was charged to maintenance of
way, while only the additional cost of the new construction was
charged to capital account. To state definitely the method followed
in such particular circumstances is an exceedingly <lesirable feature
of a railroad report which the Santa Fe has long fulfilled.
The increase in maintenance of equipment was about $850,000.
Including a proportion of \inlocated maintenance of etiuipment expenditures chargeable to superintendence, shop machinery and tools,
stationery, and other expenses, the unit maintenance costs were
$3,037 per locomotive, against $3,101 in 1906; $963 per passenger
railroad

train car, against $887 In 1906. and $103 per freight car. against
$104 in 1906. The same expenditures per revenue freight car mile
were exactly the same in the two years, while per locomotive mile
and per passen^ser car mile they were considerably larger. Working out the cost of repairs and renewals according to our usual
method, the maintenance cost per locomotive was $2,623. against
$2,695 In 1906; $830 per passenger car. against $772 in 1906, and
$89 per freight car. against $90 In 1906. These equipment maintenance charges are liberal, partloilarly as the Santa Fe is generally recognized to have an unusually pfflcient shop organization.
With an increase of 16 per cent, in revenue freight ton-miles
there was an increase of 9 per cent. In both freight-car and freighttrain mileage, while the average revenue per freight train mile

Ck-Tuiiui
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Increased 6 p«r cent The arerace revenue train load waa 320 tons,
a isaln of 6 per cent. The average carload Increased In the name
proportion
For the flmt tlnif In the hlntory of the road the average haul per ton of freight vinn over -Iimi miles, having Increased
from 3'J4 iiilleH to 4U3 miles during the year. The tonnillc earnInga were larKer by a very alight perrentage.
The passenger earnings, as already mentioned, showed a large
Increase.
With 12 per cent, more passenger miles, the passenger
car and passenger train mileage each Increased 6 per cent., as did
Iho average passenger revenue per pussengertraln mile. These
figures all show a large Increa-'te In the business with a greater

economy

in

handling

it.

Almoiit all classes of freight tonnage Increased, the principal
exceptions being corn, packing house products other than dressed
meats, stone and sand, and forest products other than lumber.
There was a large increase In tonnage of agricultural products
carried, which rose from L'4 per cent, to J5 per cent, of the total
tonnage. Two large im-reiises. one under this head, suggest the
effects of some of the new extensions as well as the general development of the company's territory. The new lines in Texas
must be responsible for part of the imrease in the tonnage of
cotton, which rose from 176.000 tons in 1906 to 419.000 tons last
Similarly, the .\rl7.0na & California branch from the Ash
year.
Fork-Phoenix line west to the Colorado river a region rich in minerals must have brought some of the Increase in tonnage of ore
and bullion which rose from 385.000 tons in 1906 to 530.000 tons

—

—

last year.

Several new lines were opened for traffic during the year. The
Arizona & California has now been extended to Parker, on the
Colorado river, 107 miles from its junction with the Phoenix line,
it Is to be carried across the river and northwest to a junction
with the main line at Bengal. Cal. The branch from Barnwell,
Cal.. to Searchlight, Nev.. 23 miles, was opened for traffic on April
1.
The line from Kiowa. Kan., via Medicine Lodge, to Belvidere,
49 miles originally projected as an extension of the Denver, Enid
& Gulf, which is now operated as part of the system was finished
during the year. The easternmost extension of the system south
of Kansas City, the line from Kirbyville, Tex., eastward, has been
put In operation as far as Cravens, La.. 57 miles, and track laying
is in progress beyond Cravens to Oakdale. La.
The branch from
Canyon City. Tex., to Plainview, 57 miles, was opened for traffic
February 18. 1907. Two small railroads in the beet sugar district
of the Arkansas valley in Colorado were bought during the year.
They had 68 miles of line in operation at the close of the fiscal

—
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year.

Most important of all the new construction was the completion
of the Belen cut-off from Texico. X. Mex.. west to Helen. 250 miles.
Its extension from Belen to Rio Puerco. 19 miles, is nearly finished.
Heavy work is now in progress to reduce grades and curvature of
the line between Texico and Wellington. Kan,, the connection on
the east of the new cut-off. By June 30. 1908. it Is hoped to transfer
all

of the transcontinental freight business to the

new low-grade

and Rio Puerco.
which runs from Phoenix
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la urd*r tu enable the railroad coatpanlea uf (he United States to tarnish the addlilxnil tr>D«por(milun fa.'i:iii.-. r^imred by tb« rapid crowtb
the country In population and
>. It will tx neceasary to

i>(

'

expend many hundred ullUuni uf

>:

i'<nal

capital.

The power

to obtuin thli add:;
haa been greatly Impaired
by loaa ut ronlldrni-e uf Inrratora In tbe tabiiitjr and security of railroad
Investmenia and this luaa ot conOdcnce has been cauaed. In creat measure,
by (he unfriendly attitude of a large part uf the public, and by tbe arbitrary
ai'ilon of leKlsUturra and railroad commlaslons In reducing rates and Impi.slns burdensome restrictions, often withoat Inveatlfatlon ot conalderatlon
of the conseiiuences.
Tbe public, apparently, has (ailed to appreciate that capital Invested In
railroads yields very m<xlerate returns, having regard to (be preTalllng rate*
of Interest and to the pmllts upon capital, employed In other kinds of business; and the public. aUo. baa failed to perceive (bat tbe whole country Is
Interested In maintaining tbe prosperity and Dnanclal credit of tbe railroad
Few companies In tbe United Statea have been more prosperous
companies.
\rt ••vin ilurlng tb>- year ending June 3'>. 11X)7. wblcb
ibnn y>/ur company.
was tbe most prosperous year In Ita history, net earnings averaged bat 6.5
per cent, on tbe entire capitalization, wblcb Is believed to l>e not In excess ot
Inthe cost of reproducing your company's properties at tbe present time.
terest and dividend payments for tbe year averaged less than 4.6 per cent, on
your company's bonds and stocks. For tbe last 10 years the average net
earnings were but -i.S'^ per cent, on the entire capitalization and tbe average
interest and dividend payments were but 3.71 per cent, on the ttonds and
stocks.
Even these results could be obtained only tbrongb the expenditure
of enormous sums for construction of extensions and tor Improvements and
additional e<iulpmeot.
During the last 10 years tbe sums so expended tor
Improvements and additional equipment and for new construction. withou(
counting further large sums expended In purchasing previously constructed
branches and extensions, amounted to more than $110,000,000. while tbe
aggregate sums paid to the holders ot the preferred and common stock
amounted to less than $'5,000,000.
It Is hoped and believed that the public will soon realize that Its recent
attitude toward railroad companies In general has not been just to their
stoikholders and iKindholders. and also that unless the confidence of Investors
In tbe security and stability of railroad investments Is restored. It will be
Impossible to obtain the additional railroad facilities which are necessary to
Under existing conditions, however, your
tbe development ot the country.
directors have deemed It prudent to suspend various extension projects which
were contemplated, and to limit tbe company's capital expenditures to tbe
lompletlon of improvements to which the company Is already committed.
of the railroads

;

The

results for the last

two years are given below:
1907.

.Mileage

worked

Passenger earnings
Freight earnings
express .and miscellaneous earnings
earnings
Maintenance of wav and structures
Maintenance of e<|ulpment
Conducting transportation
M.ill.

Gloss

Operatlng^xpense3

9.273
$21,171,629
65.500.309
7.011,468
93.683.407
15.286.063
^l''i3'Si!
29.538.964

Year's surplus

56.506.587
6.616.606
80.801.010
12,949.812
IV'Xok'S:;^

11.36.3.723

ri-S§?'?|f
SS'^S?'!??
30.i92.5J5
18,268.170
9,786.910

J'S?^
9-"?
13, 7t>

I'Jif
'215
3,227,314

5f'f?I'?2i
34.81o,o06
21.168.724

Net earnlnes
Net IncoiSr
..;...........
mvldends
Betterment appropriation

1906.

„,§'l?l

Jlg-fn-IJl

1

The figures tor the fiscal year ended June 30. 190ti. are not the same as
shown In the last annual report, hut are revised to cover lines of the system
as

now

constituted.

line thus created, via Wellington. Texico. Belen

The Phoenix &

Ea.'!tern

Railroad,

east along the Gila river to Winkleman, about 100 miles, was sold
during the year to the Southern Pacific Company at cost and interest
$2,190,176.
Against this there was a net amount of |1,554.474 spent for securities of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad, besides advances of $451,985 to the Grand Canyon Railway.
There were offered to the shareholders by a circular dated
May 1. 1907. $26,056,000 of a new issue of 10-year 5 per cent, convertible bonds, a higher interest rate than on previous convertible
issues.
The stockholders subscribed for $9,943,000 of these and
the remaining $16,113,000 was sold to J. P. Morgan & Co. As
these transactions took place in July or later, they do not appear
In the accounts of the year.
The need for issuing these bonds is
evident from the item of cash on the balance sheet, which stood at
$17,300,000 a year ago. against $8,200,000 on June 30. 1907.
In contrast with many other companies it is notable In this connection
that no notes or bills payable of the Santa Fe or of any of its
auxiliaries are outstanding.

—

President Ripley sums up the business of the year and the
outlook for the future, the latter in an unusually brief and clear
presentation of the tacts of the present business situation as affecting railroads. His remarks on these two subjects are quoted in
full as follows:

The year was one

of extraoidlnnry buslDess prosperity. The rapid coloof the southwest, the bountiful crops, the discovery and developof mineral deposits iind the growth of miscellaneous business, due to

nization

ment

the Reneral Increase of wealth, all contributed to the Increase of tralDc on
lines.
.\t times the Inorease in the volume of trafflc was so large that
the company's equipment and other facilities were overtaxed and It became
Impossible to move trafflc promptly and satisfactorily.
The congestion of
trafflc on some of your lines and the necessity of moving traffic as speedily
as practicable without regard to economy of operation, caused a material
Increase In operating expenses.
On the other band, climatic condltlotis were
unusually favorable. Tour company has begun the new year with Its properties In excellent physical condition and with largely Increased equipment.

your

Boston

&

iVIaine.

Long the railroad ruler of northern New England. Itself a consolidation of consolidations, the Boston & Maine is likely soon to
be joined with the New York, New Haven & Hartford in a railroad
merger which will unite most of the railroads of all New England.
To quote President Mellen, ot the New Haven, in the annual report of that road printed on another page. "The Boston & Maine is
probably as little competitive and is more supplementary and complementary to our system ot roads than any other railroad property
with which we are now engaged in business." The two roads fit
naturally into each other at a succession of different points, and
the consolidation, if it comes about, should be of great value to New
England in unifying its through lines of transportation.
It was in last February that the first definite rumors came
that the Boston & Maine was likely to pass to the control of some
other road. For a time it appeared that the New York Central &
Hudson River was to be the purchaser. Its annual report issued
late in .\pril showed that the Vanderbilt company had invested in
Besides this the American
over $500,000 Boston & Maine stock.
Express Company, controlled by the Vanderbilts. held $3,000,000
stock of the New England road. Soon, however, the burden of probability turned to the New Haven and the Railioad Oazettc of May
17. 1907, crystallized these rumors into a semi-official prophecy.
The finnl announcement of the tacts came early in June through
publication of correspondence dated June 4 between Governor Guild
of Massachusetts and President Mellen.
The present status of the merger is that the New York. New
Haven & Hartford owns not quite $11,000,000 of the $28,000,000 common stock of the Boston & Maine, or a little less than 40 per cent.
This amount of stock has already been exchanged for an equal
amount of New Haven stock so that the Boston & Maine stockholders who have made the exchange are now getting 8 per cent,
instead of 7 per cent, dividends. Meanwhile the whole matter is
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held up until next year by the law passed last June forbidding,
until the next legislature acts, any further steps toward carrying
out
the merger.
If he gets control, there is no doubt that President Mellen will
apply his well-known "Northern Pacific" policy of general improvement to the Boston & Maine. It needs it. The Boston & Maine is
not to-day a first class modern railroad in roadbed or equipment.
It has many steep grades on its northern lines, little double
track,
and is not well ballasied. Some of its locomotives and cars are

greater than in the preceding year. Under the second head there
were decreases in tonnage of the following classes of traffic:

but a great many of the equipment numbers
are filled with antiquated rolling stock. By the end of this year
only 286 miles, or about 13 per cent, of the lines, will be block signaled, although the work of equipping 881 miles more at an estimated cost of about $1,000,000 has been begun and is to be completed within three or four years. As a result the road has recently had two or three destructive passenger train wrecks. The
annual report of a year ago specifically stated that the lack of

Klour

modern and

needed

efficient

locomotive repairs had during recent years
become so acute that some of the locomotive repair work was done
at outside shops at excessive cost, while at times of special wear
and tear, locomotives, badly needed, were kept long out of service
while awaiting their turn for repairs in the company's own overcrowded shops. Work was to have been begun last April on the
new shops, but the prespnt report does not show that anything
further has been done toward providing these needed facilities.
There is one simple ratio, a touchstone of the efficiency of railroad operation, which sums up in itself, directly or indirectly,
the
Boston & Maine's weaknesses. This is the proportion of gross earnings which is used in ihe essentially non-productive expense
of conducting transportation. Conducting transportation cost on the Boston & Maine last year was 50.6 per cent, of gross earnings, or as
much as the Great Northern and Union Pacific managed to get
along with in 1906 to cover their total of regular operating expenses, general expenses, maintenance of way and maintenance
of
equipment, besides conducting transportation. A fairer comparison
is the New Haven property with its similar situation
and traffic.
Conducting transportation in 1907 required 45.5 per cent, of gross
earning.^ on that road— which is considerably less than
50.6 per cent.
The Boston & Maine can hardly be. naturally, a more expensive
property to operate, for although it suffers from somewhat more
severe winter weather, it has nowhere nearly as high a proportion
of passenger traffic— whose conducting transportation costs are high.
if the statements of railroad managers about the
unprofitableness
of the passenger business mean anything— as the New Haven,
on
which passenger traffic makes up nearly one-half of the total. Furthermore, on much of its passenger business the Boston & Maine
charges from 2V4 to 3 cents a mile, while 2 cents a mile is the
uniform highest rate on all lines of the New Haven system. The
meaning of the conducting transportation proportion on the Boston
& Maine is not hard to grasp. Half of all the money that is spent
for operation produces no lasting result.
It may be entirely necessary for a man in moderate circumstances to spend half of his
income on food and lodging; for a great railroad it is wasteful and
facilities

for

inefficient.

An idea of the character of the northern Boston & Maine lines
be gained from a pamphlet published nearly a year ago dealing
with the New Hampshire mileage of the road. Its criticisms may
not all be ju.st but they are at least suggestive and not disproved
by the general impression gained from traveling on the road in
that rtate. This statement showed that of the 1,100 miles of main
track in New Hampshire only 81 miles have second track; that there
were few block signals; that there were on the average 48 ft. of
wooden bridges per mile, and that as recently as 1905, 27 out of 30
bridges rebuilt were rebuilt of wood; that grades were prohibitive
of economical operation; that there was no rock ballast; that passenger-train service was little better than 10 years ago; that mail
service, particularly newspaper trains, was very poor; yet tliat the
pasaenger rate in New Hampshire was 3 cents a mile, against

may

cenU

2Vi

In Massachu.setts.
In general the facts of the case appear to be that the Boston
A Maine Is In very much the same situation as was the New York.
New Haven & Hartford four years ago when President Mellon came
to It from the Northern Pacific. The New Haven then had not kept
up to the tin.cs In improvements to the line and In new equipment

and In consequence Its operation was Inefficient and expensive. All
this has to-day been changed and la still further being changed
so that the New Haven is becoming more and more efficient as a
transportation machine. It is, of course, as yet an open question
whether the absolute merger of the two roads will meet with general public approval and be carried out. but If It Is. It Is safe to
say tha' by the application of .olmllar methods to the Boston &
Maine, similar suctessful results can be obtained from that property.
There are two striking facts In the record of la.Hl year's operatlnns on the Boston & Maine; one is the great Increase in the cost
of operation, the other the fact that, although the total traffic Increased, the tonnage of 32 out of the 42 groups of commodities listed
decreased. Under the first head, conducting transportation increased
by over $2.150.nno. the operating pay roll alone Ijcing $l.sno.OOO

Agricultural implements
Brick

Bark
Boots and shoes
Coal, antbraclte

Cement
Coke

Ores
Packing house products

Cotton

— except

dressed meats.

I>iimestics (cotton

and wool)

Kiuit and other vegetables

Furniture and household goods
Grain

Hay
Mitles and leather
Iron, pig and bloom

The increases
Coal,

Lime
Live stock
Meats, dressed
Metal, bar and steet
Mill products, other than flour

bituminous

Petroleum and other oils
Poultry, game and flsh
Rails, iron and steel
Stone, sand and other like articles
Sugar
Tobacco
Wines, liquors and jeers

Wool
in tonnage

were in the following:
Naval stores
Paper

Lumber

Potatoes

Merchandise

Wagons, carriages,

Miscellaneous

Wood

tools, etc.

pulp.

The total tonnage, not including company coal, was 21.765,551 tons,
against 21,050,054 tons in 1906.
Gross earnings for the year were $41,100,000, against $39,200,000
in 1906. a gain of just under $2,000,000. or 5 per cent.
Of this increase about $1,500,000 was in the earnings of the freight department. The gross earnings per mile of road increased from $17,419
to $18,282.

There was a decrease of $478,000 in maintenance of way and
structures and an increase of $225,000 in maintenance of equipment.
Per mile, maintenance of way cost $2,144, against $2,353 in 1906.
Repairs and renewals cost $1,275 per locomotive, against $1,235 in
1906; $425 per passenger car, against $365 in 1906, and $50 per
freight car, against $56 in 1906.
These maintenance of equipment
figures go far to bear out the statement that the road's equipment,
as a whole, is not up to modern standards. They are small for each
class of equipment. There must be taken into account, however, the $742,000 spent out of operating expenses for new equipment. Capital account was charged with over $4,000,000 during the
year for additional equipment and contracts have been made for
still more locomotives and cars to cost $4,500,000.
All of these are
to be delivered by the early spring of 1908.
The large expenditures
of these two years for new motive power and rolling stock should
go far to bring up the general standard of the locomotives and cars.
Conducting transportation expenses are listed in more detail
than by most companies. It has been said that both the Boston &
Maine and the New Haven are in reality, from a freight standpoint,
nothing more than switching roads for New England as a great
manufacturing center. It is suggestive that while $955,000 was
spent for freight engineers and firemen, $531,000 went to engineers
and firemen of freight switching locomotives. In the same way fuel
for road freight locomotives cost $2,400,000, against $1,000,000 for
fuel for freight switching engines.
The cost of switchmen and yardmen was almost exactly the same as that of all road engineers and
firemen, passenger and freight. The cost of fuel has greatly increased during the year, from $4,500,000 in 1906 to $5,300,000 last
year.
In general, wage payments to freight employees have increased more than to passenger men. The expense of $408,000 for
crossing tenders suggests the large number (and incidentally the
good protection) of grade crossings. There was $660,000 spent during the year in doing away with these, making a total net expenditure for elimination of grade crossings to June 30, 1907, of
The terminal character of much of the road's mileage
$3,800,000.
is again suggested by the item of freight station service for which
The Boston &
$2,300,000 was spent, against $2,000,000 in 1906.
Maine has to bear a heavy burden in the matter of per diem charges.
The freight car service expense was $945,000 last year, against
$841,000 in 1906. The expense of advertising during the year increased nearly 75 per cent., due in part, no doubt, to the coming to
the road of a new and aggressive General Passenger Agent. Taken
as a whole the proportion of conducting transportation to ^ross
earnings greatly increased; from 47.6 per cent, in 1906 to the 50.6
per cent, last year.

The average net earnings per revenue train-mile have slowly but
steadily decreased during the lost four years. From 49 cents In
1904 the net return has been one cent less each year until It stands
at 46 cents In 1907.
The average passenger journey is 18 miles,
which shows how the commutation travel around Boston overshadows the through business. The Boston & Maine, except for its Boston-Portland lines, lacks the great strength of the New York. New
Haven & Hartford in having a through line between two very important cities, or a long through line wlili heavy travel.
The company owns two electric railroads; one, the street railway at Portsmouth, N. H.; the other, the road from Concord. N. H..
to Manchester and Peuacook.
Together they have 46 miles of line
and carried 3.500.000 passengers last year.
There was an Increase In the freight haul from 89 to 99 miles
during Ihe year.
It would be interesting to know exactly what
caused this change. Judging from the tonnage statistics, it was
probably due more than anything else to the movement of bit-
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atcalnat thU unit, fuel cost 10.4 cents. agalnHt 14.9 In 1906, and wages
7.7 tenlii. against 7.3 cents; the total com per mile run wan 31 cents,
against 2V cents In litOij. On a total of :t.:."W,Wi) lucomotlve-mlles,
this avfraKi* Increase of 2 cciiLs n mlli- means a great deal.
One-year o per cent, notes were liuiued during the fiscal year
which, on June 30. stoml at $3,7iiii.iiimi. These have Just been refunded by an Issue of $4,000.1(00, one year tJ per cent, notes. The
reason the company makes such short term note Issues which in
consequence bear a higher rate uf Interest, Is that the approval of
the Miissachusetts liallroad Commission Is necessary for a security
Issue which is lu run mure than une year.
The principal results of operation were as follows:
ItMIT.
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distance between Quebec
uii
•>
comes In possession of val11
at anil near Portland by
II.
already more than self-»upporltug uud uie Itkeiy lu increajie In value with the development
of water powers and Industries along the Androscoggin river.
The last year was a prosperous one for the Maine Central.
Gross earnings were $8.400,ooo, against $7.800,Oou In 1906, an increase of $550,000. Of this. $178,000 came through the passenger
department. Operating expenses, however. Increased sharply. The
pay rolls for the year amounted to $3,286,000, or 39 per cent, of
gross earnings, against 36 per cent, in 1906. This was an Increase
of $51 Loot*, or nearly 20 per cent, over the pay roll expense of the
previous year. Net earnings were $3,200,000 against $2,600,000 In
1906. an Increase of 23 per cent.
Net Income Increased even fa.ster,
by 42 p« r cent. Both of these Increases, however, are a good deal
due to the fact that, following the Interstate Commerce Commission
ruling, in 19o7 all additions and betterments, amounting in that
year to $724,000, were separately reported and deducted from surplus after dividends Instead of being Included In operating expenses
as In 1906. As no figures for 1906 corrected to show comparisons
with the new methods are given, it is not possible to tell how much
of the increases In net earnings and income are due to this cause.
The principal item under additions and betterments is $369,000 for
line

shnrtfn the

rail

.

new equipment.
The Maine

Central shows an even greater Increase In cost per
locomotive mile than the Boston & Maine, from 27 cents In 1906
This was due particularly to Increase in cost
of fuel and wages.
The maintenance of way expenditure was $1,274
per mile against $1,940, a very large decrease, due partly
Even the present figure
to the change in accounting method.
seems reasonably liberal in view of the fact that a good many
of the lines run through sparsely settled regions and have thin
trafiBc.
The heavy winters, however, require many expenditures on
It is
the line which roads in more southern regions do not have.
evident that the Maine Central has in the past been building itself
to 30 cents last year.

Maine Central.
The Maine

Central, which is coutroUed by the Boston & .Maine
through ownership of over 50 per cent, of its capital stock, owns all
of the Maine mileage in the Boston & Maine system north of Portland, and, in addition, a line from Portland through the Crawford
Notch of the White Mountains to a connection with the Quebec
'Central, just south of Lime Ridge in the province of Quebec. During

up out of earnings.
Coal, grain, lumber, paper, potatoes, wood and wood pulp, besides merchandise and miscellaneous, furnish the principal articles
The largest item of traffic is lumber; the next, wood.
of tonnage.
Lumber, wood and wood pulp together make up 1,788,000 tons out
The average trainload was
of a total tonnage of 5,537,000 tons.
2S0 tons.
The principal results of operation were as follows-.
1007.

Mll-aje worked
I'assengtT earnings
Frelsht earnings
dross earnlnjjs
.Maim, wav and structures
Malnt. of equipment

Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses
Net earnings
N.t income
Itetterraents and new equipment
Year's surplus
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1,.-.C3,12!>

1.4.s3,40S
l.s72.03!>
1.4S3.0Sii

.">.149..")20
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3,108.010
1,748.412

2..18!).C.S«

1,23S.!14'.I

82.8,027
j(i,21S

1,070,103
2.223,441

lGl,ii;i4

1,232,014

Illinois Central.

A

Maine Central.
the past year

It has been extending its control of the railroads of
Maine, where It already owns most of the railroad mileage. The
Somerset Railway, 90 miles long, running from Oakland to Moosehead Lake, was acquired in March by purchase of $t>.')0,Oou of its
1736,649 capital stock. The road has not been merged with the
Maine Central but is separately operated for the benefit of its owners.
Since assuming Its control active measures have been taken to
properly complete and equip the property, and it is believed that
in the not distant future its passenger and freight traffic will so

develop that it will not only be self-supporting, -but increasingly
valuable as a feeder 10 the Maine Central.
There have also been acquired the Portland & Rumford B'ails
properties, consisting of the Portland & Humford Falls and the
Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes railroads. These roads run from
Rumford Junction, near Auburn, Me., to Rumford Falls and Livermore, where there are already large manufacturing indusirle.s. and

from Rumford Falls to the Rangeley Lake region. They have
been leased for 999 years at an annual rental of $328,000. The lease
is given in full in the report.
By it the company comes In possession of the franchises of the Indian River Railway, a company
organized to build from the Maine-Quebec Hue to Megantic, Que.,
on the Quebec Central and the Canadian Pacific. This, with an
extension of the Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes from Oquossoc
north to the boundary, would give the Maine Central a short connection between Portland and these two Canadian roads. Such a
also

spirited contest is under way for control of proxies at the
annual meeting of the Illinois Central next Wednesday. This contest is between E. H. Harriman through J. T. Harahan, the present
President of the company, and Stuyvesant Fish, who until last
November had for 20 years been President. Four new directors
are to be elec.ed. Of the directors whose term expires, Mr. Harriman is one and Mr. Fish another. The contest will center about
the re-election of these two men. Mr. Fish appeals to the stock-

holders for proxies largely on the ground that complete domination
of the Illinois Central by the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific
is threatened, which as the Illinois Central is a north and south
line originating more business than it receives, would be to the
disadvantage of the Illinois Central shareholders. It is not necessary to go into the other charges which he brings against the
present management of the road, as it is not possible from the facts
which have been made public to form a fair judgment as to their
truth or importance.
The southwestern railroads are the ones which are showing by
far the largest increases in gross and net earnings for the past year.
While the Illinois Central is not exactly a southwestern road, nevertheless, its position as the premier through line to the Gulf should
give it a large share in the great prosperity of that region. It owns
considerable mileage north of St. Loui."!, earnings on which would
not be directly affected by the southwestern prosperity, but most
of the mileage south of St. Louis should feel the result of this
unusual growth. For this reason the increase of 10 per cent, in
gross earnings seems smaller than might have been expected. Gross
earnings of Illinois and Iowa railroads in general increased as
much as that during the last year, while the increases on the southwestern mileage might reasonably have been considerably larger.
Even on me Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, which operates the bulk
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lines,

the increase in gross earnings

was only

10

Nevertheless, the year's results were satisfactory, for in spite
of an increase of 10 per cent, in operating expenses, net earnings
were S per cent, larger than in the 190G twelvemonth; gross earnings per mile of road increased 11 per cent., and net earnings per
mile of road increased 10 per cent.
Operating expenses as a whole were larger by $3,500,000 than
in 1906. of which increase $1,900,000, or 25 per cent., was in maintenance of equipment and $1.G00.000 or 9 per cent, in conducting
transportation. Maintenance of way decreased slightly in the total;
per mile operated it was $1,568 against $1,550 in 1906; repairs and
renewals cost $2,122 per locomotive against $1,944 in 1906; $775
per passenger car against $819 in 1906 and $92 per freight car
against $67 in 1906 this last a large increase.
No specially noticeable gains were made in economy of operation.
The revenue train load increased only 3 per cent., from 353
to 364 tons; car loading increased by less than 1 per cent., and
net earnings per revenue train mile increased only 4 per cent.
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is an improvement in the demand for railroad securities.
The line to Indianapolis was put in operation last December.
It was described in the Railroad Gazette of March 15, 1907.
The
line to Birmingham, Ala., is to be ready for operation by the first
of November.
Other new construction is a double-track branch
from Kensington, 111., to Hammond, Ind., seven miles, one of whose
tracks will be used jointly with the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville, giving that road its permanent Chicago entrance, and the
other as an electric line by the Chicago. Lake Shore & South Bend,

as there

which in return is to give to the Illinois Central trackage rights
from Hammond to the United States Steel Corporation's new plant

A

now

building at Gary, Ind.
double-track freight line, 16 miles
long, is being built around the city of Memphis, Tenn.
The Illinois
Central has also advanced $120,000 to a company through which
the lo railroads entering

Memphis

are together building a union

station.

The Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, which operates a network of
lines in the Mississippi delta as well as the western of the two
through lines from Memphis to New Orleans, in all 1,239 miles of
line, had gross earnings of $9,500,000. an increase of 10 per cent.;
operating expenses of $7,800,000, an increase of 10 per cent., and
net earning.s of $1,800,000, a gain of 8 per cent. Revenue train
load increased from 282 tons to 318 tons or 3 per cent.; while there
was a decrease of 9 per cent, in the ton-mile rate and of 2 per cent,
in the net earnings per revenue train mile.
Maintenance of way
cost $1,793 per mile, against $1,810 in 1906 and $1,354 in 1905.
There was an increase of 30 per cent, in maintenance of equipment
cost.

The following
tral,

table

sums up the operation

not including the Yazoo

&

of the Illinois CenMississippi valley, for the last two

years
1907.
4.371

1906.
4,424

$ll,l,s7,.5:iS

J10.fi04.041

.38,033,271

34,637,124
51.636,405
6,855,173
7,705,028
18,568.355
34,302.477
17,333,928
10,862,339
4,164,739

Mileage worked
I'assenger earninss

Freight earnings
Gross earnings

Maintenance o£ way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Net income
Betterments

56,610,633
6,851,450
9.596,007
20.213.508
37,847,707
18.762,926
11.687,091
3,987,934

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.

Illinois

Central Syste

against the Increase of 10 per cent, in net earnings per mile of road.
With an increase of 6 per cent. In revenue ton miles there was an
increase of 3 per cent, in the freight train mileage. Eleven per
cent, more passenger miles were handled with an increase of only
5 per cent, in passenger train mileage.
Freight earnings per train
mile increased 7 per cent, and passenger earnings 3 per cent.
The balance sheet shows that the company needs to borrow
money soon, for there was on June 30, 1907, $10,300,000 In bills payable at future dates outstanding, against $1,400,000 a year earlier.
This Increase represents money borrowed for construction expenditures on the Indiannpoli!! Southern. Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, and
the Nashville and the Birmingham extensions and terminals.
Against a total of $11,860,000 payable at future dates, the company
holds some $29,000,000 par value of bonds free in Its treasury. The
current assets exceed the strictly current liabilities by $3,200,000,
although there was on June 30 only $l.ooo,000 cash on hand. Both
In order to provide more working capital and to finance the large
construction expenditures, the Illinois Central will evidently be one
of the tirst railroads to come In the market for new funds as soon

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company did not make quite as
favorable a showing for the year ended June 30, 1907, as in the
three years previous. It is not yet in a position to pay dividends
on its $45,000,000 stock and probably will not be for some years to
come, but meanwhile it is accumulating a large surplus and spending money freely for permanent improvements.
There was a decrease of $116,068 in net earnings and the surplus
after all charges was $1,658,444. Last year only $1,090,840 was carried over to surplus, $500,000 having been deducted for contingent
reserve fund, a deduction which was not made this year. Gross earnings w^ere $19,381,587, an increase of $908,259, or 5 per cent. In 1906
the increase in gross was 13 per cent., in 1906 11.1 per cent., in 1905,
In 1904 and in 1903, 6 per cent.
The sudden falling off in growth
of gross receipts is due in part to further extensions of the transfer
privilege during the year. Of the 511,839,437 passengers carried,
26 per cent, rode on transfers, as against 21 per cent, in 1906.
Unfavorable weather, which affected the heavy travel to seashore
resorts, also tended to keep down earnings.
The surface lines were
most affected by both these causes and the result was a decrease
of $20!<.041 or 2 per cent, in gross earnings from these lines.
On
the other hand, the elevated roads show an increase of $1,065,302
or 18 per cent., as against an increase last year of 14 per cent.
Much of the improvement work carried out during the last
three years has been designed to relieve the surface lines in the
congested districts by transferring through passengers to and from
the elevated roads at outlying junctions.
In spite of this the congestion of the surface lines on the Brooklyn Bridge and on Fulton
street is now so great that little further increase in traffic can be
expected until measures are taken to relieve it. The widening of
Livingston street, so long delayed, will do much to help the situation between City Hall and Flatbush avenue, but there is no immediate remedy for the conditions existing at both ends of the Brooklyn Bridge. The opening of the Battery tunnel and the completion
of the New York terminal of the Williamsburg Bridge are still
some time away, and the lompleto reconstruction of the Brooklyn
Bridge terminals, which has just been begun, is even farther off.
It is expected, however, that temporary arrangements will soon be
made to run through elevated trains over the bridge during the
rush hours, and thus add materially to the carrying capacity of
the terminal tracks.
Operating expenses rose from $10,441,377 to $11,465,705. an Increase of 10 per cent., although the total car mileage rose only 7
per cent. The principal Items which show a large increase in cost
are operation of cars, 11.1 per cent.: maintenance of equipment. 9
per cent, and damages, 16 per cent. Notwithstandin,; unfavorable
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weather and the Increase in car mileage, cost of operation of power
plants lniT«uite(l only 3 per cent., which Is a gratifying showing In
favor of the new and modern fqiilpmcnt which has been Installed
during the last three years. The big Inrrease In the Item of duma«e8 and legal expenses was duo largely to the fact that during the
year the settlement of pending actions was greatly expedited by
the election uf a number of additional Judges, which Increased the
capacity of the trial courts about 4U per rent. President Winter
has i>een markedly successful In reducing the number and amount
of judgments lur perauniil damages secured against the company
during the la.st live years, and while the actual amounts paid last
year lnirea.-*ed IG per cent, the number of cases settled Increased
16 per cent.
The total track mileage operated increased from 5S7 miles in
1906 to 579 miles in 1907.
Most of the additional track consists of
sidings and turnouts. The reconstrui.llon of the Brighton
line
Beach
into a four-track road Is nearing completion and two
tracks are now In use on the permanent location. The entire Improvement is to be finished by January 1, 1908. This is the only
important construction work being carried on at present, although
contracts have been let tor the elevated structure to connect the
Broadway line with the Williamsburg Bridge elevated tracks. The
construction account against which the 4 per cent, refunding bonds
of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company are Issued was much
smaller than in 1906. There was $5,703,186 spent, as against $8,414,136 In 1906. a decrease of 32 per cent. Only $762,787 was spent for
new cars and electrical equipment, as against $3,460,834 in 1906.
At the beginning of the year there were in the treasury $943,000
refunding 4 per cent, bonds and there were issued by the trustee
on account of construction expenditures during the year and for the
purchase or exchange of securities, $6,867,000 in bonds, a total of
Of these there were sold only $3,186,000 owing to the
$7,810,000.
poor market, leaving on hand $4,624,000.
There was $4,844,934
more expended to June 30, 1907, for which bonds may be issued.
The bonds sold during the year brought an average price of only
$8.35; the discount, amounting to $371,825, was deducted from the

ew

surplus.

The following

Is

a summary of operations for 1906 and 1907:
1907.

Miles operated
Gross earnlnKS
Operatloe expenses
Set earnings
Passengers carried
Car mileage

NEW

1906.

379

557

*19..^81.o.S7

$18,473,328
$10,441,377
$8,031,951
452.604,203
63.657,323

$11.41)5.705

$7,015,882
511.839.437
68,273.181

chapters on fuel

fuel

.

.

CONTRIBUTIONS

PUBLICATIONS.

Calvin
of Itailroading, or the Technique of ilodcrn Transportation.
Kallway inibllcattona Society.
Chicago. 111.
F. Swingle. Edltorin-rhlef.
Half leather. $30.00.
7 Vols., 3,230 pages profusely Illustrated.
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romhu?tlon ani mn.lern air-brake practice.
In
M-.s something more
than
me Is In the form
of a (.1
luswers have a practical value, while utuera have the appearance u. padding.
For example, the reply to a question asking how a heavy main rod is to
be handled when dlHconnecti d is to the e(Ie> t that someone should
bo asked to lend a hand. Most of the questions, however, appear
to be thoi-e that have been genuinely asked and credit for them
and for their answers is given to the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen's .Magazine.
In machine shop practice there Is a collection of miscellaneous
information starting In at the simple definitions of a primary arithmetic and leading up to logarithms: In a few pages, It passes through
"practical geometry" to mensuration, and on to applied mechanics,
and then with a brief sketch of the indicator and ihi- methods of
calculating horse-power we come to the general description ot hand
and machine tools with Illustrations reproduced from catalogues
ot manufacturers, and conclude with a chapter on shop kinks. There
is very little of this that is original though all of it may be of some
value for reference, though of little to show the machinist how
work should be done other than that conveyed In the general description of the machines.
The last volume on station and train work is a compilation of
a number of papers and addresses that have been delivered by different persons upon the general subject ot train handling and which
are authoritative in that they emanate from men in positions of
responsibility in train work. These are followed by the stanaard
code ot train rules, the rules tor car loading, with instruction for
general station work, concluding with a treatise on telegraphy
As a whole the work is valuable as setting forth in a general
way the salient features connected with certain branches of railroad work, notably that of the locomotive, and without going into
these matters with a thoroughness that would make for a perfect
understanding of the subject. Cars are not considered at all. The
value of such text books is that they may serve as a guide to more
extended study and they also serve conveniently for reference for
those who wish some specific piece of information and do not care
The use of the series for such references
tor an extended treatise.
will be comparatively easy; for. while it is not cross-indexed, it is
w^ill
so arranged that It
be possible to find what is wanted with comparatively little trouble, provided it is there at all.
oil

The Art

Parcel

Rooms.

:

;

Two volumes

of the seven are devoted to locomotive engineering;
the third is on air-brake practice; the fourth on mechanical examinations: the fifth on locomotive breakdowns: the sixth on machine
shop practice, and the seventh on station and train service. When
the great mass of technical literature bearing upon these subjects
is considered it is of course apparent that it has not all been so
condensed as to have been brought within the limits of the work
under consideration. Still, the series contains much that will be of
value to the man who has not had the advantages of a school training and who has nevertheless an ambition to succeed. He will be
taught a great number of facts and a few principles, and it is in the
paucity of these matters that the books, like most ot their class,
are weak. Two examples of work well done and skimmed over follow one another In the first chapter on the duties of the fireman.
Where sensible and latent heat are defined the work is so well done
and so clearly explained that anyone who can read should be able
to understand.
But there is nothing to show why a sight feed lubricator delivers oil to the cylinder, and the explanation ot the "principle" of the action of the pop valve Is confined to a statement of
what It does, though the reason can be dug out of the text in
another place. So throughout the whole there is plenty of information regarding facts, and plenty of instruction as to what should
be done when something definite occurs. In the locomotive section there are full descriptions of the mechanisms of the valves
and other working parts, especial attention being paid to the Walschaerts pear, with details of the various extras, as they are called,
that enter into the construction of the modern locomotive. By these
are meant such parts as gages, safety valves, whistles and the like.
In the volume of mechanical examinations there is a set of
tables on the link motion that can be made of great value to any-

one who win study them carefully. There are comparatively few
who realize the great delicacy of adjustment required in order to
secure a proper action of the Stephenson link motion and of the
effects of apparently slight changes in the dimensions and location
ot the parts.
These tables show the "effects produced in the distribution of the steam with different laps, leads, travel ot valves
and points of suspension or locating the stud on the saddle." These
are the main points in the variations that are rung in with the
The volume also contains
link motion but are by no means all.

New York, Oct 3, 1907.
Raii.ko.\d Gazette:
Increasing conveniences in railroad service and travel are recognized means of decreasing public hostility. It a standard could be
established by the leading lines in the petty matter of collection
ot fees for holding parcels in the station parcel rooms something
would be gained. The lack of uniformity is particularly annoying
in New England.
It is preferable to collect when a parcel is left
as one is not apt to be in a rush.
Again, all newsstands and news companies should be compelled
to keep postal cards and possibly stamps, plain paper and envelopes.
How often we start on journey, forget a word home or to the office,
try to get a postal at the first important stop and receive that chilly
geo. b. leiguton.
response. "We don't keep 'em."

To THE Editor of the

Steam and

Electric Locomotives.

.A.t
the September meeting of the New York Railroad Club a
paper was presented on steam vs. electric locomotives that dealt, for
the most part, with possible improvements in the steam locomotive,
with especial reference to the introduction of the superheater. In
discussing the paper C. A. Seley, M.E., ot the Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific, said:

All the steam railroads are not to be electrified, at least in our
day and generation: neither will a tithe ot the magnificent sum of

$188,000,000 be spent for superheaters, etc.. for the improvement of
the 47.000 locomotives now so industriously burning up the company's money. We are altogether too tar up in the air in this talk
ot millions and billions, and the assumptions in this paper are based
on united and concerted action and practice which can never obtain
until the millennium.
No railroad man believes that blessed epoch to be at hand,
although if the views of some ot our electrical friends can be beThe tact of the two magnificent experilieved it is already here.
ments being made by the railroads in this vicinity in electrification
on diverse, and in some ways directly opposed theories and methods,
proves my case. It is altogether possible that both are right in their
theories and methods, based on their conditions.
The lay mind knows or appreciates nothing of this; hence the
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popular cry tor electrification, the dear public apparently believing
that with the elimination of the smokestack and the other unpleasant concomitants of the steam locomotive and the substitution therefor of the man with the controller handle, all travel and transportation will be made sane and safe, clean, swift, cheap, and in every
possible and in some impossible ways, an improvement on present
steam railway methods.
The honorable Mayor of my home city came here to New York
to investigate steam railroad electrification in order to obtain information that would lead to an amelioration of the horrible conditions
brought about by presence within the city limits of Chicago of soft
coal-burning locomotives, and there is already a hysterical feeling,
bred largely by uninformed newspaper opinion and influence, that
Chicago railroads must follow the example of those of New York

and

electrify.
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no successful heater has been developed for a locomobe one produced, but the chances are not In favor
of it, as the water should come to a state of rest for precipitation,
and this is not possible on a moving locomotive. Prevention is
always better than cure, and the best place for feed water impurities is in the outlet of a water purification plant, and it will be founa
cheaper to take them out there than from the boiler. I have no
doubt of getting larger economies in water treating than in heating
practice, but
tive.

There

may

for purification.

So far, I believe, there is no generally approved smoke consumer
for locomotives except a good fireman.
The stoker question is just
now in a state of development, which is promising, but not yet conclusive.
A pneumatic door-opener will decrease the labor of firemen
very much and is worthy of attention until a successful stoker is
adopted. I do not know if I have saved as many millions of dollars
by my recommendations as has the distinguished writer of this
paper (referring to Mr. Toltz's paper, not reprinted), but I do agree

Does the honorable .Mayor, aforesaid, know that the authors of
the electrical paper referred to, after closely analyzing and showing
by comparison the savings possible by electric operation, go on to in the main with him and beg to congratulate him on his defense of
state that "the immediate and general adoption of the new motive the steam locomotive.
power by our railroad companies is neither possible nor desirable,"
explaining that the very magnitude of such operations, coupled with
The New Tacoma-Tenino Line of the Northern Pacific.
the fact of the youthfulness of the art and the necessity for careful
and close analysis of the conditions surrounding each railroad propBY H. COLE ESTEP.
erty requires conservative and carefully considered action?
At the time the Northern Pacific Railway was built there was
When the chaos now existing north of the Grand Central Station
shall have been cleared away, the structures and track equipment are nothing in the North Coast region to justify anything but the cheapcompleted, trains running normally, and under electrical power est possible construction consistent with reasonable safety and econBut since that time conditions have changed
only, and when all the bills are paid, then and then only will we omy of operation.
be able to profit by the experience gained in these two applications, mightily. The territory through which this and other northwestern
so varied, so interesting and productive of discussion and opinion.
The New York work of railroad electrification was of necessity, as
was also that in Baltimore, and largely on account of tunnels and
the traversing of long distances of densely populated sections as
well as the movement of a multitude of trains in that territory.
No doubt the evolution of the transportation problem in this city
would, sooner or later, without legislative action require the increased movement possibly by the more frequent detached or multiple unit trains, displacing the older transportation methods, and for
such movements through tunnels, the comfort of passengers aside
from any other consideration is enhanced by electric power. Just
how we will take up this matter on the railroads in Chicago remains
to be seen, but as yet there is little direct and conclusive information
to be gained from New York electrification.

By this time I have probably established myself in your minds
as opposed to progress and improvement in transportation methods,
but I desire to state that this is not the case. On the contrary I am
a firm believer in electric traction wherever there is density of population from which induced travel can be built up by increased transportation facilities. When there is a continued density of population across considerable territory, then electrification is possible and
advisable as a railroad main line proposition, otherwise the steam
locomotive in the present state of the art.
I will also admit the desirability, although not always conceding
the necessity, for electrification of railroads in large cities, particularly those which are terminals and which deal in suburban transportation.
I am also a believer in the possibilities in improvement
of the steam locomotive and to a certain extent on the lines indicated
under discussion.
The performance of superheater engines on the C. P. R., on
which the regular coal records and not special test reports .shows
definite and conclusive savings under weather conditions much
worse than we have In the states, should be proof of the value of
superheating of locomotives.
We are progre.ssing slowly on the
Rock Island In superheating. Most of .our difficulties have been with
details and not with the general principle, and I have no fear but
that we and others now taking up superheating will be enabled to
Improve engine performance.
Modern simple locomotives are, as a rule, carrying too high
steam iiressure, brought about to some extent by the use of such
pressures on compound engines, and we have to realize that a mistake was made for which we are paying dearly in boiler maintenance
with no compensating gain in economy.
Part of Pierce County. Wash.; Showing New Tacoma-Tenino Line.
Dr. W. F. .M. G088 contributed a paper last year to the Western
Railway Club, ba.ied on data, showing conclusively that "the evapora- railroads pass has become comparatively
thickly settled and traffic
tive efficiency of a locomotive boiler is but slightly affected by has increased
enormously. To meet this demand the roads have
changes In pressure between the limits of 120 and 240 lbs.," and with been practically rebuilt. The
Northern Pacific has been on„'aged
an allowable Increase of weight for a given boiler better results can In rebuilding work for 12 years
and nearly every mile of track
be obtained by increasing Its capacity than by Increasing Its strength has been changed.
There are still, however, a few weak spots in
for carrying higher pre.s9ure.
With the use of pressures beyond 160 the system, probably the most notorious of which Is the Tacoma
lbs. the difficulty
in niulntalning boilers, particularly In a bad
terminal and the main line from Tacoma to Tenlno, 39 miles south.
water district, increases In a startling ratio.
The company has been working on this problem for a number
If, then, we take advantage of this, designing boilers for
pres- of years, but has just recently begun active operations on a radical
sures that win contribute to economical maintenance, utilizing also relocation of this .section of the line.
admitted bfnefit of superheating In further Improving the quality of
The problem of getting into Taooma from the east Is easy of
the steam; also eliminating the breakages ensuing on carrying water solution, the Puyallup river valley
fortnlng a natural gateway and
over Into the cylinders, such engines will no doubt give records most a water grade to Commencement
bay.
Rut the problem of getting
favorable as to fuel economy and maintenance.
out of Tacoma to the south is very difficult. The bluff rises either
Feed water heating can be perfectly accomplished In stationary vertically or on n I'-j to 1 slope directly
from the shore of the bay

OiTMn
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ma elevation

of about 100 ft. anci then ahadei off (radually. reacbtng a level plateau at an eU-vatlon uf ::^<i ft., Ave mllea back from
the Hbore.
Lt-aUInK down from ibU platiuu an* nfwral stv^p, nar-

to

row ravlneii. Thrne form the only dlri'< t approach to the city from
the south.
Sixteen miles south of Tacoma the NUqually river, a stream
of considerable slie, flows Into PuKet Sound from the southeast.
Access to the plateau back of the city, and the territory south of
Im>
Kalned fairly easily by using this valley. The natural
It, can
and only loKlcal route for a railroad from Tacoma to Portland Ih

New

Line West of

Tlieti-

Tacoma Passenger

417

vexatious delays. Through trains, when ready to proceed, must bacfc
out onto Ihe drawbridge and go up the heavy grade to South
Tacoma. Truln« approaching from the south must come down the
same 22 p<'r cent, grade, cross at grade the busiest streets of
Tacoma, and enter the drawbridge which Is Just at the foot of the
hill.
Slopping 00 the bridge, the train Is backed up the bill Into

Station,

Temporary Track Through Tacoma

tracks are noic used tor freight transfer.

the one which follows the bay shore to the mouth of the N'isqually
and then reaches the highland to the south through this gateway.
But the construction of a line over this route encounters physical
and financial difficulties which the original builders of the Northern
Pacific preferred to avoid.
They therefore accepted the only alternative and built the main line up the most favorable of the gulches
noted above, and thus gained access to the prairie south of the city.
This results in a tortuous 2.2 per cent, grade for four miles from
Tacoma to South Tacoma, and in what Is undoubtedly the most
awkward and dangerous terminal arrangement on the coast. Likewise, the present location through the city of Tacoma includes many
objectionable features.
The pafsenger station is approached from the east over a drawbridge which crosses a busy waterway and is open often, causing

the station.
be imagined.

A more

Mill Co.'s Property,

clumsy, dangerous arrangement could hardly

The new location will do away with all of this. Ckjmmencing
at a point just east of the city the new line, called for the first five
miles the Point Defiance line, leaves the main line and turns to
the left, passing through the Head-of-the-Bay yards. The tracks
then swing around the end of the waterway now crossed by the
drawbridge, eliminating this objectionable feature, and proceed due
west to Point Defiance. The new passenger station will be located
on the site of the present one, but the tracks will be 15 ft. lower.
The station will be double-ended and through trains will proceed
without switching. Freight traffic will be diverted around the passenger station, using the two freight tracks already built along the
bay shore.

The new

line,

on which construction work

Tacoma-Tenino Line near Coal
Rearrangement

of

Tacoma Terminals; Northern

Pacific.

Illii

hiilioii nhoini urCHiiit

Irmpontrii

Is

now commencing,

Bunl<ers.
titirk».
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is 40 miles long from Tacoma to Tenino.
The general route is along
the shore of Commencement bay for five miles to Point Defiance,
thence southward along the east shore of Puget Sound to the mouth
cf the Nisqually river, thence up the Nisqually valley to Sherlock,
crossing the Olympia branch at this point, thence southerly, skirting Patterson lake and Offut's lake, to Tenino, where it joins the
present main line.
Aside from the rearrangement of the passenger station and the
elimination of the drawbridge, already noted, the new work contains several points of engineering interest, including the line under
the bluH near Sperry Mills, the Point Defiance tunnel, and the big
fill and bridge crossing the Nisqually valley and river.
From the passenger station to the smelter, four miles west, the
This portion will be double-tracked.
line is practically complete.
Two miles west of the station, near Sperry Mills, the line is flanked
by the bay on one side and by a high bluff on the other. For a
distance of 500 ft. back of the mill the bluff is practically vertical,
and in order to keep it from sliding onto the track a concrete retaining wall. 300 ft. long by 30 ft. high, is being built.
Passing
through the plant of tl-e Tacoma Mill Company, part of whicn will
be removed to make way for the new line, the track skirts the bay
Here, turning to the
to a point just es.= l of the Tacoma smelter.
south en a 3-deg. curve, the line enters a 4.000-ft. tunnel iinder Point
Defiance. The tunnel is driven through a sandstone formation and
the west portal brings the line out to the east shore of The Narrows.
The next point of interest is the crossing of the Nisqually valley.
The problem of locating a successful crossing at this point,
which baffled the engineers of 30 years ago in laying out the original line, has been boldly solved by two tremendous fills.
The river
is approached from the north on a long fill varying from 20 to 40 ft.
The river itself, which is narrow, is f/cssed by the
in height.
customary steel span, and on the south side occurs a duplication
of the long, heavy fill forming the north approach.
Over 1,000,000
yds. of earth and broken stone will go into these fills.
The rest
of the line to Tenino, which cuts off one end of Patterson lake, presents no unusual problems and is nothing more than a first-class
road through a broken country.
The new line will cost, all told, $5,000,000. It will have 0.3 per
cent, maximum grades and 3-deg. maximum curves, whereas the
present main line has 2.2 per cent, grades and S-deg. curves. The
location is one of the best pieces of work in tlie West and w^s done
under the engineering supervision of A. R. Cook, Division Engineer

of the Northern Pacific.

Equipment Depreciation and Renewal.
IIY

WILLIAM MAHL,

Comptroller of the T'nlon Pacific Systrm and the Soiithe™ Pacific Company.

The provision

in the Interstate

Commerce Commission

account-

ing rules effective July 1, 1907, in respect to the charges to be made
thereafter to operating expenses under "renewals" and under "depreciation" of the several classes of equipment, has opened a wide field
of inquiry and speculation as to the measure of this depreciation.
The lack of Information on tills subject is the cause of considerable
perplexity to the railroa.Is: for this reason, percentages for depreciation were adopted and charges growing out of the misunderstanding of the intent of the provision in respect of "renewals" were
made, which Increa.sed considerably the operating expenses of the
railroads for the month of July. The hope is expressed that during
the year ending June 30. 1908. sufiicient facts on this subjact will
have been collected to enable the Commission to decide on the percentage of depreciation to be observed by the railroads for the next
year for each class of equipment.
In the nope of giving some aid to all concerned in this inquiry,
several statements accompany this article bearing on equipment renewal.s and replacements. These are compiled from data ptiblished
In the r.nniial report.-) of the Southern Pacific Company but summarized !-o as to pre3''nl the facts in a concrete form. The?e statements also illustrate a simple method by which the Commission, the
Investing public, and others Interested In the matter may form an
accurate estimate of the extent to which the railroads have taken
up annually In their operating expenses the cost of equipment worn
out, condemned, sold or otherwise disposed of.
Any further cliarge
is not within the facl.s as depreciation applies to the operation of
railroad.", and it Is 'loiiblfiil If nuy llabilitips thus created would
stand In Inw or would be cnnfldered as such in a sale In which the
seller contracts to turn over the property free of all debts except
outstanding stock and the mortgage debt, or would be recognized
as such hy the courts In the event of a ro"elverHhlp.
The annual reports of the Inlon Pacific and of the Southern
Pacific slate fully the equipment destroyed, condemned or sold and
the equipment added during the year, and also the amounts charged
respectively fo operating expenses, to replacement funds, or to
capital accounts.
In this illustration of equipment depreciation and
renewals, the Southern Pacific has been selected because the even
tenor of Its operations was not Interrupted by a receivership. Into
which so many railroads were forced during the business depres-
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sion which followed the panic of 1893, and the accountability for
its equipment has not been changed from the policy originally
adopted. The value of the statements submitted rest on this policy
for, by it, the depreciation was made good in the fullest sense of
the term. At some time the precise amount of depreciation must
be accurately ascertained, if the data in respect thereof is to be of
any value or guide.
In the operation of a railroad, the depreciation is equivalent
to the replacement of that which has been worn out, or which was
condemned or sold because its further use was unprofitable. The
constituent companies of the Southern Pacific Company dealt with
their equipment as they did with any other renewals and replacements, that is, they charged to the operating expenses the current
cost of a new locomotive or a new car purchased to replace one destroyed, condemned or sold. Nearly all the railroads of the constituent companies had been in operation for a number of years
before the Southern Pacific Company was organized. It is safe,
therefore, to assume that a considerable depreciation in equipment
had already taken place by 1885 and that the time was near at hand
when the annual renewals would not be far from the average annual
depreciation.
The data for the five years from March, 1885, to
December 31, 1889, is lacking, but, in the year 1850, Mr. CoUis P.
Huntington was elected President of the Southern Pacific Company
and a definite policy was thereafter observed in respect to equipment renewals. In the closing section of his report for that year
the following reference is made to the equipment:
"There have been destroyed since the year

menced

1SS.5.

to operate these properties, a considerable

when this Company comnumber of cars belonging

to the various companies, the greater part of which were then quite old and
of light capacity.
Of this number only a part has been replaced, but arrangements will be made to replace the remainder, al>out 1,150 cars, during the

year 1891.
Their cost, estimated to be $560,026.65. and representing cars of
standard capacity, has l)een charged up. and this sum is included In the 'Henewal Fund.' shown under the Company's llabilitie:'."

Beginning -with 1890 the companies charged to operating expenses the cost of new locomotives and passenger train cars, less
salvage, if such cost did not exceed by any considerable sum the
cost of the equipment replaced.
When the standard capacity of
freight cars was 25 tons, and, later on. when this was increased
to 30 tons, the companies charged to operating expenses the cost
of a new 25-ton or a 30-tou capacity car, less salvage for the old
car, for every freight car destroyed, condemned or otherwise disposed of. Exceptions were made in one or two instances in which
a large number of old 10, 12 and 15-ton cars of the Oregon & California anci of the Central Pacific were condemned: in these instances
new cars were added equaling in the aggregate the tonnage capacity
of the cars vacated.
The companies continued in this course until
1898, when cars of -JO and 50-ton capacity carpe into use and the
price of cars advanced. Prior to 1898 the companies paid $125 to
$435 for a standard 30-ton capacity box car complete (the railroads
furnishing the air-brake and fixtures), and it was believed to be to
the best interest of the companies to make replacement along these
lines rather than to take advantage of any technicalities in accounting and to charge a part of such cost to betterments. The use of
freight cars of 40 and 50-tou capacity and the much greater cost of
steel framing and bodies, the use of passenger train equipment of
more costly desjgn. and of locomotives of much greater capacity,
made it necessary to modify the former practice in regard to these
charges. Since 1898 the increase in wages and in material had also
added largely to the former cost of equipment of the same design.
The companies, however, have continued to make renewals of equipment along the same lines on whi'-h they made all other renewals,
that is, at the current cost and have charged to their operating
expenses the current cost of replacing the particular type of locomotive or design and character of car destroyed, condemned, sold
or otherwise disposed of, le.ss the cash received for it if destroyed
on foreign lines or sold, or the value of the old material if destroyed
on the home line or dismantled.
The amounts which were thus charged to operating expenses,
together with the cash received from sales of, or value of. the old
material, were credited to a "replacement fund," which was used
to pay for new equipment of the capacity and design then best
adapted to the traffic of the railroads, lij/ ;)irsc methods tiro important comlitions in rai/rooif manngrment were failbfiilly observed;
first, the intepnly of the vapilal anntnil was maiiilaiind. ami. secondljj. the actual ilcprccia:i<iii
i.e.
the riirrcnt cost of the equipmrut worn out, condemneil, xnhl <ir otherwise (lisposdl of), uas
taken up in the npernling cjpcsis and made good from the year's
income.
Considerable data relating to equipment matters prior to 1902
was destroyed In the warehouse burned on Pier No. 34, North river,
The data for the six years now submitted, howev<'r.
in May, 1907.
will be of greater value In this Inquiry than that of the preceding
years, because the subject Is dealt with during years of great prosi

perity

when

the companies

condemned and

sold

equipment

lilierally,

al-so because the charges to opcrallng expenses is for equipment
at the present high cost and not at the lower cost prior to 1898.
In the following tables the cost per annum Is based on the average

and

——
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number of locomotives mnil car« In itvrvire t-omputeU monthly. In
"repairs" are Included the fXi>endiliir<.-i> fur rei>alr8 and renewals
other than replacement (or •'qulpuieui vai-iit<'d. In "vacated" H Included the cost of the equipment de.siroyed, condemned and dUmantled, sold or changed to another class:
.V«.

1.

— i^oruMorirra;

41W

aldvrabic number cf the locomotives vacated In 190<, added considerably to the halvBRc value.
Making iilluwann- for the ezceptlouii In the years 1903 and 1906.
It will bo obBerved that there has been a fairly approximate avi-iage
annual charge for equipment vacated p<t locomotive or per car In

This charge Oiog a unit by which nn eatlmate may be
<xtent to which a
formed by all Intercjded In i!
n at its equipment.
railroad company is making
'•
rattrt/a'U tii f*i«
Thrrt iitll hr n» murh </i
charge for depreiiatton at thtrt i» iiou in the average cotl per
annum for maintenance of iray and tlructure* per mile of roan, or
for the average cj*I of repair* per loiomotive or per car per annum;
in fact, in any coat of oprralion. and rightly to, becauMe the CJnditions arc not alike on any ttco properties.
The lines of the Southern Pacific Company traverse such an extended area that its equipment is subjected to every climatic condition which affec ts Its service or its life. Therefore, the results
here submitted represent about tn average of all conditions under
which equipment Is used or maintained.
From its organization the Southern Pacific Company purchased
It did this because
all equipment for the constituent companies.
more favorable terms and because a better
It could obtain it on
observance of the adopted standards was secured thereby than if
service.

>'-uf/

i:

lUUT
IWMI
IWtS
1..SIU
1.4111

Itt04

1003

.'..:i7c>,«4li

't.lll'.'tlO

3,o-J8,i)n>

I0O-.>

Ar«rasi> for 6 rean.

1.340

.

tl.STo.l^Su

13.105.30

f'J81.3tt2

|18'J.Tu

The large charge for locomotives vacated In 190ti resulted from
the fact that a considerable number of locomotives In good condition, but too light for profltable service, were withdrawn.
A number
of them were sold to saw mills, and to logging and other railroads.
So.

I'aftngrT Train Cart: Houlhrrn

•_'.

Av.-raicp
niTvlci'sblc.

UMI7
1000
10»I5

IWM
I0U3
1002

Ayng*

for 6 years.

Coinpanii.

I'liciflc

nnil

l-^tp.-iiilltiiirtii

rliiirs' •» f..r

I'lT
.

^,

cnr por

anDum.
Kc pairs. Vacated.

No.
1,7«0

UcimlrM.

Vnciitwl.

»1.3t!l,.vj!l

$l-J(I.S8tt

f801.(l8

i,o::4

1.UI4.«;U8

14(t.U.->0

\.T,m
1.483
1.34»
1,300

1.-J--'l..'.t!8

lOJ.HOl

73.-..«3
-8O.O.-1

l.n'.14.4.V.>

i:;8.'.'48

73S.IKI

i.'iia.-'o:;

9U3.-47

:n.),«30
IL'4.080

751.12
741,34

»71.11
90.4S
05.53
80.48
234. l:»
95.00

fl. 141.589

$156,500

$759.20

$104.08

1.504

The

large charge for cars vacated In 1903 resulted from a charge
of $225,000 for cars destroyed by fire on the Alameda Mole.
Frvight Train Cars: tioullicm Pacific Company.
BxpoDdltures and
I'er car per
charges for
,
e.
annum.
Repairs.
Vacated.
Repairs.
Vacated.
43.662 $3,875,950 $1,058,274
$24.24
$88.77
44.172
3,n
1.209,492
71.85
28.74
2.893.1.35
04.45
12..52
44.887
502,053
44..-i71
3.031.840
524.882
41.982
2.779..309
512.097
38.025
2.380.410
465,372

.Vo. 3.

,

1907
1900

'.

lOO.-.

1904
1903
19<I2

.Average for

.rears.

,

.

42.983

.

$3,022,404

$732,128

$70.31

$17.03

The

large charge for cars vacated in 1906 resulted from the
withdrawal of 3.389 cars which, although in good condition, were
too light for profitable service.
In repairs, are included payments
for foreign cars wrecked and the cost of repairing foreign cars
while on the company's lines. From records kept for 12 years, the
repairs of such cars averaged 7.118 per cent, of the combined repairs
of owned and foreign cars.
The per cent, of freight-train cars vacated to the total number
of freight-train cars in service at the beginning of each year for
the past 17 years was as follows:
Year.
1891

Ter cent.

1892
1893
1894
1895

.1.44
:i.75

3.00
2.57
:!.4I

Year.

1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

Percent.
2.87
2.28
3.34
4.41
3.112

Year.

Percent.

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

3.13
3.53
3.15

Percent.

Year.

1900
1907

0.S3
4.31.'

3.01
:!.48

Including the large number of cars vacated in the year 1906,
the average for the 17 years is 3. 63 per cent.
It should be borne in mind that this average of 3.63 per cent,
is for cars of wooden construction, of which the cost of a box car
probably did not exceed $450. exohiding air-brakes. These wooden
cars are now rt-jjlaced by cars largely of metal construction, on which
the depredation will be slight, as, with the exception of cars destroyed or sold betause they bocouie unprofitable to use. the damaged or worn-out parts are constantly renewed and the depreciation
thus made good. The position of these steel cars is similar to that
of locomotives, which are vacated principally because of obsolescence

and not of depreciation.
The following statement shows the number of locomotives and
cars vacated in each of the six years, the amount credited to the
replacement fund, the amount charged to operating expenses, and
the amount of salvage:
Oars

,—

Year.

>

Locomo-

Passenger

Kreight

Uoad

tlvcs.

train1.

train.

servlie.

34
127

1907
1900
1905
1904
1903
1902

03
47
28
32
78
51

2.949
3.389
1.556
1 .307
1.270
1.206

148
IIM
78
50
33
50

204
299
11.797
408
Total number vacated
Total amount credited to replacement
$2,733,080 $1,204,139 $6,518,467 $265,504
fund
Total amount cliarged to operating
038,998 4,392,771 177,717
1,088.174
expenses
Scrap value or price realized for
l,04,-i.500
325.141 2.120.696
87,787
equipment sold
At. price per locomotive or per car;
.533
4.228
9.298
567
Credited to replacement fund...
3.140
372
380
5.742
Charged to operating expenses..
IHS
180
3.556
1.087
Av. proceeds from sale or salvage.
.

.

.

Total credited to replacement fund
Total charged to operating expenses
Total scrap value or salvage

The

sale to

saw

mills, to logging

$10,781,790
7.197.0.''>9

3. 584.131

and other railroads

nf a con-

each company dealt separately for itself. The accountability for
tho equipment vacated, the allotment to the replacement fund or
capital account of the respective companies, and the lease, sale or
other disposition of equipment owned or purchased was entrusted
by Mr. Collis P. Huntington to the writer. In 1886 Mr. Huntington
also delegated to him the authority to approve all common standards
for equipment for the lines controlled by him east of the Mississippi
river, and. in 1894. for the lines of the Southern Pacific Company.
In the lines east of the Mississippi river were six constituent companies, each operated by its own officers; the lines west of the Mississippi river comprised originally 26 distinct companies, thus making a total of 32 companies for which all transactions in respect
to equipment came under the supervision of the writer up to the
time of Mr. Huntington's death in August, 1900. The administration of this trust brought with it a great deal of personal work,
and an experience with difficulties and complications which were
not apparent until they were met. Much time and labor are required to secure accuracy in accounting for equipment even in so
simple a form as that in which the results are reported under the
heading of "Equipment" in the annual reports of the Union Pacific
Railroad and of the Southern Pacific Company.
Appreciating, therefore, all the difficulties and cost which the
keeping of the equipment accounts as contemplated by the Commission will impose upon the railroads without any practical compensation therefor, the writer expresses the hope that the Commission will amend its rules by omitting altogether the provision for
••depreciation." and amend the provisions for "renewal" to repreThis
sent the current cost of replacing all equipment vacated.
change will furnish the Commission with reliable data about the
depreciation which has been carried into the operating expenses
of the railroads and enable it to order adjustments suitable to each
case if any such should be necessary.

Economy Test

of

7.500-K.W. Westinghouse Parsons Steam Turbine

On September 1, 1907. an eight-hour economy test was made
on turbine No. 253, installed earlier in the year, at Waterside station
No. 2. of the New York Edison Co. The test was conducted by the
New York Edison Company, under the direction of J. P. Sparrow,
Chief Engineer, and the arrangements were carried out in accordance with a mutual agreement between builder and operator, entered into previous to the test. The results, as here given, were
obtained by independent computation.
The turbine unit tested is of standard Westinghouse construcIt has a maximum rated capacity of 11.250 kw..
tion tlnoughout.
and was built to operate on 175 lbs. steam pressure. 28 in. vacuum
and 100 deg. superheat. Under these conditions, the turbine unit
was guaranteed to have a minimum steam consumption of 15.9 lbs.
per kw. hr. at the generator terminals with a normal speed of
750 r.p.m. The electrical efficiency of the generator was guaranteed
to be 97.8 per cent., exclusive of friction and windage, at a load corresponding to that sustained during the test. The results of the test
detailed below show an economy about 7.5 per cent, better than the
guarantee.
test period. No. 2 Waterside station sustained practhe 25-cycle load on the system, of which the unit
under test carried practically 70 per cent., the remainder being
carried by the other turbine units in the station. This load was
maintained as constant as possible by remote control of the turbine
governor by the switchboard operator. Between the first and the
last hours of the test, the maximum variation in load was held
within 4 per cent, above and below mean. During the last hour,
however, the load decreased somewhat. Previous to the test, this

During the

tically

all

of
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turbine unit had been running on a load of 7,000 kw., which was
Increased to its test load 10 minutes before the start.
Three-phase electrical load was measured by the two-wattmeter
method, using two Weston indicating wattmeters of the standard
laboratory type. These instruments were calibrated at the New
York Electrical Testing Laboratories immediately before and after
the test. Power factor was maintained substantially at unity, and
all electrical readings were taken at one-minute intervals.
As a surface condenser was used in connection with this turbine unit, the water rate was determined by weighing the condensed
steam delivered from the condenser hot well. This condensation
was weighed in a tank mounted on platform scales, with a reservoir
above large enough to hold the condensation accumulating between
each weighing. These weighings of 12,000 to 13,000 lbs. each were
made at intervals of five minutes. By the loop method of connecting the gland water supply the necessity for correcting condensation by an amount equivalent to the weight of the gland water used
was avoided. A continuous gland water circuit was used entirely
outside of the weighing apparatus, and all overflow from the standpipe was returned to the hot well delivery.
As the circulating water was quite salt, any condenser leakage
could immediately be detected by the salinity of the condensed steam
which should be pure distiiled water. On this account, condenser
leakage was determined entirely by chemical analysis, employing
the silver-nitrate test with a suitable color indicator. This method
proved extremely sensitive and possessed a decided advantage over
the ordinary method of weighing the leakage accumulating during
a definite period when the condenser is idle and under full vacuum.
As samples of circulating water and condensed steam could be taken
at the same time, this method made it possible to discover anv
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as representative of this type of turbine. When applied to the observed .^team consumption given above, the following results, representing contract conditions, are obtained:
14.85 lbs. per kw.-hr.
Average corrected water rate during S-hr. test
Guaranteed water rate
15.9 lbs. per kw.-hr.
The load was considerably lower during the first and last hour
than during the main part of the test. Neglecting, therefore, these
two hours and considering only the six hours period from 10.30 a.m.
to 4.30 p.m., the results are as follows:
.\verage corrected water rate
Kquivalent water rate
Kqiiivalent water rate

1-1.8

10.65
9.8

.'

lbs. per kw.-hr.
lbs. b. h.-p.-hr.
lbs. 1. h. -p.-hr.

The two latter quantities are determined by applying conversion
factors for generator efficiency and for internal losses.
In connection with these tests, a noteworthy agreement exists
between the results noted and those previously obtained from tests
of machines of similar design installed in the Manhattan station
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York, and the I^ong
Island City station of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at the same loads
and with equivalent operating conditions, the performance of the
machines is almost identical. These economic results, while not exceeding in actual steam consumption, the fjest records of European
practice, are extremely good in view of the moderate operating conditions under which the test was conducted.
Progress on the Detroit River Tunnel.

The

first

river tunnel

work

section of the twin tubes and caisson of the Detroit
in place on October 1, and the
by treniie in deep water is being carried

was successfully sunk

of placing concrete

on

without

illustration

difficulty.

shows the

The accompanying
first

section.

260

ft.

being towed down the river from
the yard at St. Clair, Mich., where it
was built and launched. There will be
10 sections like this, each 260 ft. long,
and containing two tubes 23 ft. 4 in. in
diameter. The tubes supported in the timber caissons will be sunk in a trench dredged
in the bottom of the river and the caissons
filled with concrete, completely surrounding
long,

the tubes.

After concreting of a section has been
completed the water will be pumped out
of the tubes, a moderate air pressure put
1)11
and the work of putting in a reinforced

from
liniler

concrete lining 20 in. thick begun
the inside. The tubes are built of
plate strongly braced and have a

temporary bulkhead on each end which
will be removed when the work of lining is begun. For a full description of
Floating the First Section of the Detroit River Tunnel Tubes Into Place

change

the rate of condenser leakage taking place during the
test, while the method of weighing above described provides only
an average result during the period.
In this condensing plant the delivery of the hot well pump is
automatically controlled by a float valve in the interior of the hot
well.
This maintains the water level therein at a practically constant point, and hence no correction had to be made for difference
In level of water in the hot well before and after the test.
in

Steam pressures and temperatures were determined close to
the turbine throttle. As ustial, the degree of superheat was obtained
by subtracting from the actual steam temperature the temperature
of saturated steam at the corresponding pressure carried at the time.
All gages and thermometers were calibrated previous to the test at
the United States Testing Bureau.
Both pressure and superheat
were somewhat f>elow the guarantee ha.sis.
Vacuum was measured directly at the turbine exhaust by means
of a nwrctiry column with a barometer alongside for reducing to
standard harometer— 30 in. This also obviated the necessity for
temperature correction between the two mercury columns. During
the test the vacuum wa.s not maintained quite up to normal.
The following data repreeents the results of the tests, calculated
for the conditions as actually run; I.e., for Instrumental errors only:
rmrnilnn of test
Average (.team pre*r<iireBt ihroitio,

;;

Owlng

:.'io

lbs.

a.

per gq.

m. to
In.

:30 p. m.

.i

gngp

TBciiiim in-f.rrpd to :!0" liarom.t In IlR
lonil nn K'ti-rntor. kllownti!.
Menm c..n,nmp.i..n. a, teMe.I. ib^ per kw.-br..

27.ai
0.830.4H

.

to the departure,

].7..-.

.

I...I0

during the test, from specific operating
conditions on which guarantees were based. It was necessary to correct the observed results by the following amounts:
Pressure
(2.5 lbs. high) correction. 0,25; vacuum (O.fiit in. low) corn'ctlon.
1.84 per cent.; superheat (4.26 deg. low) correction, .29 per cent,
These corrections were mutually agreed upon previous to the test

the Detroit river tunnel work the reader
is referred to the Railroad Gazette, February 16 and 23, 1906
The tunnel will cost about $10,000,000 and
is expected to be completed by June, 1909

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Express freight trains from Siberia to St. Petersburg and Baltic
ports are to run the coming winter for carrying tea, fruit (?),
eggs, fish, poultry, game and butter.
The time from the River
Obi to St. Petersburg will be 2.54 hours by way of Moscow and 224
hours by the route which passes north of Moscow.

The contract for the construction of a line from the Mer de
Glace to the summit of the Jungfrau has been approved. This extension of the present line involves the excavation of a tunnel 2Vj
miles long under the Friar and the construction of about a mile
and a half In the open with an elevator at the end rising to the
center of the mountain. In spite of the apparent difficulties of the
work, the engineers think that it can be finished in four years
and a half of constant work. The capital required for this extenslon of the line will be »700.000.— Lc Journal des Transports.
'" South Africa railroad cars are used as movable missionary
Along the northern extension of the Cane Oovornment
Railways, clergymen of the Church ot England for the past three
years or more have been going up and down the line on locomotives
3„j freight trains acting as missionary pioneers. The Cape government has now given to one of thorn a railroati car for missionary
uses.
There Is also a similar car in use In the Transvaal and a
third In Rhodesia.
These cars are fitted up with a sitting room,
kitchen and bedroom. They carry Illustrated magazines, weekly
papers and other literature which Is welcomed In regions where
good reading Is scarce. They are parsonages or rectories on wheels.
stations.
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Samual Sloan.

MI

back through the«e flues and forward afaln lo upper aection ot flues
to th.

lUunuvl Sloan, who died on Scpu-nilx-r 22. wai nearly in) ycarH
He had been In bad health fur alwiii a year, aUbougb he preaided aa Chairman of the Uourd at ihi' nu-etlUK u( the dlreciom of
the Delaware, I.ai-kuwBiiiia A HuiIhiIi liixt Jiiue.
Mr. Sloan was
born In LIsburn. Ireland, lu IhlT: hU purenta lame lo this country
two yeara later. He wan educated In New York ami when be was
He became a
IS years old began work lu an Importing huuHe.
partner In thU firm, MiBrlde ft Co.. in 184.'>, and was Ita head
when he left It lo y<'ar» lati-r. Hi- became lutiTcjttfd In New York
city polltlcM In 1851!. and In IK.'iT was elected lo the New York
Senate.
Two years before be was made a Director of the New
York Central ft Hudson River, and soon after was elected President
of that rompanv. He reslgued In 18t;4 when Commodore Vanderbllt
He was then offered the presidency of the New York
got control.
He was Arbitrator and Commlsuloner of
ft Harlem, but declined.
Trunk Lines for two years and was then elected President of the
Delaware. Lackawanna ft Western. TbLs road was then only a short
line, getting a little way Into the Penn.sylvania coal fields.
He
resigned as President In 1S99, being succeeded by \V. H. Trusdale,
and since that time acted as Chairman of the Board. He had been at
various times president of many
other roads. Including the Michigan
Central, the Rome, Watertown A
Ogdensburg. and the International
At the time of his
ft Great Northern.
death he was a director or officer
of 33 companies.
He was married
In 1843 and his wife and six children survive bim.
old.

Modern Method of Locomotive
Boiler Washing.
At a recent meeting of the
Iowa Railway Club E. J. Hani.s
presented a paper descriptive of
the equipment used for washing
out boilers in use at Valley Junction on the Chicago, Rock Island
ft Pacific.
It Is known its the Miller
system
for
washing,
changing
water in and refilling locomotive
boilers.

boilers

This
or

is

araeter.

back through the lower section
of tbe lower heater and forward
lower cbBml>er to the overflow, theieby
getting a perfect circulation through all of the flues of all of the
heat obtainable. The results were very satlHlactury. A Fahrenheit
thermometer placed on the top boiler never registers less than
200 deg. while the usunl r<>pl«tratlon runs from 2os to 212 deg. In
fact, It is now ni-i
mw off the locomotives into the h.- I'-r
'.
iiise free from steam as tbe
in order to keep
from the gtationai.
sufllclent to beat the water a.i -w
denced by the continual encape of steam from tbe overflow pipe at
till'

both

ft.
ft.

6

8 in. in
in.

chamlwr

tluea ,u the

the top of the heater.

With this arrangement tbe boilers are never allowed to cool
lioller work, and there have been no cracked sheets slnc-e
the system has been put Into use. This, however, is perhaps one
of the Icaat ot the lieneflts derived.
The old method of preparing
boilers tor washing with the heavy power was as follows:
St am
water
admitted to boiler th.-ough
was blown off and sufficient cold
Injector and check to All boiler. The belly plug was then pulled
and sufflclent cold water allowed to
tlow into boiler to maintain a water
level in the glass.
This was kept
up from an hour to one and onehalf hours, by which time the boiler
would be sufficiently cool to allow
its being emptied of water, plugs
pulled
and washing started. A
clear loss of from one to one and
one-half hours, as by the new
method the blow-off cock is connected to the heater and all of the
steam and water blown off in the
same time that was formerly used
in blowing off the steam alone. The
plugs are then pulled and it is
found that all of the mud and slush
being still hot is very easily washed
cut, particularly as we are using
hot water to wash. Boiler is washed
in two-thirds ot the time, is washed
except for

more thoroughly, plugged and filled
with hot water, and if engine is
needed the caller is sent after the
ctew when the fire builder starts
his fire in engine.
Water being
n;ar 212 deg.. or boiling point, tbe
engine makes steam rapidly.
One of the heavy engines has
been on the turntable under its
own steam 25 minutes after the fire
was started and where, under tin.old method, it avcra.ged nine hours
after an engine arrived at the

:

I

litK

•

comprised of iwu
one 5 ft. in

long
tween flue sheets, the smaller plac.
over the larger and occupying oi.
stall
in
the roundhouse.
Eai
boiler is tilled with flues and hu.
a chamber at each end 2 ft. loi;;;.
making them 2ii ft. 6 in. long nt
Joint of heads.
Cold water unilc,
pressure from the boiler washii.A
pump Is admitted at the bottom
the
of
larger
forccil
heater,
through from one heater to the
other outside the flue.s and connection to the roundhouse boiler washSamuel
ing pipes made at top of the top
heater.
The exhaust steam of the
stationary plant and waste water and steam from locomotives in
need of boiler washing Is used by means of suitable piping connected
to the chambers at the ends of the heaters, to heat the cold water,
with the result that there is always an abundance ot hot water for
boiler washing.
When the plant was flrst installed the steam pipe was connected
to the healers with a Y at one end between the heaters, the Idea
being that when blowing off the steam would rise to the top heater
and hot water fall Into the bottom one.
This (11(1 fairly good service, but we found when wnsliing two
boilers and fllllng two at the same time it was necessary lo cut in
a live steam pipe to the heaters to keep the water warm. This
was too much of a drain on the stationary boilers, so a plan was
developed to admit Ijoth steam and hot water to the lower heater.
This made a marked improvement, which was still further bettered
by the utilization ot the waste steam and water of the roundhouse
to heat all of the water.
To do this partitions were inserted making
three sections of the lower heater and two ot the top. Waste steam
and water was admitted to the central section ot the lower heater,
the waste steam flowing back through the upper section of flues
in middle chamber, forward again through the lop section of flues,
up through the connecting pipe into lower section of upper heater.
It!

•-

:

again thiuuxli

heaters,

diameter and one

)f.

!>ude to flow

'I'

of

i

>

clinker pit. to wash the boiler and
gel il outside ready for its train,
the same work is now done in
live
hours,
and with less injury to the boiler, as it never gets
cold.

The time saved in doing the
work is not the only economical
factor.
It has been found that under the old method it took about
7,000 gals, of water to cool the boiler,
and this at (> cents per 1.00'J gals, cost 42 cents, which is now saved.
Tests were made to determine the saving of coal effected with
the results as follows:
Engine 1.642 with 3-in. cold water level In
glass, water at a temperature of 42 deg. was fired up with 10 sticks
of wood (cord), and in 1 hr. 50 min. the gage registered 50 lbs.
steam, using 1,368 lbs. ot coal.
Same engine with 3-in. hot water level in glass, water at a temperature of 170 deg., was flred up with 10 sticks of cord wood and
in 55 minutes gage registered 50 lbs. steam, using 1,020 lbs. coal.

Sloan

Coal in both cases weighed and same man used in building fires.
Al)out 1.000 engines are handled every month at this point, and
it was found that the saving in fuel and water during the first 12
months nearly covered the cost ot installation, ll is also found
that the saving in fuel and water amounts to 64 cents per engine
as compared with the use ot cold water, and that the average saving
in these items since the plant was installed has amounted to $515.85
per month.

The new Executive Council of the Italian State Railroads, reappointed, includes three engineers and two lawyers who
belong to the government service, and two engineers and a great
landed proprietor outside ot the service.

cently
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Electrification of the Rochester Division of the Erie Railroad.

BY W. N. SMITH,
Electric Traction Engineer. Westlngbouse. Church. Kerr

&

Co.

The char.ge from steam to electric motive power on a portion
of the Rochester division of the Erie Railroad, which took place
on the ISth of June, 1907, is the first installation of a single-phase
alternating system of electrical motive power on a steam railroad
This electrification can justly
to go into commercial operation.
claim the priority of application of several important features, which
are of interest in connection with the discussion on systems best
suited for steam railroad electrification. This line was the first
to operate electric cars on the single-phase system over the tracks
of an operating steam railroad; the first in this country to use
11,000 volts working pressure commercially on a trolley, and the
first instance of a heavy electric traction system receiving power
from the 60.000-volt transmission
All

of

the

constiuctioii

line.

described

below,

Rochester Terminal

except that

Yard,

Foui

of

ri<n,r.»

the

ti

60.000-voU power transmission line and the car bodies and trucks,
was designed, executed and placed In operative condition by WestInghouse. Church, Kerr & Co., Knglneers, through whose courtesy
the drawings and photographs which Illustrate this article were furnished.
The section of track equipped is 34 miles long, extending from
Rochester over the main line of the Rochester division to Avon,
about 19 miles, thence lo miles over the Mt. Morris branch. The
railroad Is single track, with .ildings at way stations, averaging
three to four miles apart. The gradeji are light, and the curvature
for the most part easy, the line being relatively quite straight.
The line was originally laid with 68-Ib. rails, but was relald
with 801b. rail, taken from another division just prior to the electrification.
The roadbed is ballasted with gravel, and the joints

are of the Weber type. A single No. 2/0 protected rail bond Is
applied to each rail Joint under the plate, one of the advantages
of the high ten.slon single-phase system being that the relatively
small current combined wllli the high impedance of the main cir-
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The line
cuit renders it unnecessary to resort to heavy bonding.
crosses a number of bridges, the longest one, that over the Genesee
river, about a mile and a hal! south of Rochester, being 780 ft. long,
comprising seven spans. There are also through truss bridges at
Rush, and at Caneserauga creek, near Mt. Morris, and a stone arch
bridge over Conesus creek, a short distance south of Avon.
The electric service is devoted solely to passenger traffic, which
is of the local interurban type.
The freight service is handled exclusively by steam as heretofore, as are also the through trains
operating between Rochester and Corning over the main line of the
Rochester division, a distance of about 94 miles. The steam service
between Rochester and Mt. Morris originally consisted of three
trains each way daily. The principal villages served are Avon,
Geneseo and Mt. Morris, the other regular way stations being little
more than cross road stops. The population is entirely agricultural,
and the Genesee valley traversed by this line is probably one of the
most beautiful and prosperous farming regions of New York state.
Instead of three round trips per day, the electric service has intro-

.trifled,

Showing Overhead

Spe

isti

uction.

duced six complete round trips between Rochester and Avon, and
nine between Avon and Mt. Morris.

roWEU

Sl'I-PLV.

The power is generated at Niagara K'alls. at the plant of the
Ontario Power Company, and is transmitted at 60.000 volts, threephase, over the lines of the Niagara, Lockport & Ontario Power Co.
The Iroquois Construction Company built a branch connecting line
from Mortimer, about four miles south of Rochester, to Avon, locating it on the ICrIc right-of-way for nearly the whole dlst;»nce. The
pole conslnictioii used on this branch transmission line Is of the
A-frame type, using two 40-ft. cypress poles, set abreast of each
other, and Inrlined so that their tops are framed together, the butts
being joined by horizontal plank braces underground. The conductors are of No. 4, hard drawn, stranded copper cable.
The standard
length of span between poles is 220 ft., which Is shortened at curves
where necessary. When crossing over the tracks of the Erie, or
copper cables carried
other railroads, a special construction of No.
on steel lowers Is used, so reinforced by guys that it is. impossible
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The fubiitatlon bulldloR Is located In the Y rormvd by the railadjacent
road trackH ul Avon, and logelher with the car ahed,
to the rouudhouie and dlvlHlon repair shop.
The walU of the building are of brU-k. resting on Milld concn-tc fnundHtlons, the roof and

U

floors being of reinforced concrete.

The

Ixilldlng Ih ubnolulely

flre-

proof.
Its dimensions are 39 ft. 8 In x 44 ft. on the outside and
29 ft. 10 In. high from the top of the foundation to the top of the
parapet.
In the basement of the building ure located one of the transformer oil tanks and the oil pump. The main floor Is divided Into
thiee rooms, the main transformer room lielng 43 ft. x 17 ft. and
extending the full height of the strurture to allow room for the
high tension bus bars, which are carried over the transformers.
The renialnluR space on the main floor Is divided Into a high tension room Iii ft. 8 In. by 19 ft. 8 In., and the operating room, 19 ft.
8 In. by 24 fl., where is located all the 11.000-volt .switching apparatus and the measuring Instruments.
81 U.STATION KQlir.ME.NT.
The transmission line terminates at the lightning arrester yard
he substAiion. The three high tension conductors
In the rear of
I

also have six taps, eiialj
ondary voltage if the -.iconditions in the trolley line.

three 60,000-volt stick type circuit breakers, mounted directly inside
of the rear wall. Thence over bare copper conductors to the three
oil Insulated chok.:> colls, situated on the mezzanine floor; thence
to three oil insulated series transformers, also on the mezzanine
floor, from which connections are taken to the power measuring

instruments In the operating room. The main connections finally
terminate upon a set of copper bus bars In the transformer room
directly over the line of transformers.
The 60,000 thrpp-phase current Is rendered available for singlephase distribution by means of three transformers of the Westinghouse oil insulated water-cooled type, each of 750 k.w. capacity.
For the present installation, two transformers only are used at one
time, the third being a spare. The high tension connections are
such that in case of one transformer failing while in service, its
connections can quickly be taken off of the bus bars and put on the
spare transformers. The transformer windings are fitted with taps
enabling the three-phase to two-phase "Scott connection" to be used.
The low-tension windings can be so connected that either 11,000
volts or 22,000 volts can be obtained, so that In case it should ever
be desired to transmit railway current for an extension of 40 or

-:

The transformer case* are made of boiler Iron. Each rests on a
'
square cast-Iron base, which Is In turn m"
'hrce pairs of
wheeU running on an Iron sub-base set In
floor of the
room. A track runs lengthwise of the ri>
in front of
the transformers, a transfer truck running on u, uix tli<,' top. of which
there i.s another set of wheels or rollers, which line up with those
on which the transformer cases arc set. When it is desired to
remove the windings from the transformer case, it is only necessary to disconnect the electrical, water and oil connections, roll
the transformer off Its sub-base and on to the truck, which Is then
pushed to the rear end of the transformer room, where It comes
directly under a 10-lon hand hoist.
Two cylindrical iron oil tanks are provided, each of slightly
greater capacity than a single transformer. One Is located In the
basement directly under the transformer room, so that the oil from
any tran.Kformer can readily be drained Into it. The other Is suspended from the concrete roof beams at the top of the transformer
room, close to the side wall of the building, this being Intended
'

'

.

Overland Bracket Construction for Main Line and Siding
from the lightning arresters enter the substation tlirough glass discs
held in 3G-ln. tile, set in the upper portion of the rear wall of the
substation.
Within the substation, the wires first pass through

.

at

West Henrietta.

as a reservoir for distributing oil back into tlio transformer.
The oil is pumped from the lower to the upper tank by means of
a steam pump supplied from the boiler room In the adjacent division
roundhouse, where steam is always available. From the upper tank
It is thus a simple
oil is fed by gravity into either transformer.
matter to draw the oil ofl" from any transformer if its insulating
qualities are found to have depreciated, and the dehydrating, filtering or purifying apparatus can readily be employed with the aid
of the pump, and the supply returned again to storage. The oil
piping is of iron throughout.
The water circulation is by gravity, the supply coming from the
railroad company'.s water tank system at the adjacent roundhouse,
being pumped originally from the Genesee river about a mile dlotant.
An artesian well had been sunk on the premises, but the water
was so strongly impregnated with sulphur and other impurities that
it was thought best not to introduce it into the copper piping in
the transformers, although the cost of such a supply would have
been practically nothing.
There are three separate water cooled coils in each transformer
case, each one controlled by its own valve, so that the amount of
water may be controlled as found necessary under various conditions
to act

of load.

The necessary transformation from three-phase

to

two-phase

fits

4^4
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In very well with the natural sub-division of the electrified line
into two sections, one of which is about 19 miles long, north of
Avon, and the other about 15 miles long, to the south of Avon.
The connections were therefore laid out to operate the sections
upon separate phases of the two-phase secondary system, h-ither
the T or V connection can be used, the latter method being employed
Each one of the active transformers therefore feeiis a
at present.

VoT..
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at switches, extra long brackets are employed, being
lengthened by splicing and an extra truss rod being attached by
of a clamp to the outer end of such a bracket and run to the

necessary,

means

extreme top of the

pole.

The insulator pins are of malleable iron, of a type specially
devised for this work. The lower portion of the pin was divided

separate section.

The outgoing 11,000-volt feeders run up to the mezzanine floor
directly over the operating room, where they emerge from the building through perforated glass disks set in 18-in. round tiles.
A set of call bells is provided so that when the automatic
breakers open a bell is rung in the car inspection shed adjoining.
Also, if the temperature of any transformer runs above normal, a
bell circuit connected to a thermometer in the top of the transformer tank is similarly made to operate. The station itself does
not require the continuous presence of an attendant, which is needed
The working force
in the case of a rotary converter substation.
is so organized that the car repair men are always available for
breakers,
the cost of attendcircuit
and
substation
the
manipulating
thereby reduced to a minimum.
CATHXAKY TKOLLEY COXSTRUCTIOX.
The overhead trolley construction is in many respects unique.
It was the first catenary installation to operate regularly at 11,000
volts.
There were few precedents to follow; many of the details
of the overhead work are entirely original, and nearly all of them
were specially designed for this installation by the engineers who
executed the work.
The poles are of chestnut averaging 25 in. in circumference at
the top. and about 42 in. at the butt. Most of them are about 35 ft.
long, but 40-ft. poles were used where the embankments were narrow
and steep, and in span construction. Nearly all the construction
is of the bracket type, except at the railroad yards at Rochester,
Avon and Mt. Morris, and for some distance at Mortimer, where
there is a siding on each side of the main track, which prevented
the use of bracket construction. The poles are given about 12 in.
rake and are tamped with cobblestones, of which plenty were available from the coarse gravel with which the road is ballasted. Much
water bearing gravel and quicksand was encountered in digging the
holes and oil-barrels had to be resorted to in many instances to
prevent caving in of the holes during pole setting.
The brackets are of an original design, each consisting of a
3'/2-Jn. X 2V4-in. tee, 10 ft. long, the heel of which is fastened to the
pole by a pair of bent straps, the outer end being supported from

ance

is

Method
and

Grounding Trolley Poles; Erie Railroad.

over the flanges of the tee bracket, being provided
with a single %-in, bolt, by means of which the lower split portion
of the pin is clamped securely against the bracket.
The brackets
and pins were furnished to the engineers' designs by the Electric
Service Supplies Co.
The insulator is of the R. Thomas & Sons manufacture, 6% in.
in diameter and 6 in. high, made in two parts, but of the three petticoat type, and known as the No. 3,029, It was designed by the

Standard Catenary Trolley
the pole top by two ':n-in. steel truss rods, instead of the single
rod commonly used for bracket work. The two rods are attached
about 27 In. back from the outer end, and rtm one to each side of
the pole, and are fastened there to a pole clamp devised for this
work, which grips the top of the pole instead of requiring the bolt
or truss rod to pass through it. In this way the timber of the pole
Is kept intact and does not have a hole bored through it which will
admit moisture and Indme rot. The two truss rods are thnaded
nt both ends, and at the upper end each one passes through a small
Iron casting which Is In turn carried on a bolt projecting out from
the cast-iron portion of the pole clamp like a trunnion. The whole
coDstructioD Is extremely rigid, and Is stronger and more conducive
Where
to a long life for the pole than any bracket hitherto tised.

of

fitted closely

Brscket;

Erie

Railroad.

engineer.s especially for this installation.
.-Vs most of the overhead
work wa.s done during the winter months, and had to be rushed.
a quick sntting ccinont of litharge and glycerine was used in place
of Portland cemcni, which not only enabled rapid work in construction, but obviated troubles due to the freezing of hydraulic cement

while setting.

The Insulator pins are ordinarily about 12 in. from the end of
the bracket, but there is a space of 27'i. In. between the end of the
bracket and the point where the truss rods support It, which enables sufflclent variation in location of Insulator to meet most of
the requirements In shifting the alinement of the trolley wire on
cun'cs.
The mrssonger wire is of "extra high strength" steel, furnished

Ot-iuBui
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i9o:

by the American Ste«l ft Wire Co. Ii U of leven itrandk. and Is
Joints art* madv by using the so-caiicd "open"
In. In diameter.
iiocketH, the sockciM iH-Ing sweated on to the
abuttinK ends of the cables and Joined by a pin connection through
the eyea of the sockets. The trolley wire Is No. 000 Ii. t S. grooved
copper, the lengths IteInK spliced with the usual type of soldered
'/,,

and "closed" cabie

splicing sleeve

The spans on the straight line track are i:!0 fi. long, and as
much shorter than this on (urves, as retiuired liy the radius of the
curvature. The maximum <lenectlon from the center line of the

>->5

steam trains which are, of course. Independent of aoy dlUurbancea
of the electric motive power system.
I'p to the present time, bowever, there have lieen no cases where the overhead construction has
caused any obi<tructlon to the passage of the steam

trafHc.

The

ground rods consist of X-ln. x l>,-in. flat steel, their upper and
lower ends l>elng bolted to track rail and bracket respectively.
The span coni-truction Is as nearly as poi-slble similar to the
bracket construction, and u.ses the same type of pin and Insulator.
A piece of 3-in. X 2'-..-ln. tee about 30 In. long is suspended from
the span wire by hangers of galvanized strand cable, adjustable In
length, and fastened to the span wire cable by specially designed
construction forming a sort of stirrup upon which the pin
and insulator are carried. The messenger wire rests upon the Insulator just as in the case of regular bracket construction. This
form Is used, not only for spans where there Is but one track, but
also In the yards at Avon and Rochester, where three or four
Span construction. In general, was
parallel tracks are electrified.
only used where conditions absolutely required It.
was
Rochester
yard
a
difficult piece of construction on
The
account of the distance between supports which reaches a maximum
of 94 ft., where spanning seven tracks, four of which are electrified,
and also on account of the uncertain nature of the soil
which on the river bank is filled In with gravel and cinders. For
these long spans, where it was impossible to use guys of the usual
type (the river bank being on one side and the main highway, which
gives teams access for loading and unloading of freight cars, on
the other side), it became necessary to use self-supporting span
construction, and this was done by using the "Tripartite" type of
This type of pole being constructed of
steel pole, set in concrete.
re-rolled Bessemer steel rails is less subject to rust, and consequently more durable than any other available type of metal pole,
and all of its surfaces are always open and easy of inspection. On
account of the great tensile strength of the material, there Is considerable saving in weight, and the fact that it was a standard
product, enabled quicker delivery to be made than if special riveted
poles of structural steel shapes had been designed for these locations.
The span wires consist of the regular messenger cable fitted
with cable sockets sweated on at each end, the same being fastened
There are
to turnbuckles and pole collars at the tops of the poles.
two span cables at each pair of poles, the upper one being used to
carry the weight, the lower one acting to steady the arrangement
and also to act as a relay in case of an accident to the upper span.
Similar construction was also used at Avon, where guying of side
poles was not always possible.
clips, the

"^tj

Standard Catenary Trolley

Hanger;

Erie

Orooretf 7rofffy ff/rr

Railroad.

on curves, Is 7 in. each way. The catenary hangers were of
the Electric Railway Equipment Co.'s drop-forged type, being modified by the engineers to suit the requirements.
The messenger clip
and the trolley clip are of the same type but grooved differently to
track,

accommodate

their respective wires.
They are joined by a %-in.
hanger-rod, with right-hand threads on each end, the longer
rods being flattened in the middle to admit of bending them slightly
80 as to conform to the divergence of the messenger and trolley
wire near the ends of the spans. Both trolley and messenger ears
are secured in position by jam nuts. This type of suspension was
developed especially for this installation, and is so constructed that
there is no possibility of parts coming loose and falling apart on
account of vibration, it is also very quickly and easily adjusted
on the trolley wires. The hangers are spaced every 10 ft.
The steady strain rods are of treated wood of the Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co.'s make, and they are mounted at one side of
the bracket instead of directly underneath, in order to give sufficient clearance for the pantagraph trolley on curves where the
superelevation resiilts in the tilting of the shoe from the horizontal.
Each steady strain rod is hinged to a spool type Thomas porcelain strain insulator, which is clamped to one side of the bracket
in such a manner that the hinged end of the rod is almost at the
elevation of the lop of the tee bracket. The method of attaching
the steady strain insulators to the bracket is such that they can
readily be shifted along the bracket to follow up any change in alineraent of the trolley wire that may be required by curvature or for
any other reason. The clamps holding the steady strain insulators
are of 3-in. x -^-in. bent iron. The spool type insulators are cemented on to pieces of %-in. pipe, through which passes the %-in.
eye twit by means of which they are attached to the bent irons.
Steady strains are used only on curves and turnouts and were not
found necessary on tangent track.
The tie wires are of No. 9 Extra BB galvanized telegraph wire,
because it was thought best not to make too rigid an attachment
between the messenger wire and the insulator; so that it a bracket
became detached from the pole for any reason, its weight and the
shock of detachment would tear the wire clear from the messenger
and allow the bracket to fall entirely away from the wire and
reduce the chance of steam railroad trains colliding with it. An
accident to the electrical equipment of a railroad operating both
steam and electric trains may shut down the electric service, but
will not automatically place any check upon the steam service, so
that accidents to steam trains must be guarded against, as a steam
train might easily be wrecked by an obstruction which would automatically prevent power from being supplied to an electric train.
This was one of the reasons for installing the system of "ground
rods" from the brackets to the rails, which is carried out throughout the Installation. Every bracket la grounded to the rail so that
an Insulator failure will instantly throw off the power, as It will
cause a complete metallii' short-circuit. There is thtis no danger
of setting the wooden poles on fire, which would be possible if this
precaution were not taken. The burning of a wooden pole would
not of itself necessarily cripple the electric service, but It would be
quite likely to cause an obstruction dangerous to the passage of

Iron

(

To be cotuluded.

Electric
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Railway Competition.
nv BAY MORRIS,

MiinuciD); Editor. Itnilroud <lii:ittc.

trolley competition closely
ever since the inauguration of that competition about 1895, and has
from time to time printed accounts of the existing situation in
localities where the competition was most severe, and also of the
The last one of these
general siiiiatlou iliroiifibout the country.
general rcund-ups was
printed May 12, 1905. and
the method used in obtainTOLEDO
ing material for the pres
ent paper is the same that
was used then; that is to
say, a letter was written
to every interurban line in
the country with the request for specific information in regard to through
runs, the time occupied in
making these runs, the
number of cars per day in
each direction which made
the through run named,
steam competition, rates
trolley
charged by the

The Railroad Gazette has watched

company, and also by the
steam company for its
cheapest form of ticket between the points named,
inquired
we also
and
whether or not the steam
its
reduced
railroad had

ADAYTON

Through Routes from Lima.
Tnhiln

It,

Dllllllil).

fares since the onset of
competition.
trolley
the

ICO »mI.«.

The accompanyirg tables contain, in summarized form, the results of these inquiries.
It will be seen that the first table includes
all

interurban

replies

were
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whi*ia
the
total
luileagp
sMoh rune repoiie<i was ill. imi<I
The average speed of these cars
they covered amounted to 3,301,
was 1ft. 9 miles an hour, and the average daily service consisted of
a fraction under 19 cars in each direction. The average cheapest
form of fare on the electric cars cost 1.47 cents per mile, while
the average cheapest form of fare on competing steam lines cost
1.85 cents per mile.
OF
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14
28
IS

El. Co..
L. A 1'.
I,.
A P.

.

;

.

1.70'

MAIXE.
o

Lewlston. Aug.,

& Wat'

Somerset Traction

.

.

.

12

ir.
2!»

14.5

5

.

2S

f>5

0.67
0.86
2.40

Me. Central
Me. t'eniiMl

..

..

l.Uil-

.M.M1YI..VXI>.

Hagerstown & Boonsboro.
Rerksbiro St. Ry
Berkshire St. Ry
Berkshire St. Ry
Boston & Worcester
Boston & Worcester
Brockton & I'lymoiith
Citizens'
rltizeos'

Elec.
Elec.

13

J

3

S

.M.ISS.VCHISETTS.
•:>
35
17.4
Kl.H
3(i
:;i
1!)
15.2
35
•2!»
40
17.4
.

.

.

211 1

11!

•i.>

11.7
11
15
15

.

(Nenl>'pti.

11

(Newbpti.
'one, .Mayn'rd A Hudson..
I'onn. Valley S. R
Ilolyoke St. Ry
.Milford A Uxbrldge St. Ry.
Newton St. Ry
Norfolk A Bristol St. Ity
ITOT. (R. I.( A Fall River
Springtlebl A Worcester...
Taunton A I'awtkt. (R. I.).
•

l.-i

1.-.

5

23

15.4
12.6

21

14

2.'{

31!

S

30
tio

16

32
30

.

.

A

2.50

O. R.

1.67
1.25
1.36
1.27
2.40
1.76
1.72

Penn

l.;{0

C. v.. I\

l.-'iO

Penn
Penn
Md. A Penn...

N.

1.69

2.85"'

...

TEXXSYLVAXIA
18

B.
G. W., etc..

Kangor Ry. & Elec
Bangor Ry. & Elec

S.,
1

Urban A In

KANSAS.

Kansas City

1.62

S. \

Lksde A Md. 1.59
Tol.

2.00'
1.50'

T.. St.

(1.74

A

Tol.. rt. Clint.

1.7.'5

2.00

Penn
2.50
C, H. A D.... 1.69
(D., T. A I..
I.V.'l'
1

Bend & Nor.

Chic., So.

1.90

St.L 1.88

A

Ix)g,

Nil

1.20
1.43

N.Y..N.I1.
B. A A
B. A

Mil'd. Attleboro

1.23
1.12
1.11
1.00
1.34
1.33
1.04
0.87
1.19
1.25
1.43
1.06
1.33
1.11

A

II.

2.1")
•'

nil

M

B.
B.

A A
A A

N.Y.N.II.
B.

No
B.
B.
H.
B.
B.

El

1,50

comp

2

I. .57

Val.

Cbambersb. A Gcttvsb. 1
Easlon Transit Co
Easton Transit Co
Northern Cambria St. Rv.
N. .1. A Pa. Traction
Phila. A Easlon
Valley Traction Co
Westchester St. Ily
West Penn. Itys
York County Traction...

A M.
A

A
A

Woon'st.
Woon'st.

2.211

M.

.

.

...'..

M

A M
A A. (part)
A -M.

N.Y..N.II.

A H.

A A
New Haven

1.66

Everett

10

Pugct Sound Elect rl

87'
1.15

Seattle

:I6.5

Co
Reuton A South

Spokane A Inland Enipin

l.G(i'

.

.

2.5
•1.00==

.
.

.

2

Southern

Ry.

2..50

Gt.

Nor..

•1.5='

1.37
1.67

Nor. l-ac.
Nor. Pac.

2.77

O.SO
2.40

Nor.

Pac.
O. R.R,

.1.4''

and
ft

N. 2.00

wi:sT VI net XI

1.83

B.

23

20
29

Electric

Seattle.

R..«0.7

(see also Oregon)

.

1.30'

A

(sec also Georgia).

20

WAsiiixoTOx
10
A Water.

Ry

3.00
'1.06

Non-compet

New Haven

sofTii caroi.ixa

.•.

Penn
Penn.

N. n. El. serv.

Co

.\nderson Tract!

Lehigh Val... '0.82

Non-compet.
Non-compet.

Rhode Island Company....
Sea View Railroad

'J. '211

A M. 2.011
ipart)

conip.

A

Attleboro

.Mil'd,

niiom; islanp.
12.9
17.2
19

2.00

C. R.R. of N.J. 2.00

2.00"

.MICIIlnAN.

Big Four
2.00
.Mich. Cent
Lk. Sh.. Mich.
Cen., Pere .M. 1.32'
Pere M. (part) 2.00
Copper Range.
Mid. Range
2.4.1

Ben. Har. St. .Joe R.A Lt..
iJelrolt, Jackson A «hlc...

Monroe A Toledo

I»et.,

(O.I

Crand Rap., Ilol. A Chic
Iloiighton County S. R

.

Bay Traction Co.

<!recn

Winnebago Traction Co.

.

2.00

.

17

15.6

.

and Wis. Cen. 2.00
Average or

total

18.9

19.9

3..1C1

1.47

1.85

.

Commutation rate
.Maximum, not nviTnu"-; inmrniily reported.
'Trolley Mm- ne« ly npinril for half the distance.
"Steam fans ridmnl fnm 5 ils. per mile lo 2 cts. per mile by Irolliv
1" «h<irio«t through route and doea three-fourths of ih.
siiniii
ic'i'liii
I,.
g'ls nearly nil short haul.
ihi' business on hulldflys
nil of It, other days
07 per rent, of the business.
two loinl trains, result of electric compelltlun
r.
V liii.i' .iiMl ilUninie exdiiRive nf 2i'j miles in city streets.
'Trolley does 00 per cent, of Hie blLilniss.
"Steam fare riilured from 2.02 cts. per mile by trolley compelitlon.
•Stenm road rednied fare 10 cts., but did not thereby alfeci trolley lin^i
*

7

Certain general results are quite clearly shown by this compilation.
It will be noted that In a number of states, especially In
the eastern and central part of the country, the steam railroad fare
has this year been reduced to 2 cents a mile by legislative action.

ll

1

411

:

I

1

miles of this Is third rail.
rail. Included In above.
fare less In competing territory, but street railway has developed

"Third
Steam

^'

• I

I

iTid

holds most of business.
-'Steam has discontinued

lliroiigb tickets.
-•'Electric has

two thirds

but

all

"

"'

"

F.lectrldtjr

does 95 per cent, nf business.

Steam fare reduced by coinpeililnn trrm JH.O.'i to ,15 cents
111
HIT 111 f liii^lnesa done by electric road In competing
I

,

from .'lO In 3(1 cents.
ri.nd nf 111 rem-,
'rifled lirnnch of .New

lerrlliirv

;

rond.

mo.?t at other huui-S.
" Steam min. tickets more restricted than

electric.

round trip dally: electric

sells

I'.lcclric has m"sl of the luisiness.
' IMiilrlc doi s Oil per cent, of business.
Klirtric does 99 per cent, of business.
ion electric tickets sold to one stenm ticket.
stenm commutation tickets restricted.
rinllev does all the biislners
Ebctric rond dors 95 per cent, of the business.
-"'Third rail and trolley; Northern PaclDc cancelled all local tralna beiween Tncoma A Seattle after electric began.
Trnllev does almost all the buslnen.
Steam" rate reducfrt from 2 94 by trolley competition.
<

I1avi<n

fuurtha rusb-bour commutation business; electricity

one

of business.
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will have on trolley competition U
yet
Rallroadi In Ohio, Indiana and other highly comhave Kcnerally found It unprofitable to moct trolley
competition with a direct cut In farcH. but now that this cut haa
b««n forced upon them. It will remain to be Hven whether or not

Tb«

effect

which thU

problematical.

petitive itatea

4^7

In a Imrge number of case* tbU rate !• b«low the ordinary roundit in without a single exception less restricted than
(he low railroad commutation rates with which It has to compete.
The minimum farcB on the steam i^l'roa'l-^ are not Infrequently
obtainable through the use of m<>:
.utatlon Ucktrts, an
tHjtiixalcni form for which on the
.s a ticket entitling
.<.
ilic passenger to the same number c:
^
without time limliBllon.
Nothing was more striking In looking over the replies to
Inquiries than this fact, than that the steam railroads quite Invariably found It advisable to restrict the use of their cheapest form of
tli'kct, while the trolley roads with equal unanimity had devised
a Kimllur form, but were less anxious to Impose restrictions with
regard to the user, the time limit or the amount of baggage which
might be carried.
The accompanying illustrations taken from an Interurban railway circular show very well the controlling reasons which have
(ontrlbuted to the great success of Interurban roads in short-haul
territory, which can practirally be summed up In the word convenience.
It is not apparent that the steam railroads are ever
going to be able to win back lost short-haul business, and it Is
\ory doubtful If they want this business.
It is far better that
suburban and interurban territory should be built up as It is now
being built up, so as to supply long-haul passenger traffic, and, above
all, freight traffic to steam railroads.
In this connection, the policy
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, in controlling substantially all the trolley roads in its territory to a total of over 1,500
miles of electric line, is extremely interesting, and it seems not
unlikely that this policy might prove a wise one for imitation in
many points of the country outside New England.
The great center of interurban development in this country Is
,
Indianapolis, where the steam railroads are much harassed by the
(onipetition of the long, fast interurban lines, as may be judged
by a glance at a table showing two through lines over 100 miles
trip rate, but

'

,

h^
On the Road.
lAtnili

ihe

End
hfiiil

ii.Kiliii-j

rtrry (,inifii«. Wijidi.r
i/itfje : no vortaye.
uf

irilh

bay-

of

the

Week.

.1
rtrt>nl-hrefikiiifj trip hrnm
titcliic. Iliir,
tu out' Iht old tcay.

liureUd by Ihe

the other advantages of the trolley car over the steam train; that
Ip to say, the frequent service at easily remembered intervals, and
the fact that cars run through city streets and past dwelling
houses, shops and farms, will balance the newly reduced rate of
It seems highly probable that the
fare on the steam railroads.
street and interurban railway companies will not at all feel the
Unfortunately, the answers received
effect of the reduction in fares.
to the question relative to the existing slate of competition between
steam and electric roads were very meagre. The writer hoped to
get a general statement from each company in regard to the respective amount of business which it was doing as compared with its
steam competitor, but the replies received were so few in number
Some of the answers
that they do not permit of generalization.
thus, the
In specific Instances are of groat interest, however:
Petaluma & Santa Rosa Company, in California, reports that its
steam cornpetitor reduced its fares from 5 cents a mile to 2 cents
a mile after the trolley road commenced business, that the steam
ruilroad has the shortest through route and does three-fourths of
he through busines.s. but that the trolley gets almost all the
short-haul traffic.
It is probable that this result is typical of the
experience of a very large number of railroad managers: that is to
say, where they have to face the competition of an interurban
road 20 or 30 miles long, they can scarcely hope to get the shorthaul traffic between these points, but are quite likely to get the
through haul, especially in hours of maximum travel, if they run
a good service at an attractive price. .Another example of just this
thing is found in the case of the Taunton & Pawtucket Street
Railway, 18 miles long, which reports that its competitor, the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, does three-fourths of the rush-hour
commutation business, while the electric road does most of the business at other hours.
The figures shown in the table for the average cheapest form
of fare on the electric cars, 1.47 cents, is a very interesting one.
I

Morning.
ilelii on the ear at her door and
lands in Ihe Khoiininif dif<triet irithoat chimin,

Evening.
\o

dirt,

sHeces>'ful
i)oea

ii'»

duii.

ifmoke, no cinders.

and

"the ehrlrir

till

A

because she

iriii/."

and six through lines over -10 miles long in the state. Next
Indianapolis probably comes Dayton, then Detroit, then Toledo,
then Cleveland, Columbus, Boston and Cincinnati in the order
named, and the steam railroads most interested in the suburban and
interurban traffic in the vicinity of these cities have not in a
single instance made any strong effort to get the trolley lines into
It seems almost inevitable that the tendency of
their own hands.
development for the next 10 or 15 years will be for this form of
combination between steam and street railways to take place, so
long as the laws remain open and permit it.
In England it is
impossible for a steam railroad to own and operate a street railway, and it may be only a few years before similar restrictions
arc placed in this country. In the meantime there are undoubtedly
a very large number of places In this country where it would be
nnich to the ultimate profit of the steam railroads to control the
long,

to

electric lines.

As regards the general tendency of interurban development, it
noteworthy that all the important trolley groups of the present
day lie between the Great Lakes and the Ohio river, and that they
have all arisen as a result of the process of coupling up short local
lines originally built in cities and towns and then gradually extended until their ends met.
This characteristic is, of course,
ladually different from that which characterized the growth of the
sioam railroads in the country. The steam railroads were almost
always pushed out to connect distant points, while the trolley linos,
at least until very reiently. always started as local enterprises
and then outgrew their bounds and crowded one another.
Assuming, therefore, that this process of coupling up short lines
is the chief characteristic of American interurban development, it is
is

The Old Way.

Freight.

.shiijper .Vo, 1:
Uftal Hcolt ! 1
Ordered tlioae yoodt 30 rfui/ir ago by
the f)team lint and not here yet."

t>Ml>lier .Vo. li
'-Yet. I ordered
t/oodt by tel»i>hone and here they
the sftwe day. It nurd to take a
ceck/'
:

ri|/

ire

y

.

..
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Lowest
noteworthy that the process is about completed in the state of
Speed,
rato.
Lowest
Indiana. There are almost no isolated small lines left in the state,
miiespr Ro'nd
c.
Steam
rate
Miles.
hour. trips. pr lu.
competitor, c. pr m.
where there are some 41 operating street railway companies, all
but three or four of which connect with each other. No such comMAINE.
plete development has taken place in Illinois or even in Ohio as Lowiston. Aug. & Waterville
1.2>
2!)
O.SO Me. Central
14.5
28
yet. although these two states perhaps come next to Indiana in
.M ICHIGAN
interurban importance, and, after mentioning a fairly active state
Detroit. Jackson & Chicago
70
27.6
1.32
Mich. Cent..
of interurban development in Michigan, and also in New York,
Lake Shore
1.32'
o7
28.5
1.32 < Mich. Cent.
22
[
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania. New Jersey and Connecticut, of the Ketroit. Monroe & Toledo..
[Pere. Marq...J
the
more
densely
eastern states, and also in
populated part of the i:rand Rap.. IIoll. & Chic
:i4
25.5
1.25
P. M.,part way 2.0
2
Mlchlsan United Kys
71
23.6
1.48
Mich. Cent .. 1.9">
7
state of Washington, the noteworthy fact is that the rest of the
4li
do. ipart of above service)
.Mich. Cent
32.4
20
country has scarcely begun building interurban lines at all.
SEW YORK
According to the estimate made by the Street Raihcay Journal.
Fonda. Johnst. & liloversv.
3:i
X. Y. Central.
25.5
15
there were 63 companies in the year 190fi which earned $1. (ion. 000 Internal. Ky. Co
•0.30
:i7..5
26.7
X. Y. Central. •0.39'-'
X. Y. Cent.
or more, as against 53 companies in 1905. There were 44 companies
(Buffalo-Niagara)
•0.58 ! Lehigh Val
do.
25
25
1
} •0.58"
in 1906 which earned between $500,000 and $1,000,000, as against
[Eric
J
07
companies
in
There
were
companies
Kn
Kapid.
44
1905.
184
Itoeb.
&
3
1.42
X.
Y. Central. 2.00"
30
in 1906 which
7
28
26.tl
1.34
Koch. & Kn Rapid...
X. Y. Central. 2.00-'
earned between $100,000 and $500,000; 100 companies which earned Schenectady
1.00
riel. & Hudson 2.00
Uy
22 2 22.2 37
between $50,000 and $100,000, and 90 companies which earned Itica & .Mohawk Val.
1.45
ys
40
X. Y. Central. 2.00'-'
t48
between $25,000 and $50,000, gross earnings in eaeh case being the
OHIO.
There were 15 companies which earned more than
figure quoted.
20.5
10
l.'.IO
B. & 0. S. W.. 1.90
."i.S.5
20
25.1
1.02
L. S. & it S..
$5,000,000 each in 1906. as against 14 in 1905, and 20 companies
X.Y.C. & St.L 1.88
which earned over $4,000,000 in 1906, as against 16 in 1905. The Cleveland. S. W. & Col
24.!i
4
1.78
L. S. & M. S.. 1.78
2U
21.8
V.I
2.00 Penn
2.50
most interesting part of the figures presented was that decreases Springtield & Xenia Uy ....
Tol.. I't. Clinton & Lakeside
oo
28.7
0.91
L. S. & M. S..
were practically non-existent, while each of the groups of roads,
Lksde & Mrb 1.59
.19
21.5
••
1.G9
C, H. & D.
arranged according to earnings, showed a very substantial gain over Toledo & Western
1.69
fD., T. & I... About
Thus, as we pointed out in reviewing "American Street
1905.
(Tol. Adrian. Midi.)
do.
.ji
23.4
1.02 ! L. S. & M. S.
3
1.G2
(Wabash
Railway Investments" last July, the gain of the companies in
fT. & 0. C...1
Group One, having gross receipts of over $1,000,000, was 16 per
•1.60
IGO
27.0
C,
S
l.GO ]
H. & D. ^
cent, in 1906 over 1905; the gain in Group Two. having gross
L L. E. & W.
receipts between $500,000 and $1,000,000, was 31 per cent.; that of
I'EN.NSILVAXIA.
the third group, having receipts between $100,000 and $500,000, was Valley Traction Co.
23
1.30
tSo.O 20
c. v.. P. &. n. •0.7
over 24 per cent., and the gain of the group having gross receipts
RHODE ISLAND.
between $50,000 and $100,000. was 29 per cent. When we reflect on
ca View It. I!.
23
12
1.G3
X.Y..N.11. & II. 2.0
25.1
these figures and then upon the vast areas in the South and West,
where there is practically no street railway mileage, the chances
WASHINGTOX.
lor ultimate profitable development seem almost unlimited.
I'liwt Sound Elec
1.37
3.4"
Xor. Pac
Seattle Elec. Co
1 .G7
Xor. Pac
2.77
Table B is a selection from table A of interurban runs of ."Spokane
Inland Empir
>H
2.40 X.P.. O.K. & N 2.9"'
20 miles or more at an average speed of 2o miles per hour or
WISCONSIN.
(aster, and is strictly comparable with the table which we prepared
3
25 about 15 1.G3 Partial
in 1905. At this time we obtained an average of 26 miles an hour
as the speed of the fastest cars and an average minimum fare of
Tcptal or avi'rage
25.0
13
1.41 cents per mile for the through runs named.
This year the
"convenience" feature of trolley service, mentioned above,
The
average rate of speed is 25.9 miles an hour, practically the same
has always seemed to us to outweigh the specific feature of low
a? that of 1905, but the average rate of fare has been increased
to 1.56 cents.
A number of companies stated in 1905 that they fares, or at least of extremely low fares, as a stimulation of traffic,
niid it seems wholly probable that the extremely low fares quoted in
thought fares were too low and there has been a concerted effort
some instances can be advanced somewhat without materially affectsince then in several states, noteworthy in Ohio, to increase them.
ing business. For example, the International Railway Conlpany, in
Tabu: of I.nterurb.vn Uix.s ok l'O Mii.k.s or Moiik. xicompetition with the New York Central, gives a minimum commu\y]:]:.\uK Si'Ki;;
I'll Jlii.K.s pKii Horn or Kastkr.
tation fare of 0.39 cents per mile; the Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside, in Ohio, a minimum fare of 0.91 cents, and the Lewiston,
Lowest
..
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Speed,
miles prlCo'nd

Koad.
.Miles.

trips,

iiiMir.

rat**.

Steam

c.

pr m.

impel itor.

lAI.IFORM.V.
tHi.7

SiKtkaiie

Inland Kmi*.

tc

.

.

;!.'..!»

7

:!ii

.

Aurora. T)eK. & Koekfoid.
IlllnoU Vallev Itv
chlcaRo & jolle't Kler...

4

::i(

.

i;"

IX

:;ii

;i(>

J.H

1.84

Xor.

2.00
2.00

C. & \.
It»ek Island

I'ne.

W

&

Cliii'.

.

.

.\lton.

2.00
2.00
2.00'

IMIIA.SA.
<-hlc.. So.

Bend &

N. Ind..

&

:;7.f5

s

1.G3

I..S.

'•"

:!i.i

4

1.79

I,.

114
7-

2K.ri

1.08

Wabanli

.111

1..32

Itig

U\g
Indiana Tnion Tr
Ft
Ft.

,.,-

I

k WaU. Val. Tr. /
Wayne & Wah. Val. Tr.

Wjrn.

t'nion Traetlon...
Indlanap., Craw. & Wn...
Indlanap,. f'ol. Ik So

Indiana

Kol<omo, Mar.

& Wo

!•;.

.M.S.

&

4

(part)

i.;mi

&

W

1.7!1

l.!)S

Four ....

1..-IO

4.")

i;k.4

niK Four

l..-|<i

4:!

l'0..-(

I-enn

.-*".'

U«i

T.. S,

:ii»

k;
L.'jn
10
i.nti
about 10 i.no

I,.

& W..

IOWA.
Inter Irlian

Uy

:m

'M*

-7

11

l..-,o

18

].2o

KA.NHA.S.
(

Kansas City Western

.'Ml

20

.Mo.

c.
C.

•

I'ae.
It.

ti.

...

1

& y...
W.. Ac.)

1.7'-

I'onimntation rate.
Maximum, not nveraKe Ineorreclly reported.
Trolley line newly opened for half tlie distanee.
Sienni fares reduced from
eents per mile to 2 by Irolley comiielilli
steam has shortest IhroiiKh route and does three-i|unrters through busine
trolley ijers nearlr nil slii rl haul.
•JtunrinK lime ex.ludi « 2 '.j milt
slow aehptlule In city strei
Trains of 2 to 4 rnrs are run
•Steam road has al>andoned two loral trains, result of competlllim.
'Trolley does I'll per cent, of business.
• in per rent
rednrilon In steam fare has not nfTerted trolley business.
' F.lertrk
road has Ii" per rent, of business.
'Sinre trolley beean, steam fare redneed from »l.o.-| to .1.'. cents.
• Minimum fare more restricted on
iteam than on trolley
t

;

'

•

">

.-.

Third

rail

for

"Third rail.
" Eleetrlr does

40 miles.

!)..

per o-nt.

f.f

business

.

-Augusta & Waterville. in Maine, a minimum fai-e of 0.86 cents. We
cannot see any leason why a trolley road or a steam road, either,
should carry passengers at a figure below a cent a mile, except
possibly in the case of regular daily commutation traffic, which
needs special inducements to make it move long distances, but this
i^; not the kind of work which a trolley
line is best fitted to do.
Even a casual review of the facts and figures which have been
stated in this paper must show that the interurban business in this
country is one of very great promise which has as yet scarcely
begun to be developed.
The con<lusiou is irresistible that the
steam railroads most affected should work in line with this moveiiicnt and not contrary to it, and make of the trolley lines useful
friends instead of competitors.

—

A firm which furnished materials for the Prussian State Railroads made presents to clerks who had to do with ordering and
accepting of the materials under the immediate direction of higher
officials.
These clerks regarded these presents as intended to influence their official acts in favor of this firm, and notified their
superior officers. Suit was brought against the firm for slander,
and it was founil guilty. The court found that, whether accepted
or not, the offering of such presents is an insult, as a.ssuming the
'•mployees to be caimble of a dishonorable act. The Railroad Minister has called attention of all employees to this decision and declared that severe measures will be taken against all who accept
anil all who offer gratiilties of this kind; while those who offer
them will be excluded from all business with the State Railroads
thereafter.
"

i;iectric

does

stricted than electric.

two thirds of business;

steam commutation more

re-

"Electric does most of the business: steam commutation more restricted.
" !io per cent, of business done bv electric.
'" !i!i per rent, of business
done by electric.
"Sieani road owns trolley road.
"Thlr<l rail and trolley: Northern Pacific cancelled all local trains between Tneoma and Seattle after electric began operation.
' For additional service, see under Idaho.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTKt.
The

city council o( El Paso. T<>x., him jia.sged

hlbltliig ticket

brokers from ilolng

bii!iliif!'»

an ordinance pro-

In that city.

Kansas ami Michigan rallroadK are alxillNhinK excursion rates
til making 2 cents a minimum as well as a maximum.

with a view

The New York Central

men

will restore to Its telegraphers and signal
the old rates o( pay, which were reduced when the eight-hour

law went Into

effect.

The Atchison, Topeka It Santa Fe has made an Increase of two
rents au hour In the pay of machinists and bollermakers and one
and a half cciils an hour In the pay of helpers In the shops.
Eleven residents of Mollis, L. I., have begun suits In the Supreme
Court against the hong Island Railroad for Injunctions to restrain
It from the use of soft coal.
Each of the plaintiffs demands money
damages.

A suit In equity has been begun before the United States District
Court at Atlanta. Ua., by the Central of Georgia, which alleges that
the 2i-j-<ent maximum passenger rate ordered by the state railroad
commission

Is

confiscatory.

stated that a contract has been entered Into between the
Erie and the Baldwin Locomotive Works whereby the latter Is to
repair one engine a day for the road. The work is to be done In
the Eddystone shops near Philadelphia.
It

Is

Trainmen and shopmen are striking on the I'nited Railways
(Havana, Cuba), and strike breakers have recently been brought In
from the I'nited States. There is no strike on the Van Home system
or the Cuba Eastern or the Cuban Central.
At the annual meeting of the Boston & Maine stockholders last
Wednesday, less shares were voted than were needed for a quorum
to elect Directors.
This was because the 109,949 shares held by
the New Haven, could not. under the act passed by the Massachusetts
legislature last June, be voted.

The principal railroads of South Dakota have secured in the
United States Court a temporary injunction against the enforcement of the reduction in passenger rates from 3 cents a mile to
2',<.
cents, which had been ordered by the State Railroad Commission to go Into effect October 15.
M. V. Richards, head of the Land and Iniiustrial Department of
the Southern Railway, is now making a tour ot the southern slates
with a company of 100 cotton spinners and manufacturers from
Europe who desire to study the cotton industry of the south. The
visitors come from England, Germany, Austria, France, Belgium,
Italy and Portugal.

Palmer, who came over from Liverpool on the
Cunard steamship "Lusltania," September 13. made the trip from
Liverpool to Chicago in 6 days, 11 hours, 45 minutes, apparent time
or 6 days, Iti hours, 45 minutes, actual time.
Mrs. Palmer left
Liverpool September 7, 9.10 p.m.; arrived New York, September 13.
at noon; left by the Pennsylvania special at 3.55 p.m.
Mrs.

Potter

—

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Pacific it was announced
that adilitional steamships will be built or acquired either for the
Pacific or Atlantic service and two for the lake service.
If it Is
found impossible to acquire two larger and faster boats for the
Atlantic service, they will be built, and the "Empress of Britain" and
"Empress of Ireland" will be transferred to the Pacific service.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh have renewed their
contract with the Western I nion Telegraph Company and the agreement has been extended to cover the Grand Rapids & Indiana and
the Columbus & Sandusky. The agreement is taken to mean that
the differences between the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Western
Union, which led to the termination a tew years ago of the contract
with the W. U. on the lines east of Pittsburgh, has been settled.
ot Joseph Williamson Oct. 7, the New Haven
has exposed a system of robbery which has cost
the railroad $100,000 a year.
For several months the railroad has
been much annoyed by the disappearance of large quantities of goods
The transfer
in transit, especially In the neighborhood of this city.
barges wire watched recently, and It is .saiil that 20 others. Including
several tuglwat captains, have lieen I'ligageil in looting cars on the

standard or tourist sle«p«rs. Ihey have further decided to cease
the practice of transferring baggage free between staiiona, when the
owners ol such baggage have not through tickets. Kanaaa roads
have decided that local excess baggage in that sUle shall hereafter
be charged IS per cent of the 2-cent passenger rate, and that homeMcekers' txcurslon rates <shall not apply locally lu Kansas, nor shall
Hurh rates l»e made from points In the eastern part of the state to
poluts In the western part.
After Jan. 1 clergymen who have been traveling on half rates
western railroads will be compelled to pay full fare. The
Transcontinental Passenger Association will continue to Issue halffare permits to clergymen so long as the rates are not reduced In
Colorado, Montana, Arizona and states west of there to the Paclbc
coast.
The permits may also be continued In Louisiana and Texas,
where their withdrawal depends upon the state commissions of those
states.
The action of the railroads Is In line with the announcei
policy of withdrawing all reduced rate privileges In states where
the 2-cent laws are passed.

ou

all

Vice-President W. C. Brown, of the New Y'ork Central, at an address at a luncheon given by business men In Boston last week,
announced that 1>eginning October 27 through passenger trains would
be run between Boston and Buffalo well-equipped for the best service, meaning, presumably, with a full equipment of dining cars.
This change probably means the separation of eastbound Boston
cars from the New York cars at Buffalo instead of Alliany. Mr.
Brown said that $1,275,000 was to be spent for additional main
tracks on the Boston & Albany, $1,389,600 for locomotives and $364,000 for passenger cars; most of this within the present year. He
predicted that the export freight traffic from the West through the
Atlantic ports, including EJoston. would continue to increase.
is made of the following men chosen to constia .special joint committee to represent wectern and southern
an effort to draft a uniform classification: Southern: W.
R. Powe, Chairman; IJ. M. Goodwyn, General Freight Agent, Louisville & Nashville; D. W. Longstreet, General Freight Agent of the
Illinois Central at Memphis; G. R. Browder. As-^istant Freight Traffic Manager of the Southern at Atlanta; A. S. Dodge, formerly VicePresident of the Frisco. Western:
W. B. Hamblin, General Freight
Agent of the Burlington, Chicago; E. H. WootI, General Freight
Agent of the Union Pacific. Omaha; R. C. Fyfe. .-Assistant General
Freight Agent of the Cotton Belt; W. M. Hopkins, formerly General
F'leiglit Agent of the Minneapolis & St. Louis; R. H. Countiss, agent

Announcement

tute

lines in

Transcontinental Freight Bureau.

National Association of Railway Commissioners.
Co-operation between the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the state railroad commissions was the dominant note in speech
and action of the first day's session of the National Association
of Railway Commissioners, holding its 19th annual session In the
hearing loom of the Interstate Commerce Commission at WashingChairman Knapp, of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
ton.
made cooperation between state and nation the theme of his address
opening the convention.
The sentiment received hearty endorsement, and the convention lost no time in carrying out the Idea by
adopting, after liberal discussion, the report of the committee on
grade crossings, accompanied by a resolution that a model bill be
drafted by committee to present to state legislatures looking to the
The report was presented by Comabolition of grade crossings.
missioner A. T. Slier, of Kentucky, and its discussion brought out
statistics revealing tremendous loss of life at grade crossings
throughout the country.
The convention next voted for a uniform system of accounting
The discussion ot
to be required of both steam and electric lines.
this report, presented by O. W. Seymour, of Connecticut, and heartily endorsed by Commissioner Decker, of New York, also revealed
the desire ot the commissloneis to make uniformity in state legislation most emphatic.

Through the arrest

roail believes that

it

barges.

Western roads have decided that on and after Nov 1 next tickets
sold al second class party fares will not be good lu parlor cars or

Florida East Coast Extension.
In ilenying tlic rtimors that work on the Florida East Coast
Railway's extension from Homestead, Fla., southwest along the
Florida keys to Key West, aLout 125 miles, is to be stopped or curtailed, J. R. Parrott, Vlie-President and General Manager ot the
road, who Is in charge of the extension, said, in part:

"There

Is

not the slightest intention ot abandoning the work
Key West extension. We expect to have the road

ot building the
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built to Knight's Key, 66 miles from Homestead, and boats running
from that point to Cuba by January 15 ,1908. Since the beginning
of the work, construction has been under way on the entire line
between Homestead and Key West, forces being at worlc at both
ends and in the middle. In August nearly all the machinery and
forces available were transferred to the section north of Knight's
Key so as to get that part in operation and have it earning something.
In thus concentrating our work we were able to lay oft a
great many steamboats and launches. This saving was also helped
by getting rails laid on 57 miles of line south of Homestead. Before
the rails were down boats were used entirely for moving men.
material and supplies. On the southern end of the line, Key West
north to Bahia Honda, 47 miles, 80 per cent, of the work is about
finished.
Between Knight's Key and Bahia Honda, 12 mile^s, are
the three viaducts.
So far these three openings offer no problems
that have not already been overcome in the Long Key opening, which
is about finished and which is longer than any of the others.
There
are 2.500 men employed at present, as against about 1,600 at the
same date last year."

American Street

&

interurban Railway Association.

The program

of entertainment for delegates and guests to the
Street & Interurban Railway Association, and AccountEngineering and Claim Agents' Associations at Atlantic City
during the week beginning October 14, is an attractive one.
On Monday evening Miss Kitty Cheatham will entertain for an
hour in the solarium of the Marlborough-Blenheim hotel.
On
Wednesday afternoon the ladies of the convention will be entertained
at the Country Club at Atlantic City, and on the evening of the
same day a theatre party will be given. The Supplymen's third
annual amateur theatrical performance will be given at Youngs
Pier Theatre Thursday evening following a trolley trip in the afternoon for the ladies of the convention. On Friday afternoon the
men will be given an opportunity to take part in a golf tournament
at the Country Club.
On Friday evening there will be an entertainment at the solarium of the Marlborough-Blenheim. Delegates
and guests will lx> entitled to use roller chairs, and the Delaware &
Atlantic Telephone Co.. the Bell Telephone Co., Philadelphia, Pa..
and the American Telephone & Telegraph Co, will provide locil
service day and night and long distance service before 9 a.m. and
after -6 p.m. without charge. A. L. Whipple, of the Curtain Supply
Co., is Chairman of the Entertainment Committee.

.-Vmerican

ants',

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Concrete Piles. The Simplex Concrete Piling Company, Tacony.
Philadelphia. Pa., has issued an interesting pamphlet describing
simplex concrete piles. It is illustrated with unusually good reproductions of photographs showing the piles while being driven; also
single piles and groups of piles partially or entirely excavated after
being driven. Other photographs show the piles being tested. In
one case a single pile was loaded with 50 tons without settlement
and with 70 tons with a settlement of ^i in. Other interesting
views show piles being driven under difficult conditions, such as
close to old walla and inside of buildings where very short piles
have to be used. Line drawings show the two types of driving
forms used; one has a cast-iron point which is left in the ground
and the other an alligator point, which consists of jaws that open
so as to be withdrawn with the rest of the form.
Other line drawings show different types of foundations, and comparisons of the
number, time needed for driving and efficiency of concrete piles
and wooden piles, A striking photograph shows a number of wooden
piles which failed completely after being driven.
Many examples
of concrete pile foundations are shown, using the shell, molded,
Jointed and composite types of Simplex piles.

Turbine

Pump*.— The Watson-Stillman Company, New

'V'ork,

Is

distributing sectional catalogue No. 72 describing Twinvolule turbine pumps; these are made single stage for low heads and two
stage for higher duty. The construction and operation of the pumps
are described, being Illustrated with line drawings and halftones.
The two type.i are also shown as driven by alternalingcurrrnt or
direct-current motors.
Tables give the capacities In gallons per
minute at different veloi-itles, the friction head In pipe, the head
In feet with equivalent In pounds pressure, theoretical horsepower
required to raise water to different heights and similar information
on hydraulics. The catalogue Includes a list of other catalogues of
hydraulic machines made by the company.

—

Portable Machine Tools. A particularly attractive catalogue
Issued by H. H. Underwood A Co.. Philadelphia. Pn., Is devoted to
portable tools for rallroail repair shops,
KarU tool Is clearly Illustrated by halftones and Is given a short description.
A large
variety of tools

l.^

shown

lii<

iiidliig

different kind? of portable bars

Vol. XLIII., No.

15.

These are
for boring cylinders, valve seats and engine guides.
in operation and in detail showing parts and attachCirments, including different cutterheads, etc. Other tools are:
cular planer tools for driving boxes and valve seats, cylinder dome
facing machine, portable milling machine, crank pin turning
machine, and other apparatus.

shown both

—

Chain Belt. General catalogue No. 35 of the Chain Belt Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has 287 pages and is attractively bound in
cloth.
It is exceedingly full and profusely illustrated with halftones showing many styles of chain belt conveyors in operation.
It gives the approximate horse-power of different kinds of chain
belts, specific gravities and weights of various substances handled
by conveyors and other information of interest. Each kind of chain
is illustrated, and full price lists, capacities, weights, etc., given.
The catalogue also covers auxiliary parts of conveying systems,
including buckets, elevator boots, clutches, gears and other products
of the company.

—

Draft Gear. A folder published by the Waugh Draft Gear Co.,
Chicago, consists of a brief statement of the advantages of this draft
gear and a number of halt-tone illustrations showing relative positions of the parts under different stages of tension and compression;
also the manner of applying it to wooden and steel sills.
The gear
consists of transverse spring plates in groups of eight or more, separated by concave and convex castings, alternating. It is claimed
that tests show from 200,000 to 600,000 lbs. spring cushion capacity
in 2-ln. to 3-in. drawbar travel, with no recoil.

—

Steam Turbines. The General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y., has issued pamphlet No. 4,531 describing the Curtis steam
turbine generator. The line and half-tone illustrations show the
complete machine and details of the buckets and other parts. Reports of tests of different sizes of Curtis turbines showing vacuum,
superheat, pressure, etc., under different loads are included. One
test shows the comparative efficiency of a turbine and a reciprocating engine of equal rating, operating under the same conditions.
Municipal Filtration.

—The

Pittsburgh Filter Manufacturing

Co.,

Pittsburgh. Pa., has published an illustrated pamphlet describing
installations made by the company of municipal filtration plants in
a number of cities. The pamphlet includes reports of the operation
of certain plants, in which daily comparisons show the color, odor,
amount of alkali, incrustants, bacteria, etc., of the filtered and unfiltered water.
The pamphlet also illustrates and describes the different filters and auxiliary apparatus the company installs.

—

Wattmeters. Bulletin No. 4,527 of the General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., describes the Thomson polyphase induction wattmeters.
These can be used for one, two or three-pbase
circuits.
They are made in three types: one for house service, with
a metal cover, and two tor switchboards, one kind having a metal
cover and the other a glass cover. The bulletin gives the capacities, etc, of the different sizes and a number of connection diagrams
showing the method of installation on different circuits.

—

Electrolysis.
The H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. New York, has
published a small circular on the company's Electroless pipe covering.
It speaks of tho well-known effect of stray currents on pipe
and is illustrated with photographs showing sections of pipe so affected.
Electroless pipe covering is made of asbestos paper, impregnated and coated with a waterproof insulating compound.

—A

Snoir Plows.
small pamphlet issued by the Wilder Snow
Plow & Manufacturing Co., Worcester, Mass., illustrates and describes the Wilder radial snow plow.
It is claimed that this plow
is particularly successful on sudden changes of grade and on curves
as sharp as 45 ft. radius. It Is made for electric railways in two
sizes, weighing respectively 38,000 lbs. and 42.000 lbs.

Derails.— The Hayes Track Appliance Co,. Geneva, N. Y., has
sent out circulars Nos. 47 and 48. consisting of reproductions of
photographs showing different models of Hayes derails as applied
to different sizes of rails.
Other Illustrations show Installations of
these details at Interlocking stations on several roads.

—

Rock Island Employees' Magazine. The October number has
some good short articles. They Include "Staff Meetings an Aid to
"Brevity In Telegrams," and "Pointers on Handling

Team Work";

Freight." Other matters of special Interest to the employees of the
system make up the balance of the magazine.

Ml.

«ii

S

I

lean

tifii

—

Construction. Bulletin No. 16 of the Association of
Portland Cement Manufacturers, Philadelphia, Pa,, is
"Regulation and Control of Concrete Construction," by E.

'"'tiirrclc

A

l.ariiPd,
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MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The

8ani«oii ('ot'Iukl-

market a Klgnnl cord

Works,

UomIoii.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

.Muni. Im iiiittlnK on
wire melal renter.

llie

The IJarker M.tII Crane Co.. Clinlon, Ohio, liaK contractK with
the Harrlman Lhu-.i lor the ate of the conipany'ii all-Iron mall crane.
The crane 1.h now stanilurd on the Northern Pacitlc, Chicago. .Milwaukee * St. Paul, and the New York, Ontario & Western. They
bare t>et>n InEtalled on 30 railroads.
The Increase

In capital stock of the We.slinghouse Air-Unike
Pittsburgh. Pa., from J3.00(i,000 to »H,U(ni.ouu, and the distribution of a J.'> per cent, stock dividend were considered at the annual
meeting of the stockholders last week, but it was decided to act
flnaily at a special meeting called for December 3.

Co.,

Steel Castings Coupler Co.,

com «it(oi»* and

iFor dalci of contcniiun. and iryulor mtrtm'jt ot railruad
cnuiietTiKii tocittUi, tic. ttt ci<iicriu(ii|; pai;e

witli u galvuiiixod Htcel

\V. P. ('o«p«r. ChlraK". Iiai. reHlKiied a» (ientTul SiileH Agi-iil of
the Carton DiinlelM deparuiii-nt of the Kle.trlc Service Siipplleg Co.,
to engSKe in the muniiractine of hot water healerH for Hteani and
electric railroad cara.

The Washburn
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>>4.)

Franklin Institute.

At the section meeting held October 10, a paper on the ThermoEleitrlc Proiluction of Iron and Steel, by Dr. Joseph W. Richards,
of Lehigh Cnlverslty, was presented.

Western Railway Club.

The Octol>er meeting will be held at the Auditorium Hotel.
Chicago, on Tuesday, the l.'ith Inst., at 8 o'clock p.m. A paper on
will be read by
•Steel Tires; Causes of Imperfections and DefecU,
George L. Norrls, Engineer of Tests, Standard Steel Works, Uurn"

liam. Pa.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

.Minneapolis, Minn.,

will exhibit at the American Street & Inlerurban Hallway Associations convention at Atlantic City a number of types of traction
couplers. Only a few of these have heretofore been offered for sale,
but the company Is now ready to put them on the market in large

amounts
Co., New York, will have an exhibit
music hall on the steel pier at the .\tlantic City convention
American Street & Interurban Railway Association and also
a demonstration booth just outside of the pier for showing the welding of street car rails, motor cases, truck frames, etc. The company's new system of using yellow wax as a matrix for the mold is
used in lepairing motor cases.

The Goldschmldt Thermit

in the
of the

John MacD. Greene, Drexel BuildlnK. Philailelphia, Pa., has
established a brokerage business for the handling of released machinery In connection with the engineering work of the Greene Engineering Co., of which he is President. The Greene Engineering Co.
is a specialist in plant modernization and in designing and supervising the construction of elevating and conveying plants of all
Bulletins of released machinery on hand are issued monthly.
kinds.
Walter B Snow, for some years in charge of the Publicity Department of the B. F. Slurtevant Co., has opened an office at 170

He is prestreet. Boston, Mass., as a publicity engineer.
pared to conduct the publicity departments of a limited number of
non-competitive clients and to render special service to others in
the form of general advertising, catalogue making, technical writing and investigation. There is room in the fields covered by trade
and technical papers for the kind of work Mr. Snow proposes to
He has had practical exdo. and he Is especially fitted to succeed.
perienc?' in the machine shop and as a shop foreman, and was for
some time chief draftsman, and later mechanical engineer, tor the
He had charge of designB. V. Slurtevant Co., Hyde Park. Mass.
ing and erecting the new plant ot the company at Hyde Park. During his more than 20 years connection with the B. K. Slurtevant
Co. he had charge of all the publicity work, including not only trade
paper advertising and catalogue making. l)ui i)reparing special

Summer

treatises, delivering lectures at t'?chnical schools and before engineering societies and writing special articles for llic technical press.
He had charge of the photographic retouching and printing departments and compiled special mailing lists for circularizing and systematic following. Part of his time was devoted to doing similar
work for a large machine tool company and for a maker of sleam
pumping and condensing machinery. Mr. Snow is a graduate of the
Massachr.selts Institute of Technology, and is a member of the
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and has served as a member of

Executive, Financial and Legal Oftlcera.
Apalackirula Surlhirn.—W. C. Myers has been appointed Auditor,
with office at Apalachlcola, Fla., succeeding A. H. Guest, resigned.

Chicago d Alton.— The following new Directors have been elected:
T. H. Hubbard, T. P. Shonts, G. H. Ross, Joy Morton, F. H.
Davis, W. G. Beale and H. E. Huntington. The following memEdwin Hawley, N. B.
bers of the old Board remain Directors:
Ream, Samuel Felton and J. J. Mitchell.
Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific— h. K. Lutt, AssisUnt Auditor of
Freight Traffic, has been appointed Auditor of Disbursements,
succeeding C. F. Balch.

—

W. D. Schofield has been appointed Assistant
New York, succeeding W. H. Williams, elected Third Vice-President in charge of the treasury and

Delaware d Hudson.

to the President, with office at

accounting departments.
Detroit

d Mackinac.

— See

Erie

& Michigan Railway & Navigation.

Erie d Michigan Railway d yaiigation.—T. G. Winnett. General
Passenger Agent of the Detroit & Mackinac, has been elected
also President of the Erie & Michigan Railway & Navigation,
with office at Bay City, Mich. S. S. Jenkins has been appointed
Treasurer, with office at Chicago. C. W. Luce, General Superintendent of the Detroit & .Mackinac, has been appointed also General Superintendent ot the Erie & Michigan Railway & Navigation, with office at East Tawas, Mich.

Belt.—E. B. .\shcraft, Vice-President, has been elected
President. A. E. George, Secretary and Treasurer, has been
elected Vice-President and General Manager. J. R. Hawkins
succeeds Mr. George. The offices of all are at Chicago.

Illinois Valley

Missouri Southern.-See this company under Purchasing

Xew

Officers.

York. New haven d Hartford.— O. M. Shepard, formerly General Superintendent, has been appointed .\ssistant to Vice-President John F. Stevens.

Northern Pacific— A. C. James has been elected a Director, succeeding D. W. James, deceased.

Oklahoma

Central.

—T.

office at Purcell,
*.'/.

the Publication Committee of that society.

C.

Woods has been
W.

Ind. T., succeeding

Secretary, with
G. Walling.

elected

—

Joseph Valley. The officers ot this road, which has just been
opened from Angola, Ind., to La Grange, 26 miles, are as folPresident, H. E. Bucklen; Vice-President. John Fieldlows:
house; Treasurer, C. H. Winchester; Secretary and Auditor,
Strafford Maxon; Superintendent, M. L. Swinehart, and Traffic
Manager. G. T. Moore. The general offices are at La Grange,
Ind.

St.

Iron and Steel.

The Maryland Steel Company Is reported as having
tional order tor 5.000 tons of rails for the Panama Canal;
to be made in 75 days.

an addidelivery

Official announcement is made by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation that 15,000 tons of high grade open hearth rails have been sold
to the Lehigh Valley.
The price, it is said, is in excess of $28 a ton.

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., is to build one
of the largest rail mills in the world at its new plant at Allequippa,
Pa.
Work on the new mill will not begin until after the new blast
furnaces are blown in. It is said that the company has been guaranteed orders for 1,000,000 tons of rails when the mill is in operation.

Louis Southwestern of Texas.— R. C. Fyfe, Assistant General
Freight Agent, has resigned to become a member of a special
committee ot the Universal Classification Committee.

Sonora Railway.— Tbe office of W. G. Sherlock, Assistant Auditor,
has been moved from Guaymas, Mex., to Tucson, Ariz.
Tremont d Gulf.— The general offices have been moved from Tremont, La., to Winnfield, La.
Wisconsin Ccntral.—G. W. Webster, Secretary, and S. G. Courten
have been elected Directors, succeeding W. F. Vilas and G. M.

Cummlngs,

resigned.

Operating

Offlcers.

Arizona d Colorado.— J. W. Williams has been appointed Superintendent, with office at Naco, Ariz.
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Chicago, Burlington d Quincy.^S. M. Gruber, General Manager of
the Lines East of the Missouri River, has resigned to go to the
Great Northern.

— W.

Trainmaster at Carrizozo, N.
Mex., has been appointed Assistant Superintendent at Alamogordo, N. Mex. R. C. TenEyck succeeds Mr. Roe.

El Paso

it

Southicestern.

—

Oreat yorthern.

Grand Trunk.

—

— See

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

—

assigned to other duties.

—

Missouri Pacific. C. H. Bevington, Superintendent of the Omaha division, has been appointed Superintendent of the Valley division,
with office at Monroe, La., succeeding J. G. Lorton, resigned
W. E. Brooks, Superto go to the St. Louis & San Francisco.
intendent of the Northern Kansas division, succeeds Mr. BevingTrainmaster
Merrifield,
Omaha,
Neb.
W.
E.
with
office
at
ton,
at Sedalia, Mo., succeeds Mr. Brooks, with office at Atchison,

Kan.

cell.

Central.
Ind. T.

— W.

S.

Wells

is

Trainmaster, with

office at

Pur-

—

A. D. Stevenson, Superintendent of the Montana division, has been appointed Superintendent of the Utah
division of this road and of the L'nion Pacific lines west of
Green river, with office at Salt Lake City, I'tah, succeeding W.
E. Costello. resigned.
W. H. Jones, Assistant Superintendent
at Pocatello, Idaho, succeeds Mr. Stevenson, with office at Poca-

Oregon Short Line.

— A.

Wiley has been appointed Superintendent, with office at Weiser, Idaho, succeeding C. M. Hunt,
resigned to go to the Oregon Short Line.
if

—

Ga.

—

Jamestcu-n, Chautauqua d Lake Erie. .1. A. Barry, local manager,
has been appointed Acting General Freight and Passenger Agent,
with office at Jamestown, N. Y., succeeding to the duties of H.
T. Mentzer.

fic

Idaho yorthern.

Rio Grande Western.

L.

—

O. J. Ogg has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of the Rio Grande Western at Helper, Utah, succeeding R. R. Sutherland, resigned.

Iron Mountain «t Southern.— T. B. Nash, chief despatcher
Memphis division, has been appointed Trainmaster at
Wynne, Ark.

Si. Louis,

of the

—

G. H. Foster, Assistant Superintendent, has
been appointed Superintendent, with office at Oakland, Me., succeeding W. M. Ayer, resigned, and his former office has been

Somerset Railway.

— T.

Dreessen has been appointed General Trafoffice at Leeper, Mo.

J.

Manager and Freight Claim Agent, with

—

d yorthwestern. O. H. Helbig, General Freight and Passenger Agent, has been appointed to the new office of Traffic
Manager, and his former office has been abolished. He remaiite
also Secretary and Treasurer.

Prescott

.S'.

—

Brownsville d Mexico. William Doherty, General Passenger Agent, has been appointed Traffic Manager in charge of
both freight and passenger traffic, H. W. Adams, Freight Traffic

Louis,

—

Texas d Pacific. R. T. G. Matthews has been appointed General
Agent, passenger department, at Cincinnati, Ohio.

abolished.

—

C. W. Gray, rate clerk in the general
freight office of the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, has
been appointed Traffic Manager of the Timpson & Northwestern.

Timpson & yorthuesteni.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Alabama Great Southern.

— See

Cincinnati.

Officers.

New

Orleans & Texas

Pacific.

—

Quebec d Western. W. L. Browne has been appointed
Acting Resident Engineer of this road and also Acting Chief
Engineer of the New Canadian Company, succeeding J. V.
Nimms, resigned. The road is al)out to be opened for traffic
from New Carlisle, Que., to Port Daniel, and work is under
way from Port Daniel north.

Atlantic.

—

F. W. Dickerson, general foreman, car department, at Greenville, Pa., has been appointed Master Car
Builder, with office at Greenville, succeeding W. J. Buchanan,

Bessemer d Lake Erie.

resigned.

Chicago Junction.

tello.

Pacific

go to

Manager, having resigned.

—

Michigan Central. J. H. Snyder, Assistant General Superintendent.
has been appointed Superintendent at Chicago, succeeding M. B.
Snow, who takes Mr. Snyder's place at Detroit, Mich.

Oklahoma

Agent

d- Alabama.
B. C. Prince, Acting Traffic Manager,
has been appointed Traffic Manager, with ofliie at Bainbridge,

Georgia, Florida

—

J. F. Maguire, Assistant Superintendent of Transportation, has been appointed Superintendent of Transportation,
with office at South Bethlehem, Pa., succeeding T. H. Pindell.

to

—

Central. The office of J. C. Shields, General Superintendhas been moved from Hancock, Mich., to Phoenix, Mich.

Lehigh Valley.

R. Sutton has been appointed General

Georgia Coast d- Piedmont. W. R. Bassett, Auditor, has been appointed also General Passenger Agent.

J. C.

Keweenaw

— M.

Kansas City, Mo., succeeding Morell Law, resigned
another company.
at

Missouri Southern.

Crorabie has been appointed Master of Transportation at London, Ont., succeeding D. Crombie, promoted.

ent,

Colorado Midland.

G. Roe,

Florida East Coast. O. M. Carter has not been appointed Consulting Engineer as stated in this column last week.

Traffic Officer*.

—

Pacific.
J. S. Carter, city passenger agent at Nelson, B. C,
has been appointed General Agent, passenger department, at
Spokane, Wash.

Canadian

—

Chicago, Hock Island i( Pacific. T. H. Beacom, Superintendent of
the Olclahoma division, has been appointed Superintendent of
the Missouri division, with ofiBce at Trenton, Mo., succeeding
W. H. Whitenton, transferred. H. M. Hallock, General Superintendent of the Choctaw division, succeeds Mr. Beacom, with
office at Et Reno, Okla. T.
F. O. Whiteman has been appointed Trainmaster at El
Dorado, Ark., succeeding J. H. Lynch, assigned to other duties.
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—

J.

B. Cox, Chief Engineer, has resigned.

—

Cincinnati, Neiv Orleans d 'Icxas Pacific.
E. C. Tomlinson, Superintendent of Transportation of this road and of the Alabama
Great Southern, has been appointed to the new office of Car
Accountant of both roads and his former position has been
abolished.

—

T. Rumney, Mechanical Superintendent, has been appointed
General Mechanical Superintendent, with office at New York,
sucieeding E. A. Williams, who resigned last spring. William
Schlafge, Assistant Mechanical Superintendent, has been appointed to the new office of Mechanical Superintendent of the
Erie grand division and of the New York. Susquehanna &
Western, with office at Jersey City, N. J. A. G. Trumbull. Assistant Mechanical Superintendent, has been appointed to the
new office of Mechanical Superintendent of the Ohio division
and the Chicago & Erie, with office at Cleveland, Ohio.

Erie.

—

Southern.— U. E. Hutchens, General Superintendent at Charlotte, Lehigh d Neiv England. W. J. Young, Chief Engineer, has resigned
to go to the Alpha Portland Cement Co., Martin's Creek, Pa.
N. C, has been appointed General Superintendent at Blrraingham. Ala., succeeding W. N. Foreacre, who takes Mr. Hutchens' Peoria Hailuay Terminal. G. P. Paradis is Engineer of Maintenance
place at Charlotte.
of Way.
Southern Pacific— Thomua Ahern, Assistant Division Superintend- St. Louis, Watkins d Gulf. S. H. Spangler has been appointed
ent at Dunsmuir. Cal., has been appointed Superintendent, with
Master Mechanic, with office at Lake Charles, La., succeeding
office at Dunsmuir, of the new Shasta divl.slon, consisting of the
J. C. Ramsey.
lines from Red Bluff to Ashland.
D. Burkhalter, Acting SuperSanta Fe Central. B. M. Peden is Superintendent of Motive Power
intendent of the Sacramento division, has been appointed Superand Rolling Stock, with office at Estancla. N. Mex.
intendent of that division. F. M. Worthlngton, Assistant Super-

—

—

—

intendent at Tucson. Ariz., has been appointed Superintendent
San Joequin division, with office at Hakersnclrl. Cal., succeeding Mr. Burkhalter. who held that position before being appointed Acting Superlnlendenl of the Sacramento division. A.
F. Bowles succeeds Mr. Worthlngton.
of the

Union

Pacific.

Wrif/hlsrille
Oflflccrs.

— See
rf

— See

this

J.

to

chanic, with office at

Poole, Master Mechanic at Atlanta, Oa.,
the new office of General Master Me-

Portsmouth. Va.

Purchasing Agents.

—

Missouri Southern. E. J. Grimes, Auditor, has been appointed Purchasing Agent, with office at Leeper, Mo.

Oregon Short Line.

Tennille.

—

Seaboard Air Line. A.
has been appointed

company

under

Purchasing

Wrightsi-ille

<f

Tenni/fc.— Hereafter the purchasing department will
Thomas, Superintendent, Tennille, Ga.

be In charge of D. R.

;

Ot-TOUIB
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The H'ui-oN«lii Central has
American Locomotive Co.

CAR BUILOINQ.
from the

orilered three locomotlveit

<(
Gamble, Ctnclnnall. Ohio, have ordered one locomofrom the Ualilwln Ix>comotlve Worki*.

l*roiler
tive

The Rt. Louis. Brotrnai-Ulc >( Mrxuu ha8 ordered Ave loromoUvea from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The
l« In

Virffinia Air Line, Charlottoiivlllp, Vn., under construction,
the market for locomotives. See KallroatI Construction column.

The .Wic York Central Linet have reserved space with the
American Ixxomutlve Company for 118 locomotives. The types will
consist of I'aclfli .similar to those (lellvfre<l to the Ijike Shore la.st
spring. New York Central Lines standard consolidation, lU-wheelt-rs
and switch engines.
,

Hulft d

cam.

The Setc York, Ontario d Weilern

the market for 10 dmy

Is In

coaches.

The Columbia

Pui/ft

li

Sound

Is

flgurlng on two or three

new

passenger coaches.
Thi-

Uahetton, Harrinburg A San Antonio

In the

Is

market for

10 pas.senger coaches.

The Arkansas, Louisiana d Gulf hag ordered one passenger coach
from the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works.
is

The Lake Shore A Muhiyan Siiulhcni has ordered nine simple
six-wheol switching (0-6 0) loconiolivea from the Amcrii'an Locomotive Co.
The speciflcatlous are as follows:

Chicago, are said to have ordered 100 cars.

Co..

The American Railxcayi, Ues Moines, Iowa, are flgurlng on some

The Virginia Air Line, Cbarloltesvllle, Va., under conalructioD,
market for cars. See Railroad Construction Column.

In the

The Canadian Pacific denies that It is figuring on building 2,000
additional box cars at its own shops, as rejKjrted In the Railroad
Gazette of September 27.

llmrral l>imrniio»».
Tv|M> of lucDioullve

Switching
154,000 Iba.
07 In.
x 28 In.
Straight back
180 lbs.

total

\V>-lKlit.

IHiimrttT of driven
Cylluders
Ili>ller, type

'Jl In.

working ateam

iiresHiire

numt>er of tubes
material of tubrg
diameter of tubes
leogtli of tubes
l-lrebox, length

308
Cburcoal Iron
2 In.

16 ft.
72 In.

,

width

63^

material
grate area
IleatlDg surface, total

Tnnk capacity
tViui

In.

Steel
32.7 sq, ft.
"
2,716

o.lOO gals.
7V4 tons

capacity
Special Equipment.

Westlngbouse

.Mr brakes
lli-ll ringer
llruke-beams
"upliTs
lliadilght
Injector
Journal bearings
I'lston rod packings
Valve rod packings
.Safety valve

Sampson
HulTalo

Climax

<

Sanding

Drcssel

Nathan
Magnus
United States
United States

American

devli es

I.each
Nathan bull's-eye
Itallnav Steel-Spring Co.

.Sight feed lubricators

Springs
Steam gagex
TlreH
Uriving wheel

Crosby 1 bermo
Latrobe

—

The Harriman Lines, as reported

the Railroad Oazette of
October 4, have ordered 43 consolidation locomotives, 10 Atlantic
locomotives, 30 mogul locomotives. 24 ten-wheel locomotives and 18
switch locomotives. Of these engines, 55 are to be oil burning.
Ily. ConKol.
total. 20«.ftoO IbM.
drivers. 187.000 lbs.

in

(Icntral Vimcniiions.
Atl.mtlc.
Mogul.

(in

...22x30

In.

ISm.Ooo
105.000

20 x 28

lbs.
lbs.

in.

102,000 lt)s.
140.000 lbs.
20 x 28 In.
03 In.

(Itis steel.
Otis steel.
Otis steel.
Otis steel.
411.5 sq. ft.
49.5 sq. ft.
32.1 sq. ft.
30.2 sq. ft.
2,040 sq.ft. 2.102 sq. ft. 2,004 sq. ft. 1,557 sq. ft.
Water capac.7.ooo & ii.ooo 7.000 gals.
7,ooo gals.
7,000 & 0,000 4.000 gals.
Coal cnpac... 14 A 1(1 Ions. 14 tons.
llions.
14 & lo tons, ti Ions.
1)11 iapa(lty.2.!l40 * 2,4.S7 2,!)40gals,
2,04l> & 2,487 1,020 gals.
2.040 gals.
SprcUi I Elf u ipm ent.
Aiviyleiie Kiis K.nerator
lOlllott
Hell rlim.r
(iollmar
llraki' ailjustir qulonienl, freight
.\cme
Itrake adJtiHier equipment, passenger
.\raerlcan
Holler lagging
Magnesia
llrake heaniH
Damascus
llrake shoes
American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Co.
.

i

Climax

Diiplers
>raft

I', .il

rigging
pipe strainer

IIiailliKhts

Headlights, electric
lose lank
Injeitor
.lournal bearings
Journal boxes
riaton rod packings
Valve rod packings

Miner
I'yle

Tires, driving wheel
Tires, t ruck wheel
Tires, lendiM- wheel
Truck bolsters
Tender truck side frames
Vistlbiile diaph.-ugms

Water gages
^^

blstles

National

Anaconda
Nathan
Hewitt
Mttl. Casting Co.
I'axton-Mltchell Co.
I'sxtou-.MItehell Co.

National

Leach

Ices

Steam and dl .Dndiilts
Sieam healing ii|nl|.iiient
Sleam heat redu.liii: valve

steel

Burnbam, Williams & (^o.
Handlan Muck

Side bearlugs
Sight feed lubricator

Springs
Steam gages

high, inside measurements, and 36 ft. d\i in. long, 9 ft. 1% in.
ft. Vk in. high, over all.
The box cars will measure
long, 8 ft. 6 In. wide and 9 ft. 10 in. high, inside measurements, and 36 ft. 9\'s in. long and 9 ft. 'St in. wide, over all. The
flat cars will measure 41 ft. long, 9 ft.
in. wide and 3 ft. 10T6 In.
6'/*

in.

wide and 13

36

ft.

6%

high, over all.
They will have yellow pine flooring. The gondola
cars will measure 41 ft. long, 8 ft. 10>-j in. wide and 3 ft. 3V4 in.
high, inside measurements, and 42 ft. 3% in. long, 10 ft. wide and
7 ft. ZVi in. high, over all.
Bodies will be of wood and underframes
of steel. The special equipment for all cars includes:
Holsters
I'ressed steel for all except gondolas
Itrake-beams

I'ressed steel

Brakes
Couplers
Draft rigging
Uust guards

Westlughouse
Climax, steel shank

Miner
(iould for stock ond box cars
Symington for flat and gondola cars
Gould lor stock and box cars
Symington for flat and gondoia cars
Arch bar

Journal boxes

Trucks

In.

.Otis steel.
.Material
Ciratc area.40.5sq. ft.
Burf. fl.3,4ll3 8(|. ft,

I

The Xtw Orleans Great Xorthern, as reported in the Railroad
Oazette of October 4, has ordered from the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Co. 65 all-wood stock cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, 300
all-wood box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, 200 steel flat cars of 80,000
lbs. capacity and 200 flat bottom gondola cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity.
The stock cars will measure 36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 9 ft.

l.'iO.OOO lbs.

22 x 28

Iltg.

(

The Duluth, Missabe d Xorthern is figuring on four first class
coaches, four second class coaches, two baggage and mail cars, two
passenger and baggage cars and one baggage express car.

10 wheel.
108,000 lbs.

Switch.
140,000 lbs.
140,000 lbs.
19 x 26 In.
Itlani. drvrs. ..'." In.
SI In.
51 In.
C3 In.
Holler, type .Straight top. Straight top. Straight fop. Straight top. Straight top.
2O0 lbs
Stni press.. .200 lbs.
200 lbs.
100 lbs.
175 lbs.
Tulws, No. .413
355
237
207
207
.Materlal. .Seamless steel and charcoal Iron.
Diameter. .2 In.
2 In.
2 in.
2 In.
2 In.
Length ..1.1ft.
10 ft.
15 ft.
11 ft.
In
12 ft. 8 In.
IMrebox, Igth.lDsln.
Ili8 In.
108 In.
108 In.
124 In.
40i/4ln.
Width
110 In.
00 In.
00 In.
37 <4 In.

Wilght.

Cylinders

The Duluth d Iron Range, as reported in the Railroad Gazette
of July 26, Is said to have ordered six passenger cars from the
American Car & Foundry Co.

Miner
Nathan
Railway Steel-Spring Co.
Ashcroft
Kranklln Railway Supply Co.
Consolidated

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
ALiit.QLKiigiK, N. .Mkx.

shops.

(April

5, p.

Andrews

Acme
Nathan

to the local

machine

—

Ai.VA, Oivi,.\.
The improvements to be made by the Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe establishing the new grade and straightening
the Panhandle branch through western Oklahoma include a large

bridge over the Salt Fork.
Fkii.\a.ni)1.\a,

Fi.a.

— The

Seaboard Air Line

is

build its phosphate elevator recently destroyed bv

planning to
fire

re-

at a loss of

$150,000.

Fort S.mitii. Akk.— The St. Louis & San Francisco, and the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, it is said, will put up large roundhouses and shops at this place.

Four WoitTu, Tkx.— The Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

it

is

said,

has given a contract for putting up a brick freight house 45
X 300 ft., two stories high.

ft.

—

Fredericiv JiNCTio.v, Md. The Baltimore & Ohio has given confor building a new bridge over the Monocacy river on the
old main line at this place, to the Drake & Stratton Co., of Philadelphia, for the substructure work, and to the McClintic-Marshall
Co., of Pittsburgh, for the superstructure.
The bridge is to consist of tour spans, each about S.') ft. long, with deck plate giriiers,
and will carry two tracks. The work will be pushed to completion
as early as possible.
tracts

—

Grakd Forks, B. C. The Canadian Pacific, it is said, will start
work next year on roundhouses, repair shops and yards at this place.
The cost of these improvements will be about |100,000.

cast steel

Star Brass

has begun on the new Atchison,

498.)

Leslie

Mldvale
Mldvale
Mldvale
Simplex

— Work

Topeka & Santa Fe storehouse, and additions

—

Meridian, Miss. Engineers are locating the site of a bridge
over the railroad tracks.

to be built
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—

New

York. N. Y. Contract has been let to J. C. Rodgers for the
bridge over the Harlem river at Madison avenue and 138th
at |1, 155.987; the next lowest bid was that of the Phoenix
Construction Company, $1,189,626.
Other bids were:
Williams

new

street

Engineering Company, $1,197,000; Maryland Steel Company, $1,324,and Bernard Rolf, $1,333,333. The work includes building a
draw span, two approach spans, fender piers, three masonry
river piers, masonry approaches, grading, paving and furnishing
electric equipment for operating the draw and lighting the structure.
The work will require about 2,000 tous of structural steel, and it
is thought that the contract for this steel will be given to the
American Bridge Company.
The Board of Estimate and Apportionment at a recent meeting
authorized an issue of $10,000,000 of stock to pay for buying and
improving the property along the South Brooklyn water front from
28th to 36th streets and from 58th to 61st streets. About $6,000,000
of this will be spent for the land and the rest is to be used for
putting up docks.
567.
steel

—

Axgei.o. Tex. The
will soon start work on a
here.

Sax

Toledo, Ohio.

— .\nnouncement

Michigan Southern

Swan

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, it is said.
combined freight and passenger station

will put

creek, at the foot of

is

made

up a bridge this

Munroe

that the

Lake Shore &

over the mouth of

fall

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Alabama

Incorporations,

—A

Surveys,

company

Etc.

being formed by
Richard Tillis. of Montgomery, to build an electric line from Geneva,
Ala., on the Louisville & Nashville northeast via Hartford and Slocomb to Dothan. on the Atlantic Coast Line and the Central of
Georgia, 40 miles. It is proposed eventually to extend the line from
Road.s

(Electisic).

is

Dothan north.

—

Alva & Socthern'. Incorporated in Oklahoma, with $5,000,000
The company procapital and offices at Alva and at St. Louis, Mo.
poses to build about 250 miles of railroad from Kiowa, Kan., south
through Oklahoma to the Red river, 250 miles. L. T. McKnight,
President and General Manager; .J. B. Cheadle, Vice-President, and
W. Habiland. Assistant Secretary, all of Alva, and G. E. Autrey.
Treasurer, of Granton, Ohio.

Arizona & Calikorma.
ARKAN.SAS Valley.

— See

— See

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Atchison, Topeka

—

& Santa

Fe.

Sa.sta Fe. The report of this company
for the year ended June 30, 1907, gives a total of 9,350.28 miles for
all the lines included in this system, as compared with 9.189.43
miles in 1906, an increase of 160.85 miles. The 1906 figures have
been revised since the last annual report to include additional
The average mileage operated during
lines now in the system.
the year ended June 30, 1907. was 9,273.15 miles, an increase of
In addition the
120.35 miles, as compared with the preceding year.
company has under construction 488.43 miles, which is almost finished.
The Arizona & California has been extended to Parker,
The Barnwell & Searchlight.
Ariz., 106.84 miles from VVickenburg.
from Barnwell, Cal., to Searchlight, Nev., 23 miles, has been finished
and was opened for traffic in .\pril. The Denver. Kansas & Gull.
from Kiowa, Kan., via Medicine Lodge to Belvidere, 49.41 miles,
has been finished. The Sulphur branch from Davis, Ind. T.. to
The
Sulphur, 9.28 miles, was opened for traffic in August, 1906.
Jasper & Eastern has been opened for traffic from KirbyviUe, Tex.,
to Cravens. La., about 57 mile.M.
Grading Is finished to Oakdale.
track laying Is now in progress; of this 5.35 miles were
I.,a., and
added last yi^ar. The Molly & Swlnk Railway and the Arkansas
Valley Railroad, which were bought by this company during the
year, are being extended through the beet sugar <llstrlct of Arkansas
valley, Colorado.
The new mileage added during the year on these
lines aggregates about 68.07 miles. On the Pecos & Northern Texas,
the Canyon City (Tex.) Plalnvlew branch, 57.30 miles, was finished
and the line opened for traffic In February. On the Eastern Railway Company of New Mexiro, extending from Texho, N. .Mex., west
to Belen, 250 miles are finished, and work Is under way on a cut-oft
from Belen to Rio Puerco. N. Mex.. 19 miles, which is nearing completion.
Work is In progress to reduce heavy grades and curvature
on the line between Texiro. N. Mex., and Wellington, Kan.; these
Improvements are being made to obtain a new low grade line, which
it Is expected will be ready for operation by June, 1908, for transcontinental freight via Wellington, Texico. Belen and Rio Puerco.
Atc-iilsox,

Toi'kka

&

15.

This company and the Southern Pacific each has a half ownership
in the Northwestern Pacific, which is building a line to connect the
California & Northwestern, of the Southern Pacific, at Willits, Cal.,
with the San Francisco & Northwestern, owned by the Santa Fe,
10 complete a through line from Eureka. Cal., south via Willets to
San Francisco, about 290 miles. The report slates that owing to
existing conditions, the directors have decided to suspend various
extension projects, which were under consideration, and to only
finish improvements already under way.

Barnwell & Searchlight.

—See

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

—

Tex.n-essee River.
General Manager E. C. Weston is
quoted as saying that work will be started shortly on a section of
this propo.sed line from Wicklitfe, Ky., east to Hopkinsville, about
108 miles. The Atlantic & Cairo Construction Company has the conThe line is projected east to Newcomb, Tenu.,
tract for the work.
(June 14, p. 878.)
about 425 miles.
Caii!o

&

—

Charlotte Hardor & Norther.n. An officer writes that this
which is known as the Boca Grande Route, has finished its line
from Boca Grande, Fla.. north to Arcadia, 53 miles, and is now in
operation.
At Boca Grande there is a deep-water harbor at the
south eud of Gasparilla Island, and extensive dock improvements
are now under way. Allen Fonts, Second Vice-President and Genline,

Manager, Jacksonville, Fla.

eral

street.

—

WiLKEsnARRE, Pa. An agreement, it is said, has been made between the city and the Lehigh Valley, the Jersey Central, the Delaware & Hudson and the Pennsylvania to eliminate the grade crossings on these roads from South Wilkesbarre to Market street.

New

Vol. XLIIl., No.

(July

26. p.

110.)

—

Chesapeake & Onio. The report of this company for the year
ended June 30, 1907, shows that the 19 miles of second main track,
last report as being built, has been finished, with
Contracts
the exception of 6.4 miles from Norgeva to Diaseund.
tiave been let for 91.8 miles additional second track, referred to in
the same report, except for the section between Concord, Ky., and
The 6.3
Crooked Creek, on the Cincinnati division. 10.3 miles.
miles between Morrison, Va., and Oriana, on the Richmond division,
is in operation, and work on the section between Hawk's Nest, W.
Va.. and Cotton Hill, two miles, and between Maysville. Ky., and Lawrence Creek, 5.4 miles is almost finished. Work on the remaining
67.8 miles, also on the 6.4 miles between Norge and Diasiund has
been suspended. A bridge has been built over New river, one mile
west of Sewell, W. Va., the second main track befng continued to
that point and connection made with the Southside branch, paralleling the main line to Hawk's Nest, 11 miles, which has been rebuilt.
On the Potts Creek branch, building a 2()-mile line from Covington,
Va., south to Potts Creek, 18 miles of track has been laid and
placed in operation. On the Coal River Railway, in West Virginia,
22.9 miles has been built and placed in operation, and 16.2 miles
are under construction.

mentioned in the

— See Warrensburg &
—

Chicago & Alton.

Clinton.

Chicago, Buhli.ngtox & Qiixcy. This company, it is said, is
making surveys for an extension of the line from Herrin, HI., west
to the Ohio river, about 30 miles.

—

Chicago, Ixiuaxai-olis & Loiisville. The Indianapolis & Louisrecently finished from Victoria. Ind., on the Illinois Central,
northeast to Wallace Junction, on the main line of the Chicago,
Indianapolis & l^uisville. one mile north of Quincy. about 47 miles,
is reported opened for freight traffic.
At Victoria connection is to
be made with the eight-mile line already built to the Little Giant
and Shirley Hill coal mines. (March 15, p. 381.)
ville,

CixnxNATi, Hamilton & Dayton.

— New yards are reported being

laid out north of Hamilton, Ohio, by this
miles of track.

Coal River.

company

to

have four

— See Chesapeake & Ohio.
—

Colorado Roaus (Electric). A company, it is said, is being
formed in which H. C. Chapman, of New York, is interested, to build
an electric line from a point on the Denver & Rio Grande either
at Ride, Colo., or Newcastle, north via Meeker to Craig, 75 miles.

—

Continental Tinnel Comi-any. This is the name of the company which proposes to build a line (Including a tunnel about five
miles long) from Tolland, Colo., on the Denver, Northwestern &
Pacific, west to Vasquez. on the same road.
It will shorten the
D., N. W. & P. about 23 miles and lessen the grade, which on the
(See Colorado Roads, October 4, p. 403.)
existing line Is 4 per cent.
Denver. Kan.sas & Gri.K.

Denver, Nortii-We.stern

— See Atchison, Topeka & Santa
&
— See Continental
PaciI'-ic.

Fe.

Tunnel

Company.

—

EvANsviLLE & Tekke Haite. ThIs company, it is said, has just
a three-mile belt line to the new South Vlnoennes, Ind.,

finished

fa<tory district.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. An order. It is said, has been Issued
H. A. K. Drury, Inspector for the Canadian Railway Commission
at Winnipeg, authorizing this company to open for freight traffic
122 miles of Us line from Portage la Prairie, Man., west.
tiy

Great Northern.

—The

Vancouver,

Victoria

& Eastern,

it

is

Oc-TOBu

II.
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Mid, b«a been flniabed from Orovllle. Waih.. northwest to Keremoui,

U C,

38 miles, and tbU aci-tlon Is to be placed In operation al
Work is under way on the next settloo from Keremous
northwest to Hedley. 10 miles. (Sept. 27. p. 371.)
On the MInot diviklon the new line from Uertbold, N. Uak..
iiortbwekt has tiecn opened for trafllr to Croiiby, 8U miles.
(Sep;.
17, p 307.)

onre.

—

Ga«.MT»: City k E.\«t St. Lulih Ti:k\iinal Railway Company.
This company now operates a seven-mile slnKle-(raek line for switch
iag and other service, connectlnx the railroads at Granite City, ill.,
(March 15, p. 384.)
with roads at ICast St. Louis.

HoixY A Swi.>K.— See Atchison, Topeka A Santa

— Work,

Fe.

It

Is said,

,

Lortheast to Harrison, 27.8 miles, with
l.NUiA.XAfuLis

A

Luii.svtLLt:.

— Sec

75-11).

.

ilttrlnc

rail.

Chicago, Indianapolis

A

Jasi-ui

a Eastkbn.

)

.

— Work,

il is

— See Atchison,

said,

Topeka A Santa

Fe.

—

Ei.r.rTRic
Soitiierx
An ofBcer
writes that this comi>any, which was organized some time ago, will
liuiid a line from Springfleld. Mo., northwest 75 miles to Nevada,
with a south branch to Carthage, 40 miles. W. B. Forsyth, President, Chicago, III.
(.March 15. p. 385.)

Kansas City A

Lake

Si'Ri.M.fiKi.n

(

)

.

Sikike Ei.E»TKii.^This company, operating about 100 miles

nfw line from SanThrough trains are
now operated between Cleveland and Toledo via Sandusky. Vickery
and Fremont; also by the old route via Norwalk and Fremont.
of electric lines In Ohio, has recently opened a
dusky west via Vickery to Fremont. 29 miles.

Moran, D. Thompson, R. H. Robinson,
Parkinson are directors.

J.

H. Gamble, and

Wm.

G.

—

Pavl. Roc-hester A DiutgiE (Electku). Inin
Maine, with $25,000,000 capital, to build electric
Minnesota and Iowa. E. W. Freeman, President, Portland,
Me., and M. H. Bontell. Secretary, Minneapolis, Minn.
M1.SNEAPOI.I.S, St.

corporated
lines in

—

New York. New Have.n A Hartford. The report of this company for the year ended June 30, 1907. which is reviewed elsewhere
shows that the six-track construction of the Harlem
River-New Rochelle branch is well under way; part is to be opened
for service this year.
The new four-track bridge over the Housatonlc river at Naugatuck Junction has been put in service, completing the four-track system on the New York division. The second
track from South Braintree. Mass., to Whitman. 10. G miles, has been
put in service; also the second track extension from Nantasket
Junction to Cohasset. Satisfactory progress has been made on the
second-track work between Seymour. Conn., and Waterbury. about
four miles of which is finished from Pines Bridge north. The rest
in this Issue,

work

expected to be finished this year. All bridges over
and under grade crossings in Waterbury. Conn., have been finished
except the bridge over the freight yard approach. The new freight
yard at Waterbury is about finished, and contracts have been let
for a new passenger station, as well as an engine house and storage
tracks.
During the present year the second track on the Highland
division, between Danbury, Conn., and Hawleyville. is expected to
be placed in operation. On the same division between Waterbury.
Conn., and Bristol, second-track work is under way; of this about
nine mile.s from Waterbury to Terryvllle Summit, is expected to be
put in operation early next year, and the rest to be finished before
Improvements have been made in the yard
the close of that year.
and freight facilities at Hartford. Conn. The new double-track line
from Needham. Mass.. to West Roxbury. 4.5 miles, has bpen put In
operation. Work Is still under way on the New Haven cut. This
great improvement is to be finished by next January. New shops
have been built at Readville. Mass.. and are now in operation. Work
on the double-track connecting line from the main lino .station at
Providence. R. I., under the river to East Providence. 2.70 miles,
including a tunnel almut two miles long, has bien continued. The
portals of both headings have advanced about 2,100 ft., leaving
about 2.900 ft. between headings in the tunnel yet to be bored.
At Attleboro 11 grade crossings were eliminated, four tracks have
of the

is

[...rn^ir

opf-ratlon of h-i.;-.

N<>Kn>i.K A S<>i TiiKK.v.— The Eastern district of the Raleigh division has been extended from Farmvilie, N. C, west to Wilson, 23

—

Dakota. Incorporated in North Dakota to build a
from Edinburg. N. Uak.. on the Great Northern northeast to
Pembina cement mines. al>out 21 miles. The office

NoiiTHER.N

the works of the
of the company

Is

Thorwaldson.

E.

Grand Forks. Thomas Campl)eli. President;
Vice-President, and
Secretary and
D.
Bull,

at

Treasurer.

NoRTUEB.N Electric.

— See Northern

Electric of California.

—

NomiiER.N Ei.KcTiMr OK Calu'ocma. This company has been incorporated in California, with $25,000,000 capital, to take over the
property of the Northern Electric Company, operating an electric
line from Chlco. Cal., south via Oroville to Sacramento, 105 miles,
and to buy the Shasta Southern, operating a line from Chlco west
to Hamilton City, in Glen county, 18 miles. It is the intention of
the new owners to extend the line north from Chlco via Red Bluff
to Reading, 76 miles, and southeast from Sacramento to Folsom
City. 26 miles; also from Sacramento via Woodland north to Hamilton. 108 miles, with a branch from Colusa east to Yuba City, 30
miles. R. Augustus Bray Is President of the new company; W. Maginnls. Treasurer, and Curtis Hillyer. Francis C. Van Diense. Martin
S. Washburn. Henry C. Mack and Charles Elsey. Directors.

—

Mi.M.o A MoN<)X(iAiiEi,A. Incorporated in Pennsylvania with
$120,000 capital to build a 12-mile line from a connection with the
Wheeling. Pittsburg A Baltimore branch of the Baltimore & Ohio,
about 7U0 ft. west of Thomas tunnel, to a connection with the
Pittsburgh, Virginia A Charleston branch of the Pennsylvania.
1 000 ft. southeast of Mingo creek crossing.
S. J. Jones. President;
P.

r,-,

Iges. Twc'ily
I'Ut. four in
ccn t>egun in
tioBton eiiminatlng the Dudley street grade crossings, and Is nearing completion. The elimination of nine highway crossings at New
Bedford, .Mass.. is ex|>e( ted to be finished in atjout a year. A :<' •*
engine bouse and freight yard are to 1m> built here. The r
:•
crossing elimination work at Main street. East Hartford, is ti- .ir!>

line
Eixc-nu).'

tirlders

:

Louis-

has been stfirted on
an electric line from Nauvoo, III., to Keokuk and Carthage, and
north from Nauvoo to fort Madison, a total of about 30 miles. The
promoters, it Is ?ald, have bought the city street lines at Fort Madison and expect to have the entire line ready for operation next
spring. The promoters are residents of Nauvoo.
(

rf-ru'wing

y.-ar

miles.

ville.

Iowa Ruaus

Ihi'

finished.

U

under way on the Yazoo
4 Ml8»l8sippl Valley relaying the present track from Natchez, Miss
Iij.i.xuis Ci:.\TK.vi..
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been put In. and a new paas«ng«r station I* nearljr flnlabed. The
new Soherzer double-track lift bridge over the Connecticut rlv' Lyme. Maim is now In service. Considerable work has be«-ii

NiiRTUwE.sTERX PACIFIC.

— See

Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe.

a Nehra.ska Cf.xtral (Electric).

—

This company, which
was organized some time ago, will soon start work on its proposed
from Omaha, Neb., southwest to Hastings, 159 miles. (March 15,
O.maiia

line
p.

389.)

Pecos A Nortiierx Texas.

— See

Atchison, Topeka

A Santa

Fe.

—

Pe.vxsyi.vaxia. The Millsboro branch on the Monongahela division from West Brownsville Junction. Pa., southwest to Millsboro,
11.1 miles, was opened for passenger traflBc Septemtier 2.
Plans, it is said, are being made by this company for improvements to its yards and tracks at I'niontown, Pa., to cost about
$100,000.
'

—

Pexx.svlvaxia Roads. It is reported in Pittsburgh that H. C.
Frick and other local capitalists will build elevated, subway and
surface lines to connect Pittsburgh wlih Wllklnsburg. East Pittsburgh, Braddock and McKeesport.
Potts Cheek.— See Chesapeake & Ohio.

—

QiEBEc A Lake St. Jdhx. D. B. Hanna. President of this company, is reported as saying that the branch from La Tuque Junction.
Que., to La Tuque Falls. 40 miles, is almost finished, and as soon as
the government inspection is made, the line Is to be opened for
traffic.

(March

15, p. 396.)

—

Rogers South westerx (Electric). This company, which is
building an electric line from Siloam Springs. Ark., northeast via
Rogers to Eureka Springs. 50 miles, has the first 27 miles from
Siloam Springs finished. Surveys are now being made on the
northern end of the line. When this work is finished a line Is to
be built from a point seven miles southwest of Eureka Springs south
to Huntsville, 22 miles.
(March 15, p. S90.)
St. Joseph Valley.— -An officer writes that this road has been
opened for business from Angola. Ind.. west via Crooked I.^ke. Lake
Cage. Oreland and Mongo to L/a Grange. 26 miles.

—

Work is reported under way on
St. Loll.'* A Sax Fraxclsco.
the branch between Arcadia, Kan., and Cherryvale. changing the
alinement and bridges, and putting In heavier rails. The company,
it is said, has also made surveys for a cut-off from Mlnden. Mo.,
northeast 10 miles to lantha, on which work is soon to be begun.

—

St. I^uis, Barti.esvii.i.e A Pacific.
This company, which was
incorporated some time ago to build a Hue from Joplin, Mo., west
to Pond Creek, Okla.. about 240 miles, has been granted a bonus
of $20,000 by residents of that place, and expects to begin grading
work about the first of next month. (March 15. p. 391.)

Shasta Soituerx.

— See

Northern Electric of California.
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SouTHEK.N.— The Greenville, Elizabeth & Kergs Mill branch of
extended from Wolfs Mill, Miss., 6.6 miles east

this road has been
Kergs Mill.

North & South Texas.

—An

writes

that

1907,

this

grades of
p.

1

per cent, with

maximum

curvature of 4 deg.

(Sept

13

308.)

—

to

Bonham, 50

$83,803.

—

Hocking Valley. The time for the deposit of the stock of the
Hocking Valley and of the Kanawha & Michigan under the
plan for the consolidation of the two companies has been extended to March 1, 1908. (May 24, page 728.)

Hudson & Manhattan.

Kanawha &

1"E.\AS Roads (Electric).
Residents of Greenville, Tex., are
organizing a company to build a line from that place via Wolfe City

—

its

road from

—

& Eastern.

— See

Great Northern.

—

.

.

Non-convertible S% per cent, debentures.
Non-convertible 3i^ per cent, debentures.
Non-convertible 4 per cent, debentures. ..
Non-convertible 4 per cent, debentures.
Niuig.Ttuck It.K. 3 '4 per cent, debentuies.
I'ar vaine of warrants for convertible 3 Vi
per cent, debenture certificates
Two-year 4 Vii percent, debenture notes.
Two-year oVi per cent, debenture notes..
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year a'/i per cent, debenture notes...
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-jear 5 per cent, delienture notes....
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5U per cent, debenture notes.
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Twovear 5 per cent, debenture notes....
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Two-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
Three-vear 5 per cent, debenture notes....
Three-year 5 per cent, debenture notes...
Four year 5 per cent, debenture notes....
Five-year 5 per cent, debenture notes....
Five year 5 per cent, deljenture notes
Hartford Street Railway Co.
4V4 per cent debentures, series N
4 per cent, debentures, series M
Consolidated Railway Co.
4 per cent. 1954 delientures
4 per cent. 1955 ,l..|icninres
.

Illinois Central.

Hartford.

—

Rai'id Tran.sit.
Gross earnings for the year ended June
30. 1907. were $19,381,587, an increase of $908,259; net earnings.
$7,915,882, a decrease of $116,068.
Out of net income there was

appropriated $442,063 for betterments and additions, a decrease
of $138,279; the surplus for the year was $2,002,598. a decrease
of $160,011.

.

—

fllvlrtend

of

1

^

per cent, will be paid

same lime that the regular qiiarlerly
per cent, will he paid. The extra dividend Is
Superior Co., which owns (;reat Northern prop
steam railroads. The l-nke Superior Co. form

erly held the ore lands which were leased to the Tnlted States
Steel Corporation and turned over to a hoard of trustees last
fall.

The present extra dividend

Is

paid out of surplus derived

1, 1947
1, l!)o4

.luly

.

l.">,UOO.ouo.oo

May

1,

I'.OOO.OOO.OO

Oct.

1,1930

18,421.100.00

.Tan.

1, 18u.j

195«i

1,1956

c>cl.

20, I'.IOS

i.-_'.~,n.(iiHi.tM)

N»»v.

im

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

15.1908
1908
19,1908
22. 1908
27, 1908
1.1908
5. 1908
7, 1908
11, 1008
11, 1908
14, 1008
21, 1908
22. 1908
:;4. 1908
29.1908
31. 1908
9, 1900
9.1910
10,1910
0.1911
1.1912
9, 1912

(;i"i,iiiiii.ii(i

."itni.iino

iiKi.diiii.iiii

^.oimi.imiij.iiii
.",(mi.im»i.(m>

;i7ii,(i(io.oo
:i(i(i.iMMi.oi)

litio.Ooo.oo

50,000.00
400.000.00
40O.0O0.00

.

2.50.000.00

200.000.00
i'50,oiio.oo

Dec.
Hec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

450.000.oo
500.000. 00
I.500.000.00
3,500.000.00
5o.ooo.00

Jan.

i;,i5(i.ocio,oo

.Ian.

Jan

15,

.UIO.OOO.OO
G.4(io,oo0.00

Jan.
Jan.

145,000.00

Jan.
Jan.

1,

::.:i.-.o.ooo.00

July
Jan.

1,
1,

:j,lo,s.o(io.oo

,Tan.

1.10.50

1.341,000,00

Apr.
'

1,1055

1.000.000.00
27.085,000.00

Fell

1,

Apr.

1, 1!)21'

Iii5.000.00

4.35I.OOO.O0

.

1030
1,1930
1954
1955

lO.tO

road, which
Conn., to Wlllimantlc, 52 miles, last year.

—

& Southern. A special meeting of the stockholders has
been called for October 23. to create an Issue of $25,000,000
5 per cent., first and refunding mortgage bonds and also some
equipment trust notes. The stockholders will also act on a
plan for the sale of additional common and preferred stock and
of the new bonds and notes.
It Is said that arrangements for
placing part of the new Issues are being made with Edward

Sweet &

through the tunnels now being built and

at the

New Haven,

NdiiKoi.K

Erie.
The annual report shows that a contract has been made wllli
the Hudson & .Manhattan, giving the Erie trackage rights

on November 1,
dividend of I";
paid by the Lake
ertles other than

Mch.
Mch.
Apr.

l.">,(lon,(Hiii.iM)

The N<w Haven bought the

Haven & Hartford.
runs from

Great Nortiierv— An extra

1!)14
1, 1!)47
1,

S148,734. 100.00

the annual meeting the stockholders adopted
a re.solutlon authorizing the lease of the St. Marys & Western
Ontario, which i.s under construction from Embro, Ont., to
Sariila, via St. Marys.

operation. The Erie has extended for 16 years, from July 1,
1916. Its contract with Wells, Fargo & Co. for handling express
business on the road.

.

1.1008

Keb.

Kidder, Peabody & Co., Boston, are offering at 97 and interest $1,000,000 4 per cent, bonds of 1955. being part of an
authorized issue of $5,000,000. of the Boston & New York .\ir
l.ine, guaranteed principal and Interest by the New York, New

— At

to be built under the
river, as well as terminal facilities In New York.
The
contract is to become effective as soon as the tiuinols are In

.

."i.ihmi.ihiii.iii)

lt)5G

1,

Apr.

Ki.ihmi.imiii.iiii

4 per cent. I'.i.)!' ili'iii'iiioies
4 per cent. 1955 ililiciilnies
3 per cent., 3'.j per cent, and 4 per cent.
10.30 delienlures
Kuropean loan of 1007

BiKKAix), Rochester & Pittsihrgh.— C. C. Harrison, Jr., & Co..
Philadelphia, are offering, at a price to net 5.35 per cent., part
of an authorized issue of $3,000,000 4'o per cent, equipment
trust bonds dated April 1, 1907.
There is $2,100,000 of this
Issue outstanding.

Hudson

Date of
Maturity,
.Tan.

.

.

.

York Air Line.— See New York, New Haven &

Denver & Rio Grande.— The San Pete Valley, which runs from
NephI, Utah, to Morrison, 51 miles, has been sold to Gould Interests and Is now a part of the Denver & Rio Grande.
The
Sterling Coal & Coke Co. and the quarries at Mt. Nebo, to
which a branch line runs, are Included. The San Pete Valley
has $510,000 stock and $815,000 bonds.

.

.
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Canadian Pacific.

—

Total
Outstanding.

& Alton.

Brooklyn

Hocking Valley.

3%

—

Boston & New

Erie.

(iinvertible
per cent, debenture ceitlli?11..-,7.S,D00.00
cates
c,i:.10(i.OO
Convertil)le 4 per cent, debenture certificates
."i.ihmi.ikhj.oo
Non convertible 4 per cent, debentures. ..
."i.iMiii.dOO.do
Non-conveitible 4 per cent, debentures. ..

Wakrensrurg & Cli.nton. Surveys are reported under way by
this company for a line from Higginsville, Mo., on the Chicago &
Alton and the Missouri Pacific, south via Warrensburg to Clinton, 50
miles. Captain M. L. Belt, Higginsville, is promoting the project. It
is thought that when built the line will be turned over to the Chicagj

— See

^See

bentures.

ViBGixiA Air Line. An officer writes that contracts have been
let to J. N. H. Hornell & Co. for building part of this proposed line
from Lindsay, Va., on the main line of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
south to Bremo. on the James River division of the same road.
Additional contracts are to be let about the first of November.
Maximum grades will be 1 per cent, and maximum curvature 6 deg.
compensated. Contracts have been let for two steel bridges aggregating about 360 ft. T. 0. Troy, President, and W. Washabaugh,
Chief Engineer, Charlottesville, Va.
(Sept. 27, p. 371.)

Yazoo & Misslssuti Valley.

— See
—

The following table, taken
from the annual report for the last fiscal year, shows the outstanding debentures of the company, including those of merged
lines whose debentures have been assumed by the New Haven.
Nearly all of the securities, excepting the convertible debentures
and some of the debentures of subsidiary companies, have been
issued within the last three years. The amounts outstanding
are all in the hands of the public except for $1,766,000 Naugatuck Railroad debentures and $2,700 of the convertible de-

U.MOx Pacific. This company, it is said, is planning to build
a line from Wamsutter, Wye, south to Craig, Colo., about 90 miles.
VA.NcotrvER, Victoria

Michigan.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.

miles.

Tremo.nt & GiLF. This company has extended
Uodson, La., south to Winnfield, about 10 miles.

—

Gross earnings for the year ended June 30,
were $2,485,949. an increase of $347,171; net earnings,
decrease
of $79,676; surplus, $317,472, a decrease of
$601,991, a

Gi LF & Ship Island.
officer

company, which is building a line from Stephenville, Tex.,
south via Alexander and Carlton to Hamilton, 44 miles, is now in
operation between Stephenville and Carlton, 24 miles, and has track
laid on nine miles additional.
The grading is being done by Read
Bros. & Montgomery, of Stephenville, and the Wisconsin Bridge &
Iron Company, of Milwaukee, is putting up two steel bridges; one
100-ft. long and the other 125 ft.
The line will have maximum

15.

from the earnings of other subsidiary companies or from the
working of the ore lands previous to the above lease.

to

STErirEXviLLE

Vol. XLIII., No.

Sr.

Co., as

managers of a syndicate.

Marys & We.stern Ontario.— See Canadian

San Pete Valley.

— See

Pacific.

Denver & Rlo Grande.

Union PAriKic— The turplus after dividends on the preferred stock.
for the year ended June 30, i!»07, was $32,350,439, which Is
equal to 16.5 per cent, on the common stock.
This figure does
not Include $2,015,062 due from the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, the Daltlmore & Ohio and the Illinois Central.
Including
this, the amount would eqtinl 17.6 per cent, on (he common
•ock.

Western MAHYLAJin.— This company has sold to John T. McGraw,
Grafton, W. Vs., Its coal plant at Simpson, W. Va., and 3,000
acres of coal lands.

:

:

:

ANNUAL REPORTS.
NEW

YORK,

NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD RAILROAD COMPANY— THIRTY-SIXTH

In accuriUoc* with Ibe ByLawi of tbe Nrw York, Nrw llnrvii A llnrtford Itallroad Company, tbo Board of Dlrertora bare rauacd to b« preparwl
(rnrral alalrmrnt of It* aftalrs fur tbe jrear rndlng June :<U, 1007, aa

follow!

for Tirilte Uonllit, July I, 1900,
Kmni iiaHnrnRi-r dopartmcnt
fri-litbl department

Karulnrn

In

June

3U,

lOOT,

/ncliMhc

»l'tl.7."i«.»:;».08
l'!),:isu,Tu4.:ts
-tOli.aUh.lJO

:

Krum
Krom

,

rentu

03,UU4.ti2

Kruni ti-lfi;rapb rccelpla

Total erou parnlnR* from operation
I.e»» npiTniInK i-xpi-naca iUN.073 per cent.)

$.'>;S,001,038.32

eariiloKs. uleani railroad
Net I'arnlnpi. Hi net rnllwaya
Net earnluKH. ateamship lineH

$17,'oI,854.61
3.B15.»UU.uy
035,127.22

37,850.081.71

.Vi'l

$22,002.881. 52

Total net earning*

Add Income

friini

other sourcea

:

Intereat and dividends on Investments
Mlacellani-oua Income

....

$1,025,287.58
152,580.78
$2,077,874.36

Total Income

$24,080,755.88

I>eductlons from Income

Taxes

$3,502,235.03

lleotal of leased lines ( Kxhibit h)
Int. nn iMinda, debentures and other liabilities
.Vllacellnueoua charges

.'>.UU4,84U.10

5.732,742.61
257,880.54

Total deductlona from Income

$15,187,714.18

Net Income

$8,803,041.70

Dividends

108—2

per
.Vu. 100
2 per
Xo. 110—2 per
No. 111—2 per
No.

—

cent,
cent,
cent,
cent,

on $!S3,.'i:!7.UHi.(IO
on 83,5S4.()Oti.(IO
on 84.471.000.00
on 121,878.100.00

-

$1.(!70.742.00

=^
-^

l.US0,432.00
2,437,502.00

=

l.ii71.(>02.00

of (be new locomotive repair abop at RradrUlt hai
been completed. This work include* a new locomotive shop 150 ft. by 900 ft.,
complete with machinery and cranes, new blackimlth »hop 60 ft. by 354 ft..
complete with forges, machinery, etc tire house, iron house, •crap bin*, etc.
The *hops are now In operation.
The construction of the double track connectlns line in Providence, Jn
eluding tunnel, has continued.
Work wa* begun at the ea»t end of the
tunnel In April, 1000. and at the west end In July. 1000. Owing to adverse
circumstances and dllUcult conditions encountered, and time consamed in
installation of necessary plants, the work was not vigorously under way
before the full of 190«.
Since that time the work has been prosecuted on
both ends of the tunnel with double shifts, day and night.
the close
of the Oscul year the advance of the portals of liotb headings wa* about
2.100 ft., leaving a distance of 2.000 ft. under the hill Iwtween headings.
At the present rate of progress. It Is estimated that the headings will meet
In September, 1008. and the tunnel be completed two or three month* later.
It is expected the balance of the construction. Including the drawbridge over
the Seekonk river, will be ready for service by the time the tunnel is.
The elimination of grade crossings In Attleboro. Mass., closing 11 highway crossings at grade, and the construction of four tracks, has been completed, the number of crossings eliminated being Included in those reported
for the year ending June 30. 1900.
The new Scherzer double-track lift bridge over the Connecticut river at
Lyme has been completed and is in service.
Extensive work has been done during the year In renewing bridges to
permit operation of heavier locomotives and In depressing tracks and raising
overhead bridges to give more clearance for the same, to enable Increased
train loads.
The main lines between New York and Boston and Iwtween
New Haven and SprlngQeld will be ready for such service within the calendar year.
Grade crossings In the various states were eliminated as follows

M

:

Connecticut

New
Less dividends on stock of siil.sldliuy cos..

$7,409,428.00
504,440.00

loss

nil lines fnr

the yenr carried to profit

and
$1,988,053.70

a<'count

While the

earnings show an increase of about 5 per cent, over
tbe previous year the operating expenses Increased about 7 per cent., due
to a large Incnase In wages and In the cost of nearly every class of material
necessary in the operation of the property, und to an Increase of 25 per
cent. In tbe per dlera rate for the use of freight cars.
The six-track construction of the Uarlem Uiver & I'ort Chester Railroad
has been continued.
A portion of the line will be ready for service during
tbe present year.
The new four-track bridge over the Housatonic Itiver at Naiigatuck
.Junction with a four-track Scherzer rolling lift draw, with new signal towers,
etc., has been put in service during the year, thus completing the four tracks
groiis

from South Mount Vernon

to

New Haven.

The extension of the second track from South Braintrec to Whitman,
Mass., a distance of 10.0 miles, has been completed and put Into service.
The extension of the second track from Nnntasket Junction to Cohasset
has been completeil and put in service.
The second truck construction between Seymour and Waterbury has
progressed satlsfnclorlly, having been completed from I'ines Bridge north, a
distance of about four miles.
The remainder of the work Is estimated to
be completed by the end of the present year.
All bridges for abolishing grade crossings in Waterbury have been
completed except the new bridge for the freight yard approach.
Tbe old
freight bouBc has been removed and the business moved to the new.
The
new freight yard Is practically completed. Contract bus been awarded for
tbe new passenger station.
The whole work planned, Including tbe new
passenger station, engine house, and storage tracks, should be completed during the year 1908.
The constructlou of second track between Danbury and UawleyviUe has
progressed satisfactorily, and It Is estimated the work will be completed
during the present year.
The changes in yard and freight facilities at Hartford have progressed.
Tbe new double track abutments and bridge across State street and the
Valley branch to replace single track structure, have been completed.
The
new Slate street passenger Htatli>n bus been put In service anil additions have
been made to the Morgan Street freight yard. The completion of the whole
work Is delayed waiting the completion of other work being done by the
Connecticut Uiver Bridge and Highway district.
The second track construction on the Highland division Iwtween
Waterbury and Bristol, has been prosecuted, but not very rapidly. The
double track between Waterbury and Terryvllle Summit, nine miles, sliould
be reody for service early In 1908.
l''rom Terryvllle Summit to Bristol,
which Includes the tunnel section, the work will probably not be completed
before tbe close of tbe year lOns.
The new double track line between Needham und West Itoxbury, Mass.,
a distance of 4.5 miles, was completed and put Into operation In November,
inoti.

The work of providing additional tracks and widening the cut througl\
New Haven has been actively prosecuted, and will bp prnctlciill.T
completed and the new tracks in service by January, J90.S.
the city of

York

.Massachusetts

$6,904,988.00

Sun>l«s net Income of

YEAR.

Tbe conairucllon

22
"J
4

The electrification of the New York division between Woodlawn and
Stamford has been practically completed, and electric service has been In
augurated for local trains between New York and New Rochelle. and New
Y'ork and I'ort Chester.
The complete change from steam to electric traction for all our passenger service on this section of our line should be

made

during tbe month of October, 1007.
passenger stations or Increased facilities have been provided dur
Ing tbe year at Rockland. Westport. Stepney. I.yman Viaduct. Monument
Beach. Lyme. Taunton, Stamford. I'utnam. Ashcroft, Attleboro and at Columbus Avenue, .Mt. Vernon.
Work is In progress and will \>e completed during the coming year on
new passenger stations or increased facilities at Oakvllle. New Miiford. East
Taunton. Dudley street Boston. Bournetown and I'elbam.
New freight houses or increased freight facilities have been provided
during the year at Massachusetts avenue .vard Boston. Danbury, Mystic.
Centrevllle, I'omfret. Housatonic. Stamford. Brewster, East Walpole, Fargo
street Bcston, I^owelj. and u 3.^ton electric traveling crane has been installed
in the freight yard at Bcston.
Work is in progress and will be completed on new freight houses or
increased freight facilities at Falrmount, ICast Bridgeport, Lee, New Miiford.
Oreenwich, Bridgeport, Woonsocket, Bournetown and Centerdale.
A new coal discharging plant has been constructed at South Boston.
This includes a wharf 40 ft. by 500 ft. and a new coaling plant with two
hoisting towers having a capacity of 13.300 tons.
Additional coaling facilities have been provided at the Shop dock, New
etfective

New

Haven.
The Dover Street coaling plant In South Boston was destroyed by Are,
and the work of rebuilding same Is in progress.
New 75 ft. turntables have been Installed at New Haven and South
Boston, and an SO ft. turntable has been constructed at Providence.

A 60-cycle, 2.300 volt. A. C. lighting plant has been constructed at
South Boston, and at Danbury nn electric lighting plant is in progress of
construction.
At Berlin an increase In the capacity of the i>ower station
by 1,500 k.w. has been authorized.
At Housatonic an improvement in the alignment has been made and
two grode crossings eliminated.
The elimination of the Dudley street grade crossing in the city of Bojlon. including four-truck masonry, has been commenced.
The grade crossing bus been discontinued and the work Is nearlng completion.

The elimination of grade crossings nt New Bedford, Including nine
highway crossings, has been commenced during the year and will be completed about October. 1908.
A new engine house and freight yard Improvement nt the same point Is al.so under way.
Work was commenced in December on the elimination of grade cross
logs at Main street. East Hartford, and Is nearlng completion.
Improvements and additions to Interlocking and signaling have been

made at Marlboro Junction, Slades Ferry drawbridge. Fall River. Boston to
Harrison Square, South Bralntree. and between East Hartford aud Vernon.
Improvements are under way at Putnam and between Harrison Square and
Mattapun.
Improvements and additions to woler stations have been made at East
Hartford. Stonlngton. SImsbury aud Southlngton.
In addition to the work aliove mentioned, bridges have been strengthened

:
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heavier engines between Taunton and New Bedford, and such
Waterbury and WInsted, and between
In progress between
Junction and Lowell.
A new double-track steel swins drawbridge on stone masonry
being constructed across the Taunton Kiver at Somerset.
.\ ne«- steel bridge has been constructed across the Housatonic
for

work

now

Concord

Sandy Hook, on the Highland

piers

Is

Is

river at

division.

A new double-track roller lift drawbridge is being constructed across
the Xiantic river at Xiantic, and Is almut .">0 per cent, completed.
The long trestle between Saybrook I'oint and Fenwick Is being partially
fliled and a portion of the same rebuilt.
A new four-track steel bridge with rolling lift has been constructed
over the Xepunset river in Boston, Mass.
The line between Middietown and Merlden. and between W'estfleld. Conn.,
and Berlin, has been electritled. and electric passenger service has been
substituted for ffassenger service by steam.
The Shore Line Hivision lietween Tafts and Central Village has l>oi>n
electrified, permitting continuous operation of electric cars between Worcester
and New l^ndon.
The electrilicalion

of the line between ICasI Hartford, \ crnon and MelIs nearing completion.
Contracts for the following new ei|ui|)nient have been made, deliveries
under which are in progress

rose

locomotives
electric locomotives
parlor cars
standing sleeping cars
compartment sleeping cars
<*omposile cars
dining cars
observation cars
passenger coaches
refrigerator cars
sleei underframe box cars
steel gondola cars

1'22
:!."i

1'4

4

2
4
4

4
5(H>
.lOii

ll.StMi
4..~iOii

steel flat cars
1 steel towing steamer
IfiO open electric cars
2(»2 closed electric cars

G.'iO

4 electric express cars
electric snowplows

2.*>

and mis-

cellaneous cars
1

passenger steamer
River Line

for

Kail

steam lighters
KH covered barges
open barges.
.'^

.'i

Since the last annual meeting 8.">,120 additional shares of the capital
stock of your company have been Issued at t'My) a share In exchange for 4
This
per cent, debentures of the Consolidated Railway Company at par.
retired $17,042,(100 of indeliledness by the creation of additional capital
$S..->21.000.
stock of the par value of
The merger of the New York, New Uaven & Hartford Railroad Company with the Consolidated Railway Company on May 31, 1D07. further
added 300,000 shares of capital stock, making the total Issued capital stock
of your company on June 30, 1907, 1.21S,7S1 shares, of which 247,977

shares arc held in the treasury of subordinate companies whose capital
stock is all owned by your company.
On account of improvements autliori/.ed and additional c<|"lpment contracfeil for, the company has issued :ind sold its debentures maturing In
one, two, three, four and live years to the amount of ?2."i,170,000. and
has also negotiated through New York bankers a Kuropean loan to the
amount of 14o,000.»M)0 French francs on debentures bearing 4 per cent.
To furnish the further funds
interest and maturing on April 1. 19:.'2.
needed to meet the payments maturing upon contracts for such necessary
improvements and equipment re<iuired to efficiently handle the business now
offering and to maintain a reasonable margin fur future needs, the directors
recommend that tlic stockholders of record lieceniber 2, 1907, be offered
the right to »ubscril>e at Jli.'i a share to additional stock in the proportion
of one share of new stock for each four shares of olil. and that this right
l)e
extended to the holders of Ihe company's convertible debenture certlBcates dnteil January 1, 1900, proportionate to tlieir rigfits as future
stockholders: payments to be re<|Uired on such subscriptions at the rate of
25 i>er cent, on January 1. 190S ; 25 per cent, on July 1. 1908: 25 per cent,
on January 1, )!M>9, and 25 per cent, on July 1, inoo. with tlie option to
file subscrlljcr to pay In full on January 1. 1908. or on any other of the
Interest to be allowed at the rate of
dates mentioned, any balance due.
paitlal payments uniil stock is Issued.
of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company, consisting of li>:;.48 miles of urimn and Interurban electric lines operating in
territory lontiguous to your company's electric railways, and of numerous
cily gos anil electrii- lighting plants, all located within the state of Connecticut, were acipilred by lease for 099 years at n varying rental from
August 1, intMi. to August 1. 1914, and at n flx>-d rental thereafter. At the

5 per cent.

The

|ier

'Hv Irovidence Terminal Company, Dec. 29. 19"t;.
i:...;i..n & New York Air Line H. R. Company. Jan. :'.0. 1907.
M:ninl"aiiurers' Railroad Company. April :)0, 1907.
111Torringlon At Winchester Street Railway Company. June 28, 1907.
.Merlden. Soulhington i Compounce Tramway Company, June 28.
Till'

'I

i:hit
I'll.'

and

Interest.

Is lielieved these (iropertles In tiienisnlves will
eventually Iwcome a
of profit, though a deficit In the reiiinis from Iheir operation wos
pstinialed to result for a short term Immediately fnll.ining their ac<iulsillon.
Their control was Important lo the proleclitin nnd growth of other properlies in which your company was largely Inleresied. nnd the Inrreasol value
of these properties should more than offsi-i any direi t loss occurring.
As Indicated In the last general statement on November 1, lOOfl. «
maximum poneDger rale of two cents a mile figured in mulllples of flvIt

s*iurce

ttecame effectlre on the entire road.
From Jnly 1, IfHi", the per diem rate for Ihe use of freight cars «nThis Increase of 100 per cent, follow
Increased from 25 to .'0 cents a car.
Ing an increase of 2." per cent, effective only 12 months previously, nienin
so serious nn addlti'iiinl chnrcc ii|>on our Incoiiic. e«ilninicd at one million

22. 1907.

balance sheet presented with this report is one made up by a
(•r,usolidation of the balance sheets of all the comi)anles controlled in the
interest of your company through the ownershij) of all or a majority of
their capital stocks, excepting only the New Y'otk. Ontario & Western and
the Central New Kngland Railway Companies (po obligations having been
assumed by your company In connection with those properties other than
our investment in their securities i. thereby presenting for your consideration n complete statement of all the assets and liabilities of your company,
whetlier resulting directly or through the intermediary of other companies
or iudividuals.
For simplilication of operation and that the accounts of our operating
results may be iutelligibiy compared with those of other companies not
operating similar properties, the street railways, electric lighting, gas and
water supply companies in Connecticut owned and controlled by your company, have been since June 1, 1907, operated under a contract by the
Connecticut Company, all of whose capital stock is owned by your company, which provides for the payment raonlhly of all the net earnings,
which results are shown in the Income -Vccount and not included in either
the gross earnings or operating expenses of the railroad company.
For similar reasons the steamship lines have lieen since June 1. 1907,
operated under a contract with the New Knghina Sieamsbip Company, all
of whose capital stock is owned by your company, and the results treated
I'lie

manner.

in like

Cextbai.

New

E.\Gt.A.\p R-\ii.w.vv

Income Account, Year

Compaxt.

Entlini) .liinc 30, 1907.

Cross earnings from operation
Operating expenses
Operating deficit
>educt income from other sources
Balance delieit
Taxes and fixed charges
Taxes
Rentals of leased lines
Interest on iKinds and other liabilities

2.584,413.41;
4:11.040.92
50.547.ti7

I

380,409.25

:

Net

$.">G.879.(i7

100,828. .^4

103,3«0.9G

*647.5n8.72

deficit for .vear

The operating expenses include expenditures during the year for rebuilding and strengthening the roughkeepsie bridge.
The Newburgh, nutchcss & Connecticut Railway Company, the Dutchess
County Railroad Company, the I'oughkeepsie liriilge Railroad Company, and
the Poughkeepsie & Kastern Railway Company were merged with the Central New England Railway Compan.v on June 2.".. 1907. and their outstanding
obligations assumed.

Central

New

As

a

result of these niergiMS

Preferred stock
"inmin stock

*.'i.750.IKHi.i

Tot ill stock

.*8.5."iO,00(i.i

4.800.0U0.I

I

1st mort, 5 per ct. bonds.$1.250.O00.OH
gen. mort. income bonds. T,250,OiHi.ini
iMM>,00ii.ni)
notes
P. \ i:. 1st mort. 5 per ct. bonds.
."lOii.uoii.uo
hutchess Co. Isl mrt. 4 Uj p.c.bnds
350.000.iiii
N. I'. * C. Col. Tr. 5 per ct. bonds
21C,00O.nii

<•

the capital stock of the
by the

New England Railway Company and Ihe ownership thereof
New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company are summarized

Y'ork.

Total.

N.

i:.

l>".

time,

lirinclpal

Company. April Id. 1907.
Waterbury & I'omperaug Valley Railway Company. April

I'luiuxet Valley Railroad

annum on

•

15.

dollars per annum, and in territory where the law imposes such restrictions
as render us powerless to adopt any measure of protection, impelled us t»
proic-^t against so unreasonable a charge.
l-'ailiug in having this protest respected, or in sej'uriug any reasoua1>le
me.nsure of relief, the necessary notice, effective Octolier 1, 1907, has been
given of our withdrawal from the agreement governing such interchange.
following lines have been merged, effective upon the dates named,
'i'lie
and their outstanding obligations have been assumeil and arc included in
Ibis vinr's balance sheet:

proiierties

pnrcluises were made of the stock of the Merlden, Southlngliui
k Con»i>onnce Tramway Company, of llie New .Milford Power Company, of
the Housatonic Tower Company and of the stock and securllles of the
IChmIe Island Securilies Company.
The RhfMie Island Securities Company is the sole owner of the slock
if
the Rhode Islanil lompany, whicli Controls thniugh leases 295 miles
of eleilrlc railways slluated in Ihe cities of riovldence and rnwtilcket and
adjacent territory in Ihe stale of Rhode Island, which feed nnd supplement
your lines in that Ticinity.
The purchase of the slock of the Rhode Island Securities Company wns
made with an issue of 4 per cent. 50 year debentures dated May 1, 1907,
lo the amount of i;|U,iil l,o<M) of the Providence Securities CompilDjr (n com.
pany whose caplial sliH-k l« owned wholly by your company), which. In consideration of such ownership, guaranteed said Issue of delientnres as to

same

Vol. XI.III., No.

Inciime bonds

bondi

III

below:

Owned bv

Owned

& H.

bv others.

N.ll.

li-R.

S3.382.870.50
4. :i94. 795.38

»3G7.123..-.0

405.204.G2

.<190,00li.00
(:.3I8,12:«.29
:ioii.i)0o.0li

5IMI.lHI0.O0

1,1U4.500.I»>
.*1 1,030.500.00

$11.2.80,023.29

12,349,870.71

The

rehnbilltaiion of this property Is so far advanced It Is believed
|>rai(icable to coinhience the payment of a rate of Interest, probably not
exceeding :! per cent., upon the general mortgage incoine lainds from the net
inniings for the year ending June 30, 190.8.

Early in 1907 the
clinse the entire capital
pniiv, running lines of

New Kngland

Navigation Company aopilred by pur
stock of the Boston & Phibidelphia Steamship Comsteamers In connection wiili the rail lines of your
'•iiipiuiy between Boston. Providence and Pliilaibl;ihla, Pa.
Ni-U'.llatlons were almost Immediately enlere<l into wilh the Merchants
>V
MlniTs' 'I'ransporlnllon Company, reaching the principal ports south from
Hi'.iTiiii
iiiiii
providence, resulling in the consolidniinn of Hie two com
pnnles u|Hin terms which event iialed in the ac<|Ulsillou by your company of
n luilf liiiircst in Ihe .Merchants & .Miners" Transportation Company and the
Mi.iliii: Into a clo.se trafllc relationship with the same, which It is believed
"III 10-.. v.. iif Importance lo the protection of your property nnd the promo•

il'Mi

"f

its

11
siinii'

"• '-'!"

revenue.
of Ihe consolldnteil company since our Interest In the
Indicates the luvesiment will directly return to .vonr
excess of the interest U|M>n Us cost, and the Indirect
rirrnilng Ihroiigh the inllueiue II Is possible to bring fo Ijear
'!••
slliiatlon between New England points and the points south
hi' Merchants k Miners' and lis counivtlons are of even greater
to your company and the public serveil by it.

jiernllon

w.m
:i

ncipilred.
iiroflt

in

I

-'Ii
'

rale of Interest prevailing during the past year has rendered
snie nf nnv Imce nnioniii of tlie 4 pir .ent. preferred stock

:

OiTueui
uf

Ihc

:
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New Encland

!

iBraatmrat

A

fUpurll

from which

i'tm>i»itr.

"

'•

•

43V

wat

It

-fiarsf
*

lidO

UOI-

'..

Ktrurlur-—
*::.MM,4tti.4»
17»(.<I«.4J

y

In

;>3u,i)i.'>.3u

gtrucvM of mrnerr liaa iMTiuiir the prtiiirrty uf your
Ooly t«.«i *«.iMMi.<MHi imr rulur of iuil<l .lork
l>i«r<l of,

soil,

arc iMwalblr

Tb»

at

price"

ban

<*<ifn|uiD)'.

','

lia«

Uu<r

imn-u

|>al<l,

May
.\rl

of

'

ImIlt

,

ahare upon all st.K-k to !..• nc.|Ulred, It has worked no hardship upon voiir
.
>•
1,
company .,
thus ,far. and as .111
the balance of# ,1
the i>
Iloslon &
.Maine
stock Is widely
scattered there Is no longer danger of Its control passing to Interests Inlnileal to ibo.He of your property.
Tbe Iloston & Maine llullroad Is probably as little eonipetltivo and is
more supplementary and complimentary to your system of roads than any
other railroad iiroperly with which we are engaged in business, and the
o|M-ration of the two properties In close harmony willi tbe economies
naturally resulting would. Judging by experience everywiiere ii|H>n the system
of roada controlleil liy your c^impany. render |K»sslble an improTed service
and re<luce<I tariffs: and If the Boston & Maine Unllroad can be ncnulreil
with the goial will of tbe public it now serves It should prove a proBtable
business venture, but If there is to lie only unfavorable criticism, nilsrepresentalbm and disparagement. It may la- well to proceed no farther, hut such
Investment as has already lieen made even in that event is Juslitled in tbat
It has removed what could only be regarded as a
menace to your property
In preventing the control passing in another direction.
Xew bylaws were adopted on May .'ll. 1".107. increasing the number of
Idrectors to twenty-flve, and In accordance therewith tbe folloHim.- ivere
,

KIrectors

,

ll<-|Hilr»

niitl

*\:,:,.'.>.:il.*r,

rrni-waU of l»r^>m»tlrt^

::,:.')>4,l<l<).T)t

.r,

-

^.vi:t.i-<\.w

;;

;;

i<iiii-ni

"

"

*

>

1

.

'"•'m'-^'.^I'At
I V>.4Hl.ii.-,
ItCl.lHlii.-jr,

l'"*'"

nX.rZ^,nl:;uZl"lJ^'r,,niu<»:ui'XV^n»^::.\

iM\.'^,In

Total

$."..iW.s.7.M.|-.-

roniluctlnK Trau

nation:

SniM-rlntcmlfnit'
Knijinc anil riiuniliioiiM'n«'l tor liK-oniollvi-B

«4I
nu-ii

!...!...!.!.!!

!

! i ! ! !

J'.TiM.vill

!

suppliex for loeiiinotlVMi

7!i.7:!ii. i:;

Train servlie

2.m41.h1k.ii.'.

Jwll;^.;3"'fTaKmen'Xd"';",t-, hmin
Teleurapb nml Teleplione expenaea

^^!^i=^

"

! ! ! !

!

! i

474.ti<;7..;j

Station service
f'\".""!'.

j.<;i:;.!iiis.iiL'

!'|".'.''''i''"'j

Mi'-''"'"-'.i4

l.oss anil ilanMi,'e ...!!!!.!!.!.!!!.!!.!!!!.
Injuries to iH-rsons

:i4li4K!i.."ii;

o:!1.4):;».".

I'learlni; v»recks

....
< ip'"™! inn marine eipilument
.Vdverilslnp
. .
.

.V.t.5:{:i.:;."»

74:i.'J'.*il..VJ

):i|ii!)"l

.

Outside aKendes
S""".''

It;

."i.X.'-.;.:;-.'.-. !i,-.

o,r7nin-''and'l.,'X''n^'lV.eomin\Va(iibei-

1 ;i4';

:i.:M>!i/j-.'K'L'l

!

L";i.i!4.t.;i"

l'""/'"', '"'•valor

:;..".4-J..M;

Kenl.s of tracks, yards and term nnis
„t huUdinKs and other |.ropertv

4jii.jo::.:il

Ke,,,,,

.-.I.Tr.r. I",

Stationery and p^lntln^
Other expenses, conducting transimrtatlon.

L'i;:i.i::'.i.'.i;i
.

.

1'i>ii.7T:Ml:

.

Total

*•'" •'SO .101"

'

h"

Oeneral Kxpenses
Salaries of general officers

••••

*;!14.747.im;

Wene'ra? office*"ex'i.enses"a'nd snijlplles:

'.'.'.:.'.'.'.

"'i'siliiJ.v'i::

Insurance
expenses

ios.i;.".!!.;.'.:

L'ii:t.i;74.71

l.iiv\-

Zl

.InVlte'

,\'en^

'^T."'.'.""''.'".*".'

.

!

!

!

?Z^s'',\

!

Other general expenses

l.'>4!7o.'JJ"i

.

Total

|1.44o.'J02.0n

Total oiierating expenses

*.'57,850,081.7I

,

^'''t

'i'"'"S»

St.vtk.mkxt,

$17,751,854.01
I:.vii.m.m:.s

.(xd oi-Kii.vTixii

E.MEXsEs of Stbkkt

K.Mi.w.iY Links.

f.iiiniiKjs.

lie It

••

1

Tli« vacancy
ndelphia.
faithful

was

tilled

a.ssenger

.

by the election of Mr. James McCiea of

efllclcnt

services

of

the

13II.5J1.:;!!
Kl.liSS.I.I.

I'bll-

offlcers

Sale

of'' ...we'r

.W^''"''"

M^scelbmeous.'
'^"'"'

.sl;'-4'|-'"
!iJIi'!"^^'-'

incl'dg. gas.' light.'pow\V iiiid

wate^

74:;;g!;':V|;'i

'''""'"'^''

?10.G3S,0o7.Sii
Itinrnliuii hj-iirnnis.

Maliiiuiance of way and structures
Maintenance of eipiipment
-Maintenance of power plants
Operation of power plants
Operation of cars
tJeneral expenses
Miscellaneous expenses

and employees arc

hereby acknowledged.

l-.'L',i.'St_i..i-.'

V".'-''

,

and

?',i.4in.4.,^...:,

;\""'
f.X|)ress

-Umnlnrl. That the Secretary be Instructed to enter this minute upon
Hie records of the Company and transmit an engrossed
copy thereof to Ills
r.

?1.143.!>07..-rj
6!isi;{l.">.0.'i

7.2.41.->.i:t
1.i)L'i..!i.i.(i4
:;.»r.':.'.'.l4,>.47

1.07i)..'i42.i:i

374,r)!)G.o7

lotal operating expenses

? 7.022.158.I1

Xet earnings

Ky

aiiler of the

Hoard of IHrectors.
I'll

Mil

IS s

.MriiFX

St.vtkmknt

$:i.Clo.Snn.«!»
hi- 1-,.h:nim;s

.\mi i)i-ki!.mim; K.xi'KXse.s

/'ir»i<;rii/.

SlATKMKXT MF L.VIlMMiS .\M1 OrKll.VTI M; KXPEXSE.S IIF THE StE.IM l{.VII.ItO.
IX liKT.Mi., Foil THE Twelve Moxtiis Kxiuxii Jixe ;10, 1!HI7.
Passenger lieparlment
Kegiilnr passengers
Coinniniatlon passengers
Kxtra baggage
Special trains, parlor and sleeping cars. etc..

Malls
Kxpress

K«.-

Meals

351.11.S.42

I.1H7,71 1.17
Ill0,(iii7.:to

1,378.921.77
788,050.05
2,137.315.37

switching,

etc

$27,087.484. 50
009,219.82

Gross eanilngs from operation

:!7.233.4.'<
4<>.7!S2.5,s

37.253.1:!

402.308.:
53.904.1

$55,001,93e.v

S5,l!44..-|4.v.l

<!,,•, Ill

Sieaiucr repairs
$2,S.380.704..

rei-eliits

2..Srt3.e5

114.701.12

Total earnings
$2«.75S.!I2!I.I

ll'-giilar

2,05".>.749.3S

Itents
.Ml.scellaneous

Depnrlment

Itents

$1,589,712.07
511.074.35

l'as,senger

Stale rooms

Kxpress
Lighterage and lowing

?2l,07."i.72.1.;!4

of .•<TK.VMSHtr Lixek.

".</»•

Kreight
Mall

:

Telegraph

*','

«»
f.'>.4TV,UM).l.'i

"

1

•Alexander J. C'assalt ilied in rbiladelphia. I'a.. Iiec. :J8. HKIC.
His assoclates desire to place on record their high appreciation of his services as a
Iiirector of this Company and express their sympathy and tender their condolences to his family on the great loss lliey have sustained.

Hoisting,

L'ii.!»H>t

:

..

,.

Mr. Alexander J. fassatt died at his home lu rbiladelphia on IJeceinIwr 2S, 1000, and the following minute was recorded upon tbe records of
the Hoard:

I'reight

»»\ nml "iruciun-*.

'•,'••".'«'"

i

The

,,(

:

Lewis (ass I.edyard. of .New York.
Mr. Charles M. I'ratt, of Xew York.
Mr. Itbbard ilney. of Iloslon.
Mr. .\. Ileaton Itobert.son. of Xew Haven, rouii.
Mr. rr.-derlck K. Hrewsler. of Xew Haven, (-..nn.
Mr. Henry K. .M.llarg, of Stamford, f.inn.

fnnillv

luiiint

'.

.11

I

.Mr.

"Therefore

:<<s7

r.

Tolal

,..,,..„

,

«.

S.i|»-rlnl.M<lHnl

Kalinin

onxilbliitnl
ll.rtfor.l llallnm.l
I

,

elected

•\|i.ii..

Mnliin-unn.r of K<|Ulpni<fDt

IJMI7. by aniliurily of
.SI.
of Ibc tal« of I'onnrt'ilint

III.-

''Vl"'"'!'?'! lit

iT-..;

llo- nIoi kliolib-m iiiiil In acrorilam-f
nulliurlaliii: llic aanip. u uivrurr muh
ronipuiiy ami llii- X.-w York. .\<-w
.o any umbr Ih- name- of Mk- .N.-w Vork.
Harm *
Xrw Haven Jt llartfonl llallroail t'onipuny.
Tbr Xew York, Xew lluven « llarlforil Uallmatl I'ouipany aa today
o.n»lllut.-.l l> Ibc ownor illr.itly of nil lb.- rullron.U. .l.-.lric urban anil
Intvrurlwn llnm. IlKbtlui:. km" nml watur HUpply i-iniipanlpa formerly ownetl
anU oiH-ratwl nntler tin- M-purali- <-oui|uinU-!« known u-t tlii> Xew York. Xew
Haven * lliirlforil ItallKuiil anil lb.- I'onsolbliitiil Itallwiiv ronipanb-x.
I. «a» broUBbt to ,1... attention of your l.lnstors early In Ibc present
year tbat a larue amount of tbe rupitnl Ktoek of tbe Iloslon & .Maine Uiiilruail «a« sei-klni; a market, nml If niiinlreil by Inicrestn likely to iH-iome tbe
purcbaner,. tbe result migbl 1* a serious menace to tbe lmle,^nUence and
.\fter a Ions neKotbitbm H «na dei-iued ailproaperlty of your pro|K>rty.
vlaalile that your company should innke the purcbuse. and n^roements to
that effect were entered Into IbroUKh wbicb your coin|iany U-came Indlreetly
Such n;;rcenienl8 conteniplnli-il (.'Ivlne all tbe stocktbe o»«ner of the same.
holdent of the Iloslon & Maine the aanie tenu.i, but liefore tliey la-ranie
effective leKlslaibin was cnncied bv Hie commonwealib of Massachusetts pro...
,,.,.,
.
,.,
.
,
.
of, stock
before
hlbltluK any further ac<|iilsltioii
.luly 1. lIHis.
Inasmuch
as the terms ncrivd ujHin conteiiiplateil a loss of one dollar per nnuuin per

Hllb an

* WriiVeVdi.

^ J

;;

rlTn-lnl

-n.i

-''t

pr<>|n-rllm

tin-

aii<l

KTur«i.
iiu

"',)

Inailvliuiliir.

rontrollnl by tb*
Xrw Kuslunil Invmiurnl * Jim-urlix '"iiiimiiv linllralr a ilvvfloiinK'nl wblfli
•hniiUl rrmiili nlibin a rraxiiialilr lliiu- In iIk' |>u>uii-nl of Ibr amouui of
ln<lrblr<ln<i>r> ilue. wblrb pit) nirni
«lll u- iiinifrlull) liaHlrnml liy Iniproveil
nnanrlal i-«nillil»n*. rrnUrrInK inMuillilf tin- »alf of Im prrfrrrnl alork wHhoiit
!<•• Rrrat a ««. rlfln-.
In tbr uimnllniF Ibr InikHitnlncx uoiilil »e<-ui lu br rmiaonably well
lulTi-.i

i

ibu> far t>«*n <]!«
Iniprurr, no furlhrr uIf*

until rinaorlnl oiaillllon* iiialarlnllx

ruriil

I'*

Kiinning expenses
Heneral expenses
Tolal operating expenses

Xet earnings

inn

f.'.ri.cii.i.

s

.V.

$400,700.15
4.291,081.85
257.57.''. 90

$5,009,420.90

$035,127.22

—

—
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I'KuFIT .\NU I/OSS .VCLOLNT.

Vol..

E&uiBix

Other Investments.
Par value.

B.

Credit.

2,000
Boston Terminal Company
N.Y., O. & W. R.R. stock,common.291,600

:

$13,084,445.07
287,267.02

Surplus income for year ending .lune 30. 1907
I'remlums on Issues of stock and bonds less discount and commission on debentures
Profit on sundry securities
Sundry adjustments relating to prior years

$13,371,712.09
1,988,053.70
4,777,360.03
66.653.21
238,972.0'J

$20,442,758.0:;

Debit.

3,040,720.07

Balance June 30, 1907, as per General
.\.

I'.alance

Sheet

$17,402,038.55

Slocks of Leased Uaitroad Companies not cmi-

Jttrcgtmcnts

trolled.
f

Old Colony U. U. Co
Hoston & Providence K. R. Corporation
Providence & Worcester R. R. Co.
Norwich & Worcester R. R. Co
West Shore Rj-. Co
Uolyoke & WestHeld R. R. Co
.

2.66(1

550
.S75
2011

Ni;w YORK. Ni:w II.WKN &

Till-:

Par

shar.'s

Book

value.

$7,638,758.53
583.453.72
791.086.43
127.488.79
31.574.72
20.000.00

$7,450,075.00

$9,192,302.1:)

Il.\ItlI'«iRr)

St.

Ry. Co. stock
Securities of and
advances

to

6,434«,

Worcester and Webster and
Webster and Dudley St. Ry.
Companies
Boston & Maine R. R. stock
100,948

$32,792,939.81
6,458.236.97
13,763,583.32

Street railways
leased

of

companies

not

9,;

38,(

(

St., New York,
held for sale
Expenditures for additions and betterments to properties leased
Materials, fuel and other supplies

5,;
7,1
5,<

1007.

$121,878,100.00
24.797.700.00
$97,080,400.00
280,400.00

;

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Co. debentures, including debentures assumed of merged
$146,905,400.00
roads (Exhibit E)
Debentures of subsidiary companies (Ex24.173.000.00
hibit
N. Y, N. II. & II. R.R. Co. bonded debt, including debt assumed of merger roads
(Exhibit G)
32,339,000.00
Bonded debt of subsidiary companies (Exhibit H)
25.232,000.00

i,866.5S
1,403.00

228.709,400.00

Reserve for equipment and

:

iiersoii.il

property taken over with
8,630.461.62

leases
Cuii-fiit Liabilities.

14,550,912.71

18,426,731.39

$2,561,121.74
6.167,859.32
3.077.700.00
887.479.08

Traffic balances

5,273,791.00
Marketable stocks and bonds (E:xhlblt C)
payments on subscriptions to debentures 22,327,619.15
Cash
In banks on current account
$7,612,370.22
and on hand

Audited vouchers
payable
Miscellaneous accounts payable

Ix-ferred

Bills

:

special deposit for payment
of Interest and dividends..

AM> OPERATED.

OMI'ANIES CONTKol.l.
1.

:

n

),OOO.OIi

Current Assets.
$3,020,505.43
Agents and conductors balances
Accounts and hills receivable
$264,793.37
Traffic balances
3,611.02.5.31
Miscellaneous accounts

On

1.020,190.09
12,855,984.20
324.966.75

$38,653,335.13

Funded debt

controlled

>

Other investments
Exhibit B)
Real estate at Park Square, Boston, and South

Bills receivable

10.994,800.00

Outstanding capital stocks, subsidiary companies (Exhibit D)
53,(

stock.s

560,033.10

Uabililit.'<.

Steamships

A

043.460.07

,-

Capital stock
Less held by subsidiary companies

:

in

2,500,000.00
1,527,227.23

Bennington and North Adams

I!.m..imk Siikkt, .Ii.nk

$191,!

Equipment
Steam railroads

Exhibit

2,500,000.00

Co

.•1»5<(((.

Cost of properties

(

25,000

and advances to

in

u.mlroad co.mi-anv ank

<;i:m:i;.m.

Investments

331
705

1,156.500.00
33.100.00
70,500.00

value.

$6,896,700.00
190.200.00
266.900.00
53.000.00
21,875.00
20.000.00

659.219.:! 1

.

6.318.12.3.29

Miscellaneous investments

0S.967
1.902

.

tion Co. stock

845.719.13

3,382.876.50
4.394.795.38

4.596,434.69
398,992.50
21,467.50
34,703.01

Income bonds
Wood River Rranch R.R. stock...
Hart. & Conn. Western R.R. stock
Merchants & Miners' TransportaN. Y. Connecting R.R.

$3,000,000.00
40,720.07

2.JU0.0U

:

Investments

Improvements and betterments
Loss on dismantled third-rail not replaced

$200,000.00
13,105.185.62
3.212.00

j:;uo.(iiio.iMi
iMi

itt.lu".

& W.

R.R. stock, preferred
22
Central New England Ry. Co.
Preferred stock and scrip
33,828.76,50
Common stock and scrip
43,947.9538
Gen'l income bonds and scrip

N.y.. O.

15.

Book value.

No. of shares.

Balance brought forward from June 30. 1906
N. y., N. B. & U. K. R. Co
Subsidiary companies

KxiiiniT

XLIII.. No.

Tnpaid wages

558..3.30.88

Reserve for Insurance and accident claims.
Rentals of leased lines accrued
Interest due or accrued
Dividends due or accrued
Taxes accrued

4.028,279.77
11,640,649.99
60,t

.

.

.

731.043.55
230.7.53.39

3.093.562.22
2,461.027.62
16.460.89

19.805,338.69
.\ssels in tiiievial I'unds.

Insurance fiinil at cost
Accident and casually fund (at cost!
N. II. k Norlhninplon Co. sinking fund (at lasti.
Harl-'in River « Pnrt Chester R.R. Co.'s Ist
i

I

mnrtg:ig.- iM.nds special deposit

Maine
S. c... sinking fund
.New London Sle.iinlioat <'o.
.*<.

Ist

NpcCKf/

$704,464.43
102,992.26
884.778.82
736.600.00
95,824.21

I'rovidence Securities Co. Guarantee

mortgage bonds

special deposit
Conne'-llcut Rv. A Lighting Co. sinking fund
Woonsocket St. Rv. Co. bond redemption fund..

/IIIK/.t.

Insurance fund
Accident and casualty fund
New Haven & .Northampton Co. siuking fund..
Connecticut Ry. & Lighting Co. sinking and special funds

160,440.00
184.640.01
10,000.00

Pioilt

and

Fund

$1,077,846.82
148,145.69
884.778.82

260.982.17
490,327.16

loss account

1

2.862.O80.06
7,402,038.55

(unliniiinl Liabilities.

The N.

Deferred Charges to Operating.
Prepaid Insurance, pier rentals, etc
Betterments to piers

$232,6.36.97

Y.. N. II. & II. R. R. Co. Is liable Jointly Willi other
loads for any deflclency on foreclosure of Iwnds of The

Boston Terminal Company

180,670.71
1,307.68

$374,770,119.52
MI9.5.'

We
Itiillroad

liavc

cxiiuiillcd

-w York. New Haven

\U.

Company, and Us

il

prolll

and

54 William

St.,

tlierefroni.
•in|ianlcs controlleil

in

WATKRIKUSK &

New York

and operated

111!' Interest mi
the bonds of
tins iiitt been met from the earuirgrd to the guaiiiniy fund proIII
Securllies Company on the aciirtify that the (Jciicral Balance
«n up so as to show tlie true fls. and that the statements of inI

hiss

PRICB,

IlarUord

I'mI

been taken up ill llw
Securities Ci
vide
MkIngs of lis conlrolled mii
vided l.v the stockholder"
auisitlon of that I'onip^in
heet and relallve <'xhll>i
nnnclal condition of thr

rome and

,Vl

for the year ending June 30,
lialance Sheet and Income and

lilies

and we llnd that the
I'mflt and Loss Accounts a
All piollts and losses.

111117.

("llv.

CO., Chartered Accountants
1907.

fopf. in,

—
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Slock* and BoHttt
No. of
.sh*rp«
• 71

4
yiH..'>5<>.U<)

n<iok ValiK-.
|:t8.5S0.UO

:i.'.'u««.<KM> (Ml

:i,L','.0.(K)O.IH>

IIIO.IHMI.IMI

1I>(»..'IH)0<1

r«r

Valiio.

68.223.715
15.970,727
40.134.757
24.03
17.72

L\

i'raDii.

4.".

84

8S,5M.514

ItT

0.91

237.53
^

>
1

1

suo.oou.uo

niHt.uuotHj

:;i(i,oou.u<)

'jiu.uoo.uu

445,000.04)
u::4,soo.oo

44S,OUO.UO

New Ilrldgeh
Lyme

024,741.1)0

Stratford

».'l,204,0,'50.00

15,273,701.00

Iiiriujvi:uKXTH

I'.CT

1.

tiulalundinij Capital Sluvka vl

l>

Stock

Ijy

Cumbincd Companiet Controlled

Oicncrahlp.
Total.

Held by

Outstanding.

('oiunaDlrs.

In

of

1:

$10,200.00
lOO.oo

IL.

2411,400.00

Co., common.. *2o.oiH).uoi>.u(i $lii,!tH:!..soo.oo
IC
S.ooo.ihhi mi
4,!iir.t,!too.o<)
K. Co.. preferred.
12.0iiii,iiiHi.ii(i
1 l.!i,si!.'.»Hi.(iii
SiMiirlllea I'D
l,07S.7«l(I.OU
S2'.l.:iOO.OO
Co

1;

;.

Hands
Public.

iri.ion.oii

l,000.i""n">

'.I'.t'.t.iiiio.oii

l.iMio.uo

.')00,0OO.0(i

400.400.00

OOO.OO

*39,578,700.00 J39,298,:iOO.OO

?2SO,4i(O.0O

onl I'ower Co
V. Trans. Co....
ft N.

0/

Siihtidiary

$19,898,000.00

.»19,8D8,OO0.OO

10.". 7

New

Kni;land .Niivlcatlon Co.
4 per cl. clebcntures.

Due Jan.

10.-.5

1,

New England

»26,673,000.00

tUeld by N.
•Held by N.

Y., N.
Y., .N.

H. & H. R. R.
H. & H. R. R.

K.VHIBIT L.

52,500,000.00

&

Wesllli'ld

I'awtuiet

Warren

Vallev

,Sc

$1,453,028.22
836,488.00
482,031.31
395,908.75
286,772.34
25,400.00
118,265.00
32.038.80
51,081.44
15,000.00
7,030.08
1.956.00
1 1,350.00
3,000.00
600.00
4.03G.54
4,421.51
891,657.86
4,350.00
2,062.50
283,056.66
660,102.67
27,591.67
6,350.00
666.66

Railroad
Uristol Railroad

Railroad

Plymouth & .MUldlelwroush Railroad
Mllford & Woonsocket Railroad

&

Jlllford. I'Vanklln

I'rovldence Railroad

Chatham Railroad
West Shore Railway
Connecticut Railway ft Llghtlni; Company
Worcester & Webster Street Hallway
United Traction & Electric Company

Rhode Island Suburban Railway
Union Railway
I'awtucket Street Railway
Providence

&

Burrlllvlllc

Street Railway

Woonsockct Street Railway

?5,604,846.10
ST.ITISTICS.

Tramc
Number of passengers
Number of passengers

I'assengcr

:

carried earnine revenue
carried one mile

Average distance carried

Miles

Total pass, revenue (excludlni; malls, express, etc.)..
Average amount received from each passenger
Average receipts per passenger per mile
Total pass, earnings (Including malls, express, etc.).
I'assenger earnings per mile of road
Passenger earnings per train mile
I'relght Traffic

75,333,816
1.371,510,126
18.21
?22, 263,434.51
.20553
.01623
26,758,929.06
12,988.70
1.64877

:

Number
Number

of tons carried ot freight earning revenue...
of Ions carried one mile
Average dlslaiire haul ot one ton
Miles
Total freight revenue (excludlug miscellaneous)
Average amount received lor each ton of freight
Average receipts per ton per mile
Total freight earnings (including miscellaneous)....
Krelghl earnings iier mile ot road
Freight earnings per train mile,

Total Tramc
Gross earnings from operation
Gross oernlngs from operation per mile of road
Gross earnings from operation per revenue train mile
Operating expenses
Operating exi.en.'ses per mile of road
Operating expensi's per revenue train mile

Income from (iperatlon
Income from operation per mile of road
Income from operation per revenue train mile
Train Mileage
Miles run by passenger trains
Miles run by freight trains
Miles run by mixed trains

21,370,230
1,927,686,950
90.20
$27,687,484.56
1.29561
.01436
28,380,704.38
13,778.82
3.49777
$55,001,936.32
26,989.00
2.30645
37,850,081.71
18,372.31
1.57008
17,761.854.61
8,816.60
.73637

:

Total mileage trains earning revenue
Miles run by switching trains
Miles run by construction and other trains

Grand

•.

1

total train mileage

111.35

1';,.-.75.10

2,010,380.40
219.081.00
21,020.54

of .New York division
Mlddietown and Berlin brancli.

Electrltlcall.in

.1

..ir.'i.io.ls

Providence tunnel
Electrltk'Htlon of

llousatonic second track
Kiinilnatin^ grade crossings
New sidings
Boston freight terminal

55,176.2<;

122.143.85
175.666.10
620,482.94

improvements

milk, 1,054 box, 500 coal, 50o flat. 2 steam
shovels, 1 derrick, 1 rail unloader. 55 box cars
converted Into cabooses, less equipment sold
and dest royed

$14,751.240 .00
$313,055.79
154,942.98
474.602.52
421,400.05
198,803.57
286,438.75

Double tracking stieet railways
Betterment of track
Track extensions

new

Electrlflcatlon

lines

Additional power
Miscellaneous

Rentals of Leased Lines.

Hcrksliire Railroad
I'rovidi-uce,

J24,173,000.00

Co., lessee Norwich & Worcester U. K.
Co., lessee Old Colony R. R.

Old Colony Railroad
New Englnnil Railroad
Boston & I'rovldoDcp Railroad
I'rovldcucc 4: Worcester Railroad
Norwich ft Worcpst.T Railroad
Harlem River & I'ort Chester Railroad
.New Haven & .Northampton Co
Host, .11 & New v„rk Air Line Railroad
llolvok..

.,40.'.':i2.01

Total steam railroad
3,600,000.00

3.600.000.00

195.')

052,446.89
008.525.42

.New Haven cut Improvements
Waterhury Improvements
Second track, .NauKatuck division
Readvllle shops

.Navigation Co.
lli,

43,130.22
34.028.!M
171,000.07

.Mnmaroncck
Sundry places

4 pet ci'nt. K"U1 debentures.

Due Nov.

342,(t30.2il

equipment, consisting of 51 steam locomotives, 32 electric locomotives. 47 coaches, 2
composite, 4 baggage, 4 parlor baggage, 4 baggage ami mall. 15 biiggage and smoker, 5 observation. 3 diners, 2o horse and carriage, 25

Held by
Companies.
1,

»2.473,273.13
1.100.751. 86
...

New

Companlc».

Prorldencp Securities Co.
4 jwr pt. gold debentures.

Due .May

and BrrmuENTs.

Mantle

.Suiulry

I'.— llthenturcB

K.MiiiiiT

13.41
2,000.17

estate

Ileal

.i.iiiia St. Ky. Cu.
Ui>i uiorlKi>K* boniN.
>

1;

uiiu. 1:. IC. I'u.
triiil ImhiiU.

.1

aded car.
year ....

15.001.475
7.877,496
238,141

24.107,112
0.454.511
767.469

31,329,092

•

equipment, consisting of 149 open cars, 100
closed cars, 4 express cars, 5 work cars. 4 coal
cars, 8 snow plows and 2 sprinklers

New

Total

New
New

railways

street

$2,539,409.48

steamers

lf.2.6ns.0ti

lighters
I'lre protection,

10.851.71
$2,713,050.15

Newport

Total steamship lines

TOTAL

Ai.r.

$20,208,246.31

Ll.NES

These expenditures have been charged to

:

$12,231,093.03

Cost ot property

Equipment
ProlU and

5.017,153. 2.S
3,000,000.00

loss

$20.268,246.31

Statement of Inslkance

Fu.nd.

assets of the fund .Tune 30. 1906. amounted to
assets June 30. 1907. consisted of
$o50,Si0.83
.Notes ot N. Y.. N. H. & H. R. R. Co
$330,000 debentures ot the Consolidated Ry. Co.
.._^„
29o,41i.50
(1930) ot book value
$207,100 convertible debenture certiticates ot
Jan. 1906. ot N. Y., N. H. & H. R. K. Co., „„, „„^ ^„
235,205.60
ot book value
$.".0,000 debentures of the I'rovldence Securities
„„-__„

The
The

$996,480.30

;

Co.. of Iwok value
$1,500 debentures ot N. Y., N. 11. & II. R. R- Co.,
ot l>ook value
$900 debenture scrip ot the Consolidated Ry.
Co.. of hook value
.$300 debenture scrip ot N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.
Co., of book value

investment
Cash on hand
Accrued Interest

Total

43,93i.oO

„„„ „

,

1,363.32

806.00

300.00
^•J?S-;lmA"'J

^^S'—J-^f
",1 1.01
1

1,258,733.70

Less

estimated claims

not

yet

lleii

Less unearned |iremlums, etc

set-

$164,000.00
16,886.88
180,886.88
1,077,846.82

$81.366.46

Increase tor the year

Explained by the following stotcment ot operation

:

Receipts':
Interest

and dividends on securities
the railroad company
I'remluins from subsidiary companies

From

Salvage

327,550.81

Total

Disbursements

$37,487.43
225.000.00
64.685.73
377.65

:

Losses paid operating department
I'remlums nald on outside Insurance
Return of premiums paid by subsidiary companies
Expenses of administration
Estimated amount due operating department and subsid
laiy companies for losses
Unearned premiums, etc

Total

Gain durius the year

*i?'ionr'i!
^'-Nor'^'.'

Vrlon.
4,19..04
,„,,.,,„„„
^'I^'Pop

00

io,astj.ss

246,184.35
$81,366.40

:

.

.

.

DEScniiTiox OF Steam

Egi

R.\ili<o.\d

Owned by
Cuiupany.
Ixicomotives

liiiiiih.

At Eianforil

Totat.

168
104
37

.'UO

333
151
34

Klcctrlc

Total

517
437
188
34

...

IJ^

807

30n

938

40i)

1,847

137
97

7
14:*

144
240
18
43

ars in I'assenaer Service

Coaches
rarlor and composite
<'ombination passenger and baggage
Combination passenger, mail and baggage. ...
Sleeping

.

7

Uining
Mail

43

11
...

14

1

...

15
31
226
39
50
40

1,5G4

638

2,202

Box

4.686
9,570

1,145
1,474

Flat

1,931

310

5,831
11,044
2,241

1.19

in
lU

Baggage
Combination

mail, baggage

30
184
22
43
49

and express

Electric motors
Electric trailers

Total
Cars in Freight Service
Coal

1

4i;

17
7

.

:

Express freight
Machinery
Milk

277
82

149
371
S9
48

7

Eastman heater

48

Itefrlgcrator

1

Stock

2

Total

...
...

Ifi.GSS

1

2

3,0SS

lojIG

4

13

...

2

14
17

56

44
47
352

2

14

22

203
42

of

and

Air brake instruction car
Snow plows
Pcrrick
Caboose

2

30
30
296
12
181
25

Steam shovels

Work
Tool

Truck

17

18
14

Pile driver and tenders
Ballast, plow and spreader

305

18

2

16
305

134

1,056

.

992

Total

...
.

SInlrmcnt of Euuipmcnt

,

June

30.

Nnn-:muk

:incl

- .s.

Gas.

Electric lighting and power.
Power for furnishing' electric lighting

Sulli.lil

New

.Milford

The Rhode Island Company operates 310.!i0 miles
which 43. Wi miles are owned and 207.01 miles arc

lireenwich.

I<titlcmcnt

of

Equiinncnt,

Total passenger cars
Express cars, double truck
Express cars, single truck
Snow plows
Woik rnrs and miscellaneous e<iulpnient

352

144
62
130

270
395
271
482

2

...

2

392

.3

4

15
52
125

28
33

I>!ased.

Closed cars, doulile truck
Closed cars, single truck
Open ears, double truck
Open cars, single truck

102

124
170

Total passenger cars
Express cars, double truck
Express cars, single truck

268
6

_

1

1

30
''*-

rinatinn

8

...

loo
8

4G0

1,691

Class.

Steamer Maryland, two compound engims i;4 in. x 44 In., stroke. 9 ft.;
carrying capacity 6 Pullman sleeping cars, or 6 passenger cars, or 12
freight cars.

Steamer Express, two compound engines. 26 in. x 28 in., stroke, 3 ft.
carrying capacity 10 passenger cars, or 10 freight cars.
Steamer Win. T. Hart, Inclined direct acting engines, cylinders 46 in. x 46
in. dianicicr; stroke, 9 ft.; carrying rapacity, 10 passenger cars, or 20
breadth over guards, 26 ft. 2
Ferryboat I'airhaven. length over all, 04 ft.
depth. 10 ft.; vertical beam engine, cylinder, 30 in. diameter;
in.;
:

stroke, U

Tugs

ft.

:

Transfer Nc
••
•'

"

"

*'

"
"

'•

2,
4,

5.
(i.

7,

"

"
"

•

S,

'

9,

"
"
'

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"
'

ilinder 26 in. x 26 in.
cylinder 26 in. x 30 In.
cylinder 30 in, X 30 in.
compound engine, cylinders
compound engine, cylinders
compound engine, cylinders
compound engine, cylinders

Pnrltan
Providence

"

whec
"

I'.V

riiE

:!!I7

Nkw

Paddle wheel.

t'ltr

of Brockton

Mn

••

366 •
392 "
318 •
300 "
273 ••
287 "
310 •
310 •

Pilgrim

Twin screw.

.

Single Kcrew,
freight
pn
nger
•

r

in.

In. -40

in.

Bridgeport

Naugatuck

and freight
and freight

330
324
280

and freight

E.vui.axp Steam.shii-

all.

^Carrying capacity—.
No. ot
Cars
passengers, of freight.
67
1 ,500

Bra m
over giui rd

93

ft.

91 "
"

S8 "
87
91 "
lio

73
73
75
60

60

"

"
"

"
"
"

li

In.

l..".:i:;

1..500

i,:'.i;:,

1

T'l

1

:;

;

.;,

is:;
•>_';

1

.500
,500
.200

L'.771

50
47
50
40

j.;:!i.'i

I'lOO

.1,

•J.SM
•.'..i;!3

liOO
K-;;'!;;

1.000
1.113

;;-:

Wor.

Bunker

lllll

"

"

lilTs

"

l.;:in

"
"
2!I9
:i4n

.

,196

Mn»>acbiiseiiK
l.leani.r
.1

M

F.

:ii>i;

!'•

•

W.Tth

Transfer No

New Shnrehnm

1.000

no
90
75
5.1

170
119
107
115
S8
88
159
84
64
190
190
80

fl-.-llIllt

"

am

"lira

md

(

iiglne,

109

lighter
lighter

ryllnders

I:i9
2«) ln.-34 In.

Single screw, passenger and freight

in.

x 28

:

:iis

Paddle wheel, pasnenger and freight..
singlo screw,
Pnildle wheel,

.\a«hiin
City of

x 26

In. -40 in.

28<l

nichnrd Peck
Pequot
City of Lawrence

x 26 in.
x 28 in.
in.

12-car, 11
14 car, 2; liicar, 8; 22-cap, 16; total, 47.
"Americas," hoisting capnclly. 20 tons.

440 ft. 6 In.
In
419 " 4 "

Plymouth
Boston

In. -40

in. -40 in.

(steam lighter), compound engine, cylinders 20in.
X 28 in.
10, compound engine, cylinders 22 In. -40 in. x 26 In.
11, compound engine, cylinders 20 In. -40 In. x 28 in.
12, compound engine, cylinders 20 ln.-40 in. X 28 in.
14, compound engine, cylinders 22 in. -48 In. x ."6 in.
15, compound engine, cylinders 22 ln.-4S in. x :{6 in.
16, conipiiund engine, cylinders 20 In. -44 in. x SO in.
17, conipiiund engine, cylinders 20 in.-44 in. x .30 in.
18, compound engine, cylinders 20 in. -44 in. x 30 in.
19, compound engine, cylinders 20 In. -44- in. x 30 In.
20, coiiiiioiind engine, cylinders 20 in.-44 In. x 30 In.

lO-car, 10;

Derrick:

Length

enger and freight

City of TnuntoD
City of Fall Klver

22
22
20
20

Car Floats:

over
iddle

.

.S(otA.

Steamers

Dlinenslons-

Prlscllla

3(

etiulpinenl

si)

I>ESri:lITION OF STKAMIIOATS OiICIiATKII
Nanii

Total.

226
170
269
115

103
115

160

Snow plows, double truck
Snow plows, single truck
Work cars :inil miscellaneous

1,420
7
16

1,231

lorsv cars

Total

.-i6

1,028

IW

30,

Jtini;

Owned.

Total.

I^eased.

214
251
209

•ilile

and power.

of street railway lines.
leased, serving the fol-

lowing cllies and towns
Cities of Providence, Pawtucket and Central Falls; and the Towns of
Cranston, Wanvick. North I'rovidence. East Pr<ividence, .Johnston, Cumberland, Lincoln, Barrington, Coventry, Scituate, Warren, Bristol and East

1907.

Owned.
truck
Lie truck
lo truck
J If truck
.Mt». single truck

..n\.iiili.-

lighting

.Electric lighting nuii ^as.

I'.ilialii

:

"

.vai.r.

Nor«:illi

New

:

"

and

Gicinwiih

Waiciliiny

freight cars.

The Connecticut Company operates 640.17 miles ot street railway lines,
of which 411.01 miles are owned and 220.16 miles are leased, serving the
following cities and towns
Cities of New Ilavcn. JIarlford. Bridgeport, Waterbury, New Britain,
Meriden, New London, Nnrwicli. Middletown. Stamford. South Norwalk, Rockvllle, IJerby, Ansonia, and the Towns of East Haven, Branford, North Haven.
Wallingford, Ilamden, Orange. Southington, Plainville. Putnam. Thompson,
Klllingly, I'lalnfield. Waterfoid. Montville, Norwich. I/isbon, Sprague, Portland, Welhersfield, West Hartford, Farmington. BloomSeld, Windsor. East
Hartford. South Windsor, Manchester, EnfleUI, Gastonbury, Suflield, Greenwich, Stratford. Milford, Huntington, FairUeld. Westport, Norwalk, Darien,
Naugatuck, Torrington. Winchester, Beacon Falls, Seymour, Cheshire, Newington, and Berlin. Connecticut
and the Towns of Rye, Port Chester, Harrison, Mamaroneck, and New Rochellc In New York State.

I

lighting
lighting.
lighting.

Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric

-Vt

At
At
A:
At
At
At

Desckiption of Street K.iilw.\y Lt.vES and Eqdipment.

1

XLIII., No. 13.

also operates the fdU'wing gas, electric light-

Total

<";ir3 in Compan.v's Service:
ttflirers*
pay

'

Vui,.

water and power plants

ing,

Acmiired
by Lease.

:

Passenger
Freight
Switchins

I

;

The Connecticut Company

ir.«K.sT.

Kolling Ktoch; Oicncil anil Acquireil from Lcaieii

I
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to

the

week

proposition
in

—

the case.

place for

all

idea of establishing a permanent meeting
of the large steam and street railroad associations is

The bare

thoroughly good.

We

are not prepared to

commend

all

the details

of the plan as evolved by the Atlantic City Hotel .Men's .Association,

but with certain modifications the scheme could be made acceptable.
Those modifications should provide, among other things, for a
permanent exhibition of railroad appliances, one that could be
It would
visited at any time during the year by those interested.
not only be valuable to those bent on learning, but would mean a
saving of a considerable sum of money now spent by exhibitors for
transporting and installing and removing their exhibits. It is to
be hoped that the present agitation of the subject will result in a
workable plan. As far as the place, Atlantic City, is concerned,
It

Is

Ideal

in

respect to location and hotel

accommodations.

Its

private capital for the production of the railroads;

there has been

(1)

follows:

The prosperity

of the

nation depends directly upon the
any decrease In this

«flBcIency of Its transportation system, so that
«fficiency affects prosperity instantly.

(2)

The national government and

the states bargained with

475
47T

18. 1907.

if

the present-

much

unsatisfactory service.

Rate reductions are the only effective weapons in freight
competition, and the railroads have been the victims, not the ben(4)

eficiaries, of rebates.

No

rebate

was ever given that was not

also

received.

Regarding the influencing of legislative action, a condem(5)
natory people should remember that there have been legislative
highwaymen, and that these highwaymen were their representatives.
Loaded dice must be excluded from corporation security
(6)
manipulation.
Railroad regulation must be practical regulation;
(7)
crusade for abstract righteousness.
The power that regulates must also protect.
(8)

not a

It is a discouraging reflection that this address, which views complex problems with such conservative wisdom, will, like other conservative addresses, be read by those already in sympathy with its
doctrines, and will not be read, in any tangible degree, by those who
it the most.
But it the Chicago Association of Commerce
the other commercial associations in the country can be made
clearly:
the need to check abuses, but the parato see these things
mount need to check the highwayman and the demagogue in legis-

need to read

and

all

and executive authority, it may be that the fearful and wondercrusade against property and prosperity may be deprived of the
popular support on which it now so flourishes.

lative
ful

RAIL

what as

«71

472
4Jf
4«4

day restrictions to the earning power of securities had originally
been made, the railroads would not have been built.
Business has expanded faster than the ability of the rail(3)
roads to raise funds with which to cope with It has expanded; heuce

present facilities for taking care of the large and constantly growing exhibitions of railroad appliances are limited.

Robert Mather. President of the Rock Island Company, has the
distinction of presenting more clearly than it ha.s ever been presented before the curious and anomalous railroad situation into
which we have been brought this year. His discussion Is so good
and so sound that we reproduce it almost entire in another column.
The principal points which Mr. Mather makes may be listed some-

*0»
469
16»
^fl

:

Fbiday, October

be laid before the organizations of supply men responsible for the
exhibits at those conventions. The scheme is to rebuild part of one
of the piers which projects into the ocean from the boardwalk so
that It would accommodate all the exhibits of the June and October
conventions, including heavy cars and locomotives, and provide a
Exsuitable hall for meeting purposes all to be under one roof.
hibitors will pay a fixed sum for each square foot of space, as is

now

.

:

**J
Commerce Commission Rulings 468

Obituary
Meetings and .Vnnounoements
Elections and Aiipolntments
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Railroad Structures
Railroad Construction
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Annual Reports
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
St. Louis & San Francisco

16.

having in view the building of a
which to hold their conventions, the building to be used also for the annual gatherings of the Master Car
Builders" and American Railway Master Mechanics' Associations.
If agreeable to the railroad men to meet at Atlantic City for a
period of five consecutive >"ears, beginning in 1909, the plan is to
City a

Interstate

:

The Atlantic City Hotel Men's Association submitted

permanent structure

Erie K.

Notes

458
450
R. 481

mis»i:i,i-ani:mis
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The Railroad Problem
Kxhlblls at the Railway Signal Associa456
tion Convention
Notes from the North- Western liulletin.. 458
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40G
466
Railroad Commissioners" Convention
438
Katanga Railroad (Note)

street railroad associations holding their annual meetings this
at Atlantic

45tl

History

Itnllway Signal Association
Ilnllwav Signal Association

SECTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS.

on a new rail section is now in the best
hands possible: namely, the .•Vnierlcan Railway Association and the
manufacturers of steel rails. This close relation of the manufacturing interests and the consumers will bring out all that can be
said on either side of the question and the ultimate result will no

The work

of deciding

doubt be a section of rail metallurgically correct as regards relation of metal In head, web and flange, allowing the low finishing
temperature necessary* to produce tough reliable steel and a freedom from creat shrinkage strains that always occur in rail sections
not properly balanced. The trouble with the American Association
of Civil Engineers rail sections was the tacit assumption that the

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

444
metal

in the 100-lb. rail would be the same as that in the 65-lb. rails;
the rails were designed and metal distributed to give the best results as a girder, but the use of the heavier rails soon showed that
something was radicallj- wrong with them and it was found to be
due more to the section of rail than any other cause. This, we feel
confident, will be overcome in the proposed new rail sections which
will no doubt be given out shortly and come into general use.

The machinery of the American Society of Civil Engineers
has proven to be too slow and cumbersome to handle this problem.
All the other societies* stood aside and waited on the American
Society of Civil Engineers to give the country a better heavy
rail section.
Their committee has worked some five years on the
matter and has up to this time only conoUided that more metal

was required

in the web and flanges of the heavier rails but has
not offered rail sections for consideration by the society. This
course forced the matter on the Railway Association and the
manufacturers, as a change of the heavier sections was found to
be absolutely necessary.
The same can be said as regards the rail specifications. The
work of the other societies has been thorough and has no doubt
formed a basis of the proposed specifications now under consideration by the Railway Association and the manufacturers. TheTesulting specifications, we feel confident, will be satisfactory to the other

which have had this work under consideration, although it
not to be expected that every point in the specifications will be
settled at once.
Some of the most important matters will have
to be left open and tried out with rails rolled to the new sections.
The matter of specifications and section of rails are so intimately
related that the only satisfactory way is to give a section a thorough
trial before stating absolutely what can be expected from it.
This
has more bearing on the reductions in rolling and final finishing
temperature with the new sections. It no doubt will be easier for
the mills to modify their methods of rolling with the new than with
the old sections. It is to be hoped that the other societies will endorse the proposed specifications as far as possible, and if there are
any points that they cannot agree upon, that a thorough series of
tests will be made to cover these differences of opinion and that
they be settled on their merits.
Many of the conflicting opinions on rails and rail sections today are due in part to the unsatisfactory manner in which rail
failures have been reported by the railroad companies, and it is
to be hoped that a uniform blank for reporting rail failures will
come into general use. Also that the information given by the mill
Inspectors will be in better shape than heretofore, as it is only by
securing better methods of manufacture and a check on same that
the best results can be obtained from Bessemer or open hearth steel
societies
is

rails.

INCREASE

IN

WEIGHT OF FREIGHT TRAINS

we discussed the tendencies of increase in
freight train weights during the last ten years, and showed that this
increase had averaged some 60 per cent.
are now able to supplement the figures previously given, with those from another characIn our issue of July 12

We

Vol. XLIIL.

No

16.

2,280 prevailing in lSy6, giving a somewhat
greater increase, or a full 51 per cent., while tiie average speed,
including stops, rose from 11 to 12 miles per hour.

was reached from the

The records of another road, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
Louis, from 1898 to 1906, show a somewhat lower increase, but one that was spread over the eight years instead of being

&

St.

concentrated in the last

five.

In 1S98 the standard freight engine

was a ten wheeler 14-6-0) weighing MtL-ToO lbs., of which 111,400 lbs.
was upon the drivers. In 1901, a consolidation had been adopted,
weighing 18.5,800 lbs., with 170,000 lbs. on the drivers; weights
that were increased to 211,500 lbs. and 187.500 lbs. respectively in
The trains hauled by these engines weighed 819,892 and 1,132
1906.
tons respectively and consisted of 33. 32 and 39 cars, by which the

Here there
increase of car capacity or loading is well set forth.
was an increase of 38 per cent, in train tonnage while that of the
engine weights was but 14 per cent.
In the case of the Chesapeake & Ohio the same average speed
was maintained throughout the whole period despite the fact that
there was an ir.crase of nearly 50 per cent, in the number of trains,
but this average speed was low, and the average of delays in the
two terminal years of the decade varied only three minutes.

On

the other hand, on the C, C, 0. & St. L. there was a higher average
speed throughout, bat it dropped from 14.7 miles per hour in 1898
This was Conto 12.2 miles in 1901 and rose again to i:i.3 in 1906.

nected with a regular rise in the amount of traffic from 33 trains
per day in 1S9S to 36 in 1901 and 43 in 1906. coupled with an increase of passenger trafliic from 13 to 15 to 23 trains per day, by

which the freight work was delayed.

On the Central of New Jersey there has been an increase of
about 5 per cent, in the weight of trains since 1901. If these figures
are to be regarded as typical of what has taken place throughout
the country, it will appear that the iuntase of about 50 per cent,
in tonnage has been accomplished with an increase of about 25 per
cent, in the number of cars per train, due probably to belter loading and higher capacities. In each of the cases cited, furthermore,
the average weights of trains that were given were somewhat below
the maximum that had been hauled by the engine, so that the rating
was apparently well within the capacity. Nor are these the highest
records that have been made in daily work, but may be taken as
good average practice of traffic handling in comparatively level
sections of the country, and the maximum tonnage that can be
hauled by the modern engine is such that in addition to the tonnage rating as to weight a limitation is also put upon the number

of cars that are to be used.
It is all' well enough to raise engine
weights and cylinder capacities to a point where the tractive effort
is run up to great heights, but the question arises, how about
the cars' The front drawbar of the first car must be capable of
sustaining the full pull of the engine, and this link in the chain
of the train is frequently too weak to sustain any such stress.
There are some engines now at work that are confessedly too powerful for the draft rieging of the cars that ihey are to haul, and this
being the ca.se there arises the natural question of what's the use
of going any further.

group of roads, although the increase for this group is somewhat less than the previous average and amounts to about .10 per
cent Insufflclency of the records for the early part of the period
teristic

makes a more exact presentation

In the case of the Chesapeake & Ohio, for example, where the
records have been carefully kept, the increase of weight of eaatbound trains on the James river division was from 2,350 tons In

1896 to 3.4.")0 tons In 1906, coupled with a corresponding Increase
of engine weight of from 118,600 lbs. to 184,100 lbs.
This increase
occurred during the last half of the period, as no changes had been

made up

During

period the car capacity had also
tisen 80 that the length of train did not grow with its weight,
having risen from 40 cars in 1896 to 00 In 1906. Summarized, this
means a rise of 47 per cent. In train tonnage; of 5.". per cent, in
the weight of engine!<, and of but 2'> per cent. In the number of
to

1901.

this

cam

In a train, while the average speed both while running and
Including stops remained constant at 16 and 10 miles an hour reThis r^a^tbound traffic over the James river division
la on favorable grades for nearly the whole length of the run and
Is in the directirin of traffic.
Westbound, the empty tonnage rose
from 70-1 to 1,10.1 during the same period with a length of train
or 46 and 66 cars respectively.

Bpecllvely.

On

the

Richmond

division the

same maximum tonnage

WHEEL AND

RAIL SECTIONS-

repeating an old story to say that dissatisfaction has been
expressed with more or less vehemence during the past year with
It Is

of data impossible.

of 3,450

the present conditions

(.r

rails

and rail-making for American

rail-

roads.
The dissatlsfai tion has extended not only to the quality of
the rail but to the sh.ipo of its section as well as that of the wheel
that Is to roll upon it. The result has been that the Master Car

Builders' Association has adopted, as recommended practice, a contour of tread and llange that differs slightly, but in what Is considered an Importatit respect, from the old long-established standard,

and the Maliilcnancc of Way .Vssoclation has appointed a committee
to look Into the matter of rail .sections and ascertain whether or
not It will be possible to improve on the sections of the American
Society of Civil Engineers \\tii,-ii are now so extensively used
throughout the country.
It Is evident that In the reiU\>^lpnlng of the wheel and rail confours three objects should be kept in view: the reduction of the
wear of the rail: the reduction of the wear of the wheel, and the

reduction of the rolling resistance of the wheel on the rail. Between
15 and 20 years ago a great deal of Interest was manifested In the
of the relation of the wheel to the rail: the matter was
discussed before the few railroad clubs then in existence, and M. N.
subject

Forney read an elaborate paper on the subject before the Master

OCTOBU
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Thin paper gave a careful uiialyals of ibe relations of the wheel and rail: It Bummarlxed the
opinlona of railroad men on the subject, an they exiited at the time,
and contained a number of recommendations that were only partlaily
followed In the ttamlardB that wero afttTwiirds adopted. No experlmenta were made and matters were In Huch an unwettled state at
that date as to Kage of both wheels and trnclc that It was Impoyslble
to do mere than expreiss an opinion whhh could not be verlQed by
in

1884.

facts.

Since that time the weight of cars and rails has been Increased
lOO-lb. rail that was looked upon as a dream of Sandberg,
who suRicested It, has become a reality and common practice. Meanwhile opinions based upon everyday observations have led some to
believe In the wide head for the rail while others think a narrower
top would do better service. The head of the A. S. C. B. section
baa a top curvature of 12 In. radius with comers of Vi> In. radius
and vertical sides. The two weights of 100 lbs. and 85 lbs. which
are perhaps typical of tiirrcnt practice have widths of heads of
2% In. and 2'/,, In. respectively. Briefly the advocates of a narrower head argue that by so rolling It, the metal will be worked
to a finer texture, and cite the fact that when a rail is examined
under the microscope there Is a very marked difference between
the structure at the sides and at the center. On the other hand,
the wider head Is claimed to offer a greater surface of metal for
the support of the wheel and for wear, while neither side seem
to pay much attention to what Is actually taking place as the wheel
rolls over the rail.
This matter has never been thoroughly probed, but certain
tnvestigntlons, the results of which will soon be made public, have
led to the conclusion that the determination of the proper contours of the wheel and the rail are of great importance and will
have a most decided influence upon the three factors that have been
set forth as the aim of the modifications that have been and are
likely to be made.
Inquiry among the chief engineers of a large number of railroads has brought out the fact that this relationship of the wheel
to the rail is almost universally considered "a matter of very great
Importance." and one that the "joint committee on wheel and rail
section should take up."
But no information as to facts was obtained.
In one case the writer had "concluded after careful observation on a road where there are many curves, that the vertical side
of the rails results, in the case of curves, in a delay of the period
when the friction of the wheel against the rail shall not only be
In other words,
that due to the tread but also that due to the flange.
the time when flange friction or resistance takes effect is when the
side of the rail at the upper corner has been so worn by the wheel
flange that it has approximately reached the shape of the flange
Itself; that Is. when it has a sloping side instead of a vertical .side,
with a top of considerable radius. Under this conilition the rail reCPlves a sort of grinding wear, produced by the wheel flange, and
the wearing away of the rail on the outside of curves after the
shaping to the flange has been well started is quite rapid. This
fact alone has been considered an argument for the vertical sides
In this
to rails, especially on roads where there is much curvature.
there has been no discussion of the radius of the curve at the top
Possibly that adopted may be a little short, but It is
of the niil.
probable that the differences, when compared, are very small. Certainly the radius should not be less than It now is."
On the other hand a few electric roads report that the impression has been formed that the sharp corner and vertical side tend
to cut away new wheels quite rapidly and thus form sharp flanges,
althoufJih one engineer of a large road does not consider that it Is
a "very important subject," this influence of the contours on rolling

and the

re-sistances.
It is, of course. Impossible to so design the wheel and rail that
wear and frictlonal resistance can be done away with for no matter
what shapes are used at the outset, wear will alter them to suit
surrounding conditions as was brought out In a discussion at the
American Society of Civil lOnglneers. Though this may be true,
the quest ion arises whether It will not bo worth while to make an
Investigation in order to ascertain whether shape cannot mitigate
wear and thus lessen train resistance.
In the course of the wheel and rail investigations referred to,
it was borne in on the observer that the contour of the wheel had
much to do with the rolling resistance, though deflnite figures as
It
to the exact value of the variations used were not obtained.

appeared furthermore that the so-called rolling resistance of the
wheel on the rail was. for low speeds at least, the most important
factor In train resistance.

And

it

was shown

that the area of con-
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between the wheel and the rail was such that, even with the
maximum wheel loaiU of lOU.OOO-lb. capacity cars. It covered but
a small traction of the width of the bead of the rail. This held
true wben the wheels were worn as well as when they were new.
As for tbe area of this bectlon In contact It was so small on botb
new and old wheelH that the average pressure put upon It, vhen
the wheel load was 2U.0O0 lbs., was such that it far exceeded Lbe
limit of elasticity or even the breaking strength of tbe metai of
the rail. Tbe reason, then, why the whole top of tbe rail appears
bright Is because of the travel of tbe point of contact from one i^lUe
of tbe bead to the other.
The rapid rise In wheel loads on all roads during the past few
years has made many subjects of Investigation Important that In
the times of light rolling stock In the past would not have attracted
attention.
As yet there Is no precise data available as to the effect
of form of tread and flange en train resistance or even of the difference of new and worn rails on that Item of railroad operation, but
there seems to be a strong Indication that it does have an Influence,
and. If such Is the case. It Is certainly deserving of more than a
tact

passing notice.

Rock Island Company.
Island Company Is a holding corporation in which Is
vested the ultimate control of the various railroads Included In the
Rock Island and the St. Louis & San Francisco systems. The arrangement is unusually complex, because there Is an Intermediate
company between the railroads and the flnal holding company. This
Is the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, which owns directly
JTO.OGT.TiiO of the $7.'>.(m»i.(mi(| stock of the Chicago. Rock Island
& Pacific Railway and all of the $29,000,000 common stock of
The reason that this
the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad.
intermediate holding company was created was that bonds were
to be issued in acquiring the stocks of the railroads which were
taken over and bonds Issued by a mere holding company would
not measure up to the standard either of savings bank or investment requirements that bonds equally well protected issued by
Therefore, the Chicago, Rock
a railroad company would reach.
Island & Pacific Railroad Company issues the bonds which financed
the consolidation, while the stock which was given with the
bonds in exchange for the stocks of the operating railroads
Control of the whole conis issued by the Rock Island Company.
solidation, involving 14.270 miles of operated line. Is centered and
brought to a head in the ?54, 000,000 preferred stock of the Rock
Island Company which, alone of the total $150,000,000 stock of that
corporation, has voting power. Thus, actual control of the whole
great combination of systems can be held through ownership of
$28,000,000 of the preferred stock of the Rock Island Company.
On the face of the returns shown in the Rock Island Company's
report, the fiscal year lately closed was not a prosperous one. for
the combined income account of the Rock Island Company and of
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad shows a surplus of only
$l.jo,2S9 remaining available for dividends on the Rock Island Company's stock. But, as a result of the very complexity of the interrelation between the different companies, this proves nothing at all
as to the profitableness of the year's operations. Simply by adjusting the amount of dividends declared on the stock of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific Railway so that they will cover the Interest
payments on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company's
bonds, the surplus available for the Rock Island Company's stock
can be reduced to a nominal sum. the rest of the surplus earnings
remaining in the operating railroad company's treasury or l-.eing
used for its benefit. This is the policy which has been pursued during the last two years, or since the 4 per cent, dividends on Rock
Island Company i)referred stock were stopped in November, 1905,
and the policy of general improvement of the railroad lines begun.
The real ownership of the Rock Island Company's stock, however, is in the surplus earnings of its subsidiary lines. In the ca=e of
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, for Instance, the Rock
Island Company really owns 70/75 of its surplus available for dividends. Last year this amounted to $8,750,000. Similarly the Rock
Island Company owns all the St. Louis & San Francisco's surplus
after dividends which amounted last year to a little less than$4,00it.000
Carrying the process on a step further, the Rock Island Coni|)any
really owns the surplus after dividends of the Chicago & E.Tstern
Illinois, all of whose stock is owned by the St. Ix)uis & San Francisco.
Still further, the Rock Island Company really owns most of
the surplus of the Evansville & Terre Haute, nearly all of whose
common stock is owned by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois. Fortunately, it is no longer necessary to carry this process still a step
further, as the operating results of the Evansville & Indianapolis
which has been controlled by the Evansville & Terre Haute, are now
merged with the returns of that property.
This is, of course, a somewhat theoretical viewpoint, as In the
ease of each of the operating railroad companies, part of the sur-
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plus for the year would be used by the company which earned it
for itself, either for in additions and improvements or for miscellaneous deductions or amounts written off which would properly
be charged against the income of the year. Yet the results obtained
in this way are of value in estimating the actual earnings' resources
behind the stock of the Rock Island Company. Assuming that last
year in each case the operating company used half of its surplus for
Its own purposes, the other half accruing to the Rock Island Comimny, this remainder would have amounted to 5.6 per cent, on the
$49,000,000 outstanding preferred stock of the Rock Island Company,
The total of the surpluses of the operating companies, without
deductions, amounted to 18.8 per cent, on Rock Island Company
preferred stock. It is therefore evident that the dividend on Rock
Island preferred stock was earned and might have been paid. That it
was not is one of the strongest arguments for the ultimate success
of this great experiment in railroad consolidation. As long as the
railroads themselves, which are the only earning companies in the
complicated scheme, are below standard in
roadbed and equipment, the corporate pyramid
Once imis not firmly set on its foundations.
proved to the point of efficiency the system as
a whole can stand firm and strong. The work
which is being done toward bringing about
this result is described in detail in the reviews of the reports of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway, and of the St. Louis
& San Francisco on the following pages.
The combined income account of the 14,100 average miles operated by the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific; the St. Louis & San
Francisco; the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, and
the Evansville & Terre Haute, including subsidiary lines, gives a view in the large of the
Rock Island Company's system. Gross earnings were 1112,500,000, against $95,400,000 in
Op1906. an increase of about 18 per cent.
erating expenses rose from $63,300,000 to $74,200,000, leaving net earnings of $38,200,000,
against $32,000,000 in 1906. The net income
available for dividends was $15,000,000, against
$10,700,000 in the previous year, of which
$5,600,000 was paid out in dividends and the
balance, $9,500,000, carried to profit and loss.
The total deductions from profit and loss for
the year were $6,600,000, leaving a net increase
in surplus just under $4,000,000. The year was
a most prosperous one, in which much more
than the year before was spent on maintenance of the property, less disbursed in dividends and over twice as much kept as final

Chicago, Rock Island

The Chicago, Rock Island &

&

Pacific

Railway.

had a year of splendid
the general improvement of the

Pacific has

progress both in earnings and in
property which was begun simultaneously ^''th the suspension of
dividend payments late in 190'. on the 4 per cent, preferred stock of
the Rock Island Company. In the previous fiscal year ended June
.?0, 1906, a great deal was done toward raising the physical standards
of the track and permanent way.
In that year the cost of rail renewals increased 230 per cent. On June 30. 1905, there were less
than two miles of rails heavier than so lbs. to the yard on the
whole of the 6,735 miles owned. In the 1906 year 487 miles of 85-lb.
rails were laid.
Last year, while the increase in the expense of
rail renewals was only 4 per cent., this is to be compared with the
tremendously increased figure of the preceding year. There were
140 miles of 8o-lb. steel put down during the year, besides 170 miles
of 80-lb. rails.
On the 7.233 miles of line owned on June 30,

profit.

In order to complete the view of the Rock
Island Company's system, as a whole, the following statement of the combined operated
mileage, separated in groups according to the

company's custom,

is
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and third track now has 80-lb.
or heavier rails. Two years ago 65 per cent, of the main and second
track had rails lighter than 80 lbs.
Th's is one particular instance of roadway improvement. There
are other interesting features In the maintenance of way and structures account for the past year. This division of operating expenses as
a whole increased 29 per cent, over the previous year, whose expenditures on this account were an increase of 25' j per cent, over
the year before. The largest increases, instead of being in the rail
and the tie items, were in repairs of roadway, 29 per cent.; repairs
and renewals of bridges and culverts. 30 per cent.; repairs and
renewals of fences, road crossings, signs and cattle guards. 371^ per
The excent., and repairs and renewals of telegraph. 56 per cent.
pense of maintenance of way per mile of road was $1,164. against
The 1907
In 1905 the figure was $S23 a mile.
$1,021, in 1906.
figures include the 299 miles of the St. Louis. Kansas City & Colorado from St. Louis to Kansas City now included in the general
There were 1,G9.'i.ihio ties renewed, of which
results of the system.
915,000 were treated. The seriousness, present and potential, of the
tie i)roblem may be Judged from the statement that great dllllculty
In securing an adequate supply of ties for renewals;
by a railroad whose lines can draw nimn both the Northwest
and the Southwest for Its supply of timber.
There were 233 miles of new ballast put In place and 102 miles
Of the 7,522 miles of truck. 1.223 were on June
of line reballasted.
30 ballasted with rork. 446 with burnt clay, 2.050 with gravel and
524 with cinders, leaving 3.279 miles of sand or dirt. or. In other
words, unballasted truck. Heavy expenditures were made in replacing light bridges with heavier ones and In strengthening existing bridges to provide for the heavier equipment now In use. In
such cases an amount equal to the cost of the original structures

this
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or the Mtlmated cost of renewing them In kind was charged to operating exiienM*. Over a mile (C.lUti lln. ft.) of timber bridge* were
replaced with vtevl. agulnat 2,417 ft. In 19<k;. and nearly 3 mtleit
( 14.-171
ft) of bridges and treHtle* wvre niled. agalnat 1.208 ft.
In 1906.
These fuels cleurly lllustrutf butli (he physical weakness
of the property »ht-n thi- present cani|ialKn uf Iniprovemeut was
begun and the fffi't-llvrness with which the rampulgn Is being carried out.

The

ImprovPTTient policy waa not conflned to the roadway depart>:
there were intiulrt'd )i buliinced compound
roDsolldatlon Ux otiiotlvi-M. 11 I'arlflc locomo^liies.
The liirrca.sfil u8e of the Atlantic and
tlrea and :'
Pactflc tyiicb auKisesis that the (lagsenger business of the road Is
(rowing in quantity and excellence of service, while the addition
of over 30 i>er cent, more new consolldivtion locomotives than were
owned a year previous shows the Krowth in heavy freight traffic.
There were 95 new piissenger train cars put In service. Including
10 dInInK cars. i> observation library car.s and 1 passenger motor
car. Thirty new passenger train cars and another motor car are to be
delivered before the end of 1907. The number of new freight cars
was 6.737. a net Increase of 3,399. or IS'-i per cent. In number, but
over 31 per cent. In capacity over the cars previously in service.
Nearly S.ooo more freight cars are on order. There also were acquired 1 Inspection motor car, 1 derrick. 1 rail saw. 10 caboose cars
and 100 Hurt convertible ballast cars. Fifty more cabooses are to be
delivered shortly. .Most of the new equli)nient was acquired through
the Rock Island Improvement Company, which Issues the equipment
trusts of the roud. This list of new equipment does not include 14
consolidation locomotives, C passenger train cars, 10 caboose cars,
274 stock cars and 1,000 box cars bought at a cost of $1,500,000 for
the Rock Island, Arkansas & Louisiana, which owns the line shown
on the map directly south of Little Rock, Ark. .\s illustrating the
method of equipment accounting may be noted the case of one
special type consolidation locomotive purchased at a cost of $19,871
to replace an engine lost In the Cimarron river, of whose cost $7,C23
was charged to property account lo offset the deduction from that
account for the value of the lost engine, and the rest charged to
operating expenses.

Dm.

ment.

Atlantic

|i><

.
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A year ago there were some startllngly large increases In the
"
The same thing was
tonnage of various Individual m-40 per cent, of flour
true last year. The tonnage of »
3it |>er cent, of hay and itraw 5"
cotton 34 per cent, of
ot uh.r agricultural producU
fruit and vegetabN-s 27 per cent, an
But grain and oats tonnage de<reaBed so that the Ini>er cent.
crease In the "products of agriculture" group was only 10 per cent
Other large individual tonnage Increases were: in coke So per cent:
"other mineral products," 30C per cent; "other castings and machinery," 112 iier cent; petroleum and other oils, 40 per cent;
wagons, carriages, tools, etc., 45 per cent, and household goods and
1

:

.

1

.').'.

furniture. :j8 per cent. .Manufactures, as a whole. Increased 19 per
cent, and merchandise, which Includes all less than carload shipments, 17 per cent The trememlously rapid growth and expansion
of the Southwest are clearly evidenced In these figures of Increases.
The records of the industrial department emphasise the same fact
There were located along the lines of the road during the year 327
new enterprises at an estimated cost of $8,500,000. These are to

employ over

8,000 people.

The balance sheet shows that cash stood

at $9,900,000

on June

30.

notes fell due and were paid
This would leave a cash balance of $2,400,000.
off the next day.
Current liabilities were $11,000,000. against current assets of
this
cash sum. There were, however,
$10,600,000.
Including
$835,000 in fundable advances for construction and equipment, material and supplies on hand valued at $4,400,000 and $10,000,000 in
unpledged bonds In the treasury. The transfer of the St Louis,
Kansas City & Colorado to the property and franchises account added
$16,900,000 to that Item. There was $2,800,000 added In connection
with the completion and equipment of the Rock Island. Arkansas It
Louisiana.

Against

this, $7,500,000 of three-year

The maintenance cost per unit of equipment was $2,440 per
locomotive, against $2,614 in 190G; $S61 per passenger car, against
$773 in 190C; $00 per freight car, against $55 In 1906. and $71 per
work car, against $74 in 1906. The report states that on account
of the large number of new locomotives put In service, the lower
cost of maintenance iier locomotive denotes no reduction in the
maintenance standard.

The Rock Island Is still expanding. The new line of the Trinity
& Brazos Valley, the present status of which Is described in detail in
the review of the Colorado & Southern's report will serve the Rock
Island as well as the Colorado & Southern and the St Louis & San
Francisco as a Gulf outlet. The line which the Colorado Southern.
New Orleans & Pacific Is building between Houston and New Orleans
is described in the review of the St. Louis & San Francisco. The Rock
Island is to connect with this new line, not only at Houston, hut over
the Rock Island. Arkansas & Louisiana, which is to be finished to
Eunice, La., on the Houston-New Orleans line, this month. The estimated cost of the last 57 miles of this line from Alexandria south to
Eunice Is a little more than $1,000,000, of which more than half had
been spent on June 30, 1907. The new lines in Arkansas connecting this line with the Choctaw division at Little Rock were finished

evident that the Rock Island has now reached the point
maintenance expenditures are not only fully taking care
of the current depreciation of the property, but making up for
Insufficient maintenance expenditures in the past.
There is still a
great deal of work to be done.
Every added year of prosperity
during which the present liberal maintenance standard can be maintained will mean much in the future history of the company. With
Its lines once brought u]) to first-class standard, the Rock Island will
be In a very strong position as regards surplus earnings on its

during the year, the branch from Fordyce to Crossett 57 miles,
having been put in operation on February 1, 1907, and the line from
Tinsman to Eldorado, 36 miles, on June 23. 1907. These two lines
are laid with 60-lb. rail, gravel ballasted and equipped with Rock
Island standard bridges and buildings. Just north of Alexandria
a part of the Louisiana & Arkansas is to be used under a trackage contract. Completion of the whole line to Eunice will establish
a new through route connecting the Choctaw division, the old Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, with New Orleans.

It Is

where

Its

railroad property.

Gross earnings last year Increased $9,000,000, or 18 per cent.,
and operating expenses were $6,000,000, or 17 per cent, larger, leaving net earnings of $19,200,000, an Increase of $3,000,000. or 19 per
cent.
The net Income after charges was 11.6 per cent, on the
$75,000,000 capital stock, on which, however, only 5ij per cent, was
paid.
There was no 8|>ecial improvement appropriation as In the
previous year, but the whole of the surplus after dividends was carried to |)roflt and loss, from which was deducted besides other accounts $1,400,000 for depreciation of equipment (which is responsible for

most

of this

amount), structures and tracks.

Of the Increase of $9,000,000 in gross earnings, $3,000,000. as
already pointed out. was saved for net earnings. Of the remaining
$6,000,000, about $2,000,000 was spent for niainlenance and $4,000,000
for increase In cost of

movement

an<l

administration:

that

is,

for

conducting transportation and general expenses. Tlie Rock Island
was not as successful as the St. Louis & San Francisco in reducing
conducting trans|)ortation cost. Conducting transportation was 57.07
per cent, of the total expenses, against 55.98 per cent, in 1906 and
58.25 per cent. In 1905. The still more significant ratio of conducting
transportation cost to gross earnings was 38.88 last year, as
Thus the actual
against 38.31 in 1906, and 41.07 In 1905.
cost of moving the traffic In a year when the cost of material,
supplies and labor was greatly Increasing and when there was
likely to be that lack of economy which often comes from handling a great Increase In traffic, only 0.57 per cent, more of the gross
earnings were spent on conducting transportation than in the previous year. This true, there was naturally an Increase in the trainIncluding all freight, the trainload as one of its prime causes.
load now lacks only half a ton of being 300 tons. The revenue
trainload was 206 tons last year, against 245 tons in 1900. There
was also an increase in the average carload.

President Wlnchell speaks as follows In regard to the railroad
of the year. The truth of his statement that every
is being taken to establish better relations between the
railroad and its patrons is thoroughly borne out by the facts. There
is no railroad in the country which is more alive to the necessity
and advantages of publicity and frank dealing than the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific:
legislation

opportunity

LoglsliUlon by tlic various states which your lines serve, respecting
rates and operating methods of railroads, has been excessive In quantity and
The legislatures of live such states have passed laws
severe In chnracler.
establishing two cents a mile as the maximum rate of passenger fare, and
other laws have been passed by the several states calling for serious reducDoubtless a large part of this legislation has been
tions In frelsht rates.
due lo misconception of the actual conditions. .\t every opportunity It Is
the policy of the olDcers of your company to endeavor to establish better
relations with the people of the various states, and to Impress upon them
the fact that the progress of the section of the country traversed by your
road, and the continued prosperity thereof, require candid cooperation between the railroads and the other business Interests. The aim of all must
be to promote the welfare of the country, and It Is to be hoped that when the
situation Is thoroughly understood, a spirit of mutual cooperation will be
the result.

The following table summarizes the last two years' results on
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific:
1907.

Mileage worked
Passenger earnings
Freight earnings
Gross earnings
Mnlnt. way and structures.
Malnt. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
.Net Income
-Vpproprlatlons for betterments
Year's surplus

7,7S0
$10,449,765
40,663,972
60.238,420
8.754,397
7,184,128
23,420,948
41.044.142
19,194.278
8,750,517
4.033,789

1908.

7,128
$13,917,031
34,695.824
61,237,858
(,:t02.41M)

6,061.466
19,6:U).Oi0

35.06T.059
lfi.170.S00

6.785.832
2,108.280
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Louis

& San

the year

Francisco.

amounted

trestles filled: 625

A

year ago, in reviewing the results of operation of this road,
it was remarked that the St. Louis & San Francisco had two great
proDlems: one, to develop a proritable business on a large mileage
of new lines in new countrj"; the other, to reduce the proportionate
amount of earnings used up by the unproductive expense of conducting transportation. It could not then be known that the Southwest was during the next year to lead all other parts of the country
in the rapidity of its growth, a circumstance which solved the first
of the St. Louis & San Francisco's problems with great satisfaction.
The second was solved by the officers of the road by reducing the
proportion of operating income paid out in conducting the business
In a year when the ordinary costs of operation were abnormally
high.

The years from 1900 to 1905 were a period during which the
St. Louis & San Francisco mileage grew by several hundred miles
a year. In 190G there was an increase of only 38 miles and last
year there was an actual decrease of seven miles, due to remeasurements and abandonment of small sections of useless track. But
the road stands on the threshold of another period of important
expansion. On April 30. 19U7. it leased for 999 years the Colorado
Southern. New Orleans & Pacific Railroad, all of whose stock and
bonds it owns. This company owns the Orange & Northwestern
and the Beaumont. Sour Lake & Western, and the three roads are
together building a through line from Houston, Tex., to Baton
Rouge, La., which will be extended by trackage rights over the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley from Baton Rouge to New Orleans. This
line, shown on the map of the Rock Island Company's system on
another page, is to be in operation by the end of the year. Besides
penetrating a local territory productive in cotton and sugar, it will
be a competitor as a through line with the Southern Pacific
from New Orleans to Houston. The total mileage under construction by the Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific and its subIncluding the trackage rights along
sidiary companies is 303 miles.
the Mississippi river, the total mileage will be nearly 400 miles.
which
is directly at present under way.
This is all the construction
There are projected, however, a line from Oklahoma City, Okla.,
south via Lindsay, Ind. T.. to Cornish, which is on another projected
line from Ardmore, Ind. T., west via Waurika, Okla., to a point near
Wichita Falls, Tex.; and an extension of the old Fort Worth &
Rio Grande from Brady, Tex., south to San Antonio. Another
through line of even greater importance, though it has not involved
any direct construction, is the Trinity & Brazos Valley line from
Fort Worth and Dallas, Tex., south to Houston and Galveston, giving the St. Louis & San Francisco as well as the Rock Island for
the first time a Gulf connection. The Trinity & Brazos Valley will
also be a feeder of the Houston-New Orleans line.
Thus the St. Louis & San Francisco will within the next year
again have several considerable increases in mileage, this time by
through lines in competitive territory instead of, as most of the
additions in the recent past have been, lightly built local lines
It will be both interesting and imporin undeveloped territory.
tant in judging of the future of the property to observe the effect
of the acquisition of these two important through lines, of which
the Fort Worth extension changes hitherto mainly local lines from
Kansas City and from St. Louis south to Fort Worth, into parts of
a new through line, on the earnings and detailed operating results.
If the result is to secure a much larger proportion of through traffic,
the new lines will furnish an element of great strength in regular
traffic not dependent largely on the immediate growth and productiveness of the surrounding territory. More of such through traffic
the road has always needed.
Last year's record of operations shows gross earnings 20 'i
per cent., and net earnings 19 'A per cent, larger than In 190C; this
as already mentioned, with no Increase in the operated mileage.
Operating expenses, to be sure, increased 21 per cent., faster proportionately than either gross or net earnings, but, largely owing
to the reduction in proportion of conducting transportation cost.
the net results were as satisfactory as shown. Conducting transportation amounted to .54.72 per cent, of the total expenses, as against
57 IB per cent. In 1906 and .'.7.9 per cent, in 190,5.
Us ratio to gross
earnings was 35.25 against 36.64 In 1906 and 37.4 In 1905. This
showing Is a satisfactory one for any year, remarkably so for a
year when the cost of conducting tran.sportation on moat roads ro.se
more instead of less than any other operating cost.
The decreased proportion which conducting transportation
showed to lx)th operating expenses as a whole and to gross earn-

ings was taken up by maintenance of way and structures which
was 21.74 per cent, of total expenses, against 19.71 per cent. In
1906, 18.6 per rent. In 1905, and 17.6 per cent. In 1904; and. of gross
earnings, 13.99 per cent., against 12 63 per cent. In 1906 and 12 per
cent. Id 1905.
The same policy of grf-atly Improving the property
was carried out as on the Rock I.'fland. The average expenditure
for maintenance of way and structures per mile of road operated
was $1,068, against |799 In 1906. an increase of $269. or 34 per cent
on each of the more than 5,000 miles operated. This Is a striking
showing of the Improvement policy. The crosa-tle renewals during
.
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for wooden
structures,

1,439,000; there were 1,186 ft. of wooden
of stone or concrete arch culverts substituted
200 ft. of timber bridges replaced by steel

to

It.

culverts;

ft. of iron
and steel bridges replaced with
Of new rail there were 21.329 tons of 85-lb.,
and 365 tons of 65-lb. laid in main track during
There were also 132 miles of track ballasted and 194
the year
miles reballasted. These figures, which sum up the principal activities of the maintenance of way department, give an idea of how
much has been done.
The equipment also was more liberally maintained than in the

and

2,515

heavier steel bridges.
2.7SS tons of 7o-lb.

previous year. This account, as a whole, increased 24 per cent.
Repairs cost $2,508 per locomotive, against $2,313 in 1906; $781
per passenger car, against $761 in 1906; $62 per freight car, against
$50 in 1906, and $45 per service car, against $49 in 1906. The net
increases in rolling stock equipment during the year were 63 locomotives, four passenger cars, 2.416 freight cars and 844 service cars.
In addition, there are being delivered during the last half of the
calendar year 90 locomotives, 87 train cars and 5,255 freight cars.
Gross earnings were $38,600,000. an increase of $6,600,000. Of
this increase, freight earnings, which increased 22 per cent., furnished $4,900,000, and passenger earnings, which increased 16 per
cent., $1,300,000.
There was an increase of 26 per cent, in mail
earnings, partly due to a new mail service operated in connection
with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
Operating expenses were larger by $4,300,000. Maintenance of
way and structures increased $1,400,000. or 331/0 Per cent.; maintenance of equipment, $900,000, or 24 per cent., and conducting transThe increase in general exportation, $1,900,000, or 16 per cent.
penses was 22 per cent. The St. Louis & San Francisco is very
fortunate to be able to report a decrease of 5 per cent, in tax payments for the year. The net income available for dividends was 80
per cent, larger than in the previous year, and the dividend payments, owing to the passing of the 2 per cent, dividend on the
second preferred stock in 1907, 62 per cent, smaller, so that the
surplus after dividends was just under $4,000,000. as against a little
There was
less than $1,800,000 in 1906. an increase of 121 per cent.
charged to the general profit and loss account $625,000 as depreciation in the value of buildings torn down, tracks taken up and equipment destroyed and dismantled during the year, the balance of the
cost less salvage, being charged to operating expenses.
Freight earnings per mile of road rose from $4,331 to $5,304.
The trainload was 224 tons, against 214 tons in 1906, a small increase.
This is a road with a great network of branch lines which
carry light traffic. The bulk of the business is traffic of this character; therefore an increase in the trainload is much harder to
accomplish than on a heavy traffic road with through business,
where it is necessary only to cut down the ruling grade or acquire
heavier power to raise the number of tons carried per train mile.
There were increases of 21 per cent, in the tonnage of agricultural products, 15 per cent, in mineral products, 14 per cent, in
Wheat tonnage
forest products and 24 per cent, in manufactures.
increased 36 per cent.; hay and straw, 52 per cent.; cotton, IB per
cent.; dressed meats, 69 per cent.; wool. 163 per cent.; bituminous
coal, 16 per cent.; "other mineral products," 107 per cent.; petrooils, 45 per cent.; pig and bloom iron, 44 per cent.;
"other castings and machinery." 46 per cent.; bar and sheet metal,
]ii6 per cent.; wagons, carriages, tools, etc., 90 per cent.; household
goods and furniture, 21 per cent., and "other manufactures." 29 per
cent.
The merchandise tonnage increased 11 per cent, and miscellaneous, including all carload shipments of commodities not separately mentioned, 45 per cent. The similarity of some of these individual increases to corresponding ones on the Rock Island will be
noticed.
The industrial department reports almost the same numl)er of new industrial plants as those that located on the Rock
Island lines during the year. The new industries on the St. Louis &
San Francisco tracks n\iniber 33S. cost about $9,000,000 and employ
over 12,000 men. These figures are all further testimony to the
great prosperity of the Southwest.
The balance sheet shows current liabilities of $13,600,000,
against strictly current assets of $12,240,000. There are In addition fundable construction advances amounting to $865,000, supplies
(in hand amounting to $'J.s7ii,(mi(i and \inple<lged securities In the
treasury which cost $4.1i"i.iiimi. This company like the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific Is In no immediate straits for new capital,
but if It were Is possible to do .';o on reasonable terms could at
once profitably enlarge Its working capital.
The following table shows the operating results of the St. Louis
& San Francisco, not Including the Chicago & Eastern Illinois:

leum and other

inOT.

Miipnep wiirki'ci
rn»scnKPr pnrnliiKH
FrolKliI rnrnlniCH
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surplus
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:)H.621,00H
-..400,107
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.12,04rt,n.'i7

13,610,703

4,040,004
3,803,211
11.742,742

24,872,57l>
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13,748,488

11.501,123

4,l.'iS,B83
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100.742

510,742
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l,780,.3O4
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Chesapeake

A

phyalcal

A

chaDci- ban taken t>la<'« during the lant year In the operating
The year ended In June, 1»U6,
reaulta of the Chesapeake k Ohio.
was far and away the moKt pr(i)i|>erouii In every way In the lompany's history. Uroiu eanilngn Inrreasod ID per cent, and net earnings 26 per i-ent. over the 1!»05 year, which ItHelf was very prosperous.
l.Axt year. nIthouKh Rroui earnUiKii Increased 5 per cent.,
there was a dei-reane of nearly $t!tMi.ti(Mi, or 5'... per cent., In net earnings.
As chnrKes sharply Iid rcit-scd. owIiik larKety (o an hureajie
of 29 per cent. In taxes and the Krcutcr amount of equipment bunds
outstanding, the year's dnnl contribution lo the proflt and loss account was only a nominal one. Instead of a surplus of nearly
|1.5U0,00U as In 1906.
tiross earnlniqi were affected unfavorably by the hard winter.
Operating expensed were much Increased by the rise In cost of mateFurthermore, traffic on the
rials and a Keneral Increase In wages.
lines In We.^i Virginia and Kentucky was frequently Interrupted
by land slides and by river floods, the train wrvlce on the Cincinnati
division having at one time been suspen<led for a week.
The Chesapeake & Ohio, like the Norfolk ft Western, its near
neighbor from the Ohio river to tidewater, and, for that matter,
many other railroads. Is at present In a discouraging situation.
Great quantities of traffic are offering. The company has been and
Is bard put to It to provide enough equipment to meet this traffic.
Even with the equipment provided, the necessities of the case are
not met, for the existing lines, mostly single-track, are inadequate
More doublelo promptly and efficiently handle- the rush of traffic.
track is urgently needed. Gross earnings, to be sure, are increasby
the rising
ing, but already the Increases are more than eaten up
Locomotives cost more, cars cost more, lumber
cost of operation.
costs more, general supplies cost more; in particular, lal)or costs
more, while at the same time it is generally less efficient. In this

Chesapeake
situation the

company is met with
main hope of solving

state laws reducing rates.

Fur-

—

the extension and
its problems
plant through expenditures on capital account
is taken away by the fact that it cannot sell bonds.
In commenting on this situation President Stevens calls attention to the fact that while the road last year earned more than
5 per cent, on its stock, the shareholders' dividend was only 1 per
cent., a rate never exceeded since the lormation by reorganization
of the present company in 1888.
Instead of distributing a fair share
of proflt to Its owners, the company, in order to meet the needs of its
shippers, has been compelled to apply its whole surplus income beyond the 1 per cent, dividend payment to buying additional equip-

thermore,

Its

improvement

of

its

ment and furnishing more
this, all of the vitally

Of 98 miles

of

traffic facilities.
But even by doing
needed Improvements cannot be carried out.

new second-track authorized during the previous

fiscal year, only 2-1 miles have been finished.
Work on the rest
has been stopped because the company cannot borrow the $1,315,000
necessary to finish the suspended work.
President Stevens next contends, and it would seem with justice,
that the traffic of the road has not been burdened by excessive rates.
An average passenger-mile rate of 2 '4 cents is low for a road most of
whose mileage is In Virginia. West Virginia and Kentucky, and
which ha.s little or no commutation traffic to bring down the average
rate.
Still more true is this of the rate received per ton per mile
for freight which was only !',;» mills last year, one of the lowest
ton-mile rates on any railroad in the country. Assuming the further
fact, which Is confirmed lioth by a study of the report and a knowledge of the working of the property that the road has been efficiently and economically niauascd. he reaches the conclusion that the
return to the owners of the property has been entirely inadequate;
so small that it would not be justified in any kind of business.
Mr. Stevens continues as follows:
It wi.nld. tlHTi'fi.ri'. seem In be to tlio Inlci-.'si ..f ili.. (Miiumunltles and

—
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There was an Increase of 5 per cent, in the tonnage of coal and
coke which together make up 61 per cent, of the road's tr&fflc
Strangely enough in a year of such very general prosperity all other
freight traffic Increased almost not at all. There was a small docrease In ton mileage, but as the revenue per ton-mile waa slightly
There was a
larger, the freight earnings Incn-aBed 3 per cent.
decrease of 2 per cent, in the freight density.
The revenue trainload rose from 5Srt to 596 tons. Including
company freight the figure was 628 tons. These figures exceeded
only by the Great Northern and short roads like the Bessemer 41
I-ake Erie and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, which connect the Iron
and steel centers of the Pittsburgh district with the ore docks on the
I..akes.

There were much larger proportionate increases In the passenger
department.
Passenger earnings increased 15 per cent, and passenger density 12 per cent., while passenger earnings per mile of
road were 13 per cent, larger, rising to $2,675. Passenger earnings
per train-mile, however, increased only 1 per cent., while freight
earnings per train-mile were 4 per cent, larger.
The total increa-se in operating expenses was $1,780,000. Of
this, $1,050,1100 was in conducting transportation, the operating dl-

&

Ohio.

vision of

which account increased 14 per

cent.

Maintenance of way

and structures increased $440,000 and maintenance of equipment
$252,000, thus reversing the experience of many other railroads last
year whose maintenance of equipment cost increased far more than
maintenance of way. Per mile of line, maintenance of way cost
$I,t)91, against $1,447 last year.
It is therefore evident that the
road has been well kepi up. especially as about $1,000,000 of the
extraordinary expenditures for the year was on maintenance of

way betterments. The cost of repairs per unit of equipment was
$1,973 per locomotive, against $2,114 in 1906: $1,047 per passenger
car. against $1,091 in 1906. and $S7 per freight car, against $94 in
1906.
The passenger car figure for both years is high.
Even Including materials and supplies, which stood at $2,240,000
on the balance sheet on June 30. 1907. current assets were $1,700,000
Excluding this item, the current asless than current liabiliiles.
sets were $1,700,000 less than the one liability item "unpaid vouchers and pay rolls."
Last fall there were reports that the directors
were planning to rearrange the company's finances in such a way
that a large general bond Issue available for improvements and
The Chesapeake & Ohio has been
extensions would be created.
much handicapped by the fact that it had few bonds of uncompleted
Issues available.
Most of its new construction has been financed by
means of branch-line lx)nds. The stock market debacle of last spring
probably prevented the formation of such a general and Inclusive
To lake cure of immediate needs, however, the direcfinancial plan.
tors resolved on June 14, 1907 to recommend the creation of $10,000,000 general equipment and improvement 10-year 5 per cent.
Ijonds.
This mortgage was unanimously authorized at a special
meeting of the stockholders on July 31. As of July 1, $5,000,000
three-year 6 per cent, notes secured by $6,500,000 of these bonds
were sold. The proceeds of these notes would, therefore, offset the
excess of current liabilities over assets as of June 30, 1907. It is
obvious, however, that this note issue does very little toward providing for the general expansion needs of the company and that once
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iDTestment conference

is

re-established, a general

and comprehensive

finance plan is likely to be adopted.
The following table sums up the last two years' operations:
190T.
1,827
$4,888,139
19,974,861

Mileage worked
I'assenger earnings
Freight earnings

Gross earnings

2.),796,861

Maine, way and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Traffic
Operation
Operating expenses
-Net earnings

3,090,037
4,721,346

1906.
1,793

$4,242,356
19.395,648
24,602,988
2,649,557
4,469,59<J

:

>;et

income

improvements and equipment.

..

Tears' surplus

Colorado

&

482,444
7,953,064
10.650,307
9.146,554
3.392,999
2,684,221
61,071

434.755
6,959,355
14,869,649
9,733,339
4.607,223
2.."i32,739

1,426,577

Southern.

This is a period of great expansion for the Colorado & Southern,
which was organized from two branch lines which were lopped
from the old L'nion Pacific property when the present Union
Pacific was formed. These were the Denver, Leadville & Gunnison
and the Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf. The latter turned back to the
Union Pacific the Julesburg branch by which the Union Pacific
off

now
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Denver & Interurban Railroad. This is to be finished by next
It will permit operation of 44 miles of line in all by
spring.
map and description
electricity for frequent passenger service.
of this project was printed in the Railroad Gazette of June 21,
The Denver & Interurban is also building an electric pas1907.
senger line in Fort Collins, Colo., which is to be in operation by

A

December. Advances up to June 30. 1907, to these various comFort Collins Development Railway, |50,were as follows:
Colorado Railroad, $172,000; Denver & Interurban. $2o4,000.
Not the only expansion of the year was in mileage. The income
account shows large increases in earnings. Gross earnings were
$13,500,000, an increase of $1,800,000, or 15 per cent.; operating
expenses increased $1,300,000, or 17 per cent., and net earnings were
The net income
$4,200,000, an increase of $500,000, or 12 per cent.
for the year was over $2,000,000, an increase of 18 per cent, over
1906.
As was natural with such a showing, dividends were begun
on the $8,500,000 second preferred stock. The first payment ever
made on this issue 2 per cent. was paid April 1, 1907. Four
per cent, was also paid on the $8,500,000 first preferred, against
2 per cent, in the previous fiscal year and nothing in 1905.
Freight earnings increased 13 per cent, and passenger earnings,
as well as express, mail and miscellaneous earnings, each increased
The average ton of freight was carried further and
22 per cent.
paid more per mile. The increase in the average distance carried,
from 134 to 151 miles, is a prophecy of what is likely to happen
as soon as the Gulf extension is completed and in smooth working
panies,
000;

—

—

gets its entrance from the east to Denver, on the formation of
the Colorado & Southern, which began operations with 1,537 miles
of line, including the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway, which
it controlled through ownership of a majority of its stock.
This order. It is highly probable that not only will there be a large
brought the system to Fort Worth, Tex. Here it stopped for eight export traffic by this line, but also that a considerable proportion
years.
The present year has seen, or will see, its extension to of the shipments from the East to Colorado will go by steamer to
Houston and to the Gulf at Galveston, the second largest port of Galveston, thence north over the Colorado & Southern lines. The
export in the country.
average passenger was carried 47 miles, against 42 miles in 1908,
This new construction, which is shown on both the Colorado and paid slightly more per mile than in that year.
The gross
& Southern and the Rock Island Company maps in this issue, earnings per mile of road increased from $7,007 to $7,244, while
has been carried on through the Trinity & Brazos Valley, a the net earnings per mile of road were about the same as in the
subsidiary corporation, all of whose issued and to be issued previous year, $2,266, against $2,256 in 1906. Taxes per mile of road
Btock and
issued
bonds are owned jointly by the Colo- decreased, which is a more fortunate experience than most railrado & Southern and the Rock Island Company, controlling roads can boast of during the year just passed.
Rock
the
Island
and the
St.
Louis
& San Francisco.
Of the increase in operating expenses, maintenance of way and
Operation of the line from Fort Worth to Houston was begun on structures furnished $267,000, an increase of 14 per cent.; mainteFebruary 10, 1907, and on July 1 the Dallas connection with this nance of equipment, $250,000, an increase of 15 per cent., and conline was opened.
By the close of the year 1907, trains will be ducting transportation, $788,000, an increase of 20 per cent. Largely
operated into Galveston. Construction work is still going on north on account of this last item, the operating ratio rose from 68 per
of Houston in order to prepare the road to handle efficiently the cent, to 69 per cent.
The principal increases under this head
large amount of business which is likely to fall to it.
That the were in locomotive fuel, train service, station service and car milebusiness will be large is not a doubtful expectation, for. as mirrored age. There was an increase of 82 per cent, in the item of lost and
in the joint ownership of the Trinity & Brazos Valley, it is to be
damaged freight, and of 62 per cent, in the item of injuries to perused, both from Fort Worth and from Dallas, as a Gulf connection
sons.
The cost of clearing wrecks rose from $42,000 in 1906 to
for the Rock Island and the St. Louis & San Francisco, as well as
$59,000, an increase of 42 per cent.
for the Colorado & Southern. Besides, the new lines open up new
Maintenance expenditures were in general more liberal than in
country and are the shortest railroads between Fort Worth and the preceding year. Per mile of road owned, maintenance of way
Galveston and between Dallas and Galveston.
There were 167 miles of new
cost $1,238, against $1,178 in 1900.
At Fort Worth the Trinity & Brazos Valley uses the terminals rails laid, against 128 miles laid last year, all of 77-, 80- or 85-lb.
of the Fort Worth & Denver Terminal Railway, while at Dallas steel.
Over 800,000 ties were laid, as against 550,600 in 1906.
temporary arrangements have been made with the St. Louis South- Maintenance of equipment per unit of equipment owned at the
western. At Houston temporary arrangements have been made for beginning of the fiscal year cost $2,725 per locomotive, against
use of the Santa Fe terminals, supplementing the terminal facili- $2,509 in 1906; $796 per passenger car, against $832 in 1906, and
ties of the Houston Belt & Terminal Railway, now in course of
$79 per freight car, against $66 in 1906. Especially as 386 of the
construction.
This terminal railway is jointly controlled by the 1,858 miles of the Colorado & Southern are narrow gage line, and
Trinity & Brazos Valley, the Santa Fe, the St. Louis & a similar proportion of equipment is narrow gage, these are liberal
San Francisco, and the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico. maintenance figures.
At Galveston terminals are being built by the Galveston
The principal item of the Colorado & Southern freight traffic
Terminal Railway, organized and controlled by the Trinity is mineral products, of which 4,440,000 tons were carried last year
ft
Brazos Valley.
Galveston is reached
from Houston by bringing in a revenue of $4,280,000, being 63 per cent, of the total
trackage contract over 53 miles of Santa Fe tracks.
Operation tonnage and 44 per cent, of the total revenue, as against 67 per
of this line by the Trinity & Brazos Valley is to be begun this cent, and 47 per cent., respectively, in 1906. There was a great
month, while all of the authorized terminal construction at Gal- increase in lumber traffic during the year. The lumber tonnage
veston is to be finished this fall. The total operated mileage of rose from 133,000 tons, bringing in a revenue of $609,000 in 1906.
the Trinity & Brazos Valley will then be 422 miles.
There had to 488.000 tons, with a revenue of $811,000 last year. The 1906
been advanced by the Colorado & Southern up to June 30, 1907, tonnage was 2 per cent, of the total, and the revenue 7 per cent,
1190,000 for terminals at Fort Worth, |127,O00 for terminals at of the total, while last year, with a tonnage equal to 7 per cent,
Dallas, ?197,000 for terminals at Houston, and |111,000 for terof the total, the revenue was a little more than 8 per cent, of the
minals at Galveston.
In each of the last two cases the same
whole. The added lumber tonnage must have been carried at much
amount had been advanced by the Rock Island Company.
lower rates. Although the agricultural tonnage remained at about
The Trinity & Brazos Valley lines, of which 272 miles were in the same proportion, there were one or two noticeable Increases, in
operation on June 30, are not included In the Colorado & Southern
particular in cotton, fruit and vegetables, and potatoes. Fruit and
returns. There was, however, a considerable addition to the milevegetables, which furnished nearly 5 per cent, of the tonnage,
age during the year through completion of the Wichita Valley yielded only 2 per cent, of the total revenue, while potatoes, with
lines, whose complete operation dates from January 1, 1907.
This a little over 1 per cent, of the tonnage, brought In nearly 5 per
is a branch line I'T) miles long, running from Byers, Tex., on the
cent, of the total revenue.
This apparent anomaly is probably
Red river, across the Fort Worth & Denver City at Wichita Falls, due to the fact that most of the fruit and vegetables were carried
and then southwest and south to Abilene. Tex., on the Texas & only a short distance, while Colorado potatoes wore shipped south
Pacific
to Texas.
The total tonnage was 7.090.901 tons, against 6,245,948
The Colorado & Southern has al.io been expanding In Colorado tons In 1906.
north of Denver, where 37 miles of branch lines were built during
Under the heading "Public Service," President Trumbull gives
the year, 17 miles l)y the Fort Collins Development Railway and
his views In regard to the relation of railroad companies to tha
20 miles by the Colorado Railroad.
In addition, a line IS miles
public. His remarks In full are as follows:
long, to serve the Important territory between Denver and Boulder
Hnllroad companies have for years led all corporations in publicity, and
and the coal mining camps about Boulder, Is being built by the in nn annual report like this, some allusion to your company's attitude
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Federal JudKe baa recently pointed out. IpgUlatiun L> oiiv Stale may bare
ConOlctlns
the effect of aubjectlng an adJolnlDK Sute to dlacrimlDatlona.
IrKlalatloD by the Statea reaulla In cbaoa
and it baa already come to paaa
tbai the eoaulng impairment to >TP>llt baa not only retarded derelopment In
aucb Statea, but legitimate aaplratliina for development In other Statea,
which are aa truly part of a united country, have been, ao far aa can now
a

iiiildrd

u|iervlae:
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be seen, indeflnltely p«>8tponed.

The fact that recent National |pt;lalatlon la being carried out practically
and harmoniously by tbe Kovernment and tbe roada, will doubtleaa result In
rellevlDK frirlion and will afford a better understanding of tbe motlvea and
worit of the railroads, and the necessity, from tbe standpoint of public wel
fare (to say notblDg of tbat of private Inreatora, whoae confidence must be
retained) of not crippling an Industry which bi endeavoring to aerre tbe
intern-oven needs and productive power of a population which will aoon
number one hundred million 80uls.
Your "corporation Is Identihed with the citizens and business Interests
of Colorado, Wyoming and New Mexico, and is sponsor, by use of Its general
'

Important lines In Texas, which have brought closer together tbe
people of those great sections, in ivhicb development Is simply well begun.
lines liave, without exclusive privileges and without subsidies or guaranties from tbe State, brought tbe Pike's Peak region as near to tidewater
as Chicago Is. and In doing this have at the same time assisted greatly In
Surely your company occupies
Increasing the importance of Galveston, Tex.
a place In tbe life of the nation, and your directors, reeognlzing a dual
trusteeship, desire tbat all your patrons may prosper, that your employeea
may l>e steadily engaged and that your profits may Increase so that ability to
perform public functions may be continually augmented, as It ought to be.
and so tbat If through a rest cure or otherwise, general financial condltlona
credit, for

Your

with that of older countries.

In tbat It baa been hasty and restrictive only,
It ought to be If the welfare of all tbe people
promoted by those who are entrusted with public office, and by scmlpubllc offlclnis and employees?
lias not much legislation by the States
been enacted witb no view whatever to aiding the railroads In solving tbe
great problems which confront them?
Will such legislation. In the quiet
bour. seem excusable from any iiolnt of view, particularly that part of It
which may t>e found after painful processes to be actually Invalid?
Figures are sometimes dull reading; sometimes they are illuminating.
Perhaps the following will serve to Illustrate the part performed by your

and not also constructive, as
la

10 be

company the past year. In its capacity as a
The number of piissengers carried was

public servant
at an average rate of
:!, 801,009.
cents per mile -a trillo more than a two n-nt postage sinnii) and this
partl.v In a section where |)hystcal operations are most dllllrnU and where
wages are probably tbe highest In the world, i'nmpare this, for example,
with England and Wales, with on area of ."iS.OfiO square miles (oliout one half
of Colorado or about one fifth of Texas), where the number of passengers
carried Is more than In the whole 3,02.',000 square miles of tbe United
States,
In England, with much lower wages, tbe regular third class rale
Is two cents per mile, and first class passengers (only
|ier cent, of tbe
total) pay over three cents.
The railroad mileage of Great Ilrltaln Is about
one tenth of tbat of the United States, but It carries nearly one-half as
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much capitalization.
Tbe number of tons

of freight carried by your comiiany during tbe year

In America again Improve, your company's sphere of influence
capital and enterprise an Inviting Held for further ex|)ansion.

The following

table

sums

Mileage worked
Passenger earnings
Freight earnings
(Jrosa earnings
Malnt. way and structures.
Malnt. of equipment
Conducting transportation

Operating ex|)ense8
Net earnings
Net Income
Divldenils

Years surplus

may seem

up the last two years" operations:
1907.
1.S58
S3,t73.8.".fi

9,723.962
13,456,489
2.226,504
1.769.803
4.807.630
9,246,910

1906.
1,663
J2,603,691
8.592,527
11.653,446
1.9o9,lS4
1,.t19.!>13

4,010.982
7,902.212

4,209,.^71

3.7.'il,234

2,216,146
510.000
1,328,689

1.766.212
170,000
1,221,058

to
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State Itailicai/s
Ohjut Lesmtns from Ullicr Lands. By KdwiD A. Pratt, with
a translation of .\I. Marcel IVschiiud's articles on I.es Chemlns de Ker do
I'Efat Bflge. In the Itri ui J'uliliiiuc it rurlcmintairc.
V. S.
London
King & Son. r.to".
Taper: <ine shilling.
:

:

We know

of no other publication in whicli the observer of railroad
conditions can get for a shilling as many arguments against government ownership as in this concise little book by Mr. Pratt, already
well known for his clear and scholarly studies on transportation
topics.
Just half the book is devoted to condensed commeni--sometimes rather too condensed, it must be admitted on government
ownership in Belgium, Prussia, Denmark, Italy, Australia and New
Zealand; the balance is a translation from the French of M.
Peschaud, who discusses Belgian railroad conditions in detail. Mr.
Pratt, in his general comments, cites examples of the well known
objections to government ownership; inflexibility of rates and service;
subjection to political influence; high cost of operation:
bureaucracy; use of railroad employees to build up a political ma-

—

bad bookkeeping, etc. For example, he quotes Sir Joseph
Ward, the New Zealand Premier, as to the fact that goods rates
could not be levied until they had been passed upon by the Governor in council, who, also, alone could modify them.
"If you wanted to carry 10,000 tons of cheese for 100 miles,"
said Sir Joseph, "and if the freight for cheese was 7s. 6d. per mile,
you would be charged 7s. 6d. for each ton of the consignment, just
as you would for one or two tons; no one could vary the chaige."
Mr. Pratt rightly comments that if a railroad can afford to carry
a single ton of cheese a hundred miles for 7s. 6d., it can well afford
to carry a consignment of 10.000 tons the same distance for a lower
amount per ton, and that in New Zealand the wholesale man is,
in effect, penalized, in order that the retail man shall have no possible excuse for cherishing a grievance against the politicians who
control the operation of his state railroads.
Mr. Peschaud shows that of a total of 2,637 miles of railroad
in Belgium, all but 344 miles is operated by the state.
He criticises the state working on the grounds that train service is bad
and speeds are low; the state operation does not economize in the
least; it is bureaucratic and involved in much red tape; it is worked
neither on commercial nor on industrial lines; the work done by
government employees is less efficient, often by one-third, than the
work done by private employees; the system has no flexibility.
and breaks down in emergencies; the government has gradually
made itself less and less amenable to damage claims; it aims to
give satisfaction to those without real, but with electoral interests;
the number of the staff on the state railroads is 152 per kilometer.
as against 107 on the private railroads;
the promotion
of
employees rests on political considerations;
the capital
accounts iiave been altered until they are purely fictitious. Further, the government is a poor bargainer, and pays Car higher prices
for its supplies than the private managements do, and, in 1905, the
total proportion of expenditure to receipts was 45 per cent, on the
Belgian lines worked by companies and 61.97 per cent, on the lines
worked by the government.
chine;

hocomntircti. Simplr. f owi/H/wnrf and Elictrii:
liv II. «'. Keagnn.
New York
.John Wiley & Sons. 03'J pagi-s 5 Mi In. x 8 In.
4U4 Illustrations. Cloth.
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To quote from the preface; "the author, who is a practical engineer, attempts in this book to write a treatise on the locomotive
engine, and has tried to describe the manner in which the locomotive is handled while in service."
In a way he has succeeded, though
to dignify It as a "treatise" is to somewhat stretch the courtesy of
the word
It is rather a description of various types of locomotives
and certain appliances used thereon, than a book to convey an idea
of the construction and working of the locomotive to one who is not
familiar with the subject.
So much has been published regarding
locomotive construction that the author passes lightly over the usual
de-scriptions, using a somewhat original order of treatment and
stows away In the first 100 pages all that he has to say of the front
end, cylinders, frames, rods, rod accidents and valves and their
setting, to each of which a chapter Is devoted, and a liberal portion
of even this space Is given up to examination questions on the subject.
He very truly observes that a man "will learn more by watch•
•
ing repairs, etc., •
than if the method were described in
so many words." So the book apparently makes no attempt to show
and describe the construction of the various parts, but merely calls
attention In many cases lo peculiarities of construction, so that it
would serve as a good guide If it were to be read In the presence of
the locomotive and the several Items mentioned were to be studied
as they were brought up.
Following these general descriptions, there is a long chapter on
compound locomotives. In this no attempt has been made to discuss the subject from Ihe theoretical or practical standpoint of operation.
There Is not a word of Introduction to the chapter, but the
reader la plunged at once Into a description of the several types of
compound locomotives that have been presented for consideration.
Some of these have held their own on the basis of the stirvlval of
the fittest, others have been withdrawn from the market and

Vol. XLIII., No.
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converted; while others were almost stillborn. In this respect the
chapter will serve as a work of reference for those who w-ish to
study the variations in type without entering into the details of
the construction. In these descriptions there are also included a
number of foreign locomotives that have never been built in counterpart in the United States, thus making the chapter all the more
valuable for the purpose for which it is especially adapted. After
this there follows a short chapter on superheaters, very short, in
fact, when the importance of the subject and the interest that it is
attracting is taken into consideration.
The chapter on air-brakes is one of prominence, but is defective
in that it ignores the latest development of the Westinghouse triplevalve with the delayed release and special recharging features. It
would be interesting also to learn why the author splits his treatment of the boiler into two chapters separated by hundreds of pages,
instead of putting the whole subject together.
The book closes with descriptions of a number of electric locomotives preceded by a sketch of the general features of electric current generation. In this the author does not appear to be thoroughly at home. Not that there are appreciable errors but the language is not that of a man who is a master of the subject. Still this
section of the book is worth while as a reference.
Taken as a whole the book may be regarded as a very useful
hand-book of the locomotive, to be used for reference and a guide
to a more thorough study as pointing out what has been done and
the principal appliances that are used on the ordinary American
machines.

The Railroad Problem.*
BY ROBERT M.VTIIER.
the rails of the land should melt over night, the loss tomorrow morning would be less in the falling quotations of railroad
bonds and stocks than in the utter destruction of the values on
farms and in mines and mills and factories that to-day we count as
Such sudden and miraculous solution of the
the nation's wealth.
problem is, of course, unlikely; at leiist it has not yet been advocated
But any diminution of the inin Presidential speech or message.
dustrial efficiency of our transportation lines would affect in like
manner, though in lesser degree, all the varied interests that would
go down to destruction with the annihilation of those lines. It is
not alone, therefore, the few thousands who own the securities of
the railroads, or the million and a half employees engaged in their
operations, or the ten millions whom the wages of these employees
support, that are directly and peculiarly interested in the proper
solution of the railroad problem. The question comes home as well
to the pockets of the millions of farmers and miners and millers
and manufacturers and merchandisers, with all their added millions
In short, it is a question that touches us all, not
of dependents.
because the charge for transportation is a large element in the cost
of what we consume, but because without efficient railroad transportation our commerce could not be profitable. The gross earnings of
all our railroads for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1907, were
Divided among the population this would be $25
$2,325,765,167.
each.
A 33 '-j per cent, reduction in freight and passenger rates
would mean $8 per annum for each of us, but a reduction by onethird of the capacity of our transportation lines to move the tonnage
of the country would mean ruin to us all.
This critical generation would do well to recall how our railTpon the invention of the steam engine
roads have been created.
the industrial world faced a difficult situation. It had from time
immemorial been the practice and the accepted duty of the state
to provide and to maintain the highways upon which the citizen
misht either haul his own freight, or as a common carrier transport
the persons and iiroperty of others. But the new style of iron highways that the steam engine had introduced was expensive to construct.
States were poor, their revenues insignificant and their
credit correspondingly bad.
Many shrank entirely from the risk
that the new task offered; others undertook the work and early
became involved in debt, in loss and in shame. In this predicament
|)rivate enterprise was given the opportunity to undertake the duty
which the states themselves were unable to perform. That is, the
stales employed private capital, on certain terms, to build the highways which the states should have built for the people's use. One
cif the terms of this employment was that the corporation that built
Ihe highways should alone have the right to operate trains over It,
and that the public could use the highway for the movement of their
goods or persons over it, only under rules and regtilations and rates
prescribed by the corporation. This worked a restriction upon that
free use of the common highways to which the citizens of the state
had heretofore been accustomed. For. while any one could carry on
Ihe occupation of a common carrier over the ordinary highways of
the state, only one common carrier namely, the corporation that
had built it was permitted to conduct the business of a common
carrier on this new kind of a highway. But It had never been the
If
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duty or the function o( the aula to b« a common cmrrter. The corporation, then, (buugb It excrclMd a function of the slate In butlding
the highway, did not exerclie a public function In tmnaactlng over It
the builnaaa of a c-onimon carrier. That was, always has been, and
I'lon with
I* to-day B iirtv
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To undertake a task too vast and perilous for the state Itself to
perform, there must have been held out to privnie enterprise the
nn Its Inof u far greater reward than a mere Int.
vestment. An>l «urh hi)|K- was lu-!d out. Whi
the law,
and therefore a part of the U.ir^faln between
the corporation, that the currier should charge only a rL'aj>uualilu rate for
the service or transportation, it wus clearly contemplated by both
parties that great values beyond the actual cost of building and
equlpiiing the line might How from the successful carrying out of
the scht nie. That ho|>e was capitalized by the Issuance of shares of
stock beyunii the face amount of the cash expenditure. If the plan
succee ieil the hope was realized either in the siile of the shares or in
the |>arnient (if dividends upon them. If the plan failed, as It often
did, the hope was dashed and the certlOcates that represented It
became worthless pa;>er.
Now, let us suppose that the states, in making their bargain
with private capital for the building and operation of these public
highways, had suld to the proiiosed builders:
"You will not be permitted to issue bonds and stock In face
amount greater than your actual expenditures;
"You will never be permitted to make more out of this project than
4 per cent, per annum upon the money actually Invested;
"You will, however, be taxed upon the actual value of your property, as ascertained from time to time, and, if your securities find
favor in the market and reflect greater than actual values, taxes
will be levied upon that basis:
"The state will prescribe the methods of keeping your accounts

hope
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and will examine them at its will;
"The state will determine the number of trains you shall run
and designate the stations at which they shall stop;
"The state will prescribe the number of men you shall employ
in operating your trains, and will fix their hours of labor and the
conditions of their employment;
"The state will establish rates of fare and of toll from time to
time at its arbitrary
reasonableness
"If

discretion, without

any other methods

of

consideration

of

their

regulating you occurs to the state

hereafter. the> will be adopted;
"You will accept without objection all regulations now or hereafter lm|>osed by the state, and if you appeal for the protection of
the federal constitution to the federal courts, the state will revoke
your charter."
All this and more the slates have said to the railroads in recent
or In threatened legislation.
Had the states been as frank and
specific when bargaining with the corporations that were planning
to build these public highways, there would have been presented a
beautiful exemplification of the principles of the square deal, but it
Is doubtful if the railroads would have been built.
After completing its compact with the state, the railroad corporation began the construction of its line. With rare exceptions
It spent Its money not on the faith of things that were, but in the
hope of things to be. Our railroads were almost uniformly built, not
like those of Europe, from market to market, through industrial
communities long established, with tonnage awaiting them at every
stage from starting point to terminus, but into the comparatively
unsettled and often untracked lands of the future. Their cities were
largely unfounded, their factories unbuilt, their mines unopened
and their farms unpeopled. Their revenues were not in sight, except to the eye of faith and courage.
They built their lines to suit their situation. They chose the
Grades and
easiest path through the territory they were to serve.
curvature conformed largely to the contour of the country. Highways were crossed at grade and streams on wooden trestles. Light
steel was laid in a single track, and ballast dreamed of but forgotten.
The cost of terminals in such cities as there were prohibited provision for the future, and only such facilities were acquired as were
needed for the traffic inimedlately in sight. Some light engines and
a minimum of cars of small capacity were acquired, and the railroad was "completed" and put in operation.
The cost, of course, had exceeded the estimates, and a floating debt
stood between the stockholder and his dream of dividends. Hardly,
too, had the operation of the railroad started before it was realized
As the lands were
that the "completed" line was barely begun.
settled and the cities grew, and the mines and mills liesan to turn
out their product. It was found that the single track, with its light

—

rails, its heavy grades and curves and its inadequate terminals and
equipment could not move the traffic it was built to serve. The task
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enlargement, improvement and rebuilding was begun. (;rades
were reduced, curvature cut out, brldgeii rebuilt In steel, heavy rails
laid down, the line double-tracked, the roadbed ballasted, grmde
crossings eliminated, heavier motive power and rolling stock acquired, and vast termlnaii, at multiplied cost, bought In the hearts
uf cities that, when the raits were flntt laid, were villages or passing
of

tracks.
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Then the railroads confronted a crisis. Unable to handle the
traffic that multiplied three or four times as fast as their facilities
grew, they turned to further plans for enlarging their capacity, only
to find that, in the height of their pros|>erity and In the stress of the
greatest demands upon them, their securities could no longer be
sold and money for their Improvements was not available. Then,
instead of moving with greater speed to provide the tracks and terminals and cars and engines for lack of which less than a year ago
grain lay rotting in the fields and communities suffered for want of
And tocoal, they slackened perforce their already too slow pace.
day, condemned by public opinion, by reports of commissions and
by their own consciousness as inadequate to their task, causing dally
loss to commerce by the insufficiency of their facilities and equipment, the railroads are impotent to relieve the situation.
This is a national calamity. Its force is felt not only in the
falling prices of the stock exchange, but in the failing tide of commercial activity. In the lowered price of the commercial metals and
There Is not a man,
in the slackened demand for human labor.
from President to the least of the laborers in this great industrial
organization that we call the nation, who is not directly and personally interested in discovering the causes for the inability of the
railroads to raise funds for their needs, and in doing his utmost to
remove them. This is the railroad problem; this is the national
liU

problem.

Three theories are commonly advanced in explanation of the
unsalabiiity of our railroad securities.
One is that a world-wide
stringency, due to great and general commercial activity,
restricts investment in all kinds of securities.
I am not a banker
and should not presume to have an opinion upon this proposition,
but it does not strongly impress me in the face of the fact that
three-fourths of the fabulous five billions of dollars that Mr. Hill
would have the railroads spend in the next five years in furnishing
additional facilities, to-day stands to the credit of depositors in our
savings banks alone. I believe the money exists and could be had
if our railroad securities appealed to the confidence of our investors.
I count as first among the causes that have made their securities
unsalable the misdeeds of the railroads themselves.
I do not include in this term, for the purpose of this discussion,
the payment of rebates. I would not deny under present conditions
the perniciousness of the practice, or decry the efforts of government to terminate it. On the contrary, I hold it as much to the
interest of the railroads themselves as of the country at large, that
And I
violations of the Elkins Act should be made impossible.
know of no surer way to accomplish that end than for a righteous
and determined executive to keep both carrier and shipper for the
future in terror of the confiscatory fines which that dntstic act imposes for its violation. I see no end to be gained, however, beyond
unnecessary further irritation of an already inflamed public feeling, by wholesale and spectacular punishments of past offenses.
I
protest further against imputing to the railroads alone the
Note my
responsibility for these violations of our statutory law.
emphasis of this term, statutory law. When railroads first became
the common carriers of the land, neither law nor custom denounced
the giving of a rebate. The only limitation upon a carrier's discretion in the fixing of his rates wiis that they should not be unreasonable.
Subject only to this limitation he could charge as he willed,
demanding less from one and more from another and carrying free
This theory and tradition passed into the
for whom he pleased.
railroad business at its inception. It was accentuated by the policy
of the states in permitting the free incorporation of railroad companies and encouraging the multiplication of competing lines. The
only effective weapon of competition the railroads had was their
rates.
In passenger traffic, it is true, competition of service counted
for somethin.t;. but it meant nothing in the movement of a car of
grain or of hogs that the roadbed was smoother and the scenery
more inspiring by one route than by another. It was the rate that
moved the traffic. And as it was important both to the shipper
who sold his tonnage and to the carrier that bought it, that the
transaction should not be known to the competitor of either, the
secret rebate came into vogue.
In the beginning this method of competition was not deemed

money
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hurtful, and it was far from being stamped as immoral. The
business of the country was more individual and less aggregate than
to-day, and the task of getting the best rate that was going was as
necessary and legitimate an element of business as were the problems of buying in the cheapest market and keeping down the cost
When rebates were general and time was when no
of production.
shipper was so poor as not to be able to get thein their only effect
was to reduce by so much the general level of rates of the carriers.
The railroads were the victims the commerce of the country the

—

—

—

beneficiary, of the practice: for the level of the secret rates tended,
eventually and inevitably, to become the level of the open rates.
The railroads anticipated the law in an effort to put an end to
But their pools formed, it is
the growing practice of rebating.
true, in the hope of conserving their revenues, but well designed to
accomplish the laudable end of maintaining stable rates— were
denounced as unlawful in the Act to Regulate Commerce, passed in
1887. which also for the first time prohibited discrimination in rates
on interstate shipments. Thus the carriers were commanded to
resume the policy of open competition which their pools had restricted, and at the same time forbidden to use the only effective
instrument of competition at their command namely, manipulation
But as this latter prohibition carried no penalties
of their rates.
for the shipper who should receive a rebate, and as proof of an
offense by the carrier was difficult, the shippers' clamors for secret
rates and the carriers' fears for the loss of their tonnage to their
competitors overcame the dread of conviction, and the law was
regularly and notoriously violated. The Elkins Act in 1903 for the
first time made the receiver of a rebate equally liable to punishment
with the giver, and made easy the task of proving the offense.
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may lawfully be issued. Directors are understood to have purchased the securities of corporations, of which they are trustees,
and to have sold property of their own to the corporations, making
personal profit through their dealings with the trust estate. Thes«
and like operations violate certain world-accepted principles of
prudence and of honor, and for that reason are condemned by the
common mind. The fact that they are understood to have occurred
in certain of our corporations suggests the natural inference that
they are characteristic of all our corporate managements, and investors are suspicious of the securities of corporations conducted so
at variance with the principles of business, of law and of morals.
tions

There can be but one remedy for such a situation, and it should
not await governmental action. If the corporations cannot or will
not themselves find a way to repudiate these abuses, and to make
impossible their repetition, we are in a poor way indeed to regain
I
speak
the confidence which their perpetration has disturbed.
impersonally. I describe a condition which I believe is generally
realized and which seriously affects the public estimate of our corporation securities.
I place second in the list of causes of the want of confidence
in railroad securities the uncertainty as to the kind and extent of
governmental supervision and regulation to which the railroads are
yet to be subjected.
The regulation that threatens peril to the railroads and the
commerce of the country to-day is the regulation of the states. It
is in the nature of things that such regulations can be neither logical
nor consistent nor comprehensive. The local needs, the local prejudices and the local grievances all find reflection perforce in these
It is the good of the state, not the good of the nation,
local laws.
that they seek to accomplish. Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa, with
I may justly assume from the name of your association that
you fairly represent the great body of shippers of the country. Let population averaging 200 persons per mile of railroad, prescribe the
You know that a rebate was never same maximum passenger fare as does Pennsylvania, whose density
us be frank with each other.
given that was not also received. You know that the purpose of the of population is three times as great. And it is insisted that this
railroads in paying rebates has not always, or often, been to enable rate of fare, already declared confiscatory in Pennsylvania, shall be
a great trust to crush its competitors. You know that if the Elkins adjudged compensatory in the states of one-third the population.
Act bore date a few years earlier than it does, and if no beneficent The great grain-producing states reduce below the point of profit the
statute of limitations could be invoked to your aid, your accumu- rates on this tonnage that so vitally affects them, leaving to the carlated fortunes could be wiped out by universal enforcement of that riers to make up, if they can, the reasonable return to which they are
law. Ycu know that whatever of obloquy in the public mind, or of theoretically entitled, out of traffic in which the regulating states
condemnation in the courts, should rightfully be visited upon the are not so directly interested. Local situations or influence dictate
participants in the past practice of rebating, should be shared by varying regulations of the hours of work, the rates of pay and other
conditions of the employment of labor. Local wisdom decides what
the shipping class as well as by the carriers.
There has never been any difference kind of headlights locomotives shall carry, what kind of safety
I will go a step farther.
in morals, and since the passage of the Hepburn Act there is no signals and appliances shall be employed, and how the accounts of
difference in law, between the giving of a rebate and the giving of the carriers shall be kept. These conflicting regulations incalculably
In these days when the confuse the conduct of business, while they measurably decrease
free or reduced passenger transportation.
mask of pretence is being universally lifted, it should not give offense gross revenues, increase the expenses of operation, diminish the net
to call the roll of those who have participated with the railroads returns, impair credit and limit the capacity of the carriers to make
Statesmen who regulate the railroads, adequate provision for the growing traffic.
In this discrimination.
It will benefit us but little to debate the causes that produced
judges who fine them, preachers who condemn them, and the press
that spreads among the people, with no too careful pen, the stories the curious wave of animosity toward corporate interests that last
of their misdoings, all decorate the list. The railroads in this re- winter carried this movement of restrictive legislation to high-water
Let us neither abuse the high source from which much of
spect are in the position before the people of the woman taken in mark.
adultery and brought by the scribes and Pharisees before Christ the suggestion proceeded, nor blame too harshly the men who sat in
for condemnation. And there is need again for the voice of a Master legislative seats and recorded the clamor that filled their ears. Let
to say:
"He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a us rather, as students of our past history and builders of our future
prosperity, take note of the fact, measure its significance and prestone."
Nor do I include among the misdeeds of the railroads that are re- pare to deal with it. There must be some way to bring home to the
sponsible for the condition we are now discussing, their past activity intelligence of the American people a realization of the truth that
I
trust that the government of the American no man who has property to conserve or labor to sell can profit in
In political affairs.
people, no matter what form it may assume, will never be so arbi- the end by unjust or unwise treatment of our great instruments of
trary that a great property interest, subject to governmental regula- transportation. And I cannot help but feel that it would tend greatly
tion, shall not be privileged to be heard In argument and in protest to wisdom and justice, and even to moderation in the treatment of
before the legislative body that determines the nature and extent of this subject, it the people realized that the railroads would willingly
that regulation. If, in the past, other and more improper methods submit to a plan of regulation that was wise and just. This point
have been employed to Influence legislative action, I subordinate being gained, I believe it would be possible to convince the people
my zeal to that of no man In demanding that such offenses shall both that a wise and just regulation of the subject is only possible under
be punished and made impossible of repetition. Again I protest, a single and centralized authority.
The <lay is passed for unyielding opposition to all policies of
however, against fastening upon the railroads alone the shame of
these offenses. In the commission of which there must have been at federal control of our carrier corporations. Nay, more, the day has
The railroad manager
least two offenders. Much of what has been alleged against the cor- dawned in which to welcome that control.
porations In this respect has been but the natural response of the reads without heeding the lessons of the past, If he falls to acknowlvictim to the highwayman. I mention this not In extenuation of the edge both the right and the power of the federal government to
act of the victim, who In the Interest of public morals should have exercise that control; he comprehends but little the spirit of the
lost his life before parting with his money, but to remind a con- times if he does not realize the fixed determination of the people to
demnatory people that there v>as a highwayman, and that he was fffoot that control, and he looks but darkly Into the future If he
their representative.
And I think It no more than a square deal cannot see benefits to Mow from It.
that part of the responsibility for this unspeakable shame should
We must assume that the President, in preaching regulation
willingly be borne by a people that has been so careless of its lib- of the railroads, has In mind practical regulation, designed to benefit
erties as to be supinely content to be thus represented In Its legis- in broadest sense the commerce that constitutes at once the wealth
latures.
and the greatnei«s of our nation, and through which alone our ninety
The misdeeds of the railroads to which, In my judgment. Is millions of people live and prosper. It Is not to be presumed that
chargeable the hesitancy of the Investing public to take their securi- his Is to be a crusade for mere abstract righteousness, in which
business must be forced to the wall If perfection of spirit cannot be
ties, arc acta that more directly affect the seourltles themselves.
There is a prevailing public belief, based on fads publicly shown, attained. Surely we are not to be led by a St. Louis, willing that his
that railroad corporations have issued corporate obligations and ap- co\intry should suffer financial ruin In order that the custody of the
plied the proceeds to purposes other than for which such obliga- Crown of Thorns may be wrested from infidel hands.
Nor by a
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There should be great care In experimenting with regulation
that offers as warrant of Its effectiveness the arguments of theorists
rather than the practical proof of experience. Among the proposals
thus to l>e tested Is the one for federal limitation of the caplUillzaIf the purpose and effect of such
tlon of Interstate corporations.
action Is to Invalidate In the courts or to depreciate In the exchanges
what are now denounced as watered securities, the blow will fall
not on the persons responsible for their creation, but on the victims
who parted with money to acquire them. Such an act of vicarious
punishment could only be Justified by the unquestioned conviction
that the continued existence of the assailed securities Is a menace
to the public welfare.
The only ground for such belief Is the unfounded fallacy that the amount of securities outstanding against a
railroad property determines the rates It charges for transportation.
The sufficient answer to this Is the fact that the Union Pacific Railroad, with capitalization of $92,000 jier mile of road, competes very
comfortably, and upon equal rates, with the Atchison, capitalized at
$00,298 per mile, and with the Great Northern, whose capitalization
Is $42,3.iO per mile.
And the same rates between the same points
serve for the Illinois Central, whose capital is $.'i(j.495 per mile, the
Eastern Illinois, with $62,599, and the Alton, with nearly $115,000
per mile.
If the purpose of the proposed new federal power is to limit
the future Issue of securities by railroad corporations, the people,
as Is too often the case with hasty legislation designed to benefit
them, are likely to be the losers. The issuance of stock beyond the
face amount of the actual investment in railroad building has always
represented the hope and faith of the builder in the success of his
project, and has been the lure that has drawn him into the always
uncertain and often desperate undertaldng. If the promise of that
possible profit be taken away, the independent railroad builder will
abandon the field, and railroad extensions into territory now unserved will await the initiative of existing lines. The Hill lines and
the Harrlman lines each encircle vast empires now without railroad
facilities, and other systems are not without their own private pastures. It would admirably serve the interests of these great systems
if government limitations of the creation of capitalization should
make it Impossible for the railroad builder to invade these promising preserves, and thus leave their development to the convenience
and selfishness of existing lines.
If, however, the scope of the suggested federal control of corporate capitalization be to Insure publicity of their affairs, every
honest corporate management should speed its early enactment.
There should be no objection to such federal supervision of the
railroads as the national government now exercises over the national
banks. It would be a source of strength and of improved credit to
the railroad.s to have It known that the government inspected their
accounts and made sure of the existence and value of their assets.
It might make impossible, too. such misuse of the funds and credit
of the corporations as recent revelations have disclosed.
I
do not
understand, however, that the national government concerns itself
with the rates of toll that the banks charge their customers. It
may not be so In Chicago, but in New York, I am told, there is no
subject on which the ingenuity of lawyers is more regularly taxed
than In devising means to evade the usury laws. It seems that the
government Itself Is not quite sure of these carefully regulated institutions, for while it holds them out to the people as a safe place In
which to deposit their money without security, the government requires good collateral against its own deposits in the banks. Nor
am I Informed that, as a result of long-continued supervision by
federal authority, there is greater righteousness among the banks
and bankers than i)ervades the railroad business. We read from
time to time of bank defalcations and embezzlements. Over
$5,000,000 of the people's money was so stolen In the first six months
of the calendar year.
And the wasting of the assets of the bank
and the money of Its depositors In private speculation by Its officers
is not unknown to the history of banking.
It Is true that these
crimes are quite generally punished, and It may well be that the fact
that there are more bank presidents than railroad presidents in jail
may not have the same significance that It now seems to have, after
the railroads shall have been for so long a time under similar governmental control.
But we should not delude ourselves with the
belief that righteousness will altogether prevail in the railroad world
when its operations come under such supervision as the national
banka enjoy.
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that regulates should also
of federal regulation because It Is only through adequate and effective assertion of the
federal power that governmental control can be made uniform or
just and the commerce of the country saved from the conflicting
regulations of forty-six separate sovereignties.
I

protect.

I

It Is now more than a year since the rate-making power was
conferred u|)on the Interstate Commerce Commission. The wisdom
that has moved the Commission to refrain as yet from exercising
that power goes far to justify the placing of the power In its hands.
Under this power the Commission has intimated that it would
require that no through rate should exceed the sum of the locals.
From this it results that the states now make the Interstate rates.
Let us suppose that the rate on grain from Oklahoma points to
Galveston is 25 cents. The Texas Commission reduces its local rate
soon to be born does the
to 7 cents; the Oklahoma Commission
same. The rate from Oklahoma points to Galveston thus becomes 14
If the Kansas Commission should fall to act,
cents instead of 25.
and if the railroads should maintain former rates to Galveston from
Kansas points, the latter would be subjected to that undue disadvantage to localities that the Interstate Commerce Act prohibits
under pain of heavy penalties. But the Kansas Commission would
act, and the reduction in its local rate would effect a reduction of the

—

—

through rates from Kansas to the Gulf. This, in turn, would
reduce the rates on grain from the Missouri river to the Atlantic
seaboard.
And the Interstate Commerce Commission, though convinced of the reasonableness of the former through rate and desirous
of preserving to the railroads the revenues accruing therefrom,
would be practically powerless to restore it.
This illustration is not peculiar. It could be duplicated without
The state of Arkansas fixes the passenger
limit and in any locality.
fare from St. Louis to the Gulf, over lines of travel that do not touch
Arkansas soil, when it enacts that 2 cents shall be the maximum
charge for the carriage of passengers from point to point within the
state.
Missouri prescribes rates of freight from the Mississippi
river eastward to the Atlantic, and from the Missouri river westward to Utah, when she fixes the tolls for traffic passing wholly
within her borders between the Missouri and the Mississippi rivers.
Minnesota, in an act designed to be purely local, has legislated on
interstate rates for the Dakotas. and has forced her railroads by
state enactment unwillingly to violate the federal laws.
I need not press the argument farther. It is too plain for dispute that a state act prescribing rates of fare and of freight between
points wholly within the borders of the state not only may. but In
cases now before the courts actually does, so directly affect interstate commerce as to control and displace the rates prescribed under
federal law.
There can be but one outcome to such a conflict. It
hits been the law of the land since the famous case of Gibbons v.
Ogden, that a state law directly affecting interstate commerce must
give way to Congressional action on the same subject. If, in order
to apply this principle to the existin.g situation, there be needed, in
addition to the Act of Congress conferring upon the Commission
the power to make interstate rates, further federal legislation declaring that the rate-making power thus conferred shall extend to
the making of local rates that may control or affect the Interstate
rate, that Is the kind of federal regulation that the next Congress
should give us.
There is In this no invasion of state rights, no straining of the
Constitution, no assertion of principles that have not long been
familiar and often applied. The list of state laws that have been set
aside as being in conflict with congressional action on the same
subject is a long one. The right of the state to license and regulate
navigation on the waters within its borders; to license importers to
make sale of their importations; to authorize the damming or
bridging of navigable streams: to regulate pilots in its ports all
were powers long exercised by the states, but perpetually denied
to them when Congress finally assumed to regulate the subjects.
There need, therefore, be no hysteria about the destruction of the
rights of sovereign states when the growing needs of our national
commerce force this further step forward under the Constitution.
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Exhibits at the Railway Signal Association Convention.

llandlan-Buck Mfg. Co., St. Louis. Non-sweating switch and semaphore
metallic flags
new electric station lamp
engine and tall lamps
lanii>s
long-time burner with flame "s in. wide.
Style E electro-gas signal
Hall Signal Co., New York and Chicago.
mechanism style F electric motor mechanism various types of relays and
:

:

The

exhibits were shown in a large room on the fourth floor of
the Public Service building, in which the convention was held, under
the auspices of the Signal Appliance Association. More space was
occupied than at any previous convention.

—

Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, New York and Pblladelplila. Semaphore and switch lamps new flat flame long time burner tower lamp with
shade reflector.
:

;

:

lightning arresters.

model A,
— Hayes
—Mercury-contact polarized relay mercury
lightning
Milwaukee. — Standard Browning motors,

:ayes Track Appliance Co., Geneva, N. Y.
o.oerating stand.

with

McClintock Mfg.

;

—

;

—

Co.,

interlocking relay

contact

derail

size 5,

St. Paul.
:

:

arresters.

American Railway Signal Co., Cleveland. Automatic signal operating
one or two blades In two or three positions: one two-arm mechanism: two
motor dwarf signals, one designed specially as a starting signal for side

six
Northwestern Mfg. Co.,
motor generator set furnishing twelve volt circuit for operating the
sizes
American Railway Signal Co.'s exhibit.

electric switch lock
switch indicator
tracks
switch boxes
track relays.
two. three and five jioint.
American Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington, Del. Vulcanized fibre for
track insulation.
Battery .Supplies Co.. Inc., Newark, N. J.
"Bsco" primary battery: Gladstone-Lalande battery. The exbibtt booth was In the shape of a mammoth
battery cell.
Kosscrt Mfg. Co., Utica, X. Y.
Signal plate clasp, one and two bolts; Insulated rail joints, adjustable switch bracket.
Uryant Zinc "Company. Chicago and New York. Gould storage batteries
Waterbury primary batteries Mock insulated joints American instruments.
D. D.
ammeters and voltmeters portable and switch board line.
Continental Signal Co., Chicago. A new electric-motor semaphore mechani.sm shown in operation: can be used at top or bottom of post, for two or
three positions, and for upper or lower quadrant movement
a switch-box
a four-lever mechanical interlocking machine of new design.
Dressel Railway Lamp Works. New York.
Semaphore and switch lamps
special lamp, oil and electric, for use in the Washington (D. C.) railroad

Manchester, Sargent Co., Chicago and New York. Q. & C.
American insulated joint of the siyle in service on the Chicago & Alton
also a new t.vpe of Q. & C. insulated joint.
for three years
Weber and continuous insulated
Rail Joint Co,, New York and Chicago.
insulating fibre.
rail joints
Four styles highway crossing signals;
Railroad Supply Co., Chicago.
track
electric lock for outlying switches: the Railroad Supply Co. derailer

:

:

;

;

—

—

—

—

:

:

:

:

:

—

:

:

—

:

—

Quincy,

:

—

;

—

;

relays

channel pins.

:

—

Railway Specialty & Supply Co., Chicago. Arc lamp lightning arrester
pin and block wire joint; "1908" channel pin; test connectors; P. & M. rail
anchor: Smith improved nut.
A new design of electric mechanism tor
Stevenson. Arthur K.. Buffalo.
throwing either switches or signals.
Union Switch & Signal Co.. Swissvale, Pa. Combination outside motion
a new inside, motion-plate, detector bar
two-arm threeplate detector bar
circuit controller operated by
position electro-pneumatic signal movement
semaphore shaft operated circuit controller: battery charging switches:
variable resistance coils combination relay and indicator.
Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg. Westinghouse storage battery for
block and interlocking signals.
Whall & Co.. Boston. Fibre for insulated rail joints.

—

—

;

:

:

:

tunnel.

—

Duplex Metals Co., New York. Copper clad signal wire with both weather
proof and rubber insulations spring seats for mechanical purposes.
Electric Storage Battery Co., rhiladelphia.
Signal batteries and plates
the "chloride" and the "exide" plates
Missouri Pacific and Harriman
lines standard cells.
Fairbanks. Morse & Co.. Chicago.
Four h.p. special electric engine with
direct-connected generator for electric lighting and battery charging gaso:

—

—

—

:

:

A Method

—

:

lene-motor velocipede car gasolene four-wheel car.
Federal Railway Signal Co., New York, Albany and Chicago. All-electric
Interlocking machine
switch mechanism
high semaphore signal
motof
dwarf signal : switch box indicator, electrical hand release.
Galena Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa. Perfection signal and railway safety
:

—

:

:

:

:

—
Schenectady. — Three-position

oil.

General F.leetric Co..
top mast motor signal
of B. & O. standaid: similnr signal of new B. & O. type with PatenallLoree upper quadrant spectacle two-arm home and distant top mast motor
signal with independent mechanisms: upper quadrant two or three-position
topmast motor signal. All of these were in operation. Mercury-arc rectifier
;

of

Uniform Signaling.*

In accordance with the instructions of the Executive Committee
and the action of the association at the last annual meeting, when
the report then presented was referred back for further consideration, the committee submits the following report:
Introduction. The committee has considered the Standard Code
of the American Railway Association in all its discussions and
conclusions and has departed from it only when the requirements
of a consistent system apparently warranted changes.
The intent
of the committee is to recommend, not revolution in present practice
in signaling, but rather evolution to meet changes that are de-
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manded, and
REQinSITE INDICATIONS

r
1

(a Interlocking signals

Slop here nntil autiiorized to proceed

\h Manual block

I

2 Stop here and

)

tiien

proceed

3 Stop here aad inT(«tigate
4 Stop within certain limits

^

.5

Proceed

c

fi

Proceed

c

I

unlimited speed route; next signal at proceed
"
"
"
limited
"
"

8 Continne

I

i

)

S

I

*»

I

2

i

—

Interlocking signals

b Manual block signals
c Automatic block signals

Restriction

[

remored

e Switch signals
g Track tank signs

a Signs (removing slow

^^ Proceed prepared to atop at indicated point ahead
11 Proceed on unlimited apeed route next signal is at stop
" •
"
" limited
12
"

m

13 Proceed prcpan-d to paaa next signal at limited speed

n Distant signals

M

o Slow signs

sign restrictions)

Distant signals for Nos.

1,

2,

3

a Interlocking signals

required action.
2.
That the engineman needs to know
is required of him in the control of

only what
his train.

a Interlocking signals

•

in its delib-

Basis of System. A system of fixed signal indications may be based upon either of
two assumptions:
1.
That signals should indicate to the
engineman what is required of him in the control of his train and also the reason for the

a Interlocking signals

i

has been guided

traffic.

a Interlocking signals

)a

u

signals

c Autom.itic block signals
(d Stop signs
le Uomc switch signals
f Train order signals

I

it

erations by the principle that the object of the
work of each and every department is the safe,
expeditious and
economical movement of

APPLICATION

Since the purpose of signals is to give to
the engineman of moving trains information
or instructions that must be acted upon witha Interlocking signals
at proceed
Ji \
out hesitation, it is plain that the indications
"
16
at low speed
a Interlocking signals
of the signals and the means of giving them
SUPPLEMENTARY INDICATIONS
APPLICATION
must be such that the meaning can be grasped
b Manual Bhick signals
"A" Take !>iding here
Instantly, without conscious study or effort.
"
"
b
"
"B" Take siding at next BUtion
It is taken to be self-evident that, as the num"
b
"
"
Procc€«l block is occupied
*'C"
ber of different Instructions conveyed by the
Mannal RIork include* TclegTii|>h Block, StafT Block, Controlled Manual Block.
signal aspects increases. It becomes increasIndication No. H— This indirali'in may also t>e given at Interlocking Signals which nrr not Blo<-k Signal** where
ingly difficult for the engineman to remember
Blocking is astd, at Block SlgnaLs(B)ock Station t'losed), at Train-order .Signals (No orders) and at Flag Sinlit
Signals
(No Paaacngers).
the meanin.gs of the aspects used, especially
Indication No. 14— This intlicntion may also be given at a signal to show that ''19*' ohIpd are to \>e receive*!.
any that are not often met with in his dailj
routine, and the chance of wrong reading inExhibit No. 1
Outline of Indications for Method of Uniform Signaling
creases.
In adiiitlon. the practical difficulties
for chnrging storage bniterle,
batteries from alternating current t-ir
ir.uits
signal
in the way of displaying n large number of distinct aspects must be
'"''^" '"'" "ccount. Tested liy these considerations, the first assump'*rener»i
n»ii„», «i„„,.i
i.
.
v
i.enernl Kalltvny
Signal r-„
f o., I.,
Rochester,
N. v
^.~-Ai large d. spiny of, phut"
.
,(_„ r^ii_„.„j .„ i,„ •'"""^
„„.. i..„i
!„ r
.
"'';.'' \° "^
»"; '« fo.ind to require too many aspects,
graphs of apparatus used In aniomntic electric block signaling and all
"""J"
^^'^"'' '^ '« assumed that the engineman must be fully acelenrlc Interlocking onihe New York .vntrni electric zone; similar displavs
sbowlng nppnrnius for Interiirbnn service, and fc^r the two Hudson RIv.m 'luainted with the umhanging physical characteristics and the runtunnels: vlew« of niiiomallc semnph<ires as Installed on the (ireat Northern
"'"K rules of the road, or portion of the road over which he runs,
(upward Inclination i.
Iniliiding locations of fixed signals, it is realized that the engineGen'Tnl Slornge Itnttery Co., New York.— Different types of llljur bat
man's mind should l)e relieved, as far as possible, from the necesterles n«ed In alsnni work.
sity of icniemlierlng what each signal is for; and plainly this
Gordon Bnttory Co., New York. -Gordon cells and supplies.
can be done only by giving more indications than would be required
fioiild Storage Battery Co., New York and Chicago.— 240 A.1I
120 A.M.. In a system based strictly upon the second assumption.
40 A. II. batteries: varlona ai/ps ..r rmipic types: a new type of portable
fi.

s

I

f
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Rednce speed
Prvoeed on low ^pced route next signal

for

No. 6

I
!
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—

:
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battery
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18,

the roncluilon of (h« coniinlttrp thai. In a SignaU
It U,
syatem of HiKnal InctlrailonH. the aii|H-< tH Hhould primarily nerve to
Inilli-ato what Ih required of tin* 'iKlniinan In the rontrol of hlH
train, and M-condarily should provldi- for the bIvIhr of lertaln
additional uaeful Information, limited by the reasonable practlrablllty of dlMplaylng the ne<-csaary aaiierta and the added burden
u|>on the enRinenian'a memory that will rewult from the uae of
tt)er«rorp,

many
lias

affrcir^l

anpectii.

Inilifatiuns

and Kequiailes.

— Taking

this view,

The InterlocklnK of airnal* with witches, locks, railroad
croMtaifs or draw brldsei so that a clear or caution Indication at a Home Signal cannot be riven unlees tb* route
to be used la clear and atop alcnali ditplayed for all cod-

the committee

developed the Indications deemed requisite, with their appllca-

TfMt A.
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Tr^t 8.

fllctlng route*.

\^

The apparatus so constructed that the failure of the
block signal Inttrumenu or electric circuits will prevent the
display of tht clear or caution Indication at the Home
Block Signal.
Signal connections and operating mechanism »o arranged
a Home Block Signal will indicate Stop after the
of a train shall have passed It.

(hat

.

.

.

Th»- Interlocking of switches,

draw bridges and

8=

locks, railroad crossings,
signals through levers, or their equiv-

alent.

The

relative position of the

strument or releasing

3.

Exhibit No. 2
XiiTK.
••Sfo|i

dlxpln.v

'IVlx-

Imth niid
<>r

nnirkeil

Si.ip

.\.

ilu'ii

STOI-

reMciilnll'iiiH

and

— Typical Aspects
pr-K-)

hi^r.'

cd."

liiilli'iiiliins

1

Method

of

and

::

of Kxliihit

REl^lISlTK-S

OK

in Exhibit No.

in-

necesstry

Home

play of a clear or caution indlcatilon at the

Facing point

Signal.

main

locks, tor all facing point switches in

2.

routts.

IX.ST.M.I.ATIO.N.

Dttector bars, or their equivalent for
switches In main routes.

The numbers In the columns at the left indicate the corresponding Requisites in the Standard Code. Departures from the wording
of the RequlMites in the Standard Code are indicated by
new
RequlslKs by X.

—

StgDAU

It

The apparatus so constructed that the failure of any pan
directly controlling a switch or lock will pre\-ent the dis-

1,

shown

make

Interlocked levers, or their equivalent, by which switches,
and signals are operated.

of iiiU'rliMkin); and lilnck Kl^nials.
In he used only wtien neeessary.

Illustrated by certain typical aspects

to

1.

with nn nsterlHk are

shown by Exhibit No.

and track

signal,

locks

nnil an- typical n'pArniH Hlionn In dotted lines
.N<i.

from which It has deduced the
nei-essary requisites of installation and adjuncts (which follow).

tlons as

home

such as

Uniform Signaling.

nuthi>ri/.i-il ici iirmivd."
T.v|ii» I!.
iiKpt^ctH htTt* sliowii are rrroniinendod f»»r

iiiilll

'I'lii*

.\'»h.

for

olrcu4I,

that the rear of a train shall have passed
feet l>e>-ond the Home Block Signal before the signal at the preceding block station can be released.

Pipe, or

Its

all

facing point

equivalent, compensated for changes In tem-

perature, for connecting levers. In mechanical Interlocking,

aflTccied.

with switches and locks.

Latch locking, or

Its equivalent.

The established order of Interlocking such

A

Stknals of pre«crlbtd form, the Indlcatlcns given by not
positions and either by three arms, the

switches for the required route art set and locked.

upper two of which, when horizontal, shall have thcdr ends
In a vertical line, or by arm or arms of distinctive form;
and, in addition, at night by lights of prescribed color In a

The display

of a clear or caution indication at the

Home

.Signal shall lock all switches and locks in the route as far
as the point to which such signal gives permission to proceed, locking all opposing or conflicting signals and re-

lln-t.

leasing the corresponding Distant Signal, where such signal is used.

Signals of prescribed form, the Indication^ given by not

more than three positions and cither by wo arms which,
when horizontal, shall have their ends In a diagonal line,
or by arm or arms of distinctive form; and. In addition,
at night by lights of proscribed color In a diagonal

that:

Home

Signal cannot
be displayed until derails or diverglnig switches, if any. In
conflicting routes are in their normal position, and the

more than three

vertical

clear or caution Indication at a

Where Distant Signals are used, the display of a clear
Distant Signal shall effect the same locking as that accomplished by the display of a clear or caution indication at the

line.

Signals of prescrlbtd form, the Indications given by not
positions and by arm or target of dis-

Home

Signal.

more than three

Interlocking and Block Signals Interconntcted,
both are operated from the same station.

tinctive form: and. In addition, at night by lights of pre-

which,

scribed color
horizontal

A

when there are

two, shall

be In a

line,

distinctive position of the

arm

Interlocking signals so arranged that the permissible
in not more than three gradations
unlimited,
and low speed, shall be Indicated.

for the caution (or ap-

proach) Indication.

speeds,'

constructed, that the fallurt of any
part directly controlling a signal will cause It to give Its

limited

The apparatus

so

liloatlons

over or upon the right of
and adjoining the track to which they refer.
Signals,

It

praotilcable, either

Signals,

if

practicable, either ovtr or

upon the

rig'ht

.\spects used
:?iructions,

them.
to the right of

mast* as seen from an approaching

The normal indication of

Home

Signals

—

the main track so conntctcd with the block
signals that the Home Block Signal In the direction of approaching trains will Indicate Stop when the switch Is not

Switches

In

main

track.

low speed

in-

all

high speed signals.

for conveying information or specific In-

when

it

is

necessary to glvt Information or

insiruclioM Indications ni such signals.

train.

Stop.

ail

signals.

combined with the aspect of Interlocking or

block signals

Semaphore 'arms that govern, displayed

set for the

and dwarf

.Adequate approach indications for

of

and ndj.ilnln^ the track upon which trains are governed by

siijnal

—

Short arms and short range lights for

leapt favorable Indication.

th.

where

—

EipUnatxon of Action. While two lights in horizontal
recommended for the night aspect of signals which, when

line are

in stop
give Indication No. 3, it is the sense of the committee
sufficient.
light
is
target,
one
connection
with
switch
that, in
a
The commiltoe, by vote of six to five, included in the outline,
Exhibit No. 1. the iiuiicatiou, •'Stop within certain limits," because
position,

—

—
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It conforms to present practice on a great many railroads in
respect to Train-order Signals, although such practice is not sanctioned by the Standard Code. On all other points covered by the
report the action of the committee was unanimous.*
Recommendation. The committee concludes that, by accepting
certain basic principles as outlined, it has established the number
of essential and practicable indications; and it recommends that the
indications and requisites submitted be approved and transmitted
to the American Railway Association.

—

Railway Signal Association History.
Recent attempts to write the history of the Railway Signal
Association, which was started in 1895, at Chicago, as the Railway
Signaling Club, have not been entirely successful, the data required
to answer some interesting questions having been lost.
In consideration of this fact, and with a view to mailing the history of the
association as complete as possible we give herewith a photograph,
recently resurrected by Mr. Rudd, the newly elected president of
the association, which was talien at Easton, Pa., about 1895 or 1896.
While this picture is, in a sense, ancient history, it will be seen

Notify them promptly on arrival of
that they may get their men to work immediately as soon
placed.
During the month of February we handled 86
cars, all loaded, and not an empty box car received during the
month.
We unloaded our cars and filled the orders for empties
from them and kept things moving. W. H. Leak.
of results are sure to follow.

all loads,

as car

C.

2.

Gpo. M. Basford
Charles Hansel

.•?.

4.
5.

II.

I'rnnk Khea
A. J. Wilson

0.
7.
8.
9.

n. H. l-flel
Ilcnrv .Tohnson
\V. 11. Klllott
U. W. mil

clerk to call the loading number to his caller before the number is
marked by the caller on the truck load; requiring the check clerk
to see that the caller marks the right number on the truck load,
right-side up for the trucker to read; and, under the loading number, the check clerk's initial must be marked.
The caller must call
The trucker leaves.
off the number in a clear voice to the trucker.

In

Infancy.

Its

G. W. rtlodgett
G. Hansel

14. .T. W. LattIg
lo. T. H. ratenall

12.

W. W. Salmon

Iti.

W.

S.

Logue

L'O.

A.

i:{.

('.

17.

W.

.\.

D. Short

21.
22.

\V.

.1.

K.

II.

in.

n.

C.

Uosenberg

that those faces in the group which are still familiar at the meetings of the association, looked about the same then as now. It
still young.

must be that these men are

Notes from the North-Western Bulletin.
DISTBIBUTI.VO CABS TO SHIPPERS.

No definite rule regarding the tabulation of car orders can be
made to work to the best advantage at all stations. But there are
some general rules. All orders for cars must be placed on Book Form
No. 422 for the purpose of keeping record of car orders furnished.
•
•
•
To get on proper footing with your shippers, study their
wants, keep track of what they will have to ship, and make tlicin
understand that there will be no favors shown. Some year.s ago one
of the patrons at my station offprod mr my winter fuel at cost, which
seemed quite a favor; possibly saved me seven or eight dollars, but
as long as this man was In business he was constantly asking favors
of me, and seeking preference over other shippers.
I promised myself then that I would never sell myself lo one of my pntrons.
Handle your business In such a way that you fear no one, and \w
Just and fair with your patrons, and I think you will have no
•
•
•
trouble.
Another thing. Sum up the .situation each day.
Int'-rvlew your patrons as often as possible.
Talk matters over
with them. Explain fo them the Importance of expediting the unloading and reloading. Assist them by suggesting to them some
of your Ideas.
Keep them on the good side of you, and the best
'This Indlralloo (No. 4) wan cnt nut by the Association.

is

FREIGHT HOUSE WORK.
We are closely following the new rules tor loading merchandise
which have been prepared to insure economical and safe loading
and adherence to the rule of loading in station order. It has been
found necessary to have the men memorize the loading list, otherwise there is loss of time. To prevent errors I have issued rules
to have the loading numbers placed on shipping tickets by some
one man; to have each check clerk make a mark on the shipping
ticket when goods are received from wagons; to require each check

The Railway Signaling Club
Dressel

1.

Vol. XLIII., No. 16.

18.
10.

K.

M. Seitz

\V. \V.
II.

Young
KiiiUI

(Jllllngham,

,)i-

Wllemau

on the platform opposite the proper car and picks up and
takes the nearest empty truck to the nearest check clerk. The chief
check clerk must examine each car before it is closed and make a
note of the fact. In April we had occasion to dismiss 134 men
and in May 112. With the warehouse force thus constantly changing errors are, of course, inevitable. The rush of business also interferes with accuracy.
In one day recently we sent out 2,746 l. c. l.
shipments. H. S. Jayncs, Agent at Omaha.
his load

FRANKNESS.
absolutely essential to give out no information that may
have a tendency to mislead and confuse. It is far better to acknowledge our inability to answer a question where there is any
doubt in our minds as to the ultimate outcome. Much barm Is
being done by endeavoring to answer questions on which we are
not conversant. It leads to confusion, invites criticism, and sometimes forms the basis upon which damage claims are made.— O. D.
It

Is

lirandt.

Work

is

progressing with consldernhlo rapidity on the Katanga
will be in Portuguese West
(he Atlantic at l.obito Hay, near
Katanga, In the southeastern part

Railroad, all but a few miles of
Africa, extending westward from

which

Benguela, about 800 miles to
Congo State, around which are very valuable mines. Th»
contract for the rond has been taken by the Kngllsh firm of Griffiths & Co.
Fifty miles along the coast are in operation, and work
is progressing on 200 more with a force of 8,000 men, 1,500 of whom
are Hindoos brought from Natal.

of the
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Railway Signal Aasociatlon.*

at

The rievputb annual convention
Mllwauki^. Win (Xtober 8. » and
.

beni

and

kik-bim

l)elng

present.

of
in.

this aaaorlatlon

I»>tween

I*r< bI.IciiI

J.

3iXi

A.

and

was held
4<m)

I'enboily

mem
(<'.

*

thf chttir
Tln' il^^i>l lailun wait wi-lmmfd to
Milwaukee liy the .Mayor uf the tlty. who renilndi-d bU hearer*
that the place was renownol not for beer alone. The value of the
beer made yearly Is about 2*> nillllons, but of Iron products and
machinery, .Mllwiiiikre produces over 87 mlllloni ii year.
Hregldeut I'l-alwily, In hU adilrexji. gpuk'> of the rapid growth
of the BHHOcladon, the nicmlMTHhlp now liclnR over 900. and reminded the meniU-m that thiH Krowili Is of thi- rlRht kind, the new
acquisitions Ik-Uik largely active members who, under the amended
The amendconstitution, are likely to t>e reprcsentallve meml>er8.
ment providing for representative membership waa necessary In
order to assure the pro|)er financial sup|>ort for Important committee work.
This committee work should result In standards
which, when adopted, will effect marked savings to the members.
The President referred to the Inconvenlenie which results from
having a m<'eting In September, only one month before the annual
meeting, leavInK an insufflclent time for the preparation of the
results of the September meeting for action In October.
He congratulated the a.HMoclatlon on the recognition which Is now accorded
It by the American Railway Assoi-lation. and called upon the members to do full Justice to the opiKjrtunily thereby offered them to
make real progress In the art of railroading.
The first business was the consideration of a number of amendments to the constitution, which were adopted unanimously. These
provide, in substance, as follows:
The membership shall hencefoith consist of five classes active, representative. Junior, associate, and honorary.
The term "active member" now means the
same as was formerly meant by senior active member; and a representative member is a person eligible for active membership and
having a practical knowledge of signaling, who is the duly appointed
representative of a railway.
An applicant for membership must
remit the amount of the annual dues as an entrance fee, which
will be In lieu of all dues for the year In which he is elected and
which will be refunded In case he fails of election. Election is
by two-thirds vote of the entire executive committee. No railroad
or sys-tem under one general manager shall have more than one
representative member.
Each such meml)er, in voting on the approval of standards or other important questions, shall have one
additional vote for each 500 miles of road and one for each 500
working signal arms or disks. Representative members, in addition to personal dues, must pay each year an assessment, to be
flxed by the executive committee, which, however, shall for each vote
be not more than the amount of the annual dues. The officers of the
association must be elected from the active members.
Article 8,
section 1. of the constitution is amended to read:
.N.

O.I upl.-d

\V.»

—

Any proiiiisltloii Inokliii; In llie ai>|ir<>viil or reioiiiinendatlon l)y the
amoclatlon, nf definitions, nomenclature, .specllU'ntiuns, Htandard constnicllnn r*r standard practice, or aimed at dellnlng formally the position of the
aawM-ialion on any matter nl imiiorlanee, shall lie presented In writing and
Khali lie accompanied by drawluKS if the latter are necessary for a clear
understandlnK of the subject.
No such proposition shall be acted upon by
the association unless it has been published in the advance notice, providetl
for In the constitution, of an annual meeting and has been submitted to tlie
association at such lueeting for discussion.
After discussion a vote of the
active nieml>ers shall lie taken at the same meeting to decide whether tlie
proposition shall lie kubmitled for declsliin by letter ballot.
If the vote is
alDrnialive the secretary-treasurer, within three months from the time
when the vote is taken, shall send by mail to eaib active memiicr a blank
ballot and a copy of the proposition with a report, approved iiy the executive
conimittee, of the discussion thereon. The ballots arc to be tilled up, signed
and remalled to the secretary-treasurer, who siiali count all the liallots
reci'ived within thirty days from the date on whiili they were sent to the
memlHTH. Me shall then announce the vote in such manner as the executive
committee may prescrilie. A proposition for which two-thirds of the votes
cast are affirmative, provided that ballots properly tilled up have been
returned by not less than twenty active members, shall be adopted by the
association.

—

AU-Klertric Interlocking. After finishing with the constitution the meeting took up the report of committee No. S, on standard
specifications for electric Interlocking.
This i-eport filled over 25
pages. The meeting spent the rest of the day discussing it in great
detail, but only about half of it was gone over, and the next morning. Wednesday, the whole was referred back to the committee.
This report was made by a committee of nine prominent members,
of which Vi<'e-l'resident L. R. Clausen (C. .M. & St. P.) was chairman. It had been prepared with great care and was lommended
by a nuralier of members as a highly aatisfaclory code of specifications, but the conimittee was subjected by indivldiinl members to
pei-sistent questioning concerning every detail in which there was
room for a difference of opinion, and, in consequence of this action,
the association spent the whole day In inconclusive committee
work.
A number of changes in words or sentences were quickly
agreed to by the meeting and accepted by the committee; but
'Li|»t

of exhibits uD page

-i.'iU,

45'>

other*, on which there waa room (or a variety of viewa, were left
for the romroltiei> to deal with hereafter.
For eiample. the clause
requiring the railroad company to bla«t and remove rock preparatory to till- Itistallatlon of interlocking; rtpiinra'us was quickly

changed

kjIuI roik; and the
'Siat defecwill be returned upon
the conr.- shown,
tractor at /II* rr^jt-Hf was quickly pu'
the italldxed words having been left out ui tUv original draft.
Uut the clause providing (or an endurance lest (or generatora bad
to l»e re(erred back to the committee t>ecau8e, like many otber
clauses, it was a mutter which could be settled In committee, but
could not be settled In a large m<-«tlng.
This was true o( the
provision concerning the loik-rod and plunger and their respective dimensions, and many other features.

tive

to

ntiil

material

:

•

—

Comprrhrnsivf Siynahng Scheme. On Wednesday sulMtantlally
the whole of the day was taken up with a discussion of the report
of the special committee on interltx-king and block slgnala. This
is
the committee that prepare<l the "comprehensive Hignaliog
scheme" which was presented one year ago and was printed In the
Hailroail Gazette of October 2ti. l'J06; and the present report was
The committee now
in the nature of a supplement to that one.
consists of A. H. Rudd, ihalrman; L. R. Clausen. vlce<-hairman:
Azel Ames, Jr.. C. C. Anthony. H. S. Balllet. Charles A. Dunham.
G. E. Ellis, .M. H. Hovey. J. C. Mock. F. P. Patenall. J. A. Peabody.
With few
Frank Rhea. Thos. S. Stevens and H. H. Temple.
exceptions these same men constitute the signaling committee of
the Railway Engineering and .Maintenance of Way Assoilatlon,
and. acting for both associations, an exhaustive discussion o( the
subject under consideration was recently held at Detroit, occupying 10 days and nearly as many nights.
The action of last year, with what had preceded It, was reported
in the Railroad Gazette on pages 350 and 3ti8 of the date above
mentioned. The chief changes from present general practice were:
to approve the upward Inclination of the semaphore arm; the
use of three-position signals, thus abolishing the distant signal;
and the requirement of at least two lights on all high signals at
night, those on automatic signals to be staggered instead of being
placed vertically one above the other.

The principal feature of the report now presented is Exhibit
No. 1, consisting of an outline of the indications requisite in a
reasonably complete system of uniform signaling which shall proincludvide for the present needs of American railroad practice
ing some features which are unscientific and ought to be abolished),
while, at the same time, adhering to a reasonable consistency, and
to the principle of employing only the best method (or each parThe report is given in full in another column
ticular purpose.
After brief discussion the meeting approved the last paragraph
under the head of "Basis of System," that beginning, "U is, thereThe different items
fore, the conclusion of the committee." etc.
of Exhibit No. 1 were then explained In detail by Mr. Rudd. Objection was made to the use of the word "requisite" in the heading, on the ground that this use of this word here, meaning things
requisite in the scheme prepared by the committee, would be confused with the use of the same word in the standard codes of the
American Railway Association, but a motion to strike out the word
was lost. At the end of the discussion the items of Exhibit No. 1
were adopted as reported, with the exception of No. 4. which was
This action was based on the view that the
ordered cut out.
common practice, with train-order signals, of permitting a train
to stop with its front end at some point beyond the signal is not
consistent with good signaling.
The requisites of installation, as arranged in the report, are put
Into a single code, those for interlocking and those for block signaling together; but it was voted that before sending the report to
the American Railway Association these requisites shall be rearranged into five separate chapters, namely, interlocking, manual
blocking, controlled manual blocking, automatic blocking, and mis(

cellaneous.
The report was then approved and it will now go to a letter
ballot, and. after approval by the association in that way. It will
be laid before the proper committee of the American Railway Association.
TIIIHII

DAY.

the report first taken up was that of
Committee No. 5— Specifications for Automatic Semaphore Block
Most of
Signals. Operated by Direct Current, (or Steam Railroads.
the time allotted to the meeting having been taken up, this report
The
report.
progress
was not discussed and was accepted as a
Specifications for Mechanical Interlocking, Committee No. 15. re-

On Thursday morning

same treatment.
The next business was the reirort of Committee No. 11. on
This report, which will be given later, deals
Signal Lamps.
mainly with the method of fastening the lamp to the post
and with sizes of lenses. It was accepted as a progress report,
final acceptance being objected to on the ground that there Is need
Experitoents are going on
of better flttins sockets and bri^ckets,
ceived the
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will consist of Messrs. Rudd, Clausen, Balliet, Rosenberg, Patenall, Denny, Peabody, Morrison and Mock.

The report of Committee No. 14,
to accomplish this improvement.
to Remedy the Effects of Foreign Current on Automatic
on
Block Signals, was accepted and the committee discharged. The

Committee

committee was congratulated on its twelfth conclusion. This report
printed in another column.
The report of Committee No. 2, on Maintenance of Automatic
Block Signals, was briefly discussed. It deals mostly with conditions on roads of light traffic and is, therefore, silent on some
features which are important on roads of heavy traffic; but the
criticisms were few and comparatively unimportant. It was pointed
out that zincs need not always be taken out as soon as recommended by the committee, it being practicable to use them in highConcerning the opening of sealed r.iays by
resistance circuits.
maintainers, it was declared that the instructions should he tho
same to all the men, whether experienced or inexperienifil. and
none should open a relay except when necessary to put a s^igiial
Another member called attention to the fact that in
in service.

Alexander H. Rudd, the new President of the Association, is
Signal Engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad. He was born in 1867
and graduated from the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale

How

is

University in 1886.
railroad

was desirable to use for track liatteries tour cells
The report was accepted.
The report of Committee No. 12, on Rubber-covered Wire ami
discussed, but diversity of view was devigorously
was
Cables,
veloped on important points, and the report was referred back to
cases it
instead of two.

This committee presented specifications for cables

for circuits carrying 600 volts or less, and recommended that the
specifications adopted last year for solid conductors be changed in
two features: (a) the required degree of insulation resistance,
and (b) the time of immersion for the insulation resistance tests.
For insulation resistance a new table was presented making less

requirements, and it was recommended that the 4S-hour
term for the immersion test be made 12 hours. For the small
wire a period of 12 hours is believed to be ample, and
of
sizes
on the larger sizes the committee holds that the manufacturer will,
severe

The
time.
reduction of time should reduce the cost of the wire to the consumer. There was a spirited discussion on a proposal to modify
paragraph 2, of the specifications adopted last year, so as not to
require that 70 per cent, of an insulating compound shall consist
This proposal, with one for a similar
of mineral matter only.
loosening of paragraph 10, relating to acetone extract, was made
with a view to admitting, under the specifications, an insulating
compound the composition of which is kept secret; but the meeting
finally voted unanimously to retain the present strict requirements, the prevailing view being, evidently, that a secret compound
should be sold on its reputation, secrecy being radically inconsistent
for his

own

protection,

immerse the wire a

sufficient

He began

that fall as a

in the real estate
d-ipartment of the Pennsylvania. After a few months
he was transferred to the signal department as a draftsman, and in 1892 went to the
New Y'ork Central & Hudson
River as signal inspector of
division.
The
the Hudson
next year he was appointed
assistant
superintendent of
signals in charge of that division, and in 1894 went to
the New Y'ork, New Haven &
Hartford as foreman of electric signals and signal engineer of the Hartford division.
In 1900 he was appointed signal engineer of the Delaware,
Rudd.
Lackawanna & Western. In
he resigned and returned to the Pennsylvania to
of assistant signal engineer, from which he was
promoted to the place he now holds.

draftsman

many

the committee.

work

A. H.

the spring of 1903
take the position

a few

months ago

On Wednesday evening about 300 of the members and guests,
including 40 or more ladies, attended a banquet at the Hotel Pfister.
The feature of the banquet, aside from the gowns of the women
and the decorations of the room, was the address of Colonel H. G.
Prout, Vice-President of the Union Switch & Signal Company,
who spolie on the relations of the signal manufacturer to the
consumer. Speaking of the true ethical basis of a bargain or contract, which, to be right, must be satisfactory and profitable to
both sides, and declaring that this must be the cornerstone of
the policy of any intelligent manufacturer who desires to establish
an enduring business. Colonel Prout continued:
The signal manufacturer nowadays is compelled to assume
with the theory of detail specifications, which are designed to protoward his customers the attitude of the professional man toward
mote the most complete publicity.
his clients, and our customers may. without distortion of the sense
would
cause
specifications
In response to the criticism that the
of the word, be properly called our clients. The man who is buildthe rejection of the "copper-clad" steel wire recently described
ing and selling engines or bridges, or machine tools or signaling
before the association, the title of last year's specifications was
changed to read, "Specifications for rubber insulated copper signal and interlocking apparatus, is constantly called upon to take in
trust the interests of his customer exactly as the lawyer or the
wire."
doctor or the engineer takes in trust the interests of his patient
The report of Committee No. 13, on the Maintenance of or
client.
That is, we are constantly called upon for professional
Manual Controlled Signals, was accepted for publication.
advice, either directly or indirectly, and very often it is quite
C. C. Anthony, for the Committee on Definitions, reported the
directly. We are called upon to assist in scheming the interlocking
action of the Executive Committee on the "Railway Signal Assoof the signaling of a given proposition.
We are called upon to
ciation Dictionary," which is to be published by the Railroad
recommend apparatus and methods. We are called upon to design
Gazette. This proposed work is to be similar in form and arrangespecial apparatus.
It would seem that with the greater employment to the well-known "Master Car Builders' Dictionary" and the
ment by railroads of higher class and competent engineers, the
"I>ocomotlve Dictionary," issued by the same publisher. The "Sigcall upon signaling manufacturers for this professional service
nal Dictionary" will be edited by Messrs. Adams and Hitt, Assomust be diminished, but it continues. It is of the utmost importance
Mr. Adams is author of
ciate Editors of the Railroad Gazette.
that the signal maker and the signal user work together, because
"The Block System" and Mr. Hltt Is editor of the "Master Car
of the intricate nature of their work.
The important work of
Builders' Dictionary."
Mr. Anthony briefly described the plan
simplification of standards is still before us.
The Union Switch
of the work. A committee of the association has been appointed to
& Signal Company manufactures and sells 156 different semaphore
supervise It.
This committee consists of Messrs. Anthony, J. C.
castings, 130 different pipe poles for signals. 95 different front
Mock and Azel Ames, .7r. On motion of B. H. Mann (Missouri Parods, and 140 different lock rods.
We carry on our lists and keep
cific) It was voted unanimously to approve the scheme for the dicmanufacturing and storeroom accounts with 37.500 different, sepationary and the action of the Executive Committee thereon.
rate articles, to say nothing of some unknown thousands that are
The Secretary's report showed a membership one year ago not listed. With stiih a multitude of details there are constant
of 664, and on October 1, 1907. of 897; and It was Informally stated chances for mistakes.
Even if there were no mistakes, the clerical
that new members since admitted would bring up the total to 92.'>. work and correspondence must
be enormous, and a single mistake
The Treasurer reported total receipts. Including balance at the may lead to $25 worth of correspondence, though perhaps It has
beginning of the year, of J6,703. The balance on hand October 1, to do only with a dollar's worth of material. With more brains
1907. was $1,718.
and more care the dealings between the maker and the railroad
The meeting passed an enthusiastic vote of thanks to Vice- could be greatly smoothed. The saving that could be made If the
President Clausen for the very satisfactory arrangements which railroads and manufacturers could pet together and abolish alwut
had been made for the Milwaukee meeting, and, after select Ing three quarters of the present patterns, drawings and dies is in
Washington. D. C, as the place for the next annual meeting, and .iome degree indicated by the fact that at the beginning of last
electing offlcerst. adjourned.
The election resulted In the choice of month the Union Switch & Signal Company had on hand $1,736,000
the following:
worth of material.
President, A. H. Rudd, Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia;
Colonel Prout complimented the members on their high Ideals,
Vice-President. H. 3. Balllpt. Grand Central Station. New York especially as shown In their efforts to establish proper standards
City; Secretary-Treasurer. C. C. Rosenberg. Bethlehem. Pa.; East- of construction and operation, and to secure the approval of the
em Member of Executive Committee. K. V. Pntennll (B. & O.): American Railway Association for such standards; but he slyly
Western Member of Executive Committee, r. E. Denny (L. 8. & suggester that the last-named association had not always made
M. 8.1. Vli el'resldent Clausen holds over and the new Executive liEhitiiiic siii'f>(i In Its promotion of Improved practice.
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Electriftcation of the Rochtatar Otvltlon of the Erie Railroad.

BY w.

.\.

»MIIIC,

IClMlrIc TrarlluD i'Znglorrr, WriilticliMiiu., Cbunli. Krrr

h

L'u.

(Concluded.

A very ilmple typ« of pull-olt waa dcvlaed for curve* In vpuu
rooKtmctlon. and It so happ<-n8 that both tbo Rooheatcr and Mt.
MorrU yards have coniildcrublo eurvature. Thu piitloll coniiliitH
•Imply of a hI)oo1 type Initiilalor. with a piece of pl|>u cvmeutvU
through tho icnliT, this plpo beinx slipped over the banger MpacInK
ro<l jolnluK tile rnvMsenKiT and trolley cilpx, thus glvInK an insululIng connection tiirouKb which an ordinary pullofi cable can be attached to both messenger and trolley wherever required. The dlvUlon of the borlxontal pull between the messenger and trolley wires
la easily adjusted to suit the condltlun.s, by shifting the spool type
Insulator up and down the spacing rod. by Inserting longer or
shorter nipples of plpo underneath It. In griieral, when near a span
wire, the messenger cable is supported rigidly on Its Insulator and
the trolley wire needs all the side pull; but in the middle of a span
the pull must be equally divided between messenger and trolley wire.
The presence of several through truss bridges over streams, and
two low bridges over the Krle right of way. necessitated the employment of special construction at the.se points, particularly at the
bridge at Clarissa street on the outskirts of Rochester. The original clearances here were so low that the roadbed had to be excavated out and the track lowered about 2 ft., the minimum clearance between the rails and the trolley wire being finally 18 ft. The
messenger is fastened to a horizontal spool type itisulator mounted
at the center of a substantial piece of turned oak, which is long
enough to carry two more similar insulators, one on either side of
the center one.
The steel hangers reaching down from the overhead bridge structure carry the two side insulators, so there are always two insulators In series between the 11,000-volt messenger cable and the steel
work of the bridge. These insulated supports are suspended at short
intervals from the under side of the steel work of the bridge, and
are further supplemented by the use of steady strains which prevent any side displacement of the trolley wire. The shortest sizes
of banger sparing rods are used in such places.
Where the bridge
trusses are high enough to permit it an iron stirrup is employed
like that used in span work, which carries the standard form of
straight line insulator, and the regular type of catenary suspension
Is

employed.

At either side of these overhead obstructions it was necessary
to provide warnings for brakemen upon the tops of freight cars
as substitutes for the warnings of hanging pieces of rope previously
used.
In the accompanying photograph is given a view of the
Clarissa street bridge, showing both the old arrangement of ropes
and the new one for electrined tracks which supplanted it. It will
be noted at this point only one of the two tracks is electrified and
freight trains are here obliged by rule to use the unelectrified track;
but to insure that the place shall be absolutely safeguarded, the elecThey
trified track is fitted with warning signs of the type shown.
consist of a horizontal suspended swinging wooden rod, mounted
with its axis at an angle, so that it swings up as it is pushed to
one side. The pantagraph trolley is fitted with a set of springs on
each side, one of which strikes this warning sign a l)low as it passes
The lilow is struik upon
iin<ler and instantly throws it to one side.
a heavy leather strap held taut by a coll spring of steel wire in
tension, the whole contrivance being fastened to the lower half of
the pantagraph trolley mechanism so that it is at the right height
for striking the warning sign.
The swinging rod is mounted upon
the pole by means of insulators, effectually preventing any leakage
to the ground, even though a car might stand still directly under
the sign and make contact with it for an indefinite length of time.
Nearly all the telephone and telegraph wires wlilih cross over
the 11,000-volt trolley wire have been put underground, particularly
in the case of the leads composed of only a few wires, but where
the line is crossed by heavy telephone trunk lines they have been
protected by the basket type of construction, so designed as to effectually prevent a broken telephone wire from falling across the
messenger or trolley wire. This consists primarily of four galvanized steel cal)les stretched between opposite ends of two cross arms,
one placed above and the other below the wires of the intersecting
telephone line, and the four cables are joined by a basket work
of light strap iron ribs placed at Interval.s of 3 ft. to 4 ft. across
the whole span, forming the sides and the bottom of the cradle and
effectually preventing a broken telephone wire from dropping any
further.
This const ruitlon was also followed in the case of an
electric light wire at .\von.
The telegraph department of the railroad, in connection with
the signal department, built a private telephone lino of two copper

wires between Rochester and Avon, with instruments at all signal
towers and stations in the despatcher's office, and at the substations.
and car shed, and master mechanic's office. This telephone system
is run upon the trolley biacket poles, transposed every third pole,
and has worlted satisfactorily.
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Mtsbtnlng protection tor high tcokion sioglc-pbAfie railway lined
not having an yet been nandardlz<''l, only a part of the line was
t-qulpped with lino lightning a
1. h
are of a swinging
fuse gap type of construction,
Wcstlnghouse Electric
* Manufacturing Co. This lyp. _. ..„
;.^ arremer conslstA of a
gap one side of which is connected directly to the trolley through
a No. 4 copper wire, and the other side being directly connected to
the ground rod, through a fuse enclosed In a tube which, while the
fuse lb Intact, Is maintained In an Inclined position like a pendulum
held back from Us position of rest; but when the fuse Is blown a
latch is released which allows the fuse tube to swing to a vertical
position whirh shows conspicuously from the ground, and signlfles
to the patrolman that the fuse should be replaced.
The fuse tube
can then be lifted off the suspending lugs by a pair of insulating
tongs made for thu purpose, and the fuse renewed and replaced in
a few moments.
On the other half of the lino lightning arresters were not Installed.
During the summer two of the poles were struck by lightning, but the metal work of the brackets and truss rods being entirely grounded, these poles were not damaged below the topmost
point of attachment of the truss rods, which Is generally not over
18 In. from the top of the pole.
In a number of Instances the lightning arrester fuses have blown, but it is not known how many of
them have blown simultaneously. Although the extent to which this
type of arrester Is fully protective is hardly established as yet. at
no time since regular operation started has any Injury to the car
equipment resulted from lightning, though there were several severe

storms during June and July.

—

The trolley line is divided into seven sections one comprising
the Rochester terminal, one the Avon yard, three sections in the
main line between Rochester and Avon, and two sections south of
Avon. The sections are divided by trolley section Insulators made
by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
They are of the overlapping type, made of impregnated wood, and are of sufficient length
to insure insulation at 11,000 volts.
Each section insulator is carried upon two brackets mounted on poles spaced 10 ft. apart. As
the trolley and messenger must both be completely insulated on
opposite sides of the breaker, heavy strain insulators are introduced
upon which the messenger is dead ended, the two insulators being
connected across the gap by a heavy steel rod. This entire combination is supported upon standard insulators mounted upon the
regular brackets. One of the breakers, that opposite the substation
at Avon, is different from the above mentioned type, in that it is
not of the overlapping type, it being necessary to absolutely separate
the two halves of the trolley line in order to utilize the separate
phases of the trolley current of each half.
The only feeders necessary are those connecting the substation
with the trolley on opposite sides of this section break. The principal object of cutting the trolley into additional sections is to facilitate the locating of line trouble. The conditions of electric traction
on this line are such that no feeder is necessary besides the trolley
wire, and consequently there is no necessity for feeding the sections
separately.
A jumper is therefore provided at each section insulator in which is placed a hook type knife switch that can be
operated in case it is desired to cut that section out. Normally,
however, the switches are closed and the effect of the jumpers Is to
make the trolley wire continuous.
.\notlier detail peculiar to the catenary type of trolley construction is the "deflector"
a sort of mechanical fender placed in the
angle formed by the intersecting trolley wires at switches. The
type of deflector here used consists of four or five bars of flat steel.
',o-in. X 14-in., suspended by riveted hangers from crossbars spaced
5 ft. apart which in turn rest on standard trolley clamps fastened
to the trolley wire.
The particular advantage gaine<l by this construction is that no extra tension is needed to keep the bars from
sagging and bending, this type of deflector being of minimum weight
and entirely self-contained. They are placed in both angles of each
switch.
The object of the deflector is to prevent the end of the
pantagraph shoe, when traveling under either wire, from becoming
hooked over the other.

—

c.\ns.

The car equipment fitted with electric apparatus consists of six
motor cars which together with their trucks were furnished by the
St. Louis Car Company.
The electrical apparatus was installed on
the cars and trucks by the engineers at the railroad company's car
shops in Uuffalo. N. Y. The cars are 51 ft. 4 in. over bumpers, 40 ft
over corner posts, 29 ft. 4 in. between truck centers. S ft. 9 in. wide
over sheathing, and 13 ft. 8% in. in height above the rail. Four
of the six have two passenger compartments, the other two having
a baggage compartment about 14 ft. long, and a small smoking compartment with six seats, besides the regular passenger compartment.
The underframe of the cars consists of side sills of 5-in. x 8-in.
yellow pine, with Gin. steel channel fillers, intermediate sills of
41,2 X 6-in. yellow pine, and center sills of 6-in. I-beams, with fillers.
All the cars have upper and lower truss rods and needle beams of
B-in. I beams.
End sills are 8-in. x 6-in. oak. The flooring is double,
and trap doors are fitted over 'the motors.
All the lower side windows are equipped with sash balances,
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of the car is finished in mahogany with light green
veneering in the ceiling. The seats are of the "Walkover" type,
upholstered in dark green plush in the main passenger compartment, and in rattan in the smoking compartment. There is a continuous basket rack on either side over the windows. The end doors
are of the double sliding type and the vestibule doors are of the
single sliding type, and trap doors are fitted over the steps. Each
vestibule is fitted with a double-acting swinging door so arranged
as to form the motorman's cab. and when not so used it is folded
back to completely enclose the control apparatus and brake gear,
and leaves the vestibule unobstructed for passengers.
Each car is fitted with a 50-candle power headlight, at each end,
on top of the hood, and it is also fitted with a gong, air whistle,
and with a standard train air signal used by the Erie Railroad.
The toilet is in the center of the car, adjacent to the partiiion between compartments. The "Standard" steel type of platform buffer
is used, and the regular M. C. B. coupling, air hose connections

and the interior

Overhead Construction

at

Westinghouse single-phase railway motors, with a nominal rating

The suspension is of
of 100 h.p. each, the gear ratio being 20:63.
the nose type, and solid gears are pressed upon the axles.
The control system is of the Westinghouse electro-pneumatic
type, and includes three distinct circuits, the high potential, the low
potential and the control circuit.
The high potential circuit includes the pantagraph trolley, line
switch and the transformer. The pantagraph trolley mechanism is
operated by a pair of springs and by an air cylinder. The trolley
is raised and held against the wire by means of springs against
its own weight, and it is lowered by the application of air pressure
When
to pistons working in cylinders that form part of its base.
down it is automatically locked, and the latch of this lock can only
be withdrawn by applying air pressure to another small piston which
then unlocks the pantagraph allowing the springs to raise it. This
trolley mechanism is so connected with the control circuit through
the line relay that any interruption in the supply of high-tension

Mount Morris Terminal; Erie

and safely chains are provided, so that the cars can couple up to
any of the standard Erie railroad car equipment.
There being an open ."pace between the abutting vestibules when
two motor cars are coupled together, due to the rounded and projecting buffer l)camB of the platforms, this opening being nearly
18-ln. wide, which Is wide enough lo allow a person to fall between
the cars, there were provided canvas curtains about 5 ft. high with
snaps attached which enable them to be quickly stretched across
the space, one on each side of the vestibule end door, so as to Insure
the safety of trainmen and passengers when walking from one car
to another, with the train In motion.
The trucks are both alike, the wheel base being 6 ft. 8 In. The
axles are 6Vi-ln- diameter. The trurka are of the standard M. C. B.
swing holster type and Inside hung brakes.
The heating equipment consists of 32 Consolidated Car Heating
Company's electric heaters of the truss plank type, 450 watts capacity each In the main portion of the car, and two "No. 192 M. 3."
heaters in each cab.
Tha electrical equipment of the cars consists of four No. 132-A
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Railroad.

current immediately causes the trolley to be lowered by applying
the air to the main cylinders in the trolley base.
The line switch is pquivalent to a main high-tension circuit
breaker. It Is opened and closed by air pressure, admitted by electrically-operated valves.
In case the supply of air Is exhausted, as
when the car has stood for some time unused, the line switch must
first be held in mechanically by means of a handle provided for the
purpose until the air pump, which can then be thrown Into operation, has compressed air to about TiO lbs. press\ire, which is enough
lo properly actuate the control system.
To raise the trolley when
there Is no air pressure, there is provided a small automobile tire
pump placed undernealh one of the car seats, which is connected
by a three-way rock Into the trolley air piping system, and enables
the air-operated trolley Intch to be withdrawn and power obtained
that will start the air compressor and set going the motor generator
set. which Is used for charging the storage battery and supplying
current to the control circuit.
The transformer Is of 200 k.w. capacity, and Is of the oil-Insulated type.
It has three high-potential and eight low-potential

OcTonoi
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latter ninnlnK from SAO down to 110 volta, at which latter
preaaure current la provided for heatlnic. llRhtlns and auxiliary
purpoaea.
The hlch tension wlrlnx of the car Ih done mainly with varA
nlahed rambrlr cable, drawn thruuKh lorlraled Iron londult.
(mail amount of hlxh Rrade riiblMT i'al>le Ih um^I. but It la thorouKhly proifcted with varnlnhed rambrlc tape wherever there I*
danxer of a bruab dlaoharge to ground breakInK down the Insulation.
In the main low potential rlrcull are the awltrh group, the preventive rolls and the revemer. The gwltrh Kroup In a set of alroperaled iiwlti'hni controlled by moKnet vuIvhh. all mounted In one frame.
It Is plai-ed athwart the car ax near ok poiwible to the low-lcn.slon
end of the main transformer. The switches of the group are all
provided with Interlocks, which automatically govern the connections In such a way that each switch of the group acts only when
the current In the motors has reached a predetermined value, thus
maklnc nrcplrrntlon aiifomatlc Preventive colU are used across

Upa, the

ihi-

I

11.

>

of the

Overhead Catenary Construction

group

to preveiii

ex-

It fliea to the vertical poaltlon. cutting off the power, iui'i
enabling the emi-rgenry application of the brakes by meana ol
brake relay vulve alongiilde of It. There ar« two holea In the face
of the maxtcr (ontroller, directiv ttn^V-r 'Yif handlp. and ai's-hed
l..>
to the handle liy iiieans of a

hand

i

Tl
Into either of Ilie.'.- holes.
unless this plug Is pu^hell all
closes the line switch, conneits the geueratur aud L>aiter>, and puLk
the brake relay valve Into circuit. TbU is the ordinary running
position of the plug.
In case the line switch Is opened by an overloail. which generally cauw-s the trolley to be lowered, the plug Is
.

taken out of the lower hole and plai-ed In the upper, which action
Immediately closes the lino switch, releases the trolley, and allow*
As soon as the power Is thereby
to spring up against the wire.
It
returned to the main circuit the plug is taken out of the upper hole
lower
one.
replaced
the
In
and
There Is a push button upon each side of the bottom of the
That on the right hand side Is uaed for
ma.sler controller case.

at Clarissa Street Bridge,

Each
cefslve current flowing at the instant of closing the switch.
switch In the group is fitted with Its own blow-out coll. There are
two reverser switches actuated by air pressure, one for each pair
of motors.
Current from the main motor circuit Is led through the motor
limit switch, which makes effective the functions of the Interlocks
on the switch group, and renders It Impossible for the successive
switches to be thrown in unless the limit switch is closed.
The control circuit Includes a master controller, in each vestibule, the train line wires and their connections to the valve magnets and interlocks, a storage battery supplying current for these
wires, and a motor generator set, which is used either to charge
the batteries or to actuate the control system. The master controller makes the proper connections by means of which the 15-volt
storage battery actuates the valve magnets which control the action
of the air-operated main contactors In the switch group and the
reversers.
The controller handle is normally helil in a vertical central position by springs unless it is moved to one of the running
points by the motorman. When released from the grasp of the

V>^

Rochester. Showing Section Breai< and Bridge Warning.

dropping the trolley and opening the line switch. When the button
on the left-hand side is pressed, the switch group is stepped up to
the last or high-speed notch and remains in that position until the
handle of the controller has been returned to the off position.
There are four distinct notches on each side of the controller,
the first corresponding to the coasting position, with the power off.
the others enabling such gradations of speed as may be desired.
Reversal is effected by moving the controller handle to the opposite
If the controller stops on the dead
side of the center or dead point.
point, as It will If released by the hand, it will immediately apply
the brakes.

The motor generator set is a compact machine of about \-'\ k.w..
the motor being of the self-starting induction type, wound for 110
It is placed
volts, the generator being normally of about 23 volts.
under one of the seats in the car. and is covered by a box with reas
attention
such
tor
reached
be
movable lid. so that it can easily
quietly
It is mounted upon rubber bushings, and runs so
it requires.
that its presence in the car can hardly be detected.
The storage battery consists of seven cells contained in a wooden
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box with handles, carried in an enclosed box underneath the car.
other auxiliary lines for any purpose are connected to the conorder to prevent it from being disabled by accidental
grounds.
In one vestibule there is located in an asbestos lined compartment enclosed with steel doors, a slate switchboard panel upon which
are carried all the switches and fuses for the control of the battery
and motor generator set, the lighting circuits and heaters, and also
the main connection from the low-tension side of the transformer

No

trol circuit in

to the auxiliaries.
The control circuit is fitted with junction boxes, branches running to receptacles at each of the tour corners of the car directly

The jumpers for connecting the cars and the
sills.
receptacles are of the 12 point type, there being 12 wires in the
main control circuit
The low-tension wiring between the transformer and switch
group and motors is all enclosed in a boxing of Transite, to insure
its protection against mechanical injury, as the inductive effect of
heavy currents at low potentials renders the use of iron conduits
impossible for this part of the wiring.
The air brake and electrical equipment were placed on the cars
by the engineers at the Buffalo car shops of the Erie Railroad.
C.VR IXSPF.CTIOX SUED.
Adjacent to the substation is a car inspection shed, a brick
building that will accommodate four cars. It is 136 ft. 6 in. long.
30 ft. 5 in. wide and 20 ft. high in the clear, between the track and
the bottom of the roof girders, and 24 ft. high from the top of
foundation to the top of the parapet. The general style of construcIt is well lighted, there
tion is similar to that of the substation.
being a window in each bay, 6 ft. 11 in. wide by 13 ft. 6V-i in. high.
Two tracks run clear through the building, the ends of which are
enclosed by rolling steel doors of the Wilson type, about 12 ft. wide
and 18 ft. 9 in. high. One of the two tracks is provided with a pit
about 110 ft. long and 4 ft. 4 in. wide, in the clear, and 3 ft. deep
from the top of the rail to the top of the convex brick floor. The
roof is a 4%-in. reinforced concrete slab, supported by steel girders,
There are no partitions or
slightly pitched in one direction.
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cars in the station, there being always steam locomotives available
for shifting the cars in and out of the building.
The facilities in the inspection shed for making electrical repairs are supplemented by the regular division repair shops, located
alongside the steam locomotive roundhouse at Avon, which are
At the
equipped with the usual complement of machine tools.
Rochester terminal a concrete inspection pit 60 ft. long is provided
on one of the side tracks close to the passenger station.
OPERATION.
The equipment above described was intended to be sufTicient

under the end

separate rooms in the building.
A trolley hoist is provided at the rear end of the building, traveling across it on the bottom flanges of an I-beam attached to one
A third track not connected with the outside
of the roof girders.
tracks runs up and down the middle of the building between the
two car tracks. A transfer table is located in a cross pit situated
about midway of the building, by means of which a car standing
on the floor track may have a truck taken out from under it and

Four Car Electric

No

electrical

means are provided

for

at

Avon; Erie Railroad.

with one stop per mile over the entire road, at an average schedule speed of 24 miles an hour, or
to haul one trailer making stops about 2ii miles apart, at the same
schedule speed. The company has furnished shelters where the public highways cross the line, there being 22 of these flag stations,
besides the regular intermediate way stations at which steam trains
stop, six in all, or a total of 28 stations at which electric cars may
be required to stop. Practically the electric cars stop at all the
regular way stations, but at only a portion of the flag stations. A

Tr.n

shifted over to the center track on which It can be run under the
trolley hoist In case repairs are needed.
The sides and bottom of
this transfer pit are made of concrete.
The floor of the car barn
other than that taken up by the repair pit and transfer pit Is paved
with second grade paving hrick, laid on sand, which was well packed
down with water.
The station Is supplied with light by 77 Incandescent lamps In
pairs and clusters, connected up by a conduit system and steel plate
switch cabinet to the auxiliary light transformer In the subslnllon.
The pit Is also provided with ten Incandescent lamp outlets and

extension plugs.

Car Inspection Shed
for operating single-car trains

moving the

single passenger coach is frequently attached to a motor car, and
on some trains baggage, milk or postal cars are regularly hauled.
When two trailers are hauled two motor cars are required, making
The serva four-car train, as shown in the accompanying photograph.

has proved very iiopular throughout the Crt<nesee valley, through
which the line passes, and It Is Intended to Increase the number
motor cars In order to handle the business a little more comfortably next season.
It Is found that the electric trains on their 34
miles of line can be depended on to keep to their running time
rather bettor than the steam passenger and freight trains operating
ice

of

over the main

line.
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NIORAl. STttTrU.
Tho rallruud compauy has Instalk-ti the manual block gyeteni
for IniiurlriK the itafety of traliiH with the rrfgui-nl headway at which
they are obllKi'U to bv run upon tho HinKli' track road, whlrh muitt
alio handle meam patwenKer and frelKlit traffic at the Bam<- time.
The block* eKtend U-twoii tho rcKular wuy ntutloiiH, or where such

blockM are to<j luiii; bioi-k towers are added, making tho blocks
average about four miles In length from one end of the line to the
The hiding switches are fltted with electric locks controlleil
other.

by the block operators. In the towers, or In the way stations. The
lowers are all connected by the privat«' telephone line, while the
way stations retain the usual telegraphic communication with the
train desimtrher's office at Kochester.
All truin orders are transmitted by telegraph and written out on Form 31.
TKI.K<>K.\ril .SV.SIKM.

As

Is

ference with

7-WfS

Diagram
both

known, the single-phase

well

telegraph

SOOOhms
of

lines,

trolley system causes Interalong the right of way, and unless

assists Its prompt response to the
to such an extent that the shunt

home key or

No matter what

may

the line static
Instruments ami the static Is not
The armature spring Is aij

wave

of static that
ap.-s A
volt battery oviTinnies this uoj
i-.-^.

A

to any other optrator
does not cause noticeable drag
be these shunts "pacify" the

fel'

i-nough to overcome the
The aid of the seven.1 leaves the relay very

prompt and satisfactory.

The resistance of the shunt A must be determined by the distance from the ground and battery at each end of the line. The
nearer to the groun<l the less Is the tesistunce of the shunt, as In
close proximity to battery and ground the static is more pronounced,
and the effect of the main battery upon the relay Is likely to be
correspondingly diminished.
Uy this arrangement all the telegraph wires are "singled." and
metallic circuits, the neressity for which was at one time pending,
were discontinued, and the repeater service which they necessitated

iSO-Ohms

Applegate Static Pickup for Telegraph Lines.

the elect ro.-^latic

4<J5

Steady Strain Bracket for Low Bridge Trolley Construction.

and electromagnetic induction are properly
always danger of telegraphic communication

compensated, there is
being seriously affected. The static effect is particularly annoylnj'.
as it is absolutely continuous, as long as the trolley line is charged,
whether or not there are any cars moving. Various means were
proposed and tried by the Western Union Telegraph Company for
the elimination of the static induction, which always causes the
telegraphic relays to chatter, but the most successful thus far found
was that devised by E. W. Applegate. quadruplex expert for the
Western Union Telegraph Co., who has developed a very simple
means for overcoming static interference. The Applegate "static
pickup," for which a patent has been applied, comprises a back conThe current enters the relay
tact relay and a high resistance shunt.
1 and 2. through a 1.50-ohm coil or magnet, attracting the armature
When the line opens by any operator opening his key the armaC.
ture C falls back and through the back contact connects point C

was

also discontinued.
There is now a spare wire between Rochesand Mt. Morris through the entire zone of static interruption.
Speech over the telephone line is very clear and distinct, and
although the wires and instruments have a heavy static charge, a
few simple precautions prevent any trouble. It is intended to carry

ter

portable telephones on the cars.
OK0AXI7.AT1OX.
The single-phase system was recommended for the electrification of this division by the Electric Traction Commission of the
Erie Railroad, and after authorization by the company was installed
under the general direction of J. M. Graham. Vice-President and
head of the construction department of the Erie.
The engineering and the construction work were carried out,
and the system brought into operative condition by Westinghouse,
Church. Kerr & Co.. who designed and erected the buildings and
the catenary trolley construction, bonded the track, and installed the

/^>rctfain

^-Tro/lty ntrw

Tnl/ty

Details of Trolley Construction

Under Low Bridge; Erie Railroad.

t) by the aid of a spring S.
The shunt. A consists of .3.')fl ohms
of carbon stick and provides a better path for the static current
than do the magiiel.s, pacifying the magnets to a certain extent.
Wlien the line opens and the armature connects with the back stop
C and D, both the A and B shunts are in series with the main line
and pick up the static, which escapes through shunt A, relieving
the agitation of the armature so that it can respond to the closing
of the line.
The .shunt A robs the relay of main line battery current very materially, so that It responds to the home key sluggishly.
C-onsequently the auxiliary battery F is inserted in shunt B. When
the armature C falls back, this battery acts upon the magnets and

and

apparatus in the substation and on the cars.
The adjustment of the telegraph system was carried out jointly
by the Western Union Telegraph Co. and the telegraph department
electrical

company.
The order was given to the engineers on June 6, 1906, and although the activity in construction work all over the country at
that time rendered it difficult to secure materials and labor promptly,
the work was pushed so rapidly that about iy« months later, on
Jan. 22. 1907, the first official trial trip was run between Avon and
Rochester. The severe winter weather thereafter prevailing delayed the completion of the work until spring. During April and

of the railroad
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May

the whole equipment of substation apparatus, lines and cars
was thoroughly tried out in a course of experimental operation,
which also enabled the railroad employees to become familiar with
the new system. On the ISth of .June commercial operation began
and has since continued permanently with marked success.

How

Remedy

to

the

Foreign Current on
Block Signals.*

Effects of

Automatic

The present committee has carefully considered the report previously made to the Association and the discussion thereon. As the
conclusions recommended by the previous committee were not acted
upon by the Association, they are herewith re-submitted for adopThe contion in the form recommended by the present committee.
clusions now recommended are as follows:
1.
For situations where foreign currents follow the track rails,
although there may not be a crossing or connection with an electric
road, it is recommended that the conditions be carefully studied and
exact information obtained as to the course, direction, amount and
pressure of foreign current and provision should then be made for
removing or blocking out this current.
When there is a crossing of an electric road with a steam
2.
road, batteries must be placed at each end of steam road track next
to crossing and battery current arranged to flow through the relay
in direction with foreign current if the foreign current is found to
flow in a definite direction. The connections, through block section
for control signals, must be made by means of line wire circuits.
3.
If there is sufficient foreign current to improperly work the
track relay when an insulated joint has broken down, two relays
should be used for each track circuit, one being placed at either
end and connected in multiple arrangement. However, it should be
understood that complete protection is not given by the multiple
arrangement of relays, for if there is a broken rail or bond wire,
a foreign current may energize the relay at one end of the section
before the relay at the other end of the section has been shunted
and thus cause the signal to give a clear indication when there was
a train in the section.
4.
To minimize as far as possible the effects of foreign current on line wire circuits, it is regarded as important that truuking
be kept above the top of the ground, the rubber and other in.sulations be kept in first class condition, and the common wire limited
to a length of 10 miles.
5.
For multiple arrangement of track circuit relays, a resistance of 16 ohms is suggested for relay at battery end and 4 oiims
for the relay at the other end of track circuit.
The resistance of the relay at the battery end of the track
circuit that will give the best results is dependent upon the insulation of the track rails, the rail bonding and the voltage and
ampere capacity of the battery. The recommended resistance of
16 ohms is deemed the best for those situations where the track
For sections where the
circuit conditions may be considered good.
rail insulation is poor and batteries are not efficiently maintained.
a lower resistance may be used to advantage if failures are to be
kept within reasonable limits. The greater the resistance of the
relay, the higher the voltage required to pick up the armature and
the easier It will be to shunt the relay.
6.
For track circuits having but one relay, a resistance of 9
ohms is recommended for circuits 500 ft. and under, and a resistance of 4 ohms for circuits of greater length than 500 ft.
While it is recognized that the best results are to be obtained
by using a relay having a resistance proportioned to the resistance
of the circuit, the benefits do not compensate for the disadvantage
from a maintenance standpoint, of having to keep in stock track
relays of a
It

7.

insulating
is

put

number
Is

of different resistances,

advisable to thickly coat with a heavy oil or other
the parts of an Insulated joint before the joint

compound

in place.

Interference from foreign current, it is advisable to
put a heavy oil or other Insulating compound on the joint and pattlcularly around the exposed ends of the fiber at least every two
If

there

Is

months.
circuit connections run In trunking.
a V,, In. rubber Insulation wall for No. 8 B. & S. gage wire or larger
8.

is

For direct-current track

recommended.

9.
For signal circuit connections run in trunking, a '/„, in.
rubber Insulallon wall for No. 12 B. & S. gage wire Is recommended.
10.
Trunking, when run parallel with the track, should be kept
clear of the ground.
When run across tracks, trunking should be
put In with lop clear of the ballast and with top of capping not less
than Vj In. below Iwttom of rail.
11.
The .<;tnndard ground should l)e made by burying in moist
earth an annealed copper plate '/,. In. thick, 2 ft. square, to which
has been brazed for a length of 12 In. a No. 4 B. & S. gage soft
drawn bare copper wire. The plate to be burled In clay or In a

14,

prescuird to thr Kallwuy Slgnol Aasocm-
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6 in. layer of fine charcoal, and the connecting wire is not to exceed 150 ft. in length. The effectiveness of the ground should be
tested by a Wheatstone bridge.
If the effects ot foreign current on d. c. track circuits can12.
not be overcome by the methods above outlined, the desired result
tan be secured by the use of alternating-current track circuits

having the proper current frequency.
W. H. Elliott. Chairman; J. M. Waldron.
Follett, C. A. Christofterson.

W. M.

J.

W.

D. Phillips,

F.

Post.

Railroad Commissioners' Convention.

The 19th annual meeting of the National Association of Railroad Commissioners was held at Washington, October 8, 9, 10 and
On
11, Vice-President C. C. McChord, of Kentucky, in the chair.
the call of the roll by states on Tuesday morning, there were represented the following 19 states, together with the Interstate Commerce Commission and representatives of the Railroad Accounting
Illinois,
Iowa, Kentucky,
Connecticut. Georgia,
Associations:
Maine. Minnesota. Montana. Nebraska. New Jersey, New York (first
and second districts). North Carolina. Ohio. Oregon. Pennsylvania.
South Carolina. Washington. Wisconsin. As in former years, the
Association indulged in a number of long discussions on such subjects as rate making, uniform classification and the valuation of
railroads which are not susceptible of profitable treatment in a
meeting of this kind, and on which no useful results were accomThe most definite action taken was that on the report of
plished.
the committee on safety appliances. This report, which was made
by the Chairman alone, and was avowedly a rambling paper, declared that the block signals now in use have become inadequate,
and that the most advanced (?) schemes for keeping trains constantly in communication with stations by electric currents and for
providing absolutely perfect automatic provision against collisions
should be put in operation on the railroads throughout the country.
These over-enthusiastic demands appear, however, to have been discounted by the convention and the meeting finally resolved, unanimously

that:

Tlie Congress of the United States be requested to enact a law to comlailroad companies, both steam and Interurban electilc roads, to protect
tracks by an automatic block s.vstem to be approved l).v the Interstate Commerce Commission, a certain number of miles to be protected eacli .year
until all the main track lines shall be so protected.
The members of this association pledge themselves to ask the assistance
and to
of the senators and representatives of the several states
seek the passage of a law by each state to accomplish the same end.
pel

.

.

.

.

.

These resolutions, it will be seen, are by no means conservative,
though in spirit they are more so than the other declarations of the
report.
As many of the commissioners represent states in which
hundreds of miles of road do not earn $2,000 per mile per year, the
use of the word "automatic," in the first paragraph of the resolutions, is doubtless to be explained by the prevailing lack of knowledge as to the meaning of that word in railroad signaling.
A considerable proportion of the 283 pages of the proceedings
is filled up with committee reports and essays; IS pages are taken
up with a paper by A. T. Gillette, of New York, on the Valuation
Mr. Gillette has been
of Railroads and the discussion thereon.
employed in a valuation for the state of Washington during the
past year. James Peabody, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
gave a talk on Uniform Classification, expounding his theory of
how to make one. The Committee on Statistics, on which are Prof.
Henry C. Adams, Prof. B. H. Meyer and Mr. C. I. Sturgis. made a
long report, with copious appendices showing what the different
states require in annual reports from railroads, and a paper by
S. L. Lupton showing in great detail the features in which uniform
action by the different states is desirable. Prof. B. H. Meyer contributed a ten page paper on the analysis of railroad operating
expenses.

The Committee on Uniform Classification made a long report
and again demanded that Congress authorize the Interstate Commerce Commission to pre.'scribe one. The report of the Committee
on liCgislalion, presented by M. S. Decker, of New York, declares
that the time has come when this association, now 18 years old,
should carry out Its original purpose of securing harmony In railroad legislation. The need of securing greater safety to railroad
passengers and employees, and to persons at highway crossings,
alone constitutes a pressing demand which should receive the earnest attention of the Association.
The report of the Committee on Rates and Rate Making, presented by Mr. Staples, ot Minnesota, Alls, with the discussion thereon, about 30 pages; but we cannot discover that any new light is
thrown on the suhjeit.
C, C. McChord. of Kentucky, was chosen President of the Association for the ensuing year, and William H. Connolly, of Washington, n. C. Secretary.
Mr. Connolly Is Chief Clerk of the Interstate
Commerce Commission He takes the place of Mr. Moseley, who Is
give
able
the time necessary to attend to the duties
no longer
to
of the secretary of the Association,

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTI*.

strumeuts

hav..

-re U

;

to lUuatrate the

At Uos AoKelea. Cal the AlrhUun, Topeka * Santa Fe has been
found bj a Jurjr guilty of paying Illegal rebates on freight.
.

Governor Comer, of Alabama, has Issued bis

eMion

of the Leglalature

November

7.

call for an extra
to further regulate the rail-

roads.

The Indiana

State Railroad Commission has determined to lake
upon Itself the distribution of coal cars to the mines on the Southern
Indiana Railroad.

According to newspaper reports, the Chicago A Alton has had
to dismiss seven train auditors for co-operating with ticket scalpers

—or,

In plainer language, for stealing.

The Wisconsin Central has Issued notice that until further
notice 90 days' free storage will be given on all carload or i„ c. L.
bipments, up to the extent of the available space.
It Is announced that trains of the Baltimore & Ohio will run to
and from the new union station at Washington, U. C, October 26.
The Pennsylvania will begin using the station three weeks later.

Near Middletown, N. Y., on Monday last a trestle on the Erie
Jersey Road, a new line under construction, broke down beneath
a work train and 20 mtn were seriously Injured, six of them fatally.

ft

has been informally announced that the tunnel under the Ea^t
York, from the Battery to Borough Hall, Brooklyn, will
by January 1 and to the Long Island Railroad
station by .May 1.
It

river.
t>e

New

In regular operation

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company has
withdrawn Its appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States
in Its controversy with the Territory of Oklahoma over the question of

wheat

rates.

In Kansas certain railroads have asked permission from the
state authorities to collect 3 cents a mile from passengers who board
trains without tickets. In Illinois this is permitted by a clause in
the 2-cent law passed this year.

At the opening of the present college year, there were 415 fresh-

men registered In the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University
3!s3 in the Academic department.
This is the first time that
the Sbeff. registration has exceeded the .\cademic.

and

The Canadian Pacific has made an increase In the pay of telegraph operators of 12'i. per cent. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
has Increased the pay of telegraph operators an average of 8 per
cent., and of apprentices In the shops 20 cents a day.

The Grand Trunk has notified all trainmen that they are to
take eight hours rest after 16 hours on the road, under penalty of
dismissal. Rather than have trainmen start out without sufficient
rest, the company would prefer to omit running that train.
The I.usltania, of the Cunard Line, on her second westbound
which was made last week, crossed in 4 days, 19 hrs. and 52
min., having made an average speed of 24 knots per hour.
The
largest single day's run was 617 knots. Each of these figures beats
all previous records.
trip,

Conductors of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in Wisconsin
have received a circular calling attention to the legal liability of
conductors who carry pa-ssengers, either adults or children, at
less than the published rates.
Stress is laid on carrying children
over 12 years at half-fare rates.

At Jackson, Miss., Judge Potter has fined four railroads JlOO
each for failing to file with the Railroad Commission reports of
the number of passes Issued. All of the roads pleaded guilty, though
they had not been furnished with blanks by the state; one at least
had made a request for blanks but vsithout result.

The State Railroad Commission of Texas has issued to the railnew rules under which they are to keep their accounts and
make their reports to the Commission. The rules, It is said, are so
different from those prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commisroads

sion that the railroads are going to protest against their enforcement.
In the Federal Court at Kansas City October 11th the Secretary of State of Missouri was enjoined from attempting to forfeit
the charter of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The offense of
the railroad on which the Secretary proposed to act was that of
transferring to the Federal Courts damage suits filed against it in
the State Courts.

The telegraph school of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Bedford,
although less than a month old, has already been enlarged to
accommodate the increasing number of students. Fifty more iaPa.,

to be a

k syistem.

miniature railroad

The Erie Railroad

has eatablUhed a
ut K<rnton, Ohio, and, according
newspapers, miU continue the salaries of clerks now In the
of the company, who go there to take instruction in telegraphy. The company will also pay their expenses while at school.
'

.

>

.

-

to the

employ

Offers of promotion and high wages by the Great Northern and
Northern Pacific on new branch lines have led aome Burlington
firemen and brakemen to seek similar positions with the northwestern roads named. A number of the employees of the Galesburg
division have gone west because of a recent change which would
compel them to transfer to other divisions.

At Hartford, Conn., Conductor Maroney and Englneman Wilson,
responsible for the collision near that city June 23, causing the death of ten laborers on a work train, have been convicted
on a charge of manslaughter and sentenced each to nine months'
imprisonment. At St. Thomas, Ont., October 9, an englneman of
the Wabash Railroad was sentenced to six months' imprisonment

who were

for causing a fatal accident

on that road in August, 1906.

The

railroads centering in St. Louis have finally agreed to absorb
the bridge toll on the Eads bridge for all freight shipped to SL
Louis or East St. Louis from a distance exceeding 100 miles, by
whatever conveyance the freight is carried across! That is to say,
consignees' or truckmen's wagons hauling freight across the bridge
will be relieved of the toll the same as in tlie case of freight which
The same rule applies to outward
Is carried across in freight cars.
freight.

Arthur Hale, Chairman of the American Railway Association
Committee on Car Efficiency, has Issued Bulletin No. 7, showing
surpluses and shortages of freight cars September 18 and October 2.
As compared with previous reports, this one shows marked decreases in the surplus and corresponding increases in shortages.

The number

of roads reporting on October 2 was, however, 23 less
than on September 18, so that the difference between these two days
is

not particularly Instructive.

Oren Root, General Manager of the New York City Railway,
testifying before the State Public Service Commission concerning
the number of cars run on important surface lines in the city, complained of as being insufficient, says it is impossible to get competent motormen. The company is paying higher wages than any
other in the East, and yet cannot run all the cars that it desires
to.
The men are paid overtime and work as long hours as they can.
Mr. Root said that he had advertised In the New York and Philadelphia papers for men, with meager results.

New York Central, referring to the Inquiry
the New York State Public Service Commission
concerning freight car service, says that at the New York City Terminals of the New York Central, beginning next month, an increased
charge is to be made for the use of cars occupied by produce dealers,
who use the cars as distributing depots. Some dealers in vegetables go so far as to live in their cars day and night for a number
of days after arrival in New York, peddling out their wares to
hucksters who take a small wagon load at a time to sell on the
streets of the city.
The Central proposes on the fifth and sixth
days to charge $3 per car per day; on the seventh and eighth days
?4, and thereafter J5.
An

officer

of the

now being made by

It developed at the first day of the extended hearing which
the Interstate Commerce Commission has begun on the proposed
uniform bill of lading that whatever action the Commission may
take, the bankers of the country will make a united demand on
Congress at its next session to legislate "order" bills of lading into
the same class as bills and notes and give them the same legal proThe longstanding complaint
tection as all negotiable instruments.
of the banking interests was voiced at the hearing by R. E. L. MarThey explained with precision to the
shall and Samuel Williston.
Commission that the crops of the country are moved each year on
loans from the banks on bills of lading which the banks but not
the courts regarded as negotiable. The legal uncertainty of such a
custom, which has become a commercial necessity, is an evil demanding relief, hence the resolution of the bankers to go to Congress.

Cleveland. Chicago, St. Paul and North Platte. Neb., report seand the usual fall rush, in less pronounced form, is reported from many other places. At Cleveland
coal dealers and manufacturers are severely hampered in their business because coal cars are so scarce. From Chicago eastward the
grain movement is reported so heavy as to greatly interfere with
the movement of other commodities. The Union Pacific main line
throughout Nebraska is crowded with trains and North Platte merchants had not received a carload of freight for a week. At St.
rious congestion of freight:

"
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Paul the congestiou is hurting the jobbing interests. The situation
is becoming worse than it was a year ago.
The building of several
hundred miles of branch lines in North Dakota this season, without a corresponding increase in rolling stock, is said to be largely
responsible for the present condition. The lines appear to have
cars enough, but are deficient in motive power. And to this difficulty is added the strike of machinists from St. Paul to the Pacitio
coast.

United States Express Company Dividend.

The United States Express Company has declared

a semi-annual
dividend of 3 per cent, on its $10,000,000 stock, putting it on a G per
basis.
cent,
It has heretofore been paying 4 per cent, annually.

Brooklyn Ferry Service

to

be Abandoned.

Vol..
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Iowa, to Albany, Mo., is unreasonable, and is greater than
the rate charged for carrying coal in carloads from said shipping
points through Albany to St. Joseph, Mo., and that this adjustment
of rates subjects complainants and the city of Albany to undue prejudice and gives to the iocality of St. Joseph, and coal dealers
therein, undue preference.
At the time their complaint was heard defendant's rate on coal
from the Centerville district to Albany was $1.25 per net ton, and
to St. Joseph 70 cents per net ton, but after the case was submitted
defendant voluntarily reduced its rate from the Centerville district
The Commission found that so far as
to Albany to $1 per ton.
shown by the evidence there is no competition between Albany
and St. Joseph. St. Joseph ships no coal to Albany, Albany ships
no coal to St. Joseph, and neither competes with the other in common territory for the sale of coal. Albany is not in reality interested in the rates to St. Joseph except as they afford a basis of
The Commission declared that there is practically
comparison.
nothing in the record to warrant a finding that the $1.25 rate was
unreasonable in itself, or that the present rate of $1 is excessive. It
also held that it is equally evident that the charge of unjust discrimination has not been established. The case presented by the
record did not indicate tne violation of any provision of the law
and the complaint was therefore dismissed.
trict, in

The Brooklyn Ferry Company of New York, which went into
the hands of a receiver on October 16, 190t>, is about to abandon
service on its seven lines of ferries across the East river. The property has not yet been sold. The sale under foreclosure was ordered
last December aud it was then offered to the city for $13,000,000,
but the city refused. The company owns five lines, running from
the foot of Broadway, Brooklyn, to Roosevelt, 23d, 42d and Grand
streets, Manhattan, and from Grand street, Brooklyn, to Grand
street, Manhattan.
It leases the two lines from Greenpoint avenue,
An Unsupported Complaint from Dallas.
Brooklyn to 10th and 23d streets, Manhattan.
The ferry company at the time of its failure operated 18 boats
The Commission, in an opinion rendered by Commissioner Harof its own and leased five, but the competition of the new Williams- lan, has announced its decision in the case of the Dallas Freight
burg bridge proved too much for the old ferry service. The com- Bureau against the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and others. The company has outstanding $8,500,000 capital stock and $6,500,000 bonds. plaint involved rates on agricultural implements, axes, pig iron,
On August 1, 1906, the company defaulted the interest on the bonds whisky and other commodities from St. Louis to Dallas. Complaint
and also certain ferry rentals. A committee of reorganization was was also made of the rates on sugar, molasses and glucose from New
formed then, but it now seems that the receiver is convinced that Orleans to Dallas. The Commission held that the record disclosed
the successful reorganization of the company is impracticable.
no sufficient basis for an order, and the complaint was dismissed
without prejudice; and it was further decided that: the CommisDisastrous Derailnnent at Shrewsbury,

England.

A

press despatch of Tuesday last reports the derailment of a
passenger train while passing over a curve at high speed on the
London & North Western, at Shrewsbury, early on the morning of
that day, killing ten passengers and six trainmen and mail clerks
and injuring a large number of persons. The derailment occurred
at a point where the speed limit rule is 10 miles an hour.
The
engine and all of the cars but one were wrecked.

New Hudson

River Steamboat Line.

The New York & Albany Transportation Company has been
Incorporated to operate a line of freight and passenger steamboats
between New York and Albany. The company has botight two
boats, one of which is the Saratoga, formerly on the Troy Line.
Wharfs have been secured in Albany, and the New York terminal
Is to be arranged for soon.
Both a day and a night service may be
started by next April, and perhaps the company will ultimately
run lines to Long Island Sound and points on the Atlantic coast.
Short on Theory; Long on Practice.

As a supplement to our report of the convention of railioad
commissioners at Washington we copy the following from the New
York Commercial: "Commissioner Stanton. Montana's representative, sketched the history of Montana, told two or three stories,
related thrilling experiences of the early pioneers and toward the
conclusion of his speech .tald a thing or two about railroad regulation.
He told the convention frankly that he was a novice at the
railroad game.
" 'Our board was established seven months ago.' he said.
'We're
new at the business out in Montana, but we are doing things: we're
short on theory, but long on practice. There was a road out there
that refused to run a train. We ordered them to do it. They did.
That road,' he continued with a smile, 'won't make any money for
years to come.' This Btatement brought down the house.
" 'The pioneers went Into Montana In order that their descendants might wear patent leather shoes and ride In automobiles. We
Intend to gee to it that everybody Is afforded an opfjorlunliy to
•'
*
ride on the wteam cars.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Coal

The

Interstate

Rates on Burlington Upheld.

Commerce Commission,

man Knapp, has announced

In an opinion by Chairdecision In the rase of the Albany Pro-

duce Co. V. the Chicago, Burlington & Qiilncy. In their petition
complainants alleged that the rate exacted by defendant for transportlng coal In carloads from shipping points In the Centerville dis-

.sion is authorized under the act to order a reduction in rates only
when upon complaint made it is of the opinion that such rates are
unjust, or unreasonable, or unjustly discriminatory, or unduly preferential: complainants must therefore prove the issues that they raise
or make out a prima facie case sufficiently clear and strong to re-

quire the Commission in the public interest to enter upon an investigation of its own motion. Neither of these requirements is satisfied by a comparison, without any other showing, of the rates complained of. from St. Louis to Dallas, with rates between points in
other and distant localities where different physical, competitive
and traffic conditions exist. Shippers have ample opportunity for
personally laying their troubles before the Commission and thus
.showing the actual results of the rates complained of upon their
business.
In this case no person interested in such rates appeared
as a witness, and the only testimony offered was that of the secretary of a freight bureau having no personal knowledge of the effect
of the rates upon the merchants dealing in the commodities involved
and whose testimony is limited to a comparison of the rates attacked with rates on the same commodities for equal distances in
other parts of the country, where the traffic is much more dense.
Commissioner Clements did not concur in the conclusions of the

Commission.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The Fort

Pitt Bridge Works, Pittsburgh, Pa., has opened an
Chicago with A. R. Young, C.E., in charge. He is located
Fisher building.

office in

in the

The Duff Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh. Pa., has an order
from the South Manchurlan Railroad for 450 Duff ball-bearing screw
jacks of 35-lbs. capacity.

The Washington Terminal
shops just built

In

swivel vises from
burgh. Pa.

Co.

has ordered, for use In

Its

Washington, a large number of double and
The Pillsburgh Automatic Vise & Tool Co.,

new

single
Pitts-

The Central Inspection Bureau, New York, Is Inspecting a number of electric double-truck passenger and express cars for the Buffalo. Lockport & Rochester at the works of the Nlles Car & Manufacturing Co., Nlles, Ohio.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee. Wis., which
some months ago bought the Wirt Electric Co. of PbiladeUihia. has
consoliilaled that business with its New York plant at Park avenue
and 130th street, where the manufacture of Wirt apparatus will be
continued.

The Central Inspcdjon Bureau. New York, has just finished Inspecting a large number of flat bottom gondola cars for the Newburg
& South Shore at the works of the Pres.sed Steel Car Co. The bureau
has a contract with the Emienton Refining Company for inspecting
a number of tank car.'j at this same plant.
The Marlon Steam Shovel Company, Marlon, Ohio,

Is

now

turn-

OcTOua
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ln( out about 30 thovelB > month. A few muntha ago the company
Orat contract «l:ti the Uthmlan Canal Commlaaloo, auU li
iiubmltte«l to tbe commlMilou bldx (or aornu lUV-ton ahovela
(or whiib cuntracla have not on yet U-t-u award^'d.

made It*
baa now

G. L. L. UavlH ha« rrMlKnod ua UeniTal Sali-a AKvnt of tbi- (Seneral CaatlnKa Co., Veruuu, Ta., (u bctumu (Jenvrul Sales AKcnt
of tb« V. S. .Metal * .ManufttcturtUK Co., 25 Uroad atrvel. New York
City.
Mr. Uavia baa b«jen IdeuUfled with the railroad aupply bualneaa for a number of yeara.

CharleB ManHel It Co.. 43 Wall street. New York, have been engaged by ilie North I'latte & Kn<'ani|inieiit Canal Co. to muke the
aurveya, plan:! and estimates and lo take c-harge of the building of
a canal for IrrlgatlDg !)3,UUU acrns of iai\d extending from Saratoga,
Wyo., south to tbe Colorado stute line. The canal U lo have a
capacity of l.OOO cu. ft. per second. A hydro-electric plant will also
be built.
Dr. E. Rosenberg, whose book "Klectrical Engineering" was reviewed In the llatlroad Gazelle ot September '^7, Is no longer Chief
Klectrica! Engineer for Korting Bros., Hanover, Germany.
He Is
now an Electrical Consulting Engineer, with an office at Klrcb-slrasse
Dr. Kosenberg has had long experience In large
6, Berlin, N. \V.
electrical manufacturing woiks and is particularly well-known for
the Rosenberg direct current and train lighting generators, several

which are in operation in Europe and Asiatic Turkey.
Bowling, .Manager of the railroad and steam.ship department of The I'hlllp Carey .Manufacturing Co., l^orkland, Cincinnati,
Ohio, has moved Into new olDct^s at 132T Majestic building, Detroit,
Mich. The company Is carrying out Its contract for pipe covering
at the iifcw Washington Union Station, where it will apply about
It has Just finished
175,000 worth of 85 per cent, magnesia covering.
a contract for the St. l>ouis & San Francisco for flexible cement
rooQng bnd is now applying about 20 carloads ot roofing at the
National Tube Company's plant at McKeesport, Pa.

hundred

of

S. J.
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MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
I

for iaif ot conveniiniu and

rtf/ulor mt€H»ui of railroad con>ral<o««
trtginttring tocittUt, €le.. (ce adtrrlitimg page 24.)

American Society

American Society

Iron

and

Steel.

The Wisconsin & Noi tbcrn has given an order

for 5,000

tons

of rails.

The Terminal Railroad Association

of St.

Louis has ordered

2,500 tons of rails.

The Ameri<an Bridge Company has an order
stfcl

from an

tor 1,000 tons ot

Youghiogeny river.
reported, has ordered a

electric line for a bridge over the

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, it is
large quantity of rails from the Colorado Fuel
also 6,000 tons from the Illinois Steel Company.

&

Iron

Company;

OBITUARY NOTICES.

of 82.

American Railway Association.
special meeting of this Association will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City, Octolier 30, to take the place
ot the regular session appointed to be held at Norfolk October 23.
All business intended to be taken up at the regular (all session
Reports will be presented by the
will be considered at New York.
Executive Committee and the Committees on Train Rules, on Car
Service, on Safety Appliances, on Signals, on Statistical Inquiry,
on Standard Cipher Code, on Transportation of Explosives, on
Standard Rail and Wheel Sections, on Standard Location (or Third
Rail Working Conductors, and on Car Efllciency. A First Vice-

President will be elected.

General Passenger Agents.
of General Passenger and Ticket
Agents held its 52d annual convention at Washington beginning on
ot the first session was an
feature
Tuesday ot this week. The
address by President W. W. Finley, ot the Southern Railway. Mr.

The American Association

Flnley characterized the demand tor increased passenger service at
decreased prices as a "hysterical wave ot political agitation." The
absence of complaints of high passenger rates in speciflc cases,
especially when the public had been provided with federal and
state commissions to receive such complaints. Mr. Finley regarded
as significant. The convention began its business with a lively discussion ot what was universally denounced as the interior quality
ot ticket paper now ia general use.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Albany d Susqiirhainta.
succeeding

sent the city of Philadelphia's interest in the road.

Albert C. Murdock, Division Engineer on the Pacific extension
of the Chicago, Mllwaukoo & St. Paul at EUensburg. Wash., died
suddenly on Oitol)er (J. Mr. Murdock was 37 years old. Before

going

to the

St.

Paul a year aso, he was locating engineer on the

Northern Pacific at Tacoma, Wash.

J.

— Henry E. Cooper has been elected

a Director,

H. Rhoades, deceased.

—

Arkansas, Louisiana if Gulf. OflScers ot this company, which is building trom Monroe, La., to Hamburg, Ark., 57 miles, are as folChief Engineer, E. T. Bond, with office at Bastrop, La.;
lows:
Superintendent, W. J. Hiilyer, with office at Monroe; Auditor,
L. E. Smart, with office at Monroe, and Assistant Auditor, V. G.
Savage.

—

Birminpham iC Atlantic. H. M. Atkinson, President, has
been appointed also General Manager, succeeding to some ot the
duties ot G. D. Wadley, who remains Second Vice-President in
charge ot construction.

Atlanta,

—

Henry M. W'hitney has resigned trom the Board
if iMaine.
ot Directors.
W. T. Roden has been appointed Auditor of Disbursements.

Boston

Central of Georgia.

—

C.

Montgomery,

E. James, Chattanooga. Tenn., and R. E.
Ala., have been elected Directors.

—

Chicago. Imlianapolis if Louisville. The authority ot the general
officers has been extended over the Indianapolis & Louisville,
which is an extension recently opened for traffic trom Wallace
Junction, Ind., to Shirley Hill, 55 miles.

Delaware A Eastern.
elected

Alexander M. Fox. a Director of the Pennsylvania, died at Philadelphia last week. Mr. Fox was 83 years old. He was the oldest
Director of the company and was first elected to that office to repre-

Mechanical Engineers.

A

Steiner,

Colonel P. St. J. Lockwood, President of the Danbury & Norwalk, which owns the road operated as the Danbury branch of the
New Yoik, New Haven & Hartford, died on October 12 at the age

of

At the meeting of this society November 12, the principal address will be made by Charles R. Pratt on the Gearless Traction
Electric Elevator, which is being ini-tailed in tbe Singer and Metropolitan Life, New Y'ork's two highest buildingB. The paper will be
discussed by engineers and architects from New Y'ork, Philadelphia
and Chicago, and members of all jirofessions are invited to attend.

hoists,

The More-Jones Brass & Metal Co., St. Louis, Mo., has patented
a new process for making bronze and brass bearings. No sand Is
used In this method, so the danger of grit is avoided. The bearings are cast in composition metallic mold.s, .so made as to avoid
cold shot and keep the metal thoroughly mixed.
Part of the floating top is drawn oft to take away impurities that might be in the
metal and to leave the bearing of uniform beat, thus avoiding
shrinkage and producing a uniform material.
Comparative tests
show the material when cast by this process to be 30 to 50 per cent,
stronger in both cross-breaking and compression strength, varying
with tbe difference in composition. Tbe speciflc gravity of the metal
It is claimed that tbe bearings cast in the
is 5 per cent, greater.
patented process show -10 to 50 per cent, less wear on the metal and
the shaft. The cost of manufacture is not larger than formerly.

of Civil Engineer*.

At the meeting of this society, October 16, a paper wa» presented on the Bracing of Trenches and Tunnels, with Kormulaji for
Earth Pressures, lllusirated with lantern slides, by J. C. Meem. TbLa
paper was printed In the Proctedinga (or August, 11>07.

Tbe

Pilling Air Engine Co., Detroit. Mich., maker of pneumatic
locomotive turntable motors and compressed air hoisting
machinery, will change its name to tbe Detroit Hoist & Machine
Co., a new corporation with JSO.OOU paid up capital stock.
The old
company will still exist with a nominal capital lo protect the name
and good will. Both companies will be controlled by the same
management. The new plant is in operation. Other improvements
will be added in the near future, provision for same having been
made by buying three acres of ground on the Grand Trunk at Milwaukee Junction, one of the besl shipping points in Detroit.

aM

—

L. Greatsinger and J. W. Griggs have been
the Board being increased from 12 to 14

J.

Directors,

members.
<C-

Hudson.

account of

&
is

—

L. H. Stewart, Comptroller, has resigned on
Mr. Stewart has been with the Delaware
health.
Hudson tor 33 years. W. H. Davies. .Assistant Comptroller,
in charge ot Mr. Stewart's duties for the present.

Delaware

ill

Grand Trunk M'estern.—'W. G. Brownlee, General Transportation
Manager ot the Grand Trunk, has been elected a Director o( the
Grand Trunk Western.
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Indianapolis

Louisville.

—See

Chicago, Indianapolis

&

Louisville.

—

Railroad. H. J. Slifer, formerly General Superintendent
of the Central district of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
and more recently Consulting Engineer in New York, has been
appointed Assistant to the President of the Panama Railroad,
with office at Colon.

Panama

Onion

Superintendent at Laurel. Miss., succeeding
signed to go to the Southern.

Xew

York,

yew Haven d

Hartford.

— O. M.

—

John

who was

recent-

F. Stevens,

was

born at Cleveland, Ohio,
His first railin 1842.
road work was in the
United States government military telegraph

—

Western Maryland. Edwin Gould has been elected a Director,
ceeding James H. Hyde.

D. Patterson, re-

J.

Shepard,

ly appointed Assistant to Vice-President

William Mahl, Comptroller, has been elected a Direcsucceeding David Willcox, deceased.

Pacific.

tor,

Vol. XLIII., No. 16.

and

suc-

railroad

service,

which

he entered in
After becoming
Superintendent of Telegraph he was, in 1870,
1S63.

Operating

OfTlcert.

—

Arkansas, Louisiana d Gulf. See this company under Executive.
Financial and Legal Officers.

appointed

tendent of the Oilman,
Clinton & Springfield,
now part of the Illinois
he
In
1874
Central.
Assistant
was
General Superintendent
Louis &
of
the
St.
Southeastern, now part

made

—

Cincinnati, 2feio Orleans d Texas Pacific. Warren S. Andrews, who
was recently appointed General Superintendent of Transportation, was born at Salem,
After leav111., in 1865.
ing high school in 1882
he began railroad work
as a messenger boy on
the Illinois Central.
The next year he went
to the Ohio & Mississippi, now part of the

Baltimore &
Southwestern,

as

Ohio

an

operator, and was later
made train despatcher.
In 18S6 he was made a
train despatcher on the

Great Northern, and in
1893 returned to the Illinois Central as train
despatcher. Six years

he was made
Trainmaster on this
road at Champaign, 111.,
and was then later
later

Master

of Transportation and
later Assistant Superin-

—

Chicago d Korth-^Yestern. L. W. Easterly, Trainmaster at Boone.
Iowa, has been appointed Trainmaster at Council Bluffs, Iowa.
P. W. Aishton, Trainmaster at Eagle Grove. Iowa, succeeds Mr.
Easterly. S. A. Morrison, Trainmaster at Chicago, has been
appointed to the new office of Trainmaster at Clinton, Iowa.
J. G. Cowan, Trainmaster of the Peoria division, succeeds Mr.
Morrison. A. L. Crabbs, chief despatcher of the Galena division,
succeeds Mr. Cowan, with office at Chicago.

the Louisville &
Nashville, and six years
of

was made Superintendent of the New
York & New England, now part of the New York. New Haven &
Hartford. In 1882 he was made Division Superintendent on the
New York, New Haven & Hartford, and was later made Assistant to the President. In 1SS6 he was appointed General Superintendent, and in 1S90. the mileage of the system being much
greater, was made Superintendent of the New York division and
his former office was abolished. In 1903 he was again appointed
General Superintendent, where he remained until his recent
appointment.
later

o.

M.

.si.epar.i.

—

Philadelphia d Reading.- B. H. Bowman, Assistant Trainmaster at
Harrisburg, Pa., has been appointed Assistant Trainmaster at
Rutherford, Pa., succeeding G. O. Sarvis, resigned.

—

W. G. Mason, Superintendent of the Avoyelles
Pacific.
division, has been appointed Superintendent of the Louisiana
division, with office at Bunkie. La., having charge also of the

Texas d

line from Eunice to Bunkie, built by the Louisiana, East and
West, and which was to be part of the Avoyelles division.

Traffic Officers.

—

H. G. Graves has been appointed Gentransferred to Carbon- Chicago d North-Western.
w. s. An.irews.
eral Baggage Agent, succeeding F. D. Taylor, assigned to other
j^,^
j^^ ^^q, he went
duties.
to the Southern, where he served as Trainmaster at Charlotte.
N. C, and later as Assistant Superintendent at Alexandria, Wheeling <£ Lake Erie. S. P. Woodside has been appointed to the
Va., and at Greensboro, N. C.
appointed
Superintendent
He was
new office of Assistant General Freight Agent at Pittsburg, Pa.
of the Washington division of this road in the fall of 1903.
Engineering and Rolling Stock Officeri.
and in 1905 was transferred to the Danville division. Last
winter he was appointed Assistant to the General Manager Arkansas. Louisiana if Oidf. See this company under Executive,
Financial and Legal Officers.
of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, where he remained until his recent promotion.
Bangor d Aroostook. Orlando Stewart, who recently retired as

—

—

Orand Trunk.

— David

—

Crombie,

who was

recently appointed assist-

Superintendent of Motive Power and Equipment,

ant to the general transportation manager, was born at Hamilton, Ont, in 1864.
After a high school education he began railroad work In 1882 as a telegraph operator on the Grand Trunk.
He later became train despatcher and in 1890 went to the Flint
t Pere Marquette, now part of the Pere Marquette, as train
despatcher and car distributor. Four years later he was appointed car service agent and then Superintendent of Car Service
on this road.
In I'JOO he was appointed Superlntendpnt of
Transportation of the Pere Marquette and three years later
went into private buslne.ss at Chatham, Ont. In 1907 he r<'turned to railroad work as Master of Transportation of the
Grand Trunk at London, Ont., which pnosition he held until his
recent promotion.
H. E. Whittenberger, who was recently appointed Superintendent of the Grand Trunk at Montreal, Que., was born in
1864 at Peru, Ind. He began railroad work In 1885 on the
Wabash. In 1897 he was made Trainmaster of the Middle
division of the Grand Trunk, and In 1902 went to the Diiiv.
& Rio Grande as Superintendent. In 1904 he was appointed
Superintendent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Payton, and In
1906 went to the Kansas ('Ity Southern aa Superintendent, where
he remained until his recent appointment.

old.

In
1853 he went to
the Bellefontaine & Indiana, now part of the
Cleveland,
Cincinnati.
Chicago & St. Louis, as

shop

foreman, and In
l.s."i6
returned to the
East as a locomotive
engineer on the Boston
& Lowell, now operated
by the Boston & Maine.
In
1863
he was appointed
general
fore-

man

Missouri.

A. N. Leltnakcr.
Mobile, Jackton

d Kantas City.—A.

F.

Church hag been appointed

74 years
at
Me., and

St.
Albans,
after a common school
education
began railroad work in 1847 as
an apprentice on the
Boston & Maine. After
three years he went to
the Erie as a gang boss.

i

Oklahoma d Oulf.—K. B. Fisher has been appointed General Superintendent, with office at Muskogee, Ind, T., succeeding

is

He was born

of

States
uri«n.i..

.stewHrt.

the

United

government

Chattanooga,
Tenn.
He returned to his former position on the Boston &
Lowell Id 186C. In 1SS2 be went to the New York, Providence
^^^^p^

^^
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*

a part of ih* New York. New Haven * ilanford,
AtaUtant Matter Moiiaulc, and two yeara later waa appelated
Superlotendent of Mo(l\e i'ower of the KItcbburc. lie biut b<-«n
Bupeiliiti-ndent of Motive I'ower aod tlqulpmeni of the UaD(or
A Aruoittuuk ilnce lh\>t. Mr. Stewart la now living at 70 WallInsford Uoad, Urlgbtou. Maita.

U
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now

BoatOD,

tptoial Kiptifmtml.

Air brakaa

W««tlnchoiue
Cnanlogtiam treated

^il-'*

"

'•

liantoo

'

KratUry

I
I

Itrnk.

—

<

*

Matilaoa
Simplex

— I*«rf*cto
IXanumd "8"

.Knglne

I

.1,..^.

I

'uder-

Climax

..u|...-rs

incil

llea.liigbt*

Button if Albany. K. K. Siuae, AaaUtant Chief EnKineer, baa been
appointed to the new ofllce of Engineer of Maintenance of Way.

l"J-iT

Hancock
Trojan

1'.;

Trojan

^

d Pituburg.—i. M. Kloeach, Chief Engineer, baa
go to a coubtructlun lompany at work on the Grand

Buffalo, Rochtsler

resigned tu

Trunk

^

Consolidated
llanloD pDcomatIc
triple slxbl fevd
Railway Steel «pi lug
Alhi ruft

>
.
Sl^r,: r...| iiii.ii. iiior.
«l'il"i!»
Sti-am jtagen

Pacific.

Union Poct/lc— E. K. Fay, general foreman at Omaha. Neb., baa
been appointed Mmatcr Mechanic at Denver, Colo.

Tlri-i.

Valve

.

Nathan and Ohio

driving wheela

Uidrilc
Walachaert

g.-ar

Klre door flange
O'Connor
Draft gear
For 5 engine*, tr»naom radial. Commonwealth Steel Co.
For 25 engines. Miner
Side b-arlUK»
Miner gravity
lumper brum front
Commonwealth Steel Co.
End sill, tender*
For S engine*. Commonwealth Steel Co.
CeDterlng devli-e
For 23 engine*. U. 8. Metal 4 Mfg. Co.
:

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Chicago, Mtliraukee li Ht. Paul is said to be figuring on 5U
Mikado (4-8-4 4 locomotives to be built at It^j West Milwaukee shops.

CAR BUILDING.

The Due West Itailuay, Due West, S. C, which was reported
in our Hd\ance sheet of October 2 as being in the market tor locomotives, has bought second-band locomotives from Joseph E. Uowen,
Norfolk. Va.

The Tehuantcpec Salional

the market for cars.

is In

The Harriman Lines have ordered 25 or more passenger
The Xeic York Central Lines, as reported

in the

Railroad Oaze.te

of September
have ordered 2U ten-wheel locomotives, 99 consolidation locomotives, 60 Pacific locomotives, one lu wheel switching and
10 six-wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. The specifications are as follows:

The Pennsylvania

2",

(Vtl \irat

Uimmtiuna.

of locomotive. .10- Wbecl.

Consolida-

Weight, total, lbs.... 20-J.OOO
Oa drivers. Iba.... 15U.UU0
(•yllndera
21! x L'U In.
tiU
I'laoi. of drivers. Id..
ftad. stay
Boiler, type

234.000
20»,0OO
23 X 32 In.
63
Rad. stay
Strght top

Type

;

Ex. w. -top.
pres

Tubes. .No
Tubes, diameter
Tubes, length
Firebox, length
Firebox width
Urate area. sq. f L
lltg.

sur.,

total,

Water capacity,
Coal

'lot) lbs.

.

.

400
.

::

.

2

In.

Hft.llln.
lUoVs In.
To ^4 la
.

.

.

j4.ya

.

sq.ft.

13

In.

ft. ^s In.

lUH'/u In.
7J14 In.
00.47

3.3::T.U

7.000

gals..

capacity

;

200 lbs.
444

11'

tons.

7.500
12 tons.

201,000
171.000
22 X 2S In.
7U
Rad. stay
Ex. w.top.
20U lbs.
;

37L»

In.
In.
..0.4

7oVi

4.1!14.0
S.iiOO
14 tons.

;

210 lbs.
447

180 lbs.
308
2 In.
lift. 6

In.

19

ft.

lo»%

10 wheel
G-wbeel
Switcblng. Switcblng.
157,000
270.000
270,000
157.000
24 I 28 Id. 21 z 28 lu.
52
57
Rad. stay ; Rad. stay
Kx. w.top. Strght top
2

2 In.

20

ft.

loa

In.

72

In.
Ml In.
In.

«5^

74 In.
5o.4
4.640.3
8.000

32.7
2,690.0
5,100
T/} tons.

12 tons.

The San Antonio d Aransas Pass, which was reported as in the
market In the Railroad (Jazettc of July 26, has ordered eight simple
Pacific oil burning locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works
for January, 1908, delivery.
General Uimensiona.

Type

of locomotive
Weight, total

Cylinders
Boiler, type

working steam pressure

number

230

of tubes
material of tubes

diameter of

Charcoal Iron

tub«?s

2 In.

length of lubes
Firebox, length

13

1%

ft.

71

%

material
grate area

Heating surface, total
capacity, for water
Oil capacity

Tank

gala.
1,800 gals.

Special Equipment.

Westlnghouse
Baldwin speclUcatlons
Keasbey & .Maitisun

Brake-beams

Carnegie

Couplers

Janney

Ileadllgbts
Injector

I'yle

National electric

Natbaa
AJax bronze
Jerome metallic
metallic
Jerome

Journal N'arlngs
rislon rod packings
Valve rod packings
Safety valve

Crosby
Leach

Sanding devices

Nathan

lubricators

Standard Steel Works
Midvale

Springs
Tires, driving wheels

The Delaware d Hudson has ordered 30 simple consolidation
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
Weight, total
Cylinders

Diameter of drivers
Boiler,

type

working steam pressure
"
"

heating surface, total
tubes, number
tubes, material

"
tut>es outside diameter
"
tubes length
Firebox, length

width

maker
Grate area

Tank capacity
Coal

capacity

it

is said,

is

own

contemplating the purchase of new

220.800 lbs.
250.000 "
23 In. x 30 In.
57 "

The Central

Bros.

99.85 sq. ft.
7.800 gals.
14 tons

said,

has ordered 100 cars from the

of

Xew

Jersey has ordered 25 passenger cars from

The Long Island has ordered 50 passenger
& Foundry Company.

cars from the .\mer-

Ican Car

The Wabash denies that it is considering buying
as reported in our advance sheet of October 9.

new equipment,

The Mexican Central denies that it intends to buy any all-steel
passenger coaches, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of October 4.

Chairman

J. S. Clarke.

Alb., Is

Works Committee, Calgary,
on six semi-convertible street

of the Public

asking bids until November

1

cars.

The Producers Tank Line Company,
20 tank cars of 80,000

lbs.

Louisville, Ky., has ordered
capacity from the McGuire-Cumraings

Company.

The Ooodirin Manufacturing Company,
20 tank cars of 80,000

lbs.

St. Louis, has ordered
capacity from the McGuire-Cummings

Company.
The Atchison, Topeka if- Santa Fe has ordered one hundred 40-ft.
refrigerator cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the American Car ft

Foundry Company.

The Due West Railway, Due West, S. C, which was reported
our advance sheet of October 2 as being in the market for cars,
has bought second-hand cars from Joseph E. Bowen. Norfolk, Va.
in

The Louisiille d Xashville, as reported in our advance sheet of
9, will build one hundred 40-ft. refrigerator cars of 50,000

October
lbs.

capacity at

months

its

New

Decatur, Ala., shops during the

first

six

of 1908.

The Union Pacific has ordered 250 Hart convertible steel cars of
100.000 lbs. capacity from the Rodgrer Ballast Car Co. to be built
by the American Car & Foundry Co.

These cars

long, over all.

will

The

Bolsters

Delivery to begin December

weigh 43.000 lbs. and will measure 41 ft.
equipment includes:
Truck. .Simplex; Body, Commonwealth

Brake-shoes
Brnsses
Couplers
Draft rigging
Journal boxes
Springs

Trucks
Wheels

6 in.

special

Damascus

Brake-bonms

493

Worth

it is

Buffalo and

Harlan & Hollingsworth.

sq. ft.

Spellerlzed steel
2 In.
14 ft. 6 "
126 V6 "
114 "

M'estern,

<f

its

The Idaho <f Washington Xonhern has ordered four cabooses
from the Pullman Co.

Wooten, wide firebox
210 lbs.
3,068

said to be building 50 cabooses at

is

The South

15.

General Dimenniont.

Weight on drivers

will build 20 flat cars at its

Pressed Steel Car Co.

"

.">,000

Air brakes
Axles
Boiler lagging

^\'abash,

The Erie
Kent shops.

In.

K4!4 "
Otis steel
17 sq. ft.
1,715

width

Sight feed

The

raclfic

127,000 lbs.
90,000 "
62 in.
lU In. x 24 "
Wagon top
180 lbs.

Weight on drivers
Diameter of drivers
"
"
"
"

The Manistee d Northeastern
shops.

equipment.

l-aclUc.

tion.

Workg stm

cars.

said to be figuring on additional steel cars.

is

.\nierlcan Brake-Shoe

& Foundry

Co.

Hewitt
Climax
Miner

McCord
Railway Steel-Sprlng
side truck frames
& Foundry Co.

Andrews

.American Car

The Sterling Coal Company, Philadelphia. Pa., has ordered 250
from the Cambria Steel ComThese cars will measure 32 ft. 3 in. long, over end sills; 10 ft.

steel coal cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity

pany.
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1%

all, and 10 ft. high, over all; 3U ft. 5 in. long,
wide and 6 ft. 3% in. high, inside measurements. These
measurements are in accordance with Pennsylvania Kailroad spscifications for standard, class "Gla" gondolas, and the special equipment will also be in accordance with these specifications.

9

in.

ft.

6

wide, over

in.

Aransas Pass, as reported in the Railroad
The San Antonio
Gazette of September 20, has ordered si.\ passenger coaches from
the Pullman Company for January, 1908, delivery. These coaches
will measure 60 ft. long, 9 ft. 8 in. wide and 14 ft. H-i in. high, inside
measurements. The special equipment includes:

Vol. XLIII., No. 16.

—

V.M.i.EY Grove, W. Va.
The Baltimore & Ohio has engineers at
work on plans to put in concrete walls at various points to protect
the tracks from high water. The first part of this work to be carried out will be at Valley Grove, where a wall 600 ft. long is to

be built.

After completion of this section the work will be con-

tinf.ed at other points.

iC-

New

Commouwealth

Bolsters

Urake-beams

Caruegle
A.N.VAPOLis,

Lappin
Wesllnghouse
Janney

Brake-shots

Brakes
Couplers
Curtain flxtuiHs
Curtain material

I'intsoh

Truc-ks

The yeic York. Ontario

«{ Western, as reported in our advance
sheet of October 5, is in the market for 10 passenger cars.
Ihese
cars will measure 64 ft. long, over end sills; 10 ft. wide, over side
sills, and 14 ft. 3>2 in. from rail to top of upper deck.
Bodies and
underfraraes will be of wood. The special equipment includes:

.New York, Ontario & Western standard
National Hollow or Siniplex
Amerlean Brake-Slioe vt Koundry Co.
Westiiighouse

Bolsters

Brake-beams
Brake-shoes
Brakes
Brasses
Couplers
Curtain fixtures
Curtain material
Draft rigging

Safety Car Heating

&

New

Trucks

Not yet decided
Lighting, vapor system

Uculd. with Fllion traps
Unilway Steel-Spring
York, Onlario & Western standard

Gould
McKee-Kulier

Vestibules

Wheels

—

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

said, has bought 250 acres
its yards in the vicinity
Reports say that officials of the company admit that
extensions to the shops at Altoona, and at points on the Pitsburgh
division are planned, but deny that definite action has been taken.

of Altoona.

AviAitiLLo,

Valley

Tf:.N.

— Land,

& Northeastern

Chicago,

it is said, has been bought by the Pecos
as a site for shops, also for a roundhouse.

—

The Baltimore & Ohio is said to be buying land
new freight terminal at Van Buren and Jefferson

Ii.i..

as a site for a
streets.

—Action

soon be taken by the City Counbonds as its share of the
cost of a viaduct to be built over the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern
tracks. The railroad to pay $158,000.
Ci.Nci.N.XATi.

cil

Ohio.

on the proposition

will

to issue 1298,000 of

—

GiBSLANii, I.A. The Ix>uisiana & North West Is planning to put
up a two-story freighthouse on the present site of its shops, and to
put up a new foundry and machine shop in another location.

—

Jkis.skv City, N. J.
Contracts are reported let by the Erie to
Mullen & McDermott for the sub-structure and to the American
Bridge Company for the superstructure of a bridge to be built over

the Harkensack river.

The work

will

involve the construction of

about four miles of new double-track on the Newark and Greenwood
L.ake lines, and is expected to be finished by July of next year.

—

I»so Island City, N. Y. Plans are reported made for the main
terminal building of the Belmont tunnel (New York & Long Island).
The proposed building Is lo be six stories high and I.'iO ft. x 17.'> ft.

—

MiLWAi

KKK, Wis.
A resolution has been inlroduced providing
for the elimination of 12 grade crossings on the Northern division
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
The cost of the work will
be between J750,000 and $1,000,000.

Nkw York,
damaged by

N. Y.

flre;

— The

East 14th street car barns were recently

loas about $400,000.

—

RK.NI--BKV1-, Ont.
Survpyor.i are at work locating a site for
freight shed and sidings for the Canadian Pacific here.

Calgary (Alb.) Street Railway. Bids are wanted November 1
Clarke, Chairman of Public Works committee, for building
12 mile.s of line, also the overhead line work, and a steel bridge
with concrete abutments over the Elbow river.

by

The Pennsylvania, it is
new shops and for e.xtending

Ai.TotJXA, Pa.

—

Beai .MONT & Great Northern. This road, which operates a line
fiom Trinity, Tex., east to Livingston, 30 miles, is said to be planning to build an extension from Livingston southeast to Beaumont,

—

Sberwin-Williams

I'latforms

Springs

—

Bahtlesvii.le 1ntei!ii:ba.\. Ccitracts are reported let tor building this proposed line irom Bartlesviile, Okla., noith to Uewey, four
miles. J. J. Ciirl, President, Bartlesviile, Ind. T.

Boston & Albany. Assistant General Manager Hustis in a newspaper statement says that about 26 miles of new third main track
will be ready for use this winter, and that nine miles more has been
authorized.
The four-track section will be extended from Lake
Crossing, Mass., westward to South Framingham. The sections of
the new third track are between East Chatham and Richmond Furnace; Pittsfleld and Dalton, and South Spencer and Charlton. Contractors are being engaged for the construction of a section from
Rensselaer to Van Hoeseu.

National

Texoderm
Uould

Heating system

Balti-

60 miles.

Brady
Gould

Light
Paint

Washington,

Atlanta, Birxu-noiiam & Atlantic. President H. M. Atkinson,
company, is quoted as saying that the Alabama division will
be in operation this month west to Talladega. The Atlanta branch
is to be finished about December 1, when trains will be run from
Atlanta to Brunswick. By July of next year it is expected to have
all the extensions finished and the entire line in operation from
Brunswick, Ga., to Birmingham, Ala.

-Murphy Varnish Co.
Standard Steel
S. A. & A. P. standard
Standard Steel Works
S. A. & .\. I', standard

I'alnt

Etc.

of this

Symington

riatforms
Koofs
Springs

— See

—

Korsytli

I'ullman standard

Journal boxes
Light

Surveys,

Incorporations,

Wasihnuton & BALTIMORE.

more & Annapolis.

Pantasote

Uoor fastcDlngs

of land for

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

ii

now

—

Rm'KPnRT. I.NTi. Surveys are being made to locate the site of
the propo.><ed bridge to be built over the Ohio river here.
RoHHiTT.R JiMTioN-, Pa.— Contracts are reported let to James K.
Long & Son for putting up a passenger station here, and to Adams
k Neal for the masonry work. The building Is to be used Jointly
by the Pennsylvania and the New York Central.

S. J.

Calii'Or.nia

Northeastern.

— See

Southern

Pacific.

—

Canadian Pacific. Application, it is said, will be made by this
company to Parliament at its next meeting for authority to build
a branch from Killam, Alb., in township 44, ranges 13 and 14, west
of the fourth meridian,

northwest

to Strathcona,

Carolina & Tennessee Southern.

—

— See

about 80 miles.

Southern.

Colorado Roads. Funds, it is said, have been secured
Larson and associates, of Rawlins, Wyo., to build a line from
boat Springs, Colo., north via Rawlins, on the Union Pacific,
northwest to Lander, on the Chicago & North-Western, 225

by H.
Steamthence
miles.

—

Denver & Rio Grande. Local reports say that surveys are under
way for a line from Charaa, N. Mex., southeast to a junction with
the present Santa Fe-Antonito line at Servilleta, 60 miles.
E.NSi.EY

Southern.

— See

Fairmont & Southern.

Southern.

—Bids,

It Is said, will soon be asked for
building this line, projected from Bellington, W. Va., north to Pittsburgh, Pa., 125 miles.
(Sept. 20, p. 339.)

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. Considerable progress is being made by
company on the main line west of Winnipeg.
Treat
& Johnston, who have the contract between Winnipeg and Portage
la Prairie, 56 miles, will have the greater part of this work under
way before winter, and expect to finish the grading about a month
iifler the commencement of work next spring.
McDonald & Mcthis

who have

the conliact from Portage la Prairie west to
expect to have the work finished this month.
Track has been laid from Portage la Prairie west for about 200
miles.
It Is said that the line will not be finished to Saskatoon this
fall as the Canadian While Company will not finish the grading on
its contract between Touchwood
Hills and Saskatoon, 140 miles,
for at lea-st two months after the commencement of work next spring.
Foley. Larsen & Co., who have the work from Saskatoon to Edinoninii. ii")!) miles, have grading finished from Saskatoon west for 200
miles, and expect to have all the work finished next fall in time
lo move the 1908 grain crop from that section.
The National-Transcontinental Railway Commission Is said to expect that the contractors building the seclions from Winnipeg east to Moncton, N. B:,
6ti() miles, will carry on work all winter.
It Is estimated that 18.000
men arc now at work on these contracts, and on the western section
bet ween Winnipeg and the Pacific coast and other railroad construction in this section about 20,000 meu are at work.
.Millan,

Touchwood

HilLs,

OcTom
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Contract*. It li Mid, will •bortly be let by thU company (or
bulldlns 200 mllea o( main line from Bdmoniou. Alb., went.
(Si L>'.

SanU

A

BcAi'Mo.xT

NoKTiir.ii.x.— See

(iiu:AT

Uulf,

Colorado

ft

Ke.

a Ka>ha8 City.— See

Ot'LT, Bkai'mu.xt

Uulf. Colorado

* Santa

Fe.

—

Gi'ur, CuutRAWJ k Sa.xta Kiu
Tbia company bait Oled an amendto lt<< rharter In accordance with the law paased by the lant
'irUInc It lu absorb un.l ii|»'rutu the (Julf, lieaumont
•• Gulf.
Ucauniuiit & tlr.at .Northrrn. and the Texas

ment

l^Ki-

* K

'

and to build an fxicu.sioii u( the (iulf, Ucaumont
KaiL-Hts Cu> from Center, Tex., lut present uurlliern terminus
northwcHt to TImpKOU, where connection Is to be made with the
Texas k Uulf. The latter Is also to be extended north from Longview to a point on the Red river, about I'lii miles. (April lit, p. ri65.)

*
A

(.i

-

I

—

Incor|K)rated In Oklahoma with $36,000,000
Oii»- Simar Li.\»:
capital to build a line from Kansas City, .Mo., southwest via Olathe,

Ottawa, Emporia. Marlon, .McPherson and Hutchinson, Kan., thence
through Uklahomn and Texas to I'ort Lavaco, Tex., on MataRorda
bay, 1.500 miles. Including branches In Kansas. The incorporators
Include:
C. K. Bridge and T. Ragsdale, of Topeka, Kan.: L. E.
Potts and J. P. Byrne, of Oklahoma City, and F. .\. Jerran, of La
Junta.

— See Southern.
— See Southern.
Tkxas. — Reports are again

Lick E.xtensio.n.

jA8PtB-FKi:.Ncii

McMPitis & Cu.iTTASoooA.
Mi.-*stiiRi.

&

K.\.\SA.s

thU company

that

will

Colmesnell northeast

Nkw Yobk &

e.Ytend

being revived
rrinity-Colmesnell line from

its

to Shit-veport, La., 125 miles.

—

The south tube of the tunnel under
the East river has been tinishect by the Degnon Construction (Company and turned over to the railroad, which will equip It for operation.
The north tube was lurued over by the builders some time ago.
Lo.vG IsLA.NU.

—

New YoiiK Si hwavs. The New York State Public Service Commission has approved the project to build the "Fourth avenue subway" in the Borough of Brooklyn, and bids for the work will be
(June 7,
asked for shortly.
The estimated cost is $25,000,000.
p.

819.)

—

NoBTH & SoiTH Texas. This company, which is building from
Lufkin. Tex., southwest to Groveton, 31 miles, it is said, has plans
made for its proposed line south to Houston, about i>0 miles. (July
5, p. 27.)

Oklaiu).ma Citv

(

Ei.EtTKic

)

.

— This

company, operating 30 miles

Oklahoma City and suburbs, and which is building an extension to connect with the lines it owns at Guthrie, has
changed Its name to the Oklahoma Railway Company. The capita)
of electric lines in

stock has been Increased from $1,000,000 to $3,000,000 and the re
vised charter provides for operating lines to include Guthrie, Nor
man, Yukon, Oklahoma and Spencer or Choctaw City. The directors are:
A. H. Clas.=^en, J. \V. Shartel, H. M. Brauer, E. \V. Cooke,
G. H. Brauer, G. W. Ford and J. M. Owen, all of Oklahoma City.

Oklahoma Railway. — See Oklahoma
Okolo.na-Biu Cbeek.
Oi-ELoi-SAS,

Glxf &

— See

City.

— See

Texas &

Pacific.

—

to

hail

to the northern

about four miles.
track

subway

to

limit of the city

near Clearfield

street,

The plans include an extension north for a fourOIney avenue. George W. Goddard. Presider.l; M.

Harris and C. Willing are also interested

1

ready for erection.
Construction of the Jasper-French Lick Extension from Jasper,
Ind., northeast to French Lick, 24.7 miles, including a tunnel 2,000 ft.
long, is nearlng completion, and it is expected to put the line In
operation next month.
The extension of the Okolona-Big Creek In Mississippi from
Vardaman. Miss., to Calhoun, 8.2 miles, was put in operation last
December.
.

Philadelphia Sluway Terminal. Incorporated in Pennsylvania
build a six-track subway under North Broad street from the

city

1

—

Southern Pac ifk
It is said that a line
Lake Arthur, La., to Gueydam. 10 miles, which

Southern.

NOKTIIEA.STEK.N.
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Includes • tunnel 1.800 ft. long. Grading haa be«n flnltbed on 2.26
mile* near Galv>-Rton, Va. Second-track work between Peyton, Ga..
and AuKtell.
56 mlliK. ba» l>e<'n nnlHhed with the exception ol a
bridge over ih.- Chattahooi bee rivi-r.
On the Kuoxviilc dlvlhlon during the year ilouble-trark has l)een
laid from KiKmlll<-, Tenn, to .Mawoi, 12 25 mil'i*. and from Jofferaon City, Tenn.. to .New Line, 10.32 mile.4. Work is nearlng completion on the sc'-tion between Maacot and Jefferson City, 14.3 mllea;
this Included a new double-track bridge over the HoUton river, and
it is expt-cted to have the entire line between Knoxvllle and New
Line In operation this year. Urudlng work Is almost flnlsbed for
a second-track between Asheville. N. C, and Craggy. 4.4 miles. A
new concrete viaduct has Ijoen built over the French Broad river on
this section.
At the close of the year about half the double-track
work between Ooltewah Junction. Tenn.. and CItico, 13.75 miles,
was finished. In addition the company Is building under the name
of the Carolina A Tennessee Southern, a line from Bushnell, N. C,
west along the northern bank of the Little Tennessee river to the
North Carolina-Tennessee state line. 26 miles. On this grading Is
finished from Bushnell for 15.4 miles.
From the slate line the company is further extending this line under the name of the Tennessee
& Carolina Southern to Maryvllle. Tenn., 38.8 miles; on the latter
grading bus keen finished for 37.4 miles. On the completion of this
work, the company will have a continuous line from Bushnell, N. C,
west to Maryvllle, Tenn., 64.8 miles, with maximum grades of half
of 1 per cent.
The Ensley Southern is being extended from its present terminus at Short Creek, Ala., northwest to Coal Creek, 3.39 miles;
about half of the track has been laid. A spur is also being built to
Coal Creek. 1.47 miles.
During the year work has been continued on the Memphis A
Chattanooga from Chattanooga, Tenn.. crossing the Tennessee river
at the Narrows, thence through the valley of the Tennessee to a connection with the Memphis division at Stevenson, Ala., 42 miles.
Grading and masonry work on the line from a point on the belt
line near Chattanooga to the east portal of Lookout mountain tunnel is about 90 per cent, finished. The double-track tunnel through
Lookout mountain, 3.500 ft. long, is about finished, only the arching
near the portals remaining to be done. Both approaches for the
Raccoon mountain tunnel are finished and tunnel excavation is
under way. About 25 per cent, of the grading from Raccoon mounFrom this point
tain to the Tennessee river crossing is finished.
to the state line all the grading and masonry, including the crossing at Battle creek, Sequatchi river and Tennessee river, are finished
and 1.3 miles of track have been laid from South Pittsburgh, Tenn.
The bridge over Valley creek is in place and the other structures for
Sequatchi river and Tennessee river crossing are on the ground

In the project.

will be built

from

will give the road
a shorter line to New Orleans than its present route. A bridge will
The shortening of the line is debe built over Nenientou river.
cided on be;'ause ot the early opening of the Colorado Southern, New
Orleans & Pacific's line from Houston, Tex., to New Orleans, which
will

compete with the Southern

Pacific.

The California Northeastern, under construction from Weed,
Cal., rorth to Klamath Falls, is now in operation from Weed north
for 40 miles, and about the first of next month will be finished to
miles.
Beyond this point a tunnel which is now being
Dorris,
bored will delay the completion of the line to Klamath Falls until
i\:)

—

Louis SoiTiiwESTEH-N. Announcement is made that this company has plans ready for freight terminal Improvempnts at Fort
Worth, Tex., to cost about $500,000. A new main track is ti be
laid between Fort Worth and North Fort Worth; yard facilities are
to be enlarged and a new steel and concrete bridge built across the
St.

Trinity river at that place.

—

1907,

;

This part of the line
first

of the year.

is

spring.

Tenne.ssee & Cahoi.i.na Southern.

Texas & Gulf.— See

expected

to

be put in operation about the

Between Winesap and Durmid, including a line
6.9 miles, the work is heavy and

through the city of Lynchburg.

— See

Gulf. Colorado

Southern.

& Santa

Fe.

— The

Opelousas, Gulf & Northeastern began
running passenger trains over its line October 2 from Melville. La.,
southwest to Crowley, 60 miles. (Sept.. 13, p. 308.)

Texah & Pacieic.

South Eii.v. The report of this company for the year en«led June
shows that double-track work and revision of grades and
curvature was finished during the year on 200.81 miles. On the
completion of alioiit S5 milts more second-track will be laid from
Orange, Va., to Charlotte, N. C. between Clinton, Tenn., and Kiioxvllle, and between Asheville, N. C, and Morrlslown, Tenn.
During
the year second-track has been laid between Pomona and Highpoint, 11.9 miles; between Highpoint and Spencer, 32.3 miles. This
provides double-track between Goldsboro. N. C. and Spencer. Work
is under way between Winesap, \'a.. and Sycamore, and grading
is about finished between Durmid, Va.. and Sycamore. 30 miles.
30,

next

Twin City & L.vkk Si pkkior (Ei.kutrk).— This company, which
building a third rail protected line from St. Paul. Minn., to
Superior Wis. 12.'j miles, air line, has graded over 30 miles, and
will fini.^h the first section of 49 miles about the first of November.
It is expected that the whole line will be in operation by July 1. 1909.
is

—

WASiiiNinoN, Baltimore & Annapolis (Electric). This company, building a hlgh-spted electric line from Washington, D. C,
northeast to Baltimore. 33 miles, has grading about finished and
track laid for 75 per cent, of the way. The line is double-tracked
throughout and has easy grades. The work includes a steel viaduct
about half a mile long over the Palapsco river entering Baltimore.
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When

this work Is finished on the main line, the company proposes
to electrify the Annapolis, Washington & Baltimore, which It owns,

from a junction with

its

main

line at

Academy Junction

to 11.9 per cent, on the capital stock. The surplus for
the year was $2,156,000, a decrease of $3,029,000.

amounts

east to

Annapolis, 14 miles, and will operate
branch.
The line extends also west
Annapolis Junction, on the Baltimore &
ington, Berwyn & Laurel (Electric), in

this line as its Annapolis
from Academy Junction to
Ohio, six miles. The Washoperation from Washington
via Hyatlsville to Laurel, Md., 16 miles, also owned by this company,
is to be reached by building a connecting line from Annapolis Junc-

&

L.\UBEL (Electric).

— See

it

time, because of the time needed for counting proxies. A committee consisting of L. C. Fritch, Assistant to the President;
C. E. Wenman. formerly Assistant Secretary, and E. S. Conway,
was appointed to sort the proxies. Stuyvesant Fish has secured an injunction restraining the Harriman interests from
voting 286,731 shares owned by the Union Pacific, the Railroad
Securities Company and the Mutual Life Insurance Company,
on the ground that it is against the law of Illinois to have its
roads managed by outside corporations. The injunction only
restrains the voting of these shares in case the Harriman in-

Washington,

—

dent, Cincinnati, Ohio.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

Boston & Maine.

— See Chicago Terminal
— See Maine Central.

Chicago

If they prove
terests have not got a majority without them.
necessary to Harriman control, the meeting is to be adjourned
to December to give these interests time to show cause for removing the injunction.

Transfer.

Electric. A. C. Frost & Co.. Chicago,
are offering a block of the authorized Wisconsin division first
mortgage. 5 per cent, bonds. The division runs from Lake
Bluff to Milwaukee. 110 miles, and is to be opened for traffic by

November

15.

— See Chicago Terminal Transfer.
Paul. — Judge Smith McPherson in the

Chicago, Burlington

& Quinct.

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

federal court sitting at Kansas City, Mo., has granted a temporary injunction restraining the Secretary of State of Missouri from trying to forfeit the St. Paul's charter, which step

was threatened under a recent Missouri law forbidding
roads from transferring to federal courts damage suits
against them in state courts.

rail-

filed

—

Chicago Terminal Transfer. The annual meeting has been postponed until January 15. It is understood that the Baltimore &
Ohio interests have reached an understanding with the Burlington interests according to which the latter will abandon
suits attacking the Baltimore & Ohio ownership of the property, and the Baltimore & Ohio will buy the preferred stock
held by minority holders and admit the Burlington as a tenant.

—

Mexican Central. President Diaz of Mexico, in his recent message
to Congress, announced that the proposed merger of the Mexican Central with the National Railroad of Mexico is being held
up pending an improvement in the money market.

National Railroad of Mexico.

—

—

was

—

This company, which has $10,000,000 common stock.
has created an issue of $10,000,000 preferred stock. The road
runs from Lelter, W. Va., to Charlestown, 198 miles, with

and the company also owns 100,000 acres of coal
There are $9,268,000 5 per cent, first mortgage bonds of
1919 outstanding, and the increase in capital stock Is under-

branches,
lands.

stood to be in connection with
bonded debt to $5,000,000.

a proposed reduction

of the

Council City & Sou)mon Rimch.— J. B. Gedney has been appointed
Receiver of this road, which has built 35 miles of road from
Penelope Creek, Alaska, to Dickson, and is projected to Candle,
Seward Peninsula, 65 miles farther. There Is outstanding
$895,460 capital stock and $347,000 6 per cent, bonds due May
The receiver.ship proceedings were brought by offlcfr.i
1, 1908.
of the company. It la said that the road ran only be operated
from the first of June to the middle of October because of
heavy snow the rest of the year.
Detroit Umted Railway.— This company has passed Its quarterly
A
dividend of 1 1/, per cent, on the $12,500,000 capital stork.
large part of the surplus was used for new equipment and
securities
market
money
present
Improvements, because In the
The
to pay for these could not be advantageously Issued.
annual rate has been 5 per cent, since August, 1905, and for
four years before that It was 4 per cent.

—

Kstlmated gross earnings of the lines directly operated, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1907, were $50,04S.(i()0.
an Increase of $3,788,000; net e.nrnlngs. after taxes. $18,563,000. a
decrease of $2,958,000. Other Income was $3,415,000, an Increase
of $1,213,000.
Charges decreased slightly and the appropriations for Improvements and equipment amounted to $4.93.'),0()0,
The balance available for dividends
a derrea-ie of $196,000.
was $12,963,000. equal to 8.6 per cent, on the capital stock. This
The
balance Is $1,522,000 less than In the previous year.

Great Northern.

balance

before

the

Y'ork,
all

announce

or any part

$10,000,000 of the $50,000,000 Pennsylvania Company's 4i.^
per cent, collateral trust improvement notes, due November 1,

of

$861,000, which compares with a deficit of
$1,148,000 at the end of the previous year.

Coal & Coke.

Mexican Central.

Pennsylvania Company. Kuhn, Loeb & Co., New
that they will buy at once at par and interest

ended June

after charges

—See

—

Pacific Traction Company. This company, which was recently incorporated in Maine and has acquired franchises and street
railroads in Tacoma. Wash., has made a first mortgage to the
Bankers' Trust Company of New York as trustee, securing an
issue of $2,000,000 5 per cent. 20-year bonds of July 1. 1907.
It intends to acquire other franchises and to build street railways in Tacoma and Olympia, as well as a connecting line between those cities,

Hamilton & Dayton.- Gross earnings for the year
30, 1907, were $8,946,000, an increase of $548,000;
The deficit
net earnings, $1,885,000, an increase of $398,000.

Cincinnati,

—

Centkai,. A quarterly dividend of 2 per cent, was paid on
October 1 on the $4,918,000 stock. The annual rate has been 7
per cent, for the last four years and before that it was 6 per
cent.
Over half of the stock is owned by the Boston & Maine.

Maine

—

& Milwaukee

CENTRAL.^The annual meeting began on October 17, but
was expected that no business would be transacted for some

Illinois

Yaxktox. Wichita & Houston. Surveys are reported being
made by this company from Maple City, Kan., south through Oklahoma for 300 miles. The company proposes to build a line from
Yankton, S. Dak., south to the gulf of Mexico. Fremont Hill, Presi-

Baltimore & Ohio.

—

This company, which operates a road from
Hawkinsville, Ga., to Bridgeboro, 77 miles, of which 14 miles
are leased with option of purchase, has asked permission to
(May 31, p. 760.)
issue $325,000 5 per cent, first mortgage bonds.

Gulf Line Railway.

tion to Laurel, about four miles.

Washi.vgton-. Bebwv.n
Baltimore & Annapolis.

Vol. XLIII., No. 16.

above deduction for Improvements,

etc.,

1907.
St.

—

Louis & San Francisco. Francis, Bro. & Co., St. Louis, are
offering at a price to yield 6 per cent. $340,000 of an authorized
issue of $359,000 5 per cent, equipment notes, dated March 1,
$19,000 on March 1, 1908, semi1907, and maturing as follows:
annual instalment of $18,000 each from September 1. 1908, to
September 1, 1915, inclusive, and semiannual instalments of
$17,000 each from that date to and including March 1, 1917,
One instalment of $19,000 was paid on September 1, 1907. The
notes are secured on 250 gondola cars and 150 Hart convertible
cars bought from the American Car & Foundry Company,
which endorses the notes.

—

Southern. The average mileage operated in the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1907, was 7,547 miles, an increase of 173 miles. Gross
earnings were $56,657,994, an increase of $3,016,556; net earnings $11,958,712, a decrease of $1,909,587. Interest and rentals
increased from $9,S53.35S to $11,265,616. Only $1,500,000 out of
earnings for the year was paid in dividends on preferred stock,
the usual semi-annual dividend due October 1, 1907, having been
passed. There was appropriated for Improvements, betterments
and charges not to be capitalized. $536,334, which Is $463,493 less
than in the preceding year. The surplus for the year was $253,Out of accumulated surplus a divi987, a decrease of $975,252.
dend of IVj per cent., or $900,000, on the preferred stock was
declared, payable October 17, 1907.

—

This company has registered
with the Secretary of State of Texas $322,000 first mortgage,
5 per cent. 40-year bonds secured on 20 miles of completed road
The road is under
In operation from Hamilton, Tex., north.
construction to Stephenviile. 24 miles farther.

Stephenviile Nouth & South Texas.

—

Railways & I-ionT. The President has sent a circular letannouncing that the directors favor passing
the -semiannual dividend of 1 per cent, on the $12,000,000 capiThe surplus was more than enough
tal slock due November 1.
to meet this payment, but much has been spent for Improvements chargeable to capital account because of the unfavorable
market for Issuing securities tor this purpose.

ToijiDo

ter to stockholders

:

ANNUAL REPORTS.
THE CHICAGO. ROCK ISLAND AND PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY — TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT.
To

Ihe aiu-khiitUrii

oU

Tbr

$3.o«"

:

inrvrlon hcrcwitb •utimlt tbrlr rrport of tbe op«ntlon>
Uuck Ulaad Linn fur (br Oacal jrrar cadetl June 30, 1007.

Tlir H-'dril of
affair. „l ibe

rr«ulla of tbr opcratloDa for tbr jrar wrrc aa follow*

:

Uruaa rarnloc* (lorrMae fO.IMIO.^iOl.Ka, or 17.6
per Mnt.j
t«O.2S8,410.01
OpcrallDg rijivnaca (Incrcaac f5,97t,Uli3.'l7, or
41,044,142.00

17.0 p«r cent.)

pany and
cisco

I

ly
St

k

Rail I

1

the frmlDal com-

LuuU * San Fran-

which

Is

r««r%ed for

further ad'HU'iit, an.l liujirovinrtita
Joint use of these terminals has been granted to tbe Chlcofo k Eaatcm
Illinois Railroad Company.
"«•.
Tbe transfer yard of the Iowa Transfer l:.<
la., referred to In tbe last annual report, )>
'°C
"f
Tbe total amount advance<l by y.
operated.
the cost of this transfer yard was $6.2MU, for whi.h wn> r".-lv.-i| ••.:: »liare«,
par value $6,200, being one Of tb of tbe caplul itork of tbe Iowa Tranifer
'

Net rarDlnci (Incrcaa* 93,023,478.30, or 18.7
IM-r

Other

»J9.1»4.277.»1
74S.1S1.71

ceot.J

lorume

Total Inrome

Tai.

«10,039.450.ei>

•

»l,n70.0.-»H..tl

Railway Company.
Tbe I'eoria Railway Terminal Company, a new corporation, with a capital

lnt.T.-«t

H,27ll,:i0O.O2

stock of $I,lK)0.000 par value, has acquired

Uruial.

1.2;ia.0O4.22 11,188,042.35

&

Net iDcome, after prorldlog for
ll.a per cent, on capital

all chnrees, Iwlnit
atock I f T.I.UOU,.
OOO.OO)
IHvldenda paid (5Vs per cent, on capital stock)..

Surplus for the year

i

Increase

$2.5LV).."i01t.3:i

i

.

.

$8,750,517.07
4,116,728.00
$4,033,780.07

.

Increase in gross earnings was dtsiiuscil of as follows
lu •'Xpemlilures for maintenance of the property (road
<iiulpnieni
Jl.974.508.87
4.1)02.314.60
Increase iu cost of movement and administration
3,U23,478.39
LeaTlng lu net earnings {'M.H per cent, of gross increase)

Tbe

:

Increase

and

Total

(

Increase

In

sross

earnings

$9,000,561.86

Tbe property of the St. Louis, Kansas City & Colorado Railroad Company was taken over for operation on October 1, 1906. Tbe greater portion
of tbe cost thereof was carried last year In the general balance sheet as
advances for construction and e<iuipment.
Tbe capital stock of the Chicago. Uock Island & I'aclflc Kailway Company outstanding at the close of the previous, fiscal year was $74,847,600,
and has since been increased by the issue of $6.31Ht In exchange for a like
amount of cnpliai stock of the Burlington, Cedar Itaplds & Northern Rail-

way Company.
The amount
li>g

June

of capital stock

30, 1907, represents

shown on general balance sheet as outstand-

:

Capital stock of the Chicago. Rock Island & racitic ICiiihviiy
$74,854,100.00
Company, Issued and outstanding
Capital stocii of the Buriingtun. Cedar Rapids & .Vorthi^rn Railway Company and Rock Island & I'eoria Railway Company
outstanding, for the purpose of taking up wliUli there Is
reserved a like amount of the capital stock of the Chicago,
145,000.00
Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company

Total authorized capital stock of the Chicago. Rock Island
raclUc Railway Company

&
$75,000,000.00

Of tbe outstanding capital stock of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern Railway Company, $3,000 Is In the treasury of your company.
During the year the funded debt Increased $13,880,000.
The cost of property and franchises Increased $18,180,162.06. There
were also expended $4,375,221.38 for additions and Improvements.
The line Kordycc to Crossett, .\rk., 36.83 miles, was put In operation
Kebniary I. IU07. and tbe line Tinsman to Kldorado. .\rk.. 35.81 miles, on
June 23. 1907. These two lines compose what was reported a year ago as
tbe uncompleted portion of the Little Rock & Southern Railroad, now a part
That road is laid with
of the Rock Island, Arkansas & I>oulslaua Railroad.
Standard Rock Island build60-lb. steel rail and Is ballasted with gravel.
ings and bridges, including a first class brick depot at Fordyce, Ark., have
Trackage rights have been obtained over the rails of the Louisiana &
Arkansas Railway Company and the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company, to carry the line to Alexandria, La., and It is expected that tbe line
from Alexandria to Eunice. La., will be operated In October, 1907. At this
latter point connection will be made with the Colorado Southern, New Orleans
& racillc Railroad (Frisico), from Houston, Tex., to New Orleans. La.,
eatabltsbing a new through route of Importance to the Rock Island Lines.

The earnings, operating expenses, taxes. Interest, etc., of the operated
portion of the Rock Island. Arkansas & Louisiana lines were Included In

(Jalveston, Tex.. $98,016.66.
Legislation by the various states which your lines serve, respe<-tlng rates
railroads, has been excessive in quantity and severe
The legislatures of five such states have parsed laws estabin character.
lishing two cents a mile os tbe maximum rate of passenger fare, and other
laws have been passed by tbe several states calling for serious reductions
Doubtless a large part of this legislation has l>een due to
in freight rotes.

and operating methods of

misconception of the actual conditions. At every opportunity it Is the policy
of the officers of your company to endeavor to establish better relations with
the people of tbe various states, and to impress u|Kin them the fact that the
progress of the section of the country traversed by your road, and the continued prosperity thereof, require candid co-operation between the railroads
and the other business Interests. The aim of all must he to promote the
welfare of the country, and it is to be hoped that when the situation Is
thoroughly understood, a spirit of mutual co-operation will be the result.
A complete Inventory of material, fuel and supplies was taken April 30,
1907. and the necessary adjustment of tbe accounts made.
Tbe accounts of your company at tbe close of the fiscal year were examined by Mr. Stephen Little.
It is a pieasuic to acknowledge tbe hearty and necessary co-operation of
officers and employees.
B. L. wi.nciiell.
By order of the Board of Directors.
President.

ROCK ISLAND LINES.
Inromc Account:

Year Ended June 30, 1907, Compared

Average mileage operated
Earnings
I'as-enger
.Mall

Kxpress
.Miscellaneous

Total

GENERAL.
the Industrial department show that there have been
located along tbe Rock Island Lines during the year 327 new enterprises, at
an estimated cost of about $8,000,000. These new enterprises are scheduled
to employ over 8,000 persons.
During the past year your company built or made additions to 58 tracks
to private Industries, and four side tracks to coal mines.
During the fiscal year 100 locomotives, 05 passenger train cars (Including
one passenger motor car), 6.847 freight train cars, one derrick car and two
other road service cars were received and placed in service.
The work of Installing automatic block signals has been pushed, as will
be attested by tbe expenditure of $220,509.58, for new and additional signal
The greater portion of this amount was for the
and interlocking plants.
Installation of automatic block signal apparatus.
To meet the growing demands of increased traflJc. $4,089,034.18 have
been expended for additional and improved terminals at various points.
The new freight depots and yards constructed in St. Ijouls by the Rock
Island-P'rlsco Terminal Railway Company, were put In operation March 1,
1907.
The money was provided Jointly by this company and the St. I^uls
A San Francisco Railroad Company, each company receiving securities of the
terminal company in reimbursement of Its advances.
of

1906-7.
7,780.26

1905-6.
7.218.07

tcith

Previous Year.
Perct.
7.5
562.10

Increase.

$40,663,972.36 $34,093,823.88 $5,068,148.48
lfi.449.7G5.44 13.917.030.64 2.532.734.80
218.237.33
1.138,631.15
1.356.868.48
208.047.67
1,165,718.12
1,373.765.70
73.393.58
320,654.26
394.047.84

17.2
1S.2
10.2
17.8
22.9

$60,238,410.01 $51,237,838.05 $9,000,561.86

17.6

Operating expenses:

way and struc$8,754,306.55
tures
7.184. 12S.0S
Maint. of equipment
Conducfg transportation 23,420.948.42
1.684.668.95
General expenses
.Maint. of

tbe accounts of your company.

Tbe records

of the property of the Peorim

operated Its trains since November 25, 1006, over the line of the St. Loal*
& San Francisco Railroad Company from Wichita, Kan., to Medora, Kan.,
48.07 miles.
During the year your company has advanced on account of tbe Trinity
& Brazos Valley Railway Company, for construction and equipment of that
line, $97,415.50, and on account of construction of Important terminals at

Freight

been erected.

all

Terminal Railway Company, one half of whu»e capital stock was
owned by your company at the date of rendering tbe last annual report. Id
exchange for such capital stock your compuny ha^ received one-half of tbe
capital stock of the Peoria Railway Terminal Company, and the latter company Is now operating tbe property.
Trackage rights were acquired and trains of tbe Chicago, Rock Island
& Gulf Railway Company have been operated since July 1, 1006, over the
Ft. Worth & Denver City Railway Company from Araariilo. Tex., to DalYour company has acquired similar rights and baa
bart, Tex., 82.06 miles.
I'ekln

Total

Net earnings
Other Income

$7,302,480.58 $1.451.0l»6.97
6.G61.466.1S
.122.661.00
19.630.076.17 3.790.872.25
1.47:!.026.6ii
211.642.35

$41,044,142.00 $35.067.05S.5:! $5.;>77.os:!.47 17.0
$19,194,277.91 $10,170,799.32 $3.023. 47S.39 18.7
270.633.55* 26.6
1.015.837.26
743,181.71

$19,939,459.62 $17,186,630.78 $2,752,822.84
$44,148.10
$1,676,038.31 $1.631. S90.21
331.1.30.30
7.748.109.72
8,270.300.02
197.0S0.04
9ns.S47.07
1,105.027.71
Rentals
21.897.14
15.779.37
37,676.51
Improvements on leased lines
Total Income

Taxes

Interest

Total charges
Available for dividends
Dividends

$2,108,270.54 $2,525,509.53 119.8
2.108,279.,54 •2,108,270..-.4 lOO.O

Balance of surplus carried to
$4.633. 7S!1,07
credit of profit and loss. $4,633,789.07
niriitrnds Declared During Year Ended June .30, 1907.
Dividend No 103, 2 per cent, paid October. 1006. .$1,490,008.00
748.520.00
Dividend No. 106, 1 per cent, paid .January, 1907..
Dividend No. 107, IVj per cent, paid April. 1907... 1,122.780.00
748...20.00
Dividend No. 108. 1 per cent, paid July. 19(17
Total

16.0
2.7
6.9
19.7
72.1

$788,137.81
7.6
$11,188,042.55 $10,400,804.74
$8,750,517.07 $6,785,832.04 $1,964,085.03 29.0
560,S24..iO« 12.0
4.677.552.30
4.116.728.00

$4,633,789.07
Surplus
Appropriated for special im-

provement and equipment
fund

10.0
7.8
10.3
14.4

$4,116,728.00

:

—

C

:

:

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

4/6
Profit

and Lost.

In

Stocks

$17,202,469.38
Balance as of June 30. 1906
Surplus for the year ended June 30, 1907. as per
iurome account above
f 4,033.789.07
Interest prior to October 1, 1906, on
advances bv the Chicago. Rock
Island & Parlfic Railway Company
to the St. I.ouls. Kansas City &
$829,587.75
Colorado Railroad Company
iBterest prior to July 1. 1906. on advances for St. Louis, Mo., freight
67..'!95.43

terminals

Net

Less

liabllltios

written

896,983.18

.

.

and

loss,

.

.

.

.

.

off

Leavenworth Denot & R. R. Co
Memphis Union Station loan-participa-

Decrease

;

3.678,068.11

as of June 30, 1907

& Belt

Railroad Co
Morris Terminal Ry. Co
Peoria Ry. Terminal Co
Pueblo Union Depot & R. R. Co....
St. .Toseph Union Depot Co
St. .Toseph Stk. Yds. & Terminal Co.

1,920,654.73

St. I'aul Union Depot Co
Terminal R. R. .\ssn. of St. Louis....
Co. of Kan. City. Mo.
Union Stk. Yds. Co., Topeka, Kan....

$19,123,124.11

not included in total.

Statement of Securities Oicned June 30. 1907
IX CAPITAL ASSETS.
Face Value.
Included in advances for construction and
equipment

Total
Included in stock of the Chicago & Alton Railroad CoHipan.v
The Chicago & .\lton R. R. Co pref.
The Chicago & Alton R. R. Co. com

:

—

ROCK ISLAND
Condensed Ociicral Balunic

Caoital Assets
Property and franchises.
St. Loiiis, Kansas City
Colorado Railroad Co
.\dditions

tfhcet,

June

30, 1907

Increase.
increase.

idub.
1906.
$24.3,498,382.20 $221,825,639.16 $21,072,743.04
'

16,804.457.58

.

.

16,804.457.58»

882,640.40

4,375,221.38

3,492,580.98

equipment

4,385,825.57
639,949.98

3,354,913.05
431,230.19

1,365,168.00

1,136,583.54

228,584.46

9,581,542.87

24,427.62

and

—

7,533,550.00

7.533.550.00

Total
and refunding mortgage
gold bonds held In the treas$11,250,000.00
ury (see contra)

9,605.970.49

$10,990,138.49

1900.
$75,000,000.00
164,587,000.00

$9,745,000.66

LINES.
iritli

Capital Liabilities:
Capital stock
Funded debt
Three vear notes

Year.

I'rciious

1907.
$75,000,000.00
174,332,000.00

and conductors

1007

$7,500,000.00

Collateral trust gold notes
due April 1, 1908
Kijuipmenl trust notes

6,000.000.00
7,385,000.00

$9,646,068.76

:

2,350,460.:

and refunding mortgage

gold Ixmds issued and held
iu the treasury (see contra) $11,250,000.00

Current liabilities
Purchase monev note for
Dering Coal Co. stock
Unpaid vouchers and drafts

and

rentals

Interest,

$11,250,000.00

$2,900,185.72
51,.504.07

•,854,681.65

1,767,937.73

1,086,743.92

91,985.19
303,125.21
411,369.35

19,208.43
177.614.51
291,245.12

101.193.62
125.510.70
120,124.23

999,184.71

854,693.62
1,217,948.48

$2,845,001.08
2,556,021.30

$540,000.00
1,433,603.27
2,047,550.92

2,788.589.00
1,075,398.00

2,789.767.37
1,039,372.52

1,342,077.14

1,073,047.63

$540,000.OO»
1,411.997.81
508,470.38

divi-

3,135.25

212.065.00
3,871.82
26.500.00
150,000.00

$14,003,258.59

$8,926,476.96

$5,076,781.63

$197,502.25

$197,562.25

25,170.00

25,170.00
50,000.00
35.050.30

$50,000.00*

40,3.38.61

$263,070.80

$307,782.55

$44.711.60»

212.065.00
7.007.07
26.500.00
150,000.00

Notes payable
interim certificates for first
and refunding mortgage
gold bonds

2.047,194.32

Companies and Individuals:
Debit
Credit

0,135,000.00

$270,217,000.00 $254,337,000.00 $15,880,000.00

dends due Julv 1
Taxes accrued (not due)..

$2,594,072.90
243,612.09

Debit
Credit

Increase.

due July

Interest and rentals accrued
(not duel
Interest coupons due and
not presented
Dividends due, not cal'd for
Bonds matur'd, not pres'nt'd

$11,250,000.00

A-isets.

$9,917,499.05

,statlon agents

.

:

I'irst

Current

1,365,168.00

$19,300,000.00

Inpaid wages

ash

5^.100.00

$27,104,400.00

Total

.$271,404,067.62 $256,626,947,37 $14,777,120.2.';

(

5,000.00

$7,779,400.00

Total in capital assets.

and Comnarisoti

St

9,005,970.49

5..S0O.OO

Total

1,

and improvem'ts

current year
Advances for construction

Real estate
Investment account stocks
ownership
representing
of Rock Island Lines in
sundrv properties
Stork of the Chic. & .\lton
Railroad Company
Deposit with trustee for
purchase of equipment
under Indenture of February 1, 1907

,

.

r.000.00
5,000.00
1.000.00
<,000.00
2,000.00
2.500.00
S.600.00

LABILITIES.

ASSETS.
1907.
1907

.

——

:

Stocks
Gulf Construction Company
Included in investment account stocks representing ownership of Rock Island Lines

•

rt. 200.00
99.900.00
20.000.00
25.000.00

tion certificate

Minnesota Transfer Ry. Co
Missouri and Illinois Bridge

The Union Depot
'

9,000.00

98,000.00
40,000.00
40,000.00
50.000.00
2.400.000.00
1.70(1.00(1.00
.-lO.ood.OO

Keokuk Union Denot Co

1,356,522.79 1,413,130.08

3,088.32
Profit

.

Coal Vallev .Mining Co
Consolidated Indiana Coal Co
Dering Coal Co
Casconade Ry. Construction Co
Iowa Transfer Ry. Co
Kansas City Terminal Ry. Co

:

.

:

;

—

:

.

sundry properties
—
Railroads

:

Discount and expenses in connection with first and refunding
mortgage gold bonds Issued. .$2,261,849.71
Depreciation on tracks, structures
and equipment, removed, sold,
or dest roved
$13,752.55
Tr.icks
42,854.74
Structures

Equipment

Vol. XLIII.. No. 16.

Calumet Western Railway Co
Kankakee & Seneca Ry. Co
Keok. & I )es. M. Ry. Co., preferred
Keok. & Pes M. Ry. Co., common
Peoria vt Bureau Valley R. R. Co
Stocks Inion depot, terminal, stock yards
and coal companies
Atchison Tnlon Depot & R. R. Co.
Chicago Transfer & Clearing Co. judgment note trust certificate
Chicago rnion Transfer Ry. Co., pref
Chicago Tnlon Transfer Ry. Co., com..

profit from operation of mines for two years
ended June 30. 1907

Sundrv

..

Total

3,000,000.00

§3,000,000.00

Traffic balances

$961,472.93
869,487.74

Debit
Credit

companies
i)osto(Bre department.

Kxpress
I

.

S.

.

.

.

ronslniction,
for
.\dvanccs
e(|Uipment. etc.. fundable..
I/>ans and bills receivable....
Bonds, etc.. In treasury unpledged
Stocks In treasury unpledged.
.\<-crup:l income from Inv'gfm't*
Prep.Tld insurance
Material and aupplien

—

—

<

Total
Deferred Asiieta.
ipen tarrying arcounta

Id

Deferred Liabilities
Keok. & D. M. Ry. Co.—
account equipment
White & Black River Val.
Uv. Co.— arct. equlpmnt.
c. C.' Henderson, truslee
IT.ispltnl fund (employees')
:

854.693.62
2,217,133.19

4,350,074.74

6,687,548.80
1,191,511.45
148,228.83
85,973.67
3.008.069.18

$.34,006,416.87

$27,001,908.71

10.087.795.80
910.009.01
l.W, 406.49
1.50.123.30

Total

Total llabllillea

$7,664,4 Is

I

pro

.$295,733,329.45 $274,821,259.51 $20,912,069.94

Accounts
Kiiulpm't replacement funds
Insurance fund
.'Special
Improvement and
<-il>ilpnu>ut fund

iivisionnl

5.288.31

:

$.561,438.2'

447,070.28

390,778.71

2,108,279.54

2,108,279.54

$3,117,388.00

$2,717,474,17

of adjustment
.$770.9.')0.20

Debit
(

F^nst

St.

l,,lal

117.599.10

redit
l/ouls

It

t$lS7. 438.02

$840,7!>.-. IV

Suburban

Railway Company bnoda.

.

Cnind
(

49,725.00

.

«0S3,367.16

t»18T,713.02

49,72.'^..0O'

1791,070.1 8

$317^073,a4lTlS(i $294,741,203.00 $23,232,038

.59

total

acc.Mintai
iind

$390,913.92

llnlillltles

Including provisional
$29S,.8,50.717.54 $277,538,733.08 $21,31 1.9S3..80

loss

$19,123,1-24.11

$17,202,409.38

$1.9'.'0,054.73

T..lal

$:!1 7.97:1. 841.0,''.

$294,741,203.00

$'.'3,23'.',038.59

Chicago. Rock Island & lacific Ra llwa)
In slating the assets and liabilities of the companies forming the I!.., k island Lines, the holding ,.f the
together with loans boiween the various companies, have been ellmliiiited from Ihe liabilities
r'nmt'.inr In the l".nils and capital slock of the auxiliary lines,
Ihe llgureg slmwn. therefore, represent Ihe book value of the assets and the liabilities without
assets:
the
value
of
book
the
In
Ion
made
"edict
like
and a

Vote-

doplication.
uuj.i.ij.1.
..

To preserve comparisons the figures for
^^^ Items In Ihe general balance sheet hai been changed during the past year.
the ll'07 figures; hence, the 1900 figures do not agree In every detail with those pubyear have been restated t.. agree with the classlflcatlon of
lished in the annual report for the previous year.
^

last

iPald July 1, 1907.
JlCxrhanged July 1. 1907. for

first

and refunding mortgage gold bonds

—

:

OcTOUU
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18.

IX

ailvaorm fur coQslructloo,
mrol. rir riimUbl*

lorluitnS lo

I.lbrral

vijulp-

:

,

Hl(M-ka
Hut'k

UUnil l-'rlaru Terminal Uf. Co
Uurk Iduul TrrtDtnal Hjr. Co.

|200.*0u.ao
11.3«l0.au

Ml. I^xita.

Uuods:
Hurk I.Uoil

TrrmlDal

Priirti

l(x.

To.

'"

ln<-l'!'-'

•

In

\

trraa.

t

f

.

II.

&

.

1

proximately

— UDplrdsnl
t4..'<Nl.on
4n<i,n:i7..'>o

27:i.<KHI.tHI

Co

L'.VMI<MI.OO

tirca Kv. To
N..iili«.-.t.rii

:t2."i.ix>".<H»

Co

By.

«.(HM1.0O
li.'lHI.tHI

•I

arrlm "A"

ri.tUNl.tNHI.INI

-in Mrlni

"H"

4.7m>.0<i«.0O

link I. Inn. li Parinc
flmt anil rrfundlnic lUorlitaKr

ifoiil

rit

I

l:

Til.-

hi.. I-.,

1

Co.

-

Kv.

I

21.000.00
»lii.-'ol,K37..".0

Total

—

MnplPilspd
Inrlniliil In Klockii In treasury
lliirlltiutun. Ci-d. Itap. & Ni>rtlirrn Uy. ('>..
I'lMlnr Itapldii Aiidlliirlum I'u
('.uiral Clly Klpvalur <•>

4t.->.iHnt.lM)

l.diHI.OU
4.<MMI.IMI
I.ihmi.OII

Den M.. Iowa Kalla A Norllirrn Ity. Co
Kanaaa City Times .Newii Co
Mvmphiii Itallroad Termlnnl Co
Nehranka Central Uy. Co

•J7c>.i>(K».(M)

.-.ouo.lMI

Co..

-.'-.'..OO

0S7.:;:t().(MI
.M;.ti0<l.i)O
l!i>i.l.~iii.U4l

:ili.0(io.00

»1.<184,755.00

current asaeta $12.(S34,502.00
HKCAl'ITtLATION.

$11,398,770.17

1:27.104.400.00
12.t>:{4..".02.SO

$10.906.1.^8.40
11,398.770.17

»:tn.7:w.!i!i2..')0

$22.394,008.C6

In

'Included In capital aaaeta
Included In- current assets

Total

aecurltlea

owned

'3.000.00 owned Jointly with the Chlcaco

& Alton Railroad Company.

COMPANY

RAILROAD

LOUIS AND SAN FRANCISCO

ST.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT.
To the Xlocklinlilirs
The IJi>ard of IHreitors
:

and

allairs of the St.

clusive of the Chicago

June

30,

The

I^ouls

&

lierowltli

nulimit their reiiort

of the o|>eratlon.s

& San Krunciaco Railroad Company's Lines

ICasicrii

Illinois Kallroadi

(exfor the fiscal year ended

11)07.

results of operation for the fiscal year

were as follows:
$38,621,067.51

(iross earnings

(Increase.

*t)..-i74,410.il."i.

or

20.,')

per cent.)

Operailne expenses

24.872.,">79.36

(Increase. $4,327,114)1.24. or 21.1 percent.!
Net earnings (Inc. $2,247,364.71. or 19.5 per cent.)

$13.74S.488.1.-.

1.540,866.55

Other Income
Total Income

$15,289,354.70

$8»0.»5S.13
10.233.813.28

Taxes
rentals

Interest,

and other

fixed charges

11.130.771.41

Net Income after providing for all charges*
lilvld'nds paid
4 per cent, vn Hrst preferred stock
:

llalance of surplus carried to profit
(Increase, $2,16!),447.66.)

Frliruary

$l,:!.',o,iHJU.

and

loss

union paaaenger atatlon at UlrmlnKhain, Ala., waa cun«truct<-d
during the year Jointly liy the linn centering at that |»jlot. and Ihli com
pany In conjunction with ail Ihe utber iliiea Inter-ated, ha« guaranteed the
ixindn Unue<| coverlnK the coat thereof.
1 lie Intereat charge la to be apportloneil lietween the Hues using the termlnala on the baala of can handled.
The Btatli>n. though not i|ulte completed, waa put In o|>eratlon at July
19o7, and 4 |H-r cent, bonds to the amount of $l,l!Ni.iNiO had then brrn
1,
Isaui-d In payment of the property, one sixth tlierp<if, or f l'.IH.:::t3.:i3 brine the
amount guaranli-ed by this <oiupuny.
The new freight de|H>ts and yards cnnslrucled In North St. LouU by
the Kock laland'Frlscu Terminal Kalluay Company were put In operation
Mari'h I. 1U07.
The money was provldaMi Jointly by this company and tbe
Chicago. Rock Island ic I'acillc Railway
ompany. each company receiving
securities of Ihe terminal conioany In relmliursemem of Its advances.
$3.(t(Mi.0i)0 of 5 per rent, lainds liave la-en Nauiil by the terminal company aiul gcaranteed Jointly liy this company and the Chicago. Kock Island
Pailllc Railway Company, the unexpended balance of which Is reaerved for
furthiT additions and impniveiiients.
Joint use of these terminals has lieen granted to the Chicago & Kastem
Hllnols Railroad Company.
The company has aci|ulred. through the procee<la of Its $7..'t00.000 Oreyear. 5 per cent, collateral trust gold notes, dated January I. 1906, all the
capital stock (except Directors' shares), and all the lionds of Colorado
Southern. New Orleans & I'aeiHc Railroad Company.
The property of the
last named company has Iteen leastHl to this company for the period of 990
years from April 30. 1907.
Through the ownership by Colorado Southern,
New Orleans & I'aclBc Railroad Company of nil the stock (except Idrectom'
sharesi, of the Orange & Northwestern Railroad Company and of the Beaumont. Sour Lake & Western Railway Comoany. a through line will be In
operation from Houston to Raton Rouge upim the completion of construction
work now in progress (see page '-it. From Iljiton Rouge to New Orleans
the trains of your company will be operated into New Orleans under a trackage agreement with Ihe Illinois Central Railroad Company and Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley Railroad Company.
The increase in the tonnage carried during the Hscal year was 2.305,162
Ions, or 16.64 per cent., and the increase In number of passengers carried
was 1. 194.353. of 19 per cent.
The earnings from operation per mile of road for the fiscal year were
S7.03ii.()3. an increase over the preceding yeor of $1,307.84. or 17 per cent.,
and is the largest revenue per mile of road earned by the company In any
iSc

il.4(MI.0(l
!t.!H>U.(K)
ti'.i.Tun.tMi

Total

Total bonda and atocka

xiiopleird by

l>e

the

new car and engine ahops
HWK, at a coat of ap1,

I

:

Neliraaka Conntrurtlon Co
St. Joaeph Aiiilltorlum Co
The Chloaeo. Kork Inland & I'ac. By.
The Kork Inland Co.. preferred
The Itork Uland Co., common
Town and land iiim'uinles In Kansas
Western I'oal A Mlulne Co

to

not be obtained until

for the •.vnatrurllon of

let

A new

4r>ll,IMM).<M)
!

l>een

Mo,

at Kprincllelil.

Toal Co

oal

Contract hmi

ITItt.OOO.OO

K. <'o
I'o. (of Iowa)

l(.

It.
.

la«t

$437.lNMt.0U

Tulal alocki and l»niUi

<-•<

frrltcht inr«. but dellmi.-j. ul mam..- tould
halt of the iiiU-ndnr year lfHi7.

3.2.*.5

$31 1.000 UU

Tolnl
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ri|>endltum nrtt made during the Oaral year for addltl'Ti* and
ImpruvemcDia to the pru|>rrly mid 1., :i< >-|M.;,iiieat.
The Tarloiia clauea of
«r- ibown on •talemeui*.
paen 41 and 4::. and In
ra-ti were placed for 70
frelcbt. 10 paa»enKrr and !•'
-T paMM-ncer train cars and

ttawT*.

Cl-BIIKXT

$4.1.")8,583.2!l

199,742.12
$3,1)58,841.17

•Ilelng equal to 4 per cent, on the first and second preferred stock ($21,000.000) and 11.44 per cent, on the common stock ($'29,000,000).

There was a slight decrease In the mileage operated during the fiscal
as compared with the previous year, caused by a remcasureinent of
line and the taking up of small sections of useless track.
The average mileage operated during the year was 5.061.72 miles, fts
compared with 5.068.92 for the preceding year, being a decrease of 7.20 miles.
The total main track mileage operated at June 30, 1907, was 5,064.16
year,

miles.

The capital stock of the company outstanding at the end of the fiscal
year was $50,000,000, be\ag the same as In the preceding year, and Is composed of
$5,000,000 first preferred.
16.(100.0(10 second preferred.
20,000.000 common.

year.

The percentage of all fixed charges and taxes to net Income for the fiscal
yeae was 72.S per cent., as compored with S2.4 per cent, for the preceding
year, and 93.3 per ceut. for the year 1905.
This sliows a healthy growth in
the flnanciul strcugtli of the company.
The industrial department has reported that 338 new industrial plants,
employing over 12.0(30 men_ and costing approximately $9,000,000, have been
located on the tracks of the I'rlsco lines during the fiscal year.
It is encouraging to note tills expansion of industrial development going
on in the territory tributary to the company's lines, as it insures, to a large
extent, a continued Increase in iioth freight and passenger tralBc.
The croiis for the current year In the territory tributary to the company's lines are about normal.
The net receipts from land sales ond royalties for the fiscal .vear were:
St.

& San Francisco R. R
& Memphis Ry

Louis

Kansas

$371.46
24.929.97
-$25,301.43

City. Fort Scott

This amount was credited to other Income

in

Income account for

tlie

the year.

The usual statements showing the income and

and loss accounts.
condensed balance sheet and statistical exhibits, are appended to this report
and show tlie results of the operation of both properties and their financial
('(indllion at the end of the fiscal year.
Tile Ixioks and accounts of the company at the close of the fiscal year
were examined by Mr. Stephen Little.
Acknowledgment of the falliiful and elHcient services rendered by offlcers
anil ciii|>lo\ees during the year is here made.
a. .r. davidsox,
Ihi «, thr of I lie Board nf Directors.
profit

Preaident.

:

The
The

total funded debt at June
leased and auxiliary lines was
net increase during the fiscal year

30.

1006,

was

Incnmc Acvnunl

:

$167,440,148.5!)
10.080,153.61

Average mileage operated..

A comparison

assets and liabilities of the company, and Its
leased and auxiliary lines, at June 30, 1907. with the figures of the preceding
.year, is shown on the comx>arative condensed, balance sheet on pages 16

of

the

17.

The Increase In the franchises and property accounts. Including those of
the leased and auxiliary lines, for Ihe fiscal year was S.S.214.702.31.

learnings

1

LINKS.

Year Emlcd June 'Mth. 190'7. Viimiinred
Previous Years.

Fiscal

Including that of

Making the total funded debt at June .".O, IIM17
$177,520,302.20
The total amnuni of ei|uipmcnt iwnds and notes outstanding
at June 3(1. I!ici6. was
$8,078,629.97
The net Increase during tlie fiscal year was
4,371.8,59.82
Making the total amount of equipment Iwnds and notes
$12,4."iO,48n.79
outstanding at June 30, 1907

and

ST.

LOilS & SAN I'KANClSCd KAIl.KllAI

.

1906-7.
5.001.72

1905-6.

5.068.92
:

iri/fi

Increase.
IVrct.
7.20* 0.14

:

$'26,848,664.91 $21,955,975.42 $4.,S92.6.sn.49
7.90S.644.11 1.260.756.32
9.160.400.43

Freight

;

I'assenger

885.662.71
99S„S64.97
718,474.49

Mall
F.xpress

Miscellaneous

.'.95,380.42

123.0S.-..O7

:

22.3
1.5.9

T3!2
20.7
20.3

:

.Malm, wav & structures. $5,406,107.20
4.690.674.36
Malnt. of equipment
Condcdng transportation 13.610.703.47
1.156.094.33
Oeneral expenses
'i'otnl

181.247.49
116.632.58

'

$38,621,067.51 $32,046,056.56 $6,574,410.95

Toial

operating expenses

704,415.22
882,232.39

$4.049.09.3.65 $l.,S57.013..-.5
3..S(l3.21(i.75
89(!.463.61

1.867,961.40
20o.607.6S

33.5
23.6
15.9
21.6

$24,872,579.3(1 $20,545,533.12 $4,327,046.24

21.1

11.742.742.07
950.486. ti5

:

:

:

.

:;
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.123.44 ?2.247.3G4.T1

I'l'lrce

91, 793.34'

659.89

:,

City Real Kstatc Co
& Columbus Ry. Co

I'ittsburg

$15. 1'89,354.70 $13,133,783.33 $2,15

1,800.00
1,500.00

Wichita & Western Ry.

St. Louis,

Total Income

Vol. XL.III., No. 16.

Interest

Kentals and sinking fund.
Div. on trust certltii'ates
K. City. Ft. S. &. M. Ry.
.

&

Chic.

E.

U.R

111.

$943, 559.23

$896,938.1
5,419,637.J
3,179,293.'

5.178, 866.90
3,067, ,339.57

540.400.(
1,094,4S2.(

540.^
1,094,'

$4,158,583.29

Available for dividends..

4.9
4.6
3.6

2.8

80.1

(In (Current Assets.)

second

pre-

$519,742.12

$199,742.12

$320,000.00*61.6

and

$1,789,303.51 $2,169,447.06 121.2

$3,958,841.17

loss

not included in totals.

;

•

:

First preferred stock
Second preferred stock
stock

Common

St. Louis & North .\rkansas R. R. Co.
Fort Smith & Van Ituren Bridge Co.
Fort Smith & .SoutJiern Ry. Co
Fayetteville & Little Rock R. R. Co
The .loplln Railway Company

Little Rock & Texas Ry. Co
Oklahoma City Terminal R.

&

.

.

Co
Co

R.

tjreat "Northern R. R.

6,335.10
53.00
149.60
20,000.00
175.00
1,100.00
4.500.00
900.00
3.500.00
100,000.00
4,500.00

ST.

$280,000.00
280,000.00
5,000.00
8,666.67
5,000.00
1 ,942,.500.00

120.000.00
30,000.00
200.00
25.000.00
$2,696,366.67

Total stocks

Statement of Securities Oicncd, as of June ZOth, 1907.
(In Property Account.)
Face value.
Book value.
nrkc
$11,250.00
Arkansas Coal & Mining Co
15,198.00
Springs, Ark.
Kureka
Crescent Hotel Co.,
181,000.00
Kansas Southwestern Ky. Co
St. Louis & San Francisco R.R. Co.

raris

City R.R. Co

Taylor Citv Belt Ry. Co
Star Publishing Co. (Fort Worth)
Birmingham Terminal Co

LOUIS * SAN FRANCISCO RAILROAD LINES.

ST.

& Kansas

Gulf & Chicago Ry. Co
Colonial Hotel Company
Jasper Land Company
Hotel Realty Company
Kirby Lumber Company

Kansas City Belt Ry. Co

Surplus, carried to credit

•Decrease

Total securities in property account.... $4,502,300.70

Mobile, Jackson

ferred stock in 1906.

of profit

900.00
Sim oil

Stocks

first preferred stock in 1907 :
4 per cent, on first
preferred, and 2 per

on

,

Wlnchell Townsite Co
306,123.71

$2,309,135.63 $1,849,447.66

Dividends
4 per cent, on

cent,

,100.00
..3O0.00
900. OU
1,500.00

;

New Orleans Terminal Ry. Co
Ozark & Cherokee Central Ry. Co

.$11,130,771.41 $10,824,647.70

Total charges

$46,601. 10*
240.770.64
111,954.17

500.00

St Louis, Arkansas & Texas Ky. Co
Springfield & Northern Ry. Co.
Springfield & Southern Ry. Co.
Springfield Connecting Ry. Co
St. Louis & Oklahoma City R. R. Co
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.
.

T.-iJtes

Co

Bonds
K. C. Ft.
St.L..

S.
S.
4'/>

&

M.

& G. R.R. Co.. 1st Mort. 7%
E. R.R. Co. 1st .Mort. 47c scrip

Sl.OOii.no
T.-|0.iiri

T1.47."i.o7
per cent, gold bonds
13'J.OO
St. L.' & S. fT R.R. Co.. Con. Mort. 4% scrip
•6,500.000.00
2Mi-year 5 per cent, gold notes
113,068.02
5-year 4V> per cent, gold notes
R.K.I
K,
S.
F.
&
N.
O.
(St.
Rock Island-Frisco Terminal Ry. Co. 1st
396,622.45
Mort. 5 per cent, bonds
120,000.00
Memphis Union Depot Co., 5 oer cent, note

5 year

1

$7,203,074.54

Total bonds
Total securities in current assets

Total securities owned

$9..S99,441.21

$14,401,801.91

$8,858,016.6S-

$9,061,862.32

•$4,751,000 of these notes are deposited as collateral to notes payable.

LOUIS & SAN FRANCISCO

KAII.Iio.Ui LINFS.

^hirt. Jiin, 301/1.
LI.IBII.ITIKS

Capital Assets

:

Franchises and property.
Stocks and bonds owned.

.

1906.
1907.
.$170,544,848.03 $163,670,111.19

203,845.69

.

$.50,591,075.97

'-^'"'^'•?i;;^'*gV)^-. '::.":.*

9,175.875,76

9,175,875.-6

Franchise, and^^pro^my.auxil-

^^.^^.^ .^

,,25o.273.14

9,321,550.00
18;239;237.13

9,321,550.00
18,239,237.13

._„.„„,„.

- „«, no
,,261,92o..>o

'

'

coat of
stock, cost of

'"'prfferred 'stock

Common
New <t|uipment, und-r
ment

under

•Securities

equip-

11.731,234.01

trusts

notes

coll.

1908,

of

trust
cost of

Capital Liabilities.
Capital stock
First preferred
Second prefd.

$6,874,736.

:

203,84.^.69

Total franchises & property$170,748,693.72 $163,873,956.88
Leasehold e^s_Ja,e^(K.C., Ft. S.

^.^.,35,5.06

Increase.

Common
$6,874,7:!6.

$1.138.449..

Outstanding securities
201,606.

treasury

In

hands of

Into friim agents

25.o4o.79

Due from

R.R. Co., acc't traffic

*.V??;i-2|J-}/i
2,ou0,486.10

^\aV'l
lib, ...4.

J3j3 5g3 3j

941,664..84

.•{71.898.

S.

299,068.32

$9,247,420.00
6,023.000.00

9.317.550.00

9,317,550.00
18.044.500.00
4.792,325.97

Preferred

Common

(C.
(C.

n-.iles

&

:

E. 111.)..
E. 111)....

18.1144.500.00

outstanding.

9.565,287.79

&

10.-.,910.

103,1.52.05

as

1,000,486.57
181,160.43

304.662.

4,107.010.03

1,849,778.19

2,257,238.

litffiS?

2.r^M*M

^nn
*^:^

o.385.,.,o,oi
236,328..'{5

coll.

under notes

.-.o.l(i7.

,

.\dvancc8 account construction
(fundable)

864,853.65

$20,082,005.95
Total
Deferred Assets.
Open carrying acc'ts In process

,.,

^,..nn^ta
954.205.76

ao jjo
89.44^

$II,9.'J7,30».98

»8,144.60.-|.

of adjustment

$280,842,841.99 $266,390,828.56 $14,452,0ia43

'-""''

Current Llabllillcs.
$5,577,250.00
4,110.884.18
2,605.243.10
1,000,417.62
240.978.81

$748,449.79
3.813.130.68
2,434,351.00
1,007,483.08
224.092.39

Total
$13,624,77.1.71
Provisional Accounts.
Sinking fund accrued
$295,042.53
Improvement fund iK. C. & M.
Ry. & Bridge Co.)
7.563.47

$8,227,507.84

Notes payable
Audited vouchers and pay rolls
Interest and dividend matured
Interest accrued (not due)...
Taxes accrued (not due)

Totnl

$844,804.25

Debit

_.^^l-"^'i='

$.-.06,9.m72

$42.5,938.72

Trustees sinking fund accounts
Sinking funds

3.'>2,4a6.»3

229,520.88
95. 346.88

87,841.25

181 .001
'';"-,I-

$302,606.00

$4,828,800.21
297,753.50
260.802.10
$7,066.36^
16.886.42

$302,081.97

$7,639.44*

10.112.77

2.549.80*

$312,794.74

•

Grand

tolal

llnbllllles.

.$204,770,221.70 $274,931,131.14 $10,839,090.56

i.hk.k
Profit

and

Inss

5.882.042.35

3.470,078.25

2,411,064.10

$115.1 21.

Total
Tolal Assets

t>een

$0,247,420.00
0,923,000.00

Total

suppiir^Htr^"'!::::::

NfTK

$54,219,604.00

S.

:

government..

^'"^"'"i^^.i?',:?,""'^."''.':"!":^

I'rnnclsco

$54,690,502.00

Equipment

jW95^

fr.im V.

have

& M.

Total (K.C., Ft.

$2,38.S.444.82

Dibit
^''•""

Hedged

$13,510,000.00
37,423,300.00
3.286,304.00

.Stock trust certificates

:

C"""t
I'i^^^J!!
Due from companies & individuals

Due

$13,510,000.00

:

o*f2§'???J?
2,3i3,iul.91

$1,263,372.39

D..bit

38.295, ."iOO.OO
2,88.5,202.00

„,
l,22o.32a.

$]..-!:i!l.l09.10

Dibit

Funded debt
Equipment bonds & notes.

Funded debt
Funded debt, aux. compaaies.

agents.
conductors:

'^''•"•"

$9,208,153.01

:

Leasehold estate (K. C, M. &
Birm. R. R.)

fiscal

&

16,000,000.00
29.000.000.00
113.846.428.59

.$173,054,582.20 $163,846,428.59

Preferred certificates
a
Ana ona
4,469,308.

1900.
$5.000.0ii(p.(ili

Leasehold estate (K. C. Ft.
S. & .M. Ky.)
Stock:

„„-

,„„.,„.„„
l,22.^.32o.OO

.

—

Current Assets.
in

Total capital and bonds.

$279,623,320.20 $265,713,894.43 $13,909,425.

Total

Cash
Cash

Funded debt

1907.
$5,000,000.00
16.000.000.00
20,000,000.00
123,054,582.20

— In

$324,870.26
$430,008.18
$300,602,264.05 $27S.4O2,10n..19 »22,2.-.o.I54.

aintlnir Ihi- assets

and

R R Co In ihe bi.nds and
mad in 'the 1800 figures.

Total

$.100,652,204.05 $278.402.100. .W $22,250,154.66

the current fiscal jear. the holdings of the SI. Louis & San
liabilities of the companlet covered by this report, for
capital slocks of IcnsM and nuxlllary lines have been eliminated, and tor the purjjosc of comparison similar changes

"

t$5ll6.304 of this ainiiunt was Included in "Funded debt" of the K. C, Ft.
S. ft M. Ky. Co.. Ill Ml.' June 30, 1906. report and the remainder, or $2,720,000. in "Equipment not'^s outstanding."
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The annual report of the Treasurer of Yale University just
published repeats the story of the bed-rock value of non-speculative
railroad securities in the face of and in contrast with any shrinkage
of prices in Wall street.
The report is very instructive as showing
the nature and results of railroad investments very conservative in
nature and. at the same time, very varied as to railroad properties
and their location. Out of some 200 separate Yale investments in
bonds of all classes 138 are in railroads and street railways; and

study of the causes of failures of steel tires in service. Failures
due to inherent defects in the steel from which the tires are made
are comparatively few at the present time because of the great advance in the art of special steel making in recent years. Mr. Norris
fives in his paper only passing mention of the method of making

out of 69 stock investments 38 are in railroads. Of the 174 railroad
and street railway investments of the two classes, bonds and stocks,
practically none are in default as to either interest or dividends.
Other features of the repoi^ supply evidence in the same line. Out
of 269 stock and bond investments of all kinds 17-1, or nearly 65 per
The subcent., are in railroad and railway stocks and bonds.
groups are not given separately, but the whole group returns 4.82
cent, are
which
69
per
per cent, income on book value, the bonds, of
railroad and railway bonds returning 4.77 per cent. Again the

have incorporated in the article as Figs. 5. 6 and 7. three photographs showing typical fractures obtained in cutting the blooms
from the long octagonal ingots into which the molten steel is cast.
In order to produce such perfect ingots, the greatest care is exercised in every stage of the process, starting with the melting of the
metal in the furnace. Round-end octagonal ingot moulds are used
and the ingots are cast from the bottom with the large end up.
This allows free escape of the gases. The shape of the ingots and
the bottom pouring prevent the formation of fins at the bottom and
shrinkage cracks through the body of the metal. These cracks if
present would open up during the process of upsetting the bloom

Yale Treasurer refers to his present investment policy as specifically
including "railroad bonds and short time notes" and the railroad
bonds held rise from $2,118,384 in the fiscal year 1905-6 to $2,658,723
at the end of the past fiscal year, or an Increase of more than 25
per cent. Yet again, the shrinkage for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1907, Is returned by the Yale Treasurer at about 4i-.. per cent.
on the whole group of 269 Investments so largely composed of railroad stocks and bonds. There has. of course, been an added contraction since last June, but it can be reckoned at more than
equalling the previous contraction and still leave a good relative
showing for the conservative raiirvjad investments of a great educational institution in such a period of great market value shrinkage as the present one. The non-default of interest and dividend
payments on the 269 Yale investments certifies another familiar fact
It is anomalous that- vast shrinkage
in terms of high magnitude.
of capital nowadays should leave incomes unimpaired Just as it Is
anomalous that so few failures should follow in its wake. But both
anomalies are cheering and they can hanlly persist much longer
without bridging the gap completely between the low ebb of railroad values and the upward turn of the fiscal tide.

the blooms from which the tires are rolled, as practiced at the
works with which he is connected. As a supplement to the information and photographs contained in his paper as presented, we

In addition to
to rolling the tires.
these precautions the ingot moulds are thoroughly heated before
molten
metal. This
pouring to prevent sudden chilling of the
assists greatly in getting rid of the usual honey-combing around the

under the press preparatory

edges of the ingot. The ingots, when cold, are made into blooms
by cutting partially through with a tool in a lathe and then breaking the remaining metal by driving a wedge in the tool groove.
The top is discarded and the remaining portion of the ingot is cut
up into from four to six blooms, depending on the size of tire. The
three photographs show the uniformly perfect fractures obtained.
The metal is free from honey-combing around the edge or blow
holes scattered through the interior of the metal. The central pipe
in the two left-hand sections of Fig. 6 and any excessive
segregation is usually entirely cut off with the top discard. Where
a small pipe extends into the center of the second piece it is got rid
of by punching out the center during the process of manufacture of

shown

the tires.

The annual meeting of the Railway Signal Association, reported
marks real progress, though the discussions at the convention brought out very little that was new. The principal feature of the meeting. "Exhibit No. 1." of the report made by the
special committee, is Itself anything but new in its substance; but
last week,

'Ihe paper on Failures of Steel Tires, by George 1.. Norris,
chemist of the Standard Steel Works, read at the October meeting
of the Western Railway Club, which is reprinted with Illusexhaustive
an
interesting
and
this
issue,
is
in
trations

it

is

important in what

it

represents.

In deciding to reduce the
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number
5

—

16,

of essential signal indications to sixteen (Numbers 1—*;
and "C") the committee has done a valuable service; and

this service has been done by such competent men, by means ot
such a thorough discussion in committee, that the .report will
stand as a permanent landmark. Opposers may succeed in delaying
the adoption ot the improved practice called for by the report, but
the reasonableness of the committee's scheme cannot be controRailroad signaling in America has suffered greatly from a
verted.
diversity in appliances (and, to a lesser degree, in practice), which
probably is inevitable in so large a country; and. it is the existence
of this diversity, with the need of reducing it, that gives importance to this report. Without resolute action, by a united association, in support of this committee, the notion that there ought to
be 30 or 40 signal indications is likely to spread, and to receive
support.
We do not discuss Exhibit No. 1, for to do so would
require several columns of spact.
The adoption of each item was
the result of the most thorough sifting of all possible considerations, and all this will be explained in the circular accompanying
Indeed, the success of the committee's action
the letter ballot.
will depend in large measure on the letter ballot; for to secure
the triumph which the report deserves there should be a large,
intelligent and enthusiastic vote in both the Railway Signal Association and the American Railway Association; and this will not
be possible without a full, detailed and clear explanation of the
committee's action, so well prepared that no lukewarm or illinformed member can miss the point. This point is the necessity
of simplifying and making uniform American railroad signaling,
and of abolishing all its bad practices. The present report tells
definitely

what service the railroads want

signals to perform.

If all

(or should want) their
or a good majority will promptly agree

will then proceed to tell how to
arrange the signals so as best to fill the want. This was tentatively done in the report made a year ago, but the railroad public
*as not then educated to the point either of accepting the report
or intelligently rejecting it.
Now, with the present report, the
subject can be taken up again, with more promise of progress.

on this matter, the committee

In its statement of the "Basis of System," on the first page of
the report, this committee has distinctly cleared the air. Every
signal engineer should study every line of these half dozen paragraphs, if not for the correction of errors in his own mind, for
the strengthening of his power to denounce error in others. For
the reason given above, we do not here discuss the whole of the
report; but this point, and the recognition of the single switch
light,
under "Explanation of Action," deserve special mention.
Having set out to prescribe a perfectly consistent system, the
members of the committee were under strong temptation, no doubt,
to contrive something new, or at least, different, for the indication
at an isolated switch; but they dared to be (superficially) inconsistent, thus promoting simplicity and economy.
It is to be hoped
that next year, in their recommendations, they will go further and
prescribe for such switches a simple and rational target say one
of the simplest and most old-fashioned ot those described in the
RaUroad Gazette, January 12, 1906 and also a limit for the height
of both target and light.
Switch lights can be suflBciently differentiated from semaphore lights by height alone. The action of
the Milwaukee meeting in spending a whole day on a code of
specifications has once more shown how profitless It Is to try to do

—

—

—

committee work In such a large meeting. If a committee makes a
poor report on such a subject detailed specifications the only
remedy la to get a better committee, and wait another year. But
In this case It was not a poor report.
Many Items were unacceptable to some of the members, and very likely justly so; but It Is

—

—

not the function of a new set of specifications to prescribe exactly
what a certain engineer will desire to say In a certain place or
on a certain branch of his subject. The most that a committee
can do Is to prescribe a form, taking care to mention every point
that any u.ner is liable to desire to Insert In a contract, and in
disputed or doubtful matters to draft such a paragraph as a
majority will want. If the committee cannot make a satisfactory
guess concprnlng the wishes of the majority It can give alternative
readings, or It can leave blanks.
To use blank spares would be
the only way to satisfy some of the critics who spoke at Milwaukee; and probably that Is the method that the committee will
adopt In making some of Its corrections; but It Is to be borne In

mind that a blank but poorly
tee tells very fully just

blank space.

A main

what

fulfils Its
It

function unless the commit-

believes ought to be put

object In this

work

Is

Into the

uniformity, and every
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space offers, a chance for unnecessary (as well as necesr
The' true course with new specifications which
are accused of being crude is that which has been taken by this
Association with the. insulated wire code use temporarily the best
that can be had, and keep a committee on the watch to introduce
l)lank

sal y)

diversity.

—

improvements when practicable.

RAIL

CORRUGATIONS.

For a number of years a great deal of trouble has been experienced by street railway companies, from the corrugating of the
upper face of the rail head. Innumerable theories have been advanced to account tor this peculiarity, but very little in the way
Corrugating is not a] peculiarof real investigation has been done.
ity of street roads, for it is to be found on some steam lines, and
particularly
troublesome
in India, but it is upon these
has been
street roads that it occurs to the greatest extent and has attracted
In fact, it has bec-ome, in some cases, a very
the most attention.
serious item of expense.
Much of the trouble has been attributed
to the condition of the metal forming the rail, but there does not
seem to be one atom of evidence to prove that the metal of the
rail itself, or the method of its manipulation at the mill, has anything whatever to do with it. At the recent meeting of the American Street & Interurban Railway Engineering Association, held at
Atlantic City, a report was rendered by a committee appointed to
look into the subject of rail corrugations, in which the trouble is
attributed to a vibration set up by the loading ot the rail, and
remedies are suggested which are claimed to have been effective.
The report gives, in detail, the answers to the questions that were
issued as a circular, and then the conclusions are drawn on the
basis that the primary cause of corrugations is vibration, either
So that they may
in the rails or in the entire track structure.
arise from any one of four causes: the vibration or lateral bending
of the web of the rail itself; the rails being loose on their supports; the ties being loose on their foundations and the vibration
or movement ot the foundations immediately under the track
structure. Which one of these defects or conditions caused the
corrugations, can be ascertained by an inspection ot the head of
the rail. Each condition produces corrugations of a different character, not only in length and form, but also with certain other
peculiarities difficult ot explanation without referring to a case in
point.

The reason given why these corrugations do not appear on
they are due to vibrations, is that the comparatively
ahead by the great weight of the locomotive in
the well-known long wave, and that there is very little slipping of
the wheels of the trailer cars. In cases where trouble has been
experienced on foreign roads, it has been found that, in almost
every case, the rails have been held in chairs or were provided
with some form ot a cushion, and the probability is that there is a

steam roads,

if

loose rail is forced

movement between the rail and its supports.
In the cases ot street rails that were reported to be free from
corrugations and yet were very loose, it has been found that the
slight

corrugations really existed, but the distances between crowns, or
the pitch was so great that they were not perceptible under the
conditions of ordinary inspection.
By measuring the amount of bending or buckling in the web
of the rail It has been found, in some cases, to be as much as '/:,. In.
It has been noted by some roads that corrugations were appearing on rails laid on a concrete base, but in every case that has
come to notice the rails had been temporarily supported by wooden
ties, concrete being tamped under the base of the rail between the
ties with no provision made tor taking up the shrinkage, which

always takes place during the settling and drying of the concrete.
In

many

cases where track

is

constructed in this

manner the

seldom have a continuous or uniform support, by reason of
their not having anchorages or holding-down devices other than
spikes in the ties, spaced at long intervals. This results in a slight
movement of the rail on Its foundation, and soon causes corrugations to appear, although quite frequently where light rail Is used
the trouble comes from the bending or buckling of the web of the
rails

rail,

as noted above.
In concrete road-bed constructjon,

It seems absolutely necessary
drawing the rail down on Its bed. thereby
taking up the shrinkage and preventing any liability of the rail
moving on Its foundation. In this class of construction, vibration
can be prevented only by providing a rail of the proper design and
an absolutely uniform and I'ontlnuous support.
When the trouble In tie construction is found to have been

to provide

some means

of

OcToncB
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cauaed by looM ralli or tie*, tbe only remedy la to xrlnd or flie the
head of tbe ralU, and to Immediately follow this work by flrmly
ecurins th<^ ralla to tbe ties and by tamping, uilng a roarx- Kravel
wherever tbe foundation Ih found to consUt of soft or nponxy ma-

481

Commerc« CommtMlon for the Ust year, brake
efllclency waa a marked factor, and In to far aa the percentage of
that efficiency can be Increased there will b« a leaaenlni; of the
by tbe Interaute

==

serious resultK.

terlal.

Corrugations In light rails, due to the bending of the thin web,
are dlOcult to remedy without ronslderable expense,
but after the
»~
heads have been ^,
nied to a comparatively smooth surface. It has been
found that wltlnK the track to a ullgbtly wide gage will sometlmea
prevent a recurrence of the defect.
That there U something In this bending of the web of the rail
to account for this corrugation Is shown by the fact that about two
years ago steps were taken to obviate the trouble by Increasing the
thickness of the web of the rails on one road to •/,. In. By this
means the corrugation has been reduced on a system of 600 miles
4_
.
_.„„
I. i„ „
II
.u . .u
very „_,„ii
small jHTientage.
to «
a ,.»-..
It Is added In roiicUislon, that the price
, ..
II
..
.
of this Immunity Is eternal visllnnre. and the expenditure of conalderable sums of m oney when any form of wo o.l.n support Is use.l.

...

.

,

.

,

I

,

.

,

I

1

I

I

.

.
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STILL

BETTER BRAKES.

A third terrible fatal derailment within a recent period, and
cmuaed by failure to check the speed of the train on a curving approach to a dangerous curve, has happened in England under clrcumstances which suggest some general lessons, both there and
here. In the value of the quickest acting brakes
In July. 1906. at Salisbury, a train at high speed was derailed
.1
K _
.1,
J II
.»
..
on a „,,
sharp curve where
the speed
limit
was 1lo miles per hour,
killing 28 persons.
In September. 1906. at Grantham, a tram at
high speed was derailed on a sharp curve where the speed limit was
15 miles per hour, killing 14 persons. On October 15, 1907, at
Shrewsbury, a train at high speed was derailed on a sharp curve
limit was 10 miles per hour, killing 16 persons,
In each case, either the vacuum brake failed to work at the critical
time, or three persons, the driver, fireman and guard failed to do
One physical condition is alike in the three cases,
their duty.
namely: In nearing each of these three dangerous curves the driver
.„
.
,,
,
u
.
u speed
J
i,.i
»..
normally begins .to check
from v.high
while
the train is Jpassing
a
'^
through a curve.
It has been demonstrated and published that the older forms

where the speed

,

•

1

.

of vacuum brake ball-valve, still largely in use. are liable to erratic
action.
This is, In brief, the discovery that the ball can, under
certain circumstances, be so displaced as to allow the air to be
slowly admitted to the vacuum chamber above the piston, and
therebv Impair or lose the efflciencv of the brake. The governing
circumstances are that the train needs to be moving at high speed,
»_j .!,„.
ii„,i
„ J
_
J
.
II
I,.;
I.
the K-„i,„„
brakes i,„
and
that .v,„
be applied
and
released
to slightly check
apeed while on a curve with sufficiently short radius so that centrifugal force prevents the return of the ball to its valve seat, and
causes the brake to be temporarily inoperative. At Salisbury and
,

1

Grantham

the drivers and firemen were instantly killed and, lack-

ing their evidence, we can only incline to the belief that these accidents wire due to a dangerous form of brake valve. If no other
explanation is found for the similar derailment at Shrewsbury it
win be cumulative evidence of mechanical defect.
It seems to be clear that the original failure of the British com.t
.1
.
J
»
^
J
J
..u
panles, in the seventies,
to adopt
either
compressedJ air
a standard,
or vacuum, for braking trains has so divided the business that there
has been a lack of incentive to invention and application of Improved brakes.
In the vacuum brake, with the exception of an
automatic feature, the Improvements have been comparatively
,

,

.

slight.

The

history of the air brake in this country has been

marked

by four epochs, and we are now apparently entering on a fifth stage,
There has been a successive adoption for passenger service of four
distinct forms, each better than the other, and made sUndard as
rapidly as the efficiency of the later form over that of Its predeces80r was adequately demonstrated. Tbe fifth and the latest improvement gives an increased emergency efficiency of from 15 to 20 per
In connection with a supplemental air supply and a graduated
it reduces to a minimum the existing small chance

release feature,

of brake failure due to incompetent handling. While this is not vet
In the "adequately demonstrated" group to the extent that demands
,.
I.
J >
.u
Its wholesale adoption, nevertheless It has been applied to the electrie equipment
of the New York Central. Pennsylvania. Long
Island
t>
^ *^
and other roads and made standard on the Atchison. Judging by
the past, it is sure to receive such consideration as Its merits warrant, and this ready attitude Is fully Justified by a study
ot the
'
.
.J
^
.
,, ..
_,„
,
,
,j
.
results of accidents. In all the 159 principal accidents reported on

,..,,,.,

,

HI.,

1

.

.

,

.

8«pt«inb«r.>

_.. ,«1«
«- ,-1
n.. railroads
.^ii~..h. 01
«» the
tK.
record of> ._i
occurring
on the
Our
train accidents
Slates In September Includes 18 collUlons, 24 derallmenU
•

1

.

L'nlted

two boiler explosions. 44 accidents In all. This record Is not
published In full except In the cases of the few accidents which are
especially prominent In the present Instance six collisions and four
derailments. The record of "ordinary" accidents which term Ineludes, for our present purpose, only those which result In fatal
Injury to a passenKer or an employee or which are of special In'«««' '° operatlOK offlcers-ls given at the end In the shape of a
one-line Item for each accident, showing date, lo<-atlon, class, and
, j
..
,
.
.u
il n
number of deaths
and, Injuries,
tn this tabular statement tbe Italics
,„^,^^j^ ,^,.^^ ^h,^.^ ^^^ explained In detail. This record Is baaed
„„ accounts publUhed In local dally newspapers, except In the caaea
gjjj

—

.

—

......11..

,

of accidents of such magnitude that It seems proper to send a letter
of inquiry to the railroad manager.
The month of September had four train accidents which may
be called of first magnitude: the collision at West Canaan, N. H..
on the 16th; the derailment at Norris, Iowa, on the 6th; the colllslou near Bellalre, Ohio, on the 28th, and one at Tehachapl. Cal.,
on the 26th. The New Hampshire collision, due to an error In the
fa'n number In a despatchers order, was reported in the Railroad
Gaset/e of the 20th. The railroad commissioners of the state have

investigated the case and thev think that the weight of evidence is
,„,f ^^^ despatcher who. it is believed, put the cipher into the
(^ p,^^ „f ,^,^ g^^^^ ^ ,.^i^^ should have been put there,
because a previous order relating to train No. 30 was before him
when he was carrying out this operation. It does not appear that
the commissioners unequivocally condemn the despatcher. though
they exonerate Greeley, the station operator, from all blame. The
only recommendation in the report is that the despatcher at Concord should not be required to go downstairs to deliver train orders,
„,.j^.,.

have to do during a few hours on Sunday morning,
derailment at Norris Iowa on the 6th occurred nearly
opposite
the station. It caused the death of 13 passengers and the
'.
„
,
„
n j and
„ j «..„
..^ tv,„
five i„injured.
The „.„
pasinjury of six: one employee was 1killed
sengers killed and injured were all in the smoker, which is said to
have been a strong car, in flr?t class condition. The passenger train
was running at regular speed. A freight train was sUnding on
the side track, and the trucks of the tender of the passenger engine,
supposedly derailed several hundred feet west of the switch, when
they struck the switch caused the passenger engine to turn over
against the freight engine, badly damaging both. The mail car, bag^age car and smoker were demolished. No defect was discovered
in cars, engine or track, which would have caused the derailment.
j^ 'the collision near Bellalre. Ohio, on the 28th, six passengers.
^j^^^^ employees and one other person were killed and 20 passengers
^nd two employees were injured. In this collision, occurring at
2.40 p.m.. an eastbound express train ran over a misplaced switch
and collided with a freight train which was moving on the westbound main track. The engines of both trains were wrecked, and
the smoking car was telescoped by the baggage car so that every
seat was demolished. Every person in this car was either killed
>"• injured.
The collision is charged to the forgetfulness of a telegraph operator who had neglected to change the switch.
The collision near Tehachapi. Cal., on the 2bth, caused the death
^^ ^,g^^ ^^^^^ j.^,,^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ .^.,,^y ^^ 20. a work train being
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ f^^ig„t „ear the entrance to a tunnel. It is said that
j^e comrades of the victims attacked the trainmen after the colHsion, so that a force of armed men was sent to protect the train^s he

is liable to

'^}'^

.

,

men.

The collision at Dillard. Ore., on the night of the 12th was a
case of a freight train entering a side track not under proper conIt collided with and damaged five work train cars occupied

trol.

'Abbreviations and marks used la Accident List:
JJv.'.'.".'.'.'.Buuing"coi?i°'ion.
ic.'."".!

!!

as at crossings or In yards. Where only on» trata
itaoAmentioned. It Is usually a case of a train running Into
Ing car or cars, or a collision dne to a train breaklne In two oa a
grade.
Rroken'"*'''^
Defective.

'.Other collisions:
Is

|^

«ent.

^ccldenU^

"'''"'''

d.

eq!!.

° •,•
unf

nni

".

!

!

!

!l>erect ?n car or engine.

K*5"^*°'l*
„K.f™»»i«„
tlnforeaeen obstruction.
Unexplained.

of englneman or ugnalmaa).
derail
Open deralllni: switch '(negligence
»
»
nu.7. ..... Misplaced switch.
ace. obst. .Accidental obstruction.
,.„,.„.„,„» of
,, wltca.
._if.i.
malice. .. .Malicious obstruction of track or misplacement
Explosion ot boiler of locomotive on road.
boiler

""""°^p"„\W.V.PMlenge"r'?rrin"*
Pt..'.." .'.".Freight train (includes empry, engine*, work
'Wreck wholly or partly destroyed by Are.
tone or more passengers killed.

trains, etc.).
\
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by laborers, standing on the side track. Five laborers were killed the complainant, would be no reason why the complainant should
and five seriously injured. Of the killed, three were burned to be relieved from the payment of these charges which are imposed
death, the wreck having taken fire immediately from stoves In Um upon the rest of the public. The construction and maintenance of
this track is rather in the nature of a gift to the complainant and
outfit cars upset by the collision.
The collision at Allington, Conn., on the 15th, resembles that rcitainly could not be made the basis of any exception in its favor;
which occurred at Pittsford, N. Y.. in June, in that the engineman and tnc quet;tion is in no way affected by the face that the cars are
is said to have forgotten a regular train which runs only once a owned by the complainant.
This is as it should be, of course. The
week. In this case it was a Sunday train; in the Pittsford case Commission, indeed, might justly have gone farther and have declared that the same rule would apply even if Cudahy had owned
it was a train scheduled to run only two days in the week.
The collision at Devore, Cal., on the 21st, was due to a long the track. The North-Western has the usual rule that if the confreight train becoming uncontrollable while on a steep descending signee owns both car and track no demurrage shall be charged;
grade.
It collided with an empty engine at the foot of the grade
but that rule is justified rather by expediency than by economy
and the wreck was mostly destroyed by a fire which broke out imme- and justice. In this case the packer evidently desired to treat the
diately.
side track as though he owned it.
And well he might; for the comThe derailment near Kanawha Falls, W. Va.. on the 2d, causing pany had about the same as given it to him. The owner
Three cars were overturned of private cars may take them out of service whenever he
five deaths, was due to a broken rail.
and fell down a bank. The rail was one weighing 100 lbs. per yard, pleases, unless he has agreed to keep them in service; but it is
made in 1898. but it had an interior defect which could not have not a strained construction of the arrangement between the owner
been discovered by a surface inspection.
The derailments near New Florence, Pa., on the 15th, which
were on the West Penn division of the Pennsylvania, are remarkable only because they were both caused by the same wheel failure:
that of the flange of a wheel in one of the trains. The two trains
were running in the same direction on parallel tracks, and the
second derailment, which is classed as due to accidental obstruction.
was caused by parts of the wreck of the first train which fell under
the cars of the second.
In three derailments in this month the first vehicle to jump
the track was the tender, and in two of these cases the engine was
running backward. These three are in addition to those mentioned
above, but in one of the aoove (Norris) it is thought that the tender
was the first to leave the track.

Train Accidents in the U.xited States in Septemueu,

I!)()7.

Collisions.
f

Road.

Date.
1.

Grand Trunk

Southern
». Southern
<i.
Texas A Pacific
B. X. Y.. X. n. & H
7. St. L. & San Fran.
S. L. S. A M. S
•12. Southern Pacific
•3.

A

13.
14.

D.L.

l.j.

A. v., X.

H.. E.

W.,X.Y.,S.

A

\V.

.

.

.

Concord.
Chattanooga.
Annetta.

xc.

Botsford.

xc.

Ltenison.

be.
be.

& W..Hoboken.

Tex

Houston.
Allingtown.

ilninr
W.Canaan.
•21. Atch.. Top. rf ft'. /•£.. .Devore.
23. Mo.. Kan. A Texas
Evansvllle.
\r,.

Boston

il

Southern Paciftc
126. Bait, d Ohio
29. Seaboard
29. St. L. & San Fran

Tehachapl.

2fi.

Hellaire

Alamo.
Stanton.

of
Train.

P. & Ft.
P. & P.
P. & Ft.
P. & P.
P.
Ft.
P. & P.
Ft. & Ft.
F't. & Ft.
P. A P.
Ft. A P.
P. A P.
P. A Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft. A Ft.
Ft. A Ft.
P. A P"t.
Ft. A Ft.
P. A Ft.

re.
re.

be.

Cleveland.
Dlllard, Ore.

n.dH

Kind

Accident.

Place.
Ko.val Oak.

&

re.

xe.
be.
be.
be.
xe.
be.
xe.
xr.
xe.
be.

A

^

No. porsous
/-reported^.
Kll'd.

n

and the railroad to hold that such cars shall share with other
similar cars the burden of keeping the general traffic moving: even
perhaps to the extent of being used for some other shipper's goods
if the owner has no immediate need of the cars.
More important
than this consideration, however, is the convenient use of the track.
Demurrage is not charged solely as rent on cars, nor for rent and
track room combined; but also for the purpose of facilitating switching and the promotion of prompt movement of freight generally.
If a packing company desires to hold its cars out of service it should
at least provide for them a track where they would not inconvenience the railroad switching crews in their handling of other cars.
Demurrage collections must be managed under rather loose rules,
but this decision ought to suggest to the railroads
at best
that they abandon, so far as abandonment may be in the interest
of economy, their rule exempting owners' cars on owners' tracks.
If a railroad hires a car and pays for its use it should have the
right to use it as its. own car.
;

Inj'd.

2

Erie Railroad.
5
(I

2

The Erie

1
11

.')

1
."i

.'>

4
1

2
12

2.5

Jl!

1

(i

o

4

11

X

2iJ

Ill

22

4

11

3

20

company on which the depression in the
security market has fallen with particular severity. A year ago
plans were authorized and work begun on making over the property into an efficient trunk line railroad. A new through line was
to take the place of 70 of the first 89 miles westward out of Jersey
City and new cut-offs were to be built further west. As a result of these
improvements and others by which they were to be followed, grades
and curvature, now severe, were to be greatly reduced all
the way
between New York and Chicago, with the intention of eventually getting a maximum grade of 0.3 of 1 per
is

a railroad

and westbound between Chicago and Port Jervis, and
with the exception of one pusher grade, a ruling gradient of 0.2 of
Hoad.
Date.
1 per cent, east- and 0.6 of 1 per cent, westbound between Port Jervis
ma.
1
Central
1. Iowa
and Jersey City. The Jersey City terminals were to be rearranged,
b. rail.
!>
t2. rhrs. d Ohio
unx.
1
1
.Shavano.
Ft.
3. San An. A A. Pass.
enlarged and electrified, this improvement including an open cut
n
unx.
Pass.
4
Southern
Concord.
four tracks wide through Bergen Hill, the narrow throat which
loose rail.
1
1
Ft.
4. Mo.. Kan. A Texas. .. ..Myra.
n
u
mnl.
SutervlUc.
Ft.
4. ISnll. A Ohio
lies just west of the passenger and fast freight terminal, whose
n
rail.
loose
18
II
Tolbert.
Pass.
4. F. W. A
double-track tunnel had for some time been insuflicient. Work had
14
11
Pass.
unx.
Xorrls.
tfi. fhic.. II. I. d Pac
»
7
unx.
.MeKae.
Pass.
(5.
Seaboard Air Une.
been actively begun on several of these projects and it looked as
n
2
neg.
Pass.
Caldwell.
7. Chle., K. I. A Pae
though the time was within measurable distance when the Erie,
n
1
unx.
Chnreh IIIII.
Pass.
8. I'ennsvlVRnla
n
n
beam.
Eseondlda.
Pass.
freed from the handicaps of the mistakes of the past as refioeted
8. El Paso A S. W
1
4
unx.
O. Texas A Paelfic
Arlington.
Ft.
in the physical needs of the property, would be able, through greatly
»
C.
unx.
11.
N. E
I.lovds.
Ft.
1
(flange.
increased earnings, to overcome even the great financial mistakes
l.">.
Prnnsulvania
.New Florence. Ft.
(
aee. obst.
l.'i.
Prnnsfilranin
Xew Florence. Ft.
)
of its past history
a result which was almost absolutely certain
11
3
runawa.v.
17. Denver A Hlo firande.. Pando.
Ft.
11
2
17. I>>hlKh Valley
Pass.
b. rail.
to come about if a thorough improvement policy could be carried out.
Pattenburg.
"
•19. Great Northern
1
unx.
Wenatehee.
Pass.
The Erie has had to depend on issues of bonds convertible into
11
3
unx.
21. Illinois Central
Pass.
Fulton.
11
•22. Southern
32
h. rail.
common stock, to finance the cost of its improvements. Up to June
Pass.
Ityan.
11
22. Pennsylvania
holler.
4
Ft.
Hurton City.
30,
1906,
$22,000,000 of these bonds were sold, while Erie common
11
hose.
27. Pennsylranln
12
Diincannon.
Ft.
•3«l. St. I,. A San Fran
stock was selling around 45. With Erie common selling at below 20,
2
1
unx.
Pass.
Dixon.
Other .iccitlenls.
as it does to-day. the convertible feature of such bonds is of small
n
Isiller.
2
17. Chle, n. I. A Pae
Pass.
Ilamah.
Even before the
value and there Is no market
for them.
16. Kalt. A Ohio
holler.
1
2
I>nraln.
Ft.
Of the 12 serious electric car accidents reported in the news- Btock market crash of last March the company, in the fall of
papers In September, five resulted In one or more fatalities, namely. 1906, with work actively under way on at least three of the
Schenectady. Chicago (South Side Elevated), Nazareth, Pa.; Toledo, new construi'tlon projects, found itself in need of ready money.
Ohio: Elmore. Ohio.
Short term notes were issued. The report gives no facts about the
note issues of the year and the inforiuation made public at the time
Intpresting
Issued
an
Thp Interstate Commerce Commiasion has
was not always definite or final, so that it is not possible to give
decision concerning the collection of demurrage for the detciillon with certainty the exai't amounts put out. According to the Unilof
freight
cars while on
private side tracks. The opinion, rtintl Oazcttr's record, however, between October 1, 1906, and Janby
Commissioner Prouty, Is in the case of the Cudahy uary 3, 1907, $7,000,000 six-months 6 per cent, notes were sold at
Packing Company against the Chicago & North-Western. The com- prices near par.
plainant owns n warehoufe at Deadwood, S. Dak., sitiinted on a spur
Then came the great decline In security prices. There fell due
Demur- on April 8 $3,000,000 notes, and the Erie was for the moment in a
track liiillt and maintained at the expense of the railroad.
repp at one dollar n day Is chnrgcil if cars are not unloadnl within light place. These were refunded by $5..^00.000 one-year credit notes
48 hour.'^. The compialnanl desirea to retain its cars upon this spur wliirh Instead of being interest-bearing were discounted by the banktrark 00th hefnrn and after they are unloaded for an Indeniiils time ers like commercial jiaper. This is a more expensive process for the
The Coninilsalon holds .idler. At the price of about 90, at which the notes were reported
without payment of tlfmnrrnge charges.
that the fact that the defendant had constructed and malutuined en- to have been sold, the cost of the money to the Erie was 10 or 11
tirely at Its own expense the spur track for the exclusive use of per cent,, a prohibitive rate for railroad borrowings.
The funds
Derailmrnts.
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Kind

Place.

of train.
Pass.
Xew Sharon.
Kanawha Flls. Pass.

.

.

.

.

No. persons
^reportcd-^

cent, both east-

of derlmt. KU'd. Inj'd.
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needed to me«t notea which were falllns due.
Improvement work had bet^u Htopped In Manh The moat Important of ihlH wiu what In known an ihi- Uiiymard i-utull. (rom Hlxhland Mlllii. N. Y.. weat via ('ampLx-ll Mall to Uuymard, whlrh la
the atatlon eaat of Port JervU. Thia new lunille line wait to lake
the place of a atretch of road with heavy grudea and curvature.
There waa aUo a cut-otT between Hunta, on the HornellUufTalo line,
and Cuba, on the main line west of Hornell, on which work waa
auapended. These were the two plecea of work on which moat had
U-en done.
Uefore many weeka the situation brightened. Late In May the
Erie borrowed $5,000,000 more on one-year notea, but on better terms
than re<'elved for the notes sold In April. The two new cutoffs on
which work had lieen stopped bad been incorporated aa separate railroads, the (iuymard cutoff being the Krie * Jersey Railroad and
the cutoff from the Buffalo division to the main line being the
(ienesee River Railroad
The Erie A Jersey Issued flrst mortgage
bonds and in June the Erie sold J3.000.00ii three-year 6 per cent,
notes secure<l by 14.000,000 Erie ft Jersey l>onds.
In the same
month the Genesee River was authorized to Issue $6,000,000 first
mortgage bonds and the Eric negotiated a loan of $2,000,000 secured
by part of these bonds. Thus funds were provided for the Immediate needs of the Erie and for carrying on the most important of
the construction work which had alrtady been begun.
Then came the question, how. looking toward the future, to
further finance the Improvements? The short term notes had been
issued at high cost to provide funds immediately and absolutely
necessary. This form of financing was too expensive to be followed
except under compulsion. As there was no general improvement
In the security market nor any prospect of one, it was not possible
There was, however, a source from which fund.s
to sell bonds.
might be obtained the surplus earnings. For the year ended Jun<30, 1907, there were $2,555,696 disbursed in dividends. $1,642,029 spent
for additions and improvements and a little more thai) $1,700,000
left as the final surplus of the year, a sum entirely inadequate to
cover the needs of the road which would normally be met by new
was possible, however, to
security issues on capital account.
It
temporarily Increase the amount of cash thus availahlp tiy passing
tbui obialnM wer»

all

did not Increaae aa faal
from railroad and otl.>

483
tf^

might have been feared.

GroM eamloga

:.ii.
not Including coal companlea.
•>
In 1906. an Increaae of $3,900.-« earnings lncrea*ed $3,700,000,
t-nt
i;
per
which Is in the same pruputdub. Railroad operating expenses were
$1,900,000. or 6 per <i-nt. larger than in the prevloua year, while
net railroad earnings were $16,171,357, an Increase of 12 per cent,
over the previous year. The expenses of "other operations" were
larger than the earnings, ho that the net earnings from all operations were $15,747,788. against $14,129,797 In 1906.
The railroad
operating ratio was 68.12 per rent., against 69.71 per cent. In 1906.
This reduction In the operating ratio is a fortunate and unusual result in a year when the expenses of operation generally
greatly Increased.
It waa brought about partly by a reduction of
This decrease
6 per cent, in the cost of maintaining the equipment.
came mostly In locomotive repairs, where such a showing waa not
unnatural following a year in which 173 new locomotives, of which
118 were additions, were added to the equipment.
In 1907 with
four new locomotives received there waa a decrease of 26 in the
number of locomotives. The retiring of these 30 old locomotives
from the equipment also helps to explain the decrease In the cost
Repairs and renewals cost $2,291 per locoof locomotive repairs.
motive, against $2,954 in 1906; $612 per passenger car, against
Mainand
$69
per
freight car. against $60 in 19i)6.
$618 In 1906.
tenance of way cost $2,346 per mile of line operated, against $2,139
In 1906.
It therefore appears that the reduction in the Erie's operating ratio was not gained at the expense of maintenance.
Conducting transportation increased $1,530,000, or 9 per cent.,
against an increase of $479,000, or 11 per cent., in maintenance otf

were $53,900,000, aga

000, or

8

<

—

way, and a decrease of $530,000 (6 per cent.) in maintenance of
equipment.
The wages of train employees and of several other
There
in the transportation department were increased.
were increases in almost every one of the conducting transportation

classes

Erie Railroad.
the dividend payments. This, however, was a more extreme step
than the directors thought necessary to take.
The expedient was adopted, as announced last August, of paying
the dividends in .scrip payable in 10 years with interest meanwhile
This operation has been described as a forced loan
4 per cent.
from stockholders at 4 per cent., at a time when the Erie was paying
In
6 per cent, and over for money borrowed from other sources.
a sense this Is true but it does not tell the whole story. It was
altogether;
within the power of the directors to pass the dividends
in which case the stockholders would have had nothing at all for
their dividend payments. There is special justification of scrip
dividends In the present situation of the Erie. The road has great
quantities of traffic, is well managed and needs only a series of
Improvements to put it In a strong position financially. Once established as a cheaply operated through line between New York and
Chicago it should be able to make returns on all of its very
large capitalization. Even now. preferred dividends are being earned
and the stockholders for that re.ison should get returns. On the
other hand, money cannot be borrowed at reasonable rates and
without funds work will have to be stopped on important improvements and part of the money already spent wasted. Therefore scrip
dividends are a reasonable compromise between passing out money
to stockholders which is greatly needed for the eventual betterment of their property, and paying nothing at all. Through the
funds thus temporarily obtained it is probable that part at least
of the note issues maluriiig in 1908 can be paid without going to
the security market for new funds.
From the earnings' standpoint the past year was a prosperous
one, particularly because operating expenses were kept in hand and
at

accounts, the principal exceptions being in car mileage, both freight
and passenger, and in injuries to persons. The largest single Increase was in cost of fuel for locomotives, which rose from $4,000,000
The good results of the year in the operation of the
to $4,330,000.
road are shown in the cost per locomotive-mile which, in the final
analysis, is probably the most accurate single unit by which to
judge railroad operating expenses. In spite of the Increase in
cost of fuel, supplies and wages, the total cost per locomotive-mlle
was reduced from 36 to 34 cents. The principal decrease was la
the cost of repairs and renewals^a concrete illustration of the saving due to acquisition of new and modem motive power. There
was an increase of 6 per cent, in the number of ton-miles, against
an increase of 2 per cent. In the freight-train and freight-car mileage.
The trainload rose from 455 to 472 tons and the carload from
Although the average haul was slightly shorter, the
19 to 20 tons.
ton-mile rate was 0.614 cents, against 0.598 cents in 1906. so that
the freight earnings increased nearly $3,000,000, or over 8 per cent.
Passenger earnings, with a small decrease in the passenger-mile

per cent. Of the 24,200,000 passengers carried,
passengers and 683.000 through passengers.
There was a larger Increase in through passenger travel than in the
previous year. The increase of 7 per cent, in passenger miles was
handled with an inciease of 4 per cent, in passenger-train mileage
but of S lUM- cent, in passenger-car mileage.
The Erie does what few other railroad companies do In showis
given
table
-\
ing
Us freight traffic by commodities.
showing the tonnage of the year and of the preceding year with
traffic,
and.
in
total
the
class
was
of
which
each
percentage
the
addition, the increase or decrease in each class of tonnage both in
amount and per cent. Only by Including all these figures ran an
accurate idea of the business of the road be -quickly gained, yet
many roads give merely the tonnage by classes during the year,
sometimes without even giving the percentage which each class
rate,

increased 5

23,500,000

is

were

local

of the total tonnage.

1
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This table shows that anthracite coal is the largest single item
of the Erie's tonnage; 22 per cent, of the total last year, against
20 per cent, in 1906, this with an increase of 16 per cent, in anthraBituminous coal was 19 per cent, last year, against
cite tonnage.
20 per cent, in 1906. The principal proportionate increases in tonnage during the year were in grain, flour and other mill products,
18 per cent.; cotton, 55 per cent.; fruit and vegetables, 46 per cent.;
dressed meats, 13 per cent.; petroleum and other oils, 17 per cent.;
sugar, 24 per cent.; bar and sheet metal, 55 per cent.; forest products other than lumber, 27 per cent.; anthracite coal, 16 per cent.;
iron and other ores. 28 per cent.; salt. 12 per cent. Live stock tonnage decreased 22 per cent.; "other packing house products," 37 per
cent., and agricultural implements. 33 per cent.
President Underwood speaks of the present status of the construction work. The contemplated improvements to the line between Passaic Junction, N. J., and Highland Mills, N. Y.. the eastem terminus of the Guymard cut-off, have been postponed. They
will have to be carried out before the maximum benefits will be
secured from the Guymard cut-off. As part of the plan for improvements east of Port Jervis, the Erie Terminals Railroad has been
organized in New Jersey to build from a point on the New York
and New Jersey state line, near Suffern, to the Hudson river; and
the Suffern Railroad has been organized in New York to build from
Suffern. on the present main line, to a connection with the line of
the Erie Terminals company. These two companies will take care
of the improvements south of Suffern.
Similarly in western New York, although the new cut-off from
Hunts to Cuba is to be finished, its related line improvements between
Homell and Hunts and between Salamanca and Cuba have been
postponed.
The cut-off from Columbus. Pa., to Niobe, 13 miles,
which is being built by the Columbus & Erie Railroad, has progressed satisfactorily during the year.
There are several interesting events not yet mentioned. The
electrified line between Rochester. N. Y., and Mt. Morris. 35 miles,
was put in operation in June and has already resulted in an increase of over 33V, per cent, in passenger earnings. This electrification was described in the Railroad Gazette of October 11 and
October 18, 1907, with editorial comment in the earlier number. The
American Locomotive Company in June delivered to the Erie the
first of the three Mallet articulated compounds which are to be
used as pushers over one ol the worst summits on the road. These
engines, which will push more than two consolidation locomotives
of the heaviest type, represent the latest step in concentrated locomotive power. If they prove to be as successful in practice as there
is reason to believe, they will probably eventually be adopted as a
permanent type to strengthen the few points at which the regenerated Erie will have steep grades. A third feature of the year's
operations which, though small proportionately, is of serious import
This
to the company, is the increase of over 40 per cent, in taxes.
is almost entirely due to new laws in New Jersey whose legality
During the year the contract
is now being tested before the courts.
with Wells. Fargo & Company for handling the express business on
the Erie, which expired in 1916, was extended for a further period
of 16 years.
One of the Erie's great problems has long been Its suburban business. As will be seen even on the small scale of the map of the whole
road, Erie lines are thickly clustered in the territory on the west side
of the Hudson river between Newark, N. J., and Haverstraw, N. Y.
The Erie has a tremendous commutation business which it is handicapped in serving. Betterment of the suburban service awaits the
general terminal improvements at Jersey City, In particular the completion of the new four-track cut which is to be used entirely for
passenger service. Eventually the ferry trip will be eliminated. A

contract was made during the year with the Hud.»on & Manhallnn.
which Is building two tunnels under the Hudson river, by whiih
the Erie is granted the use of the tunnels now building, toj.ther
with valuable terminal facilities in New York. This contract will
become partially effective as soon as the first tunnfl of the Hudson
ft Manhattan Is put In operation, which will be within a few months.
Once the Jersey City Improvements are finished, the Hudson & Manhattan la to build additional facilities at that point and the contract
can be carried out In full. Then the Erie should be able to offer
a particularly attractive suburban service.
The last two years' operations, not including the New Jersi-y &
New York Railroad, 37 miles, or the coal companies, are summarized

below:
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St.

Louis Southwestern.

is one of the smaller Gould railroad
directly in the .territory of the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern and probably on this account is managed
It is not a great
quite independently of the other Gould railroads.
system, but a small compact railroad leading from various points
in northeastern Texas, north through Arkansas and parallel to the
Mississippi river to St. Louis. From the Mississippi river crossing
at Illino. Mo., to St. Louis, 138 miles, it runs over track used jointly
with the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. The lines in Texas
are owned by the St. Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas. The
longest through line of the road, from Gatesville. Tex., to St. Louis,
does not pass through the most important cities in the intervening
territory, such as Fort Worth, Dallas and Sherman. Tex.; Shreveport. La.; Little Rock, Ark.; Memphis. Tenn.. and Cairo, 111., which
are all reached by branches. The road is therefore largely depend-

The

St.

properties.

Louis Southwestern
It

lies

ent on the traffic which is produced along its own lines, a good deal
of which gets the long haul from Texas to the Mississippi river
gateways, as is shown by the average distance haul of the freight,
which is 240 miles. The passenger travel is largely local, the
average haul being 40 miles.
The St. Louis Southwestern is not and never has been a dividend paying road. The 1907 report is the sixteenth annual statement of the company's position. The railroad lines which were
taken over in 1891 were of the lightest standard. The next few
trying years gave no opportunity for making improvements, so that
by the time that railroad prosperity returned in 1898 and 1899, the
road was in need of almost everything. On June 30, 1897. there
were only 24 miles of rail heavier than 56 lbs. to the yard in the
whole mileage of 1.223 miles and all of this 24 miles of 75-lb. steel
had been put in the track since June 30. 1894. There were only 94
miles of rock ballasted track and 347 miles of track ballasted with
gravel and sand. Of the total of 1.223 miles. 736 miles were unIn the 1S97 annual report
ballasted and 595 miles were unfenced.
the President urged the importance of continuing the work of
fencing the track as the reduction in the amount paid for claims
for stock killed and injured would make the expenditure a very
These features of the condition of the propprofitable investment.
erty 11 years ago are suggestive in comparison with the road as it
stands to-day.
On June 30, 1907. the total mileage of track with 85-. 75-. 70- or
60-Ib. rails, mostly 75-lb.. was S70 miles of the total of 1.310 miles
owned. Of the same total. S59 miles were ballasted, leaving 451
miles of track, mostly in Texas, unballasted. At the same time all
but about 300 miles of line were fenced. These figures deal with
conditions on the lines owned and do not. as nearly as can be
judged from the facts given in the report, include the lines over
which the St. Louis Southwestern has trackage rights.
In the 1897 year gross earnings were $4.Sno.(iOO. or $3,879 per
mile of road and net earnings $888,000, or $721! per mile of road.
Fixed charges and taxes, not including any payments on the second
mortgage income bonds, were $954,000, leaving a deficit from the
year's operations of $04,000.
Last year gross earnings for the first
time in the company's history were more than ten million dollars,
or $7,267 per mile of road.
Net earnings were $3,400,000. or $2,312
per mile of road; fixed charges and taxes, including $751.0iio on the
consolidated mortgage bonds which absorbed two-thirds of the
second mortgage incomes, were $1,850,000, leaving, instead of a
deficit as in 1897, a net income after charges of $1,700,000.
This
is a record of tremendous progress.
It is due both to the growth
and development of the Southwest and to the application of surplus
earnings to the improvement of the property so that it has been in
a position to handle the continually increasing traffic which ha»
been offered to it.
Last year's record is the best in the history of the road. The
increase in gross earnings was $1,600,000. or 17 per cent. Operating
expenses increased $500,000, or 7 per cent., leaving net earnings of
$3,360,000, against $2,290,000 in 1906. an increase of over $1,000,000.
or 47 per cent. The operating ratio was reduced from 75 to 68 per
cent.
These are remarkable gains. No railroad outside of the
Southwest can show any such favorable results for the past year.
The St. Louis Southwestern shared the fortunate experience of the
other Southwestern roads In not only getting a large increase In
gross earnings, but In being able to save most of this Increase for
net. while most railroads In other sections of the country had to
see their Increased earnings being used up in operating expenses.
Whether this rate of progress or one anywhere nearly so large
can be maintained during the present year is a question. ViceI'resldenl and General Manager Britton slates, under date of September 16, that general business throughoiit the Southwest Is In a
healthy condition and an Improved traffic movement may be expected.
Indications point to a fair cotton crop In spite of the fact
that Its lateness makes it peculiarly liable to harm from early killing frosts. The demand for lumber and forest products continues
Kciod and the movement is limited only by the available equipment.
K P'llally Is there Increased traffic In hard woods, oak. hickory.
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himfaer mllla bare been
k>caled alODS the llae to uae bard wood* from laDd* from wblcb the
yellow pine ha« been cut off. CompU-tlon of thin lumberlnK will
leave th^ Isn't r^s'ly for acri-iilt'irf
A errar Mf-n! of ><)ifh Intrl 1'
con>:

almost an equal amount of tonnage In each direction. Tbe north-,
bounil tonnage Is 54 per cent., and tbe southbound tonnage 46 per
cent, of the total.
Last year the southbound tonnage Increased
th'tc than tlie northbound.
This la shown In the reduction of periit empty car mileage to total car mileage from 28 to 25

BeM

total freight revenue Increased $1,2*><i.0'mj, or 18 per cent.
This waa due both to an Increase of 8 per cent. In the number of
revenue ton miles and of 9 per cent. In tbe ton-mile rate. Tbe
"'
niimt>er of pa.s^cnger miles Increased 16 per cerr
total
pa.-i».-iiger
revfiui*' 18 per cent., while the aver
per
passi-ngir mlN- In. r>-ased 2',.j per cent., wblcb wa.ause
the passenger-rute deductions did not take effe«-t until u-.^ro ti^*- end
of the fl«al year.
There was a decrease of thre«? miles, or 7 per
cent.. In the average passenger frip and. as a result, a decrease of
5 cents, or 5 per cent.. In the average revenue per passenger.
There were some very large proportionate Increase* and decreases In the Individual articles of tonnage, ^^lieat decreiLsed 27
per cent.; oat.s, 52 per cent.; com, 44 per cent., and "other grain
and mill products," 15 per cent., while the rice tonnage increased
122 per cent.; fruits and vegetables, 30 per cent.: cotton, 84 per
cent., and cotton products, 110 per cent.
In justification of its
title, "Cotton Belt Route," these last two classifications made up
over 11 per cent, of the total tonnage. This as against 6 per cenL
As most of this is through traffic, it is easy
in the previous year.
to see that the fine cotton crop of last year, more than any other
one thing, was responsible for tbe road's prosperity. Under the
head of manufactures and miscellaneous there were decreases of
11 per cent, in tonnage of sugar and molasses, 27 per cent. In petroleum and other oils and 57 per cent, in rails. On the other
hand, castings and machinery increased 30 per cent.; wines, liquors
and beers, 41 per cent.; agricultural implements and carriages, 41
per cent., and general merchandise, 21 per cent. The total of this
group was 19 per cent, of tbe total tonnage, an increase of 10 per
cent, over the previous year.
The tonnage, as a whole, increased
s per cent, over 1906 and was slightly over 3,00ft.00«) tons, of which
a little more than 2,000,000 tons originated on the road.
Nearly $1,500,000 was spent on additions and betterments during the year. JFor these expenditures, however, the treasury was
reimbursed by consolidated mortgage bonds which are being held
subject to future sale. There was over J321.000 advanced from the
treasury for the same purpose, against which no bonds have yet
been issued. The principal items among the additions and improvements were: Roadway and track, $500,000; new side tracks, $150,iioO: new roundhouses and shops, $163,000; rails, $109,000. and new
buildings. $104,000. .\t Pine Bluff. Ark., a modem steel and concrete car shop equipped with the latest machinery and a new
power house have been built. The company now hopes not only to
repair and replace all of its existing car equipment, but to build
new cars from time to time. There were 115 miles of track laid
with 7.5-lb. rails replacing 56-lb. rails. Work is now in progress
ballasting the line between Mt. Pleasant, Tex., and Fort Worth. 154
miles.
The bridges of tbe road have been improved, the two most
important new bridges being one over tbe Brazos river at Waco.
Tex., the other over the Red river at Shreveporf. La., giving the
At the same
St. Louis Southwestern its own line into Shreveport.
time the maintenance expenditures included in operating expenses
were larger than in the previous year. Maintenance of way cost
Repairs of
$I.30S per mile of line owned, against $1,257 in 1906.
equipment cost $2,071 per locomotive, against $2,040 in 1906: $706
per passenger car. against $636 in 1906, and $71 per freight and
work car. against $53 in 1906 ^this last a noticeable increase to
place the freight car maintenance on a proper level. There was a
slight decrease in cost of repairs per loiomoiive mile, showing
greater efficiency in power. There was an increase of 10 per cent,
in number of locomotives and of 16 per cent, in total tractive power
during the year. On the other hand, there was a decrease in the
number of freight cars, a result which probably would not have
come about if investment conditions had been more favorable. If
its trafiBc continues to increase in the way it has during recent
months, the St. Louis Southwestern will soon need to order new
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enlerprlaes hote U-t-u Ittctileil wImm; renuil will bo redecleU tu the
traflk of future years.
On the other band. Mr. Brltton hai> a less rbeerfut story to tell
under the head of adverse state IfKl.slatlon. Of this murh has been
encoimtrrM f1'ir!nc thf pn'^t yonr sni h r- r. qnlrlnR additional train
•er\

.

t.H

where not needed,

many

reductions In
frelK
'hrouKh orders from
the several aiale railroad rommiiuiluna." in Texas, for Instance,
orders have been Issued establl.shinK act-ountlnK methods widely at
rarlanco with the Interstate Commtrie Commission standard, resulting In duplication of records and accounts and a eorrespondlnf;
Increase In expenses. A number of the laws and the orders of the
commissions have been appealed to the courts.
In regard to the reduction of passenger fares by law, Mr. Brltton speaks as follows:

eqii.

.

°°|iurlD( th<- pant jrMir. In obedlencr to public clamor, the leglalaturra of
the ttaln of Arkansaa. Mlaaourl and IIIIdoIs enacted 2-cent passenger fare
laws whirb wrni In elfpct on April 10. Juno 10 and Juljr 1, 1907, reapectlvel}-.
In the aiatr.! namrd.
While tbese latri apply only to Intrastate business,
tbeir effrct ban tteen to compel tbl.« company and otber railroad companies
aimllarly aituaieil lo reduce tbelr Intufblnle passenser rates as well.
Up

St.

Louis Southwestern.

became elfcctlTe, the Increase In the volof passenser rrafDc and the revenues derived therefrom, in the states
l."> per cent, over the corresponding' period of the preceding
year, altrlbuinblc 10 the very satisfactory business ami crop conditions prevailing and to Ihe ilevelopment anil colonization of the territory tributary to
to tbe time the first of these laws

ume

named, was alnut

this

line.

While this

was most gratifying, the volume or density
means warranted or JustlUeil the large decrease,

lncrea.se

of the passenger irafllc by no

nor In fact, any decrease whatever. In tbe pu.ssenger rates.
laws became etfectlve. the pas-senger revenues of the company,

Since tbese
in the territory affected thereby, have shown a decrease, instead of an Increase, compared wltb the same period of the prece<llng year. While It Is hoped that
the volume of passei ger traffic will c< nlinue to Increase In proportion to
the natural growth of the country and Its |>opulatlon, tbe passenger business, which has always been more or less unprofitable in the Southwest on
account of the sparsely settled condition of the country will continue to
be so for some time to come, unless some relief from these contlscafory rates
can be obtained through legal process. With this object In view, the Missouri
law Is now being tested in the Federal courts on constitutional grounds."

The tralnload in 1897 was 160 tons and the carload 11 tons,
both including company freight. Only six years ago, the tralnload
was 23li tons and the carload 1.5 tons. Last year the tralnload
was 323 tons and the carload 18 tons. These figures are for the
entire system. The Texas lines for the first time had a tralnload
of over 200 tons, while the average tralnload on tlie lines north
of the Red river was 426 tons, a satisfactory figure for a Southwestern road even though most of Its mileage is through line. One
strong point in the operation of the road is the fact that there is

'

:

—

freight cars.
The St. Louis Southwestern has $20,000,000 preferred and $16,500.000 common stock outstanding. These are now selling at about
35 and 15 respectively. The surplus of $1,571,497 earned last year
after interest on the still remaining income bonds and after miscellaneous deductions, is equal to 5 per cent, on the preferred stock
and 3>.j per cent, on the common. The stockholders have had a
long time to wait for any return on their holdings, but at the
present rate of progress a dividend on the preferred stock would
seem to be inevitable within a year or two. However, if the business reaction which Is freely predicted, affects the Southwest, dividend payments will probably have to be postponed for a number
The railroad lies in territory which has a most
of years longer.
hopeful immediate future so far as natural conditions are concerned, but which may, by severity in railroad legislation, cripple
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own growth and the growth of its railroads for several
The last two years' results are summarized below:
1907.

Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Net income
Income bond interest

,•$,707,592

7.190.103
3.357,032
1,712,542
130,420

1901.
1,452
$1,713,474
6,698,723
8,989,504
1,650,460
1,189.334
3,433.387
6,699,444
2,290,120
697.055
130,420

Year's surplus

l..-)71.497

n)S(i.77H

Mileage worked
I'assenger earnlogs
Freight enmlngs
Gross earnings
.Malnt. of

Malnt.

of

way and

struct.
etiulpuient

J

.45-1

$2,028,481
•,899,937

10,553,135

l,n3,«53
1,383.417

years.

railroad tax case.

only other large road in such case is the Cincinnati. Hamilton &
Dayton. The two went into receivership together on December
The annual re4, 1905, but their operations are kept separate.
port of the Pere Marquette just issued covers the first full year
during which the road has been managed by the receiver. Judson
Harmon: a year of successful progress in restoring a wrecked
railroad property to independence.
As almost inevitably happens when a railroad company is
forced into financial default, the road itself had been allowed to
The following table of the
run down and wear out physically.
amounts spent during the last four years on maintenance per mile
of line and per unit of equipment proves this concisely:
Repairs of locomotives, per locomotive
Repairs of pas.singer cars, per car....
Repairs of freight cars, per car

The contested part

of the taxes for 1902,

1903

and 1904. and the entire taxes under the new law for 1905, with
B penalty of 1 per cent, a month on the deferred payments immediately fell due and were paid. Last year there were no such
back payments and there was a corresponding reduction in taxes.
Other fixed charges, however, increased by J143.000, leaving a net
reduction in fixed charges of $576,000. The net income after charges
was $432,000. against a deficit of $861,000 in 1906. an increase of
This very favorable
$1,300,000 over the previous year's showing.
result is what makes it possible, fundamentally, to carry out a

2.000 miles of line, is the largest
in the hands of a receiver.
The

Maintenance of way. per mile

payments for taxes. Taxes rose from ?414,663 in 1905 to $1,196,owing to the final decision, against the railroads, in
April. 1906, by the United States Supreme Court of the Michigan
in

918 in 1906,

Pere Marquette.

The Pere Marquette, with over
railroad now or for some time past
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1907
686

1906
679

1905
720

1904
533

1.975

l.,S90

427

1.940
441

1.333

42(!

4ir.i

With the exception of the locomotive item, none, even of the
present charges, are sufiicient to permanently preserve the line or
the car equipment. The record of the earlier
years shows how inefficient were the tools
with which the receiver was to work out
the salvation of the property.
That, nevertheless, he has done this, is
shown by the success, at a time when it was

speedy termination of the receivership.
It will be observed that the satisfactory operating results were
obtained not so much through increase in gross earnings as by
keeping down operating expenses. As shown by the maintenance
figures per mile of track and per unit of equipment, this was not
It was brought about by
^(,„p i,y spending less on the property.
reducing the cost of the non-productive payments, conducting transIn 1905. with 1.312,000,000 revportation and general expenses.
gnug ton-miles, conducting transportation cost $6,272,000. It was
reduced $271,000 in 1906 and last year $31,000 more, so that in a
yp^r when there were 1,715.000.000 revenue ton-miles and when
^-.^g^s and supplies cost more than in the previous years, conductGeneral expenses were
jng transportation cost only $5,970,000.
jssj.ooo in 1905. $408,000 in 1906, and last year were reduced to
The largest decrease under this
$36,5.000. less than the 1905 figure.
^ead was in law expenses, which were $26,000 against $48,000 in
Salaries of general officers were $69,000. against $76,000 in
1906.
1906.
The principal changes in the conducting transportation account were increases in wage payments, fuel, loss and damage and
advertising: and decreases in cost of handling fuel, injuries to persons, operating marine equipment (this a decrease of 25 per cent.),
and outside agencies. Such a saving as the one in the cost of handling

difficult to raise railroad funds, of an
offering of $5,000,000 five-year 6 per cent.
These were offered to the stockholdnotes.
ers in .lune and the i.ssue was considerYet the preably oversubscribed at par.
ferred stock, instead of being a guaranCincinnati.
the
cent,
stock,
as
teed 4 per

most

Hamilton & Dayton agreed to make it. is
quoted at about 30. while Pere Marquette
common, on which the C, H. & D. guaranThe proteed 5 per cent., is quoted at 8.
ceeds of this issue are to be used to pay off
the outstanding receiver's certificates and
take the road out of the hands of the court
return it to the management of its
stockholders.
At the same time the present preferred
stock is to be exchanged at 115 for 4 per
cent, first preferred stock, cumulative after
1910.
Present preferred shareholders, however, who did not subscribe to the note issue
are to receive new second preferred stock In
exchange for their present holdings. Common stockholders are to
exchange their holdings for an '-qual amount of new common stock,
plus an additional amount of new common stock equal to the par
value of any notes for which they may have subscribed.
This reorganization plan is to be voted on at a special meeting
of the stockholders next Monday. October 28.
It Is likely to be carried and by the end of the year the Pere Marquette, entirely separated from the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, will probably begin
a new period of Its history as a solvent. Independent railroad. That
It will long remain Independent, however, is doubtful, though the
fact that It has parallel lines with Ixilh the Michigan Central and
the Grand Raplda & Indiana may prevent It from falling, as It
naturaily would otherwise, to either the New 'Vork Central or the
Pennsylvanln. As it stands, it is a fairly compact group of lines
Hesldes this
In central Michigan, .some of them of light traffic.
central group of local lliie.s. It ha.<i a through line with connections
by trackage rights at each end with Buffalo and with Chicago, and
car ferry connections a'-ross Lake Krie and l.ake Michigan.
The property hag fared well during the year just past. Gross
earnings were $11,200,000. an Increase of $784,000. or 6 per cent.
over 1906. Operating expenses were kept down so that they required only $44. 000 of this Increase, and net earnings were $4.2O0,There was a decrease,
000. an Increase of $740,000, or 21 per cent.
whlch amounted tn almost as much as this gain In net earnings,

and

Pere Marquette.
noteworthy, because
efficiency and nothing else.
fuel is

a saving which represents increased
.Another economy of the same kind is

it is

mentioned incidentally in connection with one of the smaller improvemcnts made during the year.
New freight platforms and
transfer sheds were built at Michigan City and at Detroit at a cost
of less than $5,000.
saving of $10,000 a year will
Through them
be made in cost of transferiing and switching freight at Chicago,
Detroit and Suspension Bridge.
Incidents like these prove that
the present operating offlcerp are taking advantage of chances for
!i

real economies.

The better operation of the road is shown In a decrease In the
number of empty freight car miles. The empty mileage wns reducpd from 36,500.000 to 31.000.000. The revenue trainlond wns Increased from 312 Ions to 322 tons, and the average carload by half
a ton.
There wore only six Instead of seven empty freight cars
In the average train, while the larger loading was carried in the
same number of loaded cars as in the previous year. In spite, therefore, of a small reduction In the ton-mile rate, the average revenue
per freight-train mile inci-eased from $1.86 to $1.90.
The Pere Marquette's tonnage is made up 16 per cent, of agricultural products. 38 per cent, of mineral products. 20 per cent, of
forest products, 12 per cent, of manufactures, and 12 per cent, of
les." than carload shipments and commodities not olherwl.se classlfled
TIkmc was an Increase of OO ))er rent, in the tonnage of fruits

OmMBi
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carried, which roM from 1.6 per c«Dt. lo 2.5 per
The tonnase of sugar beeu Incr<>a8ed
(he toul tonnAge

and vegeublea
cent, of

per (CDt and now furnUheM 1' per cent., again*! 1.5 per cent. In
1VU)>. of the total tonnage.
There was an Increaite of 63 per cent.
In anthrai'lte tonnage, wbKh rose from 3.)J lo 6 7 of the toUl; but
There were dethe amount of bituminous coal carried decreased
creaua In every riaiwlflcatlon of forest products, the tot*l decrease
being 12 per cent. In IDOfi foreat products made up 24 per cent,
of the total tonnage, against 20.5 last year.
There are entries* which hint at previous bad bookkeeping and
InaufDclenl maintenance.
For Instance, the receiver has charged
over ll.UUU.iiuu during the year to proflt and loss on mt ount of
depreciation of equipment. When (he roud was put In his charge
there were on hand about 2.80() low -capuclty. non air freight cars
and a numt>er of old small locomotives. No provision had been
made by previous managements for renewing this equipment, or
for charging off the depredation from year to year while Id service.
In order to preserve what value remained. It was decided to dispose of these cars and engines for their scrap value. All of them
have been condemned and charged off, and nearly all of them have
been scrapped or sold for scrap value. Their original cost has been
credited to equipment renewal account, and their estimated depreciation, amounting as already mentioned to over ll.OOU.OOO. charged
3ti

and loss.
The equipment was Increased during the year by 4.000 36-ft.
box cars of 8.O00 lbs. capacity bought from the Pullman Company,
In payment. $4,346,753 redelivered between October and March.
ceiver's equipment notes were issued, of which $3,661,200 was for
the cost of the cars and $685,553 for accrued Interest to maturity.
These notes. Issued In two series, are payable monthly, the final
maturity of one series being 1913 and of the other 1914. To-day.
according to the receiver. 70 per cent, of the freight cars have
to profit

last four years, while the rest are in good
available for heavy service for many years.
The breaking up of the old cars and the purchase of a large number
of new cars, puts the Pere Marquette equipment in position to compare favorably with that of any railroad In the L'nlted States.
The receiver was able to provide funds to put down heavier
There were 35'... miles of 85-lb.
rails on over 80 miles of track.
This
rail laid on the main line, principally on the Toledo division.
released 75, 70, 67 and 60-lb. rail which, with 10 miles of 70-lb.
rail released during 1906, was relaid at various points on 45>/j

been bought within the
repair and

be

will

This 45'.j miles had been laid with
(raffle.
most of which was scrapped and sold, the
56, 40 and
New steel bridges on conrest used for side tracks and repairs.
crete abutments replacing wooden bridges and pile trestles were
built at seven points up to the close of the fiscal year and work
was then in progress on seven more bridges of the same sort. GenThere were 25 concrete culeral repairs were made to 28 bridges.
verts built replacing wooden bridges, wooden culverts and pile tresDuring the year there was
tles: five more are under construction.
a net charge of $134,000 to additions and improvements.
The suit brought early in 1906 to annul $3,500,000 Pere Marquette bonds Issued in July. 1904, to pay for stock of the Chicago,
Cincinnati & Louisville, which was then taken Into the "Great CenIn consideration of $400.tral System," was settled In April, 1907.
000 receiver's certificates and the abandonment of all claims of
the Pere Marquette for advances to the Chicago, Cincinnati &
Louisville, or for ownership of Us stock, the $3,500,000 Pere MarThis settlement was
quette londs were surrendered and canceled.
approved by the court In the receivership cause and the certificates
forming part of the consideration were Issued by its authority.
During the year the amount of receiver's certificates outstandmiles of line of lighter
35-lb.

ing was Increased $619,180. as shown In detail by the following
statement:

nhonii 1.1'low
July 'J, Itton, lo provide funds lo pay Interest due
Julv 1. liiiiil. iin thi> folloninK Ixinds
I'ore Marc|UHtte It. K. Co., collateral trust Indenture
4 per cent. Iwnds
Ten- .MnripiiMlH K. R. Co., consolidated mortgnge

$1,019,180

:

:

i'cri-

It.

refunding

Co.,

mortKaKe
181,140

.Mar<|UPtte K. It., Toledo division.
cent, lionds

Ilrst

10,000

morlKHKe o per

41i>,180

March

1,

lOOT,

n» the ronsldernllon, nnioni;
the surrender of cprlain bonds

Issui-d

othpr tliluKH, for
of the r. .M. It. It. Co., aniounllns to $:t..-.tio,(l(>ll.
wllh iIk' uiipiilil Inti-i'fsl notes or coupons Issued
then-nlih. and In settlement of certain lltlKatlon
lipiwiM'n Ihc r. M. It. It. Co. ond Wni. A. Uradford,

Jr..

anil

mhcrs

40ii,

1

sio.iso
Jl',4.t8.300

Less tax

rprlltl''nli'N

celed Keh.

1,

Total
11107

Issnpd Ma.v

.'1.

limi'..

paid and can-

too-

recolvpr's

200,000
certlflcatpa

outstanding June

:io.

$L'.2:t8,300

April 15. 1907, the South Haven branch from Lawton, Mich.!
to South Haven, on Lake Michigan, 34 miles, was leased to the

On

follows:
This counw »•• d<-temiln<Hl upon sfter mature consideration, and Is du»
and of all coocrmed lo arrept •• <-ontroll!n« the
piililli- sentlmrnt In
Mlchlxan on that »ubJ>-<-i. a d^lr» which oalwrlclu the
writ uroundPd Ix-llef that »urh a rate l> unri-awmably low In Mlrhlcan wbcn
It Is hoped
appllnl wlihoui refiTrncp to pass^nifpr parnlnKs |>er mllr of ruad.
Ihot Increaseil patninaee I'y 'hp ppople of thp slate will make Ko«d the sul)alantlal loss Inevltahly resulllns from such a large reduction of pauraser
rates.
If a maximum rale of 1' cents |ht mile shall prove Insufflrlent 10
meet the exppnsps of the passpugrr service and to allow a fair return on
thp valup of thp property used In the passenger service It Is pxpected that the
people of .Mli'hlgan will, on being shown that fact, modify the law and allow
to Ihr ilrslre of the rp.«-lver

a rpasooahle rate lo

lie

charged.

a tone which might well long ago have been adopted by
most railroad officers.
The closing statement of the report before being signed by the
receiver Is a sincere acknowledgement of the co-operation of the
officers and employees in helping him work out the salvation of the
property. While he Is the executive head. It must not be forgotten
that he can be only indirectly responsible for the successful operating results, which must be due to General-Manager Cotter and his
assistants.
Mr. Harmon's acknowledgment of the help which he
has received, though brief, has a different tone from the generally
rather perfunctory acknowledgments of this sort In a railroad report.

This

It

Is

Is

as follows:

excellpnt showing for the year which the receiver Is able to make,
notwithstanding many adverse conditions, has lieen mainly due to the spirit
and Intelligence which the offlcers and employees have shown In the discharge
This report would be Incomplete without this acof their several duties.
knowledgment of their Intelligent devotion to the property and business of

The

the road.

The principal results of the last two years' operations for the
years ended June 30 are summarized as follows:
inciT.

Mileage worked
I'assenger earnings
Krelght earnings
Gross earnings
-Malnt. of

wav and

struct..

Malnt. of e<iul|iment
Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses
Net earnings

,.,r"i''i'^.l...t.•.^^.

!I.;iipi;.1.-.s

'.i.iiii.i.s^i'.i

14.:;i l.l'.i.'i
1.0:!!<.447
l.ilT.'i.JL'l

.

Taxes
Interest

and rentals

i:i.4;tii.l

,u

l.iiliL.fo.
l..Si:t.:(l>l

."i.t>4ci.:!L';i

5,.iii:!.Ci.s|

0.itT".:i.'il
4,:;:ii!.s4:!

9.!>:!:f.o'.n

477.S17

Klxpd charges
NpI Income
•liptlclt.

uiiiii.

:j.:i;Hi

$S.4:tl.i'-'l

3.4'.ii.iiib
l.lOii.'.llS

;i.4Ci."i.7;>l'

3.:t:;L'.4.">.">

3.!>4:i.i!"9
4;{L>,-J22

4.r.l0.3.3

»«0.»4.»

^-^-=^=^=^^=^^=r
Baltimore

&

Ohio.

The year 1907 might easily have been a very striking one in the
The
history of the oldest railroad company In the l'nlted States.
annual report might have recorded the transformation
of the Baltimore & Ohio from being the Pennsylvania's second line
of defence, to be. in fad. as well as in potentiality, the eastern end
and principal trunk line outlet of the Harriman lines In the West.
But Mr. Harriman has had his hands full since the I'nlon Pacific
acquired 18 ij per cent, of Its stock in the latter part of 1906.
and plans for uniting the Baltimore & Ohio with the Pacific roads,
whether or not seriously planned, have not been carried out. The
only closer connection which has been made between the Baltimore
& Ohio and the Harriman lines has been the establishment of a new
steamship line by the Southern Pacific from Baltimore to New Oreighty-first

leans.

$57,400
107,040

4 p.-r ciMit. lionds
It.
I'cre
.Miiripietlo
4 per cMit. Iwnds

&

Kalamasoo. Lake Shore * Chicago Railway for 25 years. Accordingly this branch Is not shown on the map. Steamer No. 5 was
old (o the Uurry Steamship Company. The proceeds of the sale
are to be useil to buy 59 new stock cars.
Re<elver Harmon mentions the creation In Michigan of a railroad commliulon of threv members which took oftlce In Septemtier.
and also the I'cent passenger fare law of that btafe which took
effect September 28.
It appears (ha( the commissioner of railroads
made Inquiry as to whether any contest of this law would be made
by the Pere Marquette or by the receiver. He was Informed that
no contest would be made. On this point the receiver speaks as

rails,

Amoiinl oiitHlnnillnR June 30. lOno
lamicit iliirliiL- ilir year on the dates and for the piirpogcs

Flint
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Although most briefly mentioned in the report, probably the
most important special event of the year was the aggressive action
of the Baltimore & Ohio in connection with the foreclosure of the
Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad. The Chicago Terminal Transfer owns the Grand Central Station in Chicago, the terminal tracks
used In connection with it. and a belt line around the city. The
Baltimore & Ohio, with the Pere Marquette and the Chicago Great
Western, uses the Grand Central Station and terminals. Interest
on the bonds of the Chicago Terminal Transfer was defaulted
January 1, 1905, and on April 16, 1906, a receiver was appointed. A
decree of foreclosure on February 20, 1907, advertised the sale of
In order to protect Its lease of its
the property on May 3, 1907.
passenger terminal in Chicago, which seemed likely to be bought
over to the Burlington for its excluturned
by the Hill interests and
sive use. the Baltimore & Ohio, under its rights as lessee, came forward with an offer to redeem the Chicago Terminal Transfer bonds
By this
at par, which was generally accepted by the bondholders.

THE RAILROAD
"

it appears to have safeguarded its right to occupy the Chicago
Terminal Transfer property, in spite of the fact that the Hill inAfter
terests held control of a majority of the Terminal stock.
extended negotiations an agreement is reported to have been reached
believed
that
the
Burlington
Baltimore
under which it is
and the
& Ohio will use the Grand Central terminal jointly. What will
happen to the other roads is not known. The effect of this somewhat unexpected event on the Baltimore & Ohio's finances for the
year was that $17,000,000 of the $27,000,000 raised by the new stock
issue of September. 1906, was tied up temporarily, yet apparently
for some time. In consequence, the road at June 30, 1907, was left
with very little surplus working capital. Aside from this, the year
has been one of no special developments. The road has carried
more business than in the record year 1906 and at a slightly higher
average rate for freight, in spite of which its net earnings
are smaller. There is no such extensive campaign of improvement
under way as there was in the summer of 1906. In general, the

action

year has been a comparatively uneventful one.
The Baltimore & Ohio is a heavy traffic road. Most of its tonnage is low-grade heavy freight. These are the items In their order
which make up the largest proportion of the tonnage:
Per Cent.

Bituminous coal
Coke
"Other castings and machinery'*
Stone, sand and like articles
Miscellaneous
Ores
Lumber, bark, etc
Cement, brick and lime
Grain
Iron, piR and bloom
Anthracite coal
Merchandise

1

:!!>.:S3

10.05
7.51
7.07
5.01
5.70
5.2.S

3.95
2.51'
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There is published an instructive table showing the principal
facts of the freight and passenger movement for the last twenty
In 1SS8. with 1,771 miles operated, there were 11,200,000
years.
tons carried at an average rate of 0.6.56 cents per ton per mile. In
1S99. with 2.042 miles of line and 2.5.000,000 tons carried, the average rate was 0.390 cents, the bottom figure. The next year the tonmile rate rose to 0.4.55 cents, and in 1907 it was 0.570 cents. This is
the highest figure since 1S96, with the exception of 1904, when 0.582
Last year, with over 4,000 miles opercents was the average rate.
The average
ated, there were 58,400,000 tons of freight carried.
haul was 191 miles, against 195 miles in IsSS. This table gives an
of
the
steadiness
the
road's
traffic
and
the
itnportance
to the
idea of
Baltimore & Ohio of the average rate received. With satisfactory
rates it can nKike large profits; without them it has more to fear
than most large railroads, for it must depend largely on its regular
sources of heavy traffic.
In 1888 there were 7,100,000 passengers carried an average distance of 32 miles at an average rate of 1.861 cents per mile. This
Last year it was 1.956 cents,
rate dropped to 1.540 cents in 1894.
against 2.006 cents in 1906. In 1907 there were 17,500,000 passengers
carried an average distance of 41 miles.

The trainload was 433 tons, against 420 tons in 1906. The
average carload was 23 tons last year. The average earnings per
ton of all commodities. Including soft coal, were 1.11 cents; the
average earnings per ton of soft coal were 79 cents. The average
distance haul of soft coal and of all commodities was almost exactly
the same.

2.45

Among the principal improvements carried on during the year
were the new passenger and freight terminals at Wheeling, W. Va.,
where a new line substitutes a 1.3 per cent, grade (the ruling grade
No other classification furnished as much as three-quarters of between Wheeling and Pittsburgh) for a 3 per cent, uncompensated
per cent, of the total tonnage. Of the groups mentioned almost grade on a curve of 17 degrees, equivalent to a grade of 3.5 per cent.
1..S5

l.K!

Baltimore
every one Is made up of heavy or bulky articles. The traffic center of
the road is in the West Virginia, Pittsburgh and Cleveland districts,
from which it carries bituminous coal and iron and steel products
both eastbound to Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York and westbound to Chicago, Cincinnati and St. Louis.
Orcss earnings were $82,200,000, against $77,400,000 in 190C,
but this increase of $4,800,000 was all and more spent in paying for
the handling of the increased traffic.
Operating expenses were
$5,400,000 larger than in 1906, so that there was a decrease of over
$500,000 In net earnings.
At the same time the operating ratio
rose from C4 to 67 per cent.

Maintenance of way and structures Increased

$1,200,000, main-

of equipment
$934,000 and
conducting transportation
$3,200,000.
The payments for wages were about $1,154,000 larger
than In 1906. fuel and other suppllfci) cost more and. on account of

tenance

the accidents at Woodville. Inrl., on November 12, 1906. and at Terra
Gotta, D. C, on December 30, 1906. the item of injuries to persons
rose from $276,000 to $773,000, an Increase of nearly 200 per cent.
Maintenance of way cost $2,032 per mile, against $2.31 In 1906.
this Including no part of the more than $4.0((0.00() appropriated (||.
rectly or Indirectly for Improvements, and $(i.O00.0(i0 more charged to
capital account.
Equipment repairs cost $2,486 per locomotive,
against $2.4].'> in 1906. $S51 per passenger car, against $755 In 1906,
and $84 per freight car. against $70 in 1906. The locomotive figures
cover only the lines directly operated. The car figures are for the
whole system, including nearly 500 miles of affiliated lines. Although the big Increases In operating expenses were In the rnnducting transportation accounts, these figures make It evident that
maintenance of both way and equipment was somewhat more liberal
than In the previous year.
,">

&

Ohio.

is well advanced and should be completed by
includes new masonry abutments, pier and retaining walls,
excavation for street depression, changes of tracks and of street
car tracks, steel work for elevated tracks, a new power plant and a
new i)assenger station 90 ft. x 250 ft., with two umbrella sheds, each
620 ft. long.
At Washington, D. C, grading for the joint coach and engine
yards north of New York avenue extended, between Florida avenue
and Langdon, has been about 95 per cent, finished; about 70 per cent,
of the tracks have been laid; two 25-stall engine houses, machine
and blacksmith shop, ollhouse, storehouse, signal tower, battery
charging station, boiler houses, two-story enginemen's building, car
repair shop, locker and washroom building, sandhouse and steel coal
tii)ple are about 98 per cent, finished.
There are under construction a fotirstory storehouse, power idant. a brick chimney 150 ft.
high, oilhoufe and three sheds for airing bedding and cleaning carpets.
The Rhode Island avenue bridge has been built and the New
York avenue briilge is 90 per cent, finished. The operations of the
Washington Terminal Company, controlled jointly by the Baltimore
& Ohio and the Pennsylvania, which is building the Washington
terminal station, had been $12.2011.000 to .lune 30, 1907. The outside of the building, except cleaning down, jiolntlng and putting on
dome roof, is finished. The interior of the east wing is 96 per cent,
advanced, the central section 90 |)er cent., the west wing 60 per
cent., the concovirse 96 per cent., the train sheds and platforms 90
per cent., the express building 95 i)er cent., the power house 98 per
rent., the tracks 92 per cent., the Interlocking and signal apparatus
ni K street 80 per cent, and at Massachusetts avenue 60 per cent, and
the filling for the plaza 95 per cent.
All masonry bridge work and
filling, tunnel and girder wor1\ on both the north and south ap-

This work, which
1908,

—

OCTOUR
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proachea has b4><>D flniahed. It la exp«ct«d that train service will be
tMCun next Sunday.
Prenldent Murray apeaka a« follows In regard to the state rail1-—
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followinf; table

Include the results of the Vulley Railroad of Virginia: the Ravenswood. Spencer & Glenvllle; the Ohio & Little Kanawha: the Cleveland Terminal A Valley, and the Cleveland. Lorain & Wheeling,
which have a combined mileage of 43(> miles and gross earnings of
$4,151,936. The figures for the Baltimore & Ohio system excluding
these controlled or affiliated lines, are as follows:
lOotv

I!M)7.

Mlleai:<- "orked
l'U!.«.-nger earnings
Kreliiht eiirnlnjis

UruM

earnlnits

-Malm, of wav and struct..
Malnt. of equipment
L'onclurtini; iransiHirtatton.
Oiterallni; ex|>en8es

.

Net earnings
Net Income
Ulvldends

Improvement appropriation ....
Year* surplus

4.OO0

4.<t:iO

*H.H7.117

tU.Tol.liys

tl4.«:i5.tMi(
8:i.243.01';;

r.ii.(Ki:j.L'(l4

V7.:W-'.0,'jtt
!l.:t:t0.S50

lt>..".4L'.41ift

l'!>.a:tti.I.')«S

12..'iI4.»S4
:iil.l08.4«9

.•>4,8M(I.U!»1

4i»..".l.''..221

1'7.:I6:i.h:u
|s.,-,Ul.:t02
1 1.5:ili.lflO

J7.S7S.835
10.142.275
».251.478
4.U77.975
5.812,821

i:t.44H..'i02

4.115.072
2,915,400

Nashville, Chattanooga

&, St.

Louis.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is controlled by the
Louisville & Nashville and forms the most direct connection between
the Louisville & Nashville's line from St. Louis and Georgia railroads in which the L. & N. is interested
namely, the Georgia Railroad and the AtThe territory in Tenlanta & West Point.
nessee served by the Nashville. Chattanooga
A St. Louis embraces two of the three iron

ur aitiusicl (rum liiiiu lu lluic (ruui the cariy tUliu^ up to
1890.
Three of them run to the coal fleldB and others run to the
phosphate fleliU and south to a conr.e<-tlon with the Louisville ft
The Western k Atlantic runs from
Nashville at GadHden, Ala.
Chattanooga to Atlanta. Ga.. and was leased from the «tT«<> of
Georgia In 1890. The story of this stale owned r^
built

In the Hailriiail

Oazetle of August

2.

1907.

In

1-

.Memphis division of the Louisville t Nashville
o|>erailon8 have been Included In the accounts of the reol
.>.

of ibe
since 1900. when the lease was finally ratified. It
runs from Paducah. Ky., south to a connection with the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis at Hollow Rock, Tenn., about half way between Nashville and Hickman, and thence southwest to Memphis.
The weights of rails on the Nashville, Chattanooga t St. Louis run
all the way from 3.S lbs. to SU lbs., but. beginning with 1S99. some
SO-lb. steel has been laid each year, until now there are 278 miles
thus equipped. Old trestles and bridges are being gradually replaced
with steel girder and I-beam structures.
Gross earnings in 1907 were $12,240,000, an Increase of
$1,120,000; net earnings, $4,040,000. a decrease of $20,000. The operating ratio was G7.0 per cent, in 1907, G3.5 per cent. In 1906. 66.6 per
cent, in 1905 and G:!.5 per cent, in 1904. Large amounts for additions
to property and equipment have been charged against income each
year.
The extent to which the company is turning earnings back
into the road Is still more noticeable in the maintenance charges
during the last few years. Maintenance of way cost $1,413 per mile
in 1907. as against $1,306 per mile in 190C. and $1,257 per mile In
1905. Maintenance of locomotives per locomotive cost $2.S24 in 1907.
$2,313 in I'JOG and $2,470 in 1905. Maintenance of passenger cars
per car cost $677 in 1907. $630 in 1906 and $552 in 1905. Maintenance
of freight cars per car cost $74 in 1907. $63 in 1906 and $58 in 1905.
The company has $10,000,000 capital stock and $16,000,000 bonds,
of which $6,300,000 are first mortgage bonds .=ecured on the main
line and maturing in 1913; $7,608,000 are first consolidated mortgase

company only

ore producing districts in the state, the bituminous coal fields on the Cumberland plate:iu
northwest of Chattanooga and the phosphate
beds southwest of Nashville. These beds are
the largest known deposits in the world.
Grain and lumber also contribute largely to
the traffic of the road. A great variety of timber is native to Tennessee, and much of it is
During the fiscal year
valuable hardwood.
ended June 30. 1907. the total tonnage carried amounted to 5.930.000 tons, of which
3.890.0UO Ions originated on the lines of the
road. Of this total tonnage it; per cent, was
coal. 4 per cent. coke. 5 per cent, ores, 6 per

and similar material and per cent, phosphate rock. The bulk of the
traffic in these classes originated on the lines
of the road. Grain took up 16 per cent., flour
4 per cent., other mill products 3 per cent.
and hay 3 per cent.: lumber amounted to 10
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
per cent, and logs, posts, wood. etc.. to 3 per
Products of animals amounted to 2 per cent. Among manu- bonds of 1928. secured on the maiu line and branches; the lest are
cent.
important articles are brick, cement and branch line bonds. The interest on these bonds amounted to
the most
factures
lime, which aggregated 3 per cent, of the total tonnage, and $947,640 in 1907. Rentals were $626,460. These charges have been
iron and rails, 4 per cent.
Among the above about the same for several years. The stock is now on a 6 per cent,
metal,
bar and sheet
products the more noticeable changes, as compared with the figures basis, this being the annual rate of the last two semi-annual diviIn 1905 and 1906 5 per cent, annually was paid
of the preceding year, were an increase of 13 per cent. In coal and dend distributions.
coke, an increase of 29 per cent, in ores and an incieuse of 15 per and in 1904, 4 per cent.
Lumber increased 59 per cent., while logs,
The principal results of operation were as follows:
cent, in phosphate rock.
Grain Increased 15 per cent, and flour
1900.
etc., decreased 51 per cent.
1007.
1.220
1.2:t0
Mileage worked
15 per cent., while other products of agriculture remained about the
$2,207,804
rnssenger enrnings
J2. 407. 401
S.104.S70
same. There was a falling off of IG per cent. In live stock. Pig
S.907.420
Freight enrnlngs
11.120.9S2
12.2:iS.472
Gross eiirnln;:s
It is InterIron and bloom, bar ami sheet metal decreased slightly.
l.r.Ol.iJiiti
1.7:S7.rilP
Maiiit. iif way and struct..
l.:::{S.2s:4
esting to notice that although there were big Increases in the amount
I.ii9(>.41>i
Maim, of equipment
:i.s74.i;oo
4..'">01.o:ts
('.inducting transportation..
of building materials, machinery, tools and household goods origis.20:!,iH>:i
;.492
Oponitlng expenses
nating on the lines of the company, much of this seems to have been
4.055.490
4.035.409
Net eninlngs
2.24:i.41.'{
2.2;f:5.5:!8
Net Income
shipped to other territory. The amount of merchandise originating
1.527.15S
1.289.421
Income appropriations
on Us own lines decreased from 217.000 tons to 1G9,000 tons, while
453.992
lutj.380
Year's surplus
cent, stone, i-and
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dently should be modest in applying his knowledge to Italian circumstances.

Raitroad Opernlinn

in

Italu'

Thla is a lecture delivered at its request before a meeting of the
engineers of Milan last June during the railroad exhibition held
there not a simple half-hour address, but a plump pamphlet of
166 octavo pages in its printed form. The subject was timely, for
the first year of the operation of the railroads by the state had
been distinguished by a confusion and blockade of trafBc, perhaps
greater than has ever existed elsewhere since the first days of railroads a natural consequence of the transfer of a system by operating companies which had long known that they would no longer
have to provide for the needs of traffic, to a government which had
done very little to equip itself for the work until the railroads
actually fell into its hands. And the selection of Signor Spera to
discuss the subject was natural; for he had given a good part of his
life to the study of it.
As early as 1895 he published a volume on
possible reforms and economies in the working of the Italian railroads, which had been chiefly in the hands of three great operating
companies since 1885; followed it by a second volume on the same
subject in 1897. and by a third in 1904, just before the state took
over the railroads (mostly its own property before 1885) from the
companies. These volumes had been interspersed with many other
pamphlets and lectures on Italian transportation questions, and the
author as delegate of the Minister of Public Works reported on
the International Railroad Congress in Paris, to the Minister of Agriculture on the Chicago Labor Congress in 1893. and studied our
railroads at the time of the International Railroad Congress in
Washington. Thus we may assume that his opinions were mature
and based on long observation and reflection and wide knowledge.
The circumstances affecting railroad transportation in Italy are
peculiar.
A long and narrow peninsula stretching out between two
seas, cut off from the rest of Europe by the .\lps. and divided longitudinally by the Appenines, it would have been difl^cult to plan an
efllcient railroad system to serve the whole country; and as when
railroad construction begun it was divided among a number of independent governments, there can scarcely be said to have been any
plan at that time. It is a country lacking the bulky freights which
burden the railroads of such countries as Great Britain, Belgium,
Prussia, Saxony and large parts of this country; lacking coal, and
therefore the primary iron industries. The population per square
mile is less than in several other European countries; but per square
mile of cultivable land it is excessive. The great valley of the
Po is one of the most fertile agricultural districts in the world,
and one of the best cultivated; on the other hand the Appenines
cover a wide belt where there is little cultivable land; and in South
Italy, with few exceptions, farming is deplorably backward.
The
nearness of the sea to all parts of the country has had less effect
on railroad transportation than might have been expected. There
are comparatively few deep harbors; Geneva and Naples, on the
main land, are really great ports, and Sicily is so well provided that
It exports and imports chiefly by sea.
On the other hand, the country is full of towns, especially small ones; and where these have
industries the raw materials have to be brought in large part from
the ports or from beyond the Alps.
No one unless intimately acquainted with the circumstances of
a country and of its different parts Is qualified to criticise its system
of railroad operation. But it is certainly true, as Signor Spera says,
that such system ought to be planned to suit the circumstances;
and that while road and rolling stock should be specially designed
for the peculiarities of the traffic, the best machinery for transportation will be effective only when a high degree of ability i.s engaged in working it: that the operating engineer is as indispensable
as the constructing engineer. Here our author finds the weak point
of Italian railroad management.
Methods of operation developed
in other and very different countries were Imitated at first and have
been adhered to after they had been proved Inefficient. The country
has many small cities or large towns, each of which is the traflfic
center of a limited district.
Four-fifths of the journeys are for
distances less than 62 miles; not one-eighth of the freight is carried
as far as 186 miles, and 53 per cent, of it less than 62 miles. Now

—

Without going into particulars of the reform proposed by Signor
Spera. we may say that a chief feature of it is a strict separation
and freight, light and frequent trains for the local
passenger
of
traffic, running between local traffic centers 40 or 50 miles apart,
the freight trains carrying a crew large enough to do all the loading
and unloading at stations; and provision for the long distance and
heavy traffic in the way of double-track, yards and stations, and
some new lines, not so much unlike the work we are engaged in here.

—

these short hauls In Italy are effected only by three classes of slow
trains omnibus, mixed and "accelerated." usually Infrequent, and
for many places leaving or arriving at Inconvenient hours.
The
delays are such that local freight In a very large proportion of cases
can be delivered more quickly when hauled by horses than when
shipped by rail. The 7,2<iO miles of railroad in Italy had In a recent
year 1.558 millions of tnnmlles of freight traffic, or 209,000 tonmiles per mile of road.
In this country In 1906 the freight movement was 970.9011 ton-miles per mile of road, or nearly five times as
great, though we had less than 400 Inhabitants per mile, and Italy
more than 4,000. Her inhabitant there were 47 ton-miles in Italy
and 2,540 in the United States. The American railroad man evl.

—

*I/K»orrli:1n fVrrovlnrlo In Itnlln.
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ChcmMry of Commerce. By Rot>ert K. Duncan. Professor of Industrial
in. x SH !n.
liH.'i pages: o'/u
Clipmlstry at tlie UnlviTsity of Kansas.
.">!>
I'ubllshetl by Harper & lirothers.
illusiratlon.s.
;

Professor Duncan's theme is the applicability of science to modern
This does not seem to need proof, familiar as we are
industry.
with the glowing articles in Sunday supplements hailing new discoveries and heralding revolutions in trade or transportation because
But i: seems that manufacturers in this country do not
of them.
read the Sunday papers; at least, there is a lack of what Professor
Duncan calls the sympathy between learning and manufacture. The
new processes described by him are almost entirely confined to GerItaly are also ahead of us in using the
investigations of chemists in improving their products, and, as the
"even
in
England
there is abroad in the land the spirit
sa.vs,
author
The function of the manufacturer is two-fold;
of applied science."
it is to make as efficient an article as possible and to make money
His success in the one should naturally depend on his
out of it.
success In the other, but in America, especially during the last few
decades, he has been able through control of the market, to maintain
or increase his earnings in spite of waste in production and comparative inferiority of his product. The problems of manufacture
have been marked by the tariff, the abundance of raw material and
But now overthe enormous demand that made competition mild.
production is in sight, the supply of raw material is to a great
extent controlled by a few men and even the tariff is not eternal.
In the last chapter of the book, the author describes a plan looking
to the solution of these manufacturing problems whose solution
Industrial Fellowships may be estabis now becoming necessary.
lished at the University of Kansas by manufacturing companies.
The endowment, all of which goes to the holder of the fellowships,
extends over a period duriug which the Fellow has the university's
laboratory facilities in seeking to improve the manufacture of a
specific product.
His contract with the endower is broad and gives
great advantages to both, while the university has the right, tl.ree
years after the Fellow has finished his investigations, to publish a
thesis embodying the results of his work, this, of course, having
nothing to do with any patents that may be taken out. Professor
Duncan's book is most readable; it is general, rather than specific,
knowledge that he presents and so clearly that the reader absorbs
it without conscious effort.

many, although France and

KriiUiiiatwn nf Siritcli mid

Doran & Kasner.

sidiiiil

Ckitli.

Ciniiits.

I'M pages.

liv .Tohn T.

New York:

Doran.

VvU-e. $1. .')(!.

This book describes the electric block and interlocking signal system installed in the Electric Zone of the New York Central. No
statement is made to this effect although the language used assumes that the reader is well acquainted with the installation mentioned.
The book is useful for the circuit plans contained, these
being typical of an A. C. signal system applied to a road which
is electrically operated.
But the descriptions are incomplete and
far from clear, and the reader gains no satisfactory idea of the
signal system.
The following announcement on the title page is
unique:
"A Handbook of Diagrams and Information for Electrical
Signal Constructors and Maintainers at a Glance, all that ordinary
Signal Men Need and Nothing They do Not Need." That a relay
must be used with a track <ircull. and that when more contacts are
required than one relay will provide a second or repeater relay
must be used are facts well known; but signal maintainers cannot
bo expected to realize this when told that "A track circuit governs
the polyphase relay, which, when operated, completes the S. T."
The author is much in need of the new signal dictionary, to learn
that a signal having two or more home arms Is not called a "root,"
as Is stated on the circuit diagram shown, but Is a route signal.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Seth Wilmarth and His Locomotives.
ViiKloh.

To

I'll..

Ilel.

.•,

I'.ioT.

Editor of tiik Raiuioad Oazkttf::
Will you permit me to call your attention to two errors in my
article on "Seth Wllniarth's Locomotives" in your Issue of Sept. 2Ttli?
Beneath Illustration of engine "Pioneer" your printers have named
the (Inie of building as ISVI aiul llilii ;is the year in which the
Tiir:

:

Ocroasa
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IS. 1907.

"Fury" flrit appMred. Theie •hould b« 18S1 and 1849 resp4H?tlvel)r,
mod aa the drawlnsa Hhaw these latter dates dUtlnitly we will In
this case have to lay the blame on the shoulders of the lonK-s'ilTprlnK
printers.

•

.

11.

iaki thkhm.

Convention of the American Street and Intarurban Railway Aasoelation, and Affiliated Associations.

The twenty-sixth annual ronvention of the American Sir>M-i ana
InterurlKin Knilway Atu<o<-lalion and Kh afflllated a^tioclatlonH. the
Amerlian Street and Interurban Railway EnKlneerltiK Association,
the American Street and Interurban Hallway Aifountanis' Association

and the .\merlcan Street and Interurban Hallway Claim
was held at Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. 14 to 18

Aftents' Association
inclusive.

E.NUI.NEtlKINU ASSOt'lATION.

The RnKlneerlng

Association, which includes the mechanical,
and maintenance of way departments, held Its meetings
the sun parlor on the Steel Pier from Oct. 14 to 10. Pre.sldent

electrical
In

H. H.

Adams

1

Baltimore)

In

the chair.

President

Adams

In bis

opening address laid particular stress on the work of the committee
on "Standards," nnd strongly re<'onimende<l the adoption of the
commltt(-c's report
He acknowledged the hearty co-operallon and
assistance given this committee by the manufacturers and extended
an Invitation to them to lake part freely in the discussions. Referring to one of the questions In the "Question Box" relating to the
number of men employed in maintenance In the various engineering departments, he pointed out the value of comparative data In
determining whether this work was being done as economically and
efdclently as It might be with the facilities at hand.
Other addresses were delivered by John I. Beggs (Minneapolis),
president of the "American" .Association: Past President Olds (Milwaukee), who reviewed briefly the progress in electric railway engineering since Its beginning, and C. L. S. Tlngley, President of the
Accountants' Association.
The following reports and papers were presented at the meetControl Apparatus, paper by F. E. Case, General Electric
ings:

491

phase alternating-current machinery was gnt\ty\Bg but It should
not l>e loKt iilKhi of that equally Important devetopmenti mere constantly Ijelng made In direct-current machinery. The matter of depredation aciounts was Imporunt particularly In view of the
pres43nt agitation In favor of municipal ownership and valuation of
public irrvlre properties.
The presidents of the three affiliated assoclattona also spoke at
he opening meeting and gave a brief report of the year's progress
10 the parent association.
.1'
The following committee nports and papers wer>the meetings, some of wh.ch will be reprinted In sul<a
with the discussion thereon:
Car Wiring. J. W. Cor:.-..„
Elevated), chairman; Standardization of Equipment. H. C. Page
(Springfield. .Mass.). chairman; The Technically Trained „Man and
the Electric Railway Profes.slon. paper by Prof. H. H. Norrls (Cornell University); The National Fire Protection Association, paper
by Ralph Svyeetland (Boston. .Mass.); Influence of the Design of
Railway Structures on Economy of Operation, paper by H. T.
Campion and William .Mc-Clellan (Consulting Engineers. New York
Rules for Government of ^lotormen and Conductors. E. G. Connette (Worcester), chairman: Light Freight Handling by Electric
Lines, paper by P. P. Crafts (Iowa t Illinois Ry. Co.); Freight
Service on Electric Railroads, paper by H. H. Polk (Interurban
I

)

Railway Co.. Des Moines); A Department of Publicity, paper by
H. White (Boston Elevated); Advertising from the Street Railway Standpoint, paper by A. W. Warnock (Twin City Rapid TranProblems of a Small Road, paper by H. S.
sit Co., Minneapolis)
Cooper (Galveston Electric Co.): Insurance. H. J. Davles. chairman; Rules for the Construction of Car Houses; Municipal Ownership. C. D. Wyman (Boston), chairman: Heavy Electric Traction.
Calvert Townley
N. Y.. N. H. & H.). chairman: Compensation for
Carrying Mail. G. H. Harries (Washington), chairman: Use of
T-Rail in Cities, paper by C. Gordon Reel (Kingston. N. Y.): Public
Utlca *
Policy of the Past and Future, paper by C. L. Allen
Interurban Railway Fares, paper by Theodore
Mohawk Valley
Slebblns (New York): Municipal Ownership in Great Britain and
the United States, paper by William J. Clark (New York): Public

J.

;

(

(

)

;

Relations. W. Caryl Ely (Buffalo), chairman.
Maintenance and Inspection of Electrical Equipment, J. Llndall
The officers elected for the coming year were: President. C.
(Boston Elevated), chairman: Care of Electric Railway Tracks, G. Goodrich (Minneapolis); First Vice-President. J. F. Shaw (Bospaper by L. Wilson (Minneapolis): Rail and Rail Matters. Julian ton); Second Vice-President, A. W. Brady (Anderson, Ind.): Third
Griggs (Scioto Valley Traction Co.), chairman: Rail Corrugation, Vice-President. T. N. McCarter (Public Service Corporation of N.
F. G. Simmons (Milwaukee), chairman: Standards. W. H. Evans J.): Secretary and Treasurer, B. V. Swenson (New York).
(Buffalo), chairman: Open Versus Closed Terminals for Car Storage,
CI..\1.M AliKNTS' ASSOflATIO.N.
E. W. Olds (Milwaukee), chairman: A Year's Experience with Gas
Meetings of the American Street and Interurban Railway Claim
Engines, paper by Paul WInsor (Boston Elevated): the Parsons Agents' Association were held at the St. Charles Hotel, Oct. 14 to
Steam Turbine, paper by St. John Chilton AlUs-Chalmers Co.); 16. with H. C. Bradley, Acting President, in the chair. The folOperation of Curtis Turbines In Railway Service, paper by A. H. lowing papers were presented:
Policy of the Claim Department to
Kreusl (General Electric Co.); Recent Developments in Steam Tur- the Injuied Employee, by R. H. Schoenen (Lehigh Valley Traction
Westinghouse Co.. Allentown. Pa.): The Claim Agent of To-day and His Work.
bine Power Station Work, paper by J. R. Bibbins
Mach. Co.); "Question Box" of 5.5 questions. Some of these papers by H. K Bennett
Fitchburg. Mass.): How I Manage Bad Cases,
with the discussion on them will be reprinted in subsequent issues. by H. P. Vories (Pueblo. Colo.): Selecting and Training InvestiThe officers elected for the coming year were: F. G. Simmons gators and Adjusters for the Claim Department, by E. C. Carpenter
(Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.), President; Paul WInsor (Indiana Union Traction Co.): Making the Claim Department Ef(Boston Elevated), First Vice-President; F. H. Lincoln (Phila- fective, by C. B. Hardin (United Railways Co., St. Louis): Instrucdelphia Rapid Transit Co.), Second Vice-President; W. H. Evans tion of Employees in Accident Work, by F. W. Johnson (Phila(International Railway Co., Buffalo). Third Vice-President; J. W. delphia Rapid Transit Co.).
Corning (Boston Elevated). Secretary and Treasurer: Members of
The following officers were elected for the coming year: PresiExecutive Committee, W. J. Harvie I'tica & Mohawk Valley), Wm. dent. H. R. Goshorn (Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.): First ViceRoberts (Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co., Akron). E. O. Acker- President. A. J. Farrell (International Ry. Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.);
man (Columbus Railway & Light Co.). John J. Murphy (Chicago Second Vice-President. W. F. Weh (Cleveland); Third Vice-PresiUnion Traction Co.).
dent. J. S. Harrison (Jacksonville, Fla. ); Secretary and Treasurer,
"AMEniCAN" A.SSOCIATIO.N.
B. B. Davis (Columbus, Ohio).
y
The American Street & Interurban Railway Association met In
ACCOINTASTS ASS0CI.4TI0X.
the sun parlor on the Steel Pier, Oct. 16 to 18, with President John
The American Street and Interurban Railway Accountants Asthe
chair.
Minneapolis)
In
I. Beggs (Twin City Rapid Transit Co.,
sociation met at the Chalfonte Hotel, Oct. 15 to 17. with President
President Beggs In his annual address first called attention to C. L. S. Tingley in the chair. The programme included the followthe fact that the Secretary of the Association now has permanent ing papers and committee reports, some of which will be reprinted
Amusement Park .Accounts, paper by F. J.
offices in the new United Engineering Societies Building. 29 W. 39th
in subsequent issues:
street. New York.
He proposed a plan for the establishment of Pryor (American Railways Co.. Philadelphia): Mechanical Devices
paid .secretaries for all four of the affiliated associations and the and other Ofllce Appliances, paper by F. E. Smith (Chicago Union
maintenance of a statistician and other <lerks to carry on the fast Traction Co.
Where Maintenance Ends and Depreciation Begins,
growing work of the associations. He regretted that the past year paper by J. H. Neal (Boston Elevated): committee reports on "Stanhad been marked by very unsatisfactory relations existing between dard Classiflcation of Accounts" and "International Standard Form
many of the companies, members of the American Association, and of Report."
He believed, however,
the municipalities In which they operated.
The ofllcers elected for the coming year were: President. F. R.
that the wave of unreasoning prejudice, denunciation and unwise Henry (St. Louis. Mo.): First Vice-President. R. N. Wallis (FitchHe burg. .Mass.); Second Vice-President. W. H. Forse (Indiana Union
legislation was at Its crest and is already beginning to recede.
ventured to predict that until a radical change is worked In the Traction Co.); Third Vice-President. S. C. Rogers (Newcastle, Pa.);
minds of the public it will be almost impossible to obtain addi- Secretary and Treasurer, E. .M. White (Birmingham, .-Ala.).
tional capital necessary !o make the extensions and improvements
Ex)iibits at the Street Railway Conventions.
necessary to give to the cities and towns the transportation facilities
which their Increasing Kiowib demands. He looked forward to the
The following were among the exhibitors at the American Street
time when the several states would appoint inielligent and ImOct.
partial commissions to investigate and regulate the conditions of and Interurban Railway Association convention at .Atlantic City,
19.
The exhibits were arranged on the Steel Pier and all the
14
to
property
from
the
exploitation
remove
the
company's
operation and
of grafting local politicians. The continued development of single- booths and decorations were the same as used for the exhibits at

Co.:

(

(

(

(

)

:

:;
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the M. C. B. and M. M. Association conventions last June.
exhibit was larger than in any previous year.

.

—

Adams A Westlake

;

:

;

and Inrandesci'nt
AlllsChalmers

—

;

:

— One 80
nozzle

plate fan, belt driven
outlet
one 5-in. i .">ln. type A, verone No. 0, type I", blower with
steam coil
tical engine, driven by direct-connected generator run as motor
heater section model of dry kiln one 24-in. "A. B. C." disk ventilating fan.
American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., Mahwah, N. .T. Exhibit of M. C. B.
standard brake heads and shoes proposed standard brake bead and shoe, interchangeable with M. C. B. standards, for electric trucks having wheels of
proposed standard brake heads and slioes for electric
3-in. trertd or wider
trucks with wheels having treads less than 3 In. wide standard brake heads
and shoes adopted by the Central Electric Railway Association. Brake shoes
include "Diamond S." Streeter. 'T." and "Special" shoes, plain and Hanged,

American Blower

Co.. Detroit. Mich.

in. steel

:

:

;

;

—

:

:

:

back reinforcement.
Electric motor trucks for medium
.•American I>ocomotive Co., New York.

with and without

steel

—

and high-speed service.
American Mason Safety Tread Co.. Boston, Mass. Samples of American
Mason safety treads Empire safety treads Karbolith car flooring.
American Railway Supply Co., New Tork. Employees' hat and coat badges.
Cast-steel body and truck bolsters
.\tha Steel Casting Co.. Newark, N. J.
Titan manganese cast steel motor gears for electric trucks.
Baldwin Locomotive Works. IMiiladelphia. Pa. Class 90-40 electric motor
tracks under W., B. & A. car exhibited on track by Niles Car & Mfg. Co., and
-equipped with G. E. 125 h.p., A. C. motors on each axle, 5Hin. x 10-in. jour-

—

;

:

—

—

;

—

nals, steel tired wheels.

—

Carev Manufacturing Co., Phillip. Cincinnati, Ohio. Samples of asbestos
paper and millboard, all weights asbestos wick, rope and sheet packing S5
cork and wool felt coverings tor low temper cent, magnesia coverings
perature insulation magnesia flexible cement rooting.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago. Full line of electric and pneumatic
tools: electric drills for A. C. and D. C. current, sizes from "ji-in. to 3-ln.
electric hoists. 250 lbs. to
grinders, tool post, pedestal and portable types
^,000 lbs. capacity electric track drill for bonding electric drill for driving
screw snikes.
Consolidated Car Heating Co., New York. Electric car heaters. longitudinal and cross-seat types portable vestibule heater car heater and bead600-volt signal system to replace
light switches automatic cab heater switch
air
dry batteries, to enable passengers to signal motorman or conductor
motor system for operating doors of electric cars.
Standard car and track
Cook's Standard Tool Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich.
jacks: Standard and Climax track drills; track tool grinders and high speed
;

:

;

:

—

:

;

;

—

:

:

:

:

;

—

drill bits

:

cattle guards.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N.

J.

stations.

—Photographs of large
—

power-generating

Curtain Supply Co., The. Chicago. Curtains of Pantasote. Oakette and
Crown materials, equipped with Forsyth No. 86. King No. 88 adjust.able and
self-righting fixtures: Keeler eccentric fixtures for closed cars: Acme. Climax
and Forsyth cable fixtures Ring closed groove fixtures for open cars and for
:

"Brill

semi-convertible cars.
:

—

;

:

:

—

:

:

Edwards Co.. The O. M., Syracuse. N. Y.-^Exhibit of 26 designs of window fixtures four designs of vestibule trap doors shade rollers and roller
;

:

sash balances _wlndow fixtures for drop sash.
Electric Storage Battery Co., I'hiladelphla. Pa.
Type R 83 chloride ac<;amulator cell of 5.000 amperes capacity smaller cells for signal work, spark
coils, etc. ; carbon regulator
recording and regulating hydrometers
automatic cell fllllng apparatus apparatus ifor regulating A. C. loads.
Evans. Almlrall & Co., New York. Photographs and plans of Installations
of the Evans Almirali system of water heating by forced circulation with
exhaust steam.
Galena Signal Oil Co.. Franklin, Pa. Reception booth.
Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. 1'. Samples of fibrous and metallic
packing.
General Electric Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.
Parts of 1,000 k.w. Curtis turbogenerator: G. K. railway motors: air-brakes; control apparatus; full line of
;

—

:

;

:

;

—

— —
—

electric

specialties.

Gold Car Heating

and

"

;

;

styles.

—

Norton Grinding Co., Worcester, Mass. Pair of ground car wheels mounted
on axle and revolving against indicators to show accuracy of wheels standard street car axle finished by grinding: photographs of cai; wheel grinder;
two panels showing samples of alundum grmding wheels and India oil stones.
Pantasote Co.. New York. Samples of I'antasote car curtains and seats upholstered in Pantasote.
Pittsburgh Pole & For{;e Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Sections of tubular iron
rail bender.
poles with hot process joints
Quincv Manchester-Sargent Co., Chicago.^ Q. & C.-Bonzano rail joints for
T and girder rails Q. & C.-Stanwood car steps anti-creepers compromise
:

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

Samson rail bender.
joints
Exhibit of "Continuous," Weber and WolRail Joint Co.. The. New York.
haupter types of rail joints for T and girder rails and compromise joints.
Kamapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y. Automatic switch stands switches
and frogs tie plates.
Ridgway Dynamo & Engine Co.. Rldgway, Fa. Booth in concert hall with
catalogues and photographs of power plant installations.
Reception booth in ballroom.
Riverside Metal Co., Riverside, N. ,1.
Samson Cordage Works, Boston, Mass. Waterproof trolley cord: colored
solid braided rope.
wire center armature cord
bell and register cord

—

;

—

;

:

—

——

;

:

Schoen Steel Wheel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.— Two sets of motor truck wheels
mounted on axles taken from service, one freight and one passenger, showing

wearing qualities of Schoen rolled steel wheels full line of sample rolled
steel wheels for all classes of electric service.
Sherwin-Williams Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio.— Samples of all kinds of car,
locomotive and structural paints and varnishes; pole paint; insulating varnish and impregnating compounds.
Standard Paint Co., New York. Samples of Ruberoid roofing, colored roofing and flooring :'S. P. C. flexible iron fender paint P. & B. baking varnishes;
;

—

:

and black finishing varnish air-drying and core-plate varnishes S. P. C.
armature and field coil varnish electrical compounds insulating tape.
Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa. Rolled and forged steel wheels
mounted on axles, taken from service: steel tired wheels with various tire
fastenings; pressed steel gears; cast steel gears and forged gear rim; helical
and double elliptic truck springs.
Symington Co., The T. H., Baltimore. Md. Proposed standard journal
boxes for electric motor equipment special journal boxes for third-rail shoe
supports, etc.: Symington machine pivot journal box lid: Symington M. C. B.
clear

;

;

;

;

—

—

:

type lid: special journal boxes for street cars with limited clearance: Baltimore ball-bearing center plates and side bearings; Gilchrist rail chairs.
Underwood & Co.. H. B., Philadelphia. Pa.— Samples of St. .Tohn self-adportable milling
portable boring bar in operation
justing cylinder packing
machine "in operation portable crank pin turning machine two-cylinder air
motor in operation portable Corliss valve seat boring bar vacuum dash pots
:

;

:

;

;

;

for Corliss engines.

U.

S.

New

Metal & Mfg. Co.,

fect car replacers.

Walworth Manufacturing

Co.,

— Columbia lock nuts Victor and PerBoston. Mass. — High and low-pressure valves,
safety
high-pressure steam joint
York.

;

Walmanco
steam specialties and tools
Neverstick blow-off cock.
water column
Washburn Steel Castings & Coupler Co.. Minneapolis, Minn. M. C. B. type
box pilot coupler
coupler for interurban cars applied with radial draft gear
;

;

:

—

for electric locomotives

;

type

K

radial traction coupler

;

couplers for

dump

and ballast cars.
Shelby trolley
Western Electric Co., Chicago. Electrose line insulation
poles
Kalamazoo trolley wheels and hasps deltabeston wire Amazon and
Dryfleld tapes, and a full line of other electric soecialties.
Electric &
Westinghouse
Westinghouse Companies. Pittsburgh. Pa. The
Manufacturing Company exhibited a full line of single-phase and direct current motors for electric traction
si>an of catenary construction with pantagraph trolley in operation arc lamps 500 k.w. Westinghouse-Parsons steam
turbine open for inspection (joint exhibit with Westinghouse Machine Company)
Union switch system of multii)le control: single phase electric locoThe Westinghouse Traction Brake Company exmotive (on track space).
hibited AML equiiiment. electro-pn.-umatio brake system, portable blowing
outfit, AMM and SMI5 equipments. EL electric locomotive equipment, Westinghouse automatic car and air coupler.
Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc.. Wm., Philadelphia, Pa. Exhibit of manganese
spring switch
steel special track work for steam and electric railways
throws, anti-klckers. tongue locks and other switch constructions.
Wilson Manufacturing Co.. Jas. G,. New York. Sliding swing door with
chain hoist; rolling wood door with glass panels for roundhouses: Interlocking slat rolling steel door: solid sheet type rolling steel door; also drawings
and photographs showing rolling doors electrically operated.
Duplex and triplex chain hoists
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.. The. New York.
photographs of shop
chain blocks
of various sizes
electric trolley hoists

—

:

;

:

;

—

:

;

;

;

—

:

—

;

;

;

lioists.

&

Lighting Co.,

New York.— Exhibit

of electric heaters

switches.

—

Goldschmldt Thermit Co., New Y^ork. Specimens of work done with tlier
specimens of metals
inclndlng welded motor cases, pipe joints, rails
from carl>on. Including metallic manganese, chromium, molybrlenuin. feno
vanadium, manganese /.Inc. manga nnso copper, manganese-fin, ferro titanium,
ferro-tln. etc.: crucibles, mold Itoxes and other apparatus used jn the thermit process. r>emonstratlons out of doors of thermit welding of rail bonds,
mlt,
free

gear

;

:

—

Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works. Chicago. Boiler compounds and methods
water treatment samples of oils and greases.
Plxon Crucible l^o.. .Tos., .Tersey City, N. J. Structural steel building
painted with Dixon's silica-graphite paint: samples of graphite pencils, cru<lbles. lubricants
graphite gear grease
motor brushes graphite products
particularly adapted to street railway use.
Dutr Manufacturing Co., The. Allegheny, Pa.
DufT ball-bearing jacks BarBarrett armature lifts.
rett trip jacks. Barrett automatic lowering jacks
•of

—
—

Mummert, Wolf & Dixon Co., Hanover. Pa. The "Plurality Die bolt cutsamples of bolt cutting dies.
National Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J. Models of car windows fitted
with National cam curtain fixture balance protected groove curtain fixture,
sash lock and sash balance samples of lock washers in different sizes and
ter

Gravity ratchet brake handles
street
Co., Chicaso.
arc
street and interurban railway signal lamps o( all kinds
electric headlights.
Three car train (two motor and one
Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
trail car) air braise e<iaipment with Allis-Chalmers OB governor and type J
emergency valve single car straight-air brake e<|uipment sectional models
of governor and emergency valve: exhibit of essential parts of Allis-Chalmers
improved I'arsons steajn turbine and large revolving racks coutaluiug pages
from company's publications.
car hardnare
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;

cases,

etc.

—

Gould Storage Battery Co.. New York. Types S. t' and O storage batteries
In lead lined tanks: type O battery In Appert glass jar: seta of t.vpes WS
and X storage couples samples snowing development of plates and photo
graphs of storage battery Installations.
Grip Nut Co.. Chicago. Square and hexagon grip nuts In all sizes.
Howe Sand Dryer, C. F. Towne, Sales Agent, Binghamfon. N. Y. A 10 ton
model of SOton capacity dryer,
capacity Howe sand dryer In operation
showing arrangement of vapor l>oxes and stenm coll pipes.
Victor combination meters, both
.Johns Mnnvllle Co., H. W.. New York.
portable and switchboarti types: overhead line material: Noark fuses: Tran
:

—

—

:

—

asbestos pipe covering, roofing anri
rail l»onds
M. friction tape and other Insulating and fireproof materials.
Kalamazoo Rallwav S\ipplv Co., Kalamazoo. Mich. -Root snow scraper and
Sanger
Improved Vloore track drills; track drill chuck; highspeed track
drill bits; Kalamazoo reinforced pressed steel wheels.
KInnenr Mfg. Co.. Columbus, Ohio. Fiill-slne rolling steel doors for car
barns, operated by chain and combined crank and motor hoists.
Lackawanna Steel Co., New York. Abliott rail Joint plates: Abbott com
posife steel and concrete tie: Abbott track gage plate.
McConway iV Torley Co., The, Pittsburgh. Pa.— Pair of model cars fitted with
-Jannpy M. <\ B. coupler and railial draft gear as designed for electric Interurban and street cars; sample of Cox rail Joint.
Maryland Railway Supply Co., Bnltlmore. Md.— Section of track showing
the "Spike Strut" rail fastener as applied to standard Trail and ties: a longitudinal section through a tie. eililMtlng the action of the "Spike Strut"
on the wood fiber and position assumed when driven home; WItnerbee storage baderj
Monarch metal polish.
site asbestoM fireprrtof luntber

packing:

:

;

,1.

:

—
—

;

The Boston Elevated Railway Co. has now been operating gas
engine plants for electric generating purposes for more than a year
with very satisfactory results.
At the Somerville power station
there is a pair of gas producers, two gas engines of 600 h.p. and
two 350 k.w. generators.
This pl.mt was started in May, 1906, and since then has given
continuous, reliable and satisfactory service. There have been no
shutdowns, no accidents and no failures. The fuel has been soft
coal, the same as used in our steam stations, mostly run-of-mine
Pocahontas.
A great deal of water is used for scrubbing the gas and for
cooling purposes. The average amount has been 281 lbs. per k.w.hoiir.
When this water was bought, as it was for a few months,
it cost about twice as much as the coal.
Since November, 1906, it
has been pumped from a very dirty brook by means of two-stage
centrifugal pumps, electric driven; and filtering through a pressure
sard filter. This outfit has been entirely satisfactory and has given
us no trouble. The suction lift is 12-ft. and the pressure at the

pumps 30-lb.
The discharge

of water

from the gas scrubbers

Is

very dirty.

•Abstract of paper presented to the American Street and Interurban Railway Engineering Association, In convention at Atlantic City, by Paul Wlnsor,
Chief Engineer of M. P. & U. S., of the Boston Elevated Ry.

-

;

Ck-ruM* U,
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being full of floatlnc UmpbUck. and U altocFther too black to put
back Into our dirty brook. A land Alter buln 2-163, «). ft. In trea
tile under-drained, removes all of the lampblack, ao that water
la being turned bark Into the brook In a cleaner cundlliun than wh^n
It waa taken out.
During the flrit months, back Ores and pre-lgnlUoni were much
too frequent, occurring ulmoat erery day. l^owerlng the compression
on one of the cylinders, changes In the Igniters, and experience have
reduced these troubles so that now two or three weeks arc passed
without a single one. This plant ba^ proved absolutely reliable. It
can be put Into service any time In !• .<» than Ave minutes much
quicker than can our steam plants. It •ar. carry good loads and do
It continuously.
Kacli unit has carried 4oU kilowatts (652 brake
borae-power) for an hour, with swlnss to -195 kilowatts (717 brake
borae-power).
For the flrs: seven months of this year this plant used 2.03'l-lb.
coal per k.w.-hour, while the steam plantii averaged 3.477-lb. per
One of the smaller steam
k.w.-hour a saving of 41.5 per cent.
plants, containing three 200-k.w. comi>ound condensing engines, used
4.4M-lb. per k.w.-hour; this gas station used only 46.1 per ceut. as

and

—

—

much.
There

Is good evidence to show that a gas engine plant, making
Ita own producer gas, will operate at least as reliably as a steam
plant and will use from 30 to 60 per cent, less fuel, depending somewhat on the size of the gas plant, but principally upon the size of
the steam plant. The drawbacks lo the gas plant are the high flrst
con and the .»mallues.s of the t^lze of the units; the largest gas engine
now built, being of but about 3.000 kilowatt capacity.

Convention of the Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings.

The Association of Railway Superintendents of Bridges and
Buildings held Its seventeenth annual convention in the Republican
President J. H.
Hotel, Milwaukee. Wis., October 15, 16 and 17.
Markley (T., P. & \V.) was in the chair. The convention was welcomed by Mayor Becker, of Milwaukee. R. H. Aishton. General
Manager of the Chicago & North-Western, delivered an address, in
which he spoke of the importance of the work of this association,
and suggested the adoption by it of standard methods and designs
covering much of its work and thereby aiding the -American Railway Association. The address of President Markley had for its
chief theme self-reliance, and the members were urged to cultivate
and exhibit this quality In the discharge of their official duties.
The present membership of the association, including nine new
members taken in during the convention, is 374. The balance in
the treasury is $1,370. H. P. Morrill (C. & N.-W.). C. W. Vandegrlft (C. & O. ), and J. H. Cummin (L. I.) were elected life memSuggestions to change the name of the organization to The
bers.
Railway Bridges and Buildings Association, also to change the time
of meeting, were discussed, but both were rejected. The oflBcers for
the ensuing year are: President, R. H. Reid (L. S. & M. S.); First
Vice-President. J. P. Canty (B. & -M.); Second Vice-President, H.
RetUnghouse W. C); Third Vice-President. F. E. Schall (L. V.)
Fourth Vice-President. W. O. Eggleston (Erie): Secretary, S. F.
Patterson (B. &.M. i. (re-elected); Treasurer. C. P. .Austin (B. &M.),
(re-elected); Members Executive Committee, A. E. Killam (I. C),
J. S. Lemond (Sou.), C. W. Richey (Penna.), T. S. Leake (Mo. P.),
W. H. FInley (C. & N.-W.), J. N. Penwcll (L. E. & W.). Washington,
D. C, was selected as the next place of meeting
There were two addresses delivered during the convention, the
first being by W. H. FInley, Assistant Chief Engineer of the Chicago
It
tc North-Western, on the Quebec bridge and the failure of same.
was a discussion of the design of the structure as compared with
other notable long-span bridges, particularly the Firth of Forth
bridge in Scotland, and of the American type of structure as compared with other types; a denial of the assertion, made in many
non-technical quarters, that the attempted span was too great for
the present state of the art, and some comment regarding the posThe second address was by
sible cause or causes of the failure.
Prof. W. K. Hatt, of Purdue University, on the work of the Forest
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture in Investigating the strength of structural timber. He explained the elements
influencing the strength of such timbers, exhibiting specimens sawed
from different kinds of woods, such as long-leaf yellow pine, short(

Douglas
F'oUowing Its

leaf pine.

fir,

etc.

ptM uliar

custom, the convention devoted the

re-

of the first day and a part of the second to the discussion
of last year's reports. Little new Information of importance was
developed: in fact,. this customary threshing over of old straw seems
of exceedingly doubtful value, since not only of itself is it of little

mainder

If any profit, but it curtails seriously the time which ought to be
devoted to the new reports. If the association will persist In this
practice it should reverse its present procedure, disposing of Its
new reports first, and then devoting what time may remain to the
reports of the previous year.
The standing-committee subject of water supply was the first

403

of the new reports taken up.
; ••
re»ults of HOT-

The report waa merely the tabulated
'•

•

'''-"is Central

-

A memln-r
pump exhai.

ran------''

>ns of tuni;:

,i

'hf

raliip

ture of thi

.

to offer en

r.

u-.-

*>

.N..

The m.r

gasolene pu"
.-Ived the n:
ber reported UBing this oil after getting the pump Biaried aii<i
up with the gasolene, saving considerable In the coat of o[>>
It waa stated that gasolene en^'
for the oil, the change for a
about
Ing
Methods for u;^.:
t5u.

:

'

'

-

1

One member complained

ust- of ihi; two fucU hv hal
had trouble with the exhaust, which emitted smoke, or carbon. Indi-

that lu hjs

cating imperfect combustion.
On "Fire Protection," standing subject No. 3. there was no
report, but (he subject was discussed.
P. Swenson (Soo) protects
the bridge stringers with galvanized iron, and reported iba;
been
which had
so covered for 17 years were still In good cm.
President Markley allows his timbers to season for a year
coverlni; with metal, which Insures longer life through greater treedom from decay. But while the use of the galvanized Iron unquestionably prolongs life. It prevents Inspection, and Is objectionable
on this account, as has been brought out before In similar dl.-cusslons of the subject. Mr. Killam (Int. of Can.) keeps all rotten
spots adzed off the tops of the ties and bridge timbers, which has
proved an excellent preventive of fires.
Mr. Sibley (N. Y., N. H. & H.) asked if water barrels were
effective in proportion to the cost and trouble of keeping them
constantly In condition for instant use. Mr. Canty (B. t M.) thought
them undesirable and the continual loss of the palls a great bother
as well as a continual expense. J. F. Parker said that on the Coast
Lines of the Santa Fe they use metal barrels. Those on the bridge
or trestle have a piece of burlap convenient for soaking in the water
and dashing it on an Incipient fire. The barrels at the ends of the
bridge have hinged tops that are closed and locked with a switch
lock.
Queries about avoidance of freezing of the contents of protective barrels in cold weather brought statements that the use of a
strong brine prevents this.
There was no discussion or other action on the report on
"Fences. Road Crossings and Cattle Guards."
"Preservatives fSr Wood and Metal" brought out the u.sual
queries and testimony concerning the life of creosoted timber, the
amount of penetration obtained, etc. The advantages of crude oil
as a preservative were spoken of by some members, but the greatly
increased inflammability was a serious objection to its use. However. J. F. Parker reported that the Santa Fe has been using it
for 10 years, soaking the timbers for entire bridges, and they give
no thought to any augmented fire risk and have no trouble in that
respect either.
On the matter of preservatives for metal. Mr. Penwell (L. E.
& W.) thought there was nothing that comes up to red lead. Mr.
Reid (L. S. & M. S.) told of a tar compound that is being applied
The workmen
to their track elevation bridge floors in Chicago.
call it "dope" and it is highly effective, taking off mill scale when
The
it is removed and leaving the steel surface bright and clean.
great problem, in connection with a suitable and effective preservative, is in getting the steel work properly cleaned for repainting,
this being a vital point.
It was decided to make this subject of preservatives for wood
and metal a standing comraittee subject.
In pr€senting the report on smoke-jacks. Mr. Lichty (C. &
N.-W.) spoke of the maintenance troubles that the building department has with these very necessary and usually more or less
The committee report,
unsatisfactory features of engine houses.
which is printed In part on another page, and the discussion In
the convention, indicate a general preference for wooden jacks. In
reference to the Chicago & Eastern Illinois' wooden jacks, .\. S.
Markley said they have had the design In use for 10 years or more and
all of their houses are so equipped, except one built this year on
which they are trying one of the patented materials. He asserted
that weather conditions have far more effect on the action of a jack
than its form. The drawing of the C. & E. I. jack reproduced in
the report shows a cap on the top. This has been dispensed with
as bein? a detriment to the free action of the jack. The amount
of rain which the exposed top will admit is unobjectionable. Very
few of these jacks, even of the first applied, have had to be removed
on account of decay: there has been no trouble whatever from fire,
since there is no place for soot and other fire-causing materials
to lodge, and they do not have to paint them, relying instead on
the soot and moisture to form a coating on the inside, which proTheir cost, at present lumber prices, is from
tects them effectually.
$20 to $25.
Mr. Penwell explained that the Lake Erie & Western jack shown
It is square in section,
in the report is newly adopted by them.
costs about $60, and its life, based on past experience, is estimated
at seven years.
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& M. S.) thought the weight of cast-iron jacks
feature, ly, or 2 tons in each panel of the
being sure to cause trouble unless the roof is
or reinforced to sustain such a load.
interest it was agreed to continue the subject for

P. J. Onell (L. S.

5.

a very objectionable
engine house roof
specially designed
Because of its
another year.
The report on

fastenings for freight house and other doors was

6.
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Preservation of timber.
Coaling stations and cinder

pits.

2.

committee investigation and report are:
Waterproofing of concrete-covered steel floors and subways.
Modern equipment and tools for the erection of steel bridges.

3.

Protection of structures against the effects of electric cur-

The
1.

special subjects for

rents.

Protection of embankments from the effects of high water
"Towers and Guides for Drawbridge Lights" likewise received by riprap or otherwise.
The chairman of the committee stated that in
Experience in the use of gasolene and kerosene engines, or
little discussion.
5.
investigating the subject he was surprised to discover that 68 per combination of same, for water supply, drawbridges, etc.
cent, of the railroads of the country have no drawbridges.
This
Modern dwelling houses for section foremen and section
6.
matter of character and location of lights tor these bridges is con- men in outlying districts.
Reinforced concrete culverts and short span bridges.
trolled by the Government's lighthouse board, of course, the appli7.
Methods of erecting truss bridges, (a) under traffic, (b) free
cation being the point which each road determines for itself.
Ease
S.
of placing and removing is the important feature, and the scheme of traffic.
of the Toledo, Peoria & Western shown herewith was considered the
best of any reproduced in the report. Concerning it J. H. Markley
Bridge and Buildings Supply Men's Association.
said:
"The one great advantage is that no guide for the lamps Is
needed until the bottom of the tower is reached; at that point the
At the Milwaukee convention of the Superintendents of Bridges
bale of the cage containing the lamp enters the guide head and is and Buildings the exhibitors held a meeting and formed a permanent
raised to the top of the tower. It matters not how much the lamp organization bearing the name given above. The officers are: Presiswings or in what direction, it cannot enter the guide head but one dent, Charles Ernshaw, Manager Standard Paint Co., New York;
way. which is the right way. There is no climbing whatever to do; Vice-President, W. W. Johnson, Franklin Manufacturing Co., Chithe operator stands on the deck of the bridge and with a '/i-in. rope cago; Secretary, T. R. Wyles, Vice-President Detroit Graphite Co.,
not discussed.

4.

that passes over a pulley at the top of the tower, raises everything
into position."
On the subject of protecting steel bridges against the action of

Detroit. Mich.; Treasurer, S. Reid Holland, Eastern Granite Roofing
For one year. F. J. Johnston,
Chicago; Executive Committee:

Co.,

American Hoist & Derrick Co., St. Paul, Minn., and H. A. Neally,
Dixon Crucible Co., Boston, Mass.: for two years, J. T. McGary,
American Valve & Meter Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio, and C. C. Lazcnby,
Otto Gas Engine Works, Chicago; for three years. N. C. Durie, N. C.
Durie Co., St. Louis, Mo., and J. H. Eames, Sherwin-Williams Paint

Jos.

Co., Chicago.

Following

is

the

exhibitors at the convention:

—of"Ueliable"

list

Allith .Mtg. Co., t'liicago.

round-traik doorhangei-s

;

tire

under-

continuous parallel door equipapproved automatic door equipment
ment for freight stations, warehouses, etc.
American Ilolst & l>erricli Co.. St. Paul, Minn. Photographs of the "Ameriengines,
etc.
can" ditcher, hoisting
American Valve & Meter Co., Cincinnati. Ohio. Catalogues, blue-prints,
etc., of stand-pipe float valves, tank fixtures, switchstands. etc.
General line of the Barrett
Hairett Mfg. Co., New York and Chicago.
tar-rock sub-floors for machinespecifications tor roofing and water proofing
shops and storehouses,
roofing. Ibex Insulating
Fllntkote"
"Rex
.1. A. & W. Bird Co., Boston,
Mass.
and building paper. Bird's bull's-eye belting, Uipolin enamel paint and Kex red
writer.s'

;

—

/e/7fff/T.

—

—

;

—

ifMif

paint.

Carborundum tool grinders, ball-bear—scales
and street crossing gates.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Photographs ot

Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Buda reinforced lever

ing bridge jacks.

Carbollneum

Wood

lYeservlng

Co..

structures using "Carbollneum" wood preserver; testimonials, etc.
Full line of "Carey" roofing for
Philip Carey Mfg. Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

buildings.

Detroit Graphite Co., Detroit, Mich.
literature, etc.

— Samples

of "Detroit" graphite paint,

—

Paul Dickinson. Inc.. Chicago. Dickinson cast-iron smokejacks and castiron chimneys and ventilators for roundhouses; photographs of roundhouses
containing the IMcklnson devices.
Dixon's silica graphite paint for
Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. X. J.

—

steel bridges.

—

Malleable Iron washers tor
X. C. liurle Co.. St. Louis, Mo., and Chicago.
bridge and building construction.
Eastern (Jranlte Hoofing Co.. Xew York. Granite roofing for buildings.
Literature descriptive of pumping plants,
Fairbanks. Morse & Co.. Chicago.
iiiallng stations,

motor

cars, »t«.

—
——

Hanginj Light

Samples of asbestos lumber and shingles.
Fianklin Mfg. Co.. Franklin. Pa.
"Vim" leather packings tor deep-well
K. F. Houghton & Co.. Chicago.
pumps; new "Vim" leather air-brake packings of steer hide, treated by new

brine from refrigerator cars, while it was evident that the members are extremely anxious to have this evil corrected in some effective way, but realized their impotence to have the private car
line owners respond to any demands they might make, or already
have made. J. P. Snow (U. & M.). in a written communication,
thought that Government aid should be invoked to compel the private car owners to act in the matter. A. S. Markley said that while
the use of concrete dec^ks on bridges eliminated the trouble so far
as floors were concerned, that still left the rails unprotected and
Government aid could he asked on the grounds of endangering trafUc.
Th" subject of concrete building construction received no disAlso the subject of the action of sea water on concrete
cussion.
waa only briefly discussed. Mr. Parker (A., T. & S. K, said they

York and Milwaukee. Wis. "Magnaslte"
II. W. Johns-ManvUle (^o., Xew
smokejack. "vltrlbestos" smokejack. asbestos roofing and pipe covering, "keythe
stone" hair Insulator, asbestos building lumber, building papers, etc.
"Kxcelold roofing.
Station and bridge paints.
('has. It. Long, Jr.. Co., I.K)Ul8vllle. Ky.
"Alpha" double-hung hollow metal window
J. C McFarland & Co., Chicago.
photographs of buIIdlDgs
frames for olTlce, mercantile and factory buildings
containing "Alpha" framrs.
Xatlonal Kooling Co.. Tonawanda. .\. Y. (;eneral roofings, "llydroclad"
double fared rooting for cement work, "Security" brand of asphalt roofing, and
"Permanere" mineral asphalt paint.
.Natural Carbon Paint Co., Freeport, 111. -Samples of melals protected with
".MIndura." showing elTect of several yens' wear under raflroad Inldges.
Samples of pigment and ore from whieli pigment Is prepared.
Otto Gas Knglne Works, Chicago.- Pholographs and drawings of coaling
atailons. water-softening plants, etc.
Full.\rlhur E. Kendle, Xew York anil Wesl.'rn Paradigm Co.. Chicago.
sl/.e.l
models of "Paradigm" skylights anil fireproof windows gla«ed with
ribbed glass and wire glass, su|iplemented with full-sUed dolalU ot all parts of

Toledo, Peoria

&

Western Railway's Method

of

on Drawbridge.

)

had tried all kinds of Imported and domestic cements for this use,
and had found only one that Is satisfactory, giving the name of
the brand.
of Concrete Walls," the discussion consisted almost entirely of citations by different members of
observations and experiences in regard to the effect of temperature

On "Expansion and Contraction

changes on

."ii<li

and frame

subjects for 1908:

trestle bridges.

1.

Pile

2.

Fire protection.
Fences, road crossings and cattle guards.
Construction of cofferdams.

3.
4.

;

"

—

—

:

—

—

the structtires.

Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co., Chicago. -Waterproofing for concrete structures, bridge floors, etc.. damp-proofing for bnlldlugs anil proieetlon against
electrolysis, mastic flooring and brick paving with asphalt filler.
Standard Paint Co., Xew York.— "Iluberold" rimfing, "FIcxIte" colored paints,
and "S. P. C." Iron palnls.
Stover Motor Car Co., Freeport,

III.

— Six passenger

gasolene motor Inspec-

tion car.

structures.

The following are the standing (ommlttee

—

process.

"Wllbern" adjustable hangers
Stowell .Mfg. & Foundry Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
for freight houae doors, latches for loundhouse and depot doors, and hangers

and fixtures for fireproof doors.
"Mansfield" and U. S. water
f. S. Wind Knglne & Pump Co., Batavla. III.
folunins, and I". S. hydraulic valve.
Gilford Wood Co.. Hudson. N. Y.— Pamphlets sli.>wliig be elevators, eonveyln^ machinery and lie tooja.

—
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Cause*

of Defects

and Failures

of Steel Tires.*

BT Orowe L. XOMUti. M.E.,
rhrmUt. Siandard XtrrI Wurk«.

With r«w exceptions, the

tire* uit«<] In the I'nlted States are all
open-hearth uteel. which. Unaus^ of I(h unlfonnlty
In quality and cheapness, an compared to cruclbU- Mte«l. haa practically driven the crucible steel cut of the market.
In Europe most

made from

(arid

I
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from the short or slnxle tire Incot are liable to contain defects from
this cause.
In manufacturing from a short Inxot no cropping Is discarded from the top of the Ingot, the only discard being the small
disc of metal puni-hi"! frnm the rcr.'pT of thp bloom
series of tesu
About 18!)<<
1

comparing the
Ingots from wtu

and long
which the top

ngots,

'

.

portion of the Iuk^i cuiiLaluiUK lb<r pipiuK auu s«r«;rei$atlon was discarded. A paper on the results of these testa waa contributed to the
'•
- • ^
'-••
•
'
^
American Inst!'

«.•'

•

As a

result of

me

•

t!

1

.t»
the practice of
the only way to rt'lu< •• to .i iiiliiiiniiiii ili'_' niiniii-r <>f 'ir>-^ f.i.liiii; in
service on account of casting defe<'t8 in the ingot.
Both the long and short Ingots are usually bottom-cast In groups.
The long Ingots are octagotkal In secfed from a central ranner.
:

Typical Amalittrt of Tire SlecU.

Knipp

EnslUb
Amt-rlcan.
.75

rartMQ

.'>.'>

ManEnnme
Sulphor
lit. tensile

—

Frrnrh.

FifiKllih.

pxporl.

Grmisn.

eziwrt.

.40

.30

.52— .81

.S5

.55—85

.I(H»

.<I80

.0.'.n

.055
1.25

250
050
65
050

Slll.-.m
I-tioiiphnriia

.86
.06."i

.050

0.1.000

85.000

(8-in.)

trrDgtb. lOO.mM)
2-lo.

12

AM

.3IMI

.060

.<)».-,

.38

.00
.045

.040

107.000
to 123.200

90.0O0

2-II1.

2-ln.

Sin.

2-ln.

26
30

17 to 14

•JS

23 to 18

38

17 to 8
25 to 8

to 135,000

KlongatloD. per rent. 20 to 10
Itediic. per cent
30 to 12

.190
.030
.75
.030

105.0OU
to 135.000

The
in. long, and vary from 13 in. to 20 in. across.
ingots are usually cylindrical, though conical ingots are
abroad, and generally have a dome shape top. They vary
In diameter and height according to the size of tire to be made.
Unlike the long ingot which remains fluid for some time and gives
an opportunity for the steel to teem, and the gases and impurities
to rise to the top, the short ingots set quickly and the piping, gas
cavities and other defects, as compared with the long ingot, occupy
relatively a larger portion.
Even with the minimum amount of piping possible, the punching does not always entirely remove the defects, and consequently
the tires made from short ingots more frequently contain these defects.
The illustrations. Figs. 1 to 12, plainly show the superiority
of the long ingot over the short for manufacturing tires of homogeneous structure. Fig. 1 is a full length section of a long ingot, from
which rhn piprl jmrMf^n nbove the line a-b is discarded, while
Fig. 2 is a section of the ordinary short or single tire ingot
tion.

about 72

short

common

Fig.

2.

Fig.

Fig.

1.

from which nothing is discarded but a small thin disc
Fig.
in punching the bloom.

bloom
from a long ingot. The contrast between it and the short
Fig. 4
ingot is very marked.
shows the manner of cutting
an ingot into tire blooms.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the fractures of a long ingot cut up
into blooms, and Fig. 7 is an
enlarged view of a typical
3 is a section of a tire

fracture.

shown

made by

the open-hearth process, and some by the crucible process, but tires of (basic) Bessemer steel are also commonly
used. The conditions of service, especially as to wheel loads, are
not, however, as severe as in America.
tire steel is

The grade of steel used for tires in Europe is much softer than
that used in America, as shown by some of the typical analyses in
the table in the next column.
Up to 1S90 It was the general ijractice to make tires from short
ingots, each ingot being sufficient to make only one tire.
As It Is
practically impossible to cast an ingot of steel, no matter how
small, without pipe and segregation In the upper end, tires made

^\

I'll'

III

"

'I'

".tuber meeting of

llie

Wcxipm

Riillwiiy riiiTi.

of

Fig.

6 is
section

punched

out

The
tire.

pipe

central

in the left-hand

fonuing the
made from a

in

Fig.

S

blooms
is

an

long ingot bloom,
and shows the homogeneity of structure obtained by this method of
manufacture. Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show etched sections of tires made
from short ingots, illustrating the presence of the original casting
Fig. 12 is a section through a conical ingot such as is used
defects.
For soundness this possesses no advanto some extent in Europe.
tage over the ordinary cylindrical, short ingot.
During the past few years, owing to increased speeds, wheel
loads and severity of service, steel tires have more frequently developed that condition on the tread, commonly termed "shelly" or
"flaky" spots. This condition is also often referred to as "soft spots."
etched

of

a

tire
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"porous," or "honey-combed metal," "sand holes" and "unwelded
metal." It is in the nature of a breaking down of the tread into
flakes or scales by numerous cracks which penetrate into the
A tire developing such
tire, princijially in the area of rail contact.
a condition is not considered dangerous, and consequently is not
always promptly removed. Hence the shells or flakes rapidly spread
over a greater length of the tread, and the cracks penetrate so deeply
into the tire that a large amount of steel is wasted in turning up the
Fig. 13 shows the appeartire to remove all traces of the shelliness.

ance of the tread of a typical shelly tire.
The causes which produce this condition of shelly or flaky
treads may be inherent defects in the steel, such as pipe, gas cavities, slag and segregation, but are more commonly the conditions
of service.

Inherent defects in the steel are confined almost exclusively to
made from short ingots and rarely occur in tires from long
ingots, for the reason that the top portion of the ingot containing
the pipe, slag, segregation and gas cavities is discarded. The relation between the piping and casting defects of the ingot and the
shelliness of the tire is plainly shown in Fig. 9. I'sually the appearance of the tread of a shelly tire, due to inherent defects in the steel,
is different from the ordinary shelliness, due to service conditions.
Instead of the tread showing spots with numerous thin flakes, as in
Fig. 13. there is apt to be only a single spot from which a large
shallow |)iece has spalled out (see Fig. 14 1. or there may be several
spots where iiieces have broken out of the tread, leaving distinctly
granular fractures, as in Fig. 15. An etched transverse section of
this tire (see Fig. 16), shows that these defects are due to entrapped slag.
As has been stated, by far the greater number of shelly tires are
tires

Fig.

7.

Fig. 6.

produced by conditions of service, and in the case of tires from long
ingots this is practically the sole cause of this trouble. The conditions of service most prominent in causing shelliness are: Brake
burns, unequal diameters of wheels upon the same axle, which may
result in causing the wheel to become eccentric through slipping;
These coneccentricity of the wheel, in its turn causing pounding.
ditions are all intensified by speed and load, but more especially by
It is probable that what is commonly termed "brake burn"
speed.
When the brakeshoe retards
Is the chief cause producing shelliness.
the revolution of the wheel to the extent that the distance traversed
by the car exceeds that rolled by the wheel, a high degree of heat is
generated locally on the tread, due to the slipping of the wheel on the
This results in the production of several small, hard slip
rail.
spots, or brake burns on the tread within the limits of the rail conThese small hard spots are usually covered with irregular
tact.
heat cracks, which through the pounding of the wheel on the rail
and under the influence of various stresses to which the
Joints,
and

tires are subjected, tend to penetrate into the tire along the line of
the resultant forces, causing the steel to break up Into shells or
flakes.
In the case of chilled wheels the brake burns produce what
is termed comby tread, and the penetration of the cracks is along
the cleavage iilanes of the white iron crystals forming the chill and
perpendicular to the tread.
Many of the hard slip spots developed disappear through the
friction of the tire on the rail, or under the scouring or tooling effect
of the brakeshoe, without breaking up into shelly or flaky spots. In
those cases, eccentricity of the wheel results, and long, rolling flats
are produced, sometimes 30 in. to 40 in. long and as much as l-j in.
deep at the lowest point. Frequently such wheels will have two
rolling flat spots.
The severe punishment through pounding and
slipping which eccentric whecl.s undergo, produces excessive and deep
shelling. That the wheels become eccentric or out of round through
the hard, sli]) spots has often been tested, by putting a pair of wheels
showing such spots, but not shelled, into the lathe. It is not infrequent to find that the tool will skip for a space of 2 to 3 ft. while
cutting to a depth of '/',„ in.
It is conspicuous that some of the roads having the greatest
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Fig. 16.

Fig. 15.
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of trouble from shelly tread tires find the trouble most
serious on low-grade divisions with infrequent brake applications,
and on the heavy grade or mountainous divisions of these same
roads the trouble is only slightly developed. This indicates that the
long continued brake application on the heavy grades is effective in
grinding off the small hard spots, or in other words the tread is
worn down faster than the rate of penetration of the heat cracks in

amount

the burned or slip spot area.
The formation of the shelliness from the hard, slip spots, or

Fig.

1?.

etched section of a shelly tire, and shows no inherent defects. Fig.
21 is a view of the tread of the same tire which shows an advanced
stage of shelliness. Fig. 22 is a section cut from the tire as indicated on Fig. 20, and polished and magnified 40 diameters. It corresponds to the hard area shown on Fig. IS. the letters a-b on Fig. 22
marking the limit of depth of the hard spot. The metal between
a-b and the tread shows a badly cracked condition, and it is through
the penetration and extension of these cracks that shelliness is
caused and spreads as long as the tire remains in service after this
Figs. 23 and 24 are etched sections to show
condition originates.
the microstructure of Fig. 22 magnified 50 diameters. In both
In the
Figs. 23 and 24 the line a-b corresponds to a-h in Fig. 22.

19.

Fig. 22.

Fig.

21.

hrakp-burned areas Is very well shown by the illustrations. Klg. 17
Is a view of n tire showInK several of the brake-burn spots, one of
which hiiH started to form a shelly spot. FIk. IS Is a section through
The
this spot on line a-b polished and niiiKnlfled two diameters.
white area a-b la very hard and might be likened to a case-hardened
another
spot
on
through
the
same
tire,
spot.
Fig. IS Is a section
It is the
polished and slightly etched to emphasize the contrast.
breaking up of these hard areas that originates the detailed cracks
which penetrate Into the Itre and cause shelliness. Fig. 20 is an

case of Fig. 23, which Is located outside of the cracked or shattereil
area, cleavage has not taken place along this line as is the case In
Fig. 24.
The microstructure of the metal between the line a-b and
the tread is distorted, but there Is no tendency indicated toward separation of the microgralns along the lines of ferrite. This would be
the case If Ihe shelliness was due to microscopical particles or filaments of entrapped slag, as these usually occur In the ferrite. The
microstructure below Ihe line ab Is entirely unaltered and the line
of demarkalion Is very sharp, cutting as It often does through the
microgralns and separating them Into distorted and undlstorted portions.
Figs. 25 and 2fi Illustrate clearly how these cracks extend
and multiply. Fig. 25 is a polished but unetched specimen from a
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brake burn spots, but also causes the tender to ride rough and to
pound the wheels. This is on account of the stiffness of the springs,
which are designed for full load, but carry a light load much of the
time in service. There is a marked increase in the number of shelly
tires during the winter season, which is natural, as all conditions of
operation are more severe. In general the wheels under tenders do
not receive the same attention as wheels under coaches. The inspec-

Vol. XLIII., No. 17.

'/z' centefit morfar f/rTs/</e sorfacf painffff
coaf^J.
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^
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may be as close, but it has been observed that those roads having the most trouble from shelly wheels keep tender wheels in
service that they would not tolerate under coaches. This observation is confined by the records of the wheel lathes which show an
average of about twice as much metal turned off the tender wheels as
from the coach wheels.
Trailer wheels probably rank next to tender wheels in tendency
Most of the cases of shelly trailer wheels obto develop shelliness.
ser\-ed have been under engines in through passenger service, and this
wheel load has averaged 20,000 lbs. and upward per wheel. This
great load, with the tendency of the trailer wheels to "pick up" on
the application of the brakes and develop brake burn spots is doubtless the reason why they have given so much trouble from shelliness.
Coach and engine truck wheels come next in order. Most of the
shelly coach wheels have been under heavy cars in through passenger service. The majority of cases have been distinctly traceable
to brake burns.
(To be concluded.)
tion

Smoke-Jacks

for

Engine Houses.*

as unable, after nine years have elapsed, as
was the committee which reported in 1S98, to say which is the
It is safe to
best form and best material for engine house jacks.
say. however, that some of the compositions of asbestos that were
new at that time have proved to be failures, and railroad men are
as eager as ever at the present time to find a substitute for the

The committee

many kinds

cumberexpensive

of

and

some

is

now in use, which
will be reasonably

jacks

cheap in
easy to

first

and

cost

maintain

in

service.
all

Sec no/7 C-D

Jacks are made in
conceivable shapes,

and forms

sizes

Northern Pacific Wooden Smoke-Jack.

meet

to

requirements
certain
and conditions in the
different kinds of engine houses, but generally they are classed as
two distinctive types,

Cost

in Place,

$30

^tS^' osM rp

the one having the telescopic drop section fitting down closely over
the slack of the locomotive after it has been
placed, and the other
having a large flaring
stasection which
is
under which
tionary,
be
engine
the

may

placed

without

curacy, and
proportioned

ac-

is

larger

in

every

way than the firstnamed type. The latter-named style answers to a greater extent for ventilation on
arcount of Its larger
dimensions and must
the
allow
necessarily
of more heat
weather uncold
special arrangeto
ments are made

e.Hcape
In

less

avoid

it.

i.s
well known
the various forms
of Iron and steel when
used for this purpose
decompose very rapidly, cast-iron being bet-

M

that

•Krrtm a i-ommlttpo r**pnrt It) ih" Mllwdiiki-* ro-iv^nllon of ihp Siipprlnl'^nd
rnls nf llrldgPA and lliillil
Ingii.

Chicago & Eastern
Smoke-Jack. Cost
to

Illinois
in

$25.

Place,

Wooden
$20
Eric

Wooden Smoke-Jack,

Cost About $100.

to $40.

OcTous
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wroughtlron or sleel, but thcae when made thick
enouKh to taut any conaldttrablH length of time are cumbersome
and expenalvc ami often crack during the Drat leaaon owing to
contraction ami rxpuniilon.
The abeet-lron Jacka laat ordinarily
only two to flvi- yearit.
Stuiiewuri- or varthc-nware. (ommonly dcilgnated
tile, haa
biH-ti extemtlvfly uii-d for Jacks, and a conilderabic number of such
t«r adapttKJ than

M

Jucks are ctlll In iiiur; but In northern cllmateB ihey are t>einK gradually abandoni-d and '-e|ila<'cd with other klndw on account of t>elng
cumbersome and cracking when Kubjccted to extreme beat and cold.
This form of Jack usually consists of several Joinu of tile moualed

W'/>

rjroue**^

s

e/eo

yfs'yr

21

\

o/mooo

\

oecrtoff oAf
i.//**'

Dickinson Cast Iron Smoke-Jack;

or

ccNrea

u/rc/c.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Seerion /l-B

Lake

Erie

&

Western

Wooden Smoke-Jack.
About $60.

Cost

^ec^o^'O^

«»y dnirf ,^

*yttf tt*vfr\

i»*^. *<rm-f

t**

t^* /fi/i

^»'^-

eno

Pittsburg

&

Lake Erie Wooden Smoke-Jack.

eLe<f*Tion.

Cost About $300.

in

Place

R-ff'

.

.
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upon a roof casting and surmounted by a sheet metal cap and having either a telescopic section or a stationary hood under the roof,
made in either case o£ iron. This lower section and the cap are
subjected to rapid disintegration and have to be renewed frequently.

Wood seems to withstand the action of the gases better than
metal and it has been successfully used by some roads for many
years without any trouble whatever, while other roads experienced
loss from fire and many do not use them for fear of similar results.
Attention is directed to a statement made on page 184 of the
Eighth Annual Proceedings, wherein a member stated that they
had been using wooden jacks for 20 years on every engine house
but one (which was equipped with cast-iron i. and he was sorry
that the one exception did not have wooden jacks. He further
stated that they use the stationary style (without drop section),
and that they did not use any sort of protection against fire in the
way of sanding or fireproof paints, being careful in the use of them
until they became saturated or coated inside from natural use.
The
Others have used the wooden jacks successfully for years.
committee would therefore earnestly recommend a careful investigation of wooden jacks to ascertain if possible whether the fault
has not been in the style or methods of construction, and misuse
where failures have occurred, rather than in the kind of material.
It is quite certain that a wooden jack fitting closely over the mouth
of the stack, or nearly so, would be more likely to cause trouble
than a large-mouthed jack, where plenty of air passes through with
the smoke and gases.
Various compositions of asbestos, cement, etc., have been extensively experimented with in recent years for this purpose, many
of which proved to be short lived, and none to date have stood
the test sufficiently long to prove that they are worth the price
which is charged for them, regardless of the fact that they may
be guaranteed by the manufacturers for a specified term of years.
The report is signed by M. J. Flynn. C. A. T.,irhty, D. L. McKee
and A. F. Miller.
Efficient

The

.

Operation on the

New York

Central.

handling dense traffic with the aid of block
signals are well shown by the following record at three block stations on the Hudson di\ision of the New York Central for the 24
hours from midnight to midnight, October 18 and 19:
Sixty-eight westbound and 71 eastbound trains passed block
station 58, which is just south of Poughkeepsie a train movement
for each 21 minutes of the 24 hours.
At block station 31. just south of Croton, there were 96 westbound and 98 eastbound trains one movement every 15 minutes of

found in metal reflectors. This reflector is, of course,
applicable only to the one-lens lamps.
It would be advisable to continue this committee for another
year, to study the question of proper maintenance of signal lamps.
By a more thoroufh education in this direction, general efficiency
Some roads have drawn up rules for the care
will be improved.
and handling of signal lamps, and their experience would be of
material assistance in compiling a complete set of rules.
Harry Hobson, chairman; C. S. Stephens, C. J. Cannon, F. E.

service, as is

Wass. Chas. Geary.

The 1907 Grain Crop.
The following estimates are taken from the Journal

v

WinliT wheat'.
Spring wheat
Total wheat

—

the 24 hours.
At block station 9, between Spuyten Duyvil and Yonkers, there
were 107 eastbound and 104 westbound trains a train movement
every 13 minutes of the 24 hours.
Of these trains there were 22 eastbound and 20 westbound
throngh freights, which handled 2,028 cars; in addition to this
there were six work trains in service south of Poughkeepsie.
As a particular indication of the density of the traffic: At one
period of the day seven trains passed block station 9 westbound
in 24 minutes and eight trains eastbound passed in 33 minutes: a

—

train an average of each

4% minutes

The

efficiency is reflected in that two through eastbound passenger trains were delayed a total of 12 minutes: two eastbound locals
a total of 39 minutes; one westbound local 12 minutes, and two west-

bound through pas.senger trains a total of 28 minutes, one of which
overcame the delay and arrived at Albany on time.
Report on Signal Lamps

— Railway

.741.521,000 31.491,000
..147.192.000 6,152,0tK)
.

964.904,522 30,958,768
17.S.916.484 6,323,757

preliminary estimates of yields per acre compare
Oct.. 1907 Oct.. 1906 Oct. .1905 Oct..l904

Winte

vheat

.•Spring

>14.6
13.1
23.5
23.9
16.4

wheat

Oats
Barley

Rye
•Atigust report

:

nothing

16.7
13.7

14.3

31.2
28.3

33.9

17.0

16.6

12.3
12.7
32.1
27.2
15.2

later.

of corn on October 1 was 78. as compared with
month, 90.1 on October 1, 1906, 89.2 at the corresponding
day in 1905 and a 10-year average of 79.6.
The following table shows for each of the 25 principal corn
Slates the condition on October 1 in each of the last three years and
that on Sept. 1, 1907, with the 10-year averages:

The condition

80.2 last

Oct. 1, Sept. 1. Oct. 1, Oct. 1. Ten-vear
1907.
1907.
1906.
1905. average.

States.

86
70

Illinois

Iowa
Nebraska
Missouri

86
76

84

Texas
Kansas

87
97
90
90

96
no
95
94

95

96

90.1

89.2

84
82
80

80

Indiana
<_Ieorgia

Ohio
Kentuck.v

Tennessee
.\labaina

North Carolina

.

.\i-kansas

Mississippi
Indian Territory

Oklahoma
South Carolina
South Dakota

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Virginia

Louisiana
Minnesota
Michigan
Wisconsin
Pennsylvania
Total for U.

S.

.

78.0

SO.;

Coin Har rest Indications,
Oct. 1, 1907

•

ith

79.6

Comparisons.

Sept

1, '07.

Oct.

1,

1906.

90.1
78.0
80.2
29.1
25.4
25.9
95.535.050
98.099.000
98,099,000
bush. .2,491,715.000 2,540.000.000 2.7.80.000,000
98.099.000 2.491.715.000
Ksliniated' crop, 1907
Aitnal (^orn Harvest.
VcluMi Corn Harvest.

ondilion
Indicated yield, pr acre
Art'a. acres
Indliiili'd Yield,

I!)(m;
190,-,

ic,.t:;t..-.si

190

'J

' I'll

1

1902.
inoi
1900.

Your committee concurs in the reports made at the annual
meetings of 1905 and 190fi. It would be desirable to arrive at defistandards of dimensions, go that the present confusion of
lamps and brackets could be eliminated. There are many variations
In the vital measurements, which affect their fitting properly, which
are Ju.1t enough off to prevent Intprchangeabllity. and yet are not
so radial but that Ihey might he modified to a common standard.
With very few exceptions. 5 In. and 5% In. are the sizes of lenses

73.-..260.966 47.283,829

as follows:

19o:i

Signal Association.*

.625,567.000 44,506,000

242.372,966 17,705,868

.2,491,715,000 98.099.000 2.927.416.091 96.737.581

.

.

official

eastbound and 3V4 minutes

westbound.

.

.

Total corB ...
Total oats
Total barley

The

49:'.8S8,000 29,.i99.96t

.

Com-

>

409..100.000 28.132,<IUO
i;i6,067,000 16,404,000

.

.

possibilities in

—

of

Indkateil Harvest {or lOoT.
Harvest of 1906
October, 1907
,
,
Bushels.
Acres.
Bushels.
Acres.

1.:;';'.'

_:;i,:.'-l

i.'.927.4i(;.09i
.'.TnT.iiiKi.olo

LMr,7.4sO,934
l;.J^4. 176.925

-•vo'M.'.Mi:;
.!i4,04.t.6i:{ 2..-.2.f.«4S.312
.91.349.928 1..'i22..M9..sni
.s:t.;«20.S72 2. 1 05. 1 02.51 <i

1,S99. .'.M.'.llC.OIl 2.r.l!(!.440.279

1S9S. .7T,TJ1.7M l,'.124.1S4.ti«0
1.S97. .MMi:i.-..ri.-,l 1.9II2. 967.93.1
l.SOO. .sl.0U7.1.')i; 2.JS;!.S7.">.165
1S9.-1.

.82.075.8:10 2.151.138.580

1><94.

.62.582,269 1.212.770.052

.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

nite

everywhere.
Experience seems to show that the white bullseye, which was
formerly used so generally as a back-light. Is not now deemed satisfactory, and we find Its use Is being rapidly dispensed with: In Its
place plain ground glass Is used, which servps every purpose, and
eliminates the posalbllity of a confusion of signals.
In previous annual reports the Lamp Committee has .ipoken of
the prism glass reflector.
It Is meeting with ronslderaljle favor,
due to Its ability for Increasing the Intensity of the light, and there
being no deterioration In Its reflecting powers from continuous
CoodeoirO.

Munich there has been a strike of teamsters, including lho33
of the firms which have contracts with the State Railroads to deliver
freight to consignees from the stations. The authorities gathered as
In

many employees as i)ossible. chiefly trackmen, to drive the teams,
disclaiming any Intention to affect the result of the strike, but
claiming that the railroads must make every possible effort to fulfil
their contract to deliver freight to consignees.
The length of the completed railroads In French Indo-Chlna,
which have for years been reported (o be 1.491 miles In the statistics of the railroads of the world, was re.illy at the close of 1906
only 940 miles, according to the French Colonl.il Minister. All lines
but one earn more than their expenses. They have cost about
$25,000,000.
The Y'unnan Railroad In China, which Is a French enterprise connecting with a colonial railroad, has so far cost J18,900,000 tor 292 miles completed, and has met with serious obstacles.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOT Eft.

Vm
cbools

Anxelea papers report the establUbment
of teletsrapby by both the Atrblsoa

In

that

and the Southern

city

of

Paclflc

companies.

The Wentern Union Telegraph Co.. which has been paying
operators moro than double pay since the strike of a few weeks
ago, on 0<'lut>or 19 reiitared tho former coiiilltions: but announced
that Intreastd rut(>8 of regular pay would Huon be promulgated.

The Texas Railroad Commltislon has modini>d Its order, recently
issued, requiring railroads to rejiurt ao'ldeutit by telegraph, and now
This change, it is said,
directs that tht> rt-poriM be stui by mull.
due to (he fait tbut the rullruuds have sent the telegrams (t>llect.
The commission had no appropriation for niiiklng the payments.
is

The Wabash and the Chit-ago ft Alton have arranged to jointly
operate as douliip truck their singletrark lines from .Mexico. Mo..
The Alton trark.s will !»• used for all eastto Clark. 2i". miles.
bound trains of both roads, while the trains going west will go
over the Wabash. Automobiles will he run between the two stations at Sturgeon.
In competing for ea.stbound steamship businpss, the Erie,
said, has filed a rate of |10 for second class tickets

New

it

is

from Chicago

to

a cut of $0.75, will become effective
November 20 and will be in effect at least 30 days. A special meeting of the Central Passenger Assoi-iatlon has been called for October
25 to decide what action other trunk lines will take.

York.

This

rate,

which

is

The Railroad Commission of Canada has sent to all the railroads a circular reminding them that 30 per cent, of their engines
and cars have defective safety a|i|>liances, the insi)ectors of the
Commission having lately made extensive examinations of cars.
The Commission expresses the hope that the railroads will correct
these defects and thus obviate the necessity of further action by the
Board.

At New Durham, N. J., this week 10 freight conductors and
brakemen of the New York Central (West Shore) were arrested
and held in Jl.OOO bpll each, on charges of larceny. Detectives of
the road, disguised as tramps, hid in the yard where considerable
quantities of silks and other valuable freight had been stolen from
cars, and, after watching three or four nights, found the evidence
(or which they had been looking.

The Union

Pacific

road

Is

going to resume the practice of

allowing the extension of the limits of round-trip tickets in case
of the sickness of the holder, on the presentation of a physician's
certificate to that effect.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has
ruled against the practice, but the U. P. holds that where the privilege Is extended to all alike under similar circumstances, and the
practice

Is set

forth in the tariffs,

it is

perfectly legal.

Prof. Henry C. Adams, who is i)reparing the regulations under
which the Inteistate Commerce Commission is to keep its records of
railroad operations and accounts, has invited to advise him in his
work President F. A. Delano, of the Wabash: Vice-President Julius
Kruttschnitt, of the Southern Pacific, and Theodore Hinchiuan, a
Consulting Engineer, of Detroit. These gentlemen will give their
attention more particularly to the question of depreciation of property and other subjects on which Professor Adams desires the results
of railroad experience.

On the occasion of the convention of the American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents, in Washington last
week, a committee conferred with the Interstate Commerce Commission, with a view to a possible complaint to test the legality of
the practice of em|)loylng ticket agents on commission. It Is said
that some railroads now employ doctors, dentists, hotel clerks and
liquor men to sell tickets; and that in these cases the purchaser
and the agent often divide the commission allowed by the roads
on such sales, which, of course, constitutes a discrimination in
passenger lates.

No

bill of lading can be drafted which will meet the approval
shipper, the railroad and the banker, but the Interstate
Commerce Commission, following Its hearings on the subject. Intimates that It will undertake the task of formulating and promulgating a uniform bill in the not distant future. As the basis of
its work in this direc-lion it will take the bill |)rcparod by the
The
special committee representing the three interests involved.
criticisms passed on this bill during the hearings will be taken
Into consideration, and the Commission has Invited suggestions
Prom
In writing, such suggestions to be in before November 1.
the position taken by some of the railroads at the hearing, it is a
foregone conclusion that the Commission's bill of lading will be
The authority of the Commission to
assailed at many points.

of

the

promulgate the bill will b« queitloned, and lU character aa a
negotiable Instrument will be tested In the court*. The bankers,
moreover, declare that no matter what the Comminlon may say
as to the ni-guliablllty of a bill of lading, this quality cannot be
given to the Instrument without authority of law.

The extensive Installation of block signals on the Union PadOc
Paclflc within the past three years Is well known. At
the present lime and with the coinpletiuu of aililltioual luslallatlons
already authorized the two systems will have a total of 5.'S0. The
Union Paclflc bus In o|>eration, equlp|>ed with automatic signals, 469
miles of single track and ::'i4 miles of double track. An additional
17i< miles of double track and 197 miles of slii.
\)e
ing
|uit into servb-e.
.More th.in :;iio distant swr
:,
the movement of trains approaching 15s slati
the
main line of the Kansas and Colorado divislouh, Uuvc .ilsu bucu put
and Southern

-

-

-

;

i

i;

In place.

In consequence of the reduced rates now prevailing In the state
Pennsylvania the Baltimore & Ohio has withdrawn the Washington 8toi>-over privilege on tickets sold from Pittsburgh to Philadelphia.
The rate between the cities named has had to be reduced
to $G.ys, which is a dollar less than the regular fare from Pittsburgh
to Washington.
Passengers for Washington are buying Philadelphia tickets and throwing away the Washington-Philadelphia portion. Those with baggage cannot take advantage of this, as the baggage has to be checkeil through to Philadelphia. On through tickets
to Baltimore, New York and other places not In the state of Pennof

sylvania the Washington stop-over

is

continued.

Press despatches from Montgomery, Ala., say that, following
a conference between the President of the Southern Railway
and the Governor of Alabama, that road is to adopt, on December 1, throughout .\labama. a general passenger rate of 2% cents
a mile, and freight tariffs based on the rates charged in Georgia;
and that the lawsuits now pending to test the constitutionality of
the 2-cent fares and other low rates ordered by the Alabama legislature, are to be withdrawn,
in North Carolina it is reported that
a somewhat similar compromise will soon be agreed upon between
The lawthe Governor and the officers of the principal railroads.
suits are to be dismissed and the railroads are to adopt and use,
until the next session of the legislature, the low rates ordered by
the state.

Sunday Law

in

Massachusetts.

law, providing for one day's rest in seven, is now
Massachusetts:
Section 1. Except in cases of emergency or except at the request of the employee, it shall not be lawful for any person, partnership, association or corporation to require an employee engaged
in any commercial occupation, or in the work of any industrial
process, or in the work of transportation or communication, to do
on the Lord's day the usual work of his occupation, unless such
employee is allowed during the six days next ensuing 24 consecutive

The following

in force in

—

hours without labor.
Section 2. This act shall not be^ construed as authorizing any
work on the I.rfDrds day not now authorized by law; nor as apply-

—

ing to faim or personal service, to druggists, to watchmen, to superintendents or managers, to janitors, or to persons engaged in the
transportation, sale or delivery of milk, food or newspapers. » « •
Penalty $50.

Economical Loading of Cotton.
"The economic necessity which demanded cars of increased
carrying capacity, demands that the increased capacity be utilized.
The car shortage is not due so much to a real deficiency in the number of <'ars as it is to the fact that the cars in service are not being
used to the best advantage. With careful loading 51 uniform bales
of uncompressed cotton can be loaded in a standard box car, and
an average of 42 bales can probably be obtained. If. in loading

uncompressed cotton for its initial movement to the compress this
can be accomplished, the efficiency of equipment will be increased
approximately 70 per cent, over present average pi-actice (25 bales).
"For many years the unit of loading compressed cotton has been
50 bales to the car, because of the practice in selling cotton to use
a unit of 100 bales, and because the standard car when this unit
was adopted was 34 ft. in length. The present standard car Is 36 ft.
loiig. and it is easy to load 00 bales, as now compressed, on the floor.
Fifteen additional bales can be placed on top so that it is now
easy to load 75 bales of compressed cotton in a box ear of the present
standard, and the railroads are trying to secure such loading.
"Seme of the compresses have contracted to make 75 bales the
minimum load. We hope to make contracts with all of them on
this basis.
Many of the soul hern spinners have agreed to co-operate

—
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by ordering their shipments in units of 75 bales. We are anxious
that the New England spinners should adopt the same plan. This
matter is of too large importance to be subservient to the unit rule
of the New York Cotton Exchange." L. Green, Freight Traffic Manager, Southern Railway.

Harrington Staybolt Threading and Reducing Machine.
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necessary.
It is the intention to relieve agents and others in the
transportation and mechanical departments, as fast as practicable,
from responsibility in fuel department matters.

Per Diem on the

New Haven.

The disagreement between the New York. New Haven & Hartford and

The experience of locomotive builders and railroads has proved
the superior advantages of using boiler staybolts which have been
turned to a reduced diameter at the center over the old meihod
of using bolts threaded for their entire length.
When the center
portion of the staybolt is reduced, a smooth surface comes in contact with the water and the strains due to expansion and contraction of the firebox sheets have less tendency to break off the stays.
The Harrington staybolt threading and reducing machine shown
herewith cuts the threads accurately and automatically reduces the
center of staybolts to any desired form in one operation.
The
machine has six spindles and
will
thread staybolts of any
length up to 30 in.
They can
be inserted and removed while
The
the machine is running.
capacity of the six-spindle machine at a spindle speed of 80
r.p.m. is 225 staybolts per hour,
7i/» in. long and 12 threads per
inch, threaded and reduced in
the center.
For a working day
of 10 hours, the average output
would be

its western connections, concerning rates for car service,
remains unsettled. Elaborate statements on both sides of the controversy have been published but little or nothing is brought out
that is new. On behalf of the New Haven, it is declared that the
rental should not be the same for an old ?300 car as for a new
one worth |1.200; that the average gross receipts per carload on
the New Haven line for freight received from the West are $18;
and that the average freight car interchanged is worth about ?475,
making the annual rental 40 per cent, of the value of the car.
On the other hand, someone representing the American Railway Association says that the New Haven is little if any worse off

2.250.

The heads which carry the
and reducing tools are each
mounted on two upright guide
dies

They are fed downward
by lead screws to correct any inaccuracy of the threads cut by
the dies. The threading dies and
reducing tools are both automatically thrown in and out. and
the split nut engaging the lead
screw is thrown open at the bot
torn of the cut.
The head is
quickly returned by a strai. over
bars.

a pulley lift and requires no appreciable effort by the operator.
The threading dies have four
cutters of high-spoed steel. They
are adjustable and of the quick
opening and closing type. There
are two reducing tools mounted
in each head and acting opposite
ly to each other to prevent sidi
strain. They are both controlled
by one former, the shape of
which is exactly similar to the
desired reduction In the stay
rod.
It is fastened to the square

Harrington Staybolt Tlireading and Reducing IVIachine.

guide bar by holts in T-slots and is adjustable the entire length.
The spindles and lead screws are controlled by two horizontal shafts
underneath the bed. The change feed gearing is at the outside end

than the Reading, the Central of New Jersey, the Long Island and
other eastern roads; that at the former rates for freight cars the
New Haven has always had an advantage over the other roads;
and easily accessible.
that a scale of different rates tor different sizes of cars would afford
The machine is built either for belt or motor drive, as may opportunity for juggling in interchange; that the New Haven Is
be desired. The cutting oil Is carried from the large reservoir in already leceiving a very much larger share of the through revenue
the tank overhead by a geared pump and is fed directly onto the on through shipments than Its milea,ge entitles it to; that the 'Tour
work in a stream. With each machine is provided one set of high- days free" law of Connecticut is not so important as it seems, bespeed steel threading die.s per spindle for any one pilch, one pair cause the average consignee unloads cars in 2'... days, which is only
of reducing tools and one foimer per ea<h spindle, and the necessary 2."> per cent, longer thai\ in other states, and no longer than in VirChang* feed gears for 10. 11 and 12 threads per inch. The floor ginia; that the New Haven might defy the Connecticut law on inspace oc<iipipd Is 4 ft. in width and II ft. C In. long for belt, or terstate shipments if it saw ill but from motives of policy does not
13 ft. fi in. long for motor drive.
The height to top of pulley on lift do so. The latest demand of the New Haven is for equal Intershaft Is II ft.
change and $1 per car reclaim. This proposition has l)een declined
The machine Is made by Edward Harrington, Son & Co., Inc.. by the connecting roads.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Following this statement an officer of the New Haven has issued
a rejoinder In which he says:
Fuel Department on the Santa Fe.
The New Haven road Is a great switching yard for Its trunk
line connections.
It does not receive for the character of business
For the purpose of maintaining a more complete supervision of it does n large division of the rates no more of a division than
the receipts. Issues, distribution and accounting for fuel the Atchiwould any other road similarly situated and obliged to furnish
son, Topeka & Santa Fe has e.stabllBhed a fuel department, with the enormously expensive terminals that the New Haven does.
The
C. F. Ludlngton as Chief Fuel Supervisor, with headquarters at
average detention of a freight car In the territory served by the
Topeka, and H. E. WestcotI, Fuel Supervisor for the Coast Lines, with New Haven Is approximately nine days, which, at 50 cents a day.
headquarters at San Berniirdlno. These men will appoint and be averages a charge of about .10 per cent, of the gross receipts of the
responsible for the work of all employees engaged exclusively In
New Haven for doing the business. The New Haven road knows
receiving, storing, delivering and accounting for all fuel. The fuel
of no reason why It should arbitrate a matter of this kind, l)ellevdepartment will receive and compile nil reports from fuel stations, Ing the best arbitration In the world Is that of the courts. It has
making such- reports to the audit and other departments as may be no objection to arbitration beyond the fact that It is generally a

—

—
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relief 10 the New Haven road
coal buiilneits, but that would InflU-t
:ruv that (he law of Cunoecllcut may
:ic.>
tilil|iuiiMitH, but It waa Intended bv
not
thf I'...
apply tu all Khlpinvnta. and It would
iw Impuliili- fur the New Haven to try to accompllab by Indirection
an evajlon of the will of the people of the atate. The New Haven
nas urdtTi-d u lari;e equipment of frelKhl rum. and when well
p>|ulp|)ed ItM (mlU'V will b«< to require the UKe of li« own equipment
on ahlpnienix to and from lla own iitatlonM, and not to permit the
nondewrlpl equipment now belnx delivered It by Us eonneitlons
to remain In the gervlee, 50 per eeni of which Ih worth not to
exceed oneihlnl of the avcraRe of whiil It will lie prepared to furniKh U|>on n-quest. It Is unfortunate that the roadit should be unable to uKree amouK theroselveti.
It Ih not koIuk (o be productive
of benefit to the Ni w Haven to even win In mich a controverHy;
but an IndlHpositinn to Ih' fair on the part of Its connectloim forces Its
hand to n tribunal wherein neither party will have any advantage
ftnd where It Is willing to rest Its case.

rompromlM.
If It

rotilil

lo«H

11

•

i;n

*

nut of

•

It

would tw

thr> a!) rat)

1

505

and more in tingle month*. a« compared with the buslaeca under
old conditions, and jome of the Im .•••;i>i-s i^r r.ir pr-r hour have been
per
an high UH 5ii (nt cent. At the >
'cclcent. U'tter njieed, and there Is .1
endenla, In coniiequence of the cou
trance and exit of iMMengera.

cent,

—

-
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Report on the Meat Industry.

A

capital of |10,t>;:r>,uii0.ouu

Is

directly concerned In raising of

meat auimaU and their ttlaughterlng and packing, according to a
report on meat supply Issued by the Department of Agriculture.
This amount Is flve-Hlxths as large as all capital Invested In manufacturing In 1!)04. Seven-elghtha of the meat and meat producu
was consumeil within this country. The stock of meat animals
has increa.sed since 1810. but has not kept pace with the Increase
In the population.

The welfare of the raisers of meat animals and of the slaughterers and packers Is dependent upon finding foreign markets for
the surplus of the production of meat above the home consumption.
There was a total of 93.502.o00 meat animals slaughtered and exported in r.to(P. of which the exported live animals numbered 276.000.
The dressed weight of the 93.502.000 meat animals constituting the
meat supply of 1900 was 16.549.921.000 lbs., of which H.llb.886,000
lbs. entered Into domestic consumption, lard being included with
the dressed weight of pork.
The report adds: "That meat consumption per capita has declined in this country since 1840 is plainly Indicated. There is
some ground for believing that at that time meat constituted about
one-half of the national dietary In terms of total nutritive units
consumed, whereas uow it constitutes about one-third."
How important meat is In the diet of different countries Is
shown in the following meat consumption per capita In 1904 In
L'nited States. 185 lbs.; United Kingdom. 121;
dressed weight:
Australia. 263; New Zealand. 212; Cuba. 124; France, 79; Belglam,
70;

Denmark,

Sweden, 62;

7G;

1908 M. C.

B.

Italy, 46.

and M. M. Conventions.

Ai a meeting of the Executive Committees of the Master Car
Hwllders' and American Railway Master Mechanics' Associations
the Hotel Belmont. New Yo'k City. October 21, it was decided
to hold the IJiOS annual conventions of those Associations at Atlantic Cily, N. .1.
The Master Car Builders' Association will meet
June 17. 18 and 19. and the American Railway .Master Mechanics'
Associaiion June 22. 23 and 24. The heaiiqiiarters oi the .\S30ciations will be at the Marlborough-Blenheim. The same special
rales made by certain of the Atlantic City hotels last June will
apply for the 1908 conventions. The meetings of the associations
as well as the exhibits, excepting track exhibits, will be on Young's
The track exhibits will be placed not more
".Million Dollar" Pier.
The same uniform decorative
than four blocks from the pier.
scheme that was so successful at this year's conventions, with some
modifications to suit the new pier, will be provided. Nearly all of
the exhibits will be under cover. 60.000. sq ft. net (exclusive of
In June last the
aisles) of space having been allotted for exhibits.
exhibitors on the Steel Pier used about 55.000 sq. ft., exclusive of
aisles,
'i'he charge to exhibitors in June next for space, including
building of booths. rex matting for the floors, enamel letters for
signs, and telephone service, will be not more than 33 cents a square
foot as against 50 cents a square foot paid for space on the Steel
at

"Say, Doc.

if

I

have to have
to that

a doctor. I'd

rather trust to you than

bunch over there."
Moiiit.-liioTi

In

Clikatjo Dail]/ Tribune.

Deaths from Concrete Collapses.

A New York

press agency reports that In the half year ending
Dec. 31. 1906. 31 persons were killed by collapses of concrete buildings In the United Slates. The accidents oi-curred at South Framingham. Mass.; Klyria, Ohio; Mineola. N. V.; Long Beach. Cal..
and Uoi hester, N. Y. This year two persons were killed in the
In every case, it
falluie of a concrete building in Philadelphia.
Is said, Ihe builder claimed that he had taken all known precautions against collapse.

<

Pier in June

last.

Troubles Not Exactly Like Ours.

The "Montreal"
The New York

Street Car.

City Railway has ordered 155 new cars to be
used on its Madison and Fourth avenue (surface) line, which are
similar to those in use fbr the last two years In Montreal, with
entrances and exits so arranged that fares can be collected as the
passengers enter, and the company promises that these cars shall be
put In service early in December. The new cars are 4S ft. long and
Each car has four
32 ft. long over the body, seating :!(> passengers.
motors and air-brakes. The rear platform, which is 7 ft. G in long.
Is divided by a railing into two parts, one for passengers entering
and the other for passengers going out, and the entrance portion
win hold 20 passengers, so that that number can be admitted and
the car started and the fares then collected, as the passengers pass
The
into the car, during its passage to the next stopping place
platforms are pnclosed or vestibuleil. The conductor will ordinarily
platform,
there
necessity
for
being no
him to go
stand on the rear
Push-buttons are provided between
inside the car to collect fares.
each two windows, by which passengers can signal to have the car
stopped. Passengers may leave the car at the front end, but all
must enter at the rear. The cars cost 17.200 each.
It is said that since the Montreal lines have been fully equipped
with cars of the new style passenger receipts have Increased 27 per

The auditing <lepartment of the Mexican Central is ferreting
out dishonest employees. Ticket sellers overcharge passengers, and
several arrests have been made, the first being of the ticket agent
at Juarez. The auditing department has now succeeded in having
guards put on all trains, save a very few, and an armed force Is
always handy in case of need to protect the baggage of passengers
Xlencan
at stop.s when the passengers may desire to leave the car.
Herald.

INTERSTATE COIVIMERCE COMIVIISSION RULINGS.
Interstate

Commission

vs.

Georgia Commission.

In an opinion Ijy L'liairnuiii Knapp tlu^ Commission has announced its decision in the case of the Paper Mills Company, of
Baltimore, Md.. against the Pennsyiv.Tuia Railroad and others. The
defendants refused to apply carload rates to the transportation of
paper bags and wrapping paper ii. mixed carloads in southern clasThe Coniraission held that this Is not unlawful.
sification territory.
It appeared that complainants, as compared with their Atlanta
competitors, are handicapped where they undertake to sell in the
state of Georgia.

So

far as this results

from differences in location
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between the different manufacturing plants it is natural and therefore legitimate: but the positions of the competing parties would be
reversed if the Atlanta concerns should undertake to make sales in
the vicinity of Baltimore. The handicap results in large degree
from a rule of the railroad commission of Georgia requiring defendants and other carriers to apply their carload rates to the intrastate transportation of wrapping paper and paper bags in mixed

The Commission decided that a like rule should not be
required as to interstate shipments unless, in view of all the conditions, some provision of the regulating statute would otherwise be
disregarded. The Commission further declared that where a regulation peitaining to transportation has been in force a long time
business interests become so adjusled thereto that any abrupt and
material change is almost certain to produce undue and therefore
unlawful discrimination.

Vol. XLIII., No. 17.

The Railway Equipment Co., Portland, Ore., has bought six
acres of ground on the Willamette river about 3 miles from Portland, and will build shops tor repairing locomotives and rebuilding
cars.
Machinery for making frogs, switches, and general track
work will also be installed. The tract has both water and rail
facilities.
The company would like to receive catalogues from
manufacturers of railroad shop tools.

carloads.

The Natural Carbon Paint Co., Freeport, 111., had a group picture made of delegates and guests at the Milwaukee convention of
the Association of Railway Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings.
Each member of the association is to be presented with a
copy bearing the name of the company on the back. It will form
an acceptable souvenir of the convention. The idea was that of
A. M. McFarland, Eastern Sales Manager, who had charge of the
exhibit at Milwaukee.

Receivers were appointed on October 22 for the Westinghouse
In Grain Rates.
Electric & Manufacturing Compacy, the Westinghouse Machine Coman opinion by Commissioner Harlan, has pany and the Security Investment Company. It was expected that
announced decision in the cases of the Harth Brothers Grain Co. receivers would be appointed the next day for the Nernst Lamp ComV. the Illinois Central et al., A. Waller & Co. v. Illinois Central et
pany. All the companies are solvent, but their capital is tied up in
al., and Waller, Young & Co. v. Illinois Central et al.
plant and material. The tight money market made it so difficult to
For several years defendants maintained uniform rates on ship- get working capital to meet obligations that it was decided that all
ments of grain and kindred products to Atlanta, Ga., and points interests would be best served by receiverships. The Westinghouse
beyond, from a group of towns on their lines beginning on the Air Brake Company and the Union Switch & Signal Company are not
For the W. E. & M. Co..
north with Henderson and Uniontown, Ky., and including Morgan- affected. The receivers are as follows:
field. Henshaw, Corydon, Grove Center, and other nearby points;
T. Hart Given, President of the Farmers Deposit National Bank:
but on December 15, 1904, defendants increased the rates to said H. S. A. Stewart, real estate dealer, and E. M. Herr. Vice-President of
destination points by adding 4 cents per 100 lbs. on all shipments the W. E. & M. Co.: for the W. M. Co.. William McConway, President
originating at any point in the group described except Henderson of the McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburgh: W. H. Donner, President
and Uniontown. This gave to Henderson and Uniontown lower rates of the Union Improvement Company, and E. E. Keller, Vice-President
than those applicable from the intermediate points. On April 5, of the W. M. Co.: for the S. I. Co., the Fidelity Trust Company, of
1905, defendants canceled the increased rates from the intermediate Pittsburgh.
points, restoring the former rates, and thus again putting all points
David B. Carse, M. Am. Soc. M. E., has resigned from the chairin this group upon an equal rate basis.
Complainants filed peti- manship of the Advisory Committee of the U. S. Steel Corporation.
tions to obtain reparation on their shipments of hay and grain
Mr. Carse and his brother, .John B. Carse. have composed this
made from said points under the increased rates. Defendants stipu- committee since its formation five years ago. the duties of the
lated that they would submit to a reparation order on the basi.s of
committee being to keep track of all expenditures of the company
3 cents per 100 lbs. on all shipments made during the period of
under the appropriations by the Finance Committee. .John B.

Reparation for Increase

The Commission,

in

the effectiveness of the higher rates. Upon that basis final adjustof the controversy was agreed to, and reparation orders aggregating ll.S.'iS were entered.

will
take care of the future work of the committee.
David B. Carse, before going to the U. S. Steel Corporation,
was president of Carse Brothers Company, Chicago, and. before
He was
that. General Manager of Greenlee Bros. & Co.. Chicago.
MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
the resident engineer in charge of the construction of the Hegewisch
Works, now known as the Burnham Works of the Pressed Steel
Edward G. Buchanan has been elected Vice-President of the
Car Co., New York. Mr. Carse is now taking up again the business
Carbon Steel Company, New York, with headquarters, as heretofore,
of Carse Bros. Co., dealing in machinery and supplies for railroad
in New York.
work. It has been reorganized and its headquarters removed from
It is said that land has bsen bought at New Chatham. N. S., Chicago to New York, with offices at 12 Broadway.
A department
for a new car building plant.
The name of the new company has of electrical ,specialties has been added.

ment

Carse

not been announced.

The Dominion Car & Foundry
500

ft. long extension of
shop and a power plant.

its

The Raymond Concrete

Co.,

car shops.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 300 tons

Chicago, has been awarded
the contract for the foundations of the power house of the Home
Electric Light & Power Co.. at Tyrone, Pa.
Pile

The Erie

Co..

E. A. Pittis, southern reprssentative of The Midvale Steel Company. Philadelphia, Pa., who has been on leave of absence for a
year, has fully recovered his health, and will resume his duties on

November

Iron and Steel.

Montreal, Que., has begun a
It is also building a forge

is

of steel for bridges.

said to be in the market for steel for four or five

small bridges.

the

The Pennsylvania has ordered
American Bridge Company.

steel

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered 500 tons
from the American Bridge Company.

.100

tons of bridge steel from

of bridge

1.

Th A. B. C. Bearing (Corporation of Virginia, has aiquired
from the Atlantic Brass Company, of New York, all the patent
rights and licenses of the A. B C. Journal hearing and wedge. The
offices of the new company are in the American National Bank
building, Richmond, Va.

The Southwestern Railroad

-

rails

of Texas has ordered 2.000 tons of
from the Carnegie Steel Company for delivery this year.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
!•;.
Oslorn. \'ic President and SecreChicago li Jinrth-Wcstim.
tary, has been elected also a Director, succoi'ding Albert Keep,
deceased. See Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.

Beyer, Peacock & Co., Manchester, Eng., are believed to have
bought land near lachlne. Que., for a large locomotive building
plant.
It Is said that the Grand Trunk has guaranteed orders for
GO locomotives a year from the new plant for five years, and the
Canadian Pacific, 40 locomotives a year.
Chirafio.

The Pressed Steel Car Co., New York, and
Car & Foundry Co., New York, have established

the Western Steel
a branch offlce In
St. I.ouIh, Mo,, to take care of business in what is to he known as
the Southwestern district.
W. P. Coleman is Manager of Sales
and C. D. Terrell, Assistant Manager of Sales. The office is In the
Bank of Commerce building.

1'^

—

fit. Paul.
Min>u'ai)(>}i.i cf Omaha.
Marvin Hughitt, PresiChairman of the Executive Committee.
A. Gardner. Vice-President of the Chicago & Northwestern,
succeeds Mr. Hughitt, and has also been elected a Director, suc-

dent, has been elected

W.

Albert Keep, deceased. T. A. Polleys, Tax Commissioner, has been elected Secretary, succeeding E. E. Woodman,
who re-signed on account of ill-health, hut who remains Right

ceeding

of
.lullan I... Yale It Co., Chicago, have been awarded a contract by
the Canadian Northern for the complete Miller system of heat distribution for the shops at Winnipeg.
This firm has al.so received
an order for the Miller system from the Dominion Car & Foundry
Co. for Its Montreal shops.
In all, 12 contracts for equipping
Canadian Northern shops at different points have been awarded to
the firm.

—

Way

Commissioner.

—

Lrhiyh i( A>ir Enplanrl. R. II. Wilbur has been elected Vice-President and General Manager. See Lehigh Coal & Navigation.
I.ehigh Coal .{• Savigalinn.—R. H. Wilbur, formerly General Manager
of the Lehigh Valley, has been elected Vice-President of the

Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. George B. Harris, Vice-President,
has been elected Second Vice-President.

Ocjma
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Kew York

Public Service
SuperlnfiKtcnt of Mntlvf Power of the Central Vermont, baa
!ie Bureau of Inapectlon of the Public
been u;
'>ntl
dlktrlct, with offli-e at Albany,
ServU'
1.
N. Y..

— Perclval

Roberta, Jr., M. Am. Soc. C, E, etc., a
Director of (he Phlladplphla National Bank, baa been elected
a Director of the PennxylvaiUa. nii< 4'i-i-cIIiik a. M. Kox, decoaced.

/><'iiii<Wtont(i

Oparating

AUkiauH. Tupeka A Santa
Su|>erlntendent

of

— F\

t'e.

Offleara.

succeeding

C.

W. Kouiu,

promoted.

—

Canadian S'orlhrrn. W. A. Brown hag been appointed Superintendent of the Fourth district, with office at Edmonton, Alb., sueceedInK C. Carey, resigned.
Chicoi/o

X on.— See Toledo,

if

St.

J.

Louie

ft

Western.

—

Chicago, Burlington li (Juincy. Frank iC. Ward, General Manager
of the Great Northern, has been apiiolnteil General Manager of
the Burlington Lines East of the Missouri River, with office at
Chicago, succeeding J. .M. Gruber, resigned.
Russell. Superintendent ai Beardstown, III., has
Janii.s
been appolnte<l Superintendent at BrookfieUl. Mo., succeeding
P. H. Hough, Trainmaster at La Crosse,
J. E. Votaw, rt signed.
F. C. Beisel succeeds Mr. Hough.
Wis., 8uccee<l8 Mr. Russell.

—

Kork Inland rf Pacific. A. B. Copley, Superintendent of
Terminals at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed Superintend-

Chicago.

ent of the Indian Territory division, with office at Haiieyville,
.M. J. Kennelly has been
Ind. T.. succeeding W. Rudd, resigned.
appointed Superintendent of the Louisiana division, with office
at Eldorado. Ark., succeeding J. C. Nolan, resigned.

El Paso

Soulhiceslern.

it

of the

Western

— The

office of

division, has been

F. B.

King, Superintendent

moved from El Paso,

Tex., to

Douglas, Ariz.

—

T. O'Nfill. Trainmaster at Gallon. Ohio, has been appointed
Assistant Superintendent at Kent, Ohio, succeeding E. C. Allen,
promoted. C. G. Smith succeeds Mr. ONeill. F. M. Hawley,
Trainmaster at Salamanca, N. Y.. has been appointed Trainmaster at Susquehanna, Pa., succeeding C. A. Ford, resigned
W. H. Daley, chief
to go to the Pennsylvania Steel Co.
despatcher at Salamanca, succeeds Mr. Hawley.

Erie.

Oreat yorthern.

— See

Chicago. Burlington

ft

Quincy; also Northern

Pad He.
Kansas City Si,uthern.—F.

B.

De Garmo. Trainmaster

at Pittsburg.

Kan., has been appointed Superintendent at that place, succeeding H. E. Whittenberger, who is now Superintendent of the
Eastern division of the Grand Trunk. J. E. Murphy succeeds
Mr. De Garmo.

—

Kansas if Texas of Texas. R. J. Sullivan, Superintendent of the Shreveport and Mineola divisions and the .McKinney
George Stoner,
branch, has returned from leave of absence.
who has been acting in his place, has resumed his office as
Trainmaster of the Dallas and Denton divisions and the Bonham branch.

lft««ouri.

—

Mt. Jetcett. Kinzua rf Riterrille. George W. Johnson has been appointed Superintendent, succeeding D. W. Boh, resigned.
A'eic

—

F. N. Melius, Jr., has been
Yorfc Central if Hudson River.
appointed Assistant Trainmaster, with office at Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.
H. Scott, Assistant Trainmaster at Clearfield, Pa., has been
appointed Trainmaster of the Beech Creek district of the Pennsylvania division, with office at Jersey Shore Junction, Pa.
W. A. Hammer, chief despatcher at Jersey Shore Junction, succeeds Mr. Scott.

Northern Poci/ir.— George T. Slade, formerly General Superintendent of the Great .Northern, has been appointed General Manager
of the .Northern Pacific Lines East of Trout Creek, succeeding
Henry J. Horn, resigned.
Ptirliaiid

with

li

Seattle.

office

— Mott

Sawyer has been appointed Trainmaster,
Wash.

at Vancouver,

—

Toledo. St. Louis A Western. The authority of W. A. Freese, Superintendent of Telegraph of the Chicago ft Alton, has been extended over the Toledo, St. Louis & Western.

Santa fc— Alfred
Motive Power, baa resigned.

Boston

if

Toiitka d

Alt>any—A.

AMUtast G«o-

Superlnt'-ndent of

I-ovell.

Maater Mfrlianlc

Frica,

.

.

.,f

..;

the Boaton dlrlthe Albany diug P. T. l»nerwith office at
:^,

Allston. .Maaa.

Central Vermont.— See

New York

Chicago A Alton.— Sfe Toledo,

St.

Public Service

Louis

ft

CommUslon.

Wektern.

L. Mattoon. who waa recently appointed
Principal Assistant Knglneer of the Hocking Valley and the
Zanesville ft Western, was l>orn In 1881 at Plain City, Ohio.
He took a classical lourse at Denlson University. Granville,
Ohio, and then went to the Ohio State University for three
years.
In 1903 he went to the Pennsylvania Lines West, where
he had already worked for one summer during bis college
course. After a few months he went Into an engineering corps on
the Hocking Valley, and the next year was appointed Assistant
Engineer of tht Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific at Trenton. Mo.
After serving as Assistant Roadmaster and again as Assistant
Engineer on different oivisions of this road, he was last winter
appointed Engineer of Maintenance of Way of the Corning
division of the Toledo ft Ohio Central and the Zanesville ft
Western, where he remained until his recent promotion.

Hocking Va/;«-v.— Winford

Central.— i. H. Nash, Master Mechanic at East St. Louis,
has been appointed Master Mechanic at Paducab, Ky., succeeding R. E. Fulmer, resigned to go to another road.

Illinois

III.,

Lehigh A Xcu- England.— R. G. Kenly. General Superintendent, has
been appointed also Acting Chief Engineer, with office at Bethlehem, Pa., succeeding W. J. Young, resigned.
.Vfir

—

York Central Lines. R. D. Smith, who was recently appointed
Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power, in charge of all matters pertaining to the Boston ft Albany, was born in New Y^ork
and educated at Albany, N. Y'. He worked as a machinist in
the Delaware & Hudson shops, and then went to the Kansas
City. St. Joseph & Council Bluffs as a gang foreman. He worked
as fireman and then engineman. and, after the road was absorbed
by the Chicago. Burlington ft Quincy, was made assistant foreman of the machine shops at Aurora, 111. He was later made
foreman at that place and then general foreman of the locomoIn 1SS8 he was appointed Master
tive and car departments.
Mechanic at Chicago, where he remained until 1902. when he
was made Superintendent of Motive Power of the Lines West
In 1906 he was appointed Mechanical
of the Missouri River.
Expert for the Lake Shore ft .Michigan Southern, where be rerecent
transfer.
his
mained until

—

Seaboard Air Line. A. J. Poole, who was recently appointed General Master Mechanic, was born in 1SG9 in Sumter County, Ga.
After a common school education, he began railroad work in
1886 as an apprentice en the Central of Georgia. After working
in several railroad shops in the South, he went to the Seaboard
Air Line, in 1S94, as a machinist. After two years he was made
roundhouse foreman at Americus. Ga.. and in 1900 was apThree years later he was
pointed general foreman of shops.
made Master .Mechanic of the Fourth and Fifth divisions, and
was later transferred to the Third and the Atlantic ft Birmingham divisions, where he remained until his recent promotion.

—

Toledo. St. Louis A Western. The authority of W. D. Taylor, Chief
Engineer of the Chicago ft Alton, has been extended over the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western.
C. Evans. Master Mechanic at Elkins, W.
been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power, witb

Western Maryland.— R.
Va.. has
office at

Union Bridge, Md., succeeding W.

Miller, resigned.

Special Officers.

—

Atchison. Topeka A Santa Fe. C. F. Ludington has been appointed
Chief Fuel Supervisor, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan., and
H. E. Westcott, Fuel Supervisor of the Coast Lines, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Ballimore A Ohio.

It

is said,

will soon be in the

maiket

for

50 locomotives.

Tratfle Offlcera.

Louisville if yashvillc—L. R. Wa.sson. General Agent at
Mich., has resigned to go Into other business.

J.

alon, has b«»<>n appointed .Miutter \'
vision, with office at Sprlngfielil, .SI
E. H. Smith »uccc.
gan, resigned.

—

Vera Cruz A Pacific. T. J. McCune. Superintendent of Transportation, has been appointed Superintendent, with office at Tlerra
Blanca, Vera Cruz.

J.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Ofncar*.
AtrhiM€tn.

A. l..ehmHn haa been appointed

Transportation,

507

T. Averitt baa be«n appointed
eral Freight Agent, witb office at Chicago.

Jr..

Detroit,

The Quebec A Lake St. John
from Rhodes, Curry ft Co.

is

said to have ordered 150 box car*

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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The Southfrn has ordered one Shay locomotive from the Lima
Locomotive & Machine Company.
The Carolina rf Xorih-Westtrn has ordered one Shay locomotive
from the Lima Locomotive & Machine Company.

The Manufacturers' Raihray. Si. Louis, has ordered one Shay
locomotive from the Lima Locomotive & .Machine Company.

Aransas Pass, as reported in the Railroad
The San Antonio
Gazette of August 9, is asking prices on 200 ventilated box cars and
275 plain box cars for D2cember, 1907, delivery.
it-

The Atehison, Topeka if Santa Fe, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of October 18, has ordered 100 refrigerator cars of 60,000 lbs.
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Company. These cars
measure 32 It. 6
measurements.

will

Vickcrs Sons if Masim. London. Eng., have ordered one fourwheel saddle tank switching locomotive from the Davenport Locomotive Works.

Vol. XLIII., No. 17.

in. wide and 7 ft.
equipment includes:

in. long. 8 ft. '2%

The

iiii-ide

special

.\tchison.

Ilulsifis

Topoka & Santa Fe standard
Creco

lliMkc branis

Westlnghonse

I'.iMlies

The Boston <( Maine has ordered 15 six-wheel switching locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company for January, February and June. 1908. delivery.

The Canadian Xorthern has ordered 500 thirty-ton box cars from
Rhodes. Curry & Co., and is said to have ordered 300 Hart confrom the Canada Car Co.

vertible ballast cars

The Kansas City Southern has ordered 21 consolidation locomotives and nine switch engines from the Baldwin I^ocomoiive Works.
All these engines are to be delivered during December. 1907.

& Santa Fe standard.
American Car & Foiindr.v Co.
Whi e:s
Gazette of October
Railroad
Long
Island,
as
reported
in
the
The
18. has ordered 50 all-steel vestibulod passenger coaches, of which
30 will be without saloon and will seat 72 persons, and 20 will have
saloon and will seat 69 persons. Delivery is to be made February

tives

Co.

1908.

1908. delivery,

(irmml Dimrnsiuns.
locomotive

lit

1(W.4(HI

llis.

14L'.0Oii

••

I>iameter of drivers

tj:$

rjrllnders
Boiler, workirp steam pressure

nnmber

<

f

x

in.

;J1

width

Sprcitil

Westinfihonse
<i .llmar
lerome
\Vlsci:nsin Central

rision rod packings
eiiiii'im nt

The switching locomotives are exact duplicates of the
motives ordered from the American Locomotive Co.

last loco-

—

ALicicirPA. Pa.
The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has derided to luake
additions to its yards. All the land necessary for the improvements
has been bought. The yards will be more than a mile long.

—

Ai.rooxA. Pa. It is said that the Pennsylvania is negotiating
with the city officials to abolish grade crossings at 37th. 33d and
29th streets, by building overhead bridges.

The Eagle Lumber Company. Eagle Mills. La., has ordered one
(2-8-0)
lo?omotive from the Davenport Locomotive
Consolidatinn
ilO.OdO lbs.
"

80.000

48

Iilameter of drivers

16

C.vllnders
Boiler, diameter

in.

x 24

160

Worth

material

in.

In.

.10

working stram pressure

"

lbs.

steel

160

of tubes
diameter of lubes
length of tubes
Firebox, length
niiml>ei-

2

IS

Worth

material

steel.

V-tank

Tender

Tank capacity
Coal capacity

2.700 gals.
3 'A tons.
Special Equipment.

Westlngbouse automatic
Monitor
Detroit

Bull's-eye

Leach
Jerome metallic
Midvale

Sanding devices
Packing
Tires

The Wal/ash. Chrnter A Western has ordered 25
American Car & Equipment Co.
The

cfirs

from the

Buffalo. Itoehcster i( Pittsburi/h Is said to be in the
for 750 gondola cars of 100,001) Ib.^. capacity.

& Equipment

market

mation.

—

CoATK.svii.i.R, Pa.
Contrails are reported let by the Philadelphia
& Reading for building a four-span steel girder bridge 250 ft. long
over the west branch of Brandywine creek.

EvAX.svii.i.E. Inb.

a

new passenger

the Railroad Gazette of
October 18, have ordered It! pnssrnRer cars from the American Car
It Foundry Co. and 10 from the Pullman Co.

9>j

In.

for
long, 9

In

Washington Sorthern. as reported In the Railroad
IX. bus ordered four cabooses from the Pullman

over cupola.

November
ft.

The

Brakes
r-ouolers

Dnft Fining

delivery.
The.se cabooses will be 34 ft.
wide, over all. and 14 ft. 4'A In. high,
special equipment Includes:
10i<i

Evansville

& Terre Haute

is

putting up

it

is

said, is plan-

—

HAi!t!i.snrRr.. Pa.
An ordinance is before the City Council for
bridge by the Philadelphia & Reading over its tracks at
Thirteenth street.

biiildint; a

—

HotsTo.v, Tex. The Inl'.-rnational & Great Northern has finished
docks on the Houston ship canal just below Houston. The company owns a frontage of sevtral miles on the canal, and will construct extensive terminal facilities on this property.
its

—

Jeilskv Siioiie. Pa.
A contract has been given to the York Bridge
at $54,945 for the new bridge over the Susquehanna river

here.

—

Lam-asteii, Pa. The Board of Trade Is trying to secure the
building of bridges over tho Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia &
Ri adlng tracks here.
The qup.>'tion is now being considered by a
special committee.

Si.

In.

Westlnghonse

Tower
Wcatlngtaouse friction

—

The planing mill of the Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul shops was this week destroyed by fire; loss $100,000.

Mii.vvAiKEE. Wis.

&

Gazette of October

Company,

— The

station here, to cost about $125,000.

Company

Manager.

rf

—

CA.MfnKU.TON, N. B. It is said that the proposed bridge over
the Resligouche river here, which is to be 3,330 ft. long, is assured.
will cost about $600,000.
T. Malcolm can give infor-

The structure

has ordered 15 gondola
Co.

The Arkansas. Louisiana if Oulf has ordered 25 cars from the
American Car A Equipment Co. J. M. Parker, Monroe. Ln., Is GenThe Harriman Lines, as reported

A

new passenger station is also to be built and other improvements
made at a total cost of about ?2,000.000.

—

The Chirnpo d \orth-\Vcsteru has ordered 25 passenger coaches
from the Pullman Co.

7<orth-'\Ves:ern

—

Bf.amcr. Pa.
The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is planning to build
a bridge over the Ohio river at the mouth of Beaver river to cost
aijout $350,000.
The company has bought a large amount of land
for approaches and as a site on which to relocate its tracks.

Go.MKZ Pai.acio, Mex. The Mexican Central,
ning to put up large shops and terminals here.

CAR BUILDING.

cars from the American Car

of

in.

8 "
72 "
42 "

ft.

width

Air-brakes

ft.

for future terminals.

nrnciil l>imrn«iims.
of locomoliv.'

Weight. tot:ll
Weight, on drivers

Injectors
r.nbrlralor

—

Oi!K.
The Harriman interests, it is said, have bought
water frontage on the west side of Young's bay as a site

AsT(ii!i.\,

4.000

Works.

The Idaho

;iiis"i

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

consolidation

eral

Westlnghonse

»,ionze
three stem
National Lock Washer Co.
I'antasote
.1.
L. Howard & Co.
Westlnghouse friction
Long Island It. it., straight steam
I'lntsch gas. mantle lamps
I'nion Spring & -Mfg. Co.
IVnnsylvania R.R. special steel, 4 wheel
Sdioen rolled steel

Trucks
Wheels

"

lbs.

EQ4npmrnt.

Bell ringer

if

Christie
.

.lanney.

Heating system

12 tons

The Missouri Hirer

standard, built-up t.vpe

gals.

(j.OtM!

Air brakes

Type

It.

Ajax

Light
Springs

in.

108 io.
03 •

Flreboi. length

hp;it

renns.v:vani:i U.

-

tiuo

Tank capacity
Coal capacity

.*!teani

l^li

'MO

tubes

4%

I)raft rigging

Consolidali. n

total
drive'-s

Weiellt.

Weight on

ft.

. .

and the

Tvpe

S

r.( isters, truck
Hiake-shoes
Brakes
Brasses
Couplers
Curtain fixtures
Curtain material
Door fastenings

and two switching locomotives from the American Locomotive

The consolidation locomotives are for January,
spe.-ial equipmei:t for them is as follows:

The

ears will measure 53 fi. 8'4 in. long, 8 ft. ll'K, in.
in. high, inside measurements, and 64 ft. 5-^4 in.
The special
long. 9 ft. ll'o in. wide and 13 ft. 8 in. high, over all.
equipment includes:
15,

wide and

in the itailroad Gazette of
has ordered eight simple consolidation (2-S-O) locomo-

11.

Atchison, Topeka

Trucks

The ^Visconsin Central, as reported
October

.Miner

rigging

Iinift

3 in. high,

Mii.NTREAi.,

Qt

E.

— The

Mortreal City Cotincil has appointt-d a

committee

Grand
of

to con.slder a proposition to depress the tracks of the
Tiitnk In this city 15 ft. The plans call for the construction

overhead bridges at street crossings.

New

York, N. Y.

— The

city has

bought additional land for the

OrroBKB
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iifw Brookljrn br|'lg« terminal In tb(> RorouRb of Manhattan and for
the subway loop ronneciliig (be Urooklyn and WllllamaburK l>r.dx>">

OtTsw»,

OxT— A

miniiwr of •iilufnriory

lildn

witk rnronlly

1:1, uuo.

H'-T Sta-

CT-lv.-.l

tion,
hot.-l

tv-

509

R\«\>.t tit A TiaaK Haitc— This company will build an Industrial ext 'jKlon 1*3 milea long at VIncennes, Ind., to cost about

i

:

f'lr

Ibf

pr.

1..

(ill-

at'

:inK

the iau».'Wa> .lit ail.!';-'! ''> U't laKr
of (ialveNton ban authorized an iiwue <!
of the work on the causeway.
Stone ti ....... ,.
as Interested In the proposed line. (Apr. 26, p. 599.)

nty

comarihJir.i u.' t:ic LiuiIUiuha.
1 lie
pany In reaily to IM-Rtn woik on ihi- Niailon to i-otit ll.OUU.Uuu and
on the botfl III I'ofit $1.6uo.ui>i), this fall or next xiininier. The i-oni'
inencfnirnt of the work depend* on the larrylug out of the asrecment made by tboae Interet^ted In Ottawa, with the Qranu Trunk
Aug. 22, p. 215.)
as lo the flxed aiuieiignients.
bert, of .\i»

\uik.

til..

In

.

f

'in.

IxterCaiihihma.— See Southern

t

— Surveys

arc being made to locate the elle for
the proi>oi'Od railroad brldi;e over the Uhlo river, to be built by
the OwciMlioro * Roi'kport I'erminul ft Kridge Co. A. S. Kennedy,
R4M-Kfuirr. Inu.

iiockporl.

Hreiildi-ut.

—

The Evansville & Terre Haulo will enlarge
TuRKi. M.MTi:. I.Ml
Ita freight house here at a loiit of about llti.uuu.

—

Wayi Hii.s.s Ga. The new shops for (he Atlantic Coast Line
under construction for the past year, are about finished, and will
soon be put In operation. The co!.t of the buildings Is about $3un.O0O
and other Improvements and machinery bring the total up to about
|2.000,OUl».

— At

a recent meeting of the Washington &
of the Engineer was accepted.
It has been decided to shortly ask bids for building a concrete
bridge about 1,300 ft. long and 30 ft. wide over the Potomac river
W. I). Byron & Sons are said to be interested.
here.
The Town Council has granted permission to the Washington
The company proft Berkeley Bridge Company to enter the town.
poses lo build a bridge over the Potomac river.

Wii lAMsfoitT,
I

Mil.

Potomac Bridge Company, the report

New

Surveys,

Incorporations,
Fe.

—

I^ocal

work soon

Etc.

—

This company, it is said, will build a large
Bai.ti.mobe & Ohio.
freight classification yard at Somerset, Pa.
Work is under way on a five-mile line from Boswell. Pa., to
the Somerset Coal Company's works.

—

Under this name a company
Eleituic
Massachusetts Legislature for authority to bore a
harbor
to
East
Boston.
The plans (lied by Engiunder
the
tunnel
.

)

will apply to the

neer James BIckford with the State Railroad Commission call for
a tunnel over a mile long, to cost, with approaches, about 111.000,000.

—

& CiiudKA (Ei.EcTKu). Application has been mnde by
company for a charter to build an electric line from Brady's

BtTi.KR
this

Pa., southwest to Chlcora, with a branch south to Kaylor, a
John Daly, W. G. Stern, W. Criswell and W. J.
total of 15 miles.

Bend,

Burgan, of Pittsburgh, and E. W. Dewey, of the Allegheny Ulver

Improvement Association, are

interested.

— This

MiLWAiKEE &

Ciii(A<;o.

St. Paii,.
has begiin operating Its Pacific extension
(he Mis-oiirl river, west 100 miles, to

company, it Is said,
from Mobridge, S. Dak., on
Leminon. in Butte county.

This, added to 95 mlle.s of completed road In Montana (ironi Harlowton west to Lombard on the Montana Railroad), which was
bought l.'y the company, and 40 miles laid fiom the end of that
section east, makes a total of 2H5 miles ready for business out of
the 731 miles from the Mls-sourl river to Butte. Work is progressing at various points in Washington and Montana.

say

$500,000.

—

Reports from Waurika
Ihi.axii &
Paiifio.
company is carrying out work to cott about
Improving lis yards and adding new stations, switches

Roi K

CiiU'A<ai,

Okla.,

that this

and terminals.

—

Announcement
Ci.KVEi.AXii. CiMiNNATi, CiiicAi.o & St. Ldiis.
made by this company that it now has in operation 42 tulles of
double track between Terre Haute, Ind., and Indianapolis About 32
miles of second track remains to be built.
is

Dali.a.s

Intkkiiuiax.

— Contracts,

it

Is

said,

will

by this company for building an electric line from
east via .Mesquite and Forney to Terrell, 30
of the promoters are not given.

—

shortly be let
Dallas, Tex.,

miles.

The names

Ea.st Erik Co.mmkhciai. Raii.roab. A charier has been granted
company, with $25,000 capital, to build a line 2'-j miles long
from Erie, Pa., south to a connection with the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. It Is proposed also to connect with other lines In
Erie. Directors are: M. E. Griswold, Jr., President; F. C. Pratt and
this

J. C.

Sherwln.

S<JiTii.

Paclflc.

— Surveys

to be

.Mkxhax Centkai..
north lo Guanajuato,

— The

extension

of

this

five miles, it is said, will

road from Marfll
soon be finished.

.Mexican Roaiih.— It Is said that the Mexican Government will
grant a liberal subsidy to the company which Is to build a line
from Balsas, on the .Mexican Central, west to the Port of ZihuataPreliminary surveys
nejo, on the Paiiflc Coast, about 125 miles.
are now being made by Gen. Henry Ide Willey, of Mexico City, who
represents a syndicate, having funds lo carry out the project. At
the Port of Zlhuatanejo, the Government proposes to make extensive
harbor Improvements. (Oct. i. p. 403.)
Surveys, it is said, have been made for a proposed line from
Salvatierra. Guanajuato, on the National of Mexico, west to PuruanAndrez BermeJIlio, of Mexico City, is
dio, Michoacan. 50 miles.
C. A. Malau, of Guadalajara, is Chief
the principal promoter.
Engineer.

is lo

reports say that this

for rebuilding its line from Cicero,
Kan., to .Mayfield, and for enlarging its yards at Wellington.

(

ami

.NiiKTic

Pa 1

1.

& Sailt

Ste.

Marie.— This company,

it

said, will build a railroad from Garden, .Mich., north to its main
The Vans Harbor Land & Lumber
line at Cook's .Mills, ten miles.
Company will provide the right of way and the railroad company

company has given contracts

Bomton & EA.srKKX

.'ilu;*..

are reported made and
begun, on this pro|>osed line, from Fullerton. Ky..
south to Bristol, Tenn., about 200 miles. The work will include a
tunnel about half a mile long through Cumlteriand mountains, at the
Kentucky-Virginia line. iJuly 2G, p. 111.)

KtNTicKv

Mix.NEAPOi.is, St.

TofEKA & Santa

,

is

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Atciiiso.v,

i.ire
;

furnish the rails and other equipment.

—

Missonii RoAii.s (Ei.ectku). Plans are being made by a company to build an electric line from Mexico. .Mo., north to Memphis.
90 miles. A. W. Carpenter, of Memphis, and D. Fitzgerald, 80 Wall
street. New York, are said lo be interested.

—

Nevada Roaiis. Plans are being made by a company to build a
from Ely, Nev., southwest lo Goldfield. 180 miles. The estimated cost of building the line will be $1,800,000. It is said that
the Guggenheimer interests, associated with Tex Rickard, of Salt.
Lake City, are back of the project.
line

—

New Yohk Sibwavs. The Public Service Commission of the
First district, it is said, will report favorably on the proposition to
build a subway on the East Side of the Borough of Manhattan. The
prot'oscd route, as laid oul l;y the old Rapid Transit Commission, is
from a point in the Bronx through Third avenue, across Manhattan
bridge lo Brooklyn, and thence under Flatbush and Fourth avenues
The cost of the section on the Manhattan side
to Coney Island.
of the Ea-t river will be b3tween $35,000,000 and $40,000,000. and if
bid
on the work, the Commission will recommend
contractois fail to
that the subway le built ty the city. The Commission has already
authorized the Biooklyn pait of the line.

—

Pauuai. & DiiiANi.o. This company has under consideration the
question o!' building an extension of its road from its present southern (ciininu-. at Jte.'a de Sandia. Durango. southeast lo Tepebuanes.
SO miles, where connection is to be made with the Mexican InterThis wculd furnish a new and shorter line between
national.
Parral and Durango.

—

Pknxsyivama Roars. Announcement is made that surveys
have been made fsr a line from Uniontown. Pa., west to Wheeling,
W. Va. J. V. Thompson, and associates, of Uniontown. who were
interested In the Uniontown & Wheeling Short Line, which has
been taken over l;y the Wabash, are Interested in the project.
Pknnsvi.vaniv Roaiis (Electric).

—A

proposition

is

under con-

sideration to build an electric line from New Castle, Pa., northeast
via Harlansburg: Slippery Rock, Grove City, Raymilton and Polk to
Franklin, 51 miles. B. E. Cutler, of Grove City, is U>e chief iiromoter.

& Reaiiixi;.— Contracts are reported let by this
for a chan.E'e in allnement on about half a mile of road
at Coatesville. Pa., and for a steel bridge over Brandywine creek.
Pnii.AiiEi.iMiiA

company

—

J. M. Schoonniaker. Vice-President
PiTT.sniHciii & Lake Frie.
of this company, denies that the traffic arranpement recently effectsd
with the Coal & Coke and MorgaiUown & Kin.nwood. owned by the
I')avi.s-Elkins interests in West Virginia, means running over the
latter road in the route to Bellinsion, instead of building a new
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The JoUet. Plainfleld & Aurora runs from
Aurora. 20 mile^, and is the connecting link be'^^6° the Chicago & Joliet Electric and the Aurora, Elgin &
Chicago. It is owned and operated by the Joliet & Southern
Traction Company.
^i„ ^e completed.

^'^

'^'"'

(Apr.

soon be made by a
''"'°"' "-" ""'"' "^

'""''^ '" "''''='°'
^f'"'-'
"^^''^ "'" ""''"' ^

,"
h
,,oint nnrtlf "^
n^f P
""'T''
Ata.cosa county, west via
o rDel
e Rio.
Rin f-n
.f'^^^"""'"fcagle Pass to
l,u miles,
and a branch from near Oakville,
east through Bee and Refugio counties to San Antonio Bay.
80
miles.
A branch is also i)rojected through the northern part of
Nueces county to Aransas Pass. 50 miles. Surveys are to begin at
once. The incorporators include: Colonel Uriah" Lott, of San Antonio; D. J. Woodward, J. J. Stevens. G. W. West and J. E.
Jarratt.

—

I'.ioB

^^^^ eanfin^T.™.'^'
^{l^inf^;;!^^'"^.

™'"

•

now

.,,

,,

...

Wiar-n.cQ.« n,.A.,.. (K-, ^,.,.„.
r.™4_ .1
.
J . .
*""
.viiiwnuKpe construction Co. for building
MnwY,keeConsrrcHonrrr„r
„m^^^ an electric line from '"Fond
du Lac. Wis., north along the east shore of Lake Winnebago, connecting with the Knox Transportation Company either at
Appleton
or Kaiikauna, about 50 miles. The promoter's names are
not given.
.
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386.076
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Dec.

74.30.S

8U,!)06

100.462
6.o9U

$1,143,600

$TaiM18

Inc.

$32,192

Inc. $103.53j

04..5S.>

'°"

^''o"

5?4

*^'°2l6ll

$1,149,120

.$1,076,875

Inc.

$72,245

$103,278

$92,284

inc.

"'S"."^-

5.10,281

"

$10,993
«"-»41

$465,221

$434,310

Inc.

$30,911
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'IIS

Dec.

42.921

$24l.5.j9

$167,727

Inc.

$7.3.832
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— See

Bloomington, Pontiac

(EL,.:<TRu).-See Bloomington, Pon-

loliet iJ^ieciric.
Flectric

—

Kan.sas City Soctiiern. Results of operation for the threp months
ended September 30 were as follows:
i,i„7
cuan-e
earnings
operating expenses

'iros.s

-"<''t

$2.6.->4.600

I.»33,o0

earnings

.-.

$l,021,G2.->
i>5.327

Taxes
Net earnings, taxes deducted

$066,208

inc. $(i04,8ii0

"

308,128

Inc. $29(i.(!78

"
Inc.

7,215

$289,403

—

Valley. This company has sold to Brown Bros. & Co., New
York, the First Nation.il Bank, New York, and Drexel & Co.,
Philadelphia, $2,000,000 4'.j per cent, car trust notes, maturing
'" "" equal semi-annual instalments up to and including Septcmber 1, 1917. They are secured on steel frame box cars, gondolas and steel coal cars.

''''•"""

—

This company has made a new first mortgage to
Mercantile Company, San Francisco, as Trustee, securing
an Issue of $1,200,000 5 per cent. 30-year bonds. The old bonds,
amounting to $316,000, have been retired. The road runs from
«'««""• ^«'- "" '»>« Southern Pacific, to McCloud and other
noints
mllp« In aII

**'^Cu)ii) River.

"^®

W

tte.— Jud.^on Ilarninn, Receiver, and W. W. Crapo, of
""* stockholders' protective romnilitce. are to act as arliitriitors
to complete the reorganization of ibis company.
The plan has
been approved by Judge Horace Linton In the Federal Court.

'"''"

^''^'"i'

'

is expected that the
within a month.

^'^'"''^'-

"T'
Bloomington

lo

,

„„„ „

Bloominotox. PoNTiAc * Joliet ELKCTHic.-Control of this comp-.ny
,^

•

Plainfield & Alrora

»iar

'

'

Inc.
"

$.^3,667

4U3.0.S2

$226,477
308.4y6

"

Dec.

Joliet Electric.

j,„.,„.

Illinois

Wisfoxsi:* Central.— A franchise, It Is .said, has been granted
this company to enter the city of Diiluth, Minn., and a
contract has
been made with the .Northern Pacific to use Its bridge over the
St
Louis river.
(Sept. 23. p. 372.)
"

$2,163,681

$280,144

& Southern Traction Co.mpany.

Jiu'et

&

Traction.— Incorporated in Illinois with
$100,000 capital and office In Chicago.
The company proposes to
build an electric line from Lyons. Cook county, west
through Du
Page and Kane counties to Aurora, 30 mile?. The incorporators
Include: M. M. Miller. L. Michael, L. Crollin, E. J. Schmidt
and
W. Klein.

.f2, 267,21,-)

,

•

,

let

Wkster.v

''eyo
2.953
104

33,Dll
i-'40

—

^^'^^'

is

will
for building its proposed line from Waco, Tex., west
to Brownwood. about 120 miles.
Stephen Turner, Chief Engineer
(Oct. 4, p. 403.)

,?07.310

"

i-«37

,

Mineral Wells by a different route.

shortly be

Inc.

WU

36.464

surplus

.

C.

ar-

"tl^

$,.4..0.ii3

Central. At the annual meeting called last week, the
counting of proxies was stopped when it became evident that
Stuyvesant Fish had more than the Harriman interests. According to the provisions of the temporary injunction, the meet'^g was accordingly adjourned to December 18 to allow time
^^ decide the question as to whether the 286,731 shares owned
^V ^^^ Uuiou Paclfic, the Railroad Securities Company and the
n. .
r •„
r
^,
:.
Vt
Mutual Life
Harnman
Insurance
Company
may be votedj by the
.
.
.
i*
.^u
»
»i
n.- u
interests.
It IS said that, of the remaining stock. Mr. Fish
.
•
n
^noon
i,
.i
.u
tr
controlled 40,000 shares more than the Harriman interests.

<

.,
w.,-«
B.
D
Waco, «......,„.Hamilton &
Brownwood.— ...
It is said that financial
rangements have been made by this company and contracts

!
!

*^'^->l

I'-linois

,

^^cured and financial
''
arra™e'n,s^rrf;in"
T't
arrangements
are being made
by ';!f
Dr.^%"^,f
T. M. Barnes, of Fort Worth,
for building an electric line from Waco, Tex., southeast
to Mariin,
25 miles, thence southwest tc Teniple, 30 miles.

!

and rentals

Year's

,

to

!

Net income

»
TtvAu
Rr>.nu (lii.EcTRic).
f E-r t-,..,.,.,^!
n
j
.
.
ifc.KA.s KoAD.s
Contract
is reported '=\'-"
let to ^^""^
the ^""
Sliderman nnl«nn comran>,
Pnmranv of
«f Houston,
u«„of„„ to
,
u -ij
erman-uoison
build
an
electric ""c
ne from
nuiu
" =";^i">^
Fnrt Wnrth
f^
\ti„<....,i
^in
.
rA
i-ort
wortn, Tov
Tex., to Mineral Wells, about 50 miles.
Work

west

]

.|,..-,.s..7V:;

Change,

liios -OG.

07.

l

A;^u;s"'Wovc„,is,be;,Vrni,-s::

1,000 miles.

is

: ;

-"''"""^

Interest

A project is being promoted by James W. Swain, of Fort Worth,
Tex., to build a line about 400 miles long from Fort
Worth, Tex.,'

M. Davis, Chief Engineer.
also reported let to the American Engineering Company, of Indianapolis, for building an electric line from Fort Worth

!

!

Taxes

there are a large number, having an aggregate length of more than

under way.
Contract

!

i

mheriUcoSe

«"'^'«^'°°'

i

!

i

operating expenses

"

,

!

:

'iross earnings

gives the total mileage of track as 15.482 miles, consisting of 12.575
miles of main line and 2.907 miles of sidings. During the year 517
miles of main track and 314 miles of side track were added. Of this
the following companies added new mileage:
Abilene & .\orthern
38 miles; Beaumont & Great Northern, 20; Burrs Ferry, Browndeli
& Chester, 7; Caro .Northern, IG; Houston Belt & Terminal 8-

.

!

!

•.

Maintenance way and stnutuves.
.Mainlenance of equipment
Conducting transportation
(i-neial expenses

Texas Roads.— The official statement recently issued by the
Texas Railroad Commission for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1907

•

!

.

iCxprcss eainings
.Miscellaneous earnings

'

—

30, 1907,

is to

392.)

west to Roswell, N. Mex.

total listed ?8, 274, 050.

& Tkkrk HArTK.-Results

of operation for the year ended
are given in the following table. The company
spend $183,000 on a passenger station and the improvement of freight terminals at Evansviile, lud.

June

Soi-THKRX PAciKK-.-The luter-California. projected from CalLai.,
near the international boundarv southeast through
Mexico, thence northeast across the boundary near the Colorado
river to a connection with the Southern Pacific near Yuma
Ariz
of which 15 miles was built last year, will shortly be put
in opera^
tion Irom Calexico south to Paradones. 37'.. miles.
(Mar 12 p
"

'''''''^^•-

making the

stock,

Evansvii.i.e

exico.

'^'''^''^

to

Clevela.nd & Pittshirgh. The New York Stock Exchange has been
asked to list ?79G.250 additional special guaranteed betterment

(Electric). Thjs company has been
granted permission to build about 53 miles of extensions, including
a line west to Sunbury, 18 miles; also through Irish Valley, 15 miles
and from Paxinos to Seven Points, 10 miles.

'^•''
""""^cf
^rr/1^
Harrisburg
Antonio, 26; Houston & Texas Central, 94- Pecos
& San""rV'^'^^'i'^
& Northern Texas, 57; Texas Central, 41, and Trinity & Brazos Valley, 144.
The statement does not include the logging roads, of which

111.,

Centra., ok GEoK.aA.-Oakleigh Thorne. President of the Trust ComP^n>- of America. New York, has sold his share in the stock of
Mr. Thorr.e and Marsden J. Perry
'"« Central of Georgia.
„„„ghi ,;, ^^e stock of the road last June. (June 28, p. 949.)

—

SiiAMOKiN & Edcewood

Vol. XLIIL, No. 17.

receivership

be

will

terminated

W.m.m.ismi.le & TENNiu.K.-The Georgia Railroad Commission has

On

Il8 105 mlles of road.
The proceeds are to be spent for bettorments, mostly on the Dublin & Southwestern, a oi
Sl-mile
ui
sub<*

sldlary.

(Aug.

.

1,

p.

138.)
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The New York, New Haven & Hartford has dismissed between
and 3.000 men. most of them working hitherto on its improveThis

is

a direct result of the financial stress and the necespayments of the future. The incident

sity of providing for the cash

quitk and sharp lesson for labor and is not limited to this
The New Haven had a large amount of cash on
band. It expected lo go on with its improvements. It wanted these
improvements finished as soon as possible, and partly relied on
them as a basis for increased future earning power. But in spite
.of these favoring conditions the sudden intensifying of the general

has

its

particular case.

financial

trouble forced a change of policy.

And

the labor force

of the corporation fell instantly the strain on capital.

a broader truth, prosaic but powerful.

Capital

is

It

at one

illustrates

end of a

jarred and the rope begins a
series of wave movements. They may be rapid, they may be slow,
they may be long, they may be short: but, in all cases, they reach
rope, labor at the other.

Capital

is

And when tight
somewhat identical
terms, unite in a convulsion, the man at the shovel and tamping
bar feels an Impact like that felt liy the man in Wall street. The
the whole length of the line from capital to labor.

money, tight capital and

tight

credit,

albeit

truism has had many and familiar examples; but not often has it
been shown up so suddenly, so uniquely, so quickly and on such a
scale as In the New Haven case, where the wage earner's prosperity
abruptly shifts to adversity. The political workers in our legislatures, more versed in railroad baiting than In handling the pick,
have opportunity to take notice and warning. A great political
campaign is set down on the calendar for next year. The enthusiasms of fiill-dlnnerpail constituents are the extreme reverse of the
complaints of men with empty dinner pails. "You have hurt the
railroads, but what have you done to us?" The men at the other
end of the rope already know what has been done to them.

.
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runner of future work toward standardization in other details of
and interurban car construction which will be no less far
reaching and important than the last 30 years' work of the Master
Car Builders' Association. Present practice in electric car and truck
building is a curious mixture of the old ideas handed down from
the days of horse cars and of many details of steam railroad car construction.
Variety and individuality have marked the development,
with the result that on the same road or system of roads many
widely different patterns of trucks and truck details are in use. This
works a hardship alike on the manufacturer of equipment and the
officers and men in charge of the repair and maintenance of the cars.
Of course, such a situation is not so bad on most electric roads
as it would be on steam roads because as yet there is no general
interchange of equipment. The value of standardization, however,
is now well known to those steam roads which. In the last few years,
have systematically carried out the idea in every possible detail
of car and locomotive building.
The individual electric roads will
find it no less valuable in reducing the cost and time of making
repairs and promoting generally a higher standard of maintenance.

The standards adopted by the Association Include axles, journal
bearings and boxes, brake-shoes and wheel contours. These are the
Axles are perhaps the most
important, since the dimensions of wheels, journal bearings and
the motor attachments depend on the size and shape of the axle
with which they are used. The general design of the six standard
axles adopted is similar lo the M. C. B. standards in respect to size
of jouriials and capacity, the sizes ranging from 3^4 In. x 7 In. to
a'y...
in. X 10 in., with capacities from 15.000 lbs. to 38,000 lbs.
The
essential elements of the running gear.

diameter of the wheel fit has been enlarged, somewhat, because the
axles are used for driving; and the center portion between gear fits

made

of uniform diameter without taper towards the center. In
largest axles the diameter is made larger than that of
the three corresponding M. C. B. axles to provide for the additional
stresses imposed by the weight of the motor and the torsion of
driving. The journal bearings and boxes are substantially M. C. B.

the

The standards for parts of electric motor trucks, which were
American Street and Interurban Railway
Engineering Association, are shown in another column in this issue.
They represent the first serious attempt to bring about some uniformity in elect ri" truck building and, no doubt, are only a fore-
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standard with alternative designs of boxes to be used with trucks
having springs over the journals. More confusion existed In the
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matter of brake heads and shoes than in any other detail considered by the committee and the two designs adopted are radical
departures from the present practice on many roads.
M. C. B.
standards were here again used as a working basis and the design
of head and shoe for wide tread wheels (3-in. and over) are both
interchangeable with the Christie head and shoe. For wheels with
treads narrower than 3-in., a modified Christie bead and shoe were
adopted. It was found to be impracticable to design a single head
which would take shoes varying from 214-in. to 4-in. tread, and
these are the wide variations which are found in practice. Two
designs of wheel treads were adopted, both differing widely from
the M. C. B. standard, which is recognized in the report of the committee but not shown as a third alternative although it is in increasing use on heavy interurban roads which have entrances into
cities over private right-of-way.
The light wheel has a tread only
2Vj in. wide and a flange 1'/,^ in. thick and •% in. deep. The existing franchises in some cities, particularly in the New England
states, prevent the use of tracks and special work suitable for wheels
of wider tread and deeper flange and the design adopted is an undesirable makeshift to provide for conditions which cannot at present be changed. The heavy design A is intended for combined city
and interurban work and has been found in service to give the required safety for any but the highest speeds and at the same time
to run over all modern special work without damage.
The deeper
flange is no wider than in the light wheel and can be run on either
grooved or girder rail. The wide tread materially reduces the wear
on the surface of special work. In conclusion it may be said that
these standards are not experimental, having all been tried in the
most severe service, and that they meet with the unanimous
approval of all the manufacturers.

GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE.
For a second time in a crisis this wonderful engineer appears
near the center of the stage with the light turned on his financial
constructions, and by the results of inspection and full knowledge
these essential, but to him incidental, products of his genius must
stand. Some things are certain in this uncertain world, and among
them is the human certainty that his work will go on and will be
conducted by him without other than slight check, because it is
World's work, making materials which are the results of original
study, invention and adaptation for the most part having to do with
the arts of transportation, and all for saving life and producing
better
implements of civilization. If there were doubt of
this, if there were fear of his "going to the wall," it would be a
matter of concern to every railroad ofiicer who respects his proIt seriously; and also to his business rivals, commercial enemies, who have never failed to acknowledge the indebtedness to this great inventor and producer.
There are 21 American and 10 foreign Westinghouse companies,*
with 210 officers, 1120,000,000 capital, $90,000,000 annual output,
24 factories with 7.000,000 ft. of floor space, and an army of 3S,000
employees. And these huge machines are not simply notable because
they make mo.st of the automatic brakes and a fair share of the
signals, draft gear and electric light, power and traction materials
for the civilized world. Their beneficent power and Influence is due
rather to the original investigation, invention and design and development which have been an Incentive and a spur to other engineers and manufacturers.
So swift a pace was never before known as that set for getting
fession and takes
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knowledge of how to control electric force for the uses of mankind; and few indeed of the great men who have made their mark
Probably
in this field fail to credit that pace to Mr. Westinghouse.
the greatest single thing in this way which he has done was in introducing and developing in America the use of the alternating
full

current for transmitting and applying electricity. He was one of
the first to see the possibilities of the applications of the alternating
current, and with his characteristic courage and vigor he proceeded
to buy patents, to invent, to develop apparatus and methods and to
push forward commercially along that line. He had a tremendous
fight against estaljlished interests, but he has revolutionized practice, and the theories he sustained with such vigor and at such expense in money and personal comfort, are now accepted by the electrical engineers of the world.

He has sole credit for originating a method of stopping trains
and controlling speed so as to make high speed and heavy train
movement possilile, and with the -help of his staff he has been able
during the past 38 years to successively improve and adapt that
method to all new conditions. In doing this he has saved thousands
of lives, directly in the actual train service, and indirectly, to a
degree not measurable, in the resultant quiclt transportation of food,
materials and people.
What may be called his second important series of studies for
securing safety and increasing the capacity of railroads was to the
same end of preventing collisions and permitting increased density
of traffic.
In invention and development of automatic block signaling and power interlocking he was one of the pioneers, and in remost important of all of them. Our readers
They can, howare fairly familiar with his work in these lines.
ever, have no conception of the tenacity of purpose and the prodigal
develop
the special
expenditure of mental energy that have gone to
arts and apparatus which are the reason for existence of the Air
sults undoubtedly the

Brake Co. and the Union Switch & Signal Company.
In the same line of thought he began more than 20 years ago
studies and experiments in draft gear for the purpose of making it
possible to haul long trains of heavily loaded cars, reducing the
shocks and preventing the disastrous breakaways. Early failures
He is classed as
in his friction draft gear meant nothing to him.
one of those who have "the courage of their convictions," but this
his
belief
becomes
principle, and
His
is not accurately descriptive.
when he believes he acts on it with no thought of the quality of
courage and no need to muster it. To him the success of the friction draft gear and its useful function were foreordained.
The briefest enumeration of the ways in which Mr. Westinghouse has made high speed, heavy trains and more frequent trains
possible and safe sounds like a eulogy, but there is no intention of
that sort in this writing.
It is. rather, to remind every railroad
officer who honors his calling that this man who has done so much
for us is facing a financial storm with the same quiet confidence
that he has shown with hundreds of mechanical difficulties, and
that he deserves to have the support of railroad officers, engineers,
and business rivals. He is capable of great work in this world for
many years to come, and we must not lose the benefit of that work.
One contribution made by Mr, Westinghouse to the welfare of
mankind is not known by many people outside of a limited district.
He was a pioneer in the development of the method of using
natural gas as a fuel. When he took up the matter its use was
quite limited and was crude, wasteful and dangerous. He saw the
methods of transportation in handling gas must be revolutionized
before it could be successfully used in a large and general way, and
to his engineering sense is due the development of the successful
method of transmitting gas in large volumes at low velocity and
under low pressure.
At this time, in addition to an ('numeration of bis work, something about Mr, Westingbouse's personal characteristics may aid
the younger generation to understand the situation. He is a man of
great physical strength, he has lived an abstemious and sober life.
He has never smoked a whlft, he never drinks anything but possibly
a glass of wine with his dinner.
He has always eaten sparingly
and carefully and, while he has worked tremendously, his work has
been widely varied and a succession of mental diversions, a substitute for amusements In keeping mind and body stimulated and elastic.
Physically he seems as young as an ordinary business man
of 45 or 50. and he has a reasonable expectation of 20 years of
valuable work, although he was born In 184G,
Intellectually, he was probably never more powerful than he is
to-day.
It Is to be supposed that the Imaginative side of his mind
Is less vigorous now than It was twenty years ago, nldiougli that
Is by no means certain, because he Is a man so phenomenal in

NuVCMBUI
make-up.

and
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In capacity for lustalned attention. In

power of analytU

command

rraM>n, and In

of a vant store of experience, be Is
prolialjly to-day a Ix-tter mail that he over wan before.
All of tbU
tteing HO, It l« Impoiuilble for tlioHe who know him to think of bim

aa rtlaxlUK hla

etfortit

or iiuffering any

diminution of power or

«ontrcl.
II

would

bt<

quite Impo.'Mlble to even attempt to give any notion

of the roiillltudlnouii

tnterehU

X)enelrated. nlwaya with the

aim

Into

which

hit)

reHtlesti

of piudiirlnK praotlcal

mind

boii

and useful

resulta.
For while be Is a man of ImaKliiation and of vUlona, the
governor of hU mind U alwavH set to the end of utility.
Why has he done this? Why has he set aside ease and pleasure? Why ha.s he given his yeiirs to unceasing toll? Why has be
re|M.-4tedIy ventured fortunes in great enterprl.ses?
He might have
retired at 40, a very rich man with a name known and honored all
over the civilized world, with a great capacity for enjoyment and
with abundant means to gratify all the tastes and desires of bis
«nterprlslng and versatile spirit. Probably Mr. Westlngbouse himHe has worked as all great
self could not answer these questions.
men have worked In obedience to an Internal, compelling force.
It is certain that the desire to amass and leave behind bim a colossal fortune has been the most insignificant element in the force-*
that have driven him forward. It is certain, also, that he has always
felt a noble aspiration to do good in the world, to really serve manUnquestionably, be loves power and responsibility. Unquesklcd.
tionably, too. he Is keenly alive to the good opinion and the approBut it is very doubtful if these recogbation of the best minds.
nized Incentives to exertion and to self-sacrifice have been other
than contributory to the main result. Behind it all lies that mysterious, Impelllcg force (the definition or analysis of which is perhaps impossible) which pushes men forward as fast and as far as
The directions which they take,
their powers permit them to go.
the results which they at-bleve, depend upon the qualities of their
mlnd^ and on their moral natures; and these we can discern and
analyze, but the driving power behind is often beyond our com-

—

prehension.
The sources of his power over men are perhaps easier to discern than arc the underlying motives of his conduct. Men feel immediotely the dominating force of his will. They recognize at once
when they come in contact with him the breadth and power of his
Intellect.
And then, as they go on, they discover his generosity, his
magnanimity, the loftiness and purity of his motives, and they are
attracted by the simplicity of his manners. People often say that
he has great personal magnetism. So be has whatever that may

—

mean.

MP

But, after

all,

that

is

which to sum
mind and character.

merely an easy phrase

the resultant of the noble qualities of his

in

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF RAILROAD INVESTMENT.
As distinguished sharply from "high" financiers and minor
groups of speculators who have their daily flights, high and low,
In railroad securities, the real Investors who buy railroad stocks
to have and to hold may be roughly divided into two classes, each
large.
There is the ultra conservative who always writes big the
word "security." His objective point Is almost always the railroad
bond of senior place and quality and generally the first mortgage
bond, though now and then he may take a shallow dip into, what
seems to him semi-speculative, the junior mortgage of a dividendpaying line. But a mortgage security on railroad property he
craves and must have. The second class of Investor has Its special
affinity for railroad stocks, dividend paying or likely to become so.

The psychological

influence in that class is the little touch of the

gambling Instinct which,

to the assured

and regular dividend, adds

the uncertainty, tipped with hope, of larger dividends or "rights"
to come.
It is interesting to trace In the case of both these large

groups of Investors some of the changes of mental action and reaction which the remarkable drop in railroad values of the last two
years has brought about.

Take

first

the ultra conservative or mortgage seeker in railroad

Investment who was content with bis 3.75 per cent, return two years
ago.
Since then he has had no diminution of income nor, on the
other hand, has be had an increase. His double gilt edged bonds
bave not defaulted nor are they likely to unless the heavens fall.
But be has seen the purchasing power of his well-seoired income
diminish probably 10 per cent, in two years; and, what is more
puzzling to bim, not to say disquieting, be has seen the market
appraisal of his solid security shrink 5, 10, 1.5 per cent., sometimes
more. It Is, in its outward phases, as though the holder of a time

5'3

iU
mortgage, secured by triple value of realty, were
aulgnment value were below par aa Indeed U true nowaday* In
•ome cases. What wonder that, under luch condlUoni, the conaervatlve o:d Investor in railroads moving In bU narrow flacal groove.
finds bis old sLandurds confused, and, if be be not endowed with
to b« told that

—

broad knowledge and Instincts, finds also bis timidities increased.
Nor, safe as he may be In fact. Is be exempt from the revelatloiu
of official turpitude which seem to bim a present fact and liable
to be a future one though In reality tbey have in nearly all cases
been the transactions of the past the exposure of which now Is the
prime medicament In the cure. In the secondary causes of the

sometimes

new psychological condition
more often vague, may be counted among

railroad loans this

existing stress In
of fear,

definite,

Nor is the bondholder comforted much or bis fears allayed by bis opportunity to secure on the senior railroad mortgage
a three-quarter per cent, added interest return. If he happens to have
funds to reinvest. It rather accentuates his discomfort over the low
the first

return on the "long" bonds which be bought with such placid assorance two years ago.

The Investor In conservative railroad stocks has also bad his
mutations, mental and sentimental. Some of bis standards Ilkfrwise seem lost or perverted. His values have contracted, not so
much in ratio to be sure as speculative shares, but to an absolate
amount much greater and which often signifies greater loss; bat
meanwhile dividends in the case of some great lines bave been
Increased, non-dividend roads bave begun to pay dividends and Income has gained. Along with this anomaly have gone others. The
new stock which used to be watched for oy him with hope is now
It
used to "bull" a stock— now It "bears"
a thing of dread.
and the certainty of Its outcoming depresses usually shares below
the mathematical point normally fixed by ratios of issue and the
original price. He, too, thus falls into mental confusion and uncerit;

tainty.

The

nified,"

applies as

old Latin

maxim, •everything that

much

to

is

unknown

is

mag-

railroad investment as to the general

the world at large. Under the old psychology of railroad investment plus force of habit the investor who "never sold"
and always "held on" and whose conservatism was such that he
was even apt to decry the quoted value of his railroad securities
But be Is not holding on with quite
is generally holding on still.
the old confidence, nor, on the other hand, is he crying down now
is mainly one of perplexity,
mental
attitude
His
bis investments.
the results of which in so large an investment class one dislikes to
think of should ever dividends as well as principal be reduced.
affairs of

The "locality" idea as a mental factor in railroad investment
another psychological force which has undergone a change. Up
to two years ago there was a proneness on the part of the oldfashioned investor to put his money into the securities of the local
this
line whether it was a small line or part of a great system
under the theory, not always sustained by facts, that the security
could then "be watched." It was this motif which has gone so far
in building up localized street railways by enabling their owners to
Those bonds, like all others, have shrunk
place underlying bonds.
Partly owing to that fact, partly beto near a 5 per cent, basis.
cause large issues of "localized" securities bave overloaded local
holders there is now a distinct drift away from the "local" Idea
which, incidentally, has been farther warped by the magnetism of
Wall street bargains In such forms, for example, as the best railis

—

road

notes.

When

the

present anomalous condition

of

financial

with tight capital rather than tight money as its basic cause,
comes to an end it will be instructive to see how far that local
investment motive resumes its sway. It is but one of the man7
problems of the new railroad Investment psychology the solution
of which challenges the curiosity of economist and philosopher.
affairs,

if we turn to the Immediate present and to the existparlous and convulsive state of the investment market, we
find the old-time railroad investor the mark of some novel mental
forces.
He sees yet another shrinkage of his standard railroad
shares to a 6 per cent, basis or below, credit depressed while railroad traffic is high, and almost imperative railroad extension and
improvements halted by semi-panic prices of railroad loans. But
he has also his visions of reassurance. He notes the power of organized capital to resist deadly financial convulsion; the relative
strength of the high grade railroad security as compared with many

Finally,

ing

other forms of investment: and last but most impressive, the way
in which low finance is asserting itself against high finance, and
old-fashioned conservatism proving its merits over new fashioned
speculation.
But in that there is nothing new, psychologically or
otherwise.
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Southern Railway.

"The conditions of operation during the past year have been
extraordinary. Great as are the burdens upon the operation of a
railroad today by reason of the increased cost of material of all
classes and the unabating expectations of labor, on the one hand,
and legislative reduction of revenue and increased taxes, on the
other hand, the crying need of the railroads of the South is more
track, more equipment, more terminal facilities. With the strategic
position and established relations which the Southern Railway now
has. there would be no stint in the amount of traffic it could obtain
and profitably handle if it had the facilities necessary to afford to
During the past
those who offer traffic, the service they demand.
winter there were serious congestions of freight on the lines of this
company, which were due, almost without exception, to the failure
of the plant to respond to demands which were made upon it beyond
its capacity.
While exasperating the public, congestion rolls up the
expense of operation, and both shipper and carrier suffer.
"Apart from congestion of traffic, the expenses of operation, of
which mention has been made, have been extraordinary. To illustrate: during this fiscal year the rates of pay of machinists, boilermakers, blacksmiths, tinners and pipemen, car-men, engineers, firemen, conductors, trainmen, operators and maintenance of way employees were substantially increased, this increase approximating
$1,250,000 per annum: while the greater price at the mines, together
with freight charges paid for coal purchased for the Virginia and
North Carolina lines from mines on other railroads, added nearly
$250,000 to the cost of fuel in the same period.
If comparisons are
made with the costs of material and labor several years ago, the present burden is still more apparent. Since 1898, the cost of bridge timber has increased from $0.30 to $23.59 per thousand feat: cross ties
from 28 cents to 37.6 cents per tie; steel rails from $17.75 per ton
to $29 per ton: fuel coal from 89 cents to $1.37 per ton: the cost
of lalior. per mile of road, has increased from $1,621.67 in 1895
to $2,513.64 in 1905, with a further advance to $3,189.11 in 1907."
Thus does President Finley sum up the causes which have
brought the Southern Railway in one year from a condition of
abounding prosperity, with great hopes for the immediate future,
to a point where It is for the moment hard pressed on every hand.
Extraordinary is a fair word to use to describe the operating conditions of the year.
The income account strikingly shows the company's changed
position.
Gross earnings increased $3,000,000, or 6 per cent., over
1906, but operating expenses were $4,700,000 larger, leaving net earnings smaller by $1,700,000. There was an increase of $1,600,000 in
fixed charges which, added to the decrease in net earnings, caused a
falling oft of $2,900,000 in net income, a decrease of 56 per cent. Net
Income was $2,300,000. against $5,200,000 in 1906.
Two semi-annual dividends of 2'i per cent, each on the preferred stock were charged to income in the i)revious year. In
April, 1907, the regular semi-annual dividend of $1,500,000 was paid
out of the income of the year. This year's October dividend, however, was only I'-j per cent., calling for $900,000, and instead of
being charged to the income accoiint, as the October, 1906. dividend
had been, was charged to profit and loss. With even this smaller distribution charged to the year's income, there was a deficit for the
year of $G4C,000 instead of a surplus of $240,000, according to the
company's showing.
Moreover, If the same dividends had been paid out of income
and the same amount appropriated for Improvements in 1907 as in
190C, the year's deficit would have been over $1,700,000, against a
surplus in 1900 of $1,200,000. This is a remarkable change tor the
worse within a twelvemonth. As its further result, there was a
decrease during the year of over $2,000,000 in the Southern's total
profit and loss credit balance.
Yet In the following statement, President Finley shows the
reasons why the future of the property, in spite of last year's bad
record, should be bright and prosperous:
"The remarkable growth of diversified industry in the Soulli in
recent years, particularly along the Southern Railway lines, has
created an Internal trafflr largely local as to Its origin but covering
a wide field In Its distribution. This has given the company a
sound basis of independent operation and a commanding position
The extent and
In Its negotiation for traffic from outer sources.
diversity of this commercial expansion and Its beneficial effect on
the Interests of the company can only he fully appreciated by close
and careful analyses. The main facts are that the South now mi'lts
more than half the pig iron and converts Into cloth and garment
more than one-fifth the cotton which It produces. Its phosphate
beds have formed the basis for the manufacture of commercial tertlliijer on such a scale as to make the South Independent of outside
Bources of supply and to add greatly to her agricultural producThe manufacture of furniture has grown to such proportiveness.
tions as are not exceeded in any other like section of the country,
yet without decrease in the volume of lumber .sent from the South
The production of
to other markets of this country and abroad.
coal has, with difficulty, kept pace with the development of Industry,
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not because of inadequate supply, but because of restricted transportation facilities.
The cultivation of fruits and vegetables hasafforded a large and increasing flow of that class of traffic to theeager markets of the East and North.
"That this commercial growth will continue along healthy lines
is assured by profitable operation in the past and a continuing
increase in demand.
That it must take place in a large measure
along the lines of this company is certain, because of the abundant
supplies of fuel and raw materials originating along its rails, and
because of the outlet it affords to all consuming markets. The
Southern is therefore assured of a continued increase in its internal
traffic of both raw materials and manufactured products.
A single
industry, the operation of which will soon begin, will add 500,000
tons to its freight traffic and as many dollars to Its annual gross
revenues.
"The existing relations with connections by land and sea are
most satisfactory. The conditions of interchange are such as to
justify the claim for increased tonnage on reciprocal grounds.
Traffic arrangements with steamship connections at Virginia. South
Atlantic and Gulf ports afford the fullest opportunity for the development of the largest amounts of export, import and coastwise trafThrough service and a complete package car system operated
fic.
with chief connections and supported by efficient traffic organizations guarantee a large increase in the higher classes of traffic. Reciprocal relations with lines serving the great grain and grazing sections of the North and West have enabled the company to share
in a large way in the movement of meat, grain and grain products
from those sections to tlie South and East. The large consuming
section served and the important milling interest located on the
lines of this company add greatly to its strength in the control of
this important

traffic.

"Southern Railway lines have enjoyed and are destined to increasingly share in the extraordinary industrial opportunity which
Those lines penetrate a territory whose
exists in the South.
resources fully justify the rapidly increasing interest manifested in
its economic development and progress.
The minerals, timber and
soils, all important elements in the best development of the nation's
wealth, are paramount in the Southern country.
The promotion
of their proper development has received the particular attention of
policy
pursued
in bringing the latent rethis company, and the
sources of the South to the attention of the world is redounding
to the advantage of the railroad and the rich territory it serves.
This territory is being covered with new manufacturing plants
(the records show 860 new industrial enterprises completed and
placed in operation during the year), while the numerous existing
factories

established

since

the organization

of

the

company are

most successful and are being generally enlarged.
"Particularly the forests of the South have attracted capita! for
Several hundred wood-working plants alone
their development.
were established in Southern Railway territory during the year.
The second largest furniture industrial center in the United States
(High Point, N. C), is located on this company's tracks; along
the lines of the company 27 new furniture factories began operations
during the year. The manufacture of wood pulp is a recent important industry, from which an entirely new and large volume of traffic
may be expected. The abundant supply of necessary raw material
and cheap power is attracting to the territory capitalists interested
in the manufacture of paper, a promising industry from which

may be ultimately expected. It is important, however,
remember that these industries can be perpcttiated only if the
sources of the supplies of raw materials are preserved. The forests
of the South are today one of its chief assets, and there is opportunity to preserve them as such for all time. While other sections,
by the indiscriminate cutting of their forests, have in great measure
consumed their supplies of raw material for the manufacture of
lumber, and of everything in which wood is used, the South still
has great areas in which the forests have been practically untouched.
It is hoped that the Southern people will benefit by the mistakes
of others.
By the adoption of a system of intelligent forestry, the
woodlands of the South may be so used as to yield a substantial
immediate profit, and, at the same time, bo so preserved and reproduced as to be a continuing source of wealth for future generations.
The railroad companies which depend so largely upon the forests
for the material they consume, not to speak of commercial traffic,
are fully alive to these considerations, and this company Is cooperating in all reasonable ways to preserve this important element
in the inherent strength of its commercial position.
"The textile industry of the South is largely confined to the
districts reached by this company's lines, and gives promise of
great future growth by the erection of more mills and enlargements.
During the year 48 new textile manufacturing plants were completed and placed In operation in the territory served by Southern
large traffic
to

lines.
The electrical power developments directly tribtitary
to the lines, and the mining districts supplying cheap coal, make
beyond all peradventure the districts served pre-eminent in the
South for profitable manufacturing.
"Co-ordinate with the promotion of the Industrial development

Railway
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Is the practical lollclutlon of

Immlgrailon.

thv Kpu«ral aJverlUlng

by thli company of the iD«iita and poMlbllltlea of the country
haa proven an Influential factor In lutroilurluK proiip<>ctlve Imml(rants to the poulbllltirs of the South
A line of work baa been
carried on which tends to very Krcatly dlvorsKy the aKrIcultural
products of the frrltory. and to fHtalillxh the value of southern
lands for a widely varied hiiHlmiidry. More skilled methods of agrl
culture are icreaily Increasing the amount and value of farm products, of which there Is direct evidence In the substantial Increase
of land values throughout all the southern state* "
.r
This Is a clear, full statement of the ii..the property In existing and potential truffle and In
>i>oriunlty.
It Is seldom that the traffic strength of a
has been

o

thus summarlxed to

<

report.

Its

Is

U that on the union
several of the most Important
in built by terminal companies

Another Important department of new work
pas.^.-iiKvr

-t.iti.iiis

ri.i»

luilMiiik-

in

the rallruad companies which
•'
~
..•
year the Soulhtrr;
guarantees on bonds or notes sold by the Gulf T'
puny of Mobile, the Blrmlncham Terminal Company,
,it
Inion Station C"<iii
Meridian Terminal Conii>Mii> ao.l the
New Orleans Tern
!iy.
•i

'•

'

i-M

In

i

Turning

1

stockholders.
Presldcui Kluluy's plea for
particularly to be commended as an example
of Intelligent foresight.
What the Southern Hallway needs Is not tnUBc or opportunity,
but facilities, particularly In tracks and terminals. President Finley conolderM that the territorial relations of the road have now been
estubllsheii and the |>ollcy of the future should be to strengthen the
esLublliiheil lines, on which earnings are no longer problematical.
As most Important, this policy requires new second track and revision of grades and curvature on the lines of heaviest trafllr.
On Its total mileage of over T.ooo miles the Southern R:illway
intelligent forestry

515

the Railroad Constru<-tlon column of the Hatlrtnid Oazeltf of (XtoIjer IK, 1907.
Profiles of five of the new line* ar« also given In the

to

th.

results,

the increase In cost of con-

ducting transporluiluu over the 190C year was 15

nance of equipment Increased 12 per

cent,

i>er cent.

and maintenance

.Mainte-

of

way

.Maintenance of way cost 11.015 per mile
of line, against |9iI6 In l!)im. There were 35x miles of track laid with
new rallf. against 54.1 miles In l!«<it>. The tie renewals averaged 33S
per mile, against 404 in 19iii;. the decrease largely due to the difficulty
of getting ties.
Repairs and renewals cost $2,324 per locomotive
against )2,632 In 190C: $S42 per passenger car, against $956 In 1906,
each a decrease of 12 per cent., and $74 per freight car, against $72
In 1906, an Increase of 2 per cent.
The beneflt.s of the lmi)rovement.<i to the line are not yet shown
anil structuieH. s per cent.

Southern Railway.

had on June 30 1907. only 207 miles of double track, although as
soon as work now under construction Is finished there will be
292 miles.
In BU|)plylng second track the first efforts have been
directed to points where two or more lines converge and heavy traffic
Is thrown over the road.
Such gauntlets exist between Salisbury.
N. C. and flreensboro; Knoxville. Tenn., and Morristown; Atlanta,
Ga., and Austell, and Chattanooga. Tenn., and Ooltewah Junction.
At Lynchburg Va., where much freight is received from the Chesapeake & Ohio and Norfolk & Western, a new line around Lynchburg
has become necessary, and double track for about 30 miles south
is essential.
These five gauntlets, as single-track lines, limited the
capacity of the whole system, since practically all of the traffic handled between the East and the West and between the North and
South had to pass over one or more of them an<l their maximum
capacity a.s single-track lines had been reached.
This throttling
of the gauntlets affected the development of the branch lines and of
the whole system. With the exception of the Lynchburg line these
gauntlets will shortly be double-tracked, but there Is further necessity of three other stretches of second track not yet undertaken, as
well as double track for 5 to 10 miles outside of all principal terminals. What has been done to carry out this general i)olicy of
second track and line Improvement and the new construction of the
year is listed In the report in great detail. It was summarized in

Although the average carload increased
per cent., the revenue trainload decreased from 204 tons In 1906
Including company freight, the trainload was
236 tons in each year. The average distance haul per ton was 15S
miles, against lUo in 1906.
There was a decrease of 5 per cent, in
the ton-mile rate. The freight earnings increased 3 per cent, while
the passenger earnings Increased 11 per cent.
The state railroad legislation of the year has been more uniformly severe in the southern states than in any other part of the
country. The Southern Railway, penetrating as it does almost every
one of the southern commonwealths, has been to a remarkable degree exposed to this hostility. So important have its relations with
the public become thai President Kinley since his election has spent
much of his time and taken advantage of every opportunity to bring
before the people of his territory the ideal which he has set up
of a railroad's duties towards its patrons.
He sums up this Ideal,
and the rate legislation of the year as follows:
"As a railroad must depend for its prosperity on the confidence
and support of the public served by it, the policy of Southern Railway is to merit the confidence and support of every community
which it serves. Efforts are being made to cultivate closer relations
with all the public and especially with the men in all lines of btisiness who are most directly interested in the adequacy and efficiency

in the operating statistics.
2

to 201 tons last year.

.
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of transportation facilities, and to bring about a realization ou their
part that the company has a direct and vital interest in the success
of their individual enterprises and in the prosperity of their communities.
In all dealings with the public it is the purpose of the
management to cultivate a spirit of co-operation, to deal justly
with all the patrons of the company on the basis of sound business
and economic principles, and to this end iu particular special efforts have been made to bring about courteous and considerate treatment by all employees of every person transacting business with
the company.
These endeavors have not been fruitless. There is
increasing evidence that the thinking people in the territory served
by the Southern Railway appreciate the fact that they can only attain the highest degree of prosperity if they are served by carriers
able to increase their facilities so as to keep pace with the growing
demand for their service, and also that increased transportation
facilities are of much more importance to them than any possible
There is a growing public opinion, among
reduction in charges.
those who actually use the railroads of the South, in favor of legislative and administrative policies that will recognize that a railroad company is a business institution, subject to the same economic
laws that control all other business enterprises, and that it cannot
obtain new capital for the enlargement of its facilities unless investors can have a reasonable assurance that its income will be
sufficient to defray its operating expenses and fixed charges, and
leave a reasonable balance for dividends and surplus.
"It must be recorded, however, that during the year drastic
action was taken by some of the states in which this company
operates (similar to action taken in many of the other states of
the Union) to reduce the maximum passenger rates. In Illinois
and Indiana, where the interests of this company were small in
comparison with other lines, it followed the lead of the roads having
most at stake, and put the reduced rates in effect under protest,
reserving the right to contest them in the future.
In Alabama,
where a 2':;-cent rate was established by the legislature, in North
Carolina, where a 2%-cent rate was established by the legislature,
and in Virginia, where a 2-cent rate was established by the Corporation Commission, the interests of this company were so large,
and the effect of the reduced rate so hurtful to its revenues, that,
by direction of the board of directors, suits were brought in the
appropriate Federal courts to test the constitutionality of the rates,
and to secure for the property the protection of the fourteenth
amendment to the constitution of the United States.
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$7,100,000 to 17,600.000. Operating expenses increased 4 per cent.,,
leaving net earnings of 12,850,000, against $2,580,000 in 1906, a
gain of 11 per cent. The operating ratio was reduced from 63.S toThere was a net income after charges of about
62.4 per cent.
This was carried
$1,000,000, against $737,000 in the previous year.
to profit and loss, without any improvement appropriation, making
a balance to the credit of profit and loss, after a deduction of $28,000,
This is on the whole a satisfactory showing for the
of $1,852,377.
It must be observed, however, that operating expenses were
kept down through the maintenance rather than the conducting
transportation accounts, and the year's surplus increased by not
making an appropriation for improvements.
While there was a trifling increase in maintenance of
equipment and a decrease In maintenance of way, conducting transportation increased $240,000. Maintenance of way and structures
cost $828 per mile of road (average mileage operated) against
There was spent on equipment repairs $1,530 per
$880 in 1906.
locomotive, against $1,683 in 1906: $654 per passenger car, against
$558 in 1906, and $44 per freight car. against $40 in 1900. Thefigures for maintaining the locomotives and freight cars are-

year.

"The disputed rates have been put in effect pending determination of these cases on their merits. This was not done, however,
until the record was put in shape to present the fundamental questions involved to the United States Supreme Court. The board has
considered it essential, not only in the interest of the owners of
the property, but in the interest of the public (whose interest it is
that the railroads shall not be deprived of the means of providing
adequate facilities for the commerce of the country), that the issues
raised by the action of these states, whether investments in railroad properties are entitled to the same measure of protection as
other property and whether they can be deprived, by any form of
state action, of the effective protection of the constitution of the
United States, shall be finally settled with the least possible delay."
The following table summarizes, according to our usual method,
the results of operation of the last two years ended June 30:
innc

lOOT.

MllrRge woikrd

7.."i47

I'assengiT pnrnlnKs

Freight earnings
Orijsa

eiirnlng.4

Mnlnt.

Malm.

way

nntl airiutures
«t ('i|Ul|>mont

Conducting IranHimrtatlon.
Opprntlng pxpensc8
Net earnings
(ilher Inrnme
Total ln«.mp Iwfore charges.
rixerl I'harges and taxes
Net Inrome
.

IilTltlinds

improvement appropriations
Years surplu*

7.:!74

$14.683.0ri(J
37.3ll8.0!)o

.

.

^l.l.S.")!!.!

I

I

3(!.t41.."i47

."«(i.r,.-.7.nn4

5(i.(l4I.4:ti)

7.ri(i(Mli8
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!)..'i7li.04:;
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23.!I4I,300
4.1.0C8.547

20.8in.!)4O
38.1'74,1()l'
iri.367.3.'?7

i:i..".80.445
1.507.22.".

1.214. 12.-.

lo.l86.B70
12.800,340
2,200.321
2.4n0.000»

]6..'.81.4«2
11.3.-|2.30fi
•.,22n,0r.(i

3,000,000
UU0.827
1.220.230

.'i36.334

G4e,013t

•The October dividend In 1007. amounting
tbe preferred slock) was charged to profit and
year shown In the Income occonnt of »2."«3.!t87.
t2S per cent.) was charged to Income.

(Hi per cent, on
leaving a surplus for the
()ctol>er. lOOC. dividend

to $000,000
loss,

The

tDeflclt.

Wisconsin Central.
In 0(tober. 1906. W. A. Bradford. President of the Chicago. Cin
& Ix>ulsville, having with a.«»oclates bought control of the
majority of the stork of the Wisconsin Central, was elected President. The current report for the year ended June 30, 1907. therefore, covers the results of eight months of operation by the new
management. Gross earnings show an Increa-te of 6 per cent., from

rinnatl

Wisconsin Central.
decidedly low as compared with other railroads in the same territory
Thus it appears that the favorable operating results of the
year were gained by keeping down the maintenance figures to about
minimum requirements.
No figures are given of freight traffic by commodities, the only
information on this subject being the statement that there wereThe
4,397.000 tons of freight carried, against 4,343,000 in 190G.
average distance haul per Ion was 184 miles, against 185 miles in
the previous year. The lou-inlle rate, however. Increased from 0.66
cents in 1906 to 0.69 cents last year. On the other hand, earnings
per freight-train mile decreased slightly and the average tralnloaA
(whether revenue or including company freight is not stated) tell
from 325 tons to 308 tons.
On April 25. 1907. the company's large freight station at Minneapolis and Its contents were burned, a loss halt of which was
covered by insurance.
Of the other halt (araotint not stated),.
$20,000 was charged to operating expenses. To replace this station
and at the same time enlarge the road's facilities at Minneapolis
in proportion to the growth of the traffic, contracts have been let
for a reinforced concrete freight station 417 ft. long, 66 ft. wide
at the north end, 98 ft. wide at the south end and four stories high.
The south end Is to front on Hennepin avenue, the principal commercial street of Minnenpolis. A viaduct connected with the second
Thefloor will extend from Hennepin avenue to First avenue north.
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neceMary brick parlns. changloE

of trmck*. etc.,

cadmiited at 1180,000.

Work

way on the extenalon of the line from
Lady*inilh to Hiixrlor auU Uuluth. Ten miles of track had been
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made and
work la now lu pruKreaa. Agreementa for croiialnK other rallroada
and a conirai-t for iu>e of the Northern Facltlc'a bridge acroaa the
St. Loula river have also been made.
Tbe following table shows for the lant two years tbe principal
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Total outstanding June 30, 1907
January, 1907, Interest on these

$1,U',:3.«I40

same bonds was

paid out

of earnings.

Dayton.

was

net possible to bring about such satisfactory results on
the CInclntiaii. Hamilton & Dayton as those described In tbe review of the annual report of the Pere Marquette last week. The
game methods have been applied and in the same way. but whether
because as the head of the "Great Central" consolidation it became more deeply Involved than its controlled road, or because,
lying in more competitive territory than the Pere Marquette, it
has not been able to compete as favorably with other solvent rallIt
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quate. show up better than those of
following table showa the comparlaon'

Gross earnings were $8,900,000 against $8,400,000 in 1906. Most
of this Increase, however, was used up In operating expenses, leaving net earnings of $2,165,000 against just under $2.0iHt.u00 in 1908.
The payments for taxes were a little more than half as much as in
1906. The reason for this was that in that year a half year's taxes
omitted in 1905 were charged to the 1906 earnings, for which no
corresponding deduction appears in last year's account. There was
a deficit after fixed charges of $861,000. which is less by $286,000
than In 1906. It must also be remembered that the item of fixed
charges includes interest amounting to $675,000 on the $15,000,000
collateral trust 4M: per cent, notes which are in default.
The expenses show no especially striking
changes during the year. There was a decrease of $65,000 in maintenance of way, an

increase of $167,000 in maintenance of equipof $251,000 in conducting transportation.
General expenses inoreased $9,000.
Under this head there was an increase of
$22,000 in salaries of clerks and attendants
and a decrease of $13,000 in law expenses.
The expenses were Increased and at the same
time the earnings reduced by winter and
spring floods throughout the Ohio valley and
especially in the vicinity of Cincinnati. These
caused considerable business to be temporarily diverted to other gateways and railroads.
In the vicinity of Chillicothe on
the Ironton line extraordinary repairs to
embankments were made necessary by unduring tbe month ot
precedented
floods

ment and

March.
Cincinnatl, Hamilton

&.

Dayton.

roads, the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has not yet progressed
to the point at which il can stand on its own feet, as a result of
Its earnings.
Tho real reason for this state of affairs is probably
contained in the concluding statement of the receiver's report, commending the results obtained by the officers and employees, which
Is as follows:
•Till' .vcars biisinpsii has been done without additions to the motive
I>uwi'r. cciiilpmcDt and facllltlis. whUh have iH'on In vhw for several years
and Off Hnri'ly needed.
The results ave(>in|)ilshed neviTtlieless would not have
been iiosslhie without the greniesi rare and Intelligent devotion to their duties
on the pan of the officers and emiiloyees.
withI cannot close this report
out giving them tbe credit which Is Justly due."

has been a case of a railroad weakened by past
in need of new locomotives, cars and operating
own In a territory richly supplied with
competing railroads. Part of the Pere Marquette's progress, on the
other hand, is no doubt due to the fact that Its equipment Is much
of it new and the rest in good condition.
As in the case of the Pere Marquette, a number of entries in
the report suggest faulty accounting methods In earlier years. For
instance, among List year's, additions and Improvements $118,000
.\pparently.

It

mismanagement and

facilities trying to hold its

Is

shown

as a credit to

new

bridges and culverts.

Thi.«!

amount was

same time charged to operating expenses to adjust charges
for bridges rebuilt during 1905 and 1906 charged to additions and

at the

improvements, but not pioperly so chargeable. There has also been
$107,000 charged tn profit and loss as depreciation on equipment;
depreciation which was all prior to the last fiscal year and on cars
and engines of obsolete type which could not be used for present
day operation.
The past year's unit maintenance charges, though scarcely ade-

The operation of the road during the year
was more efficient. The revenue ton-miles increased from 940,000.000 to over 1,000,000.000.
or 6 per cent., yet there was an increase of only 2 per cent,
in the freight-train mileage.
While the miles run by loaded freight
cars Increased from 47,000,000 to 49,000.000, the miles run by empty
freight cars decreased. The revenue traiuload rose from 371 ions
to 397 tons, and the revenue carload from 20 to 21 tons.
In face
of a decrease in the ton-mile rate received, the average revenue
per freight-train mile increased from $2.37 to $2.45. In this respect
the passenger results furnish a parallel. The passenger-mile rate
decreased but the average passenger revenue per train-mile increased
from 64 cents to 68 cents. Including mall and express, the passenger-train earnings per mile rose from 78 cents to S3 cents.
The net amount spent during the year on additions and betterments was about $100,000, or $100 per mile. There were 12 miles
of new .STi-U). rails laid on the northern end of the Cincinnati-Toledo
main line between Hamilton and Toledo. This released 70-lb. rail
which was lelaid partly further south on the Cincinnati-Toledo
Work has been begun on the
line and partly on a branch line.
enlargement ot the yards at Toledo and at Lima. Most of the new
rails
laid
by
the
Pere
Marquette
during the year were on
85-lb.
its Toledo division, showing that both roads have joined In the
Improvement of their through line between Cincinnati and Detroit.
The Income results of the last three years are shown in the
lUlMV
lOOT.
11105.
following table:
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Mexican Central.

The Mexican Central Is still a nominally independent property.
for the financial iipheaval has prevented the Mexican government
from finally carrying out the terms of its merger with the National
Lines of Mexico. The government, however, holds a majority of
the Mexican Central stock and has not abandoned its plans for the
consolidation.
The report for the year ended June 30, 1907, is more complete
than those of previous years, which have been silent in regard to

Two needed
details of the company's operations.
tables are added, one showing in considerable detail the classification of f I eight by commodities, the other the operating statistics
for the freight, passenger and total traffic and the figures for train
and car loading and mileage.
Gross earnings were $15,600,000. an increase of 10 per cent,
over 1906. This total includes $85,000 earnings from construction
freight, following the outworn practice reintroduced in 1906 of including earnings from company business. Operating expenses increased 11 per cent., leaving net earnings of $4,580,000, an increase
of 7 per cent. There was. however, owing to the increase in fixed
charges through large note issues, a net deficit after charges of
It was therefore only by withdrawing $1,450,000 from
$140,000.
the subsidy trust fund made up of payments originally made by
the Mexican government as submany important

—

— that

it

undermaintained. Maintenance of way cost $624 per mile against
$514 in 1906, an increase of 21 per cent, to be sure, but by no means
enough to adequately maintain a large railroad system with much
through line, even in Mexico.
Repairs, including expenditures for converting locomotives into
oil burners, cost $3,135 per locomotive, against $2,430 in 1906; $553
per passenger ear, against $583 in 1906, and $79 per freight car,
against $99 in 1900. The reduction in the freight car figure is due
to the fact that 2.142 freight cars were added to the equipment
during the year, while the amount spent on freight car repairs was
almost the same in the two years. Besides the freight cars. 60 locomotives and 29 passenger cars were added to the equipment at a total
cost for the three classes of new equipment of $3,900,000. There are
now 150 oil burning locomotives on the Mexican Central, 60 of which
are new, as against 50 oil burners a year ago. The effect of this
change is shown in a decrease of 18 per cent, in the cost of locomotive fuel, including coal, wood and oil: with an increase in the
revenue train mileage from 7,700,000 in 1906 to 8,200,000 last year.
There was a decrease in the revenue ton mileage, the freight
density, the average haul and the freight earnings per mile of
road and per train mile. On the other hand, the total freight earnings and the ton-mile rate were larger. The train-load, including
company freight, was 227 tons, against 250 tons in 1906.
The passenger density increased from 56.372 passengers one

was

possible to use
$1,315,000 for betterments and improvements. Even by so doing, the
sidies
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profit and loss surplus of the preceding year which is also the total
profit and loss surplus of the company had to be called upon for a
few thousand dollars.
This bolstering up of the net
income from operation cannot last
much longer for only $1,186,000
which is less than the amount
withdrawn last year remains in Profiles from Manzanillo to irapuato and from Aguascalientes to Tampico; Mexican Central.
the subsidy fund. When this is
gone the Mexican Central as an independent property would be mile per mile of road to 85.656, or over 50 per cent. The average
likely to have a hard time to meet its fixed charges, and a harder passenger trip rose from 50 miles to 64 miles, and the total pasEven with a slight
to appropriate anything for betterments and improvements.
It senger revenue from $2,650,000 to $3,900,000.
has $35,600,000 note.";, collateral and equipment, outstanding, most decrease in the passenger-mile rate, the passenger earnings per
of them maturing within the next four years.
Even with higher train-mile were $2.91, against $2.13 in 1900.
freight rates, some of which were put in effect on August 9. 1907,
Pulque, native wines and liquors, and ixtle, heuequen and other
with others still to be sanctioned by the government, the fibers are unusual commodity classifications to come upon in a railroad would hardly be in a position by 1911. with its subsidy trust road report. They suggest the semi-tropical character of the southfund probably used up three years before and the consequent ern part of the Mexican Central's territory.
Pulque is the ferstopping of genera! improvements, to successfully refund this large mented juice of the maguey or century plant. Ore makes up 24
amount of maturing indebtedness. The government's consolidation, per cent, of the total tonnage and metals and mineral products tohowever, as soon as it can be carried out, is expected to solve these gether. 55 per cent. Forest products include 9 per cent., of which
dlBiculties by refunding the outstanding notes in the new securities the largest classification is firewood. 5 per cent.
Agricultural prodof the consolidated company.
ucts cover 22 per cent., with corn 5 per cent., the largest item. MisThe increase in earnings during the year came almost wholly cellaneous, including manufactures, make up 11 per cent, of the
in the passenger department.
Freight earnings increased only total, against 10 per cent, in 1906.
$25,000 over the previous year. This small increase is due, accordThe extension of the Guadalajara division from Tuxpan to the
ing to the report, to bad washouts during the rainy season in August Pacific coast at Manzanillo is now progressing rapidly. This conand September. 190ij, and to a serious strike in the mechanical struction was begun three years ago and was to have been finished
shops during the same period. Passenger earnings, however, rose on January 1. 1908, but In October of last year there came a disasThis was due trous flood "which was so extraordinary as to be a marvel of nature."
$1,250,000, or 47 per cent., over the previous year.
only in part to an increase in passenger travel, for It is estimated Part of the construction work was washed out and the whole line

!?h.n§ffHJ

Profile of

Main Line from the United States Boundary

that over $500,000 of the incnase is the direct result of having
tickets and cash fares collected by train auditors Instead of by
conductors. This syslem waa begun In the fall of 1906 and Is now
used on every passenger train on the road. Many Mexican Central
conductors mu-st be economizing as a result.
The unit charge In operating expenses for maintenance of way
shows that without the help of the subsidy trust fund, and the
resulting money for betterments and Improvements, all of which
were spent on way and structures, the line would have been greatly

to

Mexico City and Balsas;

Mexican Central.

had to be rebuilt above this extraordinary flood level. This has
increased the estimated cost and delayed the construction so that
the road will not be opened for business before July 1. 1908. Construction of another Important lino long planned was begun during
the year. This is the cutoff from Apulco to Tampico. which will
shorten the distance between Mexico City and Tampico from 778
to 278 miles.
Work was begun on the first 31 miles of this line
about

May

1.

1907.

Profiles of

the

new through

line

to

the Pacific coast, of the

NotCMBCB
line

1,
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from AKuaicallente*

to

Tamplco, and of the main line

iioutb

from El Paso. Tex., are nbown herewith.
The (olIowinK table summarizes the results of operation of the
two year*. Where figures are shown only In Mexican currency

lait

5>9

Hasten) Illlnoli gives the Rock Island a short through line between
Chicago and St. I»uls. and also connects Chicago with the coal
fields In easteni Illinois and western Indiana.
With the LAuli-vliKk Nashville, it forniK part of a through line to Nashville, Tenn.;
Birmingham and .Mobile, Ala., and New Orleans. In connection
with the Nashville. Chattanooga * St. Ix)uls; the Western k A'lantlc; the Central of Georgia; the Georgia, Southern A Klo;ida.
and the .\t lantlc Coast Line. It forms a through line from Chicago
to Ja< l^r'onville. Fla.
Bituminous coal furnishes over CO per cent.
of Its tonnage.

Like all Rock Island lines, the most striking thing about the
past year's operations Is the betterment of the property out
of earnings.
There was 25 per cent, more spent on mainleuance
of equipment and 57 per cent, more on maintenance of way and
structures than in the previous year.
Per mile of road owned and
leased, maintenance of way lost J792. compared with $511 In 1906.
There were on the average 324 lies renewed on each of the 1.<X>1
miles of main, second and third track, against 224 per mile In 1906.
Over 40 miles of 85-Ib. rails were laid to replace lighter sections,
so that on June 30. 1907, 18 per cent, of the mileage was laid with
8.")-lb.
rails as compared with 14 per cent, a year earlier.
Heavy
expenditures were made In replacing old wooden bridges with new
and stronger wooden structures, also In strengthening other existing bridges to provide for heavier equipment now in use. Yet In
spite of the large Increase in maintenance of way expenses, even
last year's figure seems low for a road with a freight trafflc density
of over 2,000,000 tons one mile per mile of road.

E:quipment maintenance cost $2,007 per locomotive, against
$2,084 in 1906; $872 per passenger car, against $884 in 1906; $45
per freight car, against $43 in 1906, and $43 per work car. against
$20 in 1906.

L'nder

age freight car
for $45 a year.
large proportion

modern conditions

it

is

probable that the aver-

now in service cannot be adequately maintained
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, however, has a
of new and modern steel coal cars which do not

much for repairs during the first few years of service. Furthermore, a coal car does not cost as much to repair as a box car of
the same age, and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois has somewhere
nearly twice as much flat and coal cars as box cars.
There were put in service during the year 63 new locomotives,
111
passenger-train cars and 3.250 coal cars at a cost of $3,231,800.
Ten of the new locomotives were fast passenger .\tlantic engines.
30 were heavy consolidation freight, and 23 switching. There were
15 locomotives and 2,458 freight cars, mostly of small capacity,
dropped from the equipment register. This throws another explanatory sidelight on the low charge for maintenance per freight car.
For delivery before January 1, 1908, there have been ordered three
library-baggage and three chair cars and 2.000 steel underframe
National dump cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity.
Although there was an increase of 5.600,000 passengers carried
one mile and 221,000.000 tons of freight moved one mile, the expense of getting and carrying the business decreased 6 per cent.
This is remarkable not only because of the increased business, but
also because the year was an expensive one in cost of wages, supplies and almost everything else.
The decrease in conducting transportation was brought about through the changes in the items of
per diem and hire of equipment. Instead of paying out $106,000
for per diem and $49,000 for equipment hire as in 1906. the company was a creditor to the extent of $402,000 under the first and
$26,000 under the second head, a total decrease in these payments
There was also a large decrease in the
for the year of $583,000.
amount paid out for injuries to persons, most of it due to smaller
payments under that head hut part of it to the fact that last year
part of the injury payments were charged to maintenance of way
and structures and part to maintenance of equipment, a new refinement in dealing with this account.
Gross earnings were $11,300,000, an increase of $1,400,000, or
Operating expenses increased $600,000. or 9 per cent.,
14 per cent.
leaving net earnings of $4,200,000. an increase of $800,000, or 24
per cent. The net income after charges was equal to 6 per cent,
on the preferred stock, which was paid, and 15.8 on the common
stock, on which. 10 per cent, was paid, these payments going to the
St. Louis & San Francisco to pay interest on its Chicago & Eastern
cost

Mexican Central.
in the report ihey have been converted into Lulled Stales currency
at the rate of $2 per United States dollar:
inoT.
Mllcas'- wiirkfd
l'ussciiK<r '^aruluga

$3,900.i;t.">

Kr.'lBlit paruings
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Malm. »av and struiuirea.
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Year's InoDmo (lorlilt
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,00(1.000
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•Deflclt.

Chicago

first

&

Eastern

Illinois.

This year's report of the Chicago & Kaslern Illinois Is for the
time issued in the same form as the annual statements of the

larger Rock Island properties.
It Is large size (9 x 12), and contains full tables of the operating and other results of the year and
Information describing the securities of the company. This is a
change much to be commended, as the reports of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific and the St. Louis & San Francisco are among the'
best railroad reports issued. The entire capital stock of the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois is owned by the St. Louis & San Francisco, all
of whose common stock Is in turn owned by the Rock Island Company. The Chicago & ICa.stern Illinois in turn owns $.'i.l(!L4oO of
the $3,987,383 common stock of the Evansville & Tcrre Haute, with
which is now consolidated the Evansville & Indianapolis.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois and its subsidiaries are shown
on the accompanying map. .As will there be seen the Chicago &

lUinoii stock trust certificates.
The revenue trainlcad was 576 tons, against 565 tons in 1906,
while the average trainload including company freight, was 605
tons, a high figure.
This large trainload makes it all the more
remarkable that more has not been spent in the past on maintenance of way. The average haul per ton of revenue freight was
163 miles, which is just about the distance from the coal fields about
Terre Haute. Ind.. to Chicago.
The relative changes in the operating expense accounts due to
the larger amounts spent on maintenance are sharply shown in
the ratios of each class of expenses to total expenses and to gross
earnings. Of the total expenses, maintenance of way was 18 per
cent., against 12 per cent, in 1906. while conducting transportation
was 52 per cent., against 60 per cent, in that year. Of gross earnings, maintenance of way was 11 per cent., against 8 per cent, in
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1906,

and conducting transportation 33 per

cent.,

against 40 per

cent, in 1906.

at Oaldawn
(Danville, III.) are being enlarged at an estimated cost of 1560.000.
Up to July 1, 1907. $286,700 had been spent there, of which $.'>6,000
was for shop machinery and tools. $223,000 for shops, engine houses
and turntable?, and $7.orio for yard and other tracks. The plan of

The locomotive repair shops and engine houses

ni.*
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for steam power on all railroads is economical, and the authors
and speakers went far beyond calculations for specific Installations
and entered the broad field of the entire railroad mileage of the
United Slates from which they drew staggering totals. It seemed
to be apparent that if the railroads would only make haste to get
2^i billions of new capital they could save 2-50 millions each year
in operating expenses."
In short, the paper with the discussion

that followed may be considered as the ultra-electric viewpoint of
the situation, in which the electric locomotive is to shortly usurp
the place of the steam-driven machine, provided only the railroad
managers will view the case in the light of their own true economical interests. The weak point in the paper is its neglect of
financial and operating requirements and conditions.
It seems to
have been taken for granted that all of the gains that have been
found to obtain in a congested territory and short distance transmission could be secured on long distance traflac handled far from
the source of supply. And in the conclusion it was claimed that on
"certain railroads, trains are now so heavy and run at such high
speeds, as to tax the capacity of the most powerful steam locomotives to the limit, and the headway between trains is as small as
permissible. Here. then, electrification becomes an absolute necessity if the traffic capacity of the lines is to be increased without
the tremendous expense of adding new lines." The conclusions then
go on to advocate the use of enough electric locomotives, in multiple control at the head of the train, to produce the increased
capacity, evidently forgetful of the fact that the tractive power of
some of the steam locomotives already in service is greater than
the capacity of drawbars to resist it; so that it becomes difficult to
understand how the use of more electric locomotives will relieve the

cRossc

situation.

The inference should not be drawn from this, however, that
the paper is superficial or that it is valueless because it contains
what may appear to some to be the exaggerations of enthusiasm.
This is far from being the case. It Is a careful and painstaking
review of the possibilities of electric traction when viewed in its
most favorable light. That the Utopian condition of affairs is likely
to be realized at once is not claimed, for the authors must understand that It would be impossible at once to raise the capital for
the expenditures required.
As this point is the one that stands most prominently forth
it overshadows the question of the relative superiority of alternating and direct-current for railroad work, though the merits of
each are ably set forth by the representatives of the two great
electric companies that are identified with the exploitation of one
or the other system.
I.ocomotirc Breakilnwns nti<l Ilotr to lUpnir Then
cagn
Fredi'iick .1. Krake & Co.
:;bo pages
trations; flexible leather.
:

This book Is a separate imprint on smaller pages, much thinner
paper and a different binding, of the book on the same subject forming one of the set of seven volumes on the Art of Railroading, reviewed in the Railroad Gazette Oct. 11. The printed page, however,
is the same and the two books bear strong evidence of having been
printed from the same plates, the difference in size being made up
Of the two editions the single
in margin and thickness of paper.
book is the more attractive though not quite so pretentious as the
one in the set.

Chicago

&

Eastern

Evansville & Terre Haute, and EvansIndianapolis.

Illinois:

&

ville

The

enlargement of these shops was described in the Railroad Gazette

November 2,
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book l» a reprint, with the discussion, of the paper presented
by the authors before the publUhlng association In January, 1907,
from which lll)eral extrnrts were reprinted In the Railroad Gazette
Feb. 1. 1907. togelher with an cdltorlnl fommenl on the position
that had been taken.
In this comment attention wa.<< called to the
fact that It "seemed to be a.ssumed that the substitution of electric
Thlit

UY

A

for the past two years are given below:

First

Steam Superheaters.

C1I.MU.K.S R.

KING.

study of the records of drawing offices in many locomotive
works brings to light the remarkable fact that steam superheaters
and desiccators were designed, if not made, over half a century
ago, and that some of the devices then employed would, it reconstructed oxperimentally with all the improvements available at the
present day, answer the same purpose as many new types. The
drcumsiance that such reheaters were abandoned sooner or later
proved that the methods of construction, both of boiler and engine,
with the materials formerly employed, and the lubricants available,
were all unsuitable; but the principle of the superhe.iters was freqiicntly good, and some of the arrangements here illustrated will
be found to be very Interesting.
So far as present knowledge goes the first application of a superheater to a locomotive boiler appears to he that made in 1848 by
John Cockerlll, of Seralng. near I.it'^ge. Belgium, and in which the
stenm-drylng pipes were lodged in the .smokebox and continued up
a casing concentric with the chimney.
Bui the first superheaters suggestive of modern forms were,
80 far US Is nt present known, designed and patented In 1850 by
M. Moncheull, Director of the Montereau & Troyos Railroad,
France. These patents belong to a series granted In 1849 for "the
employment of non-saturated, superheated, steam In the boilers of
stationary engines" In the name of A. de Qiiillacq. founder of the
de Qiilllneq Knglneerlng Work,*, who died In 190,'!. The additions
made to these patents for locomotive boilers comprise the ordinary

'
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drawing shows tho superheating pipes running in series from end to end of the large
due. But Moncheuil claimed, besides straight
'

U-plpes. other diEpositlons such as "superheating pipes forming therein a serpentine or
affecting any analagous disposition."
Moncheuil was also the first originator
and patentee of the smolce-tube, flame-tube or
Dre-tube superheater wherein the ordinary
boiler flue betweeu the tube-sheets envelops a
number of small pipes with U ends through
which saturated steam is sent back and forth
A
until It b<»comes very highly superheated.
cross section of this now popular form of
superheater is extracted from the Moncbeullde Qu iliac q patent and reproduced in Fig. 4,
as sufficiently explanatory of the arrangement
of the flues and superheater pipes within them.
The other drawings relating to it repeat, more
or less, the details of the superheater pipes In
the case of the large boiler flue superheater,
except as concerns the number of reheating
pipes or bends, which are only four in the
Differing from
fire-tube superheater. Fig. 4.

Superheater Applied in 1850 to Express
Locomotive; IVIontereau & Troyes Railway.
highly-superheated steam and designed for application to the boilers
of the 2-2-2 type express engines of the .Montereau & Troyes Railroad that had been built by the firm Hallette in the year 1847.
The details relating to the first form of superheater are shown in
Figs. 1.
2
and 3. but the high firebox usual to the
the
engines of that period, and other features, are omitted from the
present reproduction. The direction of the superheater pipes is as
From the saturated steam-pipe to the two lowest superfollows:
heating pipes and back to the firebox end; forward, through the
two Intermediate pipes; backward, again, through the two upper

present-day flre-tube superheaters the Moncheuil tubes were placed in the lower half of
the boiler. Whether the choking up of these
lower flues was found to be a serious disadvantage in actual constructions, no records are
so far available to show.
The Moncheuil-de Quillaeq patent claims:
Passenger
"For a tubular reheater composed of a
great number of small tubes"; i.e., pipes.
"heated by series, in tubes of suitable dimensions fixed by ferrules
as are the other tubes of locomotives. In each series one extremity
of a group receives saturated steam; the other extremity of the
(See Fig. 4.)
series leads the de-saturated steam to the reservoir."
The third superheater, refeired to previously as "C" in the
long
barrel
on top
Monchcuil-de Quillaeq patents, is contained in a
of the steam boiler as shown in Fig. 5. In this the heat is led upwards, through the high firebox of that period, by means of a large
vertical and curved Hue. thence passing into the horizontal drum
and enveloping a concentric superheated steam chamber supplied
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— the

—

ivioncheuil

Superheater Outside of Boiler;

Fig, 10

1850,

connection of their extremities with those of the lower

row being by means of the two f-caps that are shown, in a diagonal
position. In the smokebox section, and then forward, once more,
through the two topmost pipes which are visible In both the longitudinal and cross sections of the boiler. The ends of all the pipes
appear to be connected in series by moans of cast U bends. No
headers are shown nor any dampers for regulating the heat. It is,
however, apparent that Moncheuil understood the importance of

— HIttorf

Superheater; 1869.

with saturated steam by means of a short pipe connecting

it

to

the

domed top of the firebox. A damper for cutting off or regulating
the amount of heat to be passed to the superheater is shown in the
curved

flue.

Next in order of priority appears the serpentine firebox-superheater of John HaswPll, Director of the Vienna Locomotive Works
of the Privileged State Railway Association. The first superheater
of this Scotch mechanical genius is dated 1852 and the old draw-
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Fig. 6

—Side

Elevation of Double End Express Locomotive Fitted with

Steam Desiccator; French Northern Railway.

^3^.
- Suptrhrafer

Figs. 7-9

— End

Elevation and Cross-Section of Double End Express Locomotive with Steam Desiccator; French Northern Railway.

Fig.

11

— Serpentine

Locomotive Firebox Superheater

of

John Haswell; 1852.
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a» In the Moncheuil engine.

The

rec-

of the Auslro-Hungarian Works do not
khow whether this supi-rbeater waa actually

ordii

cunvtructed or tried.
After Haiiwell, the superheater Invented
liy
M Mon»'-iy. a Kr»n'h enKln«»r. In 1855,
.laii.,

:i.ter-

'be

iial

pre

Ijoi,.

dsely a.> bcl foitli lii thi; pauuL of Muu..heull.
but with this dlfferenie that the i>alurated
hteam supply, and reheated-steam pipes conuecthig to the extremities of the double coll
of serpentines, ran !'ini;itii'llnn!!y aloriB Inside
the colls the wl.
In
ternal flue.
reservoirs answci

•In-

'am
Men-

tion of "headers" iu present foriu» u( superheater. Thus, In the details, the Montety apparatus represented a certain improvement
over the Moncheuil large flue-type super-

heater.

Fig. 12

—Chimney Superheater

or Economizer of

comlDg to the knowledge of the writer, has been specialIt will be seen
for reproduction in the present review.
11 that the Haswell superheater embodies the con-

Ing, recently

redrawn
from Fig.

ly

structive principle of modern flash boilers although no pump or
feed pipes below the water-line of the toiler are visible. Otherwise, all the other details are so fully .shown as to require no description.
The connection of the reversing lever to the saturated
steam-Inlet valve, giving automatic admission, and the stopcock
on the superheated steam pipe show the methods of control, but
there Is no Indication as to a stop-valve being placed over the valve-

Fig.

13

Between the years 1855 and 186u steam
superheaters and driers, or desiccators, were
patented and made by so many persons that
months rather than years would be better suited for indicating their
dates.
.\
small steam desiccator or heat economizer was applied
about this time, but with no certainty as to date, by Messrs. Sharp.
Stewart & Co., of Manchester, Eng., to one of several engines built
for Egypt, as shown by the drawing reproduced In "Colburn's Locomotive Engineering." which work Is to be consulted in most of the
important engineering libraries. This was not a superheater properly so-called, and having but small heating surface its utility must
have been doubtful.
After the high-temperature superheaters of Moncheuil and then

4ohn Haswell; 1862.

Return-Flue Superheater

of

John Haswell;

1862.
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of Montety, the experiments made in 1856
not In 1850 as sometimes stated in error by Hirn, an Alsatian engineer, were principally of interest for the results obtained with a form of superheater better adapted for use in stationary boilers, as in the case
of the de Quillacq patent of July, 1849.
The Hirn cumbersome
superheater in cast-iron was unsuited for regular locomotive practice, but it enabled the publication of data which his predecessors
in superheating practice had neglected to record.
From 1855 onwards superheaters and steam-driers became so
numerous for locomotive and fixed engines that the interesting stage
in their history may be said to have passed, but a few interesting
patterns will be selected for mention here. It is a significant fact
that as the years progressed designers of superheaters began to
place their superheating pipes farther and remoter from the action
of the firebox gases.
In the year 1862 John Haswell, of the Privileged Austro-Hungarian Steel and Engineering Works of the State Railways at
Vienna, designed the very simple superheater illustrated by the
copy of the original drawing. Fig. 12. It will be seen that it is, in
reality, a very good form of heat-economizer since even the smokebox is almos' entirely surrounded by water: and the heat of the
chimney, due both to the waste gases and also to the exhaust steam
discharged into it. has to pass through a high steam cylinder, or
dome, concentric to the chimney. For a small boiler of locomotive
type this simple steam-drier has much to commend it. Incidentally
the reader will remark the bed-plate carrying the crosshead and
engine shaft for relieving the boiler barrel of all engine motion
fatigue and for avoiding injurious expansive movements of the boiler
in respect to the engine.

—

About the same time, though the date is not quite certain, John
Haswell produced the simple return-flue superheater for small road
engines shown in the Fig. 13. The details are sufficiently clear in the
illustration which is made direct from the original.
It comprises a
12-in. internal flue between the two flue sheets and a 6%-in. return
flue from the smoke-chamber to the chimney, the latter flue being
enveloped nearly the whole of its length in an outer casing forming
a superheater within the usual steam space of the boiler.
The
design is extremely neat and, relatively to its steam and superheating surfaces, is suggestive of considerable efficiency. The drawings are dimensioned in English measures according to the practice
that was so much observed by English industrial pioneers on the
European continent.
John Haswell appears to have been the first engineer in the
world to introduce, in 1862, four-cylinder balanced, non-compound,
locomotives.

About the same year, in 1863, one of the most interesting forms
of superheaters patented up to that time was the invention oC Benjamin Crawford, United States, contrived by simply partitioning
off the forward end of the boiler barrel, traversed by the fire flues,
and reserving it for superheated steam, with due provision of a
vertical deflector-plate or balfle in the superheater for diverting the

steam to the bottom ro.vs of tubes and thus insuring circulation
around all tubes before its passing to the steam pipe at the top of
the smokebox. This arrangement is probably the first of that category of moderate heat superheaters of which the best known examples are the Pielock and the Clench.
Since the creation of distinctive types of superheaters by Moncheuil, one of the most frequently employed forms of superheater
has been the outside barrel-type, probably for the reason that it
has been so much employed, in Europe, as a steam reservoir for increasing the boiler capacity more effectively than steam domes. The
example here given. Figs. 6 to 9, relates to a series of four-cylinder
express and also series of four-cylinder freight locomotives designed
about 1860 by M. Jules Petiet, Chief Engineer of Traction, Northem Railways of France, and built in 1862 by Gouln & Co., of Paris.
Similarly to one of the Haswell superheaters, the "steam-dryer"
of Petiet Is of the return-flue type, but multitubular.
The steamdrying tubes of the return-flue were 80 m.m. outside diameter and
from 80 In, to 13 ft. In length according to the type of locomotive

with the apparatus. Some of these engines are still at work
on the Cheralns de fer du Nord, but with the outside barrel converted into a saturated steam reservoir, for this railroad, noted for
It.s "de fJlehn" engines. Is
largely operated with half-century old

fitted

locomotives.

Another example of the reservoir superheater type Is thai Illustrated In
Fig.
and patented some years later, In 1869.
10.
by M. Hlltorf, a German engineer resident In Paris and author
of an Interesting little work on superheating at that period.
Placed
untier the boiler. In [.airs, such outside superheaters are to be found
In flr.st class modern express locomotives and yield an economy, as
comparcil to similar engines in similar service without them, of
9 per cent, on an average, and without costing a penny for repairs
1904 to 1907. This latter arIn the flrsi three years of service
rangement has no nearer resemblance to the Hitlorf. the Petiet or
the Moncheull superheaters, other than the external barrel for superheater pipes hut the fact shows that such dispositions are not without value.

—

—
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Car Efficiency.*
Mr. Boyd's Address.

Nothing less than a determined, spontaneous effort on the part
of shippers and railways will evolve a plan by which this problem
of oar inefficiency can be solved.
Adequate facilities, without which the most reasonable of rate
adjustments is rendered more or less ineffective, must now command
our attention. Car efficiency, therefore, is a leading unsolved transportation problem. No feature of transportation is so vital to the
shipper as ample car supply and rapid service; no cause can be
held so responsible for his loss when those facilities are denied
He who relies on railway service cannot cease operations
him.
and view with indifference deficient transportation. There is no
middle ground; he must go forward or drift backward; show a
profit or take a loss.
His duty to himself, and to others, is not
only to refrain from unjust detention of cars, but also to demand
from the carrier efficient service.
*
*
*
Only two questions need be considered: (1) Are transportation facilities sufficient to present needs?
(2) Are we obtaining from the facilities available all that they are capable of giving?
To the first question answer has already been made by those
high in authority, who say that railways in their development are
far behind the commercial world. Here it would seem the shipper
scores the first p6int, for with this admission we may logically
infer that commerce in its superior growth has naturally developed
its own facilities correspondingly to take care of such increase.
This acknowledgment is not made with respect to cars and engines
solely, but as to other means of transportation as well.
Here
another point is scored, for in this delinquency we find one great
cause of the failure to promptly move loads when tendered. As
to the direct question, "Are we getting all we can from the means
Who is
at hand?" we all find common ground in the negative.
responsible? Again we stand together. Then, what is the direct
cause? This: First, unnecessary delays of cars; second, insufficient
loading; third, delays in transportation; fourth, unnecessary work
and consequent inefficient service at terminals, resulting from the
continued use of methods long since outgrown.
In discussing the first of these features we must divide shipping interests into two classes:
Those who by the investment of
capital or otherwise have provided themselves with ample facilities
to conduct their business; and those who by their wits and shrewdness have prevailed upon our railway friends to grant special privileges at out-ot'-the-way places where no means are provided for
handling. This results in pressing cars into service as warehouses.

With

this latter class

we have nothing

in

common;

for their exist-

ence the railways are primarily responsible, and the railways must
find and apply the remedy.
We protest strongly against the disposition of carriers to generalize on the sins of the public in
respect to car abuses. We object to their taking an incentive from
the omissions and acts of this second class to saddle the responsibility for abuses on those who, having pursued a wiser course, are
made to suffer in common with the carriers.
With regard to those who have warehouses of their own, it will
not do to say out loud there have been no delays. There have been
many and they are to some extent indefensible. Convenience often
leads those possessing means for prompt unloading to prefer the
use of the car instead. This is unfair not only to the carrier, but
also to others awaiting equipment.
The percentage of delay from
abuses of this kind is small when compared with the total. •
•
We often hear the expression that no one should purchase
more than he can accept and handle promptly. No exception can
be taken to this. But is that practice generally followed? What
protection is there in so limiting purchases? The most carefully
laid plans to order as facilities will permit are neutralized in times
of congestion by failure of carriers to perform their duty in delivering the property promptly as ordered. No one can be expected to
furnish facilities that will meet the most exacting demands, due
almost entirely to slowness of others. No one expects carriers to
have at any or all times a car supply equal to the greatest demand,
nor in justice can the consignee be considered differently; both are
subject to human limitations.
What, then, is the result? Cars
started In time and at regular intervals are delayed and days will
pass with little or no delivery, to be followed by a deluge of deliveries and demands from carrier to accept, \inload or pay the penalty.
No account Is taken of the loss suffered by the consignee from
Idleness.
The answer of the carriers is that they are not bound
to place freight at destination at any given time, losing sight of the
fact that reasonable dispatch Is Imposed tipon them by law.
No
one can object to economy in operation, since the greatest saving
<)l)lained from any given factor of transportation is a benefit to all;
but economies that lean all to the railway's side at the expense of
the public are false and unfair.
Happily, such "economy" Is on
the wane.
•Vildrosspn licfotp (ho Trnfric riub of ridrnRO. Oct. 2i5. by B. B. lloyd.
iif
tlio Trnnsportntlon Hi-pni-tmciit. Cldcniiro Honrrt of Trnde. nnd
Ilnlo. riinlrmnn of the rni- niTlclpnoy Commltlop of the American
Knllwn.r Af«R04'tntloii.

.Mimnucr

Arlliiir

,

Nu\i:miiiji
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AbkId, the ahlpp^r la often called u|ion to sund between carrlera dlaputloK with regard to the uae of run In llmea of acanlty,
prevul<-iii.
It baa become a recoKtilzcU
prarHi-p for carriers to take iiowxitHlon of si! cam In alght. rcgunl

a practice altogether too

or from whuiii f.
'I'ldy thi-m to orUi-ra
Slilpp<T8 avullinK till-Ill
:umly arc luct wllli
.1
III
the owner, the liilliu.i
»:lv*-n that a ri-petlprevent
furlUir iLlUerlea from the comtloii ol till- uffvnae will
plaining ruail. To Ignore thia proteal meuna punUhnu-nt; to comwhich doublply meana Iohm. I.aat winter afforded many examplea
leaa will U- repeated In the near future
In which ahlpiiera who.
In their cttorla to act fairly and while HufferlnK for empties, found
that aa aoon ua a foreign car was unluuded by them H waa not
returnwi. imt delivered to others, ofti n Ihi'lr compelllora. located
on the aumc swlich road. But thIa waa not all. Notice to conslgneca
on conneiilng llnea waa given by aome railways that none of their
cars, whether received under load or aet In aa empties by the line
on which they were located, muat l>e uaed or penalty would be
Inflicted: to be followed, on the other hand, by notice from awltch
road that failure to use cars aet In would operate aa a cancellation
of a corn-sponiling number of orders.
Thus, "damned if you do
and damned if you don't."
Inasmuch aa the two Interests carrier and patron are interdependent. Is It not better to recognize that the impairment of one
reacts to the detriment of the other?
There are too many cars traveling over the country under onehalf or three-quarters load, even giving due consideration to conditions.
It Is not long since the maximum capacity of cars was
15 or 20 tons, and small dealers adjusted themselves accordingly.
Units of sale as to car lots were basi-d ui)on the prevailing carloa
miiilmums until It became a custom: but. as progress was made,
and cars increased to 20, 25 and 30 tons capacity, the retailer and
The
the consumer did not keep pace, nor have they caught up.
manufacturer anil large distributors, on the other hand, have been
alive to the conditions and stand ready to utilize to the full extent
large cars, but are prevented from doing so by failure of the purchaser to co-operate. The public should realize that the carrying
capacity of the railroads has been practically doubled in the last ten
years, and at a great cost, to meet the rapid increase in commerce;
and it is unjust and almost criminal for one portion of the public.
for selfish reasons and through false ideas of economy, to deprive
the other part, and the carriers, of the benefits of progressive
action.
If commerce has increased so rapidly, the consignee in
consuming territory must have handled his business with wofully
Inadequate facilities, and this has been reflected in the insufficient
loading of cars.
Prompt and regular service from initial point to destination
must precede the quick disposition of freight at terminals, especially
the larger ones. The delayed freight after arrival is thrown at the
consignees in bunches, temporarily blocking not only his facilities,
but also the carrier's, thus causing delays to multiply upon themselves.
This is not an exceptional condition, as some would have
us believe. It Is common, it is here to-day; later on it will play an
Important part in the tabulations of the railways as to the idle
time of equipment, probably finding its way eventually to the shipper's door.
In the unnecessary service at terminals we find the greatest
source of our troubles and also one of the greatest fields for improvement. It can be said without exaggeration, I think, that there
is wasted at terminals in money and energy from 25 to 40 per
cent, through the loss of the service of cars, owing to the demand
•

iHlilp

.

—

—

—

—

1

lor the return of empties and to the unnecessary switching inciIn <-onsequence of misuse of cars the dreaded
dent thereto.
appears and car Inefficiency is started on
notice
etnbargo
Freight In carloads on arrival at destination is
way.
Its
refused delivery to owners located on connecting or switch lines.
Cars accumulate until the dispute between carriers Is settled, and
then go forward after delays of from two to ten days. This may
be Justified, but it means, nevertheless, loss of utilities, and a maximum of annoyance and an expense to owner of the property, with
minimum good to the carrier.
Great evils result from the enforced return of empties and the
Every car returned empty means time
extra switching required.
wasted; and just now time is money. From two to six days is
Within the past two weeks In a number of
usually consumed.
cases three and as many as seven days have been consumed In
delivering to consignee where only the initial road was concerned.
The consignee who receives also ships, and had he been permitted
In the first Instance to use for the outward movement the car he
made em|)ty. there would have been saved another day or two lost
All this Is accomplished
in supplying an empty to take Its place.
at an expense in switching for which the carrier, as they would
have us believe. Is poorly paid. Very often this expense is included
in the rate.
It Is an outlay In money or services that with Improved

methods would be saved.
Another source of Inefficiency and of great annoyance and
•expense to owners of freight is found in the strict enforcement

and exacting rules govemlDg cars In bad order. Cases
from one to ten days are known, and aometlmes 30 days.
This condition irlaea from the too doae enforcement of rulea Faulty
To r<w]ij|re a ronaignee
rulea aa to demurrage are also rfsi)"n'=lb!<'
the
lu unload within a given time uf'

of arbitrary

of delay

'he
upon the carrier to ii.
the
arrlers do not ilo.
The lateai
Uimaelf,
earliest ones are held back.
The luuslKuee. lu i>iut<.'ci
exerclaea bla right to call for the cars In the order of their arrival,
that he may unload within the free time, and the carrier is at the
expense of shifting trains baikward and forward to get the cars
Why make rules
desired.
la thia not a careleaa waste of energy?
which in their operation muat become boomeranga? Here Is an
opi)ortunlty for reform.
The Ucniftly. We aupport the demand go peraiatcntly made by
the railways for a number of years, namely, that those who require

ol/liKutlon

.

(

—

transportation should provide themselves with facilities adequate to
their needs. Cars are built to transport, not to store, and if some
of the good advice the railways have been giving the public In this
respect were followed with regard to company material, especially
coal, a great many more cars would be available to commerce.
To the retailer anj heavier consumers: Increase the load In
cars, increase your facilities, make your purchases conform to the
new order of things, or expect to make your contribution In another
form Increased cost of transportation.
High speeed Is not necessary, but regularity of service is. The
feast and famine practice of delivering freight can have but one
result
<ongestion.
Avoid this and give shippers an opportunity

—

—

to

do their

best.

Last, but not least, permit cars, without regard to ownership,
Eliminate the delays that
to go to any place served by a railroad.
now attach to every car because of the name painted on its side.
Handle cars on the line of least resistance and better results will
follow.
So long as a consignee unloads a required number of cars

a day. why should it be any particular car first? The "average
plan" of assessing car service (demurrage) would here quickly
demonstrate its superiority over present methods. The cry is for
uniformity, but what shall be the standard? If free time Is to be
determined by the needs of the smaller communities, where conditions under which traffic is handled are dissimilar to those at
greater centers, then injury and injustice is done the many in the
interest of the few.
If. on the other band, the needs of the larger
terminals, where they receive and ship daily train loads of freight,
is to determine the standard for all, then the door is open to abuse
by giving those who do not require it free time in excess of their
needs.
Co-operation as a means of settlement Is the demand. Mutual
It is only by placing ourselves in the
consideration is essential.
other fellow's shoes that we can properly determine our duties.
But are we doing it? Is there not a disposition all too prevalent
to consider as unfounded and worthy of little attention, even in
advance of investigation, complaints made in good faith?
Is it not now time to recognize the palpable fact that the day

Whether bearing the name of the
is passed?
Pennsylvania Company or the Arcadia & Betsey River Railway, the
same: it is but a car; it is built to carry freight and
the freight should be that which could be secured the quickest and
with a minimum cost in switching. Car efficiency of that character
means an increase of equipment without the addition of a single car.
Mr. H.vle's Address.
It has been so
I understand 1 am to speak for the railroads.
unusual for anyone to speak for the railroads in the last year or
two that I fear we are all a little out of practice on this subject.
We have been, however, so very pleasantly reminded to-night by
Commissioner Clark that some can speak for the railroads and speak
very well; and we were so pleasantly reminded in this city, not
so long ago [by Mr. Mather] that we still exist, that 1 tata^ up
the subject with less diffidence than I might otherwise have done.
The term "car efficiency" is a new one less than a year old.
It is a good term because it needs no definition and no explanation.
It was invented by our friend. Mr. Allen, secretary of the American
Railway Association, the father of standard time.
As has been said before, the highest car efficiency can only be
obtainc<l by co-operation among the railroads, and between the railroads and the public. Much, however, can be done by the railroads
Individually, and much is being done. Many of the railroads which
need cars the most are buying at an unprecedented rate. A shining
example of this is the New York. New Haven & Hartford, which Is
doubling its equipment this year. Again, other railroads are doing
One during the last
better work with the equipment they have.
year has increased the average movement of Its cars from 29 miles
This is the Chicago,
cent.
per
Increase
of
25
to 36 miles per day— an
Burlington & Quincy. Other roads have done almost as well in
of car aristocracy
effect is the

—

this particular.
The railroads, In conjunction with each other, have also taken
As I need not tell you.
action to improve the efficiency of cars.
they have doubled the per diem rate between themselves, with the
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objects of stimulating the building of new cars, improving the movement of cars, and of returning them to their owi^ers. The railroads of the country have over 700,000 of their cars on each others
tracks, and the payment for the use of cars is something like
?3oO,000 a day. Payments this year will be $t;o,000,000 more than
last year, and we feel confident that in their efforts to gain or
save, as they can, considerable parts of this $60,000,000, the railroads will improve the movement of cars. Improvements are being
made as well in the relations between the Trunk Line railroads on
the one side, and the Belt roads, the Switching roads and the Industrial roads on the other.
Too often in the past the division of
responsibility for car delay as between such roads has been illdefined, resulting in considerable delays to cars. Problems involved
in properly determining such relationships are difficult, but they
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regularly, and the only reason why it does not is that it would cost
enormously to move it regularly. To move all your freight regularly means to clean out every yard every day, and that means to
run a light train from every yard every day. There is not a railroad manager in this room that has money enough now to clean up
every yard every day.
Much has been said about the railroads
guaranteeing time on all freight, on low-class freight. To do that
will greatly increase cost.
The rate per ton per mile on coal, grain
and flour, on our road [B. & O.] runs mighty near three mills per
ton per mile.
I
would not undertake to give absolutely regular
time, even slow time, on freight that only pays three mills per ton
per mile. When you are ready to pay more, the railroads will give
you regular time on low-class freight as well as on high-class. Another thing in regard to the bunching of freight on arrival: remember how often freight is bunched in shipment.
That is something

are being bandied with diligence, and progress is being made.
And now we come to the relations of the railroads with the that must be considered, too.
public and the industries. Such concerns load and unload cars, and
I want to thank both Mr. Bentley and Mr. Boyd for what they
therefore have it in their power to affect the car efficiency of the have said about the common use of cars. That is a question which
country by their quick or slow work. If the public were to change you shippers really feel more deeply than the railroad manager
their practice 10 per cent., for the better or worse, it would mean does. I want to say as to our present attempts, futile as they may
that there would be lOO.OOu or 200.000 cars affected, and the car seem, in regard to the ownership
of cars, that after a good deal
efficiency of the country would be changed correspondingly for the of experience with railroad men in urging the common use of cars,
better, or for the worse.
The demurrage rules have been devised, as 1 have been constantly doing tor the last ten months, publicly
not for the immediate profit of railroads by the collection of moneys, and privately, I have found such difficulties, such natural diffibut for the reduction of car delay. As I have said in another place, culties, that I look to the industries of the country, to the shippers
every dollar collected for car service is a misfortune, and the total of the country to bring that change about, if it is brought about
amounts of car service earnings are simply measures of the extent shortly.
of the calamity.
The common use of cars is unpopular with railroad men, and
From $20,000 to $25,000 are collected daily in the form of car very naturally so. The railroad that has not the use of all its equipdemurrage. This means that there are from 20,000 to 25,000 cars ment, the railroad that owns 20,000 cars and has only got 10,000
not available for loading, which might be available.
The total cars on its line, does not want to go into a pool; that railroad
shortages in the country are now little more than 60,000 cars. If wants the right of the owner of the car recognized. Anyone can
we could supply 25,000 cars more, daily, to be loaded with freight, see that. Suppose, for instance, that all of my cars are away, and
these shortages would soon be wiped out.
Whenever an industry in their place I have only half that number of foreign cars. I
handles a car inside the free time it is helping the general situation. do not care about a pooling scheme; I want my rights as owner
It it handles the car in half the free time, it is helping the situation
recognized.
still more.
Now, take the other fellow, using the other man's cars, the
There are something like forty different sets of car demurrage man who owns 20,000 cars and uses 30,000 cars: that man does
rules in effect in different parts of the country.
The American not want a pool, because he wants the 10.000 cars that do not
Railway Association has had prepared, through one of its commit- belong to him. When you undertake to advocate pooling to the
tees
with the help of a suggestion of the Interstate Commerce railroad men. their individual point of view, their duty to their
Commission, and with the hearty concurrence of the Car Service stockholders, makes them very careful about going into a pooling
Managers a set of car service rules, which it will consider at its scheme. I am not opposed to car pools they are right: Mr. Bentley
meeting in New York next week. This set of rules is intended to is right, and Mr. Boyd is right. But it is a very difficult thing
embody the best practice that can be found. It is quite possible to get the railroads to agree to a pool in the first place, and it
that some of these rules are so stringent that they cannot imme- will be very much more difficult to carry out the pool afterward.
diately be adopted in all parts of the country.
This is felt to be
That is something I would like to speak to you about a little
the case by a number of our most important shippers, and I have further.
When I was with the Pennsylvania Railroad, we used to
been asked to give my views on this subject here.
I
have been say that it you let the cars alone they would all go to Jersey City,
reminded that I have been a consistent advocate of the so-called and it looked so, because the traffic on that road practically all
Pittsburgh Car Service Rules and have helped to secure their adop- took an eastward course. When I was in the transportation departtion, not only in Pittsburgh, but also through Ohio and the various
ment we were always hauling empty cars out of Jersey City someother places where there are similar industries. It is true that I times we could not haul them fast enough, and we would have a
have done this, and that 1 think the Pittsburgh rules were better blockade there. You will find, on every road, the trend of traffic
adapted for such trades last year than any other rules I know of. in one direction, and there has got to be some power to take the
The Pittsburgh rules are better adapted to-day, in their entirety, for empty cars back to balance the equipment up.
such industries than any other rules I know of: but I do not mean
Just what kind of power can do that as between the railroads, I
by this that the Pittsburgh rules are the best rules than can be do not very well know. I think that a very much higher per diem
devised for the whole country, any more than I think the new rate to be imiwsed on the roads that are using more cai'S than
rules are the best that can be devised for every city in the whole
they own. would work.
1
think so. and the American Railway
country. My opinion is that the new rules, approved by the Com- Association has said they thought so. but I have never been able to
mittee on Car Service of the American Railway Association, are get enough roads to come into a plan for a common use of cars
better adapted for the larger portion of this country than any other
to make it go.
The sentiment must be worked up, it seems to
rules I know of, and that they can be adapted
with very few modi- me. by you gentlemen who feel the pinch of it every time you have
fications— for immediate use all over the country and even in to give up a western car when you have a load for the west.
Pittsburgh.
It we could devise and get adopted an equitable scheme for the
Now, gentlemen, this is all I had intended to say. but there common use of cars, I believe we might make enough money out
have been some things said here that make me want to say some- of it to give more regular movement to low-class freight.
thing else.
Mr. Boyd, for instance, has said a great many things
about the railroads which are true, and he has given us some
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

—

—

—

—

—

excellent recipes for improvement.
Two of his reclpfs are: first, that the railroads improve their
facilities, and, second, that the railroads give regular time, as I
understand, to all classes of freight. Two good recipes, but they
cost a great deal of money and we do not know where to get It.
All of us know that Improved facilities cost money, that nothing
costs more money than Interfering with the face of Mother Earth
and buying steel rails. But the cost of regular time for all freight
la more than is fully realized by the shipping jiublic.
Mr. Boyd,
having said, and justly, that the good shipper must not be judged
by the had shipper, will allow me to say that the good railroad
must not be judged by the bad railroad. Not all the railroads In
this country do all the awful things he has spoken of.
I am afraid
some of us do. hut all of us do not; and I think It can be Justly
said that hlgh-dass freight moves In this country, on most of the
roads, with fairly reasonable time, and Indeed, with better lime than
is absolutely necessary.
Hut the Inw-class freight does not move

The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, N. Y., has opened
with the largest freshman class In Its history, numbering about 270.
This makes the number of students In the school about GOO. Courses
In mechanical engineering and in electrical engineering, leading to
the <legrees Mechanical Engineer and Electrical Engineer, have been
inaugurated this year. These courses will be four years long and
will be very general engineering courses.
The first two years will
be nearly identical with the course In civil engineering. This makes
four different courses now given at the institution.
The fourth
course leads to the degree Bachelor of Science and has a great deal
of chemistry in its curriculum.
Pinna for the new Russell Sage Laboratory are about ready.
This building will contain the mechanical and electrical engineering laboratories.
high.
It will
of .sno h.p., Is

lie

It will be 214 ft. long, Sii ft. wide and five stories
finished In Ittiix. The boiler house, with a capacity
built and will be finished this year.

now being
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$20,000,000

WurhlUKlon. 0. C, entereil the atatlon uver the

the murnInK of Uct. 21. The
I'ennaylvania will not abaotlon Its Sixth Hireet atatlon for Home
montha. The new terminal waa built by the WaatilnKton Terminal
Company, owned Jointly by the ti. * O. ami the Pennsylvania. In
aildltlon lu the«e two ruads all the roadH enterlui; WiiKhinKton from
the Hoiith will run traino from the prewnt tra>-kM on VlrKlnla avenue throuKh tile iloiible-trnck approach tunnel under Cnpllol Hill
Into the Htatlon
Thene Imlude the Southern. I'hesapeake * Ohio.
Ailantic Coaiit Line, Seaboard Air hlne and the Klohmond. FrederIckMburK A Potomac-.
The Htatlon bulldlnn fronts on a wide plaza and faces the Capitol and the new Senate ofllce bulldlnK.
It Is of white Vermont
Kranite, 632 ft. lonK. 210 ft. deep and 120 ft. hlf;h In the center.
The paHHenger concourfe l>etween the station building and the train
platforms U entirely roofed over and has an area of 97,500 sq. ft.
There ore 33 tracks In the terminal, each 1,200 ft. Iouk. giving a
capacity of i>ti trains In the station at one time. The platforms are
proteclod by Inverted umbrella sheds.
The terminal express building, north of the station, Is 420 ft.
long and tio ft. wide. A large |)ower hou.so and a 25-stall roundhouse have also been built near the station. New freight houses
are under construction at New York and F'lorlda avenues. The
house tracks will hold 200 cars and the team tracks adjoining will
hold 450 cars.
The terminal has been built under the supervision of D. U.
Carothers, Chief Knglneer. B. & O., and W. F. Strouse. Assistant
Engineer. Washington Terminal Co.. representing the B. & O., and
llaJtlniore

* Ohio truikM early

5^7

without undue baite, and aUU with a balance of at leaat 50 per cent
of bla time remaining available for patrolling and Inspectlns.

of the Waihinoton Union Station.

In

•
•
•
Bond wirea and other tr«< k loiinectlon* frequently
break apparenliy from no other rause than thi- vlhrallon from paaaIng tralna.
Inspt-ition will diacover these, and no failure will have
resulted ordinarily If the conatructlon has provided for double connectlonK at points where breakages cannot be avoided and must even
be expected.
We question the wisdom of establishing a Used schedule of daily
dutleit to be performed by the malntaluer.
Much the greater part
of maintenance work Is Irregular, and Im-hi resultH will be obtained
by allowing niainlalnera to carry out their work much on their own
initiative.
It is perhupH too much to expect all malntalners to become capable to take part and adjust a relay, but there Is no reason
why some of them should not attain proficiency and be permitted
to do such a thing when necessary.
In any event they should not
be discouraged by peremptory orders forbidding their opening a

relay.

The renewal

of track batteries should not be determined enby the condition of the battery, and should not lie at the end
of an arbitrarily fixed period, as it will vary at dIfTerent times depending on the cross resistance of the track circuit and other local
conditions. The battery will require an inspection about once a
week to Insure that all connections are tight and that the general
condition of the battery is good. Zincs weighing less than I'-l lbs.
and coppers weighing more than 2 lbs. should be scrapped. With
glas.s Jars there is a difflculty In preventing breakages by temperature changes and this has suggested the use of one glass and one
earthenware Jar In a battery. The earthenware Jar will not break
and will hold the track circuit alone should the glass Jar break.
The glass Jar will serve as an index to the condition of the battirely

^rrnm
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The New Union Station

at

Washington.

A. C. Shand, Chief Engineer, and Robert Farnham, Assistant Engineer, representing the Pennsylvania.
For complete descriptions of this terminal improvement work
the reader is referred to the Railroad Gazette of Dec. 4, 1903; Jan.
15, 1901: June 3. 1904; Nov. 11, 1904; Aug. 31, 1906, and A|)iil 5, 1907.

Maintenance

of

Automatic Block Signals.

Your committee has had in mind an installation of electromotor signals operated by the ordinary track circuit system. On
road operating under a divisional organization, there should be
a Signal Supervisor on each division, reporting to the Division
Superintendent and having charge of all signal maintenance matters
on the division. The efllciency of signal mainteiinnce will depend
to a great extent upon the degree to which he devotes his attention to per.sonally inHpeclIng In detail the work of those under htm.
The division .should be further divided into districia 100 to 150 miles
in length, each in charge of a district foreman reporting to the
Signal Supervisor and direcling the work of maintenance and re•
•
•
pairs on his district.
The chief factor In successful maintenance then remains in intelligent inspection
daily on the part of the malntniner, and as frequently as possible on the part of his superiors. Conditions will be
still further bettered by a regular in.spection of details l)y some representative of the Signal Engineer's olllce. Close Inspection in anticipation of trouble is the most Important duty of a maintainer.
For the use of the maintainer in his dally rounds, we recommend a light motor car. not with the lilca of gaining speed, but to
relieve him of much of the hard labor expended In traveling against
winds and ascending grades. The malntalner's fixed duties should
not be BO great as to preclude the posalbiUty of big accompllgblne all
a

—

•Extracts from report of ComtDlttee No.

2,

Hnllwny Signal Association,

D.

C; Opened

Oct. 27,

1907.

but probably this indication should be checked by a Baume
hydrometer test of the earthenware cell. The prevention of freezing should not be a maintenance matter at all but should be provided for in construction.
Bond wires and other track connections should be closely in.spected at least twice a month.
At road crossings and station platforms the character of construction should be such as to make this
necessary less often probably not oftener than twice a year. Switch
boxes should be adjusted to close the circuit when the switch has
been opened % in. and throughout the remainder of the stroke.
They should be closely inspected at least once each week and tested
first by slowly opening the switch noting at what point the box
operates, then opening and slowly closing the .switch to note at
what point the box ceases to operate. Next by closing the switch
with moderate pressure against a stop Vi in. in thickness, placed
between the point and slock rails, to test for lost motion.
Experiments to determine the effect of Burnett ized lies on track
circuits are not (luite complete, but it is probable that the result
win be to make it necessary to reduce the length of track circuits.
A form of balla.st section which will leave the rails entirely clear of
the ballast should be adopted within block signal limits to avoid
circuit troubles during wet weather.
Modern glass-enclosed relays very seldom require adjusting.
They should be kept sealed by the district foreman, and when necessary to break the seal for repairs of any description, all facts in
connection with the matter should be given to the district foreman for transniiltal to the Signal Supervisor. Comparatively inexperienced mnintnliicrs should not attempt to make such adjustments,
but should replace the relay with a spare one provided for that
purpose and notify the district foreman. Each maintainer should
be provided with one spare relay of each type used on his section.
Within the experiences of the members of this committee it
bas not appeared necessary to use an additional relay of blgb resisttery,

—
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ance at the battery end of a track circuit. Under ordinary conditions and where a substantial type of insulated joint is used, the
increased cost and complication of wiring would not appear to be
warranted.
Line Circuits. The maintenance of line circuits free from interference with other circuits, such as telegraph and telephone lines,
is of extreme importance since such interference might easily reYet the maintainers can do little
sult in a false clear indication.
to prevent such trouble unless the signal line circuits have been
A separate pole line for signal
when
constructed.
properly guarded
wires, and the erection of guard wires at the intersection of other
lines greatly reduce the liability of trouble and make possible the
maintenance of signal lines with a fair degree of certainty through
watchfulness on the part of the maintainer to insure that all foreign
lines are maintained in good condition where they cross above signal
lines, and that no new lines are strung at any point without the
necessary guard. Aside from this little should be required in the
maintenance of a well constructed line except the replacing of an
occasional broken insulator.
Operating Hattcry. We strongly recommend the use of storage
battery in the operation of signal motors, on the score of economy
and reliability of maintenance. Where a power line for charging

During the 30 days in which the cells are in active service the
only attention required will be a little watchfulness on the part of
the maintainer to insure that all connections are kept tight and
free from corrosion and that evaporation does not expose the tops
This is prevented, of course, by the addition of pure
of the plates.
water as often as may be necessary. The voltage of each individual
C9ll should he taken twice each week to insure that none are failing.
Each maintainer should have a low reading voltmeter for this
purpose.
Signal Mechanism. * * * Neatness should always be insisted
upon and daily inspection and observance of the mechanism in operaIf oil lamps are used use long burning founts
tion should be made.
with reflectors. These lamps require attention only once in seven
days, but daily inspection of lamps and colored roundels should not

the cells in place is not practicable, they should be of the portable
type.
One battery may with entire satisfaction be used tor the joint
operation of signal motors and line circuits. With portable cells
there should be a charging plant of two or three horse-power for
each 100 miles of continuous block system. At isolated points this
building is made large enough to include two or three rooms as
Where electric power is not available for a merliving quarters.
cury arc rectifier or motor generator set a small gasolene engine is
used. Each individual cell is numbered and a complete record
kept of its performance while under charge and also of any unusual
occurrence while in service or in transit. Ordinarily circuits are
so arranged that a battery will require recharging but once a month.
Where grade will permit, cells are transported one way by small
gravity cars, returning by freight train. An experiment is being
made with distributing cells from the charging plant by means of
Another exa small flat motor car capable of carrying 60 cells.
periment on different lines is being made with a portable charging
plant, consisting of a complete charging outfit erected in a box car.
One end of the car is made suitable for living quarters for the
attendant. This outfit is set out at each successive way station, and
from it the maintainer distributes cells for three or four miles iu
each direction by means of his velocipede or small motor car. The
means most generally adopted for distributing cells from the charging station, however, is by way freight train, and with this object
in view the plant is usually located at some way freight terminal.
Shipments are made in lots of about 50 cells to some point on each
section where the maintainer may pi<k them up and distribute with
Shipments by way freight should always be accompanied
his car.
by the district foreman or an assistant to insure careful treatment

The report of the Committee on Standardization, of the American Street and Interurban Railway Engineering Association, which
was presented at the recent convention of that association at Atlantic
City, was unanimously adopted and later ratified by the American
The report represents
Street and Interurban Railway Association.
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This committee has considered the sabject of rails and special
aCTectlcg the recommendation of a standard wheel
tread aud flange.
Standard Axle*.
It
was early found that il would be very difllcult to adopt
Ktandaid designs of these parts which would accommodate, to any
geneial extent, the equipmenl-s already In service. After a thorough
discussion by the representatives of all the interests involved, the
committee decided to recommend arbitrary dimensions which conform to what Is believed to be the best recommended practice, at
the same time meeting as nearly as possible the requirements of
the exisiing conditions. The dimensions proposed very nearly approach the standards adopted by many of the important electric

port

work only as

railway.s.

The committee recommends the axles shown in Fig. 1 and designated as E.A, EB, EB-1, EC, EC-1 and ED. A general summary of
the axle and gear data is given In Table 1.
Particular attention is directed 10 the diameter and length of

standard

5-Jn.

x

9-in.

Journal Box.
StCTKwC-D

Standard Brake Head and Flanged Shoe

Tafier/

'f^Tipfr /

/n

'//?

for

Wide Treads.

2S'

25

I

zi

1

ScctionCO

Standard Contours of Wheel Tread and Flange.

Standard Brake Head and Unflanged Shoe for Wide Treads.
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wheel-flt. diameter and length of gear-fit, the gear keys and the
diameter of the motor-fits. The dimensions recommended, by the
committee are desirable and acceptable to the manufacturers of
the different parts of the equipment. Their adoption will result in
eliminating a great variety of dimensions of these parts. This lack
of uniformity in the past has worked a particular hardship, not
only on the manufacturers, but also upon the companies operating
tha equipment. The motor builders will now be able to arrive at a
uniform gear practice.
It is further recommended that for motors not to exceed 100 h.p..
a 3-in. pitch gear with 5-in. face be adopted as standard; and that
motors exceeding 100 h.p. should have a 2. 5-in. pitch gear with a
5.25-in.
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roads are such that it will be difficult for a number of years to
operate a wheel of the dimensions represented by wheel A. To
meet these conditions the committee recommends wheel B (Fig. 6).
with a tread of 2.5 in. wide and a flange 0.75 in. high, this flange
to have the same general dimensions as wheel A with the exception of the height above the tread line.
In mounting and gaging wheels it is understood that the gage
line is at a point on the flange 0.25 in. above the wheel tread, and
the committee recommends that the wheels be gaged 0.25 in. narrower than the gage of the track, the track gage being measured
between points 0.25 in. below the tops of the rails.

face.

Union Pacific

Journals and Journal Bearings.

For journals and journal bearing keys the committee recommends the use of the four sizes adopted by the Master Car Builders'
.Association as standards.
These are the result of years of experience in equipments of similar character and generally familiar, and
are specified in reports of the proceedings of that association.

Journal Box.
connection with the axles already recommended, the committee recommends the adoption of standard journal boxes for each
of the different journals recommended, with two designs for the
tops of the boxes to accommodate the two styles of trucks generally
used in electric traction equipment. The interiors of these boxes
are arranged to accommodate the journal bearing keys referred to
above and will be subject to the test gages in common use for
journal boxes of this character.
The proposed 5-in. x 9-in. box
only is shown. Ed.)
In

All-Steel Fireproof Passenger Car.

The accompanying photographs show

the new all-steel passenger
the Omaha shops of the
Union Pacific. It is quite similar in general appearance to the gasolene motor cars of this company and it is therefore a wide departure from conventional designs.
The length over vestibule diaphragms, 68 ft., is the same as the present standard 60-ft. coach,
and only in this respect does it bear any similarity to equipment
now in service. .\ decrease in height from rail to roof of 24 in.
is a noticeable change from the dimensions of the regular equipment.
The underfraniing is composed of two 12-in. I-beam center sills,
spaced IC in. apart, and 6-in. x 3-in. x i^j-in. angle-iron side sills,
all securely fastened by cross-ties, needle-beams and diagonal bracing.
The 12-in. center sills are intended chiefly to transmit the

coach which has

ju.st

been completed

at

(

—

Brake-Shoes. Brake-Shoe Heads and Keys.

This feature of the equipment most readily permits of standardization and the results obtained therefrom, both mechanically
and commercially, will be most desirable. At the present time there
are innumerable styles and patterns of brake-shoes and brake-heads
in use throughout the country, many of which vary but slightly
from the recommendations which the committee herewith submits.
For wheels having a tread 3 in. wide and over, the committee recommends a design of brake-head and shoe (see Figs. 3
and 4), both of which are interchangeable with those in general
use in steam railroad practice. The brake-head recommended is
adapted to both the flanged and unflanged shoes. The unflanged
shoes to go with this head are reversible on their own wheels, and
the flanged shoes may be reversed by changing the shoe from end
to end or the brake-beam.
To accommodate wheels in service, with treads narrower than
3 In., the committee recommends the brake-head and shoe illustrated in Fig.
This head is adapted for use on any of the narrower tread wheels, viz., those less than 3 in. wide. The brakeshoe can be used either flanged or unflanged. the unflanged shoe
being reversible upon the same wheel and the flanged shoe
reversible by changing it to the other end of the brake-beam,
thus requiring but one pattern of brake-shoe for all equipment which
will be standardized with this brake-head.
No attempt has been made at this time to suggest a standard
for the brake-head hanger arrangement, as the patterns submitte<l
are simply for the brake-shoe attachment.
For the brake-head
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, it is intended to use the brake-shoe key
now in general use.
').

Standard Section of Tread and Flange of Wheel.

The investigation by

this committee of the various types of
on electric roads throughout the country showe
a very wide variation of wheel sections in use, especial
ly as regards flanges and treads, and it was almost impossible t.i
select one wheel which would meet all the varying conditions.
It
also showed conclusively that wheels of a considerably narrower
tread than the Increased weight of the equipment requires, are
being operated. The committee, therefore, recommends as standard
for street and interurban railways as far as it can be applied, a
wheel tread and flange contour which conforms to that shown in
Fig. 6 and indicated as wheel A, this wheel to have a tread 3 in.
wide and a flange
In. high and r/,„ in. thick at the throat.
It
Is the opinion of the committee that this wheel tread and flangp
can be applied with little difflculty to a great majority of the roads
forming the association.
A number of roads are using wheels with a tread 3.5 In. wide
for combined city and Interurban work, and there Is a decided
tendency in this direction.
This wide tread assists In carrying the
load across special work without running on the flange, and iivcids
the necessity for flange bearing on the special work. The committee therefore also recommends wheel A with the width of tread
Increased to 3.5 in. for Interurban work, and also for city work
where It can be used. It Is especially desirable to work toward
the general adoption of wheels having this tread.
The committee recognizes the fact that local conditions on many

wheels

in service

that there

1

la

%

End Vie^

of

Un.on Pacific Steel Passenger Car,

and in reality do not carry any load,
as they themselves are carried by the sides of the car, which are
of girder construction.
The double body bolster, sills and end bracing of the underframc are made of a one-piece steel casting, 11 ft.
long by it ft. 9 In. wide, weighing 3,700 lbs. This cast-steel end construction greatly reduces the number of parts.
To the top of the underframing is riveted a bottom floor of
'/,„-ln. sheet steel, forming a fire protection from below.
On these
steel sheets Is a layer of %-in. hair-felt and on lop of this is a
flooring of fireproof composition In pressed sheets, 3 ft, by 4 ft.
and '< in. thick, laid on nailing strips
in. by 2 in., embedded
In the hair-felt.
The whole floor construction is securely bolted
together by small stove bolls, the heads being let In flush with the
top of the floor.
The side posts and rarlines are integral, being one continuous
piece of 3-ln. channel Iron, bent to a V form, inverted, extending
buffing

and pulling

stresses,

\

NomiBB
from aide

1.
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and formlnR the contour of the halfoval roof. To these channel-Iron poalii, which are formed with tbe
flat ild>< outward. U riveted the Vi-ln. iteel aide aheathlnK. which
illl

to

iiIiIp

platr

(oKelher with the po«la U riveted to the anxle-lron aide lllii. The
Hheathlnit exlends from thi- Ixiitnm nt the Ride hIIIn (o the top
of the 4 In. channel hIcIi! plate, fornilnK a deep. MUlMtantlul Kirder,
which Ih Mtlffened additionally by dloKonal bracvM below (ho wIndoWH
and riveted to the HheathlnK. Holeii 25 In. In diameter arc cut out
of the BheathInK for the windows.
itleel

celling la

aa the

%

Si«
All are of the

thick.

In.

aame

fireproof

compoaiUon

floor.

The

wallH of the car are only 2 lo. thick from outalde sbe*thInic to the flnUhed surface of the Interior wall, a reduction of 3'-j Id.
from present dealgn*. Thla allows an Increase of 7 In. In the width
of the alHle.

Comparatively little wood Is used In the construction of the
twins about 200 lbs. of small flllinit blocka only. All
mouldings. e(c are made of fireproof material.

car. there

.

Particular attention was given to the
ventilation and fresh air supply.
Cottier
suction ventJlHtors of an Improved design are
placed aloHK each side of the center line of
the car. Kresh air Is admitted at the ends
of the car, about 5 fL from the rail, at each
Bide of the door, through Intakes 12 In. In
diameter, covered with a fine brass netting.
It itasses downward to an air-tight galvanized Hheet-lron box beneath the car containing two sets of removable dust-collecting
screens set vertically. The purified air passes
upward to the Inside of car through a galvanized sheet-iron duct which runs along the
sides of the car with perforations at each
seat for discharging the air.
The steam
heating pipes are placed outside of this air
<lucl to heat the Incoming fresh air to the
ilesired temperature.
The "Vapor" heating
.system of the Chlc-ago Car Heating Co. Is
used. The amount of fresh air admitted to
the car Is regulated by dam|)er8 in the intakes.

The car has an
There

an

axle-light electric system.

lamp, with frosted globe
the side of the car at each seat just above
seated passenger's head.
The drinking water Is contained in a
large, flat, galvanized Iron tank, set vertically, back of a removable partition at the
i-enter of the car.
From this tank, which is
filled by a hose fjisiened to a connection at
is

8 c.p.

Ai
;i

Interior of

.# >,•

v#

Union Pacific

.•
,:,..

ft

%

'

'im:
New

The usual form

Steel

» #

^

Passenger Car

•

O C

,

,

U i# (# » • <t.'^

»--

Steel Passenger Car;

square wooden window sash, and the gothic
sash above, have been discarded for a circular aluminum sash with
a 24-in. glass.
This metal sash is provided with a half-round rubher gasket and forms a weather and dust proof window, far surpassing the Ijest type of double sash now in general use. These
•.
.,,
,,
i_i
J
circular winrlows
are similar to ship porthole windows, 11
being hinged
They are opened by swinging upward toward the ceilat the top.
ing, where they are secured by a special catch.
The oval form of root does away with an upper deck. It has
been a success on the gasolene motor cars, affording extreme lightness. strength and low cost of construction, with simplicity and
beauty of design.
The interior arrangement likewise differs considerably from
present designs. The four entrances, steps and end vestibules, found
in the ordinary coach, have been discarded and a single vestibule at
the center of car, with an entrance on each side, has been used
instead.
This style of entrance proved very satisfactory on the
motor cars. Both ends of the car are rounded to eliminate the
danger of telescoping and to decrease air resistance. The usual
end doors have been retained in order to allow a continuous passage
through the train.
The toilets, two in number, are placed at diagonally opposite
sides of the steps, at the center of car, and have an efficient system
of ventilation and fresh air supply.
Standard reversible plush coach
seats have been placed in the car temporarily.
Fireproof seats are
to be used, however, as soon as they can bo secured from the makers,
All partitions and inside walls of the car are '/« in. thick and the
of

<»"%.'

Union

Pacific,

of the car, the water flows through a coil of pipe in an
ice box below the car, to the water alcove at the center vestibule,
The principal dimensions are:

the side

sill

Total

S9.'J."iO lbs.

welitlit

I.ongili

1,1..-!

<>v.>i-

vesilhule (llnptiragms

...flSft.

t2 It

llelRht, rnll to roof
iielghi] floor to celling

1%

7 " 8"^

9 "

width,' inside lU wainscot

."i-\

llonf

c"ar'o>vrsl'crc"stfu'.*.;.'.\

sli.-ets.

Knlvanlwd Iron
!''.':''\' .'.'.'.'.'

sI-nUnr'<''i"iVi'ty'".'.'".'"^".

Truck.-i

'

.\' .' .\' .'.'.'.'.' .\'

Knnr

"

The car was
McKeen. Jr., Superintendent

"

'•

"

''.

,\1

in.

.'.'.'

w1uh-i

..rin. thiclt.

'^"'

:i^

cast stwl

designed and built under the supervision of

I'nion Pacific.

of Motive

Power and Machinery

W. R.
of the

=

reported that the Siemens-Halske Co., after consultation
with the railroad adniinistiation. has submitted plans for a newunderground electric railway through Berlin. It is to connect the
Potsdam station with the Stettin station, thus furnishing communicatlon between the southwest and the north of the city. The
road is to be double track and standard gsvge. and of such construition that it can be used by the standard rolling stock of the steam
railroads.
Besides furnishing through connection for trains from
the south to the north and vice versa, the local passenger traffic
of the city Is to be taken care of by trains running with 2'... minutes
headway. The diameter of the tunnel in the clear is to be 27.9 ft.;
No curves are to hav« less than 482 ft. radius.
height. 14.4 tt.
It

Is
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Causes

of Defects

and Failures

HY OKOKdK

I..

.NORRIS,

of Steel Tires.'
M.E.

Chemist, Standard Steel Works.
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would not give mileage results equal to the unannealed tire
from the same steel, with its larger area of pearlite and greater
resistance to distortion under compression. In the case of the comparatively large, natural grain of the tire as rolled, a greater area
iron,

{Continued from page oOO.)

The heat treatment

of any piece of steel, as shown by its microstructure, is important.
On the proper heat treatment depends, first.
the ability to protiuie the steel, and second the quality of the .>-teel.
The phrase "improper heat treatment." however, has of recent years
been much abused to explain "mysterious" failures.
In the manu-

Fig.

Fig. 30.

practically Impowlble to make a tire from
an overheated or iinrlerheated Ingot, as such an Ingot would not with-

facture of llres.

It

l8

hammer without failure.
of the micro.ftructure of hundreds of discarded
which have given good service shows what would usually be
considered large grain structure. The natural microgrnin of steel.i

stand blooming under the

The examination

tires

of the carbon

percentage

u.iied

for llres Is quite large.

To obtain

a fine mlcrostructure It Is necessary to anneal the tires. This treatment, however, has no effect In preventing shelllness. It Is conceivable that under the heaviest wheel loads the annealed tire with
the line mlcrostructure and large amount of Isolated ferrlle, or pure

A

p«|..

ili.if

.,f

iiip

WrMlern lUllnsy Club,

Fig.

33,

wear than

In the case of the annealed
Pearlite
as Is shown In the Illustrations. Klgs. 29 and ISO.
the eutecttc or salurnled steel.
II
is composed of an intimate
mixture of c.ementltc (<-nrblde of Iron) and ferrite, (pure Iron)

of pearlite Is presented
Bteel,
Is

for

•

NUVCMBUI

1.
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An Ideal »te«l would
Id a lamellar structure (KIg. 31).
whoM itructure U entirely made up of pearllte. Bach a
teel would rontalo about )t5 |ht rcix rarbon, and would be too
bard (or nioat condllloDii of HiTvlre.
The marro, or vlnlble structure, rather than the mleroairuclure,
play* the mom Important part In the life of the tire. I'niike rails,
and blooinit. It U not poiwlble to roll tlrex direct from the Initial
raatlDK heat of (he InRot, coniwqueDtly the Ingot nolldlfleii undisturbed by work under the hammeri) or In the rolling mill, and prac-

usually
be one

533

Kallures from excessive shrinkage uke place soon after application of the tif to the renter an'l a!wnv« !>efnre the tire has bad
Bii>
hort
til:
.11
of
ni'

.

shown by

-I,

as

elungatluu and rrduciiun u( area of comparative test pieces from tires from (he same Ingot l>efore and after
lucreiuKTU

service.

Inherent defects In (he steel are usually due to piping. In some
cases the pipe Is present as a cavity
FtgB. 32 and 33), which causes
the (ire to burst with a sharp transverse fracture.
In other cases
the pipe Is present as In KIg 10, ami then a piece of the flange or
tread Is broken off. Tire fullureH from these defects are practically
eliminated by the method of manufacture from long ingots.
Transveri<e fractures of (he flanges are de(alled fractures originating on the point of the flange from heat crack.s produced by
Most of the failures of
the action of the overlapping brake shoe.
this kind have been tender and coach wheels In service over long
heavy grades where the brake applications are especially severe.
It has been observed (hat wheels which have so failed are generally
(

Fig.

Fig.

37

35.

equipped with brake-shoes without inserts. Such brake-shoes generate much more heat on the flange than those with inserts, and
are not so effective in scouring off the heat cracks formed by long
continued brake application. In the case of the brake-shoe with
inserts In the flange groove, there is quite an effectual cutting or
scouring out of the heat cracks and they are therefore less liable
to start a fra ture.

excessive shrinkage, inherent defects In the steel, transverse fracture of the flange, ftn4

illustrations. Figs. 34 to 40. show plainly the origin of the
fracture from the heal cracks, and its development into a
Fig. 34 is a view of a tire showing several
full fracture of the tire.
small flange fractures, u, 6. c. and their relation to the heat cracks
on either side is obvious. Fig. 35 shows a portion of the flange,
full size, showing more clearly than F'ig. 34 the heat cracks with
a fully developed fracture (o) in the midst of them. Fig. 36 is a
longitudinal section through the flange, line a—h on Fig. 38. and
This shows the depth to which promagnified four diameters.
nounced heat cracks a a- a will penetrate before developing a
portion
of the flange which has been
37
is
a
Fig.
crack.
flange
polished and magnified 50 diameters and shows how the stirface

loose tires.

of the steel Is broken up by heat cracks, like suu-drled clay.

The

llange

Fig.

36.

^

shows the pi-onounced porosity so coinmon in the
center of the rail head. Working from a cold ingot which has solidified undisturlied. the ma.ximiini effect of the work under the hammer
and in the roll.s is obtained, increasing the density and homogeneity
tically

never

of the macro, or visible structure.

The causes producing broken

tires are:

—

The

—
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large cracks o a a are the transverse cracks from which the
flange fractures originated, and correspond to those shown in
Fig. 38 is a cross-section through the flange, magnified
Fig. 36.
ahout two diameters, and lightly etched to show the depth to which
the heating effect of the shoo has hardened the steel. This is shown
on the illustration by the line v—d. Figs. 39 and 40 show the

Concrete Building Construction.*
Concrete building construction can be divided into four classes:
Solid heavy walls; solid light walls reinforced with rods; building
blocks made with machines for that purpose, having hollow spaces
at intervals throughout the wall; metal lath plastered with a Portland cement mortar.
The objections to solid walls for building purposes are: Liability to crack; expense on account of forms, and dampness seeping
through the wall. The last two of these objections are found also
in reinforced concrete walls.

These objections may be overcome if proper precautions are
taken in the construction. The dampness of the walls may be prevented by painting the exterior surface with a waterproofing compound. There are many of these on the market to-day which answer the purpose admirably and give the surface of the building a
nice and even appearance.
In making buildings of solid concrete, pilasters should be built
separately as columns with anchor rods projecting from them, and
wall built after the pilasters have hardened so as
intervening
the
Where reinforced conto make a joint at intervals in the concrete.
crete is used, these joints are not necessary, and, in fact, not deThe forms are an exunit.
built
as
a
wall
should
be
sirable as the
pensive item in both kinds of construction, but their cost can be
largely reduced by making a standard section which can be used
many times during the construction of the building. As the appearance of the building is one of the essentials, forms should be constructed so that a tier of the building may be completed in one day
and the forms from that tier moved after 24 hours and used for
each succeeding tier. In this way the face of the concrete can be
treated or patched successfully while green without marring the
outside face.

Fig.

40.

fractured surfaces of two tires and the origin of the fractures is
The e.\tent of the crack
clearly traceable to a detailed flange crack.
before the tires broke is plainly shown on the lines a ft.
Broken driving wheel tires are found to have usually closely
approached or passed the limit of road wear. In addition to failures
from flange fractures originating from heat cracks, there have been
quite a number of failures due to the lightness of design of caststeel driving wheel centers.
On account of this lightness of design,
the tire has not a sufficiently rigid backing, and when it begins to
approach or reaches the usual limit of road wear the strains due to
•
flexion of the tire are likely to lause failures.

—

To overcome the objections to the above, many advocate the
use of the concrete building block, and there are a large number of
different makes of machines on the market for molding them. These
blocks have a hollow space to prevent the moisture from reaching
the inside of the building. The objections to these blocks are:
It Is difficult to form them without some blemish on the surThe molded blocks
face, which it is impossible to properly remedy.
never have the sharp outlines necessary for good appearance.
The construction of blocks must be very carefully watched,
otherwise, through the Incompetence of the workmen or dishonesty
of the maker, a very small amount of cement is used in their composition, with the result that they are very fragile and readily
broken. Several cases have occurred where buildings built of blocks
have fallen down of their own weight on account of the "lean"
mixture used in the make-up of the blocks. Most of these blocks
are very porous because they have to be made with a dry mixture.
Only those blocks should be used that can be made with a wet mixture and pressed with great power. Blocks made by hand tamping
with dry mixture should never be used.
The last form of construction named plaster on expanded
metal is cheap and answers the purpose satisfactorily for all kinds
of shop buildings and for cheap small buildings. This construction,
however, has been used with success for elaborate buildings in California and the Southern states, and many beautiful residences are
being built to-day by this method. It consists of a framework of
wood or steel, with metal lath attached to the outside surface, which
is coated with mortar on both sides, forming an exterior wall over
lU in. thick. On the interior framework, metal lath may also be
attached and plastered on the inside. A hollow wall is thus formed
with an air space which affords perfect protection against dampness and is a good insulator for heat and cold. The outer face of
the exterior wall Is usually coated with a waterproofing compound.
This form of construction permits of elaborate details at small
expense.

—

—

Foreign Railroad Notes.

According to Russian official statistics the railroad mileage of
the Russian empire at the end of 1901) was;
20.ii,S(! miles.
.Slate nillronds In K»rope
Stnti' riillnmds In

Asia

railroads
Itianch lines
liallronds of the tfranil Diicliy nf Finland

I'rlvali'

Tolnl

ItreakBgpji from lno.«^' tires are confined usually to thin tires,
and are due to detalletl fractures, originating in the bore from repeated bending stresses. Fig. 41 shows the fracture of such a tiro
and how the fracture progressed by detail until only the light colFailures of this
ored area remained when the break took place.
kind arc not common as the tires are readily detected and are
generally removed by the Inspectors on account of being loose.

«.7;t.'i

1.430

"
"

2,0.'>8

••

11,42(1

41,741 miles.

In the Portuguese possession of West Africa 37 miles of the
Lobilo Railroad, from the bay of Lobito into the interior, have been
completed and 15 miles have been opened for traffic. To avoid driving a tunnel, aa had been originally planned, a part of the road,
fi.nr.O ft., has been built as a rack road with (> per cent, grade.
The
road has six locomotives, four passenger cars, 90 freight cars and

two water
•From

cars.
a

lommlttee report

tendents of Bridges and
KIne.T,

Committee,

to the Milwaukee convention of the SuperinDulldlDgs.
A, 0, Cunnlngbam, T. J. rullem, M.

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
with a flying start from the front of the engine, reached the child
It out of harm's way before the train paaaed. using
leHS time thnn It takes to tell about It.

NOTKt.

and grabbed

The MXrcKate excavation* on
of

September amounted

rerord

ilnc^e the I'nlted

to

the

Panama

1.517,412 ru.

ydii..

rnnal In the month
the larKent month'*

The Erie Railroad proposes

to contest In the courts the

law of

New York slate limiting the working hours of telegrapht-rs. but,
|)endlng the outcome of the suit, will observe the provisions of the
Uw.
After November 4 there will be only three Bve-hour trains each
way between New York and Boston. The fourth, which was the last
train put on, the one leaving either city at 8 a.m., has not proved
The train ha.s been running 14
profitable and is to be taken otr.
months. The live-hour trains run daily except Sunday.

A press despatch from the City of Mexico says that after a long
Investigation by a special commission, appointed by the President
of Mexico, the government has decided to authorize a general Increase In rnllroad rates, amounting to about 12 per cent. The officers
of the railroad desired to make the Increase 20 per cent.
The New York State Public Ser\-ice Commission, First district.
has Issued an order requiring railroads to file their tariffs with the
Commission. I'ntil further orders these may be In any suitable
form, but companies for whom a form has been prescribed by the
Commission for the Second district are to follow the Second district
form, so far as it Is applicable.
At Toronto October 25 the Michigan Central was

fined $25,000

take reasonable precautions in the handling of
Ont., an explosion oicurred while a car containing the explosive was being switched (next to the engine), and
evidence showed that the car had been treated like an ordinary car
for neglecting to

At Essex,

dynamite.

Two men were

of freight.

killed

and 40 injured.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has now been in operation
25 years, and 75 officers and employees who have worked for the
company throughout that time met in Cleveland last week and
formed a Veterans' Association. Among these veterans are: B. F.
Homer. General Passenger Agent; S. K. Blair, Division Superintendent; E. A. Miller, George James and R. S. Miller.

At Charleston. 111.. October 28, the Grand Jury, after spending
several days Investigating the collision of electric cars, which occurred near that place last August, killing 15 persons, returned indictments against both motormen. the President, the Treasurer
and other officers of the company, and also against Judge Peter S.
Grosscup, Judge of the United States Circuit Court in Illinois, who
Is a director of the railway company.
Vice-President Thornwell Fay, of the Southern Pacific \Aafs in
Texas, has written to the President of the Agricultural College of
the state, asking for the names of graduates or students who want
to learn railroading.
Students coming to the road will be placed
first in the accounting department, and then in district superintendents' offices; then with section crews, under road masters and
engineers, and so on through every department necessary to a thorough education In railroading.

The New York

State Public Service Commission. First district,
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. to hold westbound
elevated trains at the Brooklyn terminal of the Brooklyn Bridge
on Saturday afternoons until they can be taken care of at the Manhattan end. The commission's inspectors have reirorted that it Is
the practice of the company, despite the larger terminal facilities
at the Brooklyn end of the bridge, to send on the trains to Manhattan faster than they can be received.

has ordeied

Tho attorneys for the Standard Oil Company will ask the United
States Circuit Court of Ap|)eals to reverse the decision In which
Judge Landis fined the company 129,240,000. aiU-King that the government attorneys failed to inform the defense of the .\lton immunity agreement; that as the Hepburn act was passed before indictments were returned, prosecution under the provisions of the
Elklns law was illegal; that Judge Landis did not compute the
number of violations correctly, and 22 other points.
Locomotive Fireman C. H. Rutledge. of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, lately risked his life to save thai of a little
child, and has been commended by General Superiiitcndcnt E. F.
Brooks, President McCrca and General Manager Attcrliury. While
firing the engine of a work train rumbling along the track near
Port Deposit. Maryland, Rutledge saw a small child playing between the

The New York
has ordered an

States took control.

a short distance ahead. 'I'he brakes could not be
applied in time to avert a catastrophe, for the approaching train
had scared the little one, and instead of getting out of the way he
He made his way along the running board, and,
fell on the track.

-irlct,

.-

line

Inci'

-.ward
trs lirrviufuKf If ruiiii-iUuK ili<'ir runs at
Houston street. In the same order the Commission requires better
destination signs on the cars. Another onler requires an Important
Increase In the number of cars on the Fourth and Madison avenue
lines.
The order gives In detail the number of cars which must be

of the .New York CI';
of the runs of cerlalu

run at different portions of the day.

Consolidated Steamship Line*.

Some of the constituent companies of the Consolidated Steamship Lines have resumed management of their lines, and It Is said
that ultimately the Consolidated Ste-amship Lines will cease to be
an operating company and be only a holding company. The changes
in officers, so far, include the resignation of Calvin Austin as President of the Ward Line and the Mallory Lines. Mr. Austin has heretofore been President of all the companies except the New Y'ork k
Porto Rico Steamship Ccmipany. He has been succeeded by H. P.
Booth on the Ward Line and by H. R. .Mallory on the Mallory Line.
F. B. Mooney has been elected President of the New York k Porto
Rico Steamship Company, succeeding J. E. Berwind. Other changes
The management of the
in these companies have been also made.
Eastern Steamship Comirany and the .Metropolitan Steamship Company remains as before. It Is said that the Santo Domingo service
of the Clyde Line will be consolidated with the New York k Porto
Rico Steamship Company, and that the rest of the Clyde Line will
be consolidated with the Mallory Line.
Good Safety Records Broken.
Press despatches from London, October 2G, report a rear collision at West Hampstead, on the Metropolitan Underground, killing three persons. The second train had run past a signal In a fog.
It Is said that this is the first accident that ever occurred on the
road resulting in fatal injury to passengers, and it is the first rear
collision of passenger trains since this line was electrified. On the
same day a collision near Dallas, Texas, on the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, caused the death of two passengers and one trainman and
the serious injury of a large number of other passengers; and this
is said to be the first fatal accident to a passenger, in a train acciThe road is over 35 years old.
dent, on that railroad.

That Awful Engineering Mistake.
Vice-President Samuei Rea, oi" the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, referring to recent sensational newspaper articles says:
"It was originally intended to change from steam to electric
locomotives near the Hackensack portal of the New Y'ork tunnels,
and the alinement of track from Harrison to this portal was made
accordingly. It having been decided, however, to change locomotives at Harrison, this short section of track is being improved by
reducing the curvature at a very moderate expenditure. The report that this revision of line is due to an engineering mistake,
and involves a million dollar expenditure, is incorrect and grossly
exaggerated."

Chicago Track Elevation

to

Date.

Steam railroads have l.COO linewi miles of tracks in use within
the city limits of Chicago, ISS square miles, and the amount of
road elevated would make a single track line 700 miles long. This
work has included S.OOO subways. The cost has been $35,000,000,
divided among the larger roads as follows: Pennsylvania, 111,000,000;
Rock Island & Lake Shore. $7,000,000; Northwestern, $6,500,000; St.
Paul, $2,r>(l0.miO; Illinois Central. $2,000,000; Burlington, $1,100,000;
Chicago Terminal, $1,150,000. The work yet to be done Is In the
For elevation of the
south and southwest sections of the city.
tracks between Englewood and Beverly and as far as South Chicago,
the Rock Island and allied roads have accepted city ordinances providing for the expenditure of $5,000,000. The Burlington will
Wall Street Journal.
in the next year or so $1,125,000.

spend

United States Steel Corporation.

rails

The report of the United States Steel Corporation for the quarter ending September 30, 1907, shows net earnings of $43,804,285, the
largest in the history of the corporation with the exception of the
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deep-chested, powerfully built,
June 30 quarter of the present year, when the net earnings were just a trifle over the average height,
him at the
The amount of unfilled orders on hand, 6,425,008 tons, and straight as a pine tree. When I called to see
London headquarters of the society a batch of English reporters
is the smallest for the end of any quarter since that of September
and I had
the
day;
of
developments
him
on
the
interviewing
were
The present total of un30, 1905, when they were 5.8Go.37" tons.
wait until they had done pumping him. Now, around the Amerfilled orders is 1.178,870 tons below the amount on the books on to
organization, when there
June 30. 1907, and 2.064.710 tons below the high record point, which ican headquarters of a powerful labor
hangers-on, eager to
was on December 31, 19Ut;. While there has been a decrease in the is a crisis at hand, one always finds a lot of
grievances and fight talk. But
orders booked for various products of the mills, the falling off in load up the journalist with tales of
The staff were all busy
ot that sort here.
the orders for rails is presumably responsible for most of the de- there were no agitators
As the door of Mr. Bell's office opened to admit
crease. The surplus for the September quarter, after all charges and earning their pay.
of the London
representatives
the
words
to
his
last
caught
I
me
dividends, was $4,911,711, which compares with $3,497,080 in the
"Bear in mind that we want to get this thing settled
quarter ended June 30, and $14,697,318 for the corresponding quarter papers:
Don't write anything that is going
strike it possible.
in 1906. There has been, so far, reserved and set aside for the Gary without a
ill
feeling, and make it harder for a policy
plant $49,000,000. Of this amount $18,539,000 has already been spent. to stir up strife and
$45,503,705.

Gold's

Improved Temperature Regulator.

of conciliation to prevail."
Speaking ot strikes he said: "A strike is a form of war
industrial war and war, as your General Sherman said, is hell.
It is only to be thought of when all other means of settling a dispute fail. But just as there comes a time when a nation feels compelled to submit its cause to the arbitrament ot the sword, so in
the struggle between capital and labor a crisis may be reached

—

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.. 17 Battery place. New
York, has recently perfected an improved form of temperature regulator for railroad car heating systems which is shown in the accompanying illustrations. It is smaller than the regulator formerly when the workers have to appeal to the only weapon they can
made by this company and is designed to be applied under the seat command to which the other side is vulnerable a strike."
"Do vou consider that a strike is inevitable?"
in the main supply pipe in place of the angle valve heretofore used,
without disturbing any of the other equipment already installed in the car. The dial
on top of the regulator is calibrated to show
5, 10, 20. 35 and 50 lbs. pressure in the radiator and by turning the handle any of these
pressures desired may be obtained and automatically retained in the radiators as long
as the train pipe pressure is in excess of
Variation in
the desired radiator pressure.
train pipe pressure and in radiator condensaWhen
tion are taken care of equally well.
the regulator handle is in the closed position
a minimum pressure of 2 lbs. is admitted to
the radiator, and this is sufficient to keep
the condensed water always moving to the
In case the supply needs to
blow-off trap.
be shut off entirely a globe valve under the
the
pipe
connecting the regulator with
seat in
the radiator may be closed tight.
The principle of the device is that steam
at any given pressure has a corresponding
temperature.
At atmospheric pressure its
temperature is 212 deg. Kahr. and at 2 lbs.
The temperatures correspondit is 219 deg.
ing to the pressures obtainable with this improved regulator are 219 deg.. 227 deg., 240
Referdeg., 258 deg.. 279 deg. and 297 deg.
ring to the sectional drawing, steam from the
train line enters at R. As handle G is turned
from left to right spring
is- compressed and
acting through the diaphragm U and the plate
K, the valves L and M are opened, admitting
Gold's Improved Temperature Regulator for Car Heating.
steam through the outlet S to the radiator
and into the chamber
under the diaphragm V. After the required
"It the railroad companies persist in refusing to recognize the
pressure has been obtained in the radiator any increase will lift union yes. For two years the men have been pressing the executhe diaphragm V and overcome the pressure of spring C. The tive committee to sanction this movement.
Last November we forvalves \, and M are perfectly balanced and when the pressure of mulated our programme of grievances. To them was attached a
spring C Is overcome the lower spring N will Immediately lift them demand that deputations to the employers should be accompanied
to their seats and stop further admis.sion of steam.
As pre.ssure by their official representatives. Three times we have made overdecreases in the radiator it also relaxes under the diaphragm, allow- tures to the companies, and each time the companies have replied,
ing the spring C to again force L and M off their seats until enough in effect, with a point blank refusal to discuss the affairs of their
steam lias been admitted to compensate for the condensation due employees 'with a third party.' In other words, they refuse to rtcogto radiation.
A friction lock for the handle is provided by the spring nize our union."
H. whl?h engages in grooves cut in the dome casting corresponding
"Why do you regard that as the one point of vital importance?"
to the several positions of the handle to give the required pressures.
"Because it is vital to the men's own interests and the prinAdvantages claimed for the device are that It will maintain ciple of trade unionism. It lies at the root of collective bargaining.
prartlrally an atmospheric pre.ssure If desired for moderate tem- The ra'lroad companies of Kugland are really composed ot some
peratures or any degree of high pressure heating for extremis 400,000 or 500,000 shareholders. They make their bargains and conweather. It admits only enough steam from the train pipe to mnin- duct theii negotiations with tlicir 400.000 or 500,000 employees by
tain the desired temperature and any excess pressure is directed
means of their official representatives experts.
The employees
to the rear of the train.
A minimum pre.tsure of 2 lbs. gives the have an equal right to be represented on their side by experts ot
required force to expel condensed water and air from the radiators
tbeir own choice.
when heating up a car. The device can be applied to any system
"Industrial history proves conclusively that trades unions have
been a powerful factor In securing improved conditions for the
of direct steam or hot water healing.
workers. But to be of material benefit to their members they must
he 'recognized.'
It Is In those Industries in which labor is best
Richard Bell, M.P., Labor Leader.
organized and Is afforded the fullest recognition that conditions
are most stable and profitahle and strikes least frequent. Ot that
Almost exactly $26 a week is the salary of Richard Bell, Gen- the great cotton Industry and the coal mining industry are shining
eral Secretary of the (British] Amnlgnmated Society of Railway
examples.
Servants, and, by virtue of his position, n more prominent figure
"Yet the directors of several of the railroad companies say
thai the recognition ot our union means transferring the managein the public eye for the time being than the Prime Mlnlsler or
the King himself. He Is two years on the right side of 50. He la ment of the roads to the men, chaos and bankruptcy. Such state-

—

—

—

—
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mrnts are Insult* to public Intelllcpncc. The Norttieaitern— the one
freat railroad comimny which r«-( okiiIioh our union haii suffcreil
no dlmlnullun of (llvidcmlN or ili'rr.i'-i- of odlcleni-y In <'unM-qiirnr<v
The poat'Offlce eniployM niori' labur ihuii any concern In KnKlutKl.
That now n-roKnlzea the union* of ItM employeoa. with the rexiilt.

—

the i'aittmuM(<T'General hoa m knowlcdKed, that there
frlrtlun than formerly."
Bpringfleld HeptibUcan.

nit

U much
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of Montreal, haa rvHlKned to become General Manacer of the H. K.
I'orter C'omiiuny, I'lttJiburKh. fa.
A. \V. Wheatley, General Inspector of the Anieriran lAiconiutiv' Company at Schenectady. N. Y.,

nucceeda Mr. AyrcH. Korre*t M. Tltuii, Uenldent Iniipector at Scheneclaily, liuccccdij Mr. Wheat ley.
Mr. TttUK began railroad work on
the New York, fhlcaico * St. Uiula as a nm. hliilvr In lh<- fall of
lyoa.
Hi- later w<-nt to the lulon I'adflc, whti.
••

saino puHltlnn until lu- wa.s put on the Htaff of
of .Motive I'owiT aH Mhop ilemonKtrator.
He ».i
InHpMctor for the Harrlmun Lines at the Baldwin l.A>coiuuiUe Workit.
He has been with the Ameilcan Locomotive Co. only since October
of the present year.
1
1

A

statement

made by

the Receivers of the Westlnghouse Mathe effect that the company is entirely solvent,
that the receivership was simply a logical measure for coubcrvIng the Interests of customers, creditors and stockholders, that there
has been no pause In the operations of the company, and that
tillpersonnel remains the came as before. George Westlnghouse
Kaiil that both the Westlnghous-e Electric & Manufacturing Company
and the Westlnghouse .Machine Company are solvent and doing the
largest and most satisfactory business In their history.
Each Is
earning liberal dividends and has quick assets altout equal to its
liibilitie.s.
The loans made to the Securities Investment Company
and to Mr. Westlnghouse are secured by stocks of the Westlnghouse
operating companies, and he strongly advises holders of these loans
lo hold their collateral until its market value Is restored to Its
normal figure. The sacrifice of collateral at present can benefit no
one.
It is understood that the property of the Westlnghouse Machine Company will probably be returned to the stockholders In
three or four months.
A plan is under way to extend for three
years loans amounting to about $8.000,OuO negotiated personally by
.Mr. Westlnghouse.
Most of this money was used to help the different companies, including the foreign ones. Three trustees have
been appointed in whose hands the collateral securing the loans has
been placed. The par value of the collateral amounts, it Is said, to
$20,000,000. The idea in appointing the trustees was to keep the collateral intact until the loans can be met without losing the collateral.
T. W. Seiman. E. W. Cbilds and C. B. Hill have been appointed Receivers in New York for the Westlnghouse Lamp Company. Mr. Seiman and D. W. Cooper have been appointed Receivers
of the company's property In New Jersey.
William McConway and
W. D. Updegraff are the Receivers of the Nernst Lamp Company.

chine

Company

Is to

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dales of conientioiu and regular meelingt of railroad conitntiont and
engiiicerinj/ aocietiet, etc., tee adiertiting page 24.)

American Society
Brilliant Plan of

Two

Irish

Gentlemen

for

—

akctcli.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The Central Inspection Bureau, New Y'ork, has an order from
the Newburg & South Shore for inspecting a number of trucks to
be built at the Mlddletown Car Works.

velocities.

Electrical Manufacturing Co,, Madison, Wis., has
established a district offlce at Pittsburgh, Pa., in char.i;e of C. A. Foe,
formerly of C. A. Poe & Bro. The office is at tllS Park building.

Mr. Poe has rej)re.seiited the company in the Pittsburgh district in
conjunction with other lines for several years, but his entire attention Is now devoted to this company.

The town of Lachlne, Que., has. It Is said, voted a bonus of
$50,000 as well as exemption from local taxes for 20 years to the
Imperial Locomotive & Machine Company. This company, a subsidiary of Beyer, Peacock & Co., Manchester, England, is to build
locomotive work.s at Lachlne, as mentioned in this column last week.
The cost of the plant Is estimated at $2,250,000.

The Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is occupying
new factory, on Marquette road and Lakeside avenue. It is much

larger than the old factory. There is a large tliree-slory brick building, and a onestory frame building. The total floor space of the two
80,000 sq. ft. Power is supplied by three Crocker-Wheeler gener-

is

ators, driven by

two Bruce-Meriam-Abbott gas engines and a steam

Rolling, cutting, forming, lead-burning, !issenil)llng, etc., is
an<l the assembling ilc|)arlnient and offices
I'lie third floor has the carpentering and
painting departments. The company makes storage batteries tor all
purposes, particularly train lighting, automobile, signal, telephone
and stationary.

engine.

done on the ground lloor,
are on the second lloor.

H. B. Ayres, Manager of the Locomotive

Mechanical Engineers.

The fifty-fourth annual meeting of this society is to be held In
the Engineering Societies building at 29 West 39th street. New
York, December 3-6, 1907. There will be symposiums on foundry
practice.
Other subjects are:
The specific heat of superheated
steam, with a paper by a Professor of Engineering at Cornell; the
udlizution of low grade fuels in gas producers; industrial education; power transmission by friction driving, and cylinder port

The Northern

its

of

Saving a Lady.

& Machine Company

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and

Chesapeake

Ohio.

iC

succeeding

Chicago

«C

J.

— Martin

elected a Director,

B. Thayer.

Eastern

—

The office
moved from New

Illinois.

Counsel, has been

Lehigh

Legal Officera.

Erdmann has been

of W. H. Lyford, General
Y'ork to Chicago.

— L.

D. Smith, Assistant Secretary, has been appointed
the President, with offices at New York and at
in charge of finance and accounting and such
other duties as may be assigned to him. The (Joneral Auditor,
the Treasurer and the Secretary will report to him.
F. L. Blendinger. Purchasing Agent and Superintendent of
Telegraph, has been appointed Assistant to the Vice-President,
with office at New York, in charge of the purchasing and fuel
departments and such other duties as may be assigned to him.
Vallvi/.

Assistant to

Philiidelphia,

—

Union Pacific. The authority of A. L. Mohler, Vice-President and
General Manager of the Lines East of (.Ireen River, has been
extended to cover the lines and branches from Green River,
Wyo., to the east switch of the Ogden, Utah, yards.
Operating

—

OfTlcera.

Atchison, Topcka .f Sa;i/a Fe. G. E. Ayer, Superintendent at Dodge
City, Kan., has been appointed Superintendent at Newton, Kan.,
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succeeding F. J. Easley, resigned to go to the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific. H. A. Tice, Superintendent at Arkansas City,
Kan., succeeds. Mr. Ayer. W. K. Etter, Superintendent at San
Marcial, X. Hex., succeeds Mr. Tice. F. L. Myers, Trainmaster
Payson Ripley, Trainat Wellington, Kan., succeeds Mr. Etter.
master at San Marcial, succeeds Mr. Myers. Daniel Orr, general traveling roadmaster of the Rio Grande division, succeeds

St.

rf

ly

—

—

Texas

intendent, has resigned.

Colorado Southern, \>nc Orleans <i Pacific— W. H. De France, Superintendent of the Southern division of the Kansas City Southern, has been appointed Superintendent of the Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific, with office at Baton Rouge. La., with
jurisdiction over the line from Baton Rouge, La., to De Quiucy.
which, it is expected, will be open to traffic by January 1.

tenance.
E. L. Brown, General Superintendent of the Eastern dishas been appointed General Superintendent of the West-

Wash., succeeding F. S.
Forest, resigned. W. B. Scott, Superintendent at Everett,
Wash., succeeds Mr. Brown, with office at St. Paul, Minn. J.
H. O'Neill, Superintendent at Whitefish, Mont., succeeds Mr.
W. B. Smith, Assistant Superintendent at that place,
Scott.
succeeds Mr. O'Neill.
office

at Spokane,

Kansas City Southern.^I. H. Luke, Superintendent of the Second
and Third divisions of the Denver & Rio Grande, has been
appointed Superintendent of the Southern division of the KanSouthern, with

sas City

W. H. De France,
Orleans

&

office

resigned.

at Texarkana, Tex., succeeding

See

Colorado

Southern,

New

went

to the Gulf, Colo-

finally as traveling

passenger agent, with
headquarters at Fort
Worth, Tex. He then
went to the Houston
East & West Texas as
traveling freight agent.
In
1900 he was appointed Assistant Gen-

Passenger Agent
eral
of this company, having
on the Houston & Texas Central. In 1904
he was appointed General Passenger Agent of the St. Louis,
Brownsville & Mexico, which office he held until his recent promotion. Mr. Doherty is also Editor of the Gulf Coast Magazine.
William Doherty.

same

also the

title

Engineering and Rolling Stock

trict,

ern district, with

Associa-

The next year he

and

Denver d Rio Grande.— R. R. Sutherland, Assistant Superintendent
of the Rio Grande Western at Helper, Utah, has been appointed
Superintendent of the Second and Third divisions of the Dpnver
& Rio Grande, with office at Salida, Colo., succeeding I. H. Luke,
resigned.
See Kansas City Southern; also Rio Grande Junction.

—

Traffic

tion.

rado & Santa Fe as a
clerk in a local freight
remained
He
office.
with this company until
1897, serving as assistant city ticket agent,
then passenger agent,

Xorth-Westeni.—T. A. Lawson, Assistant General Super-

J. M. Gruber. General Manager of the Chicago.
Great Xorthern
Burlington & Quincy Lines East of the Missouri River, has
been appointed General Manager of the Great Northern, succeeding F. E. Ward, who took Mr. Gruber's place on the BurlingMr. Gruber will have charge of operation and mainton.

18.

William Doherty, who was recentd- Mexico.
appointed Traffic Manager, with office at Corpus Christi,
Tex., was born in Ireland. His first railroad
work was in 1S87 as
weighing clerk of the

Louis, Broionsville

J.
K. McNeillie has been appointed Assistant
Pacific.
Superintendent of Terminals at Toronto, Ont., succeeding F. S.
Martyn, transferred.

Chicago

No.

Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric as General Passenger Agent.

Mr. Ripley.

Canadian

XLHL,

Beaumont, Sour Lake
Orleans

&

it

Western.

— See

Officera.

Colorado Southern,

New

Pacific.

—

it Albany.
Everett Stone, who was recently appointed Engineer of Maintenance of Way and Construction, with office at
After
Springfield, Mass., was born in 1865 at Leicester, Mass.
graduating from Worcester Academy he began work in 1887
in a survey on the Boston & Albany.
After a few months he
was appointed assistant division roadmaster and in 1890 was
made division roadmaster. Four years later he was appointed
Assistant Chief Engineer, where he remained until his recent
promotion.

Boston

—

Pacific.

Louisville & 'Sashville.—i. D. Patterson, formerly Superintendent
of the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City at I^aurel, Miss., has been
appointed Superintendent of the joint terminals at Atlanta, Ga.,
acting also as Superintendent of the Louisville & Nashville
lines south and east of Hills Park, Ga.

Buffalo, Rochester »(• Pittsburgh.
E. F. Robinson, Assistant Engineer of Track, has been appointed Acting Chief Engineer, succeeding to the duties of J. M. Floesch, Chief Engineer, resigned.

—

Central Vermont. William Kennedy, Master Mechanic of the Grand
Trunk at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed Superintendent of
Motive Power of the Central Vermont, with office at St. Albans,
Vt., succeeding Archibald Buchanan, Jr., resigned to go to the
New Y'ork Public Service Commission.

York Central cC Hudson River.— J. P. Leahy and M. E. Welsh
have been appointed Assistant Trainmasters at East Rochester.
N. Y. W. D. Lawson has been appointed Assistant Trainmaster Chicago. Burlington
QuiULi/.
I.
N. Wilber, Master Mechanic at
at Batavia, N. Y.
C. H. Calkins, Trainmaster at Oswego, N. Y.,
Hannibal, Mo., has resigned, effective January 1, after 50 years
has been appointed Trainmaster of the Watertown district. F.
of railroad service with the Burlington and its predecessors.
L. Whitney has been appointed Assistant Trainmaster of that
E. J. Harris, general foreman at
Pacific.
W. H. Chicago, Rock Island
district.
J. A. Ashe succeeds Mr. Calkins at Oswego.
Valley Junction, Iowa, has been appointed Master Mechanic
Hartney has been appointed Assistant Trainmaster at Oswego.
at that place, succeeding B. W. Cunningham, resigned to go to
C. F. Moyer has been appointed Assistant Trainmaster at Richthe Missouri Pacific.
land, N. Y.
H. J. Avery has been appointed Assistant TrainColorado Southern, Xew Orleans d Pacific. \. L. Moler has been
master of the Auburn branch, with office at Rochester, N. Y.
appointed Master Mechanic of this company and of the BeauG. C. Todd has been appointed
iVeu> York, Chicago •£ 8t. Louis.
mont, Sour Lake & Western and the Orange & Northwestern,
Trainmaster of the Eastern division, with office at Conneaut,
with office at Beaumont, Tex., succeeding J. A. Baker, resigned.

A'etc

it-

—

tC-

—

—

—

Ohio, succeeding F. T. Deahl, deceased.

—

E. A. Wescott, Assistant Mechanical Superintendent, has been
appointed to the new office of Superintendent of the car department, and his former office has been abolished. E. I. Dodds,
Assistant to the Mechanical Superintendent, and Thomas Tracy,
As.Hlslant Master Car Builder, have been appointed to the new
offices of Assistant Superintendents of the car department, and
their former titles have been abolished.
The heailquarlers of
all are at Meadvlllc, Pa.

Erie.
B. Richards. Superintendent of Transportation,
has been appointed Acting General Superintendent of the Yellowstone, Montana and Rocky Mountain divisions, with office
at Livingston, Mont.

Northern Pacific— i.

Rio Grande Junction.— J. H. Brlnkerhoft, Assistant Superintendent
of the Fourth division of the Denver & Rio Grande, has been
appointed Superintendent of the Rio Grande Junction, with
Grand Trunk.
office at Grande Junction, Colo.
Rio Grande M'estein.
Seaboard Air Line.

—

— See

J.

J.

Puller, division passenger agent at Phila-

delphia, Pa., has been appointed Assistant General
Afsent at Atlanta. Ga.

Passenger

Traffic Offlcars.

—

W. K. Blaughter, General
Superintendent and Traffic Manager, has resigned to go to the

Annapo!i.9.

Wn.ih\n(jtnn

A Baltimore.

— See

Central Vermont.

—

Denver & Rio Grande.

.\cw York Public Service Commission. Henry B. Seaman, Consulting Engineer of the Bridge Department of New York City, has
lieen appointed Chief Enplneer of the Public Service Commis-

Dtcomber 1. George S. Rice, heretofore Chief Engineer, has been appointed Assistant Chief Engineer In charge of construction work now under way.
Mr.
Seaman graduated from Swarthmore College in 1881. He
worked for three years on the Erie and then went to the Kings
County Elevated In Brooklyn. After working In the bridge
sion, First district, cffcclive

t

NoxEMiiU

1.

.
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department of the Peniuiylvaiila Hallroad, he waa for three
yearf I'rlndpal Analataiit Knclneer uf Wllaon Uroa, Philadelphia.
He was then a|)|>oliitrd UrldKf KiiKlncer of the Erie
and two years later went to the New Yurk, New Haven * Hartford In active rharge of (he phynlral luiiirovenieiita Inuuguratcil
by freHldeut Mellen. He was In direri rhurKe uf the fuur-tiack
brldfce work on the N^w Yurk dlvUlon und hail Hiipervlalon
over the New Haven cut. He then went to Ni-w Y'ork as Consulting Knclueer uf the UrldKe deportment of the city.

Orange

Xorthu-etlern.

it

— See

New

Colorado Southern,

it

Outdfleld.

— E.

WssUnchoaM

Alr-br«ko^

'.—

Uam«fto
.

— See

:,k,
kii,.

nc.ii I'M,

V«i»r rod

1....

Ilsrdy. t>roOM

Sanding

purkiiik-.

di-»

K.,..«„,

Sprluga

Van Hoesen has been appointed Chief
Tonopah, Nev., succeeding W. U. Chapin,

company under

(Jraitdt: Is

York, Xetc
on electric locomotives.

flnuncial

and

for

1!>

suUl tu huvu ordered 28 locomotives

Haven

i(

Hartford,

said,

Is

It

burning

oil

The Freeo Valley Lumber Company, Davenport, Iowa, has
dered one locomotive from the Davenport Locomotive Works.

or-

The Toronto, Hamilton d Buffalo Is said to have ordered four
locomotives from the Locomotive & Machine Co. of Montreal.
The Baltimore it Ohio has not yet authorized the purchase ot
tte locomotives for which the mechanical department has asked.
the llailroad Gazette
of October 25, has ordered 21 simple consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives and nine simple switching (U-6-Oj locomotives from the baldreiTorteil in

win Locomotive Works, for December and January delivery.
Uvntral VimviiHiunii.
locumotlves .... Coiiaolldntlun.
Weight, total
3:!4,IIS0 llw.
Welgbc on drivers
1»5,UU0 "
DIaiuptcr of drivers
55 lu.
CylliidiTH
22 In. X :iu in.
TjiicB of

type

Swltclilng.
•Jia.OUO lbs.
l:iS.S00 •

51 hi.
19 In. x :;« In.
Straight radial
stayed.

Straight.

working stm.

"
"

number

of tubes
material of lubes.
diameter of tubes..
length of tubes
.

.

lijUlbs.

:;

lu.

14ft. Gin.

120
40>4

width
grate area
Tank capacity
Coal capacity

lift.

1U8

In.
In.

41%

in.
In.
ft.

31.4 sq.

33.5 sq. ft.
6,000. gals.

4,0U0 gals.
10 tons.
S tons.
Special Equipment.
Air brakes
Westlnghouse
AxleH
(for consolidation) Taylor Iron; (swiichlug) Oils
Hell ringer
Western Railway Kqulpment Co.
ItoUir lagging
Keusbi-y it. Mattlson
.

llrake

.

.-

Simplex

beams

Drake shoes
Couplers
Headlights (for consolidation)

"Perfccto"

Climax
I'yle-Natlonal electric

Ohio

Injector

Sullivan metallic

I'iston rod packings

Valve rod packings (for switching)
Sullivan metallic
Consolidation
Safety valve
Sanding devices
Kansas City Southern slundurd
Sight feed lubricators

Niilliaii

Hallway Steel-S|>rlng (H.

Springs

Ashcrof
Latrobe

Steam gages
Tires, driving wheel
Tires, truck wheel (for consolidation)
Tlrc'H. tender wheel (for consolidation)
Wheel (enters, drivers (for consolidation)

L<atrobe

Latrobe
Cast steel
Davis counterbalancing

The Boston d Maine, as reported

:

the Railroad Gazette ot
October 25, has ordered 15 simple six-wheel switching (0-C-O) locomotives for January, February and June, 1908, delivery.
In

(Iininil lilmciiHloiin.

O-whcel switching
IM.KIKI lbs.

Tvpe of locomotive
XV.lKlit.

total

114. OUO

Wilnht on drivers
10

rylliiders

In.

ol
Straight top

working steam pressure
"

"
diameter of tubes
"
length of tubes
Firebox, length

width
"
"

;

material
grate area

Heating surface, total

Tank capacity
Coal capacity

In.
In.

radial stay

100

number

of tubes
material of tubes.

••

x 24

Diameter ot drivers
Holler, type

lbs.

251)
.

Maine

Is

understood

to

have ordered 1,000 freight
1,000 freight cars

White
first

it Co., New Y'ork, are in the market for combination
class passenger coaches for the Philippine Railways.

The Xoruood it .S'f. Lawrence has ordered one first class combination baggage and passenger car from the Hicks Locomotive A
Car Works.

The Buffalo, Rochester if Pittsburgh, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of October 25, has prepared specifications for freight cars,
but no action will be taken for some weeks at least.
The Eric, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of October 18, Is
converting fifty 20-ton box cars into cabooses; half the cars are
being rebuilt at the Buffalo shops and half at the Kent shops.
The City of Chicago, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
August 23, has made requisition for about 50 gondola cars, either
new or second-hand, for which bids will be asked this fall and
appropriation

made next

spring.

The Harriman Lines are asking bids on a number of passenger
coaches, baggage cars, combination passenger and baggage cars and
dining cars. Comparative bids on both steel and woden cars in each
It is denied that 26 cars have been already bought,
class are asked.
as reported in the Railroad Gazette of October 25, 1907.

.National Tube Co.; Spellerlicd steel
2 In.
11 ft.
102 Vu in.
32'^ "

Worth

The South

steel

22.8 sq.
1,635.7

ft.

4,000 gals.
" tons

it

Western, as reported in the Railroad Gazette ot

has ordered 100 self-cleaning hopper cars of 100.000 lbs.
capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company. These cars will
weigh 29,583 lbs. and will measure 30 ft. 2Vj in. long, and 9 ft. 5%
in. wide, inside measurements, and 31 ft. 11 in. long, 10 ft. wide
and 10 ft. high, over all. Bodies and undertrames will be ot steel.
The special equipment Includes:
October

liTt;

Tyler charcoal Iron,

.

Firebox, length

the market

;

2U0 lbs.
370

press.

Is In

The Xashville, Chatianooga A St. Louis is In the market for
100 hopper bottom gondola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity.
J. G.

The Kansas City Southern, as

i(

The Lehigh Valley has not yet ordered the
which It was In the market some time ago.

figuring

is

The Laramie, Hahn's Peak <i Pacific has ordered one consolidalocomotive from the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works.

"

MldTsle
Cbltled cut-Iron

cars from the Ijjconia Car Company.

The h'orlhern Pacific is said to have ordered 20
locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.

Uollur,

Amcilcan

tank cars.

parlor and

tion

ai-.Li Co.

CAR BUILOINQ.

The Boston

A'eic

.^i.-v.

The Barnett Manufacturing Company, Chicago,

executive,

January delivery.

The

'Jen

•""

••«

Hieam Kug-'x
Tlr.s— driving »li'TIrts— teudt-r » h.-.

for

for

^'

•'a
I'

K.

this

Hto

!!»Tden

-

.Safety ralv.-

Orleans A

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
<(

Maine ttaodard
Tower
Uewejr

legal oRlcers.

The Denver

Kranklla Utf- Co.

Hancock
I

Purchasing Agents.
YaUey.

.

Buffalo

Knclneer, with offlic at
who resigned lant spring.

Lehigh

.

I'.'oiuo 4k

PaclJJc.

Tonopah
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18,

Simplex
Simplex

Holsters

Brake-beams

Congdon
Janney

Brake-shoes
Couplers
Draft rigging
Journal boxes

Miner
Symington

Diamond

Trucks

J. G. White & Co., New Y'ork,
has ordered 40 20-ton box cars, 40 10-ton box cars, for December.
1907, delivery, and 15 second class passenger cars for February, 1907.
delivery from the American Car & Foundry Company. The 20-ton

The Philippine Railways, through

will measure 31 ft. '.U in. long, 7 ft. 6-h in. wide and 7 ft.
high, inside measurements, and 32 ft. 9''s in. long and 8 ft. I'S in.
wide over all. The 10-ton box cars will measure 17 ft. ^4 in. long,
7 ft, 6% in. wide and 7 ft. high, inside measurements, and 18 ft.
9% In. long and 8 ft. I'Ss i"- wide, over all. The passenger cars

box cars

will measure 41 ft. IIV2 in. long, 7 ft. 8Vi in. wide and « ft. 9 in.
high, inside measurements, and 43 ft. long and 8 ft. 4'... in. wide,
over all. The bodies ot all cars will be of wood and the undertrames ot steel. The special equipment for all cars includes:
Philippine Uallway standard
\xles
Buffalo
Brake beams

Brake-shoes
Brakes
Brasses
Couplers
Draft rigging
Platforms
Uoofs
Springs

Congdon

Westlnghouse
?,''*,'''

ii?^*"'

Miner

Passenger cars. Standard Coupler Co.
Box cars. Murphy galvanized Iron
nilUpplne Railway standard

The Central of Xew Jersey, as reported In the Railroad Gazette
of October 18, has ordered 12 passenger coaches and eight combination passenger and baggage cars from Harlan & Hollingsworth. The
coaches will seat 81 and the combination cars 58 persons. These
cars win weigh 89.000 lbs. and will measure 65 ft. 3K> in. long and
8 ft. 10 In. wide. Inside measurements, and 74 ft. long, 10 ft. Vj in.
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wide and 13 ft. 11 in. high, over all. Bodies and underframes
be of wood. The special equipment Includes:
CommonMealtli
^Implex
DIamuud S

Holsters
Itruke-beams
iirnkc-shues

Krakes

a sii'm
Nalloual
Pantasote

'urtain material

Symlugton

Hust guards
Ik'atiug system

Gold direct

Symington

.lournal boxes
Light
riatforms
Springs

IMntsch

Standard Coupler Co.
Simplex
Commonwealth, steel frames

Trucks

I'ullman

Vestibules

— Contract

is

reported let by the Erie to Mosier

—

Defia.nck, Ohio. The announcement is reported made by the
Baltimore & Ohio that the company will spend ?53,000 putting up
a passenger station and freight house here.

—

East Bikkai.o, N. Y. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
has made plans for a new coal trestle to be built entirely of concrete, 1,000 ft. long and with a capacity of 4.000 tons.

—

EutiEXE, Ore. Contracts are reported let by the Southern Pafor a new freighthouse. train sheds and additional tracks. The
cost of the improvements will be about $25,000.

cific

—

KiMisvii.r.E, Tex.
The shops of the St. Louis, Brownsville &
Mexico Railroad at this place are being enlarged and other improve
ments of the terminal facilities are being made.

—

Lai-ayette, La. The Southern Pacific, it is said, has bought a
large plot of land here as a site for shops, a roundhouse and large
switching yards.

—

The Interoceanic is making many improvenumber of bridges, and erecting a new station

Matamoros, Mex.
tnents, rebuilding a
here.

—

MixNEAi>oi.i.s, Minn.
The Wisconsin Central has given contracts for putting up a reinforced concrete freight station 66 ft. wide
at the north end and 98 ft. at the south end, 417 ft. long and four
stories high.
A viaduct is also to be build leading from the second
floor at the south end to First avenue.
These improvements will
cost about $180,000.

—

NiEvo Laredo. Mex. The National of Mexico is erecting machine shops, boiler shops, a foundry, blacksmith shops and other
buildings here. It is also building roundhouses at Ventga.s and
Nuevo Laredo.

—A

contract

is

reported

John Qiiinlaii &
work for the new

to

let

of Montreal, at $60,000 for the excavation
Grand Trunk hotel and station.

Co.,

—

Port Arthur, Ont. The Canadian Northern, it is said, is planning to put up car shops here, providing concessions are granted by
the town.

—

Poc(JiiKW:rHiE, N. Y. Announcement is made that repairs on
the bridge over the Hudson river, which have cost the New York.
New Haven & Hartford about $1,500,000, will be finished alwut De1.

—

Pa. The Board of Public Works has given to (lawman
Bros, a contract for the Spring street subway at $110.4SO. The
next lowest bidder was David B. Peoples, who offered to do the
work for $110,!)45. The contract will have to be ratlflod by the
Council and approved by the Mayor.

—

Sabinam, Mkx. The Mexirnn International Is constructinR steel
bridges acros.s the Sabinas and Tepehuanes rivers. The Siiblnas
bridge will be 826 ft. long and will consist of 10 steel girder.x. The
Tepphiianos structure will have six steel girders. The large shop.^
of this road at Durango were recently finished. The roundhouse at
Monclova has Just been rebuilt, and the addltlon.s to the shops of
the road at that place will soon be finished.

Sharon

SraiNcia,

Kan.— The Union

Pacific

has work under way

putting tip roiindhou.ses. making a new yard and putting In tracks.
It has been decided to make this place a division point In place of

Cheyenne Wells,

Etc.

—

—

two stories high.

Reaiii.nii,

Surveys,

Incorporations,

Beaimont & Great NoitTiiERx. This company expects to let
contracts this year for an extension from Livingston, Tex., south-

& Summers for rebuilding its freighthouse recently destroyed by
fire.
The proposed structure will be of brick 32 ft. x 200 ft. and

cember

New

Baxoob & Aroostook. The report of this company for the year
ended June 30, 1907,. shows that work on the Medford extension
from South La Grange north through Medford to a junction with
the main line about four miles north of Seboois is about ready
The line has low grades and is shorter than the line
for operation.

—

Alexani)Ri.\. L.\.
The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, it
build a brick passenger station 200 tt. long, and a frame
freight house on land between Elliott and Jackson streets, and also
make other improvements to cost $70,000.

O.nt.

expected that bids

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Taylor

is said, will

Ottawa,

is

it

via Milo Junction. Brownville and Schoodic. No mention beyond
indicating it on the map is made in the report of the line projected
north from the main line at Seboois along the east bank of the
Allagash river to St. Francis, 140 miles.

Wheels, make of

KF.M.o. N. Y.

have almost been finished for

:

Miner

I'raft rigging

Bi

—Arrangements

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Maguus
Biiboup

ouiilers

Cuitain fixtures
I

Va>-cou\t:b, B. C.

building the second Narrows bridge, and
will shortly be asked for.

Westiugliuuse

Hrasses
•

will

Vol. XLIII., No. 18.

Colo.

east

to

Beaumont,

70

miles.

Surveys made.

Bk; Fork & Ixterx.\tioxai, Fall.s.

— See

(Oct.

Northern

18,

p.

472.)

Pacific.

—

KKALo & St^sf^LEHAxxA. Estimates of the cost of rebuilding
of this road south from Juneau junction southwest to
Sagamore, 23 miles, are being prepared. When the road was built
from Juneau junction to Sagamore, light rails were used, and many
curves and grades prevent the hauling of heavy traffic. The comlit

portions

pany owns

way to rebuild the line and the work
action ha.s been taken on the proposed exten-

sufficient right of

be rushed.
sion south from
is lo

No

Sagamore toward Pittsburgh.

Caxaxea, YAiiui River & Paciuc.

— See

Southern

Pacific.

—

Cax.\diax Pacific. An officer writes concerning the proposed
line from Killam. Alb., northwest to Strathcona. about SO miles, that
although this company has made a reconnoissance, no authority to
(Oct. 18, p. 472.)
build the line has yet been asked for.
Surveys, it is reported, have been made by this company for a
branch from Michel, B. C, to the company's coal mines in the upper
Elk valley. Grading is to be started at once.

—

& Paris Ixterirbax'. Grading is reported under
this company on its proposed electric line from Charleston.
northeast via Ashmore, Kansas, Dudley and Conlogue to Paris,
28 miles.
W. R. Patton, of Charleston, is President.
Cii.M!LE!3Tox

way by
111.,

—

Chicago & Noi!Tn-WE.STERx. The new steel bridge over the Missouri river between Pierre and Fort Pierre. S. Dak., connecting
this company's line with its new line, the Pierre, Rapid City &
North-Western, from Pierre, S. Dak., west to Rapid City, has been
opened for traffic. Plans are being made by the company to run
trains between Chicago and Rapid City via Pierre.
Chicago, BtRi.ixtiTox

& QuixcY.

— During

the year ended June

company

finished work on its line from Frannie, Wyo.,
south to Worland, 91 miles, and the line is now open for traffic.
The extension from Worland south to Kirby, 20.45 miles, is expected
to be finished this year.
The line from Centralia, III., south to
Herrin, 53 miles, was also finished and placed in operation. A new
line is being built to reduce the grades from Lincoln, Neb., including a new yard at that place, west to Milford. A line is projected from Newark, Neb., west to Bridgeport, about 240 miles.
30, 1907, this

—

Chicaoo, Ixdianapom.s & EvANSMLi.E. The initial construction
work on this line projected from Evansville, Ind.. north to Indianand Indiana Harbor. 346 miles, with a branch from Logans-

apolis

port, ind.. north to South Bend. 70 miles, will be the building of
a bridge across White river. 10 miles below Petersburg. Ind. The
first rails on the road will be laid in Vanderburg county in a few
days, the /contracts for the rails having been let in Chicago.
It is
believed the line from Evansville north to White River, 45 miles,
will be finished by the time the bridge Is in place.
(July 5, p. 27.)

Chicago, Weatherford & Brazos Valley.

—This company, organ-

ized to build a line from Weatherford, Texas, to Bridgeport, 38 miles,
it is snid, has made arrangements for financing the project, and construction is to begin within 90 days. G. R. Turner, of New Orleans,
is

interested.

(March

15, p. 381.)

—

CoFFKYViLU: & Me.mpiiis. This company, which was Incorporated nt)out a year ago with a capital of $1,000,000, has surveys
made for Its proposed line from Coffeyvllle. Kan., southeast through
Centralia. VInlta and Afton. Okla.. to Little Rock, Ark., about 300
miles.
Work on the line Is to be begun this year. (March 15, p.
:!82,)

—

DErATiTR. Si m.ivax & Mattoon (Electric). Work, It is said,
U soon to he begun on an electric line from Mattoon, III., northwest to Sullivan, 15 miles, R. D. Starbuck, President, Mattoon.

NuvcMBUi

1,
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lino

GoTCBu k Bui'TilWKMTUM. Thla ronipauy, chmrteretl to build a
from rjotebo. Kiowa county. Oklahoma -.nith to Krr<lcr!rk, Til!

'45

ij

of
f-

nicil

I2j mllpii of

(May

iiii

iralnii

are to bo nin to Marlon over the electric road, which

owned and controlled by the Gould lri''-r<-ii'is not to be atwndoned.
By thin
tem will be In Hha[><< to iompet<paaaenger trafflc to and from St. I.o...
_ „
•

rallri<:i

Krederirk, ami

',)ii*bo to

,

tl,tMM*,MM>.

Una

mlleii.
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Thf

la

M-rvlc«
vs.
'le

._

..

:

17. p. 695.)

f-lr-itrl.

<

crn

.

Illinois.

—

Gbj^.nu Tki .<<k.
The annual report of this company aays that
the line between St. l^jtmbert. Que., at the east eml of the Victoria
bridge and St Roaalle, 31 miles, uced Jointly by thU company and
the Intercolonial, In being double tracked. The work Is expected
The double-track work between Lynden,
to be flnlsbed this year.
Ont snd Rrantford, ami I.«ndon and Hyde Park Junction gives a
I'lubli'-trai k from .Montreal to Chicago. S.SO mlle.^, with
of the St. flair tunnel, which l« slngleiraik, and
niles at Valparaiso, liul., where work has been delayed
owtug tu arrangements yet to be made to cross the tracks of other
companies.
.

:i

MoRaAnriCLO

ft

Anji.NTA.

— See

LouUvllle * Nashville.

Nkwiiiit a Norm a.n.^ Incorporated

In South Dakota with $8,and ofBce at Pierre. The company propoK-s to build
from Douglas county. S. Dak., southwest to a point In Rock

OOO.otKi capital

a line
county. Neb., 75 miles. The incorporators Include E. Banning, T. C.
.McPhllion, P. M. Banning and O. W. Boyd, of Chicago: C. A. Miller,
of Minneapolis, Minn.; I. W. Goodner and M. P. Goodner, of Pierre,
S Dak.

.1

—

Hoi (tniN t Bk-v/os V.ii.Ltv. Vice-President Felix Jackson Is
quoted as saying that the present plans only include building the
extension from Anchor. Tex., north to a connection with the Gulf,
Colorado it Santa Fe. at Duke, 25 mileii. It has not yet been decided whether a line will be built from Duke north to Houston, or
About four
trafflc arrangements made over some existing road.
(July 5, p. 27.)
miles of the extension from Anchor has been built.

—

Iowa k N<>BTii\vi:sTf:K.v. This company, incorporated about a
year ago to build a line from Waterloo. Iowa, east for about 75
miles, it is said, has secured money from the Carnegie Trust Company and the work will soon be t)egun. (March 15, p. 385.)
Ka.vsa.s

t

Tr.XAS.

— Incorporated

in

Oklahoma

to

build a line

from Garden City, Kan., on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, south
via Guymon. Okla.. to Amarillo, Tex., and thence southeast to Houston. 800 miles. The estimated cost of the proposed line is $5,000,000.
The incorporators include J. H. Barnard, of Boston. Mass.; J. L.
Gilson, \V. C. Crow, G. W. Gilson, C. M. Funk and E. Glison, of
Guymon.

—

Kkntii'ky Roaus (Elmtric). Residents of Carlisle, Sharpsburg and Salt Lick recently held a meeting at Owingsvilie, Ky.,
to raise a bonus of $80,000 to build an electric line from Sail I.ick
northwest via Owlnsville and Sharpsburg to Carlisle, 36 miles. The

Kaufman-Shaw Construction Company,

of Dayton, Ohio, is expected

to build the line.

Lawto.n, Wichita

—

&

Noi-.tiiwkstkkn. J. M. Bellamy, of
is asking for bids, and it is said
that contracts will shortly be let for grading this proposed line, projected from I-awton, Okla., south to Wichita Fails, Tex., 49 miles.
A. J. Robinson. Chief Engineer, Frederick, Okla.
(May 24, p. 727.)
Fai.i.h

Lawton, President of this company,

Loiisvii.i.K

&

Na.><iivii.i.e.

— The

report of this

company

for the

year ended June 30. 1907, shows that the reduction of grades from
Corbin, Ky.. south to Saxton, has been finisheil. Work has been
started reducing the grades and putting in double-track from Corbin
north to Livingston. When this work is finished, the company will
have double-track between Sinks and Corbin, 35 miles.
The Morganfield & .\tlanta from Providence, Ky., to MorganOeld, 25.33 miles, has been finished and placed in operation.

Mexican Central.

—The

company for the year
progre.ssing rapidly on
the extension of the Guadalajara division from Tuxpan to Manzaniilo on the Pacific coast.
It is expected to have the line finished
by July of next year.
During the year the branch from Ocotlan
to Atotonllco. 22.22 miles, was finished and opened for trafflc.
The extension from .Marfil northea.st, five miles, giving an entrance
into the city of Guanajuato, will be finished this year. Contracts
have been let and work is under way on the first 31 miles of the
short line from Tampico to the City of Mexico.
ended June

30,

1907,

Mexican Roads.

report of this

shows that work

is

— Construction

work. It is said, has not been susline In the Guanajuato district.
Interwith the Guanajuato Development Comi)any
which is to l)e about 40 miles long. The concharge of E. J. White.

pended on the Mineral Belt
ests closely identified
are building the line,

struction

work

is

in

—

Midland Valley. Plans, it Is said, are being made to extend
this road from Arkansas City, Kan., northwest to Wichita, 55 miles.

—

Mi.«isoiRr, Oklahoma & Gri.F.
Announcement has been made by
President William Keneflck that $6,000,000 will be spent for extenThis includes work on the main line from Dustln, Okla.,
the present southern terminus, south to Denison, Texas, 128 miles,
and probably a branch from Wapanucka on this extension northwest,
via Connersvllle and Pontotoc to Sulphur.
(June 14, p. 878.)

sions.

—

Missofui Pacific. Passenger service over the St. I.ouis, Iron
Mountain & Southern, it is said, is to be extended. This is to be
accomplished by connecting the St. L., I. M. & S. with the Coal Belt
Electric road at No. 7 mines near Herrin. III., and from tliat point

NoRTiiERN Pacific-.— The report of this company for the year
ended June 30, 1907, shows that the Big Fork k International Falls,
building from the terminus of the Big Fork k Northern, at Big
Falls, Minn., northeast to Inteniational Falls on the Rainy I>ake
river, 34 miles, is to be finished and put in operation this year.
Work on the Oregon. Washington k Idaho, which Is being built
jointly by this company and the I'nion Pa< Ific from Texas Ferry,
Wash., on the Snake river east to Grangeville, Idaho, Is under way.
The part of the line between Texas Ferry and Lewiston, Idaho,
72.3 miles, is being built under the direction of the Union Pacific
and Is almost finished. The work includes a bridge over the Snake
river at Lewiston, which is to be finished this year. The extension
from Culdesac, Idaho, southeast to Grangeville, 55 miles, has 80
per cent, of the work finished and Is expected to be put in operation
this year.

The Portland k Seattle, which is being built jointly by this company and the Great Northern from Portland, Ore., east to Spokane,
Wash., with a branch to Texas Ferry, where connection is to l>e
made with the line owned jointly by the Northern Pacific and the
fnion Pacific, is nearing completion between Kennewick and Vancouver, 220.6 miles. Work is under way on the large bridges over
the Columbia and Willamette rivers, and is expected to l)e finished
by June, 1908. The line between Pasco and Spokane, 145.1 miles,
and the branch to Texas Ferry, 40.6 miles, is expected to be finished next summer. The total mileage from the connection with
the Northern Pacific in Spokane to the connection with the same
road near Portland and the branch to Texas Ferry will be 415.1
miles. A new line is being built from Alta. N. Dak., to Berea. 9.4
miles north of Valley City, to give an alternate line for heavy
freight and fast passenger trains. A new track on revised grade
is being built for westljound trains from Wheatland. N. Dak., to
Buffalo, 11.2 miles; the present line will be used for eastbound
The surplus material taken from cut is being used as filling for double-track work between Casselton and Wheatland, which
Work is under way. which it is exis to be finished next year.
pected will be finished this year from Livingston, Mont., west to
double-track between Livingston and
provide
a
Muir. 11.5 miles, to
the east end of the tunnel on the Bozeman mountain. The distance will be reduced 1.142 ft. and the curvature 642 deg. Second
main track is now under construction from the west end of the
tunnel to Bozeman. ll.S miles. This work is expected to be finished
and put in operation next year. Work is under way changing the
line and grades in connection with the second track between GarriWhen finished the new line
son. Mont., and Missoula. 69.1 miles.
There will also
will be 5.2 miles shorter than the existing line.
be an alternate line to eliminate mountain grades from St. Regis,
the proposed
with
connection
in
this
Mont., to Paradise. 21.8 miles;
trains.

line ,ind grade revision

between De Smeth and

St. Regis,

now

oper-

will reduce the eastbound grade to 0.3 per
cent, and westbound grade to level between Tunah and Paradise.
this
work finished next year.
have
to
expected
It is

ated as a branch

line,

On the White Pine Hill line. 2S.4 miles, work is under way on
a change of line to reduce grades; the distance will be increased
In Washington between Kalama and Vancouver second
1.3 miles.
main track work and improving line and grades on 29.9 miles is
under way. and is expected to be finished in the fall of 1908. This
work will reduce the distance 358 ft. curvature, 329 deg., and rise
and

fall

98

OiiKcioN,

ft.

Wasiiinciton

&

Idaho.

— See

Northern

Pacific.

Pkcos. Sarac;osa & Bai.morhea.— This company is being organized to build a line from Pecos. Texas, southwest, 40 miles, down the
The headquarters of the com|)any is at
valley of Toyah creek.
Pecos.

Pennsylvania Links

West— This

tion the question of shortly

company has under consideramaking improvements on the Waynes-

burg & Washington. This line, which is 28.15 miles long, is narrow
It is said that a line is now
gage, and is to be made standard.
building from a point near Ellsworth. Pa., south to Zollarsville,
under the name of the Pennsylvania Southern, to relieve the freight
congestion in that section.

The

line is eventually to be

extended
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from Zollarsville west via Bissel
Washington.

Pexxsylvania
PoBixA.ND

Soi-TiiERX.

to

Hackneys on the Waynesburg &

— See Pennsylvania

& Seattle. — See Northern

Lines West.

—

Kanawha &

St. Louis, Irox

Moustaix & Southern.

— See Missouri Pacific.

—

Southerx

Pacific. According to Vice-Consul A. W. Brickwood,
of Nogales. the Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific has let the contract
for its line in the state of Sonora, from a point on its Naco-Cananea
line northwest to Nogales, 100 miles.
The entire line must be built
within 18 months. Surveys are made and grading has already been
done from the east end of the new line from Verde for 10 miles,
and rails are being laid on this portion. A large force is
also to be started grading from the west end at Nogales. The line
will connect important mineral regions.
(Oct. 4, p. 403.)
It is stated by J. H. Cashion, General Manager of the Grant

Brothers Construction Company, of Los Angeles, Cal., which has
the contract for the construction of the greater part of the
Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific, in Mexico, that more than G.OOO
men and 2,000 teams are now at work. The laborers are divided
into four large camps.
The largest gang is working on the main
line from Guaymas, southeast to Mazatlan, COO miles.
About 300
miles of this division is finished. Another gang is working from
Mazatlan southeast to Tepic, 200 miles; another on the branch from
Corral north to Nacozari. and another between Nogales and
Del Rio. The main line is to run from Guaymas southeast to Orendain, 2.5 miles from Guadalajara, where connection is to be made
with the Mexican Central. A branch line is also being built from
Del Rio on the north, south to Nogales. The Mexican Engineering
and Construction Company, of Mexico City, has the contract to build
the first division out of Orendain toward Tepic. Many Yaqui Indians are employed in the work.

Texas Central.

— This

road,
terminus, in

Union Pacific.

— See

Michigan.

is

said,

is

to be extended

Northern

Pacific.

—

—

Vera Cruz Terminal. It is authoritatively announced that
company, now organizing in London, with a capital of $6,000,000,

this
will

contracts for the construction of the new terminals at Vera Cruz
within seventy days. The comjiany is to be composed of representatives of the Mexican (Vera Cruz), the Interoceanic, the Vera Cruz
& Pacific and the Alvarado railroads, all of which enter the port of
Vera Cruz. The proposed improvements, according to the plans and
estimates, will cost $6,000,000.
The work Includes customs warehouses and a union station.
let

—

I^uisiana & Arkansas. Gross earnings for the year ended June 30,
1907, were $1,216,837, an increase of $159,312; net earnings, after
taxes, $.''.68,078, a decrease of $3,266. The surplus after charges
was $225,484, a decrease of $13,175.

MiLLBROOK Company.

—

Washington, Fiikherick t GETTYsiiriin (Electric). Rights of
for about 12 miles by this company for its
proposed electric line through Montgomery county, Maryland. The
company Is now bulbling Hi miles In Frederick county, on a line
which Is eventually to be exiended to Kmrnlllsburg and to Gettysburg. D. C. Kemp, President, Frederick.

— See Pennsylvania Lines West.
— C!ontract reporled by this company

Watnk.shi wi & Washington.

is

let

to the Lantry ConBtmctlon Company of Kansas City, for piercing
a tunnel 2.000 ft. long nt Duluth, Minn.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

w

were

— See Norfolk t Southern
—OroM earnings for the year ended

GKolUilA.

Central Vermont.

I.T.S^.T.OHS

— See

New

York,

New York &
&

New

Portciiester (Electric).
Hartford.

York,

owns

New Haven &

all

Hartford.

the stock ot the

New Haven & Hartford.
New York, New Haven

— See

— The Willbrook Company, which

New York &

Portchester and a ma-

jority of the stock of the New York, Westchester & Boston, has
been sold by Oakleigh Thorne and Marsden J. Perry to the New
York. New Haven & Hartford. The routes of the projected elec-

and Portchester companies
lines
of the Westchester
They
were
to
together.
were
parallel
and
close
part
New York City to
of
from the northern
run
White Plains, N. Y.. and to points on the north shore ot Long
Island Sound. The companies opposed each other for some time
until last November, when Messrs. Thorne and Perry bought
control of both. It is said that the two companies have spent
between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000, most of the actual construction work having been done by the New York, Westchester &
Boston, which has graded most of its four-track line from 177th
street. New York, to Mount Vernon, and has erected many steel
bridges. The New Haven, it is now learned, has been financing
The Harlem branch of the New
this work for the past year.
York, New Haven & Hartford runs close to the 177th street
terminus.
(See New York, Westchester & Boston; November
tric

23,

New

1906, p. 146.)

York, Westchester & Boston (Electric).

— See New York, New

Norfolk & Southern.— It

is said that this company is ultimately to
acquire the stock of the Central of Georgia, all of which was
bought last June by Oakley Thorne and Marsden J. Perry. Mr.
Thorne was quoted last week as saying that he had already sold
his share. Mr. Perry is Chairman of the Board ot the Norfolk
& Southern.

—

Pennsylvania. About $37,000,000 of the $50,000,000 iVj per cent
notes maturing on November 1 were redeemed in advance by
Kuhn. Loeb & Co., New York, up to October 30. The remaining $13,000,000 are to be redeemed by the railroad company
to-day.

June

SO. 1907.

a decrease of I.T.RSS; net enrnlngs. after

tjixes,

—

The special meeting of stockholders called for
October 28 to approve the reorganization plan has been postponed for two weeks.

Pere Marquette.

& Ohio Central.

—

Gross earnings for the year ended June
were $4,866,661. an increase of $794,499; net earnings,
after taxes, $1,547,031. an increase of $542,757. Net income was
$1,185,295, and out of this $826,765 was appropriated for additions and betterments, new equipment, payment of equipment
notes and for retiring a special equipment and betterment loan,
leaving $358,530 surplus for profit and loss.

ToLEiK)

30. 1907,

way hare been secured

Ce>tral

earnings for the year ended June

from

Vancouver Island & Eastern. Application is being made to
the Dominion Parliament to incorporate this company. The company proposes to build a line from a point neap Victoria, B. C,
northeast via Yellow Head Pass to Edmonton, Alb., 500 miles. Connection would be made with Vancouver Island either by ferry or
a bridge across the strait. R. Chowe, Victoria, is the attorney.

WisroN.siN Centra!..

— Gross

Haven & Hartford.
it

present western
Fisher county, Texas, northwest,
traversing the upper part of the Brazos river valley for some distance to Emma, about 90 miles.
The construction work is to be
started as soon as the survey is finished.
its

—

were $2,377,662, an increase of $224,899; net earnings,
The net income was $267,076,
$515,695, a decrease of $20,434.
and $384,809 was spent for additions and betterments and for
retiring equipment trust obligations, leaving a deficit to be carried to profit and loss account of $117,793.

—

and Houston this year. Trackage rights over the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe have been obtained from Algoa into Houston and south
into Galveston. This arrangement will go into effect as soon as the
Santa Fe completes the work of enlarging its terminal facilities at
these places to accommodate the additional traffic.

a

30, 1907,

& Mexico. It is announced that this
will begin to operate its passenger trains into Galveston

St. Louis, BRowNsviLiji

$1,813,

The President is quoted as having said, at the
annual meeting on October 22, that, judging from the earnings
for the last few months, the net earnings for the present year
would be the largest in the history of the company, and that the
stockholders might expect an increased dividend.

Chesapeake & Ouio.

is

company

The net income was

an increase of $1,753.
decrease of $2,703.

1688.381,

Pacific.

St. Loiis, Bartlksville & Pacuic.
This company, it is said,
buiiding its proposed line from Bartlesville, Okla., west to Pond
Creek, Okla., and has filed an amendment to its charter authorizing
it to extend its line from Pond Creek west to a connection with the
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, about 40 miles. (Oct. 11, p. 435.)
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—

At a meeting ot the Directors, held on October 30.
a committee was appointed to consider plana for forming a hold-

I'NioN Pacific,

ing conii)any to take over the ITnion Pacific's interests In other
companies. The commUlce consists of E. H. Harriman, Henry
C. Frick, Marvin Ilughitt. R, S, Lovett. James Stillman. Oliver
Ames, P. A. Valeiilinc and Robert W. Goelet. The par value
of the securities of other companies held by the Union Pacific
amounts to about $300,000,000, yielding about $15,000,000 annual Income; none of these securities are pledged as collateral
for loans, except $108,000,000 ot the Southern Pacific stock,
which is part security for an authorized Issue of $100,000,000
refunding mortgnge Oregon Short Line bonds, of which $45,ono.OOO have been Issued.

Wichita Fall-s & Nortiiwesterx.— A mortgage has been filed with
the Commonwealth Trust Company, ot St. Louis, securing an
Issue ol,

it Is

said, $640,000 bonds.

:
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The long-expected crisis in British railroad labor troubles was of the paper attributed most of the failures in service from shelling
out to conditions over which the maker had no control, such as
last Sunday when Richard Bell. .M.P.. Secretary of the
AmalRamated Society of Railway Servants, the strongest of the brake burns and bad mating of wheels on the same axle, causing
British railroad labor unions, announced that the recent balloting eccentricity and pounding. Some of the members who took part in
reached

in the Society hatl resulted in a vote of 76.925 in favor of a general

and 8,773 against.

strilte

The Executive Committee

of the Society

was empowered to declare the strike at any time, but it expressed
a desire to meet with Mr. Lloyd-George, President of the Board
of Trade, and a committee of railroad directors and arrange, it
compromise or truce. This meeting was held on
possible,
Wednesday, and it is reported that the railroads agreed to
a.

accept the principle of arbitration of disputes through representative committees of their employees without openly recognizing the
existence of the union. The strike was for recognition of the Society

and the right of its officers
This claim
of Its members.

to

treat with

of

the railroads on behalf

recognition arose primarily from

passage last year of the Trades Dispute .\(t which in effect
the famous Taff Vale decision which held any trade
union and its treasury funds responsible for acts done by its officers
within the scope of their authority. The railroads were unanimous
In resisting the demand because if recognition of the union were
granted, the directors would be compelled to met-t representatives
of the union and agree on a settlement of disputes between the
company and Its employees. The directors would then be bound
by law to make good their promises and the stockholders would
be liable to pay any damages awarded for failure to carry out the
promises.
The union, on the other hand. Is not responsible In
money, and the members could repudiate at will any of the agreements made by their officers. The A. S. R. S. has over 100,000
members in all of the lower grades, or one-sixth of the total numThese Include trainmen, switchmen, trackmen,
ber of employees.
The engine drivers and Bremen are not
porters and signalmen.
in sympathy with the Idea of a strike.
the

reversed

FAILURES OF STEEL TIRESThe discussion of the paper on "CauKcs of Failures of Steel
Tires*" by G. Ij. Norris. at the October meeting of the Western
Railway Club, developed wide differences of opinion as to the cause
of shelling out, the most common defect of steel tires. The author
paper was reprinted
pages 4!)."i and 5.*t2.

•Tills

Nov.

1

.

In

full

In

llie

Itiiilniinl

(htzrlli.

Oct. 25

and

the discussion believed the trouble to be due to inherent defects
of the steel for which the maker was responsible, basing this
belief largely on the absence of any other explanation so far
advanced which would cover all of the peculiar circumsUnces under
which such failures usually occur. While Mr. Norris may be right
in his contention that the maker is not responsible, the fact remains
that tires are failing in service from this cause, and, as in many
other details of railroad equipment, it devolves on the maker to
produce tires which will not fail under the conditions as they
Heavy wheel loads must be used in building locomotives
exist.

powerful enough to haul long trains at high speed, and powerful
brakes must be used on the wheels to stop such trains. These
may be conditions over which the tire maker has no control, but
they are conditions which his product must be made to meet
The careful methods of mechanical and heat treatment in use
to-day have undoubtedly reduced to a minimum the inherent defects
in the steel used for tires, but they cannot eliminate the inherent
The trouble from shelled out spots in
ductile properties of steel.
steel tires can be explained in almost every case by going back to
the inherent property of steel to stretch or flow under pressure.
tire on a locomotive in road service revolves in one direction
.A. steel
This long-continued rolling
probably 95 per cent, of the time.
action causes the metal in the tire to gradually flow back around
the wheel in the opposite direction to the normal direction of rotation, and the metal near the surface of the tire becomes more or
Eccentricity of wear due to weak centers or eccenless laminated.
tricity of mounting on the axle produce hammer blows which
Intensify the rolling action and tend to break up the flowing metal
When the brakes are applied the drag of the brake
into layers.

shoes tends to force the metal back to its normal condition, and
If the applications are moderate and frequent, they may almost
However, when the brakes
entirely counteract the rolling action.
are applied hard enough to lock the wheels and cause skidding, the
small area of overlapping metal In contact with the rail is suddenly heated to a high temperature, and at the same time is torn
partially or wholly away from the layer underneath, with the result

The size of the shelled out spot will depend
which the lamination of the metal has progressed,
the length of the skidding and the friction between the sliding
that a piece shells out.

on the extent

to

—
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wheel and the rail. Only slight differences in the relative ductility
of two tires mounted on one axle, accompanied by a difference in
brake shoe friction, will result in different degrees of flowing and
lamination. It will also be seen that any difference in the wheel
loads due to imperfect equalization or in the character of the surface of the two rails over which the wheels slide, would affect the
force tending to tear away the laminated metal in the tire. This
explains in most part the curious cases of shelled out wheels sometimes cited in defence of the theory of inherent defects in the steel
In which only one wheel out of a set of eight will develop such spots.
Chilled cast-iron wheels under the same conditions develop
cracks along the cleavage lines of the crystals of chilled iron, that
is, at right angles to the surface of the tread.
The intense heat
generated by the skidding wheel breaks down the adhesion between
the grains, and the drag of the rail opens up the cracks.
The tendency of truck and tender wheel tires to shell out
quicker and more frequently than driving wheel tires can be explained by their smaller diameter and the fact that they skid more
often.
The area of contact between the wheel and rail is less
with a small wheel than with a large wheel, and the intensity of
unit pressure is correspondingly greater for the same loads. Truck
wheels often carry loads as great as driving wheels carry. This
increased unit pressure has more effect in producing a deeper rolling action and a pronounced flow of metal. For the same reason,
when the wheel skids the adhesion is localized and tends to tear
loose the laminated metal deeper down into the tire, thus producing larger shelled out pieces. Other causes which tend to intensify
the rolling action are slight eccentricity in the tire and the pounding action of the wheels when running with a light load carried
on stiff springs. It is also true that truck and tender wheels are
often braked with a higher percentage of brake shoe pressure than
driving wheels. As they are not coupled with other pairs of wheels
and are frequently imperfectly equalized, local conditions of excessive brake shoe friction or instantaneous reduction of pressure on
the rail may produce skidding.
If this theory is true, the remedy is obviously to use steel with
a higher carbon content and having less ductility. But another
cause of tire failures, heat cracks in the flange, is probably due to

a lack of

sufficient ductility.

When

a tire expands from the heat-

ing action of the brake shoe the flange stretches more than the
and if the ductility is low, small cracks appear at the point
of the flange and gradually work in. What can be done to produce
a steel of mean ductility to meet both of these conditions is a
tread,

problem for the tire maker to solve. If it was possible to make
a tire with a deeply case-hardened tread and annealed flange, the
trouble from both causes might disappear. That the tire makers
are bending every effort toward producing satisfactory tires is
shown by the statement made during the discussion of the paper
by Samuel M. Vauclain: "The question of cost has not the slighton the quality of the material which goes into a tire.
if a better tire can be made and if these
defects which are found in service can be eliminated, they will
be eliminated." How different from the attitude of the rail makers!
est influence

We

are detennined that

Vol. XLIII., No. 19.

Yet the 1906
impossible for
a carrier to change its rates without giving 30 days prior notice
to the Interstate Commerce Commission, unless the commission
exempts it by special action. This provision is, of course, along
lines the reverse of competitive, since a 30-day-notice cut rate is
In a word, the railroads are
not an effective competitive device.
told with blunt plainness that they must compete and are then
has thus strongly affirmed the competitive principle.

revision of the

Commerce

act

makes

it

specifically

immediately reminded that they must not.
The Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1S90 says definitely that every
person who shall make a contract or engage in any combination
in the fonn of a trust or otherwise, in restraint of trade or commerce, shall be guilty of misdemeanor and subject to severe penalties,
which have been made cumulative by subsequent court decisions,
and eminent corporation counsel have expressed the opinion that
it

is

technically impossible for two grocers in the same block to
street together and agree on the price at which they

walk down the

will sell eggs without rendering

themselves liable

three-fold

damages payable

There have been a good many Indications in the last few months
the crudely drawn and Ill-defined portions of the Sherman
Antl-Tnist l^w which make It Impossible for any two or three
gathered together In one place to know whether they are malefactor.i or not, might be the subject of revision by Congress this

that

winter.

We

Sherman law

have always maintained that the language of the
wa-s little short of ridiculous, and that it was so

sweeping in Its Interdictions that only the courts knew what It
meant, and then only In cases that had come before them.
The whole fabric of American railroad legislation rests on two
principles which are all but Irreconcilable with each other; first,
that carriers serving the same or adjacent ferrltorj- must compete
with each other; second, that rates for like and contemporaneous
service under subBtantlBlly similar circumstances and conditions
must J)e the same to all comers; that Is to say. not competitive, and
that one city or territory must not be built up at the expense of
another (long-and-short-haul clause); a process which Is fundamentally and naturally the result of competition.
The Act to
Regulate Commerce prohibits inollng. and the AntlTrust law Apparently makes every kinl of aisreempnt between persons engaged In
the same kind of buslne's an act of conspiracy, so that Congress

imprison-

to

competition, is strongly repressed.
What unrestricted competition means in the transportation field
need to be told no one who has in mind the history of the years
when the trunk line territory was aroused by new comers, or of
the period prior to the formation of the Southern Railway & Steamship Association, in the South, Albert Fink estimated that the rate
this period reduced gross earnings of the southern railroads about 42 per cent, below what regular rates would have
allowed, a sum equal in many cases to the entire net earnings which
could have been derived from the competitive business at the
regular rates, and in 1876 a committee of stockholders of the
Central Railroad & Banking Company of Georgia reported, "it is
conceded that the property of your stockholders is on the brink

wars of

of being

roads

is

sunk forever, and the bankruptcy of a number of your
imminent if not even now a fact." It is, of course, familiar

history how the association stopped this era of frightful waste
and how the rate committee of the association divided business between competitive points, established differentials betwen different
towns and made classifications of freight. The roads were assigned
a percentage which they could carry, similar to the coal agreements
of recent years, and these percentages were determined with the
greatest care and were at all times subject to revision under protest.
To faiilitate payments, a deposit of 20 per cent, of the receipts from pooled business was made by each road, and weekly and
monthly balances were cleared with great precision.

The passage of the original Interstate Commerce Law of 1887
stopped the pooling feature of this agreement, the 20 per cent, payment?, and the payment by one road to another of whatever excess
that road may have earned above its due allotment, but reports of
business and earnings were continued daily, and through rates were
still very largely under the influence of the rate committee of the
Southern Railway & Steamship Association, although each road tried
conform to the requirements and decisions of the newly formed
Interstate Commerce Commission. The association thus maintained
its usefulness as a guarantor of harmony and used Its power to
fine roads which attempted to make trouble.
But even this was
stopped by the i)assage of the Sherman act. The associations are
now become only conferences, and destructive and long-drawn-out
competition has been in the main prevented probably not so much
by the strength of these conferences as by the fact that the roads
of which they are formed realize that they have all to lose and
nothing to gain by contests of this kind.
Btit a stronger reason than this for harmony has been the fact
that the Shornian law, in Its earlier days, was construed loosely.
It was well known that the law was not aimed at railroads, and
only the Roosevelt administration has sought to apply it to railroads with any real show of vigor; consequently. In the last period
when railroad facilities really exceeded the demands upon them
for about 18 months. In 1S97 and 1898
the railroads throughout
the country did not have the same fear of maintaining rates by
aiireements that they have now, while since that time traffic everywhere has been so much In exce?s of facilities that It has not much
mattered whether agreements were In effect or not.
With the
exieptlon of a few sporadic struggles for grain traffic, and especially Oulfl)ound grain traffic. It may be said that there has been
no r.Tte war of consequence since the passage of the Sherman act.
The I'xln'ini'h iiitcrp-tlne niiostinn of the present day is, what
to

COVIPETITION AND CONFISCATION UNDER THE ANTI.
TRUST LAW-

to fine,

any other grocer whose
business had been injured by the reduction in prices upon which
Thus the doctrine of individual competition is
they had agreed.
upheld with tremendous vigor, while trade agreement or collective

ment and

—

NovKMsn
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will b« the effect of the govemroeot'i heroic effort* to require com-

petition between carrleni If we are to ko throuch a year or ao of
dlmlnUhotl buKlneM actlvUy, ami If th>< facllltlei of ibo carriers
overtake and really paaa by the trafllc offered tbeni. Are we then
to maintain rates by that HtranKeai of pbonomena an aKreement
entirely unenforceable. are we to have the deatrucllve competition
of the ilxtles and the seventleii, or are thi> peculiarly childish and
uneconomic feaiure* of the AntlTniHt hiw that forblil combina-

—

—

and this waa
brought home ao strongly to the government that It felt compelled
to announce at that time that It did not Intend to "run amu<-k." The
tobacco nelxure under the Sherman law only bringii new force to the
contention that the prosperity of the country and the itablllty of Ita
great and law-abiding corporations, railroad and other, should be
entrenched a long way beyond the powers of the government or of
any officer of It to "run amuck."

of other yreat railroad combinationa in this country,

tion to prevent waMteful compelltlan, to Ih- abollitheil?
It Is well known that in the dayx of highly unrestricted (competi-

the general

tion

believes* that

public did

not Rnin

thereby.

Henry

S.

of the pre!w>nt hostility towards corporations,
towards rallroacls. Is the outgrowth of the rather

barbarouM efforts of lines HiifferlnK from unrestricted competition
to recoup themselveg from non-i-onipcllllve territory, until the manner in which service should l>e iM-rfornuM In non-compelltlve reslons
became a |>olillcal Issue, while all throuRh the latter part of the
tronftly competitive period (1870 to 1880) the railroads were busy
making enemies and compotlnR themselves Into bankniptiy. Charles

FranoU Adams,

Jr..

In

revlewiiiK the history of railroad trafllc In

England, called attention '2» years ago to George Stephenson's remark that where combination is i>083lble. competition Is Impossible,
and pointed out that In the face of all the legislation designed to
require competition in Great Britain the llneis obstinately refused
to C3mpete. In 1872 a British Committee on Railroad Amalgamation
was appointed, including in Its number two very able men, the
Marquis of Salisbury and the Earl of Derby, and this committee
showed with sreat precision how, In 40 years of railroading. English railroad legislation had never accomplished anything which It
sought to bring about nor prevented anything which It sought to
hinder, while the cost to the companies of the useless mass of
legislative enactments (3.300 of them) was i)Iaced at .£80.000,000.
The conclusion of the committee at that time was that competition
between railroads existed only to a limited extent and could not be
maintained by legislation. The committee showed further that the
North-Eastern Railway was composed of 37 Independent companies,
several of which had formerly competed with each other, and that
prior

to

consolidation

their

these

lines

had.

generally

speaking,

pay sniull dividends. But
now (1872) the North-EJastern was the most complete monopoly
From the Tyne to the Humber It held
In the United Kingdom.
the whole country to itself, and it charged the lowest rates and
paid the highest dividends of all the great English combinations.
It was not vexed by litigation, and while numerous complaints
were heard from I>ancashire and Yorkshire, where railroad competition existed, no one had appeared before the committee to
prefer any complaints against the North-Eastern.
In view of such facts as these, the committee reported that
amalgamation had not brought out the evils that had been anticipated, but, in any event, long and varied experience had fully
demonstrated the fact that while Parliament nught hinder and
thwart. It could not prevent It, and it was equally powerless to
lay <lown any general rules determining its limits or character.
This report Is so excellent a document on the subject of legislative prevention of competition that we have quoted freely from Mr.
Adams, who refers to It in his Railroad Problems (1886). It now
remains to be seen whether this country has learned the lesson
as well as England did or whether there must be more harsh and
futile law making before we reach the state of legislative intelligence which England arrived at 35 years ago. As If to give special
point and appropriateness to the urgency of a wiser law at this
time. It Is not yet a month since the Department of .lustlce, acting

charged higher rates and been able

unrifr section

fi

of the

Sherman

to

law, directed

tlic

seizure of

some

worth of tobacco In transit from factories of the BritishAmerican Tobacco Company Limited, located at Petersburg, Va.,
and at Durham, S. C. to New York and foreign countries, on the
ground that the property was owned under a contract entered Into
by two American tobacco companies and three English concerns
This is the first time that the seizure clause
to limit competition.
Its practical effect, of
of the Sherman law has been employed.
course, Is to make the owners of the tobacco come into court and
prove their own Innocence, In reversal of the established common
law principle; and Its indirect effect Is to make substantially every
corporaticn within the length and breadth of the ITniled States
realize that It exists and doe.s hnslnp.ss only becau.sp It has not as
yet been the whim of the government to attack it. We pointed out
In reviewing the Northern Securities' decisions that the language
tised by the court would apply equally well to a very large number

$7,000

*Itnilwn.v Coi'iiornllons as Public Servants.

Reading Company.

Haines

much

and especially
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The Reading Company controls the operations of two principal
subsidiaries— the Philadelphia * Reading Railway and the Philadelphia A Reading Coal t Iron Comjiany. In addition It owns all
the capital Htock of the Ueitding Iron Company, but the o|>enitlons
of this company are not made public. Vnder the arrangement which
is in force between the two sulwldlaries, the Coal 4 Iron company
usually shows u deflcit. and the Income of the Reading Company
which goes to pay dividend.s on Its stocks comes from the Railway
comimny. The Reading Company's report includes a great deal of
Information about the different companies, but. on account of the
bookkeeping involved in the relations between the three, and

because consldenible necessary Information Is not given. It Is not
easy to get a clear and complete view- from It of the operation and
standing of the railroad and coal companies.
The year's production of anthracite coal from lands owned,
leased and controlled by the Coal & Iron Company, was 11.6o5.100
long tons, an Increase of 990.000 tons, or 9 per cent, over the previous year. The company's coal sales Increased 12 per cenL over the
previous year. The cost of coal mined and purchased was I'-l. cents
less per ton than in 190G and the price realized :!.l cents a ton more,
making an increase In the net amount received of 4.6 cents per ton.
Receipts from the sale of anthracite were $4,500,000 larger than In
19ii(;, and receipts from the sale of bituminous and from other sources
$200,000 larger, so that there was an increase of $4,700,000 in the Coal
& Iron Company's gross receipts. Its expenses, however, rose $4,400,000, so that the net earnings of the year were only $:!00,OiiO larger than
The i)rlnclpal increases in expenses were $1,.*<00,000 in
In 190G.
cost of mining and repairs (there were 900.000 more tons mined by
the company) and $1,000,000 in cost of transportation by rail and
water (there were 1.200.000 more tons sold). The net earnings were
13,500,000, from which $1,300,000 was appropriated for new work at
collieries; $1. GOO, 000 paid to the Reading Company as interest at 2
per cent, on money advanced, and $500.00ii. being 5 cents a ton on
coal mined from the company's lands during the year, put in the
Depletion of Lands fund. In addition there were fixed charges and
tTxes amounting to $115,000. leiiving a final deficit for the year of
$71,000.

The Philadelphia & Reading Railway, on the other hand, had
a net Income of $7,900,000 for the year. Out of this, $1,800,000 w-as
appropriated for improvements and $6,000,000 paid in dividends to
the Reading Company, leaving a small surplus. The increase in
gross earnings was just \inder $3,000,000. Operating expenses, however, increased $:{,S00,00O. leaving net earnings smaller than in the
previous year. Both because of this increase in net earnings and
because there was a special call for funds In the 1906 year to complete unusually extensive work which had been in progress for some
time, the improvement appropriation was $1,700,000 less than in
190G. No new work of any importance was undertaken last year, so
that the Improvement expenditures could be reduced. The principal
item of the $1,800,000 spent for improvements wiis $990,000 for main,
second, third, fourth, yard and station tracks.
Earnings from co<»l and from merchandise trafllc both Increased,
the former by $1,500,000. the latter by $1,100,000. The anthracite
tonnage carried was 13,200,000 tons, an increase of 1.400.000 tons,
or 12 per cent, over 1906. The bituminous tonnage was 11.200.000
The revenue from coal
tons, a gain of 700,000 tons, or 7 i)er cent..
The merchandise traffic increased 9 per
traffic increased 9 i)er cent.
There was an incent, and the merchandise earnings 7 per cent.
crease of 3 per cent. In the passenger earnings.
Opeiating expenses were 17 per cent, larger than In 1906. Maintenance of way Increased 13 per cent., maintenance of equipment 26
A statement
l)er cent, and conducting transportation 14 per cent.
that these increases were In general due to "the Increased volume
of business handled, the Increase of wages and the higher price of
materials" sums up succinctly the increased costs which most railroad companies have been facing during the year.
Maintenance of way cost $;;.G10 per mile owned and leased,
against $3,195 In 1906. Repairs and renewals cost $3,245 per locomotive, against $2.22S in 1906, a very large Increase, due apparently
to specially large expenditures necessary to keep the locomotives
owned under equipiuent trusts at their original value and efficiency
The passenger car figure was $591,
as provided In the leases.
against $(ilO In 1906. and the freight car. $73, against $62 In 1906.
The report records that on November 1. 190G. one-way passenger
fares were reduced to 2'... cents a mile over the whole system with-

.
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out disturbing commutation or excursion rates. On May 25, 1907,
fares in the suburban district of Philadelphia were advanced to make
them correspond with rates in force on other parts of the system.
On November 1, 1906. there was also an increase of 10 per cent made
In the wages of all employees receiving less than $200 a month. An
Increase in the same proportion had been made in November, 1902.
The Reading's tidewater terminal is at Port Richmond, near
Tables are given showing the outbound ocean busiPhiladelphia.
ness to foreign and domestic ports during the past six years and
from Port Richmond to rail points, mostly on the
shipments
the
also
The merchandise shipments last
line of the Philadelphia & Reading.
year outbound were 1,130,0(10 short tons, the anthracite coal ship-
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$2,362,062 was charged against income for renewals and improvements made or to be made, making a total charge against income
for maintenance of way of at least $4,280,680, or $6,606 per mile of
line.
It is a prosperous railroad which can spend anything like
this sum. when most roads get along with from $1,000 to $2,000 a

Of course the fact that the Central of New Jersey has 263
miles of second and 71 miles of third and fourth tracks thesemust be taken
figures gleaned from the Reading Company's report
into consideration, but, even so, the expenditures on the line are
very high. For lack of the detailed figures of repairs and renewals,
it is not possible to work out the unit figures for equipment maintenance. However, including $1,150,000 appropriated out of incomemile.

—

—

ments 1.900,000 long tons and the bituminous coal shipments 1.800.000 long tons,
this last an Increase from 1,400,000 tons in
The rail shipments from Port Rich1906.
mond have increased from 850,000 short tons
of merchandise and iron ore in 1905 to
1,400.000 tons last year.
No table of commodity tonnage figures is
given, so that it is impossible to form an
accurate idea of the extent and character of
the road's traffic. The ton-mile rate for coal
traffic

cents.

cents.

not given, but works out at 0.691
The rate on merchandise was 0.946
The passenger-rate reduction seems

is

have affected the passenger-mile rate only
The decrease is less than 1 per cent.
The only information published about
the Reading Iron Company is a few facts
The assets stand
about its balance sheet.
at $13,400,000, an increase of $1,000,000 durcapital
stock remains at
year.
The
the
ing
$1,000,000, all owned by the Reading Company, and the outstanding mortgage bonds
have been reduced during the year; at the
same time current liabilities, accrued inIt is evident
terest and dividends are less.
to

slightly.

that there is a profitable equity.
The accompanying map shows the Reading Company's system, including the Central
Railroad of New Jersey, whose report is reviewed below, and the Lehigh & Hudson
River, which gives the system an outlet to
the Campbell Hall gateway and thence by
the New Haven system over the Poughkeepsie Bridge to New England.
The results of the last two years' operation of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway are
following table:

Reading Cotnpany's System.

summed up

inoT.

Mileage workpfl
'arnlngs
cain\ngs...
Coal frelRht earnings
Gross enmlngs
Mnlnt. way and striiotuies
rji.sseng'-r
.Mils'',

fri'lclii

>l.ilnt.

of equipment

<,*on(Iuctlng

transportation

Operating exjienses
Net earnings
Net inrome

$fi.39n.l73
in.3tiO,i7o

1906.
1 ,000
$C.2ir..316

18.730,190

220.441
17.198.247

42,67fi,278

30.r,.-.8.O41

.S.6nr,.l!12
7.!»71,.'J44

3.105,1.52
6,3.H0,882

13..->64,854
2.">,8S0.331

11.8ne,370
22,137,172

ir..7S<i.!)47
7.8!)i;.3.'.n

17,i520.869
8,1»23,S24

e.owi.iiod

0,000,000

1.847,034

3,.">3().332
(iir),->28«

IilTldends

Improvement appropriations
Year's surplns

in the

.

44.42.->

l.'i.

•ijennt.

Central Railroad of

New

Jersey.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey is a splendid railroad, but
report.s are among the most unsatisfactory of any Issued.
They are exceedingly Incomplete and also are not clear In all of
Its

annual

the farts which they do give. For Inslanro, the operations are divided Into two groups, "rail lines" and "other operations Including New York t l^ng Branch Railroad." The first group Includes
the bulk of the operations, but the second Is by no means iinlmporUnt, for It adds nearly $.1,000,000 to gross earnings. Vet the
operating expenses of the whole property are lumped In one figure.
For the rail lines, to be sure, the four operating expense accounts
are given separalply. hut even these do not go Into details. Owing
to these and many other lacks. It Is difflrult to review the operations
of the road with any accuracy. The l»est that can \te done Is lo
give certain results; some of them stated In the report; some a

matter of opinion.
In spite of the fact that only a nominal surplus for the year
shown. It Is certain both from the few figures given In the report and from arqualnlance with the property that the road Is unusually strong both financially and physically. On the "rail lines"
there was spent, as nearly as one can tell when no flgurfs of mileage operated are given, $2,961 per mile for maintenance of way.
In 1906 this expense was $2,683. Besides this on the whole property

U

equipment fund, the maintenance of equipment expenditureswere enough to provide $3,000 per locomotive, $800 per passenger
It is evicar and $93 per freight car. These also are high figures.

to the

dent, therefore, that during the past year the road has been lavishly
maintained. And not only last year but for years before has this-

general policy been followed out.
Gross earnings, including all operations, were $25,700,000 against
$23,100,000 in 1906, a gain of $2,600,000, or 12 per cent. Operating,
expenses increased $1,400,000, leaving a gain of $1,200,000 in net
earnings. Freight earnings were $19,400,000, a gain of 12 per cent>
over 1906, and passenger earnings $5,500,000, an increase of 9 per
cent. The revenue trainload was 520 tons, about the same as in 1906.
There were 81 miles of track relaid with 90-lb. rails during
the year and 61 miles relaid with second-hand rails, chiefiy of 70, 80
and 85-lb. section. The improvement of the ferry facilities at the
I'p to July 1
foot of Liberty street, .New York, is well under way.
there had been $172,565 thus spent.
In August the Newark Warehouse Company, a subsidiary corporation, opened a large new freight
warehou.se at Newark. N. J., which was described in the Uailroad
Gazelle of August 30, 1907.
One four-wheel switching locomotive, 15 unvestibuled passenger cars, five combination cars, 50 special ore cars, 2.000 steel
underframe box cars, 1,000 steel hopper bottom coal cars and 1,000An.steel underframe gondola cars were bought during the year.
other 1,000 steel hopper bottom coal cars, these of 100,000 lbs. capacity, and 20 passenger train cars have been ordered for delivery
during the present fiscal year.
As the New York passenger entrance of the Philadelphia &
Reading and the Balllniori' & Ohio, the Central of New Jersey has
been brought to a high i-tamlnrd of efficiency. It has the unusual
This Is
distinction of being iiopular with its commuting patrons.
all the more reniarksible because their loud praises of lis servicehave followed a period of the bitterest complaint against the suburban working of the road. There could probably be no more sincere tribute to the success of Us present managing head.
It would
be more In accord with the high standard of the road to issue an
annual report which really described the operations of the year and
the condition of the property.
The mileage of the rond Is shown in the map of the Reading

NuM.uiiui
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Mlaaourl Pacific.

The Missouri

had a very iircsperous year. In 1906,
subsidiary, the Central Branch Ilailway, for
showed a surplus for the year of less
|.')Oft,(iiMi.
This, however, was largely due to the fact that owing
to a rhange In the fiscal |)erio<i three seiiii-iinnual dividends were
charged to the year's income. If only two had been so charged, the
190G surplus would have stood at nearly $L'..'iiin.iMift. Last year, with
Paclflc has

«TeD after calling on
over
than

)l,00)>,(iOii

its

in dividends. It
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Missouri Pacific System.
of only $151,000 from the same subsidiary, the year's
There
after two semi-annual dividends, was $3,800,000.
was an Increase of 9 per cent, in gross earnings which are now
nearly up to the $50,000,000 mark; a considerable increase In ex-

a dividend
surplus,

penses, but in the maintenance rather than the conducting transportation accounts, and a gain of nearly $2,000,000, or 13 per cent, in
net earnings.
The freight traffic of the year has been a rushing one. The
general business throughout the Missouri Pacific's territory was

much more prosperous than ever before. Crops were abundant.
The great natural resources in this territory have been actively developed. For many months of the year the offered traffic greatly
exceeded the capacity of the available equipment. The gross earnings would have been larger If the company had been able to furnish the equipment demanded, particularly for coal, lumber, cement
and manufactures: articles of traffic which pressed for shipment
without cessation.
The Missouri Pacific originates on its lines and delivers to other
railroads mora trafllc than it receives in return: consequently, unless
car interchange is carried on fairly, it is at a disadvantage in exchanging business with other roads. During the past year It was
not able to get car for car in exchange or to have Its own cars
Persistent reque.sts for rereturned with reasonable promptness.
turn of its cars were unheeded, and. as a consequence, for seven
months of the year it was short the equivalent of from 20 to 30 per
As is well known, the traffic requirecent, of Its own car equipment.
ments of nearly all railroads last year exceeded their equipment.
Vice-President Clarke records without hesitation the fact that many
roads held on their rails and appropriated to their own local use
the cars of other roads which they obtained in the regular course of

proJucLS ruijlrlbul'
while products of ;i

'-nue.
''

per

....
-..
cent. There were >•..,
industries, employing nearly $2u,ui>u,uuu of capital.
ICC lumber plants. 14 coal mines. 19 lead and zinc

-J

.

new

These include
mlno' nnd 43

:dlng
cement, brick, stone and other plants for manuf
rtlcle
material. Cement in [lartlcular Is an Important a:
!'•
'Ml
000
of traffic.
The whole country's consumption In
It Is not
barrels, against only one-tenth as much ten year.s e.irlicr.
possible to tell how much of this product the Missouri Paclflc carries, but it is evident that It Is one of Ita valuable assets from a
trafllc

standpoint.

The [mssenger revenue was reduced during the

last four

montha

of the fiscal year by legislative rate reductions. TwoK?ent fare laws
took effect In Nebraska in March: in Arkansas in April: in Kansaa

The numin May. and in Missouri in June, besides in Illinois later.
ber of passengers increased 21 per cent., the number of passengers
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carried one mile, 9 per cent, and the passenger earnings, 11 per
cent.
As the increase in passenger earnings is greater than the
increase in passenger miles, it would hardly seem that the result of
the lower rates had been severely felt. The report, however, makes
the comparison between the passenger earnings and the number of
passengers, which increased nearly twice as fast, and implies that
this came as a result of the rate reductions. In spite of a large movement of home-seekers to the Southwest, there was a reduction of
10 per cent, in the length of the average passenger trip, which now
stands at 46 miles.
Operating expenses as a whole increased 7 per cent. The increase in maintenance of way and structures was 10 per cent., in
maintenance of equipment 21 per cent, and in conducting transportation 3 per cent.
The small increase in this last group of expenses
is notable.
In December last a concerted movement of the various
organizations in the train service was made for a decrease in hours
and an increase in wages. After a protracted conference at Chicago
between representatives of the railroads of the West and Southwest
and of these various labor organizations, during which both the
Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of Labor intervened to bring about a settlement, a general
wage increase of about 10 per cent, was made, taking effect in
February and in April. An increase in the wages of yardmen on the
Missouri Pacific had been made in November. As a result of these
various increases, the wage payments to employees of the transportation department have been increased by about $625,000 a year.
About one-third of this expense only, however, fell on the expenses
of the year ended June 30. 1907.

The maintenance of way expenditures per mile operated
$926, against $857 in 1906.
This figure has
of late years shown a steady increase and

were
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must receive remuncrathe returns for the services rendered.
In this way
only can they maintuin their credit and that degree of confidence in the flnancial world that will enable them to command capital for additional facilities
to meet the increasing requirements of the great business development nowtaking place throughout the country.
Time will surely show that it is only
through fair and reasonat)Ie treatment by the state, that the railroad will be
enabled to best subserve the public interest.

The following

table gives the results of operation of the Missouri
Mountain & Southern and Central Branch for
fiscal years:

Pacific, St. Louis. Iron

the last two
.Mileage

lOfll.
6„'5T5

worked

fassenger earnings
Freight enrnlngs
Cr.iss earnings

way and structures
Maint. of equipment
.Maiut.

Conducting transportation.
njM-raling e.\penses

$0,696,064
35,509,.')8!)

48,703,343
5,906,121
6.998,863
17,595,101
32,515,070
16.188,272
1.061.900
7,698,103

1!I06.

6,276
*,S,753.141
3-2.563.507

44.566,821
5.378,12o
5,781,532
17.141.984
;to.2S2.405

earnings
14,2.84.416
nividend from Cent. Branch Ky
151,700
.Net income
0,329,015
2,438,140*
1 ears surplus
;!.807.228
•The actual reported surplus was $492,710, because a third semiannual
divideud of 2 '/j per cent., amounting to $1,945,430. was charged to the 1906
This was on account of a change in tlie fiscal year.
income.
.Net

Western Maryland,

The

year of operation of the united lines of this road
ended June 30. 1907. During this whole year the connection between
the original Western Maryland and the West Virginia Central &
Pittsburgh was in operation. The filling in of this gap between
Big Pool on the east and Cumberland on the west was of vital
importance to the success of the Western Maryland, for the lines
first full

now high enough

so that it should be about
maintaining the lines. Whether
provides anything to make up for the
smaller expenditures of previous years is not
so certain.
Part of the larger unit charge
represents merely increased cost of material
or labor rather than any additional improvement of the lines. The cost of ties, for example, has increased 22 per cent, during the
is

sufficient for
It

year.

The wages

of section

hands were

in-

creased about 20 per cent, during the latter
half of the year.
As a further fact in this
connection, it should be remembered that
about half of the Missouri Pacific's track is
still unballasted.
The great Increase in expenses during the year came in
maintenance of
equipment. This was partly due to an average increase of 9 per cent, in the wages
of employees of the machinery department
in force from six to seven months of the
year, and partly to a large advance in the
cost of materials for repairs.
Repairs cost
$3,008 per locomotive, against $2,S40 In 190C; $746 per freight car,
against $625 in 1906, and $68 per i)assenger car. against $51 in 1906.
The operated mileage was increased by 135 miles, all on the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern's lines. Of this, 34 miles on the
Springfield (Mo.) branch was opened April 20,1907, and 37 miles of
the branch from Eudora, Ark., south to Gilbert, La., was opened .lune 1,
1907. The rest of the Increase was made up of new trackage rights
over the St. Louis Southwestern from Dexter, Mo., to Paragould,
Ark. The Eudora-Gllbert branch, when com|)leted. Is to be part of
the Gould lowgnnle line from St. Louis to New Orleans.
President Gould sums up the rate reductions of the year and the
general railroad financial situation as follows:
Wtillp ilie pnad.DK.T biislncsn „f ihi- yi-iir sIiowb nn Incrcnso of »f)42,!l-j;i,
the mnrkPil KPtii-rnl prr.HpiTlly In thp tprrllorv IrnvciHPd liy your linos i«r
rnllrond woiiUI liavi- cunirllinlcd a larger Inrrcasp lo ilw revi-nnp from im.isn'n

KPr trnrrir. hnil It not Iw'i'n for the L'-ront n mile poHsoncer leglslnlliin, en
acted fnrly lliln year, by the states of Illinois. Mlsnonrl, Arkansas. Kiin.ias,
and .\<'l>rnskn. This low rate, hy Its np|illrntlon lo stale business, atfecls llie
Interstat*' Imslnesg as well, and Its otTeels are farreachlni;.
With the llnilleil
Toliime of l(K-nl irnvel In Ihose slates, a 'J cent rale Is nol deemed coinpen
siitory for the servlre rendered.

Adverse legislation nfferilnK train and station operations In Arkansas.
Mlss*.nrl and Kansas, roiipleil with the ffi'neral advance In wages of employees
and thn Increased c<,st of mnl>rlals and supidles, tends to enlarge cost of oper.i
tlon.
KrelKhl rales on certain commodities were reduced In Arkansas, Mis
aonrl, Kansas and Nebraska hy legislative act and orders of stale railroad
commissioners, which will have the effect of limiting net revennes.
I/ltlga
lion Is now pending In Ihe courts to lesl the validity of these enactments and
orders.

Railroads cannot meet the reqiilremenls of the public so long as the adverse wave of sentiment now prevalent throughout the land la directed against
them and given concrete expression In the form of drastic laws, which Increase
their expenses, reduce Iheir revenues and render them Incapable of Improving
Iheir servico and enlarging their facilities.
It Is easentlal to the Industrial
progress of the country that the Iranaporlallon facilities shall not only be
maintained, but Improved and enlarged.
To accomplish this, the railroads

Western Maryland.
west of Cumberland originate large quantities of coal, which find a
ready tidewater market at Baltimore. Before the connection was
built this traffic had to be sent from one road to the other over
the Baltimore & Ohio at large expense. The connecting line, which
had to make many crossings of the Potomac river in mountainous
country, was costly.
It has many tunnels and a large amount of
cutting and filling was necessary. On one part of the line whole
hillsides were blown out and across the river at one blast to make
a place for the grade. Yet in spite of the difficult nature of the
country the road was built for economical operation. The connection
is 59 miles long, of which 37 miles are tangent, and has maximum
gradients of 26.4 feet to the mile westbound, and 15.8 ft. eastbound,
which is the Important direction of traffic, with a maximum curvature of 6 degrees. It has been in operation tor both passenger and
freight since ,Iune 17, 1906, so that the p-esent report of the Western
.Maryland covers almost exactly the first full year of its operation.

This new line was financed by a first mortgage bond Issue of
the expanded Western Maryland.
During the past year the fixed
charges resulting from the large capital expenditures for this and
other improvements were in full operation, while the advanlages of
these improvements were only beginning to show. In the first half
of the fiscal year the net earnings did not keep pace with the rapid
Increase of fixed charges, though they did overtake these charges in
the latter part of Ihe year. As a result, the net Income was only
$11,000. against $252,000 In the previous year.
During the first
quarter of the present fiscal year, however, there has been no further
advance In fixed charges, while earnings have continued to grow, so
that for the throe months ended September 30, 1907, the estimated
net Income over the proportion of fixed charges applicable to that
quarter was $82,000.
There was an increase of 17 per cent. In gross earnings, though
the Increase in gross per mile was only 8 per cent. Net earnings,
however, increased only 10 per cent,, and per mile, 4 per cent. This

Nuttuuui
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relatively inialler inrrease In net In n reiiuU of a nunabrr of fllflcrent
cauiet, particularly the Inireaned c-omIn uikI trafflr lonKt^tlori resultlog both from ilinii-ult wenther rondltlDiiH and from thi> dliiturbancea

and Interrupilonii caused by the various physli-al Improvements
which were under way In the flmt half u( the flsoal year. At the
beginning of the year these dlsadvantuKe" were particularly strong
beoauw> of the company's Inability to Houre free interchange of
Hy the close of the year, howequipment with connertinK Hues
ever, most of the construction work was llnliihed and there was in
general a marked Improvement In thette operating features.
As the plan of the Ooulil iDterexts to connect the Western
Maryland with the WalMish-Flttshurgh Terminal or the Wheeling *
Lake Krie. so as to make it the eastern end and Atlantic tidewater
outlet of the various Gould railroadH throughout the country, appears
to be for (he time being In abeyance, the Western Maryland must
for the present be considered purely on its own merits as a local
As such. Its pro8|>erity depends largely on coal traffic. I.,a8t
road.
year, with the two parts of the system united, there was a much
larger volume of coal and coke tonnage. The total handled at the
Port CovloKton (Baltimore) piers wa.s Just under 500.000 tons.
During the present year there are to l>e. based on existing con-

The total bituminous coal tonnage
trncts. 900.000 tons thus shipped.
Coal
carried was 2.941.847 tons, against 1.684.171 tons In 1906.
and coke together contributed 58 per cent, of the total tonnage, as
against 47 per cent, last year; and 41 per cent, of the 1907 gross
is now securing a longer haul on its coal
large terminal facilities, and more active
and profitable movement of its_ equipment. The number of miles
run dally by the average system i-ar on the home road Increased
from 1.^ to r.< iiiil'-s. nr I'T p^r cent., during the year. Between
M17 there was a further increase of
June ."ill. i;iii7

earnings.
trafllc.

The company

fuller use of Its
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available outlet through the Cumberland Narrows for the shortest
connei'tion of the Weatern Maryland with Pittsburgh and the West.
The following table summarizes the results:
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Canadian Northern.

The Canadian .Northern

is still rapidly expanding.
In spite of
which, accordlijg to the report, was the severest ever
western Canada, the road has progressed during the last
year not only in mileage and In earnings, but in net earnings (ler
mile. Gross earnings |>er mile of road were $3,328, a gain of 16 per
cent, over the previous year, while operating expenses i)er mile rose
21 per cent., leaving net earnings of $1,166 i>er mile, an increase of
s per cent, over the previous year.
The year's record Is specially interesting, first. be<siU8e it shows growth in every feature and. second,
because the circumstances of the year's operation are fully and Inter-

a

winter

known

In

estingly discussed in the report.
From the last of November. 1906, to the

flrst of April. 1907. the
operating department had to devote itself to keeping the lines open.
During this period, therefore, the traffic did not earn exi)enses. There
was continuous low temperature with deep snow, and. on the whole,
an extraordinary winter. President Mackenzie says that while the
extremely rapid development of the road and the unexampled growth

Canadian Northern System.
This makes an increase of 47 per cent, in car movement
3 miles.
during the 15 months. The train load, which is not given in the
report,

was 371

tons, against 354 tons in 1906.

to the increased coal
per cent.

traffic,

total

freight

Owing

in particular

earnings increased

22

There was a total of $4,691,957 of capital expenditure during
the year.
Of this amount $1,400,000 was for main line improvements. $1,300,000 for new equipment, and 5214,000 for the coal

Under the flrst Item $556,000 was spent in doubledepartment.
The main line
tracking between Baltimore and Emory Grove.
between Big Pool and North Willianisport. 13 miles, which adjoins
There
the Cumberland extension on the east, has been revised.
have also been <'onsiderable improvements on the Gettysburg line,
which has lower eastbound grades than the main line via Rocky
Ridge, and over which most of the tidewater coal Is to be handled.
When the double-tracking from Emory Grove to Baltimore is finished
there will l)e what amounts to a double track from Baltimore to
the junction of the Gettysburg and the main lines at Hlghfleld.
The average weight of rail In main and second track (34 miles
of the latter) was 78.4 lbs. to the yard on June 30. 1907, against 76.8
The average weight of rail on the
lbs. to the yard a year earlier.
main line from Baltimore. Md., to Elklns, W. Va,. is 87 lbs. to
the yard. Of the 574 miles of main and second track, 403 have stone
Maintenance of way and structures cost $1,027 per mile,
ballast.
against $1,028 In 1906.
During the year the George's Creek & Cuml)erland Railroad
was bought at a cost of $1,816,307. This Is a self-supporting local
road. 33 miles long, from Cumberland north to the Pennsylvania
state line and southwest through the George's Creek coal region.
It Is valuable to the Western Maryland both because it contributes
a large and profitable traffic, because its terminal facilities supplement the Western Maryland's, and furthermore, and this, perhaps,
the deciding reason for its purchase, because It affords the only

of traffic have made necessary the addition of new equipment as
fast as possible, the delays of last winter were primarily due to
weather conditions and not to equipment shortage. He also feels

that the fertility of the soil of the Canadian Northwest and the
character of the climate have been put to an extreme test, and the
company having come through successfully, the future can be regarded with every confidence. But the road is in need of much. In
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta much equipment of all kinds
and other means for handling business faster must be provided.
New lines are under construction to meet the demands of farmers

who are alre;idy producing quantities of grain which will soon be
ready for shi|)ment. Other lines are planned not only to serve new
localities, but as feeders to protect the enormous revenue-producing
areas opened u\> by the Canadian Northern. The development of new
districts during the past year has required considerable expendiRoadbed has
tures on structural and mechanical improvements.
been ballasted, many new stations have been built, new sidings laid,
engine houses at division points improved, coal handling plants
Besides erecInstalled and water sUitlons increased and enlarged.
tion ot freight sheds in many towns, there have been new freight
accommodations built at Port Arthur in particular; stock yanis have
been built at various points. That much remains to be done, however, is shown by the maintenance of way expenditure per mile of
road, which was $490, against $391 in 1906 and $351 in 1905. These
sums are much too small even In prairie country to keep a road
in good condition.
Over $3,000,000 has been collected and $4.S71.000 more is due
from lands sold. Against this there are $2,ono.000 land grant bonds
The company also controls the Canadian Northern
outstanding.
Prairie Lands Company, an investment which shows a profit. There
In regard to immigration
are still 1.828,251 acres of land unsold.
from the United States, President Mackenzie speaks thus frankly:
"While it Is especially gratifying to your directors that the
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company's lands have prcved so attractive to settlers from the Middie and Western Slates, because they are thoroughly experienced in
prairie farming, and. besides, being good judges of land, bring it
rapidly into cultivation and thus create traffic for the railroad, it
is more desirable than ever to encourage the immigration of families
of good British stock. The Dominion government is doing admirable work in this direction, and a large proportion of the arrivals
of recent years are settled near your railroad."
Special attention

is

called to the increased value of the road's

There
terminals at important points in the Canadian Northwest.
has been a general land boom in that territory, but terminal propfrom a reaction.
from the Atikokan (Ontario) mines to
Port Arthur, referred to in the report of a vear ago, has
The
new
begun.
blast furnaces at Port Arthur have since July
been producing good grade pig iron. It is understood that the output of these furnaces is to be doubled, with the idea of establishing
steel works at Port Arthur and supplving the western market from
that point. The iron ranges tapped bv the main line west of Port
Arthur lie north of and are similar to those in the northern part of
Minnesota, which have proved so rich in both qualitv and extent,
and it is believed that the movement of ore from the Atikokan and
Mattawin ranges will ultimately be a source of great profit.
Port Arthur and Fort -ft'llliam, the ports on Lake Superior, are
The
still expanding, and new industries have been established there.
Canadian Northern coal docks at these points are capable of handling 600,000 tons a season, and so expeditiously as to effect a considerable saving in the cost of water-borne fuel for which the demand
in the western provinces is increasing enormously vear bv vear.
Direct water connection was established during the year between
these ports and Parry sound on Georgian bay. whence a line of the
Canadian Northern Ontario runs south to Toronto. This has already
begun to carry a large amount of profitable traffic to and from the
West Thus, in addition to the agricultural possibilities on which
the road has heretofore had almost its whole dependence, other traffic
ls springing up and through routes are being developed.
With an increase of 22 per cent, in the average mileage operated,
passenger earnings increased 45 per cent, and freight earnings 32
per cent. The principal increases in freight traffic were in flour,
grain, logs and lumber, and immigrants' effects. This last item increased from 2,614 cars In 1906 to 4,647 cars in 1907, a gain of over
75 per cent., which vividly suggests the rapid settling of the Canadian Northern's territory. The traffic in both live stock and in fireerty

is

least likely to suffer

The new iron ore

wood

fell

off

traffic

viduals, heightening public indignation in the non-competitive regions, and making new enemies in the competitive regions of
shippers who were suffering from this secret discrimination. Meantime, net revenues were being depleted, and by the beginning of
the decade of 1880, over one-fourth of the country's railroad mileage

was

in receivers' hands.
Mr. Haines describes the decade of 1880-1890 as the renaissance
system in the United States; a period of dissolution
followed by reorganization and rebuilding. But railroad managers
liad now learned the cost of free competition, and began to protect
themselves by consolidation. This consolidation and its results, togetl»er with a mingling, in legislative enactments, of the results of
all the woes and griefs, real and fancied, which shippers had de"ved from conditions past and present, consUtutes the basis of the
Present .Mluation. Mr. Haines discusses in detail the aims and motives of the original Act to Regulate Commerce and of subsequent
additions, including the crude and hasty Sherman Act. and shows
clearly some of the evil conditions which this legislation, together
''^ith the Elkins Act and the revised commerce Act of 1906, was
aimed to remedy.
The latter part of the book deals with the complex questions
reasonable
of present-day inequalities in law and in service; of
rates, the effect of ineffectual control, and the standards of railroad
service.
In these chapters Mr. Haines has handled a matter ot
"^uch difficulty with clearness and in a conservative and fair spirit,
and his book deserves recognition as an excellent picture of condiHis
tions old and new. with helpful suggestions for the future
suggestion that the Interstate Commerce Commission should codraw
upon the
operate with the American Railway Association and
f"" store of technical knowledge in the possession of that body,
strikes us as excellent

ot the railroad

CONTRIBUTIONS

30, 1907,

Quebec.
years' operations.

summarizes the results of the
shows the rapid growth of the road:

table
It

Mlleage worked
Mileage .lune 30
I'as8enger earnings
Freight earnings
Mall earnings
Express earnings
Miseeiianeous earnings ..
Growls earnings
Maint. way and structures.
Malnt. of eriulpment
Conducting transporutloo.
General expense*
Operating expenses
Net earning*
Net Income
.
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NEW

last

jQQY.
2,509
2.639

1906.
2,064
2.482

*MSf'?^S
o.i41.i20

'l'?Sr'o?S
4,330.933
23,172
53,941

.")8,231

83.124
1.000,858
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1.228.957
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5,903,100

3,097.495

807.602
585,002
2,072,057

. I.II'JH
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2.026,084
1,043,545

« 2?2'Ma
8,674,788
2.220.023
719,574
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Henry

S. Ilalnes

Norfolk, Va.. Oct. 24. 1907.

To the Editor of the R.\iLRO.iD Gazette:
"There is vastly more difference between a good fireman and
a bad fireman than between a mechanical stoker and a good fireman."
"Economy of boiler management is dependent upon the skilful
handling of the fuel. The fireman can save more to the plant than
anyone else."
"Improper firing is probably the most common cause of the poor
economy of boilers. For every ton of coal burned we throw away
nearly 7'; tons, losing 88 per cent."

These conclusions have been reached by three of the best-known
two authorities on steam engineering in the country. Professors Thurston, Hollis and Kent, and it is probable that no one will dispute
their truth and accuracy.
Is it not time for us to give more attention and thought to improving the work of the fireman?
The technical papers and magazines are very much exercised at

PUBLICATIONS.

Railtray Cornorationt at VulitU: Hmantii.
cloth.

After the period of early necessity came the period of the pro-

moter and of needy and bankrupt companies, with reorganizations
and a general tightening of charter privileges. Then followed the
years of unrestricted competition, with discrimination between communities accompanied by a further discrimination between indi-

Firing Stationary Boilers.

as compared with
141 a, year earlier. In the same period the sleeping and dining cars
Increased from 18 to 29, passenger cars from 77 to 108, other passenger train cars from 35 to 48, cabooses from 69 to 97, work cars
from 83 to 123 and freight cars from 5,437 to 6,868.
The principal extensions during the year were in Manitoba and
Alberta. An important addition to the system in the East was the
Quebec & Lake St. John, which added a valuable piece of railroad
to the Canadian Northern Quebec, for which it previously furnished
a Quebec entrance. As shown by the map, however, a cut off is proposed which will considerably shorten the route from Montreal to

^tlo^n-

commercial needs that required railroad transportation and the way
In which these needs were met.

sharply.

There were 190 locomotives on June

The following

Vol. xliii., No. 19.

M. Am. Sor.

'^ThrMrmlllanV.rN^w VoUrSim.^T/sTnKi"^
|1..'>0,

This work contains the substance of a course of lectures delivered
In May, 1907, at the Boston University of Law, and to a certain extent supplements the author's previous book on Restrictive Railway
Legislation. Mr. Haines expresses his aim as an effort to better the
existing relations between railroad corporations and the public
whom they serve, and the book at hand Is well adapted to this purpose.
Dealing first with the nature of public service, then with the
public service done by railroads, and by the public benefits which
they confer, he follows the line of gradual evolution, and shows the

present over the °
great waste of our coal supplies. The President
,
„
has taken a hand in the matter and the United States Geological
Survey people are crying out over it. Even the dally papers are
printing interviews on the subject. But In all the articles that have
.,
1.1
^
»
.,
x%
*
».
»
^
j j n
_j
appeared on the subject,
both In the technical and daily press and
in the Geological Survey papers, very little. If anything, has been
said about the question of improving the work of the firemen.
Improvements are made and suggested in boilers and combus»,
.°
...
,
j
,,
»,.
,.» .
tlon methods and appliances, etc., but apparently no thought Is
given to the man who has the most to do with making such Improvomonts successful. A poor, careless or Ignorant workman will never
do a good job even with the best tools.
jloj,, ,,p„pip gggn, ,„ think that anyone with enough physical
strength will answer as a fireman, that it is just ordinary manual
labor and requires no special skill or aptitude or Intelligence. Now
^ho writer believes, knows that the first-class, skilful fireman, like
a true poet or musician. Is born and cannot be made.
There is
just as much difference between the best fireman and the average
one as there is between Robert Browning and the average rhymemaker, or between Beethoven and the modern comic opera comi

,.,,,„

,

,

,

,

,

,

po.'iers.

We
ten
anil,

have often seen men who have been firemen for eight or
years that did not know the first principles of proper firing,
working alongside of them, others who had been firing only a

much better work and burning less coal.
of great Importance to us. as a nation, that prompt

few months, doing
It

Is

and

Ku^LMHtJl
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efflcli'nt

thr 1.
of ..
the
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United States Ceoioglcal Survey has done
work, which, however. Is not so well

.'ctlve

known a» ,\
As far u8 the writer knows, however, there has been no concerted or I'omprehensive attempt on the part of any government
body or engiiii-erlng soiltty to Increase the efflclency of the flreman,
the man who handles all the ImprovtHl uppliances and on whose skill
and work a large amount of their success deuends. The railroads.
It Is true, make spasmodic attempts to give their tin-men instructions In combustion and flrliiK. and the average intflllgence and
kill of the locomotive flremau are above those of the stationary
flreman.
This, however. Is largely due to the better pay, more
interesting work and better chances for promotion given the former.
A good locomotive flreman can Are stationary boilers very readily,
but It tak(-8 the stationary fireman some time to keep up steam
on a locomotive. In other countries, notably In Germany, there is
much more practical Interest taken In Improving the flremen. The
Oerman government Includes a course of lectures on fuel and Its
combustion in its educational curriculum, and gives a sum annually
in many cities of
to lecturers and Instructors to boiler flremen.
Oerman schools for their training are established. These schools
weeks'
Instruction
give two
for the sum of $3.
The writer has had numerous opportunities of seeing the work
of boiler flremen In other countries, and has no hesitation In saying
the average flreman in many of them does much better work In
handling coal than In our country. This is especially true of Chile
and Mexico, countries that we are rather Inclined to look down
upon. Of all the stationary-boiler firemen he has seen, the best was
a Flnnlander and the next best a Mexican.
This condition of things in the United States Is almost entirely
due to the steam-plant owners and to the low price of coal as compared with that In other countries. As stated elsewhere by the
writer (see Black Diamond. Oct. 5, 1907), it is believed to be a
conservative estimate that, at the average hand-flred steam-plant In
the country, at least 5 per cent, of the coal used could be saved
by possible Improvements in firing methods alone. At many plants
this amount could be doubled.
Actual tests have shown that there may be a difference of
20 per cent, in evaporation as between two flremen under the same
conditions, with the same boiler and same quality of coal.

What we need

country to improve efficiency of our
and instruction for the firemen and the
steam-plant owners. We can't get the best results from our automatic stokers and other appliances for saving fuel unless we have
We can't do more
intelligence and knowledge to -handle them.
work with a pound of coal unless the men who burn the coal are
shown how to do better work themselves and are given some Incentive to Improve themselves.
Increased knowledge on the part of the flremen and Increased
attention to their work would surely lead to Improvements in the
steam-plants, which would add still further to the savings to be
effected.
In many parts of the country the low wages paid and
the long hours of work will not attract young men of intelligence
to the hard task of boiler flring.
This is a matter that must be
remedied gradually, but that it must and will be remedied is
apparent to anyone who has given it attention.
The steam-plant owner must decide between low wages and high
fuel and repair bills and low efflclencles or good wages, lower bills
and more uniform steam pressure and longer life of his boiler plant.
The whole question comes to this, that If we want to Increase
the length of time that our unused coal supplies will last, we must
take practical and concerted steps to add to the efficiency of the
men who burn our coal, not only by giving them Improved appliances
of every kind, but also by Increasing their knowledge of comin

this

boiler-plants. Is education

bustion.

This can be done by Instruction, both practical and theoretical,
by showing an Increased Interest in their work and by giving them
better pay and shorter hours and by making the boiler rooms more
comfortable places to work in. The writer has In mind boiler rooms
(and they are not so exceptional, either) that are not fit for a
self-respecting man to work In.
Prof. William Kent says In his "Steam-Boiler Economy" that
all kinds of hand flring with ordinary furnaces are improper. Some
kinds are worse than others, but all are bad.
The writer believes that, given a first-class flreman and up-todate tools and appliances, together with close attention on the part
of the chief engineer or manager to the handling of the coal, automatic stokers will give no better results. This, of course, does

:>3

Dot Include the saving of labor at larg^
stokers.
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Considerable prominence has tMfen given recently In the papers
to a letter and order of the President withdrawing from settlement
a large amount of undrvelopvd coal lands belonging to the Federal
(Juvernment la the \Ve>i, with the ob)e<-t of protecting our coal
reserv<
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:.s In coml>'.
!f Inst ructions and
be gl\en by eomiietc:.. :.. .. :.. lircmen all o.^. ..
Instructors should be under the direction of the L'nited States Geological Survey.
Such a method would be similar to thai now in
use by the United States Agricultural Department, and of some of
the states, giving instructions to farmers in the best methods of
farming.
A board of experts, who should be able to practice what they
would preach, appointed by the Geological Survey, should be at the
lervice of every steam-plant owner In the country, and their work
could be made of great value along the lines indicated above.
Take the conditions that now exist at many smaller boiler plants.
The boilers are overloaded, worked day and night without proper
cleaning, cheap and badly designed grates are used, the boiler setlings and arches are allowed to crack and remain .so, and the bridge
walls and side walls stay clinkered and choked up. No attention
is paid to the ventilation, cleanliness or comfort of the boiler-rooms,
and little or no attempt is made to keep accurate records of the
coal used each day.
The flreman Is generally allowed to do as he
pleases In regard to flring and water feeding, and as long as sufficient steam Is kept up to run the plant, nothing is said to iilm.
The "boss" walks through the boiler-room possibly once a day or
more often once a week, satisfled if the machinery Is running at
The fireman Is
its usual speed, and he sees the firemen working.
paid about the same as an ordinary laborer and works from 10 to
13 hours a day, or even longer; cleaning the fires from once to
four times a day, after wheeling out ashes and bringing In coal
himself.
At a plant of this kind, and there are a good many of them,
it would really seem as though the "boss" should be the one to be
Instructed and taught the first principles of
operating a steam-plant.

in

economy and

Chlpf Inspector. Castner.

Railroad

Law

in

efficiency

wadleigh,
Curran & Bullitt.

f. b.

August.

The following abstracts cover the principal decisions

in

the

Federal courts:
Discrimination in distrihiition of cars. A rule of a railroad company in distributing coal cars for use between mine operators on
its lines In times of shortage of cars not to charge against a mine
as part of Its quota the cars of other railroad companies for carrying coal bought by them for their own use does not amount to an
undue advantage in violation of Section 3 of the Interstate Commerce Act particularly where the coal so carried is not taken Into
consideration In computing the mine's percentage. And this would
be the rule in the case of coal purchased by any buyer for its own
use to be delivered into its own cars at the mine and which does
not become a subject of interstate commerce. Neither Is the statute
violated by the allowance by the railroad company of an extra percentage of cars to an operator which during the preceding month
has unloaded and returned Its cars within a certain average time;
this practice having been adopted instead of charging demurrage
to encourage prompt return of the car and to enlarge the available
supply of cars. United States v. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co.,
154 Fed. Rep. 108.
Contributory negligence of licensee on track. A person using
a railroad track as a footpath is guilty of contributory negligence
where at the approach of a locomotive he steps to the side of the
track but not at a sufficient distance to avoid being struck by the
bucking beam of the engine pilot, and hence he cannot recover
damages for iujuries thus received. Delaware & Hudson Railroad
Co. v. Wllklns, 153 Fed. Rep. 845.
^A
Juri/sflirtion of Federal Courts in cases of discrimination.
shipper cannot maintain an action in the Federal courts against an
rates
discrimination
In
interstate carrier for damages because of a
where he does not allege that the charge complained of was not In
accordance with a schedule of rates duly published and filed with

—

—

—

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

or that any application had

been made to the commission to correct such alleged discrimination.
Neither can he litigate the matter in the Federal courts under the
$2,000 clause by including in his demand a claim for damages which
he cannot recover and without which the demand is less than 12.000.
Clement v. Ix)uisville & Nashville Railroad Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 979.
Right of insurance company to sue for fire loss. The Circuit
Court for the Western District of Louisiana holds that an insurance company which has paid a loss to the owners of cotton de-

—
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stroyed by

fire set

out by a railroad company may sue the railroad
place of the owner. On the trial the railto invoke the same defenses that it could

Curve and Switch Tables.

company for such loss in
road company is entitled

The tables reproduced herewith were compiled under the direetion of Everett B. Wilson, M. Am. Soo. C. E., in connection -witli
the design and construction of several extensive yard and track.
schemes. They will doubtless be found very helpful to other engineers on similar work.
It is not expected that they will be generally applicable in their
present shape, inasmuch as the "practical leads" and "slip switch
lengths" are based on Pennsylvania Railroad standards, but tho
work of adapting them to the needs of a particular road involves
merely the changing of the "SL." "PrL" and "SS" columns to conform with the standards of that road. Copies of these tables as
here shown, also copies with these columns left blank, printed on
tough paper for "tipping" into hand-books, or for drafting table
use, can be had for the asking.
Mr. Wilson is now Secretary-Treasurer of The American Bureau of Inspection and Tests, Monadnock
Block, Chicago. The following explanations for using the tables are
given by the author.

against the owner. Svea Insurance Co. v. Vicksburg & Shreveport
Co.. 153 Fed. Rep. 774.
Safely appliaiue laic. The safety appliance law makes a railroad company liable unconditionally for its violation and hence in
an action for the penalties imposed by the act it is not necessary
for the plaintiff to allege and prove that the railroad company did
not use due care or ordinary diligence in making an inspection or
in repairing such defects as the inspection would have disclosed.
United States v. Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 918.
Remoral of causes. The Circuit Court of the Southern district
of New York in a suit by a stockholder to have stock and bonds
Issued by a railroad company, to be exchanged for a prior issue of
bonds, to be declared beyond the power of the company and void,
holds that the company is the only necessary party defendant, and
the fact that the directors or persons interested in the bonds to be
issued have been joined as defendants will not prevent a removal
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E.aWlUon

Curve, Radii and Curve Nunnbers for Plotting Railroad Track Work.

of the cause to the Ffdcral courts if the citizenship of the person
instituting the action and the company are diverse. Palltz v. Wabash
Railroad Co., 153 Fed. Rep. 'J4I.
Indictment for failure to make switch connections. An Indictment of a railroad company for refusal to make switch connections
where these facilities are furnished to other shippers Is defective
unless It charges that the connections demanded are reasonably practicable and could be put In with safety and the business of the
shipper would Ju.itlfy the expense of their con.^truction and maintenance.
It should also aver that the shipper making the demand
offered to pay such portion of the cost as Is usual and reasonableUnited States v. Baltimore tc Ohio R. R. Co.. 153 Fed. Rep. 997.
Reconstgnment 1 liarges.- -The Circuit Court of Appeals of the
Seventh Circuit holds that an additional charge by carriers of two
cents per hundred weight for the privilege of reconslgntng hay from
the northwe.=it at St. Ijjuls and shipped Into southeastern territory
was excessive under the Interstate Commerce Act, and that a rate
of one cent per hundred weight as found by the comml.'slon was
reasonable. Southern Railway Co. v. St. Louis Hay ft Grain Co.,
a53 Fed. Rep. 728.

—

TABLE I.
Railroad Curves.
This table Is tor use in plotting railroad curves and switch
work, and can also be used by interpolating, to a limited extent,
for ascertaining the degree of curvature for a given radius, or vice
versa.
The curve numbers shown are the numbers of curves (tor
plotting) and are equal to the radii of the same In inches this
system of numbering being best adapted to general uses. Should
any other scale be desired, a multiple of one of those shown can

—

be used.
TAni.K

11.

rurhoiifs. Crossovers, Ladders and Stip Switches.
The three "Curve No." columns are on the same basis as Table

I.

and are to be used In plotting both theoretical and practical turnouts from straight jackets only. The rest of this table Is self-explanatory when taken Jointly with the sketches below It. It Is to
be noted that the radii of the theoretical turnouts are not of the
center of track, but of tho gage of the "curved lead rail."
The distances In "SL," "PrL" and "SS" columns are practical,
being based on Pennsylvania Railroad standards.
The practical

NotKMiuji

8,
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lead*. "PrL." are mc««urpd between actual point* along the "siraiKbi
lead rail" and are baaed on F. R. R. taodard leoxtb itralcbt awltch
points (h\ In. apread at beel) and (rog toe rail* connected bj
regular curvei.

Following Is an example of the combined use of Tables I. and II.
In plotting or laylnR out a tbeorctlcal No. 8 turnout from the liulde
of a curve of 2.S65 fL radius, scale 40 ft.
1
In
The degree of a curve of :!.8ti& ft. radius Is 2 deg. 00 mln.
(Table I). liy subtracting this from H deg. 2» mln.. which Is the
degree of curve for a No. 8 theoretical turnout from a straight track
(Table II.). the degree of curve of the denlred turnout. 7 deg. 29
Bin.. Is obtained. Therefore, the nearest curve (Table I.) for plotting the turnout Is No. 19.
Where the turnout Is from the Inside

=

of the main track the degress of the two curves should be added.

American Railway Aaaociation.

The

fall

session of the

American Railway Association was held

New York

City. October 30.
There were present 75 members,
represented by 17; delegates. The present membership of the Association is 331 menil>er8, operating 235.437 miles, and 40 associate

at

members, operating 1.457 miles.
The committee on car service reported having hold Ave meetings. Twenty-four roads have Joined the Per Diem Rules Agreement
and three have withdrawn. Two of tl.e three have been put on a
car demurrage basis, and the other one Is the New York, New Haven
A Hartford. The committee recommends to the favorable attention
of the members the Interline card way bill which has been prepared
by the Accounting OfBcers" Association.
The committee recommends a new code of demurrage rules,
which with a few minor changes. wa.s adopted. This (Ode Is the
result of a careful study of all demurrage rules now in use. and
careful consideration of criticisms of members of the association.
While the free time prescribed is 48 hours, and while, therefore,
some roads may not be able to adopt the rules without modification,
the committee hopes that such modification will be found necessary
only for a short time. The committee has restored the use of the
word "demurrage" in place of the meaningless term "car service."
This change has been made after careful consideration. The committee strongly recommends that demurrage be collected with the
same strictness as freight bills.
The committee recommended and the Association adopted
changes in car service rules 1 to 4. in line with the recommendation
which was made six months ago when a penalty for diversion was
proposed. As the Association, in rejecting the penalty rule, did not
disapprove the regulations governing the use of foreign cars, these

regulations are

now again recommended.

A

slight

change

is

recom-

mended also in car service rule No. 5; also in rules Nos. 9 and 10,
to make these rules consistent with the new demurrage rule. Rule 3,
which was out out when the penalty for delay was abolished, is
restored, in suitable form to give a road the right to demand the
return of Its cars. Rule 6 is modified for the same reason. Rule 9
is modified to require the numbering of the sheets oi Interchange
reports.
The committee recommends that five copies be made of
Interchange reports, and that rule It be amended to forbid the pre-

have U-en

aLailatlcii

553
reported

In

previous lasuea of the Railroad

The report ftay*. In part:
The roadn whl-h normally hold and u«« cars In exceaa ot tlio
number they
hiefly In New England, the Southwent and on
.M<nit of the roads holding such an
exceaa have
iiiie amount of new cars.
The <-ommlttee has been able to au^KC'it. In a number of caM«. transfers of
equipment which have taken care of surplus can and reduced shortOazttte.

'

.

!

r

'

'

Better results would be obtained If all roads were to send
statements showing the lo<'ailon of their cars, as well aa
Interchange reports showing car« '!'-!!vpr<-d to
their connections.
Demurrage rules covering bit
han.'oads
dled at tide-wati-r wt-ri- adopted April 1. by six
handling such coal at .New York, Philadelphia, li
rfolk
and Newport News; and the seventh line will probably adopt rulcft
on the first of April next. The rules are In effect on anthracite coal
on one road, and will probably be put Into etfe<'t on anthracite coal
on other roads shortly. The rules are supervised by a committee,
ages.

In regular

I'oples of their dally

.

-

which meets monthly.
mittee.

Its

(halrman

is

also

chairman

of this c-om-

The roads are handling more coal this year than last, and
Demurrage rules covering bituminous coal bandied on

in less cars.

I..ake Erie were adopted July 1 by all roads handling such coal.
These rules are supervised by a committee, with chairman and
The
secretary, the same as those of the Tide-Water Committee.
commlt'ee has attempted to secure the formation of a box e-ar pool,
one of the essential rules of which would be the Imposition of a
very high i)er diem or penalty <'harge at times when cars are scarce,
but It has not succeeded in securing the promise of enough cars
The attainment of this prinfor such a pool to warrant a trial.
ciple win be impracticable so long as so many roads are without
the equipment necessary to do their own business. The Increase of
the per diem rate to 50 cents has made it profitable to own cars.
•
•
•
The committee recommends a strict adherence to the
50-cent rate and a prompt reporting of freight car Interchanges,
locations, shortages, surpluses and congestions to the Clearing House
Daniel Wlllard was elected First Vice-President. The
In Chicago.
next meeting will be In New York City on April 22. 1908.

Car Efficiency for April.

The American Railway Association Committee on Car Efficiency,
Arthur Hale, Chairman, has issued Bulletin No. 6 showing car balances and performances for the month of April, 1907. The principal results, as compared with preceding periods, are summarized
in the bulletin as follows:

During the month of .\pril, 19U7. the severe shortage which had
existed throughout the previous winter had been relieved to some
extent, although it was still severe enough to warrant a continuation of the earnest efforts which were made by the railroads of the
country to secure a greater efficiency from their freight cars. The

marked improvement
rewarded those

in the

performance denotes the success which

efforis.

sentation of corrections in per diem reports until after three months.
Premature checking of these reports has caused some difficulty.
Rule 15 Is amended so that an embargo shall not take effect until
after 24 hours. The whole report was accepted after slight modifi-

The "average miles per car per day" shows an increase of 1.3
miles over the first quarter of 1907; the per cent, of loaded mileage
about held its own and the "average tons per loaded car" shows a
slight increase.
The net result of these factors is represented In
the "average ton miles per car per day." which shows an Increase
The improved performance is also
of 22 ton miles, or 6.7 per cent.
reflected in the earnings, which show an increase of 14 cents per

cations.

day

an Interesting
report as to its work, covering the past six months. The report
Included a report of a sub-committee in regard to tests to determine
the mileage allowance to be made engines In switching service. The
name of the Committee on Statistical Inquiry was changed to the
Committee on Accounting and Statistical inquiry.
The Committee on Standard Cipher Code reiwrted that 2,995
copies of the Standard Cipher Code are now in use by members of
The committee has authorized the publishers of
the Association.
the "Pocket List of Railway Officials" to designate in that publication all officials who use a Standard Code.
The Committee on Transportation of Explosives Included in Its
report a list of manufacturers of explosives and a list of magazines.
It referred to the work accomplished by the Bureau of Explosives,
and also submitted for consideration revised regulations for the
transportation of explosives and regulations for the transportation

The Committee on

Statistical Inquiry presented

of Inllamniahle substances.

The recommendations of the Committee on Standard Rail and
Wheel Sections were for the most part approved, and the points of
disagreement were referred back to the committee with Instructions
to Investigate further, and with authority to employ experts for this
purpose.
for Third Rail Working
report, embodies a series of definitions, which

The Committee on Standard Location
Conductors, In
were adopted.

Its

The Committee on Car Efficiency presented an elaborate report,
Most of these
together with statistics show^lng car performance.

in the average "per car on line."
While this improvement in performance is quite gratifying, it
is to be regrette<i that it was not accompanied by a similar Improvement in the situation as regards car balance, .\lthough there
have been gains on a number of the large owning lines, it will be
noted that as a rule those roads which habitually use more cars

than thej own still show large excesses on line, while several of
the large car owners have lost equipment.
The losses which car owners suffer from an unequal balance
may be graphically demonstrated by comparing the per cent, ot cars
on line with the average earnings per car.
Taking for instance Group 3, which during the period of thisreport shows the largest net loss in equipment, we find that the total
shortage on roads having less than 100 per cent, on line is 48.615 cars.
Based on the average daily earnings per car on line, and a-ssumIng that these roads could have used their full quota of cars, the
loss in gross freight revenue whi<h these lines sustain by reason
As a credit against
of this condition aggregates |lUi.:!,->t> per day.
this loss, these roads earned per diem on 48.615 cars, which at 40
amounted to
April),
cents per day Ithe approximate average for
$19,446. making the net loss in revenue $90,906 per day. $2,727,180
per month, or 18.25 per cent, of the gross freight earnings of the
roads which are short their equipment. The loss for any particular

may

be similarly calculated.
Increase In the per diem rate to 50 cents, effective July 1,
1907. will decrease these net losses somewhat, and a further increase in the rate, or the adoption of a graded per diem would reduce the margin of loss which the lending roads must suffer la

road

The
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times of car shortage. However, from the standpoint of the car Pacific Locomotives for the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
owner a partial compensation is unsatisfactory, and under any per
diem rate the compensation will be but partial until the amount
The Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently delivered 21
of per diem received equals the net daily value of the car as a Pacific (4-6-2) locomotives to the New York, New Haven & Hartproducer of revenue. Too much should not be expected from the ford. These engines are of special interest, as they are the first
per diem rate. In the effort to secure a rate which will be com- locomotives with trailing wheels to be built for this road. Their
pensatory to the car owner when he has use for all his cars there calculated tractive force is 31,560 lbs., and as the weight on the
is danger of fixing the rate at a point where it will become burden- driving wheels is 134,250 lbs., the factor of adhesion is 4.25.
The
some when cars are easy, or greatly increase the empty haul, which adhesive weight is thus used to excellent advantage.
would be wasteful. The general interchange of cars being an estabThe boiler is of the straight lop type, with sloping throat and
lished order, the necessity for its regulation already exists and it back head. The barrel is built up of four rings with the seams
would appear that there is less necessity for an immediate change placed on the top center line. On the third ring, which carries
in the per diem rate than for some regulative system to which the the dome, the seam is welded throughout its entire length ou each
per diem rate will be supplementary, and to which it would, in time, side of the opening. The other seams are welded at the ends. All
inside welt strips are of the diamond form, as frequently used by
naturally adjust itself.

Pacific

New

York,

for the

New

Locomotive for the

Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotive

New Haven &

York,

Hartford;

New Haven &

Built by the Baldwin

Hartford; Built

Longitudinal Section of Boiler for Pacific Locomotive:

New

York,

Locomotive Works.

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

New Haven &

Hartford.
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li built of lO-ln. steel

t:unnel8, and the trucks are of the anb bar
type equipped with »teel tired plate wbeeli,
iKi-bteel and double elliptic gprlngs.
.\n Interesting compariHon is afforded
between these engines and the latest tenwheel passenger locomotives built for tbU
road, which were delivered by tbe Baldwin
Locomotive Works in June, 1907. The dlmen.slons are given in the tables, and the
photograph shows tbe principal features of
The superiority of
the ten-wheel engines.
locomotives, as far as power and capacity is concerned. Is
I

'

Stam forStcorxi
Sta/n for Fovrtti Course.

Details of Boiler Riveting.

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. In this seam the outside welt Is
of simple rectangular form with rounded corners, while the one
on the inside tapers off in diamond shape on each side, with rivetIng spaced at longer pitrhes than at the center as shown in the
engraving of the boiler.
The firebox Is radially stayed with the crown and sides In one
piece and the outside and rcof sheets also in one piece. Two rows
of T Irons support the front end of the crown, while flexible stays
are distributed in the sides, throat and back head. The throat Is
of ample width at the top and narrows down to 5 in. at the mud
The firebox is supported iy sliding shoes in front and a
ring.
buckle plate in the rear. The briok arch is supported on four tubes
each 3 in. in diameter. An inieresing feature of this firebox is one
to which attention has often been called before, the method of disIn this distribution It Is custribution of the fiexible stayboUs.
tomary to group them In the vertical rows at the front and back
of the side sheets and across the whole length at the top, while
common practice does not always put them in the back or tubesheets. In this case there is the usual
grouping in the vertical rows at the front
and back, while none is used in the top
row for a space covered by 15 stays. On
the other hand there is a single row at the
side of the back sheet and in tbe throat
sheet the four upper rows are all flexible
with the exception of six scattered ones that
would Interfere with the attachments If they
were made flexible. Attention Is called to
this because of the lack of uniformity of
practice on different roads In this matter
of the use and distribution of flexible bolts.
It would appear that each responsible official is using them where It seems that they
are needed, as shown by personal experience, and personal experiences evidently
It would be Interesting to
differ widely.
know to what extent the quality of the water
used as well as the service demanded has

Coorst.

the new
clearly Indicated.

The following is the comparative table of the principal dimensions of these engines;
lOwbeel
(4-«-0».

21

200

leneth

lOSH

width

stack

13'/8 in. in

is

of cast-iron, 32

in.

high.

lbs.
Id.

"

4

310

arch

in.

20 f t. 6 bi.
186 sq. ft.

lubes

3.720

"

20

"

tul)es

13

ft. 1 In.

16ij sq. ft.

•

2,497

••••••

in.

at the top.

The

2U0

120%

"
"

Mi

2Vi

Heating surface, QretMX

It is

diameter at the choke and 17%

%

.">

water spaee. sides and back..
Tubes, number
diameter
lenpth

Iba.
lo.

71tt ••
76 V4 "
62

depth, front
depth, liack
thicknfss, sides, tuirk. crown.
thU-kness. lube sheet
water spaie. front

upon the breakage and strain of staybolts.
The smokebox has a short extension,
with an adjustable diaphragm plate in front
of the nozzle, and double petticoat pipes.

The

'"u*

*\ In.

Working steum pressure
Klretwi,

In.

•*

70

Holler, diameter
Holler, thickness sheet*

Throat

Sta^

-TftxrC
/aKam.

single-expansion,
are
Details of Firebox Staying Showing Location
equipped with slide valves and lined with
They are
cast-iion busliings 'n in. thick.
total
lIcatliiK surfac
flanges,
ami are
vertical
also
the
in
double Ixjited to the smokebox and
grate area
built with heavy walls and ribs to insure strength against breakage.
Wheels, diameter, driving ....
In accordance with the most recent practice in locomotives equipped
front truck
"
"
rear truck
with the Walschaerls valve gear, the center lines of the ports are
tender
placed 2 In. oiit.side the cylinder center lines, and the use of rock
Journals, main, driving
shafts is thus avoided. The valves are stt with a constant lead
trailing driving
front truck
of Vi. In.; the steam lap Is 1'/,. in., and the exhaust clearance '/^ in.,
rear truck
while the maximum travel Is 6% In. The links and reverse shaft
tender
are supported on a substantial cast-steel crosstle, whi<h spans the
Wheel base, driving
engine
frames between the first and second pairs of driving wheels. The
engine and tender
radius rods are supported directly on the reverse shaft arms by
Weight on drivers
means of sliding bearings, and the links are arranged with castfront truck
• rear truck
Cast-steel is also used for
steel side plates and double trunnions.
"
of engine
the reverse shaft arms and eccentric cranks.
of engine and lender
Tank capacltv, water
The main frames are of cast-steel with double front rails of
Tank capacltv, coal
The rear sections are in the form of slabs.
the same material.
Tractive effort

cylinders

.

••

of
.

.

Flexible Stays.
sq. ft.
,.3.5

3.!>3.-.

.

fl.

;.V. s.|.

34.7

73 In.
33 "

••

t;: In.

51 "

"

30

x 12
aw, x 12
xl2
U
S
x 14

10

.iMs

13

ft.

X 12 In.

In.

x 10
1

In.

13

ft.

6

In.

33 "

SVj "
61
2
134.250 lbs.
"
48,.i.50
44.200 ||
227.000
357.000 "
6.000 gals.
14 tons.
31.561 lbs.
"

165.0.50 lbs.

285.000 ••
6.000 gals.
12 tons.
26.688 lbs.
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Tractive effort

Total weight

Tractive effort

Tractive effort i diameter drivers

men behind it with the conditions to be met would warrant
the expectation of a high standard of service. The route of the
New York & Boston Electric Railroad is of recent suggestion. While
this project, as the name indicates, is more ambitious than that of
the Boston & Providence, its future would be far more uncertain
and speculative, success being dependent upon the ability of the
company to prosecute the enterprise in other states where a.s yet

of the

Heating surface

Heating surface
Grate area
Firebox heating surface
Total heating surface

Weight on drivers
4i)..->3

Total heating surface

Total weight
62.27

Total heating surface
10.40

of 2 cylinders

Total heating surface

256.25

Volume

of

two cylinders

(irate area

a.34

Volume

of

two cylinders

Tube heating surface equated to
box hrating surface Vaughan
mula ). S(|. ft
(

fire-

for-

Total equated beating snrface.sq.ft.

=

I

643.45

l.i

811.45

Total heating surface

Total equated heating surface

•Per cent.

Certificates of Public Necessity and Convenience in Massachusetts.

Following is the report of the Massachuseas State Railroad Commission on petitions of the Boston & Providence Interiirban. the
Boston & New York, the Boston, Lowell & Lawrence and the Boston
& Eastern electric railroad companies for certificates of public necessity and convenience allowing the construction of the lines described
In their respective proposals.
As the chairman of the commission.
James F. Jackson is the most accomplished writer in America
of lucid reports on subjects of this kind, the present report will be
found of interest outside of Massachusetts.

The vigorous rivalry among four groups of promoters, each
asking a special charter to authorize the building of an interurban
electric railroad between Boston and Providence, and the feeling that
the time had come for general legislation with reference to such
railways, led to the passage in 1906 of the electric railroad act,
under which these petitions are brought. Owing to the close resemblance between the new electric and the old steam railroad, the act
provides that a company which desires to build an electric railroad
must first secure a certificate that public necessity and convenience
require its construction. This had long been the law governing
In effect the statute declares
the building of new steam railroads.
that indiscriminate competition is undesirable, and that the resources of a monopoly, provided the management be elicient and
progressive, may provide the largest and best public service; that
established companies conducting their business in a proper manner are to be given a reasonable measure of protection, and that
the extraordinary right of eminent domain is not to be exercised
at the will of those who. professing public purposes, have in view
merely private gain.
The question to be decided under each of these petitions is
whether, \ipon the whole, the net results of a proposed underlaklng
It surely cannot be said that
proml.se public gain or public loss.
public necessity and convenience require the building of an addiupon
existing
railroads la so diauptrous
tional railroad. If the effect
that the service as a whole Is Impaired, rather than Improved. Men
keenly Interested In the development of Interurban railroads have
long had In mind an electric road between HoHton and Providence.
Though It must openly compete with an excellent steam railroad
service. It would offer equal speed with more frequent traln.-< and
with freedom from smoke and cinders. Physical londltlons arc favorable for an electric road of modern type, and as matters now
stand it cannot he said that the adventure would be unprofitable.
Without exception cilles and towns In this section welcome the new
service, and no similar accommodation Is offered In connection with
any existing lines. The question Is simply which of the two companies that desire to build shall receive the necessary certificate,
for It has been taken for granted from the first that there Is room
for only one.

19.

The route of the Boston & Providence Interurban is the choice
of experts who in the beginning had different lines in view. Their
investigation has been exceptionally thorough and their plans have
on the whole popular preference in the communities that would be
served. This railway would connect existing street railways with
a high-speed main line, manifestly a great convenience to patrons.
Home capital is largely interested in the road, and the acquaintance

Weight on drivers

Volume

Vol. XLIII., No.

nothing of a definite or tangible nature appears to have been accomplished.
In our opinion a certificate ought to be issued to the Boston & Providence Interurban Electric Railroad Company as the
company by comparison is in better position to make use of it for
the public advantage.
The Boston, Lowell & Lawrence Electric Railroad as planned
Medford and
Somerville,
Charlestown.
through
would
pass
Arlington, connecting with the Boston Elevated system in CharlesResidents of these cities and towns earnestly remonstrate
town.
against the building of this railroad. Though these remonstrants
cannot rightfully set up their local interests as an impassable barrier to all new facilities for travel between Boston and more distant
cities and towns, they may reasonably ask that their interests shall
not be heedlessly overridden. It cannot be gainsaid that the railroad which is proposed would interfere with important street railway extensions of the Boston Elevated system, which have
long been awaited as a public blessing in these suburban
towns. Are prospe-.-tive benefits from the new enterprise such
other public interests?
of these
low fares were prominent features
Lawrence Electric RailLowe
Boston.
I
&
of the prospectus of the
The suggestion of better freight accommodation was attracroad.
tive in Lowell and would explain much of the interest in the enterprise at first aroused in that quarter; but all intention of carrying
on a freight business has since been disavowed. A five-cent fare
from any point in Arlington, Medford and Somerville to all parts
of Boston was attractive in those communities and explains certiin
support secured in each; but it has since become evident that this
assurance had no substantial basis. The freedom with which stations have been promised and the manner in which methods of
operation have been explained challenge faith in the fulfilment of
prophecies regarding train service. In general it may be said that
the method pursued in placing this project before the public at different times and in different places in the early days of its promotion was notable for indifference to law and conditions and to
the possibility that promises made might call for performance.
Then, too, the structure which the company proposes in Sullivan
square Is undesirable and unsightly and the selection of that connection with the elevated system makes rapid transit improbable
and aggravates conditions that already vex and menace the public
at this terminal.
Nor can the company build the structure which
it has planned without special legislation, and such legislation has
been expressly denied.

as

New

to

justify

freight

the

sa?riflce

facilities

and

Stripped of all the glamor given it by unsubstantial proclamations there is little in the enterprise to recommend it to the business judgment of investors or to give it standing with the public;
too little to warrant the exercise of the right of eminent domain
or the interference with other public works that the building of
such a railway would involve. The standing and character of members of the temporary board of directors who were enlisted in the
undertaking cannot be challenged, and able counsel have endeavored
to show substantial merit in what the company proposes to accomplish, but the more careful the study and the closer the scrutiny
of the history and character of this transportation scheme the less
there is found in It to call for a certificate that public necessity and
convenience require It.
It does not follow from what has been said that there is no
call for an electric railroad In the territory which lies to the north
of Boston, and a carefully studied plan for such a railroad has been
presented by the Boston & Eastern Electric Railroad Company.
Existing railroad and railway companies have argued that they are
now giving all needed facilities In this territory, but the argument
falls short of the mark.
It is true that the Boston, Revere Beach
& Lynn Railroad, within the limitations of a steam railroad hampered by ferry connection. Is furnishing an admirable service to and
from Lynn, and that much commendation Is due the management
of the Boston & Maine for a service along the north shore that
proves Its Interest In the comfort and convenience of patrons. But
this Is not the whole story.
With all the railroad and railway lines
that now serve it. this densely populated territory, especially Its
rapidly growing cllles. needs additional facilities both for Iramedlatn use and for Its development of a commercial prosperity that
might be realized were larger Instrumentalities at hand.
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Am we bare

before tuted in crlilclalnK r«c«Dl esuperattog de
Iajb In the ninnlos of trmlna. It Is apparent that railroad termlnala.
jrarda, tracks, rolllnis iitock and motive powrr are to-day Inadequate

for the demand* of traffic. With p.i^.'wnifT'^ an^l fr^teht ov'TtaxIng
tU that
p reaent accommodation. -:
might be received from
;n this
•action of ihe »tate, a
my now
Clven upon railroad or ttrvtl lailu^y. If ihc Uoaiun tt Maine were
making, or were In a position to make. Immediate and extraordinary
expenditure for track extension and new equipment to meet the
«ltnatlon. and were ambitious to luelf provide electric Interurban
trains, we would agree that better tblngs for the public could be
••cnred throuKb the I'nIarKement of this service than through the
wasteful ex|M'dl«'iit of InnuKurnlInK compeilllvL' ontfrprlses. It Is
idle to argue, however, that In the present state of affairs the service
(iTen by steam railroads and street railways Is supplying the transportation facl'ltles upon which the commercial prosperity of this
action of the state must depend for a wholesome existence and
.

.

Srowtb.
Of equal Importance with the recognition of an opportunity is
the selection of the right way to meet It. The plan of the noston
A Eastern Electric Railroad, though carefully studied. Is not satisfactory In the way It provides for Lynn, and Is fatally defective
at the Bonon end of the undertaking. In proposing a connection
with the Boston elevated railway at Sullivan square. That feature
of the enterprise Is absolutely prohibitive. The travel which now
comes to Sullivan square as a connecting point between elevated
and surface lines overloads the railway, and the relief which Is
promised through changes soon to be completed cannot with our
consent be endangered by conducting an additional tide of travel to
this point.
The Legislature of 1906 In distinguishing the new electric railroad from other railroads and railways calls for a broad outlook
on the part of those who make use of It and for the adoption of a
far-sighted policy that will not shrink from large outlays In bringing about the benefits that are possible under it. It would be a
lamentable mistake to indorse an enterprise that fails to fully grasp
the opportunity presented, and to permit the construction of a railroad which in a few years would probably be only a stumbling block
In the way of carrying out larger plans for the public good. In
our opinion no electric railroad can successfully reach Boston from
the north that does not secure an entrance to the city independent
of the existing elevated structure in Charlestown. Without intending to define any exclusive route it may be suggested that the present
tunnel or a second tunnel under the harbor might weU be the con'
necting link.
Our conclusion is that while public necessity and convenience
call for enterprise in this field, the present route of the Boston &
Blaatern Electric Railroad does not meet the emergency.
Its petition, however, is not dismissed, but held to await further study and
development of plans by this or by any other public agency desirous
of furnishing additional transportation facilities in this territory.

Commissioner Clark on the Freight Car Situation.*
•
•
In the year ended June 30, 1896, the railroads of the
United States, with 20,300 freight locomotives and 1,200,000 freight
cars, moved 95 billions of tons of freight one mile.
In the year
onded June 30, 1900. with 21,600 locomotives and 1.365,000 cars, they
moved 141*/,, billions of tons. In the year ended June 30, 1906,
with 30.00(1 locomotives and 1.80O.000 cars, they moved 216 billions.
That Is. in 1896 each locomotive moved 4% million ton-miles, and
«ach car moved a little less than 50,000 ton-miles. In 1906 each
locomotive moved a little less than eight million and each
car 120.000.
Thus, the actual efficiency of each locomotive
and each car was increased about 50 per cent. It may be said that
the numbers of locomotives and of cars did not increase as much
as they should, but in that period a very large proportion of the
locomotives and cars were replaced with new ones of greater capacity, the construction of which kept builders busy.
The history of the winter of 1906 and 1907 in the Northwest
Severe weather conis one of unheard of difficulty for shippers.
ditions added greatly to the hardships of both shippers and wouldbe shippers who could not get cars and also to the difficulties under
which the carriers labored. .\n(l yet it was testified by a wellInformetl witness, who was a complainant against the carriers before the Interstate Commerce Commission, that the amount of lumber actually moved by the railroads out from the state of Washington, exclusive of movements between points In the state, was 800
I>er cent, greater than in 1900.
During the same season an up-to-date double-track railroad
in the East became so congested with traffic that was poured in
upon it from the West that its principal connection held back loaded

•

•.\ddresR at ("lilcniio, Oct. 'J.'i. by lion. E. K. CInrk, member of the InterAdilrosscs given l)y Messrs. Hnyd and Hale, at
state Commerce Commission.
the same time, were reported In (be llailroad Qazctle of Nov. 1. page 524.
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car* until many milea of one main track were occupied with cmra
so held, until tracks t'--Is of the delivering road could be
relieved.
And not !
one of the states served by that
road passed a law gl-.
» 96 hours' free time within which
to unload a i':ir -h
'Ihk the delay that may be indulged in
before demurrai.-.
.n^sessed.
A large it>uli
^nlng mines, smelters and a railroad, anticipating a proposed increase in the transportation charges on coke,
bought up large quantities of it, had it loaded into cars and started
on Its way nearly aiross the continent. The price of copper took
a bad slump, and hence the coke was not Immediately needed. And
80 some 8.000 cars of this commodity are now, an'l for pnm'^ two
'han
or three months have been held back by some Inflii'
at
air-brakes, accumulating demurrage against the <•
terdestination, but at various points on the lines
mediate carriers, not only unavailable for use of other shippers
who are clamoring for cars, but actually obstructing the free movement of other traffic. These are the things that account for the
low average mileage which carriers get from cars and which affect
seriously the efficiency of the cars. Why should the carriers be
expected to provide storage In such manner? And why should they
'

•

—
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.

.

;:

i

i

.

.

'

•

:

permit one shipper to thus, through them. Impose such injustice
upon other patrons, to say nothing of the imposition upon the carriers, whose earnings upon the traffic will seemingly be eaten up in
per diem rental on the cars?
suggest the multitude of smaller ways in
of selfishness and favoritism contribute
to the sum total of lack of efficiency of cars and other facilities of
transportation.
The whole situation has been summed up in the inaccurate
phrase, "car shortage." In such blockades as have been referred
to on an eastern road, how would a larger number of cars relieve
the situation? As has been seen, there is a substantial portion of
the year during which these troubles are not present. Manifestly,
If the carriers were to provide themselves with enough cars so that
everyone could have all he wanted in the busy season, they must
also provide corresponding motive power, terminals, tracks and extra
employees. This would mean thousands of locomotives and hundreds of thousands of cars standing idle upon storage tracks (which
would have to be provided) during a substantial portion of the
year.
It seems clear that such an increase in facilities could be
had only by the expenditure of many millions of dollars, would
be inexcusable economic waste and could be provided and maintained only by largely increased transportation charges. It may be
that they could be provided by interring all of the carriers in the
graveyard of bankruptcy, but even that would not maintain them.
The communities served by a railroad prosper and fail to prosper just as the railroad is or is not prosperous. Prosperity showered upon the community by nature and Providence brings corresponding prosperity to the railroad if it chooses to place and keep
But if a railroad upon
itself in a position to reap that advantage.
which the community is dependent for transportation fails to furnish reasonably adequate service, the blessings of nature and Providence are to a corresponding degree nullified and wasted. It can
bring no good to the community to unnecessarily or unwarran;edly
impoverish the railroad. It can bring no good to our country to
unnecessarily or unwisely or unwarrantedly cripple these arteries
of our national lite upon which so much depends.
1

will

not stop

to

which the same principles

It Is because of this reflection in all of our affairs of the effects
of the conduct of our common carriers that it is not possible to
apply, in dealing with or in regulating them, just the same business principles that apply in transactions between private parties.
To hold that in collection of transportation charges the carrier
should be held to the rate erroneously quoted by its agent would
be to give widest license to the very discriminations which the lawcondemns, and would place in the hands of the carriers absolute
power to make and break Individuals and firms and to create and
destroy communities and commercial centers almost at will, deterred only by consideration of their own financial welfare and the
\\\A Ilk?
possibilities of construction of new and rival railroads.
results would follow the application of the theory that the man
who owns a business may do with it as he wills.
Regulation of railroads by state and national governments, each
within Us proper sphere and lawful limits, is essential. Such reguThose who adminlation must be firm, sane, reasonable and just.
ister it must be actuated solely by a desire and a determination
to do the right thing by both sides, and must not be influenced by
lu that way only can
the clamor of the extremists on either side,
lasting good be done and substantial progress be made.
The .-American people will not object to paying whatever transportation charges may be necessary to permit the railroads to keep
the properties up to date and to earn fair and substantial profit and
return upon capital invested therein when they, the people, can
feel assured that the capital is in the property and that stocks and
bonds are not being added to in multiples of millions with no corresponding investment for the welfare or earning power of the
property. The people will never fail to disapprove such tricks of
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high finance as have recently been exposed. The people desire and
would be willing to pay for high grade and efficient service. The
people must have that kind of service, and, having it, must expect
to pay for it that which it is really and fairly worth.
If the railroads cannot secure the co-operation of shippers in
the effort to get the nighest efficiency from cars in congested
seasons, and if the railroads are not strong enough to adopt and enforce adequate rules to that end, it would seem that the only thing
left would be for the Federal Government to take the matter in
band as a regulation of commerce and apply such rules and practices regarding use and interchange of cars as will provide the
best and most equitable service and results. In that, as in any
other feature of regulation of the carriers, care must be taken to
do simple and even-handed justice, regardless of what would be
popular at a certain time. The carrier that has neglected to proTide Itself with its proper quota of cars may not expect that its
needs will be supplied from the equipment of its more provident
neighbor. The shipper who has neglected to provide himself with
facilities for doing his business as economically and efficiently as
his more enterprising competitor may not expect special consideration of his needs at the expense of others or of the carriers.
The privately owned or exclusively leased car should be eliminated from use in moving ordinary traffic.
Satisfaction among
shippers may not be expected so long as certain of their number
are given exclusive use of facilities which the carrier should furnish to all alike and which, in fact, perhaps, are the property of
the carrier. There is and probably always will be room and reason
for using special and privately owned cars for certain classes of
traffic which require refrigeration, tank cars, poultry cars, etc.
But even then their use must be open to all and for all alike.
The railroads have upon them, and must struggle from under
a heritage of woe resulting from the mistaken policies, evil practices and unreasoning competition in the past.
The shippers are
not blameless, and now there is nowhere to turn for relief and correction except to Government regulation.
*
•
*
Only a year has passed since the law became effective
which contemplated and which brought about more radical and
sweeping changes in practices in the conduct of transportation and
in the relations between shippers and carriers than any law has
ever effected before. It is not surprising that the magnitude of the
work so undertaken is wholly unappreciated by the average citizen.
And so cow we are met with many proposals for amendment to
the law. No doubt some amendments would be beneficial, but it
may well be doubted if it is wise to now open the law for amendment and so jeopardize all the constructive work that has been
done under it, especially in view of the readiness with which the
commission's interpretations and rulings are being accepted.
In some way the impression has gone out that the commission
is hopelessly buried in an avalanche of complaints, and some suggestion has been made that its work should be divided. It is true
that the commission has many and varied and important duties
to perform, and that it has much work to do.
But the commission
Is by no means appalled nor discouraged.
Constant progress is
being made. It is true that certain cases before the rommibsion
have a somewhat prolonged existence, but it is also true that it is
the exception and not the rule to find parties to a case ready to
proceed with it when the commission is ready to hear it. The commission pushes the cases before it much more than the cases push
the commission.
If the spirit announced by a prominent railroad president* is
adopted and adhered to by railroads generally, and by shippers,
upon whom the obligations to observe the law rests just as clearly
as upon the carriers, and the commission exercises in a broad, fair
and practical way its administrative functions and powers, the occasion for judicial work will be reduced to a minimum and will be
limited largely to two classes of cases those in which honest error
or oversight has worked injustice, and those involving the rivalries
of commercial centers.
A commission so exercising its administrative functions will acquire that special and expert knowledge
which Is essential to a proper exercise of the judicial functions In
determining the reasonableness of a rate or of a practice.

—

A New

Idea In Car Wheels.

A patent was granted Oct. 22, 1907, to P. 11. Griffin. President
of the New York Car Wheel Co.. Kuffalo. New York, on a double
tread car wheel which is as revolutionary In design as the double
plate wheel was when It was first proposed.
Summed up, Mr. Griffin's purpose Is to divide the destructive effects of heavy wheel loads
and the wear and heating action of the brake-shoe between two substantially similar treads and thus to more than double the life of
the wheel. The accompanying drawing shows the form of the double
tread wheel. The outer tread, of large diameter, rolls on the rail
and carries all of the load. The Inner tread, of smaller diameter,

Griffin

Mather. PrMldPDt nf the K<i<-k laland
ptiliMshcd In th.- Unllrnail lla;rlir. nf (><(. IH.
•R<<l>«'rt

Company.

Illn

nil(lrr!i!i

Double Tread Cast Iron Car Wheel.

dimensions than the standards now in use. There
are a number of advantages, however, to offset any such objection,
in addition to the important advantage of a separate braking tread.
The stiffness of a brake-beam varies as the cube of its length and
a reduction of 10 in. to 12 in. in the gage of the brake-shoes would
result in reducing the deflection of the beam nearly one-half under
the same load. The brake-shoes are supported inside of the track
rails and if they break off or the brake-beam hanger brealis tlie
shoe will drop down on the ties clear of the rails and will not derail
the car. Because o( the smaller diameter of the braking tread there
will be a slight gain in brake-shoe efficiency because of the lower
speed of the two surfaces in contact.

beams

of different

Steam and Trolley

In

Indiana.

In the July number of Appleton's Magazine, Merrill .\. Teague
prints the following table showing the relative frequency of service
and passenger fares of steam and electric lines in the vicinity of
Indianapolis:
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is used only for braking, but like the outer tread is cast with a
chill ring in the mold.
The web of the wheel is made with double
plates and curved brackets under the outer flange. The inner tread
is supported by a single plate with brackets, springing from the
junction of the double plates. This construction requires a longer
hub than the ordinary double plate wheel and adds between 200 lbs.
and 250 lbs. to the weight of a 700-Ib. 33-in. wheel. A wheel of
this design is no more difficuUt to cast than a single tread wheel,
the brackets under the inner and outer treads being formed by dry
sand pan cores. The claims allowed in the patent specification are
very broad. They include all possible arrangements for supporting
the inner tread integrally with the web and also provide for castiron center, steel-tired wheels.
The principal advantage of this construction is, of course, in
relieving the rolling tread from all heating and abrasion of the
brake shoe. It is generally admitted that the trouble with ordinary
cast-iron wheels under high capacity cars is due largely to the increased severity of the brake-shoe action in combination with the
heavier load supported by the wheel. Minute heat cracks are opened
in the tread and at the root of the flange and under the action of
the load stresses and the flange pressure in rounding curves, these
cracks develop into fractures. Such cracks would not be started in
a tread not subjected to brake-shoe heating and would not develop
There is nearly twice
so rapidly in a braking rim carrying no load.
as much radiating surface on the double tread wheel to give off
the heat generated by the brake-shoe and the temperature of the
whole wheel would be lower. This in combination with the longer
hub would prevent almost entirely trouble from loose wheels.
The smaller diameter of the braking tread and the narrower
gage between the two treads on the same axle might be considered
objectionable because they would require brake-shoes and brake-
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standard Location for Third Rail Conductor*.*

The commlitM on Standard I»ratlon for Third Rail WorkInK
Corxluctors ubmltted the following deflnltlona of terms which were
atlupted by thf anHorlatlon:
Tiiimi Kaii.
An dn-lrlml ron<lui'lur iilai-nj ailjarrni ami iiarallrl lu
I
llip irark ralli aa a iiirana of cuD<luctln( rlrcirlr currvai la tbr lurucnotlTe or
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The commlttpe was also Instructed to establish a standard location for third rail working conductors on electrically operated railroads for the purpose of facilitating Interchange of equipment, ele.-or otherwise, between different roads. As the third rail must
be located adjacent to the track rails, the question of interference
with existing permanent way structures and with existing rolling
stock is Important.
In order that the committee may establish a
location for the third rail which will Interfere least with existing
equipment, diagrams were submitted for criticism showing the two
types of existing third rail construction in most extensive use. i.e..
the "top contact" type, as used by the Pennsylvania Railroad, the
Long Island Railroad and others, and the "under contact" type, as
used by the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad and others.
The line .\B-C-U-E-F-G-H1-J-K shown thereon is the limiting
line for third rail structure, and is determined by the composite
sections of the different types.
In preparing this outline, allowance
trlc

Clearances for Top Contact Third Rail; West Jersey

&

Seashore.

rii.NTAtT SiiMK.— A Diiidiii-lor atlarhpd
or liKomullvv fur the piirpiwe of
rollpctlDK current from the third rail.
J.

'llllKlt

3.

Third

ItAll.
to the ••ar
IIaii.

Costait

of n third rail with
ruDlacl.

Si kkaik.

— The

siirfare

which the contarc shoe makes

4. Till- Contact Tiiirh ll\u~ -A third roll
Ihi' contact surfnce nn the lop.
.".
iNPEii (ViNTACT TlIiBii UAii.
A third rail
with the contact Hiirfai'e on the Imttum.
II.
tiAiJK f»F Timtt) IlAii..
'iTie distance measured
on the plane uf the tracli betw. en tile fc-aRe line of
the nea.est trail< rail served to the nearest gage

—

—

line • f the third rail.
The distanc- ut
7. Ki KVATKiN i<v Tliimi Kail.
rlKliI nnRles to the plane of the track b'twern the
toti of tracic rail and the contact surface of the
third all.
N. TiiiHii
.Sri'iHiRT.
support which
ItAii.
holds the third rail in position as rcKnrds eieralinu
and itHRe.
II.
Tliat part of the
Tiiltm ItAii, iNKiUTou.

—

I

third rail Hupp<iri which

— The
—
Isolates.

third rail fnmi the cround.
other Kroiinded striiclures.
III.

Tiiiiio

and from

electricall.v.
traclt work

the

and
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riinTKCTiiiN.
A loverinc emthe third rail aeainst the nenlheilontact of persons and mn-

Kaii.

plo.ve<l lo (Tuard

ties,

accidenliil

terlal.
II. TllIIIII
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The
rilOTKCTKIN.
lUll. PtJTPOItM
guard used at low station platforms to protect the
contact shoes from persons on the platform. This
term applies principally to the protection along
pdifea of plalfroms when the third rail Is on the
opposite side ot the tracic from the platform.
•Atwtract of committee report presented at tlie
October meeting of the American Ilaiiway Association.

Clearances for Top Contact Third Rail; Long Island Railroad.
has been made for the variations which will
necessarily occur in the alinement with re-

Clearancea for Under Contact Thirti Rail;

New York

Central,

spect to the gage line of the track and in
the elevation with respect to the top of the
track rail.
These variations occur, due t3
the wear of the rail head and lo the fact
that the rail may be deflected from weight
of
passing equipment, between those tiei
which support the third rail, without equal
deflection of the third rail. Another cause for
variations is the wear which lakes place in
the tie. lowering the track rail without a corresi>onding lowering of the third rail.
It
should therefore be understood that the line
A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J-K
is
the
line
beyond
which the third rail structure shall in no case
extend, all variations in the third rail with
respect to the base line ttop of rail and gage
of track) being Included.
The line K'-A'-B'-C, the limiting line for
rolling stock, has been plotted by allowing
in. working clearance between this line
>-J
and the limiting line of third rail structure,
and It Is (x>nBldered that rolling equipment
sbould under no conditions or wear or dis-

—
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due to broken springs, etc., extend beyond this line.
Four-Wheel Switching Locomotive.
the third rail contact shoe is carried on the truck, which
The accompanying engraving shows the general appearance of
has usually a very short wheel base, the distance from the end of
the shoe to the gage line of the track is not appreciably affected a four-wheel switching locomotive that has recently been built for
by curvature of the track, and it is therefore not possible to place the Burden Iron Co. by the American Locomotive Co. It is inthe third rail structure at an appreciably greater distance from the tended for service in the yards of the manufacturing company, and
gage line of the track on curves than on tangent track. It should is the standard design of the builders for an engine of thi.s type,
therefore be understood that the line K'-A'-B'-C is the limiting line having cylinders 16-in. diameter with 24-in. stroke. Within the past
Allow- few years the American Locomotive Co. has been standardizing its
for rolling equipment on curved as well as tangent track.
ance in equipment clearance, however, should be made for curved designs for small locomotives, and this example is well worked
track, depending on the degree of track curvature and the distance out for the service for which it is intended. The four-wheel switcher
between truck centers of the cars, and, to cover yard conditions, has almost disappeared from the railroad yards, where heavy trains
the offset of rolling equipmeut should be figured on curves as sharp are to be handled, and is now confined, for the most part, to the
In making this allowance, the side throw of car body yards of manufacturing firms. The wheel base is well adapted tor
as 20 deg.
as a whole, due to truck bolster end movement, should be added use over light rails, a poor roadbed and sharp curves, while the
to the total of the horizontal variations, given in the table below, adhesive weight and tractive power is sufficient to handle such loads
and the effect determined upon clearances of such portions of equip- as are likely to be encountered.
The cylinders are 16 in. in diameter by 24 In. stroke, and are
ment as steps, truss rods, hoppers, tool boxes, etc. This end. moveThe total weight
in. actuated by Richardson balanced slide valves.
ment of bolsters may he taken as 2% in. for passenger, and

tortion

As

%

Four-Wheel Switching Locoinot
for freight equipment.

It should also be noted that the third rail
may be placed on either the inside or the outside of the curve.
Iliirizonlnl Vnrintinns in Kiillinf! Kquipmcnl should be MIowcil n« Follows:
Wciir of axle, collars .ind Iwxes
Vio In.

%
%

Bnil play of lirasses

Knd wear on brasses
Wear on wheel tiange
Clearance between new flange and
Constructional variations

%
Vio

rail
1

Total
Variutions

2^4

"
"
"
"
'•

in ItolUnn Equipment Uliniilil Or Mlotrvd as Fotliiwa
Freight.
TassenKer.
of Journals and brasses
in.
-Ti 'n.
Radial wear on wheels. (I'assenger. sleel
"
I Ires
freight, cast Iron tires)
'4
1 Vi "
Compression of springs
•*'/»"
1% ""
"
Sagging at center or car
1
1
"
•'
Constructional variations
1
1

Vrriiral

Wear

%

;

Total

The

s

v,

"

4

%

"

C"-D"-B"-F"-G" represents what is considered the desirable clearance line for continuous permanent way structures.
This has been determined by allowing a working clearance of 1 in.
iM-tween it and the limiting line of third rail structures, and applies
particularly to such permanent way structures as station platforms
and bridge girders. As the station platforms are usually supported
independently of the ties, and the third rail structure is supported
by the ties, and as the ties are occasionally shifted with respect
line

to the platforms, the considerable clearance shown is deemed necessary.
All variations In the permanent way structures, due to variations In dimensions, warpitig or deflection of material, should be
allowed for, and the results shouhl not encroach beyond the line

C"-D"-E"-F"-0", the clearance of 1 In. net being allowed for the possible subsequent shifting of the track as a whole.
The line XY Is the allowable clearance line for non-continuous
permanent way Htnictiires. such as bridge gussets or other structures which are not continuous for length greater than the distance
between the third rail Ilea or between the brackets supporting the
third rail protection.
In other words. It Is a line to which the permanent way may project, provided It comes between the third rail
supports and between the third rail protei'tlon brackets.
In the year 1906 the number of tickets sold at the stations In
Berlin and Its 12 suburbs was l.'ifi.dltD.ond.
14
per rent, more
than In the previous year. Many of these tickets were for two or
more Journeys, and the total number of journeys waa 252,000,000,
or about 700,000 per day, and 12 per cent, more than the year before.

Built by the

American Locomotive Co.

working order, all of which is, of course, on the driving wheels,
is 85,000 lbs.
With a Ijoiler pressure of ISO lbs. and driving wheels
50 in. in diameter, this engine has a maximum tractive power of
18,800 lbs., which, using the usual figures for resistance on the
level and 20 lbs. per ton for 1 per cent, of grade for grade resistin

ance, gives this engine a net hauling capacity exclusive of locomotive and tender on a 1 per cent, grade of 640 tons, and on a 2 per
cent, grade of 330 tons.
With 18.800 lbs. of tractive power, it will
be noticed that the weight on drivers gives a factor of adhesion
of 4.52, which is an excellent figure for an engine of this type designed for switching or industrial purposes. With a wheel base
of 84 in. this engine will easily negotiate a curve of Go ft. radius.
In this design, particular attention has been paid to securing
the proper ratios between heating surface, grate areas and cylinder
volume, as will be seen by a reference to those given below. With
8-5,000 lbs. on drivers, the engine has a load per wheel of 21,250 lbs.,
which can easily be carried on a 60-lb. rail. In this design the
tender, which is of the "U" shape flat top type, has a capacity of
2.500 gallons of water and three tons of coal.
The tender frame
is built of steel channels, as will be seen from the drawing.
By changing to a wood-burning stack, the design Is well adapted
to logging service, as the water and fuel capacity is ample for that
class of work.
The following are some of the principal dimensions of the

engine:
Cylinder dlnnietiT
I'lsliin stroke
Valves,

Ifi In.
In.

^4

I ravel
l«P

%—

exhaust lap
Slack, diameter
Stack, above rail

14

In.
C.;

&
ft.

"
"

"
"

thickness, t»ack sheet
"

Via

%

crown and sides

"

"

"
"
4
3 "

sheet
water space, front
water space, sides and back
tul>e

Tubes, number
"
diameter
length

Mi

178
2
11

Healing surface, firebox

ft. 1

ll.'i.^f

tubes

1.()2r..2

total

l.l.W.O
16.6

Irate area
Wheels, diameter, driving
Wheels, diameter, tender

•

il>g.

72'/i, In.
.13% "

width
"

"

."i*

I.SO

Klrehox, length

"

10

diameter

Sleam pressure

••

Vn "
tfi% "

lead

Holler,

"

.TV.

In.
••

sq. ft.

"

"
"

50 In.
38 "

Hanumat

8.
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V0I4 that the enlargemrnt of the preaent facllitlM kt tbo U. 8.
Watertown Ann-rial liy tbe ont* tion of a teatloK machine of at leaat
I0,O(M),(KNj ||>N. laitaclty wan di^lrable.
It waa alto decidol to authorlx« thp ('halrnian, I)r. Charles II Dudley, to appoint two (-ummltte*^.
Bubjet't to thii approval of the Watertown authorltW-n, one on Ingot
Strui'tum, Bllleta, Klooma, SlabH and ForKlnKii. and the other on
TestH of Stnirtural MateriaU. Thea« oommltteea have alnce been
appointed and much preliminary work baa already been accompIlKhed, which will be submitted at an early date to the ensineerlnK
profHHHlon for critlrltm and aunwtloiu.

Uratloc surfBciBeatlog surface

The Bureau

of Explosivea.*

Orate area

This bureau has b«*n organized

Firebox beallos lurfac*

American Railway Aa«oi
ready has a membership

Total beallDC aurface

Wrlfbt un driven

of 2 r^llodera

—

Q.28 ea.

IN

2 cylinders

Grate area

Volume 2 cylinders
Tube healing

aurface, pi|uaied to flrptH>x beating aurface ( VaUKban formula), »q. ft.

Total M|ua(>'d flrebox beating surface,

sq. ft.

-

Major B. W. Dunn, detailed from the Ordnance Department
began his duties as chief Inspector of the bureau on June
nth, Mr. C. P. Beistle having begun work as chemist about a month
previous to that date, and .Mr. J. L. Taylor, who has had broad railroad experience, wag temporarily taken on to assist In getting the
work started.
Arrangements were made with the Pennsylvania Railroad Company to furnish a site and erect thereon a building for the laboratory at South Amboy, N. J., and at this date the laboratory is nearly
r. S. A.,

ft.

Total beatlog lorfaca

Volume

3$8.0
4-.'I.8

Total actual beating surface
Total equated beating nurface

ready for occupancy. The site chosen Is easily accessible, there
being quite a number of traiiis each way daily, connecting with
New York and Philadelphia, both by the Central Railroad of New
Jersey and by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and at the same time the
location of the building is far enough away from surrounding property to be entirely safe and to offer ample facilities for experimental
tests of

Investigation of Steel and Structural
Arsenal.

Members by the Watertown

An increased governmental appropriation has been made available for the current fiscal year for the extension of the worlt carried
on In the past at the Watertown Arsenal in the Investigation of the
properties of materials of construction.
It is proiwsed to conduct
this Investigation along lines of the greatest practical value to users
In the experimental study
as well as manufacturers of materials.
of steel and steel products it is proposed to begin with the metal in
the ingot and thence to follow it out to the finished sections and
to built

pursuance of action by the

miles.

Total beatlog lurface

VolDme

In

iatlon at the March. 1907. meeting, and alof 78 railroad companies, operating 130,026

members.

By authority of the Ordnance Department, William R. Webster,
consulting engineer, and Edgar iMarburg. professor of civil engineering at the University of Pennsylvania, have been engaged to cooperate in the preparation of the program of tests, and in the
prosecution of the work. A meeting attended, at their invitation,
by about twenty-five consultinc; engineers and representatives of
leading consuming and manufacturing interests was recently held at
the Engineers' Club. New York City, for the purpose of meeting
Major C. L. H. Ruggles, Commanding Officer, Watertown Arsenal,
and J. E. Howard, in charge of the Watertown Testing Laboratory,
with a view of determining the most desirable program for the
proposed investigation. This meeting was held in two sessions.
One session, presided over by Dr. Charles B. Dudley, Chemist,
Pennsylvania Railroad, was devoted to a discussion of metallurgical
questions applying to ingot structure, blooms, billets, slabs and forgIngs, and it was the sense of the meeting that it was desirable to
make a study of these questions a special feature of the proposed
work.

The second session, at which J. V. W. Reynders, Vice-President
Pennsylvania Steel Co., presided, was devoted to the consideration
of a preliminary program for tests of structural members, including
columns, riveted tension members, riveted splices, riveted connections In building construction, and the general subject of riveting.
At the oi)ening of the meeting Major C. L. H. Ruggles, Commanding Officer U. S. Watertown Arsenal, explained that the work
was not to be regarded in any sense a government Investigation of
steel, but that it was the desire of the Ordnance Department to
utilize the increased appropriation with a view not only to the needs
of the government, but also to making the results as valuable as
possible to all persons Interested in the subject of steel, whether
as consulting engineers or as representatives of consuming or manu-

facturing interests.
J. E. Howard, in charge of the testing laboratory at Watertown
Arsenal, presented in abstract his reimrt to the Ordnance Department in which attention was drawn to the desirability of making
provision for the extension of the usefulness of the testing laboratory, and indicating In detail numerous lines of research that might
be taken up to advantage.
It was the sense of the meeting that the extension of the testing facilities in this country has not kept pace with the advance In
engineering construction, and a resolution was adopted by unanimous

dangerous

articles.

Local inspectors have been appointed in the manner provided
the constitution and by-laws, and have begun their work
under the supervision of the chief inspector. The total numl>er
of local inspectors authorized to date is 12, and the number in
actual service at the present time is eight. As soon as practicable
four additional inspectors will be placed on duty.
The method adopted is to begin with lines that, having factories
located upon them, handle a large volume of shipments of explosives.
Under the direction of the general managers, the local inspector
makes a general inspection of factories and magazines, and of the
principal stations, transfer stations and junction points, where shipments of explosives are handled. AH violations of regulations observed are reported by the local inspector to the proper official of
the line and to the chief inspector.
Upon completion of this general inspection, the chief inspector
compiles, for the information of the general manager, a condensed
report of the more important violations reported and the action
taken by the local inspector to secure correction.
The local inspector is then transferred to another locality and.
pending the inauguration of a second inspection, the enforcement
of these regulations is left to the officials of the line with the exception that, in case of emergency, an inspector is always available
for temporary duty.
Experience teaches that constant inspection on all lines is more
than desirable, and, as the work develops, it will be for the members of the bureau to decide whether they will authorize that material Increase in the expense of the bureau that will be necessary to
enable it to take entire charge of inspection work.
It is believed that the work of the bureau will be of great value
to the association, and especially to its own members.
As the result of practical experience, a large amount of valuable information, leading toward greater safety in the transportation of explosives, has already been obtained.
Based partly on this information, and partly on the fact that
owing to the large number of interpretations which have necessarily
been made of the regulations for the transportation of explosives,
adopted by the association, it has been deemed wise to revise those
regulations, and present them for your consideration. The development of the explosive business is very rapid, and new questions are
constantly coming up. A number of points have already been found
in which the old regulations are defective.
The amount of work
Involved in this revision of the regulations is so great that, although
your committee, with the chief Inspector, have devoted two meetings to the subject, in addition to the time spent individually over
the printed matter, the regulations are not yet deemed sufficiently
perfect to be submitted to you for adoption.
It has. accordingly,
been deemed advisable to present them as proposed regulations, and
to ask for criticisms of them by the members of the association.
Special attention is invited to Rule lOt; relating to the precautions deemed necessary in accepting shipments of explosives from
connecting lines that have not made due provision for enforcing
for by

•Krom

a report of

American Itallway

tlic

committee on transportation of explosives

Asso<'latlon, Oct. 30, 1007.

to

tbe

——
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the regulations. To prescribe and publish regulations is not suf- offered by connecting Ijpes will be received subject to the following regulations
ficient to insure their enforcement.
As practice is corrected and
CLASSIFICATION.
7.
For transportation purposes, all explosives are divided into the
improved on lines which are members of the Bureau of Explosives,
it is to be anticipated that inspection of shipments, offered at junc- following groups
Fulminates.
5.
1.
Forbidden Explosives.
tion points, will be more rigid and rejections for failures to comply
Ammunition.
6.
2.
Common Block I'owder.
with the regulations will increase. This may produce considerable
Fireworks.
7.
3.
High Explosives.
satisfactory
will
local friction, and the only
remedy
be found in a
4.
Smokeless Towders.
uniform enforcement of the regulations by an extension of the inDEFINITIONS.
I—
AND
SECTION
INFORMATION
spection facilities and other assistance that are offered by the
Gkoup 1 Forbidden Explosives.
Bureau of Explosives to all members of the association.
See Rules 24 to 26.
The reports of the local inspectors of the bureau show that the
The following are forbidden explosives
8.
regulations are not properly enforced at the present time, and there
(n)
nitro-glycerlne.
Liquid
is reason to assume that it is only on the lines of members of the
Dynamite, containing over 60 per cent, of nltro-glycerine (except
(!))
bureau that improvements are in progress.
gelatine dynamite).
(c)
Dynamite containing an unsatisfactory absorbent.
Attention has been attracted to the large number of distributing
Nitrocellulose In bulk, in a dry condition.
Irf)
magazines in various parts of the country from which reshipments
Fulminate of mercury In bulk, in a dry condition, and fulminates
(cl
other
articles
may
of dynamite and
dangerous
be made. Such reshipments are more liable to involve defective material than are of all other metals in any condition.
Gbodp 2 Common Black Powder.
Che original shipments of freshly made explosives offered by the
See Rules 27 to 31.
factories.
Common
black
powder embraces all explosives having the constitu9.
As an example to show the necessity for competent inspection
This group includes
ents of ordinary gunpowder or similar in composition.
over non-membership lines, attention is invited to those distributing rifle, sporting, blasting, cannon and the prismatic powders.
magazines which have been found to contain deteriorated and danSECTION II— RULES.
gerous explosives and whose location permit them to make shipGroup 1 Forbidden E.kplosives.
ments of such explosives over several lines, including members and
24.
Forbidden explosives must not be accepted for shipment.
non-members of the bureau. The inspectors of the bureau have re25.
Should any packages of high explosives, when ottered tor shipment,
ported a number of such cases, and its members have been duly show excessive dampness or l>e mouldy, or show outward signs of any oily
warned and protected. A dangerous shipment, once en route, may stain, or other indication that absorption of the liquid part of the explosive
result in widespread danger and disaster in spite of careful handling. is not perfect, or that the amount of the liquid part is greater than the
A great deal of progress has been made in securing the coopera- absorbent can carry, the packages must be refused in every Instance and
tlon of manufacturers in the difficult task of enforcing the regula- must not be allowed to remain in the property of the company.
26.
Station agents should know that a shipment of leaking dynamite
tions.
All permanent reforms in their practice must be based very
and that storage,
is liable to cause a disaster in spite of careful handling
largely on this co-operation.
They must
in warm and damp magazines, tends to cause leakage.
A revised list of the manufacturers of explosives in the United especially
for this reason ex.nmine with more than usual care all shipments not offered
States, arranged according to location on railroads, and so far as by factories, especially shipments that have been stored during the summer
it has been possible to secure the correct data, has been prepared
months, as shown by dates of manufacture.
by the chief inspector.
Grocp 2 C0.MM0N Black Powder.
A start has been made toward providing regulations for the
Packing Packages containing less than twenty (20) lbs. of rifle,
27.
transformation of inflammables and other dangerous articles, and a .sporting, blasting or cannon powders must be enclosed in a tight wooden
copy of proposed regulations is likewise submitted herewith for liox so that the fllling holes of the packages will be up. If the small packyour criticism and suggestion. These regulations may require some ages comply with paragraphs 4 and 5 a strong crate may replace the box.
Twenty (20) lbs. or over of common black or brown powder must
modifications before they are quite ready for final action. It Is
28.
hoped that each member of the association will feel sufficiently inter- be packed as prescribed by paragraphs 4 and 5.
20.
Weight Packages containing over 125 lbs. net will not be received.
ested to carefully study both sets of proposed regulations, and to
.30.
Marking Each exterior package must be plainly marked "COMsend their criticisms at an early date to the Secretaiy, Mr. W. F.
POWDER," or "BLACK POWDEU. " or "BROWN POWDER."
BLACK
MON
Allen, 24 Park place. New York City.
Additional marks, trade names, etc., may appear if desired by shipper.
Lack of space prevents us from republishing the interesting cir31.
Car A car containing shipments exceeding 50 lbs. gross weight
cular which follows in its entirety, especially since it is readily must be certified and placarded as prescribed by paragraphs 91 and 92.
obtainable by those interested, and is, at present, only recommended
Group 3 Hion Explosives.
practice.
We wish to reprint the following portions, however, to
32.
No higli explosives containing over 60 per cent, of nltro-glycerine,
illustrate the principles which governed the committee in its work, or an unsatisfactory
quality or quantity of absorbent material, will be reand the care with which that work was done.
ceived.
The 00 per cent, limit does not apply to gelatine dynamite. Ex:

;

•

—

—

—
—

—

—

iiK<;rr.ATiONS

for

Tiir:

tkansi-outation or E.xrLostvEs.

plosives like Rack-a-Rock. one constituent of which is liquid, will be acif the liquid Is not explosive and is not packed in the same boxes
with the other constituent.
.33.
High explosives consisting of a liquid combined or mixed with an
absorbent material must have the absorlx'nt material. In sufliclent quantity
and of satisfactory quality, properly dried at the time of mixing; and the
Ingredients must be uniformly mixed so that the liquid will remain thoroughly absorbed under the most trying conditions incident to transportation.
34.
Explosives containing nitroglycerine must liave uniformly mixed
with the absorbent material a satisfactory antacid having, at least, the add
neutralizing powder of an amount of magnesium carl)onate equal to 1 per

cepted
GE.NE11.M.

Notice.

1.
The safe trnnsphrtntion of explosives Is larscly Influenced by the
mannT In nlilcb Ihej- ore marte and paeked for shipment, as well as by the
careful and Intelligent handling of thera by railway employees.
Information
in regard to the kind of explosives Is necessary so that railway employees
may not Ignorantly Incur danger or endanger lives or property.

2.
Shipments made by the United States (Government will be accepted
upon the certificate of an army or navy ofBcer or duly authorized noncommlssloned or warrant offlrer. or civilian employee of the Government, that
the shipments ore made In accordance with United States Government regulations. Including limitations of weight, for which the form of certlllcate entitled
"United Stales Oovernment CerllBcate of Kxploslves Odered for
Transtmrlatlon," will be used and kept on tile. Ail the following regulations,
provided for other shipments, must t>e ot>served for Government shipments
except as to packing and weights.
Other explosives, except such as are forbidden, will be received for
transportation on the
on and after
100. ., provided the
rollowing regulations are compiled with, and provided their method of monu
fflcture and packing,, so far on It nirerts sofe transportation. Is open to In.'?.

.

»pe<llon by
Ilureau for

duly authorized representntive of this company
the Hntv Tran>>p"rlnllon of i;x|ibmlv<'9 and other

a

or of the
Ilangeroua

Articles.
4.
All explosives. In the form of powder or grains, containing no liquid
Ingredients, must be packed for ablpment In "double packages."
The Inner
package must be securely closed and mode of such material that it will pre-

vent leakage of the explosive even
develop in the oater package.

If

any ordinary defect or injury shou'd

Stami'Ard Test fob all Ihh

bi.k

TAfKAOEs.

5.
When line sand, tilling the Interior pnckoge, is substituted for the
IMiwder and the <"mpleie dmible package Is dropped in any manner from a
height of four feet on a f<ieel rail, neither packoge must rupture nor must
•oy of the sand escape.

f'ONNECTIXO I>INES.
Shipments of explosives destined to points beyond the tines of this
will only be accepted subject to these and any additional regula
tlons of the roads over wblcb the shipments are to lie moved.
.Shipments
H.

company

cent, of the nitroglycerine.

35

— Packing — High

nitroglycerine,

must

lie

explosives,

made

containing more

than

into cartridges not exceeding

10
2

per
In.

cent,
In

of

diam-

and must not be packed In bags or sacks. Bags or
sacks of high explosives containing not more than 10 per cent, of nitroglycerine and not over 12'/j lbs. each of explosive, will be accepted as cartridges.
The covering of all cartridges, consisting of paper or other material,
must be so treated that It will not nl<sorb the liquid constituent of the
eter, or

8

in.

In

length,

explosive.
All boxes In which nitroglycerine explosives ore packed must be
with a suitable material that is impervious to liquid nitroglycerine.
Cardboard cartons closed at the Imttom and coated with poratllne form n satisfactory lining.
Dry sawdust or similar material must nil all the space In the
box not occupied by the carlrblges.
These cartridges, except the bags or
sacks authorized In paragraph 3.''>. must l>e so arranged In the boxes that
when they are transported oil cortridges will lie on their sides and never
on their ends.
37.
The boxes must be strong and, when made with lock corners, the
lumber throughout must be free from loose knots and not be less than Vj In.
When nailed lioxes are used, the ends must not be less than
in thickness.
I
in., nor the sides, top and Ixitloni less than <^-ln. In thickness.
The limits
tor thickncis refer to the linlshed box ami not to the undressed lumber.
A
iHJX must not 1>« too large to be bandied reailily by one person.
35.
nigh explosives not containing an explosive liquid Ingredient and
not having a sensitiveness to percussion greater than measured l>y the blow
delivered by an R lb. weight dropping from a height of seven (7) In. on a
compressed pellet of the explosive .03 In. In thickness and .2 In. in diameter,
held rigidly between bard steel surfaces, as In the Standard Impact Testing
3fi.

lined

8,
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AppaniliM of (b« Bureau at EtiiloalTr*.
iin. kni:.-«

(laulili-

thai

Kill

xaii.l

III.-

miijr

x<-,\

r.r

br arrurvlr (wrknl In tMilk In

.xrlbnl

In

t>ara«r«|>b

&.

Tb*M

lb.

of dry

Mpl..iiut

nitru

_

,,

proaif

miilrriat,

will

Ix-

«rn-|ii>-<l

,

f.ir

,

ii^r.

iii|iiiii.|ii

If

mnr» than

1

or oihrr (ullabla apark
pai-knl Id (Joublr

.r.iir«-l.r

ibal will itand ib« Irm prra^-rlliMl In paracrapb B.
••O.
Wrlfht I'arkaiSn fontalnliiK t.v.-r nfly i.".0| llw. Dft of carlrltlcm
For riploalm U<-nnr<i In pnraeraph 3N, wh«D parked
wilt nut br arrrplml.
Od> bot
In bulk, Ibr net weljchl In one (larkaKr mud nut ptreed 123 Iba.
muat not rantaln uiorr tban ten (lOi Iba. of drjr nllro-cellulone.

parkasm

Marking Tbr lioira mu>l \tr plainly marked on lop and on one
41.
K.\I>U>SIVF: DANOKItol'M." On ibe lop muit appear
"TIIIH SII>K 11'," and a dlaiiram nbowlng the poaltlon of the rartrldicea In
Roiea rontalnlnjc nliro elycf rlne exploiilvea muat alHO t)e marked
Ibe bole*.
on one aide to ahow plainly mot In cipherl the ilate of manufacture and
tbe prrreiilnura of nliro elycerlne and of wood pulp, or of other nondell
aide nr rnd "IIICII

quearent absorbent.

Car- For ablpmenta of higb eiploalvea ex.~eedlnK M) Iba. In groaa
the rar muKt l>e rertlHed and placarded an preacrlt>e<l by paragrapha

4::.

ireUihl,

01 and

563

and that tber* are no Irons or lull* projeetlas from Ibe Soor or
aldea of the rar which mlsbl Injure packaxra of exploalTca
alao, that tbe
door baa Ibid day lieeii cleanly «wepi lirfore tbe car was loAiSed, and lliat
we have e«ainlni-d all the axir lii>m. and that they are properly packed and
oiled
and that Ibe eiploalvea In this rar hare been loaded acrordlns to
Itaraiirapba ]on to \\H Inrlualvg of Ibe KacuUlloDa for lb« Transportrntloa
of KxploaWea lUcocral Not lea No
).

prolrctrtt,

:

:

Car liui«rtar.

Inapertor of I>MdlD( and Btaylos.

VrTE- For all ahlpmenta loaded by tbe ablpper be, or bla aatborliod
acrnt, muat sico Ibia rertlficaie aa Ina[iector of I»adloc. Tbe ablpper abould
di-cUne 10 use a rar not pru|>erly prepared.
A car Inspector wbo la alao
the Inspector of Ix>adlDS will sign twice.
II'.'
I'lacard— Each car containing any of the exploalvea ipeclfled lo
paragraph 8A, and In the quantitlea iiwrlllpd Mhe limit applying lo tbe
aggregate gross weight 1, must be protected by attaching to both sidea and
10 x 18 In., OD
eniU, not leaa than
'<- above tbe car flour, a placard
which will appear In conapicuoua red and black type, on strooc wblle paper,

4H

Uie following

:

K

0-.'.

—

Wet

Nltrocelluloae, uniformly wet with not teaa
NllrO'Celluloae
tban 32 per <-ent. of water, wrapi>ed In water proof inaterlnl. «<TUrely packed
In a atruni; and llcbt woiwlrn Ik>x mnlnlnlni; no other fXpliiHlvi- and marked
"WKT .NlTltO CKI.I.rLUSK i;.^ I'KU CKNT. W.VTKK." will !»• received for
tranaiKirtatlon without other remrbllona limn a limit of L'L'ii pounds for
erom Hcli;bl. Nltrocelluloae uniformly wet wllh not lens thiin :I0 per cent,
of a Tolallle aoWent, aiich an fuael oil, or alcohol of any kln<l, must be
packed In alruni; gnlvanlietl Iron vessels of the milk can type, with a satis4n.

Tacked In this way
means for keepint; them hermetically sealed.
will be transiKirted under the restrictions that apply to pnckages conIt must be marked "WET NITROtalDlng danKcroiis lullamniable ll(|Ulds.

factory
It

CELI.fUOSK—

1NKI..\M.M.\BI.I-: l.igLlD."

SELEiTIO.N A.ND rRErAHATION OF ClBS.
the transportation of common black powder, or smokeless
powder for small arms, or hlcb explosives, or fulminates In bulk, or blastiuR
rapa all In quantities exceeding ttfty (50) lbs. gross weight- or explosive
only certllled box cars
projectiles, or detonating fuses— In any quantity
In good coudlilon (see paragraph 8S), or not less than «n.(K>0 lbs. capacity,
must be useil. Steel underframe box cars or other cars with friction draft
80.

For

—

—

gear must be used whenever practicable.
Shipments of a combined gross weight not exceeding fifty (50) lbs.
87.
may be transported, when properly stayed and protected from Injury, in box
cars that comply with paragraph 89, and such small slilpmcnts will not
This relaxation of precautions Is authorized,
require a placard on the car.
however, solely to decrease the number of placarded ears and with a view
to more rigid general enforcement of rules for handling cars containing tbe
more dangerous shipments.
8.S.
t'ertilied cars (see paragraph 80) must Iw as foilons:
Equipped with air brakes and hand-brakes in condition for service.
(o)
Must have no loose boords or cracks in the roof sides or ends.
(6)
The doors must shut so closely that no sparks can get in at the
(c)
The stripping for WagJoints, and, when necessary, they must be stripped.
ner doors should be on the Inside and noiled to the door frame where It will
form a shoulder against which the closed door is pressed.
Tlie Journal boxes and trucks must be carefully examined and put
(d)
In such condlilon as to reduce to a minimum the possibility of hot boxes or
other failure necessllating the setting off of llie car before reaching destination.
The car must be carefully swept out before It is loaded.
(c)
Holes in the floor or lining must l>e repaired and special care taken
to have no projecting nails or bolts or pieces of metal which may work
loose and produce boles In packages of explosives during transit.
When the car is to be fully loaded with explosives, or when exif)
plosives arc loaded over the draft bolts or king bolls, these bolts must have
abort pieces of hardwood, 2-iTt. plank, spiked lo ibc floor over them to prevent possiliiiity of Ihelr wearing through the tloor and into the packages of

ii.kMii.i:

CAREruLLY-- KEi:r

riiE

awat.
190...

Station.

This car must not be moved In a train carrying paaaengera, and. If for
through road movement, must not be handled In the local freight traloa.
Through Itoad Trains Not more tban three (.'!) cars containing explosives will be handled In a train for through road movement, and tbey
must not be placed clo.ser than five (5) cars from each other.
Unless length of train will not permit, this car must not be cloaer tban
fifteen (15) cars from the engine or ten (10) cars from the cabooae.
This car must have air-brakes and hand-brakes In service, and be placed
Tb« can
l>clween box cars In good condition with air brakes In lerTlee.
between which it is placed must not be loaded with oil or other Inflammable
material, charcoal, lumber, iron, pipe or other articles liable to break through
If this car has a steel under frame it
end of car from rough handling.
may be placed between steel coal cars.
Shifting and local freight trains
Shifting and Local Freight Trains
may handle more tban tbree (3) cars of explosives per train, provided tbey
are coupled in tbe air service and placed as near the center of train as
possible and every precaution taken to insure safety.
Handling In Yards When handling cars containing explosives In yards
or placing tbem on sidings tbey must, unless it is practically impossible, be
coupled to engine protected by a car between, and the cars not cut off
When this is not possible in placing cars, tbe hand brakes
while in motion.
must be examined and known to be in perfect working order. Other cara
must not be allowed to strike a car containing explosives. This car must be
so placed In yards or on sidings that it will be subject to as little handling
as possible and removed from all danger from fire.
Agents at destination and transfer stations must see that these cards
are removed from car as soon as the explosives ore unloaded.

—

—

—

93.
The agent will lie held responsible It a car containing any of tbe
explosives (as prescribed in paragraph 8»>) leaves bis station or a siding
within his Jurisdiction without having the certificates and placard prescrH)cd
In paragraphs 91 and 02 securely and properly aflJied.
Before any package containing one or more
Shippers' Certificate
94.
Black or Brown I'owder. High Explosives, Wet
of the following articles
Nitrocellulose, Smokeless I'owder for Cannon, Smokeless Powder for Small
Arms, rulmlnalcs. Small .\rnis Ammunition, Ammunition for Cannon, Explosive I'rojcctllcs, Detonating Fuses, Blasting Caps, Primers, I'ercuaslon or
Combination Fuses, Common or Special Fireworks, can be accepted the shipper must deliver to the receiving freight agent a duly executed certificate on
The sliipper must obtain these forms from the station
the prescribed form.
agent, who must keep an adequate supply on hand.

—

:

SniPMK.NTs PROM Connecting Lines.
Cars offered by connecting lines, not known to have adopted and
for enforcing these regulations, will be thoroughly Inprovision
due
made
spected and If it be found that either tbe car or its lading is not In the
these regulations, the car will not be received until
required
by
condition
tbe defects are corrected by the line offeriug It.
106.

explosives.

The roof of the car must be carefully Inspected from the outside
(U)
for decayed spots, especially under or near the footboard, and such spots
must be covered to prevent their holding Are from sparks. A car with a
roof generally decayed, even If tight, must not be used.
Agent or inspector must examine each car, see that It is properly
(A)
prepared, and sign a "Car Certificate" upon the prescribed form (paragraph
l>efore pcrmlilliig tbe car to be loaded.
Smnil-arms ammunition or smokeless powder for cannon, or gun
80.
ammunition with empty projectiles, or primers, percussion or combination
fuses, or fireworks, may be loaded in any box car in good condition, into
which sparks cannot enter and whose roof is not in danger of taking fire
through unprotecteil decayed wood. These cars may be transported without
being certified and placarded as prescribed by paragraphs 01 and 02.

1)1)

I'lJicARpiNr, iiK Cars a.vd Cebtificvtuin or Coxtknts.
Uniform practice is Important, and the prescribed forms of car
placards and shipper's ccrliflcates must be used.
01.
Car Certificates The following certificate, prescribed by paragraph 88 (A), must lie signed by Ibe car inspector liefore loading and by
the shipper, or the railway agent, who inspects the loading and staying of
It must be made out in triplicate, one copy to be filed at the
packages.
receiving station, ond the other two to be attached to the car, one on each
side, and not less than 4 Mi ft. aliove the Uoor level.

00.

certificates,

EXriOSIVES.

—

H
CAB CE8TIFICATC.
Station
190
We hereby certify that we have this day personally examined
and that the roof and sides have no loose boards, holes or
car No
cracks; that the doors close so tightly, or have been stripped so that sparks
cannot get in at tbe joints; that the king bolt or draft boils are properly

Handling of Exi'Losives.
107.
In handling packages of explosives at stations and In cars, tbe
greatest care must be taken to prevent their foiling or getting shocks In any
way. They must not be thrown, dropped nor roiled on tbe platform or car
fioor, but must be either carried by one or more men or bandied on trucks
well adapted to this service, and In such a way that the packages cannot fall,
KIS.
The agent must choose careful men to handle explosives, must see
that the platform and feet of the men are as free as possible from grit, and
must take all iwssible precautions against fire. No unauthorlxed person must
have access to the explosives at any time wblle tbey arc on the property of
Suitable provision must be made for the safe storage of exthe company.
plosives and every effort possible must be made to reduce the time of this
I'rorapt removal by couslgnees must be enforced.
storage.

Loading in Car.
Boxes of high explosives must be loaded in the car, top side up,
109.
will
on their sides and never so that the cartridges
be
cartridges
tbe
so that
will be on end.
must be loaded with the boxes top side
explosives
boxed
other
All
110.
Explosives packed in round kegs, except when boxed, must be loaded on
up.
Larger
Ihelr sides In rows across the car If there Is more than one tier.
casks, barrels or drums may be loaded on their sides or ends as will best
suit the conditions.
Wbalever the kind or form of the packages, after they are loaded
111.
they shall be so stayed by whomever loads the car that they cannot change
Special care must be
position under the ordinary shocks of transportation.

——

—
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used so tbat tliey cannot (all to the floor or hare anything fall on tbem
during transit.
Shippers must furnish the lumber and labor required for
staying all shipments loaded by them, and this lumber should not be less
than two (2) inches thick, except in cases where this thickness is manifestly
nut re<]u!red.
112.
Iietonating fuses and hinsttng caps must not be loaded in a car
or stored with high explosives of any kind, Including wet gun cotton, nor
with smokeless powder for small arms.
113.
Fuiminales in bulk must not be loaded with any explosive or Inflammable material,
114.
When necessary, detonating fuses may be assembled in explosive

projectiles shipped by the Government.
115.
Fireworks must not be loaded In the same car with any other
explosive or Inflammable substance, except small-arms ammunition, safety
fuse and safety squlbbs.
111!.
With the exceptions noted in paragraphs 112. ll.'i and ll.'i. p.Tokages of explosives may be loaded In the same car.
117.
No inflainmalile substance, including nitrocellulose wet with an
intlamniable liquid, anil no shipment of an acid or of other chemicals, must
\K placed in a car containing- explosives of any kind, or stored on railway
property near an explosive.
When practicable, special and separate days
should lie assigned for receiving shipments of explosives and of inflammables
respectively.
Samples for shipment to the Chemical lyiiboratory. Bureau of
Explosives, should be accepted at any time.
lis.
In a car containing explosives, all packages of other freight must
be so loaded and stayed as to prevent all Injuring of packages of explosives

during transit.
IIANIILI.SG
J

Caks Contai.vi.sg ExrLosivijs.

Cars containing explosives must not be hauled in a train carrying

10.

passengers.
120.

The conductor must under no circumstances take a car contain-

ing explosives from a station. Including transfer stations or a siding, unless
It Is properly carded ns per paragraphs 86, 91 and 02. and unless the car
appears to be In first class condition. He must al.so have in bis possession
the special card way bill for explosives, paragraph 102, showing record of
movement of car over his line.
121.
The conductor must in all cases notify the enginemen and trainthat a car containing explosives is on the train and where it is in the
train before leaving the lnitl.nl station.
122.
Conductors must frequently inspect such cars to see that the
carding is Intact.
When any of these cards become detached or lost in
transit, the conductor will give notice thereof on arrival at the next division
terminal yard to the yardmaster or other person in charge, who must attend
at once to recarding the cars as required.
123.
When such a car Is destined to be transferred, unloaded or stored
for any purpose at a given junction, station or yard, the conductor must
give due notice to such station by wire of the probable time of arrival and
the number of cars (not car numbers). In order that proper provision may be
made at that point for handling the car or cars.
124.
At points where trains stop, trainment must examine cars carded
as containing explosives and adjacent cars to see if they are In good condition and free from hot boxes or other defects liable to cause damage.
If
cars are set off short of destination for any cause, the conductor must notify
the nearest agent, who must see that every precaution is taken to prevent
accident.
The conductor must also notify the superintendent from the first

men

telegraph
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group, "high explosives," will burn in small amounts quietly, and without
causing a disastrous explosion, yet it must be remembered tbat it is the
chara<teristlc of most explosives to burn, and consequently everything possijile must be done to keep fire away.
Before beginning to clear a wreck in
which a car containing explosives is involved, all unbroken packages should,
if possible, be removed to a place of safety, and as much of the broken packFurthermore, it should
ages as possible gathered up and likewise removed.
be borne in mind that many "high explosives" are readily fired by a blow,
and many explosives, except when they are wet, by the spark produced
when two pieces of metal or a piece of metal and a stone come violently
together.
In clearing a wreck, therefore, care must be taken not to strike
tire with tools, and in using the crane or locomotive to tear the wreckage in
With most
pieces, the possibility of producing sparks must be considered.
explosives thorough wetting with water practically removes all danger of
but with the dynamites, wetting does not make
explosion by spark or blow
them safe from blows. With all explosives, mixing them with wet earth
In case "fulminate"
renders tliem safer from either fire, spark or blow.
has been scattered by a wreck, the ground involved after the wreck has
been cleared should have the top surface removed and after saturating the
If this is not done, when tlie ground
area with oil, replaced by fresh earth.
and fulminate get dry, small explosions may constantly occur whenever the
mixed material is trodden on or struck.
;

KUl.ES FOR

TUANSPORTATION OF INFLAMMABLE MATERIALS.
Skct:ox

I

Roles Fon Shippers.

1.
It is the duty of the shipper to deliver his goods properly manufactured, packed, marked and labeled, and to permit any inspection of his
works by duly authorized railway officials deemed necessary to check the
proper performance of this duty. The bill of lading prepared by the shipper

should also ijive complete information as to the nature of the material in
For example, the word "Cement" does not properly describe
his shipment.
Volatile Liquid."
a shipment consisting of "Rubber Cement

—

LABELS.
2.
All exterior packages containing inflammable materials or acids, including tank cars, must have securely and conspicuously pasted on them
when presented for shipment a label of diamond shape.
In pasting his
The
label on tank cars the shipper must be careful to remove the old label.
color of the label will be red for packages in Group 1, yelow for packages in
Group 2 and white for acids.
.!.
With these rules as a guide, shippers will have no difBculty in reachInga prompt and accurate decision as to the proper label to apply to a
given package
and they will appreciate the importance of the label when
informed (hat rules are based on them for the guidance of railway employees
In handling, storing and loading packages protected by them.
4.
Any deception, by a shipper or his agent, consisting in a misrepresentation of the nature of his shipment, by the use of the wrong label, or
otherwise, and for any improper purpose, will be prosecuted under any law
applicable to the offense.
Each label must bear the signed, .stamped or printed name of the
r>.
shipper, or of a party or firm for whom the shipper has assumed the responsibility in writing, as an assurance that the shipper has complied with
Blank labels will be supplied by station agents, or shipthese regulations.
pers may have them printed for their own use.
;

CLASSIFICATION OF INFLAMMABLES.
Gnour

office.

1

Volatile

Liquids.

Whenever a car containing explosives is opened for any purpose.
Inspection must be made of the packages of explosives to see that they are
properly stayed and In good condition, and that no boxes of dynamite are
standing on end.
Cpon the discovery of leaking dynamite or loose powder
the defective packages must be removed to a safe place by careful handling.
If necessary, place the car carefully on an Isolated siding and notify superin-

This group includes any cement, drier, lacquer, paint, paste, solvent,
varnish or any other compound or mixture that gives off inflammable vapors
(as determined by the "open test" known to all chemists) at or below a
temperature of 100 deg. F.
Some examples of subsl.Tnces that niny place any mixture containing
one or more of them in this group are:

tendent by wire.
In a Ihroiigb train, a car carded as containing explosives must
120.
be placed as near center of train as possible, and not closer than fifteen
(15)
cars from the engine or ten (10) cars from the caboose, unless length of
train will not permit
It must have Its air brake and hand brakes in
service

Acetone.
Alcohol. Amyl.
Alcohol, (Jraln.
Alcohol, Wood.
Benzine.

12i>.

:

and be placed between cars with air-brakes In service.
lietwp.-n two l)ox cars In good condition not loaded with

It

must be placed

oil

or otiier inflam-

mable material, lumber. Iron, pipe or other articles liable to break through
end of car frojn rough handling.
Cars containing explosives must not be
placed Id a train within five cars of each other,, and not more than
three
aach cars must lie placed In any one train. For branch lines special
regulations win be made by Individual lines and only necessary departures
from
these regulations wlM be authorised.
Sec paragraph 92.
127.
If the car containing explosives Is a steel under-frame
car In
flrst class condition It may be placed between two coal cars.
128.
MandMng In Yards— In handling cars carded as containing explosives In yards or placing them on sidings, they must, unless
It
Is practically Impossible, be coupled to the engine protected by
a car between, and
the car must not be cut off while In motion.
It must be known that the
hand-brakes are In good condition. Other cars must not be n'.lowed to
strike
a car carded as containing explosives.
They should be so placed In yards
or on aldlngs that Ibey will lie subject to as little handling as
possible and
removed from all danger of Are.
Agents nl dcslinallon and transfer stations must sec that
120.
the
ccrtUli-ates and plncnrds prescribed In paragraphs 01 and 02
are removed from
car as soon ns the explosives are nnlonde<l.

DisTutBnTioR or RBODi.ATinNs.
1.10.

Agents must furnish

all the shippers of explosives within
(heir
these regulations, and the receipts of the
shippers
mailed to the Division Superintendent.

territory with copies

must

lie

..f

In Case nr a WBEfK.
1:11.
In case of a wreck Involving n car containing
explosives, the first
and most Important precaution Is to prevent fire.
Although most of the

'i.

Ether.
Fusel Oil.
(rasolene.

Naphtha.

lienzole.

I'etroleuin Ether.
Tar, Coal, i:ndlstllled.

Bisulphide of Carbon.
Coal Tar Naphtha,

Turpentine.

Crude

Xylol.

Toluol.

Oil.

Cylinders Containing lunarnmable Compressed Gases.

PACKINQ FOB GROUP

1.

7.
All materials must be packed in strong and tight barrels or preferably
metal drums or vessels, and all packages must be securely closed.
5.
I'ackngea must not he entirely filled.
Sufllclcnt Interior space must
be vacant to permit expansion of Ihpild and vapor, and prevent distortion of

In

containers.
0.
A red lnl)el, of diamond shape, measuring 5?i In. on each diagonal,
and bearing the following Inscription In black letters, will he pasted on each
exterior package that contains any Interior package belonging (i» this group:
(Caution r,nbel omitted. Editor.]

Group

2— Inflam.mablk

Solids.

This group Includes all materials subject to spontaneous combiisIbui: or liable to cause fires when packages containing them are ruptured;
or of a highly Innammnble nature when Ignited.
The following list shows
pnunlnent examples, but Is not Intended lo be complete:
10.

IMiospborus. Yellow.
Chlorate.
I'otasslum I'ermangnnate.
rotnsslum Peroxide.

Ilarluiu I'eroxlde.

Calchiin Carbide.

I'otassliun

Cotton Waste (oily).
Matches. Friction.
Metallic Sodium or Folnssluiu.

Celliilolil.

PACKING FOB GllotP
11.

2.

I'ncknges must be tight and strong, and the Interior paiknges must

NovcMBU
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b« ao eiuhloonl aDd <^rurF<l lb*t no rupture of fllber parkac* "><> rrsuK
frum lh« ordloorjr burlu locldroi to tr*ni(>*irialloD.
Id.
uo rarb
12.
A jrrllow UImtI, of dlaumnil >lia|'<'. luraaurlnic
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I>eakage forms gas that may Ive li;nlled liy a Hume of match or lantern.
2.
Ur.L. lots of explosives and Inllammaliles should be received on different days.
Ileturn to shippers all packngts of Inflammables not properly
1.

labeled.
:i.
Must never be stored nor loaded In car with explosives, nor with
valuable freight
when necessary, may be loaded wllb packages protected by
yellow diamond Inliels, kerosene oils, etc.: but, as a rule, try to keep these
packages separnled from all other Inflammable articles.
rnckiip'K must be loaded In car so that all labels of dlamnnd shape.
4.
and especially the red ones, are as conspicuous ns possible tu freight handlers.
Ti.
I/ind In 1h>x curs In good condition, but dent the doors back six
*
Inches for Vf-ntllatlnn.
When practicable store these articles away from other freight In
0.
stations and on platforms.
Replace litst or detached labels.
If necessary lo enter at night n placarded car, use electric light
7.
only.
Station agents will keep |iortable electric lanterns on hand when other
electric lights are not available.
F^nforce prompt removal by consignee.
8.
I'pon detection of any slrimg odor, NiniUar to that of gasoline or
0.
of alcohol, seek the broken package and remove it, but do not search .it
niglit with lantern. If necessary, place guard on car to keep lanterns away.
:

The Action

of Sea

Water on Concrete.

A (•ommittee of the Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings
Assoriatlon reporting on the .tbove subject sent a circular letter to
members asking information on the following points:
Concrete made In air and sunk into sea water.
Concrete depo.sited direct into sea water.
3.
What effect has the rise and fall of tide water on concrete?
I.
What effect has the frost on concrete where the tide rises
and falls on same?
A New York member wrote:
1.
Where there is no ice formation, concrete, if made In air
with fresh water and then sunk Into sea water works well, but
shows a tendency to disintegrate slightly on the faces between low
and high water levels.
2.
I
would not deposit concrete direct into sea water. Where
the salt water permeates the whole mass of (oncrete the faces disintegrate faster than where the concrete mixed with fresh water is
made In air and then -sunk Into position in the sea water.
Between low and high water the faces of the concrete show
3.
a tendency to disintegrate.
4.
Where there is severe cold and a large ice formation concrete exposed to the rise and fall of the tide will disintegrate on
the exposed faces; (in my experience to a depth of % in. lo •;1 in.).
If this disintegrated portion is faced up with cement mortar each
spring there will be no further lroul)le until the ice goes out the
Bridge piers and abutments should be built from
next winter.
about 2 or 3 ft. below extreme low water lo the lop of the masonry,
of granite ashlar dressed smooth on the faces exposed lo the ice
and salt water and backed with concrete.
1.
2.

Another New York member wrote:
1.
Mix it dry and put it through 'chutes
mix with water before putting Into bed.

2.
Concrete deposited Into sea water will be covered under "l."
In the vicinity of New York there Is very little of tbU done; most
of the concrete handled at this [>olnl
made Into blocks and sunk
to the depth nqulred and bandied by divers.
This seems lo be the
better methoil and given more satisfaction than trying to put It In
In any loose form.

U

3.
The rlw? nud fall of th<tfect whatever on the comri-te blo< ks whi-:
ore. The
frost does not Hcem to have anj
concrete.
Very often granite blocks are placed above the sub-structure of granite blocks, as granite Is known to l>e much stronger than concrete.
In places where foundations are on a slope, concrete Oiled In bags
are sunk, which makes a very solid foundation.
••

:
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Into the water; never

A Boston member

says:

So far as I know this gives perfectly satisfactory results If
the material and method of work are right. The cement should
contain not over 2 per cent, sulphuric trloxlde and a low content
of magnesia; the sand should be good and crushed stone should
be used rather than pebbles; the mixture should be not leaner than
1:2:4, and It should be deposited either with a tube or a bucket
on the O'Rourke pattern, which opens wholly Inside the bucket,
2.

making

practically a closed tube for the concrete to drop through.
In using a tube the first charge is bound to be washed, hence It Is
best to begin operations each morning out In the area well away
from the forms, so as not to have washed concrete on the outside
of the mass when finished. This is difllcult to impress on the workmen, as they always want lo start operations at one corner. At
times there is trouble from the milk of lime, which Is too heavy
to float away in the water.
If it collects more than about 3 In.
thick, It should be pumped off or otherwise disposed of; It will
not harden, and if covered into the mass will make a weak section.
If concrete Is properly deposited In pure sea water It sets even
stronger than in air. but I prefer lo have a stone masonry facing
between high and low water. If concrete is exposed to the sun's
action between tides it must be extraordinarily goo<l to withstand
the combined action of all the forces acting to disintegrate it. An
example given as successfully deposited under water, is shown on
pages CO and 61, Proceedings of our association for 1901. There
are a large number of piers around Boston built similarly to this,
and there has been no failure or trouble with ihem due to lack of
integrity of the concrete.
Atove low water the pier is faced with
stone.
Attention is always given to the chemical constitutlou of
the cement used, and it is tested for soundness in sea water by
the so-called barrel test. This consists of placing a small barrel
in a large cask filled with sea water, and then filling the small
barrel with cement through a small tube. After 24 hours the cask
Is dumped and the barrel cut off from the concrete.
If the cement
Is suitable lo use, the concrete will be quite hard and will require
a pick to break it up. Anal.vsis for sulphuric acid should accompany this test, as the barrel test alone will not prove durability.
A remarkable instance of concrete made in air and sunk into sea
water (item 1) has just been executed at Brunswick, Ga., where
reinforced concrete piles 18 In. square, 41 ft. long, tongued and
grooved, have been placed for a pier facing. These are rodded
back to a double row of timber piles and the pier is filled solid
with earth. Timber fender piles are driven in front of the concrete
face to take the blows from vessels. The concrete piles are sunk
by water jet tluough a pipe cast in the center of the pile.
The report st:\tes that all of the replies seem to agree that concrete should be faced with granite above low water, as the rise and
Also
fall of the tide has a tendency to disintegrate the concrete.
that frost and Ice formation, where tide rises and falls, has a greater
tendency to disintegrate the concrete. A number of structures of
concrete in tide-water in the vicinity of Boston were examined and
in every structure disintegration was taking place with more or
less rapidity between high and low water, in some castas, notably
the arches under the piers at Charlestown Navy Yard, this disintegration being to such an extent as to seriously affect the stability
The committee is Informed that this disintegration
of the work.
was considerably more rapid in cold weather when frost was experienced that at other times, although disintegration occurs even in
warm weather. In some cai^es the concrete scales off in quite large
patches, but in most of these cases it comes out in small particles,
so that the stones which form a part of the concrete were left projecting from 1 in. to 2 in. beyond the general surface, or until such
time as the weight of the stone would offset what little holding
power remained to the concrete at the inner point of the stone.
The same trouble occurs with granite above low water. Several
places examined showed the mortar had disappeared In the joints
and had to be repointed after three or four years.
A concrete pier on the Providence river, at Warren, R. I., was
built about 25 years ago with a mixture of sand and cement of about
1
to 3.
This concrete is in a good state of preservation, except
between high and low water, where it is worn away in places from
4 to 8 In., which looks as if it was done more by the current and ice
as the tide ebbs and flows, than by the combined action of
The current at this point
frost and tide water rising and falling.
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runs at about the rate of eight miles per hour, which is pretty fast,
and causes quite a whirlpool as it passes the pier. The granite
abutments mentioned above, where the pointing was all gone between high and low water, was near this place, above high water
the pointing was in good condition.
cheapest
It is the opinion of the committee that Item 2 is the
and best method of sinking concrete into sea water, and if properly
with
and
faced
handled
properly
and
material
mixed with proper
granite above low water, with a suitable number of headers to make
the granite masonry firm, it will do good service. Also that it would
add to the stability of the granite if the joints were calked with lead.
The report is signed by G. Aldrich, Chairman; Willard A. Pettis,
Geo. W. Andrews and John E. Barrett.

Some Early Royal Railroad Journeys.
BY w.

B.

r.\LEy.

The connection of royalty with railroads in Great Britain is of
time
very old sUndlng and certainly does not tend to diminish as
goes on. In fact, it began so soon as the first line of any consection
the
1S38,
September
17,
On
completed.
was
length
siderable
Denbigh Hall, near
of the London & Birmingham Railway between
work finBletchley, and Rugby was brought into use and the great
toil and difficulty.
unparalleled
of
years
four
than
more
ished after
Stephenthat day a special train conveying the directors, Robert
Among
son and others, left Euston for Birmingham at 7.15 a.m.
uncle,
Queen's
Sussex,
the
of
Duke
the
H.
the passengers was H. R.
who took much interest in scientific developments of all kinds. He
was attended by a small suite and had with him two private carproceed by road
riages on trucks, but left the train at Rugby to
Contemporary accounts say
to Newstead Abbey, in Nottinghamshire.
area
that the Duke was "introduced into the spacious
and anxiously watched the operation of arranging
that
stated
further
is
It
carriages."
the order of the
he "appeared throughout the whole of the journey
which
to be highly delighted with railroad traveling,"
must have been extremely gratifying to the directors!
From the guard's journal, quoted by The Times, it
appears the engine was taken on at the top of the

On
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in 124 minutes.
This may have been the actual running
time, though if It was there must have been much delay somewhere,
but the diary is not very trustworthy, and The Times' statement
that the Prince left Bristol at 4 p.m. and reached Buckingham
Palace at 7.15 Is far more likely to be correct.

was done

The Great Western had been open between London & Slough
about four years before Queen Victoria ventured upon it, or
indeed upon any railroad. In this, possibly, she was guided by
the advice of others, and for some time, too, there was no proper
station at Slough.
However, on June 13, 1S42. the Queen made her
Accompanied by Prince Albert she left Slough
first railroad journey.
by special train at 12 noon and reached Paddlngton at 12.25, Mr.
Daniel Gooch, as Locomotive Superintendent, driving the engin*
"Phlegethon." Brunei also was on the foot-plate, in fact, for man)
years one or both of them was on the engine of the Royal specia.
on the G. W. R.
Having satisfied herself by personal experience of its comfort
and safety the Queen soon entrusted her family to the care of the
rail.
On Saturday. July 23. 1842. she left Paddlngton about 3.40
p.m. with Prince Albert, the Princess Royal and the Prince of Wales.
The train consisted of four vehicles, namely, the usual open-sided
second class, followed by two firsts with the Royal saloon between
them, and 'the Mentor engine having been attached to the train
the signal was given and the royal party were quickly out of sight."
It is further stated that "Her Majesty and Prince .-Vlbert appeared
much pleased with the animated scene they beheld." This was the
first railroad journey made by the present King, who was at the
time only eight months old. Both "Phlegethon" and "Mentor" were
7 ft. "single driver" engines of Gooch's design, similar to the one
illustrated in the RaiJioad Gazette of January 8, 1904.
More than a year elapsed after this before Queen Victoria travThe occasion was
eled on the narrow-gage, as it was then termed.
for

rope-worked incline at Camden (Chalk Farm) at 7.20

and Tring reached at 8.25. Water was taken here,
and the engine changed at Wolverton at 9.16. The

new piece of line, for 30 '.j miles further, was run
over so cautiously that Rugby was not reached till
11 o'clock.

ever
It is not recorded that King William IV.
traveled by rail, but his widow, the Queen-Dowager
Adelaide, first did on Oct. 15, 1839. when she went
from London to Rugby by the 12 o'clock ordinary
special
train. When returning, however, on Nov. 30 a
train of seven coaches was used, the journey of 83

miles being made in 2 hours 50 minutes. As "some
unavoidable delay occurred in passing the 10 o'clock
up train at TrIng." and the engine was probably
changed at Wolverton, this must have been decidedly a fast run
The vehicle used by the Queen-Dowager is still
for those days.
in
preserved at Wolverton. It is not really a "saloon," however,
class of
the modern sense, but merely a three-compartment first
ordithe type then used on the mail and express trains, with two
one
only
with
is,
that
"coupe."
another
and
nary compartments
lines
seat and having windows In the front. It was run over many
early
the
on Queen Adelaide's numerous visits to the nobility in
forties.

seems to have made his first railroad
England on Nov. 14. 1839, at the conclusion of his second
Accompanied by his elder brother, he traveled from Slough
visit.
way by road
to Paddlngton by the Great Western, continuing his

The

Journey

late Prince-Consort

In

No partli ulars of the trip are given in the papers, but
to Dover.
after his marriage to Queen Victoria the following year the Prince
frequently used the railroad, and. in fact, seems to have preferred
On Sept. 21. 1840, he had
it to the uninteresting Journey by road.
a fast r\in up. A special had been kept In readiness, the Princess
Augusta, aunt of the Queen, being on her deathbed In London.
train left Slough at 3 06 p.m. and reached Paddlngton 3.28'i,
miles
the 18 miles being run In 22'i miniitea, or at the rate of 48
"two
It con-slated of an open-sided carriage containing
per hour.
In
break
using
the
of
purpose
for
the
guards
experienced
and
old
case of need." and the new saloon Just built for the Queen's use.

The

The engine wag the "Sun." a 6-ft. "single" of Hawthorn's design,
Including the drives at
Just built by them at Newcastle-on-Tyne.
each end. the Prince reached Buckingham Palace In 69 minutes
from leaving Windsor.
One of the most famous broad-gage runs made by Prince Albert
In those days was on July 19, 1843, when returning from witnessing the launch of the "Great Britain" steamship at Bristol. According to the diary of Sir Daniel Ooocb, the trip of 118 miles

Royal Saloon at Slough Station, 1842.
a journey to Southampton, on August 28, 1843. Farnborough was
the point at which the railroad was taken, after a drive of 15
miles from Windsor. Prince Albert went with the Queen, the trip
The train,
of 45% miles being run in 81 minutes without a stop.
consisting of five vehicles, was worked by a new engine named "Elk,"

and

left

Farnborough

at 9.19 a.m.

The Prince of Wales, now King Edward, made his first Journey
on what is now the standard gage on Sept. 10. 1844. Traveling up
to Paddlngton by the Great Western, the party, consisting only of
the royal children under the care of the

Dowager Lady

Lyttelton.

New Cross station, where they took
Brighton. The special arrived at 5.45 p.m.. the engine
being driven by Mr. Benjamin Cubitt, the head of the Locomotive
Department. The object In going to New Cross was to avoid the
dangerously narrow and crowded streets that then existed near
drove by Bramhall Bridge to
train

for

London Bridge

station.

remarkable, however, that the first railroad Journey made
country by a crowned head was run, not by our own soverThis was on January 24. 1842. when the
eign, but by a foreigner
King of Prussia. Frederick William IV.. who had come over to
attend the christening of the Prince of Wales, went up to London
by the Great Western for a day's sightseeing. We are Indebted to
the OreoV Western Hailu-nu Magazine for the Illustration.
It

Is

In this

The average annual mileage
railroads

Is

of freight cars on

the Prussian

stated as follows:
Mllpa.

l.S.M— 1800
INill— 1S7i>

O.'.M"

1S71 - 1,180

0,1 S(l

!>.7.-.n

1S81

—

1890
1801—10110

Miles.

0,832
lll.i.M

Mlll'3.

1001— 1005
100.-)

10.384
11.127

Allowing SCO working days In a year, this gives for the year 1906
37 miles (or the average dally travel per car loaded or empty,

:

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTE*.

Merchants' Despatch Absorbed by N. Y. C.

The New York Central A Hud«on River Railroad annouDoea
that It haa Ixiught the Merchants' D<>Hpatch TranitportaUon Comcultivation, containing 2.2SO.()00 young tr<*<-s
pany, and henceforth that name, like the names of other fast freight
planted.
lines, will be only a form for use In advertising.
The Merchants'
The Pall HIver Line, b«tween New York and Boston, has made
Dispatch was organlzetl In 1S5G, and Is believed to be the oldest
Its usual itutunin reduction In the through fare, which Is now $2.65,
orRunlzjiLlon of ii.s kind in the country. Primarily, It was a solicitInstead of |3.C3.
ing agency. •mpl.-vtuE; n^ont"; nf !•-; own. and paying commUaioaa to
The Miilllniore A Ohio Is now u.-^lne fusee.s with two colors. They the local
lo secure com|ietltlve westburn red tlve mlnuten and then five iiiliiine.s ureen. Heretofore the bound fr:.l>eni of cars, and the manThe Pennsylvania now has

atiout

forpst under
In addition to the leed

1.000 acres of

:

conijuiny has used fusees burning red ten

The New York State Public Service

Comnil.s.slon,

irt of Its business.
Many of
these cars were refrigeraiurs, fur use In carrying eastbound freight,
and the profits from car rentals constituted the main part of the

agement

niliiiiles.

second

district,

(>;

.

summoned the railroads of the state to show cause, November 25,
why an order should not be Issued requiring the sale everywhere of company's
haa

interchangeable l.OOOmlle and 500-mlle tickets at 2 cents a mile.

The railroads of Chlaigo have decided to no longer furnish men
to aaslst consignees In unloading those clas.ses of carload freight
which, by the terms of the traffic, are required to be unloaded by the
consignee himself. It is estimated that in the city 300 railroad employees have constantly been employed In this kind of work.
The New York. New Haven & Hartford has proposed to Its
western connections that it will imy iJO cents a day for foreign cars,
provided the connections will accept enough New Haven cars to make
the Interchange equal, and also that the New Haven be allowed $1
a car reclaim, this reclaim to be in the nature of an allowance for
the two days" additional free time which it Is necessary to give consignees In Connecticut under the law of that state.
In the Federal Court at Little Rock October 25 the suit for an
Injunction to prevent the Railroad Commission of Arkansas from
enforcing the flat cotton rale was dismissed. By a compromise, offered by Commissioner Allen, the railroads may charge a minimum
of 50 cents on cotton hauled from one to 15 miles, instead of 23
centa, as originally set by the commission.
The compromise carries
with It the agreement of the various railroads to continue the concentration rate and to allow the shipper to choose what rate he
prefers at any time. Thus is settled a serious controversy.

The Texas State Railroad Commission reports the mileage traveled on free passes over Texas railroads in the year ending June 30,
1907, as follows: Exchange. 21.062,065, or 17.02 per cent, of total free
travel.
By employees and members of their families, 81,307.345. or
65.69 per cent, of free travel. On account of newspaper advertising.
5,866,836, or 4.73 per cent, of free travel. By public officials of United
States, state, county and municipal governments, 7,968,421, or 6.44
per cent, of free travel. By other persons, charity, religious, etc.,
7,569,895, or 6.12 per cent of free travel.
Grand total, 123,774,562
miles traveled free, or 11. 6G per cent, of the entire travel in the state.
Press despatches from St. Paul say that the shortage of freight
cars in the Northwest has now become acute.
Although the railroads have bought large numbers of new engines and freight cars
during the past year, and although 500 new grain warehouses have
been built in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, the increase
In population has more than kept pace with these improvements, so
that hundreds of shipments of merchandise are now from four to six
weeks behind time. Much freight for the East is being transferred
80 as to insure the retention of home cars at home. At Buffalo,
N. Y.. all the eastbound roads are reijorted short of cars. Traffic in
the city has become so heavy that a blockade is on. though as yet it
is small, as compared with last year.
At Chicago the railroads are
strained to their utmost to handle freight without delay. Not only Is
there a larger grain movement than usual at this season, but there
Is

a heavy

traffic In live stock, coal

and merchandise.

Seattle, Wash., October 31, the Pacific Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association secured from the Federal court a temporary

Income.
Claims for loss, damage and overcharge on
freight will hereafter be settled by the individual roads. No change
has been announced in the soliciting agencies.

New
The
winter

York-Boston Steamers.

Metro|>oiitan Steamship Company has discontinued for the
through 15-hour all-water passenger line t>etween New
line, which was operated by the turbine

its

and Boston. This
steamers "Harvard" and
Y'ork

"Y'ale."

had been running only

six weeks.

The

gossips are undecided whether this sudden cessation of business
to an agreement with the New Haven road or to a lack of
profitable patronage.
The Joy Line has been bought by the United States Transportation Company, operating the Neptune Line. The United States company was formed early this year under Connecticut laws, with
$750,000 capital, and its two boats plying between New York and
Fall River were purchased from the New England Transportation
Com|>any. The new company is looked upon as a New Haven railroad concern.
is

due

'Mauretanla" 27.36 Knots.

The new Cunard turbine steamship "Mauretanla." on a trial
November 5 off the Irish coast, made an average of 27.36 knota
(31.5 miles) an hour over a 300-niile course.
This is nearly one
knot faster than the "Lusltania" made for the same distance on her
The "Mauretanla" is due to arrive in New Y'ork for the first
time November 21.

trial.

A Hundred-Ton Wagon,
A. Shephard & Son, of Brooklyn, N. V., have built what is
believed to be the most powerful wagon-road truck ever constructed.
It was built especially to carry the heavy iron girders and columns
for the new Pennsylvania Railroad terminal in Manhattan and has
a capacity of 100 tons. It is owned by the Meade Transfer Company.
The wheels are 3 ft. in diameter, with tires 14 in. wide, and are
made of cast-steel. They weigh 3,000 lbs. each. The front axle is
The rear
14 in. in diameter in the center and 7 in. at the ends.
axle is smaller. These axles weigh about one ton each. The reach
is 37 ft.
J.

Panama Canal Record

In

October.

The Washington office of the I^inama Canal reports that in the
month of October 1,844,471 cu. yds. were dug from the prism of the
canal, an increase of more than 23 per cent, over the quantity excavated In September. The rainfall in October was 17.1 in. In the
same month 24,258 cu. yds. were excavated on accessory works.
Protection of Track Circuits from Foreign Currents.

At

injunction against the increase of 25 per cent. In through eastbound
rates on lumber, which had been announced by all the railroads and
which was to go into effect November 1. In consequence of the
court's order the Northern Pacific has announced that no more lumber shiiiments will be received for the East until further notice.
This move is expected to be followed by all the railroads affected by
the Injunction. The (leiisinn requires shippers to give bonds to pay
the Increased rate, if it shall hereafter be decided to be just, but
the roads claim that they would be taking too great a risk to allow
the excess freight charges to accumulate until a final decision Is
made. Litigation will ensue and many of the lumber firms may
have gone out of business before the legality of the rate is settled.
Another contingency the railroads have to face is the law providing
that all rates must be published and posted thirty days in advance.
In case they decide to go back to the old rate they caanot do It now

without such notice.

Henry Bezer, whose Invention

for insuring the safety of auto-

matic block signal operation by neutralizing the effect of stray
electric currents in the rails has been in use on the Central of
New Jersey for 15 months, has made a radical improvement in his
designs, and the improved apparatus is to be put in use on a section
of the Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific, as well as on another
section of the Central of

New

Jersey.

In this latest

arrangement

the track circuit of a given block section has a battery at the outgoing end, as usual, and at both this end and at the entrance of the
section there is an arrangement of special relays by means of which
a vibrating ctirrent is temporarily produced each time the signal is
The signal cannot clear unless an Instrument at the
to be cleared.
track battery end of the block, vibrating at the rate of about two
vibrations per second for from 3 to 6 sections, operates the circuit;
and when a train is in the block the instrument does not vibrate.
There is therefore next to no wear and tear upon contacts. The
system (s so arranged that the signal Is bejd cleaj- by a direct cur-

.
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rent which follows in and takes the place of this temporary intermittent current. A foreign current, whether direct or alternating,
could not produce the vibrations necessary to operate the relays.
The relays will operate with the track battery generally in use,
but for the sake of smart vibration Mr. Bezer plans to use 2 volts.
From the exhaustive tests which have been conducted on the
Central of New Jersey, it is practically certain that with the newarrangement 2 volts of track battery will be sufficient to combat
foreign currents usually met with on steam roads, with the track
and the insulated joints kept in reasonably proper condition. That is
to say, 2 volts will be sufficient to prevent foreign current holding
a signal in the stop position. But whatever the strength of the track
battery, neither neglect in track maintenance, nor a broken rail,
will enable foreign current to clear a signal. Means are provided
also to prevent foreign current from causing the track relay to hold
its armature when a train enters the block either from a siding or
from the track-battery end.
The installation already in service on the Central of New Jersey
Is "wireless" and the signals stand normally at clear.
A brief
description of this was given in the Railroad Gazette of .January 18,
last.
With this installation, which is still in service, it is necessary
that the maximum foreign current be ascertained and that the apparatus be adjusted accordingly; and in order to give adequate protection in case of a broken rail or adverse traffic conditions, a powerful
track battery has to be used. With the intermittent current arrangement now to be used, a foreign current is inoperative, whatever its
power, and without regard to whether it is direct or alternating.
By the use of this apparatus and arrangement, the employment
of an alternating current is made unnecessary, and it is thus possible
to avoid the cost and inconvenience of a power house and long
stretches of copper conducting wire, with the increased chances of
failure which are inseparable from the added complication.

Steam Consumption

in

Vol. XLIII., No. IS.

A New

Flather Shaper.

The accompanying engravings show a new 16-in. sh&per built
by the Mark Flather Planer Co., which embodies several Improvements. The ram bearings are of an entirely different type from
those furnished on shapers heretofore, in that the alinement is

a Curtis Turbo-Generator.

In a paper read before the American Street & Interurban Railway Engineering Association, A. H. Kruesi gave the results of tests
at Chicago with a Curtis turbine coupled to a 9,000 k.w. generator.
The steam consumption of the turbine per horse-power hour, at the
ratings given, was as follows:
.Stpam
Steam
cnDsiimptiOD,
coDsumption
Ratp
per b.p.-hr.
Rate.
7,200 h.p

.

.

.

.

.

13.6.50

••

..

.

n.81 lbs.

16.12.5 h.p.

9.-0
9.62

18.025 " ...

••

•

..
.

.

9.74
10.15

lbs.

"

In which it appears that the steam consumption increased as the
power varied in either direction from the normal rating of 13,000 h.p.

Engineering Societies' Libraries.

The reference libraries of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, at the Engineering Societies' building, 29 West Thirty-ninth street. New York City, will
hereafter be open evenings until 9 o'clock on all week days except public
holidays. These libraries are available to members of the above
societies, to engineers and to the public generally, subject to proper

Rear View of Flather Shaper, Showing Gear Box.
maintained by means of the V-way, and that gibs have been entirely eliminated, while at the same time provision has been made
for taking up wear. The ways are oiled by a V spring oiler, such
as is ordinarily used on planers, and wipers are furnished for both

regulations.
Strangers are requested to bring letters of introduction from members or to secure cards from the secretaries of the
respective societies.

Adams Express Company.
'.\.

U.

Ke.sident .Manager of the Adams Express ComPa., has been elected Vice-President in charge
ea.sl of Pittsburgh. Pa., with office at New York

ItaiTfit,

pany at Phlladilphia.
of the territory

City.
H. E. Hoff, Superintendent at Baltimore, Md., succeeds Mr.
Barrett.
0. U. Curtis, Superintendent at Columbus. Ohio, has been

appointed General Manager in charge of the territory west of Pittsburgh, with office at Chicago. This is a new office, the work having
heretofore been In charge of Vice-President W. H. Daniels.

Reason and Red Tape Coincide.

Army or navy officers desiring to make use of the fastest trains
between New York and Chicago must themselves pay the additional
rate charged for riding on such trains. A paymaster's clerk received
orders to take station at Bremerton. Wash., and he traveled on one
of the "flyers" and paid |7 over the u.sual rale. His orders made no

mention of any need for unusual haste, and In the adjustment of
his accounts the extra rate was deducted.
The regular overland
trains are fast enough to transport officers from one point to another
unless they receive specific orders to the contrary
The clerk as
Bortod tliRf h«« did not know when he purcha.sed his ticket
that he
''f"r than a first class ticket, hut bis duties. It Is held,
him more particular [Intelligent?! In his business
Sew Y'irk Tribune.

Side View of Flather Shaper.

ends of the ram bearings.

The gear box is designed for heavy duty.
All gears are made of steel cut from bar stock and each gear Is
cut with a cutter made to the exact number of teeth. Ten changes
of speed are secured.

Tbe machine

is

driven by a

4-ln.

belt

and

Is

ordinarily fur-

NotBMua

8.
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nitbed with a llgbi and loose pull«r, to be belted directly from
tbe main IId«. Tbls avoid* the Dereuliy of mountlns a counterabaft on tbe celllnc. and at any futuif (!mi* tbe ihaprr can be
equipped witb a motor drive by Hlmiily utiucblnc tbe motor to tbe
rear of tbe column and conneotlng tbe driving abaft with suitable
geara.

Tbia abaper U fumltbed with powur duwn fved of a new deIgn. It may be mude to foed either down or up. and Ita construction
makes It Impossible for (he feed atlaihment to get out of order or
wear out. Tbe support for tbe box table, which Is furnished wllb
each machine. Is alwaya In po»ltlon and needs no adjustment.
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track drills, band and push cara, velocipede c*ra. xaaolene motor
....... —-. '^.'.aea,
-.'
cart, jacks of grveral typ.^
replacer (roK^i. cattln gn.i
aoa.
'

pumping

englnt-H,

kuow

Santn

t'r

Kmploycei' llagagine.
-'.in

m.'i.

'I

—The

previous Issuea.

th.
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:

,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

em

District.

—

—

Keglater";

<ulaUon,"

New York

:

An af

1

best, the

Canyon"
by a Ore-

reprinted,

.

—

'

and the Public," and
Walker D. Hlne«" :i.l

and there Is a story, "The
man on the road. Tbe magazine has ol!. .
week lU for short stories— 150, |3U and 120 for ine

Tbe Sherwiu \Vllli«m8 I'aint Co. held Id Cbicago last
twenty-seventh annual convention of officers and represeDtatives,
more than 250 of which wore In attendance from all parts of the
world. The meetings were held at the company's plant at Pullman.
there being two sessions a day from Monday to Friday inclusive.
At each session there was an address on .some matter of special
Importance to the sales representatives. These conventions serve
tbe dual purpose of a school of Instruction and of bringing these
men Into closer relationship with each other and with their officers.
Prizes are awarded to the men having the best records. The program for the week was as follows:
Monday Morning. Oct. 2S. Reception from 8.45 to 9.1.'> a.m.
Address of welcome by W. H. Cottlngham, Vice-President and General Manager. Address by S. P. Fenn. Secretary and Treasurer.
Distribution of "top-notcher" and other prizes.
Inspection of
Chicago plant.
Monday Afternoon. "The Fundamental Principles Governing
the Right Use of Paint," by J. C. Beardslee. General Superintendent.
"The Fundamental Principles Governing the Right Use of Varnish."
by M. L. Sims, General Superintendent of varnish manufacturing
department.
Tuesday Morning, October 29. "S. W. P. Knowledge of the
Goods and Their Proper Application." by .\. E. Schafer, Manager
General Sales Department.
Tueeday Afternoon. "Floor Finishes, Painters' Goods, Sundry
Shelf Lines Knowledge of the Goods and Their Proper Application," by A. E. Schafer. Manager General Sales Department.
"Dry
Colors," by H. M. .Vshby. Superintendent Dry Color Works.
Tuesday E^vening. Smoker at Chicago Beach Hotel.
Wednesday Morning. October 30.— "C. & M. Paint and Color
Specialties." by W. J. Soblinger, Manager C. & M. Sales Department.
Wednesday Afternoon. "C. & M. Paint and Color Specialties"
(concluded). "Credits," by S. P. Fenn, Secretary and Treasurer.
Thursday Morning. October 31.— "C. & M. and Trade Sales Varnishes," by W. W. Mountain, Manager Varnish Sales Department.
Thursday Afternoon. "C. & M. and Trade Sales Varnishes"
(concluded).
"Railroad Street Railway and Marine." by E. M.
WIlllSLms, Manager Street Railway Sales Department.
Friday Morning, November 1. "Salesmanship Application of
Practical Knowledge to Salesmanship." W. H. Cottingbam, VicePresident and General Manager, chairman: assisted by .1. F.
Hommel. General Supervisor, and A. D. Joyce, Manager Southwest-

—

October number of thif
"Ai:

.•»

Traill: Ciub. an- luaUing articles.

The Sherwin-Williams Convention.

.rve-

nt-t.^

llnlng gages. Tbe book Ih 4',,^ lu. x 7 lu., icjlLcr b^uud. au'i baa
141 pages, with Index and considerable useful Information In the
back.

,

Drat,

_

.a

Fe men

second and third

time limit being the end of tbe year.

Muralt if Co., Engineers, 114 Liberty street. New York, have
begun the Issue of a small monthly bulletin under tbe title "Electric Trunk Line Age." of which the first number Is dated October,
1907.
The publication is to be a record of what electricity can do
as a motive power under steam railroad conditions, with particular
reference to the three-phase alternating current system. This first
issue contains an illustrated description of tbe SImplon tunnel electric locomotives and an analysis of a typical steam road electrification problem.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The Isthmian Canal Commission has ordered
from the Marion Steam Shovel Co., Marion, Ohio.

12

steam shovels

Weber Concrete Steel Chimney
Chicago, has been made Manager of the Sales Department of
the Wlederholt Construction Co., Chicago.
F. G. Whipple, formerly with the

Co.,

S. T. DeLaMater, formerly with the Standard Construction Company, Chicago, has gone to the General Fireprooflng Co., Youngstown, Ohio. He will be in the Youngstown office for the present.

The Tweedy-Randolph Co., Chicago, has been succeeded by
Tweedy, Hood & Finlen, Inc., who will conduct the business under
the same policy, and represent the same lines as heretofore. The
office

is

in the Fisher building.

Joseph R. Foard and Arthur G. Wellington have been appointed
receivers of the South Baltimore Steel Car & Foundry Co., Baltimore, Md. It is said that the receivership was caused because of
the delay in collecting

payment

for cars delivered to railroads.

The Expanded Metal & Corrugated Bar Co.. St. Louis. Mo., is
furnishing the reinforcement tor concrete work in the Pennsylvania
Railroad's new terminal .station in New York City. An order for
1.000 tons of corrugated bars was given by the contractor, The
National Fireprooflng Co.

The Pressed Steel Car Co.. New York, and the Western Steel
Car & Foundry Co. have opened offices in the National Bank of (Commerce building. Fifth and Olive streets, St. Louis, with W. P. Coleman and his assistant, C. D. Terrell, in charge. They will handle

Friday Afternoon. "Advertising and Promoting," L. R. Greene, business in the southwest.
Manager Advertising Department.
With some ceremony and many speeches by the Mayor, railThe entertainment features included the smoker mentioned in
the programme, and a banquet on Friday evening. At the latter road officers and guests, the flrst sod was turned, on October 26, at
there were some important addresses made, the speakers including Ottawa, Canada, and work was begun on the new Central Union
The plans were made by Bradford Lee
ex-Senator W. E. .Ma.son;
A. Goddard, President Fort Dearborn station, hotel and subway.
National Bank, Chicago; President Sherwin and Vice-President Cot- Gilbert. 50 Broadway, New York, and he will superintend the conI.,.

struction.
tlngham, of the company.
In connection with the convention there was an exhibit of the
The Atha Steel Casting Co.. Newark. N. J., was put in the hands
various products of tbe company and a full line of advertising of receivers last week. .-Ml of the stock of the company is owned
literature.
by the Securities Investment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., which Is
the holding company for the Westlnghouse companies. The Atha
TRADE CATALOGUES.
company sells a great part of Us output to the Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. and the receivership of the last named
Business Atlas ami .s'/ii///«'r.v' (Itiidr. .\ new feature of the 1907 company tied up the funds due the Atha company, so that Its reedition of the Busine.ss Atlas and Shippers' Guide, published by ceivership also became necessary.
Rand, McN'ally & Co., Chicago. i« the printing in red, on the state
The United States Steel Corporation has acquired control of
maps, of electric railways. .\n alphabetical list of all electric lines
the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co. The T., C, I. & R. operin the United States, including a complete index of all terminal
ates coal and iron mines, blast furnaces, foundries and 26 miles of
points of the main and branch lines, is given. The list of steam
railroad in Alabama and Tennessee and is the largest maker of
railroads cf the United States, Canada and Mexico, which is a reguopen hearth rails in the country. It has outstanding about $3it.000.lar feature of this atlas, is brought up to date, a special index giving
000 common stock and about $15,000,000 bonds. The Steel Corporatbe names of through lines and branches and points between which
tion is offering its 5 per cent, bouds In exchange, dollar for dollar,
they run. The book is almost indispensable to the business man,
for the remaining T., C, I. & R. R. stock.

—

and

is

useful to the railroad man.

L. de Muralt, Consulting Engineer and Professor of ElecEngineering at the University of Michigan, has been granted
leave of absence from the university to supervise the electriflcal;ou
Mr. Muralt has
of the Arlberg tunnel under the Tyrolean Alps.
C.

—

Track and Railroad tSupplirs. General catalogue No. 20, just
Issued by the Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.,
covers the principal articles made by the company. They Include

trical
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been appointed Consulting Engineer of the Austrian State Railroads.
The work to be done under his supervision will probably be the
longest stretch of steam railroad electrified in either Europe or the
United States, there being about 140 miles of road exclusive of
the tunnel. The tunnel is on the main line from Paris to Vienna
and is seven miles long, with steep grades from each mouth to
the middle. When the plans developed by Mr. Muralt are carried
out, the speeds of the trains passing over this line will have been
increased 25 per cent, and the capacity of the road 50 per cent.
Three phase alternating current locomotives will be used, developing 3,000 h.p., or about three times as much as the New Haven locomotives used in the New York suburban service. The locomotives
designed for the Arlberg tunnel will, when coasting down the grade
out of the tunnel, generate and return to the system about 60 per
cent, of the energy used to pull the train up the grade into the
tunnel.

Iron

and

Steel.
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Coal Company and of the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, has been
elected President of the Tonopah &.Goldfleld, succeeding J. W.
Brock, resigned.

Operating

—

Canadian

Pacific.
R. W. McCormick, Assistant Superintendent at
Montreal, Que., has been transferred to Ottawa. W. B. Cronk
succeeds Mr. McCormick.

Chicago

rf

Xoi-th-Western.

— See

tons of rails have been ordered by traction com-

1,500

The Great Northern has ordered

12,000 tons of rails for

imme-

diate delivery.

inquiry

reported in the market for 7,500 tons of girder

is

rails for Australia.

The Chilian

State Railway has ordered 1,750 tons of light rails

for delivery this year.

The United States Steel Products Export Company (United
States Steel Corporation) has an order from the Japanese Government for 12,000 tons of 75-lb. rails. The price is said to be a little
less than $30 a ton.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
C. W. Sanders, Chief Engineer of the Copper Range Railroad,
died of pneumonia a few days ago at Houghton, Mich.

Hugh

B. Ely, who has been Superintendent of the Insurance
Department of the Pennsylvania for 25 years, died last week at his
home at Beverly, N. J.

Pacific.

—

—

Rock Island rf Pacific. H. R. Saunders, Superintendent
Rock, Ark., has been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding A. B. Copley, trans-

at Little

ferred.

—

Delaware, Lackau-anna
Western. J. G. Sickles, Trainmaster of
the Morris & Essex division, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of that division, with office at Hoboken, N. J. F.
Cizek, Assistant Trainmaster, has been appointed Passenger
Trainmaster. W. H. Bailey, Assistant Trainmaster, has been
appointed Freight Trainmaster of that part of the division
east of Dover, N. J., with office at Hoboken, N. J. M. J. McGowau. assistant chief train despatcher, has been appointed
Freight Trainmaster of the part west of Dover, with office at
Port Morris, N. J.
rf-

An

Southern

Chicago, Miluaukee rf St. Paul. L. R. Clausen, Signal Engineer,
has been appointed Superintendent of the Prairie du Chien and
Mineral Point divisions, succeeding E". D. Wright, resigned.
Alexander Brown succeeds Mr. Clausen.

Chicago,

About
panies.

Officers.

—

Atlantic Coast Line. V. R. C. King has been appointed Trainmaster
of the Wilmington division, with office at Wilmington, N. C,
succeeding T. L. Dumas, transferred to the Second division.

—

Galveston, Houston rf- Henderson. J. H. Hill, who has for some
months been Secretary and Treasurer, has been reappointed to
his former office

of Manager.

—

J. M. Gruber, who was recently appointed GenManager of the Great Northern in charge of operation
and maintenance, was born in 1S68 at Iowa City, Iowa. After
a High School education he began railroad

Great Northern.
eral

work as a stenographer

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

in

the

Minneapolis

Canadian Railway Club.

& Santa
stenographer
to the President.
After
a year he went to the
Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe, where he was chief
clerk for a few months

of Civil Engineers.

of Civil

as

Engineers.

sistant

At the meeting

of this society
Purification at St. Louis, Mo., by

This paper was printed

St.

J.

"Proceedings."

Louis Railway Club.

At the meeting

of this club November 8 a paper will be presented for discufc.slon on the "Preservation of Wood Ties and the
Forestry Department of a Railroad," by Chas. E. Koons.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
Cincinnati, Hamillim d /)n;/ro».— Edward Col.slon, a law partner of
Judson Harmon, has been api»olnlp(l (ienoral Counsel of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, succeeding F. W. Stevens, resigned.

Trainmaster of

the Northern division.
After a year he was

November 6 a paper on "Water
Edward E. Wall, was discussed.

In the Octol>er

a

in
the office of two
superintendents,
and
was then appointed As-

read.

American Society

Topeka

son,

Fe

of the electrical section November 7, a paper on
of Copper Conductors for Alternating Current
Three-phase Transmission Lines," by F. B. Brown (M. Sc, S. Can,

was

Mani-

1889 went to the Atchi-

At a meeting
"The Calculation
Soc. C. E.)

&

He later worked
in the office of the General Manager and in
toba.

At the meeting of this club November 5, a paper on Standard
Time by W. J. Camp, of the Canadian Pacific, was read.

Canadian Society

general freight
the St. Paul.

of

office

{For datet of conventiont and regular meetinys of railroad conventiont and
enaineering societies, etc., see advertising page 24.)

M. Gruber.

made

Trainmaster

of

the Southern division
to the Superintendent of
Transportation. After being chief clerk to the General Manager, he went to the Eastern of Minnesota as Assistant Superintendent.
In 1895 he was appointed Superintendent of that
road and in 1896 was made General Superintendent of the
Montana Central. A year later he was appointed Assistant
General Superintendent of the Eastern district of the Great
Northern. In 1903 he was appointed General Superintendent
of the Western district of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
and the next year he went to the Union Pacific as General
Superintendent. In 1905 he was appointed General Manager
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Lines East of the Missouri river, where he remained until he returned to the Great

and was then appointed chief clerk

Northern last month.
under operating Lehigh Valtei/.—C. T. O'Neill
has been appointed Superintendent of
the New York division, with office at Jersey City, N. J. This
iVeio yorfc, yew Hnvcn rf Hartford.
John O. Parker, Secretary;
division consists of the road east of and Including Parkview
lOdward D. Robbtns, Attorney, and Augustus S. .May, Treasurer,
Stiitlon, N. J., together with the National Docks, Jersey City
have been elected Directors, succeeding Charles M. Pratt, Louis
and Newark terminals.
C. Ledyard and Richard OIney, who resigned last summer.
Loiii.irilU'
NashviUe.—F. S. Griffin has been appointed General
Tonopah <f OoldfleUl.—C, K. Lord, formerly Third Vice-President of
Agent at Detroit, Mich., succeeding L. R. Wasson, resigned to
the Baltimore & Ohio, and later President of the Consolidation
go into other business.
Galveston, Houston

rf

Henderson,

— See this company

officers.

—

<{•

NarmBKB
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Mobile, Jackaon <t Kanuai Cily.— Allien Franklin C'burch, who
born
recently aptraliilp^ Supprliilfnilrni at laurel. MUi.,
In loss at New ll>erla. I.a., bvliiK (he rUlfxt of a family of

wu

years olil hU failicr died. Ho went
Ave ycar^ and iIku. wId-ii he wan 14 year* old,
After four yi-atN lie Ix-Kaii rallruud work on Mor
gan'a Loulalana k TexsM a.H a Hwliihman. lie wait mudo a
brakeman In 1878, freight condui-ior In I88U and passenger
conductor In 1882. Six ycom later he wan made yard denpatcber.
In 1903 be was api>olnled TnilnmaHter and In Itfuti
was made Train Initpector of the .Vtliiiidi- ayHtem of the Southern Paclflr, which IncludeH the roud he had been Nerving on.
This position he recently resigned to go to the Mobile, Jackson
to acbool

for

City.

Sfic York Central rf Hudson Kner.— \\. J. Avery ban been appointed
Assistant Trainmaster of the Rochester division, with beadquarters at Rochester, N. Y., succeeding M. K. Welch, transferred. The following ha\e been appointed Assistant Trainmasters of the Mohawk division:
L. Phelps, with office at
Utica, N. Y., and W. H. Leonard and C. H. Steikel, with offices
at Hotfmans, N. Y.

—

Pcnntyhania. C. R. Cosgrove has been appointed Assistant Trainmaster of the Buffalo division, succeeding D. C. Daley, transferred.

—

Matthews, Acting Superintendent of the
Rio Grande Junction, has been appointed Superintendent of the
Panama Railroad, succeeding J. A. Smith, promoted.
Railrttail.

Q.

J.

Rio Orande Junction.
SI.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

to «ea.

* Kansas

Panama

pointed Mauler Mrcbanlc of the St. Lonla Southwestern of
Texan, with offlc« at Tesarkan*. T«L, wioccedlDg Frank Cain.
See Houston k Teua Central.

Whrn be was nve

three.

went

S^I

— See

Panama

Railroad.

—

Louis Southwestern of Texas. C. J. Larimer has been appointed
Superintendent at Mount Pleasant, Tex., succeeding W. N. NefT,
transferred.

The Southern Is said to have ordered 25 locoraotlvea from the
Baldwin Ixicomotlve Worka.
The Maine Central la aald to have ordered 10 locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Peruvian Uovernment has ordered one mogul locomotive
from the American Locomotive Co.
The Florida Kait Coast la said to have ordered 12 locomotive*
from the American Locomotive Company.
The Southern Indiana Is said to have ordered 10 locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company.

The Isthmian Canal Commission has ordered four locomotives
from the Davenport Locomotive Works.
The iJolese i( Shepard Co. has ordered one six-wheel switching
locomotive from the American Locomotive Co.

The Muscatine, \orth d South has ordered one mogul 50-ton
locomotive from the Hicks Locomotive A Car Works.
The United States Engineering Office, through S. W. Roessler.
Is in the market for three locomotives.

Portland, Ore.,

The Chicago if Illinois Western has ordered one switch engine
from the American Locomotive Co. for January delivery.
The Taiwan Sugar Refinery, Formosa, has ordered three fourwheel tank locomotives from the American Locomotive Co.

—

W. R. Scott, General Superintendent of the NorthPacific.
The Howell-Hinds Consolidated Mining Co. has ordered one
ern district of the Pacific system, has been appointed to the four-wheel tank locomotive from the American l^ocomotlve Co.
new office of Assistant General Manager of the Pacific system,
The Japanese Government is said to have ordered six locomowith office at San Francisco, Cal. J. H. Young, Superintendent
tives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works through Fraser t Sale,
of the Western division, succeeds Mr. Scott, with office at San
New
Y'ork.
Francisco. T. A. Lawson, Assistant General Sui)erintendent of
the Chicago & Xorth-Western, succeeds Mr. Young, with office at

Southern

Oakland

CAR BUILDING.

Pier, Cal.

See Union

Pacific.

—

Worth ington has been appointed Assistant
Maintenance and Operation of this company
and of the Southern Pacific, with office at Chicago. Mr.
Worthington will have special duties to be defined from time

Union

Pacific.
W. A.
to the Director of

to time.

—

—

Southern. R. W. Hunt has been appointed
senger Agent at Atlanta, Ga.

.\ssi.stant

Engineering and Rolling Stock

—

General Pas-

Officers.

I'ill.sburijli.
.(
who was recently
10. K. Robinfon.
appointed Acting Chief Engineer, has been appointed Chief
Engineer, with office at Rochester, N. Y. G. C. Cleaver, roadmaster at Punxsutawney, Pa., succeeds Mr. Robinson as Assistant Engineer of Track, with office at Rochester, N. Y.

Buffalo, Riithrstir

Chicago, Milwaukee

if

St. Paul.

— See

this

officers.

company under operating

is

said lo be in the

market

for 100 freight

The Grand Trunk

is

asking for bids in the United States on

1,000 steel coal cars.

The Atlantic

Traffic Offlcera.

Arkansas, Louisiana
Oulf. T. J. Shelton has been appointed
Traffic Manager, with office at Monroe, La.
»(•

The South Georgia
3.

<f

Western has ordered 60 box cars from the

Lenoir Car Company.

The Kanawha

if

West Virginia

is

still

in the

market for from

700 to 1,500 freight cars.

The yorthtcestern Pacific
cars of 70,000 lbs. capacity.

is

asking prices on trucks for 10

flat

The Tonopah if Goldfield has ordered four chair, one smoking
and one baggage car from the Pullman Company.
T?ic

San Antonio «f Aransas Pass has ordered 25 standard Hart
cars from the Rodger Ballast Car Co.

convertible

The Duluth, Missabe if Northern, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of July 5, Is asking new bids on passenger equipment.

The yew York City Railway has ordered 120 standard type
J. Markey, Master Mechanic of the Northern divihas been appointed Master Mechanic of the Middle divi- street cars since it placed the order for 155 Montreal type cars.
sion, with office at Toronto, Ont., succeeding W. Kennedy, reThe yevada yorttiem is said to have ordered 100 all-steel gonsigned to go to the Central Vermont. J. R. Donnelley, Master dola cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the Pressed Steel Car
Mechanic of the Ottawa division, succeeds Mr. Markey, with Company.
office at Allandalo, Ont.
W. Gell succeeds Mr. Donnelley, with
The Choctaw Railway «f Lighting Co., McAlester, Okla. T.. has
office at Ottawa, Ont.
ordered two standard Interurban cars from the Nlles Car & ManuHouston it Te.Tas Central. Frank Cain, Master Mechanic of the St. facturing Co.
Louis Southwestern of Texas at Texarkana, Tex., has been apThe Chicago if Illinois Western has ordered two cabooses from
pointed Assistant General Master Mechanic of the Houston &
the American Car & Foundry Company, and will be in the market
Texas Central, with office at Houston, Tex,
for passenger cars in about two months.
Missouri Pacific. J. J. Reid has been appointed Master Mechanic
The South Manchuria has ordered through Mitsui & Co., New
at Fort Scott, Kan., succeeding R. G. Long, resigned.
York, three dining, three sjeeping, six passenger and baggage, four
Hew York Central iC Hudson River. F. B. Freeman has been ap- baggage and mall cars and six coaches from the Pullman Co.
pointed Engineer of Construction in charge of track construcThe ya.ihville, Chattanooga if Sf. Louis, as reported in the Railtion outside of the electric zone, with office at Grand Central
road Gazette of November 1, has asked preliminary bids on 100 comStation, New York.
posite hopper bottom coal cars of 80.000 lbs. and 100,000 lbs. capacity.
Pennsylrania. H. H. Russell, supervisor of the Maryland division, The special equipment has not yet been considered.
has been appointed Assistant Engineer of the Allegheny diviThe Brooklyn Rapid Transit, which, as reported in the Railroad
sion, with office at F'ittsburgh, succeeding J. R. McGraw, who
Gazette of September 20, was in the market for 100 surface cars
has been given leave of absence.
and 100 elevated cars, has. It is said, decided not to order the surface
W. D. McDerniolt ha-s been ap- cars, but will order the elevated cars within a few months.
St. Louis Southwestern of Texas.

Orand Trunk.

—

sion,

—

—

—

—

—

The Philippine Railwcj/s, is reported in Our advance sheet of
October 26, are in the market for four combination parlor and first
class passenger cars.
The order is to be placed through J. G. White
& Company. These cars will measure 42 ft. 3Vi in. long and 7 ft.
914 in. wide, inside measurements, and 43 ft. IVi in. long and 9 ft.
6 in. wide, over all.
The bodies will be of wood and the underframes of open hearth steel. The special equipment Includes:
Bolsters

Brake beams
Brakes

Thosphor bronze
Major
Miner
None
Cast iron;

Philippine Railways standard

Adams & Westlake

Platforms

Wheeler

Seats

Railways standard

Company

long, 8

ft.

Belleville & I.nterurban.

6 in.

Buffalo
.Steel back;

Brakes
Brasses
Couplers
Door fastenings
Draft rigging

American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Co
Westlnghouse automatic
Boston & Maine specifications
Uould steel
Boston & Maine standard
Miner tandem

Wooden

i>ust guards

Boston & Maine standard
Boston & Maine specifications

Journal boxes
Paint
Koofs
Sprlnes

Murphy No.

2 Inside

Railway Steel-Spring Co.
Laconia

Wheefs

Railroad Gazette
and two combination baggage and mail cars from the American Car & Foundry
These cars will be 60 ft. 7 in.
Co., for January, 1908, delivery.
The special
long. 10 ft. % in. wide and 14 ft. 1% in. high, over all.
equipment for both includes:
Commonwealth
Bolsters

The Duluth d Iron Range, as reported

in the

of October 11, has ordered three first class coaches

National-Hollow

Brake-beams
Brake-shoes
Brakes
Brasses
Couplers
Curtain fixtures (for coaches)
Curtain material (for coaches)
Door f.TStenlngs (for coaches)
I>raft rigging

Christie

Westlnghouse
American Car & Foundry Co.
Buckeye
Forsyth
Pantasote

Adams & Westlake locks
American Car & Foundry Co.

Safety Car Heating

Heating system
Journal boxes
Light (for coaches)
Light (for combination)
Paint
Platforms

&

Lighting Co.

McCord

Adams & Westlake
Bliss

;

Acme

Trucks

Pullman

Vestibule

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Bf.llaibe, Ohio.

more & Ohio

— Plans,

said, are being made by the Baltito its freight terminals here to cost

it is

improvements

for

125,000.

Y.— The new concrete car barns, 86 ft. x 352 ft.,
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. at Fresh Pond station, on the
Ridgewood line, have been finished. The cost of the improvements
Brookly:?, N.

for the

1125,000.

BuTFFTo:^, Ind.

— The

BluBton t Chicago,

Lake Erie & Western and the Cincinnati,
said, will jointly build a

it Is

union passenger

station here.

GRAsn FoBKH,

B.

Baltimore & Ohio.

C— The

Canadian Pacific, it is said, will m&ke
and next year will spend about ^100,000
and a new yard.

—

Lo:^Dorj.

rebuild

Its

—

The Southwe.stern Traction Company, It is said,
car barns recently destroyed by fire, at a loss of

Ont.

1150,000.
8t. Stepiieji, N. B.— The New Brunswick Southern has asked
for authority to build a bridge over the St. Croix river at this place.

Swis.svai.e,

new passenger

Pa.

— The

station.

other Improvements

Pennsylvania

will

Grade crossings are

made

shortly ask bids for a
to be eliminated and

to cost $75,000.

KA>f.— General Manager J. E. Hurley Is quoted as saying that the Atohlson, Topcka ft Santa Ke will make Improvements
next year to Include a passenger station here to cost about 1200.000;
also a roundhouse to coat |1<,000.

Wi(

— See

Philadelphia, Dela-

Pennsylvania Roads.

— Incorporated in Illinois with $100,000

and

office

line

—

Bloominoton, Pontiac & JoLiET (Electbic). This company,
which operates an electric line from Pontiac, 111., northeast to
Dwight, 20 miles, it is said, is now controlled by H. A. Fisher, of
the Chicago & Joliet Railway. It is the intention of the company
to extend the line on the north to Joliet, about 40 miles, where con-

The line is eventually
is to be made with C. & J. to Chicago.
extended from its southern terminus at Pontiac southwest to
Bloomington, 35 miles, where connection is to be made with an

nection
to be

electric line to

St'.

Louis.

—

Bristol & Kingspobt. Incorporated in Tennessee to build a line
from Bristol, Tenn., southwest to Blountville, thence west to KingsThe incorporators include: J. L. Cox, P. H. Cathport, 45 miles.
ran, F. Percell, J. B. Cox and S. L. King, of Bristol.

Bbookville & Mahoning.

— See Pittsburgh,
—

Shawmut t Northern.

Chicaho & Milwaukee (Electbic). Albert C. Frost, President
and General Manager of this company, says that the extension to
Milwaukee will be finished and cars will be put in operation from
Chicago to Milwaukee on December 1.

—

Chicago, Bublington & Quincy. This company, it is said, has
surveys made for building a line from Frannie, Wyo., northwest
along Clark's Fork river to Fromburg, Mont., on the Northern
Pacific, about 35 miles.

Chicago, Fox

Lake & Geneva.

— Incorporated

in

Illinois

with

$2,000,000 capital and office at Chicago. The company proposes to
build a line from Chicago, northwest through Cook, Lake and McHenry counties to the Illinois-Wisconsin state line, with branches
The incorporato Fox Lake and to Woodstock, a total of 90 miles.
tors include G. H. Soward, H. R. Yaryan, L. E. Starr, S. E. Malette

and M.

L. Louis.

—

Canadian Pacific. This company, it is said, has been making
surveys for several weeks for an extension of its Nicola. B. C,
branch, south to Princeton in the Simalkameen Valley, about 72
miles.

—

Chicago & East St. Louis Shout Line. Incorporated in Illinois to build a line from East St. Louis, 111., northeast to Chicago,
275 miles. The proposed route runs through coal fields and is almost parallel to the Chicago & Alton all the way. Surveys are to
begin at once. The incorporators and first board of directors Include:
H. C. Osterman, W. M. Drennan, H. C. Dolph, T. W. Flynn
and W. Anderson, all of Chicago.

Chicago

ft

Jouxt

(Electbic).

— See

Bloomington,

Pontiac

ft

Joliet.

Lawrenceville, Pa. An ordinance Is being prepared for a bridge
from Liberty avenue and 37th street over the Pennsylvania tracks
to Grant Boulevard.
will

Etc.

The company proposes to build an
at Belleville.
from Belleville south eight miles to Smithton. The
J. Gundlach, Jr.,
incorporators and first board of directors are:
B. H. Gundlach, R. W. Hofsommer, G. Hippard and T. A. Bell.
capital
electric

this place a division point,
for a roundhouse, shop.s

— See

(Electric).

electric

Duluth & Iron Range standard
American Car & Foundry Co.
(Commonwealth Steel Co.

Surveys,

in Texas.

of 60,000 lbs. capacity from
These cars will
for July, 1908, delivery.
wide and 8 ft. Y2 in. high, inside meas-

in the

urements; 37 ft. 6 in. long, over end sills; 9 ft. 7Vi in. wide, over
eaves, and 13 ft. ll's in. high, over brake staff. The bodies will
be of wood and the underframes of steel. The special equipment
includes:
..

Incorporations,

Atlantic City Railway
ware & Montgomery.

The Boston rf Maine, as reported
November 1, has ordered 1,000 box cars

Brake-l)eams
Brake-shoes.

New

Atchison, Topkka & Santa Fe.— President E. P. Ripley, of this
company, is quoted as saying that proposed extensions in Texas
to cost $7,000,000 will not be made this year, perhaps not for many
years, on account of the financial stringency and adverse legislation

Railroad Gazette of

Philippine

Trucks

ft.

lamps

oil

Dixon's Graphite, for steel work
Standard Coupler Co.

I'alnt

measure 36

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Westlnghouse automatic

Brasses
Couplers
Draft rigging
Heating system
Journal boies
Light

the Laconia Car

W^iN.NiTEG, Maji.— Work, it is said, has been started on the new
Contracts for the excavation work
union terminal station here.
let to S. Brown, of this place.
The Canadian Northern, it is said, in addition to improvements
under way will put up a roundhouse here, to cost |50,000.

Philippine Railways standard
Philippine Hallways standard
Buffalo

Axles

was

Tor- XUII., Ko. 19.
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—

Cincinnati Belt Link. The proposed belt line around CincinOhio, is to be double-track and will be about 20 miles long.
Right-of-way is being secured and surveys made. The promoters
E. E. Williamson,
say that necessary capital has been secured.
Union Trust Building, Cincinnati, Is interested. (July 26, p. 111.)

nati,

—

Easiern Pennsylvania (Electric). J. G. White & Co., operating managers and purchasing agents for this company, have ordered $200,000 worth of electric supplies for the Taraaqua and Middleport connecting link l)etween Maurh Chunk, Pa., and PottsvlUe.
The order includes all the material required for the permanent way
and overhead electrical work. Considerable grading has already
been done.

iiita,

—

GiLMORE & Petkhshurg. The Gllmore Mining Company, It Is
making surveys for a line from Gllmore. Idaho, on the Lemhi
Valley northeast through a pas* in the Rocky mountalnji to a point
said. Is

NoT«Mna
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W. A. McCutcbeoo, for ft lis* from Obio Pyle. Pa., on the main Use of the Baltimore ft
Ohio aouth to '-oat !1»!:!s !n Weit Virginia. Gradtns work will probably be bcK
:,'.h.
The project la backed by capiUllcu
iLLi.Huia Cr.'tTBAXTbia companr. U I* aald. will •p«nd about
lntereit«d 1organlxed Preaton Coal Company, wblch
110.000 ImproTloK Itj yarda at Uuquoln. 111.
li to develoi'
along
tbe propoaed line, and It la thought
\i
MiLWAiKcc NoBTUca^ Ku:(-Tai>. I— Tbla Hue waa op«ned from that the BaltiUiurr * ubio alio la Intereated.
Milwaukee. Wla. north, via Cedarburs, to I^a^t Waiiblngton. To
PrtTMiicaitii, SiiAWMi-T ft NuBTHrax.— Work, it la aald. baa been
mitea, No%'emb«r 2.
Tb<< company will occupy jointly wltb the
flnlahed on the Brookrllle ft Mahoning, building the aoutbern asChlcaso-Mllwaukr« Bl»rtrlr Railway a large atatlon to b« built at
tenalon from Brockwayvllle. Pa., aouth via Brookrllle to RamieyS«cond and Wella atreeta, Mllwaukpe, at an estimated coat of
town, and tbe line li ready for operation.
(Aug. 30. p. 247.)
$100.(X)«.
(Sept.
U««Terbea(l county. Mont., kbout oO mllM.
Ullmorr, Idaho, la Maiiaspr.
Id

—

.

.

'

I

20, p. 339.1

MiHrwxu

—

NuBTU

CXI

— The

report of this company for the year
•nded June 30. 1907. abows that the branch of the St. Louis. Iron
Mid.suiKi

I'ACiric.

Mountain k Southern from Kudora. Ark south to C'alvlt. Iji.. 37.49
was finished, and put in operuiluu June 1. Un the Uurdon
Fort Smith, wblch ext<-nds from a conuertlon with the .Arkansas
Southwestern near Autonlne, .\rk., northwest tbrouKh Clark and
Pike counties to Caddo Gap. ou Caddo river. 3.85 mile.'), grading,
bridging and track laying has been flnl&hed and ballasting is now
under way. The continuation of this line, the Uurdon ft Fort Smith
Northern, from Caddo IJ.ip north to the Ouachita river, 23 miles.
baa the grading, bridging and tra<'k laying flnisbed on the first 5.74
,

mllea.

A

—

PniLAPCLPHiA, Delawabc ft Mii.iTufiMEBr ( EixcTmic )
A namber of New York and Philadelphia capliallats have aerured control
of this com|>any, organized by B. A. Hughe* and aaaoclates to build
an electric line from Lafayette, Pa on the Schuylkill Valley division of tbe Pennsylvania, south to the lielaware river in Delaware
county, at which point a two track tunnel to cost |2,0<i<).(X»0 U to
t>e driven under the river.
Bast of the river at Woodbury, N. J.,
the line Is to connect with the West Jersey ft Seaatiore or a new
line Is to be built to .\tlantlc City.
Surveys to the Delaware river
have been made. The following are officers of the Atlantic City
Railway, which. It is said, will build over the same route. W. J.
Thompson, President; G. A. Muller, Treasurer, and Edward Butler.
Secretary. Philadelphia.
.

AaKA.HttAM.
Tbla company will let contracta
yds. of aide borrow, and three rallea of pile treatle
on lis extoiislun from Kcnsett. Ark., southeast to Cotton Plant 28
miles.
(Sf-jit. 27. p. 371 >.
for 60U.UUO

it

.

—

Surveys reported made
St. Lut is, R<xky Mui .ntai.n ft Pacikic.
for building the Cimarron ft Northwestern from Cimarron. N. Mex..
northwest up the Ponil river to Ponil Park. 22 miles. Grading finished on 15 miles, and three miles of track laid. General contract
reported lei to the Whltescarver Construction Company, of Trinidad,
Colo., and sub-contracts to Maney Bros., of Oklahoma City, Okla.

miles to a point near Bl:i< k Springs. Its further extent-ion is not
now contemplated. On (he Springfield Southwestern from Crane,
Mo., to Springfield, regular service was begun last April. Work on
the extension through the city of Springfield Is now in progress.
On the Illinois division second main track has been finished from (May 3. p. 632.)
Saskatoo.n, Saskatciiewax. Peace Riveb ft Dawsox. ApplicaValley Junction south for 8.9 miles, and at the yards at Dupo, 111.,
grading for 38 miles of tracks, culverts, bridging, drainage system, tion will be made at the next session of Parliament for the incorcoaling station, ISstall engine house, power house and employees' poration of this company, which proposes to build a line from Sashotel Is finished, and yard tracks aggregating 21.61 miles have been katoon. Sask., northwest via Langham, Athabasca landing and Peace
Track laying and ballasting is now in progress. On the River Landing in Alberta to the crossing of the Dease river, B. C.
laid.
Wabash Southern, grading, bridging, track laying and some of the about 15 miles west of its outlet Into Laird river, thence by the
ballasting on nine mile.s from Ziegler. III., to Benton is finished. most direct route to Dawson, in Yukon territory. Smith ft Britton.
The Coal Belt Railway lines in Williamson county. 111., to the Car- Confederation Life Building, Ont., are the attorneys.
tersvllle District Coal Company's mines and to the Chicago & Big
South & We.stekx This company, building from Elkhorn. Ky..
Muddy Coal k Coke Company, aggregating 5.01 miles, have been south to Rutherfordtown. N. C, has 75 miles in operation; 7.4 miles
finished and are now in operation. Grading for an extension of
from Dante, Va., south to Fink, and 67.6 miles from Johnson City,
the Coal Belt Electric on Park avenue, Herrin. 111., north 4,935 ft.
Tenn.. south to Altapass. N. C. Contracts are let for 82 miles from
The main Johnson City north to Fink. Va., on the north end. and from Altapass
to a connection with the Herrin Railway is finished.
line of the Herrin & Johnson City from Herrin. HI., to a point near
south to Bostic. 62 miles. An extension is also to be built under
the west limits of Johnson City. 4.5 miles, is finished, and 2.5 miles
the name of the Spartanburg ft Northern, from the southern end.
of side tracks have been laid to the various mines. The Marion
south to Spartanburg, S. C, 40 miles. It is said that the contracle Harrisburg. which diverges from the Coal Belt Electric west of
tors who are most advanced in their work have begun to lay oft
and extending east through the city of Marion, 111.. 1.95 miles, has men. This is being done to allow the contractors who are behind
been finished and is now in operation. The Marlon & Johnson City, with their work
About 10.000 men are at work on
to catch up.
a continuation of the Marion ft Harrisburg. from a point ea.st of the southern line, and about two-thirds will be kept at work.
Marion north 5.87 miles toward Johnson City with connections and (March
15, p. 392.)
yards approximating 6.81 miles to various coal properties. Is finSoiTHKRX Pacific. Twenty-four sidings between Roseville and
ished.
Work Is now under way extending the line to Johnson City.
The Natchez ft Western has been changed to standard gage, the Truckee are being lengthened, so that after this month trains of 45
work of widening embankments and filling and reconstructing instead of 30 cars can be sent across the Sierra Nevada mountains.
These 700-ft. additions to 24 sidings had to be built mostly on mounbridges is now in progress.
tain ledges, an enormously difficult and expensive undertaking. OneNrwT^RT ft SiiEBMAM's V.KUXj. This company, which operates half the sidings are in the 46 miles of snow-sheds which enclose
a S9'mlle line In Pennsylvania, intends to change its track from the road between Blue Canyon and Truckee. The extension of the
narrow to standard gage.
snow-sheds alone required 7,000,000 ft. of lumber. At Summit an
New York. New Ha\e.n ft Haiukokh. Contractors double-track- entirely new track 3.100 ft. in length was put in. The company is
have
received
laying a second main track between Truckee and Winsted, and also
ing the Naugatuck and Highland divisions of this road
between Elvas and Loomls. This work is almost completed, and
orders to ruab the work as fast as possible.
terminal Improvement at Roseville will double the capacity
Oklahoma Centr.u.. This company. It Is said, has finished eight with the
In the new Roseville classification yard 50 miles
of the division.
miles of the extension it is building from Blanchard. Okla.. west
Work is also being pushed on additional
of track will be laid.
(Aug. 9. p. 164.)
to Chlckasha.
roundhouse facilities and repair shops at Roseville.
with
OKijtnoMA. Mexico ft Pacific. Incorporated in Oklahoma
Tacoma-Seattle Short Lixe (Electric). —Incorporated In
$500,000 capital and office at Oklahoma City. The company proWashington with $6,000,000 capital to build an electric line from
poses to build a line from Oklahoma City southwest through OklaTaconia north to Seattle, 30 miles. Most of the right-of-way has
homa, Canadian, Caddo, Washita and Kiowa counties to Hollis, in
been secured, and it is expected to have the line finished early In
Greer county, 200 miles. The estimated cost of the propo.sej line
proiwsed line Is to be six miles shorter than the present
The incorporators Include: J. E. Klrkes, O. S. 1909. The
Is 135,000 a mile.
Interurban line belonging to the Stone & Webster Syndicate of BosRice and T. H. Lindlay, of Oklahoma City; F. D. Kroeger and J. M.
T. Coleman Dupont. President, of Wilmington. Del., and A. C.
ton.
Kroeger, of Guthrie.
Degraw. of New York, represent Eastern financial interests, which
Nokthebn.
this
name
a
company
is
Newport
Under
Omaha,
ft
are back of the project.
reported being organized in South Dakota with $8,000,000 capital
Temiskamixo ft NoRTHERX OxT.^Bio.—This company expects to
to build a line from Omaha. Neb., northwest, traversing the counties
of Douglas, Washington. Dodge, Colfax, Platt, Boone, Wheeler, Holt. finish the branch it is building from Cobalt, Ont., to Kerr Lake, tour

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

in Nebraska, to a point in South Dakota. 250
A. Millar, of Minneapolis, Minn.; 0. W. Boyd, P. M.
Banning, of Chicago, and .M. P. Ooodner, of Pierre, are interested.

Rock and Kcyapaha
miles.

C.

—

PENxsn-VANiA. This company has put in operation its new
yard at PItcalrn. which has a capacity for 3,300 cars.
Pr.'»x.SYT,vAMA R0AD8.
Final iurveys, It li aald, are belne mad*

—

miles, about the first of next month.

Texas MioLAxn.

— See Texas

(March

1.'..

p

;!96.)

Roads.

Texas Ro.vbs.— Plans are being made for building a line from
Ennls, Tex., the southern terminus of the Texas Midland, southwest
This is supposed to be a project ot tbe Texas
to Waco, 75 miles.
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Midland, as D. Quill and W.

J.

Newcom,

of that

company, are

inter-

Vol. XLTII., No.

New York Central & Hudson

River.

—Results

19.

for the last quarter

and for nine months were as follows:

ested.

—

ToPEKA-SouTnwESTER.v. An officer writes that contracts have
been let to the Southwestern Construction Company, of Topeka.
Kan., for building this proposed line from Topeka, Kan., southwest
to Council Grove, with a branch from the main line just w-est of
Topeka north to the Kansas river, 60 miles. There will be a steel
bridge at Dover. Maximum grades will be 1 per cent, and maximum curvature 4 deg. The company has preliminary work under
way for building extensions and branches as follows: From Topeka
north to Willis, 45 miles; from a junction with this north extension at North Topeka east to Leavenworth, 32 miles; from a point
seven miles southwest of Topeka south via Scranton and Lyndon
to Burlington, 60 miles, and from Council Grove, to which the main
line is now being built southwest via Diamond Springs to Marion,
40 miles. W. L. Taylor, President; V. R. Parkhurst, Chief Engineer, Topeka.
(April 5, p. 500.)

—

Uxiojt Central. This company proposes to build a line from
southeast to New Orleans, La., 500 miles (225 miles
275 miles in Louisiana). It is reported that contracts
about Jan. 1. The proposed route is via W'ortham,
Nacogdoches, Tex., and Pickering. La., with a branch
from Wortham, Tex., northeast to Tyler, 90 miles. Surveys on the
main line are under way from Dallas to the Louisiana state line,
and surveys for the branch from Wortham to Tyler have been made.
Grading is finished on the first 20 miles from Wortham. J. A.
Lucas, Edgewood, Tex., is Secretary and Treasurer.
Dallas, Tex.,
in Texas and
are to be let
Palestine and

—

We.st I*e.n-x Railways (Electiuc). Rights-of-way, it is said,
have been secured by this company for a new line from Hunkers,
Pa., west to Scotthaven, 10 miles.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Baltimore & Ohio.

— See

Quarter Ended Sept. 30, 1007.
1907.

Gross earnings
Expenses

—

BosTo.v & Worcester Street. The Massachusetts Railroad Commission has given this company permission to issue $300,000 new
stock to shareholders at par to retire floating debt incurred for
construction, equipment and the purchase of property. The company had asked permission to issue $500,000 new stock.

—

Chicago, Burlington & Qrixcv. According to a press despatch, this
company has taken over the operation of the Great Northern's
line from Sioux City, Iowa, to O'Neill, Neb.. 130 miles. The Burlington controls all the other Hill mileage in Nebraska.

Inc. $1,001,267

Inc. $1,955,041

$5,134,376
2,679,480

Inc. $1,596,084
"
814..507

per cent)

(I'^j

Surplus

Mnc
Cross Piirnlngs
Expenses

"

953.774

"

$2,454,896
ilonths Ended, Scpt^ 30, 1907.
$74,000,025
>
55,980.150

358,957

$781,577

Inc.

Inc. $6,338.4:^1

.

"

7,910,094

Net earnings
Other Income

$18,020,475
7.434.637

Dec. $1,571,663
Inc. 2,619,615

Gross income

$25,455,112
17,373,369

Inc. $1,047,052

First charges and taxes

Available tor dividend
Dividends (4 Vj per cent.)

Surplus

Si43.303

New York

Central Lines.
ber were as follows:

1907.
$9,035,991
4.0.82.327

498,825
256,667
882,117
2.553,788
2,461.252
271.753
94.310

Chicago. Indiana & Southern
New York. Chicago & St. Louis

MichiganCentr.il

&

St.

$250,483

Inc.

2,443.522

•'

Dec. $2,193,039

— Gross earnings for the month of Septem-

New York Cenlrnl & Hudson River
Lake Shore & .Michigan Southern
Lake Krie & Western

Cleve.. Cin.. Chic.

797.460

"

$8,081,743
8.038,440

Louis

Peoria & Kastern
Cincinnati Northern
Pittsburgh & Lake Krie
Kut land

1.407.3.J9

314.342

Change

,

Inc.
"
"

"
"

"
"

Dec.
Inc.
"

>

$605,754
312.481
33.118
55,430
69.655
276,574
234.^36
10.2.S8

4.709
209.528
40.727

—

New

Chicago Terminal Transfer.

$8,490,093
2.523.560

$11,013,653
5,879,277

.\vallable for dividend

Uividcnd

,

Inc. $2.286,7(il
"
1,285,494

Net earnings
Other income
(iniss income
Klist charges and taxes

Change

,

$27,069,728
18,579,635

York. New HA^•EN & Hartford. At a meeting of the shareholders, held last week, the directors were authorized to either
issue $35,469,500 new stock to be offered to stockholders at $125
at the rate of one new share for every four shares already held,
or instead to issue $43,121,200 new stock to be offered to stockholders at par at the rate of one new share for every three
shares held. The first plan was the one originally proposed

The proceeds of the new
the meeting was first called.
stock are to be used for finishing the six-tracking of the Harlem
River branch, the improvements at the New Haven cut and at
Providence, R. I., and also to pay for new equipment costing
$18,000,000 ordered some time ago. It is said that part will be
used to retire $8,500,000 debenture bonds.

when

—

—

Chicago Terminal Tran.sfer. The minority stockholders' protec- Oregon Short Line. See Union Pacific.
tive committee, which represents 38 per cent, of the preferred
stock and 14 per cent, of the common stock of the Chicago Pennsylvania. President McCrea announced last week that, because of the unsatisfactory outlook for raising new capital in
Terminal Transfer, has sent out a circular letter announcing
1908. the company would not begin any new work except when
that the Baltimore & Ohio has suggested that the stock deabsolutely necessary for handling traffic. Work on the New
posited in accordance with the offer of the last named comYorlc tunnels and terminals would not, therefore, be pushed
pany to buy it at $25 a share, be left on deposit until Deas rapidly as heretofore and their completion will probably
cember 31. This is because it is not considered advisable for
be six months later than has been expected.
the Baltimore & Ohio to make the purchase under present
market conditions.
Pere Marquette. The meeting held on October 28 to approve the
reorganization plan was adjourned without final action because
Ci^cis:fATi, Hamilton & Dayton. See Pere Marquette.
the committee representing the holders of $8,500,000 C, H. & D.
Georgia Coast & PiEn.MONT. The Georgia Railroad Commission has
refunding 4 per cent, bonds protested against the plan. These
given this company permission to issue $2,700,000 of its
bonds were given to the present holders in exchange for
$3,500,000 authorized consolidated mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of
$11,000,000 Pere Marquette common stock which is deposited as
1947. The proceeds are to retire $1,000,000 authorized first mortcollateral for the bonds, and the committee objected to the voting
gage bonds, $550,000 for construction and acquiring additional
of this stock in favor of the reorganization plan, on the ground
mileage and the remainder for equipment, terminals at Brunsthat this plan, which provides for the issue of two classes of prewick and to pay other indebtedness.
The road runs from
ferred stock, would hurt the holders of the common stock.
Darlen, Ga., to a connection with the Seaboard Air Line at
Rutland Rah.roah. At the annual meeting the minority stockholdCollins, Ga., and Is projected to Brunswick, 15 miles.
ers' committee voted 22,82G shares of 7 per cent, preferred stock
Great Nortiiebjt. See Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy.
out of the total. of G9.T.10 shares voted. The Directors passed a

—

—

—

—

—

—

METBOPf>LiTAN STREET

RAILWAY.— See Third Avenue Railroad

(Elec-

tric).

Mr.xicAx Cestral.— See National of Mexico.
St. Paul & Saii.t Ste. Marie.— It is said that the
stockholders have so far subscribed to three-quarters of the
additional stock of this company, and that the C;inadlan Pacific
will take whatever stock Is not subscribed to by other stock-

MiN.NE.\poLi.<«,

The new Issues consist of $1,400,000 preferred and
common. One share of new preferred and two of
new common are offered to holders of each 15 shares of either
holders.
$2,800,000

class of old stock.

National Lines of MExiro.— The attorney who represents the Mexican Government In the proposed merger of the National of Mexico and the Mexican Central la quoted as saying that no further
steps can be taken at present because the bankers who were
to underwrite the proposed bond Issue cannot do so at present.
(July

12,

p.

54.)

resolution to take up the question of accumulated dividends on
the preferred stock, which now amount to 171 '-j per cent.
In
1900 and 1907 l'^ per cent, annually was paid. (Nov. 16, 1906,
p. 138.)

—

Southern Pacific. See Union Pacific.
Third Avenue Raiiroad (Electric). The quarterly dividend

—

of 1\C,
$15,995,800 outstanding stock of the Third
Is the rental paid by the lessee, the
Metropolitan Street Railway, has been defaulted by order of the
receivers of the last-named company. The Third Avenue was
leased to the Metropolitan In 1900 for 999 years, and the lease
provides that .six months after a dividend default the property
shall be returned to Its stockholders.

per cent,

Avenue

on

the

Rallroa<l,

Union Pacific.

which

—

The lines of this company from Green river, Wye,
Ogden. Utah, will hereafter be operated by the Union Pacific,
and the Southern Pacific lines between Ogden, Utah, and Sparks.
to

Nev.,

will

be operated by the Sotithern

Oregon Short Line has operated these

Pacific.

lines.

Hitherto the
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next three years, this is only $1.90 per ton more for rails and $1.43
more for ties than in 1904, which is not nearly so much as the increase in wages and raw materials. It has sold 20.000 tons to Japan
and 16,000 to Holland at prices higher than the above. Meanwhile
rails cost $32.50 lo $33 per ton in England; the Belgian State Railroads rc( ently contracted to pay $31.19 to Belgian works; and the Austrian Slate Railroads are paying the Austrian works $36.82 per ton.

These parlous times in railroad financing bring in some singular situations one of them jusl revealed In the case of tho- New
York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad. That corporation's board
of directors some months ago voted to issue about $35,000,000 of
new stock at $125 a share to its shareholders and It.'i convertible
debenture holders, subject lo ratification of the plan by the stock-

—

holders at the annual meeting on Oct. 30, 1907; and that recommendation, usually In such cases final, definite and antedating a
On
fact, was published In the annual report of tbe corporation.
the strength of II a considerable number of shareholders solil their
new slm-k rights to be delivered "when, as and if issued." Suddenly
during the panic period the stock fell to a point which made the
issue Inadvisable and It has been shifted by the directorate into
an Issue of $10,000,000 new 6 per cent, convertible debentures put
out at par. Where docs such a change leave the original "personal" lontracts in which, say, A sold his rights to 11 a broker,
and B sold the same rights to C, a customer. Tbe New Haven company is obviously not responsible legally, whether or not, morally, as
It merely made a recommendation which the stockholders might or
might not approve, though In fact they did so and gave the directors
permission to issue, should they see fit, an even larger numberof shares
than had been recommended. But how stand legally the private
contracts of A, B and C. the interests of whom vary according as
the market values of the rights may be higher or lower? Are the
contracts vitiated by the change of the stock Issue to a debenture
Issue? Are the contracts at the contractors' risks and, if so, what
are the legal scope and limitations of those risks? And would
the couits decide such contracts a mere "gamble" and therefore

OOX
OOS.
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604
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to maintain monopoly prices, says that while it has concluded
contracts with the State Railroads to supply rails at 120 marks per
kllometric ton ($29.05 per 2 240 lbs.) and ties at 111 marks, for the

•©*

Trade Catalogues

l.<K-<)motlve

power

:

Car Building

:

The Stahlwerks-Verbanti, the association which Axes prices and
controls the sale of about 95 per cent, of the product of the steel works
In Germany, In answer, apparently, to charges that it is using Its

SEX^TION

606.
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few cases nowadays "rights" are, as one may say,
and by contracts based on good faith
and resting on official announcement. The legal status of contracts
of the sort as fixed by an authoritative flnding of the courts would
have a moral as well as a material significance.
invalid?

In not a

sold under similar conditions

The

railroad

superintendent must see that the discipline

or

well maintained, in spite of anything or everything
tending to impair it, instead of asking that signals or signal practices or rules be so designed or arranged as to make discipline
This would seem to be the lesson of the increasing use of
easy.

enginemen

is

overlaps and automatic stops. One time-honored argument against
these two adjuncts is that they make an engineman less watchful
of the visual signals because th€y assure him that watchfulness is
unnecessary (as with an automatic stop) or less necessary (as witli
the overlap). To tell him to stop at a place where he knows that
there will be no danger in keeping on is like crying "wolf"
no wolf is near, which puts in contempt the one who cries.
whatever there may be In our theories, practice is changing.

New York Central has had 800-ft.
New York City, for over four

overlaps

in

its

when
But

Th»

Park avenue

has now established
longer ones throughout its electric zone, 10 or 12 miles of very
busy four-track railroad, which will be increased to three times that
The New York subway has bad automatic stops in use
mileage.
tor three years, and the officers believe them to be a useful, important and satisfactory safeguard. The same arrangement is in use on
the Boston Elevated, and has been installed on the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit lines. The Philadelphia & Western has tbe overlap,
with signal arrangements similar to those on the New York Central
tunnel.

years.

It

and the railroad under the Hudson River, between
Jersey City and New York, to be opened within a month or twc
Many roads whose lines are
will have a similar arrangement.
neither elevated nor underground seem to be showing increased
favor to new devices, such as torpedo machines, cab signals and
automatic stops, although, according to the theory, the use of such
things must result in weakening discipline, .^ntl the roads tbu.s encourage inventors, while yet the inventors' devices are designed and
operated according to the objectionable plan of acting to indicate
just mentioned;

and remaining inactive to indicate proceed. The only thing to
under these new conditions, of course. Is to see that enginemen

stop,
do,

do stop at stop signals. Theirs not to reason why. Surprise checkSurprise checking seems to be becoming more
ing will do It.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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some of the roads on which it is practised allow their
If those
press agents to use the records as an advertising text.
roads need it to prevent collisions, roads with overlaps would seem
to need it to restore to their discipline the vigor which the overlaps
have taken out of it. Possibly we may wake up some morning and
It is tnie that the motive for introfind our discipline reformed.
ducing the overlap has been the same as that which has retained
general, and

the flagman and his torpedoes; and that in thus continuing to sit
on two stools, we must look sharp that we do not fall to the ground.
There remains, however, this important difference, that with the
overlap we have a stool which can be watched and can be rationally
managed. The flagman, however, defies all discipline, and the flagging rules not only defy systematic treatment, but are absolutely
inconsistent with the short time interval which is necessary to the
economical use of a railroad which carries a large passenger trafiic.

WHEEL PRESSURES ON CURVES.
In

the

Kailioad

Gazette. Sept. 20. 1907. George

L.

Fowler

re-

ported the results of some tests made with a special track dynamomwhich registered the actual pressures against the outside rail
exerted by the flanges of the wheels of a consolidation locomotive
when running around a i^'^ deg. curve. Through the courtesy of
the Schoen Steel Wheel Co. we reprint elsewhere in this issue a chapeter

from a forthcoming book by Mr. Fowler, which gives an account
made with this instrument
to determine primarily the lateral thrusts exerted by the wheels
under loaded cars. The experiments were made as nearly as possible
under ordinary running conditions and covered a fairly wide range
They were not carried far enough to obtain
of moderate speeds.
complete data from which a general formula could be derived which
would take into account weight, wheel base, speed, curvature and
Nevertheless interesting conclusions have beeri
superelevation.
drawn as to the effect of some of these factors, which seem to be
supported by the records of the dynamometer.
ter

of the complete series of experiments

The commonly accepted theory of the relative pressures exerted by the four outside wheels of a double truck car is corroborated
by the average pressures recorded at all speeds. The front wheel
of the first truck exerts the greatest pressure; the front wheel of
the "second truck is next in order, followed by the rear wheel of
the first truck and the rear wheel of the second truck. The front
truck exerts approximately 60 per cent, of the pressure required to
turn the car around the curve. There are, of course, wide variations
in the pressures, but in general when either wheel on a truck exerts

an excessively high pressure, the other wheel exerts a

cor-

respondir.gly lower pressure.
effect of speed is given by the tentative formula T = 333V
but this holds good only between 7 and 16 miles an hour,
where a series of nine records lie in approximately a straight line.
Inasmuch as these records represent less than 30 per cent, of the
total, not much reliance can be placed on an equation derived from
them. The fact that the thrust varies directly with the speed and
not with the square of the speed is explained by the fact that the
curve was super-elevated for a speed of 36 miles an hour and hence
at the low speeds at which the pressures were recorded, centrifugal
The force
force was more than balanced by the super-elevation.
required to deflect the car from a tangent in rounding the curve
varies directly as the rate of deflection or, in other words, as the
velocity, and it Is this force which is exerted between the wheels
and rail. However much the exact form of the equation given is
criticized. It must be remembered that It gives values which are

The

— 800,

conservatively low and on the safe side for comparing the relative
factors of safety of wheels.
The relation of weight to thrust cannot be worked out from the

data at hand because all of the experiments were made with one
weight of car. It is probable, however, that the thrust varies directly as the weight, if It Is true that the only forces acting are
those tending to deflect the car from the tangent. Similarly, the
thrust would probably vary inversely as the radius of curvature at
It Is evispeerls below that for which the outer rail was elevated.
dent that only a long and complete series of experiments would
between
all
these
factors,
If
such a
exact
relation
of
establish the
relation exists. The effects of Impact and other forces due to slight
variations or Imperfections of the cars and track may be so great
to prevent the formulating of a* general equation which would be
anything more than a rough approximation.
As a re.'iult of his experiments. Mr. Fowler estimates the maximum laferal thrust of car wheels in ordinary service to be 30,000

U
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45 miles an hour. The tests of breaking strength of cast iron
wheel flanges, made in 1905 by Prof. Goss, gave a minimum of 47,750 lbs., a maximum of 109,900 lbs., and an aver-age of SO, 440 lbs.
This would indicate an average factor of safety of 2.5 and a minimum of 1.5 for new wheels. Wear and brake-shoe heating would
undoubtedly reduce these values, possibly as much as 25 per cent.
It i.s not to be wondered at, in view of these facts, that flange breakago.s under high capacity cars have been so frequent.
lbs. at

MAINTAINING LOCOMOTIVE POWER BY
EFFICIENCY

A

STANDARD OF

A method designed to systematize and regulate the shopping of
locomotives in order to maintain a certain standard condition of
power is described elsewhere in this issue. Entii'e novelty is not
claimed for the ideas set forth, although certain features, including
the plan for recording graphically the condition of power, as illustrated in two of the figures shown, are new so far as we know.
Neither are radical or revolutionary results, evidenced by an Immediate marked improvement in the condition of power, expected
It is being introduced gradto follow its application to a division.
ually on the road with which the author of the article is connected,
the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, without any desire to upset suddenly the existing order of things, it being considered that the
fact that the divisions to which it has been applied know they are
under this constant surveillance and that careful comparative graphical records are being kept at headquarters, is of itself a sufficient
advantage to make it worth while, as they are thus spurred to
make as good a showing as possible.
Establishing a standard, as described, places the condition of
power on an efficiency basis; the average of all of the engines on
a division must therefore be 100. If it is less than this they are
dropping back, while if it exceeds this they are in highly satisfactory condition. It follows then that in order to maintain the
standard, a certain percentage of the engines must be shopped each
month. The article explains how this percentage is determined,
the resulting figure being the "standard per cent, to be overhauled"
forming part of the graphical record of condition of power accom-

panying the

article.

The limit for light repairs is $500; therefore if the cost of
work on an engine exceeds this amount, the engine loses its mileage and must start afresh. Naturally, where the figure for cost
of work runs close to this dividing line, the master mechanic will
try to keep under the limit in order to save his mileage. Some
juggling of figures will doubtless result in such instances, but
granted that it does, it is regarded as a hopeful feature rather than
the reverse, indicating a striving after a good record.
As an educational feature, and for application where conditions
warrant, the general scheme has much to commend. The practical
motive power man might object that the life insurance comparison
used in the article is hardly a true one from the power standpoint,
since the latter must include, not "selected risks," but all locomotives which happen to fall to the lot of a division, regardless of
age, inherent weaknesses and other physical disabilities; therefore,
that the matter of average condition of such a group of engines and
the laws for its care are hardly susceptible of the exact mathematical treatment of life insurance, claimed near the end of the
article.
But it must be borne in mind that the outline given is
made up In part of theoretical considerations and must be examined
from this standpoint. Of course, all sorts of complicating factors
can be enumerated which will militate against the practical application of any scheme having in view the objects of this one.
Conditions are seldom If ever the same on any two roads, and are constantly changing on every road. Influenced by traffic fluctuations,
labor conditions, changes of policy, and other such forceful elements.
Transferring locomotives between (livi.«ions is another disturbing factor, especially where the operating conditions differ greatly.
The two divisions may be totally unlike. One may be single track,
on which a freight engine starts and stops its train 20 or 30 times
in a trip, while the other may be double track, and engines of the
same class and In the same service will stop only for water and
make the same mileage In one-half the time. There is no reason,
however, why the plan cannot be adjusted to suit such conditions.
The system Is capable of being extended In a number of ways.
One, which has been partially worked out in theory, is the adjustment of repair activity to traffic needs. To do this the periods of
light and heavy tonnage on each division must be studied.
By
plotting these for a series of years it l.f possible to say well In
advance, in a general way, when the engines on a particular division

Novemuui
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heavy service. In preparation for tbli Uemand
the condition of power would need to be brought above atandard,
tliat during the period of heavy movement It would not fall too
far below the normal level, and a balance thus be maintained.
be

will

De«<l«'il

for

o

ent

known way

Improving quality, nevertheleM thU received final support la
the committee of nine from the repreaenlatlve* of the Pennsylvanl*
and the Southern Pacific only. This Is. however, a time for susof

pending Judgment.

SOME PROGRESS TOWARD GETTING BETTER

of exports of the hlKhe.st standlnR.

Although It comes as a severe disappointment to those who
hoped for an Immediate reformation of thorouRhly bad practice In
making rails (hat break and wear out too soon, nevertheless the
committee has accomplished much In having agreed among themselves, and having secured assurance of acceptance by the rail
makers, on nearly all the propositions involved In making safe rails.
if the railroads will Insist on observance of these agreed clauses
In the speclflcations in their rail

and some mo.ney.

orders for

They have a

IDti.s.

it

will save

som

>

lequlrlng that the
Ingots be kept vertical until solidified: that no bled ingots be used:
that "at the final pass the temperature of the rail will not exceed
that which requires a shrinkage allowance at the hot saws, for a
lives

basis for

33ft. rail of 100-lb. section, of 6V,« in., and '/„ l.i. less for each 5-lb.
decrease of section": that the drop tests (a 2,000-lb. weight dropped
22 ft. on a 100-lb. rail) shall be made on a sample from each blow
of steel: that the process of hot straightening shall leave the rails
substantially straight: and that the facilities for the inspectors shall
be such as to secure good product.
The recommended adoption of two standard sections, instead
of one. for service under differing conditions is a result of the

The redistribution of the metal in the head
make a nearly balanced rail, and the reformation

highest Importance.

and base so as

to

of the base so as to reduce the strains developed in cooling, will
meet the approval alike of the makers and the users. With these
practicable sections, with Intpection fully as thorough as can be ex-

pressed in words, with competent inspectors and plenty of them, so
that the processes can be watched from beginning to end, and witli
the specified tests rigidly adhered to, good rails can be got by those
It would be well,
railroads who can afford to refuse to be baffled.
too, to mark the rails in such a way that each rail can be identified
In

relation to its place In the ingot.

are two plain results so far secured from the agitation
work done by the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the Maintenance of Way Association, the Society for
Testing Materials and the American Railway Association: The
absolute necessity for better rails is recognized by all. and the chief
T.'>ere

of the subject and the

executive officers of the railroads and the rail mills are now in
closer touch than they ever have been, and they will do their utmost
to secure sound material.
It is now to be expected that those who
buy and those who sell, realizing that a great responsibility rests
on them, will treat the subject in a dignified but very thorough
fashlod.

Mr. Kruttschnitt's
Concerning the percentage of phosphorus:
supplementary report is so clear that it is a great pity that a conprevents
Association
Railway
struction of the rules of the American
He admits the claim of the manuIts publication In these columns.
facturers that there is not enough American ore of such composition as to supply all American railroads with rails with a maximum
of .08."> phosphorus, but .shows that the manufacturers are now filling
Canadian and foreign orders from thi.s best quality on-. He justly
demands that the manufacturers use this best quality ore. as far
as it will go. In supplying American railroads.
The 'mportant speclflfation for a fixed percentage of discard
from the ingot is far from acceptance. It has been shown by reports
and photographs of broken rail?, to be the overwhelmingly important, specification

in

the present state of the art of

making

ingots.

and are technically right In
saying that this is a crude and wasteful way of attempting to corAlthough it cannot be denied that a fixed minimum
rect an evil.
cut of the Inferior metal from the top of the ingot Is the only pres-

The manufacturers firmly oppose

it.

to

employ th«

better solution

than an arbitrary rule for tbl* one ipeclHcatlon.

—

number

The committee Is authorized
and we may hope for some

be«t talent In the world,

RAILS

At the October meeting of the American Kaltwav AxHoclatlon
the rail romnilttre reported unanimity on all excrpt two polntjt In
the propoHed ii|H-cinratlonM.
Hut the.se except Ions— the |>ercentaKe
of phuMphoru.s and the perrenluKe of discard are of hiKh Importance, and two member*. Mr. i8aai.«, of the Southern Pucinr, a d
Mr. Ulchurd:*. of the Pennsylvania, submitted minority reports. BecauMe of these dlfferenceji of opinion the report was not received for
dIscuMlon by the association, but was returned to the rail committee with Instructions to continue Its work, with authority to
make 8U( h expenditure aa may be required to secure the asslstrince
of a
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(after complying with all th« other speclDcatlona)

i-'urther

dlscuMlon of this subject

Is

Invited.

The fine of 125.000, wblth was lmpose<i on the Michigan Ceulr»l
at Toronto, Ont., recently for criminal negligence in connection with
an explosion of dynamite In a freight car, Icilling two persons and
Injuring many, was based on circumstances which the judge declared

made his "blood run cold." A car containing boxes of the explosive,
also other freight, was so roughly hanrlled that some of the boxea
of dynamite shifted in their places and were found on edge.
B»sides this, the liquid explosive leaked from the boxes and ran from
the floor to the ground, so that while the car was being switched
crackling noises were heard. This condition lasted a day or more
while the c^r was moved In two different local freight trains. Even
when the conductor finally righted the boxes he did not wash the
floor or the running gear on which the liquid had leaked.
A suitable placard was tacked to the outside of the car, and this was considered by the Railway Commission a (ompllance with the law,
or at least enough of a compliance so that the commission declined
to prosecute the road: but the court (Mr. Justice Riddell) holds
that the company was grossly negligent In not instructing its trainmen or taking the special care which was obviously necessary in
handling explosives. A common carrier need not accept explosive^
but if it does accept them it must take all necessary precautions.
A grand Jury had exonerated the trainmen, but the judge says that
the question of the guilt of those men is not before him in the
present case. The railroad company pleaded guilty. It was claimed
that the explosive had not been correctly described by the shipper,
but the judge does not accept that as an excuse. He deplored the
lack of a public officer to watch for such offenses against the law,
the evidence convincing him that the bad practice here shown had
been of long standing. The amount of the fine was flxed (apparently smaller than otherwise it would have been) after the road
had stated that it would have to pay at least $13,700 in damages,
besides settling with other parties who are asking for $50,000.
Justice Riddell finds that no officer or employee of the road (except
the trainmen, whose chief fault is ignorance) is within the jurisIf any such officer or employee could be found
diction of the court.
he would recommend his indictment.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has rescinded an order,
issued by it early in September, requiring the Marathon County
Railroad, owned by the R. Connor Company, lumbermen, to provide
weekly passenger service. The report of the railroad for the period
of September 5 to October 22 showed that the entire passenger
revenue was fl.lO. Trips were made on Tuesdays of each week.
The cost of each trip, including only the wages of the trainmen and
the fuel, was $4 for each trip. The road charged 2 cents a mile,
although not required to do so under the Wisconsin 2-cent fare law,
which applies only to roads earning more than $5,000 a year. The
Wisconsin commissioners seem to lean toward conservatism. Why
didn't they order two trains to be run daily each way, so as to
"develop" traffic?

Kansas City Southern.
The Kansas City Southern has had a memorable year. The
twelve months ended June 30, 190". covered a period In which the
road not only found itself and secured the most favorable results
history, but in which the Kansas City Southern led
its
the other railroads of the country in its gains in operating results.
This last comparison, of course, is not altogether a fair one, for
no large well equipped system had the same opportunity to progress.
Two years ago the Kansas City Southern, cheaply built to begin
with, had been allowed to run down and rust out. The independent
management which took hold In May. 190,">. began at once to improve and rehabilitate. These improvements began to show their
This was one reason for the favorable
effect during the past year.
results. Another was the great prosperity of the Southwest, through
runs following roughly the boundary
which
road
the
the heart of
lines between Kansas and Missouri. Indian Territory and Arkansas,
and Texas and Louisiana. A third influenoe. perhaps most important of all. though not so obvious, was the election in June,
His
1906, of L. F. Loree as chairman of the executive committee.
wide experience In railroad operation was actively used In meeting
the problems of the Kansas City Southern.
The road's gross earnings for the year were 20 per cent. larger
than those of 1906, yet operating expenses decreased 3 per cent
As a result, net earnings were $3,700,000. against $2,000,000 in 1906,
In
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an Increase

of 83 per cent. Fixed charges were 20 per cent, greater
as a result of the larger amount of 5 per cent, negotiable gold
notes outstanding, leaving a net income of $2,450,000. against
1930.000 in 1906, an increase of 163 per cent. The most remark-

able feature of this showing is that in a year when railroad expenses generally grew almost as fast or faster than gross earnings,
the Kansas City Southern's operating ratio dropped from 73.10 to
58.78 per cent.
The traffic of the road is largely made up of forest, agricultural
and mineral products, which move in large quantities in full carloads but at low rates. The largest single article of traffic Is
lumber, which comes from great tracts of southern pine timber
which it is estimated will last for a generation. Large bodies of
hard wood timber are also now just beginning to be developed.
The next most important traffic group is agricultural products.
Yet south of the Missouri state line, only about 18 per cent, of the
land tributary to the road is under cultivation. The lands in Indian
Territory and in Kansas are rapidly filling with new settlers and
will soon be made much more productive.
The principal agricultural tonnage, however, must always come from Kansas City and
Its tributary agricultural territory.
Kansas City is the second primary grain market of the United States. In 1905, of the 358,000,000
bushels of grain produced in its territory, over 66,000,000 bushels
centered on Kansas City for trans-shipment. This is the region
to which the advantages of the Gulf ports for export over the Atlantic seaboard harbors are greatest.
The southbound grain movement from this section is constantly growing and is likely to
receive still greater impetus when the Panama canal is built.
This traffic is at the moment especially valuable to the Kansas
City Southern because it tends to balance its traffic. The principal
traffic movement has been the lumber tonnage from the southern
and central parts of the line, north to the Kansas City gateway.
Much of this in the past has been unbalanced traffic resulting
in a large southbound empty car movement.
The southbound grain
movement is highly competitive but, nevertheless, because it is

southbound traffic, is especially profitable. When it grows so much
that it becomes necessary to load more cars south than north, the
margin of profit will be greatly reduced. If it should grow still
further so as to necessitate a considerable northtwund empty car
movement, the profit may be entirely wiped out.
Coal is the third most important article of traffic, though the
Kansas City Southern's possibilities of mineral tonnage are, as
yet, little developed.
The district bounded by the Mississippi river,
the Gulf, the Rocky mountains and Canada, is an area 900 miles
wide and 1,300 miles long, approximately equal, excluding Russia,
Norway and Sweden, to continental Europe. There are in it only
three fields of commercial coal. Of these, the Indian TerritoryArkansas field is the most important. The Kansas-Missouri field
comes second and the Missouri-Iowa field third. The first is about
30,000 square miles and the second 20,000 square miles in area.
The Kansas City Southern crosses both of these two principal coal
fields, but for a number of reasons, principally for lack of branch
lines, this traffic has not been developed.
Coal furnishes only about
18 per cent, of the Kansas City Southern's total tonnage while
on comparable railroads it makes up from 40 to 50 per cent. The
road's share in this business is so small that in 1906 it carried
3.2 per cent, of the total output of these two most important
fields.
Besides these three principal sources of low grade traffic
there are the zinc mines in the Joplin district of Missouri and
the Pittsburg district of Kansas, the oil fields in southern Kansas

only

and Indian Territory which are now being rapidly developed, and
many stone and slate quarries.
These are the principal traffic resources of the railroad. The
profits which It can gain from the rich resources of its territory
depend on the extent to which it Is able to rise to Its opportunilies.
The Kansas City Southern is to-day one of the most striking examples of a railroad which could make money by spending money.
It Is probable that it could profitably use from
$10,000,000 to
$25,000,000, or from about one-ninth to one-fourth of the sum at
which all Its properties are carried on Its combined balance sheet,
In betterments. Improvements and extensions.
With funds to that
extent at Its command, a sweeping campaign of Improvement could
be applied to the whole property, the rich sources of its local territory protected by building branch lines, and an extension to New
Orleans, already surveyed, carried out. Barring a severe Industrial
depression In the Southwest, every one of these expenditures would
not only pay a reasonable return on their cost, but would earn
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advances to Port Arthur Canal & Dock Company for improvements.
Including the $294,000 notes unissued which will net $270,950, the
unexpended balance of about $500,000 of the net proceeds earlier
received, and the sum of $263,115 which is the unexpended balance
from track and bridge materials taken out of service in the
course of improvements and available as a fund for further improvements, the Kansas City Southern had on June 30. 1907, $766,000
still
available as an improvement fund.
There was required
$1,780,000 to finish the authorized improvements not completed on
that date. It will therefore be necessary to provide $1,014,000 from
surplus earnings from operation. This is to he and can be done.
Thus, it is within the power of the road to carry out the first and
most important section of the improvement expenditures. This
definite statement of the sources of the funds for improvements
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Kansas City Southern.
and their

applicalioii inl'ornis the slocUhohlcr of exactly what has
taken place in this most vital and at the same time uncertain department of a railroad's finances instead of giving him Incomplete
figures or no figures at all.
It takes him into the confidence of
the management Instead of making it difficult or Impossible tor

profits beside."!.

him

In the present state of the Investment market It Is out of the
question to secure any such sums. Neverthele.sa, the company was
fortunate In getting enough money to provide for considerable Improvements before railroad securities became unsalable. On April
2, 1906. an issue of $.5,100,000, slx-yenr 5 per cent, notes was underwritten.
On .Tune 30. 1907. $4,806,000 of these were outstanding,
from which the Kansas City Southern had received $4,443,612 as
net proceeds. Of this sum $3,049,537 had been spent; $3,400,000
for general Improvements, the rest for equipment, real e.stnte and

The Improvements now authorized when finished will not make
the Kansas City Southern an efficient operating property. They
are made up mostly of Improvements to freight stations, new sidings, reconstruction of bridges, ballasting, widening embankments
and terminal beltermonts. The next vital need of the road Is for
grade reduction. The work of Investigating such possibilities was
vigorously carried on during the year. Thorough examination of
the whole territory from Kansas City to the Gulf was made both
by reconnolssance and by Instrument surveys. It was found that

to

know

the facts.
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the 433 mile* from

Kansu Cltr to DeQuMn. Ark..
Ourk mountains, can b« re-

at tb« aouthern foot o( the
to a maximum of one-half or
U«gueen to Hort Arthur. Tei

most aa much actual Improvement o( the line. The unit maintanance charge* for the two ycAra were aa (oUowa:

ow

p«r cent, and no lower.
From
353 mile*. It la feaalble to
reduce the gradea to thretr-irotba of one per cent. With the ex
latlDK volume of traffic, however. It iji for the preaent preferable
to plan for a revlalon on the same baaU aii on the northern end
of the line.
At preaent the ruad has Kradea of 1 per cent, or
•teeper on every operatInK division
A» a reault. train operation
la moat coatly. particularly because moat of the bualness. aa already
deicrlbed. Is low-grade heavy trafHc.
Grade reduction la vitally
Important both for this reaaon and because of the highly competitive nature of the aouthbound grain traffic from Kansas City to
the tJulf.
When the line bettermeuLs which are planned are carried out. the expenses of moving the traffic are to be cut In half
and the export grain business, now profltable, will come to be a
source of much larger proflt.
The Kansas City Southern Is considerably shorter from Kansas
City to tidewater than any other railroad under single ownership,
and President Edson states that the changing rate conditions, due to
legislation and commercial activity, are giving the factor of relative
distance more value than heretofore. If the Kansas City Southern can
add to Its advantage In distance over its competitors, an advantage In
grades. Its command over the export grain traffic, potentially enormous In volume, will be greatly strengthened. While it Is not
possible for the company to begin ai once all of the grade Improvement, arrangements haxe been made to begin this work on
the heavy mountain division of the road between Spiro. Ind. T..
and Shreveport. La. This Is a territory where the traffic is heaviest
and growing most rapidly. This stretch when improved will give
a low-grade line for the development of the .-Vrkansas-lndian Territory coal field, and will also greatly reduce the cost of operation.
The next work of this sort which Is likely to be undertaken,
but which as yet is not authorized or arranged for. Is a change
of Hoe for 41 miles in the neighborhood of Fort Smith, .\rk. The
Importance of this place as the commercial center of the middle
Arkansas valley its situation in the coal and natural gas fields and
Its rapid growth In population and manufactures, are all arguments
for putting it on the main line of the Kansas City Southern.
This can be done by building a new line from Stilwell. Ind. T., to
Fort Smith, and using the branch from Fort Smith to Spiro to complete the new line, which would be 40.79 miles long. 2.55 miles
longer than the present line. In case this were done the old line
between Stilwell and Spiro would be abandoned as a through line.
The necessity of carrying out these various betterments of the
operated line arises from the character of the Kansas City Southern
as a trunk line from the grain producing states to the gulf of
Mexico. The road lies surrounded by powerful neighbors and competitors, aggressive in their development.
Its profitable future depends on so Improving its facilities as to put it in a commanding
position for inviting business and economically handling it.
It is fair to attribute the splendid showing of the road during
the past year largely to the management. Mr. Loree and President
Edson have a record of which they may well be proud. The railroad improved not only in earnings, but in operating efficiency.
The most obvious way to Increase the efficiency of operation was
by reducing grades and curvature but as this relief was not at
hand, other means were used. Largely as a result of the weak
position which the road occupied in competitive traffic, shippers
had been allowed to be slow in handling their cars. This general
laxity had a serious effect on the operation of the road, for largely
on account of It the average car movement in the first halt of
1906 was about 20 miles a day. As a result, freight moved slowly
and the road was handicapped as against other railroads. During
the last fiscal year more prompt handling by shippers was Insisted
on.
As an Immediate result the average car movement was increased in three months to 34 miles a day. The resulting quicker
movement of freight attracted southbound traffic. This was the
traffic which was especially valuable on account of the back haul.
The Increase in the revenue tralnload from 289 tons to 332 tons,
or 15 per cent., came as a result not of using heavier power, but
of filling out the southbound trains. The same cause Is largely
responsible for the increase in the revenue carload from 14 tons
to over 15 tons and in making 120.000.000 more ton-miles with a
decrease of 22.000 train-miles. Conducting transportation Increased
only ^31.000 not because the Kansas City Southern did not have
to pay larger prices for Its materials and labor, but because of these
operating economies.
There was a decrease of $160,000 in cost of maintenance of
way and of $76,000 In maintenance of equipment, but both of these
expenditures are to be compared with a year whose expenses InFurthermore, as
cluded large amounts spent for rehabilitation.
a result of the "bonus" system adopted In the maintenance of way
department, which was described in the Railroad Gazette of August
2. 1907. in an article describing in detail the methods employed
by the management to bring about the results of the year, it Is
probable that the lower maintenance of way figure represents al-
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repairs tKimi too small for a
of miitrial:; incrcajted but there Is do doubt that
the freight cars are generally In good shape, which is quite tba
opposite of their condition on June 30, IdOS.
No table of commodities carried Is Included In the report probably because In the case of this road such Information would b*
of great value to competitors.
It Is, therefore, not possible to
analyze the traffic except by the three large groups already de»;

.:

scribed.

The Arkansas Western, which runs from Heavener,

Ind.

T.,

east to Waldron, Ark., 33 miles, is owned by the Kansas City Southern but operated separately.
It had gross earnings of f 88,000,
against |75,0U0 In 1906. It Is shown on the accompanying map.
The Kansas City Southern Is an unusually interesting railroad
because It is a trunk line, independent, and small and compact
enough so that its operations stand out clearly Instead of In totals
The road
so large that the individual tendencies are obscured.
has. largely from the development of its local resources, reached
a self-supporting position. Its future success depends largely on
the amount of money which It can command to Improve Its property
and extend Its influence. It has a magnificent opportunity. With
a return to normal conditions in the security market this opportunity is not likely to be wasted.
The following table summarizes the operating results:
1907.

Mlloagp worked
Passenger earnings
Freight earnings
Grosa earnings
Maint. way and structures
Malnt. nf equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnrngs
Fixed charges
Net Income
Dividends
Year's surplus

Louisville

&

816
$ 1 .343.3.'>4

7.018.633
9.084.332
810,800
1.1iiS.,'>21

2.880.780
0.339,519
3,744.813
1,367,608
2,455.339
840.000
1.615.339

lOOfl.

816
IMj.liOS
5.0.^8.

l.'.."?

7.068.332
980,104
1.1S4.080

2,8M.69e
5.532.275
2.036.057
1.131.900
933.055

933.055

Nashville.

President Milton H. Smith, of the Louisville & .Nashville, evidently does not consider an annual report to stockholders a desirable publicity medium for his opinions, which are by no means mild,
on the subject of railroad legislation. The Louisville & Nashville,
though hard-pressed by legislation, makes no reference, directly or
indirectly, to the subject, in the report for the year ended June 30.
1907.
Yet In .Alabama, in which it has an especially large mileage,
it is at the moment facing a special session of the legislature called
largely because of its refusal to acquiesce as the other railroads of
the state had done In the reduced rates passed by the legislature at
In connection with this special call of
its last regular session.
Governor Comer of .-Alabama, President Smith is making his opinions known at some length. The following quotation is a fair

summary

of his position:

•will tlio citizens of Georgia or other states or other countries invest
their savings, on which they may desire to receive a satlsfactor.v return, to
create railroads In a state or country where the remuneration received for the
transportation of persons and property Is fixed by the agents of the state.
without the state's assuming any responsibility for the result, ami where. In
nildltlon to Hxlng the rates and exacting onerous taxes, the stale enacts laws
regulating the conduct of business and the relations between the carrier and
Its patrons In a manner that. If enforced, will greatly harm and probably

tinandally embarrass the carrier':"

The sphere of influence of the Louisville & Nashville lies between
drawn from Cleveland, Ohio, south to Jacksonville. Fla., and
another line drawn from St. Louis, Mo., south to New Orleans, La.,

a line

the whole bounded by Chicago on the north and the Gulf on the
south. The bulk of Its lines lie In an even narrower north and south
belt, bounded on the east by a line from Toledo south to Cedar Keys.
Fla.. and on the west by a line from Chicago south to Mobile, Ala.
It owns or controls, directly or Indirectly, G.S91 miles of line, of
which 4,306 miles are directly operated. Its own northern terminals
are at Cincinnati, Louisville. Evansville and St. Louis, but jointly
with the Southern Railway it controls the Chicago. Indianapolis &
Louisville, which gives both of the southern roads a Chicago connection.
The annual report of this road is reviewed in another
The Louisville & Kashvllle itself owns the majority of
stock of the Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis. 218 miles, which
runs from Louisville west to Evansville, ami of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, 1.230 miles, which runs from three terminals
on the Mississippi river southeast through Chattanooga to .Atlanta.
With the Atlantic Co.ist Line, of which It is itself a subsidiary, it
leases the Georgia Railroad and Its dependencies, the Atlanta &
West Point and the Western of Alabama, these three roads together
forming a line from Selma and Montgomery, Ala., east through At-

column.
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lanta to Augusta, Ga., with branches, 571 miles. The map published
herewith, even though it does not bring out the subsidiary and
controlled roads, gives an indication of the widespread influence of
the road in its particular territory.
With the other lines brought
out in full relief, this showing would be even more striking.
Last year's operations were affected by the influences of higher
costs and congested traffic, which seem to have been stronger in the
South than in any other part of the country. The Louisville &
Nashville also suffered especially from the heavy damages of the
Gulf storm of September, 1906. However, the company was not as
hard hit by the other difficulties as the Southern Railway, for instance, because it was better prepared to meet the rush of traffic.
It has more double track ithough the report gives no information
on this point) than the Southern, and also more and better equipment. This superiority is due to large betterment expenditures out
of earnings during recent years.
Gross earnings were $48,200,000, against $43,000,000 in 1906, an
increase of $5,200,000, or 12 per cent., but straight operating expenses rose almost $42,000,000, or 16 per cent., leaving net earnings
of $16,100,000, against $15,000,000 in 1900.
The increase in earnings
came from both the freight and the passenger departments. Freight
earnings increased 11 per cent., and passenger earnings lu per rent.
The operating ratio was 74 per cent., against 72 per cent, in 1906.
The large increase in operating e.xpenses was in condii 'ting
transportation.
The operation branch of this account in itself
was $1,400,000 larger than the conducting transportation expense for
both operation and traffic in 1906. Owing to a rearrangempiit of
the conducting transportation expenses, including the separation of
the account into the two separate branches, accurate comparisons
cannot be made of most of the separate accounts, but where the same
accounts appear in both years the increased cost is very noticeable.
Among the individual accounts which can be thus compared are
engineers and firemen; fuel, water supply, oil and waste for locomotives; switchmen, flagmen and watchmen: telegraph expenses; clearing wrecks; loss and damage-freight; damage to stock; injuries to
persons, and stationery and printing, all of which largely increased.
Under general expenses there was a large increase in the salaries
of clerks and attendants. Thus the ordinary, necessary non-productive expenditures cost a great deal more than in the previous year.
Like the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Louisville &
Nashville includes in its maintenance operating expense accounts
money spent for betterments and improvements. Including such
Improvement costs, the total amount spent on maintenance of way
was 23 per cent, larger than in 190G. In 1906 it was 15 per cent.
larger than in 1905. The part of this cost which went for improvements was $2,545,988. against $1,785,196 in 1906 and $1,574,428 in
1905.
Including these, maintenance of way cost $1,873 per mile,
against $1,583 in 1906 and $1,490 in 1905.
Straight maintenance
of way. excluding betterments, cost $1,282 last year against $1,150
in 1906 and $1,079 in 1905.
Equipment expenditures are described in great delail. Repairs
cost $3,080 per locomotive, against $3,844 in 1906; repairs and renewals, $3,188, against $4,031 in 1906.
Besides this $337,500 was
charged to operating expenses under improvement account for new
locomotives, $216,000 to the capital accounts, '"improvements and
betterments" and "South & North Alabama Railroad" and $895,000 to
cost of road and equipment for the same purpose.
There were 865
locomotives owned on June 30, 1907, against 745 a year earlier.
Repairs cost $924 per passenger car, against $1,003 In 1906. Including renewals, the passenger-car cost was $1,004, against $1,039 In
1906.
At the same time there was $57,560 charged to improvement
account and $68,000 to cost of road and equipment for new passenger cars. Freight car repairs cost $67 per car, against $56 in
1906.
Repairs and renewals were $91 per freight car, against $761
in 1906.
At the same time $656,520 was charged to improvement
account and $1.40n.0fi(i to cost of road and equipment for new freight
cars. These are very liberal charges. When a road sjiends as much
aa this on each unit of Its equipment it Is not easy to make careful
comparisons between different years. The decrease in locomotive
repairs, however, follows a year when this expense increased over
50 per cent, due to a number of special causes. Including the repairing of old locomotives taken over with the Atlanta, Knoxvllle &
Northern and repairs postponed during the time of removal from
the old to the new shops at South Louisville. The Increase In freight
car repairs, on the other hand, reflecti the greatly increased cost
of materials and labor.
During the year reduction of grades between Saxton, Ky., and
Corbln. on the Cincinnati-Atlanta line, was finished and work begun
on grade rpductlon and doiihlp-trarklng from Corbln north to Livingston. When flnlshed. fhlsi will give a double track for 35 miles
north of Corbln. with a maximum grade from Saxton north to Sinks,
fil miles, of O.fi.T per cent., romppii.faled in
both directions, except for
one southbound pusher grade four miles long.
In order to provide funds for finishing construction work and
Improvements under way and authorized, the company In February
Issued $6,500,000 three-year 5 per cent, notes, which were sold ot
96>4, a net return to the company of $6,207,500.
As a result, the
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Louisville & Nashville is to-day in a better position, from the standpoint of cash resources, than many other railroads. WMthin the past
few years it has come to be one of the strongest of the country's
railroads. This is indicated by the fact that at the extreme low
prices now prevailing Louisville & Nashville stock sells little lower
than New York Central. Both are 6 per cent, stocks, but the New
York Central has a long record of dividend payments behind it and
tremendous equities in controlled companies, while the Louisville &

Louisville

&

Nashville.

Nashville paid no dividends in the five years from 1894 to 1898 and is
a minority stock.
The following table shows the income resu Its of the last two
years:
I'.HIT.

MllenRp worked
I'assenfrer parnings
Fri'ight earnings
Mall earnings
Express earnings
Gross earnings
.M.Tlnt.

4,306
$10,417,470
3o, 235,787
883,434

way and structures

Malnt. of equipmeDt
Conducilng transportallon.
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Net Income
Klvldends

Improvements

4.131
31,836.-207

907.339
958.386
43.008.096
4.752.501
6.625.706
15,63!1.420

16,110.235
10,078,114
3,600.000

27,082.111
15,026.886
0,200.728
3.600.000

2.545,088
l.osi,C04
2.850.522

1.785,196
1.166.157
2.748.375

32,l.'i3.711

:

M,nlntenanre of

way

Maintenance of equipment.
Year's snrplns

1,078,601
48.263.945
5,5in,9I0
7.628.006
17.972.34S

10116.

$8,985,216

Wabash.
Last year was the second year in which the present management of the Wabash, with Frederic A. Delano as President and
Henry Miller as Vice-President and General Manager, was in charge
of the road.
The 1906 report told of the introduction of many

changes In organization and operation. Last year these changes
had a chance to show their effect. In general It was a very favorable one.
The handicaps of the road may be considered first. It lies In
highly competitive territory surrounded by competitors stronger In

advantages and financial resources. As a result It receives
low freight and pas-senger rates. To get a satisfactory profit from
such competitive business a railroad needs to have facilities as nearly perfect as possible.
The Wabash has lacked much In this respect
traffic
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and Mill laclu a (reat

The bright promlaoa of lu future canceneral Hnundal plan U aucceiuful. Tbli

deal.

not be carried out until It*
waa delaj'ed by opposition of itonie of ibr holder* of the debenture
B bondii, but ban Hinco been poiilpoucd far more decidedly by the
depremlon In the flnuudul aiarkt-U. iluw bard Ihl* baa bit the
flnanrlal plan of the Wiibtixh In Hhowii hy the price of -lU at wblcb
the new i i)er rent, conxuliduled muriKaKe bondM. of which a few
have been put out. are aelllntE.
In paMiM'UKer earnings the Wabash lit especially bard pressed
by the (onipetlllon of the moHt highly developed system of
Interurban lines In the country. The effcL-t Is clearly shown In a
reduction last year of the number of passengers curried, but an
Increase In the number of passenger miles.
lYesldent Delano
frankly suys thiil the electric lines are being used more extensively
for the (ihurier (rips, leaving to the steam railroads only the long
haul buslncsH. The Wabash Is iilno In particular a sufferer from
2-cent fare laws which are now In effect in Ohio, Iowa, Indiana,
Illinois and Missouri.
Except in Ohio the new laws have not had
time to fully show their effect. Pas.senger earnings showed only a
alight increase last year and are still more than Jl'.UOU.UUU less than
in 1905, which was the year of the heaviest traffic to and from the
World's Fair at St. l^uis.
The work of the past year has been toward the improvement
of the property to the extent of funds available and the attraction
of traffic by more efficient operating methods. The report of the
Traffic Manager which was Included In the 1906 annual report is
not published this year, so that changes in traffic methods can be
seen only Indirectly. The train and mileage statistics are given
One important feature closely associated with
in exceptional detail.
the growth of traffic, however, Is not Included the average distance
haul of e;i. h pnssi'iiner iiml ciiih tnn of freight, nor Is any list of

—

Wabash

10 large (witching engine*
the coat of operation.
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which

will

be

ImporUnt

In

chwpenlng

Arrangements have been made for the uae of about &6 milea of
track of other companies on the K( I. oiils Kansas oiir line aa n«w
luubic track. The Cblcago * AU
. Mo., and
Clark, ;:t> miles, and the Wubasii
.its are to
lie

operated

as double Irnrk.
\
has been
the Santa Ke between Carlcluu. Mu., uud Camden, 30
double track arrangement was already In force with the

made with
miles.

A

Burlington between Uirmlngham, Mo., and Harlem, 10 miles, so that
by the small Investment n>-<exHary for new crossovers and Interlocking at Junctions, the Witbash will have the use of 66 miles of double
track U-tween St. I.ouls and Kansas City. As a further ot>eratlng
economy, on July 1, 1907, the division headquarters of the DetroitChicago line was moved from Ashley, Ind., to Montpeller, Ohio,
thus doing away with one of two division points wblcb were located
within 24 miles of each other.
dross earnings were $27,400,000. an increase of 12,400,000 and
the largest In the history of the road. Operating expenses increased
$2,0011,000, leaving net earnings larger by $300,000 than In the prerlous year. This is after eliminating the amounts shown in the
maintenance accounts as spent for Improvements In the two years.
Besides the larger costs of labor and material the operating expenses were Increased by strengthening bridges and turntables, raising coal chutes and water tanks, extending engine bouses for larger
engines and increasing siding accommodations for the resulting
heavier trains. The use of metal Instead of wood In renewing box
car roofs and draft attachments of freight cars and the equipping
of freight cars with air brakes also added to the operating costs.
From the net income of the year a 6 per cent, dividend was paid
on the debenture .\ bonds and a 1 per cent, dividend on the debenture

Railroad.

these Us. There was also $3,000,000 appropriated in one way or another
facts are not made public for the same reason as in the case of the for improvements, against $3,500,000 in 1906.
The advance in
Kansas City Southern, reviewed in another column; because this operating results Is shown in the statement that gross earnings per
information would be of considerable value to competitors.
mile increased from $9,93S to $10,904 and net earnings per mile
Among the more important measures which have been taken from $2,750 to $3,151.
toward more efficient operation of the property, the new car shops
The maintenance expenditures are analyzed in detail in the
which have been built at Decatur, III., are important. These are report so that on these points it is unusually clear. Maintenance
run by electric power and have a capacity of building 2.5 new freight of way expenses both with and without improvement co.^ts are
car.s and one new passenger car a day.
They are, however, now shown. Straight maintenance of way cost $927 per mile, against
being used for repairs. These shops were described in the Railroad $9S3 in 1906. Including additions and improvements, the figures
Oazclle of January 25, 1907. There has also been established at were $1,093 last year and $1,235 in the previous year. The 1905
Decatur a new fireproof supply depot, material and scrap yard to costs were $1,360 per mile and, including improvements. $l..=i92. but
concenlnile the material and supplies of the lines east of the Mis- this was an exception because of the disorganization of the road
sissippi river which heretofore have been at various scattered by the World's Fair ti;affic.
On the line from Moberly, Mo., east to
points in frame buildings. At .Moberly. .Mo., the principal division Hannibal. 70 miles, maintenance of way cost $2,644 per mile last
and shop point west of the Mississippi river, a new reservoir with year, against $1,377 in 1906. This stretch of line was relaid with
a capaiily of i;."), 000, 000 gallons has been finished. More than 200,- heavy rail, completely ballasted and embankments and cuts widened
000 gallons of water are used dally at Moberly and for nine months to take care of the heavy traffic which increased from 33.000 tons
of the past year before completion of the reservoir. It was neces- per mile of road In June, 1905, to 86.000 tons per mile of road two
sary to haul water l)y train to that point. Terminal improvements years later.
Repairs of locomotives cost $2,460, against $2,037 in 1906; of
were made at Chicago. St. I.ouls. Detroit. Decatur, Kansas City,
Council Bluffs and Moberly. Second track for 25 miles was built passenger cars $612, against $597 in 1906, and of freight cars $57,
on the Decatur division bftween Decatur and St. I.o\ils. A com- against $50 in 1906. These figures are based on straight maintenThe
plete change of grade and iilincment for five miles with new double ance and do not include any payments for new equipment.
track and a large concrete bridge over the Sangamon river will be number of locomotives, passenger cars and freight cars is computed
finished this fall between Decatur and Sangamon, the next station from the average number in use on and maintained by the Wabash.
This bridge was described in the Railroad Gazette of Decem- These are the Ideal conditions for working out these unit figures,
east.
ber 21, 190f>. There were 80 miles of SO-lb. rail laid in the main but most roads not only do not do It themselves for the information
This completes the ballasting or of their stockholders, but give no figures which make possible such
line and 200.000 yards of ballast.
There accurate averages.
reliallasting of all the main line and important branches.
are now being delivered 60 additional heavy freight locomotives and
Increased operating efficiency is shown in a number of different

tonnage by commodities included

in

the

report.

Probably
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Earnings per freight train-mile increased from $1.89 to $2.
Witli aa increase of 353,000,000 revenue ton-miles there was a de«rease of 4,400.000 empty freight-car miles. Including caboose cars,
the empty freight-car mileage was only 24 per cent, of the total,
against 27 per cent, in 1906. The revenue trainload increased from
348 tons to 360 tons. Gross earnings per loaded freight-car mile
were 10 cents, against 91;; cents in 1906. The average miles run to
one ton of coal, however, decreased from 15.8 in 1906 to 14.1 last
year, probably owing to the heavier traffic.
The Wabash is steadily progressing under the present management which, though limited in its opportunities, is making a splendid record. This, after all, is the greatest test of ability, to produce
good results from insufficient materials.
The following table, rearranged according to our usual method,
summarizes the results of operation for the last two years:
ways.

1907.

Mileage worked
I'assenger earnings
Freight earnings
Gross earnings
Maint. wav and structures
Maint. of equipment
Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses
Net earnings

Net Income
Dividends on delientare bonds.
Improvements, etc
Year's suplus

.

2,517
?6,891,289
18,465,286
27.432,474
2,329,510*
3,379.648t
12,153,324
18,551.377
8,881,096
3,505,046
475.000
3,043.381
13.335t

liuic.

2,51G
|6,723,6o8
16,138,466
25.015,379
2.475,560*
2,739,2831
10,629,921
16,503.760
8.511,618
4,057.613
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over this route since the New Haven bought control. Besides this
there was established a year or more ago the Ontario Central Despatch, a fast freight line between the West and New England, operating over the New York, Ontario & Western and the Poughkeepsie
bridge, and this has increased merchandise shipments through this

gateway.

When the New Haven bought control of the Ontario & Western
the common stock was not paying dividends.
The $2,000,000 preferred stock all but $4,000 having been exchanged for mortgage
bonds, was deposited in a voting trust which elected a majority
of the directors.
In order to get actual control it was necessary to
pay a dividend on the common stock. A dividend of 3 per cent, was
paid on January 16, 1905. The voting trust was therefore terminated
and the New Haven elected a majority of the directors. In July,
1905. 1^2 per cent, was paid and in each of the two succeeding years
2 per cent, has been paid on the common stock.
Next to coal and local freight, through freight and milk furnish
the most important sources of freight revenue. Each of these classes
of traffic brought in between $700,000 and $800,000 last year, while

—

—

...'....

3,548.280
509,333

*Maintenance of way betterment expenditures, included by the Wabash
In operating expenses, amounting to $418,157 in 1907. and J633.4G2 In 1900,
«re included In "Improvements, etc.," below.
tEipendltures for new equipment included bv the Wabash In operating expenses amoanting to ?5.3o.G13 in 1907. and $940,665 in 1906. are included lu

"Improvements,

etc." below.

JDeficlt.

New

York, Ontario

&

Western.

The New York, Ontario & Western was organized in 1880 as the
successor of the New York & Oswego Midland, an unimportant line
which ran from Middletown, N. Y.. to Oswego, on Lake Ontario. The
road was little more than a struggling competitor for odds and ends
of trunk line traffic until the middle of 1890, when the Scranton division was acquired, which brought the New York, Ontario & Western into the northern anthracite field. Through purchase of the
Scranton Coal Company, in 1899, and the Elk Hill Coal & Iron Company in 1900. a large anthracite tonnage was assured. Since then the
road has prospered. Gross earnings per mile, which were $5,188
In 1890, the year before the Scranton division was acquired, rose in
ten years to $10,331 per mile, and last year were $15,026. Net earnings were $1,020 per mile in 1890, $3,233 in 1900 and $4,686 last year.
Net Income per mile during the 17 years, during which the Scranton
division has been included in the mileage of the road and its cost
In the fixed charges, has increased from $210 to $3,031.
As may be judged from this showing, the Ontario & Western's
main dependence is on its coal traffic. Out of total freight earnings
of $6,300,000 last year, earnings from the transportation of coal were
The total shipments over the Scranton division were
$3,600,000.
Of
2,700,000 gross tons, of which 200,000 tons were company coal.
the total output of 55,700,000 tons of the anthracite fields, the Ontario & Western therefore carried 5 per cent. The bulk of this coal
was shipped to tidewater, either at Cornwall. 60 miles up the Hudson
river, or at Weehawken.
There were handled over the company's
docks 1,440.000 tons of coal, 761,000 tons at Weehawken, 531,000 tons
The explanation of the
at Cornwall and 148,000 tons at Oswego.
fact that nearly as much was handled at Cornwall as at Weehawken,
with Its advantages of the New York market and the longer haul.
Is that the Ontario & Western owns no track south of Cornwall.
For the 52 miles between Cornwall and Weehawken it uses the West
Shore tracks, paying as rental a proportionate share, based on train
inlles^^. of the cost of maintenance, and a like proportion of interest
at 4 per c3Lt. on $2,000,000, plus the amount spent since the contract
went In force on January 1, 1886, for necessary Improvements to the
line.
It Is therefore profitable for the Ontario & Western to limit its
freight traffic over this stretch of track.
Instead of carrying Its
whole anthracite tonnage to the New York market It distributes a
great deal of It at Cornwall by barges and canal-boats, besides what
It ships northbound over the West Shore.
The Npw York, New Haven & Hartford, In October, 1904, bought
control of the majority of the common stock as a protection of Its
sources of coal supply and also as a potential club with which to
resist possible severe demands of the trunk lines for new divisions
of earning.'* on through business to New England. The New York,
Ontario & Western connects with the Central New England at Campbell Hall. N. Y.. from which there Is access over the Poughkeepsie
bridge to the New Haven system In New England. The extensive
Improvement of the Poughkeepsie bridge, to put It in shape for
heavy traffic. Is still under way. as well as improvements to the New
Haven's lines east of the river, so that there has never yet been a
However, even with the inadequate
tull test of the new line.
facilities, there h.is been a largely Increased movement of coal traffic

P
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New

York, Ontario

&

Western.

earnings were $1,177,196. Passenger earnings were
$1,550,000, against $1,380,000 in 1906, of which $1,288,000 came
from local passengers and $267,000 from through and Immigrant
There Is a large business from New York to summer
business.
resorts in Orange, Sullivan, Ulster and Delaware counties, which
last year was so large that few passenger coaches could be spared for
excursions. There were, however, 52 excursions run, carrying 17.381
passengers, with a revenue of $20,067, or $5.29 per train mile.
Gross earnings were $8,200,000, against $7,300,000 in 1906. Opexpenses Increased $400,000. leaving net earnings of
erating
The surplus of
$2,750,000, against $2,200,000 In the previous year.
the year was $490,000, against $25,000 In 190C.
Conducting transportation Increased only 5 per cent., while
more was spent on both cl.isses of maintenance. Maintenance of
way cost. $2,035 per mile, against $1,810 In 1906. Repairs and renewals cost $2,636 per locomotive, against $2,568 in 1906: $789 per
passenger car, against $594 In 1906, and $68 per freight car, against
$58 in 1906.
President Fowler records that the physical condition of the
local

freight
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property la much better
the rompany. Exrept

th;in nt

nnr time
\

i

In the previous hlatory of

mllea In the vicinity of Liberty,

mj riTtaln tunnela, aecond trmck
N. Y.. which U under
.[<•», i»
New equipIn operation.
tiom Cuilodlit to I'oriiw
ment wua bought ilurliiK ihf year 10 meet the locrea»lng requlrementa of the aummer |Nta»enKer tralDc. Klght or ten new coachea
should lie bouKht during (he present year for thia aame purpose.
The rest of the rolling equlpmrut la aald lo be In exrellent condiIn order to Increaae the boat equipment uaed
tion and Kufflclent.
for carrying coal from terminal pulnla, in amall boata fur river and
bargea for uae to more diatant parta were
harbor dellverlea and
Two tuga are also under contract for the same service.
bought.
With thla lncreaa«d floating equipment It la expected to make coal
deliveries more aallafactory and economical.
The operations of the last two years are shown below:
'

'i

UX17.
Mllrasi- workwl
PaiUM-oicrr rarolDfii

luoo.

.HO

540

|1,S:>3,UUT

tl,3'U,U43

Frrlfbt rarnlngs
Oroa raruUiK*
Malnt. «n> and mructurta.
Malal. or tiiulpmrnt
CoDductloK IraiuporlatloD.

6,S'JS.6't::

S,S80,'«44
7.2tiS,OS8
b9'J.lUU

1.2.'iU,o61>

1.1U4,83.'>

3,U'.>T,41M

'J.805.393

OpcratlDC rxpvow*
Nrt earnlDB*
Net iDCume

S,441).0U8
2,7J1',3U3
1,654, 782

5.0SO,UOU

I>lTld«Dd«

1,102.302

Year

•

8,2U1*,301
1,UU1',71>9

4«2.480

aurplua

Chicago,

Indianapolis

&

2,20r).008

1,187,^01
1,1U2,2SG
25,205

Louisville.

This railroad has a line from IndianapoUi; to Chicago and another north from Louisville, Ky., to .Michigan City, Ind. The two
cross at Monoii, Ind.,

whence the familiar name of the

road, the

"Monon Route."

Except for two short branches to reach the coal
Haute and a branch to the pleasure and health
French Lick

fields south of Terre

resort of
Springs, the

road

ha.-

and nothing
else. The branch from Qiiincy
southwest to Shirley Hill
was finished in September,
having been built under the
through

lines

of the Indianapolis &
Louisville Railway. Locally,
stone, sand and other like
articles furnish the largest
proportion. 2S per cent., of

name

For miles the
the tonnage.
road runs through the BedBitumiford stone region.
nous coal comes next with 11
the
total
tonnage.
per cent, of
On through business the
greatest strength of the road
lies in the fact thai it Is controlled jointly by the Louisville & Nashville and
the
Southern Railway and

fur-

nishes both of them, from
Louisville, a northern outlet
For this reason
to Chicago.
it gets an added share of
destined to and from
both of the?e great soulhern
systems.
The past year's record
is
not a particularly encouraging one from the
standpoint of earnings.
Gross
earnings
increased
only $68,000,000, or 1 per
cent., a small Increase for
so generally prosperous a
traffic

year.

.

Operating

expense.^

increased $182,000, or 5 per
cent., leaving a decrea.se of
in
$114,000
net earnings.
An increase of $44,000 in
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.
taxes made a total decrease
In net earnings after operating expenses and taxes, of $158,000.
In this connection President McDoel stales that the valuation of
the main line has been Increased by Indiana .39 per cent, in two
As the
.Vet Income was $995,000, against $1,198,000 in 1906.
years.
dividend disbursement was the same in each year, the year's surplus
was $480,000 last year, against $683,000 In 1906.
There were small increases In each of the operating expense
accounts, the larsest bein.g in conducting transportation, which rose
from $1,987,000 to $2,082,000. This, however, was an increase of
only 5 per cent., which is not a bad showing in a year of largely
There was spent for maintenance of way $1,369
increased costs.
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per mile of road, acalnst $1.31* In

equipment

ISO*!

K'^palP!

and r^newala of
11.044

co-^

per paasenge!
both years.

ir In

live*

1

and for paaaeoger

citra.

The

coiupiiuy

uwucd, uu June

<iu,

iVUi. 300

leaa freight cam than a year earlier.
The rale received per ton of freight per mile baa abown a
steady Incieaiw during the laat three years. It waa 0.790 cents In
The pasaenger19U3, 0.796 cenu in 1906 and 0.810 cents last year.
mlle ale, on the other hand, decreaaed from 2 074 cenU to 2.027
cents during the year owing to the 2c<-nta-mile law In Indiana,
which waa In force for several months. Next year It Is likely to
show a further decrease. There were leas tons of freight carried
and more pasaengera. The tralnload fell oB from 312 tona to 307
I

tons.

The total tonnage is divided by general groups as foUowa:
Agricultural products, 14 per cent.: animal products, 4 per cenL;
mine products, 41 per cent.; forest products. 11 per cent., and manufactures, merchandise, miscellaneous, salt. Ice and fertilizer, 30
per cent. Of this last group, manufacturers make up 14 per cent.,
miscellaneous 8 per cent., and merchandise 5 per cent. The interchange trafiic with the southern roads Is here reflected. It was this
group of tralllc. tco. which specially Increased last year, while there
was a fallln^ off In bituminous coal, stone and sand tonnage.
Of the .'>!!» miles of line owned. 42.S miles are laid with 75-lb.
During the last year 63
rails, the rest with 67- and 60-lb. steel.
miles of new 7o-ib. rail were laid. There were other Improvements
such as extensions of sidings, new bridges, a new 9stall engine
house and co-ordinate faiilities at New All;a!iy. which Is across
the river from Louisville, new interlocking at crossings with other
railroads and new track scales.
President McUoel speaks as follows in regard to the railroad
legislation of the past year:
"All laws passed by Ibe last session of the leglslaturo of Indiana wltb
rcfcrrnce to railroads and tbeir operation, notably the Railroad CommlssloD
Mile,
.\ct., the Shippers' lillls. the Railroad Passenger Rates, Two Cents per
ICallroud Uaggage .\ct, Employees' Act, etc., hare the elTect of decreasing our
able
we
are
not
yet
10
expenses,
what
extent
to
our
rarnlngs and Increasing

determine."

The following

is

a

summary

of the

Income account for the past

two years:
Mileage worked
rassenger earnings
Freight earnings
Gross earnings
Malnt. way and structures
Malnt. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Net Income
Dividends
Years surplus

NEW
slirniith of stiuilural Timbir.
llsbiil for free distribution
ton. P. C.

IfHJT.
'iWi

$1,432,078
4.199.073
n.»8S.Sti7
837.SO.">

8.SH.40G

lUOti.

J^'i

$1.40_..i4i

4.1C6.413
•''*sl-!,'?r

i85.2iS>

^^-rP

3.899..'>9.i

1.98i.334
3.717.924

2,089.273

'—O-HIS

2.081.940

995.027
51.1.000

480.027

I'^'-S^A

.MS.OOO
082.637

PUBLICATIONS.
I'ubCircular No. 115 of the Forest Service.
by the Department of .\grlculture. Washing-

putting a timber into a structure every builder must
the strength of the timber and the maximum load it will have
Building laws generally require that the material used
to carry.
shall be from three to six times as strong as is actually necessary.
Loblolly, longleaf and Norway pines and tamarack are among
the principal structural timbers of the eastern United States, and
Douglas fir and western hemlock of the western states. In the trade,
loblolly pine is classed both as Virginia pine and as North Caro-

Before

know

pine.
Virginia pine Is made up principally of timber from
the northern part of the loblolly pine belt, and is inferior in quality
North Carolina pine, so that the distinction is one of grade
rather than one of locality. Longleaf yellow pine, as known on
the market, may include the better grades of shortleaf pine and
Cuban pine. It has for a long time been the standard construction
timber of the East. Norway pine, also known as red pine, is cut

lina

to the

principally in Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, where it is marketed with white pine as northern pine. Douglas flr, called in different localities yellow fir, red fir. Oregon pine and Douglas spruce,
Western hemis cut most extensively in Washington and Oregon.
lock, which is obtained from the same region, is far superior to
the eastern hemlock for structural purposes. On account of the
prejudice agiilnst it, it is often sold under such names as Alaska

pine and Washington pine, spruce or fir.
Recent tests made by the Forest Service on full-size structural
timbers of commercial grades show longleaf pine to be the strongest
and stiffest of all the timbers named, with Douglas fir a close second;
while western hemlock. loblolly pine, tamarack and Norway pine
follow in the order givcu. Fortunately. Douglas fir and western
hemlock, of which there are comparatively large supplies, have high
structural merit, as has also loblolly pine, the chief tree on which
the southern lumber companies are depending for future crops.
Much of the information hitherto available concerning the
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strength of timber has been secured from tests of small pieces without defects. This cannot safely be assumed to hold good for largesized timbers as found on the market, since these commonly contain
such defects as checks, knots, cross grain, etc. The location of' the
defects varies the extent to which they lessen its strength; and the
proportion of heart and sap wood, and the state of seasoning, must
also be considered.

Freight Car Bulletin No.

8.
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Audible Distant Signals on the Great Western.

The audible

distant signals installed on the Witney & Fairford
Great Western Railway of England, acting in the cab
of the locomotive, have now been in use more than six months since
the provisional approval issued by the Board of Trade, and their
behavior is reported as highly satisfactory, lu this apparatus connection is made from the signal tower or cabin to the apparatus on
the locomotive without the use of any movable parts on the roadline of the

The Committee on Car EflBciency of the American Railway
Association. Arthur Hale, Chairman, has issued its statement of
freight car balance and performance for May, 1907.
The introduction summarizes the results as follows:
With a lessening demand for ears during the period covered by
was toward home movement. The increase
"Average .Miles per Car per Day," in the face of a marked
reduction in the shortages which had existed for some months on

this report, the tendency
in the

a majority of the roads, can also be partially accounted for by the
homeward movement of foreign ears, as indicated by the decrease in
the "Per Cent, of Loaded Mileage." That there was a net improvement in performance, however, is denoted by the increase in the
"Average Ton Miles per Car per Day" and the "Average Earnings
per Car on Line." With an increased empty haul and a stationary
"Average Loading per Car" the credit for this improvement must
be given to the "Miles per Day."
Vv'hile the percentage of cars in shop shows an increase over
In fact, a noticeApril, this is by uo means a discouraging sign.
able decrease in this figure at this time would
be an indication of the retrenchment which
gi
too frequently follows a falling off of business,
^ ' ~^,
especially toward the close of the fiscal year.
^
This policy, when persisted in, results in
'Pr ~f'"*
neglect of car and engine repairs during
periods of comparative plenty, and has a
serious effect on efficiency when business picks up and cars are in
demand. Cars which have been allowed to deteriorate while not
needed soon give way under the strain of heavy traffic, and the
result is a high percentage of cars in shop when they can least be

spared from revenue service.
Similarly, a failure to keep the motive power in first-class condition further impairs the efficiency of cars.
In many cases the
cause of a local shortage may be traced directly to poor car performance, which in turn is frequently due to inadequate motive

Audible Cab Signal; Great Western Railway.

A

rung in the cab to indicate all-clear, and a whistle
blown to indicate caution. The arrangement is depended upon
for actual service, the visual signals formerly in use having been
way.

bell is

is

taken down. The approval of the Board of Trade was given with
this understanding; that is to say, the audible signals are used as a
substitute for the visual distant signals and not merely as an
adjunct. The clear signal is given by the closing of an electric circuit in the signal cabin, and the circuit closer, by which this Is
effected, is interlocked with the home signal levers the same as In

power.

The committee, in its work of transferring equipment from
roads which are over to others which are short, has encountered
instances where a lack of motive power has prevented the short
roads from promptly handling empty ears offered them by roads
which held a surplus. The results in these cases were loss of
earnings on the one hand and increased per diem charges on the
other.
If all railroads would avail themselves of the opportunity which
a slack season affords to put their equipment and power in the best
of condition, the result would be apparent on the resumption of
heavy business, in a higher efficiency and increased earnings.
There is one feature of the shop situation which has a marked
effect on car efficiency but which does not appear in the performance
statements except as it affects the results. We refer to the practice
of routing cars home on account of bad order.
The committee has frequently observed that even during times
of extreme shortage, large numbers of cars with defects which prevent their use under load but do not render them unsafe for empty
movement, are carded home, involving long hauls, in many Instances
over roads which are .short of lars for loading
In the same direction or which could furnish

them to their connections for loading If the
necessary repairs were made.
Thl.s condition is largely under the control
of the Individual roads whose earnings and
expenses are nffected. Possibly as the common
use of cars Is extended there will be less distinction
matter of repairs as between fotelgn and home cars.

^_

Grain Shipments
At

in

Fig. 2

made

In

the

Russia.

cnnferenie of rnllroiid n>anagers In Russia recently to con.slder the best means nf forwiirdlng the last crop of grain and
to avoid the blockades and nccMniulallons at stations which have
been great In many previous years. It was decided to require the
shlpper.M to deliver the grain sacked, so that open cars might be
u.sed.
It l« .-(omethlnK like 30 years since the American system
of shipping grain In bulk was introduced Into Russia, with Important saving to the shippers; and It Is not probable that the
shippers can possibly obtain sacks In time for this year's crop.
a

— Audible Cab Signal with

Polarized Relay.

the case of an ordinary distant signal. The line on which this
device is used Is In Gloucestershire, and is 22 miles long.
The arrangement of the principal parts of the appnratus Is
shown In the accompanying drawing. Klgs. 1 and 2. There Is a
single contacting device on the engine. The "caution" signal Is
given by the destruction of a local electric circuit on the engine,
through the lifting of a lever or plunger, which Invariably oecurs
at each signaling position.
The "clear" signal is actuated by an
electric current, picked up from the ground apparatus by the
lever or plunger. The current In addition to causing the bell to
ring prevents the giving of the "caution" signal. Since the operatlon of the "caution" signal depends upon the lifting of the shoe,
while the suppression of this signal depends upon the successful
picking up of an electric current. It will be seen that neither snow

No\euisiit 15.
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rnslne, and the awlub 8, wblcb U mecb>Dlcally connected to th»
bo«. Is Iniulatvd both from it and the niaja of tbe enstoe. The
normal posltlun nt the shoe ii lurh that Its lowest point U 2>^ In.
above rail level. When It comex in contact witb tbe nunp It l»
raised 1^ InTbe electro-maKneU E and E' on tbe engine have armaturea
yoked together and the compoun<I
K Klg. 2) tbus formed,
when held up by either maKO*'
tbe valve V of th»
wblHtle W. The whintie valv.on thf prlr.r!;.!*? of a
safety valve, and in norma
i.-mature being held by tbe ele
rms
part of a local circuit on i:.
..^
.ry B
and tbe switch S. When shoe L la in It* normal pomlion. tw.icb S Is
closed; the local circuit then beinK complete, the electro-magnet
holds the compound armature and keepM tbe whistle valve closed.
The lifting of the ohoc L less than '-2 In. above Its normal position
will open tbe switch S, and electro-magni-t E l>elng no longer enerTbus, when tbe she*
gized, the compound armature will drop.
purses ovtr the lamp tbe ramp not being electnfledi. and is raised
1<'.>
In., the local engine circuit is opened and the whistle sounded.
Indicating caution. On tbe shoe clearing the ramp and tbe local
circuit being again completed, the electro-magnet is once more capable of holding the compound armature, but in order that It may
do so. the engineman must lift the armature n^ar to tbe poles of
the electro-magnet, for which purpose a small lever V. is provided.
So much for the "caution" signal. To suppress this and give
an all-right signal, the signalman, having cleared bis home and
starting signals, closes the circuit of battery B' at switch S'. Electromagnet E' is electrically connected on one side to the shoe L and
on the other side to earth through the mass of the engine and th«
running rails. The shoe. In passing over the ramp will then, in
addition to opening the switch S. also complete the circuit from
battery B' to the electro-magnet E'. Consequently the latter will be
energized and be capable during the passage of the shoe over the
ramp, of holding the armature and keeping the whistle valve
-

(

-

I

;

1

closed.

Fig. 3

— Ramp

Between

Rails.

nor electrical (allure can have the effect of preventing the giving of
a caution signal.
At each signaling position there is fixed in the center of the
track a ramp It. Fig. 1. consisting of a bar of T-iron. suitably
mounted and insulated on a timber base, the highest point of which
Is 4 In. ahovp rail I'vl
Thf iron bar is e!pi-tri'ally connected bv

The suppression of the "caution" signal is not in Itself a positive "clear" signal, this consisting, as already mentioned, of tbe
ringing of a bell. Fig. 2 is an amplification of Fig. 1. showing on
the engiile in the circuit of the electro-magnet E' one winding of a
polarized relay P. When current Is picked up from the ramp, it
will, in addition to energizing the electro-magnet E', also energize
the polarized relay, the armature of which will close a local circuit
and ring bell A. The second winding of this relay is for the purpose of keeping the local bell circuit closed, so that the bell may
continue to ring after the shoe has passed over the ramp and until
the bell circuit is momentarily opened by the engineman pressing
on circuit-breaker C.
Switch D is controlled by a steam-operated

valve, so arranged
as to open the circuit when the boiler pressure falls to about 20 lbs. This automatically
opens the circuit of battery B, and prevents
waste of curreit when the engine is not in
running condition.
Battery B' consists of about 16 No. 2
Lechlanche cells; battery B of two large
dry cells, and battery B= of four smail dry
cells.

For fast-running lines a ramp 60 ft. long
has been found suitable; for moderate speeds
40 ft. The ramp must be long enough to
ensure the switch S being open a sufficient
time to de-energIze electro-magnet E.
In connection with the Witney & Fairford line installation, two short ramps are
provided in the locomotive yards at Oxford
and Fairford, so that the signals may be
tested before an engine passes out for use.
The highest point of the "caution" testing
ramp is only 3 in. above rail level, therefore
the "caution" signal sounds when the shoe Is
lifted '.^ In., or one-third of its working lift.
The shoe is 7 In. wide and its face is casehardened. A strong spiral spring is provided
to ensure prompt return of the shoe to the
normal position on leaving the ramp.
Workimj. .An engine in
Single-Track
passing from one station to another, say from
.\ to B, will pass over two ramps, one applying to trains coming from B. the other to
trains going to B, and it Is desirable that It
should only receive a signal at the latter. ReFig. 2. it will b(> seen that the ramp is electrified by the
connecting the negative end of the battery B' to the ramp.
the positive end of the battery were to be connected to
the "caution" signal would still be suppressed, but the
not ring, since tbe armature of the polarized relay would

—

Fig. 4

meaiis

means

— Contact

Shoe on Locomotive.

wire to a switch S' in the signal cabin. By
switch,
battery
connection
a
B'
Is
put in

i;iph

of

the

with the ramp when it is desired to give the "clear" signal
on the engine. Normally, the switch S' Is not closed. The contacting shoe L on the engine is insulated from the mass of the

ferring to

signalman
If, instead
the ramp,

bell

would
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move away from instead of toward Us contact post. Thus
when an engine passes over a ramp applying to the opposite direction to that in which it is running, provision is readily made for

tend to

suppressing both the caution and the clear signal. In order that it
shall not be possible for the signalman to wrongly electrify a ramp
when a train is approaching his station, the levers in the locking
frame controlling the hand switches used for electrifying the ramp
are interlocked with the electric train staff or tablet circuit, so that
the wrong lever cannot be thrown.
The apparatus is covered by patent No. 12,661/05, granted to
Messrs. Jacobs, lusell, Newton and Bowden, and patent No. 25,955/05,
granted to Messrs. Insell and Jacobs, all of the company's staff. The
Installation has been made under the direction of Mr. A. T. Blackall,
the company's Signal Engineer.

Interurban Fares.*
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constantly carried, and why some roads can afford to make mileage
rates less than other roads.
The distribution and occupations of the population along the
Asline are the powerful elements affecting the percentage of load.
sume two roads, each fifteen miles long; the first joining two cities
of large size with little intermediate population, and the second
leaving a city and traversing a succession of villages growing smaller
and terminating in a country hamlet. The first road may prosper on
one cent per mile and the second starve on two cents, even though
operating the same number of cars with the same number of pasesngers to and from the principal terminal. In the first, the loads
are carried through; in the second case, two-thirds of the load may
be dropped within the first four miles. Assume a third case where
a succession of towns of equal importance are traversed. The cars
may load and unload several times in the course of the trip, and this
makes for an intermediate policy on rates.

DENSITY OF TISAVEL.

BY THEODORE STEBBINS.
The subject of interurban fares is one of immediate interest because matters connected with the transportation of persons and
property by railroads have teen the subject of very active and even
violent popular discussion. The state legislatures have been taking
blind actions and state executives have been advocating and adopting
Twenty state legislatures
arbitrary measures with the railroads.
have passed restrictive legislation on passenger rates, and fourteen
In this situastates now limit passenger rates to two cents a mile.
tion, it is important to understand the position of the interurban
railway.
.•ill interurhans are anxious to serve the public and to earn reasonable dividends for stockholders. It is not so clear, however, how
It is customary to
rates shall be adjusted to satisfy these ends.
measure the service and its cost on the basis of cents per passengermile. The charges range from three cents per mile in unsettled sections down to half a cent per mile for commuters in thickly settled
districts, who use the cars twice each working day, or where excursions are handled in bulk. The ordinary range of fare, however, is
between two cents and one cent per mile. We find the two cents
per mile charge prevailing in the Middle West, and the one-cent
rate common in thickly settled districts, mostly in the East. Tables
have been published showing the charges made by various roads.
For example, the convention issue of the Street Railicay Journal
for October, 1906, on page 672, gives the rates for various classes of
tickets charged in Ohio and adjoining states, and shows that the
average single trip fare in this locality is upward of two cents per
mile.
It will also be observed, however, that other and lower rates
are made on such roads for regular daily passengers down to about
one cent per mile. These western roads sell forms of tickets and
make rates corresponding in a variety of forms and variation of
rates with the steam roads.
At the other extreme we find certain interurban roads charging
one cent per mile, and the majority of such roads make this a uniform charge to all adults, and their character of travel approaches
that of the ordinary street railway company.
Tables can be prepared, giving the rate charged by the various
companies, but these are meaningless without knowing at the same
time the conditions under which such roads are operating, and so
we win seek to indicate the justification for these variations in fares.
The cost per car-mile of operation does not afford a direct measure of the rates that should be charged to passengers. The density
of travel has a far greater influence on rates.
The road must be
built and furnish a service to suit the distribution and density of
population, and the fares that can be collected follow as a consequence of this environment. The cost per car-mile may not vary
much between properties quite different in character, but it is the
commercial and social habits of the people which determine the
quantity and times of traveling as well as the percentage of the carload (that Is, paascnger-mlles divided by seat-miles) and thus the
passenger rates are determined.
rO.ST OF SERVICE.
The aeatmlle cost can be figured as shown for Illustration In the
following table, which indicates also the effect on such cost of more
frequent service:

Anniinl cost per mile of track
(mlniiten)
(plin <<.xtra8)
(it
operation
Interest and depreciation

Ilpddwny
<nr nillPS
Cost

ABC
CO

I.I.OOO

30
30.000

lt5

00,000
JT.ZOO
4,500

»1,H00
2,700

$.1.(tOU

14,500

17,200 Jl 1,700
24
20

Cost per cnrnille (cents)
Car sentlnK capacity....

30
40

Car seat mile cost (cents)

75

3.tlOO

40

40

6

6

The

actual passenger rate per mile must be more than the carseat cost a-s a minimum In proportion, ns the passenger-miles are
less than the car-seat miles.
If the passenger load averages 10 per
cent, of the seating capacity then, on a 60-mlnut6 headway, the average cost would be '"/., times 0.76 cents, or 1% cents per mile.
This Indicates how much rates might be decreased If full loads were

•A paper read twfore the American Street
(Ion It Its Atlantic City Conrentlon, 1007.

& Intenirimn linllwny Ansocln

To give some idea

of the variation in density of travel on electric
railways, the following figures are given:
Territory.
T'^itpfl

Kingdom

United States
Indiana

Passenger

Average

per mile.

fare
2.26 cents
3.76 cents
cents
5.6

939.658
333,802
133,000

Receipts
per mile.

?21.240
12,553
7,500

The above

figures for the United States and Indiana include all
is, both city and interurban.
The density of
Ohio
interurhans is indicated in the following table,
travel on the
grouping them together according to principal terminal:
Extending centrally through the building from main waiting
electric railways; that

Receipts
per mile.
$5,045
3,829
3,257
3,137
3,542

Its

Principal Terminal.

population,

500,000
200,000
225,000
90,000

Cleveland

Columbus
Toledo

Uayton
Miscellaneous

Twenty-eight interurbans
annual receipts as follows:
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,50U
5,000

in this

same

$2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,000

4
4
7
4

up

4

section are classified in

1

1
1

f

11
3

1

11
(

si
°

(

11
^^

1

.

)

*

(

^

)

,n

)

^1

o
•'

28

Most of these roads furnish hourly service, so that by making
for limited and excursion cars, the receipts per carmile can be calculated, and assuming the average rate to be 1.5 cents
per mile, the number of passenger-miles and its relation to the car-

some additions

seat mile capacity can be determined.
As indicating the variation in car-miles per mile of road, it may
be stated that the elevated roads in New York operate 1,635,000 miles
per mile of road, as against 15,000 or less for the ordinary interurban
road in the Middle West, while the expenses per car-mile on the elevated are nine cents per mile, as compared with about 14 cents for

West interurban.
The expenses per car-mile and per seat-mile for a Itnown service
are capable of calculation with mathematical precision, but thfe
density of the traffic can only be learned by experience, and this experience indicates how much the rates charged must be Increased
beyond the basic seat-mile cost.
the Middle

WESTERN INTERURBANS.
For the average conditions prevailing throughout the Middle
of testimony is available to show that the basic single trip
rate should be upwards of two cents per mile.
If less Is charged,
not enough additional travel is secured to increase the gross receipts.
If more is charged, travel Is curtailed and the gross is reduced.
In
stating this it must be understood that mileage, commuter and other
lower rates are granted and maintained at proper relation to the

amount

single trip rate.

The widest consensus of opinion on the subject Is found in a
resolution passed by the Ohio Interurban Railway Association oh
25, 1905.
This association represented about 2.000 miles of Interurban roads and the matter was given earnest consideration in
private discussion between the members and in the open meeting.
The re.solutlon reads as follows:
"Whereas. A demand for improved service on Interurban roads
has very largely Increased the operating expenses of such roads,
and many roads have met this demand; and,
"Whereas, In order lo obtain their share of the business many
other roads contemplate improving their service In like manner; and.
"Whereas, The prevailing low rate of fare on most Interurban
roads will not permit of such Improvement In service, therefore, be It
"Re.soi.ved. That the Ohio Interurban Railway Association recommend a uniform base rate of two cents per mile, and a minimum

May

charge of 10 cents."
Mr. A. H. Koyce, secretary and treasurer of the Canadian Street
Railway Association, writes:
"Since the reduction to two cents a mile (by legislative art) the

NOTCMHCB

IS.
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tickeu and chaise 3 cenu per mite, and hia pairoDs aie well satisOad. In the southem
a flat rate of two ceota a luile. We Hiid that It U lmpo«ilbl« to part of the state LuMlneaa U done mostly on rouad trip llcketa at
operate a road properly and keep up the rolling stock and equipment 0.6 of a cent per mile. He tUlea:
even at Inu rale.
"M Is a f-uriru!' fact that In th^ iiouthem territory where exist"In the other provlnreg of Canada, the rate* of fare are regulated >'"
IS a strong movement
by a«r<"-mri.is with the niuim liialltJea tbrousb which they operate.
ere. where the highest
There 1h iiu leiclslatlon aRectint; these rates, and as a ruli- the charge T''
lied."
Is three cenln a mile."
The aUivu quutu'.iuus ar«.> ukdi frutu letters on the subject of
Mr. J Mr-M. Smith, Ucneral Manager of the Southern Michigan "Itali-j*. addies^ed to our secretary. Professor Swenaon. to whom I
all i.-uinmu(atlOD

<

'

Railway

am much Indebted for this and some statistical Information.
niarted out a year or two a^o on the rate basis of mj and
Examination shows a clear distinction In conoitlona and prmo1% cents per mile, but we found this to be entirely too low, and ac- tice between the 2 and 1 cent rates per mile.
cordingly we made a uniform ralite. It Is my belief, based on long
The 1 cent rate applies to conditions approaching those of the
years of experience in thU business, that a road must be excep- city railway, 5 cent /.ones, no tickets, a succession of towns, with
tionally well located If It can be made profitable on u rate less than contiguous population limits.
two cents per mile."
The 2 cent rate applies to cities and towns considerably sepMr. S. Mendrle, General Manai^er of the Grand Rapids. Holland arated, where passengers may travel 25, SO, 100 or 200 miles, and
A CblcaKo llallway, writes:
this rate applies to occasional travelers on single trip or Interline
"I am Inclined to think that all our interurban passenger fares tickets.
Tickets are also sold and gradations of adult rates for comIn MIchignn are too low In view of the increase In the wages and In
muter and school travel are made down to 1 cent per mile. For
the cost of all materials which enter into the construction and op- interurbans of tnis character, we will describe the kind of tickets
eration of electric roads to-day.
In lS941tC I look franchises for a sold.
road 0.T the average of one cent per passenger mile, but new sterl
KI.NU OF TICKErrS.
then cost |16 per ton. copper 13 cents per pound, number one stan1.
The single trip ticket (good between specified points for an
dard ties 35 cents each, common labor 11. So per day. etc. At that adult) Is the basis of maximum charge
on each interurban line.
time, conductors and motormen were paid 17.5 c?nts per hour, and Uccasionally.
a higher rate is charged for fare paid on the cars, but
other labor in proportion. The same road could not be built to-day this practice is diminishing, because it entails a greater variety of
for twice its cost, and although the fixed charge-! are low. the present
fares and discriminates against the farm community boarding the
owners are not satisfied with Its net earnings."
cars where ticket offices cannot be maintained, and this farm comMr. H. H. Polk. President of the Inter-Urban Railway Company munity is often the most important class of customers
for the road.
of Ues Moines, Iowa, writes:
To Increase the sale of tickets in order that cash may be taken at
"The rates generally charged are as follows: Two cents a mile the offices and not by the conductors, it has been proposed to charge
for single trip tickets: 1.5 cents for round trip tickets, good for one higher cash fares on the cars and give receipts with a redeemable
day: 1.25 cents for mileage. (These mileage books are for ar.y three value
to any ticket office the same as some steam railroads do, bat
people, and good until used.
However. I am of the opinion that this is impracticable for interurban conditions and in one case only
our round trip and mileage rates are too low, and we are seriously to my knowledge has been adopted.
considering the raising of these rates. With the universal two cent
2.
The round trip ticket, good for an adult, is the most comfare now forced on the steam railroads by state legislature.-;. I am
mon form of ticket, in fact is sold by some roads where single trip
of the opinion that it will be rather up-hill work for interurbans to
are
not sold, and is ordinarily sold at a 10 per cent, redactickets
exist at the present rates."
tion over double the single trip rate. In a few cases the reduction
Mr. C. N. Wllcoxen, general manager of the Cleveland & South- is 20 per cent.
western Traction Company, writes:
3.
Interline tickets are those sold by one road for transportation
"There are very few roads in this state operating at less than over its own line and one or more connecting lines, usually not more
two cents per mile, with the usual reduction for commuters' tickets, than three. Such a ticket, when sold for a round trip may be nearly
etc.
The average rate obtained by the Ohio roads is approximately a yard long and practically correspond in form and appearance to the
To attempt to operate on a 1.25 cents per mile familiar steam railroad ticket. The interurbans of the Central West
1.65 cents per mile.
basis would mean bankruptcy to the interurban roads of this state." sell large numbers of these tickets and they are essential in competiMr. H. A. Nicholl. of the Indiana Union Traction Co., writes:
tion with the steam railroads.
"Our single trip tickets are 1.5 cents per mile. This is as low
4.
Mileage books, so-called, are sold at 1G% per cent, to
a rate as I believe any electric road can carry passengers with a rea- 33 H per cent, reduction from the base rate. If such books are good
sonable profit."
for a specified number of miles, 500 or 1,000, then the conductor must
carry a sheet of mileage distances between points and detach coupons
EASTERN I.NTEBtJBBAXS.
accordingly. The reservation Is commonly made that no less than
From the average conditions prevailing in Massachusetts, New
Since the rates per mile charged on
five coupons shall be detached.
Jersey, some parts of Pennsylvania and other sections with considdifferent roads and often on various sections of the same road vary
erable density of popllktion, a large amount of testimony is availfor franchise or other reasons, it has therefore been found expedient
able to show that the heavier travel, the more frequent trips, the
to issue "Mileage Books" not for a specified number of miles but
shorter rides, and repeated loading and unloading in a trip, make
containing a certain number of 5 cent coupons. This avoids the
profitable and advisable no variety of tickets, but only a single adult
necessity of conductors carrying mileage cards, permits detaching
rate.
coupons of a face value equal to the single trip ticket: reduces the
Mr. M. C. Brush, Vice-President of the Newton Street Railway
complexity of accounting and in general Is practical where mileage
Co., and associated companies, writes:
coupons are impracticable. Properly these are called Coupon Ticket
"I find upon careful investigation that on about 50 per cent, of Books and if good on
one road "Local"; if good on a group of roads,
our lines our fares vary from 1 cent per mile to 1.5 cents per mile. "Interchangeable"; but we continue to speak of them in common
On the remaining 50 per cent, it varies from 0.4 to 0.9 of a cent per parlance as "Mileage Books." Such interchangeable books issued
mile.
The average New England street railway manager does not by certain members of the Central States Interurban Association
believe that under present operating conditions it is possible to carry
contain 240 5-cent coupons, face value J12. sold at a net price of $10.
a patron more than five or six miles for 5 cents. That Is, I think These books are good for use over some 37 railways and their underyou will find that the average New England manager believes that lying companies all operating several thousand miles of track. This
1 cent per mile Is a,fair charge in this territory."
book is good for one person only, usable within one year and not
Note. The Massachusetts law requires half rate for school less than two 5-cent coupons are detached for any ride, no matter
tickets.
how short. Each individual company is free to issue, also, mileage
Mr. F. L. Fuller, Vice-President and General Manager of the New books good over Its own line under such conditions as It may see fit.
York & Queens County Railway Co.. writes:
In some cases these are good for use without restriction as to name
"The rates on Long Island are 1 cent per mile, collected in 5-cent and number of persons and at a slightly lower rate.
zones."
Commuter books are also sold, good commonly only for either
5.
Mr. F. \V. Bacon. General Manager of the New Jersey & Hudson 30 days or a calendar month, and containing 40. 50 or 60 rides, each
River Railway & Ferry Co.. writes:
book limited to one name. Such books are not in as common use
"I do not think the rates In New Jersey on interurban roads are now as the writer believes they will be in the future, as they form
mile,
our
1.25
cents
per
and
average
rate
is
1.15
cents
excess
of
in
a mears of building up a steady suburban travel, the same as steam
per mile, but we do not issue commutation tickets or other forms at roads operate so profitably out of our large cities and without interany cheaper rates, and only make 25 per cent, reduction on school fering with higher charges for occasional travelers.
tickets."
6.
Book tickets are sold for 10. 20. 30. 40. 50 or 100 rides, with
CAilFOBNIAN IKTERT7SBAN8.
or without limitation as to name or family, or length of use and on
serve the same purpose as commuter books.
some
roads
The extremes on rates seem to exist in California. Mr. SchindExcursion tickets are sold by almost all roads for special
7.
His line, In
ler, of Chico. Cal., makes most Interesting statements.
the Sacramento valley, has steam railroad conditions, and charges occasions, usually limited to one day ,ind issued for summer riding to
Co., write*:

"We

I
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parks, church picnics, political meetings, city shopping and a great
variety of purposes.
S.
Half rate tickets are sold for single and round trips of children from 5 to 12 years of age.
9.
Party tickets are sold for a specified number of persons traveling together between specified points within a time limit.

Special carload rates are made for e.xcursions at the lowest
rates.
The car is permitted to carry a full seated load and usually
a limited additional number of standing persons.
Twenty-six interurbans in Ohio. Indiana and Michigan are reported by the Street Railuay Journal to sell these kinds:
10.

No. of
Tickets.
Single trip

Companies.
::4

UouDd trip
Commutation

;;4

(Individual)
t'omniutatioD (family)
School tickets
Mileage books
ioterchangeajjle coupons

l.t

11

14
10
15

Sunday
Week. end

4

Not selling tickets

L'

7

above and many more forms of paid transportation are
used in the development of the interurban business. The writer, on
undertaking the management of an interurban system, found in use
tickets of as many as 400 kinds; that is, differing in form and points
between which they were usable.
All the

0RAn.\TIO.\ OF RATES.

The gradation of price between these various forms of tickets
must follow a consistent sequence in order that each ticket may find
its proper use. To illustrate:
If the mileage book price is less than
the commuter rate, there would be no sale for commuter books. The
gradation is commonly something like this: Assume the base rate for
a single trip ticket is 2 cents per mile, round trip ticket will be 10 per
cent, off, or 1.8 cents; the interline single trip ticket will be the sum
of the single trip rates of the connecting roads and the interline
round trip ticket will likewise be the sum of the round trip rates
of the connecting roads, or less if there is a competitive route; the
mileage book will be lO-.-i per cent, off or 1% cents per mile net;
the commuter book ticket rate will be about 1.2.5 cents; the school
rate will be 1 cent and the excursion rate and party rate will vary
from 0..T of a cent to 1.5 cents, according to distance, size of excursion and other conditions. This gives a general idea of the consistent
relationship between these various rates, but. of course, there are
considerable departures from this practice in individual cases.
The average gradation of rates in cents per mile, in three Western states, is shown in figures from the Street Railway Journal.
May 5, 1905. as follows:
Issued by
Issued by
Issued by
Cash fare
Single trips

Round trip
Commuters (family)
Commuters (Individual)
.Mileage
Interline coupons

School

Mr. C. L.

Company

of

S.

Ohio.
1.84
23
1.77
17
1.63
20
1.45
12
1.09
17
1.37
6
1.48
10
1.03
12

Michigan.
1.58
B
1.48
l.:^4

1.10
1.00
1.25
1.30
0.87

4
4
2
2
1
1

2

Indiana.
1.68
8
1.68
6
1.45
6
1.23

3

20

5
2

1

1.22
1.67
0.94

1

4

TUB ESTABLISHMENT OF RATES.
Tingley, Vice-President of the American Railways

Philadelphia, speaking

of

Pennsylvania

conditions,

states:

"The whole thing

is

a matter of ordinance regulation and not

a (juestion of scientific rate making."
This Is true for many roads elsewhere.
For the short interurban with the dense traffic, 5 cent zones and
no tickets are clearly indicated.
For the long Interurban, experience has clearly indicated the expediency of a mileage basis of charge with tickets and a graduation
of rates for difTerent classes of travel. The western interurban connection with other interurbans and having steam or electric competitors will need (a) cash receipts for use on the car. (b) single
and round trip tickets, (c) interline single and round trip tickets,
(d) interchangeable coupon books, (e) commuter or book tickets.
(f) school tlckPt.i. and (g) excursion tickets.
A consistent relation
In rates for each kind of ticket has been specified in the preceding
sections.

The Interline tickets and Interchangeable coupon books are required for steam competitors. The commuter tickets are required to
build up a travel of wage earners working In one place and living
In another.
Excursion tickets are required for those who might not
otherwise ride, and school tickets are ordinarily an unprofitable concession to education.
The profit from traffic should not be estimated too narrowly on
a cents per passpnger-mlle ba-sls.
If a car receives all Its load at
the terminal and does not pick up passengers along the way. the
space taken by the passenger Is worth as much whether he rides all
or pnrf of the trip; or to make specific application, commuter rates
should be determined more by what the passenger ran afford from
his daily wage and by seat-trip cost than by mileage rates.
Excursion rates and carload rates are subject to the greatest
variation and the cost of such business may be figured progressively
lower as one In turn omits Interest, depreciation, general expense,
track malntrnanre and other Items that are not affected sensibly by
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the operation of an additional car over the road. If platform wages,
power and car repairs are figured as the only cost of the additional
service, very low mileage rates may be made.
Such reduction of
excursion rates is justified within limits to the extent upon which

may be secured.
A comiiany may make money on excursions

the largest annual receipts

at half a cent a
losing on regular travel at 3 cents a mile. For the
travel at a cent may be a desirable addition
to the business where general travel will hardly yield a profit at
l\-j cents.
By commuters we mean those persons traveling back and
forth between work and home every working day. The lower rate
enables certain people to take employment in the city when they
could not afford to pay fares at full rates out of their daily wage, and
enables workmen in the city to move to the country when otherwise
they would locate along some city line readied by a 5 cent fare.
Roads differ greatly in regard to the possibilities of commuter
On some a large feature
travel.
be made of this business; on
others, it is not worth while to even put the books on sale.
In conclusion we may state the rate which may be profitable for one road
may be unprofitable for another and, in each case, the distribution
of the population along the read and the character of the travel must
The heavier
be studied carefully to determine the rates charged.
the travel and the more miscellaneous its character, the greater reason for making a uniform and low rate for all classes of travel. On
the other hand, the less the density of the population, the greater
reaso.i for making an initial single trip high rate for the occasional
traveler and creating, in addition, a large regular travel by other
forms of lower rate tickets.
In conclusion we may state that, before attempting to fix rates,
the first thing is to study the density of the population along the
line, and its location, to estimate how much will be through travel,
how much short ride travel out of the terminals, how much loading
and reloading of passengers will occur in the course of the trip,
what pleasure resorts exist, or may te built up, what commuter travel
will be created, that is, working people in the city drawn into the
country to live, and country people secure employment in the city,
and all of these and other elements are more vital in determining the
rates of fare than the car-mile cost, trip-seat cost, or the seat-mile
cost. In fact, the character of the travel should determine the kind
of road built and the choice of rolling stock.
After a study of all
the conditions a determination must l;e made of various kinds of
tickets to be sold and the gradation of rates between them.
Ticket offices should be established wherever ticket sales will
justify it. and in the Middle West about 60 per cent, of receipts are
collected through such offices. Reasonable care will insure that such
Tickets have the adreceipts reach the treasury of the company.
vantage of keeping money out of the conductors' hands, but, as a
considerable amount will be collected by the conductors, it is of

mile where

same

it

reaso.i,

is

commuter

cm

vast importance to secure a proper account of it.
West and other sections of medium density of population, a large
Large sums remain to be collected by the conductors on the cars
from passengers boarding them where ticket offices cannot be maintained and from passengers failing to buy tickets where they are sold.
Every safeguard should be provided for such collections in order to
check fully the work of the conductors.
The cash fare receipts issued on the caM. should show at least
from what point to what point fare is paid, and the auditor's stub
must give corresponding information. The tickets and stubs turned
in by the conductor will then show how many passengers should be
in the car at each point along its trip. An actual count of passengers
at one or more points thus affords an exact check on the conductor's
returns.

Accident Bulletin No. 24.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission has

issued Accident BulNo. 24, giving the record of railroad accidents in the United
States during the three months ending June ,10. 1907. and yearly
tables for the 12 months ending with .Tune.
The number of persons killed In train accidents in the quarter was iHO. and of Injured 4,124. Accidents of other kinds bring the total number of
casualties up to ID. 711 (I. or..'") killed and 18.fi46 injured).
These
<;!
jiassengers and (b) employees on duty.
reports deal only with
letin

(

•r.Miii:

Ni..

I,

rusiiiillifK

til

I'linons

.\pnl,

—

.)/«)/ iiiiil

—

I'nssiMi

,

Collisions

nernllments
Mlsrellnnrous (rnin nooldenis*
Total train ncddents

48

Cr.iipling or uuroupllng
iilher work abf. trains or switches
I ><>lng
In rontarl with overhead bridges, cte...

Kalling from or getting on cars or engs..
olhiT ranacs

Total (other than train accidents)
Total, all classes

gera.

,

Junr. 1907.
Tol'l persons
-, .—reported—*

ICm-

— ployecs-

,

Klld. InJ'd. Kll'd. Injd. Kll'd. InJ'd.
991
103 1.719
7
728
9«
41 1,29,1
8!»
673
124 1.9H6
23
4,39
33
23
406

.

.

2.0.-.4

1

7

49

5.i8

13

B72

202
72
76
40
194
370

4,243

2no
72
76

377

41

884

3.024
4.768

243
3.83

3..'i82
.-.,340

2.070

973

4.124
!173

4,243

63

1,137

7,''.2

13.3.S,-.

815

14..J22

Ill

3.191

9,>4 lti.4rir>

1,08,-,

18.B46

•Including locomotive boiler explosions.

The quarter ending with .June usually shows lighter accident
records than any other quarter of the year, and this Is generally

—
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true Id the pr-svot liuUnce; but the prinrlpal touU are all larcer
In the uroe quarter onr rt^nr n;;n
Tblt may In large me«aure
be acL-ouDteU for by (be ui.i
imtant lncrea»e lo railroad

iiaaAiLMBara.

than

trafflc.
Tbe duoiUt of jiii
in train accld<-nla, which
fluctuates more than any o'.
very much larger than one
>ear agu; but there la a tuarkeU iliuiinullon from thu high flgure
reported three months ago. In (he present bulletin, derailment
No. 6* (Table 2a). killing 33 and Injuring 19. and colllnlon No. l.f
killing eight and Injuring 37. are (he extraordinary Kemx.

:'- s^

I

t'oaipartaoa u/ rrimtpat llrmt

liutl-lm ama With

l.,fi

>cil>i

Our
—-UuliPttna

'

Pm—»n*'Tn

I.,....„....r. IIU...I

t'

klllMl In train «r<-l<lrnt»
»ll ,„„....

4.1
6 1.

The

total

...>cvs killed, all raaaea.

:

.,

,

number

4

I*.

h\

1B7
«M
SS2

l.lOg
1,293

I.u«15

of collisions and derailments

was

Kifimcd by

Kpread of

28
20

11.000

86

lokDonn.

13.00<j

51

14,<XI0

82

Track dUloried by aolar beat.
Broken flangr. Uvrallrd can wrecked

19

14.20<i

1

15.900

03
88

lirai.

a bridge.

93.1

3,777

luoDlag lea-

Exc.......

S2

'il

1(14

...k.ur
roadt*e<l

31

11.000

ralD.

No. au

y'O

.,..,
ralla

$S.4V0
2

dcr

I>.

205
02

72

U

3

Ill

0.-i4

^1

3

I

d
'A

,

2«1'

~

1 .,;...

4t.

No. 23.

4H

l<lrot«

a

Bark.

> r<ir

\o 24
1.

2.

i.

hi

t

8«v note In text.
dne loalniy to ext guDpowder.
damaged by

I'DkDown.

t'nknnwn

tinmnei*

:

pi.

as

1

19.030

59

26

20.032
25.000

62
28

Landslide

26

30,000

23

Ruadtv d

82.000
34,000

30
58

Switch maliclounly misplaced.
this occurred on an old
R<M'k slide

moment

follows:

Tablb No.

CollUloHt

2.

Persons

,

Ix>u.

.No.

butting
imlna leparstlng
mlscellaDeoui

«4T2.U,'II

144

63.521
427,453

1,800 $1,331,244

3«N,2.3g

1,082

Totnl rolllslons
Iierallmrnta due to

^

Killed. iDjared.

402
228

ColllsloD*. rrar

1

I.vC

•-

419
717

8

44

29

38'J

5
10

103

1,719

420

»3»4.9"0

13

821
106
91

tJ72,783
il3.rtS2

15
10

154.B40
67,480
547,874

16
3
67

625
276
178
112
46
729

1,971 $1,901,429

124

1,966

Total

3.777 $3,232,673

227

3,685

tJrand total. 74 337

etc

..|iil|im.'nt
rnliiiui-n,

f

N

alKtialiDen, etc.

ruiili.n of track, etc

1

^:

1.1

.Ml

1.

.n

of track, etc

11

516

M.i!..-!i

Total derailments
Total, roUUIona ami derailment!!

The following. Table
the damage is reported at
Taule

.

.

la

a

14
lu

list

—Ca«»t»

0/ Thirty tiro J'romincnt Ti-ain Accidenln {Class A.).
II., butting collision;
M., mlscellaneoni
fNoTC. R.. stands tor rear coMl.sloo
collisions
D.. derailment
r., passenger train
F., frelgbt and miscellaneous trains.]

—

2a.

:

:

:

:

COU.i8IONS.

II
P.

&

F.

$003

91

F.

A

F.

2.100

42

Disregard of telegraphic orders.
note In text.

See

side track
train moving
mllo an bour. but englneman
fell ask-op and slept 2 minutes
had
been on duty 21 hours.

Collision on

only

:

1

;

3

H.

V 4

13

F.

6,800

11

Eastbound freight encroached on time
westbound passenger train (1
of

Knglneman did not know
road had taken this run by making
misrepresentation
conductor and 2
a.m.).
:

:

brakomen

a.'jleep.

4

B.

F &

K.

7,000

16

Runaway on

.5

B.

v.

*

F.

8,000

08

Englneman of westbound frelgbt (who
was killed evldontly forgot regular

note

steep grade 3

m.

a.

See

in text.
I

easllKtund i)assenger train
passenger
train srheduled for only 2 days In
the week
.^nlurday and Sunday.
Flagman of pushing engine failed to
signal following train.
Operator. 2t» years 10 months of age.
neglected to deliver meeting ordoi-.
Cleared signal for another train and
forgot to restore It to the stop posi;

6

R.

K.

&

F.

10,000

7

7

B.

F.

&

F.

10,000

45

8

B.

F.

4F.

10,220

1

tion.

9

B.

P.

&

F.

10,400

36

10

B.

F.

&

F.

10.600

72

11

B.

F.

4F.

10.93.-J

33

12

R.

P.

&

F.

12,000

.'.

13

R.

F.

ft

F.

13.000

9

Operator, 17 years of age. accepted order after train had left.
Flagman failed to signal following
foggy.
train
5 a. m.
Freight train entiTeil yard 1 a. m. with
speed not under control.
Butting coill.slon at water station; en:

;

glneman asleep.
Fiillurp uf block signaling and flagging.
Si'e note In text.
Runaway, due lo failure of air pump

;

neglect to slacken speed on passing
over summit, and failure to apply

band brakes.
14

H.

P.

AF

13,000

12

Empty engine encroached on time

of

passenger train. Kngineman's watcb
slow, not having been wound engine
man's experience as a runner, six
months.
;

lo

R.

F.

AF

1

16.000

18

Signal

when track was not
This was made possible by

cleared

clear.

the breakage of a connection at an
Signalman held
Interlocking cabin.
negligent.
II)

I!.

F.

A

F,

17

II.

F.

A

F.

6

4

.''.fl.070

2

5«.8S9

14

Operator accepted order after train had
passed.

Rear

See note

In

text.

collision of freight trains In tun-

nel.
A comparallvoly light train
Time interovertook a heavier one.
Leadval at Inst stnllon 10 minutes
ing train held blameworthy for not
signaling bv fusee, and tbe following

train for running too fast.
lining took Are and was

Total.

144 $234,309

tbe nigbt.

Inapeclor had

Tunnel

damaged

j.'.o.oon.

•Honda, Cal.. May 11. Railroad Qatettc. May 17 and July 12.
In this case the
tHartford. Conn.. June 23: llallroail (inzetlc. July 2r>.
conductor and engineer were tried for manslaughter, convicted and sentenced
to Imprisonment for '^ months.

61,224
84,500

|i

n

75
32

wafer

undermlord by

known

frjm

to exiit.

:

It

la

bell.'T.<d

l.oou ft. dlaunt bad
rock BO as to permit

of train accidents In which
$10,000 or over, and other notable cases:

2a,

In

louAened.

springs not Itefore

railroad.

r.inilwaT.

..f
.

RalU ma:KluUA.>

drtect'-d no Indication of truable.

26
45

:

ivf.-cl.

(b«

tti'

DrraUmmtt.

aitil

that blasting
fractured tbe

regeuiloo to

dUlntegrate It.
Defective track. See note lo text.
Unknown. See note in text.

47 103 $391,186
$fi2.">.495

Derailment No.
record, causing the
reported as due to
running at regular
switch and the two

by far the worst accident In the present
6,
death of 33 persons and the Injury of 19, is
some cause undiscovered. A passenger train,
speed, was derailed at a facing point split
cars next behind the engine were completely
w^recked.
When these came to rest they were lying close to the
engine, so that steam escaping from the boiler scalded the occupants of the cars. The engine appears to have passed over the
switch in safety, and the two cars next following evidently were
thrown off by the partial movement of the switch. Of tbe seven
cars in the train the two at the rear passed over the switch without being derailed. It would appear that some part of the engine
broke and fell to the track, causing the movement of the switch
rails, but it was impossible to discover any positive evidence of
this.
The side track leading from the switch diverged to the left,
and the switch rail on the left side of the track was found after
the accident in proper position and undamaged. The engine and
tender, though they passed over the switch without being derailed,
were knocked off the track in some way. presumably by the derailed car next behind them, and the tender was pushed against
the engine in such a way as to overturn it.
It is possible that the
leading truck of the tender was the one that caused the damage
The switch was fitted
to the switch and that tirst left the track.
with a circuit breaker so adjusted as to set an automatic block
signal against an approaching train if the switch point were more
than one-quarter of an inch away from the stock rail. This circumstance affords additional evidence that the switch was In proper
position when the leading wheels of the engine ran onto It.
Collision No. 1 was between a westbound passenger train and
an eastbound work train, and ail of the victims were employees,
except three passengers slightly injured. All of the eight kilieil
and 32 of the injured were laborers riding in the leading car of
the work train, the engine of this train being at the rear end.
The collision occurred on a line where, although the railroad is
double-tracked, one of these tracks for a few miles is used for suburban trains in both directions and the other one for other trains.
the day in question, which was Sunday, the suburban trains
were run on the track usually used by other trains, in order to
This temporary arrangefacilitate repairs on the suburban track.
ment was to last from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. The collision occurred at
.\ supplementary order had Just been issued extending
6.50 p.m.
the temporary arrangement, but it appears to have been misunderThe pas-senger train was made up on the proper track, but
stood.
it was run through a crossover to the other track, the conductor
adjusting the switch himself, and it proceeded on the wrong track
in disregard of the special orders, which were clear and which
no one claims to have misunderstood. The collision occurred beThe confore the passenger train had run more than a half mile.
ductor of the passenger train Is reported as having left for parts

On

unknown soon

after the accident.

causing the death of a flreraan 21 years old
of one other trainman, was due to inefficient
management of the air-brakes on a heavy freight train descending
a 2'/j per cent, grade at 3 a.m., the englneman at that time having
been" on duty about 21 hours. The grade In question is 26 miles
Collision

No.

4.

and the serious injury
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and the train had been run safely for 23 miles when the miles an hour. The derailment occurred at 1.20 a.m. The wreck
engineman appears to have allowed the speed to increase to such took fire from an explosion of illuminating gas, and was destroyed
a rate that there was not sufficient time to recharge the air-brake by fire, with the exception of one sleeping car. The report says
main reservoir. He had made repeated applications of the brakes, that the track, which consisted of rails weighing 75 lbs. per yard
and finally was unable to apply them with sufficient force. The and sleepers in first class condition, was in good line and surface,
train consisted of 18 cars, weighing about 600 tons, and after it and that there were no indications either of a broken rail or of
became uncontrollable it collided with an engine standing at a loosened spikes.
water tank. The engineman at fault had been in the employ of
YEARLY T.\BLES.
this company about two months, but had been an engineman elseThis bulletin completes the publication of the accident records
where three and one-half years and had served as a fireman, before
under the law of March 3, 1901, for six years, and the double
that, for over five years.
One of the cars in the train had no aircolumn table (A) gives the aggregates for the year ending June
brakes working, and two others had leaky brake cylinders.
Al30, 1907, of the items which are given in Table No. 1 of the quarthough the engineman had been on duty 21 hours, he avers that
There have been heavy increases in all of the items,
terly returns.
he did not feel sleepy. This crew had been assigned to a work
except accidents in car coupling and from striking against overtrain during the day, and the men had had some time to sleep
head obstructions. The number of passengers killed and injured
while the engine was at rest waiting for the laborers to load matein collisions and derailments has increased to an alarming degree.
The report says that the brakeman on the forward end of
rial.
In this item the very large total re(See Table B, first item.)
this train was intoxicated at the time of the runaway, so that his
ported in 1905 is now exceeded by 17 per cent. The disastrous
services were of little or no value in controlling the speed of the
train accidents
killed)
long,

(410
record of casualties to passengers in
is due in large measure to 10 accidents which caused the deaths
These have been explained in the four quarterly
of 291 persons.
statements. Nine of the 10 accidents occurred in six states California, Indiana, Kansas, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina
and one in the District of Columbia.

train.

Collision No. 12 was due to an erroneous signal given by a
block-signal operator and to the failure of the conductor and the
rear brakeman of a freight train to flag a following passenger train.
The collision occurred at 2.20 a.m. The freight train was standing partly in a yard, and the block-signal operator reported it as
having gone out of the block section, thus allowing the passenger
train to come on from the block station in the rear, when in fact
a part of the freight train had not cleared the block. The signalman, who had been in the service three years, offered the inadmissible excuse that he had been assured by the yardmaster that the
block section was clear. The rear brakeman of the freight en-
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8,079
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19
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991
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Other work about trains or switches
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4,733
364 2,702
73
850
48
504
82
752
567 4,808
776 9,341
4,184
259 1,786
22
218
330 2,511
515 6,695
18
232
31
275
153
84 1,052
4
266
127
114 1,605
130 1.758
13
160
13

Klll'd. Inj'd.

10
26

"

56
63
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Total,
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^
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Third

State.
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43

17
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Injrd.

Killed.

orders...

Collision
"
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of Casualties to Persons,

Persons carried
under
Passengers
agreement,
^(oandb)— ^etc.(b&).—,,
Kill'd. InJ'd.

.

Year Ending June 30, 1907.

in the

of despatcher's
—
rules and signals....
Disregard
—Confusion
connection with whistle
—
Neplect
signals
Derailment — Defective or unfastened track at
drawbridge
deliver meeting
Collision — Operator failed
order
signal
Enginem.Tn disregarded
—
Derailment — Ilm-xplained
—
Unexplained
Derailment — Misplaced switch
Derailment — Unexplained

First...
Second..

deavored to excuse himself by asserting that the conductor had
passed the rear end of the train, apparently going to signal the
passenger train. The conductor, who had been in the service four
years, refused to attend the hearing on the accident.
He, as well
as the brakeman and the block signalman, was dismissed from the
service, as was the engineman also, for not sounding a whistle
T.VBI.E

a list of these 10 cases:

is

Ten Prominent Accidents

.506

466

6!)).

—

,

— —

—

,

^

,

,

,

,

Klll'd. Inj'd.

707
88
91
93
319
209

896

126
22
105

3,012

780

99
57
45
13
120
125

372

79
135
69
23
206
118

800 16,214

360

6,856

551

647 13,597 1,507 21,754

459

8,190

630 10,486 1,757 22.259 4,353 62,689 5,000 76.286

237

4,527

signal to notify the rear brakeman to go back with a red signal.
Collision No. 16. causing six deaths and four injuries, occurred
at 3 a.m., and was due to wrong information given by a telegraph

operator to the train despatcher. This operator was 18 years 8
months of age. and had been in the service 11 months. The train
passed his station at 2.50 a.m., and he made the proper entry in
his book; but 10 minutes later, when the despatcher inquired if
that train had passed, the operator, without looking at the book,
replied that it had not, whereupon the despatcher sent an order
for this train to meet another one, and a few minutes afterwards
permitted the opposing train to proceed from the other station.
The operator at fault soon discovered his mistake, but not in time
to prevent the collision.
Derailment No. 14 Is reported as due to defective track. An
eaathoiind passenger train, running about 35 miles an hour on an
easy curve, ran off the track, and the whole train, consisting of
an engine and eight cars, fell down a bank about 20 ft. high. As
soon as the train left the track a gas tank attached to the bottom
of the dining car exploded, setting lire to the train, and all of the
rara, except the mall car, were burned up.
Another pa.ssenger train
had gone over this track In the opposite direction about 30 minutes
before the occurrenr:e of the accident, and the engineman and fireman of that train say that they felt a slight irregularity In the
track, apparently a low joint, but did not deem It dangerous.
It
Is believed, however, that as there was not quite enough ballast
In the track on the outside of the curve the rails were thrown out
of line by the rear end of the westbound train.
One 75-lb. rail,
nine years old, was found broken, but It Is not certain that this
break occurred before the train ran off the track.
Derailment No. 15, causing the death of three passengers and
the Injury of 19 passengers and two trainmen. Is reported as due
to some cause unknown.
The trnin consisted of an engine and
eiehl pap?eneer and linccTee cars, and If was running nt about 50
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From Table B, next following, comparisons
the last three years.
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The object of tbia part of
determine the lateral thrust
the wheels under high capacity
iRhl cars may be subjected, when moving
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urves at dilTerent speedf. and. If pos-
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develop
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law
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accordance with

the thrust Increases as the speed o(
11^ car is increased.
As an Investigation of this kind had never
''fore been undertaken. It was necessary to
I'sign and build a special piece of apparatus.
he method pursued was t;> place In the track
.11 some point on a curve an Instrument which
was capable of registering the lateral thrust
a.-ainst the outside rail of each wheel of a
rar or a train of cars as it passed. To do
ih.s it was necessary that the short section
of rail which came in contact with the whe?l.
together with its supports, should have a
strength ruffldert ti sustain the lateral t^irast
of the heaviest locomotives and that the regist'ring apparatus should be so sensitive aid
rapid in its action that it would register t e
thrust of a passing wheel and come ba^-k to
zero pressure in time to register the next
wheel. At the same lime, the registering apparatus had to be so light that the effect of the
Track Apparatus for Testing Lateral Thrust of Wheel Against Rail.
inertia of its moving parts was reduced to a
under the high capinity cars than under cars with a i-apai-ity of minimum. The registering apparatus was designed to give a record
ouly eo.OOO Ihs. In that year. Prof. Goss made some tests in the of each wheel of an ordinary frfight car, with a truck wheel base of
The interval
laljoratory of Purdue I'niversity to ascertain the strength of the 5 ft. 2 in., moving at a speed of 40 miles an hour.
elapsing between the passage of two such wheels over a given point
flanges of cast-iron wheels.
.

lilch

!

I

Six new wheels and one wheel which had broken in service
were tested. The wheel to be tested was mounted on a str.)ng
mandrel secured to the base of the testing machine in such a nianuer that it could not slip and a punch was forced down against
the flange in the same way that the rail presses against it in service.
Pressure was applied until the flange broke. The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The punch A was bolted
to the head of the machine.
v.as preventeii from springing
It
away from the flange by a roller bearing against a bracket which
was bolted to the platen of the machine.
Three of the wheels tested, Nos. 19.413. 19.410 and 19.254. were
new wheels of M. C. B. dimensions. The fourth. No. 10.558. was a
In addition to these
piece of a wheel which had broken in service.
specimens, three new wheels were tested which were especially
These were marked
designed to give increased flange strength.
Wheels (e)
(p( G50 lbs., (ft 700 lb?, tape 1, (gl 700 lbs. tape 2.
and (f) were the American Car & Foundry Co.'s reinforced flange
design and wheel (g) was the then proposed standard of the M. C.
B. Association with reinforced flange.
Four tests were made with each of the M. C. B. standard wheels
and frojn two to four tests with each of the others. Three of the

is

.088 sec.

The apparatus as a whole may be divided into two parts: the
track apparatus and the recording instrument.
The track apparatus consisted of a section of rail 2 ft. long
fastened so that it was firmly held in posliion in the track and
yet was free to move outward by an amount sufficient to exert a
pressure on a hydraulic cylinder, in proportion to the lateral thrust
against

It.

The recording instrument was set on a small table placed
about 7 ft. from the track and was connected with the cylinder of
the track apparatus by a '4-in.
ordinary pressure gage, having a

brass

per sq. in., a recording pressure gage and a pressure
pump by which an initial
pressure could be put on the
whole system of piping. The
ordinary pressure gage was
made by the I'tlca Steam
Gage Co. and was fitted with

n-n

It was
a diaphragm spring.
carefully tested and the dial
calibrated before being put in

the .\meri(an Car & Foundry Co.'s wheel (e) showed
a flange strength of approximately 100,000 lbs., while the fourth
In view of ihLs wide difference an attest gave only 68.200 lbs.
tempt was made to get a fifth test from this wheel by applying
pressure to the flange midway between two of the breaks previously
made, with the result that the wheel broke through the rim at
tests

made on

service.

The recording pressure
was a modification of
recording
Metropolitan
the
gage, made by Schaeffer &
gage

105.000 lbs.

The clockwork
was removed and the
it
paper drum driven by hand.
Budenberg.

These teats showed that not only were there wide variations
In the strength of flanges of wheels of similar design but in differReinforcing thi" flange
ent parts of the flange of the same wheel.
added to the strength, but even In wheels thus reinfoned there was
a variation from «8,200 lbs. to lO.'i.OOO lbs. in the breiking strength
These tests cover practically all that is known of the strength
lu order
of the cast-Iron wheel to resist the thrust on the rail,
to ascertain approximately the relative strength of the steel wheel
under similar conditions a Schoen wheel was tested In the same
way. The work was done under a powerful hydraulic press and
the flange broke off under a load of .'>2ii.(!l2 lbs. This was more
than 4.7 times the load required to break the strongest part of
the flange of the American Car & Foundry Co."s or the M. C. B.
reinforced flange cast-iron wheels and more than 11 times the load
required to break the weakest of the M. C. B. plain flanges.

The

1 corresponds fairly closely with the ratio
strength of the two metals. The tensile strength

ratio of 4.7 lo

of the tensile

It consisted of an
registration of 200 lbs.

pipe.

maximum

in

Fig.

—

Method
Wheel Flanges
I

Breaking
in

Machine.

Testing

so that a record of indefinite
be
obtained.
length
could
The fact that this paper was
driven by hand explains the

irregularity

of

the

intervals

passage of the several wheels of the cars.
This gage also had a maximum registration of 200 lbs. per
A
sq. in. with a pen travel of 4 in., the width of the paper.
Bourdon tulie was used as the spring for this gage. It was calibrated for each set of tests by the Utica gage and Us Indications
marked on the paper on which the record was taken.
The piping and all spaces filled with liquid were so arranged
pockets were entirely eliminated and before work
air
that
was commenced it was definitely ascertained that the whole

elapsing between the
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space was completely filled with liquid free from bubbles of air.
The speed of the experimental car as it passed the instrument
was registered by means of two trips placed alongside the track
and arranged to be struck by one of the journal boxes of the car
as it passed. The trips closed an electric circuit passing through
one of the coils of a double registering Morse telegraph instrument. When the trip was struck by the Journal box, the circuit
was temporarily broken and the pen lifted, leaving an opening in
the line drawn on the strip of paper traveling through the instrument. The time was indicated by a clock making and breaking an
electric circuit at half-second intervals.
This circuit passed through
the other coil of the register. The two records were made side
by side and the intervals between the breaks, on the otherwise continuous line, showed the time elapsing between the striking of the
two trips. These trips were spaced t)6 ft. apart so that the speed
of the passing car could be readily calculated.
Specimens of these
records are shown in the accompanying engraving, Fig. 2, where
the car was moving at 9.14, 13.26, 14.21, 12.81 and 30.61 miles per
hour, respectively.
Through the courtesy of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. lyouis, facilities were supplied for making this investigation of
wheel stresses on the Hickory Branch extending south from Burgettstown, Pa. The instrument was placed in the outer rail near
the northern end of a curve of 1,307 ft. radius, or about 4 deg.
25 min. The elevation of the outer rail was 3% in., which is correct for a speed of 36.66 miles per hour.
As the trips for registering the speed could work for only one direction of motion, they
were set for the northbound traffic, which was the direction of the
loaded trains. At the point where the records were taken the car
was well in on the curve, with the trucks set in the normal position, and all the elements of entering the curve were removed.
It
may be added that the curve had no easement at either end.
On the approach of a train, or the experimental car, an initial
pressure was put on the piping system, in order that the movement
of the registering pen might be reduced to a minimum and with
it the effect of the inertia of the parts.
This initial pressure was
varied according to the speed. In operation, the actual movement
of the floating rail was imperceptible.
The levers divided the actual
movement by five at the diaphragm, which yielded only enough
to take the expansion of the Bourdon tube and the diaphragm of
the pressure gage, when delivering from a cylinder 6 in. in diameter.
Records were taken of a number of passing trains, and also
a special series of measurements was made with a loaded coal car
run at different speeds over the apparatus. Some of the records
are shown in the accompanying diagrams. Figs. 3 and 4.
In the records of the loaded coal trains, taken as they passed,
no memorandum of the weights of the cars was obtained.
The
weights were, however, approximately the same, and yet there were
wide variations in the lateral thrusts of the wheel against the rail.
For example: In the train moving at 9.35 miles per hour, these
thrusts varied from 2.260 lbs. to 7,210 lbs., with an average of 4,835
lbs.
On another train, moving at 12.05 miles per hour, the thrust
varied from 7,070 lbs. to 10.605 lbs., with an average of 8,205 lbs.;
while on another, moving at 4.04 miles per hour, the average was
5,543 lbs., with a range from 4.450 to 6,635 lbs.
In one case a car
registered a thrust of 16,175 lbs. when moving at 14.35 miles per
hour. This wide variation in the lateral thrust of different cars
in the same train at the instant of passing the apparatus was still
more strikingly shown in the series of tests made with a single car.
The tests with a single car consisted of 33 runs over the apparatus, at speeds varying from 4.57 to 31.25 miles per hour.
The
CAr used was a hopper-bottcm coal car. No. 210,512, of 100.000 lbs.
capacity and weighing, when empty, 39,500 lbs. It was designated
as of the Gl class by the Pennsylvania Lines West.
The total
weight of the car loaded with coal was 142,300 lbs.
Thl3 car, after being started some distance from the apparatus,
was cut loose from the engine and allowed to drift over the track
Instrument. The accompanying table gives the records that were

made.

The column headed "Wheel No."

Indicates the order in which
the wheels passed over the apparatus. Thus: 1 indicates the front
wheel of the forward truck; 2, the second wheel; 3, the front wheel
of the rear truck, and 4, the rear wheel.
The blank spaces in the
column of lateral thrust Indicate no record obtained, because of
the fact that the Initial pressure put on the apparatus was greater
than the wheel thrust, ho that the thrust produced no movement
of the pen. Throiighoul the whole series of tests the weather was
fine and the rail dry.
For convenience of reference and comparison, the lateral
thrusts ot the front wheel of the forward truck have been plotted
on the accompanying diagram. Fig. 5. This diagram shows graphically the wide variations In the lateral thrust of the wheel.
From
If, It Is Impossible to deduce any po.-dllve ratio between the speed
and the thrust, hut It shows that there la a relationship and that
the higher the speed the greater the thrust. There are a number
of records for the first wheel, extending from about 9.60 miles
an hour to 16.21 miles an hour that He In a straight line drawn
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from Just below the record of 31.25 miles an hour of 10,035 lbs.
The line drawn through these points is represented by the equation:

= 333

T
which

in

T

V

V

—

800

= Lateral thrust of wheel in
= Speed in miles per hour.

lbs.

This mu.st be regarded as a tentative formula only and one
which evidently will not hold for very low speed. But from the
records that have been obtained, it gives the lowest values and
therefore it cannot be criticized as being too high.
Attention is also called to the fact that the pressure seems
to increase directly as the speed and not as the square of the speed
which is the rate of increase of the centrifugal force. The probUecords of Tests wiTU Single Cab.
Lateral
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4,050
4.240

••

••

•

'

1.
2.

3.
4.

26.
26.
26.

•

"

"

26.

"
"

••

n.l4
0.14
9.14

2.5.

3,.535

••

ai4

••

25.

3,250
4.380
3,250

3,250
4,857
3,250

"

"
"

"

3..303

3.
4.

•;

10.320
0,100
10.605
10,320

3,li>5

1.

"
•

27.
27.

21.81
21.81
21.81
21.81

"

28.
28.
28.
28.

19.03
10.03
19.03
19.03

20.
20.

25.10
25.10
25.10

••

•'

"
'

20.
20.

•
•

;{n.

•'

••
•

••

•
"
••

"
•
'•

*»

3;
4.

•'

••

5,655
.^655
5.655
3,675

"

10,745
9,330
10,180
9.615

"

I.

"
•

:!l.

31.

27.01
27.01

"
•
"
•

32.
32.
32.
32.

31.25
31.25
31.25
31.25

"
•
•
"

33.
33.
33.
33.

30.61
30.61
30.61
30.61

4.

" 2

•

"
"
"
••
••

'

i'Mii
5,090

1.

•'

••

16,785

•

"

••

1.

27.01

"

•

2.
3.
4.

4.

••

•'

•
•

31.
31.

27. ill

'•

7.406
5,230

X

••

"

3.

•
"

••

•'

4.

1.

30.
30.
30.

••

4,950

" 2
• 3.

2.->.10

•

1.
2.

.^

"

"
•

1.
2.
3.

>,

"
"
"

"

2.
6.
4.

"

"

•

"

1.

'*

••

25.10
25.10
25.10
25.10

"
"

"

••

1.

'

'{.

9,895
9,470
10,320
8,480

"
"

'•

2.

••

18.46
18.46
18.46
18.46

••

•'

"

-

•'

•
"

6,785
6,360
7,775
6,645

"

4.

3,lio

••

12.63
12.03
12.03
12.03

••

:;.

2.825

•

"

2.

7.210
6.645

1.
2.
3.
4.

"

3.535
5.035
4,665

1.

10.01
10.01
10.01
10.01

3.535
3.535
4.240

2

;;

4.

"
"
•
•

2.5.

3.
4.

••

6,'22(3

4.

2,5.

"

:t.

"

•

"

"

"

*'

•'

"
"

"

•

"
"

}
x

•'

14.21
14.21
14.21
14.21

"
"
'

••

''.

'

*

24.
24.
24.
24.

3.250
3.110
4.240
3.250

"

*'

••

'•

••

••

"

••

23.

"

"

"
"

17.58
17.58
17.58
17.58

"

"

13.33
13.33

"

"

••

"
;|

.3.815

1.-.

ir>.

'

.'•

*'

1.

14.18
14.18
14.18
14.18

1.-..

"
*'

2.

••

4.

16..'ij

14.
14.
14.
14.

l.-|.

•
'

16..>.-.

16.55

l.l.

!'.

1.

*

"

4.525
3,535
4,525
3,395

16..->.1

13.

"
"

"
"
"

15.62

I:;.

"

"

l.'-..t)2

I'j.

vS.

'
"
"

1.1. r,2

••

IS.OO

"

1.

,,

!>.(iO

lli.21

1.695
1.415
1.270

"

4.

!i.(;o

!).

••

••

•l.fiO

!l.

4,665

2.

" 23.
" 23.

O.fiO

ii.r.o

1.

*'

'

7.

i).

16.21
16.21
16.21

"

"

••

••

"

'•

1.415
1.415
1,415

3!

7.

10.21

21.
21.
21.
21.

'*

••

1..S40

•
•

••

lbs.

7,210
6,645
6,500

.1

•

7.

S.

"
•

3.
4.

••

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.

1.

••

•
"

•'

13.27
13.27
13.27
13.27

•

thrust.

8.055
7,775
7;635
6,645

10,460
7,490

1.

S.37

(I

20.
20.
20.
20.

1.

•'

1.
2.
3.
4.

••

r,'.

,s.-jn

"

K.
4.

,S.."i7

,S.20
.S.20

13.66
13.66
13.66
13.66

•'

.S..")7

(!.

••

10.
19.
10.
10.

2.120
1.270
1.415
1.415

z

.",_

(i.

"
"
•
"

"

18.
18.
18.

"
"
"

V

."i.

<;.

••

Lateral

Wheel.
No.

2.400
1,415
1.415
1.415

"

7.30

"

"

••

•

4.

"

;;

••

•

•

;;

'.'

•

•'

••

10.43

S..-i7

•

i.'iis

••

10.4:!

7.:!;i

•

"

1,0!).-.

4.

10.43
10.43

»

•
•

••

'i.

:!.

-,

•

•
"

:f.

..

•

1.41.T

••

Speed,
m. p. h.
13.26
13.26
13.20
13.26

No. 18.

lbs.

:!.

••

••

Test.

thrust.

2.470

3.
4.

10,605
9.805
0,615

;;

••

"
••

"

•

"
•
"
;;

10,035
8.200
11,025
7,775

••

2.
3.
4.
1i.
3.
4.

12,445
11,310
12.865
9,190

••

1.

••
••

"

••
••

"

•
"
"

able reason for this Is that none of the speeds recorded were equal
to or exceeded the speed corresponding to the superelevation of the
outside rail. Therefore, centrifugal action has no effect. In running around a curve, the car must be deflected from the tangent
at a certain rate, and this requires a certain definite amount of
power. If, then, this power Is exerted In a short period of time,
a higher pressure will be put against the rail than If the time was
longer, and. therefore, the pressure will vary Inversely as the time.
So that If the car passes around the curve In half a minute, the
pressure will be twice what It would be If a minute was required.
Hence, the pressure at 30 miles an hour would be twice that at 15
miles an hour.
When the speed exceeds that for which the superelevation is

NovufBn
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action will then b«gln to manirMt ItMlf.
and there will then be a more rapid rUe of preasurc than would be
found from the equation Klven above.
Tbia addltlunal Increase
would be In the ratio of the square of the ipeed. Fur example:
At a speed of 36.66 miles |ht hour, the centrlfuKal effect Is balanced by the superelevation of the outer rail on the curve on which
theae Investigations were made. At 40 miles p<-r hour, the centrlfuKal force Is 1.19 limes a.s Kreat. and this 1!* per cent, additional
manifests lliu<lf as additional lateral thrust above that called for
by the formula.
Taking the car under consideration, weighing 142, 3U0 lbs., the
calculated, centrlfusal

fcn HOUR

i"i.cs

)^JSJM/L£^

P£R HOU/i

2/3/ /^'L£S

PC^ HOC'»

SO. 61

Fig, 2

M/L£3 P£R HOUR

—Time

11.408 lbs. at 36.66 miles per hour.
12,953 lbs. at 40
15,415 lbs. at 45

mny

S93
)»•

an extreme and exceptional caae, bot th«
ilcat« that at least aa great a itreaa as

tbi1^
lests of flange strength made In 190S
by Pruf. (io««, 111 the ii li-sts that were made, the pressures required to break the flange ranged from 47,750 lbs. to 109,900 Iba.,
with an average of )iu.440 lbs. Th:
-.slbte factor of safety
of a little more than 2.5 when
::i
stress is taken at
"Mj ihs.. but 11 drotw
30,000 lbs
and the average strto a little more than 1.5 when tbt; biruuitih of the weakest wheel
Is taken as thv basis of comparison.
This Is for new wheela When
they have become somewhat worn, the strength of the flange la
leas and the factor of safety Is decreased still more.
If this loH
of strength In the old wheel Is taken at 10 per cent., because of
metal worn away, the strength of the weakest wheel used In the
tests referred to would be 42.975 lbs., and Ibis would allow a factor
of safety above a maximum load of 30.000 lbs. of about 1.4.
In this comparison It has been assumed that a car of 100,000 lbs.
capacity will deliver the maximum thrust to the wheel on a 4 Mi deg.
curve at 45 miles per hour. This assumption was made because
the data was obtained from such a curve. It is evident that greater
stresses would l>e Imposed on curves of sharper radius. The outer
thrust, where centrifugal action is eliminated, would probably vary
inversely as the radius of curvature. There is no data, as yet, to
support this position, but it appears probable. If, on further Investigation this relation is found to hold, then. Instead of a thrust
of 12,520 lbs. being put on the wheel, as in the case of a car moving
over the 4 deg. 25 mln. curve at 40 miles an hour, there will be
a thrust of nearly 22,800 lbs. when the same speed is maintained
'

.

and Speed Records.

centrifugal action would be 9.648 lbs. at 36.66 miles per hour;
11,481 lbs. at 40 miles per hour, and 14,568 lbs. at 4,'> miles per
hour. The excess t'entrlfugal force to be distributed among the
four wheels of the car at 40 and 45 miles an hour would be, therefore, 1,733 lbs. and 4,920 lbs. respectively.
If 25 per cent, of this
Is taken by the front wheel, which is a low estimate of what would
actually be imposed, there would be an extra load of 433 lbs. and
1.230 lbs. added to the stress given by the formula for that imposed
on the front wheel. This then becomes

Th!«

36,000 lbs
remi

:

/4poo

> /qooo

§

It must be remembered that these are minimum values, and
that blows due to soft spots in the track, kinks in the curve, bent
rails, low Joints and cramped side bearings will greatly increase

a.000

6fiO0

£S
R£R HOUR
£0

SR££0

SfS£0
Fig.

3

— Parts

of

/i OS MIL C3

Fig. 5

f>£/i MOi//f

Records from Passing Trains.

//V

A7/L£S

— Diagram Showing Relation

of

Thrust and Speed.

over a curve of 8 deg. To this must be added the extra stresses
that may be set up by blows, cramping of the wheels between the
rails, the binding of side bearings and other causes which may

an increase in the normal stress.
But one weight of car and one arrangement of wheel base
has been here considered. There is. as yet, no data to give any
idea as to the effect of weight, its distribution on the wheels or
the height of the center of gravity, all of which are undoubtedly
result in

important.

On the other hand, in this discussion, the whole lateral thrust
considered as resisted by the flange. Under ordinary running
conditions this is not the case, for the frictional resistance of the
tread of the wheel on the rail must be subtracted from the total
thrust.
In the car under consideration, the wei,!;ht on the front
wheel was 17,900 lbs. If the coefficient of friction is taken at 0.25
then 4,475 lbs. should be subtracted from the pressure given. This
would reduce the maximum pressure, as it had l>een calculated for
a speed of 45 miles per hour, to 31,525 lbs. and the probable minimum to 10,930 lbs. It must be remembered, however, that the
frictional resistance is apt to fail suddenly and that, at all speeds,
even where the frictional resistance of the tread on the rail is
greater than the lateral ihiust, there must be a pressure on the
flange in order to effect the deflection of the car on the curve.
In this comparison the front wheel of the leading truck only
has been considered because if is on this wheel that the heaviest
The table shows that, in general, the
lateral thrust is imposed.
maximum lateral thrust Is on the first wheel; the thrust on the
is

T£^tA/9X3. AUG 6 /^07
/7.SS M/L£S R£R HOUR

resr/VP/S. /^og 6 /907
/S. 'P6 /^//L

£S /=£/f HOUR

Fig. 4

—Typical

Records

of

Experimental Car.

has not yet been obtained to
warrant any estimate of how much this increase would be. The
diagram shows that stresses far above those found from this tentative formula are Imposed on the wheels.
The extreme case occurred in test No. 19, where the thrust was
If the blow
10,460 lbs. In excess of that found from the formula.
or cramping which caused this excessive thrust at 13.66 miles per
hour was to occur at a speed of 45 miles per hour, the thrust that
might be expected would be 20.886 lbs., and if it were to be increased In proportion to the speed it would become more than
this thrust.

Sufflcient data, however,
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second

on the third it falls between the
and on the fourth it is the lowest.
is less;

first

and the second.

In considering the advisability of using cast-iron wheels under
high capacity cars, it should be borne in mind that the oast-iron
wheel averages approximately one-half the life under the cars of
100.000 lbs. capacity that it does under cars of 60.000 lbs. capacity.
The use of the heavy braking pressure on long grades has been
the cause of many failures, because of the additional strains set
up due to the heating by the brake-shoe. There is a conspquent
expansion of the rim. and the actual resisting strength of the flange
is lowered below that shown in the laboratory tests, which were
made with the wheel cold and the metal at its maximum strength.
Roads having long, sleep grades usually have numerous sharp curves
also, and the wheels are likely to be subjected to the most severe
stresses when they are least able to resist them.
If the lateral
thrust on the flanges of wheels, under a loaded car of 100.000 lbs.
capacity runs up as high as 30.000 lbs., and the actual breaking
strength of the flanges of cast-iron wheels varies from 45,000 lbs.
to 105.000 lbs. under the most favorable conditions, the question
may be asked whether it is safe to use cast iron wheels under cars
of ItiO.OOO lbs. capacity, especially when the breaking strength is
likely to be greatly reduced by wear and brakeshoe heating?
The
answer to this question depends on what the railroads consider the
proper factor of safety and legitimate risk in such work.

Vol..

XLIIl., Xo. 20.

the average the same as the length of life of the individual inan will
vary from the average span of life.
Engine repairs may be divided into two classes:
1.
Running and Light Repairs. This class of repairs should
include all minor and other repairs which do not include going over
the entire engine and putting every part in as good condition as
when new. The major part of this class of work should be done
in the roundhouse.

—

Complete Overhauling.

— This

class of repairs is such that
and therefore the whole engine, is as
good as new. except for depreciation. This work is done in the
back shop.
When an engine is in shape to make the maximum miles expected between complete overhanlings, that engine is in first class
condition: and when an engine is in such shape that it cannot make
another mile before receiving a complete overhauling, that engine
2.

when properly done each

part,

Proposed Enlargement of the Kaiser Wilhelm Canal.

The present dimensions of the Kaiser Wilhelm Canal, connecting the North Sea with the Baltic, no longer meet the needs of
commerce. To make the canal adequate, not only for the present
traffic but also to care for any future advances in shipbuilding, the
following enlargements are proposed:
The locks are to be changed so as to permit the passage of
vessels up to 981 ft. long and of corresponding draft and beam.
The proposed dimensions are: length between gates, 1,083 ft.; width,
147Va ft.; depth at mean water level of canal (the same as mean
water level of the Baltic Sea), 45 ft. Even at low water this depth
would be 39 ft. The present canal profile at mean water level is
29 ft. 6 in. deep. 72 ft. wide at bottom, 220 ft. wide at the surface
of the water. The change proposed will make it 36 ft. deep, lllVa ft.
wide at bottom, and 334 ft. wide at the surface of the water. The
area of the water cross-section will be increased from 4.307 sq. ft.
to 8.613 sq.

The
places

it

3,000

Miles

of engines

of

Motive

Power and

Its

Repair.

nv

The life of a locomotive between shoppings may be likened to
the span of a man's life, if we consider that each engine mile corresponds to each year of life. The number of years a man's condition would warrant his life expectancy to equal, added
to his pre.sfnt age, should equal the average span of life.
Any difference
in

may be due to two causes: (1) The estimate of his life expectancy Is not correct, or (2) his condition is not what it should
be for his age. due to the manner In which he has lived or the
constitution he may have Inherited.
The laws of life expectancy and average age are so constant
(hat life Insurance companies wlih safety stake fortunes
on Ihem.
An Insurance company must know a man's age and also subject him
to a medical examination to determine his condition.
So with locomotives. The man or master mechanic In charge
of a number of these engines should know:
1.
1he miles each engine has made since last shopping (this
corresponds to the man's age).
2.
The general condition the engine Is In (this corresponds to
this

the doctor's report).

The miles the engine Is In shape lo make before It must go
back shop (this corresponds to life expectancy).
Miles between shoppings for separate engines will vary
from

3.

•Mp^^nnlrnI lioimrtminl.

A., T.

&

H.

F. Ily.

have every engine in first class condition. With a steady flow
through the shop there will be an even variation in individual engine conditions, varying all the way from those in shape
to make the total miles expected between shoppings to those ready
for the shop.
The average miles that all engines of a particular
class and service will be in shape to make should therefore be onehalf the total miles expected of the individual engine between
shoppings. This is standard condition and is really one half of the
impossible state of having each and every engine in first class
to

condition.

CI.IVK IIA.STTMiS.*

to the

dffoo

in

the same time. The number of passing stations is to be increased,
to be placed about 6 miles apart.
The normal crosssection is to have a width of 440 ft. at the bottom and 624 ft. at the
surface of the water.
Four of these passing stations are to be
expanded to serve as turning stations with a length of 3.919 ft., a

The Relation Between the Condition

asoo

zero condition.
It is desirable to have all engines as near
class condition as possible, but as on any division there will
be some engines just from the shop, others just ready to go into
the shop and others in all the intermediate stages, it is impossible
is

first

width at bottom of 538 ft., and at the surface of 722 ft., and they
will be connected with turning basins of 9S4 ft. diameter.

4,SOO

—

which are no longer safe for modern steamships, by curves of
5.866 ft. radius, the width of the normal profile being increased at
and they are

4.000

1
Chart Showing Percentage of Locomotive Power to be
Repaired Each Month So as to Maintain Efficiency of Total
Power.

Fig.

ft.

line of the canal will not be materially altered.
In two
will be necessary to replace curves of a radius of 3.935 ft..

JiSOO

per Month per Engine.

It should be borne in mind that "condition" used in this .sense
does not have reference lo the efficiency of the engine. Fifty per
cent, condition does not mean 50 per cent, efficiency.
Engines may
have made almost the total of the miles possible to make between
shoppings and still be in shape to haul full tonnage. Such engines
would he considered good engines by the operating department, yet
measured on the basis mentioned they would be in very low condition.
The term "degree of wear" probably expresses more nearly
what Is meant by "condition of power." If the "degree of wear"
is assumed to vary from 200 per cent. In the case of a new engine
to (I per cent, in the case of an engine ready for the shop, this
term may be used as synonymous with "condition of power" in this
article.
The deparlmeni having in charge the maintaining and
shopping of engines is concerned wilh degree of wear. The department having in charge the moving of trains Is concerned not with
degree <if wear, but with engine efficiency.
Standard condition, or 100 per cent., then exists when the average miles the engines on a division are capable of making Is equal
to one-half the miles exi)ected from the individual engine between
shoppings. The average miles the engines are in shape to make is
a measure of the condition, hence to determine condition of power
In per cent,, divide the average miles all the engines are In shape
to make before next shopping by one-half the miles expected of the
Individual engine between shoppings.
The miles the engines are in shape to make before shopping
should be estimated by the master mechanics and road foremen.
As a check on the estimate we have the actual record of miles al-

.
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for.
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If

era

itveraKi'ii

a tllkiaiuu ou vkhleti wf rx(>rii lu Kri uu.uuu uiiltm b«twe<^n
•bopplnxa out of each of a certain rlaw of englnvi. an tnillvldual
enclne may have made 30.OU0 mllei. If (he estimate of the mile*
(hat enKlne U ntlll Kood for Ik 2<J.U00 mlleti we have a very rloae
rbet-k that a proper ttatt* of uffalrH exUli.
If the Hum of the
averaKi' mllei* maile and uveraKi- mllcH sood for la leHit than milea
to l>e male lift ween ahopplntni. 11 sliowii (hat (he enKlnea have not
received proper (reatnient either In (he ruunilhouHeit or on (he road
wrecka can be ronaldered In (hia connerdon
alnre laat Khopplnx
aa Improper treatment). If this aiim la more it a'howa ^at the
master merhanlc. In hIa deeire (o niuke a Kood ahowlnic. baa probably ei<(lmn(ed more (ban he ran do. or l( may mean tba( the
standard set for total miles to Ih- made between shoppings Is too

On

(

low.

To determine the number of miles that should be made between
chopplnRs It Is possible to go over past records, and also take the
personal opinion of division niechnnlcal omcers. The division offlc^r will almost without exception set the (uileaKe thu( his engines
should make between shoppings higher Ihan (be past records will
show he has attained. Hi.s figure, however, will uoually he a good
one to take, as It will more nearly represent what should l)e done
than the Tigure obtained from pa.ut records.
The percentage of engines that should be shopped each month
A
Is a figure (hat can be determined to a ma(hematical nicety.
certain number must be shopped to make up for wear and tear.
If condition of power is below .standard, or KtO per cent., a greater
number should be shopped so as not only to make up for wear and
The number of engines it Is
tear, but to improve condition also.
necessary (o shop for compiele overhaulings per mon(h depends
(1) The number of miles made between comupon two things:
plete overhaulings per engine, and (2) the number of miles made
per month per engine. The more miles maile between shoppings,
the fewer engines it is necessary to shop per month. The more miles
the engines run per month the faster they wear out, hence the more
must be shopped per month.
The total number of engine miles made per month on any
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ginei coming from the shop in any month nre <^pahle of
are more tlin

maklnc
the

.n

haa
hhop
In any one niuulh are lapabli- u( umkiuK an- tus ibsu the eoKine
mlleo uied on the division during the month, the balance haa been
de<-reaao<l and condKlon of power has been lowered.
The accompanying chart, Klg. 1. showH the relation between
mlb-M made lM-(ween ohoppinKs. miles made per mon(h and perci iitage of engines (ha( munt l>e xhopped each month (o maintain
(he ond.tlon the same at (he end as a( (he Iteglnning of the month.
This chart can be used in et-veral ways. Fur example;
1.
If It haa been decided what mileage should be made tielween
shoppings and what mileage should be made |ier month. It Is poasible from the chart (o de(ermine what percentage of the enginea
should 1m- given <'omple(e overhaulings per month.
wtiat mileage engines have averaged per
2.
If It is known
month and what pen-entage have received complete repairs during
the month, (he chart '-an be uved to determine what mileage is being
made between shoppings.
These matters have (o do entirely with complete overbaullnga
In back shops.
The result of neglecting running and light repairs
will be (o reduce (he miles made l>etween shoppings, thus rendering
liKure.< based on a fair mileage between rhoppings of litde use.
Checks as to whether running and light repairs are being main(nonth. (h<l>een raised.

-

.

I

tained are:

Actual records of miles made between complete repairs. If
1.
the proper mileage Is not made between these shoppings It Is due
to lack of

running and

light repairs.

The number of engine failures. Running and light repairs
have more to do with failures than condition of power.
3.
The amount of money being spent on this class of repairs.
These repairs cannot be kept up unless a reasonable amount is
2.

spent on them.

Per cent, of condition of power Is then an accurate figure, obtained by dividing the average miles engines are In shape to make
before next shopping period by one-half the mileage expected of
the individual engine between shoppings. Number of engines to
shop each month can be determined by dividing total engine miles
made by average miles per engine between shoppings. If condlMonfhs.
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shopping are like the working balanie of a bank ac-ount. Bach
mile can be treated as one dollar. When condition of power is standard, or 100 per cent., the working balance is a satisfactory amount.
Every lime an engine runs a mile it Is like drawing a dollar from
the bank balance. Conditions are not satisfactory when this working balance l.s less than the standard amount. As (be engines on
the road use miles the account is depredated. The only way to
replace those spent Is by adding to the account the miles which
engines (oming from the shop are good for.
If the miles which engines coming from the shop In any one
month are capalde of making before next shopping are equal to
the engine miles used on the division during the month, the balance has been maintained and condition of power is the same at
If the miles which enthe end as at the beginning of the month.
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between complete overhaulings, will give the number of engines
which it will be necessary to get from the shop each month in order
This may be Illustrated by considering that
to maintain power.
the engine.^ are capable of
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Freight Service.

is below standard a greater number must be shopped in order
or if condition is above standard, less may
be shopped, thus allowing condition to fall. This method Is systeThe method of running engines until they fall down, then
matic.
crowding (hem into the nearest shop, is not systematic. The division mechanical officer who. because his power is In fair shape,
is not shopping the correct number ot engines and maintaining this
fair condition, is following a course which will lead to low condition of power, and necessarily to a high percentage in the shop
In order to again bring the condition up to the point desired.
Thus the matter of condition of motive power and the laws for
timely shopping of same may be reduced to a rational mathematical
Individual engines and individual
basis quite like life insurance.
men may not follow the laws, but groups of engines and groups

tlon

to bring condition up;

men will be found to do so exactly.
Fig. 2 herewith illustrates the condition of power on a division
which keeps very close to standard conditions. The broken line
in the (op record, or graph, represents the average miles run per
engine since shopping for repairs costing $500 or over. The light

of
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full line

represents the average miles-good-for per engine on the

of each

month as estimated by the master mechanic.

first

In its present incomplete condition
furnish better ventilation.
floor has been forced up and falls of rock have
occurred from the roof and from the sides. The principal reasons
urged in favor of the prompt completion of the second tunnel are:
That where heavy pressure and movement of the rocks in the
second tunnel make lining of the present cross-section necessary, it
will be better economy to complete the tunnel to the full crossto

at

The light linf in the middle graph of the figure represents the
condition of power in per cent, determined by dividing the average
miles-good-for by the standard average miles-good-for. The heavy
line shows the standard condition, 100 per cent.
The lowest graph shows the percentage of total number of engines assigned which are repaired each month. The standard is
5.9 per cent., represented by the heavy line.
Engines in freight service on these divisions should make 3,000
miles per month, and 48,000 miles between shoppings costing |500
or over.
During the second month no engines were overhauled on account of unusually heavy traffic. As a result the average milesgood-for dropped and the condition of power went down 12 per cent.
It was necessary to overhaul almost 2 per cent, more than the
standard for three successive months in order to get the condition
of power to where it should be. Aside from that one month the
conditions are practically ideal.
Fig. 3 illustrates the condition of power on a division having
a poor and irregular record. The mileage lines remain low because
the mileage w-as not being made by the engines between shoppings.
Only by repairing each month a larger number than the standard
was it possible to keep the condition of power at all near 100 per
The failure of the shop
cent., and even then only spasmodically.
to overhaul any engines in the sixth month brought about the same
results as shown in Fig. 2.
Completing the Simplon Tunnel.

The general directorate of the railroads of the Swiss Confederation has reported to its executive council recommending the completion of the second Simplon tunnel in the near future. The plan
for tunneling the Simplon provided for two parallel tunnels connected by cross cuts. One of these tunnels is finished and in operaThe object
tion, while the second is driven through in the rough.
of the second tunnel was to provide for a second track and also

Vol. XLIII., No. 20.

some points the

section rather than put in heavy temporary masonry, which would
have to be removed in a few years if the completion is postponed.
In a long, narrow tunnel in which the movement of trains occupies
20 hours of the 24, there is considerable difficulty in carrying on
Even with the use of
the work of repairs and of maintenance.
electric power, under the existing conditions of moisture, the life of
As
the 100-lb. rails used cannot be more than 10 to 12 years.

replacement of rails in the Simplon tunnel cannot be made more
rapidly than at the rate of li/j to 2 miles a year, it will be necessary
to begin the work of replacement under present conditions at the
end of 6 or 7 years. The heavy pressure to which the masonry of
the completed tunnel is subjected at some points, and the action of
the hot waters on the mortar will before long make repairs necessary.
With a single tunnel these can only be made during a
stoppage of traffic or at an exceedingly heavy expense. They would
be materially simplified by having the use of a second tunnel.

Balanced Compound Atlantic Locomotive for the Chicago, Mil-

waukee

Baldwin Four-Cylinder Balanced Compound Atlantic Locomotive; Chicago,

\,
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St.

Paul.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently built two balanced
compound locomotives for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. These
engines are of the Atlantic type, and have a tractive power working
compound of 22,200 lbs. They will be used in fast passenger service.
The maximum curves which they will traverse are of 20 deg. radius.
The principal features of the design are shown in the photograph and drawings. The cylinders are located in the same horizontal plane, and the four main rods are all connected to the leading pair of driving-wheels. With this arrangement the guides are
They are supported by cast-steel bearers
all of the same length.
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Baldwin Compound Atlantic Locomotive; Chicago, Milwaukee
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barrel |h 30 In. and to the center of the lowest row of luben 31's, In.
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nrted
by alldliiK ahoeH In front .mil a buckle plal<
rows
of T Iron? Rupport the front end of the rrii.>
the

illrertly to th>- rork nhaftii
aie iil.i L'U alAi\( lUc framf ii-ntiT Unfit; they
are supported by the guide bearer kneeg, and are provldeil with
knuckle JolntK tu avoid spriuKing. The valveg are of the plKton type.
Id In. In diameter, and working In cant-iron bui>hlng».
The main frames are of t-ast-Kteel 4'-j in. wide, with single front
Aliove the rear truck wheels the frames are
rails of wrought iron.
Hocses are cast
in the form of slabs. 2^, In. wide by U» In. deep.
on the frame ahead of the ieading pair of driving-wheels, thus providing bupports for the driver brake shaft. The brake cylinder U
placed Immediately back of the front bumper, and the brakes are
operated by a push rod which pa-sses through a S^-in. hole located
on the center lino of (he cylinder saddle. This arrangement avoids
the necessity of placing the brake cylinder support above the Inside
guides. The leading truck is of the usual swing )>olster type, while
the rear truck Is of the "Devoy" design, built In aciordance with
drawings furnished by the railroad company. The truck boxes and
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Americanizing Brazilian Railroads.*

As a

result of concessions secured and purchases made within
the past year American interests, including Canadian interests and
supported largely by French capital, have secured more or less perfect control of a system of rail and water transportation forming
a "belt line" about the whole of the better portion of Brazil and

which, with Government railroad lines and Government subsidized
steamships, reaches almost every portion of the immense republic.
This great system is composed of parts which may be conveniently
grouped under three heads, as the Sao Paulo-Rio Grande railroad
lines; the Amazon-Bolivian system, and the Paraguayan-Bolivian
connections.
The first of these-subsidiary divisions will cover to a greater
or less extent the southeastern portion of Brazil, reaching the coffee
and live stock country and connecting them with the seaboard. The
third will connect this coast system with the Paraguayan railroad,
reaching eventually up into Bolivia, and by means of it^ own and
Government lines, penetrating the great grazing courtry in the interior table-lands and valley country of south-central Brazil.
The
second system represents the connection of Bolivia with the Atlantic
ocean by means of the Bolivian railroads and rivers, and the Madeira
river, the Madeira-Mamore Railway, and the Amazon river.
The tangible outline of the first division is represented by the
Sao Paulo-Rio Grande Railroad, the Sorocabana Railroad, and the
port works at Rio Grande do Sul.
The tangible outline of the second
is represented by the concession for the Paraguayan railroad connections in relation to the line of the Brazilian Government into
Matto Grosso and Goyaz, while that of the third division is represented by the port works at Para, the Madeira-Mamore Railroad,
and the connections of the Bolivian railroads under contract held by
what is known as the Speyer syndicate of New York.
About a year ago a concession was granted certain AmericanCanadian capitalists for the construction of docks and port works,
and the removal of the sand bar which has concerned the port of
Rio Grande do Sul and Port Allegre. on the Laguna dos Lagos.
Within a very short time thereafter this same syndicate purchased
the Sao Paulo & Rio Grande Railroad and proceeded to open up
that portion of Brazil. A well-known American railroad builder and
manager was brought down for the completion of the road, the
enterprise was put upon the way to immediate completion, and the
development of that portion of Brazil with American capital seemed
about to commence. Within the past month this same syndicate
leased the Sorocabana Railroad.
The work on the Sao Paulo railroad now represents the construction of the remaining parts of a railroad system which will
reach from Rio do Janeiro to Sao Paulo over the Central Railroad
of Brazil (Government owned and managed), and thence by the
new lines to the extreme southern portion of Brazil. It will force
the English monopoly between Sao Paulo and Santos to afford
reasonable rates for Sao Paulo's products, to be collected largely
by the new American system, or will afford an outlet to the seaboard
for such products either over its own lines to the south or by a new
line to be constructed direct to the seaboard.
The great country to the south of Sao Paulo live stock, farming, timbering and mineral
will be opened up by affording it a
route to the sea. That portion of Brazil which is susceptible to
the mo.st immediate and .satisfactory development is reached by this
American-Canadian railroad property.
The feeling shown by English residents and English investors
In Brazil over the turn of events is not so much due to disappointment over the loss of any single particular investment as it is to
the fact that the American-Canadian syndicate has undertaken development in Brazil upon so extensive a scale that its ultimate effects will be felt in every line of foreign business In Brazil.
The
actual work to be done by the syndicate in Sao Paulo and through
the Interior to Rio Grande do Sul. and thence in fact to Montevideo,
Is to be strictly up to date, representing the best there is In American railroading.
It repre.sents American materials and methods,
American locomotives and American rolling stock. The port works
at Rio Grande do Sul are Indicative of the whole.
There will be a
double stone Jetty extending over the bar, and within the port there
will be a quay wall like that at Antwerp and the one at Hamburg.
The railroads will come to the quay. There will be electric cranes,
fireproof warehouses and the most modern equipment.
The equipment of the railroads will be In keeping with the ports they are

—

—

to serve.

Part of the work of this syndicate In connection with the Sao
Paulo-Rio Grande Railroad la the construction of a line 600 miles
Into the Interior of the country lo Igiiassu Falls, starting from the
port of San Francisco.
This line will open up Paraguay to the Atlantic by rail and will, by means of the Paraguayan railroads now
existing and under concession, form connection with the new
Bolivian railroads, for Bolivia Is to be thnrouKhly developed In a
railroad way and will have connections with the Atlantic ocean,
both lo the north by way of the Amazon and to the south through

CoDsalar

report.
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Paraguay. There are interests in the United States now organizing
for the further development of the Paraguayan and Bolivian conIndependent of them, however, there are to be notable
nections.
changes in Bolivia under the direction of the Speyer syndicate.
About three years ago there was signed in Petropolis. Brazil, a
treaty between the Government of Brazil and that of Bolivia for the

—

settlement of the boundary between the two countries a boundary
which had been the subject of dispute since the two Governments
were founded. The chief dispute was over the large territory known
as the "Acre," chiefly important for the amount of rubber it produces.
In this treaty Bolivia quitclaimed its rights in the Acre
This money it has contracted with Speyer Brothers,
for ?9. 733.000.
of New York, to spend for over 300 miles of railroad to cost $2G.766,000, the balance of cost of the roads to be covered by bonds upon
The connections with the sout least,
the railroads themselves.
which it is expected will be effected through the railroads mentioned
as forming the second part of the system outlined, will probably bj
secondary to the principal system in Bolivia formed to caimeit
with the great Amazon system, forming the third heading above
This connection is to be effected by means of the Mamore
indicated.
river, the Madeira-Mamore Railroad and the Madeira and Amazon
rivers.

In some respects the developmett of this great line of transportation is the most important of all those undertaken by the
American-Canadian syndicate. The beginning of this line came in
the granting of a concession about a year ago to the American syndicate to construct port works at Para iBe'.em), at the mouth of the
Amazon river. Soon after the signing of the treaty of Petropolis
the Brazilian Government, in line with the provisions of the tr,'aty,
granted a concession for the construction of a railroad from San
Antonio, on the Madeira river, to a point on the Mamore river above
the falls, which have made navigation by that river impossible.
The concession was granted to a Brazilian as against an American syndicate, which bid for it. and it wa.s understood that French
The ancapital was secured to work it as a Brazilian concern.
nouncement was made a short time since, however, that the American-Canadian syndicate constructing the Para port works and operating in other portions of Brazil had bought the concession and
had men on the way to begin work under it. A party of 30 men,
under the charge of H. C. Miller, at one time chief assistant in a
Nicaraguan canal survey, are now engaged in the preliminary work,
and men and materials for the construction of the road arc now

on tnc way, the plans calling for the construction cf warehouses,
worKinen's cottages and even a cold-storage plant.
Commencing with the railroad development of Bolivia and with
fully 3,000 miles of navigable rivers to feed the new railroad berivers, the line of traffic from La
Paz, the capital of Bolivia, to the Atlantic, with the exception of
the livers and the river traffic, which will always be more or less
under the control of the Brazilian Government, will be American
The principal product of that country at
in control and methods.
the prcfent time is rubber, but what the limits are of the country's
production in other lines no one can tell. The Bolivian country
opened up by the new railroad system and connected with the sea,
as well as the Brazilian territory reached in the lines west from
the southern ports of Brazil, is one of the finest in the world for
In a climate both
live-stock raising and for general agriculture.
temperate and healthful, free from malarial and similar diseases,
with a soil more fertile and less subject to deterioration than that
of almost any other portion of Brazil, there is apparently no limit

tween the Madeira and Mamore

development.
EFFECT ON BOLIVIA.
Important as well as interesting to note the possible effect
A correspondent of the Financial
of this development upon Bolivia.
\riis. who is evidently acquainted with conditions in Bolivia, says
of the matter:
to possible
It is

It Is, liciwpvpr, Interpstlng to consider the elTcot on a country hitherto so
the expendllure of so Inrse n sum of money ns £,i,.VMi,Anionn other tlilnpi, Inorcnsed menns of
on development In .in.v form.
Ininsporlnllon and loeomotlon will Indiiee a Kreat deal of Irnvellni; In the
These
There will he an enormous Inrush of foreigners to liollvla.
roiintr}'.
people will secnre Ihe major portion of the belter paying industries, and
most of Ihe Ilollvlans will iireept mino-.' posts, for rut if a populalinn of
.."iiHi.iiiio
1.7.">0.(inii there are
Indians. speakhiK only native diaieels.
There
will lie a Kreiil expansion In most hrnnches of trade and industry.
Ftankinff
will Inert'ase and there will he a jrreat accession of wealth, most of whieli
will he secured hy llie new arrivals.
Stronger rharaeters will biar down the
passive and Inexperienced Ilollvlans. The nilnlns Industry, already encouraged
liy high prices In Uollvla's special proihirt.s. Is likely lo progress in an astonlnhing degree, and all existing commercial mechanism will tie sIralniHl lo kvep
pnie Willi expanding trade.
Ilrw much attention from neighboring nation*
tills wi:i allrnel can be iinilerstonl, and. in one way and annllier. Ilolivia'a
n»aki>nlng will be wutcheii wllh inliresi by many persons.

Isolnti'd ns ItoUvln of

00(1

1

In

The amount of money Invested and to bo invested Immediately
Ihe several enterprises, including the Bolivian development, will

probably exceed $l,")0.ooo,000. The movement of American rallro.id
and other material In this direclion for such works represents the
most active and the most considerable element In the export trade
of the United States to Brazil and Bolivia,

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
caruge charges

The Grand Trunk

expj-cuj lo brgin

operating a car ferry beThe terminal In

tween (iranil Haven and Milwaukee next week.
Milwaukee Ih prartlrally completed.
Beginning Dc<-eml>er

the Southern Parlflc will run two passenKer traliiH dally each wa.v between HouHton. Tex., and the Paclflc
coaot, Inittead of one a day, as at prutent.
8,

The Huntingdon A Broad Top. after a strike lasting two weeks,
has granted the demand of its trainmen that they be paid at the
rates prevailing on the Pennsylvania Knilroad.
At St. Ixiuis the Waba.sh Railroad has been Hned S200 for fail
log to promptly report train accidents, as required by th'i Interstate
Commerce Cumniisslon. under the Act of 1901.
Ohio, which Is using coke on some of its locothe residential part of Pittsburgh, intends to fit a considerable additional number of engines for burning that fuel.

The Baltimore t

motives

in

The

(Freight) Classification Committee has announced

Ofllcial

that henceforth no changes will be made In the ciassiOcation of commodities In freight tariffs until after the proposed changes have
been published 30 days.
J. N. Scale. Manager of the Northern and Eastern dlstrict.s
had a stroke of paralysis last Saturday while at
Salisbury, N. C. He was taken to Washington, where his condition
Is said to have improved.

of'-tbe Southern,

The Atlanta & We-st Point report.s an increase of 18 per cent.
passenger receipts for the month of September over the corresponding month of last year. On this road the slate rate, now
in force, Is 2 cents a mile.
In.

In

Macon,

Ga.,

men have combined

Wilmington, N. C, and other
to request the governors to be

cities

business

less severe

in

demands on the railroads, declaring that their radical action
has disturbed business seriously and that at the present time it is
highly iniix)rtiinl to allay unfavorable criticism on the railroads.
their

The Pennsylvania has issued an order to Its agents that freight
must be kept moving on Sundays to avoid a congestion of loaded
cars at the terminals, and to meet the largely Increased demands
of freight traffic at this time. For several years the taovement of
much of the low-class freight has been practically suspended on
Sunday.

The people of Middletown. N. Y.. are complaining because the
Erie Railroad has covered "nearly every available space" on the outIt is
side of its handsome station in that city, with billboards.
reported that the Krie intends to do a general advertising business.
Billboards have been put up at Erie stations all the way from Jersey
City lo Middletown.
The State Railroad Commission of Georgia, acting on a report
of ftn Inspector and on personal inspections by two of the 'com
missioners, has ordered the Georgia Railroad, •within SO days, to
replace defective ties and within 10 days to replace defective spikes,
According to
bolts and angle plates at certain specified places.
the newspapers the defects found were numerous.
In

Rock, Ark., November 9, the
Commission was temporarily enjoined from
its recent order instruiting the Prosecuting

the Federal Court at

I^ittle

Railroad
carrying into effect
Attorney to Institute suit against the Iron Mountain to collect penalties aggregating $990,000 for alleged discrimination in furnishing
coal operators with cars in the Spadra and Denning coal fields.

Arkansas

The Supreme Court of the United States has affirmed the valof the South Carolina law providing for a fine of $50 upon
railroad
for falling within 40 days to settle claims for damage
a
The court held
to freight carried between points within the state.
that the act applied only to Intrastate traffic, and as the State
question
Federal
there
was
ho
valid
was
It
Supreme Court held
Involved.
idity

The Chicago, Rock Island &
which publishes "merits" credited

Paclflc

is

now among

the roads

employees for doing more than
Some of the credits appear to have been made with a
their duty.
liberal hand, as for example, one to a man who was very prompt
In responding to a call for the wrecking car. A passenger brakeman
in Oklahoma received 10 merits because, while his train was delayed
a long time by a washout, he borrowed a broom and swept and
dusted

to

the coaches.
notified its competitors that It
freight service, or Its equivalent, in

The Wabash has

give store-door
cause of the disadvantage which

It

suffers by

may

decide to

St.

Louis be-

the absorption of

to and from East St Louis by the other roads.
It
appears that these charges are Much that from parts of St. Louis It
Im cheaper for shippers to send freight acroiu) the river than to
send It to the Wabash freight bouse.

The Southern Kansas Railway, a line of 129 miles Id the western part of Texas, operated by the Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe,
owns DO cars or engines of any kind: and Mr. Colquitt, memt>er
of the State Railroad Commission, has formally moved that the
Commission order the company to at once buy five pas.senger and
13 freight engines, 12 passenger cars, four express and mall cars.
500 cattle cars and 200 box cars; all for use in Texas.

The Boston A Albany, already burdened with the autumn rush
has issued appeals through the advertising columns of
newspapers of the principal cities, calling on consignees to
promptly unload bulk freight. At Worcester on a given day last
week the number of bulk cars waiting to be unloaded was 352, while
the number waiting on side tracks to be brought Into the city
was 912. Springfield and Pittsfieid were In a similar condition.
of freight,

the

At the shops of the American Locomotive Company at Dunkirk.
N. Y., the working day has been reduced from 10 hours to nine, and
the shops will be closed Saturday afternoons. The New York
Central has canceled a part of its last large order for locomotives.
The .New York .Air Brake Co., Watertown, N. Y., has reduced the
The Illinois Central
pay of officers and employees 10 per cent.
has reduced the working time of its shops at Burnside, 111., from
111 to nine hours a day.

On

the Boston

& Maine, passenger

tickets

which are sold at

made good only
checked on them. This
no-baggage arrangement has been In force over three years and
appears to be entirely satisfactory. Between Springfield and Greenreduced rates to compete with
for continuous passage and no

electric lines are

baggage

Is

Mass., where the regular rate is 73 cents, the conditional ticket
Similar tickets, with a less marked difference
sold at 50 cents.
in rates, are sold between Portland, Me., and Kennebunk.
field.

is

from $3,528,199 in 1902, the
The
repairs increased to $5,717.6t!7 in 1907.
1902
rose to $3,381 in 1907.
average of
per locomotive in
From 1902 to 1907 the average cost of repairs per passenger car increased from $741 to $.soi for this year. Repairs of freight cars increased in co.st from $2,380,410 in 1902 to $3,875,956 in 1907. The
value of freight cars withdrawn from service, largely because too
small and weak lo be run in trains with large cars, averaged $732,12b for each of the six years covered by the figures.

The Southern

cost

of

Pacific reports that

locomotive
$2,6t;i;

The Southern Pacific, which for the past six years, has been
occupying the Illinois Central passenger station at New Orleans,
bringing lis passenger trains across from the other side of the
Mississippi on ferry boats, has abandoned that station, at least temporarily, and all passengers will leave and take the cars at Algiers,
being carried across the river on ferry boats to and from the Southern Pacific station at the foot of Esplanade street. New Orleans.
This change has been made necessary by the caving in of a bank.
The new place of landing in New Orleans is close to the station of
the Louisville

&

Nashville.

At a hearing

in

Albany on a complaint of a brotherhood repmen were employed on trains. It was
now has its colored porters on pas-

resentative that insufficient
testified that the

Erie Railroad

senger trains qualified for flagging duty. The brotherhood representative said thai he could not get trainmen to appear and testify
because they feared dismissal, whereupon Vice-President Place, of
the New York Central, announced that no employee of that company
would be discharged for testifying. The commission will send an Inspector over the Pennsylvania division of the New York Central to
examine the ground for the complaint concerning that line.

Judge Calhoun, of Texas, has sustained the validity of the full
crew law of that state, prescribing the number of men to be assigned to trains, and assessed a fine of $2,000 and costs against the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas for violating it. The case will be appealed.
The Pennsylvania and other companies are named as defendants in a suit to test the constitutionality of the "full crew
law" passed by the last Legislature of Indiana. The railroads and
the railroad commission have submitted an agreed statement of
facts.
A press despatch says that most of the roads are obeying
the law on trains carrying Intrastate freight exclusively, but on
interstate trains are employing the same number of men as before
the law was passed.
It appears that the Merchants' Despatch Transportation Co. has
As
not been dissolved, nor has it abandoned all of its business.
before reported, the fast freight line business will now be done by
the railroads but the Merchants' Despatch will continue to exist as

6oo
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a car-ownei. and it retains its car shops at Despatch, N. Y. The
ice houses at East Buffalo and Karner have been sold to the New
York Central; the ice house at AVest Seneca, N. Y., has been sold
to the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, and that at Detroit to the
Michigan Central. The several thousand M. D. T. box cars have
l)een sold to the New York Central and the Lake Shore, as have
the carriage cars owned by the company; but the 5,284 refrigerator
cars are retained. Thus, the box cars will hereafter be paid for by
borrowing roads at the per diem rate, while the refrigerators will
continue to be paid for by the mile.
Chicago railroads now report that miscellaneous freight business has slacked sufficiently to enable them to accept all shipments
offered.
At Pittsburgh, however, reports continue to indicate a
shortage of cars, and many industrial establishments are said to
be suffering loss by delays. A despatch from that city. November
10. says that orders for 500.000 tons of coal for points in the Northwest have been refused because it was impossible to secure coal cars
before the close of navigation.
An officer of the Burlington road
says that that company now has 1.400 box, coal and cattle cars
standing idle. The state railroad commissioners of Montana have
approved an order of the Northern Pacific suspending the operation of six passenger trains for 90 days in order to enable the road
this notwithstanding loud
to relieve the congestion of freight;
complaints from citizens of the towns on the branches where the
trains are to be taken off.

The

"Aero''

Vol. XLIII., No. 20.

Vacuum System

for

Cleaning Cars.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has installed in its Western
avenue yards, Chicago, the "Aero" vacuum system tor cleaning cars.
This system, which has been in use for some time for house cleaning and similar purposes, has lately been adapted to car cleaning,
the installation on the C, M. & St. P. being the first. The plant
portable and the mechanism simple.
There are no vacuum
is
pumps and elaborate piping system. Instead there is a dust sepon
wheels,
mechanism
arator tank
the
tor producing the vacuum,
which is affixed to the side of the tank, and the necessary hose and
nozzles.

A jet of compressed air blowing through a special designed
aspirator produces a vacuum of about 10 in. The compressed air
is taken from the yard pipes, and if an air cock is not convenient
to the car to be cleaned the aspirator can be connected to the air
line of a string of cars standing on the cleaning tracks and the air
cock reached in that way.
The dust-laden air is drawn from the car into the separator
tank, where the dust is removed from the air partly by centrifugal
force and partly by a special strainer.
The exhaust air is discharged
The dust is removed from the tank
at the bottom of the tank.
through a door at the bottom.
The novel feature of the system is the dust separator, which it

Twenty-two railroads, most of them prominent companies, have
invited all the other roads to attend a meeting in Chicago next week.
Wednesday, to see if they can agree to adopt a penalty of $5 for
wrongful diversion of cars in switching territory. The proposed
rules are similar to those which were proposed in connection with
the rule for a general diversion penalty (which tailed of adoption)
except that they apply only to movements in switching territory.
The 22 roads have agreed with each other, already, to abide by the
proposed rules for six months, on the understanding that they shall
not be changed in next Wednesday's meeting, except in accordance
with the rules of procedure, which are followed at the me»?tings of
The 22 roads are: Chicago,
the American Railway Association.
Burlington & Quincy; Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific; Illinois Central; Pennsylvania Lines West; Chicago & North-Western; Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe; Baltimore & Ohio; St. Louis & San Francisco;
Belt Line Railroad of Chicago; Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City;
Chesapeake & Ohio; Buffalo & Susquehanna; New York, Chicago &
St. Louis: Detroit. Toledo & Ironton: Ann Arbor Railroad; Norfolk
& Western; Erie Railroad; Louisville & Nashville; Hocking Valley;
Lehigh Valley; Mobile & Ohio, and Louisville, Henderson & St.
Louis.

The state railroad commissioners of Massachusetts, reporting
on the records sent in by the railroads showing delays for passenger
train say that:
"The record of train delays upon the Boston & Albany Railroad
for the three weeks ended October 19 is so bad that there is no
occasion to analyze it. The service as a whole has been growing
worse rather than better during the last eight months, as must have
been the case with locomotives overtaxed and tracks overloaded.
"It has become evident that the expenditures authorized were
on too frugal a scale, and that the work of improvement was tardily
begun and ineffectively prosecuted: in brief, that there has been
a failure to meet the emergency which the situation presented.
"Discouraging as this <onclusion is and destructive as it must
be of faith In assurances, the vital question is whether the outlook
to-day is any better than it was six weeks ago. That question, in
our opinion, ought to be answered in the affirmative. No impartial
critic in po.ssession of all the facts can fail to note the signs of a
thorough understanding, at least of the troubles which have caused

and of a new administrative purpose to drop superficial
treatment of symptoms and to get at the real disease.
"•
•
•
A part of the <Titiclsm which has l)een so lavishly
expended upon the Boston & Albany might well be diverted to the
record of trains upon other railroads, where, in varying degrees.
there have also been delays. • • •"
disaster,

Reciprocal Demurrage in Texas.

At a conference between the principal railroads and a large
of representatives of shippers, an agreement has been
reached for the estahllshmrnt on the railroads of Texas of "reciprocal demurrage," and it Is expected that the Railroad Commission
win adopt and promulgate the rules which have been formulated.
The conference recommends that a railroad shall have five days In
which to fill orders for not over five cars and an additional day for
each car. Demurrage Is to be $1 a day as now; and the penalty
The same penalty apfor failure to furnish cars 50 cents a day.
plies for failure to move cars at least 25 miles a day.
The railroads agree that the shippers shall be represented on the Texas
Car Service (Demurragel Association.

number

Cleaning
i.s

claimed

air.

Each

Parlor

Car

by

"Aero"

Vacuum

Machine.

quite efficient, separating all entrained dust from the
outfit has several nozzles of different shapes for the dif-

is

ferent kinds of work.
A tool with an opening 10 in. wide is used
for carpets, curtuins and bedding.
For the seats a 4-in. upholstery
nozzle is used, aiul for the arm-rests and other surfaces there Is
a special curved nozzle.
The C, M. & St. P. ado|)ted the system after a series of tests
lasting for months.
These tests brought out several Interesting
facts.
Cars cleaned by the system have the dust so completely removed that a thorough cleaning Is necessary only every thiid or
fourth trip. On inlermedialo (rips a simple brushing Is sulflcient.
This keeps a cushion in lietler shajie than when cleaned every trip
by the beating or blowing method. The vacuum system saves so
ranch time and labor that three men have been dispensed with at
a saving of $l."iO n month. Other tests lo compare the vacuum with
the blowing method showed that after sleeping cars had been thoroughly blown by compressed air and were ready for the station,
the vacuum apparatus would remove 1 to 2^2 lbs. of dust from the
seals and carpets.
There are two machines In use in the Western avenue yard
of the St. Paul, and at present they take care of 12 to 15 sleeping
cars a day and an equal ntimbrr of coaches. A cleaning outfit complete costs 1350.
The American Air Cleaning Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,
Is the maker.

Nonuian

IS.
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AtchKon Fined 1330,000.
In ihe L'oltrd Scatfs DUtrlct Cutirt at Lo* Aoceles, Nov. 7,
Judge Olln Wetlborn fined the AtcbUon. To(>cka * SanU Fe $330,000
for paying rebates Illegally.
The company wan convicted on October
II laai by a Jury In the Federal court uf Krantlng relialei to the
Crand Canyon Ulme A Ctmcni Coni|iuiiy. of Arizona. Ii was found
Kullty on all the G6 counts.
The r<'lj.tti"< wr.- ki«''I> "h .<liliiui>-ntK
uf lime and rement from Neli>uii, ArU
lo I.uh .Xngt-'lf^t
Tlir loni'
pany clalnx-d that these amounta wurv alluwuncva for dumagen lo
goods which were allowed after such cluinut had been regularly pre"! am
sented and proved In each In8tan<'e. Judge Wellborn says:
Inclined to think that the defendant's underlying purpose In the
transaction complained of was to foster on Its own lines any Industry which would permanently contribute to Its trafllc against
competitors In other localities. But the evidence shows that the
eoDcesslons were Intentionally and systematically made, and H Is
bard to believe that the defendant did not know that they were
linlawtul departures from lis established tariff.
At all events,
Isnorance of the law under the circumstances In this case would
Imply a degree of negligence well nigh equivalent to guilty knowledge. The Judgment of the court Is that the defendant be sentenced
lo pay a fine of $5,00U on each count of the Indictments."
Judge Wellborn allowed a stay of 30 days, with the privilege
of an extension. Judge Wellborn is 64 years old. a native of Georgia
and a Confederate veteran. He went to California In 1887. and was
appointed to Ibe Federal bench by President Cleveland In 1895. He
served in Congress from the Dallas (Tex.) district In the 46lh, 47th,
48th and 4!«lh Congresses.
An ofncer of the Atchison, Topeka & Sanla Fe in New York said:
"This entire case is an outrage and the matter will certainly be
appealed. A man In a remote section of Arizona asked us to name
a rate on lime shipments to Los Angeles. We stipulated that the
minimum carload should consist of 40,000 lbs. The place was so
amall thai there were no track scales there. The shipper at limes
did not send the minimum load, and many of his carloads on arrival at Los .\ngeles showed only 35,000 lbs.
The man said he could
not help having sent an insufficient amount, owing to the absence
of track scales, and asked that in such instances he be charged only
for the amount sent.
"The adjustment of his claim did not even reach the officials
of the company.
It came under the eye of a clerk, to whom the
claim seemed so just that he granted it without even presenting
the matter to his superiors, who were unaware of it." • • •
,

Rochester-Coburg Car Ferry.
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsbursh and the Grand Trunk have
established a car ferry across Lake Ontario between Rochester. N. Y.,
and Coburg, Ont. A steamer with capacity for 26 cars has been
put in service and it is expected to be powerful enough to cut Its
way through the heaviest ice. Its ordinary speed is 15 knots an
hour. The B., R. & P. has built a dock on the Genesee river, which
is reached by its Charlotte branch.
It is expected that the ferry will
secure a good traffic in coal from the Pittsburgh district to points
In Canada. The boat was built by the Canadian Shipbuilding Company.
It is the largest ever used on Lake Ontario, being 316 ft.
long. 57 ft. 7 in. beam and 17 ft. draft.
While especially designed
for carrying freight, accommodations in keeping with the best modern sea going vessels have been provided on the upper decks for

The

passengers, comprising 32 staterooms, dining saloons and lounging
The distance between Rochester and Coburg is 60 miles,
rooms.
and It Is expected thai the boat will make two round trips each
hours.
24

Alabama

Legislature.

The special session of the Alabama legislature opened November 7. Gov. Comer In his message declared that the control and
regulation of the railroads by the state is a question more Important
than the making of rates or any other matter, in that it involves
the question of the right of the state to control Its internal affairs.
He says that President Smith, of the Louisville & Nashville, has
held out against the Alabama laws, while others have put them
into effect; has defied the slate and its people by conducting a lobby
at the Capitol, openly admitting that his company influenced legislation in the past; has called the Governors of .\lal)ama and Georgia
Populistic; has raised rates overnight in defiance of slate laws, and
has generally refused to recognize the right of the stale to make
laws applying lo transportation companies. That the Alabama rate
laws are not confiscatory is evidenced, the Governor says, by the
fact that they prevail in other nearby states, and provide profit.
Financial troubles, he says, are due to the rascality of the high
financiers, and the producer of the cotton of the South is now coming to save the country from panic. The Louisville & Nashville is
charged with manipulation lo prevent use of waterways, to make

601

rules for handling coal
are arbitrary.

and as

to

demurrage and treigbi

ratei,

which

President Smith hm« lamed a pamphlet replying to Governor
Comer's charges.
Bight bills have been Introduced in the legislature to carry out
the Governor's proposals, and som* of th»» Mils under consideration In the bouHi* were passed by t!.
Tuesday of this week.
The maximum rate bill, which w
the railroads, was
>
rep«-aled; the authority given th'umissloners to bring
suit was revoked with a view to preveiititig the railroads from enjoining the state.
The bill providing for penalties for falling 10
put in effect the slate laws was passed. The passage of these bills
and of the eight bills known as "the 110 commodity rate bills" is
expe<-ted to put the low rates Into effe<-t without going to court.
Each of the bills provides a heavy penalty. There Is another bill,
providing that a passtnger who tenders the amount required by Htate
law for passage and Is ejected from a train may bring suit within
ten years. The bills are carefully drawn by the most prominent
constitutional lawyers in the state.
i

1

New York

State ConnmlMlon Order*.

The Public Service Commission of New York. Second district,
has ordered the railroads of the slate to report all Important improvements to roadway, buildings, bridges and terminals and all
additions to rolling stock, made during the year ended June 30 last,
and also improvements of this kind now unfinished. The Commission calls on the roads for full and prompt responses, believing
(hat by furnishing the desired information, to be lald*by the Commission before the Legislature, the roads will be promoting their
own interests and disarming prejudice.
The Commission has also ordered the railroads of the state to
have their local agents report, direct to the Commission, all cases
in which it is impossible to provide cars for shippers within four
days of the time the cars are required.
The Commission has also ordered all railroads to promptly
report to the Commission, with full particulars, any embargo which
may be laid on intrastate traffic; also to send notice when any
embargo is revoked or modified.

Cement Show

in

Chicago.

The first annual cement show will be held in Chicago at the
Coliseum. December 17 to 21 inclusive. It will be under the auspices
of the Cement Products Exhibition Co., which was formed to hold
annual expositions of cement products. The enterprise is being promoted by Portland cement manufacturing interests of the Middle
West. Its scope may be Judged from the classifications of exhibits,
which include: Cement, concrete mixers, block machines, brick
machines, cement pipe machines, cement tile machines, cement post
machines, cement coloring mixtures, reinforcing metal, cement publications, testing machinery, sheet piling, aggregates, sand and techL. L. Fest. who has been manager of several
nical institutions.
large trade exhibitions of this kind, is in charge. It is hoped that
the attendance will be increased by the fact that the date set will
allow visitors lo do their Christmas shopping in Chicago. It is
desired that everybody directly or indirectly interested in the cement industry will do something to contribute to the success of
this demonstration, which is intended to exploit cement as the
leading building material of the future.

A State Rule

for Distributing Coal

Cars.

The State Railroad Commission of Indiana has given lo the
Southern Indiana Railroad an order directing in detail how that
railroad shall distribute cars lo the coal mines dependent upon it
for transportation, leaving no discretion to the management of the
road.
The order is the result of an investigation of charges by the
Calora Coal Company that the Southern Indiana was grossly discriminating against It and In favor of the mines owned wholly or
The commission
In part by John R. Walsh, who controls the road.
directs that the distribution of cars shall be based on the average
If the
daily capacity, or on the daily requirements, of each mine.
daily requirement of a mine is 100 cars and there are only 500 cars
mine will
The mine, however, has

lo be distributed, the
able.

quirements up

to

its

receive one-fifth of the cars availthe right to increase its daily reaverage daily capacity, but not beyond this

point.

Each mine must furnish by telephone

daily,

between

5

and

information necessary to enable the company to make
a distribution of cars in accordance with the rules of the commission.
The road must include In the "total equipment" on its line
"available for the operation of all mines" all "system" coal cars
that day apportioned to the mining district; all foreign cars available for use in the district; all foreign cars specially assigned lo
or requested by particular mines for loading with commercial coal;
6

p.m., all
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A cash dividend of 3 per cent, and a scrip dividend of 20 per
foreign cars specially consigned tor loading with fuel coal for
foreign lines, and all private cars owned by mines on the line of cent, on the 117.240.000 outstanding 6 per cent, cumulative preferred
stock
of
the
American Steel
Foundries.
New York, has
the Southern Indiana.
On any day when the allotment of cars due the mines which been recommended by the Board of Directors. The cash dividend
furnish the Southern Indiana with fuel coal [for its locomotives] will be a semi-annual dividend and the scrip, which is to bear indoes not equal the requirements of the railroad, such mines shall terest at 4 per cent., represents back dividends, nothing having been
be served first despite the lack of cars in the general distribution, paid since the 2'^. per cent, in 1904. A stockholders' meeting is
The commission requires the road to arbitrarily assign from its to be held soon. The above dividends are to be paid only on condiequipment before distribution a reasonable number of cars for the tion that preferred stockholders exchange their stock for an issue
development of new mines. This shall be continued until the ca- of new preferred stock which will not be cumulative,
r^^^
pacity of the new mine is equal to the lowest capacity of any mine
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has been
operating on the road.
awarded two gold medals and a bronze medal for its exhibit at the
.Jamestown Exposition. The company's exhibits are grouped in three
all

TRADE CATALOGUES.

machinery, manufactures and liberal arts, and minclassification, a gold medal was awarded for a
motors applied to various machine tools and other
devices.
In the second department, a gold medal was given for an
exhibit of arc and incandescent lamps and electric cooking applications.
The bronze medal was awarded for a special motor designed
particularly for use with an Ingersoll-Temple pneumatic rock drill.
The company was also awarded a silver medal for installation of
departments:
In the

ing.

Welded Pipe.— The National Tube Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

has published an exceptionally well illustrated pamphlet entitled
"The Manufacture of Modern Welded Pipe." It describes the older
process of making wrought-iron pipes, taking up each step beginning with the ore, and then goes on to tell the history of pipe steel
and the stages in the making of steel pipe nowadays at the company's works. The last part of the pamphlet is taken up with a
comparison of the relative value of steel and iron pipe.

—

Friction Draft Gear. The Republic Railway Appliance Co., St.
Louis, Mo., has a new catalogue of its "Republic" friction draft gear.
It is a 6in. x 9-in. pamphlet presenting in concise form essential
information concerning the device. The construction of the gear,
the parts in detail and their relation are shown by half-tone engravings and the different applications by line engravings. The
action of the gear and its advantages are briefly given in the text.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The Schocn

Steel

Wheel

Co.,

Pittsliurgb.

1407 Fisher building, Chicago, with
Sales Agent.

office at

J.

has opened an
Milner as Western

Pa.,

T.

The jury of awards for the Jamestown Exposition has awarded
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa., a diploma of a
gold medal for installation of exhibit.
During October of

American Car & Foundry Company, New York, built 10.7S0 cars and repaired 626 cars. Its output
of cars during the quarter ended October 31, 1907, was greater than
in any previous quarter.

collection

first

of

exhibit.

its

The Buffalo Brake Beam Co., New York City, is now occupying
plant at West Seneca, Buffalo, N. Y. The plant covers five
The buildings consist of the main shop, 60 ft. x 200 ft., with

new

acres.

an adjoining open shed extension 100 ft. x 24 ft.; they are equipped
with modern machinery and have twice the capacity of the old plant,
which was recently destroyed by fire. The fire occurring, as it did,
when the new plant was nearly ready for occupancy, the company
was hampered very slightly in making deliveries. A siding from
the South Buffalo Railway runs into the yard of the new plant, with
a track on each side of the main building on a 1 per cent, grade,
so that when empty or loaded cars are switched on to these tracks
they return to the main line by gravity, thus saving time and expense in switching,

_
Iron and SteeL

The Bessemer & Lake Erie has ordered

183,000 steel ties.

The Harriman Lines are

for 30,000 tons of rails.

in the

market

this year, the

OBITUARY NOTICES.

S. T. Callaway has been elected Secretary of the American LocoFrank H. Earle, President of the Raritan River Railroad, died
motive Company, New York, succeeding Leigh Best, who has been of heart disease on November 7 at his home in Newark, N. J. Mr.
Secretary of the company since its organization. Mr. Best remains Earle was 65 years old.
Vice-President. Other officers were re-elected, as follows: President,
Charles E. Perkins, formerly and for many years President
W. H. Marshall; Vice-President, R. J. Gross; Vice-President, H. F. of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, died on November 8 at his
Ball; Vice-President. David Van Alstyne; Treasurer, C. B. Denny;
home at Westwood, Mass.

Comptroller, C. E. Patterson.

Contracts for erecting buildings and for other structural work
$1,000,000 open hearth steel plant and finishing mills at
Pa., of the Schoen Steel Wheel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa..
have been let to the Riter-Conley Manufacturing Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Shaw Electric Crane Co., Muskegon, Mich., has the contract
for a number of heavy cranes, and the Porter-Miller Co. will install
a larcp gaa producer.
It is expected that the plant will he in
operation next spring.
at the

McKees Rocks,

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For date) of conventions and reaular meetings o( railroad eonventiom and
engineering aocietiee, etc., tee advertiting page 24.)

New England

Railroad Club.

^^ ,^p meeting of this club in Boston, November 12, a paper
on the "Trials of a Master Mechanic," by R. H. Rogers, was dis-

The Westinghouae air-brake equipment specified for the six
switchlng locomotives, which, as mentioned in another column, are cussed.
to be built by the Davenport Locomotive Works, Davenport, Iowa,
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
for John Marsch. Cleveland, Ohio, consists of Westinghouse automatic and straight air-brakes with two Oi/fin. pumps and triple
At
a
meeting
of the Mechanical Section, Thursday, November 14,
train lines for operating brakes and pneumatic dump cars.
These
are equipped with two-way cocks so that all pneumatic operations a paper on "Hydraulic Turbines," by W. Kennedy, Jr., was read
by the author.
are handled from Uie cab.

Richard D. Hurley, Manager of the Pittsburgh office of the IndeWestern Railway Club.
pendent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, died at Chicago on
November 6 of heart trouble, which did not develop until about a
At the November meeting, which will be held Tuesday, the 19th
month ago. Mr. Hurley was 3!t years old and had been In the pneuInst., at 8 p.m.. In the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, a paper entitled
matic tool business for 10 years. He was a brother of John D.
"The Influence of Heat Value and Distribution on Railway Fuel
Hurl^, Vice-President and noneral Manager of the Independent
Cost" will be presented by J, G, Crawford, Fuel Engineer of the
Pneumatic Tool Company, and of Edward N. Hurley, formerly PresiC, B, & Q. Ry.
dent of the Standard Pneumatic Tool Company.

The United States Steel Corporation U exchanging Its B per
rent, sinking fund l>onds for Tennes.tee Coal, Iron & Railroad stock
at the rate of $120 face value In bonds for each share of stock. At
the end of last week, $21,500,000 of the about $:f.i.000,000 outstanding T. C, 1. & R. R. stock had been exchanged and it was expected
that nearly all the rest would be turned In on the same basis. O. C.
Crawford, of the National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has been elected
President of the T. C. I. A R R., succeeding J. A. Topping.

Car Accountants.

The winter meeting

of the Association of Transportation and
Car Accounting Officers will be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago. December 10 and 11. There will be reports from the Committees on Car Service and Per Diem, on Office Methods and Accounting, on Railroad Business Mall, on Conducting Freight Transportation, and on Conducting Passenger Transportation.
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New York

Railroad Club.

At the mpetlns o( thia rlub, November 15, a iwpor on U>e
of Melting and Handlinc Metal,"
by W. S. Quigley, will be preaented for dlacuaalon.

"Brau Foundry: Modern Method

Executive, Financial and Legal OfTlcera.

Ore.

—

Central of Georgia. William Nelson Cromwell and J. W. Caxtles
have been elei'ted Directors, succeeding Oakleigh Thorne and

The

J.

\V.

1).

His

Heymer

office

l.s

ha-s

l>een rhange<l

from Auditor

—

The accounting deparlmenlH of this company and
if Alton.
of the Tole<lo. St. Ix)uls & Western are to be combined, elTeotlve
Lecemter I. W. L). Tucker, deneral Auditor of the Toledo, St
Louis & Witstern. has been appointed General Auditor of both
companies, with office at Chicago.

Chicago

Chivago

«f

Eastern

Illinois.

— H.

J.

Cronln, Auditor of Disbursements

of the St. Louis & San Francisco, has been appointed Assistant
Auditor of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with office at Chicago,

succeeding John

J.

Duck.

—

Chicago. Zieglcr d Gulf. W. B. Clark, Traffic Manager, has been
appointed also Auditor, succeeding I. F. Neltz.

Lehigh Valley.

— E.

A. Albright, Assibtaut to the President, has been

appointed Assistant Secretary, succeeding L. D. Smith,
succeeded Mr. Albright in his former position.

who has

Louis

if

Son Francisco.

Tehuantepec Xational.
Toledo. St. Louis

Wabash.

— James

— H.

— See

Western.

iC

L.

Chicago & Eastern

Illinois.

O'Connor, Auditor, has resigned.

— See Chicago & Alton.

Minnis, General Attorney, has been appointed
office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding C. N.

General Solicitor, with
Travous, deceased.

Operating OfHcera.
E. Bcswell, Superintendent, has
signed to go to the Seaboard Air Line.

Alabama Great Southern.— R.

re-

—

Beaumont, Sour Lake d Western. H. Hall, trainmaster of the St.
LauIs & San Francisco at Chaffee, Mo., has been appointed
Superintendent, with office at Beaumont, Tex.

—W.

E. Costello, formerly Superintendent of the
Lake City, Utah, has been appoinleil Superintendent of the Southern division of the Central Vermont,
with office at New London, Conn., succeeding E. D. Nash, resigned to go to another company.

Central Vermont.

Union

—

Louisiana Kniliray d Savigation. C. L. Vaughn has been appointed
Superintendent of Transportation, with office at Shreveport, La.

Pacific at Salt

—

Chicago, Rock Island d Gulf. H. E. Allen haa been appointed Superintendent at Amarillo, Tex.
Chicago. Hock Island d Pacific— \T\e\ B. Copley, who was recently
appointed Superintendent of the Indian Territory division, is
43 years old, and all his railroad work has been done on the
Rock Island. He began in 1881 as a messenger boy. From
188C to 1893 he was a trainman on the Iowa division, and was
then made a.sslstanl yardmaster at Des Moines, Iowa. In 1901
he was made general yardmaster of the Des Moines and Valley

Junction yards, and two years later was made Trainmaster of
In 1901 he was transferred to the East
the Dakota division.
Iowa division and the next year to the Illinois division. At
the end of 1906 he was made Trainmaster of the Colorado division and last spring was appointed Superintendent of the
Kansas City terminal division, where he remained until his
recent promotion.

d Ironton.—J. M. Jones, chief despatcher at SpringOhio, has been appointed Trainmaster at Napoleon, Ohio,
succeeding D. J. Hardy, resigned.

Detroit. Toledo
field,

—

Oila Valley. Globe d 'Northern. L. H. Landls has been appointed
General Agent at Globe, Ariz.

—

Gulf Line Kailuay. D. L. Turner,
at Sylvester, Ga.

Jr., Is

Midland

Superintendent, with

Valley.— H. Ward has been appointed Trainmaster, with
at Muskogee. Ind. T., succeeding W. J. Weir.

—

Missouri. Kansas d Texas o( Texas. C. M. Bryant has been appointed .\ctlng Trainmaster of the Fort Worth and Henrietta
divisions and of the Sherman and Cleburne branch.rs, succeeding to the duties of J. E. Farrell, as.signed temporarily to other
duties.
J. R. Shaughnessy has been appointed Acting Trainmaster of the Dallas and Denton divisions and of the Bonham
bran(h. succeeding to the duties of George Stoner, assigned temporarily to other duties.

Missouri Paciftc.—R. E. Cahlll, Superintendent at McGehee, Ark.,
has been appointed Assistant Superintendent at Kansas City,
Mo., succeeding G. W. Inge, resigned to go to another company T. M. Wallace sucieeds Mr. Cahill. W. S. Coffin, chief
despatcher at Wynne, Ark., has been appointed Trainmaster
at that place, succeeding T. R. Nash, who takes Mr. Coffin's
position.

—

Louisville rf Atlantic. A. E. Richards. Vice-President and General
Counsel, has been elected President, with office at Louisville,
Ky. E. M. Wallace, Secretary, has been appointed also General
Counsel.
St.

.\»-

—

office

Suvannuh. Ga.

at

Super-

t'ity, Mrsii-o d Oneiil.
Edward Harrison has been appointed
Superintendent of the Montana division, with office at Creel,
Chihuahua, Mex.

Kansas

Perry, resigned.

title of

to Comptroller.

1

intendent at that place.

—

AMiurta d Culumbia Kiter. The offlco of M. I*. Martin. Secretary
and Treasurer, has been moved from Taroma, \Va«b., to Port-

Marsden

serving %n deiipatrher, chief de»patrh»-r. '1
intendent.
M»- then w<-nt to the l»tn\u:

of
MlKtant Sup»'rlrit<-ii(lciit and in U'nO »;io
I>u:
. -ar
the Cincinnati. Hamilton A Dayton.
he went to the Kansas City Southern as 1 raiuiuaaivr si Pitts'
burgh, Kan., where he remained until promoted to be Super-

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

land,

(^i

Warreniburf, Mo., mnd began raiii'oad work in IMO «• a tele"I on this
(rapb operator on the Mluourl I*aciflc. H --••
i.itl 1901,
road and the St. IxiuIh, Iron Mountain &.

—

\orthern Pacific. George Theron Slade. who was recently appointed
General Manager of the Lines East of Trout Creek, with office
He
at St. Paul, Minn., was born in New York City in 1871.
graduated from Yale College in 1S93 and the same year
The
began railroad work as a clerk on the Great Northern.
next year he spent in the track department and in 1895 was
appointed chief clerk to a Superintendent. He was made .Assistant Superintendent in 1896 and Superintendent in 1S97. Two
years later he went to the Erie & Wyoming Valley, now part
of ;he Erie, as General Manager, and In 1901 was made General
Superintendent of the Erie division of the Erie. In 1903 be
returned to the Great Northern as General Superintendent,
where he remained until his recent promotion.

Southern Pacific— The authority of B. A. Campbell, Trainmaster at
Sparks, Nev., has been extended to include the territory heretofore in charge of W. J. Stinson, Trainmaster at Wlnnemucca,
Mr. Campbell's
Nev.. who has been assigned to other duties.
territory now extends from Carlin, Nev., to Sparks, and his
headquarters are at Wlnnemucca.

—

W. A. Worthington, whose appointment as Assistant
the Director of Maintenance and Operation of the Union
Pacific and the Southern Pacific was announced last week, has
been connected throughout his entire railroad career with the
Starting as stenographer and clerk in the oflatter company.
fice of the Superintendent at Sacramento, Cal., he shortly afterward was made Secretary to the Engineer of Maintenance of

Union

Pacific.

to

Way

at

San Francisco and three years

later

became chief

clerk.

In 1893 ho went to the General Manager's office as statistician,
and at the end of two years was promoted to chief clerk. He
remained in this position until 1901, when he was made execuIn 1894 he
tive secretary to the Assistant to the President.
was transferred to Chicago as executive secretary and chief
clerk to the Director of Maintenance and Operation of the Union
Pacific and the Southern Pacific,
to his present position.

from which he was advanced

Traffic Offlcers.

Central Verviont.—J. W. Hanley has been appointed General Passenger Agent, with office at St. Albans, Vt., succeeding J. E.
Bentley, assigned to other duties.
Central Line,*.— Carl Howe, Traffic Manager of the Merchants' Despatch Transportalion Company, has been appointed
Manager ot all New York Central fast freight lines except on
the New York, Chicago & St. Louis and the Canada Southern.

Xew York

Engineering and Rolling Stock

OfTicers.

office

Kansas City Sou/ftern.— Frederick B. De Garmo. who was recently
appointed Superintendent at Pittsburgh, Kan., was born In
Kentucky in 1867. He went to the State Normal School at

Ann Arbor.— See

Detroit, Toledo

&

Ironton.

Atlanta. Birmingham d Allautic.—3. E. Cameron. Superintendent
of Motive Power, has resigned and the office has been abolR. L. Dooiittle, Assistant Master Mechanic of the Cenished.
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These locomotives will be equipped with Walschaert
1907, delivery.
valve gear. The specifications are as follows:
General Dimensions.
,
^
ro„s„iidatlon
Tvpe of. locomotive
Ilfi J-n ih
°'^^*^'.'. ...'..' ..'.''•'
-^
wel^JIJ' on'drlJerr"'''!"^.
inameter of drivers'.
2oi°'

Georgia at Macon. Ga., has been appointed Master Mechanic of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at
Fitzgerald. Ga.
tral of

,

Baltimore rf Ohio.—W. I. Rowland, general foreman locomotive department at Grafton, W. Va., has-been appointed Master Mechanic at that place, succeeding O. J. Kelly, resigned.

Birmingham &

central c/ Oecyrgia.-See Atlanta,

—

'

BMier '''type'

Atlantic.

—

<(

Detroit River runnel.— v:.
the New York Central

was
in

— M.

as

on

in

/
/

edu-

work

^^H

..^sTo"pl'nB t'/pe
2.800 gals.

3Vi tons

\

'?'

.^k.

W:

.^M

^H
'^^Kl
.'/

"•

•

.

—

J.

Hdilirau

Chicago

^^^^ °^ 100,000
poned.

<(-

lbs.

Xurlh-Western has asked bids on 1,000 steel ore
capacity, the purchase of which has been post-

November

8.

8.

has ordered recently £5 locomotives
from the Baldwin lyocomotlve Works, as reported In the Railroad
Gazette of November 8.
'

Contracts have been let for
Topeka. Kan., Is President.

It

,.._..
.
..
ask for bids on locomotives.
building the road.
W. L. Taylor,
,.,

will soon

The Pennsylvania has ordered 25 simple,

class

ask for bids on cars. ConW. L. Taylor, Topeka,

The Mis.iouri, Kansa.i <f Texas is said to have canceled contracts for 500 of the 2,000 box cars ordered from the American Car
^ ^oumlTV Co. last spring.

~
_^___
,-,,
^
„,v
j t-.,
r. !i
u *_
CLEVEiANn, Ohio. The Cleveland Electric Railway is said to
have agreed to construct subways at the public square and to build
a high level bridge over the Cuyahoga flats.

—

number

.

.

.

H6B, consollda-

Baldwin Locomotive Works

for

December,

"

of railroads.

Pa.— The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western,
^111 put up a passenger station here 175 ft. long with a
platform oxlenslon to replace the present structure. The
^,[|] ,,p ahoni Sfit) 000

East

<f

The Maine Central did not recently order 10 locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, as reported In the Railroad Gazette

'

will soon

tracts have been let for building the road.
Kan., is President.

a

„
Topeka^Soulhweslern
The

^-^
^.
u
-j .^a
City, Mo., has ordered

Denvkr, Coi.o.— A final conference is soon to be held between
the city authorities and the representatives of the railroads regarding plans for the Nineteenth street viaduct, which has been under
construction for a number of years. The cost is to be divided among

Philadelphia. Pa.

Sorthern is said to have ordered
10 freight locomotives and two passenger locomotives.

The southern denies that

preparing specifications on 100 or

,

.,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Pillsburgh. Shaumul

is

,
,...
™,^
,, ^
„,
^
r.
rThe
Metropolitan .street Rai/icni/, Kansas
„
„,.
,
„
,^
from ^,_
the St. Ix)uis Car Co.
'^^'^

>^

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Whitehead has been appointed Pur-

B.

office at

Steel Co.

said to be building four dining cars at its

..
„,
25 city cars

River Tunnel.

~

tlon locomotives from the

is

W. Hicks has been appointed Chief Engi-

Purchasing Agents.
A- Xeic
England.
chasing Agent, with

&

^

Grand Trunk

The Topeka-Sauthuestern

,^

T-.

.lerome

Spring

Bettendorf
Midvale

^''^ Virginian
™°''® '^"^^ '^^^^'

of

Peshtigo. Mich.

at

'''"^

^' ^''•"'''"'"-

.

,

—See Detroit

— B.

Chicago

I-ittsluirg

^''f" Atlantic .C Western denies that it has ordered 60 box cars
from the Lenoir Car Company, as reported in the Railroad Gazette

^^^^^^

,

yeic York Central Lines.

•.-.v,**^'"

packing

^z=z=^^^=^^^=^=^=^=

^^^H^^^^^^r
^^^^^^H^^

.

Washburn

Tires

^^^^^^^ Tf/
\^t^^^^^0^l^^^^^^^m
^^^^H K?^^^^^^^|F

,

Lehigh

Bettendori

Tender trucks

^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^If

,

office

Westinghouse

Springs

^InBIHl

<^^^^

\

— James

.Michigan.

special Equipment.

.Metallic

office at

November

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'...'.'.'.'..'."

Lubricators

„
J ,.
•
».
w
Carr has been appointed Master Mechanic,
Muskogee, Ind. T., succeeding C. H. Welch.
„,.. „
,.
„
„
„
,
„ ^
..
^eu:
Orleans Great ^arthern.-J. F. Coleman. Chief Engineer, has
resigned, effective January 1, to become a Constilting Engineer.

of

"!'.*"'.^^

ca'paoitv '.'.............

injectors

until his recent promotion.

with

10 ft.
60 In.
.....34

Couplers

J^BliM^^ ^
H
^^^ W;
^J^^^^
.^^^^^^

\
\
\

Resident Engineer
the
Eastern
division.
I-ive
years later he
was appointed Superintendent of that division,
where he re-

neer,

Tank

recently appointed

^K^^D''^

,

rf

160

£ '»•

width

Tender

steel

Detroit seamless

material of tul)es
diameter of tul)es
length of tubes
Firebox, length

A«lt
'*'

^^^URi iC^^^^^H

,

Wisconsin

Worth

material

number of tubes

•

^^^;^ ^^ W "•'-^Bt
I^^B" ^F^ £i,^^Hb

/

made

with

27,000

^^^^^^^^^^k 's^^Bki

/

pointed Assistant Engineer on the St. Clair
tunnel construction
,
^
.
and two years later
,
was _.
Inspector
of Transportation.
In
1897 be was appointed

,.....,...
Midland
Valley.

c.ipacity

lbs.

••

.^^^^^^^"^IH^
^^^^^^^^k^3^H^

/'

.:

TJWOgals.

^^'"^?91S'
{^izriii^^er:"'.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::i2l^ "i

^;^riflil^^^l^

/

1880

in

f,

;<i 1 1

'fVsioi'
-.o^-.'*

total

Tank capaeity

Bolsters

Assistant Engineer
the Grand Trunk.

mained

i^'

grate area

'.

••

-itiiyj

cylinders

^.---"ji^^B^fc^

private tuition
engineers and

railroad

..

General Dimensions.
Switching, four-wheel
lonomntivp
•00,000 lbs.
weight' tota™ ...'.'.'...'.'...............•••

.'^''^^^K^^
'^^I^^^^^B^
//
''^B^^^H^

.

He was

...
cated by

... ...\\.

Air brakes

of-

„
Quebec

.

born

under

who was

Stansfeld Blaiklock,
Mainteof

1859.

"tubes™. W'.l

Coal capacity

Montreal. Que.,

at

Beipii'r'e; "^wlde 'flrebo"!

'Pvi,p of

,

Engineer
nance of Way. with
flee

'•

1908, delivery.

Georgia Southern »( Florida. W. C. Shaw, Jr.. has been appointed
Chief Engineer, with office at Macon, Ga., succeeding G, B.
Herrington, resigned.

Grand Trunk.

i(.nKtli'7>t

<'«ai

—

\,

'•

John Marsch, Cleveland, Ohio, has ordered six (0-4-0) switching
locomotives from the Davenport Locomotive Works for January,

Toledo d Iranian. R. Tawse is Superintendent of Motive
of this road and of the Ann Arbor, with office at Jack-

—

'^,';^^l^,^,,fZt^^^"''^"!^. ::^

..

Iloatinir stiifaoe

& Hudson

son. Ohio.

'•

'.

i!

„

J.

,

".
'.

'.

width

Power

„,

'

'

'•

'.
'.

'.

Kliebox, length

Wilgus, formerly Vice-President of
River, has been appointed
Consulting Engineer of the Detroit River Tunnel. The peculiar and entirely novel method of construction of this tunnel
was designed by Mr. Wilgus and its contract cost Is only onehalf the amount bid by Sir Weetman Pearson's firm, who are
contractors for the Pennsylvania tunnel under the East river.
New York City. It is probable that Mr. Wilgus will also act
for the New York Central in the construction of the Buffalo
union terminal.

Octroil.

'.

'.

'

Xorth-Western. W. H. Hufman. Master Mechanic at Baraboo. Wis., has retired after 50 vears of service on the road.
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150-ft.
^.^^^

—

Haokk.stow.n, Mil The Western Maryland shops at this place
have been opened for operation. The locomotive and machine shop

|,„njing

|g

of brick 150

Nokfoi/.<, Va.

Sewells Point.

ft.

x 300

—The Vlrgluir.n

'-

is

to be 1,000

ft.

Rn'lwny
ft.

is

building a coal pier at

long and 65 ft wide.
..

It will

„„„,^ ^,,„, ,,„,,
^j^,, .^^ ,„^. i„„^,^ ^..^
f,
.^j^^ sub .structure Is to be concrete, on piling.
The steel superstruc
1^,,^ between the bulkhead and pierhead.
,^1^^ ^,„ ^^ ^ ^^^ fj
There will be three tracks on the pier and 31 chutes with pockets
of 00 tons capacity.
,^^

gg

f,

^^^^^^

^^

„,^.
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N. Y. Contrmct Is r«portad let to J. W. Dwyer. of
BulTklo, at tlOO.OOO. for ronstrurting • subway under the New York
Central (racks at Culver road.

The Incorporator*
Include:
J
M. I^ngston, J. H. Harris and O S. J. Guymon, of
Carthage; C R Wrighl, Liberal, Kan, and W. F. Bort, Wicblta. Kan.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

sion from I^lpslc. Ohio, north to Toledo. 40 mile*, hac grading
about flnlsbed and track laid on 32 mllex
It U said that work Is
to be snapended. with the exception of nnlsblng the reinforced
concrete bridge over the Maumee river at Watervllle, until next

RiH

iiiJiTra,

and Arizona

to

Lima *

New

Incorporation*,

—

Survey*,

Etc.

>.iicl. arc now
i-.
by (hlx i-omiiany for It* proiwsfd line from Liadmlcn,
Ala., norlhwe«t to Tuiicumbla. ll'O miles.
S. K. Gardner, I'renldent, Landersvllle; J. B. Shorlll. Chief Enslncor, Palkvlllp.

Ai.tii.wiv

belnK

*

.\<iiiiii»

I

-iiii.N

KlKht.'<i>f

way

1:

—

— On

the Central division a new route has
be^n opened from Molson, Man., west via Hazel Ridge to Whitller
Juncdon. 36.7 miles. Trains between Fort William, Kenora and
Winnipeg are now run over the new line.
An extension has been opened on the Phea8an( Hills branch
from Strassburg, Assn., west to Nokomls. 31.2 miles.

Canadian Pa<

ikic.

Catawba Vallev. — See Seaboard Air

Line.

—

Ckntkai.ia EAsniRN. Bids, It is said, are being asked for by a
comiiany under this name to grade Its proposed line in the state of
Washington from the coal mines of the Mendota Coal & Coke Comiiany to the Northern PaclBc, near Centralla, about lo miles.

Central ok

— This

company

building from Union,
Ore., northwest to La Grande, 45 miles.
It has opened the road
for business from I'nion Junction to Valley Junction, 1.5 miles,
and from Valiey Junction to Cove. 10.5 miles. (March 29, p. 467.)
Oreijon.

Is

—

Central Ontahiii Raii.wav. Bids are wanted by this company
December 2. at Trenton. Ont., for clearing, grading, track laying,
ballasting and other work on its extension between Lake St. Peter
and Whitney, alxiut 18 miles. The road Is now in operation from
Plcton, Ont.. north to Bancroft, 116 miles, from which point an
being built north to Whitney, 43 miles. Contracts for
some of this work have been let to William G. Gibson, of Port Hope,
Ont. Grading work has been finished on 14 'j miles and track laid
on four miles. (March 15, p. 395.)
extension

—

—

Chicago. Rock
work under way at

I.sland & Pa(ikic.
This company, it is said, has
El Reno, Okla.. involving the handling of 500,000
cubic yards of earth raising the grades from 3 ft. to 7 ft. on a
plot of ground 600 ft. x 7,000 ft. as a site for freight yards. There
are to be 24 freight tracks each 7.000 ft. long.

—

Pail. Minneapolis & 0.maha. The extension of
the Nebra.ska division from Newcastle, Neb., to Wynot, 18.3 miles,
was opened for traffic on October 28. (Sept. 27, p. 370.)
CiiirA<«>,

St.

CoprEK RivEit & NoiiTiiwE.sTEHx.

— Contracts

are reported let by
Its propo.sed
the
to
Copper river, thence along
that river.
It is said the company will spend $25,000,000 in building the line and adding a large smelter at tidewater.
(April 26,

company

to M. J.

Hcney

for

some of the work on

from Cordova, .\laska, north

p. 599.)

Dallas Interirbax (Electrk).

— This

company.

It

Is said,

will

soon start work on

Its proposed electric line from Dallas, Tex.,
east via MesquKe and Forney to Terrell, 30 miles. The company
also proposes to build a line from Dallas south to Waxahachie, 30
miles.
D. E. Waggoner is President.
(Oct. 25, p. 509.)

Great Nuktiiern.

—

It Is announced that the Spokane Falls &
the I'nited States under the name of the
Washington & (Jreat Northern, has been opened for freight traffic
to a point north of Chopaka. Wash., and across the International
boundary into Canada, where the line is being built under the name
of the Vancouver. Victoria & Eastern to Keremcos. B. C. 15 miles
north of its junction with the Washington & Great Northern, and
122 miles west of Grand Forks, B. C. The line Is eventually to be
extended west to Vancouver and east to Winnipeg. Contracts let
from Keremeos northwest to Princeton, 45 miles.

Northern,

building in

—

Greenviii.e & Kno.wii.i.e. This road has been extended from
Travelers Rest, S.
north to Marietta, six miles.
(Sept. 6, p. 277.)

C

—

Jefker.son City, Ai.niiji ERijfE & S.vn Dieoo Valley.
IncorporIn Oklahoma with $7,000,000 capital and office at Carthage,
The company proposes to build a line from Jefferson City.
Mo., southwest through Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico

Mo.

when

the line

1,600

mllea.

Tuaitidn.— ThU company, building an exten-

is

(March

to be flnlshe<l to Toledo.

15. p.

386).

MrJiK AN Central —This company. It Is said. ha« adopted plans
for extensive terminals at the new port of Arias, nine mile* north
of Tamplco.

—

Me.mcx. Saxta Fe a Pt:RRY Traction. Work Is reported under
way and contract let to J. M. Wolf, of Colllnsvllle. 111., for building
this proposed electric line from Mexico. Mo., northeast via Molino

and Santa Fe to Perry. 27 miles.
and C. O. Thon, Chief Engineer,
Ml.s.soi HI

RoAD.s

t

Robinson. President, Mexico,

8. L.

Brilevllle.

(May

24, p. 727.)

Eleitru).— The Chlp|>ewa Valley Construc-

tion Co., of Ashland. Wis., will, it is said, build next spring an Interurl>an electric line from Ashland north to Washburn, ten miles.
About one-third of the right-of-way has been secured.

Morgan's I^ickisiana & Texas.— See Southern

Pacific.

NoRicM.K & SoiTiiEHN.— The Raleigh division of this road has
been extended from Zebuian. N. C, ea.st to Farmvllle. 48 miles.
This entire division is now finished and open for traffic from
Raleigh. N. C, east to Washington. 105.3 miles.
(July 19. p. 83.)

—

NoREOLK & We.stehn. On the Radford division, the Speedwell
branch has been extended from Cripple Creek, Va.. west to Speedwell, seven miles.
The Dry Fork branch on the Pocahontas division has been
extended from Berwind, W. Va., southeast to Canebreak, 2.3 miles.
(Sept. 20. p. 339.)

—

Northern Pacikic. President H. Elliott, of (his company, is
quoted as saying that in Washington and Montana construction
work is to be continued; but in Wisconsin and Minnesota the forces
be reduced.

will

ORE(i<)N

is

Chkago. Bi'Ri.in<;ion & QfiNcv. .\n ordinance. It is said, will
be passed by the Hannibal (Mo.) city authorities, granting permission to this company to lay a doiible-traik line along the river
front.
The company is to reconstruct and extend Its yards at
this place, and a union passenger station may also be put up.

ated

T'i.eho

Cal..

ii»'<-iirc<l

AuKHit AN Railroad of Pnimi Rim. ThU company, which t-arly
Ibis year flnlKhvd Its line from the western end of the line on the
north coatit at Camiiy west and theme 80uth to Af^a<lllla, Zl miles
10 a connection with the line south along the west coast. Is now
running trains through from San Juan to Ponre. (April 12, p. 531.)

this
line

spring,

San Diego,

& Wasiiixuton.

— See

Oregon

Railroad

& Navigation

Company.

—

Orki.o.n Raii.koaii & Navigation Company.
Bids are reported
asked for this week for work on the Oregon & Washington between

Portland. Ore., and Seattle. The work includes
bridges and a long tunnel.
(July 19, p. 83.)

many

trestles

and

—

Oregon Tkink Line. Preliminary surveys, it is said, are being
made by this company for its proposed line from The Dalles. Ore.,
south through the canyon of the Deschutes river, about 125 miles.
Work on the line is to be begun early next year. W. S. Nelson,
President, and F. S. Gordon, Chief Engineer. Seattle, Wash.
(Aug.
9.

164.)

p.

—

Railways Company (Electric). Work has been resumed on the Canonsburg branch of this road. It was stopped some
months ago because of difficulties in securing the right-of-way. It
Pitt.shi HGii

from Finleyville. Pa., on the Charleroi division, west to Canonsburg. about 12 miles, to a connection with the company's line running south from that place to Washington. Almost all of th^ line
will be over a private right-of-way. and the company plans to run
express trains from Pittsburgh to Washington, whence connection
may be made with an electric line now partly built to Wheeling,
W. Va. The company is also considering the double-tracking of the
entire Charleroi division. The line has double-track bridges and
During
all of the cuts and fills are wide enough for second track.
the year the company has lengthened many of the sidings on this
is

division.

Plant City, Arcadia & Gulf.

— See

Seaboard Air Line.

—

QiEHEc & Lake St. John. The branch from La Tuque Junction. Que., west to La Tuque, 38.6 miles, has been opened for business.

(Oct.

A new

11.

435.)
called the

p.

Gosford branch has been opened for
business from Valcartire Junction. Que., (formerly Valcartire)
northwest to Clarks. 5.5 miles.
line

—

Reu River (Electric). Incorporated In Oklahoma with $5,000,000 capital, and offices at Oklahoma City and at Durant. the company
proposes to build an electric line from a point in Oklahoma at the
Texas-Oklahoma state line north of Bonhani. Texas, northwest to
Oklahoma City, about 2iii> miles. The incorporators include: E. M.
Abernathy. S. C. Hawk and F. J. Hawk, of Lexington; D. F. Robertson, of Atoka: F. P. Kibbey, of Byers: J. W. Mocker, of Purcell;
A. Rennle, of Pauls Valley, and T. H. Bayless, of Durant.

—

Robert Lee & Fort Chadboimixe. Grading work is reported
under way by E. Hunter, of Robert Lee. who has the contract for
30 miles of this proposed line from Robert Lee, In Coke county, Tex.,
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stock held by the Mutual Life Insurance Company, New York.
These shares are among those whose voting rights were enjoined
just t>efore the annual meeting last month.
President Harahan has sent to stockholders a circular letter,
in which he answers criticisms which have been made of the
management. In reference to Stuyvesant Fish's statement that
exclusive traffic alliances with east and west connecting roads are
undesirable. President Harahan says that the Union Pacific and
the Southern Pacific have, during the past six years, delivered
to the Illinois Central 46 per cent, more tonnage than they received from it; that these two roads are the only lines of those
connecting with the Illinois Central which do not own eastern
outlets, and that the Illinois Central has to compete with other
eastern roads for this Union Pacific and Southern Pacific traffic.

northeast towards Fort Chadbourne. The line is projected east
to Winter, about 50 miles.
J. H. Spencer, President, and S. J. Bross,
Chief Engineer, Robert Lee.
(Sept. 27. p. 371.)

—

SEAnoARD Air Line. ^A new line, the Catawba Valley, has been
opened for business from Spence, S. C, south to Great Falls, 21
miles.

The Plant
from Plant

Arcadia & Gulf has been opened for business

City,

City, Kla., south to Nichols, 16 miles.

—

SorTHEBx Pacific. Tracklaying has begun on the extension of
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas from Lafayette, La., which is 14.5 miles
west of New Orleans, east to the west bank of the Mississippi river
opposite Baton Rouge, 53 miles.
By cutting out the long detour
southward to New Orleans this line saves ISO miles on through shipments. The most diflicult part of the work was over the Atchafalaya
swamp, where

was necessary

to construct 12 miles of trestles.
as soon as rails are laid to the eastern boundary
of the swamp. The Atchafalaya river Is crossed by a 450-ft. truss
bridge.
From Lafayette the extension passes through the Anse La
Butte oil country and the Grand Point Prairie, a fertile cotton section.
Between the swamp section and the Mississippi the line
traverses about eight miles of valuable hard timber land. At the
river there will be a passenger and freight ferry to Baton Rouge.

This will be

(Jan.

7,

it

filled in

p. 819.)

Spokane Falls & Gbe.\t Northern.
Texas Roads.

—

— See

Great Northern.

said that preliminary plans are being made
by residents of Denton, Tex., and Krum to build a line to connect
these two places, which are five miles apart. C. B. Duffy, of Boston,
Tex., is said to be the principal promoter.
It is

Texas Roads (Electric).— Residents of Greenville, Wolfe City
and Bonham are organizing to build an electric line to connect these
places.
The length would be about 35 miles. J. C. Russell, of
Bonham; J. H. Blocker, of Wolfe City; J. T. Jones, G. H. Collins
and Y. O. McAdams, of Greenville, are interested.

ToNOPAH & Tidewater.

— This

road

now

is

in

—

Indiana HAniiOR Belt. This company has made a mortgage to the
Guarantee Trust Company, New York, as trustee, securing an
issue of $25,000,000 50-year 5 per cent, general mortgage bonds.
It is understood that plans are under way for making the Indiana Harbor Belt the owner of all New York Central terminals
in and near Chicago.
It is said to have bought the Chicago
Junction Railway's belt line around Chicago from Whiting,
This does not include
Ind., to Franklin Park, 111., 27 miles.
the branch from Chappell, 111., to the union stock yards. An
option of the property was taken by New York Central interests
last June.
(June 28, p. 949.)

mountain and

Kanawha &

1.

(Sept.

6, p.

278.)

Tulsa-Saplxpa Intekurban.

of Tulsa. Okla.. have
applied for authority to build this line from Sapulpa northeast
to Tulsa. 20 miles, with a connection to the Glenn oil fields.
They
propose to begin work at once and expect ultimately to extend
the line east through Broken Arrow to Muskogee.

Umo.n Pacific— .\t the oHices of this company in Omaha, Neb.,
the report that construction work on this system has been abanis denied.
Vice-President A. L. Mohler is quoted as saying
that there is much unnecessary sensation over the reduction in
track forces which always takes place at this season of the year
on account of the shorter hours and cold weather. "We have been
making a large amount of improvements and have put our property
in the best physical condition it has ever known, and the opportunity for reducing forces earlier than usual has been acted upon.
We are continuing all improvement work which can be done to addoned

vantage and which we can utilize. Work which cannot be carried
on at normal expense will be discontinued."

— See Great Northern.
— See Great Northern.

Washington & Great Northern.

—

West Texas & Northern. This company, which has projected
a line from Stanton, Tex., north to Hereford, 225 miles, is said to
have given contracts for building the first 75 miles from Stanton
north to Tahoka. S. G. Bon Durant, of New York, Is said to be
promoting this project.

Woodstock, Mabengo, Genoa & Sycamore
porated In Illinois with $25,000 capital and

company proposes

to build an

—

(Electric). Incorat Chicago, the

office

from Woodstock, 111.,
southwest through McHenry and De Kalb counties to Sycamore, 30
miles.
The Incorporators include: C. A. Spenney, M. W. Powell,
E. B. Horang and H. S. Hedberg.
electric

—

It is said that

arrangements have been made

to
is

be used to pay off $l,cSOO,000 floating debt, of which $1,600,000
due the Hocking Valley and $200,0(10 due to the Toledo & Ohio

Central.

New England Investment & Seh

iuty

Co.— See New York, New

Haven & Hartford.

New

New Haven &

—

Hartford. The Directors have decided
about $40,000,000 6 per cent, convertible 50-year debenture bonds instead of new capital stock. The debentures will be
convertible into stock after January 15. 1923, at the rate of one
share of stock for each $100 face value in debentures. The debentures are to be offered to stockholders of record Deceml)er 2,
1907. for subscription at par up to January 15, 1908, at the rate
of $100 in debentures tor every three shares of stock already
held.
The subscriptions are payable in four instalments, falling due January 15, 1908. and at six months intervals thereafter.
The proceeds of the debentures, it is undei-stood. will pay for
improvements amounting to $17,000,000 and $21,000,000 worth of
new equipment. (Nov. 8, p. 574.)
The regular quarterly dividends of 1 per cent, on the $8,142,900 4 per cent, cumulative preferred stock. 1 per cent, on the
assenting common stock and 0.15 per cent, on the non-assenting
common stock of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co. have
been declared.
The company was leased in August, 190G, to
the Consolidated Railway, which has since been merged with the
New York, New Haven & Hartford. The majority of the common
stockholders agreed to pay the Colonial Trust Company, as
Trustee, $10 a share on their stock, which amount, with the
rental received under the lease, provides a fund for dividend
liayments on both common and preferred stock.
President Mellen has retired from the Presidency nf the
S|)ringfield (Mass.) Street Railway, and it is said that he will
also resign from offices in other electric railway companies in
Massachusetts which are controlled by the New England Investment & Security Co., a subsidiary of the New York, New Haven

York,

to issue

— Residents

Vascouver, Victoria & Eastern.

Miciiioan.

for issuing $2,000,000 of the $2,500,000 second mortgage, 20-year
5 per cent, bonds authorized last June.
Part of the proceeds are

Ludlow.

December

—

This company has been incorporated,
with $1,000,000 capital stock to take over the Denver & Interelectrify it from Barnum, Colo., to Golden, seven
miles.
The five miles of road from Denver to Barnum are
already operated by electricity.

Iktermountain Railway.

operation from

Cal.. north to Leeland. Nev.. 144 miles; also from Death
Valley Junction. Cal., west to Lila C. It is reported that regular
freight service is to be extended north to Beatty, Nev., and to
Rhyolite November 25, and passenger service is to be started about
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line

&

Hartford.

—

North American Company. The directors have announced that payment of the usual quarterly dividend of 1 per cent, on the $29,791,300 capital stock will be postponed. The company controls
and other electric properties in and near St.
Louis, Mo.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Detroit, Mich.,
and other cities. It has made loans amounting to over $3,600,000
to subsidiary companies tot improvements and extensions, and
these companies cannot repay these loans without selling at large
sacrifice their own mortgage bonds; therefore, the North American Company is for the present short of ready money.
street railways

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
CnirA(io JiNCTlox.

— See

Indiana Harbor Belt.

Connkctki t Railway & Lioiitino Company.— See New York, New
Haven & Hartford.
Consolidateii Railway.

— See New York, New

Haven & Hartford.

JJknvkr a Intebmointaih.— See Interniountaln Railway.

HocKiNo Valley.— See Kanawha & Michigan.

—

Illinois Central. Arguments are to be heard on November 25 on
the question of the voting of 5.500 shares of Illinois Central

—

This company has asked the New York Stock Exchange
bonds
and $300,000 additional Memphis division first mortgage 5 per
cent, bonds, making the total amounts listed $50,101,000 consolidated and $6,883,000 Memphis division bonds.
Toledo & Ohio Central.— See Kanawha & Michigan.

Southern.

to list $1,964,000 additional first consolidated 5 per cent,

.
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Further discussion of one highly important but still unsettled
appears elsewhere in the correspondence column.
The writer is a railroad officer to whom high credit is due, not
only for assembling and presenting the dangerous and costly results
of using bad rails, but also for recognizing that railroads separately
negotiating with the makers can only in Individual cases get a
better product.
He is a sturdy advocate of requirinK a fixed percentage of discard from the top of the Ingot, pending a possible
Improvement In the homogeneity of the ingot and has a commonsense notion that discard, based on present practice, will hasten
rather than hinder the Improvement of the ingot, and that the
arbitrary percentage may be relaxed as progress is made.
reports for the year ended June 30, 1907, of the three
railroads— the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific, and the

The annual

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, which last year together operated an
average mileage of 20,548 miles are reviewed In this issue of the
The map published with these reports is drawn
Kailroail Gazette.
from the latest official one, and is a striking picture of the territorial
extent of the Hill system. In earnings, the three railroads together
have now for the first time passed 200 millions. Their gross
This year the tremenearnings last year were $208,000,000.
dous growth of the Northwest affected the Great Northern and the
Northern Pacific in a new way. The 1906 year was a high record

—

net earnings and profits after all
year the increases in gross earnings continued but the business was handled at a rapidly decreasing margin
of profit, so that net earnings of the Northern Pacific were little
larger than In 1906 and on the Great Northern were smaller by
Both roads have
nearly $3,000,000 than in the previous year.
reached the point where large expenditures must be made on double
charges.

In

In

gross but in

the 1907

22. 1907.

down grades and reducing curves in order to mainsame proportion of profit from operation which has t)een

tracking, cutting
tain the

received In the past. Fortunately for their stockholders, they are
both supplied with funds with which to carry out these vitally necessary improvements, through the new stock issues of $60,000,000 for
the Great Northern and of $93,000,000 for the Northern Pacific, sul)If any more
scribed for by the stockholders early in the year.
.nnd the Northwest is slow
traffic is to be poured over these lines
these
industrial
depression
to admit that it will long suffer from

—

sums

in full will be

needed to

fit

—

the roads for the task which lies

During the
of the Burlington Is different.
has been built up out of earnings to a remarkable
degree, while there has been an equally remarkable development
A granger road with a vast branch-line
of operating efficiency.
mileage, it spent nearly $1,600 a mile last year on maintenance of
way, while the Chicago & North-Western and the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, which are comparable, spent from $400 to $750 less.
Meanwhile Its gross earnings have risen from $53,800,000 in 1907
Few roads are in so strong a position as
to $82,500,000 last year.
the Burlington to meet industrial depression, yet 20 or even 10 years
ago few roads were so vulnerable. The showing of these three
before them.

past six years
rail specification
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MISCELLANEOUS:

At a conference held In Chicago Wednesday representing 37
roads and over 1.000,000 cars a resolution was adopted approving
rules providing that when a car is received from Its owner In
switching service, it is not to be moved out of the switching disThe penalty for violatrict, and must be returned to its owner.
tion was fixed at five dollars, but It was further provided that the
agreement should be obligatory only at points where all roads
agree and that it could be put in effect at any point where a number
of roads centered. The roads opposed were those objecting to the
old diversion agreement, chlefiy the New York Central lines and
the Southern, making practically a Chicago road agreement.

one not only

631
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Car Efficiency Report.*

The case
it

is in Itself the best of proof of the past wisdom and
present foresight of that great railroad manager, James J. Hill.

great railroads

According to the old theory of the duties of a State Railroad
Commission, the most useful function of such a body is that of an
Illuminator: not exactly a publicity bureau, for the matters with
which it deals are in many cases accessible to the public already;
but an instrumentality to make the public see things which people
It is encouraging
lack the discernment to pick out for themselves.
to see evidence that this old theory is still alive and in the hands
where it is
fields
of competent men, who try to throw light Into
needed rather than on things which mostly please the galleries.
Mr. Clark, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, set a good example In this Una when he told an Ohio road how to distribute
coal cars to the mines. We do not know that the plan which he laid
exactly right; possibly a year's trial may be necessary
of that kind; but It Is good to have that troublesome subject brought out into the light, so that everybody can have
authoritative knowledge concerning it. In a matter which, like the

down was
to justify

any plan

when cars are scarce, the railroad manager cannot possibly handle to the satisfaction of everybody, managers ought
The Indiana commission
to be glad to let the government step in.
distribution of cars
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solution now reached does
has adopted Mr. Clark's rule, in substance, for one road in that would inevitably have entailed. The
in consequence, does
state.
The commissioners may not have a pleasant task in justify- not include recognition of the unions, and,
welcome from the other trade unions in
ing their rule, if shippers who are short of cars make complaint, not meet with any warm
For while in the agreement recently made with the
but it ought to be much pleasanter for them than for the railroad the country.
employee had the option of
manager, for they are looked upon as the avowed friends of all ship- Amalgamated Engineers' Society any
going straight to his union, the railroad employee now can only
pers. TOie demand for a uniform classification of freight is another
Board after it has been put
matter which a commission can deal with much better than can take the matter to the Conciliation
employers.
railroad managers. If, as all experts have long believed, the scheme before his
unable
to accede to the request
were
But although the companies
is unworkable, it is highly desirable that a government body de
of the unions for recognition, they have shown themselves quite
Clare the fact. If, on the other hand, the thing can be accomplished.
ready to modify the present system for the removal of disputes,
it will be only by arbitrary raising or lowering of a great many
and to extend the means for bringing about the peaceful settlement
rates; and only a governmental body, with its unparalleled inertia
We do not of questions relating to hours and wages, to the consideration of
to resist disturbers, should take such arbitrary action.
Boards are limited by the
say that the government ought to decree uniformity, but it is quite which, it will be noted, the Conciliation
Boards
agreement.
Briefly, the arrangement arrived at is this.
plain that the railroads ought not to. The only way to do it is by
appointed for each railroad company to deal with quesleveling down or leveling up; but the first would be unjust to the are to be
employers
or
emthem
by
wages
referred
to
hours
or
tions
of
railroads and the second would be intolerable to the shippers.
ployed, after such questions have failed to be settled by the means
The Albany Commission New York State Public Service Com- at present in vogue. The union officials, as such, have no locus
If, however, they are
mission, Second District, is an intolerably long name has an- standi in the earlier stages of the dispute.
nounced plans for desirable publicity in three important mat- employees, they may of course be elected members of the conciliaters—freight movement (embargoes and ear shortage), passenger tion boards, or they may appear before them to represent the men
movement (in one feature, engine failures), and permanent im- before the boards, for neither solicitors nor barristers will, wisely
provements. The public is entitled to accurate knowledge on these we think, be allowed to appear. The various grades and the various
matters, but has to put up with what the newspapers can get. districts will be separately dealt with, the Iwards will have two
Usually the reader gets fragmentary material prepared by poorly chairmen elected by the two sides, and the two sides will vote
Embargoes have lately had to be declared separately and subsequently agree. Nominations for the boards are
qualified reporters.
against api'les and vegetables at Pittsburgh and Cleveland, against to be submitted to and approved by the Board of Trade. The term
grain at Buffalo and Galveston, and on various commodities at sev- of each board will be three years, but the present agreement is to
An embargo has great possibilities of injustice, last seven years. In the event of either masters or men failing
eral other places.
and a statement of the facts in any given case from an impartial to accept the decision of the board, the matter may, on the motion
The New of either party, be referred to a Central Conciliation Board. Failstate authority ought to be a benefit to the railroads.
York Board's call for records of engine failures is significant mainly ing agreement again, the matter goes to arbitration. As the law
because the Board has engaged an experienced locomotive superin- now stands, there is nothing of course to compel the union to abide
tendent to receive and digest the reports, instead of entrusting the by the decision of the arbitrator. But in Great Britain public opinmatter to an amateur, as has been done with many subjects in many ion would be a weighty factor in the matter, and in any case legisstates
Indeed, this last is an essential feature in all these publicity lation making the arbitrator's award compulsory, could and probmovemer.ts.
A competent editor is an important man in a state ably would, if necessary, be resorted to.

—

—

commission. It is the disposition, already shown at Albany, to fairly
use and temperately set forth the facts gathered from the railroads,
which gives to the Commission's action such a hopeful look. To
digest the reports of permanent improvements which the railroads
have made will perhaps be the most difficult task of all. and show

TWO TYPES OF

RAIL SECTIONS-

by the Rail Committee
Railway Association represent two different ideas
approximate
the requirein rail design, while at the same time both
the quality of the Commission in this respect.
have spent enormous sums of money and probably without exception ment that the metal be equally distributed in the head and base.
have aimed to use their resources for the best interest of the pub- The origin of the two sections is not hard to trace. Series A is a
be the fact it will, of course, modification of the Dudley section used on the New York Central,
lic.
If the Commission finds this to
put its finding on record, while at the same time it is bound to
report cases of money ill-spent and also those where the public
In contrast
really needs more than a railroad can or will furnish.
with the sane acts of the New York Commission, the reader will
be (ntTested in an order recently issued by the Railroad Commission
-/I1.5. C ESecfion
of Missouri, which had to be suspended before it went into effect.
According to a St. Louis paper "the Board on November 12 decided
to suspend the greatly reduced rates on coal, which had been ordered to go into effect November 15, because their enforcement
would have resulted In closing many of the coal mines in Missouri,
throwing thousands of miners out of employment and affecting some
SeHes 8 Secf/orr
of the manufacturers who have cheap rates on coal for industrial
The coal operators Informed the Commission that oppurposes.
erators In Iowa and Illinois could ship their coal to St. Louis and
Hannibal and reoonsign from those points and thus take advantage
of the low rales In Missouri. Coal may be mired so cheaply In Illinois and Iowa, as compared with the cost of mining In Missouri,
that such a reduction in rates would make the Illinois and Iowa
operators dangerous competitors In the Missouri market."

The

The two types

of rail sections proposed

of the .American

large railroads

SETTLEMENT OF THREATENED BRITISH STRIKE.
On November 6, a King's messenger traveled by special train and
motor to Sandrlngham to tell His Majesty that the railroad crisis
was at an end. The happy result la due in the first place to the
and pfforts of the President of the Board of Trade, but that
his efforts were so rapidly brought to a satisfactory conclusion Is
doubtless the result of the firm attitude maintained by the comskill

panles up to the very last, on the question of recx)gnltlon. While
willing to make every concession In the Interests of Industrial
peace which their duty to their shareholders juatlfled, they refused
to

the laM

to

allow

the

Interference

In

management which

this

\

antl

Series

B

Is

a redesigned A. S. C. E. standard section.

In the

accompanying engravings the original and modified sections have
been superimposed on each other to show geographically the changes
proposed.
In the Series A section metal has been taken from the
sides and bottom of the head of the Dudley section and added to the

\

NovKMBU
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top 0/ the h«a«. The web bu been thickened /« In., but otherwiM
DO chAOice has been made P. H. Dudley haa long been an advocate
of a rail section deslKned as a still Kiritcr, uiid approximately the same
vertical slrenxth has been rvlalned In the Series A section with
some sarrlflce In the amount of metal which can be worn off of
the h«ad. The Series B section has a sIlKhtly better distribution
of mt'tal than the Series A section.
It
meets the r«<julrements
where the wear of metal In the rail head Is a matter of more serious
conslderallon than additional strenKth ax u t>eam. No sacrifice In
the depth of the head has been made over the A. S. C. E. section,
and only a small decrease has been made In the width of the head.
Such metal as has been taken from the head has been added to the
thickness of the base, which Is also Increased by reducing the width
of the base from 5\ In. to a% In. In the 100-lb. section. The stiff-

ose&Ser-iesA Secfn

Secf/'on

609

errlce the conditions are oftentimes particularly trying, and Dm
fireman has enouith to do to keep his engine moving without KlTlns
much thought to careful flrlng. Starting a heavy passenger train
from the station with a new Are, taking a through freight over bad
grades and curves Inside the city limits, or starting any train when
the rails are sllpiiery. gives the engine crew enough to think of
beside smoke abatement.
However, "nothing Is so bad that it max
not be better," and there is a trace of silver even In the smoke
cloud.

Perhaps the
ity of

first

thing which should receive attention Is the qualDifferent coals require different

fuel supplied to the engine.

treatment and different metho<ls of flrlng. No fireman can expect to get
good results when he has to change without notice from one grade
to another. The coal should not only be of good quality and uniform
in Its characteristics, but should be so pre|>ared before reaching the
tender as to be of the right size for firing. It Is a waste of a good
fireman's time to ask him to break coal at the engine. Locomotives
will probably be stoked by hand for the present, as so far no
mechanical device has met with general adoption or approval
The
adoption by several roads of rules for firing on the "single scoop"
plan has resulted In a marked reduction of the amount of smoke.
These rules vary somewUbt on the different lines, but may be summarized as follows:

One Mhiivi'iful lo l)e Bred al a time and the do<ir left sllgbtly ajar for a
se<-onds, but no longer than Is necessary to iMirn ttie leases.
Tbe fire to l>e
In BlartlnK. the blow<>r to l>e put on. and after a
kept as light as possible.
been
good
of
coal
has
shoveled
for
a
Are
the
d«»or
to !» left
sufficient supply
open an Inch or s^i until all smoke disappears, when the door Is to t>e closed.
Water to l>e supplied to the engine continuously when possible and tbe engineer and fireman to work together for uniform conditions.
Blowt-r (o be used w*hen approaching a station and on down grades.
IiiM.rs niii Us be left open except as herein noted.
few

ness has been reduced also from a moment of Inertia of 44.4 to a
moment of 41.3, or 7 per cent. The relative distribution of metal
and moment of Inertia of 100-lb. rails of the four sections is given
In the following table:

UUtrlbutlon of metal

Moment

In per rent.

of Inertia of
100-lb. section.

r
Head.

Am. Rnllwaj Amoc.. Series A
P. H. Iiudley— N. Y. Central lines...
Am. Hallway Asm-.. Series K
Am. Society "f flvll Knftlni-t-rs

36.0
40.8
40.2
42.0

Nveb.
23.4

—

Base.
3!).T

48.04

i;.l..'i

3.-..T

48..";

10.2
21.U

40.t!

41.3
44.4

37.0

outlines of 100-lb. sections are shown here
In other pages are
the changes graphically.

The superimposed
simply

to

Indicate

shown the proposed

sections and data for rails of different weights.

SMOKE ABATEMENT ON RAILROADS
It Is generally admitted that the smoke from soft
Is a decided nuisance, and an unnecnuisance
at that. Attention has been directed to the large
essary
stacks of power plants and factories and the unpleasant effects of
the volumes of smoke and soot which pour from them and over the

Nowadays

coal In thickly settled districts

Attention to such rules has reduced the amount of smoke
emitted more than 50 i)er cent, in several cases which have come to
our notice. The brick arch is an eflBclent smoke abater, as it helps
to burn the gases and to prevent their being chilled by striking too
soon on the tube sheets. A deflector plate above the fire door, which
shall direct downward the currents of cool air entering the door, is
another useful adjunct. If the plate burns away the expense of
renewal Is not great, while it is possible to protect it with firebrick
If necessary.
It steam jets are used, they should be located Just
above the door on either side. Two-inch steel tubes can be inserted
through both plates and expanded in the usual way. The steam
jets can be directed through the openings thus provided and pointed
It would seem that some
In the way which shall be most effective.
automatic apparatus of the door-check type might be used to advantage in operating both fire door an'd steam jets. A dash pot could be
so arranged as to rise by the action of opening the fire door and to
turn on the steam jets. It could then be set so as to close the door
and shut off the steam after a proper time had elapsed.
But no mechanical apparatus or devices for abating smoke can
take the place of care and intelligent co-operation on the part of
both engineer and fireman. There must be a thorough understanding between the two, so that the fireman may not have unexpected
demands for steam, but may know for a reasonable time beforehand
what is to be expected of him. The engineer should use all the
means In his power to make the conditions of firing as uniform as
possible and to prepare in season for any unusual fluctuations of
service. Engineers and firemen are human, like the rest of us, and
the exigencies of train service are such as to turn their thoughts en-

away from any such sesthetie subject as smoke abatement
The experience of those who have dealt with this problem in the
neighborhood of our large cities has shown it to be necessary to
tirely

institute a careful

surrounding country.

system of Inspection of

all

locomotives inside the

smoke from locomotive engines Is more city limits, and especially of those used In yard service. Every
annoying than that from stationary plants. The constant passing supervising engineer or chief smoke inspector should have in his
to and fro of the locomotives distributes the smoke over a large employ a suflScIent number of subordinates for this work, who are
area and the low level of the stacks causes most of the smoke to themselves trained railroad men, capable of appreciating the trials
linger near the ground. In the neighborhood of union stations and of the engineer and firemen and of making allowance for necessary
In

many

localities the

of railroad yards In

our large

cities

this

is

especially noticeable.

part of Chicago, the lake front In Cleveland and the
neighborhood of the university In Philadelphia are striking examples.
The conditions on a locomotive are particularly trying, and

The southern

there are many difficulties which are absent in the stationary plant.
The engineer In the latter usually grumbles if the load varies 25 or
60 per cent, and complains that he c^innot keep his flres In good
condition. If the grade of coal is changed two or three times In a

The locomotive
season, he considers himself a much-abused man.
engineer, on the other hand, finds his load Increased In a few
minutes from nothing to 25 per cent, overload, and Is fortunate If
he can have the same grade

of coal

on two successive days.

In yard

C.areful and systematic oliservation of each
locomotive as long as it is In sight of the inspector, with a grading
of the smoke density on a ruled chart prepared for the purpose, will
enable the Inspector to speak with knowledge which will command
respect. These smoke charts can easily lie made in duplicate by the
use of carbon paper and one copy sent to the railroad office, the other
being retiilned for reference. Comments written on the charts will

infractions of the rules.

express the opinion of the Inspector as to whether the smoke observed was necessary or unnecessary. In most cases the officials of
the railroads have been glad to co-operate with the -inspectors in this
work and to call upon the carpet employees who are manifestly careIt is perhaps needless to say that
less or Inefficient in this regard.
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tie improvement in smoke conditions obtained in this way will also
mean an improvement in the efficiency of the locomotive and in the
condition of the firebox and flues. In fact, some roads have found
It advisable to enforce some such rules as these throughout their
lines merely as a matter of economical firing.
Until such time as

some
this

suitable mechanical

apparatus shall have been devised for

purpose, reliance will have to be placed on the

means

just

outlined.

The question of the use of smokeless
a local one. The use of either Pocahontas

fuels is to a large extent

coal or coke involves certain changes in the firebox and grates which make it decidedly in,^
,
^
,
convenient to change from the use of these fuels
inside the city

.....

The

Hill

Railroads

limits to the use of soft coal on the lines.
In many cases, however, fuels of this kind can be used for switching service with good
resulU, and It may be possible to change engines at the yard limits

and employ .smokeless

fuel within the confines of the city. Without
doubt, the elirtric locomotive will take every ye<ir a more prominent place for Intenirban service and for most of the work In the

neighborhood of large cities. The ordinary soft coal-burning engine
Is, however, destined to be with us for a considerable
period, and
the importance to the community at large and the railroads themselves of reducing the consequent smoke cannot be stated
too
strongly.
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Great Northern.

The Great Northern is the railroad which
which he himself has managed. Therefore it

J. J. Hill created and
reflects both the high
standard of railroad construction originally carried out and the
operating methods continuously applied over many years which
™3de this railroad builder again famous long after his road was
put through to the Pacific coast.
To the Great Northern, the past year has brought many changes.
The annual report for 1906 was reviewed in the Railroad Gazette
of November 16, 1906.
On that day Great Northern stock sold
at 330.
In December. 1906, each shareholder -ft-as given as

many

certificates of beneficial interest in

— Western

the company's ore prop-

Section.

ertles as he" held shares of stock.
These ore certificates sold for
about 85 at the time of their Issue and are selling
at about 40
to-day.
On December 11. 1906. an Increase of $60,000,000 In the
capital stock was authorized and offered to stockholders
at par. with
payments In Instalments running up to May 1. 1908. The rights
to
this new Issue were quoted at alxiut 35 when
It
was announced.
The high price at which preat Northern stock was selling last fall
was due In large degree to the expectation of these valuable distri-

butions to stockholders.
Furthermore, the road had just had the
largest earnings and most prosperous year in Its
history.
Now
Great Northern stock sells around 110.
This tremendous decline In price is due to a number of different

NotEMBO
InfluencM.

rlKhU

In

22.
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The
Dakota was greater than ever known since the

line

Hill

was

Railroads

built.

The

severity of the weather increased the demand in these districts for
fuel at the same time that it made It almost impossible to keep the
Some towns ran out of fuel altogether and
railroad lines open.
for a week or two were in- desperate straits. Fuel and supplies had
to be moved to save lives whether other traffic moved or not.
This caused a direct and unusual expenditure of over $950,000, which
does not include the loss of earnings due to delays and suspension
of the movement of traffic.
The various rate reductions caused an actual loss In earnings
They are important enough to be listed in
of about $1,000,000.
detail, as follows:
Uu Sept. 1. lOOC. grain rates from stations In Minnesota. North and

— Eastern

Section.

ihan before, went In effect between jiolnts In Washington and In Idaho,
iind between points In those stales and stations east.
On March 11. 1907, on the opening of the line north to Portage la Prairie,
Man. (the line to Itrnndon, Man., was opened April 4, 1007), the rates from
Port .\rthur to Manitoba points were applied to shipments from Dulutb and
eastern terminals to points In Manitoba reached over either of these new lines.
This, however, was a rate reduction made necessary In order to compete with
the Canadian I'acldc and the Canadian Northern, which both use the Port
l.nviT

Arthur gateway.

On March

IS, 1907,

mission went In

effect.

rates ordered by the South Dakota Railroad ComThese reduced by about 10 per cent, the rates on live

new

stock and traffic shipped on class rates.

On June 3, 1907. new rates ordered by the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission on various staples in carloads from Eastern terminals to 11

6l2
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The average reduction under ibis
different jobbing centers became effective.
order amounted to about 14 per cent.
On June 1. 1007. maximum freight rates on grain, coal, lumber, live stock,
The Great Northern preand other commodities, were to have taken effect.
pared new tariffs In accordance with these rates, but on May 31, ItlUl, on the
prayer of certain stockholders, the fnlted States Circuit Court In Minnesota
granted an Injunction to remain in force until suit was decided, forbidding the
company to adopt the rates on the ground that they were unreasonably low
and conflsratory.
This suit has not yet been decided.

These reductions, it will be observed, are all of freiglit rates.
Freight earnings are a railroad's strong dependence, and thus tar
few railroads have had any serious reductions by law in their
freight rates. The Great Northern has been peculiarly unfortunate
in this respect.

Nor has it been free from passenger-rate reductions. By legislative act passenger rates were reduced from 3 to 2 cents a mile in
Nebraska, effective March 6. 1907; in Minnesota, effective March
6, 1907; in Iowa, effective July 4, 1907, and in Wisconsin, effective
August 15, 1907. Passenger rates were reduced from 3 to 2\<2
cents a mile in North Dakota, effective July 1, 1907. and in South
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additions and improvements as cannot properly be included in operating expenses, but which on the other hand should not be capitalized.
There was charged against this fund during the year
$4,000,000. These several expenditures suggest the large increase in
equipment during the year (there were 943 locomotives on June 30,
1907, against 786 a year earlier, an increase of 20 per cent.), the
various improvements to the property, and the construction of new
Of the lines
lines to develop new territory and facilitate operation.
The conbuilt for the last purpose there are two most important:
necting line from a point near Great Falls, Mont., southeast to
Laurel, on the Northern Pacific, which is to be a short connection
between the Burlington through line to Huntley, Mont., and the
Great Northern; and the Portland & Seattle, which is described in
the Northern Pacific review, below. The most important construction work done during the year is listed in this week's Railroad

Construction column.
The following figures of mileage, earnings and operating expenses cover the Great Northern system, not including the Spokane
Falls & Northern lines, 390 miles, which are operated separately.
The figures for net income, improvement appropriations and final
surplus are those of the Great Northern Railway proper:

Dakota, effective August l.i, 1907. President L. W. Hill (James J.
Hill being now Chairman of the Board) states that the minimum
mot;.
1907.
reduction in the Great Northern's revenue by reason of these pas.">,1IS2
Mileage worked
$11,401
;$10,Go,",„",08
I'assenger earnings
senger-rate reductions, based on the passenger business handled
.•{!).04 l.7.'!'.i
41.27n,i;vi
Freight earnings
It is therefore evident
this year, will amount to $1,180,000 a year.
.")l,:;70.:;,s(i
144.40:;
Gross earnings
0.4.-:i.u'40
S.O-.'4..S.S0
Maint. way and structures.
that the Great Northern has been and will probably be in the year
4..M'ii.t;.'iii
."i.0i;2.313
Malnt. of equipment
now passing a heavy sufferer from enforced rate reductions.
12.070.7:!7
16.833.S.i4
Conducting transportation.
2ri..S.'t2.023
$6.70(>.ooo,
:i2,."t02,77ti
or 2G per
Operating expenses
The increase in operating expenses was
2.1.423.3.-.7
22..')81.626
Net earnings
Maintenance of way increased 24 per cent., maintenance of
cent.
19.404.00o
17,897.824
Net Income
."».i:tl^.910
4.934.97fi
Improvement appropriations...
equipment 17 per cent, and conducting transportation $4,160,000, or
2.1.-..-.. 703
.-.,184,569
Year's surplus
33 per cent. Of this last increase $799,000 came from "station servhigher
station
forces
and
stations,
increase
in
ice," due to more
Northern Pacific,
rates of pay. In the past the Great Northern has been accused of
maintaining stations only where it wished to do so, and the large
The
Northern
Pacific
came formally into the Hill system as a
increase in this item, especially as it was stated in the 1906 report
that part of the increased expenses of that year came from the open- result of the famous Northern Pacific corner. When the Northern
ing of additional stations, looks as though the road had been com- Securities Company was broken up by the government, control of
pelled to follow a more liberal policy in this respect. There was an the Northern Pacific was handed over to the Hill party, while the
increase of $373,000 in "train service," due to additional train mileage Union Pacific in return for almost a majority of Northern Pacific
and increased wages. "Engine service" increased $1,745,000, due to stock which it turned over to the Northern Securities Company,
12 per cent, more engine mileage, an increase of $550,000 in wages was given merely its pro rata share of the Northern Pacific
stock held by the Northern Securities Company, which amounted
of enginemen. an increase of $75,000 in cost of "other supplies,"
and an increase amounting to $1,020,000 in the cost of coal, of to much less than a majority. The difference in value was mad*
up by receiving its pro rata share of the Great Northern stock held
which there were about 300,000 more tons used than in 1906.
These are the only detailed figures given in regard to any of the by the Northern Securities Company.
In 1896 the Northern Pacific was in the hands of a receiver.
three great operating expense accounts. As a consequence, no unit
maintenance of equipment figures can be worked out. Maintenance Its career since the formation of the new company, with J. P.
Morgan as the leading spirit, has been a brilliant one. It has
of way, however, cost $1,342 a mile, against $1,093 in 1906 and $973
in 1905.
The 1907 increase in this figure is an important one and profited from the tremendous prosperity of the Northwest in a remarkable degree. At the same time it has been improved not only
raises the standard of the road in maintenance of way per mile to a
on capital account, but out of income. Up to June 30, 1906, there
figure which, if the road has been so well maintained on so much
had
been spent out of income for additions and betterments $18,162,years,
ought
to
more
than
adequate
for
less during previous
be
598.
A new policy was last year adopted in regard to these imkeeping up the condition of the property.
There was more traffic throughout the year than could be con- provement expenditures. This sum was transferred to capital acveniently handled, an underlying factor which counted for a great count and at the same time added to the profit and loss credit
balance. This is improving on the Chicago & North-Western's exdeal in increasing the operating cost. The trainload was increased,
but at the expense of the helping mileage. The Great Northern, ample of stopping appropriations for additions and betterments
with its nearly 6,000 miles of line and its many branches and out of current income. The Northern Pacific has not only stopped
This is making these appropriations out of earnings but has capitalized
feeders, carries an average revenue trainload of 549 tons.
an increase of 3V2 per cent, over 1906. when the revenue trainload all such expenditures which have been made in the past. Probably
was 530 tons. Including company freight the trainload was 625 tons, the reason for this is that the company, believing that the value
against 590 tons In 1906.
As remarked in the review of the 1906 of its property is at least as great as the total amount charged
report. Mr. Hill's average trainload on his pet property has long
to capital account and spent out of income, wishes to put Itself
been, and still continues to be, the marvel and the despair of other
in a better light for a possible valuation by the states or the
railroad managers. The increase in total trainload was 6 per cent.;
national government. This change is really one of accounting rathar
the Incr^a.se in freight and mixed train mileage 5 per cent. Against than of general policy.
The present management has made improvement appropriations out of income in every previous year
these the mileage of locomotives employed in helping freight and
mixed trains Increased 30 per cent., following an increase of 32 per in which it has been in control of the road. It is certain that
cent. In 1906.
F'urthermore, the mileage of locomotives helping pas- the improvements will go on, though charged in a different way.
senger trains Increased 45',^ per cent., following an increase of 113
The Northern Pacific had the same difficulties to contend with
per cent. In 1900.
last year as the Great Northern, but judging by results did not
These flguros In themselves are enough to justify the new stock suffer so severely. It shows a small increase in net earnissue of Decembrr 11, 1906.
Traffic has grown .so great that the
of
More detailed facts are
ings Instead
a large decrease.
existing linf, strikingly efficient as It always ha.s been. Is outgrown. given
in
regard to the severity of the winter. From NoOrades must be reduced, curves straightened and double track laid vember 18, 1906, to March 18, 1907, four mouths, the moveor each new increase of traffic will return a smaller proportion of net ment of all business both on the main line and branches
earnings than the one before. It is true that one result of the new In Minnesota, North Dakota and Montana was seriously affected
stork issue has been to depress the market value of Great Northern by snow and cold weather. Train movement was greatly interfered
stock, but the mad now has funds assured for carrying out these
with for about 100 days during this period: for over 60 days In
necessary Improvements. Such expenditures are not doubtful Invest- North Dakota there was scarcely any freight moved, except fuel
mt-nta. but outlays necessary to maintain operating profits.
In Washington
and supplies sent through behind snow plows.
Construction advances during the year to various companies (luring part of the .same period, that is between November 13, 1906,
amounted to $23,314,945. For new equipment $6,000,000 was paid. and February 23, 1907, the Northern Pacific suffered from serious
Out of earning.'! $3,000,000 was credited to "fund for replacement of washouts which stopped through train service between Spokane and
equipment" on account of depreciation of equipment caused by its Puget Sound and Portland for a total of 25 days. Besides this,
use during the year. At the same time there was $2,000,000 appro- during much of the winter the snow and bad track on this part of
priated out of Inconi" to "fund for pormanent Improvements and re- the railroad made the movement of trains ver.v difficult.
newals" to provide for future conlingenclos and the cost of such
The capacity of the road was overtaxed by the volume of busl.",,'.1111;

i,(;.",;i

.j.").
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various point*. The Northern Parlflc had literally more
than It could carry, and much more than It eould carry
cconomlrally and expedltlougly. It Hhow« thia In the lame way aa
the Great Northern.
The revenue irulnload ln<reajted HllKhtly.
from -too 10 407 tons, the (oial tralnload more, from 468
tiy
492 tons, and the empty
(relKhl car mlleuK'' >l<-<'reaHe<l
to
over 2rt per cent. With an IncreaHf of i per rent. In revenue ton
mileage, the mileage o( revtnue freight and mixed trains Increased 3 per cent. But there are other results which spell congestion of traffic rather than economy In operation. Th« mileage
of locuniDllvcH employed In helping mixed and freight trains Incroatied 3ri'.,. per cent., following an Increase of 33 |>er cent. In 1900.
With an III! rca.se of II per rent. In mllengc of revenue pansenger
trains the paMsenger locomotive helping mllesKe Increajted 31 per
Within two
cent., followlnj! an Increose of 59 per crnt. in l'.»06.
yeant th" pawieng'T helping mileage ha« Increased from 3 per cent.
pasHenger
train
mileage,
and the
rent,
total
revenue
of the
to 5 per
freight helping mileage from 13 per cent, to 21 per cent, of the
Here Ik convincing proof that
total revtnue freight train mileage.
Here also
the road'H (raffle has outgrown Its economical capacity.
Is good reason for the new stock is.nue authorized January 7, 1907.
Of the authorized Issue of $95,000,000. $93,000,000 was subscribed
for by stoi'khoiders at par, payments to be made In Instalments
up to Jan\iary, 1909. A year ago to-iluy Northern Pacific was
This month It has been down almost to par.
selling at 225.

DOM

at

trmffli-

Is responsible for much of this decline but, nevertheless, the .stockholders of the Northern Pacific are
that their company for the next few years will have
funds at Its command to make the Improvements which are vitally
necessary to maintaining the maximum rate of profit on Us fast
growing business.
Already during the past year there have been large expenditures

Of course, the new slock Issue

fortunale

There appear to have been more im
for Improving the property.
provements to the line than on the Great Northern, but this it
no proof that the Great Northern Is falling iK'hlnd Its southern
neighbor and ally in the condition of Its railroad. The Northern
Pacific was built as most other railroads were built, by speculative
methods. It has been said, perhaps unfairly. "The Great Northern
was built to carry freight; the Northern Pacific, to carry bonds."
At any rate, the Northern Pacific needs grade revisions and line
changes where the Great Northern does not and never has needed
them. There are listed in the Northern Pacific report 20 distinct
pieces of double tracking, grade revisions and line changes; two
In Wisconsin, four each in Minnesota and North Dakota, eight
The most important of these
In Montana and two In Washington.
are In Montana, where work is now under way on a total of 157
Besides this, one grade revision in that state, 1.75 miles long,
miles.
The most important of these improvehas lately beon finished.
ments were liste;l in the llailroati Gazette of .November 1, 1907, in
the Railroad Construction column. How much work they really
represent can be judged from the fact that on the important
pieces of work under construction during the 1907 year there
were 10,900.000 cu. yds. of material moved, of which 8,000,000 cu.
yds. were earth, 1,200,000 hard pan and 1.700,000 rock.
The same figures are given for the work done on the Portland &
Seattle, the low-grade line along the north bunk of the Columbia
In contrast they are
river from Pasco, Wash., to Portland, Ore.
mute testimony of the difficulty of the work on the new low-grade
connection. During the year there were 12,500,000 cu. yds. of material moved on the Portland & Seattle, of which 3,200,000 were earth,
4,000,00(h hard pan and 5,300.000 rock.
On the Northern Pacific construction work there were over twice as many cubic yards of earth
moved as of the two harder materials. On the Portland & Seattle
there was nearly twice as much rock alone moved as earth, and
rock and hard pan together made up more than three times as many

yards as the earth moved.
Naturally the amounts sjjent during the year on the Portland &
Seattle have been large.
On June 30, 1906, the Northern Pacific
had advanced $5,f.00,ooo to that road for construction. During last
year it made adilitional advances amounting to $11. loo, 000. Up to
June 30, 190", the Great Northern had made advances on account of
the Portland & Seattle amounting lo $»,20<i,ooo, making a total exThe
pen<llture by both roads up to June 30, 1907, of $20,200,000.
Portland & Seattle line between Kennewlck, Wjish., and Vancouver,
track
should
be
approaching
completion,
rapidly
and
miles,
Is
221
laid by 1908. The large bridges over the Columlda and the Willamette rivers between Vancouver and Portland arc well under way
and to he finished by June. 190S. Then the tlirougli low-Kiaile connection for the Northern Pacific from Piusco, Wash., to Portland, Ore.,
will be finished. The Portland & Seattle Is also building a line from
Pasco northeast to Spokane, 115 miles, which will connect It with
It is also
the Great Northern. This Is to be finished next summer.
building a branch from a connection with this Spokane line east to
Texas Ferry, 41 miles, which also Is to be finished In the summer
of 190S. The Portland & Seattle lines are shown on the accompanying map.

This Is to connect the joint lines which are being built by the
Northern Pacific and the Union Pacific together between Texas Ferry

613

and U-wUlon, Idaho. 72 mllea. and between Culduaac. Idaho, and
OranKevllle. 65 mile*. The I^wliton line U being built by the Union
Pacific and Is mo«tly finUhed. but the bridge over the Snake rl»er
ut lA-wlston will not be finished until next
lo Grangevllie, which Is an exten'!lon of :in

branch.

when

Is

so

lieing built

|»er

by

cent, of the

month or

The Una

later.

exWInsr Northorn Paclllc
'-'"T,

'!

''•>"

•

1

>

'^
ern Pacific had advanced t'>\
|g ex|>ected that this extension »UI Ur UulBhed it, Jaiiiuir> 1. 130S.
The new projects and revlslomt of line already mentioned do not
Include all the Improvement activities of the Northern Pacific during
the iiasi year. There were 4H0 miles of track laid or relaid with new
On the main line II <:?:'.? ties
s.'.lb. rail, against Ifis miles In 190C.
•;
were renewed, against 94C,oh7 In 1906. Th.
tlml>er bridges replaced by permanent Btructn:
cuhagainst two miles In 1906. and 340 timber
On June 3o, 19o7, the coiui«iny
Iron or tile, against 177 In 1906.
owned 250 more locomotives than a year earlier, 85 more passengerIn addition there were to be
train cars and 0,223 more freight cars.
received between June 30 and Deceml>er 31, 1907, 52 new lot-omotlves,
2S new passenger-train cars and 1,537 new freight cars. The Increase
during the last fiscal year In locomotives amounts to 25 t»er cent In
number and 34 per cent. In total weight on drivers, and In freight
cars to 17 per cent, in number and 26 per cent. In capacity.
Gross earnings were $6S, 500,000, an Increase of $7,300,000. or 12
per cent, over 1906. Operating expenses were $6,600,000, or 21 per
cent larger, leaving net earnings of $30,900,000, against $30,100,000
The operating ratio
In 1906, an increase of $74o,ooo, or 2 per cent.
was 55 per cent., against 50.)i per cent. In 1900. From the net income
of equipment and
for
depreciation
appropriated
$5,926,753 was
This charge,
written off from the capital account "equipment."
which compares with an appropriation of $2,000,000 In 1900, was
June
30, 1907, of all
arrived at by computing the depreciation to
'

;

cquipnunt owned on September 1. 1896, and purchased and built
The equipment account of, the company is stated to
since then.
rejiresent the fair value of all equipment owned on June 30, 1907,
making
full allowance for depreciation according to the prinafter
As alciples laid down by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
ready mentioned, no appropriation was made cut of Income for additable
at the
shown
in
the
extra
amount
The
tions and betterments.
end of this review, as appropriated In 1906, was $1,OS1,9SO for the
The surplus of the year was $6,700,000, against
Insurance fund.
$8,600,000 in 1900.

Freight earnings Increased 10 per cent., while the revenue ton
miles increased only 5 per cent. The gain In earnings was due to a
larger rate per ton-mile which resulted from a greater proportion
of high-class tonnage and a shorter average haul, and not to an
increase in rates. The same thing was true in the passenger department, where the rate per passenger-mile increased 8 per cent. The
lower rate for 190G was due to the large amount of low-rate traffic
to the Portland Exposition: there has been no actual increase In
passenger rates. It is a striking indication of the prosperity of the
Northwest that, compared with 1900, the year of the Portland Exposition travel, passenger earnings of the Northern Pacific Increased
18 per cent.

The great increase in operating expenses was in conducting
Maintenance of way Intransportation, which rose 33% per cent.
creased IS |)er cent., while maintenance of equipment decreased 7
per cent. As in the case of the Great Northern, no detailed figures
of operating expenses are given, so that the increases in the conducting transportation accounts cannot be located nor the unit maintenance of equipment charges discovered. Per mile of road, maintenance of way cost $1,080, against $1,387 in 1906, and $1,382 in 1905,
a distinctly higher standard of maintenance expenditure and one
which represents more than necessary requirements.
The Income account for the last two years is shown below:
1007.
I'Hss.'iiKer earnings
|-rclKl>t Piiniliigs
(;r..RS cunlngs
Miiliit. wiiv nnd structures
Mnlnt. i.f criiilpment
Condiirlliig transportation
(llicriilliiK '•xpenscB

Net

onmlngs

.Net

Income

liiinrovemenf nnproprlatloDs
Yenr-s surplus

.

.

miio.

"'.444

•'•••«•"

Jlti.n24.IS,S

J14.:tHS,2::i

4S,:!n.-..S-8

44.041.407

fi.'i,.->34.8,H2

«1,22:i.4.r.

Mllciisc w<iikc<l

n.l4.'>..')47

ri..i42,20n

..4n.S..l'n

r.,n44.n!>

20.887.730

ir..fi..-t..14S

.'«7.8fi4,.117

.tl.O!>.-..4:t2

.W.S70.,-,10

.W.lJS.iHS

2.-<.47.1,n2!)

22.4 K.., 40
.t.osi.nxo*

.l.!12ii,7^>.'<

6,607,170

,S,.V>.-..

.

60

iiildltlonni Improvement approprlstlon of $.1,000,000 In
iind betlernients of ixlstlns Hnea, but this tins since been
to laplinl account and therefore la shown, not In this ORore, but

•There wns nil
1006 for Bddltlnns to
I

rnnsferred
the year's surplus.

In

Chicago, Burlington

&

Quincy,

Last and greatest of the Hill roads is the Chicago, Uurlingtou
& Quincy. It was in 1900 that Mr. Hill set out to buy a Chicago
connection for the Great Northern, which he owned, and the Northern Pacific, In which he was intere.sted. He tried in the open market
to buy control of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and failed.
Nothing daunted, he took the Burlington, which connected with the
Great -N'orthern only at St. Paul and with the Northern Pacific
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only at St. Paul and at one point in Montana, with most of its ings was required for conducting transportation.
This small innearly 8,000 miles of line hundreds of miles away from eithtr of crease is a triumph of good management. General expenses, the
the northern trans-continental roads. During 1900 Burlington stock other non-productive operating cost, was only 5.4 per cent, of gross,
fluctuated between 120 and 141. Mr. Hill paid $200 a share for it. against 5.6 per cent, in 1906.
He was severely criticised for this purchase, both on account of
The few traffic statistics given show this operating efficiency.
the high price paid and because it was buying thousands of miles W^ith an increase of 23,800,000 miles run by loaded freight cars, there
of railroad for the sake of a 500-mile connection. He said little, was a decrease of 8,400,000 in the empty freight car mileage.
The
but began to send men trained in the Great Northern service to revenue trainload increased from 365 tons to 3S9 tons, and the total
manage the Burlington. More and more Great Northern men came trainload from 420 tons to 444 tons. With a decrease in earnings
to the road as time went on and with them came Great Northern per tonniile, earnings per freight-train mile increased.
An increase
operating methods.
The results which have been accomplished of 12 per cent, in passengers carried one mile was handled with an
during the six years of Hill manageme::! are remarkable.
increase of 7 per cent, in mileage of passenger trains.
When the Burlington was taken over by the Great Northern
Neither the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific nor the Burlingand the Northern Pacific it was, like the Chicago, Milwaukee & ton give figures of tonnage carried by commodities. This would be
St. Paul, essentially a local railroad, with the operating methods
particularly interesting in the case of the Burlington, because its
of a local railroad
small trainloads, light equipment and slow mileage is so much more compact than that of either of the other
service.
In the year ended June 30, 1902, the first year under Hill roads. It is certain that one economy which has been gained during
management (the Burlington was taken over April 1, 1901). the recent years partly by the natural growth of the territory, partly by
revenue trainload was 218 tons and the total trainload 251 tons. special efforts is the development of a westtound back-haul. This
Last year the revenue trainload was 389 tons and the total train- would be indicated by the reduction in empty car mileage. The Burload 444 tons. In 1902 there were 4.000,000,000 tons carried one lington is a corn road rather than a wheat road, and is therefore likemile with a freight train mileage of 18 300,000; last year, with a ly to fare well during the next six months, for the corn crop is not
freight train mileage of 18.400.000, there were considerably over only large, but the price is high. It also carries a great deal of live
7,000,000,000 tons carried one mile.
Meanwhile the railroad l;nes stock eastbound and merchandise westbound which it distributes
have been greatly improved; old equipment of small capacity has to the various jobbing centers in Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and Colobeen scrapped with what might seem like wasteful rapidity and rado. A description of its traffic by commodities would, in fact, be
replaced with new equipment, fast freight service has been estab- a summary of the products and business of the strip of territory
lished between Iowa, Nebraska and the Black Hills and Chicago, between Chicago and Denver, which it so completely occupies.
passenger service both through and local has been brought to a
In July, 190C, the line from Frannie, W'yo., south to Worland, 91
high standard of excellence and the road stands to-day strong, miles, was opened for traffic. An extension of this line from Worland
efficient and well equipped.
south to Kirby, 20 miles, is now being finished. Since the close of
Since 1902 there has been an increase of 53 per cent, in gross the fiscal year the annual dividend rate on Chicago, Burlington &
earnings. Last year gross earnings were $82,500,000, against $74,- Quincy stock has been increased from 7 to S per cent., with an extra
100.000 in 1906 and $66,000,000 in 1905.
Net earnings have not dividend of
per cent. This extra disbursement exactly refunds to
Increased so fast but this is because the Burlington includes large the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific the amounts which
improvement expenditures in its regular operating expense accounts they have paid during the last six years as the difference between
instead of making special appropriations out of earnings.
the 7 per cent, received on the Burlington stock which they own
It Is particularly unfortunate that where this is the case no
and the 4 per cent, which they have paid on the joint Burlington
detailed figures of operating expenses are given, for this makes it bonds, which were issued at the rate of $200 for each $100 of Burimpossible to analyze the expenditures in detail and form an opinion lington stock.
as to the amount spent on betterments. The only unit maintenance
The fifty-third annual report of the Burlington covers 36 printed
figure which can be obtained is that for maintenance of way per pages.
In proportion to its length it probably gives less real informile of road which on all roads operated and controlled, including mation than any other railroad report issued. The Great Northern
some narrow gage mileage, was $1,584 last year, against $1,272 and Northern Pacific reports are lacking enough, omitting as they
in 1906.
It is necessary to look at the map to realize how generous
do detailed figures of operating expenses, classification of tonnage by
is this figure.
The Burlington is essentially a granger road with commodities and other important information, but the Burlington
most of it." mileage in the level prairie country between Chicago goes a ftep further. It is a pity that so great a railroad makes so
and the eastern line of Colorado and with a great clustering net- incomplete an annual showing.
work of branch and feeder lines. If the records of the other two
The following table shows the income results of all roads operleading granger roads count for anything, this type of railroad ated and controlled by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy:
is the cheapest kind there is to maintain.
The Chicago & NorthlOOC.
1907.
Mileage worked
9.122
8.S96
western and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul each have a large
l-assenger earnings
$18,66t),9T3
$16,409,104
mileage of branches and feeders in the prairie country. Last year
51,]6S,r!:t9
Krelglil earnings
56,516,689
].45<!.n0(l
ICxiiress
earnings
2,000,149
the > orlh-Western spent $1,185 for maintenance of way per mile,
Gross earnings
74.14G.U71
82,473,251
and the St. Paul $827 per mile. There is no obvious reason why
.Maint. wav and structures.
11,312.712
14,445,867
iMalnt. of equipment
13.639.!)42
14,725,632
the Burlington should have to spend any more than these roads.
22.3.">4.707
Conducting transportation.
25,224.272
Therefore it is clear that an expenditure of nearly $1,600 a mile by
51,4(>,".(:42
Operating expenses
58.904.988
22.683.02n
Net earnings
23.568.263
the Burlington means that large improvements are being made
.Net income
12.742.430
13.155,207
directly out of earnings.
year's surplus
4,320,333
3,907,572
The same process of analysis cannot be applied to the maintenance of equipment accounts. But from indirect evidences it is
likely that betterments are being charged to operating expenses
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton-Ann Arbor,
almost as heavily in equipment. There were added to the equipment during the year 136 locomotives, 712 stock cars and 1.000
This Is a combination of two small weak railroads. The comcoal cars.
This, however, probably docs not by any means repre- bined lines run from the Ohio river to the northern part of Lake
sent the value added to the equipment during the year. It appears Michigan, from which there is connection by car ferry with a numthat when an old worno\it Burlington car of 30,000 or 40,000 lbs. ber of different ports on the western shore of the lake.
The
capacity is broken up. It is replaced with a new and modern car noithern end of the line, from Frankfort, Mich., to Toledo, Ohio,
of 60,000 or 80.000 lbs. capacity, and the whole cost of the new car Is the Ann Arbor Railroad. The southern line, from Detroit, Mich.,
charged to maintenance of pquipmcnt. This process is said to have south to Ironton, Ohio, is the old Detroit Southern, now reorganbeen going on with especial rapidity of latSc
ized as the Detioit, Toledo & Ironton.
The two roads were united
With such limited figures at command, the most concise and in the hope of developing a larger aggregate of traffic by the
accurate way to estimate the results of the money spent in operating alliance.
This was successfully accomplished in 1906, the first
expenses Is to observe the proportion of gross earnings which was year of combined operation, in which the combined net earnings
vised on each of the. separate accounts.
Last year maintenance of were $1,300,000. against $739,000 in 1905 and the combined operating
equipment expenses amounted to 17.9 per cent, of gross earnings, ratio 67 per cent., against 78 per cent, in the earlier year. The
against 18.4 In 1906 and 14.8 In 1905. Maintenance of way amounted second annual report of the two roads shows that in 1907 there
to 17.5 per cent., against 15.2 per cent. In 1906 and 13.8 per cent. In was only a slight increa.«e in gross earnings, a decrease in net
These figures are clear proofs of the large and Increasing earnings and, owing to the application for the full year of the
1905.
amounts spent on Improvements through the maintenance accounts. interest charges on new Detroit. Toledo & Ironton bonds, a large
Similarly the fonducting transportation ratio shows the operat- decrease In net Income. The consolidated results for the last two
ing efficiency of the year as nothing el.se can. In 1906 of the gross year-i! are shown In the table at the end of this review. In general
earnings 30.2 per cent, went for conducting transportation. Last the report takes up each of the two roads separately.
year, with nil the wage Increases, higher prices of supplies and other
The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, which showed great progress in
Inil
ling to raise the costs of getting and moving the busl- 1906. went backward last year.
E'^-elght earnings decreased 4 per
nc
scg, 000,000 more tons moved one mile and 98,000.000 cent, and passenger earnings 3 per cent., while operating expenses
nv'i
rs carried per mile, only 30.0 per cent, of iiro.ss cirnliuri'.asiil 12 per cent.
The reason gnis.'j eainlim.s were larger than

—

—
—
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NotcuneH
In 1906
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that carnlDBii from car imt Jlem, car follease and hlr« of
equlpmrni, which ar>- Inciudrd In ktohb carnlDgK, were over twice
MM la/Kc an 111 I'
yi-ar.
Urceiptu from thfue aourreii
.

amouDlcd

to H:;.

•

|i'ii;.5.-,;i

in

I9u";,

an Im n-juie of

Ml

The ll"
v.-r twice aii large bji the totui recelptJi
from paMenger, wall niiU expreiia earnlnga. It Is prohahle that
there U no other railroad with aa much mileage (438 miles) which
makes this showing. These earnings. Instead of being an advantage
percent.

.

to the roail. are small recompen.xe for being deprived of a large
part of It* equipment for several weelts or mouths of the year.
It
has a large tonnage of coal for domestic conHumptlon
which move.s mostly In the fall and early winter and Is destined to a great nia ..y different points off the line. Once these cars
leave the road they are generally not returned till spring.
Meanwhile the company is unable to satisfy the IcKltimate demands of Its
own hhlpp<Ts. Iji.st year the.-^e .shippers, unable to obtain cars, complained to tile Railroad Commission of Ohio
In reply the Ohio
authorltlcR threatened to revoke the charter of the company If cars
were not furnished more promptly to .shippers. The company's

equipment.

6l!

The showing

is

made worse by

the fart that no new
Ix-ught during the year.
while fl»ed cbargra amounted to

etiuipment of any kind «.!•,
N't earnings »
$927,000, leining a
year of $372,000. There was A
previous profit and
i
of $305,000, so that the Detroit.
Toledo A Ironton on June 30, ISO?, showed a totfl profit and lo«a
deficit of I677.00O
.

The An.

\
\

I
!

d.-cr.

:i

and

|:a>i^enK<'t

.•

In

come were
This

L

Freight ca
per cent.

$794.1.

net

^d a

trifling IncT'

if

llh

l-ou
in-

which to m-el

iixpd

vhatnn

$417,000.

of

Imome

of $377,000 which, cairbil to profit and loas.
made a profit and loss credit balance of $l.);oo.ooo. it will be observed that the year's n<'t Income overbalances by $5,819 the Uelroll.
left

To.edo t Ironton's net di flcit
The Ann Arbor spent

the previous year on mainincrease in <)\
-es was In conducting trans.Maintenance of
per mile, against $I.<»29 in
1906.
This Is a large detrea.se, particularly for a year when costs
were generally higher. Equipment repairs and renewals cost $1,337
per locomotive, against $1,402 in 19oti; $C7S per passenger car. against
$519 in 19iiG. and $G:i per freight car. against $09 in 1906. The locomotive figure is low: the others fairly adequate.
The prospects for the present year are .'•aid to be favorable for
both road.<.
Whether the Increased capacity and activity of the
different industries mentioned will ro.-.tluue in face of the present
depression Is a question. A new trafllc development Is the beginning of special train service from' Toledo to Detroit to handle coal
for the Solvay Process Company and coal dealers In Detroit. This
train has had an average of about 20 cars a day since it has been
running. The Ann Arbor is increasing its summer tourist travel.
To extend its possibilities in this direction It has canceled Its contract with the American Palace Car Company and made a contract
with. the Pullman Company. As a result a Pullman sleeping car
line was established on July 1, 1907, between Columbus. Ohio, and
Frankfort, Mich., in connection with the Hocking Valley between
Columbus and Toledo. This car was operated in each direction
three times a week until September 1 and brought satisfactory
.

tenance.

Its

•

portation.

•

.

!

returns.

The following table shows the results of the past two years,
durin:; which time the two roads have been operated together. The
detailed figures of earnings and expenses of the Detroit, Toledo ft
Ironton and the Ann Arbor are added so as
combined properties.
1007.

MlU'age worked
rnssenger earnings
I'relght earnings
I'er

734

diem & equip, earn'gs

earnings

<;ross

•

niKlucting

transportation.

Operating expenses
Net Inciimc
Year's
iirpliis

Bangor

&

for the

1906.

728

»ti.37.474

JBIS.TI.I
3.O06.O.-.O

434..3.-J4

224,702
4,118.800

•.71'. 4114

.-.74.228

Ii'.i;i.l40

602.020

l.l!;4.7S3

l.-il0..164
2.T7.'..028

2.!>7.S.tm4
1.320.3i;()

.'arnings

show them
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Aroostook.

This is a local railroad operating nearly 500 miles of line in
northeastern .Maine. Its southern terminus was at Oldtown up to
the latter part of 1905. On November 4. 1905. the extension south

was opened for operation and since that time a branch
has been built connecting this line with Bangor. Work was begun
last spring on a cut-off from South Lagrange north to the main
line between Schoodic and Seboois.
This is to be put in operation
shortly.
It is a shorter route with lower grades than the old line.
.\s shown by the map. an extension of this line, known a* the .\llagash Line, is projected north through the wilderness about Mt.
Katahdin. to a connection with the Temiscouata Railway at Us
eastern terminus on the St. John river.
The Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad and its leased line, the
Bangor & Katahdin Iron Works Railway, were the beginning of
the Bangor & Aroostook.
Together in 1S93 they had 95 miles of
main line and gross earnings of $185,000. The Bangor & .\roosfook
In the next near operated 142 miles with gross earnings of $240,000.
The year ended June 30. 1907. shows an average operated mileage
of 482 miles and gross earnings of $3,200,000.
'Vet President Cram
believes that the development of the natural resources of northern
Maine is but fairly begun.
Certainly the record of the past year shows a gross traffic which
last year increased too fast for the most profitable results.
Kven
after an improvement appropriation smaller by $65,000. there was a
deficit for the year of $28,000 compared with a surplus of $73,000 in
190G.
This was the result of payments amounting to $152,000 on
new car trusts. These were charged by the company to profit and
loss instead of to income, so that the company's income account
shows a surplus for the year instead of a deficit.
Gross earnings were $3,200,000, against $2,500,000 in 1906, aa
to Searsix)rt

Detroit, Toledo

&.

Ironton-Ann Arbor.

position is that if it liad ten times as many cars they would, under
present conditions, bo loiided out during October and November and
not rt'turned, and shijipers would be little belter off than tbey were
last year dnriug the winter months. The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton,
therefore. Is a road on which the present conditions of car interchange have fallen with particular severity. The raisin.;; of the
per diem rate from 23 cents to 50 cents a day last summer will
Increase its car service earnings, but It is obvious that even this
increase will nowhere nearly make up for the hardship of being
deprived of large numbers of ears for which loading is available.
This state of affairs Is probably largely responsible for the decrease
In freight earnings.
One reason for the increase in operating expenses was that more
was spent on the maintenance accounts. There was only a small increase in the non-productive accounts.
Maintenance of way cost
$720 per mile, asainst $G2S in 190G; and repairs and renewals of
equipment $1,704 per locomotive, against $l,ori."i in 190fi; $474 per
passenger car, against $322 in 190G, and $2S per freight car, against
$22 In 1906. These arc low figures, particularly In the freight car
Item. An average of $25 a year will not maintain modern freight
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increase of $700,000, or 29 per cent. Operating expenses increased
$600,000. leaving net earnings of $l,088.(i00, against $952,000 in 1906.

Fixed charges and taxes increased $281,000, as a result of additional
bonds and car trusts issued during the year, so that the net income
was only $143,000, against $300,000 in 1906.
Freight earnings increased from $1,700,000 to $2,300,000 or 35
per cent. Passenger earnings increased 11 per cent. There were
large increases in each one of the four operating expense accounts.
Maintenance of way cost $1,141 per mile, against $859 in 1906,
a distinct advance in the standard of roadway maintenance. Repairs and renewals of equipment cost $886 per locomotive, against
$625 in 1906; $360 per passenger car, against $338 in 1906. and $40
per freight car, against $33 in 1906. The locomotive figure in both
years is extremely low; most large railroads spend twice as much,
or more.
Conducting transportation cost $1,100,000, against $830,000 in
the previous year, an increase of 33 per cent. There were particularly large increases in wage payments.
Wages have been advanced.
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tonnage has risen from 36.000 tons in 1901 to 97.000 tons last year.There has been a specially large increase within a year in the
tonnage of cement, brick and lime, which rose from 19.000 tons in
1906 to 54,000 tons last year. The average distance which each ton
of freight was hauled increased from 106 tons in 1906 to 121 tons
last year.
The train load increased from 192 tons to 221 tons, and
the loaded carload from 16 tons to 17 tons.
The following table, rearranged according to our usual method,
shows the operations of the last two years:
1907.

worked

1906.

482

4.56

iassenger eniDlngs
Freight earnings
I'er diem & equip earnings
Gross earnings

$01.5.008
j,;t40,300

$544, S70
1,743.207

152.916
3,221.600

121.!i25

.Maint. wn.v anil structures.

.">52,010

li'.n .'<>>'}

344.000
1,093,405

.S-J0.7:i:!

.Miliage

Maint. of einiipment
Conduc-tiiig

transportation.

dpiTating expenses
Net earnings

2,133,205
1,008,401
143.430

.Net ineorae
Divlden.la

Imjirovemcnt

appropriations...

Year's siiiplus

71.840
09.620
28,027*

2,4!Mi,5-l7
2in.,sr):i

1,544.070
051. .H77

200.773
02.<i()0

1(i4.H42

72,031

•Deficit.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Rail

To

Specifications

TiiK EiiiTOR

()!••

Till-:

—The

R.Aii.iiiiAii

Discard from the Ingot.

Gazettk:

Beyond question the railroads of the country rightfully bear
the full responsibility for laying safe rails in their tracks. On
neither moral nor legal grounds can they claim exemption because
they have bowed to the arbitrary power of the steel rail pool that
has fixed both price and quality. It is true that a condition that
thus places responsibility without voice in the determination of
quality is unfair. But what have the injured parties, the railroads,
done to assert their rights?
Over five years ago the rail manufacturers unitedly deprived
the railroads of the inalienable right of the purchaser to specify
the quality of the material for which his money is expended; and
the railioads meekly submitted, against the protests of their technical advisers.
It is only within the past year that the alarming
increase of rail breakages, even with larger sections and weights,
have awakened the railroads and the public to the necessity of
action compelling the manufacturers to improve their output.
That the manufacturers should be most interested in profits
is but njitural.
That is what their stockholders demand. On the
other hand it is equally the duty of the railroads, in the interests
of their stockholders and the public, to insist on getting that for
which they are paying a safe, sound rail.
The technical officers of the railroads, through the more prominent technical societies of the country, have endeavored to bring
about the desired result by drafting rail specifications; but the
manufacturers have been successful in pr«venting their adoption,
by indifference and antagonism. For traffic and other reasons no
one railroad could singly compel the needed reforms.
Realizing the necessity of united action, the executive officers
of all railroads, through the American Railway Association, took
up the question about a year ago. Its Standard Rail and Wheel
Si'ction Committee has had many meetings, attended by representatives of the manufacturers, technical societies and prominent metal-

—

and unanimous agreements have been reached on various
rail sections and chemical composition.
of discard, however, is still unsettled.
Regarding rail sections, all interests have agreed that to secure
proper working of material, with uniformity of texture and ablurgists,
letails,

including amended

The question

Bancjor

&

Aroostock.

according to Pre.sldent Cram. Ijcyond the lompany's reasonable ability to pay them.
He hopes, however, that the company will be

compensated by ln<Teased fidelity to duty.
The winter v/an the mo?t severe In the history of the road, in
Its effect on both roadway and equipment.
At the same lime the
offerlnKS of trafflr were unprecedentedly large.
These difflcultles
were aggravated by delay In the delivery of new freight oars, which
were to have been received In September. They did not arrive until
several months later, after the potato crop, one of the most ImporlanI
Items of the nnn;<or & Aroostook's trafBc, had l)een harvested. It
l8 estimated that the direct and indirect cost of operation was Increaw?d from $10.iiO(i to $50.0(iri above the usual cost during the
winter and that there was a rlec rease of from $50,000 to $75.IMW) |n
earning!), through the severity of ibe weather and the lack of expected equipment.
Freight traffic by commodities for the last seven years Is reported.
This shows that the potato traffic has Increased from 98,000 tons In 1901 to .}82,<lOO tons last year.
Forest products, which
ware 381,000 ions In 1901, amounipd to 540,000 tons in 1907. Paper

sence of internal strains, the metal must be more evenly distributed between head and base than is done in the sections now in
use.
This conclusion has resulted in the selection of two types of
rail sections, one with a high moment of inertia and wide shallow
heads, for use by railroads preferring stiffness and smooth-riding
qualities; and the other with l(>ss height and with deep, narrow
heads for withstanding heavy traffic on tortuous allnement.
As to chemical composition, the railroads desire as low as possible percentage of i)hosphorus, so that the proportion of carbon
may be correspondingly raised with safety, and thus produce a rail
thai will wear well.
An attempt has been made to secure .085
phosphorus, but the ores available for the great majority of the
rail tonnage of the coiintry makes impracticable the securing by
the Hessemer process of less than .10 per cent.
Is true that
It
foreign demands are often met with the better class of ores to the
detriment of the domestic product, but the quantity Is comparatively so small as to not affect the situation.
Therefore until the
open hearth process Is more widely employed, the railroads are
forced to the use of .10 phosphorus, with a correspondingly low
percentage of carbon. This means a safe but soft rail.
The minimum discard continues to be a bone of contention.

No\u(an
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Charlea E. Perkins.
Charles Elllo(t Perkins, who died recently at his home at Westwood. Mass.. was President of tbe Chicago. Burlington * Quincy
'.r...i..r of the company
lor 2i) yc«m up to i;«<il: he r-r—"^—i >
until his death.
The Important
In Mr. Perkins'
' ha* boen made
mlP'l may !>• JM'IkwI Irom a pi'
•

ak-r..

ileath.

material.
Is approa
iim that an
one comp.i:
fair: and tliat ilic iusiK* :on> of the rallru^d
quire the removal of only such part of the 1:..
demand! for the tecurlng of sound metal. The '!.<= ....i.^ ..... ...;..
jwny. one of the best in th^- country, admits that for average conditions a disrard of less ;han 20 per cent. Is not to be recommended,
and that company Is now making a specialty of supplying nils with

a
.>

.1

that

amount of discard.
Su'-h experts on rail

manufaiture as Dr. C. B. Dudley, of tbe
Pennsylvania, and Capt. R. W. Hunt assert that the railroads cannot afford to do otherwise than unite on the requirement of a dellnlte dl»ard: and the latter believes that not less than 20 per cent.
Is essential for a safe rail under the usual methods of casting Ingots.
Both tbe American Society of rivll
Engineers and the .An

Way
favor

in

-.
Association Ua.
of a 23 per cent,

.!ir.-.

:i

.uowl-

and

1:

uled
ugly

•

irse
......
..- .....
the
•..;., i....i 11.. ,..-.- .,.
:.ned
of directors had made him morally liable for
'ttrd
by th"'' vi'»-n T!?y havn N-on Influenced by his pre^•
I"
rklns was bom In
i<
railroad work wait
.jugh he held the
.
offictrs. his work
was primarily In the financial depanmcut. He
began when he was 19 years old as a clerk In the office of tbe
•
Assistant Treasurer of tbe Burlington A Missouri Ri- rged
and
with the Burlln<;lon. He was made cashier of
-tant
in
IS62 was aii;<'
•

i-i--. .,-

.

.

list

;

.

'

•

Treasurer and S-- rt-iiry.
Three
years later be was made General
Superintendent. He served in this
oilce for eight years and was then

way Engineering and
of

Hf

bank.

.-.j-l

dis-

made Vice-President of the lines in
.N'ebraska.
In 1880 be was ele< ted
\'ice-President and General Man-

card.

leave this most Important
matter for the railroads' inspectors
to decide appears to be very unwise, for bow can they be expected
to secure from tbe manufacturers
that which their superior officers,
the highest engineering officers of
the railroads, have for five years
been unable to get?
It Is true that a definite discard
will work some hardship to those
progressive mills that cast a superior ingot, but for such exceptions
special agreements can be made for
a modified discard. The arbitrary
standard is absolutely necessary for
It
the protection of the railroads.
can. of course, be modified by thunited railroads from time to timas improved methods of casting thrIngot sbw tbe safety of so doing.
To summarize: The agitation
of the rail question seems to be
leading tbe united railroads of tbe
country to tbe ultimate adoption of
the following policies:
Two alternative types of
1 )
rail sections, with a distribution of
metal that will be favorable to

To

:t^er of the Chicago. Burlington k
i^uincy. at tbe time of the consolllatioD. and a year later was elected

('resident.
office

He

retired

on February

The Present Status
Refrigeration

in

from

this

20, 1901.

of

Mechanical

Railroad Work.

BV JOS. H. H.VBT.
Murpin I_Tt)iiratniy of Physics;
Inlrersity of I'ennsylTanla.

'

K.-indal

Mechanical refrigeration in the
production of ice and cold storage
is no longer a novelty In the indusBeing a sometrial world to-day.

^*^^^»^a
^^^H|^K

^^^^^H|
^^^^^F^

what modern application, however,
development has steadily prolis
tressed, with considerable change
::om time to time, so that there has

een no opportunity for general
-tandardization of plants as yet.
:i:ul in some fields the development
0: this particular branch has scarceThis is particularly
ly commenced.
Mechan=0 in the railroad world.
ical refrigeration has proved its efproper rolling.
rtiiency and ability in cold storage
Chemical composition In
(2)
plants, department stores, hotels
which the relation of carbon to
and in the large ocean steamers,
.10
phosphorus in the Bessemf
both for freight and passenger servprocess of manufacture will insur
Charles E Perkins.
However, in railroad work natice.
safe but soft rail.
position in the great majority of
original
ural
ice
still
holds
its
Definite discard from the top of the ingot, probably not
(3)
cases. In spite of the fact that in other departments it is hopeless than 20 per cent, and enough more, in the inspector's opinion
lessly outclassed.
The reason for this is not entirely clear. It
in each instance to secure sound metal.
Gra<luai tupplanting of the Bessemer by the open-hearth is probably due to the fact that cold storage has been considered of
4
process of manufacture, so that with the lower phosphorus thus minor importance in railroad transportation up to tbe present time,
obtainable the carbon may be raised ^nd thereby overcome the but this department of the business of a railroad is steadily becomobjectionable uneconomical softness of rail that seems inseparable ing more and more important with enormous opportunities for
profitable development in this field.
from tbe Bessemer process.
In order to understand the position of mechanical refrigeration
When it is realized that the safety of travel on American railroads is even more dependent on the quality of rails than on the in regard to natural ice. it must be remembered that both exist
bridges that are the subject of so much solicitude and expense, to-day on the market, in apparent competition. There exists, however, no re"ent competition, in the strictest sense of tbe word.
is it too much to ask that no efforts be spared by all those burdened
with the responsibility of safeguarding tbe traffic entrusted to their Artificial ice can- be produced much cheaper than natural ice under
almost any conditions. WTien tbe fact is considered that natural ice
care, to get the best rail that money will buy?
merely Invclves first cost on plant, cost of harvesting, storage and
R.VILKOAD OtTKER.
conveyance to the market, together with loss due to melting, this Is
no small achievement. Artificial ice can be produced in large plants
The Prussian railroad loan bill of April 13, 1907. provides funds readily at a cost of about 50 cents a ton. if the plant is of ordinary
„..
,v, ,.,,._.:„_.
f^j.
In isolated cases this cost can be lowered as far as a
efficiency.
»l>6.688.nfiO
}
1.
minimum of 43 cents a ton, and this represents about the lowest
union connected tberrwllh
1<.19I,".'<)0
2.
and to cover deQclIs In construcF3.
Thus, natural ice. except in a few isolated cases, where the
limit.
(

1

I

^^^Hp
k ^^^KT
^flPI^
^^r^

)

I

I
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cost of plant
petitor.

to-day.

and equipment become practically

Tbe reason

negligible, is

no com-

for tbe existence of natural Ice in the market
is merely due to tbe fact that

under any circumstances,
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artificial ice to satisfy the demand is never produced.
Practically, artificial ice men have a ready market for their output
at prices fixed to allow natural ice a reasonable profit. As an illustration of the remarkable progress of artificial ice to-day, and the
inadequacy of the supply, it can be stated that over 4,000 new refrigerating plants were installed in the United States alone last year.
The situation in railroad work is essentially as follows: Natural
ice is the chief source of cold storage here, and the competition with
artificial ice in this department has not been as great as in other
lines, owing to the fact that freight charges are generally negligible.
Thus, ice Is generally cut and stored at points along the railroad,
wherever obtainable, and at the same time in locations suitable for
utilization.
When it is necessary to convey this ice to other points,
the freight rate is not considered in the great majority of cases as a
cost factor in Its production. Thus, natural ice occupies a stronger
position in the railroad world in regard to its competitor than in any
other of its utilizations. That it is incorrect for the railroads to
neglect freight rates on their own ice in a consideration of the cost
of production is a foregone concIu.sion.
Another reason of considerable importance, tending to explain
the backward position of the railroads in regard to mechanical refrigeration, is due to the fact that the applications of mechanical
refrigeration for cooling purposes in railroad work are varied often
almost as much as the different kinds of perishable freight.
Further, mechanical refrigeration has been in a constantly changing
development, and the manufacturers of refrigerating machines have
readily found a wide open market without entering this field.
The field is a difficult one to satisfy, since perishable freight requires
different kinds of refrigeration for its transportation.
Thus, most
fruit cargoe-s require a temperature of about 60 deg. Fahr. maintained throughout transit for their best conveyance. Milk and dairy
products suffer less when conveyed at a temperature of about 50
deg. Fahr.
Meats and many additional provisions carry best below
the freezing point, whereas eggs and other commodities utilize 35 to
40 deg., and are spoiled with much variation from this temperature.
Again the nature of the business itself, namely, transportation,
renders the application of mechanical refrigeration to cold storage
when in transit a necessarily difficult matter. Thus, mechanical
refrigeration loses a number of its advantages of direct application
for a definite purpose, and generally wherever applied it has been
as an Intermediary in the process. The mechanical refrigeration
has almost invariably been used to produce artificial ice, and this
ice in turn used to produce the refrigeration, and hence it loses much
Hence, when all these
of the economy due to its direct utilization.
conditions are considered, it is not surprising that mechanical refrigeration has found easier lines of development, and has not
troubled
the railroads to any great extent.
Today, however,
mechanical refrigeration is applied in a number of developments of
railway work. The United Fruit Company has a number of cooling
plants 4n operation throughout the country for the refrigeration of
its product in transit.
A large number of railroads have cold
storage houses operated by mechanical refrigeration in existence in
the large cities for the storage of the perishable products immediately after transit. These houses, of course, in some places also
utilize refrigeration in ice production, which sometimes finds its
way into the cars in transit, but this is of comparatively minor significance in regard to the entire output. The Railway and Stationary Refrigerating Company utilizes mechanical refrigeration In
car units for the conveyance of milk in the vicinity of New York, as
has been said. This requires a temperature of about 50 deg. and
has been fairly efficient In this application. The general development of single refrigerating car units has not progressed, however,
to such an extent as at one time seemed Inevitable.
This is due
almost entirely to mechanical dlfliculties. A refrigerating machine
requires power and cold water for its operation, and considerable
care In Its maintenance. These three factors tend largely to eliminate the use of the unit car refrigerating plant. Ammonia Is generally recognized as the best substance for the conveyance of heat
In refrigeration and occupies a place analogous to water In the production of power In the steam boiler. However, the difficulties encountered In the use of ammonia, due to its high pressure and the
large quantify of cold water required for Its condensation, has
resulted In the adaptation of other less efficient fluids for the operation of these machines In this field. Thus, In the example mentioned, methyl chloride Is used as a refrigerating agent, with considerable saving In the. design of the machine and the difficulty of
maintenance, but with a remarkable diminution In efficiency Ip comparison to the ammonia type. The fact that this substance can be
used In this application with any degree of success whatever speaks
volumes for the availability of refrigeration in this field.

sufficient

Among the other points which apply throughout the developIn the application of mechanical refrlgpratlon In this field Is
the fact that n large number of different types of refrigerating machines and avsipms iffe used. Thus, there are In existence to-day
refrigerating machines using three different principles In their
operation. The air machine, which uses air, either at atmospheric
pressure "r im.hr nrcuiirp :,i>,| n,,|u the Same by causing the com-

ment

.
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pressed air to do work, thus changing the heat in the air into work,
which is taken out, leaving the air cooled. Air as low as 140 deg.
Fahr. below zero has been obtained readily by this method. This
machine is often convenient on shipboard where the use of ammonia
or other refrigerating substances may prove undesirable, but it is
clumsy and inefficient in operation, and the first cost is from two to
three times that of an ammonia machine. In addition, it never
exists in large units, and all statements which have ever been made
in regard to increased efficiency of large plants over small ones
in any field whatsoever almost without exception apply equally
in this field.

"""The liquifiable gas machine utilizes the latent heat of vaporizawater liquids for the production of cold. Thus, in order to
make water boil, heat must be applied. If the water can be made
to boil without this application, heat is taken from the water itself
with a consequent cooling effect on the water. The boiling point
of water is too high to use in this application, hence a class of substances known as volatile liquids are used. Ammonia, sulphurous
acid, methyl chloride, benzine and a large number of other substances have been used. Even gasolene has been developed as a
refrigerating agent in this field. The material produces the refrigeration automatically by boiling away, if its boiling point is below
the temperature of surrounding bodies.
The sole end of the machinery in mechanical refrigeration as
developed in this type is for the purpose of saving and reutilizing
the refrigerating material. As has been said, ammonia is by long
odds the most efficient agent for this purpose. It operates, however,
at about a pressure of ISO lbs. for the regeneration device, and this
has been a serious objection to its utilization and development In
the unit car system. The regeneration of ammonia is accomplished
in two ways, by means of a compressor, which compresses the exhaust gas until it attains a condensing temperature and pressure
above that of the atmosphere, whereupon it is spontaneously condensed. The absorption machine, on the other hand, utilizes the
absorption power of water for ammonia gas and the loss of this
power with rise in temperature to produce the same effect. Regeneration is accomplished by the application of heat to the mixture
with the evolution of the gas at a temperature and pressure sufficient to permit condensation.
tion of

Now these two types, the ammonia compression and absorption
machines, are the only really efficient types on the market. The
compression machine is much simpler in theory and operation, but
has considerable less efficiency in the actual process of production
than the absorption type. This latter has comparatively few moving
parts, is almost automatic and is generally installed in large units.
In the application of mechanical refrigeration in railroad work,
not only must all of these types be considered with their relative
efficiencies and various advantages for different purposes, but a host
of other conditions arise, since the mere installation of a refrigeration plant at certain localities along a railroad is not the accomplishment of transportation of perishable freight. As has been

and best method of applying this mechanical refrigeration has been through the production of ice as an intermediary.
Further, the efficiency of the various types of refrigerating
machines depends almost absolutely upon the duty they are to perform. Thus, the compression machine is superior for mild refrigeration, whereas the absorption is infinitely superior for sharp or
extreme refrigeration. In the production of ice the absorption Is
superior, depending only ui)on the size of the plant.
For large
plants its relative efficiency increases almost in direct proportion
The use of ice as an intermediary involves
to the size of the plant.
a selection from several different methods for" its production. All
these factors must be considered in the installation of mechanical
refrigeration in railroad work. Further, its situation with respect
to available coal and water is a matter of much Importance, and
many of the large refrigerating plants in large cities have their
scale of profit dependent almost absolutely upon this supply and the
temperature of the water. Large quantities of cold water are required in the operation of a refrigerating plant of any type, and It
can be said In a general way, the more water and the colder It la
the greater will be the efficiency and the profit resulting In mechanical refrigeration.
Individual unit refrigerating cars probably will never attain
any great amount of success. A refrigerating machine is a complicated mechanical mechanism and requires care and attention, and
practically all automatic machines at present on the market have
proven failures at the present stage of development. With the large
variations In mechanical refrigeration design and Its vario\is applications In transportation, the use of Ice or possibly cold brine as an
Intermediary In the application of the refrigeration Is extremely
probable In this field. The chief development In railroad work of
this department will be In the construction of larger and larger refrigerating units, with special care paid to the distribution of these
ui.its. not only In respect to freight transportation, but also cost of
production of refrigeration, not only from a coal and water consumption viewpoint, but also from a cost of handling the refrigerating material and making It available In transportation. Many
said, the cheapest
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r an
)>n'-|o)u><| rpnre that I5 <-ontro!l*-| hy a damper.
V.
.:uper
ii;b the tu!;*'* ana janger
tlsht.

'

'

'

.

i

Ten-Wheel Locomotlva with 8up«rh«atar for the Canadian

Pacific.

itMun la abut off.
<ne with the superheater
on ibe C'auiiUlau l'^. .i.c iheru h^u U:«s<i a lowering of the steam
prei-Hure on theitc engines with a corresponding Increase in the
size of the cylinders.
This is In accordance with the probable economies that have been outlined from time to time since the subject
:i

:

The Canadian

Paciflc

baa been the plone«r

In the Introduction

of the superheater 011 American railroads.
In April, rj<)6, II. H.
VauKhan read a paper on the subject before the New York Railroad Club, an abstract of which was printed In the Railroad Oatttte

Ten-Wheel Locomotive with Superheater; Canadian
Of April 27, 1906. At that time there were nearly 200 locomotives
In service or on order with superheaters, the majority being fitted
with the Horsey-Vaughan type which has been developed on the
Canadian Paciflc.
It resembles the Schmidt flretube superheater
In the general principle of a return tube for the steam located in
the fire tube.
In the newest ten-wheel engine, shown in the accompanying illustration, the arrangement of the front end is essentially
the same as in the design of a year ago. A header taking steam
from the dry pipe is placed just back of the petticoat. Steam enters
the top of this header and passes out through solid drawn, weldThese tubes
less steel tubes having an inside diameter of ",- in.

of high

Pacific Railway.

steam pressures and the use of superheated steam has been

under discussion.

It is also expected that this reduction will result
the lessening of boiler troubles.
The engines Illustrated, which were built by the Locomotive &
Machine Co., of Montreal (.American Locomotive Company), are
practically identical in design with a previous order, also equipped
with superheaters, built by the same company for that road, except
for an increase of 1'... in. in the diameter of the cylinders and a
reduction of 20 lbs. in the boiler pressure. In working order they
have a total weight of 192,500 lbs., of which 142,500 lbs. is carried
on the driving wheels. The cylinders are 22l.j in. in diameter by

in

Smoke Box Arrangement with Superheater; Canadian
are upset at one end and are forged and bent by a bolt header
and bending machine to the shape shown. They are connected by
bronze union nuts to special cast-steel fittings which screw Into
the header: a '/,,-in. copper gasket being used in the union nut.
These small tubes extend into large 5-in. superheater firetubes to
within about 30 in. of the back tubesheet, where they connect with
heavy cast-steel return bends. The steam returns from the return
bends through lV4-in. tubes which connect through union nuts and
special cast-steel fittings similar to those mentioned above, with
the fingers of the bottom header which is shown in detail. The
steam pipes which connect this header with the cylinder casting
are very short and there has been no difficulty in keeping the joints

Pacific

Railway.

and with driving wheels 63 in. in diameter and a
working pressure of 180 lbs., the engines have a theoretical tractive
power of 34,410 lbs,
28 in.

stroke,

boiler is of the wagon top type, the outside diameter of the
and smallest course being 70% in. It is fitted with 240 boiler
and 24 superheater firetubes 5 in. outside
diameter. The total heating surface is 2.403 sq. ft., of which
the tubes contribute 2.237 sq. ft. and the firebox the remainder.
The firebox is 1021^ in. long and 69^8 in. wide, and has a grate area

The

first

tubes, 2 In. in diameter,

of 50 sq.

ft.

These dimensions and this data take on a new significance when
the ratios that are given in the table to follow are compared with
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Top

or

Saturated

Steam Header for Vaughan
Canadian Pacific Railway.
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Superheater;

Bottom or Superheated Steam Header for Vaughan Superheater;
Canadian Pacific Railway.

those of engines built along the usual lines. There are two influences that predominate in these changes of ratio: the diameter of
the cylinders, and the reduction of the heating surface by the use
of a fewer number of large tubes. To make a specific comparison,
take the ten-wheel (4-6-0) locomotive for the Chicago & NortU-Western illustrated in the Railroad Gazette of July 5. That engine has
appro.ximately the same weight on drivers (134.000 lbs.), and is the
same type of locomotive. The ratios are, however, quite diilerent.
For example:

dimensions are not the result of theoretical calculations based upon
assumptions, but are those that actual practice has found to be such
that satisfactory and economical results will be obtained in the
everyday working in regular service. And whether it is conceded
or not that the superheater is an economical device to apply, when
everything is taken into consideration, these figures are at least an
interesting exhibition of what can be done.
The following are some of the principal dimensions of these
engines:

C.

&

Dlfprence
cent

X.-W.,

CyliTider.-. diamr:er
Piston strolio

'

In per

without

with

superheater.

superheater.

Weight on drivers

Chic. &
N.-W. as base

Wheel
Weight

Tractive effort
Tractive effort x diam. drivers

22^4 In.
"
28
14 ft. 10
"
26 "
1
54 " 6^ "
142,560 lbs.

base, driving
total engine
in

"

engine and tender
working order, drivers
"

"

engine
engine and tender

2,237

arch tubes

2,4n.-i

"
x 12 liL
" x 12 "
" x 10 "

oO

9%

Journals, main driving
"
trailing, driving
"
engine truck
tender
Steam pressure
Firebox, length

Weight on drivers
Heating surface
Total weight

In.

9
6

5%"xl0"
180

102%
69%

Volume

thickness crown and back sheets
side sheets
"
tube sheet
water space, front

of 2 cylinders, cu.

"

ft.

Firebox heating surface

numlH>r,
length

Heating surface

Grate area

•of

sq. ft.

=

Su.'J.TO

759.8

=

30,900

34.410

— 11.11

This comparison brings out very forcibly the effect of the use
the superheater, and this is further emphasized by the last two

ft.

4

In.

2

**

5 "

Manseman

steel
No. 11, T. W. G.
5.00O gals.

r

*

10 tons

6

lap
I'xhaust clearance
lead
Wlirels, diameter, driving

+ 11. 3(!

In.

240
24
14

material superheat*
thickness
Tank capacity, water
Tank capacity, fuel
Vnlve. travel

Vol. 2 cylinders

Equated heating surface,

5

superheater

diameter
diameter superhrate-

"

Vol. ^ cylinders

Tractive effort

^4-ln.

4>4 "

water space, hack and sides

numbor

Tubes,

Total heating surface

lbs.
in.

"
%-ln.
5-161n.

width

Heating surface

"
"

2

total

Grate area
Grate area

sq. ft.

106

(irebox

Heating surface

Heating surface

"
"

192.,i20
318,1530

Heating surface, tubes

In.

54-in.

H-ln.

03 In.
31 "
34 "
34,410 lbs.

engine truck
tender
Tractive effort

Weight on drivers

=

74.04*

=

5.59

Total weight
Total weight

Tractive effort

Tube hentlng surface equated
(Vaughan formula.)

to llrebox beating surface
591. 8 sq.ft.

Hatlo (f equated to actual heating surface

1

— 3.16

I'er rent.

Cost of Ballasting Old Track and Renewing Ties.*

On a northern

division of the Chicago & North-Western, to balmile of track with unscreened and unwashed gravel, as It
pit, for a 12-ln. raise, with a standard gravel roadIhmI of 11 ft. 6 In. 'on the ton, slope l'>i to 1 on the bottom, 16 ft.
from bottom ballast line to ballast line, the cost Is as follows:
CiiNl iif gravel loaded on curs In pit. per cu. yd
?0.07
la.'-t

a

cnnns from the
Superheater Tubes with Upset Ends and Return Bend Connection;
Canadian Pacific Railway.
figures of the table where It appears that with 11.36 per cent, more
tractive effort the engine with the superheater requires 11.11 per

linnllni;

comparisons.

And

It

must be remembered that these

ratios

and

and unl'iadlng.

.'lO-mlle

llnllaKtlng

cent, less equated heating surface.
All through the list the differ«nce9 will be surprising to those who have not already made similar
'.\

cnnmlllre report

.Mnliileiinnce of

Way

haul

lii^.,

I2ii

Total cost, per ou. yd

$0.30

to the Chicago convention of the Rondmasters' and
Association.

:

Nu\c>iu«
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ydi. per mll«. tt will coat $1,020 for one mile of
ttaU kind of ballaat.
For tie renewals In this Iwllut. V^:> ties per mile, evenly distributed over the entire mile, where trsrk Is In such condition that
re-surfacing Is not necessary and the old ties have to be due out
-of the roadt)ed and new ties Inserted, properly tamping with either

At 3.400

flnlahtd

cu.

work with

tamping bars or picks, the roadt>e<l propvrly dressed and old ties
gathered up and neatly piled. It will cost 167,c. per tie.
On a division of the Lake Shore * Michigan Southern for the
rear 1906, the cost of ballasting with washed gravel and with
broken stone was as follows:
viiblns snil luadlns. per cu. yd
(MT cu. yd
I'.^ii.K- .>ui i.ld ballot, prr ru. yd.
!.
•>tinc *nd plarinc lo imck, per CO. yd.

fO.lS

iirtrrl.

07

11.1'iiliiit.

13
IS

I

10 1
.
-r ru.

Cruali'
«-.

faS5

I

I

-

In.;,.:

.

lUuiiiiti.

U

Id.

Io sis*

»0.53o
IS
40

yd

Nallad. per cu. yd
unl»ailln( and placing In crack

$1,085

Total, prr cu. yd.

Renewing

ties cost $0,138 per tie in gravel ballast.

On a

division of the Santa Ke the cost was:
sionr. at rrunher. loaded cm cBr», imt cu. yd... 90.61
• 'rushni
O.'S^
^o^mllr haul, ix-r cu. yd
33
InnrrtlOK Mrxican labor

M

1

I

Total to«t, prr

For a

12-ln.

cu.

yd

f l.Ot)

raise 3,400 cu. yds. are required per mile,

making

the total cost per mile, $3,400.
This road tried sloping the ballast, with a scant shoulder, for
several years, but found It impossible to keep the track In line
and surface. It therefore changed to the present standard, which
requires the ballast dressed level with the top of the ties for the
full length of the tie and extending 6 In. beyond the ends of the
ties, making the top width of the ballast 9 ft. and giving It a
slope of 1\ to 1: this gives a roadbed 16 ft. wide from ballast line
-on one side to ballast line on the other side, with a 12 in. raise.
Ctnter-drop Rodger ballast cars. 80.000 lbs. capacity, drop the ballast in center of track and a center plow is used to plow the balThe $3,400 per mile
last off the track, leaving the track clear.
covers all costs for the ballast and inserting the ties, using not
very
expensive
work renewing
more than 425 ties per mile. It is
Renewing ties
ties In track that has been ballasted in this way.
In the track where It is up to grade and cannot be given a raise,
It costs approximately
costs about 25c. per tie to renew the ties.
25c. to dig out an old tie. insert the new one. tamp it up properly,
spike It and dress the track up in first-class shape. Where the
track has to be re-surfaced the old tie can be removed and the new
one inserted for about S'^c. per tie.
Tho report is signed by A. E. Hansen, Chairman; C. Buhrer,
J W. Ciiffey.

Automatic Block Signals on the Philadelphia

&

Western.

The General Railway Signal Company of Rochester. N. Y., which
lias put In automatic signals on the above named railroad, has
issued a description of the apparatus, from which we take the fol-

Flg.

lowing
nished

1

—

Circuits.

account. The installation is In many respects like that furby the same company for the Electric Zone of the New York

Central.
This road Is a double track, high-speed, direct-current electric
line from 69th street, West Philadelphia, west to Strafford, Pa.,
Both rails of each track are used for the return of the
11 Vi miles.
propulsion current and there is cross bonding between all rails of
both tracks at the ends of all track circuits and from one rail of

621

each track to one of the other track at some places Intermediate
between the ends of said sections. Ironleas reactance t>onds are
used, permitting very long track circuits to be operated with a
minimum expenditure of energy. Aliernailog currents are tised for
the track circuits and for the operation of all the devices connected
with the system, thus doing away with all balterlea.
There are on the line nine block sections on the eastbound track
and nine on the westbound. The four long sectlotui are made up
each of two trai k ilrculiit with relays in the middle.
Single arm. two position home signals are used, arranged normally clear, with an overlap. Between West Philadelphia and Beechwood Park, 2'^ miles, the signals average about 3,300 ft. apart
and a full block overlap Is employed, permitting a two minute lime
Interval.
West of the park the signal spacing averages I'-tt miles
with a uniform overlap of about 3.70U ft., allowing trains to follow
one another at Ave minute Intervals.
Twonty-flve cycle single phase alternating current Is used for
the operation of the entire signal system. It is obtained from the
secondaries of the railroad company's power transformers at Beechwood Park. Two feeder circuits run in either direction from the
power house.
Power Is delivered to the switch-board through a
remote controlled automatic oil switch. Each feeder circuit la
equipped with an ammeter and an ele<-trlcally tripped, hand operated oil switch whereby the system may be relieved in case of a
cross on either transmission line. The transmission line consists
of two No. 6 B. 4 S.. hard drawn bare copper wires strung on cross
arms (used only for these) on the railroad company's high tension
pole line. The line Is protected at Intervals by suitable lightning
arresters.

"Line transformers" are installed at all signal and overlap locaThey step down directly from the transmission line voltage

tions.

of

2.300

to

the

various voltages required for the signal system.

These transformers are protected on the primary side by suitable
cartridge fuses mounted in water-tight cast-iron boxes and so arranged that a fuse can be replaced without danger. The secondary
windings are three in number, a 55-voIt winding for the operation
of the signal motors, lights and line relays, and provided with a
tap for the local phases of all polyphase relays and two windings
for supplying energy to the track circuits, taps being provided on
these windings so that the voltage can be varied from 2^! to 15,
as required for track circuits of different length. A copper shield
Is placed between the primary and secondary windings and connected to ground, affording protection in case of a breakdown in
All colls
Insulation. These transformers are made with great care.
are insulated with an oil and moisture resisting compound by the
"vacuum treatment" process, in which the coils are heated in an
air tight tank. After a vacuum has been secured and the moisture
thereby extracted. Insulating compound Is forced into the coil under
heavy pressure, which causes the liquid to penetrate to the heart
of the coil, with the result that every individual wire is surrounded
with a covering of high insulating power.
Both rails of each track are made available for the propulsion
current by the use of ironless ''reactance bonds" connected to the
When so
rails as shown at A and B on the circuit plan. Fig. 1.
connected they form a path of low ohmic resistance and large current capacity for the traction current, while at the same time they
offer an impedance to the passage of the
alternating current from rail to rail.
The
reactance bond .\ at the transformer end of
the track circuit has a single winding connected directly to the rails. The bond B at
the other end of the circuit has two windings, one connected to the rails and the
other directly to the relay. The winding connected to the relay acts as the secondary of
a transformer, its object being to prevent
an excessive flow of direct current through
the relay which, owing to the low ohmic resistance of the relay, would otherwise result
were the relay connected directly to the track
As these bonds are of the ironless type
rails.
they are not subject to saturation due to an
unbalanced condition of the traction current
in the rails, and their reactance remains conAlternate
stant under all such conditions.
rails in adjacent track circuits are connected
by heavy "diagonal bonds" K so arranged
that the breaking down of any insulated
will
short circuit either the
joint
rail
relay or the transformer and prevent the giving of a false clear
indication.
Cross bonding between tracks may be effected by making connection, at any polut desired, to the rails which are made
continuous by the diagonal bonds K.
The reactance bonds are made up of flat copper strips of large
cross section wound in the form of a spiral, the turns being suitably insulated from each other. The coils when wound are heavily
taped and then "impregnated" as in the case of the transformer
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colls.

These

colls

are assembled

mounted on extended

in

pairs in

flat

iron cases

and

A

connecting chamber is provided in
the case between the coils in which all the coil ends terminate and
where all connections to the rails, relays and transformers are made
and then concealed by a suitable cover. The copper connections to
the rails after leaving the bonds go directly downward and under
ground to the rails where, after passing for a short distance above
ground to insure flexibility, they are connected to the rails. This
construction conceals the copper as much as possible and reduces
theft to a minimum.
Energy is supplied to the track circuits directly from the low voltage high current windings on the line transformer through adjustable cast-iron resistance grids which limit the
current flow when a train is standing at the transformer. These
grids are mounted in separate perforated cast-iron boxes.
The track relays are shown at D. The various moving contacts
are mounted on a horizontal wooden bar to which motion is imparted by means of a small split phase induction motor having
two stationary windings. One winding is connected directly to the
reactance bond secondary, as shown in Fig. 1, and the other directWhen thus conly to a low voltage tap on the line transformer.
nected, a phase difference exists between the two coils and rotation
of the armature is thereby produced.
Of the energ}- in the two relay windings, that supplied by the
transformer direct is by far the greater. This requires but a small
amount of energy from the track to give positive action of the
relay and as a result very !ong blocks can be operated with a comparatively small amount of energy, as evidenced by the fact that
track circuits 8.800 ft. long are operated with energy fed in at one
end. Alternating current only can cause the relay to operate and
hence it is absolutely immune to the effects of direct current. All
contacts and other working parts are made visible by means of
glass covered openiugs, and the case is made water tight by the
use of rubber gaskets. These relays are thoroughly reliable, positive in action and give an exceptionally hea\-y rubbing pressure
between the contacts in closing and an extra wide opening when
de-energized. Contacts can be provided, as required, up to a maximum of four front and four back per relay. They are insulated to
withstand a breakdown pressure of 3.000 volts alternating.
ties.

The function of the track circuit control relays, as shown at E,
is to hold a given signal at stop until the train is out of the overlap for the next signal in advance. These relays have to carry continuously and break the entire current flowing to the track circuit
at the rear of a signal, and of course must continue to do so without injury. They will actually carry an alternating current of from
50 to 75 amperes and break the same at 25 volts continuously without overheating and without perceptible arcing; but the current
required to be carried in practice is much less than this. The construction and operation of these relays is similar to that of the
track relays except that the contacts are made very much heavier
and the necessary phase displacement to produce rotation is effected
by a small reactance coil, placed in series with one of the relay
windings.
Polyphase relays can be adapted to a variety of uses by the
mere changing of the windings or contacts or by the addition of
stock parts. When wound to a low resistance they may be used
as track relays with contacts to the number of four front and four
back, and when equipped with heavy contacts they can be used tor
the control of low voltage heavy currents, all as described above.
When equipped with carbon to carbon contacts they will break small
currents of high voltage (up to 600). When wound to a high resistance they may be used as line relays with any reasonable equipment of contacts desired. By adding an upward extension to carry
a miniature semaphore arm they can be used as tower indicators
and, when placed In a suitable case, as switch indicators.
The movements when placed In a suitable case and equipped
with a shutter and suitable contacts can be used as light signals
In tunnels.
Furthermore, the feature which this relay possesses of
operating in one direction with a given phase relation and in the
opposite direction when said phase relation is reversed, and since
a given reactance or resistance Is necessary to produce rotation in
a given direction, the possibility of false operation due to foreign
currents or crosses Is much more remote than in the case of direct
current relays and other designs of a. c. relays. This feature also
makes it possible In many cases to use but one line wire where two
would otherwise be required.
The motor control relay shown at F Is controlled by the three
track circuits In advance of a given signal In such manner that It
cannot close until the train is out of the overlap for tbe next signal
In advance.
This relay directly controls the clearing of the signal
and Is of the alternating current tractive type. It Is so de.<:|gned
that a uniform magnetk- pull Is exerted on the armature notwithstanding the fait that the current In the magnetic colls alternates.
The signal mechanism la operated by a small single phase Induction motor which is connected through suitable gearing to a
"slot wheel." Projecting from the sides of the slot wheel are pins
which a« they come around engage the "slot dog" so as to clear
the signal in case the slot is energized.
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The slot magnet is designed to operate on alternating current
and to give a uniform pull without noise or vibration. It has a
high "drop away" point.
The movement of the blade in clearing is limited by the "stop
arm." The arm is brought precisely to, and held at, the clear posiThe circuit breaker contion no matter what the speed of clearing.
tacts are enclosed in a dust proof case with a glass front, which is
mounted at the top of the mechanism. The dash pot is of the
"buffer type," allowing a free initial movement of the blade in returning to the stop position. All signals are lighted by two 4 c.p.,
All relays are housed in wooden boxes
50-volt lamps in multiple.
which in turn are enclosed in cast-iron boxes.
Keeping Track

in

Line and Surface

in

the Winter.'

I know
upon a sub-grade of deep uniform red clay,
which heaves high in the winter, but requires very few shims because the heaving is uniform. This material heaves excessively,
as is proven by the fact that it rises at the ends of a spot where
some special cause dries the clay and reduces the quantity of
moisture which it contains. For instance: A large steam pipe
was carried in a box under the track where the soil was of this
kind. The heat from the pipe prevented heaving at that point,
but on each side of it the track rose several inches above the level
of the ties over the pipe, making an abrupt drop in surface over
the latter spot. This spot was shimmed every winter, as the difference in height was sudden and severe enough to break an engine
frame or cause other damage. When the frost came out of the
ground in the spring the level of the track on each side of the
pipe gradually subsided until it was the same as that over the
The thickpipe; when this occurred the shims were withdrawn.
ness of the shims was gradually increased while the frost wasentering the ground, and reduced while it was leaving.
In territories where the soil varies greatly in character sandy,
gravelly, various kinds of clay and loams, marshes, quick-sand, wet
and dry cuts, spring)- soil, etc. much shimming is required. In
January, February and March frost enters the ground to a depth
of from 3 to 6 ft. and maintenance of line and surface becomes

track, laid

—

—

In such territories it is a common thing for 5 or 6 ft.
rise, in a single day or night. 1 or 2 in. above theIt is not uncommon to have a continued rise within
a distance of 10 or 15 ft. that will, in a few days, reach a maximum
of 5 or 6 in.
Of course, it is out of the question to run trains safely at
schedule speed over such abrupt and excessive humps. Gradual
run-offs must be introduced on either side of the high spots.
But
the ties being frozen solidly in place and the ballast frozen sosolidly together that it can only be picked in irregular sized hard
lumps unsuitable for surfacing, it is manifest that making a runoff as it would be done in summer is both impracticable and expensive. Again, when spring arrives this w-ould make soft, mushy
spots at the worst period of the year's work. The ties, if adzed
to reduce the height of the rails at the point of heaving, would
be ruined. So. in such cases it is customary to raise the run-otT
by drawing the spike on each side of the high spot, letting the
rails spring up part way to surface, then introducing shims between
the rails and the ties until a run-off of fairly uniform surface is
provided. The rails then being raised, as it were, upon pedestals,
are not so strongly held to gage as when resting upon the ties and'
are braced on the outside with special braces, usually devised by
the foreman or roadmaster to fit the individual case.
Shims are sawed from hard wood, seasoned and clear. They
are bored with holes for the spikes, w-hich are staggered, there
being sometimes two holes, sometimes four, to fit different widths
of rail base.
For shimming to a raise of Vi in. the shims should
be 4% in. x 8 in.; for a raise of i-i in. up to \% in. the shim should
be 5 in. X 8 In. Above that height, up to 3 in., the shim should
be 5 in. x 12 in. When necessary to shim 4 in. or higher a plank
of about the same area as the surface of the tie. and extending
almost or quite the length of the tie. should be used, fastened to the
tie with boat spikes.
The rails should be spiked through the shims
to the ties w-ith Sin. spikes, which are longer than ordinary track
spikes.
For the planks referred to, they should be 8 in. long, or
To brace the rails on shims cut
2\li In. longer than ordinarily.
a light, notch outside of the rail transversely across the tie. put
a shim 2 or 3 in. thick with one end against the shoulder of the
noiirh and the other a close fit at the fillet where the head and
wel) of the rail meet, and drive Sin. spikes into the tie at the lower
difficult.

of track

normal

to

level.

end of this makeshift brace.
The foregoing has reference to ways and means to do things
that It really ought not to be necessary to do.
In other worda,
the-te are ways of meeting conditions that ought not to exist
Thfr
belter way to maintain line and surface In w-inter is by proper
drainage.
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prpsontPd to the Rnadmastors' and Malntenanrp of War AbsoCurnell, Roadmaster o{ tlic Ashland nivlslon of the Chicago-
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A Large Hydraulic Dredga.
The dredge

llluntrat.-

1

present park.

The plan

U

'h

t

built to the order of thf ><
be used- -for- flIIInK
" In ih

;-

""
"''^
I

to r.Hl.ilm

.1

liri:-

'

'x-'

uml powerful machine

l.ii'.iiH

'

:,

I'll

Chicago, to
north of the

|«irk.

to the

from Lake Michigan an area

approxlmulely l.SOO ft. wide by atjout a mile long by enclosing It
with a atone revetment or breakwater and fHling In behind It with

6-'3

aubject further to see If theae difficulties could be overcome, and they
commlsaloned A. W. Koblnaon, M. Am. 8oc. C. E.. to examine and
report on the conditions, and If possible to design a dredge that
could cope with the difficulties presented. Mr. Robinson had previously deslgneit and built several large hydraulic dredges, notably
the "Tarte," which is employed In dredging clay from the bed of
Lake St. Peter In the Hiver St I/jwrcncn. an wh!rh 1:; provided with
a special pipe-llne for withIredge la
of great power and holdw
•,
having
dredged 750.000 cu. yds. In
J 2.000 ft.
The original pipeline of this dredge is ailU in une after five years.
It was, of course, realized that Lake Michigan during a storm
would be too rough to attempt continuous dredging operations, and
that the most that could be done would be to provide a plant of
large capacity, so that the required output could b« made after
making allowance.s for weather Interruptions, and also seaworthy
enough to Increase the working lime to the largest possible amount. It
should also be designed for safe and rapid picking up of anchorages
and pipe-line In case of storm and to safely withstand any rough
weather when not working. To meet these conditions Mr. Robinson
designed the dredge now on the work, which was built by the Atlantic Equipment Company, 111 Broadway. New York, and put In
service in June, 1907.
The hull Is of steel. H8 ft. long. 38 ft. wide by 10 ft. 6 In. deep.
The main pump has 30-in. suction and discharge, and the main
engines are of the triple-expansion marine type of 1.200 l.h.p. There
are two double-ended marine boilers 11 ft. 6 in. diameter by 18 fL
long, with eight corrugated furnaces. The Installation of engineroom auxiliaries, such as condensing apparatus, pumps, electric light.
Is complete and well arranged, the engine-room space. In fact, resembling a small ocean liner. On the upper deck is a pilot-house with
large plate-glass windows, where all the levers which control the
operation of the dredge are arranged. Here are also pressure and
vacuum gages for all purposes, indicating exactly the work that Is
being done.
The suction-pipe Is carried by a very strong steel frame and Is
fitted with a powerful cutter for digging the clay.
This cutter is an
improved development of a number of earlier machines, and has
demonstrated its efficiency by being able to handle the heaviest
clay up to the full capacity of the pump. It is 9 ft. in diameter and
weighs about nine tons, being formed of eight steel blades of peculiar curvature cast in one piece and having renewable hard steel
cutting edges attached. The mechanism for driving and feeding this
cutter is very powerful. The secret of success of this dredge Is that
the excavation of the stiff clay is done by an efficient cutting tool
that will not clog and provided with a powerful feed, the main
pump being only employed for transportation of the spoil. A
capacity rate of 3.000 cu. yds. per hour has frequently been reached
In clay, the entire under side of the discharge appearing as continuous slices of blue clay, some of the pieces being 4 or 5 ft long.
One of the most difficult problems to be dealt with was the floating pipe-line. This is the most seaworthy pipe-line on the lakes, and
is formed of semi submerged steel pontoons about 100 ft. long, conI

;i

i\

t.3^
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Hydraulic Dredge Francis T. Simmons, at Work.
material taken from the bed of the lake. For much of the distance
the breakwater lies in 18 ft. of water and the total volume of fill is
about 4,000.000 cu. yds. The breakwater is now partly completed
and is made of stone from the spoil-banks of the Chicago drainage
canal. A fleet of large scows and several powerful tugs bring the
stone from the canal by way of the Chicago river out into the lake
and to the site of the work.
The conditions surrounding the dredging and filling were difficult and peculiar.
The work had to be done in deep water and
exposed to tlie sioriiis of hako Mii .iit.';iii. win. h oii.-ii rise with sud-

Hydraulic Dredge Francis T. Simmons, Built by Atlantic Equipment
denness and severity, and the soil to be dredged consisted of the
tough blue clay which underlies the Chicago area, compacted by the
storms of the lake and mixed with more or less gravel and stones.
The ordinary hydraulic dredge as used on the lakes was unsuitable
because of unseaworthiness and because It could only deal effectively
with soft material. The usual floating pipe-line connected by rubber
sleeves and mounted on a number of small scows or floats would be
disabled by every windstorm.
The economy of the hydraulic process of dredging and filling. If
it could be successfully applied, led Francis T. Simmons, President,
and R. H. Warder, Secretary, of the Park Commlesioa, to pursue the

Company

for Lincoln

Park Commissioners, Chicago.

nected by ball-and-socket joints having spring connections of great
strength. Long lengths of pontoon were necessary to give steadiness
in waves, and a yielding connection was essential to relieve the
joints of the great stresses due to surging. The springs are of locomotive drawbar size and are arranged In a manner similar to railThere are also tension and compression
road car draft-rigging.
springs to control the side deflection of the joint. In wave action
this plpe-Une Is very satisfactory. A special flange connection Is
provided at the dredge, so that the pipe-line can be instantaneously
disconnected from the dredge at any time by pulling out a toggleOn several occasions when it became too rough for the
lever.
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dredge to work, owing to the difficulty of discharging over the
breakwater, the pipe-line was discontinued and towed to harbor by
a tug through a rough sea which broke over both tug and pipes continuously, with no harm whatever to the pipe-line. These occasions,
however, are relatively rare, and the operation of the dredge has
proved not only that the clay of the bed of Lake Michigan can be
dredged by this method, but also that the seaworthiness of both
dredge and pipe-line Is sufficient to reduce the delays on account of
weather to a comparatively small amount

k
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The dredge
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is in

charge
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named the "Francis T. Simmons," and
Murphy & Barrett, contractors.
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of Single

opera-

The Pennsylvania is now testing, on the West Jersey & Seashore division, three electric loromotives with a view to determining
the track stresses and other questions in heavy electric traction.
One of these, No. 10,001, built at Altoona, is a single-reduction,

J

Plan and Side Elevation of Experimental Single Phase Electric Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.

End Elevation and Cross Section

its

21.

Electric Locomotive for the Pennsylvania Railroad.
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No.

Phase Electric Locomotive; Pennsylvania Railroad.
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direct-current geared type; anolher.
U d rert current RearleHs; the thlnl,
I

win

I..o<-omotlvi'

WurkH.

No.
Nii.

10.002. built at Altoona.
10.003. built by the Uald-

In alicrnatin^; iiirn-nt Kcarli-HH.

and

iihown
Inti-ndtsl hh a
Ih

TliU llalilMln diitlKn Ih
In thv drawliiKH bfrt<wl(h.
unit, onr-haU of an artU-iiliitfil loi'iinxitive adapltHl to handle a
400-ton paaiwnKer train, but >-onii>U>te In Itiwlf.
In tin- ili-VfloptniMil of the electric
It U Intrrixilns to note that

Driving Wheel of Single Phase Electric Locomotive.
locomotive, comparatively little attention has been paid to the
experience of steam locomotive builders, and many provisions that
these designers consider essential to satisfactory operation have
been Ignored. The electric locomotive has been looked upon merely
as a vehicle on wheels, all o£ which could be used for driving purposes, and It has, therefore, apparently followed the lines of the
street car design, from which It was directly evolved rather than

those of the steam locomotive which It is Intended to supplant. The axles are set In the
frame and the wheel arrangement resembles
that of European locomotives in the absence
of the leading truck.
The truck has been characteristic of and
considered a necessity for the American engine since the early days, but was very slow
In gaining recognition and adoption abroad.
The design for the New YorK Central electric locomotives included a two-wheeled truck
at each end, and then, after the Woodlawn
derailment of last winter, a four-wheeled
truck was put upon one locomotive for exThe New York, New
perimental purposes.
Haven & Hartford locomotive, on the other
hand, is merely a short, heavy car carried ou
two bogle trucks. This engine should evidently have the same llexibility of motion as
an ordinary double-triick motor car.
An entirely different view of the problem
has evidently been taken In the latest design
of electric locomotive built for the Pennsylvania Railroad by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, which la now being tested on the West
Jersey & Seashore. In this electric locomotive the wheel arrangement of the American
(4-4-0) has l>een followed; an arrangement that
was so long and so successfully used in highspeed passenger service, and afterwards amplified for heavy ti-ains by the addition of a third
pair of driving wheels, making the ten-wheel
type.
Not only has this novel wheel arrangement for electric locomotives been adopted,
but the diameter of the driver has been increased to 72 In., and it only remains now to

for the

electric

pettwl of
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locomotive, or

eUe that much

le«» abould be ex-

It.

noticed that almost all of thU locomotive I* above
the sprlngH and that even tho armBtiir»« th«>mwlv<>ii are supported
in the driving
by sprlnga of a jHTiillar d'
<>% York. New
wheel center. In ibUt par.n the Kaxlroad
Haven * Hartford <nKln.'
Oaztttt April 13. I'JOC. At tUul iluie. baU-loue reproductions of
photographs wore used to Illustrate the wheels and quill with its
bosses that enter the pockets. A detail drawing of the wheel is
shown here from which a clear Idea of Its consiruriion can be obtained.
With this arrangement the armature Is not placed directly
on the axle but Is built up on a quill through which the axle passes
with a small clearance all around. The bearings which carry the
field frame are mounted on this quill and from a flange at each
end of the quill round pins project parallel to the axle Into the
pockets In the driving wheel. The torque of the motor Is transmitted from these pins to the wheel through helical steel springs
which are wound with their turns progressively eccentric, and
which are contained between two steel bushings, the smaller of
which slips over the pins, and the larger fits In the pocket of the
wheel. These springs are under compression both longitudinally
and horizontally so that, at all times, they fill the sockets In the
wheel but permit a vertical and lateral motion.
With the heavy armatures thus provided with a spring suspension the frame and superstructure is carried in exactly the same
manner as In Its prototype, the 4-4-0 steam locomotive. That Is to
say. the weight on the driving wheels is equalized between the two
with semi-elliptic springs over the driving boxes and an equalizing
It

will

Ik>

lever between.
As in the case of other electric locomotives, advantage is taken
of the absence of rods to use outside bearings.
The truck resembles the ordinary four-wheeled truck. The load
is carried on a center-plate of large diameter and ample depth of
pocket, and this forms a part of the bolster which rests upon inverted semi-elliptic springs at each side, suspended between flat
equalizers by which the weight is transferred to the boxes. With
the long wheel base of 74 in. that is given to the truck the danger
of flange binding should be entirely obviated and the action should
Already
closely resemble that of the standard 4-4-0 locomotives.
speeds of 60 miles an hour have been obtained in the experimental

work that has been undertaken.

Leading Truck; Pennsylvania Railroad Single Phase Electric Locomotive.

increase It still further to 80 in. to parallel
the standard Pennsylvania construction.
As it Is, the center of
gravity has been carried to as great a height as possible with this
diameter of wheel, and it is thought that, as it stands, it can be
coupled to any number of loromothes of the same character without
any danger of the engine buckling or pushing the track out of place.
It is claimed that, inasmuch as a certain diameter of driving
wheel is needed In order that the steam locomotive may be run
successfully without undue heating, the same rule should hold true

The principal dimensions and data relating to the locomotive
are as follows:
Weight, total
on ench of the four drivers
"
on enrli of th- two pony trucks
"
on cnch motor

1*0 tons
.lO.OOO lbs.
19.i500

72

niniBPtpr ot drivers

Diameter ot
Wheel base,

pilot
total

In.

30 "

wheels
(half locomotive)

"

40.000

20

ft.

7 In.
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Wheel base, rigid
pony truck
Lengtb over bumpers (halt locomotive)
Height of locomotive

7

6
31
13
10

Width of locomotive

Number

of motors per locomotive
H.p. of each motor (one hour rating)
'
(maximum)
•
(cont. cap.)

6

In.

" 2 "
"
"
' 4 "
"
"

4

500
800
37.5

locomotive (maximum)
Tractive elTort of locomotive maximum)
(

(nt 1 hr. rating)
•
•'
•
(at conL cap.
Speed, miles per hr. (at Ihr. rating)
Speed, miles per hr. (at con. rating.)
Voltage on trolley
Voltage on each motor
I

Massachusetts

ft.

3.200
40,000 lbs.
14.700 "
9.200 "
51
61
11,000
V!7.)

Law Requiring

Carriage of Public School Pupils at
Half Price.

The Supreme Court of the L'nited States, in an opinion prepared by Justice Holmes, has affirmed the judgment of the Superior
Court of Massachusetts sustaining a law of that state requiring
street railroads to carry public school pupils at half fare.
The suit
was brought by the Interstate Consolidated Street Railway Company. The decision in substance follows:
This was a complaint against the plaintiff in error for refusing
to sell tickets for the transportation of pupils to and from the public
schools at one-half the regular fare charged by it, as required by
c.
112, Sec. 72.
At the trial the railway comfact, but set up that the statute was unconstitudenied to the company the equal protection of the
laws and deprived it of its property without just compensation and
without due process of law. In support of this defence it made an
offer of proof which may be abridged into the propositions that
the regular fare was 5 cents; that during the last fiscal year the
actual and reasonable cost of transportation per passenger was 3"/„„
cents, or, including taxes, 4'7,„ cents; that pupils of the public
schools formed a considerable part of the passengers carried by it,
and that the one street railway expressly exempted by the law transported nearly one-half the passengers transported on street railways
and received nearly one-half the revenue received for such transportation in the Commonwealth. The offer was stated to be made
for the purpose of showing that the plaintiff in error could not
comply with the statute without carrying passengers for less than
a reasonable compensation and for less than cost. The offer of proof
was rejected, and a ruling that the statute was repugnant to the
Fourteenth Amendment was refused.
The plaintiff in error excepted and, after a verdict of guilty and sentence, took the case to
the Supreme Judicial Court; 187 Mass. 436. That court overruled
the exceptions, whereupon the plaintiff in error brought the case

Mass. Rev. Laws,
pany admitted the
tional, in that

it

here.

This court is of opinion that the decision below was right. A
majority of the court considers that the case is disposed of by the
fact that the statute in question was in force when the plaintifC in
error took its charter, and confines itself to that ground. The act
of Incorporation went into effect March 15. 1901.
The plaintiff in
error was "subject to all the duties, liabilities and restrictions set
forth in all general laws now or hereafter in force relating to street
railway companies, except," etc. * * * The contents of a document may be incorporated or adopted as well by generic as by
specific reference, if only the purport of the adopting statute is
clear.

Speaking for myself alone,

I think that there are considerations
that made it unsafe not to discuss the validity of the reguapart from the supposition that the plaintiff in error has
accepted It. Therefore I proceed to state my grounds for thinking
the statute constitutional Irrespective of any disabilities to object
to its terms.
The discrimination alleged Is the express exception of the Boston Elevated Railway Company and the railways then owned, leased
or operated by It. But, In the first place, this was a legislative
adjudication concerning a specific road, not a general prospective
classification.
A general law must be judged by public facts, but a
specific adjudication may depend upon many things not judicially
known. Therefore the law must be sustained on this point iinless
the tarts offered In evidence clearly show that the exception cannot be upheld. But the local facts are not before us, and It follows that we cannot say that the legislature could not have been
Juptifled In thus limiting Its action.
In the next place. If the only
ground were that the charter of the Elevated Railway contained
a contract against the Imposition of such a requirement. It would
be attributing to the Fourteenth Amendment an excessively nice
operation to say that the Immunity of a single corporation prevented the passage of an otherwise de.^irable and wholesome law.
It Is unneres.sary to consider what would be the effect on the statute
by construction In Massachusetts If the exception could not be upheld.
For, If In order to avoid the Scylla of unjustifiable class
legislation, the law were read as universal. It might be thought

*

•

lation

•
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by this court to fall Into the Charybdis of impairing the obligation
of a contract with the elevated road, although that objection might
perhaps be held not to be open to the plaintiff in error here.
The objection that seems to me, as it seemed to the court below,
most serious is that the statute unjustifiably appropriates the property of the plaintiff in error. It is hard to say that street railway
companies are not subjected to a loss. The conventional fare of
5 cents presumably is not more than a reasonable fare, and it is
at least questionable whether street railway companies would be
permitted to increase it on the ground of this burden. It is assumed by the statute in question that the ordinary fare may be
charged for these children or some of them when not going to or
from school. Whatever the fare, the statute fairly construed means
that children going to or from school must be carried for half the
sum that would be reasonable compensation for their carriage, if
we looked only to the business aspect of the question. Moreover,
while it may be true that in some cases rates or fares may be
reduced to an unprofitable point in view of the business as a whole
or upon special considerations, it is not enough to justify a general law like this, that the companies concerned still may be able
to make a profit from other sources, for all that appears.
Notwithstanding the foregoing considerations I hesitatingly
agree with the state court that the requirement may be justified
under what commonly is called the police power. The obverse way
of stating this power in the sense in which I am using the phrase
would be that constitutional rights like others are matters of degree and that the great constitutional provisions for the protection
of property are not to be pushed to a logical extreme, but must be
taken to permit the infliction of some fractional and relatively small
losses without compensation, for some at least of the purposes of

wholesome

legislation.

the Fourteenth Amendment is not to be a greater hamper
upon the established practices of the states in common with other
governments than I think w.is intended, they must be allowed a
certain latitude in the minor adjustments of life, even though by
their action the burdens of a part of the community are somewhat
increased. The traditions and habits of centuries were not intended
to be overthrown when that amendment was passed.
Education is one of the purposes for which what is called the
police power may be exercised.
Massachusetts always has recognized it as one of the first objects of public care. It does not follow that it would he equally in accord with the conceptions at the
base of our constitutional law to confer equal favors upon doctors,
or workingmen, or people who could afford to buy 1.000-miIe tickets.
Structural habits count for as much as logic in drawing the line.
And. to return to the taking of property, the aspect in w'hich I am
considering the case, general taxation to maintain public schools
is an appropriation of property to a use in which the taxpayer may
have no private interest, and, it may be. against his will. It has
been condemned by some theorists on that ground. Yet no one
denies its constitutionality. People are accustomed to it and accept
it without doubt.
The present requirement is not different in fundamental principle, although the fax is paid in kind and falls only
on the class capable of paying that kind of tax a class of quasi
public corporations specially subject to legislative control.
Thus the question narrows itself to the magnitude of the burden
Imposed to whether the tax is so great as to exceed the limits of
the police power. Looking at the law without regard to its special
operation I should hesitate to assume that its total effect, direct
and indirect, upon the roads outside of Boston amounted to a more
serious burden than a change in the law of nuisance, for example,
might be. T\irning lo the specific effect, the offer of pi-oof was
cautious.
It was simply that a "considerable percentage" of the
passengers carried by the company consisted of pupils of the public
schools.
This might he true without the burden becoming serious.
I
am not prepared to overrule the decision of the Legislature and
of the highest court of Massachusetts that the req\iirenient Is reasonable under the conditions existing there, upon evidence that goes
no higher th.^n this. It is not enough that a statute goes to the
vergo of consfifutional power. We must be able to see clearly that
it goes beyond that power.
In case of real doubt a law must be
sustained.
Mr. Justice Harlan is of opinion that the constitutionality of
the Act of 1900 is necessarily involved in the determination of
this case.
He thinks the act is not liable lo the objection that it
denies to the railway company the equal protection of the laws.
Nor does he think that It can be held, upon any showing made by
this record, to be unconstitutional as depriving the plaintiff In error
of its property without due process of law.
ITpon these grounds
alone, anil Independent of any other question discussed, he joins In
a judgment of afflrmance.
Judgment affirmed. Mr. Justice Moody,
having been of counsel, did not sit In this case.
If

'
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The plans for the Rove tunnel through which the canal from
Marseilles to the Rhone Is to pass have been approved. While not
the longest tunnel in the world. It will have the largest cros.s-section of any.
Its length will be 4^ miles, width 72 ft., height
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46^ ft, and the toul cable eontenu twice that of the SImploa
tunnel. On either tide (here will bv a 6V.--ft. roadway for an electric railway.
The coat la estimated at t6.yOO,000, and the lime
required for Its conatructlon aevan year*.
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The Introduction glvea the

This Uullella la more nearly reprcHentatlve than any previous
laauo, comprising reporta from roads with an aggregate mileage of
211,314, and a total of 2.U14,uti9 cars In service.
The car situation during June was, in general, much easier
than at any previous time during the current year. The home movement of foreign cars continued until the average home cars In
aervUe during this period was 57 per cent, as agalnat 54 per cent,
and 55 per tent., respectively, In April and May; the per cent, of
foreign cars utilized dropping from 44 per cent, and 43 per cent.
In April and May to 41 per cent. In June.
As a rule this condition
would result In a decrease in loaded mileage. However, during June
the shortages were still general enough to permit of the handling
of the homeward movement of foreign cars with a minimum of
empty mileage. As a consequence the per cent, of "loaded mileage"
shows a slight Improvement.
There Is a slight falling off in the "average miles per car per
day" aa compared with May, and also in the "average ton miles
per car per day," with a corresponding drop in the "average earnings per car on line."
Posiilbly the most gratifying feature of this report is the increase in "average tons per loaded car" from 19.8 in April and May
This item has shown a gradual increase since our
to 20.4 in June.
first compilation, including tonnage figures (July-December, 1906),
which is indicative of partial success in the efforts being made to
reduce the wide margin between average loading and average
capacity.

The Increase in average capacity by building large cars is in
the direction of economy, but to secure the full benefit of this economy It is essential that the increased capacity be fully utilized.
With the exception of coal, ore and a few other dense commodities.
It is doubtful if the average loading of cars has followed the increase In capacity. Roughly, the proportion of capacity utilized is
about 60 per cent. Considering that approximately 64 per cent,
of the tonnage of the country consists of coal, ore and other heavy
commodities which should average close to 100 per cent., it is obvious that the loading of the lighter commodities falls far short
of the capacity. Of the numerous causes for this condition, some
are beyond the control of the rdllroads, but there are many which
can he remedied by systematizing the loading and giving it proper
supervision.
The handling of l. c. l. shipments especially is attended with
considerable waste of capacity, and on railroads where this matter
has been given close attention, a great deal has been accomplished
In the way of Improving not only the loading but the movement of
I,,
c. I., business.
The minimum loading provided by the various
freight classifications also has a marked bearing on the utilization
of car capacity.
While the average capacity of freight cars has increased approximately 40 per cent, during the past few years, there
has been little change in the classifications as regards minimum
loading. The recent revision of the olficial classification increased
the minimum on a number of commodities, which action should have
a good effect in the territory covered by the change. A movement
Is uniler way for the adoption of one clasaiflcation for the entire
country. The proposed consolidation would undoubtedly have a
beneficial effect on car efficiency, provided the question of minimum
loading Is given the consideration which its importance warrants.
The committee has Issued DullPtin No. 9, showing car surpluses and shortages on October 16 and October 30, the number of
roads reporting on the 16th being 162 and the number on the later
date only two less. The shortages have reached the maximum since
The shortage of stock cars in the West was severe
last winter.
In the first part of October, but was much improved at the end of
the month. The aggregate of the shortages October 16 was 85,764,
while on the liOth it was 90.757.
West of Chicago the shortages
were considerably smaller on the 30th, but in the eastern, central
and southern states they were decidedly larger, making a net Increase of about 5.000. as shown.
In the central states. Including
the Pittsburgh district, the shortages Increased from about 14,000
The surpluses are small, everywhere, aggregating
to about 20,000.
only about 4,000 in the whole country. The figures are net for
each road and the statement gives no statistics of the number of
cars owned by any road or tlie number on its line. Since the statement was made,

that Is to say, from

November

1

to

November

15,

there has been a marked falling off in the demand of cars, principally on the grain-carrying roads In the middle west.
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oped.

Light Freight Handling by Electric Lines.*

BT
General Manager. Iowa

P.

*

P.

CRAFTS.

Illinois Itallwa.v Co.. Clinton. la.

Although some of the older and slower roads began to conduct
so-called express business several years ago, the freight carrying
field was not entered with spirit until the modern high-speed road,
built on private right-of-way, with heavy construction, was devel-

a

&

a paper read before the American Street
sociation at Its 1907 convention at Atlantic City.
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was then discovered that the interurban could not only

2.
The proximity of other trading centers to the population
served outside of the main terminal, and the railway facilities
tending to attract business away from the main terminal.
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compete with the steam roads and express companies, but that,
due to its frequent and reliable service, it could also develop a
freight business that could not have been developed by them.
Whether or not a freight business will be profitable depends
somewhat upon the following conditions:
1.
The population served outside of the main terminal and its
dependence upon that terminal as a trading center.

Area of Head

Area
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main

line connectlona leading to tbu

arterle*

ability ot luterurban road* to •.•tabllab Joint

rates with tbem.

A

exposition of the third condition cannot be given without
conaumlnc too much time. In xeneral, however, an Interurban road
with proper freight handling and terminal facilities, wblcb ottera
quick and elBclent servlc". togfther with Joint rates with some
trunk line, in competition with other trunk lines operotlng between
competitive points, may reai*oniihly expect a fair division, or a
As stated earlier in this
greater portion, of the frelKht trafflc.
paper, shippers desire the best sorvlce with lowest rates, but, assuming rates to be even, shippers are generully favorable to the roads
which provide good pasHonKer arcommodntlons: consequently tho
Interurban romls reap the reward of frequent iMlssenger service.
OwInK to the sntaKonlstlc attitude of the steam rouds, however,
it is generally ditflcult to establish Joint rates except where competition does not exist between them, unless connection may be
made with some competing road which disregards the pooling or
full

territorial axreements.
I.,et
us trust that the day is rapidly approaching when tho
national and state commissions will lake such action as will Induce
our larger and more powerful brothers to recognize the despised
Interurban.
The progressive and aggressive attitude of the Inter-
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urban uiunuKcrs. if continued, will exert more Influence In that
direction than anything elite that can t>e done.
Interurban freight trafllc may be properly divided Into the following classes:
Stri'tlr light package*, transported only In baggage rooms
1.
ot past"
s, at express rates or
at a fixed charge per
pu< koKired pounds, regardless of class, and generally
termed x.
mess.
2.
Liesa than carload freight transported on fast twgsage cars
at regular freight or special tariffs under regular or special claaslI

.

•

•

flcatlons, generally the former.
3.
A combination of iloss two and the haulage of a few carload shipments dally at regular larlffs and classlQcation.
4.
Kegular carload tariff hauled by steam or heavy electric
fielght loi'omotives at regular tariffs and clasHlflcatlons.
Ur any
combination of the above-mentioned classes.
Depending ui>on local conditions the freight traflic of a road
may be confined to any one of these classes or it may be started In
the first class and grow to the fourth class. As the fourth class
will be discussed in another paper, I will treat only the first three
Classes, particularly the second class.
A freight business of class one may be conducted at small
expense and Is of material assistance In the earnings of a road.
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freight carried consists generally of packages easily transported in baggage compartments of passenger cars, which are
Usually no
usually empty except for a very few trips per day.
extra office force is required, the only expense being for stationery,
books, and possibly a small storage space at the main terminal. In
some cases, when the charges are a certain rate per package,
regardless of weight within reasonable limitations, a proper system
of tickets dispenses with way-bills, expense bills, etc.
Inasmuch as the majority of freight-handling interurban roads
comes under the head of class two, that part of the paper will
probably be of interest to the greater number of managers, so I
shall enter into greater detail in handling the subject.
Interurban roads which conduct their freight business under the
head of class two more nearly approach operating conditions parallel
The ability of the
to the time-freight business of steam railways.
interurban roads to make fast time and to deliver at highways,
farm crossings and warehouse or store doors is an inducement to
either the shipper or the receiver, which assists in obtaining the
business.
Being usually restricted, however, to a narrow car similar in appearance to a passenger car, due to operating over city
streets, an interurban road has limitations of its freight earning

The

capacity.

The profits of such a business depend largely upon the opportunity of the management to secure combined freight and passenger depots at the terminals and in the larger local towns, so that
extra labor in billing and handling at stations may be avoided,
upon the charges of terminal city railways for the right to haul
freight over the tracks, and upon the hour of day when freight
may be delivered to receivers.
Generally speaking, the margin of profit in this class is close
and only careful management will produce a profit, particularly
during the first few months after the business is started. Expenses
must be carefully watched and attractive freight houses and convenient hauling facilities at terminals sacrificed for something
which costs less to maintain.
Damage claims must be very carefully handled, and to that
end it is advisable to adopt some system of billing and accounting
which permits a shipment to be easily traced from its starting
point to the final destination. Some interurban roads have adopted
simple billing systems, requiring only one writing to make the
receipt, way-bill, expense bill and office copy.
Such a system, however, does not permit of proper checking, particularly if merchandise is transported over more than one road.
After an interurban road enters class two, a good local commercial agent is a necessity. The business, consisting of a great
number of small shipments, requires constant development and
care, particularly if competition exists.
A live commercial agent,
who is a good street man, and not a desk man, earns his salary
many times over, particularly if he understands how to deal with
shippers.
The business obtained depends considerably on the personality of the commercial agent.
I fear that many managers, in charging expenses to the freight
business, do not give proper consideration to such Items as additional clerks, printing and stationery, insurance on goods in freight
houses, a proper percentage of the receipts to cover loss and damage, power for freight cars, proportion of track and line maintenance, telephone service. Interest on the freight handling investment, etc. Neglect of these items deceives the manager as well as
his stockholders, and unless receipts grow beyond the safe point the
awakening will be painful and embarrassing.
Perhaps a brief description of the freight business conducted
by the Iowa & Illinois Railway Company may be of Interest as
Illustrating the point brought out in the foregoing paragraph.
We went into the freight business in a very tentative manner. In
fact, it took considerable time for us to decide whether or not
there was sufficient business In less than carload lots to warrant
the purchase of a freight car and the expense of operating a freight
business.
The next grave question was that of rates, and, after considering for some time a reduction of the rate below that permitted by
the Iowa state laws for class "A" roads, we finally concluded to
adopt the maximum tariff and to consider the business as freight
and not exprfsa.
At

our old passenger depot In Davenport served also as a
freight depot, hut within a very few months we outgrew the capacity
of the spare allowed to freight and were forced to take our passenger business to a new location. In Clinton we still have sufficient
space to handle the business, hut within a very few months we will
be compelled to pffk additional storage room.
Immedlntfly upon starting the business, we engaged a commercial agent, and the quick growth of the receipts to the point
where we are paying pxpenscs showed our wisdom In so doing.
Within one year, with on»> freight car engaged In the business and
the use of pnssengT coaches to carry some freight, the business
grew to a gross excefdlng $10,000 a year. During the summer and
fall of 190(1 we were compelled to operate our freight car two
round trips per day for nearly 76 per cent, of the time, and after
first
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the contract with the American Express Company was put into
effect, we purchased and placed in service a trailer freight car, having the same capacity as the motor. The improved facilities which
we have been able to offer shippers since purchasing the second car
have increased the business at a very rapid rate.
We make a specialty, on less than carload business, of beating
the time of the steam railroads twenty-tour hours between Davenport and points on the Chicago & North-Western Railway in the
western part of the state. For this reason we obtain considerable
business which is transferred to that road.
Besides the rush shipments in small quantities of perishable
goods, such as milk, cream, butter, eggs, fruit, etc., from certain
stations are handled in the baggage rooms of the passenger coaches.
We find that a trailer freight car is much cheaper to operate
than a motor, but, of course, it can handle only through business.
It does not seriously delay the passenger coach to which It is
coupled.

When

the freight business was started, we adopted what we
to be a very simple set of forms for billing and accounting, but we soon ascertained that the tracing of damaged and stray
shipments was very difficult, and after carefully looking over the
field we finally adopted the forms used by the Chicago & NorthWestern Railway. These appeared at first to be very complicated,
but a short acquaintance indicated their simplicity and the ease of
tracing damaged and stray shipments.
We make a specialty of rush orders by telephone via our private line. Often a merchant in Clinton who finds himself short of
some particular article telephones to us, and through our Davenport office via the private line, we transmit the order to the shipper
Shipments so ordered are frequently in Clinton
in Davenport.
within two hours from the time we were called up at the Clinton

consMered

office.

At the present time the earnings from this business amount to
15 per cent, of the total gross, and we hope to see it reach 20 per
cent, on the same basis, i. e., while our freight business comes
under the head of class two.
Our transfer business has been developed under heavy steam
road competition at lower rates, for in obeying the state laws we
have been compelled to charge two local rates which are higher
than the rate for the same mileage in a continuous haul on one
road.
The saving of time mentioned above has accomplished that
result.

A
tariff

ment

recent ruling by the,Iowa Railway Commission reduces the
on two locals 20 per cent., and although our receipts per shij)will be naturally reduced, the increase in volume of business

will be gratifying.

This exposition of the freight business as conducted by the
Iowa & Illinois Railway is not made so much to indicate what Is
being done by that road, but is rather intended to Illustrate the
methods generally pursued by interurbans of like character.
An investigation made of a number of roads has brought out
the fact that the average interurban conducting a freight business
pursues practically the same methods described in this paper. There
are of course a number of roads which pursue other methods, and
successfully, too, but in such cases local conditions govern to a
great extent.
The percentage which earnings from freight traffic bear to the
total gross earnings, of course, depends largely on local conditions,
but of those roads which have favored me with statistics, I have
ascertained that these earnings vary from 5 to approximately 40
per cent, of the total gross.
Interurbans which handle carload
business. In addition to the traffic of which this paper treats. In
some cases enjoy gross earnings from freight exceeding those
derived from passenger traffic.
I believe the experience of Interurban railways to this date Is
that such satisfactory results are now being obtained, I am safe In
predicting that any average Interurban railway, the existence of
which is warranted by prospective passenger traffic, can be assured
of a profitable freight business, which within a few years, If not
immediately, will become an important factor in its earnings.

The French have for some time had in operation In their northernmost Asiatic possession, Tongking, a railroad from the sea at
Haifong northwesterly up a river for about 200 miles to the
Chinese border at Laokay. Hoping to draw traffic from China over
this railroad and to ports In Tongking, a company was organized
to build from I.aokay In China further northwest through a mountainous country, a further 200 miles to Yunnan-sen.
The colony
advanced 12'.1. millions of francs, bonds were Issued for 7G millions,
and the stockholders of the company subscribed "'''• millions. This
has all been spent and the road Is far from completion. From 50
to 00 millions more are required. 35 millions of which Is needed
In 1907.
There Is a controversy as to whether the company or the
colony should make up the deficit: but pending arbitration the
money will be advanced by the government. This Indicates that
the whole cost of the railroad will be something like $29,000,000,
or about $145,000 per mtle.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
ments may be retvlved under t^e

rail and water rate for concentration at tbe ports on the date that the rates take effect.

Tbe Erie Canal

On November

the Pennsylvania Rallrcatl had S2.622 (lockboldera. as ajcalnst 49.573 on 0«.-lol:er 1.
ThU la an Increase In 35
days of 3.U5II. or a little more than 6 per cent.

Tbe Individual car owners have a^aln failed to perfect their
proposed orKanlzatlon. a nieetinK .illi-<l tu l>e held at Cleveland hnvInc been so imorly attended that uu action was taken.
•

Tbe su|HTlntendent

of railway mail service at Houston, Texas,
has called ui>on the railroads to remove from the windows of mail
cars all Iron bars which would prevent a man frcm getting out of
tbe car throuKh the window In case of accident.

The State Railroad Commission of I»ul8lana has amended Its
rule com-ernlnK reports of accidt-nt.s. ond hereafter will not require
telegraphic rejwrts except of uiiidents where persons are killed or
erioualy Injured by tbe operation or wreck of a train.
At San Bernardino. Cal., W. A. Basore tt Sons have moved an
lank belonglDK to the Atchison, Toi>eka t Santa Fe. welshing 300
tons.
The tank, used for lo<-omolive fuel oil, is 96 ft. in dlanieter
and SO ft. high. It was moved from the old to the new yards of the
oil

road.

At Easton, Pa., last week %a checks which had been Issued by
the Central Railroad of New Jersey, in consequence of the scarcity of
currency, were iounterfeite<l, and it was said that forged checks
aggregating J8.0i.iO face value had been presented at the railroad
company's
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to complying with the Federal 16 hour law. the
Central has made experimental changes In the runs of
certain freight trainmen.
Men running through from Albany to
Syracuse. I4S miles, are to l»e taken off at Utica. 95 mlle>>. (hough
the trains and engines will be run through precisely as before, not
going Into the yard at Ullca. On some of the trains the crews have
for some time pa.st changed at Little Falls, half-way between Albany
and Syracuse. This practice will be continued.

With a view

New York

The Post Office Department has ordered that until December 25
equipment, supplies and empty mall bags, which for the past six
montlis have been sent mostly by freight, shall be sent In the mall
cars. The order appears to be based on the fear that In the holiday
season there will be intolerable delays in freight transportation.
Some of the Chicago roads are complaining at this action Of the
department, declaring that the additional matter will have to be carThis year's appropriation for the Post
ried without remuneration.
Office Department includes $250,000 for the outside transportation of
the articles above named.

offices.

At Chicago,

last

week, before the Illinois Railroad and Ware-

The Union Paciflc has run a train wire into a business college house Commission, W. A. Gardner, Vice-President of the Chicago *
in Omaha, In pursuance of an arrangement to have the college teach .Northwestern, declared that the present charges for switching in
telegraphers for the service of the railroad. The Atchison, Topeka & Chicago are less than the actual cost of the service.
The hearing
Santa Fe is to open a school for apprentices at the company's shops was on a complaint brought by the Illinois Manufacturers' Associain San Bernardino, Cal.
tion and the Chicago Association of Commerce that switching charges
United States steamer ".Marine" reached Rock Island. III., No15, from Hennepin. 111., completing the first trip through the
recently o|>ened Illinois and Michigan canal. The steamer was met
by a delegation of citizens and by the blowing of whistles. The canal
is 60 miles long, connecting the Illinois and Mississippi rivers.

vember

In the United States Circuit Court at Boston. November 17.
Hollls R. Bailey was appointed receiver for the Enterprise Transportation Company of Worcester. Tlje company has been in operation
for about two years as a competitor of the Fall River Line, running
steamers between Providence. Fall River. Newiwrt and New York.

The new Constitution of the state of Oklahoma went in effect
November 16 and the railroads of the state (which include the
former Indian Territory) are carrying passengers at 2 cents a mile.
The Rock Island announces that it will ask the State Corporation
Commission to exercise its authority to exempt the road from
the law.

The New York

City Railway Company, operating the surface

street car lines In Manhattan, In the year 1904 discharged 3,491 conductors, of whom 3.017 were dismissed for dishonesty.
In 1905
2.448 were dismissed for that reason, in 190C 3.924 and in the first six
months of 1907 2,792. Officers of the company believe that dishonest
conductors pocket about $35 a week each.

A press despatch from Montgomery this week says that the Seaboard Air Line has agreed with the Governor of Alabama to withdraw its suits against the state, brought to contest the legality of the
reduced passenger fares ordered by the legislature, and that on
December 1 it will re<luce fares to 2''?4 cents a mile. On freight the
Seaboard Air Line will make rates on the same basis as those
charged by the road In Georgia.
In the United States Circuit Court at Buffalo. .November 18,
on application of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, a temporary
Injunction w^as granted restraining the Switchmen's Union from
breaking its agreement with the railroad company. The union
threatens to strike If the road does not grant a large Increase of
wages, though Its members are working under an agreement which
does not expire before January 31.

Commerce Commission has issued general authorand water freight tariffs with a provision that they
will be suspended, at the close of navigation, on seven days' notice.
The resumption of such tariffs In the spring must be preceded by ten
days' notice. If a shipment forwarded on a rail and water rate has
to be sent through all the way by rail, the line (or combination of
lines) which accept It at the low rate must pay the difference between that and the all-rail rate. On the opening of navigation shipThe

ity to

Interstate

make

rail

are excessive. "Switching rates are lower than they were fifteen
years ago, taking into consideration the fact that the capacity of
cars has doubled since that time," said Mr. Gardner. "Yet, during
these years the cost and the intricacy of the work has greatly Increased. The payrolls for switching are 33 per cent, greater than a
year ago. but the increase in the number of cars handled has been
only 10 per cent." Mr. Gardner advocated a rate per ton and a classification of freight to apply to switching movement.

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces that shop men working
on repairs will henceforth work eight hours a day. Reductions will
be made in the track forces and in other departments where the
Superintendents have been
business of the road will not suffer.
ordered to suspend men wherever It can be done without crippling
the forces. Similar reports of retrenchment are published concerning many railroads, but few of these reports are given with definiteness.
At Chicago, Slason Thompson, representative of the General
Managers' Association, estimates that 25.000 men have been dismissed by Western railroads. A considerable part of these men were
engaged on new construction, but no information is given to show
how many. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has dismissed 50
mostly in cities off the line of the road. The
Northern Pacific has taken similar action in the Eastern states. The
Erie has dispensed with the services of a number of traveling passenger agents.
freight solicitors,

Mr. Hill on the Financial Crisis.

The following extracts are taken from an address made by
James J. Hill at Kansas City, November 19:
"Perhaps the controlling factor of the situation in this country is
the shock given to confidence in our investments all over the world

and the consequent limitation of credit. Credit is the atmosphere
which inflates the lungs of business, and when it is greatly lessened
business must be reduced in i)roportion or be quietly smothered.
For this reason attacks, not on individual transgression, not on dishonest finance, but upon existing business systems representing the
fabric of society itself, may deStroy by impairing credit what a generation could not rebuild. Political campaigns in many states have
been made on the Issue of a general assault on the integrity of railroad i)roper(y and man.igement. There followed a wild raid in
which over 170 acts more or less confiscatory of railroad property
were enacted by the legislatures of more than a score of states. The
consequences to the transportation system, to railroad construction,
and through these to the price of farm products and to the success
of every form of business have already made themselves felt and
the country shivers under the blow. If such continue to be the attl-
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tude of the public mind there will presently be no power, short o£
a pledge of the credit of the Government itself, able to secure the
funds necessary to provide more tracks.
•Before we again realize a favoring disposition to invest, there
must be a different temper, a larger view of justice, a better appreciation of what the railroads of the United States have done and are
doing as compared with those of the rest of the world, and a settled
policy of fair and reasonable liberal treatment, and protection for the
future.
The duty of the state toward the railroad property, which
should have the rights common to other property, must be considered, as well as the duty of the railroad to the public.
"It is necessary to this end that the operations of our railroads
should be regulated properly by wholesome and fair laws, and quite

as necessary that they should not be regulated improperly. Regulative statutes are now in force of such scope and stringency that no
one denies their efficacy.
"It would be easy so to multiply and add to their burdens that
the confidence necessary to investment would be entirely destroyed
and the development of the country prevented.
"Whether this is a time for new enactments or for a patient,
fair and just enforcement of the laws as they stand may be judged
from the records of the past.
"We have read of a conflict between righteousness and business.
There can be no such conflict unless there Is fraud at the business
end or hypocrisy and cant at the righteousness end. If any man
has done evil, if any corporation is sinning against the laws, let
him or it be punished under the law. But put an end to wholesale
denunciation and wholesale proscription, destructive of all credit
and repugnant to all sense of justice, as well as hostile to every business interest in the land.
"There are but two reasons, actual scarcity of money and reluctance to invest, which overshadow the outlook. Promising enterprises can no longer be financed on any basis consistent with present
rates and conditions.
"The transportation facilities of the whole country are and have
been unequal to its present means. They must be made equal to the
burdens they bear or the country cannot prosper. The railroad men
of this country have a right to be proud of their record, and resent
criticism supported by nothing better than ignorant declamation."
Profit
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On the Truckee-Carson project in Nevada, the government is
spending ?9, 000,000 in reclaiming 350,000 acres. From the Southern
Paoific a branch line has been built diagonally across the newly
irrigated area. Further north, on the border line between California
and Oregon, is the Klamath project. Through this territory the
Southern Pacific is building a line which will eventually run from
Weed, Cal., to Natron, Ore., and become the main line of the road in
place of the present Shasta route. Nearly 250,000 acres of a fertile
soil will be affected by the irrigation work now well under way here.
Railroad Strike

in

India.

Traffic on the East Indian Railway, 2.165 miles long and the
second largest railroad in India, is rapidly becoming paralyzed by
a strike, according to a Calcutta despatch dated November 20. The
trouble began with the European engineers. The most important
section of the road from Calcutta to Allahabad, is tied up and several thousand passengers are stranded at the junction of the road
with the Bengal-Nagpur Railroad. Many engineers in their engines
have left their trains at remote stations. This is an especially serious time for a strike because famine is spreading and there is need
for speedy transportation of relief supplies.

American Blower Company's Exhibit

at Atlantic City.

A view of the exhibit of the American Blower Co., Detroit.
Mich., at the recent convention at Atlantic City of the American
It
Street and Interurban Railway Association is shown herewith.

Sharing by Stock Ownership.

of the United States Steel Corporation will probably
this year get their preferred stock under the profit sharing plan
very much cheaper than a year ago, when $102 was agreed on.
Since the profit sharing plan became operative in 1903, the corpora-

Employees

tion has sold to employees 1.50,496 shares, the present market value
The amount paid for the
of which, at $81 a share, is $12,190,176.
stock was $12,558,445, so that apparently the employees have lost
on paper a little over $350,000; but rebates and dividends received
by employees offset this loss many times over. On Dec. 31, 1906,
there were 15,568 employees who had purchased stock under offers

made by

the corporation.

This indicates that considerable stock

has been liquidated.

The Pullman Company.
Gross earnings for the year ended .July 31, 1907, were $32,186,013.
an Increase of $2,597,371. Operating expenses were $17,388,741, an
Increase of $2,044,000. Dividends amounted to $7,476,878, an increase of $1,556,894. These dividends do not include the distribution of accumulated surplus made in November, 1906. The surplus
The mileage
for the year was $4,149,455, a decrease of $820,619.
of road over which the company operated cars was 195,250, an
passengers
carried
increased
number
of
The
Increase of 4,817.
per cent, and the number of miles run increased 7 per
11
cent.
The company built $37,019,627 worth of cars, an increase of
$9,300,635. At the annual meeting, George F. Baker, New York,
was elected a Director, succeeding Charles S. Sweet, Chicago.
Irrigation In Southern Pacific Territory.

Nearly a million acres of land is being reclaimed by irrigation
along the lines of the Southern Pacific. In the neighborhood of
Yuma, on the Colorado river, 100,000 acres, partly in Arizona and
partly in California, will he served by the canals now building, on
which rapid progress la b<'lng made. Profitable cultivation of this
soil has heretofore been Impossible 6wlng to the destructive floods of
the Gila river. Now this section is being made ready for the settler
by a dam across the Colorado above Yuma, by canals under the Olla
and a system of levees which will protect the territory from
ovprflf)w. The lands saved from destruction by the Southern Pacific's
aurresH in closing the breach In the Colorado are yielding phenomenal crops. Yuma has about 2.000 population. With Phoenix
as a center, another vast Irrigation work, covering 200,000 acres,
Here, as around Yuma, the climate Is favorIs being carried out.

American Blower Company's Exhibit.
it includes the same interesting feature that
attracted so nnich attention at the railroad mechanical conventions
in June
that of a light sphere suspended in the blast from a highpressure blower. It is reported that members of this convention
were no better able to offer a satisfactory solution of the phenomenon
than were those of the previous convention.

will be observed that

—

Inquiry on British Rates.

Now that the long strike agitation in England is satisfactorily
the President of the Board of Trade intends to devote his
attention to another railroad matter of almost equal Importance
to British railroads, and that is the question of rates.
It is his
intention at an early date to appoint a commission, or rather committee, in which will be Included several practical railroad men
to consider, among other things, the whole question of railroad
rates and the desirability of revision on a larger scale than could
conveniently be carried out by the Railway and Canal Commission.
At the same time the pos-sibllity of lowering working expenses by
reducing competition and in other directions will probably be discussed.
It is expected that the chairman of one of the southern
lines win be asked to assist the committee with his long experience in all departments of railroad work, and a leading general
manager will probably be added. Mr. Lloyd-George has been much
impressed with the great waste which necessarily results from such
cases as the working of three competitive routes to Scotland or
four mutes to Manchester. Ilrllish railroad managers will be the
first to welcome any means of reducing this expenditure, which does
not lay them open to the charge of pooling.
settled,
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Taxation Without

The

a

Hearing.

the (ieorgla Supreint- Court. holiilDR valid an
aaie«iim«>l>t of l>nrk lasm for l<-n vf-nr^ ot; iH.tHH) aharea of lh« W«il••rn Itullruuil of Aiatiaiiia. a f":
i.illun, ha* Imh-d D-verued
by Ihf Siiprflin- Coiirl of llic
The deiUlon will up««'t
the laws of niany itlatfH uii tliiiroporty upon which the
ownera fall to make returuH. Tlie WinUTii Ala)>an)a tihari^ were
hold by tne Central of UeorglB and the c;«orfCla Railroad k HanxThey refiitted to make returnii on the
InK Company, an tru«ite«>«.
Kround thiit the Hhare8 of a foreign i'or|ioratlou were not Hiihjerl to
taxation; but taxi>« were ajiaessed and the compunIeK xoiiKht to reMtrulu their collection by clalmlnK dlMirlnilnatlon In that thit Hharea
of dome.stlc coriioratlonH were not (ax<'d, that und<>r the GeorKla
law a heurUiK wan denied them and that the property Itself was
taxed In another Mtate. Tho only que.stion coniildered In the appeal
to the Supreme Court of the I'nited States was whether the Georgia
law providing for a.sKesHment of taxes on omitted property without
hearing was due process of law. The court held that It was not
and that It fell within the Intention of the Kourteenth Amendment to
protect property from such Impairment by state action.
<l«i-i»luii

or

I

;

Indian Railroad Organization.
In consequence of representations made by the Indian Railroad
Board, the Government of India has de.lded on some modiDcatlons
of the control which it has previously exercised over the capital
expenditure of Indian railroads through the consulting engineers.
This control. Indeed, has been of a minute character, and extends
not only to matters of engineering and of expenditure, but to practically all questions, both executive and administrative, connected
with railroad working. The Government now admits the force of
the board's argument that the altered conditions and revised contracts under which the companies now construct and work the railroads give scope for more liberal and elastic methods. The following changes In organization are, therefore, says a correspondent
of The Times (London I, to be brought Into force from January
Certain powers of sanction and administration are to be
1 next.
delegated to the companies" boards, which are to be requested to
entrust their chief representatives in India with a considerable
• portion
of their own powers. Government reserving the right to
re-Impose more detailed powers of control should circumstances
The appointment and duties of provincial consulting
require It.
engineers are to be abolished, except that their work as inspei-tors
will be carried out by officers specially charged with that duty.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Rates on Butter and Eggs Reduced.
an opinion by Commis-sioner Lane decision has been anin the case of the Morse Produce Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul et al. It appeared that the rate on butter and eggs from
Granite Kails, Minn., to Chicago, III., is 56 cents per 100 lbs. In
car load lots, while from Pipestone, Minn., to Chicago the rate Is
miles nearer Chicago. The
4'i cents, although Granite Falls is 41
Commission held under the facts and circumstances of this case
that the .56-cent rate of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul is unreasonable and unjust and should not exceed 4.3 rents per 100 lbs.
In

nounced
ft

St.

Violations of Rate

Law Must

be Substantial, Not Technical.

The Commission. In an opinion rendered by Commissioner
Harlan, has announced decision in the case of Missouri and Kansas
This was a
Shippers' Association v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
proceeding based on an infraction of the long and short haul section and involved reparation for shipments of hay from certain
points in Kansas to Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo. The Commission held that a merely theoretical or paper rate that has not been
used and was unknown lo the defendant until casually discovered
will not be accepted as affording a just basis for an order for reparation on ishipment.t made to an Intermediate point at a slightly higher
The Commission Is essentially an administrative body, and
rate.
in the examination of formal complaints ought to get at the real
substance of the issue presented unembarrassed by technical considerations.

Joint Rates Need Not be Made.

The interstate Commerce Coniinlsslon, reporting on the application of the Loup Creek Colliery Company, of Page, W. Va.. refuses
to order the establishment of a through joint rate where the railroads have not made one. The complainant Is on the Virginian Railway, nine mWea from Us junction with the ChesajX'ake & Ohio,
an<l desires to ship coal and coke over the Chesapeake & Ohio at the
same rates which are paid for shipment from points in the same

^*i3

which are altuated on the C. 4 O. The freight U carriad
atlafactorlly now, but the roada refuae to make through rata*.
The CommiaaloD flnda that the prirea paid are reaaoaable, and that
vlrlnity,

the rate* frnni
dealred or.l
own ahlpi"
rales.

c

It

O

i>oln>w nre >t\*n reationabl*:

that to

'

i

•'

ite

la

make

between

some

the
Ita

of the

Th.-

Coal Rata Uphald.
In the cane ot The A. M. Fellows Coal ft Material Co. v. the
Missouri Paclflc, opinion by Commissioner Clark, the complaint was
dlsmlssod.
It was alleged in this caae that the rate on coal from
a mine at Jewctt. Kan., to Kansas City, Mo., U unjust and unreasonable.
The rei'ord showed that the rate Is the same as from other
mines In the same fleld the same as that on a competing railroad
In the same field
and that It Is fixed In accordance with an established relation of rates on coal from other producing points to the
same market
It also appeared that the rate complained of could
not be changed without dlsturliing rates on coal, not only from other
neighboring mines, but from all coal-producing centers the product
of which Is sent to Kansas City. The Commission decided that
under the circumstances and conditions disclosed by the record
there Is no justification for ordering the rate changed or declaring
It unreasonable.

—

—

Express Rates Ordered

Reduced.

.\dams Express Co. (opinion
by Commissioner Lane) it was shown that the Adams Express Co.
charged a rate per car for the transportation of horses from New
York to Columbus, Ohio, of $200; from Columbus to Kansas City,
In the case of McLaughlin Bros.

v.

The rate per
Mo., $350; from Columbus to St. Paul. Minn., $350.
car from New York to St. Louis is $3(i0: from St. Louis to Kansas
City, $150; from New York to Chicago, $250; from Chicago to St.
Paul, $200. Thus the total charge from New York to Kansas City
when the shipment Is stopped at St. Louis is $450; when stopped
Similarly, the charge from
at Columbus, the total charge is $550.
New Y'ork to St. Paul is $450 when the shipment Is stopped at
Chicago, and $550 when the shipment is stopped at Columbus. The
Commission decided from all the facts presented that the rates west
of Columbus are unreasonable and excessive, and ordered that the
rate from Columbus to Kansas City and from Columbus to St. Paul
shall not exceed $250 per car.
Switching Charges

May

Legally Fluctuate.

The Commission, in an opinion rendered by Commissioner Clark,
has announced its decision on six separate complaints against the
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul by J. H. Leonard and others. Coal
carried by this road to Kansas City was delivered on the lines of
other carriers which assess a switching charge of $3 a car. At
one time the defendant absorbed the switching charge, later discontinued the practice and subsequently resumed it. The complainants allege that as the defendant indulged in the practice and
after discontinuance resumed it that it has committed itself to the
unreasonableness of requiring shippers to at any time pay switching charge and therefore reparation was asked for. The Commission decided that to support the contention of complainants would
be to say that transportation charges must in every instance remain at a fixed figure or be reduced by the carrier at the peril of
being called upon to respond in damages on all charges that have
before that time been collected under the rates so reduced. It was
admitted that there was no discrimination between shippers and
the Commission ordered the complaints dismissed.
Switching Charges Upheld.

The Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Clark, has
announced decision in two cases brought by the Laning-Harrls Coal
& Grain Co. against the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe. It appeared
in these cases that after arrival, and usually after sale, of grain
transported In carloads by defendant to Kansas City, the owners
direct the delivery to points on the lines of other carriers which
assess a switching charge which defendant collects for and pays
The complaints in these cases alleged that
defendant's published rate on grain to Kansas City includes delivery at any point in Kansas City desired by the shipper, whether
on the line of defendant or on the lines of any other carrier, and
that the switching charge is therefore unlawful and unreasonable.
The Commission decided that the law in specific terms provides
that a common carrier shall not be required to give the use of its
tracks or terminal facilities to another carrier engaged In like business.
In the absence of tariff provisions to the contrary, the transportation rate shown in a carrier's tariff on a certain commodity
to a given point is understood to include delivery only to IndusIf a consignee
tries or unloading points located on its own rails.

to said other carriers.
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or owner of the shipment desires delivery to a point located on
the line of another carrier, it must pay the lawful charge for such
service.
The complaints in these cases are of no merit and should
be dismissed.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Storage Batteries.— The Gould Storage Battery Company. New
York, has published a pamphlet which describes and illustrates the
construction of the company's storage battery. Both positive and
negative plates are of the Plante type; that is. pure lead plates
whose active material consists of thin layers of lead peroxide oj
the positive plates and spongy lead on the negative, these layers
The
being renewed by chemical action from the pure lead.
pamphlet goes into the advantages of the design of construction,
describes the preparation of the material and concludes with a
resumd of the general advantages claimed for the battery. It is
illustrated with half-tones of separate plates, of different types of
batteries and of complete installations.

—

Tahes. The October issue of The Valve World, published in
the interests of the Crane Company. Chicago, contains articles on
pipe threading and cutting machines, improvements to hack pressure valves for non-condensing engines and a large installation of
piping for the Calumet & Hecla Mining Company. Among other
articles there is an interesting one on the methods employed by the
Crane Company for taking care of the health of their employees.

—

Storage Batteries. The General Storage Battery Co.. New York,
has issued a pamphlet describing an installation of Bijur storage
batteries at the Johnstown. Pa., works of the Cambria Steel Company. A striking feature is the reproduction of recording ampere
meter charts indicating the comparative fluctuations of current at
the power house before and after the battery was used, showing
the effect which the installation had on handling of high intermittent loads.

—

Steam Shovel News. The October number appears with a new
cover design which greatly improves the appearance of the magazine.
"Steam Shovels on Light Railroad Ccnstruction" is the leading article, and is well illustrated with good half-tones from photographs. A special high-crane shovel for a clay pit is described and
Illustrated at work; there are a number of shorter articles and
notes of interest.

—

Poles.
The John Simmons Company, New York, has published
a folder describing the construction of tubular steel poles and the
advantages of them as compared with wooden poles. The folder
is illustrated with photographs of the 92-ft. steel pole made and
erected by the company on top of the Singer building in New York,
and by drawings of other types of flag poles and fittings.

—

department.
office of

Vol. XLIII.,

Mr. Johnson's headquarters will be in the

No.

21.

New York

the company, 11 Broadway.

J. G. White & Co., New York, recently shipped to Manila, P. I.,
on the steamship •"Croydon" $2.j0.000 worth of locomotives, cars
and construction material for the Philippine Railways Company.

The Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has been
awarded a gold medal for electric generators and motors exhibited
at the Jamestown Exposition.
A second gold medal was granted
for the design and erection of the exhibit.
The Central Inspection Bureau. New York City, has an order
from the Northern Electric Street Railway, Scranton. Pa., for the
inspection of a number of passenger and baggage cars to be built
by the J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Expanded Metal & Corrugated Bar Co.. St. Louis, Mo is
furnishing the reinforcement for the construction of three circular
reservoirs. 100 meters in diameter, for the Potable Water Commission. City of Mexico.
The order is for 2.600 tons of corrugated bars.
.

The United States Engineering Office, through S. W. Roessler,
Portland. Ore., has been in the market for four hoisting engines, in
addition to the three locomotives reported in the Railroad Gazette
Proposals for locomotives and hoisting engines
of November 8.
were opened November

18.

Harry A. Houston.
T. Ryerson scholarship
Association at Purdue

of the

Springfield, Mo.,

won

this year the Joseph

American Railway Master Mechanic's
This scholarship is awarded

University.

after competitive examination.
Mr. Houston, who is 20 years old,
entered Purdue at the opening of the fall term and will take the

course in mechanical engineering.

Net income of the Union Switch & Signal Co.. Swissvale, Pa..
ending December 31. 1907, is estimated at $1,100,000.
The company has about $1,250,000 of accounts receivable and enough
money in bank to meet the payroll for two months. For the nine
months ended September 30. net income, after charges amounting
to $2,930,000, was $853,000. an increase of $125,000.
for the year

Civil service examinations will be held on December 11 and 12
for the following vacancies: topographic draftsmen
on Panama Canal, salary $125 to $175 a month: assistant superintendents of construction, quartermasters' department, at Cheyenne,.
Wyo.. $1,200 a year, and at Fort Sam Houston, Tex., $900 a year:
engineer draftsman, office of the supervising architect, treasury department. $1,600 to $1,800 a year.

of candidates

The contract for the three large skylights for the new national
museum, at Washington, D. C, has been awarded to Arthur E.

New York. Chicago and Montreal, to be glazed on his
Eleven firms bid on the work and
Paradigm skylight system.
The glass roof and skylights
Mr. Rendle's bid was the lowest.
(80.000 square feet) on the new union station buildings at Washington were also glazed by the same contractor.
Rendle. of

Coal and Ash Handling Machinery. Catalogue D of The Jeffrey
A test was made recently by the engineers of the New York
Manufacturing Co.. Columbus. Ohio, illustrates a large number of
Edison Co. at the Waterside station, near Thirtieth street. New
coal and ash handling machinery installations at different plants
York City, of a Westinghouse turbine of 10.000 h.p. capacity. It
throughout the country. There are 56 pages of line and half-tone
consumption guarantee of 15.9 lbs.
engravings which show the general features of the different installa- had been sold under a steam
of steam per kilowatt hour, but the test recorded less than 14.9 lbs.
tions.
per kilowatt hour. This result gained a bonus for the Westinghouse turbine of over $25,000. This steam consumption figures less
Otto Gas Engine Works. Chicago, is distributing a map of

The

Panama canal, including a profile of the canal and a cross-secprinted note gives briefly the final plans
tion of the Culebra cut.
Above the canal map is one showing shipping routes
of the canal.
the

A

of the three Americas.

—

Air-Brakes. Two recent bulletins of the Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis., deal with air-brake equipment for electric
cars.
One of the bulletins is devoted to type 0-B pneumatic emergency equipment and the other to the type J emergency valve for
straight air-brake.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
offices of the Raymond Concrete Pile Co., Chicago
York, have been moved to 140 Cedar street, the new West

The New York

New

and

street building.

The Canadian

Steel

& Wire

the contract for fencing the
ton, Alb.,

Co.,

Hamilton, Ont., has received
Pacific between Edmon-

Grand Trunk

and Winnipeg. Man., about 1,000 miles.

George A. Oallinger, heretofore connected with the Chicago
of the Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, has been
appointed manager of the Pittsburgh, Pa., office at 1210 Farmers

office

Bank
the

building.

W. Martin Johnson has been elected Second Vice-President of
Schoen Steel Wheel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa„ in charge of the sales

than

I'.,

lbs.

of coal per kilowatt hour.

The

Societe Electrique Westinghouse de Russie has nearly finished its work of electrifying certain horse-car lines in St. Petersburg. There have been rumors lately to the effect that the company
has been fined for failure to complete parts of the work by specified
dates.
No such fine has been imposed. The company has been paid
Of the remainder
in instalments, amounting, so far, to $2,400,000.
due, $88,000 has been reserved by the government as a contingent
fine, but the company is confident that this penalty will not ulti-

mately be imposed.
A. L. Whipple. Assisthnt Treasurer of the Curtain Supply Company, Chicago, has resigned, effective November 25, to l>ecome Second
Vice-President of the Telharmonic Securities Company, with office
This company is in charge
at Broadway and 39th street. New York.
of the finances of the Cahill Telharmonic Company of New York.
This company's system of transmitting music electrically consists
of a ntimber of dynamos each generating such a current as will
cause a resonator t.o give out a particular musical note. A keyboard
controls the different circuits, so that by playing on the keyboard,
music can lie produced at the resonator. The company plans to
have central stations in different cities. One Is now in operation
in New York and there are a number of subscriljers to the service,
the installation of resonators and the terms on which they are used
Mr. Whipple has been
lieing similar to that of telephone service.
In the railroad supply business for fourteen years and with the
Curtain Supply Company for nine years. He became intere.sfed in

(

NuvcMBiai
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the Telbarroonlc rompany laat June whll» trying U> have lu mutic
traniimKtrd from New York to .Xilanllr City for the Ma»trr Car

Buildem' ami Maater MechanU-n' onvcntion*.

ToUilo, SI.

I.iiuii

Japaneie

Thp

and

Staal.

rallroailH arp In the marki-t for l.!iOO tonn of IlKht rallH.

ftovernment Im iiatj to hnvo IkiiumI an onler ptTmltllnK tin- tnf entry of 6.0OO tomi of ralU from IlunHla for llnM
belnn built l.y the Southern Pacinr In .Mfxli o.

HV»/rr(i

OBITUARY NOTICE*.

In

J.

Brown, Treanurer, has rexlgned.

I),

.MIsslsiiilppI

in

leave of absence.

—

Burlington A (Juint-y. H. W. Hamm. Trainmaster at St.
Joseph, Mo., has been appointed Superintendent at Centervllle,
Iowa, succeeding J. P. Boyle, resigned.

dle«l

1862.

—

t( Albany.
J L. Truden h.i« been appointed Acting Superintendent of the Albany divUlon. with office at Springfield. Mass..
succeeding to the duties of Charles FIrtb, who has been g.ven

Seale,

He went

10 sohuol at

the East Mis-

sissippi Tnlverslty at Columbu.s and l)OKan railroad work In 187.'>
aa a mesacnger boy on the Mobile i Ohio. He worked as telegraph
operator, agent and train despati-her until 1881, when he went to
the CInrinnatI Southern, where he was in the offlic of the General
Manager. The next year he went to the Texas & Pacific as chief
clerk to the Superintendent and in 1S83 spent a few nionthb In the
Western I'nlon Telegraph and the Associated Press at New Orleans.
He then returned to railroad work as a train despatcher on the
Southern Pacific and soon went to the .\labama Great Southern
In 1886 he returned to the Mobile & Ohio, being
aa chief despatcher.
made Trainmaster. Two years later he was appointed Assistant
Superintendent, and in 1890 was made Superintendent at Jackson,
Tenn. In 1899 he was appointed Superintendent of Transportation
and three year^ later went to the Southern with the same title.
He was later appointed Manager of Transportation, and in the spring
of the present year was advanced to the office he held at the time
of bis death.

Chicago, Rock Igland <( Parifir.^E. S. Moore has been appointed
Assistant Superintendent of Terminals at St. Louis, Mo.

—

Internalional d Orral Xorlhrrn. E. E. Johnson, Assistant Superintendent at Mart. Tex., has been appointed Su|)erlntendent at
that place, succeeding C. J. Larimer. reslgne<l to go to another
company. J. D. Whittington succeeds Mr. Johnson.

Knnnas City Southern.

rnnvrnlinnK and regular meeting' of rnilmmt rnnrenll
engineering societies, etc.. nee advertising page 24.

(lalr» nf

—

J. P. Splvey. chief clerk to the Superintendent of Transportation, has been appointed Superintendent of
Transportation, with office at Kansas City. Mo., succeeding
F. S. Rawlins, resigned to go to the Northern Pacific.

Lehigh V alley.

—

J. N. Haines has been appointed Inspector of Transportation, succeeding G. B. Minshuil. promoted.

Meriran Central.

—C.

T.

Norton has been appointed Superintendent

of the Coahuila & Pacific division, with office at Saltillo. Coahlla.
succeeding E. R. Walter, resigned to go to another company.

Oregon Short Line.
y.'.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(for

—

rliieago.

Manager of the Nortnern and liastem dlson November H. A few days before.
he had a .'iroke of paralysis at Salisbury. N. C. and pneumonia
develojH-d while he was being taken to Washington.
Mr. Seale was
born

Piu-itlr.

lioHlon

Mr. Staat was 30 years old.
Southern.

Manager, ha* be«u moved from

Operating OfHeara.

Slaat. Aiulstant General Frelitbt Agent of the Chicago.
Indlanapolitt t Louisville, died on November 13 of aiipendlrltU.

Newton

ofBce of O. H. Roiis, Second Vlce-

.KU.bnma Ureal Huulhern.— i. W Kv.in>. .MiiHler Mechanic, baa been
appointed Superintendent, n«IiIi oltice ut Birmingham. Ala., nirceoding R. E. Boswell. resigned to go to the Seaboard Air Line.

N.

Jea8«

— The

Toledo, Ohio, to Chicago.

.Mcxl.-an

tricta of the

W. BIckle

Traffic

a H'cf.'rrn.

nud General

Pre«li|cnt

Iron
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the tbird beinK H. S. P. NlcboU. S. D. Lloyd and H.
have bven appointed Ajialiitant General Sollriloni.

— See

Union

Pacific.

—

Louix d Kan Franrisro. F. D. Hahnskeen has been appointed
Trainmaster at Sapulpa, Ind. T.

—

d Brazos Valley. F. J. Norris has been appointed Trainmaster of the Dallas and Fort Worth branches, with office at
Teague, Tex. Patrick Owens remains Trainmaster of the rest

Trinity

of the road.

Canadian Society

of Civil

Engineers.

At a meeting of the mining section Nov. 21. a paper on "Chrome
Iron Mining in Canada," by Henry F. Strangways, B.A.. was read
by the author.

At the section meeting In Philadelphia November 21, a paper
waa presented by Dr. AUerton S. Cushman on the "Corrosion of
Iron and Steel."

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.
At the meeting of this club in the Monongahela House, Noveman address on "Car Wheels," illustrated by stereopticon views,
George L. Fowler, of New York.

22,

will be given by

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Traffic OfTlcera.
W. M. Kirkpatrick. General Freight Agent of the
Pacific.
Atlantic division, has been appointed General Freight .\gent
of the Ontario division, with office at Toronto. Ont.. in charge
M. H. Brown remains General Freight .\gent
of through traffic.
H. E. McDonnell. General Freight
in charge of local traffic.
Agent at Nelson. B. C. succeeds Mr. Kirkpatrick. with office
W. C. Bowles, Assistant General Freight
at St. John. N. B.

—

Canadian

succeeds Mr. McDonnell.
Pacific division,
of the
the
.\gent
of
Freight
H. Smith. Assistant General
Cential division, succeeds Mr. Bowles, with office at Vancouver.
B. C.
W. H. Robertson succeeds Mr. Smith, with office at Winni-

Agent

G.

peg,

Man.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Ann

Arbor.

— See

Detroit, Toledo

California Railroad Commisxion.

&

Ironton.

— A. M.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Alabama

Wilson has resigned.

d E(Ulern.—T\)e authority of the following officers of the
Oregon Railroad & Navigation has been extended over the Cor-

Curvalli.i

M. J. Buckley, (Jeneral Superintendent; J.
vallls & Eastern:
F. Graham, Superintendent of Motive Power; R. H. Miller, General Freight Agent; William McMurray. General Passenger
Agent; R. Koehler, General Purchasing Agent, and G. \V.
Boschke, Chief Engineer.

Great

Soulhei'i.

Arbor.
i(

— The

\ai

it/ation.

— See

Corvallis

& Eastern.

department has been reorganized, so that
instead of a General Counsel, a General Solicitor and three
Assistant General Solicitors, there are now a General Counsel
with three assistants and a General Solicitor with two assistants.
G. S. Patterson and P. B. Prince, heretofore Assistant
General Solicitors, have been made Assistant General Counsels,

Pennsylvania.

legal

— See

this

OfTlcera.

company

Operating

under

Officers.

—

Cr.ncdian Pacific. A. L. Hertzberg. Engineer of Maintenance of Way.
has been appointed Division Engineer of the Ontario division,
with offi(e at Toronto. Ont.. succeeding J. M. R. Fairbairn. who
has been appointed Division Engineer at Montreal, Que. The
office of Engineer of Maintenance of Way has been abolished,
and its duties will hert>arter be performed by F. P. Gutellus.
Assistant Chief Engineer.

—

Detroi:, Toledo d Ironton. George K. Lowell, General Manager, has
been elected Vice-President of this company and of the Ann

Oregon Uailrnarl

Mr. Whit-

Short Line's road from Green River to Ogden. Utah.
ney's headquarters are at Ogden.

Franklin Institute.

ber

—

W. E. Whitney, Superintendent of the Denver union
Pacific.
station, has been appointed Superintendent of a new division
consisting of the I'nion Pacific line from Rawlins. Wyo.. to
Green River, now part of the Wyoming division, and the Oregon

Union

Chicago d Bnstcni

Purchasing Agents.
See Chicago. Rock Island &

Illinois.

—

Pacific.

Chicago. Rock Island d Pacific— J. M. .McCarthy, chief clerk in the
General Purchasing .Agent's office, has been appointed General
Purchasing Agent of this company and of the Evansville &
Terre Haute and tlie Chicago & Eastern Illinois, effective December 1, succeeding F. P. Jeffries, resigned. M. E. Towner
has been appointed Assistant to E. L. Pollock. Vice-President
In charge of the purchasing department.

Eiansville d Terre Haute.— See Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific.
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Special Officer*.
Pennsyltania. R. H. Newbtrii, As.sistant Superintendent of the
insurance department, has been appointed Superintendent of
that department, succeeding Hugh B. Ely. deceased.

The Mexican Railway, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
June 7, is considering the purchase of six chair cars, six first class
coaches and six third class coaches, for which they were reported

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

The State Railroads

of Chili are

the market for 60 loco-

in

motives.

The Chicago if Xorth-Wcstern.
chase of 10 locomotives.

it

is

said, is considering che pur-

in the market.

—

IsEux, P.\. The Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh has plans
ready for a number of freight and passenger stations at important
points on its Pittsburgh extension. The work is to be started this
winter.

—

The Florida East Coast did not recently order 12 locomotives
from the American Locomotive Co., as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of November 8.

Ottawa. Oxt. The Ottawa Electric Railway, it is said, will pay
part of the cost of the proposed viaduct on the Richmond road.

The Hocking Val'.ry. according to press despatches, has reserved
space with the American Locomotive Co. for 10 switching and two

made

passenger locomotives for 1908 delivery.

road has plans made for putting up a combined station and office
building to cost $100,000. R. H. Sperling, General Superintendent.

The Pittsburgh, Shawmut <f Northern has not ordered 10 freight
locomotives and two passenger locomotives as reported in the Railroad Gazette of November 15. and it does not expect to do so this

for putting

Va.mouver.

—

The Michigan Central,
up a new roundhouse here.

St. Thojias. O.nt.

B.

C.

— The

it

is

said,

has plans

British Columbia Electric Street Rail-

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

year.

Rio Grande, as reported in the Railroad Gazette
The Denver
November 1, has ordered 28 simple consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives from the American Locomotive Co., for January and February, 1908, delivery. The specifications are as follows:
Gemral Dimensions.
Consolidation
Type of locomotive

New

i(-

of

Weight, total
Weight on drivers
Diameter of drivers
Cylinders
Kadial stay
Boiler, type
working team presssure

number

of tubes
material of tubes
diameter of tubes
length of tubes
Firebox, length
.

:

.'

220.000 lbs.
1B2,U00 "
57 in.
23 in x 28 in.
extended wagon top
200 lbs.
3G4
Charcoal iron
2

material
grate area

—

in.
In.

p.

4it sq. ft.

Ilentint; surface, total
Tanit capacity
Coal capacity

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Although President Ripley recently announced that improvements to be made by this company
were to be curtailed, according to reports from Texas, engineers
are still at work on final surveys for the proposed cut-oft to be
built from Brownwood, Tex., northwest to Texico. N. Mex., about
300 miles. (March 15, p. 379.)

8,000 gals.
14 tons
Special Equipment.

Wcstinghouse
National-Hollow

Air brakes

Brake-beams

Tower
Simplex

Injector

Paxton-Mitchell
Paxton-Mltehell
Coale
Ilanlon

rod packings
Valve rod packings
Safety valve
Sanding devices
I'iston

—

Ballixger & AniLEXE. This company, it is said, will let contracts this year for building its proposed line from Ballinger, Tex.,
north to Abilene. 55 miles. W. J. McDaniel. Chief Engineer, Ballinger.

Nathan

Sight-feed lubricators

Kallway Steel-Spring Co.
Midvale
Standard Steel Co.

Springs
Tires, driving wheel

Wheel centers

394.)

—

.1,028

Couplers

Baton Rouge, Hammond & Eastern.

CAR BUILDING.

Billings

The Pere Marquette has asked bids on
The

Detroit, Toledo

<t

1,000 box cars.

Pacific has been receiving bids on

some

flat

40-ton

tank cars.

The Boston
equipment.

if

The Chicago,
cellaneous cars.

The Chicago,
box, gondola and

Maine

is said

Rock Island
Rock Island
flat

if

market

for passenger

Pacific is asking prices on 30 mis-

Pacific

has been asking bids on

cars.

The Chicago, Indianapolis
eral

if

to be in the

hundred box and gondola

<f

The Coney Island
J.

G. Brill

if

Louisville has asked bids on sev-

Brooklyn has ordered 10 electric car bodies
but the trucks and motors have not yet

Co.,

been decided on.
order the 1,000 steel coal
cars for which they recently a.Hked bids, as reported In the Railroad Gazette of November 8.
to

York. Ontario d Western has postponed Us proposed
order for 10 passenger cars, on which It asked bids, as reported In
the Railroad Gazette of October 18.
.Veir

The Zancsville if Western, according to press despatches, has ordered .ion drop bottom coal cars of 1 00.000 lbs. capacity from the
Ralston Steel Car Co.. for December delivery.
The Virginian RniUrny.

understood, will not for the present
llailmnd Gazelle of November
that the company will soon buy eight .specMal lars.
It

Is

htiy 100 coal rar«, as leporlci. In the
15.

but

It

Is .laid

— See

Illinois Central.

Great Northern.

— See Great Northern.

—

Canadiax Northern. This company, it is said, has graded 30
miles on a line which is projected from Saskatoon, Sask.. southwest
to Calgary, about 300 miles. This line is eventually to form part of
a through line between Calgary and Ft. Churchill on Hudson Bay.
Connection is also to be made with the line under construction
north from Etiomanl, Sask.

—

Canadian Pacific. Officials of this company at Vancouver are
reported as saying that bids will at once be asked for clearing and
grading 48 miles of the Esquimault & Nanaimo extension from
Nanaimo, B. C. west to Alberni. (Aug. 30, p. 247.)
Surveys are rei)orted being made to extend the Manitoba &
.Northwestern from Sheho, Sask., northwest to Quill L!»ke. ap|)roxImately, 62 miles.
Chicago & Southern Traction.

— This

company.

It

Is

said, re-

cently finished an extension of its road and the line Is now In operation from Chicago. III., south to Kankakee, 65 miles.
The line is
eventually to be extended southwest to Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. An officer writes In reference
proposed line from Frannie, Wyo., northwest, to Fromhurg,
some surveys have been made, but there is no
Immediate prospect of the comimny building the line.
(Nov. 8,

to the

The Grand Trunk has decided not

The

—See

cars.

The Tonopah <f Tidcira'er recently ordered three chair car.=i,
one baggage car and one smoking car from the I'ullmnn Comp.tny.
from the

& Northern.

Brandon. Sask.\tciiewan & Hudson's Bay.

Ironton has asked bids on box and

cars.

The Canadian

W. Va.

ASHCROFT, Bakkrsville & FoRT George. Application will be
made at the next session of the Dominion Parliament for an extenThe line is prosion of time to start work on this proposed line.
jected from Ashcroft. B. C, north to Fort George, about 300 miles.
Eberts & Taylor. Vancouver, B. C, are the Attorneys. (March 15,

I.t ft.

108

Etc.

—

F. S. Landstreet, Davis,

"
Ka'/t
Wortii steel

width

Incorporations, Surveys,

AixEGiiEXY Coal Raii.uoad. Incorporated in West Virginia, with
office at 1 Broadway. New York.
The company proposes to build
a line from the Baltimore & Ohio near Fairmont. W. Va., southwest through Marion, Harrison, Lewis and Gilmer counties to Glenville. 65 miles.
The incorporators include Harry Smith, Baltimore;
V. Hanmann. G. M. Dodge and A. Lerinsohn, of New York, and

Mont., 35 miles, that

P.

572.)

("row's

Nest Soi thern.

— See

Great Northern.

—

CuMiiKRLAND RivKR & Na.siimlle. Rights of way have been
secured and work. It Is said, will at once be begun by the Montlcello
Construction Co.. of which J. H. Shearer Is President, for building
till' .section of this proposed line
from TotevUle, Ky.. on the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, southwest to a point 15 miles
beyond Montlcello. The line Is to run from Corbln. Ky.. southwest
to Nashville, Tenn.. 160 miles.

Dakota &

(iiiFAT

Northern.

(April 19.

— See

p.

564.)

Great Northern.

NinCMUUi
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Rio GKA.<«ue.— The work of double-tracklnx the ISaxle
River Caoyon on the main line uf tbl« road, Jiul weal of Leadvllle.
Colo., U nnUbiH]
Tho i-oiitnirlor?<. thf I'hilllpa Coiutructlon Company and O'Uara. rommcn<-e<t work aliuut a year ago. The new
»e<-ond track, built throuKb the narrow canyon, cost more than
Dr.'vvrm

ft

flUO.OUU a mile to conalruct. In thv flvc mlleit there are three tunnel*, with a toUl leuKth of 800 fi^et. bvInK lUO. 3U0 and 400 feet,
respectively. There are Ave Hteel lirldices with Holld concrete floors.
The new line, which la to be used for the eautbound or uphill haul,
reduces the ^rade from 3.3 per cent, to 2 3 per cent., and the curvature Is also Kreatly lessened.

10, p. 395.)

EsgriMAULT * Nanaimo.

— See

Canadian

Pacific.

—

Great Northern from Aneta, N. Dak., northwest to Devils Lake. .57.72
miles, was opened for trafllc; also an extension from Thome. N. Oak.,
northwest to Dunselth, 7. CI miles, and the extension from Berthold.
X. Dak., northwest to Crosby, 89.09 miles. The line from Walhalla.
N. Dak., north to the International boundary, 5.35 miles, where connection Is to be made with the Midland of Manitoba, Is to be opened
this fall.
The Dllllngs & Northern from Armlngton, Mont., southeast to I.>aurel, 194.29 miles, has Rrading about two-thirds finished,
and tracklaying was started last May. Up to June 30. 17 miles of
track had been laid.
The Brandon, Siiskatchewan & Hudson's Bay from the international boundary north of St. John. N. Dak., north to Brandon. Man.,
69.45 miles, has been opened for traffic.
The Midland of Manitoba
from the international boundary north of Neche. N. Dak., northwest
to Portage la Prairie. Man.. 77.01 miles, has been opened for traffic,
and the line from the international boundary north of Walhalla,
N. Dak., to Morden. Man., 15.54 miles, is to be opened this fall.
The Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern and the Washington & Great
.Northern have been opened for operation from Midway, B. C, to the
international boundary near Molson, Wash. (V.. V. & E.). 28.89
miles, and from the international boundary near Molson to Orovllle.
Wash. (W. & G. N.), 27.82 miles. On the section from Oroville west

and from that place

Devils

work now In
I.jike, N. Dak

ides:

ill's

HiitAUio

k

NoRTiicASTCB.N.

boundary at Chopaka (W. & G.
to Keremeos, B. C. (V., V. &

tracklaying has been finished.

The

V., V.

&

E.

I.s

.\.), 20. G4 miles,
E. ). is, 20 miles,
also building from

the Pacific coast east to meet the line building west from Keremeos.
On this section work is under way from Cloverdale, B. C. east to
Abbotsford. 26.25 miles. The V., V. & E. and the Victoria Ferry &
Railway Company is building a low-grade line from New Westminster, B. C, south to Blaine, Wash. The portion of the line from
New Westminster to Olivers, 9.80 miles, is being built by the V., V
& E.. and from that place to the international boundary north of
Blaine, 11.32 miles, is being built by the V., F. & R.
Work is under way on the Crow's Nest Southern, building a
24-mile extension from Fernle, B. C, north to the mines of the
Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company at Michel, B. C.
To facilitate the handling of iron ore, a line h:is been built from
Kelly Lake, Mich., southeast to Fernioy, 23.40 miles, which was
opened for traffic in September. An extension l.t;7 miles long of the
Stevenson mine spur has been flnished. The company also built
from Neche. N. Dak., .G4 miles, to a connection with the Midland of
Manitoba at the International boundary. A new line from Schurmeier, .N". Dak., south to Grand Forks, permitting the abandonment of
the old line between these places and giving a more direct connection with the new yards at Grand K'orks, was built. The extension
of the Brown's Valley branch In Minnesota to Lake Traverse, 1.92
miles, was put in operation last year.
'ine following work has been flnlsheil or is nearing completion:
New terminals. Including buildings and six miles of yard tracks, at
Casselton, N. Dak.; similar work, including 11 miles of yard tracks,
at Devils Lake, N. Dak.; also at Grand Forks, including 10 miles of
yard tracks, and a 25-stall engine house at St. Paul. Minn. Grade
reduction work between Minneapolis, Minn., via Wayzata, Willmar
and Breckenbridge to Aneta, N. Dak. A number of smaller stations
and buildings were also put up during the year. About three miles
of sea wall has been built, and 4';. miles of double-track laid between
Everett, Wash., and Seattle. The net increase in si<Ie track mileage
during the year, not including the tracks on new lines under construction, or opened for operation during the ycjir, was 132.13 miles.
In addition C.44 miles of side tracks were laid In connection with
the Seattle piissenger station, and track material for Hi miles of extensions to logging si)urs near Solway and Akeley, Minn., were furnished by the company. During the year the main tracks were relald
with 8r>-ll). rails on 377.8G miles, and with 70-lb. rails on 45.87 miles.
Several changes in the location of lines at various points have been
made to improve the allnement, aggregating 9.41 miles. During the

— See

National ot Mexico.

—A

statement te ma>le that the present plans
for the construction of the Baton Rouge, Hammond k Eastern proRouge,
jected from Baton
I^.. east to Merrill. Miss., about 170 miles,
call for building the line from Baton Rouge east to Covington.
65 miles, as rapidly as the work can be done. East of that place
(June 14, p. 878.)
there will be nothing done at present.
IU.I.NUIH Ckntrai.

OacAT N'oRTiiERN. The report of this company for the year
ended June 30. I9ii7. shows that durlnK the year the Dakota A

to the international

Second main track between
Kerry, between Everett. Wash.,
and itallurd, the latter luiliidlUK the i-uniplellon of the sea wall. The
erection of terminal buiiillnKs and enlargement of yards at Kelley
I.jike, Minn., and at Allouez. WU.
A new yard Is being built on the
bay front, 8u|ierlor, Wis., for coal trafHc, preparatory to bulldlns a
new elevated line for an entrance Into Duluth, Minn., over the Dulutb
'
line
and Su|)erior bridge controile<l by the company. .\
over
at Albany. Falls. Idaho, includes putting up a new
.ilso
the I'end d'Oreilie river. A new dock and grain w.i:
to be put up at Everett, Wash., and timber bridges are tu U: replaced
with steel structures aggregating 2,900 ft.
of the

•

—

This cotiiiiany Is applyEkii:. 1.<>mm>> k Til.wiMuiui (Kikitkii ).
InK for an extension of tliiu* fur the coiistruition of lis line already
route
projected
Is
from
I'ort
Hurwell. Ont., northauthorized. The
west to I..ondon. 40 miles, with a branch east to Tllsonburt;, 15 miles.

(March
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year the company rHplnr«>t wooden and Iron bridges and trestles
" M.? ft., and 5,429 ft. of Oils.
Some
with steel bridges, ur.

IL1.1.N01S

Traction.

— The

SL Louis k Staunton has been

Incor-

porated, with office at Champaign, III., to build a line from the main
line of the Illinois Traction at Edwardsvilie. Madison county, northeast to Staunton, Macoupin county, 20 miles. The St. Louis k Northeastern, a subsidiary of the Illinois Traction, now operates a line
G. N. Mattla,
between these places. The Incorporators include:
W. H. Carnahan, R. H. Watson. Jr., B. M. Bramble and C. Zille.

Lehigh & Lake

Erie.

— See

Lehigh Valley.

LEHiiiH Vai.i.ey.— The I>ehigh & Lake Erie, a 10-mile doubletrack terminal line in Buffalo, is finished. The line has not yet
been opened for traffic.

Ma.mtoua & NoBTHWESTKR.v.

—Work

— See

Canadian

Pacific.

under way on the Manzanillo extension, repairing the damage caused by floods last summer. About
10 miles of grade and track were washed away.

Mexican

Centiiai..

is

— See Great Northern.
— Contracts are reported

Midland of Manitoba.
MissoiRi Pacieic.

let to L. J.

Smith, of

Kansas City, Mo., at $1,500,000. for ballasting with gravel the tracks
of the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern in Arkansas and Louisiana.
It will require eight months to finish the work.

—

Nationai. of Mexico. Plans, it is said, have been made to extend the Hidalgo & Northeastern from Beristain, Hidalgo, northeast to the port of Tuxpan, on the Gulf coast, about 125 miles.
It is said that the Government will carry out extensive improvements to make a deepwater harbor at Tuxpan.

New York Ckntiwl & Hidson Ri\t.k.— The New York State PubService Commission. First district, has begun legal action to
condemn the rights ot this company on Eleventh avenue in New
York City. This is in pursuance of the law under which the company's tracks in Eleventh avenue, used mostly for freight, will have
to be taken up and rebuilt either above or below the surface.
lic

New York & Stamford (Ei.eitric).— This company, which operates a le'i-mlie electric line from New Rochelle, N. Y., northeast
to the Connecticut state line, has been granted permission to doubletrack its line in Larchmont. Rye and Portchester.

—

Northern Pacific. It is expected that this company will soon
contracts for piercing a tunnel from the Narrows to the water
When this work is begun, it is said, confront in Tacoraa. Wash.
tracts will be let for the new $500,000 passenger station.

let

—

Ontario Roads (Electric). A franchise has been granted to
build an electric line from Cobalt, Ont, north to Haileybur.g. about
five miles. The line is eventually to run south from Cobalt to the Silver
Queen mine and north from Haileyburg to New Liskeard. Judge
C. M. Stone, of Cleveland. Ohio; M. J. O'Brien, R. J. Fitzpatrick and
Frank Latchford, ot Ottawa, Ont., and T. Fitzpatrick, of New Liskeard,
are Interested.

Oregon & Washington.

— See Union

Pacific.

— See Union Pacific.
— See Union Pacific.
Readinh. — Bids are wanted December 17 at the

Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company.
Oregon Short Line.
Philadelphia &

ot W. Hunter, Chief Engineer, Philadelphia, for grade crossing elimination work on the Philadelphia, Germantown & Norristown, as follows:
Contract No. 5. Masonry, trestle and embankments from south
side of Berks strett to tile south side of Susquehanna avenue.
Contract No. 7. Similar work from south side of Susquehanna
office

—
—

avenue

to

Broad

street.

Contract No. 8.— Bridges from Berks street to Broad street.

6
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—

Vancouver, Victoria

—

Victoria Ferry

Conlract No. 14. Masonry, embankment and paving for yards
between York street and Cumberland street.
Contract No. 26. Temporary engine yard at Wayne Junction.
St.

Louis & Staunto:?.

St. Loiis,

— See

—

San Antonio & Aransa.s Pas.s. Plans are reported being made
by this company to lay heavier rails on its road from San Antonio,
Tex., east to Houston, 239 miles.

— H.

Manager

B. Moore, General

of this
company, is quoted as saying that in the last year the railroad built
four miles of track to a connection with the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe. and also built six miles additional, for increasing the ter-

minal

Texas City. The road now has connection with
entering Houston from Galveston.

facilities at

all lines

—

Tus(AKAWA.s Vali.ev TRANSIT & PowEii Co. Uudcr this name a
to build a line from Canal Dover, Ohio, north
and Bolivar to Canton, about 25 miles.
The line may
eventually be extended from the proposed southern end at Canal
Dover southwest via Coshocton to Columbus. The promoters' names

company proposes
via Zoar

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

Atlantic Coa.st I.im;. The Directors have decided not to take action on the annual dividend on the common stock until some
time in December, when a special meeting will be called. The
company has been paying 6 per cent, on its $47,537,600 common
stock for the last two years.
The New York Stock Exchange ha.'? listed $383,000 .additional first consolidated mortgage .50-year 4 per cent, bonds,
making the total listed $43.524,0iii). The additional bonds were
sold to pay for new rolling stock.

—

Boston & Maine. Gross earnings for the three months ended September 30. 1907. were $11,607,602, an increase of $388,446; net
earnings $3,541,722, an increase of $188,287. The surplus after
charges was $1,293,507. a decrease of $141,007.

are not given.
Unio.v Pacific.

— This

company recently opened

a

new branch

to coal mines on its Colorado division at St. Vrain which may
eventually be extended north to Fort Collins. Double-tracking work
is in progress on a large section of the road through Nebraska and
Wyoming. The double-track in operation and on which work is
under way is shown in the following table:
-Tracks

Cniinrll Bluffs. Iowa. |o
Add'fl tracks. 13lli St.
S. O. & W. R. It.

l.'iili

St..

DiMible,

Second.

in

under con-

oporatlon.

struction.

Single

Omaha.
limits

to (Inialia city

I-ane to Valley
Valley to Hen'ton
Benton to Coliimhiis
Columbus to Silver t'reck
Silver Creek to Lockwood
Lockwoml Ihrougli Grand Island to Alda
Alda to liudi

'.

.

.9

—

Chicago, Indianapolls & Louisville. Millett, Roe & Hagen, New
York, are offering at 111 and interest $50,000 refunding mortgage 6 per cent, bonds of 1947. being part of an outstanding
issue of $4,700,000. This offermg of an underlying long term
bond secured by a direct mortgage lien at a price to yield 5.35
per cent, is an illustration of the present low prices for railroad securities. These bonds sold at from 128 to 137 in 1906.

—

Chicago Union Traction. A modified plan of reorganization has
been approved by Judge P. S. Grosscup and Professor J. C.
Gray and the reorganization committee has asked the holders
of the securities of the different street railway companies in
Chicago to deposit their holdings on or before November 25
under the terms of the new plan.

to Watson's
lianrh. Neb., to Archer,

in this

Watson's
Archer to Ituford
Buford to Ilermosa
Ilermosa tri Laramie
Laramie to Lookout
I»okout to Ilanna
Ilanna to Hawlins
Rawlins to Wamsiilter
Wamsuitei- 10 I'oint of Rocki
Point of Ko.ks to Rock SnrinKs
Rock Springs to Green River

Uanch....

Wyo

io.i

36.7

'35.3
'iV.9
iT.l)
'

2 7.

'49.3
'

•

3i).'J

41.4
j--'-'

2G.2
13.9

The Oregon Short Line

is

making

for 25 miles.

(Oct.

4.

p.

is

extending

of tibout six miles.

—

1907,

—

Pere Marquette. The meeting to approve the reorganization plan
has been postponed to December 9. (Nov. 8, p. 574.)

—

Pontiac, Oxford & Northern. The sale of this road under foreclosure has been ordered by the Circuit C^urt. but pending an
appeal to the Supreme Court no date for the sale has been set.
The road runs from Pontiac, Mich., to Casevllle. 100 miles, and
has bee:i in the hands of a receiver since March, 1905.

—Gross earnings for

the three months ended Sepwere $34,254,658, an increase of $5,740,151; net
earnings, after taxes. $10,062,657, a decrease of $743,623.

Southern

Pacii-ic.

tember
its

branch from Elgin. Ore., east to .Joseph, 63 miles. From The Dalles.
west to Portland. 88 miles, the company has been at work for
the past year reducing the heavy grades and the worst curves and
Improving the track; about $1,500,000 is now being spent on this
work. The longest stretch of straight track l)elween The Dalles
and Portland on the present line Is about two miles. On one of the
improvements now under way. that between Troutdale and Bonneville, 17.48 miles, the rediiciinn in curvature will nmount to 1,454
deg. 51 min.
The amount of bridging Is also being greatly reduced
between The Dalles and Portland, where five years ago there were
7Vj miles of bridges there Is now but about half a mile. Terminals
have been bought at a coat of nbout $20,000,000 and a considerable
amount of the right-of-way has been sncured for the proposed Oregon
& Washington, projf'cted from I'nrlland. Ore., north to Tacoma an<l
Seattle, aljout 2.'!0 miles.
This line will cost about $15,000,000. Announcement Is mado that work Is to be begun next month at Tacoma,
Wash., on an 8.700fl. tunnel to have two tracks for this line. The
cost of the tunnel will be about $3,000,000.
(Nov. K>. p. 665.)
Announcement Is made that this company will build a 20-mlln
branch from Rock Springs. Wyo., north to extensive coal flelrts.
There are nl.so to be three or four laterals, with a combinrd length
Ore.,

30.

40."?.)

The Oregon Railroad & Navigaticn Company

last

Gross earnings for the six months ended June
were $1,986,162, an increase of $237,833; net earnings,
Net income, after charges,
$870,594, an increase of $58,782.
was $635,801.

18'2.;i
189.7
improvements in Salt Lake

City to cost $1,800,000. About 2.5 miles of sidings, a freight house
600 ft. long, and a passenger station to cost $300,000 are being built.
A new branch is projected from Sugar, Idaho, on the Yellowstone
Park branch southeast to coal fields at Victor, below the South
Fork river, about .50 miles. Work is also under way building a
branch from Huntington. Ore., at the junction of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.'s line, north along the Oregon-Idaho state
line, following the Snake river, to be built eventually to Lewiston,
Idaho. This line will probably form part of a through transcontinental line: 59 miles of the line has boen authorized and grading

column

Mexican Railway.

T74.S

Total

—To

President Harahan's circular letter mentioned
week, Stuyvesant Fish replies that the fact
that the personnel of the management has ^o far not been
changed and is considered eSicient is gratifying to him, since
these appointments were made under his administration.
He
says that he is making the contest not because the present
condition of the Illinois Central is alarming, but because he believes that domination by the Harriman interests will result in
future changes which will hurt Illinois Central stockholders.

Illinois Central.

13.7

.

Buda through Kearney

Is finished

— See Great Northern.

—

—

Southern Utah. This company, it is reported, will soon let
contracts for building its proposed line from Price, Utah, on the
Rio Grande Western south about 20 miles to Miller creek. L. P.
Elliott. Chief Engineer, Salt Lake City.
Te.xas City Terminal.

—

Side Belt. Work has been started by this company, rebuilding the Banksville branch, which is to be extended later to
Washington county, where the Gould interests own extensive coal
The rebuilding of this line is thought to be the first step
lands.
toward the development of the Washington county property.

West

Missouri Pacific.

No. 21.

& Eastern. See Great Northern.
& Railway Co.mi-any.— See Great Northern.

Washington & Great Northern.

— See Illinois Traction.

Mountain & Southern.
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Electric. This company has declared a semiannual dividend of 2 per cent, on its $1,700,000 capital stock. The annual
The company
rate had been 10 per cent, for several years.
owns all the street railways, 36 miles, and electric lighting
plants in Tampa, Fla., and Port Tampa.

Tampa

—

Gross earnings for the three months ended September 30, 1907, were $21,192,742. an increase of $2,493,242; net
earnings, after taxes, $8,415,452, a decrease of $898,236.

Union PACiric.

Warash.— The New York

Stock Exchange has listed $416,000 addirefunding and extension 50-year 4 per cent, bonds,
making the total listed $24,366,000. These additional bonds
were issued in exchange for debenture "B" bonds and the Stock
Exchange has authorized the listing of $584,000 more as issued
from time to time in exchange for debenture "A" and "B" bonds
lip to July ], 1908.
tional

Y(

first

Railways Company.— The Governor of Pennsylvania has approved the merger of the electric railways in York county under
the name York Railways C-ompany. The new company will
have $5,000,000 capital stock and will assume $3, 431. 001) lionds
W. F. B. Stewart, Y'ork, I'a., is President.
of the old companies.
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week in January.
one week, however, was swallowed up In
the gains of the other three weeks so that this month showed an
Except for these four weeks In the winter of 190,5 gross
Increase.
earnings have shown an increase up to this month In every week
since July. 19u4.
In the fourth week of that month. 45 roads reported a decrease of 4.35 per cent., and in the third week 49 roads
showed a loss of 1.54 per cent. In gross. For July, 1904, as a whole.
this

125 roads reported a decrease of 5.35 per cent. In gross earnings.
Thus, the weekly figures, though for a much smaller number of
roads, are typical of the trend of earnings throughout the bulk of

No

figures of course are available for the

It

is

29.

190"

gross earnings can go before it begins to reduce net In the same
proportion or faster is a question which the experience of the next
six months will go far to answer.

THE WANING SUPPLY OF HARDWOOD

IN

THE UNITED

STATES.
An apparently well founded guess as to when the hardwood supply will be exhausted has some interest both as an incentive to the
development of substitutes and to planting and reforestization. The
Forestry Bureau gives us some facts, some estimates and some well
founded guesses. Heretofore we have had treatment by the bureau
of the timber supply as a whole and not separating the hardwoods
as it has done in this Instance. In the past the center of hardwood
supply may be said to have been in Ohio and Indiana: the far western states produce so little, that the quantity is negligible. At the
present time the Ohio-Indiana supply, so easily accessible, has been
exhausted and west of the Mississippi river the only sUtte that need
be considered as a producer of hardwoods is Arkansas, which
furnished about seven per cent, of the whole amount cut In the
United States in the year 1906.
Of the hardwood trees cut Into lumber, the production In 1899
was 8.6 billion board me:isuie feet. In 1906 this cut was reduced
15.3 per cent, to 7.3 billion, although the wholesale prii-es of hardwood lumber advanced from 2a per cent, to 65 per cent. It is plain,
therefore, that the decrease of production was due to a waning supply.

off.

November

A small falling off
breathing space in which to strengthen
all these different factors In railroad efficiency and straighten out
difficulties whose settlement has been brushed aside by the one
How far the decrease in
urgent necessity of moving the traffic.

Now that it is a fact that gross earnings
Important to consider the effect of this change.
depends
entirely on the extent to which earnings
What this will be
In many ways a moderate falling off In gross would he
decrease.
a relief and an advantage. One great reason for the rapid rise in
operating expenses during the past year was the increase of traffic
One year of congestion and strain had been
beyond facilities.
piled on another until the tracks, terminal facilities, locomotives,
cars and most of all perhaps the men, both employees and officers.
continuous decrease.

070

in gross earnings will give a

to

;

66tt

News

were overburdened by the continued pressure.

For October only 56 roads have reported to the
Chronicle, these showing an Increase of 5.91 per cent. In gross. In
September 118 roads showed an Increase of 9.71 per cent, following
gains of 12 per cent. In August (121 roads) 14 per cent. In July tll6
roads); 14 per cent. In June (121 roads); 18 per cent. In May (121
roads), and 21 per cent. In April (118 roads). The April Increase
followed a gain of 9 per cent, in March and was the high-water
mark of the present year. Since then there has. been a steady and
current month.

867
668
868

Consirucilon

FiiiDAV,

of 3.39 per cent. In gross earnings for the second

are falling

M7

<i4!t

of

month, and for the month as a whole 117 roads reported a decrease
Forty-seven roads reported a decrease
of 3.01 per cent. In gross.

the country's railroads.

083

ibltuary

Hallriin<l

lt:illroad»

This is the first
a decrease of 1 80 per cent.
decrease so reported since the fourth weeii of February. 1905, when
50 roads reported a decrease of 6.30 per cent, in gross earnings.
Gross earnings decreased In each of the last three weeks of that

in

:

I14'J

.M.

«-"<l

.

African

Chronicle, showed

loss

.

S ECT I OS

Flections and .Appointments
far HulldlnB
Hallroiid Strndures

At last the flnanctal disturbances and threatened industrial
depression which have for some time been showing their effect
by reducing the percentages of increase of railroad gross earnings
have brought aliout the tlrst actual decrease for over two years and
a half.
For the second week of November the gross earnings of
42 railroads, as summarized In the Commercial it Financial

The
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The

UKtin production

Is

now

In the

Lake

stiites.

especially in

Michigan ami Wisconsin, the lower Mississippi Valley and In the
slates containing portions of the Appalachian mountain ranges.
There is little hope for successful reforestization of lands adaptable to agricultural or other purposes, and this consideration disposes of any hope for other than sporadic reforestization in the
Lake states and Mississippi Valley. The Forestry department bein the
lieves, however, that there is a chance for successful work

Green mountains, the Alleghany, the Blue Ridge and minor ranges
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in the Appalachian group.
The present lumber cut of 7.3 billion
board measure feet is probably less than one-third of the amount of
hardwood cut and used; for the records do not include the amounts
cut for railroad ties, poles, piles, fence posts and fuel based on the
measured cut, the guessed cut is therefore 25 billion board measure,
or a trifle more than 3 billion cubic feet a year.
The amount of standing hardwood is also uncertain, but there
are a number of reasonable bases for estimate, and the highest esti-

mate

50 billion cubic feet.

is

ance.

On
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we of course have just had the high
did not have then or, at least, not in anything

the negative side

finance which

we

But of late high finance has had some awful
and disciplinary jars which ought to give it a quietus for a good
while to come. On the same negative side we have the state and
federal attack on capital mixing innocence and guilt in its assault
But is not experience now beginning to teach also federal and state
authority its sharp lesson to be driven in yet deeper when the
At the present rate of cutting, there- courts, on the one hand, and popular sentiment on the other, relike the

same degree.

sponsive to the pocket nerve, begin to get in their work? On
supply will be exhausted in about 16 years.
chance of reforestization with a view to malcing a the positive side the contrast with 1873 is cheering. There has
constant supply of three billion cubic feet a year, the Forestry de- been, to be sure, vast shrinkage in railroad values. But the finanpartment has made estimates by counties in the Appalachian moun- cial trouble has not focussed on the railroads in anything like the
tain ranges south of Pennsylvania, and less accurate estimates in same measure that it did in 1873 and after; it has hit them not
the mountains of Pennsylvania, New York and New England, and as inchoate ventures half born or newly born but as going
finds that there are 75 million acres primarily adapted for hardwood concerns with earning power often very high and not even yet
timber and having little or no value for other purposes. Most of much diminished; it has struck at a single branch of railroading,
this has been more or less closely cut over, but its reforestization is the financing of improvements, not at the original values; and
not considered diflicult. The careful studies made by the depart- the losses in such financing have fallen in a large number of cases
ment in East Tennessee show that under protection from fire and on the underwriters, not on the railroad corporation. The long
with good management, such lands are capable of producing 50 cubic trail of railroad receiverships that began so quickly in 1873 has
feet of hardwood per acre per year and these figures applied to the not begun now nor is there the slightest probability that it will
75 million acres in the Appalachians would make a possible annual begin at all. Even dividends remain almost entirely unaffected.
production of between three and four billion cubic feet. Of course, The fundamental conditions of the two periods of "liquidation"
at the beginning of the undertaking the maximum production would are different all the difference, in fact, between railroad stability
and railroad infirmity and their relative power in resisting adverse
not be reached.
The Forestry department estimates that at the beginning the market prices.
One can go farther and point out other disparities between the
average production would be 10 cubic feet per acre, increasing gradually to the estimated 50 cubic feet per acre per year. It seems "liquidations" of 1873 and of 1907 in their bearing on railroad inprobable, therefore, that if active steps were taken now by this vestments as well as others. The protective high organization of
Government to so make permanent its hardwood supply the product conservative capital at the later period might, for example, be conwould soon keep pace with the demand. There is a wide difference trasted with the looser and less effective organization of 1873 as
between constructive and destructive governmental enterprise. A well as differences in the character and size of the national prosman does more good, but attracts less attention when he is hoeing perity. But such broader reasonings are needless. That liquidation of 1873 as a starting point of time and reaching through the
potatoes than when he is killing snakes.
painful years in railroad affairs which followed, finds in 1907 a
railroad condition not only not analogous but. intrinsically, almost
THE LIQUIDATION IN RAILROADS.
exactly the reverse. A few months, perhaps weeks, will set forth
the fact in clearer terms of railroad stability.
It is a good time now when the word "liquidation" comes up
so often in the vocabulary of stressful finance to recall brietly, for
comparison and contrast, some of the phenomena of the panic of AN EQUIPMENT ACCOUNT FOR EACH CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE.
1873 and the long strain which followed it for several years. That
Equipment accounting is a subject of particular interest at this
long crisis, it will be remembered, had its origin in railroad finance
and, in one sense, "high" finance, though of a different, less malig- time because the rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission
nant and less culpable type than the high finance of to-day. High covering this department of railroad accounting are still under disin time to be put in force to
finance then was simply a kind of honest craze for railroad over- cussion and are soon to be decided
cover the year beginning July 1, 1908.
The Baltimore & Ohio's
building.
It was only in a limited way speculation.
It was still
lees stock watering.
And it was not in any noteworthy degree stock system of keeping a separate account with each locomotive and
manipulation, recapitalization, holding corporations and other re- car is therefore of interest. A debit and a credit account Is opened
This is done in books
cent devices of control. Municipalities shared in the frenzy of rail- with each individual unit of equipment.
road construction and inflated ideas of its local benefits, and put I8V0 in. X 24 in. of 150 folios each. Each "folio" represents two
the dollars of the taxpayers into railroad projects only to see the facing pages, so that when the book is open on the desk the space
dollars swept by the board and the obligations imuried by 'loan occupied is 18i/„ in. x 48 in. The left-hand page is for the debit and
Four such books are
aid" bonds remain and many of them remain unto this day. Still the right-hand page for the credit account.
used for the individual record of locomotives and GO for the indiit was generally cash and not water that went Into the unwise
vidual
passenger
and
freight
record.
car
railroad enterprise.
It was the railroad project, not the railroad
Each page contains in three parallel columns space for the recsecurity that, In the up-to-date adjective, was "undigested."
But the results were profoundly disastrous. As It was the ord of 50 cars, so that each book of 150 folios contains the complete
The debit page shows the
railroads that brought on the 1873 crisis so it was the railroads debit and credit record of 7,500 cars.
that felt Its brunt. Other and normal symptoms of general finan- number of the car, the month, day and year on which It was put
cial contractlon^tlght money, trouble in banking Institutions, re- In service, the builder and the original cost; these each in parallel
The last column shows the cost and character of bettercession of business were apparent enough; but It was upon rail- columns.
roads that the hardest shock fell and among the railroads that the ments; which, for passenger cars, are listed under eight heads, as
follows:
Brakes, couplings. Westinghouse air signal, heating aplongest and widest swath of calamity was cut. The shock came
very suddenly and at a time when ever so many railroads were paratus, vestibuled, capacity Increased, number of wheels, lighting.
This side of the account
either under construction or had barely passed that stage. They There Is a further column for remarks.
were unfinished or had not reached a period of earning power and records the existence of the car, Its cost and the kind and cost of
had also, at that Initial staue, been Incompletely financed. Hence betterments applied.
The credit account, on the right-hand page, records for the
the sequel in receiverships, for? -loaures and reorganizations on a
^eat scale attended with heavy losses in junior railroad securities same 50 cars Individually the month, day and year on which put
and often In senior securities also. And It took years to "liqui- out of service, how this came about, the book value of the car
date" and set the crippled ronds on a bedrock of solvency during a ("amotint In rolling power"), how this amount was credited and
painful process of cure In which the roads which were "going" a <olumn for remarks. The credit side, therefore, records the going
concerns had to suffer too.
out of existence of the car, the amount at which It stood In the
It Is from history with Its parallels and contrasts that we best
equipment account and the name of the account to which this
learn.
When we apply that "liquidation" experlcncp heglnnlng In amo\int Is credited. Each page has a recapitulation al Its foot, of the
the autumn of 1873 with the situation now. almost exactly a third cost or value items of the 50 cars recorded on that page.
of a ci-ntiirv Inter one findx poiin- impnrlnnt elements of reassurWillie It Is not pretended by the company that this individual
fore, the

As

to the

—

—

—

—

—

—
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record r»pre««Dtji the actual value of Mtrb car baaml oo a ml perccDlBKf of annual depreciation, It I* found valuable because It
reiulu In bnvInK a pretty accurate knowlodse and neceasitAtea contant and canful checking of the equipment, a process of which
there can hardly be too much In keeping Irnck of the rolling stock
of a large iiystem.
The Individual record was established at Ibe
time of the financial reorganization of the company. At that time

the equipment wuh

much overvalued and
The company had an

!!««.»..

headings, each on a separate Un*:

the records were In un-

..LI

Csplisl vslue sa of
Inrrcasc Id tsIoc by rbsnge of risss.
'^"' »<i>''P'n»'" ""Uwi
Kfiulpmrnt <-rrun>-"U«lT n-porlcd "Out of 8er»le«" now brought back.
i»,tterm»ni« spulled
Total,
From wblrh ibould b« drduried
Iwducil.ioi by rraaon of cbsngr of cUn.
Equipment put "Out of Service" by reason of sale, wreck or eondcmaa-

«L

run down and Insufflclont for ItJi needs. At the time of the reorganlzatlon a revaluation of the equipment was made and the IndlTldual record establUhed on Uie bauls of this revaluation
For a
time the locomotlv»«8 and cars stood In the equipment record at this
„
....
.
or.
r«Talued tlKure
In the case of new cars, at their original coit.
Then the rompany begun to burden operating expenses with cost
Since that time the amounts charged to operating
of replacenu-nt.
,

.._.,,.

.

•xpenses for depreciation, and as credit to equipment account beeaiis« of locomotives or cars put out of service, have been dlatributed among the Individual cars and locomotives.
This is a
process which cannot be done with exactness.
In practice It is
done largely according to the Judgment of the man In charge of
the record, which Is guided by the principle that the older the car,
the more It will naturally require of the depreciation expenditures,
Dividing the total amounts set aside for depreciation and because
of destroyed cars, among the different cars Individually, the total
of the Individual record agrees with the monthly summary of depreclation charges.
.-Vlthough this is an arbitrary process, the
individual record has to be carefully checked over in doing it.
which means Increased watchfulness over each unit of equipment,
It is not always realized how difficult it Is to keep track of
80,000 to 100,000 cars scattered over the 400,000 miles of track on
the continent of North America. The individual equipment account
helps to do this because the men in charge of the record (which
is kept in the motive power department) check once a month with
the men in the office of the superintendent of car service who keep
the record of car movement. This is done in order to keep track for
the individual car record of cars which have for one cause or anAll cars which in this monthly check
other gone out of service.
between the two departments are found not to have moved for a
month are at once traced by the car service department. Thus the
individual book-keeping account for each locomotive and car serves
as an added check on the transportation records.

As the individual record is entirely too detailed to be used for
getting a general view of the changes and the condition of the equipment as a whole, these facts are summarized In a monthly statement
covering the whole rolling equipment. This is printed on a sheet
in. X 19 in., on one side of which is a summary of the individual
physical changes in the equipment and on the other a summary
of the result of the changes in the value of the equipment during

6*1

"KepUcemenl"), lb« third for Chansea la Bqulpmvnt (Q«n«ral
LedKer Account— "Equipment Kenewabi"). and the founb a totAl
of the tbr<-<- prevlou*.
A* tbuH revised, the Interstate Commerea
Commission headings of "depreciation" and "renewal" are kept
separate.
In the left-band margin under each class of equipment,
Including the two kinds of freight cars, there are the (oUowinc

satisfactory Mbape
Indicated profit and loss
credit balance of about $5o.oi>0.ouo. but Un rolling sto«k was badly

_.

:

,,oo

Moothiy dcprrrlailoD
Total dtdartlona,
•'*'*

This

'"'»'.

summary

of the changes In value of the
equipment during tbe month as the statement on the other side of
the same sheet Is a summary of the physical changes during the
same period. By the three parallel columns for Capital Value,
iJepreclaiion. aiid Changes in Kqulpment, a complete record of the
changes In value as distributed among these three separate accounts
is kept.
The fourth column gives tbe total of tbe other three. Thus
on the two sides of one sheet can be summed up all the changes in
number (physical) and in value (financial) of tbe entire equipment
of the Baltimore & Ohio system.
These two summaries combined with the individual locomotive
atid car record form a complete detailed showing and at the same
time a clear and understandable record of the condition, value and
changes in the equipment. Keeping the individual equipment
record on the Baltimore & Ohio takes the whole time of
two men at a cost of $175 a month, or $2,100 a year. As the
books in which the record is kept are so ruled as to give three or.
at a push, four lines for each locomotive or car, the books will last
There is nothing automatic about this system. It
fo^ many years.
^°^ °°t ensure an accurate record of the value of each locomotive
O"" f'^'", nevertheless it records the life history, makes re-inventorying
o"" corrections easy, and the results when summarized in totals by
classes of equipment are likely to be much more accurate than when
The fact
records by classes are the most detailed that are kept
that the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania both keep such
''^'^°^^^ °^ ^^''^ locomotive and car is some proof of the value of
^uch individual equipment accounting,

as complete a

is

=
Train Accidents

in October.i

24

...

the month and period from the end of the last fiscal year. Both
J
...
,
,
Statements are summarized under
the four general classes of equip••
«ment: locomotives, passenger equipment, freight equipment and
work equipment. In the value statement these four classes are
,

•

,

<.

I

summarized In totals.
Under the summary

of physical changes, each of these general
separated into the individual kinds of equipment. Locomotives, for instance, are divided as passenger, freight and switchIng each with a further division for narraw gage, and electric
Passenger equipment has IS subdivisions, freight equipmotors.
,„
,o
.
J.
n-w
.
.
sub-divisions.
and work equipment. 42
The separate
colment. 40.
each of these accounts are as follows:
"On hand
umns opposite
•^•^
month," "Built," "Rebuilt,"
19...," "Bought during
"Change of class," "Put out in error now brought back," "Total
additions." "Total to be accounted for," -'Put out of service,"
"Sold." "Change of class," "Total deductions." "On hand
" a.-Uh n further column
10
fnr remnrls
therefore is
U a
inis, tnereiore.
remarks. This
19
With a runner enliimn tor

Classes

is

.

,

.

,

•

—

,

complete summarized record of all equipment changes during the
month. If more detailed Information is wanted it can at once be
found by turning to the Individual record.
The statement of changes in value during the month and period
This has
Is called a monthly balance sheet of rolling equiiimcnt.
recently been revised to conform to the tentative rules of the InterIn this
State Commerce Commission for equipment accounting.
statement freight-train equipment is divided in two groups, wooden
cars and steel cars. Opposite the clas.ses are four double columns,
one-half of the column for the month, the other half for the period,
The first is for Capital Value (General Ledger Account-"Equlp.
ment"), the second for Depreciation (General Ledger Account

Our record of train accidents occurring on the railroads of the
United States in October, 1907. includes 14 collisions, 14 derailments
»"1 three other accidents, 31 accidents in all. This record is
not "^
published in full except in the cases of the few accidents which
.
•_ .i,„
,,
„ „» i„„.
.,»iii.i»...
instance rfour- collisions
prominent in
the present
^^g especiallv
^^^ ^^^ ^j^^,. accident. The record of -ordinary" accidents-which
tg^^j includes, for our present purpose, only those which result
in fatal injury to a passenger or an employee or which are of
is given at the end in the
special interest to operating officers
shape of a one-line item for each accident, showing date, location,
In this tabular statement
class and number of deaths and injuries.
itaUcs are used to indicate the items concerning which details are
Siven. This record is based on accounts published in local daily
newspapers, except in the cases of accidents of such magnitude
„
,.
.
,.
.„ „.»„j » i„.i.».. „» i„„„i,„ »„ ,>,„ ...11../V..1
that it seems proper to send a letter of Inquiry to the railroad
^,
manager.
^.jjg record for October shows no collision or derailment of

—

,

—

—

.

re

ke

«

Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
Rear coIIIbIod.
Butting roliuion.
SB at crosslnga or In yards. Where only on* trato
Other collisions
la mentioned. It is usually a case of a train running into a suo*Ing car or cars, or a colllalon doe to a train breaklns In two oa a
;

Broken.

5.

dri ....'.'.".' Defect 'of 'roadway.
Defect In car or engine.
eq
'.

'.

;

;

Snf'.; ii

S"^,,;:

ma

obatructlon.

'.TinforeiK-en

;^;^;,^''i"e',"a?ll„^

,„„eh (negllgenc

of eDslnemau or .lr>al»..).

Mlsnlaced switch.

track or misplacement of awltck.
JiaileefV.'.MaMc'ionB
Kiploslon of holler of locomotive on road.
boiler
Cars burned while running.
Are
o°bstr'iictlo°n'''of

raaa
ri^-'^eck

i-One or

Passenger train.

wi^ly^oV p^^'Py
more passengers

'

les^'roK'dTy^'S're."'''"^^

killed.

^
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startling magnitude, and in this respect October is the lightest
month of the year, thus far. January had the Alta Vista collision
and February the Williams-Bridge derailment; March, Colton. Cal.;
May, Honda, Cal.; July, Salem, Mich., and September, West Canaan,
April and
N. H. June had the Hartford collision, killing eight.
August were free from cases causing more than six fatalities, and
in the present report the maximum appears to be three.
Perhaps the worst case in October is the collision at Rudd. N. C,
The only report which has been published
on the seventeenth.
concerning a cause is that it was due to a misplaced switch opened
Press despatches
by the front brakeman of a freight train.
say that this brakeman had been on duty for 23 hours without
The
sleeping, but this is a statement which lacks confirmation.
facts will probably come out in the government report.
The collision at Chicago, on the 19th, is peculiar in that
Engineman Cushing. an experienced runner, had with him, as pas
senger on the engine, another runner of experience who testified
that Cus-hing was at fault for overrunning a signal, having taken
his fireman's word for it that the signal indicated "all right." The
collision occurred not far from the terminal station and the trains
were running at very moderate speed. It occurred at 7 o'clock
in the evening, a westbound passenger train running through a
crossover and striking an eastbound train on the adjacent main
track.

The collision at Leiters Ford, on the 25th, ail'ords an illustraA freight train entering
tion of lax discipline in block signaling.
a side track broke in two before it had fully cleared the main line,
but the block signalman, who was unable to see the whole of the
train, a.^sumed that it had cleared the main line when it had not.
The collision at Dallas. Tex., is notable as being the fir.st train
accident in the history of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway
The passenger train was
in which a passenger has been killed.
Only one of them was fatally
filled with about 1.000 excursionists.
being
an engineman and a
injured, the other two fatally injured
fireman.

Near Fontanet. Ind.. on the 15th, all of the windows in the cars
a passenger train of the Cleveland, Cincinnati Chicago & St.
Louis were broken by an explosion at a powder magazine, four
miles distant. The explosion destroyed a village, killed 20 or more
persons and injured several hundred others.
of
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Date.
2.

Koad.
Boston & Main»

Worcester.

be.
xc.
h-.
xc.

*

Pennsvlrania

tI7. Knulhern
l.S.

l!i.

20.
21.

I*ere

Riverside.

re.

Uudd.

be.
xc.

Marquette

Palms.

rhir. a XorthWetfn. .Chicago.
C. C, C. & St. Louis. .New Carlisle.

xe.
xo.
be.

Marlon.

2.-|.

Erie
Krir

2."i.

Kalamazoo & Mich.

Leiler's Ford.
.Langsville.
2i;. Texas * Paelfle
Baird.
t27. Mo., "Aon. d 7Vxri«. ... Dallas.
.

Kind of

Accident.

Place.

12. L.
X.. St. L. & S. F.. Pratt City.
Trov.
12. Xor. fential
12. Chlr. & .Viirih-Westn.. .Marquette.
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re.

xe.
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be.
be.
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P.
P.

&
&

Kt.
Ft.
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r-reported—
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Inj'd.
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Kt.
P"t.
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Ft.

Ft. & Ft.
P. & Ft.
P. & Ft.
P. & P.
P. & Ft.
P. & Ft.
P. & Ft.
Ft. & Ft.
Ft. & P.
P. & Ft.

1
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1

ii

1

ii

1
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2
1
1

ii
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1
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1

20
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2
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Date.

H.

Mo.. Kan.

17.

Flushing.

Islanrl

lA>n(j

.Nonhern pHclfic

I.t.

Place.

Ito.nd.

2.
7.
8.
!.».

&

I'hila.

•2C.

2

mr.

1

.

.

Fe

& Ohio

Wabash
I»uls.

27.

New

Pass.

loos.'

Ft.

b,

Pass.

a..-. <>l)st.

:!

Savage Creek.

Ft.

1

fi

Klondike.

Pass.
Pass.
Pasa.
Pass.

spr. rail.
spr. rail.

1

2

iinx.

1

.

1

O

unx.

b.

truck.

7
4
1

ArchlrntM.

Kind
.

1

(
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Place.
.

;f

IS
12

washout.

Nehasanf.

ICoad.

1

brail.
row.

Central of (ieorgia
Kevnolds.
l.'i.
C, C, C. ft St. Loula. .Fontanel.
•19. Erie
Crown Point.
12.

(I
I

Fl.
Fl.

llllirr

Date.

mil.
flnnRe.

o

Pass.

Bloekton.
...

..Iisl.

Kveretl.
Earl.

Thompson.

&

Nash.
York Central

2K.

I

niiinw.iv.

I'ass.

19. .S«iuthern
Chesffl.

.— rcported-^
Inj'd.

w.-ishoiit.

Ft.

& Texas.. ..IdIIv.
& Western ...Mnriivale.
Norfolk & Western
.Mnntvnie.
Atrh.. Top. & S. Fe
Bengal.
.

Cause

of divlmt. Klld.

Areola.

.Norr.ilk

.

of train.
Pass.

Weston.

ICeadinK

•17. Boston & Albany
•fIR. Alrh.. Top. & S.
2."i.

;

of train.

Cause
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.—reported -.

of derlmt. Kll'd.

Ft.

iMiller.

;{

I'ass.
I'ass.

explosion.

o

(Ire.

Inj'tl.
ii
:i

ii

Of the 18 serious accidents to electric cars noticed In the newspapers in October, eight were reported as having been attended
with fatal refliilts. In one case, a butting collision In the city of
Chattanooga, four persons were reported killed. The otiier seven
fatal cas-ps were In Sleiibenvllle, Ohio; Rapid City, S. Dak.; Cincinnati. Ohio (2); Worcester, Mass.; Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and
Chicago. III.

We have received the return of the total number of persons
Injured by the third rail in England from 1904 to 1907. The return undoubtedly shows that as people become more accustomed to
the third rail, the number of accidents tends to decrease and this
While In
In spite of the steady Increase in the electrified mllenge.
1904 there were 28 accidents, eight of which were fatal, during the

Vol. XLIII., No. 22.

eight months of the present year there were only 14 accidents^
two of which were fatal, and even this small number of accidents
was largely made up of trespassers. The grand total, 1904-07, is
16 killed and 71 injured, but out of this number 12 of the fatal
accidents and 25 of the injuries were to trespassers. On the whole,
in view of the increase of third-rail mileage which has taken place,
more especially in the London district, the number of accidents from
It is very doubtful if the record would
this source seems small.
have been any better with overhead conductors.

first
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Far East, and especially of China,
has recently been discussed by a number of authors and has been
made the subject of magazine articles and consular reports, but
we have seen no other reference book which goes into the subject
The author
in as full and orderly a manner as the book at hand.

The transportation system

of the

divides the history of railroad enterprisa in China, covering a
period of rather more than 40 years, into three stages, the first
being that of foreign attempts to persuade the Chinese to allow
the introduction of railroads, between 1863 and 1878. The next
development was a progressive movement emanating from the Chinese themselves (1879 until the outbreak of the Chinese-Japanese
war in 1894). while lastly comes the era of concessions in which
the dominant feature is foreign control, this period extending from
1894 to the present time. The author comments that a history of
this sort reflects the main characteristic of the Chinese official
classes and the tendency of the Far Eastern policy of foreign powers,
and says wisely that it is not best to prophesy of the future, but
that it may be remarked that the tendency at the moment is
towards the elimination of foreign control.
The enthusiastic promoter of railroad enterprises in far lands
and the prospective investor to whom the promoter talks, should
boih of them read this book, because it shows with picturesque
clearness some of the kinds of trouble that can be gotten into by
well-intentioned business men in the Orient. Those who sought to
build railroads in China in early days found that Chinese oflRcial
relations with foreigners were characterized with deep-seated and
bitter prejudice and hoslUty, a feeling which reflected long years
of urj'.i.^t usage of the Chinese people by foreign nations with which
they canie in contact, as well as it did the natural disposition of
the people. On the other hand, Chinese merchants, always characterized by a strong utilitarian sense, had only to be convinced
of individual benefit to adopt the means that conduced to so desirable an end; therefore railroad builders had support on the one
Many queer
hand and constant discouragements on the other.
things happened to concessions, both before granting and after, but
apart from this preliminary and fundamental difficulty, petty annoyances which often assumed first-class magnitude sprang up on
For example, in a laud of ancestor worshippers you canall sides.
not build a line through or over a graveyard. As it is customary
in China for most families to have their own graveyard, this becomes at once a serious obstacle, which will only occasionally yield
to the influence of silver.
In 1876. a few weeks after the first completed part of the line
between Shanghai and Woosung was opened, another source of
trouble arose. A native, who committed suicide by throwing himself in front of a train, started a state of hostility so great that
the viceroy ultimately ordered the line demolished and the rails
and rolling stock dumped on ihe beach of the island of Formosa,
while a temple to the Queen of Heaven was erected on the site of
the Shanghai station.
.'\n entirely different difficulty against which early builders of
railroads in China had to struggle was that of receiving too much
assistance from local authorities.
In 1887. prior to the conclusion
of the Japanese treaty wllh regard to Formosa, the governor of
the neighboring province in which Formosa was at that time Included, decided to build a railroad connecting the capital with the
sea.
It was necessary, of course, to employ foreign engineers, and
the Chinese governor found that one of his hardest tasks was to
rconctle this with the anti-foreign feeling prevalent at the time.
The governor, therefore, decided to superintend the survey of the
first few miles himself, and cheerfully laid out a route so widely
at variance with the recognized principles of railroad building that
his railroad cither washed away or filled up with mud after every
Moreover, the Chinese soldiers employpd on the necessary
rain.
earthworks were only answerable to their own officers, and persistently Ignored the Instnu tlona of the engineers. As might have
been expected, most of Ihe railroad built in this way had to be
built over again, and the work took a long time.
But from first to last there were always some wise ones In
the government councils who saw the need of railroads, so that
From localized conrailroads were gradually built and extended.

;

Nuttunui
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teMj betwMFD Individual railroad builder* and Individual vlceroyi.
the dlploniaty of communlratlonii ahfllcd to a ronteal between
forelKii nalloni to obtain canc«>Kiilon», and (hf objecllona to the
fundauifntal Idea of a railroad Kradually faded away. The author
•bowa that there aie at the present time 3.539 miles of railroad
In operation In China, of which Kuutlan capital baa built l.!i»6
(the t'hineae Kastern Kallroadi; iieliclan capital 7G0 mllea
PrklnK Hankow Kallroad
Chlne«o and Urlllnh capital toKvther have built 588 mlira (Imperial Kallruadn of .Nurlh China):
German capital ha* built 280 nilleH; Chlnego capital working alone
baa built la mllea: Hrltlah capital workInK alone haji built 95
mlle«: Japanese capital baa built 48 mllea. and American capital.
30 mllea. There are alao 1.285 mllea of road now being bulll. and
the French are Intereated In a greater amount of this new mileage
than any other nation, with (ireat Hrltain net-ond and native capital
third.
An additional mileage of 4.174 miles has been projected
and aanctloned by the Chliieao government, something like half of
the whole amount to be built by Chineae capital and the reKt to
be divided iK-twfen German. Britlah. French. Belgian and Japanese
capital.
Including railroads which have been built and those now
building in China (1907). and comparing returns with Japan. India
and the Russian Krapire (r.)04l. it appears that China and Manchuria hsve almost 369 square miles to every mite of railroad, as
against not quite 221 in the Russian Empire. 40>^ in India and
38^ In Japan, while the population to one mile of railroad amounts
to 77.114 in China and Manchuria. 10,446 In Japan. 8.603 in India
and 3.379 in Russia.
At the present time, with the apparent exception of the German
line in Shantung, there is not one line built or authorized in China
of which the government ha.s not secured the right to assume at
some time or other the sole control: therefore it may be said that
a stale system of railroads has been evolved, and that, so far as
can be teen, the Chinese policy of the day is to follovi' in the same
path.
But as the author points out, these things cannot be considered. In the light of adherence to a well-planned policy, but
rather as the designedly chosen form of the expression of the native
tnlle«

(the

»

:

dislike to foreign enterprise.
The three principal economic questions that now present themselves in China are:
(1) How far will the policy of foreign powers
Interfere with the future development of this state system: (2) is
a system of state railroads the most desirable for China, and (3)
assuming such a system to be the most desirable, on what lines
can it be most usefully developed? The author believes that, at
least for the present, the development by the Chinese of their own
system of railroads on their own particular lines is not likely to'
be Interfered with by the territorial aggressions of foreign powers.
He believes also that government ownership is preferable to private
ownership In China on account of the peculiar conditions which
obtain there. As regards future development, the Chinese are determined at all hazards to preserve their sovereignty in railroad
inatterf. and yet the railroad question of the future must be primarily a financial one; since tl.e Chinese investor is a negligible
quantity, foreign money will inevitably be required.
It is incumbent on the Chinese government, therefore, to provide sufficient
guarantees to the investing public to tempt this foreign capital
to come.
The great difficulty arises from the fact that China has
not a strong central government really capable of controlling the
powerful viceroys throughout the empire. The author believes that
the policy of the future should be to weld the existing railroads
as far as possible Into one uniform system under a central authority, but he is not sure that China has the will to face the situation
and give up or alter the policy of seclusion that has been its fundamental characteristic since the memory of man.
I!y G.
IlrfoniHiliiinii nf Itniliiiiul Trniku ami llir ilcniiK of Uemrituimj 'Ihim.
Mi'illtCiifnol. I'lili'f I'jiBlnciT llrlilccH nnil lllclin-nys. I'nrls. I,.vims
Knilrond.
I'l-nini'iin
Trnn»latprl l).v \V.
Oislilnv. <'lili'f Knglnet-r of
MfllntfnniH-e of Wnv. IVnnHVlvnnla l.lnoH West.
li
In. : l.'iH p|).
in. x
..11 ilrnnliieH.
Price. $-2.no.
Tlii- Itniliond Otizrllr, X.-w York. CliliiiKO
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sets his pace in these words:
"The time seems to have
come, therefore, for making a minute study of the track, to ascertain what forces it is sul)ject to. and how it can be made stronger."
His study is minute ami covers five years of accumulation of facts,
Including accurate observations, with cunningly contrived instruments of precision, of rail and tie movements and bending.
The results of his experiments lo determine the economic length

The author

Under both a stationary and
of ties are particularly interesting.
moving load he finds that "the most advisable length for a tie for
diminishing its flexure ought to be in the neighborhood of 7 ft.
2Vi in." With longer and shorter ties there is a greater deformaHe goes farther than this:
tion of the balla.st.
"Therefore It is Impossible to dimini.sh the sinking of ties by
Increasing their length; moreover, independent of its uselessness,
this elongation produces a grave disadvantage, for it increases the
bending. It is not by this means that we should seek to reduce
the deformation of track, but by widening the crosstie. by concentrating the material about the points of support, and. above all, by
Increasing Its moment of Inertia."
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The enclnerr Rhould
tu

larefully

'

.

.11.

study the experiments leadlns
which largely affects the amount

(lea
He make« both service aad
_
jf wooden, metallic and compoaita
with a rniuitaot atroos leanlnc towards a composite tie. la
the form of an inverted channel, slightly widened at the base, with
a wood fliler, 27>.. In. long, under each rail.
In detail this aeems
to be an economical dealgn, alx timea aa rigid and in all observed
waya more effective than wooden or all metal ties.
The short
length and poaltion of the wood fillers make an automatic guide to
tamping only in the proper place under the rail. It would be difficult to lamp this lie ao aa to make It "center bound." and. also,
the design prevents lateral movement.
The observations on the creeping of track and r<»wiltant effects
on gage are minute and ii.
ire new.
The value of the book
by painstaking empirical methods,
it la quite
in line with several present undcriakiuKii iu this luuntry to And
and record the stresses on track, auch as George L. Fowler's "Pressure of loc-omotlve wheels against rails," In the Railroad Gazette
September 20: and the elaborate experiments now being made by
the Pennsylvania, on the West Jersey k Seashore division, to determine the actual and comparative blows delivered by electric and
steam lex-omolives: and the experiments for a like purpose now
being made at Schenectady by Mr. Fowler for the New York Central.
Two things are evident: We are wasting money In the attempt to make track strong enough to meet the new kinds of trafBc,
and, we are running great risks in using electric motors for heavy
service and high speed without knowing more precisely their effect
on track. As a basis for study, no engineer can afford to ignore
the experiments detailed In Mr. Cuenofs book.
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Traffic Committee of the Chicago .\ssoclatlon of Commerce has issued a 69-page pamphlet of shipping instructions, which
it describes as intended for the protection and acquisition of Chicago's freight in the Southeast. The committee believes that every
package of goods for the Southeast shipped by routes listed in this
guide will be delivered with the greatest safety and despatch
possible under present conditions and arrangements and received
with satisfaction to the consignee and increasing prestige to Chicago.
Every road serving southeastern territory from Chicago is now operating a system of through package cars, each car performing a parEvery shipper shipping
ticular service which cannot be duplicated.

The Freight

at once profits by one of the important construcChicago Commission of Commerce, acting through
its Freight Traffic Committee to promote the eflSciency of through
car service.
In the routes given, every effort has been made to
use to the fullest extent the through package car service, thereby
placing the shipment as near its final destination in through cars as

by these routes
tive acts of the

is
possible, so that transferring at a large number of points is
avoided.
Every effort has been made to route shipments into joint
transfer stations, thus avoiding delays caused by team or switching

transfers.

The plan followed is to give an Index number to each of the
12 main routes to the Southeast from Chicago and to each of 22
connecting routes, and an index letter to each of 33 junction points
involved.
The succeeding pages in the pamphlet are devoted to a
in the states of Alabama. Florida,
list of each railroad station
Georgia. Kentucky. Louisiana. Mississippi. North Carolina. South
Carolina. Tennessee and Virginia, and each station has after its
name the index numbers and letter which determine the route.
Uillmore. N. C. is indexed 2-B. which indicates that the
Thus:
route is by the Monon, via Ashevllle: West Point, Miss., is indexed
6-M-55. inilicating that the proper route Is over the Wabash and
the Mobile & Ohio, via East St. Louis.
The pamphlet puts at the service of every shipper advice which
Is usually confined to houses having a well organized traffic department and is a very convenient and valuable publication. The .-\ssoclatlon is now working up the Southwest and ultimately expects to
work up the northwestern territory In the same manner. It has
spent nearly a year in working up the territory covered by the
guide at hand.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Walschaert Valve Gear.
Iloslon. Muss.. Nov. 13. IflOT.

To THE Editor of the R.vilroad Gazette:
notice in various accounts of locomoti\-es that the name of
I
the valve gear that is now being put on so frequently is spelled
"Walschaerts." This I believe to be erroneous, and that the final
"s" should be omitted. The error appears in so many accounts that
am afraid It will mislead people and cause them to believe that
I
F. w. dean.
the "s" belongs there.
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Tank Locomotive

for the

Midland Railway.

A large tank locomotive has recently been built at the Derby
shops of the Midland Railway, which is intended for long distance
running in a service somewhat similar to that performed by the
The
suburban class of locomotives used in the United States.
cylinders are inside-connected and the engine is intended for workengines,
to
direction
of
the
Forney
in
either
after
the
manner
ing
which class it belongs. The wheel arrangement is 0-6-4. which In
Itself marks a departure from previous Midland Railway standards.
and apart from this the engine is considerably in advance, both in
size and power, of the largest tank locomotives hitherto used on
this line. In designing the new engines, R. M. Deeley. M. Inst. C. E.,
Locomotive Engineer of the Midland Railway, has kept in view the
Inevitable requirements of trafRc in the future at the present rate of
expansion, and he has provided a locomotive which is capable both
of exerting a high tractive power and of running reasonably lon.a:
distances without having to stop to replenish the water and coal

certainly does not accord with the idea of the fitness of things. The
reason for it is to be found in the occupation of the whole space
between the frames by the cylinders and the crowding of the crank
pins in toward the center of the engine and beyond the cylinder
centers by the boxes and the cheek pieces of the axles. The virtual
offset in the connecting rods that is thus occasioned is about V2 inThe equipment includes automatic vacuum and steam brake, also
hand brake, and carriage warming apparatus.
Steam sanding gear is fitted, sand being delivered under the

tread of the driving wheels on both sides. Lubrication is effectively
performed by sight-feed lubricators to each axle-box, sight-feed displacement to the cylinders, and special suction lubricators for the
slide valves.

supplies.

The cylinder and boiler volumes are large for a tank engine, and
of six-coupled wheels distributed favorably for weight
carrying, the adhesion force is well calculated to be in ratio with the
tractive effort. The substitution of a four-wheel truck for the more
common single radial axle under the bunker permits of an ample
coal carrying capacity without undue heaping, the latter being a
highly objectionable if not dangerous practice in engines which run
as frequent!}' bunker first as the other way about.
The customary practice, in radial or other tank locomotives with
shorter bunkers, is to pile the coal up almost to a level with the cab
roof, with the result that the engineman, when the locomotive is
running cab in front. Is obliged to lean over the side to obtain a
view of the line ahead. With the longer and lower coal bunker,
by the use

Six-Coupled

Tank Locomotive

Below we give the leading dimensions:

18%

Cylinders, diameter
Cylinders, stroke
Cylinders, stroke
Coupled wheels, diameter
Bogie, diameter
Boiler, barrel, length
barrel, length
length between tube plates
Tubes (copper) number
Tulies External diameter
Tubes. length
Kire-box shell, length
Klrebox shell, width at bottom
Heating surface, firebox
tubes
•

irate

.5

ft.

In.
'•

"
"

%

capacity, water

3%

tons.

19,756

Midland Railway.
Weight on drivers
Tractive effort

Total weight
Tractive effort

Tractive effort x diameter of drivers

Heating surface

Beating surface
Grate area
Firebox heating surface
Total beating surface

WelEbt on driveis
104.2ft

Total heating surface
Total weight
121.80

Total healing surface

Volume, 2 rylluders

=

8.0£> cu. ft.

Total hcntliig surface

164.52

Volume

ft

sq.

21.1

base, rigid
base, total

2 cylinders

Orate area

Volume 2 cylinders
heating aurfare cnunted In firebox heating Burfare (Vaughan formula) sq.ft.

308.48

Tnlal eqiuiti-d firebox heating surface

493.48

Total heating surface
Total equated firebox heating anrfacc

•rer cent.

in.

%

ft.

175 lbs.
117,060 lbs.
162,200 "
In.
1 6 ft. 6
29 "
"
40 " 4
2.250 gals.

Coal rapacity
Tractive elToi t

iihe

242

"
7 ft.

1,3.31

area

f

%

10%

125
1.206

Total length over bnfTers

for tlie

10

1

9% "
o'Vio"
10% "

"
"

4

Weight, total

Tank

"
"

"

7

ft.

3
4
10
10

1

Working steam pressure
Wright on drivers
Wheel
Wheel

in.

26 In.
26 "

total

unprovided with railings, of the present case it should be at all times
possible to look ahead through the end windows.
The engines are fitted with water pick-up apparatus adapted for
operation in either direction. The scoops let down between the rear
coupled and forward bogie wheels, the apparatus being manipulated
by hand gear, while a flap valve closes the mouth that is not in use.
The water is taken up through a Y pipe to the hind tank and it
passes thence Into the two side tanks through other pipes having
equilibrium connections.
The boiler is of the Midland standard pattern with semi-circular
flre-hox shell, the liarrel portions being built In two rings with a telescopic Joint Ju.st in front of the steam dome.
The engine main frames are of steel plate 1 in. in thickness.
The valve motion is of the Stephenson link pattern actuating balanced slide valves whleh work between and at the sides of the
cylinders, the latter being bolted to the Insides of the frames. Special
attention has been given to rendering the movement of the engine
around curves easy. The small ends of the connecting rods are fitted
with a ball and socket arrangement, and the aide rods are provided
with ball and socket bushes at the pin joint connection in front of
the driving wheel crank pin. The leading axle has the Cartazzie
axle boxes In a modified form, allowing of IVi In. side play. The
bogie at the trailing end has a total side play of 5% in., and by
the combined mean.^ adopted for Imparting to the engine a readiness
to take curves It will he possible to pass around curves of four
chains radius with ease.
There Is one feature of this engine that Is a decided novelty.
The centers of the crank pins are not In line with the centers of the
cylinders and piston rods.
It Is doubtful If this has ever been
done Intentionally before. It may have occurred through a mistake
of the designer or In the shop, hut to do It with deliberate Intention
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New Haven Suspended

Signals.

The semaphore blades shown herewith. Fig. 1, are those recently adopted as standard by the New York. New Haven A HartThe difford, of which C. H. Morrison is Signal Engineer.
ferent forms, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, are described on the drawing.
The principal difference between these standards and the standards

—7
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fall greatly out of order in anticipation of its re-acquisition by
the state, which has been decided upon, though the time for it Is
Among other things cited in evidence of its Innot yet fixed.
adequacy to meet present requirements is the fact that 5,700
of
its
freight cars, more than half the whole number, are
more than 40 years old, while it runs 23 passenger cars built
before 1849, 136 built before 1857, and 330 built before 1872.
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approved by the Railway Signal Association
is the addition of the round-end stop-signal
blade, which is designed for home signals at
interlockings and other places where it is
desired to allow trains {when necessary) to
pass a signal in the stop position by the use
The permissive signal
of a hand signal.
blade. No. 3, can be used not unly on automatic signals, but also, in special cases at
the approach to a facing-point switch. It is
proposed to use No. 4, not only as a distant
signal, but also at any place where it is desired to control the speed of trains.
Blades made by these standards are now
Square-end blades are used at drawin use.
bridges, as no train is allowed to pass such a
signal when in the stop position without a
At interlockings where, in
written order.
case a signal is deranged, engines are allowed to pass on receiving a hand signal, the
round end blade will be used.
The blades shown in Fig 1 are designed
for suspended signals like those shown in
These are used on the electrified
Fig. 2.

between Stamford and Woodl'awn,
where bridges span the main tracks every
lines

300 ft.; but the designs of blades are standard throughout the whole of the company's
lines, except in regard to the details of fastening to the spectacle casting. The stand.ard dwarf (not shown) has a round-end
blade.
A number of suspended signals are
already In use and are said to give entire
satisfaction.
the benefit of

Although

In

this

arrangement

a sky background is often sacthe system has the advantage of a
uniform height for all signals and the signals can he better -seen under highway
bridges. As Indicated In Fig. 1, the stop signals are always painted red, and the distant
signals ypllow. The vertical member of the
suspended signals, which takes the place of
the post. Is painted black, the same as the
rest of the bridge.
rificed,

The Austrian State Railroads, which
Its line; of the state at a time when
the latter had to have money and had no
credit. Is accused of letting Its property
bought

Fig.

2

— Suspended

Semaphore Signals;

New

York,

New Haven

«.

Hartford.
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Concrete Interlocking Tower on the

The New York. New Haven A Marirord haa

new

all-elertrlr

lnt»r!f><-k!ns

n'an

New Haven.
Jiinrtton

currmt to the switch knd alcnal motora. In •ddltlOD there are two
•— lock
a*U of e-c*ll. 80- ampere- hour
iMcrlM for op-and block ln«trumenta.
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TlM> iiaik aide and both enda of the tower are practically
solid Klaxa and there are two large windowa In the rear.
Entrance
to the second floor is by an omamenul Iron aialrway on the ouuida
'
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of the building at the rear.

Electric

Railway and Public Service Legislation.*

UY UE.5RT J. riaict,
I'rnlilrDl of th' lDlrnuII<.>cuil Trsctlon Co.. Iloffslo

»

It would ho well for the country, for the
institutions, for itK butinr-Hg |irui:p<-ilty. for
vestments of people both rich and poor If. whfi
i

'

ial
in'.•lor-

Ity spak, they should not Judge all corporatluUi> li> Hit tiw who
have done wronK. but also should bear In mind that the great majority of corporations are conducting their atfatrs honestly and in
the interests cf the people whom they serve.

During the Old Horn:? Week celebration In Buffalo a few weeks
the greatest curiosity was 'a street car drawn by horses, yet
was an exact reproduction of the mode of transportation furIt
nished only so short time ago as 1891. The very car had been pulled
through the streets at that time by the horses which hauled It in
1907.
The driver and conductor had performed similar service in
horse-car days. The ttraw was on the floor to keep the feet warm.
The four oil lamps were in their places. It seemed the product of
a thousand yeard ago compaied with the 30-ton electric cars lie:ween
which It was sandwiched vehicles lighted with half an hundred
electric lamps, heated by electricity, and which it would have taken
the power of luO horses to propel at speed.
In 1891 the horse<ar plant was sold for
scrape and replaced by electricity. By 1896
ago.

—

Cohcrete Interlocking Tower

F/'rsf

at

Naugatuck Junction.

Second Floor P/an.

Floor Plan.
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increase In travel made it necessary to practically rebuild the entire system, requiring
the installation of heavier rail, larger cars,
u|>to-date machinery, and within the past
three years many electric railway systems
have again, for similar reasons, been practically rebuilt. These expenditures could not
be paid for out of earnings, and had to be
provided for by new issue of bonds and stock.
Thus while many electric railways could be
replaced for less than their capitalization,
yet the excess is accounted for largely in
many cases by the cost of rebuilding to meet
new conditions.
The dual duty of a public utility corporation is to provide good service to the people
from whom its franchise was obtained, and
to return to its stockholders a reasonable
profit on their investment. The electric street
railway may not increase its fare, yet wages
have increased, and the cost of material has
advanced over 40 per cent, in three years.
The public are ever expecting greater facllities, which
require heavier track, larger
cars, increased power, more car-houses, more
efficient and therefore higher-priced trainmen, better and more frequent renewal of
pavements, extension of tracks into sparsely
settled neighborhoods, while the state and
municipalities
constantly
are
increasing
taxation.

Under the combination of circumstances
one of four things must inevitably occur:
First.
Poor service.

—
—
—
—

Second. Price of labor and material
reduced.
Third. Rate of fare Increased.
Front EleraHon.
End Eleyat/on.
Fourth. Taxation reduced.
The manufacturer or the private corporaInterlocking Tower
Naugatuck Junction; New York New Haven
tion may close their plant for a time when
Hartford.
business is not profitable, or need not mainset, storage battery room, heater and lavatory.
The battery room tain their plant at a high state of efficiency; but the public service
is 13 ft. 8 in. by 6 ft. 4 in., and Is partitioned oft by an 8-in. concrete
corporation is always in the public eye It must keep on, it must
wall extending from the floor to the ceiling.
The batteries are keep up the quality of its service to highest standard The business
mounted on shelving in the center of the room, so that they may of an electric railway in fast growing communities is increasing
be examined from all sides. There are two large windows on the to be sure, but not nearly in the ratio of increase of expense of
side, and at the end so that good light is obtained to look through operation, maintenance and necessary betterments. Of course poorer
the battery jar.«. The main battery for the Interlocking plant con- service cannot be permitted under any circumstances; in fact it
Sists of 55 cells, of 120 ampere-hours capacity, delivering 119-volt
•Prnm .in nddross .ii MndUon Square Gr.rdon. N>«- York City, Oct. 1. 1907.
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should be constantly improved. A proposal to increase the rate of
fare is not practical.
Real estate may be developed and a building left tor years without improvement, addition or even a coat of paint on its woodwork.
Not so with a street railway. The public, not unnaturally, insists
on the newest type of cars, on more cars, on better and still better
service, on greater comfort, on perfect hygienic conditions.
An unpainted or old-time battered car would no more dare to run on a
modern city street railway system than a caravel of Columbus would
dare venture to cross the bows of the "Lusitania" in defiance of the
new queen of the seven seas. In Buffalo there are buildings on
the foremost streets which are three and four and even five and
more times as old as the oldest type of street cars in the entire
system. And Buffalo is no eyesore in this respect not at all. The
same is true in other cities. The public is more exacting with
street railroads than with any other form of business.
Public officials reflect the attitude of the public in this regard.
Municipalities yearly require more and more from street railways.
Repaving. re-tracking and new paving, new tracks, new cars, care
of street and other items, constantly increasing in number, heavily
swell the total of expenditures. Added thereto are taxes; and all
these requirements causing increased expenditures to the street
railway are in turn used as a basis for increase in taxes. Here we
find the one feasible and valid method of relieving the existing
The municipality or state can lighten the burden. lu
situation.
view of the heavy expenditure yearly required and the tremendous
cost of operation and maintenance, resulting in greater-conveniences
and facilities to the public and materially benefiting the municipality as a whole as well as each individual citizen thereof, this added
load of taxes could or should be greatly lessened or removed. The
street railway then could better fulfill the public demand and couid
turn to its owners for authority for further improvements, at the
same time peimitting a reasonable income on genuine investment.
When the Public Service Commission Act was in process of
passage, I opposed it for two fundamental reasons the bestowal
of such vast powers for the regulation of the business affairs of
corporate citizens, and because it denied the foundation principle
of our Republic that every citizen should have the unrestricted right
of appeal to the courts.
But the Public Service Commission Act has
now become a law, and while if in the hands of unjust or arbitrary
commissioners it would bring hardship and perhaps ruin upon tlje
corporations affected, yet the wise choice of commissioners by Governor Hughes insures that while the interests of the people will be
looked after, yet that corporations, which are citizens of the state.
will undoubtedly be treated fairly, and no unjust demand be made
upon them. I am confident that in lequiring that betterments and
changes be made in the plants of tiie corporations over which they
have supei vision, the commission will take into consideration the
almost impossibility of raising money at this time, a condition
largely brought about by unwise, cruel and sometimes unwarranted

—

—

made upon public utility corporations.
The majority of street railways are no more overcapitalized
than real estate is overcapitalized. I believe every fair and informed
student of conditions will corroborate this. Whether it be a trolley
line or a 10 or 20-story building, the method and proportionate extent of capitalization are the same. But there the similarity ceases.
attacks

for after capitalization the building goes its way serenely, the initial
cost being the final cost as well: but the street railroad through
the long period of construction encounters difficulties on every hand,
not only labor but questions of consents and adjustments, and
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railways a record dependent on fair and liberal treatment of one
of the foremost utilities of the world.
Suppose at this moment that every electric railway in the state
were to be blotted out of existence not a return entirely to
primitive conditions, but simply so far as street railroads and trolley lines are concerned.
glance at a map will show what disaster would be wrought not with a view to invested capital, but
The mere loss of power and stopping of cars for
to communities.

—

—

A

an evening hour throws a whole city into confusion, inconveniences
thousands of people and causes complete rearrangement of countless plans.
The withdrawal of suburban and interurban trolley
Electric
service would well nigh isolate whole sections of the state.
railways not only are essential to the development and prosperity
of the state, but they are an institution, a utility in closer constant
contact with the people than any other form of services known to
society.

The electric railway situation of to-day, summed up, shows existing systems beset by tremendous expenses, which make relief from
heavy burdens of taxation imperative. It shows the great need for
extension of electric railways, with capital hesitant to enter where
the risks are so numerous and the financial burdens so heavy, and
It
the dividends return on the investment practically nothing.
shows the whole nation eager for the closer communication of
localities.
Where trolleys were fought bitterly a decade ago, the
opening of new lines to-day is the occasion for a holiday and celebration, with congratulatory speeches, blowing of whistles, ringing
of bells, music and cheers of welcome.
It is well for the community: it is well for the passenger; it Is
well for the employee.
In all fairness, should it not be made well
Is he also
also for the man whose money makes all this possible?
not entitled to a fair return on his investment a fair return, a
moderate dividend? I tell you, gentlemen, the government of a
state or city or town can far better afford to throw off the burdens
In
of taxation in such an instance as this of an electric railway.
the country the farmer is allowed to work out his road tax, and
why not let the street railway perform its full duty to the state
and municipality through furnishing every reasonable facility for
the comfortable, rapid transit of all the people, instead of compelling it to cripple its resources by paying money into the public treasury for the benefit of other taxpayers who do not represent onetenth of those who daily utilize the street cars, and whose constant comfort would be thus vastly improved?
We can picture the future day the day of accomplished deeds,
the day of satisfied needs when that which waited to be done waits
no longer. Between now and then lies an era of tremendous endeavor, of ceaseless labor and through it all we will have no time
We do want
for needless turmoil, we want no senseless strife.
earnest, honest co-operation, not alone with the private investor, but
also with the public official
and the day of complete success will
come when the investor, builder, operator and official, all four act
in a harmony and unison, based on a common confidence that all
are working together for the common good.

—

—

—
—

—

Individual

Car Owners' Association,

.Mr. C. O. .lohiison. President of this Association, writes that
the meeting called to he held at Cleveland was not a failure, as
reported. At the first meeting, held in Cleveland last summer, the
attendance represented about 25,000 private cars of all lines of
trade.
At Chicago in September a constitution and by-laws were

through each succeeding year the demands in service and maintenance and operation increase and multiply.
Capital requires and i.s entitled to a fair return on investment.
It Is estimated that fully 80 per cent, of the street railways of the
United Stales arc- not paying dividends. Capital invested in street
railways finds the electric railway situation of to-day a problem
requiring the most serious consideration. Any who would blindly
heap further burdens of expense on the electric railways of the

adopted and a temporary organization was formed. It was deemed
best to give ample opportunity to all new members to have a
voice in the election of permanent officers, and for that reason the
election of permanent officers was deferred until November. At
Chicago last week permanent officers were elected, as follows:
rresUlent. C. O. .lohiismi, II. .1. Iloinz Company. PlttshurK.

country, either know
of the people at large.

solidated Coal

This

little

no calamity

of or care

less for

have endeavored

the best Interests

briefly to outline
conditions as we who are in he street railway business know them
to be.
I
bellevp that to-day. considered from the business standpoint as between the electric railways and the "value received" which
they give to the people In return for their fare, in most communities
the people have the best of It; that the electric railways that
are in need of the most help from their father (the state), their
mother (th« municipality); that they require the "first aid for the
Injured" from their doctors (the Public Service Commission) to
keep them out of the ravenous clutches of their uncle, the money
lender.
The electric railway cannot sell Its bonds, and the only
money It can secure Is what It can beg from Its stockholders, borrow
from the banks, or coax from Its conductors.
Trolley lines are no experiment In the upbuilding of the counThey are welcomed and sought. Where they are wanted totry.
day, they should be hullf not later than to-morrow. The future
years should hold in their history a wondrous rei'ord for electric
is

cry.

1

I

First Vin- rnsuliMil, (ii'ii. Oshi.s. .Michlgun Ammonia Works. Detroit.
Second Vico I'lPsldi-nt. \V. E. MacP,won. National lloftnlnc Co., Cleveland.
Third Vl<-i> l'iosld?nl and Spnctarv, R. J. lialley. Monongabela River Con& Coke Co.. IMttsbiirtrh. Fa.
Treasurer, A. -M. r.ell. Kayette Coal Co., rillsluiig.
Esrrutivp Committer.

Silas A. Shafer.
fioo. Oslus.

.Assumption Coal Company. .Vasumptlnn.

III.

Michigan Ammonia Works. Detroit.

(has. }. Fink. I.oulsvlllo Colion Oil Co.. I.onisvllle.
If. I,. Somprvllle, OoiBcs Creek I'oal & Iron Co.. Farmlngton. W. Va.
11. I>. Williams. M. I). Williams Cooperase Co., St. I,oul9.
Davis KIklna. KIklns Coal & Cokp Co.. Morgantown. W. Va.
W. r,. Mael'wen. N'lllonal Itellnlni; Company, Cleveland.

The purpose of the Association is to bring about a uniform,
lawful and equitable system for the handling and use of individual
cars throughout the I'nited States, and to provide for a just and
legal compensation to be paid for tlie u.^se of individual cars by
ntbors than their owners.
The Association was not formed in any spirit of antagonism.
It seems desirable that the different conditions applying In different
parts of the country on different classes of private cars shall be
discussed at called meetings of the private car owners. In dealing
with the difficulties experienced. It is hoped to have conferences
with railroad officers, discussing all mattem from the standpoint
of both classes of owners.
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Home Route

Slip Bill

Uted by the N.

A

C.

On account

of Ibe Incrrute In the per diem rate, and to faclllprompt borne movement of foreign and line cam, ibe NaabCbattanooita and St. I»ula besan uainc on Autcum I the

tate the
Tllle.

"home

route" slip ibown berewltb.
otber road* already bavlng

not original witb tbls line,
use; but Information concemins Its object and advantases will doubUeaa be of Interest to
roads not ac<]ualnted wItb It. Its purpose Is to Inform all concerned
In handllDK cars tbe bome route, or tbe point wbere and road
from wblcb sucb cars were received on tbe N. C. * St. I.., tbua
reducing all unnecessary delay and facilitating tbe home morementa of cars In accordance with tbe code of car service rules.
In addition, the slip shows all road movements and the date tbe
ear arrived at Its destination, thus enabling tbe agent to know at a
Tbe original home
glance bow long the car has been delayed.
route and number of days the car Is delayed at stations Is reported
•n the dally car report to tbe superintendent or car distributer,
enabling blm to make prompt and proper distribution of all foreign
road and lino cars on his division.
At large terminals unnecessary delays to cars are minimized,
Ince the persons handling the cars have the proper home route,
thus facilitating tbe movement of cars through the terminal. Another olij'-' ilonable feature obviated by the use of this slip Is that
of telegraphing for Information necessary to dispose of cars, wblcb
lightens the burden on the wires.
The Instructions governing the use of the slip are as follows:
The agent at point where car Is originally received from
(1)
a connection makes out the
home route slip and attaches It to the way-bill or

ome

HOME ROUTE

SLIP BILL FOR

C^r

accompanies

that

.\'o

are
Conductors
not allowed to take cars
from stations unless accompanied with slip properly
1

2

1

made
Reteivtd from
/go.

Date

at

MaJt

.

by

INSTRUCTION
at all Junction! where cars
are originally received must fill in accurately the above inCormation for
each foreign road, or line car received

Agcnu

from connections.
Conductors must not take cars from
stations unless accompanied with slips
properly

When

made

handling cart

where there
must deliver
agent

out.

no

is

who makes

tions a card
ctnpiy foreign

from

aiient.

statioiu

conductors

receive from the
billing for such sta-

or

to

of

this

form.

When

cars are handled on
running slip. Form 1344. such form
must be attached to this card.
Conductors will turn in slips at
terminals to be delivered to conductors
moving car from terminal to final dea*
tination if on this road, if beyond
this road slip must follow car to junc*
tion point where delivery is made to

band half of tbe case ar« numbered with

bole 65.

Tbe smaller case, for small terminals and Intermediate stations,
has only 10 of the two-part pigeon boles, for filing slips according
Tbe upper row of flv*
to the single ending numbers of the cars
Tbe
boles has the even numbers and tbe lower ones the odd.
dimensions of the compartments are the same as for the large case.
We are Indebted to J. T. Maney, Car Accountant of the N. C.
* S. U.. for information. He advises that tbe good results of tbe
scheme have fully met their expectations.
African Railroads.

Tbe
u.s

must

follow

car te destination If on this
line, or
to junction
point
where delivered to a connection for final destination,
and when car is returned,
or ready for return home
movement, the original slip
will
follow car to point
where oar was originally re-

divided

total length of all railroads In Africa is 17,500 miles,

follows:
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Oage.
20.4!K>/

I.*one»
3/r.

lllncervil H

iMtuc

1.V190

I

(

.\f rlca

3H

in.

Oage.
S.flTO-

I

19.5011

Ivory Coast)

24,740-

W.'st .\frlca)
CsanihiirH K K.
Ger. Kast Africa)
Dan-s ."iiilaam .Mrogora (Uer. East Africa)
V-.inau-

(

28.600

•

out.
13)
Slip

HOME ROUTE

left

tbe odd numbers and tboso of the rlgbt-band half bear tbe even
numbers. This case tn-lng for tbe double ending numbers, a slip
for a car numbered 14,165, for Instance, would be filed In pigeon

I

the car.

Louis R'y

St.

FOREIGN CARS
Initial

la

In

slip-bill

Nashville,

Chattanooga &

It

It

<M9

pigeon holes of tbe

St. U.

DualuMaufDKU

K.

3«.l,-iii

(Kamerem)

R.

41.o7'>

61,840

iKrltrea)

Massaua-.V,«mara

3 /(. 6 in. Oai/t.
Kgjptiun private railroads
.State of East Africa)
I'ort ll.rald-iblromo

14.030
14.790

i

TuRola Somk.ile

3.^.9.->0

Natal)
State railroads

.Natal

i

80,i8<)

4

/I.

10

in.

Oage.

51,9O0
40.200 to 210,26

Ejivptlan State railroads
Alc>>rlan state railroads

The (Maintenance

of

Way

Painters' Convention.

ceived.
(

4

(

mov-

Conductors

ing cars must Indorse on the
back of this form, train
number, from, to, date, and
name of conductor handling
car.

When

i.ii

car

is

re-

Way

Master Painters' Association held its
the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago,
November 19 and 20. The association now has 57 members, about
Capt. Robt. W. Hunt made
one-thir;l of whom were in attendance.
the opening address. The President, A. B. Phelps (L. S. & M. S.),
was in the chair, and iu his address said;
"I doubt if the maintenance of way painting of our railroads

The Maintenance

of

fourth annual convention

in

Conductors' Movements
FROM

.

TO

TR-INI

CONDUCTO'

DA''C

FROM

TO

TRAIN

OaTC

CONOUCIOR

{

1

1

connection.
Slips must be conveniently filed at
junction points or destination until
car is returned or ready for return
home movement, then to follow car to
junction point car was originally re*
ceived from.
If slip is lost ask Car Accountant
for Home Route, and make new slip.
Conductors must carefully fill in the
movement spaces on the back hereof.

M

J.

C.

1

The flnal Jiwctton Agent on

the return

Home Movement win

nil In

space below, and piompUy

WaiNME.

SH

at

Bt„tint.

Home Route

Slip Bill;

Home Route

Front.

from which originally received, agent must show to
what read, and date, delivered, and send slip to the offlre of the
to road

superintendent of transportation for future reference.
An essential feature to the successful use of this slip is the
Agents at large terminals are supplied with cases
filing system.
for filing slips with the double ending numbers of cars, and small
Intermediate stations are supplied with cases for
and
terminals
The larger
filing slips with the single ending numbers of cars.
case has 100 pigeon holes, each divided into an upper and lower
lower
for local
through
cars
and
the
The upper part is for
part.
The upper part is 4 in. x 4 in. x SV2 in. deep, and the lower
cars.
The
laf^the same, with the exception of the height, which Is 2 in.

—ran
Afffnt

Svif-erinUndtni of Transportation.

turned

man aup

to Sunerlntendent of Transportation, NashvUlo, Tennessee.

Slip Bill; Back.

given the thought and intention by the maintenance of way
engineers that it should receive. Painting is done primarily for
protection, and secondly, which to my mind is of equal importance,
Too often we get the order to "do no paintfor appearance sake.
ins for looks sake," to paint only such buildings or bridges as are
protect
them. Thousands of dollars are spent
in actutl need of It to
in some cases in grading and seeding lawns, horticultural display,
in landscape gardening and the like for no purpose but appearance sake, while the buildings are left in a shabby and unThere is nothing. I think, that adds more
condition.
kept
than
any railroad
of
condition
thrifty
apparent
to
the
.\nd
I
and structures.
buildings
painted
tastefully
neatly,
is
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that this condition is somewhat of a revenue magnet.
"The maintenance of way painting should, 1 believe, be a separate and distinct department on all roads, accountable to no one
below the engineer of maintpnance of way, or possibly the general

believe

to the accountant of
the engineering department. The best results are not usually obmaster
car and Unomotive
under
the
we
placed
tained when
are
painttr. the superintendent of bridges and buildings, or the master
carpenter. There is always a temptation, and sometimes more than
a temptation, to make the road painting stand a portion ot the
expense which should be charged to other parts of the work: besirt s. the road painting is not always looked after and kept up
as it should be when it is made a part of some other department.
No matter how small the road may be, even though but one man
be required to do it all. it should be given to some one with prop^^r
judgment, and allow him to use that judgment at all times, subject.
of course. 10 certain limitations."
The old officers were reelected for another year. They are:
President. A. B. Phelps (L. S. & M. S.): First Vice-President, W. D.
French (N. Y., 0. & W.): Second Vice-President. M. F. Ebel (C. H.
The
Secretary .ind Treasurer. H. J. Schneil ( New York
& D.
next meeting will be held in St. Louis. Nov. 17 and 18, 1908.
are
given
below.
papers
Extracts from some of the

manager, reporting the expense, of course,

(

)

:

OIl.SKliV-VTlOX.S

By

J.

.
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a hammer first used by the Terminal
has a cold chisel edge at both ends of
the head. One is parallel to the handle, the other at right angles
to it.
It is exceptionally good for getting around rivets on the
flanges, webs, etc., and it is light enough to keep from cutting the
metal too much.
The length of time which should elapse between general paintings of a bridge is a matter of location and of the thoroughness of
the previous painting. A bridge across the Hudson river at Mechanicsville. N. Y., was given one coat ot red lead and two coats
ot white lead paint colored with chrome yellow, and at the end
It was gone over and the rust
ot nine years was in fair shape.
The best
scales knocked off and touched up every three years.
painted set of bridges on any one road which has come to the
writer's notice are on the Oregon Short Line. These bridges get
one coat ot lampblack every four years and are bright and clean

hammer.

a

The other

Railroad of

all

St.

Louis.

the time.

Cinders and dirt should not be allowed

bridge works Is nothing more than an oil stain, which runs down
and forms poo's on the flanges and in the corners, and which
covers up every sign of rust that may have been left on the iron,
which it is so essential to remove at this time. The only way to

get these light rust stains entirely out of the pores ot the iron is
the sand blast. This can get as deep into the iron as the rust can,
while steel brushes and scrapers get only the top of the rust, and
the real seat of the rust is still left deep in the pores.
As it is seldom that a painter has a sand blast at his disposal.
the best known method of painting the bridge to keep the moisture
and gases away from the iron should be used and thus retard the
Nothing will do this as
action of' the rust as much as possible.
well as the first coat of good solid red lead well brushed on. Red
lead will keep the moisture away and will withstand the action
of the gases as well as any of the other pigments. This fact was
established several years ago when pieces of bridge iron painted
with red lead, graphite, white lead, lampblack and mineral red
were placed in the Hoosac tunnel for a test. This tunnel is nearly
always filled with coal gas. When the pieces were taken out all
traces of paint were gone except on the ones painted with red lead
and mineral red, the former being the better of the two.
There has always been a prejudice against red lead on account
of its liability to run tinless brushed out evenly and with much
care.
This objection can be overcome by mixing the dry red lead
with boiled oil and adding about one-fourth white lead and a little
dryer. T he white lead will .serve to hold the red lead in suspension,
and will help it to dry as hard as flint.
After the first coat comes the problem of getting a paint for
the finishing coats which will not dry so hard. For general results,
so far, carbon is far ahead of any other paint base, although the
writer has seen mineral red give better satisfaction around the
The greatest trouble with rust is
coal mines In Indian Territory.
encountered on low overhead bridges, where no paint seems to
stand. The writer ha.s a belief that the quick destruction of the
paint on these bridges is caused by the red hot sparks being driven
with such force against the parts overhead that the paint is burned
off or pilted so badly that the iron is left bare and at once becomes
a prey to the rust, indui-ed by the soot that the smoke deposits on
form.«! an acid of some kind by absorbing the moisture
it and which
from the air and from the steam that condenses on it. This conclusion la .strengthened by the fact Ihat the higher a bridge Is over
fip track th" longer it will lake for (he rust to eat through: also,
from the fact that a bridge over double track on a hill will be
affected quicker over the track used by the trains going up the
hill than over the track on which they run down without using
steam at all. A wooden shield shaped like an Inverted V, as wide
as the track and placed over the center of It so as to take the
force of the sparks and smoke and deflect them downward, would
do much to prolong the life of these bridges; or a galvanized or
corrugated iron shield might be used.
There are two tools which deserve mention for the removal
One Is a short steel bar made of
of rust, wlilch the writer utes.
% In. material and sharpened at one end like a cold chisel. This
bar Is invaluable for getting Into the corners of chord boxes, footings, between the ties, and any place where It Is Impossible to use

on the abut-

no paint can stand, and many a bridge has been practically ruined
by the part resting on the abutment being eaten up with rust from
this cause.

PAINTING .STRUCTURAL STEEL.

Ry

R. Shean, Pacific Electric Railway.

of a bridge depends upon the thoroughness
of the cleaning it gets when new, as well as the first coat of paint
applied.
Most bridges get a coat of linseed oil or red lead at the
works. The oil is to be preferred for two reasons, (1) because it
is transparent and allows any rust or dirt to be plainly seen and
removed, and (2) because the red lead coat usually applied at the

to collect

ment of bridges until the bridge seat is buried in them. The water
which soaks through these cinders and dirt forms an acid which

FBO.M PRACTICAI, BRIDGE PAINTING EXPERIENCE.

The whole future

is

It

H. Clapham. Louisville

ct

Nanhville.

Contracts for structural or bridge iron call tor one coat of
paint at works before delivery. This paint often contains, beside
the specified amount of oil, an equal amount of turpentine or benzine..
It is applied by incompetent workmen working piece-work.
There is no cleaning or scraping: the paint is simply slushed on.
As soon as the steel is erected, trouble begins. We should receive
our steel without the shop coat.

(ARE or BRIDGE.S .VND STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK.

By W.
The only way

S.

Morgan. Pennsylvania Lines.

to got the blue

mill scale off is to

let

the steel

stand from six to eight months after erection, then go over it
thoroughly with chipping hammers and steel wire brushes, wiping
it oft with benzine, always allowing plenty of time for this to evaporate.
From my experience I find that no matter whether the
steel has been covered with paint or oil, this is the only way to
get an absolutely clean surface to begin painting upon, and we
We have
all know that this is about half the game in this work.
had bridges sent to us both with and without shop coats. I have
found that those sent with shop coats, although we gave them
exactly the same care as those without shop coats, seldom last
over tour years before requiring repainting, while those sent us
clean have lasted in a great many instances seven and eight years.
On the first coatings I have had better results from red lead than
any other pigment, it being the firmest of all paints, although it
is necessary to watch the painters pretty closely to see that they
brush it out thoroughly.

PAINT STOCK ON THE

By H.

Many

J.

RO.\D.

Barkley, Illinois Central.

ways

of handling paint supplies have been tried.
the custom to ship only enough material from
headquaiters to do each piece of work. Often some item is forgotten or enough not sent, and the crew must either wait until it
arrives or make some change to get through on the estimate of
cost.
The most satisfactory way is to have a car with the necessary tools and a supply of paint a paint shop on wheels, with tanks
tor turpentine, oil and other supplies, and racks for barrels to avoid
different

On some roads

it

is

—

from rough handling of trains.
On roads where standard colors are used for bridges or buildings the paint should be sent to the crews mixed. The mull stone
and paint mill have no place in a paint car. They are not only
inconvenient and expensive, but impractical. When a batch of color
is needed the cars ma.v be switching or the foreman gone, or the
light not good, and the color will not be exact.
Often new and
inexperienced men will nol know every condilion. and all these
loss

are expensive.
While the material sent out will nol always be suitable for
every siructurc. it should be thick enough to allow remixing or
thinning, as conditions require, either for new or old work, or as
the weather conditions demand.
Very often colors mixed in a steam
heated shop will be loo thin to use In the hot summer months, or
Often It is necessary to change the color
loo thick in the winter.
for first or second coats or for Jobs where smoke, steam or dust
are troublesome. These are things which can be overcome easily
cno\igh. and at a reasonable expense, if Ihe color Is sent out of the
proper consistency. The principal thing is to have all structures
of a uniform color, and It is next to an impossibility to obtain these
results with "batch mixing" in the cars on the job.
It often happens that a crew will run short of a certain color
and must either write or wire for supplies, and either the supply
difficulties

a

NtnEMBxa

not know what U wanted. To prevent
bt-flt
to have all utanilanl tolors nunil>ere<l and a color
the paint i-ar, at thr divUlon offli-ea and In the lupply

deparimeot or the
ttaU

It

board

!
In
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offlcv tlo*«

depariin<-nt.

Painters Kenerally are not In favor of lupplles lonilnK to them
ready to uw. arKuIng that all painia art> not suliabU- for all kinds
work and that the "rllr ai.d UHe" synifni Is not U-nl; but It has
been proved that If proper care Is lakiMi and the maker and the
supply department underiiland what Ix wante<l. the work ran be
done cheaper and more satliifat'torlly
Orien those who purchase
or mix the palm for use out on (he ruad have not had sufllilent
eiperl>-nre In this particular line uf wurk, and do not realize bow
Important It Is thai material ahuuld and can be had that will be
better MUlted to the work, all of which will help to IlKhten the cost
and bring lietter results.
It Is the practice on ihe Illinois Central to carry a Kto<k of
material In the cars as ntarly suitable for the work as possible.
•o that a crew could ko to any piece of work, as it often happens.
on short notice, and be prepared lu finish It. Cenerully speaking,
this system has proved sRtlsfartory and has been the means of
aavlng much Inconvenience ard expense. Whilp iheie are gome ot>Jertions to this plan, yet It has many advantages over the "batch
mixing" ai^d proves (hat mixed color for road work has come to
atay and Is the best means of bringing uniform results at a minimum
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everml acorea of priica wer« granted. The first prix« went to Litke
8trecl sutlon. Arlington. Maan., and lecond-claaa prizes to BrmtU«
(also In Arlington), and to Hill Croaslng. In B«lmont.
From
photographs, with which we have been favored by the Bo»Ioh i
Maine ileMiengrr. we show viewa of the floral dlaplays at Lake
Street, Brattle and MeadowTlew.

of

cost.

Floral Prise* on the Boiton

&

r

•

'1

others are $40. $J3.

$Jii.

$15.

In a report on this subject to the Roadmaaten' and Malntenanco
Way Association. J. W. Gutfey. Roadmaater of the Santa Fe at
Guthrie. Okla.. raid:
have abcut 35 m'iea of dirt track with a rich sandy soli. It
I
is in a hlliy country where It is nece.'tsary to keep the track almost

of

cUar of weeds and grai>s. and we have to keep it cut abou' six
months in the year. In the spring when the weeds and grass get
up high enough to <'ommence to give us trouble, we take our shovels
and cut the grass from the ends of the ties and between the ties
fiom the outside, and only cut Inside the rails as far as the shovel
will cut by running It under the rail between the ties.
ThI.s can
be done at a cost of about $7. .10 per mile.
We repeat this about
every six week.s. Just cutting the grass from the outside until about
the flrst of October: we then cu: It clean, inside and outside, at'
cost of about $12. oO per mile.
The total cost is:

Maine.

The Boston & .Maine has iateiy announced Its regular annual
prliep to station agents for the best flower displays. The flrst prize
;

Keeping Track Free of Vegetation.

$10 and

$5.

Altogether

Total per

jri-ar

per mile

f3u.<i<>

This will keep the grass out of the way of trains, but will not
keep the track clean, as It provides for a thorough clean-up once
a year only. We use a llKht steel shovel with
a handle about 3 ft. lu in. long.
I
have had no experience with a weed
burner and understand that so far they have
been a failure, as they do not kill the grass,
but only crop it off, and the grass is as fresh
and green as ever in a few days, just as plentiful as it was Ije.ore the burner was run
over it. Thirty-five dollars a mile looks to be
a big cost fcr cutting grass for one season,
but it is approximately what it has cost this
year on the dirt track that I have charge of.

The mileage

of steam railroads in Greece
miles, and their total capitalization
$42,200,000.
They are not owned by the Government, but are tuilt after its permission,
supervision and control through the departnicnt of public works, raiircad section.
The
etate shares in part of the construction, and
hen?e controls the passenger and freight rates
is

865

ard

other

details.

The Government

parti-

cipates in the benefits and has the option of
over the roads within a specified
period, while at the lapse cf another period
the railroads become tne property of the state.
The motive power of the first railroad built
in Greece was put in operation in 1S69. runulng from .-Vthens to Piraeus, six miles. Its

buying

&

Maine.

Station Grounds at

Brattle

Lake Street Station, Arlington, Mass.: Boston

Boston

& Maine

motive power was changed from steam
about two years ago.

tricity

and Meadowview. Massachusetts.

to elec-

•
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Pistons and Valves for Superheated Steam.

When

superheated steam was introduced on the Prussian State
Railways as few changes as possible were made in the regular standard running parts of the locomotives to which it was applied. At
the same time there was a full appreciation of the fact that it would
be necessary to make some changes in those parts with which the
steam came into direct contact. The redesigning of these parts was
undertaken by Herr Schmidt, and this has been so successfully
accomplished that the usual wear and tear of the valves, cylinders.
pistons and stuffing-boxes, inherent previously to the use of superheated steam, does not now exceed that of
ordinary saturated steam locomotives. Even
where the temperature has been as high as
720 deg. Fahr. no trouble has been experienced, though the ordinary temperature of
the superheat is but 6.50 deg.
In working out these details it was found
that the cylindrical walls of the valve chest
should be separated from the shell of the
cylinder itself in order that injurious strains,
due to the inflowing superheated steam and
the unnecessary transmission of heat and
consequent heat losses, may be prevented, as
would be the case if the piston-valve casing
and cylinder were made in one. Relief valves
must be fitted to the cylinders, and sniffing
valves to the valve chest or steam pipe.
Forced lubrication, with mineral oil having
a high flash point is essential for the purpose of ensuring efficient lubrication.
In order to insure that the piston shall
be steam-tight and produce the minimum

Vol. XLIII., No. 22.

The outer packing ring is placed in tlie same transverse plane as
the middle packing rings, in order to avoid canting the latter. In the
same manner excessive pressure of the cast-iron ground ring against
the piston-rod is prevented, so that overheating of the rod is impossible.
The packing rings are held in position by the steam itself,
aided by a spring. The latter prevents the rings from being carried
along by the returning rod, and it also forces the packing rings on
their seats without in any respect impairing the flexibility of the
whole arrangement.
with

In order to reduce the frictional resistance of the valves, and
it the wear, to the smallest amount solid rings have been used,

amount

of friction, the so-called Swedish
pistons are generally used.
These are provided with three small rings, having specially arranged circumTerential grooves and
holes, so that the steam entiring behind the
rings merely presses
them lightly and
evenly against the cylinder walls. Xeither the piston-rings nor the
stuffing-boxes ought to carry the weight of the body of the piston;
for this reason tail-rods are employed, so that the weight of the
piston Is taken at the front end by a specially provided guide and
at the back by the cross-head.
In order to obviate overheating of the stuffing-boxes special provision is made for cooling them by air. As the rigid stuffing-box
had no provision at all for cooling, it was not at all satisfactory
when superheated steam was used For such conditions metallic

Piston for Superheated Steam Locomotive.

expansion between the valve and its case would
to reduce the diameter to a minimum, for this reason double admission ports have been adopted, so
that it is impossible to keep the diameter of the valve almost as
small as the exhaust pipe. This has made it possible to use a
diameter of but 6 in. on all of the engines of the Prussian State
Railway, and this has been found to be amply sufficient.
The tendency of ordinary piston valves to seize, if too tightly
fitted, has been avoided by jacketing the walls of the valve case with
This insures a uniform expansion
stoam.
throughout the whole length of the case and
steam leakage is reduced to a minimum, and
even this loss is more than compensated for
Preliminary
by the reduction of friction.

As the difference
be considerable,

in

it

was necessary

warming up

of the casing, before starting
the engine, is unnecessary; nor is there any
of the valve seizing during working.
The wear, also, is very slight, and, in
some cases, none can be delected after a year
of service.
The quantity of lubrication required is very small and the load on the revpr.-^lng gear is light.
The construction of
the valve is clearly shown In the engraving.
Although excellent results have been obtained with this valve, one with a split ring
has also been designed In order to avoid the
accuracy of manufacture that Is required
with the solid ring.
In this second type wide rings are used
instead of the usual narrow ones, as experience ha.s shown that the narrow are not suited for use with superheated steam.
These
broad rings are provided with several steamtight spaces on the inside of each riiyx. which
iiitiniunicale with the steam port ly means
oi
liiilliil
holes about V,,, in. diameter, arranged circuml'erenlliilly around the ring. Thus pressure on both
sides of the ring Is ('(luallzeil. so that It is only pressed against the
lines by its own tension which Is sufficient to secure tightness.
In order to obtain a good fit between the valve end and the
ring, and between the ring and the valve body, without jamming the
ring between the two, the valve end Is made with a certain amount
of ela.sticlty, and Is only screwed up against the valve body at the
center, leaving the outer jierlphery to be pressed on by the steam,
The steam pressure in the valve chest Is thus made to insure
the tightness of the rings, while at the same time the elasticity of
the cover gives the ring sufficient freedom for expansion.
As during
admission the pressure on both sides of the cover Is the same, thd
ring adjusts Itself Independently of the valve end or cover. During
liability

Stuffing

packing only

is

suitable,

and the

Box

for Piston Rod.

stufflng-boxe.s

have been so designed

movement of the piston-rod without, at the
time, pernilttlng leakage, while the gland containing these
rlngH has been ao designed as to be continually cooled by air, so
that a moderate temperature may be maintained. As may be seen,
«ach stufDng-box Is fitted with movable spherically seated p.acking
rings. The sleeve containing the white metal packing rings and the
cast-Iron ground ring Is cored out to obtain cooling by air over Its
entire lengtti
The nece.sslty for this air-cooling was forcibly lllustrated at the trials of the first superheated steam engine, In which
no provision for cooling had been made, and. consequently, the wlilte
metal rings melted as soon as a high degree of superheat was
reached.
as to allow of a lateral

same

1

NutEMiitM

29.
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exhaust, however, the ring Is held In poalUon by the cover until
readmlialon take* place.
Excessive outward preasure of the ring
against the liner, and consequently excessive friction Is thus prevented.

The resistance to motion of this type of piston-valve
very small and the wear of the rings correspondingly slight.

Is

'J53

A* comparet] with

the olid ring trp« of valve, this modlfled type
has the advantaKe ot rema.:
.'•'!>'
steam-tlKht so long aa
there Is any elaittlrlty In ih>
lait or cut In the rings must
always be placed opposite th- ^
:^e of the liner, so as to prevent leakage through the cut. The cut In the ring Is protected on
the outside by a cover, which la flxed respectively to the valve body
and to the valve end or cover. The screws holding the split cover*
.

Schmidt's

Piston

Valve with Steam Jacketed
Admission and Solid Rings.

Casing,

Double

prevent the rings from turning. Hence, In cases where the split
covers are cast on. special set-screws must be provided for thla purpose.

Schmidt's

Valve with Steam Jacketed Casing,
Double Admission and Solid Rings.
Piston

These piston-valves, with split-rings, have been in use for a
of years with marked success, and have been adopted by

number

most railways using superheated steam.

Cylinder and Valve for Superheated Steam Locomotive; Schmidt's System.

—
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A Removable
The scheme

Driving Box Brass.

illustrated herewith for holding driving

box brasses,
instead of pressing them in, was devised by Charles Markel, shop
foreman of the Chicago & North-Western at Clinton, Iowa. It is
simply the use of a wedge-shaped steel key, which is driven between
one extremity of the brass and a shoulder of suitable size and shape
in the box.
A movement of the key of 1% in. is provided for, and
it is claimed that when driven home it holds the brass so securely

Vol..

XLIII., No. 22.

Following the custom recently adopted by this association, the
supply men were given the privilege at one of the sessions of explaining their devices, five minutes' time being allowed the representative of each firm. A number availed themselves of the opportunity.

The officers for the ensuing year are: President, J. A. Kerwin
(Mo. P.); First Vice-President, A. E. Hansen (C. & N.-W.); Second
Vice-President. W. A. Brant C. & N.-\V
Secretary and Treasurer,
W. E. Emery (C. & A), re-elected; Memliers Executive Committee,
(

)

:

that a hydraulic pressure of 40 tons is required to start it.
Removal of the key is
accomplished in the manner shown in one
or the illustrations. There is a tapped hole
in the end of the key for this purpose, and
also (or the insertion, loosely, of a hexag-

onal-head bolt which, besides keeping the
hole closed ordinarily, is used to drive
against, saving the end of the key from injury. Also, there Is a tapped hole in one eni
of the brass to receive a bolt for removin.s;
the brass by hand. A set-screw through the
side of the box prevents the key from working out.

The scheme insures an effective fit of the
brass in the box, it is claimed, avoiding one
of the bad points of the pressure method.
Fig. 1- Markel
For in the latter, even though 30 or 40 tons
pressure may be exerted in forcing the urass in the bearing is un
certain and may be on a few points only. The working of the locomotive soon pounds it to a better bearing, producing a loose brass.
By the method here shown the brass is turned 'A, in. smaller than
the bcx fit. and when the key is driven the brass Is forced to a tight,
solid contact with the box.
If heating or some other cause loosens the brass it can be tightened at once by further driving of the key. To remove a brass
for shimming or replacement it is only necessary to lift the weight
of the box from the journal and pull key and brass; the operation
is as simple in reverse order, the whole being done in a minimum
of time.
This latter is one of the important advantages, of course,
as a full change of brasses by present methods means two or three
days" work and ?16 to ?24 in labor cost. By the new method it
can be done in from two to 12 hours, depending on the number of
driving wheels and the kind of valve gear. The new method also
permits satisfactory shimming of the brasses, a practice which most
roads have abandoned because of the troubles with it; the brasses
may therefore be worn down as thin as desired and be held tight at
all times by the key.
The boxes are in service on several North-Western locomotives
and the results have been entirely satisfactory. The first engine
equipped was an Atlantic type, in fast passenger service, in April,
1906.
There has been no trouble with the brasses and they are
in good condition at the present lime.
Other engines of the same
type have been equipped since with equally good results.
The
Uuluth, Missabe & Noithern has had a box in very heavy service
since .May, 1906, likewise with satisfactory results.
In the general
use of the device the box openings can be made to a standard for
each class of locomotive and brasses and keys kept in stock. The
only machine work at time of application therefore is to fit the
brass to the journal. Jigs and templets and methods of machining
to produce all parts in exact duplicate with the least work have been
devised by the inventor. The Locomotive Improvement Co., Clinton,
Iowa, has been formed to sell this and other devices. As the removable brass can lie applied to boxes now in service, the company does
not intend to make boxes and brasses at present.
Instead, the use
of the scheme by railroads will be licensed on a royalty basis.
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Following is a list of the exhibits at the convention;
Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago. Switch, semaphore and othor

—

signal

lamps.

American Flange Frog & Railway Improvement
Models of the "Graham" flange frog.
.\merican Hoist

& Derrick

Co., St.

Paul. .Minn.

Co..

St.

Mo.

Louis.

— Photographs

i-an" ditchers.

of "Amerl-

—

.American Rail .Joint Company. Niagara Falls. N. Y.
Models
.\raeriian" rail joint.
.\mci'ican Railway Uevice Co.. <'liioagi>.
"I'^conomy" separable
joints. "Odenkirk" switchsiauils. anti rail creepers.

of

—

the

switch

—

Steel & Wire Co.. Chicago.
Samples of woven wire fencing,
rail l)onds and electiMcal wire.
American Track Barrow Co., Lowell. Mass. Models of track iMirrows
pony cars.
.\merican Valve & Meter Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
"Economy" swltchstands.
and catalogues of Poage water columns and tank fixtures.
Atlas rail joints, braces and tie.\tlas Railway Sunpl.v Co.. Chicago.
plates
Atlas improved swltchstands.

American

wire lope, "Cooper"

—
—

Tile

and

rail

—

;

— Cable-loop reinforced
— Samples of bolts and nut

Louis lilessing an>l .\lfred .Tohns. .lackson. Mich.
comneie ties and adjustable keyed nut-lock.
liorder Holt

& Nut Lock

Co.,

Richmond. Ind.

locks.

—

Huda Foundry & Mnnutacturing
drills : hand and
tool grinders.

push car wheels

:

Co.. Chicago.
Track Jacks and ra!;
swltchstands track gages and levels track;

The rieviland Frog & Crossing

Co..

anti rail creeper.

:

Cleveland. Ohio.

— The

"Prentice"

—

Commonwealth Sfel Co.. St. Louis, Mo. Photographs and pamphlets of
weed burner.
Cook's Standard Tod Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Track drills, track tool
grinders and cattle guards.
Coulter & Paxton. Ixjngmount. Colo.
Models of improved track wrench
and clamp.
lUlworth. Porter & Co
Id., rittsliiirgh. Pa.
-Samples of Glendon flange

east steel gasolene

—

—

—

and

<ioldie

claw tieplates.

The Eveless Tool

Morse &

Kairlianks.

Co..

rail drills.

(Gibraltar

— Eveless picks and solid steel track
Chicago. — (.iasolene motor car. Uarrett track
Co.. Chicago. — Model of "Gibraltar" pumpuig

Newark. N.

Co.,

tools.

jacks and

.Manufacturing

.L

post.
.Tr.. & Co.. West Bay City. Mich.— Goldle perfect tie plugs.
Samples of grip nuts.
Steel Coni|iany. Elyrla. Ohio.
McKey rolled steel shoulder tieplates
health steel spikes.
Ilayes Track Appliance Co.. tieneva. X. Y.
Hayes derails, with operating
target stands.
Hussey lllnns Shovel Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. Shovels, spades and

\Vm.
Crip
Hart
and open

and

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of

Thompson

Coldle.

Nut Company. Chicago.

—

—

—

—

.'Supply Company. Kalamazoo, Mich. --Hand and vecars, .Moore trai'k drills, and Kalamazoo track Jacks: track gages
and levels. an<l curve lining gages, pressed steel wheels.
National Ixick Washer Co., Newark. N. .7.
.Samples of spring nut locks.
Pennsylvania Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Manard manganese anvil faced
frog, ilesign 1(111.
<.iulncy. Man<hester. .Sarginl Company. Chicago.
llonznuo rail Joint. Q *
C ci>n)proinlse and Insulated .joints. CatTerty tie tongs, antl-rall creepers.
Tile Rail .Icdut Company, New York.
Rail Joints of the continuous,
Welwr and Wolhauptei- types.
Railroad Su|iply Co.. Chicago.- Tieplates and derallers.
Hallway S|ieclally & Supply Co.. Chicago.- -MansHeld combination g<iardrall, clamp and tiepbite. inaniifactuieil by the Otto Oas Engine Works. Chiago P. A M. ami vise grip rail anchors. Siidth Improved nuts.
M. M. RIley, Iriuiwood. Mich. -Model of steel tie and rail.

Kalamazoo Railway

The Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association held its
Iwcnty-fltth annual convention In the Sherman House. Chicago, Nov.
12, 13 and 14.
President C. H. Cornell (C. & N.-W.) was in the
chair and about 70 members were in attendnnio. The opening address was made by R. H. Alshton. C.eneral Manager of the Chicago

& North-Western.

Prfsldcnt Cornell followed with an address in
which he .stated that the as.-ociatlon, which for a time was exhibiting sign.i of weaknea.<< and decline, is again in vigorous and prosperous (ondltinn. The secretary reported the addition of 48 members.
The subjects disi ussed by the convention were: Maintaining
Track in Line and Surface in the Winter; Wrecking Outfits Organization and Working; Cost of Hrillasting Old Track and Keiiewlng
Ties; Organization and Working of Rall-I^aylng Gangs; Method of
Destroying Vegetal Ion in Track.
Two of these reports were reprinted last week; others will be
found In the present Issue and in .subsequent Issues.
At the Thursday forenoon .scs-sion. W. M. Camp, editor of Railicay and Engineering Uerietr. read a paper entitled "Why Effli lent
Track Work Is Skilled Labor

—
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locipede

—
—

—

—
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&

.Iidin M. Scott
Son. Racine.
<;iniit " bumping posts;
Racine nut

Sellers

Manufacturing

Co.,

Wis.— .Models

and "Little

of "Hercules"

locks.

Chicago.- TIeplnces,

rail

Joints

and splice

Stover Motor Car Co.. Freeport. III.— (Iasolene motor ear.
Tliomns Koltless Rail Joint. Watertown, Wis. Model of boltless

—

Joint.

—

rail

fnlversnl Portland Cement Co.. Chicago.
Samples showing dltferent
stages In the mnnufaiture of "Inlversal" Portland cement.
I'nited States Wind Engine & Pump Co.. Ilatavla. III.— Swltchstands,.

semaphores and water supplies.
Worth Wire Works. Kokcuno.

Ind.

The "Cinch" wire fence

stay.
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The Beech Grove Shopi

of the Big Four.

Clucinnatl. Chlraso A St. I^uls ( UIr Four)
the locomotive tlfpartnunt of Its now HbopH at

The Cleveland.
fXtM-'tM

to

have

m
The prlnreaily for oirupanry
Ind
••
near loniwith the excoptloii of th<..
Mil follow an
lil.Mon noil tho Installation of tool* and
This plant, when fully i-ompleted. will \>e one
ra*( aa practlrnbte.
of the notable rallroml fih<>i> pinnis of the country both In nlze and
rlie the niont roient practice In such
lit-r fi-niaren p
'ire to review briefly the conditions
II
Ih of 111
ilannlnR of the plant, as well as to
:iHK the in<<;
It-'-,

iimI

.

(irovp,
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!

,

i

•

1

.

l>ii!lillnR».

,
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'

upciailng conditions.
li
::i
liMillK ig the central and mont important point of the
r-y.-tti-m,
with llntvi radiatInK in six directions. At the
iliK I'uiii
present time the road U without facilltieg suitable to care properly
for modern motive power. The Bright wood shops at Imiianuixiils,
whl< h were hiilll when 35-ton engines were the standard, have long
li.
n bopelisiily outgrown, with no room for enlargement and reSome of the shops at olher points, while more modern
liiillillng.
ilian the Hrightwood plant, have neither the capacity nor the fuclllThe construction at Indianapolis of a new
ties for present needf.
entire, to care not only for the equipment of the divisions
111. lilt
..iiiiTing there, but also for the heavy locomotive repairs of the
wliole road, and on a scale which looked well Into the future, had
Preliminary work was begun early
therefore become a necessity.
.TiMipInK

•iiid

.

^33

with electric light and power ayatemi. Tbia company U now acting
aa Inapector for the entire work.
Examination of the general plan sbowi the central feature to
l>e a midway" nr ffr-neral supply avenue, on whi'-h a!! of Ih"- tm''
poitant bill
Tlila midway U ".'j ft
lung, anil
a 10-ton overhead tr.i
'!
were no tl'
Jiis ou the arrangement
the englneera were without any restrictloDs o( this sort lu ihtOne of the basic couefTorl to secure the moat efllrient grnuping.
'
'
"" " nt
dllions governing the arriiii.
.

departments was that the
veniently

all

three

lineed lie. The forge i-hop wa.s put east of it. bei «
passenger car shop, and where product for the freigbt car .-'.lop
can be carried across quickly and easily by small cars and ibe
midway crane. lx)comotlves to be shopped are brought In at the
western end of the shop yard to the hospital tracks, a part of which
lead to an 85-ft. turntable, which feeds the machine and erecting,
the boiler and the tank shop as the case may be. The engines

In I!t0«.

and
and

of the former.
The .Arnold

Company. Consulting Engineers. Chicago, was com-

missioned lo prepare a preliminary report and estimate of cost of
Several block plans suitable for the parthe proposed shop plant.
ticular requirements at Beech Grove were prepared and fully discussed with the railroad company's engineers, and the decision was
Anally made In favor of the one shown herewith, in which the eastbound cla.ssiflcatlon yard Is Immediately north of the shops. The
Arftold Company then prepared complete plans and specifications
for the entire plant, including buildings, water and sewer systems,
power plant equipment, air, heating and steam systems, together

&

St. L.

their head-ends toward the center of the machine
erecting shop and therefore will cross the table in entering
leaving this shop only when a reversal of direction is neces-

of the

Big Four. This
Bronner, F. M.
Whyte, R. T. Shea, W. Garstang and B. D. Lockwood.
Besides shops, the Indianapolis situation also required relief
It was therefore decided
in the matttr of freight yard facilities.
to build the new shops and a large concentration yard on a new
site where not only would there be ample room for present needs,
but where future growth would not be restricted. The tract selected is at Beech Orove. about six miles southeast of the city on
the line to Cincinnati— the Chicago division of the road. The proximity of shops and freight yards naturally Influenced the layout

•••
i'

If

win stand with

eral characteristics of the plant required for the
committee consisted of Messrs. H. F. Ball. E. D.

'

f'

;

Blacl<£mith Shop; Beech Grove Shops of the C. C. C.
It will be recalled that a committee of motive power men
New York Central Lines, of which the Big Four is a part,
was appointed to visit the largest of the different new railroad
shops and from their study of same determine the nature and gen-

the

of

and the two car department.s. Auuthii »a--. lo hi
'ii
mill serve the latter two and also be convenient to iti'
:for disposal of Its refuse.
The car departments lia
signed to the east end and the locomotive department to the wei't
end of the site, the machine and erecting shop, as the central and
"f
most Imiiortant unit of the latter, was put on th>'
'li
the midway where it can be extended to double it.-

Likewise, the normal routing for the cab and tank shop is
through the end doors. For the boiler shop it is by way of the
turntable, with emergency entrances at the ends.
sary.

The storehouse is placed nearest to the locomotive shop—directacross the midway from it— since the majority of the supplies
carried are for the locomotive department, but is where the supplies may be received with freedom and distributed to the different
departments with equal ease by means of the yard crane, its length
being parallel to the runway. The location of the foundry gives
plenty of scrap yard room adjacent to it and also permits raw material to be received and castings to be delivered without unnecesA heavy-material platform.
sary handling or reverse movement.
460 ft. long, connects foundry and storehouse and has its south
The pattern shop is close to the foundry,
side under the yard crane.
ly

but

is isolated

from the

rest of the plant for fire protection.

has a central location on the midway and
carried
all electric cables, steam, air and water piping, etc., are
from it to the principal buildings in a large reinforced concrete
The car departments
tunnel. G ft. 9 In. x 7 ft., under the midway.
receive and store their lumber at the east end of the yard, from
dry liimlier shed to
and
kiln
dry
which it progresses through the
the planing mill and thence to the ear shops on each side. The
transfer table of the passenger department connects with the yard

The power

station
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Machine and Erecting Shop.

Interior

View

of

Machine and Erecting Shop: Beech Grove Shops

Sections Through

Erecting Pits

in

of the

Locomotive Shop.

C. C. C.

&

St. L.
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The freight car repair yard is adjacent to the large switching yard where cripples may be classified for the shop repair tracks
and delivered to them with the least amount of switching. A minimum spacing of 75 ft. has been observed for all buildings for fire
crane.

protection.

Exterior and interior views of the machine and erecting bhop
are shown which give an excellent idea of the building. It is 315 ft.
wide and 578 ft. long. It is a structural steel building with 17 in.
Colonial brick curtain walls and is supported on ample concrete foundations reinforced with steel bars. There are five bays an erecting

—

Vol. XLIII., No. 22.

The remaining space between machines
of the mrtldle bay.
and material track is for the storage of material, and the space
on the opposite side of each material track is for locomotive wheel
storage, as shown.
A detail of the erecting pits is shown. They are concrete, with
bottoms lined with vitrified brick. The heating duct runs along
the outer, or wall, ends of the pits, with connections to the latter as
shown. Each pit is supplied with air, steam, water and electric
connections. There are two of the air outlets equipped with air-

umns

hose connections.

Boiler Shop; Beech Grove Shops of the C. C. C.

When

&

not in use these

fit

into recesses in the

St. L.

and a machine bay on each side and a light machine bay in the middle
common to each. Over this latter is a balcony for tin and copper
shop, lavatories, lotker rooms and heating fans. The erecting shop
roofs are covered with slate and have a one-quarter pitch. The
three intermediate bays have a saw-tooth roof with main supporting
trusses rising from a head room of 35 ft. at the sides to 41 fl. 10 in.
center. The fact that the building lies very nearly north
in the direction of its length permitted this type of roof
used to the best advantage. The general architectural effect
of the building is good, while the section is well adapted to requirements, as well as being economical in design. The walls of
the building are fully 60 per cent, factory ribbed glass, while the
difference in height between erecting and machine shop bays admits
of large clerestory windows, further increasing the light.
The flat
at the

and south
to be

.lortion of the roof

surrounding the saw teeth

is to serve as a hose cart runway for fire
protection. All roof drains are inside, as will
be observed from the cross-section of the build-

Each erecting bay has a 120ton crane 50
above the floor for traversing locomotives,
and a lo-ton nies.senger crane 28 ft. above the
floor.
Each machine bay likewise has a 10-ton
crane. The heavy cranes have two trolleys and
with full load, trolleys 30 ft. apart, they are to
maintain a hoisting speed of 8 f.p.m., 100
f.p.m. trolley speed, and 175 f.p.m. bridge
speed.
The small cranes have a hoisting
speed
under load of 25 f.p.m., a
trolley speed of 125 f.p.m., and a bridge speed
ing.
ft.

Cross Section of Boiler Shop,

of 400 f.p.m.

There are 52 erecting pits divided equally between the two
outside bays. There is about MOO sq ft. of machine floor space
per pit, on the basis of 48 pits, since the four pits on the through
tracks are for wheeling and iinwheeling locomotives. The machine
floor comprises a central section extendlni; ir. fi nm fiom tiio .-ol-

The steam is supplied at 225 lbs. pressure for testHeavy work benches with cast-iron frames, fitted with drawers
and tool racks, will be placed between pits. On the posts at each
sides of the pit.
Ing.

bench. 8
or

ft.

aliove the floor, are triple outlet boxes for either I'ght
w.. :iir .milit^ tin..
wlib airtio,';.^ coiincc-

power connection-;

I

I

-
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and one 3>;ln. hoi* valvu watrr conDectlon. are locateil on
alternate column* between macblnr ami rrm-ilni; luiy« nt a wiltabln

The

;
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ft.

X
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The

ft

main and hi:'
shop and

ihe

tmiler

iiij

head trnvelluK
poHHiitii as yet.

..mral

Tin'

crai.n. a feature

liay will

iiue
r-«-c-

:

have a

lu-iuii ei»iri>.

over-

which few railroad blacksmith shops

The uperator's case will come to within 8 ft. 6 In.
smoke and gases ai> much an posi^lble.
the ".hop H formed of 2 In of fmn' end -parks over-

or the lloor to Ret Itelow the

The

floor I- <-oncrefe

The

bull.linx lit heated by mIx
Each
conslKlH uf two 240 In. rullh'
.it connerted to a 12 In. x 12 In. vertical
i.
The
Intake cf air Im through 20 gectlonb ui licatiUK culU, 'J (i. x 'J (t.
The colU are hented by exhnuxt
3 In., arranged in four itroiipM.
alcam from the power station. A vacuum syBlem Ih maintained
by pipluK condensed steam relurnii to vacuum pumps In the |>uwer

ouiflt

:

floor of

laying « In of
Is a mez/

,,1

There
etc.

.

gravel.
lockers,

The bulMi
The storehuuee

tiiiU uthie buiMiUK is lu be u{
hreproof conexcept the roof timbers and their kupportlng columns.
be 73 ft. X 263 ft., three stories high. It will have a selfsupporting reinforced concrete frame with Colonial brick exterior

strui'tlon,
It

will

00ffL

^

f»

:

tlon la nut niiuAi.

I

•

the

aii

I

The balcony

t

(llmenHli.i

.

itravel.

Men

in the photograpbic

view.

hflKhi alwvc the floor
Tlie air pIpliiK I'TIiitp isi bIho an air
at (lii-i«- loliininM
naif '..' inn on both iililm of lh<- IIkIK p
ur*- made to the roof at Inti'i imiiuu' {juiut.3 (ui
lire
he floor of the »hop l« I -ii In. maple rromuHl un :i In.
..
...iiiki), the latter nalleil to 4 In. x i> In. itleeperH buried
Henenth the concrete la 6 In. of
in
in. of bltumlnouD concrete.

•creened
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are built on the aonth side of buUdlnx, as
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of Storehouse;

Section

Beech Grove Shops.

The fans and coils, as already mentioned, are located in
the balcony. They discharsc dowiiwaid to reinforced concrete ducts
under the floor, each of which runs across to connection with a
duct which enciri'les the entire building just inside the walls. Outthrough
let.s from the latter discharge Into the erecting pits and
registers In the floor under each window. The duct around the
building also carries? the air. steam and water piping tor pit service.
The boiler shop Is 126 ft. x 5t;4 ft. A view of it from the riveting tower end. which is the end adjacent to the machine and erectro.ss-section
ing shop, taken before completion, is shown. The
of the btilldinK shows it to consist of a main l)ay and a side bay,
72 ft. and 4Si ft. wide respectively. The former is served by a
The general structural
30-ton, and the latter by a 10-ton crane.
features of the building are similar to the machine and erecting
However, the west wall of Ihe riveting tower, which is carshop.
riei'. by the main bay truss, is made of concrete on expanded metal
The building will be healed In
In oriler to minimize the weight.
the same way as Ihe machine and erecting shop. Tlie fan rooms
(

lere/

Power

Through
9

walls, cut stone sills, slate roof

form

J

Beech Grove Shops.

Grocna

station.

;

^,-Zj'ji',^

mi-l!i-m--l4l/---^-l2«--Ae

Third Floor Plan

Cross Section of Storehouse;

lobby

in.

X 7

Tunnel.

6

ft.

ft.

and copper cornice.

A

12-ft.

plat-

length of both sides of the building. It
also will be reinforced concrete, with a granitoid top finish, which
will likewise be the finish lor the storehouse floors. The two lower
floors are to be for store purposes and the upper floor for offices,
as shown by the plan of same. It will be seen that it includes a
hospital, to care for employees injured in the shops, and a room
for apprentices, where they will be given dally instruction in accordance with the scheme now in force on all New York Central
will e.xtend the

ftill

The third floor offices will have maple floors and \vf trimmed
The hospital and toilet rooms will have tile floors with
marble base. There is also a large assembly room on this floor
Lines.
in oak.

for committee meetings, conventions, lectures to shop men. etc.,
and a lavatory. There will be one electric elevator for passengers
and two for freight. The building will be heated directly from
steam radiators. It will be equipped with a telephone exchange
with connections to all departments of the shops.
The power station is shown partially completed in one of the

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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114 ft. wide and 128 ft. long, tlie architecture harmonizing with the buildings already described. The substructure
is concrete, the column piers being reinforced, and the substructure
masonry is shale brick of a dark color lined with sand lime brick.
views.

is

It

The turbine room
aljout 6

ft.

high.

is

finished with a red pressed brick wainscoting

The roof

is

slate on

wood sheathing.

The liberal use of large windows in the side walls, and moniand skylights in the roof, give a well-lighted interior. The
building at present is closed at the east end by a wooden bulkhead
to allow for future extension, which is contemplated at an early
date.
The power station will ultimately be twice its present size.
The boiler room is 46 ft. x 128 ft. It contains three batteries
of two 415 h.p. Stirling water-tube boilers, each equipped with Foster
superheaters and Oreene chain-grate stokers. The boilers are contors

to

the .stack

by an underground reinforced concrete flue.
The chimney Is a Weber concrete-ateel design. 12 ft. in diameter
and 20n ft. high, equipped with lightning conductors.
Coal is stored in overhead reinforced concrete bunkers, and
Is fed direct to the stoker hoppers by steel spouts.
The coal and
ash handling machinery is the Link Helt design. The coal Is
dumped from cars Into a track hopper outside the building, and
Is carried to a crusher inside the building by n small
apron conveyor.
It falls from the crusher onto an endles.'i bucket conveyor
In the basement which passes up over the storage bunkers, automatically dumping Into same. The a.shes are fed to this sanie conveyor by spouts from the doors In the ash bins of the boilers. They
are dumped Into overhead ash pockets, located In front of the slack,
from which they may he loaded through KpoutH Into cars outside
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The boiler feed pumps are of the Dean duplex, upAdmiraUy type. The boiler room contains a number of strucmaking all piping and apparatus easily acces-

the building.
right.

tural steel runway.s,
sible for repairs.

The turbine room is 46 ft. wide and 128 ft. long, with a 12 ft.
basement underneath. The main generating units comprise three
Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbines, direct-connected to 500 k.w.,
60 cycle, three phase, 3,600 r.p.m.. 480 volt generators.
There are
two steam-driven, direct-connected 40 k.w. exciter units, and adjacent to same is a 300 k.w. Westinghouse motor-generator set for
supplying 250 volt direct-current to variable speed tools. There
is room for another exciter unit and a motor generator set.
It is the intention to run the compressor, which is a LaidlawDunn-Gordon 2,000 cu. ft. cross-compoiiml type, and the turbines

Plan of Power House; Beech Grove Shops of the C. C. C.
nerfed

Vol..

&

St. L.

condensing, and there are two wet vacuum system condensing outfits, consisting of two Wheeler Admlrally-type surface condensers
and two steam-driven air pumps. The condensers each take care of
two units, so that each unit may be run condensing or thrown on
to the healing system at will.
'I'lie exhaust sleani from the auxiliary
units la carried to the feed-water heater by a separate system of
auxiliary piping.

The generators connect to the switchboard by lead-covered.
paper-Insulated cables laid In tile ducts In the concrete floor. The
switchboard has
panels, 12 of which are for present u.se.
It
is equipped with Weslingliouse Instruments and
T. E. circuit
I.
breakers, and Is built by the Walker I'onip.nny.
In the lloor back
of the switchboard aiul running its entire length is a slate covered trench
In. wide and 8 in. deep.
All ducts to the switchl.''i

M
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board lead to thU trench, and cables turn up throuRh openings
Keodera go out at right
tu the !iwlti'hlH>ar(l In rUy iliutii In the floor to Ihr Mouth
dMuenient wull. wht'iv they ilrop <i ft. In i>|illt tile iluctH laid In
rhaa<« In the wall to the underground conduit ayalem. Thus all
powerhouKe cablex are Hoparately enca»ed In tile duct embedded In

partment that will be built at pn^u^nt
They are i>«<«imate<l to be
able to care for 1,000
.n
the preM-nt equipment
Indicates a 50 |M-r cent
-t
of them there Is room tu Uoublv iticir kiiKtb, nu ibiil lim u<.4.-«l» o(
the Big Four at Indianapolis are amply provided for for a long

the floor or InHement wall.
Between the boiler room and turbine room Is the pump room.
22 ft. wide nnd running the length of the building.
It U open to
the Imiw-meiit tliMir with ihc i'.\i'i'i>iliiii of a Kallory iilong onn side
and the conin'i tloii In'twcvii iIk- iMiiK and turbine rooniH. Thlf gal\V.'li.;iiT fci'dwalor heaters, r(|uipped
lery Mupiwrl.s two I'.jiici li |>

time to come.

In the §late cover lo Iho circuit broakers.

uuglM

i

with piirifyiuK. flltcring and oil iiepuratur ui-cessories, and working
Other upparatiiH In the pump room lucludea a 1,500

automatically.
gal.

iiliike

iiiiderwrlterH' tire

pump, two Mnrsh vacuum pumps

plpli

.

'

-,

The work has been under the constant supervision of W.
Uarstang, Superintendent of Motive Power nf The BIr Fmir, nnd
B. I). I.,ockwood, Mechanical Knglni't-r.
.f
J. F. Deems, (ieneral Supt-rlnlendent of
a
York Central Lines. The tool layout an
ii
the bands of the motive power department, and will be treated in
a subsequent article, after complete Installation has l>een made.
i

'

!

.

.

.

for

the heating system, and a hydraulic pump and accumulator to furnish water at a pressure of 1,500 lbs. per square inch to the hydraulic
The turbine room has a 15-ton, bandriveter In the boiler shop.
operated crane, and the pump room i\ 5-ton hand crane.
The moln source of water supply for the plant Is three deep
wells worked by Blake motor-driven, deep-well pumps having a
capacity of 250,000 gals, each per 2-1 hours.

The superheated steam

'

:

'

The MUnster-Schlucht
nv

The

Miinster-SchUK ht

i;.

Electric

llM.MMiAM

electric

Railway.

K.

railway,

in

Alsace,

has

been

opened for traffic this year, and Is Interesting on account of the
heavy Krndes em-ountered
The object of the railway Is lo establish
'•
r.
Ampfersbach, Schmelzwasen

Car on Munster-Schlucht Electric Railway near Beginning of Rack.
form

and distinct systems; the saturated steam bolng used
for auxiliaries and the superheated steam for the turlilnes and
i'onipres.sor.s only.
Thcte Is, however, a cross conneitlon between
the two headers for use in ca.se of emergency. All steam loads from
the boilers contain aiilomatic stop and check valves nnd all steam
leads to units, except those to pumps, coutalu receiver-type steam
.sei)arale

separators.
The sanitary question has been given careful attention. There
will be two separate sewer systems, one sanitary In which the
sewage will be purlfled in septic tanks and sand filters. The other
system will care for the storm water which is to 1)0 discharged
into large storage reservoirs.
ICnch building will bo oquippod with
full toilet facilities.
The machine and erecting shop, for example,
will have 5G water closets, 12 shower baths, 190 lavatories and 24
urinals In two toilet rooms on the balcony. There will also be eight
urinals on the main floor located about 100 ft. apart on the columns
between erecting and machine bays. Another feature of importance
is 12 drinking fountains on the main floor, direct-connected to the
deep wells already mentioned, which will supply i)ure cold water of
even temperature the year through.
The Ave buildings here described are nil of the locomotive de-

and the town of Miinster, and also

in

summer

to

convey tourists

locality also accessible from the Fren<'h -side by
Schemes for building this
the existing Schltuht-G^rardmer railway.
railway have been long on foot, as two alternative projects were
under consideration. One was entirely an adhesion railway, some
nine miles long, with a maximum gradient of 8 per cent., while
the other scheme contained a section with a gradient of 22 per cent,
on which a rack rail was required, but the maximum gradient
was 5.5 per cent, on the adhesion iwrtlon. The route in this case
was shorter by more than two miles.
Various lo^'al conditions and other considerations were in favor
to the Schlucbt, a

of the

combined rack and adhesion scheme, which was accordingly

decided upon.

The first one and three-quarter miles of the route out of Munster
The line then leaves the road, but relies along the main road.
From
joins it in about half a mile at the transforming station.
this point the road has been wblened to accommodate the line, which
continues in this fashion until the commencement of the rack secThis portion has a maximum
tion, nearly four miles from Munster.
gradient of 22 per cent., and terminates at Altonberg, about one
and A quarter miles farther on, The flnal section, rather over ^
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mile long, follows the picturesque road to the SChlucht, in the
direction of tho French frontier. The total length of the line is
about six and a half miles, of which about one and threequarter
wiles
is
equipped
with
a rack.
The station at
Miinster is at an altitude of 1.250 ft., and the line rises to 3,740 ft.
Grooved tramway rails are used in the streets of
at the Schlucht.
Miinster. and ordinar.v buUheaded rail for the rest of the line. The
sleepers are partl.v of impregnated oak.
The gage is one meter.
The rack is of what is known as the Strub construction, similar
to that in use on the Jungfrau, Vesuvius, Brunnen-Morschach and
Mocthey-Champ^ry railways.
Like the running rail, it is mounted on iron chairs. The top
of the rack is about 2 in. above the head of the running rails. The
maximum pressure on the teeth of the rack is 3.5 tons, from each
of the two wheels which engage with it. Tangential pressure on
the rack is taken in the usual way by concrete blocks. The rails
were laid in lengths of 34.5 ft., and the rack in lengths of 11.5 ft.
There are in all seven stations on the railway. The generating
station is at the end of the line at Miinster.
Two belt-driven, threephase alternators capable of an output of 200 k.w., at 7,000 volts,

50 cycles, are provided, driven by horizontal steam engines.
Power is taken to the sub-station referred to above, by an over-
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of two motors for the rack and two for the adhesion
wheels has been developed by the Alioth Company, of Basle, under
tho Strub patents, .md permits of the same rolling stock being used
on the rack and adhesive portions of the line. On the adhesion
section only the two motors are in use. and these drive the wheels
through a single reduction gear in the ordinary way. The other
two motors are not then in use. On the rack sections, however,
The rack motors work
all four motors are employed as Jvist said.
with a double reduction gear, and the adhesion motors are connected
All four motors
in series to run with a high torque at a low speed.
are controlled by a single controller, which is interlocked, to preSeries
vent any wrong combination of connections being used.
parallel control is employed, and reversing and braking positions
are provided. The driver cabs are provided with ammeters for
both motor circuit voltmeters, and the necessary fuses and circuit

arrangement

breakers, and a lightning arrestor equipment is installed on the
roof.
The carriages are heated and lighted electrically.
The motor car is provided with the following independent systems of brakes:
(1) A mechanical hand-brake, acting through eight
brake-shoes; (2) a band brake on the shaft of the motors driving
on to the rack; (3) a rheostatic brake, and (4) an automatic brake
which grips the sides of the rack when the speed exceeds six miles

Rack Construction; IVIunster-Schlucht Electric Railway.
head

partly on the same poles as the trolley wire.
Here there
are two 100 k.w. motor generator sets, which supply continuous
current at 750 volts to the trolley wire. A buffer battery of 390
cells of a capacity of 296 ampere-hours Is used in parallel with
these machines.
The overhead construction Is partly of the span wiic uiul partly
of the bracket arm type. Two conductors are used, each 9 mm.
line,

Owing to the position of (he sub-slntion a
not been thought necessary. The return is by the rails,
the
in
usual manner. The collectors on the cars
bow type. Two of these are carried on each car, both
of course, make conlait with the two overhead wires.
In diameter.

bonded

feeder has
which are
are of the
of which,

The normal trafllc in summer Is nine trains per day, but a
service every quarter of an hour both ways can be maintained on
occasions.
In winter four or five trains per day suffice.
Kach train conslst.s of a four-axled motor car, with usually one
trailer.
The motor car is provided with four motors of 85 h.p.
each, two of which are fqr driving the running wheels In the usual
manner, while the remaining two are permanently connected to
the gearing which engages In the rack. All four motors are used
on the rack section, .so that the full 320 h.p. is available. This

special

per hour down the steep grade. This form of brake is fitted to
both trucks. The brakes can at any time be worked from either
end of the car. In addition to these four brakes, the following
safety devices should be noted.
In order to prevent all possibility
of derailment a pair of jaws are fitted under each truck surrounding the head of the rack rail, and a disc clutch is provided between
the rack motors and their gearing, which iicrniits of a certain
amount of slip in the event of a sudden stoppage of the motor in
a serious short circuit, so the enormous strain of a sudden jerk
upon the rack Is avoided and only a normal braking effect given.
The carriages are all of one class, and, as iliay be seen from
the Illustiations. are of the compartment type, with ordinary side
doors.
In the case of the motor cars one compartment is fitted with
removable seats, so that It can be u-scd for luggage if required.
ICaih motor car weighs 25.5 tons. Including passengers, aiul the fully
loaded trailer weighs 6.5 tons, giving a total weight for the train
of 32 tons.
Kach train contains accommodation for 72 passengers.
The maximum speed on the level is I0.fi miles per hour, and on the
sleep portion 4.7 miles per hour. The total journey occupies about
an hour. The main contractors were the SocK^to d'Electrlcltfi Alioth,
of Basle.

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

on cauK*^ of action arising

court.}

In

The ChU-aKO, Milwaukee It St i'aiil ha« made a reduction of 25
cent* a day In the pay of tbe thouaandK of laborers working on the
construction of Its Paclflc coast extension.
FollowlDK the Imposition by a Canadian court of a fine of $25,000 for ni'KllKence causing an explosion In a freight car, the MlchIsan Central bos canceled all rates on exploalves destined to or from

Canadian

territory.

Alton, which some years ago turned all news
agents off Its trains, has now made a rule allowing rear brakemen to
uewspapets. They must a<>k not more than 1 cent above the
regular price for a paper.

The Chicago i

forbid oommon
law. and gtre tbe

other Htates:

more than the rales fixed by
Railroad Commission new authority and power.

carriers cbarKlng

In the Federal court at Salt Lake City, Norember 20, indictments were returned against the I'nion Paclflc. the Oregon Short
Line, the I'nlon Paclflc Coal Co. and offlcers of the K«-veral companlcH. charged with violation of the anti trust law by combining to
force out of business O. J. Sharp, a coal dealer of Salt Lake City.
The complaint alleges that Sharp was "punished" lyemnse he reduced
the price of coal. The Indictments are said to have been made In
place of some which were returned several months ago but which
were found defective.

s«ll

The Trunk Line Association has

new

freight tariff on
westl>ound merchandise Imported from Europe, which gees Into
.Many articles have leen Increased from 2 cents
effect December 2.
to 1" cents per 100 lbs. (.New York to Chicago).

Issued a

Tbe Indiana State Railroad Commission has Issued an ordei
under which railroads will have to treat the crossings of interurtan
ele«'trlc lines on the same basis a.s other crossings; at crossings not
properly signaled and protected trains must come to a stop.
The second section of double steel tubes for the Detroit river
tunnel was sunk on November 25. in a trench 40 ft. deep in the bed
of the river, near the American shore. The sections are 262 ft. long.
It Is understood that no more sections will be sunk until spring.
The employees of the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Lcuis have
erected a monument to the late Major John W. Thomas, former
President of the road, who died on February 12. 19im;. The monument, a statue of Major Thomas, stands in Centennial park. Nashville, and it was dedicated on Sunday lasL

A press despatch from Winnipeg says that the Canadian Pacific
on November 25 put in effect a new freight tariff, makiug Important
Increases in rates. The government had ordered the suspension of
the tariff because of complaints which bad been made against it.
but on the 24th the suspending order was rescinded.
The Seaboard Air Line has

issued an order forbidding the sale
dining cars while in the state of North Carolina, exSince the prohibitory laws of that state have
cept to passengers.
become so strict there has been, it is said, a lar.ge demand for drinks
from "crowds" at the stations where the through trains stop.

of liquor in

Its

The Willamette valley. Ore., has marketed a prune crop valued at 11.50(1.000 this year. The packers shipped 7.000 tons, beginning about September 15. and i,000 tons more were to go to market
this month.
The bulk of this crop went to the Atlantic seaboard,
but heavy shipments were also sent to the Middle West, Canada,
Europe and several carloads to London.
The Interstate Commerce Commission rules that where a passenger on a railroad is sick sufficiently to make travel dangerous to
his health, a stop-over (Including extension of time on limited
ticket
may be granted: and not only to the sick person, but to one
or more members of his family, if traveling with him. The same
privilege may be granted to persons who are detained by an established quarantine.

Press despatches from Chicago say that the Erie Railroad, on
the flrst day of its 110 passenger rate from Chicago to New York,
took 2.40(t passengers out of that city, all carried on four trains. The
rate is made only in connection with steamship tickets to Europe,
and these hundreds of passengers consisted almost wholly of foreigners who are going to Europe to spend the winter at their old
homes. The same despatch says that the Grand Trunk and the
Wabash will make a $10 rate to meet that of the Erie.

The number

of

emigrants going from

New York

to

Europe

is

now

far greater than in any former autumn, most of the steamships
havini! all their low-class accommodations engaged weeks before
saili:'g.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New York,
third department, by a vote of three to two has sustained the constitutionality of the law of 1905. empowering a state commission to
fix the rates at which gas shall be sold.
The decision is looked upon
as sustaining the Public Service Commission law of 1907 as regards
the fixing of rates by a body to which authority has been delegated
by the legislature. The decision is by Judge Smith, concurred in by
Judges Chester and Cochrane. Judges Kellogg and Sewall dissent.
The law

in question authorizes the gas commission, after hearing
to fix the price of gas "within the limits prescribed by law." The court holds that, having thus fixed Umiis, the
The only
legislature has delegated only an administrative power.
"limit" named in the press despatches reporting this decision is that
reasonableness
one
hand,
to
the
public,
and
on
the other
of
on the
hand, to the producer; but this, according to the court, is sufflclent.
These limits are fixed, not by statute, but by the common law; but

and investigation,

—

makes no

this

difference.

Coal Companies Sell Cars.

The Fairmont Coal Company has sold 2.223 and the Somerset
Company 1.000 coal cars. The Baltimore & Ohio has bought
of the Fairmont cars, and the Cumberland & Pennsylvania
takes the rest and all the cars sold by the Somerset Company. These
coal companies are now on the same footing as other coal shippers
Coal

1.700

in the

Fairmont and Somerset regions.
Railroad Disaster at Barcelona, Spain.

I

Beginning December 1, the Detroit. Toledo & Ironton will run
Its through trains both freight and passenger, via Toledo, Ohio,
The
Instead of via .Adrian. Mich.. Tecuraseh and Wauseon. Ohio.
three towns la.st named will be served by a branch from Napoleon.
new
route
will
Ohio. The
be from Detroit. Mich., to Dundee, then
over the Ann Arbor tracks to Toledo, and Wabash tracks to the
D.. T. & I. tracks again at Napoleon.

The new

railroad commission of the state of Oklahoma has begun business with steam at full pressure. A number of complaints
have already been received, and an order has been Issued to the Fort
Smith & Western to reduce passenger fares to 2 cents a mile. This
road did not make the reduction on the establishment of the new
state, as did most or all of the other llne.s.
The names of the members of the new commission are given in the Blections column.

Governor Comer of Alabama has signed all the railroad regulation rate bills, and they become effective December 1.
The Louisville & Na.shvllle had declared that nothing would keep It from testing tbe laws In the Federal courts, but (he reporters now think that
the legislature in passing tbe penalty bills has caused the railroad
The bills now signed include all the maximum rate
to reconsider.
bills, known as Group 8, and all the penalty measures.
Some other
bills signed prescribe procedure for taking appeals from the orders
of the Railroad Commissio.-ers; providf for litigation In the state

A

press despatch of November 25 reports the derailment of a
train on a bridge at Barcelona. Spain, on that day. in which 12
persons were killed and 22 injured, the train falling into the river.

Brown's (?) Discipline.
Several notices of dismissal have been posted at Sayre by the
superintendent of the Pennsylvania division of the Lehigh Valley, as
follows:
.V

bi'akeman failed to properly secure cars on a grade and an

accident resulted.

An englneman permitted water

to get low in

a boiler with the

damage was done to the engine.
A yard brakeman was intoxicated when he reportetl for duty.
failed
to carry out instructions received from
brakeman
A

result that considerable

conductor, and a derailment resulted.
.A conductor failed to carry out instructions received from a yardmaster, resulting in damage to cars.
A yard conductor was intoxicated while on duty and refused
Kxchange.
to work.

Law

for Little Malefactors.

Passenger Traffic Manager C.

S. Fee. of the Southern Paclflc,
has Issued a circular of instructions giving interpretations of the
law.
This circular deals with extenCommerce
revised Interstate
sions of tickets, stopovers, charges for excess baggage, charges for
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children, redemption of tickets and many other subjects.
Any
parent or guardian who endeavors to take a child of 12 or over
across a state line on a half-fare ticket is subject to both fine and
imprisonment. The man who induces a station agent to check a
few pounds in excess of the 150 lbs. allowed free of charge across
a state line is apt to get himself and the baggageman in jail. The
man who beats his way on the cars across a state line breaks enough
laws to keep him in prison for the rest of his life. A lineman in
the service of a telegraph company, if making an interstate trip
to repair some line which carries railroad business, can ride free,
but if he rides across a state border on private business, then he
violates the law and is liable to be sent to jail.

Need

of

More Track

in

Alabama.

The following extracts are from a letter from General Manager
H. E. McCormack, of the Pratt Consolidated Coal Co.. Birmingham.
Ala., to Milton H. Smith, President of the Louisville

The company with which

am

&

Nashville.

connected has shipped to the
general markets in the South, for several years, about one and
three-quarter millions tons of coal a
This tonnage is equal to someyear.
thing more than half the tonnage of
the entire cotton crop of the country,
and the coal is sold and delivered in
Rates that enable us to
eight states.
compete with the mines in Kentucky.
east Tennessee. Virginia, as well as the
output of Pittsburgh, which comes
I
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half century if it has to be paid out ol" earnings, and railroads
cannot, of course, sell securities to the investing public unless they
are able to show ability to earn interest on their bonded indebtedness, and a reasonable dividend above fixed charges.
All of the
main lines of the principal roads of Alabama were built hurriedly
and by men whose capital was limited, and for that reason the
double-tracking of our roads is a very much greater undertaking
than is thought by most people. But if double-tracking ;s not done
speedily. Birmingham and the mineral districts of Alabama will be
brought to a standstill in so far as increased production is concerned.

Recent Types of Mine Locomotives.

The accompanying illustrations show recent types of electric
mine locomotives built by The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., ColumThe designs embody the latest ideas in mine locomotives
bus, Ohio.
and street railway construction. Every part has been made amply
is simplified as far as possible without losing any of the
desirable features. The design is made to secure the smallest overall dimensions and at the same time allow access to all of the parts.
The motors include the latest ideas in street railway practice, such

strong and

down the Mississippi river, and that of
West Virginia and Virginia which
comes down the Atlantic coast out of
Norfolk. Va., are so carefully adjusted
that for the several years that I have
personally seen to the marketing of our
product, I have not asked the railroad
people for a reduction in the rate of
freight to a single point. On the contrary the present rates would admit
several million tons of coal to be marketed in excess of that now being
produced in Alabama. In other word.><.
If we could produce the coal, and the
railroads were in position to handle it.
we could enlarge our market very
greatly by pushing back the coal from
the North and West in the sections
where we now meet them.
The Louisville & Nashville has always shown a friendly feeling to the
Alabama coal field. Had it not been
for you the rate to New Orleans would
have been put, three years ago, to a
point that would have virtually prohibited shipment of Alabama coal to
that market, and thus deprived the
mines of Alabama of a market for
2,000 tons daily, or 600,000 tons a year.
I have been told that you informed the
man who suggested It to you, that this
advance in the rate of freight would
shut down, or seriously injure, the
mines along the line of the Louisville
tt Nashville Ih Alabama, and that you
would, under no conditions, agree to
the advance suggested.
I am unable to recall a single Instance where a serious complaint has
been made by our customers as to the
rate of freight,
I have come to the
conclu.tion that practically all of the
shortcomings of the Southern transportation lines are to be charged to
two rauiics.
I^ck of funds Is the
Outside-Wheel Type of Jeffrey M'ne Locomotive.
principal one, lack of time Is the
other. At the beginning of the period of prosperity some of the as drum armatures with form-wound coils, laminated pole pieces,
Southern roads did not have the additional capital required to add ribbon-wound field coils Impregnated with solid compound, oil lubrito their equipment as fast as their necessities demanded It. My cation with auxiliary grease boxes and liberal wearing surfaces. The
observation Is that the railroad Is just getting in shape to need magnet frames are arranged so that the complete motor may be remoney when it Is graded, rall.s laid and operation commenced.
moved from the locomotive by taking off the axle caps, or the frame
I have read that the Pennsylvania and the New York Central
can he taken apart and the armature removed with very little
have spent for many years more money yearly In double-tracking, trouble. The Inside-wheel type is to be preferred where the mine
reductions of grades and riirvatures than It cost to build their entrance Is wide enough to accommodate the Increased width, as the
main lines originally. All the main lines In the Birmingham dis- wider locomotive allows more space for the electrical equipment and
trict move such n large tonnage that they will have to provide
consequently easier access to the motors, rheostat, controller and
double tracks on which to move It. These cannot be built In a other parts.
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Electric Switch Lock.

electric device for Icxklni;

U shown

In Kiss.

1

and

2.

Thl»

Ii>

Muirhead'a Station Indicator.

mil controllInK outlylnx Rwltchea
1^
oMiected to the switch point
r.

66:;

I

The Grand Central Sutlon. New York City, has lately been
equipped with new Indicators. UHed to show the time and destination of departing trains, and one of the new pattern Is shown In
the llluktratlon Riven herewith. Outwardly these Indicators differ
from the style formerly used chiefly In the use of white letters on
a black grouud Instead of black letters on a white ground, but th»
mechanism by which the slats are turned has been simplified also.
The slats bearing the slatlun names are four-sided and three of
the four sides are available for lettertni;, to that any one indicator
will carry enoiiKh names to accommodate almost any train on anyone of the three roads leading out of this station the New York

—

Central, main line; (he Harlem division of the same road, and
the New York, New Haven A Hartford. Thus any train may be
started from any track.
Kach slat Is moved by a vertical rod reaching down to the l)ottom of the case and It Is turned so as to show
the proper name for a given train by pushing the rod upward. A
portion of the roil Is notched so that a rark and-plolon movement
accomplished, with the minimum of friction.
The selection
is
of the proper rods to t>e pushed Is made by means of a card, perforated with holes opposite those rods which are not to be lifted.
'

Fig. 2.

make It Impossible to throw the switch
except with the co-operation of the nearest telegraph operator or towcrman. The
lock may lie controlled at any reasonable
distance from the switch. It is not necessary that the switch be in sight of the
operator, as the lock is arranged with
contact points so centrolled as to indicate
to the oi)erator the exact position of the
switch and the condition of the lock.
Fig. 1 shows the lock with the cover
removed, and Fig. 2 is a sectional view.
The locks are equipped with lightning arto

resters and two sets of contacts, one set
being controlled by the movement of the
switch point and the other by the lock

mechanism.

visible or audible indications are given to the operator by these
contacts and other circuitsirfor electric
signals may be opened or closed if need
The contacts are either graphite or
be.
platinum.
The use of these locks will
save valuable time In train movements.
A train may pull into a long siding and
go to the far end, perhaps two or three
miles distant, and there await permission from the tower operator to proceed
to the main line. Trainmen cannot throw
the switch and get on the main line without the towerman's co-operation.
A siding bell is placed at outlying
switches for communication between same
and interlocking towers or telegraph offices.
Fig. 3 shows the signal bell box in
combination with an Indicator. The boll
box contains the signal bell and keys for

communicating between operator
trainmen. The indicator gives the

Muirhead's Station Indicator.

The

'

and
train-

men

the necessary stop or proceed signal.
This Is the device used In towers to give
the switch lock operator indications of
the switch, movements.
The siding bell
is furthed either with or without the indicator.
These devices are made by the Railroad Suiiply Co., Chicago. Diagrams and
circuits for electric lock applications will
be furnishtHl on request.

ne;'eFsary supply of cards for use In connection with the trains
usually departing from a given track are kept in the bottom of the
case frr that track, and the closing of the bottom door, after the
card has been adjusted, lifts all the desired rods at a single stroke.
On some of the indicators as many as 70 stations may be shown
The cylinder bearing the name of the road and the
at one time.
figures showing the time are put in position by the same movement
w-hicft turns the slats, and at the end of the stroke the slats are
locked and kept in perpendicular position. The opening of the
door releases every i)art and shows blanks throughout. The names
and descriptions of the different trains are on a cloth curtain operated with a small crank from the side of the indicator near the
bottom. The indicators are from 3 ft. to 3'-.. ft. wide: from S'j ft.
They are made by W. R. Muirhead.
to 9'... ft. high and 7 in. thick.
Bridgeport, Conn.

I
Fig. 3.

Boston
Four-tracking

is

it

will

Albany Improvements.

now under way on the Boston & .Albany from
to South Framingham. five miles, and it is
be finished by the middle of next month. The

Lake Crossing. Ma^s.,
exi)ected that

&

—
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road will then have four tracks from Boston to South Framingham.
21 miles; traffic is particularly heavy on this section of the main
line because of the connections at South Framingham with the Milford branch of the B. & A. and with the New York. New Haven &
Hartford. Five miles of third track from the South Spencer yard to
the Charlton yard are in use, but there is more work to be done on
Repairs are under way in the Worcester yard- Enlarged repair
it.
shops are being built at West Springfield, and part of the shops are
When finished they will have
to be in use within a few days.
capacity for 3S to 40 engines a week: the old shops handle only 12
to 14 locomotives a week. These improvements consist of extensions
to the old shops, new buildings and a new coal trestle. Long passing
sidings are being built near Huntington, Chester and Middlefleld. A
siding has been put in at South Framingham, and another will he
Several miles of third track near
built west of East Brookfield.
North Adams Junction and also east of the New York-Massachusetts
state line are being laid. An eight-stall engine house is being built
at Pittsfield, to he finished by the end of next month. Work is also
under way for the 40.stall Beacon Park engine house at Boston.
Plans are being made for new signals, to cost about $900,000, Threequarters of the road will have new signals, and the installation,
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A Portable Vise Stand.
The accompanying illustration shows a portable vise stand made
by the New Britain Machine Co., New Britain, Conn. The circular
column of rolled boiler plate, firmly held between the base and the
top, makes a rigid support for the vise, and withstands hammer
blows in chipping. The top. of cast-iron, is so shaped that tools
or work may be laid upon
it,
and in moving from
place to place they will not
jar off. The interior of the

column

which is to be started next spring, is to be finished in two or three
years. Other improvements include: a coaling plant and water station at East Brookfield, a water station at Rochdale, remodeling of
the water supply system at Chester and new stations at Brookview

and Payn's

easy

In

New

provided with

to

open

it

without

moving from working posialso, the column is
not weakened under the
The base, of castvise.
iron, gives ample spread
tion;

Mills.

Mileage Books

is

three beaded edge shelves,
two of which are adjustable, for holding or storing
tools, and the sliding door
with hasp closes the column. This door sets into
jambs, travels in slides top
and bottom, and can be
padlocked. The position of
the door is such that it is

York,

floor support, and on
the vise side is far enough
back from the working line
so that in standing at the
vise nothing is in the way
To
of the workman's feet
A Portable Vise Stand.
move the bench from one
palce to another, is is necessary only to raise the self-locking handle
to the position shown in the cut which lifts the stand from the floor
and throws the weight on the three wheels, two of which are dead
and one swiveled. The stand can then be easily pushed over rough
or smooth floors, the swiveled wheel trailing. The stand is built
in two sizes, one in which the top tray is 20 in. x 26 in., carrying
a 3M;'in. vise, and another in which the top tray is 24 in. x 32 in.,
carrying a 5-in. vise. In each case, the vise is the right height for
filing 41 in.
They are usually equipped with a standard make of
vise, but special vises can be provided or the stands can be furnished without vise, where it is to be used as an inspector's cabinet.

for

Public Service Commission held a hearing on its proposal to regulate and extend the sale
of its interchangeable mileage tickets. Most of the railroads of the
state were represented, and some of them protested strongly against
the use of mileage tickets. Mr. Fort, of the New York Central, said
that (he use of interchangeable books would necessitate a large inMr. Wallace, of the
crease in the clerical forces of the railroads.
Erie, said that to make mileage tickets interchangeable would unjustly reduce the revenue of his road, and there would be a general
Chairman Stevens of the comtraffic in the hooks by storekeepers.
mission said that the Erie had encouraged the sale of books to ticket
scalpers, knowing that coupons would be sold to users at less than
the regular rate.
Mr. Carr, of the Delaware & Hudson, said that as- the mileage
book was a discrimination, the universal enforcement of its use
by law would compel the roads to sell all tickets at the mileage book
Mr. Carr doubted the legality of the present
rate. 2 cents a mile.
practice of selling mileage books at less than the regular oneway fare. .Mr. Lee, of the Lehigh Valley, declared that the railroads
had gone far enough in the use of mileage books; he would like to
see them wholly abolished,
Vice-President Kerr, of the New York, Ontario & Western, told
how his road had adopted a general 2-cent rate in 1898 in order to be
able to abolish mileage books, because their use was a source of a
great loss of revenue to the road. He considered mileage books the
most vicious system of handling passenger transportation which has
been introduced in railroad laws. Vice-President Caldwell, of the
Lackawanna, agreed with Mr. Kerr that the mileage book was an
abomination. Mr, Wood, of the Pennsylvania, said that the mileage
book now in use on his road reduced the revenues $1,500,000 a year,
as compared with the fares formerly paid by the users of the mileage books. The Commercial Travelers' Association was represented
by Daniel Gray and (Jeorge W. Driscoll, They did not ask for discrimination, but wanted a low mileage ticket rate for all. Mr. Driscoll said that he should come later and ask for a general 2-cent rate
for everybody.

At Albany. N.

Y.,

November

Profitable Electric

The American-Korean
only street railway

25, the State

Railway

in

Korea.

Company operates at Seoul the
The average number of passengers

Electric

In Korea.
carried dally In 1904 was 11.442; In 1905, 12,9(;:!; and in 1906, K{,714.
car mileage was 145,110 miles In 1904 (five months), 326,793
in 1905. and 39.S,fil(; in 190(;.
The equipment included 37 pansenger
and IS freight cars. The company operates 12 miles of tracks with
overhead electrical equipment. The gross receipts In 190fi were $9S,221 and the net earnings $25,32t, the Increase In net earnings In
1906 over 1905 being 4S per cent. The company anno\inces that the
operating expenses have been reduced from 80 per cent, of the receipts In 1905 to 74 per cent. In inor,, but with the decrease In the
cost of coal and with an Increased service without addition to the
expense of management It Is hoped that a further material reduction will occur In 1907.
With the excepllon of an Injury to a boy.
who fell under the car while stejillng n ride, no accidents occurred
during 1906, and the efficiency of the Korean motormen and conductors Is becoming more and more apparent.
A reward. In the
nature of a bonus, is paid by the company at the end of each month
Consular Rrpnrt.
In which no accidental occur.

The

The "Pilot" Gate Valve.
The William Powell
iron-body gate valve

Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,

to its

steam specialties.

has added the "Pilot"
This valve is strongly

and compactly built. The iron body, as shown in the illustration,
has heavy lugs on each side of the neck, carrying stud bolts, F,
and the bonnet cap. A, has corresponding lugs drilled to template
to insure a perfect joint and constant alinenient; this also allows
the bonnet to be replaced without
unusual care alter talung apart
for
inspection or repairs.
Two
semi-finished hexagonal nuts, E,
large enough to allow wrenching
down hard, with a joint of good
between
packing material
the
faces of bonnet and body, make a
tight joint for all pressures up to
liiii
lbs.
The large brass packing
nut, V. affords plenty of room for
I)acking around the stem. The
brass stem and bonnet are chased
and cut to a true "Acme" thread
of unusual length.
This length
of thread keeps the stem in a
true axial position at all times
whether open or closed. The hand
wheel gives a firm grip, even with
oily hands.
The discs are double with ball
mill socket
back, making them
adjustable. They are hung In recesses
to
the
collar on the bottom
The "Pilot" Gate V.ilve.
of the stem.
The discs, working
In a tapering seat, expand or 'olla|)se In opening or closing, so
that the valve can be closed down tight without straining, or
opened easily under all conditions. This valve Is also made of all
Iron, that Is, discs, stem and packing n\it are Iron, no brass being
used at all. This Iron valve Is Intended for use with ammonia,
cyanide solutions, acids and other liquids or gases that attack brass.
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The Battery Tunnel.

Iron and Steal.

tunnel under the Bait river. New York
City, between Manhattan and Brooklyn, I* now completed auffl
(lently to prrnilt (hi- runnInK of cam, and a (rain carryInK a pir(>
uf Kuests wan run on Novenil>er 37 from Wall Street aiatlon In Manhattan to thr UorouRh Hall In Brooklyn. ThU tunnel formM an eajitward extension from the aoutb end of the pr«aent subway In Man-

Tbe second

rallromd

The

6.500 lona of ralla ordered from the Ruaao-Belse rail mill
at Odejaa for the Cananea, YaquI River * Pa< Iflc. the Mexican line
of the Southern Paclflc. are now afloat, to be landed at Tampico,

Mexico. The route |» through the Black »ea. the I>ardanelle«. the
Mediterranean, and acrosa tbe Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico to

Tampico, some 6.7uO miles.

hattan.

OBITUARY NOTICKS.

MANUFACTURING AND BU8INEM.
The

Rail Joint

Company. New York, has equipped

Railroad with base supportInK

the

Panama

rall-Jolnta.

The Railway Board, Calcutta. India, Is asking bids until January 6. 1908. for 6U.0OO wooden ties for the Oudh and Rohllkhand
Railway, delivery to begin April 15 and to be flnlshed by June 30.
1908.

The Central Inspection Bureau. New York, have a contract with
the American Railways Co. for the lnsi>ection of a number of
.slnKl^trurk cars to be built at the Kuhlnian plant. Cleveland, Ohio,
of (he J G. Brill Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

The American Creosoting

Co. hns Just

begun operatlnK

Its

new

plant lately built at Sprin»;fleld, Mo., at a cost of $200,000. About
75 men are employed. The company will treat ties for the St. I^juls
A San Francisco. More than 5oo.ooo lies are already on the ground.

W. A. Cornelius. Superintendent of the Monon^ahela furnaces of
National Tube Co., at McKeesport. Pa., has been apr>ointPd
General Manager of the National Tube Co., siicceedInK George G.
Crawford, who was recently made President of the Tennessee Coal,
Iron A Railroad Co.
the

The

Ball

has added to
design are:

& Wood
its

Co.. Ellzabethport. N. J., makers of engines.
business a line of air compressors. F>atures of the

Large bearings and wearing surfaces, rigid frames,
effective lubrication, ample valve areas and intercooling capacities,
and high efficiency due to compactness of the engine.
The Expanded Metal A Corrugated Bar Co., St. Louis. Mo., has
been awarded the gold medal by the jury of awards of the Jamestown Exposition for the Johnson corrugated steel bar. This is the
fourth gold medal awarded to the corrugated bar. the last previous
one having been given at the International Exhibition of New
Zealand.

James H. Baker has resigned as President and General Manager of the Solid Steel Tool & Forge Co.. Brackenrldge, Pa., to
establish an lnde|)endent office in Pittsburgh.
.Mr. Baker has had
a wide experience in the manufacture of drop forgings and will de
vote himself in future to the development of forging machinery
and forgings, including car wheels.

The contract for the concrete pile foundations of the new conduit In the North Shore yard of the Long Island at Long Island
City. N. Y., has been awarded to the Raymond Concrete Pile Co..
of Chicago and New York. The conduit, which will be of concrete.
will be 1.100 ft. long and will carry electric feed wires.
The AbbottGamble Company. New York, has the contract for the conduit.

The National Foundry Co., Erie, Pa., recently made 275 mold-;
IS-ton heat.
.-Vlthough some of these castings weighed
only about two pound.s, the average was about 60 lbs., there t>ein.i;
583 pieces in the heat. It took 1 hr. 35 min. to pour this heat, and
most of the castings in It were about U In. thick. It is the usual
practice of the company to pour 200 molds or more from each heat.
It was a 25-ton aiid open-hearth furnace.
from an

The American Blower Co.. Detroit. Mlih.. has reoeived the following orders:
Heating apparatus for the Oswego and Rensselaer
roundhouses and Depew boiler shop. New York Central & Hudson
River, and for the Washington. Baltimore & Annapolis Electric at
Odenton, Md.: large pressure blowers for the Grand Trunk at Stratford, Ont., and for tht Duluth & Iron Range at Two Harbors, Minn.;
a special blower for the Dominion Car & Foundry Co. at Montreal,
Que., and a three-compartment lumber dry kiln for the General
Electric Co. at Schenectady, N. \.

The Technical Publicity Association held Its November me.ting
on the evening of the 21st In New Y'ork and listened to an address
on "The Evolution of Fine Printing and its Influence on Advertising Literature," by Paul Pflzenmayer.
Among the companies represented by those present were:
A. Allen & Son. New York; Yale
& Towne Manufacturing Co.. New York: Lidgerwootl Manufacturing
Co., New York: Sprague Electric Company, New York: General Electric Company, Schenectady. N. Y.; R. R. Almond Manufacturing
Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Crocker-Wheeler Co.. Ampere. N. J.: American
locomotive Co., New Y'ork; Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New
York: A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York: Crane Co.,
Chicago. 111.: Internntlonal Silver Co.. Meriden. Conn.: Traylor Iron
& Steel Co.. High Bridge. N. J.; Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia. Pa., and J. G. Brill Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Storm Bull. Mem. Am. Soc Mech. Engrs.. Profeaaor of Steam
Engineering at the I'nlverslty of Wisconsin, died on November 19
at his home In Madison. Wis.
Corwin V. Howell. General Claim Agent and Attorney at
Chicago for the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, died on
November 20 of Bright's disease. He was 59 years old and had been
with the Pennsylvania Lines since 1889. Before loming to the Pennsylvania, he was with the Canadian Paclflc as claim agent of tbe
Western division. He was burled at Chicago.
Michael Gilleas, formerly Third Vice-President of the Yazoo *
Valley, died last Monday at Los Angeles, Cal
Mr.
was 63 years old and all his railroa<I work was done on
Illinois Central lines.
He was born In Ireland and when he was
15 years old began work as a porter in the Superintendent's office
at Amboy. 111.
He spent two years in a freight office and then,
until 1877. was in the office of different Division Engineers.
He
was then appointed roadmaster of the Iowa division and In 1883
was made Superintendent of that division. Four years later he
was appointed Superintendent of all lines in Iowa and In 1891
was made Superintendent of all lines west of Chicago. The next
year he was appointed General Superintendent of the Yazoo A Mississippi Valley.
In 1893 he was made Assistant General Superintendent of the y. & M. and the southern lines of the Illinois Central,
giving him authority over all lines south of the Ohio river. In
1902 he was elected Third Vice-President and General Superintendent of the Y^. & M. v., and from November. 1905. until his retirement at the end of 1906. was Third Vice-President of the company.
.MlFSlssippi

Gilleas

Edward

A.

Handy. General Manager of the Lake Shore & MichNovember 21 of pneumonia, after

igan Southern, died at Chicago on

only three days' illness. Mr.
Handy was born in Massachusetts in 1805 and educated
at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
His railroad
work began in 1878. when he
started as an assistant engineer of construction on the
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.
After a year he was made Assistant Engineer of Bridges
and Buildings and in 1880
went to the Mexican National,
now the National of Mexico,
as locating engineer. He was
made Principal Assistant Engineer of the Northern division of that road in 1881 and
two years later was appointed
Chief Engineer.
In 18SS he
went to the Lake Shore as
Engineer of the Lake Shore
division.
He was made Chief
""""ly.
Engineer of the road in 1891.
He held this office for 14 years and then. In 1905, was made Assistant
General Manager, remaining in |)articular charge of engineering
work. He was made General Manager when W. H. Marshall left
the road last year to become President of the American Locomotive

Company.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive,

Financial and Legal OfRcera.

CoasI Liiir~W. W. XIackall. Savannah. Ga.. has been
elected a Director, succeeding Col. J. H. Estill, Richmond. Va.,
deceased.

Atlantic

d Altnn.S. M. Felton. President, has resigned. T. P.
Shonts. Chairman of the Executive Committee of the C. & A.
and President of the Toledo. St. Louis & Western, is to succeed
Mr. Felton: a meeting of the Board of Directors is to be held in
a few days. See Mexican Central.

Chiratio

Lehigh

—

J. W. Robbins. transfer clerk in the Secretary's
has been appointed Assistant Secretary.

Vatlft/.

office,
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Mexican Central— S.

XI. Felton. President of the Chicago & Alton,
has been elected Presidtnt of the Mexican Central, succeeding
A. A. Robinson, who resigned a year ago,
Eben Richards, who
has been acting in Mr. Robinson's place, resumes his former
oflSce of Vice-President and General Counsel.
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Lake Shore d Michigan Southern.
Supervisor of Material, with

—

J.

W. Senger has been appointed
Collinwood, Ohio, of this

office at

company and of the Lake Erie & Western and the Lake
Alliance & Wheeling.

Erie,

Purchasing Agents.

—

—

Missouri Pacific. J. M. Johnson, Assistant to Vice-President C. S.
Clarke, has been elected Vice-President in charge of traffic of
this road and of the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern. E. M.
Boyd succeeds Jlr. Johnson.

Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific. J. M. McCarthy has been appointed
Purchasing Agent. The office of General Purchasing Agent,
formerly held by F. P. Jeffries, who has resigned, has been
abolished.

—

Pennsylvania Lines n'est. C. G. Johnston has been appointed General Claim Agent and Attorney at Chicago, succeeding C. V.
Howell, deceased. Mr. Johnston was assistant to Mr. Howell.
Iron Mountain

8t. Louis,

<(•

Southern.

Operating
Boston d Albany.

—

— See

Missouri Pacific.

The Baltimore d Ohio

Officers.

H. Relyea. night chief train despatcher of the
Albany division, has been appointed Trainmaster of that division, with office at Springfield. Mass., succeeding J. L. Truden,
promoted. W. D. Anderson has been appointed Trainmaster,
reporting to the Superintendents of the Boston division and of
\V. H. Brown has been appointed Trainthe Albany division.
master of the Boston division.
Pacific.
A. Price. General Superintendent at Winnipeg,
Man., has been appointed General Superintendent at Calgary,
Alb., succeeding R. R. Jamieson, who taltes Mr. Price's place at

—

—

Mobile d Ohio. H. W. Clarke, Superintendent of Transportation,
has resigned, effective December 31.

—

d Mexico. E. L. Burke has been appointed
Superintendent of the Second and Third divisions, with office
at Kingsville, Tex., succeeding Oliver Rowe, eftective Decem-

8t. Louis. Brotcnsville

ber

—

Traffic Offlcera.

Chicago, Rock Island d Pacific.

— See

is

in the

market

market for

cars.

for one passenger car.
is

figuring on

Virginian Railway denies that it is in the market for eight spereported in the Railroad Gazette of Nov. 22.

cial cars as

The Boston d Maine is said to have ordered 25 passenger cars
from either the Pullman Company or the Laconia Car Company.
box and

Toledo d Ironton denies having asked bids for
cars as reported in our advance sheet of November 16.

Detroit,
fiat

The Chicago, Indianapolis d Louisville denies that it has asked
bids on several hundred box and gondola cars, as reported in our
advance sheet of November 16.

The Tonopah d Goldfield denies having ordered four chair cars,
one smoking car and one baggage car from the Pullman Company,
as reported in the Railroad Gazette of November 8.

The Duluth. Missabe d Northern, as reported

in the

Railroad
Con-

Gazette of November 8, is about to order 19 passenger cars.
tracts for specialties for these cars are now being closed.

Oklahoma

Editor of the Shawnee Daily Herald. Is Secretary of the CoraMr. Love serves for six years, Mr. McAIlester for
four years and Mr. Watson for two years.

ml."islon.

Ht. Louis.

Iron Mountain d Southern.

The Philippine Railuays, as reported in the Railroad Gasctle of
November 8. have bought, through J. G. White & Co.. four combinaparlor and first class passenger cars. The special equipment,
Congdon or Diain addition to that formerly reported, includes:
mond S brake-shoes, natural varnish finish inside and out. Walkover chairs in the parlor compartment and triple elliptic springs.
tion

The San Antonio d Aransas Pass, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of October 25, is asking prices on 200 ventilated cars and
275 plain box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity. These cars will measure
36 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 12 ft. 9V4 in. high, over all measurements. The special equipment includes:

— See

Missouri Pacific.

Westlnghouse

nrnkcs
Hiakp-shoes
Hrnsscs
Ccmpleis
I>iMir fastenings
Draft ilKging
.louinal hnxcs
faint
Hoofs
Springs

H. Taylor, traveling freight agent, with headquarters
at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed General Agent at Danville,

Engineering and Rolling Stock Offlcera.
d Wheeling. See Lake Shore &

—

Lake Erie d Western.

— See

.'

Murphy

Standard Steel Works

The Intercolonial has ordered 130 hopper cars of 30.000 lbs.
capacity from Rhodes. Curry & Co., and 70 Hart convertible cars
from Rhodes. Curry & Co., to be built by the
Dominion Dump Car Co., at Montreal. The hopper cars will weigh
20,000 lbs. and will measure 15 ft. lOVj in. long and 8 ft. 3 in. wide.
Inside measurements, and 16 ft. 10 in. long, 8 ft. 8 in, wide and
9 ft. 5 in. high, over all.
The Hart convertible cars will weigh
will measure 32 ft. 2 in. long. 8 ft. 8 in. wide and
high, inside measurements, and 34 ft. long, 9 ft. 10 in.
The bodies and underframes
ft. 3'... in. high, over all.
The special equipment for all cars
of all cars will be of wood.
includes:

37.000
ft.

lbs.,

V4

and

In.

wide and

9

Holsters (for Hart ronvi'rtil)le cars)
Itrake beams
Brake slioes for hopper cars)
(

Brakes
Praft rigging
iMist guards (for
I'nlnt

Trucks (for
Wheels

hopper onrs)

Simplex
Simplex
Christy
Westlnglionse

Miner T.inilem
Harrison
Ued oxide
i^oll

Itnrt eonvertlhle cars)

III.

Alliance
Sonthern.

Jiinney
Srcurlty

Karlow
McCord, Symington or Franklin
Sherwin-Williams

Springs

— H.

Erie,

Clirlsty

MoreJones

of 80,000 lbs. capacity

5

—

Commission. The Commissioners are as follows:
John Love, Chairman, of Woodward; J. J. McAIlester,
of McAIlester, and A. P. Watson, of Shawnee. W. L. Chapman,
of Pawnee, Secretary of the Democratic State Committee and
liailrnnil

The Duluth, South Shore d Atlantic is in the market for three
second class passenger coaches, 67 ft. 6 in. long; one first class passenger coach, 52 ft. 5 in. long, and one baggage car 52 ft. 5 in. long.

Missouri Pacific.

—

Missouri Pacific. B. M. Flippin, Assistant Freight Traffic Manager,
has been appointed Freight Traffic Manager of this road and of
the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern, succeeding W. C. Smith.
resigned. The office of W. B. Knight. Assistant Freight Traffic
Marager. has been moved from Kansas City, Mo., to St. Louis.
He will be hereafter in charge of rates, divisions and publication of tariffs.
K. M. WhaTry. Assistant General Freight Agent
of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific at Kansas City, has been
appointed General Freight Agent of the Missouri Pacific, in
charge of freight traffic In Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado, including Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo. His office is in Kansas
City.
J. P. Burnett. Assistant General Freight Agent at St.
I»ul9. has been appointed General F"reight Agent in charge of
the St. L.. r. M. & S.. with office at St. Louis. R. H. Eggsbrocht
succeeds Mr. Burnett. J. N. Githens, General Agent at Chicago,
III., has been appointed General
Freight Agent of the Missouri
Pacific In charge of solicitation at Sf Louis.
See this company
under executive, financial and legal officers. The oflflce of D. R.
Lincoln. Assistant General Freight Agent, has been moved from
St. Louis to Kansas City.

Lake

for one postal car.

1.

Southern. E. H. Coapman. General Superintendent at Danville, Va.,
has been appointed Manager of the Northern and Eastern districts, with office at Washington. D. C. succeeding J. W. Seale,
deceased. A. H. Westfall, Superintendent at Atlanta. Ga., succeeds Mr. Coapman. E. E. Norris, Superintendent at Knoxville.
Tenn., succeeds Mr. Westfall. W. M. Deuel. Superintendent
of Terminals at Atlanta. Ga., succeeds Mr. Norris.

Wabash.

market

The Pere Marquette denies having asked bids on 1,000 box cars,
as reported in the Railroad Gazette of November 22.

The

Mexican International. W. F. Sheridan. Superintendent of Transportation, has resigned and the office has been abolished.

the

said to be in the

The Agar Packing Company, Des Moines, Iowa,

—

d Texas Pacific. W. E. Wheelock, Trainmaster at Somerset. Ky.. has been appointed Superintendent of
Terminals at Chattanooga, Tenn.

is

about 25 refrigerator cars.

Winnipeg.
Cincinnati, yeiv Orleans

is in

The Atlanta d West Point

J.

—

Canadian

CAR BUILDING.
The Baltimore d Ohio

Simplex
Cast Iron

RAILROAD STRUCTURES...
Michigan

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

—

Conrno, Ore. The Southern Pacific, it Is said, has resumed
work on the new steel bridge over the McKenzle river, near this
place, on the Woodburn-Natron branch.

>

Nii\i:miilh

\iv.
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DtNvtii, C<iu>.— The CbliBKO. BurllOKton

Rock tiland *

* Quincy, the

cordlng
aengvr nation here.

Surveyors are active now on Loth ildea of the Yellowhead Pass,
company dcslrei to a«k for grading bids early next sprlns.

Chlraito.

and the Atchlaou. Top«ka * Saata Fe.

Haclltc.

to local report, are Jointly

ar-

as the

planning to build a union pas-

Im.i.'vuih

—

EiiMioroN. AiJi. The Canadian Northern. It
up dhopH here next wprlnR, to employ 2iiO men.

Hald.

put

will

(Oct.

4.

p.

Its

— This

company expects to begin runniag
Birmingham line about ibe flrat of Januar}-.

403.

—

RoAOH (EijxTKK). Rlghts-of-way are being secured
by President Paiton. of Charleston, for the proposei] MattoonHllistioro electric line.
Application will be made for franchises through
the towns along the proposed route from .Mattoon west via Shelbyvllle. Tower Hill and Pana to Hilisboro. about 6U miles.
Iij.MoiN

—

The Kaat Princeton k Vlncennen ConHtructlon
E\A.\KMi.u:. I.\u.
Co. will cstabllHh Its power plant and h'-ndttuarters here.

—

Koar Smith, Abk. The KanHaa City Southern has recently
bought ground for freight terminals within a block of the business
center of thl8 city. The present freight station Ik too far out to
Plans for a
enable this company to obtain Uh share of busineHs.
brick freight house. 40 ft. x 25n ft. have been recently revised, and
be
asked
work
will
soon
for.
the
bids for

—

Kans.vs City. Kax. It has been announced that at a recent
meeting of the directors of the Kansas City Terminal Railway Co.
In Chicago, It was decided to build a union station and passenger
tracks to serve same in Kansas City. Kan., in connection with the
proposed union station which Is to be erected In Kansas City. Mo.
Actual work will be held In abeyance until a more favorable time

Kettle Valixy Lixes.
work.

on

Its

—

Kansa.s Citv, Mo. The Kansas City Southern is making plans
new inbound and outbound freight house soon to be built on
the old Union Elevator property in the west bottoms. The building
will consist of a two-story brick structure for office purposes, and
The dimensions over all will be
a one-story freight warehouse.
40 ft. X 500 ft.
MIX.NKAPOI.I.-4. Minx.— The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste.
Marie has started work on additions to its shops here. The cost of
the improvements will be about $200,000.

—

Tampico. Mkx. The Mexican Central has adopted plans for important harbor improvements at this place. The plans will have
to be approved by the Federal Government before the work will
be begun.

— The

Board of Public Service ha.s approved the
plans of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern for its proposed steel
Swan creek, from the foot of Monroe street
of
over
the
mouth
bridge
(Oct. 11, p. 434.)
to Goose Point.

— Rights-of-way

have been secured and
February 1. by this company
proposed extension from Spokane, Wash., northwest to Re-

It

is

said, will be started about

public, 145 miles.

Lake

for a

—

Work is in progress on a three-mile
on this road Just south of Howe. Okla.. where this line Is
crossed ty the Rock Island. The new line is to have a maximum
grade of five-tenths of 1 per cent., and is a part of the plan for the
contemplated reduction of the grade on this road, extensive sui^eys
for which were made during the past year.
Kaxkas City Soitiikbx.

cut-off

for tinancing the project.

Toi.EiK), Oilii).

Cextsai.

regular trains on
Ih

"•>

(.Mar. 15,

Ekie, Ai.i.iaxie

&

p.

396.)

Wiieelixc;.

— See

Lake Shore i Michi-

gan Southern.

—

Lake Smoke & Miciiigax Soi-therx. It is officially announced
that on December 1 the Lake Erie. Alliance k Wheeling will be
opened to Dlllonvale. Pa., five miles south of Piney Fork, its present
southern terminus.
The line may eventually be extended south
to Wheeling. W. Va., 17 miles.

—

LicoxiER Valley. Plans are being made for extending this
road from the new coal town of Wilpen, Pa.. In Ligonier township,
northwest to New Florence on the Pennsylvania Rallroaci about 12
miles.
Surveys made. A branch has been built from Ligonier to
Wilpen.

—

Makietta-Maclaxu. Application will be made by a company
under this name for incorporation in Georgia with a capital of
The company, it is said, has options on the right-of-way
$500,000.
for a railroad from Marietta. Ga.. southwest ten miles to Powder
Springs. J. N. McEachern and other Atlanta capitalists; also E. P.
Dolls, J. P. Cheney, W. J. Manning, J. M. McKhreth and R. R. Petrle
are interested.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

—

Atlanta. Dik.mini^ha.m & Atlantic. Plans are being made by
this company to begin running regular trains .January 1 on the
Atlanta branch from Chalybeate, Ala., north to Atlanta, 77 miles.
(Oct. 18. p. 472.)

Baltimokk & Ohio.

— This company,

sidings along its Pittsburgh
addition to the work

line. In

it is

said, will lay additional

& Western division to the Ohio
now under way straightening the

state
line.

reported that this company has opened its Pacific extension from Mobridge. S. Dak., west
(Oct. 25,
to Bowman. N. Dak., 200 miles from the Missouri river.

Chuauo, Mii.WAi kee &

p.

St.

Paul.— It

is

—

CixriNXATi. Bi.tFFTox & CHICAGO. This company Is pushing
work on the remaining 15 miles of the line It is building from BluffA bonus of $98,000. it is said,
ton. Ind.. northwest to Huntington.
is to be given by re.sidcnt.s of Huntington if the line is in operaThe road is now in operation lo that place by January 1. 1908.
tion from Bluffton southeast to Portland, 30 miles, and is eventually
to be extended south from Portland to Union City, thence east to
The company has bought land In HuntVersailles, Ohio. 35 miles.
ington on which It will put up shops, to cost about $75,000. (March
p.

382.)

—

CoLUMBf.S, MaoXETIC SpKINOS & NoilTIIEKN ( ELECTRIC'). ThlS
company, operating an electric line from Delaware, Ohio, northwest
to Richwood, 18 miles, is building an extension north to Larue. 13

&

Di'LiTii

Tiii-x[)Eii

Bay.

— See

Minneapolis,

St.

Paul & Sault

Ste. .Marie.

DiNVKCAN & BitiTisii Coh'mhia.
company for an extension of time

Ei).MOXTo>'.
line

is

new

Pexxsvlvania. Plans, it is said, are being made by this company to begin double-track work next year on the Belvidere division
from Trenton. N. J., north to Manunka Chunk.
Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific— Work on the extension
of this road toward the Pacific coast, it is said, has been suspended,
on account of the financial stringency. Grading has been finished
from Nueva Casas Grandes to a point about 25 miles south of that
place and rails are on the ground. A bridge has also been built
over the Guerrero river. It is understood that the Government will
grant an extension of time in which to finish the line. The pro-

jected route is from Nueva Casas Grandes. Chihuahua, southwest
via Santa Elena and Ocampo to a point on the Pacific coast either
(Oct. 4, p. 403.)
at Guaymas or at Topoiobampo. 300 miles.

this

from Edmonton.

solicitors.

(Mar.

Alb., to

— Appliiatiiin

Fort George, B. C.

will be

to build its proposed

Pringle & Guthrie,

15, p. 395.)

Trixk

—

Pacific. Grading on the main line has been
finished from Portage la Prairie, Man., west toward Saskatoon for
412 miles, and track has been laid for about three-fourths of this
distance.
Work is being pushed to finish the line to Saskatoon.
About 60 per cent, of the 318 miles from Saskatoon to Edmonton is

CiRANo

also graded.

— President

Carter, of this company, has anunder construction from Elkhom.
Ky., south to Bostic and south of that place, under the name of the
Spartanburg & Northern to Spartanburg, S. C. a total of about 300
Plans are being made to build from
miles, is to bo extended.
Spartanburg southeast to a point on the Atlantic sea coast early
next year. 2r)0 miles. (Nov. 8. p. 573.)

South & We.stern.

miles.

made by

—

MixxEAPOLi.s, St. Paul & Sailt Ste. Marie. This company,
said, will build under the name of tlie Duluth & Thunder Bay.
line from its proposed Duluth line northeast to a conneotion
with the Canadian Pacific at Fort William. Ont.. about 200 miles.
About half the distance is now covered by logging roads which will
be used as parts of the through line. The line to Duluth is to run
from Brooten, Minn., northeast via Freeport. Royalton and Superior,
Wis., to Duluth. 300 miles.
it

a

—

509.)

15,

Meadvilie & CoxxEAUT Lake Traction.— Superintendent Kellenbaugh is quoted as saying that this company will build an electric
line from Linesville. Pa., south to Greenville. 21 miles, if the
-Mahoning & Shenango Railway & Light Company will extend its
line from Sharpsville, north to Greenville. II miles, to complete a
through line from Youngstown, Ohio, to Greenville.

nounced that this

which

line,

is

—

Southern Pacific. This company, it is said, will shortly begin
laying double track on its line from Tracy. Cal., north to Sacramento. 68 miles.

—

Southern Pexxsvlvania. Under this name a company has been
organized to consolidate a number of small projected lines which
have been granted charters to build. It is proposed to build a line-
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from Summerville. W. Va., north to the Pittsburgh district, 160
miles, with a branch from Waynesburg. Pa., northeast to Millsboro,
T. F.
l.j miles, and another branch west to Marietta, Ohio, 50 miles.
Barrett, of New York, also Pittsburgh capitalists are said to be
interested.
Sp.vRT.\NBrn(i
Tex.\.s Ro.m)s.

& NoRTiiEiiN. — See South & Western.
— Location surve.vs are being made for

a line from
Dr. C.

San Antonio south to a point in Live Oak county. 70 miles.
F. Simmons. San Antonio, is in the market for relaying
be used in building the

rails to

Chicago. Ixdiaxa & Soitherx.

15.

p.

tral

(Oct.

18,

p.

Westerx

Pacikic.

— Freight,

.

(

it is

)

said, is

now being

Mass.uhisetts Electric.

chusetts

— See

Union

ginning November

New

Pacific.

company, maturing .lanuary
lea.Hes

—

The United Stales Supreme Court has reversed the decision of the Georgia Supreme Court, which held
that the Central of Georgia and the Georgia Railroad & Banking Co. were liable for 10 years' taxes, 1895 to 1904, on their
holdings of $1,500,000 each of Western of Alabama stock. The
amount of taxes concerned Is said to amount to $800,000.

—An

equipment trust agree-

York.

1,

1908.

—

New Havex &

Hartforu. This company, under date of
has announced the terms of the new issue of 6
debentures of which $39,029,600 are to be

November

18,

per

40-year

cent.

delientures for $100, $1,000. or $10,000.
Besides being offered
to stockholders at the rate of $100 in debentures for $300 in
stock, they are offered to the holders of 3';.. per cent, convertible debenture bonds, registered and coupon, at the rate of
$100 in new debentures for each $450 of the 3'j per cent, issue.
Holders of the new debentures will have the right to subscribe
for any future stock i>;sue on the same terms as stockholders;
these debentures are to share pro rata in the security of any
mortgage which may be created on the' main line between
Woodlawn. N. Y.. and Springfield. Mass.. or on the main line
between New Haven, Conn., and Providence, R. 1. Subscription
warrants are to be issued In amounts of $100 and multiples.
Fractional warrants are to be Issued in terms of ninths. For
instance, the holder of four shares of New Haven stock will
receive a warrant to subscribe for one new debenture of $100
and a fractional warrant for three-ninths of a right to subscribe for such a debenture. The holder of a 3V.j per cent, convertible debenture certificate for $100 will receive a fractional
warrant for two-ninths of such a right. Fractional rights must
be combined Into subscriptions for $100 to be accepted. Holders
of 3'j per cent, debentures must have their certificates stamped
by the fiscal agent of the company to secure the right to sub-

—

Central of Georoia.

River.

also

issued.
These were described in this column November 15.
will be either coupon debentures for $1,000, or registered

— Gross

1. 1908, are to be extended
interest at fi per cent.
The Michigan Centhe
road.
Is
to
pay
this interest.
The bonds
tral,
can be deposited for extension with ,1. P. Morgan & Co.. New
York, up to December 21. 1907, and the Interest coupon payable
January 1 will be paid at the time of deposit.

Hudson River;

Y'ork Central

They

for five year.s with

which

New

will

—

of this

& Hud-

Indiana & Southern, and these companies jointly subscribe to
the agreement. Of the total issue. $20.:i!ST.OO0 is said to be wanted
at once and it is said that this amount has been already underwritten.
The notes mature in 15 equal annual instalments be-

& Northern Street Railway. See Massachusetts Electric.
The $14,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds

Caxaiia Soithern.

Central

ment has been made with the Guarantee Trust Company. New
York, securing an issue of $30,000,000 5 per cent, equipment
trust notes.
The equipment covered has been delivered or is
about to be delivered to the New York Central & Hudson River,
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Michigan Central,
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Chicago,

earnings for the three months ended
1907, were $3,501,159, an increase of $363,226.
Operating expenses Increased from $1,932,519 to $2,642,831 and
the surplus after charges was $95.787.. a decrease of $336,949.
These figures, which indicate uneconomical handling of increased traffic, show strikingly the road's pressing need of those
Improvements which, as mentioned on another page, it Is now
making.

Bo.sToN

New York

Electric.

New York Cextral & Hudsox

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

Boston & Albany.
September 30,

— See

—

—

—

Athiisox. Toi'kka & Saxta Fe.

Southe.'sx.

Muiiigax Cextral. See
Canada Southern.

Incorporated in Wyoming with $2,500,Lixe.
000 capital to build a line from Grey Bull at the junction of the
Big Horn and Grey Bull rivers, west via Germania and Wiley to
Isaac M.
the eastern boundary of Yellowstone Park, 100 miles.
Hamilton. President. Chicago; C. A. Guernsey, Vice-President, Cheyenne, and S. L. Wiley. Treasurer and General Manager. Wiley. Wyo.

Wyomixo Short

Central of Georgia.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commission
has given permission to the Boston & Northern Street Railway
to issue $410,000 4 per cent. 50-year bonds, and to the Old Colony
Street Railway. $200,000 4 per cent. 50-year bonds. The securities are to fund floating debt incurred for construction and
new equipment. Both companies are subsidiaries of the Massa-

carried over

from New Hope. Cal.. to Stockton, and regular trains
soon te running on the line from Stockton to Sacramento.

5.

— See

son River.

—

thii road

Cen-

—

Lake Shore & Michigax

—

& WiLMixciTox

New York

Central. The injunction restraining the voting of the
5,500 shares of Illinois Central stock held by the Mutual Life
Insurance Co. has been dissolved, Stuyvesant Fish having asked
that the suit be dismissed on the ground that the Illinois law
concerning the control of Illinois railroads by outside corporations did not apply to insurance companies.

Illixoi.s

Application has been
Eleotric
made in Pennsylvania for a charter by this company with a capital
The company proposes to build 17 miles of electric
of $54,000.
line through West Goshen. Westtown and Thornbury townships.
Chester county, and Birmingham and Concord townships. Delaware
county.
T. E. O'Connel. President. Westchester; C. P. Faucett.
Treasurer, Westtown: ,1. A. Kirkpatrick, Birmingham; C. Gleason,
Brandywine Summit; N. O'Connell, Westchester; W. Passmore.
Brandywine, Del., and F. H. Day, Tallyville, Del., are interested.
WE.'JTfHK.sTER

meeting on December

directors'

473.)

TRAcTtox. Incorporated in Washington
with $1,500,000 capital to build 75 miles of electric lines in the
vicinity of Walla Walla. The incorporators include A. H. Reynolds,
C. K. Holloway. N. Baumeister, S. Drumheller. J. Smith. E. S. Isaac.
W. A. Ritz and J. L. Sharpstein, of Walla Walla.

— See

—

Georgia Railroad & Baxkixg.

writes that this

Washi.noto.v-Oreoo.n

Loi'is.

E. T. Jeffery, President, is quoted as saying
that the 2V2 per cent, regular semi-annual dividend on the $45,761.400 preferred stock was earned in the first three months of
the present fiscal year. No dividend is paid on the company's
common stock. The preferred dividend will be acted on at a

—

Baltimore & Anxapolis (Electuic). An officer
company has finished its double track electric line
Washington. D. C. northeast to Baltimore, Md., 40 miles.

Wa.shi.\gto.n.

—

& Hudson River.

Dexver & Rio Graxde.

—

from

Hudson

said,

Clevelaxd. Cixcixxati, Chicago & St.

393.)

Pacific.

Central &

Pacific. This company has, it
sold to Cincinnati, Ohio, bankers, $500,000 three-year
6 per cent, notes dated December 2, 190Y.
The proceeds are
to be used for new construction and improvements.
is

line.

This company has suspended work on its
This cut off is to run from Onaga, Kans., to
Marysville cut-off.
About 15 miles was ready for the track.
Marysville, 32 'o miles.
and the grading and bridging were about three-fourths finished on
the rest of the line when work was suspended.

U.Mox

New York

New Orleans & Texas

CixcixxATi.

—

(March

— See

River.

TiXTic Railhoai).— Work, it is said, will shortly be started on a
10-mile line to connect certain mines with a smelter which is to be
Jesse Knight is the principal promoter.
built near Eureka, Cal.
To.MHicBKK Vai.lev. This company, operating .52 miles of railroad from Calvert. Ala., where connection is made -with the Southern Railway north to Healing Springs, has opened for operation
an extension north to Silas. 11 miles. The line is being extended
north from Silas to Butler, 24 miles. The railroad runs through
a timber section and hauls large quantities of lumber to its water
terminal at Nannahubba Bluffs on the Tombigbee river near Calvert.

Vol. XLIIl., No. 22

scribe.
Oi.n

(November

15, p. 606.

Colony Street Railway.

— See

and November

8,

p.

574.)

Massachusetts Electric.

—

It Is aald that this company some time ago sold
about $20,000,000 Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe common stock,
which It owned Inst winter. Mr. Harrlnian and associates are
understood to still bold $10,000,000 Atchison common, and the
Oregdn Short Line holds $10,000,000 Atchison preferred stock.

Union PAciFir.

Western of Alabama

— See

Central of Georgia.
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In another column we piint a letter from A. W. Heinle, of Pittsburgh, on the recommended rail sections. Mr. Heinle objects that
distortion, on the one hand, and imperfect granular structure, on
the oth^r, will not be preventetl by the proposed sections, but says
that he Is reaay to state, through the columns of the Railroad
Oazette, how a large rail can be rolled si'icceasfully without distortion
or curvature, and so that it will cool evenly and separately within its
different parts.
We hope that he will do so at his earliest oppor-
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6,

1907.

New Haven

by forty special trains besides the overload of the
passenger service. The big trains ran on the shortest
headway and the New Haven station is far from vast in dimension.
Yet the huge traffic was handled back and forth without mishap
or even delay worth the mention. Such a record is In the highest
degree creditable even on a road used to great currents of the
passenger traffic which was ardently extolled by one of the road's
old directors as "the freight that handles itself."
at

regular

and we trust that his letter will bring out interesting information and stimulate discussion, especially with regard to the
most deslMble number of passes.

ciple

statement in another column of the Yale-Princeton
on the New Haven Railroad has several striking
features to which the earlier tabulations of receipts in other years
give emphasis. Unfortunately one cannot in all the returns separate the football traffic from the regular business. But the New
York excursion business alone on the day reached 13.418 one-way
passengers, and the total for both ways, with some local trains
added, rises to 21,711. This, however, does not nearly represent
the total volume of football traffic. To it must be added the foot-

refreshing frankness. It would be good if this Albany example
should be followed elsewhere. The mileage ticket is simply a dam
to hold back the flood of public opinion when public opinion
ignorantly demands that fares shall be made lower than Ihe railroads can afford to make them. Legislatures or "commercial travelers" demand a low rate and the mileage ticket, available only
for i)ersons who are ready to pay for a lot of rides some time in

tunity,

The

football

ball

official

traffic

business of the regular trains

unknown

besides that, the considerable increment of

but very large, and,
on the day before

traffic

and the day after a big game which does not appear in the reMore impressive are the returns given in receipts for last
turns.
year of the Harvard-Yale football traffic which shows more accurately the real dimension of a "big" footlwill game at New
Haven in which the New Haven road gets the "long haul" from
Boston as well as the short haul from New York. The total of

money carries the single day's revenue in 1906
well towards the average day's passenger receipts on the whole system which may be roughly given as t70,000 from the whole pas-

162,001 of football

senger department. In any computation, too. must be reckoned In
the second big game this year played at Cambridge. No direct returns are available for it but the single Item of 15.000 admission
tickets to the Harvard stadium sold through the Yale ticket agency
Most gratifying of
gives a clue to the volume of the business.
all Is the way In which this vast amount of condensed passenger
Here upon the lines of a system with extravel was handled.
treme passenger density was poured within a few hours a volume
of additional passenger traffic represented on the last football day

That a large majority of railroad

officers

are opposed on prin-

the use of mileage tickets, admits of little doubt. For
reasons of policy most of them keep their opinion to themselves;
but at Albany, before the Public Service Commission, last week
{Railroad Oazette, page C66), two or three of them spoke out with
to

advance, is the most convenient means of satisfying this demand
without at the same time reducing fares to everybody. The excuse is the "wholesale principle"; but this is a false argument,
except as regards the clerical labor of selling the tickets, for the
riding Is at retail. Users of mileage tickets do not ride in bunches,

any more than when they traveled on ordinary tickets. The clerical
labor of collecting and auditing the coupons is far greater than
that saved by the change, and the work of the conductors is much
increased.
A dishonest conductor, however, will comply willingly,
for. as has been found by experience, the mileage ticket Is a very
convenient thing with which to juggle, in conspiracy with a dishonest passenger, to cheat the railroad company. From the average
state commission one can hardly expect a scientific decision on
For knowledge of the railroad side the commissioners
this subject.
have to depend on the testimony of officers with minds distracted
opinions
and in some cases unwilling to tell all they
by opposing
know. On the other side the most numerous class of passengers,
those not traveling regularly or all the time. Is far less conspicuous
in demanding its rights and expressing its desires than the class

which wants mileage

tickets.

The Albany Commission, however.
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and we may expect a philosophical study at the present time cars are scarce only in the coal trade. Elsethe most rational theory the fare should be where there is a surplusage of equipment, which is becoming greater
It remains for the next few months to
fixed at some figure, below the present single trip rate and above and greater every day.
the mileage book rate, at which the railroads could afford lo carry disclose whether the 50 cents per diem rate is going to result in a
all passenger? alike, except when they travel in parties or excur- scramble by the roads to get their own cars off their lines instead
sions large enough to justify a reduction on the true wholesale of the characteristic strenuous efforts of the last year to get their
Probably this figure could not be closely calculated, ex- own and other people's cars on their lines. If so, the 50-cent rate
principle.
is

far above the average,

of the situation.

By

cept arbitrarily.
Mr. Wood, of the Pennsylvania, said at Albany
that his road was giving the mileage-book riders $1,500,000 a
year.
Assuming that this represents a reduction of 20 per
cent (from 2^2 cents a mile to 2 cents) it means that the benefit
went to passengers paying the company (after the reduction)

to do harm, and may perhaps have to be amended temporFor example, the Baltimore & Ohio is now beginning to return cars to their owners at large cost at just the time when
economy is urgent. Yet the manner of temporary amendment is
so cumbersome that it seems to us likely that it will be effected
through the individual initiative and agreement of a half dozen
roads, rather than through action at the April meeting of the American Railway Association. The per diem rate bears a certain rough
analogy to the price of gold; cars will flock towards the premium
in dull times and nearly disregard it in busy ones, and a semi-anis

going

arily.

But the total passenger receipts of Mr. Wood's
about 44 millions a year, so that other passengers, paying
the road 38 millions, enjoyed no reduction. Half of this sum, or
19 millions, probably came from passengers paying over 2 cents
a mile. If the 1% millions had been divided among all these, the
average reduction would therefore have made the average fare of nual conference to recommend practice is, of course, insufficiently
these passengers much nearer 2Vi cents than 2 cents. If the Penn- flexible as a device to keep the rate constantly at the proper balance.
sylvania were to give the 2-cent rate to all passengers who have
Of course the remedy for this situation is a really efficient
been paying more than that, it would reduce its passenger receipts method of pooling cars between companies, but this is a matter
probably about six millions.
so beset with practical difficulties that although it was the original
object of the Car Efficiency Committee, very little progress has
been made. The shipper has a real grievance at points such as
CAR EFFICIENCY IN PROSPEROUS TIMES AND DULL.
Cleveland and Pittsburgh when the railroads insist on western
We have several times taken occasion to comment on the excel- route and eastern route movements, and do not allow finished
which raw
lence of the reports of the Car Efficiency Committee of the American products to move out, eastbound, in the same car in
Railway Association, with their fullness of detail constantly increas- materials came in from the west. The car is at hand and the goods
direction
the
same
not
allowed
go
in
to
ing as the shyness of some of the backward companies wears off, are at hand, but the car is
but the reports only partially reveal the work of the Committee. in which the goods must move. Yet, when pooling arrangements
The address which .Arthur Hale made before the New York Traffic are proposed, originating roads, which have a large equipment supin
Club, November 26. discussed rather fully some of the Committee's ply of their own, want their cars back, and are not interested
aims and the measure of its accomplishments, and it is quite with- pooling, while lines which are chiefly participators in through hauls
out exaggeration to say that in the brief half-hour's talk, Mr. Hale are not at all anxious to compensate owners for the cars they use,
gave to his audience more real information about car efficiency than but much prefer to take cars when they can get them, without
was available from any source whatever, as recently as a year ago. pooling arrangements which place reciprocal burdens upon themselves.
Consequently, the large car owner who wants to put a
It seems that, at the outset, the Committee itself was scarcely
only party at interest who has really
able to explain why it sought so earnestly to obtain the detailed penalty on diversion is the
been
moving
vigorously, and his efforts are not at all directed
information from the railroads, except that it was convinced that
People have towards the establishment of a system of pooling. It was pointed
this information ought to be in somebody's hands.
assumed, for example, that the car congestion of the fall and winter out by Mr. Hale that all foreign countries except Russia use systems by which each railroad gets its own cars home again as soon
of 1906 was the worst in the history of the country, but nobody knew
or could possibly know whether this was so or not, because no as possible; a system expensive both to the carrier and to the shipcomparative statistics were available. Moreover, although the Com- per, which it is not advantageous to imitate in this country.
$6,000,000 yearly.

lines are

The Committee has had better success in another Important
took great pains not to point comparisons between
was obviously desirable that the roads should be able to Ijranch of its work although this particular task has been a selfmake these comparisons for themselves. If the General Manager imposed one and that is in its effort to convince shippers that
or the General Superintendent saw that his freight cars had an car movement is good and that car delay is bad, no matter from
average record of 400 ton-miles per car per day, while his neigh- what cause it arises. Every day that a freight car stands idle it
bors' cars had an average of 350, he would know that he was doing incurs for its owners a gross loss, in times of dense traffic, of
well.
the assistance of predominating coal traffic, he about $2.50 a day, as an average for the entire country, and a loss
If. without
mittee
roads,

itself

it

an average of 450 ton-miles per car per day, he would
well, while if he averaged 250 tonmiles per car per day, he would not only know that he was doing
badly, but he would know how badly he was doing, for the average
for the whole country is around 350. A comparison of this kind is,
of course, a very desirable and helpful stimulus, yet it has remained
for the Car Efficiency Committee to introduce it at this late hour
In our railroad development.
Similarly, the General Manager can
find out what relation the average dally earnings per car owned
b«ars to the average daily earnings per car on line, and he may
thus prove definitely that it is worth his while to build new cars
rather than to continue borrowing.
Mr. Hale brought out the interesting point that at the 25-cent
rate, In prosperous times, It did not pay anybody to build cars who
could steal them, while at the 50-cent rate It did not pay anybody
to borrow cars who could build them, the average cost of owning
a car, Including Interest and depreciation, figuring at about 37
cents a
day.
Consequently,
the
Introduction
of
50
cents
per diem, together with the full working information supplied by the Car Efficiency bulletins, may be assumed to have occasioned the building of a great many cars this year that would otherwise not have been built.
But a peculiar and Interesting circumstance has an Important
bearing on the results reached by the Committee. The Committee
has done all Its work, so far. In a time of car shortage. Its values
are calculated for times when traffic exceeds faclliHoB. and the same
thing Is true of the 50 cents per diem.
But. broadly speaking.
attained

know he was doing extremely

—

—

of perhaps $1 net.
The net loss to the coal shipper when a car
stands idle is somewhat greater, perhaps $1.25 a day, because the
coal trade probably operates upon a somewhat smaller margin,
net to gross, than a railroad does, and when coal does not move
for long periods it simply is not burned; other forms of fuel
are temporarily substituted or plants are closed.
At all events,
there Is a real loss which is never fully recovered. Mr. Hale admitted that demurrage was the hardest problem with which the

Committee was confronted, particularly as the question is now a
burning one on account of reciprocal demurrage legislation in the
states, but he thought that a good many shippers had been persuaded to expedite movement at sidings and Industries and that

The information about the position
group of roads as to surplus or shortage, has also enabled the committee to suggest home routings where they would
do the most good and yield the most revenue to one party or the
otlier; a form of assistance which should be greatly appreciated by
railroads and shippers alike.
further progress will be made.
of a large

Mr. Hale made a closing suggestion which is of first-class importance and has appeared before in the Railroad Oaeettc; that the
Interstate Commerce Commission and the American Railway Association should work together more closely. The Association Is peculiarly well fitted to supply the Commission with an enormous amount
of technical data which It needs, and use Is already being made of
this data, but the existing state of harmony is surely capable of
very great extension, which must necessarily he of the highest
benefit to all concerned.
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STUDY

The eronoDil8t of
henre, who look« bark

IN

RAILROAD BAITING-

a generation or. perhapn. half a Kpneratlon
u|>on our present epo<-h of iintlrullroud

mate
legislation, before he aolves Its probleniH or even meanureH ItM
forces, will have to face gome utrlklnK anomalies
Reaionlng from
the natural ordor of thlUKH he will be railed upon to Infer that In
the old and lilKhly populated states railroad baltlnR. so-called,
would rearli liii hiKhest intensities. C'hanKiug the tense from future
to present, theoretically we should look for an antl-rallroad movement soonest and strongest In a reRlon of high and varied industries, many cities and large towns and thickly crossed by railroad
lines.
It would be New England and Massachusetts rather than the
Sotith and .Mabamn or North Carolina.
In a region of the kind
Jlrst

nameil,

the

contacts

with

the

railroad

of the

average com-

munity and average man are many and varied whether

in his rela-

tion as freighter or passenger: in a region of the latter kind those
'Contacts are relatively few
In theory
certainly so as regards pas-

—

—

sengers.

It

Is in

the thinly settled region, where railroad facilities

are most craved, that one would ex;>ect public opinion and its
expression in law-making to be most tolerant and merciful.
For the time being the reverse seems to be true. Radicalism la
the public policy toward railroads Is most rampant In the states
Of low rather than high population and in states where railroad
lines are relatively far apart.
It is true there are some apparent
exceptions.
The new and drastic railroad laws of Vermont, the
Public Utilities statute of New York and the passenger rate
mileage law of Pennsylvania are Eastern examples of the exception, though the Vermont instance falls in a thinly settled state,
albeit In New England. But In all these states we have yet to wait
and find out the teacher and spirit of enforcement, and the preBumptlon Is that the outworking of the new statutes will be along
law-abiding and considerate lines.
In such states we do not
find the fierce and almost savage ardor of enforcement as at the
South, where one governor holds up a railroad by executive threat;
where another governor calls an extra legislative session and
signs in a batch twenty-one anti-railroad bills rushed through
both bouses with scant discussion and most of them likely to be
declared unconstitutional; where a conference of governors of
three states Is held to secure joint and severe anti-railroad legislation; and where one sees such an inequitable railroad hold-up as
In North Carolina where, pending the decision of the United States
Supreme Court, the railroad must adopt lower fares as against
Its own "recovery" ticket plan, and they be forced to lose money
on fares during the period of litigation even if it wins the suit.
Even the states newest made, like Oklahoma and the two Dakotas,
where the railroad is the pledge of prosperity, have the anti-railroad ailment in pretty acute form.
One does not have to hunt far, however, to discover why the
natural law seems reversed and commonwealths with apparently
the fewest railroad contracts are first in the "baiting" order. Such
states in this country are mainly agricultural; and agriculture
seems to lend Itself peculiarly to the railroad and anti-corporation
motif, especially when a President of the United States sets the
pace and fires the train. It is not merely because agriculture must
often depend on railroad rates and "long hauls" to get its product
The farmers of Connecticut have thrice balked any
to market.
modltication
four
days car detention law although
of
the
business is of the slightest. The cause rather
inhere in the nature of the farmer and the influences
upon
him of his vocation.
He is apt to be
Isolated, not in touch with men in general, with affairs, with
other vocations or with the fundamental principles of business.
His life is apt to be narrowed down to the bucolic furrow and
Hence any
his special Interest fills his whole mental horizon.
their

seems

railroad
to

Such was the populist
agrarian movement encoils him easily.
outbreak of the early nineties; such the western antl-rallroad
impulse of the early seventies; and such, saying nothing of recent
antl-rallroad legislation of the West, the extremes to which It has
been in southern states but confined there somewhat strictly to
the cotton-growing regions rather than to the larger towns and
cities.
As the antl-rallroad fever thus seizes a homogeneous IndusBut it becomes serious
trial group it Is in that sense limited.

when
states

the group

is

so large that

it

controls the electorates of whole

and their law-making bodies in which

(>7i

The South and lu preaent ledalatlve foray on the railroads culminating In the astonishing new Kiaiutes of Alabama may t>e used

politics

Is

apt to

Interpret with redoubled energy the sentiment of the constituency.
This political phrase of the subject challenges special attention.
It is most marked at the south, less so at the west, least in our
eastern states but strong in all three great divisions of the country.

He<ent oljhvr^-ers of eventit In the New
South have noticed its great industrial development, particularly
In manufacturing; but they have also noticed, partly as a request
of its own momentum, the tendency of buslnens to separate Itself
more and more from politics. Commercial business and imlltlcs
do not mix with civics at the south so much as North and West
where. Indeed, they do not mix enough.
It was even more so
in the old slaveholdlng days but, commercially speaking, the situaas the beat iiluHtration.

was then modified by the aristocratic cult, now all but extinct,
which, with all its faults, was at least highly educated, personally
honest and versed in economic law The change Is showing itself
in the personnel of southern legislatures and to a degree In Congress also. Would such men as I^amar or Wade Hampton be found
to-day abetting legislation like that leveled against the railroads
of Alabama, and In that state it is a federal Circuit Judge, an
ex-Confederate and "old school" southerner, who has just enjoined
the amazing new "Injunction proof" railroad law exactly such a
statute as a legislature made up from the politics that veer to every
popular and demagogical breeze might be expected to enact. To
the purely political motive and influence at the south, no doubt,
much of the recent rash legislation, sure to be crushed by the
courts, must be charged.
From the same shifting and erratic
motive any southern legislation of the kind is also likely to be
tion

—

transitory.

In the deeper study of these southern legislative raids on the
most cheerful view is their summing up as a power

railroads the

unmixed with their sharp lesson
against high finance and other corporate misdoing.
Communities
and legislatures learn, on the whole, more from mistakes than
from the statutes that prove effective and wise. The process even

of popular economic education not

with the court

some calamity.
its

final

to aid

it,

is

But usually

sometimes protracted and fraught with
it is short and, whether short or long,

teaching strikes deep.

Car Service Disturbances.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has given notice to the
Interstate Commerce Commission and to the interested roads that
after December 17 it will refuse to participate in through rates on
freight from the railroads terminating in Jersey City, except the
Pennsylvania. The reason given is that the New York division of
the New Haven road is overcrowded with trains, and that the company desires to have this western freight go over the Poughkeepsie
bridge.
It appears that the number of cars transferred by boat to
the New Haven road from its Jersey City connections is SOO dally,
of which 500 are from the Pennsylvania and the rest from the other
roads. The transfer fioals are overworked and there has been congestion at Jersey City.
The Central of New Jersey and its western connections have complained of this action to the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

They declare that the Poughkeepsie bridge
route is not in condition to handle any more freight than is now
carried over it. The New Haven people say that the dispute between themselves and their western connections concerning the
car service rate has nothing to do with the present action; but
some of the officers of the other roads claim that, nevertheless, the
For most of the freight
difficulty about per diem is the real cause.
starting from points on the Central of New Jersey the distance
bridge would
Poughkeepsie
to Hartford or Boston by way of the
be greater than by way of New York, so that, no doubt, the complaint of the Central of New Jersey is based largely on the reduction which it would suffer in revenue if it were to send freight
by the more northern route.
The Boston & Maine and the Boston & Albany have given notice
that they will back out of the per diem agreement after 90 days.
No reasons are given; bvit as the New York Central, which operates
the Boston & Albany has been very critical in it.s attitude toward
the car service plans which have been adopted at Chicago it may
be conjectured that the B. & A. and the New Haven are in sympathy,
big block of
.•Vs the New Haven owns a
at least to some extent.
B. & M. stock the action of the B. & M. Is supposed to have been Influenced by the wishes of the New Haven.
If freight traflic becomes dull, an event which, though unexpected
two months ago. now seems possible, the position of the roads which
claim that 50 cents a day is too high a price for freight cars will
reason,
will
not be stronger In
It
be somewhat stronger.
interchange,
under
for
car
reasonable basis
only
for
the

present general conditions, is for every road to furnish as
many cars as It uses, thus making the rate unimportant, relatively;
but the objectors can get more friends to support their arguments. Borrowers can get cars more easily, and roads with a surplus will be anxious to lend. It may be assumed from the present
action that the New York Central is willing to lend to the B. & A.
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at less than 50 cents a day; and

New Haven

if

to the B.

&

A.,

perhaps

to the

50 cents is fair to the lender

would have to follow, or else lose some of its New England business,
and so the uniform rate would be badly jostled throughout the
If the Pennsylvania has use for all its cars west of New
it can ignore the reduction, of course.
Well, the New Haven has succeeded in keeping things stirring;
who knows but that next May, when it has received its thousands of
new cars, it will move for an adx-ance in the per diem rate?

country.

York

In a police court in New York City this week a magistrate
ruled that the Grand Central Station was a public place, and that
a public porter could go into the station and solicit trade. A porter
had been arrested by a special policeman of the Grand Central
Station, charged with loitering about and refusing to leave when
ordered. The policeman cited a previous decision sustaining his
action, but it was not recognized.
These "public porters" are a
nuisance. Licensed by the city at one dollar a year they hang
around the main entrance of the station for the purpose of earning
money in performing a service which the railroad company's porters
will gladly do; that of carrying hand baggage into the station.
But, by meeting people farther from the door, and grabbing their
baggage, the self-appointed porters "secure the business," as a
G. P. A. would say. A half dozen of them, more or less, seem to
make a living at th's one point. These porters are a nuisance because they are irresponsible. Wearing caps or badges that look
like an official uniform they deceive green passengers into employing them: yet their qualifications are an unknown quantity.
Recently one of them led a woman into danger in front of a team
of horses.
Boys on the sidewalk a block away from a station asking
to carry one's grip are perhaps an incurable nuisance; but grown
men, occupying room around a crowded entrance and smoking in
passengers' faces, ought to be suppressed by the police.

—

Chicago Great Western.

As on many other roads, operating expenses of the Chicago Great
Western during the year ended June 30. 1907, increased faster than
Therefore, although the road had the largest year's

gross earnings.
traffic in

its

Operation was more efexpress earnings 25 per cent.
than In the previous year. With an increase of 11
per cent, in revenue ton mileage there were only 6 per cent, more
revenue freight train miles and 7 per cent, more miles run by helping locomotives in freight service. Loaded freight car mileage both.
east and westbound increased; at the same time there was a decrease of 14 per cent, in empty freight car milage eastbound and
of 13 per cent, in empty freight car mileage westbound.
The revenuetrainload rose from 295 tons to 308 tons, or 4 per cent.
In comparing this tigure with trainloads on other roads it must be remembered
that these traffic statistics cover only the 818 miles of the Chicago
Great Western proper of which 787 miles are main line. This,
therefore, is essentially a main line trainload.
Among the operating expenses, the largest increases were ia
the maintenance accounts. General expenses increased 4 per cent,
and conducting transportation 10 per cent., while maintenance of
way "and renewals" increased 15 per cent, and maintenance of
equipment 29 per cent.
Maintenance of way cost $1,027 per mile of line, against $894
This figure is for the largely main line mileage of the
in 1906.
Chicago Great Western proper. On the 386 miles of the Mason
City & Fort Dodge, including the line from Oelwein to Omaha and
the connecting branch to the Minneapolis line, maintenance of way
cost $43s per mile, against $372 in 1906.
The Wisconsin. Minnesota
& Pacific, operating most of the branch lines, spent an average of
$470 per mile in 1907 and $415 in 1906 on each of its 271 miles.
This makes a total maintenance of way expenditure for the 1,476miles of the whole system of $770 a mile, against $669 in 1906.
Of this 1,476 miles, 1,151 miles, or 78 per cent., is included in the
main lines to Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha and Kansas City. An
average maintenance of way expenditure of $770 a mile is small,
even for a prairie railroad, particularly when less than one-quarter
of its mileage is branch line.
As an extreme contrast, the Burlington with about 50 per cent, of its mileage branch line spent $1,584
per mile last year. The $1,027 spent on the Chicago Great Western
proper might well have been the average for the whole system.
There was spent on capital account during the year $936,000 for
new equipment, including 480 box cars of 70.000 lbs. capacity and
320 stock cars and 100 furniture cars of 60.000 lbs. capacity. On
line improvements $1,100,000 was spent, of which the largest items
were $252,000 for an extension of the freight house at Chicago and
$305,000 for double track between Galena Junction and Stockton,
27 miles east.
During the summer this work was continued from
Galena Junction west to Dubuque, and this section is reported to
be now finished.
This, with five miles of double track directly east
uf Oelwein, makes a total of 40 miles of double track on the 240
miles of line between Oelwein and Chicago. This line connects all
the rest of the system with Chicago and carries a traffic larger
than it can economically handle as a single-track line. Double tracking of the remaining 200 miles is greatly needed.
President Stickney makes no comment whatever on the year's
results or the prospects for the future.
One incident which iLay
be mentioned is the report of a committee of the Minnesota Senate

and

flcient

also.

and whenever a rate

less than
the New Haven road's claims ought, of course, to be listened to, not
only by the New York Central but by the other trunk lines as well;
but still it will be regrettable to have uniformity disturbed even a
little.
Uniformity is almost synonymous with arbitrariness, of
course, and in car service exchanges it often means superficial or
temporary injustice; but it is a great promotor of smooth and economical operation nevertheless. It would be easy, of course, for the
New York Central to make a separate agreement with the three New
England roads to lend N. Y. C. cars to them at the old rate of 25
cents a day or even less. To do so would be only the perpetuation of
a method of strengthening its hold on New England traffic, which
the New York Central began forty years ago. But the Pennsylvania

If

history, its financial condition is

weaker than it was a year ago, both in its
income and capital accounts.
The decrease in net earnings was $253,000,
or 10 per cent. The net income after charges
was $1,460,000. against $1,740,000 in the prevlouii year.
The company has no bonds, but
interest on its debenture stock though not an
aljsoliitely necessary payment amounts to a
fixed charge.
Net income after debenture interest therefore really represents the amount
available for dividends on the three classes
of the company's stock, of which a little more
than $78,900,000 is out.standlng. This not income was $414,000 last year against $695,000
In 1906, a decrease of 40 per cent.
As two
semi-annual dividends of 2'.1. per cent, on the
preferred "A" stock were paid Instead of one
as In 1906, there was a deficit from the year's
operations of $153,000, against a surplus of
9412,000 the previous year.
The balance sheet showing Is also not
encouraging. On June 30, 1906, the company

had
920.

total

cash on hand amounting to $1,340.-

On June 30, 1907, the cash Item was
On the same date, bills payable ex-

$224,000.

ceeded accounts receivable by $337,000 and
current liabilities exceeded current assets
(not Including fuel and material on hand) by
9612,000, making a total excess of Items payable above corresponding items receivable of
9989,000.

Freight earnings for the year increased
6 per cent., passenger earnings 8 per cent.
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Chicago Great Western.
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made
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April to the effect that the road waa worth only $28,004
waa rapltallxvd at over $140,000 a mile. Of courite, this
Hgure rrpreHentu the total of aecurltlea at Iheir par value.
Chli-ago Great Weitern preferred A stock U now Belling at at>out
30, the {.referred B at 10 and the common stock at 8.
The com-

a

last

mile, but

latter

nilltee

also

re|>orted

that the •ouipunv

was carrying

at

full

cost

on !l8 balance sht-et looomotlveH now In the scrap pile. This Is a
mure vital criticism. If true. It means that the company has uot
U-en maintaining Its equipment.
The statement of locomotives
owned seems to t>ear out this contention, for In 1907 there were only
259 locomotives as cnmpareil with 2i>.> In each of the three previous
while no deduction wao made from the balance sheet Item
"equipment" to show this decrease. It Is noticeable that since 1903
the conipany has had no new locomotives and that losi year, the
buaicft year of Its history. It had less locomotives than In any of
the preicdlng three years.
The Chicago Great Western is capitalized on the English plan
and derives most of Its strength from the support of Its English
shareholders.
Ijist summer President Stickney was able to secure
a loan abroad on terms reported to be more favorable than .itronger
roads could get In this country. Its policy has always been not
to accumulate a large surplus, but to pay out most of Its net Income
to stockholders.
An Industrial depression may furnish an inter<'stlng test of the reserve power In hard times of a company which
has tollowed this policy. Already it has begun to suffer. In the
three months of July, August and September gross earnings decreased i per cent, and net earnings 36 per cent., while the operating
ratio rose from 69 to 77 per cent.
The following table gives for the Chicago Great Western proper
the results of the last two years:
years,
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tween Brunswick and New York. A (tftb atenner ta Ia b« completed
this month.
There Is also a semi-monthly serrlce between Urunawick and Havana. The new extensions, particularly the one to Birmingham, are likely to change the road frnm a lo<-ai Uj a through
h the railroad o»n
carrier.
Coal and Iron companle^
im.
The new road
mineral tracu in the district ab<.
and the St. lx>uLs *
should also get trafflc from the llln
San Francisco, which it will reach at Ulriuiugham. No doubt a
through route will be developed from New York via Brunswick and
Birmingham and over one or both of these roads to the Mlaslsslppl
valley region and the Southwest.
The new construction is being financed through the funds received from the sale in May, 1906, of $S,uoo,'m(0 o per cent. 4 year
Joint notes of the Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic and the Atlantic
& Birmingham Construction Company, which is building the new
These notes are secured by stocka and bonds of the
extensions.
Brunswick Steamship Company, stock of the allied coal and Iron
companies and common stock, preferred stock, equipment notes and
The total advances on June
first mortgage bonds of the railroad.
'

.

.

30,

& Birmingham Construction Company by
company were $18,260,500.

1907, to the Atlantic

the railroad

of 70 miles, or 22 per cent.. In the average mileage operated, gross earnings rose last year from $1,130,000 to $1,390,Operating expenses increased 48 per cent.,
0110. or 41
per cent.
leaving net earnings of $419,000, against $339,000 in 1906, a gain of
These results made an Increase in the
$S().000, or 24 per cent.
operating ratio from 7u to 74 per cent. Fixed charges Increased from
$271,000 in 1906 to $368,000. owing to the larger amount of bonds
outstanding. As this increase was larger than the gain in net earnings, the net income of the year was less— $49,000 against $74,000 in
190G, This is a decrease per mile of road of 45 per cent. This result
1906.
1907.
Mileage worked
818
is due, according to President Atkinson, to the fact that construction
I'auenger earnings
$2,148,210
Jl.984.403
work has been going on over nearly all the road from Brunswick to
Krelgbt earnings
tl.Sa.t.fJOB
.>.9U3.374
8,S.")1I.647
8.345.717
the end of the track. The road therefore was operated under disadM40.1O1
Malm, way and atruotiireH
730.y«l
vantages. In order to put the railroad as a whole in shape for cari.2<!a,.->ir.'
9H2.709
Malnt. nf equipment
3.tll7.125
.{.074.991
<°unOui'tlnK tranaportailon.
rying through traffic, it seemed wise to bend every effort to finishing
.'J..S1 7.B.-)5
0..'i83.808
this construction work, even though it interfered with the operation
2,.jl'S.O02
2.275.239
227.431
Surplu.'i earnings of prop, lines
280,040
Increased cost of fuel, wages and taxes
of the line already built.
1.740.304
1,459,010
have also done their part in reducing the year's profits.
1.044.978
Inter.-st ou <lel>enture aCock
1,044,978
695.326
414.0.12
.Net Income after debentur.> Int.
Freight earnings increased 40 per cent, as a whole, and 15 per
n6fi.84.-i
283.423
cent.,
cent, per mile of road; passenger earnings increased 29 per
152,813«
411,9U3
and 7 per cent, per mile of road; while gross earnings increased 41
per cent., and 16 per cent, per mile of road.
Maintenance of way increased 56 per cent., maintenance of equipAtlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.
ment 47 per cent, and conducting transportation 46 per cent. The
unit maintenance charges are interesting because the road has been
Two small railroads in southeastern Georgia were the nucleus under construction or reconstruction. Maintenance of way cost $595
found inadeAtlantit
the .\tlantic & Birmingham per mile, against $463 in 1906. The 1907 figure will be
.

With an increase

.

of the Atlanta. Birmingham &
and the Hrunswirk & liirminEham

—

Hoth

of these together carried

quate

if

a large through traffic

is

developed.

Repairs and renewals of equipment cost
$1,513 per locomotive, against $1,427 in 1906;
$406 per passenger car. against $609 in 1906,
and $22 per freight car, against $32 in 1906.
.^11 of these figures are low. and the freight
car figure very low. This is largely due to the
tact that the company has recently bought a
large amount of new equipment of modem
Its old freight equipment is light
standard.
and of small capacity, but it is not yet suflfer-

BlrmIngbani«B«,

ing from operation in heavy through trains.
The old and lighter freight cars are probably
held on the line for the local freight traffic.
The Eastern Railway of Alabama and the
-Alabama Northern, two small roads connecting with each other at Pyriton, Ala., were
bought during the year from the Louisville &

The 2tVmile line of the former is
Nashville.
to be used as part of the Birmingham extenThe Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic has
had the misfortune to be carrying on its construction work at the time of a financial
crisis.
It is reported, however, that it has
funds in hand to carry out its plans for the
development of its system. With its exten-

sion.

Atlanta,

Birmingham &

Atlantic.

the line only as far as Montezuma, 194 miles northwest of Brunswick. From here the road has been extended westward until now
track is laid as far as Talladega, which is about 75 miles from Birmingham, and track laying on the 76-mlle branch to Atlanta Is just
being finished. It is expected that grading on the Birmingham line
will be finished by March 1, 190S, and track layiiiR somewhat later.
Terminals are being built at Birmingham, Atlanta and Brunswick.
The Brunswick Steamship Company is owned by the Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic and now has four steamships in operation be-

East.

The

sions and terminals completed, its old roadbed
reconstructed, its new lines built to modern
.standards and its steamship line, it should
come to be an important outlet from Georgia
and Western Alabama to New York and the
following table sums up the results of the last two years:
1907.

Mileage worked
Passencer earnings
Frelclit earnings
(Jross cnrnings
Malut, way and stnictures
Malnt. of etiulpment
Conducting transportation.
Operating expenses

393
1300,593

1906,

324
$278,591
771.939

1.0«3,129
1.5S9.14S
233.722
213,918

1.128.327
149.977
145,141

0311...31

434,826

1,169.935

7!5.>S.9S4

419 2i:t
49,077

73,858
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NEW

Western.

PUBLICATIONS.

—

The Toledo, St. Louis & Western had in two respects a different A Text-Book on Roofs and Bridges. Part lY. Higher Structures. By Maosexperience during the past year from most railroads in this country.
field MeiTlman and Ileniy S. Jacoby.
Third edition revised and enlarged.
New Yorls .John Wiley & Sons. 374 pages 6 in. x 9 in. 181
In the first place its gross earnings decreased; in the second place
illustrations
cloth.
$2.50.
Its operating expenses decreased still more, so that net earnings were
This second very favorable As its name implies, this book is intended as a text-book for thethe largest in the company's history.
result can be traced directly to the fact that the road during the studpnt and not simply to be read by the engineer.
It has apparyear received 500 new coal cars and 750 new box cars, all of SO, 000 ently been prepared for the classes of the two professors who arelbs. capacity.
The two largest single savings among the individual the authors and who are at the Lehigh and Cornell universities,
operating expense accounts were in per diem payments, which were respectively. It is a continuation of the previous parts T. to III.
$84,000, against $202,000 in 1906, and in repairs of freight cars, which of the same work, and deals with those structures which have more
Furthermore, the new cars than two supports, as continuous, draw and cantilever bridges, or
cost $133,000, against $206,000 in 1906.
made possible a much heavier trainload. This was 471 tons, against which have two supports, whose reactions are not vertical, as sus398 tons in 1906, an increase of IS per cent. Correlative with this pension and arch bridges. The investigations given are those of
was a reduotion of 6 per cent, in the loaded and of 26 per cent, in the the theory of stresses and their determination by analytic or graphic
empty freight car mileage, and a saving in the amounts paid for methods, with no attention whatever to the details of construction
freight conductors, brakeman, engineers and firemen, engine de- or erection beyond the bare description of the general types represpatchers, wipers and roundhouse laborers, and fuel for locomotives
sented by those structures that are selected for purposes of illusthis with 359,000 more tons of freight hauled during the year. The av- tration.
With this limitation the book necessarily deals almost
erage haul, however, decreased from 221 miles to 197 miles, and earn- exclusively with bridges to the exclusion of roofs proper, though,
ings per ton and per ton-mile fell off, so that freight earnings and also the latter are represented in the discussion of two and three-hinged
gross earnings were less than in the previous year. Nevertheless, arches as applied to train sheds. The discussion of this part ot
as a result of these various operating economies, there was an increase of 16 per cent, in net earnings. The 1,250 new freight cars
cost $1,217,375, on which one year's interest at 5 per cent, amounts
to $60,869.
In this one year at least, an interest charge which may
be estimated at this amount seems to have been the direct cause of
an increase of $190,000 in net earnings.
With one exception the unit maintenance charges are little
changed from the previous year. Maintenance of way cost $1,229
per mile of road, against $1,23S in 1906. Repairs of locomotives (no
renewals appear to be included in any of
the maintenance of equipment accounts)
cost $2,5S8 per locomotive, against $2,501
in 1906; $S51 per passenger car, against
$831 in 1906. and $35 per freight car,
The fact that the
against $76 in 1906.
1907 freight car figure is less than half
of the amount spent in the year previous
is the direct result of the increase of 39
per cent, in the number of freight cars.
The previous year's figure was high because the older freight cars, particularly
Toledo, St. Louis & Western and Chicago & Alton.
since
with
they
were overburdened
the subject is in great detail; the actual maximum and minlmun*
is
figure
year's
Last
traffic, needed heavier repairs than normal
This for three-hinged
low, because 188 old cars had been disposed of and one-third of the stresses being computed for several cases.
structures, while, for arches with two hinges and with no hingesfreight equipment were new cars.
analytically
and
the stresses by simplethe
reactions
are
determined
river
at
St.
The road is a through line from the Mississippi
Louis, Mo., and at Alton, 111., northwest to Lake Erie at Toledo, and graphic constructions. In this especial emphasis is placed upon
over the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line, which is controlled jointly with the importance of proper methods of erection in order to hold tha
the Grand Tnink. to Detroit. It has no branch lines. Its traflic is subsequent stresses down to a minimum. For example, it is shown
highly competitive and moves at low rates. With 34 per cent, of its that, for a no-hinged arch it is well to erect and join as a threetonnage made up of manufactures, merchandise and miscellaneous, hinged structure, changing then to a two-hinged and finally to
a no-hinged in order to compensate for the dead load and temperaIts average rate is little more than one-half a cent per ton mile.
Last year there was a great development of bituminous coal tonnage, ture stress due to inequalities of conditions during erection.
The method of presentation of the subject is to state the propowhich rose from 20 per cent, of the total to 29 per cent. Mineral
sition as the heading of an article, such as the "Defiection of a
products, as a whole, make up 37 per cent, of the total tonnage;
Swing
Truss" or the "Anchor Span," and then, after a brief stateagricultural products. 16 per cent.; animal products, 5 per cent,
against 10 per cent, in 1906, and forest products, 7 per cent. The ment of the question involved to enter at once upon the mathemost marked decrease during the year was In packing-house products matical or graphical solution ot the case. Usually these articles,
other than dressed meats, the tonnage of which decreased from which are really sub-heads of the several chapters, conclude with
the presentation of a problem that is left for the student to solve.
11,3,000 tons to 34,000 tons.
Recently the road has assumed a new prominence through its Sometimes It is of a purely theoretic or hypothetical character,
purchase in August of a property much larger in mileage and in while again it is the determination of the stresses set up in some
earning capacity the Chicago & Alton. The process of combining structure that has been erected and is in service. Incidental to this
the two properties is already under way. The executive, financial work the adaptability of various types of bridges to different classes
and accounting departments are now being combined, and it is prob- of traffic is shown, and the reasons that should govern a choice, as
able that eventually the two roads will be operated very much as In the case of the preference of a two-hinged to a three-hinged bridge
one property. This acquisition brings the "Clover Leaf." as the for heavy railroad work for example.
The chapters on suspension, two-hinged and no-hinged arch
Toledo, St. Louis & Western Is generally called by traffic officers
and shippers, as far west as Kansas City. As soon as the short bridges open with a brief historical sketch of the introduction and
connecting line from Panama, III., west to Litchfield is built, new development of the types which is sufficient to give a clear idea
through traffic between Kansas City and Toledo and Detroit should of what has been done. And all through the book there are referbe developed. The extent of the combined system is shown on the ences to an elaborate series of illustrations accompanying the last
chapter on modern bridges of all of the types discussed. In this
accompanying map.
Results for the years ended .Tune 30, 1907 and 1906, are shown chapter, ln.stead of Increasing the size of the volume by complete
descriptions of the structures Illustrated, there is simply an exbelow:
1907.
1006.
cellent half-tone engraving of a bridge with a caption stating Its
.Mileage wnrkccV
4ni
451
character and accompanied by a paragraph that merely refers t»
$.'.47,017
PnnsfnKer enrnlnfcn
$540,067
3,44.''.,402
KreUhl enrnlngfi
.•J,468,.'>03
the engineering publications In which a description 'of that specific
Groan earning
4,181.(106
4,205,051
structure can be found. In this way the book becomes not only
Mnlnt. way and ntnirtiirc"
5r.4,«03
558,145
Malnt. of pqulpment
a text-book adapted to the needs of the student who Is at work
488,708
558,287
Conducting tranaportntlnn
1,615,474
1,454.842
upon
the theories and Intricacies of bridge stresses, but a valuabia
OperatlnK expenses
2.80S.1.'-..-.
3,010,026
book of reference for those who wish to examine In detail th»
Net enrnlnKs
1,.178.810
1,180,025
Net Income
645,007
472,324
methods
of construction and design of modern examples of thoseDtTldendn
200,000
types of bridges that fall within the general scope ot the work.
Tear'* lurplna
472,824
44S,067
;

:

;

—

;

;
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Train Robbery

in

Ru««ia.

Russia seems to have taken the lead In train robberies, in whlcb
we hnve had th<) first rank. The latest was In northwestern Kn
.rrying lolleftloDg from stations, under
the guard
Jui-t after leaving a station, two
u.
men with i-.
They
n the car larrying the money.
opened Ore uu the cashier lu charge and wounded him. A policeman fired on the robbers, who ran out of the car, shot down one
of the policemen who get in their way and killed one passenger
and wounded another by stray shots. One robtier climbed to the
roof of a car and there was shot dead and the other was killed as
he was Jumping from one car to another. Meanwhile the engineman knew nothing of It and kept 00 to the next station. One
of the policemen bad, at the first alarm, cut the bell rope, which
probably prevented an accomplice from signalling the englneman
to stop in the woods, where the main force of the robt>ers is supposed to have been stationed.
heretofore

Nut.

I'a..

IJT.

10U7.

tJA/tTTi:.

KcKardlOK the respective merits of the rail sectlong shown In
your iHtuc- of Novemt>er 32d and tboie propoHed liy the rail comniltli'c or ihi- American Railway A.<u<ui lutloii 011 Kail and Wheel

me to uiik Ihe followliiK rflallve questions. Aside
frcm the muihematlral value of iliiiie se.tlon^', what real U-upflts
do the propo.<*'d forms disclose, and where do the designers expect
them to coniribule to the betterment of the granular structure of
larxe rail sections?
Will they actually have any practical advantages in rcllliiK. and enough to compensate for the additional
metal which has been added at the tlangc points?
If :hc diametrlial effects of certain roll surfaces cause a passing or sIliliiiK of the crystals where longitudinal tensions take place
In the twise of the rail now. what benellts can be expected by just
increasing the thickness of the whole (lange and permit the identical mechanii-al conditions of the rolls to remain unchanged?
Sertliiiis. proin|>t.s

Further, will these sections, with a little more material in a uniflange, prevent ihc chill of the metal traveling slower toward
the rail head, resting there last, ami forming a
rystalline structure? Will not this condition In cooling be about the same as found
with th-* yo or yS-lb. standard section, with the exception that larger
sections will cool slower, with the resultant crystallization coarser?
It ought to be well known by this time that metal 1 in. x 4 In. cools
about 50 per cent, faster than the same area 2 in. x 2 In.

form

i

If these sections are increased In height, with the base remaining atiout the same width as in the old sections, what is to prevent
the metal in the head from swinging in a curve at a more rapid
rate over the flange in the rolling, and effectually setting-up a
greater disparity in elongation on opposite sides of the section?
Quite enough trouble is already experienced from curvature in
rolling a rail where the height equals the width, while if the height
exceeds the width a corresponding increase of curvature can be
expected.
If more roll passes are demanded, together with less
reduction per pass to reach low finishing temperatures, what will
eventually happen? There is only one result, distortion, unless the
form of the flange is changed in a manner to promote an equal
elongation.

The mechanical actions of the rolls on the thicker flanges will
have no more effective advantages than in the present practices,
unless the thicker flange is expected to keep the metal in a more
workable state, by reason of being slightly warmer. But in consideration of the fact that larger ingots will be contemplated and
more roll passes will also be required to reduce to the desired
sized bloom, then the metal in the flange points will become as nearly
refractory as In the present practice. This being the case, what
diametrical roll influences are going to elongate the metal uniformly
on both sides of the section, or rather the flange and the head, and
pass them at the same speed safely through more roll passes?
With the general shape of the rail flange unchanged, how are
the parties responsible for these new designs going to dear up the
fact that larger rails must be continuously rolled to gain toughness, stiffness, tenacity and granular superiority by reason of colder
rolling? While if they are aware of this requisite, how is the
present or proposed large rail shapes going to safely reach the
flnal passes in the rolls without excessive curvature and distortion;
which in turn necessitates gagging. On the other hand, are the
proposed sections pur|)os(-ly designed to suit rolling In fewer passes,
to assist rapid and economical manufacture at the expense of the
final granular structure?
Is not the elimination of roll passes an
inevitable approach to a "cast-steel" rail?

So far as the rolling of these new sections is concerned, it
would seem to be a digressive step, and that the inclination is
towards a rail made in the laboratory. The sections as they now
are. represent nothing more than an intentional disregard for the
mechanical features that was so apparent and beneficial in former
days, and where a good rail was produced from poorly regulated
properties while other good factors were supplemented by the use
More roll
of many more roll passes with less reduction per pass.
passes and colder rolling is the only compensation for chemical
shortcomings In either the Bessemer or the open hearth process.
I
am prepared to state through the columns of the liailroad
Oazetle how a large rail can be successfully rolled without distortion or curvature, and will cool evenly and separately within Its
different parts.
If the railroad officials desire a strong and lasting
rail, why not design one that Is more In accord with the fundamental
principles for rolling it and where the proper mechanical effects
can be applied in the rolls and thus produce a rail of superior internal character something more than a mathematical figure which
Invites a return to molecular crudeness.
a. w. iikinle.
Consulting Roll Turner.

The Crops

of 1907.

The following extracts are taken from the IfOT report of the
Secretary of .\grkulture to ihe President of the I'nited StatesIt has been a year of untoward conditions requiring all the industry and skill of the farmers to grow an average crop. They
have stiugglcd not only with an erratic season but with a scarcity
Such a year
of help in all the states and territories of the Union.
as 1907 has been, with its hard winter, summer weather In March,
and late cold spring, gives exceptional emphasis to the wisdom
of this department's policy of diversifying farm products and of
establishing new crops. A general crop failure in a field as large
as the chief part of the temperate zone of a continent must be a
rare oicurrence.
No general crop failure afflicts the farmer this year, not even
within small areas. The production of the farms, all things considered, is well up to the average of the previous five years in quantity, while its value to the farmer, as now appears at this annual
day of reckoning, reaches a figure much above that of 1906. which
by far exceeded any previous year's wealth production on farms.
Out of the farming operations of 1907. the railroads will get
an average haul of freight, and foreign countries will take a heavy
excess above home consumption. The farmer will have more to
spend and more to invest than he ever before had out of his year's
work.

DURUM WHEAT.
Department of Agriculture brought durum wheal to
this country from Russia and Africa during 1899 to 1902 the seed
was sown that formed practically the entire foundation of the
present crop of durum wheat. At a cost of $10,000 in the beginning, a crop worth $30,000,000 now grows in regions of low rainfall, where in the day of stock ranges the steer roamed on 20 acres
This crop has encroached on the home of the
to find his cud.
It has spread throughout a wide
prairie dog and of the cactus.
strip of country, extending from northern North Dakota to southeastern New Mexico and northwestern Texas. It is a common crop
in Montana and Idaho and in parts of Washington, Oregon and Utah.
This variety of wheat has entered into home industries. To a
considerable extent it is mixed with other wheat in making flour
macaroni and
for bread.
It
is promoting the manufacture of
kindred paste products in this country and is prepared as a breakdesert
feeds
the cities
which
the
through
fast food.
It is the grain
of the east at home and abroad.
As an export crop durum wheat has become prominent. In
1905 Europe took nearly 10,000,000 of the 20.000.000 bushels pro-

When

the

duced; in 1906 about 20,000.000 bushels of the crop of that year.
Last year two-thirds of the exports went to Mediterranean countries.
The former sheep and cattle ranges sent macaroni material
to Marseille, Naples and Venice: to Greece. Spain and the countries
of western Europe; and even to the old homes of durum wheat
northern Africa and Russia. Shipments of this wheat were made
to 43 ports in Europe and Africa named in trade reports of the
collectors of customs, and to other ports unnamed.
With an average production of about 15 bushels per acre,
durum wheat this year covered an area of over 3,000,000 acres,
many of them valueless for agricultural purposes before the advent
of this new crop.
Its value to the farmer is over twice the entire
cost of the Department of Agriculture during the current fiscal
year, including the Weather Bureau, the costly meat inspection, and
the Forest Service.
BEET SUGAR.
In this country had not advanced beyond experiment and given promise of prominence until about 1888.
Since that year it has rapidly grown, under aid and encouragement from the Department of .Agriculture and the experiment sta-

The beet-sugar industry
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tions

anj with favorable

legislation

by Congress and several state

legislatures.

About 560 short tons

of beet sugar

were made yearly from 1879

in 1891 the quantity was 6,000 short tons; in 1892. 13.460
short tons: in 1833. 22,344 short tons; in 1897. 45,246 short tons;
in 1899. 81.729 short tons; in 1901, 184.606 short tons; in 1903.
240.604 short tons; in 1906, 483,000 short tons, and in 1907, 500.000
short tons.
Sugar factories occupy a belt across the continent in the sugarbeet zone and a belt from Washington to Arizona along the Pacific
coast.
From the easternmost factory in western New York they
extend through Ohio. Michigan. Illinois, Wisconsin. Minnesota.
Kansas. Nebraska. Montana. Colorado. Utah and Idaho; and from
eastern Washington through Oregon and California to southern
California and Arizona.
In 16 states there were 64 factories in
1906, with a capacity of working 49.500 tons of beets daily. Factories
with more than three-fifths of this capacity are situated in the
western division of states, and in that region this new crop has
so well established itself and the growing of sugar beets has
proved to be so remunerative that sugar-beet farms of the medium
sort increased in value $42.49 per acre from 1900 to 1905. as determined by special investigation by the Department of Agriculture,
or from $99.47 per acre in 1900 to $141.96 in 1905.
To the fostering of this industry by nation and states, to the
instruction provided by the Department of Agriculture, by experiment stations, and by agricultural colleges, it has responded by
increasing the value of its production 543 per cent, in nine years.
The factory value of the refined sugar made in 1899 was $7,000,000,
and in 1907. $45,000,000. More than $60,000,000 is now the value
of the bfet-sugar farms and factories.
One-third of the value of the beet-sugar made this year would
be enough to pay the cost of the Department of Agriculture during
the current fiscal year and the National expense of the 60 experiment stations of contiguous United States when they shall have
received the ultimate appropriation of the Adams Act.

to 1887;

ALFALF.V.

producing wealth and doing
occupying an important place in the plans
of Agriculture, the experiment stations, and the
agricultural colleges. Through their efforts largely it has rapidly
gained success in cultivation throughout a vast area. The value
of the crop as hay this year is supposed to be $100,000,000, and if
the plans and efforts now under way to promote its extension
receive a reasonable reward the value of the future crop will be
several times the present amount.
This forage plant is a chemical laboratory in which nitrogen
is taken from the air.
It is a soil improver of the highest merit.
As a flesh-forming feed for growing live stock, and as a milk and
egg producer, it is unexcelled by any plant of large production.
It grows 2% tons of hay to the acre as an average for the
whole country where it is grown, or twice the average for all
kinds of hay, and, besides this, is more nutritious than other hays.
The cultivation of alfalfa has been pressing eastward until
now it has established itself as far as the longitude of eastern
Kansas, except in southern Texas. It is established in some areas
still farther to the eastward
in spots in Arkansas, in southern
Wisconsin, northern Illinois and northern Indiana, in the limestone regions of Kentucky and Tennessee, and in the southeastern
comer of Michigan.
This plant is semi-established in Minnesota. Iowa, Missouri.
Ohio, and is making its way in Illinois and Indiana. Elsewhere
the growing of this plant is mostly experimental, but with promise
Alfalfa, that extraordinary plant for

wonders to farms,
of the Department

is

—

of success.
IRRIGATION.

Among

the large efforts that have the effect of giving steadiness to the agricultural production of the nation at times of threatened adversity is irrigation. This Is almost entirely confined to
the arid and semlarid regions west of the 100th meridian and to
the rice coast of the Gulf of Mexico In Texas and Louisiana, but
will move eastward as Its value is learned.
The area now under
Irrigation Is 11,000.000 acres, or a surface equal to the improved
farm land of Georgia, or Virginia, or Michigan, or equal to one-third
Of the cotton area.
At the census average Income per acre, with allowance for subsequent Increase of price of products, the value of the crops raised
on Irrigated land this year would appear to he worth at least $175,000.000, an Increase of 75 per cent, over the value of 1899.
In 1908
an additional area of 6,000,000 acres will be tinder ditch and ready
for settlement. When this additional area Is settled, the total will
be 16,000,000 acres. If the new area were at once productive, the
Irrigated crops of 1908, at the price of 1907, would be worth $250,000.000 or more, and would support a population of over 1.000,000
persons.
cob:^.

Four-flfths of the world's production of corn, as nearly as can
be determined, grows In the United States, and In the world's IntersaUonal trade In corn this country contributes one-third to one-half
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the exports, not Including the products of corn-fed animals.
Fears of a failure or a large degree of failure of the corn crop
this year 'diminished after mid-summer and at last the harvest secured 2 553.732.000 bushels, a production that is almost exactly
the average of the crops of the preceding five years. There have
been three larger corn crops those of 1899, 1905 and 1906.
In value the corn crop of this year is much above the highwater mark of 1906. On the assumption that the crop will be sold
by farmers at an average price not below the present one, its value
is estimated to be $1,350,000,000, or 26 per cent, above the average
value of the previous five crops. Four crops before had exceeded
one billion dollars in value.
The farm value of the corn crop of eight such years as 1907
would pay for duplicating every mile of steam railroads in the
United States and pay for their costly terminals, rolling stock,
and all property. In 13 years it would replace the present banking
power of this country in banking capital, surplus, deposits and
of

—

circulation,

and

in 17 years

it

would replace the banking power of

the world.

HAY.

Apparently the hay crop this year is more valuable than the
cotton crop. On account of the varieties and qualities of hay its
average price is difficult to determine without reports from crop
correspondents. The computed value of the 61.420,000 tons of the
crop is $660,000,000. The tonnage has been exceeded several times,
but the value is $65,000,000 above the highest previous value, that
Compared with the average of the preceding five years,
of 1906.
the quantity of the hay crop of this year is 2^r2 per cent, higher
and the value is 20 per cent, higher.
COTTON.
the cotton crop of this year does not eventually occupy
second place in value instead of hay in the final estimates of the
Department, if seed be included, it certainly has third place, even
If

without seed.

The farm value of the 1907 crop of cotton and its seed is estimated to be from $650,000,000 to $675,000,000. The commercial expectations are that the crop will be found to be the third one in
and perceptibly larger than the average crop of
the previous five years. Its farm value is probably a little below
that of last year's crop. Otherwise it will be the most valuable cotton crop ever raised in this country and 7 per cent, above the
average farm value of the crops of the previous five years.
The year was a trying one to cotton from planting time to
nearly the end of the summer, but even under adverse conditions
a crop has been produced that will be sufficient, with the surplus
of last year, to meet the requirements of spinners until the next
harvest.
The fears of a cotton famine that followed the low production of this country in 1901 have not been justified, and in the
meantime efforts to make European spinners partly independent
of the Upland cotton of the South by aiding the growing of
colonial" cotton have not made themselves felt. Outside of the
British East indies, the production of cotton in the British colonies,
possessions and protectorates was 7,553 bales of 500 lbs. gross weight
in 1904 and 10.016 bales in 1905.
In the French colonies, except
French India and Indo-China. 400 bales were produced in 1904;
in the German colonies. 1,500 bales in 1905.
iV.mong the strong points of advantage possessed by this country's cotton is the low cost of transportation to market.
Recent
investigations by this Department indicate that the average cost
of transporting cotton per 100 lbs. from farm to local shipping
point is about 16 cents; from local shipping point to seaport, about
40 cents; and from seaport to the United Kingdom, about 32 cents;
the total being only 88 cents per 100 lbs., or less than a cent a pound.
size ever raised,

WHEAT.
Wheat, the fourth crop of the year in value, is deficient In quantity by 5 per cent, when compared with the average crop of the
preceding five years.
The 625,576,000 bushels produced will be
enough for a large per capita consumption, with a remnant of many
millions of bushels for export, although not as many as usual.
During the last five years the wheat exports, including flour, have
averaged 122,411,110 bushels, and during that period 18.6 per cent.

was exported.
Although wheat Is 5 per cent. In quantity below the average
crop of flve years preceding, it Is o\-< per cent, above the average
value of these crops, or a little over $500,000,000. The crops of
three years, 1901, 1902 and 1905, had a slightly higher value than

of the crops

this one.

OATS.

The only large crop

which a great degree of failure attaches
Only 741.521.000 bushels were harvested and these

this year Is oats.
were of low quality.

to

In number of bushels this is the tenth oats
crop ever grown In this country, and It Is 19 per cent, below the
average crop of the previous five years.
Contrasted with the loss of 19
In value the story Is different.
per cent. In quantity Is a gain of 26 per cent. In value In comparison
with the five-year average; so that this year's crop Is worth $360,000.000. or much more than the most valuable oats crop heretofore
produced.
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M>TATOCS.
The ilxth rrop In value Is potatoes— 292.437,000 buaheli, worth
<190.00O.0OU
Three potato irop* hav»- exceeded this one In iiire—
those of li'ib. 1904 and 1906— but It U 2 per cent, above the aveniKe
of the previous Ave years,
lis value Is 26 per rent above the flveyear average.
ii.\rij:y.

Barley has pushed lu way upward In production until It Is
the seventh crop In value. The 147.192.000 bushels of this
year aro estimated to be worth |115.000.ooo
Only the crop of 1906
was larger, and the rrop of 1907 Is 2 per cent, above the average
of the previous five years. The value of barley this year Indicates
an extraordinary situation, the price per bushel being about double
what It was la.st year; hence the value of the crop Is about 85 per
cent, above the average of the previous Ave years.

now

TOB.V<l-0.

The tobacco crop has

declined to 643,213.000

lbs. this year and
small'T than the crops of many years. It Is 11 per cent, under
the avfi;i«.- i>f the preceding five years, yet the value Is the highest
ever rea. li-d. except In 1906. and Is estimated to be $67,000,000, or
16 per cent, above the flve-year average.
Is

Hl'UAR.

M<>I.A!i.SK.><

A.NU SIRVl'.

As farm crops, sugar beets and sugar cane are valued herein
as such, except that the cane produrts are taken Into account If
the cane Is crushed on the farm.
The large cane-sugar mill Is
classed with manufacturing instead of with agriculture; this is to
preserve the census basis for comparison.
The farm value of the sugar beets In 1907 and of the sugar cane
and sorghum cane and such molasses and sirup as were made on
the farm Is estimated to be $64,000,000. The sugar-beets value Is
slightly above the figure for 1906. and Is 50 per cent, above thai for
1905. and twice the amount for either 1903 or 1904.
The farm value
of sugar cane, molasses and sirup is estimated to be $33,300,000,
which was exceeded only in 1904.
The popular interest in this subject is so large that It Is worth
mentioning as a manufacturing industry. The raw cane-sugar mill
production of 1907 Is estimated at 389,000 short tons, with a factory
value of $28,000,000. the year 1904 alone exceeding this amount.
The estimate for refined beet sugar is 500.000 short tons, worth
945,000.000.

Both kinds of sugar add to 889.000 short tons, worth $73,000,000.
mill molasses and sirup and sorghum and maple products

When
and

beet pulp are added, the total value of the ultimate products
of the sugar, molasses and sirup industry (the refining of cane
sugar not Included 1 in 1907 is $95,000,000.
FLAXSEED.
The 25.420.000 bushels of flaxseed of this year's crop are worth
about $26,000,000. the quantity being 5 per cent, under and the value
3 per cent, over the average of the previous five years.
The crop
of 1902 Is the only one that exceeded this one in value.
RYX.
of 31,566,000 bushels, or 4 per cent, above
the average of the five previous years, the rye crop has a value of
$23,000,000. or 29 per cent, above the five-year average.
In three
years, going back to 1891, the production has been greater, and

With a production

the value has been higher in two years, 1867 and 1901.
BICE.

Rice Is the twelfth crop in point of value this year and In both
quantity and value is the record rice crop. The preliminary estimate Is a production of 21,412.000 bushels of rough rice, or 963,540.000 lbs., an amount a little above the great crop of 1904 and
98 per cent, atiove the average crop of the previous three years.
This year's crop Is worth $19,500,000 to the farmers, or 36 per cent,

above the three-year average.

The exports of domestic rice in the fiscal year following the
crop year 1904 were 75,000,000 lbs. of cleaned rice, 4.000,000 lbs.
The imports of rice, less the
In 1906, and 2.443.000 lbs. In 1907.
foreign and domestic exports, were about 64.000,000 lbs. yearly
from 1900 to 1903. and about 62,000.000 lbs. in 1904. After the crop
of 1904 the tide turned and in 1905 there were net exports amounting to 41,000,000 lbs., followed the next year by net imports of
43,000,000 lbs., and in 1907 of 61.000,000 lbs. The only year before
1907 when the production was greater than the consumption was
The
1904. and the production in 1907 is greater than in that year.
Department of Agriculture has been helping the rice grower to get
better varieties from the Orient, which has changed imports Into
exports.

BUCKWHEAT.

of larger production before 1860 than
has been in subsequent years, but it has revived during the last
half dozen years. The production in 1907 is 13,911.000 bushels, or
4.7 per cent, below the average of the previous five years, and Its
value is $10,000,000, or 14 per cent, above the five-year average.
HOPS.
The hop crop has lapsed somewhat from its position in 1905
and 1900. The production of 1907 is estimated at 48.330,000 lbs., or
4.6 per cent, below the five-year average, while the value of the 1907
crop is placed at a little less than $5,000,000, or 29 per cent, below
the five-year average.

Buckwheat was a crop

It
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TOTAL or CCBCALS.
I'pon c'oiiHolldatlng the seven cereal crops and comparing tne
production of 1907 with the a\erage of the preceding five years,
a loss of 214.000.000 buithels \» observed, or 5 per i-ent. That la.
the average of Ih*- five yeirn was 4.349, Ouu,(X)0 bushels, and the production In 1907 was 4.135.000.000 busheis. The oals crop »'as 175,000.000 bushels under the average, and wheat 32.000,000 bushels,
while rlc« was 11.000,000 bushels above, and rye and barley a little
above.
Regarding corn as at the average of production and excepting
erfaU show a net reduction below the flveyear
oats, th"" other
average of only IH.ooo.ooo but<heU. and this In a total production,
omitting oats, of 3,393,000.000 bushels, so that the percentage of
the net reduction Is only one-half of 1 per cent.
In total value the seven cereal crops make a new high record
that Is above that of 1906 by $296,000,000. The farm value of the
cereals of this year Is ei-timated to be $2,378,000,000, or 23 per cent,
above the average of the previous five years.
<

HI'MMARY OF

CKUPIS.

the production of crops the year 1907 has been a good one
to all of the people as well as to the farmers.
It has averaged with
the previous five years after a general balancing of gains and losses.
A great fall In oats below the average and much smaller declines
In wheat, tobacco, hops, flaxseed and buckwheat have been counterbalanced, and more than that, by increases above the average in
cotton, hay, barley, rye. rice and potatoes. This means material
commodities and not the value placed upon them.
No such high aggregate of crop values has ever before been
reached by farmers as for the crops of 1907. In estimating these,
little if any use is made of the high prices before the break in the
latter part of Ortober.
The present indication Is that every crop
except hops will considerably, if not very much, exceed in value the
average of the previous five years. Extremely large rates of gain
are observed for corn. oats, barley, rye. hay. tobacco, potatoes, rice
and cotton seed, and the rates of gain would be notable In any
ordinary year in the case of wheat, cotton lint and buckwheat.
In the grand total income from his crops of this year the
farmer finds himself in better financial condition than before. He
reckons his income in ten figures and he is still improving his farm,
buying bonds, lending to his neighbors, and putting his money into
the vaults of banks.
Wealth production on farms in 1907, as expressed in value, transcended the high record of 1906, which was itself much above the
highest amount before reached. In arriving at the total the farm
products of the year are estimated in value for every detail presented by the census and at that point in production at w^hich they
acquire commercial value.
The grand total for 1907 is $7,412,000,000. This is $657,000,000
above the value of 1906. $1,103,000,000 above that of 1905. $1,253,000.000 above that of 1904. $1,495,000,000 above that of 1903, and
$2,695,000,000 above the census amount for 1899.
The value of the farm products of 1907 was 10 per cent, greater
than that of 1906. 17 pr cent, over 1905. 20 per cent, over 1904,
25 per cent, over 1903. and 57 per cent, over 1899.
A simple series of index numbers shows the progressive movement of wealth production by the farmer. The value of the products in 1899 being taken at 100. the value for 1903 stands at 125,
for 1904 at 131. for 1905 at 134, for 1906 at 143. and for 1907 at 157.
During the last nine years wealth estimated as above explained
was created on farms to the fabulous amount of $53,000,000,000.
In

EXPOBTS.

Food and fiber were provided in such enormous quantities In
1906 that a great national surplus went abroad to feed and clothe
many millions in foreign countries. High prices helped to swell
these exports as expressed in money, and for the first time in the
history of the world a country exported agricultural commodities
of homg production to a value greater than $1,000,000,000.
In the year ending Jiine 30, 1907, the domestic exports of farm
products were valued at $1,055,000,000. or $79,000,000 above the high
record of the previous year. Four-fifths of these were plant products, and chief among these was cotton, with a port value of $482.000,000. an amount much above the highest value of any former year.
The exported grain and grain products were valued at $184,000,000. the unmanufactured tobacco at $33,000,000. the oil cake and
oil-cake meal at $26,000,000, the vegetable oils at $20,000,000, and
the fruits at $17,000,000. All were gains over 1906. except the Item
of grain and grain products.
Animals and animal products were exported to the value of
$255,000,000, mostly composed of packing-house products, worth
$203,000,000. or only $4,000,000 under the high-water mark of 1906.
Exported live animals were valued at $41,000,000 and dairy products
at $6,600,000.

IMPORTS,
Agricultural products valued at $627,000,000 were imported in
the fiscal year 1907, of which the plant products were $403,000,000,
chief among these being sugar and molasses, valued at $94,000,000;
coffee. $78,000,000: vegetable fibers, $62,000,000; fruits and tobacco.
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each valued at $26,000,000, and vegetable

oils,

with a

value

of
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valued at $26,000,000 above the total of 1906, which was the highest

amount hitherto reached.

$15,000,000.

—

Animals and their products were imported to the value of $224
000,000. with packing-house products, mostly hides and skins, valued
at $96,000,000: silk valued at $71,000,000, wool at $42,000,000. and

-

dairy products at $6,000,000.

FOREST PRODUCTS.
Never before 1907 were the year's exports of

Local

Wood

jhe Fort Dodge, Des Moines

&

Southern Railway.

During November a new electric road operated by overhead
was put in operation from Fort Dodge. Iowa, south to Des
Moines. 92 miles. This is the Fort Dodge. Des Moines & Southern,
trolley

fore.?t

Freight

pratluct.s so

Train;

Ft.

Dodge.

Des Moines

&

Southern.

Trestle and Bridge at Crossing of Des Moines River near Fraser, Iowa,

With an Increase of $1(',,IM)(|.()()(| over 1906.
valuable as In this year.
the total of these exports ran up lo $93,000,000, of which $.52,000,000
was the value of lumber, $22,000,000 naval stores, and $18,000,000
timber.
On the other hand, the imported forest product.s were valued
at $123,000,000. mostly composed of India rubber, valued at $59,000,000: lumber, valued at $21,000,000; gums, not including rubber,
valii(>d at $15,000,000: wood pulp at $G,000,0OO, and unsnwf.i cabinet
woofln nt ».', rioo oiiO
Thf total Import.s of forest products were

which includes part of the Newton & Northwestern, a steam road
from Rockwell City. Iowa, south through Boone to Newton, 101
miles; and two new pieces of road, one south from Fort Hodge, the
Forty-two miles of the Newton ft
other north from Des Moines.
Northwestern lying almost In a direct line between Fort Dodge and
Des Moines were electrified, and two extensions of 25 miles each
were built, one from l,anyon. at the northern end of the electrified
section of the steam mart, the other from Huxley, at the southern
end. thus establishing the through line between the two cities.

DtLt-MUtM
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Tblf taction of Iowa U well cupplled with railroad*, but thpy
are moiitly fa»i and went llnw. The new rood li crowifd by the Chicago Ureal WfHUTD and the lllluoU Central at Fort L)o<lKe. the Cbl
caKo * .\orth-We8tern at Uoonc, and the Chli-axo Hm-k Itlsnd *
Pacific at Den Molne«.
Thf-ao three chIch iir<' a.
railroad cfnterw. and there ban Uh'h iummI df dlr.
tlon (x'lwefii thi'Di. There had U-t-n no dlri'.
ralii
tween either Kort IKmIkc and llwiii'-. or Diw .Molniw and IJoouc, VkltiW
other lrn|>ortai;t points such a« Amen have not been eajilly accexHlble.
The Kurt DodKe, Den Moines t Southern now makes a throuKh

city
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llmlU conaumea 43 minute* of the total running lime. The
Huxley and Ijinyon. rh<
section of the

12 miles b'-tween

'

Newton t Northwestern. Is covered by
hour and
mlnntM. (nrlndlnr Fcvrn
:?<>

conneclInK

all

these points.

Besides the direct

Car Barns

at

local

trafllc

trains In 1
Ktrelcb

ThU

'iirg,

Un

i

line

u-

;..

tfaU
J wlU»

rails.
1 he couiilr>
m (airly level except near Boone, where
he roud crosses the Hes .Moines river. Here the country Is rugged.
lyini; at rl^ht angles 10 the river abound. On this p«rt
of the line Is the maximum grade, 2'-j per cent.
To get even this
'•')-i\,.

I

Deep ravines

Boone: Fort Dodge. Des Moines

&

Southern.

'fli

High Trestle near Des Moines River West

of

between these three cities, II should get considerable traffic as a
distributor of the through traffic of the trunk lines which It crosses,
Already Joint passenger traffic arrangements have been made with
the Illinois Central and the Chicago Great Western at Fort Dodge,
The Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern will also carry express
and freight.
The passenger train service now established between Fort Dodge
and Des Moines Is based on an average speed of 27'i miles an hour,
including 1.5 regular stops. A maximum speed of
miles an hour
From terminal to terminal the
Is frequently made between stations.
total running time Is 3 hours and oO minutes, but 6'o miles within
,').')

Boone; Fort Dodge, Des Moines

&

Souths

build a succession of trestles over th»
ravines along the edge of the plateau above the river. One of these
trestles, show n herewith, is one of the longest and highest in the
country.
In traffic and operating methods the road uses steam railroad

grade

It

was necessary

to

practice wher ever possible. There are ticket, baggage, express and
freisht offices at all regular stations. One-way passenger fares are
sold at about 2 cents a mile, while a rate of about 1% cents a mile
Five-hundred-mlle mileage books
is made for round-trip tickets.
cost $7..'i0.
The cars are shown in the photographs. They are of the beet
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interurban standard. Passenger and express cars are similar, each
having four 75-h.p. Westinghouse motors and equipments. They are
53 ft. long over buffers and 9 ft. C in. wide over sills, which is nearly
as wide as a standard steam railroad coach. They are single ended
and have locomotive pilots, standard radial drawbars and also
M. C. B. couplers. Westinghouse multiple unit control apparatus is
used on all cars for operation in trains. Passenger cars are finished
inside in mahogany with semi-Empire ceilings and plate glass windows. The seats are upholstered in leather. At one end of each
passenger car is a smoking compartment containing eight seats and
When the
also a baggage compartment fitted with movable seats.
seats are filled, the passenger cars weigh about 76.000 lbs.
between
the
which
midway
Frazer.
is
at
A turbo-electric plant

Readville Locomotive Shops;

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford.

York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad to increase its locomotive shop facilities, it was
new
shops would be
for
location
suitable
decided that the most
at Readville, Mass., where the main car repair shops of the company were. Such an arrangement would concentrate the repair
work, and Readville was in other ways a good location by reason
of its being at the junction of two main divisions of the road.
Additional property was bought south of the tracks of the Midland division, and the locomotive and car departments united by
subways at the east and west ends of the grounds where main line
trains pass under the Midland division; also by a subway about

When

it

became necessary

CAR SHOPS AHO POWER HOUSE ARE ON TWJS SIDE OF THE TRACK.

for

the

New

I

General Plan of Locomotive Repair Shops at Readville, Mass.; N. Y., N. H.

&

H.

the middle of the grounds for pushcar service and foot passengers,
and by conveniently located stairways over the Midland division
fill.
One main entrance serves both departments and the yard
tracks of each are connected. One shop superintendent has charge
of both departments with a general foreman for each department;
the plants are therefore substantially a unit.
The car shops have been in operation for several years; the
locomotive shops have only recently been put in operation. The
facture.
The engineering and electrical construction and equipment of principal building of the new shop plan is 904 ft. 6 in. x 150 ft.,
the system were carried out by J. G. White & Co.. of New York which includes the machine and erecting, boiler and tank shops.
City. The grading and track work was done by the Northwestern The long axis of this building is parallel to the tracks of the Jlidland division and the building and
yard tracks are connected with the
main line of the Providence division at the eastern end. By means
of a crossover from the Providence
division to the Midland division
access to the shops from either
division is obtained.
Other buildings are a blacksmith and frog
shop 354 ft. 6 in. x 80 ft., an
iron shed 80 ft. x 39 ft. adjoining,
a tire house 56 ft. x 32 ft., a lye
house 67 ft. x 31 ft. 10 in., and
a coal
house 60 ft. x 20 ft.
In the yard are numerous storage
platforms; one 12 ft. wide extending the length of the main
building and terminating at the
boiler shop end of the building in
a
boiler iron rack 1."9 ft. x 12 ft.;
Cross-Section Through Erecting and Machine Shop.

terminals and on the Des Moines river, supplies the power. Near
Frazer slack coal in mined and is a cheap fuel. The power is generated as alternating current and transmitted at 20.000 volts to five
sub-stations which are an average distance of about 15 miles apart.
At the sub-stations the alternating current is transformed to direct
CBrrent at 600 volts, which is supplied directly to the trolley wiie.
All the principal electrical apparatus is of Westinghouse manu-

Ccnstruclion Company.

J. L. Blake, General
the p'orl Dodge. Des Moines &
Southern, representing the owners, had general supervision of the undertaking.

Manager

of

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The Prussian State Railroads have concluded a contract with the German steel combine for their supply of rails and steel ties
for the next three years at 120 marks for rails
for ties per kllometric ton
929.02 and $26.84 per ton of 2,240 lbs.

and 111 marks

=

In an address before the German Society
of
Mechanical
Engineers recently,
Herr
Wlchert, an eminent electrical expert, who,
with others, had recently returned from a mission to America, to study the application of
electricity to transportation, declared that a
satisfactory solution of the question of the use
of electricity on ordinary railroads has been
found only by the Invention of the singlephase, alternating-current collector motor.

Interior of Erecting Shop; Readville Shops.
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a platform (or cyllndent at the oppoalle end o( the buildioK 120 ft.
X 55 ft. at lu greatent width: a ncrap platform 320 ft. x 36 ft.
provided with bins for aasorted material. Three tracks entering
from th" east paag entirely through the main building: three otber*
are carried through and along each nide of the blacksmith shop
and alongside the scrap bins, while another passes between the
long platform previously mentioned and the north side of the
main building. Adjacent to the tire house Is a yard for driving
wheel storage.
Lmumoiie Shop. A number of features In the design, con.structlon and equipment of the main building are of Interest and
particular attention has been given to details. The materials are
steel, brirk and concrete with mill construction and roof covered
with flve-ply asphalt and gravel. The concrete foundations are carried to a height of 5 ft. from grade, and the sills of the first floor
windows are formed directly In this material, no stone sills being
used.
The concrete floors In the machine shop are laid In squares,
although the method of laying is not apparent In the finished floor,
the outline of the blocks lielng formed of a strip of tar paper
rising to within
in. of the surface and folded underneath the
lower edge of the block. All the steel work was fabricated and

—
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Structural Steel Company. Boston

The shop was designed to afford facilities for repairing
motives a month. The erecting shop floor occupies half

and

45 locoof the

width of the building for about two-thirds of its length, a space
approximately 200 ft. long at one end being used for a boiler shop
and 100 ft. at the other being used for a driving wheel shop. Stripping pits each 150 ft. long are located at each end of the stripping
The stripping
track, which is the center track of the erecting floor.
pits are flanked on each side by storage pits which extend the
whole length of the erecting floor, or about 600 ft., with the exception of a 20-ft. passageway in the middle of the length of the
buildings are a blacksmith and frog shop 354 ft. « in. x SO ft.,

The storage pits are 6 ft. wide, built entirely
in tile engravings.
of <oncrete with walls 12 in. thick supported on foundations 18 In.
wide and 12 in. deep of the same material. .-Vt the ends these pits
are 2 ft. 10 in. deep and the floors drain longitudinally on a slope
The
2 in. in 30 ft. to the maximum depth of 3 ft. in the center.
pits are covered with loose 4-in. x 12-in. yellow pine plank and
every tenth plank is provided with a pair of heavy malleable iron
with the surface.
the stripping pits are of concrete 15 in. thick
on foundations 12 in. x 14 in. The walls are capped by 8-ln. x 12-ln.
yellow pine stringers secured by %i-ln. anchor bolts spaced every

handles

set flush

The walls

of
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ft.
The space under the floor of the pit. which is raised in
the center to a height of IV2 in. in the width of 4 ft. is filled in
with gravel and the floors slope longitudinally 4 in. in 50 ft. to
sumps covered with cast-iron gratings. The rails resting on stringers extend M in. above the floor level, and the concrete floor is
carried against the outside of the rail and under the head, the space

€

Y

r
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hatchways are protected by a IM-m. pipe railing carried on 2-in.
pipe supports, the posts at the landings being removable. The hatchways are 8 ft. x 7 ft. 4 in. The gallery floors are of 2-in. x 6-in.
spruce laid diagonally on 8-iu. x 16-in. Oregon fir joists and covered
with 1-in. X 4-in. .square-edge maple.
Each end of the gallery floor is provided with a locker room

t

Cross-Sections Through Locomotive Pits.

between the

rails

being made concave and sloping longitudinally

to bell traps.

Work

benches line the entire outer wall for the length of the
«recting and machine floors, and are also conveniently located in
bays between center lines of columns. The erecting floor is served
by two 10-ton and two 60-ton cranes, each of the latter having

containing 110 lockers with suitable lavatory accommodations, and
on the first floor immediately below are rooms similarly equipped
with 63 lockers each, while on mezzanine floors are located closets
and urinals. The space under the gallery is devoted to department
grouping of machine tools, the heavier motor-driven tools being
located in the space covered by electric cranes. All motors, both
on the gallery and on the floor below, are
mounted on steel brackets on the nearest row
of columns and not against the side walls,
thereby leaving light and space near the
benches unobstructed in any manner by belting.
The neat and substantial appearance of
these brackets, as well as freedom from obstruction afforded by their location, is shown
in
the illustrations.
The brackets differ
slightly according to the columns on which
they are located, but consist generally of a
frame built of channel sections, fastened together by angles and attached to the columns
with a plate floor 28 in. x 50 in. and ^•^n.
iliick.
Where crane girders interfere, the
iwnckets are braced to the bottom flange of
I

lie

girder.

A complete scheme of line shafting was
worked out by the engineering department before any of it was put in place.
The main line shaft is erected in one
lontinuous
straight
line
throughout the
whole length of the shop, motor or group
sections being on an average 44 ft. long,
provided
couplings
at
and
with
flange
tUe ends, a space of V2 in. being left between the faces of the
flanges.
In the event of the failure of any motor, it is possible
to throw off its belt and by slipping a '-j-in. filler between its shaft
coupling and the next one. and bolting the two together, the group
load can be carried by the motor in the next group. While the
group sections are 44 ft. long, each piece of shaft is 22 ft. long;

10-Ton Crane and Runway over Tire Storage Yard.
10-ton auxiliary hoists. The 60-ton cranes are located in the middle
at each end.
All cranes throughout
the shop were built by the Shaw Manufacturing Company, Muskegon, Mich., and are equipped with G. E. Type M induction motors.

and those of 10 tons capacity

—

Machine Shop and Gallery. The machine shop space is divideil
longitudinally by a row of columns supporting a gallery used for
the lighter classes of work. The tool
room and brass room are separated from
the remaining open space by partitions
12 ft. high, consisting of a wainscot 4 ft.
high with crimped wire netting above.
Other space is devoted to ele,-tric and
|

i

T

H

SI

<2'

|

j

machine

repair, finisheil bolt department.

Air-brake and water pump repairs, tin
shop, pipe shop, lagging and carpenter
sbop, etc.
Four landings projecting beyond the edge of the gallery are convenient for crane service from the erectIng floor cranes. The gallery Is also
served by the three 1 0-ton cranes which
aerve the machine shop floor, and in addition by two I'i-ton electric trolley hoists.
built by Marls Brothers. Philadelphia.
Three of the same kind of hoists travel
under the gallery and run the full
length of the marhlne shop.
At convenlent distances are located four open
hatchways by means of which the upper
faolst.i can drop material through the galiery floor to be taken up by the holstfi
below and distributed to the benches
which line the outer wall, All hoists are
«lectrically operated by Induction motors
and runways nrp of single I-benm section.
Both the edges of the gallery and the

j
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Plan of Tire House and Storage Yard; Readville Shops.
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feature Introduceii rurther flfxiblllty aa tbe aectlon may be
divided In the center and hair the load distributed to each motor
on either side of tbe one In trouble.
Tbe Sliirtevant hot-air syiiteni Is Installed for heallnR and
ventllatInK the main buildliiK
Two fans are located In lean-to
exienMlonji on iho ground and two more are loi'ale<l on the Kallcry.
10
fans
are
spared
fo
as
divide
The
the iM-rlphery of the buildlni;
The main artery uf the system Is a run''re:o
Into four equal parts.
duct built entln-ly around the bulldlnt; under the floor In the shop
' ' i-i
>'•
v-:>\\y.
!<
v.irvlrir In wUltli irnm 4 f
near 'l>
this

'

'
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are secured to an I-beam reinforcement embedded In tbe concrete
cover of tbe duct. A gravity return from tbe beating system
drains to a receiving tank under tbe floor of tbe machine shop and
the water of conden«atlon Is forced back by a pump to the tK>ller
room
In the toller thup end of the l)uildlng Ik a hlgh'pre>fcure
pump capable ol pumping up to 3M0 Ibii. pressure, and conneited
with this Is a line of extra heavy piping along the center and side
columns for use In legtlng liollert.
The tool room on the gallery Is a manufacturing tool room
I'liv
nnd the corresponding room on the ground floor Is for Ipstie,
drewsing and grinding locln. A central station
for a complete hhop telephone system of 31 ex'-nHionH Ik loiated in the dl!>tributlng tool
loom. The inj-lallatlon of the telephone sys'm with switchboard In the tool room and
-latlons at numerous points saves tbe time rerulred for mechanics to go to the tool room
for tools.
When any special tool Is required
ihe mechanic calls for it by telephone and tbe
i(X>l Is sent by messenger, who takes a check
for

It.

All tool-dressing is done In the tool room
and not in the blacksmith shop, a suitable
lorge and power hammer being provided for

the purpose.

Cast-iron boxes In tbe floor be-

tween the tracks of the erecting shop are provided for the attachment of hose to the alrplpe system and a large number of portable
lathes, forges and rivet furnaces as well as
v'lectric drills are in daily use on the erecting
Uoor and In the boiler and tank shops. Twenty
lortable forges were recently supplied by the
W. N. Best American Caloriflc Company. New
Vork, to these shops.
Good provision has been
Interior of Blacksmith

Shop

at Night,

Showing Illumination

and ordinarily 3 ft. high except where some obstruction made necessary a change in section. Ten manholes afford access to the inThe underground duct obviates the use of unsightly overterior.
head pipts, ant! the only parts of the system that appear are the
galvanized iron risers next to the outside wall. A novel plan was
adopted tor making the connections between the duct and the risers.
Space was too limited to use the ordinary vitrified elbow, and
as a substitute an elbow of No. 20 galvanized iron was used as
a form and around this was built a shell of concrete of not less
than 2 in. thickness. This elbow was made to project 2 in. above
the floor level and on this projection the riser was fitted, the joint
then being sealed with a collar of cement. .\t points where the
duct Is crossed by the tracks entering the erecting shop the rails

for natural

1'- In- (three sections of 50 10-in. x 14-in. panes).
15 ft. 8 in. x 17 ft. 8 in. and consist of
three pairs of sash each containing 60 10-in. x H-in. panes. Over
each alternate bay in the roof is a skylight of ribbed glass and
the lighting is further improved by the white paint of the interior.
15

ft.

8 in. X 13

ft.

The lower windows are

lighting in high bays, over erecting floor and in tbe
is by series arc lamps with Nernst four and six blower lamps
general illumination over and under the gallery and along
the central row of columns. On the outside walls over the benches
Faries ariiculated fixtures with incandescent lamps are used and
each machine tool is provided with an incandescent lamp. A plentiful supply of Chapman light sockets is provided, along the center
line of columns, outer walls and in the pits.
A useful adjunct to the locomotive shop is the
7'ire House.
.•\rtifioial

yard
for

—

Motor Bracket on Intermediate Column.

made

The
the new shop building.
in
windows are large and set close together,
Each bay of 22 ft. between pilasters
espe.ially along the sides.
contains two sets of triple sash, the sscond floor windows being
lighting

Riser from

Heating Duct.
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house with its adjacent yard for the storage of mounted driving wheels. This is located next to the section of the main building in which the driving wheel work is done and is a fireproof
building of corrugated steel. It is equipped with a 10-ton traveling crane which operates within anil outside of the building over
the tracks in the yard.
It contains also a Ferguson oil furnace
supplied by the Railway Materials Company. Chicago, and of a sufficient capacity to heat a nest of eight tires at one time.
For the
removing tires on a pair of mounted wheels the crane supports
them in the ordinary fire on the floor until sufficiently heated.
The lye cleaning house is a separate structure. There are two
lye vats and two draining platforms.
The vats are 18 ft. 8 in.
by 10 ft., inside dimensions, and the least depth is 7 ft., the bottom sloping 4 in. in 20 ft. Each pit has a concrete platform having
a similar slope and covered with a grating of 3-in. x 6-in. yellow
pine strips spaced 2 in. apart on a frame of 4-in. x 4-in. spruce
The floor not occupied by pits and platform is of macadam.
Joists.
The walls of the pits are 18 in. thick and the floor is 9 in. thick.
of concrete. The walls of the pits were waterproofed with soft
soap and alum solution. It has been found, however, that the oil
from the greasy parts which were dipped into the lye has been
absorbed by the walls to such an extent as to increase the waterproofing.
The usual steel tank inside of the lye pits has therefore
been omitted. The space afforded by the tanks, cleaning and draining floors is ample and the usual litter around this department
is not in evidence.
The service track passes through the middle
of the house between the two sets of pits and platforms.
Blacksmith and Frog ahop. The blacksmith shop, one end of
which is fitted up as a frog shop, is unusually light and fully
equipped with ventilating apparatus. The tool equipment includes
tire

—

McCaslin forges, Ferguson furnaces,
6

in.

lorg x 15

ft.

4 in.

wide,

is

etc.,

and an extension. 68

ft.

devoted to locker and toilet rooms.
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working on a single I-beam trolley. This is supplied
by the Whiting Foundry & Equipment Company, Harvey, 111. This
will handle coal from the storage to the stokers and will also
be used for the removal of ashes, the apparatus being electrically

shell bucket

operated.
In the engine room are three 400 k.w. G. E. a.c. generators,
25 cycles. 600 volts, direct-connected to three 600 h.p. cross-com-

pound non-condensing Hamilton-Corliss engines equipped with Locke
safety stops; two G. E. exciters direct-connected to 90-h.p. Watertown engines: one Franklin cross-compound air compressor having
a capacity of 1.700 cu. ft. of free air per minute, supplied by the
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company: two Franklin compressors of
1.100 cu. ft. capacity each: three Brush dynamos for series arc
lighting

The switchboard

is

equipped with a Tirrell voltage regulator,

and separate lighting watt-meter together with
a full complement of volt-meters, ammeters, switches, etc. The
car-shop transfer table was formerly operated with a direct-current motor, but this and the motor generator set have been removed and an induction motor installed. In the process of remodelling the power-house equipment for present purposes all 60-cycle
transformers for lighting were removed and 25-cycle transformers
installed.
As a result of these changes all electric apparatus on
both the locomotive and car-shop side now operates on three-phase,
25-cycle alternating-current, power voltage being 550; Nernst lamps
220 volts, incandescent lamps 110 volts.
All steam pipes between buildings are encased in Wyckoff
sectional covering and are carried underground.
As an interesting
detail may be mentioned the color scheme in the various piping
systems in the locomotive shop. The colors and their significance
are as follows:
White, high-pressure steam; yellow, exhaust and
low-pressure steam heat; black, water, including boiler feed and
station watt-meter

li

V-

Plan and Elevation of Scrap Storehouse and Platform;

The monitor

roof is provided with swinging sash and louvres. All
sash is p voted and arranged to operate from the floor. Service
tracks extend through the middle of the building longitudinally
and transversely.
Platforms. Reference has been made to the platform space in
the yard and the dimensions of the principal ones have been given.
These .^re all built with concrete walls and floors with a gravel
filling.
The arrangement and construction of the scrap platl'orm
The covered scrap bins occupy Hid ft.
Is shown in the illustrations.
of the length. The roof of this part is three-ply Paroid roofing
and the doors are hung on Coburn trolley hangers. The open space
is divided into spaces 20 ft. wide for the various classes of scrap.
The yard also containb a fuel oil storage tank in the form
of a depressed covered pit containing steel tanks into which the
oil is taken by gravity.
Oil is drawn from the tank by means of
a pump provided with a pressure regulator and the oil Is distributed
a
fixed
pressure
to
at
all parts of the shops and is shut off automatically at a fixed pressure. The system Is so arranged that at
night or when the furnace.s are not in operation all oil in tho
pipes returns by gravity to the tank.
Adjacent to the blacksmith shop is the iron shed provided with
the usual rack space and room for weighing and cutting al the
ends. The coal shed has a concrete floor throughout and is divided
Into .spaces for coke, charcoal and coking coal.
power Jfouse. The power house is on the car shop side of
the plant, and originally was a sub-station taking current from a
power station belonging to the railroad company at Hyde Park,
one mile away. The boiler plant which was added consists of five
400 h.p. Babcock & Wilcox boilers, four of which are equipped
with Roney stokers, one being reserved for burning shavings, etc.
They are provided with Sturlevant economizers and operate under
Induced draft. The original chimney still remains, however, and
provision ha.t been made by which the er^onomlzers can be bypassed and Induced draft used or both by-passed and natural draft
used. The equipment includes Hancock Injectors and WnrrenWetjster feed water heaters, open type. There are two Worlhlngton duplex outside center-packed plunger feed-water pumps, each
having a sufficient capacity to supply water for the entire plant.
In process of iiisia'lnilon Is a coal handling system with a clam-

—

—

Readville Shops.

feed water heater; green, air; blue, drip and return, including
the Holley system; red, fire service.
All wiring, switchboard and pipe work and the installation
of the Holley system were done by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co., H. C. Pond, engineer in charge, under the direction of the
railroad company. All wiring is overhead and is carried across
the Midland division in tile conduits built into the concrete arch,
affording access from one side to the other.
E. H. McHenry. Vi. ePresident. has had general supervision
of the design and erection, and F. K. Irwin. Constructing Engineer, was in charge under Mr. McHenry.
S. Higgins. General Manager, and the mechanical superintendent assisted in the consultation with reference to the general scheme and in the selection
and arrangement of machinery. C. A. Dodge & Co.. Boston, were
general contractors, and Babcock & Wilcox had the contract for
the boiler room, including all apparatus except the coal-haniUing
l)lant.

The Japanese Railroad Commission reports that there were In
the country March 31, 1907, 4.783 miles of railroad, of which 1.532
miles belonged to the state. During the year previous 89 miles
were added to the system, and at the end of the year work was"
progressing on 821 miles more. The average cost per mile of the
completed roads has been $43,056. The train service was at the
average rate of 10.4 each way daily, and the average number of
cars per train was 15.8. The traffic amounted to 2.505 millions of
passenger miles and 1.352 millions of ton-miles, which Is at the
rate of 717 passengers and 387 tons each way dally.
(In this
country 154 passengers and 1,318 tons.)
Thus there Is 4% times
as much passenger traffic per mile In .lapan. but not one-third as
much freight traffic as here. The gross earnings per mile In Japan
were $7,309; the working expenses, $3,404, and the net earnings,
$3,905.
Here the contrast with the results in this country are
striking.
Our railroads earned per mile $3,151 more gross, but
$357 less net, owing to the fact that working expenses were $6,912
per mile here against $3,404 In Japan. The Japane,«e net earnings
were 9 per cent, on the cost of the roads. The number of
employees was 73.754. which is nearly ISVj per mile against 6.9
here.
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Tbe Massarhusetu commission Ld endow^<| with full police powt^rs;
In other matters It works with publicity and suggestion as Its tools,
and Its opinions and decisions, carefully made, carry with them
such weight of public opinion that they have nearly the force of
sUktute. and can usually i-ommand new legislation.
We take the following comment on Mr. Jackson's admlnUtratlon from a careful review published In the Springfield Kcpublnan:
Those who have watched the administration of Chairman Jaikson realise what his decision to re.sume the practice of law means
to the slate.

It has been evident
reading the orders
the board,
that he has aimed to be absolute
ly
Impartial between tbe corporations and ibe public.
He
has laid down certain principles
and tried to 8uper\-ise the roads
both fteam and electric in
accord with them. During his
administration many new deliverances have been made and
thtse few years have been of
large value to the people. Q;iite
a development of railroad and
railway law has occurred. Not
only has the commission laid
down principles of action, but 1:
has had a share In the passage
of legislation.
It has continued
10 keep Massachusetts at the
head of the development in the

ings and
and other

—

by recent law to tbe board over ibe local
there might b« uniform application of
state
Subje<-t to these general
tbe local authorities as largely
as possible, and the f.;..
uas been harmonious working together of tbe board with city governments and selectmen. In numberlMs ran** the board baa acted as advisor rather than superWso:
':ig queatlona between selectmen and street railway
autboritle*. In order that
the same prlnclpUs n
princlplta. the t>oard
I

.

In

watihlns

hl.s

conduct of hear-

In

de^-isilons of

:

,

ma:

laws bare been carefully
Western Massachusetts will remem-

luseits antl-stock-waterlng

..iil

cuuiuil».--iu;»
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guarded

in

oplrlt

and

letter.

tbe defeat of the proposed legislation to permit the western
Massachusetts street railway company to secure special privileges
would have overthrown fundamental principles of an antlstock-watering nature. Another Illustration Is where the board
was Instrumental In tbe defeat of the proposition of tbe Boston A
Maine Railroad in trying to get authority to capitalize the purI'hase price of street railways, where such price might include value
Besides these conspicuous
of franchise and of earning capacity.
instances, the l)oard is giving lilustratlotis constantly on a smaller
scale in its deolslon.s regarding the issue of stock and tonds by
railroad and street railway companies.
The spirit of the law
has never been violated.
Massachu.setts leads In tbe
ber

that

use of block signals.
An illustration of the for^-e emanating
Is seen in the
case of the disaster two years
ago at Baker's bridge, near Concord, resulting in a thorough
overhaulicg of the system on
the Boston & Maine, involving
the
expenditure of a large

from the board

—

amount

of money.
The board
has urged similar action upon
other railroads.
In regard to the service the
companies must render the public and which the public can demand from the companies, the
writer has heard it stated over
and over again at hearings and
the same principle is embodied
in repeateii decisions
that capital has a right to a reasonable
return that private persons cannot reasonably be expected to
put their money into a means of
serving the public and be expected to perform the service at
constant loss. A company is jus-

—

relation of the public to their
transportation servants and its
reports are in wide demand all
over the country, and in foreign
countries on the part of govern-

—

:

ments and of individuals.
Chairman Jackson has been
particularly careful and painstaking in the drafting of tbe
orders and other decisions of th
beard. His writings have stru ;
out new lines of practice ai
they have been followed witii

lified

in

charges

sufficient

to

a reasonable dividend upon
investment. On the other
hand, the franchise is given by
the public in order that the public may te served.
Theri^fo.e a
yield

the

precision.
He has the remarkable fact to his credit that not
a single decision which ho has
company is not justified in cutmade, not a single principle o.'
ting oS a particular train or car
administration whiih he has fo.-because it is unprofitable taken
mulated, during his whole eight
by itself. But if it serves a pubyears in the chairmanship, has
lic need, and the company, conbeen set aside by any court. Not
sidering all its income, can peronly that, but each party i.n th?
form the service, it must do
transportation lield. the i-crporaJan^es F. Jackson.
so.
Necessities of transportation
tlons and the public, has accepted his de?l8iODs as good law and good sense and have lived must be provided as far as possible. But when it comes to giving
up to thc-m as embodying subf tiotial justice for both parties. Many the public luxuries, then it is a question how far tbe income jusnew questions have irisen where new precedents had to be set. tifies it.
Ho has been very thnroiigh in his study of separate subjects. In
During this administration the powers of the board have been
increased in respect to the elimination of grade crossings, and have
order that the body of principles he was building up should not
only be the liest for their special cases, but should l)e consistent been e.Mended over street railway locations and over methods of
with each other throughout and make a harmonious whole upon constructing and oi)erating street railways. Recent laws also give
which future action could be taken with assurance that the principle authoiity over steamships and express companies. In practice but
little has been done under this law, but it is a fair presumption
was sound in both theory and practice.
Chief Justice Knowlton of the Supreme Court once said to a that the same principles will be applied as hitherto in the regulaSpecial duties have been imposed
tion of transportation companies.
legal friend that Chairman Jackson's decisions were remarkable for
their inclusion of the essentials and their omission of the non-essen- upon tlie boaid from time to time, showing the confidence of tue
the board as a sort of public
readiness
to
use
l.*gislature
its
this
trait
will
be
running
through
and
tials.
Plenty of evidence of
found
It
has utility commission. It was put in charge of the construction of
the decisions printed in the annual reports of the board.
been the aim to be guided only a little by technicalities, but largely the new bridge between Fall River and Somerset. It has superby the general principles at issue. This element, too. will be found visory powers over the construction of the Cape Cod canal, and
at the last session of the Legislature it was given the determination
abundantly in the decisions in the annual reports.
A further principle of general policy has been co-operation of questions affec'i.ig important public improv<»mFuts in Springfield.
with local authorities, and rot antsgoni.sm to them in tbe settle
The beard, further than this, has been many limes consulted by
the committees on railroads and street railway.^, ofndally, as well
nient of local issues, with clearly marked distioction l)etween state
policies

and matters ot purely

local

concern.

This;

grows out of

as by

members

ot the Legislature individually, in regartl to pending
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Some particular measures of high importance are as folIn 1901 the board recommended the .500-mile mileage book.
This was adopted and put in force by all the railroads. The next
annual report said: "This was a step toward bringing about a rate
Under continued conof two cents a mile for long distance travel.
ditions of prosperity such standard charge is to be expected at
Mellen, of the New
President
lead
of
Under
the
an early day."
Haven road, the board's suggestion of a standard rate of two cents

The Ship

legislation.

lows:

Lift on the

Dortmund-Ems Canal.

At the present moment when so much interest is being taken
in large canal construction schemes in several countries. It is of
interest to show views of an important piece of work that was
carried out a few years ago on the Dortmund-Ems canal the ship
lift, situated near Henrichenburg.
The highest level of the canal between Munster and Heme is

—

a mile has been carried out. Discussing a
"It is at
reduction of rates the board said:
times necessary to make demands upon companies which involve a possible loss of revenue in order to secure what is due to the
This should be done, however, only
public.
after careful inquiry and study of conseAny policy which jeopardizes the
quences.
prosperity of a company through reckless interference with earning power is as unfortunate for the public-at-large as for the stockholders."
As to workingmen's fares, the board after
an investigation in England and in this country, established the state policy that such
fares rest not upon class distinction, but upon
"This quejiioa
business principles, saying:
is a business problem to be solved upon business principles and not one of enforced contributions to a public charity, either from the

railroads or from the more prosperous to t'Je
The
less prosperous part of the community.
true ground for a cheap morning and evening service is the fact that daily travel between home and place of busines-s at fixed
hours affords the carrier the most favorable
View
condition for economical operation, and therefore entitles those who so travel to the lowest
fares which are consistent with a reasonable return upon capiial."
The board has consistently favored a monopoly in the street
railway service of a large municipality. It applied that principle
As stated in the decision in the
in Boston and later in Springfield.
"A monopoly in local street railway service under
Springfield case:
proper supervision should give the public a better service than the
of contending companies in infrequently struggling to keep
alive enterprises which ought never to have
been undertaken. Under our laws such a
monopoly is founded upon statutes which protect the public interests by making street railway locations not only subject to supervision.
but to revocation for cause, practically, there-

efiforts

In

the Trough During Construction of Ship Lift.

situate about 192 ft. above the mean level of the North sea, and
The section
this difference of elevation is met by a series of locks.
from Munster to Heme is about 42 miles long, and it crosses the
The indusaqueducts.
built
strongly
rivers
by
and
Lippe
Stever
trial town of Dortmund is connected with the canal, and therefore
with the North sea ports, by mear.s of a 10-mile branch canal to
the highest level. There is a difference of elevation at the junction

fore,' dependent upon good behavior of the
company."

Malay Railroad

Projects.

The Federated Malay States Railways are
about to build a

line

from Gemas, Negri Sem-

Kuala Semantan, Pahang. The permanent survey has been made, construction
authorized, and work is to be started almost

bilan, to

immediately.
It is difficult to ovei^-estimate
the importance of having railroad commHHicatlon In a state like Pahang, which is still
almost entirely undeveloped, where distances
are great, and where the mineral and agricultural possibllitips are admittedly promising.
This road, together with the l.JO milfs
of trunk line now under construction between
Benta and Kuantin, will pass through and
throw open a large area of hitherto practically
unknown and inaccessible country, valuable
for mining and plantations. The line Is about
70 miles long, and up to Decsmber 31, 190H.
$44,482 had been spent on Its survey. At thai
time.- over $7.ii60 had been spent on railroad
surveys In Pahang.
These included a trial
survey from Kuala Semantan, the terminus
of the Gemas line, to Kuantan. This line will
1^ a little over 76 miles long, and in estimated
to cost $4.63,S,.3fiS.
Another trial survey was

made from Kuala Semantan to LIpIs, via
Kuala Tembellng. 47 miles. This line. If
Transfer of a Vessel from Upper to Lower Level.
bulit, will tap the Tpmbeling Valley midway
between Mpis and Temerloh, and will open up a large area oC agri- of this branch with the main canal of from 45 to 52 ft., according
cultural land. A survey was also finislicd last year at a cost of to conditions, and Instead of employing a series of locks this dllTerHenrichenburg.
$10,000. from Knala Semantan to Lipis via Henlong. on the Pahang
<nce is overcome by means of the ship lift near
locks would
trunk line, to Kuala, .58 mlle.H. This line will
Mils way delays are avoided, and several additional
not go nearer than
eight miles to Bcntong, which will have to be reached by a branch

from Kuala Semantan.

In

quantities of water.
Also have involved the consumption of great
conThe apparatus, as built by Hanlel & Lueg, of Dusscldorf,

Du-ewBn
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with Mvenl aubtnerglnK floats, bj
of vertical cylinder* standlDg In alnsle wolla, with parallel
guidance on the Jebena' ayatcm for the trough, by vertical and
revolving acrew aplndlea.
The movable tank li fllU'il with water, and In It the veaiel can
be lifted or lowered. There urf five float.i which entirely submerKe
In Ave Bhafta which are completely Oiled with water.
These floau
are connected to the water tank by built-up columna. The floating

•lata of • vertical floBttng lift

meana

6^9

a ledge projecting Inalde the trough. Similar gatea separate tha
canal levels from the lift. In order to open the gates, when the
trough Ik In the correct poHlUon against the level, the corresponding
gates of the level and the trough are coupled and lifted together.
The gates can only be lifted If the trough Is In the exact position:
citherwUe the gear Is locked. The trough cannot be moved unleaa
the gate^ are closed.
Aa to the capacity of the lift, the vessela to be transferred have
the normal burden of 6Q0 tons. The leDfclh of
the largest regular vessel is 223 ft., breadth of
liull 25 ft., with a draft of S ft. 7 In.
The vessels are transferred over the lift afloat.
The
il'ipth of water In the trough under ordinary
<<>ndltlon8 Ik S ft. 2 In., so that with the greatest immersion there is still ample water beneath the vessel. Therefore when necessary
a burden of 1.000 tons can be borne.
The
speed of the trough In the vertical ascent and
ilfscent is about 4 ft. per second. The weight
111 the niled trough, it.s supports and five floats
Ks :(.100

tons.

The large screw spindles of the gear for
'egulating the ascent and descent of the
trough are driven by an electric motor, and all
other movements of the lift are done electrically, such as the lifting devices for the lift
yates at the divisions of the trough and levels,
also the capstan for handling the vessels In
and out of the trough. There is a special generating station from whii-h the necessary electric power is obtained.
In the case of selfpropelled steamers, such as passenger vessels,
one can be transferred from one level to the
other in from four to five minutes, during
which it has gone some luO to 150 meters of its
journey. Heavy vessels which have to be
hauled in and out by capstan occupy 12
minutes.

Shafts for

Si

lie

Being Built.

capacity of the five floats, which Is always constant, is exactly equal
to the weight of the water tank.
The result is that the weight of
the tank moves up and down at any height without the expenditure

We understand that it has been found
possible in 21 working days of eight to ten
hours each, to effect 6U0 single transfers.
The working expenses for a single transfer amount to two to three shillings (average}, .<'eckonlng.that the
The cost'oljilit'undl^j^dliing was
full use of the lift is required.
J*.
approximately $625,000.
/"
V'

•

'

^

of power.

A

connected with the "trough" to regulatfi the
movements as required. Four screw nuts are secured to the trough
and move over four strong screw spindles, which are connected to

screw gear

Is

Henrichenburg Ship

The Shantung Railroad, which
ran 2.5 trains each way daily in
two mixed trains

Lift,

a comi^on gear, whereby the trough Is moved up or down. The
screw spindles and their neck bearings are of such dimensions that
the whole weight of the trough, or even the whole lifting power of
the floats, can if necessary be borne by them.
The trough is closed at each end by a vertical lifting gate.
having at its periphery a ledge of rubber jointing which rests against

daily,

and the

271 miles long, on. the average
IflOfi, the regular sefvice being
remainder consisting of special.
is

from Upper Level,

extra and work trains. The average train had 34iA axles, and more
than two-thirds were under freight cars. The average passenger
movement was 786 each way daily, and the average freight movement 237 tons each way daily. Of the total 419,814 tons of freight
shipped, 54 per cent, was coal, 9^^ per cent, beans, and 6% per cent,
cotton.
The road passes through a densely peopled district, and
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small amount of freight, aside from coal, Indicates that the
Chinese have not yet learned to use the line. The gross earnings
were $1,084,448 in our money, or $4,002 per mile. Of this amount
42 per cent, went for working expenses, leaving net $2,321 per
mile, which is moderate interest on the cost.
The road has 481 employees, all but 57 of whom are Chinese.
There is a considerable
number of railroads in China, and there will certainly be a great
many more; but it is not often that we have definite reports of
the

their traffic

and earnings.

Locomotives for South IVIanchurian Railroads.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have recently built for the
South Manchurian Railroads 20 consolidation locomotives for freight
service and two steam inspection cars.
These engines are of the
standard 4-ft. 8VJ-in. gage and were built to American designs
throughout. The consolidation locomotives will be used on a section of the line, where the grades are 1 per cent, and where the
curves are of 990 ft. radius, or of about a deg. 45 min. The cylinders
are single-expansion with slide valves, which are driven by the
Stephenson link motion. As will be seen by the engraving the link
itself is set well ahead and up close to the second driving axle,
in order to secure as great a length of eccentric rod as possible,
and then a short transmission bar is used to deliver the motion
back to the rocker, which is set between the main and second
drivers where there is a space to receive it.
The boiler is straight topped with a wide firebox which is supported by buckle plates at each end. The equipment includes automatic air-brakes, the Le Chatelier water brake and steam heating
appliances. The engine truck and tender wheels are of rolled steel.
The inspection cars are each carried on a four-wheeled pas-

L

Link

34

:^^r

.

of

Consolidation

Locor lotive; South Manchurian

Railroads.

having a capacity of 875 gallons. It is filled by a funnel extending
up through the roof.
Air sanding devices are applied lo the driving wheels and airbrakes to both the driving wheels and those of the rear truck.
The car bodies were built by the Pennsylvania Railroad. They

1rurif—
1

Motion

"

•JLi
'

-.=_

L_

JP^HIB^^^B

Locomotive

\

i

j-^
>

Consolidation

}^

\

for the

'^

South Manchurian Railroads, Built at the Baldw^ln Works.

senger car truck at the back end, and on a single pair of driving have a timber frame measuring 36 ft. long over the end sills and 9 ft.
wheels and a two-wheeled leading truck at the front end. The 9 in. wide over the side sills. The rear truck is of the usual conleading truck is of the Rushton type, and is equalized with the struction, having a wheel base of 7 ft., with chilled wheels 33 in.
driving wheels. The frames which support the boiler and ma- in diameter. The passenger compartment is handsomely fitted up,
chinery are of the usual bar form and are held in rigid alinement and is furnished with eight arm chairs. The lighting throughout
with the car body. The boiler is reversed in po.sition, having it.s is liy electricity and steam heating equipment is provided. The
firebox over the truck, while the steam pipe
pa-sses out through the back head.
On emerging it curves out and passes down on the lefthand side of the flre-door, returning again to
the center line below It and ending in a tee
fiom which branch pipes lead out on either
sirlft. to cast elbow connections boiled to the
saddle just insifle the frames, from which
there is a passage of the ordinary type to the
.steam chests.
This arrangement of placing
the cylinders at the firebox end of the boibi
requires the use of a rather long exhaust pi pi
one that extends the whole length of the firebox and shell to the amokebox. It is, however,
comparatively free from bends.
The operating mechanism is conveniently
lof'ated at the forward end of the car, and the
enginemen have an unobstructed view through
the front and side windows. The coal box is
placed on the left-hand side. It is 17 In. wide
by 2 ft. high and 8 ft. long, and has a hingid
cover extending Its whole length. Tlie capacil
Is about 22^« cii. ft., or a .itnrage for a lllllr
more than a half ton of coal. The water lank
Is duspended from the body back of the engine
frame, and extends the full width of the car,
Inspection Engine for South Manchurian Railroads, Built at the Baldwin Works.
:
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equipment Includes automatic coupler! and Iron pllota at each end.
Tb« following are lome of the principal dlmenaloni of Ui6a«
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Tub**. dUmeitr
Ingth
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Longitudinal Section of Inspection

ciial

>j

Engine: South

Manchurian Railroads.

Cross Sections at Waist and Cylinder; Inspection Locomotive.
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Outgoing from Acir Ilaicn

Weight on drivers
7.78

0.

41ti

389
108
386
383
343

Tractive effort
effort I diameter drivers

489.58

21.

Heating surface
Heating surface

14.33

Total beating surface
Weight on drivers
70.55
Total heating surface

=

ft.

1.18

Total heating surface
3(l.>.08

Volume of cylinders
Urate area
S.14

two cylinders

Tube heating surface = flubox heating surf. iVaughan formula), sq.ft.

C8G.!

127.0

=

8.59.1

178.0

Total equated firebox btg. surf,

sq.ft.

annual football

Total heating surface

448
293
96
359
170

9

12
•

293...

118

Total

at

3,595

New Haven

traffic

.Aim hiixi.mate A.M(iint of Business o.n Account ov
Vale-I'rinceton Koi tball fJame at New Haven, Nov. 16, 1907, Compared
with I'.usiness of the .Same Occasion, Nov. IS, 1905.
No. of one-way

•I'er cfnt.

New Haven

Football Travel on the

The annexed tables give returns for passenger travel on the
road on the day of the Yale-Princeton football game
Nov. 16, 1907. as wpU as comparative tables of receipts for corresponding games and for the Vale-Harvard games of lit04 and
1906, some of which have never heretofore been printed.
The figures
are official.
Game Service

Inc.
2.1.50

....

her stations, excursion
and regular ....

15.634

12,5

3.107

33.599

30.529

3.070

iiirk excur.spon.

York nmilar

.

.

.

Total

Revenue.

,

1905.
15.568
2,434

1907.
13.41S
4.547

K
w

19t)7.

1905.

,

Inc.

$20,127 $23,370 $3.243«
6,820
3,651
3.169

2,113

14,021

9,900

4.121

$40,968 $36,921 $4,047

i\nv an<l sl.'epingt ca.s

Total

Nov. 10, 1907.

$2,031

$2,334

$303*

$3,570

$3,551

$19

$44.5.39 $40,472 $4,007

Total revenue

fron -Veic York.

Left
York.

passengers

^

Road.

New Haven

7'iaiii«

23

Stateme.vt ,Showi-m;

Total equated heating surface

Yai.k H.Miv.titu FiiOTB.tij.

passengers.

9
12

by the
regular trains for which returns are given number S,711. of whom
were
undoubtedly
football
pasuncertain
number
large
but
a
sengers.
The official schedule shows that of the 22 special trains reaching New Haven 12 were from two to 23 minutes ahead of time,
most of them ahead by double figures: five trains were from five
to 26 minutes late from various causes: and five were on time.
Of the 17 outgoing specials no returns are given. The schedule
for the regular trains shows that, as was to be expected, it was deranged considerably by the football traffic. Out of 18 incoming
trains all but two were late by from one to 54 minutes. No returns are given for the outgoing trains from New Haven.
The official tables annexed show graphically the great volume,
the increase and the remunerative character of the New Haven's

Flreboi heating surface

W.iiime two cylinders in cu.

•

Cars.

59, 1st sec.
59, 2d sec.

The outgoing and incoming passengers

37.44

Grate area

of

Train.

passengers.

Cars.

21.63

Volume

New Haven

New Haven

Tractive effort
Total weight

'

,

.\rrived

New

New Hav*
9:31

tStmtrd)

Staiemknt Showini; the Aitro-ximate Amovnt of Ueve.nce Accrcixg

li):.->8

8:58

po
the .\. Y., N. II. & H. R.K. on .\ccount of the YaleJlarvard Kootball Game
at .New llavpu. Nov. 24. 190(>. as Compared "n'tth Huslucss Account Similar (iame at Same Place, Nov. 19. 1904.

10:52

9 :15

9:51
II

..

IIP

:(>.-.

•

10.2(1
••
1

••

•

,J

10:29
10:24
10:31
10:40
10:45
10:41
10:58

...

K

M
N

••

..O
1

flmergency ....,"Kraergency
rrincelon team ..

I ]

a:,

II

:

••

••

•

"

12:.-.5

"
"

1

:(M)

••

1

:!(>
:4#;

1

•

•
"

:0G

9(ii;

322
440

"
"

12 :22 p. m. (It(Igprt)12
KP :00 a. m.( .Norflk) 12:29
(

K
S

T

laven.

m.

:48

New
ti

Yink.

Passengers.

:34 p. m.

888 "A
343
38714
283
273

7 :26

"

7:.'i6

••

8:00
7:47

"

8:22
8:12

:1K
:29

:o«a. m.
m.

:2.. p.

12
12
10
12
12

8
2

"

$5.5.824

32,530

8.924

$7,381

p.

m.dlrtfrdp 10

7:30

•

7 ::io

•

ISpKtild) 8
(XVpli-bry)8

182

ways

412

».221
21.71

•

returned, are also of Intere.st:
niiinn In \,

//.;

llavcK

New
Train.
1.

NOfl.

45. l«t wc.
45. 2d HOC

49.

rnm.
7

Ilnvcpi

paMenger:*.
411
Hit

12
10

t!2li

10
8
8

ion
2nn
450

IftO

n.

ni.
B.35

1107.
Total

100

$690
834
330

$1,318
2,008
1,897

41.454

total

*(lne way.
tVla Shore, Air and Hartford
JVIa Springfii'ld.
it

$48,443

$1,834

$5,223

Grand

$62,901

32.530

$53,600

8,924

$9,23.i

lines.

iPecrease.

of Fuel,

Power and Time

The problem

in

Railroad Operation.*

consumption or better combustion
of fuel is a serious matter.
On most roads there is no one man who
Is held accountable for the amount of fuel used.
It would seem that
there is room on a railroad to-day for a man whose title might be
fuel superintendent, who wouUl have charge of and direct the work
now done by the fuel agent, including inspection of coal and the
assignment of certain grades of coal to various coaling stations. He
would be so closely in touch with the mechanical department that
he would be able to advise what class of coal was to be furnished
each division point, so that engines might be drafted for the class
of fuel to be burned, and he would have on his staff a corps of traveling firemen to see that the men were properly instructed concerning the principles of combustion and were firing their engines according to correct principle.^, and that the engines were drafted so
that they would burn the fuel in an economical manner when properly fli^d.
Such a man should be able to effect a wonderfully large
saving when it Is considered that to-day the fuel agent in some
cases Is trying to make a record by buying cheap fuel and will not
admit there is such a thing as poor coal. The mechanical department, to avoid steam failures, is drafting engines to handle the
poorest fuel, and the men on account of poor coal. Improperly drafted
•

Special "E" of the outgoing trains to New York with its 1.203Vi
passengers In 12 cars, or more than 100 passengers per car. suggests
the elasticity of a train Immediately after a big football match.
Some returns of the regular trains for the day. with four trains
containing 33 cars excluded for which no figures for passengers are

G5

41,454
:

Total

Wastes

10
8

••
:3:t
:l>3 a. m.

n:3li

1,203 V.
881 Vi

12
10

••

Tot Hi

54. lat sec.
54. 2d Kpc.

$1.2,>>3

Ilajtfoid
Hi-idgeport
iHlier points

other points

8:<P0

:0«l
:ir.

Ixith

994

Spi-iu^jfield

linston.t

Kxtr
Spec

Increase
No. pas- Revesengrs.* nuc.

Kosti>ii.t

Total
Parlor and sleeping cars

Trains from Acic Harcn.
eft
Arrived
p.

—

—

PiMtou.;
Providence

New York

I

Keve-

)

Total

Tola!

pascngers.*
v"o.

"

••
liP::tip
Wtrbry 11 :54 a. m.
10:25 •• (Ilrtfrd) 11 ::i5 ••
10:55 •• (llrttrd) 11 :55 "
12:10p. m.(IIrtfrd) 1:09 p.m.

Special

No. pas- Kevesengers.*
nue.
11.086 $lli,629

New York
315

-1904-

1906-

,

Spcclal ticket
business.

12:00 noon
12:14 p.m.
12:22
12:25 '•

*

•

of fuel
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englneB or lack of lD(ere«t are burnluK from 10 lu 20 p«r ceot. mora
fuel than nccpiaary.
U( othPF rhannela through which fiicrgr U waatej may l>« mentioned the followInK:

Vual Waited.
Coal not properly lui)pc< ti d at tho mlnea, allowing slack and dirt
ronnlderable amount* to lake up Kpace In carg, lanka and Oretioxes that the coal should occupy, to say nothing of the lomi caused
by dirty Brr<i. rllnkeri). etc.
Coal spilled at coal chute« and not picked up.
Coal stolen all along the line.
Coal woKted on account of Improper or wasteful methods of
Oring up enKlneo at !he ruunilhouHe.
Coal Hpllle.l from enKinc tanks being filled too full.
Coal spilled from engine deck on account of Its not being kept

Not having proper tools on engineti In <aw? anything happens
Trying to spot an engine at water tank with a long train Instead of slopping short and cutting the engine off.
Not having fire in condition to go after meeting a train or getting ordcrn.

In

clean.

Coal wasted through grates on account of the fireman shaking
grates Improperly.
Coal wasted on account of firing not being properly done.

Heat

—

Account Of
Ash-pans not properly made for admission of air to give proper
combustion or not kept cleaned out.
Engines not drafted right to give proper combustion.
H'ojffrf on

Boilers or flues being dirty.
Steam leaks in firebox or front end that interfere with the
proper combustion of the fuel as well as wasting heat by the leakage.
Forcing the Are too hard, drawing the gases out of the stack at
too high a temperature.
Engines cot properly lagged.
Heat wasted which might be saved by hollow fire-brick arches,
combustion tubes, feed water heaters or special devices of this nat.:rj
that have l)een proven economical.

—

steam Wasted Due To

Valves or cylinder packing blowing.
Cylinders not smooth. That Is, where the inside of the cylinder
wall has not become glazed so as to reflect the heat and keep it in
the cylinder, instead of alxsorbing it and radiating it out as a cylinder
which Is pitted or unglazed will do.
Leal<s across steam passages.
Leaks In steam valves.
Pipes or fittings leaking, either on the engine or In the cab.
Improper location or piping or working of the Injectors.
Air leaks on the engine or cars.

Steam heat leaks.
Hot water leaks at any point from boiler or
Steam wasted through the pops on account
being fired properly.

Power Wasted on Account Of
Valves

set

fittlng.s.

of the engine not

—

Improperly.

Lack of lubrication.
Improper feeding and firing of the boiler.
Improper running and handling of the engine.
Drafting the engine so as to give excessive back pressure.
Improper handling of the air.

Brakes set >ip too close.
The waste of time on a railroad is almost always accompanied
by a waste of energy because cars, engines and men are lying
around when they might be doing useful work.

—

Time Wasted at Roundhouse Due To
Engineers not making proper work reports. Somj one has said
that the word "examine," as used by engineers on work book reports, has cost the railroad companies hundreds of thousands of
dollars.
Get the men to make correct work reports.
Inefficient or Insufficient force not getting work done promptly,
thus delaying a $I.S.(iu(i machine for want of a machinist or helper.
Sand house, coal chute, water tank and cinder pits not properly arranged. A study of the terminal may suggest some improvement in the layout that can be made at reasonable cost and would
save more than enough in the cost of handling engines to pay the
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—

Time Watted un Uoad Due To

Not ulling around promptly.
Engineer ami comluctor not working together to make meeting
points or figure on slation work.
CareleKM handling of train and pulling out drawbars and bad
ordering cars.
Not watching for signals from train crew.
Not having a supply of sand at convenient points between terminals for Imd weather or emergencies.
Engines net properly washed out, causing foaming and consequent loss of tonnage or time.
Allowing coal to get Into tanks, stopping up Injector suppljr
pipes.

Not cleaning strainers

In Injector

supply pipes at frequent

In-

tervals.

Water accuniulalin|!

in main reservoir, thus requiring a tonger
time than nec-csi.-^ary to releiise brakes.
Not keeping sanding devices in good working order, with result
that engine slips badly in starting train or on hard pulls.
Engineer and fireman not working together so thty will have
steam and water where needed.
Fireman not awaking to the fact that ash-pan needs cleaning
until engineer and train crew are ready to go.
Engineer " ying down" when something goes wrong with his
engine when with a little thought and some energy he could have
fixed things and brought his train In.
Crew stopping to eat just where it suits them without notifying
the despatcher or regarding the possible disarrangement of his plans.
Engineer or conductor not advising despatcher if anything is
going wrong so they cannot make the time expected of them. This
hurts the other fellow at meeting points and maybe ties up the road.
Engineer not willing to admit there is anything wrong with his
engine, resulting in long argument between engineer, conductor
and despatcher with consequent waste of time. This is due in many
cases to the fact that the engineer is "burned up" so badly if he
admits an engine failure that he will deliberately say there is nothing wrong with his engine when he knows he could not make ten
miles an hour with the train. Do not let the men get false ideas
about not admitting there is anything wrong so the train caa be
reduced if necessary.

There is a great deal of energy wasted in the yard and on the
road directly cha,rgqable to the transportation department, part of
the coet of which in many cases fails on the mechanical depa.tment.
For erarnple. time wasted in not having trains made up. crews ready
or the yard opeii so the engine can get to the train and get out on
call.

Indifference in -matter of switching coal to chutes, cars of comto the rip track or roundhouse, switching bad orders
the "rip" track and puUirig and setting "'rip" tracks properly,
pulling cinder track, etc. Alon.g this line may be mentioned the
seeming de ight some switchnien take in blocking the roundhouse

pany material
to

leads, so engines

cannot get in or out.
There Is also time wasted getting the bills and orders, all of
which is reflected in cost of coal charged againet engines and wages
of enginemen, etc.
On the road there may be waste due to poor distribution of time
on schedules, poor despatching, slow orders out which should have
been canceled, orders put out at points where it is hard to stop and
start when some place where train would have to stop for water or
a meeting point could have been used just as well.
Another waste is due to trains being made up improperly, loads
behind instead of ahead, empty car doors open, short loads in what
Is supposed to be a through train, etc.
Slow orders put out by the maintenance department also add to
the fuel bill, because unfortunately they are usually necessarily
placed on track just at the foot of a grade or on a curve on some

expense.

hard

Lack of proper supplies at storehouse, requiring engineers to
hunt up foremen and then spend more time robbing other engines
to get what they want.
Lack of too s on engines, so that engineers cannot do necessary
work prompt y. A good locker room where tools, oil cans and overalls can be locked up will save most of this trouble.
EmployinK a boy who cannot be depended upon to do calling,
when a few dollars more a week would pay for a man who would
have some judgmenl and discretion and would save five times that

Many water tanks are located so that it is up-hill both ways
away from them. Of course, the streams; are usually found at the

amount

terminal overtime.
Not having a proper record of where men live and can be called.
Not having extra men enough to keep power moving as fast
as ready and wanted.
Not having men c-a'leU iu time so they can get ready to go out

on their

in

call.

pull.

bottom of

but it is cheaper to pump water to a tank at the
than to pull the train from a standstill to the same
are located so the train has to be stopped on a curve,
so that with a full train the brakeman has to jump
for the switch, because "if they stopped they would

hil's,

top of the hill
point: stations
and sidetracks
off and sprint

have to double in."
Some one has said that "the eye of the master is worth the
hands of all the servants." What a waste It Is to have the master
mechanic walk back and forth from office to office four or five limes
a day when a telephone would save him that time, and think of
the two or three months' old correspondence the road foreman
must answer, many times In long-hand, when he might be out on
the road with some new man or new engine, saving energy instead
•

.
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it.
Work should be so arranged that it would not be
necessary to keep a high-priced man doing cheap jobs. Following
same thought, some roads are noted for their prompt and courteous service and the fine discipline and loyalty of their men. Is
it not due to good management, fair treatment and an example of
loyalty, courtesy and fairness among their ofDcials?
The old saying, "Like master, like man," is true on railroads as elsewhere, and
the waste of energy among a set of men who are not disciplined,
are not loyal to the company or courteous to its patrons, is perhaps
the greatest loss of all.
In view of the many ways in which energy may be wasted it
may seem surprising that there really is any left. One must be
alert and watchful to keep them down to a minimum for waste is
a prolific creature and unless watched and controlled increases and
multiplies to such proportions as to ruin good men's careers and
wreck good roads.

of wasting

this
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of the Central of Georgia, was complainant in the bill against the
Central, but the other bills were filed by the railroads against the
state.
The bills attacked the cla.=sification acts of the special session as being "manifestly unfair and unjust." Railroads which entered into agreement with Governor Comer, it is alleged, received

unjust and illegal preference over the railroads which refused to
enter into the agreement. The Louisville & Nashville has filed a
bill in the United Stales Court, praying that the litigation on the
docket of the court in respect to the old laws shall not l)e dismissed.
It appears that, in all. 21 laws were passed affecting railroads.
They were enacted inJiscriminately, and almost without discu.=sion.
Governor Comer having declaied that the contents of the bills did
not much matter, the only issue being whether the state or the railroads should be supreme. It was boasted that the laws were "injunction-proof." The penalties for their violation were to be enforced from the day that the railroads took any of them into
court to test their legality either a Federal or a state court. Even
the lawyers have difficulty in analyzing the acts or making sense
of them.
As long as any state officer by designation had the power to
enforce a rate law. that officer could be served with an injunction by a Federal judge: so the Legislature, in one of these laws,
repealed an act which placed th3 enforcement of the rate law in
the hands of the Railroad Commissioners, the Governor and the Attorney-General, and also enacte 1
laws which made it a misdemeanor
for ticket and freight agents to
charge more than the max;muni
rates
and gave passengers and
shippers charged excessive rates a

—

Samuel M. Felton.

The resignation of Samuel M. Felton as President of the Chicago
& Alton was announced last week. Control of the Alton passed to
the Toledo. St. Louis & Western last August, and on December 4
Theodore A. Shonts.
place.

its

The consolidation

President, was elected to take Mr. Felton's
of various

both roads has been grad
going in effect.
Mr. Felton
goes to the Mexican Central to

offices of

ually

now

take the place of A. A. Robinson
who resigned as President a year

The new President's firsi
training in the railroad servire
was as an engineer, and
h»
has since had charge of both
traffic and operation.
Mr. Felton
was born in 1S53 in Philadelphia,
Pa., and began railroad work as a
rodman. He worked for six yeais
in the engineering department of
different
roads in
Pennsylvania
which are now part of the Philadelphia & Reading. The next year he
ago.

was made General Superintendent
& St.
Louis, where he remained for eight
years.
He was then appointed General Manager of the New York &
of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati

New

England, but

in a

few month.s

went to the New York, Lake Erie &
Western as Assistant to the Presi-

right

of action,

for

10

years,

far

damages against the railroad companies.
It was supposed that Ihrr3
would therefore be no state officers
to enjoin, but Judge Jones decidei
that the attempt to deprive the
Federal court of jurisdiction couli
be met by employing a large number of special deputies and serving
writs on practically everybody; the
sheriffs, their deputies, solicitors,

law

clerks, passengers
pers; and that was what

and shipwas done.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Investigations by the railroad
administration at
dent, in particular charge of the
.showed that the heating value o.'
New York. Pennsylvania & Ohio,
the locomotive smokestack cinder
which is now part of the Ohio diproduced
varied
from 6.930 to
vision of the Erie.
He was made
Il.KiK B.t.u., depending on the kind
General Manager of the New York.
of coal burned.
In recent years the
Pennsylvania & Ohio at the end of
better grades of cinder have be.'n
the year, and the next year was
sold for -10 cents per ton. a low
e.ected Vice-President of the New
price considering their heat value.
York, Lake Erie & Western in
With a view to a more profitable
charge of traffic: in a few months he
utilization of this material experiwas given charge of the operating
Samuel M. Felton
ments were made with it for the
department also.
In l.Sftn he left
production of power gas. .\s the reto become President of ihe East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, now
sult of these cxpcrimeiils two power gas plants using smokestack cinpart of the Southern Railway. This office he held until 1.S99. Dur- ders have been built, the gas being used for the produi'tion of elecing part of this time he was also Receiver of the Cincinnati. New tric current. At the main shops at Konigsberg there are three genOrleans & Texa-s Pacific; President of the Alabama Great Southern; erators built by Julius Pintsch, and three double acting Deutz gas
Receiver of the Kentucky & Indiana Bridge Company, and Receiver engines, each with an output of 180 h.p. and direct-conuect?d to
of the Columbus, Sandusky & Hocking.
In the fall of 1S99 he was a dynamo of 230 volts.
The second plant, at Insterburg. has two
elected President of the Chicago & Alton, succeeding E. H. H:irriman, gas generators supplying two single-acting Nuremberg gas engines
who then became Chairman of the Executive Committee.
of 90 h.p. each, each of these being belted to a dynamo of 230 volts.
Both installations have proved in every respe-t histhly satisfactory.
At first the cinder consumption was rather high. 2.75 lbs. per h.p.
Injunctions in Alabama.
hour. Changes In the gas generators have reduced this to 1.33 to 2.1
At Montgomery Nov, 27, Judge Thomas G. Jones, of the UnlteJ lbs. per h.p.. according to the load on the dynamo. On the average
12 tons of smokestack cinders are produced per loiomotive per year.
Staffs District Court, granted a restraining order temporarily suspending all the railroad legislation just passed by the Alabama Based on this a third installation, calculated for 150 h.p., is to be
made.
legislature as it applies to the Louisville & Nashville, the South
t North Alabama, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and
the Central of Georgia.
In the case of the Central of Georgia the
The Prussian State Railroads have comparatively recently had
order was made returnable December 16. and In the case of the a llmlte<l number of freight cars equipped with continuous
brakes.
other railroads Decemlwr 2. These orders are directed to the It Is now decided to Increase the number, and during the current
sheriffs, solliltors and clerks of the counties and to all citizens,
year 320 cars are to be eqtilpped, and 140 next year, making a
restraining them from attempting to enforce the laws until the total of 600, which will for the most part be run In
certain fast
i-ourt disposes of the litigation.
Scores of deputy marshals were freight trains making regular trips. Heretofore, on certain lines,
employed to serve the processes throughout the state. The Central no more than lio axles were permitted in such trains, but hereTrust Company ol New York, owuer of Iht second preferred bpnds after there may be 80.

Konigsberg

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

The HcalperH then carried the cam:

tion.

Court and have now
Till- yurd
tralnnifii on the (iraiid Trunk throughout Canada
h ive ha<l ihfir pay Int-reaged 12 pi-r cent.
The change allecta about
tiiM)

men.

The ChlcuKu A Alton 'aunouiireg that henceforth
uf .Mls8uurl poBHfngeni will be

la

the

litate

admitted to trains only on showing

thfir tickets.

26,

Judge Munger In the Federal court at Omaha, Neb., November
made perpetual the iiijuni-tion granted a year ago forbidding

ticket

scalping In Nebraska.

At Bloomlngton, III., recently " fireman of the
had an arm blown off by the explosion of a fusee.
the fusee had not Iteen lighted.

Illinois Central
It

Is

said that

One day

week the Waba.sh took out of Chicago on a single
train 500 passengers bound for St. John, N. B., over the Canadian
Pacific.
At SI. John the passengers were to take the steamship
"Empress of Ireland" for Kurope.
last

The lumber producers

of Oregon.

Washington and Idaho who

complained against the increase in eastbound freight rates, announced by the transcontinental railroads a month ago, have filed
a new complaint with the Inter.statc Commerce Commission. It is
signed by 41 lumber companies.

The Brotherhood

of

Hallway Trainmen has sent

to the

;

was

perfect.

Pacific reports that

The Texas State Railroad Coniniissioii on Nov. 26 ordered 38
railroads to piircha.se cars and pngincs.
Fourteen roads had already
are
been ordered to buy.
It does not appear that these roads
Insulflclently supplied with rolling stock, but, rather, that the orders
are issued be<-ausc the cars and engines in use are owned by
parent companies not domiciled in Texas.
In the Federal court at Atlanta, November :!0. Judge Newman
refused the application of the Central of Georgia for an injunction
against the reduced rates ordered by the Stale Railroad Commission.
Judge Newman says that the railroad should put the new rates in
force for six months so as to afford ground for a study of res'iilts.
as compared with a similar period under the old rates.

Bank checks, issued in large quantities, payable to bearer, for
use in place of currency, because of the scarcity of the latter have
appeared in New York this week, the New York Central paying part
of its December wages in such orders, marked pa.vable through the
Clearing Hou.se. At Chicago more than $7,000,000 of this currency is
According to the New York Mini's reports from cities
in circulation.
in central New York this so-called currency is usually cashed only
at a 10 per cent, discount.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Co.. operating the elevated and
subway lines In Manhattan. New York City, has organized a uniformed police force for service at its most crowded stations. These
officers will have full police power.
The men appointed have been
approved by the police commissioner of the city, after a thorough
Inquiry into their records, and regular city policemen will co-operate
with the railway lompany's police when necessary. Fifty men
began work In this service November 29.

The Supreme Court of the United States has decided that the
Pennsylvania Railroad must show its books in the cases of the coal
companies suing on a complaint of discrimination. The Webster
Coal Company and llie Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Company sued
to recover damages alleged to have been sustained by reason of the
road's discrimination in favor of other companies in the transportaThe Supreme Court holds that officers of the railroad
tion of coal.
can l)e required to exhibit its books for inspection by the coal comtrial

of the case itself.

On Monday last the Supreme Court in the case of the Louis& Na.shville vs. Bltterman and others, involving the right of
the defendants to engage In scalping the tickets of the railroad company, decided in favor of the company, the decision being handed
down by Justice White. The United Slates Circuit Court for the
Eastern district of Louisiana held the practice to be wrong, but
decided that relief could only be granted In individual cases, thus
requiring a separate action for every offense committed. The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held that the wrongdoing n-a£ of a continuing nature and granted a permanent Injunoville

under the special reduced rates

company to stimulate the shipment of coal t>efore
movement has been going on from the fields of Utah
The comjiany itself has stored hundreds of thousands

offered by that
winter a heavy

and

Illinois.

of tons at points along its lines and those of its allied roads nearly
to the Pacific coast.
The railroad company has furnished free storage ground, wherever necessary, to stimulate the shipment of coal
from the mines.
A record has been kept of the action of the

shippers and consignees In response to the company's efforts to avert
a coal famine, and if there should be a scarcity of fuel the records
will be brought out to show who Is responsible.
New mines are to
be opened near Kemmerer, Wyo., to produce 3.000 tons of coal a
day, and another new mine near Rock Springs, Wyo. These mines
will be opened by independent interests and the railroad companies
are going out of the commercial coal business.

Post-

postal clerks are endangered.

panies before the

Supreme

StereopUronn, an Intrndu'-od on the Cincinnati, New Orleans A
;>v
Ihiclfic several
W. J, .Murphy, are now in
UM> on ilie I'nion i'a<.'
;ig the familiarity of trainmen
with the Indications of
An officer of the Union Pacific
aays that the use of tliit. meauo of education Is to be allowed a
part of the credit for the excellent records made by the englnemen
on that road, as shown by the surprise tests. On the Union Pacific
and the Southern Pacific together the number of surprise tests now
averages 45 a day throughout the year. In the last monthly record
published, the number of surprise tests was 1,36U: Imperfect compliance, 17.
In 12 classes, including the most Important, the record

niaster-G'*neral a complaint charging thai the tracks of the Missouri
Pacific are In some places unsafe.
The reason given for sending
the complaint to the Post Office Department is that the lives of rail-

way

to the Federal

it.

Texas

The Union

Freight tralumen on the New York Central heretofore running
through b«'tween Now York and .Mbany. 142 miles, will henceforth
turn around at I'oughkeepsle, about half way between the two cities.

lout

•Honduras Railroad

Building.

The Vaccaro Brothers Railroad, now being built along the
north coast of Honduras from Laceiba west to Porvenir, Salado,
San Francisco and Santiago, 35 miles, is expected to be In operation
some time in the spring of 1908. Three spurs from the main line
penetrate five to eight miles inland, tapping
while projected extensions of these spurs will
eventually reach hard-wood timber some 20 miles from the coast.
The completion of this first instalment of the 150 miles of projected road is expected to divert the greater part of the marine commerce from the towns mentioned and centralize it in Laceiba.
at different points will

farming country,

Oregon's Forest Wealth.

The

stale forestry authorities report thai Oregon has 300 billion
This
of standing timber, substantially all of it soft woods.
is reported for any other state in the union, and onesixth of the estimated supply of the United Stales. At the present
rate of consumption, not allowing for any new growth. Oregon's
timber supply would last 150 years. .At |12 per 1.000 feet, the
feel
is

more than

is now worth $3,600,000,000, or more than the total
money in circulation in the United States. The most
productive area lies west of the Cascades, where the average of

state's

amount

timber
of

standing timber is 17.700 feet to the acre, but many tracts are
found that yield 50,000 feet, and single logs, that in the form of
sawed .lumber are worth from $50- to $100. are common. Six hundred saw-mills, employing 15.000 men, besides 7,000 men in the
logging camps, produce two billion feet of lumber every year, for
which the world's markets pay Oregon nearly $45,000,000. including
Federal withdrawal of extensive
forest products of all classes.
forest reserves and the state's new laws for the protection of its
forests are depended upon to prolong indefinitely the existence of
Oregon's timber supply as its principal source of revenue.

Alabama's Injunction-Proof Rate Laws.
a patent process for turning out railroad-rate
are JudgeJones-injuncI ion-proof could probably get imme-

Any one owning
laws

thrtl

employment with Oovernor Comer, of .Mabama. The Governor
provide the legisialure.
Governor Cbmer has just suffered another heart-breaking disappointment. He had tried one experiment with the Alabama rate
laws and at once found himself tangled up in some of Judge Thomas
Goode Jones' federal injunctions. At first it looked as if Governor
Comer would join Governor Glenn, of North Carolina, and secede
from the Union. On second thought, however, he decided to call
his Alabama lawyers and Alabama legislators together and enact
new anti-railroad laws that Judge Jones could not temporarily suspend by any of his federal restraining orders.
There were about 20 bills in all. They regulated passenger
rates.
They classified all kinds of freight They fixed fares for
diate
will
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certain distances and between certain cities. They were to go into
1.
And they were "injunction-proof."
The legislature passed them all and adjourned Saturday evening.
Governor Corner signed the last of them Tuesday night and was
waiting for the ink to dry when Judge Jones stepped in with another
restraining the State Railroad Commission, all
federal order
solicitors, clerks of court, shippers and passengers from obeying
or enforcing the Governor's injunction-proof laws until it could
be ascertained whether they violated the Constitution of the United

effect Dec.

States.

And to think that it was all due to the notions
It was tragic.
about the United States Constitution held by a Southern jurist
who had fought and shed his blood for the Confederacy, who had
once been Governor of Alabama himself and who had been appointed
United States District Judge by that other celebrated railroad reguInstead of going into effect next week.
lator Theodore Roosevelt!
Governor Comer's injunction-proof laws must withstand the test
of the courts. And the worst of it is. Governor Comer knows that
if he interferes he is liable to go to jail by Judge Jones' orders for
contempt. AVic York World.

—

Reciprocal Demurrage

in

Texas.

The Texas State Railroad Commission has promulgated its
order establishing "reciprocal" demurrage rules, effective December
10.
The rules provide that freight in carloads must move at the
rate of at least 30 miles a day and less than carloads 25 miles.
Sundays and legal holidays are excluded and the rules do not apply
The time of the movement of
to live stock and perishable freight.
a car is counted from the beginning of the second day after it is
loaded. One day additional is allowed at division terminals. A 25bale lot of cotton is to be treated as a carload. For failure to move
freight promptly railroads must pay shippers as follows: Delay of 10
days or less. 2^4 cents per 100 lbs.; 20 days and over 10 days, 3%
cents; 30 days and over 20 days. 5 cents; 40 days and over 30 days,
6V4 cents; 50 days and over 40 days, 7VJ cents, and for each addiForty-eight hours'
tional 10 days or part thereof 1 cent per 100 lbs.
additional time shall be allowed at junction points or division tertransfer
a
shipment.
when
it
necessary
to
minals
is
Shippers applying for cars must be supplied within three days,
if five cars or less; within five days if nine cars; within eight days
In furnishing cars to shippers there must be no disif 10 or more.
crimination in favor of shipments going to stations on the home
road. Failure to furnish a car according to the rule imposes a penalty of TiO cents a day, but only provided the shipper has deposited
J2 a car, which is to be retained by the company if he does not load.
If empty cars have to be hauled 50 miles to deliver to a shipper he
may be required to deposit |o a car; if hauled 100 miles a de-
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and has Charles E. Sargent as the engineer of the gas engine
Mr. Sargent is well known as an engineer, and in
department.
1S98 designed a horizontul tandem double-acting gas engine, which
was a wide departure from the common practice of those days. It
was then considered an impracticable type by many. Now, with
one exception, all large units in this country are being built In that

gines,

type.

The gas engines of the Wisconsin Engine Co. have some of the
distinctive features of their large Corliss engines, and utilize in deThe design is simple. There is
sign most of the Sargent patents.
but one poppet valve for each explosion chamber. It is located on
avoids cumbersome and unthus
the bottom of the cylinder and
sightly air and gas pipes, as well as stairs, galleries and railings
about the engine. Provision is made against the occurrence of dangerous piessures caused by possible pre-ignitions. The engines are
Tests of these engines, even small units,
started automatically.
show a heat consumption of less than 9,000 b.t.u. per brake horse-

power hour.
This company recently shipped some large steam engines

to a

Jones &
Laughlin Steel Co., Packard Motor Car Co., American Sheet & Tin
Spinning
New
Hampshire
Co..
Manufacturing
Plate Co.. Amoskeag
Mills, National Tube Co., the city of Milwaukee. Carnegie Steel Co.,
American Woolen Co., United States Envelope Co. and the Carnegie
Natural Gas Co.

number

of large concerns, including the Illinois Steel Co.,

Fairbanks-Morse Motor Inspection Car.

The accompanying illustration shows the new type C gasolene
motor inspection car sold by Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago. The
car is built by the Sheffield Car Company, Three Rivers, Mich. Much
of the value of tliis kind nf iiis]>ertion car is due to its convenience.

posit of $7.

Ordinary demurrage is $1 a day after 48 hours. Failure to notify
consignee of the arrival of freight involves a penalty of 50 cents,
and the same Is the penalty for failure to place a car promptly after
a consignee has stated his wishes as to placing.
The rules for supplying cars to shippers allow less time than
was stipulated In the suggestions offered to the Commission by the
recent conference of railroad officers and shippers. It is now made
obligatory upon the roads to furnish as many cars as are desired
within eight days. Roads are required to average 30 miles for each
When the conference was
24 hours In the movement of freight.
called, the shippers asked for an average of 2U, miles an hour, or
The cutting down of the time to 25 miles a day
60 miles a day.
was a concession from the shipufrs which was made after much parIn the Commission rules no provision is made for the exleying.
emption of railroads from penalties In cases of accident or other
causes over which the roads have no control.

South Manchurlan Railroad Rebates.
According to a consiilar report, the South Manchurlan Rallioad
has decided to give rebates to heavy shippers. Those paying freight
charges amounting to $4n.S00 during the 12 months beginning
October 1. 1907. wll) receive a rebate of 3 per cent, and one-half of
per cent, additional reb.Ttc for each additional $21,900 In freight
payments up to $249,000. The rebate thus amounts to 7 per cent,
at the last named figure and It remains at this percentage on all
amounts greater than $249,000. It Is pointed out that Japanese merc.hantB. as the largest shippers, will get most of the benefit of the
system, giving them distinct .ndvantnges In competition with the
exporters of other countries.
1

A New Builder

of

Qas Engines.

The Wisconsin Engine Co., rorlls."!. Wis., builder of Corliss ateam
engines, has begun the manufacture of gas engines for all services.
The engines \ise natural, proIn sizes from 400 b h p. to 5,000 bh.p.
ducer, roke-oven or hlaRtfurnnrc g.is In the Otto cycle, and are of
twin
tandem douhle-ncting types. The
the horizontal tandem and
company controls the Sargent patents on Internal combustlQH ep-

Gasolene Inspection Car; Fairbanl<s, Morse

&.

Co.

can be kept ready for immediate use, as in a gas engine there
is not the delay as in the case of the steam locomotive of getting uj)
steam. Its maximum speed is comparatively high. One of the fir.st
It

ears made, which was sold to the Michigan Central, traveled 2,327
miles, consuming one gallon of gasolene in 19 miles and one gallon
of lubricating oil In 17 miles. On this trip it ran 6G.4 miles at the
rate of 40 miles an hour and 39. G miles at the rate of 63 miles an
hour.
The car illustrated here embodies several changes and Improvements over this early machine.

Oklahoma Orders.
The Corporation Commission In the new state of Oklahoma
issues a number of sweeping orders almost every day. One promulgated last week requires all railroads to build stations at state
lines, in order that passengers may liave advantage of
the 2-cent faro for Interstate traveling as well as within the slate.
All trains will be compelled to slop at the state line stations,
giving passengers time to secure 2-cenl fare tickets within adjoining

boundary

states.

On the 22d of November the commission notified all railroads
that a GO per cent, reduction in coal rates would go into effect January 3. The notice was Issued after a lengthy conference with
Attorney-Orneral West. It specifies that the rale to be established
slinll be similar to the one maintained In Arkansas.
The l)oard also Issued orders requiring the railroads to submit
the extent of their holdings to ascertain the value o( the properties

Dccuun
aud

to

(.
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known

rnak>>

wrltlue the ueLboil employed In

In

l«ull>K

ru':
L'7

commlMlun luued

the

ft

number

of ordera, In-

blowing:
Kcqulrlng rallroadM, In ca«« of wrei-lui or
waaUuuis, lu run special trmluH imuedlutely from both dlrectlon«;
when a regular pajitienRiT train In an huur or more lute, to run a
•pcclal on the rusuUr »<!heilult': requlrloK station ageDts to report
correctly on bullciln boards lu l.'UIl^pll'uous placeti the ninnluK of
trains, showlni; whnt the delay, if any; attil despatchers to notify
ii;
runnlnf; of iniliiH; requiring railroads
agents truihr';
to the oommisi^liin for approval before
to submit al.
and in cat>e (Ifpolii are built at state
I,
construotlon >^
lines, they muxi be erected on site selected by the commission; compelling railroads to haul lumber, coal and other products. Interstate shipments, at the same rate In Oklahoma aa in adjoining
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thus opened up, and will be available as toon as there are harbor
facilities to enable teamen and railroads to transship without dif-

ncuHy.

clii

stAtes.

An order requiring separate coaches for whites and blacks was
issued on the 2Tlh.
At Kl Keno separate cars will be required, by the city, on the
•treet railroad.

Work on

the

Panama Canal

In

1907.

The annual report of the Isthmian Canal Commission for the
flscal year ended June 30, shows the following flnanclal statement:
Total nvallnl.l.' .ipproprlatk^ns lo June 30, l!Xi«.
Total a|i|>r<i|>rlailiin, year 1!«I7
Total appropriulluD. year lt)U8

.

'•n

.iDiI

Erptnditurrm.
engiocerlDg

4.'i6.41.">

2T.1U1,3GT

|.TO,452,498

2.318.276
5.530,208

nmeiit

I..Ti.i

:;,">.

»(9,008,j68

Total approprlatlooa

T.'
T.-

J'.'ii,<)(to.7S«

$6,442,906
0,478.770

us

Lraa

The

is

British Strike Settlement.

m:i

and !

:.'!

that the Irinlc uiiluiileia have U-vu oulmano-uvred by .Mr. LloydtJeorge. President of the Board of Trade,
and the railroad chairmen. Free labor rather than trade unionism will be represented In the various conciliation boards, and anything like all-grades cohesion will be Impossible. The federation
of masters will carry every point when the workmen are split up
into sections.
The Amalgamated Society, after expending $35.00u
in rallying the workers and getting them to authorize a strike, has
enabled non-unionists to talk over grievances and reforms with the
railroad directors.
It is a victory for free labor ralher than the
trade union.
Yet something has been done. Arbitration is provided automatically. If disputes are not adjusted by conciliation.
Thus we have a tentative application of compulsory arbitration
For seven years the comto railroad controversies for seven years.
munity has an adequate safeguard against railroad strikes, and a
system not ilffering essentially from compulsory arbitration. Mr.
Bell, not being a socialist, pays little heed to the reproaches of extremists.
He knows that so stupendous an experiment in collectivism as public ownership cannot be tried under existing flnanclal
conditions.
Instead of disarming the workmen he has taken all
questions relating to wages and hours of railroad servants of every
grade out of the hands of the employers and put the directors under
bonds to accept the decisions of arbitrators at least for seven years.
discouteuletl.

—Sew

I

bey

tiiluk

York Tribune's London

Letter.

964.127
Total expenditures
available July

BaUDce

1,

»48.285.110
31,323,458

1907

$79.608..-j68

Total

The foregoing tabulated statement of appropriations and expenditures shows that STy.GOS.GUg have been appropriated for the
construction of the canal between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans,
and that of this amount, at the close of the fiscal year a total of
$48,285,110 was expended. The project adopted by Congress was
estimated by the board of consulting engineers to cost $139,705,200,
exclusive of sanitation and the expenses of the Zone government;
the estimates submitted did not contemplate or provide for waterworks, sewers and paving in Panama and Colon, made necessary to
secure improved health conditions, nor is any provision made for
Under the circumthe re-equipment of the Panajna Railroad.
stances, the foregoing table is prepared with a view to showing
the amount expended for the construction of the canal on estimates
under which the commission is operating.
The completion of the canal will necessitate the abandonment
of the present main line of the Panama Railroad, and the preliminary surveys for the location of a new line on the east side of the
canal were commenced the latter part of July and completed in
November. The location of the line was practically determined
in March and Involves the excavation of 1,600,000 cu. yds. of material and the placing of 12.000,000 cu. yds. of embankments.
The skilled labor supply from the United States numbered
The unskilled labor from the West Indies
4.400 on June 30. 1907.
and Europe on this date numbered 4,317 Europeans and 14,600 West
Indians. The total labor force was 29,446, compared with 19,600
on June 30. 1906, an increase of nearly 10,000.
From the Culebra division 5,570,432 cu. yds were cut during
the year. On the Chagres division only preparatory work was done.
In the Colon district the excavation in the year amounted to 1,112,321 cu. yds. From La Boca division 1,235,897 cu. yds. of material
were dredged.
West African

Colorado

&

North-western Subject to Federal Law.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals at St. Louis on Nov.
reversed the decision of the United States District Court in
Colorado, which had held that a railroad wholly within a state,
though carrying goods consigned from a point in another state, was
not subject to the interstate commerce law and to regulation by
the Interstate Commerce Commission. The decision is given in
the ease of the United States against the Colorado & North-western,
which operates a narrow gage railroad of 40 miles in Boulder county,
Colorado.
The government sued to recover penalties for failure to have
air-brakes on freight cars. The Court of Appeals orders a new
29

trial.

The majority opinion, written by Judge Sanborn, of St. Paul,
and concurred in by Judge Van Deventer, of Cheyenne, says in
part:
"Every part of every transportation of articles of commerce
in a continuous passage from an inception in one state to a prescribed destination in another state, is a transaction of interstate
commerce. The reblUing practised by railroads without any new
consent or contracts with the owners could not destroy or affect
the interstate character of the shipment or of the transportation.
The constitution reserved to the nation the unlimited power to
regulate interstate and foreign commerce, and if that paramount
power cannot be effectually exercised without affecting interstate
commerce, then Congress may undoubtedly, in that sense, regulate
interstate commerce."

In a dissenting opinion Judge Phillips, of Kansas City, says:
"The philanthropic feature of this prosecution is but the rose in
the mailed hand." The inspectors of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission "discovered
in the

mountains

this

of

inconsequential, neighborhood

out

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.

Railroads.

No Coast Terminal Rates
opening up West Africa l)y railroads and harbors
Is one that is proceeding continuously on a large and wise scale,
In
but which attracts 'ittle attention from the general public.
Sierra Leone actual construction of the railroad was begun in 1896,
and by 1905 222 miles was completed. It is 2 ft. 6 in. gage, and
the main line between Freetown and Bauma taps extensive palm
There are numerous steel
oil forests, and serves a large population.
viaducts and long bridges, and, in places, feeders are being built.
On the Cold Coast the line from Sekondi. on the coast, to Tarkwa,
In 1900 it
the center of the mining district, was begun in 1S98.
was decided to extend to Kuniasi. the capital of AshantI, and this
was finished in 1903 after great difficulties. Other lines are projected.
In Nigeria the line from Lagos was started in 1896, reaching Ibadan by December, 1900, and is now being extended to Ilorin,
some 250 miles from the coast. Great cotton-growing areas are

The work

road,

Boulder county."

for Santa Barbara.

of

The
of

Interstate

parties

in

Commerce Commission has denied

Santa Barbara and Ventura,

the benefit of coast terminal rates.

Cal..

the petition
that these points

The opinion, by Com-

be given
missioner Lane, says: "Althdugh there is active competition between ocean and rail carriers to Pacific coast points, Santa Barbara
does not enjoy such water competition as to compel the installaNo steamship
tion of terminal rates voluntarily by the carriers.
Eastern traflJc
line from Atlantic ports stops at Santa Barbara.
destined to Santa Barbara and coming by boat is either unloaded
at San Diego or at San Francisco, and thence transshipped either
by rail or water carrier. In the absence of any showing adverse to
the reasonableness of the transcontinental westbound rates to Santa
Barbara in and of themselves, we are constrained to deny complainant's petition."
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Through Rate Reduced

The Commission has announced

to

Sum

of Locals.

decision in the case of the
Coffeyville Vitrified Brick & Tile Company against the St. Louis
& San Francisco and the Rock Island. Complainant shipped a car
its

'

of brick, a through shipment, but the joint through rate was more
than the sum of the locals. The complainant asked that the through
rate should not exceed the sum of the locals, and for a general
ruling that through rates must not exceed the sum of the locals.
The Commission decided in favor of complainant on this car but
held that it can make no such general ruling; each case must be

disposed of upon

its

own

merits.

Commission Divides a Through Rate.
In the case of the

Birmingham Packing Company against the

Texas & Pacific and others, the Commission established a joint rate
of 50 cents per 100 lbs. on cattle from Fort Worth to Birmingham.
This rate was put into effect but carriers were unable to agree
ujjon the divisions of the rate and made application to the Commission to fix these divisions. The Commission held that considering the terminal charges of the receiving and the delivering
lines and the ferry charge of the intermediate line the rate should
be divided upon a mileage basis, but declared that this conclusion
should not be taken as implying that all joint rates established by
the Commission should necessarily be divided upon a mileage basis.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

rheostats in sizes up to 50 h.p. and 550 volts. There are two types,
Each type has the no-voltage release attachment,
S. A. and S. O.
v.hich allows it to be used with either shunt, compound or release
wound motors, while the type S. O. has an overload coil in release
with the motor armature. In the smaller sized rheostats, a new
resistance unit is used, known as form P. The wire is wound on
a tube, which is afterwards coated inside and out with a reinforcing
compound, then fitted with porcelain bushings at each end and finally
baked.

—

Track Drills. The Cook Standard Tool Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.,
has issued a pamphlet on labor saving track appliances. Most of the
space is devoted to the Climax track drill made by the company.
The Standard track tool grinder and Cook's combination chuck are
also illustrated and described in this connection. Prices of bits and
parts of the grinder and of the track drill are given. Cook's steel
and wooden cattle guards are also illustrated. The company also
makes car and track jacks.

—

Kock Island Employees' Magazine. The December number is
the sixth to be issued. "The Passing of the Hobo" and "The Rock
Island Testing Department," are the chief articles. Other shorter
articles of interest describe the dining car service of the Rock Island,
tell why it is better for a railroad to buy equipment and supplies
rather than manufacture them, and bow and why the Rock Island
now erects its own steel bridges.

Santa Fe Employees' Magazine.— The November number is one
most interesting numbers of the magazine yet published.
The opening article, •Atchison Claims the Honor," tells why that
rather than Topeka, claims to be the birthplace of the Atchison,
Fe. "Camels in the Southwest," by Sharlot M.
Hall, is reprinted from Out West.
It tells of the experimental attempt of the Government in 1855 to introduce camels into the Southwest.
"The History of the Gulf Lines," "Modern Brake Practice,"
"Teamwork Its Power to Win," and "Taking Care of Hot Bearcity,

—

A folder issued by the Ashcroft Manufacturing
York, describes the Ashcroft prismatic water gage. The
glass is fluted on the inner surface so that it gives a prismatic effect,
breaking up the light so that the water shows black and the steam
space looks silvery; the water level is thus most clearly indicated.
Price lists of different types and parts are given.
Water Gage.

Co.,

of the

Vol. XLIII., No. 23.

New

Topeka & Santa

—

Storage Batteries. Catalogue T, of the Westinghouse Machine
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., deals with portable storage batteries.
Types suitable for electric vehicles and for car lighting are illustrated and described, with weights, capacity and price for each type
the dinner and and size. This is the first catalogue which the company has issued

—

ings" are other articles. There is also an account of
presentation of a chest of silver to Alfred Lovell, the retiring Superintendent of Motive Power, by officers of the mechanical department of the road and others of his friends.

—

Pipe Coverings and Weather Proof Sockets. The H. W. JohnsManville Company, New York, is distributing a folder telling of the
advantages of asbestos sponge felted pipe covering. This covering,
it is claimed. Is particularly advantageous because of its sponginess, which increases its non-conductivity of heat; also because of
its long life and because it can be removed and replaced without
injuring it. Price lists are given. Another folder issued by the
company concerns J-M moulded weather proof mica electric lamp
sockets. A photograph shows an incandescent lamp fitted to one
of these sockets, the lamp being lit and both lamp and socket immersed in a bowl of water. Price lists for different sizes suited to
various makes of lamp are given.

dealing with portable storage batteries.

—

Valves.
Catalogue H, of the Nelson Valve Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
describes globe valves, check valves and gate valves of different types
for various uses. Full dimensions and price lists are given of both
valves and parts. The larger sizes are made up to 24 in. diameter
of pipe. The catalogue is fully illustrated with half-tones and line

drawings.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
John

&

Co.,

C.

McMynn

has resigned his position with Robert W. Hunt

Chicago.

The name of the Dominion Dump Car Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.,
owner of Canadian patents for Hart convertible side and center
Hydraulic Jacks. Richard Dudgeon, New York, has published a ballast cars and Otis drop bottom dump, coal and ore cars, has
pamphlet describing his universal hydraulic jack, on which the last been changed to the Hart-Otis Car Co.
patent was taken out on October 15 of this year. The pamphlet deW. H. S. Wright, St. Paul. Minn., representative of the Railway
votes some space to the history of the hydraulic jack and then de- Steel-Spring Company, New York; the Adams & Westlake Company,
scribes In detail the improvompnts and advantages of the newest Chicago; the Latrobe Steel & Coupler Company, Philadelphia, and
form. The types in which the jack is furnished include: plain jack the Railway Materials Company, Chicago, died on November 28.
for use In presses or where there is a firm foundation; railroad jack
The Expanded Metal & Corrugated Bar Co.. St. Louis, Mo., has
where both stability and portability are required; and the base jack,
shipped 1.000 tons of open-hearth steel corrugated bars for the ITnlted
which has a broader base than the other types. The pamphlet is
States Reclamation Service. The bars are being used on irrigation
Illustrated with perspective and sectional views of different jacks
works in connection with the Tieton project. This order is one of
and their prices. Full dimensions and price lists are given.

—

•several for

Turret Lathe.— The NilesBement-Pond Co., New York, has issued a pamphlet describing its rigid turret lathe. It is designed for
work ordinarily done on engine lathes, and Is especially adapted to
work on gear blanks, fly wheels and gas engine cylinders. It can
also be used for heavy bar work.
It is regularly built In two sizes:
Different views of the machine show Its advantages,
21-in. and 28-in.
and a series of line drawings show the kinds of work which can be
done on It.

Oax Enginrs.-Thc Lazier Gas Engine Co., Buffalo. N. Y., has
Issued a pamphlet describing multiple cylinder vertical gas engines.
Tables showing comparative operating costs of producing 100 h.p.
by simple and compound .;team engines, by electricity and by engines
using Illuminating, natural and producer gas are given. The pamphlet Is well IllUHtrated with perspective and sectional views of the
Lazier two cylinder engine and Its Important parts.

corrugated bars for irrigation work.

The new locomotive shops

of the Grand Trunk at Stratford,
Ont., are to be equipped with 5r).(H)0 sq. ft. of Paradigm skylights
by Arthur E. Rendle, of Montreal, Que.: New York and Chicago.

Mr. Rendle also has the contract for about 17.000 sq.
lights for the Grand Trunk car shops at London, Ont.

Schenectady, N.

Y.,

No. 4.532 of the General Electric Co.,
describes some direct-current motor starting

of sky-

Weber & Co., Philadelphia. Pa., makers and Importers of
materials and draftsmen's and engineers' supplies, have been
sole agents in the United States for Fabrlauo handmade drawing paper. This paper, which Is made In Italy. Is furnished In three
styles, with surface suitable for pen, pencil and water color work.
F.

iirtlsls"

made

Iron

and

Steal.

We

are Informed, generally but liideHnitely. by the United States
and inquiries from railroads
rail orders for 1908 delivery are much lncrea.sed, and
that the situation is distinctly encouraging. It is believed that

Steel Corporation, that correspondence
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OBITUARY NOTICES.
Robert

.\nKiit.

Chief KiiRlneer of the Uululh k Iron Range, died
November 30 after a short lllne«8. Mr. Angst

!

Internaliunal A Oreal Sarthem.— H. W. Clarke Superintendent of
Trantiportatlon of the Mobile A Ohio, has been elected Second
Vice-President and General .Manager of the International t
Great Northern, effective January 1, succeeding l>»roy Trice.
re«lgned.

at Duluth. Minn., on

wa« 60 >fars
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Southern.— 11. G. Edwards, formerly General Passenger
Agent of the rin<-lnnatl, Hamilton A Dayton, baa been appointed
a Truhtee of the ( InclnnatI Souihtrn, Hurre«ding Amor Smith.
Jr.. reslgnwi.
Thlc road Is owned y the city of Cinclnoatl and
le^jKHi to lh«' Cincinnati, New Orl<ran.< t Texas Paclflc

•tni-tnnati

Soulhrrn —V. \V. Meyer, freight and pajwenger accounthas N-en nppointe<i Ax^^ixtant Auditor, succeeding E. P.
Hall. re«igned to go to another company.

Kniisiit fit]i

old.

ant,

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

A Sashville.—T.

l.ijiiUtille
I

Far iairt of ronrrnltoiu and rti/ular meellngi of railroiKi coni*ntiont and
tnginttrtng lOi-ittUt, etc.. fee advertulng pagt 24.)

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia

At a business meeting to be held December 7 a paper on
"Foundations." by A. B. Clark. Illustrated by lantern slides, will

York

Tampa

General Attorney, with
has resigned to practice law In New

Jacksonville.— H. W.

rf

with

B. Harrison, Jr.,

at Louisville, Ky.,
City.

ofllce

WalU

office at Gainesville, Fla.,

Toledo, St. Louii

rf

has been appointed Auditor,
succeeding C. R. Wood, resigned.

H'esfern.— See Chicago

ft

Alton.

be presented.

Franklin

Institute.

Operating Offlcers.
Boston rf Albany.— 3. L. Trudin. Acting Superintendent of the Albany division, has been appointed Superintendent of that di-

At a section meeting of the Institute. December 5. the subject
was "Process and Apparatus for the Production of Carbon Bi-Sulphlde in the Electric Furnace." by Edward R. Taylor, of Penn Yen.

vision, with office at Springfield. Mass.
Charles Firth, formerly
Superintendent of this division, is now agent at Worcester,
Mass.
T. W. Carter has been appointed Trainmaster of the

N. Y.

Boston division.

American Society

of Civil Engineers.

At a regular meeting of this society neicmbcr 4 a paper on
"Invar (Nlckel-Stef 1) Tapes on the Measurement of Six Primary
Base Lines," by Owen B. French, was presented for discussion.
This paper was printed In the October number of "Proceedings,"

—

Chicago Great Western. Otto Cornelison. Superintendent of Transportation, has been appointed General Superintendent, with office at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding G. .\. Goodell.
See Great
Northern.

Rock Island rf Pacific.— il. L. Ellis, chief despatcher at
Goodland, Kan., has been appointed Assistant Trainmaster at
Limon, Kan.

Chicago.

1907.

Railway Signal Association.

The next meeting

of this association

will be held at the Engi-

neering Societies' building. 29 West 39th street. New York City,
Tuesday. January H. 1908. At that meeting there will be a paper
on "Economical Operation of Electric Signals and the Care of Storage Batteries," by T. R. Cook.

—

Durham

rf
Charlotte.
John H. Kennedy, .\uditor. has been
pointed also General Manager, with office at Gulf, N. C.

—

Great Sorthern. G. A. Goodell. General Superintendent of the Chicago Great Western, has been appointed General Superintendent
of the Central district of the Great Northern, with office at
Mlnot, N. Dak.

—

Louisiana Railicay
Xavipation. E. C. Hastings has
pointed General Agent at Kansas City, Mo.
rf-

Canadian Society

of Civil

Engineers.

At a meeting of the general section Dec. 5 a discussion took
place on the paper by T. M. Fyshe entitled "Discussion. Designs
and Specifications for a Reinforced Concrete Bridge Abutment,"
which was read at the October 17 meetiug.
A paper by J. S. Armstrong entitled "Schemes Showing the
Poeslblllties of St. John. N. B., as a Great Port, and how the Interior of New Brunswick can be Opened up to Ocean Traffic." was
also read by the author.

Wood
tion

—

—

yjobile

rf
Ohio. E. C. Rendell. chief clerk to the Superintendent
of Transportation, has been appointed Superintendent of Trans-

portation, succeeding H.

Pacific.
F. S. Rawlins. Superintendent of Transportation
of the Kansas City Southern, has been appointed Trainmaster
of the Northern Pacific at Missoula, Mont.

—

Itio

Grande Southern. A. S. Meldrum, General Superintendent, has
resigned and the office has been abolished. C. D. Wolfinger has
been appointed Acting Superintendent, with office at Ridgway.

St.

Joseph

Colo.

matters

Executive, Financial and

—

Legal Officers.

Chicago rf Alton. TheodDrc I'. Shoni.s. I'lesident of the Toledo, St.
Louis & Western and of the InterboronghMetropolltan. has been
elected also President of the Chicago & Alton.
George H. Ross,
Second Vice-President and General Traffic Manager of the T..
St L. & W., has been elected also Vice-President of the C. & A.

See International & Great

—

yorthern

The

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

W. Clarke.

Northern.

January, 1908.

Impurities of foreign
topics for discussion are as follows:
In creosote oil that should be avoided.
Cylinder cars.
how they should best be constructed.
tracks and guard rails;
Best
Should the supply tank he overhead or under ground?
methods of measuring oil. Rest method of impregnating wood with
preservatives of ordinary \ise, when pressure is not available.
Method of treating wood that is refractory to treatment, and at
the same time very subject to decay. Results thus far accomplished
in the United States In jireserving wood.
Discuss best method of
treating piles to use in southern waters. Can freshly cut timber
Best method of keeping records of
be well treated, and how?
treated ties in the track. Compilation of various data in reference to the life of treated timbers, especially tics, in the I'nited
States under all treatments. Best practice of treating butts of
telegraph poles, telephone poles and signal poles.
Is it necessary,
practical or otherwise, to correct oil measurements for temperature?

been ap-

Central. J. N. Galbraith, who resigned last summer as
General Manager of the Tehuantepec National, has been appointed General Manager of the Mexican Central.

.Mcxiian

Preservers' Association.

The fourth annual meeting of the Wood Preservers' AssociaKansas City. Mo., on the third Tuesday in
is to be held in
The headquarters will be at the Baltimore Hotel.

ap-

—

Grand Island. James Berlingett. General Superinrf
tendent, has been appointed to the new office of General Manager, with office at St. Joseph, Mo.

—

Southern

Pacific.
J. W. Metcalf has been appointed Assistant Superintendent at Los Angeles, Cal., succeeding T. McCaffery, re-

signed.
TrafTIc Ofllcer*.

—

Chicago rf HorthWestern. J. K. Briitain. General .•Vgent of the
passenger department at Boston. Mass.. has been appointed General .\gent of both the freight and passenger departments at
tha' city, assuming the duties of C. H. Wise. General .-Xgent of
the freight department, who has been assigned to other duties.

—

Hudson. Duncan I. Roberts, formerly General Passenger Agent of the Erie, has been appointed General Canadian
Freight and Passenger Agent of the Delaware & Hudson and
General Passen.ger and Freight .\gent of the Quebec, Montreal
& Southern. Mr. Roberts, who Is 54 years old. was l>orn in
Pennsylvania and began railroad work In 1873 as a clerk In
the office of the General Freight Agent of the Pittsburgh. Cin-

liclaxcare

rf-

& St. Louis. He worked up throitgh the car service and
departments, being made district passenger agent of the
road in 188.=>. The next year he was made Assistant General
Passenger Agent of the Pennsylvania Lines West, and in 1890
cinnati
traffic

.

:
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The Orand Trunk Pacific, which was reported to be in the
market for locomotives in the Railroad Gazette of July 19, 1907, has
ordered 30 simple American (4-4-0) locomotives from the Locomotive & Machine Company of Montreal for March to July, 1908, delivery, and 20 simple American (4-4-0) locomotives from the Canada
Foundry Company, Toronto, for April to August, 1908, delivery. The

went to the New York. L^ke Erie & Western, now the Erie,
as Assistant General Passenger Agent at Chicago. He was General Passenger Agent of the Erie from 1891 to 1901. He was
then for three years Vice-President of the Little Kanawha and
President of the Marietta, Columbus & Cleveland. He has been
out of railroad service since 1905.

specifications are as follows:

—

D. A. Story, division freight agent at Halifax, N. S.,
has been appointed General Freight Agent, with office at Moncton, N. B., succeeding J. J. Wallace, who retired last August.

Intercolonial.

General Dimensions.
o£ locomotive
Weight, total
Weight, on drivers
Cylinders
Diameter of drivers

—

l)een

Quebec. Montreal d Southern.
St.

121,688 lbs.
74,000 "
18 in. x 24 in.
69 In.
Extended wagon top

Boiler, type

steam pressure
outside diameter at smallest ring

& Hudson.

iiOO lbs.

ooVt

Kingsville.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Boston if Albany. L. G. Morphy, Assistant to the Principal Assistant Engineer of the New York Central & Hudson River, has
been appointed Assistant Engineer of Maintenance of Way and
Construction of the Boston & Albany, with office at Bof^ton,

—

in.

210

tubes. No
tubes, diameter
tubes, length
Firebox, length, inside
width, inside
depth, front
depth, back
Healing surface, tubes
firebox
total

office of William Doherty,
<€ Jfejrico.
Manager, has been moved from Corpus Christi, Tex., to

Louis. Brownsville
Traffic

— See Delaware
—The

American

Type

H. B. Kooser, General Agent at Dallas, Tex., has
appointed General Agent at Omaha. Neb., succeeding J. O.
resigned.
S. W. Bradford succeeds Mr. Kooser.
Phillippi,

.Vissotiri Pacific-

Vol. XLIII., No. 2S.

2

H

tt.

in.

2%

"

05%
41%

|'

63
50

"

1,259 sq.

ft.

126

*'

1.385

"

28

"

Grate area

Hopper style, water bottom
Grand Trunk standard with cast-steel bolster

Tender
Truck
Water capacity

7,U0() gals.

10 touB

Coal capacity

Mass.

—

CAR BUILDING.

A'ew York Central d Hudson River. S. P. Hull, Engineer of Signals,
has been appointed Engineer of Maintenance of Signals, with
office at New York City, with authority over all divisions except

The Northern

the Electric division. He will report to the General SuperinW. H. Elliott, an Assistant Signal Engineer of the
tendents.
Electric division, succeeds Mr. Hull, with office at New York,
with authority over all divisions except the Electric division.

The Utilization Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich., has ordered two steel
gondola cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity from the Pressed Steel Car
These cars will be 40 ft. 4 in. long.
Co.. for January, 1908. delivery.
The
9 tt. 4% in. wide and 4 ft. 6 in. high, inside measurements.

See Boston & Albany.

Purchasing Agents.

—

special equipment includes:

The authority of E. S. Wortham, Purchasing
Agent of the Toledo. St. Louis & Western, has been extended
over the Chicago & Alton. E. V. Dexter, Purchasing Agent of
the Chicago & Alton, has been appointed to the new office of

Chicago d Alton.

Westinghouse
Climax

Brakes
Couplers

The Northicestern Pacific has ordered 13 coaches, one mail and
express car and one baggage car from the American Car & Foundry
Company. The coaches will weigh 88,000 lbs., and will measure
in. wide and 14 ft. l"/,, in. high, over all.
67 ft. 8% in. long. 10 ft.

General Inspector of Fuel, Equipment and Material.

—

%

Western. The office of the Purchasing Agent
has been moved from Toledo, Ohio, to Chicago. See Chicago &

Toledo, St. Louis d

Pacific is reported to be considering the purchase
for the coming year.

new passenger equipment

of

special equipment

The

lirake

Alton.

includes:

Diamond special
Diamond S. flanged

beams

Brake-shoes

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Peoria d Pekin Union has ordered three switch engines
from the American Locomotive Company.
The Orand Trunk, which was reported to be in the market for
locomotives in the Railroad Gazette of July 19, 1907, has ordered
10 simple mogul (2-60) locomotives for September. 1908, delivery;
10 simple switching (0-6-0) locomotives for August, 1908, delivery;
10 simple ten-wheel (4-6-0) locomotives for May, 1908, delivery.
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and 20 Richmond compound
consolidation (2-8-0) locomotives for September, 1908, delivery from
the Locomotive & Machine Company of Montreal. The specifications
are as follows:

of locomotive
Weight, total
w.lKht, on drivers
Cylinders
f

>lampter of drivers
type
steam pressure
outside diameter at smallest ring.

2
11

cost

wldtli

76%

depth
depth
Heating snrfnce, tubes

In the Rail-

road Gazette of August 9. has ordered two sixwheel switching
(0-6-0) locomotives from tho Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Oenrral Dimensions.

Switching
120,000 lbs.
51 In.
19 In. z 24 In.

12

ft.

96%
75 H

In.

Hopper

In.

4ns

In. Inside
72 In. front.
60 in. back.
i.oias sq. ft.

back.

"

160.2
2.077.0
so.a

style

Hopper

•'

water bottom.
<irand tnink stand.

Witoden bolster
...Onngnls.
8 tons.

top.

13 ft. 6 In.
108 Hi In. Inside

.'.0.62

.44
style.
v

72%

.-.fiVi

168.2
2.925.8

"

wagon

2

Inside.
Inside.
In. front.

In.
In.

2,7.-7.1 sq. ft.

ft.

••

Ten-wheel.
167,300 lbs.
126.420 ••
In. X 26 In.
73 In.

210 lbs.
60 '4 In.
270

In.

353
2 In.
15 ft.

In.
9 V, In.
In. Inside.
In. Inside.
In. front.
In. back.

148
1.920

(i.noo gals.
10 tons.

The Ban Antonio d Aransas Pass, it Is said, has decided not
box cars and the plain box cars on which
they asked bids, as reported In the Railroad Gazette of November 29.

of Ineomntlve
Weight, total
Diameter of drivers
Cylinders

67

1.772 sq.

Grand Trunk stand,

to order the ventilated

Trpe

Inside.

09
67

Hopper

The Galveston, Hovxton d Hmdersnn. as reported

in.

"

Tender

.

66

in

Kxt.

top.

ilOlbs.

40%

lu.

In.

Kx(.

264

"

••

lbs.

98 "A

Inside.
Inside.
In. front.

188

Tnirk
Water rapacity

63

In.

lbs.

x 32

ar,

190
2

11 in

In. back.
1,803 sq. ft.
"

<;rate area

&

;(;

In.

Straight.

In.
In.

1.991
33.43

211.200
1S4.800

••

X 26

In.
.-.0

top.

65

firebox
total

Consolidation.

Switching.
131t..500 lbs.

139.300

20

In.

ft.

120
401^

length

foal rapacity

Buffalo. N. Y'.— The New York Central & Hudson River, it is
has plans made for at once putting up a new roundhouse to
about $125,000.
The New Y'ork Central & Hudson River, it is said, will build

said,

200 lbs.
62 In.
283

tubes. No
tubes, diameter
tabes, length
Klreliox,

Pullman

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

wagon

Ext.

Boiler,

Sessions

Frumveller
Plntsch
SherwIn-Wllllams

Vestibules

General Dimensions.
Mogul.
161,976 lbs.
138,176 •
20 In. I 26 In.
63 In.

Type

Westinghouse
Janney
Forsyth
Pantasote

Brakes
Couplers
Curtain fixtures
Curtain material
Draft rigging
Heating system
Light
Paint

7.000 gals.
10 tons.

'•
••

"
style.

mclalllc bolster.
6.1100 gals.
10 tons.

a new swing bridge to be operated by electricity to replace the
present structure connecting with Tonawanda Island.
Hoi-.sTON, Trx.

— The

Colorado Southern.

New

Orleans & Pacific,

has given a contract to the Union Bridge Company, of
Clly. Mo., for building the suhstnicture for a bridge over
the Trinity river. There will be four piers.
it

Is

said,

Kansas

—

Mission City, B. C. A proposition is under consideration to
build a combined steel highway and railroad bridge, to replace the
present wooden bridge over the Fraser river.

1

DacKMBO
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6.

—

Nrw

Yo«K. N. Y
Plan* have t»e«n (lied by the New York City
iUllway I'o. for a n*>w offlcf btilldlnic and car bnuHe to be built at
the northwem i-orner of I^nox avi-nue and M6th ittreet, adjoinlns
ih)- |,ow«r Htatloii ami >-ar Hhopn In M6th atreet, which were damasfd by nre lad April. The nt'W bulldluK I* to l>e of brick, two
atorles hlsh. frontInK 199.10 fl. on the avenue and having a depth
).
of 46'J ft on M"th ittr«»f
li
rntt $400.UOU.
The power Hiatlon and ihop* are lo
'he itamF time, making of

m

'

i

them a four ntory bu
(ompletlon costing an

O.^iT.— The

PKEii<»TT.

designed,

.

the

work

of

.1

Canadian HaclOc,

$40,000 on

l(« yardo here thin winter
haa been made for a new station.

It

Is

said,

will

spend

.\n appropriation of 1100.000

—

Vii-n)MiA, B C.
A contract has been given by the British Columbia Electric Railway Company lo \V. A. Gleason. of Victoria, at
110.000 to put up a brick car barn 82 ft. x 200 ft.

Wii.inw, (".\i..— The bridge to be built over the Sacramento river
her© by the Northoin Kleciric Hallway Company of Chlco. Is to be
a combined railroad and toll bridge 570 ft. long.

NAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New
ABKiiiirF.N

ft

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

—

ToMBioBEE. The surveys for this proposed line have
Is from Okolona, Miss., southeast via Woodson, Aber-

been made. It
deen and Columbus to PIckensvllle, Ala.. 65 miles, of which 59
miles Is In Mississippi and six miles In Alabama. Grading Is finished between Okolona and Aberdeen 17.5 miles, also from Columbus
to PIckensvllle, 11.5 miles.
The company Is building the line with
W. T. McKee, Chief Engineer, Aberdeen, Miss.
Its own men.

—

AKno.v & YinNosTowx (Ei.FrTRic). Rights of way are reported
secured and application has been made In Ohio for a charier by
a company under this name with a capital of $100,000. The comp.nny proposes to build an electric line from Akron. Ohio, east to
Youngstcwn, about 50 miles. T. L. Childs, E. F. Verls, Judge J. A.
Kohler and others are Interested.

—

ATfiii.sox. TopKKA & Santa Fe.
The Guthrie, Fairview & Western, chartered early in 1904 to build a line from Guthrie, Okla., west
through Logan, Kingfisher, Ulalne and Woods counties to Fairview,
lo a connection with the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient main line.
has been sold lo the Santa Fe. J. S. McCaul wa.s the promoter
and general manager of the line. The company had a portion of
lis proposed route graded west from Darrow in Blaine county and
some track laid within the city of Guthrie. Valuable traflBc arrangements had been made w-ith the Denver, Enid & Gulf and other

Oklahoma

line from Regina to Red Deer river: Regina southwest to international boundary: Edmonton to headwaters of McI,pod and Brazean
rivers; Russell, Man., via Vorkton to authorized line near Goose
Lake, Sask.: south of Neepawa, Man., to main line crossing of
South Saskatc-hewan river. Application will also be made for extending the time for commencement and completion of the followNorth of the line between Winnipeg and Ste. Anne
ing lines:
to international boundary: between Port Arthur and Fort Frances
to Quebec, with branches to Port Arthur. Ottawa and Montreal:
Battleford west to the Brazean river: Regina to Humbolt and via
Carrot river to Pas Mission, and between Humbolt and South Saskatchewan river to crossing of same river south of Prince Albert:
and to authorize the Increase of the capital slock of the company

by 119.250,000.

CAXAniAN Northern Ontario.— This company will apply to Parliament for authority to build a line from a point on the line already authorized between Udncy and Rathburn, to Orlllla.

—

Canadian PAriFic. According to reports from the state of
Washington, this company Is making surveys for two lines, one
from Spokane through the Yakima valley across the Cascade mountains to Tacoma and Seattle, and the other a connecling north and
south line from Sumas on Ihe international boundary to Seattle
and Tacoma. Permanent surveys have already been made for a
coast line from Sumas south to Deming, 40 miles. The company,
it Is said, has options on 200 acres of Tacoma deepwater terminals.
Cincinnati.

CnicAiio

&

St.

T.,otTi.s.

by this company for .strnightenlng

— Contracts

are

grades from Bellefontaine, Ohio, north to

and reducing
Harper, about six miles.

Delawabe & Hupso,\,— Work on tbe

contract given to O'Brien

let

bridges at .N'lcilef, He, ancourt and EaiU Gentllly as well as for
twveral Kmaller fclruciiir<n are al>out finished.
Contracts for an
udilltlonal 41 mlle« will probably be let this winter.
(March 15. p.
383.)

—

KixiRiUA East Coaht.
In reply to the report that work had
been abandoned last spring on Ihe Key West extension of this road.
L. I.ArHon, .NorlhwesH-rn Agent, Is quoted as folIowi»:
A large force
of men has iH-i-n at work all summer, and the numl>er has been
Increased to 3.000 to finish the line as far as Knight's Key, 50 mllea
from Key West, this year.
Griiri;ia KoAim
Ei.EciKK).— Surveys are being made by the
Columbus Power Co. for an electric line to be built from Columbus,
Ga north along the Chatuhoochee river to West Point. 34 mlle«.
(

,

—

Grand Trunk Pacifk
0. O. Leask, Awislant Chief Engineer
company In the West, announces that the fiual route through
the Rocky mountains has been locate<l through the Yellow Head
Pass. The surveyors are now working on this route from the
.

of this

pass to the Nechaco and Bulkley valleys. This section of the road
win be 400 miles long and 150 men will be engaged on the surveys
all winter.
The company is planning lo begin construction work
in the mountains In the spring.
Two years will be required to complete the road from Edmonton to the Pacific coast.
GiTiiKiE. Fairview

ft

We.stern.

— See

Atchison, Topeka

ft

Santa

Fe.

Hoi STON
InAiKi

ft

Texas Central.

— See

Missouri,

Oklahoma

& Washington Northern.—This company was

ft

Gulf.

incorpor-

ated last April in Idaho with $3,000,000 capital to build a line from
McGuire's Station. Idaho, on the Coeur d'Alene ft Spokane division
of the Spokane ft Inland Empire north to Newport. Wash., thence
north along ihe Pend d"Oreille river to Metaline near the British

Columbia boundary.
to

The line is finished from McGuire's Station
51 miles, including a seven-mile branch.
F. A. BlackPresident, Coeur d'Alene.

Newport,

well,

—

Illinois Central. The new double-track belt line, which this
company has been building around Memphis. Tenn., is to be put in
operation about the first of next year.
(Oct. 4, p. 403.)

Intercolonial.

— Hon.

P. Graham. Canadian Minister of
amount of money is being spent for
concrete shops and terminals are
Monclon, N. B., large enough to accommodate

George

Railway--^, states that a large

improvements on

this road.

being constructed at

New

Pacific as well as the Intercolonial.
A contract
supply of power and light has been
Double-tracking work has been started from Moncton to Hallfax.
New and heavier bridges are being put in on the line of the
old Canada Eastern from Chatham, N. B., to Fredericton, which is
now part of the government system.

the

Grand Trunk

let.

—

Ci.EvKi.ANii,

of Montreal, extending the Quebec. Montreal ft Southern from IMi-rrevllle, Que., lo St. Joan des Challlons. 48'^, miles,
towards Queb.>«-. has made satisfactory progress.
About threefourths of the tracks arc on the ground and sub-structures of the

for a gas-producer plant for the

roads.

Canauiax NiiRTHERX. Application will be made to Parliament
by this company to build extension? in the west as follows: Humboldt,
Sask., southwest lo Calgary: Brandon-Regina line near west boundary of Manltolia west to Lethbridge. Alb.: North Battleford. northwest to .\thabaska Landing with a branch to Green Lake: Strathcona,.Alb., south to Calgary, with a branch to connect with authorized

reported

70

* Mularkey,

—

LiM\ & Toledo Traction. This company, it is said, has opened
part of the extension it is building from Leiijsic, Ohio, north to
Toledo on the section from Leipsic north to Deshler. about 10 miles.
Nov. 15. p. 665.)
I

Kansas & Texas.

—

Engineers are laying out extensive
yards and on the main line of this road near
This change is in accord with the plan to doubleHack the entire line from Denison, Tex., north to Muskogee and
later to Parsons, Kan.
Mis.souRi,

improvements

in the

.Mc.\lester, Ind. T.

Oklahoma & Gulf. — This company,

operating a line
south to Dustln, 75 miles, is building an
extension north to Joplin, Mo.. 120 miles. It Is said that the road
The northis now the property of E. H. Ilarriman and associates.
ern extension is to be continued north lo a connection with the
I'nion Pacific at Lawrerce. Kan., 240 miles, and on the south from
Dustin south to Denison, Tex., 128 miles. The new road will give
the Ilarriman system in Texas and the Southwest a direct outlet
to the Middle West and the Northwest.
It will connect with the
Houston and Texas Central at Denison. Construction work is now
In progress south of Wagoner, Okla.
A gap of about 45 miles reMissouri.

from Wagoner, Ind.

T.,

lo tie built between tlie two places.
The final location of
the roule north from Wagoner lo Lawrence is being made. The
building of an outlet for the Harrlman lines in Texas was made
necessary by the recent completion of the Trinity ft Brazos Valley
between North Texas points and Houston. The traffic of the Rock
Island, the Frisco and the Colorado & Southern, which formerly
went to the Houston & Texas Central, is now being turned over to
the Trinity & Brazos Valley.
(Nov, 1. p. 541.)

mains

lis line

—

South. Surveys nre being made for this proposed
ft
from Portsmouth, Ohio, south to Pound Gap, Ky., 180 miles,
Is to be started In (be spring,
Tbe line lies through

North
line

Construction
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a rich ore territory. Major T. J. Kirkpatrick and Dr. L. E. Niles,
of Springfield, Ohio, are interested.
E. Parsons. Chief Engineer.
Nobtii-\Vl.stki{.\ Pacikic— Application will be made to incorporate this company, which proposes to build a line from Fort
Churchill on Hudson Bay west to the Pacific coast. Murphy &
Fi.sher, 46 Elgin street, Ottawa, are the Attorneys.
O.NT.\iii()

& West Shore (Electric).

— This

company, with olfic?
from Godeiich

at Goderich, Ont.. proposes to build an electric line
northeast to Owen sound, about 75 miles.

—

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. President T. N.
McCarter is quoted as follows: The Public Service Corporation
now operating all the gas and electric properties which it controls, having merged them into a new company known as the
Public Service Railway Company. The company has decided for
is

the present to stop

new

construction on every

work that

Newburg

— See

Quebec Montreal & Southern.

Public Service Corporation.

—See

—

(March

—

at

never issued.

Kanawha &

is restored.

—

Valley River. This company, with oflice at Mill Creek. W.
Va., is said to be buying material to build its proposed line from
Surveys made and
Mill Creek southwest to Clover Lick, 43 miles
right-of-way and capita! partly secured. W. A. Dromgold, President, York, Pa.; J. 0. Hoffman, Jr., Vice-President; L. E. Shull,
General Manager; John Alden, Chief Engineer, Elkins, W. Va.
(July 12, p. 54.)

—

Wichita Falls & Northwestern. Announcement is made that
company has opened its line for freight and passenger service
between Wichita Falls, Tex., and Frederick, Okla.. 50 miles. (Sept.

St.

Joseph & Grand Island.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Alabama Great Southern. — The

Jl.750.000 first mortgage 6 per cent,
bonds maturing January 1. 1908, are to be extended to December
The Guaranty Trust Com1, 1927. with interest at 5 per cent.
pany, New York, which is receiving deposlt.s of the present bonds
will pay the January
December
1907,
for
extension,
up to
20,
1, 1908, coupon on each bond as soon as deposited.

—

The Texas Railroad CommisBi;rr'8 Ferbt, BHOWNriEL & Chester.
sion has given this company permission to register an Issue of
$165,000 bonds on 11 miles of completed road from Rockland,
The road has been In operation from Aldrldge to
Tox.. west.
Uookland, eight miles, for some months, and is being extended
to Browndel, 22 miles.
It is projected from Chester, on the
Missouri, Kansas ft Texas, east via Rockland and Browndel to
Burr's Ferry, 80 miles.

—

Canahian NoBTiirRN This company Is to ask the Canadian Parlla
ment for permission to Increase Its authorized capital stock
rrom 130,760,000 to 160,000,000.

—

This company i.s one of the few to show
large increases in net earnings for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1907.
There was but a slight increase in operating expenses,
the increased cost of conducting transportation being nearly offset by a decrease in the amount spent on maintenance of way
and structures, while maintenance of equipment increased a
little.
The accrued surplus on hand at the end of the year was
$982,417. The company has $5,500,000 5 per cent, non-cumulative
first preferred stock. $3,500,000 4 per cent, non-cumulative second preferred and $4,600,000 common. The Union Pacific acquired, in 1006, 63 per cent, of the common, 17 per cent, of the
first preferred and 36 per cent, of the second preferred.
No
dividends have been paid on the first preferred since 1902 and

none have ever been paid on the other classes. The surplus
earned last year would be just enough to pay full dividends on
Nothing was appropriated out of
both classes of preferred.
earnings for betterments in 1907. In the previous year $62,000
was so spent. The income account is as follows:
Change.
$212,511

l'.>07.

(;ross earnings

.•fl.7:i4.fi.">8

Operating e-tpenses
Net e.irnings
Tnxps. interest and betterments
Surplus for tlie year

Toledo & Ohio Central.

this

13. p. 308.)

—

Michigan. Of the $2,500,000 second mortgage 20-year 5
per cent, bonds authorized last June. $2,078,000 have been issued.

The proceeds have been used to pay off the $1,095,000 special
equipment and betterment loan and other debts to the Hocking
Valley and the Toledo & Ohio Central.

—

—

6

the proceeds of part of the $15,000,000 collateral trust 5 per
cent, three-year notes which were authorized last spring, but

the loss.

United Railways Company of St. Loitis. John L Beggs, President of this company and the Laclede Gas Light Company, is quoted
as saying that all employees of the construction and extension departmerts of these corporations, as well as of the Union Electric
Light & Power Company, have been laid off indefinitely. No new
work is to be carried out until conditions change and confidence

and extending the remainder for about six months
per cent. These notes were to have been retired with

cent, in ca.sh

—

Texas & New Mexico. Surveys have been made by this company for 80 miles, and grading has been finished on four miles of
its proposed line from McKinney, Tex., west via Denton, Krum.
Bridgeport and Jacksboro to a point 175 miles west of McKinney.
Contract has not yet been let for the work. The company wants
to negotiate with a railroad contractor to form a construction company to finish the line. Rigbtof-way and the sites for terminals
are assured. W. J. Healy, V.P.. McKinney.

Central.

Interborough-Mkti;oi"olitan. The $3,000,000 6 per cent, six months'
notes sold last May are to be taken care of by paying 30 per

11, p. 391.)

Te.miskaming & Northern Ontakio. Plans are under consideration by the Ontario Railway Commission to reduce the grades
from 1.25 per cent, to 0.5 per cent, on 21 miles of this railroad from
The road will be made
a point ten miles north of North Bay, Ont.
seven miles longer but the grade-reduction will more than offset

— See Kanawha & Michigan.
—A circular signed by most

of the directors has
been sent to stockholders. The circular reiterates the criticisms
already made of Mr. Fish's actions while President.

iLLi.vois

Delaware & Hudson.

President A. J. Davidson, of this
St. Louis & San Francisco.
company, is quoted as saying that it is expected that trains of
the Frisco will be running from St. Louis direct into Dallas over
the Carrollton and Irving ciit-off by January 1. Track laying is

Burlington & Quincy.

into Evansville.

Hocking Valley.

Public Service Railway.

— See Chicago,
—

EvANSViLLE Railways. This company, which was incorporaaed last
June as a consolidation of the Evansville & Eastern Electric and
the Evansville & Mount Vernon Electric, has issued $500,000 6
per cent, cumulative preferred stock. The company has $900,000
common stock outstanding and operates 38 miles of road from
Newburg, Ind.. to Rockport and from Evansville to Mount Vernon, with a three-mile branch. It has trackage rights from

will bear

postponement.

finished.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.— This company, according to press
despatches, has bought the Colorado & Wyoming, a subsidiary of
the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company. It has |100,000 capital
stock and $4,500,000 first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1953 outstanding. It owns 53 miles of road, of which 15 miles are from
Hartville Junction. Wyo.. to Sunrise, connecting with the Burlington at Guernsey and with the Colorado & Southern at Hartville Junction.
The rest of the mileage is mostly in Colorado
without connection with the road in Wyoming.

Colorado & Wyoming.

—

Pkn.nsylvaxi.v. Plans are reported made by this company to
double-track the Belvidere division from Trenton, N. J., north to
Manunka Chunk. Work is to be started in the spring.

Vol. XLIII., No. 23.

— See

"

(i65,713

"

247.379
418,335

Kanawha &

Inc.,

1.068,844

Dec,
Ina,

4,681
207,93U
67,475
275,406

Michigan.

—

A reorganization plan for this proplast May to a committee of the bondholders, has been prepared.
A new company is to be organized
with $6,000,000 capit.nl stock and $6,000,000 4V. per cent. .'iO-year
bonds. Of the bonds $4,000,000 are to be issued and the remainder reserved for extensions, etc. The $382,856 accrued Interest on the old $3,500,000 4'/> per cent, bonds is to be paid In
new bonds and cash at the rate of $100 in bonds and $10 In
cash for each $110 of interest. The Pere Marquette, the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, the Pennsylvania Conii>any, the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, the Michigan Central, the Grand
Trunk Western and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western are to
guarantee the new bonds, and the entire capital stock is to be
held by these companies as follows:
Pere Marquette and Chicago. Hamilton & Dayton, 20 per cent. each, and the other five
companies, 12 i)er cent. each.

Toledo Railway & Terminal.
erty, sold under foreclosure

—

Underground Electric of London. Speyer & Co., New York, and
their allied banks abroad, hnve arranged to buy at face value
the coupons falling due December 1 of the $33,000,000 5 per cent,
profit-sharing notes, whose principal is due June 1, 190S.
A plan
Is being prepared for the extension and conversion of the notes
the raising of nddltlon.'il money, and the noteholders are
asked to deposit their holdings for provisional agreement with
the plan with the Guaranty Trust Company, New York.
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REPORT ON MELBOURNE ELECTRIFICATION.
extended abstract of a recent report of Thomas Tait, Chairman of the Victorian Railways Commissioners, to the Minister of
Railways on his inquirlt-s In Europe and .\nierica about steam
railroad electrification. Is published on another page. Although this
lti\'estlgation was made with the particular object of getting information which would be helpful in considering the question of
electrification of the .Melbourne suburban lines, it is of great general Interest as a summary by a skilled railroad officer of the
progress and results of electrification of steam railroads throughout

An

the world.
Mr. Talt, as nee<l hardly be mentioned to readers of the Railroad Gazette, resigned his position of Manager of Transportation
of all the Canadian Pacific's railroad lines to go to Victoria In 1903
as managing head of the Government railroads and tramways. His
accomplishment in this work ha>< l)een described by a Melbourne
paper as "a story of almost romantic success." Instead of a yearly
deficit the roads now return year by year a surplus; this after
providing for deferred payments bequeathed by the previous administration. Thus his viewpoint is that of a trained and successful manager rompletely equipped for observation and investigation,
who has the advantage of not having been in close touch with any

Commerce Commission Kullngs 730

Trade Catalogues
I

which the railroads are now experiencing from the
pressure of the past two years gives cpportuoity
During
to normal economical conditions of opei'ation.
the long period of congestion and stress, under the constant urgent
need of moving the tonnage, conducting transportation costs were
necessarily a secondary consideration. Train after train had to be
made up and sent out whether the locomotives had fuU tonnage
or not; in fact, so accustomed have division officers on some roads
become to running such trains that many of them, as one ofTicer
puts it, "probably have forgotten how to run fuU-tonnage ttains."
Already alert managers are busy correcting this condition. One
large western system has had an officer of special capabilities traveling over the different lines for a month or more for the sole purpose of investigating such conditions and of taking such measures
to tone up the service and Increase efficiency as the situation may
require. A lowered operating ratio will doubtless reward his efforts.
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tremendous
to gel back

I

Hot Wator Locomotives
)
Electricity from Water Power, Bavaria 715

electrification project.

This very aloofness tends toward sharp and

impartial judgment.

Pending the report of the consulting electrical engineer, whose
engagement was one result of his tour of inspection, Mr. Tait does
not attempt to choose betweei* the different systems of electric traction or. finally, to pass upon the desirability of electrification of
the Melbourne lines. Charles H. Merz, who had charge of the electrification of the Tyneside lines of the North Eastern Railway,
has been selected for this important post. Mr. Tait shows, howthat many
made because of

ever,

of

the steam railroad electrifications have been
reasons which do not apply in the case

special

Melbourne lines. The Valtellina line, for example, had water
powers available which made electric motive power much cheaper
than steam. The electrification of the New York Central and of
the New York. New Haven & Hartford at New York was undertaken
as a result of a legislative act. Neither of these arguments apply
in the case of the Melbourne lines.
Again he alludes to the statement of J. A. F. Aspinall. General
.Manager of the Lancashire & Yorkshire to which we have often
alluded in the Railroad (iazctte as a fundamental truth about electrification that often seems to be forgotten— that the company
undertook electrification not to save money but to make money.
Previously the train service was Infrequent and the passenger traffic
was being lost to competing tramway lines. The gains from electrification have come, not from reducing operating expenses, but
from increasing the expenses and the gross earnings still more, so

of the

—

that the net result

is

ment does not apply

profitable.

Mr. Tait points out that this argu-

at .Melbourne because the train service on sis

steam suburban lines is now greater than the service on the
and Southport line; on two of these it is greater
by a third. Furthermore. Melbourne is not growing, and as all
the lines are owned by the government, there is no incentive to
attract suburban travel away from one line to another.

of his

electrified Liverpool

evident that Mr. Talt does not make out a case for general
On the
electrification of the Melbourne suburban lines.
other hand, without prejudging Mr. Merz's conclusions, he points
out that there are two stretches of track which seem to be specially
It Is

and speedy

adapted for electrification. These are two short and busy lines
close together but separated from the rest of the system. leading
from the busiest stations in the city south to the ocean, one to

—
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704

Port Melbourne, the other to St. Kilda. Not only are these lines
separated from the others even at the junction stations, but they
have no through traffic-, so that if electrified, the experiment could
be carried out without interfering with the working of the other

the roads in the Southwest, just like the roads in every other part
of the country, are soon going to begin to play hearts with their
cars for the 50 cents per diem, so that
for freight

More than

steam locomotives and cars which are greatly
needed on the other lines would be released. As Mr. Tait points
out, this is one of the important things to be considered in any
proposed electrification. If the steam locomotives and cars used
on a particular line before electrification are needed to augment
the rolling stock on other lines for which new locomotives and
cars would otherwise have had to be bought, then the value of
the rolling stock relieved from service on the converted line can,
to the extent it is useful on the other lines, fairly be offset against
the cost of the new electric rolling stock. The interest charges on
the cost of the electrification of that line would in such case be
reduced accordingly. As a shortage of locomotives and cars now
exists on the Melbourne lines, this factor will be an important one
this,

in the final decision.

EQUIPMENT PURCHASES ORDERED

IN

TEXAS.

We

reproduce herewith an exact copy (except for the corporate
natne) of an order which the Texas Railroad Commission has recently promulgated. According to our advices, every railroad doing
business in the state of Texas has received a similar one. except.
of course, that the equipment required to be ordered is different
in each case.

Texas should develop a need
anxious to accommodate her

if

cars, there will be states

and at the top.
Now, the Texas Commission has had far too much experience
What, then, made it send out an order
to understand this.
which, if carried out, would require new capital at a time when
it cannot be had,
for a purpose for which it is not needed, and
would stop dividends and cause insolvency and receiverships? Was
it the personal folly of the commissioners and their desire to earn
on

lines.
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l)oth sides

not

their pay as corporation oppressors?

We

can freely acquit them:

they were carrying out the instructions of the last state legislative
session, and had no choice.
The real motive of the legislation appears in the clause in the last paragraph but one, with reference to
the approving of contracts. It would be a simple matter for the road
upon which the attached order was cited to transfer equipment

Texas from its lines in other states, but if it did this, Texas
would lose a golden opportunity of raising new tax funds. So, at
a time when traffic was in excess of facilities, the state ordered
its roads to supply new equipment in such a manner that the taxes
on this equipment would stay at home, but the order is not actually
promulgated until a time comes when facilities exceed traffic, and
when every conservative manager is making whatever retrenchment
into

lies in his

power.

We presume

that this

order can be set aside, or

particular

up in the courts until it becomes possible to raise
money again. But no better example could be given of the fatuity
and harmfulness of direct legislative interference with railroad
OFFICE OF
operation.
RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS.
Since we are discussing Texas and not Alabama, we
Austin, Texas. Nov. 2.3. 1907.
ma.v assume that the Governor and the legislature do not really
Heaiiing N'o. 7S5. Order requiring the Rome & Athens Railroad Company to
wish to cause receiverships, yet, if sustained by the courts, they
purchase and acquire additional rolling stock and equipment.
have taken an infallible means to that end. The Texas CommisIn pur-suance of notice. Circular No. 2t!4], dated .July SO, in07. the above
numbered' and entitled cause, liaving been railed tor hearing before the Rail- sion is no longer to be classed among the radical bodies; it has
road Commission of Texa.i. at its office in Austin. Texas, on the lOtli day of learned much, and has made honest, if occasionally wrong-headed,
Septemt>e;-. 1(107
and the said CommLssion having heard the evidence and efforts to do its duty. But the legislature is not content to leave
statements presented pertaining to the matters emlmdled in said notice:
the Commission in charge of detail: it must needs interpo.se its
It is therefore ordered by the Railroad Commission of Texas, in pursuance
own superior wisdom. There used to be a saying that noblesse
of the authority conferred upon it by the Act of the .30th Legislature of the
Is it no longer true that those in authority have responof its general laws, that the obliffc.
state of Texas and published as Chapter
Rome & Athens Railroad Company be, and it Is. hereby ordered to purchase sibilities, and that their duty to be fair and intelligent increases
rolling stock and equipment, in addition to that now owned and contracted for
in proportion to their power to be unfair and to wreak havoc by
at least

tied

—

:

l.">.")

delivery during the year 1007. foi^'use In the operation and business of its
line of railway, as follows
1.
For delivery during the year ending Dec. 31. 1908. twenty (20) locomotives
tifleen (l.">i passenger cars; ancf four hundred (400) freight car.s.
Including one hundred (lOOi stock cars and fifty (.">0) coal cars.
Fur delivery during the year ending Dec. 31. 1009. twenty (20) loco2.
motives: fifteen (I'll passenger cars: and four hundred (40(n freight cars.
Including one hundred (lOOi stock cars and fifty (."(0( coal cars.
?,.
For delivery during thi- year ending Dei'. 31. 1910. sixteen Ufit loco.
motives: six ifii iiassenger cars: and two hundred (20ni freiglit cars, includ
Ing fifty (."lOi stock cats and twenty live (2.">| coal cars.
All of the al)<)ve specified equipment to be of first-class standard and design, sulifllile for the business of its railway, and suital>Ie for interchange with
other railways.
,
It Is further ordered that the said company shall maintain all equipment
which It now owns In first-class condition, suitable for Its own business and
for Interchange with other railways in this state, and shall at once replace
such equipment as may lie dismantled or destroyed by other similar equipment
In addition tn that hereinbefore ordered.
It is further ordered that should the said company find It necessary to
Issue additional stock. Imnds *»r other obligations In excess of those now outstanding to provide fur the purchase of the additional ecpiipment hereordereil.
in
this Commission
will
approve and authorize the Issuance
and registration of same as provided by
provided
law.
that
the
contracts for the purcha.se of said equipment shall be submitted In advance
for the approval of this Commission In order that It may determine tlie reasonablent'ss of same.
It Is further ordcHNi ii.ni n.i- ..rder be held open subject to amendment
without further notic*'
:

their lack of intelligence?

:

A

NEW PHASE OF RAILROAD MONOPOLY-

The contention of President Mellen before the Interstate Commerce Commission for the New Haven's right to cancel the New
Jersey

Central

through

suggests a situation big
shuts down on a certain
it open up the
question of the New Haven's transfer of business to its Poughkeepsie Bridge route and its getting an outlet via the Lehigh & Hudson River. The latter road, some 81 miles long, connects with the
Poughkeepsie Bridge route at Maybrook, N. Y. extends to Easton.
Pa., and connects with or crosses five important lines
the New
York, Susquehanna & Western; the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-,
ern; the Lehigh Valley, the Central Railroad of New Jersey, and
the Pennsylvania. On business with the New Haven it would give
that line a longer haul than now and to the other lines a shorter
haul; and the business to be thrown upon the L. & H. R. by the
New Haven will naturally Involve the question of an increase of
L. & H. K. facilities by the six coinpanies owning it, or its continuance as a line which the owners do not want the New Haven
to use.
This shifts the objective point of future Interest to the
Chairman.
Lehigh & Hudson and its status as a line held under a tenure
Signed
L. .1. STORKY.
which is "in restraint of trade." a jiolnt pressed strong by Presiti. I!. fOLQlITT.
(.Signed
dent Mellen in last week's hearing.
IsKAi.)
Commissioners.
It
Is not likely that President Mellen will yield easily that
F. R, MrLKAN. Mecretnry
point which Involves a soul hern and western outlet for his system
We can learn from Mr. Halo's car efflricncy biill*-tln.s that his via the Poughkeepsie Bridge. Nor is it by any means impossible
Oroiip U. covering roads In Texas, I.,oulRlann and New Mexico, had.
It Is even probable
thai he may himself take the case of the
In June, 1907, nUghtly fewer cars on lino per mile of line worked Lehigh & Hudson before the commission.
Should he succeed In
than any of the other groups, although the averages for Orotip 8 such a contention and open up the Lehigh & Hudson to a large
{Mi.s-sotirl. Arkansa.i. Kansa.i and Colorado
and for (Jroiip f! (Iowa. volume of business, the diversion of freight raffle from the Jersey
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota ainl the Dakotasi were not very much
Clly-Harleni transfer route can bartlly be measured nor its ultimate
higher.
But It must be only too obvious to the Texas commissioners effect on terminal plans at New York and Brooklyn bearing upon
at the present time that the roads under their supervision are not
New England business. For these. reasons the Lehigh & Hudson
facing car shortage. What with the cotton growers holding back now becomes, we repeat, a line for acute watch fit Ine.sa In the
for 15c., and the threat of hard times. It Is apparent enough that eastern railroad situation.
I

with

possibilities.

In

freight

tariff

proportion as

it

part of the freight business via Jersey City so does

:

—

I

I

—

i

—

I

—
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But the (Itualion la larger in.in ui.n. it ititul\--n a new ami
Important pha«e In tbe development of (io«<- lerrltorlul control.
Heretofore such control under the trite term "monopoly" has beea
viewed chletlr In Ita public relation often aa an object of censure and
crltli'lHm. aometlmea Just, •omeilmes unjual.
Rallrotid companleii.
a rule, each seeking monoi>oly more or leas and pushing a policy,
of absorption and consolldatlun, have not l>een In a position either
to obstrui t the doctrine or to criticise It.
But the swift policy- of
President Mellen. accentuated by his Poughkeepsle BrIdRe plan, now
shifts the viewpoint of territorial control from Its relations to the
public to Its relations with connecting lines. And the per diem
dispute leads up to the same subject.
Step by step but with iinfaltcrlnK purpose and with results
nearly accomplished the Mellen policy has advamed forward
Its territorial supremacy In New England.
It embraces all but one

M

of the really profitable railroad lines In six states.

It Is

protected

ownership of nearly all the trolley lines of Connecticut
anil Rhode Island and large trolley systems In central and lower
Massachusetts. It has Its dominating navy on the Sound and by
the Ontario A Western It reaches to the coal fields and the lakes
this less as an affluent of business than of future opportunity.
It
locally by

controls coastwise lines externally; and. Internally,

It

reaches every

New England city of even secondary size and Importance. A region of the country with a population of some 7,000,000, thick with
population, of high Industrial energy and a great producer of railroad freight of the upper class Is now In the New Haven grasp

When u (iieamljoat arrived
xtormed by men who were eager to
had such a bad name all along the
foiiiKi

705
with materials

It

wu

falrlr

return to Europe. The work
African coast that very few

negroea could be had. and an importation of Chinese coolie* was
made. Theaa, usually conaldered climate-proof, fared ao III that
many deserted and started for the rising sun on foot, and some of
them have Iwen found since up the river some 6<w miles from
where they were working. The total number of deaths waa 132
whites and about l,80u others.

The railroad does not follow the river, but for the most part
30 or 40 miles dlsUnt from It. Beginning at MaUdl. 86 fL above
lea level. It climbe a coast mountain range, the summit of which
it crosses H4 miles from Matari at an elevation of 2, -132 ft., descending thence 1,483 ft, to Stanley Pool. At places there are grades of
185 ft. and even 238 ft. per mile, and curves of 164 ft. radliu.
Ascending the range not far back of Matadi the road rises 710 ft.
Is

There are 99 bridges, the longest only 328 ft. long,
All but three of the bridges have but a single
The torrents carrying trees are hard on bridge piers. There

In 4 1-3 miles.

and
span.
is

l,25<i

culverts.

no tunnel.
At present there

Is a passenger train three times a week In
does not run at night, but makes the trip In two
days, remaining overnight at the mountain summit.
There Is
traffic for three freight trains dally In both directions, but to avoid
crossings, six trains are dispatched every other day.
They are
three days on the road.

both directions.

It

The net earnings of the road last year were about '7 per cent,
on the whole capital: but as most of this is In bonds at a low rate
of Interest, the surplus over flxe<l charges was about 17 per cent,
profit.
on the stock.
The working expenses are very heavy. White
sions.
volume of railroad traffic to the country. Its interior must be employees must be paid nearly five times European wages, and a
reached, and to Its Interior, as to Its ports, the New Haven com- very large number of negroes is required for the work which they
pany holds the key which now. with control assured, it is begin- can do 1,850 in all.
When the road was opened in 1898, it seems to have been the
ning to turn. Other railroad systems of the country have monopoly
policy to make the rates not very much lower than the old foot-path
of extensive regions but none under such ramified and unique concharges.
All freight up the road, except salt, was charged 70 cents
ditions as the New Haven and with so close and varied relations
per ton per mile; salt, half as much, making about $12.51 per barrel
with connecting lines.
As distinguished from the public aspects of monopoly, so often for salt! The 70-cent rate was charged only on ivory shipped down
the road, which could very well bear it. though it amounted to
discusse<l, this new aspect of a railroad monopoly's policy toward
other railroads, all of them strong systems, rises to vivid prom- nearly 9 cents per pound. India rubber was taxed at the rate of
inence and challenges attention not less as a dramatic situation $3.80 per 100 lbs. for the 250 miles; coffee. $2.50.. and some articles
which are cheap on the coast as low as 88 cents, which is about 7
In itself than for the other dramatic situations to which It may
lead.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has just passed upon cents per ton per mile. But reductions have been made from time
to time, and now very few up freights pay the 70 cents per ton-mile
one of its issues. There are others yet to come which may be
rate.
Rice pays half as much; most other provisions, clothing,
writ large in our railroad history.
machinery, etc., 14 cents. On down freights the original high rates
are maintained only on ivory and India rubber, and the rate on all
THE CONGO RAILROAD.
other down shipments is about 12'.> cents per ton-mile. There is
not much other down freight, however, about half of the cars which
The Congo Railroad, the building of which was a tragedy for go up loaded coming down empty. The original passenger fares of
the first three years, has turned out to be a very profitable enter- 39 cents per mile, first class, and 3.9 cents second class natives!
prise.
The Congo and its tributaries form a navigable system of have been reduced to 15 'o and 2 cents.
more than 9,000 miles, which was substantially isolated from the
The traffic, considering the enormous region which the railroad
rest of the world by rapids and shoals beginning about 100 miles
serves, is light, and at the lowest of the above rates cannot be
from its mouth. The only outlet for the basin of the river below expected to become very large. The first year the road was open
Stanley Pool, about 3ot) miles from Its mouth, was by a foot-path throug'h it carried 10.522 passengers and 14.062 tons of freight,
through the wilderness, over which porters could carry a burden and earned gross $1,961,053. In 1905-6 it carried 22,331 passengers
of 66 to 77 ll)s. In 17 to 20 days, at the risk of their lives and with and 31,715 tons of freight, and earned gross $2,209,223, The reducIncredible fatigue. In 1887 about 2.200 tons were so carried largely tions in rates have attracted some business which the old rates
Ivory and the path was lined with the skeletons of those who had prohibited, but have added not much to the earnings. These last
succumbed on the way, and men could not be had to carry more. were largest in 1899-1900. when they amounted to $2,557,463. or
The railroad was planned to give an outlet to the thousands of $10,230 per mile.
miles of navigable streams above Stanley Pool. Its lower terminus
The various lines to be built above the rapids on upper reaches
was established at Matadi. 90 miles from the mouth of the river, of the Congo are not enterprises of the Congo Railroad Co.. but
which is reached by ocean steamers. Thence to Stanley Pool, 250 of the Congo Free State. The railroad company is required to carry
miles. It was estimated that a railroad of 30-in. gage could be built materials and men for them at cost.
They are mostly In a high
for 2,T,i>on,(i()0 francs. Actually when 2.t miles had been built this and healthy country and should not cost nearly as much per mile
original capital was all gone, and only by a loan from the Belgian as the Congo Railroad. The traffic which they and the connecting
government could tho work be continued. It was two years before lines of steamboats develop will chiefly pass over the Congo Railsix miles of track could be laid, and at the end of the fourth year
road.
There is a possibility of a very large development of traffic
there were but 65 miles, and it was eight years before the road was In this enormous region, one of the lines reaching what are said to
completed, at a cost of 82 millions, instead of the 25 of the original be very rich copper mines a little north of Rhodesia; but there are
estimate at the rale of $63,632 per mile for a light 2ii-ft. gage two other railroads progressing towards these mines, and the disroad with very little equipment.
tance by the Congo route must be over 2.500 miles. There must be
After following the precipitous left bank of the Congo for a a very great reduction of rates over the Congo Railroad to make
little distance the road goes up a tributary toward mountains, and
large and long-distance shipments possible: and the road must be
there the climate threatened to kill off the whole working force, substantially rebuilt to be able to carry large shipments.
Its
white and black. The negroes deserted by the hundred and fled Into largest traffic heretofore has been at the rate Of 30 passengers and
thickets, where as the work went on many of their bodies were 42 tons of freight each way daily, which can be handled very well on
with

the vantage powers which such control

implies.
It can
can divert traffic to long hauls and points of greatest
It can throw its valuable business so as to extort concesNew England, as producer and consumer, supplies a huge

all

fix rates.

It

—

(

—

—

—
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with 431b. rails 23 ft. long. But changing into a load, which fell from 424 tons to 396 tons. The total trainload wasOn the other hand, the
for trunk-line business will be child's play com- 447 tons in 1906 and 413 tons last year.
average amount of revenue freight in each loaded car increased 4
pared with the original construction.
per cent., from 17 to 18 tons. There was a decrease in the number
of tons carried one mile but as the average ton-mile rate increased,
there was a small rise in freight earnings instead of a decrease.
Pacific.
Texas
Orleans
&
Cincinnati, New
Over 3,000 new freight cars were added during the year of
The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific leases the Cincin- which 1,000 were box cars and 1,500 coal cars. The balance sheet
shows
that on June 30, 1907, the construction and improvement
finand
nati Southern, which was built by the city of Cincinnati
ished from Cincinnati south to Chattanooga, Tenn., in 1880. The fund of $1,500,000 for which 5 per cent, notes, payable in ten semiroad has 33fci miles of line between these two cities and is one annual installments, were issued on April 1, 1906, was all used:
The financial depression kept the comof the most important through routes between the southern and except for a small balance.
gulf states and trunk line territory. It forms the northern end pany from getting any new funds until recently, when $500,000
December 2, 1907, were sold ta
of the Queen & Crescent Route, which is made up of the Vicksburg, three-year 6 per cent, notes dated
Shieveport & Pacific, the Alabama & Vicksburg; the New Orleans provide for immediate necessities of improvement work.
two years ended June 30 la
for
the
last
account
income
The
Cincinnati,
and
the
Southern,
Alabama
Great
tk North-eastern; the
New Orleans & Texas Pacific, leading from Shreveport and New shown below:
igg.
^^qq
336
336
.Mileage worked
Orleans. La., north through Birmingham, Ala., and Chattanooga,
Passenger eiunings
?1,587,238
$1,440,359
conforms
the
still,
important
it
More
Tenn., to Cincinnati.
0,521,220
Freight earnings
6,406,5.ST
8,763,775
8,454,897
Gross earnings
nection between the Southern Railway lines in the south and the
Maint. nav and structures
1,307,917
1,646,706
St. Louis-Louisville lines of the Southern as well as with the
Maint. of equipment
1,751,771
1,436,275
Conducting transportation.
3.540,459
2,880.083
Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville, in which the Southern controls
6,815,433
Operating expenses
6.176,670
a half interest, and the other connecting lines north of the Ohio
2,278,227
Net earnings
1,9.48.341
449.645
828,590
Net Income
river.
For these reasons and because it has no branch lines, it is
250.000
250,000
Dividends
primarily a through traffic road.
115,000*
440,826
Improvement appropriations
Year's surplus
84,645
137,764
Control lies with the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and the
Southern Railway jointly, with Southern Railway interests actively
•Tliore was also $359,837 included in operating expenses tor "permanent
Their policy has for years been to improve the property Improvi'ments."
in control.
out of earnings. Maintenance of way cost $3,893 a mile last year,
Texas Central.
against $4,901 in 1906 and $4,562 in 1905. A through line naturally requires more maintenance than a branch line especially if it
This
small
railroad
in
the interior of Texas has had a proscarries heavy traffic, but this road, mostly single track, never required $5,000. or for that rhatter $3,000, a mile for actual main- perous year and makes a strong financial showing. A 42-mile extenance. Maintenance of equipment expenses have also been heavy. tension from Stamford west to Rotan was put in operation February
Repairs and renewals of locomotives cost $3,774 per locomotive in 22, 1907. The road now has a total mileage of 268 miles of line,
the eastern terminus being at Waco on the Houston & Texas Cen1907, against $3,751 in 1906; repairs and renewals of passenger
cars, $1,479 per car in 1907 and $2,086 in 1906, and repairs and tral; Missouri. Kansas & Texas; International & Great Northern;
renewals of freight cars, $66 per car, against $65 in 1906. These St. Louis Southwestern, and San Antonio & Aransas Pass.
The company has $650,000 first mortgage bonds outstanding, or
are all large unit charges the passenger car figure probably the
less than $2,500 per mile of road. The interest charges on all of theselargest on any road in the country.

a

30-in. railroad

heavj- railroad

fit

.

.

—

One

result of the

large

maintenance

of

way expenditures

is

that the road now has automatic block signals protecting all but
By
It had no double track three years ago.
ten miles of its line.
Sixty-three miles
the end of 1907 it is to have 64 miles in service.
of this is north of Harriman Junction, Tenn., most of«it between
This is
this point and the St. Louis-Louisville line connection.
greatly needed. Harriman Junction is the principal connecting
point on the south with the Southern Railway. According to President Finley, writing not as President of the Cincinnati, New Orleans
& Texas Pacific but of the Southern Railway in that company's
Durlast annual report, last winter this connection was paralyzed.
ing the rush of traffic of the last two years the Cincinnati Southern
line has suffered greatly from traffic congestion, principally because
the northern part of the road had more trains than it could handle.
Still more double-tracking will undoubtedly be done when funds
are available.
Besides the improvement expenditures included in operating
costs, appropriations are also made out of net income for permanent
improvements, new and additional tracks, etc., which are known
as rental betterments and revert eventually to the lessor, the city
of Cincinnati.
I'nder this head only $115,000 was appropriated last
President Finley states, however,
year, against $440,826 in 1906.
that expenditures amounting to $359,837 for permanent Improvements were chargtd direct to expenses. The policy of the owners
Is apparently to so build up the property out of earnings during
the present years of the lease that during the latter part of the
lease, which runs till 1966. they will reap correspondingly largo
benefits In dividends.
At present payments at the rate of 5 per
cent, are being made both on the $2,000,000 preferred and the
$3,000,000

lommon

stock.

Freight earnings for the year decreased 2 per cent., probably
owing to the traffic congestion. Passenger earnings rose 10 per
cent., and there were Increases of from 8 to 16 per cent, in mall,
express and miscellaneous earnings. The Increase In gross earnings was $309,000, or 4 per cent. While maintenance of way decreased 21 per cent., maintenance of equipment imreased 22 per
cent, and conducting transportation 23 per cent.
Operating expenses, therefore, were $639,00(1. or 10 per cent, larger. There was
consequence a decrease of $330,000. or 14 per cent. In net earnAlso fixed charges were larger than in the previous year,
so that net Income waa only $450,000, against $830,000 In 1306, a
decrease of 46 per cent. By sharply reducing the appropriation
out of inrome for permanent Impnivements, a surplus for the year
or $85,000 was shown In.olead of a deficit. The 1906 surplus after
an Improvement appropriation Ihrcp times as largo was $138,000.
The difficult operating conditions of the year are shown In other
There was a decrease of 8 per cent. In the revenue train•ways.
In

ings.

Texas Central.
are only $31,000 a year, which is an annual fixed charge on eacb
mile of road for Ixjnd interest of $116. There is consequently a
large amount available for dividends. The company has $3,973,800
common and preferred stock outstanding. Five per cent, dividends
amounting to $198,690 are paid on each class. Last year 5 per cent
was earned on the preferred and 15 per cent, on the common. Most
of the balance went for improvements, $60,000 going to the general
improvement fund to be spent for ballasting and for rebuilding the
bridge over the Brazos river at Fowler and three other iron bridges,
that were put in when the road was built 25 years ago and are
not equal to the present heavy loading, and $195,734 for additional
equipment, Including three sleepinR cars rebuilt from parlor cars,
and electric headlights which hud to be put in on locomotives according to the Texas law passed last spring. The company, therefore, is both making a good return to Its owners and improving,
its projierty.
Last year it did better than "a dollar in Improvements for a dollar In dividends." and spent about $1.30 in Improvements for each dollar returned in dividends.
At the same time unit maintenance expenditures were not
skimped. Maintenance of way cost $783 per mile, against $767 In
1906.
This would not be a large figure for a large railroad, but It
seems ample for a single-track line through agricultural territory
In Texas.
Vice-President Hamilton, however, says that the track
has not been Improved to the same extent as In other years hecause labor has been scarce and power and rolling stock much In
demand, so that It was not possible to do any ballasting during
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ytT. The appropriation tor new equipment lnrlud<^• dump can
jLod a rock cruaher and aa aoon aa thl* la In operation tb« whole
line la to b« ballaatcd.
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per cent. OperatlDC espenaea Increaaed 31 per cent., leaving net
earnings of $508,000, agalnat $385,000 In 1906, an tncreaae of 32
per ><-ut.
The operating ratio atanda at 59 p«r cent, aa In the
prevloua year.
The following table suma up the operatloita of the laat two
>e«ra ended June 30:
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PUBLICATIONS.

CommUtioum ; Procttdingt of Eighteenth
by H. U. Meyers, 334 Dearborn street, Ctalbuckram, and $10 In leather.
ThU report, a thick book 9 In. x 12 in., contains not only the proceedings of the meeting held in Washington in 1906 (not 1907),
but also full copies of the Interstate Commerce law, and other laws
which the Interstate Commerce Commission deals with; the .\ntiTrust law; the laws of the several states establishing railroad commissions; and a digest of federal and state court decisions pertaining to and construing the Interstate Commerce act and the state
National Auoriatiom of Railicay

Annual Vonrmtiun.
rssu.

Pannaylvania Electric Locomotive No. 10.003.

To THE EOTTO* or TBZ R.AIIRO.AD GaZCTTL
ir issue
Referring to an a'

of

oi

.N.r,.

mo-r

j;

in :ne

Pennsylvania electric
-nd »ipe«ltl<-aUy to No. I'i,0u3. the
mechanical paru of w;
uill by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, we beg to call your altcutlon to an oml!-sloa which makes
;

the article Incomplete. The construction of this »-lectrlc lotximotlve
was undertaken at the Instance of Mr. George GIbbs. Chief Engineer
of Electric Traction of the Pennsylvania Tunnel * Terminal Railroad Company, by and at the expense of the Westinghouse Electric
A Manufacturing Company. The designs were worked out under
Mr. Geo. Gibbs" direction at Pittsburgh, through the continuous cooperation of the General Superintendent of Motive Power, Mr. W. A.
Gibbs, and the Mechanical Engineer, Mr. A. S. Vogt. of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. The mechanical parts were constructed
and erected In our works in Philadelphia, and were then shipped to
the Westinghouse Electric k Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,
where the electric equipment, which had been by them manufacbub.nham, willi-vms a co.
tured, was applied.

ICdIted

laws pertaining to railroad commissions.
decisions

fills

The laws fill 250 pages
The whole work has

135 pages.

been compiled by Herman B. Meyers under authority of the assoMany pages of advertisements are interspersed with the
other matter In the first half of the book, the advertising being introduced apparently to insure the financial success of the compiler.
Full page portraits are given of many of the members of the association.
The work Is edited by Elmer E. Barrett, a lawyer of
Chicago, whose chief work apparently has been that of making the
digest of decisions. The chapter containing the state laws includes
every ^uch law pertaining to stale railroad commissions in effect at
the date of publication, September 15, 1907.
ciation.

Published by the Author, 114
1907.
IiT Frederick C. Lavarack.
Price, $2.
Cloth, 80 pages. 40 plates.
Park street. East Orange, N. J.
basic principle of any interlocking machine, whether it be
.1
mechanical or a power-operated unit, is the means whereby the
levers controlling the movements of all the switches and signals
are interconnected and locked with each other in such a way that
The
no two confilcting routes can be set up at the same time.
mechanism used to accomplish this end is termed mechanical lockIt is of this single detail which
ing or more often simply locking.
the author treats In this book, in an elementary but, nevertheless,
exhaustive way. The introductory chapter explains the fundamental theory of Interlocking and the uses of all the accessory
apparatus commonly employed. This is followed by a full explanaion of the construction and operation of the Saxby & Farmer Improved mechanical interlocking machine together with brief explanations of the other common types of machines, including the
Style A. Johnson, National, all-electric and electro-pneumatic. Chapter IV. takes up the theory of designing the locking for these
machines as affected by the track layout with which they are to
be used. There are certain principles to be followed In this and
the author discusses some of the common mistakes made in applying the locking, mistakes which do not necessarily involve danger
in actual use but which burden the signalman with unnecessary
work and inconvenient manipulation. The preparation of locking
sheets and "dog charts," the use of specials and the numbering of
dogs arc fully explained in connection with typical interlocking
plants covering the usual arrangements of tracks and signals.
Chapter V. describes the usual methods of testing interlocking
machines after they are built and in place to detect any errors In
the design or construction of the locking. Both methods of testing, by the locking sheet and by the interlocking plan, are considered.
.\ thorough knowledge of the principles of locking is essenThe last two chapters cover
tial to the person making such a test.
installation and maintenance of locking and tower diagrams and
manipulation charts.
The book is written by a practical signal man for signal engineers. Inspectors and maintainers.
It combines theory with practice.
The many diagrams have been prepared with the utmost care
liking.

CONTRIBUTIONS

Price. $7.5u In

and the digest

I.

and accuracy. The test la tachnlcal In terma but clear aa to meaning.
The layman with a little application can understand It aa well aa
the Bignal man.
An excellent Index adda to the value of the book
a reference work.

of paaiieng«r cara fCOT per car, acalnat
of (relsht cara |T1 per car. acaltut
itiftf ar<- liberal charges for a amall road.
in r."">
Orota eamlnca roae from I94S.OOO to $1,244,000, a galo of 32
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The Recommended

Rail Sectiona.
Philadelphia. Pa.. Dec. 9, 190*.

To THE Editor of the Raii^oad Gazette:
have read the contribution entitled "The Recommended Rail
Sections," by the Consulting Roll Turner, which you printed last
week. I rather think the manufacturers can answer these questions
I

are in hopes of getting by making a better
a rail that can be rolled with metal in the
head of greater density and finer grain, to be stronger, wear longer
under the gag. The "Consulting
straightening
and require less cold
Roll Turner" is well aware that a rail with a thin flange and a large
head will, when cold, have "excessive curvature and distortion." due
He must also
to the hot head contracting more than the cold base.
know that a better balanced rail section will permit more roll
passes, making a finer grained metal in the head, consequently a
better wearing and stronger rail. The thin base cools rapidly, preventing any further passes, however much they might be desired.
It would be interesting if he would give us the information he withholds instead of saying he is prepared to do so. The man who objects should present something better. Glittering generalities to tear
c. E.
down are easy; to build up is the better plan.

What we

quite fully.

balanced

rail section

is

The

I

Pittsburgh. Pa.. Dec. 9. 1907.

To THE Editob of THE Rah^oad Gazette:
Franklin E. Abbott in his article, "Rail Mill Practice and Rail
Service," published in the Iron Age. Nov. 14. 1907. says in regard
"There are more
to the "crescent break" in the base of rails:
failed rails from breaks of this character than from any other
railroads
and in all
cause.
It is found in varying degrees on all
The principal peculiarity of this break is
rails from all mills.
that it starts at the center of the rail base, directly under the
web. and develops longitudinally, extending from 6 to 18 in., and
will then run out to the edge of the flange, resulting in a 'halt moon"
or flange break, and in many cases also extending upwards through
It is
the rail, causing a complete fracture of the entire section.
safe to say that in more than 90 per cent, of the rails reported
by the railroads as simply broken, the failures originate as above
described, in the base, and more than 99 per cent, of such breaks
occur on the ties. These are actual conditions as found by investigation.

How

can they be explained?"

There is a cause for these breaks that is easily explained. It
Is purely a mechanical defect caused by over strain, that is brought
about by excessive gagging of a badly cambered rail with a deThis over strain
fective gag, or a perfect gag imperfectly applied.
causes the starting of the longitudinal seams along the base of
of
gag mark compoint
tie
at
over
the
rail
rail, and the bearing of
pletes the break as the rail sinks down in the tie, bringing more
its share of weight of traffic upon the edge of weakened flange.
It the
is the reason the break so often comes on the ties.

than
This

weakened flange has no bearing, or comes between ties, there Is
no pressure to complete fracture. This where the piece broken out
of flange is short, the longer break comes from the fact that there
are two defective gag marks, the distance apart that the break
extends, and the rail bears on the tie between these defective gag
marks, or weakened points, and the break extends from the one
mark, across the tie. to the other. Where the break extends up
into and through the rail, causing complete fracture, the heavy or
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defective gagging is undoubtedly helped along by the minute Cracks,
coming from, the too heavy reduction of the steel during period
of rolling of rail section, as mentioned in my recent paper on the

mechanical treatment of steel

rails.

In substantiation of these facts relating to the improper application of the gag in straightening, and the excessive reduction
in rolling, having to do with the crescent break in base of rail
as stated by me, A. W. Heinle. Consulting Roll Turner, maintains
that these injurious effects can be traced to first causes, namely:
"In the manner in which the rail is produced in rolling and where
the standard rail section is formed with approximately one-half
the metal body proportioned to the flange and in such form that
it (the flange) is shaped with about 50 per cent, greater reduction
of the steel." The metal for the flange is therefore greatly reduced
over that which is to form the head and at the same time is subjected to diverse conditions in both roll action and temperature.
The rail head and web is formed more generally by a vertical pressure of the roll surface while the flange is latterally compressed
by roll iurface varying widely in diametrical speed. It is obvious
that at the converging, and principally at the meeting place of
these contrary surface actions, a difference of mechanical effect
due to peripheral speed is encountered which advances the metal
irregularly through the roll grooves, the effect of which is bound
to materially alter the internal characteristics of the metal at the

^

junction of the flange with the web and which subsequently assists
in breaking up any natural arrangements of the crystals.
Mr. Heinle also says that certain internal stresses, besides the
sliding of the crystals, are established in the rail section at a point
where the web and flange meet, and the, material Is affected in a
manner that would not show signs of failure until exposed to severe
The internal stresses thrown into the metal
elastic strains in track.
while rolling at a low flange combined with a higher head temperature, would tend to weaken the structure of the rail as a whole,
principally, because when cooling unevenly, there are certain diverse
strains set up that contribute to the rail breaking more readily.
It can be readily seen that any rail section carrying internal
conditions and characteristics of this kind in the rail base, is further injured by the improper application of the gag, and is the
initial application, which causes a separation of the strained relations that exist at point of connection between base and web of
all standard sections.
The mere fact that so many base breaks, compared to the total
breaks of this nature, comes across the tie should prove thaf the
break is a fulfilment of a previous strain, and not a break coming
from any detrimental chemical action. If the fracture came from
poor metallurgical conditions, it would be as likely to come at a
suspended point as at point where it was supported.

—

—

S. T. FIERO,
Inspecting Engineer.

New

Freight Terminal of the Chicago

&

North-Western at Omaha.

The Chicago & North-Western has opened
ulnal at Omaha, Neb., work on which has been

its

new

freight ter-

in progress for

more

adjacent to the old terminal, and therefore is
To
-situated in a thickly settled portion of the east part of the city.
provide room for the new terminal It was necessary to buy improved property. Four and a half city blocks were secured, from
which over 100 buildings, comprising residences, stores and a threestory brick hotel, were removed to make way for the improvements.

than a year.

It is

in .luly, 190C.
A large amount of grading
"0,000 cu. yds. of material having been removed
and deposited about a mile north on some swamp land owned by the
company, on which new freight yards are to be built. The i)reparatory work included the construction of retaining walla along Davenport street between 1.3th and 14th streets, and on the latter two
These
streets between Cass and Davenport, a distance of two blocks.
walls contain over 3.000 cu. yds. of masonry, the footing being of
concrete, the body of sandstone and the coping blue Bedford limestone, the whole surmounted by an iron fence. Considerable changes
had to be made In the city sewer system, water and gas pipes, elecThe
tric conduits, telephone, telegraph and electric light wires.
electric railway lines on 13th srreel were diverted from Webster
street to Davenport street to .ivolrt crossing the terminal tracks In
the former thoroughfare.
The new terminal Is planned for both outbound and inbound
freight houses.
Erection of the liiiter house has been deferred for
the present. The new outbound hoii.se Is a one-story brick building
with slate roof, 3."i ft. wide by (J6n ft. long, with n room for perishable

Work was commenced
was done, about

freight at the north end. 20 ft. x .".n ft. The track side has Cross
horizontal folding doors the entire liiigth.
A three-story brick office building. 7,0 ft. x SRVj ft.. Is under constiuctlnn at Hth and Davenport strt'pts, adjoining the south end of
the freight house. The principal nfflroH will be on the second floor,
which Is at the street level.
For the driveways different materials were used. The main
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!

i
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driveway
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tnickM niacadnni In unod. uud ili<- lucllnvd entrance has Htone block
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employees at the rate of »i cent for plain Boda and I'A
cents for lemonade fur a bottle holding a plump tumblerfull. In
«Bcb of the hot months last summer It disponed of nearly 6,000
bottles of these Iwyerages which cool but do not muddle.

them

to its

repotted that the two mn*< Intl'ientlal men tn China. boUi
"ly,
have lieen viceroys of
'•>*
backed by European capital, to
iilneast
Peking),
south
port of
by
Klang. which Is on the lower courae ol ili«- Vaug-ue-K;aiiK, the
great navigable river of China, a little below Nan-King. A capital
of $25,tJOO.OOO Is said to have been secured, and materials and equipment are to l]e taken for the amount of the foreign subscriptions.
The railroad from Shanghai to Chin-Kiang. 185 miles, was to bo
It

of

Is

whom

i

.

Theodore

P.

ShonU.

Thoo<loro I' Shoiitu U now frcHliU-iii of tho rhlcago A Alton,
the Toledo, St. I..OIIIH tk Woslern. and the IntfrtKtroiiKh.Mftropolltan
Company. On the face of It the holding of these olTlres would Indicate tha* .Mr. Shonts' actlvitleH were Ihone of a man In purtlcular
charge of the tlnaixeo of a conipuny. the lnterl>oruiiKh-MetropoUtan
being the hnldlng lonjpany for the elevated. »ubway and surface
His reputation, however, Is based on his
lines In New York City.
success in building and operating railroads and In organizing their
One of his associates characterizes him aa forceful, progresforces.
sive and ronservalive. On the Interborough-Metropolltan he Is also
Chairman of the Executive Committee, whiih Is composed of the
operating heads of the component
As Preeldenl of the Chicago
parts.
* Alton, his dutleji will be similai
he has performed on the
those
to

opened Oct

I.').

It

Is to

be extended further west to Nan-King.

Those of us who are old enough may remember that before
the days of electric trolley lines, hot-water locomotives, designed
by Lamm and Franck. were urged as the motive power of street
railways, .-\fter what seemed a total eclipse for more than ten
years, they again make their appearance, said to be greatly Improved. Three works in Germany are making them, and one of
these is said to have disposed of no
less

Wisconsin

At

time,

this

of

which 41 were
and the rest for

CommisRailroad
Report.

sioners'

The Railroad Commissioners of
Wisconsin, B. H. Meyer. H. Erickson
and J. H. Raemer, have Issued their
report covering the
first general
seven months from December 1,

graduated from Monmouth College.
Monmouth, 111., In 1876 with the
degree of B. A., and was given hi^
M. A. degree three years later. He
His
then studied law for two years.
first railroad work was on construction, beginning In 1881, when he
was made Superintendent of the
Iowa Construction Company. The
next year he was appointed (Jeneral
Superintendent of the Indiana. Illinois & Iowa, which he helped to
build. He was made General Manager In 1886 and in 1898 was elected
President.

163.

manufactories.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western, tha;
general supervision over the
Is.
operation of the road. Besides this.
as a member of the Alton's executive committee he will be in close
touch with Its flnanees.
Mr. Shonts was born In CrawHe
Pennsylvania.
county.
ford

also

than

for street railroads

There -was
1900, to June 30, 1907.
an increase of railroad mileage in
Wisconsin during that time of
:;7S.22 miles, and there are now
in the state 51 railroads operating
a total of 7,292.38 miles of road in

In the seven months
Wisconsin.
covered by the report there were
were filed with the commission 72
formal complaints and 413 informal.
The formal complaints are divided
as follows: relating to taxes, 27;

in

relating to station facilities. 16;
relating to railroad crossings. 3; relating to train service, 20; relating
to express and service, 4; relating

conjunction with Paul Morton, then
Second Vice-President of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke. he acquired
control of the Indiana, Illinois &
Iowa. They eventually sold out to
the Vanderbllt interests and In
1902 Mr. Shonts resigned. He then

to claims.

4.

The commission has undertaken

own motion

investigations relating to the weighing of freight;
the testing of scales; sanitation of
stations and cars; express rates;
rates of service of sleeping car companies, and rates charged on milk
and cream; also on the cost of track
wear; on measures of safety in railroad operation; on dangerous highway crossings; on track inspection

on

became Interested in the Toledo.
St. Louis & Western and was elected
President and General Manager in
1904.
In the spring of 1905 he was
appointed Chairman of the Isthmian Canal Commission, which of-

its

irarried with It the presidency
,,
M. Ill II.
CiinliiKllll. <
,
„
r,
t
.1.
In the
the Panama Railroad.
Theodore P. Shonts.
two years which he spent on the
Isthmus he began the building of a complete water and sewage sys- and on side track locations. At many crossings alarm bells have
tem, the paving of Panama and Colon, the cleansing of both cities been ordered installed, in one case a subway ordered, and in others
and the organization of a efficient sanitary force. He built quarters protecting gates.
for the workmen, oi)ened the commissary stores and arranged for
He re- An Investigation of Steam Railroad Electrification, with Particular
the regular and prompt transportation of food supplies.
signed last January to become President of the Interborough-MetroReference to the Suburban Lines at Melbourne, Victoria.
fice
-

of

..

.

polltan, succeeding

August Belmont.
ItV
ClialriiiMii

Foreign Railroad Notea.
It

The Austrian State Railroads recently made contracts for
Of these 28.9 per cent, are to be oak, 26.5 larch, 42.4
1.754.000 ties.
'
flr and 1.8 beech.

The Belgian Parliament recently provided for the purchase of
one of the few remaining private railroads, which is 112 miles long.
There remain but 200 miles outside of the state system, and these
are worked by six different companies.

A

is

Munich, the favorite city of King Gambriuus.
attempting what might seem the hopeless task of tempting his
local railroad in

subjects to desert by offering them soft drinks at cost price. It
produces aerated waters and lemonades at its own works and sells

111'

lhi>

TIIOM.VS TAir.

Violoi-hiii

Uiillnays Coiuiulssloners.

Government that I should, while on
absence, make inquiries in Europe and America in regard

was the desire

of the

leave of
to the electrification of steam railroads in connection with the question of adopting electric traction instead of steam locomotives for
the movement of suburlian trains on some or all of the Melbourne
suliuriian lines, and also select and engage a Consulting Engineer
to visit Melbourne and report fully as to the advisability of such
conversion, and as to the best system and methods to be adopted.
are required on the Melbourne suburban lines to deal with

We

a very large inward traffic in the morning and a similar outward
traffic in the evening, a traffic so large at these periods of the day
that it is necessary to work several of the lines to substantially
their present full capacity; that is. to run trains with as large seat-

ing capacity as can be hauled with the locomotives

we are now able

—

.
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to employ, and following each other as closely as their speed and
the length of the block sections will allow. A similar state of affairs occurs on the Essendon and Caulfleld lines on the occasion
of the larger race meetings at Flemington and Caulfield respectively,
and on the former line at the time of the Agricultural Show. It is
essential, moreover, that these trains should be run at a comparatively good speed between stations, and that they should not be
burdened with too many stoppages, for otherwise too much time
would be occupied in making the trip between the more remote
suburban stations and the city.
The following statistics have recently been compiled about the
Melbourne suburban railroad and tramway systems and their traffic:
For year ended .Tune SO. Ut07
531,000
ropulatloD ot Melbourne and subiiibs
:

Mileage of subui-ban railroads
Mileage of suburban tracks

l-it*

-B^i

Number

I

of suburban stations
Suburban train mileage
.Suburban car mileage
Number of suburban passenger journeys
Number of miles traveled by suburban passengers
.Vveragp distance traveled per suburban passenger
single trip
Average cars per suburban train mile
Average seating capacity per car(suburban trains).
Average seating capacity per suburban train mile.
.\verage number of passengers per car mile (suburban trains)
Suburban revenue, not including parcels, mails or
miscellaneous
Suburban revenue per train mile
Suburban revenue per car mile
Suburban revenue per passenger mile
Suburban revenue per iiassenger journey
"Suburban revenue per mile of line
Suburban revenue per mile of track
Number of passenger journevs on Melbourne tramI

I

.

I

,.

ways

4.70
8.17

52
420
12.47
?3,227.24()*

$1.0354t
12.00 cents.
1

cent.

4.82 cents.

S21.000*
S12,270

tramway passenger
125.130,547

annum

by tramways
Average number of journeys per head of population per annum by suburban railroads and
t

24,45.1.631

04,162,344
305,071,565

60.974.203

Total railroad suburban and
Journeys

Average number of journeys per head of population per annum by suburban railroads
Average number of journeys per bead of population per

l-J-'i

2,992,283

121

115

236

ramways

Revenue, Melbourne tramways
Average fare per passenger on

$2,604,985*

Melbourne tram-

ways
Approximate annual amount paid

4.10 cents.

In fares to and
Melbourne on suburban railroads and
tramways per head of population
Approximate average number of passengers arriving at and departing from P'llnders Street
and I'rlnces Bridge stations on each week daj'.

from

•rounds transfenvd to dollars by multiplying by
trence transferred to cents by multiplying by 2.

.?11*

140,000

5.

It would be manifestly impracticable to deal with such a traflBc
and meet these requirements with a service analogous to a street
railway service that is, a service consisting of one or two cars,
The caor, in other words, smaller trains, making many stops.

—

pacity of a line for the conveyance of passengers is limited by the
number of passengers which can be carried per train, and the number of trains which it is practicable to safely run within a given
time, which latter is governed by the maximum time occupied In
To run lighter
passing through any one of the block sections.
trains (which means trains with less seating capacity) would not
enable us to run them much more frequently, that is, to follow
each other throughout the block sections much more closely than
at present during the busy hours of the day, for they would not
take much less time to pass through the block sections, and what
little gain there might be owing to the quicker time possible with
lighter trains would be far more than offset by the reduction in
the number of pa.ssengers per train such trains would be capable

accommodating.
As the Melbourne suburban lines were built originally for and
atlll operated by steam locomotives, we are chiefly concerned
with railroads constructed originally for operation by steam locomotives and subsequently electrified. Inquiry as to the reasons for

of

are

the conversion of .such railroads to electric traction discloses the
fact that In the case of most of them special conditions existed
which made it more advisable than it would otherwise have been
to electrify them, and which reasons favorable to electrification do
not apply In the case of the Melbourne .suburban lines.
In the case of a number ot these converted lines the cheap
generation of current from water power was the main factor which
This Is true, for instance, of the conled to their electrification.
verted llne.s using current generated at Niagara, of most, if not all.
of the lines In Switzerland, and of the Valtelllna and Mllan-Varese
lines In

Northern

A number

Italy.

group are largely underline, or have many or
Central and the Pennsylvania
at New York: the Parls-Versallle?: the Mersey, SImplon, and Baltimore & Ohio tunnels, and the heavy griidlcnts existing on some of
these lines have been an additional special reason favorable to electrlflratloii. an for Instance the SImplon and Mersey tunnel lines.
By the use of electric traction on such lines, all smoke In the subways and tunnels and the noise therein attendant on working such
lines with steam locomotives were got rid of. and the air and venof other lines In the second

ground railways, such as the
long tunnels, such as the

Parls-,Iuvl,.!y

New York
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tilation were immensely improved, and, in addition, a cheap and
convenient method of lighting the subways and tunnels as well as

the trains, provided.
In other cases the relief affordsd by electric traction (multiple
unit control system not electric locomotives) in inadequate and congested terminal stations and yards w-as an important factor in favor
of electrification.
By the use of electric traction with the multiple
unit control system, that is, with the motors under the cars all
operated as a unit from either end of the train, trains can be
switched or despatched on their return trip with a considerable
saving of track space in a congested terminal station or yard, for
there being no locomotive and it being possible to drive the train
from either end. no track is required to permit of the locomotive
being got around from one end of the train to the other either for
a return trip or for switching, and time is also saved in despatching such a train on a return trip or in switching, for it is only
necessary for the motorman to transfer from one end of the train
This was one of the reasons for the electrification
to the other.
of the North Eastern Railway's suburban lines on the north side
of the Tyne at Newcastle, and of the Liverpool-Southport section
of the Lancashire & Y'orkshire.
Again, in other cases, it has been necessary to electrify lines
owing to connecting lines adopting electric traction, as, for instance,
the Hammersmith line (London) of the Great Western connecting
with the Metropolitan Underground Railway, and the New York,
New Haven & Hartford line connecting with the New York Central

—

line near

New

Y'ork.

And still, again, in other cases electrification has been considered advisable either to meet the competition of electric street railways, by providing an improved and especially a more frequent
train service, or to head off the construction of competing electric
lines.
In these cases especially, the train service, before conversion
unlike that on the Melbourne suburban lines was. as a rule, infrequent, as for instance, on the Newcastle lines of the North-Eastern Railway, on the principal line of which there was before conversion approximately only an hourly service, except during the
morning and evening, while on the other lines there were intervals
In these cases the fact that in the
of from one hour to two hours.
event of the line's not being electrified a considerable part of the
expenditure which would be involved for electrification would, in
order to give the desired more frequent service, be required to provide additional steam locomotives and coaches and enlarge inadequate terminal stations and yards, has no doubt been an important
factor in the decision to convert such lines.
As a matter of fact, and contrary to the general impression,
there have been few lines (other than street railway lines), converted to electric traction except those in respect of which special
conditions existed making it more advisable than it would otherwise have been to electrify them, and which reasons favorable to
electrification do not apply in the case of the Melbourne suburban

—

lines.

In this connection, it must be mentioned that there are many
world to-day operated by steam locomotives on which
is a much heavier train movement than on any of our suburban lines, and that the administration of these lines have not
yet deemed it advisable to adopt electric traction for them. A case
in point is the Illinois Central, between Chicago and Woodburn Park,
7.71 miles, over which between 120 and 130 suburban trains are
scheduled to run each way every working day. and this in addition to a large number of through passenger trains, goods trains
and shunting movements. The management of that company at a
comparatively recent date went most carefully into the question of
the advisability of electrifying this portion of their line, and came
to the conclusion that the financial results would not justify the
expenditure involved. There is a very dense train movement on
a number of the railroads running out of London, but, although
in some cases the advisability of electrification has been inquired
Into, in only one case, except the Hammersmith line of the Great
Western before referred to. has it as yet been actually taken In
hand, viz., on the London, Brighton & South Coast, lietween London
Bridge and Victoria Stations a distance of about eight miles, where
there is an exceptionally dense train service. There is also a very
heavy suburban trafllc on the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad at
Philadelphia, and on those of the Boston & Maine, and the New York,
New Haven & Hartford at Boston, but those companies have not
yet undertaken the electrification of their lines.
The progress which has been up to the present time made
throughout the world in the electrification of lines originally built
for operation by steam locomotives, apart from those converted by
reason of special local conditions which rendered the conversion
more advisable than It would otherwise have been, is not, it must
lie adltiilted, as strong an indication as has been supiwsed that the
gt-noral electrification of the Melbourne suburban lines Is advisable,
but. as I shall explain later on. there are special reasons which
may justify us In proceeding at an early date with the conversion
of two of these lines to electric traction.
While In Europe and America. I made a special Inspection of
lines in the

there

—
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Murizontal tan 1n-n of the CorILu type, and tbrec plia«e 2iTycle aii>-ri>itiurB, »lili a normal rating
of 750-k.w.. were used In the (team plant. The high tenilon transnilsstou syetem is nearly all In dupltrate. consiiiiing of two threephase lines carr>-lng 13,000 volts, which is reduced and transformed
at rotary converter sub-stations to direct current at 650 volts for
dellvt-ry to the motors through a thitd rail.
The possible cheap
generation of current by water power was doubtless the main factor
In determining the authorities to adopt electric traction on this line.
VALTCLLI^iA LI.VE.
This line, which Is operated and owned by the Italian Governr 1- about 67
incr.t, was converteil to ele<trlo traction In I''"'."
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SCALE or MILES

Lines best suited ibr e/ecfrif/'caf/on

The Suburban Lines
.l/t(/,.,iiiii,

mil/

M.

at

Melbourne, Australia.

Ai/i/u liiHi

tlon about thoee lines, and visited Chicago mainly for the purpose
of Inspecting and traveling on the new type of suburban coach
I also obtained considerable valuable
in use on the Illinois Centra!.
information about the electrification of the West Shore (New York
Central), between I'tlca and Syracuse, and as to the conversion to
electric traction of some of the lines of the Long Island and the
New York, New Haven & Hartford. Sir George Gibb was kind
enough to provide a special train for the inspection of the NorthEastern electrified lines at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and Mr. Asplnall
and Mr. Wllgus were equally kind In according a similar privilege
and convenience for the Inspection of the electrified lines of the
Lancashire & Yorkshire at Liverpool and of the New York Central
at New York.
MILAN-OALLAB.VTE-VARESE-PORTO CERESIO LINE.
This line, now owned and operated by the Italian Government,
was converted to electric traction In 1901. It is -15.6 miles long,
and Is the main means of communication between Milan and the most

iiii/iiuliJ

hy liimii

a/iuJiiiy.

miles long, extending from Leeco, at the southwest end of Lake
Como. along the west side of that lake to Colico, and from there
northerly to Chiavenua and easterly to Sondrio. The possible cheap
geueratlon of current from water power, aud the existence of many
tunnels, doubtless led to the substitution of electric for steam tracThe power plant is at Morbegno, 9^< miles from
tion on this line.
The water Is brought between
Colico. and 15'.. miles from Sondrio.
two and three milos by a raceway to turbines, to which are directly
connected Schuchert three-phase alternators of the revolving field
type of 1.500-k.w. capacity. These alternators supply current at
20.000 volts and 15 cycles directly to the high tension line which
feeds the nine sub-stations where the pressure is stepped down to
The locomotives and motor cars are equipped with
3.000 volts.
three-phase motors which are fed through two overhead trolley
wires and the track as the third conductor. Motor cars are used
on the passenger trains, and electric locomotives for hauling the
freight trains.
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This line
finished

when

is
I

owned by the Prussian Government. It was not
Hamburg, but it will extend from Hamburg
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to largely increase their number without providing any additional
track or station accommodation at the congested Liverpool terminal.

—

visited

NEW YORK CENTRAL & IIUUSOX RIVER NEW YORK APPROACH.
The New York Central, to comply with the provisions

in one direction to Ohisdorf, and in the other direction to Altona
and Blankenese, a total distance of about 17 miles. It is being
equipped, and wiil be worked on the single-phase system the Winter-Eichberg system of the Allgemeine Klektricitats-Gesellschaft.

of a
legislative act refiuirlng the discontinuance of the use of steam locomotives in the Park Avenue tunnel, a part of the company's approach to the Grand Central Station, has, within the last year,

P.\JiIS-,IUVlSY I.I.NE or TIIK I'Altl.s-ORI.EANS UAILWAY.
This line forms the approach of the Paris-Orleans Railway to
the new Quai d'Orsay station in Paris, and for a considerable distance cut from that staiion is a tunnel or subway line, which no
doubt was the main lonsideration for the adoption of electric traction, as the smoke from steam lo:'omotives would have been very

completed the conversion of its lines between that station and Wakefield on the Harlem division and King's Bridge on the Hudson
division, a total distance of 17 miles, for electrical working.
The current three-phase 11.000 volts. 25 cycles is generated
by a steam-driven plant at Port Morris situate on the water from,
but not directly on the electrified line), consisting of 5,000-k.w.

objectionable, not only in the tunnel, but in the station itself where
the tracks are below the level of the ground, and in the wailing
rooms, etc. Indeed, the conditions on this line are very similar
to those at the Grand Central Station in New York. -The distance
from Jiivisy to Paris is 12 miles, and part of the line has been
operated electrically since May, 1900, and the balance since July,
1904.
The current is generated by a steam plant (reciprocating engines) at a station about three miles from the Quai d'Orsay station,
and is transmitted at 5.500 volts, 25 cycles to two sub-stations, where
it is reduced and transformed by rotary converters into 600 volt
direct current for delivery to the motors, partly by the third rail,
and partly by overhead conductor. All the through trains between
Juvisy and Paris are hauled by electric locomotives, weighing (the
latest type) 55 tons, the change from steam to electric locomotives
or vice versa on these train.s being made at Juvisy. The local suburban service between Juvisy and the Quai d'Orsay station is pertormed by trains operated by the multiple unit control system.

is reduced and transformed to a direct
current of 660 volts for delivery to the third rail, which, it may
be observed, is in this case effectively protected throughout. Local
trains, that is, trains which do not run beyond the electrified sections, will be operated on the multiple unit system, while all
through trains will be hauled by electric locomotives within the
electric zone, and by steam locomotives beyond it.
A very extensive
rearrangement and enlargement of the Grand Central terminal,
and, indeed, of all the accommodation and facilities within the electric zone, has been undertaken in connection with this conversion,
and it is interesting to note that car-floor level platforms have been
adopted at the suburban stations.

—

PAHI.S-VER.SAII.T.KS I.I.NE

OF THE WESTEKX RAILWAY COMPANY.

This line extends from the Invalides station of the Western
Railway, in Paris, to Versailles, about 11 miles, and is operated
electrically only in so far as the local suburban trains are concerned. The current is generated by a steam-driven plant at Moulineaux on the line at 5.500 volts. 25 cycles, which is reduced and
transformed by rotaries at three main substations into direct current at 550 volts, and conducted to the motors by a third rail. The
trains vs'ere at first hauled by electric locomotives, but these liave
been abandoned in favor of the multiple unit system. The nuisance
caused by the smoke from the steam locomotives in the partiallyunderground Invalides station and in a long tunnel was the main
reason foi the electrification of this line.

XOUTH

KA.'^TERX

RAILWAY

LI.NES

ON NORTH SIDE OK TVNE AT NEWCASTLE.

In 1904 the North Eastern converted most of its suburban lines
on the north side of the Tyne to electric traction, and up to the
present time about 41 route miles have been electrified. The direct-

current third-rail system was adopted with electric locomotives for
the goods work, and the multiple unit system for the suburban
passenger trains. The current Is purchased from the Newcastleupon-Tyne Electric Supply Company which has at Newcastle one
of the largest and most efficient electric power stations in the world.
Three-phase current is generated by steam turbo-alternators (5,000k.w.) at 40 cycles and a pressure of 5,750 volts, which is reduced
and transformed at five sub-stations by sta.tlonary transformers and
rotary converters to continuous current at 600 volts, at which pressure it is fed to the third rail.
Prior to the conversion of these lines, there was a comparatively sparse train service on them, especially during the slack
hours of the day, viz.. only about an hourly service, and consequently the North Eastern's traflflc was seriously cut Into by the
competing tramway lines. One difficulty in the way of increasing
the steam service was the lack of sufficient station and track room
at Newcastle, and one of the reasons for the electrification of these
lines was to permit of more Iralua being run on them without necessitating the provision of additional terminal accommodation at Newcastle.
As I have previously explained, multiple unit trains require less track space and time at terminals than trains hauled by
steam locomotives.

LIVERPOOL AM) SOITMPOliT LINK Of THE LAN( AMHIIIE

.t

YOUK.SHIKE.

This line, about 18.5 miles long, extending from Liverpool to
CroHsens. was electrified In l!l04, the direct-current third-rail system
being adopted. Three-phase current Is generated at Kormby about
midway on the line at 7.50O volts pressure. 25 cycles, which Is
stepped down by static transformers and converted by rotaries to
direct-current at 650 volts. The power house was originally equipped
with four l,fiOO-k.w. and one 7.">0-k.w. alternators driven by reciprocating engines, but at the time of my visit a steam turbo-alternator
was being Installed. All trains are operated on the multiple unit

—

—

."tystem.

Prior to conversion there was a comparatively infrequent servbetween Mverponl and Southport (only ,Sfi trains per ilay), and
one of the advantages of electrification wtrs to render It possible
by the multiple-unit system of operating trains (no locomotive)
ice

—

—

(

steam turbo-alternators, and

WE.ST .SHORE ELECTRIITCATIO.N BETWEE.N tTlCA

Within the

AMI SYRACUSE.

few months the West Shore, and a number

last

of the principal electric lines in the central part of the state of

New

York, have, tor the purpose of uniting several of these electric lines
and affording a direit and frequent service between Utica and Syracuse, electrified the doubie-track West Shore line between these two
large centers of population
a distance.of about 44 miles.
It should
be explained that the New York Central had six tracks between
these two places, viz., its own four-track line and the double-track
West Shore line, and that very little use was made of the latter
line for passenger traffic, its use being confined mainly to the movement of freight trains. The current is purchased from the Hudson
River Electric Power Company, and is generated temporarily by a
steam plant at Utica. and delivered at 60,000 volts, three-phase. 40
cycles.
The current is reduced and converted at sub-stations To

—

600 volts direct-current for delivery to the third

rail.

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD AT BROOKLYN AND LONCl ISLAND < ITY.
Under an agreement with the municipality, the company undertook to remove certain of its tracks from the street surface and to
operate its passenger trains on certain lines by a motive power not
requiring combustion on the trains themselves, and this has led up
to the conversion to electric traction in 1905 of about 42 miles of
railroad in the neighborhood of Brooklyn and Long Island City,
on which there is a very heavy suburban and excursion traffic. The
third rail 600-volt direct-current system was adopted, this current
being reduced and transformed at sul>stations from a three-phase
current at 11.000 volts generated by steam turljo-alternators (5.500k.w. capacity) in a power house located on the water front at Long
Island City. The trains are operated on the multiple unit control
system.

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN & IIARTl'ORI) MAIN LINE TO STA.MEORD.
This company's trains run over the same tracks as the New
York Central between Woodlawn Junction and the Grand Central
Station in New York, and. as in the case of the New York Central.
it was required by an act of legislature to substitute some power
foi- the movement of its trains through the Park
Avenue tunnel,
which did not involve combu.stion on the trains themselves. The
New Haven has electrified its line between Woodlawn Junction
and Stamford a distance of 21 miles. Owing to the New York Central's having adopted the third-rail direct-current system, it was

—

necessary for the New Haven to so equip its trains as to use directcurrent with third-rail contact while on the New York Central line,
but It Is equipping its own line for single-phase alternating current at 11.000 volts, and overhead lonductor. The current Is generated by steam turbo-alternators Cl.OOO-k.w. capacity) at Cos Cob
power station, located on the Mlaniis river.

SWEDISH .STATE RAILROADS.
The Swedish (Jovernment Is making a very thorough inquiry
as to the advisability of using electric traction on the State railroads, and of generating the necessary current by water power.
In
this connection it Is converting some short lines as experiments.

RELATIVE AIIVANTAIIE OK THE

TWO CONTACT CONIUCTORS.

will mention briefly the principal relative advantages of the
(wo methods of delivering the propulsion current to the trains or
cars.
The following are the principal relative advantages of the
I

low-tension, protected third-rail conductor:
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There are three principal relative advantages of tbe high-tension overboard wire conductor:
Entirety clear o( roadbed, and therefore leu Interference with track
malnienaucr.
.No need to break contact at lerel crossing of public tboroughfarn, except perhap* where there are street railway trolley wires.
but there Is very little danger to any one. If
I>eaa danger to ahmters
:

ije

ttalrilrall Is well protected.

These relative advantages are not to be taken as indicating
the comparative cost, economy ami trfflclency of the direct and singlephase alternating, and three-phase alternating systems.
EFFECT or El-ECTBIKKATID.N OX TRAFFIC AND OROSS EAB.M.NGS.
Electrification has undoubtedly in most cases resulted in an increase in the traffic. A superior service In many respects over
steam locomotive working Is afforded by electric traction. With
electric working there Is no smoke, and consequently possible better ventilation: less noise: smoother starting and running; better

means

of lighting and heating; greater acceleration (that Is trains
gain speed more quickly on starting from stations), and consequently less time occupied, especially on runs with many stops; and
last, but by no means least, there is considerably less additional
expense Involved in increasing the frequency of the train service
than in the case of steam 'locomotive working. All these factors
have attracted additional traffic.
In considering this almost universal result, however, in connection with the question of electrifying the Melbourne suburban lines,
It must be pointed out that on most of tbe steam lines which have
Ijeen converted to electric traction, a comparatively meagre train
service existed prior to their convrsion, and that in the case of
a number of these lines the main object which the management
had in view in undertaking electrification was to provide a more
frequent train service, either for the purpose of developing possible
traffic or to meet the competition of tramways, and. as regards
the development of possible traffic, it must be borne in mind that
in most large cities where conversion has taken place, there are
two or more railroads, each of which has suburbs along its line,
which it endeavors to develop at the expense of, or in any event,
A very
in preference to those lying along the lines of its rivals.
good case in point is the conversion of the Southport line of the
Lancashire & Yorkshire, at Liverpool. This line serves some pleasant suburbs and golf links to the north of Liverpool. The management desired to improve the train service to these suburbs, and
thus make them more attractive for residents and others than the
.suburbs of the other railroads running out of Liverpool, and thus
induce people to settle along its line instead of along the lines of its
Before conversion, there were 40 trains each way between
livals.
Liverpool and Southport; now there are 65.
Now, what is the situation in Melbourne? As all of the suburban lines are owned by the State, one of the objects which, for
instance, the Lancashire & Yorkshire had in view, namely, to develop the suburban traffic on its line in preference to the lines
of other companies, would be of no advantage to the Slate from
a railroad point of view, for it would mean a large expenditure

of money to attract traffic to one line which would to a considerable extent be obtained on that or other suburban lines without

incurring the expenditure.

As a matter of fact, however, the existing train service, genspeaking, on the Melbourne suburban lines, compares favorably with that provided on electrified suburban lines elsewhere,
For inespecially .is regards frequency, comfort and regularity.
stance, as I have mentioned, the Lancashire & Yorkshire now run
65 trains a day on its electrified Southport line. The North Eastern
which, prior to conversion, only ran 16 trains each way between
erally

Newcastle and Tynemouth, and 52 between Newcastle and MoukBut with steam locomoseaton, now runs 44 and 84 respectively.
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(ramc and grotm rcveiiuf will result from elecirHlcatlon, due to improved train »«-rvl<>e, ••ptcialiy a sllchtly qui kcr an'1 p'^'^-lbly somean be
what more frequent servlie, no su'
ii*- sublooked for as the result of the
-re
wai>
urban lines as in the case of clei :.
before conversion a considerably smaller nervtce ibiao now ezlstii
on most of our suburban lines, anu, consequently, the results in
the way of increased trafflr reaulling from conversion In such
case* as the l^nrashire & York.shire and North Eastern >annot be
taken as a criterion of tbe results which will be obtained by the
electrification of such of the Melbourne lines as already enjoy a
frequent train service. In this respect, as in others, (he proi>o8al
to convert any or all of our suburban lines must be considered with
.

•

regard to local condilionb.
service under electrical working would, no doubt,
some of our suburlian lines which is now carried on the tramways, but the gain in ihis direction would be
comparatively limited, for our suburban railroads with trains
stopping only at stations from half-a-mile to a mile apart, and terminating in the city at the Prince's bridge cannot, even if electrified,
compete successfully for short distame travel with tramways running along the streets and stopping to set down or take on passengers as desired, and conveying their patrons to and from the
business streets in the heart of the city. .\s for the longer distance
suburban travel, that is. tor distances over. say. three miles, we
now hold our own very well on the whole as against the tramways wherever there is competition, but there would no doubt be

An improved

bring

some

traffic to

Where we
in respect to this traffic by electrification.
would probably gain principally in traffic by electrification would
l>e from the transfer to the more distant suburbs along our lines

some gain

of people now living in the city proper, or in the inner suburbs,
especially in the case of people served exclusively by the tramways, or by both the tramways and the railroads, as a result of
the improved accessibility of these more distant suburbs, that is.
by the quicker, more comfortable, and possibly more frequent
service afforded by electric trains.
It must not be overlooked, in considering the effect of electrification on the traffic and the gross revenue, that there is comparatively little increase taking place in the population of MelIxiurne. tspccially as compared with cities in America. Germany,
and even England and Northern Italy; and that there are ample
suitable vacant areas a!ong existing lines available for a large
increase in the present suburban population, and that there is now
along most of these lines a suburban train service, which, on the
whole, for comfort, frequency, speed and regularity compares very
favorably with the suburban train service of any other city in the
world, not even excepting those where some of the lines have been
electrified.

KFFEtT OF ELECTBIFIC.^TIOX OX 01'EB.\T1XQ EXPENSES.
has been the experience in most cases elsewhere that a dense
train service— fairly steady throughout the hours during which
that is, with not too much difference between the
trains are run
It

—

minimum and maximum

service,

and employing

sufficient

power

to

require an electric generating station of fairly large capacity, in
fact, substantially such a service as that existing, for instance, on
several of our suburban lines, can be operated for less expense
per train mile (exclusive, of course, of the increased interest
charges) by electric traction than by steam locomotives; and. therefore, in the event of at least two of our busiest suburban lines being
electrified, we may, 1 think. look for some reduction in the working cost (not including interest charges) of the existing service

on those

lines.

It is generally conceded that expensive coal is somewhat in
favor of electrification, and, therefore, as the cost of coal in Melbourne is high, we may look for some saving in our fuel bill by
One of the principal ways In which the working
electrification.
cost per train-mile can be reduced is the saving of the wages of
the firemen now employed on the steam locomotives. It is generally
recognized that with tlie "emergency" lever, it is sate to run electric
trains with only one man— the driver or motorman on the front end.
In connection with this question of the comparative cost of
electric traction, it may be mentioned that it appears to be rather
Ihe general impression that the weiglit of the steam locomotive is
much greater than the weight of the electrical motive equipment
on an average railroad train. At the last International Railway
Congress. J. A, F. .\spinall. General Manager of the Lancashire &
Yorkshire, speaking of his electrified Liverpool-Southport line, said:
"We do not find the weight of what we may call the locomotive

—

—
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equipment of the train is any less than it would be with the steam few railroads, and does not argue for early or wholesale conversion. • • •
"There has been a tendency for the public to generalize on the advantages
locomotive; and dealing with main line work, there is no doubt
that the aggregate weight of the motors, the collectors and elec- of electric traction from too few examples, and this tendency promises to
work Injustice and hardship to the railroads unless growth of electric tractrical equipment will, in almost every case, come to as much as,
tion Is guided along national lines.
It is certain that heavy electric traction
if not more than, the weight which would be required if the train
work may be called in the tentative stage at present, and Its development must
were going to be hauled by a steam locomotive."
Its
be accomplished for some time to come at heavy cost to the pioneers.
This statement, however, does not, of course, apply to small Introduction, as In the case of the terminals in New York City, is sometimes
units for instance, the weight of the motive equipment on a a public and operating necessity, but these conditions do not obtain to like
two-car electric train (.motor car and trailer) would not be nearly extent In smaller centers of population, and the cost of Introduction elseas much as on a two-car train hauled by one of our standard sub- where for like purposes may easily be a crushing burden."
A factor which has an important bearing on the financial reurban locomotives, and in this fact that the weight of the motive
equipment under electrical working is much more nearly propor- sults of electrification and may frequently determine the advisationate to the weight of the train than with steam locomotive work- bility of conversion from a financial point of view is the extent to
which the interest on the cost of the electrical rolling-stock is fairly
ing lies one of the advantages of electrification.
chargeable against the cost of electrification. If the steam locoFINANCIAL RESULTS OF ELECTRIFICATION.
motives and the coaches employed in working a line before conThe financial results of electrification depend, of course, not version are needed to augment the rolling-stock on other lines
alone on the amount of the gross revenue, but on the amount of that is, new rolling-stock would have to be provided for such other
the net revenue (that is, the excess of the gross revenue over the lines
unless stock is made available from the converted line then
working expenses) and on the sufficiency of the increase in the the value for service on such other lines of the rolling-stock renet revenue to pay the interest charges on the cost of electrifica- lieved from service on the converted line (hartng due regard lor
tion.
In considering the financial results of electrification, regard
its suitability and condition in arriving at such value) can fairly
must, therefore, be had to its effect on the gross revenue, the be off-set against the cost of the new electric stock and the interest
working expenses, and the interest charges.
charges on the cost of electrification be reduced accordingly. This
As I have mentioned, we may fairly anticipate some increase consideration may have an important influence on the decision as
in the traffic, and, therefore, in gross revenue, as a result of the
to the advisability from a financial point of view of electrifying
more comfortable, quicker and possibly more frequent service any of our Melbourne suburban lines.
accompanying the conversion of our suburban lines, but not nearly
It is to be regretted that the financial results obtained on steam
as large a proportionate increase as has been obtained on converted
railroad lines as a result of their conversion to electric traction
lines wl^iich, before electrification, had a comparatively infrequent
are not more generally and readily available, but. generally speakservice, and which, even after conversion, have not as frequent and,
ing, it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain this information.
in m.any case.s in other respects, as good a suburban service as now
Sir George Gibb has promised to let me have it in respect of the
given on the Melbourne lines. It would appear, therefore, that
electrified lines of the North Eastern at Newcastle, but I have not
the increase in net revenue after conversion to be applied against
yet received it. It is generally understood that the increase in the
the increase in the interest charges w-ill not on our suburban lines
net revenue since the conversion of these lines yields a fair rebe as largely derived from an increase in traffic and gross revenue
turn on the additional capital expenditure. The Lancashire & Y'ort-

—

—

—

—

as has been the experience elsewhere. We have, therefore, to rely
more largely than elsewhere on a reduction in the working expenses being effected by electrification to provide the additional net
revenue required to meet the increased interest charges.
As I have already mentioned, we may look for some reduction
in the cost of working the present train service (exclusive, of course,
of the increased interest charges) in the event of at least two of
our busiest lines being electrified. The question to be determined
is whether the gain in traffic, and therefore the increase in gross
revenue and the reduction in working cost (based on the existing
train service), will together produce sufficient additional net revenue to meet the interest charges on the cost of electrification,
or. if not. how far towards meeting these interest charges the additional net revenue will go.
Of any increase in traffic and gross revenue, a considerable
proportion is anticipated by reason of a more frequent train service;
but such additional train service may eat up- the anticipated saving
in working cost (based on the existing service).
In this event.
we would have to look entirely to the gain in traffic to provide
the additional net revenue required to meet the increase in interest
charges.
Here again, regard must be had to the local conditions,
and probably only experience will demonstrate what electric train
service will be productive of the greatest net revenue.
What an important factor the interest charges on the cost of
electrification are will be understood from the statement made by
George R. Henderson, Consulting Electrical Engineer, of New York,
that, broadly speaking, the cost of a steam locomotive is at the
rate of Jin per horsepower, while that of a power house and line
and other electrical equipment is at the rate of about $100 per horsepower. On this point, the following remarks made by George Gibb,
Consulting Electrical Engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad and
In charge of that company's extensive electrical work in and around
New York City, are Interesting and valuable:

'•The cnnt of InniiKaratlni; olj-ctrlc trBcllon on a Rteam rallrond bns almost Inrnrlably bw-n anderentlmatcd.
Of Ita vpry high coat the publlr
alwoliitflv
la
Ignorant, and to the fpw railroad men who have had
orra^ion tr» ln))iilre Into the matter the flgurea have appeared alaKf;*>rinK. and

the reaaona

Inromprehenalble.
1 ahnll not attempt In this brief talk
matter further than to aay that electrlr traction renulrea
of a rapBclt.v to inke care of the peak load: the trains must
be supplied with motive power, which displarea steam locomntlres only nt
much hliher coat than the latter: laatlj. an expensive eontlnuoua conlart
ajratem over the entire line to supply rurreot from the power plants to the
These Items foot up to a viry heav.r total coat per mile of road
trains.
bat. In addltlon
aod this Is n point which Is often Ignored bv estimators
Is the fart that electrlr ap|iaratus rannot t>e supplied to any existing ateani
to

tlierpf<ir

elucidate

power

th<-

plant.*

—

;

railroad without many cbangos In Iti physical feature and equipment.
These
rhanges amount In some ra»>s in n virtual rebuilding of the line, and, nc
cording to my experience, thp elwtrlr li.ms making up the equipment of n
steam railroad under average ".nil' l.na are from one half to two thirds of
the total rost only.
Furtherm , |. „iay not Infriniuently result that a
steam railroad wishing to eleotrlt' :iiil to properly adapt Its lines to secure
the legitimate advantage of aame >>lll l>e found obliged to double Its capltall
This Is a cootlnit.n.y which ran be complacently faced by
zatlon per mile

shire is not disposed to furnish the financial results of electrification of its Liverpool and Southport line, and this is the case in
respect of other electrifications; while in other cases, where both
steam and electric traction are used, on the same line, reliable
data is not available: and again, in other cases, the conversions
are of such recent date that no complete reliable figures as to the
The financial results of
financial results have yet been compiled.
the conversion of lines for which the current is generated from
water power would, of course, be pra.ctically of no use to us, and,
as a matter of fact, the financial results obtained on any converted line would be of very little if of any assistance in enabling
us to determine whether or not the electrification of any or all
of our suburban lines is advisable from a financial point of view,
for the conditions in our ease are, to a great extent, different from
those in any other place where steam suburban lines have been
electrified, and. therefore, the financial results of electrification
obtained elsewhere cannot be taken as indicating the results which
will follow the conversion of any of the Melbouroe suburban lines
to electric traction.

While the financial results of the conversion of the Manhattan
Elevated Railway of New York are generally understood to be satisfactory, this cannot be said in regard to the conversion of the Metropolitan District Railway of London.
At a half-yearly meeting of shareholders of the latter company
last year, Sir George Gibb is reported to have said that:
"The total capital expeudlture up to June 30. 190G. In connection with
the electrlfli'ation of the railway and all its concurrent Improvements
amounted to £1,783,000, and during the half-year under review the company
had carried over 32.7rit),0t)0 passengers, which Is an lncrea.se of 5,000,000.
far as numl*rs are concerned, this is a record but, unfortunately, the
expenses have also Increased In au almost alarming ratio, and the net result
Is that after paying the dividends on the guaranteed stocks there is a de-

As

llcieni-y

of nearly £3.000."

of Interest to note that the Metropolitan District Railway
carried 32.750.000 passengers on its 24 miles of route in six months,
while the Melbourne suburban lines with 149 miles carried 64,162.344
passengers last year. That is substantially the same number of
passengers on six times the mileage. But. of course, much of our
suburban mileage has but a sparse traffic, while the Metropolitan
District line has a very dense traffic throughout its whole length.
While I was in London, all of the underground electric railway
companies, owing to unsatisfactory financial results, entered into
an agreement to raise their fares, and in this connection the Central of London (the "twopenny tube") has abandoned the principle
of a uniform fare. Irresiiectlve of distance, and adopted graduated
fares according to distance the same practice as prevailed on the
It

Is

—

other London

underground lines.
The appointment of a Consulting Electrical Engineer, to investigate thoroughly and report fully as to the use of electric traction Instead of steam locomotives for moving and dealing with the
traffic on any or all of the Melbourne suburban lines, has been made.
Charles H.

Merz,

of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

who has an

office
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Kllda

.Mt'lbourue lines which may turn the si-ales Id favor of
the conversion of those two lines, although from a financial point
of view only
that Is, an Increase in the net revenue sufflcient to
meet the additional Interest charges their conversion may not be
I'ui:

au.l

—

—

quite Justifled.

—

Denver

The through line of the Denver * Rio Grande about half way
between Pueblo, Colo., and Grand Junction, crosses the continental
by .a tunnel 2.572 ft long through the main range of the
Rockieii at Tennessee Pass.
From Pueblo to the headwaters of
TenneJ^^ee fork the road closely follows the Arkansas river. The
highest elevation reached by the track Is IU.23» ft. above sea level.
The maximum grade on the eastern slope between Pueblo and
Tennessee Pa.sa is 1 42 per cent.
On the Pacific slope of the divide the road follows the course
of the Eagle river from Its head to its confiucnce with the Grand
river, thence down the canyon of the Grand river to the mouth
of the Gunnison river at Grand Junction. The first 21 miles from
the summit west to Minturn Is a descent on a 3 per cent, grade.
From Minturn west to Glenwood Springs, 58 miles, the maximum
eastbound grade Is 1.33 per cent., and from Glenwood Springs west
to Grand Junction, 90 miles, 1 per cent.
Minturn Is a terminal for
freight locomotives, engine crews and train crews, and for locodivide

,

IINC LI.NKS.

any way anticipating the recommendations which
:- may make after contiideration of Uie report and
iiuiy mention that there are special
.Mr. .Men,
'ion with the iiuc.-^tlon of electrifying the St.

1

Eagle River Canyon on the
Rio Grande.

locomotives ami cars
be built for our Melbourne suburban trattlc at an early date: Indeed, they are now much needed. We are now compelled, owing
to shortage of the suburban type of locomotive, to use ten-whe?l
and other types of locomotives, built and suitable for country trains,
These locomotives are unsuited and
for hauling suburban trains.
too costly In construction and working for this service, and should
be relieved by suitable suburban type locomotives. We are also
frequently compelled to make use of cars built for country trafBc
on our suburban trains, but the principal need of additional cars
for the suburban trafHi is to replace the obsolete stock which. 1
regret to say. It has been necessary to still continue to use for
that traflUc.
By converting the St. Kllda and Port Melbourne lines
10 electric traction and building new electric rolling-stock (motor
cars and trailers) for them, the steam locomotives and car;^
now running on these lines would become available and could be
tised for replacing the country traffic locomotives and cars now
employed on the other suburban lines and replacing some of the
obsolete cars still employed in the suburban traffic. The value of
the steam locomotives and coaches thus relieved from the St. Kllda
and Port Melbourne linf-s "(having due regard to their condition
and their suitability for service on other lines) would be a credit
to the cost of the electrification of these lines, and the interest
charges y>e reduced accordingly. In view of the possibility of the
electrification of our busiest suburban lines, it would appear to be
unwise to build more steam locomotives and cars of the suburban
First.

type.

It

is

necessary

that

additional

—

Second. The St. Kllda and Port Melbourne lines are practically
from the balance of the railroad system. The tracks of
these two lines are separate from those of the other lines at Flinder.s
street station, lying as they do on the extreme river side of that
station, and there are no country trains running over these two
There would, therefore, be less complication arising out of
lines.
the conversion of these two lines than of any other lines of our
suburban system.
Third.
If the St. Kllda line be electrified, current from the
power house supplying it can be used for working the St. Kilda
Brighton
Electric
Tramway, and the power house at Elsternwick,
A
at which the current for that tramway Is now generated, can be
Isolated

—

abandoned.
Fourth.

—

The financial and other results of the electrification
of these lines would be of great assistance in determining the advisability of converting our other suburban lines.
Their conversion
would especially be of value in enabling us to ascertain the expense
of electrification, the cost of electrically working our suburban
trains and lines as compared with steam locomotive working, and
the increase in traffic and in revenue which may be anticipate<l from
the improved electric service, especially in competition with the
tramways.

An

survey of the water powers of Bavaria has been made
of determining their availability for generating
electric power which may be economically applied, primarily as
motive power on railroads. Recently a report of this survey has
been made in a stately volume, and an atlas of plates, which costs
nearly $15 and Is doubtless worth hundreds to those who have
similai' investigations to make elsewhere, not to speak of its direct
use in Bavaria. It contains an elaborate discussion of the conditions which make either electricity or steam the more economical
motive power, and the expenditure for plant and for operation per
horpc-power per year in various locations, for both steam and water
power, showing Immense variations from place to place. That the
report is likely to hftve immediate practical results is shown by
the introduction of a bill appropriating $1,700,000 in the next fiscal
for

official

the purpose

Tunnel

at Belden.

motives and engine crews in passenger service. The other end of
the engine district cast of Minturn is at Salida. 66 miles east of
Tennessee Pass. Salida is a division terminal where all locomoThus the 87
tives, engine crews and train crews are changed.
miles of main line between Minturn and Salida form an engine
district for both freight and passenger service.
A great many helping engines are used on the 21 miles of
These helpers3 per cent, grades between Minturn and the summit.
start out from Minturn and return light to that point from Tennessee Pass. This tends to double the train movements over this
stretch of track. This has led to congestion of traffic and the necesA further
sity of building second track over part of this distance.
argument for building this second track was the expected Increase
which
is to be
in business on completion of the Western Pacific,
in operation In about a year.
Some years ago the Denver & Rio Grande, in order to facilitate
the despatch of trains entering and leaving freight terminals,
adopted the policy of building double track for a short distance on
each side and through the yards of such terminals. Double track
was built through the Minturn terminal as far east as a point called
Rex. The new double-track work began at Rex and the road is
now double-tracked from Rex east to Red Cliff, five miles. Thi»
is a short stretch in distance but on account of the mountainous
nature of the country it was a very difficult and expensive piece
This new second track through the Eagle river canyoik
of work.

cost
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more than $100,000 a

mile.

ing or other lining. They are notable because of their large section, 18 ft. X 23 ft., which was adopted in order to conform to the
Denver & Rio Grande standard clearance diagram for steel bridges.
As so large a part of the grading quantities was rock excavation,
the work was carried on through the winter. Great care in setting
off blasts was necessary on account of the frequent movement of
In this the contractors made
trains passing very close to the work.

The accompanying photographs

the nature of the country through which this line passes and
explain the high cost of the work.
The Eagle river here flows through a narrow and sinuous
canyon, so narrow that it was not possible to lay a second track
Therefore the new
•side by side with the existing single-track line.
second track for most of its length is on the opposite side of the
river from the original line. The natural difflculties of the locaregion
tion were complicated by the fact that this is a mining
and that the land on both sides of the orig-

show

a

fine

record.

Of the

flve bridges,

one

80-ft.

right-of-way is taken up by numerous
lode and placer mining claims, of
which many are operated. Shaft houses and
ore bins are perched high up on narrow
ledges above the river and mining operations
come down to the stream at many points.

the

—

"

patented

of these can be seen in the

on a tangent;

is

SvSalida to/T\i9tur9

inal

Some

deck girder span

.j|

iMJf^
i)0

largest of

photographs. The new
numerous claims with
improvements, tunnels

accompanying

line passes through
their various surface

Long and careful negotiations were necessary uefore the new rightof-way was obtained. In some cases in order
to provide ground space for mining operations to replace that used by the new line.
retaining walls were built on the river side

and waste dumps.

of the roadbed.

The maximum curvature of the new second track is 10 deg. and there are only three
curves of this radius. In order not to exceed
this curvature five crossings of the river and
All but one
31 tunnels were necessary.

Profile

Across the Continental

bridges

Divide,

Denver

three tunnels are on
The five steel bridges have reinforced concrete floor slabs
with fine crushed rock ballast under the track. The three
tunnels are about 100 ft., 300 ft. and 400 ft. long respectively. The
maximum grade on the new line was reduced from 3 per cent, to
In consequence the new line is to be used for east2.30 per cent.

of the
curves.

&

Salida

to

Minturn,

and

Leadville

Branch;

Rio Grande.

and

bound or up-hill trains.
The rock drilling was done by

air.

A compressing

the other four bridges, one double-track

48-ft.

through girder; one

single-track 80-ft. deck girder, and two single-track 80-ft. through
The abutments were built of plain
girders, are on sharp curves.
concrete -iiasonry founded on rock. The girders were designed for
a reinforced concrete slab floor and track ballast conforming to
the Denver & Rio Grande specifications for steel bridges. As a
The ballast used is the best quality
result they are very heavy

plant was

4

^^^^J

^^

J ^
Plan of First Track and

New Second Track Through

installed at Belden. midway between the two ends of the work,
From this plant compressed air was piped in both directions to be
used as power both in the tunnels and in the open cuts. The classificatlon of pay quantities was as follows:
,.(-.>. in

i:m,Mr?mk".'xrnvnt'ion

'.'...'..'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..

....

I'lrjil,-/"''^'
i.'>3.7ii.'i

"

itip flip

'J.<i7'>

••

K.talnlnit wall

«,1110
"
Tfio iin. ft.

Solid rock pirnvBtion

TiiniiPi

The tunnels were

all

driven through solid rock without timber-

Abutments

of

Bridge 296A, on

j#

JCCO

JCO

Second

ISOO

ICX

Scoh^f^t

^

Eagle River Canyon; Denver

&

Rio Grande.

Great care was taken to get the right kind of
concrete in the floor slabs. Riveting in the field was accomplished
by air power obtained from a flat car fitted with a steam-driven
air plant.
For the smaller drainage openings under the roadbed
cast-iron pipe culverts and reinforced concrete box culverts were
used. The construction of the concrete abutments and all other
fleld work on the bridges and culverts was done by the company's
of

broken stone.

,

forces.

The contractors for this work were the Phillips Construction
Company & O'Gara. who began work in the fall of 1906.

New Second Track Near

Belden: Denver

&

Rio Grande.

DrctMBCB
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Belden from the East; Retaining Wall and Tunnel on

Belden. Col., from the West.

New Second Track

7^7

New Second

on Right: Denver

&.

Track.

Rio Grande.
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Weaver's Rail Lock for Drawbridges.
Mr. E. M. "Weavpr, Signal Engineer of the Long Island
Railroad, has designed and patented a rail lock for drawbridges
which
serves both to keep the rails in line and to hold them
to the sleepers
and, therefore, lakes the place of the rigid trough
usually used
for the lift rails at the ends of swing drawbridges.
As shown
in Fig. 1, which represents half of a doubletrack swing drawbridge, enough of these
locks are used to hold each rail as firmly

Vol. XLIII., Xo. 24.

tion of the dog when it is open to allow the rail to be lifted preparatory to swinging the bridge.
The lock bars (2) being withdrawn so as to leave dog (1)
free, the lifting of the rails turns the dogs; and on closing the
bridge the dropping of the rails pulls the dogs down into the lock
position.
The appearance of the dogs is better shown in the three views

as though it were spiked.
In this case, it
will be seen, there are five pairs of locks
for each rail. The bridge shown in the drawing is that at Broad Channel, on the Rock-

Fig.

1

—

Rail Locks for

One End

of

Drawbridge, Long Island Railroad.
Fig. 3, made from photographs, wherea pair of dogs is shown in three different
positions. The lock (2) is in the same position, the unlock position, in all three of the
photographic views.
The working of the
lock may be understood by reference to a.
Fig. 3.
Lock bars 2, 2 are seen in the unlocked position.
To lock they are pushed
forward by the revolution of transverse
rod 3.
On the drawbridges of the Long Island
road the rails at the ends are mitered. as
shown in Fig. 1, and there is a mitered joint
farther back with a less acute angle, to provide for expansion. All of the rails used
for joints of this kind are bent before being
planed, thus strengthening the rail by utilizing the web for the whole length, as shown
by the dotted line in Fig. 4.
Fig. .5 shows the Long Island Railin

Fig. 2

away Beach

— Weaver's

Rail Lock for Drawbridges.

The movement and locking of the bridge
are done by manual power. C represents the connection to the lever
which moves the signal regulating the approach of trains to the
division.

bridge, the locking being so arranged that the bridge lock. A. cannot be released until the signal is set to indicate stop. B is the

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

— Mitered

— Weaver's

road standard arrangement of rails, guard rails and guard timbers
for drawbridges.
These locks have been in use on Broad Channel drawbridge for
four months and have given excellent service
The design appear*
to combine cheapness simplicity and efficiency

Rail Lock for Uift-Rails of Drawbridges.

Rail.

connection for elertrlc circuits where such are used on the draw.
The tumbler lock at A being released, the bridge and the rails are
unlocked by the lever at f:. aciiiallnK longitudinal rod D.
The
rail-locks are released by revolving the transverse rods on their
axes.

The

shown in Klg. 2. In which 1 Is the rail dog.
a projection on the tran.sverse rod 3, which
This projection Is flxfd In an Inclined position, and It locks the dog a« by a wedge, thu.s perfectly taklnt
up all lost motion. The dog rtvolves on the pin 4. To take iiii
excessive lost motion due to wear the lock bars (2. 2) may readily
lock Itself

a steel casting:
locks

1

In

hf mnvpfl

Is

2 Is

position.

fill

th.'

frnnsvpfco

i.nr

Thf dotted

lines

show the

posi

rrangement
Railroad.

for

Drawbridge
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The Smoke Coneuming Question Forty-Eight Yean Ago.

7>9

soru of conditions, and wltbal meetlnic the approval of the
every rank and the patrons of the company.
I'p to the time of conductlns the experiment referred to. alt
the passeoRer enK'nes and a large numt>er of those In the freight
service of the company used wood as fuel, and In the opening chapter
of the report Its author In enlarglni; on the questions quoted, asks
If It Is practicable to lute rnw hltiimlnnni conl nf the various kinds
all

offlclals of

BY ('. II. CAai'TIIUUi.
"t( It practicable to avoid amoke from loromotlve enclnea uilng
bituminous coal?
"Is ihe prevention of smoke In to<-omotlves attended by economy
of fuel?

"What are

the relative valuer of PUtxburfch and Uroa<l Top coals
on locomotlveii on thin road''"
In the llailntail (lazrttc of Decemtwr 1. 1905. the writer In an
article entitled "Knrly Experlment.s In Smoke Consuming. " referred
to a series of experiments conducted on the Pennsylvania Railroad
In 1859 under the auspices of General William J. Palmer, who was
for

iiH»«

Number
at

that time connected

with the motive power department of the

company.
Since the publication of the article referred to, there has come
into my hands, through the courtesy of General Palmer, a copy of
the pamphlet describing these experiments in detail, and with the
pamphlet the full permission of its author to publish any desired
parts of the report in connection with the present article. Hence
I cannot Imagine a more fitting introduction than the three opening
sentences, which are copied from the front cover and the title page
of the work referred to.
While the third of these sentences quoted pertains simply to

found along the road. In
it emitting cinders
to an extent that wouM
if this would be
for obtaining that
found practii-able. what v
object, and what living wuuld renull fruiu tli« liubKtitutlon of coal
It must be borne In mind that
for wood as fuel In such engine*?
at that period the forests of the state existed In almost their primal
:

139.
its territory and the cost of obtaining
an ample supply of wood was not such a serious matter as it has
now become: still the probabilities of the future and the excellent
service derived from the freight engines using bituminous coal
even then induced the company to consider its use in passenger

glory over a large part of

locomotives.

These experiments were conducted from April, 1859, to August
of the same year, and were made on two different portions of the
road; one consisting of the ascent of the Allegheny mountains from
Altoona to Galiitzin. a distance of 12 miles, with an average ascent of 95 ft. to the mile, and the other the division between Altoona

J«oMna

'^f^^

Firebox of No. 120.

Firebox of No. 51,
the coal most available at that time iu the practice of one railroad,
the other two are just as i)ertlnent to-day to every road using bituminous coal of any brand as fuel in its locomotives, and If one
may form an opinion from (he emission of smoke from the stacks
of the average passenger or freight locomotives now using bituminous coal, the first query does not seem to have fully approached
a solution after all these years.

Of course the best arrangements of fireboxes, and other parts
of the. engines directly used In connection with the fuel and the
resultant gases, etc., of combustion, are after all under human control, and undoubtedly much depends on the di.scipline of the company and the degree of strictness with which the employees are
required to conform to such discipline. It should also be remembered that in practice, conditions are continually arising which
upset the best of theories. In other words, sitting in a cosy office
and devising mechanism or methods for handling locomotives Is a
vastly different proposition from filling the position of engineman or
fireman and keeping a locomotive drawing a heavy train up to time
and to all the requirements of a necessarily strict discipline amid

and

827^, miles, in which the heaviest grade was 21

Mifflin,

ft.

to

the mile.
T.tm.K I.— Data ot Track on Which Freight Tcata

^Altoona &

Items.
r.pvcl

:

Straight line
i^irved llni-

•

Ascendlne grade
AvcrnRc Ini'llnntlon, to

Maximum

Mifflin. -^

West.

East.
12.14 miles
" miles

1

mile...

(trade

Total ascent

...•.:

16.21 miles. 54.15 miles.
16.13ft.
8.76ft.
"
21.12 "
10.56

ft..

.6' 20' per 100

I'rcvalent curvature per 100

f t.

.

Crade

rcdiiclliwi

on curves

.

Running speed per hour
curvoturc on 5 miles

.

Altoona
to Uallitzin,
west only.
Vi mile.
7 miles.
5 miles.
11.66 miles.

85 Vj
95
982

ft.

or ra- 9° or radius of
637.3 ft.
dlusofOlOft.
3° per 100 ft., or radius
ofl.illOft.
8Mi°. 8°, 7*, 6', SH"
and lareer radii.
OS.', to .038 ft. per
100 ft. for each
deg. ot curvature
per 100 ft.
7.57 miles.
13.32 miles. 13.32 miles.

Maxlnnim iiirvature per 100

Other curves

Were Hade.

ft.,

.\vcraBi'

The

train

hauled on the mountain trials consisted ot eight
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"eight-wheel" box cars (four-wheel cars were in use in those days,
hence the statement of the number of wheels per car), all loaded
and forming with their load an average weight of 138'3 net tons,
or 188'j tons including engine and tender.
The train used between
Mifflin and Altoona consisted of 20 similar cars amounting with
their load to a net weight of 347Vio tons and 3977,, tons with the
engine and tender.
All details pertaining to the coal, wood and water used were
attended to with the utmost care. Coal and wood were weighed in
every instance and the engines were charged with the amount used
in each from the moment of lighting the fire.
Each engine boiler
was washed out and refilled with cold water before every test in
order to effectually prevent danger of priming. This water was of
as nearly a uniform temperature in each instance as possibli= and
all measurements of water in the tenders were taken accurately

Onginalfi/ Bt/ilf bi/ H.nf. Bafdtrin

Co.

M>.e79

smoke and cinders would have been very annoying to pasWhen running with the firedoor open the smoke discharge was of much less density, showing that with a better provision for air admission than the single opening in the firedoor
It is rather rethe smoke would have been greatly diminished.
markable that although giving the poorest results of the six in
smoke consumption. No. 139 was the most economical in consump-

case the
sengers.

tion of fuel.
No. 51 was simply a

Ross Winans "Camel" unchanged

in

most

features from its advent on the road six years before; in fact,
about the only alterations consisted in the closing of the "chutes"
which Mr. Winans had placed on the top of the firebox to enable
coal to be readily placed at the forward part of his 83-in. grate,
and a damper arranged for covering the top of the stack at stations.
This, however, does not appear to have been a part of the "outfit"

Jkm- tasf.

f9M 22
ff»/ght on Drivers SS.OOO /bs,

FirebOM 8o' fong fnstOe
Drirtrs *3'a»rm.

a

Vor. XLIII., No. 24.

C*//fnefers

Tofaf tretg/rf 70,000/lrs.

Blue Ridge, No. 120, Rebuilt at Altoona Shops

When

water was supplied at points where the tiaok
was inclined, the tenders were raised to a level by screw jacks
carried along for that purpose on the engines. The temperature
of the feed water was also carefully noted.
It ranged from 42 deg.
to 72 deg. Fahr.. the evaporation was calculated for the standard
Fahr.,
temperature
the
latent heat of steam
of 62 deg.
and the
of
was assumed at Professor Johnson's calculation of 1,030 deg. In
regard to the temperature of the feed water, it must be borne in
mind that all these engines supplied the boilers by means of force
pumps with plungers attached directly to the crossheads. and unless the heater provided to prevent freezing in cold weather was
used, the water entered the boiler at about the same temperature
as when it left the tender. Injectors had not at that time been
applied to any engine on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The coal was of uniform quality in each of the two kinds used

on a

level.

rffiyhf

In

1857.

accompanying any other camels which the writer has ever seen
or of which he has examined drawings. With these exceptions the
open firebox end with its three large doors; the straight stack
with its surmounting box-shaped top covered with coarse netting,
and the dependent pipe, or dust receptacle; the Winans rocking
grate and variable exhaust; no blower; no ashpan dampers; in
fact, all the more striking features of this remarkable type of
engine were retained, and No. 51, like No. 139, simply entered
the trials "on her merits" for purposes of comparison only, and
without additions of any sort. With its long firebox which subjected the gases for a longer time to the action of the fire, and
the 14-in. deadplate next the flues, it showed much less smoke
than 139. On Pittsburgh coal the discharge ceased a short time
before the next charges were necessary. With Broad Top coal
the results were very fair, the discharge from the chimney being

on Dr/ytrs *< OCO /bs.
Total
fS.900

Cylinders /$% Sa'
Drirtrs 48'tiram.
ica't of rttt

Number
in the

t'stB.

210. Built in Oct., 1858.

and the wood was an equal mixture of hard ami

soft

varieties.

This liiterestlnK ."erics of trials was made with six freight
engines takin from the regular equipment of the company, and
they will now lie described in lonnection with the results of the
tests, beginning with the least successful.
This was a 4 4
coal burner, No. 139. built by M. W, Baldwin
k Co., in 18.t7, and taken from thr regular service without any
alteration to adapt It to smoke consumption.
It had a long, deep
firebox, and a "balloon" smoke-stack of the type In use on both
Ihe coal and wood-burning engines of the company at that time.
But a single firedoor was used with only one air-opening In It. A
blower was also u.ied and one ashpan damper.
This engine emitted the most smoke, especially heavy when
Pittsburgh bituminous coal was used, but even with Broad Top
coal a considerable amount passed from the stack and in cither

only dark brown In color, and that but momentary after charging.
This "Camel" engine proved the extent to which smoke consuming
could be carried In lot'oniotives with the largest practicable admission of air over the fire liy jets through the flredoors, but without a combustion chamber or deflector. The air entering in this
manner appears to drive the gases to the flues before a proper
combination can be effected In the time and space afforded.
The next engine, 190. had a DImpfel boiler similar to that
shown In the llaitroad Oazcltr of December 1. 1905. in the article
referred to.
It will be seen that this type of boiler Is formed with
a semlclrctilar water-space on the Inner circumference of the sheets
forming the barrel. This space is connected to the usual crown
and side sheets at the back, and to a transverse water space closing
the end next to the smoke arch, except where It Is pierced vertically
by a long, narrow opening for the passage of the smoke and gases
Thus the Interior portion of the barrel forms a
to the chimney.

\L.
DrccuHKB
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larKe combiutinn rhaml)«r wblrh is All«»l with li^ln wnler tube*.
M; In mini".
of flin-».
T'
to the
transverw'
front mil
.:ilo the
firebox, at
they aro .m
::i,1 enter
the crown
The ch
ralght an;) unobstructed by netting or cone*.
but wire k.i,.,.
i
the openlni; from the combuatlon chamber
to the lunokebox.
Due provision was made for controlled admlalon of Bir St varlniii points on the boiler and firebox.
T'
,1
but little lens Hmuko than .'il. the differen<.Milble.
On I'lltHhurKh i-oal. with full ht<-am.
ciished. but when <'nKlne was working light.
the 'li
It waii uf a dc«p lolur and continued for a long time.
With Broad
Top lump coal the results were better, but with fine coal from the
1

,

of

»mokc nnd

Hi'

i

the only

i:

fu.l

e:i

• li.

On

721

tame*, eaperlallv nn

!..r

motmj.Tfn trip*

m.

II

a

fhi"

Herf with
liter

»

(lOT

brief

r->.t.

U-lwcen Alluuiia and Millliii the muitu wrrc not so
good owing to the engine lM*lng worked more easllv on an-ount of
the very light grade*. On thU part of the r
oke
during one-half in two-thlrdB of the trip,
ilts
obtained on the mountain are aurribed to tb;insllif

(flp

'

:

ami the large combuittlon chanil'
aiil il..; (allure
better results Ik attributed to the Hhallow 11 re bos
equally shallow ashpan which allowed the ashes to He too
close to the grate and thus cut off a proper amount of air; and
also to the Iransve.-se bridges l>eing forme<l of Iron water spaces
Instead of firebrick,
thereby cooling th«
ga.se8
and
Impeding their proper comverse bridges,
to attain even

and

i

.

Its

liustinn.

No. 120 was an engine which had been
rebuilt at Altoona with a flrelMX somewhat
differently arranged from that of 206, the next
on our list. An arched deflector of firebrick
extended from the front of the firebox for a
tiisiance of three and one-half feet toward the
doors, rising from a height aliove the grate
at the front of 32'<.. in. to 35 in. at the rear
end. This arch was supported on eight hollow water plugs, four on each side of the firebox.
The grate was compo.%ed of water tubes
starting from the back sheet and extending
to within about 18 in. of the front end of
the fire-space, at which point they curved
.sharply upward and finally entered the crownsheet.
In front of the vertical portion of these
lubes was thus formed a combustion chamber
which ejttended 21 in. to the tubesheel. The
firedoors were four in number, arranged in
two tiers, and firing was done through these
Pennsylvania Engine Blue Ridge in 1868.
tiers alternately.
These doors had 340 quari;^ii.r«. •»» m. ; ii.iulii uii iliims. .V.i.'.iiio
liliiKltm. ifi iH. X j:; 111..
ter-inch
holes in
inner plates.
A
their
in. (/<> IK' U „ MUla
3tll> (b«.
«/ilt/
Iluiii uul iiiiti „, 111,11, il III l^7--'.
I
.(ill'
till hi U M
tlrni
mil
:!i>i;.
tuti
All.
an
It 11/80 had hooki./r tit lit ft liiiili;
umiitt ilomr i» cab on roof ithtit, or same ari
blower and an unobstructed straight chimUu It I'll M H h llllllC ill rf to i«." ti : Xo. 679.
motion irith an in</< jii ni/int inriub/c cut-off.
ney were used, but there were no dampers.
No. 120 did much better than the preceding two engines, being
same mines the smoke amounted to a nuisance. The causes of unbetter adapted to the desired objects on account of its large firesatisfactory results in this engine were Insutlicient admission of
box, abundant admission of air at the four firedoors, and the high
air at the sides of the firebox, defective supply at the firedoor, and
the position of the vertical air pipes leading to the long com- temperalure which the firebrick arch soon attained and kept, thus
bustion chamber. The water tubes were also thought to cool the ensuring a more thorough consumption of the gases. This engine
showed no smoke with Broad Top coal except a momentary whiff
gases too much and thus retard their proper combustion.
No. 210 was a comparatively new engine from the shops of R. of a light brown color just after charging, but never sufficient to
Norrls & Son, and had a "Phleger" boiler. The barrel of this boiler annoy passengers if the engine were run in that service. With
I

1

,

.

.

was

niled

with

2-in.

flues,

and had an

.

in-

verted semi-circular section attached to its
top extending from the front of the wagontop to within about 10 In. of the smoke arch.
This communicated with the Interior of the
barrel and also contained the dry-pipe which
terminated on the outside of the superstructure In the usual "T" and was there divided
into two parts which were carried downwards
on the outside of the boiler to the cylinders.
The firebox was very shallow, and as it was
set high II allowed the driving wheels to bo
placed closely together and further back than
was customary on 10-wheel engines. This enabled the main rods to be attached to the first
pair of wheels, the axle of which also carried
the eccentrics and did away with the necessity of curved eccentric rods as on engines
using the second pair of drivers as the main
one.

The

firebox

water bridges

contained

two

transverse

set 10 or 12 in. apart in a hori-

One rose directly from the
Pennsylvania Engine No, 206 in 1868,
of
the
firebox,
and
llaliliiin rf Co. (ConHoilionil fi... in IS(1.-|. hii .If,
ill for .\lliiih, nil fitrtini,
Oiiginallii
suspended from the crown
1S.">7.
i'reiiouit to
.«/ilf,iiH/iKilcllii iif
in
iriffi
i/if
I-.
A', r.)..
iinrf bouiilil
hn /'.
xlriirlion Xo. i!S7
combustion chamber to a
I.; ilriiiiiy ichirlt, A'J
Cj/fill.f. IS
«/iiji /iiirr/iosc if "•n» Inoifii ii« Witriom llopkiii-':.'
Thin engine orfyiffit.
Cut
J.
iliiicrs.
up
iniiilil
i;
total
ir,i,ilil.
H4.;tOO
Ih/i.
on
in.:
in.
below
the
top
the
9
of
nally had hook motion icilh an imlrpcnilrnt varialil cut off.
other.
A combustion chamber 30 in.
long was placed Immediately In front of the firebox and the flues, Pittsburgh coal the amount of smoke visible was little in excess of
of course, were attached to the front of this space.
The only air that from Broad Top
which entered the firebox, aside from that pa.ssing through the 78-in.
Engine 206 was originally built in 1856 by M. W. Baldwin &
grate, was admitted through a few small holes in the flredoors,
Co. for the Allegheny Portage Railroad, and came into possession
and the efficiency of these wiis much impaired by an oversight in of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. in IS.'.T with the other state
improvements. It had been rebuilt at .Mtoona a short time prenot connecting the inner and outer plates of the doors. These doors
were double, the grate bars were hollow tubes 2 in. in diameter, vious to the experiments in smoke-consuming, and was fitted with
through which water circulated, and the ashpan also was formed the coal-burning firebox of Gill & Co.. also illustrated in the preceding article. This device consisted of a water space forming a
with a water-space surrounding it.
diaphragm or deflector extending with an upward slope from the
Thls engine showed a still greater Improvement in consumption

zontal

position.

grate at
the
the other was
sheet
the
in
depth of about

front

"

/.;/

1

/.•.
i,-.

;,-.

c

<>..

I

.1

:

:
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front of the firebox to within 16 in. of the firedoor, and thus formThis deflector was
ing an air chamber under the crownsheet.
formed of two sheets of copper placed 4 in. apart and stayed by
them of threethrough
with
openings
means of 600 hollow stays
sixteenths of an inch in diameter and a roof of firebrick two inches
above it. In front of this, and extending from the front of the
llrebox a distance of 30 in. into the barrel of the boiler, was a
combustion chamber and in this was placed a bridge at a distance
of 24 in. from the flues and rising to within 10 in. of the top of

the chamber. Two bridges also surmounted the diaphiagm, both
The firedoor was double and contained
rising to a height of S in.
333 holes, each one-quarter of an inch in diameter in the inner
plates, and a number of large holes in the
outer plates. A blower and tight-fitting ash-

three pounds of wood were equivalent to one pound of coal, and
on the longer but less arduous Mifflin trip, two and one-half pounds
A special experiment
of wood were equal to one pound of coal.
demonstrated that one pound of coal was equal to two and thirtyone one hundredths pounds of wood, but as the heat developed in
kindling is necessarily left in the engine at the end of the trip,
the ratios of one-third and two-fifths are believed to be more nearly
the correct figures, both absolutely and for purposes of compaiison

The quantity of wood used
in the test.
kindling the fires was nearly the same for each engine, viz.,
from 300 to 500 lbs. No account was taken of the deposits left
on the grates at the end of the trips. This varied from 100 to
between the engines used

pan dampers were used. The chimney was
straight and unobstructed by any spark-arresting device whatever.
The Gill device on 206
adapted to the purpose of all.

proved

best

With Broad
smoke was visible

Top coal only a tinge of
any time, and with Pittsburgh coal very
more appeared, and that no greater
little
than shown from pine wood but without
properties of the latter. With this
acrid
the
engine the smoke would never have amounted
at

to an annoyance to passengers if used in that
service.
This remark will also apply to engines 120 and 210 to a great extent.
With 206 the point is reached which is
directly opposite to that shown in the first
In this engine
engine considered. No. 139.
a large amount of air was necessary to reduce the smoke perceptibly, while with the
206 the reverse was found to be the case.
The intormation gained from these tests
proved that the admission of air for the
proper combustion of the gases must enter
above the fire, and for the coke produced in
combustion must enter under the grate bars.

AIR

ADHirrCtOWAFtM

2^ WLLOWiTA/BOLTS.yi'HOU;
>N aAU< LEV; 10 <•* ^/t ONUCH
Side or DOOR, loo noix or a

CBflTE AREA.

as follows:

First.— In the order of comparative freedom from smoke, engine
206 is first; Phleger. 210. second: Blue Ridge, 120, third; Dimpfel,
190, fourth; Camel. 51, fifth, and Baldwin, 139, sixth.

40.
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The air to aid in the combustion of the
gases must enter through small holes at a
great velocity, and at the earliest possible moment after these gases
are evolved to ensure a thorough rombuslion.
It was further developed that mechanical devices to properly
admit air to the gases and mix it with them were very desirable,
and that this mixture of gases and air should be afforded as large
a "run" as possible before passing into the flues.
The general results of these experiments may be summed up

might Ofi Drirtrs

.

IN DOOR.

Built by

li.tv.

No.

34 7

Firebox and Boiler of No. 156.
but it would have been impossible to correctly estimate
mixture of coal, clinker and ashes.
In the railroad practice of that epoch each engine had its own
engineman and fireman, and these men naturally became so accustomed to their respective machines that they could obtain better
In
results from them than from others, even of the same type.
these trial runs the enginemen were not always on their own endifferent
firemen
were
also
thiee.
and
the
of
th°
case
gines except in
except on the Gill and Dimpfel (206 and 190) engines. Some of
these men were also unfamiliar with the portions of the line upon
which they handled the experimental trains, and these facts in
500

lbs.,

this

Baldtv/n

&

^^

Co.

May /SS9

/fppearonce at comp/efion of

burning

smoke

test.

S*'

No. 156, at Completion of

Smoke Burning

Test.

Secondly. The flr.st four, with .some modifications to 210. couln
he used for pas-aengcr trains with Broad Top coal.
Thirdly.— The Gill plan. 20fi. i.s the only one which can be run
as constructed for the triaU. with I'lttsburgh coal for fuel on passenger Iraln.t. Phl'ger, 210. howevrr, might lie brought up to this
standar.'l by arrangiMg the openings In the flredoors and sides of
the firebox to properly lncrrn?e the admission of air.
In freedom from sparks and cinders the order was somewhat
First. Phleger, 210; second. Blue Ridge, 120;
different, being:
third. 0111. 206, and Dimpfel, 190; foiirlh, Baldwin, 139, and last,

connection with oilier conditions are staled in the report as somewhat against accepting the nsults as thoroughly reliable standards
of the comparative heating value of the two coals, as the unfamillarlty of the men with some of the engines and with some
parts nf the line would naturally affect the economical use of fuel.
The table complied from data contained in the rc|iort and from
other sources will convey a fair idea of the two parts of the road
on which the trains were run. while another table collated from
the report and from other Pennsylvania Railroad literature, furnishes the principal dimensions of the six engines participating

Camel.

In the trials.

It

51.

wa.s alfo found that

on the short but severe mountain

I

rip

II

has been ascertained that on the Allegheny mountain trips

—

.

Dcccuerk

flrtt

follows
<yllD<l.r.
I'rIvlDK ttlirrla

(four)
larludloc fl<i'«
llrailnK •iirfar«, cuuntlox fin-" -"

ll»>tlti|t aurfai-r.

On

ihv Mlinin trip the connuniptlon of Plitsbursh coal avpraited 48 C7 lb«. to one rolie, and on<> pound of thla coal evaporated
8.01 lbi(. of water, and 45.14 lb*, of Itroad Top coal were consumed
to the mile, with nn evaporation of 8.27 Iba. of water to each pound
of coal.
There testa having been made with PlttBburgh and Broad Top
coals, the difference In heatinK valuex having been ascertained,
and the rost of each coal varying considerably with the proximity
of the different divisions of the road to the source of supply It
was d<K!med best to confirm the result.s of these trials by separate
tesl.s with two engines of widely different characteristics and by
a chemWal analysis of the two kinds of coal.
This final IcM was made between Altoona and Mlfllin with
engines 2»C and 139. the trips covering a period of eight days and
using Pittsburgh and Broad Top coal on alternate days. The entire
dixtanre run was 660 miles; the road, train and engine crews
were iho same throughout; the same rare as on the former testa
was talien to accurately weigh the fuel and measure the water;
the we;ither conditions and temperature continued uniform. The
resulting general averages were: 39.43 lbs. of Pittsburgh coal consumed 10 the mile, and 39.1!) of Broad Top, with an evaporation
on the former of 8.21 lbs. of water to 1 lb. of coal, and 8.29 lbs.

Tablr

.

and diameter

.

.

...

Kxbaust pipes, total area
Itoller, Inside diameter
l''lret>ox, length and width (Inside)
depth crown to grate

.

area for gases —smallest prt

t'lm-n

..•>-

ii.lr.i

v.i...

The

••

-

15.B7

200

Mln.
I

ilrlvrni

It*

03,OUU

made on

156 were flrtt

trials of

^"

4<l.it7:t

Wrixtil, rraily for •vnrlcv

•

the mountain grade

al-

ready described, between Altoona and Gallltzin, 12 miles, and on
account of its heavy grades being considered equal to an ordinary
piece of railroad four times as long.
Four loaded eight-wheel box
cars were used, and both train, enginemen and firemen were the
same during all the tests. The weight of the train was:

Total weight of train
'fuliil wvlKht of train, roglne and tendrr

The engine had shown

to

itself

71 >4 net tons
art luaa

IIH

be an excellent

wood-burner

In a previous short service on the Philadelphia division, but waa
not sati.sfactory when tried with coal until a perforated firebrick
deflector, a hanging bridge of firebrick Immediately over the deflector, and another bridge of similar material in the flrelxjx end
of the combustion chamber had been added.
The cone and netting
were also removed from the stack, and after these alterations the

,

>

—

In.

r-"llaldwln." 139-,
17 In. X 22 In.
(4)
54 in.
(4)
30 In.
Indepndt. variable.
(2)
3 Id. each.
14.13 sq. In.

—
—

—

—

30

In.

206 sq. In.
22 In.

38
28

In.
in.

36 Mj In.
48 in.

4(70 sq. In.

sq. In.

—

——

'/fi

—

ID—

34%

ft.

(Itamrlfr Inalde

Wrlghi ua

—

Firebox to smoke-

to.

iiiiiiitirr

,

720

M

779.7 sq.
»!V7.7

Principal D(incn«lon« of Freight Enginet Vtcd in Smoke-Burning TetU.
"lilue Itldge," I'.'O.
-Thleger,
(;ill,2(li;
"Camel," 51
1'.) In. x 22 In.
10 In. X 24 in.
10 in. X 22 In.
19 in. X 22 in.
48
48 '-J In.
Kll— 48Va In.
In.
(6)
(0)
(8)— 42% In.
(4p— 24 In.
(4)— 30 In.
(4)
None.
28 In.
Link.
Independent, 15 In. Indepndt. variable. Independent, II In.
Var.
4>4 In.
(2)
3 In. each.
(2)
2% In. each. Var.(l) 2x;r, 6x3"
15. sq. In.
11 sq. in.
14.13 sq. in.
12.07 sq. In.
Var., 6 to 18 sq. In.
48 In.
40 In.
In.
45 in.
42% In.
03 In. x 39 In.
08 in. X 37 in.
80x33% & 38 In.
81% In. X 36 In.
83 X 40 Jc42% In.
52 In.
34 In.
47 in.
Slop'g38«,x44%". Slop'g27'iX4i i,.".
(.'rowu to top of
Crown to deflector Crown to deflector
Crown to top of

—

lain. X 24

'••"Ittli

—

IN In. x L'l' In.
">."> In
(4)
'M In.
t4>
Link.
(1)
3<^ In.

fuel,

Comhusllon cbamlwr, length

,

<ir»ii- iir.-«

2.

,— DIropfcl. ini)-^

It.'mii.

I'yIlndiTH. dlnmt'lcr mid >ilnike
itrlvluK wheels, .No. nn<l diameter.
'truck whieU, N». inid diameter ....

"

7^3

was of the ordinary balloon type with cone and netting
aa used on most of the company's engine* at that time. A variable
exhaust was also UMrd. The principal dimensions of 156 were as
at

of coal.

TyiM? of cut off
Kxliauxt pipes. No.

,
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with ilx locomotlvea uilns PlttiburKh and Broad Top eoala on
llernat« dasri, i>arh onslne ron»umtHl Hf) 3S Ibx. of I'ltUburgh coal
p«>r mile anil ovaporatt-d 6.21! IIm. of watvr to each pound of coal;
while with Broad Top coal the coniuinipllon wait 143. H3 IUh. of
coal per mlU-. with an cvaiKiratlon of 6.02 Iba. of water to lacb

pound

9

:

fuel,

533

45

In.

09% X35&39
52

lu.

In.

Crow-n to top of
fuel. 1,406 sq. In.

sq. In.

No combust ion chamber.

box.

width

41

height
area for gases.

38
44

In.
In.

:w
623 sq.

In.

Itet.

In.
In.

bridges,

378

type

Heating surface, sq. ft
lleat'gsurf., flues, '-i, value, sq.
Hnllder

ft..

.

Water

tut)e8.

538
04

lu.

x 36

7^

in.

10
1

7714

>-4

X 34

!4 In.

1

diameter.

Water.
ab.esin.— 14M! In.
68 In. 13^ In.
Unobstrctd str'ght Unobstrctd str'ght
020
1,121.6
4'.>2.(i
020
Cast-iron.

—

R. .Norrls

&

37,400
61,100

Son,

It,

.Norrls

&

'277 sq. In.

377
72

1

In. X -.U i>. In.
in. at back.

lU

In.

Mi in.

2V4

1

76Vj In.— 14% In.
Unobstrctd str'ght
961.3
.M.

1%
case
79 in.

Co.

301

00%

in.
In-

X 35 In.
In.

I'/i. in.

Cast iron.
70 in.- 17 In.

Iron.

— 16

In.
In.

sq. In.

In.

28

In.

"Wlnans."

"Balloon.

"

1.030.8
30S.1

:t

W. Baldwin &

132 In.— %

14 in.
19.11 sq.ft.
23.10 sq. ft.

In.

diameter
Water.

(115)— 2

in.

160 in.— Mi In.
364 sq. In.
78% In. X 42>4 In.

in.

410.

Son.

(103)— 2&2Vi

13.0 sq. ft.
17.25 sq. ft.

ft.

ft.

Cast Iron.
7S'<. In.— 13 in.
Inotitrctd str'ght
765
.

S(i. In.

4%

.None.

12.0 sq.
12.9 sq.

ft.

ft.

Bet. vertical tubes,

(120)— 2 In.
138% In.— ffs In.

370 Ml sq. In.
54 In. x34M! in.

1 In.

In.

and

sq.ln.

(118)— 2ln.
111% in.— % in.

In.

1S.4 sq.

2

In.

In.

'15.23sq.

sq. f t.
1 In.

In.
In.

%

sq. In.

*%

In.

14.5 sq.ft.

Baldwin
Weight, on drivers
Weight, total

(170)— 1%
123 in.—

net. brick wall

crown, 370

sq. in.

Flues, Xo. and Inside diameter
length and space between. ...
area for gases
Crates, length and width
length of dead plate
area, without dead plate....
area, total
"
space l)eiweon bars
width of bars
type of bars
Slacks, height abv. arch, and diam..

Koss Wlnans.

boiler.
lbs.
lbs.

of water to 1

lb. of Broad Top coal, a difference of three-fifths of
per cent, on consumption and ninety-seven one hundredths of
1 per cent, on evaporation in favor of the Broad Top coal, but
really leaving the Inference that practically no difference existed
between the two coals in the two features named, as the different
lots of the same coals often varied sufficiently to cause a greater
variation either way.
The Pittsburgh coal used in the trials was taken from the railroad company's storage bins, lieing the same as was used for all
engines, liut the Broad Top on account of its greater susceptibility
to deterioration under lengthened exposure to the air was mined
for the experiments.
The fFasii)illly of using bituminou.s coal in the ftreljoxes of
pajsenger locomotives having been demonstrated, the problem which
next presented lt.«iHf wa.s to a.scertain the comparative economy In
the use ol wood and coal in such service. 'l"o estimate correctly
the relalive healing value of a ton of coal and a cord of wood, the
relative cost of the same delivered on the tender, and the increased
cost of engine repairs due to the substitution of coal for wood,
a new passenger engine which was believed to be especially fitted
It was No. 15fi, built In May, 1859,
for such a test was selected.
by M. W. Baldwin & Co., with a Smith, or "Hudson River" type
The peciiliaritie.s of this lioiler were a large, deep fireof boiler.
box, a combtistion chamber 4 ft. long, and a considerable admission of air through 24 hollow staybolts in he bacjt leg of the firebox and about 100 perforations In the door. All these apertures
were Vj In. in diameter, and In addition to these were 10 air openings on each side of the door. These were Ihrpeeighths of an inch
The combustion chamber was divided for half its
in diameter.
length Into two compartments by a longitudinal mUlfeather 6 in.
wide, beginning al llie firebox end of the chamber. The slack used

1

I

engine had practically the Gill arrangement of firebox in an improved form.
The results obtained are embodied in the following table:
.Average
Fuel.

Pittsburgh coal
l>ry oak'

Chiefly white oak,

Mile
12
1:;

,

Consunip-

Water

tlon of fuel.

evaiwration.

1,073 lbs.
2,483 "

3..jOO lbs. to

6,4SO.!l:; lbs.
6.74.S.11

the cord.

From this data is shown, first, an average consumption of 84.92
of Pittsburgh coal per mile against an average of 20C.92 Uks.
hard wood per mile, and from this was derived the estimate of
lb. of coal being equal to 2.31 lbs. of hard wood in heating power.
1
The second point established was that taking the weight of
128 cu. ft. of hard wood at 3.500 lbs. it follows that one net ton
of coal is equal to l"-j cords of wood.
The third point was that taking the evaporation of water as
a standard, we have for 1 lb. of Pittsburgh coal an average evaporation of 2.72 lbs. of water which would make 1 lb. of coal equivalent to 2.22 lbs. of wood, and one net ton of coal equivalent to
1.27 cords of wood.
On account of this experiment with 156 being made on a short
run, and on the 95-ft. grade which rendered the accuracy of measurements of water in the boiler by the gage cocks only, somewhat
problematical, and from other reasons referred to in the report,
it was deemed wise to "assume as a basis of our calculations that
11). of
Pittsburgh coal is equivalent in heating value to 2.31 lbs.
1
of hard wood, and that one net ton of coal is equal to I's cords of
hard wood."
It is also stated at this point of the report that the comparative
value of good hard wood, in connection with experiments in the
use of ccal and wood on other railroads, had up to that time been
lbs.

of

—
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generally underrated, but various reasons are assigned for this,
the chief of which is that the trials of the two fuels on those lines
were made with different engines, of which those used with coal
were new and possessed features giving a more perfect combustion
of any fuel, and thus affording the coal burners the advantage among
other things of a combustion chamber, which is equally adapted
to improve the results obtained from a woodburner as from an engine fired with coal. The report states further that "as our result
was obtained by the use of two kinds of fuel in the same engine
(the combustion of both wood and coal being nearly perfect); the
engineer and fireman, train, road, speed, condition of rail, weather,
etc., being uniform, and the wood selected of one quality and carefully measured, I believe that it may be relied upon as practically
correct."
The relative cost of a cord of wood and a ton of coal
varied on the different divisions of the road but was averaged at
per
cord
of 128 sq. ft. for hard wood, J1.84 per ton for Pitts$3
•burgh coal (2.000 lbs.) delivered on the tender; |2.22 for Broad
Top coal, and $1.78 per ton where Pittsburgh coal was used ou one
part of the line and Broad Top on another.
Having by this test of ]o« arrived at the comparative heating
value of coal and .wood in passenger locomotives, with the cost of
each on the various divisions of the road, and having satisfactorily
tested the practical woricing of a coal-burning passenger locomotive in all conditions of service. No. 156 was next run in both
directions over the various divisions of the road on regular passenger trains. In these trips diiferent enginemen ran the engine
over the different divisions, but on account of the other passenger
firemen being unaccustomed to the use of coal, her own fireman
attended to her over the entire road.
The analyses of the Broad Top (semi-bituminous) and Pittsburgh (bituminous, or gas) coal made by Professor James C. Booth,
of Philadelphia. Pa., at the time of the tests, are as follows:

that firemen use good judgment in firing as not only could a higher
degree of perfection in burning the gases, etc., be attained, but also
a greater economy in the use of fuel with better results in all types
of engines.
The performances of 156 were so satisfactory that no new woodburning passenger engines were afterward built for the company;
and as rapidly as those already in service came in for general
repairs or new fireboxes, they were changed to coal-burners with
smoke-consuming devices, until by 1865 all except a very few had
been so dealt with.
The trouble which arose from the use of the open straight
stack allowing large cinders to be ejected at times with consequent
frequent setting fire to property along the line. led to the use of
the Laii-d stack about the middle of 1862. This stack having a
cone, and a piece of netting extending downward for several inches
below the opening above the cone, somewhat vitiated the perfect
burning of the smoke and gases, but results were still fair, and
passengers had also become accustomed to the fuel, so the coal-

burning passenger engine had come to stay.
The writer has at no time found records of experiments in
this line on any other road so carefully conducted as those which
have been drawn on so freely for this article, and much yet remains embodied in the report which is interesting and profitable:
inileed my efforts may be considered as but a superficial review
of the whole matter, yet withal it is to be hoped that this reference to them may be of use to some railroad official who is desirous of solving the "smoke problem." and may also afford a
pleasant satisfaction to General W. J. Palmer, who by his unflagging
zeal and attention to their every detail, united with a careful recording of the same, has preserved them for the good of those who
guide the performances of the iron horse to-day.

Oinrial AnalVKtri.

Controlling Earth Slides.*
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1

lb.
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and of the analyses are found

to

agree quite closely.
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;
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nOHWER,

I.ate Chief Engineer.

Missoi;ri raeiflc UnlUvay.

Earth slides are formed when masses become disconnected, and
hang on a slope steeper than the plane of friction due to the character of the material and its resistance to movement. Water being

Offtanir ArmlyHift.

Carbon
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one of the most influential elements in reducing this resistance to
a minimum, it is well to provide for proper drainage before slides
The golden rule is to "keep the water away from the roadset in.
bed."
It is well-known that the study of geology is frequently overlooked by the engineer in charge of location, and he often gives but
little attention to the possibility of encountering slides caused by
Drainage is of so much imeither the grade or location of line.
portance that the line, circumstances permitting, should be located
rendered
most
eflective,
allow sun and wind
drainage
can
be
where
to act upon the roadbed, and pay close attention to the manner

which of the five smoke-consuming devices tried would
be best adapted to apply to the rest of the company's equipment,
to

the conclusion reached favored the modification of the Gill arrangement as was used In 156, as it could be applied for |660, if
engine were taken out of service to make the change, or for $500
If deferred until coming in for new firebox.
As the inventors of
the Gill device were Pennsylvania Railroad employees they offered
the company the free use of the patent during its continuance, hence
the features retained In the plan used on 156 would incur no risk
of infringement.

This arrangement was found by an experiment with a woodburning passenger engine 135, recently illustrated in the Railroad
Onzetlr. to give very fair results on coal without the use of a combustion chamber, and therefore would enable the existing equipment to be quickly adapted to the u."e of coal with no especially

annoying result lo passengers, and to run until extensive repairs
warranted adding the chamber.
The "Rlue Ridge" arrangement also commended ILself from a
standpoint of economical application, and excellent work on semlhltumlnous coal; an'r! the Phleger and Dimpfel each from various
features, but the results In their case did not appear to offset the
high cost of ch.inging old engines to such designs, nor was it probable that they would continue free from the need of costly and
frequent repairs.
TAiiLF. n

irrraf/r CiiMt of //nrdiroorf and f'niil nevrlopcl
Frrif/ht and One I'a'Kfngrr l.iiromotlrm.
Kuel.
I'aMenRer.
Hard wfKid per ci.rd of 128 cu. ft
t.l.fHi
I'lltRbiirgh e.ml per 2.00O ItM
1,84
Bmail Top toni per 2.000 Iba
-2.22
AlK>ve tonls mixi'il, per 2,000 lbs
1.78

from Tmln nt

Hijr

Freight.

si'so
3(13

Theiw prices are delivered on engine lender at any point between
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia
One system gf practice which afterward was adopted and followed by iho lompnny for a long time was suggested, viz., paying
\.
premium to enginemen and firemen on all fuel saved over the
lunxlmuni amount fixed for each engine's use within a certain time,
Another suggestion which Is Just as pertinent today os then was

Fig. 1.
of building

material to

One very important factor
be employed in making fills.
it.

is

the selection of the

When investigating the cause of slides in an embankment of
one of the main trunk lines in the Middle West, constructed about
the year 1861, the writer found the slopes considerably deranged.
The embankment, about a quarter of a mile long and over 22 ft.
high In the middle, was continually settling, and notwithstanding
the attention given it by the operating departnuMit. this settling
continued. Trackmen, when called upon to remedy similar breaks,
usually apply stone, which on account of the greater weight, increases ralher than diminishes the evil and the cause of the slide
Is thereby not removed.
The method employed not being effective,
piles were driven and a bridge built along and over the fill for such
distance as was deemed necessary. As the piles did not rest in
original ground, they swayed to and fro, and the maintenance of
the line and grade became a nuitter of great annoyance and cost.
About the time this pile bridge required renewal, the writer was
asked to make an investigation of the trouble and to recommend
what should be done lo improve the safety of the road, and. If possible, prevent the slides and dispense with the trestle.
In digging a trench on each side of the track along the foot
from llullrlln A'o. 90 of the Amerlran Railway Engineering
Maintenance of Woy Assoclntloo.

•Iteprliitecl

anil

DKIKMIItK
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of the slope and parallel with thv track, oonalderable aeepajce from
tbr bank pour<>d forth. Ii-adlnx to the belief that the water waa
retained In the bank by nonn- raiinc or other, and waa leeklni; an
outirt
The writer then hnd IniJ-n-i-ptlnit dralna duK. exiendlnj
towardi the renter of the •nil>ankinent at Interval* of 25 to 50 ft,
arrordlnc to the amount of wati-r u|>pBrently confined In the embankment. The drain* were tht-n fliled with «tone— the heavier
atone at bottom and the llKht<>r atone on top covered with cindora.
This ari-nmplUhed the dralnlnc of the embankment and rendered
It liable ao that the treatle could b<> removed, and no further difAcuity at that point haa been i-xperli'nred.
In proaecullnK thia work, the drllla were extended Into the
center of the embankment, and It wan dlacovered that a number
I'lion Inquiry It
of partly decayed logs were embedded therein.
was ascertained that the contractor at the time of constructlou had
logs hauled In at night, and one of the farmers, residing In the

—

^'^^^'^^

«^o//o /*toc^

Fig. 2.

Informed the writer that be had been one of those employed to perform that work. The earth on the outside covered
up this deception and the water was retained in the inside of the
embankment, softening the material dropping into it. With the
heavier material on top, the soft material was forced to the sides.
and thus creating slips or slides. In the case above cited, the slide
sounded a timely warning, so that the proper remedy could be
employed. However, crevices formed under the roadbed are much
more dangerous, the latter producing slides without giving notice.
This Is often the case where the roadbed rests on the debris hanging on the side of bluffs, especially when bordering on a treacherous stream like the Missouri river.
Water coming down ravines can be readily conducted across the
roadbed by bridges or culverts, but in such cases care must be exerHowever, water falling on the sidebill between
cised as to outlet.
ravines or creeks and dropping from bluffs into the debris where
It cannot readily be intercepted, will enter the roadbed, penetrate
the underlying loose strata and find its way over and along the
harder strata, thus creating earth slides. This water keeps the
vicinity.

badly-drained roadway, w# form conclusions, only to abandon them
'^ In, for the temptation to mak«
again as soon aa dry
a good financial aho
too strong to t>e overcome, we
" the tun shlnca nor prepare for
will not carry an un.
war while living In ix-act-, but rather charge It up to accidents or
to an "act of nature," unavoidable and unforeseen, place it under
that heading and foot the bill, taking credit for (false) economr.
Slides occurring In cuts during construction and later are oftentimes caused by aurface ditches, giving the water an opportunity to
enter the ground Instead of draining it off to the sides. After the
water once enlerB the Hlo|>e8, It la very dlfflcult to drain them, and
every rain will have a tendency to Increase the difficulty.
At the west entrance to the Oregon Short Line Tunnel In Idaho,
where the sidea broke off vertically and heaved the track at tlmea
to Kuch an extent as to seriously Interrupt and delay the handling
of material from the tunnel, the writer applied with good results
ordinary horizontal bracing. In the manner ahown In Fig. 1.
The most remarkable slide loming to the notice of the writer
was encountered on the White River Railway, at the entrance of
tunnel No. 3. at Omaha Drive. Ark., its magnitude precluding all
thought of removing it. The disturbance flrst manifested Itself
at what might be termed a Bideblll cut.
In removing the footing,
the mass of clay seemed to lose Its hold on the rock whereon It
rested, and began breaking off. first showing cracks insignificant In
size and lonflned to the right-of-way, but later reaching far out
Into the adjoining hills, bringing down trees and forming breaks
in the surface 15 to 25 ft. in height and perpendicular in appearance.
The Omaha tunnel (2.t>50 ft. long) penetrates a sag in the
Ozark mountains, consisting of a so-called boulder formation, lime
and rock being found intermixed with clay, a hydrated silica of
alumina of brownish color, due to the presence of Iron oxide. This
clay Is very plastic, especially so In the approaches where action
of water is not constant as in a tunnel.
Here the layer of clay was
from 5 to 100 ft. thick, underlaid with a strata of solid rock of
smooth surface and slanting at an angle of from 5 to 10 deg. toward
the creek along which the line had been located.
The grade of the roadbed entered the rock 20 ft. below the surface; In other words, the approach to the tunnel has a 20-ft. rock
cut with clay in the overlying slope.
As soon as cracks appeared on the surface, extra precautions
were taken against surface water. The surface ditches were given
steeper grades, and. where possible, bottoms were cemented so that
the water could drain off more quickly, thus reducing chances of
i

penetration to a

minimum.

In spite of this the ground continued to break and started to
move toward the open cut, at first dropping into it little at a time,
gradually Increasing until after a rather heavy rain the entire cut
filled up with this stuff, involving an expenditure of $1 per cubic
yard for its removal. Though the moving masses had adopted a
slope of nearly two horizontal to one vertical, the breaks continued,

stretching for more than 150 ft. into the hill above the grade of
the roadbed, and over 500 ft. distant from same.
To prevent similar occurrences during the time of operation,
involving delay and expense, the writer had the rock cut arched
over for a distance of 600 ft. from the portal of the tunnel. But an
arch, framed of timber in order to furnish clearance, without protection against "side pressure," cannot be relied upon as a permanent safeguard against slides. To make it serve, however, should
the mass continue to move, the clay bank was removed for a distance of 12 ft. from the edge of the rock cut (see Fig. 2) and holes
were drilled into the rock 8 to 10 ft. deep, and from 10 to 15 ft.
apart in a row along the foot of the new bank, shots being placed
therein and fired simultaneously by means of an electric battery.
The rock was broken but not scattered, a trenchlike crack appearFig. 3.
ing at the surface. The writer then had logs cut from the timber,
ground under the track in a constant moist state, which Is a menace of which afl abundance was found in the immediate neighborhood,
crevices,
Oftentimes it will form
to the safe operation of the road.
and these logs were placed alongside each other with the butt end
and when once formed they will increase and may reach to the In the rock crevices, the other end overhanging the timber arch, and
very surface, only to be discovered after a wreck has occurred, and resting tipon its top (see Fig. 3).
are then usually termed "a washout." Again, the water may soften
The material under the logs and between the logs and the arch
the material until it becomes slushy and will produce a slip at the was tamped, thus forming a solid flooring over which the material
Borings made by the writer over a dis- could slide, as was contemplated, distributing it over the entire arch
foot of the lower slope.
tance of seven miles on parts of tracks so situated developed the and serving as weight instead of a thrust. The further object of
fact that the roadbed developing such defects was invariably located
cracking the rock was to permit the water coming through the
directly against a bluff or perhaps resting on material underlaid clay to escape, thus leaving the footing dry and in better position
by slanting rock, which rock forming a part of the bluff had been to act as a support. The plan worked very satisfactorily. The
eroded by the action of the water, either river or surface, or both first rain produced another slide, the lops carrying the material
over the arch. With the drain in the rock at a distance of 12 ft.
combined.
If the water Is collected at frequent intervals and conducted
from the edge of the cut and over 30 ft. from the foot of the new
across the track either by means of small boxes (If pipe cannot be slope, a good foothold had been created which served the purpose,
utilized) or conveyed in open ditches plastered with cement or for no further movement of the overhanging masses (estimated by
rammed with small stone so as to prevent the water from penetrat- the engineer in charge as reaching the enormous quantity of 130.000
ing Into the roadway, the danger referred to can be greatly dimin- cubic yards) has taken place since that time (1904), now three
ished.
years ago. The few sticks of timber in the arch which had moved
Drainage Is the most essential factor in creating and maintain- were di.splaced not more than an inch.
ing a good roadbed: and is most often neglected. After we have
This experience has led the writer to the conclusion that many
discovered the effect and are forced to face the consequences of a similar slides formed by masses moving along a rock surface might
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be checked by boring holes down to rock, lowering dynamite and
breaking the surface by means of blasts (see Fig. 4), and actual
practice has confirmed this view.

The New Shops

of the

Grand Trunk

at

Stratford, Ontario.

The Grand Trunk is now building new shops at Stratford.
Ont. The general layout is shown below in the accompanying
In
the
foreground are the large machine and
engravings.
erecting shop. 616 ft. x 75 ft., and at right angles to it the
boiler shop. 154 ft. x 135 ft. The construction of these is now being
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engines and painting.
The new shop will be able to repair 28
The layout is so
engines standing over pits at the same time.
arranged that the capacity can be increased if more space is needed
in the future.
The heavy lifting work is to be done by a 120-ton electric traveling crane that spans the engine pit bay. In the cross section through
the center of the machine and erecting shop, shown herewith, this
is shown lifting a heavy consolidation locomotive and carrying it
In the same bay with the large crane and directly
to a repair pit.
below it is a 10-ton electric crane for handling lighter work.
The heating ducts shown under the floor line distribute warm
Exhaust steam from the power
air from a heater on the balcony floor.

General Layout of Proposed Grand Trunk Shops at Stratford, Ontario.
rushed as fast as possible, ami it is hoped to have 15 henti; under
cover and in operation this winter. These two shops occupy nearly
three acres of floor space. The small building at the extreme left
is already built and is used for repairing locomotive tenders.
The buildings in the background are proposed additions to be
made later. They are. from left to right: Storehouse, (id ft. x 200 ft;
blacksmith shop. 100 ft. x 300 ft.: power-house, 90 ft. x 90 ft., and
foundry. 110 ft. x 140 ft. These buildings will be put up in order
of their importance after the machine and erecting shop is well
under way. The old machine shop, which is being torn down in

Section of Machine and Erecting Shop

Now

sections as fast as the new shop Is erected, occupied part of the
space covered by the new building.
The ground refjuired some fUlIng and leveling before beginning
construction work.
In the foundations of the new boiler shop and
part of the new machine and erecting shop, concrete piles were
used. These pllps were driven from 15 ft. to IH ft. below the average
surface of the ground to i)rovlde suHlclent bearing power for the
The walls of the buildings are reinforced concrete
foundations.
with the outside surface nni.shed.
Individual electric drive is to be used for most t)f the large
machine tools. Belt drive will be used for the smaller machine
Compressed air is to be used for driving the riveting matools.
chines, chisels, the turntable motor and for forge Ores, blowing out

house and from the fan engine is to be used in the heater coils.
Individual lockers for the shopmen are to be provided. In some
cases these lockers will be portable so that men working on odd
jobs around the shop can move the lockers near their work. There
are to be drinking fountains with a continuous flow of artesian
water throughout the shop. At night the shops will be lighted by

mercury vapor lamps.
The engineering and construction work is under the supervision
of the Arnold Company, Engineers and Constructors, Chicago, III.
The work is under the authority of E. H. Fitzhugh, Third Vice-Presi-

Building; Stratford Shops of the Grand Trunk.
dent of the Grand Trunk, and designs are subject to his approval
as well as that of W. D. Robb, Superintendent of Motive Power.
R. Patterson, Master Mechanic of the Grand Trunk at Stratford, has
had a large share in helping along the construction work and has
been notably successful in carrying on the necessary repair work on
locomotive boilers while the new work was under way. He is also
at |)resent designing the niacliine tool layout.
The concrete piles
were furnished by Davld.son & Von Aueberg of Montreal. The found.-ilion roncrele work Is under the charge of George Mitchell. Master
of lie nridges and liulldings Department of the Grand Trunk, The
structural steel is being fabricated and erected by the Canadian
Bridge Company, of Walkerville. Ont. B. V. Hole, of London, Ont.,
has the general building contract.
I
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The

\Ventern I'nion 'I'eleKraph Co. has declared a dividend of
At the present market price, the
IHi P^r cent, pnyable In 8to<-k.
dividend aniountH to about S5 per cent, of what ll would If paid
In caah.
Offlcera of the Southern Pacific In Texas «ay that the double
daily pai-HenKcr train servlre between New Orleans and San Franriaro. dlmontlnued Inst sprinK, will not lie resumed this month, as
bad lM<en Hunounced a few weeks ago.
Strei-t cars with very larKe rear platforms, arranged to permit
the collection of fares as imsseiigers enter, are to be tried not only
In New York City but also in Buffalo and in Chicago.
In Chicago
a number of these c-ars are already in use.
It Is said that the order of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. i'aui,
given about throe weeks ago, dlsniLsKlng some of its traveling freight
and passenger agents in eastern states, has already been rescinded,
aud the men restored to their former places.
The State Railroad Commission of Missouri has announced that
from January
It will require the express companies of the state
I.")

to reduce their rates according to a tariff to be Issued by the commission this week. This tariff makes reductions of 20 per cent.
and more In the present rates.

The Atlantic Coast Line has agreed to put In effect the reduced
passenger and freight rates ordered In Alabama on the same conditions under which the Southern and other companies adopted the
reduced rates some weeks ago. Press despatches from Montgomery
say that all of the Injunction suits will be considered by the courts

The Supreme Court of the I'nited Stales, deciding a case which
arose In South Carolina, holds that the Atlantic Coast Line need
not comply with the wishes of the citizens of I.atla, S. C, who
deplred to have the privilege of flagging two fast mail trains which
pass through that town dally. The State Railroad Commission ordered that stops l»e made whenever the flag was displayed, and the
state Supreme Court sustained the commission. Th»- railroad, however, took the case to the Supreme Court of the L'nlted States and
now. In a decision by Justice Peckham, the railroad is sustained.
The court holds that the proposed action would lie an interference
with interstate commerce.
According to a press despatch from St. Louis the Rock Island
and the St. Louis & San Francisco roads on January 1 will abolish
separate freight soliciting offices at Oklahoma City. Wichita, San
Antonio. St. Ix)uis. Chicago, Kansas City, Memphis, Dallas. Fort
Worth and Houston and passenger offices at Kansas City. Wichita
and Oklahoma City. One force at each of these cities will attend
to the business of lx)th roads.
At St. Louis the 'Frisco employs
four freight solicitors and the Rock Island three. The force will
be reduced, probably to four, and It will represent both roads. It
said that few men will be dismissed, but several agents will be
reduced In rank and salary and may be assigned to other work.

is

Following an informal hearing liefore the Interstate Commerce
at Washington last week, the New Y'ork. New Haven
has been requested by the Commission to postpone for
The Indictment against Ira A. McComilck for manslaughter, in
at least 90 days the taking effect of Its notice canceling through
connection with the derailment at Williams Bridge last February,
rates on freight from the Central of New Jersey and other western
has been dii'missed, the district attorney having asked the court to
connections by way of New York City. The Commission makes this
take this action in order to enable him to compel Mr. MeCormick
request
with the purpose of enabling the communities, shippers and
to testify against General Manager A. H. Smith, who was indicted
carriers affected by the proposed action to determine what course
at the same time. The trial of Mr. Smith began In New York City
they win pursue with respect to the future movement of the traffic
on Tuesday.
involved. President Mellen. of the New Haven road, has signified
The Mexico-St. Louis Special has been put in service for its his willingness to make any reasonable postponement asked for
over
the
Iron
Mountain,
the
This train, running
third season.
by the Commission. The Central of New Jersey wanted the ComTexas & Pacific, the International & Great Northern and the National mission to ask a Federal Court to enjoin the proposed action of the
of Mexico, leaves St. Louis Tuesdays and P'ridays and the city of New Haven, but the Commission declined to do so.
Mexico Tuesdays and Saturdays. The time through is about 65
The Chicago Association of Commerce, in its weekly paper,
hours. The trains are vestibuled throughout and they have dining
gives the records of some of the "through package cars" which are
cars all throughout the journey.
being run from Chicago to a number of southern cities. In response
On the Pennsylvania Railroad In October there were 2,245 sur- to a request of the association. As noted recently in the Railroad
prise tests, with a record of 98.8 per cent, satisfactory. Fifteen divlOazetle. the association has issued a pamphlet informing shippers
stons showed a percentage of 100 per cent. On the New York division
how they may take advantage of these special freight cars in shipout of 77 tests there was but one failure; out of 952 tests on the
The records pubping to any town in the southeastern states.
Schuylkill division there wa.s but one; out of 102 on the Buffalo
lished in the last issue show that cars to Montgomery, Ala., ran
division there was none. All the failures were slight, the engines
through uniformly in three days; to Mobile, three days; to New
passing the signals only a few feet.
Orleans, five, seven and eight days, and to Macon and Augusta, four
The St. Louis & San Francisco Is to use the electric train staff days. The time is given, however, in even days, so that the reader
on two block sections near Birmingham, Ala. Interlocking signals is left in the dark as to whether the goods could be delivered on
are l>elng put up on this road near Kansas City, at the junction the third day. To Jacksonville. Fla.. the time appears to average
with the M., K. & T.: at four places in Ix>uisiana, and at Beaumont. better than to New Orleans, six cars to Jacksonville arriving In an
Tex. All home signals will be worked by rods and all distant sig- average of 5% days.
nals by electric motors. Semaphore train-order signals have been
The New Y'ork Central announces that beginning next Sunday
put up at a large number of stations on the company's lines.
the Twentieth Century Limited Express trains will be scheduled
The Erie Railroad has given notice of withdrawal from the at ]9',i hours between New York and Chicago instead of IS hours,
Central Passenger Association. The action of the Erie In reducing the present schedule. Westbound the train will leave New Y'ork
at 3 p.m.. Eastern time, and arrive in Chicago at 9:30 a.m.. Central
Its second-class rate eastward from Chicago to New Y'ork to $10
which went into effect a few weeks ago. and which was followed by time. Eastbound the train will leave Chicago at 1 p.m. and arrive
Wabash,
have
and
the
Is
said
to
been
due
This is called a "winter schedule," which
to the
in New Y'ork at 9.30 a.m.
the Grand Trunk
Implies that in tlie spring the IShour schedule will be resumed. An
belief on the part of the Erie that other lines were paying commissions; and commission payments are forbidden by a rule of the officer of the Pennsylvania has said that that road will make no
change in the si-hedulcs of its IS-hour trains. The Central's anCentral Passenger Association.
nouncement says that the change is made in compliance with the
The New York State (Albanyl Public Ser\ico Coniniisslon, in a
wishes of patrons, "as expressed by pelilion and individual request."
decision affecting the Rockland Railroad Company, defines the underIt Is said that the object of the company is to avoid the disturbances
standing of the Coinniission relative to the law requiring a street
of the schedules which are likely to be caused by snow storms In
railway to begin construction within a certain time after receiving
central New York. To run from New York to Chicago, 964 miles,
from the state a certificate of convenience and nece-sslty. Attempts
in 19 'o hours, the train will have to make an average of 49.4 miles
to obtjiin local franchises are not a beginning of construction, neither
hour.
are surveys and engineering work done before the granting of the an

on January

Commission

C.

& Hartford

certificate.

It Is

said that this decision affects at the present tlm^

In about 558,000 records of freight car deliveries received on
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Junction card reports by railroads in tl>e eastern states. In the month
of May, the receiving roads found 14.000 errors and 21,000 omissions,
or 6.3 per cent, of defects. The largest numbers of errors were made
in the cases of roads the initials of which are the same as those
These
of other roads, or so nearly like them as to lead to errors.
figures are published in the Railway Equipment Register as a part
of the report of the last meeting of the Eastern Association of Car
Service Officers. In the cards received by the Boston & Albany the
percentage of errors to the total number of items was 19.6; on
the Intercolonial. 25.1 per cent.; Maine Central, 17 per cent.:
Pennsylvania, 5.8 per cent. In the same report a number of roads
include statements of junction reports received by them not properly addressed and reforwarded by them to the proper addressee.
The Pennsylvania, for example, received 3.468 reports which did
not belong to it. and received 4,301 of its own which had first been
sent to some other road and reforwarded. This last statement seems
to refer to the number of cards, while the one first mentioned
refers to the number of items on cards.

An Improved

Vol. XLIII., No. 24.

A

copy of such contracts ought to be filed with the Commission and
the transaction is complete a verified statement of it, by a
responsible officer of the company, ought also to be filed with the
Commission.
The Commission holds that a connection should be afforded to
the complainant, but in recognition of the risk as before mentioned
decided to enter no order; expecting the parties to confer and arrive
at an agreement Unless such an agreement be reached within 30
days the Commission will enter an order as to the location of the

when

track.

A New Car Door Hanger.

A simple and efficient freight car door hanger and track is illustrated in the accompanying drawing. The track and cap are made
As the drawing shows, the roller
in a single channel-shaped piece.
and track are thoroughly protected from the weather, so that it and
the track are always dry, while a Z bar along the top of the door

Journal Box.

An improved design of journal box on which patent has recently
been granted is shown herewith. Its special feature is a lid of the
swinging or pivoted type, arranged to remain in any position when
open, and when closed to be secured in position to prevent accidental
opening. The lid is flat, with an upper lug or extension for pivoting
to a corresponding lug on the journal box, and a lower lug or handle
by which to swing it. The lower under side of the lid has a curved
rib which engages a circular ledge or lip under the lower edge of

The Sorensen Journal

Box.

the box opening concentric with the lid .pivot pin. The adjacent
surfaces are slightly dove-tailed, and on the ledge of the box, at the
center, is a small lug which engages a corresponding recess in the
rib of the lid for locking in the closed position.
The lid is held to position, and caused to lock, by the usual Ushaped spring on the pivot pin. The pivot hole of the lid and the
corresponding hole in the spring are elongated vertically to permit
the lid to latch when closed and to be held secure. A modification of
the design provides for pivoting the lid at the side of the box. The
Inventor is Fre<lerlck C. Sorensen. who Is In the Chicago shops of the
Armour Car Lines. Some of the lids have been applied to cars of
this

company.
Private Siding Ordered.

an opinion by Commissioner Harlan the Commission has
announced Its decision In the case of the Weleetka Light & Water
Company against the Fort Smith & Western. Complainant a.sked
for an order requiring the carrier to put In a track connecting its
main line at Weeletka, Indian Territory, with the plant of complainant.
The Commission held that while retaining the right to
control the location of tracks to private Industries In accordance
In

with the evirloncp. It Is disposed, in recognition of the risk that
arises from such Interruptions of main line rails, to leave the location of such tracks largely to the discretion and wisdom of the

The practice among the carriers of repaying advances made by
shippers for the construction of tracks by making an allowance of
a definite amount on each carload of freight is disapproved by the
Commission on the ground that It presents too much the appearance of a ptirchase of property by the carrier with transportation,
While soltlements may be based on
this being contrary to law.
the number of carload shipments, repayments must not he made out
of the rate but of available

Bundy Car Door Track and Hanger.
and keeps water from getting Into the car. A slight
lifting of the door brings the roller in contact with the upper
shoulder or flange of the track, and. with suitable end slops. It Is
Impossible for the door to drop off. The construction is simple and
It was Invented by C. L. Bundy.
the device should give good service.
Superintendent of the coach department of the Hicks Locomotive
and Car Works. Chicago Heights. 111. F. L. Holmes, until recently
Advertising Manager of the company, has charge of the sale of the
banger at 277 Dearborn street, Chicago.
protects

carrier.

funds at the end of definite Intervals.

it,

:
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New
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Klreet Journal.

Coaat Lin* ronla waa opened, doubling the available InduBtrlal area
of San FranrlBro. This line plcrrea the Ave ranges of bills wbloh
have ht>r<-to(ore formed a ttarrler agaluHt the expuniilon of the city
M>tithward.

In

traverklng

thU
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United States, when embodied In the constitution of a state, than
Wail
It Is when contained in a law enacted by a state legislature

Line Into 8<n Francieco.

road

i>aiii)enKerii

will

paat through two mllee of tunneU with ihi* ground surface 30u ft.
above their heoda: over two nilliit of irt-Htle with the water .'lO ft.
below them, through a cut 95 ft. d>-ep. and under six stroetH supported by Iron overhead bridge. Nineteen towns from San Francisco to San Jose will have the advantage of a gain of 17 minutes
In time to and from San Francisco.
At VIsltaclon Point the Southern Paclflc l8 malting a bump yard to distribute the freight handled
here.

Locomotive and Rail Export* for October.

The Wall Street Journal gives the following Information about
exports of locomotives and of mils for October, and for the first ten
months of the calendar year:
The value of locomotives exported In Octot>er showed a gain of
more than l.'iOO.OOO from 0<-tober of 190G, which reflecu most favorably the con<lltion of the foreign markets. A satisfactory increase
is also shown by the figures for the lu months.
The exports of locomotives for Octot>er follow:
Exnorted to
11)07
19M.
Lurope
I1U.307
Brltlali North America
7::.061
188,084
Ceotrul American 8tate« and BrItUli IIoDdurai
47.550
33.314
Mexico
0.150
143.023
:

Combination Quard-Rall Clamp and Tie

Plate.

Culia

The combination

guard-rail

clamp and

tie plate illustrated here-

with was invented by George L. Mansfield, meohanU-al engineer In
the engineering department of the Chicago & .\ltoii. As Us name
Indicates, it iximblnes a tie plate with the rail clamp and brace.
the whole t)elng secured and iKiund together by a single boll, TVi In.
The filler blocit, which is made
in diameter, which has a lock nut.

85,370
12.010
8.1S9
3.4S4

249,704

Argentina
Braill

54,:i45

Utber Sniitb .\merlra
CblnpKc ICmpIre

4tt8.-,:8a

0.310

Japan
20.440
50,010
401.050

BrItlHh Aiistritllii
rhlllppluo Island}*

Other Asia and Oceania
Total

tl.387,403

The exports

for 10

months

t806,775

follow:
1900.

1907.

Kurope
Brltlsii

1.3S0.2I5
824.542

Mexico

1.005.440
G4 1.335

358.808

Cuba

509,i:i2

Other West Indies and Bermuda
Argentina

12.088
200.491
010.050

Brazil

Other South .\merlca
Chinese Empire

425.010
14,000
208.355
559,529
497.090
22,207
035.450
40.158

1.022.903
12.235

Japan

400.918
104.003
00.148

British Australasia
I'hiilpplne Islands

Other Asia and Oceania
.\ll

$353,850
527.550

?.-jy2.:{32

North America

OntrnI American States and Brltlah Honduras

1.420,319

ibe,s66
30.119

$7,623,390

»5,002.G05

other Africa

British Africa

Total

Several striking tacts appear in the statement for October, chief
among which is the absence of record of a single purchase by Japan.
On the other hand, a large gain is recorded by Cuba, and the railroad
development of South America continues to make increasing de-

mands on American manufacturers.
The exports of steel rails for railroads

for October

and the 10

months, in tons, were as follows:

Mansfield Guard-Rail Clamp and Tie Plate.
either solid or adjustable, i.s locked to the tie plate by a downwardlyprojecting lug to prevent slipping. One design has braces on each
side so as to bi-ace both rails. The simplicity of the device and
the few parts are its chief advantages. All parts are on top of
the tie, and adjustments are easily and quickly made. It is already
in use on the Southern and the Indianapolis Union and has been
made standard on the Alton. It is made and sold by tne Otto uas

Engine Works, Chicago.

Kxported to
Europe
British North America
Tentral American States and British Honduras
Mexico
West Indies and Bermuda
Soutli America
Japan
Other Asia and Oceania
All other

1907.
7.537
38.811
149.0:{9

82.423
268.877
358,529
2,322

Africa

Total

The exports

$1,133,302

for 10

months were as

Europe

and British Honduras

Mexico

West Indies and Bermuda
South America
Other Asia and Oceania
British Africa
All other Africa

railroads of Oklahoma are not so helpless under the twocent fare prescribed by the constitution of the new sUite as has been

The

supposed.

The framers of the constitution of Oklahoma appear to have
been without a copy of the Constitution of the United States for
their guidance.

This antiquated document has not yet been repealed. Article
XIV. of the amendments, ratified July 28. 1868, provides tliat "no
state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privilege or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any
state deprive any person of life, lilierty or property without due
process of law."
"This
Article VI. of the Constitution adopted in 17S7 follows:
Constitution, and the law of the United States which shall be made
all
treaties
made,
which
shall
thereof,
and
or
be
made
in pursuance
under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law
of the land; and the Judges In every state shall be bound thereby,
anything in the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary
notwithstanding."
A state enactment prohibiting railroads from charging more
than two cents a mile passenger fare, if it results In confiscation
of property, is no less void, as contrary to the Constitution of the

915.S60
585,166
919.371
7S0.440
2.148.203

$032,041

Total

1908.
$11,081
1.832,399
491.938

007.106
765.870

8.10.901

2.441,870
600.889

2,550.683
7.741
23.004

514.957
514.957
7.628

$8,783,153

$7,290,259

J.'ipan

Tile Constitution of OI<lahoma.

10.544
2,570
48.254
30.093
226.790
211.810
101,060

follows:
1907.
$1,778

British North America
Central American States

1900.

$320
$225,884

The

increase was about $500,000 tor the month and $1,500,000
for the 10 months. Much of the gain in October was made in shii>
ments to British North America. The West Indian demand also
Increased heavily.

Lower Price

The Western Itailway

for English Coal.

France

is reported to have ordered for
1908 delivery G."),000 tons of best Monmouthshire semi-bituminous
$"1
ton.
is about 50 cents below the
in
cars
at
a
This
delivered
coal,
previous price, f. o. b., at Newport liaxbor.

of

The Alabama Extra

Session.

The second extraordinary session of Extra Session Comer has
adjourned sine die. It better had died l>efore abornin". It leaves
but a legacy of vengeful deeds, which we believe will fortunately
be wiped out and their baleful influences neutralized by the courts
But the stigma of the attempt at vengeance, of
of the country.
vicious resentment against the greatest benefactor .Alabama ever
bad. remains.
The legislation of this extraordinary session in its attempt to

—
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Injure and thus punish the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company, for the sole reason of its appealing to the proper courts of the
land to have properly and constitutionally construed prior acts of
this Legislature, is a disgrace to American civilization. The attempt
to enact legislation grassly discriminating against tlie Louisville
& Nashville and favoring other lines, is something unique in American history.
"Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord." Oh, no! Vengeance is
mine, said Extra Session Comer and his following.
We hope that we shall see a thing or two, and we believe that
we will. We want to see the L. & N. enjoin every act of this socalled legislation affecting its interests, and the United States Supreme Court determine the question if a vindictive official and his
retinue can use the powers of his office to oppress citizens or to
discriminate to the prejudice of some, while favoring others. What
It
else has this extraordinary session to its credit or discredit?
passed a state prohibition act. In a matter of so vital importance
to individuals and communities, should not the establishment of
prohibition be a matter of local option, and not be forced upon an
unwilling people or community? This Legislature thus previously
legislated.
Then, what possible credit to this extraordinary session in this stultification of its membership and discrediting its
previous commendable action by now vitiating it? If there is glory
in Comer legislation, it will take a shrewd historian to discover
it, and if there is profit in it, the people will essay in vain to realize
it.
The Comer administration will be the synonym of hard times
in

Alabama.
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4. To what extent has increased capacity of motive power, introduction of gravity yards, etc., influenced the use of improved draft
gears on your road?
5. Have you noted any wide variation in cost of maintenance in
the draft gear itself, comparing the older spring gears with the recent large capacity spring and friction gears?
6. B'rom your experience with friction gears on tenders and cars,
is it found that the gears require any considerable attention to keep
them to their original capacity, and are many gears found jammed

and failing

to release in freight cars?
cars and engine tenders built since .Tanuary 1, 1900, what
form of draft gear is your road using? Give number built, kind and
capacity of cars for each type of gear used.
Replies should be sent to R. N. Durborow, Chairman Committee
on Tests of M. C. B. Couplers, Altoona, Pa., not later than January
7.

15,

On

1908.

Automobile Speed Records.
At Weybridge, England, December 10, on the cup-shaped track
where Mr. Edge made his 24-hour record, a (JO-h.p. motor was run .50
miles in 39 minutes, 10 seconds. This record, made by Clifford-Earp,
On the same day a distance of
is said to beat all previous records.
150 miles was made in one hour, 58 minutes, 34 seconds.
He also
broke the world's one-hour record, running in that time 76 miles,
1,359 feet.

Bessemer, Ala., M'eekly.

Two-Cent Fares on the Burlington.
Collapse of a Bridge Over the Susquehanna River.

A bridge which was being built by the state of Pennsylvania
across the north branch of the Susquehanna river in the eastern
part of Columbia county, near Berwick, I*a., was carried away by a
flood on the afternoon of December 10 and eleven workmen were
drowned. The bridge was being built by the York Bridge Company,
of York, Pa.
The substructure was finished, the superstructure in
position and the flooring half completed. The flood, which followed
the melting of snow by warm rains, undermined the piers. On the
same day there was much damage by floods at Scranton, Carbondale,
Hazleton and all along the Delaware, Schuylkill and Susquehanna
rivers. Many small bridges were destroyed.

Two-cent fares have been in effect" in a few states since last
spring, but in most of them since the summer.
Up to the middle
of November we found that in spite of the reduction in the revenue
per passenger per mile, the passenger revenue was no worse than
before.
The passenger departments of the railroads never did pay,
and they do not pay any better since the rates have been reduced,
but we have succeeded in equalizing the reductions pretty well.
The average passenger rates In Illinois, Iowa and Missouri, on the
Burlington, in July, 1906, was 2.11 cents, whereas last July it was
1.96 cents.— P. S. Eiistis.

A
The

M. C. B. Association Circular of Inquiry,

The standing committee on tests of M. C. B. couplers has sent
out the following list of questions to members, the answers of which
will be used in designing a standard uncoupling rod rigging:
Cause of broken links and clevises?
Causes of bent uncoupling rods?
Are these failures more prominent on wooden or steel cars?
4. Are these failures more prominent on cars equipped with
spring or friction draft gear, and if so, on what specific type?
5. Style and description of uncoupling arrangement with which
most trouble is experienced and wherein the specific troubles lie?
6. To what extent is freight equipment used in passenger service and what provision is made to prevent the buffer of the passenger
car Interfering with the uncoupling arrangement on the freight car?
7. Which form of release is preferred by the trainmen?
8. What form of universal release rigging la recommended to
suit all types of .M. C. B. standard couplers?
(Send sketch.)
9. Send print.s or sketches of your present standards of uncoupling arrangements.
10. Give any additional information not covered by the above
n'leatlnns which would further the solution of this subject.
Replies should be forwarded to R. N. Durborow, Chairman Com-

Half-Million-Dollar Cargo.

S. DeGraft" of the Western
arrived in Buffalo December 8 from Superior with
421,000 bushels of wheat, the largest cargo ever loaded on the Great
Lakes. The rate paid for transportation was 2l-_; cents a bushel
(or about one-half mill per ton per mile), making the gross income
of the vessel for the trip $10,525.

Transit

605-ft. steel

steamer "Legrand

Company

1.
2.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.

3.

Cotton Seed Rates Reduced.
In the case of Pressley against the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
it is held that the rates of 27 and 29 cents on cotton seed from
Marietta and Berwyn, Okla., to Cleburne, Tex., are unreasonable,
and should not exceed 16 and 18 cents; that the rate of 45 cents on
cotton seed from Marietta, Okla., to Piano, Tex., is unreasonable
and should not exceed 25 cents.
et al.

Transfer Charges Must be Published.

In the case of Schwager & Nettleton against the Great Northern
Commission held that the act to regulate commerce does not
bar a carrier from providing for costs of transfer in making demittee on Testa of .M. C. B. Couplers, Altoona, Pa., not later than livery to a certain carrier, but if it so provides, it must publish
and file a tariff showing the conditions, etc. A carrier cannot exJanuary 15, 1908.
The committee on tests of M. C. B. couplers has been instrucled: cuse the collection of an unpublished and unknown drayage and
(at To recommend a standard maximum capacity for friction transfer charge by proof that it had a rule which forbade the
sending of Its own cars beyond Its own line during a period of car
draft gear.
(b) To recommend the moat desirable resistance during each shortage.
the

%-ln. compre.sslon.
(c) To report on the value of friction dnift gear In reducing
damage to cars and their contents.
To further the committee's Investigation the following questions

are asked:
1. Considering conditions which your road may have, such as
locomotives with large tractive force, double-heading of trains,
mixed trains of steel and wooden cars, low capacity cars, etc., what
is considered a desirable maximum capacity for friction draft gear?
this be distributed through each %-ln. travel
2. How should
of the gear to meet the siiecial condition outlined with least damage
to

equipment?

3. In general has the value of friction or other Improved draft
gear had the effect of reducing damage to cars and contents In the
yards and on the road?

Chicago Live Stock Delivery Charge Again Condemned.
riMidored by Commissioner I'routy, the Commission has again taken up the case of the Cattle Raisers' Association
of Texas and the Chicago Live Stock Exchange against the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy and others; and It again declares the two
dollar rate unjust. The so-called terminal charge of |2 per car
Is imposed by the carriers for the delivery of carloads of live stock
This matter has been before
at the Union Stock Yards in Chicago.
tho Commission for ten years, and four reports have been prepared.
Thn Commission decides, ius before, that the terminal charge
of $2 per car Is unduly diacrlmlnalory, and that the charge should
per car. The Commission holds that the decree of a
not exceed

In an opinion

H

court dismissing a

bill

brought to enforce an order of the Commis-

DEOOtua
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Ion made

prevtotu to ibe amrndmcDt of June 29. 190<. Is not a
bar to the rlslit of the t'onimlmlon (c> examine wllb rei>|>ert to a
date (ubarquent to June 2» ibe (tame rale Involved In tbat proceeding. Commlaalonera Clark and Harlan diaaent.

TRADE CATALOOUI*.

7ii

now

part of the Michigan Central. After Mrvlng on leveral other
road* he was made Chief Engineer of the Dulucb * Iron Range In
1H87.

Charlec P. Mattbewi, Professor of Electrical EnRlneeriDg at
Purdue, died at Phoenix. Ariz., on Saturday, .N'ovimber 23. 1907.
He waa bom on September 18, lki;7, and was educated at the 8L

Jobnabury (Vt. Academy and at Sibley College, Cornell I'niveralty,
where he graduated In 1892 aa Mechanical Engineer. In 1901 be
was given the degree Of Ph. D. by Cornell. For four y»>9r<i after
his graduation he was Instructor In phystcB and .,
cltjr
at Cornell: then he wt-nt to Purduf as A!<i>lHtaDt
lOlectrlcal Kngineering.
In 190:") he sucecded Profe.-vjugh
as head of the School of Electrical Engineering. Duriuti bib con)

and Uine

Inilutlrial

Van and

KatlwayM.

the KllKurt^Hetel<>r To. Mlnnf-ipollt.

mine
of the

lara.

narr.

Minn

,

^

No. 5 of

desrrlliea Induatrtal and
nnl kindred pro<lurts

company

on rallwayH

—Catalofpie
..r

hundllnK maifrlal

In
r
planlM, planLatlons,
dorka. wan'huuiwii, (juarrifH iiud juIjLiiuk and manufai-turlng plantK.
Industrial rallwayH are furnished complete with all equipment
A
line of conlractorH' buckelH Is alxo Hhown.
The book Is 6 In. x 'J In.
and baa 56 pages.
i:

The Oltrmayr Hullrlm. — The current number

of this bulletin

on founiiry Informatluu Is a 8p<'<-lal wlltlon d''V0ted exclusively to
the core room. The leading articles are "The Core Room A Few
Suggestions," which is a plea for better conditions and better appliances In the core rt)om, and "The Selection of Core Sands," u dlscuMlon of the various tcra»U's and their uses. "Ovens for Drying
Cores" and a description ol a new Chicago foundry are other shorter

'

:

1

nection with the school It has grown to be the largest In the country
In point of numl>ers.
His most valuable contribution to science
was an Investigation of photometric standards for art lampj. a
work done In connection with the National Electric Light Asaodallon.

—

articles.

There are also

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
<For iatet of convenHont and regular meelittot of railroad eonrfntioiu and
engineering toctctit:$, etc. gee advenistng page 24.)

Central Railway Club.

nilscellancou.s Items of Interest.

—

Cyclopedia of Kngineering. The American School of Correspondence, Chicago, has Issued a circular describing Its holiday
offer of the six volumes of the Cyclopedia of Engineering for $lri.80.
The same offer was made last year. As this is a large reduction
from the list price and Is payable in monthly installmeuts. It is an
unusual opportunity. The offer expires December 23.

At the annual meeting of this club to be held at Buffalo, N. Y.,
January 10, 1908, Dexter C. Buell, of Chicago, formerly with the
Missouri Pacific Railroad, will read a paper on some joint problems
of the mechanical and operating departments. At the annual banquet to be held in the evening of the same day the programme will
include addresses by W. G. Besler, B. D. Caldwell and George A.
Post.

—

Graphite. The December number of Graphite, published in the
Interests of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., devotes
a large part of Its space to photographs and descriptions of that
company's exhibit at the Atlantic City convention of the American
Street & Interurban Railway Association.

& Webster are now

at 14^

15-ton, 43-ft.

span traveling crane.

The Pullman Company';! large paint shop at Buffalo. N. Y., was
burned on the evening of December 2. Twenty-one Pullman cars
were destroyed and the total loss was about $400,000.
Alfre<l Lovell, who resigned in October as Superintendent of
Motive Power of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, is now a Consulting Engineer, with office at 819 Harrison BuildinR, Philadelphia, Pa.
He is making a specialty of Inspecting railroad materials, equipment,
supplies, tools and machinery.

The Wyckoff Pipe & Creosotlng

Co., of

The American Car & Foundry

Co.,

Stamford, Conn., has an
order from the New York Central & Hudson River for creosoted
paving blocks 3 In. x 8 in. x 3fj In., to be used In the roundhouse
at Gardenville, N. Y. The Pennsylvania has ordered, from the same
company, creosoted piles, timbers and bridge ties for use in construction work at Larabee, Pa.
Berwick, Pa., has declared
Us regular quarterly dividend of 1 per cent, on the common stock.
The net earnings for the quarter ended October 31, 1907, out of
which this dividend is paid, were J2, 775,043. the largest in the history of the company, being $186,000 more than the largest previous
quarterly net earnings and nearly $1,000,000 greater than the figure
for the corresponding period of 1906.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Charles E. I.,ambert, formerly General Passenger Agent of the

West Shore, died

last

Tuesday

at his

home

at Thiells, N. Y.

Charles S. Horton. President of the Susquehanna & New York,
died on December 4 at Williamsport, Pa. Mr. Morton was 44 years
old.

Captain Spencer Kakin. General Agent at Nashville, Tenn., of
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, died of paralysis recently
at his home near Shelbyvillc, Tenn.

Robert Angst, the late Chief Engineer of the Duliith & Iron
Range, was widely known as an authority on ore dock construction.
He was born in Switzerland in 1S47 and educated in his native
country.
old,

He came

to

the

L'nlted

States

when he was

22

years

and began railroad work on the Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw,

—

— W.

Southwestern.
with office at

d-

Auditor, with

Milk

The Northern Engineering Works, Detroit, Mich., have Installed
the power station of the St. Clair Tunnel Co., Port Huron, Mich.,

one

Charlotte.

rf

troller,

street
In

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
John L. Tull, Chief Engineer, has been elected
Vice-President and Traffic Manager, with office at Hemp. N. C.

Durham

EI Paso

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
All the Boston offices of Stone

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

office at

Crane has been appointed CompYork, and A. L. Hawley, General

C.

New

El Paso, Tex.

—

Massachusetts Railroad Commission. Walter P. Hall, of Fitchburg,
has been nominated by Gov. Guild as a Member and Chairman
of the Commission, succeeding James F. Jackson, resigned.

— W.

G. Bumsted, Vice-President and Treasurer, has
President, succeeding F. H. Earle, deceased. E.
Vice-President, and C. H.
Sisson, Secretary and Purchasing Agent, succeeds him as
Treasurer.

liaritan Uiier.
been elected

W. Harrison succeeds Mr. Bumsted as

—

Santa Fc, Katon <i Eastern. C. W. Barden has been elected President, with office at New York.
E. F. -Morrow is General Manager, with office at Raton, N. Mex.
Tehuantcpec Xational. E. M. Dillon has been appointed Auditor
and Car Accountant, succeeding H. O'Connor, resigned.
Western Pacific. W. J. Bartnett. Vice-President and General Attorney, has resigned.
Warren Olney, Jr., a Director, has been appointed General Counsel. W. A. Magee succeeds Mr. Bartnett
as a Director. Mariel Cerf, Assistant General Attorney, has

—

—

resigned.

Wisconsin

«£

Xorthern.

— H.

F.

Whilcomb has been

Wisconsin Central.— The general

waukee

to the

new

offices

elected President.

have been moved from Mil-

International Harvester building, Michigan

avenue, Chicago.

Operating

Ann

Arhor.

Canadian

— See

Detroit, Toledo

Officers.

& Irouton.

—

James Oborne, General Superintendent of the
Pacific.
Ontario division, has been appointed General Superintendent
of the Eastern division, with headquarters at Montreal, succeeding H. P. Tlmmerman, resigned. F. T. Brady, General
Superintendent of the l^ke Superior division, succeeds Mr.
Oborne, with headquarters at Toronto, Out. C. Murphy, Superintendent at Ixindon. Ont., has been appointed General Superintendent of the Lake Superior division, with headquarters at
North Bay, Ont.. succeeding Mr. Brady. The eastern boundaries
of the Western division ar? now Portal, Sask., Areola and Broadview, but the division does not Include the Areola and Broadview terminals.

—

Chicago, linck Island d- Pacific. F. J. Easley, formerly Superintendent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Newton, Kan..
is now Superintendent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at
Little Rock, Ark.

Denver

cf
Kio Grande.^C. L. Eaton has been appointed Assistant
Superintendent at .\laniosa, Colo.
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MacMillan has been Missouri Pacific. John Mitchell Johnson, who has been elected
Des Moines, Iowa.
Vice-President of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern in charge of traffic, was born in CinDetroit, Toledo rf Ironton.
J. H. Jones has been appointed Traincinnati, Ohio, on May
master of this road and of the Ann Arbor, with office at NapoHe was edu31, 1845.
leon, Ohio, succeeding D. J. Hardy.
cated in the public
Superintendent
Morris,
office
L.
Tihe
of
U.
El Paso d Southwestern.—
schools of that city and
of the Eastern division, has been moved from El Paso, Tex.,
entered railroad servto Tucumcari, N. Mex.
when he was 25
ice

Des Moines, Iowa Falls d Northern.
appointed General Manager, with

office

C.

at

—

—

years old as station
agent at Franklin, Ind.,
on the Indianapolis,
Cincinnati & Lafayette,
now part of the CleveCincinnati, Chiland,
cago & St. Louis. Three
years later, in 1873. he
became General Freight

Southern. D. C. Moon, Assistant General
if Michigan
Manager, has been appointed General Manager, succeeding E.
A. Handy, deceased.

Lake Shore

—

Mexican Central. J. J. Lewis, formerly Superintendent of Terminals
of the Tehuantepec National at Coatzacoalcos, Mex., has been
appointed Superintendent of Terminals of the Mexican Central
at Tampico, succeeding R. N. Elliott, transferred. W. T. East,
Assistant Superintendent of Terminals at Tampico, has been
appointed Trainmaster of the San Luis division.

and Passenger Agent of
the Cincinnati & Mar-

—

Mexican Southern. J. H. Chisholm has been appointed General
Manager, succeeding W. L. Morkill, who resigned last fall.
Vernon Cooper has been appointed Assistant to the General
Manager.

—

Missouri Pacific. J. T. Nedwideck, Trainmaster at De Soto, Mo.,
has been appointed Trainmaster at Poplar Bluff, succeeding R.
Mr. Ryan has been appointed Trainmaster at Little
E. Ryan.
Rock, Ark., succeeding H. J. Scheuing, who takes Mr. Nedwideck's place at

De

Soto.

—

flew Jersey. Indiana d Illinois. W. A. Ballard has been appointed
Acting Superintendent, with office at South Bend, Ind.

—

Northern Pacific. Newman Kline, Assistant Superintendent of the
Middle division, has resigned.

—

Oregon Short Line. C. L. Elared, Trainmaster of the Montreal
division, has been appointed Trainmaster of the Third, Fourth,
Fifth and Boise di.siricts, and of the Menidoka & Southwestern
and the Malheur Valley railroads, with headquarters at PocaThe position of
tello, Idaho, succteding C. M. Hunt, resigned.
Trainmaster of the Montreal division is now vacant and prob-

some

tinsville,

which

was

taken over by the Indianapolis, Cincinnati &
Lafayette in the fall of
1875. Mr. Johnson then
became traveling auditor for the larger comJ. M. Johnson.
pany.
In 1879 he was
appointed Assistant (Jeneral Freight Agent of the road.
On
February 20, 1S84, he went to the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
as First Assistant General Freight Agent. Four years later
he was appointed General Freight Agent and eight years after
that Freight Traffic Manager. In 1899 he was elected Third
Vice-President of the Rock Island. He resigned on April 1,
1903, to become Assistant to the Vice-President of the Gould
lines.
On December 1, 1907, he was elected Vice-President of
the Mi-ssouri Pacific system in general charge of the traffic

department.
A. T. Stewart, Assistant General Freight Agent at St. Louis,
Mo., has been appointed also Assistant to Vice-President Johnson.

W. C. Staley has been appointed General Agent at Chicago,
succeeding J. N. Githens, promoted.
Pittsburgh £ Lake Erie. F. M. Brown, chief train despatcher, has
been appointed to the re-established office of Superintendent of Portland & Seattle. H. M. Adams, Assistant Traffic Manager of the
Great Northern at Seattle, Wash., has been appointed General
Telegraph.
Freight and Passenger Agent of the Portland & Seattle.
Portland <i Seattle. F. S. Forest, formerly General Superintendent
of the western district of the Great Northern, has been ap- St. Joseph d Grand Island. W. H. Brying has been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent.
pointed Superintendent of the Portland & Seattle.
ably will be for

time.

—

—

—

—

—

Southern. A. Ramseur, Superintendent at Asheville, N. C, and W.
G. Fortune, Trainmaster at that place, have resigned, effective

December

—

15.

Traffic Officers.

—

Chicago d North-Western. C. F. Milcy has been appointed General
Agent at Des Moines, Iowa, succeeding L. F. Berry, transferred.

—

Chicago, Burlington <i Quincy. W. H. Hill, division freight agent
of the lines in Iowa, has been appointed Assistant General
Freight Agent at Kansas City, Mo.
E. F. Bisbee, General Agent of the freight deiiartment at
Kansas City, Mo., has resigned.
Chicago,

—

Seaboard Air Line. R. E. Boswell has been appointed Assistant
Superintendent of Transportation.

Lake Shore d Eastern.

— See

Elgin,

.loliet

& Eastern.

—

Chicago, Peoria d SI. Louis. P. S. Easterbrook has been appointed
General Eastern Agent at New York.

—

South d Western. J. A. Muse has been appointed Acting General
Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at Johnson City, Pa.,
succeeding to the duties of Lewis Walker.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Boston d Albany. L. H. Muzzy has been appointed Assistant Engineer.
E. McCabe has been appointed Supervisor of Bridges and
Buildings, with headquarters at Springfield, Mass.

—

Buffalo, Rochester

d

Pitt.ibiirgh.

—

Chief Engineer,
Rich.

—

d Eastern. F. L. Koontz has been appointed Freight
Claim Agent of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and the Chicago,
Lake Shore & Eastern, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Elgin, Joliet

—

Oreat Northern. M. J. Costello, General Industrial Agent, has been
appointed Assistant Traffic .Manager at Seattle, Wash., succeeding H. .M. Adams. See Portland & Seallle.

—

Nashville.
D. B. Brlggs has been appointed Master
Mechanic at Mobile. Ala., succeeding C. B. GIfford, resigned.

Louisville

<(

—

Louisiana liailway d Navigation. W. E. Scott has Iwen appointed
Trainmaster of the Western division, with office at Shreveport,
La. A. L. Day has been appointed Trainmaster of the Eastern
division, with office at Baton Rouge, La.

Mexican Northern.
Manager.

—

J.

Deeraer has been appointed Passenger Traffic

Minneapolis. St. Paul d Saiilt 8te. Marie.— E. L. Cardie. Contract
Ing Freight Agent at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed General
Agent at Portland, Ore.

H. Williams has been appointed
division, with headsucceeding H. C. Woodbrldge,

& Rochester
Y.,

Butte County Railroad. F. G. Soraner has
Engineer, with office at Chico, Cal.

Des Moines, loioa Falls d Northern. W. R. Sterritt has been apChicago. Indiana d Southern.
pointed (}eneral Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at Des
Moines, Iowa.

— W.

Master Mechanic of the Buffalo
quarters at East Salamanca, N.
transferred.

with

— R.

office

at

B.

l>oen

appointed Chief

Seymour has been appointed

Gibson,

Ind.,

succeeding B. C.

—

Chicago Junction. O. F. Cole. Principal Assistant Engineer, has
been appointed Chief Engineer, succeeding J. B. Cox.

—

Chicago, Rock Island d Piu-ific. The office of S. W. Mullinlx. Superintendent of Motive Power of the Southwestern district, has
been moved from Topeka. Kan., to Horton.

—

DCS Moinrs. loira Falls d Northern. F. R. Doxey has been
pointed Master Mechanic, with office at Iowa Falls, Iowa.

ap-

—

Missouri Pacific. F. W. Schultz has been appointed Master Mechanic at McGehee, Ark., succeeding I. T. Johns, resigned.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILOINQ.
The Northwestern

two mogul locomotives,
from the American Locomotive Co.
The Western of Havana has ordered three consolidation locomotives, cylinders 20 In. x 24 In., from the American Locomotive Co.
L. J. Smith, Kansas City, Mo., has ordered five ten-wheel loco-

cylinders 18

In.

x 24

In.,

Pacific has ordered

DecntBCX
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modves, cyllndera

19 In. i 28
for linniedlate delivery.

from the American LocomollTe Co.

In.,

Eaut

Thr I'roria if Fekm tiiio/i iltrtilni that It ban ordered three
nKltrblnK lo^'omotlvea from the American [..ocomotive Co., as reported 111 the Itatlroad Gazftic of December 6.

The Ureal S'orlhern

ordered four lOO-ton threv-phaae electric lo<'omotlveii from the General Electric Company.
Each will
have four 326 b.p. motum uud Ibe driving wheels will be 6U In. In
diameter.

N. C,

Car.1i

Mutb

Lake A Wi!f!«ir«i.— See Great Northern.

ixa.— Thia road baa been extended from Farmv:ile.

to llookerton, 13 miles.

Eagi'iMALT * Na;iaimo.— See Canadian

GALv»»n>x, Harminri'ko A Sa.x

hait

Gbano

Paclflc.

Axtomo.— See Southern

Pacific.

Paiific— At a recent meeting of this company
President Charles M. Haya submlded a report showing that the
total length of all (he lines to be built by this company will be 7,900
miles.

CAR BUILDING.
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Di-LtTH. Rii^T

A

Tri-.xk

length of 988 miles

Is under contract. In charge of the
Paclfl.- Company from Winnipeg. Man., west to EdmonIncluding the 210 miles I-ake Superior branch. The .National
Transcontinental ('onimisHionerx. building the eajtlern section of
the lino from Winnipeg east to .Momton. N. B, 1.800 miles, have
let contracts for 852 miles.
Of this a length of 112 mllos Is In New
Hiunswick, 417 In Quet)ec, 213 In Ontario, and 84 In Manitoba,
making a total of 1.840 mllei, under contract. The Tran.m-ontlneutal
Commbislon report shows up to .March 31, 1907, a total expenditure
of »6.1 17,494. of which 15.537.807 Is for the flsial year ending .March
last.
This has been spent on the ea.st end of the line as follows:
Cost of headquarters staff, $166,191; location of lines. $355,896; transportation service, $225,920. and actual construction, $4,569,859.
Bids, It Is said, are wanted December 23 for building a 120-mlle
section of this line from Edmonton, Alb., west, and contracts are
soon to be let for an additional 125 miles, which will bring the line
to the summit of the Yellow Head Pass in the Rocky mounuins.

Grand Trunk
ton,

The

lUiifton

l.^conla Car Co.,

The

A Maine him ordered 20 panMenger
and Ih considering 2U more.

ciint

from the

Kanxaa li Texai U un(lert>loo<l to hiive repliiced
k Foundry Co. the order for 5iiu freight cars

MiHHiiuri,

with the Anierican Car
canceled in .November.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

Ea.st C.wiiKiiM.K, M,\.s.s.
The Itoslon & .Maine sho|>8 have been
almost entirely destroyed by Ore; loss floO.UUU.

—

MEMnti.s, Tk.nn. The Memphis Railroad Terminal Company has
submitted plans for a proposed -passenger station, also a roundhouse and power house to be built here.
Mk.xkx) City, Mex.

from MfxIco City
the Pauuco river.

— On

the extension of the Mexican Central

Tampico, a high bridge

to

will

be built over

Plans will be taken up for consideration about February

1

next

for building a large union passenger station here.

Marie has begun work on additions
$200,000.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

&

St.

p.

—On

the Yazoo

&

Mississippi Valley a

new

—

—

Atla.nt.\

Illinols Central.

line called the Charleston district has been opened for business on
the Memphis division from Philipp. Miss., north to Charleston, 26
miles.

Kansas Crrv. Memco & Okifxt. The International ConstrucCompany, of Kansas City. Mo., is building this road from Dill
City, Okla., to the North Fork of the Red river, 12 miles; from
tion

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

.\n iii.so.N, Tiii'KK.v & Sa.ma Kk. An ofBcer writes that surveys
are being made for the propo.sed line from Texlco, N. Mex., south
to Brownwood. Tex., about 250 miles.

from Cottondale,

A

International north to International Falls.
more direct service
will shortly be started from Duluth over the Duluth, Rainy Lake
to the Canadian boundary.

& Winnipeg

Mi.N.N.— The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.
to its shops here, to cost about

MiN.NEAPOLis,

—

Great Northerx. Regular train service was recently started
from Dululh, Minn., via Hemidji over the Minnesota & International,
and the new extension built under the name of the Big Fork ft

—

A.ndrews Bay. This road has been extended
south to Youngstown, 31 miles.
(Aug. 23,

Elmer, Okla.. to Benjamin. Tex.. 73 miles, and from Stillwater, Tex.,
to a point 11 miles north of San .\ngelo. 67 miles.
Train service has been started between Blair, Okla., and the

Red

river, 22 miles.

Fla..

Kevveenaw Central.

215.)

—Contract

has been let by this company
Houghton, Mich., for extending this road
from Mohawk, Mich., southw-est to Calumet, six miles.

to

—

J.

J.

Byer &

of

Co.,

Atlanta, Bir.mi.vcii.vm & Atlantic. It is reported that this company is planning to buy the South Georgia-West Coast Railway, operating a line from .\del. Ga.. about 15 miles from the A., B. & A.,
south to Perry. Fla.. 77 miles, as soon as its two lines now being
built to Birmingham and Atlanta are finished.
At Perry connec-

lines as follows:
ton, N. Y., south to

made with the Tampa Northern, projected north to
Perry, which will give the A., B. & .\. a direct route to Tampa and
the west coast of Florida.

branch from Springfield Junction south to Cedarhurst, 31^ miles.
Surveys are also being made on the Babylon extension (electric)
from Babylon west to Amityville, 5.82 miles.

tion is to be

Beai-.most

&

LoNR Island.

Saratih;a Ti!a.nsi>i)rtatiox.— An officer writes that
end of track

Canadian- Pacific.

— See
— Bids,
It

is

Great Northern.

Pittsburg,

Shawmui & Northern.

said, are being

asked for by this

company
island.

for clearing 65 miles of the right-of-way across
B. C, from Wellington to New Alberni, on the

& Nanalmo.

(Nov.

Missoi

Esquimau

22, p. 636.)

Railway ok

Orkimix.

— An

officer

—

CiiAKLOTTE Hariior & NORTHERN. The Liverpool branch, a new
has been opened for business from Fort Ogden, Fla., to Liverpool, four miles.

line,

Cherry Tree & Dixoxvim.e.

— See

Pennsylvania.

& Nortii-Westerx. — On

the Ashland ilivi.slon, a new
branch has been opened for business from Marathon City, Wis., to
Rib Forks, 5.8 miles. (Sept. 27, p. 370.)
Ciiicaoo

—

Birlixc.tox & QrixcY. On the Sheridan division, the
line from Toluca. Wyo.. to Worland has been extended from Worland south to Kirby, 20.45 miles.
(Nov. 1, p. 540.)
CiiicAfio.

—

Chicago, Ixiuana & Southerx. The Indiana Harbor Belt has
an extension from Dune Park, Ind., east to Michigan
City, about 20 miles.
projected

— See

Great Northern.

Oklahoma & Gvlf. — This company has extended

its

line from Dustln. Okla.. south to Rose. 25.6 miles.
The line
from Dewar. Okla., north to McDonald has been extended north
4.5 miles to Walters.
A new branch has been opened for business
from Muskogee, Okla., east to Loweree, five miles.

New York Central & Hrnsox

Vancouver

writes that this company's road will extend from I'nion, Ore., southeast to Cornucopia,
60 miles; and from Con to La Grande. 20 miles.
I.Ast year the
company built 6.75 miles between Union Junction and Con, to which
poiut the line has been extended this year.
Ce.ntrai.

Ri.

main

— See

Brookville & Maiio.m.nu.

has work under way on subsidiary
Huntington extension (electric) from HuntingAmity ville, 15.75 miles; Jamaica & South Shore

MiNXE.soTA & International.

this road proposes to extend Its line from the present
to Saratoga, Tex., 13 miles.
(March 15, p. 380.)

Bio Fork & I.ntkr.natio.nal.

— This company

that after January

Ri\-er.

— .\nnouncement

Yonkers trains
power through between the Grand Central
1

Yonkers, 15 miles.

local

.\t

will

is

made

be run by electric

station. New York, and
present the electric operation extends only

from the Grand Central Station

to

High bridge, about

six miles.

—

Niagara. St. Catharines & Toronto. Contract let to D. R.
Campbell for extending this road from Fonthill, Ont., south to
Welland, 4'^ miles.
North\ve.sterx PAciFU-.^This company has given a contract to
Warren Improvement Company, of San Francisco, for extendits line from Willils, Cal., north three miles.
Surveys made
from Willits north to Sliively, 108 miles, on the main line, and
from Flodgate, south 63 miles, on the branch from .\lbion to a junction with the main line at Healdsburg.

the
ing

—

Pennsylvania. On the Cambria & Clearfield division of this
road the Cherry Tree & Dixonville has been extended from Dixon•
ville. Pa., to Idamar. .8 miles.
PiTTSBtROH,

SnAW.MiT

&

NORTHERN.

—Ou

the

Brookville

Mahoning train service has been started from Brookville.
20 miles southwest from nrockwayville, on the main line, to
town,

five miles.

(Nov.

S, p.

573.)

&

which is
Ramsey-
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—

This company has under construcSt. Loi'is Southwesteh:«.
tion a terminal extension, about three miles long at Argenta, Ark.,
and the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas is planning to make a
similar terminal extension about 2.75 miles long into Fort Worth,
Tex.
that an extension of the Lufkin division
of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas has been opened for freight
and passenger service from Warsaw, Tex., east to Broaddus, 5.6

Announcement

is

made

Vol, XLIII., No. 24.

Ashland, Ohio, to Custeloga, 23 miles, and most of it could be
used in the Lorain & Ashland proposed extension south from
Wellington.

—

Baltiiiobe & Ohio. It is said that this company will take over the
operation of the Little Kanawha Railroad, which runs from Parkersburg. W. Va., on the Baltimore & Ohio, to Creston, 50 miles.
The road is owned by New York Central interests.

—

South-

The regular semi-annual dividend on the
outstanding $28,127,089 4 per cent, cumulative debenture stock,
usually paid January 15, has been withdrawn. It is not announced whether it is passed or simply postponed.

Santa Fe. Liiiebai. & Enci.kwooi). Construction work, suspended during the recent financial depression, has been resumed on
the Oklahoma portion of this line projected from Raton. N. Mex.,
It is staled that the line will be finished as
east to Liberal, Kan.
(March 15, p. 39L)
rapidly as possible.

CiiicAco Union Traction. Over two-thirds of the outstanding bonds
and over 60 per cent, of the receivers' certificates and other indebtedness of the Chicago street railways have been deposited
in accordance with the modified plan for reorganization.

Chicago Great Western.

miles.

Loris

St.

SorTiiwK.srKK.\

of

Tkx.^s.— See

St.

Louis

western.

—

SoiTH Dakota

Ce.ntiiai..

— This

road has been extended from
(Aug. 9, p. 164.)

—

—

SouTiiEitx.
The Jasper-French Li<k extension from Jasper, Ind.,
northeast to French Lick, 24.7 miles, has been opened for traffic.
(Oct. 18, p. 473.)

—

Soi^iiEBX Pacific. Surveys have been made for extending the
New Orleans from Gallatin, Tex., south to Rusk, eight

Texas &
miles.

The Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio is building an extension from AUeyton, Tex., west to Columbus, about two miles.

South Georoia-Wicst Coast Railway.— See

ham &

Atlan-ta,

Birming-

Atlantic.

—

Te-miskamixg & NoRTiiEHN O.NTAKio. Contracts have been given
by this company to A. N. McDonald, of New Liskeard; McRae,
Chandler & McNeil, of Duflwood City; McQuigge & Hunt, of Cobalt,
and to the Canadian Construction Company, of Englehart, for work
On the main line from mile post 208 at the Wataybeag
as follows:
river to mile post 251 near the transcontinental jiinction, 43 miles;
on spurs from Englehart to Charlton, eight miles, and from Cobalt
Surveys are also being made from
to Kerr Lake, four miles.
Sudbury to Cobalt, about 110 miles.

—
—
—

Little Kanawha. See Baltimore & Ohio.
Lorain & Ashland. See Ashland & Western.
MioLANu Valley. The Cherokee Construction Company's $5,000,000
three-year G per cent, notes, which matured December 1, 1907,
are to be exchan.ged for 70 per cent., par value, in Midland Valley
first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds at 80 and 30 per cent, in new
The
five-year 6 per cent, notes of the construction company.
old notes were secured by all the $5,980,000 outstanding stock
and the $5,854,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of the Midland Valley, as well as by mortgage on 18,500 acres of coal lands.
The new notes of the construction company are secured by mortgage on the coal property and on its railroad construction equipment. Over four-fifths of the holders of the old notes have
agreed to the exchange on the above terms, and a syndicate, of
which Drexel & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., is Treasurer, has agreed
to buy from the construction company all the bonds of the railroad and also all the new notes.
.

—

Tennessee Railway. This company has 10 miles of grading
finished on its line in Tennessee and will l)egin track laying shortly,
Walton Wilson, Rodes & Co., of Knoxville, Tenn., have contracts
Surveys are being made for spurs from
for some work on the line.
Straight Fork, Tenn., to coal mines, about four miles.

Texas & New Okleans.— See Southern

Pacific.

—

Texas & PAriKic. The Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern has been extended from Mineral Wells, Tex., north to Oran,
(March 15, p. 393.)
16 miles
ToLEiK). St. Loris & Western.— Plans, it is said, are being made
by this company to secure an air line from the intersection of
this road and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at Metcalf, 111,,
west to Springfield, about 100 miles. Such a line would provide a
short and direct line from Toledo west via the Iles-Murrayville
From Metline, which the Alton recently finished to Kansas City.
calf to Springfield the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has a line.
It is understood that the plans call for buying and reconstructing
this line or building a new one next spring.

Vajjcouver, Victoria & Eastern.— Contract is reported let to
Fred. Lane, of Spokane, Wash., and Grand Forks, B. C, for grading
Ave miles on the extension of this road from Keremeos. B. C.

—

Wi.scoNsiv Central. An officer writes that on this road there
remains about 28 miles to be built to finish the line from LadyIn Duluth the company is buildsmith, Wis., north to Superior.
ing about 4'i miles of road. Contracts are let to H. F. Balch, of
Rite Lake, Wis., and to the Lantry Construction Company, of Duluth,
Minn., for the work.
Weatiikreori),

Mineral Wells £ Nortii-Western.- See Texas &

—

New

Orleans, Fort Jackson & Grand Isle. Control of this company has been acquired by a syndicate headed by Charles D.
Haines, of New York. The road runs from New Orleans, down
the west bank of the Mississippi to Buras, 60 miles, and a branch
It has $236,500 capital stock outis to be built to Grand Isle.
standing.

—

New York

Central Lines. Gross earnings for the month of October,
For the first time in
1907, are shown in the following table.
over a year, at least, every road's earnings increased as compared with the figures for the corresponding period of the previous year. The Lake Erie & Western and the Peoria & Eastern
have most frequently, heretofore, reported decreases in the
monthly statements.
1007.

New York

Cpntral & Hudson niver...,
Lake Shore & Michigan .Southern
\Vp.stern
Lake Erie

—

This company has opened for traffic
Wisconsin & Nortiiern
an extension of Its road from Neopit, Wis., north to Van Ostrand,
16 miles.

&

Mis.His.sirri

Valley.— See

Illinois Central.

Is said that this road has been bought by
and iiasorlnles. who are building the Lornlu
The latter runs from Lorain, Ohio, south to WellingIt A.HhIand.
ton, 22 miles, and It Is planned to build from that point south to
Lo\idonvllle, on the Pennsylvania Lines West, 39 miles, ami
eventually to the Ohio river. The Ashland & Western runs from

A.siiLANn

A Westekn.— It

Joseph Ramsey,

Jr.,

4.31."., 713

.'>12..130

ChlraEo, Indiana & Southern
New York. ChicaKO & SL Louis
Michigan Central
Cleve,, rin.. Chic,

&

261.."i76
OnO,.'?78

2,837„'>00
2,.i87,212

St. Tx)uls

Peoria & Eastern
Cincinnati Northern
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

33fi,fini

104.524
L.iO.S.Sno

307,188

Kulland

$22,821,144

Total

Cbangp

,

Inc.

,

$407,174

"
"
"
"
"

5.-.4,04!t

"

317.1

"
"
"
"

54,050
19,794
236.222
40,392

61.5.S7

49,075
141, 7B9
416,184

Inc.

li$

$2,358,262

—

York. New Haven & Hartford. A cash offer has been made
by an interest competitive to the New Haven to buy the New
Haven's ownership in the Boston & Maine. This otter prolv
ably comes from the Canadian Pacific.
If the sale should be
carried out. the New Haven's Interests will be safeguarded by
contract.
The Now Haven owns about $10,900,000 of the $28,291,790 Boston & Maine common stock.

New

—

At a meeting of the stockholders held on December 9 the reorganization plan was approveil. The plan includes
the cancellation of the lease of the road by the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, the i.ssue of $5,000,000 debentures :in<i the Issue
of new first and second preferred stock hi exchange for present
preferred stock.
(Aug. 23, p. 216.)

—

PACIFIC. The district court at Austin, Tex.,
necriiiber 4. bandeil down a decision declaring forfeited the
charter of this company for failure to provide cars and engines
as ordered by the State Railroad Commission. The road made
no defense. This road Is 15 miles long, running from Warren,
on the Texas £ New Orleans, westward to Big KImbrel, and has
been in the hands of a receiver since 1905. On June 30, 1906,
it had three locomollvea, one passenger car, one box car, three

Wmuien & CoRsicANA

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

$n.0.5n.G3.S

v^-

Pere MARQiifnTE.

Pacific.

Ya/o<>

—

In a circular sent to stockholders last week.
Stuyvesant Fish declares that he never assumed for himself
authority as sole trustee for the stockholders, but always laid
everything before the directors. He emphasizes the point that
the present issue is simply whether or not Harriman policies
shall be put in force in the Illinois Central management.

Illinois Central.

Nunda, S. Dak., north to Arlington, 16 miles.

platform care and 40 log cars.

The gage

of the track

is 3 ft.

:
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combined with admissions

of

Boston & .Maine at several points, the other the Delaware & Hudson,
which reaches the Boston &. Maine at Troy, N. Y. Transfer to
either corporation would shift the Boston & ?^aine to a foreign
control not directly hit by Massachusetts politics; and. by an
exchange of the Boston & Maine stock for new shares of the Delaware & Hudson the New Haven could acquire an interest which, in
alliance with others in the D. & H., might still control the Boston
A Maine after receiving Its price. A sale to the Canadian Pacific,
on the other hand, would only have the protection of traffic contracts and, spite of such international analogies as the Grand
Trunk and Great Northern, would be viewed with federal disfavor.
Sale to any interest, however, is very unlikely and remote. Not
lightly, even for a great price, will the New Haven split the
of
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President Mellen that two large railroad Interests have been seeking the New Haven's holdings in the Boston & Maine, allow a good
One of the interests
deal to be read between the printed lines.
referred to undoubtedly is the Canadian Paciflt-. which touches the

monopoly
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New England

so carefully built up, so strategic in

its

relations with connecting railroad systems, and just

beginning to
demonstrate its powers. It will be surrendered only in extremity
and under the spur of legislative acts akin to persecution. Meanwhile the outside offers supply the New Haven with the metaphorical "big stick" which, raised in menace of a sale, keeps the .Massa<;husetts politician at bay.

We learn as we go to press that the case against A. H. Smith,
Vice-President and General Manager of the New York Central &
Hudson River, whose trial for manslaughter began necember
New York, has been dismissed by Judge Kel'ogg.
10.
in
Criminal neglifollowing the summing up of the prosecution.
gence was alleged, and the district attorney endeavored to show
was
due to the inexperithat the Williamsbridge derailment
ence of the motorman in charge of the double-headed electric train;
that he exceeded safe speed on the curve, and that the general
manager of the road was responsible for the selection of the motorman, and for not prescribing adequate rules for safety. But It
should be noted that there have been several opinions on the
moving cause of the derailment, each backed with sufficient plauslJjliity so that a jury might be expected to disagree if asked to
decide categorically whether or not the derailment was caused by
the incompetence of the motorman. Even if definite proof of this
point had been brought forward, it is difficult for a layman to see
how a criminal charge would lie against a general manager who

had selected a division superintendent with care and impartiality
from a number of highly-trained candidates, and had detailed to
that division superintendent the power to make minor appointments either directly or through an assistant superintendent especially when all parties concerned were continuously engaged in
the performance of their regular duties as they best understood
them.
The case appears quite different from that of a steamer
captain who is absent from the bridge or pilot house at a time
when special danger is to be anticipated, as in a narrow channel,
or during a fog. In such a contingency the captain is able actually
to use his training and ability in directing the helmsman, while

—

the railroad

manager can by no

routine work performed by

possibility actually supervise the

all his

it seems entirely
manager should be held
of these subordinates, and

subordinates,

right, since this Is the case, that a general
strictly to accountability in the selection

he has made the best selections in his
it can be shown that
power, and then supervised their work in accordance with the best
standards of supervision, we cannot see that justice can require
more. If a manager lacks capacity or Initiative to do these things,
it
ought not to take long for his president to find it out and to
supersede him. But criminal law is singularly ill adapted as an
instrument with which to reform bad railroad practice: the suspension of a sea captain's license is a better kind of remedy, because
if

.

on the captain's efficiency rather than on his integrity.
to license suspension In the railroad business is the kind of supervision by the highest officers of the
road that makes every lesser officer and employee realize that somebody knows what he is doing, whether good or ill, and that his
career Is going to be determined accordingly.
it

reflects

The nearest approach

RAIL SPECIFICATIONS,

The Proceedin.Ks of the October meeting of the American Railway Association have just been issued, containing the reiwrt of the
Committee on Standard Rail and Wheel Sections. This report conand on specifications for
and a minority report by Mr. Kruttschnitt
on specifications for Bessemer steel rails. Several members of the
committee also dissent from certain clauses in the majority report
relating to rail section, discard and chemical composition.

sists of a majority report on rail sections

Bessemer

steel

The subject

rails,

of

rail

sections

Gazette. Nov. 22, and the proposed
In order that the reader

opments

in

may

was
new

discussed

in

the

liailroad

sections were also presented.

be fully advised as to the latest develwe reprint

the important matter of rail specifications,

—

:
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below in

the majority report on specifications, following the
extracts from other specifications, covering all points of

full

same with

The committee prefaces its report by an introductory statement, from which we quote such parts only as have an important
bearing on specifications:

—

Chemical Composition.
In the matter of chemistrj- specification for
Bessemer rails, there was a strong desire on the part of the railroad memIjers to specify a lower phosphorus content than has heen generally accepted
In recent years; but the testimony of the manufacturer^ was to the effect
that the available supply of low-phosphorus ores would make it impossible
to manufacture more than a small percentage of the total rail requirements
of the country to a maximum phosphorus limit less than 0.10. and the manufacturers, on this account, unanimously object to the incorporation In the
Bessemer rail specifications of anything suggesting the adoption of .085
phosphorus.
Discard.

— In the matter of discard, there was

a desire on the part of the

members to arrange for a greater discard, and a strong dispositiou
upon a uniform minimum percentage. The manufacturers, however,
presented considerable evidence which tended to show that a fixed minimum
percentage requirement would be not only unfair but unscientlflc. claiming
that the extent of piping and segregation is Influenced by the size of the
ingot, the rate of pouring into the moid, and other details of mill practice.
The committee desires further time to investigate these matters, and
in the meantime arrangements have been made for comparative tests In
service of a large number of rails rolled under each of the suggested specifications, so that more definite knowledge may be had of the effect on the
railroad
to insist

actual life of the

rail.

Process of Manufacture.
entire process of manufacture and testing shall be In ac-

The

cordance with the best current state of the art, and special care shall be
taken to conform to the following Instructions
(b)
Ingots shall be kept In a vertical position In the pit heating furnaces until ready to be rolled, or until the met.il In the interior has lime to
:

(CI
Bled Ingots shall not be used.
(d)
There shall be sheared from the end of the bloom formed from the
top of the Ingot sufficient discard to ensure sound rails, and it after the first
cut the steel Is not solid, the shearing shall continue until It Is.*
Chemical Composition for Rails Designed According to Cardinal Principles.
2.
Balls of the various weights per yard specified below shall conform
to the following limits in chemical composition :t
For Bessemer Steel with Maximum Phos., 0.085.
(a)

so lbs.
0..50 to O.CO

00

lbs.

100

lbs.

Phosphorus, not to
exceed
Silicon, not to exceed
Sulphur,
exceed

not

120

lbs.

lbs

65

120

0.085

0.085

0.085

0.085

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.085

20

to

Carbon
Manganese

0.075

0.10.

110

120

lbs.

lbs.

to O.5."? 0.45 to 0.55 0.46 to 0..56 0.48 to 0.58 0.50 to 0.60
0.80 to 1.10 0.84 to 1.14 0.86 to 1.16 0.88 to 1.18 0.90 to 1.20
0.4.'5

Phosphorus, not to
exceed

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

Slllcou. not to ex-

ceed

Sulphur

not

to

exceed

The number

of passes and speed of train shall be so regulated that
on leaving the rolls at the final pass the temperature of the rail will not
exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance at the hot saws, for a
33-ft. rail of 100-lb. section, of dVt in. and '/m In. above or below for each
r.lb. Increase or decrease of section.
No artificial means of cooling the steel
.1.

shall

be used after the rails

leave the rolls, nor shall they be held before

sawing for the purpose of reducing their temperature.
Drop Test. One drop lest shall be made on a piece of rail rolled
4.
from the top of the Ingot and lie not less than 4 ft. and not more than 6 ft.
long, selected from each blow of steel.
The rails shall be placed head upward
on the supports and the various sections shall be subjected to the following
Impart tests under a free falling weight
so-lb. rail
20 ft
no lb. rail
>! f.

—

100
1 10

lb.
lb.

rail
rail
rail

—

painted green on the ends.
will be allowed.

A

variation of Vi

in-

i° length

from that specified

—The

holes for splice bars shall be drilled circular and In
accordance with the specifications of the purchaser. The holes shall conform
accurately to the drawing and dimensions furnished, in every respect, and
must be free from burrs.
8.

Drilling.

—

9.
Straiffhlening.
Care must be taken in hot straightening the rails,
it must result in their being left in such condition that they shall not
vary throughout their entire length more than 4 In. from a straight line in

and

any direction when delivered to the cold straightening presses. Those which
vary beyond that amount or have short kinks shall be classed as second
quality rails and be so stamped. The distance between supports of rails in
Rails shall be straight In
the gagging press shall not be less than 42 in.
the straightening being done while cold
line and surface when finished
smooth on head, sawed square at ends, variations to be not more than '/jj In.,
and. prior to shipment, shall have the burr occasioned by the saw cutting
removed and the ends made clean. No. 1 rails shall be free from injurious
Rails whilst on the cooling beds shall be prodefects and flaws of all kinds.
tected from coming in contact with water or snow.

—

—

1 Rails.
A No. 2 rail is a first quality rail with some imperThey
shall be accepted up to 5 per cent, of the entire order.
in their beads of more than '4 in., or in the flange of
more than 'A in. in depth, and. in the judgment of the inspector, these shall
not be so numerous or of such a character as to render them unfit for recognized second quality rail uses.
The ends of No. 2 rails shall be painted
white and shall have two prick punch marks on the side of the web near
the heat number brand, and placed so as not to be covered by the splice bars.
Rails from heats which failed under the drop test shall not be accepted as
No. 2 rails.
10. Xo.

fections,

and

have flaws

11.

each

rail

where

it

—

The name of the maker, the weight of the rail, and the
of manufacture shall be rolled in raised letters on the
and the number of the blow shall be plainly stamped on

Branding.

month and year
side of the web.

will not subsequently be covered

by the splice bars.

Where

practicable, a figure or letter shall be stamped on the web to Indicate the portion of the Ingot from which the rail was rolled.
Inspection.
12.
(a).
The inspector representing the purchaser shall
have free entry to the works of the manufacturer at all times when the contract is being filled, and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded him b.v

—

the manufacturer to satisfy him that the finished material is furnished In
accordance with the terms of these specifications.
All tests and Inspection
made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment and so conducted
as not to unnecessarily interfere with the operation of the mill. On request
of the inspector, the manufacturer shall furnish drillings for check analysts.
The manufacturer shall furnish the inspector dally with carbon
(!()
determinations for each blow and a complete chemical analysis every 24
hours representing the average of the other elements contained in the steel
for each day and night turn.
These analyses shall be made on drillings
taken from small test ingots. The drillings for analyses shall be taken from
the ladle test at a distance of
in. beneath the surface.
shall be

For Bessemer Steel with Maximum Phos.,
80 lbs.
90 lbs.
100 lbs.

(l>»

110

0..';:i to O.fi." 0.55 to (1.05 0.55 to n.f!3
55 to
0.80 to 1.10 0.84 to 1.14 0.86 to 1.16 0.88 to 1.18 0.90 to

Manganese

—

Rails will be accepted and paid for according to actual weights.
7.
Leiujth.
The standard length of rails shall be 33 ft. Ten per cent.
of the entire order will be accepted in shorter lengths, varying as follows:
30 ft.. 28 ft., 26 ft., 24 ft., and all No. 1 rails less than 33 ft. long shall be

solidify.

Carbon

A

contract.
allowed.

shall not

SPECIFICATION FOH BESSKMF.K STEEL BAILS.
(0)

1-

^\'eight.

possible, after

difference.

.section of rail shall conform to the finishing dimensions.
The weight of the rails shall be maintained as nearly as
complying with the preceding paragraph, to that specified in
variation of % of 1 per cent, for an entire order will be

The

IM-rmilted.
0.
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2'>

24
25

H

—

yote.
In view of the necessity of rails being ordered and furnished at
once, before the new sections embodying the cardinal principles are designed,
the subcommittee recommends that the specification herewith recommended
be used, modified as to the following clauses:
2(6).
Wt. per vd.

75.1b.— SOIb.

Wt. per yd.
85-lb.— 90-lb.

Wt.peryd.
100-Ib.

Carbon
Manganese

0.40 to 0.50
0.43 to O.,^.'*
0.45 to 0.55
0.75 to 1.05
0.80 to 1.10
0.84 to 1.14
Phosphorus, not to exceed
0.10
0.10
0.10
Silicon, not to exceed
0.20
0.20
0.20
Sulphur, not to exceed
0,075
0.075
0.075
3.
The amount of shrinkage shall be fixed at 6^ In. at the hot saws
for a 33-ft. 100-lb. rail, with a decrease of ',/in In. for each 5-lb. decrease lo
weight of section.
4.
Height of drop
75-lb. per yd
17 ft.
RO-lb.
"
IS ft.
:

85-lb.
90.|h.
100-lb.

ft'
ft'

"
'•

l.s

ft.

in
19

ft.

ft,

The maximum amount of camber to be 5 in. If any rail breaks when subjected to the drop test, two additional tests
In order that the above specifications, recommended by a mamay I* made of other rails from the same blow of steel, also taken from the
jority of the committee, may be conveniently compared with those
top of the ingots, and If either of these latter rails fnll. all the rails of the
blow which they represent will be rejected, hut If lioth of these additional embodied In the minority report and the specifications of other
test pleres meet the requirements, all the rails of the blow which they repre- leadlnK enKlneerlng asaoclaflons. we give below extracts covering all
1201b.

9.

ft.

sent wilt

he accepted.
The drop-testing machine shall have n tup of 2.0001b. weight, the strik
Ing face of which shall have a radius of not more than 5 In. and the test
rail shall b* placed head upward on solid supports .1 ft, apart.
The anvil
block shall weigh at least 20.000 lbs,, and the supports shall be part of, or
firmly secured to. the nnvll.
The report of the drop test shall state the
atmospheric temperntnre .nt the lime the test was made. The testing shall
proceed roncurrenll.r with nperatlon of the mill.
Kfcllon.
5.
The sectlnn of rail shall ronform, n» accurately as possible,
to the templet furnished by the railroad company, consistent with the paraIfftph relative fn specified weight.
A variation In height of V«i In. less,
or Vii Id. greater than the specified height, and >/i« In. In width will be

—

•Mr. ,Iohn n. Isaacs nnd Mr, Joseph T, Richards favor "a discard of "20
per cent., with a further stipulation that should this discard not provide a
BOODd Ingot. RddltloDAl cropping must be done until such Ingot results."
*..''•
i!"^1 ^ Isaacs does not favor specifying a phosphorus content
exceeding 0.085.

points of difference.

The various

sppolflcatlons will be referred to by the letters (a),
and (d). The side numerals refer to parts designated by
like numerals In the majority report.
For convenience of comparison we have further italicised all matter at variance with the
(bl,

(c)

majority report.

—

Amerlrnn Railway Association Minority Report.
American Society of Civil Engineers Specifications recommended for Ressemer SI eel Ralls.
(c) American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association Specifications for Bessemer Steel Ralls.
(d) American Society for Testing Materials— Standard Specifi(a)
(b)

—

cations for Steel Ralls.

—

—

:
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(•)
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.tnrrlcan Hlandard.
and ahall cunform, a»

«ay Imiproitmrmit tm r*e
ptHmu thall bt prrrralcrf,

railroad

compaby, ronalalrnt

wrijhl

A

1

.6|r

procrtt uf makinti Intruti. rAr Jrftcl tautrn a<
lAr aboir <Arariai/ ittimlirmtHd may be aio<ll/lc<(

Ihr pmrrhatrr.
{hi iDil (Fi.
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i<i|i of Ihr lo(<>U aal Iru (Ada
pti rrai
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from Ihr

'.'.'•

,

la

2.

For Ur«a«mrr atwl with

I

maximum pboapburoua
HO

Carbon
MaDKuu<a«

0.03 to 0.03

U.80tol.lO

O.M

O.OM

110-lb.

and 120-lb

(ball not exceed

Silicon ahall not exceed
iiulphur ahall not exceed
ilanuiinr.t
l>oe8 not

lb.

SOtoSOlb.

00 to 100-lb.

Percentage.
0.5.1 to 0.03
0.085
0.2O

I'ercentage.
0.55 to 0.65

O.OT.'i

conalder llolb. and 120

1b.

lb.

•Carbon

I'ercentage.
0.50 to O.«0

Pboaphuriia ahnll not exceed
Slllcin lihall not exceed
iiulphiir nliall not exceed
Jfonf/f/nrac

O.0H5
0.20
0.075
0.75 to 1.00

may

0.085
0.20
0.075
0.80 to 1.05

1».liT.'.

0.80 to 1.05

ralU.

70 to 79

*rarlion

0.0T5

ralla.

0.T5 to 1.00

(c>

to 1.14

rerceotage.
0.50 to O.tiO
0.UH5
0.20

70 to TO

Carbon
Fboaphorua

lb«.

O.&S to U.OS
O.Setol.ltl
0.08S
0.20

0.08S
0.20
0.075

0.2V
0.UT5

((<<

1«0

Iba.

0.50 to U.aO

rboaphurua. Dot to eicccd
milcun. not to rxceed
Halpbilr, out to rxrtml
iHiva not conaldcr

00

Iba.

0.U8S.

80to80.1b.
Percentage.

00 to

0.53 to 0.63

100-lb.
I'ercentage.
0.55 to 0.65

0.085
0.20
0.075
0.80 to 1.05

0.085
0.20
0.075
O.SO to 1.05

be reduced to tult /oral conditiont.

Docs not consider 110-lb. and 120.|b. rulls.
Does not consider ninximum phosphorus 0.085.
not consider liolb. and 120. lb. rails.
IJoes not consider mnximum pbosphorus 0.10.
(01
Does not consider mnximum phosphorus 0.10.
(6)
(c)
Does not consider maximum phosphorus O.IU.
.50 to 50 Ifc.
(</)
00 (o «»./(). 70 (o 79 Id. 80 to

Id)
I)oeg

Carbon
Pbospborus

89lli. 90 to 100 lb.
Percentage. Percentane. Percentage. I'ercentase. I'ercentage.
0.35 to 0.45 0.38 to 0.48 0.40 to 0.50 0.43 to 0.53 0.45 to 0.55

shall

not exceed
Silicon

Hball

0.10

0.10

O.IO

0.10

0.10

not

exceed

•Manganese

0.2(1
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.70 to 1.00 0.70 to 1.00 0.75 to 1.05 0.80 to 1.10 0.80 to 1.10

'Mnnganese content, 90

to lOOlb. rails, also differs

from majorit}' report.

.10 lb. to 80 lb. rails, but not llOlb. and 120-lb. rails.
.Same as majority report.
and
(6)
CI The number of passes and speed of train shall be so regulated that on leaving the rolls at the anal pass, the temperature of the rail
•will not exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance at the hot saws,
for a 33 ft. rail of 100-lh. section, of 6", ,, in., and ', „ in. less for each 5-lb.
decrease of section. These altoicanccn to be decreased at the rate of */oo in.
for each second of time elapsed bcticecn the rail leaiing the flniahing rolls
<ind being saicn.
No artlflctal means of cooling the steel shall be used after
the rails Ifave the rolls, nor sbsll they be held before sawing for the purpose
of reducing their temperoture.
K/i
The niimb4T of passes and speed of train shall be so regulated
tbat on leaving the rolls at the final pass the temperature of the rail will
not exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance at the hot saws, for a
33-ft. rail of 100 lb. section, of 7Vio in., and '/,i, In. less for each 5-lb. decrease of section.
These allotcances to be decreased at the rate of .01 in.
for rtic/i second of time elapsed between the rail leaving the flnithing rolls
and beliiii saien.
No artlflclal means of cooling the rails shall be used
t>etween the finishing pass and the hot saws.

Considers
(o(

3.

Omits "Nor shall they be held before sawing for the purpose of reducing
their temperature."
4.
Iioes not cover 110-lb. and 120-lb. rails.
101
((<)
and (CI Brop Test. One drop test shall be mode on a piece of
rail, not less than 4 ft. and not more than 6 ft. long, selected from each
blow of sleel. The test piece shall be taken from the top of the Ingot. The
rails eball be placed head upward on the supports, and the various sections
(ball be subjected to the following Impact tests under a free falling weight:
:

—

70 to 7ft-lh. rails
SO to 8011). rails
90 to lOOIb. rails

Does not cover 110
(di

One drop

IS

lb.

ti'sl

and

shall

ft.

20

ft.

22

fl.

120-lb. rails.

be

made on

n

piece

of

rnll

not

le.ss

than

and not more than (i ft. long, selected from every fifth blow of steel. The
from the lop of the Ingot. The roll sboll be placed head
upward on the supports, ond the various sections shall be subjected to the

•4

ft.

teat shall be taken

following Impact tests under a free falling weight
ir.i/;;i« of raU.
Pounds per yard.
45 to and including 55
"
"
-Uoro than
B."?
85
"
"
More than
65
75
"
"
.1/orc than
75
85
•
"
More than
85
lOO
Does not cover 110-lb. and 120-lb. rails.

15

16
IT
18
10

ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.

tThe percentage of nilnlmiiFn discard in any case to be subfeot to agreement, and it should be recognized that the higher this percentage the greater
icill

be the cost.

"The

and idt

leal IOC

iri

5.

I

l*.>

ii

'T

tai'-

al<;.

nU,.

>>«

flu

in»'»«.

•

i*'.urrttt-i>

a* ^, »*,'„,*

with

,

(.*

paragrapb

i^*-

I*..

S<*

^

'

"
I

:.••
variation In hrlKbl of onr alitj fourtb i'
thirty arr<ind (',iil Inch srrairr than tbe apeclflrd brlgiit. aud uo* •Uit-ratb
Tbe •«rtlaD of rail shall confora
C.'ial Inch In width, will l>r permitted.
perfectly to the dnlahlng dimrnslun.
IJU
Id)
(nlraa uthrrvlse spcrifltd. the section i.f rail shall I.1iNr>i(un Standard, rtrommrmdrd by Ihr Amrncan A'«t;i( of iliil Engiifm,
and ahall conform, ai accurately as posalble, to thr irmpi-t fumlaSrd by the
railroad company, eonalatent with Paragraph No. 8. tvlatlve lu •T'CcUed
weightA variation In bright of ',\, In. Iraa, or / > In. greater tban the
specified bright, and >
In. Id width will be permitted.
Omlfa
"The section of rail shall conform to the finishing dimensions.
7.
(bi. In and Idl "Length.
The standard length of ralla •ball be
33 ft. Ten per cent, of the entire order will be accepted In ahortrr leoctbs
varying by rren feet to 27 ft., and all No. 1 ralla lesa than .13 ft. long shall
be (minted green on the ends.
In. In length from that
A variation of
Biieclfied will be allowed.
•stralghtrnlnij.
Care miiat be taken In hot straightening the ralla,
lb)
and It miisl rtsult In their being left In such rondlibm Ihal ibey shall
not vary throughout their entire leni^h more tban 5 in. from a stralghi IIdc
In any direction, when delivered to the cold straightening presses.
Those
which vary beyond that amount, or have abort kinks, sbsll be classed as
second-class rulls and Im? so stamped.
"Halls shall be straight In line and surface when fintsheil -the stralj^htenlng being done while cold smooth on head, sawed square at enda, varts
lion to be not more than '/u In., and. prior to shipment shall have the burr
occasioned by the saw cutting removed and the ends made clean. No. 1 ralla
shall be free from Injurious defects and fiaws of all kinds.

K

:

—

%

—

Omits
Distance between supports In gagging press.
IP)
Kails shall l>e straight in
line
and surface when finished
the straightening being done while cold
smooth on head, sawed square at
ends, variation to be not more than '/n In., and, prior to shipment shall
hove the burr occasioned by the sow cutting removed and the ends made
clean.
No. 1 rails shall be free from Injurious defects and flaws of all kinds.
(are must be taken In hot-straighlening the rails, and it must result In their being left In such a condition that they shall not vary throughout their entire length of 33 ft. more than 3 in. from a straight line In any
direction, when delivered to the cold-stratghtenlng presses.
Those which
vary beyond that amount, or have short kinks, shall be classed as second
quality rails and be so stamped.
The distance between supports of rails Id
the gagging press shall not be less than 42 In.
If/
(are must be taken In hot straightening the rails, and it must
result in their being left In such a condition that they shall not vary throughout their entire length more than 5 In. from a straight line in any direction
when delivered to the cold-stralghtenlng presses. Those which vary beyond
that amount, or have short kinks, shall be classed as second quality rails and
l)e so stamped.
The distance between supports of rails in the gagging press
shall not be less than 42 In.
Rails shall be straight In line and surface
when finished the straightening being done while cold smooth on bead,
sawed square at ends, variations to be not more than
u In., and. prior to
shipment, shall have the burr occasioned by the saw cutting removed, and
the ends made clean.
No. 1 rails shall be free from Injurious defects and
flaws of all kinds.
(b), (o) and (d)
Omit: "Ralls whilst on the cooling beds shall be protected from coming In contact with water or snow."
:

—

1

—

—

10.
(c)
No. 2 rails will be accepted up to to five (.""i per cent, of
the whole order.
Rails that possess any injuriowt defects, or ichich for any
other cause are not suitable for first quality, or Xo. 1 rails, shall be considered as \o. 2 rails; provided, hotccvcr, that rails ichirh contain any physical
defects ichich impair their strength shall be rejected.
The ends of all No. 2
rails shall be painted white In order to distinguish them.
Ralls rejected
under the drop lest will not be accepted as No. 2 rails.
(d|
No. 2 rails will be accepted up to 10 per cent, of the whole order.
Rails trhich possess anii injurious defects, or ichich for any other cause are
not suitable for first quality, or .\o. 1 rails, shall be considered as .\o. 2
rails; proridcd. hoirever, that raits ichich contain any physical defects tehirtt
inipnir their strength shall be rejected.
The ends of all No. 2 rails shall be
pnlntod white In order to distinguish them.
Omits
Ralls rejected under the drop test not acceptable.
12.
(b)
Does not specify:
"The drillings for analyses shall be taken from the ladle test at a distance
of V:i In. beneath the surface."
(c) and id)
Do not specify:
On request of the Inspector, the manufacturer shall furnish drill(1)
ings for check analysis.
(2)
The drillings for analyses shall be taken from the ladle test at
at distance of '.4 In. beneath the surface.
:

In an editorial appearing In the Railroad Gazette. Sept. 6, we
printed In parallel columns the specifications (b), (c) and (d),
following the same with a discussion of their principal features.
The subject of rail specifications was also discussed editorially Oct.
IS

Height
of drop,

tft

'

and Nov.

15.

We

shall

now summarize

of the report of the committee of the

the situation in the light

American Railway Association.

Before doing so, however, we shall quote In full the Introductory
statement of the minority report prepared by Mr. Kruttschnitt, in
whioh he endeavors to present the position botlf of the railroads and
the manufacturers on the principal points at issue.
To Tin: Member.s ok tiik .Vmi:rioax If,vii.w.vv .\ssoci.\tiox
:

I respectfully present my views on rails, with sections and specifications
as a minority report of the Committee on Standard Rail and Wheel Sections.

:
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Rail breakases, wliiih lately have been increasing at an alarming rate,
to be due to three principal causes
Improptr Chemical lumpuaition, due either to improper specllications
1.

seem

:

or to segregation.

which result in breaks
sometimes with, but frequently without warning.
wliicli
are finished at
Kuilg,
Too Oreat Banlv in Hanufacturc of
3.
too high temperatures, due partly to faulty distribution of material in crossthe
head In the
on
sections and partly to Improper manipulation or work
Jniufflcicnt Discard, causing concealed defects,

2.

in service,

n>lls.

IMPBOPEB Chemical Composition.

The

summed up

is

as

follows

Thi Manufacturers Claim:
Insufficient ore supply for phosphorus below O.iO.
(u)
Safe rails can be made with 0.10 phosphorus.
(!/)
:

Admitting that ore supply to make rails with phosphorus below
O.IO is limited, yet as the United States mills make rails for export with
phosphorus below 0.10 and Canadian mills using ores imported from the
United States are making rails with O.OSo phosphorus for Canadian roads, it
waut all O.OSD
is not unreasonable for the railroads of the United States to
will
rails that can be made, and unless spcciacalions call for them they
never get any. Foreigners should not be favored with the highest grade of
ill)

produced in our mills.

rail

(bi
Not denied that safe rails can be made with 0.10 phosphorus, but
as carbon has to be reduced 7.5 points for the increase of 1.5 points in phos
phorus. the resultant rail is softer, deficient in wearing qualities, and not
nearly so desirable and efficient as one with less phosphorus and more carbon.
It is not expected that with the recommended specifications all of the
Be.<!semer rail made in the United States can be furnished with a phosphorus
content as low as 0.0S5, but as this committee is expected to recommend
specifications that will give the best rail obtainable, we are convinced that
prescribing a phosphorus content that shall not exceed 0.0.S5 will result in securing for domestic lines the highest grade of product, leaving the lower for
Under the specifications of 0.10 phosphorus heretofore forced on the
export.

The comthe manufacturers, the reverse has been the case.
mittee should not lend itself to a perpetuation of this condition. Prescribing
O.085 phosphorus does not condemn a rail, with higher phosphorus content,
but It operates as a constant caution to the purchaser against raising phosphorus and lowering carbon, thereby getting a less desirable and efficient rail.
railroads by

iNSfFFICIKNT DISCARD.

A sub-committee, as well as the entire committee, has devoted a great
deal of time In the past year and a halt conferring with manufacturers try
The position of the railIng to obtain promises for safer and better rails.
roads and manufacturers is outlined as follows:
The ilanufarlurers Claim
That many breaks are improperly attributed
lol

25.

the evidence before us that the present practice of discarding 10 per cent., as
the manufacturers claim to be doing, is insufficient, and that an increase to
about 20 per cent, on ingots of the size most commonly used would practically eliminate breaks from piping and segregation and give a safe rail.
'J'oo Great Haste i.\ the JIasufactcre of Kails.
The Manufacturers Claim
Faulty distribution of metal in sections, forcing them to stop roll(«)
ing the head when the base has cooled, and whilst the head is still hot
enough to be worked.
No greater speed of rolls than formerly used.
(6)
The Railroads Claim
The present sections of A. S. C. E. were approved by the rail
(a)
makers. They admit reasonableness of manufacturers' claim, and concede that
a change of sections is desirable.
Whilst speed of rolls may be no greater, the number of passes has
((<)
l)een reduced, and the manipulation of work done on the metal has been
cut down so that closeness of texture or fineness of grain, on which wear
depends, has been correspondingly reduced and sacrificed.
Yclhr committee has Iieen convinced by the manufacturers that a change
in the sections whereby the metal would be more equally distributed between
the base and the head, thereby allowing roiling to be done at a lower tem:

:

position of the manufacturers and the railroads

Huilroada Claim

Vol. XLIII., No.

peralure, would be beneficial.
Two sets of sections' are submitted herewith and recommended for
adoption, our preference being strongly for those marked A, in designing
which great weight was given to the consideration of the rail as a girder
and its function to distribute a load over a number of supports. To do this
These A sections liave high moefficiently it must be stiff, that is. deep.
ments of inertia, and for the same weights are much stiCfer, admit of very
much stiflEer splice bars, and will, therefore, make smoother riding track
Respectfully submitted,
than Ihe sections marked B.
.7.

The

embodied

KRfTTSrnXITT.

minority report are substantially the same as those recommended by the committee of the
American Society of Civil Engineers and those adopted by the
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, except that the ijercentage of discard is reduced from 25 to 20
per cent.
The specifications contained in the majority report follow more
closely the lines of those of the American Society for Testing Materials, so far as present rail sections and the use of steel with a
phosphorus content not exceeding 0.10 per cent, are concerned. They
make provision also, however, for revised sections with increased
heights of drop, and for steel with a phosphorus content not exceeding 0.085 per cent.
specifications

in the

:

ex-

In the matter of discard these specifications are disappointing,

cept one claim that no fixed percentage of discard will insure sound rails.
id)
That the Increased number of broken rails is caused by greater
speeds and wheel loads.

sound rails," as
against fixed minimum percentages in specifications (a), (b) and
(c), and a blank percentage, subject to agreement, in the Specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials.
It is true that
the American Railway Association has not adopted these specifications, and that they have been referred back to the committee with
instructions to make further investigation.- The proper percentage
of discard may in time be determined by an extensive series of tests,
but pending the results of such tests, it is to be regretted that, the
more conservative policy of specifying a definite minimum percentage of discard was not recommended.

The

flailroada

Claim

to piping,

and

all

:

lat
That this may be a rjuestion of nomenclature, but the fact is the
breaks do occur more fre<|ucntiy than formerly, especially in the heavier
•
•
•
•
•
sections.
Segregation and piping take place in the top of
llie Ingot, and whilst Impossible to locate them definitely so that we may be
certain in discarding a particular fraction of the ingot that we have done
away with all danger from their presence, it .seems to be conceded beyond
reasonable <loubt that as we Increase the discard we eliminate more and
more of the trouble: just what the per cent, should be Is doubtful, but it
may lie Inferred from the following evidence:
].
The president of one of the largest steel works In the United States
stales that the depth to which piping extends In a IT x 19 ingot (and this
Is the size of Ingot most commonly used in rolling mills) Is about 18 per cent.
of the depth of the Ingot.
i;.
The same works are selling premium carbon rails, which they claim
are of the hlgliest grade they are able to make on specifications of their own,
which preflcrli>e liO per cent, discard.
3.
The recommended specifications of the American Society of Civil
Bnglneers prescribe 25 per cent, discard.
4
The recommended specifications of the American Railway Engineers
snd .Maintenance of Way Association prescribe 25 per cent, discard.
5.
The head of an eminent firm of Inspecting engineers, which does the
Inspecting for many large systems of railroads, recommends 25 per cent.
0,
One of the largest railroad systems In the United States, which
seems to have lieen singularly anci suggestively exempt from rail breakages.
has lieen prescribing and obtaining a discard of 25 per cent.
A Canadian
mill whose output has been singularly free from breakages used a discard

of

1*»

per cent.

Mr. M M. Howe In nn article on "How May Quality of Steel Rails
Be Improved," in the Kniiinrrrinp and Mining Journal, says
"The richest
of the segregate lies nesr the lop of the ingot, usually In the upper 20
per rent."
till
The alarming Increase In breakages Is not due to Increase of speeds
and loads, but to poorer qunllly. due to careless mnnufacttire. KiMIs of 70.
'Ml nnrl even 50 llm. per yd. are to-day safely carrying the same binils at the
ssme speeds under which SO, 00 and 100-lb. rails are breaking In large
7.

:

nnraliers.

The proposal of the mannfaclnrera that the percentage of discard should
be left open to agreement with the purchaser In each case, recognizing at
the same lime the principle that the higher the discard the greater Ihe
price, would leave matters Just as they stand and would perpetuate condl
tlons that have csuseri the Increased breakages and .the feelings of alarm and
Insecurity shared by the rnllrnad managers and the public.
We think It Is
the duly of Ihe committee to make some recommendation based on the I)e9t
evidence obtainable, to serve as a guide to the purchaser, who should understand that whilst It seems Impossible to fix a percentage that will guarantee
the absence of Internal flaws. It seems nevertheless reiisonnMv nrtnln from

in that they stipulate "suflBcient discard to insure

It is

pertinent in this connection to quote from the report of the

committee of the American Society of
some two years ago, a statement made

Civil

Engineers, presented
with the disit is well known that

in connection

"*

*
•
cussion of the question of discard:
one of the frequent causes of failure of steel rails

and

thait

this

comes from unsound
which

failures often cause accidents,

what

ingots.

is

due

to piping,

Unfortunately, such

result in large material

dam-

worse, the loss of life.
Frequently such interior
detects cannot be detected until after the rails have been subjected

age, and,

Is

to traffic, hence it is of the greatest Importance that care should be
exercised In the manufacture with a view of reducing the danger
to a nilnlnium."

Since the usual mill practice Involves a discard of from 7 to 10
cent., it would have been more satisfactory If the committee
had specified at least a moderate increase, say to 12 ^.. per cent.,
which would not impose a hardship on the manufacturers, and
which might reasonably be expected to lessen the danger from del)er

'Shown In the Kuilroad Onzctlr Nov. 22.
n'wo reports have lieen presented to the Association by the Committee
on Sliindard Kali and Wheel .Seel Ions, a majority and a minority ie|)ort. and
the ciialrman rc(|upsts further lime.
Your executive cominilti'e Is of the
oplninn. therefore, thai action on both of thi'se should he deferred, on the
k'round that no beni'fit to the members of the Association can be derived from
Ihe ills.usslon on Ihe lloor nf Ihe c(Uivenllon at this lime of a subject which
Is so full of nudetirmlneii leilinical points.
Your ciiminlllei- furllier recoinmenils that the ("ommlttee on Rail and
Wheel Sections he requested to continue Us Invesligatlons. to employ competent experla. anil to expend such sums necessary for this purpose as may be
iiiilhorlxed by the executive cominlllee.
The allenllon of the meinliers. however. Is called to (he fact that the
members of the Commlllee on Kail and Wheel Hecllons are unanimous In all
nf their recominendal lot's, except as to chemical composition and discard,
among others concerning iietier rail sections and an Improved form of report
itf rails, and thai any iitenilier nmy avail Itself at once of these recommendations.— ffr;ior/ nf lUrrulIrr lommiltce.

—

Dm LMnLK
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rmlU.

It

1».

of rourae,

reooRiilMd that the

|>«rrcpniag<-

of

somewhat on the alie of the Ingot and other clrThe moderate flxed perrentaice auxKeitied Is. however,

dlM-aril de|M>n<l»

rumiiiances.

\V>

BMh

and ran Into a weatbouud frelsbt. 'which wa« al • tand!''!!'
englnea were badly damaged, aa were the hrat <ar of <i

train and six cara of the freight.
Uuc n eman. <>:
.„, ..
and four other employees and aix paaatrager?) «>.
none of them badly hurt. The ignaiman had ordera to send the
.

believed to be sufllrlently ron«<TV<itlVf> for

Moreover, the railroads would

iloiilidfim

all

Im*

prevalllnK rondlllons.

enilri-lv

wllllnx to bear

the sIlKhtly Increased ca«t ilue to added discard.
It Is, of roiirae. to
be understood that surh percenlaKe should be subject to change In
the IlKht of further Information obtained either by tests or by ex|>erlence In service.
In the matter of height of drop. It Is to be noted that the heights
pe<'lfled by the committee for the preaent rail Keclions are practiratly the same as those in the Hpeciflcutlons of the American
Society for Testing Materials.

For the proiKwed new sections the
ft. for a 100-lb. section and 2 fL for

height of drop is Increased 3
weights of 90 lbs. and under.
Conceding the validity of the claim of (he manufacturers that
the ore supply permits of only a limited supply of Bessemer steel
rails with a |)hosphorus content not exceeding 0.0S.5. recourse must
be had either to Bessemer rails of sufficiently increased section to

meet safely the requlremeni.s of modern truffle conditions, or to the
use of open-hearth steel rails, which may be obtained to a limited
extent to-day, with a phosphorus content ranging from 0.03 to 0.06
to 2o per cent.
I»er cent, and with discard from
The comniitlee embodies in Its report "cardinal principles" governing the design of rail i^tK-tions. It is to be hoped that the further
investigation of the committee will lead to the establishment also of
cardinal principles governing the manufacture of steel rails, especially In the matter of lighter reductions in rolling, from the ingot
to the finished section, with due regard to the Influence of the finish1.')

ing temperature. The speciflcatlons in the majority report are In
the right direction, in that they provlfle for a drop test on every
heat of steel on rails made from the top of the ingot, and in that the

permissible percentage of No. 2 rails Is limited to 5 per cent.
It is especially reassuring to find that these changes were accepted by the representatives of the leading manufacturing interests
who were Invited to confer with the committee. It is not to be
doubled that the wori< of the committee of the Railway Association

has considerably advanced the harmonization of the conflicting specifications, and it is to be hoped that at no distant date a specification
will be evolved which will be acceptable to aJI parties in Interest.
and which will be generally adopted by the various engineering
societies.
With this end in view, it is greatly to be desired that the
committee of the Railway Association will prosecute the further investigation of the subject vigorously, and that the results of their

puHM-nger train east to the nex'
after that track Hhould have

Train Accidents

in

November.

Our record of train accidents ocinrring on the railroads of the
United States in Noveml)er includes 20 collisions and four derailments, 24 accidents in all. This record is not published in full
except In the cases of the few accidents which are especially prominent in the present instance two collisions. The record of "ordinary" accidents whiih term includes, for our present purpose, only
those which result in fatal injury to a pas.senger or an employee
or which are of special interest to operating officers— is given at
the end In the shape of a onellne item for eaih accident, showing
date, location, class and number of deaths and injuries.
The items
of which details are given are Indicated in the tabular statement
by the use of Italics. This record is based on accounts published
In local dally newspapers, except in the cases of accidents of such
magnitude that It seems proper to send a letter of inquiry to the

—

railroad manager.

The

collision at I.Arimer. Pa., on the 12th, occurred about 1:30
Passenger train No. 28 eastbound, the 18-hour Chicago-New
York train, was turned through a crossover to the westbound track
'AbbrcTlatlons and marks used In Accident List
re.

Rear

be

Rutting collision.
Otber collisions: as at crossings or In yards. Where only on* tr*la
is mentioned, it Is uausll; a case of a train running Into a staatfIng car or care, or a collision due to a train breaking In two oa a
descending grade.
Broken.

ze.

b.
d.

collision.

DcfectlTe.

Defect of roadway.
Defect In car or engine.
n
NeBllgcnce.
TTnforrsreD ot»tructlan.
unf
anz
Unexplained.
derail
Open derailing switch (negligence of englneman or signalman).
ms
Misplaced switch.
ace. obst. .Accidental obstruction.
malice. .. .Malicious obstruction of track or misplacement of switch.
boiler
I'xploslon of boiler of locomotive on road.
lire
Cars burned while running.

dr
eq

Pass
Pt.

I'aasenRcr train.
Freight train (Includes empty, engines,
di-stroyed by fire.

•Wreck wholly or partly
tOne or more passengers

killed.

work

tralna, etc).

w*<<tt,r,iin<l

track,
'

>

:

The

r««ir

of

colliHioii

fr>i.

su far jlh
10th would not have been unuaual.
for a fire ^
structlon of property la concerned. I.
immediately broke out and which dtv>;.....- . ••.>ihing coiii'.uj>hi..o
al>oui the wrecked cars and engine.
Indeed, the colliding train
regular freight train
was running slowly, under a permlwlve ^ !?nal: bm the case is of Interest a« one in »-hlch an ins
out the real i-ause. As reported In a local paper, the eij,.
was at fault frankly testified that he saw the train :
about how far It was from him. and yet Instead of keeping a tlubv
watch on its movements he turned his eyes away and assisted the
Beiause of the poor quality of the coal or the inexperifireman
;.

—

—

ence of the fireman, the enginemun deemed

it

necessary to attend

the fireman's work instead of to his own immediate duty; a
plain case of trying to tlo two things at once and not puttiiit; iliii
But as is usual in such cases the jury trifirst duty first.
exonerate the englneman. declaring that the collision was c.ii-.-.l
by "the engineer and others not being in position to see signals
given by the fiagman and through escaping steam through defective
packing of the piston valve."
to

i

^

AmiiKNTS

Tr.vis

i.v

TiiK I'siteh

States in Xo\kmbeii.

ItMiT.

Col<i«ion<.

XO. ,.,r-..„.
,

be.
r<-.

Ix-.

.

re.

."•.

Hi.
15.
l^.
IS.
111.

1!>.

xc.
xc.

re
xe.
re.
re.

Wli. & Lake Krie
Yazoo & M. Val
Vevay Park.
Vandalla
Wasblncton Terminal.. Washington.

Sieubenvllle.
Melton.

Vandalla

.

Central X. England.

.. .St.

Plilhi.

.

& UeadluK

bt-.
b<-.

be.
Ik\
be.

.Farmdale.
KImo.

:;c(.

•_'4.
-.;ii.

bi'.

Howard's.
xc.
.American Falls re.

Pennsylvania
(»regon .Sh. Line

Kind of

Accident.

Place.
•:f. All., (iulf & .S»ullKTn...MorK«nvllle.
MiJIIIIan.
:i.
Halt Imore & Ohio
.I.IlUf Itnck.
3. St. L..ul» 4 Irim -Mt.
(Jrlinenville.
N.'w York Central
Pnriland.
tl.
Southern Parlfle
W. Ilmokneld.
9. Iloslon 4 Albany
Fort Wayne.
9. Wul>a.<h
Townnda.
•10. I.chiiih Vatlry
1_'. /'inti«//lranio
ijirlmer.
N. Alexandria,
13. Wiitiasli
14. .New York Central ....lluffalo.

Road.

I>nte.

xc.

Philadelphia.

re.

Train.
P. 4 Ft.
Pt. 4 Ki.
P. 4 Ft.
Fl. 4 Ft.
P. 4 P.
P. 4 h'n.
P. 4 Ft.
Ft. 4 Ft.
P. 4 Ft.
Ft. A Ft.
Ft. 4 Ft.
Ft. 4 Ft.
P. 4 Ft.
Fl. 4 Ft.
Ft. 4 Ft.
P. 4 P.
P. 4 P.
1". 4 Ft.
Ft. 4 Ft.
Ft. 4 Ft.

^

_r<-i.-

KIIM

!

1;

i:

:t

1

•»

!t

1

1

1

"

I

::

"i

1"

1

o

O
1

ti
."•

1

4

H

>>

2

I

:i

"

i:

1

"
1
1
.'t

t

^

1^
7
n
1

/>i/oiliiicii/«.

Kind
Hate.
•s.

Place.
PIttston.

Itoad.

Central of N. .T
Lack. & Westn
I let.

l.j.

Wabash

i;,-...

Mobile.

J.

&

K.

C

.

.

.FarKi>.
Dlllnn.

Laurel.

of train.
Pass.
Pass.

Cause

No. persons
^reoorted-,

of derlmt. Kll'd.

Inj'd.

d. ri>ad.

1

I

aec. obst.

1

Pas&

unx.
b. flange.

"
o

4
'

Pass.

8

Of the nine serious electric-car accidents reported in the newspaper in the month of November, five resulted in fatal injury
to one or more persons, namely. Indianapolis, Ind.: Woonsocket.
R. I.; Chicago. 111.; Fort Worth. Tex., and Waterbury, Conn. In
thi- last named case, which occurred on the 29th. a street car stalled
on a railroad crossing was struck by a freight train and five persons

were

killed.

Two collisions on elevated lines in New York City, while not
particularly disastrous in their results, are noticeable by reason
of the circumstances attending them.
On the 11th. at Thirty-fourth
street, on the Sixth avenue line, a northbound train, just starting
away from the station, ran into the rear of a preceding train which
had been stopped, and the momentum of the moving train was such
that its leading car was lifted about 7 ft. and pushed to one side
barely escaped falling into the street. The explanation
where trains are required to run under control
motorman thought that the preceding train would start
before he got to it. A collision of loaded passenger trains on the
Manhattan elevated lines is noticeable by reason of the remarkable
Infrequency of such collisions on these lines throughout a period of
2j years and more.
The other collision, which occurred on the 25th. was on the
Subway line, but on that portion of it which is on an elevated
structure.
In this case a northbound train, leaving the last station
before reaching the terminus, ran at unchecked speed into the rear
of a preceding standing train, and the motorman was killed. There
were few passengers in tlie trains, however, and only four were injured.
The motorman, although a faithful and sober employee, who
had been several years in the service, proceeded on his way without
even noticing the preceding train, although it was in broad daylight and there was notliing in the way to prevent him from clearly
seeing it. the rear car being only about 300 ft. away. As the physicians who examined the motorman's body found no evidence ot
heart disease or apoplexy, and as he had not had time to fail asleep
after starting, this would seem to l)e a simple case of absent mindednes-s.
The man must have allowed his attention to be distracted
by something at the side of the road.
so that

it

— common

Is that the

a.m.

"n 'h*

forgotten that the wetitltound

.!.

study will be laid before the profession at the earliest possible date.
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the road over which President Mellen wishes the CenJerse.v, the Philadelphia & Reading and the Baltimore
& Ohio to send all their traffic for the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, which would receive it over the Poughkeepsie bridge and
the Highland division, now double tracked from Hopewell as far
as Danbury. Conn., and soon to be double tracked and improved as
For over two years now the Lackawanna has
far as Waterbury.
been sending its shipments for New Haven territory by this route
with apparent satisfaction to all concerned. The Central of New
Jersey is at present also sending some traffic over the Lehigh &
Hudson River. This route, however, would give, in most cases, to
the roads in the Reading system a shorter proportion of the haul
on New England shipments. The corresponding advantage would
go mostly to the Lehigh & Hudson River.
This railroad is not controlled by the New York, New Haven
Of the 13 directors of the Lehigh & Hudson
Hartford.
ft
River, the presidents of the Lackawanna, the Ontario & Western,
the Erie and the Lehigh Valley and the fourth vice-president of
the Pennsylvania make up five. The other eight include George F.
Baer, President of the Reading and of the Central of New Jersey;
Joseph S. Harris, a director of the Reading Company, the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Company and the Lehi.gh Coal & Navigation Company; J. Rogers
Maxwell. Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Central of
New Jersey; Robert W. de Forest, Vice-President, General Counsel
and a director of the Central of New Jersey; Lewis A. Riley. President, who is also President of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company, which leases 192 miles of railroad to the Central of New
Jersey; Morris Rutherfurd. Vice-President and General Manager,
and .lames M. Duane. a member of the banking firm of Brown
Bros. & Co.. and a director of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company. The remaining member of the board is Alfred Ely.
Thus, four directors are closely associated with the ReadingCentral of New Jersey interests and three others with the Lehigh
Coal & Navigation. At the recent hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington in regard to the New Haven's proposed cancellation of through tariffs with his companies via NewYork harbor. President Baer was quoted as saying in reply to a suggestion of President Mellen that the Lehigh & Hudson River was
available for moving such shipments, that "I do not control onetenth of it." This seems a remarkable statement, for judging by the
directorate of the Lehigh & Hudson River, the Reading-Central of
New Jersey interests and the Lehigh Coal & Navigation together
have actual control, with the other anthracite coal railroads owning
the rest of the stock. More important still, on the official map in the
last annual report of the Reading Company, issued October 14, 1907,
the Lehigli & Hudson River is shown as a line "controlled through
ownership of majority interest." Why then is President Baer so
loath to have it used?
The beginning of the present interchange traffic between the
Lackawanna and the New Haven marked a new era in the history
of the Lehigh & Hudson River.
From that time it began to take
shape as a through modern railroad, instead of being a local line
moving enough traffic to keep itself alive. Gross earnings, which
were J482.000 in 1905, rose to $814,000 last year. Net earnings were
$167,000 in 1905 and $304,000 last year. The increase of 19u7 over
1906 in gross earnings was 30 per cent., and in net, 19 per cent.
Last year there was an increase of 93 per cent, in tax payments.
owing to the new law in New Jersey, and a considerable increase
In fixed charges because of the issue of $239,000 of debenture bonds
and $400,000 of equipment trust certificates; so that net income
was not much larger than In the previous year. As over twice as
much was charged off for depreciation and adjustments, the year's
surplus was only about half as much as in 1006. The year, however,
has been a prosperous and favorable one, for the business of the
road and Its capabilities for handling It have grown.
The cost of additions and betterments made during the year
was $993,893, which Is an expenditure of over $10,000 a mile for each
of the 9ft miles operated and of $13,250 for each of the 75 miles
owned. This is probably a larger expenditure per mile for additions and betterments, especially since It Includes no increase In
mileage, than wa,s made last year on any other railroad In the
United States. The largest Items under this head are $414,000 for
new freight cars and $100,000 for new locomotives, The bridge
over the Delaware river at Easton. Pa., which is 1.034 ft. long and
waa built partly of secondhand material In 1899, Is being rebuilt.
This bridge forms the link between the connecting railroads south
of the Oetaware river and the southern terminal yard of the Lehigh
A Hudson River at Philllpsburg. N. J. The bridge Is to be made
strong enough to carry the heaviest locomotives In use on any of
the connecting roads. Masonry for the new piers has been finished
and the new bridge Ig being erected. The cost will be about $125,000, part of which was advanced during the year.
There was also
$38,000 spent out of capital for part of the cost of new passing
sidings and switches at 11 different points along the line.
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Many other improvements were charged to maintenance of way
and structures under operating expenses. This expense increased
19 per cent, over the previous year and amounted to $989 per mile,
against $821 in 1906. There were 21 miles of 80-lb. rails laid during
the year, and since June 30 enough more SO-lb. rail has been received to lay the entire line with that weight.
Most of this hasalready been laid. Although there were less than 2.000 more ties
placed in track than in the previous year, the cost of tie renewals
increased 50 per cent, due to the fact that formerly the supply of
ties was cut along the line but last year yellow pine ties from other
regions had to be bought.
There was a large decrease in maintenance of equipment expenses, which were 44 per cent, less than in the previous year.
Repairs and renewals of locomotives cost $595 per locomotive, against
$1,838 in 1906; of passenger cars $239 per car, against $176 in 1906,
and of freight cars $13 per car. against $30 in 1906. The 1907 figures
are in each case the lowest of those for any railroad whose report
has been reviewed in the Railroad Gazette. There is a reason for
this.
Under the equipment trust for $400,000. dated May 10, 1906,
there were put into service last year 250 hopper bottom gondola
cars; 10 low-side gondolas and 25 steel ore cars, all of 80.000 lbs.
capacity; 75 box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, and six locomotives.
Six more locomotives were bought on locomotive rental notes for
$68,594, payable quarterly over a period of three years, a cash
payment of $15,742 having been made when the locomotives were
received. On June 30. 1900. the company owned only 18 locomotives,
so that this increase of 12 was an increase of two-thirds in the total

Lehigh

& Hudson

River.

locomotive equipment. The number of freight cars rose from 790
in 1906 to 1,088, an increase of 38 per cent.
Considering that twolocomotives were new, the small amount spent on locomotive repairs can be explained.
The same argument does not
apply to the passenger cars; their maintenance charge in each year is
very low. One-third of the freight cars were new, but even so, the
average repair cost of $13 per car is low, particularly after a year
when, with no new cars whatever to bring down the average, the
freight car repair cost was only $30.
One explanation of these
low charges is probably that almost all of the road's high grade
traffic Is carried in cars of other companies.
New shops are now
fifths of the

under construction.
Conducting transportation expenses increased 53 per cent, over
the previous year, and general expenses 55 per cent.
Conducting
tran.sportation amounted to 43 per cent, of gross earnings, against
36 per cent, in 1906.
This was due both to the Increased volume
of traffic, the greater cost of labor and material and a further special cause.
The increase in traffic is shown by the increase of 50
per cent. In the freight-train mileage and of 45 per cent, in the
ton mileage.
There were large increases in cost of fuel for loco-

motives and in all accounts involving wage payments.
Hire of
equipment, which appears to Include per diem payments, rose from
$90 in 1906 to $2,305 last year, an Increase of 2,460 per cent. During
November and December, 1906. and January, February and March,
19i>7. the conducting transportation costs were particularly high In
proportion to the amount of traffic. This was due to the backing up
of traffic on the line, with consequent congestion and added expense,
by the inability of the New York. New Haven & Hartford to promptly
move the through traffic to the east.
Ores were the largest single Item of tonnage, amounting to 22
per cent., most of which originated on the line. Limestone, which
also originated mostly on the line, furnished 10 per cent, of the tonnage.
Merchandise amounted to
per cent, and miscellaneous to
9 per cent., both of these groups of high grade tonnage being almost
.S

.
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«ntlrrly received from other carrlem.
The trafflr In ijraln; flour;
other mill proiluris; rotion: other parking bouic proUucta; wool;
hide* and leather; anthrai ite roul; blliirolnoUH coal, irun iirodiuu.
and Miiient. brick and lime, which were the moitt Important of the
other tonnace group*, wan all or nearly all received from other carriers.
The total tonnage orlRlnailni; on the road whk 735.tN>u tons,
of which Stil, UUU ton* were ore.i and linie«tone.
UutHlde of tbe»e
two commodltUv, the lonnaKe of iii> commodity orlKlnatlng
on the lln» amounte<l to ua niiirli us 2j,i><mi tun*.
The
Interchange tonnage amounted to l,24u.iiii<> lonH, or *:3 i>er cent, of
the total.
Th)^ l..ehlgh k MudHoii Klver liait one advantage which
countu for much In the economical operation of the road: the trafflc
Is almost evenly balanred.
Lam year o2 per cent, of the total wati
carried eaKtward and 4S per cent, westward.
The future of thlx small property Ih a matter uf great interest.
There is no doutt that the transfer l>y car lloalM from the New Jersey
side of the Hudson river around the south end of Manhattan Island
and up the East river to the Harlem river terminal of the New
Haven Is a costly, slow and dangerous method of Interchange. It
is also true that the New York division of the New Haven is overburdened with traffic and that the interchange traffic with the Pennsylvania and Lehigh Valley, the most Important of the New Jersey
connections of the New Haven, is likely to be all that can be conveniently bandied on that division. Also, the Poughkeepsie bridge
route is being steadily improved. If President Mellen is successful
in his contention that the roads in the Heading system shall follow
the example of the Lackawanua and send their traffic for New
England by this route, the Importance of the I.iehigh & Hudson River
win necessarily be greatly increased, particularly as on this trafflc
It will secure a haul over the whole length of Its line, while on the
Lackawanna's business, which is received at Port Morris. It gets a
haul of little more than half its length. If In this way the Lehigh
& Hudson Klver is to be a main gateway for trafflc between points
west of the Hudson river and New England, there Is a possibility
that the Lehigh & New England, which parallels it for its whole
length on the west and is owned by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation
Company, In spite of its worse grades and curves, may also be used
as a through connection.
The results of operation of the Lehigh & Hudson River for the
last two years are shown below:
1907.

Mileage worked
Passenger earnings
Krelght earnings
Gross earnings
MalDt. way and structures
Malnt. of equipment
Conducting transportation.
General expenses
Operating expenses
Xet earnings
Xet Income
IVpreclailun and adjustments.
Year's surplus

NEW
The Car

1906.

09

99
f40,429
601,891
662,386
82,015
65.240
23T.454
22.437
407,145
255.241
108.132

$44,414
781.866
$44.33r>
97.9r>l

45.199
362.485
34,417
540,051
304.283
125.177

Giving

much Increased.
As a piece of liook-makInK the volume Is a work of art. It Is
printed on heavy vellum paper with Illuminated chapter headlDKS,
and the lllustratlonH are printol on loose leaves of cream-colored
The binding Is plain board
plate paper, pasteil to blank pages.
with embossed gold letters. The book is Intended for private distribution among railroa>l officers Interested In 'li'- -'rvi. .. r.-<iulre
ments of car wheels.
HO

I y to Datr.'
.K reference two* of op i.xini.- .\ni. n. in riiii»j.>
»bop pni.ikf.
Compiled by the KVIIiorlsl »taff of tbe KaUttav Hotter
243 page* 9 In. x 12 to.
Uerlianic.
Clilcago: Crandall I^iblUhlng Co.

Itoilu-iiy tihop

;

Cloth.

the compilers of this volume was to present a
record of the iiest existing practice in railroad shop design, construction and e<iuipment.
It has Ijeen about three years since any
comprehensive work of this character has appeared and in that
time there has been material progress. There was need, therefore, of bringing the record up to date, and this has been well done
in the present volume.
Data has l>een selected with care and
logically arranged, the idea being to make It equally serviceable
This book
In designing new plants or Improving existing ones.
contains some good features not found in earlier volumes, particuFor the
larly in the matter of tool and electrical equipment.
former, tables are prepared for machine and erecting shops on a
single
a
tools
for
pit basis.
The proportion of different machine
pit is worked out and figures then derived for shops of 12. 15. 24
and 48 pits, simply by multiplying the pit figure by these numbers.
The tabulation also includes the total of each kind, and the number
of each size, or class, of tool for sbops of a given number of pits.
The basis on w'hich the tables have been worked out is stated to be
more liberal in its allowance of tools than is the general practice.
Lists of the machine tool equipment for several representative shops
For the
are given, also for blacksmith and woodworking shops.
power plants there is a table of data of 15 representative power
houses, and diagrams of the power distribution at four large elecThe illustrations for each chapter are
trically-driven plants.
grouped at the end of the chapter instead of being scattered through
the discussion. They are all line engravings, except for a number
The compilers of the volume were asof storehouse photographs.
sisted by an advisory committee consisting of C. A. Schroyer. Superintendent Car Department, C. & N.-W.; M. K. Barnum. General
Inspector Machinery and Equipment, C, B. & Q.. and R. D. Smith,
Assistant Superintendent Motive Power, B. & A.
of
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Discard from the Ingot.

llie

.^Itoona. Pa., Dec. 12. 1907.

I'ubllslied

;

To THE Editor of the R.mlroad Gazette:
do not know which of my majiy utterances in regard to steel
your correspondent. "Railroad Officer," has chosen to base his
statement on in your issue of November 22d, that I with others
"assert tliat the railroads cannot afford to do otherwise than unite
on the requirement of a definite discard." It is quite probable that
sometliing which I have said would give color to such a view, but
it is fair to say at the present time that the more the question of
discard is studied, the more difficult it becomes to have a positive
and definite view in regard to it.
it would hardly be wise, at this time, to go into the whole quesThere is too much lack of positive Information
tion of discard.
as to how the majority of rails fail, to tie up these failures satisThis lack of positive information on tlie
factorily with the discard.
part of the railroads was, as we understand it, the principal cause
of the inability of the committee of the American Railway Association to make a more satisfactory report at the recent meeting of
that body.
It is hoped and believed that by means ot a careful
study within the ne.\t year or two, of rails which fail in track, a
good deal more definite information will l)e obtained. At the present time we hardly feel willing to say more than that probably the
poorest steel for rails in the ingot is somewhere from 15 to 18 per
cent, down from the top.
Also that there are two points involved
in this poor steel, namely, segregation and physical defects in the
metal.
Under the head of physical defects are embraced all that
is conimouly known as the "pipe." and bubbles or cavities or sponginess which does not weld up under the rolling. We have fairly
positive evidence that a rail having internal physical defects Is
almost always a segregated rail. We do not have as definite information that a segregated rail, free from internal physical defects,
will fail in service.
The great need to-day in rail manufacture is
I

seldom that the results of such an exhaustive series of investigations, primarily carried out for the sole purpose of determining the standards of quality and workmanship which must be met
by a new product in competition with old and well tried products,
are given to the public in such complete detail. Mr. Fowler in
the beginning was confronted with an almost total lack of published
data as to many of the properties of car wheels which were later
investigated, and practically the whole of the contents of this book is
original data here made public for the first time. One chapter on the
lateral thrust of wheels against the rail has already been reprinted
by special permission of the Schoen Co. in the liailioad Gazcltr of
Nov. 15, 1907, and another on the areas of contact between wheel
and rail is reprinted In another column in this issue. These will
give a better idea of the character of the investigations made than
any extended review. Otiier chapters consider the design of the
solid rolled and forged steel wheel; comparative physical and chemical properties of solid rolled and forged steel wheels, steel tires
and cast-iron wheels; studies of heat treatment and penetration
of physical work in rolling from the micro-structure of the metal;
coefflcients of friction between wheel and rail.
The last chapter
is a presentation of advantages claimed for the Schoen solid rolled
and forged steel wheel based on the tests recorded in previous
It

l*rlce, $4.

The purpose

PUBLICATIONS.

results of a series of Investigations by George L.
for private distribution by the Schoen Steel
Wheel Co.. I'Utstmrgli. I'li.. l'.>07.
Hoards. 5 In. x 9 In. 101 pages, and
numerous Illustrations.
W'htcl.

Fowler. M.K.

-

35.641
72.492

.si.7)iii

43.387
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problems, but there yet remalii- n -Tst and proft'ah!'- field
" exof InvtitllKBllon.
While the book is i:
the
tended knowledge of the properties
'"-ulUi
name time one Is struck by the ImpartKi- ,
of the various Investigatlona and the value of ifae data tti^vu U by
solved

is

chapters, together with the results of a

number

of actual service

tests.

The investigations which were made covered a period of over
two years. Perhaps the most striking thing about them is the fact
that they reveal how completely unexplored as yet is the field of
railroad dynamics.
Wellington and Forney touched on the edges
and Fowler has here gone somewhat deeper into some of the un-

rails
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by which internal physical defects in the rail can ho
rails fail in the middle of the length of the rail.

William Cotter.

Many

and an examination of these failures shows almost without excepWilliam Cotter. General Manager of the Pere Marquette, was
tion that there was an unwelded up portion in the rail, which, under elected President of the company on December 14, succeeding Presithe pounding of the traffic, gave way. If now we had some means dent I'nderwood, of the Erie, who was elected President of the Pere
of telling whether there was an unwelded portion in any part of Marquette in the fall of 1905, succeeding Eugene Zimmerman, but
a rail, the whole question of discard could, we think, be ignored. whose resignation has been merely a formal one. as Judson Harmon.
It is believed with good reason that the drop test as at present conducted, is not sufficient for this purpose although this point needs
further study.
Our fdeas at the present time are: (1) that a test should be
made from every blow; (2) that the inspector should be entitled
to select a crop end. or a portion of a rail which shall be used for
the test: (3) that he should choose for test steel that came from
15 to 1.S per cent, down from the top of the ingot. At pre.senl it
will be necessary, of course, to use the drop test or some modification of it.
(4) In case the sample fails, the whole heat should he
rejected, or at least the top rail from each ingot in that heat; and.
<5) and, perhaps most important of all. no retests should be made.
If this scheme could be carried out, we think the whole pestiferous
question of discard could wisely be left in the hands of the manufacturers.
It may not be amiss to add that this proposed method of te.sting
commercial steel products, without any reference whatever in the
specifications
discard,
has
to

worked charmingly for a number
of years now.
Driving axles, car
axles, crank pins, billet steel, etc..

Receiver, has been in charge of the road.
The stockholders recently approved the reorganization plan. This provides for the
cancellation of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton's lease of the
property and the issue to stockholders of Jo.OOO.OOO in debentures,
the proceeds of which will retire receiver's certificates and other
indebtedness and so put the company on its feet. It is expected that
the receivership will be wound up early in 1908. All of Mr. Cotter's
railroad experience has been in the operating department, and in
this work he has developed marked ability in handling men.
In
his direct relations with employees, he is a rigid and dispassionate
disciplinarian.
He followed Russell Harding to the Pere Marquette
from the Missouri Pacific. On that road he had been Manager,
while Mr. Harding as General Manager was his immediate superior.
In this position Mr. Cotter spent his time dealing directly with the
operating forces and thus encountering all labor troubles. He was
l)orn in 1858 at Blosmington, III., and began railroad work when
It) years old as a telegraph operator on the Chicago & Alton.
From 1878 to 1880 he worked as
operator on the St. Louis, Iron

.Mountain & Southern and was
then appointed train despatcher
later Trainmaster of the same
road at Little Rock, Ark. He
served for a year as despatcher on
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
and then went to the Wab.ish, St.
Louis & Pacific, serving as train
despatcher on that road and its

are and have been lor years tested
and accepted, or rejected in accordance with the methods outlined above, with no reference
whatever in the specifications to

and

discard.
In the matter of rails it is a
fair question, I think, whether in
the pa.*;!, the railroads have not

made a mistake

in that they

successor, the

He

specified
too much.
It
is,
of
course, difficult to draw the line
and say positively how much

should be specified and how much
left to the manufacturer, but I
think it hard to refute the statement that the assumption by the
consumer of the right to specify a
discard has resulted in relieving

next

manufacturer of a responsiwhich he should bear. It is
the function of the manufacturer
to make rails and offer them for
the

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The

the city of Derlin has decided tn
build a subway running northwest and southeast through the heart
of the clly from Charlottenluirg to Rlxdorf. The estimated cost is
115,000,000.
Five new surface lines are also projected.
Traffic

('(imnil.'^.'ilon

of

The people of the village of SImplon, on the famous Simplon
road, have trouble In communicating with their Swiss frllow-counIrymen In the winter. Th'' highway Is no longer kept open In the
winter, but can be traveled down the Italian slope, and thence by
the tunnel the way Im open tn Switzerland; 1ml If any goods are
taken, 'hey have to paw through the custom houses of both counand cattle am xiibjer to veterinary Inspection as exports. from
Switzerland to Italy, and then In two or three hours as exports
from Italy to Switzerland. The highway Is clo!?ed from Oct. 1 to

tries;

May

t

1.

Wabash,

until 1890.

then

the Western division of that road.
In 1901 he was appointed General
Superintendent of the St. Louis,
iron Mountain & Southern and the

year

was promoted

to

the

position of Manager of the Missouri Pacific system. He went to

bility

acceptance.
It is the function of
the consumer to apply such tests
and inspection as will prevent the
acceptance of Inferior or hazardous material, and properly safeguard the interests for which he
is responsible.
If a portion of the
energy that has been spent in contending over discard had been
spent In devising proper tests and
methods of making these tests
William
efficient in
excluding rails that
are piped or otherwise Inferior, I am confident that so many poor
rails would not now l)e in track, and that, as already stated, the
question of discard could safely be left entirely to the manufacturers.
CHA8. B. DUDLEY.

was

appointed Trainmaster of the St. Louis division.
Six years later he went to the
Grand Trunk as Superintendent
of the Eastern division and in
1S99 was made Superintendent of

have

Pere Marquette as General
.Manager in 1904 and has conilnued in that position since that
tlie

time.

Car Accountants' Meeting.

The regular meeting of the
.Association of Transportation and
Car Accounting officers was held
At the
at Chicago. December 10.
opening session Hon. W. J. Calhoun gave an interesting address

Cotter.

on the relations of the transthe commercial world.
The Committee on Car Service recommended that Per Diem
Agreement Rules No,
be eliminated from the code of per diem
rules, and that all terminal expenses be incltided and adjusted In the
switching tarilT. The rule has been in force five years and has had
the desired effect of inducing the switching roads to become parties
portation department

to

.')

lo (lie

Per Diem Rules Agreement.

Tlie Committee on Ofllce Methods and Accounting has In preparation a complete set of abbreviations to be used in reporting all
freight cars, and proposes that every box car shall have at the
lower left-hand corner of the side of the car the number of the car
with these reporting Initials immediately above it. If it Is desired
lo show the name of the road in a less abbreviated form, the righthand end of the car may be used.
The a.ssoclatlon apiiroved the committee's proposal, but other
associations will be conferred with before final action Is taken.
The commit tee recommends that tracers for carload shipments
be Indexed according
(he two ending figures of the car number.
Each Item thus Indexed can be given a consecutive file number, and
thus It will always, he easy to quickly find all the papers relating
to a certain tracer.
This the association approved.
Regarding average miles per car per day, this committee reaffirms the recommendation adopted at St. Louis In 1905 that in such
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an wan Um r<M..ii.
uu( fcuiuptly reported.
I iircportpfl
per Uirnj ! i-uUBtaully
IncroaalnR, and the coramltlee recommends therefore that on
amoiiniH not reported wiihln 3U day*, Intereat be rbarced at onehalf of I |ier cent, a month, to ronilnui- until tb^ end of the month
In whirh the per diem Ih reporteil.
lh«

per

Keau

that lar^e railroad umc«s uh<.- a hand stamp to
State* mall Immediately on recelvinx It from tt.'
Both of these recommendatiooa were concurn-'i
carrier.

Uli-iu

I'nltetl

Seven Years' Progreaa on the Wheeling

The rommlttee orrer«*d a reiiolutlon provldinK for havlnx dally
Junrtton rfjiurlH roverliiK re(-«>lpiH an well a* deliveries: also that
Junction card reports be always aont by I'nlted SlateH mall. Thia
was adopted

Th<- rullowlUK iharts Rraphlcully

with the rules of the American Kallway AsHuclation and the Master
Builders' Association. Where a number of new cars are turned
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Erie.

in scv<'ral Imporlant fai-torn atT<-.MnK tb- "deraErie.
Figure 1 shows the tons of fr.-i,;ht
locomotive mile. The liK-omotlve mile is RpueraJly roii
sidered to be one of the most valuable units by which to judge
railroad operations.
Heginnlng with 1905 there has been a striking Increase In the amount of work done per locomotive per mile,
partly due to the acquisition of 80 large consolidation loeomolires.
50 of which were put In service in 1904.

out of It shop toRether, the welRht of one or a few is frequently
taken to indicate the true welKht of ench car In the entire series.
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The rommlttee on ConduotinK KrelRht Transportation, reportlnR
on weJKht marks on freight cars, recommended a better compllaore
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Graphic Records of Seven Years' Results on Wheeling

The committee recommends

that the scales used to weigh new cars
be tested by the railroad company's inspector; that wooden cars be
reweighed after one year and a star be marked upon tlio car; after
two years to be again weighed and the weight flguios to be followed
by two stars; and after three years the final weight put on, with
three stars.
Steel cars should be rcwclghed after one year and
marked with three slars, indicating final weight.
The association adopted the coniniltlee's recommendation.
The Committee on Railroad Husiness Mail finds that labels designed to secure the registration of valuable packages are used for
many articles which should not be classed as valuable, and this loads
to delay In delivery. The committee recommends that this irregular
use of the labels be stopped, and thinks It will reduce the number
of registered packages 50 per cent. Where registration is asked for
simply for the purpose of securing a receipt from the consignee,
the better way would be to enclose with the package a receipt, to
fee returned as a letter.

(i.

.Krerage .\ge of I.ocomotira.

«,

&.

Lake

Erie.

shows the ton miles of freight handled per locomotive
per year. This record is also based on the loL-omotlve mile, and
beginning with 1!)05 shows a marked increase in the trainload.
Figure shows the ton miles of commercial and company freight
per pound of coal consumed and discloses that the amount of work
gained from each pound of fuel has since 1905 greatly increased.
Figure 4 shows the number of freight cars owned per million
freight-car miles run. and brings out the fact that the volume of
Figure

2

:!

business has in general Increased much faster than the car equipment.
Figure 5 shows the average freight car loading, which shows a
steady increase since 19Q1, particularly in the last two years, a
result due partly to the use of 4,000 new large capacity cars.
Figure i; shows average age of locomotives and Figure 7 average weight on drivers. In 1904, 50 new consolidation engines were
bought, and In 1905, 38 more, as well as 12 new switching engines,
making \W\ new locomotives in those two years. These purchases
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are reflected in the decrease in the average age of the locomotives.
As these new engines were large modern locomotives, the average
weight on drivers of the locomotive power has greatly increased.
In all of these charts the great progress which has been made
during the last three years is noticeable. Tliis is the period during
which the present management, headed by B. A. Worthington as
First Vice-President and General Manager, has been in charge of
the property.
^^

Single Phase

In

Switzerland.

in Switzerland have for several
years been conducting experiments with electrical trains on 14 miles
intended to ascertain the
purpose,
that
of railroad assigned for
best methods and appliances for heavy railroad work. The experiments are now closed, and the line will be regularly worked hereafter -with a single-phase alternating current of 15,000 volts, and 15
current periods per second, with overhead conductors. The experiments are said to have determined that there is no danger in the

The Oerlikon Machine Works

high currents.

The New Locomotive Terminal

of the

Chicago Junction.

The Chicago Junction Railway is building a new locomotive terminal at 43d and Robey streets, Chicago, to replace the one at 49th
and Halsted streets. The Chicago Junction is Chicago's inner belt
road and does all of the switching for the Union Stockyards as well

It has 45 locomotives.
as for a large industrial section of the city.
The facilities at 4inh and Halsted had been outgrown; also changes
It was therefore
work.
elevation
were necessitated by the track
decided to abandon the old terminal and build a complete new one
in a more convenient location.
The new plant includes terminal and shop facilities to care for
The roundhouse is planned for a full circle
all of the locomotives.

Twelve of the stalls were built last year and are being
of 34 stalls.
Construction is now under way on 12 more, and the remainused.
ing 10 will be added when needed. The radius of the inside circle
There is an SO-ft.,
is 80 ft. 3-"+ in. and the stall depth is 85 ft.
150-ton turntable at the center of the circle, built by the American
turn an engine
man
can
one
smoothly
that
works
so
It
Bridge Co.
on it. It is intended to run it with an air motor later. The building foundations and the turntable and locomotive pits are concrete.
of the roundhouse are brick and the columns and
roof framing are timber. The roof covering is four-ply "Roofrite,"
made by The Lehon Co., Chicago. The roof monitor is 20 ft. wide
and has pivoted sash in both sides, except opposite the smoke jacks,
where there are louvres. Each stall has three windows in the outer
wall and the inner circles is glass for a height of 42 in. above the
Ample provision is thus made for admitting daylight. The
doors.
smoke jacks are "Transite," made by the H. W. Johns-Manville Co.
They are 14 ft. long at the bottom and 3 ft. 6 in. wide. The clear-

The outer walls

ance above the rail is 16 ft.
The doors are wood. Their general features may be noted la
the elevations included in the illustrations. They are 16 ft. 6 In.
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The fmne piece* are all 8 In x 1\ In.
ft. 6 In. wide.
material, except the top and bottom, which are reapectlvely 10 In.
X IH Id. and 12 In. x 1% Id. The brace roda are
In. round, and
the hlnfe ttrape to which they are aecured are
In. x 3 la.
One
door In every other itall contalmi one of the unall door* aa ihown.
high and (

%

S

'45

ft. wide add S ft
6 In. deep.
The (oar air Jacka have a 1-ft.
diameter and a 6-ft. 44-Id stroke. The jacks ar*
placed In speri&i concrete- lined pits or w«IU.
A hot-water washout and boller-fllllng ayatam will be Installed.
yet.
'ill*
The details of this have not been deflnltely determined
h*4led by hot water alao,
iMboon*'
will
though this will b« separate from the other
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Longitudinal Section Through Engine Pit with Drop Pits
each end and fire wall are two sliding doors, 4 ft. x 7 ft,
of Iron. These are adjacent to the inner and outer circles and
slide on an inclined runway, mailing them self-closing.
The engine pits, which are made of concrete as already mentioned, are 60 ft. long and have a fall of 1 ft. in 20 toward the Inner
circle.
A pipe pit 2 ft. 6 in. wide runs around the outer ends of

and

In

made

On the eaKt fiide of the roundhouse and
only a few feet from It the locomotive repair
shop Is being built. The building Is 100 ft.
X 200 ft. and contains blacksmith, machine,
boiler and erecting shops, with small •ompartments for pattern and tin .shops, and a
Separate
good-sized store room at one end.
buildinga are being put up (or carpenter shop
and boiler house. Two low-pressure boilers
(or heating will be put in this latter hoaa«.
The locomotive shop tools and machines will
The electric power la
all be motor driven.
to be obtained from the Union Stockyards
station nearby.
A 230-ton coal chute has been built. The
coal is transferred from coal cars to storage
bin by a crane with 3o-(t. boom and I'-j-yd.
dipper. There is a locomotive track on each
side of the coal chute and two locomotives
on each side can be coaled at the same time.
Next to the north locomotive track is the
crane track and beyond this the coal car
track. The crane-boom is long enough to take
the cibal from the cars and deposit it In the
The crane
bin across the intervening track.
is self-propelling and can switch coal cars
when necessary. The sand house is under
The sand is shoveled from
the coal chute.
the cars, and after drying is blown to an
overhead bin by compressed air.
Just east of and in line with the coal
chute is a double ash pit. a cross-section of
which is shown in the drawings. There are
three traciis, the middle one being for ash
cars and the other ones for engines, with room
The pit is of the submerged type
for six.
and contains al)out 4 ft. of water at all times.
ash-pans
are dumped into the water and
The
the ashes are removed by the coaling crane
and deposited in the cars on the center track.
It will be observed that the rails of this track
and the inner rails of the locomotive tracks
are carried on cast-iron columns 4 ft. high,
a detail of which is shown, together with the
special girder construction employed with
The cast-iron columns are anthese rails.
chored to the concrete by 36-in. anchor t>olts.
The central channel or trough under the
It has a drop
ash-car track is for drainage.

of 1 ft. in 10 ft. toward one end, from which
There are also 4-in. cast9-in. cast-iron pipe runs to a catch-basin.
iron pipes through both side walls at intervals. Inverted rails are
embedded in the bottoms of the ash pits to protect the concrete
from injury by the crane bucket.
A water tank of 100,000 gals, capacity supplies two water cranes.

a

the engine pits. The concrete pit-bottom is crowned, being 8 in.
thick at the middle and 6 in. at the sides. There is a 6-in. sand
filling under the concrete, and also under the wooden floor of the

roundhouse.
sleepers. 2

ft.

This

floor

is

3

in.

yellow pine laid on

4-in.

x

4-in.

centers.

The drop pits, which are the air-Jack type, were built with the
There are two. one each for
first section of the bouse last year.
truck and driving wheels, extending under two engine pits. They

Cross Section Through Engine Pits.

Detail of

Column and Cross Section

of Girder Rail.
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nearer the 10 than the 12 minute period. This, with a heavier
burden in the vessel than in the earlier days of steel making. These
small holes are a segregation of unconsumed gases, that would,
under a longer period of blowing at a lower pressure of air, be
consumed, or if not entirely consumed, would escape during the
indebted
are
supervision of J. B. Cox, Chief Engineer, to whom we
period of pouring of ingot, if poured at a slower rate of speed.
for information.
They are the cause of the soft spots, or battered appearance of
portions of the rail (when the balance is in good condition), and
1907 Cotton Crop.
are not extremely dangerous.
When the partitions between these small holes disappear, or,
The Crop Reporting Board of the Bureau of Statistics of the in other words, when the gas segregates in one chamber, we have
Department of Agriculture, from the reports of the correspondents what is known as a pipe. This, of course, is extremely dangerous,
and agents of the bureau, estimates that the total production of and all rails showing pipe should be removed from track as soon
cotton in the United States for the year 1907-8 will amount to as discovered. This pipe more frequently occurs at the top of
The
5.581.968,000 lbs. (not including linters), equivalent to 11,678,000
ingot, but may. and does appear at other points of the ingot.
bales of 500 lbs., gross weight.
gases carry with them a great many of the detrimental elements.
as
states,
is
bales,
by
500-lb.
badly
as
estimated
production
in
shows
The
so
This is why an analysis of steel at point of pipe
follows
compared to the general analysis of the steel.
2,490,000
Texas
would propose the following changes as a help to remedy
14,000
I
Virginia
796,000 these ills.
Arkansas
604,000
North Carolina
Let the steel companies so regulate the pressure of air
298,000
Tennessee
1,091,000
South Carolina
converting mills that it will take 15 minutes or more to
in
their
40,000
.Missouri
1,898,000
Georgia
Let them take at least one minute in
919.000 convert a heat of steel.
Oklahoma
64,000
Florida
1.216.000
Alabama
pouring each 2.0')0 lbs. of steel into ingot mould at the time of
11.678.000
United States
1,536,000
Missi8sltn>l
casting the ingot. Al the present time steel companies take not
Louisiana
712,000
more than one minute in pouring an ingot of approximately 5,000 lbs.
weight, which is too fast pouring, if one desires a solid ingot, free
from blow holes and gas pockets.
Steel Rails; Their Mechanical Treatment; Past and Present.
Then insist that the ingot be left in the soaking pit. or heating
furnace, not less than 90 minutes before rolling. Nearly all mills
BY S. T. FIEHO.
conform to this time of heating of ingots, but there is more careInspecting l^ngiueer.
should be.
In 1886, when I first began my experience as an inspector of lessness on this point than there
Then let the rolling departments be remodeled so there will
rails, all mills used a greater number of passes in the rolling of
Let them
rolls for forming rail section.
their rails than at present. At that time the Joliet mills used 25 be at least 25 passes in the
used now.
passes in the formation of the rails rolled by them. These rails still use the size ingot that is being
the size
necessary
to
increase
find
the
mills
it
any
time
If,
at
lbs.
were of 70-lb. pattern for the heavier sections, and down to 48
provide a corresponding increase in the number
for the lighter ones, and 1 believe that a few 42-lb. sections were of ingot, let them

wood on a steel framework and is supplied from the
Because of the irregularity of the pressure an electric
pump has been installed and operates automatically.
The plans were prepared and the work is being done under the

The tank

is

city mains.

'

rolled.

ingot of about 14 x 16 in. was used. There were three sets
of rolls in the mill; blooming, roughing and finishing rolls. These
rolls were divided into 13 passes in blooming rolls, seven passes
This, with a
in roughing rolls, and five passes in finishing rolls.
small ingot of about 225 in. area. I believe that South Chicago
was rolling rails with a couple of passes less than Joliet. Edgar
Thomson was using 24 passes for rolling rails at that time, divided
between four sets of rolls, blooming, roughing, intermediate or
short rolls and finishing rolls. Twelve passes in blooming rolls.
six in roughing, three in short and two in finishing. This in mill
now known as number two. When Captain Jones built the new
mill (now known as number one) he reduced the passes in blooming mill to 11. and built three stands of rolls in new addition, with
five passes in roughing, five in the intermediate and one in the
finishing rolls, a total of 22 passes for rolling rails that had increased to 80 lbs. per yard by that time, possibly 85 lbs. in several
instances.
I do not know the size of ingot used by him at that time.
Since then the blooming mill has lost four passes. The balance of the mill stands as built by Captain Jones, excepting that
the rolls and roll housings have been strengthened, and larger engines have been installed, also a cooling bed has been built between the intermediate and finishing rolls, allowing a finish at
a lower temperature than formerly. This has undoubtedly been a
help to the quality of the rail produced, but not great enough to
offset the detrimental effects of the fewer passes.
To-day mills are rolling rails with 18 passes to form their
rails, with the exception of Edgar Thomson number two, the Pennsylvania Steel Company at Steelton, Pa., and the Maryland Steel
<'ompany at Simrrowa Point. .Md. This, with an ingot alwut 4 in.
larger each way than was used with the greater number of passes,
making a rediwlion per pass far lieyond the limit of safety, and
necessarily producing a great disturbance of the molecular structure of the .steel, filling It with small Interior cracks, that develop
with a greater or lesser degree of rapidity (depending on the size
and number of cracks, also on the amount of traffic over the rails),
This heavy reducuntil they l)rpak and are entirely out of service.
tion leaves tlic rails with a very coarse granular structure, rendering them apiiarrntly soft, when pofislbly the analytical records show
that the steel U unusually hard. The higher degree of heat necessary to allow for the heavy reduction Is the cause of the coarse
granular appearance of the steel, with the heavy reduction as a
very good assl.itant. This Is probably why steel with a carbon of
0.55 to 0.60 shows no harder than It showed 20 years ago, with
carbon 15 polnt.u lower. The rails also show that they are a porous
nature, that Is. full of small holes almut the size of a small pea.
This Ib caused. In my estimation, by the too rapid blowing of the
metal during period "f conversion, and the too rapid pouring of the
steel Into the Ingot moulds at the time of casting the Ingot.
Where mills formerly look from 15 to 18 minutes to blow a
heat of steel, they now take from 10 to 12 minutes and are usually

An

of passes.

Change the shape of the rail section so that it will be more
nearly uniform as to division of metal in head and flange, reducing
interior strain in the cooling, and needing less camber on hot bed.
Have another cambering machine at point of delivery of rails
to finishing department, and run all rails through this machine.
taking out all camber that is still in the rail when cool enough
to straighten, thus reducing the number of blows needed to
straighten rail to the least possible number. Every blow given a
rail under a strengthening press is a bid for a break.

The steel rail question as it stands to-day is a serious one, and
a few million dollars should not stand in the way of a number
of mechanical changes that will do so much toward the improvement of the physical structure of the rail. It is a well-known fact
that in the years spoken of, when rails gave the better service,
there were from four to seven more passes in the rolls than at
present, and the rails certainly showed better result from the extra
work at the lower temperature at which they were finished, with
the smaller percentage of reduction the steel had to stand per
pass, than what it shows with present practice.
With 20 years experience as an expert rail inspector (during
which time I received over four million tons of track material for
some of the best roads in the country) to back my judgment, I
believe that my suggestions, if acted upon, will go a long ways
toward solving the problem now before the public and give the
railroads the kind of rail (possibly a better one) that gave them
such high satisfaction 20 to 30 years ago.
As a proof of the fact that rails are much more stiff and of a
finer granular structure, under a greater number of passes, I give
a few results of drop tests of rails made with 23 passes as against
the same section made with 20 passes.
Eighty-lb. rail, rolled with 23 passes, receiving a blow of 2,000
Rail resting on supports three feet apart.
lbs., falling free, 20 fl.
Deflection measurements taken with three feet straight edge, and
reading in Inches and tenths of Inches. These tests give an average
deflection of 1'/,,, in. on 25 tests, representing about 3,000 tons of
rails.
The first 2.000 tons is represented by but one test every fifth
The balance shows a lost for every heat rolled.
heat.
Eighty-lb. rail, rolled with 20 passes, receiving a blow of
Rail resting on supports three feet
2,000 lbs. falling freely. 20 ft.
Deflection inea.su rements taken with a three feet straight
apart.
edge, measurements reading in inches, quarters, eighths and sixteenth inches. These tests gtlve an average deflection of 2.32 in.
on 192 tests, representing about 1,500 tons of rails.
In conclusion, the tests show an average deflection of 0.72 In.
greater on rails rolled in 20 passes, than on rails rolled in 23 passes,
proving most conclusively that where the rails get the greater
amount of work and are finished at a lower temperature, they are
much finer grained and to a very great degree stiffer than where
the steel is tortured into shape by Insufficient passes.
I give the test and analytical reports verbatim herewith.
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56998
58999
59300
59001
99002
59003
59004
5900;>

59007
590O6
99009
59010
59011
59C:2
59013
59014
59015
59016
59017
59018
59019
59020
59021
59022
59023
59024
59025

2-3/16 0.56
2-1/4 0.56

2-3/16 0.66
2-1/4 0.S6
2-1/8 0.93

Car

Hoat lo.

Dafl;

2-5/8
2-1/4
2-3/8
2-5/a
2-1/1
2-1/2
2-1/4
2-5/16
2-5/16
2-1/2
2-1/2
2-1/2
2-5/8
2-3/6
2-i/4
2-3/4
2-5/8
2-1/2
2-1/2
2-1/2
2-3/8

0.52
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.53
0.56
0.51
0.50
0.53
0.51
0.53
0.50
0.54
0.52
0.51
0.50.53

84473
64474
Rcttat

S-5/16 0.54
Bro'<a
0.50
2-7/16
2-9/16
2-1/2 0.53
2-5/8 0.51
2-7/16 0.53
2-5/8 0.50
2-1/2 0.51
2-1/4 0.55
2-i/2 0.55
2-5/8 0.53
2-7/16 0.50
2-1/4 0.52
2-3/4 0.50
2-3/4 0.52
2-5/8 0.54
2-3/8 5.93
2-9/16 0.50
2-1/2 0.51
2-1/2 0.53
2-1/2 0.52
2-1/2 0.50
2-5/8 0.51
2-1/4 0.53
2-1/2 0. 50
2
0.52
2-1/2 0.54
2-1/2 0.61
2-7/16 0.50
2-3/8 0.55
2-3/8 0.54

8'.44't

84445
64445
84447
84448
84449
84450
84451
84462
04453
64454
64455
844S6
84457
64458
84459
64460
84461
84462
64463
84464
64465
64466
84467
84468
84469
64470
84471

64472

O.H
0.51

0.53
0.50
0.56
0.53
.2-1/8 0.53
2-3/8 0.50
2-3/16 0.54
2-1/4 0.S2
2-1/2 0.51
2-1/2 0.53
2-3/4 C.50
2-3/8 0.53
2-1/2 0.51

2-V«

2-0/8

84'.75

84476
81477
84478
84479
34480
8448.
84462
84483
84484
84485
84466
84487
84488
84489
84490
84491
84492
84493
84494
64495
64496
84497
84498
84499
84500
84501
84502

AVSR40S

0.49
0.81

1.7

SMSl

rtMsaa.

aat

Be.

Dafll

Car.

l.T

o.to
0.49
0.49
0.90
0.49
0.9O
0.91

5MM
56963

9M*4
96M6
96966
96967

M9M

ASALTSIS.
Suljimr

rarbon
0.50

an<ar.aea
0.99

6

1.5

1.7

Car.

Kaat So.

0.90
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.50
0.90
0.91
0.90
0.49
0.60
0.90
0.91
0.91

59026
99027
99028
97029

r.i?.

91

0.50
0.50
0.49
0.49
0.50
0.50
0.49
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.51
0.51
0.52
0.51
0.52
0.52

1.6

1.9

1.5

1.6

O.W
0.51
0.50

1.5
1.5

Dafli

1.9

9,<05->

39051
59032
59033
59034
6903
59036
99037
99036
59039
99040
59041
59042
59043
59044
59045
59046
59047
59J43
59049
69-5:
59011
59052
59053
59054
59065
59006
59057
59068

0.060

26th, 1907.

Hajr

2-1/16 0.5S
2-1/4 0.35
2-5/16 0.93

Silicon
0.101

Riosphorus
0.,065

Eef 1

Car.

Heat lo.

0.49
0.90
0.90
0.51
0.52
0.52
0.92

9»T«2
99063
99064
99069
99064
59067
59068
69069

0.51
0.52
0.91
0.51
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.51

1.6

^.

1.4

0.50
0.49
0.50
0.51
0.50
0.50
0.49
0.50
0.51

1.9

1.51
0.5T
0.50
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.60
0.50
0.49
0.41
0.50
0.51

1.7

I.S

6<l'-,5?

590SC
63061

1.6

AV8RAGB

59101
59102
59103
59104
B9105
59106
59107
59108
59109
59110
59111

0.,069

Dafl;

"

1

590'

Sulphur-Juna 29th, 1907.
0. 072

84'41

84443

O.M

»e«7»
8*960

Ilanganese

!

0.95

Car.

Heat Ho.

0.51
0.50

59112
59113
59114
59115
59116
59117
59118
59119
59120
Retest

Car.

Ko»l Ho.

Dafl;

Car.

34503
84504
84505
84506
84507
84508
84509
84510
84511
64512
84513
84514
84515
84516
84517
84518
84519

2-3/8
2-3/16
2-1/4
2-3/8
2-1/4
2-1/2
9/16
2-1/2

0.53
0.54
0.50
0.52
0.56
0.51
0.50

645:^0

84521
84522
84523
84524
84525
64526
84527
84528
84529
84530
84631
84532

1.5

1.7

0.50
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.52
0.51
0.50
0.50

Daril

,

1.6

1.6

:,9070

59071
59072
59f 73
59074
5907 b
9076
59077
^9078
59079
59060
59061
99C62
69-

Car.

0.91
O.S>
0.91
0.90
0.«9
O.SO
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.49
0.90
0.91

1.5

0.91'

0.92
0.92
0.51
0.9O
0.49
0.49
0.50
O.Sl
0.S2
0.53

1.6

V3

99064
99065
99066
99087
99083
59089
59090
59091
09092
59r93
69094
59095
59095
590959100

1.5

.>.51

0.51
0.92
0.51
0.51
O.SO
0.49
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.51

1.4

1.6

1.6

ABALTSIS.
Sulphur-llay 29th, 1907.
.061

Carbo n
0.50

Dafl;

Car.

Beat Ho .

0.51
0.51
0.52
0.50
0.52
O.Sl
0.51
0.51
0.52

59121
59122
59123
59124
59125
59126
59127
59128
59129
59130

AHALYSIR.

Kant toi.

8444.-;

Daft)

969!>2

Car.

2-1/2 1.96
2-3/16 0.94
2-1/16 0.62
2
0.93
2-1/16 0.56
1-7/8 0.63
2-1/16 0.97
2
0.53
2-1/8 0.54
2-3/16 0.59
2-1/8 0.93
2-3/16 0.93
2-1/8 0.52
2-3/16 0.54
2-1/8 0.56
2-3/16 0.56
2-3/16 0.54
2-3/16 0.68
2-1/16 0.69
2
0.63
2-1/8 0.66
2-3/8 0.93
2-1/8 0.63
2-3/16 0.B4
2-1/4 0.66

Heat Ho.

AVTOAOS
Silicon
O.OS
0.04

»aim
9MT8

AVMAOI
5U!cor

0.049

2-3/8
Broka
2-1/4
a-1/8

60363
80364
80369

304

aa

tmiu ntm

Raat Ca.

66971
96972

Sulptmr-Aiicuat 6th, 1907.

IK 20

IIADII

Dafl;

lo.

80341
BC3«2
Rstaat

fl«

Car,

to.

AIALTSIB.

or TRSTS ON RAILS

'

or TVT*

fni

iMt

0.07»

AVnUOB

747

1.8

Broke
1.5
1.4

Defl;

Car.

0.51

0.90
0.51
0.91
0.9O
0.S2
0.91
0.91
0.52
O.SO

1.6

1.5

A7BRAGE AHALY5IS.

0.56
2-V16 0.50
2-3/8 0.50
2-i/2 0.51
2-5/8 0.93
3-3/8 0.54
2-1/2 0.90
2-5/16 0.96
2-7/16 0.90
2-6/6 0.91
2-1/2 0.90
2-3/8 0.54
2-5/8 0. 53
2-3/4 0.56
2-S/8 0. 83
2-3/8 0.89
2-1/2 0.91
2-9/16 0.51
2-1/2 0.95
2-3/16 0.54
2-3/16 0.64
2-5/16 0.50
2-5/6 0.93

Silicon
0.102

Rest Ko.
6430'.

64310
64311
Rataot
64.^l?

64313

rhosthoruB
0.082

Dafl;
1.4
1.5
Broke
1.6
l.C
1.5
1.5
1.5

64314
64315 Rajot'd
64316
1.6
64317
1.6
643? 8
1.3
64319
1.4
64320
1.6
6432)
1.5
6432.?

1.4

64323

1.4

Uar.fanese

0.96

Carbon
0.51

Sulohur-Way SOth, 1907.
0.060

Cur

H««t Ho.

Dafl;

Car.

H>!«t Ho

0.52
0.50
0.51

64324
R«te8t

Sroka

0.50

64337
64338
64339
64340
64J41

0.51

0.50
0.60
O.SO
0.82
0.52
0.92
0.61
0.50
0.51

0.50
0.51

"

64325
64326
64327
64328
R^taet
"

64329
64330
64331
64332
643.^3

64334
64536
64336

1.6
1.6
1.3
1.1.4
1.5
Broke
1.6
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.3
1

1.4
1.3

1.5

0.62
0.50
0.50
0.50

6-13-12

64343
Retest
"

0.50
0.5)

0.51
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.51

64344
64345
64.M6
64.%47

64348
64349
64350

.

Defl

J

1.6
1.5
1.6
1.4
1.7
1.6
Broke
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
).5

64551

1.4
1.7
1.8

64352

1.6

Car.

0.51
0.51

O.SO
O.Sl
O.SO
0.51
0.91
O.Sl
0.61
0.51

0.52
0.51
0.61

O.SO
0.51
O.Bl

AIALYSI8.

AVERAGB ABALYSIS.

Silicon
0.04

FhopihoruB

0.078

Uanganaae
0.91

Carbon

0.823

Silicon
0.102

8ulphur-8ept. 11th, 1907.

IT.osptloriin

0.08C

I<ancr."<'!-e

0.95

Carbon
0.51

0.075

Results of Drop Tests of Rails

Made

In

23 Passes, Compared With 20 Passes.

Sulphur-Au£. 5th, '907.
0.1049
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while the comparatively light work is done in the middle. The
work in the galleries of this shop is mostly winding of armatures
The General Railway Signal Company was formed in 1904, and and magnets and machine work on small parts. At the rear of
acquired the Taylor Signal Company, Buffalo, N. Y., and the Pneu- the large machine shop is the plating department. Electro plating
matic Signal Company, Rochester, N. V. A year ago the company is done on the first floor and on the second coils are impregnated
decided to combine the two plants on the 25 acres of land owned with the insulating compound.
at Rochester. Accordingly, the Buffalo property has been sold and
Before going to the assembly room, most of the work, particuthe Rochester shops enlarged to make room for the machinery larly the castings, passes through the paint shop; those parts that
bought from Buffalo.
are already finished go into stock room No. 2, while others go into
The shops are on the main line of the New York Central & machine shop No. 2. On the ground floor of this shop the heavy
Hudson River and have direct switch connection with the Buffalo.
Rochester & Pittsburgh and the Western New York & Pennsylvania
The extensions to the main
line of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
building consist of machine shop No. 2 and the assembly room,
built around the old buildings which now form machine shop No. 1.
the paint shop and stock room No. 2. Other new buildings are:
the main ofBce, stock room No. 1 and the plating and impregnating
building. The main building and all the new buildings are brick

The Enlarged Shops

of the General

Railway Signal Company.

with steel frames and concrete foundations, excepting the plating
building, which

is

steel

and reinforced concrete.

The accompanying plan shows the arrangement of the different
departments of the works. The layout of the shops is such that
the work on each part of signal apparatus can be done with the

Raw material is delivered to the outlying
least possible handling.
buildings and in the process of manufacture travels inward to
and through the main building. An industrial railway serves all
parts of the plant where heavy work is handled. It runs through
and between the forge shop, foundry and machine shop No. 1.

Rochester Shops of the General Railway Signal Company.
parts are finished. This work consists mostly of boring, reaming
and tapping, so that everything is ready for the final assembling.
Here, also, is the punching department, where laminated armature cores are made. The galleries of machine shop No. 2 are
really the assembling department for the lighter parts which come
from the galleries of machine shop No. 1. The final assembling
of light parts is done in the galleries of the assembly room and
these parts are then taken down to the first floor, where the heavy
parts are being assembled, and there attached. The experimental
and developing departments, the tool making department, and a
The main building Is two stories high, the second story con- testing department are also In the galleries of the a.ssembly room.
sisting of galleries running around the sidea and down the middle. The flnished machines and parts are taken from the grotind floor
stock room No. 3.
All heavy work remains on the ground floor throughout Its progress of the assembly room into stork room No. 2 and
toward the assembly room, while the lighter work remains in the or are loaded directly into the cars. Stock room No. 3 is also used
assembled; No. 3
as
store
room
for
parts
waiting
to
bo
a
flnished
level
except
a
higher
galleries; thus no work has to be lifted to
at the start, when the material for lighter work coming from the is particularly for flnished repair parts. As shown in the plan,

Material for foundry work and immediate use In the machine shop
la brought in on the spur nearest the New York Central tracks.
Metal for the foundry is delivered directly to that building, while
steel bars and similar partly flnished material goes into stock
room No. 1. The store room adjoining the foundry is for rough
cantlngs.
From these two rooms the work Is carried into machine
shop No. 1. Similarly, on the other side of the plant, lumber,
and the steel for the forge shop are brought, respectively, to the
carpenter shop and the steel bin. The rough forglngs then also
go Into machine shop No. 1.

forge, foiindry and stock room No. 1 is raised to the gallery on
an elevator in machine shop No. 1. On the ground floor of this
shop the machinery Is along two aisles; the planers and millers
for work on heavy castings are on the side nearest the foundry
and the heavy lathes used for forglngs are on the opposite side,

shipping platforms extend along aImo.st the entire length of the
main building and on the other side of the track along stock room
No. 3 and the carpenter shop, so that there is room to load 27
freight cars simultaneously.

Motor drive

is

used throughout the shops, most of the tools

—

———

DKSMBn

to.

1
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beln« driven In sroupa. The power boua* !• Mjulpprit wlih four
itebcoi k tk Wilcox 200-h p bollpra.
A HJ«>-k.w. genermtor U drUen
by a Skinner Corllj>» enKlne; a ISO-k.w. xenermtor by a Wettinghouae vertlral rompounil enitln«-, and a 20-k.w generator by a
BuVato Forge To vertical eniclii.- A Cblrago Pneumatlr Tool Co
*lr comprenor. with a .aparlty of Mi9
fr
of fr.o air per minute,

m

auppllea air for pneiimatir tooli.
Th^
,
w«-re formerly
bcated »4lh dlrert live tieam. Nut ci
ati-am Is now
oa«d.
In the new buildings the venii.
:.' atlng
are combined In a ayiitem developed by the coiiiractorii; the exhaust steam
la carried from the power house to separaii- beating stacks for each
building, the heated air being t-lrculate<l by motor-driven fans.
Work on the Improvement)* wan started last January and the
bulldlngH were flnlshed before the removal of machinery fiom
Buffalo iM-gan.
This transfer of niarhlnery had to go on without
InterruptlnK prmluotlon. hO It was done piei-emeal. The work done
by each BiilTalo machine waa ruidied for a few days before Its
removal so as to leave enough t>ebind It for other machines to
work on until It was In operation again at Rochester. In some
lould l>e put on the work ordlof courae. oth>
.

.

;
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mounialn* generally not far from the west eoMt. while the cbleC
population la between the mountains and '^he east c<m«L Communication between leading ports on the tw., ••%i>i'. only 100 milea
apart, la now made by sailing half »
,.,1. some 600
miles, though the railroad termini oi.
-he paas are
not <o miles apart.
The colony has
i
with Murdoch Ml i^an to make a tunnel 5<>4 Oii.tB lun^ t.l..'uugb the range
at Arthur I'asa. through which the railroad will be extende.l.
Il
Is expecti'd to be Ave or kix yeara before the tunnel U Onished.
It
will coat about t2.400.00O.
.

Tha Organization and Working
The committee

b<>lleveM

of

Wrecking

Outflta.*

that the wrecking crews -should b« in

charge of the mechanical and car department, as men employed
in these departments are more able to handle derailed and wrecked
engines and cars than other classes of railroad employees. The
wrecking crews when out on the road and at wrecka should be
under the authority of the superintendent of the division the wreck
Is on.
Co-operation of the employees and heads of different depart-

Rochester Shops of the General Railway Signal Company.
narlly done by the machine which wa.s in transit. The
of machinery was transferred about three weeks ago.

last

piece

erection of the new buildings and the moving and reinstalment of the Buffalo equipment were carried out by Westing-

The

bouse, Church. Kerr & Co..
In Charge.

New

H. O. Pond was Engineer

York.

Ocean Rates on Grain.

The following table, from the ilonlhty Summary of Commerce
<Md Finance, published by the Department of Commerce and Labor,
shows the mean ocean freight rates on grain from the United
States to six leading destinations In Europe for the three months

ending November

30, 1905-1907.

lOntM per lOO
rorm.

r

lbs.)

Three months ending
Xov. 30

100.-).

To

8.34
8.611

15.08

7.2-1

Ilallimore

8.78
13.20

6.43
12.32

•10.03
10.06

llamburg. from
Huston

Xew York
BaUlmore

To
To

To
To

.

1907.

Honlon
.New York

New Orleans

To

1006.

from

I.lverpotil.

New

Orleanit

Rotterdam, from
Xew York
Baltimore
Xew Orleans
Copenhagen, from
Boston
Xew York
Baltimore
Xew Orleans
Marseilles, from
Xew York
Xew Orleans
'Tork for orders." from
Xew York (nominal!
Baltimore
Portland. Ore

—

Seattle and

•MesD, Sept.

1

Tacoma

.5.2.j

7.06
S.30

l.l.Ofl

11.78

13.98
11.38
14.69

8.4.-.

O.l.l

0.16
13.14

9.07
•12.93

12.21
10.92
14.44

7.66
9.90
12.96

10.75

12.84

9.70

1.1.58

0.1

16.03

14.41

12.38
^15.82

16.76
18.77

14.10
18.20

12.49
'IS.SS

14.38
l.voo
29.00
27.06

12.67

0.8.'

•12.,'i4

14. .88
12.9ri

12.17

11. .18

12.0.".

29.46
28.06

30.43
32.29

to Nov. 20. 1007, Inclusive.

The south Island of New Zealand, which is about 500 miles
long from northeast to southwest. Is divided by a lofty range of

ments are needed to facilitate the clearing of wrecks and repairing
the damaged track, in order to reopen the road for traffic as quickly
as existing conditions will permit.
.\t each division headquarters on busy lines where traffic is
heavy and fast, a wrecking outfit and crew should be located. Such
outfit should consist of a 50 to 100-ton steam wrecking derrick, a
tool car to contain all necessary tools and blockings, a car tor track
material, a car for extra trucks, and a commissary car supplied
with a cook stove.
The wrecking outfit should be in charge of a good wrecking
master and 10 competent car repairers. The steam derrick should
be in charge of a good engineer and fireman. At a wreck, in addition to these two men a good reliable man should be stationed on
the steam derrick to* take the orders and signals from the wrecking master and give them to the engineer, as the latter cannot hear
the orders and see the signals given by the wrecking master and
attend to the swinging of the boom and other work on the derrick.
The derrick and cars belonging to the wrecking outfit should
be placed on a special track at division headquarters a track that
at no time will be blocked, but that can be approached at all times
quickly with an engine, so there will be no delay caused at the starting point by not getting the wrecking outfit ready to start on short

—

notice.

In order to always have the proper force ready for the wrecking crew, the master wrecking foreman, as well as the men needed
for assistance, should be employed in the car department at their
shops or repair yards. The engineer and fireman for the derrick
should be employed either at the engine house or machine shop,
During working
in order that they can lie called on short notice.
hours the beat method for calling wrecking crews is the shop
whistle, which should be two long blasts, so it can be distinguished
vfrom any other use of the whistle. After working hours and at
nights the crew should be called by telephone, electric bells or swift
callers.

The wrecking

train should be taken to the

wreck by the

first

engine and train crew available.
For emergency use, a small supply of canned goods and coffee
•.\

raasters'

ronimltt'e report prfsented to the Chicago Convention of the Rond_
and Mnlnteniince of Way Association.
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should be kept in the commissary car. so that in serious wrecks
the wrecking force can be supplied with lunch, until such time as
the men can be conveniently spared to go to regular hotels for
meals. It the roads are so located that hotels or eating houses are
far apart, meals should be provided in the commissary cars for the
wrecking crews.
The head of the track department and the section foreman of
the division on which the wreck occurs should be advised by the
train despatcher as promptly as possible of the nature of the wreck
as reported to him by the train crew in charge of the wrecked
train, so that the head of the track department can order to the
wreck whatever track men may be needed to take care of the
damaged track and give the wrecking crew what assistance they
need.
The wrecking outfit should be provided with a good supply
of different sized pine and oak blockings from 1 in. plank to 2, 3
and 6 in. thicknesses and from 24 to 36 in. long; also a supply of
wooden wedges of different sizes. Four to six 20 to 50-ton jacks
should be kept in the tool car. However, with a 75 to 100-ton steam
wrecking derrick, jacks are not needed or used much, the derrick
doing the work much quicker than jacks would.
Four %-in. x 15-ft. truck

blankets

sizes,

15

and

lifting

cars and engines.

of

safety.

Bliss.

taining the office of General ManIn 1880 Mr. Lincoln wasan accident and Mr. Bliss
succeeded him.
During the 20
years of his active work as President,

sonal

ment

he was always in close pertouch with every departof the

road.

He was

Just

and considerate in his treatment of
employees and they in turn were
loyal to him and the road.
During the panic of 1893 he insisted
spite
on paying wages in cash in
of the example of many large
roads which used checks or scrip.
Like many railroad men of a.
quarter of a century ago. his jealousy of the independence of his.
road made him particularly conservative in establishing relations
The Boswith connecting lines.
ton & Albany was., however, always connected with the New
York Central (of which Mr. Bliss
was a director) and the lease,,
seven years ago. was a natural development. This spirit of inde-

chains 114 in. in diameter and
20 ft. long for heavy lifts. There
should be four wire cables 2 in.
in diameter by 20 ft. long to roll
lift

place

killed in

and

There

should be at least four hemp
ropes from 1 to 3 in. in diameter
and from 200 to 300 ft. long, with
the proper sized snatch blocks.
There should be two guy anclior.*.
four wrecking frogs, a good supply of tools such as sledges.
chisels, hammers,
wrenches, as
may be needed to disconnect bent
and twisted rods. There should
be carried In the wrecking car a
full set of track tools, such as
(law bars,
lining
bars,
spike
mauls,
William
track
wrenches,
track
chisels, shovels, picks with handles
and track gages for emergency i-ases. Scoop shovels and baskets
and bags to handler and transfer grain.
The car with track material should be supplied with 20 rails,
and the fastenings for same, of the pattern used on the main line,
one switch complete, one right hand and one left hand spring frog
of same angle used on main line, two guard rails, 100 to 160 ties,
five kegs of spikes and two kegs of bolts.
The first aim In case of wrecks should be to clear the track
and reopen It for traffic. After traffic is moving the wreck should
l)e picked up, cars unfit for future use burned and scrap picked
up as soon as possible, as portions of wrecked cars look very unsightly along railroad tracks.
Damaged freight should he reloaded and turned over to the
claim department for adjustment. In serious accidents where a
large amount of freight has l>een damaged or slock killed or Injured, the claim department should be advised so they can have
one of their agents at the wreck.
In passenger wrecks the first aim shotild be to take care of the
Injured persons.
Medical assistance should be called from the
nearest villages and cities, and every possible effort made to get
physicians to the wreck as quickly as possible. The wrecking
outfit should also he supplied with two or more stretchers and

a

ager.

together,
where
cars
draft rigging and couplers are
broken.
In
addition to these
chains there should be at least six

and

to

of the new company, the Boston & Albany.
In 1878 Mr. Chapin retired and was succeeded by Vice-President D. W. Lincoln, and Mr.
Bliss became Vice-President, re-

kept in the tool car to
in chaining trucks to
cars,

persons

William Bliss, President of the Boston & Albany, died last
Saturday at his home in Boston. Mr. Bliss was the active head of
this corporation for over a quarter of a century, but since the leaseof the road to the New York Central & Hudson River his office wasonly a formality. He was born in Springfield, Mass., in 1S34. He
worked in a store there and later went to New York. In 1865 he
was made Assistant to President C. W. Chapin. of the Western Railroad, who was his father-in-law, and the next year he was madeGeneral Freight Agent. In 1872, the road havin,g been consolidated
with the Boston & Worcester, Mr. Bliss was made General Manager

long,

ft.

injured

William

the steam wrecking derrick, since
with a properly constructed grab
hook attached to the cable of the
steam wrecker and the hook properly placed, a box car body can be
rolled over very quickly to clear
obstructed tracks. At least 20
including %-in., %-ln..
chains,
%-ln. and 1-in.

carry

Two wrecks seldom occur alike. It therefore requires the best
judgment and mechanical skill to handle all wrecks with facility
and promptness and reopen the blocked road with the least delay.
The report is signed by C. Buhrer, W. H. Kofmehl, A. Boydstoa
and B. A. West.
of

chains with a grab hook at each
end and a ring in the center
should be kept in the tool car.
Two large and two small grab
hooks to be used to turn over car
frames and car bodies are a much
needed article in connection with

should be
be used
body of
chaining

to
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pendence in traffic relations was
in large degree a concession to public sentiment, which, in Massachusetts, was almost synonymous with
stockholders' sentiment.
It by no
means meant a paucity of the
spirit of enterprise, however, and
in some important respects the
Boston & Albany was a leader.
Its track was early put in the
front
ords,

rank, as Mr. Dudley's recpublished in the Railroad

Oazftte. will show; and the company was one of the first to pay
premiums to roadmasters and
foremen. Structural economy and
taste in design of passenger cars was a noticeable feature of the
service of the road, and station buildings of real architectural character, surrounded by grounds laid out by lompelent landscape gardeners. In sympathy with the architect, were common on this road
when few others had even begun to deal systematically with
aesthetics.
In all these features Mr. Bliss was the moving spirit.
Bliss

Railroads in

Venezuela.

Venezuela has 13 railroads, the longest III miles long, and no
other as much as 50. They are for the most pafl lines which climb
the hills from the sea towards the Interior, and have steep grades.
On one line for 2'j miles there Is a grade of 44H ft. per mile, worked
by the cogwheel system, and there are other grades of 2i:l ft.^
Few of the lines i-onnect with others, and there
185 ft. and 158 ft.
is a menagerie of gages.
Aliout half the mileage is of 42-in. gage,
nearly a quarter of 3t>-ln., a fifth of 24-ln. and a little of meter gage
and one of 25-ln. The longest line Is a German enterprise. Almost
all the rolling stock was built in the I'nited States.
The aggregate
length June 30, 11)06, was 523 miles, and the gross earnings were
at the average rate of $3,515 per mile; the net, one-third as much.
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Propoted Rules for Interchange

Car*

of

Europe*

In

Uo4f «r

75
bar* if

I

-

At a me«(lng of the Internatlnnal Conference of the Talon for
the StunOardlzInK of lUllwayii lu-M at lierne. Switirrland. May 6
to 18. l!*uT, a coile of rule* KovorulDK the IntenhanRe of rare between countries In Kurop)' wan drawn up to b« •utitnltted to the
17 (taten represented In thr
rode of rules sp«><lfyluK th>
qatrements In the matter of
has bei'ii In force slni>- ;-'
movement of goods In In>:
:

•'

-

'

-

-nn

r'

A

limited
a ffw rerolllnu Btock
'w-rlDK the
i->''.
Tlip»e

•

\
i

1.

1

'•

i

I

.i

•

thi-

as In n

more

ram-,

tni iindrr Sm-*. J

>

must tx- kept In « proper stale of
urrty of Ihc- »'i>rklog.
If that

Diamii'i (< Imprrll thr

<wip<Tl'ill).

|o 4. or If

If

tbi'jr

tlio

iar»

ahow

not sallsfy Ihr ronditloos «p«'ol
one of (br Ui-fects rnumeraled under
ilo

Sec. 3. Ihrjr inn tx- rffiim-d.
When a car pasiira ovor
'I.

on lo thp ayalem of an adjoining country, the
llm* wblrh baa elapsed since the last general orerbaiil must not exceed three
years.
All cars, bowrver. wbcihcr l».iilcd or nol. still capable of running and
returning i>> tbrlr borne coiintrv. must be accepted by tbe management of intermediate lines, even If a longer lime ho» elaiuied.
3.
The axle boxes must be flileil with suitable lubricating material. Car*
wllb pcrliHlical lubrication. If tbe period of lubricallon has elapsed, may nut
leave tbe railroad owning them without freati lubilcatlon.
4.
Wagona used for tbe transportation of cattle must be returned perfectly cleaned

and

disinfected.
.').
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DEFECTS Jt'STirYINO

BCl'L'SAL

:

—

Drfrcit in the WhttU and Ailet.
1.
Wheels showing any signs of
A.
haTlng shifted on tbelr axle.
Wheels having tbelr center cracked without being loose.
2.
3.
Wheels with their rims broken across and having tires less than l'.'i«tn.

thick at the rolling circle.

T

Any commencing fractures

at tbe rim, are not

II

or

llrfrrt,

damared

*<>

m

of true.

as to

At^^ni-r

:t

liulTrr b->i->

(rd. •nil >ui>|H>rl

ao<l

5.
Solid wheels having a circular crack extending over more tban oneOftb of the circle In which they are located, or having mure tban two radial

tf.
Cast iron wheels without tires, showing any cracks.
Slight lines on
tbe tread, as well as uuimportunt defects in tbe iHidy of the wheels resulting
from the operation of casling, are nol causes for icfusnl.
7.
Wheels having flanges less than ^/u-in. thick at the points where they

wheels having a cutting flange, that is to say when there has
touch tbe rails
been so much wear that a sharp edge has been formed.
In the case of cara
witb three axles, the thickness of the flanges of the middle wheels is not taken
:

Into consideration.
8. Wheels with treads shun Ing fiats worn down more tban Vu-ln.
Wheels H Ith tires which are crushed, broken, cracked across or cracked
9.
•long the circumference.
10.
Wheels wllb sepnrale tires, when:
10) The llrei are loose or show signs of lateral displacement
lb) More tban two of tbe iKilts, screws or rivets fixing the tire to
the rim are broken, displaced or lost;
(c) If secured by means uf Manseli rigs: When tbe sides or even
the treads themselves show cracks more than 3'Vi<-ln. long,
or when more tban two of tbe twits securing the rings are

broken.
Axles out of true or showing cracks or commencing fractures.
Axles on which ihe draw-rods of brakes or other parts rub.
12.
If the
rubbing pieces can be removed and if tbe wear does not extend deeper than
*/trln. (' iiin. on the diameter) and there are no sharp corners, the car must
11.

accepted.

—

—

D.
Detect* in the AttcBoxrt and Bearinu».
1.
Axle-boxes so damaged
that they cannot guide the axle properly or cannot bold tbe lubricuttng ma
terini.

Hearings which have hecone seriously heated.
In Ihe Ueitiing Bprtno:
1.
Displacement of more than »/nIn. of a spring or of Us back plate relnlively lo ibc axle box when Ihe distance
between tlie axles furihest apart does not exceed 14 ft. U^ In., and uf more
than '/la In. when Ihnt distance Is greater.
Frnctiire of the back plule of a bearing spring.
2.
3.
Fracture of nn inlermedlnic plate near the middle. In the case of pas
senger cars: and fracture of two or more Intermediate plates near the mid-

— llr/rclt

—

dle. In Ihe case uf freight cars.

Fracture of a helical spring not kept in position by a stop or a bolt
4.
passing through II..
Absence or fracture of tbe pans necessary to fix the siirings.
5.
•Abstracted from Ihe August Uullelln of
gress.

.

apart 4oc*
olng tb«a.

-;'ba

prlags

d

2 to ••

bvCera breksa

"r

|i

111.

daa-

I

Bii'l

r

.

re-

fusal.

II.—Cara reluming empty to the sysleiD ownlDg thrra. miMt be ac
cepied If they have the drferia •perilled under paragraphs 1 to 3. If tbcy cmn
run without danger at the tail end of a train.
E -lirtrrli «n l»c Itrair Hear. I. Chief roapllDgs or safely roapllDga
or chains broken, draw hooks broken or sbowiog algns of fracture wheB tbe
regulaiUin coupling up with uiher cars Including both Ihe chief roupllog and
tiecome* Impoaslble.
the safely coupling
Iirawbars. pins and guldts broken or showing signs of fracture.
2.
Absence uf safely chains or of safety cuupllngs In the case of cars not
3.
equipped su that tbe two cblef couplings uf the two cars lo contact can be
used simuitnneousiy.
4.
Helical drawsprlngs broken, or plate drawsprlngs with tbe back plat*
broken ai any point, or one of Ihe other plates broken near the middle.
Cnrs returning empty lo Ihe system uwnlng them, must be acN. It.
cepted If ibcy have Ihe defects speclfle<l under paragraphs 1 to 4, If they can
run wltbonl danger ol Ihe Inll end of a tinln.
F.—ltefriU in Ihe I nderframr and ttodu of Car:— I. Axle-fuards broken or cracked through more Ihan iine third of ibeir section, also displaced
axlegunrds. If Ihey cannot be adjuxled by tightening Ihe b<iils.
Sole Iwrs, hradslocks and any Inlermedlale cross framing In connec2.
tion with tbe draw-gear, br<»ken acri^ss.
3.
Tans of the frame of the body broken right through, any damage at
tbe doors, locks, sides of Ihe Iwdy, flooring and roof. If such damage may result In Ihe delerlorailon of the load or may endanger the safety of the working.
Cars returning to ihe sysiem owning them can only be refused on
N. H.
account uf damage to the underframe, if running such cars would entail danN.

—

I

i

—

—

ger.

Cars with brakes which are damaged or do not act, cannot be refused,
6.
but they must bear conspicuous labels with very clear lettering stating that
l>amaged or loose pans which might
the car Is not available for braking.
endanger tbe safety of working or cause other damage, must he taken off.
7.
Km|>ly returned cars most be accepted by the system owning them, no
matter «hai their condition may be: in the case of cars which have been
usid for cattle, however, this acceptance Is nut cumpulsory until after the cara
have been perfectly cleaned and disinfected.
1.

the- iDternationai

Knilway Con

Wagons used

and
2.

If

Tbe

IIK

WACONS.

for international Iralfic cannot be refused

In a sailsfaclory cundlllon

ing,

cracks.

C.

ivck eoatacu.
with tb* oatvr

h""

(«..

2

..f

.

I.O.\l>l.\<;

4.
Wheels having a spoke broken across, or more than one spoke cracked,
and wheels nitb cast-iron centers In which tbe majority of the spokes are out

2.

<rf

•

U\

not rxcr«d 14 fl.
'D
mual I* acrvpird If they
proTldrd that they arr

causes fur refusal.

t>e

•»• bnckle tt xh» bcarlac

1

I'nr* iinml fnr liiti'rnntli.iinl Irnfflc

1

Is niil

I

-

an&miinm* h—rtitt •«

rts

iiij

two codt's. somewhat m^ !ii!'
;••:
>iiiljliiauA expanded
by the addition of rules dealluK with the niiilntenance of cara and
methods of loading. The Conference dlHtussed tlie advisability of
adopting automatic couplers and rontlnuous train brakes on all
freight (.ars but no action was taken.
It concluded that as yet no
eslstlng pattern of automatic coupler hod been proved, by sufficiently
prolonged trial, to satisfy all requirements, and that, therefore.
to propose that the European railroads
It was not yet necessary
should give up the coupling systems at present In use. It decided
that the time had not yet come to arrive at any definite conclusion
a* regards any such coupler.
The proposed rules covering the maintenance of rolling stock
and loading of cars are given below:
u<.alnt<'nan<->> sn

«

:

which

in

if

the load

Is

no way can endanger Ihe safety of work-

m.ire particularly satislies tlie folluwing conditions
anleie.^ loaded on wagons inusi t»e arranged and slowed so that

It

Ihey ciinnol shift, even in case of shock or shaking.
3.
The load must be dlsiribuud as e<|ually us possible over all Ihe wheels
Wagons wllb the
of the wagon, portleularly as regards tbe end wheels.
load so unc(|uaily distributed that the body or sole bars touch the buckles of
tbe bearing springs, or that it makes ibem rub against Ihe wheels can t>e
refused.

When no
4.
The load In a wagon must not execeed the load limit.
load limit is Inscribed on the wagon, an overload of 5 per cent. In addition to
the normal load Inscrllxd on the wagon, is allowed.
5.
Tbe weight |)er wugon wheel (the wheel load) must not exceed the
maximum allowed on each line. The regulations of tbe managements of each
line must be communicaled to tbe Stales participnilng.
6.
The load on open wagons must not project beyond the loading gage
The width of long loads must be reduced so
used on the dllTereni systems.
The regulations of
as to allow for running round curves of small radius.
the management of each line must be communicated tu tbe States participating.
7.
Tbe load on open wagons must not project beyond tbe bead stock unless there is, between the load and the places of the bulTers not compressed,
In. above rail level, and of at
a space of al least 1 ft. 3% in. up to C ft.
.Moreover, in older to allow coupling up to be
least 7Ts in. higher up.
effected, there must t>e a completely cleor space at least 7's in. in height
above Ihe drawhook. and al least 7"), In. wide on eocb side of the center line

6^

if tbe load projects further beyond the headstock than here
of the hook.
speclfled. a safety truck must he added.
For loading up long articles which cannot l>e carried on one single
f.
wagon, two nngons equlpiied wilb swing bolsters must be used. The wagons may
he connected by screw couplings, by an iron coupler bar. or a wooden coupler

bur iiroperly strengthened by iron, by an intermediate truck connected with
Ihe two carrying wagons by coupler bars or couplings: or tinally by tbe load
itself If it can be used for the purpose nnd if each swing holster is supportThe load must rest on Ihe swing bolstecs
ing a weight of nt least 7..'i tons.
only: It must project beyond them at least 11" „ in., and at least 3 ft. 3%
In. if Ihe iond iilone connects Ihe wagons.

When any Improvements

or modifications in the preceding ar-

ticles appear desirable, new conferences can be held, at the request
of one of the states participating, the notices calling the meeting
being Issued by the Swiss Federal Council.
The states which have not yet adopted the rules of the union
for the Standardizing of Railroads are at liberty lo join the union.
If so, they must give notice to the Federal Council, and the latter
will Inform the other stales represented at the conference of the

;
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By doing so, they become fully bound to observe all the rules,
and entitled to all the advantages specified in those rules.
The governments concerned will inform the Federal Council
before January 1, 1908, what determinations they have arrived at
with reference to the present rules. When the states have notified
their determinations, and at the latest on February 1, 1908, the
Swiss Federal Council will propose to the governments participating
a date when the present rules are to come into force. Each signatory state has the right to withdraw from the union, subject to
BOtice given by its government, six months in advance, to the Swiss
fact.

Federal Council.

Areas of Contact Between Wheels and Rails.*
MY GEO.
I

I

Iti'prlnted frciii a

\ulnme

,if

I..

by the interposition of a piece of white tissue paper resting on
a sheet ot carbon paper which made the imprint on the white paper.
The tests at West Albany were made vkith three cars and two
locomotives.
In all, 32 contacts were obtained, and plaster of
Paris casts were taken of the treads of the wheels at all points
Some of the wheels
at which the contact areas were obtained.
were new, while others were partly worn, a condition that evidently
hart much to do with the shape and size of the spot.
These areas were carefully measured with a planimeter and
gave the following average results:
Average weight
per sq. in.
Total weight on
Average of
ot area in lbs.
wheels in lbs.
area contact.
Wheels used under
.2325
6.075
28,700
Cat^ car (35 in.)
.3775
40,100
14,575
Gondola (3,"? In.)

tlip

ScIkiimi Steel Wlieel Co.

i

The mutual compression between the wheel and the rail when
under a load has an important bearing on the durability of both
and also on the adhesion of the wheels when used as drivers. The
investigation was made with various types of cars and locomotives
to determine the area of contact between the wheel and the rail
the average pressure exerted per square inch over this area; the

Atlantic trailer (4SVi«
Dining oar (34i/i in.)

in.)

.

.

.

52,080
31,820
44.400
37.870

.3350
.6325
.4725
.2600

17,325
19,995
19.210
9.415

Con.solldaflon drivers (63 in.).
Atlantic driver (78 in.)

FOWr.KIt.

Uepoils made to

Vol. XLIII., No. 25.

In these tests, the influence of weight and diameter is partially
The two wheels of the Atlantic engine, for example,
carry about the same weight. The areas of contact are nearly in
an inverse ratio to the diameters. Comparing the wheels of the
cafe and dining cars, the wheel with the heavier load has much the
greater weight per square inch of area, showing that the metal
illustrated.
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Contacts of 35-inch Steel Tired Wheel Under Cafe Car.
on Wheel, 6,075 lbs.
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accumulated pressure at the center of this area; the yield of the
metal in both the rail and the wheel under the imposed load; the
relative action of the wheel and the rail under load; the comparative action of wheels of different diameters, and the comparative
action of steel and cast-iron wheels.
Through the courtesy of Mr. J. F. Deems. General S. M. P.
of the New York Central Lines, the preliminary work involving
the use of cars and locomotives was done at the West Albany
yards of the New York Central & Hudson River R. R. A concrete
pier was built under one of the rails of a level piece of track to
secure a firm foundation. A section about 10 in. long was cut out
of the rail and a short piece with perfect contour was inserted on
top of the pier. The car or locomotive, under which a wheel was
to be examined, was run over this short section and one wheel
allowed to rest upon it. The wheel was then raised with its mate
so that the short section of rail could be removed and the top
smeared with a thin coating of red lead. It was then replaced
and the wheel lowered until it rested on the rail with its whole
load.
This made a spot on the red lead the size of the area of
contact of the wheel and the rail. The wheel was again raised,
the section of the rail removed, and the area of contact, as indicated by the spot on the red lead, transferred to tracing cloth.
The rail was again smeared and replaced, and the wheel was turned
through one-quarter of a revolution and the work repeated.
In the supplementary work in the laboratory, a section ot a
78-ln. tire, a section of a steel wheel and a section of a cast-iron
wheel were used. One of these sections was fastened to the plunger
of the testing machine and was raised and lowered on the heads
of short sections of rails resting on the platen of the testing
machine.
The size and shape of the contact area was obtained
•Copyrighted by the Scboen Steel Whoel
mlmlnn.

Co.,
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Diagram Showing the Relation Between Weights on Wheels and
That on the Area of Contact Between the Wheel and the Rail.
does not yield in direct proportion to the weight, at least within
the limits of the loads here imposed.
In the laboratory, the first series of tests made was to apply
pressures, increasing by small increments, to the tread of a 36-in.
steel wheel resting on an 80-lb. rail.
The lowest load applied was
500 lbs. This was increased by increments of 500 lbs. up to 20,000
lbs.; then by increments of 1,000 ll)s. up to 30.000 lbs.
The second series was made with the same wheel resting on
a lOOIb. rail, starting at a load ot 500 ll)s. and incYeasIng by increments of 500 lbs. up to 2,000 lbs.; then by increments ot 1.000 lbs.
up to 10,000 lbs.; tlieu by increments of 2,000 lbs. up to 30,000 lbs.
The third series was made with a 78-in. tire on a SOlb. rail,
starting at 500 lbs. and then increasing by increments of 500 lbs.
to 2,000 lbs.; then by Increments of
.OdO lbs. to 8,000 lbs.; then
by 2,000 lbs. to 30,000 lbs. and from that point by increments of
1

2,500 lbs. to 40,000 lbs.
The fourth series was made with the 78-in. tire on a 100-lb.
rail starting at 500 lbs. and increasing by increments of 500 lbs.
ti) 2.000 lbs.;
then by 1,000 lbs. to S.OOO lbs.; then by 2.000 lbs, to

and finally by 2,500 lbs. to 35.000 lbs.
series was made with the section of a cast-iron wheel
diameter. This was tested on a lOO-lb. rail only, starting
at .",00 lbs.; Increasing by 500 lbs. Increments lo 20.000 lbs.; then
by 1,000 lbs. to .10,000 lbs.; then by 2,.100 lbs. to 40,000 lbs.; then
by 5.000 lbs. to 150,000 lbs.
The sixth series was made with a 3filn. steel wheel on a 100-Ib.
rail and started at a load of 50.000 lbs. which was Increased by
:in.O(iO

lbs.,

The

.i.'!

Worn Cast Iron Wheel Under Gondola Car.
Weight on Wheel 14,575 lbs.

Contacts of 33-inch

111.

fifth

in

Increments of 10,000 lbs. to 150.000 lbs.
The results obtained from these tests have been plotted on the
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IIdm drawn which ihow the

accumulated prrsMire per aquare Inch of are* uo'ler tbr actual load«
ImpoM^'l, the lines belnic an avi-rage of the reaulUi obtained.
It
will be seen, on romparltiK the lines of the :<>vln i'>»«>l wheel and
of the 33'ln. cant Iron

wli<'<-l.

th;i'

little

ference up to a load of JL' .'lUO INInch Increajten more raplillv wiili
Kteel whr-el.
At a load of JT.SOd lU. ihvre

dif-

iquare
with the
r

•

U

^

iiiiirkt-tl

breaklnie

«i»
Contacts of 78-inch Steel Tired Driving Wheel, Atlantic Locomotive.
Weight on Wheel 19.995 lbs.

down

of the metal In the cast-iron

wheel showing thai the crush-

ing strength has been exceeded.
A tentative explanation of this phenomenon Is that the hard
chilled cast-Iron wheel is practically unyielding and that, when the
load Is Imposed, the whole of the compression takes place In the
rail.
The area of contart is small and the average pressure per
square Inch of area Is high. The yield in the rail holds, for a
time, against the increasing load, thus cutting down the size of
the area between 22.500 lbs. and 40.000 lbs. The wheel itself then
lakes a permanent set, increasing the area of contact very rapidly
and lowering the average. In the case of the steel wheel, yielding
takes place In both the wheel and the rail, with the result that
an equilibrium is established
on a smaller area and the
actual breaking down of the

metal occurs under a higher

Contacts of 48-and-5-16-inch Steel
Tired Trailer Truck Wheel,
Atlantic Locomotive. Weight
on Wheel"19.210 lbs.
complete break at 37.500

Ib-s.

pressure.
In the case of the castiron wheel. It will be noted
that the curve of average
pressure shows a break anil
yield of the material at a load
of 27.0011

1I)S.

though

it

rises
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ever, the awlnidnc of the wbeela
the other brlnx* the projeetlons

from one side of the track to
on the outer edse of the rim
axalnsl the rail, undoubtedly caunlng a niu<-li hlcber load to be
put on a smaller area of contiu-t than was appIWi In the laboratory.
The perniBiient iM-t taken by ib<- rail ai ku low a load as 20,000
Mm. raiHe<l the qiiPMtlon of the maximum pri-iuuri- Imposed at the
renter of the area of lonlact.
It wan aHHumed that. »ben the wheel
nmt touched ihe rail, the area of roiiiart would be a mathematical
point If both Hurfaceh were perfectly smooth and true. As the lo«d
ih Increased, the meui In both the wheel and rail yields and the
area of contact Increases. This Increase Is from the center out
to the Mige. and the pressure per unit of area Is evidently at a
maximum at the center and decreaiw-ii to nothing at the edge, la
order to estimate approximately the maximum pressure It was as8um>i| that th>- niftal In the ;»tea nn whi. h a loaa had once been

50c Lka.
Av. Praaaura par
In. 16,
Lba.
Aral .03 Sq. In.

10,000 Lba
Av Praaaura par
Sq In. 7I,42S Lba
Araa .14 Sq In.

5,000 lba.
Av. Praaaura p«^
Sq. In. «2 500 Lka.
Araa .OS Sq. In.

AM

Sq.

ln.»4,117Lk*.
Aiva .17 Sq. In.

»q.

26,000 Lba

20,000 Lba.
Av. Praaaura par

Av Praaaura par
8q. In. 106,333 Lba.
Araa .24 Sq. In.

Sq. In. 106,263 Lba.
Araa .1* Sq. In.

Sq. In. 115.3S4 Lba.

Araa .26 Sq

In.

Contacts Between 36-inch Steel Tired Wheel and 100-lb. Rail.

imposed always sustained it, and by building up from the center
by Increments the final load was attained. Take the case of the
3t>in. steel wheel on the 100-lb. rail.
An area of .03 sq. In. sustained the initial load of 500 lbs., an average pressure of 16,66ti lbs.
per sq. in. By increasing this load to 5,000 lbs. the area is increased to .08 'sq. in. If this extra 4,500 lbs. which was applied
be considered as loaded uniformly over the whole area, there would
be an average increase of pressure of 56,250 lbs. per sq. in., or
56.250 + 16,666
72.916 lbs. per sq. in. on the original .03 sq. in.
which carried the initial load of 500 lbs. This assumption runs
the loail up to an exceedingly high limit, possibly too high, as it

=

again and makes a second
from which there is no recovery. In

the case of the steel wheel, the breakdown does not occur until
a load of 50,000 lbs. is reached, and even then there Is a gradual

and practically uniform advance to 150,000 lbs.
In the tests of both the cast-iron wheel and the steel wheel,
the permanent set was all in the rai!. Both wheels were carefully
examined with a microscope after the load of 150,000 lbs. had been
Imposed and the tests were completed and no appearance of yielding or cracking of either could be detected. The rail, on the other
hand, showed signs of a permanent set under a load of 20.000 lbs..
and this set in( reased with the increasing loads. The rail was

* ^
Av. Pr«ft«ur« pttr
Sq. In. 7 143 Lb*.

Ar«» .07 Sq.

In.

5,000 Lba.
Av. Praaaura par
Sq. In. 62.500 LbaArea .08 Sq. in.

25 000 Lba.

Araa 02 Sq

m

10.000

Lm.

Av Preasura par
Sq In 71,428 Lba.
Area 14 Sq. m

Araa .22 Sq

Av. Pr*»%ur« p*r
In. 62.500 Lb«.
In.

10.000 Lb>
per
Av Pre
Sq. In 100.000 L

Aral .10 Sq.

In

fi9r

90.909 lba.
In.

Sq. in

Sq. In. 100.C00 lba.

Araa

.26

Sq

16 000 Lba.
Av Preaaura par
Sq In 30.000 Lba
Area 20 Sq In

30,000 lba.
Av Preaaura par
100.000 lba.
Area 30 Sq In

20,000 Lba.

Av Praaaura

Sq.

Arc* .06 Sq.

In.

3a. In

5.0OO Lb»

SOO Lb>.

500 Lba.

Av Praaaura par
Sq.

In.

15.000 Lba.
Av. Pr««»ur« 09'
Sq. In. 100,000 Lb>.
Araa .IS Sq. In.

35,000 Lba.
Av. Praaaura par
Sq. In. 102,941 Xba.
Araa .34 Sq. In

40.000 LUa
Av. Praaaura par
111,111 Lba
Araa 36 Sq. In

Sq.

Contacts Between 78-inch Steel Tired Wheel and 80-lb. Rail.
20,000 l.b«.
Av. Preiaur* oer
Sq. In. 86.156 Lb.
Ars< 23 Sq. In.

25.000 Lb».
Av. Prettur* par
Sq. In. 92,555 Ibt.
Araa .27 Sq. In.

30,000 Lba
Av. Praaaura par
Sq. in. 96.774 Lba.
Area .31 Sq. In.

Contacts Between 36-inch Steel Tired Wheel and 80-lb. Rail.

examined immediately after applying loads of 12.000. 1,').000, 25.000.
The spot or depression left by the
30.000, 35,000 and 40,000 lbs.
wheel could be seen after the 20,000 lbs. load had been imposed
but not before.
The difference between the areas of contact of the wheels under
cars and locomotives and the wheels tested in the laboratory, in
which the area was larger, is probably due to the fact that the
wheels under the cars and locomotives were worn somewhat hollow
and so fitted the rail head to a greater e.\tent. In service, how-

gives a pressure of more than 170.000 lbs. per sq. in. at the center
of the area of contact, with a load of 20,000 lbs.
In considering the results obtained in this investigation, it must
h? borne In mind that the areas of contact were all obtained under
static loads.
Running conditions must necessarily be more severe
and impose higher stresses. In an investigation conducted several
yeai-s ago. it was found that the stresses in truck and body bolsters,
"While a car is in motion, are from 20 to 50 per cent, more than
the stresses due to static loads alone.
If this is true for parts
located above the springs, there must certainly be an equal or
greater increase at the poiut of contact between the wheel and
the rail.
Then. too. the blows received from passing over low joints
or worn frogs, will raise the pressure between the wheel and the
rail to a point which the tests under static loads have shown to
be excessive. For example, the wheels, under a car of 100,000 lbs.
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Av. Pressure per
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Contacts Between 36-inch Steel Wheel and 100-lb. Rail.

41^ Hk*
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Contacts Between 36-inch Steel Wheel and 100-lb. Rail.

65,000 Lbs.
Av. Pressure per
Sq. In. 118 181 Lbs
Area .55 Sq. In.

75,000 Lbs.

Av Pressure per
Sq In. 122,950 Lbs.
Area .61 Sq. In,

Contacts Between 33-inch Cast Iron Wheel and 100-lb. Rail.
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the harder, more unyielding and more brittle nuu<rl.i
Kiai-t coinItaratlve data aloDg ihU line are not yet available.
The concluBlon« to be drawn from this part of the work nuy
!><•
Kunimed up an follows:
The average preBhurtt Imposed on the metal of the wheel and
rail la within safe llmlu at low loads, but when
a load of 20,000 lbs
Is reached the elastic limit of the metal
is pasMd and a permanent
R4»t appears in tne rail.
The arrumulaled presijure at the center of the area of conUct
excessive at comparaslvely small loads, and Is only prevented
:'im dolnc Injury tiy th>- support of the surroiin.lliiK
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Contacts Between 33inch Cast Iron Wheel and 100-lb. Rail.

fa:- this compression extends into the tx)dy of the two pieces of
metal in contact is not known but presumably it extends down to
the base of the rail and into the hub of the wheel.
Tnder a static load the rail yields first, owing, probably, to
the fact thai the metal of the surface of the head of the rail is
not a.-i well supported by the metal below as in the case of the wheel.
Thi? effect of difference of diameter in wheels carrying the same
load is insignificant and is only appre4-iable when the difference
is great.
Hence, it is immaterial, so far as stresses on the wheel
or rail are concerned, whether small or large wheels, within the
limit of practice, are used.
A hard, unyielding cast-iron wheel inflicts more damage on
the rail than a steel wheel and the wear of the rail will be greater
with the cast-iron wheels than with the steel wheels.
It is probable that the reason why the damage that would be
expected from heavy wheel loads in service does not immediately
appear, is that the rail, by bending under the passing wheel, increases the area of contact and thus relieves the surface stresses.

Massachusetts Street Railways.

From the annual returns of the street railway companies of
.Vl.issachiisetts to the railroad commissioners for the year which
ended September 30, 1907. it appears that the street and interurban
railway development of that state is still in advance of the requirements of the population. There are SO companies whose re119 047 Lba.
Araa 1.05 Sq. In.

Sq. In

Sq. In. 117,117 Lba.
Araa 1.11 Sq. In.

turns may be considered in a summary of the situation as a whole,
omitting most of those which are leased and the few which make
rcHirns but have not begun to do business. Out of these 80 there
are 47 which declared no dividend at all during the year, and the
official year ended before the financial depression had begun.
The highest dividend paid was 10 per cent., which was de^
ilared by the Middlesex & Hoston and by the East Middlesex. The
following roads come next with 8 per cent.:
Holyoke: Athol and
Orange: Springfield
West End in Boston) preferred, (West End
common pays 3'...); I'nlon (in Fall Riven, and the Dartmouth &
Wcstport. Some of these are strong companies. The Holyoke had
;

I

years surplus, after the dividend, of $8.47!t. making iU total
surplus $69. SK;. The Athol & Orange has a total surplus of $29,450.
which is strong for a rural district. The Springfield rises to the
large figure of $3G7.."i30 in all. its surplus for the year having been
$4,098.
Largest, of all Is the West End which, though It made only
$285 surplus this year, has a total surplus of $1,150,093. The Union,
with $29,851 for this year, reaches a total surplus of $208,605, which
is large for Fall River.
The Dartmouth & Westport, with a surplus this year of $21,823. reaches $78,731 in all. This company
gets the benefit of nearness to New Bedford and Fall River.
a

135,000 Lba.
Av. Praaaura par
Sq. In. 119,469 Lba.
Araa 1.13 Sq. In.

140,000 Lba.
Av. Praaaura par
Sq. In. 130,434 Lba.
Araa 1.16 Sq. In.
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The Worcester & Shrewsbury declared a

7.22 per

cent dividend-
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the Newton & Watertown 7.2 per tent., and the Northampton 7
per cent.
Six per cent was paid by the Fitchburg & Leominster: I-inWinnisimmet (in
Somerville,
wood; Mount Tom;
Pittsfield:
Chelsea)
Boston elevated, and the Boston & Worcester. Tlie R.
& W. is the principal intenirban line in the state, competing with
matter, baggage and
the Boston & Albany.
It carries express
freight.
The Boston elevated had a year's surplus of $33,278, and
a total surplus of $668,603. The Boston & Worcester had a year's
-surplus of $3,034 and a total surplus of $14,951.
The Worcester Consolidated paid 5>.. per cent. Five per cent,
was paid by the Hampshire; the Webster & Dudley; the Worcester
& Shrewsbury; the Boston & Northern: the Boston & Revere, and
the Citizens' electric (in Fall River). The Old Colony (which, by
consolidation, covers a large territory south of Boston) paid 4 per
cent.; the Springfield & Eastern. 4; the North End (in Worcester).
3%: the Milford & Uxbridge. 3; Newton, 2%; Uxbridge & Blackstone, 2; Natkk & Cochituato. 2.
The 20 which were so unprofitable as to pay no dividends at
all and besides had to show a deficit from the operations of the
year, were the Haverhill & .A.mesbury: the Haverhill & Plaistow
N. H.); the Haverhill & Southern New Hampshire: the Marlboro
& Westboro: the Worce.ster & Holden: the Ware and Brookfiekl:
;

I

accommodations, for larger privileges of transfers, for reduced fares,
especially to 5 cents within the limits of any municipality, no
matter how long the distance traveled, and for more cars for working people during the hours when they are going to and from work.
The railroad commissioners have tried to grant the requests of
the public whenever tlie companies were financially able; but there
have been several recent cases in which the companies were held
not justified by their financial condition in doing what the public
wanted. The Commission adheres closely to the principle that private persons cannot be expected to invest their money in public
service at a loss, though in a few cases it has required companies to run particular cars which are unprofitable, holding that
the general business of th^

company could bear the

loss.

Passenger Cars for Tropical Climates.

A train known as No. 7 of the local series has just been built at
Parel Shops of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, Bombay, from
the designs of A. M. Bell. Carriage Superintendent, which posThe train consists of
sesses some novel features in construction.
seven open cars coupled together with open gangways for the free
passage of the train staff, ticket collectors, etc. The front vehicle
is a third-class brake, with a compartment for women, the next a

and Second Class Car: Great Indian Peninsula Railway.

Medway; the Lowell, Acton & May first and second class composite, with a private compartment for
the Lowell & Pelham (N. H.); the women, the third a second and third class composite; the fourth,
Norton & Taunton: the Norwood. Canton & Sharon: the Conway; fifth and sixth vehicles are third class only, and the last a thirdThe cars are each C2 ft. long and
the Cottage City & Edgartown Traction; the Springfield & Eastern: class brake like the front one.
Some of these have sur- 10 ft. wide with the doors, which open inward, set back to 9 ft, 6 in.
the Berkshire; the Dedham & Franklin.
There are lavatories for each class of passengers, and the
pluses from former years: the Haverhill & Plaistow, $15,095; the over.
Haverhill & Southern New Hampshire, $1,483; the Worcester & total seating capacity is for 20 first class, 90 second class and 550
Holden, $7,065; the Lowell, Acton & Maynard, $857; fhe Spring- third class. There is a luggage compartment at each end of the
train, provided with seats, as on each journey a certain number of
field & Eastern. $14,576, and the Berkshire. $78,997.
Tho largest total deficits in the list are the Worcester & South- fishwomen invariably take possession of the front compartment and
the Templeton; the Medfield &
nard; the Lowell & Fitchburg:

bridge. $77,395

(in spite of a -surplus for the year of $43,949);

the

Tfmpleton, $69,670; the Norton & Taunton, $39,870; the Norwood,
Canton & Sharon, $6l.4(i7: the Blue Hill, $55.i;2:i; the Norfolk C:
Uristol, $61,274: the North End, $18,742; the Providence & Fall
Klver. $20,»3»; the Amesbury, $19,247; the Amherst & Sunderland,
$26,176.

There

Is

constant pressure on the part of the people for better

remaining there with their wares.
The carriages are built on steel underframes, each running on
two four-wheel trucks, with 10-ft. wheel centers. The framing of
the bodies is of teak braced with diagonals from end to end, and the
lower portion is matchboarded with very narrow strips of teak taken
from the waste of the sawmill. The employment of these very narrow strips overcomes the difficulty of splitting an almost certain
persist in

Third Class Car; Great Indian Peninsula Railway,

—

—
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summarizes, by kinds of wood, the quantities of beared

1

—

propenlm. This
framing In such

Is

a

screwed

manner

lo thi- plllurs an:l

that airtight cells

are secured l>etwi^-n the Inner and outer bklns
of the car Uxly in which the stagnant nir further eii'iures the noncondiiitlvlty of the sides.
The roof 1." ."Inillarly Ireilerl. but <'OVPrcd with
a thin teak wood casing lo offer a continuous
surface for the roof canvas. .Vboui I.UOO sq.
Is Incorporated In the conft. of facollte"
To tnve time In the
struction of eai-h car.
finish the lower sheeting is varni.shed. while
the upper is painted with a quick-drying paint
enamel. 'I here is no lining except along the
upper mouldings, and the letters, etc., are on
embosfied plates attached by screws. This
procedure makes it unnecessary for the cars
to wait for days in the paint shops for sizing,
gilding and varnishing of letters and stripes.
The cars have a center aisle between
"turn-over" seats, plain slatted wooden ones in
the third class, spring seats upholstered in
leather cloth In the second class and smooth-cushioned buffalo hide
in the first. This style of seal enables the passengers always to face
the engine and the breeze. All doors open inwardly and a simple
gravity "slam" lock Is provided.
The train Is lighted throughout by electric light, a large dynamo
of 1,000 watts being mounted under each brake and a small 250
machine under the center coach, this being the spare vehicle in case
of reduction or increase of the size of the train.
Punkah fans are
provided in the first and se.-ond class (ladies') compartments. Alarm
signal apparatus is installed in each car with handles in convenient

Interior of Third Class Car.

Approximately one-fourth were

and sawed ties purchased in 1906.
sawed and three-fourths hewed.
TABI.E

,

J as

'.'.'.'.'.'.

DlDei

...

ffr

7083442
6,588,975
5,104,496
3,969.605

.'::.:;

:::..:..

v,;.""

WriV.rn DlDe'

Tanmimk

.'..' ..".".

Ue.lwoo.1
lAidgPimlo pine
Will ft* nln»»

indicate the destination of the train, prominent scarlet boards
in gold are used.
They are illuminated at night by the
front light of the electric tail side lamps.

All others

.

.

..•.•...:::::::::..::::

Consumption

of Ties in

in this report

1906.*

are based on the number of ties

bought rather than on the number actually used. For all practical purposes, however, the two are identical;
because the purchases in 12 months are an accurate index of consumption for a
corresponding period.
The purchases of ties by steam and street railroads of the
liilted States during the year l'.t06 amounted to 102,834,042, valued
at J48.819,124. an average of 47 cents per tie.
This value represents the I'ost to the purchaser at the point of purchase. In many,
perhaps most, cases this point of purchase is the point of production, near the road's right of way; but in others, and this is par•Clrculiir \'24, Kore»t Service.

Tabi.r

2.

656,444
2,085,5o;[
215,9S(i

2,058,198
1-248-629

l,92.s,72i;

.'.rMi4
.<-o,042

'l^Ht3
1 3,38*

--'s'^Tn
JiO.Ji"
1,593,647

iJViii
Vt*,X I
234,420

77,493,994

25,340,048

i,828:o6 7

Chestnut, cypress, western pine,
tamarack, hemlock and redwood are all of importance, but no one
of them furnishes more than a small proportion.
Oak and southern pine stand highest in Imlh total and average
value; the average value of each is 51 cents. Chestnut ranks next
followed by cedar. Hemlock, at 28 cents, is the cheapest tie reported.

l>oiiKla'<

III

Cedar

2,576,8.19

S89.,'S0l

2,340.(150

79,>.S03

2,0.'S8,198

582,968
536,172
210.818
151.052
720,144

!.54i
5:i9.0(i<i

523 741

1,248,629
I.<Mlt:'-|>'>l<'

White phie
All

others

Total

pini.

.

.

.

.

.

ri.'>4,73S

373,387
1,828,067

5n3.s:t.s

243.515
.575,699

182.343
210.458
70.397
587,162

hewed; and with every

-Hewed.

-Sawed

value,
value.
Vnliie.
Value.
pr tie.
No, "
pr tie.
*17..'.S3. 827 $0.50
4,';,357,874 »23,27S,o: -• $0.51 3.-1,507
9,.-.tt7,74,1
6,311.585
.49
l.S..^ 1.210
1
12,851.239
220.331
7.248..')«2
3.010.392
631.9:t9
4.940.337
2,334.675
7,083,442
3.310.116
3.,S78.970
6,5HK.97.1
2.995.942
1.787.167
5,104,49(1
l.S62.i:i5
4.354,720
1.512.033
S4(),.'i55
3,9r.9,n05
1,869,731
1.698.027
'

of all ties are

-Street railways.-

railroads.

Ave.
No,

No,

pi

(

by Stramanii Street llaUroadt 0/ the Initrd State* In 1906.

Steam

Soul hern

U.2,834,042

8?2,.J8.

ply less than one-fifteenth apiece.

-Hewed.
Ave.

1 .1 38,o.-..-i

2

More than three-fourths
I'lirrlinted

Sawed.
7,088,844
5.095,4y4
0.590,628
1.654,137

and cedar, the next two. with approximately equal quantities, sup-

Uepartment of Agrlcallure.

Number anH Valut-of Tun

HK»6.

shows the quantity and value of hewed and sawed tiee
of various woods purchased by steam and street railroad companies
The average value of the sawed tie is higher than that
in 1906.
of the hewed tie.
Oak. the chief wood used for ties, furnishes more than 44
per cent., nearly one-half of the whole number, while the southern
Douglas fir
pines, which rank second, contribute about one-sixth.
Table

The statements

in

1,884,09.;
2,360,s7:t

lettered

T„tal

38,269,030
13,745,71«
657,934
5,429,305
5,450,920
4,448,o.-.2

2,576,8.'J9

llcmln.k ,..". ./.v."

To

SIncI Kailroada
Hewed.

7.-J48,562

lar

•h, ", „ „t

places.

niid

Total.

45.357,8-4
18,841.210

,

s,,,,ri,^rn
,

1

Purchancd by Steam

Kin^clofwood
"'«"•"••
•^""'

OHks

n
V

— Tiet

0,024,8.'.2

4,686,851
6.074,283
1.470.530

767,793
633.86.-.
2,o:lO,7(i9

90,186
24.462
186,286

1

Ave.

Ave.

value.

value,

—

Value, prtle.
No.
pr tie.
Value,
$3,672,691 $0.61 2.761.2.-.3 $1,428,714 $0.,52 1,063,99
408,043
438.180
894.477
.55
2,593,424
516,345
8,747
25.995
'i62,636
177,607
194,238
4SS.96S
709,771
370,262
701,301
1.571.9.'iO
345,817
22,579
36.920
93.:132
,301,467
45,7404.641
14.365
8;$2,S04
125,800
7.394
20.823
41,414
5,010
4.5,32
lit. ISO
53,155
1 09,0,56
171,939
353.627
60,501

900

300

34,7,55

17,108
8,437

17.948

Value,

priie.

$592,820 $0.56
224,5,50

..^5

218,078
71.432
161.057

.42

11,715
20.027
44.9,-iO

.40
.44
.52
.16

1.540

115.389
11
56,206
,57.1

$0.52
102,834,042 $48,819,124 $0^47 71,109.415 $32,960,077 $0.40 2'2,278,210 $11,260,455 $0.51 6.294.D79 $3,022,511 $0.48 .3.061,838 $1,676,081

.
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The street lines used
wood from which ties are made, except Douglas fir and western servatives to 6.365.523 at their own plants.
number of hewed ties is greater than the number sawed. 640,999 treatea ties, 516,319 of them already prepared when they
plants.
About ten times as many Douglas fir ties are sawed as are hewed. were bought, and 124,680 treated at their own
Of the oak ties a little over one-sixth and of the southern pine ties
has
a
lumber
when
general,
In
less than one-third are sawed.
State Control of Fast Interstate Trains.
relatively low value the proportion of sawed ties increases, because
the market for ties is always active, while that for lumber is freThe decision of the Supreme Court of the I'nited States nulliquently sluggish. All western species are affected by this condition, fying
an order of the Railroad Commission of South Carolina directlow.
relatively
value
its
and
abundant
is
stumpage
for
ing the Atlantic Coast Line to stop a through fast train at Latta,
About one-third of the ties used by street railways are sawed, a town of 453 inhabitants, was reported in the Uailioad Gazette last
but not quite one-fourth of those used by steam roads. The greater week, page 727.
Justice Peckham, in delivering the opinion, reproportion of sawed ties used by street lines is probably due to viewed
the defense of the road, in which it was shown that in
the tact that much of the trackage within city limits is on paved addition to a number of daily local passenger train's there was also
streets, where sawed ties are more satisfactory on account of their
of Latta the convenience of a daily paspine, the

regular shape.

The average price of the sawed tie is. as a rule, higher than
that of the hewed one, despite the fact that the hewed tie is more
durable. This peculiar condition of an inferior commodity bringing a higher price is brought about by the difference in market
Sawed ties, though admittedly less durable, represent
conditions.
a potential value equivalent to the amount of lumber into which
they could be cut. Hewed ties, on the other hand, compete only
with posts or fuel wood, both of which are of lower value,

IIINSIMITIOX IX 190.5 AM< IX 1H06.
Table 3 show.^ the number and value of the differen( Uinds of
the I'nited
ties purchased by the steam and street railroad lines in
States in 190t>, and contrasts the purchases of steam r:iilroail compurpanies in 190.5 and 1900. No statistics are available upon iho
chases by street lines in 1905.

TAIII.K

3.— A'lini'ic

fiiK/

Viiliic

of Ties I'mcliamtl hy

Steam

,

9oathem

pines.

Cedar
Douglas flr ...
Chestnut
Cypress
Western pine

.

Tamarack
Hemlock
Kedwood

....

....
Lodgepole pine

White pine

.

.

All others

iniil

Unili

ftrvcl

llKi."!.

^

commerce. Continuing Justice Peckham said:
"That any exercise of state authority, in whatever form manifested, which directly regulates interstate commerce, is repugnant
Any comto the commerce clause of the Constitution, is obvious.
mand of a state the necessary effect of which is to order the stopping
of an inlerstate train at a named station or stations, if it directly
But some orders
regulates interstate commerce, is void. » * *
which may cause the stoppage of interstate trains may be valid,
The question of
if they do not directly regulate such commerce.
whether such order is void as a direct regulation of such commerce

nils in llir

1

i

Steam

,

7l7 III siiiUii
I'M

I II

$l!i.ii72.:

li.n62.827
3,C33,27(>
4,717.(504
.33

3,483,746
1.101.630
563,320
118.170

590.852
X

343,662

SI reel

$:21.25(!.51.s

17.."i3,<!,lino

S.005.OO'.)

.51

3..S25.245
l.:!O3.120

c;.4ii;.sii7

.•1.044.441-.

.47

(•i.7(i(i.2"2

2.7S2.'.MI7

.41

4.64fi.7ll3

2.132.fPS4
1..SI 3.5011

.4i;

4.n,s,s..-,.s.-.

l.(i7."..35;i

.S.S7.217
576. .S96

248.844
210.458
76.833
661.501

$0.47
$36,585,446
77.981.227
for .slieet railways in 1905.
pine, and western puie.
lodgepole
pine,
while
19arin.l.id.s
tFor
tlncluded In aoiiiliern pines.

I'll

-^
ilways, 1906 .•
Av value.
Value.
per lie.
.

Xo.

41.532.020

2.037.002
725.340
553.S3S
238.030
1,734,517

X

791.409

,

Value.

3.000.5(10
2.430,231!

t

3,060.082
1,713,090

mill

Av. Vinlue.
per tie.
$0 .51

Xo.

Value

:{4.f)77.:!IM
l.>i.351,o:t7

190 5

Ill-cads. iniH!.

Av. vahic.
No.

Oaks

Utinm

railroiids,

furnished the citizens
senger train each way for through travel north and south, and sustained the claim that the order of the commission was unreasonable and unnecessary; a direct burden upon interstate commerce,
and therefore a violation of and in conflict with the authority given
exclusively to Congress by the Constitution to regulate interstate

?2 .(121.534

$0.53
.51

i;c.(;.575

0(i2.73ti
2(i5.C>70

542.340

227.425

l.'.M'.'l-

S(!2.»5S
4S.(J35

.40
.42
.44
.42
.41

.3(1

115.011

.43
.34
.2S

14(!.IV'3

52.344

.3(i

'.Xi

(!.(l72

..34

523,283

287.328

.29
.35

.38

900

360

.4(1

..30

115.337
93.550

74.219
64.643

.04
.69

9,350.417

*4 ,.-|98..592

$0.49

.38

(,0.HI5

21.1

24.(!(1.S

Total

• v.. fleures

companies
The purchases of ties reported by the steam railroad
Nearly
lo.OoO.OOO.
1906 exceeded those of 1905 by more than
showed
ties
cedar
of
purchases
one-half of this excess was oak. The
possibly to the sharp dea decrease of about one-half million, due
production of
mand for cedar poles, which operated against the
cypress
Douglas fir ties nearly doubled in quantity, and both
ties
tamarack purand hemlock increased by a large percentage, but
about 1.5 per cent.
chases fell off more than one-fifth and chestnut
oak ties
The street railways use about the same proportion of
pine, cedar,
southern
of
proportion
as the steam roads, a larger
of Douglas
chestnut cypress and hemlock, but a smaller proportion
consumption of
western pine and tamarack. Comparing the
fir
no
practically
is
there
ties by steam railroads and street railways,
all kinds of timber
difference between the average values per tie for
individual kinds
combined. Iiut the average costs per tie for the
These cannot !«• attributed
of wood show some wide variations.
local influences
to
due
probably
are
to any general condition, but
certain
which operate to Increase or decrease the cost to users of
Such local conditions in turn
tlea in particular regions.
In

kinds of

for the whole
the general average for the kind of timber
United autes.

affect

niK.IKRVATKlN.
of tie preservation is becoming more
Important as the demand for tie material Increases and

The question

may be tested by considering the nature of the order and the character of the interstate commerce train to which it applies. It also
may be tested by considering the adequacy of the local facilities.
*
*
*
"True, inherently considered, whether there be local facilities is not a Federal question, but in so far as the existence of
such adequate local facilities is involved in the determination of
the Federal question of whether the order concerning an interstate
train does or does not directly regulate interstate commerce, that
question for such purpose is open and may be considered by us."
Justice Peckham then proceeds to declare that local conditions
do not necessitate the stopping of the trains in question at Latta.
The railroad company has furnished such reasonable accommodations to the people of the place as it can be fairly and properly
called upon to give.
To stop these trains at Latta and other stations which could bring equally strong reasons for the stoppage
of the trains at their stations, would wholly change the character
of the trains, rendering them no better in regard to speed than
the other trains and would result in the inability of what had been
fast trains to make their schedule time, and a consequent loss of
patronage, also the loss of compensation for carrying the malls,
which would be withdrawn from them, and the end would be the
withdrawal of the trains, because of their inability to pay expenses.

and more
tl)e

Foreign Railroad Notes.

traffic

So long as plenty of white
not
oak ties could be secured the necessity for tie preservation was
of pine and other less
felt; but with the constantly Increasing use
(luesllon.
econoniii
vital
become
a
dp^ay-reslslnnt wiKids. It has
The railroad companies have met the problem by establlshlUK treatby laying
ing planl.<( In vailou.« parts of the 1 nlted States and
experimental tra. ks with treated lies to determine the efficiency of
conditions.
varying
under
preservatives
the several
street railIn 1906 the purchases of treated ties by steam and
to
road companies lombined amounted to 5.289.435; In nddlllon
own
plants,
their
at
6.490.203
treated
companies
the
this quantity,
requirements become more exacting.

cent.
a total of 11,779.630 treated lies (luring the year, or 11.5 per
Of this total the steam railroad companies
of the whole number.
pre
applied
treated
ties,
and
4.773.116
year.
purchased, during the

The railroads of Slam were not increased in length during the
but their gross earnings increased 26 per cent, and
their net earnings 21 ''^i per cent., the latter being 5.13 per 'cnt. on
the coat of the roads, which, however, has been only $27,240 per
mile.
The working expenses were only 36''S, per cent, of the gross
last fiscal year,

earnings.

The
of

Italian State Railroads have a new head, the late Minister
Works, Giantiilco, having retired on account of serious
The new minister Is Pletro nertolini. who has been an

F'libllc

Illness.

under secretary In previous cabinets, and is regarded as a capable
administrator, and a Arm character, not likely to be bulldozed by
the organized employees.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
Th« New York, New Haven * HartforrI ban modified Its notice
cancflInK through frelKht raica ovor thf Central of New Jeniey.
making th<- <lat<- on which (ho notU-e will tuke cffert March 31.

An ofBcer of the Pennsylvania l.i authority for the statement
that In the month of October the passenger receipts of that road
In the state of Pennsylvania were t64.uuu less than In the same
month a year ago. while outside the state of Pennsylvania they Increased 8 per cent.; and that hut for 'he redu'-ilon to 2 cents a
mile. ordere<l by the legU
state ap•<! by the
parently would have Incr.
>-'» l« absolaw appears therefore to li.i
lute and has not been otl^i t<y aiiy iu< redded tiUi>iuei>i>, the reduc'

•

i

The

States Ulstrirt Court at Kansas City has tskued
a temporary liijiinrllon aKalnst the enfortt-ment of the reduied express rates ordere<l by the Mlstoiirl State Kallroau Coroml.stilon.
I'niicd

The New York. New Haven * Hartford has announced at Boston
December 2S a charge of lu cents a ton will be
made in all ca.«f8 where carload freight Is unloade<l by the company
that lM*KlnnlnK

Into freight houses.

In the I'nlted States Circuit Court at Chicago Decemtier 14. a
decree was entered in the suits of IR railroads against 52 ticket
brokers, which. It Is said, strikes n death blow at the business of
ticket scalping In Chicago.
final

The pension plan for the employees of the Erie Railroad, which
some time has been under consideration by a lomnilttee representing the company and the employees, is based on rules under
which the company will provide about one-half the funds necessary
for

pay the pensions, the other half to be contributed by the employees themselves.

to

The Supreme Court of Wisconsin bas declared unconstitutional
the law passed In that state this year permitting passengers in
the lower berth of a sleeping car to require the upper berth, when
unoccupied, to be pushed up. so as to give more room In the lower
berth.
The court decides that a law of this kind is not a reasonable exercise of the police power.
Mr. ^VaIte^ P. Hall, the new Chairman of the Massachusetts
State Railroad Commission, was promoted to that place from the
office of Assistant Attorney General.
He has had much experience
In managing the interests of the state In connection with grade
crossings and other railroad matters.
He has practiced law in
Fltchburg since 1892, and has been City Solicitor and Assistant
District Attorney.

Reports from Ohio say that since the reduction of ticket fares
to 2 cents a mile and the abolition of an extra charge in case of
payment of fare In cash on trains, the number of cash fares collected tias increased .so largely that the work of the conductors has
been made burdenirome; and it is said that the railroads are going
to try to secure legislation to suitably penalize passengers who do
not buy tickets before boarding trains.

.

has not stimulated travel.

tl<ni

was announci-ii at Raleigh, N ('.. la.st week that Governor
Glenn had come to an agreement with the Southern Railway under
which the road would make all single ticket rates in the slate 2'>s
cents a mile, both for intrastate and interstate trips, and sell mileage books of different classes at 2 cents. The Scaltoard Air Line
It

agreed to take the same action as that agreerl to by the Southern.
The next day. however. It was announced that the Atlantic Coast
Line and others had rejected the proposition and, therefore, that the
proposed agreement would fall through. To carry it out would have
necessitated the calling of the legislature to re8<-ind the rate laws

now on

the statute books, and the Governor declared that this would
be useless unless all the roads would come In.

Between 6 a.m. and 12.10 night of every week-day there are 41
New York to Philadelphia on the four-track line of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, or an average of a train every 26 minutes.
From 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. there are 33 trains, or an average of one
Seven of these trains make the run in two
In every 22 minutes.
hours or less. Every one of these 41 trains, except four, has Pullman parlor or sleeping cars, and dining cars are attached to 17
With one exception, all parlor cars have buffets except
of them.
those on trains carrying dining cars. An equally complete service
is maintained from Philadelphia to New York.
The foregoing Is
from an advertisement of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The advertising agent believes that this is the most comprehensive and complete train service between any two cities in the world.

trains from

The New York State Public Service Commission for the First
(Nevv- York City) estimates that its expenses for the 1908
$1.09.5.000. a figure which it is said was surprising to
the Board of Estimate.
The expenses of the Railroad Commission
of Ohio for the last year were $37,305.
The estimate of the New
York commission contains the following:
Office, telephone and
district

year will be

rentals, $50,000;

salaries. $850,000;

furniture. $2,500;

printing, sta-

tionery and supplies. $25,000; disbursements of employees and
counsel. $15,000; maps, plans, prints and photographic apparatus.
$5,000; engineering instruments and supplies. $10,000; compensa-

and expenses of special commissions. $10,000; advertisiu:?.
real estate searches and appraisals. $2,500; contingencies
and rapid transit studies, $50,000. and special service and investigations. $50,000.
The Board voted $71,000 to the Commission to pay
the expenses until January 1, 1908.
tion

The Missouri

Pacific has taken off a number of passenger trains
secondary lines in Kansas. On one line of S5 miles and
another of 42 miles the passenger service is discontinued and passengers will have to ride on mixed trains. A press despatch from
Topeka states that, because of this action, the Kansas Railroad
Commission ha.s ordered the Attorney-General to sue for the revocation of the charter of the Missouri Pacific.

from

its

At a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission at
Washington last Monday on the complaint of the Oregon and Washington lumber shippers. President James .1. Hill, of the Great Northern, said that the increase in freight rates had been determined on
simply because lumber was being carried at less than cost; there
was an average loss of ?80 a car. The revenue per car averaged
1200. while the cost was $2S0. This estimate of cost apparently includes something for hauling the lumber cars westward empty.

The Montreal ice carnival is to be frozen out. so to speak. According to a press despatch from St. John, N. B.. the holding of Ice
and snow sports and all kinds of winter carnival attractions in
Canada is to be frowned upon systematically by the railroads, their
reason being that the advertising of these things gives the idea
that Canada is "a mere frozen fringe north of the states." The
Idea may have a bad effect upon immigration. The passenger trafBc managers of the Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk are reported
as declaring that they will refuse to advertise the events and will
grant no special rates.

From reimrts printed In New York City it would seem that
claims received by railroads for damage to butter and eggs have
recently become so numerous as to be a serious burden both to
the railroads and to the tradesmen; and a committee, representing
merchants, in a communi<'ation to the Pennsylvania Railroad, declares that the trouble is due to the general use of air-brakes and
automatic couplers. This statement, interpreted, means, no doubt,
that the trouble is due mostly to the rough handling of cars in
switching, which has been made possible by the introduction of
the Improvements named.

$25,000;

At a hearing before the New York State Public Service Commission at Albany this week, on the question of making the fares
on the New York Central more uniform, officers of that road an-

make the rates on the Hudson division
uniformly. 2'j cents a mile.
The shortdistance rates on this division are now somewhat variable, though
mostly not much above 2 cents a mile; but from New York to
Albany. 142 miles, the fare through is $3.10. or nearly 2.2 cents a
mile. Between Albany and Buffalo local fares are limited to 2 cents
a mile by law. but the fare through to Buffalo is at a higher rate.
It was stated that the tariff for the new increased rates on the Hudson division had already been printed, but it appears that no order
has been Issued fixing the day for putting it into effect. Under its
charter the road may char.2;e as high as 3 cents a mile on the
Hudton division. Vice-President C. F. Daly said that the Central
would abolish mileage tickets were it not for the competition of other
nounced their intention
(New York to Albany)

to

roads.

The New York Slate Public Service Commission. Second dishas dismissed the complaint, made by a representative of a
brotherhood against the Erie Railroad, alleging that not enough
men were employed on certain passenger trains. On the trains
in question there is in each case one brakemau. acting as rear flagman, and one porter. It appears that the porters are negroes.
The railroail ilaimed that the porters were competent to act as
roar flagmen in case of need, and the Commission sustains this
position.
The decision, by Chairman Stevens, declares that the
complaint does not aver an Insufficient number of trainmen and.
therefore, that it can be entertained only as a complaint against
The only evidence supporting this
the competency of the men.
charge is that one porter, last February, said that he had not passed
an examination in flagging. But the General Manager of the road
declares that now the colored trainmen-porters are competent to
trict,

—
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discharge all of the duties of brakemen, and as this testimony
uncontradicted the Board dismisses the complaint.
Traffic Versus

Main Line

is

IVIileage.

Commerce Commission, had

Chairman Knapp, of the Interstate
occasion to remarlv recently on the unequal increase this country
is witnessing in the amount o: traffic and the railroads' facilities
He estimated that whereas each of the past few
for handling it.
years has seen an increase in the country's traffic of about 12 per
cent., the railroads have grown in the same time at an average
It is freely predicted by authorities that
rate of only 2 per cent.
the United States will find its industrial prosperity seriously retarded at no very distant date unless the transportation problem
given more liberal attention.
Below is a list of 14 important railroads whose tracks extend
generally over all sections of the United States, with the amount
of freight handled by each of them in the five years from 1902 to

25 miles. The railroad route is rather roundabout, but even so,
the engine ought to have a great advantage over the horses when
it comes to a comparison of actual strain on the tender drawbar.
From Peekskill north to Dutchess Junction by the New York Central the distance is 16 miles, and thence east by the New Haven
The five teams were gone
to Danbury it Is 46; total, 62 miles.
from home a week.

is

Reliable News.

We take no stock in the rumor that it is the South Manchester
Railroad that is negotiating for the Boston & Maine. Hartford
Couranl.
The "Continental" Whistling

Is

1906 inclusive:

Number

of tons, in thousands, of revenue freight carried:
22,454
13,048
15,356
14,788
15,394
36,355
43.570
363,955
65,216
24,553
23,518
9,392
25,641
20,259

19,360
11,204
13,036
12,894
13,515
31,561
42.861
333,011
56,322
21,041
20,973
8,365
23,148
18,321

1904.
18.509
10,264
13,283
13,195
13,567
29,835
36,379
284,619
50,964
21,429
20,733
7,781
22,420
17,560

093,499

625,582

560,528

1906.

Southern racllic

Inion Pail lie
Northern Pacific
Atchison
Rock Island
Erie
N T. Central
Pennsylvania
Baltimore & Ohio
Louisville & Nashville
Southern
Atlantic Coast Line
Illinois Central

New Haven
Total

190.5.

1903.
17,163
9,657
12,791
12,980
10,597
31,645
38,081

now

is

possible

to

ling post.

1902.

The "Continental" whistling

7,674
21,881
•17,350

567,062

512,020

•Estimated.

The revenue freight hauled by these roads increased from 512.020,000 tons in 1902 to 693,499,000 tons in 1906, or about 181,479,000
This is an increase of 35.4 per cent., or an average for each
tons.
of the four years of nearly 9 per cent. A complete tabulation of
every ton of freight carried by all roads, large and small, would
probably show a larger percentage than this, owing to the new
traffic originated by smaller systems in territory recently opened up.
How the railroads endeavored to keep pace with their growing
business is shown by the two tables below. Operating a total mileage of 64.256 miles in 1902. they increased this in four years to
This is an increase of 11.6 per cent., as com71,748, or 7,492 miles.
pared with the growth of 35.4 per cent, in

Carne^/e T/G
Let ters ^'Sf!ee!
/ron.

post has been designed to reduce
the
high cost of maintenance; to give longer life
to the post and to keep th,e
first cost as near that of the
wooden post as possible. A
light "T" iron is bent in an
arch shape, the long ends of
the "T" forming Uie legs of
The letters are
the post.
stamped from sheet iron
and riveted or bolted to the
stems of the "T" near the
top of the post. A bar riveted between the legs at the
bottom of the post acts as
an anchor when the post Is
set In concrete or in the

ground.

The claims

It

Erie

New York

Central

Pennsylvania
Raltlmore & Ohio
l/oulsville

&

Nashville

Southern
Atlantic Coa.st Line
Illinois Central

New Haven
Total

71,748

•Ksllmoted.

71,033

It

1904.
9,024
5,352
5,262
8,179
7,205
2,150

190.3.

8,842
5,762
6,111
7.965

1902.
8,757
5,710
5,019

2,152
3,422
3.663
3,935
3,491
7.129
4,138
4,292
•2,047

3.909
2,153
3,319
3,663
3.233
3,444
6,743
4.138
4,276
2,037

69,750

67,528

64,256

5,57!)

Street Journal.

York,

New Haven

& Hartford between East Hartford, Conn., and Vernon,

10 miles, is

Highland division of the

New

now

traversed both by steam trains and by electric cars, the latter
being those of the Connecticut Company.
The principal termini
of the electric company's line are Hartford and Rockville. The company will continue to operate the single-track electric line along
the highway, parallel to the New Haven road, but the cars running
over the New Haven tracks will fiirni.sli a faster service. Overhead
trolley wires have been strung along the sleam tracks, and this part
of the road

has been pqulpped with automatic block

.signals.

outlive

Wrougfrf/rvnSar

of

the

years.

reduce

paint used
maintain the posts by
least 75 per cent.
of

the
to

at

reduce

the
amount of time necessary
properly maintain the
to
posts by at least 75 per cent.
The letters will be silhouetted against any background in winter or summer.
It

7.85.5

3,490
3,670
3,980
3,679
7.164
4,192
4,340
2,057

—Wall

line of the

will

amount

Overhead Trolley on the Highland Division.

The

will

made

wooden post by many

lliles

Southern Pacific
fnion Pacific
Northern PaclHc
Atchison
Udck Island

for this post

that being
structural steel:

are

traffic.

Operated.
1906.
1905.
0,lfll
9,137
5,403
5,3.57
5,401
5.314
8,433
8,305
7,231
7,218
2,150
2,150
3.774
3,783
3,756
3,695
4,025
4,029
4,205
4,101
7.373
7,198
4,.306
4.327
4.423
4,373
2,056
2,087

Post.

replace the familiar white tombstones
with their black "W" and "R" that appear along our railroads at
crossings and cuts by a durable, cheap and attractive steel whistIt

lr,.lM,

8,590
11,080
11,596
8,245
27,697
35,599
269,512
49,476
18.320
16,811
3,147
19.096
17,145

295,120
52,249
20,677
19.197
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will

Snow
against

cannot

drift

it.

Letters can be held in
stock and new ones attached
to a post at any time.
The "Continental" Whistling Post.
In
weather
and
all
under all conditions it will be efficient as a warning to the engineer.
This device is the invention of E. D. Hillman, Mechanical Engineer of the United States Metal & Manufacturing Company, New
York, which Is shortly to put the post on the market.

A Two-Cent Fare
The Supreme Court

of

Railway Commission made

in

Canada.

Canada has sustained the order of the
la-st directing the Grand Trunk

in .July

Railway, as required by the terms of its charter, to run at least
one train daily each way between Toi-oiito and Montreal carrying
liiissengrrs at a third class fare of 2 cents a mile.

Old-Fashloned Interstate Commerce.
Elaterlte Car Roofing.

Charles W. Ellison, of IVckFkill |N. 'S'.l seni his learns with
five loads of furniture to Danbury, Conn., during the bad spell of
weather a week or so ago. It was a tedious drive, as the roads
were In bad condition. The furniture was taken in this way overland, because suih freight is used so roughly on the cars that even
at greater cost and the Inconvenience of this mode of transportation, It was preferable to having it smashed to pieces on the cars.
Nothing is handled with care any more on the New York Central.
Hiahtand Democrat.
The distance between Peekskill and Danbury In an air line

—

Elaterile car roofing consists of a solid body of elastic, nondrying "Elaterlte" cement, reinforced In the middle with two layers
of imported India burlap, and with an asphalt saturated wool-felt
back. The top surface Is finished with flake mica.
It is put up In
rolls of one square, .12 in. wide and 40 ft. long, or any length desired.
No painting Is required. The makers say that it is being
\ised principally on western roads under severe conditions of torsion on curves and grades, where sudden, extreme changes In temperature occur and high winds and dry atmosphere prevail. An-

—
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other advanUKe claimed In iu renlntance to flro. In loa-r altitude*
and with greater humldltv th<- rt-Hultn are cot
better.
It la made by the Weaurn Klaterllu UooHuk Co
whoae
product aliio Includva hlKli-^rad*- roollOKB for n.....
and for
all other claaiiea of railroad and Reneral uho; "Elatrrite" palntu for
metal preservation and (or heati-d BurfaceH: "Werco" cement for
coating prepared roofing, and "Werco" waterprooflng cement for
ma«onry and concrete atructures.
.

.

.

Driving

It

in

niiiul

dl.s(|iialinp<l him l)erause he belonged to an associaBear In
of stoves on the consumer.
a spring bed factory in Atlanta made In 1908 a profit
of 141.000. on an Investment, as sworn to for taxation, of $30,000,
and that tiovernor Smith appointed lt:i pre.sldent a member of his
stair.
Bear In mind that lie appointed to the position of railroad
commUsiouer another gentleman who was the leading spirit in
building and operating a cotton factory in La Grange which. In
four years, on an Investment of $251,000, made $370,000. Bear In
mind tiiat a great portion of the profits of the above three factories
were secured by raising the prices of their prtiducts after the freight
rales were reduced. And then read again Candidate Hoke Smith's
declaration that "5 per cent. Is a handsome return" for those who
invest their money in railroad stocks and bonds, and that if he
were elected Governor he would bring down the railroad rates sufflclently to place the Income of railroad stockholders on the 5 per
cent basis. Ks-H. R. Comm. Joseph M. Brmcn, in AuguJita Chron-

mind

which raised the prices
that

icle.

INTERSTATE COMIVIERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Distribution of Cars to Shippers

— No

Fixed Rule.

The California Fruit Growers' Exchange and others attacked
the reasonableness of a regulation of the Southern Pacific to the
effect that In time of car shortage cars will be furnished to the
various shippers in proportion to the amount of fruit picked and
actually in the packing houses at the time of the demand for cars.
Prior to April, 1907, cars were distributed in proportion to the
season's business done by the various shippers. This so-called "cropholding rule" is still in force over the Atchison, but in the case of
the Southern Pacific has been displaced by the "house rule" to which
objection is taken.

The Commission declares that the situation as described cannot be adequately covered by any fixed, inelastic regulation. Although the crop-holding rule appears to work more perfectly to
the satisfaction of shippers and carriers, nevertheless the house
rule does not appear to be unduly discriminatory. The complaint
was dismissed.
Refusal to Reduce Transcontinental Rates,
In an opinion by Commissioner Clark in the case of the Railroad Commission of Oregon against the Chicago & Alton and others.
the Commission has refused to make a low rate from the East to
Oregon to compete with rates from California. The complainant
asked for a reduction in the rates on denatured alcohol to Oregon
Denatured alcohol is manupoints.. These rates are already low.
factured In California and is sold In the north Pacific coast cities
at a price which could be met by the eastern j)roduct only by reducing the transportation charges to nothing. An effort to place
denatured alcohol on a parity with proof spirits would lead either
to a large increase In the charges on the proof spirits of a practical
wiping out of the charges on the denatured article.
Such increase In the charges on the proof spirits, in the opinion
of the Commission, probably would render futile all effort to compete with the California product. The rates complained of were
not shown to be unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or unjustly
prejudicial.
The Commission therefore dismissed the petition.

Private Siding Connection Ordered.

The Commis.sion
Prouty, announced

also, in

its

Seaboard Air Line $150.

Minimum

now

legUlaturc hail
tion

tu iH' agretMl on, but do asreemcnt could be reached and a further
hearing was had. It In ordered that the Seaboard Air Line shall
conHtruct, by January 25, and maintain and upTate for two ye&ra
a 'smitch connection." • • • The awltch uned hhall be of the
value of not lens than $50; rails CO-lb., and tleii similar tx> thoM
In a certain side-track near point of connection; but only on condition that by December 20 the McRae Terminal shall pay the

Home.

that a stovu fuctury In Atlanta made in
1906 over $47,000 of proniH on an Invpntmenl, as sworn to for taxation, of |4G,47.'j. and that IJovernor Smith tondercd Its president
Uie position of railroad conimis.sioner despite the fact that the
liear
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an opinion rendered by Commissioner
McRae Terminal

decision in the case of the

Railway, McRae, Ga., against the Southern and the Seaboard Air
Line.
This is a supplemental report involving the installation of
a connecting track. The Commission decided that the complainant's application for physical connection to its line should be allowed as to the Seaboard Air Line, but not as to the Southern.
In its former report of this case the Commission left details

Carload Rate

The Commission haj< announced Its decision In the case of the
Pacific Purchasing Company against the Chicago * North-Western
and others. Complainant ordered several carloads of brass bedsteads to be delivered at Los Angeles from Kenosha, Wis. The
Initial road was unable to furnish a single car which would hold
the minimum weight of brass beds provided for in the tariffs and
instead thereof provided two small cars and this resulted In an
excess {'harge of 55 cents per 100 lbs. The Commission holds that
the complainant should be awarded reimralion. Where three connecting roads publish a joint tariff under which they hold themselves out to the public as prepared to transport commodities in
carload lots of a certain minimum magnitude at a lertain specifle<l
carriers are by their tariff allowed to charge no more
than the rate on such carload no matter what cars they may provide for its transportation except as the tariff in specific terms
provides certain minimum weights for carloads in cars of certain
lengths or capacity.
rate such

Penalty for MIsrouting

— Innocent Carrier Forbidden

to Participate

In an opinion by Commissioner Clements the Commission has
ordered reparation in the case of the Hennepin Paper Company
against the Northern Pacific and the Oregon Short Line, six carloads of paper having l)een misrouted by the carriers. The Commission says:
It is the duty of a carrier, in the absence of routing
instructions to the contrary, to forward shipments, having due
regard to the interests of the shipper, ordinarily by that reasonable and practicable route over which the lowest charge for the
transportation applies; and damage resulting to a shipper from a
disregard of this obligation by the carrier can only be repaired
by reparation to the extent of the difference between the higher
rate applied over the line by which the traflSc improperly moved
and the lower rate which would have been applied had the freight
been properly forwarded.
To require reparation in such a case is only to require the
carrier to make just compensation for injury resulting from failure
to perform its duty; but to require or permit any other carrier
than the one responsible for the misrouting to participate in the
making of such reparation would be to permit or require departure
from established rates, which is expressly forbidden by law.

Trouble With

Low

Rates from Crowder City.

In an opinion by Commissioner Clark the Commission has
decided 11 cases, most of them against the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas concerning a special low rate made on live stock from
Ci-owder City, Ind. T., to Kansas City. The rate was made temporarily, and because of competition, and the complainants ask to
have the same reduction made on shipments which were made by
themselves from points farther away than Crowder City. If they
had paid local rates to that point and then shipped at the special
reduced rate from there to Kansas City their total bill would have
been smaller than at the regular through rate. The Commission,
however, dismissed the complaints, holding that while a through
rate that is higher than the sum of the local rates between the
same points is prima facie unreasonable, it cannot be reduced to
equal such sum of locals except through lawful change in tariff.
The Commission also held that a specific through rate is the
lawful rate for a through shipment, even though some combination of rates may make lower, and carrier may not charge the
higher through rate upon one shipment and the lower combination rate upon another shipment of the same kind between the
same points at the same time.
The Commission further held from the facts disclosed in the
record that while a shipper may consign his shipment to a given
point, pay charges on same, assume custody and take possession
of the property, and, later, reship to another point under rates
lawfully applicable to such reshipment, neither a carrier nor an
agent of a carrier may act as forwarding or reconsigning agent
for a shipper In such manner as to evade or defeat the terms or
intent or purpose of the law, and that as no complaint is made
against the reasonableness of the specific through rates the demand for reparation is denied and the cases are dismissed.
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P. Jackson. Profes.sor of Electrical Engineering at the Penn.T.
sylvania State College, has been appointed Dean of the School of

—

Eastward Through the Storied Northtvest. This booklet, which
was written by Olin D. Wheeler, contains a description of the places
and regions through which the traveler passes on an eastward trip
from California over the Shasta Route of the Southern Pacific from
San Francisco north to Portland, thence over the Northern Pacific
from Portland, through Tacoma, Seattle and Spokane to Minneapolis
and St. Paul, including a side trip to Yellowstone Park. There
are many interesting photographs showing the mountains, the cities
and the country traversed. One of the most striking shows a wall

Engineering of the

college.

At a meeting on December 18 the directors of the New York
Air Brake Co., New York, decided to deter action on the quarterly
dividend, which has been 2 per cent, since 1899.

The Dominion Iron & Steel Company, Montreal, Que., has acquired control of the Cumberland Railway & Coal Company, which
owns coal deposits said to amount to 150,000,000 tons.

The Westinghouso Air-Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has declared
apparently 8 or 10 feet high of California geraniums, another a the usual quarterly dividends of 2i.V per cent, regular and 2\j, per
coasting party descending a glacier on Mt. Hood, and a third a cent, extra on the $11,000,000 capital stock. At the same time a
sheep range in Montana. There are several photographs of the stock dividend of 25 per cent, will be distributed.
Columbia river, wluch the Northern Pacific will traverse on comThe San Francisco, Cal., office and storeroom of the Independpletion of the Portland & Seattle. On the outside cover are yellow
been moved from 11 Front
California poppies. The book is issued by the passenger depart- ent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, has
ment of the Northern Pacific and contains a clear map of trans- street to larger quarters at 61 Fremont street, where a full line
continental territory with the route of the trip shown in heavy of Thor pneumatic tools and parts will be carried in stock.
lines.
It is an example of the best in railroad advertising.
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa., has been given the contract for electrifying a standard gage
Station Indicators. The Boynton Indicator Co., Bridgeport, road running from El Ora. Mex.. to mines nearby. The road will
Conn., has issued a pamphlet describing its 1908 models of indi- be operated by electric locomotives built by the Westinghouse comcators ufed for showing in large stations the time and destination pany and the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
of departing trains.
This company now makes three styles, the
W. M. Lalor. Electrical Engineer and Assistant to Vice-PresiTerminal Sr.. the Terminal Jr. and the Local. Patents have been apdent Dickinson, of the Bliss Electric Car Lighting Co., Milwaukee,
plied for on improvements which are embodied in the 1908 models.
Wis., has gone to Chili to supervise the installation of a number of
In the largest indicators 216 station names can be displayed. In
Bliss axle light equipments to new passenger cars of the Chilian
one style it is possible to show 25 station names. The Boynton
State Railroads and to secure additional business in South American
indicators have been in service for 25 years and the pamphlet gives
countries.
the names of a number of important roads to which they have
been furnished.
The works of the Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Waverly
Park, Newark. N. J., will be shut down from December 21, 1907, to
Electric Locomotives. Bulletin No. 4537, of the General Electric January 2, 1908, for the annual stock taking and repairs to plant.
Company, Schenectady, N. Y., deals with electric locomotives in Part of the office and shipping departments will, however, remain in
heavy passenger and freight work. The points taken up are: rating operation and therefore urgent orders for standard goods can be
and capacity, motor cooling by forced ventilation, eiflciency, main- promptly shipped during this period.
tenance, annual mileage and mechanical construction. An interesting
The Pantasote Co., New York, is putting on the market its new
table gives data on typical machines built by the company since 1894,
Agosote car head lining. This head lining is now made in England,
showing the operating voltage, horse-power, maximum tractive effort, but the
company expects soon to be able to supply ail orders from
etc.
The rest of the pamphlet consists of drawings and important the products of its own mill in this country. It is made in sheets
figures and charts showing speed, horse-power and tractive effort
Vs in., V,,, in. and Vi in. thick, and is furnished shaped to conform
of 11 engines in weight from 17 tons to 150 tons.
to the curves of the upper and lower decks.

—

—

—

Santa Fe Employees' Magazine. The second volume begins with
This magazine appears to be growing in
size and excellence.
A history of the motive power of the Santa
Fe constitutes the leading article. A Christmas at the Grand
Canyon is an entertaining account, by Sharlot M. Hall, of a Christmas spent at this wonderful place in wilderness days, reprinted
from Out West. Teamwork-Mail Department, The Gospel of Safety,
The Alleged Rebate Case, Reporting Engine Failures, The "Thrack"
Department, and Air-Brake Department are shorter articles.
the December number.

S. W. Midgley, formerly General Sales Representative of the
National Car Coupler Co., Chicago, has been made Western Representative of the Curtain Supply Co., Chicago, with headquarters in
Chicago.
Mr. Midgley succeeds R. F. Hayes, who takes charge of
the New York oflice, with the title of Eastern Manager, succeeding
A. L. Whipple, who recently resigned to go to another company.

racks, made by the Rostand Manufacturing Co., Milhave been specified for the 100 coaches being built for
the New York, New Haven & Hartford by the Bradley Car Works;
the 20 coaches for the Boston & Maine being built by the Laconia
Jfew Orleans, the Gulf Coast and Florida. The passenger deCar Co.; the 25 coaches for the Chicago & North-Western being
partment of the Louisville & Nashville publishes an exceedingly in- built by the Pullman Co., and the 30 coaches for the Central of
teresting and attractive pamphlet which contains descriptions and New Jersey
being built by Harlan & Hollingsworth. The company
half-tone reproductions of New Orleans and the towns along the builta new factory at Milford about two years ago and since reGulf. The Mississippi Sound winter resorts are comparatively little
moval there from New Haven several additions to the new plant
known, and the Illustrations In the pamphlet help convey an idea have been made. About
a year ago a brass foundry was added.
of their quaint charm.
This branch of the business has also increased so rapidly as to
require recent enlargement in facilities,
Tie Plates. "Economy" tie plates are shown in an 8Vi-tn. x
H. W. Clapp, special representative of the railroad engineering
11 In., 12-page pamphlet issued by the Spencer Otis Co., Chicago.
There are eight styles, all of rolled steel. They differ in the style and construction departments of the General Electric Company,
of ribbing or of corrugations on top. in the number and direction Schenectady. N. Y., is about to go to San Francisco, having been
of flanges on the l)ottom. and In the presence or absence of shoulders. appointed to an office in the electrical department of the Southern
Pacific.
An informal luncheon was given him at the Engineers'
Suggestions for punching the different styles are made.
Club, New York, on December 14, by officers of the General Electric
MeriroSl. Louis Special. This semi-weekly solid through Pull- Company, the New York Central & H\idson River, the Interborough
man train between St. Louis and the City of Mexico Is being adver- Rapid Transit, the New York City Railway and members and ofDuring
tised by a mailing card giving briefly the route, schedule and other ficers of several engineering firms and supply companies.
facl.'t.
The Interested lines are the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & the five and one-half years he has spent in New York, Mr. Clapp
8oulhern. the Texas & Paclflc, the International & Great Northern has been particularly concerned with the installation and operation
of rolling slock for the electrified part of the New York Central,
and the National Lines of Mexico.
and the cars for the Interborough Rapid Transit. He also equipped
"Universal" Portland Cement. Bulletin 43 of the Universal the car.s lor the WesI Jersey & Seashore. He Is a son of F. BoardPortland Cement Co., Chicago, Bhowg a number of Important engi- man Clapp, Managing Director of the Melbourne i.^u.stralia) Tramway & Omnibus Co. Before coming to America Mr. Clapp was for
neering works or structures In which this cement Is used.
four years Superintendent of Motive Power of the Brisbane Tram-

McCarthy

ford, Conn.,

—

—

—

—

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

way

Co.,

Brisbane, Australia.

The

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio, has opened a
branch offlce at 924-925 Pierce building, St. Louis, Mo,

The Wisconsin Engine

Co.. Corliss. Wis.,

contract for a 20,OU0,000-gal.
Oa.

has been awarded the

pumping engine by

the city of Atlanta,

Iron and Steel.

No

new orders

of rails for 1908 delivery have yet been
announced, although It Is understood thai negotiations are actively
under way for a large tonnage. The Pennsylvania has replaced

large
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I^ord Kelvin died in (ilasgow, Scotland, on
aeveral weeks illness.

Luman

V.
dli-d

Oeneral Solicitor of the

Parker.

December
St.

17

Louis

after

& San

Lehigh Valley.
-Vtir

\For date* of convrntioiu and reuular meetlnaa of railroad convanliont and
engineering tocieHc$, etc., tee advertising page 24.)

Railroad Club.

New York Railroad Club will be held
Engineering Societies. 29 West 39lh street.
December 20. Instead of the usual paper, there will be a smoker,
vaudeville entertainment and luncheon.
of the

at the building of the

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

if

Coal

Florida.^}. M. Wilkinson has been elected Third Vice-

—

of the Lehigh
of the Lehigh
England, has been elected President of the Lehigh &

.Veir Enf/land.
W. A. Lathrop, President
& Navigation Company and Vice-President

& New

New

England, succeeding W. J. Turner,
President and General Counsel.
Netc York. Neic Haven

<( Hartford.
the Board of Directors.

— C.

F.

who

will

become

Vice-

Choate has resigned from

Pere .Varqucfte.^W'iWiam Cotter, General Manager, has been elected
Pre.^ident. The temporary Board of Directors of the reorganized
company is as follows: George W. Perkins. H. F. Shoemaker,
George W. Young. W. T. Cross, E. H. Harriman, Charles Steele,
F. D. Underwood, G. A. Hlchanlson, George F. Baker. Norman
B. Ream, I. G. McCullough, Walter B. Horn, Allen Wardwell
and Thomas W. Joyce, all of New York, and Frederick W.
Stevens, of Detroit.

—

Portland •( Seattle. F. B. Clarke, formerly Traffic Manager of the
Great Northern, has l>Den appointed Assistant to the President
of the Portland & Seattle.

—

Piiltman Company. George F. Brown, Treasurer, has been retired
on pension after 3G years of service. K. Deramler, Assistant
Secretary and Assistant Treasurer, succeeds Mr. Brown. C. S.
Sweet. Secretary to the President, has been made Assistant to
the President.
R. C. Kelly has been appointed Assistant Treasurer.
Mr. Brown began work with the company in 1871 as
Assistant to the General Superintendent, following four years
in railroad service as Secretary and Treasurer to the Receiver
of the Memphis, Clarksville & Louisville, now part of the Louisville & Nashville, and then as agent in the freight department
He was successively Acting General
of the Illinois Central.
Superintendent, General Superintendent and General Manager
of the Pullman Company, and of late years he has been TreasHe is G4 years old.
urer.
Silver Pcafc.— The offlcers of this company are as follows;
President, G. T. Oliver, and Vice-President. William Flinn. t)oth with
General Manager, M. L. Efflnger, and
offlce at Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Freight and Passenger Agent, F.

Taylor has

D.

L.

Voorhees,

both

Peoria

been

appointed General

k Pekin Union.

— W.

W. Abbott has been appointed Trainmaster
J., succeeding G. W. Hardcastle. r«-signed.

at

—

Sorthern Alabama.

—

O. K. Cameron, chief train despatcher of the
Memphis division of the Southern, has been appointed Trainmaster of the Northern Alabama, with office at Sheffield, Ala..
succeeding J. Y. Hill, promoted. See Southern under engineering and roiling stock officers.

—

H. A. McCulloch. Assistant General Manager, has
resigned to become General Manager of the Guayaquil k Quito
in Peru.

—

Peoria A Pekin Union. R. H. Johnson, Superintendent of Freight
Terminals of the Chicago & North-Western at Chicago, has been
appointed General Manager of the Peoria & Pekin L'nion.

Quebec A Lake
Southern.

John.

St.

— See

Halifax

& Southwestern.

— R.

E. Simpson, Superintendent of the Spartanburg division, has been appointed Superintendent of the Asheville division, with office at Asheville. N. C, succeeding A. Raniseur.
resigned. The Spartanburg division will hereafter be operated
as part of the Columbia division, of which H. A. Williams is
Superintendent, with office at Columbia, S. C.
G. A. Bradley, Trainmaster at Atlanta, Ga., has been
appointed Superintendent of Terminals at that place, succeeding W. M. Deuel, promoted.

President.

Lehigh

— E.

York. Sew Haven A Harlford. A. R. Horn, Assistant Superintendent of the Western division, has l>een appointed Assistant
Superintendent of the New York division, sui'ceeding Andrew
Ross, transferred to the Harlem River terminal.
John B. Gallery, general yardmaster of the Northern Pacific
at Duluth, Minn., has been appoints Assistant Superintendent
of the Western division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, with offlce at Providence, R. I.

Pan-American.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The next meeting

Junction.

Halifax A Houthirettern. James Bain, Superintendent of the Quebec
k Lake St. John, has been appointed Superintendent of the
Halifax k Southwestern, with office at Bridgewater, N. S.
Jersey City, N.

Northwestern for 30 years, starting as brakeman In 1863 and
working up to Superintendent of the Iowa division. He resigned
this position In 1893 and bocanic General Manager of the Chicago
* South Side Rapid Transit Railroad the same year. The following
year he was made President and continued as such until October.
1895. when he was appointed Receiver of the property.
At the
termination of the recflversliip he was made General Manager of
the reorganized company, and in January, 1907. was elected also
President. He was V3 years old.

New York

lllair

Officers.

Bradley. Superintendent at Toledo, Ohio, has

F.

Athland i Weitern.
Manager.

Monday.

lu>it

18 miles long, connect-

resigned.

— See
—

k.

«(

Ann Arb'n. — W.

Chicago A Sorth-Westcrn.

M. liopkinii. I'resident and IJeneral .ManaRi-r of the South Side
Elevated RaHrond. t'hicaKo. died Dec. 7 of pneumonia. Prior to
his connection with the elevated railroad he was with the Chicago

Oeorgia

Operating

alMiul

OBITUARY NOTICES.

Francisco,

is

made

uc-rordInK tu thithe name aa
thoiio recomnifiidfd by lli«? Aiiirrlr&n Society of Civil Bngliieers.
The rnlon Pailflc Ih haUI to have nventered an order for 33,000
toDH for which reservation bad been made, and It Ih understood
that the Erie la In the market for 3S.0U0 tona.
riiiu,

tVntiHylvaiiln'H

'(^Z

with ofllc)- at Blair, Nev. The road
ing with the Tonopah k (ioldHeld at

l>*<-n

—

Southern Pacific. E. S. Luty. Trainmaster at Ogden. Utah, has been
appointed Trainmaster of the First district, including Ogden
yard, of the Salt Lake division of the Lines East of Sparks,
with office at Ogden, Utah. John McCarty, Trainmaster at
Mina, Nev., has been appointed Trainmaster of the Second district, including the Montello and Carlin yards, with office at
Montello, Nev. B. A. Campbell, Trainmaster at Sparks, Nev.,
has been appointed Trainmaster of the Third and Fourth districts, including the Winnemucca, Hazen and Sparks yards,
with office at Winnemucca. Nev. The office of Trainmaster at
Mina. with authority over the Sixth. Seventh and Eighth districts,

is

now

vacant.
Traffic Officers.

—

Chicago A Alton. W. L. Ross. General Freight and Passenger
Agent of the Toledo. St. Louis & Western, has been appointed
General Traffic Manager of that road and of the Chicago &
Alton.
The authority of George J. Charlton, General Passenger and Ticket Agent of the Alton, and of C. A. King, General Freight Agent of the Alton, has been extended over the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western.

—

Chicago, Koek Island A Pacific. H. S. Ray, Assistant General Passenger Agent at St. Louis, has been transferred to the Chicago
office, in charge of the .-Vdvertising Department, and his former
offlce has been abolished, effective January 1.
G. B. Albright.
Assistant General Freight Agent at St. Louis, has been appointed Assistant General Freight .\gent at Kansas City. Mo.,
succeeding K. M. Wharry, resigned to go to the Missouri Pacific
The authority of H. H. Embery, General Freight Agent of the
lines west of Missouri, has been extended to cover the line

from Kansas City, Mo.,

to St. Louis.

—

International A Great Northern. George D. Hunter, Assistant General Passenger and Ticket Agent, has been appointed General
Eastern Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at New York.
R. E. Lee. chief clerk in the passenger department, succeeds
Mr. Hunter, with office at Palestine, Tex.

Oregon

Short

Line.

— E.

E.

Buckingham, General Superintendent,
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has resigned

to

become General Manager

Omaha

South

of the

stock yards.
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The Toronto, Hamilton d Buffalo, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of November 1, has ordered one simple six-wheel switching
(0-6-0) locomotive, one simple ten-wheel passenger (4-6-0) locomotive, and one simple ten-wheel freight (4-6-0) locomotive from the

San Pedro, Los Angeles d Salt Lake.— Allen Walbauer, General Agent
of the freight and passenger departments at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Montreal Locomotive & Machine Company for March,
has resigned, effective January 1.
The specifications are as follows:
Toledo. St. Louis d Western. See Chioago & Alton.
(icncral Dimensions.

1908, delivery.

—

Engineering and Rolling Stock

T^pe of locomotive... 10 wheel freight.
i;4«,000 lbs.
Weight total
141,000 "
Weight on drivers ...

Officers.

—

Canadian Xorthern. G. S. McKinnon has been appointed Assistant
Master Mechanic, with office at Winnipeg, Man.

— Wayne

A. Clark, Assistant Engineer, has
been appointed Chief Kngineer, succeeding Robert Angst, de-

Duluth d Iron Range.
ceased.

Manistee d Xortheastern.—E. H. O'Neil has been appointed to the
new office of Assistant to the General Superintendent.
Central d Hudson River.— F. E. Paradis has been appointed to the new office of Engineer of the Western district,
with office at Buffalo. N. Y., in charge of new construction
B. A. Cunningham and F. F. Gordon
w^est of Minoa, N. Y.
have been appointed Assistant District Engineers at Buffalo,
District Engineer at Syracuse.
Assistant
and D. K. Van Ingam,
A. M. Holcomh, Resident Engineer at Syracuse, has been appointed Engineer of the Eastern district, in charge of the
construction between Minoa and Richland, with office at Albany.
R. P. Horton and R. E. Dougherty have been appointed Assistant Engineers of the Eastern district. Mr. Paradis and
Mr. Holcomb will report to F. B. Freeman, Engineer of ConThe appointments are
struction, whose office is at New York.

New York

effective

January

1.

Diameter of drivers

.

00

.

19

Cylinders
Boiler, tvpe

In.

Ext.

maker

in.

wagon

Ext.

top.

2 in.
14 ft.

l.'j

tt.

%

121.000 "
51 in.
19 in. x 26 in.
Straight top.
180 lbs.

top.

200 lbs.
330
Nat'l Diamond,
2 in.

2.'J0

Nafl Diamond,
2 In.
lift.

in.

*

102 In.
102 in.
33 In.
65Vi in.
Carnegie Steel Co. Carnegie Steel Co. Carnegie Steel Co.

90
41

width
"

x 20

wagon

li).5,UO0 lbs.

Diamond.

.

material tubes.
diam. tubes ...
length tubes ...
"
stavbolts
Fiielxix, length

294,000 lbs.
183,000 "
73 in.
20 in. x 20 in.

200 lbs.
279

wlig stm press.
number tnl>es.

"

6-whl. switching,

10-whl. passenger.

in.

grate area ..
rieating surface, total.

in.
in.

.I.OOIJ

Coal capacity

9

23.4 sq.
1,020.0 sq.

4G.0s(i. fl.
fl.
5,."i00 gals.

27.:i sq. ft.
sq. ft.

2.791.0 sq.

2.1.-.7.(l

Tank caparitv

gals.
tons.

9 tons.

Special Equipment.
WestingUouse.
Westinghouse.

Air brakes

Iliiiiiniond openlieai-Ih steel.

Axles

Balance valve
Bell ringer
Boiler lagging

Si

ft.

Westinghouse

Scotia Steel
Co.

Richardson.
Gollmar.
Gollmar.
ct'nal magnesia. Sect'nal magnesia.

also straight air.
Steel
Co.

Nova Snotia

Simplicity.
.\sbestos.

Monarch.
Monarch.
Monarch.
American Brake-Shoe & Eonndry Co.
Climax.
Climax.
Climax.

Brake-beams
Brake-shoes
Couplers
Headlight
Injector
.lournal bearings

Nova

ft.

gals.
5 tons.

3,.')00

....

Butfalu.

Buffalo.

Buffalo.

N;Uhnn.

Nathan.
Canadian bronze.

Nathan.
Canadian bronze.

Canadian bronze.

Ilayden.
Hayden.
Piston rod packings...
Ilayden.
Walschaert.
Valve gear
Hayden.
Hayden.
Valve rod packings . .
Hayden.
Ha.yden.
Hayden.
Hayden.
Safety valves
Wilson.
Wilson.
Sanding devices
Wilson.
Nathan.
Nathan.
Sight feed lubricators.
Nathan.
Springs
Montreal St'l Wks. Montreal Sp'g Co. Montreal Sp'g Co.
Star.
Steam gages
Star.
Star.
Steam heat equipment
Gold.
.

Trainmaster of the Northern Alabama, has
been appointed Engineer of Maintenance of Way of the Southem, with office at Birmingham, Ala.

Southern.— J. Y.

Hill,

Special Officers.

who
and
In

charge of similar work.

L. J. Smith, Kansas City, Mo., has ordered two four-wheel
(0-4-0) switching engines, cylinders 15 in. x 20 in., with both saddle
tank and trailing tank, from the Davenport Locomotive Works.
These locomotives are equipped with two 9yo-in. Westinghouse
pumps, one on each side, and special air capacity for both automatic
and straight air-brakes, as well as for pneumatic dumping device

dump

rows flexible staybolts in breaking zone.

CAR BUILDING.
The Neio York, New Haven d Hartford has ordered 100
senger coaches from the Bradley Car Works.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

for

Four

— Ivy

L. Lee, of the firm of Parker & Lee, New York,
have been acting as publicity agents of the Pennsylvania
other roads, is to go to the Pennsylvania on January 1

Pennsyliania.

cars.

pas-

The Havana Central is said to have ordered fifty 36-ft. box cars
of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing
Co.
lip to the time of going to press we have not been able to confirm this item.
The Barrett Manufacturing Company, Chicago, is said to have
ordered 40 tank cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the Cambria Steel
Company. Up to the time of going to press we have not been able
to confirm this item.

The Tehuantepec National is said to have ordered three bagThe Porto Rico Railway Company, through J. G. White & Co.,
pasNew York, have ordered three 10-wheel (4-6-0) locomotives from gage cars, two first class passenger cars and five third classgoing
senger
cars from the Pullman Company. Up to the time of
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
to press we have not been able to confirm this item.
Oeneral Dimensions.

90,000 lbs.
80,000 "
in. jc 22 In.
44 In.
Straight top

Weight, total
Weight on drivers
Cvlinders
Diameter of drivers
Boiler, type
diameter

in our advance sheet of Decemhas ordered 20 vestibule coaches from the Laconia Car Company for May and June, 1908, delivery. These cars will have a
seating capacity for 72 passengers, will weigh 80.000 lbs., and will
•„„ ,!.°'
"
160 lbs.
steam pressure
measure 59 ft. 2 in. long and 9 ft. wide, inside measurements, and
l.OnO sq. ft.
Heating surface, total
68 ft. 2^2 in. long over coupling line, 10 ft. 2V* In. wide over eaves
1 meter.
(iage
and 14 ft. 4 in. high over all. The todies and underframes will be
The Tehuantepec National has ordered eight simple consolida- of wood. The special equipment includes:
tion (2-80) oil burning locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Commonwealth
Bolsters
^
Buffalo
Works.
Brake-beams
American Broke-Shoe & Foundry Co.
Brake-shoes
General Dimenalons.
17

Consolidation
134,000 lbs.
118,000 "
20 In. x 26 In.

Type of locomotive
W'elKht, total

Weight, on drivers
Cylinders
Diameter of drivers
Boiler,
"

B6

type

working steam pressure

"
"
"

heat Ing surface, total
numb<T of tubei
diameter uf lubes
ienglh tif tubes
Firebox, length
Firebox, width
Grate area
Tank capacity
(ill capacity

In.

Beloalre
180 lbs.
1,847 sq. ft

289
2

In.
In.

13 ft 8
lOTJt "
33% "

24.94 sq. ft.
4.000 gals.
2,000 gals.

The Boston d Maine, as reported

ber

11,

Westinghouse

Brakes
Brasses
Couplers
Curtain fixtures
Curtain material
Door fastenings
Doors
Draft rigging
Dust guards
Heating system

Boston

& Maine standard
Tower
Forsyth
Pantasote

Boston
Boston

& Maine standard
& Maine standard
Gonid
Flexible

Chicago-Vapor
IMntsch

T>lght
I'aint

& Maine standard
Gould
Wakcdeld Co., [ioston
Commonwealth, four-wheel
Gould
Boston

Platforms
Seats

Haywood

Trucks
Vestibules

Bros,

ft

Wheels

MIdvale-AIIen

Bpecial Hquipmenl.

WostlnghouBC

Air brakes
Couplers
Hendllghts

.lanney

Pyle National electric

bearings
Plaion rod parkings
Valve rod packings
.Safety vnlve
HandlnE devlcea
Hltrht-feed

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Sellers

Injector
.lournal

lubricators

Steam gages
Tires, driving wheel

Phosphor bronze
Swain

SwaIn
CrOSbT
LeRch
Michigan
Ashcrott
Latrobe

—

Ai.EXANimiA, I.1A. Local reports say that work will be
this month on the union passenger station hero.

—

begun

Atlanta, (Ja. The Georgia Railway & Electric Company has
asked permission to replace the present bridge over the Western *
Atlantic with a new structure.

—

DCCZMBCB
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O.it.— The Canadian Paclflc wtll probably build
a new dock In froot of Its paHiu-nK«r Rtallon here next year.
Huitr Aariii-B,

PoKT

Hi'au.'f,

Mini.

— The

Crand Trunk

abopii here are to be

enlarged.
Wi.x.'tiFca. Ma.x.— The Canadian Northern, It Is aald, U to put
up a power bouae at Fort Rouge, to cost |25,000, and a foundry

lo cost

130.000.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New
AK111.AM1

ft

Incorporations. Surveys, Etc.

\Vi:.>>ii.u.N.

— Sfo

I.oritlii,

Aiihiand

A Southern.

—

UdST'iN Ki.KVATiiii.
ThiH company during tho yoar buili two
mllen of lliif from (tuild Btn-ct to a iK)int n<-ar Forest Hills. Hoslon.
Surveys are under way from Sullivun square. Charlestown. to
Maiden, about three miles.

—

British Coli'mbi.! ( Electric
This company. It Is said, has
bought the charter for a proposed electric line to run from Vancouver. B. C, south to Blaine. Wash., about 40 miles. Thla is to
form part of a proposed electric line from Vancouver south to
Seattle. Wash.
R. H. Sperling, Superintendent. Vancouver, B. C.
.

)

—

Ca.nauia.v Nortiiebx. The connecting line from Brandon. Man..
via a point on the Hartney Junction-Vlrden line south of Virden
west to Regina. Sask., 173 miles, was offlcially opened on Decem-

765

—

Canadian Pacific. An extension of the Pheasant Hills branch
In operation from Strassburg, Assin., north and west to
Saskatoon. The Canadian Pacific therefore now has a line from

now

Winnipeg, Man., west via Kirkella, Assin.,

CANANtA, YAtjfi River & Pacific.

to

— See

Saskatoon.

Southern

—

Chesapeake & Ohio, Contracts have been let
& Co., of Clifton Forge. Va.. and work

Paclflc.

to

Carpenter,

is

now under

Frazier, Haley

the Coal River Railway from Peytona, W. Va.. northeast to Racine, two miles; Madison southeast to Laurel, 12 miles;
Laurel, southeast to Sang, five miles, and a branch from Laurel
northeast live miles.

way extending

—

CmcAuo. Milwaukee & St. Paul. Work, it Is said, has been
company elevating its tracks in the south side of
The cost of the Improvements will be between $500,000

started by this

Milwaukee.

and J750.000.
Chicago, Rock I.slaxd &
Springs say that this company

—

Reports from Colorado
preparing to build into Denver.
At present its trains reach that city over the Denver & Rio Grande
and the Union Pacific, usihg the track of the Rio Grande between
Denver and Pueblo, 119.60 miles, and over the U. P. between DenPacikic.

is

ver and Limon, ^9.7S miles.
It is said that between Denver and
Colorado Springs preliminary surveys have been made, although the
the
company
officers of
refuse to confirm the report. Options are
being secured on land in Denver for terminal grounds.

Coal Rivek.

— See

Chesapeake & Ohio,

—

De.web, Nobth-Western & Pacific. This road has been extended from Kreminling, Colo., west to Yarmony, 19.7 miles. Work
Is under way by Orman & Crook, of Denver, Colo., extending the
road from Yarmony to Steamboat Springs, tj8 miles. Steamboat
Springs is about 340 miles from Salt Lake City. The road is now
built from Denver, 147 miles west.

—

Georgia Roads (Electric). According to reports from Atlanta.
a number of residents of that place in conjunction with B. F.
Yoakum arc planning an electric line from Atlanta south to Albany,
180 miles.

—

Indiana Roads. A number of St. Louis and eastern capitalists
are planning to build a through line from Terre Haute, Ind.. southwest via Chester, 111., to a point in Missouri, 100 miles west of
Chester, about 285 miles, through an oil and fruit and coal section
The jilans include securing control of existing lines
in Illinois.
from Mount Vernon, 111., southwest to Chester, about 60 miles,
also a line in Missouri about 60 miles long, and to build 125 miles
from Mount Vernon northeast to Terre Haute, and about 40 miles
in Missouri.
Industriah of Lorain.

— See

Lorain, Ashland

(Nkw York

& Southern.

City).

* Soathern.

.

:

Los

AN(i>:i.i:H ft

Rhomkj

(Ei.tcrBic).

formerly a steam railroad, during tho

— Tl-

which was

K.64 miles
of road, as follows: from 4Slh htrec-t and L.islon to Arlington avenue, 1.74 miles; from Los Angeles tu Strawberry Park,
6.9 miles.

Maxi.stiqie Railway.

last

t

— This

of railroad In Michigan, has
sidings and spurs.

company, which operates 52 miles
during the past year added 32 miles of

— See

ME.\icAN-P.iciric Coast.

Southern

Paclflc.

Minneapolis ft Rainy Riveb.— This company Is building with Its
own forces an extension from Big Fork. Minn., north to Second
Crossing, 11 '.j miles. Grading is flnished for 9.2 miles.
MiNNEAi-OLis, St.

way by Foley

Bros..

Pall
Larsen

ft
ft

—

Ste. Marie. Work is under
on the extension from Brooten,

Satlt
Co.,

Minn., north to Duluth, 1S9 miles.

—

Minnesota Transfer Railway. This company, operating a terminal switching road of 67 miles for railroads entering St. Paul
and Minneapolis, during the year added 11.89 miles of side tracks.
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas.

— See
—

Southern

Pacific.

Nebraska, Kansas ft Southern. Surveys are reported made
by this company from Stockton, Kan., southwest to Garden City,
165 miles. Rights of way have been secured in Finney and Hodgeman counties and work will shortly be started In Ness county.
Surveys are to be continued northeast to Superior, Neb., 80 miles.
Construction work will be started on this end of the line when
work is well under way on the section from Stockton to Garden
City.
F. T. Burnham, Secretary, Beloit, Kan.
See Nebraska, Kan(March 15, p. 387.)
sas & Southwestern.

—

Pacific & Idaho Northern. Surveys are being made for an extension from Evergreen, Idaho, east to Roseberry, 35 miles.

—

Portland & Seattle. Contract let to Siems & Shields, of St.
Paul, Minn., for building a 10-mile section of this road from Vancouver, W'ash., south to Portland, Ore. Work is now under way.

—

Port Simpso.v & Skefna Ri\xr. Under this name a company is
being formed by Colonel C. J. Prior, of Victoria, B. C, and associates
to build a line from Port Simpson, B. C, east to a point on the
Skeena river, about 200 miles.

—

Southern Pacific Morgan's Louisiana & Texas is building
from Lafayette. La., to Baton Rouge, 52 miles; from Eunice to
Mammau, 10 miles, and from Bayou Sale to South Bend, 10 miles.
An officer of the Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific writes that
this company during the year built about 102 miles in Sonora.
Work is now under way from Cumuripa, Sonora, north to the International boundary, 345 miles; from a point on the Naco-Cananea
line at Del Rio. Sonora, northwest to Nogales, 75 miles, and from
Xacozari, Sonora, south to Rio Yaqui. 108 miles.
The Mexican-Pacific Coast Railway under a concession granted
this company is building from San Bias, Sinaloa, southeast to Guadalajara. 650 miles.
The new double-track Bay Shore cut-off has been formally
opened.
The new line runs from San Bruno. Cal., north to San
Francisco, 9.84 miles, and has easy grades.

—

W'abash. This company has completed work changing the
alinement and grading on ita line over the Sangamon river east
of Decatur. 111., and the second-track has been put in use. The
work, which was very heavy, included a fill requiring the moving
of 700. UOi) cu. yards of earth; also a concrete bridge 654 ft. long
and 84 ft. high with four arches. This work is part of the plan to
double-track the entire line between St. Louis and Chicago.

—

This company
during the past year, on its subway division, has added .375 miles of
new line, from 221st street to 230th street, on Broadway. The company has under construction 3.51 miles, as follows: from 230th
street on the Broadway division to Van Cortland Park, one mile;
from Bowling Green in the Borough of Manhattan to Atlantic avenue
The work is being done
in the Borough of Brooklyn. 2.51 miles.
by the Rapid Transit Subway Construction Company.
iNTERiioRoiuH Rapid TRANSIT

Lorain, Ashland

L^aAiN, AxiiLA.xD A SofTHEBN.— The lyoraln k Ashland, organized by Joseph Ramsey, Jr
and a.-worlniHg u> build a line from
Lorain, Ohio, south via V,
cjhlo river, of which 22
miles from Lorain was
is said to have secured
control of the Ashland k
jg a road from Ashland.
Ohio, southeaiit to CuKtalu^a, 2:> uiilcB. This road is to be consolidated with the Industrial Railroad of I^rain and the Lorain ft
Ashland under the name of the Ixirain, Ashland ft Southern. The
consolidated company will have $3.ijOU.OOO capital. About $1,000,000
Is to be spent In extensions, terminals and equipment next spring.
The new line Is to form part of the proposed line from Lorain
south to the Ohio river. (Oct 4, p. 403.)

ber 11.

Is

8m

Lakain * Asnut-tD.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

The directors have declared the regular
semi-annual dividend of 3 per cent, on the $47,537,600 outstanding common stock. The dividend will be paid in certificates of
indebtedness bearing 4 per cent, interest. Each holder of 33%
shares of common stock will receive $100 in 4 per cent, cer-

Atlantic Coast Line.

.
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Non-interest-bearing certificates will
of Indebtedness.
be issued in fractional amounts, which will be exchangeable for
4 per cent, certificates of indebtedness when presented at the
Safe Deposit & Trust Co. of Baltimore in amounts of $100. The
trust company will, if notified before January 6, buy fractional
amounts only, at 75 per cent, of their face value, or will sell
at the same price sufficient fractional amounts to make up the
tificates

amount

required

of |100.

—

The July, 1907, interest on the $2,000,000 consolidated mortgage 5 per cent. 30-year bonds was paid
preceding serai-annual interest payThe
two
December
10.
on
ments were similarly delayed.

Chicago, Peohi.\ & St. Lor is.

cent,

•

—

Yoiuv Ckntual & Hrosox Riveu. The general balance sheet,
as of September 30, 1907. shows loans and bills payable of $25,192,000. as compared with $8,154,000 at the same time in 1906,
while in 1905 and in 1904 the amount was less than $3,000,000.
The $25,000,000 three-year notes issued February 1, 1907, are
probably included under this head. The special improvement
fund was $1,282,488, which compares with $881,720 last year.
The (ost of road and equipment is given as $214,369,320, an increase of $11,914,431, and securities owned. $154,596,380, an increase of $4,733,654. The Ijonded debt remains the same while
the capital stock outstanding amounts to $178,632,000, as compared with $149,197,800 last year. The surplus on hand was
$14,707,483, a decrease of $2,140,979.
The following are statements of the income account, partly
estimated, for the quarter and the year ending December 31,

$100,400
inc.

Net earnings
Other income

$l,2o6,80O

Gross Income
First charges

Dec.

$1,

and taxes

1907:

975,:;00

Qllilitii- Eiidinil 111,:

Surplus

(Jross

6

.$:;;j.4:;,s.7ii(j

(7ti.'J4

it

Inc

$211,200

$2,968,000

)

989.300
3,957,300

Surplus

.'ii324,50O

Dec.

$219,100
47,100

Net earnings
Other Income

*10,843.<>OO
S.loii.ooo

Gross Income
First charges and taxes

.S15.!t4:t.iniu
8.i;41.(;iio

$778,100

Inc.
"

$2,473,800
1,499.400

:tl,

Inc.

$284,900

Dec.

$613.500

1907

6.925,300

$376,100

'•

1,978.700

Dec. $1,163,900

—

MiriiioAN Ck.nth.m,. The regular semi-annual dividend of 3 per cent,
and an extra dividend of 2 per cent, on the $18,738,000 stock
havo been declared, payable January 29.
The following tables show the income results, partly estimated, for tiie .six months and the year ending December 31.
1907:
Slmillm KnOing /he. 31.

1!I07.

$14,752.4uii

ICxpenses (80.15 per cent.)

Net earnings

other Income
Gross Income
First chiirgMS and taxes
Available for dividend
Jiivldend C! per cent.)
Extra dividend (2 per cent.)

.

in,-,

427.3IHI

$2,928,800
287,600

$668,700
86,000

$3,216,400

$754,700

2,23.">,7O0

25(!.(iO(i

$980,700

$518, loo

374,800

o3fi,n<io

f 43,800
Viiir HhiIIiiii

I>:

.fi.

l,823,liuii

1

$11,046,200
16,717,900

:il,

11107.

...

$28,5».

Inc.

$143,300

»fi,n(m.r,()0
4.3.51,2(10

and tnxe*

.

.

»1.124.2oO
a74.NOO
-

1.4t)9.ooo
«1 19,300

5(12.100
Inc.

|Utl,4UU

Dec.

is said,

—

per cent.

Pennsylvania.

— See

Pennsylvania Company.

—

Prnn.syi.vaniv Company. A semi-annual dividend of 4 per cent, on
the $60,000,000 stock has been declared, payable December 31,
making 7 per cent, for the year. In 1906. 6 per cent, was paid,
and In 1905 and 1904, 5 per cent. The company control.-^ the
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh and operates the Northwest System. All its stock is owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

—

lyotns, Kocky Mix nt.mn & Pacikic
The semianimal lulciest
on Ihe $7,000,000 5 per cent, first mortgage bonds of 1955, which
is due on January 2, will l»o paid on and after December 20.

— In

October the gross revenue of the Southern
$1. 200.0110 larger than in the correspondago. Operating expenses and taxes increased
$2.1100,000, so that there was a decrease in net revenue of $1,400,0(10.
In the four months ended October 31, gross revenue was
$7,000,000 larger, and net $2,200.(ioil suinller than in the same
Pacific

$1,618,300
.

it

NoinitEHX Pacific. With an increase of 11 miles operated, freight
earnings on the Northern Pacific (main system) decreased 1.3
per cent, in the month of October, as compared with October,
1906.
Mail and express earnings decreased 15.8 per cent. Passenger earnings increased 15.9 per cent., and gross earnings, 2.2

ing

Avallnbl" for dividend
Dividend lit |wr cent.!
Extra dlvlilend (2 per cent).

company,

—

SiK TiiEKN PaciI'Ic.

GroM Income

—This

NoHTii Ameukan Company. This company, through a subsidiary,
has bought the Laclede Power Company and the Edison Electric
& Illuminating Company, both of St. Louis, Mo. The North
American Company now controls all the light, power and street
railway companies of St. Louis.

St.

per cenl.)

$328,300

& SouTiiEKX.

has sold $700,000
three-year 6 per cent, collateral trust notes dated October 1,
1907. and due November 1, 1910, subject to call on any interest
day at 102 'o and interest, being part of an authorized issue of
$2,750,000.
It is also said that a syndicate has agreed to take
$1,000,000 more of these notes. The issue is secured on $1,000.000 first mortgage bonds; $2,040,000 first general mortgage
bonds, and $1,200,000 10-year 5 per cent, equipment trust notes.

$7,301,400

989,300

Earnings

$34,364,500
23,318,300

Available for dividend
Dividend (6 per cent.)

Surplus

*5.93(>,000
...

Surplus

«(j-

Uic.

"

$2,964,400
2,679,500

(iross income
First charges and taxes

NoKi-oi.K

$45,018,200
34,175,200

Available for dividends
Dividend (12 per cent.)
Extra divldenci (2 per cent.)

Dee.

Die. :U, 1907.

IJiKliiiii

Earnings
Expenses (75.91 per cent.)

KIrsI chargeti

$8,909,300
5,944,900

Expense (76.61 per cent.).

$4,281,800

Available for dividend
Dividend (i per cent.
Extra dividend (2 per cent.)

y««)-

.

Eiiiliiin

$8,716,800
4,435,000

Oross Income
and taxes

I

income

charges and taxes

Aviiilable for dividend
Dividend (1.50 per cent.)

$5,566,800
3.150,00U

KIrst charges

si

$2.84,900
1.452.

17.Sljl.9UU

per cent.)

Net earnings
Other income

i

Inc.

—

Sovtheh.n. The regular semi-annual di
per cent, and an extra dividend of 2 per cent, on t
$49,466,500 stock have been declared, payable January 29.
The following are the income results, partly estimated, f
the six months and the year ended December 31. 1907:
Six Mniithg Endinq Dec. 31. I'.IOT.

Earnings
Expenses

1907.

$24,712,500
19,644,600

.$44. .sou

Lake Shobe & Michiu.vx

Karnings
Expenses

M.

Earnings
Expenses (79.49 per cent.)

Arailabie for dividend
Dividend V- per cent.)

dend of

—

New

Year EHilimj Drr. :U

per cent.)

1905 6V4 per cent., and in 1904 SVt per cent.

cent., in

iLLixoLs Ce.ntkal. Arguments were heard this week before Judge
Bull in the Superior Court of Illinois on dissolving the injunction preventing the voting of the Illinois Central held by the
llailroad Securities Company and the Union Pacific. It was announced that Stuyvesant Fish has been given proxies for $180,500 of Illinois Central stock held by the Rothschilds.

payable January l.i, I'JOS. The company has been paying .}
per cent, annually on this stock for the last four years, paying
2 per cent, in January and 1 per cent, in July.
The income results, partly estimated, of the Lake Erie &
Western, including the Northern Ohio, for the year ending
December 31, 1907, are given below:

(7."i.."i:t

—

Rock Island & Pacific. A quarterly dividend of 1 per
on the $74,854,100 capital stock has been declared payable
January 2, 1908. In 1907 5^-2 per cent, was paid, in 1906 6 per

Chic.vgo,

Lake Erie & Westekn.— A dividend of 1 per cent, on the $11,840,000
6 per cent, non-cumulative preferred stock has been declared

Earnings
Kxpensts
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Company was

month a year

period In 1906.
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Last year when the outptit of the car and locomotive builders
the I'nited States and Canada was compiled, the returns indicated that in spite of the record breaking production of 1906 a still

Some

of the companies
orders on their boolts
for 1907 delivery for a greater number of cars than they had
built during 1906 and orders were being placed for delivery fiom
nine months to a year in advance. Last spring when the flnaucial
situation liecame acute and the railroads as well as the industrial
corporations began to feel the effects of hard times, it was generally
expected that many of the large orders for cars to be delivered
during the last months of the year would be cancelled. New orders
dropped off to very small figures, but few standing orders were

larger output would be recorded for 1907.

had

actually cancelled and the car and

unfilled

locomotive builders have con-

tinued through the year working practically to their full capacity.
In order to conipftie Ihe bii.siness situation at this time with the

business situation la.«i year, the builders were asked this year to
the number of unfilled orders on their books as compared
with the number of unfilled orders on their books a year ago.
Almost without exception both the car and locomotive builders in
the United States report a heavy falling off in orders and inquiries,
and many of them are running now on orders placed last spring
with no new work in prospect. One of the large locomotive buildstate

ing companies reported a falling off of 75 per cent, in orders, as
compared with last year. The Canadian car and locomotive builders
have not felt the effect of the disturbance in financial and business
conditions to any extent. All of the companies report as many
or more unfilled orders on their books now as they reported last
year.

returns from 36 car building companies in the United
not heard from)
give the total number of railroad cars built during 1907 as 289,645,
an increa.se of IP per cent, over the record breaking output of last
year.
This includes subway and elevated cars, but does not include electric street and intenirban cars. No estimate has been
made of the number of cars, both freight and passenger, built by
the railroads in their own shops. Of the total number of cars
built by manufacturers 284.188 were for freight service and 5,457
for passenger service; 280,216 were for domestic use and 9,429 for
export. The number of passenger cars built during the year shows
an increase of more than 70 per cent, over last year's output. About
Ofiicial
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Rulinics i-JS
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Canada (estimating two small plants

72 per cent, of the freight cars built were of steel or steel underframe construction. Canada built 9.159 freight cars and 106 passenger cars, an increase of 30 per cent, over" last year's output: all
of these cars

were for domestic

use.

The one company building

cars in Mexico retired from business during the year and no returns were received from it. The following Uble shows the Railroad Gazette's compilation of the number ol cars built during the

nine years:

last

Freight.

Year

fassenger.

Total.

IS'lo'

ll'.t..ssf>

1.3».'i

l-'l.aui

i!Mio

ii,-,.r..'ti

i.tW!

ii7.'.;ti7

lilOl

KtC.'.t.-.ll

'J.ito.".

l.'«i.i"«..

inno

llil>..-it)n

l.tM.**

liiiiii

i.-.:{.iit.-.

'-'.1107

1!HI4

liO.SOt;

2.144

UIO.->

ltl.';,4.''i.''>

i..-).'.!

li»0«

•240..-.o:i

1007

i;s4,lS8

.<.lt>7
5,4,->7

li:4..'.47
1.-..-..L'"lij.'.l.-.ii

• |l!lS,lllili
••J4.3,«7II

•289,84.1

•Includes Canadian output.

The locomotive output shows a smaller increase over last year
than the car building output. This is probably due to the fact that
the locomotive builders worked their plants practically to their
full capacity last year and were unable because of lack of manufacturing facilities to turn out any large increase over last year's
figure.
The 12 builders in the United States and Canada built 7,362
locomotives during the year, of which 6,564 were for domestic usa
This is an increase of 6 per cent, in the total
the export output increased 11 per cent., as against 5 per
These figures, as in the case of the
cent, for the domestic output.
totals of cars built, do not include locomotives built in railroad

and 798 for export.
otitput;

shops or locomotives rebuilt or repaired. There were 330 electric
locomotives and 240 compound locomotives built, as against 237
and 292 respectively last year. The Canadian output of locomotives
was 264. The following table shows the number of locomotive*
built

during the
No

Year.

hullt.

isici

.

l.S!t4.

...

.i;.()ii
li!!."!

last 15 years:

No.

No.
Year.
isit7.
IsilS.

built.
...

.

.

.

.

.i.i.")!
.l.S7.'>

—

Year.

built.

Tear.

mill

x:\s*

moj

11X12

4.0711

I'.KHi.

r.>o7

i.sst.-,

1.101

i.sdii

2,47".

i!>o:!

.-i.i.-c.'

ix!»n

1,17.-)

I'.mo

:*,i.-.»

i!in4

.'i.44i

.

.

Nix
ImiIIU

•r.,4!ii
.•«.!l.'i2
•7.:iiii£

•Includes Canadian output.

The
last

and locomotives has increased slightly over
Estimating the average cost of freight cars at $1,100,

cost of cars

year.

the total spent for freight cars amounts to $312,607,000: tor passenger cars at $8,500 the cost was $46,384,000. and for locomolivea
The increase in the cost of
at $16,000 the cost was $117,792,000.
locomotives is due largely to the increased average weight of modera
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amount spent by the railroads for new rollThe number of miles built in Canada was 977, a small decrease
ing stock and locomotive power approximates this year ?477, 000,000, as compared with 1906, when 1,007 miles were built. The number
an Increase of about 25 per cent over last year.
of miles built in Mexico was 333 as against 297 in 1906.
locomotives.

total

RAILROAD BUILT

IN

1907.

The new mileage added during the past year, although somewhat less than that for the unusually prosperous year 1906 which
was the largest since 1903, is as much as could be expected when
the changing and adverse conditions that prevailed during this period
are considered. Official returns from nearly all the railroads, supplemented by our own records and figures furnished by the State
Railroad Commissions, show that approximately 5,212 miles of new
railroad line were built in the United States during the calendar

The following table shows our figures for mileage built in the
United States during the last 15 years:
1893
1894
1895
1896
J89T

.•5,024

1,760
l,4i;s

1,692
2,109

1898
1899
1300
1901
1902

3,265
4,569
4,894
5,368
6,026

RECEIVERSHIPS AND FORECLOSURE SALES
The receivership record

5,652
3,832
4,388

1903
1904
1905
19U6
1907

5,62.3

5,212

IN

1907.

of 1907, in spite of the great financial

disturbances and the banking panic in the latter part of the year, is
These figures include 14 miles of new main track relo- an unusually clear one. Only 349 miles of railroad went into the
cated, but do not include new second, third or fourth track, sidings hands of receivers during 1907, which is the smallest mileage since
or electric lines. The total is 7% per cent, less than was built in 1903. It is to be hoped that the year 1908 will have an equally clear
1906.
Conditions at the close of last year indicated that the mileage record, although there is no doubt that it will be a time of test and
for this year would exceed that of the previous year, as a large trial. The encouraging feature of the situation is that expenditures
amount of grading had been finished ready for the track and many for additions and betterments during the last few years have gennew projects were contemplated. During the early part of the year erally been so large and so continuous that the average railroad is
the railroads were not able to get all the labor and supplies neces- in a strong position to meet a curtailment of traffic. In 1906 there
sary to carry out the authorized work. Soon the railroad legisla- were 657 miles of road which suffered receivership. Up to December
tion in various states and the difficulty of borrowing money, resulted 26 of that year there were only 254 miles of road so affected, but on
In suspension of new work by a number of companies.
Considerable that day receivers were appointed for the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas
progress was, however, made in permanent improvements to road- City and its subsidiary, the Gulf & Chicago, adding 403 miles to the
bed, particularly straightening the lines and reducing grades.
total.
As the receivership of the parent road was terminated four
The joint low grade line of the Great Northern and the Northern days later, on December 31. 1906, these receiverships were in reality
Pacific, from Kennewick, Wash., west to Vancouver, 220 miles, con- unimportant.
In 1905 3,593 miles of railroad entered receivership,
structed under the name of the Portland & Seattle, was the longest this large figure being the result of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Day-

year 1907.

single stretch of new road built.
Work is biing pushed by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul on its Pacific extension.
In 1906,
there were 39 miles of track laid and 298 miles were added in 1907,
leaving between 1,100 and 1,200 miles yet to be built to finish the

The Kansas

Mexico & Orient built 47 miles
In Oklahoma, 25 in Texas and 18 in Mexico. There are over 900
miles yet to be built to finish the line from Kansas City through to
Topolebampo, on the west coast of Mexico. On the Western Pacific
all of the road in Utah, 122 miles, has been finished, in Nevada 39
miles of track have been laid, and 102 in California, leaving 577
miles yet to be built.
In Canada, the Grand Trunk Pacific has made its full surveys
from Moncton, N. B., west to Winnipeg, Man., 1,800 miles, and has
let contracts for 852 miles of line on this section.
In the West,
contracts are let to the Rocky mountains, except for about 125
miles, for which contracts will shortly be let.
It was definitely decided this year that the line would cross the maii range of the
Rockies through Yellowhead Pass. Up to April of this year only 36
miles of track had been laid, but track has been laid on 325 miles
west of Winnipeg and on 100 miles of the Fort William branch.
The Canadian Northern recently finished a connecting line from
Brandon, Man., west to Regina. Sask., 175 miles, and has projected
a large number of other extensions. The Canadian Pacific has built
a long extension from the East to Saskatoon, Sask.. which is being
extended 325 miles beyond that point to Wetaskiwin, Alb., on the
Edmonti n branch. Beyond Saskatoon, 26 miles of track have been
Jaid and the grading is 95 per cent, finished.
Though not included
in its trtsl, one of the most important construction works carried
out by this company has been the completion of the double track
between Winnipeg and Fort William, a greatly congested section of
Its through line.
In Mexico the Southern Pacific built 205 miles on
the west coast during the year and is pushing work from San Bias,
which Is on the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, down the west coast
line to Seattle.

City.

ton and Pere Marquette troubles. In 1904 there were 744 miles, of
which the largest railroad was the Detroit Southern, now the De-

Toledo & Ironton.

In 1903 there were 229 miles involved; in
and in 1901, 73 miles. Back of this year as far as
1S82 was a long period during which the annual mileage of new
receiverships ran into the thousands, with the climax in 1893 with
troit,

1902, 278 miles,

over 29,000 miles.

The

largest railroad

which went into the hands of receivers

during 1907 was the Chattanooga Southern, which owns 99 miles
from Chattanooga, Tenn.. south through the northeastern corner of
Georgia to Gadsden, Ala. This is said to have occurred because
some of the stockholders were unwilling to agree to terms offered
by the Louisville & Nashville for purchase of the securities of the
road.
The next largest road was the Apalachicola Northern, an
80-mile line from River Junction, Fla., to Apalachicola, for which
receivers were appointed in September. The Colorado & Northwestern runs from Boulder, Colo., to Ward and from Sunset to Eudora,
a total of 48 miles. It was previously sold under foreclosure in
1904. The Missouri River & Northwestern has 35 miles of line built
from Rapid City, S. Dak., to Mystic in the Black Hills region. It also
was reorganized in 1904, its predecessor company being the Dakota
Pacific Railroad. Its road, however, was not opened throughout until
1906. There was no default of interest on its bonds, but the present

came as a result of difficulties among the stoclcholders,
damage done to the property during the severe weather of
last winter.
As soon as possible it is planned to extend the line 50
miles beyond Mystic to coal areas In Wyoming. The Council City
& Solomon River is an Alaskan road which has been building a few
receivership

following

miles each year until it now has 35 miles of line from Dickson,
Alaska, to Penelope Creek. This receivership was due to the claims
of construction companies; these have since been adjusted.
The
receivership of the North-East Texas, an ISmile lumber road, from
Red Water, Tex., to Munz, was due to the burning of a sawmill on
which the road depended for most of its traffic. The lone & Eastern

to Guadalajara, 650 miles.
New main track mileage Is reported in 44 states and territories, has 13 miles of line from lone, Cal., to Martell. The Medford &
Including Alaska, where 90 miles of new track were built. Louisiana, Crater Lake runs from Medford, Ore., to Eagle Point, 11 miles. It
which was third In 190G, was first this year with 384 miles. Texas, was in receiver's hands only a short time, for on May 11 It was sold
South Dakota anil Washington came next In order, each with under foreclosure, as shown below, to the Pacific & Eastern, the
between 340 and 320 miles. In 1906 Texas was first with 635 miles, successor company. The Alabama Central runs from Booth, Ala.,
far ahead of the record of any state In 1907. Besides Texas with to Autaugavllle, 9 miles.
its decrease
of nearly 300 miles, Arkansas, Illinois, Nebraska
The most important receiverships of the year are not Included

«ach -show at

least 100 miles less than last year.
The largest
decrease in 1906 was In North Dakota, where only 247 miles were
built, as compared with 521 In ]905.
In addition to the states already mentioned, which lead the list, Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,

Idaho, Indlan:i, Mlnnnsota, Mississippi, Montana. North Carolina.
North Dakot.i. Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and
Wl.iconsln. tarh built over 100 miles of main line In 1907. No new
mileage was reported In Connecticut, Delaware, Iowa, Massachusetts,

New

Hampshire, Rhode Island or Vermont.

in the list because they were not of steam railroads, but of street
rnllway companies. On September 24 Adrian H. Joline and Douglas
Robinson were appointed, by the Federal court, receivers of the
New York City Railway and on October 2 the Metropolitan Street
Railway was also put In their hands as receivers. The New York
City Railway Is the lessee of the Metropolitan Street Railway and
operates the surface lines In the l>oroughs of Manhattan and the
(Ironx, New York City, and also controls considerable trolley mileage north of the city limits. This receivership Involved a clash of
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November

JurlBdIctlon, for on

29 three receivers tor each of tbcxo
compuDles wore apiMlnted by Ibe Atlorney-Ueneral of the state of

New

Thenc htalo roKflvcrs were, however, on December 12
restrained by the United Slutes court from taking poiiaeBiilon.
York.

The followinK

table lUtH In the order of their occurrence the
UectUenhlfit.
Mlltasv.

.

.

« 1,000,000
:2uo,uoo

.

i,oob,uu<i

«i-«t»rD.

Dale uf
r»crl»er»hlp.

Stock.

tioDllll.

|76o,(XK)

lu-rn

Jan.

l!l.

K.-l>

M.

April.

jno,uuo
3.000.000

Apr. l.t.
Apr. ^3.

1,000,000

June
Mrpt.

.

8ept.I0.
'CuuniLi

•

n.\

83

.si.lomoD Kirr

.V

TulBli

Oct.

;nu

*2,'I87,000

II.

There wore only six roads sold under foreclosure during 1907,
with a total mileage of 175 miles. Of these the most Impor'.int were
two terminal railroads, both of which were among the roads which
went Into the hands of ro<plvers during 1906. The Toledo Railway
4t Terminal had been taken over by the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton-Pere Marquette combination and was dragged down Into
receivership by them on January 3, 1906. This company, the last
of the three to go into recelver.slilp, was the flr?t to come out of It.
It was sold at foreclosure last May and Is now reorganized as the
Toledo Terminal Railroad, In whose ownership most of the railroads entering Toledo have a share. The other company is the
Peoria & Pekin Terminal. This Is a road operated by both steam
and electricity, which has two lines of road between Peoria, III.,
and PekIn, and trackage rights over five miles of street railway in
Peoria. This company was bought by the Peoria Railway Terminal,
which Is controlled by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the
Chicago & Alton jointly. The Texas Western is a 52-mile road from
Houston, Tex., to Sealy which has not been in operation for years.
After having gone into receiver.ship in 1873, it was sold in 1900 to
the Houston, Brazos & Northern for $25,000 cash and a note for
tl25.000. whose payment was later defaulted. On October 2, 1907,
It was sold for $10,000 to satisfy a judgment tor $165,542, representing this note and interest. The Dayton, Lebanon & Cincinnati runs
from Lebanon, Ohio, to Lebanon .Innction, 30 miles, and has trackage
arrangements with electric lines over which it reaches Cincinnati
and Dayton. Its passenger service is operated by trolley and its
freight service by steam. The Dayton, Lebanon & Cincinnati Railroad & Terminal is the successor company. The Traverse City.
Leelanau & Manlstique is a 30-mile branch of the Grand Rapids &
Indiana, from Traverse City. Mich., to Northport. whose sale was
a formality of fixing the parent company's control.
There is one more road more important than any of those included in the list of foreclosures which was advertised to be sold at
This is the Chicago Terminal
foreclosure sale during the year.
Transfer, which owns the Grand Central Station and 84 miles of belt
Its troubles began in 1904, when the Lake
tillroad in Chicago.
Shore, the Rock Island, the New York, Chicago & St. Louis terminated their contracts with It and moved into the La Salle street
Interest has been in default since 1905 and the foreclosure
station.
sale of the road was set for May 3. 1907, but before that time the
Baltimore & Ohio, which has a valuable lease of the passenger and
freight facilities of the Chicago Terminal Transfer, gained permis-

sion from the Federal court to

assume the company's bonds.

These

bonds were paid oft at par and accrued Interest on the announced
date of the foreclosure sale and the Baltimore & Ohio's lease of its
Chicago terminals was protected. This explains the fact that these
bonds for the two years that they were In default sold most of the
time at a price near par. Another important foreclosure which
apparently just missed getting in the year's record was that of the
Pere Marquette, whose reorganization is now under way and soon
It Is
to be completed by formal termination of the receivership.
also probable that the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton will before
long be taken out of its receivership.
The following table shows the railroad foreclosure sales during
1907, llsteil in the order of the date on which the sale was made:
J-'oreclosun's,

Poorln

&

MlIlenge.

Pckln TermnI

Texna Western
Dnvtnn.

I.ob.

&

21

Ilnn(l8.

Stock.

$077,000

$000,000

100.000

2,500.000

r,2

Cln...

.

30

1..

Hate

Selling

of sale.
Feb.
0.
Apr.
2.
Apr. IG.

$600,000
10,000
200,000

price.

Trnver.ie CItv. Leelanau
tc

Miinlstlqni'

Medfnrd & Crnler Lake
Toledo Ry. & Terminal
Total

30

The

really

Ilriit

class panics occurred

and 1893: the lesser one. In 1884. The question
which everybody would like to know the answer to, at the present
time, is, which kind of panic and depression are we having now
the long kind or the short kind?
To b<gin with, let us separate ethics and economics, and keep
them vigorously apart. Wickedness did not cause the 1907 panic;
It never caused any panic, except as a secondary and minor cause
groupable with a great many other secondary and minor causes.
Every noteworthy panic that this country has had can count among
speculation and credit inflation and a
Its causes one constant
large number of variables. Wherever there has been heavy and

300.000

,'>no,ooo

31

3,825,000

200,000
3,500.000

175

$0,002,000

$7,300,000

11

Apr. 17.
Ma.v 11.

May

—

—

t0,30.%,'ia0

•Alx.ut.

Xnmc.

time but of Bhorl duration.
In 1837, 1837, 1873

rerehershlps of the year:

lirrn

FIVE PANICS
There have been Ave severe commercial panics In this country:
four of them Important and far reaching; the flttb, severe at the

28.

330,220
82,500
2,000,000

continued speculation, some wickedness, some breaches of trusteeship have crept In, but the wickedness has always been rather an
incident than a moving cause. The variables, not the constant, have,
so to speak, brought out the symptoms of panic. Then, when the
fever has run its course, the duration of the after drag has been
governed principally by two things: the nature of the variables, and
the soft spots which the panic has disclosed in the commercial

By attention to these things It Is possible to see how
causes and effects in previous panic years compare with the exhibit
of 1907 thus far presented, and to deduce analogies. If not Indicastructure.

tions.

Into historical details that are more
should be noted that the panic of 1837
was immediately preceded by the very great success of the United
States Bank. This central bank had become one of the richest In-

Without going at length

or less readily accessible,

it

stitutions in the world, but its

power was greatly distrusted, and

the political party that elected Andrew Jackson President was
strongly opposed to the renewal of the charter of the bank. Consequently, President Jackson, on constitutional grounds, refused to
re-charter the bank, and a law was passed requiring the huge sur-

plus which had been piled up after our entire war debt had been
The sum of $28,101,645
paid, to be distributed among the states.
was thus distributed among the states. In proportion to their popuIt was
lation, and this distribution took place during the pinch.
estimated that $10,000,000 was taken out of New York, and taken
out at the very time when it was much needed.
This distribution act was quite generally blamed by the daily
press of the time as the direct cause of disaster, but a glance at
the general speculative situation which closed late in 1836, the year
before the panic, casts a rather different light on the subject. In
September, 1836, the United States was importing grain. The money
market was growing tighter every day, all costs were rising and

.speculation in

real estate

was

In progress.

New York

real estate,

valued in 1835 at a total of $144,000,000, was valued in 1836 at
Meantime, a host of state banks were being opened,
$226,000,000.
the most prominent of them all being the Pennsylvania State Bank,
chartered by Nicholas Biddle. former President of the United States
Bank, and these new banks were absorbing more and more of the
to V4
scarce capital. In October, 1836, money was costing from

%

per cent, per day in lots of $5,000 to $10,000, loaned on call, and
during that month there were 10 or 12 failures In Wall street.
Meantime, good money was getting scarcer and scarcer and bad
money was becoming more and more plenty. "Wild-cat" currency,
so-called, was issued not only by the state banks but by large com-

mercial houses all over the country, and as soon as financial
stringency began to be felt there were as many prices for money
as there were kinds of money. People were accused of hoarding,
especially in the West, but the more conservative critics of the time
believed that this hoarding was over-estimated.
In March, 1837. gold was going out fast to England and much
In April there
loose currency was in use in the United States.

were daily failures in New Orle.ins, where the banking facilities
had been engrossed by speculators who were trying to corner the
cotton crop. The Evening Post of April 6, 1837, referred to "the
brood of incorporated banks that had treated credit like a Roman
race-horse, hung it with spurs and goads and set it galloping off
wjthout a rider." Comment was al.so freely made to the effect that
the merchant and the speculator had traded by the help oC the
banks on borrowed capital and had anticipated prices, and that
their ruin had thrown the mechanic and the laborer out of employment. On May 4 there were crowds in Wall street and a run on
the Mechanics' Bank. "New York never saw such a time." On
May 5 there was panic. It was complained that southern and west-
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em money could not be sold anyhow and that the brokers "lake
nothing west of Albany and the banks take nothing, even for collection, on the South."
The New York banks suspended specie payments on May 10 and comment was made that nothing whatever
was done in country money.
Without going into the details of the gradual improvement
which set in after the crash, it may be noted that dull times lasted
in varying degrees of intensity for about four years. As regards

panies;
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that the country had just arrived in the point of the his^
where it could not longer be overlooked that

tory of the railroads

must be annually made to keep the property in
working order before dividends could be paid out of net earnings.
Meanwhile, President Buchanan was inaugurated and better feeling
prevailed for a time, but imports were much in excess of exports,
and when the crops came along, cotton was very backward. Grain
was abundant, but there was no foreign market because of the good
stock prices; Delaware & Hudson Canal Company, which sold at harvest all through Europe. The market tor American railroad
96 in the high period in the summer of 1836. was down to 87 Jan- securities abroad had been spoiled by common understanding of
uary 4, 1837; to 73 March 24; to 69 April 6; to 64 April 27; to 53 the fact that a great many dividends were being paid which had
May 4; to 50 May 8; then up again to 67 May 10, the day when not been earned. The output of California gold was smaller than
specie payment was suspended; to 79 May 15; down to 75 in Sep- in 1856, yet speculation, expansion of credits and extravagance went
tember; up to 781^ in November, and to 85 in June, 1838. This on unchecked.
On August 24. 1857, the Ohio Life & Trust Company suspended.
stock is selected as characteristic. The number of railroad stocks
sold on the exchange in those days was naturally small and they The concern had been a large borrower, and it was subsequently
developed that a trusted eastern agent had been shamefully misusall acted in a similar manner.
In the seven years ending with 1837 the country had increased ing its funds and that the failure was going to be a very bad one.
On September 21 the Mechanics' Bank, and Beebee & Company,
its railroad mileage from 23 miles in operation to approximately
There were runs on the Hanover Bank,.
1,500 miles, and much of the new mileage was highly unprofitable specie brokers, suspended.
not
properly
the Metropolitan Bank and the Bank of Commerce, and runs and.
The railroads had
been
at the time the crash came.
The Erie, the
built or maintained and much of the mileage owed its existence bank suspensions in Buffalo, Paterson. Detroit, etc.
to the great prosperity of the past few years and to the ready influx Michigan Southern, the Illinois Central, the Cleveland & Toledo,
of money into all commercial opportunities, whether these were the New York Central and the Reading were all in a more or less
lands, mines, canals and railroads, or state banks.
insolvent condition. The Illinois Central assessed its stock $10 a
share but was not able to stem the tide even with this assistance.
1857.
There was a slight upvv-ard turn of the stock market in SeptemStarting with the constant of speculation, we find in 1857 that
In the week,
ber, 1857, but it did not have special significance.
there had been rapid railroad expansion, land jobbing and frauds
ending Oct. 1 there were 100 commercial failures, and banks all
in Congress, a high market and tight money, the railroads mostly
over the country were in difficulties. On Oct. 9 the Erie and the
not earning anything and everybody speculating in whatever preMichigan Central were unable to meet the interest charges on their
sented itself. The new mileage built in 1856 amounted to some
floating debts; on Oct. 10 the Illinois Central suspended, for the
3,650 miles, and the aggregate mileage built in 1857 and the six
same reason. Up to Oct. 26. beginning with the suspension of the
previous years exceeded that of the 10 years which followed.
Ohio Life & Trust Co., there had been some 1.500 failures of merAgain, just as in 1837, everybody was doing business on credit,
chants and traders, and about the same numljer of suspensions of
and increasing expenses; with the difference, as recognized at the
banks and railroads, yet contemporary comment pointed out that
time, that the basis of inflation in 1837 was government specie to
the country as a whole had never been richer.
the extent of some 30 odd million dollars, while in 1857 there had
Better feeling in 1857 began in November; there was a steady
been an enormous gold production in California and in Australia,
influx of gold from Europe and from California, and in October
and the basis of inflation amounted to hundreds of millions of
and November together, over 11 millions of specie arrived in New
dollars.
The Herald complained that "our fictitious paper bubbles
York. The banks resumed specie payments in December, and had,
of all kinds have been inflated in proportion to this augmented
in New York, double their usual reserve.
Prospects were then conspecie basis and the crash in the same proportion brings with it
sidered bright, and in January, 1858, money was abundant in Wall
The states have created banks by the
its accumulated disasters.
In March,
street, although commercial money was extremely tight.
hundred and the thousand; they have issued their paper accom1858. very dull business was reported everywhere except in Wall
modations by millions; railroads and all sorts of speculative comstreet, where transactions were brisk, but things were looking better
binations have followed suit with their stocks and bonds; merahead, and after a large number of commercial failures throughout
chants have been enriched by credit purchases and sales upon
The exact duration of
the spring, prosperity began to reappear.
promise to pay; speculators have become millionaires, and thus
the drag after the 1857 panic is rather hard to estimate because
we have had a grand carnival of universal credits, univei'sal exof the interference of the Civil War period, but it may be set down
travagances and unbounded paper wealth." The Herald also said,
roughly at two years, during which industry, though by no means
earlier in the year, when it was preaching against the extravagance
paralyzed, was clearly below normal.
that was going to cause trouble, that "A fashionable lady cannot
1873.
move abroad without a silk dress worth perhaps $50; laces, $50
The next first-class panic came in the year 1873 and it Is curious
more; sables, $50 more; a French hat almost $50 more, and with
bracelets, watch and charms to match she moves along a <-apitaliza- to fee how closely the speculative features of 1837 and 1857 were
And this is but an Item. repeated. Again there were heavy railroad speculations. Followtlon of the floating funds of her husband.
compared with the costly contents of her tx)xes and bureaus at ing 1856. the year before the previous panic, the annual Increasein railroad mileage did not exceed 2,500 miles until 1868. when
home,"
In 1869 4,615 miles were built; In
In January. 1857, an investigating committee was appointed almost 3.000 miles were built.
After the '73 panic,.
to report on the lobby corruption at Washington, which was alleged 1870. 6.078; In 1871, 7.379. and in 1872. 5.878.
to have originated under the careless and lazy administration of 5,000 miles of new road were not built In any single year again until
President Fillmore five or six years before, and to have greatly 1.S80. but the over-extension In 1873 was very great; unproductive
increased under President Pierce. In F'ebriiary the railroads were lines encumbered almost every system, and people began to realize
sustaining their own stocks In the market and were borrowing short that It would be a long time before some of these lines were worth
time money to pay their dividends. On February 20 the Corruption anything. Extravagant and extended business were much In evidence
Investigation Committee reported amidst great excitement. The ex- In 1873. just as they had lieen in 1857 and in 1837. There was also
pulsion of Representatives Matleson. Gilbert and Edwards, of New inflated (iirrency, much watering of stock and reckless management
York, and Welch, of Connecticut, was demanded, and It was testi- of trust companies and savings banks. The Chicago Are of 1871 was
a very Important contributory cause. The absolute loss to the counfied that there were 20 or 30 members of the house associated and
pledged to each other not to vote for any law or resolution grant- try resulting from theChicago fire Is estimated at $150,000,000; a sum
ing lands or money unless they were paid for It. The New York much larger In those days than It Is now. Another moving cause of
Herald observed that Horace Greeley had been bought and sold to the panic, though a subsidiary one, was the passage of the severethe service of the Ups Moines Improvement Company at the low Granger laws In the Northwest, and the rate wars between the
figure of $1.0110 "the average price of a common Virginia nigger." railroads themselves, which did not give much hope of amicableIn March the newspapers said drearily that railroad prosperity settlement. The sulwequent truce between the trunk lines dated
had seen Its best days In the United States, that competitive con- from the Saratoga conference. In 1874, although there was much
struction, depreciation and destruction accounts had not as yet been trouble after this prior to the formation of the Southern Railway
properly considered In the financial movements of the railroad com- and Steamship Association, in 1875, and of other kindred oigan-
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the fact that It wait the crop moving eaaon, there was ao abundance of money and rates for It were very low. The total tkank
clearings of the I'nitr-d Slatcit In 1893 were 54 billion dollars, na
Bgalnitl H2 billion dollarB In 1892.
The total numljer of commercial
failures In the country waa placed at $114,000,000 In 1892 and at
$347,000,000 In 1893, while Importii of merchandise fell off from
$841,000,000 In 1892 to $777.00U.UUO In 1893; exports of merchandise
from $938,000,000 to $87t;,000.0OO. and the groiw earnings of 124
railroads from $564,000,000 to $552,000,000. The wheat crop was
very small, the corn crop not as good as that of 1892, pig Iron
production was about one-fifth less In 1893 than In 1892 and Immigration to the country fell off from 543,000 to 489.000.* Meantime,
railroad suspensions and receiverships had been continuous, and
at the close of the year 25.375 miles of road were In receivers' hands;
a total equal to about one-seventh of the entire railroad mileage

19,

In the country.

In

well-known, the drag after the 1893 panic lasted about
The part which speculation played in the panic is
shown by the railroad receiverships. The record for new construction was made In 1887. when 12,876 miles were built, while In the
next five years the additions to the mileage of the country totaled

The operatloDH of Gould, KlHke. Drew. Vanderljllt and
Keep were freiih In everybody'n mlntl, although the nioitl nolaltle
-tornerH In Erie, ChlcaKo & NorthWeHteni and Milwaukee k St. Haul
ocL-urreil In 18)J8.
Manlpuluilon of money and the attempt of Jay
liuitluim.

to corner the gold market In 18)i'.) were aliio rememlwred,
It took only the suapenRlon of the Warehouse A Security
Company, which had loaned money to a conatructlon company to
aid In Ijulldlng the MiiMourl. Kan»aH & Texas, to precipitate the

Gould

eoniiequeDtly

1S73 panic.
In July. 1873. there wbb abundant money to be had at •< and
per cent., and the stock miirket was strong.
Prime discounts
were al the rate of S'-j to 7 per cent. In August the government
surplus was very low, trade was declining and there was a decreas4

ing bank reserve In

New

York.

Call

money

rose about

1

per cent.

second week of August and advanced to 6 per cent, on August
though It sbK'ked ofT somewhat In the next few days. Exports
from Jan. 1 to Aug. I'ti amounted to |185,00U.U00 In 1873. as against
|M7.*iuo.OOO In 1872; while imports had amounted to $275,000,000
1873. as against

$296,000,000 for the

same period

In

1872.

On

Aug. 31 the contemporary press regarded the prospects as being
very good, but early in September call money went up to 7 per
cent. and. following a rather sharp speculation in Wall street, the
.suspenslon.s of the New York Warehouse & Security Company and
On Sept.
of Sheppard Gandy and Francis Sklddy were announced.
On Sept. In. the
9, prime discounts cost from 10 to 12 per cent.
Life
Insurance
Sept. 17
Mutual
Company
failed,
and
on
Eclectic
Jay Cooke & Company went under, involving the Northern Pacific
and the Western Inion directly, and a host of concerns and individuals indirectly. By the close of the exchange on the following
day, 17 well-known stock exchange houses and a number of smaller
ones had failed. The stock exchange was closed on Sept. 22. and
there were runs on savings banks. So far as the solvency of banks

was concerned, confidence was restored in 1873 very soon. President Grant courageously refused to sign a bill providing for a treasury loan and the feeling at once began to be better, although trade
everywhere became greatly depressed and there was no real and
substantial recovery until about 1878.

As

Is

four years.

over 25,000 miles and equalled In amount all the mileage built
between 1893 and 1903. This was the special form which the 1893
speculation took, and when the workings of the silver purchase
act had sufficed to bring on a state of extreme fear, the railroads
were the weak spot and they suffered. Involving much of the general
prosperity of the country with them.
1907.
it is extremely interesting
events in such a way that a
reasonable basis for a prediction of the length of the drag to follow
Accepting the element of
this year's panic may be ascertained.

In view of the facts outlined

to

see

if

it

is

possible to

match

above

off

speculation as the constant, as has been mentioued before, its outworkings can. of course, be traced in the extraordinary stock exchange prices of the closing months of 1906; in the boom in mining
stocks and, to a lesser extent, in suburban realty. But the specuin real estate has been on a far less dangerous basis than
the other panics, excluding 1903. when it was not particularly
apparent. In 1857. for example, town lots were being sold in locali-

lation

1884.

in

Measured by the retardation of business and the ensuing drag.
the 1884 panic cannot be called a first-class one, yet this panic is
In some respects so closely analogous to the conditions of 1907 that
Unlike 1907. there had
the principal facts of it should be recorded.
been a period of great railroad construction; there had also been
heavy Inflation of securities. Along with this came the exposure
the Marine National Bank susOn May
pended In consequence of the speculations of its President. J. D.
Fish, with the house of Grant & Ward, and Grant & Ward themselves failed May 14. The defalcation of John C. Eno. President
of the Second National Bank, involving some $4,000,000. had occurred just before; then the Erie defaulted, as usual. But it is
Incorrect to describe 1884 as a year of real commercial crisis. The
prime effects of the panic had disappeared by July and partial
of great financial frauds.

T,

confidence was restored, while in June, 1885, there was substantial
recovery upon the negotiations for a cessation of the war between
the New York Central and the West Shore. The lease of the West
Shore was effected in August, 1885, and prices advanced. The panic
of 884 has been described as an incident following the long drag1

down

of stock values from the culiriinating \m'n\\ in July, 18S1.
with the crisis precipitated by the events which have been mentioned, and in this drag-down it is closely comparable with 1907.

1893.

The panic

of

1893 is so fresh in everybody's

mind that only

The silver bullion purchase
brief reference to It need be made.
ait of 1890 depleted the gold reserve of the treasury in the Harrison
administration; then came speculation, the inevitable pro"ursor of
in 1892 was very great, but depression
the close of the year and people were ?'rald that tlie
treasury
notes in gold woiild be suspended.
1890
redemption of the
Poor r(o\-t& were also anticipated. The National Corda-'o Company
suspended In May, five months after it had declared a stock divi-

The business done

panic.

was

felt at

dend

(if

.Tune

'.''

was unsettled by the
government had susMeanwhile b.ink re?erves were

100 per cent., and the value of sliver
cable announcing that the Indian

pended the public coinage of sliver.
fluctuating and then falling. Clearing house certificates were issued
on June 21; bank reserves began to recover in August, following
heavy imports of gold, while at the close of the year, in spite of
*\\'v
littiiros.

nri-

liKli'bli'd

to

the Commcrriiil

and

f'iiioiiviiil

Chninirlf fur

tlioac

ties all over the country where the towns have not yet come, after
a lapse of 50 years, and suburban property located, say a mile from
the center of New Haven, Conn., or even of Des Moines. Iowa,
could be readily sold in New York City to purchasers who never
saw it and never expected to see it, but relied on their profits for

a quick turn to somebody else who had never seen it. This same
feature had characterized 1837. and. in less degree. 1873; it was
almost wholly absent in 1893 and in 1907. In 1837. direct loss of
confidence was caused by distribution of the surplus and by the
wild-cat

currency;

in

1857.

by

land

jobbing,

bad

crop

markets

and the general feeling that railroad properties had seen their
best days and that inve=tments in them were subject to heavy
depreciation.
In 1873 there was a bad government surplus, paper
money with gold at a high premium, the manipulations of Jay Gould
and his clique, and the Chicago fire; in 1893. the silver purchase act
and over-extension of railroads.
Now, we have had no over-extension of railroads

in

the last

the contrary, the excess of traffic over facilities has
occasioned great hardship, and it may be said, broadly, that there
was no unprofitable mileage in the country whatever in 1906. Bad
money, the fear of which was so potent a factor in 1837 and in
five years.

On

1893, and to a greater or less degree in all the other panics, has
not been in evidence this year at all; our defective currency system
may at times be an encumbrance upon prosperity and a drag upon
recovery, but it is certainly not a moving cause of panic.
The speculation which preceded the 1907 panic covered a very

large range of industries, but. as we see it, the really important difference between the speculation of 1907 and that of the other notable
panics in our history is that the money of speculators has been
spent in productive instead of non-productive enterprises. The dif-

ference in the railroad investments of the period prior to 1907 and
the period prior to 1893 is that in the former period pailroads
were built where the demand for them was not real, while in the
latter period, shares changed hands at higher and higher prices,
but the new securities put out in this golden time were devoted
rather to consolidating and bettering existing lines and recognized
trade routes, than to exploring unknown territory. The difference
in the outcome must necessarily be very great
The defective trust company law in New York, which allowed
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these great institutions to indulge freely in the speculative fever
to so involve their affairs that iheir assets were not liquid at
time of need, was doubtless an important moving cause of the panic,

and

—

but it seems to us that the most important cause of all always presupposing a general situation made unsound by a long speculative
period was the action of the government and particularly of the
President of the United States. We are well aware that in each
previous panic the President in office at the time has been attacked and subsequently exonerated; but there has been no previous instance where the President has so mixed with his duties
as chief executive, his own personal ambitions and animosities,
and gone on creating bugaboos and shrieking at them under conditions of intense publicity until he has succeeded in creating a condition of childish terror throughout the length and breadth of
the country. Moreover, this sort of political success spreads, and
when a self-seeking judge imposes a $29,000,000 fine on a technicality, Europe may well be pardoned for declining to continue her
investment in American securities, and the American investor may
feel doubtful of all his holdings.
The question of wickedness is
Our courts have been neither more nor less
in no wise involved.
efficient in administering the laws of the land than they w,ere in
previous limes. The average of railroad and industrial management
has not only been no lower than it used to be, in these years that
President Roosevelt has known how to make political capital out
of it; it has been infinitely higher.
Assuming that speculation was the fundamental cause and an
unstable, socialist President the precipitating cause of the 1907
I>anlc, the situation gains strength from the fact that the first of
these causes is already spent, without disclosure of any important
area of weakness, while the second will be remedied next fall.
With sound currency and no important overproduction, the elements
of a long drag appear to be lacking.

—

CONTRIBUTIONS
Accident Record

An

—

Correction.

the Chesapeake & Ohio informs us that the report
of a derailment on that company's line, published in the Railroad
Gazette of November 29, page 642, with a notation of one person
killed, is erroneous; no persons were killed in the accident and none
seriously injured.
officer of

Curve and Switch Tables.
Chicago, Dec. 16, 1907.

To

Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
In looking over the curve and switch tables published In your
Issue of November 8, which only recently came to my notice, I
observe what appear to be two errors in the explanation of the
tables as printed. The frog distance for crossovers between parallel
tracks Is given as c c
2 g n, where c c is the distance center to
center of track*, n the number of frog and g the gage. This Is
obviously a misprint, or an oversight by the author of the tables.
An approximate formula for this frog distance would be n x c e
2 g n
n (c c
2 g).
In the explanation of the combined use of Tables I. and II.,
the example states that it Is In explanation of a turnout from the
Inside of a curve, but the example covers a turnout from the outside
of the rurve, the word "Inside" being used for "outside" as will be
noted a little further along In the paragraph where it states that
the location of the turnout from the Inside of a curve would be
obtained by subtracting the quantities before added.
Tire

—

=

—

—

8. S.

ROBERTS,

Careless

Trainmen.
Montreal, Dec.

2,

19S7.

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
your

l.viie of Octolier 11

rpforrlng to the action of the Canadian Govpmmcnt In prosecuting lonductors and englnemen In connection with railroad wrec-ks, you use the word "collisions." This
does not cover the ground; neither does the word accident, so I
prefer the word wreck, which means a total loss.
In

26.

do show a knowledge of the subject in hand, and a nia.stery of
detail that would. 1 admit, have a toalcucy to get onto the nerve*
o: reckless and 'jareless trainmen.
Our Government has not gone too far. It has shown a perfect willingness to "g;> higher up" at any time, and 'junish the
guilty v.'heuever found. I do not agree with you that abundant
experience has shown the futility of everything but ?ireful instruction to make men careful* and trustworthy.
You forget that careful instruction has been tried for years, while prompt and effective
prosecution by law has not. I have nothing to say against careful
instruction.
That will, and must go on as it always has, but there
are men who cannot be made careful and tru.stworthy by this means,
and it is high time that other and more drastic means be employed.
Take the case of the conductor who had years of careful instruction, and was paid extra money by the railroad company to perform,
certain

work and who

deliberately

lay

down and went

to

sleep,

thereby causing loss of life and heavy money loss to his company.
Can anyone find fault with the Judgment in his case?
Or the engineman who is paid much more money than he is
worth, who is intrusted with an important train on a piece of
road with which he is perfectly familiar, and who runs that train
at a rate of speed that even people on the train, and men beside
the track know is far beyond the limits of safety, (see evidence
Is
in recent case), and finally wrecks the train with loss of life.
he anything else than criminal?
These are cases that have come to trial and are fresh in the
minds of the public; but think of the many cases of which the
public know nothing and where the railroad company are the only
sufferers.
Here is one: On a certain railroad there is a long grade
where trains should be handled with Judgment and care. The almost constant use of the brakes causes heating of shoes and wheels.
The railroad officials fully recognize this and have standing orders
that trainmen shall examine their train at water station at top
of hill, and come to a full stop and examine again at water station at foot of grade. As I happen to know, the officials do not hope
to have this examination made with any degree of thoroughness,
but they hope by having the train brought to a full stop for a
time to insure a decrease of speed, and at least give shoes and
wheels time to cool. Now when an engineman runs past this point
with a heavy freight train, at 60 miles an hour, so that people get
out of bed and make bets as to how far he will go before he ditchee
his train, and he does ditch it inside of one mile, destroying $20,000
worth of cars without counting other loss, and then comes
in with his crew and states he was running "20 miles an hour and

struck a spread rail," what are you going to do with him? Condole
with him for his error of Judgment, and protect him from a Government that is likely to punish? Unfortunately the Government
does not take up such cases, and the railroad company has no
redress whatever. The discharging of the criminal from the employ is small satisfaction. I have no doubt "alarm and resentment"
Is felt by such men, but we want considerable more "alarm" and
I
think
ment."

all

decent people will feel that

we can stand the

"resent-

hold no brief for the soulless railroad company, but the world
gains nothing by maudlin sentiment that would make a hero of
the man who by criminal carelessness destroys property and lives.
I

For the past tew days we have been reading the harrowing
details of a wreck on one of our Canadian roads; and the facts
at hand point to still one more case of this kind, where two men
intrusted with moving a light engine over a division run on the
time of an important passenger train until they meet her, killing

several people, injuring many more, and destroying two engines
and three cars with mail, baggage, etc. It is true these men were
killed, but does that help?
And we must not lose sight of the
fact that the men responsible for these things are the men who by
organization have the railroads by the throat, and are and have
been for some time bleeding them of their last dollar.

There Is no danger that the good and careful man will suffer
hands of the Government prosecutor, and as a matter of fact
as much In need of protection- as the public and the railroad company, for one sad feature of these wrecks is that the good
man Is often the greatest sufferer. It Is most unfair that the railroads and their officers should bear the onus In these troubles. The
superficial thinker may say at once, why should the railroads have
such men In their employ; but you might as well ask why a bank
will have In Its employ a cashier who will run away with its funds.
It la a strange travesty that prosperity brings out the worst
In men.
You can do nothing with the man who cares nothing
for his Job. Twenty-five years ago you would find In the railroad
In
service the reckless man, the liar, the drunkard and the thief.
fact, to be a "railroad man" was equivalent to being a little below
at the

Assistant E^nglneer, Illinois Crotral.

Reforming

Vol. XLIII., Xo.

It seems to me you confuse the Issue.
You Imply that *he
Canadian Government la likely to punish too severely men who
are guilty of nothing more than errors of Judgment. Would It not
be fnir to wait until such a thing has happened? As yet It has not.
In the Judgments handed down in such rnses as hnve so far
been tried, there Is nothing to find fault with, but they [the Judges]

ho

Is just

the general standard, but that condition slowly passed away until
the reverse w'as the case. But to-day we find that the wonderful
and widespread prosperity has brought It back. It will disappear
again more quickly than it did before, and while the public and the
decent railroad man may suffer, as they have, It Is after all the

—
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nllroad company tbai auffert moat, and li la both right and proper
that the law of the land thould atep In and protect all three.
B. J.

Our correapondent ;-

'

"

i

-

•

•

M.
•''

William Tbomaon. Kirat Lord Kelvin, died In Londoa on Decemti

the cool-beaded reaU'T
but we print tbo letit-r
'ii
hear from the nioutlu u( ra.i!!'j.id u!lli>:.~
Iti:^ chief pului u^aaiMt
our not" of OctotM-r II Is that we advo. at<> ••ilucatlon lti8tea<l of ImpriKonDieiit aa a cure for car<'l)iainc«« un the part of uiiKliiuiiifn:
and he rlalnw that punlabmcnt under irlnilnal law l» the true preventive of "wreckri." Dut If he adnillH ihat death Is a punishment
he must ndmit that feer of the penalty does not deter men from
runnlni; tnilnM to destruction, fur Kurely englnemen know that
when they neKleot the niles of safely they imperil their own lives.
Our cornspondent will also agree that to prevent the '"wrecks"
we must lake systematic measures lo prevent lesser errors; yet
he himself cites a case which the Covernment does not lake up.
No; the criminal Ian, however Just Its provisions, cannot be made
to touch a tithe of the cau.ses of railroad "wrecks." Our correapondent calls for drastic ^l<^a8ure8 bec.iuse "careful instruction"
has been trie<l and has failed. The trouble is that usually it has
been Iried only In a desultory way. The wrecks cited in the letter
seem to have been caused mostly by men who were reckless, as
distinguished from careless. Moral
delinquency is. indeed, often incurable, but men of that class can be
:

weeded

out.

Adequate

discipline

exposes them. The railroad officer
who keeps such men in the service
because prosperity has overburdened him with traffic, deliberately takes upon his own sboulder.s
the responsibility for the safety of
Editor.
his trains.

Courts on Ticket Scalping.
Federal Supreme Court
confirmed the long line
of decisions against ticket scalping
by affirming the injunction issued
by the Supreme Court of Louisiana
against the resale of limited tickets.
ll is now nearly 3" years since legwas secured in Pennislation
sylvania, followed by New Jersey,
railroad
of
against
the
resale
tickets.
In 1897 legislation was secured In New York, but the statute
was declared unconstitutional by
the Court of Appeals in 1898, and
the Everett act met the same fai«'

The

has at

last

Lord Kelvin.

ber 17 ar-the foret:

•<-

'

•

-•

?---..-

^jj considered

in the world.
>
now genpart lu building up the
doctrine of the conservation of energy and the theory of the dl»Mis most ImBlpation of energy Is almost entlr'-ly due to him.
portant book Is bis "TrealUe on Natural Philosophy," written with

He was

erally

."urles

i

ai.-'pii'l

II.-

tuuli

uu

iiiii).j;-.iiii

Prof. Talt.
His other works Include papers on mathematics, thermomagnetism and eleclrosUtlcs. His greatest contribotions to the application of science were la the field of electricity.
Me was elect rlrlan for the company which made the unsuccessful
attempt to lay the Atlantic coble In 1857, and for the company
which 8uccee<led in laying It In 1860. He acted In similar capacity
He designed
for several other lines laid between 1869 and 1879.
one of the first practicable alternating current dynamos and wa«
chairman of the first advisory board which considered the development of electric power from Niagara Falls. Among bis other Inventions of immediate practical value are: the present form of

dynamics,

the mariners' compa.s.s. the siphon recorder and other apparatus
used with most submarine cables, and many instruments for measuring electric current.

He was born at Belfast. Ireon June 26. 1824, his father
being Professor of Mathematics at
Glasgow University. He was educated there and at Cambridge, and
when 22 years old was made Professor of Natural Philosophy at
Glasgow University. This chair he
land,

filled

He was knighted
until 1899.
and in 1892 was made Baron

in 18C6

Net h era 11. Largs,
of
Kelvin
He held many other
Ayrshire.
titles and honors, conferred on bim
by societies and universities In
Kuiope and the United
Kelvin was married
haves no heir.

States.
twice,

Lord
but

Sleeping Car Berths In Wisconsin.

The Supreme Court

of

Wiscon-

declared unconstitutional
the act of the 1907 Legislature
which assumed to give the occupant
of a lower berth in a sleeping car
the right to say whether the unoccupied upper berth shall be open
or closed. The court declares that
sin

has

the act is an unwarranted interference with the right of dominion
over property by the owner thereof,
and an unlawful appropriation of
property, not in the Interests of the
sale could not be Interfered with.
general public but for the conveniThe Illinois Supreme Court reached
ence of a few. It is suggested that
a like conclusion, and it is the geii
the Legislature could compel a raileral drift of common law that a
road to give a passenger this right
common carrier cannot limit con
if he paid reasonably for it.
tracts for transportation: but the
Lord Kelvin.
The main opinion was written
Pennsylvania courts have held a
by Justice R. D. Marshall, and
different doctrine, as have those of
Texas and other stales; and the Federal courts have for years Justice William H. Timlin filed a supplementary opinion, concurtended to regard it lawful to prohibit the resale of special rate, ring in the result, but setting forth that be believes that the
Legislature has a right to regulate the operation of sleeping
excursion or limited railroad ticket.
cars.
It is a settled doctrine of the Federal Courts that a contract
The syllabus says: Police regulations which are reasonable are
for transportation can be limited to the original holder. Judge
Wood, of the United States Circuit Court, confirmed this. Injunc- not Inhibited by the constitution though invading Its letter, since
them
was
the
exercise of the police pov^'er is so essential to the public weltions have been issued by the state courts, and one of
sought In Louisiana. The lower court refused this summary re- fare that it is presumed that such exercise within reasonable limits
dress.
The Supreme Court of Louisiana granted the injunction. was not intended to be prohibited, but, on the contrary, guaranteed
The case wa.s carried to Waahlngton and the Federal Supreme by the general declared purposes of civil government and the maniCourt holds that "a non-transferable reduced rate ticket" can be fest purpose of the constitution.
protected by an injunction from resale, as the ownership gained
It is a judicial function to determine the proper subjects for
by the purchase Is only "limited and qualiMe<r' and the roads police regulations and a legislative function to determine, primarily,
issuing "retain a subordinate Interest in the ticket amounting to the expediency of regulation and the character thereof subject toa right of property therein which a court of equity would protect." judicial supervision to the extent of determining, in cases as they
Philadelphia Press.
arise, whether the boundaries of reason have been so clearly exceeded as to violate some constitutional prohibition, express or
The Slgl Locomotive Works In Austria took a number of con- implied; the judgment of the Legislature being controlling unless
tracts to supply foreign railroads last year, there being not enough it appears beyond reasonable controversy that the interference is
Austrian orders to keep the works going. These foreign orders unreasonable.
were executed at a considerable loss, and not only could no diviThe doctrine that the police power is a law of necessity may
dend be paid, but the face o^ the shares Is to be reduced 10 per cent. well be said to furnish the key to what Is within and what la
1901.
The New York court.s,
In
though with dissenting opinions,
have held that a railroad ticket was
property and that, once bought, its

—
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without the boundaries of siuh power; not that
a police regulation
to be legitimate must be an absolute
essential to the public welfare,
but that the exigency to be met must so concern
such welfare as
to suggest reasonable necessity for a
legislative remedy, the legisJature to be the primary judge and the
supreme judge as well
except as to interference so unreasonable as to
be excessive beyond
reasonable controversy.
*

*

Is the restraint or requirement in proportion to the
it possible to secure the object sought
without impairing essential rights and principles? • • » A legislative
declaration respecting the character of a law. as that its
purposes is to
promote public health, is not absolutely binding on the courts. It
is their function to determine the real intent of
the law and if its

"danger?

ostensible

*

Is

is

not the real purpose, to give effect to the constitution

by condemning the enactment.
A law providing that the upper berth

in a sleeping car, when
unoccupied, at the option of the occupant of the lower berth, be
is not for the promotion of the public health and comfort
in that the option is given in each instance where the regulation
is applicable to say whether it shall operate or not. manifestly
suggesting that it is for private rather than for public interests.
The penalty for violating the law was imprisonment for six
<-Iosed,

months or

a fine of JlOO, or both.

The Pullman Company instructed

its porters to disobey the law.
Stone, a passenger, filed a formal
complaint with the District-Attorney of Brown county, at Green
Bay, against a porter on the Northwestern road; the porter w^as
arrested and convicted. The Pullman Company appealed to the
Supreme Court, having backed the porter at all steps in the court

procedure.

Vandalia Track Elevation and Improvement Work

at Indianapolis.

September, 1905. the city of Indianapolis, Ind., passed an
ordinance requiring the elevation of all steam railroad tracks west
of the I'nion Station as far as West street. Although the
lineal distance covered by the ordinance was less than halt a mile,
«ome serious and puzzling problems were presented. The roads
chiefly concerned were the Vandalia. the Big Four (C, C, C. &
St, L.), and the Indianapolis Southern
the Illinois Central's recently completed line into Indianapolis, described in the Railroad
Gazette of March 1,5. 1907. As mentioned in that article, the origIn

—

inal construction of this line was made to conform to the elevation
it is therefore built on an elevated steel
structure for about three-quarters of a mile.
Of the other roads, the Vandalia had the heavier work to do.
The accompanying map. Fig. 1, shows the district between Union
Station and White river, with the lines as at present revised. The
most serious problem of the Vandalia was to lake care of its Vincennes division line to the best advantage. As the map shows, this
line comes in from the southwest parallel to Kentucky avenue.
There are two tracks, which for the last few hundred feet of their
length occupy the west side of this street. Elevation of this portion of the line would have required the construction of a doubletrack steel viaduct and the raising of the various industry tracks
connecting therewith, this being the solution offered by the city
for this portion of the work.
But the excessive cost of the work
and the remonstrances of the owners of the industries affected
caused the abandonment of the idea in favor of the one adopted.
This was the construction of what is known as Eagle creek connection, a cut-off from the Vincennes division to the St. Louis
division, west of the city, as shown in Fig. 2. The Vincennes division traffic is thus diverted to the St. Louis division outside the
city.
There was no nece.ssity therefore for elevating the Vincennes
division tracks, which, however, will be used as switching tracks
to the industries adjacent thereto.
Just after crossing White river the old single-track main line
of the St. Louis division passed through the city freight yard as
shown in Fig. 1, To avoid elevating this yard It was decided to
relocate the line to pass around the north side of il. crossing White
river about 210 ft. north of the old bridge. The new line, which
Is double track, continues across the bottom west of the river and
Joins the old line near the Bell
Indianapolis I'nion Ry.
crossing"
about l',{| miles west of the station. The Vandalia already owned
most of the necessary righl-of-way for the new location. The additional land needed west of the river was secured by exchanges with
the HIg Four,
The map also shows the profile of both the old and new lines.
In the city, on the elevation' work, the greatest raise above the
formf-r grade Is 10'.,, n
whirh is at the Kentucky avenue cro.=slng.
From thl» point there
a 1 per cent, temporary run-off toward
the statloD, and on the west, following fiOO ft. of 0.1 per tent.
4own grade, there Is a 0.25 down grade across the river and Parry
itTenu''.
From Parry avenue the line runs down to a grade crossing
•with the Belt, which Is about 4.400 ft. west of the river.

ordinance requirements and

.

:

I

)

.

i.'<

When the Kentucky avenue croaslnte was begun the old main
track of the Vandalia had to be abandoned and arrangements were
made to run Into the station over the Big Four tracks. The new
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line weat of the rlv«r had t>e«n oomplrtrd and a trmporary ronneclion with the Big Four waa Iherefore pul In weat of Parry avenue.

A* foon aa

the Vandalla was ready to u«e Ita new tracki, th<- arrancement waa reveraed In order to permit the BIr Knur to build
Ita portion of the We«t airr<'t and Kenttnky a
iiRit and
ralae It^ tracks to the new Krade. The HIk
illittiirb
111 White river froaalnR anil the temporary
with the
Vandalla trarka was therefore put In atxnit 5uu (t. tasi ul the river.
The Cln('lnn.itl. Hamilton ft Dayton's Hprlnirfleld. III., line entem
Indianapolis over ihU division o( the UIg Four and the trains of
i

'
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almllar to the other street rroaslngs. which will be referred to In
later
White river bridge la 545 ft long, made up of aeven
apana as follows, beginning at the east end: One 43ft 6-ln. span,
two 81-ft !"pan« two 103-ft 3-ln. sprini". on* «!ft span and one 52-ft.
Work
of piers
span. T:
wag 'ixv
and the bridge
detail

was

masonry wai

flrii

to

have

tMH'U duiu- lu three uiuuUu>. bal auuieruua uuexpected otMtaclea
delayed progress on the foundations. All masonry rests on pilea
except the east abutment, the pll<« being driven to gravel In all
cases.
In putting down the foundations easy
digging was Impeded by the occurrence of
moi^tu^oiis
I'nlted States
large boulders, old trees, ••ir.
interlocking steel piling was used on three of
the piers and wooden sheathing on the rest,
the wood sheathing being tJ-in. x 8-in. yellow
Better progress would
pine in one Instance.
have been made had the steel piling been used
This and most of the wooden
throughout.
sheathing was driven with a steam hammer.
A drop hammer was used for the steel piling
and In several cases the piles were driven
completely through old logs. The bottoms of
these piles, which were 12-in. wide, weighing
35 lbs. to the foot, were badly battered in
several Instances where large boulders were
encountered. The steel piling made almost a
water-tight cofferdam, but proved exceediugly
hard to pull, requiring 90 tons to start some
of the sections, and In some cases four or
five sections would come up together.
The total weight of the superstructure
of the bridge is 1.608.411 lbs. The contractor
for the substructure was the Essex Construction Company, and for the superstructure the
Pennsylvania Steel Company. A view of the
two bridges White river and Parry avenue
is shown in Fig. 3, the truss bridge back of
the river crossing being that of the Big Four.

—

The most
tucky avenue.

map

(Fig.

1)

important subway is at KenIt will be observed from the
that this occurs at the inter-

of Kfntucky avenue with Missouri
Kentucky avenue passing under the
tracks at a skew of about 45 deg. A single
structure serves the two elevating roads and
scal£ Of" rerr
also carries a switching track for the C.
H. & D.. making eight tracks in all.
It
Fig. 2
Map of Vincennes Division Connection; Vandalla Railroad.
is
a solid ballasted floor bridge built up
of columns, cross-girders and troughs. For
the two will continue to use the Vandalla tracks unlil the elevation Kentucky avenue the distance between abutments is 85 ft., and
work of the Big Four is completed enough for resumption of traflBc for Missouri street, 60 ft. Details of the concreting of the Vandalia's
on Its own lines. This will probably be about the first of the year. portion of the floor are shown in Fig. 4. The troughs are filled
The most important single feature of the work is the White with 1:3:6 gravel concrete carried 3% in. above the tops of the
river bridge, in conjunction with which is the Parry avenue cross- troughs. One inch below the surface is embedded electrically welded
ing immediately west. The two were built at the same time, uuder wire cloth of 3-in. x 8-in. mesh. Over this is a five-ply coat of felt
one contract. The river crossing is a deck plate girder structure and pitch applied according to the Barrett specifications. A layer
on concrete masonry, the superstructure being independent for each of soft building brick on 1 in. of sand protects the waterproofing
track, except for sway bracing.
The Parry avenue crossing is and over this the ballast is laid. The details show how the concrete

section
street.

—

Fig. 3

— Parry

Avenue and White River Bridges, Showing Big Four Bridge

in

Background.
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of F/oor at Center.

Concrete Floor; Kentucky Avenue Bridge.

Avenue Bridge; Indianapolis Track Elevation.

They also show the joins the St. Louis division about three miles west of Union Station.
expansion joint placed longitudinally of the bridge and the method This line is continued as a third track across Eagle creek and Into
used in providing for same in the concrete. All telegraph wires the terminal yard already referred to, about half a mile east of
are being put underground on the elevation work from the pas- the junction.
The old cro.ssing of Eagle creek was a two-span
senger station across Parry avenue. Two six-hole conduits are used, single-track lattice girder bridge. This was replaced by the threewhich are placed one above the other in the fill, and side by side arch reinforced concrete bridge, shown in Fig. 7, the arches being
on the bridges. Their position in two of the troughs is shown in 5.5 ft. clear span.
the cross-section of Kentucky avenue bridge in Fig. 4. A manhole,
The construction of the Eagle creek connection also necessitated
Is carried

up

to the tops of the fascia girders.

is placed at each end of each bridge.
A
photographic view of Kentucky avenue bridge is shown in Fig. 5.
In conjunction with the work in the city, and the changes
necessitated thereby, a large amount of improvement work is under
way immediately west of the city, including grade revision and
second track work from the west end of the terminal freight yard.
ju.st west of the Belt crossing, to Ben Davis, about 6'.j miles west
of Union Station. As already mentioned, and as indicated in Figs.
2 and 6, the Eagle creek connection from the Vincennes division

for access to the wires,

a considerable change in the grade and alinement of the electric
interurban line paralleling the Vandalia the Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern.
To avoid a grade crossing, the traction line was
carried overhead by the railroad company.
In order to do this it
had to be swung to the south, as shown in Fig. 6, in order to have
room for the fill. This is shown best in Fig. 8, which is a general
view of the change, the proximity of the old location of the traction line to the Eagle creek connection being apparent. Another
reason was a possible future connection toward the west from Eagle

—
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creek connection to the St. Louis division, the change affected
about 3.200 ft. of the traction line and. in addition to the heavy
fill and
the bridge over Eagle creek connection, required the construction of a double box subway for the highway near the east
end of the change. A view of this subway and the All at this point
are shown in Fig. 9. The bridge over Eagle creek connection is
yi ft. between faces of abutments, on account of the sharp curvature

Vol. XLIII., No. 26.

company forces. The track elevation worlc is practically completed,
This and the other improvement worit is being done under the
general supervision of F. T. Hatch, Chief Engineer of the Vandalia.
R. K. Rochester. Principal Assistant Engineer, is in immediate
charge, assisted by H. T. Sympson, Assistant Engineer. All steel
work was designed in the office of J. C. Bland. Engineer of Bridges
of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh,

at the point of crossing.
Enlargement of the terminal freight yard
Indianapolis is
of Fig. 6 is part of the work.
the terminus of the Vandalia. which is controlled by the Pennsylvania Lines, but operThrough freight trafBo
ated independently.
between the Vandalia and the Pan Handle
is interchanged by way
(P.. C. C. & St. L.
of the Belt. The drawing shows the addition
last year of trackage for a Belt receiving and
departure yard and for repair tracks; also
the contemplated addition of a classification
yard at the east end. Entrance to the yard
is at the west end. and an electric interlocking plant is being installed for the control of
this entrance.
The positions of this tower,
called S F tower, the power house for the
plant and the signal bridge are shown in Fig.
6.
The signal bridge spans four tracks, the
most southerly being a drill track for the yard.
Electric automatic signals are being installed
from fnion Station to S F tower.
The heaviest work on the grade revision
and second track work is Ben Davis cut al the
western end of the work. This cut is 7.000 ft.
long. 16 ft. deep at maximum point and contains about 226,000 yds.
It has supplied a
good part of the filling material tor all of the
work here described. However, a part of the
work east of White river was filled with the
strippings from a large gravel pit opened up a
short distance west of Eagle Creek. The new
work is being ballasted with gravel from
this pit.
With the exception of the masonry
and bridges, all work is being done bv
I
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Marrland
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Biriningham

.Vtlanta.

bama

44.71

1

t

Allanllc-Cbaltaboorbre rlrer weal to AlaMancbeater lo Allaota. 77.40 miles

ft

state line, 4.40 mIlea

:

81.80
O.OO
25.0O
13.00
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1

'
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It
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•

1
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lAin,
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7
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•.M1..-I.I

Montana

4

Mlrhlcan
MInnrKila

7

•.•S.(C,

IM.SO
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Springlleld
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from Hills Park yard lo
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Ohio
Oklahoma ...

33..SII

:

i

Ol.i^li
:to.oii

•.;i>.i>8

I.-.».««

:tl.7o

111.

11

1J1.7H

I

Washington Northern

ft

state line.

IM.HH

<»r.-i.-..n

—

(Irand Junction north to Washington
miles; branch from Coleman east to Clagstoa
Junction II.IW) miles
total
Minidoka ft S.,ulbwesi.Tn lO. S. I.,
Minidoka lo Buhl
Ciiltlesac southeast to ijrangevlile
.S'urtliern Paiitic
Oregon. Wasliinglon ft Idaho lO. K. It. ft W. and Nor
Lcwl*ton west toward Washington state line
Yellowstone Park (O. S. L.)
Foggs Mill to Montana stale line

Idaho

k:<.hii

Pad —

—

40.4<>

I4.9«
.'kI.OO

0.70
24.83

135.8»
ILLINOIS.

1

Tciaa
rtah

Chicago

ft

Vlrctnla

Illinois

Central

Waahlncton
Wmii Vlrrtnla
.

-

WjromlnK

.

—

—

—

.

Wltiooniiln

—

Western Indiana OOlh street to liMith street. Chicago....
Between llerrin and Zeigier
Marlon ft Johnson City (Mo. Pac.i
Marion lo near Johnson City..
Wabash Southern (Mo. Pad Five miles northeast of Zelgler to
Benton

.

1.25
2.0O
7.84

4.45

-

.

15.54

ToUl

.

.

i'anada

Mrxlro

i.2rj.4rt
H7I1.7II

l.oi>7.o.->

.ia:i.o.i

•_'9C..jll

n

IM>l.tN.t.

IXITKIt ST.\TK8.
Alaliama Westirn
Ifalryrllle.

i

lildeua

North

.

*•

r
lines,
luia 1 1..

line

miles

l..-|t>

—

:

Southern

;i8.C7

ft

line

from main

south
— — Bloomlngton
Jnnctlon....
northwest
Huntington..

Cent.

('ill.

ft

Louisville

ft

Chicago

I

(irlOitb to
BiiilTton

(>auisvllle

—Kvausvllie
E.I — lUxie to Unry
Lines) — (ilbson east
Southwest

to

Haute— At

Western (C.

L.

S.

ft

Indiana Harbor (N. \'. C.
Indianapolis ft l.oulsville (C, I. ft L.)
Junction and Victoria
Southern Jasper northeast to West Baden

—

29.00
25.80

13.00

line

101.82

INDUN
Midland Vallev

6.50

UMt)
154.82

— Jenks

TERRITIIRV.

0.5O

west to (lien Pool

Oklahoma & Uulf Diislin south to Kose. 25.«i) miles:
Dewar branch. .McDonald north to Walters. 4.50 miles: total....
Oklahoma Central— I'urcell to a point eight miles west of Bianchard
.Mls.s

i.

Alaska Central

7.IN)

mile

—

27.00

21.00

miles: I.lttle Creek
miles; end of track to 8hellon. 1.00
il.OO

total

:

Tanana

.30.10

iW.6t>

»I..\SK.V.

— North toward Kairhnnks
Seward Peninsula — Little Creek to Sunset.
Junction to McDonald.

2.52
12.00
23.00
3.00
5.00
1.50

between Wallace

—

5. 85

total

lo

TomblKbee Valley-

liary

and
70.80

Acton Basin
4c N.l
Arton Coal Basin
Healing Springs north to Silas

.

IKliua

stiite

—

,v

-

near

MIsslBslppI

IMMi miles: toial.
— lieorula tprminalx
state line west toward Tal-

N.I
FIxtenslon of Tjiln I'reeli liranrb. on Skel-Ion from Vulonn to Piaco
if Flat Top Spur to jx.lnt l>evond Vlllaue Creek.

,1

*"'"'•
^

& Atlantic

.

.Vliii.iinii

'•I

S"""'

—

I'pnt. i
rielnwn
tnllea : Kiriulni;linm

111.

.'td.iil

Ailanla. BirnilaKham

Bloomlngton

Chicago. Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Biulfton
Kvansvlile ft Terre

Valley
fJllmore In Chatanlkn
Copper Klver \ Northwestern Katalla east mwanl
tlelds
Ktalla west and northwest..

—

Denver. Enid ft
A., X. ft S. F.I
dere
Joseph ft (irand Island Stouts to Highland.
I

14.00
21.00

—

St.

Beriin; river loul
.'to.OO

:

KE.NTfCKV.
91.00

Kentucky Midland

.KRlZliN.l

—

ft
A.. T. & S. K.I
Mile
Bouse. we.<t to
mile 100. S4. one mile west of Parker
MtK.KSKXS.
Arkansas. Oklahonm A. Wi'siern Sprinittown to Siloam Springs.
Bauxite ft X.>rih.Tn
liaiixii.- in Bauxite .lunrtlon
Crittenden Kallroinl
Wllilini to Parkin .lunclion
Ihirdanelle, Ola * Southern
liarilanelle to Ola
El I lorado ft Wesson
Wesson north
Curdon ft Fort Smith Mo. Pao.
To Caddo (jap
liurikin ft Fort Smith .Northern
Mo. Pac.i
Caddo tJap north to

Arlxona

California

I

—

i

i

.

—

.

—

i

Woml.le

.

Mls»4.url

10.00
3.1MI

2.00
15.0O
3.00
3.85

ft

16.0O
20.0O
2.00

I

Siwars.

il.iHi

miles

:

ft

—

I

Fails

Coast Line (So. Pad- Between Santa Crat and Davenport
Kmpire Kniluay (So. Pad Kossl to Slratton
Nevada. California ft Oregon From 10 miles north of Madelln to
Likely

—
—
—

—

Northwestern Pacltlc Wendilng to Floodgate
Pajaro Valley Consoiiiiated Salinas to Aiesae .lunclion
Peninsular (So. Pad- Helwi>eii .Mavlleld and Vasona
Southern Padllc SmelUer to Benedict
Tonopah ft Tidewater Dumont north to Nevada state line. .16.00
miles: branch Death Valley Junction to l.lia V mine. 7.0O miles;

—

—

— Stockton to Sacramento, 43.00
Junction. 48.00 milea
total
Yoaemlte Valley — North Fork to El Portal
Pacltlc

7.08

13.74
7.10
S.20

10.00
1.80
2.30
T.flll

4.62

03.00

total

Western

idIIps

:

i

C<)I.I)KA1>0.

LOll.Sl.lX.V,

—

Between Baton
Baton Kouge. Hammond ft Eastern
Y. ft M. V.l
Uouge and Covington
Crowley
Colorado Southern. .New Orleans ft PaclBc (St. L. ft S. F.I
liranch. Eunice (o Crowlev. 23.00 miles
Kinder to Atchafalaya
river. 64.44 miles
Alchaklayn river to Pt. Allen. 33.37 miles
(

—

20.75-

;

120.81

—

Nine miles west of Lawson City to Hamft lloultonville
mond
Jasper 4 Eastern (liuif. Col. ft S. F.)— Cravens east to Oakdale.
IxMilsiana & .\rkansas-- Tioga to Pineville
Louisiana ft Pacltlc IS. A. ft S. S.I— De Bidder to Fulton. 26.00

Hammond

.

.

.

.5.0O
24..->0

5.02

miles
Fulton to Banks. 16.00 miles total
Vllleplalte southwest to Eunice.
I/iuisiana East ft West (T. ft P.
.VrnHUdville to Port Barre.
.Morgan's Louisiana ft Texas (So. Pad
New Orleans Creal Northern Bogue-Chilto bianch. Ijtwrence norlli
toward Tyiertown. Miss.. Ki.Oi) miles: on branch from SkidoU
total
via Mandeil to Ablta Springs. 26.00 miles
Opelousas southwest to
Opeiousas. (Julf ft Northeastern (T. ft P.)

42.00
14.00
12.30

Crowley
Kock Island, Arkansas & Louisiana (C. K.
Eunice
Tremont ft Gulf Dodson south lo WlnnHeld

33.00

:

)

—

—

;

—

.

—

I.

;

ft

P.)

—

42.00

Alexandria to
.1.5.34

—

lO.OO
384.:

MAI.NK.

Bangor

ft

.Aroostook

-South La C.range

norili to

main

line 4.50 miles

west of Sebools

Marshall to Kldorado Springs
ft Southern
Denver. Northwestern ft Pacillc Near Kremmling west to Yarmonv.
Rio Cirande Strong to Tioga

—

1.10

48.31

01.00
23.00

240.19

—

3.00
ID.IHI

25.33

Marysvllle to

;

(Colorado

—

—

i

total

96.37

rAMt-nKNIA.
Bav Shore So. Pact- Between San Francisco and San Bruno
Callfornin Northeastern (So. Pad
Between Weed and Klamath

Cypress Creek

;

16.00

total

to

t^ltv

.5.52

—

.Mniiinelle ft Western
Mtlle Kock to Douglas
North Arkansas From l..-sile southeast toward Helena
Osceoln. I.lttle Klver ft Western
iJiles to Youngs
Prescoii ft Northwestern
lelhlg to Cheney, lo.oo miles; Itosolsiro to
I.lttle Itock.

2C.t56

—t^entral
—

Nashville Cumberland Valley divisbm. up Left Hand
Fork of Straight Creek. 0.55 miles; Chenoa branch of Bear Creek
extension, from I'henoa lo coal mines in Bell county. 2.25 miles :
Fork
liranch. from Chenna branch. 1.10 miles: total....
Canev
Moreliead" & North Fork- Moreliead lo Paragon
Margantield south to Providence.
Moiganlieid & Atlantic L. ft N.)
From Knoxvilie division near WilliamsL. ft N.)
Pine .Moiinlain
burgh, tinished from Savoy to Clear Fork river
Louisville

sii.ls i„.;u

—

".

3.00
17.50
1.88

22.38

tWasbinpton. Westminster
ilary

to

ft

MARYLAND.
Gettysburg District of Columbia boun

—

Ijiytonsvllle

twill probably be operated by gasolene motor cars.

;:;

;;
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Marion

MICHIGAN.

—

Sable A North-Western
Crooked Lake .Tunction to Curran
Uetrolt & Mackinac
Alpena to lower south branch of Thunder

—

ilver

North Cove

to

Tallulah Falls
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— I'renti^s

in

McDowell county, 14.05 miles:

total.

Franklin

to

Bay

148.83

6.3.S

—

5.00
2.00

Detroit Terminal
At Detroit
Duluth. South Shore & Atlantic To mines
<lrand Rapids & Indiana
Veneer to Kalmoiith

—

—

—

•Kalamnzoo. Lake Shore & Chicago Between Toquin and I'aw-I'aw.
Keweenaw Central Mohawk to Mineral Kange Junction. 1.00 mile:
Mandan lo Keweoiiaw Copper Company's mine, l.Ud mile; total.

—

NORTH DAKOTA.
Milwaukee & St. Paul
Dakota state line to Ives

Chicago.

Great

— Pacific

South
89.10

—

Northern
Berthold-Crosbv line northwest to Crosby, 61.72
Walhalla north to international boundary, 5.36 miles

miles

:

:

total

.

extension,

Coast

A Sault

Minneapolis,. St. Paul

Ste. .Marie

— Dogden

to

Max

67.08
2i.70

183.88

'Change

in

location

main

old

of

line.

OHIO.

MISNESOT.V.
Big Fork & International Falls (Nor. Pac.)
Big Falls northeast to
International Falls
Duluth & Northern Minnesota Mile post 4.') to mile post 50
Dulnth, Mis.sat)e 4 Northern
.Main line to Wacootah mine, 1.74
miles: Ilolman to Holman mine, 1.32 miles: tolal
Duluth. Kainy Lake & Winnipec Mile 50 to Rainier
•Great Northern
Kelly Lake to Fcrmoy
Minneapolis, St. I'aul & Sauit Ste. Marie Brooten to Mississippi

—

—
—

—

—

—

Lake

Erie. Alliance
to Dillonvale

34.00
5.00
3.06
43.00
23.40

49.63

river

158.09
Greenville.
Mill.
total

MISSISSIPPI.
Elizabeth & Wolfs Mill (Southern)
Nananre to Wolfs
5.00 miles
Wolfs Mill east to Kergs aMIII, G.OO miles

—

— Leiand southwest
Mississippi & Alabama
Cent.) — Between Ruslor and Alabama
state
New Orleans Great Northern — .Mays Creek north toward Jackson.
Ilomochltto
Natchez & Eastern (Miss. Ceni.i — Brookhaven west
23.00 miles Natchez east toward Brookhaven, 18.00 miles
Mississippi Central —Ten miles south of Uattiesbniii toward Scranton
Natchez. Columbia & Mobile — Old Camp
Eleven
Sunflower & Eastern
& M.
— Between Camp
Blue Lake and Webb..
south
Lake View,
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley — Tennessee state
and Charleston, 20.59 miles; between
miles: between
V.)

JI.

.

.

river.

.

?,0.'9

53.00

;

total

to

V.)

(Y.

41.00
5.00
3.50

P'hilipp

.60
Sliver City

and Kelso. 13.00 miles

;

34.19

total

201.29

MISSOOBI.

——

Chester. Perryvllle & Ste. Genevieve
West Chester to MInnith
Mississippi River & Bonne Terre Elvins south to Mitchell
Missouri A North Arkansas Seligman northwest toward Joplin....
Revnolds In Ohiraan
Missouri Southern
Saline Valley (C, G. & C.)— Minnlth to Klapek
Springfield to Crane
Springfield Southwestern (Mo. I'ac.)
Versailles & Sedalla
to mines.

—

—
—

—

23.00
4.00
15.00
4.00
5.00
34.13
1.00
Sfi.l.i

MONTANA.

— —
—
—

Billings & Northern (Gt. Nor.)
Armington southeast towards Laurel
Anaconda To Browns
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Pacific Coast extension, between Ismay and Perry. 38.00 miles Harlowton and Delphia. 92.30 miles
Whitehall west 4.30 miles: I'.utte east 9.30 miles: total
Yellowstone Park (O. S. L.)
Idaho state line to Yellowstone

19175

——

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
New Castle to Wynot
& Western (Mo. Pac.) Lane toward South Omaha..
Flordville west to Central CMtv. 4.96 miles; Belmar
Luther, 10.04 miles
total

Chicago.

South Omaha
Union Pacific

—

;

18.44
4.07

15.00
37.51

NEVADA.
Bullfrog Goldfleld (Ton. & Goldf.)
Springdale south to Beatty and
Gold Center, thence northwest to Rhvollte
Callente * Pioche (S. P.. L. A. & S. L.i— Caliente north to Pioche..
Fallon Railway (So. Pac)
Between Hazen and Fallon
Tms Vegas & Tonopah Rhvollte north to (Joldfieirt
Silver Peak
Blair Junction to Blair
Tonopah & Tidewater California stale line north to Gold Center.
Western Pacific Utah state line west to Shafter

—

—

—
—

—

—

.

.

West Jersev & Seashore (P. R.
Wlldwood to Wlldwood Crest

R.

NEW
& Northwestern

(St.

Van Bremmer Park
New Mexico (A„

E^aatern of

Mangum south
—
Orient — Clinton south

14.00

Citv. Mexico &
to Dill City, 20.00
miles; North Fork Red river to Elmer. 27.00 miles; total
Byers to Middleberg, 50.00 miles; Middleberg to
Chlckasha. 15.00 miles
total
Wichita Falls A Northwestern System Texas state line north to

Kansas

Oklahoma Central

—

—

;

47.00
65.00
33.60

.

.

L.,

T.

&

R.
S.

)

— Wlldwood

—

1.11

74.00
17..50
2.S.00

39.00

MEXICO.
M. & P.)

northwest

47.80
83.80

YORK,

i,nrB«.r

I

.

.

.

.

2.00
2.84
11.00

state

line

NORTH CAROLINA.
.Sonlliern (Soul hern)— West between

lind
and

'

4.r,n

I'lnehrirxt

loCartlinge
lo Coshwell

Una — Enrrlnglon

;

;

••

w.^i.rn

—

and Fawn Grove

.Miapass

10

present

end

8.34
.72

12.00
1.42
2.50
2.00

—

I'ennsylvania
.Apollo branch extension, 0.21 miles
Wimper branch
extension to Eureka mine, 0.80 miles
West Browsvtlle to Junction with P. M. A S., 4.45 miles ; Grindstone branch. 2.59 miles
Cambria and Clearfield division. Coal Run branch extension, 1.08
miles
total
Pennsylvania, Monongahela A Southern (I'. R. R.)
From junction
with Monon division to Millsboro
Philadelphia A Reading On Philadelphia. Harrisburg A Pittsburgh
;

—

—

branch In Cumberland county
Pine Run (P. R. R.), P. A N. W. Div. Junction with C. A C. Ry.
south of Irrona
Pittsburgh, Binghamton & Eastern
Cedar Ledge to Powell
Paine to Detsch
•Pittsburgh. Shawmut & Northern
Rock.y Ridge
Rocky Ridge north to Evanston
Susquehanna A New York Pleasant Stream to Marsh Hill, 2.05

—

——

—

—

Newberry Junction. 2.15 miles:
— Connection
at Brockwayville with
White Deer A Loganton — Duncan Tea Springs to Loganton
miles; Newberry
West Clarion (Erie)
P.

B.,

2.13

4.39
.50

2.39

21.00
5.00
5.00
4.20

total

to

Ry

R.

A
76
8.80

121.78

SOLTH CAROLINA.

——
Due West — Donnells to Due West
Greenville A Knoxville— Greenville north to Marietta
Seaboard
Line— Catawba Valley branch, Spence south

Bennettsville A Cheraw
Bennettsville south to Drakes
Chesterfield & Lancaster
Pageland west
.\ir

11.00
6.00
4.50
15.00
to Great

Falls

21.00

DAKOTA.

of' track,

ri.77

miles

11.88

Cashmere
65.50

Minnesota, Dakota A Pacific (M. A St. L.)—Two miles west of Northville west to Missouri river
Pierre A Fort Pierre Bridge A Ry. (C. A N.-W.)
From Pierre to connection with the P.. R-. C. A N. W. cast of Fort Pierre
Pierre. Rapid City A North Western (C. A N.-W.)
Between Fort
Pierre and Rapid Cltv
.South Dakota Central —Rutland north to Arlington
White River Valley (C, M. A St. P.)— Kadoka to Farmingdale

—

—

':

Central -Atoka to Kerrvlllc
'Jackson A Southeastern (111. Cent.)
Between Jackson
Little River
l'"orks to First Crossing

—

—

Change

In location of old

89.61
1.82

65.02
22.00
81.90

—

2.00
12.50
3.75
10.2U

main

5.50

A Perry....

.37

'.....

4.00

line.

A Nashville Adams to Forts
Memphis A Chattanooga (Southern) Between Chattanooga and Ala

—

linma state line

liushnell

north towards (Irecnsboro

'Inlel|;h

'

—
—

•Louisville

3.00

Pennsylvania
i-ennsyjvania

miles south of Farinvllle to llnokerton
lo Pamlico .lunrllon. 2.11) ml|e»
Zebiity. 10.77 miles;
ChorowlnllT to Wnshinston,
o toward Orlenlnl, 8.30 miles
Mackers Ferry
5.00 miles: Edenlon toward Skinners Point,

I

38.00

——
—

337.73

1. 00

I

Brookville to Conifer. 5.00 miles; total
Columbus A Erie (Erie)
Between Columbus and New York state line
Eriton Railroad (Erie)
From B. R. A P. Ry to Erieton in Clearfield
county
Indian Creek Valley Indian Creek to Rodgers Mills, 10.00 miles;
branch Iron Bridge to Mill Run. 2.00 miles: tolal
Kyler Run (Erie)
From Toby branch north up Kvler Run Hollow In
Elk county
Ligonier Valley
Branch. Ligonier to Wilpen
New Park & Fawn Grove (Stewartstown) Between Stewartstown

—

TENNESSEE.

10.47

'

1.48
1.15

—

Illinois

40.39
r.

—

.

'"•"""•""•l

A

31.70

PENNSYLVANIA.

line

Tcxico and Helen
Helen to Rio Puerco,

.

Tenri<^««<'.- •Inle line
Villi*.
lliL;li
Point

12.00
14.50

Allegheny Valley (P. R. R. ). Pennfleld Branch Pennfield to terminus
Baltimore A Ohio Yorn Run branch on Connellsville division
Brookville & Mahoning (P. S. A N.)
Brockwayville south to Ramseytown, 33.00 miles; Beaver Run branch from three miles south of

— Between
Bonesteel and Dallas
Chicago, Milwaukee A
Paul — Pacific Coast extension,
west to North Dakota state

F.)— between

—

— ueiween
Between

5.20
;

St.

— Cimarron

.

(Erie)
lane)

6.73 miles bevond Union Junction

—
—

'.

' W'f-r Seneca

Railroad
nuiirunu

— From

57.50

Fish Creek to Menteoln ........
...!.!!!
lohnsonTllIc (Jreenwlrh lo Salem Junction
Erie (L. V. )— Tlfft Farm (Buffalo) to L. S. A M. S.

'

Con

Chicago A Northwestern

(

stern

to

Oregon Railroad A Navigation Co. Elgin toward Joseph, 6. .80 miles
total
St. Johns east to Woodlawn. 5.20 miles
Umatilla Central (0. R. R. A N.)
Pendleton to Pilot Rock

SnlTII

Adirondack A St. I.rfiwrence ^De Kalb Junction to Ilermon.
Delaware A Hudson^Bouaes Point to connection with Nnplervllle
Junction Railway
F.rle A Jersrv
.'.
Erie i— between Gnymard and Otlsvllle
Oeii.s.c Viil ey Canal (P. R. R.)— Hcotlsvllle branch Scottsvllle to
'

OREGON.

Central Railway of Oregon

branch extension.

:

NEW

159.60

.JERSEY.

35.09 miles: Ciorls to Cameo. 1.87 miles:
10..S4 miles
total

South *

& Mexico

2G 00
32.69

218.30

NEW

and

29.98

OKLAHOMA.

Colorado, Texas

;

143.90
9.85

NEBRASKA.

Carollnn

24. J8

:

32.00
G.OO

;

Cnr'iiiiKi

5.00

;

4.61

to

line

Nypiiiin

south

—

:

11.60
8.00

to

to

& M. S.),— Piney Fork

Virginia (Wabash)
Between Wellington and Elyria,
total
branch to quarries, 9.19 niiles

15.79 miles

Fredwick

(III.

line

-Cimarron

A West

(L. S.

;

Leland Southwestern (Y. &

to

Lorain

A Wheeling

Memphis A State Line

4.30

0.20

Cent.)- Between Woodstock A Leewooil.
..S7 miles: between Auton and Nonconnah. 3.00 miles; total....
Mobile A Ohlo^ Clnmore to Jackson
Southern Railway Spur lines
Swan Creek Railway L. A N.)- -Mt. Pleasant toward Flanagan
Tennessee A Cnrollna Southern (Southern)
North between Carolina
state line and Maryvllle
Tennessee Rnllwny Smoky Straight Fork
Y'nzoo A Mlsslssipjii Valley— Eller south to Mississippi state line....
(111.

—

—

(

"S.ST

2.00
4.O8
4.00

12.00
4.00
6.13

56.46

TEXAS.

Beaumont A Great Northern— Onalnska southeast townnl Beaumont.
Beaumont A Saratoga Transportation Voth toward Saratoga
Beaumont. Sour Lake A Western (C. S., N. 0. & P.I— Houston east to

—

Trinity

river

—

Cnro Northern Cnro to Mt. Enterprise
Chicago, Rock Island A Gulf North between Irving and Cnrrollton..
-

15.00
2.00

37.00
16 50
3 50

—
DccYMUa

..
;

.

.
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t6i
iiiaa

«u(. 4.00 mllM; Ulnaca

•.•111

Koox

10

Cliy, 12.00

23.00
..

40.»9
lO.UO

iUr

4.S0 biIIm:

5 30
2:;

tn Braaddiu.
.-•...

.•(

.

.

.

il.i. Sl»-

oo

U.iU
«.0U
44.30

75 to 80
,.._
vU;

Ua&acji- Ut'tKvtu &«> I'-Uu,

iibU

;6:wslliiii

Uilcbc

84.00
S.00
S2.U0
1^.00

3.21

Trainman's Hour*
julii lu Ulucj. 43.00

The British Board of Trade has Issued iu i>tatenieDt of orerwork by railroad pmploye*^ In 'h<» month of .Iiilv 1a<>». as reported
by :'
31.
The

UTAH.
OaTla-Wttatrr coaDiy Hoc north to Ocden city

4 o«d«i

Salt L«k*

ulU

1

show the

each

and Nerada atatr Mnr

I*Hria<?— B«twc«o Salt Liikv Clijr

larter of

Bo.i

Italu

Wviem

In Gr«at Britain.

Okla

J

\McU;U

17.UU mile*.

cUaavs — trtiiuiucu, bi^ualmen and
cxamlnerE who. on one or more occasions during the month have
been on duty more than 12 hours at a time, or who, after so working, have been allowed to resume work with less than nine hours'
rest.
A second table is given showing ^ ^"iniimry of these same
periods of duty as they appear, after d<
in traveling home on being relieved. The nui
•rabraced
-r review
in the report now given is 112.442, and
they worked 2,SCr),309 days. The number ol da.vs on which these
men worked over 12 hours was 2.65 per cent, of the total days
worked. The percentage, after malcing the deductions for time spent
in going home, was in most cases about 10 per cent, less, although ia
the case of freight trainmen it was 50 per cent. less.
In connection with this subject American readers will be interested in a report of the conditions on the Lancashire & Yorkshire as
investigated last May by Lieutenant-Colonel Druitt. whose statement
was published by the Board of Trade in its annual report on employees' hours of labor. Investigations were made of conditions on
other roads also. In Englanrl. as in the United States, the labor
unions and the government together have forced the reduction of
working hours of trainmen and signalmen to rigid limits, with the
important difference, however, that on the British roads, as is indicated in the report above referred to, the limit beyond which it is
held to be more or less dangerous for a trainman to work is 12 hours.

number

Cripple Creek and
1.72

o(

t'liiiiluyicii

—

oi diffuruiil

•

17^00
PIIOD.
.

»t

:

of

east

WAnHioninx
to
•

Lid

Newport.
Knaupton

Nor.
'[

I

— B«tween

— East

9.10
4.21)

30.00

>llle
>'--)

be-

34.50
220.00
3.00

MoIsod and Inter-

uopaka

1.

WEST VIUGIMA.
to CusbmoDt

i>loD

up Svcamore Cre*k 0.«W miles; DlDgen
total
St.

Sproul, 15.20 miles:
— Albans to Madison,
22.50 miles:
—
Not speclQed
Kanawha
West Virginia — Charleston to Blakesley
MorKantoHD & KlngwiMd
Rowlesbury
& N.I — Klni^vood south
Norfolk * Western —
Fork branch. Berwind soatbeast to Canebrake
Vkrinian Railway — West of
1.44 miles Macajab
east of
King. 15.43 miles

Coal

i...

to

I

I'ryiuua. 14.i>u mlK's

^<p^lul

:

total

Iron Mountain

ft

Greenbrier

4t

iL.

to

51.70
4.00
39.00
18.00

I>«y

Ingleslde,
total

:

Chicago & XorthWestern From one mile west of Marathon City to
Rlh Kali*. 4 75 miles: between Elton and Van Ostrand. 6.3T

-A

!

V. .,

u—

..

-

.

CO:?DITIOXS

Van Ostrand. 10.S4 miles:

to

N. Junction. 2.S8 miles
Jarvls to Sycamore

Ladjamitb northwest toward Superior.

Viscuoaii. (.<.'uuu:

116.87

WYOMING.

<h: a.

|;

i,

imnton

Larji:.

II

Oregun

.>^li'>rt

8araioi;a

.

IIS

It

I'eak

Qulncy

— Worland

—

& FaclBe

Klrby
Krom 15 miles west of Laramie to
soutli to

k Kncampment

—

20.45
13.0(1

Kemmerer branch,
— Nortb Walcott
south

Line-

Kemmerer

t'>

mine.

to Saratoga

7.2tj

24.00
66.71

Canadian Northern

— Edmonton,
23.00 miles
Can.

Stony rialn, 31.00 miles

to

Alb.,

I

total

— St.
;

Nor.)

44.00

Jerome, Que.,

to

St.

10.00
Oni., west to Goderlch.
• I

Xeai>'>lnt 26 miles west of Saskatoon, 252
-k.. and Stoughtr.n. 12 miles:
beoy. Sa.<ik.. OS miles
total
to Maynootb. lU.oO miles: Maj-.ll.-'iO

mili^a

:

-^

T

tv

:

Cent r

413.50

.

!.•:

Grar hI
325 miles:
1

|. 1-. M u ipnip^c. Man., and Edmonton.
between Knowlton, Uan., and Fort William.

S.. to

Marit

Napie

I

M

'

12.50
.VIb.,

100

Jogglns
Si
Constant, Que., connection
Ont., to Fronthlll
In Quebec. Gosford branch
branch, mile 2S to mile

NIaan:
QaelX"

1.

7.50

le

Temisknniii.i;
rivfr.

<

A.

Nnrthorn Ontario

— Mile

int

Vancouver. Victoria ft Kaslem (Gt. Nor.l
ary northwest to Keremcon, B. C.

13.50

203 to mile 208, Waytayberg

— From

5.00
International bound-

18.20

.

VEXK-o

—

Cananen. Yaqni River 4 Paoiflc So. Pac.
From 15 miles south
of Corral. Sonora. to Alamos. 76.80 miles
16.3 miles north of
Corrall to Cumurlpa. 2.'>.0t) miles
total
iDterCaliforina (So. Pac). Calexico southeast
)

i

:

—

ox THE L.KXCASHIRE

A-

VOBKSHtRE.

large amount of merchandise on this railroad under
existing conditions of trade, and at the same time to keep the men's
hours within reasonable limits, is a difficult problem. Owing to the
line being crowded with passenger trains during the day, and the
way business is carried on by merchants, all goods traffic has practically to be done at night. The merchandise is rushed to the goods
yard at the last possible moment after business hours, and the owners expect it to be delivered at its destination, perhaps 20 or 30 miles
away, by the time the shops open next morning, quite forgetting that
the goods have to be weighed, la'oeled. packed into trucks at the receiving yard, and the trucks to be then taken to marshaling sidings
and made up into trains for the various destinations. Owing to the
exceptional boom in the cotton ;rade during the last six months or
more, the unusually large amount of goods to be moved has sometimes made the trains start very late, perhaps two hours or more
And as the aniount to be carried is not known
after scheduled time.
till the last moment, the enginemen and guards have to be in attendance with the engine at the schedule time, and be on duty perhaps
two hours before starting. Also, owing to the abnormal amount of
traffic resulting from the great boom in trade, the various trains
block each other, especially at yards and junctions whefe branch
lines join the main line, and wagons have to be transferred from one
train to another, while very often the branch line trains are late.
The result is that a train often gets four or five hours behind time
in a distance of 30 miles, and takes perhaps 12 hours or more doing
that distance. In East Lancashire especially the traffic between
Manchester and Colne. Burnley. Accrington, Haslingden and Ranisbottom has been heavier during the last winter than ever known

To move a

total

;

the practical limit

"relief":

Id Dduc^ias county

Atlantic

—Scott

..

is

Druitt's report deals with the pay of the
men, their hours and their holidays, the question of the sufficiency
of the forces at division points and all the conditions surrounding
We quote his general statement and his chapter on
their w^ork.

WISCO.VSIN.

—

railroads this period, 12 hours,

which superintendents and trainmen use as a basis in preparing
their schedules, but the government has not yet undertaken to declare trainmen overworked until they' have been on duty 16 hours
continuously.
Lieutenant-Colonel

to

:

On American

before.
This is a difficult question to adjust. The regulations
Relief.
are as definite as possible, but it has been found impossible to carry
them out during last winter so as to relieve every man before he
has worked long hours: and as regards goods guards, if they did get

—

;

relieved after 12 hours with a train, the time spent traveling after-
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This protects the floor system from
off very rapidly.
rails, which is as bad as salt brine in destroying thft
have used on this road all classes of paint, but have not
average time is fixed the train may pass before the men require found anything that will overcome salt water, and I think that in the
Then, as shown above, the traffic is almost all at night, when future we will have to resort to this method of covering to keep off
relief.
no passenger trains are running, and if a man starts duty at G or 7 the dirt, rust and salt water from the steel.
"Our estimated cost of putting an ordinary deck on a steel
p.m. he will require relief at some point not known until he telegraphs from it at 4 or 5 a.m. So it is often impossible to get relief structure is $4.50 per foot for labor and material. This method of
and
covering
will add $1.85 per toot, making a total of $6.15 per running
to him except perhaps by another goods train or light engine;
toot: and
am satisfied that we will receive better results by keepif the men are relieved they may have to wait an hour or two for a
passenger train to take them home, or they may get part of the way ing our steel work properly covered with paint. This is to be used
by a goods train or light engine. Sometimes relief men just miss tor deck and through plate girders and through truss spans. The
the men to be relieved, as trains cannot be kept waiting when they girders and spans where we have the corrugated floor system and
have the road, and so the relief men have to follow after the others use a 6 in. X 8 in. yellow pine tie, should be covered on the outside of
the best way they can. Sometimes, also, a man who wishes to make the rail with l^i-in. matched lumber. This will overcome the driplong hours will wire for relief at a place which he knows the relief from falling direct on to the steel."
The committee recommends that all equipment which scatters
man cannot possibly reach in time. The company showed me particulars of a number of cases where men had not carried out the salt brine along the line of tracks be provided with a copper tank on
manner,
each
car with sufficient capacity to hold all the salt brine that may
proper
in
the
regulations in asking for relief in time or
and so had worked long hours in consequence. That this is done by be made from melting ice. and have it emptied at destination of car,
a few young unmarried men. who wish to make long hours and earn or at points where such car is reiced. The practice of scattering salt
extra wages, was admitted by men to me in private: but. as a rule, brine should be stopped and it can be stopped much cheaper and
the best men are only too glad to get home as soon as possible. As a with better results than to try to protect the structures from such
rule the men did get relieved, except during fog and bad weather, action.
In 1898. at the Richmond meeting, a report on this subject esbut after being in charge of a train tor 12 hours and then traveling
timated that one refrigerator car would produce about 200 gals, of
afterward made the hours excessive.
brine in 24 hours. The suggestion was made that the cars be piped
Lieutenant-Colonel Druitt finds that wipers only 18 or 19 years so that the brine be discharged at center of track and the structures
necessary
to
provided with troughs to carry it clear of the metal work. In the
where
it
is
firemen
as
old are frequently employed
relieve the older men after they have worked 12 hours, and a large discussion of this report, tanks were suggested and a method of
number of such lads are being taken into the service. The railroad filling between the ties with blocks bedded in paint somewhat simcompanies, in their endeavors to meet the severe demands of the ilar in principle to Mr. Drapers scheme. President Berg stated that
government, make much (in their reports) of the fact that men can the Master Car Builders" Association had considered this matter
rest while on their way home after ending a tour of duty, but it and a committee had submitted two schemes, one of which, conappears that on these trips the men often have to ride in a caboose sisting of piping to center of track and discharging through a hose
or a locomotive, so that Colonel Druitt thinks they do not rest much. reaching nearly to the ground was adopted by the association as
The only definite recommendation made by the inspector is that "Recommended Practice."
At the Quebec meeting, in 190,3, Benjamin Douglas, of the
there should be a minimum limit of rest time between tours of
duty, exceptions to be allowed only under very special or urgent cir- Michigan Central, described his method of applying asphalt to floor
cumstances. It appears that last winter was exceptionally severe plates by heating the iron and pouring on hot asphalt. This formed
There was an unusually heavy movement of a sort of enamel, the asphalt adhering to the iron perfectly. A modion the railroads.
freight, there was much fog and snow and much sickness of the men. fication of this method could be applied to ordinary floors affected by
Under these conditions the number of trained men at the disposition brine drippings. It was also suggested at this meeting that tops
of stringers and floor beams be covered with ready roofing or simof the company was not large enough.
ilar material as a protection from brine.
turn the water

often to 13 or over. It is impossible to provide relief at fixed points, as it is quite uncertain when
the trainmen requiring relief will arrive at that point, and if an

ward brought up the hours very

the rust from the
paint.

We

I

:

A\ the Pittsburg meeting, in 1905. Mr. Reid, of the Lake Shore,

Protecting Steel Bridges Against Brine from Refrigerator Cars.*

The committee is agreed on two points: That the proper remedy for the trouble is in so constructing the cars that the brine can
be retained till it can be drawn off by the train hands without injury
to structures: and that no paint has been found that is effective in
prot.»ctlng the metal,
Mr. Berg (L. V.) reports:

"The Lehigh Valley has not adopted

special construction methods for the protection of bridges
against the action of salt brine from refrigerator cars, except the
have found no
ordinary protection of the steel work by paint.
satisfactory paint thus far to withstand this action for any length of
time, so that certain parts of the bridges, depending upon local conditions and class of construction, have to be painted every year."
Mr. Montzheimer (E., J. & E.) says: "The best way to obviate
this trouble is to have the drips from the refrigerator cars piped to

any

and Mr. Cartlidge, of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, reported
on the use of roofing felt on stringers: the latter finding it satisfactory and the former staling that it soon cut through. Mr. Loweth, of
the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, stated that he was trying "iron
bark," a proprietary material consisting of canvas ducking saturated
in a preparation of linoxyn and a resinous flux. A recent letter from
Mr. Loweth states that on several spans of deck girders with creosoted timbers laid close and covered with ballast, the "Iron bark"

We

Elevation
Proposed Method of Protecting Floors

of Iron

Bridges from Brine and Water;

the rrnter of the traik anrl then protect our bridges so that water
dipping on the center of the track will not go to the steel work."
Mr. Draper (111. Cent.) sends a .sketch of a protection that Is
proposed to lie tried on his road. He says: "The print shows the
proposed method of protecting our floor system from salt water and
from the weather. It is a galvanized iron box trough used as a
spacing block between the ties, and made with a pitch In order to
report to the
•Alwtrnri of
of Bridge* and Kiilldlngii.

[)nvef)(t'iii

nf tlio Siiperlntrndeuls

Illinois Central.

placed over the girder Manges tinder timber was In perfect condition
On several standard-floor bridges with 4-in,
after two years" wear.
spares between ties, the "iron bark' had cut through under the ties

The material and its application is
or crimped up between them.
exiwnslve and except In the case of solid contintious timbering does
satisfactory.
It is the material used for covbe
entirely
not seem to
ering the cables of the Williamsburg bridge at New York.
The report Is signed by K. P. .Mills, chairman: A. Montzheimer,
Walter G. Berg, F. O. Draper, Charles Carr.

Dtctiin*

The
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plan of
Cat,

Roseville

III)-

.vnr<l

Yard

lat'l)

<

of the

Southern

omph-dMl

li>

(hi-

for rmther frequent itop*. though less In numtxr
than for an Interurhan road. Kiihnrl'an roi-l" msy tw cinMlfled as

Sniitlx ni l>iuin<- at

ithuwn lii-ri-wlth
Tin- urranK'-iin'iit Ih HunKwIial
pt^ullur. ilu«> (o ihf phynli-ttl runaitloti of iht< kite. KuM-vltlf |m al>oul
Id mlleii northcaiil of Harrunii-nto. anil In tho junction of Ibo line
to Oiplpn and what U known a« the raat kIiIp llnr In thp Sarranx-nto
valley
Th<< San KianrUxo ri>r(lanil Mix- fullowH the wi>Mt HiiU- of
th<- valley.
The two Join at Tahaniu, Id.'i nilU-H north of KuHevllle.
The Hitiiatlon of Ucmevllje with ri-Kpert to Sai-riinientu, anil the
proxltnltv of the Sierra .Nevmla moiintalnH on the eacl, ninile It
nere>u<ary to have at thiH point a re«-elvln>;, depHrtiire ami rlaHHlflration yanl
Krelsht eomlUK Into Sairanienio from the west or Houth
la forwarileii north or eant from l<»)»evllle. and vice versa.
Trains
coming ( ver the moiintalnH are mudi' over at KohcvIIIc for the lighter
KradeH of the Sacriimento valley, while throuKh trains bound east
have to Ih> liroken up Into tieetloiiH for the heavy mountain Krailes.
The yard had two humpK, hut It will lie observed from the plan
that all of the claHsincation irackti are at the western end. This is
lieraiise the yard Is on a 0.4 per cent. ui>-Rrade eastwardly. which
would prevent switchlnK anil classifylnK cars by gravity In that
direction.
The main line, whirh Is double track, runs through the
Kaj<(lxiund trains enter the receiving tracks at
center of the yard.
the west end.
After cla8^iDcatlon westwardly over the bump, tlie
Km<>v1IIi*.

Ih

Roseville

Yard

those runni-<tliiK a lirniliial

Electric Railways In Sparsely Settled Communities.

BY E. p. ROBERTS.*
There are three general classes ot electric road.s: the city, or
urban; the suburban, and the Interurban. The city line proper Is
one lying entirely within the limits of a city, and. In general, Its
receipts depend on the magnitude (population and area) of the city
rather than on the population per mile of road, a.s In small cities
the distance from residence centers to business centers is usually
short, and people can and do walk.
On the other hand, in the large
city, tho distance between residence and huslness centers is usually
large, and people ride more frequently than in the other case.
As
a result there m.Ty be a smaller population per mile of ro.id In a
large city, and yet such road may have far greater receipts per nil!<»
mile of track is greater.
Suburban roads are usually an extension of the city system and
operate on highways, frequently with cars of the city type. The
•Abstract of a pnpir read by E. r. Roberta, of the Hobprin & .^bhott Com.
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and per capita ihan In the smaller city, where the population per
tbo terminal city from the population per mile of road.
Freight trafTIc on a city road Is nearly always a negligible quantity, but In the case of n suburban or Interurban road may reach
a Tery respectable value. Th» electric roads doing the largest freight
business are usually those which run through the most sparsely
settled districts.
This Is frequently due to the fact that the steam
freight service In such district Is limited, or entirely absent.
It
Is also a fact that such roads are generally built with the expectation of doing a considerable freight business, or are forced to develop such business because of the small passenger traffic. As the
light passenger traffic can be taken care of by cars operating under
considerable headway, the track Is available for freight service. In
most cases such roads have single track, with sidings of such length
and location as may be required.
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made for doubling the present engine house accommodations.
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Not Infrequently suburban roads, or those which should properly be designed as suburban roads, are equipped with large and
heavy cars geared for high maximum speeds and attempt to make
fast schedules, while at the same time doing a suburban business
and making frequent stops. Such practice is almost always uneconomical, as it gives on the one hand, a poor suburban service,
the cars being too large, the seating not best suited to the service,
the headway infrequent; on the other hand, a wretched interurban
service.
A heavy car geare<1 for high speed is very poorly adapted
to suburban service with Its frequent stops, and also results in an
exces-sive amount of power for the service given.
Where the number of stops is large, it is folly to gear a car for high schedule speed.
from
per
mile
it
is
useless
In fact, with
six to eight stops
to gear a
car for a higher speed than from 25 to 30 miles an hour, as no
gain in schedule speed at all commensurate with the cost can thereby be obtained. Another difficulty arising from the use of large and
fast cars for suburban service is the necessity for the high rates
of acceleralion which are required in order to make the time card
when the traffic Is heavy and the stops numerous. Such high rates
of acceleration require large and expensive motors, and make heavy
demands on the power house, substation and line.
The equipment on Interurban roads should always be geared
for the very lowest speed that will make the required schedule, plus
a sufficient margla for delays. Any higher gearing results In an
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unnecessary expense for car equipment. In some cases unnecessarily
Road No. 3 Is a 34-mile road having several small cities, whose
high repair bills, unnecessary expense for power, and also a larger population Is included in the totals,
power house and sub-station equipment than would otherwise be
1905.
1004.
Populntlnn, totnl
71. .338
73.249
required. The motor equipment selected should always be of ample
Popiilatlim. per mile
2.100
2.150
capacity for the work which it has to do. New equipments may
Kainlngs. totnl
i;Ui.ni8
147.851
"
per mile
4.0no
4.330
be heavily loaded for a Ions time before the effect of such overload"
per capital
1.90
2.20
ing becomes evident, and smaller overloads are slow to show their
Road No. 4 Is a 39-mile road having a large terminal city and
effect.
But when the trouble once starts it comes all at once. It
one
smaller
terminal
city.
The larger city is excluded and the
sometimes happens that a road will increase Its schedule speed,
Road No. 5 is an 80-mile road in the central west, having only
making the necessary changes in gearing to secure the required
Population, total
28.424
28,781
maximum speed, and apparently everything Is lovely, but In one
Population, per mile
730
740
Earnings, total
248.912
to two years there comes a sudden epidemic of burnt out armature
225.410
per mile
57.880
6,300
and field coils, and within a very short period it is necessary to
per capita
7.90
8.60
rewind practically every motor on the road. This is the inevitable
per mile
2.572
2.885
pe;- capita
2.56
2.82
result of long continued overload.
Road No. 6 is also a road in the central west, 30 miles in length,
The entire population directly on the route should always be
and
having
one
city,
medium-sized
the
population
of
which
is exconsidered in estimating probable earnings. When one city greatly
preponderates it should be excluded, but its population noted. For cluded from the totals.
1904.
1905.
sections a greater or less distance from the route we use a perPopulation, total
32.373
32.993
centage based on local conditions, and take into account the charPopulation, per mile
1.070
1.100
Earnings, totnl
85.055
80.100
acter of the population, the reasons for travel and the comparative
per mile
2,835
2.770
facilities, including accessibility.
For example: Near the principal
per capita
2.06
2.43
city a person residing three miles or less from the corporation
Road No. 7 Is a road in the central west, having one large and
limits of the city, and three miles from the proposed road, would one very large terminal city; both of these are extilvLded from the
seldom, if ever use it, whereas, it he were a considerably greater totals; miles of track, IGO.
distance from the city, and three miles from the road, he would use
1904.
1905.
Population, total
116.993
118,957
it almost as much as if he lived directly on the route, provided that
Population, per mile
731
743
there was not another electric or a steam road nearer to him, If
Gainings, total
660.000
699.339
per mile
4.125
4.370
such road were a steam road consideration would be given to the
per capita
5.64
5.87
service provided by It.
Road No. 8 is also In the central west, having 92 miles of track
It is also evident that if the location of the proposed road is
along a river, especially a wide river with few bridges, the popula- and one large terminal city, the population of which is excluded
from
the totals.
tion on the other side of the river from the road has lessened in
Last half '04 first
value; it might not. geographically speaking, be a quarter of a
half '05.
mile distant, but from the standpoint of accessibility may actually
Population, total
85,082
Population,
per mile
924
be several miles away. In some cases and because of connection
Kainings. total
404.880
with steam or electric railroads, or river transportation, or existper mile
4.400
4.75
iier capita
ing stage routes, considerable value should be given to a populaRoad No. 9 has one large, one medium and one small terminal
tion at a considerable distance from the route, whereas in other
The large terminal city Is excluded and the other is included
cases, and as above indicated, the population quite near the route city.
may have little value. The population so obtained is what we term In the total; miles of track, 45.
1904.
1905.
the "equivalent" population, by which is meant the population,
Population, total
59.166
02.124
which, if all of it were directly on the route, would equal in amount
Population, per mile
1.315
1.353
223.605
Earnings,
total
234.278
of travel the actual population as it is actually located.
For ex5.205
per mile
5.000
ample: a population of 1.000 may be considered as equal to 100 or
3.95
3.60
per capita
200 or more directly on the route.
Road No. 10 is a large road In the central west, having 134
Usually it makes little difference to the interurban road whether
miles of track, and one very large terminal city, the population of
the principal city has 100.000 or 500,000 population, provided that
which is excluded.
,

It is the principal city in that general section of the country, and
therefore the one to which all business tends. If the Interurban
road has a pleasure resort, it might seem fair to assume that it
would receive more passenger traffic from a terminal city of 500,000
than it would from a smaller terminal city. On the other hand,
the larger city will have more places of amusement, and it is a
question whether such seeming probable result will prove to be a
fact.
The freight and express business from the principal city depends on the conditions along the route, and the same Is true of
travel for business reasons, and also largely for social reasons, and
Is not affected by the size of the principal terminus.
The travej
into the principal terminus is not affected by Its population, pro
vided. as before stated, it is the principal city in the general section
of the country.
The receipts per capita depend upon the reasons
for travel, comparative facilities, habits of the people, character of
population, comparative costs of travel, etc.
The following examples show on typical roads the relation between receipts per capita and population per mile of road, exclusive
of the population of the terminal city.
Road No. 1 Is a double track Interurban In the central west,
with its terminal In a large city, but having no other towns of any
considerable size. It has a rather large suburban resident population, especially during the summer, and the double track main line
of the road Is paralleled by a third track operated by the same company, and two or three miles from the main line, but connecting
with it at both ends. The earnings Include both lines. The popuImtlon of the principal city Is excluded.
Its data are:

I

npMlat f^. totnl

20.402

rfipiilailon. i.rr mile

KarnlDga.

t<.lnl

!>" mile
P<r capita

20.002

468

470

22S.7.'-.I

245.800

6.1.10

B.r.on

HOC

11.84

Road No.

2 la a 42-mlle road In the central west, having a
sized terminal city, the population of which Is excluded
the total.

medium
from

...

,,

npu , al,, on. total
I'l'Pulnllno. per mile
total

I

Enmlngs.
'

per mile
per capita

1004.

100,%.

38.469

40.005

015

0'>2
lI.Tiri.T
4 i^.t

181.201
4,314
.

471

4

33

1904.

Population, totnl
Population, per mile
Enrnlnge, totnl
per mile
per capita

Road No.
small

11

692
5.13

inOo.

94,200
702
543.220
4,054
5.87

the central west, having three

a 59-mlle road in
which are included in the

is

cities, all of

92.539
475.361
3.547

totals.

1905.
I'opulatlon.

total

Population, per mile
Earnings, totnl
per mile
per capita

52.052
887
197.934
3.4 7.t

3.80

Having obtained the "equivalent" population, as already

de-

scribed, the next and most important step is to determine the probable Income per capita. Consideration must be given to the reasons
for travel, comparative existing facilities, including railroad timetables and rates, and possibilities or probabilities of existing or of
other proposed roads furnishing increased facilities. The habits of
the people must be studied, the existing trend of traffic and every
factor which may Influence the situation.
Some of these factors can
be given an approximately definite value, and others are largely

a matter of experience. The same method is followed In connec
tion with freight, both package and box freight. Including milk,
garden truck, etc.. also mall, although the latter Is not generally
of great financial value, but policy may make It desirable.
Kxpress matter and so-called package freight can usually be
carried either In a special compartment of a regular car or In a
special express car similar In general make-up to the passenger
car used on the road. and. In either case, can be bandied without
Interfering with the regular schedule and without any extraordinary demands for power. Hulk freight, on the other hand, to be
profitable must be handled in fairly large quantities, and this requires the operation of train units of several cars. If such trains
are run In the daytime when the regular passenger traffic Is on
the road. It necessarily Interferes more or less with the regularity
of the passenger schedule, as they move at slower speeds than the
In addition, frclglit trains demand a large amount
pas.senger trains.
of power, consequently require a considerable addition to the power
house, and also make It necessary to Install substations of such
capacity as are required for one or more freight trains Id addl-

Deczmbes
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tlon to th« regular load due to paaMnger car*.
If there are a iufflt'lent number of freight traliiB on the road lo keep the additional
niai'hlncT7 In the auh HtatloiiH reationnhly well loadt-d this Ik not
ohjei'tloiiahle. hut. on
hi- other hand. If hut one or two tralnH are
on the road at a time It neic^iHliatea the InHlallatlon of large raparltjr
aul>-iitatlon8. and ronaequently light average load and power etflclency.
Where It la pomlble to haul freight during the night when
paaaenger Bervh-e la partially or entirely discontinued. It may be
pMslble to avoid the InBtallittlon of addlllunal MuliHtutlon machinery
for freight iiorvlce.
Kven In this cajie, however, the freight haulage
may Involve the operation of .several HUhKtullunH to bundle one or
two IralMH. with a resulting low factor and poor idlclency In the
uUBlatlnn. Another dlfflculty whlih arlHiM In the huuling of heavy
freight trains o:i the average Inlerurban road. Is that of delivering
aufflclenl power to the train by nieans of the ordinary trolley wire
This difficulty docs not apply In the rase of third-rail roads or
the Hlngle phase a.o. road.
Where bulk freight Is to be handled In
quantities on an electric road, it is Just as necessary to keep down
to a low grade as In the case of a steam road.
The co-elBi;lent of
tractive reiilstenre In the case of a 10-car freight train at 15 miles
per hour, and on level track Is only some 7 or 8 lbs. per ton; where,
I

on the other hand, each
per cent, of grade adds 20 lbs. per ton;
that Is, on a 1 per cent, grade the tractive resistance Is perhaps
27 Ibe. per ton. or nearly four limes as great as that on a level
track.
Freight service, therefore, demands low grades so as to keep
I

down

the cost of locomotives, of power house, sub-stations, and line

equipment.

The consideration of the route may start with the principal
terminal city, and it Is of great Importance to have the terminal
station In such city well located relative to the retail district, which
is generally also the amusement center.
Generally Interurtian roads
entering a city of any considerable size use the tracks of the local
street car system, but sometimes it is possible to obtain an independent entrance, and. when finances warrant it. this is preferable.
It Is, however, seldom warranted unless the anticipated travel is
considerable, and, of course. Is materially affected by the cost of
construction required In the city, including the cost per mile and
total mileage, which includes the first cost and the maintenance
of street paving, sprinkling charges, if any. etc.. and city taxes.
In a general way. the shorter the route In the city, or more correctly, the less the time of the run in the cily, the better for the
Interurban railway. This materially depends on the frequency of
service given by any competing steam road and by the time required between the station of the steam road and the retail center,
not only in the principal terminal city, but also in the principal
towns along the route. P'or example, on a new road which is being
built a large amount Is being spent in order to reduce the time
required In the principal city, because the competitive steam railroad service Is very frequent, there being two competitive steam
roads, each operating trains hourly.
In a case where the competition Is four or five trains each way dally, most of which are through
trains, generally one or two hours late and only stopping at two
points along the route other than the principal city. It is not advisable to make large expenditures in order to save a small amount
of time.

Another point is the location of the road In cities and towns
along the route. The receipts of an interurban line depend largely
on the accessibility of its cars and frequent service, but, on the
other hand, acressibiilly in the cities and towns generally means
somewhat Increased first cost, also a longer time for the run. If
freight cars are to be handled It means considerable additional trackage for the freight line. The recent development of the alternating
current motor system makes it desirable for roads which use this
system to keep on private right of way as much as possible, and
when In cities and towns to use only such streets as will allow the
use of high voltage trolley. As a matter of fact the high voltage
trolley is now used in some towns of considerable size, but it ie
hardly probable that this will be permitted in all towns.
The number of stops made by a car has a very decided effect
on the size of motor necessary to drive it. and with any given
schedule and car the less the number of stops the smaller and
cheaper the motor equipment. Taking a given car geared to a maximum speed of 40 m.p.h., with eight stops per mile, the possible
schedule speed Is less than 10 m.p.h. With four stops per mile the
poeeible schedule Is less than 15 m.p.h. With two stops per mile
the schedule speed Is about UO m.p.h., and with one stop per mile
the schedule speed is about 20 m.p.h. On the other hand, with one
stop Id eight miles a schedule speed of 34 m.|).h. can be made. This
Mad the same car been equipped
is on a level and straight road.
with motors geared to but 30 m.p.h.. It would have been made with
eight stops per mile a schedule speed of eight m.p.h., which is practically the same as before; with four stops i)er mile it would have
made a schedule of 13 m.p.h.; with two stops per mile a schedule
The schedule will not only be as good as that made
of 17 m.p.h.
with higher gearing, but also the motor equipment can be decidedly
cheaper,
and the lluctualion of load at the power house
smaller and
will be much smaller than that resulting from the higher speed car.
Unless grades are considerable, the advantage of grade reduc-

?8S

tion, as far ag

time la concerned, will generally b« found small and
not comparable with lessening the number of stops. For example:
In one case we prepared a preliminary estimate of the cost of the
grading required to obtain a maximum 1, P., and 2 per cent grade
through a country roiling the entire dlstam e. and the time which
would have been saved by reducing from 2 per cent to 1 per cent
was not greater than a reasonable allowance for time lost la the
principal city on account of delays in the congMUd district; wber*as, the aildltiunal cost required for the reduction of grade would b«
very considerable.
Since the single-phase a.c. motor has become an accepted fact.
It Is In some cases advisable to consider plans and lo make estimates of cost based both on d.c. and on a.c. equipment. The general
characteristics of the single-phase a.c. road, as compared with d.c.
are low first cost of line and substation equipment, high first coat
of car motor equipment, and ability to deliver power either to many
small units or to a few lorge units, and in either small or large
blocks.
The characteristics of the d.c. equijiment are high first cost
of equipment of substations and line, low cost of car equipment and
considerable cost for substation attendants, and ability to dellrer
power to a considerable number of units In small blocks, but requiring much greater Investment than d.c-., when required to deliver
large quantities of power to a small number of units. As a result
the a.c. system is more especially adapted to the Interurban roads
where first cost must be as low as possible and where the number
of cars operating Is comparatively small, and also to the operation
of trunk lines, freight roads, etc.. where there are a small number
of heavy trains to be moved, and therefore, in a general way. for
"Interurban roads in sparsely settled districts." On the other hand,
the d.c. equipment is preferable for the city road, the elevated road
and the suburban roads with heavy traffic, where the numl)er of
trains is large.
The interurban road which is equipped with the
single-phase trolley is in a position to handle freight In large units
to much better advantage than the road having d.c. equipment, aa
It Is not limited as to the amount of power which a trolley wheel
can take from the wire, but only as to the maximum load which
the sub-station can carry: and in this case the sub-station equipment
Is comparatively cheap, it is possible to have a sufficient substation
capacity to handle heavy freight in addition to the passenger service.
Some interurban electric railroads should never have been built
as under no conditions were they warranted. Others have been Improperly designed. In some cases the construction has been too
expensive and in other cases too cheap. Other roads have not been
properly maintained, and still other roads have not been properly
managed. Success depends on obtaining the best location, proper
design under the special conditions, proper construction and competent operation. The first three are to a large extent unchangeable
once the road is built.

Block Signal Costs on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The block signal installations made by the Pennsylvania Railroad in the three years 1904-5-6 aggregate nearly 1.500 tniies. The
was $830,451 and $191,758 was added to the annual operating
expenses. The Pennsylvania now has every mile of its main lines
protected by block signals, and all but about 500 miles of the entire
mileage (6,032 miles) east of Pittsburgh and Erie. The details by
divisions are shown below (cents omitted).
Hl.OCK SlCNAIJS INST.VLI.KI) KAST OK I'lTTSBrHCH AM) KlllE, YKAIIR 19040.'-00.
cost

.liiruHKlfrc llluck Siynals.
Mili'iige
iif

road.

Division.

Nc

Number

Addition to
..f
Co.st of
annual
tracks. Installation, op, expenses.

sey

Pennsylvania

&

ItiifTalo

1 12.786

I'lMinsylvaiila

Kasici-ii

Wc.slerii

.Mlegln'ny Valley

nivUl.iii & .V. f. Ky
Ilnldniori' & Washington

i;rl.-

I'lilla..

riLllnii<>l|ilila

W.-si .lirs.-v
I.

SiMishorc

24. L>
2.7:{

I't'i'iiiliial

&

S.I.O.'t

It. It

1,

2

&

4

111

2

2&3

ml

.T.'tti

9,1)00

X..H4I!

273.18G

22,9G«

$640,915
Tflryivph Ittock Signalji.
».i.,sno

em

28.910

I'l-nHsvlvanla

Pennsylvania

li'i-ii

2,'-..2ti0

iV .MIcL-lieny Valley
Division & .\. r. Ky

ulo
II..

& Washington
Terminal
Seashore R.lt

Kalllmorc

iicli'lplila

Jersey

1

.V.,-»21
4!l,4(i2

$1,800
24.374
13.004
28,489
48,.'>2!l

2,03-.

1C,083

$830,4,->l

$191,758

1

vt

1.4.T.2.40

SIM.MAUV.

Twotrack
Kourtrack

secllnns
seel Ions

milU- Itlork
3.73

44.73

.Mixed

r.9.83

Total

1I1.S.29

Trlriiratih llhirk dijinals.

Iwo-ti-nck .sections

Mixed
Total

1.4.-i2.49

Total, nnlonintlc and lelg
It

I04.24
1.2,'i8.2.-.

will

be noted that in the case of the automatic signals the
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annual operating expenses equal
of installation, while with the
operating expenses equal about
We do not know what items

only about one-twelfth of the cost
telegraph block system the yearly
nine-twelfths of the first cost.
are included in operating expenses,
but assuming that depreciation is included, and that capital is worth
6 per cent, per annum, a rough calculation of the yearly cost per
Automatic, expenses. $51,411: inmile may be made as follows:
Teleterest, $38,433; total, $89,866. or about $830 per mile of road.
graph block system, expenses. $140,346; interest. $11,372; total,
It is to be borne in mind
$151,718. or about $104 per mile of road.
that about half of the automatic mileage consists of four-track line.
The telegraph block system is largely single-track, and. by reason
of the longer block sections provides only for a traffic far less
dense than that carried by the lines equipped with automatic signals.

Between Wheels and

Co-efficients of Friction

BY

r.EO.

lUcprinteil from a vohinir of

I..

Rails.''

FOWI.ER.

ri'ii.iits

made

to the

Schoen Steel Wheel Co.)

on the rail depends upon
two causes frequently confused, but which are to be considered
separately. These are friction and abrasion.
Friclional resistance is due to the roughnesses of the two surfaces in contact, and may be compared to the lifting of the weight
to be moved over the successive inequalities of the surface on which
Abrasion, on the other hand, involves the removal or cutit rests.
ting away of the particles of the masses in contact. The slipping
of a wheel, such as would produce a flat spot, involves both fricIf there were no slipping of the
tional resistance and abrasion.
wheel on the rail there would be no wear, provided the rolling
action did not produce sufficient pressure on any one point to crush
the metal or cause it to flow. But there is always more or less
slip even on a straight line.
There are two kinds of slipping to which car wheels may be
subjected. One is the skidding action due to the locking of the
wheels by the brake-shoes. The other form occurs when the driving wheels of electric motor cars, for instance, are turned faster
than the corresponding rate of motion of the car and the whole
periphery of the wheel slides over the rail. In order to determine
whether the resistances to these two kinds of slipping were the
same, certain experiments were made.
The apparatus was designed to produce, as nearly as possible,

The resistance of a wheel

to slipping

the actual conditions of track work.
Two pieces of steel rails of 73 lbs. section, one of which had
been worn smooth in service; the other, a piece of new rail,
together with a section of a steel wheel and a section of a cast-iron
wheel, with the treads of both smooth and free from imperfections,
were used for the tests. The testing machines were made by Tinius
Olsen & Company, one with a capacity of 100,000 lbs. and the other
a capacity of 50.000 lbs.
The apparatus is shown in the accompanying illustrations for
the skidding movement. The wheel section was set on the rail
and loaded by the 100.000 lbs. capacity machine.
It was then
slipped over the rail by a pull on the connection rod reaching to
the other machine which measured the amount of the pull required
to slip the wheel on the rail.
In loading the wheel, the pressure was applied through a plate
resting on two rollers.
In this way the friction, except that between the wheel and the rail, was reduced to practically nothing.
For the spinning motion, the bearing plate above the rollers
was made convex and the bottom plate resting on the top of the
wheel was made concave; both surfaces being concentric with the
tread of the wheel.
A pull on the wheel, therefore, caused It to
roll under the hearing plate as though it were revolving on its
own center. The arrangement of this is clearly shown in the

diagram.

The force required to move the wheel on the rail was weighed
by a bell crank with a knife edge bearing, resting on a heavy casting attached to the bed plate of the small testing machine. The
vertical arm was attached to the pull rod and the end of the horizontal arm had a l)earlng on a wedge or knife edge that was forced
down by the platen of the machine.
Th<' wheel section wa.i placed In position on the rail and
weighted with a predetermined load. Pressure was then applied
to the wedge on the small machine.
This pressure was transferred
through the l>ell crank a.>i a pull on the connecting rod. When
slipping occurred, the event was marked instantly by the drop of
the beam of the small machine. The movement of the wheel over
the rail usually amounted to about Vi, In. As the object of the
Investigiillon was to determine the friction at rest no attempt was
made to measure the pull after the flrst slip occurred. This was
markedly leas than that required to start the movement from a
state of rest.

Separate t>Hts were
•(•i.|i\

I

IkIiI'iI

liy

made with

ttie 8< lioen

StPfl

steel

and cast-iron wheels on

Wheel Co. and

|iiibllslipd

by speclnl per-
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the old and new rails, for both the skidding and spinning motions.
In loading the wheels, the weights were increased by regular incre-

ments of 2.000 lbs. up to 30.000 lbs. Three tests were made with
each loading and for each condition of wheel movement. The average of the three tests in each case is given in the accompanying
table.

There was so little difference in the pull required to slip the
wheels on the old and new rails that an average of the results
obtained is given as the resistance to spinning and skidding of
the two wheels on a steel rail.
CofffkifiiU of Friction Drtirren Wheels and Itails
Kind of motion
,
Skidding
SpinninK
i
Steel wheel.
C.-l. wheel.
Steel wheel.
f\-l. wheel.
;

,

Load on wheel.

,

2.0(H)
4,00(1

ll)s

•

.240

(i.O(HI

••

S.OOO

"

.2.S4
.22.S

noo

••

.--'I.T

.208
.206
.204

12.0(10
14.(100

••

.212

.20.-.

••

1«.()(H)

'•

.100
.106

18.000
20,000
22,000
24.000
26.000
28.000
30.000

••

.2(17
.2(14
.2(14

1(1.

.2.10

.254
.242
.2.^.'<

.223
.226
.219
.21!)

.220
.223

.mi

.20.-,

.192
.189

.203
.203

.183

.204

.234
.245
.246
.238
.237
.233
.232
.231

.104

.2".".

••

•

.287

.236
.238
.235
.232
.236
.234

.201

••

"
"

,

.28.">

.ms

"
••

,

.24:i
.21.T

.'Jon

186

.224
.223
.217
.214

The table shows that the resistance to spinning of the steel
wheel is somewhat greater than that of the cast-iron wheel, a fact
which is brought' out quite forcibly by the coefficients of friction,
in which the coefficient of the steel wheel is invariably higher than
that of the cast-iron.
It also appears from this table, that the coefficient of friction
wheel decreases as the load is increased, up to a pressure of about 15,000 lbs., after which it is practically constant.
The coefficient of friction of the cast-iron wheel decreases rather
rapidly, like that of the steel wheel, up to a load of 15,000 lbs..

of the steel

cn

Arrangement

of

Apparatus to Test the Frictional Resistance
Car Wheels to Skidding.

of

which it falls away slowly, though a tendency to decrease
with the increase of load is manifest.
As regards skidding, the values of the coefficients of the two
wheels bear the same relation to each other as they do for spinning.
The coefficient of resistance is greater for the steel wheel than
for the cast-iron wheel; and there is the same falling oft in the
value of the coefficient as the load is increased up to about 15.000 lbs.
after which that of the steel wheel is nearly constant, while that
of the cast-iron wheel continues to fall away slowly.
It would he
difficult to explain these phenomena without the data obtained in
the investigations previously described, made to determine the area
of contact between the wheel and the rail, and the relative rate
of abrasion of the steel and cast-iron wheels on the emery wheel.
The results of those investigations also serve to explain why the
coefficient for a skidding wheel is higher than the coefficient for
a wheel that is spinning.
In the case of the cast-Iron wheel, it was shown in the preceding chapter that the imposition of a heavy load caused a breakilng down of the metal in the rail at a certain ixiint. while no
such failure occurred with the steel wheel under the same load.
The cast-iron wheel being rigid. Inelastic and Incompressible on
the tread, was forced down into the metal of the rail, causing
the rail to do all of the yielding needed to produce the area of
contact obtained; with the result that it was soon compressed beyond its elastic limit and given a permanent set. The steel wheel
yielded as well as the rail, thus relieving the rail of a part of Us
compression and Increasing the area of contact. This behavior of
the two wheels explains, In part, the results obtained in these tests.
In addition. It must be remembered that the normal coefficient of
friction la greater between steel and steel, than it is between castafter

iron and steel.
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When

the cut-Iron wheel li loaded on the ritll, U luaciitii tUu
proi>orlluu to the (ir<-uiire applU-tl, without beInK dlMturted
then. It U luructl, m» by u oiolur. It dimply revulveu
lo the comave depression In the rail, without undergoInK any derurmallon ItiieU and with no rtwlatance other than ihut of overromInK ihr frlrilon bfiwi-i-n the surfare* u( the whct-l and rail.
The Nlerl wheel, on the other hand. Ih ll.seU coinpreMW'd. an well
an the rail. >to that when it Ih turne<l u ronllnuouK prot;r<-H>t|%'e
romprpmlon of the tread Ih itet up, equal lo the amount of the
Heme, the reslHlam-e to lurnluK will be
orlKlnal compremilan.
equal to the frirtlonal real»tance plus that set up by this compreailon.
wan Nhown that the cajitlron wheel wag cut away much
It
more rapidly under the emery whwl than were the «teel tires
and wheelii
In the iei*tn for sklddUiK. the loaiU were nuccesBlvely
applleil wllhoui readJUHtlnK (he wheel on the rail, with the result
that the steel wheel was skidded almut 1 <« In. and the cast-Iron
rail

In

ItaeK.

ir.

wheel about
This was done under loads IncreasinK from
in.
2.000 lb«. up to 30.0UII lbs.
t'nder this treatment, the .sleel wheel
developed a slid Dal spot aliout '/,, In. long, and the cu.st-iron wheel
a spot alMut \ In. lonK.
In l>oth cases the rail was spotted and
the metal wa.-i rolled up in folds, indicating the direction of the
motion of the wheel. The ple<e of rail used with the sleel wheel
was spotted for a distance of about \% in. while the piece used
with the cast-iron wheel was spotted for a length of about If-j in.
This abrasion of the cast-iron wheel probably accounts for the
lower resistance to skidding as compared with the steel wheel.
For the same weight and for the same distance of skidding, the
amount of metal abraded from the cast-Iron wheel was in almost
exactly the same ratio to that removed from the steel wheel, as is
shown In the iliagram of abrasion tests.
will be remembered that, for the lower wheel loads, the
It
I

w^^m^mmmmmmm^^^^^^^^^^mmi^^m^^W'
Kjitcm or rfsrmc lucmne
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Apparatus for Testing the Frictional Resistance
of Car Wheels to Spinning.

investigation of contact areas showed that there was comparatively
difference between the areas obtained with cast-iron wheels
steel wheels, and that it was inferred that the total compression of the metal was approximately the same in both cases.
Under these circumstances It would be expected that, if the power
required to distort the metal of a steel rail and lire were the
same, the resistance to skidding of the steel wheel and the castiron wheel would al.so be the same.
Hut. owing to the more rapid
abrasion of the ciusllron wheel, as soon as it begins lo skid it
wears, and, by thus increasing the area of conlact. it lessens the
depression of the rail, decreases the amount of metal to be distorted, lowers the resistance to the motion, and makes the coefficient
of friction of skidding less on the cast-iron wheel than on the steel
wheel.
This depression of the rail due to the imposition of the wheel
load accounis for the higher coefficient of friction olitained with
a skidding wheel than witli a s|)lnning wheel. With a wheel spinning, there is no continuous deformation of the metal of the rail
to lie affected.
In skidding, there Is a depression of the rail to
be carried forward like a wave, which naturally raises the resistance and makes the coefficient greater than where slipping over
one spot alone takes place.
While It is not safe to draw rigid conclusions from the limited
amount of data olitained, it does appear that inasmuch as the
steel wheel offers greater resistance lo spinning it is better adapted
for u.se as the driving wheel of an electrli' car than the cast-iron
wheel; and further, its higher coefficient of friction renders It less
liabip to skidding.
This matter of wlicels skidding, with the consequent development of Hal spots on the tread, wa.s considered of enough importance to warrant further investigation.
little

and with

?s;

It haa becu lioted by many other Investlgatora that steel wheeU
flatten aii readily aa cast-Iron wheelx.
Uy M>me thla Is attributed to the fact that amall Hal spota, once formed on the tread
of a steel wheel may be rolled out, where&H they have a tendency
to grow larger on caxllron wheelH.
The abrasion and skidding

do not

which have been made seem to ibow, however, that it Is the
lower reslHtance to grinding of the caat-lron whwl that account*
for the more rapid development of theme Hat spots.
To briefly recapitulate, these teau showed that the rate of grinding of the Itrst
In. ImIow the tread
was about
times a*
fast In the cast-Iron wheel as In the Schoen steel wheel.
For the
second '« In. the ratio lie.ame C.37. and for the third W In., 15.93.
showing the rapid decrease of wearing resistance of the cast-iron
wheel below the surface. In the skidding tests In the laboratory,
the effects were conflneil to the metal close lo the surface and It
was found that, with the same amount of skidding, the amount
of metal removed was about .'>.12 times as great on the cast-iron
wheel as on the steel wheel. A further check on these flgurea was
afterwanls obtained by taking the time required to remove approximately the same amount of material from the treads of cast-iron
and steel wheels In a wheel grinding machine. It was found that
it took from four to five times as long to grind down the steel
wheels as it did to grind the cast-iron wheels. In all of the foregoing investigations, the metal of the wheel under test was kept
cool, either by a stream of water or by doing the work so slowly
that natural radiation counteracted the tendency to heat and the
temperature of the metal was not raised above 100 deg. Fahr.
For the purpose of ascertaining whether the results of these
investigations were comparable with the results obtained in actual
railroad service, when the wheels were locked and skidded under
a car, series of tests were made by skidding the wheels under a
loaded car.
Through the courtesy of the New York. Ontario £ Western a
piece of track and a suitable box car were supplied for the tests.
One pair of wheels and axle were removed from under the car,
and replaced by an axle on which a Schoen steel wheel and a
new cast-iron wheel had been pressed. These wheels were 33% In.
and 33 in. in diameter, respectively. This pair of wheels was placed
at the end of the car, and was fitted with two brake-beams, so
that twice the usual brake-shoe pressure could be applied on the
wheels. By this means, the wheels could be held in a fixed position
throughout a run. But it was more difficult to hold the wheels
at low speed than at high speed.
The car was loaded uniil the weight on the pair of wheels to
be tested was exactly 24.000 lbs. The car was then hauled back
and forth over a piece of track l.S.iO ft. long. The brake was set
and the wheels skidded for the whole distance. The car was hauled
at two speeds, namely, three and 12 miles an hour.
When the car was hauled at a speed of three miles an hour.
Hat spols were niaile on Ihe steel wheel in area about .30 in., while
the spots formed on the cast iron wheel were in area .80 in. These
areas correspond to diameters of alxDut -'n in. and 1 in. respectively,
though the spots on the cast-iron wheel were elongated to about
1 V4 in., which indicated somewhat more metal removed.
The volume
of metal abraded from the cast-iron wheel was about 5% times
greater than that from the steel wheel.
While the movement was slow the wheels remained cool. But
when the speed was increased to 12 miles an hour, heating took
place and the cutting was more rapid on the steel wheel.
For the first l.S.iO ft. run the areas of the flat spots produced
at a speed of 12 miles an hour averaged 8.125 sq. in. on the steel
wheel and 4.445 sq. in. on the cast-iron wheel.
The estimated
amount of metal worn away was 4.113 times as much with the steel
wheel as witn the cast-iron wheel.
When the skidding was continued the rate of wear increased
very rapidly with the cast-iron wheel, while there was little increase with the steel wheel. At the end of the run of 3,700 ft.,
the area of the flat spot on the steel wheel was 8.43 sq. in., an
increase of .305 sq. in., while the area of the spot on the cast-iron
wheel was 5.72 sq. in., an increase of 1.275 sq. in. From this it
appears that the cast-iron wheel wore away more rapidly than the
steel wheel after the hard .surface metal had been broken through.
The indication.s are that in skidding a short distance at low
speed a cast-iron wheel is more apt to develop a flat six>t than is
a steel wheel. On the other hand, it the skidding continues for
some distance at a high speed, the wheel becomes heated and then
the steel wheel is the flrst to yield, unless the surface chill of the
cast-iron wheel has already been worn through.
tests

>/!,

\M

The General Manager of the Swedish State Railroads. Snhlin,
has resigned, and will retire at the end of the year. He had held
the position only two years, during which the system of administration of the State Railroads was greatly changed.
He is to be
succeeded by K. W. H. Pegelow. who is now manager of a private
railroad, but lia.s been in tlu' Stale Railroad service before. Sahiin
had a legal education and his career has been in the government
service, being telegraph manager when appointed railroad manager.
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Pegelow

an engineer,
of the State
of Parliament.

Is

and was for a long time locomotive super-

Railroads.
He was for several years a
As Assistant General Manager V. Klfmming has been appointed. He has been at the head of the State
Railroad department of locomotives and shops, and is widely known
on the continent as a mechanical engineer.

intendent
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water space between piers. They are
ft.
within which crib work is built, and the enclosed
space filled with sand dredged in making the channel and deep
water along the side. The framework is iron and is covered with
wood. The system of fire protection is by sprinklers installed on
the piers, though it is more carefully worked out in the warehouses.
The piers are leased to steamship companies, and have been partitioned off according to the needs of the lessees, since often one
company does not need the whole of the pier but only enough of
As the accompanying
its length to accommodate cfne or two Boats.
plan shows, each division of a pier is served by a separate spur
track, which runs along the north side of the pier with a switch
opening into each division. The partitions are of corrugated iron,
and the openings in the partitions can be closed by a metal curtain
Tlie most northei-ly pier. No. 7, is to be remodeled,
in case of fire.
and pier No. 1 will be built soon.
150

built

ft.

broad, with 270

on

piles

The cost of moving freight long distances has been steadily
many years, larger ships, locomotives and cars having
cheapened the cost per ton of long-haul transportation. Methods
of handling freight for short distances have not, however, been
much improved. Labor costs more now than before and so the
cost of cartage is higher than ever.
The ideal terminal aims to
do away with as much hand labor as possible. Freight is carried
by land or water to a terminal: it is then unloaded and left In
The freight storing facilities are of three kinds. The most instore until the consignee wants it.
When that time comes, the teresting are the lofls, which, as shown in the accompanying plan,
consignee may have it carted direct from the storehouse to destina- are on Second avenue north of 37th street. So far two have been
tion, which, as far as he is concerned, is his stock-room or any
built and work is under way on the third.
The first two lofts are
other point from which he delivers goods to the final purchaser. entirely occupied and half of the space in the third has been conOn the other hand, he may decide to reship the goods; in either tracted for by tenants: the rest is mostly under consideration. While
case some one has to pay the cost of carrying them from the railroad these lofts may be used as factories, most tenants use their space
or steamship terminal to the storehouse and from the storehouse as stock-rooms. Each building is sis stories high and has 300,000
to some other place.
To avoid as much as possible this expensive sq. ft. of floor space. Electric current for light and power is delivhandling, the terminal should provide in itself receiving facilities, ered to the lofts at 220 volts pressure.
Steam for heating, and
storage
room
shipping
facilities.
perform
and
To
these power in case the tenants install steam engines, is carried from
three functions
is
more and more difficult the larger the the terminal company's power house in 12 in. x 8 in. mains. It is
city which the terminal serves.
In a small
town reached by one railroad there is no
problem.
When a competing railroad builds
through the other end of the town there results on a small scale, all the difficulty which
large cities have to deal with.
Some of the
big interior cities have built union terminals
having direct rail connection with all roads
entering the city. Cupples Station, at St.
Louis, is perhaps the best known example.
This terminal consists of a system of warehouses each served by a spur track, the different merchants being tenants of the warehouses. A car is run into the proper building and lifted on an elevator to the floor
where the consignee has storage room and
decreasing for

there unloaded.
If the freight is to be reshipped out of the city by railroad an empty
car is brought up to the door and reloaded
so that the whole process requires only two
handlings of the freight.
Such a terminal is impossible in New
York City. There is no spot where a terminal
could be erected with all-rail connection with
every railroad except at such enormous outlay of capital as to be prohibitive.
Most of
the railroads reaching the city have individual rail terminals on the west shore of
the upper bay and freight terminals on the
Electric Switching Locomotive; Bush Terminal Railroad.
water front in Manhattan. Cars are carried to the freight terminals on car floats and there unloaded. The delivered to each floor at 110 lbs. pressure.
In each building are
freight goes into storage, sometimes being carried on drays for four electric elevators of three tons capacity.
These buildings are
long distances through congested streets, and when it is removed also equipped with sprinklers. A shipping platform extends along
from the storehouse has to be carried in the same slow and ex- the entire length. 600 ft., on one side of each building. When a
pensive manner to another terminal or to destination.
freight car comes alongside, the floor of the car is on a level with this
The Bush Terminal is in South Brooklyn on the east shore of platform. On the other side of the building is a similar platform or
the npper bay.
It
does three distlnit kinds of business, but the doors to which the trucks come. All the space in the first two
operation of each of them is made more efficient by the proximity factories has been renteil to tenants, who use the space either for
of the others.
It is designed to decrease the cost of local handling
storage or for manufacluring purposes. The company plans 18
by the economies possible through concentrating the different stages. buildings like these, which will take up all the space from 37th
It Is a deepwater terminal for freight steamships, it stores freight
to 28th streets.
They are being built at the rate of about one a year.
and It operates a terminal railroad.
Directly behind the piers are 62 of the warehouses; these parThe company acts a^ terminal agent for the following roads: ticular structures are for high grade freight. Each is six stories
The Baltimore & Ohio, the Central of New Jer.sey. the Delaware, high, some are of mill construction and others are of reinforced
Lackawanna & Western, the Erie, the Lehigh Valley, the New York <oncrete. The brick l)uiidiiigs are fireproof so far as such strucCentral & Hudson River, the New York, Ontario & Western, and the tures can be. and there is an aulomnlic sprinkling system in each
West Shore. f)n lighterage business it Is paid so much per ton, warehouse, so that the insurance rates are exceptionally low. A
while on yard business It is paid various rales according to the portable electric hidstlng machine Is used for slinging bales and
classiflcnllnn of different kinds of freight.
The net earnings from cases up to the upper floors of these buildings. Behind this group
this business are comparatively small.
of warehouses Is the main yard, which has a capacity for 1,000
The Pennsylvania Railroad. In conjunitlon with the Long Island, standard freight cars. As can be seen on the plan, tracks from
will have Its own tomplete system of lernilnals, but when the yard
the yard run behincl each block of warehouses for loading, others
Improvement.^ of he Long Island at ti.'ith street are finished, the run down to the factories, and a line of tracks runs to the present
Bush Terminal Rallroiid will connect with It and In that way, car-float transfer l)rldge l>etween piers
and 6.
A four-track
through the New York Connecting Railroad, have direct rail con- transfer bridge is to be built, as indicated. Just south of the pronertlott with New England roads.
posed pier No. I. About 2uu cars a day are handled on the car
FoT the accommodation of freight stenmshlps, the company Hnats. Behind the main yard are the rest of the 131 warehouses;
haa ris covered piers now. and Is planning a seventh. These piers these are for low grade trafflc, mostly cotton, and are one story
are all of the same general design.
They are 1,340 ft. long and structures. Concrete roadways run between every two blocks of
I
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first
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three
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1 li«x^ruud luui jurt Ut-ii linlithed by the General Klectrlc Company and the American l»romollve Company Jointly.
The
a<-rompaiiylnR pholograph Hhnwb thig engine. The truck ••onslrurHon dllT<-r« from that ordinarily iimmI for electric motor trucks. It
follows rather a type which has lieen used with success for tender

and auiomaiic
routartork and

equipped for both
renter of the main cab Is a
'y of 5« cu. ft. per minute.
ale<i a C-6 master controller

.aiinic

Is

the rombloed straight

In the end cabs are a sand box. air dnim.
rheos'ala.
As the locomotive is to It* used solely
for switching Fcrvl.^. It ha* a pantagraph trolley
Instead of lb*
ordinary wh-.-! irolley. which ha.s to be swung around when
the
direction of the engine i.s reversed.
air.

Th- l(«oraotlve is equipped with bell, whistle and headlights.
hHa.lllghts have 32 c.p. Incandescent lamps, and lamps
for
Illuminating gages are wired on the headlight circuit
and controlled with the same switches.
The locomotive is 2»-n. long over
bumpers. II ft. 9 In. high over cab, the rigid wheel baa« Is 6 ft. tj in.'
long and the weight on drivers Is 80,000 lbs.
The

M. H. Smith on Excess

of Traffic

Over Facilities

in

Alabama.'

Although the Interests of the shipper and con.signee seem to be
Identical, the two do not always co-operate.
To Illustrate, a lumber
manufacturer ships to a customer, possibly a commission merchant,
a car which Is not unloaded, and for that reason the manufacturer Is
unable to secure additional cars and is oftentimes greatly embarrassed and suffers a heavy lo.ss. This is no way seems to concern the
party at fault, although he may be directly affected by the failure of
the millman to secure cars in which to make additional shipments.
In cases where the shipper and consignee are ihe same, as in the
case of a shipment of ore. limestone, coal or coke to a furnace, the
carrier is in a position to enforce the prompt unloading because,
if the owner fails to promptly unload, he does not secure cars In
which to load additional material.
This brings operations to a
standstill, and
he will, therefore, arrange to promptly unload
the cars.

As an illustration of the difflculties under which the carrier
labors, take the conditions that existed last winter at Mobile, which
a large export shipping port, especially of lumber.
If lumber is
sold for export to be reshipped at a somewhat Indefinite date, de-

is

pending upon the arrival of a vessel, the consignee, to avoid the expense of unloading and storing, desires to keep the property on cai^
the vessel arrives.
The accumulation during the month of
July and August. 1906, was very great. This was aggravated by
the storm in September, 1906, and conditions became desperate.
The facilities of the Louisville & Nashville were so overtaxed that
it became almost impossible to place cars to be unloaded for consignees who were prepared to promptly unload, and, in fact, the
movement of through freight traffic was seriously interfered with
and threatened with paralysis or stoppage. At the same time, the
manufacturers of luml)er were in great distress because of the
until

inability of the company to furnish cars for other shipments, not
only to Mobile, but to all other points.
A statement was prepared showing the numbers of the loaded
cars on hand at 7 o'clock a.m. December 15, 1906, and the length
of time they had been on hand. It was found that of the total of
193 cars of lumber, 52 had been on hand prior to December 1, 1906.
some of which were received in October, or had been on hand 52
days.
Of all classes of property, there were 524 carloads that had
On December 29. 1906, another
been held from 3 to 60 days.
check was made of loaded cars that had been on hand December 15,
1906, which showed that 33 of such cars were still on hand undeTo relieve the situation, the management was compelled
livered.
temporarily stop the shipment of
to adopt arbitrary measures
some classes of property to Mobile, and, in some cases, to unload
and store oil cake and lumber. During all this time, many shippers, especially manufacturers of lumber, were in distress because
they could not get cars.
The conditions that have prevailed at Mobile are typical of
those over the entire Louisville & Nashville system. The business
of many consignees has outgrown their facilities for promptly receiving and handling all of the property the increased business
requires, and thus renders it difficult for them to promptly relieve
the cars.
The reasonableness of making a just and lawful charge for
the storage of property in cars which the consignee fails to promptly
unload Is so manifestly in the interest, not only of the carrier, but
is not denied.
of its patrons, that it is conceded
Let us now consider the relations between common carriers and
shippers. It is the duty of a common carrier to transport property
to the extent of its facilities, for all who may desire to have propIt must provide facilities for
erty transported, upon equal terms.
receiving, caring for, and forwarding property to destination. When,
transportation
contract,
the shipper is to load
by the terms of the
the property, cars must be furnished to enable him to do so; but

—

Plan of the Bush Terminal.

and leading trucks of steam loi oiiiotivcs.
riKldly on the side frames, and the weight
is transmitted
to the equalizers through
on each side instead of through bolster

The liolsters are carried
of the frame and bolster
one semi-elliptic spring
springs and helical side
springs, as In the M. C. B. equalized truck.
The driving a.xles are
in diameter and are of forged steel, with 3Hin. fused steelwheels.
Ea!-h truck is equipped with two OE-So-A (90 h.p.)
two-turn motors, with a gear ratio of 52 to 21.
These motors
with this gearing will give at their one hour rating a tractive effort
of 3.000 lbs. per motor, or 12.000 lbs. per locomotive, at a speed of
about 18 miles an hour.
The cab is built of sheet steel, supported by a framework
of small angles.
There is a main operating cab and sloping end
cabs, with narrow side platforms extending from the main cab
to the ends of the locomotive.
The floor of the locomotive is 'Si-in.
sheet steel, but in the main operating cab this is covered with a
%-ln. wood flooring. The arrangement of apparatus in the cab is

6

in.

tired

—

•Krnm
niiTcc anil

a statpini>nt to the commlttiy of the Alnbamii leKislature on
Carriers, la regard to reciprocal demurrage.

Common

Com-

.
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a carrier can only be equitably, and, I think, lawfully required to
provide facilities for normal traffic cannot be required or comA carpelled to furnish facilities beyond its ability or capacity.
rier having equipped himself with a vehicle moved by one horse
for the movement of a limited trafBc, cannot be required to handle
A railroad contraffic requiring a vehicle moved by four horses.
structed and equipped for handling a limited local traffic, with
a single track, adverse grades and curves, cannot be required to
furnish two, four, or more tracks, or the facilities furnished by
railroads in some parts of the country operating four, ijnd some
times eight tracks, over grades where a single locomotive may move
3.000 tons against a load on the inferior single-track road of 300

—

ward, westward to a point on the Yang-tse-Kiang above the rapids
which interpose between long stretches of navigable stream above
and below. A preliminary survey of the most difficult part of the
line has been made by Chinese engineers, assisted, or perhaps superintended, by some Japanese which is an event in the history of
China.

—

France also has its train robbery, with the latest modern imnamely, an automobile to escape on. The robbers, three
compartment, made their way on the
footboaid of the cars to the baggage car. in which two mail agents
wounded both of them with pistol
packages,
had charge of money
The wounded agents sucshots, and threw out the money packages.
ceeded in pulling the cord which signalled the engineman to stop;
but when the train slowed down the robbers jumped out. Accomplices had picked up the money and followed the train on an automobile, the track there being alongside the highway, and it picked
up the men when they left the train and rushed away without
observing the legal speed limit.
Ijroveiiient,

in I'umber, took a first class

tons.

Take the South & North Alabama Railroad as an

illustration.

a road originally built with limited capital, through a
rugged country, across drainage, and when opened for traffic there
was not a community of 100 persons on the line between Montgomery and Decatur. The alinement is crooked and the grades
excessive, equivalent to more than 80 ft. to the mile. The heaviest
locomotive in use, having a tractive power of 35,000 lbs., can move
but 740 train tons.
A double track has been built from Black Creek to Oxmoor,
a distance of 14.6 miles, from Decatur to Flint, 5.4 miles, from
Calera to Hardy, 12.6 miles, and numerous passing tracks have
been created.
In addition, large expenditures have been made to
provide increased terminal facilities at Decatur, Birmingham,
(Boyles), Montgomery, etc.
Nevertheless, the traffic now pressing
is greater than can be moved, and if the present volume of traffic
Is to be continued and increase, it will be necessary to reconstruct
the
line,
reduce grades and
curvature,
lay
second tracks,
increase the equipment, and construct shops and other facilities.
The cost will be very great. The work of reducing grades and
laying second track between Oxmoor, Ala., and Hardy, 14.41
miles, has been
begun, at an estimated cost of $1,010,500.
roughly estimate that to reduce grades and curvature, and
I
build second track over the entire line, Montgomery to Decatur,
with the necessary increase in equipment, shops and terminal
It
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Cylinders

of

Simple and Compound Locomotives of Equivalent
Power.

The following table has been compiled and put
for proportioning the diameters of the cylinders of

into practice

two and fourcylinder compound locomotives when designing them to generate
a power equivalent to that of a given size of simple cylinder and

same piston stroke.
It will be noticed that in the earlier list adopted in 1897, at
the time when compound locomotives were being pushed to the
front most strenuously, the average ratio of area of the simple
cylinders and the high-pressure cylinders of the compound locomotives was 1 to 1.17 and 1.026 for two-cylinder and four-cylinder
engines respectively. This has been found to be too low in practice with the result that new ratios of 1.25 for the two-cylinder
and 1.10 for the four-cylinder have been proposed and are in use.
The table gives the area of the simple cylinders from 12 in. to

of the

Table Showing Actcal AND Relative Areas of Simple AND OF TWO-CVI.IXDF.R AND FOfR -Cylinder Compound Ix)comotives.
.—Proposed sizes of compound cvl Inders-s
Sizes of compound •ylinders. according to list in effect on
4-cyl. compound
and after .lu ly 20th, 1807
2-cvI. compound
^
Ratio, 1.25.
Ratio, 1.10
2-cyli nder compou nd.
4-cvl!nder compound.
-,
Simple.
\
<

—
:

:

,

,

Dlam
12
13
14
15
16
17

Id.
••

••
••
••
••

18 •
1!>

•

20

••

21

••

Area.
113,01)8

132.733
153,938
176,715
201,062
226,981
254,470
283,529
314.160
346.361
380,134

Ratio.
1.00
1.0(1

1.00
l.OO
1.0(1

l.nn
1

.00

l.(HI

1.00
1.00
1.00

Diam.

"

Area.
132,733
153,938
176.715
201.062
226,981
268.803
298,648
330,064

•'

380.1.34
41.5.477

13 in.
14
15 "
16 "
17 "
18M! In••
•

10%
20%
23
24

452,390

Ratio.
1.17
1.16
1.15
1.14
1.13
1.18
1.17
1.16
1.21

Diam.

Area.
113.490
141,764
157.080
173.180
207.738
226.196
265,466
286,278
330,260
353,435
402.124

8M.. in.

OVa "
10

10%
11%
12
13

13%
14%

1.2(1

15

1.19

l(i

••

•
•
"
••

Ratio.
1.00
1.(17

1.02
.98
1.04
l.OO
1.04
1.01
1.05
1.02
1.00

1.17

eraee

not less than $15,000,000, and, under existing conthe work could not be completed in less than five years.
Under the existing financial conditions, the money cannot be provided, and after the expenditure of the money already provided,
and the work undertaken is completed, the remainder of the work
cannot be entered upon unless there Is a favorable change in financial conditions.
At the present time, neither the South & North
Alabama, nor the Louisville & Nashville can obtain the capital

facilities, will cost

ditions,

It therefore follows that in this
case the carrier must restrict Its traffic to existing facilities; that
Is, must refuse to undertake to move traffic in excess of Its facilities.

necessary to prosecute the work.

Nearest
dlam.

Ki%
14%
15%
16%
17-4
19

in.

165.1.30

••

191.748
220.354
250.94S
283,529
318,099
354,657
393,203
433,737
476,259

••
••

20%

"

2114

••

22%
23%
24%

87{, in.

•
"

•'
••
••

,

Nearest
diam.

Area.
140.501

9%

10%
im>
His
12%
13%
14%
14%
15%
16%

••

•

Area.

123.725
145.510
1

••

(i<l.(iS2

194.411
221.507
250.370
281.002
313.400
347,564
383.496
421,196

•
•
••
••

"
••
••

1.02(i

22 in. in diameter with the corresponding diameters and areas of
the high-pressure cylinders of the compound locomotives.
In the
case of the four-cylinder machines the area given is that of the
sum of the two high-pressure cylinders.

Winter Wheat Crop.
The Crop Reporting Board of the Bureau of Statistics of the
Department of Agriculture finds, from the reports of the correspondents and agents of the bureau, as follows:
The newly seeded area
of winter wheat is estimated as being 1.9 per cent, less than the
area sown in the fall of 1906 equivalent to a decrease of 596,000
acres and a total acreage of 31.0i;!i,000. The condition of winter
wheat on Dec. 1 was 91.1 .as compared with 94.1 on December 1.
1906, 94.1 at the corresponding date in 1905. and a lOyear average

—

Foreign Railroad Notes.

A Russian company engaged in fishing on the Pacific coast
asks for special car-load rates on salted herrings over the Silierian
Railroad to Russian stations, where they will compete with herrings
from the Caspian Sea.
of Buenos Aires, Argentina, has authorized the
the firm of Otio IJemberg & Company
to build a (onslderable mileage of railroad having its outlet at the
port of I/a Plata, which is on the estuary of that name some 40
miles southeast of th« city of Buenos Aires.

The Province

government

to contract with

The SwI.ss seem to be a deliberate people. For some time there
has bern a great deal of discussion of plana to make an outlet to
Now the general mantheir railroads through the Eastern Alps.
agement of the State Railroads reports to the Parliament that to
will take eight years.
come
a
conclusion
thcj^e
to
plans
an'l
examine
The Chinese are contemplating the building of a railroad from
Hankow, the river terminus of the long railroad from Pekln south-

of 93.0.

The following table shows for each of the principal states the
percentage of acreage sown to winter wheat this fall as compared
with that sown last year, the estimated acreage sown this fall, the
average of condition on Dec. 1 of the present year, the corresponding
average for 1906, and the mean of the December averages for 10
years:
Stall's.

Acres.
Acreage
1907 'OS.
cnniiuirpd witli
preliminary.
last year.

,—\ye. condlt'n Dec. !•-,
10-yeni
1907. 1906. average.

Kansas

Klo

!15

!I5

Indiana
Missouri

IlHl

2,i7».0(l(i

91

95

98
96

2,271,000
2,126,000

93

91

84

N'ehraska

105

2.3.-.9.000

Illinois

1,379,000

93
91
86
88
94

988,000
896.000

93
87

97
98
94
98
90
93
94
89

95
no
92
94
88
94
94
94
93
93
04

91.1

94.1

D3.0

1

ihlo

5.930,000

1(11

2.3H1.000

I'ennsvlvnnla
Calirn'mla

98

l.(;26,(MI0
1.519.(1(10

(iklalioiiia

95
78
03

Texas
Michigan

rmird

SIfllos

91

98.1

31,009.000

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
On
blildloK

tainment comtnlttee lucceeded lo gettins for the vaudeville esprclally

the El Paio A Southweatern an .ir.l. r Im- U ii i-fu< .1 for
thr running of locuniotlvea backward at night.
Yard en•

glnea are excepted.

satisfactory teama, all men, from tbeatreH In and near .Sew York.
There wero half a dozen numbers and the performeni caught the
crowd a:
ilii-m from the very Aral.
After the vaudeville
;

the clui

when-

:

'-nt

the

reitt

of the evening In the banquet hall,

were served.

;•

The lulled

Slatrs DlHtrlri Court for thf Kanlern dUtrUt of
Vlrclnla hoji held that to make a tliket nontranHfi-rttblo, when the
fact of nontranaferablilty hax not been Hhuwn In the tariff, la llleBal

The Nebraaka

State Railroad CoinniliiMlon, acting on the cum
plaint of the National Reflnini; Company of Omahu and others, has
voted to order the railroads to make a reduction of 3U per cent.
In the rates for the transporialloti of oil.

The Ontario Hallway uiid .Municipal Board, after repeated tests.
ha« approved Quinn'H aulunialir cmerKcncy air-brake aiul fender for
electric cars, a device which, whi-u ai:v okslructiim Is touched, causes
the ft-nder to be lowered and the airbrakes applied.
of

A presH despatch from Oklahoma City says that the railroads
Oklahoma will provide separate cars for negroes February 4,

liorrowlng

the nece.ssa.-y cars from their lines in other states.
Separate acommodatlons are now lielng provided at the stations,
but. accorillng to the press despatch, "the two races are not comIK'lled

to separate."

The Committee on Car Effldcncy

of the American Railway AssoArthur Hale. Chairman, has Issued Bulletin No. 11, showing surpluses and shortages of freight cars November 13 and November 27. The shortages amounted to 57.000 on the earlier date and
to 18.000 on the later date, indicating that the shortages (aggregating 90,000) which were reported October 30 have been nearly
wiped out. The surpluses November 27 amounted to 40.000.
ciation.

It is

announced that early

& Hartford will
York and Boston

in

January the

New

New Haven
between New

York.

steamship line
on the line three new vessels, the
Massachusetts, the Old Colony and the Bunker Hill. Boats will
leave either city three times a week, starting at 5 p. m.. and reaching destination at 1 p. m. the next day. These vessels are capable
of making 2ii knots an hour and ure said to be faster than any other
freight steamers In Ameriian waters.
establish

a

freignt

direct, putting

It Is again reported that the state of North Carolina and the
railroads (except the Atlantic Coast Line) have agreed on a uniform
basis of passenger rates and that Governor Olenn will call a special
session of the Legislature. Governor Olenn says that the Legislatures of other states will probably be called together. This latest
agreement Is said to be based on the adoption by the railroads of
a general rate on all passenger business, interstate and intrastate.
of 2|t. cents; 2,000-mile books to be furnished for the use of firms
and their employees to the number of five persons at flat 2 cents
a mile. Interstate and Interchangeable; 2.000-mile books for family
use, a number unlimited, at 2 cents a mile, with 500-mile family
books at 2>4 cents.

Congress Is In session now and nearly everybody who wants
to have anything done puts his desires in the shape of a proposition
to enact a law.
No branch of the AduUam Club has yet been established In Washlng;ton, but there would seem to be a good field for
one.
The Texas cattle shippers have asked Congress to compel
the railroads to furnish an adequate supply of stock cars. Judge
Cowan, of Texas, has told I're.-^ident Roosevelt that Congress should
declare the present railroad rates of the country the maximum
legal rates, to be Increased only on authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Evidently regarding this a mild measure, the
Judge proposes also that the National Legislature shall compel
the railroads to give adequate service. One Congressman has introduced a bill to require railroads to install automatic stops at
".-;elected points" along all of their lines where the speed of trains
Other .Members of Congress have
Is more than 30 miles an hour.
been asked by certain alleged locomotive engineers to provide for
federal Inspection of locomotives. Commissioner Lane favors a law

empowering the Interstate Commerce Commission to summarily suspend any tariff Incrca-slng rates. If shippers wmplaln; the old rates
to remain In effect until the proposed Increase can be Investigated.

New York

Railroad Club Entertainment.

DoccnjlM'r 2ii. Ilic New York Hallroad Chili Instead of its
program devoted the evening to n smoker and vaudeville
its usual meeting place, the Kngineering Societies
:it
Building. The liffair, which was the first of its kind which the
club had given for 30 years, was a great success. More than twothirds of the 1.40n menil)ers of the club were pre.-sent. The enter-

On

usual

entertainment

Trains Under the Hudeon River March

7.

ft Manhattan Railroad Company baa asked for a
two months' extension of time In which to begin the operation of
Us railroad under the Hudson river, between Manhattan and Jersey
City, and the same has been granted by the New Y'ork State Public
Service Commission. The company was nqulred to operate Itfi line
under the river by January 7. In lu application the company said:

The Hudson

are prepared to operate, as requlreil by the franchise of
Y'ork & Jersey Railroad Company, on or before the 7th
1908, that portion of the line extending from the
center of the Hudson river to Christopher and Oreenwiih streets,
but we do not believe that such operation would be of advantage
If the time for such operation he extended to the
to the public.
7lh day of March, 1908. we shall be prepared to operate a through
We believe
line from Hoboken to 14th street and Sixth avenue.
that the interests of the public will be l)etter conserved by an extension of the time for tJO days. At all times the work has been
prosecuted in good faith and with all possible diligence. The completion has been delayed by unexpected obstacles and natural causes
'•\Ve

the

New

day of January.

beyond our control."

The Cement Products

Exhibition.

The Cement Products Exhibition Company held its first exhiIt was a
bition in the Coliseum. Chicago. Dec. 17 to 21 inclusive.
success from every standpoint. .Ml available space in the main
section of the Coliseum was taken, and the attendance far exceeded expectations. The Northwestern Cement Products Association held its convention in conjunction with the exhibition, using
the annex to the Coliseum for a meeting hall.
The total number of exhibitors at the exposition was 105.
Among them were the following:
Allis-Chalmers Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
.American Steel & Wire Co.. Chicago.
American System of Reinforcing. Chicago.
Condron & Sinks Co., Chicago.
Expanded Metal & Corrugated Bar Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

General Electric Co.. New Y'ork.
Robert W. Hunt & Co.. Chicago.
Inland Steel Co.. Chicago.
.\rthur Koppel Co., New Y'ork.
Lansing Wheelbarrow Co.. Lansing, Mich.

McKelvey Machinery Co., Chicago.
Northwestern Expanded Metal Co., Chicago.
Thos. Prosser & Son, New York.
Universal Portland Cement Co., Chicago.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Steel Ties.
It is an important item of news that L. P. Friestedt of Chicago
has iKJught from James E. York the United States patent rights covering the York cross rolling processes. Mr. Y'ork's process for mak-

ing steel ties out of old rail was fully descril)ed and illustrated in
Neither the process nor
the Railroad Gazelle. November 24. 1905.
It Is evidently applicable to
the plant necessary for it. is costly.
merchant steel of I-beam section as well as to old rail. The difficulty with the Carnegie longitudinally rolled steel tie Is. primarily,
that the width of either the upper or the lower face of the tie is
limited to between 7 and S Inches, while in the cross rolling process
there is no width limit whatever. .Moreover, in the cross rolling
process any curvature can be made in the surfaces, to the end of

making a section with a spring, or resiliency, somewhat corresponding to that of a wooden tie. provided the engineer can design such
a form. Still further any indentation that the engineer may design
can be made for the purpose of prevention of spreading of track
similar to the office of the shoulder tie plate. The sum of It is that
by this process an all-steel tie can be economically made If the engineers can (Ic-ign a form of tie and clips which will make the long
enduring steel tie siife for high sptx>d traffic. The experience of the
ake Erie with the rigid Carnegie tie seems lo have
Bessemer &
demonstrated that it is safe nw\ economical for the extremely heavy
1
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loads and comparatively low speeds of less than 40 miles an hour
permitted on that road. But the safe steel tie for high speed, and
especially in frozen ballast, does not yet seem to have been developed. The remarkable energy and skill shown by Mr. Friestedt
in his invention and development of the channel bar steel piling
makes the new undertaking hopeful.
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points In Arkansas, 18 cents on wheat and Its products and 15
cents on coarse grains and their products, were declared unlawful,
so far as applied to grain which has been carried to St. Louis by
railroad from points outside that city. The 18-cent rate is ordered
reduced 5 cents and the 15-cent rate 4 cents.

Time-Limit for Presentation

of Claims.

Pig Iron Furnaces in Dull Times.
In pievious periods of business depression ami ledui-cd ileniand for iron, resulting In the blowing out of blast furnaces, it
has been noticeable that the number of furnaces out of blast has
been a much larger proportion of the whole number than the reduction of the output.
But now we see that while the number of
furnaces in blast fell off 27'... per cent., from 304 to 226, from Nov. 1
to Dec. 1, their weekly output fell off 31i... per cent., from 491,436
The average capacity of furnaces in blast was
to 347,372 tons.
The ex1.617 tons per week Nov. 1 and only 1.537 tons Dec. 1.
planation is. probably, that nearly the whole plant of the country
at this time consists of modern furnaces of large capacity; while
in earlier periods there have been many furnaces of small capacity
which could produce at a profit only when the demand was great
and prices high. Now, the situation of the furnace and the nature
of its products are the chief determining factors.

Transatlantic Travel.

Mp

transatlantic navel have this year
been exceeded by a wide margin, and the steerage business, incomparably the most profitable of a modern steamship company's resources, is be<'oraing more and more phenomenal every week. The
streams of immigration and of emigration are now crossing one
another; the inbound rush has not abated, while the outward movement is heavier than it has ever been before, doubtless because
The figures are as follows:
of the slackened demand for labor.
to Dec.

(),

all record.s for

1U07.

Inc.

16.-i.221

214,744

(LSI, (148

489,909

191,739

electrification, indicating the great increase in train

.

181,260

.

i,:ti6,.')(in

i,].-.i.i48

.1.640,543

1. 425,799

of a Street

—

Railway

Ian. 1-nec.

(i

-,

track

into

to the press despatches,

it

is

said

In the opinion that when the state charters a road to parallel and
compete with another the first road may be justified- in abandoning
that portion of its line which suffers by reason of the competition
allowed by the state. The chief reason assigned by the commission,
however, for upholding the company in its abandonment of the Altamont line Is that the line is hazardous to operate. It is unnecessary
to operate

it

as the general public

is

provided for by the operation

of the low-grade division.

Fairbanks-Morse Motor Inspection Car,

Our attention has been

a typographical error whi<h
car printed in tlie Hailroad
(lazrttp. Dec. 0.
The .statement al>out the consumption of lubricating
oil should be that the car used 1 gallon of oil in .SI? miles.

appeared

in

the

Prize

The
pri/.e for

serial

and

called

des< riptlon

of

to

this

Awarded M, Cuenot by French Academy,

Academy of Sciences has awarded M. Cuenot a
his aludy of Track I>eformatlons, which was pu!)lishod in
In book form by the Hailnintl OnzPtti-.
Krencli

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
St.

Louis-Little

In nn opinion rendered by

Rock Rates Reduced,

rommissloner t'routy, the Commisannounced lis deciHion In the cawe of the Merchants" Exihangp of St. U.iils against the Missouri I'aclHc
The rates on
griiin .THrt .'r,i„ „,,„i,,,t., i,,„M .J.
i.„iils to Mule Hock and other
sion has

Boiler, Pipe and Roof Coverings.
The Philip Carey Co., CinOhio, is distributing a new descriptive catalogue of Its
coverings.
These include S.S per cent, carbonate of magnesia, 85
per cent, magnesia, normal, magnet, standard asbestos moulded, air
cell and felt pipe brands of coverings; magnesia flexible cement
roofing, and asbestos materials, roofing paints and cements.
These
different coverings are illustrated and described, the illustrations
leing excellent half-tone engravings from wash drawings or photographs. The book is 6 in. x 9 in., printed on calendared paper, and
has 70 pages.
cinnati,

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

The commission holds that the

.Mingo.

According

movement.

—

Justified,

panies for ceasing to operate a part of their line over the high summit known as Altamont, between Mingo and Steubpnville. Certain
persons had been induced to purchase lots on Altamont by reason of
the promise that an electric line service would be afforded.
After
the line had been built the county authorities relocated the lowlevel highway along the river, and the <onipany at great expense

new

—

7,416
16,587
167,736

Inc.
10,6.58
,'!8,86.">

isiot;.

& Ohio Valley and the Steubenville & Wheeling Traction com-

a

TRADE CATALOGUES,

l!M)li.

ii.f.ani

220.V2r,

The Railroad Commission of Ohio, acting on the complaint of
Bickerstaff, has refused to call to account the Steubenville, Mingo

built

"Commissioner Harlan, voting in the negative on the above
interpretation of the limitation of the act. desires to be recorded
as holding that the limitation in this act, like the limitation.^ in
other acts, does not affect the jurisdiction of the Commission, but
is a personal privilege that may be waived by defendants in proceedings before the Commission. He expressed himself also as inclined to the view that a defendant who offered to waive the bar
oi the statute, as to one claimant, might be required by the Commission also to waive It as to all other claimants whose claims
Involved the same rate or issue, in order to avoid discriminations."

89,742
84,461
315,706

104,040

change was warranted.

by the Comright of the

11HI7.

.

.

Abandonment

the statute of limitations as interpreted

97,158
101,048
483,442

,

C,

barred by

mifcslon; and the Commission will not recognize the
carrier to waive the provisions of the statute.

West Shure Elcctrificatioti. Bulletin No. 4.")4(; of the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., consists of a detailed description of the electrification of the West Shore Railroad between Utica,
N Y., and Syracuse. There are a number of illustrations from
photographs of cars, roadway and substations and drawings showing plans of substations and the third rail construction. An interesting feature is the comparison of train sheets before and after

-West 1.1
Jan. 1-I)ec.

,

.\n official interpretation of the two years limitation provision
of the law of June, 1906. has been made by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
'Claims filed since August 28, 1907, must have accrued within
two years prior to the date when they were filed, otherwise they
are barred by the statute. Claims filed on or before August 28, 1907,
are not affected by the two years' limitation in the act.
"The Commission will not take jurisdiction of, or recognize its
jurisdiction over any claims for reparation or damages which are

W. R. Burrows, Eastern Sales Manager of The Buda Foundry
& Manufacturing Co., Harvey, 111., has resigned to go into other
business.
.1.
W. Ager, electrical aide in the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
United States Navy, has been appointed Manager of the Southern
office at Birmingham, Ala., of Muralt & Co., engineers, 114 Liberty
street. New York.

Robert H. Blackall, Assistant to the General Manager of the
Westlnghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has been made Manager of the Railway Supplies Department of the Pittsburgh l^amp.
Brass & Glass Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

The additions which the Boston IClevaled is making to its iwwer
stations are nearly finished.
The improvemeuls are in charge of
the Stone & Webster Engineering corporation. Boston, Mass., and
include two new 2,700 k.w. Allls-Chalmers direct current generators
Alfred Lovell, Consulting Engineer, S19 Harrison building,
Philadelphia, Pa., in addition to the lines of work recently mentioned in this coluniu. will make a speiially of examinations, repnrts
on, and specifications for, power plants, shops, machinery anil mechanical fncllltiea, and also que,stlon,s of operation.

The firm of Parker & lee, 20 Broad street. New York, will l>e
dissolved on Dei-emlwr 31. when Ivy
I.ee takes charge of the pul)li(-ity department of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The liuslness will
!)( continued at
the same address by the new firm of Parker &
Bridge, consisting of (Jeorge V. Parker and Charles A. Bridge, who
was Manager for the old firm.
I

.

t

The

Manning. Ilanchelt & Young, Consult lug, .MeclianEngineers, has lieen formed with ofllee at
Fulton
street.
New York, and .S2I Eiiuitable building, BaKlmore,
237
firm, of

leal. Civil

and

Eloi-tri<'al

Dcc-ZMBZk

Md

ST.
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T MatintDiE. Mi-m. Am. 80c. C E wu* on tbe B«IUmor« k
Ohio for many year*. r<>i4lKnlni( as Chief KnKln>-i-r In 189S. (S. T
Mani'heit haa for the lai>t ti-n yean be«-n u ronKiiliitiK pnKln<H>r In
NVw York, hia previous work havlnx tie^n nioiitly elntrlcal He U
\V.

W. I) Younx. Mem. Am.
a mrinlier of iievenil eSeiirlral aorletlea.
So<'. Me<-b. Kng.. baa be<-n KlectrU-al Enxineer of the Haltlmoro A
Ohio ainre 1896.
trii

A
*

?93
Operating OfKceft.

.

rniiadtan Pacific. —Tim chanxeii in Gen< ral Sup^rlntradeociM of the
Ontario dlvlaloD and ihi- l^ke Suiterlor dirlalon announced in
Ihew columnit on I)e«-«Mnb*r 13 are denied

C* (<.!.,

1

'I.-

s
.

•rcount.i:

of (he WeHllnRhouae Elecby HaiiklnH * Sells, publlr

luid

W"
f.

a<».lo4.4.'.:i

iT.D'i-j.tm:.

lll,SIT.«|-J

•

Boln rvMlvabI*

iid

5.a74.i>it;;

-

1

I'uial

.

K.

G

s:

A'.

hers u(

iticir

—

common

«M7.4NU.(M1

.

:

respective ditiBloua.

it
Michigan Soulhern. Dewllt C. Moon, who haa succeeded (he late K \. Handy as General Manager of (he Lake
Shore, was Irarn on July 24, 1856, In western New Y'ork. All
bis railroad service has
been on the New York
Central Lines. After a

I'roprrty

on

tlti>p<ti<

Lake Shore

IIiiIiHIIIch:

and plant
InvMtm'oin
WorklLW »...-r.

train

—K W

have b«^n

\\
r.

.M

,;

i,d

•'..-.

itrhool

he t>egan 1:
an agent and oij. r.ion the Dunkirk. .\lle
gheny Valley * PI(L->
burgh, one of -the lines
leased by the New Y'ork
tlon

Capital •tirk

tJT.I)38.UM>
•Jl.319.U0ii
•I.OOD.IHMI
•.•.701>,7iC.'

13.0«1.3.-i2
I.SMt..'il4

Mp

Hill

rxagr In loveDlorle*.

L'U.n.-i.-.
'.'.•.".Mi.'jriti

Central

II.404.IN>J

was made
market

to be In the

for 35.000 tons

ent.

he was made Superin
tendeni and in 1899 was
transferred
from
the
Dunkirk. Allegheny
Valley & Pittsburgh to

Parker. General Solicitor of the St. Louis & San
on December 16. He was born at I^exington,

N.

on September 26.
educated in
schools in Connec-

common
and

ticut

was

at the

New

Britain,

When

High School.
he was 22 years old. he went

t

onn..

living

vest,

first
St.
at
Mo., and the next
to I'nion. Therp
taught school and studied

harles.

I

•

car

lie

moving

being admitted to the bar
Franklin county in 1874.
moved to Rolia. Phelps
ounty. the same year and
i>racticed
law
there
until
IS89.
He then went to Washington,
where he was tor
-ome months on the legal staff
:iw.

n

lie

nf

(leneral .John W. Noble.
.Secretary
of
the
Interior.

The same year he returned

to

.Missouri as trial attorney for
the St. Louis & San FranI-.

P»ri<tr.

Cisco.

He was appointed Gen-

eral Attorney lii 18i*2 and in 1896 was promoted to be General
Solicitor, which position he held at the time of his death.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
of rimi enttoriA and reyular meetinim of railroad ran
eni/lnrerinu todetiet, etc.. see adverttting page Z4.;

The Short Line Association.
"The Short Line Association" is the name of an organization
which It is said has been formed by certain railroad companie.'<
operating ea<'h less than 200 miles of line, the primary object of
the organization being to work for more satisfactory compen.sation
for carrying the Inlted States malls.
The President of the assoclailon is S. F. Smith, President of the Pittsburgh, Shawmut & North-

ern.

It Is

said that 40 railroads have already joined.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
0/ito

Wirer

—

Coliimhiis.
K. H. Blair. VicePresiilenl. ha-s been ap
pointed also General .Manager, with ofllce at Ripley. Ohio. The
of Superintendent has been abolished.
tf

office

Wisconsin Ce«»ra/.— The main office having been moved to Chicago,
a general office has been established at 100 Wisconsin street.
-Milwaukee. Wis., to comply with the provisions of the company's charter.

i>. <'.

Y.,

and

1817,

and. In 1893.
SuperintendThree years later

.Assistant

Kram-lsi-o. died suddenly

L.

Train

master
is .-iald

OBITUARY NOTICES.
F.

Hudson

Shore.
He
successively

des pat Cher.

of raiU. and to be negotiating with the United States Steel Corporation and the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

human

I^ke

the

Iron and Steel.

The Baltimore & Ohio

A

River but operate<l by

«NT.482.8N1

of the

New York

the

Monii.

Central

& Hudson

Rome.

Watertown

& Ogdensburg division
He was Superin-

River.

tendent of this division for four years and was then
appointe<i
Assistant General Superintendent of the Lake Erie
& Western.
In the fall of 1903 he was made Assistant General
Superintendent of the Lake Shore & .Michigan Southern and in 190.i
was appointed General Superintendent. The next year he wa=i
made Assistant General .Manager. He is now General Manager of the Lake Shore & .Michigan Southern, the Lake Erie
& Western, the Dunkirk. Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh end
the Lake Erie. Alliance & Wheeling.

—

Southern. Eugene H. Coapman. who was recently appointed Manager of the .Northern and Eastern districts, with office at Washington. 1) ('.. was bo-n on August 11. 1865. in Wisconsin.
He

began

railroad

when he was

work

years
old on the Chicago. Mil15

waukee & St. Paul. He
was operator and train
despatcher f»om 1880
to 1883 and then went
to the Iowa Central as
train despatcher. .\rter

serving as chief
and Superintendent of Telegraph,
he returned to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, in 1887, as train
despatcher.
In 1890 he
went to the Illinois Central
in
the same capacity, being later made
idiief train despatcher.
despatcher

Trainmaster and finally
Terminal
Freight
Trainmaster. In
1900
went
he
to
the
AtchiII.
li.
Cuuiuimn.
son. Topeka & Santa Fe
as Trainmaster and two years later went to the Southern as
Superintendent of the Danville division. In December. 1905,
he was appointed .\ssistant (General Superintendent of the Eastern district, and in .November. 1906. was made General Superintendent of the Northern district, where he remained until
appointed to his present position, succeeding the late J. N. Seale.
W. .M. Deuel, who was recently appointed Superintendent
of the Coster division, with office at Knoxville. Tenn., has lieen
with the Southern for the last five years. He was yardmaster
at Spencer. N. C. for four months and was then for six months
Terminal Trainmaster at Uirmingbam. Ala. In 1903 he was
made Assistant Superintendent of the Washington division.
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being later transferred to the Knoxville division. He was Superintendent of the Birmingham division for a year and was then
made Superintendent of Terminals at Atlanta. Ga., where he
remained until his recent appointment.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Pittsburgh.
H. C. Woodbridge, heretofore
Rochester
Master Mechanic of the Buffalo and Rochester divisions, has
been transferred to Du Bois, Pa., to do special work for the
Superintendent of Motive Power.

Buffalo,

—

.(•

—

Central.
Harvey Halverson. foreman of the coach department at Fond du Lac, Wis., has been appointed Master
Car Builder, with office at that place, succeeding William Percy,

Wisconst'n
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the Calgary & Edmonton between Olds and Red Deer northwest
along the North Saskatchewan river to a point on the Kootenay
plaini: in the RocJvy mountains; also to build a branch to the Brazeau liver. iMcGivern. Hayden & Greig, 10 Elgin street, Ottawa, Ont.,
are the attorneys.

—

Atlantic Coast Li.\e. An officer writes that this company has
given contracts to Wade & Bell, Trinity, Fla.; Wade & Morrison,
Washington, N. C, and Phillips & AUport. Richmond, Va., for building an extension from Wilcox. Fla., northwest to Perry. 55 miles,
for a change of line at Goldsboro, N. C, four miles, and a change
of line at St. Mary's River, Fla., 1.5 miles.
Surveys are also being
made for a change of line on four miles at Inverness, Fla.

—

Chesapeake & Ohio. This company is planning to build a
branch from Pemberton, W. Va., up Piney Creek, about two miles

resigned to go into other business.

long.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Delaware & Hudson.
The New York, Chicago d St. Louis is said to be asking bids
on 20 locomotives. Up to the time of going to press we have not
been able to confirm this item.

Boston Junction, N.

GuLr. Colorado & Santa Fe.
Scott

CAR BUILDING.
is

asking prices on special-

ties for 30 cars.

The Porto Rico Railway, through J. G. White & Co., New York,
Is in the market for 10 box cars and 10 flat cars, all with steel
underframes.

The New York, Chicago >i St. Louis is said to have ordered
box cars from Haskell & Barker. We have not yet been able

1,000
to

confirm this item.

The W.

C.

Lawson

Co., Chicago, is

said to be considering the

purchase of three freight tars. L'p to the time of going
we have not been able to confirm this item.

to

press

The Philippine Railways, through J. G. White & Co.. New York,
have ordered four combination baggage and passenger cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company, for March delivery. These
cars will be 3 ft. 6 in. gage and will measure 43 ft. IVi in. long,
over end sills, and 9 ft. 6 in. wide. Bodies will be of wood and
underframes of steel.

The Missouri. Kansas <(• Texas has ordered 900 42-ft. gondola
cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity and 100 42-ft. dump cars of 80,000 lbs.
capacity from the American Car & Foundry Company. The special
equipment includes:
National Hollow, and Damascus
Brakp-bcams
Climax
Urasses
<

.Major

nnplers

The Barrett Manufacturing Co., Chicago, as reported in the
Railroad Gazette of December 20, has ordered 40 tank cars of 10,000
The special equipment
gals, capacity from the Cambria Steel Co.
Includes:
Brake-beams

,

Standard .Melal

Brasses

Creco

I

—

—

Missouri & North Arkansas. Contracts are reported recently
for bridging and track laying on the extension of this road
between Kensett, Ark., and Cotton Plant. The grading contract
from Kensett southeast to the While river has not yet been let.
The road is being extended north from Seligman, Mo., to Neosho,
(Nov. 8,
and this work is expected to be finished this month.
let

p.

573.)

—

New York, Pittsburgh & Chicago (Electric). At a recent
meeting of this company, organized to build a short trunk line
through Pennsylvania, it was decided to make new surveys for the
proposed line between Pittsburgh and the summit of the Allegheny
mountains, preparatory to beginning actual work early next spring.
Joseph Ramsey, Jr., is President. (Mar. 15, p. 388.)

—

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario. Contract nas been given to
David Chalmers, of Charlton, Ont., for grading seven miles from
Outlake Road to Earlton.
York Railways Company. This company, which was formi-il
by merging many of the electric lines in York county. Pa., b-is
recently given a mortgage to secure funds to build new lines and to
make other improvements.

—

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

aidwrll

Syniin>;l.in

Ik.xi'S

The New York, New Haven rf Hartford, as reported in the Railroad Oazette of December 20, has ordered from Osgood Bradley &
Sons 100 passenger cars, 44 of which are vestibuled passenger
coaches. The others Include: coaches with smoking compartments.
combination baggage and smoking cars, combination baggage and
passenger cars, combination baggage and mail cars, postal cars and
baggage cars. The vestibuled passenger cars will weigh 81,700 lbs.
and will measure 60 ft. 2 In. long, 8 ft. llVi in. wide and 8 ft. 11 in.
high, inside measurements, and 68 ft. Si/o In. long, 10 ft. % in. wide
and 14 ft. high, over all. The bodies and underframes will be of
wood. The special equipment for the vestibuled cars will be as
follows:

—

Baltimore & Ohio. Gross earnings for November. 1907, were $6.998.5.''>3, an increase of $72,598;
net earnings $2,004,456, a decrease of $444,548. Gross earnings for the five months endeil
November 30 were $37,230,491, an increase of $2,179,295; net
earnings $11,896,900, a decrease of $723,281.

—

Gross earnings for November. 1907. were
$812,534. an increase of $59,887; net earnings $235,370. a decrease
Gross earnings for the five months ended Nove>mber
of $84,764.
30 were $4,358,464, an increase of $785,661; net earnings $1,541,459, an increase of $174,027.

Kansas City Southern.

—

Pacific. The estimated gross earnings for November.
were $6,364,000, an increase of $600,000; freight earning:*
increased 10.9 per cent.; passenger earnings. 15.4 per cent., and
mall and express earnings decreased 23.2 per cent. The estimated gross earnings for the five months ended November 30
were $34,114,000, an Increase of $3,437,000. Of these earnings,
freight Increased 9.5 per cent, and passenger 21.8 per cent.,
while mall and express decreased 20.9 p<>r cent.

Northern
1907,

Commonwealth

Bolsters

Steel

Irtamond Special
8, stcol back

Brake l>earo»
Brake shoes
Brakes

Diamond

Westlnghouse

Magnus metal
Hnhoup

Brasses
ic.iiplers

Fors.vth

Curtain ftitnres
Ciirtain material
rirnft
Im.at

is

Illinois Traction (Electric). Track laying has been finished
on the Mackinaw-Lincoln branch, closing the last gap in the line
from St. Louis via Bloomingtou to Peoria. The line has been in
operation for some time between Lincoln and St. Louis and between Bloomington and Peoria. The overhead work between Lincoln and Mackinaw is to be finished this month and the line opened
for traffic early next year.
Regular service will then be inaugurated between Peoria and St. Louis, 165 miles.

Climax

rlKBlnK

.Tournal

—

Contract is reported let to John
work on 21 miles of the extension
Tex., northwest to the Texas & Gulf at Zuber.
The
to be finished by April 1.
(Oct. IS, p. 473.)
Sons, of St. Louis, for

iMfg. Co.

Coiiplf-rs

nmft

&

from Center,

work
The E. A. Bryan Company. Chicago,

—

This company during the past year has
third and fourth tracks to be used by electric cars between
Y., and Saratoga, 5.31 miles.

laid

Pantaaote
Sessions friction

rlKKlng

guards
Fleating system
V. Y.,

.lonrnal birtes
Usttit

I'lniforms

Harrison
Gold direct stcnm
N. H. & Hartford's standard
CommerclftJ Acetylene
Standard Coupler Co.

Ito.ra

Trih-ks
Ve«!lhule«
Whi-els, make of

for the

Change

Canvas

Karnlngs

l!>Oi.
$:i.n.SO.i!00

|.:,,„.„Hcs

2.L'2",'J0O

Inc.
•

$:2.S1,IIIHI

Pour-wheel

Net earnings
Other Income

»8.-..Tnno
4 7.0(10

Inc.

J.tl.Otm

Kec.

:Mim

Gross Income
Klrat charges and taxes

$000,(100
"40,1.00

Inc.

»2i)..'i()(l

$l.'-.4.ri00

Inc.

$4.71)0

Inc.

14.700

Ruhoup
Paige plate, steel tires

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Rutland Railroad. — The partly estimated income account
year ending December 31, 1907. is as follows:

Incorporation*, Surveys, Etc.

Alberta A Nortiiwe.itf.rn- -Application will be made to the
Dominion Parliament for n charter to build a line from a point on

Available for dividend
l.."i per cent., preferred

Dividend

Surplus

(

)

,

••

>

'J40.1ll(l

24,800

135,000
$r8.fl00

^

i

fiihDlfiG

SECT.

JUL

TF

^m

Radlway age

1

R2

Engin.

TMrttlV

^^Raqe;
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